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PATENT OFFICE NOTICES
Patent ^uits

Notices under 35 U.S.C. 290 ; Patent Act of 1952

2.887.674, G. B. Greene, PULSE WIDTH MEMORY UNITS,
filed Apr. 29, 1974, D.C., N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 74cH8l',
Electronic Processors, Incopmrated v. Redactron Corporation
and Data General CorporltuorL

3,041,682. Alderfer and Bodlo(jr, FOAMED SEALING STRIP
PRODUCTS

: 3,343,978, T. jjlngelbach, ADHESIVE TRANS-
FERS, filed Apr. 30, 1974, ZJTc, N.D. Ohio (Cincinnati), Doc.
73-1699 and 73-1700, Av/nj Products Corporation v. Morgan
Adhesiies Company. Decision—The judgment of invalidity
is affirmed. It Is ordered Wt the cross-appeal be dismissed
Apr. 30, 1974.

3,241,843. Hatch, Morley and Blair, COMBINED RING AND
FRUSTO CONICAL MEMBER SEAL ASSEMBLY filed
Mar. 14, 1972, D.C., N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 72c658, Chicago
Rawhide Mfg. Co. v. Crane Packing Co.

3,285,793, M. A. Chavannes, METHOD OF MANUFACTUR-
ING A COMPOSITE CELLULAR MATERIAL; 3,416.984.
Chavannes and Fielding, METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
MAKING CELLULAR MATERIAL FROM THERMOPLASTIC
SHEETS, filed Apr. 1, 1974, D.C.N.J. (Newark), Doc. 74-
449, Sealed .4.ir Corporation v. The Baxter Corporation.

3,333.280, Hynek, Russell and Alnslle, INTERLINER filed
May 3, 1974, D.C., N.D. Ga. (Atlanta), Doc. C-74-871-A,
Johnson d Johnson v. DIIJ Industries, Inc.

3.343,978. (See 3,041,682.)

3,414,330, H. Trutzschler, PNEUMATIC FEEDING AR-
RANGEMENT FOR SUPPLYING FIBROUS MATERIALS,
filed Apr. 29, 1974. D.C.N.C. (Charlotte), Doc. C-C-74-9l!
Hergeth, K.G. and Hergeth, Inc. v. Trutzschler & Co. and
American Trutzschler, Inc.

3,416,984. (See 3,285,793.)

3,519,617, Rast and Stelner, RED PHENYL-AZO-NAPH-
THOL DYESTUFFS FOR EDIBLE COMPOSITIONS;
3.640,733. same, EDIBLE SUBSTRATES COLORED WITH
MONOAZO DYESTUFFS, filed Apr. 2, 1974, D.C., E.D. Mo.
(St. Louis), Doc. 74-240-C (1), Warner-Jenkinson Company
V. Allied Chemical Corp.

3,552,469, L. M. Corless. TIRE BEAD SEATER ; 3,675,705.
same, TIRE BEAD SEATING AND INFLATION APPARA-
TUS, filed Aug. 23, 1973, D.C., N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc.
73c2174, B d J Manufacturing Company v. Hennessy Indus-
tries, Inc.

3,590,865, M. Bremshey, FLAT UMBRELLA, filed May 2,
1974, 'D.C, S.D. Ohio (Cincinnati), Doc. C-1-74-162, Telesco
Brophcy Limited v. Totes Inc.

3,638,310, G. K. Austin, Jr., DENTAL HANDPIECE CON-
TROL, filed May 2, 1974, D.C. Oreg. (Portland), Doc. C-74-
343, George K. Austin, Jr. v. Marco Dental Products, Inc.

3,640,733. (See 3,519,617.)

3,659,627, Zlmmerer, ZImmerer and Zlmmerer, COLLECTOR
RING FOR IRRIGATION PIPE SYSTEMS, filed Nov. 19,
1973, D.C, E.D. Wash. (Spokane), Doc. 4008, Lindsay Mfg.
Co. V. Pringle Mfg. Co. Decision—A decree of dismissal by
consent terminating the case was filed Apr. 26, 1974.

3,675,705. (See 3,552,469.)

3,802,115, Auten, Fischer and Fischer, NOISE MAKING
FISHING LURE AND METHOD THEREOF, filed May 3,
1974, D.C, W.D. La. (Shreveport), Doc. 74-453-S, Little
Beaver Mfg. Co., Inc. v. Nic-A-Lene Company, Inc.

D. 214.083, I. J. Alllgood, Jr., INDUSTRIAL VACUUM
CLEANING UNIT, filed Jan. 23, 1974, D.C, W.D. Pa. (Pitts-
burgh), Doc. 74-64, National Systems Inc. and Ira J. Alligood,
Jr. v. Kxcik-N-Eze Mfg., Samuel Bryant, Jr. and Giant Towels
Co. Decision—Consent judgment entered permanently enjoin-
ing and restraining defendants from infringing on said patent
May 8, 1974.

D. 215,117. J. F. Stahl, VEHICLE MARKER LIGHT ; Reg.
No. 916,310 (DZ), R. E. Dietz Company, filed Apr. 30, 1974,
D.C, N.D. Tex. (Dallas), Doc. CA3 74-397-D, R. E. Dietz v.

Oran Imports.

D. 226,510, Benty and Friedman, COMBINED HAIR DRYER
STYLING ATTACHMENT THEREFOR, filed May 15, 1973,
D.C, CD. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. 73-1089-RJK, Clairol
Incorporated v. Pacific American Industries, Inc. Filed final
judgment and order thereon enjoining defendants during the
remainder of the term of said patent from Infringing that
patent. The parties consent to the entry of the final judgment
entered May 3, 1974.

D. 331,170, R. P. Carter, NIGHT STAND ; D. 231,172, same,
TRIPLE DRESSER, filed Apr. 16, 1974, D.C, W.D. Va. (Ro-
anoke), Doc. 74-64, The Lane Company, Inc. v. Coleman Fur-
niture Corporation.

D. 231,172. (See D. 231,170.)

Reg. No. 916,310. (See D. 215,117.)

3,191,956, A. Rlzzuto, WHEELED SHOPPING CART OR
BASKET, filed Mar. 11, 1974, D.C, S.D.N.Y., Doc. 74-C-1127,
Bernard A. Guadano, Jr. v. Gretz, Abraham d Strauss, Bloom-
ingdales, Inc., Macy, and Sears, Roebuck and Company.

3,279,539, Brown and Wakefield, WELL CASING HANGER
AND METHOD FOR HANGING SAME, filed Mar. 8, 1974,
D.C, CD. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. CV-74-624-JWC, Vetco
Offshore Industries, Inc. et al v. Broun Oil Tools, Inc. and
Atlantic Richfield Company.

3,388,350, B. N. Kushner, ADVERTISEMENT MAIL CON-
STRUCTIONS, filed Mar. 7, 1974, D.C, S.D.N.Y., Doc. 74-
C-1064, Bernard N. Kushner v. Design Distributors, Inc. et al.

3,423,986, D. L. Young, RIVET GUN FOR BLIND RIVETS,
filed Sept. 20, 1973, D.C. Minn. (Minneapolis), Doc. 4-73-C-
462, Malco Products, Inc. v. Rivetmaster, Inc.

3,426,952, Chew and Toth, ARC WELDER HAVING BUILT-
IN SHEAR FOR JOINING STRIP ; 3,489,520, Chartouni and
Dawe, TITRATION RECORDING APPARATUS, filed Mar.
22, 1974, D.C, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 74c831, Sargent-
Welch Scientific Company v. Beckman Instruments, Inc.

3,489,520. (See 3,426,952.)

3,492,014, K. Von Besser, SAFETY SKI BINDING, filed

Mar. 7, 1974, D.C. Colo. (Denver), Doc. 74-219. Safety Sys-
tems, Inc. v. Baubeschlagfabrik Gretsch d Co. G.m.b.H., doing
business as Geze and Saska Sports Industries, Inc.

3.502.081, S. P. Amolls, CRYOSURGICAL INSTRUMENT,
filed Dec. 27, 1973, D.C. Mass. (Boston), Doc. 73-4313-C,
Spembly Technical Products v. Clinitex Inc.

3,511,291, B. E. Ragan, RENEWED HEAVY DUTY TIRE
WITH A LUGGED TREAD THEREON; Re. 27,006, same,
METHOD OF BUILDING A LUGGED TREAD ON A HEAVY
DUTY TIRE, filed Aug. 31, 1972, D.C, N.D. Ga. (Atlanta),
Doc. 17093, Brad Ragan, Inc. v. Edwards-Warren Tire Com-
pany, Inc. Consent stipulation of dismissal and order dismiss-
ing the complaint, answers and complaint, pursuant to Rule
41(a)(1) (11) F.R.C.P., Mar. 13, 1974.

3,560,660, Porettl and Costa, TIME-ALLOCATION COMMU-
NICATION SYSTEM WITH SCRAMBLING NETWORK, filed

Jan. 2, 1974, D.C, S.D.N.Y., Doc. 74-C-28, Telectronics Cor-

poration of .4.merica v. L.C.A. Sales Co. et al. Plaintiff with-
draws action against all defendants. Mar. 21, 1974.

3,565,083, S. J. Popell, METHOD FOR SETTING HAIR, filed

Apr. 23, 1971, D.C, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 71c979, Popeil
Brothers, Inc. v. Sunbeam Corporation, Sun Beam Appliance
Service Co., and Northern Electric Co. Case dismissed, Nov.
14, 1972.

3,570,790, Chrlstoffel and Phillips, METHOD OF MAKING
A KITE AND KITE STRUCTURE, filed July 6, 1972, D.C,
N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 72cl650, Hi-Flier Manufacturing Co.

V. Gayla Industries, Inc. Complaint dismissed for lack of

jurisdiction, Dec. 20, 1972.

3,601,999, Olsen and Bassett, METHODS OF GROUTING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES, filed Dec. 6, 1973, D.C, W.p. La.

(Shreveport), Doc. 19658-L, The Western Co. of North Amer-
ica and C. Nelson Shields, Jr., trustee v. Advance Enginpering,

Inc. and Floyd A. Jones.
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3,611,910, J. S. Hughes, CORN POPPER, filed Jan. 29, 1974,
D.C, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 74c205, Ropat Corp. v. McGraic-
Edison Co. Same, filed Jan. 24, 1974, D.C, N.D. 111. (Chicago),
Doc. 74c206, Ropat Corporation v. Scovill Mfg. Co. Same, filed

Jan. 24, 1974, D.C, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 74c207, Ropat
Corporation v. West Bend Company, same, filed Jan. 29, 1974,
D.C, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 74c260, Ropat Corporation v.

National Presto Industries Inc.

3,614,325, J. N. Galian and B. S. Kuryla, TELEPHONE AND
SIGNALING SYSTEM, filed Dec. 28, 1973, D.C. Conn. (Bridge-

port), Doc. B-961, Communication Equipment d Contracting
Company, Inc. v. Letot, Incorporated.

3,616,553, F. H. Holland, ELEVATING BELT LOADER AND
EXCAVATION APPARATUS, filed Jan. 17, 1974, D.C, W.D.
Okla. (Oklahoma City), Doc. 74-73-B, Francis H. Holland v.

C'MI Corporation and Bill Swisher.

3,621,689, Koskinen and Solitanner, CYLINDER LOCK OP-
ERABLE WITH TWO KEYS; 3,623,345, K. H. Solitanner,
INTERMEDIATE DISK OF A CYLINDER LOCK ; 3,635,034,
I. V. Sinervo, CYLINDER LOCKS, filed May 26, 1972, D.C.
N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 72cl340, Intertrade Industries, Ltd.
et al. v. Pyramid Coin Operated Protection, Inc. et al. De-
fendant's summary judgment granted. Cause dismissed Feb.
8, 1973, consent decree entered Sept. 26, 1973.

3,623,345. (See 3,621,689.)

3,625,034. (See 3,621,689.)

3,633,047, Kadah and Rolland, DELAY-ON-MAKE SOLID
STATE CONTROLLER, filed Sept. 11, 1973, D.C, N.D.N.Y.
(Utica), Doc. 73-CV-413, Syracuse Electronics Corporation v.

Omnetics, Inc. and Hassan B. Kadah.

Re. 27,006. (See 3,511,291.)

^
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PATENT EXAMINING CORPS
WILLIAM FELDMAN, Acting Assistant Commissioner

CONDITION OF PATENT APPLICATIONS AS OF SEPTEMBER 14, 1974

PATENT EXAMINING GROUPS
Actual

Filing Date
of Oldest
New Case
Awaiting

Action

CHEMICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

°^^?^^ CHEMISTRY AND PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY. GROUP 110-M. STERMAN Director 7 » nInorganic Compounds; Inorganic Compositions: Organo-Metal and Organo-Metalloid Chemistry Metallurev MeVaVsti^V'Fu^f;;

filS'^US'"'"'
°y«^^°^^b°°^- ^^'°«^1 Oil Technology; Lrbricating

'
cimiSiTbSis &Slr^^

GENERAL ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, GROUP 120-R. F. BURNETT Actlne Director , ,. «

]^l A^h".?^ ^°'/?^"iP*^ ^^*"': N^t"^^^ R^«*"s; Reclaiming; Pore-Forming; Composit ons (Pi-U e K
•

'Cclune Moldfn^Ink; Adhesive and Abrading Compositions; Molding. Shaping, and Treating Proiesses
*^ '"°^ ^'^^'^ ®-^- ^°^»^«- Moldmg.

^°
rllHn^.i^^

LAMINATING BLEACHING, DYEING AND PHOTOGRAPHY, GROUP 16&-A L LEAVITT Director 11 10-7^

O^inSI in, Mn?"t^A C'«^"i"8 Processes; Liquid Purification; Distillation; Preserving; Uqu dfG^ and SoHd Separ'atTo^'^and Liquid Contact Apparatus; Refrigeration; Concentrative Evaporators; Mineral Oils Apparatu^ MUc Physical PrcS-

ELECTRICAL EXAMINING GROUPS
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, PHYSICS AND RELATED ELEMENTS GROUP 210-W L PARSON n)r»nt„rGeneration and Utilization; General Applications; Conversion and Distribution; HeatinrandRdkted Art Co^ducS^^^

^^'^*

Photography; Motion Pictures; Illumination; Horology; Acoustics; Recorder; Weighing Scalw
C^onductors, Switches,

/fl^^ ^^J^ ADMINISTRATION, GROUP 220-C. D. QUARFORTH Director ,_^ „Ordnance Firearm^nd Ammunition; Radar, Underwater Signalling, Directional Radlo"'TorpVdoM" SeVsmicEVDlorVnV" RidioActive Batterles;«fcclear Reactors, Powder Metallurgy, Rocket Fuels; Radio-ActlVe Material '

l^-xplonng, Radlo-

INFORMATION TRANSMISSION, STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL GROUP 230-J F COUCR nirpMnr hat,
"TeS AJlr*

^^""'P'"'"« Techniques; Facsimile; Data pfoc4iAg° cSmputa'tnand CoSoS' S^e" DeVicei-and
""'"''

DESIGNS GROUP 290-C. D. QUARFORTH, Director
Industrial Arts; Househ(old, Personal and Fine Arts.

^"^'^

MECHANICAL EXAMINING GROUPS

11-2-73

11-8-73

1-14-74

Printing; Typewriters; Stationery;Information Dissemination.

"^tT».^ p1^ ^^^V^^w^ FLUID ENGINEERING, GROUP 340-B. R. GAY Director

"^"E^chrS'^kS^Ktr A^^n'Sion^^^^^^
mg; BeLn^SS-AT'^l^^^^^^^ ^'^-''-e Elements; Couplings; Gear-

mission; Fluid Handling and Control; Lubrication.

^^^^^^^vS^^^'^^^J^I}^^^- TEXTILES AND MINING, GROUP 350-M M NEWMAN Director

BrldJf r'^i;^;«°'i' ^r^"^-^^^<^^"'=^lC°""^<=^°^s: Miscellaneous Hardw^^^

C^S; ?;SA^pSl!n"^^rhTes?SeS"^!;cSs°^ '"^"*^"^^^ '"PP°^'^= ^^'^'-^ S?^"ftur^TSVi?S"e?Knl;

the same reasons, or have lapsed under the provisions of 35 U.S C 151
Patents
Plant Patents

"'. Numbers 2,804,620 to 2,807,803, Inclusive
Numbers 1,638 to 1,64{, IncluilTe

LIST OF DEFENSIVE PUBLICATIONS
APPLICANTS TO WHOM

DEFENSIVE PUBLICATIONS WERE ISSUED ON THE 1st DAY
OF OCTOBER, 1974

Published at the request of the applicant or owner in accordance with the Notice of Dec. 16, 1969, 869 O. G. 687.

T927,001
NUCLEAR CORE AND A REFLECTOR

ASSEMBLY THEREFOR
Ajay Bhattacharyya, Vasteros, Sweden, and Ernst H. G.

Weiss, Muirysville, Pa., assignors to Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Sen No. 346,548
Int. CI. G21c 15/10
U.S. CI. 176^-61

2 Sheets Drawing. 17 Pages Specification

^^^^^
'~^ ^->'̂ -20

tsWWWW^
-i' p

Jk^
ir

,4.CTSTxKVrv^
•15^

K\\\V
S

[ :-.

'ImK'

i \\\\\\^\\^

s:;

18 ;

-23

^wNk^kvi

A nuclear core including a reflector assembly cooling

arrangement utilizing a combination of forced and nat-

ural convection cooling. Forced convection cooling is

achieved by using a low pressure gradient to drive cool-

ant through the reflector assembly. Natural convection

cooling of the reflector assembly is accomplished by using

heat from the reflector assembly and cooling provided by
core bypass coolant flow to circulate coolant by natural

means through the reflector assembly.

opposite ends of a pivotally mounted switch blade, or

rigidly supported fuse link, that is adapted to be pivoted

on one of the fixed contacts and moved into engagement
with the other fixed contact. The contacts mounted on
opposite ends of the elongated insulating member are

characterized by having integrally formed therewith elec-

trical line terminals that are adapted to cooperate with

a clamping means to secure a power line conductor to

each of said line terminals. By forming the line terminals

integrally with the contacts, the risk of galvanic corro-

sion between these respective elements is substantially

diminished relative to prior art contact and line-terminal

assemblies.

T927,003
ANTISTATIC POLYESTER FIBERS AND FABRICS

James E. Blakemore, 928 Springbrook Drive,
Kingsport, Tenn. 37663

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 370,883
Int. CI. C08j 1/44
U.S. CI. 117—139.5

No Drawing. 25 Pages Specification

An article of manufacture comprised of a shaped arti-

cle formed of a hydrophobic material which in dry con-

dition normally tends to develop static charges of elec-

tricity thereon, the surface of the material carrying ad-

hered thereon, for the purpose of reducing the tenden^j^
of the article to develop static charges, a conducting

random copolymer having the structure:

(CH2-/ V) -(-CH2-CH-) ^

^Z
T927,002

HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTRICAL SWITCH WITH
INTEGRAL CONTACT AND CLAMPING MEANS

Edward A. Vrabel, Pittsfield, Mass., assignor to

General Electric Company
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 144,750,
May 19, 1971. This application June 11, 1973, Ser. No.
368,731

Int. CI. H01hi//00
U.S. CI. 200—48 R

2 Sheets Drawing. 12 Pages Specification

An electrical switch of a type suitable for use as an
open fuse cutout is provided with a pair of fixed con-

tacts of a metal, such as aluminum alloy, mounted at

'X.Ha

-J n

wherein x and y are variable integers of 1 or greater and

Z is an anion. Normally, the random copolymer will be

present in the amount of about 0.1 to 3.0 weight percent.

However, the preferred range is in the amount of 1.0 to

2.0 weight percent. Also, the invention encompasses a

process for treating textile materials comprising hydro-

phobic fibrous materials which in dry condition normally

tends to develop static charges of electricity thereon, said
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process comprising applying to said textile material a
conducting random copolymer having the structure set

forth above, and curing said conducting copolymer by
heating at a temperature of about 80° to 170° C. for 1

to 15 minutes. Further, the invention encompasses the

copolymer being applied as an aqueous solution compris-
ing conducting copolymer present in the amount of 1 to

5 weight percent, hydrazine hydrate present in the amount
of about 1 weight percent, and water present in the amount
of 98 to 94 weight percent.

T927,004
BITUMINOUS COATING HYDROXYL
TERMINATED POLYBUTADIENE

Gary L. Statton, 214 W. Rose Valley Road,
Wallingford, Pa. 19086

Continuation of application Sen No. 302,445, Oct. 31,
1972, wliich is a continuation of application Ser. No.
149,354, June 2, 1971. This application July 5, 1973,
Ser. No. 376,765

Int. CI. C08g 51/52
U.S. CI. 260—28

No Drawing. 9 Pages Specification
A bituminous coating composition prepared from bitu-

minous material, polyisocyanate^, polyepoxides and poly-
ols wherein at least a portion of said polyol is a hydroxyl
terminated polybutadiene. The resultant coatings are ex-
tremely flexible and show improved impact resistance as
well as resistance to chemicals and water than recognized
epoxy systems. When applied to metals, wood, masonry
and concrete, the coatings provide corrosion resistance.

>.<L.

T927,005
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR APPLYING

COATINGS TO SOLID PARTICLES
Glenn M. Blouin, 1202 Sorrento Road,

Florence, Ala. 35630
Filed July 24, 1973, Ser. No. 382,153

Int. CI. B44d 1/02
U.S. CI. 117—100 A

1 Sheet Drawing. 25 Pages Specification

dom motion of the particles with respect to each other,
thereby prpducing a truly homogeneous moving mass of
particles in a simple, conventional horizontal rotary drum
to ensure that all particles are equally exposed to a liquor

or molten spray material as they pass through the drum
regardless of range of size or shape. This is accomplished
by a unique modification of the existing prior art of
flighted horizontal rotary drum coolers and driers by
formation of an enlarged sprayable area of the homogene-
ous mass of moving particles therein, said area consist-

ing in part of the surface of the natural rolling bed in

the drum and in part of the face of a falling cascade of
particles that extends the entire length of the drum, but
in contrast to prior art, is concentrated to one side of the

drum into a dense, homogeneous, narrow stream of par-
ticles that covers only a small portion (say 1 to 10 per-

cent) of the cross sectional area of the drunrVhis con-
tinuous cascade is formed by positioning by means of
fixed supports extended into the end openings of the drum
a stationary longitudinal deflector pan above the rolling

bed in the interior of the drum. The deflector pan ex-

tends the length of the drum and is sloped downward
across its width toward the high edge of the rolling bed
so that showers of particles being discharged by the lift-

ing flights are caught by the deflector pan, the effective

(horizontally projected) width of which may be 40 to 80
percent of the drum diameter, where they combine and
slide off the lower edge of the pan to form the dense,

homogeneous cascade that strikes the rolling bed near its

high side and along its entire length.

T927,006
PLURAL CONVEYOR WITH AIR CUSHIONED

TRANSFER CHUTE
Hendrik Goverts, Volgerland 7, Zwijndrecht, Netherlands

Filed Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 391,454
Int. CI. B65g 47/00
U.S. CI. 198—43

2 Sheets Drawing. 4 Pages Specification

Apparatus and process for more effectively coating ma-
terials such as medicinal compounds, food products, and
undersize fertilizer particles with the same, or diff'erent,

fertilizer compounds for purposes of granulation as well
as controlled release. Specific applications are directed to
sulfur-coated urea. The primary object is to provide ran-

Z
20 10

A delivery apparatus for supplying particulate mate-
rial to a moving surface includes an endless driven belt

having an oscillating discharge end for the material. A
chute is attached to the discharge end of the endless belt

and extends downward and outward from the belt. A plu-

rality of transverse louvers in the chute bottom are ar-

ranged to receive a supply of compressed air and a cush-
ion of air is formed in the chute to support the particu-

late material as it passes from the endless belt to the

moving surface.
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T927,007
SELECTIVE VOLUME ACCESSING

Donald P. Casey and Glenford J. Meyers, Poughkeepsie,
and Harold G. Opdyke, Wappingers Falls, N.Y., and
Robert J. St. Germaine, Boca Raton, Fla., assignors

to International Business Machines Corporation,

Armonk, N.Y.
Continuation of application Ser. No. 231,318, Mar. 2,

1972. This application Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 395,484
Int. CI. G06f 7/28, 13/06, 3/00

U.S. CI. 444—1
2 Sheets Drawing. 15 Pages Specification

.(8

wall of said container; a panel comprising a block of

semi-rigid foamed polymeric material PI, 2, 3, 4 lining

the inside surfaces of each of said end walls, said bot-

tom wall and said top wall; each panel also comprising

a sheet 41, 43, 45, 47 of smooth surfaced synthetic resin

on the internal surface of each of said blocks, each sheet

having at least two parallel lines of ridges protruding

//DPI DP DSK-ABC.DiSP-0LI^k;y5- 100000.00499)
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and flow-control valve assembly in the housing and a
reservoir surrounding the housing and communicating

:(s:^oT^
//'Z

'/'^ ''LfJ '^//•.^

with the inlet side of the flow-control portions of the valve
assembly and the outlet side of the pressure-relief portions.

T927,010
PROCESS FOR EMBOSSING BIAXIALLY

« .. „ ORIENTED POLYESTER FILM
Harold B. Whitfield and David J. Chalmers, Circleville,

Ohio, assignors to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Com'
pany, Wilmmgton, Del.

S°ni!.°"^*'°" ^^ application Ser. No. 222,331, Jan. 31,
1972. This appUcation Nov. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 417 594

Int. CL B29c 77/00
U.S. CI. 264—210 R

D . „ No Drawing. 9 Pages Specification
biaxially oriented polyester film having a pattern em-

bossed on one surface thereof is produced by extruding
the film, orienting the film by stretching at least 2.5 times
in two mutually perpendicular directions in the plane of
the film, embossing one surface of the film prior to com-
pletion of heat setting, and heat setting the biaxially ori-
ented film. The film is embossed by contacting the surface
ot the film after biaxial orientation and prior to comple-
tion of heat setting with a metal roll having a surface
roughness of about from 25 to 80 microinches, A A a
temperature of about from 175" to 220° C, and a pressure
of about from 40 to 80 lbs. per lineal inch. The metal roll
along with a rubber roll forms a nip through which the
him IS passed to effect the embossment.

T927,011
HOT MELT ADHESIVE FOR SEALING

.
METAL CONTAINERS

Imng P. Esbitt, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

t°cj!,^"^"°"
°^ application Ser. No. 318,503, Dec. 26,

1972, which is a continuation-in-part of application Ser.
No. 297,038, Oct. 13, 1972, both now abandoned. This
application Dec. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 428,810

Int. CI. B65d 17/20; C08f 45/52
U.S. CI. 220—53

1 Sheet Drawing. 17 Pages Specification

A hot melt adhesive that is useful for sealing contain-
ers, in particular the scribed portion of the lid of a bev-
erage container that allows for easy opening of the con-
tainer, is the subject of this invention; the hot melt ad-
hesive is a blend of:

(A) 5-40% by weight of an ethylene/vinyl acetate co-
polymer;

(B) 5-40% by weight of a tackifier resin of a thermo-
plastic mixed polyolefin resin;

(C) 30-70% by weight of a microcrystalline hydrocar-
bon wax;

(D) 2-30% by weight of a polystyrene resin having a
molecular weight of about 250-4000; and

the hot melt adhesive has a specified tensile strength and
percent elongation at break to allow for easy opening of
the container but has sufficient strength to permanently
seal the lid onto the container.

T927,012
PROCESS FOR EXPANDING PNEUMACEL

FIBER BATTS
John Raymond Ferrara, 201 Sykes Road,

New Castle, Del. 19720
Filed Dec. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 428,920

Int. CI. B29d 27100
U.S. CI. 264—321

No Drawing. 5 Pages Specification
An improvement over the process of molding com-

pressed, resin-bonded nonwoven batts of pneumacel fiber
by thermal expansion in a mold and cooling before re-
moval therefrom includes the following steps: (1) ther-
mal expansion of the batt to a thickness about as great
or greater than that of the molded form desired, (2) cool-
ing to set the batt in the expanded form, (3) compres-
sion of the expanded batt into the mold, (4) heat treat-
ment to deactivate the interfiber bonds and (5) cooling
suflficiently to reestablish the bonds in the new fiber con-
figuration before removal of the batt from the mold.

REISSUES
OCTOBER 1, 1974

Matter enclosed In heavy brackets tJ appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification ; matter

1

1

printed in italics indicates additions made by reissue.

. ^ 28,176 third and fourth pivot axes being greater than the
BRACKET FOR MOUNTING BOAT ACCESSORY distance between said first and second pivot axes.

George F. Horton, Rte. 2, Box 718,
Fort Worth, Tex. 76135

Original No. 3,674,228, dated July 4, 1972, Ser. No. ,_ ,__
54,819, July 14, 1970. AppUcation for reissue Sept. vFHirf F r»A™r^ svctpvi28 1973 Ser. No. 401 812 VEHICLE BKAKjUMG SYSTEM

Int. ci F16m 7/02 Michael John England, Sutton'Coldfield, Derrick Donnell,

U.S. CI. 248—4 *
*

11 Claims
Coventry, and Eric Charles Hales, Studley, England,
assignors to Girling Limited, Tyseley, Birmingham,
England

Original No. 3,695,731, dated Oct. 3, 1972, Ser. No.
79,245, Oct 8, 1970, which is a division of abandoned
appUcation Ser. No. 795,104, Jan. 29, 1969. AppUca'
tion for reissue Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 311,409 ,

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, Feb. 1, 1968,
5,210/68; Mar. 20, 1968, 13,412/68

Int. CI. B60t 13/14
U.S. CI. 303—7 12 Claims

I .-—yp
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(b) hydrocarbon inlet means connected to said reac-
tion chamber for introducing said hydrocarbon there-
in;

(c) vapor inlet means connected to said reaction cham-
ber for introducing vapor water as a heat exchange
medium into said reaction chamber to admix with
said hydrocarbon and to maintain the temperature
of the admixture at reaction conditions;

(d) a heat exchange chamber [within said reaction
chamber!;

(e) a floating tube bundle contained within said heat
exchange chamber comprising a substantially hori-
zontal fixed tube sheet disposed completely across
and attached to the interior of said heat exchange
chamber, a substantially horizontal floating tube
sheet spaced from the first tube sheet and disposed
substantially across the heat exchange chamber, but
unattached thereto and a plurality of spaced apart
substantially vertical heat exchange tubes connected
between said tube sheets with the interiors of said
tubes communicating through said tube sheets, the
interiors of said tubes establishing mixture passage-
ways and the space around said tubes establishing
heat exchange passageways;

(f) means connected to the downstream end of said
reaction chamber and to the mixture passageways of
said tube bundle for introducing the total effluent

28,179
FERROELECTRIC STORAGE DEVICE USING

GADOLINIUM MOLYBDATE
Akio Kumada, Kodaira, Japan, assignor to Hitachi,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Original No. 3,623,031, dated Nov. 23, 1971, Ser. No.

810,202, Mar. 25, 1969. AppUcation for reissue Jan.
25, 1972, Ser. No. 220,669
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 30, 1968.

43/20,817
Int. CI. Gllc 11/22

U.S. a. 340—173.2 11 Claims

Write
^L5£

from the downstream end of said reaction chamber
into said mixture passageways;

(g) condenser means disposed within said heat ex-
change chamber below said floating tube bundle and
downstream of said mixture passageways for con-
densing at least a portion of the vapor water in said
total effluent to a liquid water;

(h) settling means within said heat exchange chamber
below said floating tube bundle and downstream of
said condenser means for settling and separating the
liquid water from the total effluent;

(i) means for carrying liquid water through the heat
exchange passageways of said tube bundle, whereby
said liquid water is in indirect heat exchange rela-
tionship with the total effluent and whereby the tem-
perature of said water is raised and the temperature
of the total effluent is lowered;

(j) heater means communicating with the downstream
end of said heat exchange passageways for heating
the water therefrom to the extent where it may be
utilized as a vapor heat exchange medium for said
reaction chamber;

(k) means for transferring the vapor water from said
heater means to the vapor inlet means of said reac-
tion chamber, and;

(1) outlet means disposed downstream of said con-
denser means for removing separated fractions of
said total effluent.

1. A storage device comprising: a memory element in-
cluding a stable irregular ferroelectric body composed of
a crystal plate selected from a group of Gd2(Mo04)3
single crystal and its crystallographic isomorphs and
boracite which strains at the time of polarization reversal
and is provided with a pair of electrodes on upper and
lower surfaces thereof;

a load connected in series with said memory element
for detecting the change in polarization of said
memory element;

driving means for applying a write-in voltage pulse and
a readout voltage pulse to the series connected circuit
of said irregular ferroelectric body and said load,
wherein said respective write-in voltage pulse and
said readout voltage pulse each has a pulse height
sufficient to cause the polarization reversal of said
irregular ferroelectric body.

28 180
METHOD OF MAKING A PNEUMATIC TIRE

Donald R. Bartley, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, assignor to
The B. F. Goodrich Co., New York, N.Y.

Original No. 3,620,867, dated Nov. 16, 1971, Ser. No.
879,229, Nov. 24, 1969. AppUcation for reissue Nov.
23, 1973, Ser. No. 418,754

Int. CI. B29h 17/20
U.S. CI. 156-117 7 Claims

1. In the method of making a pneumatic tire having a
carcass of multiple plies of cord reinforced elastomer, the
steps comprising:

(a) providing a tape of elastomer covered reinforcing
cords;

(b) selecting the desired cured angle of the cords in the
crown region of said tire;
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(c) providing a cylindrical building drum having a

preselected diameter intermediate that of the bead

and crown of the tire to be formed;
(d) determining the axial width of the said drum from
measurements taken from a layout of the configura-

tion of the vulcanized tire in a mold;

(e) winding continuously a layer of said tape over said

drum in a substantially geodesic pattern of circumfer-

entially indexed windings with each winding making
a substantially constant angle with a plane normal
to the drum axis with portions of the windings ex-

tending over the ends of the drum and tangentially

of a central circular region defining the beads of

said tire; and

(f) winding additional layers of said tape upon said

drum with the windings in each successive layer mak-
ing a substantially constant but incrementally larger

angle in the range yio°-Vj° with said plane than the

windings in the previous ply thereby forming a tire

carcass.

28,182

LEAD DIOXIDE/MANGANESE DIOXIDE/SULFUR
CURE FOR POLYSULFIDE-BITUMINOUS COM-
POSITIONS

John M. Pachuta, Trenton, NJ., assignor to Thiokol
Corporation, Bristol, Pa.

No Drawing. Original No. 3,491,046, dated Jan. 20, 1970,

Ser. No. 618,316, Feb. 24, 1967. AppUcation for reissue

Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,734

Int. CI. C08g 57/52
U.S. CI. 260—28 5 Claims

1. A curable, polymer based composition comprising,

in weight ratio,

100 parts by weight of at least one polysulfide polymer

having a plurality of terminal groups selected from the

group consisting of —SH and —SSH, about 50 to 300

parts by weight of bituminous material,

about 0.5 to 10 parts by weight of elemental sulfur,

about 4 to 20 parts by weight of lead dioxide, and

about 0.5 to 5 parts by weight of manganese dioxide.

K8,181

PLASTIC GAUGE MOVEMENT
Philip W. HaHand, Perkasie, and Ralph D. Waite, Sellers,

ville, Pa., assignors to Amtek, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Original No. 3,530,720, dated Sept. 29, 1970, Ser. No.
773,856, Nov. 6, 1968. AppUcation for reissue Jan.

4, 1972, Ser. No. 215,442

Int. CI. GOll 7/04
U.S. CI. 73—415 10 Claims

28,183

POWDER CLOUD XEROGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT
APPARATUS

Ronald L. Cade, Fairport, N.Y., by Xerox Corporation,

Rochester, N.Y., assignee

Original No. 3,648,901, dated Mar. 14, 1972, Ser. No.
19,894, Mar. 16, 1970. AppUcation for reissue Nov.
20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,083

U.S. CI. 222—194
Int. CI. G03g 15/08

1 Claim

1. In a movement for a pressure gauge including a

pressure responsive element, a top plate of plastic material

and a bottom plate of plastic material spaced therefrom

with said plates carrying [a plurality of mating integral

male and female plastic telescoping! columns having

aligned and cooperating surfaces for removably intercon-

necting said plates into a unitary structure, a plastic shaft

pivotally mounted between said plates and carrying a

plastic pinion thereon, a pointer on the upper end of

said pinion shaft, a metal hairspring having one end

attached to said pinion shaft and the other end [trapped

by one of said telescoping male and female columns,]

attached to said unitary structure, a plastic sector gear in-

tegrally formed on and supported by a plastic arbor pivot-

ally rtiounted between said plates and spaced from and

meshing with said pinion, and a bendably adjustable metal

tail plate [mounted] apertured between two ends thereof

and sleeved on said arbor for movement therewith and

connected to said pressure responsive element for cali-

brating said pointer.

1. A powder cloud generator comprising:

a powder carrier having a plurality of apertures passing

therethrough,

a porous support beneath each of said apertures, said

porous support and each of said apertures defining a

plurality of cavities into which a metered amount of

powder material can be deposited,

means for applying a metered amount of said powder

material into each of said defined cavities,

means for entraining the metered powder material de-

posited in each cavity in a gaseous fluid passing

through said porous support, said entraining means

comprising a pickup tube positioned adjacent a cavity

passing therebelow,

means for continuously rotating said powder carrier

whereby each cavity is sequentially subjected to said

entraining means, and

means for successively pulsing said entraining means

each time a cavity having a metered amount of powder

material therein passes below said pickup tube.
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28,184
INSTRUMENTATION CIRCUIT WITH DIRECT
COUPLED AMPLIFIER HAVING TEMPERA-TURE STABILIZATION

Frederic E. Beck, Rochester, and Eli L. Garelick, Henri-
etta, N.Y., assignors to Transmation, Inc., Rochester,

^1?Hoo^°; ?''*?S'^5L.^**f'*
^«*^- 23, 1969, Ser. No.

??'™' i"*y *^' ^^^^' AppUcafion for reissue Dec.
14, 1971, Ser. No. 207,755

Int. CI. H03f i/65
U.S. CI. 330-30 D 38 Claims

providing an upwardly inclined support surface that
extends from below the level of said water through
said hatch; and

continuously power-moving a plurality of impelling

/iv4

surfaces that extend normal to said support surface
upwardly over said support surface to thereby pro-
gressively urge fish upwardly out of said hold and
through said hatch.

/i. /i monitoring circuit comprising the combination
of a direct coupled amplifier having output characteristics
which vary with temperature, a condition responsive sig-
nal input direct coupled to said amplifier, means for com-
pensating for a predetermined characteristic of said con-
dition responsive signal input, said means having a tem-
perature dependent output and being direct coupled to
said amplifier and means responsive to temperature
caused changes in said amplifier and said means for com-
pensating for a predetermined characteristic for generat-
mg a compensating signal to simultaneously compensate
said amplifier and said means for compensating for pre-
determined characteristic.

28,187
HITCH LOCK

Ernst A. Longenecker, 71820 Robinwood St.,
Brookfield, Wis. 53005

^^"^"^A^^ ¥^.V^®^ •'^**'* N°^- 12, 1968, Ser. No.
;5®dl^' ^^' 20, 1966. Application for reissue July
20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,303

,,^ ^. Int. CI. B60d i/0<5
U.S. CI. 280-507 20 Claims

28 185

^^"^K.?®^^^^^ OF PHENYLENEDIAMINE
COLOR DEVELOPER AND SULFITE

Robert L. Bimmler and Roy J. Kanous, Rochester, N.Y.,
assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester N Y
^siJT'°I-7??li°^A^°- ^'^15'572, dated Oct 26' l^i,

£;:?8%V7^3fMkX^3y^^^^^^^

^^•i';'a^-^
""?"""

nci.ms
1. An acidic aqueous solution of pH less than about

4 comprising at least one nuclear-substituted phenylene-
diamine ^Iver halide developing agent and an amount of
sulfite sufficient to retard aerial oxidation of said develop-mg agent and insufficient to cause significant degradation
ot said [latter! developing agent upon aging of said
solution the mole ratio of said developing agent to sulfite
being [about] 1 to 0.08-[1.5J 0.5.

7 -3

^fo

28,186

»^ . » „ '^'^^ UNLOADING SYSTEMMano J. Puretic, 259 6th Ave. N., Monte Cristo Isle,

f. . . , ^, ,
Tierra Verde, Fla.

Ongmal No. 3,625,383, dated Dec. 7, 1971, Ser. No.

U.S. CI. 214-152'"*- "'•""'^^^/^^

.Claims
1. A system of unloading fish from a hold of a fishing

boat through a hatch of said boat, said system com-
prising:

substantially filling said hold with water;
adjusting the salinity of said water whereby said fish

will float near the level thereof;

1. A trailer hitch socket lock for a trailer hitch in-
cluding a socket for receiving a ball of a towing vehicle,
said lock comprising a substitute ball receivable in said
socket, dimension-varying means on the substitute ball
for varying the relative dimensions of the substitute ball
and the socket between ball retaining and ball releasing
[positions! relationships, a member having means for its
movable support and having a portion engageable with
said dimension-varying means to preclude operation
thereof necessary to achieve a ball releasing relationship
[toward ball releasing position], said member having an
operating portion, a housing having a cavity into which
the said operating portion of said member extends, and
means for preventing unauthorized access to said operat-
ing portion including

j

(1) a lock body which must be moved from an opera-
tive position [a lock-controlled body removably
positioned] in said cavity to enable such access, and

(2) lock means for securing said lock body against
movement out of its operative position.

[in normally locked connection therewith and completely
closing the cavity against access to the operating portion
of said member when said body is in place in the cavity
the said operating portion of said member being accessible
when said body is withdrawn from said cavity.]

Y

PLANT PATENTS
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Illustrations for plant patents are usually in color and therefore it is not practicable to reproduce the drawing.

I 3,628
CARNATION PLANT

Alexandre Barberet and Henri Blanc, La Londe, France,

assignors to Laboratoire de Physiologic Vegetale de La
Londe Barberet & Blanc, La Londe, France

Filed May 1, 1973, Ser. No. 356,198
Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit—70 1 Claim
1. A new and distinct variety of carnation plant, sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, characterized

by its high productivity of well formed flowers of un-

usual color and exceptionally long lasting quality as cut

flowers.

3,629
CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Walter H. Jessel, Jr., Doylestown, and William E. DufiFett,

Akron, Ohio, assignors to Yoder Brothers, Inc., Bar-

berton, Ohio
Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,445

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00
U.S. CI. Pit.—74 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct cultivar of chrysanthemum

characterized particularly as to its uniqueness when com-

pared with the cultivar Marguerita by its pink flower

color and more fully petalled flowers which are approxi-

mately V4" smaller in diameter; by its petals, which are

aproximately V2" narrower, with numerous seta on the

ventral side of the petal; less tolerance to temperatures

lower than 60° F. for bud development, initiating and

developing uniformly at such temperature, but having a

response which is delayed; approximately 2 day earlier

response at 60° P., except in early spring when the

response is 2 days later; approximately 2" less vigor and

approximately 2" more spreading habit; more responsive

to growth regulation thereby making it easier to control

height, and by its lighter green foliage, with smaller

indentations on the leaf margin.

3,630
BOUGAINVILLEA

Ejner C. Thingholm, 5270 Naesby, Allesoe, Denmark
FUed June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,716

Int. CI. AOlh 5/00
U.S. CI. Pit.—54 .

1 Claim
1. A new and distinct variety of bougainvillea plant

substantially as herein shown and described, characterized

particularly as to novelty by a distinct and attractive

purple-red color of bracts which color remains substan-

tially unchanged from the unfolding and a considerably

darker color of bracts and of foliage than the mother

plant "Killie Campbell."

3,631
ROSE PLANT

Roy L. Byrum, Richmond, Ind., assignor to Joseph H.
Hill Company, Richmond, Ind.

Filed Nov. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 413,638
Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—22 1 Claim
1. A new and distinctive variety of rose plant substan-

tially as herein shown and described, distinguished by the

unique bi-color character of its blossoms which display a

continuously changing combination of reds, pinks and yel-

lows from the first opening of the bud to the drying of

the fully matured flower.
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3,838,466

NON-FOGGING FACE SHIELD
Reginald E. Poirier, Houlton, Maine, assignor to Stuart A.

White, Island Falls, Maine, a part interest

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 327,211, Jan. 26, 1973,
abandoned. This application Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,523

Int. CI. A61f 9100
U.S.CI.2-10 2 Claims

lower end, said face hood portion being telescopable within
said top cap portion, and an external roll formed by a first fold
at the lower end of said top cap portion and a second fold at
the upper end of said face hood portion whereby said line is

disposed inwardly of said top cap portion and outwardly of
said face portion, and elastic stitching extending through said
cap along said line and through said first fold of said top cap
portion for securing said face hood portion within said top cap
portion and for securing said first and second folds together to
form said roll and for maintaining said roll in position when
said face hood portion is telescoped or extended.

3,838,468
PROSTHESIS AND MEMBRANE STRUCTURE TO

REPLACE THE STAPES
Beverly W. Armstrong, Charlotte, N.C., assignor to Richards
Manufacturing Company, Memphis, Tenn.

Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,940
Int. CI. A61f 1124

U.S. CI. 3-1 7 Claims

t- ~z

I. In a face shield, the improvement comprising a pair of
aspirating exhaust ducts for the withdrawal of breath-laden air
from the interior of said shield each of said exhaust ducts
having an intake opening in or upon the inner surface of said
shield generally in front of the wearer's nostrils and mouth, a
confined passage extending substantially laterally from said
intake opening to a discharge opening located adjacent an
edge of said shield and an inner sidewall extending rearwardly
beyond said discharge opening.

3,838,467
CAP AND ELASTIC FACE HOOD

Donald Zientara, Greendale, Wis., assignor to Zwicker Knit-
ting Mills, Appleton, Wis.

Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,753The portion of the term
of this patent subsequent to July 24, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. A42b 1/06
U.S. CI, 2-202 ,5 Claims

1. In combination with membrane structure of a prosthesis
for use in otological surgery to replace the stapes of the middle
ear, said prosthesis comprising a proximal end including
means for attachment to the incus, a distal end fixedly at-
tached to said proximal end and including a pair of leg means
straddling a bight portion of the membrane structure, said
distal end being interrupted along a line extending trans-
versely of said prosthesis to establish said pair of legs, portions
of said pair of legs defining a pair of remotely disposed
notches respectively leading into remote ends of said interrup-
tion for initially receiving and guidingly constraining the bight
portion of the membrane structure and certain jig structure
for subsequent entry into said interruption whereby said pair
of legs may be spread apart to straddle the bight portion of the
membrane structure.

I. A cap formed of an elongated tubular body of knitted
material comprising a lop cap portion and a face hood portion
joined together along a line, said top cap portion and said face
hood portion comprising different stitching whereby said face
hood portion is more dense and elastic than said top cap
portion, said face hood portion having an open lower end and
at least one opening located between said line and said open
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3,838,469

UNDERMATTRESS
Johannes B. H. J. Rademaker, Winchoten, Netherlands, as-

signor to B.V. Rawi Fabrieken v/hC. Rademaker & Zoom,
Winschoten, Netherlands

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,447
Claims priority, application Netherlands, June 30. 1972

729273

Int. CI. A47c 19/00
^•S- CI. 5-191 6 Claims

I. An undermattress consisting of a rigid frame of open
rectangular construction and a plurality of rigid horizontal
members extending between and joined to opposite sides of
said frame in spaced relation to each other parallel with the
ends of said frame whereby said open rectangular construc-
tion afforded by said frame is subdivided into a number of
smaller open rectangular subframes, and a rigid mattress-
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supporting surface disposed within the open rectangular con-

struction of said frame, said supporting surface being formed
by a set of wire-shaped or tube-shaped elements disposed in

spaced parallel coplanar relation with one another and paral-

lel to said frame sides to extend transversely over the horizon-

tal members between said frame ends, and means rigidly

securing said elements to the assembly constituted by said

frame and horizontal members for preventing displacement of

said elements whereby to present a rigid mattress support

which also provides a major portion of its area as ventilation

openings.

3,838,470

W ATER BED FRAME
Marvin I. May, 960 Second St., Hermosa Beach, Calif. 90254

Filed Oct. I, 1973, Ser. No. 402,464

U.S. CI. 5-348 WB
CI. A47c 27/05

5 Claims

1. In a frame for a water bed comprising a water mattress

and bedding overlying the water mattress and depending over

an edge thereof, the combination of:

a. a mattress confining, generally vertical, side wall member
engageable by the edge of the water mattress; and

b. said wall member having adjacent the top thereof an
inwardly projecting horizontal tip engageable with the

depending edge of the bedding to provide a pressure lock

between said lip and the edge of the bedding to hold the

bedding in place.

3,838,471

SAFETY BATHING-SUIT
Dino Brolli, Via Giarabub, 11, Rimimi (Forii), Italy

Filed Feb. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 230,286

Claims priority, application Italy, Mar. 6, 1971, 21435/71

Int. CI. B63c 9/10

U.S. CI. 9-337 5 Claims

1. A safety bathing-suit comprising a bathing trunks portion,

members which impact a buoyancy thrust to the wearer of the

bathing-suit connected to said bathing trunks portion, said

members including

a first floater substantially symmetrically proportioned for

covering the center portion of the chest of the wearer

without extending to the area of the body of the arms of

the wearer,

a second floater of substantially the same size and buoyancy

as said first floater located at substantially the same
height and centered on the back of the wearer,

and four additional floaters substantially equal in buoyancy

to each other and positioned in pairs symmetrically posi-

tioned at the sides of the wearer, and adjustable ties

connecting said members to each other and said bathing-

trunks portion, said first and second floaters constituting

a first floater system, said pairs of floaters positioned at

the sides constituting a second floater system and a third

floater system,

said first system being connected to said second system and

said third system, and also tied to said bathing trunks

portion at a place vertically below the first system.

3,838,472

TONER CLEANING APPARATUS
George J. Oriel, Fairport, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corporation,

Stamford, Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 184,156, Sept. 27, 1971. This application

May 23, 1973, Ser. No. 362,979
Int. CI. G03g 13/08; B08b 1/02

U.S. CI. 15-256.51 12 Claims

J*-

1. An apparatus for separating residual toner material from

the surface of a reusable image retaining member preparatory

to recycling said member, comprising:

a cleaning element arranged to operatively communicate
with said image retaining rnember to separate residual

toner images from the surface thereof; and

sealing means positioned below said cleaning element for

intercepting the falling toner particles and transporting

said particles away from said reusable image retaining

member, said sealing means including a moving surface

which is arranged to ride in contact with said reusable

image retaining member.

3,838,473

APPARATUS FOR CLEANING GLASSES OR LIKE
VESSELS

Harry Remih. 2 Hierzigsberg. Remich-Luxembourg. Luxem-
bourg

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 241,969, April 7, 1972,

abandoned. This application Dec. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 427,559
Int. CI. A47I 15/40; B08b 3/02

U.S. CI. 15-105 3 Claims

1. Apparatus for cleaning a hollow vessel comprising a

washing housing having an open top, a non-rotative inner
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brush within said washing housing, a fixed annular outer brush
withift said washing housing and encircling said inner brush,
said inner apd outer brushes being arranged to come into
contact with the inside and outside walls, respectively, of a
vessel to be cleaned in inverted position, means for supplying
washing liquid to said washing housing, a washing liquid inlet

valve for controlling the supply of washing liquid through said
supplying means, valve control means engageable by a vessel
in inverted position lowered over said inner brush for opening
said washing liquid inlet valve, outlet means in said washing
housing adjacent to the upper ends of said brushes for remov-
ing washing liquid from said washing housing while enabling

said brushes to be substantially submerged in washing liquid.

of said channel; flexible bristles disposed in spaced parallel
relation side by side in two parallel rows along the opposite
sides of said channel and extending from the head, bristle
anchoring means in the channel between the channel and strip

and connected to the two rows of bristles; and said anchoring
means including a U-shaped portion at the middle where it is

confined in the channel by the retaining strip, the latter serv-
ing to secure all of the bristles in the channel.

3,838,475
WINDSHIELD WIPER ASSEMBLY

William J. Quinlan, and Lawrence L. Huver, both of Hastings,
Mich., assignors to Hastings Manufacturing Company, Has-
tings, Mich.

Filed May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 359,333
Int. CI. B60s 1140

U.S. CI. 15-250.32 ig Claims

a rinsing housing rigidly connected to said washing housing
and having an open top, an inner upright jet pipe in said

rinsing housing over which a vessel to be rinsed can be in-

verted for supplying rinsing liquid to the inside of such vessel,

a plurality of outer jet pipes arranged around said inner jet

pipe and each including an upright portion and a generally
horizontal arcuate portion at an angle to its upright portion for
supplying rinsing liquid to the outside wall and to the outer
side of the bottom of such an inverted vessel to be rinsed, a
rinsing liquid inlet valve for controlling flow of rinsing liquid
to said jet pipes, and an upright rod lengthwise reciprocable
by engagement therewith of an inverted vessel to be rinsed for
opening said rinsing liquid inlet valve.

1. In a windshield wiper arm connector assembly the combi-
nation of a normally flat, elongated mounting strip for mount-
ing on the back of a windshield wiper blade unit, and an arm
connector for said blade unit, said mounting strip being
molded from a plastic material capable of thermal deforma-
tion and including a pair of integrally molded pin fasteners
spaced inwardly from opposite ends of the mounting strip and
projecting upwardly from the upper surface of the mounting
strip, said connector including an integrally formed support
strip, said support strip being provided with clearance aper-
tures in which said fasteners are rockably disposed to facilitate

canting of the blade unit relative to the connector, and said
fasteners having thermally deformed heads spaced above said

support strip for retaining said support strip assembled relative

to said mounting strip.

^•^^^''*'^^ taw 471;CARPET GROOMING TOOLS _,_
^'"•'»''»7*»

Bernard A. Erickson, Rockford, III., assignor to Groom Indus- „ u ^n .a^ ^ Z^^^!^}^
tries. Inc., Rockford, III.

Bernhard Gort, 45, am Huttenbrink, 483 Gutersloh, Germany

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,909 ^, . ^.''*^ "^P*"' ^' ^^'^^' ^^' ^''' 348,773

Int. CI. A46b i/02
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 11, 1972,

U.S.CL 15-142 31 Claims
^^^'^^'^

^""""^
Int. CI. DOlh 9104, 5/64, 5186

U.S. CI. 15-256.53 6 Claims

1. A carpet groommg tool comprismg an elongated head 1. A clearing system for cleaning the rollers of a drawing
having a lengthwise-extendmg channel provided in one side frame, particularly the carrier-lever-mounted top rollers of the
thereof; a retammg strip disposed in and extending lengthwise drafting system, said clearing system compri- ing
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a. an endless clearing belt driven by being passed through
the nip of at least one pair of rollers of the drafting sys-

tem, and

b. means for supporting said endless belt on said carrier-

lever,

c. said supporting means including guides for guiding said

belt, means for tensioning said belt when in an operative
location and means for holding said guides and said ten-

sioning means on said carrier-lever,

d. said endless belt tangentially contacting the other rollers

to be cleaned.

3,838,477

DOOR-CLOSING MECHANISM
Melvyn Harold Evans, Wombourne, and Douglas Eric Tomlin-

son, Codsall, both of England, assignors to James Gibbons
Limited, Wolverhampton, England

Filed Jan. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 321,035
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 6, 1972,

625/72

Int. CI. E05f J/00
U.S. CI. 16-55

1 Claim

17"

I. A door-closing mechanism comprising a box casing; a

pintle journalled in said box casing adjacent one end thereof

and adapted to engage and turn with the door; cam means
carried by the pintle so as to turn therewith; return spring

means comprising compression coil spring means, a bridge
block fixed in said box casing adjacent the cam means on the

side thereof remote from said one end of the box casing, said

block forming a fixed abutment for the coil spring means,
movable abutment means for the coil spring means, said mov-
able abutment means being disposed adjacent the other end of
the box casing and being movable towards and away from the

cam means, and a cam follower connected to move with the

movable abutment means and comprising a first block slidable

in the box casing between the cam means and said one end of
the box casing and first rollers mounted on the first block
contacting the cam means; a fluid check within the casing
adjacent the coil spring means and including a second block
mounted to slide in the bridge block towards and away from
the cam means and second rollers mounted on the said second
block and contacting the cam means on the side thereof re-

mote from said first rollers; and tension spring means inter-

connecting said slidable blocks and urging them towards the
cam means; said cam means, upon rotation during door open-
ing, moving said first block towards said one end of the box
casing thereby compressing said coil spring means and in-

creasing the tension in said tension spring means so as to move
the said second block and prepare the fluid check for door
closing operation.

3,838,478

GUTTING MACHINE FOR FISH
Hermann Wulff, Lubeck, Germany, assignor to Nordischer
Maschinenbau Rud, Lubeck, Germany

Filed Jan. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 110,719
Claims priority, application Germany, May 22, 1970,

2024975; July 23, 1970, 2036538
Int. CI. A22c 25114

U.S. CI. 17-59 13 Claims
1. A gutting machine for fish, severing the gullet, opening

the belly cavity, stripping the intestine and severing the head

by a circular cut, the machine comprising in combination:

a. a clip spider (4) arranged on a shaft (2);

b. drive means rotating said clip spider continuously;

c. belly clips (5) arranged on said clip spider each including

a pair of flank grippers (6) interconnected by means
(85,86) so as to open and close symmetrically and a back
support (7) movable toward and away from said shaft;

d. means driveably interconnecting said clips with said back
support moving the latter toward said shaft as the dis-

tance between said flank grippers increases; and
e. a second shaft, a combined belly opener and intestine

stripper (11,12) pivotal upwardly through the space be-

tween said clips about said second shaft (15) disposed
outwardly of the circular path of movement of said clips

and tangentially thereto.

3,838,479

Patent Not Issued For This Number

3,838,480

ADJUSTABLE CURVATURE AXLE ASSEMBLY FOR
EXPANDER ROLLS AND THE LIKE

Francis A. Depuy, Somerset, Mass., assignor to Mount Hope
Machinery Company, Taunton, Mass.

Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,839
Int. CI. D06c 3106

U.S. CI. 26-63 14 Claims
1. An adjustable-curvature axle assembly, comprising: an

axially elongated axle member separated along an axially-

extending plane from one end of said axle member along a

substantial part of its length into at least two axle elements
lying on opposite sides of said plane, said elements being
joined together at a second end of said axle member;

means supporting the opposite ends of said axle member for

free rotation of said axle about a straight longitudinal axis

thereof;

a single adjusting device for selectively adjusting the curva-
ture of said axle member and for adjusting the angular
orientation of said axle member about said longitudinal

axis thereof, said adjusting device comprising; an adjust-

ing element having inclined-plane engagement with one
of said axle elements, and bearing axially against a second
of said axle elements, to apply axial tension and compres-
sion forces to said axle elements, respectively; means for

selectively rotating said adjusting element; and a releas-

able clamping element fixed with respect to said support-
ing means and selectively operable for restraining said
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axle member against rotation relative to said supporting

means about said straight longitudinal axis thereof;

said supporting means locating said adjusting element axi-

ally with respect to said axle member and rotatably sup-
porting said adjusting element;

said adjusting element and said clamping element cooperat-
ing, upon rotation of the former and clamping of the

latter, to displace said one axle element axially with re-

response to said detecting means to cause said rotating means
to change the torque of said nip rollers thereby to change the

.Tiagnitude of said pulling force; and means for selectively

changing the angular position of said nip rollers relative to said

web comprising first means for effecting a change in said

angular position relatively gradually so as to determine said

angular position before the web-stretching operation is com-
menced, and second means responsive to said detecting means
for effecting a change in said angular position suddenly in the

course of the web-stretching operation.

3,838,482

CASKET
William E. Wallace, 1851 Arlington St., Sarasota, Fla. 33579

Filed Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 413,163
Int. CI. A61g 17102

U.S. CI. 27-11 9 Claims

spect to said second axle member element to adjustably

bend said axle;

said adjusting element and said clamping element further

cooperating, upon rotation of the former and release of
the latter, to rotate said axle member about said straight

axis as the reaction between said forces produces suffi-

cient friction between said adjusting element and said one
axle element to restrain said axle elements against rota-

tion relative to said adjusting element.

3,838,481

APPARATLS FOR LATERALLY STRETCHING TEXTILE
FABRIC AND THE LIKE

Mituru Kuroda, 16, Momoyama Mizuno Sakon Higashimachi,
Fushimi-ku, Kyoto, Japan

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,177
Claims priority, application Japan, July 21, 1971, 46-

54865; Feb. 5, 1972, 47-13107
Int. CI. D06c 3106

U.S. CI. 26-67 12 Claims

I. A device for laterally stretching a web of textile fabric or
the like flexible material, comprising: two pairs of parallel nip
rollers, one pair located at each selvage of said web. and each
pair adapted to nip therebetween a side portion of said web
being longitudinally fed; means for rotating said nip rollers

about their respective axes in opposite directions so that said

rollers exercise on said web a pulling force to laterally stretch

said web; means for detecting lateral displacement of said web
relative to the feeding direction thereof; means operable in

1. An apparatus for the preservation of dead bodies de-
signed to be incorporated in a standard casket, said apparatus
comprising: casket sealing means comprising a resilient gasket
including a continuous strip of magnetized material embedded
therein disposed continuously about an exposed edge of the
casket body and a corresponding strip of magnetic attractive

material disposed continuously about a correspondingly posi-
tioned exposed edge of the casket top in concentric, abutting
relation to said gasket when the casket is closed, and aerobic
bacteria starvation means mounted on an interior wall of the

casket, said aerobic bacteria starvation means comprising a
container including a quantity of metallic powder capable of
oxidation in the presence of water placed therein, said aerobic

bacteria starvation means further comprising a supply means,
including a quantity of sterile water placed therein, mounted
in predetermined communicating relation to said container,

and deflector means attached to said supply means and dis-

posed in communicating relation with the orifice of said sup-

ply means whereby said sterile water is directed toward said

metallic powder when said metallic powder is released from
said container and when said supply means is actuated.

3,838,483

METHOD FOR INSERTING A CRT MASK INTO ITS
MATING PANEL

Ronald S. Baranski, Round Lake, and Leslie L. Baur, Glen
Ellyn Countryside, both of 111., assignors to Zenith Radio
Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 410,142
Int. CI. HOlj 9118

U.S. CI. 29-25.15 5 Claims
1. A method of inserting a color cathode ray tube mask

assembly into a cathode ray tube front panel having a wrap-
around skirt with alignment studs protruding inwardly there-
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from for engagement with alignment holes formed in leaf-type
springs mounted on the mask assembly, comprising:

positioning the mask assembly such that the alignment holes
are located at points which lie in a substantially horizontal
hole reference plane, each hole positioned at a predeter-
mined location;

positioning and supporting the panel in a roughly horizontal
position above the mask assembly;

engaging the studs and precisely aligning the panel by
means of the studs to a position where the studs arc
located at points which lie in a substantially horizontal
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stud reference plane with each stud in vertical alignment
with its respective mask alignment hole and at a predeter-

mined common vertical distance above said hole;

compressing the mask springs to allow insertion of the mask
assembly into the panel;

effecting relative vertical movement over said predeter-
mined distance between the mask assembly and the panel
for placing the studs and alignment holes in substantially

horizontal alignment; and
releasing the springs to permit engagement between each

stud and its corresponding alignment hole.

3,838,484
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTING
REINFORCEMENTS FOR CONCRETE COLUMNS

Owen C. Spencer, Calumet Park, III., assignor to Metropolitan
Chicago Baptist Association S.B.C., Broadview, III.

Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,760
Int. CI. B23p 17100, 19/00

U.S. CI. 29-155 C 17 Claims

1. Apparatus for constructing from a plurality of rods and
bands a reinforcing frame for a concrete column at a building
construction site, said apparatus comprising an assembly rack,
and a plurality of carriers mounted on said assembly rack for
movement between a material loading position and a material
assembling position for supporting a plurality of associated
rods and bands thereon, said carriers in the material loading

position thereof supporting the associated rods out of engage-
ment with the associated bands to facilitate loading thereof
onto said carriers, said carriers in the material assembling

position thereof supporting at least predetermined ones of the

associated rods in engagement with the associated bands for

facilitating assembly therewith to form a reinforcing frame,
whereby said apparatus facilitates the construction of the

reinforcing frame at a building construction site.

3,838,485

METHOD OF MAKING A PULLEY CONSTRUCTION
William G. Oldford, Lexington, Mich., assignor to Huron Tool

& Manufacturing Division of U.S. Industries, Inc., Lexing-
ton, Mich.

Filed May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 358,918
Int. CI. B21d 53126; B21k 1/28, 1/42

U.S. CI. 29-159 R 20 Claims

1. In a method of making a pulley, the steps which include,
longitudinally advancing a strip of material adjacent a forming
element and thereby forming a longitudinal groove in the
strip,

coiling the strip into a plurality of generally helical convolu-
tions,

severing successive convolution sections from the strip,

aligning the ends of each severed convolution section and
securing the aligned ends of each severed convolution
together so as to form a pulley rim,

/

concentrically arranging the rim relative to kn annular
pulley hub having an outer peripheral surface provided with
a generally radially outwardly extending portion,

moving the rim and hub axially relative to one another to a
position wherein one axial side of the rim is abuttingly
engaged with the axially outwardly extending portihn of
the hub and thereby predeterminately axially orienu
the rim relative to the hub, and

fixedly securing the rim to the hub in said position.

3,838,486

HETHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF TUNGSTEN
INCANDESCENT BODY CONTAINING FOREIGN

SUBSTANCES
Tivadar Millner; Laszio Bartha, and Jeno Neugebauer, all of

Budapest, Hungary, assignors to Egyesult Izzolampa es Vil-

lamossagi Reszvenytarsasag, Budapest, Hungary
Division of Ser. No. 266,578, June 27, 1972. This application

Aug. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 390,944
Claims priority, application Hungary, Mar. 16, 1972, MA

2339

Int. CI. B22f 3/24
U.S. CI. 29-420.5 3 claims

1. A method of producing tungsten incandescent bodies,
comprising adding a silicon-free beryllium compound in a
proportion of 100 - 1 0,000 ppm calculated as beryllium oxide,
to a tungsten oxide, maintaining any silica impurity of the
tungsten oxide to an atomic ratio not greater than one silicon
to six beryllium, reducing the tungsten oxide to a metal pow-
der, and pressing, sintering, swaging and drawing to a wire and
forming the reduced metal powder to an incandescent body.
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3,838,487
APPARATUS FOR ALIGNING WELDING JOINTS

Kazuo Maeda, Chiba, Japan, assignor to Mitsui Shipbuilding
and Engineering Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,587
Int. CI. B23p 19100

L.S. CI. 29-200 P 4 Claims

means for cutting and removing most of said outer metal
tube of said composite wire on opposite sides of said
metal tube,

rolling means comprising oppositely disposed rolls for press-
ing the uncut sides of said composite wire, causing said

4, ,6 4', f ..8 ,9

1. Apparatus for positioning endwise adjacent one another
a pair of structural members each having a web and at least
one flange disposed at an angle with respect to the web to
facilitate welding of the same together and for reshaping the
webs and flanges to ensure precise endwise alignment thereof
prior to welding, said apparatus comprising:

a body having anvil means providing a pair of elongated
pattern surfaces disposed at a predetermined angle with
respect to one another, one surface adapted to be en-
gaged by one side of the web of each member and the
other surface adapted to be engaged by one side of the
flange of each member;

a pair of clamping plates carried by said body at spaced
locations across from said one pattern surface;

means mounting said clamping plates for movement in
spaced paths toward and away from said one pattern
surface;

a pair of shaping plates carried by said body at spaced
locations adjacent said pair of clamping plates and across
from the other pattern surface;

means mounting each shaping plate for movement indepen-
dently of its associated clamping plate and in paths trans-
verse to the paths of movement thereof toward and away
from said other pattern surface;

said pattern surfaces spanning in a continuous fashion
across the spaced paths of movement of said plates; and
means for urging said plates toward and away from their
respective pattern surfaces;

so that when the structural members are disposed on the
pattern surfaces with a gap between their ends, move-
ment of the plates toward their respective pattern sur-
faces causes the webs and flanges to be displaced into
precise endwise alignment.

3,838,488
APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING FINE METALLIC

FILAMENTS
Yoshlyuki Tada; Hideo Ogita, and Takeshi Yoda, all of ItamI,
Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.,
Osaka, Japan
Division of Sei-. No. 254,124, May 17, 1972, Pat. No.

3,785,036. This application Oct. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 406,987
Claims priority, application Japan, May 17, 1971, 46-33080

Int. CI. B23p 1 9100, 19/04
U.S. CI. 29-200 B 4 claims

1. An apparatus for producing fine metallic filaments com-
prising

supply means for supplying a drawn composite wire com-
prising a bundle of a plurality of metallic filaments sur-
rounded by an outer metal tube,

cutting means comprising cutting bites arranged symmetri-
cally in relation to said composite wire in said cutting

t, ,0 •», .. o ,-:>,

composite wire to be compressed and to spread out-
wardly in a direction perpendicular to said cut sides of
said metal tube and said metal tube to divide at said cut
surfaces, and

take-up means for taking up the divided parts of said metal
tube and said metallic filaments.

3,838,489
HAND OPERABLE COMPRESSING TOOLS

Edwin Henry Charles Pepper, Dageham, England, assignor to
The Post Office, London, England

Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,677
Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 6, 1972.

31746/72

Int. CI. HOlt 43/04
U.S. CI. 29-203 H g Claims

M
<y

I. A manually operable tool for electricaly and mechani-
cally coupling a plurality of electrical conductors with the aid
of a compressible connector, said tool comprising a housing
containing a slidable ram and a rotatable cam formed with
lobes adapted to engage the ram as the cam is rotated to drive
the ram to compress said connector between a thrust face of
said ram and a reaction face of a connector receiving cavity
in said housing.

3,838,490
ASSEMBLY OF INSULATORS

Michel Willem, Cusset, France, assignor to La Compagnie
General d'Electro-Ceramique (CERAVER), Paris, France

Division of Ser. No. 654,567, July 19, 1967, abandoned. This
application Jan. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 327,948

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 1, 1966, 66.71671
Int. CI. H05k 13/00

U.S. CI. 29-203 R jq Claims
1. Apparatus for the assembly of an insulator for supporting

transmission line cable, said insulator comprising a dielectric
body having an axis of symmetry, a hollow crown coaxial with
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said axis, a skirt integral with said crown and flared outwardly
from the rim of the crown, and a cap fitting over and about
said crown and secured thereto by cement, said apparatus
comprising, a frame, a first support fixed with said frame and
disposed symmetrically about said axis, to engage and support
said skirt with said crown opening upwardly, means operable
to releasably hold said body to said support, a second support

adapted to receive a dp for emplacement on and about said
crown, means mounting said second support for guided trans-
lation along said axis and below said first support, from a first

and lower position, to a second and elevated position wherein
a cap supported thereby is fully emplaced over and about the
crown of a body confined to said first support, and power-
operated means connected with said second support for so
moving the same from said first to said second position.

! 3,838,491
HAND TOOL FOR INSERTING CONDUCTORS TO

TERMINALS
Mickey Lee Mayberry, PfafTlown, and John James Tucci,

Winston Salem, both of N.C, assignors to AMP Incorpo-
rated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed July 18, 1973, Ser. No. 380,321
Int. CI. H05k 13/04

U.S. CI. 29-203 H
K

5 Claims

1. An improvement td a hand tool for inserting conductors
into the conductor-receiving portions of electrical contact
terminals, said terminals being contained in an electrical de-
vice such as a multi-contact electrical connector, said hand
tool being of the type comprising a frame, an inserting ram in
said frame, said ram being reciprocable along a first predeter-
mined path electrical device holding means on said frame for
holding said electrical device at one end of said path, and

indexing means or selectively indexing said electrical device
along a second path which extends transversely of said first

path thereby to permit said conductor-receiving portions of
said terminals to be successively positioned at said one end of
said first path whereby a conductor can be inserted into each
of said conductor receiving portions, said improvement com-
prising:

first and second tool holding means for holding and activat-
ing said tool in the palm of the hand,

said first tool holding means comprising a first holding
surface on said ram, said first surface extending laterally
on each side of said ram,

said second tool holding means comprising a second holding
surface integral with said frame and extending laterally in
one each side thereof, said second surface extending
beside said second path and transversely with respect to
said first path, said second surface being in alignment
with said first surface whereby,

one of said holding surfaces can be placed against the palm of
the hand and the other one of said surfaces can be cradled in
the fingers of the hand, and upon squeezing said surfaces, said
ram will be driven along said first path to insert a conductor
into the conductor-receiving portion of the contact terminal
in said electrical device which lies on said first path.

3,838,492
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REMOVING BEAD

WIRES FROM A TIRE
Taiichiro Uemura, Kobe, Japan, assignor to Kobe Steel, Ltd.,

Kobe, Japan

Filed Sept. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 401,623
Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 28, 1972, 47-

97781

Int. CI. B23p 19/02
U.S. CI. 29-427 9 claims

1. A method for removing a ring-shaped bead wire embed-
ded in the bead part of a tire, comprising the steps of:

mounting said tire on a die with said bead wire adjacent an
opening in said die; and

compulsorily pulling said bead wire through said die open-
ing.

3,838,493

METHOD OF ASSEMBLY OF TUBE
Emery J. Zahuranec, Solon, and Ross E. Barth, Euclid, both of

Ohio, assignors to Crawford Fitting Company, Solon, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 100,457, Dec. 21, 1970, Pat. No.

3,773,169, which is a division of Ser. No. 812,118, April 1,

1969, abandoned. This application June 8, 1973, Ser. No.
368,212

Int. CI. B23p 19/04
U.S. CI. 29-433 3 Claims

1. A method of assembly of a tube fitting of the type
wherein a ferrule is cammed radiallv inwardly into engage-
ment with a tube by means of a coupling nut and a camming
mouth of a fitting body, said method comprising the steps of:

providing a ferrule carrying arbor including an elongated shaft
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about which a plurality of ferrules are disposed, said arbor

having an enlarged head portion having at least one transverse

slot therein;

forcibly engaging said head portion of said arbor with the

camming mouth of the fitting body whereby the effective

cross-sectional area of said head is reduced permitting a

ferrule to pass over said head and into said fitting body;

withdrawing said arbor;

screwing a coupling nut on the fitting body to capture the

ferrule therein.

3,838,494

METHOD OF ASSEMBLING BELL AND CAGE UNITS TO
FORM PIPE REINFORCING CAGES

Robert H. Gates, Columbus, and Harold G. Schneider, Wester-
ville. both of Ohio, assignors to Concrete Pipe Machinery
Company, Sioux City, Iowa

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,628
Int. CL B23p 11102

U.S. CI. 29—453 13 Claims

1. The method of assembling together a bell unit and a cage
unit to form a pipe reinforcing cage comprising positioning a

bell-cage connector between the bell unit and the cage unit

and snap-fitting the connector onto the bell unit and the cage

unit so as to form a unitary pipe reinforcing cage.

3,838,495

METHOD OF FORMING CLOSED SHEET METAL
STRUCTURES WITH AN INTERNAL
CORROSION-RESISTANT COATING

Artur Kuhnert, Dachau, Germany, assignor to Bayerische

Motoren Werke AG, Munich, Germany
Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,637

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 26, 1971,
2114615

Int. CI. B23p 3100, 25/00
U.S. CI. 29-458 10 Claims

1. In a process for producing partially or completely closed

sheet steel structures having a corrosion-resistant coating on
the inner surface thereof by first applying a coating which is

electrically conductive, capable of being deep drawn without

damaging the coating and suitable for welding on at least one
surface of unshaped sheets of steel, deep drawing the coated

sheets to form parts of the desired shape and welding the deep
drawn coated parts together to form a sheet steel structure

having a coated surface on the inside, the improvements
wherein the coating is applied to the unshaped sheets of steel

by means of a coating material having a high metal and/or

graphite content and comprising metal powder and/or graph-

ite powder and a hardenable bonding agent and the welding

is carried out by electrical resistance welding.

3,838,496

WELDING APPARATUS AND METHOD
Carl L. Kelly, 3115 165th St., Hammond, Ind. 46323

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,296

Int. CLB23ki//02
U.S. CI. 29-484 1 1 Claims

1. In welding apparatus for welding an elongated seam
between adjacent metal plates and including a welding unit of
a plate crawler type for tracking said seam in effecting a weld
therebetween and being required to track said seam a substan-

tial distance in advance of the welding site, the improvement
comprising:

guide plate means comprising first and second plate mem-
bers each having similar elongated slots formed therein
and positioned in overlying relation to one another with
said slots in registery and with said guide plates being
adapted for positioning in abutting relation to said adja-

cent metal plates so as to effect alignment of said regis-

tered slots and said elongated seam, said guide plate
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members being notched on either side of said registered

slots at a position adjacent their point of abuttment with

said metal plates for providing respective sites for run-off

tabs to be secured to said adjacent metal plates so as to

form a short extension of said elongated seam;
locating means for releasably clamping said guide plate

means to said metal plates; and
adjustment means for effecting a variation in the spacing

between said first and second guide plates to permit
adjustment of the effective, combined thickness of said

guide plates to a value substantially corresponding to the

thickness of said adjacent metal plates for permitting said

welding unit to track onto said guide plate means and
along said registered slots and fully complete welding of

said adjacent metal plates.

3,838,497

ATTACHMENT OF ROTATING BAND TO SHELL CASING
BY BRAZING

Fortunato J. Rizzitano, Needham; William P. Hatch, Wake-
field, and Donald C. BufTum, Arlington, all of Mass., assign-

ors to The United States of America as represented by the

Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,788
Int. CI. B23k 5/22, 31/02

U.S. CI. 29-493 2 Claims

b.

c.

1. Method of applying a soft-metal preformed rotating band

by brazing to a hard-metal cylindrical artillery shell casing

without grooving or deforming said casing, the inner circum-

ference of said preformed rotating band being substantially

the same as the outer circumference of said cylindrical shell

casing; said method comprising the steps of:

a. applying an annular foil of brazing material to the outside

of said ungrooved shell casing;

placing said rotating band over said annular foil;

placing an annular clamping fixture over said rotating

band, said fixture comprising a plurality of inner com-
pression segments, and outer compression ring means
surrounding said segments for applying uniform radial

pressure to said rotating band;

tightening said outer compression ring means of said

clamping fixture onto said inner compression segments,

whereby said uniform radial pressure is applied to said

rotating band, and said rotating band is pressed onto said

brazing foil and shell casing; and
applying a brazing temperature to said shell casing, braz-

ing foil and rotating band, without removing said clamp-
ing fixture, until said rotating band is brazed to said shell

casing.

3,838,498

APPARATUS FOR AND A METHOD OF JOINING THE
EDGES OF TWO SHEET PORTIONS TOGETHER

Xaver Lipp, Tannhausen, Germany, assignor to Silo Verfahr-

ens AG, Zug, Switzerland

Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,291
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 2, 1972,

2210055
Int. CL B2 Id i9/00

U.S. CI. 29-509 8 Claims
1. An apparatus for connecting the abutting edges of first

and second sheet metal parts, each part having two initial

substantially 90° bends in the same direction to form U-shaped

channels, the first of said bends being adjacent the edge to

define a free end, the second of said bends being adjacent the

first bend to define a first zone, said first sheet metal part

having a third substantially 90° bend in a direction opposite

said first two bends to define a second zone between said first

zone and said sheet portion of said first part, the axes of all

bends being parallel to the abutting edges of said first and
second parts, wherein all zones are substantially equal in width

and said free ends on the two parts are equal to each other in

width but shorter than said zone portions, and wherein the

U-shaped channel of said second part is located inside the

U-shaped channel of said first part, the apparatus comprising:
first deformation means for increasing the angle of said first

bend which defines the free end portion of said first part so

that said free end portion occupies a new position substan-

tially midway between the original 90° position and the plane
occupied by the free end portion of said second part;

second deformation means for increasing all three of said

bends in said first part and the free end bend of said

\ ^y.1
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site to the direction in which it has been inserted while the top
of the rivet rests against a stable rest, deforming the distant

part of the rivet to form the distant rivet head and removing
the mandrel from said rivet.

3,838,500

CUTTING TOOL
Sven Axel Olof Wirfelt, Sandviken, Sweden, assignor to Sand-

vik Aktiebolag, Sandviken, Sweden
Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,541

Int. CI. B23b 27/76
U.S. CI. 29-568 10 Claims
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1. Cutting tool, for chip cutting operations of metals and
other materials, having means for automatically replacing
cutting inserts, comprising:

a toolholder (10) having a forward end with an insert-

receiving site formed thereon, said site presenting a bot-

tom surface (12) and complementary side support;

a cutting insert (11) rested in said site against said bottom
surface (12) and complementary side supports, said in-

sert having a cutting edge (36) formed upon its upper
surface;

a magazine (30) arranged on the tool and containing a stack
of cutting inserts, said magazine having an open end for

exposing the inserts, one by one, when the first movable
means is reciprocated a certain distance away from said

site, said magazine located with respect to the insert

rested in said site;

a first movable means (16, 47) reciprocatable toward and
away from said site, the lead end of which first movable
means representing one of said side supports arranged for

end abutment with the insert exposed from the magazine
for effecting a feed movement wherein the exposed insert

is fed in a linear path thereby removing the insert initially

rested in said site and replacing the same with the ex-
posed insert; and

a second movable means (42) actuatable by said first mov-
able means such that movement of the first movable
means in a direction away from said site releases said
insert located in said site and, at the end of said feed
movement, the lead end of said second movable means
having a clamping means (26) so as to clamp the fed
insert downwards against said bottom surface of said site

at said feed movement caused by said first reciprocal
means. s^

3,838,501
METHOD IN MICROCIRCLIT PACKAGE ASSEMBLY

PROVIDING NONABRASIVE, ELECTRICALLY PASSIVE
EDGES ON INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CHIPS

Charles Wayne Umbaugh, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to Honey-
well Information Systems, Inc., Waltham, Mass.

Filed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 331,163
Int. CI. BOlj 77/00

U.S. CI. 29-583 3 claims
1. An improved method in microelectronic circuit fabrica-

tion and assembly providing nonabrasive electrically passive
edges on face-up mounted chips, the improvement comprising
the steps of:

forming a channel in a kerf area on an active surface of a
wafer of semiconductor material;

depositing a layer of passivating material on the active

surface of the wafer, the layer covering the channel
formed in the previous step;

separating the wafer into individual chips along the center-
line of the channel, the separating kerf having, a width
substantially less than the width of the channel, the re-

maining portions of the bisected channel forming cham-
fered, passivated edges on each of the separated chips;

attaching a lead to a contact pad of one of the individual
chips, the lead being free cantilevered over the remaining
channel portion of the chip;

attaching the one chip face-up to one surface of a planiform
insulator, the lead aligned over an external circuit formed
on the one surface; and

forcing the cantilevered lead toward the external circuit to

make electrical contact therewith, the chamfered passiv-

ated edge reducing the probability of electrical shorts
between the lead and the semiconductor material of the
chip.

3,838,502
METHOD OF ENCAPSULATING RANDOM WOUND

STATOR COILS FOR A DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE
Marvin William Sheets, Los Gatos, Calif., assignor to General

Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 406,778
Int. CI. H02k 15/14

U.S. CJ. 29-596 14 Claims

"osiTtoN SLOT Tubes abound z
StOES or WaNDOM WOUND COiLS

WiMO POROUS INSULATING TAPE
AROUND ENDS OF CO'LS AND
OVER ENDS OF SLOT TuBES

WIND POROUS TAPE AROUND
SLOT Tubes

MOUNT COILS IN SLOTS OF
A STATOR

IMPREGNATE COILS *iTh
VISCOUS THERMOSETTING
RESiN

J

1. A process of manufacturing a dynamoelectric machine
stator comprising:

a. providing a stator core having a rotor-receiving bore
therein and a plurality of axially extending open slots in

said core circumferentially spaced about said bore,
b. providing a plurality of random wound coils of insulated
magnet wire, _/^^

c. providing a plurality of elongated substantially straight-
sided slot tubes formed of insulating material, each of said
slot tubes being foremd with overlapping longitudinal
edges that are separable to enable one side of one of said
coils to be received into each tube,

d. positioning two of said slot tubes, respectively, around
spaced-apart side portions of each of said coils,

e. wrapped porous insulating tape completely around end
portions of said coils located, respectively, between said
side portions.
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f. securing the overlapping edges of each of the slot tubes
positioned around the coil side portions in a position that
holds the tubes tightly closed around said side portions to
retain them in a substantially straight configuration within
the tubes,

g. positioning said coils in corresponding slots and making
suitable connections to constitute a motor winding,

h. vacuum impregnating said stator core having said motor
winding therein with a viscous thermosettable resin,

i. heating the impregnated stator core to set said resin and
concomitantly retaining resin inside said coils by means
of said tape and said tubes while draining substantially all

of the remainder o said resin from said stator core.

3,838,503
METHOD OF FABRICATING A COMPOSITE
MULTIFILAMENT INTERMETALLIC TYPE

SUPERCONDUCTING WIRE
Masaki Suenaga, Mastic Beach; William B. Sampson; Jack E.
Crow, both of Bellport, and David H. Gurinsky, Center
Moriches, all of N.Y., assignors to The United States of
America as represented by the United States Atomic Energy
Commission, Washington, D.C.

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 270,882
Int. CL HOlv 11/ 14

U.S. CI. 29-599
1 Claim

1. The improved method of forming an intermetaliic Nb^Sn
superconductor in a normal resistance Cu metal matrix, com-
prising the steps of:

a. preparing a Nb-Cu composite structure having at least

one longitudinally extending member of a first malleable
pure metal Nb component of a specific two-component
intermetaliic NbsSn superconductor in a second pure
malleable Cu metal that does not contain the specific

complimentary metal Sn component of said two-
component intermetaliic superconductor,

said Nb component occupying 30% to 40% of the cross-

sectional area of the composite structure;

b. cold-working said composite structure, including the first

and second pure metals, without intermediate annealing,
to form an elongated conductor selected from the group
consisting of tapes and wires, including at least one com-
posite structure with a maximum thickness of up to only
60 mils;

c. transporting said conductor through a molten tin bath at

240°C to cover said conductor with said specific compli-
mentary component of said two-component intermetaliic
superconductor for forming a solid solution alloy having
a Sn concentration of between 3 atm % and 1 .5 atm %
that is required for the further processing steps;

d. transporting the Sn covered conductor into a furnace
having a protective atmosphere at slightly more than 1

atm. pressure to heat the Sn covered conductor to be-
tween 500°C and 800°C for up to five minutes to produce
the solid solution alloy as a normal resistance matrix
containing all the complimentary component;

e. heating the conductor containing the solid solution alloy
for at least 20 hours at between 5SOT and 800°C to
diffuse the Sn from the matrix toward the Nb component
until the intermetaliic superconductor is formed in situ as
a bendable layer only up to one-quarter of the way into
the outer surface of the first malleable pure metal compo-
nent; and

f. bending the superconductor around a mandrel to a bend-
ing diameter of up to only 1 .5 inch for producing a mag-
netic field at a critical current density of up to approxi-
mately 7.5 X 10* A/cm^

3,838,504

WAVEGUIDE COUPLERS
Reginald Peter Wade, Dunmow, England, assignor to The
Marconi Company Limited, Essex, England

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 304,991
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 9, 1971,

51906/71

Int. CI. HOlp 7 7/00
U.S. CI. 29-600 15 Claims

V
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1. A method of making a waveguide coupler including the
steps of coating the outer surface of a mandrel having the
cross-sectional dimensions and shape of a required first length
of waveguide with a thin walled conductive waveguide mem-
ber; etching a plurality of apertures through a portion of said

conductive member; closing said apertures with a soluble
material; providing a further conductive material coating to

form a second length of waveguide over said apertures; and
removing said mandrel and dissolving said soluble material.

3,838,505
METHOD OF FORMING GLASS-CERAMIC COOKTOP

CONSTRUCTION
John T. Doner, Marion, Ohio, assignor to Whirlpool Corpora-

tion, Benton Harbor, Mich.

Filed Nov. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 412,328
Int. CI. H05b 3/00

U.S.CL 29-611 14 Claims

1. The method of assembling a cooktop comprising the
steps of:

providing a cooktop frame member in an inverted position;
placing a glass-ceramic panel member on said frame;

securing burner box side members to the frame to define a
burner box space and retain the panel member thereto;

subassembling a plurality of surface heating elements each
including terminal means;

attaching said plurality of the subassembled surface ele-

ments to a tray;
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placing the tray assembly in an inverted disposition in said

burner box space with said surface elements bearing
against the plate member;

fastening the tray assembly to the burner box side members;
and

connecting electrical wires to the terminal means.

3,838,506
ALUMINUM SURFACE AND TREATMENT THEREOF TO

ENHANCE ADHESION IN PRINTED CIRCUIT
LAMINATES

Kenneth N. Karol. Boulder, Colo., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,137

Int. Ci. H05k 3102
U.S. CI. 29-625 5 Claims

therefrom, a second handle having a first pivot connection
with said first handle at a point spaced laterally from said

guideway, a cutting blade slidably received in said guideway
for movement in cutting and retraction strokes and having a
first surface slidably engaging one side of said holder, a link

having a second pivot connection with said second handle at

a point spaced rearwardly of said blade and intermediate said

guideway and said first pivot connection, a tension coil spring
connected at one end to said first handle and at the other end
to said link at a point disposed between said second pivot
connection and said guideway and on the side of said second
pivot connection remote from said guideway, said link extend-
ing with its longitudinal axis at an oblique angle to the longitu-

dinal axis of said blade, said link having a projection at the end
thereof closest to said blade, said blade having an aperture
with a marginal edge extending transverse to the direction of
movement of said blade and adapted to receive said projection

to releasably couple said link to said blade such that said

projection engages said marginal edge to pull said blade in its

retraction stroke and said link pushes against another mar-
ginal edge of said blade in its cutting stroke, said link having
a manipulating extension projecting into the space defined
between said handles on the side of said second pivot conn-
nection remote from said blade to facilitate pivoting said link

about the axis of said second pivot connection to disengage
said link from said blade.

1. The method of making a multilayer circuit card for use
in the manufacture of the movable armature of a high torque
— low inertia motor, comprising:

subjecting at least one surface of a thin sheet of electrical

grade aluminum to a texturing treatment which forms a
continuous pattern of oblong depressions in said surface,

the major axes of said depressions being in general align-

ment;

cleaning said one surface so as to remove contaminants,
including aluminum oxide;

covering said one surface with a continuous coating of
clear, unsealed anodize to prevent subsequent contami-
nation and oxidation thereof;

bonding said aluminum sheet to a thin sheet of electrically

insulating substrate meterial, with said one surface con-
fronting said substrate; and

forming electrical ch-cuit conductors in said aluminum
sheet, the major length of said conductors being in gen-
eral alignment with the major axes of said depressions.

3,838,507

ANIMAL NAIL CLIPPER
Richard N. Clark, 28833 Glencastle, Farmington, Mich. 48024

Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,913
Int. CI. B26b 13126

U.S. CI. 30-29 27 Claims

^ Si 40 .&
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3,838,508

HEDGE TRIMMER
Stephen H. Turner, Sr., 2145 Harlan Rd., Waynesville, Ohio
45068

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,744
Int. CL B26b 19102

U.S. CI. 30-216 2 Claims

1. A clipper having a first handle, a blade receiving guide-
way, a work holder in said guideway and extending at one end

1. A hedge trimmer comprising:
a. a motor housing,

b. elongated trimmer blade means projecting from said
housing,

c. an elongated main handle having a length at least approx-
imately as long as said blade means projecting from said
housing oppositely to said blade means,

d. said main handle being adjustable in length and compris-
ing a plurality of telescopically related sections, and

e. switch means mounted in the one of said telescopically
related sections positioned farthest from said blade
means, said switch means including an elongated switch
bar mounted in and extending longitudinally throughout
substantially the length of the section in which said switch
means is mounted.
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3,838,509

PAINT SCRAPER
Cecil W. Honick, 4008 West Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90041

Filed Jan. 30, 1974, Ser. No. 437,798
Int. CI. B26b 3104 .

U.S. CI. 30- 172 1 9 Claims

~I2

1. A scraping tool comprising:

a substantially fiat backing having a handle affixed to one
surface thereof,

a plurality of scraper elements fastened to the other surface

thereof,
j

I

each said element ccmiprising a scraping head portion hav-

ing an edge and a substantially fiat outer surface, and a

shank portion, and

means fastening each said shank portion to said backing to

dispose each said outer surface substantially parallel to

said backing and spaced therefrom,

the cross-sectional area of each said shank being substan-

tially smaller than the area of each head portion,

whereby the space surrounding said shank portions provides

clearance for material scraped off by said tool to render

. said tool non-clogging.

' 3,838,510

VEGETATION CUTTING IMPLEMENT
John B. Kelly, 2105 W. 15th Ave., Kennewick, Wash. 99336

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,325

Int. CI. B26b 21100; AOId UOO
U.S. CI. 30-279 A 5 Claims

1. A vegetation cutting implement including, a frame and a

handle, said frame comprising a pair of arms extending on
opposite lateral sides of said implement and having outer end
portions longitudinally curved toward one another lying in a

plane which is transverse to said handle, end members of said

outer end portions of said arms being longitudinally opposed
and including transverse normally trailing abutments and
normally leading support structures extending transversely of

said arms from said abutments, and said implement further

including a cutting element attached to said arms and having

opposite end portions passing over outside longitudinally

curved faces of said outer end portions of said arms, and said

cutting element being maintained in tensions spanning a space

between said end members of said outer end portions of said

arms and having said opposite end portions of said cutting

element resting against said support structures of said end

members and against said abutments in a leading relation to

the latter, for said cutting element laterally restrained and
trailed by said abutments and supported by said support struc-

tures of said end members to produce a cutting action during

a cutting stroke achieved with said implement.

3,838,511

EGG DISPENSERS
Leonard Hiles, 291 Dunstable Rd., Luton, England

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,765
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 25, 1972,

14128/72

Int. CI. AOlb UOO; A47j 43128

U.S. CI. 30—325 2 Claims

-V—

1. An egg dispenser comprising a handle part integral with

a bowl part of concave generally oval shape having a longer

axis at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the handle part,

said bowl being defined by an outer peripheral edge, said bowl
having a hole centrally thereof of such size and shape that the

periphery of such hole conforms to the surface of an egg to be
supported in said bowl, the degree of concavity of said bowl
being less than the degree of curvature of said egg such that

a part of said egg projects into said hole, the peripheral edge
at at least one end of such longer axis having a concave shape
when viewed from a plane parallel to the longitudinal axis of
the handle part and the longer axis of the bowl part, such that

the dispensing of an egg into an egg cup from that end of the
dispenser is facilitated.

3,838,512

RAZOR BLADES
Michael D. Sanderson, Egham, England, assignor to Wilkinson
Sword Limited, London, England

Filed Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 2417446
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 13, 1971,

10649/71; Jan. 29, 1972, 4306/72
Int. CI. B26b 27/54

U.S. CI. 30-346.54 13 Claims
1. A razor blade having at least one cutting edge carrying a

discrete coating of a prereacted nitride of an alloy of chro-

mium containing at least 12 percent by weight of chromium.

3,838,513

IN-SITU DENTURE, MEANS AND METHOD
Harry S. Katz, 785 Pleasant Valley Way, West Orange. N.J.

07052, and Sidney Schneider, 576 Sussex Ave., Morristown,

N.J. 07461
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 126,507, March 22, 1971,

abandoned, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 241,706,
April 6, 1972, abandoned. This application Nov. 27, 1972, Ser.

No. 309,788
Int. CI. A61c 13100

U.S. CI. 32-2 23 Claims
1. The method of preparing a former for use in forming a

denture in-situ in the mouth of a dental patient comprising
distributing an impression material on the uprising inner and
outer wall of a tray carrying false teeth, said inner and outer
walls defining a gum receiving portion having a bottom por-

tion in which the top of the false teeth are exposed; placing a

spacer over said impression material; applying pressure to the
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spacer to obtain an impression of the gum of the patient in the
impression material; and exposing the impression material and
top of the false teeth to provide a former comprising the tray,

a plurality of wire strands, each having a -non-circular cross
section, twisted together along a longitudinal axis defined
by the cable; and

an outer region on each of said wire strands complementing
adjacent wire strand outer regions so that substantially
plane surfaces are defined thereby developing the desired
non-circular archwire cable cross section.

impressed outer and inner wall portions of impression material
supported respectively by the uprising outer and inner walls of
the tray and a channel in which the top of the false teeth are
exposed.

3,838,514

CONVERTIBLE BUCCAL TUBE OR BRACKET
Vincent Eugene Polak, Azusa, Calif., assignor to Ormco Corpo-

ration, Glendora, Calif.

Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,163
Int. CI. A61c 7100

U.S.CI.32-14A 11 Claims

3,838,516
WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR DENTAL INSTRUMENTS
Stuart Borochaner, Levittown, Pa., assignor to National Water-

pure Corporation, Fallsington, Pa.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 154,092, June 17, 1971, Pat.
No. 3,719,594, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No
852,293, Aug. 22, 1969, Pat. No. 3,636,735. This application

Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,514
Int. CI. A61c /;/00

U.S. CI. 32-22 7 Claims

1. In combination:

a twin orthodontic bracket having a pair of spaced lugs, said
lugs having respective aligned slots for the reception of an
arch wire: and

channel means aligned with said slots and developing a
longitudinally extending guide channel and having end
means extending outwardly therefrom and fastened to

said bracket.

3,838,515 '

ORTHODONTIC ARCH-WIRE CABLE
Edward C. Paugh, Hacienda Heights, and Wilford A. Snead,
West Covina, both of Calif., assignors to Ormco Corpora-
tion, Glendora, Calif.

Filed June 6, 1973, Ser. No. 367,670
Int. CI. A61c 13100

U.S.CI.32-14A 4 Claims

1. A water supply system for dental instruments comprising
at least one container holding a bed of ion-exchange material,
at least one water-utilizing dental instrument in fiuid commu-
nication with said container, a water-supply conduit leading
from a source of water to said container, said conduit having
a selectively-operable shut-off valve and also having an outlet
leading to an expectorant bowl, a drain pipe leading to drain-
age from said expectorant bowl, and means for reactivating
the ion-exchange bed when it nears exhaustion.

1. An arch-wire cable having a non-circular cross section
comprising:

3 838 517
COMBINATION DEPTH STOP AND GAUGE ASSEMBLY

FOR A DENTAL DRILL
Bruce T. Michnick, 33 Cherry Dr., Plainview, N.Y. 11803

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 348,921
Int. CI. A61c 1110

U.S. CI. 32-27 4 Claims
1. A combmation depth stop and gauge assembly for a

dental drill comprising:

an annular disk adapted for securement to the housing of
said drill and capable of accepting a burr extending from
a spindle thereof;

an apertured plate co-axially aligned with said annular disk
and configured to receive said burr from said spindle;

and means linking said annular disk and said apertured plate
and arranged to move one of said disk and plate axially
with respect to the other, for controlling the extent to
which said burr protrudes through said annular disk and
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beyond said apertured plate, with said annular disk pro- 3,838,519
viding a reference measuring surface for the extension of FABRIC MEASURING DEVICE

Jon M. Chick, 412 W. Broadway, Tempe, Ariz. 85282
Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 390,018

Int. CI. GOlb i/72, 5104
U.S.CK 33-134 R 11 Claims

said burr and with said apertured plate providing a sepa-

rate bearing surface to control the degree of cut taken by
said burr.

' 3,838,518

MATERIAL LEVEL INDICATOR
Paul G. Hendrickson, Port Huron, Mich., assignor to Bindica-

tor Company, Part Huron, Mich.

Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,979
Int. CI. G01f2i/00

U.S. CI. 33-126.6 18 Claims

.-/O

1. In a material level indicator of the drop-weight type, the
combination comprising a housing having a central portion, a
first cover associated with one side of said central portion and
defining therewith upper and lower vertically aligned front

chambers in which mechanical components are positioned, a
second cover associated with the opposite side of said central

portion to define a rear chamber in which electrical compo-
nents are positioned, said central portion serving as a sealed

barrier between said rear and front chambers, said mechanical
components disposed in said upper chamber comprising a

drum rotatably mounted on said central portion and having
one end of a drop line attached thereto a counter pulley jour-

nalled on said central portion, and a level sensing lever piv-

oted on said central portion and rotatably supporting a level

sensing pulley thereon, said drop line being trained over said

pulleys and having a bob weight attached to it's other end, said

upper and lower front chambers having openings through
which said drop line extends downwardly therefrom, a shut off
switch operating lever pivoted to said central portion in said

lower chamber and actuator means adapted to be engaged by
said bob weight on said drop line to actuate said operating
lever, said electric components comprising an electrical motor
for driving said drum, a level sensing switch operatively con-
nected with the level sensing lever and a shut-off switch opera-
tively connected with said shut-off lever.

I. In a fabric measuring apparatus; a frame adapted to be
secured to a table top; a counting device carried by said frame;
a first fabric engaging roller having an axis of rotation and
rotatably mounted in connection with said frame; said first

fabric engaging roller coupled to said counting device for

rotatably driving said counting device; a roller mounting
means pivotally mounted on said frame and having a first

bearing axis portion; said roller mounting means having a

second bearing axis portion laterally offset and parallel with

said first bearing axis portion; a second fabric engaging roller

rotatably mounted on said second bearing axis portion; said

first bearing axis portion being disposed to pivot said roller

mounting means and said second bearing axis portion thereof
toward said first fabric engaging roller whereby said second
fabric engaging roller may be brought into a first position in

which it is in contact with said first fabric engaging roller and
in which position said second bearing axis portion of said

roller mounting means is generally parallel with said axis of
rotation of said first fabric engaging roller; and holding means
coupled to said roller mounting means and acting over center
relative to said first bearing axis portion alternately tending to

hold said second fabric engaging roller in said first position in

engagement with said first fabric engaging roller and alter-

nately tending to hold said second fabric engaging roller in a
second position spaced from said first fabric engaging roller;

the respective position depending on manual pivotal move-
ment of said roller mounting means from one of said positions
to the other about the axis of said first bearing axis portion.

3,838,520

TAPE MEASURE
Michel Quenot, Besancon, France, assignor to Stanley Mabo,

Besancon, France

Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,751
Int. CI. GOlb 3100, 3110; B43I 1112

U.S.CL 33-138 5 Claims
1. A tape measure comprising:

a. a case comprising parallel lateral walls including top and
bottom walls and end walls integral with a first rectangu-
lar lateral wall, means defining a tape withdrawal aper-
ture in one of said end walls, said top and bottom walls
each having one of a pair of opposed mutually parallel

shoulders extending in a longitudinal direction of said
first rectangular lateral wall, said shoulders defining sub-
stantially parallel opposed lateral bearing surfaces on said

top and bottom walls between said shoulder and an edge
of the top and bottom walls respectively, another lateral

wall secured between the bearing surfaces with top and
bottom edges of said another lateral wall disposed parallel

to and spaced from said bearing surfaces and said shoul-
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ders respectively to define therebetween top and bottom
sliding channels;

b. a drum rotatably mounted between said lateral wails

about an axis perpendicular to the lateral walls;

c. a graduated tape wound on said drum;
d. an outer wall including a pair of opposed parallel edges

with flanges extending therealong and protruding there-

from substantially perpendicular to an inner face of said

outer wall, opposed inside faces of said flanges compris-

ing means defining longitudinal grooves equally spaced
from said inner face of said outer wall, said flanges being

received along said sliding channels with said grooves
engaging said top and bottom edges of said second lateral

wall to hold the outer face of the outer wall flush with the

edges of the top and bottom walls, said outer wall having
means defining a window therethrough;

e. a plate slidably mounted between said outer wall and said

case and slidable from a first position under said window
to a second position extending from said case;

f. means for removably displaying impressed inscriptions

disposed on a surface of said plate and accessible through
said window when said plate is in said first position;

g. means for effacing said inscriptions on said display means
as said plate is moved from said first position to said

second position; and
h. means for releasably holding said outer wall in a fixed

position from sliding relative to said case and for releasing

said outer wall to slide relative to said case.

3,838,521

TOOL SETTING FIXTURE
Bertil G. Peterson, Bloomington, Minn., assignor to Tobin-Arp
Manufacturing Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 111,354, Feb. 1, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,728,940. This application Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No.

347,174
Int. CI. B27g 23100; GOlb 5120; B23b 3100

U.S. CI. 33- 185 R 4 Claims

B. means adapted to temporarily fixedly position said arbor
on said support surface to have an arbor axis lying in a

horizontal arbor axis plane;

C. a tool setting stop constituted as a flat tool setting stop

plate adjustably supported on the flat plate receiving

surface to intersect said arbor axis plane, said stop plate

defining a stop trace of the exact width of the valve seat

face to be generated, said stop trace being constituted as
a plane face defined by truncation of a corner of said stop
plate and situated in perpendicular relationship to said

horizontal arbor axis plane;

D. means for fixedly positioning said tool setting stop on
said base to establish a relationship between the the stop
trace and said arbor axis with the predetermined desired
relationship between the desired profile of the valve seat
face and the axis of the valve guide opening;

E. means adapted to successively support each of the boring
head cutting tools to position its cutting edge in said arbor
axis plane, whereby the stop trace of said tool setting stop
is in position to act as a guide to properly align the cutting
tools of the boring head, said means including:

1 a horizontal lap block groove provided in said base and
having a plane bottom surface in parallel relation to

and below said plate receiving surface, and
2. a lap block having a first plane surface adapted to rest

on the bottom surface of said lap block groove and
having a second plane surface parallel to and above its

first surface, said second surface being adapted to

successively receive the cutting edges of the cutting
tools in the horizontal plane of said arbor axis.

3,838,522

GUN SIGHT
Paul D. Williams, Davison, Mich., assignor to Williams Gun

Sight Co., Davison, Mich.

Filed June 30, 1971, Ser. No. 158,437
Int. CI. F41g 1128, 1126

U.S. CI. 33-258 1 Claim

^Pm .. ;v/vv.// \h

1. Means for positioning multiple cutting tools with cutting

edges in a boring head having a cylindrical arbor opening
therethrough and an arbor supported therein so that said head
and cutting tools can generate a valve seat face and upper and
lower clearance faces concentric with a valve guide opening
in an engine casting, said means including:

A. a tool setting fixture having a main casting or base pro-
vided with an arbor support surface, and with an upper
horizontal flat plate-receiving surface;

1. In a gun sight adapted for mounting on a firearm having
an upwardly facing dove-tail shaped slot extending trans-

versely of the line of sight,

an elongated resilient mounting member having a down-
wardly projecting dove-tail shaped tenon adjacent the
forward end thereof conformably and freely slidable in

said dove-tail slot,

said tenon having a pair of downwardly diverging inclined
front and rear surfaces,

said tenon including an adjustable gib defining one of said
inclined surfaces,

a screw having a head seated on said mounting member and
threaded into said gib whereby the tightening of said
screw is effective to raise said gib and lock said tenon in

said slot,

a generally blade-like sighting member disposed trans-
versely of the firearm including a transversely extending
downwardly projecting dove-tail shaped tenon.
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an upwardly facing dove-tail shaped transversely extending
slot adjacent the rear of said elongated mounting member
and having a pair of upwardly converging inclined front

and rear surfaces,

said last-mentioned dove-tail shaped slot including an ad-

justable gib defining one of said inclined surfaces thereof,

a headed screw passing through said last-mentioned gib

and threaded into said mounting member whereby tight-

ening of said headed screw is effective to lower said

last-mentioned gib and lock said last-mentioned tenon in

said last-mentioned slot and a set screw threaded through

said mounting member into engagement with the firearm

immediately forwardly of said sighting member whereby
the rear end of said mounting member may be moved
upwardly by tightening of said set screw against the fire-

arm.

3,838,524

PACKING OF PARTICULATE BEDS
William R. Hencke, Wappingers Falls; Li C. Mih, Beacon, and

Richard V. Kessler, Fayetteville, all of N.Y., assignors to

Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,669

Int. CI. F26b 3108

U.S. CI. 34-10 15 Claims

1. The method of compacting a charge low density gravity-

packed bed of particles which comprises

submerging said charge low density gravity-packed bed of

particles in a body of liquid; and

pulsating said submerged charge low density gravity-packed

bed of particles with a gas during a pulsation period

thereby compacting said charge low density gravity-

packed bed and forming a compacted gravity-packed bed

of density greater than the density of said charge bed.

3,838.523

MULTI-STAGE DRYING APPARATUS AND METHOD
Stanley E. Hurd, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to The Motch &

Merryweather Machinery Company, Euclid, Ohio
Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,469

F26b 3108

U.S. CI. 34-10 13 Claims

— e

1. Apparatus for treating material with a gas comprising:

first and second treatment devices, said first device having

an inlet for receiving the material and a generally hori-

zontally disposed conveyor deck having a plurality of

openings,

means for supplying a gas under pressure for passage

through said openings for treating the material, said open-

ings being configured such that the gas issuing there-

through forms jets having horizontal flow components for

conveying the material from said inlet in a direction

generally parallel to said deck to said second treatment

device, said second device including a generally cylindri-

cal drum defining a chamber, said drum having an inlet

to said chamber adjacent one end thereof for receiving

the material from said first device and an outlet from said

chamber adjacent its opposite end for discharging the

material, said drum having a plurality of openings through

at least a portion of the cylindrical wall defining the same,

said conveyor deck forming a substantially tangential

extension of the drum wall at its inlet, means for supply-

ing a gas under pressure for passage through said open-

ings into said chamber for treatment of the material

therein, each of said latter openings being configured

such that the gas issuing therethrough forms jets having

flow components for conveying the material in a gener-

ally circumferential direction about said chamber, and
means for conveying the material in an axial direction

along said drum for discharge through said outlet.

3,838,525

VISUAL TEACHING DEVICE
David A. Harvey, 125 High St., Boston, Mass. 02110

Filed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 398,154
Int. CI. G09b 7/05, G03b 27/25

U.S. CL 35-9 A 15 Claims

1. A visual teaching device, which device comprises in

combination:

a. an image-receiving and display means;

b. a means to project an image onto the display means
through an optical system;

c. an optical system between the display means and the

means to project comprising:

i. a first plane front surface mirror adapted to receive the

projected image, the first mirror mounted at an angle

of about 45° from the horizontal on an axis which is at

right angles to the optical path of the projected image;

ii. a first means to rotate the first mirror about its axis;

iii. a second plane front surface mirror adapted to

receive the image from the first mirror, the second

mirror mounted at an angle of about 45° from the

vertical on an axis parallel to the optical path of the

projected image from the means to project;

iv. a second means to rotate the second mirror about its

axis;

V. a fixed plane front surface mirror adapted to receive

the image from the second mirror and to project the

image onto the display means; and

d. control means to control the first and second means to

rotate the first and second mirrors so as to project at any
time onto the display means a selected quadrant portion

of the image from the image projected for teaching pur-

poses.

927 O.G.
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3,838,526
METHOD OF DRYING BATTERY PLATES

Charles H. McAlpine, Coloma, Mich., assignor to Mac Engi-
neering & Equipment Co., Inc., Benton Harbor, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 359.859. May 14. 1973, Pat. No.

3.813v214. This application Jan. 24. 1974, Ser. No. 436.107

Int. CI. F26b 7100

U.S. CI. 34-17 7 Claims

B?
'^^^neim^v.

1. The method of drying wet paste pellets in lead battery
plates which comprises the steps of:

advancing said plates successively in generally co-planar
relation,

subjecting one side only of the plates and the pellets therein
while being so advanced to a source of radiant energy at
over 1 .000°F for a sufficient period of time to raise the
ambient temperature at said one side of the plates to
about 350°?.,

and next subjecting said one side of the plates so heated to
a blast of tempering air at between 100°F., and 325°F. for
a sufficient period of time to reduce the surface tempera-
ture of said one sides of the plates to below 150°F.

3 838 527
SET OF BUILDING ELEMENTS FOR RIDGE ROOF

MODELS
Peter Zucht, Ober-Ramstadter Str. 18, 6101 Reinheim/Odw.,
Germany

Filed June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 373,962
Claims priority, application Germany, July 4, 1972.

2232721

Int. CI. G09b 25104
U.S. CI. 35-16 8 Claims

1. A set of building components for the construction of a
ridge roof model to a coordinate grid system on a reduced
scale, said ridge roof model being adapted for mounting on a

support structure, and said set comprising at least two roof
panels each having a first edge section adapted to be located
in the region of the ridge of the assembled roof model, and a
second edge section spaced from the respective first edge
section and adapted to be located in the region of said support
structure when said roof model is mounted thereon, each of
said first edge sections being provided with spaced projections
and recesses adapted to cooperate, respectively, with the
recesses and projections of the other of said first edge sections
so as to provide engagement between said roof panels in the
region of said ridge, and each of said roof panels having a
major surface adapted to face downwardly when said roof
model is mounted on said support structure and being pro-
vided with at least one intermediate rafter extending in a
direction between the respective first and second edge sec-

tions; at least one ridge element adapted to be mounted over
said first edge sections when said roof model is mounted on
said support structure; and purlin elements adapted to be
mounted on said support structure at both sides of said ridge,

said purlin elements being provided with grooves for slidingly

receiving the respective intermediate rafters when said roof
model is mounted on said support structure.

3 838 528
ANTI-SKID DEVICE FOR BOOTS AND SHOES

Gladys M. Johnson, 1251 S. 35th St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53215
Continuation of Ser. No. 328,790, Feb. 1, 1973. This

application Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 397,983
Int. CI. A43b 3/10

U.S. CL 36—7.7 4 Claims

1. An anti-skid boot attachment comprising a toe plate

shaped to fit under only the toe portion of the sole of the boot
and having studs dependent therefrom, a pair of crossed
straps, each crossed strap being attached at opposite ends
thereof to opposite sides of said plate and having a somewhat
X-shaped configuration across the top of the boot toe, means
for adjusting the circumference of the crossed straps to have
a size and shape which fits over the toe of boots of different

sizes, a pair of elongated straps attached at one end to the
crossed straps near to but on opposite sides of the center of
the X-shape with attachment being made to the parts of the
crossed straps which are nearest the ankle, and an ankle strap
attached to the other ends of said pair of straps.

3,838,529
DIRECTORY NAMEPLATE CONSTRUCTION

Areas O. Aybar, 81 Lamont St., Waterbury, Conn. 06704
Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,979

Int. CI. G09f 1/00
U.S. CI. 40-64 R 8 Claims

1. A vertical directory, including in combination:
a holder comprised of a rectangular sheet having forwardly

folded over, marginal, hem edges along two opposite
vertical sides; said folded over hem edges each defining
an opening to receive the end lobe of a nameplate strip;

plural, elongate rectangular nameplate strips each being
thin and having opposed flat surfaces, each said strip
being comprised of flexible, resilient, yet permanently

^
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deformable material; each said strip having two opposite
ends, a respective rounded shape lobe projecting from
each said end for securing each said strip in said hem edge
openings and for enabling the insertion and removal of
said strip; each said strip being of a length such that its

said lobes each extend into a respective one said marginal
hem edge opening;

each said strip being permanently deformed and concavely
curved with respect to the front of the holder around an
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axis transverse to a line joining said strip ends such that

said strip lobes can be flexed to engage said hem edges of
said holder in the respective said openings thereof, and
the resiliency of said strips biases them into fixed position

along said holder vertical sides by their inherent flexible

deformation;

plurality of blanks of engravable material, each being
secured to the forwardly facing surface of one said strip

when in said holder; said blanks being adapted to display

directory information.

3,838,530

ADJUSTABLE CALENDAR
Louis Schelling, Jr., 2 Meadow Ln., North Caldwell, N.J.

07201
Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,518

Int. CI. G09d 3/04

U.S. CI. 40-107 1 Claim

1. An adjustable tide calendar comprising:

an elongated rectangular base formed in layers with each
layer having daily successive calendar markings for a

period in excess of one month and the layers arranged in

monthly order;

each layer having a curve thereon in alignment with the

associated calendar markings and representing daily tidal

conditions for a given geographic area;

a transparent overlay sheet adapted to be removably affixed

to the base;

an array of time lines on the overlay sheet and calendar
indicia arranged for alignment with the markings and
curve on each base layer;

indexing means on the overlay and each base layer to facili-

tate proper positioning of the overlay with the exposed
layer of the base whereby when the overlay is properly

positioned on the exposed layer for a tide condition at

one point in time the tide conditions will be automatically

designated for the entire period in excess of one month
and the portion in excess of one month coinciding with

the beginning portion of the following month on the next

succeeding layer so that as each layer is removed the

overlay can be properly aligned with the next layer for

continuously providing tidal conditions for the given

geographic area;

a resilient releasable clamp for holding the overlay sheet in

tight interengagement with the base and in alignment with

the exposed layer of the base to designate tidal conditions
for the period in excess of one month;

the clamp being a U-shaped elongated resilient member
with opposing sides tending to move into engagement;
and

the base and overlay being extendible between the sides so

that the sides place a compressive force thereon to hold

the base and sheet together as the sides attempt to engage
with one another, and the base and overlay being shift-

able with respect to one another and separable for re-

moval of base layers by forcing the resilient sides away
from one another to free the overlay and base.

3,838,531

REPEATING PISTOL
Jose Maria Uria, 13 rue de Santiago, and Antoine Georges

Uria, 6 rue Delattre de Tassigny, both of Hendaye, France

Division of Ser. No. 56,914, July 21, 1970, Pat. No. 3,757,634.

This application Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 345,198

Claims priority, application France, July 21, 1969,

69.24117

Int. CI. F41g 1/06

U.S. CI. 42-1 S 1 Claim

1. A repeating pistol including a body, a breech block longi-

tudinally movable therein and a grip, comprising the combina-
tion of a hammer pivotally secured to a point in the upper rear

portion of said body, a coil spring bearing against said body
and urging said hammer into its operative position, a sear

pivotally secured to said body for engaging said hammer when
setting the pistol, a blade spring urging said sear into an opera-
tive^position, first means for adjusting the tensioning of said

blade spring, a trigger, second means for adjusting the length

of the stroke of said trigger and the pressure to be applied to

it, an intermediate connecting link eccentrically carried by
said trigger and controlling said sear, a raised, offset structure

at the rear end of said body and solid therewith, a micrometric
sight carried directly by said structure, means for adjusting

said sight in both lateral and vertical directions, and an abut-
ment rod extending longitudinally through said raised struc-

ture, said rod being engageable with said hammer to limit the

stroke of the latter for blank firing purposes.

/
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3,838,532
MULTIPURPOSE POWERHEAD

Jack Prodanovich, 3334 Sterne, San Diego, Calif. 92106
Filed Aug. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 384,553

Int. CI. F42b 13154
U.S. CI. 42-lL 6 Claims

I. A powerhead adapted for accelerated remote deploy-
ment to detonate a cartridge upon impact comprising:

a barrel member internally shaped to receive said cartridge;
an elongate body member axially aligned with and cou-
pled to said barrel member, at one end said body member
is provided with a longitudinal groove on its outer sur-
face;

a firing pin member disposed in said groove formed to make
contact with said cartridge;

means mounted on the opposite end of said body member
for radially projecting therefrom;

means for inertially reacting to said deployment and said
impact being provided with a bore sized to receive and
allow axial displacement on the outer surface of said body
member to permit the striking of said firing pin member
when at said one end and further provided with a spur
aligned to engage the radially projecting means when at

said opposite end; and
means carried on said body member for biasing the iner-

tially reacting means toward said firing pin member, the
biasing means has a spring constant insufficient to over-
come the inertial drag of said inertially reacting means
when deployment occurs yet said spring constant is of
sufficient magnitude to detonate said cartridge when
coacting with the momentum of said inertially reacting
means when impact occurs, upon said deployment, the
inertial drag of said inertially reacting means is sufficient

to overcome the biasing force of the biasing means and
said spur engages said radially projecting means and upon
said impact the momentum of said inertially reacting
means is sufficient to pull said spur from said radially

projecting means and the additive force attributed to said

momentum and said biasing force is sufficient to detonate
said cartridge when said firing pin member is struck.

3,838,533
HAMMER DEACTIVATOR MEANS

William B. Ruger, Southport, Conn., assignor to Ruger Sturm
& Co., Inc., Southport, Conn.

Filed Oct. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 406,020
Int. CI. F41c 17104

U.S. CI. 42-70 F -7 Claims

in front of the hammer, and a firing pin mounted in the frame
in position to strike a cartridge received in said chamber, the
rearward end of the firing pin extending rearwardly with re-

spect to the frame in position to be struck by said hammer, the
improvement comprising

a combined hammer deactivator and firing pin striker pivot-

ally mounted on the hammer in line with the firing pin,

said deactivator and striker being movable from a ham-
mer deactivated position to a firing pin striking position
and return, said deactivator and striker being formed with
a deactivator recess that is adapted to receive the rear-
ward end of the firing pin when the deactivator and
striker is at its hammer deactivated position and being
formed with a firing pin striker surface that is adapted to

contact the rearward end of the firing pin and press it

forwardly when the deactivator and striker is at its firing

pin striking position, and
detent means releasably detaining the pivoted deactivator
and striker in its hammer deactivated position and in its

firing pin striking position.

3,838,534

FISH TRANSFER SYSTEM
Leslie A. Barr, San Diego, and Hector Sanchez, La Mesa, both

of Calif., assignors to Sea Research Corporation, San Diego,
Calif.

Filed Sept. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 178,127
Int. CI. AOlk 79100

U.S. CI. 43-6.5 3 Claims

1. A fish transfer system comprising:

a fish conveying mechanism operable for conveying fish

from a first location to a second location;

a fish entrance to said fish conveying mechanism;
a plurality of pressurized water nozzles disposed in immedi-

ate proximity to said entrance operable for pulling fish

into said fish entrance; and
a plurality offish skids in said conveying mechanism dimen-

sioned for housing said plurality of said nozzles.

1. In a firearm having a frame, an external hammer pivotally
mounted on the frame, a cartridge-receiving chamber located

3,838,535
TOY BLOCKS DIMENSIONED AND CONFIGURED FOR

PLURAL CONNECTIONS
Peter Larws, Stettiner Strasse 35, 638 Bad Homburg, Ger-
many

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 312,988
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 14, 1971

2161913

Int. CI. A63h 33108
U.S. CI. 46-25 5 Claims

1. A set of toy building bricks of rectangular cross-section
2a by a and any arbitrary length Xa, characterized by:

a. n cube-shaped openings of the volume a by a by a opening
through the two broad sides having the dimensions 2a by
Xa;

b. (n-1
) webs ofihe cross-section a by a/2, one of said webs

remaining between adjacent ones of said openings, and
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c. 2 cross bars of the cross-section a by all and the length
(n+ n— 1/2) a, n being a whole number of at least 2, a
plurality of said bricks being shaped and proportioned so

'---[myji^a^

that the ends of cross bars of two bricks of said plurality

will fit into one of said openings of a third brick of said

plurality to serve as connecting means therefor.

3,838,536

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PLUGGING REjACTOR
TUBES

John D. McCoy, Gibsonia, Pa., assignor to Gulf Research &
Development Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,581
Int. CI. COlb 1118

U.S. CI. 48-94 8 Claims

1. A method of plugging the outlet end of a reactor tube
extending vertically through a heater and connected at its

outlet end to a conduit passing to a zone at a lower tempera-
ture than the normal temperature in the reactor tube compris-
ing supporting in the reactor tube within the heater adjacent
the outlet end of the reactor tube particles of a material fusible

at a temperature above the normal temperature in the reactor

tube and below the temperature of the heater outside of the

tube and closing the inlet end of the reactor tube whereby on
stopping flow into the inlet end of the reactor tube the fusible

material melts and flows from the reactor tube into the lower
temperature zone in which the fusible material freezes and
blocks flow into the outlet end of the tube.

3,838,537

WINDOW HINGE
Harold L. Stavenau, and Wayne C. Bates, both of Owatonna,

Minn., assignors to Truth Incorporated, Owatonna, Minn.
Filed July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 375,855

Int. CI. E05d 15144

U.S. CI. 49-248 8 Claims
1. A hinge for pivotally supporting a window sash for angu-

lar opening and closing movement relative to a window frame,
comprising.

a. a window frame bar,

b. a window sash bar,

c. a plate slidably supported on said window frame bar,

d. a first link pivotally connected to the plate and pivotally

connected to the window sash bar.

9 •?' !

e. a second link pivotally connected to the window frame
bar and the window sash bar,

r a third link pivotally connected to the plate and to said

second link, and

g. gearing connecting the first and third links for angular

movement proportional to each other.

3,838,538

OVEN DOOR MOUNTING
Bruce Alfred Burford, Fulham, Australia, assignor to Simpson
Pope Limited, Dudley Park South, Australia

Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,754
Claims priority, application Australia, July 4, 1972,

9558/72

Int. CI. E05d 15158

U.S. CI. 49—258 4 Claims

1. Oven door mounting means comprising:

a structure under the oven compartment floor providing a

frontally open space able freely to receive the oven door
horizontally within it when that door is presented and
advanced edgewise relative thereto;

substantially horizontal runway elements fixed to the sides

of said structure and extending away from the front of the

oven towards the back thereof;

carriage members freely movable along said runway ele-

ments;

hinge lugs mounted on the front of said carriage member to

which the oven door is pivoted by a lower portion thereof;
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a pair of socket members fixed on said carriage and each
incorporating an upright frontal flange having an open-
top slot in it, and an obUque keeper flange;

shank portions on said hinge lugs respectively able to extend

through said slots to engage under said keeper flanges;

and means detachably connecting said shank portions to

said keeper flanges whereby the door can be bodily re-

moved from said carriages.

3,838,539

EDGE PROTECTOR FOR SLIDING SCREENS
William Gronowicz, 25046 Stony Croft, Southfield, Mich.
48076

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,624
Int. CI. E06b 3112

U.S. CI. 49-462 2 Claims

1. In a laterally slidable screen having a peripheral frame

and a screen element spanning and secured to said frame, a

pair of opposed handle plates mounted on and secured to said

frame on opposite sides thereof and extending laterally inward
overlying an adjacent portion of said screen element on its

opposite sides,

an elongated screen edge protector having a flat body bear-

ing against said frame and engaging and protectively

overlying an adjacent edge portion of said screen element
interposed and secured between said frame and one han-

dle plate, a series of longitudinally spaced adhesive ele-

ments arranged along the overlying edge portions of the

body interposed between said body and screen element
and secured thereto,

said body having an inner straight edge portion registerable

with said frame, an enlarged central portion intermediate

its ends extending laterally beyond the handle plate and

against said screen element, with top and bottom end
portions having curved and tapered edges extending

longitudinally and inward to merge with said body
straight edge at its top and bottom;

said frame having an internal inwardly offset continuous
bead and channel receiving peripheral edge portions of
the screen element, the e.dge portion of said body being
curved inwardly throughout its heighth bearing against

said frame and extending over said bead and into said

channel; the inner portions of said handle plates being
offset inwardly, one retainingly bearing against said body,
and the other bearing against said screen on the opposed
side of the body.

3,838,540
APPARATUS FOR SHARPENING DRILLS AND OTHER

CUTTING TOOLS
John C. Steinmetz, P.O. Box 1223 15th St., Coeur D'Alene,

Idaho 83814
Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,589

Int. CI. B24b 3130
U.S. CL 51-5 15 Claims

1. Apparatus for grinding a tool, comprising:

means for holding a rotary cutting tool which has an axis of

rotation and at least one relieved cutting edge, the hold-

ing means having a first axis about which said holding

means rotates incident to grinding of the cutting edge of

the tool, said first axis intersecting the tool axis adjacent

said cutting edge but being otherwise out of alignment
with the tool axis during at least part of said rotation of

said holding means, the tool being held with the cutting

edge in spatial relation to a grinding surface that is in a

fixed location.

means for advancing said holding means to advance the

cutting edge of the tool toward the grinding surface, and
means for rotating said holding means about said first axis

and for additionally, periodically moving said holding

means about a second axis which intersects said first axis

adjacent to said cutting edge, said periodic movement
being in timed relation to said rotation and in such a

manner so as to grind in a continuous operation the re-

lieved cutting edge on the tool.

3,838,541

BILLET GRINDER APPARATUS, PARTICULARLY FOR
CONTOUR GRINDING OF PIPE

Fred L. Durst, Paios Heights, and Rudolph J. Zastera, Glen

Ellyn, both of III., assignors to Pettibone Corporation, Chi-

cago, III.

Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 315,641
Int. CI. B24b 5118

U.S. CI. 51-79 12 Claims
/

If
I

/•

1. In a billet grinding machine including a cooperating unit
for holding the workpiece wherein the combination has means
for producing relative movement of the grinding wheel along
the workpiece, and particularly the combination for contour
grinding of rounds and pipe wherein the combination also
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simultaneously rotates the workpiece about its own axis, the

improvement for maintaining a substantially constant force of

the wheel against a work surface that changes its vertical

position rapidly, comprising:

a. a frame,

b. a saddle,

c. means for supporting the saddle in the frame,

d. a boom extending outwardly from the saddle,

e. a grinding wheel mounted for rotation about its central

axis, on the outer end of the boom,
f. means pivotally mounting the inner end of the boom on

the saddle for moving the grinding wheel onto the work-

piece, thereby also establishing a pivotal axis of the boom,
g. a motor mounted on the saddle,

h. means for driving the grinding wheel from the motor,

i. an upper air bag actuator secured at its upper end to the

saddle,

j. a lower air bag actuator secured at its lower end to the

saddle,

k. main fluid power pressure means to control the force

exerted by each actuator for producing a differential

force between them,

1. a boom control member between said actuators, secured

to the lower end of the upper actuator and to the upper

end of the lower actuator so as to move between them in

response to the differential force exerted by said actua-

tors,

m. means for guiding the motion of said boom control

member between the actuators,

n. means for limiting the travel of the boom control mem-
ber,

o. means pivotally connecting said boom control member to

the boom for producing a moment of the boom about the

pivotal axis of the boom,

p. emergency means having a lost motion connection to the

boom, operable upon loss of pressure of main fluid power
means to retract the boom for removing the grinding

wheel from the workpiece, and

q. power means for storing energy during the operation of

the main fluid power means and for supplying energy to

said emergency means during loss of pressure of main
fluid power means.

3,838,542

LENS POLISHING MACHINE
Lee R. Hodges, Largo, Fla., assignor to Associated Develop-

ment Corporation, Pinellas Park, Fla.

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,932
Int. CI. B24b 7/00, 9100, 13100

U.S.CL 51-119 13 Claims

configured to retain a lens blank, first drive means attached to

said cabinet operatively coupled to said polishing element,

tool holding means attached to said cabinet, said tool holding

means configured to retain a lap tool, said tool holding means
in operative communication with said lens holding means, said

first drive means moving said lens holding means relative to

said tool holding means, said spindle means including a sub-

stantially circular bearing means and said first drive means
including a substantially spherical bearing means, said sub-

stantially circular bearing means being movably disposed

within said substantially spherical bearing means such that

said spindle means moves within said drive means to change
the virtual length of said spindle means relative to said tool

holding means whereby tool holding means follows the con-
tour of lens during the polishing process.

3,838,543

HIGH SPEED CUT-OFF WHEEL
Hussain G. Lakhani, Holden, Mass., assignor to Norton Com-

pany, Worcester, Mass.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 40,369, May 25, 1970,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

834,744, June 19, 1969, abandoned. This application Aug. 24,

1972, Ser. No. 283,497

Int. CI. B24d 5/04

U.S. CI. 51-206 NF 5 Claims

1. A cut-off wheel having a diameter to thickness ratio of at

least 40 to 1 comprising a structure in which the modulus of

elasticity has been increased to make it capable of cutting at

higher peripheral speeds before the onset of resonant flutter

of the wheel, said wheel including abrasive grains bonded in

an organic polymer matrix to form a body having a periphery

and side faces, said wheel including at least one woven glass

cloth disc having warp and weft elements surrounded by the

bonding matrix and disposed to be entirely within the body,

said at least one disc being spaced from and parallel to the side

faces of the wheel, said at least one disc being displaced from

the center plane of the thickness dimension of the wheel and
said at least one disc being characterized in that said warp and
weft elements each consists essentially of a bundle of continu-

ous filaments having a twist of no more than 1.5 per inch.

3,838,544

ADJUSTABLE PITCH POCKET STRUCTURE
George R. Hindall. 21 Gessford Ct.. S.E., Washington. D.C.

20003

Continuation of Ser. No. 95,729, Dec. 7, 1970, abandoned.

This application Aug. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 283,972

Int. CI. E04d 1136

U.S. CI. 52-60 7 Claims

1. A high-speed lens polishing machine comprising a cabi-

net and a polishing element mounted thereon, said polishing

element including spindle means and lens holding means

1. A wall unit for constructing a polyangular pitch pocket

structure or the like and comprising first and second upright

plane wall sections joined at one end and disposed at less than
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180° to one another to form two contigious sides of a comer
of the pitch pocket structure, the extended end portions of

said wall sections terminating in the plane of their respective

wall sections whereby said wall sections are adapted to lie

alongside and overlap wall sections of like wall units to form
sides of the pitch focket structure having lengths greater than

the lengths of the individual wall sections, a base flange ex-

tending laterally from the bottom edge of each wall section,

and means forming a downwardly facing slot along the top

edge of said first wall section, said slot having a width at least

the thickness of said second wall section and adapted to re-

ceive the top edge portion of the second wall section of an-

other wall unit like said wall unit, the bottom surface of the

base tlange extending from said first wall section lying in a

plane offset upwardly relative to the plane of the upper sur-

face of the base flange extending from said second wall sec-

tion, said offset of the first mentioned plane being approxi-

mately the thickness of the last mentioned base flange.

3,838,545

MODULAR ENVIRONMENTAL SPACE MODULE
Ernest J. Kump, 360 Everett Ave., Palo Alto, Calif. 94301

Filed June 9, 1971, Set. No. 151,294

Int. CI. E04h 1/12

:U.S. CI. 52-79 13 Claims

1. A multilateral module defining a space or volume and
adapted to interconnect with other modules comprising a

floor component of generally square configuration having a

lower exterior surface curved to conform generally to a sur-

face defined by the sector of a sphere with substantially verti-

cal upwardly extending edge portions, a roof component of

generally square configuration having an upper exterior sur-

face curved to conform generally to a surface defined by the

sector of a sphere with substantially vertical downwardly
extending edge portions, frame components having bottom,
sides and top defining openings for said module disposed

between said floor and roof components on each side thereof
with the top of said frame components connected to the down-
wardly extending edge portion of said roof component and the

bottom of said frame components connected to the upwardly
extending edge portion of said floor component to maintain
the roof and floor components in spaced relationship, said

frame components adapted to interconnect with the frames of
adjacent components to form a larger space or volume and a

plurality of wall components disposed in the space between
and connected to the upwardly extending floor edge portion

and the downwardly extending roof edge portion and extend-

ing to and connected to the sides of adjacent frame compo-
nents.

3,838,546
COVER PANELS FOR WALLS, ESPECIALLY FOR SIDING

APPLICATIONS
Franz Tempes, Hilblestrasse 38, 8 Munich 90, Germany

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,578
Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 7, 1972, 541

Int. CI. E04b 2/88
U.S. CI. 52-235 16 Claims

1. A cover panel assembly for the protection of exposed
building walls in the form of a siding application or the like,

comprising in combination:

at least one generally rectangular cover panel whose outline

is defined by an upper panel border, a lower panel border
and two lateral panel borders;

an upper anchoring member adapted for permanent attach-

ment to a building wall near the intended level of the

upper panel border;

means defined by the upper panel border for vertically

supporting the cover panel on the upper anchoring mem-
ber;

means for horizontally retaining the upper panel border at

a fixed distance relative to the upper anchoring member
and the building wall; and

means for horizontally positioning the lower panel border at

a fixed distance relative to the building wall.

3,838,547
BASE CONNECTION FOR UTILITY POLES

Raymond F. Meisberger, West Chester, Pa., assignor to Bruce-
Lake Company, Coatesville, Pa.

Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,162
Int. CI. E04b 1/41

U.S. CI. 52-295 10 Claims

1. A base connection for a pole-like member supported on
a foundation comprising a plurality of vertically extending
anchor bolts embedded in the foundation and extending up-
wardly therefrom, said pole-like member having a plurality of
axially extending cutout portions in the lower end thereof, a
plurality of members for connecting said pole-like member to
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said anchor bolts, each of said connecting members being
received in an associated cutout portion in contiguous relation

and being secured to said pole-like member by welds located

in axially extending regions whereat said cutout portions and
said connecting members are contiguous, each of said con-
necting members having a lower portion extending down-
wardly from the lower end of said pole-like member, and
means interconnected between said lower portion of each
connecting member and an associated anchor bolt for secur-

ing each of said connecting members to an associated anchor
bolt.

3,838,548

PANEL EDGING MEMBER AND ASSEMBLY
Homer C. Tanner, Jacksonville, Fla., assignor to Southestern

Aluminum Products, Inc., Jacksonville, Fla.

Filed Nov. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 201,769

E04c 2/38

U.S. CI. 52-656 13 Claims

5J_

1. An elongated panel edging member for a marginal edge
portion of a panel or the like comprising an elongated outer

bottom wall having inner and outer surfaces and an elongated

edge, an elongated outer side wall having inner and outer

surfaces and being integral with said edge of said outer bottom
wall and extending generally perpendicular to said outer bot-

tom wall and terminating in an elongated edge, an elongated

first inner side wall having inner and outer surfaces and being

disposed generally parallel and adjacent said outer side wall,

said first inner side wall having an elongated edge integral with

said edge of said outer side wall, an inner bottom wall having

inner and outer surfaces and a pair of spaced elongated edges
with one said edge being integral with said first inner side wall

spacedly away from said edge of said inner side wall and
extending generally perpendicular to said first inner side wall,

said inner bottom wall being disposed generally parallel and at

least spaced partially above and adjacent said outer bottom
wall, a second inner side wall having inner and outer surfaces

and a pair of spaced elongated edges with one said edge being

integral with the other said edge of said inner bottom wall, said

second inner side wall extending generally perpendicular to

said inner bottom wall and in the same general direction and
parallel to said first inner side wall, said inner side walls and
inner bottom wall forming an elongated channel having an
opening therealong opposite to said inner bottom wall for the

reception of a panel therein, panel gripping means connected
to the other said edge of said second inner side wall to firmly

grip panels of various thicknesses and inhibit inadvertent

removal of a panel from between said inner side walls, said

member being formed of stiffly resilient material to permit
flexing of said second inner side wall spacedly away from said

first inner side wall and flexing of said inner bottom wall

toward said outer bottom wall thereby urging said panel grip-

ping means into embedment in a panel.

3,838,549

PACKAGING METHOD
Carl R. Pepmeier, Fredericksburg, Va., assignor to FMC Cor-

poration, Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 345,982
Int. CI. B65b 9/08

U.S. CI. 53—14 4 Claims

®^
1. A method for encasing a flowable product with a wrap-

ping material including the steps of advancing under longitudi-

nal tension a continuous web of wrapping material, concomi-
tantly with continuous advancement of the web relaxing one
longitudinal edge area thereof and subsequently folding the

same upon an area of the web which is directly adjacent

thereto, progressively deflecting the longitudinal edge areas of

the successive portions of the advancing web to overlap the

folded edge area thereof onto the opposite longitudinal edge

area with the overlying portions of the folded edge area being

exposed, sealing the web overlapping edge areas through the

overlying folded portions and only along a width thereof less

than that of the outermost of such portions to provide a con-
tinuous tube having a frangible longitudinal seam, delivering

a flowable material which is to be packaged into the succes-

sive portions of the tube concomitantly with the advancement
thereof, and collapsing and securing the successive portions of
the filled tube at longitudinally spaced areas thereof to pro-

vide a series of individual but interconnected packages.

3,838,550

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PACKAGING
Martin Mueller, Glenview, III., assignor to Owens-Illinoins,

Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Filed Aug. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 282,758

Int. CI. B65b 7/28

U.S. CI. 53-39 17 Claims

1. A method of packaging a product in a package that

includes an open topped rimmed container and a cover con-
sisting of a film having a heat scalable material thereon com-
prising: moving a plurality of filled containers along a path;

heat sealing the film to the rims of said container whie they are

moving along the path to produce a film cover; supporting the

containers below the rim while moving along the path and
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forcing the film cover extending beyond the rims to a down-
ward position below the rims; and folding the downwardly
extending film under the rims by engaging the film and con-
tainer with a fixed rail on one side of the containers and a
movable rail on the opposite side of the containers so that the
containers are rotated while moving along the path.

3,838,551

COMPACTED REFUSE CUTTING DEVICE IN REFUSE
COMPACTOR

Hironobu Arikawa, Hyogo-ken, and Katsumi Tomioka, Kobe,
both of Japan, assignors to Nippon Air Brake Kabushiki
Kaisha, Kobe, Japan

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,484
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 21, 1972, 47-83409

Int. CI. B65b 63102
U.S. CI. 53-124E 2 Claims

40 J^'Cjj
41 13 H

1. A cutting device for compacted refuse in a refuse com-
pactor comprising a refuse compacting cylinder and a com-
pacting ram arranged to move reciprocally within said cylin-

der, said cylinder including a fore chamber having a refuse

inlet, a rear chamber having a refuse outlet and a diameter less

than that of said fore chamber and a middle chamber having
a tapered wall and connecting said fore and rear chambers,
said device comprising a guide cylinder having an inner diam-
eter greater than the outer diameter of said rear chamber of
the compacting cylinder and fixed coaxially with said com-
pacting cylinder, a movable sleeve inserted in the gap between
the inner surface of said guide cylinder and the outer surface
of said rear chamber of the compacting cylinder, and means
for moving said sleeve reciprocally in the axial direction.

3,838,552

PACKAGING MACHINE
Eldon R. Hooley, 82718 N. Bear Creek Rd., and Glen E.

Beymer, 83363 N. Enterprise, both of Creswell, Oreg. 97426
Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,308

Int. CI. B65b 9112, 51128, 61108
U.S. CI. 53-182 13 Claims

0-
.,

1. A machine for the bagging of articles within bags formed
from continuous partially folded bag stock comprising.

a framework adapted to receive a continuous supply of bag
stock,

rolls jointly acting on opposite sides of the partially folded
bag stock, said rolls including,

cooperating head portions continuously sealing opposed
longitudinal edges of the bag stock,

cooperating lands on the rolls transversely sealing the bag
stock at intervals therealong,

blade means carried by one of said rolls and adapted for

radial movement constituting a cutting stroke of the
blade for transversely severing the bag stock along
transversely sealed bag areas,

blade actuating means carried by said one roll and opera-
tive at recurrent intervals to actuate said blade means
during a cutting stroke, and

bag loading means including a shoe acting at recurrent
intervals on articles to be bagged to project same along a

moving run of bag stock into proximity of the roll means
for enclosure by the longitudinal and transverse seals,

shoe actuating means operable in a forceful manner in

recurring cycles to move the shoe in a rectilinear path.

3,838,553
SEPARATION OF MIXTURES ESPECIALLY GAS

MIXTURES
Keith Stanley Doherty, Cheadle, England, assignor to Petrocar-

bon Developments Limited, Manchester, England
Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,343

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 20, 1971,
10189/71

Int. CI. BOld 53104
U.S,CL55—58 10 Claims

f££0
f
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3,838,557
VENT STRUCTURE

Joseph C. McGuire, Kennewick, Wash., assignor to McDonnell
Douglas Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,054
Int. CI. G21c 3104, 7100; BOld 39112

U.S. CI. 55-385 2 Claims

1. A vent structure comprising:

a tubing of predetermined length and size, said tubing in-

cluding an undeformed normally lower portion and a
formed normally upper portion, and a particulate filtei

installed in said lower tubing portion, and
said upper tubing portion being flattened and folded against

itself at least twice in a generally Z configuration and a
relatively thin layer of small sized particles in said upper
tubing portion separating its opposing proximate faces
and capable of preventing them from sintering together.

ERRATUM
For Class 55—430 see:

Patent No. 3,838,675

3.838,558
AIR CUSHIONED LAWN MOWER AND GRASS

COLLECTOR
Dennis C. Goodchild, Lake View Manor, 1960 Lee Rd., Or-

lando, Fla. 32180
Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 325,194

Int. CI. AOld 53100
U.S. CI. 56-12.8 7 Claims

10

16

air impelling means disposed between said shrouds for

suspending said apparatus on a cushion of air directed
between said first and second shrouds;

means extending through said first and second shrouds for

collecting matter cut by said blade; and wherein
said impelling means and the peripheries of said two

shrouds cooperate to direct a portion of the air from
between said first and second shrouds upward toward said

blade to carry said cut matter into said collecting means.

3,838,559

FRUIT HARVESTING MACHINE
Elden J. Stang, and Ervin L. Denisen, both of Ames, Iowa,

assignors to Iowa State University Research Foundation,
Ames, Iowa

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,939
Int. CI. AOld 45100

U.S. CI. 56-327 R 2 Claims

1. A device for harvesting fruit comprising,
a picker head frame having forward and rearward ends,
a forward frame member mounted on the forward end of

said picker head frame,

a plurality of pairs of elongated picker tips, each of said
pairs comprising first and second picker tips, each of said
first and second picker tips having forward and rearward
ends and a longitudinal axis, each of said first and second
picker tips comprising an elongated body member^of
elastic flexible material and having helical ribs^fo«n€d on
the outer surface thereof, the helical ribs of said first

picker tip having a threaded direction opposke to said
second picker tip, \

first means on said forward frame member for rotatably
mounting said picker tips in a side-by-side relation on said
forward frame member for rotation about the said longi-
tudinal axes of said picker tips, said first picker tips being
rotated in a direction opposite to said second picker tips,

said pairs of picker tips being disposed on said forward
frame member so that the said second picker tip of one
pair of picker tips is adjacent to but spaced from the first

picker tip in the adjacent pair of picker tips so as to define
a V-shaped fruit receiving space therebetween.

1. A lawn mower comprising:

apparatus including a blade for cutting;

a first shroud at least partially surrounding said blade;
a second shroud at least partially surrounding said

shroud;
first

3,838,560
BEARING UNIT FOR OPEN-END SPINNING TURBINES

Fritz Stahlecker, Bad Uberkingen, Germany, assignor to WIN
helm Stahlecker G.m.b.H., Reichenbach, Germany

Filed Dec. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 205,558
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 14, 1970

2061520; Dec. 14, 1970, 2061462
Int. CL DOlh 1120; F16c 1124

U.S. CI. 57-58.89 49 claims
1. A bearing unit for an open-end spinning turbine having

a shaft, disposed in a frame, one end of which is operatively
connected to the spinning turbine and the other end of which
axially abuts against a thrust bearing provided with a bearing
surface, said thrust, bearing being disposed within a closed
bearing housing containing a liquid lubricant, said end of said
shaft extending to the inside of said housing through a wall
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thereof, said shaft being sealed toward the outside of said

housing, and means for movably mounting said thrust bearing

» I

within said housing to continuously change the point of en-

gagement of said other end of said shaft with said bearing

surface.

3,838,561

UNIQUE POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE FIBER
AND YARN

Johannes Pieter Munting, Emmen, Netherlands, assignor to

Akzona Incorporated, Ashville, N.C.

Division of Ser. No. 852,915, Aug. 25, 1969, Pat. No.

3,650,879. This application Oct. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,521

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 31, 1968,

6812442
Int. CI. D02g 3148, 3/02

U.S. CI. 57-140 R 6 Claims

1. A reinforcing fiber which comprises a fiber of polyethyl-

ene terephthalate having a tenacity of at least about 7.5 grams

per denier, an elongation at break of at least about 9 percent,

an elongation of not more than about 5 percent under a load

of 5 grams per denier and a shrinkage of less than 4 percent

when kept under a tension of 0.05 grams per denier for 4

minutes at about i60t

signal to the wearer once each 24 hours, said actuating means

comprising: coaxial first and second wheels mounted for a

limited axial movement relative to one another, alarm trigger

means axially biasing the first and second wheels toward each

other, means for rotating the first wheel at the rate of one

revolution in 24 hours, means for setting the second wheel at

3,838,562

ACRYLONITRILE YARN
Im Keun Park, Summit, N.J., assignor to Celanese Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 864,225, Oct. 6, 1969, abandoned.

This application Aug. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 283,699

Int. CI. D02g 3/02; DOlf 7/06

U.S. CL 57-140 R 3 Claims

1. A high acrylonitrile continuous filament yarn of at least

90 percent acrylonitrile and from about 0.1 to 10 percent of

a copolymerized monomer, said yarn characterized by a resid-

ual acetoniirile solvent content of less than 35 percent by

weight and having the following properties under hot-wet

conditions at 95°C., a hot-wet modulus of at least 6.5 gpd, an

elongation at the break of at least 36 percent, a tenacity of at

least 1 .32, a tensile factor of at least 8.00 and a permanent set

following 10 percent extension of about percent.

3,838,563

TIMING DEVICE
Edward Safir, 28, Carlton Ave., Clayton Le Woods near Chor-

ley, England, and Hans Jenny, Eigerw. 2A, 2543 Lengnau,

Switzerland

Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,206

Int. CL G04b 23/08, 23/12

U.S.CL 58-17 1 Claim

1. A timing device to be worn by a person, including a 12

hour time display and operating mechanism therefor, an

alarm, and means for actuating the alarm to give an alarm

a desired angular position, and a plurality of recesses and

projections on the first and second wheels, said recesses and

projections cooperating to permit relative axial movement of

the first and second wheels toward each other to permit move-

ment of the trigger to activate the alarm when the first and

second wheels have a certain relative angular alignment once

for each rotation of the first wheel.

3,838,564

OSCILLATOR
Stanley W. Holcomb, Richardson, Tex., assignor to Texas

Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 263,919

Int. CI. G04b 19/24; G04c 3/00; G04b 19/30

U.S. CI. 58-23 AC 4 Claims
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3,838,565
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY UTILIZING AMBIENT

LIGHT FOR INCREASED CONTRAST
James S. Carlyle, Santa Clara, Calif., assignor to American

Micro-Systems, Incorporated, Santa Clara, Calif.

Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,166
Int. CI. G04b 19130: G04b 19106

U.S. CI. 58-50 R 8 Claims

3,838,567
UNIDIRECTIONAL COUPLING DEVICE FOR A WATCH

MOVEMENT
Urs Giger, Solothurn, and Friedrich Perrot, Lengnau, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Eta A. G. Ebauches-Fabrik, Grenc-
hen, Switzerland

Filed Jan. 15, 1974, Ser. No. 433,467
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 16, 1973.

2237/73

Int. CI. G04b 5102; F16d 1 1 100
U.S. CI. 58-82 A 9 Claims

e 14

3 «

1. An electronic digital clock display comprising:
a base unit forming a housing with a cavity;

electrical circuit means located within said cavity;
a liquid crystal display unit connected to said circuit means

and extending upwardly from said base unit, said display
unit including (a) a pair of spaced apart front and rear
glass plates forming a planar cavity filled with nematic
liquid crystal material, (b) a transparent film bonded to
the outer surface of said rear plate having internal spaced
apart louvers tilted downwardly within said film toward
said rear plate, and (c) an optical prism having a first

surface fixed to said film and a second surface forming an
angle with said first surface for receiving ambient light

that is refiected internally by the prism and directed
toward said rear plate.

1. A unidirectional coupling device able to operate in a
loose wheel state or in a coupled state, for a watch movement,
comprising a first moving part having a fixed axis of rotation!
a second moving part, guiding means for said second moving
part, arranged for permitting said second moving part to ro-
tate coaxially with and to assume slanting positions with re-

spect to said first moving part, at least two coupling elements
projecting from one of said moving parts towards the other,
each of said coupling elements having a stop face and three
stop elements provided on the other one of said moving parts,
said stop elements extending radially between apertures or
recesses in the other one of said moving parts, and said aper-
tures or recesses being arranged for receiving said coupling
elements, abutment faces on each one of said stop elements,
for cooperating with said stop faces, and inclines on said
coupling elements or on said stop elements for providing
alternate tilting movements of said second moving part during
operation of said device in the loose wheel state.

3,838,566 3,838,568
SOLID STATE WATCH HAVING COARSE AND FINE ELECTRONIC WATCH MOVEMENT MOUNTING AND

TUNING CONNECTION
Arthur Herman OConnor, and John Leslie Pere, both of Lan- ^^^^^^ ^- Zurcher, Newport Beach, and I. Benjamin Merles,

caster, Pa., assignors to Time Computer, Inc., Lancaster, Pa.
Laguna Beach, both of Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft

Filed June 13, 1973, Ser. No. 369,716 Company, Culver City, Calif.

Int. CI. G04b 19130, 27102 f"''ed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,319
U.S. CI. 58-50 R 7 Claims Int. CI. G04b i7/00

U.S. CI. 58-88 C 18 Claims

1. A wristwatch comprising a watch case having a remov-
able portion and a viewing window, an electro-optical digital
seconds display in said case and viewable through said win-
dow, a crystal controlled oscillator in said case acting as a
substantially constant frequency time base source for said
seconds display, said crystal controlled oscillator including
both coarse and fine variable tuning capacitors, said find
tuning capacitor being located adjacent said removable por-
tion of said watch case for ready access and ease of adjust-
ment.

1. An electronic watch;

.. said electronic watch having a case and a crystal mounted
on the front of said case, said case having an axis extend-
ing through said crystal and normal to the body of said
case;

a substrate within said case, an electronically controlled
display device for digitally displaying the time signal of
said electronic watch, said substrate carrying said display
device;

said case having an opening therein below said crystal;
the improvement comprising:

said substrate being radially and axially smaller than said
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opening within said case so that said substrate can move
with respect to said case, said substrate having a face, a

back, and a side, a first resilient body on the face of said

substrate between said substrate and said case and a

second resilient body between said substrate and said

case on said side of said substrate for permitting axial

motion of said substrate with respect to said case by

resilient deflection of said resilient body, said second

resilient body comprising a spring finger.

3,838,569

CATALYTIC CONVERTER OVERHEATING
PROTECTION

Lothar Reck, Russelsheim/Main, Germany, assignor to Gen-
eral Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,741

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 11, 1972,

2239549
Int. CI. FO)

U.S. CI. 60-277
n 3114; GOlk 1108, 7/00

7 Claims

l.«

'i X

1. A device for determining the prevailing temperature in an
exhaust decontamination system, comprising a heating wire,

means supporting the heating wire in the exhaust decontam-
ination system,

means including a heuting circuit for supplying a constant-

amperage current to heat the wire,

contact means responsive to the length of the heating wire

such that lengthening of the wire due to the heating

thereof establishes a first condition of the contact means
interrupting the supply of heating current to the wire,

thereby permitting cooling of the wire to establish a sec-

ond condition of the contact means restoring the supply

of heating current to the wire, the cooling times of the

wire being dependent on the prevailing temperature in

the exhaust decontamination system, and

means for utilising the cooling times of the heating wire to

determine the prevailing temperature in the exhaust de-

contamination system.

3,838,570

DIRECTIONAL CONTROL VALVE
Walter E. Marietta, Mentor, Ohio, assignor to Parker-Hannifin

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 395,969

Int. CI. F15b 20100

U.S. CI. 60-405 7 Claims

1. A directional control valve comprising a housing having

a bore intersected axially therealong by an inlet passage and

by pairs of cylinder, sensing, and return passages, said pas-

sages being respectively adapted for connection with both a

variable displacement pump and a fixed displacement pump
via check valves upstream of said bore, with a double acting

power steering cylinder, with both a controller for said vari-

able displacement pump and an unloader for said fixed dis-

placement pump, and with a tank; a valve spool movable in

said bore from a neutral position blocking communication

between said inlet and cylinder passages and between said

sensing and return passages to either of two operating posi-

tions communicating said inlet passage with one of said cylin-

der passages and communicating the other one of said cylin-

der passages with a return passage via a sensing passage and

a variable area orifice between said sensing and return pas-

sages of size according to the extent of movement of said spool

to either of said operating positions; said directional control

valve having a bleed orifice communicating said inlet passage

with said sensing passage; and a spring biased unloading valve

TO TA N K -" C
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member in said housing exposed to fluid pressure in said

sensing and return passages and being movable by predeter-

mined pressure drop across said variable area metering orifice

to bypass excess flow from said fixed displacement pump to

said return passage; said inlet passage being normally supplied

with fluid under pressure from said variable displacement

pump but in the event of failure thereof, fluid under pressure

is supplied to said inlet passage by said fixed displacement

pump.

3,838,571

OPERATING DEVICE WITH MECHANICAL LINKAGE
FOR TRANSMISSION OF ASSISTING POWER

Paul Remillieux, Paris, France, assignor to Societe Anonyme
DBA, Paris, France

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,720
Claims priority, application France, June 1, 1972, 72.19686

Int. CI. F15b 1102

U.S. CI. 60—400 8 Claims

1. An operating device with mechanical linkage for trans-

mission of assisting power, comprising a driving member being

adapted to be associated with a receiver member of a mechan-
ical assembly and responsive both to an operator controlled

actuating force and to an assisting force produced by an en-

ergy accumulator device, said assisting force being transmit-

ted by the intermediary of a mechanical transmission means
comprising means for unlocking the energy accumulator de-
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vice when said actuating force reaches a predetermined value,

said driving member being responsive to the reaction force
produced by the resihency of the various members of the
mechanical assembly and acting on the mechanical transmis-
sion means so as to recharge the energy accumulator device
on release of operator controlled actuating force until said

energy accumulator device returns to a locked position, said

energy accumulator device comprising resilient means capa-
ble of storing and restoring energy, said mechanical transmis-
sion means comprising a linkage assembly mounted on a
support and having two arms which are articulated and pivot-

able about parallel axes and which are separately connected
to the resilient means of the energy accumulator device and
to the driving member respectively, said mechanical transmis-
sion means and said energy accumulator device constituting a
system occupying an unstable equilibrium position when the
axis of articulation of the two arms is situated in the plane of
the pivot axes of the arms and a stable equilibrium position
obtained by resilient engagement of one element, of the me-
chanical transmission means with an abutment attached to the

support, this stable equilibrium position corresponding to the
locked position of the energy accumulator device.

3,838,572

OPERATING DEVICE FOR AN ASSISTED SYSTEM WITH
AN ENERGY ACCUMULATOR

Paul Remillieux, Paris, France, assignor to Societe Anonyme
D.B.A., Paris, France

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,721
Claims priority, application France, June 1, 1972, 72.19686

Int. CI. F15b 1102

U.S. CI. 60-400 12 Claims

1. An operating device comprising a driving member
adapted to be associated with a receiver member of a mechan-
ical assembly and responsive both to a fluid pressure produced
by a control pressure source and to an assisting force pro-
duced by an energy accumulator device by way of mechanical
transmission means including means for unlocking the energy
accumulator device when the control pressure reaches a pre-
determined value, said driving member being responsive to
the reaction force produced by the resiliency of the various
members of said mechanical assembly and acting on the me-
chanical transmission means so as to recharge the energy
accumulator device on release of the control pressure, until

said energy accumulator device returns to a locked position,
said operating device comprising a housing in whose bore the
driving member is slidable in a fluid-tight manner so as to

define in this bore two chambers adapted to be connected
respectively to the control pressure source and to the receiver,
and said two chambers communicating by way of a passage
through the driving member, said passage being controlled by
a valve having a seat member and a closure member, said

members when said valve is open being kept bearing on abut-
ments attached to the housing by resilient means, and the

closure of said valve being controlled by relative motion be-

tween the driving member and housing.

3,838,573
CIRCUIT FOR FEEDING PRESSURISED FLUID BY TWO

MAIN SOURCES AND AN AUXILIARY SOURCE
Daniel Jean Laumond, Senlis, France, assignor to Societe Ano-
nyme Poclain, Le Plessis Belleville, France

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,134
Int. CI. F15b 13106, 13/09

U.S. CI. 60-486 6 Claims

1. A circuit for feeding pressurised fluid, to at least two load
elements by three sources of pressurised fluid, constituted by;

a first source of pressurized fluid connected to a first load
element by a first feed conduit,

a first two-way distributor interposed in the first feed con-
duit and in a first delivery conduit, with which the first

load element is provided, whilst, in its first position, said

first distributor effects the continuity of the first feed

conduit and the obstruction of the first delivery conduit
and that in its second position, the first distributor effects

the connection of said first feed and delivery conduits,

a second source of pressurised fluid possibly connected to

a second load element by a second feed conduit,
a third source of pressurised fluid possibly connected to a

third load element by a third feed conduit,

a connecting member effecting the connection in parallel,

on said third feed conduit, of fourth and fifth conduits,
which are connected in shunt, respectively, to the first

and second feed conduits, wherein the connection mem-
ber is constituted as a distributor valve having at least two
positions, the movable member of said valve is coupled
on the one hand to a drive member, and on the other
hand to an elastic element, the effects of said drive mem-
ber and elastic element being antagonistic, whilst, when
the drive member is actuated, its effect predominates that
of the elastic element, said drive member then disposing
the movable member of the valve into a first position, in

which said valve effects the connection of the third feed
conduit with the fifth conduit and isolates the fourth
conduit from said third and fifth conduits, and that, when
the elastic element acts alone, said elastic element has for
its effect to dispose the movable member of the valve into
a second position, in which this valve effectively assures
the connection in parallel, on the third feed conduit, of
the fourth and fifth conduits; finally, a link member con-
nects the first distributor to said drive member and is such
that in the second position of said first distributor there
corresponds the actuation of said drive member, and that
in the first position of the first distributor there corre-
sponds the sole action of the elastic element on the mov-
able member of the valve.
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3,838,574

HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
Albert H. Gelders, 2609 Elmhurst, Oklahoma City, Okla.

73120
Filed July 13, 1973, Ser. No. 379,072

Int. CI. F15b 1/02, 15/18

U.S. CI. 60-494 14 Claims

1. A hydraulic transmission system, comprising:

a transmission system output shaft;

means connected to the transmission system output shaft

rotatingly driving the transmission system output shaft;

means connected to the means rotatingly driving the trans-

mission system output shaft having a portion retaining a

predetermined amount of power fluid and a portion sup-

plying power fluid to the means rotatingly driving the

transmission system output shaft, the means rotatingly

driving the transmission system output shaft receiving the

power fluid and rotatingly driving the transmission system

output shaft in response to the received power fluid,

a control discharge valve connected to the means rotatingly

driving the transmission system output shaft, having by-

pass positions and closed positions, a portion of the con-

trol discharge valve receiving and bypassing therethrough

a predetermined portion of the power fluid supplied to

the means rotatingly driving the transmission system

output shaft in bypass positions thereof;

a prime mover connected to the control discharge valve

positioning the control discharge valve in bypass positions

and closed positions at predetermined intervals of time;

and

means connected to the means rotatingly driving the trans-

mission system output shaft storing energy in bypass

positions of the control discharge valve and releasing the

stored energy in closed positions of the control discharge

valve, the released energy being connected to the means
rotatingly driving the transmission system output shaft

resulting in a torque of increased torque amplitude being

applied at the transmission system output shaft in im-

pulses in closed positions of the- control discharge valve.

3,838,575

METHOD OF GROUTING OFFSHORE STRUCTURE
Richard C. Clark, and Floyd A. Jones, both of P.O. Drawer J,

Parrish, La. 70380

Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,949
Int. CI. E02b / 7/00; E02d 5/24

U.S. CL 61-46 1 Claim

1. A method of grouting an offshore structure having at

least one supporting leg including a tubular jacket extending

downwardly from above the waterline to the seabed and a

piling driven through said jacket into the seabed with an annu-

lar space existing between the inside of the jacket and the

piling, said method comprising the steps of:

a. pealing the upper end of the jacket to the piling so as to

close the annular space at the upper end of the jacket;

b. introducing compressed gas into said annular space at a

point adjacent the upper end of the jacket and above the

waterline so as to expel water from said space through the

lower end of the jacket;

c. relieving the compressed gas from the annular space to

accommodate the reentry of water through the lower end

of the jacket until the water in the annular space at the

lower end of the jacket reaches a predetermined height;

d. introducing fluid grouting material into said annular

space at a point adjacent the upper end of the jacket

while simultaneously maintaining air pressure in the an-

nular space to maintain the predetermined water level in

the lower end of the jacket so as to form a plug in the

annular space and seal off its lower end;

e. thereafter releasing the compressed gas pressure from the

annular space; and

f. introducing additional fluid grouting material in the annu-

lar space adjacent the upper end of the jacket and permit-

ting it to set to fill the annular space.

3,838,576

INTEGRATED EMERGENCY OXYGEN AND FUEL TANK
INERTING SYSTEM

Tolman F. GefTs, Malibu, Calif., assignor to Parker-Hannifin

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 142,784, May 12, 1971, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 849,777, Aug. 13, 1969,

abandoned. This application Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,433

Int. CL FI7c 3/10

U.S. CI. 62-45 3 Claims

15 ^^iih

1. An integrated aircraft system for emergency oxygen and

fuel tank inerting application including containers in which

oxygen and nitrogen respectively are stored in liquid form

with the nitrogen at a colder temperature than the oxygen,

said liquid oxygen container having a pressurized vapor space

therein; outlet lines with shutoff valves therein from said

containers communicating with the lower portions of the

respective liquids in said containers through which the liquid

oxygen and liquid nitrogen are conducted for emergency and

fuel tank inerting application as aforesaid when said shutoff

valves are open; heat transfer means effective to utilize the

liquid nitrogen for cooling said liquid oxygen; and vaporiza-

tion control means intercommunicating the liquid oxygen
outlet line with said vapor space and operative selectively to
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control vaporization of a portion of said liquid oxygen to
predeterminedly increase said vapor space pressure and there-
after to maintain such pressure during liquid oxygen storage,
thereby to provide a pressure head instantaneously to force
such liquid oxygen from its container through the oxygen
outlet line for emergency application as aforesaid when its

shutoff valve is open; said vaporization control means com-
prismg a pressure responsive valve in communication with
said liquid oxygen outlet line which is opened when said vapor
space pressure decreases below a predetermined value and
which is closed when said vapor space pressure increases to
such predetermined value; and evaporation means which
receives the liquid oxygen through the opened pressure re-
sponsive valve and is operative to heat the same to vaporize
it and reintroduce it into said vapor space thus to increase the
vapor pressure to said predetermined value; said liquid oxygen
outlet line, downstream of its shutoff valve, having in succes-
sion a vaporizer, activation control means, a pressure regula-
tor, and a breathing mask.

3 838 577
WATER CRYSTALLIZATION

Neophytos Graniaris, Riverdale, N.Y., assignor to Struthers
Patent Corp., Houston. Tex.

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,689
Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 1. 1972

20158/72
,

Int. CI. BO Id 9104
U.S. CI. 62-66 4 Claims

1. In the process of forming ice crystals in a solution, the
step of:

introducing a mixture of Freons 1 14 and 12 in proportion
by weight respectively between 90:10 and 60:40 into the
solution to flash into vapor therein to form ice crystals in
the solution.

3,838,578
AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

Hiroshi Sakasegawa, and Kuniyuki Tanabe, both of Yoko-
hama, Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Company, Limited,
Yokohama City, Japan

Filed June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,809
Claims priority, application Japan, June 28, 1972, 47-76443

Int. CI. F25b 49100
U.S.CL 62-125

1 Claim

3,838,579
LOCKING AND SEALING SYSTEM FOR ROOM AIR

CONDITIONERS
James L. Ballard, Ellicott City, Md., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Louisville, Ky.
Filed Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,149

Int. CI. F25d 23112
U.S. CI. 62-262 3 c,ai„s

.y--

1. An air conditioner, comprising:
an outer cabinet having an opening at one end thereof;
an inner chassis removably positioned in said cabinet;
a frame member arranged around said opening;
a sealing surface member on said chassis corresponding in

size and shape to said frame member;
latching means including a tab means on one of said mem-

bers arranged to engage slot means on the other of said
members;

a resilient gasket arranged to be engaged between said
sealing surface member and said ^rame member when
said chassis is positioned in said cabinet;

cam means on said chassis including a front cam surface
engaging said frame member for lifting said chassis during
its insertion through said opening into said cabinet for
aligning said tab means with said slot means; and

a back cam surface on said cam means for causing the
continuing insertion and lowering of said chassis on said

'

frame member and into said cabinet so that said latching
means engage to lock said chassis to said cabinet and said
gasket is compressed between said frame means and said
sealing surface to seal said chassis to said frame.

3,838,580
AIR CONDITIONING CHASSIS GROUNDING SYSTEM

James L. Ballard, Ellicott City, Md., assignor to General Elec-
tric Company, Louisville, Ky.

Filed Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,150
Int. CI. F25d 23112

U.S. CI. 62-262 6 Claims

1. An air conditioning system comprising a refrigerant com-
pressor, a condenser connected to said refrigerant compres
sor, a first conduit connected to said condenser, a receiver-
dehydrator connected to said condenser through said first
conduit, a second conduit connected to said receiver-
dehydrator, an expansion valve connected to said receiver-
dehydrator through said second conduit, said receiver-
dehydrator containing a dehydrating agent to form therein
first and second chambers separated by the dehydrating agent,
said first conduit communicating with said first chamber of
said receiver-dehydrator, said second conduit communicating
with said second chamber of said receiver-dehydrator, an
evaporator connected to said expansion valve and to said
refrigerant compressor, and temperature-sensitive tapes pro-
vided on said first and second conduits at positions upstream
and downstream of said receiver-dehydrator for detecting
abnormal temperature variations therein.

ZA

1. In an air conditioner having an outer cabinet of electrical
conductive material having an opening at one end thereof an
inner chassis removably positioned in said cabinet, including
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a base pan of electrically insulating material supporting a

refrigeration system including electrical conductive compo-

nents connected to ground, the improvement comprising:

means for grounding said cabinet including an electrical

conductive grounding member on said base pan con-

nected to said refrigeration system components; and

contact means on said grounding member projecting from

said base pan to engage said cabinet when said chassis is

inserted into said cabinet through said opening to electri-

cally ground said cabinet through said refrigeration sys-

tem components.

is open only when the refrigeration system is in a defrost

mode, that improvement comprising a heat storing device

adapted to extract heat from hot gaseous refrigerant passing

from the compressor to the condenser during operation of the

refrigeration system during a cooling mode, said defrost by-

pass line including a heat exchange coil associated with the

heat storing device for extracting heat from the heat storing

device when the refrigeration system is in a defrost mode

thereby supplying auxiliary heat to the hot gaseous refrigerant

passing through the defrost bypass line for more efficiently

and rapidly defrosting the evaporator, said heat storing device

including a reservoir having a heat exchange liquid therein, a

3,838,581

REFRIGERATOR APPARATUS INCLUDING MOTOR
COOLING MEANS

James W . Endress, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to Carrier Corpo-

ration, Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,665

Int. CI. F25bi//00

U.S. CI. 62—468 2 Claims

1. A refrigeration system including a compressor, a con-

denser and a cooler, a motor operatively connected to the

compressor for operating the same, said motor being mounted

in a hermetically sealed casing, a quantity of mixture of a

refrigerant and a lubricating oil in the motor casing, a passage

extending from the upper portion of the motor casing to an

auxiliary condenser and a second passage extending from the

auxiliary condenser to the motor casing, means for maintain-

ing said mixture at a selected level in the motor casing, a heat

exchanging coil mounted in said auxiliary condenser, a refrig-

erant line extending from the apparatus condenser to said heat

exchanger and a return line extending from the heat ex-

changer to the cooler of the apparatus, a flow metering device

in said line from said apparatus condenser to said heat ex-

changer and operable to meter a flow of refrigerant from the

apparatus condenser to said heat exchanger, said flow being

sufficient to effectively cool the motor operating under maxi-

mum load, a pump operable to circulate the mixture in said

motor casing and discharging the same to the bearings of said

motor and against said motor components.

heat exchange coil immersed in said liquid with the coil being

connected into the refrigerant flow line from the compressor

to the condenser whereby the heat exchange liquid will act as

a pre-condenser and extract heat from the hot gaseous refrig-

erant passing from the compressor to the condenser, said

bypass line including a heat exchange coil immersed in said

heat exchange liquid in the reservoir, said heat exchange coil

in the bypass line being on the downstream side of the bypass

valve so that when the bypass valve is opened, the hot gaseous

refrigerant from the compressor will flow through the heat

exchange coil in the bypass line whereby the refrigerant will

absorb heat from the heat exchange liquid in the reservoir.

3,838,583

CIRCULAR KNITTING MACHINE
Guerrino Rumi, and Angiolino Rumi, both of via Carini 42,

Botticino Sera, Italy (25082)

Filed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,068

Claims priority, application Italv. Mar. 29. 1971. 22471/71

Int. CI. D04b 15102

U.S. CI. 66-^95 5 Claims

I 3,838,582

DEFROSTING DEVICE WITH HEAT EXTRACTOR
Howard W. Redfern. 121 Lookout Dr., and William P. Cole-

man, 631 Martin St., both of Clarksville, Tenn. 37040

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,092

Int. CI. F25b 47/00

U.S. CI. 62— 196 5 Claims

1. In a refrigeration system having a compressor unit, a

condenser, an expansion device and evaporator arranged in

series relation and a hot gas bypass line communicating the

discharge of the compressor directly with the evaporator

during a defrost cycle and provided with a defrost valve that

1. A circular knitting machine for the manufacturing of

fabrics such as stockings having transfer stitch pattern, com-

prising a rotatably grooved needle cylinder, a plurality of

needles each having a loop retaining shoulder and slidable

within the grooves of said needle cylinder, a rotatable dial
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arranged above said needle cylinder and having a plurality of
substantially radial grooves, said dial defining with said needle
cylinder a loop transfer zone and being arranged eccentrically
with respect to said needle cylinder, transfer elements slidable
within the grooves of said dial for cooperation with the nee-
dles of said needle cylinder to transfer a loop from a needle to
another needle in said loop transfer zone, and control means
for operating said needles and said transfer elements, wherein,
according to the improvement, said dial is eccentrically offset
with respect to the axis of said needle cylinder in the direction
opposite to said transfer zone, whereby said transfer zone
includes an enlarged interspace extending for substantially a
half of the circumference of the needle cylinder and the dial,
and wherein the machine further comprises driving means for
rotating said dial and said needle cylinder at substantially the
same rotational speed during the loop transfer operation, said
control means comprising cam means for operating said trans-
fer elements substantially radially to said dial after reaching
said enlarged interspace to take up a loop of fabric from a
needle and to discharge said loop of fabric on another needle
because of a lateral movement component caused by the
eccentricity of said dial relative to said needle cylinder, and
cam means for raising the needles to a level at which said loop
retaining shoulder is arranged substantially at the level of said
transfer elements.

3,838,584
NEEDLE BREAKAGE SAFETY DEVICE

Anton Graser, Westhausen-Reichenbach, Germany, assignor
to Universal Maschinenfabrilt Dr. Rudolf Schieber KG,
Westhaus«n, Germany

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,393
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 13. 1972.

2212103

Int. CI. D04b 35/10
U.S. CI. 66-165 2 Claims

3,838,585
LOCKABLE TETHER AND DIVIDABLE TETHERETTE

ASSEMBLAGE
Daniel J. Foote, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Master Lock
Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,263
Int. CI. EOSb 73100

U.S. CI. 70-18 10 Claims

1. In combination: an elongated main tether; a lock member
carried by the main tether and having means for releasably
lockingly receiving one end portion of said main tether to hold
the main tether in looped condition; a tetherette adjustably
carried in looped condition by said main tether; and a loop
divider carried by said tetherette to divide its interior into a
pair of separate sections.

3,838.586

SECURITY GANG BOX
Lawrence L. Tennison, Tucson, Ariz., assignor to Katherine B.

Tennison, Tucson, Ariz.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,697
Int. CL E05b 67/38, 65/16

U.S. CI. 70-56 7 Claims

1. In a needle breakage safety device for knittmg machines
including at least one needle bed and means responsive to a
needle break for producing an electrical control signal, the
improvement characterized by said means comprising a mov-
able member, support means for said movable member for
normally maintaining said movable member in contact with
said needle bed, an electrical contact disposed closely adja-
cent to but spaced from said needle bed whereby a shock wave
produced by a needle break will be propagated through said
needle bed causing said movable member to move relative to
said needle bed in engagement with said electrical contact to
produce said control signal and means for adjusting the spac-
ing between said electrical contact and said movable member;
said support means being comprised of a spring member
fixedly secured at one end to said needle bed and carrying said
movable member at the opposite end thereof for normally
maintaining said movable member in contact with said needle
bed.

1. In a security gang box,

a. a wall structure including a front wall having an upper
edge and a hingedly mounted top wall panel having a
forward swinging edge;

b. a hasp device secured to the under side of said top wall
panel adjacent to its forward edge;

c. a restricted opening formed in said front wall of a size just
sufficient to accommodate the passage of a person's hand
therethrough, and

d. a security device attached to the inner face of said front
wall above the opening therein, said security device in-
cluding a top wall formed with a slot which receives said
hasp device when the top panel is in closed position,
whereby a user may grasp a padlock and pass it through
said opening and engage the padlock with said hasp de-
vice or grasp a key and pass it through said opening to
unlock said padlock and remove it from said hasp device.
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3,838,587

AUTOMOBILE THEFT PROTECTOR
Gene P. Good, Olyphant, Pa., assignor to The Raymond Lee

Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 340,734

Int. CI. B60r 25/04; F16k 35/06

U.S. CI. 70-243 1 Claim

said one end, at least a part of said opening having a predetei-

mined diameter and free of threads, said apparatus compris-

mg:

1. An automobile theft protection device which serves to

disconnect the fuel supply leading to the carburetor of the

automobile engine when the ignition lock is in the locked

position comprising

a valve which is located in the fuel line leading to the carbu-

retor from the gasoline tank, with the operating arm of

the valve joined mechanically to the rotatable tumbler

member of the conventional ignition lock of the automo-

bile, said operating arm of the valve formed with a male

threaded section which mates with a female threaded

section of the housing of the valve, such that the valve

member moves in an axial direction to open or to close

the valve when the valve member is rotated by the rota-

tion of the tumbler member of the ignition lock, in which

the valve operating arm is joined in rotatable engagement

with a shaft joined to the tumbler member of the ignition

lock by a compression spring which permits axial motion

of the valve member with respect to the shaft joined to

the tumbler member, when the valve member is rotated

in threaded engagement with the valve housing.

3,838,588

APPARATUS FOR SETTING UNTHREADED PULL
RIVETS

Andrew L. Johnson, 5346 Greenleaf N., Skokie, III. 60076
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 143.407, May 14, 1971,

abandoned. This application July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,429

Int. CI. B21j 15/26

U.S.CL 72-114 19 Claims

a tool having a shank at one end and adjacent said shank

having means for cutting threads in a part having an

opening of said predetermined diameter and upon com-

pletion of that operation said threads being engaged and;

a rivet driver including:

a frame,

a spindle rotatably mounted in said frame,

a chuck on the distal end of said spindle to be rotated

thereby, said chuck being of a size to hold said shank

with said means being spaced from the distal end of the

chuck,

means defining an abutment between the chuck and the

thread cutting means, and
power means on said frame and operatively connected to

said spindle and said abutment means for first rotating

said tool in a direction such that it threadedly engages

said rivet and second will decrease the space between
said thread cutting means and said abutment to apply

a compressive force to said rivet.

3,838,589

DISCARD REMOVING DEVICE FOR AN EXTRUSION
PRESS

Otto Behrendt, Dusseldorf-Eller, Germany, assignor to Schlo-

emann Aktiengesellschaft, Dasseldorf, Germany
Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,277

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 31, 1972,

2204329
Int. CL B21c 35/00

U.S. CI. 72-257 14 Claims

e>. ( f^

1. A riveting apparatus for setting a rivet having a head at

one end and an opening extending axially of the rivet from

1. A discard removing device for a horizontal extrusion

press having a press frame, the device comprising:

mounting means pivotally movable about a pivot axis paral-

lel to the extrusion axis and in a plane generally perpen-

dicular to said extrusion axis, said mounting means having

an upper free end portion;

pressure fluid actujitable means for pivoting said mounting

means about said pivot axis;

gripping means for gripping the extrusion discard, for pivot-

ing out of and into said extrusion axis between said extru-

sion discard and said press frame;

pressure fluid actuatable means for actuating said gripping

means;

combined parallel link and tilting means mounting said

gripping means on said upper free end portion o/ said

pivotal mounting means, whereby said gripping means

can be moved up and down and tilted towards and away
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from said extrusion axis about an axis parallel to said
extrusion axis, either simultaneously or in separate move-
ments;

and pressure fluid actuatable means for moving said grip-
ping means up and down and tilting said gripping means.

3,838,590
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING UNDERCUT

CORRUGATIONS IN SHEET METAL
Edsger Wybe Van DIjk, Albert Neuhuysstraat 25, Utrecht,

Netherlands

Filed Mar, 13, 1973, Ser. No. 340,874
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 14. 1972

723324

Int. CI. B21d 13110
U.S. CI. 72-307 7 claims

1. A method of forming a series of undercut corrugations in
a metal sheet or band comprising the steps of clamping a sheet
between spaced pairs of clamps, movable toward and away
from each other, at points spaced apart a distance equal to the
width of the sheet defining the undercut corrugation to be
formed; moving a forming die, having an enlarged head and a
narrow neck, perpendicular to the plane of the sheet centrally
between the pairs of clamps to engage and deform the sheet
while moving the pairs of clamps toward each other to wrap
the sheet around the head and neck of the die to form the
undercut corrugation; and thereafter opening the undercut
corrugation an amount sufficient to provide clearance for
retraction of the die head through the undercut portion of the
formed undercut corrugation.

3 838 591
AUTOMATIC PIPE SWAGING APPARATUS

Bernard D. Ross, 2710 Emmick Rd., Toledo. Ohio 43606
Filed Aug. 30, 1972. Ser. No. 284,734

Int. CI. B21d 41102
U.S. CI. 72-318 7 Claims

station disposed on one side of said swaging area and a
swage die driving station disposed on the other side of
said swaging area, said swager frame including a base and
opposite side walls extending transversely from said base;
swaging fluid motor means supported at said swage die
driving station in said swager frame including a piston rod
axially movable toward and away from said swaging area,
said piston rod having an end adapted to receive a swage
die;

collet means for gripping a pipe to be swaged at said pipe
clamping station; and

a collet holder assembly including a support frame remov-
ably attached to said swager frame at said pipe clamping
station, a stationary bottom collet holder plate having a
top edge with an arcuate recess therein, a movable top
collet holder plate disposed over said bottom collet
holder plate having a bottom edge with an arcuate recess
therein, said arcuate recesses in said top and bottom
collet holder plates receiving said collet means and defin-
mg a path through which a pipe to be swaged extends to
position an end of the pipe in said swaging area, and collet
holding fluid motor means mounted on said support
frame and including a piston rod carrying said top collet
holder plate, said piston rod being axially movable to
move said top collet holder plate to a rest position away
from said bottom collet holder plate and to move said top
collet holder plate toward said bottom collet holder plate
to an operative position clamping said collet means
around a pipe to be swaged to hold the pipe stationary
during swaging, said support frame including upstanding
supports engaging said side walls of said swager frame and
an end member secured to said upstanding supports and
supporting said collet holding fluid motor means

3,838,592
HOSE END FITTINGS AND INSERTS THEREFOR

Stanley Harold Goward, Odd Stock, and Anthony Yorath
Salisbury, both of England, assignors to BTR Industries
Limited, London, Great Britain

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,522

4997/7T
'*'^'°"'^' "PP''<^«^'«" Great Britain, Feb. 2, 1972,

Int. CI. B21d 41100
^•S- ^'- "^2-318

3 c,ai„,s

\

V

1. Automatic pipe swaging apparatus comprising
a swager frame having a swaging area, a pipe clamping

1. A method of manufacturing an improved insert for an
end fitting from a length of tubular material which insert has
a B.S.P. nipple or like nipple on the end thereof, an outwardly
directed circumferential rib spaced along the insert from the
nipple and an annular radial abutment surface where the
nipple joins the remainder of the insert, which surface faces
toward the rib, which method comprises (a) forming the rib
at a location part way along the length of the tubular material
by means of a first punch and die combination operable to
form the rib while supporting the bore of the tubular material
against collapse, (b) forming by means of second punch and
die combination an enlargement at one end of the tubular
material to form the radial abutment surface and to start
forming the nipple and (c) engaging a third punch and die
combination with said enlargement to finish form the nipple
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3,838,593

ACOUSTIC LEAK LOCATION AND DETECTION SYSTEM
Jeffrey L. Thompson, Hopatcong, N.J., assignor to Esso Re-

search and Engineering Company, Linden, N.J.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,996
Int. CI. F17d 3104; GOlm 3124

U.S. CI. 73-40.5 A 13 Claims

<0.
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1. An acoustic leak detection and location system for a

storage tank having access openings, for detecting and locat-

ing the presence of a leak in the storage tank by sensing signas

emitted from a noise source therein, comprising, in combina-
tion: a pair of sensors spaced apart a fixed predetermined
distance on a horizontal support member, said member and
said sensors located within said tank and supported from a

vertical mounting member extending through one of said

access openings into said tank, said sensors sensing the pres-

ence of a noise source by receiving signals which are emitted
from said noise source and producing output electric signals

representative of the received signals, means for simulta-

neously varying by substantially equal amounts the relative

phase relation of said output signals of said sensors, electronic

circuit means including signal multiplier means connected to

said sensors through cable means for receiving the sensor

output signals and providing a continuous output signal which

is a function of the instantaneous product of the signal outputs

of the sensors and wherein the time average of said instanta-

neous product is at a maximum value when said noise source

is equidistant from said sensors and is located in the central

plane normal to the axis of said support member.

3,838,594

APPARATUS FOR ANALYSIS OF FLUID SUSPENSIONS
Richard B. Kesler, Waukesha, Wis., assignor to The O'Meara
Company, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,401

Int.CI. GOln 5100

U.S. CI. 73-61 R 13 Claims

1. Apparatus for determining the weight of a moisture-free,

compressible material in a given volume of fluid suspension,

comprising, in combination, housing means defining a sample

chamber adapted to receive a volume of the fluid suspension

therein, said housing means having first passage means therein

adapted for communicating relation with said chamber for

introducing the fluid suspension into said chamber, first piston

means supported by said housing means for movement be-

tween a position allowing the introduction of fluid suspension

into said chamber and a position preventing flow from said

first passage means into said chamber and confining the fluid

introduced into said chamber, second piston means supported

by said housing means and having a porous surface movable

into said chamber for compressing the fluid suspension con-

fined therein to form a mat of the material, said first piston

means having an axial bore therethrough, said second piston

means being received through said bore in coaxial relation

with said first piston means and being longitudinally movable

relative to said first piston means, and means for automatically

measuring the thickness of the mat thus formed, the weight of

the mat being determined from a predetermined known rela-

tionship of mat thickness to weight for the particular fluid

suspension employed.

3,838,595

DATA ACQUISITION CIRCUIT FOR A
MAGNETOSTRICTIVE DIGITAL THIN FILM SENSOR

Jean-Claude Godefroy, Chatillon-sous-Bagneux, France, as-

signor to Societe Lignes Telegraphiques et Telephoniques,

Paris, France

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,035

Int. CI. GOlb 7/75, GOll 1122

U.S. CI. 73-88.5 R 4 Claims

1. A magnetostrictive stress sensor having a digital output

signal comprising:

a substrate:

a common return conductor deposited on one face of said

substrate;

a thin localized magnetic film deposited on the opposite

face of said substrate;

conductive sensing means printed on said film;

a first dielectric film overlying and contacting said magnetic

film and sensing means;

a first conductive interrogating means printed on said first

dielectric film;

a second dielectric film overlying and contacting said first

interrogating means;

a second conductive interrogating means printed on said

second dielectric film;

a third dielectric film overlying and contacting said second

interrogating means;

electrical generating means connected to supply interrogat-

ing signals to said first and second interrogating means;

and

receiving means connected to said sensing means.

3,838,596

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUSLY
TESTING SAMPLES OF SHEET MATERIAL

Rudolf Neuenschwander, Swarthmore, Pa., assignor to Scott

Paper Company, Delaware County, Pa.

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,349
Int. CI. GOln 3110

U.S. CI. 73-95.5 38 Claims

1. Apparatus for continuously testing successive samples of

material, the apparatus comprising:

a rotatable turret assembly;

means for rotating the turret assembly;
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a plurlaity of testing units mounted on the turret assembly -i a^a soa
for revolving therewith ^ J,oJo,syo

means for transferring a 'sample to each testing unit as it F„a.„. P T ^J'^^h^^^^ ^^^"^ "^ETER
revolves past a transfer zone;

^"^*"* ^- T«'nP'"nS'. Lexington, Mass., assignor to Brunswick

gripping means in each testing unit for cripoine two oddos r- [P*""^/.'""'.
^'*°'''*'

J"-
ing ends of the sample transfered to fhl testing unl ^SUh""!^'"?*!.'"''"'',

"^ ^'\?' *^^'^^^' ^"'^ 2«' ''^'*'
p u mc lesung units. abandoned. This application Mar. 19, 1970, Ser. No. 21 170

Int. CI. GO If 1/00
U.S. CI. 73-205 L ,4 claims

K-3 I*
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^103 ^<'3
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means for applying a gradually increasing tensile force
through the gripping means to each sample until the
sample fails;

force measuring means in each testing unit for measuring
the amount of tensile force applied to each sample;

sensing means disposed stationarily in the path of revolution
of the testing units for sensing the measured tensile force
on each force measuring means as each testing unit re-
volves past a sensing zone; and

signal means operably connected to the sensing means for
producing a transmittable signal quantitatively propor-
tional to the sensed tensile force.

3 838 597
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING WELL

PUMPING UNITS
Richard C. Montgomery, and Jacque R. Stoltz, both of Mid-

land, Tex., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New York
City, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 78, 1971, Ser. No. 213,097
Int. CI. E2 lb 47/00

U.S. CI. 73-151 27 Claims

1. A flow meter for measuring the rate of flow of a fluid, the
fluid having a density p and a viscosity m, the fluid moving
through the meter at a flow rate 0, the meter having a Rey-
nolds Number for maximum laminar flow not greater than R„,,^
and AP the pressure drop of the fluid across the meter, the
meter comprising:

a housing;

a metal structure located within said housing and having a
plurality of substantially parallel capillaries therethrough,
each of the capillaries having rough unmachined reen-
trant interior wall surfaces, the structure and the capillar-
ies both having a length L and each capillary having an
effective radius r, the r being greater than 2Qp/R„„fpLv
and ranging in size from 0.01 microns to 75 mils and the
ratio of L/2r being greater than 5;

means located within said housing and being responsive to
the flow of the fluid; and

means within the structure capable of converting turbulent
to laminar flow so that there is a first order straight line
relationship between AP and

3,838,599

FLOW METER
Rufus J. Purtell, Brownfield, Tex., assignor to Tri-Matic, Inc

BrownField, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 314,829, Dec. 13, 1972
abandoned. This application Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329 853

Int. CI, GOlf 1 100
^'^-^^''^-211

,, Claims
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1. In a method of monitoring the operation of a well pro-
duced by the operation of a pumping unit including a sucker
rod string and means to reciprocate said rod string to produce
fluid from a subterranean location, the steps comprising:

a. generating a signal representative of a changing load ir
said unit as said rod string is reciprocated,

b. operating on said signal to produce an operating function
representative of the rate of change of said signal, and

c. generating a monitor function in response to said operat-
ing function reaching a specified condition.

"ti!

SB"

1. An indicator of the relative quantity of the flow of water
in a pipe comprising:

a. an orifice plate in the pipe.
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b. a post attached to the pipe at the orifice and extending

vertically upward therefrom,

c. an inverted U-shaped transparent tube attached to the

post, said tube having

i. an upstream leg and

ii. a downstream leg,

d. a tank attached to the top of the pipe,

e. the tank having a volume greater than the volume of the

tube,

the bottom of the upstream leg of the tube fluidly con-

nected to the top of the pipe upstream of the orifice plate

so the water in the upstream leg drains into the pipe,

the bottom of the downstream leg of the tube fluidly

connected to the top of the tank so water in the down-

stream leg drains into the tank, and

the bottom of the tank fluidly connected to the top of the

pipe downstream of the orifice plate so water in the tank

drains into the pipe.
|

f

g

3,838,600

SLEEVE FOR FEVER THERMOMETERS AND METHOD
OF ATTACHING SAME

Robert A. Ersek, and Donald E. Wall, both of Minneapolis.

Minn., assignors to Med General, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Aug. 16. 1972, Ser. No. 281,131

Int. CI. GOlk 5/04

U.S. CI. 73-373 4 Claims

1. Sheathed fever thermometer means comprising:

a. a fever thermometer comprising a glass barrel having a tip

end and a bulb end;

b. a protective sheath means encapsulating said fever ther-

mometer and comprising a generally tubular plastic

sheath with an integral closed base covering said bulb end

and an outwardly extending sealed tab ear tip end cover-

ing said tip end providing a thermometer shake down
capability; and

c. said plastic sheath means having a tapered cross-sectional

wall thickness increasing from said bulb end to said tip

end, said wall thickness of the bulb end ranging from 5 to

8 mils.

13,838,601

MANOMETER SYSTEM FOR MONITORING PRESSURE
IN A PARTICLE STUDY DEVICE

Ervin L. Dorman, Hialeah, Fla., assignor to Coulter Electron-

ics, Inc., Hialeah, Fla.

Filed May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 356,733

Int.,CLG01l 7/18

U.S. CL 73-401
11

8 Claims

1. A manometer system particularly adapted for monitoring

pressure in a particle study device which includes a first vessel

with fluid therein, a smaller second vessel with fluid therein,

an aperture through the wall of the second vessel, and means

for applying a vacuum or pressure to the second vessel to

cause relative fluid flow between the first vessel and the sec-

ond vessel through the aperture, said manometer system in-

cluding a generally vertically disposed, U-shaped manometer
forming tubing having a first leg, a second leg and a bight

portion therebetween said first leg being connected to said

vacuum applying means, a portion of said second leg having

an enlarged cross-section, Ihe remaining portion of said sec-

ond leg above said enlarged cross-section portion being of

reduced cross-section and including a pressure indicating

section, the free end of said second leg being vented to atmo-

sphere, said tubing being partially filled with mercury with the

meniscus of mercury in said second leg being located in said

enlarged cross-section portion, a lightweight fluid in said

second leg above said mercury, the meniscus of said light-

weight fluid being situated in said pressure indicating section

such that changes in pressure against the meniscus of mercury

in said first leg which causes a change in the height of the

meniscus in said second leg will cause a much larger change

in the height of the meniscus of said lightweight fluid by rea-

son of the difference in volume between the enlarged cross-

section portion and the indicating section, and means above

said indicating section for throttling fluid flow through said

tubing, said throttling means serving to dampen movement of

said lightweight fluid and to prevent rapid escape of light-

weight fluid and mercury if a sudden increase in pressure is

applied to the mercury meniscus in said first leg.

3,838,602

REINFORCED REEL
Wallace E. Hanson, Springfleld, and Leo Paul Delude, Chico-

pee Falls, both of Mass., assignors to Champion Interna-

tional Corporation, Hamilton, Ohio
Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,483

Int. CI. B65h 75/14

U.S. CL 242-71.8 12 Claims
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both located between said side panels and spacing apart
the side panels and their respective reinforcements;

first and second minor partial side reinforcing panels;
a major partial side reinforcing panel hingedly connected to
one side of the first outer side panel and reversely folded
against and secured to the inside surface of same;

said first minor partial side panel being hingedly connected
to the opposite side of, reversely folded against the inside
surface of. and secured to said first outer side panel;

said first minor side panel and said major side panel each
being of a size and shape when taken together sufficient

to cover the inside surface of said first side panel;
a glue panel hingedly connected by its opposite sides be-

tween said first hub panel and said major partial panel,
respectively, and reversely folded against and secured by
its own said outside surface to the outside surface of said
major side panel;

an anchor reinforcing panel hingedly connected to said first

hub panel on the edge opposite said glue panel and posi-
tioned and secured in a plane parallel to said second outer
side panel;

said second hub panel being hingedly connected on one
edge to the other edge of the first said minor side rein-
forcing panel and foldable from a flat position where it is

facing toward said second outer side panel;

said second minor partial panel being hingedly connected
between and to the other side of said second hub and said
second outer side panel and reversely folded with its

inside surface facing toward said second outer side panel;
whereby each side panel is reinforced by respective one
of said minor partial panels and a respective one of said

major and anchor panels.

3,838,603
MOTION TRANSLATING MECHANISM

Gilbert Schwartzman, 20 Wilmot Cir., Scarsdale, N.Y . 10583
Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,072The portion of the term
of this patent subsequent to Apr. 9, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. F16h 27/02
U.S. CI. 74-89.15 3 Claims

i>-"

3,838,604
MOTION COMPENSATING MECHANISM

Frank S. Meister, Canoga Park, Calif., assignor to Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, Calif.

Filed Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,270
Int. CI. F16h 21144

U.S. CI. 74-99 6 Claims

1. A mechanism for compensating the motion between a
moving point or element and a fixed position, comprising in

combination;

a pair of rigid members having their adjacent ends pivotally
attached together and having their opposing ends respec-
tively rotatably mounted to the fixed position and to a
pivot connection mounted on the moving point or ele-
ment,

a first lever having one end rotatably mounted at the fixed
position,

a second lever having one end rotatably mounted on the
pivot connection mounted on the moving point or ele-
ment,

1 pair of links in corresponding offset to to said pair of rigid
members the corresponding opposing ends of said links
but not their adjacent ends being respectively pivotally
attached to the other ends of said first and second levers,
and

a leverage assembly pivotally joined to the pivot connection
on the one hand and being pivotally connected to the
adjacent ends of said links on the other hand, and

means rotatably mounted on the fixed position for uniform
rotation thereabout with said first lever,

said second lever rotating only upon actuation of said rotat-
ably mounted means at any position for the moving point
or element relative to the fixed position,

said second lever not rotating merely upon the change of
position of the moving point or element relative to the
fixed position.

3,838,605
DRIVE BELTS FOR USE WITH MULTIPLE PULLEYS

Alexander Muller, Hoxter, Germany, assignor to Hoxtersche
Gummifadenfabrik Emil Arntz KG, Hoxter, Germany

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,548
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 20, 1972

2213424

Int. CI. F16g 5100
U.S. CL 74-234

7 Claims

1. A motion translating mechanism comprising a driven
member, a base engaging said driven member, a stop rising
from said base, an actuation head disposed above said base, a
helical spring assembly interconnecting said actuation head
and said base normally holding said head from said stop so
that upon depression of said actuation head energy will be
imparted into said springs whereby said driven member will be
rotated by said springs, said helical spring assembly including
a plurality of helical springs integral with said actuation head.

1. In a drive belt,

a plurality of generally wedge-section bodies, and
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a web interconnecting the said bodies, said web incorporat-

ing

a fibrous layer at least 50 percent of the fibres of which are

orientated at an angle in the range of from 45° to 90° to

the length direction of the belt.

3,838,606

MOTORCYCLE CHAIN TENSIONER
Joseph F. Scalise, North Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to Filter

Tech, Inc., Manlius, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 390,296

Int. CI. F16h 7112

U.S. CI. 74-242.1 1 S 6 Claims

1. A tensioning device for a continuous loop chain engaging

at least two sprockets, said device comprising, in combination:

a. a pivotally mounted arm;

b. a block attached to said arm at a point remote from the

pivotal mounting thereof and adjacent a point on the

chain intermediate of the sprockets;

c. a pair of identically shaped, raised lips extending from
opposite sides of said block and spaced from the attach-

ment thereof to said arm;

d. each of said lips having an arcuate surface one of which
is contacted by the chain;

e. mounting means for attaching said block and arm to allow

rotational movement of said block relative to said arm for

a limited distance about an axis through said block and

parallel to the pivot axis of said arm;

f said block and arm being so constructed and arranged

relative to said mounting means that the position of said

block may be reversed to selectively arrange either of said

arcuate surfaces for contact by the chain; and

g. a spring urging said arm toward rotation about its pivotal

mounting in a direction urging one of said arcuate sur-

faces into engagement with the chain.

3,838,607

STEERING SYSTEMS
James Frederick Hemens, Billericay, England, assignor tr

Teleflex Limited, Basildon, England

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,343

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 11, 1972,

22241/72
Int. CI. B62d 1120

U.S. CI. 74-496 2 Claims

1. A steering head assembly comprising a cable wheel rotat-

ably mounted on a depending hub forming a part of a housing

being open at its underside to permit attachment of a cable

wheel, a back plate covering the base of said housing and

attached thereto by attaching means, said cable wheel having

helically grooved annular recesses in its periphery adapted to

drivingly engage a helical wound cable such that rotation of

the cable wheel causes translational movement of said cable,

said housing provided with a plurality of openings through

which said cable moves, said cable wheel being internally

toothed for driving engagement with a pinion gear, said pinion

being formed in one piece with and at its lower end of a shaft

with said pinion being journaled for rotatable movement in

said housing, said shaft having relatively larger and smaller

diameter regions which make bearing contact with the bearing

surface presented by said housing, said pinion is of larger

#:
art

diameter than said shaft and depends from a shoulder region

which abuts the lower end face of a spigot portion of said

housing to locate said shaft therein with said pinion in meshing
engagement with complementary teeth on said cable wheel.

3,838,608

REMOTE CONTROL REARVIEW MIRROR
CONSTRUCTION

Richard M. Hadley, Farmington Twp., Oakland County,

Mich., assignor to Harman International Industries, Inc.,

Grandville, Mich.

Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,385

Int. CI. F16c 1112

U.S. CI. 74-501 M 4 Claims

J» 31 Zt

1. A right angle actuator for remote control of rearview

mirrors comprising:

an actuator handle, the lowermost portion thereof forming

a spherical male surface and a skirted cylindrical portion

integral above said spherical surface and being radially

slotted to longitudinal pockets in radial relation around

the axis of said handle;

an actuator body having a female spherical segment seat

matingly receiving said spherical male portion of said

actuator handle and provided in one side of said body and

defining plural slots through said body in gradual transi-

tion relation from register with said slots in said handle to

a rignt angle relation along the length of said body and
said body having an integral tail piece extending outward
therefrom and an integral concentric guide shoulder

adjacent the inboard end of said tail piece;

a spring on said tail piece engagable with the buttress

formed between said tail piece and said guide shoulder;

and

a slider element on said tail piece having a channel in linear

semi-cylindrical journal relation with said guide shoulder
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on said actuator body and having a coaxial opening in the
end wall thereof through which said tail piece extends in
journalled relation with said end wall engaged against said
spring and radially disposed pockets provided in said
slider sized to receive sheath elements and radial slots
extending into said pockets through which said cables
registrably pass to said transition slots in said actuator
body.

3,838,609
DECLUTCH MECHANISM IN VALVE OPERATOR

Walter J. Denkowski, and John Zouzoulas, both of King of
Prussia, Pa., assignors to Philadelphia Gear Corporation,
Montgomery Co., Pa.

Filed Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 39M28
Int. CI. F16h 25100

U.S. CI. 74-625 7 claims

and tripper means (14, 12, 11) actuated by rotation said
motor drive shaft for unlatching said latch means (53, 64)
and disengaging said secondary latch means (71 ) to allow
said spring biasing means (29) to shift said sliding clutch
(33) out of manual drive position and into motor drive
position independently of said shifter cartridge.

3,838,610
PLANETARY DIFFERENTIAL FOR FOUR WHEEL DRIVE

WITH AUTOMATIC LOCKING GEAR
Mark J. Fogelberg, Muncie, Ind., assignor to Borg-Warner

Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed July 18, 1973, Ser. No. 380,444
Int. CI. F16h 1144, 57110

U.S. CI. 74-711 15 Claims

b.

c.

1. A valve operator havmg.
a. a main drive shaft (36);

a motor drive shaft (30);
coupling means (32, 33, 34) including a sliding clutch
member (33) for coupling said motor drive shaft to said
main drive shaft according to the position of said sliding
clutch member;

d. a manual drive shaft (51);
e. coupHng means (65, 35, 33, 34) including said sliding

clutch member (33) for coupling said manual drive shaft
to said main drive shaft according to the position of said
sliding clutch member;

f. spring means (29) normally biasing said sliding clutch
member (33) to couple said motor drive shaft to said
main drive shaft;

g. a clutch fork cartridge (60) pivotally mounted on a fixed
support shaft (63) and having fork arms (62) engaging
said sliding clutch member (33) for shifting said sliding
clutch member from motor drive to manual drive posi-
tions;

h. a shifter cartridge (79) pivotally mounted on said fixed
support shaft (63) and having a lever arm (66) having
thereon a cam follower roller (23);

i. vertebrate cam means (21a, 216, 21c) on said manual
drive shaft for engaging said cam follower roller (23) for
moving said shifter cartridge pivotally on said fixed sup-
port shaft;

j. secondary latch means (71) coupling together said shifter
cartridge and clutch fork cartridge whereby when said
secondary latch is engaged pivotal movement of said
shifter cartridge by said cam means causes said clutch
fork cartridge and said shifter cartridge to move pivotally
together on said fixed support shaft in a direction to shift
said sliding clutch member (33) out of motor drive and
into manual drive position;

k. latch means (53, 64) for holding said clutch fork car-
tridge in manual drive position after shifting of said slid-
ing clutch into manual drive position;

1. A planetary differential including a planet carrier ele-
ment, at least one planet gear carried by said carrier element,
first and second gear elements meshed with said planet gear]
an input means drivingly connected to one of said elements]
means associated with said differential to provide for normal
overspeed of one of said gear elements with respect to said
other gear element, a locking gear meshing with one of said
gear elements and adapted to mesh with said planet gear,
camming means associated with said locking gear adapted to
assume a first position effective to maintain said locking gear
out of contact with said planet gear and a second position
effective to allow said locking gear to engage said planet gear
whereby for normal overspeed of said one gear element with
respect to said other gear element said blocking means as-
sumes said first position and differentiation between said gear
elements is permitted but when said normally underspeeding
gear element bverspeeds said normally overspeeding gear
element said camming means assumes said second position to
prevent differentiation between said gear elements.

3,838,611
TRANSMISSION HAVING INTERMEDIATE FLUID UNIT
Erkki A. Koivunen, Livonia, Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,156
Int. CI. F16h 47100

U.S. CI. 74-730
, Cairn

1. A power transmission comprising transmission input and
output means, a hydrodynamic torque transmitting unit hav-
ing separate input and output rotor means and a rotatable
housing for said rotor means, connector means drivingly con-
necting said transmission input to said rotatable housing,
clutch unit means positioned between said transmission input
and said rotatable housing, said clutch unit comprising hous-
ing means drivingly connected to said output rotor means and
separate first and second selectively engageable clutch means,
said housing means comprising concentric outer and inner
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drums respectively drivingly connected to said first and sec-

ond clutch means, piston means in each of said drums for

engaging said clutch means, first and second support means
extending respectively into said outer and inner drums for

respectively supporting said first and second clutch means and
supporting said second clutch means radially inwardly of said

first clutch means, a change speed planetary gear unit opera-
tively positioned between said hydrodynamic torque transmit-

ting unit and said output means, first and second torque trans-

mitting means connected respectively to said first and second
support means extending axially through said hydrodynamic
torque transmitting unit to drivingly connect said first and
second clutch means to said planetary gear unit, said planetary

gear unit having planetary gear carrier means drivingly con-
necting said planetary gear unit to said output means, a casing

for said transmission, a reaction drum in said casing disposed

TT^ ^ ^,^^VA^^'7T^T^.-t

around said planetary gear unit and operatively connected to

said planetary unit, brake band means selectively engageable
with said reaction drum to condition said planetary gear unit

for a predetermined forward drive speed ratio when said first

clutch means is engaged, a multi-plate brake unit mounted in

said casing radially inwardly of said reaction drum and opera-
tively connected to said planetary gear unit, piston means in

said casing for engaging said multi-plate brake unit to condi-

tion said planetary gear unit for a reverse drive ratio when said

second clutch means is engaged, a one way brake mounted in

said casing radially inwardly of said multi-plate brake unit for

automatically conditioning said planetary gear unit for an-

other forward drive speed ratio when said first clutch means
is engaged, oil pump means positioned adjacent to said output
means and torque transmitting means extending directly from
said input means axially through said hydrodynamic unit and
said planetary gear unit for driving said oil pump means.

3,838,612

WIRE STRIPPING APPARATUS
Toshio Inami, Hasuda, Japan, assignor to Pilot Man-Nen-Hitsu

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,753

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 1, 1972, 47-126504
Int. CI. H02g 1112

U.S. CI. 81-9.51 6 Claims
1. Wire stripping apparatus comprising:

a supporting base plate 10 on which a pair of protuberances

11, 12 are provided;

carrier means 20 provided upon said supporting base plate

for reciprocation in the direction parallel to the axis of an

insulated wire to be stripped;

a rotatable member 40 having a head portion 41 connected

to an axle 42 theVeof, said rotatable member 40 being

supported by said carrier;

a slide member 55 slidably mounted on said axle of said

rotatable member to take an advanced position and a

retracted position;

cooperable stripping blades 51, 51 mounted to said head

portion of said rotatable member to take a closed position

to sever the insulation and an open position in coopera-

tion with the advance and the retract of said slide mem-
ber;

means 60 connected with said carrier means and cooper-

ated with said protuberances for operating said slide

member, said slide member operating means maintaining

said slide member to the advanced position while said

carrier means is at the most advance position and is re-

treating therefrom and maintaining said slide member to

the retracted position while said carrier member is at the

most retreated position and is advancing therefrom; and
means 80 for setting the most advanced position of said

slide member.

3,838,613
MOTION COMPENSATION SYSTEM FOR POWER TONG

APPARATUS
Carl Alfred Wilms, La Habra, Calif., assignor to Byron Jack-

son Inc., Long Beach, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 216.182. which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 134,552, April 16, 1971,
abandoned. This application Oct. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 407,698

Int. CI. B25b 13150; E21b 19116

U.S. CI. 81-57.34 20 Claims

1. Pipe tong apparatus comprising: a power tong assembly
including a pipe back-up tong unit disposed in horizontally

parallel relation below a pipe rotating power tong unit, and
presser means interposed between said tong unit to apply

separating force between said tong units to substantially coun-
terbalance the weight of said power tong unit as said power
tong unit is vertically moved with respect to said back-up tong
unit, said counterbalance means comprising a bladder inter-

posed between said tong means, and means for supplying fluid

under pressure to said bladder, said bladder acting on said

power tong means to apply said force.
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3,838,614
RECIPROCATING ENGINE BARRING TOOL

Willard J. O'Donnell, 537 Center Way, El Paso, Tex. 79915
Filed Dec. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 314,374

Int. CI. B25b 13/46
U.S. CI. 81-60 5 Claims

1. A barring tool suitable for use on reciprocating engines
and comprising an elongated lever having disposed at one end
thereof an offset handle means for turning a ratchet assembly
means disposed within a circular cavity at the other end of said
lever, said offset handle means being removably mated to the
end of said lever so that it can be variably positioned with
respect to the axis of said elongated lever; said ratchet assem-
bly means being adapted to receive a removable adapter
means for attaching sockets to said barring tool and compris-
ing a ring shaped ratchet gear having outwardly directed gear
teeth disposed on its outer circumference and means for re-

movably attaching said adapter means there to from either
side of said circular cavity, said ratchet gear being confined
within said circular cavity by ring shaped cover plates dis-

posed on either side thereof; said assembly further comprising
a covered elongated cavity disposed adjacent to said circular
cavity to accommodate a compression means and a dog which
engages the teeth of said ratchet gear; said dog having a
greater tooth and adjacent thereto a lesser tooth such that the
greater tooth projects in the same direction beyond the lesser
tooth but is narrower than said lesser tooth, each of said
adjacent teeth having a pair of faces at right angles to each
other and being of such dimensions to operably engage con-
secutive teeth of said ratchet gear when pressed into engage-
ment therewith by said compression means, said lesser tooth
being rounded on the corner most remote from said greater
tooth to permit ease of movement of succeeding ratchet teeth
to the point where the greater tooth is seated and to reduce
wear on said ratchet teeth as well as the possibility of breakage
thereof

3,838,615

OIL FILTER WRENCH
Frederick R. McFarland, and Walter L. DifTenderfer, both of

Lancaster, Pa., assignors to K-D Manufacturing Company,
Lancaster, Pa.

Filed Dec. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 423,284
Int. CI. B25b 13/52

U.S. CI. 81-64 6 Claims

X.,

1. An oil filter wrench comprising.

a. a lever member, said lever member having

a-1. a handle portion;

a-2. a pair of spread-apart legs;

b. a wrap-around band;

c. a saddle-like anchor, said anchor having
c-1. a curved plate for engaging the sidewall of the oil

filter or other container;

c-2. a pair of upstanding opposing ears;

d. a cross pin between said ears for pivotally supporting the
legs of said lever member;

e. one end of said band being connected to said cross pin
between said legs; and

f. means, including a second cross pin, supported between
said legs at an upper point thereof for connection of the
other end of said band.

3,838,616

TOOL CARRIER
Emile Minder, 11a, chemin des Vidollets, 1214 Vernier-
Geneva, Switzerland

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,329
Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 20, 1972,

9243/72

Int. CI. B23b 29/00; B26d 1/00
U.S. CI. 82-36 A 4 Claims

1. A tool carrier comprising a body having a cylindrical bore
therein, a cylinder slidable in said bore and carrying a tool at
one end, an externally screw-threaded rod carried by and
coaxial with the other end of the cylinder, a rotatable driving
member having internal screw threads that mate with said rod
and external screw threads that mate with internal screw
threads fixed with said body, said external and internal screw
threads of said driving member being in different pitch, and
means for locking said cylinder in axially adjusted positions
relative to said body.

3,838,617
ART OF SHEARING A HELICAL COIL

Paul J. Felker, Marchfield, Wis., assignor to Penetred Corpo-
ration, Marshfield, Wis.

Filed Aug. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 392,604
Int. CI. B26d 23/00, 7/06

U.S. CI. 83—17 10 Claims

•
. .

"B

1. Apparatus for shearing a helical coil, which is being
moved lineally and which is being simultaneously rotated
about its axis, comprising shearing means including a fixed
shearing edge and a movable shearing knife having a shearing
edge, means for guiding said coil toward said shearing knife at
an oblique angle with respect to the direction of movement of
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said knife, guiding means for changing the angle of movement
of said coil so as to store energy in the coil as a result of said

change, said last guiding means being positioned to guide the

coil into threaded engagement with said shearing knife while

the latter is retracted, with said stored energy of the coil

urging the coil in said threaded engagement with the retracted

knife, and means for moving the shearing knife while in

threaded engagement with the coil into shearing relationship

with said fixed shearing edge to shear the coil without crush-

ing.

3,838,618

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING A
CUTTING TOOL FOR CUTTING GARMENT

COMPONENTS FROM FLAT FABRIC
Wilhelm Eissfeldt, Munich; Bruno Bystron, Ingolstadt, and W.
Gerhard Hoeber, Ingolstadt-Oberhaunstadt, all of Germany,

assignors to Schubert & Salzer Maschinenfabrik Aktien-

gesellschaft, Ingolstadt, Germany
Filed Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,558

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 2, 1972,

2253573
Int. CL D06h 7/00, 7/24

U.S. CI. 83-34 15 Claims

coupling link, said coupling link having a width slightly greater

than the diameter of a ball link, said apparatus comprising:

a support structure including means for holding a supply

container,

a metering wheel mounted for rotation on said support

structure having a plurality of spaced, coupling link en-

gaging teeth being at a predetermined spacing corre-

sponding to the spacing of said coupling links in said

interconnected chains, the distance between said cou-

pling link engaging teeth prescribing a predetermined arc,

said wheel positioned to receive a length of chain from

supply container, to positively engage said intercon-

nected chains over a portion of said periphery, and to

allow said chains to gravitate therefrom,

a lever movably mounted on said support structure,

a rachet wheel connected to said metering wheel,

a first link movably connected to said lever.

1. A method of control ing a cutting tool for effecting auto-

matic cutting of garment components from flat material in

apparatus including a pattern layout having a plurality of

discrete pattern components, sensing means for sensing cut-

ting lines of the pattern layout, and means operable by the

sensing means for guiding the cutting tool to cut the material,

comprising the steps of producing a guide signal at a predeter-

mined location along a cutting line of the pattern layout,

stopping the sensing means operated guiding means in re-

sponse to such guide signal, braking the cutting tool to stop at

the end of a predetermined distance beyond the cutting tool

location at the time the guide signal was produced, rotating

the cutting tool in a selectable direction through a selectable

angle, traversing the cutting tool forwardly along a line of

predetermined short length, and restarting the sensing means

operated guiding means

3,838,619

KEY CHAIN DISPENSING APPARATUS
Morley Brotman, Tacoma, and Cliff R. High, Seattle, both of

Wash., assignors to Morley Studios, Tacoma, Wash.

Filed Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 279,835

Int. CI. B26d 5/40

U.S. CI. 83-205 9 Claims

1. An apparatus for dispensing key chains from a supply

container holding a plurality of serially interconnected key

chains, each of the key chains including a predetermined

length of interconnected ball and pin links and a releasable

a pawl affixed to said first link and engaging said rachet

wheel, the stroke of said pawl being proportional to the

length of at least one of said key chains,

a translatable cutting blade and cooperating cutting surface

positioned on said support structure in the path of gravi-

tation of said interconnected chains from said metering

wheel, said blade being mounted for translational move-

ment across said path of gravitation of said intercon-

nected chains,

a second link interconnecting said lever and said cutting

blade, the translational movement of said cutting blade

actuated by movement of said lever, and

an idler wheel having a resilient periphery thereon mounted

for rotation on said support structure, said periphery of

said idler wheel engaging the periphery of said metering

wheel above the point where said interconnected chains

gravitate from said metering wheel to hold said chains in

said teeth on said metering wheel.

3,838,620

AIR STRAIN MECHANISM FOR BANDMILL
Robert Alexander Baldrey, West Vancouver, British Columbia,

and Francis Edwin Allen, North Vancouver, British Colum-

bia, both of Canada, assignors to Letson and Burpee Ltd.,

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 320,535, Jan. 2, 1973,

abandoned. This application May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 365,021

Int. CI. B27b 13/08; B23d 55/10

U.S. CI. 83-819 19 Claims

1. A bandmill having spaced coplanar first and second

wheels adapted to carry and drive an endless saw, the wheels

mounted for rotation about axes coplanar with a central longi-

tudinal plane normal to diametrical planes of the wheels, the

bandmill having a column supporting a strain mechanism

adapted to move the first wheel within the longitudinal plane

relative to the second wheel to strain the saw, the strain mech-

anism having a first portion including:

a. a yoke assembly having a guide slideable within the col-

umn, and restraining means cooperating with the yoke

assembly to limit movement of the yoke assemblv to
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motion parallel to the longitudinal plane with negligible

rotation relative to the column, the yoke assembly having
a hinge portion,

b. a jack extending between the column and the yoke as-

sembly, the jack adapted to move the yoke assembly
relative to the column,

c. a carrier arm carrying the arbor of the first wheel, the
carrier arm having a hinge portion complementary to the

hinge portion of the yoke assembly so as to form a hinge

to journal the carrier arm to the yoke assembly to permit
rotation of the arm relative to the yoke assembly,

d. an air spring extending between the carrier arm and the

yoke assembly, the air spring communicating with a pres-
surized gas supply and serving as an extensible and re-

tractible means to rotate the carrier arm relative to the

yoke assembly to strain the saw, and to provide an essen-
tially frictionless mounting to accommodate fluctuations

in saw loading.

3,838,621
APPARATUS FOR CUTTING CLAY AND OTHER

PLASTIC MATERIAL
Dieter Keck, Laggenbeck/Westfalia, Germany, assignor to C.

Keller u. Co., Laggenbeck/Westfalia, Germany
Filed Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 350,202

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 26, 1972.
2220360

Int. CI. B28b 11/14
U.S. CI. 83-401 2 Claims

1. In apparatus for cutting a block of clay into brick-shaped
elements

conveying means operative to convey a block of clay
through the apparatus, said conveying means comprising
a plurality of laterally spaced endless conveyor bands,
and

cutter means operative to cut the block into brick-shaped
elements, said cutter means comprising

a pivotal frame, and
laterally spaced cutter wire means carried by the frame, said

cutter wire means being located between said conveyor
bands after pivotal movement of the frame in a sense to

cause the wire means to cut through the block.

3,838,622
RECOILLESS FIREARM AND CARTRIDGE THEREFOR
Vasco Altuve Febres, Edificio El Convento, 7B Avenida Princi-

pal de Santa Sofia, Caracas, Venezuela
Division of Ser. No. 89,660, Nov. 16, 1970, Pat. No. 3,738,212.

This application Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,393
Int. CL F41f 15/00

U.S. CI. 89-1.703 5 Claims

1. An automatic firearm of the reduced recoil type compris-
ing: a receiver; a barrel mounted to said receiver and at least

partly defining at its rear end a firing chamber loadable with
a round of ammunition adapted to discharge gas rearwardly
thereof on being fired; bolt means cooperable with the rear-

ward end of said firing chamber and reciprocable in said

receiver to extract from said chamber a spent round of ammu-
nition, load thereinto a fresh round and cock said firearm for

another firing cycle, said bolt means having a gas passageway
extending longitudinally therethrough; yieldable means for

urging said bolt means forwardly towards said firing chamber,
said bolt means being urged rearwardly of said firing chamber
by gas pressure on said bolt means developed in said firing

chamber; and gas exhaust tube means associated with said

receiver for receiving gas from said passageway and discharg-
ing said gas rearwardly of said firearm.

3,838,623

REPRODUCING APPARATUS
Friedrich P. Schell, 4313 San Bernardino Ave., Las Vegas,

Nev. 89102
Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,334

Int. CI. B23c 1/18; B27c 5/00
U.S. CI. 90-13.7 26 Claims

1. Apparatus for reproducing the shape of the peripheral
surface of a pattern on a workpiece, said apparatus compris-
ing:

a base having a top surface;

a pair of spaced, parallel ways forming a track on said top
surface;

first and second independently movable carriage platforms
disposed above said track and having means thereon
engaging said track and mounting the platforms for back
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and forth reciprocation on opposite end portions of said

track;

a horizontal pattern support mounted on top of said first

platform for rotation about a first vertical axis and for

reciprocation with said first platform along the track;

a horizontal work support mounted on top of said second

platform for rotation about a second vertical axis and for

reciprocation with said second platform along the track;

means for rotating said pattern support about said first

axis and correspondingly rotating said work support

about said second axis, and for selectively reversing the

direction of rotation of said work support;

coupling means between said platforms for reciprocating

said second platform in response to reciprocation of said

first platform and in opposite directions, comprising a

lever, a vertical pivot centrally supporting said lever on

said base between said platforms for swinging in a hori-

zontal plane, and a pair of links pivotally connected be-

tween said platforms and the opposite ends of said lever

to transmit the motions of said opposite ends to the re-

spective platforms;
|

\

a superstructure above said platforms supported on said

base in overlying relation therewith;

a first tool mount on said superstructure depending there-

from toward said pattern support and having means

thereon for engaging the peripheral surface of the pattern

on a side thereof facing longitudinally of said track;

a second tool mount on said superstructure depending

therefrom toward said work support and having a tool

thereon for engaging and shaping the workpiece on a side

thereof facing in the opposite direction, longitudinally of

said track;

means urging said pattern support along said track toward

said first tool mount;

and means for adjusting said lever longitudinally relative to

said pivot to vary the effective lengths of the opposite end

portions of the lever, thereby varying the reproduction

ratio.

3,838,624

HYDRAULIC STEERING BRAKE FOR TRACTOR
Masazo Mita; Akihiro Toyomura; Yutaka Ogawa, and Masat-

sugu Nagatomo, all of Osaka, Japan, assignors to Kabushiki

Kaisha Komatsu, Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 31, 1973, Ser. No. 384,303

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 22, 1972, 47-

109572
Int. CL FOlb 25/26, 7/00

U.S. CI. 91-1 7 Claims
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a control valve means connected through said linkage to

said steering lever or brake pedal for controlling the

steering brake by the operation of said lever or pedal, and

a hydraulic cylinder means connected to said control

valve means and to the steering brake for operating the

brake lever connected to the brake band of said steering

brake, and wherein said control valve means comprises:

a hollow valve body including a first port formed at the

middle portion thereof, said first port communicating

with said source of hydraulic pressure, second and third

ports formed at both sides of said first port, and first and

second drain ports formed at both both side ends thereof,

wherein said first port communicates with the second

port through a first passage formed in said valve means,

a first hollow spool axially slidable within said hollow

valve body for controlling said second port,

a rod axially slidably fixed to said first spool, said rod having

a stepped portion formed at the middle portion thereof in

engagement with the end of said first spool,

a first resilient member disposed inside said first spool

around said rod for urging said first spool against the axial

movement of said first spool and said rod,

a second spool axially slidably fixed to said hollow valve

body engaged at one end thereof with said first resilient

member and including an intermediate landing formed

thereon for controlling said third port, said second spool

having an end recess portion formed at the other end

thereof, and

a second resilient member disposed inside of said hollow

valve body around the end recess portion of said second

spool for urging said second spool against the axial move-

ment of said first spool and said rod.

3,838,625

HYDRAULIC DOUBLE TELESCOPING MINE PROP
Gunter Bell, Horneburg, and Werner Gehrmann, Altlunen,

both of Germany, assignors to Klockner-werke AG, Duis-

berg, Germany
Division of Ser. No. 106,731, Jan. 15, 1971, abandoned. This

application Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,605

Int. CI. F15b 11/18

U.S. CL 91-168 4 Claims

-18a

1. A hydraulic steering brake for a tractor having a brake

pedal or steering lever, a linkage connected to said lever or

pedal at one end thereof, a source of hydraulic pressure, and

a brake lever engaged with a brake band, said brake compris-

ing:

I. In a hydraulic mine prop comprising

A. inner, middle and outer telescoping prop elements, each

element comprising a piston head and a cylindrical body,

B. a first pressure space between the piston head of the

outer prop element and the piston head of the middle

prop element,

C. a second pressure space between the piston head of the

middle prop element and the piston head of the inner

prop element,

D. a hydraulic-connection passage through the piston head

of the middle prop element and interconnecting the first

and second pressure spaces,

E. a back-pressure valve in the passage for controlling the

flow of hydraulic fluid through the passage,

F. spring means for holding the valve closed when the back

pressure is less than a predetermined value and for allow-

ing the valve to open when the back pressure is greater
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than the predetermined value, the predetermined bacic
pressure value being chosen to be greater than the pres-
sure value required to slide out the middle prop element,
thereby insuring that the middle prop element extends
ahead of the inner prop element, and

G. mechanical means for contacting the valve and for
thereby unseating the valve at the extreme compressed
end of the telescoping movement of the middle prop
element,

the improvement comprising,

H. a buffer spring between the outer piston and the middle
piston having sufficient strength to prevent the outer
piston and the middle piston from moving toward each
other sufficiently to activate the mechanical valve unseat-
ing means when the mine prop has no externally applied
load and having sufficiently low strength to flex and en-
able activation of the mechanical valve unseating means
when the mine prop has any substantial externally applied
load,

whereby both the inner and middle props have the same
bearing pressure distribution.

3,838.626
GAS OR VAPOR POWERED DOUBLE ACTING PISTON

MOTOR
Donald Carter, 10 Costello Av., Bay Shore, N.Y. 11706

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 313,766
Int. CI. Foil 15/16,23/00

U.S. CI. 91-323 7 Claims

-^ ^7=
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1. A gas powered motor, comprising:
a housing defining a primary chamber and two secondary
chambers respectively communicating with opposite ends
of said primary chamber,

said secondary chambers having a diameter smaller than
said primary chamber,

said housing having at each secondary chamber an inlet port
for admitting high pressure gas and an exhaust port for
expelling exhaust gas at low pressure;

a reciprocatable drive assembly disposed in and extending
axially of said housing, said assembly comprising:

a drag link,

a primary piston symetrically disposed about said link in
said primary chamber and freely movable thereon to
move in response to applied gas pressure,

a secondary rod connected to each opposite end of said link
and movable axially of said housing within said secondary
chamber, said secondary rods having portions extending
outwardly of said secondary chambers for reciprocatably
drawing loads,

a cylindrical valve movable freely on each of said secondary
rods adjacent to said inlet and said exhaust ports in each
of said secondary chambers to open and close said ports,
said primary piston having axial extensions at opposite
ends thereof for moving said valves alternately to close
said exhaust port and open said inlet port, and

each of said secondary rods having actuating means to move
said valves alternately to close said inlet port and open
said exhaust port in one of said secondary chambers
whereby said primary piston is axially moved in said
primary chamber by high pressure gas admitted to one
end of said primary chamber from said inlet port in one
of said secondary chambers until one of said primary

piston extensions contacts said cylindrical valve in the
other of said secondary chambers thereby axially moving
said valve in said of other secondary chambers to close
said exhaust port and open said inlet port therein and
simultaneously axially moving said actuating means
whereby said inlet port is closed and said exhaust port is

opened in said one of said secondary chambers.

3,838,627
HYDRAULIC POSITIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM

Stephen J. Fischer, 5805 Mayhurst Dr., Hyattsville, Md.
20782

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,921
Int. CI. F15b 9/10

U.S. CI. 91-368 6 Claims

1. An hydraulic positional control system comprising:
a master cylinder having a master piston mounted therein,

said master piston having a neutral position intermediate
the ends of said master cylinder;

a load cylinder having a load piston mounted therein, said
master piston and said load piston normally being aligned
with one another;

input means for moving said master piston;
a follow cylinder hydraulically interconnected to said mas-

ter cylinder;

a follow cylinder piston mounted in said follow cylinder,
said follow cylinder piston having a neutral position inter-
mediate the ends of said follow cylinder;

a load control valve mechanically connected to said follow
cylinder piston for controlling the flow of a pressurized
fluid to said load cylinder for moving said load piston
from a neutral position;

a shaft connected to said load piston;

means connected to said shaft for progressively closing said
load control valve as said shaft moves, to thereby stop
movement of the load piston and shaft substantially ir

fixed proportion-to movements of said master piston; and
auxiliary hydraulic means for sensing and causing correc-
tion of any misalignment between said master piston and
said load piston as said master piston moves through its

neutral position.

3,838,628

VACUUM SERVO-MOTOR
Yasuo Kita, Takarazuka, Japan, assignor to Sumitomo Electric

Industries, Ltd., Higashi-ku, Osaka, Japan
Filed Jan. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 324,264

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 29, 1972. 47-10810
Int. CI. F15b 9/10

U.S. CI. 91-369 B 4 Claims
1. A vacuum servo motor comprising,
a housing having a first and a second chamber therein de-

fined by a partition member,
deflection means having finger plates adapted to be de-

flected when a force imparted to the partition member by
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a differential pressure between the pressure within both

said chambers is transmitted to the outer ends of said

deflection means,

an input shaft,

a socket responsive td 'movement of said input shaft for

displacing the inner ends of said finger plates,

an air valve operable according to the degree of deflection

of said deflection means to selectively maintain or cut off

communication between said first chamber and atmo-

sphere,
I

a vacuum valve operable according to the degree of deflec-

tion of said deflection means to selectively maintain or

cut off communication between said first chamber and

said second chamber,

a fulcrum plate for transmitting a boosting force created on

said deflection means by said differential pressure and the

input force to an output shaft.

.30 5
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said partition member comprising a piston disposed in air-

tight contact with said housing and a diaphragm air-

tightly fixed at its one end to said housing and at the other

end to said piston,

each outer end part of said finger plates engaging in said

piston and each inner end part of said finger plates being

swingably supported on said socket to respectively open

or close said air valve and said vacuum valve, said deflec-

tion means comprising three finger plates and two annu-

lar supports, said finger plates being received in notches

equidistantly spaced on said supports, a sealing plate

adhered to said supports and operable in response to the

degree of deflection of said deflection means to selec-

tively maintain or cut off communication between said

first chamber and atmosphere, and between said first and

second chambers, said sealing plate comprising a part of

said air valve and said vacuum valve.

! 3,838,629

FLUID COMPENSATING DEVICE FOR HYDRAULIC
RATIO CHANGER POWER BRAKE BOOSTER

Robert E. Meyers, South Bend, Ind., assignor to The Bendix

Corporation, South Bend, Ind.

Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,294

Int. CLFlSb 13/10, 17/02

U.S. CL 91-391 9 Claims

1. In a hydraulic power boost mechanism having a working

chamber and a control valve in communication with an inlet

pressure source and a fluid reservoir for controlling the pres-

sure in the working chamber and a power piston having an end

exposed to the working chamber and an output plunger on

said end sealingly projecting beyond the working chamber,

and a hydraulic ratio changer operatively connected to the

control valve and to the power piston and including a control

chamber into which the output plunger projects and further

includes a manually operated input plunger axially aligned

with the output plunger and slidably displaceable in the con-

trol chamber from a released position to an applied position

for generating fluid pressure in the control chamber to dis-

place the control valve, the improvement which comprises:

a device in communication with the fluid source and opera-

tively connected to the input plunger to be actuated

thereby when in released position to compensate for loss

or gain in vdlume of fluid in the control chamber.

3,838,630

DOUBLE-ACTING POSITIONING LINEAR ACTUATOR
Jack R. Kobelt, 235 E. Sth Ave., Vancouver 10, British Colum-

bia, Canada
Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,653

Int. CI. FOlb 19/00

U.S. CI. 92-48 7 Claims

1. A double-acting positioning linear actuator comprising a

cylindrical housing having first and second end-portions, an

actuation chamber in each of said end-portions, a spring

chamber portion interposed axially between said actuation

chambers, an actuating rod means slidably mounted in at least

one of said end-portions for axial movement substantially

parallel to the central axis of said cylindrical housing, in each
of said actuation chambers a piston means operatively secured

to said actuating rod means, a centering means secured to said

spring chamber portion, a pair of spring retainer means slid-

ably mounted on said actuating rod means between said piston

means, compressive spring means between said pair of spring

retainer means, each of said pair of spring retainer means
comprising a cup portion and a centering portion, said center-

ing means comprising a ring extending radially into said spring

chamber portion, said cup portion interacting compressively

with said piston means in said one of said end-portions, said

centering portion extending through said ring and interacting

with a portion of said ring facing said other of said end-

portions to limit the extent of outward movement of said cup
portion, whereby fluid pressure in one of said actuation cham-
bers compresses said spring means and causes said piston

means and said actuating rod means and one of said pair of

spring retainer means to move axially with respect to said

cylindrical housing means.
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3,838,631
BAG FORMING MACHINES

Arthur William Simpson, Hemel Hempstead, and Frank Wil-
liam Pocock, East Harptree, both of England, assignors to
Spacials Limited, Bristol, England

Filed Oct. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 407,984
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 27, 1972

49536/72; July 12, 1973, 33342/73
Int. CI. B31b 23126

U.S. CI. 93-19 10 Claims

rwW^fe-.

i. An apparatus for feeding a zig-zag strip which apparatus
comprises a series of support members engageable with
spaced transverse locations along the strip, means to guide the
strip to the support members and to form loops of the strip

between the support members the improvement wherein the
support members are arranged in two series which are mov-
able around respective closed paths that intersect one another
with each member of each series passing between a pair ol
adjacent members in the other series at the points of intersec-
tion of the paths, means being provided to feed the strip be-
tween the members in the respective series at a point of inter-
section of the paths whereby after that point of intersection
the members carry the strip in a zig-zag configuration.

3,838,632
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING

CORRUGATED CONTAINERS OF LONGITUDINALLY
CORRUGATED STRIPS ON CONTINUOUS BASIS

Hajime Miyake, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha,
Osaka, Japan

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,210
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 17, 1971, 46-62721

Int. CI. B3 lb 17174
U.S. CI. 93-94 PS 8 Claims

/48^

I. A method of continuously producing flat folded corru-
gated container blanks, comprising the steps of:

making an elongated strip of corrugated cardboard having
a corrugated core ply the corrugations of which extend
longitudinally thereof and having face plies on the oppo-
site faces of said core ply with one face ply laterally offset
in one direction relative to the core ply and the other face
ply laterally offset in the opposite direction relative to the
core ply;

moving said strip of corrugated cardboard longitudinally
along an elongated mandrel and folding the strip around
the mandrel to form a tube of the corrugated cardboard
in which the corrugations of the core ply extend in the
direction of the length of the tube, and adhering the edges
of the offset face plies and the edges of the core plies to
each other;

flattening said tube; and
severing the flattened tube into desired lengths.

ERRATUM
For Class 99—345 see:

Patent No. 3,839,050

3,838,633
METHOD FOR THE FACILITATION OF DISPOSAL OF
SNOW BY COMPACTING THE SNOW INTO A DENSE

BLOCK
Robert Keith Newell, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, assignor to Sno Pac

Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 204,533, Dec. 3, 1971, Pat. No. 3,765,321,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 829,229, June 2, 1969,

abandoned. This application Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,742
Int. CI. B30b 7104

U.S. CI. 100-39 9 Claims

1. A method for the facilitation of disposal of snow by
compacting the snow into a dense block comprising:

a. depositing snow into a hopper;
b. moving the deposited snow into a confmed area and
compacting the snow therein against a closed gate to form
a dense block;

c opening the closed gate and thereafter ejecting the dense
block from the confined area by packing less densely
compacted snow behind the dense block; and

d. shearing off at least a portion of the dense block havine
been ejected.
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[3,838,634

PNEUMATIC PIPELINE CONVEYOR FOR BRIQUETTED
MATERIALS

Adolf Moritsovich Alexandrov, Federativny prospekt, 6, kor-

pus 3, kv. 8, Moscow; Ruben Dzhangirovich Balaian, Volk-

ovskaya ulitsa 9, kv. 31, Moskovskaya oblast; Vladimir
Efimovich Aglitsky, Zatsepsky Val, 6/13, kv. 61, Moscow;
Jury Abramovich Isimbler, Sojuzny prospekt 10, kv. 261,
Moscow; Ilia Solomonovich Kantor, Malo-Moskovskaya
ulitsa 31, kv. 45, Moscow; Vladimir Maiorovich Chizhikov,

Sojuzny prospekt 26, korpus 1, kv. 75, Moscow; Jury Arnol-

dovich Topolyansky, Matveevskaya ulitsa, 10, korpus 4, kv.

233, Moscow; Sergei Mikhailovich Susekov, Shosse En-
tuziastov, 208, korpus 4, kv. 442, Moscow; Nikolai Fedoro-
vich Gulyaev, ulitsa Gorkogo, 40, kv. 20, Moscow; Pavel

Vasilievich Kovanov, B, Bronnaya ulitsa, 19-21, kv. 23,

Moscow; Mark Leontievich Itskovich, ulitsa Pivchenkova, 4,

kv. 51, Moscow, and Petr Grigorievich Leschinsky, Bazov-'

skaya ulitsa, 22V, kv. 7, Moscow, all of U.S.S.R.

Filed June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,870
Int. CL B30b 15122; B29b 5106

U.S. CI. 100-50 2 Claims

1. A pneumatic pipeline conveyor for briquetted materials

comprising: an extensive system of pipes for conveying materi-

als in a flow of air; vacuum pumps adapted to create vacuum
in said pipes; material receivers being disposed at one end of

said pipes and connected to said vacuum pumps; briquetting

devices being installed under said receivers; power-operated

ejectors for ejecting finished briquettes being disposed in said

briquetting devices and provided with lower-position transmit-

ters; unloading ports being disposed under said ejectors and

adapted for the passage of the finished briquettes; a power-

operated cover which closes said unloading ports in the course

of briquetting; an open-position transmitter of said cover; a

loading station being installed under said briquetting devices;

a train of containers accommodated in said loading station

and adapted to receive the finished briquettes discharged

through said unloading ports; a transmitter indicating the

position of said containers under said unloading ports; a pipe-

line for the conveyance of said containers under the effect of

a differential air pressure; an unloading station being con-

nected with said loading station by said pipeline and adapted

to receive said containers with the finished briquettes; a bri-

quette-density transmitter being installed on each of said

ejectors; and a control unit providing electrical connection

between said briquette-density transmitter and the drives of

said ejector and cover; said control unit being electrically

connected with said container-position transmitters, the ejec-

tor lower-position transmitter and cover open-position trans-

mitter; said transmitters being electrically connected with the

control unit so that, after said control unit receives a signal

from said container-position transmitter indicatiiig that said

containers are located under said unloading ports and from

said briquette-density transmitter indicating that the briquette

is sufficiently compacted, said cover opens and the signal from

its open-position transmitter turns on the ejector drives which

shift said ejectors to allow the finished briquettes to be loaded

into said containers through said unloading ports.

3,838,635

COMPACTOR WITH RAM MEANS HAVING AN
AUTOMATICALLY MOVABLE RAM HEAD

Albert L. Hardy, Louisville, Ky., assignor to General Electric

Company, Louisville, Ky.

Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,369

Int. CI. B30b 15130

U.S. CI. 100-215 6 Claims

—

-
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g

f. a movable backup member engaging a wall of said
linear when said liner and receptacle are in said compact-
ing position, and
means disposed outwardly of said backup member for
effecting non-pivoting shifting movement of said backup
member outwardly away from said liner well indepen-
dently of movement of said liner wall to facilitate removal
of said liner from said receptacle following shifting move-
ment of said backup member.

3,838,637
FORKLIFT REFUSE BIN AND BALER ACCESSORY WITH

MOVABLE BASE PORTION
Jay R. Guhl, San Leandro, Calif., assignor to Dean Park, San

Leandro, Calif, and Autobale America Corporation, part
interest to each

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 152,710, June 14, 1971, Pat.
No. 3,691,945. This application Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No.

287,745
Int. CI. B30b 15106

U.S. CI. 100-229 R 11 Claims

^*\

I. In a forklift refuse bin and baler accessory having a base
including a load bearing portion formed for support of a fork-
lift truck thereon, and hopper and compressor means
mounted on said base and formed for receipt and compression
of refuse therein, said hopper and compressor means includ-
mg compressor actuating means formed and positioned for
engagement by the forks of a forklift truck from a compressor
operating side of said accessory and formed to drive said
hopper and compressor means for compression of refuse upon
engagement by and vertical reciprocation of said forks, the
improvement comprising:

said load bearing portion of said base being formed and
mounted relative to the remainder of said accessory for
movement from a first position for support of said forklift
truck thereon to enable compression of refuse to a second
stored position to enable transport of said accessory; and
at least one of said base and said hopper and compressor
means being formed with forklift engaging means formed
for engagement by said forks for lifting and transport of
said accessory, said forklift engaging means being posi-
tioned for access thereto and engagement by said forks
from said compressor operating side when said load bear-
ing portion is disposed in stored position.

3,838,638
HIGH SPEED DRUM PRINTER WITH STEPPING MOTOR

TO ADVANCE DRUM AND PAPER
John G. Clary, Pasadena, Calif., assignor to Addmaster

Corporation, San (;abriel. Calif.

Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,475
Int.CI.B41j//2S

U.S.CL101-93C
1. .\ data printer comprising
a rotatable type drum having a plurality of columns of

type characters thereon,

said type characters extending about a first part only of
the periphery of said drum,

printing devices associated with respective ones of said
columns for transferring an imprint of any of said type
characters in respective ones of said rows onto a record
medium,

a stepper motor for incrementally rotating said type drum
to successively position different ones of said type
characters in printing relation to said printing devices.

comparing devices for comparing drum position indicating
signals and data signals and for causing operation of
respective ones of said printing devices when said drum
position indicating signals correspond to said data

6 Claims

signals,

a counting device for applying drum position indicating
signals to each of said comparing devices,

means for applying data signals to each of said comparing
devices,

pulsing means for concurrently causing stepping of said
counting device and said counter,

means operable by said stepper motor during movement
of a second part of said periphery of said drum past

^

said printing devices for advancing said record medium
from one line printing position to a next,

means controlled by said drum after said advancement of
said record medium for providing an index signal, and

means responsive to said index signal for rendering said
pulsing means ineffective.

\ 3,838,639
SCREEN PRINTING APPARATUS

Roy M. Harwell, Jr, 747 St. Michaels Ln., and David W.
Voder, 1400 Midwood Dr., both of Gastonia, N.C. 28052

Continuation of Ser. No. 96,177, Dec. 8, 1970, abandoned,
which is a division of Ser. No. 690,656, Dec. 14, 1967, Pat. No.
3,545,377. This application May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,331

Int. CI. B41I 13102
U.S. CI. 101-123

, Claim

1. In a screen-squeegee printing mechanism of the type for
use with a printing press machine, for applying indicia to
various articles, including a screen member, a squeegee mem-
ber positioned for intermittent contact with the screen mem-
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ber, the screen member being pivotally mounted on the ma-

chine for arcuate movement to contact the article to be

printed, and the squeegee member being pivotally mounted on

a pair of longitudinal shafts, said squeegee including a support

rod upon which the squeegee is mounted on said longitudinal

shafts for reciprocating movement on the shafts and the

screen member and squeegee member being so mounted and

positioned as to move at varying rates of travel with respect to

one another, the improvement comprising in combination,

the squeegee member including compression spring aujust-

ment means bearing against the support rod for the

squeegee member, for adjusting the pressure exerted by

the squeegee member against the screen member,

the support rod further including adjustable screw stop

means bearing against the support rod for limiting the

path of travel of the support rod and working against the

pressure exerted by said compression spring adjustment

means,

said screw stop means being offset along said support rod

with respect to said compression spring adjustment means

such that the axis of work pressure applied by said com-

pression spring adjustment means against the support rod

is offset with respect to the axis established by said screw

stop means with respect to the support rod,

whereby said compression spring adjustment means and

screw stop means are each adjustable to limit and control

the path of movement of the support rod for the squeegee

member, and thereby control the pressure exerted by the

squeegee member against the screen member.

3,838,640

CREDIT CARD IMPRINTER DRIVE MECHANISM
Quentin E. Correll; Leiand D. Chamness, both of Mountain

View; Melvin Rudin, Los Altos, and Tommy A. Oudijk, Palo

Alto, all of Calif., assignors to Albert J. Day, San Mateo,

Calif.

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,489
Int. CI. B4lf 3/04

U.S. CI. 101—269 6 Claims

1. A credit card sales voucher imprinter and drive mecha-

nism therefor comprising, a frame, an imprinting station

mounted on the frame and adapted to receive a sales voucher

for imprinting thereof, an imprinter roller carriage disposed

for reciprocal movement over the imprinting station, rotatable

shafts disposed at each end of the imprinting station trans-

versely thereto, spaced parallel endless belts disposed between

the shafts on each side of the imprinting station, pulleys

mounted on the shafts in driving relationship to the belts,

means connecting the imprinter roller carriage to each of said

endless belts, a third belt disposed between said shafts and in

driving engagement therewith, a dog secured to the third belt,

a rotatable threaded shaft extending parallel to the third belt,

a running nut disposed on the threaded shaft, latch means
mounted on the running nut and adapted to engage the dog,

and motor means driving the threaded shaft, whereby upon

driving of the threaded shaft the latch means on the nut will

engage the dog on the third belt to drive the shafts and belts

along with driving of the nut to move the imprinter roller

carriage over the imprinting station.

3,838,641

PORTABLE, LIGHTWEIGHT IMPRINTING APPARATUS
Andrew M. Mclnnis, Covina, Calif., assignor to Design III,

Monrovia, Calif.

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,894The portion of the term

of this patent subsequent to June 28, 1990, has been

disclaimed.

Int. CL B4U3104
U.S. CL 101-269 13 Claims

-'-S7

1. In apparatus for imprinting a sheet,

a. a carrier having indicia thereon and a base to support the

indicia carrier with the indicia raised relative to the mair

extent of the carrier and presented away from the base for

engagement with the sheet,

b. rail means extending lengthwise along and projecting

outwardly relative to the base less than the indicia^but

further than the main extent of the carrier

c. multiple pressure rollers relatively movable lengthwise of

and over the rail means and over the indicia to urge the

sheet thereagainst, and means for urging each roller to-

ward the indicia and the rail means during said roller

relative movement and carrying the roller to have a first

spacing from the base in which the roller is supported by

the indicia during one portion of said roller relative move-

ment, and to have a second spacing from the base in

which the roller is supported by the rail means during

another portion of said roller relative movement, the

carrier extent other than the indicia remaining free of

direct pressurization by the roller when the roller has said

second spacing from the base during said other portion of

roller relative movement, the rail means underlying the

rollers when the rollers overlie the indicia, and

d. support means resiliently supporting the base.

H

3,838,642

POP-UP ANTIHELO MINE
, Lee Shimberg, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,971

Int. CI. F42b 22118. 22126

U.S. CL 102-10 8 Claims

'\ >
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_«^

wr
/^•^:

I. A pop-up. anti-helo mine system adapted to be moored
below the water's surface and to be propelled into the air upon

detection of an air target comprising:
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- mine case adapted to be moored below the water's sur-
face;

an explosive attached to said mine case;
an anchor assembly releasably connected to said mine case;

a mooring line connecting said anchor assembly to said
mine case;

means for paying out said mooring line from saicf anchor
assembly;

an acoustic detection device provided in said mine case to
detect target signals above the water's surface;

propulsion means for propelling said mine case out of the
water; and

control means responsive to said acoustic (detection device
to release said anchor assembly and to activate said pro-
pulsion means.

body which contains a shaped charge and at the front end of
which is disposed a detonator spacing tube and at the rear end
of which is a detonator case having stabilizing vanes which can

3,838,643
EXPLOSIVE DEVICE FOR SCLTTLING SHIPS

Carl F. Austin, Inyokern, and Carl C. Halsey, China Lake,
both of Calif., assignors to The United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 186,389
Int. CI. F42b 1102, 3/00

U.S. CI. 102-24 HC 2 Claims

be folded inwards, wherein the space directly in front of the
charge is so shaped and dimensioned that it can accommodate
at least a part of the rear end of a further subsidiary projectile
of like shape.

i\ A

-€|

3,838,645
PROXIMITY FUZE IMPROVEMENT

Daniel W. Finger; Gwendolyn B. Wood, both of Bethesda, Md.;
Roy F. High, Washington, D.C, and Edwin H. Harrison, Jr.,
Arlington, Va., assignors to The United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302,456
Int. CLF42C 19/04; HOlq 1/42

U.S. CL 102-70.2 P ,2 Claims

1. An explosive device for scuttling a ship comprising,
a. a shaped linear charge in the form of a hollow square and

having a top, two sides, and a bottom, said charge being
confined on the top and two sides by a frangible housing
and on the bottom by a metallic liner fitted into the fran-
gible housing, said liner being formed from four rectangu-
lar pieces of mild steel bent along their longest lengths
into Vs, wherein two of said pieces have two V shaped
notches cut out of one slope of them in a manner wherein
the most remote legs of said V shaped notches terminate
at the extreme ends of said pieces and the points of said
V shaped notches terminate at the center line running
along the longest length of said pieces and Wherein the
other two of said pieces terminates in projections which
match exactly the legs of said V shaped notches and are
welded thereto;

b. means for affixing said charge in a position adjacent to
the mterior wall of the hull of a ship; and

c. means for detonating said charge simultaneously at diago-
nal corners of the square.

3,838,644
NESTED HOLLOW-CHARGE SUBSIDIARY

PROJECTILES
Jurgen Prochnow, and Alfred Johannes, both of Dusseldorf,
Germany, assignors to Rhelnmetall GmbH, Dusseldorf, Ger-
many

Filed Aug. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 392,619
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 31, 1972.

2242930

Int. CI. F02k 1/08
U.S. CI. 102-56 7 c,ai„,s

I. A hollow-charge subsidiary projectile for firing by means
of a carrier projectile, the subsidiary projectile consisting of a

1. A windshield for proximity fuzes capable of withstanding
the buildup of static electrical charges on the surface thereof
resulting in the premature functioning of said fuzes, compris-
ing in combination a conical windshield portion and a cylindri-
cal base portion, said conical windshield portion comprising
an electrically conductive surface capable of withstanding and
rapidly dispersing electrical charges on said surface and hav-
mg a surface resistivity of between about ! and 200 megohms
per square.

3,838,646
NOISE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM FOR CAR RETARDERS

Willis R. Smith, and Daniel E. Turner, both of Rochester, N.Y.,
assignors to General Signal Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

'

Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,701
Int. CI. B61b 1/00

U.S. CI. 104-26 R ,3 c,ai„,s
1. A noise suppression system for car retarders comprising

a. a car retarder for partially braking a rail car, said retarder
comprising a pair of elongated braking shoes mounted on
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either side of each rail, said elongate shoes being mounted on
a support base and movable into and out of engagement with

the wheels of the rail car when partial braking is desired,

b. a plurality of spray means mounted on said support base

for spraying an oil-in-water emulsion against said rail car

wheels, said emulsion consisting essentially of lubricating

oil and water,

c. detector means for detecting the presence of a rail car

and energizing said spray means.

3,838,647

MEANS AND TECHNIQUES FOR MOVING OBJECTS
PARTICULARLY USEFUL IN WATER SKIING

Bruno Rixen, Grossbuchwald Post Neumunster, Germany
Division of Ser. No. 502,229, Oct. 22, 1965, Pat. No.

3,743,278, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 184,738,

April 3, 1962, abandoned. This application Apr. 16, 1973, Ser.

No. 351,391

Int. CI. A63g 1/00

U.S. CI. 104-53 9 Claims

3,838,648

PERSONAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
Arnold R. Dahlberg, Scottsdale, and John P. Lekas, Phoenix,

both of Ariz., assignors to Dahlberg Industries, Inc., Scotts-

dale, Ariz.

Filed Oct. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 409,332

Int. CI. B61f 13/00

U.S. CI. 104-139 19 Claims

1. A personal transportation system of the character de-

scribed, which comprises, in combination, a guideway of

upright channel cross section substantially set into the ground

and having spaced upright sidewalls and a carriage supporting

rib or monorail at the bottom of the channel, a frame includ-

ing an upright support for a carriage, a carriage mounted on

said upright support, a front support wheel and a rear support

wheel mounted in said upright support, each of said wheels

being grooved in its outer periphery, a heavy elastic traction

belt passing around said wheels in the grooves thereof to

support said wheels on said supporting rib or monorail, side

rollers mounted in said upright support for contacting the

channel side walls and giving lateral support to said carriage

through said upright support, an electric supply line in said

guideway, a motor mounted in said frame to drive said trac-

tion belt, and means for bringing power from said electric line

to said motor.

3,838,649

MOTOR ACTUATED RAILWAY HOPPER CAR DOORS
Benjamin R. Barnard, Minnetonka, Minn., assignor to The
Maxson Corporation, Ramsey County, Minn.

Filed Jan. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 322,175

Int. CI. B61d 7/06, 7/20, 7/28

U.S. CI. 105-240 10 Claims

I. In a system wherein it is desired to accelerate a body from

a substantially stationary condition to a speed commensurate
with the speed of a moving traction means, means defining a

path of movement of said traction means, an elongated ele-

ment having one of its ends attachable to said means with said

body being attachable to the other end of said element, said

element at the time of its attachment to said traction means
extending substantially perpendicular to said path, said trac-

tion means being a self-propelled traction vehicle running

on its said path of movement on a track and wherein said

body is a towed vehicle moving under tractional influence

exercised by said traction vehicle on said elongated element

on a curved line towards said path of movement of said trac-

tion vehicle, said curved line taking such a course that the

instantaneous direction of movement of said towed vehicle

predominantly corresponds to the instantaneous direction of

said elongated element and wherein said curved line of saiJ

towed vehicle and said track of said traction vehicle ultimately

extends in the same direction once said towed vehicle has

substantially reached the speed of said traction vehicle.

1. A railroad hopper car door system comprising in combi-
nation:

a hopper car having slanted chutes extending down from the

underside with main doors pivotally mounted at the ends
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of the chutes in the more steeply inclined wall of the

slanted chute for discharging material from the car, said

main doors being hinged on the body of the car;

openings in said main doors positioned to discharge lading

onto the rail bed;

sliding gates on said doors disposed in guide tracks on said

doors so as to be slidable across said openings to dis-

charge lading therefrom;

said main pivoted doors having a divider baffle mounted
thereon between the sliding gates to direct the flow of
lading; and

air cylinder means connected to said hopper car and said

sliding gates operable to move the gates along said guide
tracks.

means including separate steam and air delivery means both
including adjustable controls and with one in communication

3,838,650

ROTATING LADLE CAR
George Dutko, Chesterton; Robert F. Krueger, Merrillville,

and Stanley J. Lesniak, Gary, all of Ind., assignors to United
States Steel Corporation

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 298,183
Int. CI. B61d 5104, 9/12; F27d 15/00

U.S. CI. 105-270 9 Claims

• JW f* **>'?,

»

1. In a ladle car including a generally cylindrical body for

containing molten metal or the like, means mounting said

body on said car for rotation about a generally horizontal axis

to effect rotation and discharging of molten metal from said

body, and at least one spout support on said body having a pair

of spaced apart generally circumferential lugs extending out-

wardly therefrom; the improvement comprising a slot in said

spout support between said lugs, a removable spout member
secured to said spout support between said lugs, said spout
member including a central generally U-shaped spout portion
having one end received in said slot and the other end forming
a lip extending outwardly and spaced beyond the periphery of
said body whereby molten metal discharged from said body is

diverted from the periphery of said body, an outwardly ex-
tending flange at each side of said spout member one adjacent
each of said lugs and means connecting each flange to said

U-shaped spout member, and means securing each flange to

the adjacent lug.

3,838,651

INCINERATORS
Richard A. Dingwell, Gray, Maine 04039

Filed Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 341,054
Int. CI. F23g 7/00

U.S.CL 110-7 S 11 Claims
1. An incinerator for waste oils comprising an outwardly

and forwardly tapering combustion chamber and an oil burner
within the rear part of the chamber, means supporting said
burner axially of the chamber, an oil supply in communication
with the burner and including a valve controlled waste oil

supply conduit and a valve controlled supply conduit for a
commercial grade of fuel oil, and means to provide a spinning
stream of atomized fuel at the muzzle of the burner, said

with the oil within the burner and the other in communication
with the chamber and operable to provide a stream extending
therethrough and enveloping the muzzle of the burner.

3,838,652
FURNACE INSTALLATION FOR BURNING LIQUID OR
GASEOUS FUEL, IN PARTICULAR FOR A BOILER

Robert Cornells Schol, Hilversum, Netherlands, assignor to

Ingenieursbureau Rodenhuis & Verloop N.V., Hilversum,
Netherlands

FUed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,856
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jan. 6, 1972,

7200207

Int. CI. F23j 5/02
U.S. CI. 110-49 8 Claims

1. A furnace installation for burning liquid or gaseous fuel
with recycling of the flue gases, in particular for a boiler,

comprising a combustion chamber; a furnace wall enclosing
said combustion chamber and having at least one flame hole;
a burner mounted in line with said flame hole for directing fuel
through said hole to be burned in said combustion chamber;
a source of secondary combustion air; duct means for con-
ducting said secondary combustion air to said flame hole;
means for conducting recycled flue gas to said flame hole, said

means opening circumferentially into said duct means adja-
cent to said flame hole whereby said flue gas flowing through
said flame hole forms a mantle of flue gas enveloping the
flame of said burning fuel; a flue gas box mounted on the
outside of said furnace wall around the flame hole, said box
having a back wall opposite said furnace wall and provided
with an aperture in line with said flame hole; a flue gas conduit
opening into said box; sleeve means extending through said
box and coaxially enclosing said burner, said sleeve means
having a forward end joining the periphery of said flame hole
and having a rear end attached to the edge of the aperture in

said box rear wall whereby a r4ng-shaped duct for said secon-
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dary combustion air is formed between said sleeve and said

burner and passing through said flue gas box and communicat-

ing with said source of secondary combustion air, said sleeve

having outflow apertures for the flue gas uniformally distrib-

uted around its circumference and opening into said duct.

3,838,654

SUBMARINE CRAFT
Jorg Haas, Neureut, Germany, assignor to Bruker-Physik AG,

Karlsruhe, Germany
Filed Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 213,882

Int. CI. B63g 8/00

U.S. CI. 114-16 R 7 Claims

II

3,838,653

TRIMMING APPARATUS FOR TUBULAR BODIES
Daniel J. Larkin, Seattle, and Robert L. Hunt, Bellevue, both

of Wash., assignors to National Can Corporation, Chicago,

Ul.

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,401

Int. CI. B21d 51126

U.S. CI. 113-7 R 4 Claims

49 5,1
5? ,4 i8^«-|-2^r

26 16

Z4

^-^^t^

1. Apparatus for trimming uneven edges from drawn and

ironed tubular metal bodies, comprising:

two substantially parallel shafts including a body-turning

shaft and a tool shaft, said body-turning shaft having a

free end;

a body-supporting member concentrically attached to said

body-turning shaft at said free end;

an annular cutter member mounted concentrically on said

body-turning shaft axially inwardly of said body-

supporting member, said cutter member having a circum-

ferential surface with an edge closest to said free end of

radial dimension less than said supporting member, said

surface tapering outwardly from said edge to a cutter

edge axially remote from said free end;

a knurling roller mounted on said body-turning shaft axially

inwardly of and adjacent to said cutter member, said

knurling roller having circumferentially spaced teeth

each extending radially to a position radially inward of

said cutter edge, said supporting member, cutter member
and knurling roller having a constant, rigid overall axial

dimension;

means to fully load a tubular body on said supporting mem-
ber with said uneven edge extending over said knurling

roller and to hold said body in fixed axial position during

operations thereon;

a rotating wheel mounted on said tool shaft;

a blade circumferentially mounted on a first sector of said

wheel and having a peripheral edge aligned to cooperate

with said cutter edge to trim from a tubular body an

endless ring of metal having said uneven edge; and

a knurling member circumferentially mounted on a second

sector of said wheel, adjacent said first sector, and having

a peripheral portion with radially extending teeth aligned

to mesh with said knurling roller to break and knurl said

endless ring, said teeth of said knurling member and roller

being configured such that the intersections of all planes

normal to said shafts with each individual tooth are sub-

stantially congruent, and teeth on said knurling member
closest said blade extend radially further than the remain-

ing teeth thereon to mesh more deeply with said roller

whereby to entrap and break said ring across its entire

width.

1. A submarine craft comprising: a tight pressure hull, an

electric energy source, a plurality of propellers, each of said

propellers being provided with a drive shaft, hydraulic motor

means for driving each of said propellers, a hydraulic energy

transmission system including converter means operatively

connected with said electric energy source for converting said

electric energy to hydraulic energy, means operatively con-

nected with said converter means for supplying hydraulic

energy to said hydraulic motor means, said hydraulic motor

means including an axial piston motor for driving each of said

plurality of propellers, a housing surrounding each of said

motors, the surface of said housing being in direct heat

contact with the water flowing therearound, each of said

propellers and each of said motors being combined into a

single structural unit disposed outside of said pressure hull,

means for sealing each of said drive shafts toward the interior

of said motor, a sliding ring seal, a leak-water collecting cham-

ber provided on a side of said ring seal which faces the water,

and a leak-water tank operatively connected to said leak-

water collecting chamber, said leak-water tank having an

internal pressure which is always less than the pressure

permitted for said sliding ring seal.

3,838,655

SAILBOAT RIGGING
Kenneth E. Kratz, Sisco St. P.O. Box 356, Westport, N.Y.

12993
Division of Ser. No. 230,334, Feb. 29, 1972, Pat. No.

3,768,426. This application July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,701

Int. CI. B63h 9/00

U.S. CI. 114-39 3 Claims

y ,-af 100- ppj )(

-^^^c

1. In a sailing boat having a hull and a sail supported by a

mast extending upwardly from a bottom end to a top end and

a boom extending later^ly between opposite ends:
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first hinge means coupling the mast with the hull such that

the mast is movable between a first position wherein the

mast extends upwardly and a second position wherein the

mast extends laterally generally parallel to the boom;
a gaff; and

second hinge means affixing the gaff to the mast at a loca-

tion spaced upwardly from the boom, when the mast is in

the first position thereof, said second hinge means permit-

ting movement of the gaff from a first position wherein
the gaff extends laterally from the mast, in the same
general direction as the boom, to a second position

wherein the .gaff extends along the mast;

'he first hinge means being located upwardly relative to the
boom a distance sufficient to enable the mast, the boom
and the gaff to extend laterally mutually parallel to one
another, with the gaff located between the mast and the
boom when the mast and the gaff are in their respective

second positions.

3,838,656

MARINE AUTOMATIC PILOT RUDDER MOTOR
CONTROL SYSTEM

Leonard M. Greene, Chappaqua, N.Y., assignor to Safe Flight

Instrument Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,459

Int. CI. B63h 25102; G05b HI 12
U.S.CL 114-144 R 5 Claims

LIFT rumi KuDDCii
ooroft conthol kclat "^

1. A system for controlling the sensitivity of a rudder on a
pleasure boat having an automatic pilot in response to the
frequency and duration of error signals comprising a first

amplifying means for receiving error and stabilization signal

inputs, a second amplifying means, means connecting said first

amplifying means to said second amplifying means, a first

blocking diode, means connecting said second amplifying
means to said first blocking diode, a first and second rudder
motor control means, means connecting said first blocking

diode to said first rudder motor control means, a second
blocking diode, means connecting said second amplifying

means to said second blocking diode, means connecting said

second blocking diode to said second rudder motor control
means, a rudder motor, the direction of rotation of said rudder
motor controlled by said first rudder motor control means and
said second rudder control means, a rudder operated by said

rudder motor, a negative feedback signal generator electri-

cally coupled to the rudder and producing a negative feedback
signal responsive to the dynamic movement of the rudder,
means connecting said negative feedback signal generator to

said means connecting said first amplifying means to said
second amplifying means, and means responsive to the activa-

tion of said rudder motor and coupled to said first amplifying
means for controlling the gain thereof and the sensitivity of
the movement of the rudder in response to the frequency and
duration of error signals received by the amplifying means.

3,838,657

OFFSHORE MOORINGS
Howard B. Fleming, 89 Pleasant Ave., South Portland, Maine
04100

Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,595
Int. CI. B63b2///6

U.S. CI. 114-230 5 Claims

1. An offshore mooring device for location at a mooring site

which is spaced from a selected landing site, said mooring
device comprising an underwater mooring anchor including
an underwater sheave, a line trained about said sheave to
provide first and second courses extending to the landing site,

a buoy to which a boat is to be detachably secured, and a
flexible connection between said buoy and said first course
and of sufficient length to enable said buoy to float on the
surface at said mooring site, said first and second courses both
being under water and close together between said sites but
above the water at the landing site, the boat being hauled
offshore to the mooring site when the second course is pulled
towards the landing site and the boat being pulled inshore
when the first course is pulled towards the landing site, and
said mooring anchor and said flexible connection each include
a stop portion, said stop portions are interengageable to pro-
vide a stop when the boat reaches the mooring site but before
the stop portion on the flexible connection engages the sheave,
said stop portions inlcude parts that are slidably engaged as
the stop portion of the mooring anchor and the flexible con-
nection become engaged and when engaged operable to trans-
mit the effect of any substantial pull on the flexible connection
directly to the mooring anchor, said stop portion of said moor-
ing anchor is located on the inshore side of the sheave, and the
flexible connection including an underwater float above but
close to the stop portion thereof.

3,838,658

STEADY HEAT GENERATING REACTOR
Gerard M. Faeth, State College, Pa., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 351,910
Int. CL F42b 19112, 19/20, 19118

U.S.CL 114-20 R 9 Claims

1. A heat generating reactor system using an alkali metal
fuel and an oxidizer from the group consisting of halogen or
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halogenated fluids, said fuel and oxidizer combining to pro-

duce a reaction product, said reactor system comprising:

a reactor vessel;

a fuel tank means connected to said reactor vessel for con-

tinually filling said vessel with fuel;

an oxidizer tank connected to said reactor vessel;

means for controlling the flow of oxidizer from said oxidizer

tank to said reactor vessel; and

means for removing the reaction product produced in said

vessel during the reaction of the fuel and oxidizer.

3,838,659

MARINE BITT
William H. Coleman, II, 4405 Congressional Rd., Corpus

Christi, Tex. 78413
Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,761

Int. CL B63b2//04
U.S. CL 114-218 3 Claims

1. In a marine bitt, the combination including a base secur-

able to a surface, and having only one pair of upstanding posts

with outwardly extending integral flange means only at the

tops of said posts, said posts being substantially semicircular

in cross section, the semicircular portion of said cross section

being at the exterior surfaces of said posts, and with said

flange means extending around said semicircular cross sec-

tions, said posts defining a slot therebetween, said flanges

extending outwardly with respect to said slot, so that a line to

be secured can be placed in the slot between the posts and a

half hitch laid around said posts over said line and below said

flange means.

3.838,660

BOAT STEERING STABILIZER
Lloyd E. Frisbee, 20055 Hiawatha St., Los 'Angeles, Calif.

91311
Filed June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,403

Int. CL B63b 2 //56

U.S. CI. 1 14-235 WS 13 Claims

a tow line having its opposite ends connected to the load and

boat respectively comprising:

an auxiliary steering means in addition to and in spaced

relationship to the primary steering apparatus rotatably

carried on the stern of the boat below the waterline

thereof;

control means operabfy carried on said auxiliary steering

means for rotating said auxiliary steering means in re-

sponse to movement of said control means; and

attachment means carried on said control means detachably

connected to the tow line and said control means being

responsive to move laterally following the swing of the

load so that said auxiliary steering means counteracts any

tendency of the boat to deviate from its intended course

and heading.

3,838,661

POST
Robert Lee Medley, Jr., 18930 Eldorado PL. Lathrup Village.

Mich. 48076
Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,101

Int. CLEOlf 9//0

U.S. CL 116-63 P 5 Claims

1. A steering stabilizmg means on a boat, having a primary

steering apparatus for, towing a laterally swinging load from

1. A collapsible post comprising

a base adapted to be seated in a pavement or the like and

having thereon an upstanding projection,

an elongated tubular upright member having in the lower

end thereof a socket fitting over said projection in detach-

able mating engagement therewith and having an elon-

gated spring chamber extending upward from said socket

to the upper portion of said upright member,
a lower anchorage member secured to said base adjacent

said projection,

an upper anchorage member secured to said upper portion

of said upright member,
an elongated hollow helical tension spring disposed in said

spring chamber,

means connecting the upper end portion of said spring to

said upper anchorage member,
and elongated extensible connector means having a lower

portion connecting said lower anchorage member to the

lower end portion of said spring and having a flexible

intermediate portion with a length greater than the length

of said spring in its relaxed condition but less than the

length of said spring in its extended condition at its elastic

limit,

said intermediate portion being loosely disposed inside

said spring and connecting the lower end portion of

said spring to the upper end portion thereof.
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3,838,662
THROTTLE POSITION INDICATOR DEVICE

WiUiam J. McCalister, 4642 N. 31 St., Phoenix, Ariz. 85016
Filed Jan. 18, 1974, Ser. No. 434395

Int. CI. GOld 21100
U.S. CI. 116-114 G 1 Claim

3,838,664
DEMAND DELIVERY DEVICE FOR WATERING SMALL

BIRDS
Frank W. Atchley, Napa, Calif., assignor to Atco Manufactur-

ing Company Inc., Napa, Calif.

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,444
Int. CI. AOlk 7100

U.S. CI. 119-72.5 8 Claims

10 II

I. A throttle position indicator device responsive to acceler-
ator pedal movement for providing an indication to the driver
of a motor vehicle when the throttle has been advanced to a
selective predetermined position, said indicator device com-
prising:

a. a track supported by said vehicle;

b. arm means operatively associated with said accelerator
pedal for advancing one end of said arm along said track
in response to movement of said pedal; and

c. a detent carried upon said track to engage said end of said
arm when said end has advanced a predetermined dis-

tance along said track.

3,838,663
LIGHT SHUTTER SYSTEM FOR DETECTING
BLOCKAGES IN A CIGARETTE FEEDER

Heinz Hermann Focke, Siemensstrasse 10, 309 Verden/Aller.
Germany

Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,240
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 21, 1973,

2320396

Int. CI. GOld 27/00
U.S. CI. 116-114 R 7 Claims

13
2i \

H25.^
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1. In a cigarette feed magazine having at least one down-
wardly directed outlet separated into compartmental channels
by dividing walls; the cigarettes being stacked in these chan-
nels by their own weight in close-packed individual rows ready
for removal at the lower end, the improvement comprising:
means for individually monitoring each channel for the

presence of a row of closely stacked cigarettes, and
means responsive to the monitoring means for producing a

signal if at least one row of cigarettes is interrupted.

1. A demand delivery liquid dispensing device for small
birds comprising:

a. a sealed container containing a supply of liquid having a
discharge opening in the lower portion of the container
below the level of the liquid, said sealed container being
capable of maintaining a vacuum;

b. a cylindrical conduit mounted on an angle and having an
inlet connected to said discharge opening in said con-
tainer and a discharge end positioned at a lower eleva-
tion;

c. an elongated cylindrical means providing a chamber
mounted on an angle and having a diameter relatively

greater than said conduit and connected thereto at its

lower end and the discharge end of said means providing
said chamber being formed with opening restricting

means;

d. a first spherical light weight member mounted for free
movement within said cylindrical means providing said

chamber from a first non-flow position to a second non-
flow position and having a diameter dimensioned some-
what smaller than the diameter of said cylindrical means
providing said chamber for close fitting relation with the
inside walls of said cylindrical means to permit passage of
water therebetween during movement from said first to
said second position and having a diameter sufficiently
lar^e to be constrained by said restricting means from
separating from the discharge end of said chamber;

e. said inner walls of said cylindrical means providing said
chamber and the surface of said first spherical member
being dimensioned for and constructed from materials
presenting liquid adhering surfaces producing a meniscus
therebetween when said first spherical member is in said
first and second positions and at rest and for normally
causing liquid to flow therebetween when said first spher-
ical member is moving by being manually forced toward
said inlet and away from said discharge end:

f. a spherical ballast member dimensioned to roll within said
conduit member and prevent water flow without mechan-
ical seal and having a weight heavier than water for re-
turning said first spherical member to said discharge end
when not manually forced toward said inlet;

g. said spherical member and restricting means in said
chamber including pressure relief means having means
spacing said first spherical member from a portion of said
restricting means to prevent mechanical liquid seal there-
between;

h. the first spherical member effectively normally prevent-
ing leakage of liquid from said container except upon
demand of a small bird by the combination of said vac-
uum within said sealed container and the surface tension
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between the surface of said first spherical member and

the inside surface of said restricting means;

i. the diameters of said first spherical member and said

ballast member being selected to permit entry of said

ballast member into said cylindrical means forming said

chamber; and

j. said elongated cylindrical means forming said chamber

having a length so that said first spherical member is

moved to a position adjacent the end of said cylindrical

means forming said chamber by the beak of a bird using

the device so that the bird can move said ballast member
into said conduit thereby restricting said conduit and

forcing the water trapped between said two spherical

members past said first spherical member.

I '3,838,665

FURNACE WALL CONTAINING SPACED, PARALLEL
WATER TUBES AND BLOCKS MOUNTED THEREON

Ingmar Astrom, Stenungsund, Sweden, assignor to Gotaverk-

ens Angtekniska AB (Gotaverken Heat Engineering Co.

Ltd.), Goteborg, Sweden

Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,116

Claims priority, application Sweden, June 19, 1972,

8034/72; Oct. 18, 1972, 13403/72

Int. CI. F22bi 7/20

U.S. CI. 122-6 A 8 Claims

1. In a furnace wall containing spaced parallel water tubes,

fire resistant blocks at the faces of the tubes turned towards

the furnace and means for retaining the blocks at the wall, the

improvement that the face of an individual block turned to-

wards one of the tubes along at least part of its peripheral

extension is formed with a radius slightly smaller than one half

of the external diameter of the tube, whereby the block, when

first applied to one of the tubes, will contact the latter along

two spaced longitudinal edges only, the block between said

edges being formed with reduced thickness to provide a slim

waist portion, and that the means for retaining the blocks to

the wall includes a wedge shaped member designed to be

fitted between every two blocks mounted in the same horizon-

tal plane, and further means for forcing the wedge member
towards the wall.

I' 3,838,666

FLUID HEATERS
Peter R. Smith, Crawley, England, assignor to Stone-Platt

Crawley Limited, Crawley, Sussex, England

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 319,074

Int. CI. F22b 27/05

U.S. CI. 122-250 R 10 Claims

I. A fluid heater comprising:

a. a fuel-air combustor,

b. heat exchange coils for carrying fluid to be heated by heat

exchange with the combustion exhaust gases from the

combustor,

c. a coil box housing the heat exchange coils and having a

hollow peripheral side-wall structure defining a path for

at least part of the air supply to the fuel-air combustor,

the fuel-air combustor being located in one end of the coil

box so that it directs its combustion exhaust gases towards

the other end of the coil box.

d. a fan for supplying air to the hollow peripheral side-wall

structure at a position adjacent said other end of the coil

box, and

c-"3

e. ducting leading to the inlet of said fan and^mcluding a

hood covering said fuel-air combustor and said one end

of the coil box.

3,838,667

FUEL INJECTION COLD START AND EVAPORATIVE
CONTROL METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CARRYING

OUT SAME
Sigmund M. Csicsery, Lafaeytte, Calif., assignor to Chevron

Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 295,040

Int. CI. F02m 27/02

U.S. CL 123-3 8 Claims

HJ"

1. Apparatus for reducing exhaust and inoperative pollut-

ants produced by a high speed injection system for a spark-

ignition internal combustion engine of the type including a

rotating shaft, an intake manifold, one or more cylinders each

having an injection valve responsive to a control signal for

injecting and mixing a predetermined quantity of full-range

fuel with air to form a combustible mixture for delivery to said

cylinders of said engine, and computing means including

synchronization and condition means for controlling said

injection valves through generation of said control signals as

a function of one or more engine operating parameters, said

synchronizing means being operatively connected to each of

said injection valves for synchronizing operation thereof as a

function of predetermined angular shaft position by generat-

ing a series of start signals for said injector valves, said condi-

tion means responsive to each of siid start signals as well as to

signals indicative of other operating parameters, for control-

ling the duration of energization of said injection valves, com-

prising:

i. a cannister assembly containing adsorbent material (a)

capable of selectively adsorbing high molecular weight
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constituents of said full-range fuel at cold start while
eluting substantially unimpeded a cold start fuel effluent
composed essentially of only low molecular weight con-
stituents as well as (b) capable of selectively absorbing
vapor constituents of said full-range fuel during an inop-
erative state of said engine,

ii. valve and conduit network means attached between said
cannister assembly, said injector valves, said intake mani-
fold and a reservoir means for said full-range fuel for
providing selective flow of said fuel including said cold
start fuel between said cannister assembly, said reservoir
means and each of said injector valves, said network
means including a first plurality of conduit and valve
means including first and second valve means controlling
flow relative to said cannister assembly so as to allow, (a)
in a first operating state, flow of said full-range fuel from
said reservoir means to said cannister assembly and flow
of said cold start fuel effluent from said cannister assem-
bly to said each injector valve to provide for rapid starting
of said engine without producing excessive exhaust pol-
lutants and, (b) in a second operating state, full-range
fuel to flow from said reservoir means to said each injec-
tor valve in sequence thereby bypassing said cannister
assembly after said engine is in a normal running condi-
tion, said network means also including a second plurality
of conduit means including a third valve means opera-
tively connected between said cannister assembly and
said fuel reservoir means for selectively conveying vapor
evaporative emissions of said fuel within said fuel reser-
voir to said cannister assembly, when said engine is in said
inoperative state,

iii. control means operatively connected to said first, second
and third valve means of said valve and conduit network
for changing operation states so as to direct fuel flow
relative to said cannister assembly, said reservoir and
injector valves as a function of one or more engine oper-
ating parameters.

b. a heat exchanger structure having interior passage means
adapted to receive vapor produced upon evaporation of
said liquid for condensation and return flow in liquid state
to said evaporator region, and

c. an expansion chamber relatively offset from both the
casing and heat exchanger structure and in closed com-
munication with said evaporator region solely via said
heat exchanger structure, the chamber closed to the
exterior and containing a sufficient volume of non-
condensable gas that the temperature of the cylinder wall
remains substantially constant during engine operation.

3,838,669
HYDRAULIC LASH ADJUSTER

Morris V. Dadd, Muskegon, Mich., assignor to Johnson Prod-
ucts Inc., Muskegon, Mich.

Filed Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 280,063
Int. a. FOlm 9110

U.S. CI. 123-90.35 n Claims

3,838,668
COMBUSTION ENGINE HEAT REMOVAL AND

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Lance G. Hays, 2737 Ridge Pine Dr., La Crescenta, Calif.
91014, and John Torola, Jr., 10514 Wedgeport Ave., Whit-
tier, Calif. 90604

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 317,947
Int. CI. FOlp 9102

U.S. a. 123-41.2 ,0 Claims

1. In combination with an internal combustion engine com-
bustion cylinder wherein heat is developed, the cylinder hav-
ing a wall and a head,

a. a casing extending in proximity to the cylinder and defin-
ing therewith a common evaporator region adjacent both
said wall and head and containing a liquid subject to
evaporation in response to heat transfer thereto via said
wall during engine operation.

1. In a hydraulic lash adjuster for an internal combustion
engine having a body; a plunger reciprocal within said body,
said plunger having a central cavity forming an oil reservoir;
a lubricating oil inlet means communicating with said central
cavity of said plunger; a closure element forming the upper
outer portion of said plunger; and lubricating passage means
extending from the central cavity of said plunger through said
closure element; the improvement comprising a cup means
positionable in said plunger cavity beneath said closure ele-
ment for reducing the pressure in said oil reservoir relative to
the pressure at said oil inlet means, said cup means having a
side wall, a bottom wall, and an open top, said top facing said
closure element, said inlet means being positioned intermedi-
ate said open top and bottom wall during operation of said
adjuster, the side wall of said cup means forming a restricted
passageway from said inlet means to said cavity and further
forming a restricted passageway from said inlet means to said
closure element such that the flow from said inlet means is

diverted simultaneously into said reservoir and closure ele-

ment thereby reducing the oil pressure in said reservoir rela-
tive to said inlet means, said inlet means being comprised of
a first opening through said body and a second opening
through said plunger, said openings being in communication
with each other, the wall of said plunger cavity having an inner
shoulder formed therein above said second opening, said cup
means having an outwardly projecting lip formed at its upper
end, said lip being engageable on said shoulder whereby the
wall of said cup is positioned adjacent said second opening,
the diameter of said cup being less than said cavity wall to
form said restricted passageway, and means comprising a
longitudinal spacing between said shoulder and closure ele-
ment greater than the thickness of said cup lip, the diameter
of said lip being less than that of said cavity wall above said
shoulder, the oil pressure in said reservoir urging said cup lip

against said closure element whereby said lip is clear of said
shoulder, said cup lip having a groove formed in the upper
surface to form a passageway for oil flow from the outer
surface of the lip to said central opening.
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3,838,670

EXHAUST BRAKE
Louis T. King, 2901 E. Pierson, Phoenix, Ariz. 85016

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,262

Int. CI- F02d 35102

U.S. CI. 123-97 B

mm

engine when said engine is cranked at low speeds during

starting and at substantially a second predetermined crank-

shaft angle in said timing cycle when said engine is operating

at running speeds, said energy transferring circuit means com-

prising electronic switch means responsive to electrical trig-

35 Claims gering signals of predetermined polarity and having a prede-

termined value to switch from a first state to a second state

and thereby cause electrical energy to be transferred to said

spark device, and trigger circuit means comprising first coil

means, second coil means, permanent magnet means and flux

circuit means and responsive to relative movement between

said flux circuit means and said first and second coil means to

generate said triggering signals, said first coil means generat-

ing triggering signals having first pulsations of said predeter-

mined polarity and an amplitude that is above said predeter-

mined amplitude at both said cranking speeds and said run-

ning speeds to switch said switch means at a first crankshaft

angle at said cranking speed, said second coil means generat-

ing triggering signals having second pulsations of said prede-

termined polarity and an amplitude that is less than said pre-

determined amplitude at said cranking speeds and above said

1. In an engine-driven vehicle having an exhaust brake of

the type wherein a brake valve is connected in the engine

exhaust line and is operable to control fluid flow therethrough

the combination comprising a vacuum actuated switch means

actuable to provide a signal, means operatively coupling said

vacuum actuated switch means with the engine air-fuel mix-

ture inlet such that said vacuum actuated switch means is

actuated by a preselected magnitude of engine vacuum devel-

oped at the air-fuel mixture inlet and representative of a pre-

determined engine operating condition to provide said signal

and means operatively coupling said vacuum actuated switch

means with said brake valve such that the brake valve is closed

in response to said signal whereby the brake valve is closed in

response to said predetermined engine operating condition,

said means operatively coupling said vacuum actuated switch

means with the brake valve comprising a solenoid operable in

response to said signal and means operatively coupling said

solenoid with the brake valve such that the brake valve is

closed in response to operation of said solenoid, said last-

meationed means comprising a control valve means and a

source of pressure fluid, said control valve means being opera-

ble in response to operation of said solenoid for causing pres-

sure fluid to be conducted from said source to said brake

valve, said brake valve being closed in response to application

of pressure fluid thereto, said source of pressure fluid being

exhaust line fluid and said brake valve including an actuator

conduit means communicating the engine exhaust line up-

stream of said brake valve to said actuator, said control valve

means being disposed in said conduit means.

3,838,671

IGNITION CIRCUIT WITH AUTOMATIC SPARK
ADVANCE

James B. Farr, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to Tecumseh Prod-

ucts Company, Tecumseh, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 882,355, Dec. 15, 1969, Pat. No.

3,661,132, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 684,052, Nov.

17, 1967, abandoned. This application Mar. 9, 1972, Ser. No.

233,377

Int. CI. F02p 3106

U.S. CL 123-148 E || 4 Claims

1. In an ignition system for igniting a combustible charge in

an internal combustion engine having at least one cylinder,

one spark device for said cylinder and a source of electrical

energy and further having circuit means adapted to transfer

electrical energy from said source to said spark device at

substantially a first crankshaft angle in a timing cycle of said

predetermined amplitude at said running speeds to switch said

switch means at said second crankshaft angle at said running

speeds, that improvement comprising first coupling circuit

means coupling said first coil means to said switch means so

that triggering signals of both said predetermined polarity and

of an opposite polarity are applied to said switch means from

said first coil means at both cranking and running speeds,

second coupling circuit means coupling said second coil

means to said switch means so that only triggering signals of

said predetermined polarity are applied to said switch means

from said second coil means at both cranking and running

speeds, the impedance of said second coupling means and said

second coil means being such that if said first pulsations from

said first coil means were shunted through said second cou-

pling means and said second coil means at said cranking

speeds the amplitude of said first pulsations might fall below

said predetermined amplitude, and wherein said second cou-

pling means includes means for isolating said first coil means

from said second coil means with respect to triggering signals

of said predetermined polarity generated in said first coil

means so that said second coil means does not load said first

coil means at said cranking speeds.

3,838,672

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEM
Roy C. Richards; Paul D. Le Masters; James E. Shearer; La-

monte R. Edison, and John Auzins, all of Kokoma, Ind.,

assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 390,882

Int. CI. F02p 3102

U.S. CI. 123-148 E 5 Claims

1. An internal combustion engine ignition system compris-

ing in combination with a source of alternating current igni-

tion signals produced in timed relationship with the engine, a

direct current potential source and an ignition coil having at

least a primary winding: at least one ignition coil primary
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winding switching transistor having two current carrying elec-

trodes and a control electrode; a control impedance element;
means for connecting said ignition coil primary winding, said

current carrying electrodes of said switching transistor and
said control impedance element in series across said direct

current potential source; means responsive to each cycle of

said alternating current ignition signals for operating said

switching transistor conductive and not conductive through
said current carrying electrodes in timed relationship with said

engine; a differential amplifier circuit for producing a direct

current control signal in response to and of a magnitude pro-
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porlional to the potential developed across said control im-
pedance element while said switching transistor is conducting
primary winding energizing current through said current car-

rying electrodes thereof; first circuit means responsive to said

control signal for limiting the flow of primary winding energiz-
ing current through said current carrying electrodes of said

switching transistor to a predetermined magnitude; and sec
ond circuit means responsive to said control signal for deter
mining the length of time said switching transistor is conduc-
tive through said current carrying electrodes during each said

alternating current ignition signal cycle.

3,838,673
TWO-STAGE COLD START AND EVAPORATIVE

CONTROL SYSTEM AND APPARATUS FOR CARRYING
OUT SAME

Sigmund M. Csicsery, Lafayette, and Bernard F. Muiaskey,
Fairfax, both of Calif., assignors to Chevron Research Com-
pany, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 295,029
Int. CI. F02m 1/16,27/02

U.S. CL 123-187.5 R lo Claims

1. In a spark-ignition internal combustion engine of the type
having an air intake system, a fuel intake system, and a carbu-
retor means interconnected therebetween for mixing of full-

range fuel with air to form a combustible mixture for delivery
to combustion chambers of said engine, the improvement for

reducing exhaust pollutants of said engine by dynamically
varying the composition of said full-range fuel during cold
starting of said engine (cold start cycle), comprising;

i. two-stage cannister means selectively connectable be-
tween said carburetor and a reservoir of said full-range
fuel and including separate first and second adsorption
beds of adsorbent material each in flow arrangement with
said reservoir means whereby said full-range fuel dynami-
cally percolates thereover during said cold starting of said

engine to elute first and second cold start fuel streams,
ii. said first stream being an atomized spray composed es-

sentially of low molecular weight constituents and being
carried into said carburetor by intake air of said air intake
system,

iii. said second stream being composed essentially of low
molecular weight liquid constituents and being conveyed
under pressure to a fuel well of said carburetor, said first

and second streams being mixed together along with air

by said carburetor to form a highly combustible cold start

mixture for delivery to said combustion chambers of said
engine,

iv. control means including flow condition means for con-
trolling flow of said fuel including said cold start fuel
streams between said reservoir means, said cannister
means and said carburetor as a function of at least one of
several engine operating parameters to assure at least

substantially simultaneous delivery of said cold start fuel

streams to said carburetor during cold starting of said

engine.

3,838,674
SAFETY DEVICE FOR A CARBURETTOR CONTROL

MEANS
Jacques Remaud, Billancourt, France, assignor to Regie Na-

tionale des Usines Renault, Billancourt and Automobiles
Peugeot, Paris, both of, France

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,156
Claims priority, application France, Dec. 15, 1970,

70.45100

Int. CI. F02b 77/00
U.S. CI. 123-198 DB 3 Claims

1. A safety carburettor control system for internal combus-
tion engine adapted to return the engine speed to idle on
locking or deterioration taking place in the carburettor con-
trol system during an acceleration period, comprising a carbu-
rettor, including a throttle lever, a plate and an accelerator

pedal pivotably mounted about a same axis, means connecting
said plate to said throttle lever and recall spring means to
normally return the throttle lever to an idle position, second
spring means of lesser force than said recall spring means
being interposed between said plate and pedal, a vacuum
operated servomeans being provided to return the engine
speed to idle, and one control member for said servomeans
being provided between said plate and pedal to place said
servomeans in a state corresponding to the idle position when
the pedal and plate are spaced of each other by said second
spring means, said control member being constituted by one
valve which places said servomeans in communication with
the atmosphere when said pedal and plate are spaced of each
other.
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3,838,675

AIR CLEANER WITH AIR PUMP DUST REMOVER
Norman E. SchaefTer, 9124 W. 72nd St., Shawnee Mission,

Kans. 66204

Filed May 25, 1973, Ser. No. 364,042

Int. CI. BOld 45/18

U.S. CI. 55-430 2 Claims

1. A combination air cleaning and purging apparatus for an

internal combustion engine comprising:

a dry element type air filter device adapted for use with said

engine and having a main casing provided with an air inlet

communicating with the atmosphere and a filtered air

outlet adapted for coupling with said engine, means dis-

posed within said casing for separating and filtering for-

eign matter from the air passing through said device, and

a collector cap portion on said casing- and having a mat-

ter-collecting zone therein in communication with said

separating means for receiving and collecting said foreign

matter removed from the air by said means;

means providing an outlet on said collector cap in commu-
nication with the matter-collecting zone;

selectively actuatable air moving means adapted to pneu-

matically convey said foreign matter and having an inlet

and an outlet;

conduit means coupling the outlet on said collector cap

portion with the inlet of said air moving means; and

selectively actuatable drive means operably interconnecting

said air moving means with said engine for powering the

air moving means at selected times to periodically draw
the foreign matter from said collector cap via said conduit

means for purging said device of said foreign matter and

discharging the same to the atmosphere without removal

of said cap or manual handling of said matter,

there being provided structure defining a vortex generator

interiorly of said cap portion whereby an air turbulence

is created therein when said air moving means is actuated

by said drive means,

said vortex generator being comprised of a plurality of

generally upright vanes disposed on the normally lower

wall of said cap portion for generating said vortex.

3,838,676

BALL THROWING MACHINE WITH BARREL
EXTENSION

Edward W. Kahelin, 812 Fifth St., Manhattan Beach, Calif.

90266
Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 293,020

Int. CI. A63b 69/40; F41f 1/02

U.S. CI. 124-11 R 5 Claims

1. A ball throwing machine comprising:

a stand;

a ball ejection barrel supported by said stand;

means for ejecting a ball out of said barrel;

a barrel extension adapted for mounting on the end of said

barrel;

said extension having a slot extending through the wall

thereof;

said extension further having a strip of friction material

extending inwardly through said slot;

neans for resiliently niounting said strip in said slot so that

said strip is outwardly depressable through said slot in

response to engagement by a ball passing through said

barrel and said barrel extension;

means for adjusting the position of said strip relative to said

wall for desired penetration of said strip into the interior

of said extension;
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said barrel extension having a slippery inner surface diamet-

rically opposite said strip whereby a ball passing through

said extension is subjected to said outwardly depressable

strip and said slippery inner surface and be caused to spin

thereby.

3,838,677
^ HOCKEY PUCK PASSER

Edmond Alvares, 61 Hilarity St., Providence, R.I. 02909
Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 313,964

Int. CI. A63b 71/00

U.S. CI. 124-16 2 Claims
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1. A hockey puck passer comprising a base platform having

an elongated slot, a top plate having an elongated slot aligned

with the elongated slot in said base platiorm, means support-

ing said top plate in selected spaced relation to said base

platform, drive means including a driven shaft rotatably sup-

ported in said top plate, a bracket fastened to said driven shaft

to provide a continuing cycle of rotation, an energy storing

leaf spring, means adjustably fastening said leaf spring to said

bracket, whereby said drive means through said driven shaft

rotates said bracket and said energy storing leaf spring in a

continous cycle of rotation, a block pin, means adjustably

fastening said block pin for movement and support in said

elongated slots in alignment with the rotatable path of said

energy storing leaf spring, hopper means fastened to said top

plate, whereby hockey pucks gravity fed find support upon
said base platform in the rotatable path of said leaf spring to

be successively engaged in each cycle of rotation by said leaf
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spring, said block pin blocking the path of free rotation of said

leaf spring to thereby store energy in said leaf spring, said

energy being released upon the continued rotation of said leaf

spring.

3,838,678

APPARATUS FOR PRECISELY SLICING A CRYSTAL IN
A CRYSTAL FACE THEREOF

Akio Kumada. and Sigeru Jyomura, both of Kokubunji, Japan,
assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 5, 1973, Ser. No. 367,190
Claims priority, application Japan, June 5, 1972, 47-55055

Int. CI. B28d 1104

U.S. CI. 125-13 R 3 Claims

component including a series of substantially parallel elon-
gated elements arranged in a row and defining a row of elon-
gated slots opening at one edge of said rack component for
receiving individual flat packs of paper, respectively, each
rack component having abutments located between said one
rack edge and the opposite rack edge, and supporting means
engageable by said rack component abutments for supporting
said rack components in spaced relationship with the lengths
of said rack components extending generally parallel and with
said slots of said two rack components being substantially in

mutual unobstructed registration for holding a plurality of flat

paper packs in substantially parallel relationship in upright
planes.
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3,838,680
COMBINATION HEATING AND SERVING ASSEMBLY

Paul Shipman, 3835 RIdgely Dr., Los Angeles, Calif. 90008
Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,458

Int. CI. A47j 27/00
U.S. CI. 126-373 5 claims

2̂3
21

1. Apparatus for precisely slicing a crystal in a crystal face

thereof, comprising: a specimen mounting block to hold the

crystal, adjusting means including a rotary shaft and support-
ing arm portion to support said block to be rotatable and
slidable in an arbitrary direction, crystal orientation identify-

ing means for measuring the orientation of said crystal by
X-ray irradiation by setting a standard face for the X-ray
irradiation, a crystal slicing device which is separated from
said crystal orientation identifying means at a position defined

\ by an angle of rotation about said rotary shaft and which has
a cutting edge face for slicing said crystal in a predetermined
orientation, means for rotationally moving said specimen
mounting block between said crystal orientation identifying

means and said crystal slicing device through said supporting
arm portion so as to form a vertical plane with respect to said

rotary shaft, said arm portion bridging said specimen mount-
ing block and said rotary shaft, and means for adjusting the
relative positions of said cutting edge face of said crystal

slicing device and the X-ray irradiation standard face of said
crystal orientation identifying means to locate them on an
identical plane.

fT.:

3,838,679
PAPER PACK HOLDING RACK FOR A FIREPLACE

James W. Welch, P.O. Box 455, Lake Stevens, Wash. 98258
Continuation of Ser. No. 167,993, Aug. 2, 1971, abandoned.

This application Dec. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 429,185
Int. CI. F23h I3I02

U.S. CI. 126-165 11 Claims

1. In combination with a portable heating and serving as-

sembly comprising a liquid container and a surrounding sup-
port member, the container being vertically shiftable between
two positions each surrounded at least partially by said sup-
port member, said assembly including guide means for selec-
tively moving said container within the support member be-
tween a first position wherein the bottom surface of the con-
tainer may closely overlie a source of heat and a second posi-
tion wherein said bottom surface is sufficiently elevated above
the first position to allow its liquid contents to be drawn off
from its bottom level as into a receiving vessel placed at the
lower level,

the improvement comprising a carrying handle secured to
said container and adapted for use in manually carrying
said assembly when the latter is disposed in either of said
positions and alternately to raise the container from the
first to the second of said positions within the support
member, said handle having a contact arm disposed when
the container is at said first position to engage the sur-

rounding support member and elevate the same whereby
its bottom edge may be raised and thus held above the
bottom level of the container when the latter is overlying
a source of heat.

f^S

1. A paper pack holding rack for a fireplace, comprising two
cooperating substantially planar rack components, each rack

3,838,681
DEVICE FOR COLLECTION OF CELLS FROM THE

VAGINA
John J. Dalton, 6308 S. Country Club Dr., Oklahoma City,

Okla. 73159
Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,288

Int. CI. A61b lOlOO
U.S. CI. 128-2 B 5 Claims

1. A device for collecting exfoliated cells from the vagina of
a subject user, comprising:

a unitary structure formed as a hollow, cylindrical tubing
having a manipulating end and an insertion end which is
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closed in rounded form to define an axial aperture

therein, said cylindrical structure being entirely rigid and

including a plurality of scraping ridges formed axially in

circularly spaced relationship on the external surface

thereof, and said tubular structure further including plu-

ral rows of parallel slots aligned transversely diagonally

with each row disposed between adjacent ones of said

scraping ridges, said slots of each of said plural rows being

formed to have a different width within a range of widths

assuring varying degrees of capillary attractive action

relative to liquids encountered.

3,838,682

AUTOMATED BLOOD ANALYSIS SYSTEM
Justin S. Clark, and Ltoyd George Veasy, Salt Lake City, Utah,

assignors to Primary Children's Hospital, Salt Lake City,

Utah
Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,561

Int. CI. A61m 5100; A61b 5100

U.S. CI. 128-2 G 12 Claims

TO BLO(5o eup
(FIG 31

position, connecting said third fluid path means with sai2

pump via the interconnecting means, and ^d second

fluid valve comprising first fluid communicating means,

when in its operated position, connecting Wid second

fluid path means with said third fluid path meahsr-^ that,

with a catheter connected (a), in response to said pump

initiating a draw cycle with said first fluid valve in its

normal position, fluid is drawn by force of said pump

along a pathway comprising said first fluid path means,

said first fluid communicating means of the first fluid

valve and said interconnecting means thereby drawing

blood from said catheter into said first fluid path means,

and (b) in response to said pump initiating a draw cycle

with said first and second fluid valves in their operated

positions, fluid is drawn along another pathway compris-

ing said second fluid path means, the first fluid communi-

cating means of the second fluid valve and the third fluid

path means thereby drawing blood from said catheter into

said second and third fluid path means, and so that, in

response to said pump initiating a push cycle following

said blood withdrawal into either of said pathways, blood

is returned to said catheter along said pathways.

3,838,683

SELF-CONTAINED ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW
SENSOR

Alexander Kolin, Bel Air, Calif., assignor to The Regents of the

University of California, Berkeley, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 874,094, Nov. 3, 1969,

abandoned. This application Jan. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 219,685

Int. CI. A61b 5102

U.S. CI. 128-2.05 F 9 Claims

,P

1. An automated blood unit comprising:

first and second fluid valves, each having a normal position

and an operated position;

a first fluid path means adapted to be connected to an

indwelling blood catheter for interconnecting said cathe-

ter with a first port of said first fluid valve;

a second fluid path means connected to said first fluid path

means and to a first port of said second fluid valve;

a third fluid path means interconnecting a second port of

said second fluid valve with a second port of said first

fluid valve; 1

1

a reversible pump; '

'

means for interconnecting said pump with a third port of

said first fluid valve;

said first fluid valve comprising first fluid communicating

means, when in its normal position, connecting said first

fluid path means with said pump, and also comprising

second fluid communicating means when in its operated

1. Flow sensor comprising:

deformable terminally closed loop means collapsible to an

elongated narrow configuration, adapted to be inserted

into a conduit in a collapsed condition and to reside in the

conduit, and expandable therein to a loop configuration,

said terminally closed loop means including a coil means

for forming a magnetic field within the conduit,

sensor means supported by said loop means, and

electrically conductive lead means connected to said sensor

means.

3,838,684

CARDIAC MONITOR
Barry Manuel, Lockeland Rd., Winchester, Mass. 01890, and

Harvey Pastan, 60 Shaw Rd., Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167

Division of Ser. No. 107,959, Jan. 20, 1971, Pat. No.

3,742,937. This application Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,734

Int. CI. A61b 5102

U.S. CI. 128-2.05 P 8 Claims

1. A pressure sensor for detecting a pressure pulse and

comprising;

a resilient capsule having means forming a hollow inner

chamber,

at least one conductive plate extending across the chamber

and having an open area through the plate and being

relatively immovable relative to the capsule,
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a flexible electrically conductive diaphragm disposed in the

chamber and having an orifice therethrough.

means for insulatedly spacing said plate and diaphragm,
a fluid contained in the chamber and surrounding the plate

and diaphragm,

said orifice in said diaphragm being smaller than the open
area through the plate and being smaller in comparison to

25a

26a

24a 26 b 27a
29

23a

the volume of fluid so that the diaphragm is relatively

insensitive to slow pressure variations,

and conductor means coupling from the plate and dia-

phragm for carrying electrical signal fluctuations,

said sensor being responsive to a pressure pulse coupled to

the resilient capsule to cause the diaphragm to deflect

thereby varying the capacitance between the plate and
diaphragm.

3,838,685

DEVICE FOR HOLDING HAND TOOLS
Roy E. Meyer; William M. Walton, both of Sterling, and Jerry

E. Stuart, Morrison, all of III., assignors to Wahl Corpora-
tion, Sterling, III.

Filed June 11, 1973, Ser. No. 368,697

Int. CI. A61h I/OO

U.S. CI. 128-32 10 Claims

1. A hand tool device comprising a base structure, a wound
wire strap which is elastically extendable from its relaxed

length to a length beyond which it yields and takes a perma-
nent set, a limit strap contained within said wound wire strap

which is extendable to a limit length greater than the relaxed

length of said wire wound strap but short of the length beyond
which said wound wire strap takes a permanent set, and means
for securing the ends of each of said straps to said base

whereby said wire wound strap can be extended to resiiiently

embrace the hand of an operator and hold the tool to the hand
while protected against extension beyond its yield point by

said limit strap.

3,838,686

AEROSOL APPARATUS FOR INHALATION THERAPY
George Szekely, 7 Pamela Ln., Rochester, N.Y. 14618

Filed Oct. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 189,270
Int. CI. A61m 11/00

U.S. CI. 128-173 6 Claims

1. In an aerosol apparatus for inhalation therapy comprising
a casing forming a chamber, said casing forming an axially

extending inlet orifice arranged to communicate with the

interior of the chamber and with the atmosphere about said

casing, an outlet spaced from and in approximate axial align-

ment with said inlet and a wall structure disposed within said

chamber and located between said inlet orifice and said outlet,

spray jet means arranged to discharge therefrom a conical

liquid spray, a container for liquid, and liquid propelling

means arranged for selectively causing a liquid in said cham-
ber to be propelled to said spray jet means to be discharged
therefrom in the form of a spray, the improvement which is

characterized by said inlet orifice having a first end adjacent
the outer surface of said casing and a second end within said

chamber, the axially extending inner surface of said inlet

orifice comprising a first annular surface extending in the axial

direction of said orifice from the first end thereof with said

first surface converging toward the axis of said inlet orifice

toward said second end and a second annular surface extend-
ing from said first surface to said second end with said second
surface diverging from the axis of said inlet orifice from said

first surface to said second end thereof and said first and
second surfaces providing a Venturi effect on gases passing

therethrough, the axis of said jet means being in substantial

alignment with the axis of said inlet orifice and the outlet from
said spray jet means being located in said inlet orifice in the
range of said first surface thereof for passage of said spray

through said inlet orifice into said chamber for contacting said

wall structure of said casing and the periphery of said conical

liquid spray being contiguous with respect to said inner sur-

face of said inlet orifice so that air is propelled therethrough
by the action of said spray with enhanced velocity as it passes
through said inlet orifice, baffle means positioned within said

chamber and being in the form of a cone disposed with its axis

in substantial alignment with the axis of said inlet orifice and
the axis of said conical spray emitted from said spray jet

means, the small end of said cone being arranged facing to-

ward said inlet orifice in proximate spaced relation therewith
and being rounded affording a convexly shaped surface di-

rected toward said inlet orifice, the frusto-conical sidewall of
said cone extending from its rounded small end being substan-

tially aligned with respect to the periphery of the conical spray

emitted from said spray jet means and said cone being hollow
and open at its larger end which is arranged in proximate
spaced relation to said outlet, the interior surface of said wall

structure of said casing comprises a portion which is in sur-

rounding spaced juxtaposed relation to the external surface of
said cone and said portion is concave with the maximum
spacing between said concave portion and the external surface

of said cone being in opposed relation to an intermediate

portion of said cone between its rounded small end and open
larger end such that a secondary Venturi is provided in the

space between the interior surface of said casing and said cone
in the region where the spray from said spray jet means im-
pinges on ^aid cone adjacent its smaller end.
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3,838,687

PORTABLE MEDICAL TABLE INCLUDING SLIDABLY
MOUNTED ANESTHESIA APPARATUS

William F. Mosher, 3725 N. Federal Hwy., Pompano Beach,

Fla. 33064
Filed June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,087

Int. CI. A61m 19/00

U.S. CI. 128-188 6 Claims

-i^

I. A portable medical table comprising;

a wheel-mounted table top for supporting a patient; an

inhalation anesthesia apparatus supported below said

table top to be wheeled around in unison therewith, said

anesthesia apparatus including one or more gas tanks and

a pressure gage therefor, a pressure regulator connected

to regulate the gas coming from said one or more tanks,

a manually-adjustable valve at the outlet side of said

regulator, a flow meter and a vaporizer at the outlet side

of said valve, and an absorber connected to receive

breath exhalations from the patient on the table;

and means slidably supporting the above-named compo-

nents of the anesthesia apparatus for horizontal adjust-

ment selectively between retracted positions of said com-

ponents in which they are vertically below the table top

and extended positions of said components in which they

are exposed beyond the table top for use, adjustment,

servicing or replacement.

3,838,688

CATHETER ADVANCES WITH CLUTCH
Edwin A. May, Ridgewood, N.J., and Geoffrey W. Wilks,

Warwick, R.I., assignors to International Paper Company,
New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 212,978

Int. CI. A61m 5/00, 25/00

U.S. CL 128-214.4 11 Claims

46 4%f6% jU(,
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1. In a catheter device which comprises a housing having a

chamber containing therein an antiseptic catheter, a hollow

needle connected to the housing and communicating with the

chamber, and rotating drive means frictionally engaging the

catheter for moving the catheter through the needle,

the improvement comprising:

clutch means cooperating with the drive means comprising

a stationary member and a rotatable and axially movable

member carried by the drive means, said members being

normally engaged and when engaged, preventing move-

ment of the catheter through the needle in a direction

toward the chamber.

3,838,689

DISPOSABLE SYRINGE WITH SLIT VALVE
Milton J. Cohen, 7111 Connecticut Ave., Chevy Chase, Md.

20015
Continuation of Ser. No. 86,807, Nov. 4, 1970, abandoned,

which is a division of Ser. No. 732,622, May 28, 1968, Pat. No.

3,557,787. This application Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,643

Int. CI. A61m 5/22

U.S. CI. 128-218 M 10 Claims

1. A syringe assembly for injection comprising:

inner and outer tubular members with the inner member
having an outer wall to wall dimension less than the inner

wall to wall dimension of the outer tubular member to

enable the inner tubular member to be telescoped within

the outer tubular member;
a rupturable closure sealing the forward end of the outer

tubular member;
a flexible closure secured at its outer end portions to a

narrow neck portion on the forward end of the inner

tubular member with the central portion of said flexible

closure normally extending straight across and adjacent

the neck portion of the open end of the inner tubular

member;
a slit in the relatively small central portion of the flexible

closure which is not secured to the neck portion and

which opens to provide a passage communicating the

interior of the inner tubular member with the interior of

the outer tubular member in response to pressure from

within the inner tubular member, which flexes the central

portion of the closure outwardly from its normal straight

across position, and which remains in or returns to the

normal straight across position to close the passage in the

absence of said internal pressure;

a piston ring portion on the forward end of the inner tubular

member in sliding engagement with the inner walls of the

outer tubular member;
a piston plug slidably received within the inner tubular

member in sealing engagement with the inner wall of the

inner tubular member;
means connected to the piston plug and extending rear-

wardly beyond the inner tubular member for actuating

the piston plug axially relative to the inner tubular mem-
ber;

a hypodermic needle;

collapsible means on the forward end portion of the outer

tubular member supporting the needle with the rearward

end of said needle terminating a short distance in advance

of the rupturable closure when in uncollapsed position

and penetrating through the rupturable closure when in

collapsed position; and

actuating means for axial displacement of the inner tubular

member into the outer tubular member for displacement

of fluid from within the outer tubular member.
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3,838,690
REPLACEABLE CARTRIDGE HYPODERMIC SYRINGE

HAVING STERILE MAINTENANCE OF NEEDLE
Benjamin Friedman, 1064 Victory Blvd., Staten Island. N.Y

10301

Continuation of Ser. No. 162,497, July 14, 1971, abandoned
This application Aug. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 388,944

Int. CI. A61m J/24, 5132
U.S. CL 128-218 N 4 Claims

end of said needle penetrating through the penetrable seal at
the distal end of the cartridge seated against said central body
and enclosed by said annular wall, the projecting proximal end
of said needle being of a length less than that of the projecting
distal end thereof and less than longitudinal length of said
annular wall.

3,838,691

CATHETER DEVICE
Morgan Paludan, and Richard Bruce Waite, both of North-

bridge, New South Wales, Australia, assignors to Pharma-
Plasto (Australia) Pty. Limited

Filed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 331,190
i

Claims priority, application Australia, Feb. 25. 1972
8065/72

Int. CI. A61f J/44
U.S. CI. 128-275 12 Claims

1. A hypodermic syringe comprising a cylindrical barre'
provided at its proximal end with a removable cartridge
clamping means including a cartridge plunger-actuating rod,
a cartridge in said barrel containing a reciprocable plunger
actuatable by said rod, said barrel having its distal end inter-
nally threaded for removably attaching a needle assembly
thereto, said cartridge being sutstantially cylindrical through-
out its length, said barrel having an aperture, said aperture
having a length and width sufficient to permit the ready inser-

tion of said cartridge, said barrel being adapted to house said
plunger-containing cartridge intermediate its ends in peripher-
ally spaced relation thereto throughout its length and being
constructed to permit the ready insertion and removal of said
cartridge into and out of said barrel, said cartridge being
provided with a penetrable seal at its distal end and with said
reciprocable plunger normally positioned adjacent its proxi-
mal end. the distal end of said plunger-actuating rod being
provided with means for operable connection with the plungei
of said cartridge when said cartridge is housed within said
barrel, a needle assembly including a central body provided
with an external flange seated against the distal end of said
syringe barrel, a tapered stud of reduced dimensions project-
ing from the outer end of said central body and having a
longitudinal axis forming an extension of the central axis of
said body, an annular wall projecting from the inner end of
said central body and having a central longitudinal axis form-
ing an extension of the central axis of said body, said annular
wall being located within the distal end of said barrel and
closing the distal end of said cartridge in the barrel, said distal

end of said barrel seated against the inner end of said central
body, said distal end of said cartridge being in non-fluid tight
peripherally spaced relation with respect to said annular wall,
ind the periphery of said annular wall being in threaded en-
gagement with the internal thread at the distal end of said
barrel for removably attaching said needle assembly to said
barrel, said central body, tapered stud and annular wall being
of a one piece plastic construction, a double-ended hypoder
mic needle having an intermediate portion axially embedded
within said body and said tapered stud, the proximal end ol
said needle projecting axially into the space defmed by said
annular wall and the distal end thereof extending beyond the
outer end of said tapered stud, and the projecting proximal

1. A catheter device comprising a graduated container fed
by a catheter tube, venting means providing for displacement
of air from said container and a rigid outlet tube extending
upwardly into said container through a liquid tight gland in the
floor thereof, said outlet tube having an overflow hole dis-
posed within the container and a drain hole spaced down-
wardly of the overflow hole, and being manually slidable
within said container from a first position wherein said drain
hole is closed to a second position wherein said drain hole is

open to the interior of said container.

3,838,692
HYDROPHOBIC SHEET WITH HYDROPHILIC

PASSAGES
Yvon G. Levesque, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, assignor to
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ.

Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,855
Int. CI. A41b 13102

U.S. CI. 128-284 2 Claims
1. A disposable, liquid permeable, diaper liner product

comprising a length of a nonwoven fabric having opposed
major surfaces, said nonwoven fabric having a sufficiently fine
porosity to prevent the passage of particulate matter there-
through, a major proportion of at least one surface of said
fabric being of a hydrophobic nature and the minor propor-
tion of said one surface being of a hydrophilic nature, said
proportion of said fabric of a hydrophilic nature comprising
discrete, spaced apart hydrophilic areas said areas extending
between said opposed surfaces of the nonwoven fabric.
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3,838,693 3,838,695
RE-USEABLE DIAPER WITH INTEGRAL MOISTURE FLUSHABLE SANITARY NAPKIN

CONFINING MEANS John M. Comerford, Morganville, and Chandra Kapur, East
Paul L. Sherman, 119 W. 23rd St., New York, N.Y. 10011 Brunswick, both of N.J., assignors to Personal Products

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 337,893 Company, Milltown, N.J.
Int. CL A61f 13116 Filed Sept. 17. 1973, Ser. No. 398.044

U.S. CL 128-287 14 Claims Int. CL A61p 13116

U.S. CI. 128-290 R 5 Claims
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1. A re-useable diaper with integral moisture retaining

means comprising a multilayered pad of absorbent fabric

joined along at least one side thereof to one edge of a larger

panel of flexible waterproof material, the outer surface of said

larger panel carrying a smaller decorative panel adapted to

substantially align with said pad when the pad is superimposed
on the inner surface of said waterproof panel, side portions of
said waterproof panel being folded around and superimposed
on innermost side edges of said pad thereby providing mois-
ture retaining sides to the assembled diaper, and means posi-

tioning the opposed edge of said waterproof panel with re-

spect to said pad. 1

3,838,694

DIAPER WITH BACK-TO-BACK TRANSITION WEB
FACING

Frederick K. Mesek, Downers Grove, III., assignor to Johnson
& Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ.

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,664
Int. CL A61f /i//6

L.S. CL 128-287 24 Claims

1. A multi-layer diaper comprising: a porous laminated
facing layer to be brought into contact with the infant's skin,

said facing layer including two juxtaposed through-bonded
nonwoven half-thickness portions, each half-thickness portion

having one major face facing outwardly in said facing layer, a

first of said nonwoven half-thickness portions being character-

ized by a given overall concentration of long fibers and short

fibers, said first half-thickness portion having long fibers in

excess of said given overall concentration at said major face

facing outwardly in said facing layer, having short fibers in

excess of said given overall concentration at the opposite

major face, and having a transition of fiber concentrations

between said major faces, and the second of said half-

thickness portions being bonded to said first half-thickness

portion at said face wherein the concentration of short fibers

is in excess of said given overall concentration, said second
half-thickness portion having at its major face, which faces

outwardly in said facing layer, greater structural integrity than
said bonded face of said first half-thickness portion; a highly

porous, loosely compacted cellulosic batt in face-to-face jux-

taposition with the outer face of said second half-thickness

portion; and a water-impervious backing sheet adhered to the

surface of said batt opposite said facing layer.

1. A sanitary napkin comprising:

a. an absorbent core of water dispersible fibrous material
adapted to be placed in proximity with the body to re-

ceive body fluids;

b. a moisture barrier sheet film overlying the surface of said

absorbent core worn away from the body and adapted to

deter the spread of body fluids beyond said absorbent
core;

c. a tissue paper wrapper wrapped around said absorbent
core and said waterproof moisture barrier, said tissue

paper wrapper comprising a means for removing the
barrier and for exposing at least one end of said barrier
to provide a grip portion including having said tissue of a
recoverable extensible, property such that under manu-
facturing line tension, said tissue is coextensive with the
length of said barrier in a longitudinal direction, and in

the relaxed non-tension condition is shorter than the
length of the barrier in the longitudinal direction; and

d. a non-woven water-dispersible fibrous covering sur-

rounding said wrapper, film and core.

3,838,696

SHOE-ARCH REINFORCER
Joseph W. Kump, 623 W. 2nd St., Dixon, III. 61021

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,472
Int. CL A41f J/N

L.S. CL 128—608 2 Claims

1. A shoe-arch device comprising in combination: a sub-
stantially rigid element having opposite upper and lower sub-
stantially flat faces jointly defining therebetween both rear-
wardly heel portion and forwardly intermediate portion ex-
tending substantially lineally in a common continuous plane,
and continuous with a forward dimension of the intermediate
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portion there being angled downwardly in an inclined plane
relative to the continuous plane a forward additional portion

extending forwardly as toward a forward shoe sole in direction

when inserted within a shoe, said intermediate and forward
portions jointly defining a forward arch section, each of oppo-
site side edges of the intermediate portion being inwardly

recessed toward each other such that the heel portion and the

intermediate portion are both non-attachably retainably fita-

ble within a shoe or boot as a removably-insertable inner-shoe

reinforcing heel and arch support, and each of the recessed
opposite side edges including extending angularly downwardly
therefrom a flexible support flange as support, flexible cush-

ion, and pivot-effecting structure for said forward arch sec-

tion.

3,838,697
DEVICE FOR CUTTING BUNCH LEAVES OR WRAPPERS

FOR FILLERS OF CIGARS RESPECTIVELY
Wiihelmus P. L. Boogers, Best, Netherlands, assignor to Aren

co-P.M.B.N.V., Best, Netherlands

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,736
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jan. 24, 1972

7200930
Int. CL A24c 01/14

U.S.CL 131-26 11 Claims

1. A feeding system for a tobacco wrapping machine having
an operator's station and a work station spaced therefrom so
as to be accessible to an operator, said feeding system com-
prising, in combination:

at least a pair of cutting beds each movable between said

operator's station and said work station;

guide means for guiding each of said cutting beds in moving
between said operator's station and said work station to

follow a closed path defined by separate consecutive runs
respectively leading from said operator's station to said

work station and returning from said work station to said

operator's station and said guide means including at least

one guide plate having a groove therein defining a closed
guide path;

link means interconnecting each cutting bed with said guide
means to locate said cutting beds at all times at different,

non-interfering points of their respective closed paths and
said link means including an arm pivotally connected
adjacent one end to one of said cutting beds and interen-

gaged adjacent such one end with said groove in said

guide plate; and
drive means for moving said cutting beds back and forth

between said stations while being guided along said con-
secutive runs, said drive means including member recip-

rocable back and forth along a fixed path and connected
to said arm adjacent the opposite end thereof.

3,838,698

TREATMENT OF TOBACCO
William Henry Charles Dickinson, Southampton, England,

assignor to W. H. Dickinson Engineering Limited, South-
ampton, England

Filed July 28, 1971, Ser. No. 166,665

Int. CI. A24b 3/06
U.S. CI. 131-136 26 Claims

s ^ -f ^^s JO
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1. Apparatus for conditioning bales of tobacco by passing
moistening fluid through the tobacco, comprising means de-
fining a conditioning chamber, means for continuously ad-
vancing a succession of bales of tobacco towards and into the
conditioning chamber in a predetermined direction, means
mounted in the conditioning chamber for continuously remov-
ing tobacco from the leading face of the bale in the condition-
ing chamber, and fluid conduit means mounted in said appara-
tus for passing moistening fluid uninterruptedly through a
layer forming the said leading face via the conditioning cham-
ber and the fluid conduit means while the bales are moved
continuously into said conditioning chamber, said fluid con-
duit means including at least one port past which the bale
moves and through which fluid may be conveyed, which port
is situated in relation to said predetermined direction perma-
nently behind the leading face of the bale at said tobacco
removing means, and means for creating a pressure difference
between said port and said conditioning chamber across said

leading face, to effect the transfer of moistening fluid there-
across.

3,838,699
HEATED EYELASH CURLER

Sharon C. Skandalakis, Atlanta. Ga., assignor to The Raymond
Lee Organization, Inc., New York. N.Y.; a part interest

Filed Aug. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 387,383
Int. CI. A45d 2/00

U.S. CI. 132-31 A 2 Claims

1. A device for curling eyelashes comprising:

a vertical U shaped frame;

an elongated first member having a vertical section secured
at an upper end to the bottom of the frame and further
having a downwardly and outwardly inclined bottom end
which terminates in a finger receiving loop lying in a
plane perpendicular to that of the member;

an elongated second member pivotally secured at its upper
end to the frame and extending downward and outward
in opposite direction to the first member to terminate in
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another finger receiving loop, the another loop lying in a

plane parallel to that of the first member loop;

first eyelash receiving means secured rigidly to the upper

ends of the frame and extending horizontally therebe-

tween;
I

second parallel eyelash receiving means slidable up and
down along the frame;

a horizontally elongated electrical heater element disposed

in the second means;

a housing secured to the outside of the second member at

a position intermediate the ends;

an elongated shaft disposed in the housing and extending

upward to an exposed top end;

a linkage disposed between the first and second members,
the linkage being pivotally secured at one end to the

bottom of the frame and at the other end to the top end
of the shaft;

an elongated brace secured pivotally at one end to the

midpoint of the second means and at the other end to a

point on the linkage intermediate its ends whereby eye-

lashes can be squeezed between the first and second
means by manipulation of the loops to cause the second
means to slide upward along the frame; and

dry cells removably disposed in the housing and electrically

connected to the element.

3,838,700

PLASTIC ROLLER WITH ATTACHED ADDITAMENTS
TO SET HAIR

Julio A. Barrios, 6104 Highland PI., West New York, N.J.

07093
Filed Feb. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 230,318

Int. CI. A45d 2/00

U.S. CI. 132-40 2 Claims

g-

. a plurality of camming lugs on the exterior surface of said

guide member adjacent to said circumferential edge re-

mote from said circular plate, at widely displaced points

along the periphery thereof corresponding to the periph-

eral displacements of said elongated slots in said tubular

body, and engageable with the latter, the ends of which

define the limits of relative telescopic movement between

each end cap and tubular body, to permit the winding of

the hair on substantially the entire length of the tubular

body in the outward positions of the end caps or the

retention thereof on said tubular body in the inward

positions of said end caps.

3,838,701

YARN CURL SIMULATING A NATURAL HAIR CURL
Ruth E. Underwood, P.O. Box 164, Peach Springs, Ariz. 86434

Filed Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,248

Int. CI. A41g 3/00

U.S. CI. 132-53 6 Claims

1. A hair curler of substantially .igid molded plastic material

composed of three separable components comprising

a. a hollow tubular body having a plurality of openings in

the lateral wall thereof for the free passage of air currents

from the interior to the exterior of the body adapted to

have the hair wound thereon,

b. an annular flange extending from the opposite ends of the

tubular body, each provided with a plurality of equidis-

tantly displaced apertures therein,

c. said tubular body having a plurality of elongated slots in

the lateral wall of the roller adjacent to each end thereof

parallel to the longitudinal axis of said tubular body and
at widely displaced points along the periphery thereof,

d. an end cap mounted for telescopic movement at each end
of said tubular body comprising a circular plate at one
end,

e. an annular comb formed of a plurality of tines extending

inwardly from said plate adjacent to the periphery thereof

and corresponding in number to the apertures in the

annular flange of said tubular body,

f. a cylindrically-shaped guide member also extending from

said circular plate inwardly of said annular comb for a

length slightly greater than the length of said tines and
terminating in a continuous circumferential edge,

said annular comb and guide member being arranged

coaxially with the longitudinal axis of said tubular body,

and

1. A yarn curl simulating a natural long hair curl comprising

a single length of yarn having a free upper end portion,

b. a looped portion which is part of the length of yarn tem-

porarily supported in an elongated U-shape as long as the

intended length of the curl, with the closed end of the

U-shape at the lower end of the curl, said looped portion

being integral with said free end portion,

c. adhesive material spread on said looped portion on its

exposed surface,

d. a portion of the yarn length extending beyond the looped

portion loosely folded upon itself adjacent said free end,

and

e. the remainder of the yarn length wound spirally in

contact with the adhesive material on the looped portion,

the terminal portion of the yarn length being tucked into

the lower end of the wound curl and held adhesively

therein.

3,838,702

DENTAL FLOSS
Norman W. Standish, Shaker Heights, and Herbert Talsma,

East C';veland, both of Ohio, assignors to The Standard Oil

Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 294,672, Oct. 3, 1972. This

application May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 359,466
Int. CI. A61c 15/00

U.S. CI. 132-89 11 Claims

1. Dental floss coated with a coating agent comprising a

water-insoluble, resilient matrix which is selected from the

group consisting of hydrocarbon waxes, polyethylene, polyiso-

butylene, polybutadiene, copolymers of butadiene and sty-
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rene, copolymers of butadiene and acrylonitrile, polyisoprene,

copolymers of butadiene and isoprene, polyethylacrylate, and
mixtures thereof, and a polishing agent embedded therein

which is selected from the group consisting of an oxide, sili-

cate, carbide, boride, carbonate, phosphate, sulfide or nitride

of the elements: calcium, magnesium, silicon, aluminum, iron,

titanium, zinc, tungsten, zirconium, tin, sodium and potas-

sium, and their mixtures.

3,838,703

COLLAPSIBLE FRAMEWORK AND COVER
Ted Zeigkr, 2007 R St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,689
Int. CI. A45f 1/00

U.S. CL 135-4 R 5 Claims

2|V <28

1. A collapsible dome frame having

at least one hinge coupling comprising a plurality of angu-
larly spaced hinges radiating therefrom and opening in

one direction into the plane of said dome,
a plurality of foldable rods of resilient material connected

at their opposite ends to hinges in adjacent hinge cou-
plings to form the common sides of adjacent polygons in

a polyhedral pattern in said dome,
the peripheral hinge couplings near the bottom of the dome

having at least one foldable rod connected to their hinges
and extending downwardly to the base of the dome, and
means for limiting the spread of the outer ends of said

downwardly extending rods so that said rods when un-
folded into their fully extended positions can be sprung
into a bowed position into the plane of said dome.

3,838,704
METHOD OF ASSEMBLING AN AXIAL FLOW VALVE

Dwight N. Johnson, 325 N. Be! Air, Anaheim, Calif. 92801
Division of Ser. No. 194,188, Nov. 1, 1971, which is a

continuation of Ser. No. 867,195, Oct. 17, 1969, abandoned.
This application Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,373

Int. CI. F16k 7/07
L.S.CL 137-15 3 Claims

\

1. A method of assembly an axial flow type valve adapted
to be mounted between pipe flanges or the like comprising

inserting flexible tapered sleeve means within housing
means and defining a control chamber between the outer
surface of said sleeve means and the inner surface of said

housing means, and
inserting a pair of hollow cage means into respective oppo-

site ends of said sleeve means and axially confining said

sleeve means between said cage means and sandwiching
the ends of said sleeve means between said housing means
and the ends of respective cage means, each of said cage
means having a plurality of flow passages therethrough
and the cage means having an intermediate barrier for

preventing direct axial flow through said valve, said

sleeve means being preloaded for normally sealing said

flow passages through said cage means and providing a

valving action with respect to said flow passages,

and

maintaining said cage means in said sleeve means.

3,838,705

HEAT RESPONSIVE SAFETY DEVICE FOR GATE
VALVES

Robert J. Diehl, Houston, Tex., and Robert L. Freeman, Metai-

rie. La., assignors to ACF Industries, Incorporated, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,288
Int. CLE 16k 17/38

U.S. CI. 137-75 3 Claims

^' M U

1. A fire safety valve structure comprising a valve body, a
gate valve movable between open and closed positions in said

body, a cylindrical housing on the valve body having a piston

member mounted therein, a stem connected to said piston

member and the gate valve and movable therewith, said cylin-

drical housing having an axially extending central opening,
said stem having an outer end portion extending within the

central opening, means continuously biasing the piston mem-
ber and stem toward the closed position of the valve, and heat
responsive stem release means on said housing adjacent said

central opening to maintain the valve in its open position, said

stem release means including at least two fusible material

chambers each having a fusible material confined therein, a

piston mounted within each chamber for movement in a direc-

tion generally transversely of the longitudinal axis of the stem
upon melting of the fusible material and engaging the fusible

material across substantially the entire surface of the fusible

material adjacent the piston, the pistons holding the stem in an
open position of the valve and being continuously urged by
said stem against the fusible material in said chambers to place
the fusible material under a substantially wholly compressive
loading, and a metering opening of a restricted size communi-
cating with each chamber, the wall surfaces defining said

chambers being in contact with the entire adjacent surface of
the fusible material except the portion of the fusible material
exposed to the metering openings, said fusible material upon
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reaching a predetermined high temperature melting across

substantially its entire cross section and being forced into said

metering openings from the compressive forces exerted by the

pistons against the confined fusible material thereby to permit

a simultaneous movement of the pistons to release the stem

for movement of the gate valve to a closed position.

3,838,706

CONDUIT CLOSURE
Adam Klenk, and Helmut Klenk, both of Asbacherstr. 5, D-

6101 Emsthofen, Germany
Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,011

Claims priority, application Germany, May 6, 1972,

2222406; June 6, 1972, 2227419
Int. CI. F16k 15/03

U.S. CI. 137-247.19 10 Claims

1. A one-way closure for discharge conduits comprising, in

combination, a mounting element connected to the discharge

conduit interiorly thereof and subdividing the same in an
upper and a lower compartment; an elongated connecting
conduit sealingly connected to said mounting element and
having an upper end portion communicating with said upper
compartment, a lower end portion communicating with said

lower compartment, and an internal surface partiajly bound-

ing a liquid-flow path between said upper and lower compart-

ments; a cover mounted in said lower compartment for pivot-

ing movement with respect to said connecting conduit be-

tween a closed position and a fully open position; biasing

means connected with said cover and operative for biasing the

same to said closed position with a force gradually diminishing

from a maximum force in said closed position to a minimum
force in said open position; a depression provided in said

cover and adapted to accommodate a predetermined quantity

of liquid therein when said cover is in said closed position

thereof so as to establish a maximum liquid level in said de-

pression at which the weight of said predetermined quantity of

liquid outbalances said maximum force with attendant rapid

movement of said cover into said open position thereof and
discharge of said quantity of liquid; and a sealing ring arranged

exteriorly of said lower end portion outside said fluid-flow

path and above said predetermined level and sealingly engag-

ing said cover when in said closed position thereof, whereby
said compartments are sealingly separated as long as said

cover is in the latter position, and the liquid is prevented from
contacting said sealing ring.

3,838,707

VALVE WITH LEAK DETECTING SEAL AND
DIAPHRAGM ASSEMBLY

Walter J. Wachowitz, Jr., Waukesha, Wis., assignor to Alloy

Products Corporation, Waukesha, Wis.

Filed Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308,752

Int. CLF16k4y//0
U.S. CL 137-312 1 Claim

1. A readily cleanable valve for regulating milk or like liquid

flow under conditions inhibiting contamination comprising

a valve body equipped with at least two ports, one of said

ports providing a valve seat, said valve body having an

opening opposite said one port,

a guide bearing clamped to said valve body and having an

end wall remote from said valve body for closing said

opening and being in alignment with said one port,

said guide bearing having an actuator body coupled thereto

on the side thereof remote from said valve body,

a piston mounted in said actuator body and having rod

means extending through an opening in said guide bear-

ing end wall into said valve body, said rod means being

equipped with a valve head for engagement with said seat,

said actuator body being equipped with port means for

applying fluid pressure to said piston,

an O-ring seal interposed between said guide bearing end
wall opening and said rod means,

a circular apertured diaphragm connected about said aper-

ture to said rod means at a point thereon between said

head and the point of contact of said O-ring, the perime-

12 55 '

ter of said diaphragm being clamped between said valve

body and said guide bearing to constitute a second seal

whereby liquid in said valve body is isolated from fluid in

said actuator body by seals arranged in series,

a cup member mounted on said rod means adjacent the

connection of said diaphragm to said rod means, said cup

member having a cylindrical wall extending beyond the

clamping of the diaphragm perimeter between said valve

body and guide bearing whereby said cup member pro-

vides continuous support during folding and unfolding of

said diaphragm,

each of said valve body and guide bearing being equipped

with an annular flange for confronting engagement and

for clamping said diaphragm perimeter therebetween,

said guide bearing being equipped with leak-detect port

means communicating the interior of said guide bearing

between said O-ring and diaphragm with the atmosphere,

and

quick disconnect clamp means perimetrically arranged

about said flanges whereby disconnecting said clamp
means permits quick removal of said valve body to expose

for cleaning all portions of said valve contacted by liquid.

3,838,708

IN-LINE CHECK VALVE
Albert Schule, Niklaus von der Fluhstrasse, Basel, Switzerland

Filed Aug. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 388,096

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 21, 1972,

12352/72

Int. CL F16k 15/14

U.S. CL 137-516.11 9 Claims

1. In-line check valve for placement within a pipe con'pris-

ing

a conical structure formed of a spirally wound wire ( 1 ), at

least a portion of the turns of the spirally wound wire

being spaced from each other to form a spiral slit between
the interior and exterior of the cone;

spacer means (7) securing the spiral turns of the wire in

relation to each other and in conical position;
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and a deformable elastic insert (6) having outer conical
walls fitting within the conical structure, the deformable

insert seating against the spirally wound wire structure

when reverse flow is encountered, and lifting off the spiral

wire structure upon forward flow.

3,838,709
DEVICE FOR COUPLING HYDRAULIC PIPES
ASSOCIATED TO APPARATUSES WHICH ARE
RELEASABLY CONNECTED TO EACH OTHER

Andre Castela, Le Mesnil Le Roi, France, assignor to Institut

Francais Du Petrole, Des Carburants Et Lubriflants, Rueil-

Malmaison and Compagnie Francaise Des Petroles, Paris,

both of, France

Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,389
Claims priority, application France, May 9, 1972, 72.16614

Int. CLF16I i 7/25
U.S. CI. 137-614.02 12 Claims

mentary to said first connecting elements and distributed
about the axis of said second apparatus, on a circle having a
radius equal to said predetermined distance, the angular inter-

val between two consecutive groups of second connecting
elements being equal to the angular interval between two
consecutive teeth of said toothed crowns, each of the pipes
associated with each apparatus being coupled to a connecting
element of each group carried by the support element secured
to this apparatus and the teeth of said crown-shaped elements
being in mesh with one another when the two apparatuses are

close to each other, thus automatically positioning said sup-

port members so that the second connecting elements of one
of the groups carried by said second support element cooper-
ate with said first connecting elements carried by said first

support element.

3,838,710

HYDRAULIC VALVE
Raymond G. Reip, Clarendon Hills, III., assignor to Vapor

Corporation, Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 303,354, Nov. 3, 1972, Pat. No. 3,790,127.
This application July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,572

Int. CI. F15b 13/043
U.S. CL 137-596.15 1 Claim

i,a,\
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3,838,714
DEVICE FOR THE POSITIONING OF THE SHUTTLE OF

A LOOM FOR WEAVING FABRIC
Jacques Palencher, Troyes, France, assignor to Lebocey Indus-

trie, Troyes (Aube), France

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,469

Int. CI. D03d 45118
U.S. CI. 139-155 6 Claims

mounted clamping jaws, spring means normally urging
said clamping jaws to a closed position, and handle means
attached to said clamping jaws for manually disengaging
said clamping jaws by exertion of manual pressure to
overcome the force of said spring means;

means for rotating said second clamping means; and
indexing means associated with said second clamping means

to thereby indicate the degree of rotation of said second
clamping means.

1. In a loom for weaving fabric, a device for correcting the
positioning of a projectile thereof having pincer hooks for

gripping the end of the weft thread, comprising:
a. a plate pivotably secured to a support member of said

loom, said plate having a cam surface, the position of said

cam surface being controllable;

b. a sliding finger probe slidably mounted to said plate, said

probe being in cooperative engagement with said projec-
tile; and

c. a roller integral with the batten of said loom, said roller

being in permanent, engaging contact with said cam
surface of said plate so as to cause said plate to pivot,

whereby said projectile is correctly positioned and said
pincer hooks are opened at the moment when the end of
said thread has been slid into the shed of said loom.

3,838,715
TWISTING FIXTURE FOR MULTI-CONDUCTOR CABLE

AND THE LIKE
Donald D. Lang, and Roger Lang, both of Garden Grove,

Calif., assignors to Spectra-Strip Corporation, Garden
Grove, Calif.

Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,284
Int. CI. B21f 7/00

U.S. CI. 140-149 11 Claims

1. An apparatus for accurately twisting multiple conductors
having first and second ends, which comprises:

a first clamping means for stably holding the first ends of
said conductors;

a second clamping means spaced from said first clamping
means, for holding said conductors at a point remote
from said first ends, which comprises a pair of pivotally

3,838,716
SYSTEM FOR PACKING PARTICULATE MATERIAL

INTO LONG CYLINDRICAL CONTAINERS
Charles D. Ripple; Ronald V. James, both of Menio Park, and
Jacob Rubin, Palo Alto, all of Calif., assignors to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of Interior,

Washington, D.C.

Filed July 24, 1973, Ser. No. 382,248
Int. CI. B65b 1124

U.S. CI. 141-12 10 Claims

1. A process for homogeneously and densely packing a
vertically oriented, cylindrically elongated collection zone
with particulate material comprising

a. inserting a delivery zone into said collection zone adja-
cent the bottom of said collection zone;

b. feeding particulate material out of the bottom of said
delivery zone into said collection zone so as to fill said
collection zone;

c. displacing said delivery and collection zones from one
another throughout said filling step so that, in effect, said
delivery zone passes around the vertical axis of said col-
lection zone, and simultaneously passes toward the top of
said collection zone;

d. preventing free-fall fiow of particulate material from said
delivery zone into said collection zone throughout said
filling step by continuously maintaining the bottom of
said delivery zone in compression-free contact with the
top surface of the continuously-enlarging body of particu-

' late material in said collection zone, so that a continuous
mass of particulate material is formed within and between
said delivery and collection zones;

e. repeatedly lifting and dropping, with impacting, said
collection and delivery zones throughout said filling step;
said zones being simultaneously lifted and simultaneously
dropped the same height; and

r damping post-impact' vibration and bouncing of said zones
throughout said filling step.
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3,838,717

TIRE BLOWOUT SIMULATOR
Gilbert H. Wolf, Milford, Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,898

Int. CI. B65b i//04

U.S. CL 141-65 3 Claims
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1. A tire blowout simulator comprising, in combination, a

substantially closed housing having at least one outlet port to

ambient atmosphere, a diaphragm traversing the housing and

normally seating over the port, first means adapted to commu-

nicate the one portion of the housing to one side of the dia-

phragm with an inflatable and deflatable vehicle tire mounted

on a vehicle wheel, said first means providing the sole support

of the housing on the vehicle wheel, second means adapted to

selectively and alternately communicate the other portion of

the housing to the other side of the diaphragm with a source

of pressure fluid or with ambient atmosphere, and means

providing a restricted orifice through the diaphragm commu-

nicating the opposite portions of the housing with each other,

communication of the pressure fluid source with the other

portion of the housing applying substantially equal pressure or

both sides of the diaphragm through the restricted orifice to

maintain the diaphragm in normal position and to inflate the

tire through the first communicating means, communication

of the other portion of the housing with ambient atmosphere

venting the other portion of the housing and displacing the

diaphragm from the outlet port to deflate the tire through the

first communicating means.

3 838 718

MULTI-PRODUCT SWIVEL JOINT

John F. Flory, Morristown; Raymond A. Beazley, West Cald-

well, both of N.J., and Kristen I. Pedersen, Scarsdale, N.Y.,

assignors to Esso Research and Engineering Company, Lin-

den, NJ.
Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,053

Int. CI. B65b 3104

U.S. CI. 141-100 17 Claims

1. In a single anchor leg mooring system for mooring a

tanker at sea, comprising a mooring buoy located at the sur-

face of the sea for receiving a mooring load, a base anchored

to the sea bottom, a single anchor leg connected to said buoy

and said base comprising an anchor chain, an anchor swivel

and a mooring load-carrying shaft, and a swivel assembly

located between said base and said buoy below the surface of

the sea, said swivel assembly operably associated with said

shaft for aiding in the transfer of cargo between said base and

said tanker when it is moored to said buoy, wherein the im-

provement comprises:

927 O.G.—

4

said swivel assembly being capable of handling multi-

product flow and comprising a plurality of radially spaced

passages each for handling separate product flow, includ-

ing a first product flow passageway formed by said load-

carrying shaft having a plurality of spaced openings in the

peripheral wall thereof and at least a second product flow

passageway radially spaced from said first passageway, a

rotatable swivel housing spaced radially outward from

said first and second passageways and constructed and

arranged to provide at least two separate chambers dis-

posed vertically adjacent each other and concentric with

said load-carrying shaft for handling the product flow

from said first and second passagways respectively, each

of said chamber having an opening in the outer radial wall

thereof for connection with product conduit means to

provide product flow communication between said con-

duit means and said chambers, one of said chambers

being directly adjacent said load-carrying shaft in product

flow communication therewith via said openings, bearing

means enabling relative rotation between said load-

carrying shaft and said rotatable swivel housing, and a

plurality of seal means radially spaced at different dis-

tances relative to said peripheral wall of said shaft for

separating the product flow through each of said first and

second passageways from each other and from contami-

nation by the surrounding sea and for preventing passage

of product from said passageways to said bearing means

respectively.

3,838,719

SAMPLE COLLECTOR
Louis Franklin Lederer, Lincoln, Nebr., assignor to Instrumen-

tation Specialties Company, Lincoln, Nebr.

Filed Apr. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 241,033

Int. CI. B67c 3134

U.S.CL 141-284 25 Claims

1. A fluid control system for guiding the fluid from a body

of fluid through a sample collector into a plurality of contain-

ers, comprising:
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channel-inlet means having internal wall portions defining
a plurality of channel inlets;

channel-outlet means having internal wall portions defining
a plurality of channel outlets;

channel means for guiding fluid applied to at least one of
said channel inlets to at least one of said channel outlets;

certain of said channel outlets being adapted to be posi-
tioned directly over a different one of said containers,
whereby fluid applied to one of said channel-inlets is

guided into one of said containers without passing
through any curved lengths of tubes;

sample-collector inlet means having internal walls defining
at least one sample-collector inlet;

pump outlet means having internal walls defining, at least

one pump outlet;

pump means for pumping fluid between said sample-
collector inlet and said pump outlet;

fluid-guide outlet means having internal walls defining at

least one fluid-guide outlet;

rotatable fluid-guide means for receiving fluid from said
pump outlet and guiding said fluid to different ones said

channel inlets;

said pump outlet means being stationary and communicat-
ing with said fluid-guide means;

said rotatable fluid-guide means including fluid-guide inlet

means for communicating with said stationary pump
outlet while said movable fluid-guide means rotates,

whereby said pump outlet assumes different positions

with respect to said rotatable fluid-guide means while
remaining in communication with the interior thereof;

said rotatable fluid-guide means having a vertical axis of
rotation;

said rotatable fluid-guide means including drive means for
rotating said rotatable fluid-guide means about said verti-

cal axis of rotation;

said fluid-guide inlet means having internal walls defining a
fluid-guide inlet;

said channel means including a distributor plate;

said distributor plate including a plurality of recesses and
perforations;

said recesses defining said channel-inlet means and said

perforations defining said channel-outlet means.

a. a platform mounted on said support structure,
b. a hollow body rigidly mounted on said platform,
c. two lower pipes firmly attached to said hollow body in

fluid communication with the interior of said hollow body
and adapted to be connected in fluid communications
with said storage point,

d. a hollow dome, means for rotatably mounting said dome
on said hollow body in fluid tight relation therewith,

e. at least two laterally extending pipes rigidly secured to
said dome in fluid communication with the interior of the
dome and adapted to be connected in fluid communica-
tion to the ship by ducts; said laterally extending pipes
being situated at substantially the same level,

f. said dome and said hollow body being in fluid communi-
cation to define an internal cavity therebetween all of said
pipes being in fluid communication with said cavity,

g. an oblique partition rigidly secured to said dome on the
interior thereof within said cavity and separating said
cavity into lower and upper chambers, one of said later-
ally extending pipes and one of said lower pipes being
connected to said lower chamber, whereby, said lower
chamber provides a permanent fluid communication
between said one laterally extending pipe and said one
lower pipe, and

1. means for providing an inner fluid passage firmly at-
tached to said body and extending coaxially with, and
within, said cavity through said partition into said up-
per chamber, sealing gland means in said partition
surrounding said passage means for providing a liquid
tight seal between said passage means and said parti-
tion thereby to keep said upper and lower chambers
isolated from each 6ther; said passage means being in
fluid communciation communication the other lower
pipe and said upper chamber, into which the other of
said laterally extending pipes opens, whereby fluid
supplied to said distributor through the respective
laterally extending pipes is kept separated in said cavity
by said partition and passage means and directed only
to the lower pipe associated with a respective laterally
extending pipe.

3,838,720

ROTATABLE DISTRIBUTORS
Hendrik Van Hulstijn, Maisons Laffitte, and Henri Graton,

Herblay, both of France, assignors to Compagnie Generate
D'Equipement Maritine Hersent, Paris, France

Filed Jan. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 328,024
Claims priority, application France, Feb. 3, 1972, 72.03671

Int. CI. B65b 3104: F16I 39104
U.S. CI. 141-387 12 Claims

3 838 721
TREE HARVESTING APPARATUS AND METHOD

Theodore B. Golob; Sylvester J. Hauck, and Bruce A. Mar-
gerum, all of Ontario, Canada, assignors to Eaton Yale Ltd.,
Woodstock, Ontario, Canada
Division of Ser. No. 888,746, Dec. 29, 1969, Pat. No.

3,796,241. This application Jan. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 106,073
Int. CI. AOlg 23108

U.S. CI. 144-3 D 4 Claims

3a

lai

I. A rotatable fluid distributor adapted to be mounted on a
support structure for transferring at least one fluid between a
ship and a storage point, comprising,

1. An apparatus for use in harvesting trees comprising a
support, delimbing means carried by the support for delimbing
a tree upon relative movement therebetween, said delimbing
means including a delimbing member movable transversely of
a trunk of the tree upon changes in the cross-sectional dimen-
sion of a portion of the trunk of the tree adjacent to said
delimbing member during relative movement between the tree
said delimbing means, means carried by said support for top-
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ping the tree, and means for effecting operation of said top-

ping means in response to said delimbing member encounter-

ing a predetermined cross-sectional dimension of the trunk of

the tree, said topping means including at least one blade for

severing the trunk of the tree, said means for effecting opera-

tion of said topping means including means for holding said

one blade in an outward position spaced from the trunk of the

tree until said delimbing member encounters the predeter-

mined cross-sectional dimension and for releasing said one

blade for movement into engagement with the trunk of the

tree upon said delimbing member encountering the predeter-

mined cross-sectional dimension, said means for holding said

blade in an outward position comprising a trigger member

mounted on said delimbing member and movable from a

position engaging said one blade to a position spaced from

said blade upon said delimbing member encountering the

predetermined cross-sectional dimension, and biasing means

urging said one blade toward engagement with the trunk of the

tree when said one blade is in contact with said trigger mem-

ber.

3,838,722

TRIMMING APPARATUS
Verlan L. Downing, Bellevue, Wash., assignor to Dart Indus-

tries Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 400,025

Int. CI. B27c 1108

U.S. CI. 144-118 8 Claims

y.-^..

3,838,723

DUAL DADO MACHINE
Ernest J. Sandberg, Red Bluff, Calif., assignor to Commander

Industries, Inc., Red Bluff, Calif.

Filed July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,171

Int. CI. B27c 5106; B27f 1/08

U.S. CI. 144-133 R 15 Claims

1. A dual dado machine for use with an elongated work

member having top, bottom and end surfaces comprising an

elongated main frame extending through two work sites, a

magazine on said frame for supporting a stack of said work

members, means on said main frame for transferring a work

member from said stack in said magazine to said work sites

simultaneously, means on said main frame for holding said

work member in said work sites, a pair of dado cutters, means

for simultaneously moving both of said dado cutters on said

main frame transversely and each into and out of a respective

one of said work sites, and means on said main frame for

ejecting said work member from said main frame.

3,838,724

CHIPPING HEAD ASSEMBLY
Ernest Robert Buchacher, Langley, British Columbia, and

Arthur Robert Halliday, Delta, British Columbia, both of

Canada, assignors to Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd., East

Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Filed Aug. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 392,312

Int. CI. B27g 13100

U.S. CI. 144-230 3 Claims

1. A trimming machine for simultaneously trimming the

upper and lower edges of a substantially planar product, com-

prising:
II

a rigid frame;

a planar table extending crosswise of the frame, an opening

in the table;

a vertical shaft mounted in the rigid frame and passing

through the opening in the table;

power means to rotate the shaft about its longitudinal axis;

a bottom cutting blade mounted on the shaft for rotation

with the shaft, the bottom cutting blade being positioned

at approximately the level of the planar table;

a sleeve mounted above the table and on the shaft for rota-

tion therewith;

a top cutting blade affixed to the sleeve for rotation there-

with;

adjustment means to move the sleeve vertically on the shaft

to vary the distance between the top and bottom cutting

blades; and
||

biasing means to bias the sleeve downward.

1. A chipping head assembly including:

a. a driven head member rotatable about a axis,

b. the head member having a peripheral V-shaped seat

defined by a pair of walls extending parallel to the axis of

rotation of the head member,

c. a chipping knife having a root section having a pair of

faces making intimate contact with the walls of the seat.
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d. one of the faces of the root section of the chipping
knife having a keyway of rectangular cross-section pro-
viding a pair of parallel side walls extending in a direction
perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the head member,
e. a key member taking the shape of a regular polygon
having an even number of side faces secured on the seat
wall confronting the keyway of the chipping knife for
fitted reception in the keyway, and rotatable about an
axis perpendicular to the last mentioned seat wall,

f. the key member having a geometric center offset from its
center of rotation so as to enable incremental lateral
adjustment of chipping knife on the head member, and

g. means for clamping the chiping knife in the seat.

adjacent vertical edges and operatively attached to at least
one overhead door track and at least two door lower guides;
said overhead track being attached to and supported by said
structure and said door lower guides being structured fixed in
relation to said door opening; means to operatively attach said
vertical panels to said overhead track and means to attach the
lower portion of said door panels to at least two structural
guides located near said door lower side edges; the arrange-
ment being that as the door opens said vertical panels partially
fold as the top of said door moves inwardly while supported
by said overhead track and the bottom of said door moves
upwardly while being secured by said door guides until the
center portion of said door reaches a substantially horizontal
position at the maximum opening.

3 838 725
MOTORCYCLE-SIZE SPARETIRE FOR AUTOMOBILES
Daniel Lejeune, Clermont-Ferrand, France, assignor to Com-

pagnie Generale des Etablissements Michelin raison sociale
Michelin & Cie, Clermont-Ferrand (Puy-de-Dome), France

Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,725
Claims priority, application France, Mar. 1, 1972, 72.7139

Int. CI. B60c 11106, 9/18
U.S. CI. 152-209 R g claims

i- -=_ -^ = -
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3 838 732
CONTAMINANT COLLECTION SYSTEM FOR SHAKER

TABLE
Robert C. Overmyer, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Hawley
Manufacturing Corporation, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Dec. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 422,406
Int. CI. F23j 11100; B22d 29102

U.S. CI. 164-404 ,2 Claims

TO COMPRESSED

AIR SOURCE

a zone auxiliary heater in at least one of said zones and
control means for energizing said zone heater upon the

call for heating by the thermostat means in said one of
said zones regardless of the requirements of another of
said zones.

1. For use with a shake-out system for removing mold sand
from metal castings, said system including an elongated shaker
table defining a plurality of positions therealong for receiving
castings, and a plurality of conveyor means for delivering
castings to the table and dumping them onto said positions, a
contamination collection system comprising an elongated
main exhaust duct extending above and along said shaker
table, an elongated main support frame for supporting said
duct above said table, a plurality of first hoods mounted on
one side of said frame adjacent, respectively, said positions, a
plurality of second hoods mounted on the opposite side of said
frame adjacent, respectively, said positions, said hoods ex-
tending downwardly from their points of connection with said
frame toward, respectively, the longitudinal sides of said
shaker table, the hoods adjacent each position cooperating, in
their downwardly extending positions, to define a work space
therebetween and above said shaker table and to exhaust said
work space, at least some of said hoods being mounted on said
frame for movement between their downwardly extending
positions and upper positions to provide access to said work
spaces from said conveyor means, power means for moving
s^id movable hoods to their upper positions, and duct means
for c'onnectmg said hoods to said main duct, the duct means
connected to said movable hoods being movable to accommo-
date the hood movement.

3,838,733
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR MULTIPLE ZONE HEATING

AND COOLING
Charles W. Erlandson, Louisville, Ky., assignor to General

Electric Company, Louisville, Ky.
Filed Aug. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 384,884

Int. CI. F24f 13100
U.S. CI. 165-22 8 Claims

1. A multiple-zone air conditioning system comprising a
central source for supplying either cooled or heated air to all
of said zones;

a zone thermostat means in each of said zones;
control circuitry for supplying cooled air from'said source

upon a call therefor by any one of said zone thermostat
means and supplying heated air to said zones only upon
the call therefor by all of said zone thermostat means;

3,838,734
HEAT TRANSFER ROLL BODY

John A. Kilmartin, Portage, Mich., assignor to Beloit Corpora-
tion, Beloit, Wis.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,522
Int. CI. F28d 11102; F28b 5102

U.S. CI. 165-90 ,0 Claims

;?*

1. A temperature controlled roll mechanism for a paper
machine or the like comprising in combination:

a first roll having a roll shell with an inner rigid metal annu-
lar base and a covering of a composition having an upper
temperature limit;

a second opposing heated roll forming a roll couple with the
first roll and being heated to heat the outer layer of said
first roll;

end journals for the first roll for supporting the roll for
rotation;

an inner shell positioned coaxially within the outer shell and
defining a thin annular chamber therebetween and form-
ing a hollow fluid receiving inner chamber within the
inner shell;

a plurality of axially spaced openings through said inner
shell leading from said inner chamber to said annular
chamber;

a coolant delivery mechanism connected to said inner
chamber;

and a coolant exhaust passage connected to one end of said
annular chamber receiving flow from said axially spaced
openings so that fluid flows axially through the annular
chamber to said exhaust passage.
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3,838,735

REMOVABLE ADAPTOR BETWEEN WELL AND PUMP
OUTLET

Robert E. Prescott, Hampton Rd., Exeter, N.H. 03833
Filed Nov. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 420,020

Int. CLE2 lb 2i/00,ii/0i
U.S. CI. 166-85 . 10 Claims

.^J

1. A construction for use in a well casing having an opening

through a wall thereof, said construction comprising an outlet

port connected to said well casing, at said wall opening said

outlet port having at least an opening therethrough communi-
cating with said wall opening and a pintle extending upwardly

therefrom, an elbow adaptor having at least an L-shaped

opening, said elbow adaptor including a link pivoted thereto,

said link having a bight that is adapted to catch said pintle on

said outlet port and having a pair of arms that are adpated to

straddle said pintle in order to position said elbow adaptor

within said well casing with said opening of said elbow adaptor

communicating with said opening of said outlet port, said

elbow adaptor having rearward abutment means and forward

abutment means for limiting rotational movement of said

elbow adaptor.

holes drilled perpendicular from the well borehole into the

tight oil or gas formation, the small holes which comprise a

layer are drilled at the same depth and from as many points

that can be drilled around the circumference of the well bore-

hole so the small holes will radiate out from the well borehole

into the tight oil or gas formation, injecting liquid explosive

into the small holes after they have been drilled and igniting

said explosive to exert fracturing pressure on the tight oil or

gas formation from the small holes, wherein the method used

in drilling the small holes consists of lowering a tubing string

into the well borehole with a ninety degree elbow attached to

the downhole end of the tubing string string and setting the

tubing string so the open end of the 90° elbow interfaces with

the well borehole wall where a small hole is to be drilled,

lowering a drill pipe string down through the tubing string with

a flexible hollow shaft attached to the downhole end of the

drill pipe string, a tool joint attaching the uphole end of the

flexible hollow shaft to the downhole end of the drill pipe

string and a drill bit attached to the downhole end of the

flexible hollow shaft by means of a tool joint, applying rotation

and down pressure to the drill pipe string from the top of the

well borehole whereby the drill pipe string rotates and forces

the drill bit and flexible hollow shaft through the 90° elbow
and drills the drill bit and flexible hollow shaft into the tight

oil or gas formation drilling a small hole until the tool joint

that attaches the flexible hollow shaft to the drill pipe string

is near the point where the tubing string attaches to the 90°

elbow, then applying hoisting action to the drill pipe string by
the conventional well drilling equipment at the top of the well

borehole until the flexible hollow shaft and drill bit have been
pulled from the drilled small hole in the tight oil or gas forma-
tion into the 90° elbow rotating the tubing string after the drill

bit has been pulled into the 90° elbow until the open end of the
90° elbow interfaces with the well borehole wall where the

^
next small hole of a layer is to be drilled, lowering the tubing

string when all the small holes of a layer are drilled to the point

in the well borehole where the next layer of small holes is to

be drilled if the band of small holes requires more than one
layer of small holes.

3,838,736

TIGHT OIL OR GAS FORMATION FRACTURING
PROCESS

W. B. Driver, 19 Sheridan Rd., Arnold, Md. 21012

Filed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,359

Int. CL E21b 43/26, 7108

U.S. CI. 166-299 3 Claims

1. The process of fracturing tight oil or gas formations by

drilling into the the tight oil or gas formation from a selected

depth in a well borehole in the tight oil or gas formation a

band consisting of one or more layers which consist of small

3,838,737

PETROLEUM PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE
loseph C. Allen, Bellaire, and Jack F. Tate, Houston, Tex.,

assignors to Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,405
Int. CL E21b 43116

U.S. CL 166-269 11 Claims

1. A method for producing petroleum from a subterranean

reservoir which comprises;

injecting a slug of petroleum solvent more dense than water

into the upper portion of the reservoir followed by a

driving fluid,

injecting a slug of petroleum solvent less dense than water

into the lower portion of the reservoir followed by a

driving fluid and

driving these solvents through the reservoir toward a pro-

duction point where petroleum is produced.
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3,838,738
METHOD FOR RECOVERING PETROLEUM FROM
VISCOUS PETROLEUM CONTAINING FORMATIONS

INCLUDING TAR SANDS
David Arthur Redford, Fort Sasketchwan, Alb«rta, Canada,
and Joseph Columbus Allen, Bellaire, Tex., assignors to

Texaco Exploration Canada Ltd., Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
by said Redford and Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y., by said
Allen

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,425
Int. CI. E21b 43126, 43124

U.S. CI. 166-271 28 Claims

ra jrijffAGi
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an operative lever system having a plurality of load bearing
points supporting the live platform;

said lever system including a transfer lever for transferring

the accumulative load to a weight indicating means;
a platform box understructure supporting said lever system
and having a forwardly disposed opening wherein said

transfer lever protrudes from the platform box;

said transfer lever being split proximate to said opening

providing a removable lever portion of said transfer lever

outside said box;

coupling means for locking said removable lever portion to

said transfer lever;

said removable lever portion operatively interconnected to

weight indicating means and adapted to be disconnected
therefrom whereby the weight indicating means and
transfer lever can be disassembled from the lever system
contained within the platform box.

3,838,744

BODY WEIGHT MEASURING DEVICE
Mikiharu Tanji, Watarai, and Masanori Yamagiwa, Ise City,

both of Japan, assignors to ISE Electronics Corporation, Ise

City, Mie Prefecture, Japan
Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,333

Claims priority, application Japan, June 30, 1972, 47-77468
Int. CI. GOlg 23130, 3/14

U.S. CI. 177-177 3 Claims

3,838,745
MOUNTING SUPPORT FOR THE BATTERY BOX IN THE

CARRIAGE OF BATTERY DRIVEN VEHICLES
Friedhelm Kappei, am pflngstanger 9, 3163 Sehnde, Germany

Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,747
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 23, 1971,

2164072

Int. CI. B60r 1/04
U.S. CI. 180-68.5 5 Claims
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end-to-end and stored in the casing, the top end of the

chute transversely secured to the casing;

a transversely extending bar member having an elongated
cylindrical pad disposed therealong is provided with the

bottom end of the chute transversely connected with a
sidewall of the pad, the bar member extending laterally

beyond the sides of the chute;

a pair of transversely spaced longitudinally extending side

bars each having a top end connected to one of the ends
of the bar member with the opposite free ends projecting

downwardly therefrom substantially normal to the bar

member and extending adjacent to the exterior of the

building;

a pair of hinge like pivot means mounted exteriorly of the

building substantially at ground level beneath the ends of
the bar member, a free end of each side bar pivotally

connected to an associated one of the hinges for pivotal

movement thereabout toward and away from the build-

ing; and

selectively releasable means for opening the casing and
releasing the chute to fall outwardly therefrom due to its

own weight effecting the top bar and connected side bars

to rotate about a horizontal axis of the pivot means so that

the bottom end of the chute reaches the ground with the

side bars firmly holding the bottom chute end spaced
outwardly from the building to hold the chute at an angle

to the building with the pad disposed at the bottom of the

chute end thus permitting individuals to slide down the

chute to safety.

3,838,751

AXLE LUBRICATION SYSTEM
Danny D. Brown, Berea, Ohio, assignor to Eaton Corporation,

Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 386,145
Int. CI. FOlm 9100

U.S. CL 184-6.12 11 Claims

355 15 14 23 V- 82 t

1. An axle mechanism comprising:

an axle housing capable of being mounted in one of two
positions and having an opening extending therein;

a differential carrier housing mounted on said axle housing
and extending within said opening;

said carrier housing carrying a drive pinion gear, a ring gear
in meshing, driving engagement with said drive pinion
gear, and a differential secured to said ring gear and
including a pair of output members extending therefrom,
said ring gear and differential secured to said carrier by
first and second bearings through which said output mem-
bers extend;

a sump within said axle housing and extending within said

carrier housing, said sump having a static level sufficient

to submerge a portion of said ring gear, said drive pinion,

and said differential;

means within said carrier housing defining

a. a first fluid flow path for directing lubricant within said

carrier to said differential when said axle housing is

positioned in its first position and said axle mechanism
is driven in a forward direction,

b. a second fluid flow path for directing lubricant from

and

said ring gear to within said differential when said axle

housing is positioned in its first position and said axle

mechanism is driven in a reverse direction,

c. a third fluid flow path for directing lubricant from said

drive pinion to within said differential when said axle

housing is positioned in its second position and said

axle mechanism is driven in a forward direction,

d. a fourth lubricant flow path for directing lubricant

from said drive pinion gear to within said differential

when said axle housing is positioned in its second posi-

tion and said axle mechanism is driven in a rearward
direction.

3,838,752

ELEVATOR SYSTEM
Harry Berkovitz, Glen Rock, N.J., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,351
Int.CI.B66byy/0'/

10 ClaimsU.S. CL 187-20

1. An elevator system, comprising:

an elevator car.

counterweight means,
a drive sheave having cable grooves.
rope means interconnecting said elevator car and counter-

weight means, said rope means being held in frictiona!

contact with the cable grooves of said drive sheave by
the weight of said elevator car and counterweight
means,

drive means for rotating said drive sheave to move said
elevator car and counterweight means, due to friction

between the drive sheave and rope means, and lubricat-

ing means, said lubricating means lubricating said rope
means and the cable grooves of said drive sheave during
operation of the elevator system with a synthetic
lubricant which provides a coefficient of friction between
said rope means and said drive sheave of at least 0.145.

3 838 753
DISC BRAKE CALIPER AND MOUNTING STRUCTURE
William J. Kestermeier, and John R. Penn, both of South Bend,

Ind., assignors to The Bendix Corporation, South Bend, Ind.

Filed Dec. 21, 1970, Ser. No. 99,791
Int. CL FI6d 65102

U.S. CI. 188—73.3 4 Claims
1. In a disc brake:

a rotor having a pair of friction faces;

a pair of friction elements, one of said elements being dis-

posed adjacent each of said friction faces;

a torque member having a pair of circumferentially spaced
arms extending generally parallel to one of said friction
faces and defining a recess therebetween slidably receiv-
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ing one of said friction elements, said one element being

movable toward and away from said one friction face;

each of said arms terminating in a component extending

generally parallel to the axis of said rotor, each of said

components including portions disposed radially out-

wardly of the periphery of said rotor and extending across

at least half of the axial width of the latter, said compo-
nents carrying bearing surfaces extending parallel to the

axis of the rotor, said bearing surfaces extending over a

substantial portion of the axial length of said components
including the portions of the latter extending across at

least half of the axial width of the rotor; and
a caliper member having a fluid motor portion disposed

adjacent said one friction face, a bridge portion extending

across the periphery of said rotor, and a radially inwardly

extending portion extending generally parallel to the

other friction face and carrying the other friction element
whereby the braking torque generated by engagement of
the other friction element with said other friction face is

transmitted through said caliper member;
said caliper member having bearing surfaces extending

parallel to the axis of the rotor carried by said fluid motor
portion and bridge portion of the caliper member, said

bearing surfaces on said caliper member being supported

by the bearing surfaces on said components to thereby
slidably support said caliper member for movement gen-

erally parallel to the axis of said rotor, the cooperation of
those portions of said components and said caliper mem-
ber extending over the periphery of the rotor being effec-

tive to resist twisting of the latter in a horizontal plane due
to the braking torque exerted on the caliper member by
engagement of said other friction element with said other

friction face, the bearing surfaces on one of said members
being defined by axially extending recesses integral with

said one member, said recesses defining an upper bearing

surface and a lower bearing surface in said one member,
the bearing surfaces on said other member being defined
by axially extending projections integral with said other

member, said projections defining an upper bearing sur-

face on one side of said projections and a lower bearing

surface on the other side of said projections, the upper
and lower bearing surfaces on said projections cooperat-

ing with the upper and lower projections on said recesses

respectively whereby rotation of the caliper member with

respect to the torque member in a vertical plane is pre-

vented;

said caliper member being supported on said torque mem-
ber solely by the bearing surfaces on the caliper member
and the corresponding bearing surfaces on the torque
member, the caliper member being otherwise free of
support by said torque member.

3,838,754

SLIDING CALIPER DISC BRAKE
Daniel Schoenhenz, Epinay, France, assignor to Societe Ano-
nyme D.B.A., Paris, France

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 337,988
Claims priority, application France, Mar. 2, 1972, 72.7191

Int. CL F16d 551224

S. CI. 188-73.3 11 5 Claims

1. In a disc brake:
||

a fixed support member;
a caliper member,

U

means slidably mounting said caliper member on said fixed

support member to permit transverse sliding movement
of the caliper member on the fixed support member,

said slidably mounting means including a slot in said caliper

member having an open side receiving a portion of the

fixed support member, said slot having upper and lower

edges extending above and below the portion of the fixed

support member received in the open side of the slot, and

a joining side opposite said open side interconnecting the

/ 12

upper and lower edges, a groove defined in one of said

edges of said slot, and a key-forming member having an

element movable from a first position wherein the ele-

ment is received within said groove permitting said cali-

per member to be twisted to remove said portion from

said slot to a second position wherein said element is

disposed between said portion and said joining side to

thereby lock the caliper member onto said fixed support

member, said key-forming member including locking

means maintaining said element in said second position

until said locking means is released.

3,838,755

CONICAL SPRING DISK BRAKING MECHANISM
J. Richard Cochran, and Ronald L. Altnau, both of Ripon,

Wis., assignors to McGraw-Edison Company, Ripon, Wis.

Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,763

Int. CI. B60t 13104

U.S. CI. 188-166 12 Claims

jI»

1. A disk braking mechanism for use on a rotating shaft,

comprising:

first and second generally circular plates adapted to be

axially movable relative to one another to engage one or

more stationary braking pads positioned therebetween,

said first plate being rigidly affixed to said shaft;

a conical spring positioned adjacent said second plate such

that the outer periphery of the spring normally contacts

and urges said second plate toward said first plate to

apply braking force to said pads;

a number of holding spacers aligned in a circle concentric

with and generally midway between the inner and outer

peripheries of said spring, said holding spacers being

attached to said first plate and extending through open-
ings in said second plate and said spring and adapted to
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hold said spring, said spacers defining a generally annular
fulcrum over which said spring may be deflected, said
deflection occurring by depressing the inner periphery of
said spring, causing the outer periphery to thereby reduce
the force being applied to said second plate and to the
brake pads positioned between said first and second
plates.

3,838,757
INTERNAL SHOE-DRUM BRAKES

Glyn Phillip Reginald Farr, Kenilworth, England, assignor to
Girling Limited, Birmingham, England

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,612
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 3, 1972,

9920/72; Mar. 9, 1972, 10952/72

Int. CL F16d 65/56
U.S. CI. 188-79.5 P 9 Claims

3,838,756
ACTUATOR MECHANISM FOR CRANE TURNTABLE

BRAKE
Donald R. Pottorff, Mercersburg, Pa., assignor to Walter

Kidde & Company, Inc., Clifton, N.J.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,697
Int. CI. F16d 65/14

U.S. CI. 188-170 6 Claims

9 8 U 23 25 16 18 U W

2i 21 22 20 17

-^:»i(: •'il

1. A safety brake actuator mechanism for a construction
crane turntable hydraulic brake, said turntable hydraulic
brake including a brake master cylinder having a plunger and
a foot pedal operator for said plunger connected thereto, the
improvement comprising a crank arm disposed near said
master cylinder plunger, a pivot element common to said foot
pedal operator and said crank arm and pivotally supporting
both independently, said crank arm being operatively con-
nected with said plunger independently of the connection of
the foot pedal operator with said plunger, a manual safety
operating lever for said turntable hydraulic brake having
brake activating and release positions, a linkage connected
with said manual lever and operable to lock the lever releas-
ably in said brake activating position when the lever is moved
to such position, a cable connected with said linkage and
extending near to said crank arm, and a connector means
attached to said cable near said crank arm and being pivotally
secured to the crank arm, whereby movement of the cable
responsive to movement of said lever to the brake activating
position will swing the crank arm and cause the latter to move
the plunger m a direction to activate the turntable hydraulic
brake, said connector means including a pair of relatively
movable parts and a spring interconnecting said parts, said
spring being tensioned and storing energy to exert pressure
through said crank arm on said plunger when said lever is in
the brake activating position, said spring automatically return-
ing said crank arm to a turntable brake release position rela-
tive (o said plunger when said lever is moved to said brake
release position.

1. An internal shoe-drumbrake in which arcuate shoes are
mounted on a stationary back plate and an actuator for sepa-
rating the shoes is located between the shoes at one end and
an abutment unit is located between the other ends of the
shoes, said abutment unit comprising a body fixed to the
stationary back plate, a first normally non-rotatable member
slidable in the body for co-operation with one shoe, a second
normally non-rotatable member axially slidable in the body
for co-operation with the end of the other shoe, and an inter-
mediate component extending between the members and
including stops adapted to engage with a part of the body and
to limit movement of one member towards the other.

3,838,758

BAG
Jerome H. Brown, 4 Eton Ct., Massapequa, N.Y. 11758

Filed May 23, 1973, Ser. No. 362,942
Int. CI. B65d 7/00

U.S. CI. 190-44 7 Claims

1. A bag comprising a first tubular portion and a second
tubular portion each having an open end, transverse wall
means secured to said tubular portions so that in an extended
position said wall means forms a divider between said tubular
portions and in a collapsed position said wall means forms a
base with said second tubular portion being disposed within
said first tubular portion, a handle on said wall means, and
fastening means for said open ends secured to said tubular
portions.

<*i.7**
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S,838,759

JAW CLUTCH FOR MULTI-SPEED GEAR TRAINS OR
THE LIKE

Hubert Schmoelz, Nattheim; Karl Otto Dahler, and Erich

Polzer, both of Heidenheim, all of Germany, assignors to

Voith Getriebe KG, Heidenheim/Brenz, Germany
Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,626

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 5, 1972,

2205546

Int. CI. F16d 11/ 10; FOlb U/02; F16j 1/22

U.S. CI. 192-48.91 24 Claims

1. A jaw clutch, particularly for use in multispeed gear

trains, comprising a first rotary clutch element a second rotary

clutch element at least approximately coaxial with said first

clutch element; a third rotary clutch element movable sub-

stantially axially of said first and second elements between a

first position and at least one second position, said first and
third elements respectively having first and second sets of

permanently meshing teeth, said second and third elements

respectively having third and fourth sets of teeth meshing in

said one second position of said third element, at least one of

said first and second sets and at least one of said third and
fourth sets of teeth being relatively short, as considered in the

axial direction of said elements, to permit free angular adjust-

ment of said third element relative to said first and second

elements; displacing means actuatable to move said third

element beween said positions; a reciprocable coupling mem-
ber interposed between said displacing means and said third

element; a first joint articulately connecting said coupling

member with said third element; and a second joint articu-

lately connecting said coupling member with said displacing

means.

,838,760

PARKING BARRIER AND MEANS FOR CONTROLLING
THE OPERATION THEREOF

Clark L. Selby, Jr., Overland Park, Kans., assignor to Clark

Park Company, Mission, Kans.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 190,979, Oct. 20, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,757,916. This application July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,706
Int. CI. G07f 15/12

U.S.CL 194-1 R 10 Claims

1. A parking stall means comprising,

a guide frame means for accommodating a vehicle therein

and including means for positioning the front wheels of

the vehicle therein,

a barrier means movably mounted on said guide frame

means adapted to be moved between a substantially hori-

zontal position to an upwardly extending position behind

at least one of the vehicle front wheels, said barrier means
permitting the vehicle to move into the guide frame

means when in its horizontal position and preventing the

vehicle from entering or leaving the guide frame means

when in its upwardly extending position.

control means for controlling the operation of said barrier

means,

said control means comprising a linkage means secured to

said barrier means and a key actuated apparatus secured

to said linkage means.

3,838,761

LOTTERY APPARATUS
Nils Magnus Hakansson, and Malte Harald Martensson, both

of Helsingborg, Sweden, assignors to Sveriges Forenade

Tryckerier Forsaljningsaktiebolag, Helsingborg, Sweden
Filed Jan. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 217,490

Claims priority, application Sweden, Nov. 5, 1971,

14180/71; Dec. 6, 1971, 15614/71

Int. CI. G07f ///OO

U.S. CI. 194-2 8 Claims

1. A lottery apparatus for dispensing individual numbered
tickets from a roll of tickets, the apparatus comprising:

a frame;

a closed container having a single outlet opening, the con-

tainer being replacably mounted as a separate unit in the

frame;

a roll of a continuous strip forming successive tickets num-
bered in a non-regular sequence, the roll being enclosed

in the container for the protection of the roll's number
secrecy;

rotative means on the closed container communicating with

the interior of the container for effecting the withdrawal

of the strip from the container through the outlet open-

ing;

means enclosed by the container for preventing the with-

drawn strip from being returned to the container; and,

driving means carried on the frame for releasably engaging

the rotative means when the container is mounted in the

frame whereby activation of the driving means causes

withdrawal of the strip from the container through the

outlet opening.
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3,838,762

TYPE ACTION ARRANGEMENT
Theodore N. Madison, Wethersfield, Conn., assignor to Litton

Business Systems, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,295

Int. CI. B41j 23108
L.S. CI. 197-17 8 Claims

predetermined dimension and supporting guide means extend-
ing longitudinally parallel to said surface, each station includ-
ing marshalling and accumulating means being provided with
a back plate linearly displaceable along the guide means for
each said station and between which and said pusher diverter
means the group of articles is assembled in each station,
means to guide successive articles selectively to either side of
said pusher diverter means and means to discharge the assem-
bled group of articles from each said loading station in a
direction at right angles to the said predetermined dimension,
wherein the marshalling and accumulating means in one of
said loading stations comprise said article supporting surface.

_©

1. In a powered typewriter having a plurality of type actions
each including a sublever movable from a rest position to a
print position to effect a printing movement of a type bar, a
cam pivotally supported on the sublever and movable into

engagement with a power roll to drive the sublever from the
rest position to the print position, a trip lever movable to pivot
the cam into engagement with the power roll, and a keylever
for moving the trip lever to initiate a printing operation, the
improvement comprising:

a first pivot rod for pivotally supporting said plurality of
sublevers,

a second pivot rod for pivotally supporting said plurality of
trip levers,

a third pivot rod for pivotally supporting said plurality of
keylevers;

a mounting bracket for mounting said sublevers, said trip

levers and said keylevcrs in operative relation relative to

each other;

said mounting bracket including spaced-apart end plate
means having first, second and third holes formed therein
for receiving said first, second and third pivot rods re-

spectively in aligned relation to each other;
said mounting bracket further including wall means extend-

ing between said pair of end plates and having guide slots

formed therein for receiving therethrough and operably
aligning said sublevers, said trip levers and said keylevers;
and

said end plates and said wall means defining complementary
tabs and tab receiving slots for positioning and securing
said end plates and said wall means relative to each other.

said pusher-diverter member, a spacer member and one of
said back plates, said pusher-diverter member, spacer member
and said one back-plate being mounted on said longitudinally
extending guide means for linear movement there along, said
back plate and the spacer member being provided with means
to return them to one end of the guide means after each article

handling sequence and the spacer member being provided
with selectively releasable latch means connecting said spacer
member to the pusher diverter member, said spacer member
latch means being releasable at a selected point in said prede-
termined dimension and said spacer being interposable to said

point into a group of articles being assembled m the associated
station.

3,838,764
FINAL POSITIONING MECHANISM FOR SINGLE

ELEMENT TYPE CARRIER
Herbert Decker, Lauf, Germany, assignor to Triumph Werke
Nuernberg A.G., Nuernberg, Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 97,833, Dec. 14, 1970, abandoned.
This application Nov. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 309,062

Int. CI. B41j 1160
U.S. CI. 197-52 17 Claims

3,838,763
CONTAINER LOADING ARRANGEMENTS

Sydney W. Rooke; Alan Grice, and Malcolm F. Davey, all of
Kent, England, assignors to Sovex Limited, Erith, Kent,
England

Filed Aug. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 282,817
Int. CI. B65g 47/00

U.S. CI. 198-20 R 8 Claims
1. Article handling apparatus comprising two loading sta-

tions each provided with means to receive individual articles

and discharge a plurality of said articles assembled into a
group of predetermined longitudinal dimension, the second
loading station extending co-linearly with the first said loading
station, pusher diverter means being arranged to be movable
linearly along each station, each loading station comprising an
article supporting surface extending in the direction of said

1. In a printing machine, the combination comprising:
a type head having type characters formed thereon for

impacting against a recording medium,
said type head being movable to position a selected type

character for printing.
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moving means for moving said type head to effect approxi-

mate positioning of the type character selected for print-

ing,

a support member for supporting said type head and said

moving means,

said support member being movably supported for moving

said type head in a printing movement from a normal

position to a printing position to impact the selected type

character against a recording medium,
drive means for driving said movable support member to

effect the printing movement of said type head to impact

a selected type character against a recording medium at

a printing position,

detent formations associated with said type head for defin-

ing the correct impacting position of the selected type

character on said type head,

detenting means for engagement with said detent forma-

tions to correctly position the selected type character

prior to impacting against a recording medium,

acting means acting on said detenting means independently

of said drive means and in response to the printing move-

ment of said support member to move said type head to

the printing position for moving said detenting means into

engagement with said detent formation to correctly posi-

tion the selected type character for impacting against a

recording medium at the printing poisition, and

disengaging means separate from said support member and

stationary relative to the printing movement of said sup-

port member for acting on said detenting means indepen-

dently of said drive means and in response to the move-

ment of said support member to move said type head to

the normal position for removing said detenting means
from engagement with said detent formations.

it carries, each groove and respective shoe having opposing

contacting surfaces for limiting tilting of said shoe within its

respective groove and the relationship between contacting

surfaces of each groove and a respective shoe is one wherein

each type face is tilted at a preselected small angle to said

base.

I 3,838,765

PRINTING DEVICE WITH MOVEABLE CHARACTERS
Jacques Roland Deproux, Sevres, France, assignor to Societe

Industrielle Honeywell Bull (Societe Anonyme), Paris,

France

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,171

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 28, 1971,

71.47026

Int. CI. B41j 1132

U.S. CI. 197-53 15 Claims

!r>"

1. Printing device comprising a type carrier and a write

medium, means supporting the type carrier for passing motion

relative to the writing medium, a strike assembly for applying

striking pulses to the writing medium by means of hammers,

means mounting the write medium to be placed in contact

with the type carrier when the striking pulses are applied

thereto by said srike assembly, characterized in that the type

carrier comprises a base having thereon a material coating

which includes at least partially a substance with a weak

energy-restoration power, said material coating holding a set

of shoes of which each bears at least one type character, and

each shoe being in a groove in said substance and being par-

tially enclosed in said substance in a manner so as to be capa-

ble of tilting within the substance relative to said base when a

striking pulse is applied by a hammer to the character which

3,838,766

CAPSULE INSPECTION APPARATUS AND METHOD
William D. Wagers, Jr.; Wiliard J. Vandenberg, both of Indi-

anapolis; Robert L. Bollman, Mooresville; Robert E. Ram-
sey, Indianapolis; Daniel G. Swisher, Indianapolis, and John

E. Taylor, Jr., Indianapolis, ail of Ind., assignors to Eli Lilly

and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Division of Ser. No. 105,262, Jan. 11, 1971. This application

Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,403

Int. CL B65g 47/24

U.S. CI. 198-255 14 Claims

1. Apparatus for handling medicinal capsules to present the

same successively in uniform endwise orientation, comprising

a conveyor forming a series of spaced capsule-receiving cavi-

ties for conveying capsules along a conveyor path, each cavity

being shaped to loosely confine an individual capsule therein

and being open at one side for purposes of rectification,

means forming at said one side a rectifying slot defined by

spaced side edges, the slot width and edge spacing being

such as to pass the body of a capsule but retain the cap

thereof,

a rail along which the cavities move in said path, disposed

at the rectifying-slot side of the cavities in position to

support the capsules in loose confinement therein, away
from said side edges, said rail forming a shoulder across

which the loosely confined capsules are conveyed, so

arranged that at an intermediate position the capsule will

have one end supported on the rail adjacent the shoulder

and the other end projecting unsupported beyond the

shoulder,

means to induce airflow through the rectifying slot against

the unsupported end of a capsule in said intermediate

position, whereby when the initial orientation of the

capsule is such that said unsupported end is the body-end

of the capsule the said body end will be positively urged

to tilt about the shoulder and into the rectifying slot to tilt

the capsule to a partially-rectified position wherein the

said body projects into the slot and the capsule is retained

by engagement of its cap with the side-edges,

and means in position to act on the thus-tilted capsule for

further tilting the same toward an endwise orientation

opposite to its initial orientation and for moving the cap-

sule to said opposite endwise orientation in the cavity.
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3,838,767 3 gjg -j^g
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„^ONVEYOR TURN PARTS FEEDING CONVEYOR
Edward W. Taylor, Pico Rivera, Calif., assignor to A. J. Bayer James S. Owens, Grosse Pointe, Mich., assignor to ChamoionCompany. Torrance, Calif. Spark Plug Company. Toledo, Ohio

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,325 Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 278 925

Ii«rii08 ,«,
»"<• CI. B65gy 7/00 Int. CI. B65g 25/04

U.S. CI. 198-182 13 Claims U.S. CI. 198-218 9 Claims
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1. A conveyor turn comprising a belt shaped and mounted
to form an active run which is adapted to support a woricpiece
and moves essentially arcuately about a central location from
a pick-up end of the run to a discharge end of the run to
thereby change the direction of movement of the worlcpiece,
said belt forming a return run mounted to return from said
discharge end of the active run baclc to said pick-up end
thereof; drive means secured to said belt to move with and
drive it; a power driven endless flexible element moving along
an endless path and engaging said drive means on said belt
along a predetermined portion of said path and in a relation
to advance the workpiece, said endless element advancing out
of driving engagement with the belt along another predeter-
mined portion of the endless path of said element; said belt
being formed of an essentially circular piece of flexible mate-
rial and having said return run doubled back beneath and
generally parallel to said active run, so that each of said runs
is substantially semicircular to change the direction of move-
ment of said workpiece through essentially 1 80°; said drive
means on the belt including an arcuate series of parts con-
nected to the belt near its periphery and having aligned radi-
ally outwardly projecting grooves; said endless element being
an endless flexible drive belt received within said grooves of
said parts in driving relation and exerting radially inward force
against said parts; said drive belt extending essentially semicir-
cularly about the periphery of said active run and within said
grooves and extending essentially semicircularly about the
periphery of said return run within said grooves; a backing
structure along which said parts are movable and against
which said parts are engageable radially inwardly to resist
radially inward movement of the parts, said drive belt extend-
ing out of engagement with said parts at said pick-up and
discharge ends of said active run; a motor engaging and driv-
ing said drive belt at a location at which it is out of driving
engagement with said parts and advancing from one of said
runs to the other, said motor having a pulley wheel engaging
said endless drive belt in driving relation; said motor being
mounted for movement downwardly by gravity in a relation
taking up slack in said drive belt; an additional pulley wheel
engaging said drive belt at an opposite end of said active run
and at a location in which said drive belt is not in engagement
with said parts and is advancing from one of said runs to the
other; said additional wheel being mounted for movement
downwardly by gravity in a relation taking up slack in said
belt; and means permitting downwardly but not upward move-
ment of said motor and said additional wheel.

1. Apparatus for conveying parts to a feeding position from
a supply feeder which delivers the parts one at a time in a
desired orientation comprising, in combination, lineal con-
veyor means for receiving the parts from the supply feeder at

one end of said conveyor and advancing the parts therealong
to the feeding position adjacent a second end of said conveyor
means, means for controlling the supply feeder in response to
the presence or absence of parts at a predetermined location
on said lineal conveyor, and means adjacent said feeding
position for first retaining a farthest advanced part in the
feeding position and then releasing such part, said retaining
and releasing means including an indexing gate rotatable
between a first position and a second position, said indexing
gate including means for releasing the farthest advanced part
when rotated from the first position to the second position,

and trip means for periodically oscillating said indexing gate
between the first and second positions, said trip means includ-
ing a toggle arm having one end operatively connected to

rotate said indexing gate and a second end, and resilient over-
center means connected to said second end of said toggle arm
for oscillating said toggle arm, whereby said indexing gate is

rotated between the first position and the second position, said

resilient overcenter means including a rotatable drive arm and
a resilient member connected between said second end of said
toggle arm and said rotatable drive arm.

3,838,769

LIFT-AND-LAY CONVEYOR
Francis B. Fishburne, 24 Summit Dr., Asheville, N.C. 28704,
and Charles W. Traughber, Jr., 3 Mayfair Dr., Enka, N.C.
28724

FUed Sept. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 395,235
Int. CI. B65g 25104

U.S. CI. 198-218 21 Claims
1. In a conveyor, the combination of
stationary support means defining an elongated trough and

including two substantially coplanar support surfaces
extending each along a different side of the trough at the
mouth thereof;

an elongated rigid conveyor beam extending lengthwise of
the trough;

a plurality of support devices spaced along the trough be-
neath the conveyor beam and engageable therewith; each
of said support devices comprising
mounting means mounting the support device on said

stationary support means for movement between a first
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position, in which the support device engages the con-
veyor beam and supports the same above the coplanar
support surfaces of said stationary support means, and
a second position, in which the support device engages
the conveyor beam and supports the same with the

upper surface of the beam approximately coplanar with
the support surfaces of said stationary support means
and

rigid means disposed to come into load-bearing engage-
ment with a part of said stationary support means when
the support device is moved into said second position;

drive means connected to the conveyor beam to move
the same longitudinally in one direction, through a

conveying stroke, when said support devices are in said

first position and in the opposite direction, through a

return stroke, when said support devices are in another
position; and

power means connected to said support devices for moving
said support devices simultaneously to said positions;

said coplanar support surfaces being effective to support
articles to be conveyed,

movement of said support devices to said first position

causing the conveyor beam to engage the articles and
lift the articles above said support surfaces preparatory

to a conveying stroke,

movement of said support devices downwardly from said

first position causing the conveyor beam to deposit the

articles again on said support surfaces,

support of the beam by said support devices when said

support devices are in said second position making the

conveyor capable of being traversed by vehicular traf-

fic.

'3,838,770

VIBRATING SELF-DISTRIBUTOR
Giorgio C. CafTa, Genova, Italy, assignor to FMC Corporation,

Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 346,036
Int. CI. B65g 27/00

U.S. CI. 198-220 BC 3 Claims
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stacking protuberance disposed symmetrically about the axis
of said container comprising:

a lower stacking shoulder in the plane of said bottom;
an upper stacking shoulder axially spaced from said lower

stacking shoulder and parallel thereto, said upper stack-
ing shoulder describing an odd number of lobes number-
ing not less than three symmetrically disposed about said
axis;

a protuberance wall connecting said lower stacking shoul-
der and said upper stacking shoulder, said protuberance

3,838,774
APPARATUS FOR MONITORING WATER

PURIFICATION SYSTEM
John C. Dolan, 4393 Mt. Henry Ave., San Diego, Calif. 921 17,
and Newton E. Ball, Solana Beach, Calif., assignors to said
Dolan, by said Ball

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,446
Int. CI. BOld 3 1/00

U.S. CI. 210-85 23 Claims

wall having an angle of inclination divergent in an up-
wardly direction with respect to said container axis at the
outer portions of each of said lobes to form an engaging
portion on each of said lobes to engage the bottom of an
adjacent container; and

indented portions of said upper stacking shoulder spacing
said lobes from one another, said protuberance wall hav-
ing an angle of inclination convergent in an upwardly
direction with respect to said container axis at said in-

dented portions which are located diametrically opposite
each of said lobes.

3,838,773
VIBRATING-MATRIX MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

Henry H. Kolm, Wayland, Mass.. assignor to Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,178
Int. CI. BOld 35/06

U.S. CI. 209-10 18 Claims

I. A magnetic separator adapted to separate particles in a
carrier fluid stream into at least two groups on the basis of the
induced magnetic dipole moment of the individual particles in
the fluid, that comprises: a ferro-magnetic filamentary matrix
that contains a plurality of paths therethrough along which the
carrier and particles can travel, means for establishing a con-
tinuous magnetic background field in the volume occupied by
the matrix to magnetize the matrix and the particles, and
electric current conductor means embedded in the matrix and
electrically insulated therefrom, said conductor means being
adapted to connect to a source of alternating current and
when energized to effect vibration of the fibers during the
separation process by mechanical interaction between the
conductor means and the matrix, said vibration being gener-
ated by interaction between the continuous background field
and the alternating current in said conductor means, the vi-

brating force occurring wherever the electric conductors of
the conductor means are not parallel to the direction of the
background field.
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1. Apparatus for monitoring the effectiveness of a fluid
separation system, said system comprising separation appara-
tus including mean^ defining an inlet chamber for receiving a
solution, means defining an outlet chamber, and means for
defining a membrane separating said inlet and outlet cham-
bers for passing a component part of said solution from said
inlet chamber to said outlet chamber, said monitoring appara-
tus including:

first means operatively associated with said inlet chamber
for providing a conductivity signal representative of the
conductivity of said solution;

second means operatively associated with said outlet cham-
ber for providing a conductivity signal representative of
the conductivity of said component part of said solution;
means connected to said first and second means for ap-
plying an input signal to said first and second means; and
means responsive to said inlet and outlet chamber con-
ductivity signals for comparing said signals and continu-
ously providing a signal which indicates the relative impu-
rity concentrations of the fluids on opposite sides of said
membrane-defining means.

3 838 775
DEVICE FOR COLLECTING LOOSE MATERIAL FROM A
SURFACE, PARTICULARLY OIL FLOATING ON WATER
Arne Algot Ragnar Larsson, Auravagen 13, 182 62 Djursholm,
Sweden

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,845
Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 12, 1971

3238/71

Int. CI. E02b 15/04
U.S. CI. 210-242 ,2 claims

1. A device for collecting a mass of material floating on
water, particularly oil, comprising a cylindrical rotor rotatable
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about an axis adapted to extend substantially parallel to the

general surface from which such material is to bp collected,

said rotor drum having a plurality of generally radially extend-

ing blades of helical configuration, with the portions of each

blade disposed at opposite sides of the axially central portion

of the rotor drum having opposite pitch to form respective

right and left-handed portions, each pair of which are con-

nected at their inner ends forming a central ring of material-

receiving scoop members, a housing substantially enclosing

said rotor and constructed to define an elongated, narrow slit

therein extending in axial direction across the rotor drum at

the leading side thereof, and tangentially displaced relative to

the lowermost portion of said rotor in leading direction, which
slit forms a material intake opening, said housing having a

material discharge duct communicating with the housing

interior, which duct extends in a direction generally tangential

to said rotor and axially disposed substantially in alignment

with the scoop members at the central portions of said rotor

blades, said rotor being rotatable in a direction to move the

lower portion thereof away from said intake opening, and said

blades being so arranged that material entering said intake

opening is tangentially transported toward said scoop mem-
bers and thereby discharged therefrom into said discharge

duct, float means for supporting said housing above the sur-

face of a body of water with said material intake opening

disposed to receive material floating upon such surface, float-

supported receptacle means for collected material, and con-

duit means operatively connected to said discharge duct.

3,838,777

FRAMES FOR HOLDING PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
Barry William Thornicroft, Winterbourne, Bristol, and Mau-

rice Royston Teal, Stroud, both of England, assignors to

Critchley Bros. Limited, Brimscombe, Stroud, Gloucester-

shire, Great Britain

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,279

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 5, 1971,

31384/71

Int. CI. H02b 1/04

U.S. CL 211-41 10 Claims

adapted to discharge col

means.

ected material into said receptacle

3,838,776

SEMI-PERMEABLE MEMBRANE APPARATUS
Robert Brun, Saint Pierre De Senos-Bollene, and Michel Pages,

Saint Martin D'Ardeche, both of France, assignors to Rhone-

Poulenc S.A., Paris, France

Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 258,995

Claims priority, application France, June 7, 1971,71.20504

Int. CL BOld 31/00

U.S. CI. 210-321 6 Claims
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1. A frame assembly for printed circuit boards comprising

at least two elongated support members mounted in spaced

parallel relation to one another, each of said support members
having at least one rib protruding therefrom and extending

along said support member in the direction of elongation

thereof, each rib having an enlarged bead thereon, the ribs of

the two support members being located in the same plane, and

a plurality of transverse guide members supported by said

support members, each of said guide members defining a slot

for receiving an edge of a printed circuit board, each guide

member having a pair of grooves, offset from said slot to allow

entry of a printed circuit board into said slot, the grooves

being positioned at extreme opposite ends of said guide mem-
ber and facing directly away from each other, the grooves

being formed with shaped undercut lateral enlargements to

form the shape of the groove to cooperate with the comple-

mentarily shaped enlarged bead on said support member
thereby forming a snap-in connection to provide rigid support

for the guide member to prevent unintentional withdrawal of

said cooperating rib and groove formations from one another.

3,838,778

DRAFT GEAR
Bernard Simon Appleton, Hewlett, N.Y., assignor to Unilan

A.G., Chur, Switzerland

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,540

Int. CI. B61g 9/06

U.S. CI. 213-45 9 Claims
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1. In an apparatus for the separation of the constituents of

a liquid, comprising a bundle of tubular parallel supports, each

covered at least exteriorly by semi-permeable membrane and

disposed in the interior of a fluid tight chamber for the circula-

tion of fluids to be treated; a packing material disposed in the

interior of said chamber and arouj^d the said tubular supports,

and means for the recovery of the fluid having diffused

through the said membranes, the improvement which consists

in utilising as a packing material a porous, coherent flexible

material.
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1. A draft gear adapted to be operatively connected to a

coupler and to be disposed in a center sill of a railway vehicle,

said draft gear comprising a pocket and a cushioning means
therein, means comprising a front follow'er for transmitting

coupler forces to the cushioning means for absorption

thereby, said cushioning means comprising a pair of compress-
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ible cushions disposed in end to end relationship in said
pocket with a first cushion abutting the front follower and the
second cushion adjacent to the rear end of the draft gear, a
rigid plate between the two cushions, the cross-section of said
pocket adjacent to the second cushion being less than the
cross-section of the pocket adjacent to the first cushion and
less than the cross-section of the rigid plate thereby providing
a stop for the plate, each of said cushions comprising a plural-
ity of face to face elements having a rigid sheet carrying on
each face thereof symmetrically disposed frusto-shaped sub-
stantially non-porous elastomeric protuberances having their
bases secured to the sheet and the apices of the protuberances
carried by one sheet abutting the apices of the protuberances
of the facing sheet, and a flexible elastomeric homogeneous
foam filling the interstices between the protuberances and
joining the elements together.

mg comprising a solid flat floor provided with an overhead
sloped roof, a vertical front wall, a vertical rear wall, left side
vertical wall, right side vertical wall and a plurality of spaced
apart tunnel conveyor feed discharge holes as in the floor
leading to a conveyor in an underground walk-through con-
veyor tunnel which tunnel and conveyor extend the full length
of said building below said floor, and a movable conveyor
assembly comprising a light, flexible resilient frame and, sup-
ported thereon, a dimensionally stable conveyor belt support-
ing a series of like buckets, each bucket with a downwardly
and forwardly facing opening and each bucket with an up-
wardly and rearwardly sloped bottom wall and having side
walls, said belt is supported on said frame and extends hori-

3 838 779
GLASS PLATE TRANSPORTER APPARATUS AND

SYSTEM
Boyd S. Dawson, Cumberland, Md., assignor to PPG Indus-

tries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289,205
Int. CI. B6Sg 57128

U.S.a.214-lS 28 Claims

zontally from near to the side of said storage building to the
conveyor feed holes in the floor thereof, a motor operatively
connected to a drive pulley said drive pulley and a tail pulley
supported on said frame, said belt supported on said drive
pulley and tail pulley, said frame maintaining said belt in
operative connection to said drive pulley and wherein each of
said buckets has a lower leading edge, side edges and a top
edge defining an opening that is forwardly and downwardly
directed and wherein said frame comprises a pair of like resil-
ient flexible side members joined by rigid transverse members
extending therebetween and firmly attached thereto, and said
side members are uniformly spaced apart a greater distance
than the width of said belt and said belt is wider than the said
buckets.

1. A transporter for packs of loose glass plates, comprising:
a glass support frame for receiving glass plates and forming a
pack;

wheel means secured to said support frame for carrying Said
frame in a horizontal position;

towing means secured to said support frame for moving said
transporter when it is carried by said wheel means;

lifting means secured to one end of said frame by means of
which said frame may be lifted to a vertical position;

foot guard means at the other end of said frame for support-
ing said glass plates when said frame is in a vertical posi-
tion and for preventing longitudinal motion of said plates
along said frame when in the horizontal position;

side stop means secured to the sides of said frame for sup-
porting the side edges of said glass plates and preventing
lateral movement of said plates across said frame; and

finger guard means adjustably secured to said frame for
holding the top edges of said glass plates against said
frame when said frame is in the vertical position and for
preventing longitudinal motion of said plates along said
frame when said frame is in the horizontal position.

3 838 78

1

STORAGE TANK FOR GARBAGE
Walter Dietz, Dusseldorf, Germany, assignor to Lindemann

Maschinenfabrik G.m.b.H., Dusseldorf, Germany
Filed Oct. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 407,908

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 20, 1973,

Int. CI. B6Sg 65128
U.S. CI. 214-17 C 7 Claims

3,838,780
STORAGE UNLOADING SYSTEM

Eugene V. Ridlehuber, 1720 Canyon St., Plainvie^, Tex.
79072

Filed Aug. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 387,113
Int. CI. B65g 65142

U.S..CI. 214-16 R 3 Claims
1. A system for storing and unloading flowable particulate

material comprising, in operative combination, a grain build-

/
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1. A tank for the temporary storage of garbage to be pro-
cessed in a garbage disposal plant, comprising first walls form-
ing a vertically extending storage chamber closed laterally and
at its bottom and open at its top, wherein the improvement
comprises a garbage charging duct having a first end to which
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the garbage passes toward said storage chamber, a ram

mounted in said duct arranged to perform a reciprocating

movement through said duct for displacing garbage dumped

into said duct toward its first end, and second walls forming a

passageway connecting the first end of said duct to the lower

portion of said storage chamber, said second walls including

a lower wall and an upper wall and said lower and upper walls

inclined upwardly and widening from said duct to said storage

chamber so that said passageway has an upwardly inclined

funnel-shaped configuration from said duct to said storage

chamber.

members of a base beam and platform assembly and the fol-

lower device of such unit being pivoted to the other member

of such assembly, and means for supplying fluid pressure

simultaneously to both of said pressure-applying devi9es

3,838,782

COTTON COMPRESSOR
Robert A. Gammill, Jr., Rt. 1, Tyronza, Ark. 72386

Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,584

Int. CI. B65g 67104

U.S. CL 214-41 5 Claims

1. In combination with a tractor having an adjustable hitch;

a cotton trailer having a forward end; and of apparatus for

compressing cotton in the cotton trailer, said apparatus com-

prising drag means movably mounted in the cotton trailer for

compressing the cotton against the forward end of the cotton

trailer, a tractor operable winch for selectively driving said

drag means, said winch being attached to said adjustable hitch

whereby the height of said winch may selectively be varied,

cable means interconnecting said drag means and said winch

for selectively pulling said drag means towards the forward

end of the cotton trailer thereby compressing the cotton

placed therebetween, said forward end being provided with an

aperture with said cable means freely passing therethrough,

and holding means for selectively engaging the forward ends

of a plurality of different sizes of cotton trailers and for brac-

ing the engaged cotton trailer in a fixed position relative to

said winch when said winch is activated to pull said drag

means toward the forward end of the cotton trailer, said hold-

ing means being attached to said adjustable hitch whereby the

height thereof may selectively be varied simultaneously with

said winch.

whereby to tilt said platforms relative to said beams, each of

said beams being equipped with at least one individually fluid

actuable lift means for selectively freeing one or more wheels

of a vehicle to be serviced.

3,838,784

DIET FEEDING CONTAINER
Raymond W. Barton, and Joseph T. Herron, both of Evans-

ville, Ind., assignors to Mead Johnson & Company, Evans-

ville, Ind.

Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,439

Int. CI. A61j 9100

U.S.CL 215-11 8 Claims

3,838,783

PORTABLE HYDRAULIC SERVICE LIFT FOR
AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT

Shearer E. Tune, 303 State Line, Fulton, Ky. 42041

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 97,197, Dec. 11, 1970,

abandoned. This application Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,576

Int. CI. B65g 67130

U.S. CI. 214-49 20 Claims

1. A device for tilting a vehicle to permit servicing of the

running gear and underside thereof or to dump cargo there-

from, said device comprising: a pair of spaced, parallel base

beams; a pair of connectors for said beams each located adja-

cent one end of each of said beams; a pair of spaced, separate

vehicle receiving platforms for receiving the entire vehicle to

be serviced, each pivoted at one end to one of said beams to

constitute a base beam and platform assembly; a pair of fluid-

pressure operated lifting units, each comprising a pressure-

applying device and a follower device, each of said units

having its pressure-applying device pivoted to one of the

1. In a liquid diet feeding container assembly which includes

a container member for the liquid diet having an upstanding

neck portion terminating in a top marginal rim circumscribing

an open mouth portion, seal means comprising a relatively

thin wall closing the upper end of the neck portion extending

transversely across the entire inside of said neck portion gen-

erally in a plane spaced inwardly from the outer end of the

neck portion so as to be recessed within said neck portion, and

a cap received on said neck portion having a transverse wall

portion overlying said seal means with annular projection

means depending from the underside of said transverse wall

portion, tubular means on said cap for delivery of said liquid

diet, said thin wall being frangible on application of concen-

trated pressure thereto by said projection means when said

cap is secured into position for delivery of said liquid diet, the

improvement which comprises deformable spacer means in-

tervening between said cap and the upstanding neck portion

of said container said spacer means preventing contact of said

projection means with said frangible thin wall until deformed.
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3,838,785
TAMPER-PROOF PLASTIC CAP

Francois Lancesseur, 1 Rue du Dome, Paris, France
Filed May 2, 1972, Ser. No. 249,698

Claims priority, application France, May 4, 1971, 71 15986
Int. CI. B65d 41134, 41/46

U.S. CI. 215-251
5 Claim,

(/> p J3 15 n
f¥-
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3,838,792

DISPENSER FOR TUBULAR CYLINDRICAL ARTICLES,
ESPECIALLY TAPERED HAIR ROLLERS

Michael V. Porter, 707 E. Walnut, Kokomo, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 158,489, June 30, 1971,
abandoned. This application Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,652

Int. CI. A47f 1108

U.S. CI. 221-283 8 Claims

comprising the portion of the cylinder above the piston;

normally open supply means for supplying a liquid to be
dispensed through said piston into said first chamber at

the top of said first chamber; a normally closed outlet in

communication with the bottom of said first chamber;
means for supplying a compressed fluid to said second
chamber whereby to cause said piston to move in said

cylinder to decrease the size of said first chamber;
means for closing said normally open supply means and for

opening said normally closed outlet responsive to the
increase of pressure of liquid in said first chamber as said

niWrT
18-

.>
1. A dispenser for tubular cylindrical hair rollers of respec-

tive diameters and lengths comprising, in combination; a

frame having substantially vertical open ended passages there-
across in the form of semicircular grooves extending between
the top and the bottom of said frame, said semicircular

grooves having radii of different sizes and open toward the
front of said frame each groove adapted to receive hair rollers

with a slightly smaller diameter for free movement of the
rollers along the respective passage, retaining means on the
frame adjacent the open lower end of each passage for en-
gagement with the lowermost hair roller in each passage to

support the hair rollers in stacked relation while exposing a

portion of the length of said lowermost hair roller at the bot-

tom of each passage, said retaining means yieldably engaging
the lowermost hair roller of each stack to permit it to be drawn
downwardly from the lower end of the passage and also being
operable for supportingly engaging and halting the hair roller

next above the lowermost hair roller when the latter is with-

drawn from the lower end of the passage, front wall means on
said frame confining the grooves toward the front and spaced
from the axes of the grooves a distance at least equal to the
radius thereof, said frame being provided with top and bottom
walls having apertures registering with the passages, said re-

taining means comprising a sheet of rubber-like material car-

ried by said bottom wall and having apertures smaller in diam-
eter than the apertures in said bottom wall and registering

therewith, said frame also having end wall means, projections
on said end wall means, and standards having slots which
engage said projections, said standards extending downwardly
below said bottom wall for supporting said frame on a horizon-
tal surface.

first chamber decreases in size, whereby to dispense
liquid through said outlet as said first chamber decreases
in size;

a plurality of pre-set control means each operable to shut
off said means for supplying compressed fluid to said

second chamber when the size of said first chamber has
decreased a predetermined amount, the predetermined
amount being different for each of said control means;
and

means for selectively actuating a selected one of said con-
trol means corresponding to a desired decrease in the size

of said first chamber.

3,838,794
PACKAGE FOR STORING AND DISPENSING LIQUIDS

James J. Cogley, 2214 Euclide St., Santa Monica, Calif. 90405,
and Harold A. Markham, 1637 Drexel Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif. 90048

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,082
Int. CI. B65d 83100

U.S. CI. 222-95 14 Claims

3,838,793
AUTOMATIC MEASURING VALVE SYSTEM

Georges Omer Rochette, 7 Eastwood PI., Apt. No. 5, Vanier,
Ontario XIL 6X1, Canada

Filed Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,779
Claims priority, application Canada, Sept, 9, 1971, 122436

Int. CI. B67d 5106
U.S. CI. 222-76 8 Claims

1. A measuring valve for a liquid dispensing system which
comprises:

a cylinder with a substantially vertically oriented axis;

a piston moveable in said cylinder and dividing said cylinder
transversely to the axis thereof into first and second fluid

chambers; said first chamber comprising the portion of
the cylinder below the piston and said second chamber

1. A package for storing and dispensing liquids comprising:
a closed flexible container for containing a liquid initially to
be stored and later to be dispensed, said container comprising
a pair of flat sheet-like flexible and inelastic container sidewall
members which face each other and are joined together at
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their peripheries to form a liquid-tight construction in such
manner that, when the container is empty, the inside surfaces

of the container sidewall members can substantially abut one
another, and when liquid is placed in the container, they move
apart to receive liquid between them; and a vessel comprising

a pair of flat sheet-like flexible and inelastic vessel sidewall

members which face each other and are joined together at

their peripheries to form a fluid-tight closed bounding wall

member enclosing said container, all of the sidewall members
being able to lie in a substantially flat stack in substantial

contiguity with any abutting sidewall member when the con-

tainer and vessel are empty, the vessel sidewall members being

so proportioned relative to the container sidewall members
that a region can be formed between them when both are

distended by fluid, such that the container's enlargement is

not prevented by the vessel, and as liquid is withdrawn from

the container, the vessel does not interfere with the return of

the container sidewall members to mutual surface-to-surface

abutment; there being an outlet port from the outside of the

vessel to the inside of the container, both of said container

sidewall members being substantially fully exposed to pressure

in the region which is formed between the vessel and the

container, the container sidewall members being substantially

unattached to the inside of the vessel sidewall members, there

being a port providing for entry of fluid under pressure into

said region between the container and the vessel.

3,838,795

FUEL BAG FOR ARRANGEMENT IN A FUEL TANK
Marie-Louise Berg, Drosselvej 27, Roskilde, Denmark

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,319
Claims priority, application Denmark, Apr. 21, 1971,

1919/71

Int. CI. B65d 35156
U.S. CI. 222-105 7 Claims

;7l^

B.

1. For use within a motor-vehicle fuel tank having a fuel

pipe as an outlet therefrom and'a feed pipe as an inlet thereto,

a fuel bag comprising: j

A. a bag having an upper end, a bottom with an outlet

therein, and walls capable of conforming to said fuel tank

substantially without dilation thereof when filled and of

collapsing sufficiently when empty to pass through said

feed pipe;

an inlet, connected to said upper end, which is attached

to one end of a flexible connecting member whose other

end is attached to said feed pipe, whereby said inlet can
be pulled into and through said feed pipe for filling said

fuel bag with fuel by pulling said flexible connecting

member; and

C. a hose, having flexible but substantially incompressible

walls, which is attached at one end thereof to said outlet

and at the other end thereof to said fuel pipe, whereby
said fuel bag is dischargeable into said fuel pipe, said hose

having sufficient length that said empty fuel bag is remov-
able in its entirety through said feed pipe when said flexi-

ble connecting member is pulled.

3,838,796

FLUID AND PASTE DISPENSER
Milton J. Cohen, 9201 Persimmon Tree Rd., Potomac, Md.
20854

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 308,548, Nov. 21, 1972. This

application Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 387,705
Int. CI. B65d 35156

U.S.CL 222-105 13 Claims

IS ^3 ^38

1. In a bag-type fluid and paste dispenser comprising a rigid

housing open at one end and closed at the other, a collapsible

sealed bag dimensioned to be received within the housing and
which contains the fluid or paste material to be dispensed, a

closure releasably secured over the open end of the housing

and having a dispensing valve, a hollow tubular member ex-

tending from the dispensing valve into the interior of the

housing for piercing the bag when in position of use to com-
municate the fluid or paste with the dispensing valve, means
for pressurizing the fluid and paste material within the bag
comprising a resilient member secured at its outer portions to

the upper end of the housing with an intermediate portion

thereof extendable between normally released position at one
end of the housing to tensioned position at the opposite end
of the housing, a rigid disc plate secured to said intermediate

portion for movement therewith between released position

and tensioned position, and a releasable latch securing the

disc plate in tensioned position.

3,838,797
PREPOSITIONING DEVICE FOR A BLEND CONTROL

VALVE
Dana W. Nelson, Dexter, Ohio, assignor to Dresser Industries,

Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Jan. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 105,379
Int. CI. B67d 5/56

U.S. a. 222-134 6 Claims
1. An apparatus for presetting the valving mechanism of a

blending dispenser comprising a blend selector, cam means
connected to the blend selector for movement therewith to

positions representative of the various blend selections, cam
follower means including a cam engaging portion in coopera-
tive engagement with the cam means and having a free end
portion the positions of which are representative of the vari-

ous blend selections, and releasable clamping means for cou-

pling the free end portion of the cam follower means to the

valving mechanism during selection of the blend whereby the

valving mechanism is preset to a position that effects delivery
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of the blend selected, said clamping means positively releasing

the free end portion of the cam follower means from the

valving mechanism upon backing of the blend selector after

selection of the blend whereby the valving mechanism can be
adjusted to maintain delivery of the selected blend.

3,838,798

POROUS TUNDISH NOZZLE
Wendell G. Voss, St. Joseph, Mich., assignor to Leco Corpora-

tion, St. Joseph, Mich.

Filed Jan. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 108,530
Int. CI. B22d 37100

II.S. CI. 222-148 15 Claims

1. A ceramic article for pouring of molten metal therefrom
comprising a homogeneous unitary ceramic body of uniform
limited porosity having a bore therethrough defining the pour-
ing passage for said metal, a porous ceramic annuius enclosed
within said body to be concentric with and spaced from said

bore, said annuius having insignificant resistance to the flow

of a gas relative to the resistance of said body, and a passage
between said annuius and the exterior surface of said body for

delivering gas under pressure to said annuius for diffusion

through said body to the surface forming said bore.

3,838,799
RAPID CHARGING VALVE HOUSING

Herbert Meurfsch, Falkenstein/Taunus, and Franz Zimmer-
hackel, Hattersheim/Main, both of Germany, assignors to

Precision Valve Corporation, Yonkers, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,725
Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 9, 1972,

2206079
Int. CI. B65d 83114

U.S. CI. 222-402.16 16 Claims
1. A valve for a pressurized dispenser, comprising a valve

housing within which is arranged a movable valve member

having an upstanding hollow valve stem provided with a trans-

verse aperture, said valve housing being secured to a valve

mounting cup which cup includes an end wall having an aper-
ture through which the valve stem projects, and an annular
resilient sealing gasket surrounding the valve stem and nor*
mally sealing said transverse orifice, wherein the upper rim of
the valve housing comprises an uninterrupted inner margin
which clamps the sealing gasket against the inner face of said

end wall of the valve mounting cup and an interrupted outer
margin formed by valve housing projections which addition-

ally clamp the sealing gasket against said end wall of the valve

mounting cup, the spacers between said projections accom-
modating undamped portions of said sealing gasket when
deflected under pressure when propellant is charged through
propellant inlet means in said end wall of the valve mounting
cup.

3,838,800

DRESSFORM
Eric Richard Arthur, 93 Baston Rd., Hayes, and Oliver Robert
Clemesha, 13 Eastdown Pk., Lewisham, London, both of
England

Filed Aug. 24, \%12>, Ser. No. 391,049
Int. CI. A41h 5100

U.S. CI. 223-68 3 Claims

1. A dressform comprising independently adjustable body
portions, each of said body portions consisting of relatively

movable sections capable of being extended apart or retracted
together to vary the overall size of said portions, setting de-
vices bridging opposed edges of the sections of said body
portions, said devices each comprising respectively a slotted
blade secured at one end to one body section so as to project
beyond an edge thereof and overlap an adjacent body section,
and a dimension-bearing strip overlapping and located behind
said slotted blade, a clamping device secured to one end of
said strip and projecting through the slot in said blade and
adapted to lock this end of the strip in a required set position
along the length of the slot and a dimensionviewing window
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formed in one of the dressform sections adjacent an edge
thereof through which appear successively and individually

different measurements indicated on said dimension-bearing
strip when the clamping device is slackened and the two adja-

cent body sections are moved apart or towards one another to

provide a required dimension of a body portion at which the
latter is retained when tl^e clamping device is returned to a

clamping position.
I

.

3,838,801

YARN THREADING DEVICE
Muriel A. David, 1001 John Fitch Hwy., Fitchburg, Mass.
01420

Filed May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 357,009
Int. CI. D05b 87102

U.S. CI. 223-99 6 Claims

1. A yarn threader comprising an elongated flat narrow
self-sustaining member that is rigid in a direction at right

angles to its length, said member having an opening at one end
thereof, said opening being completely surrounded by the

material of the threader member, the width of the member
being small enough to enter the eye of the needle to be

threaded, said opening being substantially circular and having

a diameter which is substantially larger than the yarn intended

to be used therein whereby a yarn threaded through the eye

of the needle by said yam threader will fan out along said

opening as it passes through the eye of the needle.

3,838,802
REMOVABLE LUGGAGE RACK FASTENING MEANS

Felix John Grycel, III, 5941 Etiwanda St., Tarzana, Calif.

91356
Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 337,899

Int. CI. B60r 9104

U.S. CI. 224-42.1 E 1 Claim

56 60 58

1. Apparatus to securely retain a removable automobile
luggage rack having two or more anchor posts affixed to each

one of at least a pair of integral load bearing cross-bar mem-
bers of said luggage rack, said luggage rack retaining appara-

tus comprising:

housing frame members for each of said anchor posts con-

nected to an automobile having center openings formed
by said housing members to accept and support respec-

tive ends of said anchor posts of said load bearing cross-

bar members of said luggage rack,

cleat retaining means independent from said load bearing

cross-bar members having a first end with thumb screw

levers extending radially outwardly swivably mounted to

the ends of said two or more anchor posts integral with

said load bearing cross-bar members, said cleat means
having a pair of pins radially extending outwardly from a

second end of said cleat means which engage a pair of

detent means in said housing frame members when said

swivable cleat is rotated 90° about the shaft of said anchor
posts within said housing to retain said two or more an-

chor posts to each one of at least a pair of integral load

bearing cross-bar members within said housing frame
members,

a first spring means between the end of each of said anchor
posts and the second end of said swivable cleat means,
said first spring means serving to force said radially ex-

tending pins in said second end of said cleat means away
from the end of said anchor posts against said pair of

detent means in said housing to prevent said pair of pins

from becoming disengaged from said housing frame
members, and

a closeout plate member resiliently retained by a second
spring means within said housing frame members, said

plate member serving to closeout said opening formed by
said frame members when said anchor posts affixed to

said load bearing cross-bar members of said luggage rack

are removed from said frame members, said first spring

means being much stronger than said second spring

means so as to assure that said second spring means is

sufficiently suppressed by the ends of the anchor posts

while firmly engaging said radially extending pins against

said detent means in said housing.

3,838,803

SEPARATION OF GLASS SHEET MATERIAL
Ronald Frank Berry, Hindley Green, near Wigan, England,

assignor to Pilkington Brothers Limited, Liverpool, England
Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,386

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 19, 1971,
48655/71

Int. CI. B65h 35110
U.S. CI. 225-98 15 Claims

AAA
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1. Apparatus for separating mutually abreast portions of a
previously cut glass sheet moving together along parallel paths
in a generally horizontal plane, said apparatus comprising:

a conveyor having:

an upstream section for supporting and advancing the

abreast portions of the glass sheet together along their

respective parallel paths, and
a downstream section of narrower width than the up-

stream section for supporting and continuing to ad-

vance one of the glass sheet portions received from said

upstream conveyor section,

gas supply means including a gas box disposed abreast of
said downstream conveyor section for receiving the other
glass sheet portion from said upstream conveyor section

and directing gas against at least the underside of said
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other glass sheet portion with a component in a direction

away from said one glass sheet portion to:

support said other glass sheet portion, and
move said other glass sheet portion in a direction gener-

ally laterally away from said one glass sheet portion.

3,838,804

NON-SHINGLING FORMS FEED TRACTOR
Edward J. Bonafino, Endwell, N.Y., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed May 10, 1973, S«r. No. 359,044
Int. CI. B65h 1 7/38

U.S. CI. 226-76 4 Claims

a.

b.

1. A sprocket pin type forms feeding device for continu-

ously advancing multi-layered paper strips comprising:

a continuously and rotatably driven shaft;

a pair of axially spaced sprocket wheels each having
sprocket pins engageable in perforations along the edges
of the multi-layered paper strips for advancing same and
concentrically mounted and secured on said continuously

and rotatably driven shaft, said sprocket wheels including

a tractor drum portion having a base diameter; and
c. a tractor tire element securely attached to the tractor

drum portion immediately adjacent to each of said

sprocket wheels for increasing the diameter of the tractor

drum portion and functioning to frictionally engage and
overdrive the last copy of the multi-layered forms at the

same rate of speed as the first copy and thereby prevent

shingling of the paper layers of the forms.

3,838,805

SHRINK-FILM CAPPING MACHINE
Ralph Gilbert Amberg, Monticello, Ind., assignor to Owens-

Illinois, Inc., Toledo, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 92,605, Nov. 25, 1970,. This application

Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 306,982

Int. CI. B65h 77/20

U.S. CI. 226—88 7 Claims

from said apparatus without support therefor along said path,

said apparatus comprising a pair of matching corrugated jaws
spaced apart throughout their width a distance substantially

equal to the thickness of said film, one of said jaws being
pivotally mounted and being movable from a first position in

which the film engaging surface thereof is substantially paral-

lel to the film engaging surface of the other of said jaws to a

second position in which the film engaging surface thereof is

angularly disposed with respect to, and in spaced a farther

distance away from, the film engaging surface of said other

jaw, toggle means for moving said one jaw from said first

position to said second position and vice versa, said toggle

means comprising a first leg connected at one end to said one
jaw, a foot spaced from said one jaw, a second leg pivotally

connected at one end to the other end of said first leg and at

its other end to said foot, and a sleeve slidably mounted on
said legs and movable from a first position in which it encircles

the interconnected ends thereof to a second position where it

encircles only one of said legs, and means engageable with

said film for moving said film between and through said jaws
and outwardly therefrom.

3,838,806
FILLER PIECE FOR BOXES OR SHOWCASES

Amilcare Dogliotti, Nelve (Cuneo), Italy, assignor to P. Ferraro
& C.S.P.A., Alba (Cunio), Italy

Filed Oct. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 190,859
Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 22, 1970,

70390871 U]
Int. CI. B65d 1/36

U.S. CI. 229-15 3 Claims

1. Apparatus for feeding a relatively thin film along a recti-

linear path extending transversely to the force of gravity and

1. A filler piece for boxes and the like comprising a flat

upper surface having a plurality of recesses for the reception
of individual items, each of said recesses having a first flat wall

intersecting the plane of the upper surface at an oblique angle
and extending the full depth of the recess, a second wall op-
posed to said first wall, and a pair of flat side walls disposed
perpendicular to said upper surface and a bottom connecting
said first and second walls, said second wall having a curved
concave lower portion inclined obliquely to the plane of said

upper surface and intersecting the bottom edge of said first

wall adjacent said side walls and said bottom, and an upper
portion which is curved away from said first wall to define an
enlarged entrance to the recess to facilitate the extraction of
an item therefrom.
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3,838,807

FRICTION WELDING MACHINE
Hiroshi Nomura, and Masayoshi Uchida, both of Yokohama,
Japan, assignors to Chiyoda Chemical Engineering & Con-
struction Co., Ltd., Yokohama-shi, Japan

Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,437

Claims priority, application Japan, July 7, 1972, 47-67575

Int. CI. B23k 27/00
U.S. CI. 228-2 8 Claims

1. A friction welding machine comprising:

a bed;

a stationary head fixed to the upper surface of one end
portion of the bed and provided with work holders for

clamping a first tube in the lengthwise direction of the

bed;

a movable head disposed on the bed adjacent to the station-

ary head so as to slide lengthwise of the bed and provided
with a first chucking means for clamping one end portion

of a second tube brought closely to face the first tube in

concentric relationship therewith;

a motor received in the movable head to rotate the first

chucking means;

a work rest provided on the bed adjacent to the opposite

side of the movable head to the stationary head so as to

slide lengthwise of the bed and fitted with a second
chucking means for clamping the central part of the

second tube so as to enable it to rotate concentrically

with the first tube;

a tail stock positioned adjacent to the opposite side of the

work rest to the movable head so as to slide lengthwise of

the bed and equipped with a third chucking means for

clamping the other end of the second tube by being en-

gaged with said other end;

a support mounted on the bed adjacent to the opposite side

of the tail stock to the work rest so as to slide lengthwise

of the bed;

an inner upset-removing device comprising a supporting rod

extending from the support toward the stationary head

concentrically with the second tube and a cutter head
fitted to that end of the supporting rod which faces the

stationary head;

an outer upset-removing device for cutting off an outer

upset grown at the joint of the first and second tubes;

a pair of tension rods penetrating the movable head, work
rest, tail stock and support in parallel relationship with

the bed and symmetrically with respect to the central axis

so as to reciprocate lengthwise of the bed, said movable
head being fixed to the tension rods for joint reciproca-

tion therewith;

a first clamping mechanism for effecting engagement and
disengagement between the work rest and tension rods;

a second clamping mechanism for effecting engagement
and disengagement between the tail stock and tension

rods; and

a third clamping mechanism for carrying out engagement
and disengagement between the support and tension rods,

wherein the mutually facing ends oif the first and second

tubes are pressed against each other, both tubes are sub-

jected to relative rotation to heat the mutually facing ends

to a sufficiently high temperature to attain friction weld-

ing, the mutually facing ends are more forcefully pressed

against each other to effect the friction welding of both

tubes, and thereafter inner and outer upsets occurring at

the joint of the first and second tubes are cut off while

welded tubes are still mounted on the friction welding

machine.

Tex.

3,838,808

SAFE-PAC CREDIT CARD ENVELOPE
Peter Wayne Schroeder, 4034 Bluebonnet, Houston,

77025
Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,522

Int. ClB65d 27/04, 27/08

U.S. CL 229-72 10 Claims

21

/
/

27
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3,838,810

CONTROL FOR REGULATING ENERGY INPUT TO A
GAS BURNER

Wilbur S. McMann, Utica, and Charles Stang. Jr., Detroit,

both of Mich., assignors to Maxitrol Company, Southfleld,

Mich.

Filed Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 341,296
Int. CI. F23n 5/14

U.S. CI. 236-9 R 65 Claims

/Jf 'f\'/*r'-rf/^r.-::'^

/fC. 'uJ: r-./ .'•fax.'firr.
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1. In a building having a comfort air heating system, a
makeup air heating system for the building comprising con-
ducting means for conducting makeup air into the building
from the outside, a burner means operable from a source of
gas for heating the makeup air, a modulating valve means for

modulating the flow of gas to said burner means in accordance
with the value of a valve as the value of said valve control
signal increases and decreases as the value of said valve con-
trol signal decreases and control means for developing said

valve control signal and supplying the same to said valve
means comprising means for developing an outside air tem-
perature control signal whose value mcreases as the outside
air temperature decreases and vice-versa, means for develop-
ing a building air temperature control signal whose value

increases as the building air temperature increasingly falls

below a desired building air temperature over a control range
of temperatures and decreases as the building air temperature
returns toward the desired building air temperature over said

control range of temperatures, means for combining the build-

ing air temperature control signal and the outside air tempera-
ture control signal to form said valve control signal, said

means for combining the building air temperature control
signal and the outside air temperature control signal including
means for causing the value of said valve control signal to be
established solely by the value of said outside air temperature
control signal whenever the building air temperature exceeds
said desired building air temperature, and means for supplying
said valve control signal to said modulating valve means.

3,838,811

BURNER CONTROL CIRCUIT
Wilbur S. McMann, Utica, and Charles Stang, Jr., Detroit,

both of Mich., assignors to Maxitrol Company, Southfield,

Mich.

Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,618
Int. CI. F24d 5/00

U.S. CI. 236-10 31 Claims
L In a heating system for controlling the temperature in a

spa e to be heated wherein there are provided heater means
including a burner means operable from a source of gas and
valve means for controlling the flow of gas from the source to

the burner means comprising modulating valve means for

modulating the flow of gas to the burner means in accordance
with a first control signal and main valve means operable in

accordance with => second control signal to a closed position

wherein gas flow to the burner means is blocked and to an

open position wherein gas flow to the burner means is permit-

ted: a control system operative from an AC voltage source of
electrical power for controlling said heating system compris-
ing means for developing said first control signal from only
half cycles of one polarity of said AC voltage source and for

supplying the same to said modulating valve means such that
said modulating valve means provides increased gas flow to
the burner means as the actual temperature in the space to be
heated increasingly drops below a preselected temperature for

the space to be heated and decreased gas flow as the actual
temperature in said space increasingly returns toward the
preselected temperature and means for developing said sec-
ond control signal and for supplying the same to said main
valve means such that when the actual temperature in the
space to be heated drops below the preselected temperature
said main valve operates to the open position and when the
actual temperature in said space returns substantially to the
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preselected temperature, said main valve operates to tne

closed position, said means for developing such second con-
trol signal and supplying the same to said main valve means
comprising first switch means, second switch means, and
means coupling said first switch means and said second switch
means in series circuit with each other, said first switch means
being operated to an actuated position by only half cycles of
the other polarity of said AC voltage source when the temper-
ature in the space to be heated drops below said preselected
temperature and said second switch means being operated to

an actuated position by only half cycles of said other polarity

of said AC voltage source in response to a given system condi-
tion, said second control signal causing said main valve means
to operate to the open position only when said first switch
means and said second switch means are both in their actuated
positions.

3,838,812

TEMPERATURE RESPONSIVE VALVE ASSEMBLY
Clarence S, Johnson, P.O. Box 940, Pomona, Calif. 91769
Division of Ser. No. 150,080, June 4, 1971, Pat. No. 3,753,526.

This application May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 356,966
Int. CI. G05d 23112

U.S. CI. 236-99 2 Claims

1. A temperature responsive valve assembly comprising a
main body portion, an inlet and an outlet connected to said
main body portion, a valve seat mounted within said main
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body portion between said inlet and said outlet, housing
means connected to said main body portion, one end of said

housing means being open and communicating with the inte-

rior of the main body portion, wall means connected to the
opposite end of the housing means, valve means mounted
within said housing means and extending through the open
end of the housing means into said main body portion, spring
means positioned in said housing means on one side of said
wall means, one end of said spring means engaging said wall
means and the opposite end of said spring means engaging said
valve means for biasing the valve means to closed position
against said valve seat, said valve means sealing said spring
means from fluid flowing through said main body portion,

temperature responsive means positioned in said housing
means on the opposite side of said wall means, said tempera-
ture responsive means engaging said wall means and said valve
means for moving the valve means to open position away from
the valve seat, and an orifice formed in said inlet upstream
from said valve seat, said orifice being sized to provide a

minimum-flow orifice to permit the through flow of a prede-
termined volume of fluid per minute when the valve assembly
is in the closed position.

3,838,813
HEATING SYSTEM FOR ONE-FAMILY HOUSES

Karl Hilding Brosenius, Hazeliusbacken 16, Stockholm, Swe-
den

Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,692
Int. CI. F24d 13\04

U.S. CI. 237-13 1 Claim

1. A central heating system for the heating of a group of

one-family houses (small houses), row houses or other neigh-

bouring houses which houses are heated by means of a num-
ber of water radiators, wherein a heater common for all said

houses and mainly for fuel-burning is connected to these

houses for heating by means of circulation water, "hot water",

which Is distributed from the heater to a hot-water container,

located in each house and provided with a domestic hot-water

heater, heat in turn being distributed from said container to

the water radiators of the house or utilized for the heating of

domestic water,

characterized by the fact that the heating system is provided

with equipment both for individual electric heating of

each separate one-family house and for collective heating

of said group of one-family houses concerned from the

said common heater and for a combination of both these

heating systems, for which purpose

firstly each one of said hot-water containers located in each

individual house is provided both with electric inserts to

enable electric heating of the water contents of the hot-

water containers, and with connection facilities for the

hot-water circulation from the common heater for heat-

ing the water contents of said hot-water containers,

secondly, in the case of hot-water circulation heating, the

hot water heated in the common heater by means of a

continuously operating circulation pump through main
pipe conduits and from these pipes branched-off-pipes

simultaneously and continuously is distributed to all hot-

water containers located in each house, the water con-

tents of said hot-water containers being similarly continu-

927 O.G.—
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ously mixed with and heated by the hot water flowing

from the heater and then — after having supplied heat to

the radiator circulation water and domestic water heater

of the house — through separate branch pipes and corre-

sponding separate main pipes returned to the heater and
to be reheated therein,

thirdly said common heater is common to a comparatively
small group, four to ten, of neighbouring one-family

houses and said heater is located close to or near the

centre of the connected group of one-family houses and
is adapted to feed the hot-water containers with the pump
flow from the circulation pump.

3,838,814
NOZZLE AREA MEASUREMENT

Charles H. Henshaw, Ottawa, Ontario, and Benoit Jean, Bou-
cherville, Quebec, both of Canada, assignors to Control Data
Canada, Ltd., Willowdale, Ontario, Canada

Filed June 11, 1973, Ser. No. 368,556

Int. CL F02k 1\16
U.S.CL 239-11 17 Claims

I. A method for determining the area of the nozzle opening
in a jet engine having a diffuser, a tailpipe and a variable

nozzle, comprising the steps of

exciting the interior regipn of a jet engine from the diffuser

aft by excitation from an antenna within said region with

a microwave signal to establish a substantially resonant

condition,

changing the size of the nozzle opening, and
monitoring at least one characteristic of the antenna to

derive a signal proportional to the change in characteris-

tic and representative of the change in nozzle opening.

3,838,815

SNOW MAKER
Bruce A. Rice, 6 Dorset Dr., Canandaigua, N.Y. 14424

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,575
Int. CI. A019 1 5100

U.S. CI. 239-14 3 Claims

/'to
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1. A snow maker comprising:

a. a blower drawing in ambient air and accelerating said

ambient air into an output air stream traveling outward at

at least 7000 feet per minute;

b. a water injector having an axis approximately concentric
with said air stream;

c. means for supplying water under pressure to said injector;

d. said injector having openings formed as arcuate slos
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around said injector for directing said water into said air

stream; and
e. said openings being from .010 to .030 inches across and

angled at approximately 45° to said axis of said injector

so said water is directed outward in a plurality of thin,

conical sheets that break into fine drops carried along by
said air stream so said drops freeze into snow before
landing.

3,838,816
ILLUMINATED AQUATIC FOUNTAIN

Steven B. Huff, 4741 El Rancho Verde Dr., La Palma, Calif.

90623, and Donald E. Winans, 2138 Veley Dr., San Pedro,
Calif. 90732

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 322,067
Int. CI. F12p 7100

U.S. CI. 239-18 11 Claims

205

a swing joint mounting said bar enabling the bar to swing
in one direction which is vertically about a substantially

horizontal axis extending longitudinally of the vehicle and
in another direction which is about an upright axis, said

swing joint including a section mounted substantially

stationary relative to said vehicle, a ^wing section
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mounted on such stationary section for rotation relative

thereto about said vertical and horizontal axes, means
mounting said spray bar on said swing section for rotation

therewith, and means defining a pair of fluid flow paths

extending through said stationary and swing sections

communicating with the supply and return passages of the

spray bar.

1. An illuminated aquatic-display fountain apparatus for

placement within a body of water, and including a pressurized
watersupply system, wherein said apparatus comprises:

a floatable display unit, said unit including:

a floatable support structure having a plurality of radially-

extending arms,

support brackets integrally attached to said extending
arms, and formed with a channel therein,

floatable means disposed within said channel of said

brackets,

a central tubular housing to which said floatable support
structure is mounted thereon,

a plurality of light fixtures, each of which is supported by
said extending arms of said support structure,

a rotatable color wheel having a plurality of colored
transparent panes through which light is passed from
said light fixtures, said wheel being rotatably mounted
to said central tubular housing,

drive means affixed to said central housing and having

ydirect engagement with said color wheel, whereby said

Swheel
is rotated about said housing;

a conduit means interconnecting said floatable display uni»

with said pressurized water-supply system; and
an electrical power source for operating said light fixture.

3,838,817
APPARATUS FOR SPREADING FLUID

F. Kenneth Hill, 1821 Bisbee, Klamath Falls, Oreg. 97601
Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,607

Int. CI. B05b 9100

U.S. CI. 239-125 16 Claims

1. A vehicle-carried spray bar assembly for road surfacing

comprising

a spray bar with fluid supply and return passages defined
therein and having fluid-dispensing means thereon

adapted, in operative position, to extend laterally and
substantially horizontally to one side of the vehicle, and

3,838,818

SELF-PROPELLED SPRINKLER
Hirokazu Takatani, Amagasaki, Japan, assignor to Hatsuta

Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,896

Int. CI. B05b 3102

U.S. CI. 239-252 l Claim

8 11

1. A self-propelled sprinkler comprising in combination: a

fixed hollow shaft stationarily fixed with respect to a liquid

feed pipe and communicating with said liquid feed pipe; a

driving rotary sleeve, with a driving nozzle thereon, rotatably

mounted on said fixed hollow shaft; a driven rotary sleeve with

at least one sprinkler nozzle thereon, rotatably mounted on
said fixed hollow shaft; said driving nozzle and sprinkling

nozzle being adapted respectively to receive from said fixed

hollow shaft a liquid which has been fed into said fixed hollow
shaft from said liquid feed pipe and to spout the received
liquid; a sun and planet speed reduction gear mechanism for
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transmitting the reduced rotational speed of said driving ro-

tary sleeve to said driven rotary sleeve; said sun and planet
speed reduction gear mechanism comprising a sun gear fixedly

mounted on said fixed hollow shaft, a first planetary gear
meshing with said sun gear, a secondary planetary gear
adapted to be rotated integrally with said first planetary gear,

a gear fixedly mounted on said driven rotary sleeve and mesh-
ing with said second planetary gear, said first and second
planetary gears being rotatably supported on a support arm
projecting outwardly from said driving rotary sleeve.

3338,819
TIP FOR AN INDUSTRIAL GAS CUTTING TORCH

Berwyn E. Etter, 10355 Paradise Blvd., Treasure Island, Fla.

33740
Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,268

Int. CI. B05b 7106

U.S. CI. 239-424.5 6 Claims

1. In a tip for an industrial gas cutting torch, an elongated
tubular-like cutting tip means having upper and lower ends
and

a longitudinal axis, the lower end of said tip element dwell-

ing in an oblique plane with respect to

said longitudinal axis, and means for maintaining the lower

end of said cutting tip means in a plane

parallel lo a sheet of material to facilitate the making of a

bevel cut therein.

3,838,820

WELDING AND CUTTING TORCH TIPS
Harry T. Pearce, Altoona, Pa., assignor to Small Tube Prod-

ucts, Inc., Altoona, Pa.
j

Division of Ser. No. 12,223, Feb. 18, 1970, ^ht. No. 3,716,902.

This application July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 275,941

Int. CI. B05b 7106
\

U.S. CI. 239-424.5 ^ 5 Claims

71
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substantially cylindrical protrusion formed on said base and
extending inwardly into said recess, said insert including a

terminal passage comprising an entrance formed in said rear

wall and an exit formed in the face of said protrusion, said

entrance and said exit interconnected in spaced relation by an
outwardly tapered land such that the spray pattern size is a

function of the spaced relation and taper between said exit

and said entrance.

3,838,823
APPARATUS FOR REDUCING WOOD AND LIKE

ARTICLES
Herbert H. Lewis, Jacksonville, Fla., assignor to Montgomery

Industries International, Inc., Jacksonville, Fla.

Division of Ser. No. 185,247, Sept. 30, 1971, Pat. No.

3,752,409. This application Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,664
Int. CI. B02c 23104

U.S. CI. 241-32 2 Claims

3,838,824

AUTOMATIC MEAT MIXER AND GRINDER
William H. Tschantz, Kensington, Ohio, assignor to The Biro

Manufacturing Company, Marblehead, Ohio
Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,931

Int. CI. B02c 18100
U.S.CL 241-101 B 14 Claims

1. A meat mixer and grinder construction including a tub
having a generally flat bottom; a central post in the tub; means
for rotating said post in forward and reverse directions; arm
means mounted on the central post and extending towards the

peripheral portion of the tub; paddle means pivotally mounted
on the arm means and extending vertically downwardly there-

from terminating adjacent the bottom of the tub, said paddle
means being adapted to swing upwardly in only one direction

from the vertical position; cutter means mounted on the cen-
tral post and extending outwardly therefrom toward the pe-
ripheral portion of the tub; the cutter means having a horizon-

tal shaft with a plurality of knife means mounted thereon, and
grate means; means for rotating the shaft and knife means; the

grate means being positioned adjacent the knife means and
forwardly of the cutter shaft in the direction of forward rota-

tion, and cooperatively associated therewith whereby the

knife means when rotating move downwardly through slots

formed in the grate means; a generally radially disposed auger
trough in the bottom of the tub; a feed screw in said trough;
and means for rotating said feed screw.

1. Apparatus for reducing wood and like articles to small

fragments comprising a support, a toothed rotor and a cooper-

ating stationary anvil structure on said support, means for

driving said rotor about a horizontal axis, said anvil structure

comprising a breaker element holder having fixed teeth

thereon adjacent and cooperating with the rotor, means pivot-

ally mounting said anvil holder on said support comprising

fixed horizontal axis pivot means below and to one side of the

axis of rotation of said rotor and shear means connecting said

anvil holder to said support below the pivot axis of the anvil

holder and beneath said breaker elements so arranged that

when said shear means is sheared the anvil holder swings

downwardly of its own weight about said pivot means and
away from said rotor, said shear means comprising fixed end
walls on said anvil holder adjacent respective fixed walls on
said support and coaxial shear pins extending between each of

said end walls and the adjacent support wall.

3 838 825
VIBRATING MILL WITH HEAT INSULATING GRINDING

CHAMBER
Helmut Haas, and Gunter Eichholz, both of Koln, Germany,

assignors to Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz Aktiengesellschaft,

Koln, Germany
Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,326

Int. CI. B02c 17/22; B24b 31/06
U.S. CI. 241-175 6 Claims

1. A vibratory mill, comprising at least one elongated com-
minuting member, a heat-insulating jacket surrounding said

comminuting member, a frame supportingly connected with
said comminuting member, means operatively connected with
said frame for imparting vibratory movement to the same, said

frame including clamping means surrounding said comminut-
ing member and comprising a first annular band means con-
centric with said comminuting member and spaced radially

outwardly therefrom, a second annular band means concen-
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trie with and engaging said comminuting member and a plural-

ity of circumferentially spaced distance members disposed in

the annular space between said first annular band means and

said comminuting member being supported by said second
annular band means and supportingly extending between said

first annular band means and said comminuting member to

support the comminuting member.

3,838,826

REMOVABLE CAPS FOR CRUSHER HAMMER
ASSEMBLY

Joseph M. Wallace, Hialeah, and Emmett B. Streat, Miami,
both of Fla., assignors to Capeletti Bros., Inc., Hialeah, Fla.

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,733

Int. CI. B02c 13/06

U.S. CL 241-197 12 Claims

1. A hammer assembly for a crusher, comprising, in combi-
nation:

I

a. a hammer member arranged for being mounted on a rotor

of a crusher, and provided with a first substantially planar

surface arranged facing outwardly transverse to a radial

plane of the associated rotor, a second substantially pla-

nar surface extending obliquely from the first surface

toward the associated rotor and in a direction of rotation

of the rotor, and a projecting portion forming a wall

arranged extending transverse to the direction of rotation

of the associated rotor and radially outwardly from the

first surface along an edge thereof spaced from the sec-

ond surface;

b. an interlocking joint portion provided on the first surface

and arranged extending perpendicularly from the wall to

the second surface;

c. an impact member having a pair of joined legs arranged

forming a substantially L-shaped body portion; and
d. an interlocking joint means provided on the body portion

for removably interlocking with the joint portion, an

outside surface of one leg of the body member arranged

forming an impact surface for the hammer assembly.

3,838,827

APPARATUS FOR PACKAGING LINEAR MATERIAL
Jerome P. Klink, Granville; Alex P. Symborski, Newark, and

Eugene C. Varrasso, Heath, all of Ohio, assignors to Owens-
Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,256
Int. CI. B65h 54/02, 59/38

U.S.CL 242-18 G 9 Claims

I
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1. Apparatus for packaging linear materia! comprising:
a rotatable collector upon which the linear material is

wound as a package;

means for rotating the collector;

a traverse guide for the material located at the circumferen-

tial surface of the package in the region of collection of
the material onto the package;

a movable support carrying the traverse guide;

means for reciprocating the traverse guide lengthwise of the

collector to distribute the material on the package;

means for intermittently sensing the size of the package
during formation thereof;

a drive responsive to the intermittently sensed size of the

package for moving the support to maintain the traverse

guide at the circumferential surface of the package during

formation of the package; and
means effective in response to the intermittently sensed size

of the package for modifying the rotational speed of the

collector to maintain a substantially uniform linear col-

lection rate of material during package formation of the

package, such speed control means including a variable

electrical energy source for controlling the speed of the

means for rotating the collector and connector means
effective to modify the output of the electrical energy

source in response to the drive during times such drive

moves the traverse guide support.

3,838,828

APPARATUS FOR ROTATABLY MOUNTING A YARN
WINDING SUPPORT HAVING A MOVABLE YARN

ENGAGING ELEMENT
Jean-Claude Hautemont, Gif-sur-Yvette, France, assignor to

Rhone-Poulenc-Textile, Paris, France

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,951
Int. CI. B65h 54/02

U.S. CI. 242-18 DD 4 Claims
1. Apparatus for mounting a winding support to rotate

about the longitudinal axis thereof in order to wind yarn
thereon, comprising:

holder means for mounting rotatably a yam winding sup-

port, wherein said holder means includes a flange having

a notch therein; and
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a yarn engaging element mounted pivotally adjacent to said

notch for rotation about a rotational axis extending trans-

verse to the longitudinal axis of a mounted winding sup-

port, said yarn engaging element rotating between a re-

tracted inoperative position in which the yarn engaging
element does not extend beyond said flange and a pro-

jecting operative position in which at least a portion of
said yarn engaging element projects beyond said flange to

overlie a mounted winding support, said yarn engaging
element having a first arm extending radially from said

rotational axis and a second arm having a bent portion

T.Z
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thereon extending generally parallel with said rotational

axis and through said notch in said flange, said bent por-
tion being engaged and moved by a yarn winding support
when the yarn winding support is mounted on said holder
means to pivot said yarn engaging element from said

inoperative to said operative position, whereby said yarn
engaging element does not interfere with mounting and
removal of a yarn winding support on said holder means
and is extended automatically to said operative position

after mounting of a yarn winding support on said holder
means.

3 838 829
DEVICE FOR CENTERING ROLLS OF CONVOLUTED
STRIP MATERIAL IN PHOTOGRAPHIC COPYING

MACHINES OR THE LIKE
Christian Gotze, Munich, Germany, assignor to Agfa-Gevaert

Ai(tiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,337

Claims priority, application Germany, May 6, 1972,
2222291

Int. CI. B65h 19/02

U.S. CI. 242-68.4 11 Claims

1. A device for centering tubular bodies of different axial

lengths, particularly for centering rolls of convoluted strip

material in photographic copying machines or the like, com-
prising a bearing having a chamber of predetermined length;
a pair of discrete shafts each having spaced-apart inner and
outer stops, the combined length of said shafts being substan-
tially equal to said predetermined length so that said shafts are

insertable into said chamber when placed end-to-end; and an
annular insert axially movably mounted on each of said shafts

between the respective stops, said inserts having hubs insert-

able into a tubular body from opposite ends thereof and
flanges which abut against the respective ends of the tubular
body in inserted positions of said hubs, said inserts abutting
against the corresponding inner stops when said hubs are

inserted into a tubular body of a first length and against the
corresponding outer stops when said hubs are inserted into a
tubular body of a greater second length and while said shafts
are located end-to-end in said chamber.

ERRATUM
For Class 242—71 see:

Patent No. 3,838,602

3,838,830

DEVICE FOR STORING LINE
Morris W. Pettit, 4101 pevon, S.E., Huntsville, Ala. 35802

Filed Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,408
Int. CI. B65h 73/40

U.S. CI. 242-96 5 Claims
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1. A device for storing line comprising:

an annular member generally toroidal in shape comprising:
a pair of oppositely positioned side walls,

an opening extending around the periphery of said annular

member and being defined by the region between the
outer edges of said side walls, and

an inner bottom portion, whereby a line may be wound
through said opening around and be supported by a said
bottom portion;

a handle member extending diametrically between opposite
portions of said bottom member and adapted to be
gripped by a user, said annular member and said handle
being rigidly formed together of two identical but oppo-
sitely positioned side members and said side members
being rigidly attached together; and

at least one enclosed, air tight cavity comprising a portion
of said device, each said air tight cavity comprising two
joined cavities, one being in each of said side members,
and said air tight cavities comprising means for floating

said device.

3,838,831
VEHICLE SENSITIVE RETRACTOR

Lon E. Bell, Altadena, Calif., assignor to Technar, Incorpo-
rated, Pasadena, Calif.

Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,534
Int. CI. A62b 35/02; B65h 63/00

U.S. CL 242-107.4 9 Claims
1. A safety belt retractor, comprising:
a. support means;
b. reel means rotatably mounted on said support means;
c. belt means attached to said reel means for protraction
and retraction with respect thereto;

d. biasing means for urging said reel means in a retracting

direction;

e. ratchet means mounted in connected to said reel means
for rotation therewith;

f. pawl means mounted on said support means for engaging
said ratchet means to stop rotation of said reel means and
thereby prevent further protraction of said belt means;
and

g. actuating means responsive to acceleration of said vehicle
and including ( I ) mounting means comprising an arm
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provided with an upwardly extending projection, the top
of said projection being substantially parallel to the floor

of the vehicle and having an aperture therein and (2)
pendulum means comprising a pendulum weight on the
lower end of a shaft, said shaft extending through said

aperture and being connected at its upper end to a cap
having its upper surface contacting said pawl means and

its lower surface supported by substantially the entire

surface area of the top of said projection, said pendulum
means being freely suspended from said mounting means
and being displaceable by inertia from a normally sub-

stantially vertical position, such displacement operating

to move said pawl means into engagement with said

ratchet means.

3,838,832
SAFETY BELT RETRACTOR LOCKING DEVICE

Louis Romanzi, Brighton Township, and Robert Edward Da-
vid, Westland, both of Mich., assignors to Irvin Industries,

Inc., Greenwich, Conn.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,004
Int. CI. A62b 35/02; B65h 63/04

U.S. CI. 242-107.4 8 Claims

1. A safety belt retractor locking device comprising:

a. a frame,

b. a shaft rotatably mounted on the frame;

c. a belt attached the shaft for protraction and retraction

with respect thereto;

d. means for rotating the shaft to retract the belt;

e. a ratchet wheel mounted on the shaft for rotation there-

with;

f. a pawl pivotally mounted on the frame for movement
from an inoperable position wherein said pawl is spaced
from the ratchet to an operate position wherein said pawl
engages the ratchet to prevent protraction of the belt;

g. means for moving the pawl to its operate position;

h. an inertial mass mounted on the frame and responsive to

a change in vehicle velocity, said mass having a contact

element disposed for movement between a first position

wherein the velocity change is below a predetermined
magnitude and a second position wherein the velocity

change is greater than said predetermined magnitude.
i. a lever pivotally mounted on the frame and responsive to

protraction and retraction of the belt, said lever having a

contact element disposed for movement between:

1. a first position wherein said lever contact is spaced
from the mass contact upon retraction of the belt;

2. a second position wherein said lever contact engages
the mass contact upon protraction of the belt when the

mass is in its first position; and
3. a third position wherein said lever contact is in noncon-

tacting relation with the mass contact upon protraction

of the belt when the mass is in its second position;

j. means for moving the lever to its second and third posi-

tions;

k. said lever contact being in alignment with the mass
contact to prevent movement of the lever to its third

position when the mass is in its first position, and said

lever contact being out-of-alignment with the mass
contact to permit movement of the lever to its third posi-

tion when said mass is in its second position;

1. said lever and said pawl being in driving engagemenv with

each other such that when the lever is in its first and
second positions the pawl is in its inoperable position, and
when the lever is in its third position the pawl is in its

operate position to prevent further protraction of the
belt; and

m. clutch means mounted on the shaft for partial rotation

therewith, said clutch means being operatively connected
to the pawl and lever to displace said lever to its first

position and said pawl to its inoperable position upon
retraction of the belt.

3,838,833

THREADING DEVICE
Clemens Hopfner, Ruit A. F., and Wolfgang Ort, Stuttgard-
Bad Cannstatt, both of Germany, assignors to Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 250,940
Claims priority, application Germany, July 1, 1971,

2132770

Int. CI. G03b 23/04
U.S. CL 242-195 9 Claims

X

1. An improvement in apparatus of the type having (1 ) a
rotatable spindle mounted in a fixed position, with the spindle
adapted to receive a roll of web material located in a cartridge
and having a perforation at a spaced distance from the end of
the web, and (2) a transport means for moving the web along
a desired path in the projector, the improvement comprising:
a. housing means;
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b. support means movably supported by said housing means
for aligning and holding a received cartridge;

c. means for moving said support means between ( 1 ) a first

position wherein said support means is in spaced relation

from a received cartridge, and (2) a second position
wherein said support means is engageable with a received
cartridge;

d. withdrawal means for ( I ) engaging the web material
contained in a received cartridge through the perforation
in the material, and (2) withdrawing and directing the
web away from the cartridge toward the transport means
of the apparatus; and

e. means for moving said withdrawal means ( I ) from a first

position wherein said withdrawal means is in spaced
relation from a received cartridge to a second position
wherein said withdrawal means engages the web material,
and (2) from said second position after said withdrawal
means has engaged the web material to a third position
herein said withdrawal means extracts the web from the
cartridge and directs the web toward the transport means
of the projector.

3,838,835
PRECESSOR FLYING CRAFT

Alberto Kling, Am Hugel 14, 8136 Percha Uber Starnberg,
Germany

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 845,381, July 28, 1969, Pat.
No. 3,633,849. This application Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No.

184,891
Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 25, 1969,

1909447

Int. CI. B64c 29100
U.S. CI. 244-23 C 17 Claims

3,838,834
SOLAR TORQUE COMPENSATION FOR A SATELLITE
Theodore Donald Michaelis, Big Look Trail, NJ., assignor to

RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,366

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 20, 1972,
12935/72

Int. CI. B64g 1 100
U.S. CI. 244-lSA 3 Claims

1. An attitude control system for a spin stabilized spacecraft
to compensate for torques due to solar pressure, said space-
craft having a panel with a set of solar cells adapted to receive
solar radiant energy for conversion to electrical power, said
panel being arranged for deployment from the spacecraft
including means for orienting the panel toward the sun, the
improvement comprising:

a. electromagnetic means included in said panel for generat-
ing a magnetic flux having a magnetic field extending
normal to the plane of said panel for reacting with the
magnetic field of the earth, said electromagnetic means
comprising a single electromagnetic air core coil having
at least one turn of wire disposed in the peripheral portion
of said solar cell panel, and in a plane parallel with the
plane of said solar panel, and

b. means for energizing said electromagnetic means in re-

sponse to solar energy received on said solar panel such
that a magnetic flux therefrom reacts with the magnetic
field of the earth to produce a magnetic torque substan-
tially of equal magnitude and opposite direction to the
torque developed on said spacecraft by the solar pressure
of the solar radiant energy on said panel.

1. An aircraft comprising a rotatable propeller means and
means for generating a propulsive thrust along the direction of
the axis of rotation of the propellor means, the direction of
such thrust determining the direction of flight of the craft
through the air, said propellor means while rotating constitut-
ing the rotor of a Foucault type gyroscope, and including a
directional control means for selectively imparting a torque to
said propellor means while rotating whereby its axis of rota-
tion will re-orient itself in accordance with the principles of
gyroscopic precession, and a drive means for rotating said
propellor means without imparting any precessive torque
upon same, said propellor means comprising a rotor in the
form of an annular axially extending duct defined by radially
inner and outer walls, a plurality of fluid-moving blades
mounted between said walls in circumferential succesion to
each other, said walls and blades forming an integrally rotat-
able unit, said blades being arranged to impart thrust to a fluid
in the axial direction of said duct, said duct being concentri-
cally rotatable about said rotational axis.

3,838,836
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR LOAD STABILIZATION

IN HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS
Sabi J. Asseo, Depew, and Richard F. Whitbeck, Williamsville,

both of N.Y., assignors to Calspan Corporation, Buffalo.
N.Y.

Filed Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 386,809
Int. CI. B64d 9100

U.S. CI. 244-137 R g Claims
1. A method of load stabilization for use in a pilot com-

manded heavy lift helicopter carrying an externally slung load
including the steps of:

supporting each point of a 3-point suspension system by a
respective one of three winch controller means secured to
the helicopter;

securing a load to the 3-point suspension system;
sensing the motion of the helicopter and load;

sensing pilot command signals; and
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controlling each of the winch controller means in response

to the sensed motion of the helicopter and load and the

iM»

pilot command signals, whereby the 3-point suspension

system is positioned to dynamically stabilize the load

under conditions tending to produce load oscillations.

3,838,837

METHOD AND FABRIC FOR PIPE REINFORCEMENT
Wilbur E. Tolliver, Holland, Mich., assignor to New York Wire

Mills Corp., Tonawanda, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,605

Int. CI. F16I 9108

U.S. CI. 245-1
!

' 20 Claims

1. Fabric for forming concrete pipe reinforcing cages com-
prising: a network of strands of material suitable for forming
concrete pipe reinforcing cages, said strands defining the

longitudinal and circumferential strands of the reinforcing

cage when said fabric is formed into said cage; said fabric

including first and second end portions, one of which will

define the bell portion of a reinforcing cage and the other of
which will define the spigot portion of the cage; said fabric

including a main body portion between said first and second
ends; and at least one circumferential defining strand at said

first end portion.of the fabric being expandable longitudinally

of said one strand, said longitudinal defining strands including

a portion expandable longitudinally of said longitudinal defin-

ing strands, at least at said first end portion of said fabric, said

longitudinal defining strands being generally straight and free

of deviations in said main body portion of said fabric.

'3,838,838

CHRISTMAS TREE HOLDER
John A. Seaman, Jr., P.O. Box 141, McMinnville, Tenn. 37110

Filed Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 391,475

Int. CI. A47g 33112

U.S. CI. 248-44
II

4 Claims

1. A Christmas tree Holder or the like, comprising an up-

standing tubular socket having a bottom wall and open at the

top for receiving the trunk of a Christmas tree, threaded spike

means projecting upwardly through said bottom wall, and

inwardly extending clamping screw means threadedly engaged

through the upper wall portion of the tubular socket for

clamping a Christmas tree trunk in the socket, at least three

outwardly extending horizontal and radial sleeves of substan-

tial length threadedly secured to and abutting the lower end

portion" of the tubular wall of the socket in the plane of the

bottom wall, and respective rod members telescopically en-

gaged in said radial sleeves in such amanner as to permit

adjustment of those portions of said rod members which ex-

tend outwardly from the radial sleeves to substantially vary the

combined length of said sleeves and said rod members, said

radial sleeves and rod members together providing an adjust-

able floor engaging base structure for preventing said upstand-

ing tubular socket from tilting, and said base structure being

disposed at the very bottom of the tubular socket and being

horixontally adjustable by reason of the telescopic engage-

ment of said rod members in said sleeves, and respective

upwardly and inwardly inclined strut members connecting the

outer ends of said radial sleeves to the tubular socket, each

strut member including oppositely threaded opposite rod

portions pivotally connected respectively to a sleeve and the

tubular socket, and a turn buckle sleeve threadedly engaged
with the respective opposite rod portions for adjusting the

length of the strut member.

3,838,839

SUPPORT BRACKET FOR REFUSE CONTAINERS
Grover C. Spencer, Mabelton, Ga., assignor to Monitor Manu-

facturing Co., Atlanta, Ga.

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,337
Int. CI. B65b 67112

U.S. CI. 248-99 6 Claims

1.

top:

In a support device for a flexible bag which has an open

a support frame comprising an open peripheral and con-

tinuous member about which the top of the flexible bag
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is turned-back to support said bag with the open top

inside of said frame, said frame having a front portion,

side portions and a back portion substantially in the same
plane and about which said bag top is turned-back,

b. a bottom rear member attached to and spaced from said

support frame at the back portion thereof and extending
from each side member and substantially coextensively

with said back portion, at least one of said bottom rear

member and said back portion being resilient whereby
there is relative motion between said bottom rear mem-
ber and said back portion to reduce the distance therebe-

tween when compressed together by hand and held and
whereby said back portion and said bottom rear member
will return and spring into place when released,

c. a bracket on which said support frame is detachably
secured so that said support frame projects outwardly
therefrom with said bag hanging therefrom and said bag
top open thereon, said bracket comprising a back portion
which is attachable to an upright support means and a
front projecting bracket portion which comprises a center
section and side sections extending from said back por-
tion,

d. an inturned channel at the top of said center section and
an outwardly turned channel at the bottom of said center
section receiving respectfully the back portion of said

support frame and the bottom rear member which are

inserted and positioned only by bringing said back por-
tion and bottom rear member toward each other suffi-

ciently to enter said channels placing said bottom rear

member and said back portion on opposite sides of said

center section whereby said bottom rear member in place
extends from said support frame to said bracket and
below said support frame.

3,838,840

LEG FOR STACKING TRAYS
Robert F. Urban, 7785 Mentor Ave., Mentor, Ohio 44060

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,245
Int. CI. F16m 13100

U.S. CI. 248-146 3 Claims

1. In combination with an upwardly opening receptacle

including pairs of adjacent corner defming relatively angu-
lated and substantially upright peripheral side walls and in-

cluding a bottom structure extending and connected between
the lower marginal portions of said side walls, a mounting
bracket comprising an upright angle member including a pair

of relatively angulated mounting flanges, the upper end por-

tions of said mounting flanges overlying and secured to the

outer surfaces of substantially the full vertical extent of adja-

cent side wall end portions of one pair of said side walls with

said mounting flange upper end portions extending continu-

ously around the corresponding receptacle corner from one
upstanding edge of said angle member to the other upstanding

edge and with the lower end portions of said flanges projecting

below the adjacent portions of said bottom structure and

including free upstanding marginal edge portions terminating
in upstanding inwardly directed angulated leg-retaining

flanges, an upstanding leg member having its upper end por-

tion embracingly received between and lengthwise removably
telescoped into the area bound by said mounting flange lower
end portions and said retaining flanges with the upper end of
said leg member abutted against the corresponding corner of
said bottom structure and the lower end of said leg member
projecting downwardly below the lower extremities of said

mounting and leg-retaining flanges, and fastener means re-

movably secured through at least one of said mounting flange

lower end portions and removably anchored relative to said

leg member, the free upstanding marginal edge portions of

said leg-retaining flanges terminating in inwardly angulated

upstanding tongue flanges and the opposing sides of said leg

including upstanding grooves in which said tongue flanges are

received, the upper ends of said grooves opening upwardly
through the upper ends of said leg member, the upper extremi-

ties of said retaining flanges terminating closely adjacent, but

slightly below said bottom structure.

3,838,841

FOLDING SHELF AND SHELF BRACKET
Phillip B. Cadman, 9206 Chestwall St., Orangevale, Calif.

95662
Filed Mar. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 345,471

Int. CI. A47g 29102
U.S. CI. 248-240.4 6 Claims

/^
I
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1. A folding shelf bracket comprising a plate, a generally

U-shaped flange integrally formed on one end of said plate, a

pair of latch plates pivotally mounted between said plate and
said flange on each end of said flange, a support plate, a flange

integrally formed on the upper end of said support plate and
extending angularly thereto, said support plate flange having

a T-shaped slot formed therein pivotally receiving the U-
shaped flange on said shelf plate, said shelf plate swinging

from a position parallel to said support plate to a generally

horizontal position, said latch plate swinging to latch said shelf

plate to said support plate.

3,838,842

SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR WALL MOUNTED OBJECTS
Robert N. McCracken, Hwy. 74 W., P.O. Box 446, Hamlet,

N.C. 28345
Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,616

Int. CI. A47g 1/24

U.S. CI. 248-476 3 Claims
1. An apparatus for freely adjustably supporting an elon-

gated object on a building wall having a plurality of vertically

extending stud means spaced a predetermined distance apart,

said apparatus comprising an elongated mounting bracket of
a length to extend between at least two of the wall stud means,
said bracket being substantially shorter than the object to be
supported, means for connecting said bracket to at least two
of the stud means, a plurality of elongated support means
carried by said mounting bracket, each of said support means
being freely slidable along substantially the entire length of
said mounting bracket, connecting means disposed adjacent
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the outer end of each of said support means for attaching the

object thereto, said support means being independently mov-
able to engage the object and simulatneously movable when
the object is attached to said connecting means, and at least

one of said support means being of a length to locate its con-

necting means outwardly of said mounting bracket a distance

corresponding to substantially half the distance between the

stud means, whereby said mounting bracket is connected to

the stud means and an object carried by said support means
is freely transversely movable relative to the stud means to

selectively locate the object in a desired position.

3,838,843

COUPLING MEANS FOR USE WITH BLOOD SAMPLING
APPARATUS

Johann Bernhard, Nacka, Sweden, assignor to Pro Medical
Engineering AB, Lidingo, Sweden

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,312
Claims priority, application Sweden, Oct. 5, 1971, 12558/71

Int. CI. F161 37128; A61b 5/14
U.S. CI. 251-149.1 5 Claims

1. A coupling device for use with blood sampling apparatus

comprising a needle carrier portion and a junction portion,

and means for Tilting said portions to one another into an
operative unit, said needle -carrier portion comprising:

a. valve means having an axial duct, a vent hole, and at least

one groove at the lower end of the valve means,

b. a resilient valve sleeve surrounding said valve means, and
including means for sealing said vent hole,

said junction portion having an axial bore, and comprising:

I. a junction sleeve disposed in said bore, constructed for

moving axially within said bore a predetermined length,

said junction sleeve having an axial duct and a lateral

hole.

2. means associated with the junction portion to close and
open said hole by axial displacement of said junction

sleeve,

3. said junction sleeve constructed to be capable of being

pushed over said valve means,
4. said junction sleeve having an orifice portion at the upper

end of said axial duct,

5. said orifice portion being slightly wider than said valve

means,

6. said orifice portion comprising lateral grooves at the

upper end thereof and a stop surface at the lower end
thereof,

7. said junction sleeve being removably coupled to said

valve means,

whereby in connecting the two portions of the device no air

is forced into the first portion by reason of the junction sleeve

lifting part of the resilient valve sleeve thereby opening the

vent hole, and said vent hole being connected with said

grooves to enable escape of air to the atmosphere.

3,838,844

TOP ENTRY VALVE WITH ALIGNED THROUGH
PASSAGE

Fred A. Arn, Rockville, Conn., assignor to Contromatics Cor-

poration, Rockville, Conn.

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,699

Int. CI. F16k 5/20

U.S. CI. 251-174 3 Claims

1. A top entry ball valve comprising

a valve body including a valve chamber open at the top

thereof and having opposing side walls and a pair of

axially aligned flow passages having a predetermined size

communicating with said opposite side walls of said valve

chamber,

a spherical valve ball, including a flow passage having said

predetermined size extending therethrough selectively

located within said valve chamber,

bonnet means for closing the top opening of said valve

chamber and including means for displacing said valve

ball from a first position whereat said ball valve passage

extends substantially perpendicular to said valve body
flow passages to a second position whereat said valve ball

flow passage and said valve body flow passages are sub-

stantially coaxial, and

means for sealing said valve ball within said valve chamber
including

a first annular member having a first surface including

annular sealing means for engaging one side of said

valve ball and a second surface opposing one of said

valve chamber side walls,

d second wedge-shaped annular member, intermediate

said one valve chamber side wall and said first annular

member, having a first surface including annular seal-

ing means for engaging the second surface of said first

annular member and a second surface including annu-
lar sealing means for engaging said one end wall of said

valve chamber.
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first spring means for wedging said first annular member
towards said one side of said valve ball,

a third annular member having a first surface including
annular sealing means for engaging the other side of
said valve ball and a second surface opposing the other
one of said valve chamber side walls,

a fourth wedge-shaped annular member intermediate said
other valve chamber side wall and said third annular
member having a first surface including annular sealing
means for engaging the second surface of said third

annular member and a second surface including annu-
lar sealing means for engaging said other end wall of
said valve chamber, and

second spring means for wedging said first annular mem-
ber towards said other side of said valve ball.

line-winding means motor, an alternator connected to supply
alternating electric current to said line-winding means motor
continuously for producing continuous tnechanical torque on
the line-winding means tending to reel in line whether said

line-winding means motor is stopped or is turning in the line-

reeling-in direction or is turned in the line-paying-out direc-
tion by the winding means resulting from tension in the towing
line, load-responsive means responsive to the electric load on
said alternator resulting from the mechanical torque produced
by said line-winding means motor on the line-winding means
and operable to vary an electrical output characteristic of said
alternator automatically in response to variation in mechani-
cal torque exerted by said line-winding means motor on the
line-winding means resulting from changes in towing line

tension and corresponding variation in electric load on said

3,838,845

RATCHET TENSIONING DEVICES
Robert Ernest Minter, and Derek McDonald Ashbridge, both

of Cumberland, England, assignors to Kangoi Magnet Lim-
ited, Carlisle, England

Filed Sept. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 183,351
Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Nov. 17, 1970.

54639/70

Int. CI. A63b 61104
U.S. CI. 254-164 13 Claims

8
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1. A device for tensioning an elongated flexible member,
comprising reel means, a frame mounting the reel means for
rotation in winding and unwinding directions, an arm con-
nected to the frame for pivotal movement relative to the frame
to and from a normal position adjacent the frame, drive means
driven by the arm upon pivotal movement of the arm to rotate
the reel means in the winding direction, stop means normally
preventing pivoting of the arm beyond said normal position
toward said frame, means for selectively operating said stop
means to permit said pivoting beyond said normal position,
and detent means normally restraining the reel means against
rotation in the unwinding direction but responsive to said
pivoting of the arm beyond said normal position to permit
rotation of the reel means in the unwinding direction.

alternator, variable-resistance means adjustable for altering
the speed of said alternator and consequently an electric
output characteristic of the power supplied by said alternator
to said line-winding means motor for altering the torque of
said motor on the line-winding means, line-length-sensing
means connected to the line-winding means and to said varia-

ble-resistance means and always operable automatically in

response to paying-out rotation of the line-winding means to
effect adjustment of said variable-resistance means for in-

creasing the speed of said alternator and thereby increasing
the torque of said line-winding means motor on the line-
winding means and increasing the towing line tension gradu-
ally and progressively without interruption rather than
abruptly as the towing line is paid out, tending to reel in the
towing line.

3,838,846
CONSTANT TENSION LINE-TENSIONING MECHANISM
Cyrus W. Ostrom, Seattle, Wash., assignor to Consolidated

Electric Corporation, Seattle, Wash.
Continuation of Ser. No. 99.575, Dec. 18. 1970 abandoned.

This application Apr. 23. 1973, Ser. No. 353,654. Ihe
portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Jan. 14, 1986,

has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. B66d U48
U.S. CI. 254-172

1 Claim
1. In Ime-tensioning mechanism including line-winding

means connected to a towing line, an electric line-winding
means motor continuously connected to supply continuous
mechanical torque to the line-winding means for winding in
such line whenever the mechanical torque on the line-winding
means produced by the line tension tends to drop below the
mechanical torque produced on the line-winding means by the

3,838,847
DRUM MIXER FOR CONTINUOUS PROCESSING OF A

GRANULAR BULK MATERIAL
Herbert Tegelhutter, Velbert, Germany, assignor to Georg

Fischer Aktiengesellschaft, Schaffhausen, Switzerland
Filed Jan. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 218,937

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 21, 1971,
874/71

Int. CI. B22c 5104, 5108; BOlf 9108
U.S. CI. 259-154 4 Claims

1. Drum mixer for the continuous processing of a granular
bulk material, such as foundry sand, including a rotatable
shaft disposed at an acute angle to the horizontal, first driving
means operatively connected to said shaft, a drum mounted
on said shaft for rotation therewith, said drum comprising a
closed end secured to and extending transversely of said shaft,
an annular shaped closed side secured at one end to said
closed end and extending outwardly therefrom in the axial
direction of said shaft with said closed side sloping upwardly
from said closed end, and an annular flange extending radially
inwardly from the end of said closed side spaced outwardly
from said closed end and the radially inner edge of said flange
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defining the opening in the opened end of said drum, means
for supplying granular bulk material into said drum so that a
compact body of material is formed in the lower portion of
said drum with the surface of the body of material sloping

downwardly from said closed end to said radially inner edge
of said flange in the lower portion of said drum and with the

said radially inner edge forming an outlet edge over which the

processed material flows from said drum, said first driving

means arranged to rotate said drum at a speed so that the

compact body of material remains in the lower portion of said

drum, wherein the improvement comprises a mixing and
kneading tool mounting such that it extends into said drum

below the axis of rotation of said drum and said tool having a

head end arranged to be positioned below the downwardly
sloping surface of the compact body of material within the

lower part of said drum such that it is located at the center of
gravity of the body of material for mixing and kneading said

material, second drive means operably connected to said tool

for rotating said tool in a direction counter-current to the

direction of rotation of said drum so that said tool provides a

flow in the body of material counter-current to the direction

of flow of the material developed by said drum, and said

second driving means and said tool being movably mounted
for maintaining the head end of said tool at the center of
gravity of the material.

3,838,848

APPARATUS FOR TREATING ORES AND OTHER SOLID
MATERIALS

Louis H. Jaquay; Donald R. Rathburn, both of Pittsburgh, Pa.;

Axel P. Andersen, Larchmont, N.Y., and Einar L. Rasmus-
sen. Darien, Conn., assignors to F. L. Smidth, & Co., New
York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 791,454, Jan. 15, 1969, abandoned. This

application May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,936
Int. CI. F27b 7138

U.S. CI. 266-18 8 Claims

* r™~i «»

1. in an apparatus for treating particulate solid material with

a gas, the combination which comprises:

a. a rotary kiln shell having a refractory lining and having its

axis arranged at a relatively low angle to the horizontal

for the tumbling therethrough of a body particulate solid

material from the upper to the lower end of the kiln;

b. a stationary casing at each end of the rotary kiln shell:

1. the casing at the lower end of the shell having a passage

therethrough for feeding a current of treating gas into

the kiln shell; and
2. the casing at the upper end of the kiln shell having a

passage for the exit of the treating gas, and including

means for feeding the particulate soldi material into the

kiln shell;

c. airtight seals between each casing and the adjacent end
of the shell to prevent ingress of outside atmosphere and
egress of the treating gas;

d. a radiant heating tube for hot gases extending from end
to end within the shell rotating therewith and constructed

to prevent communication between the interior of the

tube and the shell interior;

e. means associated with the stationary casing at the lower

end of the shell for supplying heating gases to the heating

tube;

r means associated with said casing for discharging the gas

treated particulate material from the apparatus;

g. means for cooling the gas treated particulate material

including a series of cooling ducts associated with the

stationary casing at the lower end of the kiln shell and
extending lengthwise of the kiln for cooling the gas

treated particulate material to a temperature below that

at which it would react with oxygen in the open atmo-

sphere; and

h. means associated with said cooling ducts for delivering

the gas treated particulate material from the interior of

the kiln shell to the cooling ducts and means for deliver-

ing the material from the cooling ducts to the stationary

casing for discharge to the atmosphere.

3,838,849

FURNACE FOR METALLURGICAL PROCESSING
Alex F. Alexander, Essen, Germany; Ludovicus M. Dierckx,

and Alphonse S. J. Van Raevels, both of Beerse, Belgium,

assignors to La Metallo-Chimique S.A., Brussels, Belgium

Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 371,973

Int. CI. C21c 5150

U.S. CI. 266-36 P 23 Claims

1. A furnace for metallurgical processing comprising a ring,

means supporting said ring for the tilting thereof on a gener-
ally horizontal axis extending diametrically of said ring, a
vessel for holding a charge to be processed, means mounting
the vessel in said ring for rotation on an axis generally normal
to the plane of said ring and extending generally centrally of
said ring, and means for rotatably driving said vessel relative

to said ring, characterized in that said mounting means com-
prises a first annular bearing means secured to said ring, a
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second annular bearing means secured to said vessel sur-
rounding the latter, a set of radial thrust bearings interposed
between said first and second annular bearing means, and at
least one set of axial thrust bearings interposed between said
first and second annular bearing means for bearing the load of
said vessel.

3,838,850

IMPACT NOISE SUPPRESSOR
William J. Chorkey, Farmington, Mich., assignor to Ace Con-

trols, Inc., Farmington, Mich.

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,924
Int. CI. F16I 7112

U.S. CI. 267-141 2 Claims

1. An elastomeric impact noise and shock suppressor for
use on an end button fixed on the impact receiving end of the
piston rod of a shock absorber comprising:

a. a body portion adapted to be mounted on said end but-
ton;

b. an integral nose portion formed on the body portion and
having a frustro-conical outer periphery and a flat load
receiving end surface which is perpendicular to the longi-
tudinal axis of the suppressor;

c. said body portion being provided with a cylindrically
shaped periphery and the frustro-conical periphery of
said nose portion being formed at an angle directed radi-
ally inward from the longitudinally extended periphery of
said body portion; and,

d. said body portion being provided with an inwardly ex-
tended recess in the lower end thereof for the reception
of said end button, said end button having a convex load
receiving surface, and the inner end surface of said recess
being shaped concavely upward and being seated on said
end button convex load receiving surface.

3,838,851

BOTTOM SHEET FEEDER
James A. Kolibas, Broadview Heights, Ohio, assignor to

Addressograph-Multigraph Corportion, Cleveland. Ohio
ContinuaUon of Ser. No. 228,003, Feb. 22, 1972, abandoned.

This application July 12, 1973, Ser. No. 378,782
Int. CI. B65h 3152

U.S. CI. 271-124 7 Calms
1. An apparatus for feeding one sheet at a time from the

bottom of a stack of sheets on a support surface which com-
prises:

a feed roller member covered with high coefficient fric-
tional material for contact with the lead margin of the
bottom sheet of the stack;

means for driving the feed roller member in a sheet feeding
direction;

a retard member, non-moving in the direction of sheet
travel, disposed above the axis of the feed roller member,
cooperating in a non-contacting manner with the surface
of the feed roller member, and having a lead-in side so

configured as to provide a stop for the lead edge of the
stack direclly above the feed roll member and sloped to
guide a portion of the leading edge of the fed bottom
sheet below the feed roller surface with a degree of over-
lap therewith sufficient to deflect each fed sheet into a
slight channel configuration about one of said members
as the fed sheet passes therebetween, said retard member
presenting surfaces blocking all sheets of a stack other
than the bottom sheet from being fed forward by the feed
roll member;

follower means mounted adjacent the retard member at the
lead-in side thereof and urged toward the feed roll mem-
ber axis so as to make contact with the top of a stack of
sheets on the support surface at the lead margin thereof
when the latter is against said blocking surfaces to press
the lead margin of the bottom sheet of such stack against
the surface of the feed roller member, and also acting to
urge the sheets of said stack into frictional driving rela-
tionship with each other whereby to urge the final sheets
of a stack into operative contact with said guide configu-
ration of said retard member to insure proper feeding
thereof as the stack approaches depletion.

3 838 852
ELASTIC TYPE EXERCISING DEVICE

Max M, Gury, 57 Patton Dr., Bloomfield, N.J. 07003
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 198,728, Nov. 15, 1971,

abandoned. This application Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,389
Int. CI. A63b 2 //OO

U.S. CI. 272-82
1 Claim

1. An exercising device comprising one member which is of
a molded one piece construction, said member being elastic
and having a circular cross-section, said member having a first
means at one end adapted to receive a hand of a user and a
second means at the opposite end of said member adapted to
receive a foot of a user so that as a user pushes on the last
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mentioned means with his foot the elongation of the elastic U-shaped members such that corresponding legs of said U-
member will be resisted by a user grasping the first means shaped members are engaged in an abutting relationship, said
while performing an exercise, said first means having only a upper flexible member having one of its ends connected to
single loop of substantially flat cross-section and a predeter- said overhead support and its other end connected to a flange
mined width, and said second means having only a single loop
of substantially flat cross-section, both the first and second
means being resilient and being molded integrally with said

member, each said means being V-shaped with its apex being
formed integrally with said member, and each of said first and
second means tapering from a narrow width to a larger width,

the loop adapted to receive a foot of a user being substantially

larger than the loop that is adapted to receive a hand of a user,

the increased width of one loop being necessary so as to better

support the bottom portion of a foot of a user during an exer-

cise program.

\ 3,838,853

WEIGHTED EXERCISE GLOVE
Eva Redick Fredenhagen, 9861 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly

Hilk, Calif. 90212
Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 334,120

Int. CI. G09b 15106; A63b 23100
U.S. CI. 272-67 *"* of each U-shaped member, said lower flexible member having

one of its ends attached to the other flange of the U-shaped
members and its other end having said seat attached thereto,

the arrangement being such that said rigid member is sus-

pended between said overhead support member and said seat.

\

3,838,855
VEHICLE LANDING CONTROL

Joseph T. Becker, 21 W. 674 Glen Valley Dr., Glen Ellyn, III.

60137
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 879,413, Nov. 13, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,600,843. This application Aug. 20, 1971, Ser. No.

173,406
Int. CI. A63b 71102

U.S. CI. 273-95 B 19 Claims

1. A weighted exercising glove fitted to the hand and includ-

ing joined back and palm pieces with individual finger enclos-
ing extensions and a thumb enclosing piece extending from
the palm piece and in alignment with the first adjacent finger

enclosing extension, a rearwardly opening pocket overlying
the dorsal side of the third and terminal phalange portion of
each finger enclosing extension of the back piece and includ-

ing the dorsal side of the thumb enclosing piece, the opening
of each pocket being defined by a margin free of attachment
means connecting the extension and the pocket thereof, which
margin is pulled tight onto the dorsal side of the glove exten-
sion whenever the glove is worn by a user, there being a selec-

tive weight replaceably inserted into each pocket when the

glove is removed from the hand of a user and captured therein
by said margin to overlie the terminal phalange at such time
as the glove is worn by a user.

3,838,854

GYM DANDY RIDE
William H. Hendrickson, Rt. 2, Box 17-A, Mancos, Colo.
81328

Filed Jan. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 322,220
Int. CI. A63g 9100

U.S. CI. 272-85 3 Claims
1. An amusement and exercise device comprising an over-

head support, upper and lower elongated flexible suspension
members, a seat, an elongated rigid bar, and connecting
means for joining said flexible members, said connecting
means comprising a pair of generally U-shaped rigid members
each having a transversally extending flange extending from
each leg of said U-shape and being in the same plane, the

arrangement being such that said bar is clamped between said

(

1. A toy comprising, in combination, a support line, a vehi-

cle having a support movably engaging the support line and
being movably supported thereby, a vehicle keeper releasably

engageable with the vehicle for holding the vehicle prior to the
vehicle's movement along the support line, said vehicle keeper
being a support surface, a control connected to the support
line for regulating the rate of movement of the vehicle along
the support line, and a launcher releasably engageable with
the vehicle to propel the vehicle upward along the support
line.

3,838,856
TARGET DISPLAY USING A FRESNEL LENS TO
AMPLIFY SIGNAL FROM LIGHT BEAM GUN

Takeo Takeya, Tokyo, and Toshihiko Wakaki, Kawasaki, both
of Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co., Ltd.,

Kawasaki-shi and Toshiba Electronic Systems Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, both of, Japan
Filed July 31, 1973, Ser. No. 384,383

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 3, 1972, 47-77788
Int. CI. F41j 4102

U.S. CI. 273-101.1 6 Claims
1. A target apparatus used with a light beam gun discharging

a light beam comprising, target means capable of passing a
beam of light; a Fresnel lens placed rearwardly of the target
for focusing the light beam; a television image pickup tube
having a light receiving surface placed for receiving and sens-
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ing the focused light beam and generating an image signal
corresponding to a light beam landing position on said target

control means, a time-lag relay actuated by said last-named
circuit and comprising a plurality of front contacts each asso-
ciated with one of a plurality of assemblies each comprising a
noise generator connected to pulse shaping means adapted to
shape the pulses delivered by said generator, whereby said
front contact can connect its respective pulse shaping means

5 4

means; and a display means operatively coupled to the pickup
tube for indicating the light landing position on the target
means upon receipt of the image signal.

3 838 857
GAME BOARD INSERT AND METHOD OF

CONSTRUCTION
Daniel Busby, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to South Wall

Corporation, Nassau, Bahamas
Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,753

Int. CI. A63f 3100
U.S. CI. 273-136 H g Claims

'sasss

with a separate divider associated with a corresponding de-
coder upon actuation of said relay, each decoder controlling
the lighting of the respective light sources associated with a
given series of tell-tales, said time-lag relay at the end of its

timing interval deactivating said front contacts whereby the
last illuminated tell-tale in each series remains illuminated.

3 838 859
SPEED SHIFT FOR A PHONOGRAPH PLAYER DRIVE

Michael H. Estkowski, St. Joseph, Mich., assignor to V-M
Corporation, Benton Harbor, Mich.

Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,579
Int. CI. Gllbi/00

U.S. CI. 274-9 A 1 Claim

1. A game board insert defining a game playing surface and
comprising a reinforcing board having a plurality of channels
in the surface thereof, a playing surface cloth disposed over
said reinforcing board, a plurality of substantially oil-free

leather pips positioned over said playing surface cloth and
within said channels such that the surface of the said pips lies

on substantially the same horizontal plane as the adjacent
playing surface cloth, said pips and said playing surface cloth
defining said game playing surface and means for holding said
pips within said panels.

3 838 858
RANDOM-LIGHTING PUBLICITY OR GAME

APPARATUS
Henner Tummescheit, Hamburg, Germany, assignor to Inter-

beg AG, Luxembourg, Luxembourg
Filed Apr. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 242,991

Int. CI. A63f 5100
U.S. CI. 273-138 A 3 Claims

1. Publicity or game apparatus, of the type adapted to dis-
play random combinations of illuminated tell-tales on a screen
at the end of a relatively short operating time, which com-
prises essentially a body formed with a screen divided into a
plurality of translucent surface portions each constituting a
tell-tale, said tell-tales being grouped into separate series, light
sources disposed under said screen in said body and corre-
sponding each to one of said tell-tales, circuit means compris-
ing another light source and a photoresistor, control means
adapted to be inserted between said other light source and
said photoresistor for blocking the light beam emitted by the
former towards the latter, a relay control circuit responsive to
said photoresistor when said photoresistor is blocked by said

1. In combination, a supporting base plate (3) adapted to be
disposed horizontally, a stationary bearing sleeve (5) mounted
on and extending vertically above the base plate (3) and
opening through and below the base plate, a turntable (19)
having an upper record supporting face (21) and a down-
wardly extending central hub (22, 23) said turntable embrac-
ing and being rotatably mounted on said bearing sleeve (5), a
cylindrical driving drum (18) mounted on the lower side of
the turntable ( 19), a vertical motor drive shaft ( 15) rotatably
mounted on said base plate (3) within the lateral confines of
the outer edge of the turntable and the drum (18), a pulley
(14) on said shaft (15) in horizontal register with the drum
(18), said pulley (14) having two contiguous parallel V-
grooves(16, 17) of different diameters, an elastic belt (13) of
substantially square cross section adapted to embrace the
driving drum with a flat side of the belt and one or the other
of said V-grooves with two contiguous sides of the belt, a
normally stationary shifter fork (9) embracing the belt (13)
and being mounted on the base for transverse movement
relative to the belt to shift the belt from one V-groove to the
other, a over center snap action spring connected between the
fo'k and the base plate governing the stationary positions and
movements of the fork, and a plunger rod (6) slidably dis-
posed in said bearing sleeve (5) and having its upper end
disposed above the plane of the record supporting face (21)
of the turntable whereby said rod (6) can be raised or de-
pressed by the fingers of the operator, said plunger rod (6)
being connected at its lower end to the fork (9) to provide said
transverse movement.
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3,838360 end, a generally horizontal tone arm pivoted intermediate its

TRIPPING MECHANISM FOR RECORD CHANGER inner and outer ends on said pivot, a pick-up member at the

Dwipendra Nath Cuba, Benton Harbor, Mich., assignor to outer end of said tone arm, a stationary bridge adjacent the

Avnet, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed July 2, 197 1, Ser. No. 159,109

Int. CKGl lb /7//2

U.S. CI. 274- 10 R 10 Claims

1. Actuating means for the tone arm set-down control

mechanism of a record player comprising a drive gear to

rotate with the turntable of a record player, a drive projec-

tion rotatable with the drive gear and a rotatable cam gear

to be operatively connected to the tone arm set-down con-

trol mechanism of the record player, the teeth of the drive

gear meshing with the teeth of the cam gear to effect a

rotational cycle of the cam gear, the cam gear having a notch

in its peripheral edge such that the peripheral extent of its

teeth is less than the full periphery of the cam gear to estab-

lish nonengagement between the drive and cam gears when
the notch is disposed opposite the drive gear, and trip

means carried by the cam gear and selectively movable into

the path of the leading edge of the drive projection such that

rotation of the drive projection moves the cam gear far

enough to relocate the notch and initiate driving engagement

between the teeth of the drive and cam gears to effect said

rotational cycle of the cam gear, the improvement wherein

the pitch of the cam gear teeth is \l\-\-\+xy C, C being the

circumference of the cam gear, x being the number of drive

gear teeth and v is an integer just slightly less than the

exact multiple of the speed ratio between the drive and cam
gears, and the end surface of the drive projection having a

circumferential width greater than the pitch of the drive

gear teeth such that the drive gear rotates the cam gear to

a position at the end of a driven rotational cycle of the cam
gear such that the end surface of the drive projection is

located to wipe back and prevent engagement of the trip

means by the leading edge of the projection.

3,838,861

DISC SEARCH UNIT
Robert J. Hammond, Stevensville; John F. Arent, Benton Har-

bor; Carl W. Miller, Dowagiac, and Michael H. Estkowski,

St. Joseph, all of Mich., assignors to V-M Corporation, Ben-

ton Harbor, Mich.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,013

Int. CL Glib J/70

U.S. CI. 274-23 R 16 Claims

1. In combination a vertical tone arm shaft, a stationary

bearing for said shaft permitting axial and rotary movement of

said shaft, said shaft bearing a horizontal pivot at its upper

inner end of the tone arm and extending over said inner end,

and a fulcrum member on the inner end of the tone arm

engageable with said bridge upon vertical movement of said

shaft whereby the outer end of the pick-up arm is raised.

3,838,862

SEALS FOR USE BETWEEN TWO
RELATIVELY-ROTATING SURFACES

Alan G. Fern, Hatherley, England, assignor to Dowty Seals

Limited, Gloucestershire, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 831,177, June 6, 1969, abandoned.

This application July 20, 1971, Ser. No. 164,474

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 31, 1968,

51569/68; Jan. 24, 1969, 4138/69

Int. CI. F16j 15134, 15154

U.S. CI. 277-96 1 Claim

1. A seal for retaining liquid between two relatively rotat-

able members irrespective of the direction of rotation, of

which one member has a seal housing and the other member
has a surface transverse to the rotational axis to be engaged by

the seal, comprising a sealing ring having a static sealing por-

tion mounted in the seal housing, a flexible flange extending

from the static sealing portion, generally in the direction in

which the said transverse surface extends and towards the

liquid to be sealed, to an outer end portion of the sealing ring,

two mutually inclined surfaces on said outer end portion

defining a circular sealing lip, and a plurality of circumferen-

tially spaced projections raised on that inclined surface which

is the closer of the two inclined surfaces to the static sealing

portion and which is remote from the liquid, each projection

having a surface which is generated by movement, about the

central axis of the ring, of a line which is substantially perpen-

dicular to the said central axis and which at one position is

contiguous with the sealing lip and which, on opposite sides of

said one position recedes from the sealing lip, the sealing lip

and the portion of the said surface of each projection which
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is contiguous with the sealing lip engaging the said transverse
surface with an interference fit, whereby upon assembly of the
sealing ring between said members, the flange is deflected
from its free state, about the static portion, the part of the
surface of each projection in the vicinity of that part which is

contiguous with the lip consequently engaging the said trans-

verse surface over an area having opposite sides which extend
away from the sealing lip and which diverge away from each
other and with a pressure which increases as the distance from
the sealing lip in a direction at right angles to the plane of the
sealing lip increases.

tainer as the plunger descends to force the ink from the
ink container thereby causing discharge of the ink from
the ink container through said aperture; and

3,838,863

METAL-PLASTIC SEALING DEVICE
Henri Andre Rouger, Courbevoie, France, assignor to Commis-

sariat A L'Energie Atomique, Paris, France
Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,234

Int. CI. F16j 15106
U.S. CI. 277-157 9 Claims

e. a flexible sheet-like material positioned between the
plunger and the ink to protect the ink from contamina-
tion.

3,838,865
FIXTURE FOR SUPPORTING A WORKPIECE IN A

MACHINE TOOL
Arthur O. Roberts, Oak Ridge, and Grober C. Bell, Norris,

both of Tenn., assignors to The United States of America as
represented by the United States Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 391,378
Int. CI. B23b 31/10; B25b 11/00; B23q 3/00

U.S. CI. 279-3 5 Claims

2° 40 ,38,

1. A sealing device for providing a joint between parts
having two radially contacting faces and comprising a recess
in at least one of the faces opening toward the other of the
faces, said recess having a bottom parallel to said faces and a
lateral wall, a deformable annular packing applied against the
bottom and against the lateral wall of said recess and against
the other face, a radially prestressed annular spring of T
shaped cross-section having an annular head and an annular
leg, said leg being in said recess coaxial with and applied
against said packing and against the bottom of said recess and
separated from the lateral wall of said recess by a space receiv-
ing said packing, and said spring maintaining a pressure on
said packing which is independent of the force bringing said
two parts together.

3,838,864
MECHANISM FOR REMOVING INK FROM INK

CONTAINERS
Harold W. Gegenheimer, Darien, and Andrew N. Stad, Stam-

ford, both of Conn., assignors to Baldwin-Gegenheimer
Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,935
Int. CI. F16j 15/24

U.S. CI. 277-163 3 Claims
1. A device for removing ink from containers having varying

dimensions and a discharge aperture therein, comprising:
a. a reciprocal plunger having an outside diameter approxi-

mately equal to the inside diameter of said ink container;
b. a recess on said plunger located at the bottom and at
the outer periphery of said plunger;

flexible means positioned within said outside
said flexible means being radially expandable in response
to the resistance of the ink so as to be maintained in

sealing engagement with the side walls of the ink con-

1. A fixture for supporting a hollow workpiece defined by
a surface of revolution in a working relationship to a machin-
ing tool, comprising an annular frame having an axis of rota-
tion, a plurality of vacuum heads circumferentially spaced
apart about the inner surface of the frame, displaceable means
coupled to each of said vacuum heads for providing selective

displacement of each of said vacuum heads in a radial direc-
tion with respect to said axis for effecting contact of said
vacuum heads with the outer surface of said workpiece, and
swivel means joining each of said vacuum heads to said dis-

placeable means for providing pivotal movement of said vac-
uum heads to effect the contact of the latter with said outer
surface of the workpiece.

c.

d.

3,838,866

SAFETY SKI BINDING
Frank P. D'Alessio, Franklin Lakes, N.J., and Erl A. Koenig,

Troy, N.V., assignors to G.P.I., Franklin Parks, N.J.
Filed Mar. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 121,422

Int. CI. A63c 9/08
U.S. CI. 280- 11.35 K 14 Claims

1. A safety binding for releasably securing a boot to a ski

comprising a sole plate; first mounting means on said sole
plate for releasably securing said boot to said sole plate, said
first mounting means being adjustable to accommodate boots
of a range of sizes, said first mounting means including front
ind rear boot securing means mounted on said sole plate for

securing said boot, said front boot securing means being ad-
justable longitudinally in incremental steps along said sole
plate for selectively accommodating boots of a range of sizes;
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means for releasably positively interlocking said front boot

securing means to said sole plate to prevent relative displace-

ment longitudinally of said sole plate during use of said bind-

ing while permitting, when out of interlocking relation, rela-

tive displacement longitudinally of said plate to enable said

incremental adjustment along the sole plate; and second

mounting means for releasably securing said sole plate to said

ski including mounting elements spaced longitudinally along

said sole plate and ski in a single fixed relation for said range

of sizes, said second mounting means being adapted for auto-

matically releasing said sole plate from said ski upon the

application offerees of
,

predetermined magnitude and direc-

tions thereto.

3,838,867

SKI BINDING
Axel Kubelka, Vienna, Austria, assignor to Gertsch AG, Zug,

Switzerland

Filed July 11, 1973, Ser. No. 378,344
Claims priority, application Austria, July 13, 1972, 6009/72

Int. CI. A63c 9/056
U.S. CL 280-11.35 E 4 Claims

1. In a ski binding which, upon occurrence of an overload,

releases the ski boot, said ski binding comprising two gripping

plates each being mounted on the end of a pivotally supported

lever positioned below the sole of said ski boot, said gripping

plates being positioned laterally of said ski boot and oppositely

to one another and spring means for resisting a pivotal move-
ment of said levers and said gripping plates positioned on the

ends of said levers relative to said ski, abutment means pro-

vided on both sides of said ski boot for cooperation with said

gripping plates, the improvement comprising wherein said

levers are hinged with their respective one ends approximately

at one end of a rocking lever which in turn is supported pivota-

bly about a pin fixed to said ski and are connected hingedly at

their other respective ends to guide links which have a com-
mon axis defined by a pin on the ends remote from said levers,

said spring means including means defining a resiliently sup-

ported locking recess, said pin being supported movably in a

longitudinal slot arranged at the other end of the rocking lever

and in said locking recess.

3,838,868

EXTENDABLE TRAILER MECHANISM
Paul E. Robertson, Houston, Tex., assignor to Western Lines,

Inc., Houston, Tex., a part interest

Filed Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 388,335

Int. CI. B62d 21/14

U.S. CI. 280-34 A 12 Claims

1. An extensible trailer mechanism adapted to be towed on

a roadway by a tractor vehicle, said trailer mechanism com-
prising:

first chassis means;
i

a first wheel and axle assembly supportin'g said first chassis

means;

second chassis means having extension means carried

thereby, said extension means being receivable in tele-

scoping relation by said first chassis means in the con-

tracted condition of said trailer mechanism and being

extendable from said first chassis means to extend the

length of said trailer mechanism;

a second wheel and axle assembly supporting said second

chassis means and being in juxtaposed relation with said

first wheel and axle assembly in the contracted condition

of said trailer mechanism and being disposed in spaced

relation with said first wheel and axle assembly in the

extended relation of said trailer mechanism; and

means securing said second chassis means in pivotal relation

to said first chassis means in the extended condition of

said trailer mechanism and allowing articulation of said

first and second chassis means about a generally horizon-

tally disposed axis.

3,838369

COLLAPSIBLE WHEELCHAIR
Norman W. Falkenberg, 11406 S.W. Royal Villa Dr., Tigard,

Oreg. 97223

Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,808

Int.CLB62bi/02
U.S.CL280—42 12 Claims

1. A collapsible wheelchair comprising:

a pair of side rail members.

a pair of end rail members having a pivotal connection

with said side rail members and adapted to collapse for

collapsing said side rail members toward one another.

said pair of end rail members being adapted to complete

a substantially rectangular frame with said side rail

members in extended position.

a seat member for removable positioning upon the said

side rail members and end rail members and normally

holding said rail members in said extended position,

said seat member when thus positioned on said frame

having a low profile and an upper surface at seat height

above the ground adapting the same for carrying the

weight of the user and enabling the user to straddle said

seat member and slide on and off said seat member,
said seat member when removed allowing collapse of

the said side rail members toward one another.

wheel means attached to said frame for supporting said

frame in a substantially horizontal plane

and said seat member comprising a cushion concavely

depressed between ends thereof whereby to provide a

saddle configuration.

ERRATUM
For Class 280—92 see:

Patent No. 3,839,610
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3,838,870

MOTOR VEHICLES BODIES
Karl Hug, Niedernausen, Germany, assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.
Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,588

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 10, 1972,
2206329

Int. CI. B60r 27/04
]

U.S. CI. 280-150 SB 10 Claims

/? 10

3 838 871
DRAFT IMPLEMENT TORQUE HINGE

Edwin A. Seifert, Jr., Rt. 1, Box 22, Belgrade, Mont. 58714
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 256,129, May 23, 1972, Pat.
No. 3,784,229. This application Oct. 12, 1973, Ser. No.

406,093
Int. CI. B60d llOf>

U.S. CI. 280-446 R g Claims

1. In combination, a draft implement frame including front
and rear portions, an elongated tongue, coacting means sup-
porting one end portion of said tongue from said front portion
of said frame with said tongue projecting generally horizon-
tally forwardly of said frame, said coacting means including
means supporting said tongue from said frame for relative
angular displacement of the tongue to raise and lower the

front end thereof relative to the frame, said coacting means
including means operative to apply increasing downward
forces on the forward end of said tongue in response to in-
creasing forward pulling force on said frame by said tongue,
said coacting means defining a pair of front and rear pin and
slot connections between said frame and tongue spaced longi-
tudinally of the latter and in general horizontal alignment with
each other, the slot portion of one of said pin and slot connec-
tions comprising an upstanding arcuate slot with its concave
side opening toward the other slot and including a portion
thereof opening in a slightly downwardly inclined direction in
which the pin portion of said one pin and slot connection is
disposed when said elongated is generally horizontally dis-
posed, the slot portion of the other of said pin and slot connec-
tions comprising a substantially horizontally front to rear
extending slot.

3 838 872
HITCH MOUNTABLE TOA SHOCK ABSORBING

BUMPER
Richard L. Fullhart, Elkhart, Ind., assignor to Reese Products,

Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 401,045
Int. CI. B60d 7100

U.S. CI. 280-495 5 Caims

1. A motor vehicle body including a floor, a seat secured to
the floor and having a front end and a rear end, and a back-
rest secured to the rear end of the seat; a head-rest mounted
on the back-rest and movable forwardly and rearwardly of the
back-rest towards the front end and rear end respectively of
the seat; means effective, upon engagement therewith by an
occupant of the seat moving in response to the effect upon
him of a predetermined deceleration of the vehicle body, to
transmit a loading developed by the mass inertia of the occu-
pant to the head-rest thereby to move the head-rest forwardly;
and energy absorber means secured between the head-rest
and an anchorage on the vehicle body and deformable by the
movement of the head-rest so as to resist the forward move-
ment of the head-rest and resist backward movement of the
head-rest upon impact thereon of the backwardly moving
head of the occupant.

1. A hitch mountable to a bumper, said bumper constituting
a part of a towing vehicle having a frame, said bumper being
of the shock absorbing type and shiftable relative to said
frame, said hitch comprising a rigid bar member extending
longitudinally of said vehicle and having front and rear end
portions, the rear end portion of said bar member carrying
means for releasably connecting a towed vehicle to said bar
member, means rigidly securing said bar member to said
bumper adjacent its said rear end portion wherein said bar
member is shiftable with said bumper relative to said vehicle,
and an attachment bracket secured to said frame forwardly of
said bumper, said bracket including means receiving in sliding
cooperation the forward end portion of said bar member, said
bracket means permitting longitudinal movement of said bar
member relative to said bracket while restricting lateral move-
ment of said bar member relative to the bracket.

3 838 873
HOSE COUPLING WITH CAPTIVE RETAINING RING

Stephen J. Gilbert, 602 Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
90210

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,923
Int. CI. F16I 55100

U.S. CI. 285-174 10 Claims
1. A hose coupling having, in combination:
first and second end sections in the form of sleeves mount-

able on the ends of two hoses to be coupled, and a swivel
section in the form of a ring disposed between said end
sections, said first section having a cylindrical portion and
said swivel section having a cylindrical internal surface on
one side telescoped loosely over said cylindrical portion;
said second section having a generally cylindrical portion
formed with external threads, and said swivel section
having an internally threaded side opposite said one side
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for threadedly receiving said second section and securing

the swivel section thereto;

means defining two annular grooves in the telescoped por-

tions of said first section and said swivel section, in the

adjacent surfaces thereof, said grooves opening toward

each other and being aligned in one relative axial position

of said first and swivel sections to define an annular re-

taining ring chamber of predetermined axial width;

a resiliently flexible, generally C-shaped retaining ring in

said chamber in radially compressed and stressed condi-

tion, having an outside surface abutting against the bot-

tom of the groove in said swivel section, an inner portion

extending into the groove in said first section, and an

inner side spaced from the bottom of the groove in said

first far enough to permit said ring to be compressed into

the first section for insertion thereof into said swivel

section;
j

said retaining ring bding substantially narrower in axial

width than the width of said grooves, and having two ends

defining between them a circumferential gap when the

means, the improvement which comprises a member having a

conically-shaped extremity, a support on which said member

ring is free, the end portions of said ring adjacent said gap

being of reduced axial width permitting overlapping of

said portions when said retaining ring is compressed into

the groove in said first section, and having a combined

thickness less than the axial width of said chamber;

and a sealing gasket between said cylindrical end portions

within said swivel section to be clamped between said first

and second sections when the second section is threaded

into said swivel section, thereby to seal between said end

sections and also to draw said swivel section toward said

second section relative to said first section, to offset said

grooves axially relative to each other toward opposite

sides of said retaining ring and reduce the effective axial

width of said chamber to less than the combined axial

width of said end portions of said retaining ring;

said ends of said retaining ring being in a predetermined

opposed and closely spaced relation when said retaining

ring is compressed and stressed in said chamber and said

grooves are axially offset, thereby to positively prevent

return of said end portions of said ring to overlapped

condition.

3,838,874

AUTOMATIC THREAD-KNOTTING DEVICE
Pietro Messa, via IV Novembre, Brescia, Italy

Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,462

Claims priority, application Italy, July 24, 1972, 5187/72

Int. CI. AOld 59104

U.S. CI. 289-2 3 Claims

1. In an automatic thread-knotting device for making Fish-

erman's Knots and comprising thread-knotting scissor-pincer

means, thread-spreading levers, at least one frontal, vertically-

displaceable thread-extracting lever and thread-blocking

is mounted, said member being positioned vertically in the

space existing between the scissor-pincer means and the

thread-extracting lever.

3,838,875

DRIVE MEANS FOR KNOTTER MECHANISM OF A
TEXTILf YARN PROCESSING MACHINE

Gustav Franzen, Krefeld, Germany, assignor to Palitex Project

Company GmbH, Krefeld, Germany
Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 400,336

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 2, 1973,

2316330
Int. CI. B6Sh 69104

U.S. CI. 289-18 13 Claims

1. In a textile yarn processing machine, such as a twister,

spinning frame or the like having a plurality of spindle assem-

blies and having a yarn knotter mechanism for knotting to-

gether two ends of broken or otherwise separated yarn at

selected spindle assembly locations; the improvement of drive

means for driving said knotter mechanism comprising:

a drive shaft operatively connected with said knotter mech-
anism for driving said knotter mechanism during rotation

thereof;

flexible belt means coiled intermediate the ends thereof

around said drive shaft {qx rotating said drive shaft;

movable thrust means ^tJnnected to one end of said belt

means for stretching said belt means upon actuation

thereof and movement away from the one end of said belt

means for tightening the coils of said belt means around

said drive shaft and pulling said belt means therewith for

rotating said drive shaft; and

tensioning and resetting means connected to the other end
of said belt means for maintaining tension in said belt

means during the movement of said thrust means and for

moving said belt means for resetting in the position previ-

ously occupied upon deactuation of said thrust means.
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3,838,876

GARNISH BUTTON ASSEMBLY
Harold A. Haven, Fenton, Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 389,018
Int. CI. E05c2l/00

U.S.CI.292-I 4 Claims

1. In a latching system for a vehicle door including latch
means on said door actuatabie to reieasably maintain said
door in a closed position, lock means associated with said
latch means actuatabie between an unlocked condition and a
locked condition rendering said latch means inoperative to

release said door, and a shift rod operatively connected to said
lock means and disposed on said door in a generally vertical

orientation with an end portion thereof projecting through an
aperture in a panel of said door for generally vertical bodily
shiftable movement between an extended position and a re-

tracted position corresponding respectively to the unlocked
and the locked conditions of said lock means, the combination
comprising, a sleeve defining an axial bore having one end
closed, said bore slidably receiving said rod end portion and
said closed end defining a stop for limiting downward move-
ment of said sleeve relative to said rod under the influence of
gravity to a bottomed position, clutch means disposed on said
sleeve and manually actuatabie between an inoperative posi-
tion and an operative position projecting into said bore, abut-
ment means on said rod end portion engageable on said clutch
means in the operative position of the latter and in the bot-
tomed position of said sleeve thereby to establish a driving
connection between said clutch means and said rod so that
upward movement of said sleeve effects concurrent bodily
shiftable movement of said rod from the retracted to the
extended position, and means operative to move said clutch
means to the inoperative position thereof during upward
movement of said sleeve in the absence of manual actuation
of said clutch means to the operative position thereof.

William D.

3,838,877
OVERHEAD DOOR LATCH

Hanson, 8380 Dale St., Buena Park, Calif. 90620
Filed Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 408,890

Int. CI. E05c 13/00
U.S. CI. 292-254 9 claims

1. In combination:

a door casing forming a doorway;
a door pivotably mounted in said doorway, for pivotable
movement between a vertical closed and a horizontal
raised position;

a hook member pivotably mounted on said casing above
said door and disposed to pivot about an horizontal axis
that is parallel to said door;

a catch member fixed on the top of said door and disposed
to be engaged by said hook member when said door is in

the vertical closed position,

a lever, pivotably mounted, at substantially its mid-point, on
the top of said door;

a pull means fixed to one end of said lever and depending
along the wall of said door,

said other end of said lever being disposed to engage and lift

said hook member off said catch member whenever said
pull means is pulled downward to cause disengagement
between said hook member and said catch member to
allow one to lift said door to its horizontal position.

3,838,878

TAMPER PROOF SEALS
Paul C. R. Fernberg, Farnham Common, and David N. Harley,
North Harrow, both of England, assignors to ITW Limited,
Buckinghamshire, England

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,395
Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 25, 1972.

24732/72

Int. CI. B65d 33/34
U.S. CI. 292-318 10 Claims

1. A seal comprising a plastics housing and a hard wire
shackle, the shackle comprising a first limb, which is anchored
in the housing, and a second limb which is free for passing
through a loop on an article to be fastened, the second limb
carrying a barb which projects back from the free end of the
limb; the housing having a passage which, in the fastened
condition of the seal receives the free end of the second limb,
the surface of the passage which engages the barb being on a
first wall which is thin and which is shaped to cooperate with
the barb to resist subsequent withdrawal of the limb, there
being a second wall which is spaced from the first wall on the
side thereof opposite to the barb, the spacing and positioning
being such that even if the barb perforates the second wall, the
amount which can then be cut off the barb is insufficient to
permit the second limb to be simply withdrawn from the
passage.
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3,838,879
MOBILE AIRCRAFT HANGAR AND UTILITY BUILDING
Byron K. Lilly, 136 Hilltop Dr., Paso Robles, Calif. 93446
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 55,354, July 16, 1970. This

application July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,539

Int. CI. B62d 39/00
U.S. CI. 296-1 R 15 Claims

>
t

1. A movable aircraft hangar comprising:

a base disposed to rest on a support surface, and having a

configuration sufficient to surround the body portion of

one of a predetermined group of aircraft when said air-

craft is parked;

body enclosure means operatively associated with said base

and disposed to enclose the body portion of said aircraft

when said aircraft is parked with its body portion sur-

rounded by said base; and

wing enclosure means operatively associated with said body
enclosure means disposed to enclose the wing portions of

said aircraft when said aircraft body portion is enclosed

by said body eiltlosure means and to cooperate with said

body portion enclosure means to form an integral hangar

securing said aircraft against unauthorized access, said

wing enclosure means being stowable inside said body

enclosure means.

tions and an upper panel hinged to the upper edge of its

lower panel for pivotal movement inwardly over said

floor but spaced upwardly therefrom, said side walls

being dimensioned to close the space between erected

end sections when in said outer positions and to nest

within said one section when said upper panels are piv-

oted downwardly and said lower panels moved to said

inner positions and said end sections are pivoted down-
wardly; and

a roof pivoted to an edge of said other end section to extend

between the upper edges of erected end sections and to

fold against the outside of said other end section when
said sections are pivoted downwardly.

3,838,881

CONTOURED BODY PANEL
Ronald C. Hill, Rochester, Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 422,560

Int. CI. B62d 21/00

U.S. CI. 296-28 R 2 Claims

3,838,880

FOLDING HOUSE TRAILER
Jacques Lefebvre, 2051 Marquette, Longueuil, Quebec, Can-

ada
Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,402

Int. CI. B60r 15/00

U.S. CI. 296-23 R 8 Claims

1. A folding house trailer comprising:

a chassis having a floor mounted thereon;

a pair of box-like end sections pivoted on the front and rear

portions, respectively, of said floor and dimensioned so

that one end section nests within the other end section

when said sections are pivoted downwardly against said

floor and being spaced apart when pivoted upwardly from

said floor to erected position;

side walls on opposite sides of said floor and each compris-

ing a lower upright panel mounted on said floor for lim-

ited movement thereover between inner and outer posi-

1. In a motor vehicle having a tire rolling on the road sur-

face, a body panel comprising: a plurality of vertically spaced

first surfaces being disposed generally parallel to the road

surface for receiving material thrown from the tire and to

preclude normal visual observation of the first surfaces, said

first surfaces having inner and outer edges, and a plurality of

second surfaces alternating in vertical progression with the

first surfaces and integrally connecting the first surfaces, each

of said second surfaces being connected to an inner and an

outer edge of succeeding first surfaces, the second surfaces

being disposed at an angle extending generally upwardly and

inwardly of the body to be normally visually observable and to

be protected by the first surfaces from being struck by the

thrown material, the first and second surfaces extending longi-

tudinally of the vehicle in the general area thereof subject to

being struck by thrown material.

3,838,882

REAR ACCESS PANEL FOR A MOTOR HOME
John G. Locklin, West Bloomfield, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,312

Int. CI. B60j 5/10

U.S. CI. 296-53 1 Claim

1. In a motor home body the combination comprising a roof

member, laterally spaced pillar members, and a sill member
cooperating to define an access opening in the rear of the

body, a first body flange on the members extending substan-

tially continuously about the opening, a second body flange

juxtaposed to the first body flange and joined thereto inwardly

of the access opening to provide a recess opening outwardly

and rearwardly of the body, said second flange including a

plurality of spaced notches therein and opening outwardly and
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rearwardly of the body, a continuous compressable seal re-

ceived within the recess between the first and second body
flanges, a panel for closing the opening in the body, panel
flange means on the panel including an outer stiffening flange

and inner juxtaposed stiffening flanges extending laterally of
the panel and a plurality of spaced projections intermediate
the panel stiffening flanges, the outer stiffening flange extend-
ing between the first and second body flanges and into com-
pressable sealing engagement with the seal, the plurality of
spaced projections of the panel being received within respec-
tive spaced notches of the second body flange to positively

locate the panel against horizontal and vertical movement
within the opening and center the outer stiffening flange be-
tween the first and second body flanges and prevent engage-
ment of the outer stiffening flange with the first and second
body flanges to thereby prevent stress cracking of said outer
stiffening flange, said inner stiffening flange being juxtaposed
and in spaced relationship to said second body flange, and
removable fastener means extending through the projections
of the panel and into the second body flange at the notches
thereof to attach the panel to the body and endwise sealingly

engage the outer stiffening flange of the panel and the com-
pressable seal.

3,838,883
FOLDING CHAIR FRAME

James F. Machen. 2495 Robinwood Ave., Toledo. Ohio 43620
Filed Oct. 11, 1973, S«r. No. 405,475

Int. CI. A47c 4142

U.S. CI. 297-45 3 Claims

'Z£>

24./
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I. In a folding frame of the type described having four pairs

of rod elements in crossing relationship at the front, rear, right

side, and left side of the frame respectively, and wherein the
top end of each rod element is mutually hinged with another
top end to form four upper hinged joints, and wherein the

bottom end of each rod element is mutually hinged to another
bottom end to form four lower hinged joints, the improvement
comprising:

two pairs of offset arms, one pair for the right-side pair of
crossing rod elements, and the other pair for the left-side

pair of crossing rod elements;

each offset arm fastened to a different rod element adjacent
to its respective region of crossing;

each pair of offset arms forming a pivotal connection be-

tween crossing rod elements;

the pivot centers of both of said pivotal connections spaced
away from and to the rear of the respective region of
crossing;

both said pivot centers located substantially at the vertex of
an isosceles triangle coplanar with the respective pair of
the crossing rod elements, and whose base extends sub-

stantially from the lower end of one rod element to the
lower end of the other rod element of the pair;

pivotal connections for the front and rear pairs of crossing

rod elements having pivot centers located substantially at

the respective points of crossing of said pairs.

3,838,884

GANGING MEANS FOR CHAIR
Frederick S. Faiks, Comstock Park, and Randall P. Buhk,
Wyoming, both of Mich., assignors to Steelcase Inc., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 1 1 1,429, Feb. 1, 1971, Pat. No. 3,724,897.
This application Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,594

Int. CI. A47c 3104, 11124
U.S. CI. 297-248 4 Claims

,
'
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I. A chair comprising: a wire rod frame having a pair of
runners at the sides thereof from which the front and rear legs

of said chair extend upwardly; said runners including front and
rear glides thereon, each glide on a first runner having fasten-
ing intelligence facing the other glide, and each glide on a
second runner having fastening intelligence pointed away
from the other glide; said second runner glides being posi-

tioned closer to one another than said first runner glides
whereby when two chairs are placed in closely adjacent fash-
ion, said fastening intelligence on said first runner glides on
one chair cooperate with said fastening intelligence on said
second runner glides on the other chair to hold the chairs
together and prevent their fore-and-aft and lateral movement
with respect to each other.

3 838 885
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING TRUCK

CARRIED APPARATUS
George Brennan, Montebello, and Evan S. Prichard, Newport

Beach, both of Calif., assignors to Challenge-Cook Bros., Inc.
Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,323

Int. CI. B60s 9100
U.S. CI. 298-22 R 6 Claims

^w::^^^^^

1. The combination with a truck having a rearwardly exten-
sible frame, a horizontally pivotable frame carried by the
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extensible frame and projecting rearwardly thereof, means for

extending and retracting the extensible frame and means for

pivoting the pivotable frame about a horizontal axis, of an

auxiliary wheel assembly, comprising:

a. a pair of caster wheels carried by the horizontally pivoted

frame, the wheels being pivotable about essentially verti-

cal axes:

b. linkage joining the wheels to maintain the wheels in

essentially parallel relation;

c. and control means for urging the wheels about their

vertical axes to a position wherein their planes are paral-

lel to the longitudinal axis of the truck;

d. said control means including a pair of relatively fixed

hydraulic cylinders, each having a piston and a shaft, the

shafts being connected respectively to the horizontally

pivotable frame and linkage, and a pressure fluid source

adapted to apply a damping force to effect yieldable

restraint, and a locking force to secure the wheels in their

planes parallel to the longitudinal axis of the truck,

thereby to permit backing of the truck or application of

force against the wheels to push the truck in a forward

direction.

3,838,886

HYDRAULICALLY POWERED ORE RAISING
MECHANISM FOR MINING SYSTEM

Oliver B. Kilroy, 5 Calle Corta St., Tucson, Ariz. 87516

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 293,401, Sept. 29, 1973, Pat.

No. 3,790,214. This application Sept. 20, 1973, Ser. No.

398,951

Int. CI. E21c 41100

U.S. CI. 299-18 5 Claims

1. In the mining of ore, the method comprising the steps of:

a. removing ore from a mining surface and conveying it to a

collection station;

b. transferring ore from said collection station to ground

level by a mechanical conveyor;

c. driving said mechanical conveyor from a water turbine;

d. operating said water turbine by a column of water

which downflows from a surface reservoir to an under-

ground reservoir, and

e. returning water from said underground reservoir to said

surface reservoir by pumping it through a return conduit,

with the pump being electrically driven.

3,838,887

PRESSURE CONTROL DEVICE FOR DUAL BRAKE
SYSTEM

William Stelzer, Milford, Mich., assignor to Kelsey-Hayes

Company, Romulus, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 84,184, Oct. 26, 1970, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 782,584, Dec. 10, 1968,

abandoned. This application Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,194

Int. CI. B60t 8126

U.S. CI. 303-6 C 3 Claims

1. In a dual hydraulic brake system having front and rear

brake cylinders and a master cylinder for separately pressuriz-

ing said front and rear brake cylinders, that improvement

which comprises a pressure modulating valve having a passage

through which pressure is transmitted from the master cylin-

der to the rear brake cylinders, differential area piston means
in said valve shiftable to open and close said passage to per-

form a modulating operation on the fluid transmitted to the

rear brake cylinders, said piston means including a portion

having the rear brake cylinder pressure acting thereon to

move said piston means axially within said valve, and a sepa-

rate plunger including a portion having the front brake cylin-

der pressure acting thereon, said plunger being in a position

to block the transmission of pressure from the master cylinder

to the front brake cylinders until a predetermined level of

pressure is produced by the master cylinder, said plunger

being moveable independently of said piston means to trans-

mit at least a predetermined portion of said pressure produced

by the master cylinder when said predetermined level of pres-

sure is produced by the master cylinder, said plunger acting

upon said piston means after said predetermined level of

pressure is produced by said master cylinder to move said

piston means axially within said valve additionally in accor-

dance with said front cylinder pressure, said piston means and

said plunger portion being sealed from one another whereby

a pressure failure in the front brake cylinders will modify the

opeation of said piston means such that said modulating oper-

ation will not be performed thereby.

3,838,888

ELECTRIC BRAKE CONTROLLER
George E. Gynn, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to Syncro Corpo-

ration, Oxford, Mich.

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 346,755

Int. CI. B60t 13170

U.S. CI. 303-20 20 Claims
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1. For an electric brake for a vehicle towed by a towing

vehicle, a control unit comprising:

a resistance element for providing current therethrough

from a source of electric potential to said brake, said

resistance element including a continuous layer of resis-

tive material and a conductor electrically connected with

said layer of resistive material, said conductor being

connectable with one of said source of electric potential

and said brake; and
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a contact element being progressively engagable with said

layer of resistive material along a predetermined path for

electrical contact therewith along said path and being
movable relative to said resistive layer for increasing the
length of the engagement therewith along said path to

increase the area of the resistive path from said contact
element to said conductor thereby reducing the resis-

tance between said contact element and said conductor
and enhancing the radiation of heat generated by resistive

losses in said layer of resistive material, said contact
element being connectable with the other of said source
of electric potential and said brake so that said variation
in resistance through said layer of resistive material varies
the current through said layer of resistive material from
said source of electric potential to said brake to vary
brake application.

3,838,890
ADAPTIVE ANTI-LOCK BRAKE CONTROL

Robert H. Wind, Grand Blanc, Mich., assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,858
Int. CI. B60tS./2

U.S. CI. 303-21 BE 4 Claims
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3,838,889
SKID CONTROL SYSTEM

Roger L. Miller, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to Kelsey-Hayes
Co., Romulus, Mich.

Filed Jan. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 322,541
Int. CI. B60t Sm

U.S. CI. 303-21 P 79 Claims
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1. A skid control system for skid controlling at least one
skid-controlled wheel of a multi-wheeled vehicle via fluid

pressure modulation of pressure fluid applied to a brake sys-

tem operatively associated with said at least one skid-

controlled wheel, said skid control system comprising speed
sensing means associated with said at least one skid-controlled

wheel for developing a repetitive wheel speed signal whose
repetition rate represents the speed of said at least one skid-

controlled wheel, and skid control circuit means for develop-
ing a skid control signal for skid controlling said at least one
skid-controlled wheel, said skid control circuit means com-
prising circuit means including reference generating means for

developing from at least one selected wheel of the vehicle a

repetitive reference signal, said reference generating means
including modulating means for modulating the repetition rate

of said reference signal in accordance with the speed of said

at least one selected wheel, said modulating means comprising
means for causing the repetition rate of said reference signal

to represent a speed substantially corresponding to the speed
of said at least one selected wheel so long as deceleration

thereof does not exceed a predetermined value and for caus-
ing the repetition rate of said reference signal to change in a

predetermined fashion when the deceleration of said at least

one selected wheel exceeds said predetermined value, and
comparator circuit means for comparing the repetition rate of
said reference signal with the repetition rate of said wheel
speed signal and for developing said skid control signal when
the repetition rate of said wheel speed signal differs from the

repetition rate of said reference signal by a predetermined
amount, and modulating means operatively coupling said

brake system with said circuit means and responsive to said

skid control signal for modulating fluid pressure in said brake
system.

1. A control for an anti-lock brake system for a vehicle with
braked wheels comprising:

means providing a speed signal which represents wheel
speed,

differentiator means responsive to the speed signal for pro-
ducing at least one acceleration signal representing wheel
acceleration,

means for producing a deceleration reference signal repre-
senting a rough estimate of vehicle deceleration,

integrator means responsive to the acceleration signal and
the deceleration reference signal for producing a velocity
error signal representing the difference between wheel
speed and an estimated vehicle speed,

and means responsive to the velocity error signal for pro-
ducing an output signal requesting brake release when the
velocity error signal exceeds a determined threshold
value and requesting a brake reapply when the velocity
error signal drops below a second lower threshold value,
the means for providing a deceleration reference signal
including means connected to the differentiator means
responsive to the maximum positive wheel acceleration
signal during each cycle for providing a continuously
variable vehicle deceleration estimate signal comprising
a portion of the reference signal for each succeeding
cycle.

3 838 891
MONITORING CIRCUIT FOR AN ELECTRONIC

BRAKING SYSTEM
Gilbert Hamelin, Marly-la-Ville, France, assignor to Societe
Anonyme D.B.A., Paris, France

Division of Ser. No. 154,485, June 18, 1971, abandoned. This
application Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,792

Claims priority, application France, June 22, 1970.
70.22929

Int. CI. B60t 8100
U.S. CI. 303-21 AF 5 claims

1. An adaptive braking system for a vehicle having a wheel
and a brake for controlling said wheel, said system comprising:
first signal generating means for generating a speed signal
proportional to the rotational velocity of said wheel;

electrically operated valve means for controlling actuation
of said brake;

circuit means having input terminal means connected to
said first signal generating means and output terminal
means connected to said electrically operated valve
means, said circuit means being responsive to said speed
signal to generate an output signal actuating said valve
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means when an incipient skidding condition is sensed;

switching means connecting the output of said first signal

generating means to an electrical ground;

a warning device; and

second signal generating means periodically generating a

signal closing said switching means to connect the output

of said first generating means to the electrical ground to

thereby create an electrical disturbance actuating said

circuit means, the signal generated by said second signal
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generating means also actuating said warning device after

a time delay at least equal to the response time of said

circuit means;

said second signal generating means including means con-

nected to the electrically operated valve means and re-

sponsive to actuation of the latter to extinguish the signal

generated by the second signal generating means,

whereby said warning device is not actuated unless the

time period between closure of said switching means and

actuation of said valve means exceeds said time delay.

3,838,892

ADAPTIVE BRAKING SYSTEM
Dennis J. Davis; John E. Juhasz, and Ralph G. Eslinger, all of

Elyria, Ohio, assignors to The Bendix Corporation, South

Bend, Ind.

Filed Oct. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302,633

Int. CI. B60t 8112

U.S. CI. 303-21 P 20 Claims

ICK-^r^W VCEC
SENSO*

1. In a vehicle having a wheel and a brake for braking said

wheel, an adaptive braking system for controlling actuation of

said brake comprising:

means for generating a first signal proportional to the rota-

tional velocity of said wheel;

means responsive to said first signal for generating a second

signal proportional to acceleration and deceleration of

said wheel;

control means responsive to the value of said second signal

for generating a control signal for controlling actuation of

said brake;

means for generating a first reference signal corresponding

to a first value of said second signal and a second refer-

ence signal corresponding to a second value of said sec-

ond signal, said first reference signal corresponding to a

higher value of said second signal than the value of said

second signal represented by said second reference sig-

nal;

means for comparing said second signal with said first and

second reference signals and generating an output signal

when the value of said second signal is less than said first

reference signal and greater than said second reference

signals, said comparing means terminating said output

signal when the value of said second signal is greater than

said first reference signal or less than said second refer-

ence signal including means for terminating said output

signal whenever the value of the second signal is not in

the band defined between said first and second reference

signals; and

means for extinguishing said control signal when said output

signal is generated for a sufficiently long time period.

3,838,893

LOAD COMPENSATING VALVE DEVICE HAVING A
CONTROL VALVE ON ONE SIDE AND AN AIR
RESERVOIR ON THE OTHER WITH PIPE
CONNECTIONS TO THE RESERVOIR

Georges Dalibout, Gagny, and Claude Dubois, Paris, both of

France, assignors to Wabco Westinghouse, Freinville-

Sevran, France

Filed Sept. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 399,606

Int. CI. B60t 8122

U.S. CI. 303-22 R 13 Claims

1. In a vehicle fluid pressure brake apparatus, the combina-

tion of a fluid-pressure-operated load compensating relay

valve device operable to efjfect the supply of fluid under pres-

sure from a charged auxiliary reservoir to a brake cylinder and

being disposed between and secured to a graduated release

type brake control valve and a control reservoir therefor,

wjfierein the improvement comprises providing said load com-
pensating relay valve device with a sectionalized casing having

a plurality of casing sections, one of said casing sections hav-

ing extending therethrough a plurality of passageways, one of

which passageways provides a communication between said

control reservoir and said brake control valve, and another of

which passageways provides a communication between said

auxiliary reservoir and said brake control valve, said another

passageway having a branch passageway from which fluid

under pressure may be supplied to said brake cylinder upon

operation of said load compensating relay valve device to

establish a communication between said branch passageway

and said brake cylinder whereupon fluid under pressure flows

from said auxiliary reservoir to said brake cylinder to cause a

brake application.
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3,838,894
ENDLESS DRIVE TRACK FOR SNOWMOBILES AND THE

LIKE
Donald G. Reedy, Caro, Mich., assignor to Special Sports
Products Corporation, Caro, Mich.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 317,949
Int. CI. B62d 5SI26

U.S. CI. 305-35 EB \% Claims

36.2^2V3o J6
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1. An endless drive track for propelling a track-driven vehi-
cle, such as a snowmobile, comprising:

a drive belt movable in an endless path of travel; and
a plurality of independent ground engageable cleat assem-

blies mounted in laterally spaced relation along the length
of said drive belt;

each cleat assembly including:

mount means having an inner end mounted on said drive
belt and an outer end provided with an elongate recep-
tacle;

a ground engageable, elongate, wear member, composeo
of material harder than that of said mount means,
having a longitudinally inner portion snugly received in

said receptacle and a longitudinally outer, projecting
portion provided with opposed side faces which con-
verge outwardly and terminate at an elongate sharp,
ground engaging chisel edge for shearing the surface to
be traversed, said edge being continuous and extending
between the opposed side surfaces of said wear mem-
ber which are on opposite sides of a plane that passes
through said wear member and is disposed perpendicu-
larly to said edge.

3 838 895
DUAL PILOT CHECK VALVE VEHICLE BRAKING

SYSTEM
Brian C. Deem, Elyria, Ohio, assignor to The Bendix Corpora-
• tion, South Bend, Ind.

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,521
Int. CI. B60t 15146

U.S. CI. 303-84 A 11 Claims

a first fluid pressure source for actuating a portion of said
service actuators and a second fluid pressure source for
actuating the remainder of said service actuators;

control means actuated by the vehicle operator to commu-
nicate said first and second pressure sources with their
corresponding service actuators when a brake application
is effected;

at least a portion of said brake means including failsafe
means for actuating said brakes, said failsafe means being
responsive to hold-off pressure to release said brakes to
permit actuation of the latter by said service actuators;

valve means responsive to each of said pressure sources for
venting said hold-otT pressure when the sum of the fluid
pressure levels developed in said sources drops below a
predetermined level; and

a fluid pressure circuit communicating each of said pressure
sources with said failsafe means to supply the latter with
said hold-off pressure;

said valve means being located in said circuit and normally
permitting communication into said failsafe means but
preventing communication from said failsafe means, said
valve means opening to vent said failsafe means when the
sum of the fluid pressure levels developed in said sources
drops below said predetermined level.

3,838,896
DUST SEAL FOR ENDLESS TRACKS OF A TRACTOR

Toshio Kawamura, Hiratsuka; Kazuo Taguchi, Urawa, and
Nobuyuki Kanayama, Hiratsuka, all of Japan, assignors to
Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 268,141
Claims priority, application Japan, July 19, 1971, 46-

626874

Int. CI. B62d 55120
U.S. CI. 305-11 2 Claims

f» 9

1. A dust seal for the endless tracks of a tractor having a pin,
a pair of links engaged with both ends of the pin and at least
one link having a recess formed inside thereof around the pin,
a bushing engaged around the pin, and at least one link en-
gaged with the bushing, comprising a cylindrical thrust sup-
porting means disposed in the said recess for supporting a
thrust load applied to the links and the pin, and a resilient seal
ring of resilient wear resistant material inserted into that por-
tion of the recess of said link located between the cylindrical
thrust supporting means and the pin under pressure in such a
manner that the exposed end surface thereof is disposed sub-
stantially at the end of said thrust supporting means wherein
said thrust supporting means is a cylindrical extension of said
bushing, and wherein said cylindrical thrust supporting means
is a metal collar inserted under pressure around the outer
periphery of the bushing and the resilient seal ring at the end
of said bushing contacting at one end with the inner surface
of the recess formed at one end of one link and at the other
end with the other link.

1. In a fluid pressure braking system for a wheeled vehicle:
brake means for said wheeled vehicle, said brake means in-
cluding service actuators for effecting a brake actuation when
fluid pressure is communicated thereto;

ERRATUM
For Class 305—35 see:

Patent No. 3,838,894
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3,838,897

CURVILINEAR BEARING ASSEMBLY
Maurice I. Zeldman, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Rockwell

International Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 343,872
Int CI. F16c 29106

U.S. CI. 308-6 C 10 Claims

30 14 ^4

1. An anti-friction ball bearing assembly adapted for mount-
ing on a shaft comprising in consideration with a shaft an outer

sleeve and an inner sleeve concentrically fitting within said

outer sleeve, a plurality of balls interposed between said

sleeves and said shaft, the inner sleeve having a plurality of

tracks defining paths for the circulation of balls between said

sleeves and said shaft during movement between said shaft

and said bearing assembly, the inner surface of said inner

sleeve being curvilinear and defining a passage therethrough

for said shaft.

an elastomeric grease seat having a body disposed between
said flange and said end wall and a thinner, depending

annular flexible lip adapted to sealingly engage a land of

an inner race ring.

said body portion having an outer peripheral surface

bonded to an inner face of said rim, a first end surface

bonded to a face of said flange contiguous with said inner

face, and a second end face abutting said surface of said

end wall, said body having a plurality of radial slots in said

second end face extending from an inner circumferential

surface of said body, and
a scraper ring having an inner circumferential surface

adapted to encircle and engage a land of an inner ring

with a close running fit, said scraper ring having a plural-

ity of radial, outwardly extending fingers disposed in said

radial slots, said fingers having free ends and root ends

spaced radially inwardly of the outer ends of said slots

and said inner circumferential surface of said body re-

spectively when said scraper ring is concentric with said

body whereby said scraper ring is substantially non-

rotatable with respect to said case while being radially

adjustable with respect to said case to compensate for

eccentricities and run out between an outer race ring land

of an antifriction bearing on which said case is mounted
and an inner race ring land of said antifriction bearing

which said inner circumferential surface of said scraper

ring engages.

3,838,898

COMBINED GREASE SEAL-DIRT SHIELD
Melvyn R. Bird, Huron, Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed July 30, 1973, Ser. No. 384,142
Int. CI. F16c 33118

3,838,899

AXIALLY PRELOADED BEARING ASSEMBLY
Peter M. Sampatacos, Port Clinton, Ohio, assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,083
Int. CI. F16c 35106

U.S. CI. 308- 189 A 4 Claims

U.S. CI. 308-187.2 8 Claims

1. A combined grease seal-dirt shield for an antifriction

bearing having relatively rotatable inner and outer race rings

radially spaced by antifriction elements disposed therebe-

tween comprising,

an annular case having a cylindrical wall adapted to engage
a land of an outer race ring with a press fit and a generally

radial inwardly extending end wall contiguous with an
end of said cylindrical wall,

an annular L-shaped insert having a flange and a rim se-

cured in a nesting relationship in said outer annular case

with said rim engaging a surface of said end wall and
spacing said flange from said end wall of said annular

case.

1. An axially preloaded bearing assembly comprising,

a one-piece generally annular sheet metal housing having a
smaller diameter end portion, a larger diameter end por-

tion, a necked portion located between said smaller diam-
eter end portion and said larger diameter end portion

forming a first angular contact raceway, and a thrust wall

portion located between said necked portion and said

larger diameter end portion,

a one-piece generally annular sheet metal plate having a

lateral resilient generally radial wall and an axially dis-

posed continuous inner flange,

said plate being disposed in said larger diameter end portion

of said housing with the outer margin of said generally

radial wall abutting said thrust wall portion of said hous-

ing,

said inner flange having an inwardly curved portion forming
a second angular contact raceway facing in the opposite

direction of said first angular contact raceway.
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a shaft coaxially disposed in said housing, said shaft having
first and second axiaily spaced full groove inner raceway
means thereon, and

first and second complements of circumferentially spaced
bearing balls disposed in said first and second inner race-
way means respectively,

said first and second complements of bearing balls impart-
ing oblique forces to said first and second angular contact
raceways respectively which converge in the radially
outward direction, said generally radial wall of said sheet
metal plate being laterally resiliently deflected and urging
said first and second angular contact raceways away from
each other to preload said bearing ball complements.

3,838,900
BEARINGS FOR RAILWAY VEHICLE AXLES

Gerald ClifTord William Robinson, Maidenhead, England,
assignor to Vandervell Products Limited, Maidenhead, En-
gland

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,260
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 12, 1971

47545/71

Int. CI. F16c 35/00
U.S. CI. 308-43 4 claims

1. A bearing for a railway vehicle axle comprising a bearing
block having a part-cylindrical recess, the recess having two
axiaily extending slots which are spaced apart around the
recess, an elongated abutment located in one of the slots and
projecting therefrom, a segmental arcuate bearing liner ex-
tending along the recess, said liner being formed in two parts
which are located end to end in the recess with a gap between
said parts, the liner having one axiaily extending edge in en-
gagement with said abutment and a second axiaily extending
edge projecting over the other of said slots, a second elon-
gated abutment located in said other slot and having wedge
faces which converge towards said second edge of the liner
towards the center of the second abutment and two tapered
keys driven between the second liner edge and the two wedge
faces, said keys engaging the second liner edge along substan-
tially the entire edge to apply a uniform circumferential force
along the line and thereby hold the liner in intimate engage-
ment with the recess.

ing through said central opening in said end wall with an
annular space therebetween,

face seal means carried by said shaft and said end wall for
sealing the annular space between said central opening
and said shaft,

a baffle secured to said shaft and disposed in said housing,
said baffle dividing the interior of said housing into a first

chamber defined in part by portions of said face seal
means, a second chamber and a chamber intermediate
said first and second chambers, said baffle having a sur-
face forming a first flow restriction means between said
first chamber and said intermediate chamber in coopera-
tion with an internal surface in said housing,

r-?^^^^i:?'/^* ^
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overflow means for said first chamber comprising radial and
axial bore means in said shaft, said overflow means having
a lesser restriction to flow than said first flow restriction
means,

said baffle having another surface forming a second flow
restriction means between said intermediate chamber and
said second chamber in cooperation with another internal
surface in said housing,

drainage means for said intermediate chamber, said drain-
age means having a lesser restriction to flow than said
second flow restriction means, and

a sealed bearing chamber within said second chamber hous-
ing said antifriction bearing means.

3,838,902
EASILY ASSEMBLABLE FURNITURE, SUCH AS A DESK
Giorgio Tenani, Rovigo, Italy, assignor to Interburo Holding,

Geneve, Switzerland

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,664
Claims priority, application Italy, June 9, 1972, 12713/72

Int. CI. A47b / 7/00
U.S. a. 312-195 7 Claims

3,838,901
AUTOMOTIVE WATERPUMP SUBASSEMBLY WITH

IMPROVED SEALING ARRANGEMENT
Peter M. Sampatacos, Port Clinton, Ohio, assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,124
Int. CI. F16c 33/66

U.S. a. 308-187 4 Claims
1. In an automotive waterpump subassembly or the like, a

sealing arrangement comprising:

a housing having an end wall with a central opening,
a shaft rotatably mounted in said housing by antifriction

bearing means, said shaft having an end portion protrud-

1. A piece of furniture comprising a main rectangular plate
having opposite ends, two side plates pivotably connected to
the main plate at said opposite ends, said main plate having a
length at least as long as the two side plates, said side plates
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being pivotably movable from a first folded position in a plane

parallel to the main plate to a second deployed position in

which the side plates are perpendicular to the main plate, and
a fourth auxiliary plate pivotably connected to the main plate

for movement about an axis parallel to the long sides thereof

between a first folded position in a plane parallel to the main
plate and a second deployed position in which it forms right

angles with the main plate and the two side plates, said auxili-

ary plate being superposed on said main plate in the folded

position and said side plates being superposed on the auxiliary

plate in their folded positions, first hinge means connecting

each side plate with the main plate, second hinge means con-

necting the auxiliary plate to the main plate, the second hinge

means including hinges constructed and arranged to permit

the auxiliary plate to be folded into the folded position thereof

flat against the main plate, the first hinge means being con-

structed and arranged to permit the side plates to be folded

flat against the auxiliary plate which is now flat against the

main plate, said first hinge means comprising a first flat hinge

element embedded in the main plate, and a second hinge

element of right angle shape including a first arm pivotably

connected to the first element and a second arm embedded in

its associated side plate, said first hinge element and said

second arms being flush in their respective plates, said first

hinge element having a slot therein in which said first arm lies

in the plane of said first hinge element when the side plate is

in deployed position.
j I

3,838,903

WAVEFRONT RECONSTRUCTION
Emmett N. Leith, Plymouth, and Juris Upatnieks, Ann Arbor,

both of Mich., assignors to The Battelle Development Corpo-

ration, Columbus, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 505,652, Oct. 29, 1965, Pat. No.

3,548,643, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 503,993,

Oct. 23, 1965, Pat. No. 3,580,655, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 361,977, April 23, 1964, Pat.

No. 3,506,327. This application Dec. 7, 1970, Ser. No. 95,497

Int. CI. G02b 27/00

U.S. CI. 350-3.5 17 Claims

1. A microscope comprising:

a. a first source of coherent radiation, said first source of

radiation being separated into a first diverging beam and

a second diverging beam;

b. means for positioning and holding an object in said first

diverging beam of radiation;

c. a detector positioned to receive radiation emanating from
said object;

d. means for directing said second diverging beam of radia-

tion onto said detector at an angle with respect to the

radiation emanating from the object to said detector, said

detector receiving the pattern of interference fringes

produced from the second diverging beam and the radia-
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tion from said object to form an off-axis hologram;

. means for moving the off-axis hologram to a new position

out of both said beams; and

a second source of coherent radiation in the form of a

diverging beam, said second source of coherent radiation

being directed onto the off-axis hologram at said new
position to produce two first-order diffracted beams con-

taining enlarged images of said object, said images being

enlarged due to the divergence of said beam of radiation.

3,838,904

HOLOGRAM PRODUCING APPARATUS WITH RANDOM
OBJECT BEAM SAMPLING

Yasutsugu Takeda, Kokubunji-shi; Yoshito Tsunoda, Sugina-

mi-ku, and Masaru Matsumura, Kokubunji-shi, all of Japan,

assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Mar. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 340,883

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 13, 1972, 47-

25634 •

\

Int. CLG02b 27/00

U.S. CI. 350-3.5 13 Claiqis

1. A hologram producing apparatus comprising:

a source of coherent light;

first means for separating said coherent light into an object

beam and a reference beam, respectively, along different

optical paths;

second means for modulating said object beam in accor-

dance with prescribed picture information;

a photosensitive recording medium;
third means for causing said object beam emanating from

said second means to form an optical Fourier transform

of said picture information on said recording medium;
fourth means, disposed at a predetermined location in the

path of said reference beam, for transmitting said refer-

ence beam to said recording medium;
fifth means, disposed at a predetermined location in the

path of said object beam, for collimating said object

beam; and

sixth means, disposed in the path of said collimated object

beam, for dividing said collimated object beam into a

plurality of discrete smaller rays which do not overlap
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each other, inchiding plate means having a plurality of
apertures therethrough disposed in a two-dimensional
array, said apertures being of a size such that substantially

no diffraction of said object beam occurs thereby;

whereby a hologram is produced on said recording medium
as an interference pattern formed by said plurality of
smaller rays of said object beam and said reference beam.

3,838,905

LIGHT-CONDUCTING STRUCTURES AND PRODUCTION
THEREOF

Masanori Irie, 17, 3-chome, Mukonso, Amagasaki, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 858,866, Sept. 17, 1969, abandoned.

This application Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,402
Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 19, 1968, 43-

68103

Int. CI. G02b 5/14

U.S. CI. 350-96 R 7 Claims
1. A light-conducting device comprising a cylindrical or-

ganic resin body having a center axis and having a gradient in

refractive index which decreases progressively and steadily in

each cross section perpendicular to said center axis in the

radial direction from said axis toward the periphery of said

body substantially in accordance with the equation:

wherein:

r is the distance in a radial direction from said axis

No is the refractive index of the mixture at said axis
A^ is the refractive index at a point at radial distance r, in

said cross section and
a is a constant,

said resin body comprising a transparent solid mixture of at

least two polymers which are mixable into optical homogene-
ity, the first of said polymers having a higher refractive index
and a different solubility in a solvent than that of the second
of said polymers, each of said polymers being present at the

axis of said body in a predetermined proportion to provide a

predetermined index of refraction, the proportion of said first

polymer present in said mixture decreasing and the proportion
of said second polymer present in said mixture increasing

progressively and steadily from said predetermined proportion
in the radial direction from the axis of said body toward the

periphery thereof, the thus varying proportions of said poly-
mers providing said gradient in refractive index.

comb having a plurality of digitations extending parallel

in the direction of [ 1 10] and separated equidistantly from
one another;

transparent electrodes disposed on one of the c-planes of
said comb-like (X/4)-plate except on the common portion
where said digitations join together;

transparent electrodes disposed on the other c-plane of said

comb-like (X/4)-plate, extending parallel to the direction
of [1 10] and separated equidistantly from one another;

a power source connected with each of both said transpar-
ent electrodes; and

a (X/4) plate of biaxial, optically negative crystal arranged
in cascade with said (X/4)-plate of Gd2(Mo04)3 crystal.

3,838,907

MAGNETISABLE MATERIAL FOR DETECTING OR
RECORDING ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

Ulrich Ernst Enz, Emmasingel, Eindhoven, Netherlands, as-

signor to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 156,566, June 24, 1971,
which is a division of Ser. No. 855,571, Sept. 5, 1969,

abandoned. This application Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,567
Int. CI. G02f 1/22

U.S. CI. 350-151 5 Claims

8
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3,838,906

OPTICAL SWITCH
Akio Kumada, Kokubunji, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,255

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 18, 1971, 46-
72849

Int. CI. G02b 27128; G02f 1/26

U.S. CI. 350-150 7 Claims

1. A device for detecting electro-magnetic radiation and
recording by means of electromagnetic radiation comprising
an active element of ferrimagnetic material having a garnet or
spinel structure having a given coercive force and a given
permeability in the dark, a source of electromagnetic radia-
tion for providing a radiation beam of a wavelength smaller
than 1 X 10"^ m, means for directing the radiation beam onto
the active element to produce therein a change in coercive
force or magnetic permeability, a first magnet to apply to the
active element during or after exposure a magnetic field and
read-out means including a source for providing a linearly

polarized light beam of a wavelength and intensity which does
not affect the magnetic properties of the active element,
means allowing the polarized light beam to impinge on the
active element, and a detector which is responsive to the
rotation of the plane of polarisation in the transmitted or
reflected beam.

3,838,908
GUIDED LIGHT STRUCTURES EMPLOYING LIQUID

CRYSTAL
Donald Jones Channin, Cranbury, N.J., assignor to RCA Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,600

Int. CI. G02f IH6
U.S. CL 350- 160 LC 6 Claims
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1. An optical switch for use in a spacial modulator, compris-
ing

a (A/4)-plate of c-cut Gd2(Mo04)3 crystal in the shape of a

1. A display system comprising, in combination:
a matrix of conductors arranged in columns and rows;
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a plurality of rows of light waveguides, equal in number to

the number of rows in the array, each light waveguide

including liquid crystal in the light field of said wave-

guide, each light waveguide lying adjacent to a row con-

ductor and between that row conductor and the column
conductors;

means for selectively coupling light to the input end of each

light waveguide; and
means for selectively applying voltages to said columns and

rows of conductors for selectively exciting the liquid

crystal at the intersections of said columns and rows.

1.90, wherein the lens has a focal length F and the radii of

curvature, R, the thicknesses, T, and the air spaces, S, as

3,838,909

AMBIENT ILLUMINATIONS SYSTEM FOR LIQUID
CRYSTAL DISPLAY

Eugene T. Fitzgibbons, Anaheim, Calif., assignor to Rockwell

International Corporatmn, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed Apr. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 348,838

Int. CI. G02f III6

U.S. CI. 350-160 LC , 8 Claims

1. An electro-optical display device comprising:

a liquid crystal display panel having a front side and a back

side and disposed to be viewed from the front side

thereof,

light transmitting means positioned at the back side of said

panel for receiving ambient light and for effecting total

internal reflection of such ambient light through said

liquid crystal display panel from the back side to the front

side thereof for reception by the viewer,

said light transmitting means comprising a body of transpar-

ent material having a planar reflecting surface in contact

with an external medium, said reflecting surface extend-

ing at an angle relative to a normal to the plane of said

liquid crystal display panel that is not less than the critical

angle between the material of said body and said external

medium, and
|

light absorbing means disposed adjacent the planar reflect-

ing surface of said light transmitting means for inhibiting

reflection by said light transmitting means of light passing

through said liquid crystal panel from the front side to the

back side thereof.

numbered by subscript from front to rear, are as defined by

the following inequalities:

0.40F</?,<0.50F
1.5F</?j<2.0F

1.8F<-«3<2.4F
0.35F</?,<0.45F

0.90F</?5<1.0F
0.90F<-/?«<1.0F
0.10F<r,<0.20F
0.05F<r2<0.10F
0.10F<T3<0.20F
0.05F<S,<0.15F
0.05F<52<0.10F

3,838,911

TELEPHOTO LENS SYSTEM
Yoshitsugi Ikeda, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Olympus Optical

Co. Ltd., Tokyo-to, Japan
Filed Apr. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 354,112

Claims priority, application Japan, July 3, 1972, 47-66514

Int. CI. G02b 9/34, 13/02

U.S. CI. 350-223 2 Claims

di

ffU re n ^8 (9

M^-ds^dsWdTl
\Jd2\U

I ^ ^

J

1. A telephoto lens system comprising a first lens, a second

doublet lens, a third lens and a fourth lens, wherein said first

lens is a positive lens, said second doublet lens is a cemented

positive lens comprising positive and negative lenses, said

bird lens is a negative meniscus lens and said fourth lens is a

positive meniscus lens, and said telephoto lens system having

he following numerical data:

3,838,910

THREE ELEMENT PROJECTION LENS
Paul Lewis Ruben, Penfleld, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 354,046

Int. CI. G02b 1/00

U.S.CL 350-176 6 Claims

1. A three element lens comprising, from front to rear, a

positive meniscus element, a biconcave negative element and

a biconvex positive element, each of said elements being

formed of a glass having an index of refraction in excess of

927 O.G.—

6

= 45.297

= 355.45

3= 29.103

1

= ^

5 = 74.890

i= 79.258

= 17.670

,= 33.946

,= 62.394

n,= 1.62041 f, = 60.2

n, = 1.48749 i/., = 69.8

/i3= 1.76182 »<:, = 26.5

n,= 1.66998 ^>^ = 39.3

«,= 1.80518 i'5 = 25.4

</, = 4.40

(/j = 4.43

</,= 5.19

</<= 1.77

dj= 14.91

d. = 1 .79

d:= 14.70

d,= 2.52

F 1 : 3.5

/= 100
2w= 18°

{ = 0.87

where reference symbols r, through re, represent radii of

curvatures of respective surfaces of lenses, reference
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symbols rf, through ds represent thicknesses of respective
lenses and spaces between lenses, reference symbols «,
through «5 represent refractive indexes of respective lenses,
reference symbols i', through vs represent Abbe's numbers
of respective lenses.

3,838,912
OPTICAL DEFLECTING APPARATUS

Akira Arimoto, Fujisawa, and Yoshihiro Onishi, Kokubunji,
both of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,396
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 15, 1971, 46-80892

Int. CI. G02f 1/26
V.S. CI. 350-285 13 Claims

LASER
SOURCE

1. An optical deflecting apparatus capable of changing an
angle of incidence of an incident light beam upon a predeter-
mined receiving point comprising:

a light source generating a light beam along a first direction;
a first optical deflector for displacing said light beam in
a direction transverse to said first direction so that said
beam travels in a direction which is parallel to said first

direction;

a second optical deflector, arranged in the path of the beam
emerging from said first optical deflector, for deflecting
angularly said emerging light beam from said first optical
deflector;

a light collecting system, arranged in the path of the beam
emerging from said second optical deflector, for focus-
sing said emerging light beam from said second optical
deflector at a desired point, said desired point being
defined by the angular deflection of light beam carried
out by said second optical deflector; and

a light receiving material, arranged in the path of the beam
emerging from said light collecting system, for receiving
said focussed beam whereby the incident angle of said

focussed beam on said desired point in said material may
be changed by means of said first optical deflector.

3,838,913

GLARE SHIELD
Karl H. Schwarz, 6034 Windsor Dr., Shawnee Mission, Kans.
66205

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,794
Int. CI. G02c 9/04, 7/12, 7/02

U.S.a. 351-47 1 Claim

1. A glare shield for night driving comprising:

a. a first tinted polarized transparent segment for each eye
of a user and having a first portion and a second portion

extending laterally from said first portion to define an
arm,

b. second polarized transparent segments respectively over-
lying said first portions and being rotatably mounted
thereon for selectively adjusting the amount of light trans-
mitted through said first portions,

c. a frame member, means mounting said first and second
segments on said frame member by said arm, said mount-
ing means including structure permitting independent
pivotting for vertical adjustment of said segments with
respect to said frame and independent sliding for lateral
positioning with respect to said frame, said structure
having friction producing means operably positioned with
respect to said frame member and arm for retaining said
segments in adjusted position, said segments both being
located substantially on the same side of a vertical center
line of each line of sight whereby said first and second
segments are between said respective eye and lights of an
approaching vehicle but a substantial portion of each line
of sight is unblocked by said first and second segments,

d. said first portions of said first segments being positioned
closer to the center of the respective line of sight than
said second segments whereby light is transmitted to the
eye in a gradient from unblocked to first portion only
blocked to second segment plus first portion blocked, as
the eye moves toward said side.

3,838,914
EYEGLASS WITH REPLACEABLE LENS

Francisco Jose Fernandez, Calle Dr. Vidal, Esq. Antonio
Lopez, Box 606, Humacao, P.R. 00661

Filed June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,017
Int. CI. G02c 1/02

U.S. CI. 351-106 6 Claims

1. A two-part eyeglass assembly comprising a frame part
consisting of two eyebrow parts connected by a nose bridge
part, at least the eyebrow parts having a downwardly opening
groove therein, a lens part having two lenses each of which has
a rim part along at least the upper edge thereof which is posi-
tioned within the groove in an eyebrow part and is formed of
magnetizable material, and magnetic means within each
groove releasably holding the frame and lens parts in assem-
bled relation.

3,838,915
SINGLE FRAME DEVICE FOR MOTION PICTURE

CAMERA
Francis A. Williams, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,619
Int. CI. G03b2//i5

U.S. CI. 352-169 6 Claims
1. A single frame device for a motion picture camera

adapted to receive a film strip for successively exposing a
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plurality of image frames onto a received film strip, said de-

vice comprising:

a. drive means for advancing said film strip, said drive

means including an electric motor;

b. control means for energizing and de-energizing said drive

means, said control means including an electric switch

and circuit means connecting said electric switch to said

electric motor; and
c. means operatively coupling said control means and said

drive means, such that said control means deenergizes

said drive means after a single image frame has been
exposed, said coupling means including:

i. a pawl member operatively coupled to said electric

switch, said pawl member being movable between a

first position wherein said electric switch is open and a

second position wherein said electric switch is closed

for energizing said electric motor,

ii. means for moving said pawl between said first and
second positions, and

iii. a restraining member comprising a generally cylindri-

cal cam surface having a first portion for receiving said

pawl when said pawl is in said first position and having

a second portion for restraining said pawl in said sec-

ond position until said restraining member rotates to a

position wherein said pawl is received by said first

portion.

' 3,838,916

MICROFICHE READER/PROJECTOR
Adolph J. Gawin, Skokie; Robert L. Kearney, Northbrook, and

Eugene Sather, Deerfkid, all of III., assignors to Bell &
Howell Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,492
Int. CI. G03b2////,2i/05

U.S. CI. 353—27 13 Claims

1. In a visual display device of the type comprising a hous-

ing, a projection lamp assembly within said housing for direct-

ing light toward a projection lens, a movably mounted micro-

form carriage for supporting an information-bearing micro-

form member in optical communication with said projection

lens within said housing, and a system for displaying selected

areas of said member onto a viewing screen,

the improvement providing more accurate positioning of

selected areas of said microform member relative to said

projection lens, thus allowing a higher magnification

display on said screen, comprising;

a control member;
means for providing longitudinal movement to said control

member;
an outwardly extending arm coupled to said control mem-

ber and longitudinally movable therewith;

a pair of pulleys supported on said carriage; and
cable means connected approximately at an intermediate

point to said outwardly extending arm coupled to said

control member, each end of said cable means looped
around a corresponding pulley and secured to said hous-

ing forming a block and tackle drive arrangement;
whereby, longitudinal motion of said control member is

translated into longitudinal travel of said microform car-

riage aided by a mechanical advantage for precise posi-

tioning of said selected area of said microform member
relative to said projection lens.

3,838,917

SYSTEM FOR DISPLAYING A POINT ON A
TRANSPARENT OR TRANSLUCENT SCREEN

Alain Marie Alfred Jean Chaverebiere de Sal, Paris, and Alain

Jean Thouvenin, Meudon, both of France, assignors to So-

ciete ECA, (Hauts-de-Seine), France
Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,567

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 31, 1972,
72.11578

Int. CI. G03b 27/00
U.S. CL 353—122 11 Claims

4

16

1. A system for displaying a point on a screen, comprising
in combination, one thin flat polygonal screen made of a
material capable of transmitting light and possessing the prop-
erty of revealing to the exterior the presence of a light beam
travelling through its bulk, and at two corners of said screen,

optical means for causing a narrow beam of parallel light rays

to enter the body of the screen in a direction parallel to the
plane of said screen in such manner that the several beams
meet at a single point to be displayed.

3,838,918

TRANSFER APPARATUS
Donald H. Fisher, Marion; Colin R. Dodd, Perinton; Dennis D.

Jones, Rochester, and George E. Marshall, Fairport, all of
N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation,-Stamford, Conn.

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Set. No. 335,968
Int. CL G03g 15/16

U.S. CI. 355—3 R 16 Claims
1. An apparatus for transferring charged particles from a

support surface to a sheet of support material, including:
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corona generating means disposed adjacent the support
surface for applying an alternating charge potential to the
support surface and the charged particles adhering
thereto so as to substantially neutralize the attractive

charge therebetween, thereby facilitating the transfer of
the particles from the support surface, said corona gener-
ating means comprising an elongated shield defining an
open-ended chamber and a corona discharge electrode
mounted in the shield chamber;

means for energizing the discharge electrode of said corona
generating means with an alternating current;

a transfer member operatively associated with said corona

generating means and having the sheet of support mate-
rial secured thereto, said transfer member comprising a
substantially cylindrical core of electrically conductive
material and a plurality of layers of resilient material
entrained about the cylindrical core with at least one
layer of resilient material being substantially in contact
therewith; and

means for applying an electrical biasing potential to the
cylindrical core of said transfer member, said transfer
member cooperating electrically with the support surface
and being biased electrically to a potential of sufficient

magnitude to attract the particles to the sheet of support
material.

3,838,919
COLOR ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC DEVICE

Toru Takahashi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabushiki
Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 830,947, June 6, 1969. This application

Feb. 5, 1974, Ser. No. 439,950
Int. CI. G03g 13/00, 15/16

U.S. CI. 355-4 16 Claims

1. An electrophotographic copying machine for producing
multicolor copies of an original having multiple color contents
comprising:

a. a photosensitive member including a base, a photocon-
ductive layer on said base and an insulative layer on said
photoconductive layer;

b. electrostatic latent image forming means for successively
forming upon said photosensitive member electrostatic
latent images each corresponding to a selected color
content of said original;

c. developing means including a plurality of developing
units for developing each said electrostatic latent image
with a developing agent corresponding to the color con-
tent of said original involved in said forming said electro-
static latent image;

d. first transfer means engageable with said photosensitive
member for receiving said developed images therefrom to

form a multicolor image; and
e. second transfer means for transferring said multicolor

image from said first transfer means to a recording mem-
ber.

3,838,920
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC COPYING APPARATUS

Isamu Terashima, and Osamu Otubo, both of Hitachi, Japan,
assignors to Hatachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 18, 1972. Ser. No. 352,454
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 12, 1972, 47-39584

Int. CI, G03g 75/00, 15/10
U.S. CI. 355-4 7 Claims

3 2

1. An electrophotographic copying apparatus comprising
exposure means for illuminating with a light source a manu-
script placed on a casing and causing a record paper located
at a predetermined exposure position to be exposed through
an optical system to light reflected from said manuscript,
transport means for transporting a record paper to said expo-
sure position, electrifier means for uniformly charging the
sensitive surface of the record paper placed at said exposure
position, movable developing means for moving with respect
to the exposed record paper to develop the exposed record
paper in accordance with an image-forming process, and base
means for movement in response to the movement of said
developing means to develop the exposed record paper from
a first position where said base means serves for holding the
transported record paper at said exposure position during
charging by said electrifier means and exposure by said expo-
sure means to a second position outside the path of the move-
ment of said developing means.

3 838 921
PHOTOELECTROSTATIC' COPYING APPARATUS

John R. Sargis, Chicago, III., assignor to Addressograph-
Multigraph Corporation, Mount Prospect, III.

Division of Ser. No. 803,000, Feb. 27, 1969. This application
July 7, 1971, Ser. No. 160,514

Int. CI. G03g 15/00
U.S. CI. 355-15 3 Claims

1. In a copying machine comprising a source of copy mate-
rial,

a translucent recording member having a photoconductive
surface, said recording member including a translucent
base supporting said photoconductive surface,

charging means for electrically charging the photoconduc-
tive surface of said recording member.
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exposure means for selectively discharging said photocon-

ductive surface to provide a charged image of an original

thereon,

developing means for applying toner to said member
whereby said toner is electrostatically attracted to said

charged image, and

transfer means for transferring said developed image to said

copy material,

means for freeing toner from said recording member to

prevent copies made subsequently from other originals

from receiving toner remaining on said recording mem-
ber after said developed image has been transferred to

said copy material comprising an illuminating source

positioned adjacent the base support of said recording

member and operable to radiate through said base sup-

port to illuminate the photoconductive surface of said

recording member to destroy said charged image and the

electrostatic attractive force thereof securing the toner

thereto.

3,838,922

APPARATUS FOR SENSING THE QUANTITY OF
RECLAIMED DEVELOPER MATERIAL

Bruce E. Nelson, Webster, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion, Stamford, Conn.

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 360,283
Int. CI. G03g 15/22

U.S. CI. 355-15 5 Claims

1. In a reproduction machine wherein residual developer

material is removed from a surface for reuse, apparatus com-
prising:

means disposed adjacent said surface for removing said

developer material from said surface;

container means for receiving said developer material;

means connected to said removing means and to said con-

tainer means and defining a closed passage extending

therebetween;
j

platform means for supporting said container means, said

platform means being movably mounted so as to move in

accordance with the force exerted thereon by said con-

tainer means;

switch means operatively associated with said platform

means so as to be actuated when the movement of said plat-

form means exceeds a predetermined amount; and

interrupting means responsive to the actuation of said

switch means for interrupting operation of said reproduc-

tion machine when said platform means reaches a prede-

termined position.

3,838,923

REPROGRAPHIC CAMERA
Hugo Frans Deconinck, Deurne-Zuid, Belgium, assignor to

AGFA-Gevaert N.V., Mortsel, Belgium

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,579

Claims priority, application Belgium, Oct. 7, 1971, 346471

Int. CI. G03b 2 7/i2

U.S. CI. 355-18 4 Claims

1. In a reprographic camera for exposing a sheet of photo-
graphic material to a sheet like original, and comprising

a holder for positioning the sheet like original in the object
plane of the camera,

an optical projection system including a lens fitted to a

plate, and a bellows, constituting a light-tight enclosure
between said plate and the image plane of the camera, for

projecting the image of the original into the image plane
of the camera,

a cassette arranged to contain a roll of photographic mate-
rial and to unwind said material in sheet lengths and to

position said sheets in the image plane of the camera, and
light means for illuminating the holder supporting the

original for exposing said material,

the improvement which comprises a blind-like closure device
for said lens, comprising a flexible blind having an exposure
aperture therein suspended between two rollers, and capable
of being wound up on each of said rollers, said closure device
being disposed inside said bellows in proximity of the lens

holding plate, an electric motor for driving said rollers, and
electric current control means for controlling the rotation of
said motor, said current control means comprising an alternat-

ing current circuit connected to said motor during starting and
actuation of said closure to open position and a direct current
circuit connected to said motor in lieu of said AC circuit to

hold said closure in said open position.

3,838,924
VECTOR VELOCIMETER (DIRECTION INDICATING

VELOCIMETER)
Robert A. Flower, White Plains; George R. Gamertsfelder,

Pleasantville, and Gus Stavis, Croton-on-Hudson, all of N.Y.,
assignors to Singer-General Precision, Inc., Little Falls, NJ.

Continuation of Ser. No. 86,897, Nov. 4, 1970, abandoned.
This application June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,489

Int. CI. GOlp 3/36
U.S. CI. 356-28 11 Claims

1. A velocimeter comprising

a source of coherent radiation directed to irradiate a surface

from which the relative velocity is to be measured,
receiving means to receive the resulting reflection of coher-

ent radiation from said surface including first and second
gratings and detecting means responsive to the intensity

of the received radiation passing through said gratings to
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produce respectively first and second velocity informa-
tion signals,

translating means to provide relative motion between both
of said gratings and the reflected coherent radiation re-

ceived by said receiving means, said translating means
moving said gratings in sequence through the path of said

received reflected coherent radiation to said detecting
means photodetector,

i

the lines of said first and second gratings being at an angle
to one another where the received reflected coherent
radiation passes through said gratings,

offset frequency generating means operatively associated
with said gratings to generate a signal having a frequency
equal to the frequency of the signals that would be gener-
ated by said detecting means if there were no relative

^
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velocity between said detecting means and' said surface,
first subtractor means coupled to said first and second
velocity information signals to provide an output signal
indicative of the cross track velocity between said radia-
tion source and said reflecting surface,

second subtractor means coupled to said first velocity infor-

mation signal and said offset frequency to provide an
output signal indicative of the velocity between said first

grating and said reflecting surface,

third subtractor means coupled to said second velocity

information signal and said offset frequency to provide an
output signal indicative of the velocity between said sec-

ond grating and said reflecting surface, and
averaging means coupled to receive said output signal of

said second and third subtractor means to provide an
output signal indicative of the along track velocity be-
tween said source of radiation and said reflecting surface.

3 838 925
PHOTOELECTRIC OPACITY MEASURING SYSTEM

William S. Marks, Little Rock, Ark., assignor to Baldwin Elec-
tronics, Inc., Little Rock, Ark.

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 311,718
Int. CLGOln 2 //26

U.S. CI. 356-207 11 Claims

1. A monitor for hot effluent flowing in a conduit, compris-
ing a first chamber containing a source of light, a second

chamber containing a first photo-cell, a second photo-cell
contained in said second chamber, tubular means for mount-
ing said chambers in opposed relation in opposed apertures ir

said conduit, said apertures extending through said conduit to

provide access to said effluent, a first take up roll and a first

supply roll located in said first chamber, a first drive motor
detachably keyed to said first take up roll, a second take up
roll and a second supply roll located in said second chamber,
a second drive motor detachably keyed to said second take up
roll, transparent sheet material provided on said supply rolls

to be taken up by said take up rolls, respectively, guide rolls

guiding said transparent sheet material in paths adjacent said

source and said photo-cells, respectively, said paths extending
between said apertures and said source and photo-cells, re-

spectively, washer means having openings bearing against said

transparent sheets and having outer diameters filling said
tubular means, said washer means located such that said

source and photo-cells are isolated by said sheets from said
effluent during movement of said sheets while enabling trans-

fer of light from said source to said first photo-cell, means for
collimating the light from said source into a narrow beam
passing through sJaid effluent and falling on only said first of
said photo-cells to the exclusion of the second of said photo-
cells, and means for applying to the other of said photo-cells
light piped directly from said source and by-passing said efflu-

ent.

3,838,926
METHOD OF CONTINUOUSLY DETERMINING THE
ABSORBANCE LIGHT OF A CHEMICAL REACTION

MIXTURE
Hisatoyo Kato, and Nakao Oi, both of Kanagawa, Japan, as-

signors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Nakanuma, Kanagawa,
Japan

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,548
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 23, 1972, 47-18641

Int. CI. GOln 21/26; GOlj 1/04
U.S. CI. 356-208 5 Claims

1. A method of determining the quantity of absorption of
light by a turbid liquid photographic emulsion reaction mix-
ture containing silver halide particles of 0.05m to l/i compris-
ing irradiating the reaction mixture and measuring the absorp-
tion of light, wherein the improvement comprises continu-
ously flowing the reaction mixture into a flow cell positioned
in the inner hollow of an integrating globe and spaced from
the walls thereof from a reaction vessel, irradiating the flow
cell by light for the determination and continuously measuring
the absorption of light by the liquid in the flow cell.
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3,838,927

METERING DEVICE USING A PENDULUM FOR
DETERMINING GRAVITATIONAL REFERENCE

DIRECTION
Yasuo Iwafune; Kazuo Kimura, both of Tokyo; Teruo Murota,

Ohmiya, and Hiroshi Nishikatsu, Tokyo, all of Japan, assign-

ors to Tokyo Kogaku Kikai K.K., Tokyo, Japan
/ Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,320
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 9, 1972, 47-24246;

Apr. 7, 1972, 47-34460; Apr. 11, 1972, 47-35676

Int, CL GOlc 9//2

U.S. CI. 356-250

/5 /e

10 Claims

1. A metering device using a pendulum for determining

gravitational reference direction, comprising a casing, an

objective lens carried by said casing, a pendulum mass carry-

ing a vertical-indicating element, a flexible hanging means
having an upper end thereof secured to said casing and a lower

end thereof secured to said pendulum mass, and an arm se-

cured to said casing, said arm contacting said flexible hanging

means at an intermediate point between said upper and lower

ends of the hanging means and defining an intermediate hold-

ing point without causing any permanent deformation of the

hanging means, said pendulum mass being rotatable about

said intermediate holding point.

3,838,928

SPACER RING
Gunter Blaurock; Hans-Georg Stender, both of Schweinfurt

am Main, and Werner Will, Geldersheim, all of Germany,
assignors to Deutsche Star Kugelhalter G.m.b.H., Schwein-

furt am Main, Germany
Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,807

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 6, 1972,

2210708; Apr. 27, 1972, 2220750
Int. CI. F16d //06

U.S. CI. 403-372 9 Claims

1. A spacer element of sheet material having substantially

uniform thickness and two major, parallel faces separated by

said thickness,

a. said element being formed with a plurality of rows of

projections and recesses in e^ch of said faces.

1. said rows being elongated in a common direction and

transversely juxtaposed,

b. each recess having the shape of a trough and being

aligned with a projection on the other face in the direc-

tion of said thickness,

c. each row in each of said faces including respective plural-

ities of projections and recesses, and

d. respective portions of said faces elongated in said com-
mon direction being free of projections and recesses,

1. said element having two edges connecting said faces

and elongated in said common direction, two of said

elongated portions of each face extending along said

edges respectively,

2. said faces being of substantially cylindrical overall

shape about an axis transverse to said common direc-

tion, and the elongated portions extending along said

edges being conically arcuate about said axis.

3,838,929

INTERCHANGEABLE HUB
Alfred A. Burrell, 10323 106th St., Edmonton, Alberta, Can-

ada

Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,616

Int. CI. B60b 27106

U.S. CI. 403-365 2 Claims

1. An interchangeable, universal-type hub for shaft-carried

products comprising a sleeve having a shaft-receiving bore

with a longitudinally extending keyway and exterior, circum-

ferentially spaced, longitudinally extending spline grooves

defining therebetween wide uniform block, teeth each of

sufficient width circumferentially that a tooth in radial registry

with said keyway will accommodate the same, and a collar

with an axial sleeve-receiving opening correspondingly

formed with circumferentially spaced, longitudinally extend-

ing spline teeth, mating with the spline grooves and the wide

teeth therebetween of the sleeve mounted thereon in non-

rotatable, torque-transmitting, press-on relation; the tolerance

between said sleeve and said collar being in the order of ap-

proximately 0.005 inch; and the tolerance between the

torque-transmitting sides of the spline grooves of said sleeve

and the mating collar's spline teeth being in the order of

approximately 0.00075 inch providing clearance between said

concentric mating sleeve and collar for a sealant; the uniform

block teeth of said sleeve numbering not more than eight for

full torque capacity and capable of being fashioned by a single

thread hob to assure invariable mating of both new and re-

placement components.

3,838,930
TWO-PIECE JOINT-FORMING DEVICE FOR

HARDENABLE, AREA-COVERING STRUCTURAL
MATERIAL

Vergil W. Koch, 105 Hobart Ave., San Mateo, Calif. 94402
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 202,261, Nov. 26, 1971,

abandoned. This application Nov. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 304,664
Int. CLEOlc 1 1 102

U.S. CI. 404—48 6 Claims

1. A two-piece elongated joint-forming structure for use

with settable compositions used for slab-like installations

comprising:
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a lower section of relatively flexible material with a main
body portion having a vertically elongated cross-section
and a tapered or rounded lower edge, a plurality of
spaced apart members projecting outwardly from oppo-
site sides of said body portion and a coupling member
extending along the top edge of said body portion;

an upper section comprising a cap member of generally
harder material than said lower section, having a trans-

verse top portion that is wider than the maximum cross-

3 838 932
ROAD BUILDING MACHINE OF ADJUSTABLE

WORKING WIDTH
Eberhard Glenewinkel, Duingen, Germany, assignor to Firma

Alfelder Eisenwerke Carl Heise Kom.-Ges. vorm. Otto Wes-
selman & Cie., Alfeld, Germany

Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 324,994
Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 21, 1972.

2202862

Int. CI. EOlc 19/00
U.S, CI. 404-108 4 Claims

sectional width of said lower section and including leg

portions extending downwardly from said top portion;
said leg portions and coupling member having interlocking
means at fixed locations thereon for releasably retaining
them in assembled relation;

and means on said lower section forming elongated bearing
surfaces for the ends of said leg portions so as to transmit
a driving force applied to said cap section to said lower
section.

3,838,931
ELASTIC ROAD BRIDGE JOINT

Angelo Valla, P. za Maestri dellAtrigianot. 2/7, Savona, Italy

Filed May 23, 1973, Ser. No. 362,972
Int. CI. EOlc 11/02

U.S. CI. 404-69 19 claims

1. A road building machine of adjustable working width,
comprising side frames mounted on running gear sets that may
be swiveled about vertical axes between a position permitting
forward movement of the road building machine on the run-
ning gear sets and another position permitting lateral move-
ment of the side frames on the running gear sets to adjust the
working width of the road building machine; connecting and
working elements for spanning the distance between the side
frames and projecting outwardly through openings in the side
frames on each side of the road building machine; extension
elements for attachment to end portions of the connecting and
working elements that project outwardly from the openings in
the side frames; the openings and the connecting, working,
and extension elements having guideways to facilitate lateral
movement of the side frames along the connecting, working,
and extension elements to adjust the working width of the
road building machine; and fastening means for clamping the
side frames and the connecting and working elements or their
respective extension elements together when the working
width of the road building machine has been adjusted to a
desired working width.

3 838 933
HIGH ENERGY SCREED FOR A PAVER OR THE LIKE
Herbert A. Lehman, Aurora, and Fred T. Smith, Dearborn

Heights, both of Mich., assignors to Barber-Greene Com-
pany, Aurora, III.

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,535
Int. CI. EOlc 19/38

U.S. a. 404-114 10 Claims

I? n

1. An elastic road bridge joint comprising arcuate means
having an arcuate peripheral surface supporting the load of
the road pavement and arranged to transmit the load to a pair
of adjacent bridge floors to be connected by the joint, said
arcuate peripheral surface being supported at a point below its

vertex by a section member firmly connected thereto and
contributing to take off the load from said arcuate peripheral
surface, said arcuate means being provided with a resilient
watertight coating connecting it to said adjacent bridge floors
and being to a limited extent deformable to adapt itself to the
deformations of the road pavement and said adjacent bridge
floors under the influence of ambient temperature fluctua-
tions.

1. In a vibratory screed assembly for

improvement comprising:

a. a frame;

a paver or the like, the
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b. a screed having leading and trailing portions;

c. mounting means connecting the trailing portion of the

screed with the frame for relative vibratory movement
therebetween, said mounting means being defined by

spring means which serve as the sole means for transfer-

ring draft forces from the frame to the screed;

d. vibrating means connected to the leading portion of the

screed;

e. said mounting means and said vibrating means cooperat-

ing with each other to impart vibratory motion to the

screed characterized by:

1

.

at least vertical oscillatory movement of the leading

portion of the screed;

2. predominantly horizontal longitudinal movement of
the trailing portion of the screed; whereby the amount
of vertical vibratory movement of the screed progres-

sively decreases from the leading portion to the trailing

portion thereof.

3,838,934

MACHINE TOOL
Robert J. PetrofT, 1703 S. Main St., Lombard, III. 60148

Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,452
Int. CI. B23b 47/24

U.S. CI. 408-7 10 Claims
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1. In an apparatus for use in thread forming and the like, the

combination comprising, housing means, at least one spindle

supported by said housing means for longitudinal movement,
slaid spindle being adapted to support a tool thereon for selec-

tive engagement with a workpiece supported forwardly of the

apparatus, rotary drive means, means directly connecting said

spindle to said drive means for effecting rotation of said spin-

dle upon rotation of said drive means, a feed nut supported by
said housing means in a manner to prevent rotation of said

feed nut, a lead screw cooperative with said spindle for rota-

tion therewith while allowing longitudinal movement of said

spindle relative to said lead screw, said lead screw being

threadedly cooperative with said feed nut such that rotation of
said lead screw effects relative longitudinal movement be-

tween said lead screw and said feed nut, and control means
operatively associated with . said rotary drive means and
adapted to effect longitudinal movement of said spindle from
a first retracted position to a forward position generally adja-

cent the workpiece during a rapid advance stroke, said control

means being further adapted to thereafter energize said drive

means to effect rotation of said spindle and lead screw relative

to said feed nut to allow further longitudinal movement of said

spindle toward the workpiece in direct relation to the pitch of

the thread connection between said lead screw and said feed

nut, reverse the rotation of said drive means after said spindle

has advanced forwardly a predetermined distance to retract

said spindle a predetermined distance, stop rotation of said

drive means, and return said spindle to its original retracted

position through a rapid retract stroke.

3,838,935

DRILL GUIDE
Alfred Boyajian, P.O. Box 811, Manhattan Beach, Calif.

90266
Filed Aug. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 387,471

Int. CI. B23b 45/14, 49/00
U.S. CI. 408-75 28 Claims
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1. A portable drill guide comprising a base, a carriage,

means mounting the carriage on the base for movement tO:

ward and from the base, said carriage being removable from
said mounting means, a coupling mounted on the carriage for

movement therewith to which a power drill together with a

drill bit is adapted to be secured, and spring means yieldably

supporting the carriage above the base for downward move-
ment toward the base, said coupling being characterized in

that it is adjustable on the carriage to dispose the drill in a

predetermined position with the axis of the drill bit disposed

in a predetermined angle to the base such that after said

adjustment has been made the carriage may be removed from
the mounting means to enable using the drill independently of
the supporting base and replaced without having to make a

readjustment to restore the drill to said predetermined posi-

tion and predetermined angle.

3,838,936

ADJUSTABLE DAMPING DEVICE, IN PARTICULAR FOR
BORING BARS AND THE LIKE

Lauritz Andreassen, Buvika, Norway; Godthard Rosdal, de-

ceased, late of Saupstad, Norway (by Inger Rosdal, widow),

and Hans Kristian Holmen, Sandvika, Norway, assignors to

A/S Trondl^ems Nagle- & Spigerfabrik, Trondheim, Nor-

way
Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 325,119

Claims priority, application Norway, Jan. 21, 1972, 148/72

Int. CI. B23b 47/00
U.S. CI. 408-143 5 Claims

1. An adjustable damping device for a boring bar, compris-

ing:

a damping member fully enclosed in an axial bore in the

boring bar;
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at least two annular spring elements of resilient material

positioned between said damping member and said bor-

ing bar and each of said spring elements contacting both
said damping member and said boring bar at surface of
engagement respectively thereof;

means for axially compressing each of said spring elements
in a controllable manner at said surfaces of engagement
to thereby vary the stiffness of said spring elements.

at least one of said surfaces of engagement being a substan-

tially conical end face, such that at least one gap is

formed having a substantially wedge shaped cross section

with the longitudinal axis of said wedge shape being gen-

erally radial relative to said boring bar, said at least one
gap being deflned by said at least one conical end face

surface of engagement and the surfaces contacting there-

with.

3,838,937

COMBINATION DRILL AND COUNTERBORE
Richard Hawley, 2075 Farrington, St. Paul, Minn. 55113

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,765
Int. CI. B23b 57/00, 51110

U.S. CI. 408-193 1 Claim

1. A combination drill and counterbore tool device adapted
for use in the initial boring of a hole and the counterboring
thereof, said device comprising an elongated cylindrical rod
shaped body member having opposing first and second ends,
said body member being of substantially the same diameter
over substantially its complete length, said first end portion of
said body member adapted to be engaged in a suitable chuck
of a drill tool operable in a manner to effect the rotation of
said body member about its longitudinal axis, a counterbore
member formed integrally with said second end portion of said

body member, said counterbore member including a plurality

of circumferally spaced apart radially extending projections
with each projection having its longitudinal edge extending
diagonally relative to said body member from a point inwardly
of said body member diagonally outwardly therefrom to a

point lying substantially co-planar with said second end of said

body member, said points of said edges lying co-planar with
said second end of said body member defining a circle having
a diameter greater than the diameter of said body member, an
elongated axially extending circular bore extending through
said second end portion of said body member and opening out
of said second end, an interiorly threaded aperture extending
radially through said second end portion of said body member
intermediate said bore and the exterior surface of said body
member and disposed intermediate the ends of said bore, said

aperture disposed at a position rearwardly of said inner points
of said longitudinal edges of said counterbore member, an
elongated cylindrical shaped set screw having threads dis-

posed about its circumferal side walls and being of a size and
configuration adapted to be threadedly received in said

threaded aperture, a recessed drive head disposed at the end
of said set screw adapted to be visible exteriorly of said body
member and adapted to receive therein a suitable drive tool

to effect the rotation of said set screw in opposite directions
about its longitudinal axis for effecting the protrusion or re-

traction of said set screw from said axial bore; an axially

elongated drill bit including an axially elongated cylindrical
shank of a diameter adapted to be slidingly received in said
bore of said body member, said shank having an inner end and
an outer end, said outer end having formed integrally there-
with a drilling member of spirally spaced apart lands and
grooves, said drill member being of a larger diameter than the
diameter of said shank, said shank inner end portion having
formed longitudinally along a side thereof a flattened portion
adapted to be disposed substantially perpendicular to the axis
of said threaded aperture in said body member when said drill

bit is inserted into said axial bore with said set screw adapted
to adjustably engage said flattened portion to control the
length of said drill bit which projects axially outwardly of said
second end of said body member thus providing accurate
control of the depth of the hole bored by said drill member
relative to said counterbore member whereby a hole may be
drilled in a workpiece with said hole being simultaneously
counterbored all in a single operation through the use of said

single tool device.

3,838,938
MACHINE TOOL WITH RADIALLY PROJECTING ARM,

PARTICULARLY VERTICAL BORING MACHINE
Emil Karl Witzig, and Rudolf Frank, both of Romerstrasse

66-68, 725 Leonberg, Germany
Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,310

Int. CI. B23b 39112; B23q 1128
U.S. CI. 408-237 7 Claims
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I. Machine tool having a vertical, cylindrical hollow column
part (8), a radially projecting arm (5) and a connecting part

(4) connecting the arm and the column part for sliding move-
ment of the arm (5) with respect to the column part, said
connecting part including

a pin ( 1 1 ) extending within the column; bearing means ( 12,
13) including a thrust bearing (13) swingably guiding the
pin ( 1 1 ) in the column ( 8 ) and supporting the connecting
part (4) in vertically fixed position on the column part

(8);

and means securing the pin (11) to the column (8) in radi-

ally fixed position comprising

a fixed clamping surface (22, 122) secured to one of said

parts and located coaxially with respect to the column
part (8);

an elastically deformable wall (17, 117) located on the

other part (4, II) coaxially with respect to the column
part and facing said fixed clamping surface (22, 122);

means (19, 20, 21; 119, 119', 119") to introduce pressure

fluid through said other part behind the elastically de-
formable wall (17, 117) to elastically deform said wall

upon introduction of pressure fluid between said other
part and wall and press the outer surface of said deform-
able wall against the fixed clamping surface;
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the clamping surface (22, 122) and the deformable wall

(17, 117), both, being endless ring-shaped and surround-

ing the axis of the column to provide for uniform circum-

ferential engagement of the deformable wall with the

clamping surface upon introduction of pressure fluid; and

means (18, 118) formed on the deformable wall (17,

117) and facing said other part to form a space between

the inner face of the wall and the other part and to seal

said wall, fluid-tight, against said other part, the fluid

pressure introducing means (19, 119) terminating in said

space (18', 118').

3,838,939

PITOT PUMP WITH MEANS FOR EXCLUDING LEAKAGE
FROM BEARINGS

John W. Erickson, Huntington, and Carter P. Williams, La

Crescenta, both of Calif., assignors to Kobe, Inc., Huntington

Park, Calif.

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,799

Int. CI. F04d 1114, 29/08, 29/10

U.S. CI. 415-89 4 Claims

3,838,940

DEPLOYABLE ROTOR
Richard H. Hollrock, Simsbury, Conn., assignor to Kaman

Aerospace Corporation, Bloomfleld, Conn.

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,635

Int. CL B64c 11/28, 27/44, 27/50

U.S.CL 416-142 9 Claims

1. A deployable rotor having a plurality of rotor blades

mounted on a rotor hub for movement between stowed and

flight positions comprising: a plurality of connecting links, one

for each of the plurality of blades, connected between the

rotor hub and the respective rotor blades, each link forming

an inner hinge at one end with the rotor hub and an outer

hinge at the other end with a rotor blade, the outer hinge

between the link and the blade providing flap-to-pitch cou-

pling; restraining means including a cable interconnecting

each of the connecting links to limit the coning angle of the

links to an angle no less than a preselected value; and release

means including a cable cutter operatively connected with the

cable of the restraining means to sever the cable whereby the

connecting links are permitted to assume the same coning

angle as the blades and the coupling effect of the outer hinges

is locked out.

3,838,941

PUMPING UNIT
Vladimir Ivanovich Roschupkin, Naberezhnaya shevchenko,

1/2, kv. 58; Stanislav Vasilievich Lovchev, Zelenodolskaya

ulitsa, 18, korpus 1, kv. 80; Semen Ivovich Zaikin, Leninsky

prospekt, 77, kv. 13; Viktor Ilich Mischevich, Bernikov

pereulok, 4, kv. 79; Stepan Grigorievich Skrypnik, B. Chere-

mushkinskaya ulitsa, 2, kv. 143, all of Moscow, and Abram
Vulfovich Fershter, prospekt Lenina, 21, kv. 79, Volgograd,

all of U.S.S.R.

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,413

Int. CI. F04b 23/04, 49/00

U.S. CL 417-62 7 Claims

1. In a pump having means for preventing bearing damage

from fluid leakage, the combination of:

a. an outer housing having axially spaced ends and having

an axial inlet in one end thereof for a liquid to be pumped;

b. a rotary casing in said housing and having axially

spaced ends one of which is adjacent said one end of said

housing and is provided with an axial inlet communicat-

ing with said axial inlet in said one end of said housing;

c. a bearing between said one end of said housing and said

one end of said casing;

d. seal means between said one end of said housing and said

casing, and axially outwardly of said bearing, for minimiz-

ing liquid leakage into said housing as liquid flows

through said inlet in said one end of said housing into said

inlet in said one end of said casing;

e. a drain in said housing for any leakage through said seal

means; and

f. means communicating with a gas source outside said

housing for creating a positive gas pressure in the space

between said housing and said rotary casing and at said

bearing to prevent any leakage through said seal means

from entering said bearing, thereby causing such leakage

to escape through said drain, said means for creating

positive pressure comprising circumferentially spaced

radial vanes on the outer surface of said casing.

I. A pumping unit comprising at least two piston pumps,

namely a first or preceding pump and a second or succeeding

pump; working cylinders in said pumps; pistons dividing the

inner spaces of each of said cylinders into two chambers; a

suction manifold admitting working fluid to said cylinders and

communicating hydraulically with said chambers; discharge

manifolds delivering the working fluid to consuming units and

also communicating with said chambers; a common discharge

line interconnecting said discharge manifolds; a hydraulic

system including a supply source for the working fluid and
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hydraulic accumulators for said pumps, connected to said
chambers, with an adjustable initial pressure, for changing the
rate of fluid flow through said pumps in accordance with the
prevailing discharge pressure; a first shut-off device; a pipeline
interconnecting said accumulators and communicating with
the atmosphere through said first shut-off device; a second
shut-off device interconnecting said accumulators and being
similar to said first shut-off device; a third shut-off device
interconnecting said discharge manifold of the first pump with
said suction manifold of the second pump and operated by a
pressure difference between said accumulators; a one-way
check valve interconnecting said suction manifold of the first

pump with that of said second pump; and another check valve,
similar to said one-way check valve, interconnecting said
discharge manifolds.

d. second flow port means in said input shaft extending
from said second oil flow gap to said shaft seal cham-
ber; and

e. a return flow path for said refrigerant entrained oil
from said suction chamber to said sump comprising
conventional blow-by of said oil through said cylinder
block.

3,838,942

REFRIGERATION COMPRESSOR
Frederick E. Pokorny, Sherman, Tex., assignor to John E.

Mitchell Company, Dallas, Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 167,639, July 30, 1971, abandoned.
This application July 19, 1973, Ser. No. 380,533

Int. CI. F04b 1112, 39/02
U.S. CI. 417-269 26 Claims

3,838,943
PUMP APPARATUS

Otmar M. Ulbing, Owego, N.Y., assignor to Borg-Warner
Corporation, Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 155,114, June 21, 1971, Pat. No.
3,739,809, which is a division of Ser. No. 857,162, Sept. 11,
1969, Pat. No. 3,614,944, and a continuation-in-part of Ser.

Nos. 786,233, Dec. 23, 1968, abandoned, and Ser. No.
153,460, June 1, 1971, Pat. No. 3,740,172. This application

Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 336,983
Int. CI. F04b 49/00, 7/04

U.S. CI. 417-289 18 Claims
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1. In a refrigerant compressor utilizing refrigerant entrained
oil for lubrication and having a plurality of pistons recipro-
cated by means of a wobble plate means driven by an input
rotor means and an input shaft means connected with said
rotor means;

a housing for said compressor including a cylinder block for

said pistons, and a sump chamber adjacent said cylinder
block housing said wobble plate and said input rotor;

a first end plate means on said housing including journal
bearing means, a shaft seal cavity and shaft seal means
providing mounting and entry means for said input shaft
adjacent said sump;

a second end plate means at the opposite end of said hous-
ing including refrigerant suction and discharge chambers
and valve means selectively interconnecting the same
with said cylinder block; and

a recirculating blow-by lubrication system comprising:
a. first flow port means extending from said shaft seal
chamber in said first end plate means to said suction
chamber in said second end plate means;

b. first peripheral bearing means between said input rotor
means and said first end plate means effecting a first

predetermined oil flow gap between said rotor means
and said first end plate means, said first oil flow gap
establishing communication for said refrigerant en-
trained oil from said sump to said journal bearing
means and through the latter to said shaft seal cavity;

c. second peripheral bearing means between said input
rotor means and said wobble plate means effecting a
second predetermined oil flow gap between said rotor
means and said wobble plate means, establishing com-
munication from said sump to the base of said input
shaft;

1. A fluid pump, comprising, in combination: means defin-
ing a pump chamber having first and second ports; means for
supplying fluid to said chamber; means for cyclically opening
and closing said ports to provide three distinct conditions
mcluding a first condition in which said chamber communi-
cates solely with said first port, a second condition in which
said chamber communicates decreasingly with said first port
and increasingly with said second port, and a third condition
in which said chamber communicates solely with said second
port, said ports being arranged so that the port area communi-
cating with said chamber reaches a minimum finite amount
during said second condition and the pressure in said chamber
reaches a maximum during said second condition; and check
valve means connected to release fluid from said chamber
when said pressure exceeds a predetermined value, said means
defining said pump chamber comprising a cylinder having first
and second ports and said means for cyclically opening and
closing said ports comprises a piston adapted to reciprocate
within said cylinder.

3,838,944
DIAPHRAGM PUMPS WITH PRESSURE EQUALISING

CHAMBERS
Erwin Kolfertz, Bebelallee 9, Solingen-Merscheid, Germany

Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,322
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 27. 1971.

7132711{U]

Int. CI. F04b 39/00
U.S. CI. 417-312 5 Claims

1. In a diaphragm pump capable of operation either as a
pressure pump or a suction pump, said pump including a
housing, fluid inlet and outlet means for said housing, and a
pumping mechanism including diaphragm means arranged
within said housing for pumping a fluid therethrough and drive
means for actuating said diaphragm means, the improvement
comprising a division wall located interiorly of said housing
dividing said housing internally into a pump chamber and a
pressure equalization chamber, said housing being structured
in a longitudinal configuration with a length dimension greater
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than the dimensions exteriding transversely thereof, said parti-

tion wall being located to extend longitudinally of said hous-

ing, means defining inlet and outlet openings to said pressure

equalization chamber, the effective separation between said

inlet and said outlet openings being at least half the length of

said pressure equalization chamber, a separating tube and
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means connecting said sierparating tube to one of said inlet and

said outlet openings of said pressure equalization chamber

whereby said separating tube extends within said pressure

equalization chamber for a sufficient distance to provide said

effective separation between said inlet and said outlet open

ings.

said barrel assembly having a valved inlet communicating

said chamber with the exterior of said structure during

the intake stroke of said pumping piston for filling the

chamber,

said pumping piston having a valved passage therethrough

communicating said chamber with the outlet during the

exhaust stroke of the pumping piston for emptying the

chamber; and

means for applying pressurized fluid from said operating

piston against both sides of said second piston part simul-

taneously during the compression stroke of said operating

piston,

said side facing away from the operating piston having

greater effective surface area exposed to the pressurized

fluid than the opposite side whereby said pumping piston

moves through its intake stroke in opposition to the direc-

tion of force in the fluid between the pistons during the

compression stroke of the operating piston.

3,838,946

AIR PRESSURE-ACTUATED DOUBLE-ACTING
DIAPHRAGM PUMP

Robert A. Schall, Stamford, Conn., assignor to Dorr-Oliver

Incorporated, Stamford, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 161,465, July 12, 1971, abandoned.

This application June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 365,936

Int. CI. F04b 43/06

U.S. CI. 417-395 6 Claims

1
1 3,838,945

PUMP
Loren Alton Moore, 811 S. Ash, Ottawa, Kans. 66067

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 34,808, May 5, 1970,

abandoned. This application Aug. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 388,449

Int. CI. F04b 17/00

U.S. CI. 417-378 12 Claims

JTI^

1. In a pump:
tubular structure having a fluid outlet;

an operating piston reciprocable within said structure

through a compression stroke and a compression-release

stroke;

a barrel assembly spaced from said operating piston within

said structure and defining a fluid chamber;

a pumping piston reciprocable within said structure through

an intake stroke and an exhaust stroke,

said pumping piston having a first part reciprocable within

said chamber and a second part reciprocable exteriorly of

said chamber,

said second part having a pair of opposed sides facing to-

ward and away from said operating piston respectively,

1. A double-acting fluid pressure-actuated diaphragm pump
which comprises

a first pump housing having a valved intake connection and

a valved discharge connection,

a first pump diaphragm provided with a pair of central

clamping plates, and dividing said first pump housing into

a first pumping chamber communicating with said intake-

and discharge connections, and a first actuating chamber

having an opening concentric with the diaphragm,

a second pump housing disposed axially symmetrical to said

first pump housing, as well as axially spaced therefrom,

and having a valved intake connection and a valved dis-

charge connection,

a second pump diaphragm provided with a pair of central

clamping plates, and dividing said second pump housing

into a second pumping chamber communicating with said

second intake- and discharge connections, and a second

actuating chamber facing said first actuating chamber,

and having an opening concentric with the diaphragm,

a connecting member rigidly interconnecting the mutually

opposed inwardly facing ends of the two pump housings

in concentrically aligned relationship to one another,

an actuating rod rigidly interconnecting the respective pairs

of clamping plates with one another, and guided for longi-

tudinal reciprocating movement in said connecting mem-
ber, and in sealing relationship to each of said housings,

so that the pump delivery stroke of the one diaphragm

will coincide with the pump intake stroke of the other

diaphragm.
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a control system for maintaining the operating cycle of the
pump, operatively connected to said first and second
actuating chambers, and having a pressure fluid supply
connection, and having a control member movable be-
tween two end positions, said member when moved to
one position, effective to allow said control system to
admit pressure fluid to the first of said actuating cham-
bers, while allowing the second actuating chamber to be
vented, and when moved to the opposite position, effec-
tive to allow said control system to admit pressure fluid

to the second actuating chamber, while allowing said first

chamber to be vented, in the course of said pumping
cycle,

transmitting means for actuating said control member from
the reciprocations of the assembly of interconnected
diaphragms, which means comprises a first pusher pin
parallel to said actuating rod and mounted in the wall of
the actuating chamber of one of said diaphragm housings
in sealing relationship therewith, said pusher pin being
adapted to transmit movement of the clamping plates of
the adjacent diaphragm to said control member so as to
move the same in one direction, and a second pusher pin
parallel to said rod and mounted in the wall of the actuat-
ing chamber of the other of said housings in sealing rela-

tionship therewith, said pusher pin being adapted to
transmit movement of the clamping plates of the adjacent
diaphragm to said control member so as to move the same
in the opposite direction,

and means for adjusting the effective length of the pusher
pin, said means comprising a stop member having
threaded connection with the inner end portion of the
pusher pin, and cooperating with the adjacent end por-
tion of said control member.

and said coil becomes heated condensate contacting said coil
vaporizes with the vapor then condensing on a wall of said
housing whereby heat is transferred from said coil to said wall.

3,838,948
DOUBLE ACTING PUMP

Raymond S. McCorvey, P.O. Box 405, Galena Park, Tex.
77547

Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,563
Int. CI. F04b 35104, 23/06

U.S. CI. 417-362 2 Claims

3,838,947
ROTATING ELECTRICAL MACHINE WITH

EVAPORATION COOLING
Nikolaus Laing, 7141 Aldingen b«i, Stuttgart, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 93,531, Nov. 30, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,710,156. This application Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No.
316,979

Int. CI. F04b 39106
U.S. CI. 417-367 7 claims

42

<N ") ^^ 36 ,e 35'— —q^e ^ '

1. A rotatable electric machine comprising a stator having
a coil, a rotor, a first pole ring driven by said rotor, a housing
enclosing and hermetically sealing said stator, rotor and first

pole ring, a second rotatable pole ring exterior of said housing
and adapted to be rotatably driven by said first pole ring, a
magnetically permeable separating wall forming part of said
housing positioned between said first and second pole rings, a
condensate of a material in said housing having a boiling point
at the pressure within the housing less than the highest operat-
ing temperature of said coil and above the operating tempera-
ture of said separating wall with a vapor of said condensate
filling the interior of said housing, and condensate transfer
means for bringing said condensate into thermal contact with
portions of said coil whereby when said machine is operating

k^xfr>

1. A pump for mixing a plurality of liquids comprising:
a plurality of sections each for pumping a fluid at a selected

rate;

each section comprising;

at least one pair of associated cylinders and pistons therein
of identical size;

a pair of conduits connecting the rod end of each cylinder
to the other end of the other cylinders;

an inlet and an outlet pipe connected to each of said con-
duits;

poppet valves in each inlet and outlet pipe preventing re-

verse flow therein;

means for reciprocating each pair of associated pair of
pistons in opposite directions at the same rate of speed
including a plurality of cross-heads, a rod connecting
each piston to a cross-head, each cross-head having at
least one worm gear, and an associated screw cooperating
with each worm gear to drive the cross-heads;

means for simultaneously reciprocating the rods of all sec-
tions and for reversing the direction of reciprocation of
all rods of all sections simultaneously, including motor
means, and means connecting the motor means to said
screws and rotating the screws of each section at the same
speed and the screws of different sections at different
speeds whereby the volume of fluid pumped by each
section is constant during a given unit of time.

3,838,949
HELICAL GEAR PUMP

Kosei Makino, Nishinomiya, Japan, assignor to Sumimoto
Shipbuilding & Machine Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,631
Inl. CI. F04c 5/00

U.S. CI. 418-48 2 Claims

1. In a helical gear pump including axially spaced, hollow
intake and exhaust members supporting therebetween a stator
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assembly consisting of an outer cylinderical rigid casing and

an inner concentrically supported resilient flexible stator, the

improvement wherein:

said flexible stator is axially elongated relative to said rigid

casing and is provided with integral, radially outward
extending rims at both ends within which the ends of said

rigid casing are embedded,
said intake and exhaust members are each provided with an

integral flange at their ends adjacent the stator assembly,

with said flanges forming internal, radial surfaces engag-

ing respective rims,

and a plurality of clamping rod and nut assemblies span the

flanges of said intake and exhaust members to compress

said rims between said casing and said members.

II

' '3,838,950

VACUUM PUMP WITH LUBRICANT METERING
GROOVE

Vytautas Andriulis, Chicago, III., assignor to Cenco Incorpo>

rated, Chicago, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 47,239, June 18, 1970, abandoned.

This application Dec. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 423,130
Int. CI. FOlc 21f04; F04c 27/02, 29/02

U.S. CL 418-76 9 Claims

\

\

1. In a vacuum pump having a stator disposed between first

and second end plates, a shaft extending between and sup-

ported by the end plates for angular movement relative to the

stator, and a rotor having vanes positioned for rotation on the

shaft in engagement with the inner circumference of a pump-
ing cavity in the stator, a lubricant distributing system com-
prising:

I

the first end plate havmg a metering groove with an inlet

end and an outlet end formed therein extending from said

inlet end to said outlet end in the direction of rotation of

the rotor and vanes, the rotor and vanes being arranged

to sweep across the open surface of said metering groove

in close proximity thereto, said metering groove being

sufficiently shallow to permit the sweeping of the rotor

and vanes across the open surface thereof to produce a

turbine action that continuously impels a lubricant

through said groove at a desired predetermined rate

without being affected by contaminants that may be in

the lubricant;

input means to introduce the lubricant to said inlet end of

said metering groove; and

output means to direct the lubricant at said outlet end of

said metering groove to the appropriate portion of the

pump.

3,838,951

ROTOR OIL SEALING ARRANGEMENT FOR A ROTARY
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Katuji Furuya, and Tetuyuki Yamano, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Nissan Motor Company, Limited, Yokohama
City, Japan

Filed July 3, 1973, Ser. No. 376,195

Claims priority, application Japan, July 4, 1972, 47-66960

Int. CI. F03c 3/00

U.S. CI. 418-84 5 Claims

1. A rotary internal combustion engine comprising: a hous-

ing having spaced end walls and a peripheral wall connecting

said end walls, defining therein a cavity having an axis along

which said end walls are spaced; a shaft co-axial with said

cavity and having an eccentric portion, said eccentric portion

having formed therein circumferential grooves, said shaft

extending through bores formed in said end walls; a rotor

received within said cavity of said housing, journalled on said

eccentric portion for relative rotation with respect to said

housing and having a center cavity therein, said rotor having

end faces disposed adjacent to said housing end walls and

having a peripheral face cooperating with said housing periph-

eral wall to define a plurality of working chambers therebe-

tween, the end faces of said rotor having formed therein aper-

tures co-axial with said eccentric portion of said shaft; said

rotor having annular grooves formed in the end faces thereof

co-axial with and outwardly spaced from said apertures; oil

sealing rings mounted in said annular grooves for sealing

engagement with said adjacent end walls; sealing rings re-

ceived in said circumferential grooves for sealing engagement
with adjacent portions of said apertures; said rotor and said

end walls defining therebetween blow-by gas chambers, said

blow-by gas chambers being disposed axially outward from

said sealing rings and radially inward from said oil sealing rings

and being communicable with a source of blow-by gas and

communicating with each other; and at least one valve for

permitting communication between said blow-by gas cham-
bers and the atmosphere when the pressure in said blow-by gas

chambers exceeds a high predetermined value, and for permit-

ting communication between said blow-by gas chambers and
the atmosphere when the pressure in said blow-by gas cham-
bers falls below a low predetermined value, and for blocking

said communication under all other conditions.
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3 838 952
GEAR PUMP AND MOTOR HAVING A SEALED LOCK
FOR PREVENTING HYDRAULIC OIL FROM LEAKING
BETWEEN THE ENDS OF THE TEETH OF THE GEARS
Masayuki Futamata, Tokyo; Takao Nukada; Yasuo Kitta;

Koiti Morita, and Kazuyuki Hirose, all of Yokohama, Japan,
assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho, Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,707
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 24, 1972, 47-8272;

Jan. 24, 1972, 47-9552; Jan. 24, 1972, 47-9553; Jan. 24,
1972, 47-9555

Int. CI. FOlc 19102; F03c 3100; F04c 15100
U.S. CI. 418-126 7 Claims

1. A gear pump or motor having a housing including an
inner and outer surface and at least two ports communicating
between the interior and exterior thereof providing an inlet

and outlet for the pump or motor; a pair of gears engaging
each other within a portion of said housing; and a seal block
disposed within said housing between the inner surface of the
housing at the high pressure side thereof and the teeth ends of
the gears wherein said seal block includes a first passage
communicating between the portion of said housing occupied
by said gears and one of said ports; a plurality of pressure
chambers formed between the inner surface of said housing
and said seal block; and a plurality of second passages formed
between said pressure chambers and the portion of the hous-
ing occupied by said gears at the periphery of the gears spaced
from the high pressure engagement area of the gears.

3 838 953
DOWNHOLE HYDRAULICMOTOR SUITABLE FOR

ROLLER BITS
Carl R. Peterson, Boxford, Mass., assignor to Rapidex, Inc.,

Boxford, Mass.

Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,035
Int. CI. F03c 3100; E21b 3112; FI6c 17110

U.S. CI. 418-186 12 Claims
1. A downhole drill assembly capable of driving roller bits

and the like, said assembly comprising in combination a sta-

tionary elongated housing of outer diameter sized for insertion
into a drill hole and having an inner bore, a plurality of axially
elongated sliding vanes disposed in and extending inwardly
from axially elongated slots in the bore of said stationary
housing, a rotor having a corresponding elongated cam-
shaped rotor portion disposed within said housing and resil-

iently engaged by said vanes to form axially elongated com-
partments, inlet and exhaust passages for actuating fluid ex-
tending through said rotor and communicating with successive
compartments as said rotor turns, said passages sized and
located such that the rotor has a metal cross-sectional area

effective to transmit both the torque and thrust associated
with driving drill bits, and thrust bearing means located above
said cam-shaped rotor portion, positioned to transmit thrust
between said housing and said bit through the structure of said
rotor portion, said thrust bearing means including a mechani-
cal thrust bearing for positioning said rotor axially, an up-

1' N

1^
wardly directed thrust surface associated with said rotor and
means for applying actuating fluid at pressure generally corre-
sponding to pressure in said inlet passage axially downward
against said thrust surface to transmit downward thrust from
upper supporting elements to said rotor and therethrough to
said drilling bit.

3,838,954
ROTARY PUMP WITH OSCILLATING VANES

Nando Rapone, Via Colle Capo Croce, L'Aquila, Italy

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,061
Claims priority, application Italy, Mar. 14, 1972, 16502/72;

Feb. 27, 1973, 48498/73
Int. CI. FOlc 1100; F04c 7/00, 17100

U.S. CI. 418-188 3 Claims

1. A rotary pump with displacement and centrifugal action
comprising in combination a cylindrical casing, a shaft, two
stationary disks mounted on said shaft coaxially therewith and
secured to said casing, each of said disks having a shaped inner
surface opposite to one another, a substantially cylindrical
rotor disk secured to said shaft between said stationary disks
and coaxially therewith and having a plurality of equidis-
tanced radial slots, a plurality of quadrangular vanes received
in said slots and adapted to oscillate therein around a point on
the axis of said shaft, a suction duct in said shaft, the surfaces
of said disks being shaped to form a cyclical sinusoidal sur-
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face, means providing suction ports immediately downstream

of the crest of the sinusoidal surface near the disk axis, means

providing delivery ports immediately upstream of said crest on

the periphery of said shaped disks, means providing a plurality

of apertures in said shaft duct and communicating with said

suction ports in said shaped disks, a peripheral scroll duct

extending around said casing and communicating with said

delivery ports of said shaped disks and a peripheral delivery

duct communicating with said scroll duct.

^,838,955

DEVICE FOR MAKING CHEDDAR CHEESE
Willem Dubbeld, Rotterdam, Netherlands, assignor to B. V.

Hollandse Plastic Industrie Rotterdam, Rotterdam, Nether-

lands

Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,902

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Feb. 5, 1971,

7101593
Int. CI. A23c / 9/02, B29c 1104

U.S. CI. 425-84 5 Claims

1. A cheese mould comprising a hollow body of thermoplas-

tic material with a circumferential wall, a sieve-like perforated

moulding wall of sheet material removably supported in said

hollow body for making pressed cheese without using a cheese

cloth, said perforated wall comprising a baseplate, and lateral

parts hingedly connected with the baseplate, the hingeable

connection being formed by the provision of a reduced wall

thickness between the baseplate and the lateral parts, said

lateral parts having an upright position on the baseplate in

which the lateral parts cover the circumferential wall of the

hollow body, said baseplate and lateral parts consisting of a

thermoplastic material, said hollow body having an upper

edge and including protruding parts on said upper edge which

co-operate with recesses provided in the perforated wall to

support the same in said upright position, and a stiffening ring

on said hollow body at the lower part thereof to prevent defor-

mation of the thermoplastic material of said hollow body, said

perforated moulding wall including corrugations defining ribs

and channels which form grooves for discharging the moisture

between the wall of the hollow body and the sieve-like perfo-

last, said frame including a pair of rigid jaws and a

resilient non-metallic hinge integral with said jaws,

the latter being provided with free ends remote from said

hinge contacting each other in a position of closure into

UCTALLlC STIfCCM£e

, J

which said jaws are biased by said hinge, said jaws

being spreadable against the biasing force of said hinge

into an open position in which said frame is substantially

U-shaped with the hinge defining the bight of the \S.

3 838 957

APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUSLY MANUFACTURING
POLYVINYL ACETAL POROUS MATERIAL

Tohru Koide; Kazutomo Ishizawa, both of Osaka; Takahiro

Hattori, Okazaki; Toshio Yamamura, Kobe; Mitsuru Ma-

ruya, and Shinji Tashiro, both of Sowamachi, all of Japan,

assignors to Kanebo Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,527

Claims priority, application Japan, June 17, 1972, 47-60753

Int. CI. B29d 27100

U.S. CI. 425-174^ 18 Claims

rated moulding wall.

3,8384»56

DEVICE FOR MOLDING A SOLE ONTO A SHOE UPPER

Karin Schmidt, Feldgasse 2, Kittsee, Austria

Filed Aug. 24, 1 97 1 , Ser. No. 1 74,368

Claims priority, application Austria, Sept. 3, 1970, A8036/70

Inl.CI.B29c //02

U.S.CI.425-119 9 Claims

1. A device for molding a sole onto a shoe upper carried

on a last, comprising:

a base with an upper sufrace conforming to the underside

of a sole to be molded ; and

an elongate frame surrounding said base and forming

therewith a sole-shaped cavity closed at the top by the

1. An apparatus for continuously manufacturing polyvinyl

acetal porous material comprising, in combination, a conveyer

chain circulating along a closed path;

a plurality of U-shaped unit members secured to the con-

veyer chain and joinable with each other to form a hori-

zontal reaction trough at a portion of the closed path,

each U-shaped unit member being provided with an inner

bottom and a pair of inner side walls made of an insulat-

ing material on which walls at least one pair of electrodes

facing each other are disposed;

a feed conduit connected to a reaction liquid material sup-

ply source and opening at an entrance end portion of the

reaction trough;

a plurality of pairs of brushes in slidable contact with the

electrodes of the U-shaped unit members arriving at the

entrance portion of the reaction trough, and;

means for applying a voltage to the brushes, connected to

an electric power source.
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3 838 958
MULTI LAYER CAPACITOR AND APPARATUS FOR
MAKING SAME WITH SCREEN VIBRATING MEANS

Fred J. Fuller, Chicago; John G. Kirschner, Northbrook.
and Richard A. Stark, Des Plaines, all of III., assignors to
P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., Indianapolis. Ind.

Division of Set. No. 302,029, Oct. 30, 1972. This application
Dec. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 423,184

Int. CI. B29c 75/00
U.S. CI. 425-197 5 Claims

g. a cartridge carried by said first pair of plates, said car-
tridge including a rotatably mounted feed control roll
disposed between and in working relation to said first and
second rolls.

1. A powder rolling machine comprising:

a. a base,

b. a first pair of spaced upstanding plates carried by said

base,

c. a first roll rotatably carried by said first pair of plates.

d. a second pair of spaced upstanding plates pivotally car-
ried by said first pair of plates,

e. coupling means connecting said first and second pair of
plates in a spaced predetermined position,

f. a second roll rotatably carried by said second pair of
plates in spaced relation to said first roll,

g. a cartridge carried by said first pair of plates, said car-
tridge including a rotatably mounted feed control roll

disposed between and in working relation to said first and
second rolls,

h. means supplying powder to a compacting area defined by
said second roll and said feed control roll,

i. means applying power driven rotation to said feed control
roll, and

j. said means supplying powder to a compacting area in-

cludes a screen for receiving powder carried by said
second pair of movable plates and aligned with said com-
pacting area, and vibrating means carried by said second
pair of plates and connected to said screen.

3 838 959
MULTI LAYER CAPACITOR AND APPARATUS FOR
MAKING SAME WITH ROLL CLEANING MEANS

Fred J. Fuller, 4446 S. Talman, Chicago, III. 60632; John G.
Kirschner, 3320 Overland Pass, Northbrook, III. 60062, and
Richard A. Stark, 177 Drake Ln., Des Plaines, III. 60016

Division of Ser. No. 302,029, Oct. 30, 1972,. This applicatron
Dec. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 425,273

Int. CI. B29c 15100
U.S. CI. 425-230 2 Claims

I. A powder rolling machine comprising:
a. a base,

b. a first pair of spaced upstanding plates carried by said
base,

c. a first roll rotatably carried by said first pair of plates,
d. a second pair of spaced upstanding plates pivotally car-

ried by said first pair of plates,

e. coupling means connecting said first and second pair of
plates in a spaced predetermined position,

f. a second roll rotatably carried by said second pair of
plates in spaced relation to said first roll,

h. means supplying powder to a compacting area defined by-
said second roll and said feed control roll,

i. means applying power driven rotation to said feed control
roll and,

j. said cartridge further including means cleaning said feed
control roll

3,838,960
APPARATUS FOR MAKING INJECTION MOLDED

ARTICLES
Walter R. Lovejoy, Elmhurst, III., assignor to Beatrice Foods

Co., Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 219,637, Jan. 21, 1972, and a
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 883,010, Dec. 8, 1960. This

application Aug. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 388,882
Int. CI. B29c 1/14

U.S. CI. 425-242 R 9 Claims

1. An injection mold defining a mold cavity for manufacture
of a plastic article having a plurality of sidewalls, said mold
comprising:

first mold means comprising a plurality of sidewall members
and a first end wall member defining a generally planar
surface beneath said sidewall members and inwardly of
said sidewall members defining a surface corresponding
to one end of said mold cavity, said plurality of sidewall
members being movable along respective guide means
from a closed position in which first end portions of each
of said sidewall members are contiguous said generally
planar surface of said first end wall member and cooper-
ate therewith to define a mold cavity conforming to at
least a portion of the desired exterior dimensions of said
article and an open position in which each of said sidewall
members is displaced along said respective guide means
to a location laterally outwardly of its closed position and
in spaced relation to said first end wall member;
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first interlocking means secured to said first end wall mem-

ber at a location laterally outwardly of the closed posi-

tions of said sidewall members and extending upwardly

from said generally planar surface for a distance corre-

sponding to only a minor portion of the height of said

sidewall members, said first interlocking means securely

engaging said first end portions of each of said sidewall

members in the closed positions of said sidewall members

for precluding laterally outward displacement of said first

end portions of said sidewall members under the pressure

of injection of thermoplastic material into said mold

cavity and said sidewall members sliding out of engage-

ment with said first interlocking means upon movement

of said sidewall members along said respective guide

means to their open position to permit ejection of a

molded article from said mold cavity;

second mold means comprising a second end wall member

having a generally planar surface portion spaced from

and parallel to said generally planar surface portion of

said first end wall member for providing an abutment

surface for the end portions of said sidewall members

opposite said first end portion, and said second mold

means being movable relative to said first mold means

under the influence of a mold actuating means between

a closed position in which said first and second mold

means cooperate to define said mold cavity and an open

position in which said first and second mold means are

spaced from one another by a predetermined distance for

permitting ejection of a molded article from said mold

cavity; and

second interlocking means secured to said second end wall

member at a location laterally outwardly of the closed

positions of said sidewall members and extending up-

wardly from said generally planar surface of said second

mold member for a distance corresponding to only a

minor portion of the height of said sidewall members, said

second interlocking means securely engaging said oppo-

site end portions of said sidewall members in the closed

positions of said sidewall members for precluding later-

ally outward displacement of said opposite end portions

of said sidewall members under said injection pressure

and sliding out of engagement with said sidewall members

upon divergent movement of said first and second mold

means toward said open position under the influence of

said mold actuating means.

ary plate, a movable die plate slidably mounted on said tie

bars, a blow molding female mold secured to said movable die

plate, and a male mold disposed between said injection mold-

ing female mold and said blow molding female mold and

wherein a parison is injection molded about said male mold by

the cooperation thereof with said injection molding female

mold and then said male mold carrying said parison is com-

bined with said blow molding female mold to blow mold said

parison, the improvement which comprises:

a horizontal beam mounted on said first and second parallel

stationary plates and extending above said tie bars in a

direction substantially parallel to said tie bars and to the

direction of movement of said movable die plate;

said male mold including a male mold supporting member

having male molds on its opposite sides, and a vertical

shaft supporting said male mold supporting member and

extending substantially vertically to the direction of

movement of said movable die plate;

a carriage rotatably supporting said vertical shaft and slid-

ably mounted on said beam;

means for moving said carriage along said beam; and

means mounted on said carriage for rotating said carriage

about a vertical axis.

3,838,962

MOLDING APPARATUS
Charles R. Wright, Connersville, Ind., assignor to Phiko-Ford

Corporation, Blue Bell, Pa.

Filed May 17, 1973, Ser. No. 361,344

Int. CLB29C 7 7/04

U.S. CI. 425-388 6 CUIms

3,838,961

INJECTION-BLOW MOLDING APPARATUS
Tsuneo Yogosawa, and Masahiro Shoji, both of Numazu, Ja-

pan, assignors to Toshiba Kikai Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,

Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 214,705, Jan. 3, 1972, abandoned.

This application Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,586

Int. CI. B29c 1116, 5106

U.S. CI. 425-242 B 2 Claims

1. In an injection-b ow molding apparatus of the type com-

prising first and second parallel stationary plates, a plurality of

tie bars interconnecting said first and second stationary plates,

an injection molding female mold secured to said first station-

1. In apparatus for forming a deep-drawn article, including

mold means corresponding to the shape of the article to be

formed, an assist-plug structure, means for supporting a heat-

softened sheet of thermoplastic material between said mold

means and said assist-plug structure, means for effecting rela-

tive movement between said mold means and said assist-plug

structure to cause them to bear against said sheet, means for

producing a pressure differential across opposite surface por-

tions of said sheet to cause it to conform to the surface of said

mold means, and means for billowing said heat-softened sheet

away from said mold means prior to moving said assist-plug

structure and said mold means to bear against said sheet, said

means for billowing comprising: blower means operable to

supply air under pressure to billow said sheet of thermoplastic

material; heater means disposed to heat said air moved by said

blower means; and valve means selectively operable either to

direct substantially full flow of air discharged by said blower

means over said heater means for return to said blower means,

or to direct a first portion of the air discharged by said blower

means to one side of said softened sheet to billow the same

and a second portion of the air discharged by said blower

means over said heater means for return to said blower means.
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3 838 961

Division of Ser. No. 40.135, May 28. 1970, P... No. 3,688.682. '''1„J'"c'l 'AllVmf'BMc 3mf^This application Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,598 u S Ci 425 429
* '

^
Int. CI. B28b 7/26

U.S. U. 425-429
10 Claims

U.S. CI. 425-470
, ctaim

50, M .54

1. A mold for food products of the type into which a food
product IS placed under pressure and which is closed while
keeping the food product under pressure and the food product
IS processed in the closed mold; said mold comprising an
elongated tubular element having frame means at each end
outwardly of the walls of said tubular element, opposed in-
wardly facing grooves in two opposite sides of at least one of
said frame means to receive a closure, a closure for each end
of said tubular element, one of said closures being a closure
plate adapted to slide across the end of said tubular element
with opposite edges of said plate in engagement with said
inwardly facing grooves, said closure plate having flat end
portions and an arcuate middle portion to provide a 4ight fit
in said opposed grooves, whereby, upon closing said mold with
said closure the mold will continue to hold said food product
under pressure when said mold and contents are removed
from the source of said food product under pressure.

K

-».-i

i

\
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3. passing the resulting mixture of carbon dioxide, water,
nitrogen and sulfur dioxide into a detector to quantita-
tively measure each of the carbon dioxide, water, nitro-
gen and sulfur dioxide in the gaseous oxidation product
mixture; and

4. calculating the percentage of each of carbon, hydrogen,
nitrogen and sulfur present in the original sample;

the improvement which comprises maintaining the reduction
zone at temperatures between about SOO'C. and l.OTS'C.

ing a control gas free of alcoholic vapor, measuring the electri-
cal conductivity of the electrolytic cell, replacing the control

3,838,970
CENTRIFUGE TUBE FOR ULTRA-VIOLET ANALYSIS

WiUjim M. Kline, Gloversville, N.Y., assignor to Medical Eval-
uation Devices & Instruments Corp., Gloversville, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 207,192, Dec. 13, 1971, Pat. No.

3,752,146. This application May 23, 1973, Ser. No. 362,906
Int. CI. GOln 33116, 21134

U.S. CI. 23-230 B 5 claims

1. In a method of visually analyzing an organic specimen
through exposure to transmitted light, the steps of; supplying
a transparent centrifuge tube having a penetrable membrane
at that end thereof where solids are concentrated following
completion of centrifuging, at least partly filling said centri-
fuge tube with a liquid containing a dispersion of the solids of
said organic specimen, centrifuging said liquid dispersion to
concentrate the solids thereof at the membrane-containing
end of said centrifuge tube, then inserting an optical fiber
element through said penetrable membrane so that its inner
end is contained within the concentrated solids in said tube
and its outer end is exposed for operable connection to an
external source of light, then operably connecting the said
outer exposed end of said optical fiber element to said exter-
nal source of light whereby to transmit light from said external
source into the concentrated solids within said tube, and
visually observing any effect created by the light transmitted
through said optical fiber element upon the concentrated
solids of said specimen.

3 838 971
ELECTROLYTIC ALCOHOL DETECTION

Clarence E. Albertson, Villa Park, III., assignor to Borg-
Wamer Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser, No. 357,155
Int. CI. Gain 33116, 27106

U.S. CI. 23-232 E 7 c^»^ms
1. A method of detecting the presence of alcoholic vapor in

a gas, using an electrolytic cell which includes a pair of elec-
trodes formed of lead, and an electrolyte comprising an aque-
ous solution of an acid selected from the group consisting of
sulfuric acid and phosphoric acid, the method comprising the
steps of subjecting and electrolyte to an environment compris-

gas with a gas to be tested for the presence of alcoholic vapor,
again measuring the electrical conductivity of the electrolytic
cell, and comparing the two measurements.

3,838,972
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SULFURIC ACID

AEROSOL ANALYSIS
Lorenzo Willard Richards, Carlisle, and Peter S. Mudgett,

Forge Village, both of Mass., assignors to Cabot Corpora-
tion, Boston, Mass.

Filed Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 354,929
Int. CI. GOln 27/55

U.S. CI. 23-232 R 22 Claims

1. A method for determining the sulfuric acid aerosol con-
tent of a sample gas which comprises, seriatim:

A. conducting a known quantity of a sample gas through a
porous filter medium adapted to collect sulfuric acid
aerosol from said sample gas while allowing gaseous
components there to pass therethrough;

B. volatilizing said collected sulfuric acid aerosol by passing
a dry inert purge gas stream having a water content of less
than about 1,000 parts per million and a temperature of less
than about 250t: through said porous filter medium; and

C. quantitatively analyzing the sulfuric acid-containing
purge gas resulting from (B) for sulfur by flame photometric
analysis thereof.
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3 838 973 3,838,975

APPARATUS FOR THE SOLIDIFICATION OF MOLTEN THERMAL INCINERATOR WITH HEAT

SULPHUR RECUPERATION

Ernest Ralph Ellithorpe, and Ronald Bruce Fletcher, both of Fernando Tabak, Norwalk, Conn., assignor to Universal Oil

Calgary, Alberta, Canada, assignors to Vennard & Elli- Products Company, I^ ?>«"«. W-

thor'pe Ltd., Calgary, Alberta, Canada Filed May 18, 1973 Ser No. 361,684

Filed Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,355 !"«• CI. FOln 3114

Claims priority, application Canada, Nov. 1 1, 1971, 126653 U.S. CI. 23-277 C -»
Claims

Int. CI. BOld 9100

U.S. CI. 23-273 R 9 Claims

1. Apparatus for forming a thin layer of solidified sulphur

which comprises:

a. a flat conveyor belt;

b. means for discharging molten sulphur onto said belt;

c. means arranged to distribute the molten sulphur evenly

on said belt;

d. driving means arranged to produce continuous length-

wise movement of said belt;

e. vertically loosely retained roller means arranged to sup-

port said belt for movement in a horizontal direction

through a cooling zone; and

f. cooling means for subjecting an underside of said belt to

cooling by a liquid while the cooling zone is traversed.

3,838,974

RICH FUME INCINERATOR
Klaus Heinrich Hemsath, Sylvania, and Arvind Chhotalal

Thekdi, Toledo, both of Ohio, assignors to Midland-Ross

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,406

Int. CI. F23c 5100, 9104; F23q 7/06

U.S. CI. 23-277 C .
7 Claims

1. In an incineration system for exhaust gases emitting from

a stack, the combination comprising: a housing confluent with

and located over the upper portion of the stack, means defin-

ing a restricted annular passageway immediately surrounding

the exit opening of the stack and confluent with the lower

portion of the housing, means for supplying air from the said

annular passageway and into said housing to produce an annu-

lar stream of air effective through its aspirating action to

enhance the egress of the exhaust gases from said stack into

said housing and entrain them in said air stream, at least one

burner located within said housing adjacent and laterally

outward of the exit end of said annular passageway, means for

sensing the temperature in said housing, means responsive to

said sensing means for controlling the quantity of air from said

passageway and controlling the quantity of air and fuel to said

burners.

1. A recuperative form of thermal incinerator unit for a

waste gas stream, which comprises in combination,

a. an elongated confined housing with an internal axially

positioned combustion section at one end thereof, and a

heat exchange section at the other end thereof,

b. burner means with fuel inlet means thereto projecting

through an end of said housing and into said combustion

section,

c. a plenum section for preheated waste gases encompassing

said burner means and opening into the burner end of

said combustion section,

d. a plurality of spaced apart large diameter heat exchange

tubes positioned longitudinally adjacent the interior wall

of said housing and around said internal combustion

section, with an open end to each tube discharging into

said plenum section at said burner means while the oppo-

site inlet ends of the tubes connect with a gas redistribu-

tion section hereinafter defined,

e. a multiplicity of small heat exchange tubes positioned

within said housing and extending longitudinally there-

with in said heat exchange section,

f. combustion gas passageway means from said combustion

section provided around said large diameter tubes and

around said multiplicity of small tubes to be in heat ex-

change relationship therewith,

g. waste gas stream inlet means to said housing and into one

end portion of each of said multiplicity of small heat

exchange tubes, whereby said waste gas stream flows

countercurrently to the combustion gases,

h. intermediately positioned gas redistribution means con-

nective with the other end portions of each of said small

heat exchange tubes and also connective with large diam-

eter heat exchange tubes as heretofore described

whereby the resulting preheated waste gas stream can

flow to said plenum section around the burner means and

into said combustion section,

i. and an incinerated gas stream outlet form said housing

downstream from said combustion section and from said

combustion gas passageway means.

3,838,976

APPARATUS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
HIGH-MOLECULAR-WEIGHTPOLYERMIZATION

PRODUCTS
Hendrik Bosch, Geleen, Netherlands, assignor to Stamicarbon

N.V., Heerlen, Netherlands

Division of Ser. No. 785,970, Dec. 23, 1968, Pat. No.

3,644,296. This application Apr. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 138,272

Int. CI. C08f 1198

U.S. CI. 23—288 E 6 Claims

1. Apparatus for the preparation of high molecular weight

polymerication products by ionogenic catalytic polymerica-

tion of lactams, comprising:
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a. means for mixing a first portion of lactam monomer with
a catalyst to provide a first liquid component;

b. means for mixing a second portion of lactam monomer
with a polymerication accelerating promoter to provide a
second liquid component;

c. first conduit means for forwarding one of said compo-
nents as a stream;

d. second conduit means for forwarding the other of said
components, and including means defining a plurality of
small apertures positioned for communication with said
stream;

e. means for forcing the other of said components through
said apertures and into said stream for mixture therewith;
f. a generally vertical and substantially unconstrictcd
down pipe having an upper end substantially directly
below said aperture for receiving the other of said compo-

nents issuing therefrom; said first conduit means, adja-
cent said apertures, opening into communication with
said down pipe, for forwarding the mixture of said com-
ponents so that the mixture is formed in the vicinity of the
upper end of the down pipe to run down through the
down pipe; said down pipe being of so large internal
diameter as to induce turbulent flow in said mixture as
said mixture is forwarded therethrough, and being so
oriented with respect to the apertures and the opening of
the first conduit means into communication with the
down pipe that when forwarding of the components
through the first and second conduit means is terminated,
the mixture formed in the vicinity of the upper end of the
down pipe flows directly down the down pipe and the
down pipe runs empty of the mixture to prevent harden-
ing of the polymerization products where the mixing
takes place.

3,838,977

CATALYTIC MUFFLER
Joel A. Warren, Birmingham, Mich,, assignor to Ethyl Corpo-

ration, Richmond, Va.

Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 228,903
Int. CI. FOln 3114: BOlj 9104

U.S. CI. 23-288 F 1 claim

29
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1. A catalytic muffler comprising a muffler housing having
an inlet at one end and an outlet at the other end. a transverse

perforate fixed catalyst retainer member proximate to said
outlet, a transverse perforate movable pressure plate proxi-
mate to said inlet and in spaced relationship to said retainer
member defining a catalyst compartment between said re-
tainer member and said pressure plate, a particulate catalyst
bed within said catalyst compartment, pressure means con-
nected to said movable pressure plate and adapted to move
said pressure plate in response to a change in the volume of
said catalyst bed to continuously maintain a force on said
pressure plate in line with the direction of exhaust gas flow
through said catalyst compartment said pressure means com-
prising a substantially cylindrical spring housing mounted
externally of said muffler housing on the outer surface of said
muffler housing, a coil spring within said spring housing, an
opening in said muffler housing at the location of said spring
housing, actuating means connecting said coil spring through
said opening to- said pressure plate whereby said coil spring
applies pressure on said pressure plate in line with the direc-
tion of exhaust gas flow through said catalyst compartment.

3,838,978
VACUUM FILTER WITH REMOVABLE FILTER

ELEMENT
Roy T. Eddleman, Beverly Hills, and Richard L. Schmitz. Palos
Verdes Peninsula, both of Calif., assignors to BioSpectrum
Incorporated, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Aug. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 281,417
Int. CL BO II 3100

U.S. CI. 23-292 6 Claims

1. A vacuum filter funnel assembly comprising:
a funnel having a cylindrically shaped upper wall;

a porous disc within said funnel, said disc having an outside
diameter slightly smaller than the inside diameter of said
cylindrically shaped upper wall and having a groove
formed in its peripheral wall;

sealing means located about the periphery of said disc, said
sealing means having a cross-sectional diameter at least as
large as 1/2 of the difference between the inside diameter
of said wall and the outside diameter of the center of the
groove in said disc; and

thin flexible filter means located over the upper surface of
said disc and extending over the outer periphery of said
disc and held over said disc by said sealing means.

3,838,979
SULFUR RECOVERY PROCESS

Anker V. Sims, Redondo, Calif., assignor to Thermo-Mist
Company, Downey, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 778,083, Nov. 22, 1968,
abandoned. This application Apr. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 134,511

Int. CL BOld 7100: COlb 17108
U.S. CI. 23-293 S i6 Claims

1. A process for recovering a sulfur product from a sulfur-
bearing ore comprising:

a. continuously passing the sulfur-bearing ore through a
vessel having a sulfur recovery zone in the upper portion
of the vessel;

b. heating the ore in the sulfur recovery zone by countercur-
rent direct heat exchange with a recycle gas, thereby
cooling the recycle gas;
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c. heating the ore in a heating zone within the vessel to

produce a sulfur vapor product and gangue, the heating

zone being below the sulfur recovery zone and upstream

therefrom with respect to gas flow;

d. condensing a substantial portion of the sulfur vapor

within the sulfur recovery zone by direct heat exchange

with incoming ore;

-:?522- ^Zi '

from about 8 percent to about 15 percent, cobalt from about

8 percent to about 15 percent, molybdenum from about 8%
to about 15 percent, carbon from about 1.65 percent to about

5 percent, boron up to about 1 percent, manganese up to

about 1.3 percent, silicon up to about 1.3 percent, iron from

about 10 percent to about 17.5 percent, and the balance

nickel in amount at least about 20 percent and incidental

impurities.

3,838,982

IMPERVIOUS SINTERED IRON-COPPER METAL
OBJECT

Howard I. Sanderow, Cherry Hill, NJ., and Kenneth M. Merz,

Malvern, Pa., assignors to TRW Inc., Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Feb. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 334,242

Int. CL B22f 1 100

U.S. CI. 29-182.5 4 Claims

^
e. transporting the condensed sulfur from the recovery zone

in a gas stream which includes the recycle gas;

f. collecting the condensed sulfur to yield the sulfur product

and the recycle gas; and

g. passing the recycle gas, after being cooled in accordance

with step (b), through the vessel countercurrent to the

flow of ore at a point upstream from the heating zone with

respect to gas flow such that heat is absorbed by the

recycle gas from the gangue prior to its discharge.

I 3,838,980

PRECIPITATION OF BAYER ALUMINA TRIHYDRATE
SUITABLE FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF CERAMIC
GRADE ALUMINA OF IMPROVED GRINDABILITY

Bohdan Gnyra, Arvida Quebec, Canada, assignor to Akan
Research and Development Limited, Montreal, Quebec,

Calif.

Filed Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217,246

Int. CL BOld 9102; COlf 7/N
U.S. CI. 23-301 R 6 Claims

1. The method of producing calcined alpha alumina of

controlled small particle size, the alpha alumina being charac-

terized by relatively small monocrystals, which comprises

adding seed alumina trihydrate crystals to pregnant Bayer

solution having a caustic concentration between about 160

and about 190 grams per liter caustic measured as Na^Osto
precipitate alumina trihydrate from said Bayer solution, the

amount of said alumina trihydrate added to said Bayer solu-

tion being in the range from about 70 to about 100 grams per

liter based on said Bayer solution, said seed alumina trihydrate

crystals having a particle size such that at least 80 percent by

weight is smaller than 325 mesh, the addition of said alumina

trihydrate crystals and the precipitation of said alumina trihy-

drate from said Bayer solution being carried out at a tempera-

ture in the range from about 160°F. to about 175T., separat-

ing the resulting precipitated alumina trihydrate and calcining

the separated alumina trihydrate to produce an alpha alumina

product made up of aggregates of alpha alumina monocrystals

such that the resulting calcined alpha alumina product is made

up of at least about 50 percent by weight alpha alumina having

a monocrystal size less than 5 microns.

/4.

1. An impervious metal body comprising a plurality of iron

powder particles bonded together, each of said particles being

coated with a layer of copper, with the copper layer substan-

tially filling the spaces between the particles so that the body

is impervious, the body including from about 12% to about

30% by weight of copper.

3 838 981

WEAR.RESISTANT POWER METALLURGY
NICKEL-BASE ALLOY

Edward M. Foley, and Robert F. Polk, both of Kokomo, Ind.,

assignors to Cabot Corporation, Kokomo, Ind.

Filed Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 343,845

Int. CI. C22c li04, 19100

U.S.CL 29-182 8 Claims

1. An article of sintered metal powder consisting of chro-

mium from about 23 percent to about 29 percent, tungsten

3,838,983

VELVET FABRIC
Perry H. Brown, Norwell, and Maurice H. Tremblay, West-

boro, both of Mass., assignors to Brunswick Corporation,

Skokie, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 212,468, Dec. 27, 1971, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 861,024, Sept. 25, 1969,

abandoned. This application Nov. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 418,116

Int. CI. D03d 27/02

U.S. CL 29-191.6 12 Claims

1. A velvet fabric with antistatic properties comprising:

a non-metallic base fabric comprising interlaced warp yarns

and filling yarns;

pile yarns interwoven with said base fabric forming a pile

surface projecting from one surface of said base fabric,

each of said pile yams having a plurality of textile metal

filaments therein; and

means for securing said pile yarns to said base, said means

including the rough, unmachincd, unburnished fracture-

free outer surface of said metal filaments.
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3,838,984

FLEXIBLE CARRIER AND INTERCONNECT FOR
UNCASED IC CHIPS

John R. Crane, St. Paul; James C. Lawson, Minnetonka, and
Richard J. Petschauer, Minneapolis, all of Minn., assignors

to Sperry Rand Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,224
Int. CI. B21c 37183

U.S.CL 29-193.5 6 Claim?

1. An electrically conductive lead frame for electrical cou-

pling to a circuit device that has a predetermined pattern of
terminal contacts arranged on one surface thereof, compris-
ing:

a first flexible insulative sheet member having through its

first and second surfaces a plurality of inner gold bumps
arranged in a first predetermined pattern that corre-

sponds to the predetermined pattern of terminal contacts

on a circuit device and that extend through said first sheet

member beyond the first surface of said first sheet mem-
ber;

a plurality of separate flexible insulative sheet members,
each having first and second surfaces;

a plurality of groups of electrically conductive printed cir-

cuit leads, the leads of each group affixed to the second

surface of said first sheet member and electrically bonded
to a separate associated one of said inner gold bumps and
affixed to the second surface of a separate associated one
of said plurality of separate flexible insulative sheet mem-
bers.

3,838,985
COMPOSITE THREE LAYER METAL THERMOSTAT

Jacob L. Ornstein, Norton, Mass., assignor to Texas Instru-

ments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 278335, Aug. 7, 1972, Pat. No. 3,781,583.

This application June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,422
Int. CI. B32b 15100

U.S. CI. 29- 195.5 2 Claims

(max.) carbon, 1.00 percent (max.) manganese, 1.00 percent

(max.) silicon, 10.00 to 12.00 percent chromium, 0.50 per-

cent titanium, and the balance iron, an alloy having a nominal
composition by weight of 0.08 percent (max.) carbon, 1.00

percent (max.) manganese, 1.00 percent (max.) silicon, 0.030
percent (max.) sulfur, 11.50 to 14.50 percent chromium, 0.10

to 0.30 percent aluminum and the balance iron, and an alloy

having a nominal composition by weight of 0.15 percent
(max. ) carbon, 1.00 percent (max.) manganese. 1.00 percent
(max.) silicon, 0.030 percent (max.) sulfur, 11.50 to 13.50
percent chromium, and the balance iron, said intermediate

metal layer being disposed between and metallurgically

bonded to said outer metal layers and having a thickness

comprising from about 45 to 65 percent of the total thickness

of the composite material providing the composite material

with a flexivity of about 90 to 110 in the temperature range
from room temperature up to about 350°F.

3,838,986

COMPOSITE METAL THERMOSTATIC ELEMENT
Henry Ty, Attleboro, Mass., and John Baptista, Pawtucket,

R.I., assignors to Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas,

Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 193,050, Oct. 27, 1971, Pat. No.

3,769,487. This application Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,988
Int. CI. B32b tSlOO

U.S.CL 29-195.5 2 Claims

1. A multilayer thermostat metal element having a first

outer surface layer thereof formed of manganese alloy having
a nominal composition, by weight, of 72 percent manganese,
18 percent copper and 10 percent nickel and having an oppo-
site outer surface layer thereof formed of an iron alloy having
a nominal composition, by weight, of 36 percent nickel and
the balance iron, said first outer layer having a surface film of
manganese oxide thereon, said thermostat metal element
having a layer of tin secured to a portion of said outer surface
layer.

1. A composite three-layer thermostat metal material com-
prising an outer layer of selected thickness of a metal alloy

having a nominal composition by weight of about 22 percent
nickel. 3 percent chromium and the balance iron, another
outer layer of approximately equal thickness of a metal alloy

having a nominal composition by weight of about 36 percent
nickel and the balance iron, and an intermediate layer of a

metal alloy selected from the group consisting of an alloy

having a nominal composition by weight of 0.05 percent

3,838,987
METHOD FOR AXIALLY ADJUSTING THE POSITION OF

A SHAFT
Robert L. Draut, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Allis-Chalmers

Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Division of Ser. No. 260,632, June 7, 1972, abandoned. This
application July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 375,823

Int. CI. B23p 19100
U.S. CI. 29-426 1 Claim

1. The method of adjusting the relative axial position be-
tween a shaft having an annular groove of one axial dimension
and a split shaft coupling comprising sections releasably con-
nected together about said shaft including an annular groove
of a different axial dimension than said shaft groove alignable

with said shaft groove and including a split ring of L-shape in

cross section contained in said aligned grooves to hold said

shaft and coupling against relative axial movement comprising
the steps of:

a. removing said coupling sections from about said shaft;
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b. removing said split ring from said shaft groove;

c. rotating said split ring 1 80° about a diameter of said ring;

d. reinserting said split ring in the shaft groove in its

rotated position; and

e. attaching said coupling sections about said shaft with the

split ring also in the coupling groove, whereby the relative

axial position of said shaft and said coupling has been
changed a distance equal to the difference of the axial

dimensions of said grooves.

3,838,988

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING BRIQUETS AND COKE
IN THE MOLDED FORM WITH ASPHALT AS THE

BINDER
Yuzo Sanada; Shinjiro Watari, both of Kawaguchi; Akira

Takahashi, Wako; Takashi Watanabe, Urawa, and Ziro

Sekiya, Funabashi, all of Japan, assignors to Agency of In-

dustrial Science and Technology and Mifuji Iron Works Co.,

Ltd., both of Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,574

Claims priority, application Japan, June 12, 1972, 47-58390

Int. CI. CIOI 5116, 5140; COlb 47/20

U.S. CI. 44-23 4 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing briquets which comprises

blending 10-20 parts by weight of asphalt containing 55-65

percent n-hexane soluble matter and having a controlled

binding component with 90-80 parts by weight of coal mate-

rial selected from the group consisting of coal dust and coke

breeze, kneading the blend at temperatures of 200°-300°C to

produce a pasty material, which is further kneaded in hot

blows heated at temperatures of 200''-300°C till granulation is

completed, and finally subjecting the resulting granules to

heat-compression moldiiig, to form the briquets.

3,838,989

MATCHES
Charles C. Cohn, Atlantic City, N.J., assignor to Samuel L.

Cohn and Charles C. Cohn, both of Philadelphia, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 250,649, May 5, 1972,

abandoned. This application Sept. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 398,754

Int. CI. MAt 27112; C06f 5100, 3/02

U.S. CI. 44-44 10 Claims

1. A match having a stem of combustible cellulosic material

and a flammable head, said stem being of approximately rect-

angular cross-section, said stem having at least one face

coated with a flame retardant material at least in extended

portions thereof inwardly of, and closely adjacent to, said

head, with other faces uncoated to expose lengthwise regions

of the combustible material of the stem which alone are capa-

ble of burning with a feeble flame only when the match is held

in air with its head end extending downwardly after initial

flare.

3,838,990

MIDDLE DISTILLATE FUEL OIL COMPOSITIONS
HAVING IMPROVED PUMPABILITY

Rodney L. MieviUe, Evanston, III., assignor to Standard Oil

Company, Chicago, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 770,079, Oct. 23, 1968,

abandoned. This application Jan. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 107,508

Int. CI. CIOI 1/18

U.S. CI. 44-62 4 Claims

1. A distillate fuel composition, having improved pumpabil-

ity performance at temperatures below 0°F, comprising: (a) a

middle distillate fuel oil having a pour point below 0°F, said

pour point having been decreased below 0°F by the addition

to the fuel oil of a sufficient amount of an ethylene-acrylic

ester-propylene terpolymer effective therefor, and (b) from
about 0.005 to about 0.05 weight percent of a polybutene,

said polybutene having a number average molecular weight

within the range from about 300 to about 3,000.

3,838,991
GASOLINE COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING BISAMIDE

ADDITIVES
Bruce HolUs Garth, Newark, Del., assignor to E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 311,396
Int. CI. CIOI 1/18

U.S. CI. 44-66 7 Claims
1. A gasoline composition having from about 0.003 to 0.02

weight percent of a bisamide compound of the formula

Ac- -N-\CnHjnN /,CnH2nN—Ac
I

R

wherein

Ac is an aliphatic hydrocarbyl acyl group of 8 to 20 carbon

atoms,

R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and

alkyl groups of 1 to 4 carbon atoms,

R' is an alkyl group of 1 to 4 carbon atoms,

n is 2 or 3 and

X is 1 to 3.
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3,838,992
SYNERGISTIC ANTI-ICING COMPOSITION

Robert H. Rosenwald, Western Springs, III., assignor to Uni-
versal Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 117,740, Feb.

22, 1971, abandoned. This application Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No.

337,496
Int. CI. CIOI 1126

t.S. CI. 44-72 8 Claims
1. A synergistic anti-icing composition of ( 1 ) from about 5

percent to about 95 percent by weight of (a) from about 5 to

about 95 percent by weight of an alkyl acid phosphate salt of
an N-alkyi-diaminoalkane in which the alkyl contains from 3

to about 30 carbon atoms and the alkane contains from 2 to

about 12 carbon atoms and (b) from about 5 percent to about
95 percent by weight of an alkyl acid phosphate salt of an

alkyl-monoamine in which the alkyl contains from 3 to about
30 carbon atoms and (2) from about 95 percent to about 5

percent by weight of a polyhydroxy alcohol prepared by the

alkylene oxide addition to a polyol, said polyhydroxy alcohol

containing from 10 to about 50 carbon atoms and from about
2 to about 10 hydroxy groups.

3,838,993
TWO STAGE PROCESS FOR THE CONVERSlbN OF
HEAVY HYDROCARBONS TO A METHANE RICH GAS

STREAM
Clyde L. Aldridge, Baton Rouge, La., assignor to Esso Re-

search and Engineering Company, Linden, N J.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 125,581, March 18, 1971,
abandoned. This application Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,924

Int. CI. COlb 2114, 2122; ClOg IH28
U.S. CI. 48-214 27 Claims

,109
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als to form molten glass wherein unmeltcd raw materials cover
a portion of said molten glass formed therefrom, which por-

tion may vary, the improvement comprising:

a. at least two temperature sensing means positioned in said

furnace roof and disposed one from the other along the

intended path for molten glass flow through said furnace,

at least one temperature sensing means being in a portion

of said roof over a portion of molten glass where said

unmelted raw materials can extend and at least one tem-

perature is a function of the desired radius of curvature

error of the at least one region of the shaped sheet and the

composite temperature for the at least one portion; and
heating the at least one portion of subsequent sheets to a

reference temperature as measured at the temperature
sensing station which reference temperature of subse-

quently heat-softened sheets is approximately the target

temperature.

24 SiGNAL- PROOUCING MEAI-S f
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perature sensing means in a portion of said roof, over
molten glass that is substantially never covered by un-

melted raw materials, and

. means, responsive to both of said temperature sensing

means, for controlling the flow of fuel to said furnace,

said control means being more responsive to said temper-
ature sensing means over molten glass that is substantially

never covered by unmelted raw materials than to said

other temperature sensing means.

3,839,000

METHOD FOR CONTROLLING CURVATURE OF
REGIONS IN A SHAPED THERMOPLASTIC SHEET

Jacob R. Peternel, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to PPG Industries,

Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,603
Int. CI. C03b 23102

U.S. CI. 65-29 12 Claims

1. In a method of controlling the radius of curvature of at

least one region of a shaped thermoplastic sheet wherein the
method of shaping the thermoplastic sheet includes the steps

of heat-softening the thermoplastic sheet, measuring a refer-

ence temperature at a temperature sensing station of at least

one portion of the heat-softened sheet having the at least one
region, and shaping the sheet, the improvement comprising:
determining a radius of curvature error for the radius of

curvature dcflned by at least three selected points on said

sheet related to said at least one region of the shaped
sheet;

determining a composite temperature for said at least one
portion;

determining a target temperature for portions of subse-

quently heat-softened sheets corresponding to the at least

one portion having the at least one region to provide the

at least one region of subsequently shaped sheets with a

desired radius of curvature error wherein the target tem-

3,839,001

MANUFACTURE OF CERAMIC ARTICLE
Edward F. Adams, Corning; Edward A. Bush, Painted Post;

Thomas G. Clayton, Lodi; David G. Grossman, Coming, and
Paul B. Ohiiger, Elmira, all of N.Y., assignors to Coming
Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.

Filed July 20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,355
Int. CL C03b 29/00; B28b 7/26

U.S. CI. 65—33 10 Claims
1. In a method of making a crystalline ceramic article from

finely divided glass frit consisting essentially (by weight on an
oxide basis) of about 3.5-7.5 percent Li^O, 15-30 percent
AI2O3 and 65-80 percent SiOj, with the mole ratio Al203:Li20
being between about 1.0-1.5 and the sum of LijO. AljOj and
SiOj constituting at least 98% by weight of the total composi-
tion of the frit, which method comprises:

a. shaping the frit into a green article, and
b. firing the green article at about 900°-1350''C. for a time

sufficient to sinter the frit to a coherent article and to

cause the glass to crystallize in situ;

wherein the improvement comprises:

c. mixing together, prior to said shaping, the frit and about
0.01-3.5 percent by weight (based on the combined
weight of the resultant mixture) of -325 Tyler mesh
particulate crystalline seeding material selected from
beta-spodumene solid solution, beta-spodumene, alpha-

spodumene, petalite, titania, zirconia, zircon, silicon and
mixtures thereof.

3,839,002

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING ENVELOPES FOR
CATHODE-RAY TUBE

Adrianus Cornelis Johannes Verhoeven; Johan Josephus Hen-
dricus Bogaard, and Jan Peper, all of Emmasingel, Eindho-
ven, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 279,970
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 13, 1971,

7111167

Int. CI. C03b 23124
U.S. CI. 65-42 4 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing envelopes for oscillograph
cathode ray tubes having a flat screen portion, a cone portion
and a tubular neck portion, comprising the steps of cutting
from a glass plate the screen portion and, respectively, planar
elements each having a periphery corresponding substantially

to the periphery of an axial section of said cone portion,
cutting a glass tube into lengths for said neck portion, posi-

tioning the planar elements on a convex mold, heating the
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planar elements and the mold until the elements sag around
the mold and engage the surface thereof, cooling the pre-

shaped elements to room temperature, welding the pre-shaped
elements together to form a cone, and welding the neck por-

tion to one end and the screen portion to the other end of said

cone portion.

3,839,003
METHOD OF PRESSING HOLLOW GLASS ARTICLES

Stuart M. Dockerty, Corning, and William P. Lentz, Addison,
both of N.Y., assignors to Corning Glass Works, Corning,
N.Y.

Filed Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,498
Int. CI. C03b 19/04

U.S. CL 65-71 12 Claims

1. A method of forming articles having a central aperture

from molten glass which comprises, depositing an annular

charge of molten glass onto a forming surface intermediate its

inner and outer extent, applying pressure to said annular
charge and simultaneously flowing such charge inwardly and
outwardly of its initially deposited position, and forming an
article having a central aperture extending therethrough.

3,839,004

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF GLASS BOTTLES
OR THE LIKE

Kurt Becker, Obernkirchen, Germany, assignor to Herman
Heye, Obernkirchen, Germany
Division of Ser. No. 786,899, Dec. 26, 1968, Pat. No.

3,644,111. This application Dec. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 210,516
Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 9, 1968,

6500039The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Feb. 22, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. a. C03b 9/14

U.S. CI. 65-79 8 Claims

1. A process for the production of hollow articles from

vitreous or synthetic plastic material on a machine including

a plurality of treating stations arranged spaced from each

other along an endless predetermined path, comprising the

steps of transporting a plurality of workpieces along said path

on a plurality of work-supporting devices so that they are

moved consecutively in registry with said treating stations,

said transporting step being carried out by separate prime
mover means for each of said work-supporting devices; and
controlling the operation of each of said prime mover means
independently of the other prime mover means for regulating

the movement of the associated work-supporting device at

and between said stations as a function of the time required

for treatment of the workpieces carried by the respective

work-supporting device at and between the respective sta-

tions.

3,839,005

LASER BEAM SEVERING OF A ROTATING ARTICLE
Richard W. Meyer, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois,

Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 140,736, May 6, 1971,

abandoned. This application Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,042
Int. CI. C03b 21/00; B23k 9/00

U.S. CI. 65-112 4 Claims

1. The method of severing a portion of a rod-like or rela-

tively thick-walled hollow glass article from the remainder of

the original portion without visible damage to the edge or

adjacent surface portions thereof, said glass article being

formed from a glass composition whose coefficient of expan-

sion is not substantially lower than that of soda-lime glass, said

method comprising the steps of:

emitting a laser beam at a wavelength of 10.6 microns by an
alternating current C02 type laser unit at a power not

substantially less than 20 watts nor substantially higher

than 500 watts, said laser beam, at such wavelength,

being absorbed to a substantial degree by glass;

interposing the glass article in the path of the laser beam;
focusing the laser beam to a very small spot on the desired

line of severence of the glass article; and

rotating the article about its longitudinal center axis at a
speed not substantially lower than 200 revolutions per

minute at all times while the laser beam is impinging

thereagainst to cause the laser beam to repeatedly trace

a circumferential pattern about the glass article, said

pattern being coincident with the desired line of separa-

tion of said portion from said remainder, said rotation

being continued until the heating effect of said laser beam
along said desired line of separation is sufficient to estab-

lish thermal stresses in said article which are sufficient to

cause said article to crack cleanly along said line, said

severing being effected entirely by thermal stresses in the

glass article established by the impingement of the laser

beam against the rotating article, the temperature of the

article along the line of separation remaining below the

temperature where the article will show color at all times

during the impingement of the laser thereagainst, the

separated portion of the article being characterized by a
rim immediately adjacent the line of separation which is

substantially free of the visible effects of overheating.
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3,839,006

APPARATUS FOR CUTTING NOTCH SENSITIVE
MATERIALS

Jerome W. Pikor, 2 Gerthmere Dr., West Hartford, Conn.
06110

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 336,921
Int. CI. C03b 33106

U.S. CI. 65-174 2 Claims

^D^. f-S.^ ~-,^

I. Apparatus for inducing heat shock in a highly localized

region of an article formed of a notch sensitive material com-
prising:

a single elongated flexible wire, said wire being comprised
of a conductive material having sufficient electrical resis-

tance to preclude establishment of a short circuit and to

cause the generation of a substantial amount of heat upon
the connection of the opposite ends thereof to a current

source, said wire being of sufficient length to permit it to

be passed at least twice around an article;

an insulating system covering said wire, said insulation

system being capable of maintaining its electrical isola-

tion properties at the elevated temperatures resulting

from the passage of current through said wire whereby

the short circuiting of adjacent turns of said wire is pre-

vented, said insulation system comprising a layer of poly-

tetrafluoroethylene and a layer of woven fiberglass;

means for selectively applying electric current to said wire,

said current applying means establishing electrical

contact with the oppositely disposed ends of said wire;

and

a movable sleeve of thermal insulating material, both ends

of said wire passing through said sleeve, said sleeve being

positionable in contact with objects juxtapositioned to the

article in which heat shock is to be induced to protect

such objects from damage during the application of cur-

rent to said wire.

3,839,007

METHOD OF FERTILIZATION WITH SLOW RELEASE
PHOSPHATE PARTICLES

Robert A. Pendergrast, Atlanta, Ga., assignor to United States

Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 202,012, Nov. 24, 1971,
abandoned. This application Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,664

Int. CI. C05b 1 100

U.S. CI. 71-41 6 Claims
1. In the method for providing phosphate nutrients to soils,

wherein slow release fertilizer particles are applied to the soil,

the improvement which comprises employing slow release

particles substantially all of which fall within the size range
—4-f-28 mesh, said particles having been produced from rock

phosphate granules, at least 80 percent of which are larger

than 28 mesh but not more than 10% of which are of a size

greater than 4 mesh, and acidulating said granules with a

phosphoric acid bearing solution in an amount ranging from
2.5 to 10 percent of the stoichiometric amount required to

transform the apatite in said granules to monocalcium phos-
phate, the P2OS concentration of said solution being no greater

than about 60 percent, but at least sufficient so that the quan-

tity of acid employed is less than that by which the granules

will agglomerate to an undue extent, drying the acidulated

granules and recycling the dried granules to at least one more
contact cycle comprised of acidulation and drying whereby
said contact cycles are sufficient to significantly upgrade the

portion of P2O5 in said granules which is available phosphate,

so as to produce a particle having from about 15 to about 45
percent of the total P2O5 in citrate soluble form.

3,839,008

SLIME CONTROL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
ORGANO-BROMINE COMPOUNDS

Bernard F. Shema, Glenside; Robert H. Brink, Jr., Doyles-

town, and Paul Swered, Philadelphia, all of Pa., assignors to

Betz Laboratories, Inc., Trevose, Pa.

Filed July 12, 1971, Ser. No. 161,961

Int. CI. AOln 9102

U.S. CI. 71-67 10 Claims
1. A method for controlling the growth of slime-forming

microorganisms in an aqueous system which comprises adding

to said system an effective amount of a combination compris-
ing from about 5 to 95 percent by weight of 5-chloro-4-

phenyl-l,2-dithiole-3-one and from 5 to 95 percent weight of

bromo-nitrostyrene.

3,839,009

HERBICIDAL COMPOSITIONS
Robert R. Schmidt, Koein, and Gerhard Jager, Wuppertal-

Elberfeld, both of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesell-

schaft, Leverkusen, Germany
Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 266,877

Claims priority, application Germany, July 1, 1971,

2132764

Int. CI. AOln 9122

U.S. CI. 71-92 5 Claims
1. Herbicidal composition containing as active ingredients

herbicidally effective amounts of

1. imidazolidin-2-one-l-carboxylic acid isobutylamide and
2. 3-cyclohexyl-5,6-trimethylene-6-hydroxy-5,6-dihydro-

uracil in a ratio of from 3:1 to 5:1 of component ( I ) to

component (2).

3,839,010

THIOCARBAMIC ACID ESTER PESTICIDES
Gopal H. Singhal, Westfield, and Robert E. Turkos, Fords,

both of NJ., assignors to Esso Research and Engineering
Company, Linden, NJ.

Division of Ser. No. 38,896, May 19, 1970, Pat. No. 3,776,936.
This application Sept. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 395,086

Int. CI. AOln 9112

U.S. CI. 71-100 9 Claims
1. A method for combating growth of undesired vegetation

comprising treating soil containing such undesired vegetation,

prior to emergence of said vegetation, with a herbicidally

effective amount of a compound of the formula

R
\
CHj O
\ II

NCSR:

in which R is a cycloalkyi group containing from 3 to 5 carbon
atoms, said group being optionally substituted by C1-C4 alkyl

groups; R, is a C1-C4 alkyl group optionally substituted by a

methylthio group; and Rj is a Ci-Ch alkyl group.
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3,839,011

NICKEL-ALUMINUM PARTICLE WITH IMPROVED
GRINDABILITY

Floyd Gotthard Larson, Jr., Ringwood, NJ., assignor to The

International Nickel Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed July 31, 1973, Ser. No. 384,200

Int. CI. B22f 91100

U.S. CI. 75-0.5 BA 4 Claims

1. A Raney metal alloy product comprising water shattered

particles each consisting essentially of thin, convoluted and

folded laminae having internal voids in communication with

the particle surface said particles being characterized by a

tapped bulk density of about 0.3 to about 1.2 grams per cubic

centimeter "and consisting of about 25 percent to about 65

percent by weight of a catalytic metal from the group consist-

ing of iron, nickel, cobalt copper, silver and mixtures thereof

with the balance, apart from impurities, incidental elements

and promoting ingredients, being an alkali-soluble metal se-

lected from the group consisting of aluminum, zinc, silicon

and mixtures thereof.

3,839,015

PROCESS FOR SEPARATING AND COLLECTING
METALS FROM ORE

Paul M. Harris, and Shelby D. Adamson, both of c/o Mars
Metals, Ltd., 2401 Shadow Hill Dr., Riverside, Calif. 92506

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No, 344,845

Int. CI. C22d 7100

U.S. CI. 75-11 8 Claims

^T^H

3,839,012

METAL PARTICULATE PRODUCTION
Charles B. Roberts, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Oct. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 409,355

Int. CI. B02c 19118

U.S. CI. 75-.5 R 17 Claims

1. A method of forming metal particulate comprising con-

tacting at least a portion of a metal coated substrate with a

liquid substantially nonreactive with the metal and subjecting

the liquid and at least a portion of the metal coating to suffi-

cient ultrasonic vibration to release at least a portion of the

subjected coating and form metal particulates.

3,839,013

COPPER RECOVERY FROM LEAN SULFIDE ORES
Ethem T. Turkdogan, Pittsburgh, and Benjamin B. Rice, Penn

Hills Township, Allegheny County, both of Pa., assignors to

United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,215

Int. CI. C22b 1106

U.S. CL75—

1

8 Claims

1. Method of removing copper from sulfide ore concentrate

comprising roasting said concentrate in an air atmosphere

including about 5 percent to 15 percent S02at a temperature

of 600°-625°C for at least 60 minutes, leaching the concen-

trate with water, collecting the leach solution, and repeating

the roasting and leaching steps at least once more.

1. The process of separating and collecting metals from ore

which comprises; first, mixing granulated ore with water to

establish a fluid aqueous slurry, second, subjecting portions of

the fluid aqueous slurry to electric arcs to raise the tempera-

ture of the metallic values of the arc and in the presence of the

arc to temperatures at and above the melting point of the

values whereby certain of those values are rendered molten

and others are vaporized; third, permitting the molten and

vaporized metals to coalesce; fourth, cooling and condensing

the metal vapors and cooling molten metals by heat exchange

with portions of the fluid aqueous slurry adjacent to and about

the portions of the fluid subjected to the arc whereby the

metals are cooled, condensed and solidified within the fluid

aqueous slurry and; finally, separating the solid metals fro the

fluid aqueous slurry.

3,839,014

FERROSILICON ALLOY
Johann Cziska; Georg Strauss, both of Erftstadt Lechenich;

Wilhelm Portz, Erftstadt Kierdorf; Klaus Komorniczyk,

Turnich-Balkhausen, and Joachim Kandler, Erftstadt Le-

chenich, all of Germany, assignors to Knapsack Aktiengesell-

schaft. Knapsack near Cologne, Germany
Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,037

Claims priority, application Germany, June 6, 1972,

2227348
Int. CI. B22f//00,C22c i9/54

U.S. CI. 75-0.5 BA 3 Claims

1. A ferrosilicon alloy in powder form consisting of smooth,

spheroidally shaped particles, having a density of more than 7

g/cubic centimeter, and consisting essentially of between 8

and 15 weight percent of silicon, between 0.5 and 5 weight

percent of nickel, between 1 .4 and 5 weight percent of cop-

per, between 0.3 and 2.5 weight percent of phosphorus and

between and 2 weight percent of carbon, the balance being

iron.

927 O.G.—

7

3,839,016

METHOD FOR MELTING SCRAP METALS
Robert K. Rawlings, Maumee, Ohio, assignor to U.S. Reduc-

tion Co., East Chicago, Ind.

Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,244

Int. CI. C21b 1100

U.S. CI. 75—43 7 Claims

1. A method of re-claiming metals from metal-bearing

scrap materials contaminated with combustibles which com-

prises the steps of:

feeding the scrap material into a well-type furnace having a

combustion chamber over one portion of a well for melt-

ing the scrap material and a vaporization chamber over

the remaining portion of said well;
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heating said combustion chamber to a temperature sufH-
cient to melt said scrap and form a molten metal pool inthe well and vaponze said combustibles to produce com-
bustible fumes m said vaporization chamber-

supplymg oxygen to said vaporization chamber to accom-modate substantially complete combustion of said fumes

rh^^K
^"^

T'"^ ^r" '"'^ ^"^8^" f^^"" ^^id vaporization

ch^mbt; a"nd
' '""" "^""' "''''" ^^'^ -'"^-'•-

igniting said fumes from said combustion chamber by saidburner, thereby utilizing said fumes in melting said scrap
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3,839,017
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONVERTING IMPURE

FERROUS METAL TO STEEL
"" '"^"^^^^

^!^Fno?nJ'^'T^'
Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Pennsylva-ma Engmeering Corporation, Pittsburgh Pa

Filed Jan. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 215,392

u.s.a.75-s2
'"'^•"''^w^w^

o Claims

„«^^ 3,839,018
PRODUCTION OF LOW CARBON FERROALLOYS

Meel Research Association, London, England
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 733,778, June 3 1968abandoned. This application May 18, 1971, Ser No 44 664

U S r. 7. J"'-
^'' ^"^ ^^'^^' <^21c 5/28

^.a. CI. /3—6U
11 CI

1. A method of reducing the carbon content of a ferro ^110!

r rn'rimt"
^"' '' '^"^ ^"^ ^"°y'"^ elementtucVt :the mmimum temperature at which carbon is oxidized inpreference to the alloying element(s) is below the vapoHzl

below the sa,d mm.mum temperature, and shattering "hestream by ox.dizmg gas to form a multiplicity of droplets of themolten ferro-alloy, the quantity of said material in ?he streambeing such that, upon oxidation thereof the temperature of th^
droplets ,s ra,.ed to a level at which the desired amount ofca bon ,s oxidized in preference to the alloy element(s) bubelow that at which the alloy element(s) become vaporLedand the quantity of oxidizing gas being sufficient to oxidize

\niTr,"^\"'T"f ^"'"P'^'^'y -nd to oxidize the carbonm the droplets by the desired amount, and then collecting themolten droplets of ferro-alloy which droplets have a redLedcarbon content but substantially their original content of Sdalloying element(s) and are substantially free from the^ipendable material.

3,839,019
PURIFICATION OF ALUMINUM WITH TURBINE BLADE

AGITATION
Marshall J- Bruno, Greensburg; Noel Jarrett, Lower Bur-

Arnnw V ^!""«*"''«"P»' ApoHo, and Robert E. Graziano,
Arnold, all of Pa., assignors to Aluminum Company of
America, Pittsburgh, Pa.

f J »'

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 289,588, Sept. 18, 1972 This
application Aug. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 388,806

,,^ ^ Int. CI. C22b 27/06
^•^- ^'- ^^-^« « 40 Claims

1. A method of converting molten ferrous metal to steel
comprising the steps of:

a. holding a quantity of molten metal in a refractory lined
metallurgical vessel,

b injecting oxygen through the lining of said vessel andbelow the surface of the molten metal so that the oxygen

wT' I' ' T'*'"
•"'*"' ^"^ ^^^^»^ exothermically

with carbon in the metal to produce heat and at least

f.c. of '"°"°'"f
«^^ ^hich evolves from the upper sur-face of said molten metal and

'v'etel^^nH^^'^'^"'''""
""''^ ^^^^"S'' ^he lining of saidvessel and in surrounding relation to said oxygen said

evlrfrom th"°T""«/° P"^*'^^ ^^^^-g- -h"hevolves from the surface of said metal

vlTsel Tr'^r^
'"^''**"^ ^^y^^" ^^^°"gh the lining of saidvessel at a first point above the upper surface of the

Tomb" r'"r'/" ^'°^^ P-x.mityXretoVo effect hecombustion of at least some of the carbon monoxide and

ih^.rT n °i
'''°''"''"« additional heat within the vessel

'
the'upp^;:d^ f^jr ^'^ ^"^^' ^^ ^ ^°'- ^^j--

comprising:
'"°"'' °^ """^^'"^ '"''"'" "'"'"*""'" '^' ''^P'

I. contacting within a chloridization chamber said molten
aluminum with a gas comprising a reactive chlorinaceous
gas introduced at a site substantially 10 inches or morebelow the upper surface of the molten aluminum being
treated to react chlorine with metallic impurities in said

met'^ls""'"
^'"'^"''^ ^^^ ''*''°'''*^ '^'^' °^'^''^ impurity

2 maintaining at the region of said chlorinaceous gas intro-duction agitation conditions which produce in the melt a
substantially uniform distribution of small gas bubbleswhich prevails substantially throughout the molten alumi-num in said chloridization chamber while substantiallv
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avoiding any fragmentation or shattering of the molten
metal so as to substantially avoid emulsification of molten
aluminum and chloride salt phases.

3,839,020

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ALLOY SPONGE
OF TITANIUM OR ZIRCONIUM BASE METAL BY

MIXING A HALIDE OF THE ALLOYING METAL WITH
TITANIUM OR ZIRCONIUM TETRACHLORIDE AND

SIMULTANEOUSLY REDUCING
Shunzo Honma, and Minoru Harada, both of Takaoka, Japan,

assignors to Nippon Soda Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed June 1 1, 1971, Ser. No. 152,406The portion of the term

of this patent subsequent to June 13, 1989, has been
disclaimed.

Int. CI. C22b 53/00, 61/02
U.S. CI. 75-84.5 3 Claims

1. A process of producing an alloy sponge of a titanium or
zirconium base metal, which comprises;

introducing titanium tetrachloride or zirconium tetrachlo-

ride, one or more alloy element metal halides selected

from the group consisting of AICI3, SiCU, VCI4, M0CI5,
SnCU, TaCls, KjTaF:, FeClj, MnCU, CrCIs, HfCU, ZrCU,
WCU, NbCU, C0CI2, NiCl2, CuCI, PCU, SCU, CCI4, ZnCU.
BeCU, YCI2, PbClz, and PtClj, and a metallic alkali as a

reducing agent into a reactor vessel having no mixing
means,

maintaining the mixture at a temperature within the range

of 600° to 800° C, then completing the reduction reac-

tion in the same reactor at a temperature range of 900°

to 950° C. for 1 to 10 hours,

washing the reaction product with a dilute mineral acid

aqueous solution.

I.3,839,021

HEAT-RESISTING STEEL
Yoshihiko Abe, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Mitsubishi Seiko

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,541

Claims priority, application Japan, July 20, 1971, 46-

53592; Mar. 6, 1972, 47-22245

Int. CI. C22c 39/54

U.S. CI. 75-124 1 Claim

1. A heat-resisting nicke -free steel consisting essentially of

a uniform dispersion of 2 percent to 10 percent by weight of

one or more carbonitrides selected from the group consisting

of titanium, zirconium, niobium, tantalum, and vanadium
carbonitrides, 1-30 percent by weight of chromium and 0.2 to

30 percent by weight of one or more elements selected from
the group consisting of boron, silicon, molybdenum, manga-
nese, copper and aluminum and the balance being iron and

unavoidable impurities.

3,839,022

HOT WORK TOOLS AND ALLOYS THEREFOR
Keith Webster, Sheffield, and Leslie Gordon Finch, Grind-

leford, nr. ShefTield, both of England, assignors to Dunford
Hadfields Limited, Yorkshire, England

Filed Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,398
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 28, 1971,

3428/71

Int. CI. C22c 39/28, 39/34, 41/02
U.S. CI. 75-126 B 1 1 Claims

1. An extrusion tool comprising a stable austenitic manga-
nese steel alloy which has been carbide precipitation hard-

ened, said alloy consisting essentially of:

Carbon
Silicon

Manganese
Chromium
Nickel

0.3 - 0.9*
0.1 -2.0%
6.0-35.0%

>25%
> 12%

in the ranges specified by weight, and at least one carbide

former, the remainder being iron and unavoidable impurities.

3,839,023

CREEP RESISTANT LEAD ALLOYS
Friedrich Erdmann-Jesnitzer, Hannover, and Peter Paschen,

Goslar, both of Germany, assignors to Redemat, S.A., Lux-

embourg, Grande Duche de Luxembourg, Luxembourg
Continuation of Ser. No. 13,156, Feb. 20, 1970, abandoned.

This application Nov. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 303,203
Claims priority, application Luxembourg, July 15, 1969,

59186
Int. CI. C22c H/00, 13/00

U.S. CI. 75—167 2 Claims

1. A creep resistant lead alloy consisting essentially of:

0.00 1 -1.0 percent by weight barium,

at least one additional element of the group consisting of

silver, boron, hydrogen, oxygen, sulphur, selenium and
silicon wherein the barium and at least one additional

element are in the form of dispersions for strengthening

the alloy, the additional elements being present in the

following weight percentages:

Silver
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3,839,025
HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOY

Hugh Morrow, HI; Wilbert P. Danesi, and David L. Sponseiler,
all of Ann Arbor, Mich., assignors to American Metal Cli-

max, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,814
Int. CI. C22c 19102

U.S. CI. 75-171 6 Claims
1. A cobalt-base alloy consisting essentially of about 18

percent to about 26 percent chromium, about 7 percent to

about 12 percent nickel, up to about 2 percent iron, about I

percent to about 4 percent molybdenum, about 2.5 percent to

about 4.5 percent tungsten, about 2 percent to about 5 per-
cent tantalum, about 0.1 percent to about 0.4 percent tita-

nium, about 0. 1 percent to about 1 .0 percent zirconium, about
0.4 percent to about 0.7 percent carbon and the balance
cobalt along with conventional residual alloying elements and
conventional incidental impurities.

3,839,026
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF METAL STRIP

FROM FE POWDER
William Malcolm Gibbon; Idwal Davies, and Alan Gwynne

Harris, all of Fonthill, Ontario, Canada, assignors to British

Steel Corporation, London, England
Continuation of Ser. No. 131,017, April 5, 1971, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 683,983, Nov. 17,

1969, abandoned. This application June 13, 1973, Ser. No.
369,614

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 18, 1966,
51861/66; Feb. 27, 1967, 9130/67

Int. CI. B22fi//S
U.S. CI. 75-214 5 Claims

1. A process for the production of ferrous strip from ferrous
metal powder comprising the steps of:

a. depositing a coating on a moving support surface, said
coating comprising a slurry formed of a suspension of
powdered ferrous metal in an aqueous film-forming
binder material;

b. drying the slurry coating on the moving support surface
without removing the entire amount of water from the
coating;

c. removing the resulting self-supporting coating from the
moving support surface;

d. rolling the self-supporting coating to effect compaction
thereof;

e. sintering the compacted coating at a temperature from
about 750° to about 1,400'C for a period from about 10
seconds to about 4 minutes;

f. rolling the sintered strip under a rolling load sufficient to
reduce the thickness of the strip from 10 to 40 percent;
and

g. further sintering the strip at a temperature from about
750° to about 1 ,400°C.

3,839,027
APERTURE CONTROLLED ELECTROSTATIC PRINTING

SYSTEM AND METHOD
Gerald L. Pressman, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Electroprint.

Inc., Palo Alto, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 673,499, Oct. 6, 1967, Pat. No. 3,256,604.
This application July 28, 1971, Ser. No. 166,984

Int. CI. G03g 15122, 5/02
U.S.CI.96-1R 7 Claims

1. The method of electrostatic printing comprising the steps
of applying an electric field to a combination screen having an

electrically photosensitive apertured insulative layer and a
conductive apertured layer while exposing the insulative layer
to a light image to produce a charge separation across the
msulative layer in accordance with said image; removing the
light image and then removing the electric field; charging
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printing material; projecting the printing material toward the
screen from the conductive layer side to permit the material
to pass through the screen in accordance with the image; and
intercepting the printing material which passes through the
screen on a print receiving medium.

3,839,028
IMAGING PROCESS

Yasuo Tamai; Masaaki Takimoto; Satoru Honjo, all of Asaka;
Reiichi Ohi, Minami, Ashigara-machi; Nobuo Tsuji,
Minami, Ashigara-machi; Tadao Shishido, Minami,
Ashigara-machi; Eiichi Hasegawa, Minami, Ahigara-machi,
and Takushi Miyazako, Minami, Ashigara-machi, all of
Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa,
Japan

Filed Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,141
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 30, 1970, 45-

123038

Int. CI. G03g 13/22; G03c 5/08
U.S.CI.96-1R 24 Claims

1. A process for forming an image in a system including a
recording layer, said process comprising imagewise forming
first and second portions in said system by

forming a water insoluble first portion in or on said record-
ing layer by reacting a hydrophilic macromolecular sub-
stance (A) containing primary amino radicals, a metal ion
(B) selected from the group consisting of ions of metallic
atoms belonging to groups 6A, 7A, 8, IB, and 2B of the
periodic table of the lUPAC Comptes Rondus XXHI
Conference, 1965, a compound (D) represented by the
following general formula:
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wherein

Z,Z'
: non-metallic atoms constituting heterocyclic struc-

ture

X : anion, and
Y

: atom selected from the group consisting of selenium and
sulfur atoms

under conditions of a pH value not less than 8,
while preventing the formation of a water insoluble reaction

product in a second portion in or on said recording layer
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where said system lacks at least one of said substance

(A), said ion (B), said compound (D), or said pH condi-

tion.

31839,029

ELECTROSTATOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT WITH
FERRITE DEVELOPER MATERIALS

Allen Clark Berg, Rochester; Rudolph Forgensi, and Anthony

Frank Lipani, both of Webster, all of N.Y., assignors to

Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 160,893, July 8, 1971,. This application

Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,570

Int. CI. G03g 9/02, 13/08

U.S. CI. 96-1 SD 13 Claims

1. An electrostatographic imaging process comprising the

steps of forming an electrostatic latent image on a surface and

developing said electrostatic latent image by contacting said

electrostatic latent image with a developer mixture comprising

finely-divided toner particles electrostatically clinging to the

surfaces of carrier beads having a particle size from about 30

to about 1 ,000 microns, each of said carrier beads comprising

nickel-zinc ferrite beads comprising about 0.1 to about 0.9

moles of nickel, about 0.1 to about 0.9 moles of zinc, and

about 1 .4 to about 4.0 moles of iron, said carrier beads being

further characterized as being substantially dense and uniform

in size and shape with maximum roundness and sphericity and

having substantially uniform electrostatographic properties

such as triboelectricity, magnetic permeability, and electrical

conductivity, whereby at least a portion of said finely-divided

toner particles are attracted to and held on said surface in

conformance to said electrostatic latent image.

3,839,031

ELECTRODE DEVELOPMENT MIGRATION IMAGING
METHOD

Joseph G. Sankus, Jr., Fairport; Alan B. Amidon, Penfield, and

William L. Goffe, Webster, all of N.Y., assignors to Xerox

Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 2, 1969, Ser. No. 854,596

Int. CI. G03g 13/00

U.S. CI. 96—1 PS 35 Claims

3,839,030

MIGRATION IMAGING PROCESS WITH UNIFORM
EXPOSURE BEFORE OR DURING THE SOFTENING STEP

William L. Goffe, Webster, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed June 1, 1967, Ser. No. 642,828

Int. CI. G03g 13/22

U.S. CI. 96-1 PS 24 Claims

1. An imaging method comprising the steps of:

providing an imaging member comprising a supporting

substrate and an overlayer of electrically insulating soft-

enable material containing electrically photosensitive

material wherein a sufficient amount of electrically pho-

tosensitive material is spaced apart from said substrate to

allow a migration image to form, and softenable material

capable of being softened sufficiently to allow migration

of said electrically photosensitive material through said

softenable material toward said substrate;

uniformly exposing said member to activating electromag-

netic radiation before or during the softening step

whereby electrically photosensitive material selectively

migrates relatively more in the areas relatively less ex-

posed during the imagewise exposure step below than the

photosensitive material in the areas relatively more ex-

posed during the imagewise exposure step below;

softening the softenable material at least sufficient to allow

migration of the electrically photosensitive material

through the softenable material upon formation of the

electrostatic latent image below;

uniformly electrostatically charging said member; and

exposing said member to an imagewise pattern of activating

electromagnetic radiation during or after said softening

step while the softenable material is in a soft condition

whereby upon said imagewise exposure said electrically

photosensitive material selectively migrates in depth in

said softenable material in imagewise configuration to-

ward said substrate to form a migration image.

Wvv^^^^ '̂vv^<^<^<^<^<<<^^^s^<^'-^^<^^<<<<<<<^<^--^
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1. An imaging method comprising:

providing an imaging member comprising a substrate sup-

porting a layer of substantially electrically insulating

softenable material containing migration marking mate-

rial, said softenable material capable of having its resis-

tance to migration of migration marking material de-

creased sufficiently to allow migration of migration mark-

ing material in depth in said softenable layer,

forming an electrical latent image on said member, and

thereafter placing an electrically conductive receiving

layer in contact with the softenable layer of the imaging

member, said electrically conductive receiving layer be-

ing electrically biased or electrically grounded, and

developing said member by decreasing the resistance of the

softenable material to migration of migration marking

material in depth in the softenable material at least suffi-

cient to allow migration of migration marking material at

least in depth in said softenable material whereby the

migration marking material selectively migrates in a first

image configuration toward said conductive receiving

sheet and in a second image configuration complemen-

tary to said first image configuration toward said sub-

strate.

3,839,032

METHOD OF CONTACT TRANSFER OF DEVELOPED
ELECTROSTATIC IMAGES

Ian Edward Smith, Lockleys; Peter John Hastwell, Elizabeth

Grove, and Marinus Cornelus Vermeulen, Valley View, all of

Australia, assignors to Savin Business Machines Corpora-

tion, Valhalla, N.Y.

Filed June 21, 1971, Ser. No. 155,108

Int. CI. G03g 13/14

U.S. CI. 96-1.4 7 Claims

1. A method of electrophotography including the steps of

charging a photoconductive surface, exposing the photocon-

ductive surface to produce a latent electrostatic image, sub-

jecting the image to a developing liquid having a tacky toner

organosol suspended therein to form a visible transferable

tacky image on said surface, and then contacting the tacky

image while in a sticky state with sheet material to transfer the

image substantially completely from the photoconductive

surface to the sheet material by the adhesiveness of the devel-

oped image.
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3,839,033
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC PHOTOSENSITIVE

MEMBER CONTAINING A
NITROCELLULOSE-POLYVINYLPYRROLIDONE

BARRIER LAYER
Hiroshi Matsuno, Tokyo; Ichiro Endo, Kawasaki, and Kiyoshi

Suzki, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki
Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,334
Claims priority, application Japan, June 22, 1971, 46-44998

Int. CI. G03g 5100, 3/02
U.S.CI.96-1.5 3 Claims

1. An electrophotographic photosensitive member which
comprises an electrically conductive support, a barrier layer
overlying the electrically conductive support, the barrier layer
comprising a blend of nitrocellulose and polyvinylpyrrolidone
in which the ratio of nitrocellulose to polyvinylpyrrolidone is

in the range of 2:8 to 8:2, by weight, and having a thickness
of 1 to 10 microns and an organic photoconductive layer
overlying the barrier layer.

3,839,034

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING MATERIAL
Wolfgang Wiedemann, Geisenheim-Johannisberg, Germany,

assignor to Kalle Aktiengesellschaft, Wiesbaden-Biebrich,
Germany

Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,201
Claims priority, application Germany, July 31. 1972.

2237680

Int. CI. G03g 5/06
U.S.CI.96-1.5 16 Claims

'V,
I

1. An electrophotographic recording material consisting of
an electro-conductive support material and a photoconduc-
tive double layer of organic materials which consists of a
homogeneous, opaque, charge-carrier producing dyestuff
layer from a compound of the general formula

Ar Ar'

X,

in which X, and Xj are identical or different and stand for—NH— or —S— and Ar and Ar' may be substituted, such
compounds being particularly suitable as are substituted in
peri position to the =C=0, —S— or —NH- group in the
flve-membered ring, and of a transparent top layer of insulat-

mg materials with at least one charge transporting compound,
m which the transparent top layer consists of a charge trans-
porting, monomeric, heterocyclic compound substituted by at
least one dialkyi amino group or two alkoxy groups and having
an extended ir-electron system or of a condensation product
from 3-bromopyrene and formaldehyde and of a binder.

3,839,035
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSES AND RECORDING

MATERIALS FOR USE THEREIN
Wilhelmus Janssens, Aarschot, and Raymond Gerard Lema-

hieu, Mortsel, both of Belgium, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert
li-V., Mortsel, Belgium

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,598
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 31, 1971,

8338/71; Oct. 14, 1971, 47883/71
Int. CI. G03c 7/00, 5/54, 1/40

US- C- 96-3 25 Claims

AAA
.a. A. a, A. A. a, A,a. a .A. a, A, 4. a, A,
-A A A A AAA

1. A process for the formation of transfer images in color
comprising the steps of:

a. imagewise exposing to electromagnetic radiation a photo-
graphic material, which contains a silver halide emulsion
layer including the silver halide grains which are sensitive
to said electromagnetic radiation and in effective contact
with said grains a developing agent that is resistant to
diffusion in a hydrophilic colloid medium, said layer also
containing in effective contact with said developing agent
a colorless reagent capable of:

1. diffusing in aqueous alkaline medium from said mate-
rial to a receptor material,

2. forming a dyestuff by oxidative coupling, and
3. forming with the oxidation product of said developing

agent a compound of substantially reduced diffusion
mobility,

b. contacting the exposed photographic material with an
aqueous alkaline activating liquid to bring about the
reducing action of the developing agent thereby forming
in the exposed portions a silver image and an oxidation
product of the developing agent that reacts with such
colorless reagent to form in the exposed portions of the
emulsion layer said compound of substantially reduced
diffusion mobility and

c. transferring from the treated material an amount of such
colorless reagent onto a receiving material whereon such
transferred reagent is subjected to oxidative coupling by
means of an oxidizing agent stronger than exposed silver
halide resulting in the formation of an image of said
dyestuff on the receiving material,

said colorless reagent being

(A) the combination of a colorless coupler capable of
forming a quinonimine or azomethine dyestuff with
an oxidized p-phenylene diamine developing agent
and a heterocyclic hydrazone compound corre-
sponding to the following general formula:

Z C=N-NH-Ri

wherein:

R, represents —CONH2 or a —SO^X group in which X
represents hydroxyl, an amino group, an alkyl group or an
aryl group, and
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z represents the necessary atoms to close a 5- or 6-

membered heterocyclic nucleus or a ring system contain-

ing such nucleus, said nucleus being a nitrogen- or nitro-

gen aid sulphur-containing heterocyclic nucleus, or

B. a composite compound capable of oxidative coupling

and corresponding to the general formula:

C1-C2
wherem:

1

1

C, is a chemical moiety capable of forming a quinonimine

or azomethine dyestuff with an oxidized p-

phenylenediamine type developing agent and

C2 is a chemical moiety chemically linked to moiety C, which

contains a hydrazone group and enables the composite

compound under oxidative conditions to form a dye

containing an =N-N= group, said C2 moiety having the general

formula:

Z C=N—NH-SOr-^^^-

the range of from between said first and said second wave-

lengths and subjecting the exposed emulsion to photographic

processing including development and fixing in suitable baths,

the improvement according to which the maximum density of

each copied negative original is measured prior to exposure,

adjusting the relative portions of the wavelengths of the light

for the exposure of each negative original to obtain character-

istic curves of the developed emulsion said characteristic

curves each having the same high density value, said common
point high density value being within the range of 1.5 to 2.0

under said common exposure time using with each exposure

an exposure time within a minimum deviation, exposing each

of the negative originals to the light-sensitive emulsion to the

proportioned light for said common exposure time to provide

a flat gamma value within the range of 0.5 to 0.9 in the devel-

oped emulsion, exposing the light-sensitive emulsion to a

portion of the light to provide a steep gamma value within the

range of 1 .3 and 1 .8 in the developed emulsion and developing

and fixing the thus-exposed emulsion for each of the negative

originals.

in which Z represents the necessary atoms to close a 5- or

6-membered heterocyclic nucleus or a ring system containing

such nucleus, said nucleus being a nitrogen- or nitrogen and

sulphur-containing heterocyclic nucleus.

i,839,036

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF COPIES OF A
STANDARDIZED DENSITY

Ehrhard Hellmig, Leverkusen, Germany, and Jacques Leon

Vanheerentals, Mortsel, Belgium, assignors to AGFA-

Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 789,507, Jan. 7, 1969, abandoned.

This application Jan. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 221,675

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 20, 1968,

1622255
Int. CI. G03c 5/04, 5/06

U.S. CI. 96—27 E 4 Claims

1. In the preparation of positive photographic continuous

tone images having substantially equal low density in the

highlights and substantially equal high density in the shadow

portions from a plurality of black and white negative continu-

ous tone originals of different density range but density of the

shadow portions within a minimum deviation range in which

a light-sensitive silver halide emulsicn, which is spectrally

sensitized to yield a first flat gamma when exposed to a first

light of wavelengths in a given spectral range and a second

steep gamma when exposed to a second light of wavelengths

of a different given spectral range and to yield intermediate

gamma when exposed to proportions of said first and second

light wavelengths between said first and second wavelengths,

is prepared, the emulsion is applied to a stable support, expos-

ing the negative originals to the emulsion in light composed of

proportions of said first and said second light wavelengths in

3,839,037

LIGHT-SENSITIVE STRUCTURE
Howard A. Fromson, Rogues Ridge Rd., Weston, Conn. 06880

Division of Ser. No. 171,052, Aug. 12, 1971, Pat. No.

3,773,514. This application July 17, 1973, Ser. No. 380,019

Int. CI. G03c 1/94

U.S. CI. 96-35.1 7 Claims

1. Process for making a light-sensitive structure having a

thin, wear-resistant, protective coating which comprises coat-

ing a substrate having a light-sensitive layer thereon having

one solubility in relation to a solvent in a state before exposure

to actinic radiation and another solubility in relation to said

solvent in another state after exposure to actinic radiation,

said light-sensitive coating being soluble in said solvent in one

of said states and being insoluble in said solvent in its other

state, with a tough, wear-resistant, solvent insoluble, porifer-

ous protective layer formed from a substance selected from

the group of metals, inorganic metal compounds and mixtures

of the foregoing over said light-sensitive material which will

transmit actinic radiation for altering the solubility of areas of

the light-sensitive layer with respect to said solvent and which

is permeable to said solvent for dissolving the areas of said

light-sensitive layer soluble in said solvent after exposure to

actinic radiation.

3,839,038

PHOTOSENSITIVE SILVER HALIDE LAYERS AND
PROCESS

Robert F. Gracia, Scituate; Richard A. Laughrey, Woburn,

and Paul F. Tuohey, Quincy, all of Mass., assignors to Itek

Corporation, Lexington, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 45,927, June 12, 1970, Pat. No. 3,775,114.

This application Oct. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 408,142The portion

of the term of this patent subsequent to Nov. 27, 1990, has been

disclaimed.

Int. CI. G03c 5/00

U.S. CI. 96-36.2 17 Claims

1. A process for producing a printed circuit of an electri-

cally conducting metal image comprising the steps of exposing

an imaging medium comprising a photosensitive silver halide

layer of less than about 2 microns thickness on a support and

contacting the imaging medium to image forming materials

coriiprising a solution of metal ions to thereby form electri-

cally conducting metal image patterns adherently bonded to

the support.
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3 839 039
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING COLOR STRIPE FILTER

Masane Suzuki, Ohmiya, and Enpei Nakamura, Tokyo, both of
Japan, assignors to Fuji Shashin Koki Kabushiki Kaisha,
Saitama-ken, Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 137,919, April 27, 1971,

abandoned. This application Oct. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 409,636
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 18, 1969, 44-92398

Int. CI. G03c 5100
U.S. CI. 96-38.3 6 claims

1. A process for producing a multicolor stripe filter com-
prising the steps of forming a metal layer on the surface of the
transparent substrate to form a conductive layer which can be
physically separated from said substrate, applying a photosen-
sitive layer which will harden on exposure to light on said
conductive layer, exposing said photosensitive layer to said
light through a mask having transparent stripes formed therein
at a predetermined pitch to form a latent image, developing
said latent image by removing the unexposed striped portions
of said photosensitive layer thereby leaving the exposed
striped portions of said photosensitive layer and selectively
exposing the surface of portions of said conductive layer
etching said conductive layer to remove said portions of said
conductive layer, thereby selectively exposing the surface of
portions of said transparent substrate, removing the exposed
portions of said photosensitive layer remaining on said con-
ductive layer, forming a metal layer on the remaining conduc-
tive layer, which forms a stronger bond with the conductive
layer than said conductive layer forms with said substrate
applying a dichroic material passing a desired color both on
said metal layer and on said portions of said transparent sub-
strate by vacuum evaporation, the thickness of said dichroic
material being such that said dichroic material on said metal
layer is not continuous with that on said transparent substrate
physically removing said striped metal layer together with the
dichroic layer carried thereon and the conductive layer there-
beneath, thereby forming a dichroic filter element having
striped dichroic material passing said desired color, preparing
a plurality of said dichroic filter elements having striped di-
chroic material passing different colors and joining said di-
chroic filter elements together with the stripes of dichroic
material arranged adjacent to each other without a space
therebetween thereby forming a multicolor stripe filter

B. immersing said exposed film in at least one organic sol-
vent which will render one of the exposed and unexposed
emulsion portions soluble while leaving the other such
portion fixed;

C. removing the soluble emulsion with the film immersed in
a liquid bath by scrubbing the emulsion side of said film
under the surface of the liquid with a resilient, soft liquid
absorbent member wherein said scrubbing is accom-
plished by use of a roller shaped scrubbing member and
the scrubbing action is accomplished by supporting the
side of the film opposite the emulsion side on a back-up
plate and with the emulsion side in contact with the
scrubbing roller, and by rotating the roller while moving
the film past the roller, the rotation of the roller being at
a high enough speed so that the peripheral speed of the
roller surface over the emulsion side of the film is consid-
erably faster than the rate of movement of the film past
the roller;

D. removing the film from said bath and removing all beads
of the adhered liquid therefrom by squeezing it between
two adjacent, resilient contacting rollers which make firm
contact with the film and which are rotating at a speed
such that the peripheral speed of the rollers is identical
with lineal speed of the film; and

E. allowing the film to air dry after leaving said adjacent
rollers. I, -

3,839,040
PROCESS FOR PREPARING COLORED FILM OVERLAYS
Alvin M. Goldstein, 1610 Kelmer Ave., Minneapolis, Minn,
55426

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 124,561, March 15, 1971
abandoned. This application Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349 318

Int. CI. G03c 5124
U.S. CI. 96-48 R 1, Claims

3,839,041
STABILIZER PRECURSORS IN

PHOTOTHERMOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS AND
COMPOSITIONS

Gary L. Hiller, Hilton, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 43,171, June 3, 1970
abandoned. This application May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249 260

Int. CI. G03c 5126, 5/38, 1/34, t/02; B41m 5/00
U.S. CI. 96-50 R ,8 claims

1. A photothermographic element comprising a support
having thereon a layer comprising;

a. a poly( vinyl butyral) binder,
b. silver behenate oxidizing agent.
c. 2,2'-dihydroxy-I,l-binaphthyl reducing agent.
d. photosensitive silver halide,
e. a sensitizing dye,

f phthalimide activator-toning agent and
g. an image stabilizer precursor comprising 5-acetyl-4-

methyl-2-(3-oxobutylthio)thiazole.

of:

^<^vvV^^\VVV^rsv^^^.VVVVVVs^^^^^-^^^t^\\VV\,\V

1. A process for preparing film overlays including the steps

A. subjecting a film with a photohardenable emulsion
thereon to an image-wise exposure of light to produce
exposed and unexposed portions of the emulsion;

3,839,042
HARDENING HYDROPHILIC COLLOID SILVER HALIDE
EMULSION LAYER WITH A 2-HALOETHYLSULFONYL

COMPOUND
Robert A. Silverman, and Wright, Charles J., both of Roches-

ter, N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,697
Int. CI. G03c 5/26, 1/34, 1/30

U.S. CI. 96-50 R „ Claims
I. A photographic element comprising a support and at

least one hydrophilic colloid layer containing a radiation-
sensitive silver halide hardened with a compound having the
structural formula:

XCH2CHjS020(00),„S02CH2CH2X
wherein X in each occurrence is halogen; is an aliphatic or
phenyl substituted aliphatic divalent hydrocarbon radical
having from one to six aliphatic carbon atoms, said radical
being selected from the group consisting of alkylene and
alkenylene; and m is an integer of from zero to three inclusive
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3,839,043

PROCESS FOR REGENERATING SPENT
PHOTOGRAPHIC SILVER BLEACHING SOLUTIONS

Wolfgang Hunicke, Leverkusen; Karl-Wilhelm Schranz, Oden-

thal-Hahnenberg, both of Germany, assignors to AGFA-

Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

Filed Apr. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 353,101

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 27, 1972,

2220667
Int. CI G03c 5/32, 5/26

U.S. CI. 96-50 A 8 Claims

(2)
OH

f>-<^N==N
(Z),

or

m OH

CO-N Zi

Vy

1. A method of regenerating a used photographic silver

bleaching bath containing an alkali metal ferricyanide, an

alkali metal ferrocyanide and an alkali metal halide, which

comprises continually measuring the redox potential of the

bleaching bath, thereby sensing the concentration of ferrocya-

nide formed in the bleaching bath by reduction of ferricyanide

simultaneously with the bleaching of silver in the photo-

graphic material, producing a halogen by oxidation of halide

ions in an aqueous soliTtion in a closed vessel upon reaction

between hydrohalic acid and an oxidizing agent to completely

decompose the acid and form the halogen, immediately deliv-

ering the free halogen from the closed vessel into the bleach-

ing bath under the surface of the bath, variably controlling the

input of the hydrohalic acid and the oxidizing agent into said

reaction in the closed vessel in response to the redox potential

in the bleaching bath, whereby the quantity of halogen pro-

duced in the vessel is equivalent to the concentration of ferro-

cyanide in the bleaching bath and reacting the halogen with

the ferrocyanide to essentially restore the original concentra-

tion of ferricyanide and halide in the bleaching bath.

N
I

O

A 3
(Z)i

wherein X is a hydrogen or halo radical;

Y is a hydrogen, alkyl, alkoxy or alkylthio group containing

one to 1 5 carbon atoms;

R., is hydrogen or an alkyl group containing one- 15 carbon

atoms;

R4 is hydrogen or an aryloxy group;

R5 is hydi-ogen or an alkyl group containing one- 15 carbon

atoms;

R„ is an alkyl or aryl group containing one-20 carbon atoms;

n is an integer of zero-eight;

m is an integer of zero-one;

p is an integer of zero-two; Z is a nitro, amino, chloro, bromo,

fluoro group, an alkyl, an alkylamido or an alkoxy group

containing 1-20 carbon atoms, an arly group, an alkylcar-

bonamido group, a phenoxyalkylcarbonamido group, an alkyl-

carbamyl group or an alkylsulfonamido group having an alkyl

moiety containing 1-25 carbon atoms; and

3,839,044

SILVER HALIDE EMULSIONS CONTAINING
2-EQUIVALENT COLOR COUPLERS

Ilmari F. Salminen, and Anthony Loria, both of Rochester,

N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 128,112, March 25, 1971,

abandoned. This application Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,315

Int. CI. G03c 7/00, 1/40

U.S. CI. 96-56.5 17 Claims

1. A photographic silver halide emulsion containing as

cyan-dye-forming color coupler a compound of the formula

a)

—N Zi

is heterocyclic radicals containing 5-6 ring members.

(Z)r

3,839,045

PHOTOGRAPHIC COLOR DEVELOPER SOLUTION
STABILIZED WITH LITHIUM IONS

Jesse L. Brown, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak

Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 224,627, Feb. 8, 1972, Pat. No. 3,794,591.

This application June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,167

Int. CI. G03c 5/30

U.S. CI. 96-66.4 13 Claims

1. An aqueous alkaline photographic color deve'oner solu-

tion comprising

1

.

a color developing agent,

2. polyvalent metal ions,
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3. a sequestering agent for said polyvalent metal ions, said

sequestering agent being selected from the group consist-

ing of

a. phosphorus compounds of the formula

O R

HO—P—c- -P-OH

OH OH OH

where R is an alky! group of from one to five carbon atoms,
b. alkali metal, ammonium and ethanolamine salts of said
phosphorus compounds, and

c. monoalkyi and dialkyi esters of said phosphorus com-
pounds with methanol, ethanol, propanol or butanol,

4. alkali metal ions selected from the group consisting of
sodium ions and potassium ions in a concentration capa-
ble of resulting in the formation of a precipitate of said
sequestering agent, and

5. lithium ions in a concentration sufficient to substantially
prevent formation in said solution of a precipitate of said

sequestering agent.

3,839,046

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF A
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINT

Monica Hilary Gent, and Brian George Sanderson, both of
Ilford, England, assignors to Ilford Limited, Ilford, Essex,
England

Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 297,085
Int. CI. G03c 5130

U.S. CI. 96-66.5 7 Claims
1. In a process for the production of a photographic print

using polyethylene laminated photographic material having
coated thereon at least one silver halide emulsion layer which
process comprises the sequential steps of imagewise exposing
the material, developing the latent silver image, fixing out the
unexposed silver halide, washing the fixed material and drying
the material the improvement which comprises developing the
exposed photographic material in a silver halide developer
solution which comprises from 0.5 to 2 g per litre of a 3-

pyrazolidone compound of the formula

3,839,047
LIGHT-SENSITIVE SILVER HALIDE PHOTOGRAPHIC

MATERIAL
Tsuneo Suga; Shinobu Korematsu, both of Tokyo; Masaru

Kanbe, Vamanashi, and Akihiko Miyamoto, Tokyo, all of
Japan, assignors to Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283,052
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 27, I97I, 46-65130

Int. CI. G03c U02, 1/84
U.S. CI. 96-114 5 Claims

1. A process for preparing a light-sensitive silver halide
photographic material comprising, as a softener, liquid-
containing fine capsules, which comprises preparing an aque-
ous liquid composed mainly of a first reactant and a water-
immiscible liquid composed mainly of a second reactant capa-
ble of forming a polymer by reaction with said first reactant,
dispersing as fine drops either one of said liquids into the other
liquid to form a polymer according to polycondensation reac-

tion of said first reactant with said second reactant which
takes place at the interface between the two liquids, so that
the surfaces of said fine drops are coated with the thus formed
polymer, incorporating the resulting fine capsules into a gelat-
inous silver halide emulsion, and coating the total emulsion on
a base.

3,839,048
COMPOSITION FOR USE IN THERMOGRAPHY

Albert Lucien Pool, Kontich, and Jan Frans Van Besauw,
Brasschaat, both of Belgium, assignors to AGFA-Gevaert
N.V., Mortsel, Belgium

Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,050
Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 20, 1971.

34045/71

Int. CI. G03c 1/02, 1/72
U.S.CL 96-114.1 15 Claims

1. A sheet material including in working relationship with a
reducible silver salt a derivative of 1 ,4-dihydropyridine having
the following general formula:

Rv-

Ri

T"
^Nx

/ \
R« H

'-R3

RiHC C=0

HaC NH
\ /
N

A
Y

wherein R, is a hydrogen atom or a methyl group and Rj is a
hydrogen atom or an alkyl or alkoxy group containing from
one to four carbon atoms, together with a hydroquinone de-
veloping agent, the ratio by weight of the hydroquinone devel-
oping agent to the 3-pyrazolidinone compound being from 3

: I to 5 : I and there being present in the silver halide develop-
ing solution sufficient development antifoggant to prevent a
properly exposed print from being fogged, the development
anti-foggant being selected from the group consisting of a
mercapto-tetrazole, a nitrobenzimidazole, a nitroindazole and
a benzotriazole, the pH of the developer being 1 1.0 to 1 1.5.

wherein:

R, represents hydrogen or a lower alkyl group,
each of R.^ and Rj represents hydrogen or an alkyl group,
each of R3 and R^ represents cyano or a substituent contain-

ing a carbonyl group directly linked to the 1,4-

dihydropyridine ring, and
Rfi represents hydrogen, an alkyl group or phenyl.

3,839,049
PREPARATION OF A SILVER SALT OF A FATTY ACID
Michael J. Simons, London, England, assignor to Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,582
Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 28, 1971,

35344/71

Int. CI. G03c 1/02; COlg 5/00
U.S. a. 96-114.6 6 Claims

1. A method of preparing a composition comprising photo-
sensitive silver halide and silver behenate comprising (1)
mixing (i) a preformed photosensitive silver halide emulsion,
comprising less than about 30 grams of gelatin per mole of
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silver halide with (ii) a fatty acid reactant comprising less than

65 mole percent behenic acid and 35 to 60 mole percent alkali

salt of behenic acid selected form the group consisting of

ammonium and alkali metal salts of behenic acid to provide a

photosensitive silver halide composition, (2) mixing an aque-

ous solution of a water soluble silver salt with the photosensi-

tive silver halide composition to provide a reaction mixture

and ( 3 ) adding an acidic solution to the reaction mixture to

convert any unreacted ammonium or alkali metal salt to the

free fatty acid.

weight of corrosion inhibitor in the form of at least one adduct

of chromic acid with carbonic acid imine diamide havmg the

general formulae:

(I)

N

RiH

Rj
C=NH

_ NHa J2

-HjCr04

3,839,050 3"^

BROILER AND BARBECUER
Arthur E. Gordon, 902 Data St., Truth or Consequences, N.

Mex. 87901
Filed Sept. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 400,657 (II)

Int. CL A47j 371 10

U.S. CI. 99-345 10 Claims HjCr04

wherein R, is an organic radical selected from the group

consisting of alkyl radicals containing 1 to 5 carbon atoms,

cyclohexyl radicals, phenyl radicals and alkylphenyl radicals

containing 1 to 2 carbon atoms in the alkyl group and Rj is

selected from the group consisting of the same radicals as R,

and hydrogen, and (4) organic solvent, said coatmg composi-

tion being readily removable from the surface of metal objects

to which it is applied.

1. A cooking appliance comprising a bottom housing sec-

tion having upstanding longitudinal side walls and transverse

end walls, one wall being provided with an opening, a pan for

basting sauce in said housing and being slidable at times

through said opening, a downwardly-facing upper housing

section hingedly connected at one edge portion thereof to an

edge portion of the bottom housing section so as to define a

cooking enclosure with respect thereto, said upper section

having a ventilated top wall, a downwardly-facing heating

element in said upper housing section secured to said venti-

lated top wall, a shaft journalled horizontally in opposite walls

of the bottom housing section, rotary driving means con-

nected to said shaft, a grate assembly adapted to receive a

food article, said shaft being formed with a plurality of longitu-

dinally spaced apertures, and at least one U-shaped resilient

impalement clip having resilient legs spaced to engage around

and over a portion of the grate assembly and to be received in

said apertures, whereby to detachably secure said grate assem-

bly with a food article therein to said shaft, said grate assenibly

being of sufficient width to enter said pan when the shaft is

rotated, whereby to dip into basting sauce contained in said

pan to provide a basting action.

3,839,052

PROTECTIVE COATINGS CONTAINING ORGANOTIN
COMPOUNDS

Donald J. Peterson, Springfield Twp., Hamilton County, Ohio,

assignor to The Procter & Gamble Company, Cincinnati,

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 158,527, June 30, 1971,

abandoned. This application Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 208,024

Int. CI. C09d 5/14,5116

U.S. CI. 106-15 AF 2 Claims

1. An antifouling and wood preservative composition com-

prising:
. . . r

1 . from about 0. 1 percent to about 40 percent by weight ot

an organotin compound selected from the group consist-

ing of (organothiomethyl) triorganotin,

(organosulfonylmethyl)triorganotin. and (N,N-

disubstituted aminomethyl)triorganotin compounds; and

2. from about 60 percent to about 99.9 percent by weight

of a film-forming carrier selected from the group consist-

ing of trichloroethylene, chlorobenzene, propylene chlo-

ride, benzene, toluene, xylene, hexane, decane, and mix-

tures thereof, dehydrogenated soybean oil. linseed oil.

rapeseed oil, tung oil, epoxy resin paint bases, and latex

paint bases.

3,839,051

REMOVABLE OR STRIPABLE ANTI CORROSIVE
COATING COMPOSITION

Ladislav Cerveny, Praha, Czechoslovakia, assignor to Institut

Manipulacnich, dopravnich, obalovych a skladovacich sys-

tep'u, Praha, Czechoslovakia

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,802

Int. CI. C09d 5/08

U.S. CI. 106-14 20Clainis

1. A coating composition for metal objects comprising ( I

)

lO-io parts dy weight of cellulose acetobutyrate, (2) 2-20

parts by weight of plasticizer therefor, (3) 0.1-3 parts by

3,839,053

HIGHLY OPAQUE, TA205-CONTAINING
GLASS-CERAMIC ARTICLES

Hermann L. Rittler, Horseheads, N.Y., assignor to Coming

Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.

Filed May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 359,432

Int. CI. C03c 3/22

U.S. CI. 106-39.6 3 Claims

1. A glass-ceramic article essentially free from alkali metal

oxides and the alkaline earth metal oxides MgO, CaO, and
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SrO which exhibits a coefTicient of thermal expansion over the
range 25°-900°C. of less than 15 x I0-7°C. and a dense white
opacity in cross sections thinner than Vb inch, said dense opac-
ity resulting from a crystal content greater than 75 percent by
weight wherein said crystal content consists essentially of
crystals having diameters not exceeding about I micron and
being primarily selected from the group consisting of zinc
petalite solid solution and beta-quartz solid solution, the com-
position of said article being substantially the same throughout
and consisting essentially, by weight on the oxide basis, of
about lO-ZO^f ZnO, 12-20% AUO,. \-\09i Ta,0.,, 50-65%
SiO;j, and 2-8% ZrO,.

3,839,056
FLUOR-AMPHIBOLE GLASS-CERAMICS

David G. Grossman, Painted Post, N.Y., assignor to Coming
Glass Works, Coming, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,374
Int. CI. C03c 3122, 3/04, 3130

U.S. CI. 106-39.7 6 Claims
1. A glass-ceramic article consisting essentially, in weight

percent on the oxide basis as calculated from the batch, of
about 48-75% SiOz, 5-27% MgO, 4-13% MgFj, 0-15% AljOj,
0-10% BzOj, and 3-20% total of alkali metal oxides selected
in the indicated proportion from the group consisting of
4-16% NajO and 3-10% LijO, a major proportion of the
volume of the article being comprised of fluor-amphibole
crystal phases selected from the group consisting of fluor-

magnesio-richterite, proto-amphibole, and fluoreckermanite.

3,839,054

PREFORM CORE MATERIALS
Ray B. Forker, Jr., Horseheads; Michael C. Carson, and Ran-

dall C. Washington, both of Corning, all of N.Y., assignors

to Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,737
Int. CI. B28b 7134

U.S. CI. 106-38.9 4 Claims
1. A preform core body capable of withstanding contact

with molten nickel and cobalt base superalloys at tempera-
tures in excess of 1 ,500°C. formed by firing a green core body
composed of about 2-20% of aluminum metal and 80-98% of
silica by weight to a temperature in the range of about
500''-l,200°C. for a period of time sufficient to react essen-
tially all of the aluminum metal present in the body with silica

to form aluminum oxide and silicon metal, cooling the body
at least to a temperature at which alpha cristobalite will form
therein, and flash-firing the body at least once at a tempera-
ture in the range of about 1.000''-1,650°C. for a time in the

range of about V412 hours, said preform core body being

composed of about 50-96% SiO,, 4-37% AUOj, and not more
than 15% silicon metal by weight, and said SiO, and AUO.,
being present in said preform core body in the form of alpha
cristobalite, alpha alumina and mullite crystalline phases.

3,839,057
BURNED BASIC PHOSPHATE-BONDED REFRACTORY

BRICK
Walter S. Treffner, Linthicum Heights, and Alfred H. Foessel,

Baltimore, both of Md., assignors to General Refractories
Company. Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed July 28, 1971, Ser. No. 167,049
Int. CI. C04b 35104, 35/42

U.S. CI. 106-58 8 Claims
1. In a process for making a basic refractory shape in which

(a) calcined magnesite having a silica content below 0.7%; (b)
a calcium compound selected from the group consisting of
calcium carbonate and a hydraulic cement; (c) a sodium
polyphosphate having the formula:

NaO-

O
II

P-0
I

o
I

.Na J

-Na

3,839,055
TETRASILICIC MICA GLASS-CERAMIC ARTICLE

David G. Grossman, Painted Post, N.Y., assignor to Corning
Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1 17,933, Feb. 24, 1971, Pat.
No. 3,732,087. This application Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No.

341,038
Int. CI. C03c 3/22

U.S. CI. 106-39.6 3 Claims
1. A glass-ceramic article consisting essentially of tetrasil-

icic fluormica crystals dispersed in a glassy matrix, said crys-
tals constituting at least 50% by volume of the article and
being essentially free of Ar"" and B*-^ as crystal constituents,
and said article being formed by the crystallization in situ of
a glass body consisting essentially, in weight percent on the
oxide basis as calculated from the batch, of about 55-65%
SiO,, 12-20% MgO, 9-13% MgF^, 5-35% (R^O + RO)
wherein R2O ranges from 5-25% and consists of at least one
oxide selected in the indicated proportion from the group
consisting of 0-20% KjO. 0-23% RbjO and 0-25% CsjO. and
wherein RO ranges from 0-20% and consists of at least one
oxide selected from the group consisting of SrO, BaO and
CdO, 0-10% total of oxides selected from the group consisting
of AS2O5 and SbjO 5, and 0-2% total of glass colorants selected
from the group consisting of KjCrjOj, KMn04, NiO, CuO,
CfzOj, Fe.,03, FeO, VjOj, CoO, NdjO, and elemental Au.

where n is an integer from 4 to 100; and (d) low silica chrome
ore in an amount up to 40%, by weight, thereof based on the
combined weight thereof with said calcined magnesite, in

proportions to provide, in said mixture, a SiOz content below
1% and a CaOiSiOz ratio of at least about 4.5:1. said calcium
compound and said sodium polyphosphate each being present
in an amount of from about 1% to about 10%, by weight,
based on the weight of the composition, are mixed and then
formed under pressure into a refractory shape, the improve-
ment comprising firing the refractory shape at a temperature
of 2,800° to 3.200°F prior to use.

3,839,058
METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING CEMENT CLINKER
Karl Jens Sylvest, Copenhagen-Valby, Denmark, assignor to

Aktieselskabet Niro Atomizer, Copenhagen, Denmark and F
L. Smidth & Co., Creskill, NJ.

Filed Apr. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 247,324
Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 5. 1971

13314/71

Int. CI. C04b 7/02, 7/36
U.S. CI. 106-100 6 Claims

I. A method of manufacturing cement clinker in a rotary
kiln from cement raw slurry comprising; directing hot smoke
gases exiting from said rotary kiln to a suspension dryer; feed-
ing the slurry to the suspension dryer and suspending it in the
hot smoke gases exiting from the rotary kiln for bringing the
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slurry into a finely divided state and drying it so as to convert

it into pulverulent cement raw material; feeding the pulveru-

lent cement raw material from the suspension dryer to said

rotary kiln for manufacturing cement clinker; and maintaining

the velocity of hot smoke gases through the kiln at levels

sufficient to cause entrainment of pulverulent material in the

kiln gases in an amount equal to at least approximately 50%

by volume of the amount of fresh cement raw material fed to

said rotary kiln.

diepoxide and between about 3.5% to 45% of a curing agent,

wherein the tar component has a maximal STV viscosity of

400/800 seconds (opening 10 mm.), the improvement com-

prising the inclusion of between about 5% to 50% of a viscos-

ity reducing aliphatic triepoxide reactive diluent.

3,839,059

SPRAYABLE GYPSUM PLASTER COMPOSITION
Raymond E. Rothfelder, Irvine, Calif., and Ralph J. Bragg,

Arlington, Mass., assignors to W. R. Grace & Co., Cam-

bridge, Mass.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 122,703, March 10, 1971,

Pat. No. 3,719,513. This application Jan. 9, 1973, Ser. No.

322,271. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Mar. 6, 1990 has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. C04b 11/00

U.S.CL 106-115 8 Claims

1. A gypsum plaster composition, capable of yielding a

settable, sprayable slurry on addition of water, which consists

essentially of on a dry weight basis, calcined gypsum, about 52

to 62 percent, high wet bulking cellulosic fiber, about 2.5 to

about 18 percent, an air-entraining agent, about 0.2 percent,

and sufficient lightweight aggregate to complete the formula,

said cellulosic fiber having sufficient wet bulking capacity that

when incorporated in the said composition, admixed with

water, pumped and sprayed, yields at least about 24 board feet

of product per 50 pounds of the dry composition.

3,839,062

PREPARATION OF SILICEOUS MATERIAL
PARTICULARLY FOR STRENGTHENING POLYMERS

Jean Mercier, Kessel-Lo; Marc Delia Faille, La Neuve Cour

and Claude Bieiman, Kessel-Lo, all of Belgium, assignors to

G E R D E C, Paris, France

Filed July 11, 1972, Ser. No. 270,625

Claims priority, application France, July 13, 1971, 71.257

Int. CI. C09c 1/28

U.S. CI. 106-288 B 10 Claims

1. A process for preparing a siliceous material constituting

a strengthening filler of polymers comprising:

as a first step the acid hydrolysis of a mineral of the phyl-

losilicate type made of tetrahedral layers and octahedral

layers, by reacting the mineral with a solution of a strong

inorganic acid under hydrolysis conditions in order to

remove a proportion comprised between about 5 and

80% by weight of the octahedral layer of the mineral,

and as a second step the chlorination of the hydrolyzed

mineral by reacting the hydrolyzed mineral with thionyl

chloride or phosgene, pure or diluted in a solvent at a

concentration of 1 volume per at most 50 volumes of

solvent.

3,839,060

WATER-RESISTANT ODORLESS CORRUGATING
ADHESIVE

John E. Voigt, Fenton, and Edward M. Bovier, Dellwood, both

of Mo., assignors to Anheuser-Busch, Incorporated, St.

Louis, Mo.
I

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 335,060, Feb. 23, 1973,. This

application Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 387,914

Int. CKC08b 27/22

U.S. CI. 106-215 11 Claims

1. A method of making a starch based adhesive comprising

the steps of (a) preparing an aqueous alkaline gelatinized

starch carrier containing a phenolic compound and a portion

of the total starch solids, (b) mixing therein an aqueous slurry

containing the remaining portion of the total starch solids, an

aldehydic compound and an amino hydroxy compound of the

following formula:

Ri

Ri

—C-CHjOH
NHs

wherein R, and R2 are the same or different and are hydrogen,

alkyl groups of one to three carbon atoms, or hydroxyalkyl

groups of one to three carbon atoms.

3,839,063

PROCESSING OF ANATASE TI02 OBTAINED FROM THE
CHLORIDE PROCESS

Thomas Joseph Beliveau, Newark, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 332,029

Int. CI. C09c 1/36

U.S. CI. 106-300 10 Claims

1. In a process for the production of anatase titanium diox-

ide pigment by the vapor phase oxidation of titanium tetra-

chloride, the improvement wherein the pigment obtained

from the oxidation reactor is combined with water in an

amount to produce an aqueous slurry of at least 300 grams

titanium dioxide pigment per liter and with titanium tetrachlo-

ride or hydrochloric acid in an amount sufficient to provide a

slurry pH of 1.0 to 1.5.

3,839,061

TAR COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING TRIFUNCTIONAL
ALIPHATIC EPOXIDE DILUENTS

Jean Lehureau, Lyon, and Jean-Philippe Rieux, Decines, both

of France, assignors to Rhone-Progil, Paris, France

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,226

Claims priority, applkation France, Apr. 9, 1971, 71.13841

Int. CI. C08h 13/10

U.S. CI. 106-284 9 Claims

1. In a composition of matter comprising between about

10% to 85% of a tar, between about 3.5% and 45% of an aryl

3,839,064

INORGANIC PIGMENT-LOADED POLYMERIC
MICROCAPSULAR SYSTEM

David N. Vincent, Glenview, HI., assignor to Champion Inter-

national Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 290,807

Int. CI. C08h 17104; BOlj 13/02

U.S. CI. 106-308 M 20 Claims

1. Opacifying pigment particles consisting essentially of

discrete, substantially spherical microcapsules each said mi-

crocapsule having a solid, polymeric shell surrounding a solid,

organic, polymeric core, said polymeric core having discrete,

inorganic pigment particles dispersed therein, said polymeric

shell and said polymeric core being formed of different poly-

meric materials.
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3,839,065

ADHESIVE CEMENT
Wendell C. Overhults, Highland Park, and Richard McCrea

Potts, East Brunswick, both of N.J., assignors to Johnson &
Johnson, New Brunswick, N.J.

Filed Apr. 8, 1968, Ser. No. 719,662
Int. CI. C09c 3100. 1/28. 1/40

U.S. CI. 106-308 N 4 claims
1. A filler useful in the preparation of cements utilizing

cyanoacrylate binders comprising material of the group con-
sisting of quartz and alumina in particulate form the particles
of filler containing an undercoat of at least one non-catalytic
trialkoxysilyl compound of the group consisting of gamma-
glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane and gamma-methacryloxy-
propyltrimethoxysilane with an overlaying deposit of an effec-
tive amount of at least one amine activator of the group con-
sisting of N,N-dimelhyi-p-toluidine and N,N-dimethylaniline.

TM polarization mode simultaneously along a common
propagation axis therein,

examining the interference fringe pattern of the optical
wave energy scattered out of said film from the respective
modes of said waves along said common propagation axis,
and

adjusting the birefringence of said film by annealing at a
temperature below the softening point of said polymer
until the spacing /,. between consecutive fringes in said
interference pattern is maximized.

3,839,066
HIGH POLYMERS FOR FORMING AN INVISIBLE,

SOIL-RESISTANT COATING ON CANVAS
Abner Brenner, 7204 Pomander Ln., Chevy Chase, Md. 20015

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,791
Int. CI. B44d 1/14

U.S.CL 117-6 12 Claims
1. A process for imparting a semi-impervious, invisible,

flexible, protective, soil-resistant surface to canvas and to
surfaces of unsized canvas painted with artist's acrylic-type of
paint consisting of acrylic resin in organic solvent along with
pigment which comprises applying to the surface of said can-
vas a viscous solution of water-soluble resins at a concentra-
tion of 8 percent to 20 percent by weight and permitting said
solution to dry.

3,839,067
METHOD OF MAKING A THIN FILM WAVE GUIDE
EMPLOYING STRESS INDUCED BIREFRINGENCE BY
DESPOSITION IN A POLYMER FROM SOLUTION

Thomas Patrick Sosnowski, Colts Neck, and Heinz Paul Weber,
Middletown. both of N.J.. assignors to Bell Telephone Labo-
ratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,770
Int. CI. G02b 5/14; B44d 1/44: B32b I7//0

U.S. a. 117-33.3 3 Claims

3,839,068
METHOD OF FORMING PHOSPHOR SURFACES OF

COLOR CATHODE RAY TUBES
Kiyosi Miura, Mobara, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd., To-

kyo, Japan
Filed June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 148,945

Claims priority, application Japan, June 1, 1970, 45-46386
Int. CI. B29c 25/00: B44d 1/04 1/44

U.S. CI. 117-335 C
'

12 Claims
1. A method of forming a phosphor surface of a color cath-

ode ray tube comprising the steps of forming a phosphor film
consisting of a plurality of phosphor dots on the inner surface
of the face plate of a cathode ray tube, forming an organic film
on said phosphor film, said organic film containing relatively
small pinholes in those regions in contact with said phosphor
dots of said phosphor film and relatively large pinholes in
those regions in contact with the areas between the phosphor
dots, heating said face plate and said organic film, applying a
mixed solvent onto the organic film for a short period of time
while the face plate is heated to dissolve the surface layer of
said organic film thereby removing the relatively small pin-
holes and providing flat and smooth surfaces on the regions of
said organic film in contact with said phosphor dots, vapor-
depositing an aluminum film on said organic film and heating
the resulting layered assembly to decompose and remove said
organic film.

DEPOSIT LIQUID SOLUTION
OF THE POLYMER
ON A SUBSTRATE
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3,839,074

OPAQUE COMPOSITE FILM
John S. Taylor, Newark, Del., assignor to FMC Corporation,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,845
Int. CI. B05c 9104

U.S. CI. 117-68 10 Claims

TiO^ PIGMENTED CELLOPHANE

CLEAR SARAN COATING

ALUMINUM PIGMENTED SARAN COATING

I. A composite film which is opaque to visible light, said
film being comprised of a layer of regenerated cellulose havng
incorporated and substantially uniformly dispersed therein not
less than 8^ of titanium dioxide pigment, based upon the
weight of cellulose and pigment, and a continuous coating
formed of a film-forming thermoplastic resin adhered to each
of the opposite sides of said regenerated cellulose layer with
at least one of said coatings having incorporated and substan-
tially uniformly dispersed therein from about 5 to 20 parts per
hundred of aluminum pigment.

3,839,075
ADHESIVE TAPES AND A PROCESS FOR THE

PREPARATION THEREOF
Yasuhiro Moriyama; Yasuo Mito, both of Fukaya; Minoru
Takamizawa, and Shiro Gomyo, both of Annaka, all of Ja-
pan, assignors to Nitto Electric Industrial Co. Ltd., Osaka-
fu, Japan and Shinetsu Chemical Company, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,748
Oaims priority, application Japan, Mar. 4, 1971, 46-1 1658;

Oct. 25, 1971,46-84492

Int. CI. C09j 7102
U.S.CL 117-76 A 6 Claims

^^imu^m^(̂ ^^m^^'^^^^ 2

1. Adhesive tape which comprises ( 1 ) an undercoat layer of
organopolysiloxane (A) containing 0.2-10 molar percent of
the phenyl group, 0.005-5 molar percent of the vinyl group,
the molar percentages being based on the whole of the organic
groups, and the remainder of said groups bemg substantially
the methyl group, said undercoat layer being coated on a
backing which comprises a member selected from polyamide,
polyamide-imide, and organic fluorine-containing polymer,
and metal foil at least at the surface of said backing, and (2)
an adhesive layer placed on said undercoat layer comprising
organopolysiloxane (B). said organopolysiloxane (A) being
obtained by partial condensation of 30-70 parts by weight of
a copolymer (a) composed of SiC^ and RsSiOoj units, wherein
R is selected from substituted and unsubstituted monovalent
hydrocarbon groups, in a molar ratio of from 1:0.4 to 1:1 with
70-30 parts by weight of a diorganopolysiloxane (b) com-
posed of R'jSiO units, wherein R' is selected from substituted
and unsubstituted monovalent hydrocarbon groups, said units
containing a member selected from the group consisting of
hydroxyl and vinyl at the end of the unit's molecular chain,
and having a viscosity of more than 100.000 centistokes at
25''C.

3,839,076
METHOD OF PRODUCING COATINGS USING

THIXOTROPIC COMPOSITIONS
Lewis S. Miller, Bellevue, Wash., assignor to Weyerhaeuser
Company, Tacoma, Wash.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 93,855, Nov. 30, 1970,

abandoned. This application Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,222
Int. CI. B44d 1150; C08f 3164, 1184

U.S.CL 117-93.31 23 Claims
1. A process for forming a coating on a substrate compris-

ing:

I. applying to said substrate a viscous, thixotropic composi-
tion produced by incorporating into a hydrophobic, es-

sentially solvent-free coating vehicle that is liquid at

ambient temperature and capable of being cured by expo-
sure to high energy radiation an additive selected from
the group consisting of metal oxides and metal hydrox-
ides, said additive being dispersible in said vehicle in a
finely divided state and an acid selected from the group
consisting of acrylic acid and methacrylic acid, said addi-
tive being reactive with said acid to form a metal salt

thereof and water and being substantially non-inhibitory
of curing of said composition by exposure to high-energy
radiation, and the amounts of said additive and acid being
sufficient to render said composition thixotropic; and

2. exposing said composition to high-energy radiation for a
time sufficient to effect curing thereof.

t<^

3,839,077

DECOMPOSITION OF METAL CARBONYLS
Ronald Dale Robinson, Port Colborne, Ontario, Canada, as-

signor to The International Nickel Company, Inc., New
York, N.Y.

Filed June 21, 1971, Ser. No. 154,853
Claims priority, application Canada, July 8, 1970, 87,694

Int. CI. C23c 11102
U.S. CI. 117-100 R 9 Claims

1. A process for decomposing at least one metal carbonyl in

a fluidized bed which comprises: establishing, within a fluid-

.ized bed of particulate material, a lower heating region and an
upper decomposing region; heating particulate material within
the heating region to maintain the fluidized particulate mate-
rial within the decomposing region above the metal carbonyl
decomposition temperature; and introducing the metal car-
bonyl into the decomposing region to decompose the metal
carbonyl on tne heated particulate material in the decompos-
ing region.
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3,839,078

METHOD OF COATING SUBSTRATES

James Derek Birchall, and John Edward Cassidy, both of

Runcorn, England, assignors to Imperial Chemical Indus-

tries Limited, London, England

Filed Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 204,732

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 11, 1970,

59028/70; Dec. 11, 1970, 59036/70; Dec. 11, 1970, 59044/70;

Dec. 11, 1970,59045/70
Int CI. B44d 1146

U.S.CL 117-119.6 9 Claims

1. A method of coating a substrate with alummum phos-

phate or a material containing aluminum phosphate compris-

ing applying to the substrate a coating of a solution of a halo-

gen-containing complex phosphate of aluminum containing at

least one chemically-bound molecule of a hydroxy compound

ROM where R is a hydrogen atom or an organic group, drying

said coating to remove solvent from the coating composition

and then curing the said coating composition at a temperature

of at least 80°C.. the steps of applying and drying the coating

composition being effected under conditions such that the

surface tension of the coating composition does not exceed

the critical wetting tension of the substrate.

3 839 079

LAGGING CLOTH WOVEN OF STAPLE GLASS FIBER,

AND CONTAINING REWETTABLE ADHESIVE

Irvin Barnett, Martinsville, N.J., assignor to Johns-Manville

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 40,729, May 26, 1970,

abandoned. This application June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,026

Int. CKB32b/ 7/02, C09j 1102

U.S. CI. 117-126 GF 13 Claims

1. A rewettable lagging cloth consisting essentially of a low

density glass fiber cloth impregnated therethrough with a

rewettable adhesive composition, said glass fiber cloth con-

taining about 15 percent to 35 percent by weight of adhesive

composition impregnant solids, said adhesive composition

being at least 72 percent by weight bentonite clay and said

adhesive composition also containing alkali metal silicate in a

ratio of 1 part by weight alkali metal silicate to 30-85 parts by

weight bentonite clay. 11

3 839 080

PLASTIC COATED METALLIC FOAMS
Chester P. Jarema, Detroit, and Leonard M. Niebylski, Bir-

mingham, both of Mich., assignors to Ethyl Corporation,

Richmond, Va.

Division of Ser. No. 155,102, June 21, 1971, Pat. No.

3,707,40 1 , which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 774,756,

Nov. 12, 1968, Pat. No. 3,617,364. This application June 14,

1972, Ser. No. 262,51 IThe portion of the term of this patent

subsequent to Nov. 2, 1988, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. B32b 15108

U.S.CL 117-132 B 4 Claims

3 839 081

ACRYLIC FIBER HAvInG A HIGH WATER
ABSORBENCY AND A WOOLLIKE HAND AND PROCESS

THEREFORE
Kunio Tanahashi, and Yukitoshi Nariai, both of Okayama,

Japan, assignors to American Cyanamid Company, Stam-

ford, Conn.
Filed Aug. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 390,447

Int. CI. B32b 27102; B44d 1102

U.S. CI. 117-138.8 UA 10 Claims

1. An acrylic fiber of improved absorbency and wool-like

hand characteristics which comprises a fiber substrate com-

prising an acrylonitrile polymer of at least 70 weight percent

acrylonitrile and any balance of one or more monomers co-

polymerizable therewith and carried on said substrate from

about 0.5 to 3.0 weight percent, based on the weight of said

substrate, of a graft polymer comprising a backbone of a

polyvinyl acetate saponified to the extent of at least 70 mol

percent and a degree of polymerization of from about 500 to

2,500 and a sidechain copolymer of from about 70 to 92 mol

percent acrylonitrile, from about 8 to 30 mol percent of an

unsaturated long chain ester which is of a structure selected

from CH2=C{R,)COOR2 and CH^=CH-OCOR3. wherein R,

is hydrogen or methyl and Rj and R, are individually selected

from alkyl groups of 10 to 18 carbon atoms, and from about

to 22 mol percent of another vinyl monomer copolymeriz-

able therewith, the ratio of backbone polymer to sidechain

copolymer being in the range of about 0.1:1.0 to 0.5:1.0.

respectively.

3 839 082

EPITAXIAL GROWTH PROCESS FOR III-V

MIXED-COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTALS

Hiroyuki Kasano, Akishima, and Kazuhiro Kurata, Hachioji,

both of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258,175

Claims priority, application Japan, June 1, 1971,46-37483

Int. CI. B44d 1118; HOll 7136

U.S. CI. 117-201 24 Claims

1. As an article of manufacture, a foamed metal body hav-

ing a surface thereof coated with a foamed organo-polymeric

plastic of sufficient thickness to impart shock insulation prop-

erties.

1. A process for the epitaxial growth of a mixed semicon-

ductor crystal of Group III-V compounds, comprising the

steps of:

coating the back and side faces of a substrate, made of a

semiconductor material other than the mixed Ill-V com-

pound semiconductor crystal to be grown, with a silicon-

containing material chemically stable against the corro-

sive action of a halogen or halides at the epitaxial temper-

ature of said III-V compound semiconductor;

placing said substrate coated with said chemically stable

material in a reaction tube in such a manner that the

non-coated face of said substrate will be contacted with

the reaction gas in said reaction tube;

heating said coated substrate placed in said reaction tube to

the epitaxial growth temperature of one compound

among said mixed crystal-composing compounds which

has a lower epitaxial temperature than said mixed Ul-V

compound crystal;

forming said compound on the non-coated face of said

substrate by a disproportionation reaction according to a

halogen vapor transport method;
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heating said substrate placed in said reaction tube to the
epitaxial temperature of the mixed Group III-V com-
pound semiconductor crystal to be grown; and

forming said mixed III-V compound semiconductor crystal

on said compound by a disproportionation reaction ac-
cording to a halogen vapor transport method.

3,839,083
SELECTIVE METALLIZATION PROCESS

Yro T. Sihvonen, Richardson, and Jack D. Woodham, Jr.,
Irving, both of Tex., assignors to Texas Instruments Incorpo-
rated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,762
Int. CI. B44d 1/18

U.S. CI. 117-212 14 Claims

HEAT HtAT
"^

" r T f M r
'

/4 IS 14

EXPOSE

1-CONDITION SURFACE

1. In a method for selectively depositing a precious metal on
an insulating substrate, the steps of:

immersing said substrate in a solution containing a salt of a
metal selected from the group consisting of tin, titanium
and lead, the oxidation state of the metal ions thereof
being alterable by exposure to heat, to provide a coating
of said solution on said substrate; and

producing a pattern capable of reducing said precious metal
from a precious metal salt thereof by selectively exposing
portions of said coated substrate to heat to effectively

change the oxidation state of said metal ions at said por-
tions with the result that said metal ions of said portions
of said coated substrate so exposed to heat are rendered
incapable of reducing said precious metal.

3,839,084
MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY METHOD FOR

FABRICATING MAGNESIUM DOPED THIN FILMS OF
GROUP III(A)-V(A) COMPOUNDS

Alfred Vi Cho, New Providence, and Morton B. Panish, Spring-
field, both of N.J., assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Incorporated. Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,209
Int. CI. B44d ll\8

U.S. a. 117-215 10 Claims

1. A method for epitaxially growing upon a surface a p-type
thin film of a material having a composition AljB|_X. where

< X « 1, Al is aluminum, B is a Group Ill(a) element and
C is a Group V(a) element, comprising the steps of:

a. reducing the background pressure to a subatmospheric
pressure;

b. directing at least one molecular beam comprising a p-type
dopant, said aluminum, said Group Ill(a) element and
said Group V(a) element, upon said surface for a time
period sufficient to effect growth of a p-type film of Al^.
B,_j.C, < X < 1, of the desired thickness;

c. preheating said surface to a temperature effective to
allow atoms impinging thereon to migrate to surface sites

to form said epitaxial film and effective to produce con-
gruent evaporation of said Group Ill(a) elements and said

Group V(a) element:

d. maintaining the relative proportions of the constituents of
said at least one molecular beam so that at said surface
there is an excess of said Group V(a) element with re-

spect to aluminum and said Group Ill(a) element, and
characterized in that:

1. said p-type dopant is magnesium;
2. the sticking coefficient of magnesium on said surface,

and hence the carrier concentration of said thin film,

increases in accordance with a determinable relation-

ship with increasing amounts of aluminum in said thin

film; and
3. aluminum is included in said at least one molecular
beam in an amount determined from said relationship

effective to produce a desired carrier concentration in

said thin film.

3,839,085
TUBE SURFACE SCRAPING

William L. Hulvey, Springfield, and Clive S. Axtell, Vienna,
both of Va., assignors to The Richards Corporation, Mc-
Lean, Va.

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,423
Int. CI. B08b 9102

U.S. CI. 134—8 13 Claims

1. Apparatus for treating a surface of a tube comprising
first curved magnetic means mounted within a tube for

contacting a segmental part of an interior surface of the
tube and for moving along an interior surface of the tube,
second magnetic means mounted on an exterior of the
tube for moving along an exterior surface of the tube,

magnet means associated with one of the first and second
means for drawing the magnetic means toward each other
against interposed tube surfaces,

curved segmental surface treating means on one of the first

and second means adjacent a portion of the tube surface
and being configured cooperatively with a surface of the
tube for treating the surface,

and means for moving the first and second means along the
tube, whereby a surface of the tube is treated.
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3,839,086

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR METAL
SCRAP DRYERS

Charles R. Larson, Bellevue, Mich., assignor to Prab Convey-
ors, Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 237,131, March 22, 1972, Pat. No.

3,767,179. This application Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 337,884
nt. CI. B08b im

U.S. CL 134-19 2 Claims

'0 cm
; A- ,

D«i»l 51 .
t

'

1. A method for regulating temperature within a rotary

drum-type dryer treating at an elevated temperature metal
scrap contaminated with combustible substances which com-
prises:

providing a plurality of nozzles having different orifice sizes

in at least two individual nozzles to provide a range of

delivered water volumetric capacities at constant water
pressure within said dryer;

providing a reservoir of water at a substantially constant
pressure;

sensing temperature within said dryer and generating a

signal which is indicative of the temperature within said

dryer; and

injecting water into the dryer simultaneously through at

least two nozzles in response to the generated signal.

3,839,087

PERCHLOROETHYLENE VAPOR DECREASING
PROCESS

Norman L. Beckers, Chardon, Ohio, assignor to Diamond
Shamrock Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,648

Int. CI. B08b 5/00; C23g 5/02; C07c 17/40

U.S. CI. 134-31 6 Claims

1. A process for vapor degreasing metal which comprises

contacting a metal with vapors from a stabilized perchloroeth-

ylene composition consisting essentially of perchloroethylene

containing a stabilizing amount of a chemical component
selected from the group consisting of ( 1 ) epibromohydrin and

(2) epibromohydrin and allyl glycidyl ether.

and winding it into a spiral form, idling pressure rollers for

applying pressure to the winding cell pack, said mandrel pro-

vided with alternate radially upstanding projections and con-
tiguous depressions in which an extention of said cell pack will

engage.

3,839,089
WATER ACTIVATED LEAD ACID STORAGE BATTERY
CELL HAVING DRY DISCHARGED ELECTRODES

Joseph C. Duddy, Trevose, Pa., assignor to ESB Incorporated,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,565
Int. CI. HOlm 39/00

U.S. CI. 136-26 6 Claims

TABLE 1
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consisting of at least a pair of twisted wires selected from the

class consisting of lead and lead alloys, and a plurality of
carbon fibers held in position by the twisted wires and extend-
ing radially therefrom along the length of the wire element, a

terminal connected electrically to the grid, and the grid being
substantially filled with battery paste to present a continuous
coating of battery paste on both sides thereof.

3,839,091

REGENERATIVE FUEL CELL
David P. Bloomfield, West Hartford; Neil A. Hassett, East

Hartford, and James K. Stedman, Giastonburg, all of Conn.,
assignors to United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford,
Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 51,902, July 2, 1970, abandoned.
This application Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 306,255

Int. CL HOlm 33100
U.S. CI. 136-86 R 12 Claims

1. A regenerative fuel cell system which operates on hydro-
gen and oxygen, comprising:

a housing;

a first assembly disposed in said housing including a fuel cell

having a hydrogen electrode, a first oxygen electrode and
an electrolyte matrix disposed therebetween, and includ-
ing a first oxygen passage, at least one of said electrodes
having a first water storage matrix associated therewith,
said first oxygen electrode being composed of a first

material;

a second assembly disposed in said housing including an
electrolysis cell having a hydrogen electrode, a second
oxygen electrode and an electrolyte matrix disposed
therebetween, and including a second oxygen passage, at

least one of said electrolysis cell electrodes having a

second water storage matrix associated therewith, said
second assembly disposed adjacent to said first assembly
and spaced therefrom forming a hydrogen passage there-
between in fluid communication with said first and sec-
ond water storage matrices, said second oxygen electrode
being composed of a second material different from said
first material;

fluid connecting means in communication with said hydro-
gen passage and said oxygen passages for providing hy-
drogen to said hydrogen passage and oxygen to said oxy-
gen passages, and including seal means preventing said
hydrogen passage from communicating with said oxygen
passages; and

means for operating said first assembly always as a fuel cell

and said second assembly always as an electrolysis cell,

said means being in electrical communication with said

assemblies.

3,839,092
ELECTRO-CHEMICAL, GASPROOF BUTTON CELL

Ernst Hausler, and Manfred Stommel, both of Duisburg, Ger-
many, assignors to Yardney International Corporation, Los
Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,111
Int. CI. HOlm 21100

U.S. CI. 136—111 10 Claims

1. An electrochemical gasproof button cell comprising a
metal cell bottom pan and a metal cell cover defining openings
and bearing insulative material and sealed in a tight manner to

the edge of said bottom pan; a pair of precharged, dry elec-

trodes with an interposed separator, one of said electrodes
being conductively connected to said cell pan and the other of
said electrodes being conductively connected to said cell

cover, an easily breakable electrolyte container filled with an
electrolyte disposed over said cell cover and a cap-shaped
membrane lid disposed over said container and projecting
down over the edge of said cell pan.

3,839,093
LEAD SEALED-THROUGH CONNECTION

Claude E. Twogood, Denver; Donald H. McClelland, Littleton,

and Toshio Uba, Denver, all of Colo., assignors to The Gates
Rubber Company, Denver, Colo.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 292,223
Int. CL HOlm 1102

U.S.CL 136-135 R 16 Claims

1. A seal for connections between the electrodes and termi-
nals of an electrolytic device comprising:

a resilient seat member containing apertures for terminal
connections therethrough;

a soft deformable lead or lead alloy connector seated in the
apertures of said resilient material, said lead connector
having a Brinell hardness of less than about 10 kg/mm-;
a male threaded member; and

a female threaded member receivaBlyengaging said male
member, one of said threaded members having a Brinell

hardness greater than that of the lead connector and
having a lateral shoulder or shoulder projections other
than the threads embedded in the lead connector, the
shoulder projection(s) exerting a positive force against
the soft lead which in turn is made to be in tight confor-
mity with the aperture wall of the resilient member to
form the liquid tight seal.
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3,839,094

FLUIDIC THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR
Carl J. Campagnuolo, Potomac, Md., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 267,739
Int. CI. H02n 3100

U.S. CI. 136-213 8 Claims

1. Apparatus for generating electricity in response to a fluid

flow, comprising:

a. a resonant tube having an open end and a closed end;

b. means for directing said fluid flow onto said open end of

said resonant tube to produce fluid compression waves
therein;

c. a thermoelectric crystal that generates electrical energy
in response to heat produced at said closed end of said

resonant tube by said fluid compression waves.

3,839,095

METHOD OF MAKING A DRAWING STEEL SHEET BY
CONTINUOUS ANNEALING PROCESS INCLUDING

SHELF TREATMENT THEREIN
Harou Kubotera; Kazuhide Nakaoka; Kaoni Watanabe;
Takao Kurihara, all of Yokohama, and Nobuo Tanaka,
Fukuyama, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon Kokan Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,459
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 27, 1971, 46-

18137

Int. CI. C21d 9148

U.S. CI. 148-2 8 Claims

1. A method of making a drawing steel sheet comprising the

following steps:

making a steel including C content of 0.02 to 0.10 percent,

in a continuous annealing stage following an ordinary

slabbing or continuous casting, hot-rolling, pickling and
cold-reducing,

heating up said cold-reduced steel strip to the range of
recrystallization temperature and 850°C, slow-cooling

from said temperature to the range of A, point and 600°C
and then rapid-cooling from said temperature to the

normal temperature by a cooling rate of 200°C/sec and
10.000°C/sec,

j

shelf-treating in which said strip is reheated up to the range

of 300°C and 530°C. successively cooled slowly from said

temperature to at least 300°C,

and lastly cooling from said last mentioned temperature to

the normal temperature and then temper-cooling, in the

usual manner.

3,839,096
REPRODUCIBILITY OF COLOR IN COLORING

STAINLESS STEEL
Anthony Northcott Skedgell, Birmingham; Anthony Chirsto-

pher Hart, Dudley, and Victor Albert Smith, Warley, all of

England, assignors to The International Nickel Company,
Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,479
Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 22, 1971,

2922/71; Apr, 18, 1972, 17940/72

Int. CI. C23f 1126

U.S. CI. 148-6.2 5 Claims
1. In a process for coating chromium-containing alloy with

coatings ranging from colorless through a series of colors

comprising treating said alloy in an aqueous chromic acid
solution for a time until a desired surface condition is realized,

the improvement comprising measuring in said solution the

potential of the surface of said alloy against a standard elec-

trode and removing said alloy from said solution when the

difference between the inflection potential of said alloy sur-

face and the potential measured thereafter against said stan-

dard electrode equals a predetermined potential change asso-

ciated with said desired surface condition.

3,839,097
STABILIZATION OF ACIDIC AQUEOUS COATING
COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING AN ORGANIC

COATING-FORMING MATERIAL
Wilbur S. Hall, Plymouth Meeting, and Harry M. Leister,

Ambler, both of Pa., assignors to Amchem Products, Inc.,

Ambler, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 257,107, May 26, 1972,
abandoned. This application Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,176

Int. CI. C23f 7100; B44d 11098
U.S. CI. 148-6.2 45 Claims

1. In the process for applying an organic coating to objects

having a metallic surface by

immersing said object in an acidic aqueous coating compo-
sition containing dispersed solid particles of an organic
coating-forming material for a period of time sufficient to

form on said metallic surface an organic coating, the
thickness or amount of which increases during at least a

portion of the time said surface is immersed in said com-
position, wherein said composition dissolves from said

surface metal ions which tend to cause said composition
to become unstable; and wherein said particles have a size

within the range of about 0.01 to about 0.1 micron and
larger; and wherein said composition is contacted with an
ion exchange material which removes said metal ions

from said coating composition thereby maintaining said

composition stable; and wherein said coating composition
prior to being contacted with said ion exchange material

forms on said surface a smooth or glossy coating; and
wherein said composition after being treated with said ion

exchange material tends to form on said surface a coating
which is grainy or textured in appearance; the improve-
ment comprising contacting said composition with said

ion exchange material in the presence of a dispersing

agent which is effective in maintaining dispersed in said

composition said particles having a size within the range
of about 0.0 1 to about 0. 1 micron, and thereafter coating
said metallic surface with the thus treated composition
containing said particles having a size within the range of
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about 0.01 to about 0.1 micron thereby forming on said

metallic surface a smooth coating or a coating which has
a reduced grainy or textured appearance.

amount of Ni, Mn and Cu to Si and the weight ratio of Cr to
Si are varied 2.5 and 3 respectively, and wherein the Ac3
transformation point of said steel is less than 1 ,400T.

3 839 098
COMPOSITION AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING BLACK

COATING ON BRASS
Merton M. Beckwith, Rockville, Conn., assignor to Conversion
Chemical Corporation, Rockville, Conn.

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 304,966
Int. CI. C23f 5/02

U.S. CI. 148-6.14 R 19 Claims
1. An aqueous bath for imparting a black surface coating to

brass workpieces consisting essentially of an aqueous solution
of:

about 35 to 135 grams per liter of cupric carbonate;
about 1 to 30 grams per 100 grams of cupric carbonate of

an organic color intensifier selected from the group con-
sisting of aliphatic and aromatic carboxylic acids, ali-

phatic and aromatic aldehydes, aliphatic and aromatic
ketones, aliphatic and aromatic amines, aliphatic alco-
hols, oxidation-resistant hydroxybenzene compounds,
aromatic phosphonic and sulfonic acids and mixtures
thereof; and ammonium hydroxide in an amount suffi-

cient to provide a pH of about 1 1 .0 to 12.5.

3,839,101
CONTROLLED COOLING OF COBALT-RARE EARTH

MAGNETIC ALLOYS
Manfred Doser, Edmore, Mich., assignor to General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,625
Int. CI. HOlf 1/02

U.S. CI. 148-101 4 Claims
1. The method of improving the magnetic properties of a

sintered cobalt-rare earth intermetallic alloy after completion
of sintering which comprises:

reducing the temperature of the intermetallic alloy in an
inert atmosphere from its sintering temperature to a
temperature within the range of 825°C to 975°C;

and immersing the alloy in an inert liquid at about room
temperature, said liquid having a coefficient of thermal
conductivity of less than 0. 1 55 Btu/hr. (ft.-) (°F/ft. ) at 50°
to 86°F.

3.839,099
IRON-PHOSPHATE COATING FOR TIN-PLATED

FERROUS METAL SURFACES
Thomas C. Jones, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Amchem Prod-

ucts, Inc., Ambler, Pa.

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,620
Int. CI. C23f 7/12

U.S. CI. 148-6.15 R 2 Claims
1. A method for coating a tin-plated ferrous metal surface

comprising the steps of: cleaning the metal surface; applying
to the surface an aqueous solution consisting essentially of a
monophosphate selected from the group consisting of mono-
basic and dibasic monophosphate and mixtures thereof pres-
ent in an amount from about 1.0 to about 5.0 percent by
weight, a fluoride salt present in an amount from about 0.03
to about 0.5 percent by weight, and a hydroxylamine salt

present in an amount from about 0.07 to about 0.5 percent by
weight, said solution having a pH from about 4.5 to about 5.5;

thereafter rinsing the surface with water; and thereafter apply-
ing a siccative finish to the surface.

3,839,102

PERMANENT MAGNET
Yoshio Tawara, and Harufumi Senno, both of Osaka, Japan,

assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka,
Japan

Division of Ser. No. 775,651, Nov. 14, 1968,. This application

Nov. 10, 1970, Ser. No. 88,479
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 18, 1968, 43-

18154

Int. CI. HOlf 1/02
U.S. CI. 148-102 3 Claims

1. A method for making a permanent magnet material
having a fiber-like microstructure of fineness smaller than 20
microns and having a maximum energy product of at least 1.3
MG.oe. comprising heating a mixture of 15 to 20 mol percent
of Ce or Ce mischmetal, 52 to 77 mol percent of Co and 8 to
30 mol percent of Cu to a melt at a temperature higher than
1200°C, quenching said melt to room temperature, aging the
quenched alloy at a temperature of 400°C to 650°C for 20
minutes to 10 hours and then rapidly cooling the aged alloy to
room temperature.

3,839,100
LOW NICKEL HIGH-STRENGTH SILICON STEEL

Keiichi Ota, No. 54 Shimoyamo Nakayawora-cho, Sakyo-ku,
Kyoto, Japan

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,169The portion of the term
of this patent subsequent to July 4, 1989. has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. C22c 39/20, 39/44
U.S. CI. 148-37 1 Claim

1. A low nickel high-strength silicon alloy steel age hard-
ened for 8 hours at 750°F. to a Vickers Brinell Hardness of
600, said alloy steel consisting essentially of C in an amount
of not more than 0.03 percent, 4-67fSi, l-59c Mn, 1.8-4.8%
Ni, 6-189^Cr, \-49f Cu, optionally one or more of Mo. V and
B in an amount of not more than 2 percent each, and the
residual essentially Fe. in which the weight ratio of the total

3,839,103
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE AND METHOD OF

MANUFACTURING SAME
Rijkent J. Nienhuis, and Cornells Busselaar, both of Nijmegen,

Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New'
York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 772,718, Nov. 1, 1968, abandoned. This
application Apr. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 131,252

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Nov. 4, 1967
6715013; Nov. 4, 1967, 6715014

Int. CI. HO II 7/34
U.S. a. 148-187 8 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a plurality of discrete semi-
conductor devices including plural regions, comprising pro-
viding a common wafer of semiconductor material having a
surface portion of one conductivity type, providing a first

diffusion mask on the wafer surface, opening first windows in
the diffusion mask to form a continuous grid of scribing lanes
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defining a plurality of discrete device areas and over a plural-
ity of device areas second windows for one of the device
regions, diffusing into the first and second windows an oppo-
site type forming impurity of form opposite type device re-
gions and to form an opposite type continuous zone under the
scribing lanes ultimately to constitute peripheral edge zones of
the discrete devices, providing a second diffusion mask on the
wafer surface, opening in the first and second diffusion masks
third windows larger than the first windows so as to com-

pletely encompass and overlap the grid of opposite type zones
under the scribe lanes and over a plurality of device areas
fourth windows for the other of the device regions, diffusing
into the third and fourth w indows a one type forming impurity
to form one type device regions and to form under the scribing
lanes one type annular zones that completely overlap the edge
zones, and thereafter severing the wafer along the scribe lanes
to form discrete devices each comprising a continuous annular
edge zone and an overlapping wider annular zone both ex-
tending to the severed edges.

3,839,104
FABRICATION TECHNIQUE FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
Han-Tzong Yuan, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Texas Instruments

Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,281
Int. CI. HOll 7/44

U.S. CI. 148-188 4 Claims

1. A method for the fabrication of a semiconductor device
comprising the steps of:

a. patterning a first diffusion mask on a semiconductor
surface of one conductivity type to selectively expose and
define a first surface region thereof;

b. depositing a suitable conductivity-type-determining im-
purity on said first surface region for subsequent redistri-

bution to form a p-n junction;

c. patterning a second diffusion mask on said first surface

region to selectively expose at least two discrete locations

thereon;

d. redistributing said impurity in the semiconductor surface
while out-diffusing a substantial portion of said impurity
selectively from at least one of said discrete locations;

e. covering said out-diffused discrete location with an ad-
herent layer of dielectric material containing an impurity
of said one conductivity type;

f. introducing said impurity of said one type into the semi-
conductor from said doped dielectric material;

g. introducing an impurity of the opposite conductivity type
into the semiconductor at one or more of said discrete

locations not covered by said doped dielectric material;

h. removing said doped dielectric from said discrete loca-

tion; and
i. forming ohmic contacts to the semiconductor at said

discrete locations.

3,839,105
OXALYL DIHYDRAZIDE COMPOSITIONS AND USE AS A

COOLANT IN GAS GENERATING PROCESS
Ivan L. Dewitt, and Eugene Pacanowsky, both of Elkton, Md.,

assignors to Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Bristol, Pa.

Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,790
Int. CI. C06d 5/06

U.S. CI. 149-19.4 33 Claims
1. A curable nomogeneous gas generating composition

composed essentially of from about 10-60 percent by weight
of oxalyl dihydrazide coolant combined with:

a. from about 20-80 percent by weight of perchlorate oxi-

dizer selected from the group consisting of ammonium
perchlorate, the alkali metal perchlorates, and the alka-

line earth metal perchlorates;

b. from about 15-35 percent by weight of a combustible
fuel binder selected from the group consisting of polyes-
ter, polyester-polyurethane, carboxyl-terminated linear

polyester, carboxyl-terminated linear aliphatic hydrocar-
bon, carboxyl-terminated polybutadiene. hydroxyl-
terminated linear aliphatic hydrocarbon, and hydroxyl-
terminated polybutadiene resins, and

c. from about 0-10 percent by weight of propellant adju-
vant.

3,839,106
COMPOSITE EXPLOSIVE WITH A CARBOXYLIC

POLYDIOLEFIN BINDER
Felix Louis Joseph Dubois De Prisque, Paris; Jean Octave
Naud, Bougival; Paul Omer Gaston Binet, Sevran, and
Andre Thibieroz, Miramas, all of France, assignors to So-
ciete Nationale Des Poudres Et Explosifs. Paris, France

Filed Apr. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 132,873
Claims priority, application France, Apr. 13, 1970,

70.13194

Int. CI. C06b 15/02
U.S. CI. 149-19.9 11 Claims

1. A cast, non-porous explosive article of detonation veloc-
ity between 4000 and 8600 meters/second, free from gas
occlusions, comprising 19-92 percent by weight of an explo-
sive which is a member selected from the group consisting of
octogen, hexogen, pentrite, tetryl and tolite, dispersed in 8 -

20 percent by weight of a binder which is a rubbery material,
said binder being the reaction product of at least one carbox-
ylic polydiolefin, containing at least two carboxyl groups per
molecule and a polyepoxy compound.
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3,839,107

CALCIUM NITRATE EXPLOSIVE COMPOSITION
Willard F. Clark, and Thomas E. Slykhouse, both of Midland,

Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,
Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 34,183, May 4, 1970, abandoned.

This application Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,899
Int. CI. C06b 1104

U.S. CI. 149-22 42 Claims

1. A blasting agent comprising at least about 40 per cent by

weight of a composition containing calcium nitrate, water, a

water miscible organic fuel and ammonium nitrate wherein

these constituents are present in an amount relative to each
other as defined by the geometric shape defined by planes

ABCDEF and A'B'C'D'E'F' and the connecting planes in the

regular tetrahedron of FIG. 1.

3,839,108

METHOD OF FORMING A PRECISION PATTERN OF
APERTURES IN A PLATE

Charles Z. Leinkram, Bowie, Md., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed July 22, 1970, Ser. No. 57,258
Int. CI. B31b 31122; G02b 5/18

U.S. CI. 156-3 4 Claims

1. A method of forming a Fresnel zone plate comprising:

depositing a layer of aluminum onto a substrate selected

from a group consisting of glass and quartz,

depositing a layer of gold having a thickness of from about

10,000 Angstroms to about 20,000 Angstroms onto said

layer of aluminum,
forming a resist pattern onto said gold layer with a desired

pattern of resist free areas confined by a peripheral resist

area,

etching said gold layer in the resist free areas to form a

desired aperture pattern therethrough thereby exposing a

like pattern of said aluminum,
removing the resist pattern from said gold layer,

adhering a plastic ring to the peripheral area of said gold

layer,

etching away the entire aluminum layer, and
separating from said substrate said gold layer with aperture

pattern therethrough with said plastic ring adhered to the

peripheral area thereof.

3,839,109
METHOD OF FABRICATING RIGHT SPHERICAL
SEGMENT GLASS SHELL-TO-METAL-JOINT

George M. Horn, San Diego, Calif., assignor to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy. Washington, D.C.
Division of Ser. No. 183,483, Sept. 24, 1971, Pat. No.

3,757,725. This application Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,266
Int. CI. B32b 31/00; C23f 1/00

U.S. CI. 156-3 5 Claims
1. A method of making a panoramic viewing aperture for a

deep submersible vehicle comprising the steps of;

placing a glass dome in contact with a mounting ring;

lapping said glass dome into mating surface contact with

said mounting ring;

cleaning said glass dome;
cleaning said mounting ring;

treating a suitably dimensioned titanium gasket to improve
epoxy cement bonding therewith;

coating an asbestos gasket, said titanium gasket and the

lapped surfaces of said glass dome and mounting ring with

epoxy cement;

assembling the glass dome, mounting ring, titanium gasket,

and asbestos gasket such that the titanium gasket is juxta-

posed with said glass dome and said asbestos gasket with

said mounting ring and the gaskets in mutual contact;

preloading said assembly with a predetermined compressing
force to force the component parts into mating engage-
ment;

curing said preloaded assembly while maintaining said com-
pressive force for a predetermined time and at a con-
trolled temperature to cause the epoxy cement to bind
said components into a unitary assembly; and

joining said assembly to said deep submersible vehicle to

cover an opening therein, thereby providing a panoramic
viewing port therein.

3,839,110

CHEMICAL ETCHANT FOR PALLADIUM
Theodore Arthur Shankoff, Mendham, NJ., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murry Hill, N.J.

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,791

Int. CI. C23f 1/02

U.S. CI. 156—8 6 Claims

1. A process for the fabrication of devices containing a

palladium film by a series of steps including producing a palla-

dium pattern by wetting a composite surface including bared
palladium and resist with an aqeuous, acidic etching solution

containing chloride ion and in which the palladium film to be

retained is protected by resist characaterized in that the aque-

ous acidic etching solution contains from 0.005M to 0.5M
dichromate ion, from 0. 1 M to 5M of the chloride ion and from
0.05M to 5M hydrogen

3,839,111

METHOD OF ETCHING SILICON OXIDE TO PRODUCE A
TAPERED EDGE THEREON

Edward John Ham, Flemington, and Ralph Robert Soden,
Mendham, both of N J., assignors to RCA Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,718
Int. CI. HOll 7/50

U.S. CI. 156-8 8 Claims
1. A method of etching away a selected portion of silicon

oxide and tapering the edge of the remaining silicon oxide
delineating the selected portion, said method comprising the

steps of:

delineating said selected portion with a coating of a photo-
resist on a surface of said body, and
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etching away said selected portion with a composite solu-

tion comprising an etchant for said silicon oxide and a

photoresist-lifting component to lift the edge of said

photoresist where it delineates said selected portion.

3,839,112

TEMPERATURE STABLE COMPOSITIONS AND
PROCESSES FOR BRIGHTENING METALS AND ALLOYS
Rodolfo Arciniega, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Texas Instruments

Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,718

Int. CI. C23g 7/00

U.S. CI. 156-20 20 Claims

1. A composition comprising 1 - 20 percent by weight of

hydrochloric acid, I - 1 percent by weight of nitric acid, 0.05

- 10 percent by weight of a betaine derivative selected from

an alkyl ammonium sulfonic acid betaine, an acyl amido am-

monium sulfonic acid betaine, and an alkyl or aralkyl betaine;

and the remainder water.

3,839,113

METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING THIN PLATE GLASS
Takeo Yoshida. and Masaharu Koyama, both of Mobara,

Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 352,501

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 21, 1974, 47-39618

Int. CI. C03c 15/00

U.S. CI. 156-24 8 Claims

1. A method for manufacturing a thin plate glass by chemi-

cal etching, comprising the step of holding a starting plate

glass in a substantially vertical position, the step of spraying a

chemical etching solution by a sprayer onto at least one sur-

face of said starting plate glass, and the step of causing said

starting plate glass and sprayer to make a relative movement

while said chemical etching solution is being sprayed thereby

to make uniform the degree of etching over the entire area of

said surface.

II
3,839,114

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING PILE FABRIC
Arnold W. Schmidt; Alfred Johnson, Jr., and Kenneth L.

Johnson, all of Sarasota, Fla., assignors to Norwood Mills,

Inc., Jamesville, Wis.

Continuation of Ser. No. 20,338, March 17, 1970, abandoned.

This application Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,028

Int. CI. B32b 5/00

U.S. CI. 156-72 15 Claims

up of a plurality of cpntinuous filaments oriented side-by-side

in a generally coplanar array with the longitudinal axes of its

constituent filaments generally parallel and loosely joined

together solely by the random mechanical frictional adher-

ence of laterally adjacent filaments;

b. feeding said tow web while so oriented and loosely joined

to a cutting station;

c. cutting said tow web transversely to said longitudinal axes

of the filaments thereof at intervals equally spaced longi-

tudinally along the filaments while holding said web
clamped between gripping elements on opposite sides of

the plane of cut to thereby form a series of strips of cut

fibers with substantially all of the fibers in each of said

strips having the same length and remaining loosely fric-

tionally joined to laterally adjacent fibers in said strip

solely by said mechanical frictional adherence;

d. accumulating said strips into a mass of loosely joined cut

fibers wherein said cut fibers in each strip are loosely

joined solely by being randomly mechanically frictionally

adhered to laterally adjacent fibers and the adjacent

fibers of adjacent strips are likewise loosely joined to-

gether, said cut fibers being arranged with their longitudi-

nal axes generally parallel to one another and with the

opposite, cut ends of each fiber arranged generally flush

with the associated opposite, cut ends of the other fibers

in said mass whereby said mass has oppositely disposed,

uniformly spaced first and second surfaces defined by the

exposed opposite, cut ends of said fibers;

e. maintaining said filaments while in said web and said

fibers while in said strips and in said mass of cut fibers

free of any adhesion to any material other than the re-

spective filaments and fibers themselves during said steps

(a), (b), (c) and (d); and

f. then while said fibers are so maintained in said arranged

loosely joined mass, adhering by means of an adhesive a

backing material to at least one of said first and second

surfaces of said mass of cut fibers to thereby form a pile

fabric wherein substantially all of the cut ends of said

fibers defining said one surface are adherently secured by

said adhesive to said backing material, the fibers extend

transversely from said backing material, the fiber orienta-

tion of said mass is retained in said fabric and said fibers

are free of adhesive between said surfaces at least prior

to the adhering of said backing material.

3,839,115

TIRE BEAD HOLDING APPARATUS AND METHOD
Jean Rene Leblond; Guy Emile Danneels, both of Compiegne,

and Maurice Avrelien Lambert, Machemont, all of France,

assignors to Uniroyal S.A., Clairoix, France

Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,876
Claims priority, application France, July 13, 1971,

71.25786

Int. CI. B29h 17/12; B29h 17/22

U.S. CI. 156-131 18 Claims

1. A method of making pile fabric comprising the steps of:

a. providing a source of tow comprising at least one web made

1. Apparatus for holding tire beads and for disposing said

beads about an expandable rotary drum of a tire building

machine, said apparatus comprising:

a pair of wire bead grips, each of said grips including an
electromagnet for magnetically holding a tire bead
thereon and each of said grips including a pair of arcuate

branches which open and close;
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means for reciprocably moving said grips in a direction

perpendicular to the axis of rotation of said rotary drum;

means for reciprocably moving said grips in a direction

parallel to the axis of rotation of said rotary drum; and

a stationary support frame for said wire bead grips, said

frame having a median plane extending transversely of

the axis of rotation of said rotary drum, said means for

moving said grips parallel to said axis of rotation of said

drum comprising a pair of carriages and means for

mounting said carriages on said frame for movement
relative thereto along paths parallel to said axis of said

drum, said means for moving said grips perpendicular to

said axis of rotation comprising a pair of grip-holder

carriages in supporting relation with each grip and means

for mounting said grip-holder carriages on said first men-

tioned carriages for movement relative thereto in a direc-

tion perpendicular to the axis of said drum;

and means mounted on said grip-holder carriages for mov-

ing said branches to open and close said grips.

3,839,116

METHOD OF MAKING ENDLESS POWER
TRANSMISSION BELT HAVING A PLURALITY OF

LONGITUDINALLY EXTENDING RIBS
James R. Thomas, Springfield; George E. North, Republic, and

Aiden W. Brooks, Springfield, all of Mo., assignors to Dayco

Corporation, Dayton, Ohio
Filed Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 396,045

Int. CI. B29h 7I22\ F16g 1 100

U.S. CI. 156—138 28 Claims

\

3,839,117

METHOD OF MAKING A PLASTIC-COVERED GLASS
CONTAINER

Stephen W. Amberg, St. James; Thomas E. Doherty, Setauket;

James A. Karabedian, Garden City, all of N.Y., and Clar-

ence A. Heyne, Sun City, Ariz., assignors to Owens-Illinois,

Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 158,480, June 30, 1971, Pat. No.

3,767,496. This application Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 345,900
Int. CI. B29d 23110

U.S. CI. 156—218 5 Claims

1. The method comprising the steps of extruding a thermo-

plastic material in a longitudinal direction, forming the extru-

sion into flat sheet form extending in said longitudinal direc-

tion, applying longitudinal tension to said sheet form in the

direction of extrusion to stretch the thermoplastic material

and highly orient it in said longitudinal direction, trimming the

stretched sheet to a predetermined width dimension, printing

one surface of the sheet with a decoration, cutting the printed

sheet longitudinally into plural strips such that their transverse

dimension is equal to the height of a tubular sleeve to be

''^V^'o. b^i^^"^
•re-

formed therefrom, accumulating the individual strips in

lengths for use in making said sleeves, cutting said strips indi-

vidually into successive lengths to form flat sleeve blanks

having a length slightly in excess of the circumference of a

mandrel, wrapping the blank lengthwise around the mandrel

so that the opposite ends overlap, seaming the overlapped

portions of the blank on the mandrel to form a tubular sleeve,

and stripping the tubular sleeve axially off of the mandrel.

3,839,118

METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING AN INDEX CLIP
Olin B. Sparks, 8834 Birdwood Rd., Houston, Tex. 77036

Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,281

Int. CI. B29d 2ill0; G09f i//6

U.S. CI. 156-227 2 Claims

1. A method of making endless power transmission belts

each having a plurality of longitudinally extending ribs, said

method comprising the steps of, forming a collapsible tubular

matrix sleeve having an outside surface defined by alternating

circumferential projections and grooves, supporting said ma-
trix sleeve on a cylindrical drum, wrapping a layer of elasto-

meric rib stock material around said outside surface, coiling

a load-carrying material around said layer of rib stock mate-

rial, winding an outer layer of elastomeric material around

said load-carrying material, placing said drum and matrix

sleeve with said materials assembled therearound in a curing

device, curing the assembled materials to define a belt sleeve

having integral circumferential ribs comprising its inside sur-

face with said ribs being defined by said circumferential

grooves in said matrix sleeve, said coiling and curing steps

cooperating to assure said circumferential ribs are defined in

said rib stock material, cooling said sleeves and drum, and

cutting said belt sleeve to define a plurality of said belts each

having said plurality of longitudinally extending ribs defined

by corresponding circumferential ribs.

4TH SCCTKW INO SECTION

1. A method of constructing index clips from a single, sub-

stantially rectangular, pliable member, comprising:

a. dividing the member longitudinally into four parallel

sections;

b. forming a first fold on the line between said first and said

second sections;

c. installing a plurality of spaced-apart spring clips along the

edge of said first fold;

d. covering said third and fourth sections with an adhesive;

e. forming a second fold along the line between said

second and third sections near the inner ends of said clips;

f. forming a third fold along the line between said third

and fourth sections; and

g. adhering said second section to said third section and said

fourth section to said first section to thereby completely

enclose said spring clips by said folds.

3,839,119

METHOD FOR APPLYING PATTERN TO CANDLES
Arieh Solomon, 38 Hasharsheret St., Afeka, Israel

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,337
Int. CI. B44c 1124

U.S. CI. 156-234 4 Claims
1. A method of ornamenting wax candles comprising the

steps of: coating the candles successively with a liquid promot-
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ing the adherence of an ornamental transfer pattern thereto;
advancing the candles successively to an ornamenting station;
advancing to the ornamenting station a transfer web carrying
on one face thereof a plurality of ornamental heat transfer
patterns; rotating each candle in the ornamenting station to
roll its side wall along and in direct contact with ornamental

a

ft
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heat transfer pattern carried on the one face of the web;
pressing a heated platten against the opposite face of the web
to effect a transfer of an ornamental transfer pattern to each
candle as it roils along the transfer layer on the web; and
applying a protective coating over the transferred ornamental
pattern.

3,839,120
MOLD FOR REPRODUCING SURFACE TEXTURE AND

METHOD FOR MAKING THE SAME
Paul E. Kilian, Tustin City, Calif., assignor to Konel Molded

Products Corporation, Muskegon, Mich.
Division of Ser. No. 117,706, Feb. 22, 1971, abandoned, which
is a continuation of Ser. No. 782,189, Dec. 9, 1968, abandoned.

This application Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,741
Int. CI. B29b 3100

U.S. CI. 156-245 3 Claims

.-/.
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1. A method for making a mold for the reproduction of a
surface pattern wherein the reproduced articles have a high

-surface fidelity, said method comprising:

forming around said pattern a mold skin formed from a first

uniform in thickness layer of a polyester resin material
having uniformly dispersed therein heat conducting metal
powder, said first layer being less than about 0.05 inches
thick, and a second layer having a thickness in the range
of one-sixteenth to one-fourth inch and formed of a cured
polyester resin having uniformly dispersed therein metal
powders and reinforcing fibers, said layers being formed
as a negative shape and surface of said pattern, and
wherein said layers are cured while positioned on said
pattern;

forming a spacer layer around the outside surface of said
mold skin, said spacer layer being separable from said
mold outside surface;

forming a reinforcing base on the outside surface of said
spacer layer so that said spacer layer is separable from
said base, said base being formed from a partially cured
resin material so that said reinforcing base is a self-

supporting structure;

separating said reinforcing base, said spacer layer, and said
mold skin;

curing said reinforcing base to a rigid self-supporting solid

mass; and
reuniting said mold skin and said reinforcing base with an

adhesive therebetween whereby distortion of said mold
skin and said reinforcing base during cure of said rein-

forcing base is avoided.

3,839,121
METHOD OF BONDING USING MELT ADHESIVES

BASED ON POLYAMIDES
Karl Schmitt, Heme; Fritz Gude, Wanne-Eickel, and Siegfried

Brandt, Heme, all of Germany, assignors to Veba-Chemie
AG., Gelsenkirchen-Buer, Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 60,707, Aug. 3, 1970, abandoned.
This application Mar, 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,280

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 5, 1969,
1939758

Int. CI. C09j 5100; C08g 20104; B32b 27134
U.S. CI. 156-331 13 Claims

1. A method of adhesively securing two substances together
which comprises disposing between said substances a melt
adhesive composition comprising:

a. 10-90 molpercent of the product of the co-polymeriza-
tion of an aliphatic, open-chained and/or cyclic dicarbox-
ylic acid with 4-12 C-atoms and a cyclic diamine or a

mixture of an aliphatic, open-chained and a cyclic di-

amine with 2-15 C-atoms, wherein at least half of the

diamine component thereof is branched by alkyl groups
bonded to carbon atoms in the main chain or in the ring
with

b. 90-10 molpercent of a o>-amino acid component or pre-
cursor thereof with 4-12 C-atoms, heating said adhesive
composition and applying pressure to at least one of said

substances.

3 839 122
APPARATUS FOR FEEDING AND WRAPPING SHEET

MATERIAL
John Marvin Current, Terry City, and Rodney Roger Smalley,

Holland, both of Ohio, assignors to Johns-Manville Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 3,598, Jan. 19, 1970, Pat. No. 3,693,965.
This application July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,393

Int. CI. B32b 31100
U.S. CI. 156-351 20 Claims

1. Apparatus for jacketing a cylindrical body comprising a
fluid applicator; advancing means for advancing jacket mate-
rial past said fluid applicator; means for selectively activating
said applicator in coordination with the advance of said jacket
material to produce a tacky surface on said material; convey-
ing means for conveying said tacky surface jacket material to
a jacketing station; orienting means for orienting said cylindri-
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cal body to be jacketed on said conveying means with its

length normal to the advance of said Jacket material by said

conveying means and in advance of said jacket material, said

orienting means including holding means in the path of said

cylindrical body on said conveying means which bars the

advance of said cylindrical body on said conveying means
until said body has its length oriented transverse of said con-
veying means, and controls for withdrawing said holding
means from the path of said cylindrical body to permit the

advance of said cylindrical body on said conveying means;
sensing means to sense the advance of said jacket material to

a given position on said conveying means and to actuate said

controls in response to said advance to said given position to

cause the withdrawal of said holding means whereby said

conveying means advances said Jacket material and said cylin-

drical body to said Jacketing station for wrapping of said

jacket material around said cylindrical body; and said Jacket-

ing station including means to roll said cylindrical body across

the coated surface of said Jacket material.

3,839,123

ELASTOMERIC HEAT AND PRESSURE ANNULUS
Robert E. Sausaman, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The General

Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
Filed Sept. 1, 1972. Ser. No. 285,703

Int. Ci. B29h 5116

U.S. CI. 156—394 2 Claims

1. A molded elastomeric heat and pressure annulus for

securing a prevulcanized tread section to a pneumatic tire

casing, said annulus comprising

A. a fluid impermeable, tubular, elastomeric bladder mem-
ber having an annular fluid chamber defined by radially

outer and inner, substantially mutually parallel elasto-

meric walls, each of said walls having a contour compris-

ing

1. a substantially cylindrical central portion, and
2. an axially spaced pair of substantially frustoconical.

marginal portions extending inwardly from said central

portion;

B. at least one layer of cord reinforced elastomeric material

disposed radially outwardly of, adjacent to and coexten-

sive with, said radially outer wall of said bladder member,
wherein said at least one layer comprises a plurality of
spaced, substantially mutually parallel cords extending at

an angle relative to the longitudinal axis of said annulus;

C. at least one layer of cord reinforced elastomeric mate-
rial disposed radially inwardly of. adjacent to and coex-
tensive with, said radially inner wall of said bladder mem-
ber wherein said at least one layer comprises a plurality

of spaced substantially mutually parallel cords extending
substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of said annu-
lus; and

D. a circular, rigid, inextensible, bead-like member at each
axial end of said annulus.

3,839,124
ARTICLE AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURE

Harold D. Boultinghouse, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phil-

lips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville

Division of Ser. No. 43,638, April 29, 1970, Pat. No.
3,709,771, which is a division of Ser. No. 598,682, Dec. 2,

1966, Pat. No. 3,580,761. This application Sept. 1, 1972, Ser.

No. 285,956
int. CI. D04h 11108

U.S. CI. 156-435 2 Claims

24O (20 22

1. An apparatus comprising at least one hollow, tubular

member having an internal passage in communication with a

restricted opening at one axial extremity of said tubular mem-
ber, at least one inlet opening in said member removed from
said extremity in communication with said internal passage,

the cross-sectional area of said inlet opening being substan-

tially greater than the cross-sectional area of said tubular

passage and the internal cross-sectional area of said restricted

passage being substantially smaller than the internal cross-

sectional area of said internal passage, said tubular member
being fixedly mounted on pivotably mounted supporting
means, conveyor means for conveying laminar material,

means for pivotably reciprocating said support means about
said axis and contacting the restricted extremity of said tubu-
lar member with one surface of said laminar material, means
for passing at least one strand of material into said inlet open-
ing of said tubular member through said internal passage and
through said restricted passage, cutting means for severing

said strand passed through said tubular member slightly be-

yond said extremity thereof to retain a portion of said strand

projecting beyond siad extremity, and means for heating said

projecting strand portion.

3,839,125

CONTAINER LABEL OPERATING DEVICE
Steve J. Horvath, 12600 S. Harvard Ave., Chicago. III. 60628

Filed Apr, 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,102
Int. CI. B65c 9114; B65b 13100

U.S. CI. 156-481 6 Claims

^'<»

1. A label operating device for a container labeling machine
wherein flat tubular labels are supplied from a magazine and
each label has open ends with outer and inner walls joined
together at the sides, said operating device comprising:

a carriage in cooperation with said magazine comprising a
base spaced a substantially fixed lateral distance from and
extending laterally outwardly from said magazine, fixed
finger means rigidly mounted on said base substantially
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perpendicular thereto at a location spaced a substantially
fixed lateral distance from said magazine, said fixed finger
means thereby being adjacent the outside of the outer
wall of an open end portion of a label in said magazine,
movable finger means mounted on said base and movable
into juxtaposition to said fixed finger means at the outside
thereof, and actuating means cooperating with said mov-
able finger means for moving said movable finger means;
a label transfer head movably mounted for movement
towards said magazine for engagement with the outer wall
of the label and for movement away from said magazine,
said transfer head including a movable frame, first means
for engaging and moving said actuating means and
thereby moving said movable finger means into juxtaposi-
tion with said fixed finger means during movement of said
frame towards said magazine and the label and for mov-
ing said actuating means and thereby moving said mov-
able finger means outwardly from said fixed finger means
during movement of said frame outwardly from said

magazine, said first means mounted on and movable with
said frame, and second means mounted on said frame for

engaging and moving the outer wall of the label past the
Juxtaposed said fixed finger means and said movable
finger means so that both said finger means are disposed
between the outer and inner walls of the label, whereby
the label is opened to a container-fitting form upon the
outward movement of said movable finger means.

3,839,126
PLASTIC WELDING APPARATUS

Samuel L. Haller, Merrill, Mich., assignor to The Dow Chemi-
cal Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,898
Int. CI. B32b 35100

U.S. CI. 156-497

Hot Hg

8 Claims

1. A welding apparatus for the welding of synthetic resinous
thermoplastics, the welding apparatus comprising

a gas supply means,
a gas supply regulating means,
a gas heating means, the gas heating means having
an entrance end and
an exit end, the entrance end being in communication with

the gas supply means,
a discharge nozzle connected to the exit end,
a gas temperature sensing means disposed adjacent the exit

end, the gas temperature sensing means being in opera-
tive combination with

power control means, the power control means supplying
power to the gas heating means,

a nozzle terminating in

a discharge end, the discharge end having in operative
combination therewith

a rod support and
a gas stream shaping means in operative combination with

the discharge end and adapted to receive a heated gas stream
and form the gas stream into at least first, second and third
portions, the first portion being directed toward the rod sup-
port, the rod support being adjacent to the means providing
the first stream portion,

means providing a second discharge portion positioned
adjacent means to provide the first discharge portion and
remotely disposed from the rod support, and

means defining a third discharge generally adjacent a sec-
ond discharge and remote from the first discharge.

3,839,127
ADHESIVE APPLICATOR

Raymond W. Hazuka, West St. Paul, and Dorman N. Thomp-
son, Jr., Oakdale, both of Minn., assignors to Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,157
Int. CI. B29d 27114; B32b 35100

U.S. CI. 156-540 6 Claims

1. An adhesive applicator for dispensing and applying an
adhesive of a transfer tape including a layer of pressure-
sensitive adhesive releasably carried by a waste liner to a
receptor surface, said applicator comprising
a monolithic molded body comprising

support means defining a support surface for a convo-
lutely wound roll of adhesive transfer tape wherein the
liner is on the outer exposed surface,

an applying edge means spaced from said support means
and disposed along a dispensing edge of said body
intermediate the ends of said applying edge means for
engaging transversely the outer surface of said liner and
for applying the adhesive layer to a receptor surface,
and

guide means mounted on said body for deflecting said
liner from a said receptor surface as the liner moves
past said applying edge means, said guide means com-
prising a deflecting member having a separating edge
connecting a stripping surface, disposed in spaced
relationship from a further guide surface on said body,
and an edge surface spaced from said dispensing edge
of said body, and said deflecting member projecting
from a support toward said applying edge means and
defining between said stripping surface and said further
guide surface a path for said liner, said stripping surface
being disposed at an angle of not greater than 45°
relative to the dispensing edge of said body and posi-
tioned in a plane disposed at an angle of at least 20° in
relationship to said further guide surface on said body.

3,839,128
APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING THERMOPLASTIC
CONTAINERS HAVING THERMOPLASTIC CLOSURES
Shinroku Aral, Kanagawa-ken, Japan, assignor to Modern
Package Co. Ltd., Kanagawa-ken, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 856,287, Sept. 9, 1969, abandoned. This
application Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 218,342

Int. CI. B30b 3102; A41h 37106
U.S. CI. 156-583 6 Claims

1. In an apparatus for manufacturing a container from
thermoplastic film with the container having at its mouth a
thermoplastic closure formed by a sliderless fastener having a
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pair of strips provided with inner faces directed toward each

other and carrying projecting tongue-and-groove portions

extending longitudinally along said inner faces and when
secured together to close the fastener situating said inner faces

at a given distance from each other, a pair of elongated heat-

resistant guide plates having a thickness approximately equal

to said given distance, located in a common plane, and respec-

tively having directed toward but spaced from each other a

pair of edges which are parallel to each other and define an

elongated gap for longitudinally receiving the projecting por-

tions at the inner faces of the strips while the inner faces of the

m'*, 133

strips extend laterally beyond said gap and engage outer faces

of said plates, and heat-sealing means directed toward the

outer faces of at least one of said plates for heat-sealing to said

strips at surfaces thereof directed away from said plates edge
portions of a plastic film which subsequently form the mouth
of the container, so that the tongue-and-groove projections

can engage each other for holding the fastener strips in the

closed condition of the fastener during joining of the film to

the strips while the strips are pressed at their inner faces

against the outer surfaces of said one plate during heat-sealing

without influencing the engagement between the tongue-and-

groove projections.

3,839.129

REFLECTIVE FOIL AND PROCESS
Hubert G. Neumann, New York, N.Y., assignor to Pictorial

Productions, Inc., Mt. Vernon, N.V.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 75,371, Sept. 25, 1970,

abandoned, and a continuation of Ser. No. 145,631, May 21,

1971, abandoned. This application July 19, 1973. Ser. No.

380,681

Int. CI. B44f 1102

U.S. CL161—4 13 Claims

1. An injection molded thermoplastic article comprising an
integral mirror surface, said mirror surface comprising a

smooth foil; said foil comprising a substrate layer made inte-

gral with said article during injection molding of said aritcle,

a smooth and clear protective layer bonded to said substrate

layer, and a smooth and bright metallized layer disposed be-

tween said protective layer and said substrate layer; said pro-

tective layer and said bright metallized layer having been so

smoothed during injection molding of the article that they

cooperate to specularly reflect visible light thereby providing

said mirror surface.

3,839,130

MAGNETIC DISPLAY BOARD SYMBOLS
Carl J. Dean, Southbridge, and Donald B. McCallum, Douglas,

both of Mass., assignors to Barry-Wright Corporation, Wa-
tertown, Mass.

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,816
Int. CI. B44f 7100

U.S.CL 161-18 11 Claims

1. A magnetic display board article comprising

means forming a thin planar layer of ferromagnetic particles

of 0.016 to 0.003 inch diameter of one to four particle

thicknesses,

and means forming first and second rigid planar non-
magnetic layers straddling the ferromagnetic particle

layer and being permanently bonded thereto and to each
other to form a permanent laminate,

at least one of said first and second layers having sufficient

rigidity to impart rigidity to the article as a whole wherein
said article is a sheet with areal length and width dimen-
sions of at least one-half inches by one-half inches with

KpflClosed area scored symbol patterns in at least one face

thereof.

3,839,131

DECORATIVE TREE SYSTEM
William Christiansen, Jr., Palmetto, Fla., assignor to Snow
Foam Products, Inc., El Monte, Calif.

Filed Oct. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 294,717
Int. CI. A47g 33106

U.S. CI. 161-22 10 Claims

1. A process for producing a decorative tree of stacked

serrated configuration including the steps of:

providing a three-dimensional block of rigid material having

one dimension smaller than the other two dimensions;

cutting said block through said one dimension to provide a

plurality of open-ended concentric hollow, truncated

cones of progressively diminishing size with the internal

diameter at the base of each truncated cone somewhat
greater than the external diameter at the truncated end of

the next adjacent smaller truncated cone;

separating said truncated cones and stacking said truncated

cones together to provide the major lower portion of said

decorative tree.

3,839,132

CHRISTMAS TREE ASSEMBLY
Depping, Rte. 6, 1448'/^ School Ave., Walla Walla,

99362
Filed July 6, 1973, Ser. No. 377,085

Int. CI. A47g 33/06

U.S. CI. 161-24 7 Claims

Carl L.

Wash

1. An artificial Christmas tree comprising a portable self-

standing stand, upright means having a lower end attached to
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and rising perpendicularly above the level of said stand and
terminating in an upper end at a predetermined height, said
upright simulating the trunk of a tree and embodying at least

one pair of face to face assembling and clamping disks be-
tween which terminal inner ends of a plurality of companion
tree limbs are inserted and forcibly and clampingly held in a
manner that the branches radiate beyond the trunk in tree-

forming relationship, and manually regulatable mechanical
clamping means operably and accessibly embodied in said
upright means and functioning to releasably clamp said disks,
said disks being concavo-convex, smooth-surfaced and having
uninterruptedly smooth concave sides facing upwardly, and
wherein said limbs are fresh evergreen boughs cut from natu-
ral pine trees.

3,839,133
TRANSFORMER INSULATING END RING

John Heighes, Churchdown, England, assignor to Permali,

Incorporated, Mount Pleasant, Pa.

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,384
Int. CI. B32b IJ04; HOlf 27/30; B32b 5/12, 7/02

U.S. CI. 161—42 7 Claims

1. A transformer insulating end ring comprising laminated
sheets provided with a central opening therethrough for a leg

of a magnetic core, yt least some of said sheets being a rigid

synthetic plastic reinforced with fibers of inorganic insulating
material, said fibers located all around said opening in at least

one group in each sheet, substantially all of the fibers in each
group in said laminated sheets bemg substantially parallel to
one another and crossing fibers in the adjoining sheets, and
said plastic bonding said sheets together into a rigid insulating
ring.

3,839,134
ELECTRIC HEAT-GENERATING SHEET ASSEMBLY

Katsuji Fujihara, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Kansai Hoon
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,416
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 9, 1972, 47-15876

Int. CI. B32b 1/04, 3/02
U.S, CI. 161—62 10 Claims

A
:
.

' y/y

V/> r>
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1. An electric heat-generating sheet assembly, comprising:

an electric heat-generating sheet member made of a porous,
paper-like web consisting of carbon fibers and non-meltable
fibers and being impregnated with a thermosetting plastic

material,

at least one pair of electrodes arranged, in spaced relation

from each other, on said sheet member in contact with its

surface.

polyester films sandwiching the combination of said elec-

trodes and said sheet member, and said sheet member,
and

thermoplastic films provided on both sides of said combina-
tion of the sheet member and the electrodes and located
on the inner side of said polyester films, respectively, for

being heat-sealed to these polyester films, respectively,

said sheet member impregnated with a said thermosetting
plastic material and carrying said electrode thereon, said

polyester films, and said thermoplastic films being
bonded together in laminated form by being heatpressed
by relying on platen heat-sealing technique into an inte-

gral body.

3,839,135
ANTISTATIC LAMINATE FILAMENT AND FABRIC

PREPARED THFREFROM
Charles Everett Lowry; William J. Gilbertson, and James A.
Gusack, all of Williamsburg, Va., assignors to Dow Badische
Company, Williamsburg, Va.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 93,194, Nov. 27, 1970,
abandoned. This application Aug. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 174,743

Int. CI. D03d 27/00
U.S.CL 161-65 7 Claims

21-

24 24

1. A continuous laminate filament which comprises:
A. A polymeric ply bonded to

B. A ply made of electrically conductive material and hav-
ing a discontinuity along its length.

3,839,136
MACHINE FELT COMPRISING WOVEN FABRIC
HAVING FIBROUS BATT NEEDLED THERETO

Erik Birger Eriksson, Halmstad, Sweden, assignor to Nordiska
Maskinfilt Aktiebolaget, Halmstad, Sweden

Filed Oct. 3, 1969, Ser. No. 863,653
Claims priority, application Sweden, Oct. 7, 1968, 13489/68

Int. CI. B32b 5/06
U.S.CL 161-80 3 Claims

1. A shape-retaining machine felt, which undergoes reduced
width-shrinkage during its manufacture, for use in dewatering
presses and other operations in which water penetrates the felt

and is carried away, comprising:

a base woven fabric of longitudinal yarns spun from short
staple fibers selected from the group consisting of wool
fibers, synthetic staple length fibers and blends of said
wool and snythetic staple length fibers, and of transverse
yarns comprising fine synthetic thermoplastic monofila-
ments having a thickness of 0.2 - 0.6 millimeters; and,

a fibrous batt needled to at least one surface of said base
fabric with the fibers of the batt penetrating into the base
fabric.
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3,839,137
CORRL'GATED FILM HAVING INCREASED STIFFNESS
Richard Pelle Davis, Wilmington, Del., and Thomas Edward

Dickerhofe, Circieville, Ohio, assignors to E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Jan. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 221,677
Int. CI. B32b 3128; HOlb 17162

U.S. CI. 161-134 1 Claim

1. In a corrugated polymeric film selected from the group
consisting of polypropylene, thermoplastic polyesters, high-

density polyethylene, and laminates thereof, having a thick-

ness before corrugation of 0.25 to 3.5 mils, 20 to 40 corruga-

tions per inch, a corrugation ratio of at least about 6. and a TD
stiffness of less than about 38 mg. after corrugation, the im-

provement wherein said film has a series of noncorrugated
lanes running transverse to the direction of the lines of corru-

gation, said lanes being about one thirty-second to one-eighth
inch in width and there being two to six lanes per inch, such
that the modified corrugated film has a TD stiffness between
about 50 to 90 mg.

3,839.138
DIMENSIONALLY STABLE HYDROPHILIC FOAM AND

METHOD OF PREPARING SAME
Robert C. Kyle, and John F. Kistner, both of 3 M Center,

Minneapolis, Minn. 55133
Division of Ser. No. 236,465, March 20, 1972, Pat. No.

3,793,241. This application Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,275
Int. CI. B32b 3126, 5/18

U.S. CI. 161-159 3 Claims
1. A unitary article comprising in combination a resilient,

crosslinked, hydrophilic, open-celled polyoxyalkylene urea-

/urethane foam portion comprising two types of relatively high
molecular weight segments as follows;

A. hydrophilic segments containing polyoxyalkylene chains

predominently interconnected by urea links, at least 50
percent of the individual oxyalkylene groups therein
being oxyethylene groups, and
hydrophobic segments containing polyoxyalkylene

chains and aromatic hydrocarbon groups predominently
interconnected by urethane links, the individual oxyalkyl-

ene groups substantially ail containing more than two
carbon atoms,

the foam having

1

.

A water absorbing capacity of at least about 700 per-

cent by weight.

2. A density of at least 8 pounds per cubic foot (125
kg/m').

3. A volume change upon absorption of water of less than
0.4 percent per weight percent of absorbed water.

4. A 24 hour compression set of less than 75 percent.

5. A bound water pickup of at least about 100 percent by
weight,

and, integrally joined thereto, a fibrous assembly portion.

B.

3,839,139
LIGHT-OCCLUDING AND WATER-PERMEABLE SHEET
Koujirou Ito; Atsuo Ishimoto; Yuzo Yamada, all of Kyoto;

Hiroshi Inoue, Hyogo, and Takashi Nozu, Kyoto, all of Ja-
pan, assignors to Unitika, Ltd., Amagasaki-shi, Hyogo, Ja-
pan

Filed June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,845
Claims priority, application Japan, June 26, 1972, 47-

63862; Mar. 22, 1973, 48-32988

Int. CI. D04h 13/00
U.S. CI. 161-170 14 Claims

1. A light-occluding water-permeable non-woven sheet

composed of continuous filaments, said sheet containing a

solar ray-absorbing substance, and having a light-occluding

rate of at least 60 percent, a water-permeability of at least 40
percent, and a unit weight of 20 to 200 g/m-.

3,839,140

FLAME RETARDANT YARNS
Geoffrey James Tyler; Ali Akbar Mohajer, both of Pontypool,
and Frederick Anthony Bell, Harrogate, all of England,
assignors to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, London,
England

Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,993
Int. CI. D02g 3/02; D06m 13/00. 13/08

U.S. CI. 161-175 8 Claims
1. A fiame-retardant conjugate filament consisting of at

least two components in a sheath/core relationship, the sheath
component comprising a melt extrudable fibre-forming poly-

mer and the core component comprising a melt extrudable

fibre-forming polymer containing a reactive fiame-retardant

adjuvant selected from the group consisting of:

3,6-dibromodurene

bis(p-bromophenyl) ether

4-bromodiphenyl

2,7-dibromo-9,9-bis( Beta-carboxyethyl ) fiuorene

2,4,6,2',4',6'-hexabromodiphenyl

3,839,141

COATED GYPSUM BOARD
William L. McKinnon, Concord, CaliL, assignor to Kaiser

Gypsum Company, Inc., Oakland, Calif.

Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,464
Int. CI. B32b 3/22; C08h 13/00; D21h 5/00

U.S. CI. 161-182 12 Claims
1. In a gypsum board having a gypsum core, a first paper

facing sheet, and a second paper facing sheet, each adhered
to said core, the improvement comprising an alkaline water

penetration resistant coating on the exterior surface of at least

one of said sheets, said coating being capable of adhering to

concrete cast in communication with said gypsum board, and
being an intimate interdispersion of a wax and vinyl polymer
capable of forming an aqueous emulsion in the proportions of
from 2 parts wax to 1 part polymer to 1 part wax to 4 parts

polymer, all parts being by weight.

3,839,142

FORMING NON-WOVEN FIBROUS MATERIAL
David George Clarke, Langley, Slough; Ian Stedman Biggs,

Widmer End near High Wycombe, and Martin Graham
Smith, Amersham, all of England, assignors to Wiggins
Teape Research & Development Limited, London, England

Filed Sept. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 288,424
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 20, 1971,

43814/71

Int. CI. D21d 3/00
U.S. CI. 162-101 12 Claims

1. A method of producing a water-repellent nonwoven
fibrous sheet material comprising the steps of forming a sus-

pension of fibres in a foam containing water, air, and an ani-
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onic surface active agent; forming a non-woven fibrous sheet

material from the suspension; treating the non-woven fibrous

sheet material to destroy the surface activity of said surface

active agent in the material via chemical reaction with polyva-

lent metal cations; saturating the treated material with an

organic water-repellent material; and heating the saturated

material to effect drying thereof.

3,839,143

MULTI-PLY TWO WIRE FORMER WHEREIN MULTIPLE
HEADBOXES ARE USED AND INFLATABLE AIR

BELLOWS PROVIDE ADJUSTMENTS THEREBETWEEN
Robert A. Suckow, Portland, Oreg., assignor to Beloit Corpo-

ration, Beloit, Wis.

Filed June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 260,808

Int. CI. D2 If //OO, 11/04, 11/08

U.S.CL 162-123 9 Claims

3,839,144

PAPER HAVING 60-97 PERCENT HYDRATED
CELLULOSIC FIBERS AND 3^0 PERCENT
UNHYDRATED CELLULOSIC FIBERS

William G. Louden, Erwinna, Pa. 18920

Continuation of Ser. No. 74,172, Sept. 21, 1970, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 871,955, Oct. 28,

1969, abandoned. This application May 11, 1973, Ser. No.

359,601

Int. CI. D21h 5/14

U.S. CI. 162-141 9 Claims

1. A dense, erasable paper consisting essentially of a pressed

and dried water-laid web of a blend of from about 60 to about

97 percent of hydrated, gelatinized cellulosic paper making

fibers having a Schopper-Riegler freeness of less than 340 cc

and from about 3 to about 40 percent of substantially unhy-

drated cellulosic paper making fibers having a Schopper-

Riegler freeness above about 680 cc, said percentages being

based on the weight of the total content of paper making

fibers, said paper having a hold-out time of at least about 4

seconds by the TAPPI T-454-TS-66 turpentine test.

3,839,145

APPARATUS FOR AND METHOD OF FORMING A FIBER

SUSPENSION AND FOR DELIVERING IT TO THE WIRE
OF A MACHINE FOR MANUFACTURING NON-WOVEN

MATERIALS
Karl Eugen Bueckle, 7410 Reutlingen, Germany

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 172,786, Aug. 18, 1971,

abandoned. This application Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 391,075

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 17, 1970,

2045920
Int. CI. D21f //66. 1/06

U.S. CI. 162-190 6 Claims

1. A forming mechanism for forming a multi-ply continuous

fibrous web comprising in combination,

first and second looped forming wires positioned to provide

a dewatering run therebetween with the wires converging

to form a throat at the upstream end of said run,

a supporting open breast roll within each of the wires posi-

tioned for converging them to form said throat,

an intermediate headbox having a slice opening for deliver-

ing a jet of stock slurry to the throat for forming an inter-

mediate ply of said web,

a first outer headbox having a slice opening for delivering

a jet of stock slurry to the throat outwardly of the inter-

mediate slice opening for forming an outer layer,

a second outer headbox having a slice opening for deliver-

ing a jet of stock slurry to the throat on the opposite side

of the intermediate slice opening for forming an outer

layer, and first and second separate stock supply means

connected respectively for delivering separate supplies of

stock to said first and second headboxes,

the stock from each of said outer headboxes having initial

dewatering in said throat into said breast rolls,

said slice openings of said first and second outer headboxes

positioned for delivery of the stock to the throat at a

position upstream relative to the intermediate headbox

slice opening so that a dry line appears before the inter-

mediate jet of stock engages the outer layers of the stock

on the wires.

927 O.G.—
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1. A method of forming a fiber suspension for producing a

long fiber stock and for supplying the suspension in a wide

stream to the forming wire of a machine for the manufacture

of non-woven materials by the wet process, the method com-

prising feeding a diluent for the long fiber stock directly to a

distributor through a pipe line, feeding the long fiber stock

directly to the distributor through another pipe line, the pipe

line for the diluent terminating in a distributor socket portion

intermediate the ends of the socket and the pipe line for the

long fiber stock extending into the axial center of the outer

end of the socket, deflecting the flow of the diluent through

its pipe line to produce a high turbulence of the diluent at said

socket portion, thoroughly intermixing the long fiber stock

with the turbulent diluent at said socket portion, and trans-

forming this thorough intermixture within the distributor

proper into a current extending across the entire width of the

forming wire.
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3,839,146
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE TRANSFER OF A

WET-LAID NONWOVEN TEXTILE WEB FROM A
PERFORATED CONVEYOR SURFACE TO A SEIVE

DRUM SURFACE
Heinz Fleissner, Egelsbach, Germany, assignor to Vepa AG,

Basel/Schweiz, Switzerland

Filed Oct. 7, 1970, Ser. No. 78,81

1

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 10, 1969,
1951099

Int. CI. F26b 3106, 13118- D21f 5104

U.S. CI. 162-207 21 Claims

1. A method for the wet-lay production of nonwoven textile

materials which comprises uniting textile fibers into a wet web
on a wet web laying unit, said web having a moisture content
of up to about 300%, conveying said wet web from said web
laying unit on an endless perforated conveyor means, transfer-

ring the wet web from said perforated conveyor means to a

sieve drum dryer containing at least one sieve drum means
having a conveying surface subjected to a suction draft, said

wet web being transferred to the conveying surface of a first

sieve drum means due to the suction draft applied to said sieve

drum means in said drier by positioning one end of the con-
veyor means closely adjacent and tangent to the conveying
surface of said first sieve drum means and by reversing the
direction of travel of the conveyor means on which said web
is being conveyed immediately in front of the conveying sur-

face of said first sieve drum means, and drying the wet web in

said sieve drum dryer to the desired moisture content by
conveying said wet web on the conveying surface of said sieve

drum means and by drawing a heated gaseous treatment me-
dium through the web and through said conveying surface by
said suction draft.

3,839,147
FIBROUS WEB PRESS NIP STRUCTURE INCLUDING
NONPOROUS BELTS BACKED BY FLUID PRESSURE

CHAMBERS HAVING FLEXIBLE SILLS
Robert A. Daane, Rockton, III., assignor to Beloit Corporation,

Beloit, Wis.

Filed Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 343,910
Int. CI. mu 3102, 3106

U.S. CI. 162-272 20 Claims

•x,~X

1. An extended press for pressing moisture from a fibrous

paper web comprising in combination:

opposed traveling surfaces defining an extended press nip
therebetween, at least one of said surfaces including;

a looped flexible traveling belt;

a shoe within said belt;

a sill on the shoe, said shoe and sill defining a fluid pressure

chamber facing the belt opposite the nip exposed to the
inner surface of the belt with the sill at the edges of the
chamber between the shoe and belt for preventing the
free escape of fluid from the chamber with the sill having
a surface being in surface sliding engagement with the
belt; said sill constructed of a flexible material;

means for pressurizing said chamber with fluid;

and means for applying a force directed laterally inwardly
relative to the belt surface against said sill substantially at

the sill surface preventing the sill from being forced out-

wardly by the fluid pressure in said chamber.

3,839,148
SHOWER STRUCTURE FOR PAPER MACHINE

Ralph A. Beck, Beloit, Wis., assignor to Beloit Corporation,
Beloit, Wis.

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,209
Int. CI. D21g 9100

U.S. CI. 162-310 9 Claims

1. A mechanism for directing a fluid jet against a traveling
member in a paper machine comprising:
an elongate hollow shell formed in a general U-shape to

provide a continuous fluid chamber,
the shell formed of one piece and having opposite sides

terminating in a pair of lips integral therewith and of the
same piece with their distal edges separated in a jet gap
to determine the size of a fluid jet issuing therefrom;

said shell having walls for closing the ends of said shell so
that a pressurized fluid directed into the shell will be
projected through said jet gap; and

a gap control means including a pair of jaws forcibly engag-
ing the outer surface of the opposite sides of the shell for

controlling the space in between the lips with the shell

having a normal spring bias tending to separate the lips so

that the jet gap changes with change in force applied by
said jaws.

3,839,149
HEADBOX FOR CYLINDER PAPERMAKING MACHINE
HAVING FLEXIBLE TRAILING ELEMENTS THEREIN

AND A FLEXIBLE SLICE ROOF OF TAPERING
THICKNESS

Edgar J. Justus, and Arnold J. Roerig, both of Beloit, Wis.,

assignors to Beloit Corporation, Beloit, Wis.

Filed Aug. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 172,822
Int. Ch D21f 1104

U.S. CI. 162-317 8 Claims
1. In a machine for forming a web from a fiber containing

stock, the combination comprising.
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a rotatable porous forming roll for draining water frorti a

slurry of stock deposited on the surface thereof and form-

ing a web. a headbox for receiving stock under pressure

extending along the roll and having a lower wall and an

upper wall facing the roll and having a slice opening,

said upper wall pivotally supported at its upstream edge,

a curved roof member nonrigid in the direction of curvature

mounted on the upper wall extending from the slice open-

ing along the surface of the forming roll, and

means for varying the curvature of said roof member during

operation, including first and second power means at the

leading and trailing edges of said roof member moving
away from the roll along paths which extend in a converg-

ing angle toward each other so that said roof member
bends and changes curvature about its length as it is

moved toward or away from the roll.

3,839,150

COOLING NUCLEAR REACTOR FUEL
William Hugh Lancelot Porter, Dorset, England, assignor to

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, London, En-

gland

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,516
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 7, 1972,

10662/72

Int. CL G21c 15100

U.S. CI. 176-51

3,839,151

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING L-LYSINE BY
FERMENTATION

Katsunobu Tanaka; Kazuo Ohshima, and Yoh Toloro, all of

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co., Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 868,905, Oct. 23, 1969, abandoned.

This application Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 284,914

Int. CL CI 2b 1100

U.S. CI. 195—28 R 5 Claims

1. A process for producing L-lysine by fermentation which

comprises aerobically culturing a nutritionally deficient mu-
tant strain of Nocardia sp. ATCC 21430 which requires at

least one amino acid of the group consisting of homoserine,

threonine and methionine in a nutrient medium containing

from about 5 percent to 10 percent by weight of ethanol as the

source of assimilable carbon, accumulating L-lysine in said

medium and separating and recovering said L-lysine.

5 Claims

3,839,152

PREPARATION OF NOVEL DERIVATIVES OF 2,3

DIHYDROXYPROPYL-N-(7 OR 8 CHLORO-4
QUINOLINYL )ANTHRANILATE

Robert John Theriault, Kenosha, Wis.; James Paul Karwow-
ski, Mundelein, and Norman Earl Wideburg, Waukegan,

both of III., assignors to Abbott Laboratories, Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 190,690, Oct. 19, 1971, Pat. No.

3,790,578. This application May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 359,141

Int. CI. C12d 73/00

U.S. CI. 195-51 R 1 Claim

1. A process of preparing a compound

NH

<^/\ 0=i

y
:OCH,CHOHR

\n^

wherein the chloro is in the 7- or 8-position and R is —CH-
zOCHj, said process comprising culturing Basidomycete spe-

cies NRRL-3941 in a nutrient medium containing suitable

sources of carbon, nitrogen and minerals in the presence of a

second compound of the formula

^/X
^/w

r
ĈGCHjCHGHCHjOH
II

O

01'

1. An auxiliary cooling system in a nuclear reactor core

comprising at least one perforated conduit extending into the

core, a supply of auxiliary coolant, a pump arranged to deliver

auxiliary coolant from the supply to the perforated conduit

and an intermittent flow inducing means causing the auxiliary

coolant to be dispersed through the conduit perforations as

intermittent jets of coolant.

wherein the chloro is in the 7- or 8-position for a sufficient

length of time to transform said second compound to said

desired compound.
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3,839,153
PROCESS FOR THE DETECTION AND DETERMINATION

OF SPECIFIC BINDING PROTEINS AND THEIR
CORRESPONDING BINDABLE SUBSTANCES

Antonius Hermanus Wilhelmus Maria Schuurs, and Bauke
Klaas van Weemen, both of Oss, Netherlands, assignors to

Akzona Incorporated, Ashevilie, N.C.
Filed Dec. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 206,952

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Dec. 18, 1970,
7018838

Int. CI. G01ni///4
U.S. CI. 195-103.5 R 6 Claims

1. Process for the detection and determination of a bindable
substance selected from the group consisting of an antigen and
a hapten, comprising the steps of:

a. providing a given quantity of a conjugate of said bindable
substance with an enzyme;

b. providing a corresponding given quantity of an antibody
against said bindable substance;

c. admixing a sample of a fluid containing the bindable
substance to be determined with the reactants of steps (a)
and (b) to form a reaction mixture and allowing the
reaction to go to completion;

d. separating the resulting mixture into a liquid phase and
a solid phase by adding an insolubilized antibody against
the antibody of step (b); and

e. determining the quantity of the bindable substance from
the measure of enzyme activity of either separated phase.

3,839,154
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MEASURING

CONDUCTIVITY CHANGE IN A GLUCOSE-GLUCOSE
OXIDASE REACTION

Ralph A. Messing, Horseheads, N.Y., assignor to Corning Glass
Works, Corning, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 390,005
Int. CI. GOln 31/14

VS. CI. 195-103.5 C 5 Claims

OlFFEREMTrAL
coNoucTivmr

METER

SLUCOSE- CONTAMING
SOLUTION

1. An apparatus for monitoring the electrical conductivity
of a solution containing the products of a glucose-glucose
oxidase reaction comprising in combination:

a. first and second flow-through cells, each cell having a
chamber through which an ionic solution can flow and a
pair of electrodes exposed to the chamber and adapted to

measure the electrical conductivity of an ionic solution
within the chamber;

b. a flow-through container containing an enzyme compos-
ite comprising glucose oxidase and catalase immobilized
within the pores of porous, essentially water-insoluble
inorganic carrier particles having an average pore diame-
ter between about 220A and 985A and an average parti-

cle size between about 25 and 80 mesh, U.S. Standard
Sieve;

c. means for introducing a glucose-containing solution into
the container of (b) and means for collecting the solution

after passage through the container of (b) and passing the
collected solution through the first flowthrough cell;

d. means for measuring the electrical conductivity of a
solution within the first cell;

e. means for passing either a standard glucose solution or
the glucose-containing solution prior to passage through
the container of (b) through the second cell and measur-
ing the electrical conductivity of either such solutions
within the second cell; and,

f. means for measuring the difference in electrical conduc-
tivity between the first and second cell.

3,839,155
CELL AND VACCINE PRODUCTION

William J. McAleer, Ambler; Raymond E. Spier, and Kenneth
L. Posch, both of Lansdale, all of Pa., assignors to Merck &
Co. Inc., Rahway, NJ.

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,642
Int. CI. C12b 1/00

U.S.a. 195-127 3 Claims

ni^--~^^r-m^
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1. A device for use in the production of at least one member
selected from the group consisting of cells and vacc-nes which
comprises;

a multiplate propagator comprising a substantially cylindri-
cal vessel having two end plates in which the desired cells

and vaccines are grown;
a plurality of spaced apart discs that are located within the

said propagator and are positioned in planes parallel to
the end plates of said propagator and are rotatively

mounted on a shaft that is positioned in the center of each
of said end plates;

means for holding the propagator; and means for tumbling
said propagator end over end.

3,839,156
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE
HEATING OF A HORIZONTAL BY-PRODUCT COKE

OVEN
Wilhelm Jakobi, and Arnulf Schuffler, both of Essen, Ger-
many, assignors to Weinrich Koppers Gesellschaft mit bes-
chrankter Haftung, Essen, Germany

Filed Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308,801
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 11, 1971

2161638

Int. CI. ClOb 47/70, 2///5
U.S. a. 201-41 10 Claims

1. A process for controlling the heating of a horizontal
by-product coke oven having a pair of flues separated from
each other by separating means and an opening in the separat-
ing means adjacent the top of the flues for circulation of a gas
between the flues comprising,

introducing a stream of combustible gas and a stream of air
into one of the flues adjacent the base of the flue at a first

velocity.
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igniting the combustible gas at the base of the flue to form
a waste gas,

circulating the waste gas upwardly through said one of the

flues and downwardly through the adjacent other flue,

and

introducing a separate jet stream of gas at a velocity greater

than the velocity of said stream of combustible gas and
stream of air into at least one of said flues in the direction

of the flow of gas in the flue to accelerate the flow of the

gas in said flue.

3,839,157

WATER SPRAY OVER TRANSFER MECHANISM FOR
COOLING CHARS

Robert G. Hagstrom, Nashville, Tenn., assignor to Peabody
Coal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,771

Int. CLClOb 1/00,39/12
U.S.CL 202-117 4 Claims

1. In an apparatus for producing char comprising,

a carbonizer furnace having

laterally disposed input and output ends, means for feed-

ing material to be charred to the input end of the fur-

nace,

endless chain grate means for conveying the material

horizontally through the furnace from the input to the

output ends thereof,

and means for feeding air in controlled amounts through

the material as the latter is conveyed through the fur-

nace so as to create limited combustion sufficient to

raise the temperature of the material substantially

devolatilized the same and produce thereof a hot char,

the improvement which comprises

a horizontal trough disposed below the output end of the

furnace in position to receive the hot char freely falling

from the chain grate at the output end of the furnace,

said trough terminating in an open end,

a holding tank having an upper end portion, the open end

of the trough terminating in the upper end portion of

the holding tank, whereby char issuing from the open
end of said trough falls by gravity into said holding

tank,

conveyor means in said trough for feeding the char from
the trough to the tank,

water spray means for spraying water onto the char as the

latter is received into the trough from the furnace; and
means for discharging the char from the bottom of the

holding tank.

3,839.158

COKE OVEN HEATING SYSTEM
Edward J. Helm, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Koppers Com-

pany, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 863,292, Oct. 2, 1969, abandoned.
This application Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 209,940

Int. CLC 10b 5/06, 27/22
U.S. CI. 202-144 12 Claims

1. A high chambered regenerative coke oven battery com-
prising,

a plurality of spaced parallel coking chambers arranged

transversely across said coke oven battery and having a

height between 17 and 20 feet,

transverse heating walls positioned between said coking

chambers and arranged to supply heat to said coking

chambers,

each of said heating walls having a pair of parallel spaced

heat transfer walls, a base portion and a plurality of

spaced division walls extending transversely between said

heat transfer walls to form a plurality of separate heating

flues in each heating wall,

each of said heating flues having openings in said base

portion for the flow of combustion supporting gas into

said flues,

a plurality of spaced crossover ducts extending over said

coking chambers and connecting groups of flues in com-
panion heating walls on opposite sides of said coking

chambers so that hot combustion gases flowing upwardly

in groups of flues on one side of said coking chambers
flow through said crossover ducts and downwardly
through said groups of flues on the opposite side of said

coking chambers,

regenerators positioned beneath said heating walls and said

coking chambers with passageways connecting said re-

generators to said flues,

said regenerators having elongated division walls forming

elongated regenerator chambers,

a fuel gas supply conduit extending longitudinally relative to

said coke oven t";^ttery,

fuel gas supply headers extending transversely from said gas

supply conduit parallel to said heating walls with a single

header arranged to supply fuel gas to all of said flues in

the same heating wall.
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vertical riser passages in said regenerator division wall con-

nected to said transverse header therebelow and extend-
ing upwardly into said heating flue with a single vertical
riser passageway for each flue, and

said vertical riser passageways terminating in single burners
in each flue arranged at preselected different elevationsm said flues with certain of said burners located at an
elevation between about 4 and 6 feet above other burners
located at a lower elevation so that less than all of the fuel
gas is ignited and burned at a location adjacent the base
of the heating wall to thereby increase the temperature of
the heating walls at an elevation above the base of said
heating walls.

said above-mentioned apparatus and controls being cooper-
a.ively associated to produce a system for concentrating
a moderating solution wherein one portion of the cycle
there is a generally continuous flow of inOuent solution
and a continuous flow of effluent solvent and gases, and
during another portion of the cycle, there is an effluent
flow of the solution having a predetermined concentra-
tion and the system is switched from one portion of the
cycle to the other with a minimum amount of thermody-
namic disturbance in the apparatus.

3,839,159
SYSTEM FOR CONCENTRATING A MODERATING
SOLUTION UTILIZED IN A PRESSURIZED WATER

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
Allan A. Dunnavant, Wallingford; Angelo R. Giardina, Broo-

mall; Andrew M. Vargo, Aston, and James L. Vota, Pitts-
burgh, all of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corpo-
ration, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 203,397
Int. CI. G21c 19132; BOld 3100

U.S. a. 202-160
,7 Claims

3,839,160
MULTIPLE EFFECT EVAPORATOR

Kenkichi Izumi, Ibaraki, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,015
Claims priority, application Japan, June 23, 1972 47-

62382; Oct. 30, 1972. 47-107970
Int. CI. BOld 3102, 1/26, 3/00, 1/28 3/10

U.S. a. 202-173
'
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1. A system for concentrating a moderating solution for a
pressurized water nuclear reactor, wherein the solution con-
tains dissolved solids and dissolved and entrained gases, said
system comprising:

means for preheating the influent solution utilizing a heating
medium.

means for removing gases from the preheated solution
means for evaporating solvent from the degasifled solution

utilizing a heating means, a portion of the solvent vapor
produced by the evaporating means being supplied to the
gas removing means,

first condensing means for condensing the evaporated sol-
vent not supplied to the gas removing means,

second condensing means for condensing solvent from the
gases which are collected from the gas removing means
and from the first condensing means,

control means responsive to the flow of solvents from the
first condensing means for controlling the flow of coolant
to the first condensing means,

control means responsive to the quantity of condensed
solvent in the first condensing means for regulating the
flow of condensed solvent therefrom,

control means responsive to the quantity of solution in the
evaporating means for controlling the flow of solution
flowing into the system,

means for controlling the pressure in the evaporating means
by regulating the flow of heating medium to the evaporat-
ing means,

control means responsive to the temperature of the solution
leaving the preheating means for controlling the quantity
of heating media being supplied thereto.

1. A multiple effect - multistage flash evaporator having
several evaporator effects arranged serially for treating a feed
liquor by passing it sequentially therethrough, wherein hot-
vapor generated in one of said evaporator multieffects is used
for heating the feed liquor passing in the next multieffect
evaporator, whereby the feed liquor is partially evaporated
and increased in concentricity, while said hot vapor is con-
densed; said evaporator also comprising a multistage liquor
flash evaporator having several evaporation stages for flash
evaporating the feed liquor therein, several condensation
stages for indirectly condensing the vapor generated in said
respective liquor flash evaporation stages to fresh water by
heat exchange with said feed liquor therein, said liquor flash
evaporation stages and condensation stages being arranged
serially in counterflow respectively, said liquor flash stages
corresponding with said multieffect evaporator stages with
respect to falling temperature and pressure gradient and li-

quor flow from first to last .stage, means for heating the feed
liquor emerging from said condensation stages and lines for
thence leading the heated liquor to both said multieffect and
liquor flash evaporator stages; a multistage fresh water flash
evaporator having several fresh water flash evaporation
stages, several condensation stages for indirectly condensing
the vapor generated in said respective fresh water evaporation
stages to pure water by indirect heat exchange with said feed
liquor therein, said fresh water flash evaporation stages and
condensation stages respectively being arranged serially and
in counterflow so that the fresh water flash stages are in a
falling temperature and pressure gradient, liquor flow and
condensate flow correspondence from the first to the last
stage with those of the multieffect evaporator, and means for
withdrawmg the pure water from said condensation stages
independently of the fresh water passing in said condensation
stages; lines for leading the concentrated residual feed liquor
into the corresponding evaporation stages of the multistage
flash evaporator to be partially evaporated therein and supply-
ing the residual feed liquor to the next evaporator effect; and
lines for leading the fresh water thus formed into the flash
evaporation stages of the multistage fresh water flash evapora-
tor.
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^,839,161

SMOKE HOOD FOR COKE OVENS
Erich E. Pries, Bochum, Germany, assignor to Dr. C. Otto &
Comp. G.m.b.H., Bochum, Germany

Filed June 27, 1973, Ser. No; 374,235

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 27, 1972,

2263482
Int. CI. C 10b 27/04

U.S. CI. 202-263 7 Claims

ions to a second chamber, bringing the first and third aqueous

solution within the first and second chambers, respectively,

into communication through a diaphragm, positioning a first

measuring electrode sensitive to the specific ions in the aque-

1. The combination df a movable smoke hood apparatus

disposed above an independently moveable coke receiving car

and extending along the front of a battery of coke oven cham-

bers, a tubular coke guide supported on a platform and having

an inlet end receiving an ejected coke mass from one of said

coke oven chambers, said smoke hood apparatus comprising

an upstanding central hood portion connectable in a smoke-

tight manner to said tubular coke guide for enveloping a fall

space wherein a coke mass passes from said coke guide

through the fall space into said coke receiving car. a hood

portion at each side of said central hood portion for collec-

tively defining a smoke hood having a length which extends

along the front of a plurality of oven chambers forming at least

part of the battery of coke ovens, said smoke hood being

moveable into a stationary coke receiving position at spaced

positions along the front of said plurality of oven chambers,

the length of each hood portion at the side of the central hood

portion being essentially equal to the length of the coke re-

ceiving car, a roof for each of said hood portions, and end

walls on said coke car projecting upwardly into a closely-

spaced substantially smoke tight relation with the underside of

said roof for the hood portions at the sides of said central

portion for minimizing the infiltration of air into said smoke

hood.

16 ,n

ous solution in the first chamber, positioning a second measur-

ing electrode similar to the first electode in the third aqueous

solution in the second chamber and measuring the potential

difference between the electrodes in the chambers.

3,839,163

PROCESS FOR FORMING ON AN ALUMINUM SURFACE
A COLORED DESIGN

Kazuyoshi Kaneda, and Yasushi Suzuki, both of Shizuoka,

Japan, assignors to Riken Lightmetal Industry Company,

Limited, Shizuoka-shi, Sizuoka-ken, Japan

Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 285,013

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 31, 1971, 46-

66803; Aug. 31, 1971, 46-66806

Int. CI. C23b 9/00; B44c 1/04

U.S. CI. 204-18 R 5 Claims

1. A process for forming on an aluminum or aluminum alloy

surface a colored design or pattern which comprises: degreas-

ing, cleaning and water-rinsing the surface; etching the water-

rinsed surface with an alkaline solution; neutralizing and wa-

ter-washing the etched surface; printing or coating a masking

agent on the surface; forming on said surface a substantially

completely exposed thin non-porous barrier layer by anodiz-

ing the thus pretreated surface for less than 60 seconds; re-

moving the masking agent and then anodizing the surface.

3,839,162

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE DETERMINATION
OF THE CONCENTRATION OF RELEVANT IONS IN

AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
Heinzgert Ammer, 15 Stockheimerstr., 7129 Guglingen, Ger-

many
Filed Feb. 1, 1972, Ser. No, 222,466

Claims priority, application Austria, Feb. 1, 19/1, 784/71

Int CI. GOln 27/46

U.S. CI. 204-1 T
I

4 Claims

1. A method for the determination of the concentration of

specific ions in a first aqueous soltuion comprising, directing

the first aqueous solution containing the specific ions to a first

chamber, directing a second aqueous solution having the

specific ions of the first solution to an ion exchanger, treating

the second solution in the ion exchanger and exchanging the

specific ions of the second solution such that a third aqueous

solution having a known concentration of the specific ions

emerges from the ion exchanger, directing the third aqueous

solution containing the known concentration of the specific

3,839,164

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING CAPACITORS IN AN
ELECTRONIC MICROSTRUCTURE

Gilbert Hurst, 20 Rue Charles Peguy, Caen, France

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,799

Claims priority, application France, May 24, 1971,

71.18642
Int. CI. C23f 11/00; BOlk 3/00

U.S. CI. 204-38 S 8 Claims
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1. A method of manufacturing a capacitor in a planar elec-

tronic microstructure having a semiconductor substrate with

two major surfaces, comprising the steps of:

selecting a first conductive metal;

forming an oxidation bath which has an equilibrium poten-

tial at least two volts higher than said first metal;
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selecting a second conductive metal which does not react
with said oxidation bath;

depositing a first layer of said first metal on at least a portion
of one major surface of said substrate;

depositing an opposing layer of said second metal on at least

a portion of the other major surface of said substrate;

dipping said substrate and deposited layers into said formed
bath, thereby oxidizing the surface of said first layer;

depositing a second layer of said first metal on at least a
portion of said oxidized surface of said first layer thereby
forming a capacitor between said first and second layers.

of hydrogen and an organic radical, the improvement com-
prising a sufficient amount of adduct being present in the bath
so that the adduct is emulsified in the bath at the operating
temperature, said amount being 5 to 100 mg per liter of bath
whereby a satin-finish nickel deposit is obtained.

3,839,165
NICKEL ELECTROPLATING METHOD

VVennemar Strauss, Dusseldorf-Holthausen, and Gregor Mi-
chael, Dusseidorf-Eller, both of Germany, assignors to Hen-
kel & Cie, GmbH, Dusseldorf-Holthausen, Germany

Division of Ser. No. 1 58,636. June 30, 1 97 1 , abandoned, which
is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 725,506, April 30, 1968,
abandoned. This application Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,663
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 26, 1967, 63719

Int. CI. C23b 5/08, 5/46
U.S. CI. 204-49 3 claims

1. In an electroplating method for forming nickel deposits
having a uniform satin finish in which electric current is

passed through an acid aqueous nickel electroplating bath
operating at 40° to 75°C in which the electrolyte contains a
water soluble nickel salt, a primary polishing agent and 5 to
100 mg/liter of an adduct having the formula R,|X-<R20),„(-
R30)Hl;iR4 wherein X is selected from the group consisting of
oxygen, sulfur and —NH— R, and R3 are selected from the
group consisting of ethylene and propylene, m, ^i and p are
whole numbers and R, and R^ are selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen and an organic radical which amount
of adduct forms a fine emulsion in the acid bath at 40° to 75°C,
the improvement which comprises continuously removing a
portion of the electrolyte from the bath, passing the electro-
lyte through a heat exchanger in which cooled electrolyte is

passed countercurrently and then through a cooling apparatus
to cool the electrolyte below the turbidity point, passing the
cooled electrolyte countercurrently through the heat ex-
changer and reheating the said electrolyte to the bath temper-
ature and adding the electrolyte back to the bath.

3,839,167
NOVEL ALUMINA FEED FOR ALUMINUM CELL

William C. Sleppy, Belleville, III., assignor to Aluminum Com-
pany of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,805
Int. CL C22d 3/12, 3/02

U.S. CI. 204-67 8 Claims

\ /
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3,839,175

ELECTRODEPOSITION OF ENZYMES
Melvin H. Keyes, Sylvania, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois.

Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,762

Int. CI. BOlk 5102
l).S. CI. 204-181 10 Claims

3,839,176
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REMOVING

CONTAMINANTS FROM LIQLIDS
Lowell R. McCoy, Woodland Hills, and Lawrence L. Prem,

Tarzana, both of Calif., assignors to North American Rock-
well Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 273,590, July 20, 1972,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos.

121,903, March 8, 1971, abandoned, and Ser. No. 121,904,
March 8, 1971, abandoned, said Ser. No. 121,903, is a
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 852,703, Aug. 25, 1969,
abandoned, and Ser. No. , , said Ser. No. 121,904, is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 852,705, Aug. 25, 1969,
abandoned. This application Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 293,303

Int. CI. B03c 5100. 5102
U.S. CI. 204-191 15 Claims

»-^^
~̂B i^M

1. Emulsion-treating apparatus for decreasing the concen-
tration of a dispersed contaminant in a substantially noncon-
ductive liquid comprising:

a. first and second electrodes having spaced, facing surfaces
substantially parallel to each other and defining therebe-
tween a channel for the flow of the liquid,

b. a layer of a solid electrically insulating material posi-
tioned on a facing surface of at least one of said elec-
trodes isolating it from the nonconductive liquid,

c. a layer of a fuzzy hydrophilic substance positioned on a
facing surface of only one of the electrodes, and

d. means for applying an alternating or periodically inter-

rupted unidirectional electric field having a predeter-
mined frequency from about five to about 1 ,000 cycles
per second between said first and second electrodes and
across the channel so that upon application of said field,

coalescence of the dispersed contaminant is promoted so
as to enhance the separation of the contaminant from the
nonconductive liqt^ in the channel.

y^

1. In the process for depositing and immobilizing an enzyme
on an inert, inorganic, porous, sorptive, dimensionally stable,
fluid permeable, supporting matrix, the improvement com-
prising;

immersing a pair of electrodes comprising an anode and a
cathode in an aqueous dispersion of said enzyme to define
a path for electrical communication through said disper-
sion between said electrodes,

interposing said matrix in said path,

establishing net DC potential gradient between said elec-
trodes, said gradient being of a magnitude sufficient to
induce electrolytic migration of enzyme towards one of
said electrodes,

intercepting the migrating enzyme on said matrix.
maintaining said potential gradient for a time sufficient to

electrolytically deposit and immobilize said enzyme on
said matrix to form a biologically active composite mem-
brane.

3,839,177
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING ETCHED PATTERNS IN
THIN LAYERS HAVING DEFINED EDGE PROFILES

Heinz Dimigen, Hamburg, Germany, assignor to U.S. Philips

Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,243

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 8, 1971,
2117199

Int. CI. C23c 15100
U.S. CI. 204-192 6 Claims

20
Si \

1. A method of manufacturing etched patterns in thin layers
having desired edge profiles comprising applying to a sub-
strate a layer of a substance to be etched, applying to the
portions of said layer desired to be protected from etching an
etching mask having the desired edge profile, said etching
mask being formed on said layer by depositing a layer of
photolacquer thereon, developing said photolacquer layer and
heating said developed photolacquer layer at a temperature
sufficient to form an etching mask having the desired edge
profiles and then removing the etching mask and the unpro-
tected portions of said thin layer by sputter etching at substan-
tially the same rates.

3,839,178
POTENTIOMETRIC OXYGEN SENSOR

Robert A. Macur, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to General Elec-
tric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,248
Int. CI. GO Ih 27/46

U.S. CI. 204-195 P 15 Claims
1. A sensor for determining the partial pressure of oxygen

in a fluid sample, comprising:

a. a first measuring electrode whose potential depends on
oxygen concentration in a medium contacting it and is

selected from the group of metals consisting of tungsten,
molybdenum and tantalum and alloys thereof,

b. a silver-silver halide reference electrode spaced from said
first electrode,

c. an electrolyte solution in mutual contact with at least a
part of said electrodes, said electrolyte including cations
and anions the latter of which are selected from the group
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of chloride, bromide and iodide anions, and said solution 3,839,180

including a buffer, DEVICE FOR CHROMIUM PLATING
d. an oxygen permeable, ion impermeable membrane inter- Kiyosumi Takaysu, No. 2, 5-Chome, Horita-Dori, Mizuho-ku,

faced on one side with said electrolyte and having its Nagoya, Japan
Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,483

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 31, 1972, 47-1 1266

Int. CI. BOlk 3100; C22d 1102

i^^^llLri U.S. CI. 204-238 6 Claims

other side exposed for contact with said sample, said

membrane being arranged to provide the only path for

transport of oxygen between said sample and said electro-

lyte.

' 3,839,179

ELECTROLYSIS CELL
Konrad Koziol, Rothenbach; Karl-Heinz Sieberer. Zirndorf;

Baptist Zenk, and Hans-Carl Rathjen, both of Rothenbach,

all of Germany, assignors to C. Conradty, Nurnberg, Ger-

many
Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,977

Claims priority, application Germany, July 17, 1971,

2135873
Int. CL C22d 1104; BOlk 3104

U.S. CI. 204-219 19 Claims

1. A device for chromium plating, comprising, a main tank

for carrying electrolyte containing chromium ions; at least one

anode adapted to be disposed in the electrolyte of the main

tank and comprising at least one platinum plated corrugated

plate made of a metal selected from the group consisting of

niobium and titanium; cathode bus means adapted to be dis-

posed above the electrolyte and arranged to carry workpieces

to be chromium plated and further adapted to provide for

immersing the said workpieces in said electrolyte when the

said main tank is properly filled with electrolyte whereby to

enable such workpieces to serve as counterelectrode means;

an auxiliary tank disposed adjacent the main tank; a siphon

connected between tanks and adapted to transfer electrolyte

from said main tank to said auxiliary tank; heat exchanger

means disposed in the auxiliary tank for heating and cooling

electrolyte which may be carried therein; a filter disposed in

said auxiliary tank; pump means disposed in said auxiliar)

tank and arranged for forcibly recirculating the electrolyte

through the tanks through said filter and having intake and

discharge sides; and pipe means extending from said discharge

side of said pump means to the bottom of said main tank at a

location below said cathode bus means, said pipe means hav-

ing passageways therein arranged to direct the electrolyte

from the pump means toward said cathode bus means,

whereby in operation the electrolyte discharge from said

pump means acts to agitate the electrolyte in the proximity of

workpieces suspended from the cathode bus means.

3,839,181

METAL ELECTRODES AND COATINGS THEREOF
Louis Degueldre; Yves Gobillon, both of Brussels; Lucien Cler-

bois, Vilvoorde, and Louis Bourgeois, Brussels, all of Bel-

gium, assignors to Solvay & Cie, Brussels, Belgium

Filed July 29, 1971, Ser. No. 167,164

Claims priority, application Luxembourg, July 29, 1970,

61433
Int. CI. BOlk 3106; COlb 11126

U.S. CI. 204—290 F 8 Claims

1. A cell upper part formed by a top electrode structure for

amalgam heavy duty cells including spaced longitudinal beams

of a metal selected from the group consisting of copper and

aluminum, contact elements of valve metal secured in electri-

cal contact to the bottom surface of said longitudinal beams,

shielding means of sheet valve metal extending between said

beams and all of said contact elements and secured to said

elements in fiuid tight contact and closing off said longitudinal

beams from the cell contents below said beams, and a grate

structure of valve metal having spaces therethrough extending

below said beams and secured in electrical contact to said

contact elements of valve metal, so that the contact elements

and shielding means provide barrier means to protect the

electrically conducting beams from the cell gases.

\^'-Wa
X̂5^

^^(((•'i-^

1. A metallic electrode having a conductive coating, said

coating comprising a compound of the general formula A.^.

BOg, whereii^ A represents at least one element at the valence

3, selected from the group consisting of Ir and Rh, and B
represents at least one element at the valence 6, selected from

the group consisting of Te, W, Mo and Re.
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3 839 182
TRIODE DEVICE FOR SPUTTERING MATERIAL BY

MEANS OF A LOW VOLTAGE DISCHARGE
Otto Sager, Balzers Furstentum, Liechtenstein, assignor to

Balzers Patent-und Beteiligungs A(;. Liechtenstein

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,503
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 6. I97I.

14760/71

Int. CI. C23c 15100
U.S. CI. 204-298 8 Claims

means at the other end of the arm for gripping a sample
applicator,

a handle connected by a mechanical linkage to the arm such
that rotation of the handle results in rotation of the arm,
whereby, when a membrane is placed on the base plate,
rotation of the handle causes the applicator to contact the
membrane and release sample contained by the applica-
tor.

sama , -, ^» ' 4 ^ »

I. A device for treating workpieces under vacuum condi-
tions by using a low voltage arc discharge, particularly a triode
device for sputtering coating material, including a vessel hav-
ing a cathode housing portion defining a cathode chamber
having conductive walls in which a hot cathode is disposed
and a sputtering chamber housing portion having conductive
walls defining a sputtering chamber which can be evacuated
and which includes an anode, a support for the material to be
sputtered located in said sputtering chamber opposite to said
cathode chamber, means in said sputtering chamber to sup-
port a workpiece to be treated, a partition wall dividing said
sputtering chamber housing portion from said cathode cham-
ber housing portion area being electrically insulated from
each chamber and having a central aperture therethrough,
and an electric circuit arrangement being provided which
insures that, during operation, said anode has the same poten-
tial as said sputtering chamber.

3,839,183
ELECTROPHORESIS SAMPLE APPLICATOR

Gerald Lee Klein, Orange, and Richard Carl Meyer, La Habra,
both of Calif., assignors to Beckman Instruments, Inc., Ful-
ierton, Calif.

Filed June 15, 1973, Ser. No. 370,348
Int. CI. BO Ik 5100

U.S. CI. 204-299 ,4 claims

1. Apparatus for applying liquid sample to a membrane,
comprising

a base plate.

an arm pivotally mounted on one end and supported by the
base plate.

3,839,184
DEVICE FOR COOLING OF THE CARRIER PHASE IN

ELECTROPHORESIS
Axel William Gottfrid Richter, Malmo, Sweden, assignor to AB

Analysteknik, Vallentuna, Sweden
Filed July 10, 1973, Ser. No. 377,905

Claims priority, application Sweden, July 12, 1972, 9165/72
Int. CI. BOlk 5100

U.S. CI. 204-299 2 Claims

1. A device for cooling of a plane, horizontal carrier plate
in an electrophoresis cell, which rests on a cooling plate with
at least one rim around the cooling plate, and this cooling
plate rests loosely on a drained box for collecting of cooling
liquid, and with a distributing device for cooling liquid
adapted in the drained box, characterized in that the distribu-
tion device consists of at least two distribution plates with slits

between the plates, one or more containers for cooling liquid,

which are permanently adapted under the distribution plates
at the slits and along the whole length of the plates, a distribu-
tion pipe adapted in each container for cooling liquid and of
the same length as these and a supply pipe for coolmg liquid
to each container.

3.839,185
FILTERING WALL FILTER

Pierre Georges Vicard, 15 Cours Eugenie, Lvon, France
Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,091

Claims priority, application France, May 8, 1972, 72.17717
Int. CI. B03c 3174. 5/00, 3/12

U.S. CI. 204-307 4 Claims

1. A filtering wall filter for a fluid comprising a housing
having an inlet and an outlet for fiuid to be filtered;

at least one filtering wall disposed within said housing be-
tween said inlet and said outlet in such a manner that fluid
passing from said inlet through said housing to said outlet
passes through at least one of said filtering walls;

said outlet being a Venturi through which said fluid passes,
said Venturi having an upstream converging conical por-
tion, a neck and a downstream conical diverging portion.
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with the angle of conicity of said downstream diverging

portion being much lower than the angle of conicity of

said upstream converging portion, said Venturi further

having a longitudinal axis;

a movable plug having such a diameter as the substantially

obturate said Venturi when disposed in the neck thereof;

and means to displace said plug from a first position

situated within one of said conical portions through said

neck to a second |K>sition situated within the other one of

said conical portions each of said first and second posi-

tions being situated at such a distance from neck that free

passage of said fluid through said Venturi is not hindered

by said plug when^same is at any of said first and second

positions.

3,839,186

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING VOLATILE
HYDROCARBON PRODUCTS FROM COAL AND

HYDROGEN
Charles V. Berger, Des Plaines, III., assignor to Universal Oil

Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

Filed July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 375,997

Int. CI. ClOg 1/00

U.S. CI. 208-8 6 Claims

1. A process for producing volatile hydrocarbon products

from coal which comprises the steps of;

a. continuously passing carbon-containing, devoiatilized

coal particles from a reaction zone containing a first

fiuidized bed of said particles, maintained at a tempera-

ture of from about 1.400°F. to about 1.800°F.. into a

heating zone containing a second fiuidized bed of said

particles, maintained at a higher temperature than said

first fiuidized bed and in the range of from about 1 ,700°F.

to about Z.OOOT.;

b. continuously introducing finely divided coal into said first

fiuidized bed in said reaction zone, continuously intro-

ducing a hydrogen-containing gas into the lower end of

said reaction zone and passing said hydrogen-containing

gas upwardly through said reaction zone at a hydrogen

pressure of from about 0.3 pound per square inch abso-

lute to about 20 pounds per square inch absolute to pro-

duce hydrocarbon product vapors and carbon-

containing, devoiatilized coal particles from said finely-

divided coal, withdrawing a gaseous mixture of hydrogen-

containing gas and hydrocarbon product vapors from the

upper end of said reaction zone, and recovering said

volatile hydrocarbon products from said gaseous mixture;

and.

c. continuously contacting an oxygen-containing gas with

said second fiuidized bed of carbon-containing particles

in said heating zone to heat said second bed of particles

and to produce gaseous carbon oxides, removing a gase-

ous stream containing said carbon oxides from said heat-

ing zone, continuously removing a first portion of said

carbon-containing particles from said heating zone to

prevent ash accumulation, and continuously passing a

second portion of said carbon-containing particles from

said heating zone into said reaction zone.

3,839,187

REMOVING METAL CONTAMINANTS FROM
PETROLEUM RESIDUAL OIL

John J. Vanvenrooy, Media, Pa., assignor to Sun Oil Company
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 144,161, May 17, 1971,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 67,085,

Aug. 26, 1970, abandoned. This application Nov. 2, 1972, Ser.

No. 303,152 \

Int. CI. ClOg 2i//2

U.S. CI. 208-214 7 Claims
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at 335 millimicrons, said conversion being effected until

said absorptivity at 335 millimicrons is in the range of
0.04 to 2.5 and

\A.1fiM/HX£r MSOfVTrv
' OF T»MSrONMEf) OILS

i « 4CC0MCMM f 3 TMis •<««,t™>.

••CtOMTM. tui .iWCKMS

B. contacting the resulting oil with sufficient amount of an
absorbent to produce a hydrocarbon oil, useful as a trans-
former oil, and having a sludge-free Doble life of at least

64 hours.

3,839.189
HYDROREFINED LUBE OIL AND PROCESS OF

MANUFACTURE
Ivor W. Mills, Media, and Glenn R. Dimeler, West Chester,

both of Pa., assignors to Sun Oil Company of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 850,717, Aug. 18, 1969,
abandoned, and Ser. No. 622398, March 13, 1967, Pat. No.
3,462,358, and Ser. No. 652,026, July 10, 1967, Pat. No.

3302,567, and Ser. No. 730,999, May 22, 1968, and Ser. No.
850,716, Aug. 18, 1969, abandoned, and Ser. No. 873,008,
Oct. 31, 1969, abandoned, and Ser. No. 22,295, March 24,
1970, Pat. No. 3,681,233, and Ser. No. 165,006, July 22,
1971, , and Ser. No. 165,141, July 22, 1971, Pat. No.
3,759,817, and Ser. No. 175,775, Aug. 27, 1971,. This

application Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 228,832
Int. CL ClOg 4 1 100, 23/00

U.S. CI. 208-18 14 Claims

TOrti. "dtOOGCI* 4N0 BASIC WTBOGCt vS u;.T«t*vrOLET ABSOHPTiytTY

FOR iUPT>C*M: oils op CMFrERMC VlSCOSTYtXT lOCF

)

1. A severely hydrorefined oil having improved stability

under severe conditions of use and having a viscosity in the
range of 2050-12,000 SUS at lOO-'F. said severely hydrore-
fined oil containing 10-44 wt percent gel aromatics and less

than 10 ppm of basic nitrogen, and wherein said severely
hydrorefined oil has a viscosity gravity constant in the range
of at least 0.84 to 0.92.

3,839,190
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF BITUMEN OR
BITUMEN-CONTAINING MIXTURES WITH IMPROVED

PROPERTIES
Albert Frese, Marl, and Helmut Christofzik, Herten, both of
Germany, assignors to Chemische Werke Huels Aktiengesell-

schaft. Marl, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 83,196, Oct. 22, 1970,

abandoned. This application Feb. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 334,453
Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 25, 1969.

1953827

Int. CL C 10c J/02
U.S. CI. 208-44 18 Claims

1. A process for raising the softening point without ad-
versely increasing the rupture point of a nondistillable, chemi-
cally unmodified, normally solid bitumen residue of crude oil

refining having a softening point of 20° to 1 20° C. and selected
from the group consisting of primary bitumens, high vacuum
bitimens, bituminous coal tars, blown bitumens and blends
thereof, which comprises:

a. heating said bitumen to a temperature of 20°-l50° C,
said temperature being sufficiently above the softening
point of the bitumen to lower the viscosity thereof;

b. uniformly admixing said heated bitumen with 0.1 - 20
percent by weight of a reactant selected from the group
consisting of concentrated sulfuric acid, TiC^, AICI3,
VOCI3, VCI4 and ZrCU for a period of lime of 1 to 30
minutes sufficient to increase the ring and ball softening

point of said bitumen by at least 5° C. and to increase the

penetration indentation hardness values without ad-
versely increasing the rupture point according to Fraass;

and

c. recovering a homogeneous bitumen characterized by
retaining said increased softening point upon subsequent
treatment at high temperatures with water, steam, sodium
hydroxide solution or a soda solution.

3,839,191

HYDROCRACKING OF COAL LIQUIDS
Cecil J. Johnson, Columbia City, Ind.. assignor to Total Energy

Corporation. Columbia City. Ind.

Continuation of Ser. No. 810,258, March 25, 1969,
abandoned. This application July 28, 1970, Ser. No. 64,095

Int. CL ClOg //04, //06
U.S.CL 208-108 5 Claims
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1. A method for continuously hydrocracking coal liquids
comprising the steps of

forming a continuously downwardly moving catalyst bed,
creating a primary reaction zone, a secondary reaction
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zone, a wash zone and a regeneration zone in tandem

arrangement, I

passing said continuously moving catalyst bed through said

primary and secondary zones,

feeding coal liquids and hydrogen gas into the bottom of

said second reaction zone and upwardly through and

countercurrent to said catalyst bed and through said

primary reaction zone,

taking off hydrocracked coal liquids from said primary

reaction zone,

passing said catalyst bed through said wash zone,

injecting hot water into said wash zone to wash said catalyst

and to take off coal liquid carried by and adhered to said

catalyst bed from said primary and secondary zones,

passing said catalyst bed through said regeneration zone and

burning off carbonaceous particles adhered to said cata-

lyst.

3,839,194

HIGH SEVERITY REFORMING PROCESS WITH A
PLATINUM-IRIDIUM CATALYST

John H. Sinfelt, Berkeley Heights, and Allan E. Barnett. West-

field, both of N.J., assignors to Esso Research and Engineer-

ing Company, Linden, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 194,461, Nov. 1, 1971, which

is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 883,601, Dec. 9, 1969,

abandoned. This application Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,403

Int. CL ClOg 35/06; BOlj 11/78

U.S.CL 208-139 8 Claims

IL1,839,192
HYDROCARBON CONVERSION WITH A CATALYTIC
COMPOSITE OF PALLADIUM, IRIDIUM AND HALOGEN
John C. Hayes, Palatine, III., assignor to Universal Oil Products

Company, Des Plaines. III.

Division of Ser. No. 40,475, May 22, 1970, abandoned. This

application Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,334

Int. CI. ClOg J5/06

U.S. CI. 208-139 7 Claims

1. A process for the reforming of a gasoline fraction which

comprises contacting said fraction and hydrogen with a plati-

num-free catalytic composite comprising a combination of

catalytically effective amounts of a palladium component, an

iridium component and a halogen component with a porous

carrier material, said composite containing, on an elemental

basis, about 0.01 to about 2 wt. percent palladium, about 0.01

to about 2 wt. percent iridium and about 0.1 to about 3.5 wt.

percent halogen, said palladium and iridium components

being present in an atomic ratio of iridium to palladium in the

range of about 0.5:1 to about 1.5:1, said contacting being at

a temperature of about 800 to about 1,100° F, a pressure of

about to about 1 ,000 psig, a liquid hourly space velocity of

about 0.1 to about 10 hrs."', and a mole ratio of hydrogen to

hydrocarbon of about 1:1 to about 20:1.

3,839,193

HYDROCARBON CONVERSION WITH A TRIMETALLIC
CATALYTIC COMPOSITE

John C. Hayes, Palatine, 111., assignor to Universal Oil Products

Company, Des Plaines, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 27,457, April 10, 1970,

abandoned. This application May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,782

Int. CI. ClOg 35108; BOlj ////2

U.S. CI. 208-139 !
16 Claims

1. A process for converting a hydrocarbon which comprises

contacting the hydrocarbon at hydrocarbon conversion condi-

tions with a catalytic composite comprising a porous carrier

material containing, on an elemental basis, about 0.01 to

about 2 wt. percent platinum or palladium, about 0.01 to

about 2 wt. percent iridium, about 0.01 to about 5 wt. percent

germanium and about 0.1 to about 3.5 wt. percent halogen,

wherein the platinum or palladium, iridium and germanium

are uniformly dispersed throughout the porous carrier mate-

rial, wherein substantially all of the platinum or palladium and

iridium are present in the corresponding elemental metallic

states and wherein substantially all of the germanium is pres-

ent in an oxidation state above that of the elemental metal.

«rt»iT. fiCTO"

1. A naphtha reforming process comprising contacting a

naphtha feed stock having a Watson characterization factor of

from about 1 1 .4 to 12.2 and hydrogen with a catalyst compris-

ing alumina in association with 0.15 - 0.75 wt. percent plati-

num. 0. 1 5 - 0.45 wt. percent iridium and 0.3 - 2.0 wt. percent

chlorine, each based on total anhydrous catalyst, the surface

area of said platinum and iridium on said alumina being at

least about 200 square meters per gram of platinum and irid-

ium, as determined by carbon monoxide chemisorption tech-

niques, said catalyst containing less than about two atoms of

sulfur per atom of platinum and iridium and being substan-

tially free of alkali and alkaline earth metal constituents, said

contacting being conducted at a temperature of less than

about 1050°F. and a pressure of from about 150 to 600 psig.

at a hydrogen to naphtha feed stock molar ratio (H/O) of from

about 2.5:1 to 8:1 and a weight hourly space velocity

(W/H/W) varying from about 0.5 to 6.0. to produce a C3+
reformate product having a research octane number clear

(RON) of from 94 - 102, the process being characterized by

conducting the contacting for an on-stream period within the

limits of band A of the FIGURE wherein severity factor is

determined from the equation, severity factor = —43.78+ 0.44

(RON) -0.70 In (H/O) + 2.0 In (W/H/W), and without incur-

ring during said on-stream period a C5+ liquid yield decline

greater than 3.0 volume percent referred to the C5+ liquid

yield obtained 200 hours after the initial contacting of said

naphtha feed stock with fresh or regenerated catalyst.

3,839.195

GASOLINE REFORMING WITH A PLATINUM-LEAD
CATALYST

Frederick C. Wilhelm. Arlington Heights. III., assignor to Uni-

versal Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 152,467, May 28, 1971,

abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 835,218, June 20,

1969, abandoned. This application Apr. 23. 1973. Ser. No.

353.925

Int. CL ClOg i5/06

U.S. CL 208-139 14 Claims

1. A process for converting a hydrocarbon which comprises

contacting a gasoline fraction at reforming conditions with a

catalytic composite comprising a porous carrier material con-
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taining, on an elemental basis, about 0.01 to about 2 wt. ^
platinum group metal, about 0.1 to about 3.5 wt. 7f halogen
and lead in an amount sufficient to result in an atomic ratio of
lead to platinum group metal of 0.05: 1 to about 0.9: 1 , wherein
the platinum group metal and lead are uniformly dispersed
throughout the porous carrier material, wherein substantially
all of the platinum group metal is present in an elemental state

and wherein substantially all of the lead is present in an oxida-
tion state above that of the elemental metal.

3,839,196
REACTOR-TO-REGENERATOR CATALYST TRANSPORT

METHOD
Daniel G. Plackmann, Palatine; Richard L. Stevens, Elk Grove

Village; Arthur R. Greenwood, Niles, and Wesley L. Kiel,

Des Plaines, all of III., assignors to Universal Oil Products
Company, Des Plaines, 111.

Filed Aug. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 387,089
int. CI. ClOg 11116,35112

U.S. CI. 208-174 10 Claims

/ --Tc

I. In a catalytic reaction system, having an integrated cata-
lyst regeneration facility, wherein ( 1 ) a hydrocarbonaceaous
stream is reacted with hydrogen in contact with catalyst parti-
cles which are movable through said system via gravity-flow,

(2) catalyst particles removed from said system are intro-
duced into said regeneration facility and, (3) said catalyst
particles are movable through said regeneration facility via
gravity-flow, the method of transferring catalyst particles from
said reaction system to said regeneration facility, which com-
prises the steps of:

a. withdrawing catalyst particles from the bottom of a reac-
tion zone through a plurality of catalyst-withdrawal con-
duits;

b. introducing said catalyst particles, vis said conduits, into
an upper portion of a withdrawal and transport vessel
while simultaneously and continuously introducing a fluid

purge stream into said vessel, and countercurrently flow-
ing said purge stream through said conduits to remove
hydrocarbons from said catalyst particles;

c. when the level of catalyst particles in said transport vessel

contacts the discharge end of said conduits, thereby auto-
matically terminating the flow of catalyst particles there-
through, then introducing a fluid lift stream downwardly
into an annular space formed by imperforate first and
second concentric centerpipes, disposed in said vessel, at
a velocity sufficient to lift said catalyst particles upwardly
through the inner concentric centerpipe and out of said
transport vessel;

d. substantially simultaneously with the introduction of said
fluid lift stream, increasing the velocity of said purge

stream to a level which maintains the terminated flow of
catalyst particles within said withdrawal conduits;

e. flowing the removed catalyst particles and said lift stream
upwardly through a lift line and introducing the same into

a fluid-solids disengaging vessel and separating said cata-

lyst particles from said fluid lift stream;

f. when substantially all of the withdrawn catalyst particles

have passed through said lift line into said disengaging

vessel, (i) terminating the flow of said fluid lift stream,
(ii) equalizing the pressure between said disengaging
vessel and a valved lock hopper and, (iii) introducing said

catalyst particles into said lock hopper;

g. isolating said lock hopper from said disengaging vessel

and contacting said catalyst particles with an inert fluid

purge stream to remove hydrogen therefrom;

h. equalizing the pressure between said lock hopper and a
regeneration facility; and,

i. introducing the resulting purged catalyst particles into the

upper portion of said regeneration facility through a
plurality of catalyst-transfer conduits.

3,839,197
CONTROLLED INTER-REACTOR CATALYST

TRANSPORT METHOD
Arthur R. Greenwood, Niles; Richard L. Stevens, Elk Grove

Village; Daniel G. Plackmann, Palatine, and Wesley L. Kiel,

Des Plaines, all of III., assignors to Universal Oil Products
Company, Des Plaines, III.

Filed Aug. 9, 1973, Ser, No. 387,088
Int. CI. ClOg 11/16,35/12

U.S.CL 208-174 11 Claims

*-\ '-^r^.

1. In a multiple-stage, catalytic reaction system, wherein ( 1

)

a hydrocarbonaceous reactant stream flows serially through a
plurality of reaction zones in side-by-side relation and, (2)
catalyst particles are movable through each reaction zone via
gravity-flow; the method of transferring catalyst particles from
one of said reaction zones to another of said reaction zones,
which method comprises the steps of:

a. withdrawing catalyst particles from the bottom of a first

reaction zone through a plurality of catalyst-withdrawal
conduits;

b. introducing said catalyst particles, via said conduits, into

an upper portion of a withdrawal and transport vessel
while simultaneously and continuously introducing a first

fluid purge stream into said vessel, flowing said purge
stream countercurrently through said conduits to strip

hydrocarbons therefrom;

c. when the level of catalyst particles in said transport vessel

contacts the discharge end of said conduits, automatically
terminating the flow of catalyst particles therethrough,
introducing a second fluid lift stream downwardly into an
annular space formed by imperforate first and second
concentric centerpipes. disposed in said vessel, at a veloc-
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ity sufficient to lift said catalyst particles upwardly

through the inner concentric centerpipe and out of said

transport vessel;

d. flowing the removed catalyst particles and said lift stream

upwardly through a lift line and introducing the same into

a fluid-solids disengaging vessel, therein separating said

catalyst particles from said fluid lift stream and passing

said lift stream into a catalyst distribution zone main-

tained at a lower pressure than said disengaging vessel;

e. when substantially all of the withdrawn catalyst particles

have passed through said lift line into said disengaging

vessel, (i) terminating the flow of said fluid lift stream,

(ii) equalizing the pressure between said disengaging

vessel and said catalyst distribution zone and, (iii) passing

said catalyst particles through a valved conduit into said

catalyst distribution zone; and,

f. passing said catalyst particles through a plurality of cata-

lyst-transfer conduits into the top of a second reaction

zone.

3,839,198

PROCESS FOR SEWAGE TREATMENT AND
WASTEWATER RECLAMATION

Gedaliahu Shelef, 6 Hachavazelet St., Kiron, Israel

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 109,263, Jan. 25, 1971,
abandoned. This application Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,267

Int. CI. C02c 1/04

U.S. CI. 210-14 13 Claims

a.

3,839,199

METHOD OF SOFTENING WATER TO PROVIDE EASILY
DRAINED AND EASILY FILTERED PRECIPITATES

Charles O. Weiss, Princeton, and Arthur Charles Epstein,

Somerset, both of N J., assignors to The Permutit Company,
Inc., Paramus, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 244,029, April 14, 1972, abandoned.

This application Jan. 9, 1974, Ser. No. 431,883

int. CI. C02b 1/22

U.S. CI. 210-20 12 Claims

1. A process of softening water containing calcium and

magnesium hardness, at least 20% of said hardness being

magnesium hardness, comprising:

a. treating the water with an excess of calcium hydroxide

sufficient to raise and maintain the pH of said water to at

least 1 1.0 and passing the water up through a fluidized

bed of granular contact material in a first vertical, elon-

gated chamber to remove calcium and magnesium hard-

ness and form a water containing an excess of calcium

hydroxide; and
treating the water containing the excess of calcium hy-

droxide with a sufficient amount of precipitating agent to

reduce and maintain the pH of said water to a range from

about 9.8 to about 10.2 and passing the water up through

a fluidized bed of granular contact material in a second

vertical, elongated chamber to precipitate the excess of

calcium hydroxide and form a softened water effluent;

and, c. filtering the softened water effluent to remove any

precipitate carried out of the second vertical, elongated

chamber with the softened water.

3,839,200

DIALYSIS APPARATUS
Claude Gigou, Vernaison, and Jean-Pierre Quentin, Lyon, both

of France, assignors to Rhone-Poulenc S.A., Paris, France

Filed Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 234,940

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 17, 1971,

71.09358

Int. CI. BOld 31/00, 13/00

U.S. CI. 210-22 10 Claims

I. A process for wastewater reclamation in which sewage is

treated with algae in a channeled pond comprising the steps

of:

mixing the sewage and algae in the presence of light'

energy so as to increase the exposure of algae in the pond
to light energy without stirring up sludge which is settled

on the bottom of the pond, said mixing in the presence of

light energy also producing a flow of sewage and algae

through the channeled pond, and

. mixing the sewage and algae in the absence of light en-

ergy sufficiently to introduce oxygen from the ambient air

into the sewage and bring the sludge settled on the bot-

tom of the pond toward the top of the pond, said mixing

in the absence of light energy also producing a flow of

sewage and algae through the channeled pond, said flow

being at a faster rate than the flow which is produced in

the presence of light energy.

f.

P I' i—n^

1. A dialysis apparatus, especially for the purification of
blood, which consists essentially of:

a. a first dialyser and a dialysis membrane separating said

dialyser into two compartments and an inlet and an outlet

for the first compartment for the liquid to be treated; and
b. a second dialyser and an ionic membrane separating

said second dialyser into two compartments, the first

compartment of said second dialyser being connected
with the second compartment of the first dialyser so as to

form a closed circuit, and the second compartment of this

second dialyser being equipped with an inlet and an outlet

for liquid, the ionic membrane having a selective permea-
bility greater than 50 percent and urea/NaCl selectivity

greater than 5.

3,839,201
REVERSE OSMOSIS SEPARATOR UNIT

Edward F. Miller, 11102 Whisperwood Ln., Rockville, Md.
20852

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,929
Int. CI. BOld 13/00

.

U.S. CI. 210-22 18 Claims

1. Process for removing inorganic salts from an aqueous
solution ( 1 ) containing the same, comprising
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. forcing the solution ( 1 ), under pressure, through a first

reverse osmosis tubularshaped membrane enclosing a

first interior stage of a reverse osmosis separator unit

comprising a plurahty of semi-permeable membranes in

a substantially annulated arrangement, each membrane
defining a respective stage and the outer membrane de-

fining the final stage, and having a charge inlet connected
to said first stage and an outlet connected to each stage

thereof, each outlet including a "back" pressure control-

ling outlet valve, and obtaining in an annular stage adja-

cent said first stage an aqueous solution (2) of lesser salt

content than of said solution ( 1 ),

. forcing said solution (2) under "back" pvressure from said

annular stage through a second reverse osmosis mem-

material treated with a water soluble, organic polyhydroxy
compound in an amount sufficient to convert said polyelec-

trolyte material to a rubbery, self-supporting mass.

3,839,203

DEMONSTRATION FILTER LIQUID CONTROL CIRCUIT
Clifford E. Jackson, 10 Brant St. E., Orillia, Ontario, Canada

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 370,942
Int. CI. BOld 33106

U.S. CI. 210-104 2 Claims

brane of said unit and obtaining in a subsequent annular
stage adjacent said annular stage an aqueous solution (3)
of lesser salt content than solution (2), said "back" pres-

sure being determined by the throttling effect provided by
the settings of said "back" pressure controlling outlet

valves,

and maintaining the "back" pressure in said first and
subsequent stages substantially above the resjjective os-

motic pressures in said annular stages to permit passage

of said solution ( 1 ) through said first reverse osmosis
membrane, passage of said solution (2) through said

second reverse osmosis membrane and passage of respec-

tive solutions through subsequent reverse osmosis mem-
branes without interstage repressurization with a pump.

3,839,202

FLOCCULANT PRODUCT
Clarence H. Roy, Oak Ridge Dr., Bethany, Conn.

Filed Sept. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 395,283
Int. CI. BOld 21101

U.S. CI. 210-54 21 Claims

28*-':

1. A fiocculant product comprising a high molecular weight,

water soluble, synthetic organi(^ polyelectrolyte fiocculating

1. Liquid and solid circuit for demonstration vacuum filter,

which filter is provided with a tank for retaining a liquid-solid

mixture to be filtered, a rotating drum filter mounted to have
its lower portion immersed in liquid in said tank, said filter

being of the type having:

a vacuum conduit connectable outside of said filter, de-

signed to remove filtrate from the inside of said filter

when an exterior vacuum is applied thereto,

a pressure conduit connectable outside of said filter de-

signed to provide an air fiow outward through those

portions of the filter material from time to time above the

liquid level in said tank,

means, including said air fiow for depositing outside said

filter, solids filtered by said drum filter out of a liquid-

solid mixture in said tank,

the liquid and solid circuit comprising:

a supply conduit for supplying a liquid-solid mixture to said

tank,

means connecting said pressure conduit to a source of gas

under pressure,

means connecting said vacuum conduit to a chamber,
means for creating a vacuum in said chamber,
said chamber being designed to store liquid withdrawn from

said filter chamber,

a pump connected to pump liquid from said vacuum cham-
ber, when the liquid level therein is above a predeter-

mined amount and not to pump when said level is below
a predetermined amount,

a reservoir located to receive liquid pumped from said

vacuum chamber,
said reservoir being located to receive solids filtered by said

drum filter and deposited outside said filter,

means in said reservoir for causing mixing of said liquid and
said solid.

an exit from said reservoir at a predetermined height

therein,

said supply conduit leading from said exit to the filter tank,

and

a pump in said supply conduit operable to pump liquid

reaching the level of said exit into said tank.
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3,839,204

INTEGRAL BLOOD HEAT AND COMPONENT
EXCHANGE DEVICE AND TWO FLOW PATH
MEMBRANE BLOOD GAS EXCHANGER

Donald R. Ingenito, Scotia; Wilfred P. Mathewson, Schenec-

tady; David M. Ryon, Albany, and Gunnar E. Walmet,

Schenectady, all of N.Y., assignors to General Electric Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 247,987

Int. CI. BOld 13100

U.S. CI. 210-181 24 Claims

IV.

viii. a fluid distribution element in at least one said fluid

flow chamber, said element being substantially flat,

membrane-supportive and open to the passage of fluid

and

c. means to transfer the blood between said exchangers.

3,839,205

CHROMATOGRAPHIC ELEMENT AND METHOD FOR
PRODUCING THE SAME

Tamotsu Okumura, Toyonaka. and Tetsuro Kadono,

Neyagawa, both of Japan, assignors to Shionogi & Co. Ltd.,

Osaka, Japan

Filed Sept. 7. 1972, Ser. No. 287,036

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 8, 1971,46-69416

Int. CI. BOld 15108

U.S. CI. 210-198 C 4 Claims

1. A membrane type blood heat exchange and component

transfer device comprising

a. a heat exchanger sub-assembly including

i. a substantially planar frame having an open central area

closed at the bottom with a thin membrane in combina-

tion with a floating sheet-like element disposed within

the frame opening.

ii. blood inlet means at one end of said frame in open

communication with said central area,

iii. blood outlet means at the other end of said frame in

open communication with said central area,

iv. a thin membrane adhered to the top surface of said

frame to close said central area and define with said

blood inlet and blood outlet means a blood heat ex-

change thin film flow chamber and

b. a blood component exchanger sub-assembly including

i. at least one substantially planar frame having a central

open area,

ii. blood inlet means at one end of each blood component

exchanger frame in open communication with said

central area,

iii. blood outlet means at the other end of each blood

component exchanger frame in open communication

with said central open area,

thin membranes superposed respectively on the top

and the bottom surfaces of each blood component

exchanger frame and forming with said blood inlet and

outlet means a blood flow envelope, the blood remote

surface of one or both said membranes constituting the

top or bottom of a depressable fluid flow recess in each

blood component exchanger frame,

, fluid inlet means at one end of each blood component

exchanger frame in open communication with said

fluid flow recess, when depressed,

fluid outlet means at the other end of each blood

component exchanger frame in open communication

with said fluid flow recess, when depressed,

vii. closure means superposed on one or both surfaces of

each blood component exchanger frame to define with

the blood remote surface or surfaces of said membrane

or membranes, the fluid inlet means, and the fluid

outlet means, a blood component exchange fluid flow

chamber, the blood remote surface of one or both said

membranes constituting the top or bottom of said

chamber and

VI.

1. A chromatographic element for use in stick chromatogra-

phy or rod thin-layer chromatography which consists essen-

tially of a thin rod of refractory and chemically stable materi-

als and a porous sintered layer of finely divided or powdered

glass containing fine particles of a chromatographically active

inorganic adsorbent within the porous structure of powdered

glass, the particles of said sintered layer being adhered to one

another, to the adsorbent particles and to the thin rod support.

3,839,206

PROCESS FOR REMOVING POLLUTANTS FROM
LIQUIDS

Richard M. Welch, Churchville, Pa., assignor to Liquid Waste

Conversion Corporation, Churchville. Pa.

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,121

Int. CL BOld 31100

U.S. CI. 210-259 7 Claims

PAW \- y "^ V a V
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1. A system for removing contaminants from waste water

comprising a flocculating chamber having an inlet for receiv-

ing waste water and an outlet in fluid connection with a filter

unit, said filter unit being constructed and arranged to filter

out the floe formed in said flocculating chamber, said filter

unit being in fluid connection with a reverse osmosis chamber

for passage thereto of the filtrate from said filter unit, said

filtrate constituting a concentrated solution, said reverse os-

mosis chamber having a reverse osmosis membrane dividing

it into inlet and outlet sections, means to apply predetermined

pressure to said concentrated solution in said inlet section,

and outlet means in said outlet section for removal of the

filtrate resulting from passage through said membrane, said

t'iocculating chamber comprising a tubular housing having

baffle means therein, waste water inlet means in said flocculat-

ing chamber, said waste water inlet means being in the axial

plane of said flocculating chamber, and a flocculating agent

inlet which is tangential to the axis of said flocculating cham-

ber, said flocculating agent inlet providing a substantially

helical flow of the waste water and matter entrained therein

ill the general axial direction of said flocculating chamber.
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3,839,207
ALLYL 2-CARBAMOYALKYLPHOSPHONATES FLAME

RETARDANTS
Edward D. Weil, Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y., assignor to

Stauffer Chemical Company, New York, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 139,222, April 30, 1971, Pat. No.

3,762,865. This application June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 374.190
Int. CI. B27k 3/00

U.S. CI. 252-8.1 6 Claims
1. A flame retardant polymer of an allyl 2-carbamoylalkyi-

phosphonate corresponding to the formulae:

solid epoxy resin containing terminal epoxy groups and having
a molecular weight in the range from about 2.000 to 4,000 and
from about 5 to 60 percent by weight of lead powder, bismuth
powder, mixtures thereof, and alloys comprising lead, bis-

muth, lead and bismuth, and mixtures thereof, said reticula-
tion having been caused only by heating the composition for
a sufficient period of time and at a sufficient temperature to
effect said reticulation.

O R O

(CHj=CHCH,0)jP-CHjCH-C-NHj and

O R O

.(CH,=CHCH,0)2PCH|CHCNH[, J2CH,

where R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and
methyl radicals.

3,839,208
ANTI-FRICTION BEARING LINING COMPOSITION

Georges Hermann, deceased, late of Annecy, France (by Marie
Therese Atalaphe); Jean Christophe Dominique Hermann,
Annecy, France; Beatrice Jeannette Hermann, Annecy,
France; Frederic Claude Joseph Herman, Annecy, France;
Claude Alfred Georges Hermann, and Brigitte Marguerite
Aimee Hermann, Annecy, France (heirs), assignors to So-
ciete Industrielle des Coussinets, Paris, France
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 788,088, Dec. 30, 1968,

abandoned. This application Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 215,143
Claims priority, application France, Dec. 27, 1967,

67.133839

Int. CI. ClOm 7132
U.S. CL 252-12 7 Claims

1. An anti-friction bearing lining composition which com-
prises the product resulting from heating at a sufficient tem-
perature and for a sufficient period of time to cause curing a
mixture of:

a. at least one solid epoxy resin containing terminal epoxy
groups and having a molecular weight in the range from
about 2.000 to 4,000;

b. an anhydride of a polycarboxylic acid having 2 to 4
carboxyl groups in an amount from I to 1 7 equivalents of
anhydride per epoxy equivalent;

c. from about 0.1 to 0.5 phr based on the solid epoxy resin
of an organic curing accelerator containing an active
hydrogen atom selected from alcohols, phenols or
amines, or a tertiary amine; and

d. one or more inorganic anti-friction materials in an
amount from about 4 to 20 percent by weight.

3,839.209
ORGANOMETALLIC ANTI-FRICTION COMPOSITIONS

AND THEIR METHOD OF MANUFACTURE
Georges Hermann, deceased, late of Annecy, France (by Marie

T. Atalaphe); Jean C. D. Hermann, Annecy, France; Be-
atrice J. Hermann, Annecy, France; Frederic C. J. Her-
mann, Annecy, France; by Claude A. G. Hermann, Annecy,
France, and by Brigitte M. A. Hermann, Annecy, France
(heirs), assignors to Societe Industrielle des Coussinets,
Paris, France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 809,941, March 24, 1969,
abandoned. This application Jap. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 215,167

Int. CI. ClOm 7I]6, 7/06. 7/04
U.S. CI. 252-12 25 Claims

1. An organometallic reticulated anti-friction composition
obtained from about 40-95 percent by weight of at least one

3,839,210
ANTIOXIDANT COMPOSITION COMPRISING A

SYNERGISTIC MIXTURE OF A PHENOL, AMINE AND
SULFONE

John P. G. Beiswanger, Audubon, and Assadullah Nassry,
Bethlehem, both of Pa., assignors to GAF Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,848
Int. CI. ClOm U38

U.S. CI. 252-47.5 9 Claims

1. An antioxidant composition consisting essentially of a

phenolic antioxidant selected from the group consisting of 0-,

M-. and p-cresol, 2,4-di-t-butylphenol. 4',4'-bis(2.6-di-t-

butylphenol), 4 ',4 '-methylene bis-(2,6-di-t-butylphenol), cat-

echol, resorcinol. hydroquinone, 2,6-di-t-butyI-4-

methoxyphenol. 4',4 '-methylene bis-(6-t-butyl-0-cresol),

4,4-thiobis-(6-t-butyl-o-cresol), quinizarin, 2-n-dodecyl qui-

nizarin and naphthol, and amine selected from the group
consisting of N-phenyl-a-naphthylamine. N-phenyl-/3-

naphthylamine, and 4,4'-dioctyl-diphenyl amine, and a sul-

fone compound selected from the group consisting of
bis-/3-t-dodecylthioethyl sulfone, /3-t-butylthioethylsulfone,

/3-n-dodecylthioethyl-n-dodecyl sulfone, /3-t-dodecylthio-/3'-t-

octylthiodiethyl sulfone, )3-n-octadecylthioethyl-n-octadecyl

sulfone. /3-t-dodecylthioethyl-t-dodecyl sulfone, )3-cyclohexyl-

thioethyl cyclohexyl sulfone. bis-/3-b-dodecylthioethyl sul-

fone, bis-/3-t-octylthioethyl sulfone, bis-/3-n-hexadecylthio-

ethyl sulfone, bis-/3-t-butylthioethyl-t-butyl sulfone and
bis-/3-t-octy!thioethyl sulfone wherein the ratio of phenolic

antioxidant to sulfone to amine compound lies within the

range of 1 - 100: 1 - 100: 1 - 100.

3,839,211

Patent Not Issued For This Number

3,839,212

SOLUBILIZING PROCESS
Frederic C. McCoy, Beacon, N.Y., assignor to Texaco, Inc.,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27, 1968, Ser. No. 787.567
Int. CI. ClOm 1/20, 1/26, 1/32

U.S. CI. 252-52 8 Claims
1. A process for converting polymeric alkoxylated sub-

strates containing from 1 to 50 alkoxylated groups, said sub-
strates normally being insoluble in a 0.1 07f by weight solution
mineral oil at 75°F to 80°F, to their corresponding oil-soluble
complexes comprising:

a. admixing each part by weight of at least one alkoxylated
substrate to be solubilized selected from the group con-
sisting of alkoxylated alkyl phenols wherein the alkyl
groups of the alkoxylated alkyl phenols contain from
eight to 20 carbon atoms, and alkoxylated fatty alcohols,
wherein the groups used to alkoxylate the fatty alcohols
are selected from the group consisting of ethoxylate
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groups, propoxylate groups and mixtures of ethoxylate
and propoxylate groups, said fatty alcohols containing
from two to 22 carbon atoms exclusive of alkoxylate
groups; I

b. with a two to 10 parts by weight portion of at least one
alkyl phenol selected from the group consisting of alkyl

mononuclear phenols and alkyl dinuclear phenols
wherein the alkyl groups of the alkyl mononuclear phe-
nols and the alkyl dinuclear phenols contain a total of
between three and 100 carbon atoms, until said corre-
sponding oil-soluble complex is produced.

where R, and Rj are selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen and alkyl of between one and three carbon atoms,
M is selected from the group consisting of alkali metal and
ammonium, and n is a positive integer between 3 and a higher
value such that substantial solubility in an aqueous system is

maintained.

3 839 213
DENTURE CLEANSING COMPOSITIONS

William H. Hill, Stamford, Conn., assignor to Peter Strong
Research and Development Company, Inc., Port Chester,
N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 385,029, July 24, 1964,
abandoned, and Ser. No. 732,086, May 27, 1968, Pat. No.
3,652,420. This application Feb. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 222,683

Int. CL CI Id 7/52
U.S.CL 252-89

|| 3 Claims
1. A substantially transparent acid gel containing an abra-

sive in a proportion that does not render the gel opaque but
renders it sufficiently abrasive to remove oral deposits on a
denture in a cleaning operation without scratching the denture
surfaces, in which gel the said abrasive is in the proportion of
substantially 0.1% to substantially 25% by weight, and the
particles of said abrasive are of the size of less than substan-
tially 200 mesh.

3 839 216
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ORGANIC

SOLUTIONS OF PERCARBOXYLIC ACIDS
Gerd Schreyer, Grossauheim, and Otto Weiberg, Neu-

Isenburg, both of Germany, assignors to Deutsche Gold-und
Silber-Scheidean-stalt Vormals Roessler, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany

Filed July 25, 1972, Ser. No. 274,965
Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 13. 1971

2145604
^' K . ' *,

Int. CI. CI Id 7156
U.S.a. 252-186 16 Claims

1. A process for the production of water free solutions of
percarboxylic acids having two to four carbon atoms compris-
ing extracting the aqueous solution of the percarboxylic acid
with a tertiary phosphate ester having three to 30 carbon
atoms and desorbing the extract with a solvent for said percar-
boxylic acid selected from the group consisting of hydrocarbyl
alkanoates having four to 10 carbon atoms, chlorinated ali-

phatic hydrocarbons and aromatic hydrocarbons, said solvent
boiling lower than said phosphate ester.

3,839,214

TETRABORATE COMPOSITION
Lawrence L. Schwalley, Whittier; William C. Teach, Anaheim,
and Julia W. Kiene, Seal Beach, all of CaliL, assignors to

U.S. Borax & Chemical Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 837.334, June 27, 1969,
abandoned. This application Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,936

Int. CI. CI Id 3/04. 9/50
U.S. CI. 252-106 6 Claims

1. A laundry treating composition having effective stain

removal properties for household stains consisting essentially

of a mixture of 85 to 99 percent sodium tetraborate decahy-
drate and from about 0.1 to 2 percent polyvinylpyrrolidone
having an average molecular weight of from about 15.000 to
40,000.

3,839,215

SEQUESTRATION OF METAL IONS BY THE USE OF
POLY-ALPHA-HYDROXYACRYLATES

Julien Mulders, Brussels, Belgium, assignor to Solvay & Cie,

Brussels, Belgium

Filed Dec. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 207,965
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 17, 1970,

62270/70

Int. CI. C02b 5/06
U.S. CI. 252-181 10 Claims

1. A process for sequestering metal ions by a polyelec-
trolyte, comprising presenting to the metal ions to be seques-
tered, as the sequestering polyelectrolyte. an alkali metal or
ammonium salt of a poly-a-hydroxyacrylic acid of the formula

3,839,217
STABLE, POURABLE ALKALI METAL DITHIONITE

DISPERSION
Robert M. Owen, Levittown, and Henry L. Ramm, Newtown,

both of Pa., assignors to Rohm and Haas Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Jan. 9, 1970, Ser. No. l,835The portion of the term of
this patent subsequent to Oct. 1, 1991, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. COlb 17/98; D21c 9/10
U.S.a. 252-188 12 Claims

1. A fluent homogeneous, pourable. chemically and physi-
cally stable dispersion of solid particles of a water soluble
dithionite in a liquid which does not react therewith or cata-
lyze the decomposition thereof, said liquid comprising a mate-
rial which suppresses the dissolution of the particles in the
liquid, the material being inert with respect to the dithionite
and a nonsolvent therefor, the pH of the system being at least
6.5, the quantity of said material being such that the particles
are not dissolved by said liquid an retain their particulate
form, said solid particles constituting between about 20 per-
cent and 45 percent by weight of said dispersion, the viscosity
of said dispersion being below about 50,000 centipoises.

r Ri OH -i

I
>—c—c-

< I

. Rj cogmJb

3,839,218
METHOD OF MAINTAINING METAL DITHIONITE
HYDRATE CRYSTALS IN DISPERSIBLE FORM

Robert M. Owen, Levittown, and Henry L. Ramm, Newtown,
both of Pa., assignors to Rohm and Haas Companv
Philadelphia, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1,835, Jan. 9, 1970. This
application Mar. 1 1, 1970, Ser. No. 18,742The portion of the
term of this patent subsequent to Oct. 1, 1991. has been

disclaimed.

Int. CL COIb 17/98; D21c 9/10
U.S.CL 252-188 3 ci.i„,s

1. In a method of storing and shipping zinc or alkali metal
dithionite hydrate, the improvement of suspending finely
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divided particles thereof in a liquid which does not react

therewith or catalyze the decomposition thereof, comprising

a material which suppresses the dissolution of the particles in

the liquid, the material being inert with respect to the dithio-

nite and a nonsolvent therefor, the amount of said material

being sufficient to prevent dissolution of said particles, the pH
of the liquid being at least 6.5, and maintaining said particles

in suspended or resuspendable form during storage and ship-

ment thereof by means of mechanical agitation, the viscosity

of said dispersion being below about 50.000 centipoises.

3,839,219

EUROPIUM ACTIVATED ALKALINE EARTH
MAGNESIUM ALUMINIUM SILICATE LUMINESCENT

MATERIAL
Judicus Marinas Pieter Jan Verstegen; Willem Lambertus
Wanmaker, and Johannus Godefridus Verlijsdonk, all of

Emmasingel, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 293,791

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Oct. 7, 1971,
7113747

Int. CI. C09k 1154

U.S. CI. 252-301.4 F 8 Claims

1. A luminescent silicate activated by bivalent europium,

defined by the formula:

Sr^Caj^a^Mg^EupAlzSijOs

in which

-t + y + z+<7+p= 1

0.05 « <7 « 0.70

0.001 « p =£ 0.50

p + q ^ 0.75

and having a higher luminous flux, when excited by ultravio-
let radiation, than said silicate without Mg.

3,839,220
MICROCAPSULES FOR USE IN PRESSURIZED SYSTEMS
Myron Barchas, New York, N.Y., assignor to The Mennen
Company, Morristown, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 770,037, Oct. 23, 1968,
abandoned. This application Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,811

Int. CI. C09k 3130: A61I 13100; COlb 13100
U.S. CI. 252-305 18 Claims

1. A system for storing two active substances which are
reactive with one another comprising an aerosol container
containing said substances, a liquid aerosol propellant in said

container under pressure and a multiplicity of microcapsules
having solid walls in said container, at least some of said

microcapsules containing an encapsulate consisting essentially

of one of said active substances and a bursting fluid selected
from the group consisting of fluorocarbons, hydrocarbons,
methylene chloride, vinylchloride, dimethyl ether and mix-
tures thereof, said bursting fluid being present in an amount
and having a vapor pressure such that the pressure inside said

microcapsules is not substantially different from the pressure
of said propellant in said container, but is sufficiently greater
than the pressure prevailing outside said container under
normal conditions of use to cause bursting of said capsules
upon their discharge from said container, substantially all of
said one substance in said container being in microcapsules.

3,839,221
PREPARATION OF SILICA SOLS OF MINIMUM

TURBIDITY
Farhad Ardeshir Irani, Park Forest, III., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 165,786, July 15, 1971. This
application June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,950

Int. CI. BOlj 13100; COlb 33114
U.S. CI. 252-313 S 9 Claims

1. In a process for preparing a minimum turbidity silica sol

wherein the alkali in an alkali metal silicate solution is neutral-
ized with a cation-exchange resin in the hydrogen form while
maintaining a pH greater than 8, the improvement comprising:
pretreating the resin with a silica extraction agent selected
from the group consisting of an aqueous solution of hydrogen
fluoride, an alkali metal bifluoride and ammonium bifluoride

for a time sufficient to reduce the silica content of the resin.

3,839,222
EXTRACTION OF BORON FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
•WITH SALICYLIC ACID DERIVATIVES AND ISOAMYL

ALCOHOL
Edward A. Grannen, 1431 Isabelita Ct., Upland, Calif. 91786
Division of Ser. No. 175,007, Aug. 25, 1971. This application

Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,076
Int. CI. BOlj 9122; BOlf 3108

U.S. CI. 252-364 10 Claims
1. A composition comprising:

a substantially water immiscible organic solvent comprising

from 1 to 1 00 percent by volume of isoamyl alcohol; and
at least 0.05 molar concentration of substantially water
immiscible, nuclear substituted salicylic acid or alkali,

alkaline earth, ammonium or organic ammonium salt

thereof, in the solvent, said nuclear substituted salicylic

acid having the formula

COOH
I

/X_
R-

OH
R'V

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of alkyl, aryl,

alkaryl and cycloalkyi groups having at least three carbon
atoms, R' is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,
halogen and alkyl groups, and wherein the molecule has at

least 1 1 carbon atoms.

3,839,223
STEAM REFORMING GASEOUS HYDROCARBONS

Willi Schwab, Limburgerhof, and Wilhelm Karl Schropp,
Luetzelsachsen, both of Germany, assignors to Badische
Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen/-
Rhine, Germany

Filed Feb. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 118,197
Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 26, 1970,

2008936
Int. CL COlb 1118

U.S. CI. 252-373 g Claims
1. In a process for the steam reforming of gaseous hydrocar-

bons which comprises passing a gaseous hydrocarbon and

1 I—iJaJia tim
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steam in a ratio of 1-5 mols of steam per gram atom of carbon

in said hydrocarbon over a nickel catalyst containing alumi-

nous cement as binder at temperatures of more than 500°C

and pressures of up to 50 atmospheres, the improvement

being wherein said catalyst consists essentially of 12 to 30

percent by weight of nickel, 15-35 percent by weight of a

finely-particled a-aluminum oxide as carrier. 3 to 15 percent

by weight of boehmite, hydrargillite or 7-aluminum oxide

(calculated as AI2O3) as activator and 25 to 40 percent by

weight of aluminous cement, said percentages being based on

the total weight of the catalyst.

3,839,224

OXIDATION CATALYST FOR PURIFYING EXHAUST
GASES OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Kiyoshi Yonehara, Suita; Tomohisa Ohhata, and Haruichi

Hara. both of Toyonaka, all of Japan, assignors to Nippon
Shokubai Kagaku Kogyo Co. Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Oct. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 294,521
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 4, 1971, 46-77150

Int. CI. BOlj 11112. 11/16
U.S. CI. 252-443 18 Claims

1. An oxidation catalyst for purifying exhaust gases of inter-

nal combusion engines consisting essentially of a monolithic

multicellular chemically inert refractory support of an appar-

ent bulk density of 0.2 to 0.7 g/cc having therein 25 to 300 gas

flow channels per square inch of its cross-sectional area and

supporting thereon a deposit of an activated alumina, a de-

posit of at least one heavy metal oxide, and a deposit on said

alumina and said heavy metal oxide of from 0.2 to about 1.5

g. palladium per liter of finished catalyst, the weight ratio of

the alumina to the heavy metal oxide being 1 :0.2 to 1 :0.5, the

total weight of the two deposits being 1 30 to 500 g per liter of

the catalyst and the average total thickness of the two deposits

being 50 to 300 microns, said heavy metal oxide being the

oxide of at least one metal selected from the group consisting

of copper, chromium, nickel, iron, cobalt and manganese.

3,839,225
CATALYST COMPRISING AN INTERMEDIATE

COATING OF AN OXIDE OF SCANDIUM YTTRIUM OR
THE LANTHANIDES AND A PLATINUM RHODIUM TOP

COATING
Gary James Keith Acres, London, England, assignor to John-

son, Matthey & Co., Limited, London, England
Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,272

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 25, 1971,
29883/71; June 25, 1971, 29884/71

Int. CI. BOlj 11/12
U.S. CI. 252-432 17 Claims

1. A catalyst consisting essentially of an inert material, an
intermediate coating thereon containing at least one oxide
selected from the group consisting of the oxides of scandium,
yttrium and the lanthanides

and a catalytically active surface coating on said intermedi-

ate coating of an alloy selected from the group consisting

of ( I ) platinum/rhodium alloy wherein the rhodium con-

stitutes 1-50 weight percent of the total metal content of

the alloy and the platinum the balance; and (2) plati-

num/rhodium/base metal alloys wherein the rhodium
constitutes 1-50 weight percent of the total metal content

of the alloy, the base metal from 0.01 to 25 weight per-

cent of said total metal content and the platinum the

balance, the base metal being selected from the group
consisting of nickel, cobalt, iron, copper, neodymium,
indium, tin, zinc, silver and chromium.

3,839,226
HIGHLY ABSORBENT, LOW BULK DENSITY ALKALI

METAL SODIUM SILICATES
Paul C. Yates, Talleyville, Del., assignor to E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,500
Int. CI. BOlj H/40; COlb 33/20

U.S. CI. 252-454 12 Claims
1. Microfibrous amorphous, water soluble alkali metal sili-

cates having an SiOj to alkali metal oxide molar ratio of 2 to

4, a specific nitrogen surface area of between 2 to 7 m-/g., an
internal porosity measured by mercury porosimetry of from 1

to 5 cc. of mercury per gram of silicate at a pressure of 2,000
psi, an absorbency for nonionic surfactants of at least 50
percent by weight, a maximum water content of 25 percent by
weight and a maximum active oxygen content of 1 .33 percent

by weight.

3,839,227
NOVEL CATALYST FOR METHACROLEIN

PRODUCTION
Francis A. Schlaefer, Pennsauken, N J., and George A. Hansen,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to Rohm and Haas Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 149,343, June 2, 1971,
abandoned. This application Sept. 7, 1971, Ser, No. 178,434

Int. CI. BOlj 11/40
U.S. CI. 252-455 R 6 Claims

1. A catalyst having a metal oxide oxidation catalyst on a
support in calcined form, wherein the support is expanded
perlite having, prior to formation of the catalyst, a total sur-
face area of less than 1 5 m.^/g., a total porosity of at least 2.5
cc./g., at least 40 percent of the pores being greater than
100,000 A in diameter, and no more than 25 percent of the
pores being less than 10,000 A in diameter.

3,839,228
CRYSTALLINE ALUMINO-SILICATE ZEOLITES
CONTAINING POLYVALENT METAL CATIONS

Francis William Kirsch, Wayne; David S. Barmby, Media, and
John D. Potts, Springfield, all of Pa., assignors to Sun Oil

Company of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 581,129, Aug. 25, 1966,
abandoned, and Ser. No. 715,998, March 26, 1968, Pat. No.
3,624,173, and Ser. No. 716,190, March 26, 1968, , and Ser.

No. 749,714, Aug. 2, 1968, abandoned, and Ser. No. 823,656,
May 12, 1969, , and Ser. No. 830.687, June 5, 1969, Pat. No.
3,655,813, and Ser. No. 840,1 10, June 16, 1969, abandoned,
and Ser. No. 34,209, May 4, 1970, Pat. No. 3.706,814, and
Ser. No. 114,061, Feb. 9, 1971,. This application Dec. 22,

1971, Ser. No. 211,040
Int. CI. BOlj 11/40

U.S. CI. 252-455 Z 13 Claims
1. An alumino-silicate zeolite, useful as a catalyst for paraf-

fin-olefin alkylation, which is at least represented by the em-
pirical formula

M,(AIOj)^(Si02)„(H20),

where /INa):^(H):/i{RE)=Mj.; where x, y and z are integers,

RE is at least one cation of a rare earth metal, the ratio x/y is

in the range of 0.2 to 1.0, z is in the range of 0-2x and/, g and
h are the percentage cation distributions of Na, H and RE, and
wherein /is in the range of about to 20, g is in the range of

about 10 to 50 and h is in the range of about 45-70, and the

sum of/, g and h is about 100.
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3,839,229

AMMONIA-SYNTHESIS CATALYST
Michel Senes, La Baule; Michel Pottier, and Jean-Francois

Gourdier, both of Saint Nazaire, all of France, assignors to

Societe Chimique De La Grande Paroisse, Azote Et Produits
Chimiques, Paris, France

Filed Mar. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 234,625
Claims priority, application France, Mar. 17, 1971,

71.09265

Int. CI. BOlj 11122
U.S. CI. 252-455 R lO Claims

1. An ammonia synthesis catalyst consisting essentially of a
solid solution of iron oxide, at a degree of oxidation corre-
sponding to Fe304, and CoO, said CoO being present in an
amount of 5 to 10 percent by weight expressed as cobalt.

an effective fragrance imparting amount of at least one config-
urational isomer of the ketone of the formula

3,839,230
PROCESS FOR IMPROVING THE ACTIVE-ALUMINA

CATALYST PROPERTIES
Aurel Cobzaru, Ploiesti, Romania, assignor to PETROCHIM

Institutal De Cercetari Pentru Chimizarea Petrolului,
Ploiesti, Romania

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,261
Int. CI. BOlj 11106

U.S. CI. 252-463 2 Claims
1. A process for producing active alumina which comprises

the steps of: forming bodies of alumina gel by shaping said
alumina gel and drying the shaped bodies; autoclaving the
dried shaped bodies in contact with the steam and ammonia
of and out of contact with the liquid phase of an aqueous
ammonia solution containing 0.5 - 20 percent by weight NH
at a temperature of substantially 1 50° to 250°C for a period of
2 to 12 hours; and thereafter calcining the autoclaved bodies
in air, the resulting active alumina having a surface area of
substantially 50 to 200 m-/g.

3,839,231
AIR FIREABLE COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
VANADIUM OXIDE AND BORON SILICIDE, AND

DEVICES THEREFROM
Frank Knowles Patterson, and Stephen Charles Thayer, both

of Wilmington, Del., assignors to E. I. du Pont de Nemours
and Company, Wilmington. Del.

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,115
Int. CI. HOlb 1102

U.S. a. 252-514 8 Claims
1. A screen printable, air fireable composition useful for

preparing thermal switches, comprising, on a weight basis, ( 1

)

35-99 percent of a powdery product of vanadium glass and
silica, (2) 1-15 percent finely divided compound(s) of the
formula Bj.Si, where x is about 4-6, (3 ) 0-50 percent of finely
divided noble metal, and (4) 0-20 percent low melting inor-
ganic binder; wherein vanadium glass ( 1 ) contains 5-55 per-
cent vanadium, calculated as metal; and wherein said powdery
product of vanadium glasss and silica is obtained by heating
vanadium glass and silica at or above the softening point of the
vanadium glass, the silica having an average particle size of no
more than about 40 microns, the amount of silica uses to
produce said powdery product being no more than about 40
percent of the weight of the vanadium glass therein.

3 839 232
FRAGRANT POLYCYCLIC KETONES

Gunther Ohioff, Bernex, Geneva, and Hugo Strickler, La
Plaine, Geneva, both of Switzerland, assignors to Firmenich
S.A., Geneva, Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 805,353, March 7, 1969,. This application
July 9, 1971, Ser. No. 161,286

Int. CI. A61k 7100
US. CI. 252-522

, Claim
I. A perfume composition comprising in a perfume carrier.

said configurational isomer selected from the group consisting
of (-)-3-thuyopsanone and (-)-3-isothuyopsanone.

3 839 233
perfume'cOmpositions

Christian F. Wight, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and John B. Hall
Rumson, NJ., assignors to International Flavors and Fra-
grances, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 37,333, May 14, 1970, abandoned. This
application Jan. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 215,910

Int. CI. CI lb 9/00
U.S. CI. 252-522

^ Claims
1. A perfume composition containing: (a) as an essential

ingredient, a fragrance altering amount of the product pre-
pared by reacting longifolene and formic acid at a tempera-
ture of from about 30T to 90°C in the presence of a protonic
or Lewis acid catalyst, and (b) an auxiliary perfume adjuvant.

3,839,234
MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANING CONCENTRATE

^*27'l04
**"""*"' ^^^ '^'J^'"""**' Ave., Winston-Salem, N.C.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,769
Int. CI. CUASISO

U.S. CI. 252-544 . ^, .

1 A I
• ^ Claims

I. A cleaning composition which is absent significant resi-
due leaving agents and which is capable of being diluted with
water consisting essentially of a blend of the following parts
having the same volume:

5 to 60 parts of a glycol ether selected from the group
consisting of ethylene glycol monobutyl ether, diethylene
glycol monobutyl ether, ethylene glycol monoethyl ether
ethylene glycol monomethyl ether, diethylene glycol
monomethyl ether, diethylene glycol monoethyl ether
and mixtures of two or more thereof;

5 to 60 parts of a glycol selected from the group consisting
of propylene glycol, diethylene glycol, hexylene glycol
triethylene glycol, dipropylene glycol and mixtures of two
or more thereof;

2 to 30 parts of a monohydroxy alcohol selected from the
group consisting of isopropanol, n-propanol, isobutanol
and mixtures of two or more thereof;

an aqueous ammonium hydroxide solution equivalent to 2
to 30 parts of a 28 percent aqueous ammonium hydroxide
solution;

1 to 1 5 parts of an amine selected from the group consisting
of triethanolamine, monoethanolamine, diethanolamine.
monoisopropanolamine. diisopropanolamine, triisopro-
panolamine. monomethylamine, dimethylamine, ethyl-
enediamine, propylenediamine, cyclohexylamine, dieth-
ylethanolamine, ethyl diethanolamine, morpholine, and
mixtures of two or more thereof; and

1 to 15 parts of a liquid synthetic detergent which does not
form any substantial film or residue when a film of water
solution thereof is dried.
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3,839,235

POLYOXETANES WITH FUNCTIONAL GROUPS
Rodolphe Margraff, Ris-Orangis, France, assignor to Rhone-

Poulenc S.A.„ Paris, France

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,753

Claims priority, application France, July 26, 1971,

71.27271

Int. CI. C08g 33100, 33/02

U.S. CI. 260-2 XA 15 Claims

1. Polyoxetanes which comprise recurring units of the for-

mulae:

CHjZ

<JH:-C—CH»—O—

CHj

A

K4 Rj

or

-<? ,1NV
Hi Ki (I)

R.-y^X

Rj

Ri

;-R,O-R

CHj

-CHj-C-CHr-0-

CH, Rs-i^ S-Rj

>-Rj

(ID

or of formulae (1) and (11) in which: each of R„ Rj and R3,

which may be identical or different, represents a hydrogen

atom or a lower alkyl radical, or R, and Rj together form a

buteno bridge, Z represents a halogen atom or a hydroxyl,

alkoxy, aryloxy, acyloxy or nitrile group, R5 represents a hy-

drogen atom or a lower alkyl radical, and -G-R^ represents -

0-, or, together with R5, forms the trivalent radical of the

formula:

-0-C
CH

CH
^ /
CH

in which the free valencies of the end carbon atoms are con-

nected to the 5 and 6 positions of the pyridine nucleus, the

chain oxygen atom of each recurring unit being attached to

the chain methylene group of the adjacent recurring unit.

3,839,236

TERTIARY CONDENSATION PRODUCT OF PHENOL,
FORMALDEHYDE AND A SILANE

Kevin M. Foley, Hebron; Frank P. McCombs, Granville, and

Francesco M. Vigo, Heath, all of Ohio, assignors to Owens-
Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

Filed Aug. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 390,980
Int. CI. C08g 31/04

U.S. CI. 260-2 S 13 Claims

1. A tertiary condensation product formed by reacting, in

an aqueous system in the presence of an alkaline catalyst,

formaldehyde, phenol and a silane containing an aromatic

group substituted with oxygen wherein the formaldehyde and

phenol have an initial mole ratio of formaldehyde to phenol

ranging from 1.1/1 to 4.4/1 and the tertiary condensation

product contains 0.5 to 10.0 percent by weight of the silane

based on total weight of solids,

wherein the silane is represented by the formula:

(Ri—CH—CH:-0\Si/-i-CH—CH:-0\Si/-0-CH:-CH—CH?-0—R2

X A \ X ),

wherein X is a halogen, R, is hydrogen or an alkyl radical

having one to 20 carbon atoms, R., is phenyl or a substituted

derivative of phenyl, x is the integer 2 or 3 and y is the integer

I or 2, or the formula: t

(

Ri—CH—CH2—0\Si—O—CHj—CH—CHr-0—Rs-O-

X A X
CH—CHz-O- Si— /O—CHj—CH—R4>

X \ X /,
').

wherein R3 is phenylene or the radical

CH3
I

c
I

CHj

Ri is hydrogen or an alkyl radical having one 20 carbon atoms
and X is as previously defined, and wherein the product is

cured with 1 .0 to 1 5.0 percent by weight based on total weight

of solids of boron-containing materials.

3,839,237

ION EXCHANGE RESINS HAVING BOTH ACIDIC AND
BASIC ION-EXCHANGE SITES

Hendrik Adrian Jacobus Battaerd; Brian Alfred Bolto, and Pir

Ghulam Samadani Shah, ail of Victoria, Australia, assignors

to ICI Australia Limited, Melbourne, Victoria and Common-
wealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization,

Campbell, both of, Australia

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,057
Claims priority, application Australia, May 31, 1972,

9167/72

Int. CI. C08f 15/02, 15/40
U.S. CI. 260-2.1 R 12 Claims

1. A process of manufacturing an amphoteric polymeric
composition which comprises the steps of:

a. polymerising in the presence of a free radical initiator a

mixture of monomers comprising
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i. an acidic monomer selected from tne group consisting

of acrylamide, methacrylamide, and lower alkyl esters

of acrylic and methacrylic acid, and mixtures thereof,

where the lower alkyl group of the alcohol portion of

the ester contains from I to 6 carbon atoms; and
ii. a basic monomer selected from the group consisting of

a strong mineral acid salt of triallylamine, l,4-bis(N,N-

diallylaminomethyl )benzene, 2,4,6-tris(N,N-dial-

lylaminomethyDtoluene, l,6-bis(N,N-diallyIamino)

hexane, methyldiallylamine. and ethyldiallylamine, and
mixtures thereof; wherein the mixture of monomers is

dissolved in a polar, non-aqueous solvent system, and
b. subsequently hydrolyzing the polymeric composition

obtained in (a) to form an amphoteric polymeric com-
position having thermally regenerable ion-exchange

capacity.

3,839,238
FOAMED POLYOLEFINS

Cyril John Ealding, Puckeridge, Nr. Ware, England, assignor

to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, London, England
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 724,237, April 25, 1968,

abandoned. This application Mar. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 119,713
Int. CL C08f 47110

L.S. CI. 260-2.5 E 4 Claims
1. A process for the production of a foamed article in which

a blowing agent system is injected into at least one molten
polymer selected from the group consisting of polymers and
copolymers of ethylene, polymers and copolymers of propy-
lene, polymers and copolymers of butene and polymers and
copolymers of 4-methyl pentene-I in a screw extruder and
mixed therein to form a homogeneous mixture which is con-
tinuously extruded from a region of elevated temperature and
pressure in the extruder to a region of lower pressure, said

blowing agent system comprising 20 to 50 percent by weight,

based on the weight of the polymer, of a first blowing agent
which is completely miscible with the molten polymer at said

elevated temperature and pressure and which has a critical

temperature above said elevated temperature and a boiling

point at said lower pressure below said elevated temperature,

and from 0.01 to 10 percent by weight, based on the weight

of the polymer, of a second blowing agent which has a solubil-

ity, at said elevated temperature and pressure, of at least 0.01

percent by weight in the polymer and a critical temperature
less than said elevated temperature, the amount of said second
blowing agent being not in excess of its solubility at said ele-

vated temperature and pressure.

3,839,239

FIRE-PROTECTING EPOXY RESIN
Leo M. Godfried, Badhoevedorp, Netherlands, assignor to

Fokker-VFW N.V., Schiphol-Oost, Netherlands

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,431
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Feb, 11, 1971,

7101806
Int. CI. C08g 53110, 30/14

U.S. CI. 260-2.5 EP 19 Claims
1. In a fire-protecting epoxy resin moulding composition,

the combination of:

an uncured epoxy resin made from a polyfunctional halohy-

drin and a polyhydric phenol together with a curing agent
for the epoxy resin selected from the group consisting of
polyamine curing agents, and carboxylic anhydride cur-

ing agents, and together with a source of carbon, a source
of phosphoric acid and a source of non-inflammable
gases,

said source of carbon having a high temperature of decom-
position and containing many radicals capable of entering

into an esterfying reaction with phosphoric acid, said

carbon source being polyvalent alcohol.

said source of phosphoric acid being a phosphate com-
pound having a selected decomposition temperature
lower than that of said source of carbon to generate
phosphoric acid whereby said esterfying reaction may
take place at said selected temperature and being se-

lected from the group consisting of ammonium ortho-

phosphate, melamine phosphate, polyphosphoryl phos-

phate, and water-insoluble ammonium polyphosphate
with a phosphate content of about 90 percent, and

said source of non-inflammable gases being a compound
which does not take part in the curing of the epoxy resin

but remains in free state therein and provides non-
inflammable gases at temperatures above said selected

temperature and said source of non-inflammable gases

being selected from the group consisting of dicyandia-

mides. urea, melamine and guanidine and a combination
thereof with chlorinated paraffms.

3,839,240

HIGH MELT INDEX MICROPOROUS FILMS
Daniel Zimmerman, East Brunswick, N.J., assignor to Celanese

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 125,574, March 18, 1971,

abandoned. This application May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,579
Int. CI. C08f 47/08. 29/00; D02j 1/22

U.S. CI. 260-2.5 HA 2 Claims

1. In a process for preparing an open-celled microporous
polypropylene film utilizing a non-porous crystalline elastic

polypropylene starting film having an elastic recovery from a

50 percent extension at 25^^. of at least 40 percent and a

percent crystallinity of at least 20 percent, which process

comprises stretching said starting film until an open-celled

microporous structure is formed in said film and heat setting

the resulting stretched film, to stabilize the open-celled struc-

ture in the stretched film, to improvement which comprises

utilizing a polypropylene polymer having a melt index in the

range of from about 8 to about 30 and a weight average mo-
lecular weight of about 100.000 to 240.000 wherein the re-

sulting film exhibits improved heat stability, improved perme-
ability and larger pore sizes over corresponding films having

lower melt indexes and higher molecular weights.

3,839,241

ISOCYANATE-MODIFIED NEOPRENE FOAM PROCESS
L. Lamar Harrell, Jr., Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. 1. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed June 22, 1973, Ser. No. 374,249
Int. CL C08f 47/18

U.S. CI. 260—2.5 L 8 Claims
1. In a process for making a polyisocyanatemodified foam

from a polychloroprene latex, said process including the step

of adjusting the pH of the latex from more than about 1 1 .5 to

about 10.0-1 1.5, the improvement of adding to the neoprene
latex, prior to the polyisocyanate addition, at least 0.5 part of

a nonionic surfactant having a hydrophilic-lipophilic balance

of about 1 1-16.5 and about 0.5-2.0 parts of an amine having

the formula

RN(CH2CHR'OH)2

R is methyl or ethyl, and
R' is hydrogen or methyl;

and adjusting the pH of the latex to the desired range; all parts

being per hundred parts by weight of latex solids.
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3,839,242

METHOD FOR PREPARING POLYURETHANE FOAMS
Peter Huber, and Ewaid Pirson, both of Burghausen, Ger-

many, assignors to Wacker-Chemil GmbH, Munich, Ger-

many
Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,875

Claims priority, application Germany. Sept. 21. 1972.

2246400
Int. CI. C08g 22/44

U.S. CI. 260-2.5 AH 12 Claims

1. An improved method for the manufacture of polyure-

thane foams from polyethers having on the average at least

two hydroxyl groups per molecule and organic diisocyanates,

in the presence of organopolysiloxanes, cjxiss-linking agents,

catalysts, and blowing agents, the imp(^vement which com-
prises adding as the organopolysiloxanes, hydrolysates ob-

tained from the hydrolysis of mixtures containing (a) silanes

of the general formula RwSiX^-,, and (b) at least 1 mol of

silanes of the general formula RnSiX per equivalent of X in the

silanes (a) where R is a hydrocarbon radical, X is a hydrolyz-

able group; and n is or 1, said hydrolysates having a boiling

point below about 200°C. at 0.1 mm Hg (abs.).

3,839,243

DIPENTENE/BETA-PINENE COPOLYMERS AND
ELASTOMERS

Erwin Richard Ruckel, Darien; Ronald Frank Phillips, New
Milford, and Herbert George Arit, Jr., Ridgefield, all of

Conn., assignors to American Cyanamid Company, Stam-

ford, Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 159,233, July 2, 1971, Pat. No. 3,737,418,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 76,348, Sept. 29,

1970, abandoned. This application Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No.

336,104

Int. CI. C08c n/70, 13/00; C08d 3/04

U.S. CI. 260-3.3 4 Claims

1. An adhesive composition comprising a polyterpene con-

sisting essentially of recurring units of the structure:

3,839,244

FLAME-RESISTANT POLYMERIC PRODUCTS FROM
POLYACYLOXALAMIDRAZONES AND VISCOSE AND

THEIR MANUFACTURE
Erhard Siggel, Seckmauern; Gerhard Meyer, Obernburg;

Heinz Grotjahn, Roellfeld; Helmut Maegerlein. Erienbach;

Hans-Dieter Rupp, Erienbach; Eckart Jacobs, Erienbach,

and Michael Wallrabenstein, Erienbach, all of Germany,

assignors to Akzona Incorporated, Asheville, N.C.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 33,957, May 1, 1970,

abandoned. This application May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 360,262

Int. CI. C08b 27168: C08b 29/22; C08b 29/30; DOlf 1/02,

3/12

U.S. CI. 260—9 • 10 Claims

1. Process for the manufacture of flame-resistant polymer

product containing synthetic and cellulosic polymer as the

essential polymer components, which process comprises pro-

cessing into a shaped product a homogeneous mixture of

viscose and an aqueous alkaline solution of a polyacyloxalami-

drazone of the formula:

-NH-N=C—C=N—NH—C—R—C-J-II 1!
ilHjN NH} O Oj

-L>;_1SJ=C—C=N—N==C—R—C

CHj—

and

CHs"

CH,J

CH3
I

-C-CHj

/\
1

v-
I

L CHj Jn

and q secondary mer units of the dipentene mer which refiect

involvement of the ring double bond, wherein m, n, and q are

integers which define a copolymer of molecular weight in the

range of about 500 and 20,000 and wherein the ratio of m to

n -'r q \s, from 19:1 to 1:19 and an elastomer, said elastomer

being present in the amount of 25 to 75 percent, by weight,

based on the total weight of polyterpene and elastomer.

L HsN NH2 OH OHJ

wherein R represents an organic radical selected from the

group consisting of straight-chain radicals, branched saturated

aliphatic radicals having from 2 to 1 2 carbon atoms, straight-

chain and branched unsaturated aliphatic radicals having from
2 to 12 carbon atoms, cycloaliphatic radicals, araliphatic

radicals, aromatic radicals having from 6 to 14 carbon atoms,

and heterocyclic radicals having from 4 to 12 carbon atoms,

and introducing it into a viscose regeneration bath, followed

by deacidification and immersing the resulting polymer prod-

uct in a treating bath in which bath said product is reacted

with a solution of at least one salt or complex of a metal

selected from the group consisting of zinc, tin, cadmium,
barium, strontium, calcium, antimony, and tantalum, said

metal or complex being taken up by said polyacyloxalamidra-

zone and thereafter washing and drying the resulting product.

3,839,245

POLY(ETHER.ESTER-AMIDE) ANTISTATIC
COMPOSITIONS DERIVED FROM DIMR ACIDS

Irwin S. Schlossman; Thomas Zoum Lin Li, and Jack B. Boy-

Ian, all of Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to Emery Industries,

Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio
Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,729

Int. CLC08g4//04
U.S. CI. 260—18 N 21 Claims

1. Poly( ether-ester-amide) compositions useful as durable

antistatic agents comprising polyether blocks derived from a

polyalkylene glycol of the formula

H-

Ri

-OCHjCH-^CHj-^ j-
1 OH

wherein R is hydrogen or an alkyl group containing from I to

4 carbon atoms, x is an integer from to about 8 and > is a

large whole number such that the molecular weight of the

polyether block is between about 300 and 10,000 and polyam-
ide blocks having molecular weights up to about 10,000 ob-
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tained by the reaction of a dimer acid obtained by the poly-

merization of an ethylenically unsaturated Cjg-Czg monocar-

boxylic acid with a diamine selected from the group consisting

of alkyl diamines containing from 2 to 54 carbon atoms, aryl

diamines, alicyclic diamines wherein the ring system contains

4 to 8 carbon atoms and may be substituted with one or more
alkyl groups containing I to 8 carbon atoms and hetrocyclic

diamines selected from the group consisting of piperazine and

2,5-dimethyl piperazine; said polyamide blocks corresponding

to the formula

O FR
HOOC—B-C-

R O n-N—A—N—C—B—C-j—OH

wherein R is hydrogen or an alkyl radical containing from I

to 1 8 carbon atoms. B is a radical derived from the dimer acid

and containing from 30 to about 50 carbon atoms. A is a

radical derived from the diamine and x is an integer from

about I to about 20; and said polyether and polyamide blocks

being linearly bonded with ester linkages and having a theoret-

ical amide:ester linkage ratio between about 0.5:1 and 25;

I

with the polyether blocks comprising about 10 to 75 percent

by weight of the total block copolymer composition.

3,839,246

TWO-PART ROOM TEMPERATURE VULCANIZABLE
SYSTEMS

Stephen B. Hamilton, Jr., Schenectady, and Warren R. Lampe,
Baliston Lake, both of N.Y., assignors to General Electric

Company, Waterford, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 387,460

Int. CI. C08f I9II4

U.S. CI. 260—18 ? 40 Claims

1. A two-part room temperature vulcanizable silicone rub-

ber composition with improved hydrolytic resistance compris-

ing.

a. a linear, fluid organopolysiloxane containing terminal

silicon-bonded hydroxy groups and having a viscosity of

500 to 10.000,000 centipoise when measured at 25°C, the

organic groups of the aforesaid organopolysiloxane repre-

senting monovalent hydrocarbon radicals,

b. a filler,

c. from 0.1 - 15 percent by weight of an alkyl silicate se-

lected from the class consisting of ( 1 ) a monomeric or-

ganosilicate corresponding to the general formula,

(R^«0)3Si-R^'.

where R^" is a radical selected from the class consisting of

monovalent hydrocarbon radicals and halogenated monova-
lent hydrocarbon radicals and R^' is selected from the class

consisting of alkyl, haloalkyl, aryl, haloaryl, alkenyl, cycloal-

kyl, cycloalkenyl, cyanoalkyl, alkoxy and acyloxy radicals and

(2) a liquid partial hydrolysis product of the aforementioned

organosilicate monomeric compounds,
d. from 0.1 to 5 percent by weight of the organopolysi-

loxane of a catalyst which is the reaction product of an

organo tin oxide having the formula

R"R"'SnO
where R' and R'" are monovalent hydrocarbon radicals with

a hydrocarbon ester selected from the class consisting of

esters of monocarboxylic acids, esters of dicarboxylic acids

and esters of inorganic acids containing at least one oxygen

atom in the said radical attached to a replaceable hydrogen
atom, and where there is reacted from 6 to 1 moles of the

organo tin oxide per mole of the ester when the reaction is

carried out at a temperature in the range from room tempera-

ture to 250^.

3,839,247

WATER-CLEAR HYDROLYTICALLY STABLE
POLYCARBONATE COMPOSITION CONTAINING AN
AROMATIC OR ALIPHATIC EPOXY STABILIZER

Charles Andrew Bialous, Evansville, and Gerald Fred Macke,
Mt. Vernon, both of Ind., assignors to General Electric Com-
pany, Pittsfield, Mass.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 321,268, Jan. 5, 1973,

abandoned. This application Dec. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 427,832
Int. CLC08g5//5S

U.S. CI. 260— 18 PF 5 Claims

1. An improved water clear polycarbonate composition

which is the reaction product of a dihydric phenol and carbon-

ate precursor and which composition is resistant to hydrolysis

when exposed to elevated temperatures and water, wherein

the improvement comprises having in admixture with the

polycarbonate a stabilizing amount of a particular epoxy com-
pound based on the weight of the polycarbonate; said particu-

lar epoxy being selected from the group consisting of aromatic

epoxies and aliphatic epoxies, and mixures thereof.

3,839,248
PLIABLE SEALANT MATERIALS IN STRIP OR RIBBON

FORM
Peter Stanley Clark, and Paul Victor Jones, both of Chur,

Switzerland, assignors to Foseco Trading A.G., Chur, Swit-

zerland

Filed Apr. 5, 1971, Set. No. 131,520

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 6, 1970,

16132/70; Feb. 5, 1971, 4052/71

Int. CI. C08g 5120

U.S. CI. 260-19 R 4 Claims

1. A sealant composition in strip or ribbon form consisting

essentially of, by weight, 40-70 percent of a finely divided

particulate filler selected from the group consisting of calcium

carbonate and talc, 3-25 percent of a fibrous material consist-

ing substantially of fibres having a length in the range of 0.0

1

to 0.05 mm. and a diameter in the range of 180 to 400 ang-

stroms, and 10-40 percent of a liquid vehicle being a member
selected from the group consisting of non-drying alkyd resins,

non-drying oils, blends of a drying oil plus adjuvants to pre-

vent oxidation thereof and mixtures thereof, said sealant com-
position having a penetration of not greater than 70 penetra-

tion units at — IO°C, a penetration value of not less than 35

penetration units at 30°C, a storage ability such that after

three months exposure at 30°C in air at 50 percent relative

humidity, the penetration is not less than 35 penetration units

at — I0°C, and a hardness of not greater than 1 20 penetration

units under normal pressure but irrespective of time and tem-

perature.

3,839,249

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PLASTICS AND
LACQUER RESINS FROM BASIC

NITROGEN-CONTAINING GLYCIDYL COMPOUNDS
AND DICARBOXYLIC ANHYDRIDES

Johannes Wollner, Moers-Kapellen; Martin Cherubim, Rhein-

kamp-Eick, and Friedrich Henn, Homberg/Niederrhein, ail

of Germany, assignors to Deutsche Texaco Aktiengesell-

schaft, Hamburg, Germany
Division of Ser. No. 62,692, Aug. 10, 1970,. This application

Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,459
Int. CI. C09d 3166

U.S. CI. 260-22 EP 4 Claims

1. Rapidly hardenable epoxidealkyd resin compositions

suitable for the manufacture of resins including film and cast
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molding applications, consisting essentially of a hardening

amount of dicarboxylic anhydride material and a mixture of

basic nitrogen-containing glycidyl compound consisting essen-

tially of at least one compound selected from the group con-

sisting of N,N'-diglycidyl-N,N'-dialkyl-l,3-diamino-2-

hydroxypropanes, N-diglycidyl-alkyd-amines, and mixtures

therein, and at least one alkyd resin consisting essentially of a

polyol-phthalic anhydride-ricinine-soybean oil mixture

wherein said alkyd resin mixture consists essentially of 42

percent by weight of soybean oil and 38 percent by weight of

phthalic anhydride.

3,839,250

MASTICATING AGENT FOR NATURAL AND/OR
SYNTHETIC RUBBER

Helfried Ehrend, Speyer; Klaus Morche, Mannheim; Theo

Kempermann, Cologne, and Wolfgang Redetzky, Opiaden,

all of Germany, assignors to Rhein-Chemie Rheinau GmbH,
Mannheim, Germany

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,661

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 25, 1972,

2214810
Int. CI. C08c 1 1 134, 11/40

U.S. CI. 260-23 R 11 Claims

1. In the degrading of a rubber selected from the group

consisting of natural rubber, polyisoprene, polybutadiene,

butadiene-styrene copolymers and butadiene-acrylonitrile

copolymers comprising mixing said rubber with a masticating

agent and degrading said mixture at a temperature of about

40° to 1 80°C, the improvement which comprises employing as

said masticating agent about 0.5 to 4 percent by weight of the

rubber of a combination consisting essentially of a salt of a

fatty acid of about 12 to 25 carbon atoms and about 0.002 to

2 percent by weight of said salt of a metal hemiporphyrazine

or tetra azaporphine complex.

3,839,252

QUATERNARY AMMONIUM EPOXY RESIN DISPERSION
WITH BORIC ACID FOR CATIONIC

ELECTRO-DEPOSITION
Joseph F. Bosso; Lomer Burrell, and Marco Wismer, all of

Gibsonia, Pa., assignors to PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 167,470, July 29, 1971, , which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 840,847, July 10, 1969,

abandoned, and Ser. No. 840,848, July 10, 1969, abandoned,

and Ser. No. 100,825, Dec. 22, 1970, abandoned, and Ser. No.

100,834, Dec. 22, 1970, abandoned, said Ser. No. 100,825,

and Ser. No. 100,834, each is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

56,730, July 20, 1970, abandoned, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 772,366, Oct. 31, 1968,

abandoned. This application Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 277,007

Int. CI. C08b 13/00; C08g 30/16, 51/24

U.S. CI. 260-29.2 EP 24 Claims

1. An aqueous dispersion comprising

a. an ungelled water-dispersed epoxy resin, having in the

resin molecule at least one 1 ,2 epoxy group, at least about

0.05 percent by weight of chemically-bound nitrogen in

the form of a quaternary ammonium bcise salt of an acid

having a dissociation constant greater than 1 x 10"*, and

b. boric acid said dispersion containing sufficient boron

to catalyze the cure of a film of said epoxy resin.

3.839,251

PHENOLIC RESIN AND PROCESS FOR MAKING SAME
Leopold F. Bornstein, Tucker, Ga., assignor to Georgia-Pacific

Corporation, Portland, Oreg.

Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,125

Int. CI. C08g5//24
U.S. CI. 260-29.3 12 Claims

1. A method of preparing a phenolic resin having improved

curing speed, wetting properties, fiow characteristics and tack

imparting properties under hot press particle board molding

conditions suitable for use in the caulless production of parti-

cle board, said method comprising:

1

.

reacting phenol with a molar excess of formaldehyde in

the range of about 2.5 to 3.5 moles of formaldehyde per

mole of phenol in an aqueous medium utilizing an alka-

line catalyst until the resulting aqueous resin has a Brook-

field viscosity at 77°F within the range 150 cps to 300 cps

to form a first stage resin,

2. adding from about 0.25 to about 0.50 moles of phenol per

mole of phenol in the reaction of step ( 1 ), said added

phenol being sufficient to impart tack characteristics to

wood particles coated with the resin,

3. continuing the reaction until the aqueous resin has a

Brookfield viscosity within the range 150 cps to 750 cps,

and

4. rapidly cooling the aqueous resin to a temperature less

than SOT.

3,839,253

MATTE AQUEOUS COATING COMPOSITIONS
CONTAINING PIGMENTED SYNTHETIC POLYMER

Robert William Kershaw, South Blackburn, Victoria, and

Frederick John Lubbock, Beaumaris, Victoria, both of Aus-

tralia, assignors to Balm Paints Limited, Melbourne, Victo-

ria, Australia

Continuation of Ser. No. 816,398, April 15, 1969, abandoned.

This application Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,914

Claims priority, application Australia, Apr. 22. 1968,

36726/68; July 8, 1968, 40352/68

Int. CI. C08f 45/24

U.S. CI. 260—29.6 R 7 Claims

1. An aqueous latex coating composition consisting essen-

tially of a pigment and a synthetic film-forming addition poly-

mer of at least one a-/3-ethyIenically unsaturated monomer
dispersed in an aqueous medium, at least a portion of said

pigment being present in insoluble granules of pigmented

synthetic polymer, the pigment being embedded in and sur-

rounded by the synthetic polymer, said granules of pigmented

synthetic polymer being dispersed in said aqueous latex in an

amount of 45 to 90 percent by volume based on the total

solids content of said coating composition, and further charac-

terized in that the said granules of pigmented synthetic poly-

mer:

a. consist essentially of synthetic polymer and from 1-75

percent by weight of pigment particles and are essentially

of from 1-50 micron Stokes diameter with a weight aver-

age mean Stokes diameter related to their volume con-

centration in the total solids of the coating composition

according to the following table:

Volume
Concentration
of granules
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3,839,254
AQUEOUS COATING COMPOSITION CONTAINING
METALLIC PIGMENT COATED WITH lONIZABLE

PERFLUOROALKYL SURFACTANT
James C. Fang, Media. Pa., assignor to E. I. du Pont de Ne-
mours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Sept. I, 1972. Ser. No. 285,588
Int. CI. C08f 45102, 37/00

U.S. CI. 260-29.6 MM 6 Claims
1. In an aqueous coating composition of 5-60 percent by

weight of a uniformly dispersed film-forming binder of an
acrylic carboxylic acid polymer at least partially neutralized

with an organic basic compound, the improvement therewith

comprising

0.1-20 percent by weight, based on the weight of the

binder, of a uniformly dispersed aluminum flake pigment
having a coating of an ionizable perfluoroalkyl surfactant

which renders the pigment nonreactive with the aqueous
coating composition;

the perfluoroalkyl surfactant is of the formula

(xCF,)(CF2),„-(CH2)„-R
wherein m is an integer from 1 to 10, fi is an integer from 0-4,

X is hydrogen or fluorine and R is an ionizable radical contain-

ing a carboxyl group, a phosphoric radical or a sulfonic radi-

cal.

3,839,255
METHOD OF PREPARING POLYMER GELS USING

CHELATED ALUMINUM SALT
Thomas J. Podlas, Newark, Del., assignor to Hercules Incorpo-

rated, Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 205,712, Dec. 7, 1971,
abandoned. This application May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 359,061

Int. CI. C08f 37/14
U.S. CI. 260-29.6 M 6 Claims

I. A process for preparing a polymer gel which comprises:

A. mixing the following ingredients:

1

.

a first water solution comprising about 0. 1 to 5 percent

by weight, based on the total weight of solution of a

water soluble aluminum salt, an aluminum chelant

selected from the group consisting of

a. alpha-hydroxy monocarboxylic acids having 3 to 4

carbon atoms,

b. alpha-hydroxy dicarboxylic acids having 3 to 4 car-

bon atoms,

c. beta-hydroxy tricarboxylic acids, and

d. dicarboxylic acids of 2 to 4 carbon atoms, said che-

lant being present in an amount such that the che-

lant/aluminum molar ratio is about 0.2 to 2 and a

base in an amount sufficient to adjust the pH of said

first solution to about 4 to 9; and
2. a second water solution comprising about 0.1 to 2.5

percent by weight, based on the total weight of said

solution, of a water soluble copolymer of acrylamide

and acrylic acid or a metal salt of acrylic acid;

the relative proportions of solutions 1 ) and 2) being sufficient

to provide in the mixture thereof a molar ratio of aluminum
atoms to carboxyl groups in the copolymer of about 0.018 to

90 and a copolymer content of about 0.09 to 2.3 percent by

weight of the total water present; and

B. adjusting the pH of the total mixture to about 4.6 to 8.3.

3,839,256
SILICATE-RESIN COATING COMPOSITION

Robert E. Parkinson, Monroeville Borough, Pa., assignor to

United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 359,372

Int. CI. C08f 29/04, 45/24
U.S. CI. 260-29.6 WB is Claims

1. Composition useful for coating substrates comprising a
solution or dispersion in an aqueous medium of

a. quaternary ammonium silicate of the formula
WM20.X(N,Rp)jO.Y SiOj.Z Hfi where W is a number
from to 1 , X is a number from 0.33 to 1 .5, Y is a number
from 2 to 10, Z is a number from 1 to 20, M is an alkali

metal, R is an organic radical that forms an NR base
selected from alkyl, alkanol, and heterocyclic groups,

each independently selected, having from 1 to 20" carbon
atoms, n is an integer from 1 to 10. and p is at least 4, and
b. ethylene polymer selected from the group consisting of
copolymers, terpolymers and ionomers of ethylene with

acrylic, methacrylic or crotonic acids or esters thereof or
vinyl acetate, wherein the portion of ethylene polymer
derived from ethylene is from about 60 to about 90
weight percent, the weight ratio of SiO, derived from the

quaternary ammonium silicate to ethylene polymer being
from about 20:1 to about 1:20.

3,839,257

POLY(VINYLBENZYL TRIALKYL AMMONIUM
HALIDE) SALT COMPOSITIONS

Thomas T. Chiu, Midland, and Wendell N. Delano, Freeland.

both of Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company,
Midland, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 158,591, June 30, 1971,
abandoned. This application Aug. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 390,451

Int. CI. C08f 45/24
U.S. CI. 260-29.6 HN 7 Claims

1. A process for increasing the viscosity of a first aqueous
solution containing at least 15 weight percent of a poly( vinyl-

benzyl trialkyi ammonium halide) comprising dissolving in

said first solution a water-soluble non-deliquescent alkali or

alkaline earth metal salt and thereby forming a second aque-
ous solution having a viscosity higher than said first solution;

the cation of said salt having an atomic number of at least 1 1

.

3,839,258
PROCESS OF PREPARING A LATEX OF AN ORGANIC
POLYMER FROM A SOLUTION OF THIS POLYMER IN

AN ORGANIC SOLVENT
Marinus J. R. Visseren, Geleen, and Renier J. L. Graff, Beek,

both of Netherlands, assignors to Stamicarbon N.V., Heer-
len, Netherlands

Filed Mar. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 232,613
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 9, 1971,

7103087

Int. CI. C08d 5/02; C09d 7/00
U.S. CI. 260-29.7 EM 15 Claims

1. In a process for the preparation of a latex of an organic
polymer from a solution of said polymer in an organic solvent,

said process comprising the steps of;

emulsifying the polymer solution with water in the presence
of at least one emulsifier to produce an emulsion;

evaporating said organic solvent contained within said

emulsion so as to substantially foam the emulsion compo-
nents;

liquifying the evaporated organic solvent causing the foam
to sag and the formation of an organic solvent phase and
an aqueous phase containing said polymer; and

separating and recovering said polymer containing aqueous
phase from said organic phase,

the improvement consisting essentially in using, as said or-

ganic solvent, an organic solvent having a water solubility of
less than 0.5 cc per liter measured at 20'Xr, and carrying out
said organic solvent evaporation step in the presence of at

least one organic oxygen compound containing more than one
carbon atom, which organic oxygen compound does not have
an acid reaction under the conditions under which said or-

ganic solvent is evaporated, said organic oxygen compound
having a boiling point, or forming a minimum azeotrope in

combination with water having a boiling point, of less than
IOO°C.
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3,839,259
MICHAEL-TYPE ADDITION PROCESS

Wheeler C. Crawford; William P. Doyle, both of Lagrangeville,
and John A. Patterson, Fishkill, all of N.Y., assignors to

Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 836,940, June 26, 1969, abandoned. This

application June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,166
Int. CI. C08f 45/34, 45/36, 45/44

U.S. CI. 260-30.2 3 Claims
1. A process for preparing polyvinyl-type polymers having

improved low temperature properties by:

a. admixing each 100 parts by weight of an uncured polyvi-

nyl-type polymer with from I to 10 parts by weight of at

least one adduct of a nitroparaffin containing 10 to 14

carbon atoms and a vinyl ketone until a homogeneous
mixture is formed, and

b. heating said mixture between about 300° to 375^ until

said polyvinyl polymer having improved low temperature
properties is prepared.

3,839,260
CEMENTITIOUS COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS

Louis H. Eilers, Inola. and Christ F. Parks, Tulsa, both of

Okla., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,
Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 161,875, July 12, 1971, Pat. No.

3,746,725, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 17,290,
March 6. 1970, Pat. No. 3,624,018, and Ser. No. 486,530,
Sept. 10, 1965, Pat. No. 3,5 11.313. This application Nov. 21,

1972, Ser. No. 308,489
Int. CI. C08f 29/00, 45/36

U.S. CI. 260-31.2 N 6 Claims
1. A composition of matter which comprises a liquid slurry

of (a) from about 0.1 to about 2 parts by weight of a water-

soluble carbamoyl polymer per part by weight of a liquid, gel

forming organo solvent therefor composed of a liquid organic

non-solvent for the polymer selected from the group consist-

ing of propylene glycol, water-miscible alkylene oxide poly-

mers having molecular weight up to about 600 and water-

miscible alkyl and aryl ethers of the polymers wherein the

etherifying moiety contains from 1 to 12 carbons and (b) at

least about 0.05 part by weight per part by weight of the

non-solvent, of an organic solvent for the polymer, the amount
of the latter being sufficient to render the liquid mixture a
solvent for the polymer, said organic solvent being acetic acid.

3,839,261

ESTERS OF PHENYLINDAN USED AS PLASTICIZERS
AND CROSSLINKING AGENTS

Elihu J. Aronoff, Framingham, and Kewal Singh Dhami,
Shrewsbury, both of Mass., assignors to International Tele-

phone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed June 22, 1973, Ser. No. 372,834

Int. CI. C08f 45/36; C08g 51/34
U.S. CI. 260-31.8 F 8 Claims

1. A polymeric composition having incorporated therein a

plasticizing and crosslinking agent comprising an ester of
phenyl indan having the structural formula:

CHj

>-E

H3C CHj

wherein A, B, C, D, E and F are selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen, carboxyallyl, and carboxymethallyl
radicals; and wherein one of A, B and C and one of D, E and
F is a carboxyallyl or a carboxymethallyl radical.

3,839,262

CEMENTITIOUS COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS
Louis H. Eilers, Inola, and Christ F. Parks, Tulsa, both of

Okla., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,
Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 161,875, July 12, 1971, Pat. No.

3,746,725, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 17,290,

March 6, 1970, Pat. No. 3,624,018. and Ser. No. 486,530,
Sept. 10, 1965, Pat. No. 3,51 1,313. This application Nov. 21.

1972, Ser. No. 308,493
Int. CI. C08f 29/00; C08g 51/34

U.S. CI. 260—32.6 N 6 Claims
1. A composition of matter which comprises a liquid slurry

of (a) from about 0.1 to about 2 parts by weight of a water-

soluble carbamoyl polymer per part by weight of a liquid, gel

forming organo solvent therefor composed of a liquid organic

non-solvent for the polymer selected from the group consist-

ing of propylene glycol, water-miscible alkylene oxide poly-

mers having molecular weight up to about 600 and water-

miscible alkyl and aryl ethers of the polymers wherein the

etherifying moiety contains from one to 1 2 carbons and (b) at

least about 0.05 parts by weight per part by weight of the

non-solvent, of an organic solvent for the polymer, the amount
of the latter being sufficient to render the liquid mixture a

solvent for the polymer, said organic solvent being dimethyl-

formamide.

3,839,263
CEMENTITIOUS COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS

Louis H. Eilers, Inola, and Christ F. Parks, Tulsa, both of

Okla., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,
Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 161,875, July 12, 1971, Pat. No.
3,746,725, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 17,290,
March 6, 1970, Pat. No. 3,624,048, and Ser. No. 486,530,
Sept. 10, 1965, Pat. No. 3,51 1,313. This application Nov. 21,

1972, Ser. No. 308,492
Int. CI. C08f 45/34

U.S. CI. 260-33.2 R 6 Claims
I. A composition of matter which comprises a liquid slurry

of from about 0. 1 to about 2 parts by weight of a water-soluble
carbamoyl polymer per part by weight of a liquid, gel forming
organo solvent therefor composed of a liquid organic non-
solvent for the polymer selected from the group consisting of
propylene glycol, water-miscible alkylene oxide polymers
having molecular weight up to about 600 and water-miscible
alkyl and aryl ethers of the polymers wherein the etherifying

moiety contains from 1 to 12 carbons and (b) at least about
0.05 part by weight per part by weight of the non-solvent, of
an organic solvent for the polymer, the amount of the latter

being sufficient to render the liquid mixture a solvent for the

polymer, said organic solvent being glycerol.

3,839,264
VARNISHES OF POLYESTERIMIDES BASED ON

PENTAERYTHRITOL
Karl Schmidt, Hamburg-W; Ferdinand Hansch, Hamburg-

Osdorf, and Hans-Malte Rombrecht, Hamburg-Banrefeld,
all of Germany, assignors to Dr. Beck & Co. AG, Eiselen-

sweg, Hamburg, Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 64,101, July 29, 1970, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 833,840, May 19, 1969,
abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 707,879, Feb.

23, 1968, abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No.
384,262, July 21, 1964, abandoned. This application Mar. 15,

1972, Ser. No. 235,013
Int. CL C08g 20/32, 41/00

U.S. CI. 260-33.4 P 7 Claims
1. An electrically insulating varnish comprising a solution in

a phenolic solvent of a polyesterimide resin composed of
polymer containing both ester groups composed of a polyhy-
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dric alcohol component and a polycarboxylic acid compo-
nent, and five membered cyclic imide groups in the polymeric
chain composed of an aromatic carboxylic acid anhydride
component and a primary amine component, said polyhydric

alcohol component comprising at least one dihydric alcohol,

and pentaerythritol in an amount of 2 to 10 percent referred

to the total weight of raw materials for the polyesterimide

resin.

3,839,265
POLYMERIC COMPOSITION AND METHOD

Hans Albrecht Meyer-Stoll, Rheinkamp, and Manfred Lotter-

moser, Barienrode, both of Germany, assignors to Deutsche
Texaco Aktiengesellschaft, Hamburg, Germany

Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,927

Int. CI. C08g5//04
U.S. CI. 260-37 N 9 Claims

I. A molding composition curable by treating with water
consisting essentially of between about 90 and 99 wt. % sand
and between 1 and 10 wt. % multifunctional isocyanate bond-
ing agent prepared by condensing an aldehyde of the formula

RCHO with a member selected from the group consisting of

(a) an aromatic amine of the formula:

Ri

/^

I

NHi

and (b) said aromatic amine and a phenol of the formula:

R2

V

in a mole ratio of said aromatic amine to said phenol in (b) of

between about 0.08 : 1 and 0.8 : 1, where R, R' and R"^ are

hydrogen or alky! of from 1 to 6 carbons to form an aldehyde-

member condensation product and contacting said aldehyde-

member product with phosgene utilizing a mole ratio of phos-

gene to said aromatic amine of between about 0. 1 : I and 1 :

I to form said multifunctional isocyanate bonding agent.

3,839,266

ORGANOPOLYSILOXANE COMPOSITIONS
CONVERTIBLE TO ELASTOMERS

Michel Bargain, Lyon, France, assignor to Rhone-Poulenc S.A.,

Paris, France

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,450
Claims priority, application France, Feb. 21, 1972,

72.05746

Int. CI. C08g5//04
U.S. CI. 260-37 SB 18 Claims

1. An organopolysiloxane composition convertible on cur-

ing to an elastomer, which composition comprises (in parts by
weight)

a. 1 00 parts of an organopolysiloxane of viscosity 2 x 1
0* to

80 X lO** centipoises measured at 25°, the organopolysi-

loxane being free from hydrogen atoms bonded directly

to silicon atoms and is essentially formed by repetition of

diorganosiloxy units, the organic radicals which are

bonded directly to the silicon atoms, being alkyl, alkenyl.

aromatic hydrocarbon, haloalkyl, haloalkenyl or haloaro-

matic hydrocarbon radicals (the proportion by weight of
aromatic radicals being at most 50 percent of all of the

organic radicals and the proportion by weight of alkenyl

groups being at most 2 percent of the weight of the or-

ganopolyiloxane rubber)

b. 5 to 100 parts of a finely divided inorganic filler based on
silica,

c. 0.1 to 10 parts of an organic peroxide

d. 10 X 10"^ to 150 X 10"^ parts of platinum in the form of

a compound of platinum

e. 0.5 to 25 parts of magnesium oxide MgO, and
f. 0.1 to 3 parts of at least one additive selected from the

group consisting of stannic oxide and metal phosphates.

3,839,267
HETEROGENEOUS MELT HYDROLYSIS OF

OXYMETHYLENE COPOLYMERS
Michael D. Golder, Bronx, N.Y., assignor to Celanese Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,428

Int. CLC08g5//04
U.S. CI. 260—37 AL 13 Claims

1. In an extruder process for the stabilization of a normally

solid oxymethylene copolymer having a melting point above
about 150°C., the molecules of said copolymer containing

from 60 to 99.6 mole percent of comparatively unstable mon-
omeric oxymethylene units interspersed with comparatively

stable monomeric—OR— units wherein R is a divalent radical

containing at least two carbon atoms directly linked to each
other and positioned in the polymer chain between the two
valences, with any substituents on said R radical being inert,

at least part of the terminal portions of said molecules com-
prising said unstable monomeric units, wherein the improve-

ment comprises reacting in an extruder said copolymer; from
2 to about 25 weight percent, based on the copolymer of a

reactant selected from the class consisting of water, and alco-

hol, and mixtures thereof and from about 0.05 to about 10.0

weight percent based on polymer weight of a stabilizer system
selected from the group consisting of an acid scavenger, an

antioxidant and an acid scavenger and an antioxidant in a

heterogeneous reaction zone comprising molten copolymer
and vaporous reactant by maintaining the reaction zone at a

temperature above the melting point of copolymer and at a

pressure sufficient to maintain the copolymer in a molten state

and the reactant in a vapor state, and said system is reacted

under the above conditions of temperature and pressure for a

period of time in the range of from about 0. 1 to about 1

5

minutes to remove unstable monomeric oxymethylene units

from the terminal portions of the copolymer molecules so that

at least 90 percent of the resulting polymeric chains of the

molecules are terminated by the stable monomeric units.

3,839,268
POLYESTER RESIN COMPOSITION AND METHOD OF

MAKING THE SAME
Paul E. Kilian, Tustin City, CaliL, assignor to Konel Molded

Products Corporation, Muskegon, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 782,188, Dec. 9, 1968, abandoned.
This application Apr. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 134,443

Int. CI. C08g 51/04
U.S. CI. 260-40 R 37 Claims

1. In a process for mixing a filler with a liquid cross-linkable

polyester resin solution in a mixing zone, the improvement
which comprises: contacting the mixture of said filler and
said liquid polyester resin solution with a shear surface, and
moving said shear surface within said mixing zone at a high

rate of speed sufficient to break down agglomerates and

sufficient to sharply decrease the viscosity of the mixture

when the filler is dispersed in said liquid polyester resin

solution for a period of time extending beyond said contacting

and moving step.
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3,839,269

SELF SUPPORTING CEMENT
Cornelius W. Comegys, 2029 Kenmore, Los Angeles, Calif.

90027
Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,434

Int. CI. C08f 45/04, 45/24
U.S. CI. 260-41 R

1

1

14 Claims

1. A self supportinjg cement, comprising:

gypsum cement as the major constituent;

from about 0.1 part to about 12 parts by weight of a setting

agent, for speeding the set of said gypsum cement, per

100 parts by weight of said gypsum cement, said setting

agent being selected from the group consisting of alumi-

num oxide, aluminum sulfate, magnesium sulfate, ammo-
nium chloride, calcium chloride, sodium chloride, sodium

sulfate, sodium hydroxide, sodium sulfite, potassium

sulfite and potassium hydroxide; and

from about 0.1 part to about 1.5 parts by weight of an

anhydrous vinyl ether polymer per 100 parts by weight of

said gypsum cement.

3,839,270

CONCRETE REINFORCING MATERIALS
Raymond Westrop Wilkinson, Castlecrag, New South Wales;

John Newton, Belrose, New South Wales, and David Mal-

colm Stitt, Kingsford, New South Wales, all of Australia,

assignors to A.C.I. Technical Centre Pty. Limited, New
South Wales, Australia

Division of Ser. No. 264,875, June 21, 1972, abandoned. This

application Oct. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 409,452

Claims priority, application Australia, Sept. 29, 1971,

5348/71

Int. CI. C08f 45/10

U.S. CI. 260-41 AG 6 Claims

1. A method of increasing the alkali resistance of a glass

fiber material in reinforced concrete, said method comprising

the steps of coating glass fibers with a furane resin, curing the

furane resin to produce an alkali-resistant cured furane coat-

ing on the glass fibers, and incorporating the coated glass

fibers in concrete or cement to reinforce same, whereby the

reinforced concrete or cement reinforcing glass fibers exhibit

increased resistance to alkali attack.

3,839,271

PRIMER COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING ZINC
CHROMATE, STABILIZERS AND ACRYLATE

POLYMERS CONTAINING OXAZOLIDINE UNITS
Achim R. Krueger, Cherry Hill, NJ., assignor to E. I. du Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 229,518, Feb. 25, 1972, and

Ser. No. , , which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 98,132,

Dec. 14, 1970, abandoned. This application Dec. 7, 1973, Ser.

No. 422,704

Int. CI. C08f 45/04

U.S. CI. 260-41 B 11 Claims

1. In a composition comprising at least one member of the

group consisting of film-forming acrylic polymers and meth-

acrylic polymers having acryloxyalkyloxazolidine adhesion

promoting monomeric units dissolved in an organic solvent

also containing an adhesion promoting amount of ZnCrOi, the

improvement wherein the composition contains 50 to 400

mole percent based on the moles of oxazolidine adhesion

promoting monomeric units of a stabilizer having the general

structure:

R
\
N-Rj

Ri

wherein
R and R, are each selected from the group consisting of

927 O.G.—

9

H, alkyl of one to four carbons and alkanol of one to four

carbons, and

Rj is selected from the group consisting of -H, -OH, alkyl of

one to eight carbons, alkanol of one to four carbons,

-(CH2)„NH2 where n is 2 to 6 and

(CH2CH2NH),„CH2CHjNH2 where m is 1 to 3.

3,839,272

HYDROLYTIC AND MELT DEGRADATION STABILIZED
POLYESTER

Anthony Walter Yankowsky, Charlotte, N.C., assignor to Fiber

Industries, Inc., Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336,396

Int. CLC08C 11/66

U.S. CI. 260-45.7 P 8 Claims

1. In a process for manufacturing a stabilized low carboxyl

end group fiber or film forming polyester wherein sard polyes-

ter is the condensation product of a dicarboxylic acid and a

glycol of the series HO(CH2)„OH wherein n is an integer of

from 2 to 10, the improvement which comprises the step of

adding from 0.001 to 0.045 weight percent based on the

polymer of polyphosphoric acid having the structure:

HO-

ro
;!

p-o-
1

LOH .

-H

where n is greater than or equal to 3, to polyester having an

intrinsic viscosity of at least 0.2.

3,839,273

N-SUBSTITUTED PIPERIDINE DERIVATIVES, PROCESS
FOR PREPARING THE SAME AND THEIR USE AS

STABILIZERS
Keisuke Murayama; Syoji Morimura; Takao Yoshioka; To-

shimasa Toda; Eiko Mori; Hideo Horiuchi; Susumu Higa-

shida; Katsuaki Matsui; Tomoyuki Kurumada; Noriyuki

Ohta, and Hisayou Ohsawa, all of Tokyo, Japan, assignors to

Sankyo Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 229,203, Feb. 24, 1972, abandoned. This

application Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,891

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 13, 1971, 46-90988

Int. CI. C08f 45/60; C08g 51/60

U.S. CI. 260-45.8 NZ 11 Claims

1. A synthetic polymer composition stabilized against

photo- and thermal-deterioration wherein there is incorpo-

rated, in a sufficient amount to prevent said deterioration, a

compound having the formula

o o

HjC
s

HsC^

X
AnX

CHi

'CHs

0)

wherein R, represents alkyl of 1-8 carbon atoms, alkenyl of

3-5 carbon atoms, alkynyl of 3-5 carbon atoms, aralkyi of

6-10 carbon atoms in the aryl moiety and 1-3 carbon atoms
in the alkyl moiety, /3-hydroxyethyl or the group of the for-

mula

O
II

-CHjCHi—O—C—Rj
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in which R, represents alkyl of l-IO carbon atoms, alkenyl of
3-5 carbon atoms or aryl of 6-10 carbon atoms; and Rj repre-
sents alkylene having two or three carbon atoms, o-phenylene
or the group of the formula

CH3 CH,

-{CH,)„-0 \ ^
CH3 CH3

in which

R, is as defined above and n is an integer of 4 through 6
inclusive and wherein said synthetic polymer is selected
from homopolymers of olefins, copolymers of olefins with
other ethylenically unsaturated monomers, vinyl chloride
homopolyme^, vinylidene chloride homopolymers, vinyl
chloride-vinylidene chloride copolymers, copolymers of
vinyl chloride or vinylidene chloride with vinyl acetate or
other ethylenically unsaturated monomers, polyacetals,
polyesters, polyamides having recuring amide groups as
integral parts of the main polymer chain and polyure-
thanes.

3,839,274
POLYOLEFINS STABILIZED WITH

THIOPROPIONAMIDES AND PHENOLS
Warren L. Beears, Brecksville, Ohio, assignor to The B. F.
Goodrich Company, New York, N.Y.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 873,650, Nov. 3, 1969,

abandoned. This application Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,280
Int. CI. C08f 45/60

U.S. CI. 260-45.8 N g Claims
1. A composition comprising a polyolefin polymer and from

about 0.01 percent to about 5 percent by weight based upon
the total weight of the composition of a stabilizer system
comprising (a) a bis-thiopropionamide of the formula

3,839,275

PRESERVING RUBBER WITH
N-( 1,4-DIMETHYLAMYL)-N -PHENYL

PARA-PHENYLENEDIAMINE
Gene R. Wilder, Medina, Ohio, assignor to Monsanto Com-

pany, St. Louis, Mo.
Continuation of Ser. No. 355,473, March 27, 1964,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.
274,815, April 22, 1963, abandoned. This application Nov, 9,

1970, Ser. No. 88,135
Int. CI. C08f 45/60

U.S. CI. 260-45.9 R 3 claims
1. Preserved rubber having minimal toxicity to human skin

comprising sulfur vulcanizable diene rubber having incorpo-
rated therein an amount sufficient to inhibit degradation of
N-( 1 ,4-dimethylamyl )-N '-phenyl-p-phenylenediamine the
rubber containing said adjuvant being neither a primary irri-

tant nor a sensitizing agent.

3,839,276
FLAMEPROOFING THERMOPLASTIC POLYMERS BY
INCORPORATING THE REACTION PRODUCT OF
EITHER UREA OR THIOUREA AND PHOSPHORUS

PENTOXIDE
Hans-Adolf Rohlfs, Heidelberg, and Adolf Nebelung, Mann-

heim, both of Germany, assignors to Benckiser-Knapsack
GmbH, Ladenburg/Neckar, Germany

Filed Oct. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 294,548
Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 9, 1971,

2150483

Int. CI. C08g 51/60
U.S. CI. 260-45.9 NP g Claims

1. The process of fiameproofing thermoplastics by mixing a
thermoplastic material which is selected from the group con-
sisting of a polyamide. a polyolefin, a polystyrene, an acrylic
polymer and a thermoplastic linear polyester with a substan-
tially water insoluble polyanionic compound obtained by
heating an acid amide compound selected from the group
consisting of urea and thiourea with phosphorus pentoxide in

a molar proportion between about 1.5:1.0 and about 6.0:1.0
at a temperature between about 250° C. and about 400° C.
until ammonia evolution ceases.

/H O R \

^Hj-^N-C^-CHCHjSR, )

wherein R is hydrogen or a methyl radical, and R, is selected
from the group consisting of an alkyl radical containing from
eight to 24 carbon atoms and an aryl, aralkyl, or alkaryl radi-
cal containing six to 20 carbon atoms, and (b) a phenolic
stabilizer of the formula

R'

R'

H0-<

R

CH»

N
o=c c=o

—OH
R"

-CH, -N N-CH?
\/

II

O

-OH

wherein R' is an alkyl group containing from one to 1 8 carbon
atoms and R" is hydrogen or an alkyl group containing from
one to 1 8 carbon atoms.

3,839,277
LIGHT STABILIZED POLYOLEFIN COMPOSITIONS

John D. Spivack, Spring Valley, and Peter P. Klemchuk, York-
town Heights, both of N.Y., assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corpo-
ration, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,478
Int. CI. C08f 45/58

U.S. CI. 260-45.75 N 6 claims
1. A composition of matter stabilized against oxidative and

ultraviolet light deterioration which comprises
a. an a-polyolefin normally subject to ultraviolet and oxida-

tive deterioration which contains from two to four carbon
atoms;

b. from 0.001 to 5 percent by weight based on the weight
of polymer of nickel-bis-3,5-di-t-butyl-4-
hydroxybenzoate;

c. from 0.01 to 5 percent by weight based on the weight of
polymer of a benzoate co-light stabilizer selected from
n-octadecyI-3,5-di-t-butyl-4-hydroxybenzoate or 2,4-di-t-
butylphenyl 3,5-di-t-butyi-4-hydroxybenzoate;

d. from to 5 percent by weight based on the weight of
polymer of a phenolic antioxidant selected from n-

octadecyl-3,5-di-t-butyl-4-hydroxyphenylpropionate, tet-
rakis- methylene 3-(3',5'-di-t-butyl-4'-hydroxyphenyl)-
propionate methane, di-n-octadecyl-3,5-di-t-butyl-4-

hydroxyphosphonate. tris( 3,5-di-t-butyl-4-hydroxyben-
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zyl)-isocyanurate and di-octadecyl-2-(3-t-butyl-5-methyl-

4-hydroxybenzyl)malonate; and
e. from to 5 percent by weight based on the weight of

polymer of an organosulfur synergist selected from
dilaurylthiodipropionate and distearylthiodipropionate.

3,839,278

3,5-DlALKYL-4-HYDROXYPHENYLALKANOIC ACID
ESTERS ANTIOXIDANTS

Martin Dexter, Briarcliff Manor; John D. Spivack, Spring
Valley, and David Herbert Steinberg, Bronx, all of N.Y.,

assignors to Ciba-Gelgy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 159,021, July 1, 1971, Pat. No. 3,723,503.

This application Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,124
Int. CI. C08f 45/58

U.S. CI. 260-45.85 B 9 Claims
1. A composition of matter stabilized against oxidative

deterioration which comprises an organic material normally
subject to oxidative deterioration containing from

a. 0.005 to 5 percent by weight of a stabilizing compound
of the formula

R«
I

"«-<0>-'« H2:

IV

o CHj

.—('- O—CHjC—
I

cn3

O jCHs O

COCI^2|L'-('Il20-C-(CIl2)m—

ICH3

R»

-OH

R2

wherein

each of R' and R- is a ( lower )alkyl group of from 1 to 4
carbon atoms; an 1

m is 1 or 2; and "

b. to 2 percent of a thio co-stabilizer.

3,839,279

POLYALKADIENES STABILIZED WITH
DITHIO-BIS( BETA-ARYLALKYLENE )DIPHENOLS

Howard A. Hageman, Southbury, Conn., assignor to Uniroyal

Inc., New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 251,723, May 8, 1972, which is a division

of Ser. No. 13,749, Feb. 24, 1970, Pat. No. 3,686,325. This

application Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,292
Int. CI. C08c 13/08- C08d 11/04

U.S. CI. 260-45.95 C 3 Claims
1. A composition comprising an elastomer derived from an

alkadiene, said elastomer containing as stabilizer an effective

amount of a polyphenolic product of the following formula:

(HO),Ar-

Ar I,

I

I I,
-C-OH-S-

I

R

Ri Ar

Ar{OH),—-H

wherein

Ar is aryl,

R is H or an alkyl group having 1-4 carbon atoms,

R' is H or methyl, or is —CHj— or —CHjCHj— Joined

ortho to the non-phenolic Ar,

.r is 1 or 2, and |

« is a number from I to 5 wherein positions ortho and para

to the phenolic hydroxy group cannot be fully substituted.

positions ortho to the phenolic hydroxy! group cannot

contain more than one tertiary alkyl substituent and the

phenolic ring cannot have an electronegative group sub-

stituent.

3,839,280
CURABLE SILOXANE RESIN COMPOSITIONS

Joseph J. Zdaniewski, Scotia, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Waterford, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 167,027, July 28, 1971, abandoned.
This application Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 356.048

Int. CI. C08f y//04

U.S. CI. 260—46.5 R 8 Claims

1. A composition comprising (a) an uncured silicone resin

containing at least 0.25 percent by weight of silicon-bonded

groups selected from the class consisting of hydroxyl groups,

lower alkoxy groups, and mixtures thereof of the average unit

formula,

(OH),(OR),R,Si04„.r.,/2,

where R is selected from the class comprising lower alkyl

radicals having one to eight carbon atoms; cycloalkyl radicals

having five to seven carbon atoms in the ring; lower alkenyl

radicals having two to eight carbon atoms; mononuclear aryl

radicals; mononuclear aryl lower alkyl radicals having one to

six carbon atoms in the alkyl group; and halogenated deriva-

tives of the above radicals; (OR) is a lower alkoxy radical

containing from one to eight carbon atoms per radical; q has
a value of to 1 .0, r has a value of to 1 .0; s has a value of

1.0 to 1.8; and the sum of t? -I- r has a value of 0.01 to 1.0; and
a catalytic amount of (fc) a catalyst system comprising,

1

.

from about 0.01 to about 5 percent by weight based upon
the total weight of (a) and {b) of a lead compound se-

lected from the group lead carbonate, lead monoxide,
and mixtures thereof; and

2. carboxylic acid anhydride in an amount sufficient to

supply at least about 0.25 carboxylic acid anhydride
groups per mole of ( 1

)

wherein said uncured silicone resin is prepared by the process

comprising, in combination, the steps of,

A. agitating a mixture of

3. organohalosilane,

4. from about 1 .7 parts to about 10 parts by weight of water,

per part of organohalosilane,

5. from about 0.2 to about 5 parts by weight of acetone, per
part of organohalosilane,

6. from about 0.3 part to about 5 parts by weight of a water

immiscible organic solvent, per part of organohalosilane,

and
7. from to about one mole of an aliphatic monohydric

alcohol having from one to eight carbon atoms, per mole
of halogen attached to the silicon of the organohalosilane,

B. separating an organic solvent solution of an uncured
silicone resin having an average ratio from about 1 to 1 .8

organo radicals per silicon atom from the resulting hydro-
lysis mixture, said organohalosilane being selected from
the group consisting of,

8. organotrihalosilane,

9. a mixture of organotrihalosilane and diorganodihalosi-

lane,

10. a reaction product of an aliphatic monohydric alcohol

having from one to eight carbon atoms and a member
selected from the group consisting of organotrihalosilane,

and a mixture of organotrihalosilane and dior-

ganodihalosilanes; which reaction product has an average f
ratio of up to one alkoxy radical per halogen radical,

11. a mixture of the reaction product of ( 10) and a member
selected from the organotrihalosilane and dior-

ganodihalosilane, and where the organo radicals of the

organohalosilane and said uncured silicone resin are

attached to silicon by carbon-silicon linkages and are

selected from the group consisting of the radicals defined

by R hereinabove.
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3 839 281

n-hydroxyalkylpiperi'dyl.n-hydroxyalkyl.
PIPERAZYL COMPOUNDS AS ACCELERATING AGENTS

IN EPOXY RESIN COMPOSITIONS
Bernd Dreher, Toms River, N J., assignor to Ciba-Geigy Cor-

poration, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed June 16, 1971, Ser. No. 153,857
Int. CI. C08g 30114

U.S. CI. 260-47 EN 3 claims
I. A homogeneous pulverulent coating composition having

an average particle size of 20 to 350 microns, comprising a
solid 1,2 epoxy resin having more than one epoxy group, a
hardener selected from the group consisting of dicyandiamide,
2.6-xylylene biguanide. methyltetrahydrophthalic anhydride
and trimellitic anhydride; and an accelerator selected from the
group consisting of a compound of the formula

3,839,283
NOVEL POLYBEN Z-l,3-OXAZIN-(2,4)-DIONES AND A

PROCESS FOR THEIR PRODUCTION
Rudolf Binsack, Krefeld, Germany, assignor to Bayer Aktien-

gesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
Filed June 29, 1973, Ser. No. 374,876

Claims priority, application Germany, July 1 1972
2232463 ^ '

'

Int. CI. C08g 33102

^tS:-2t«-VfP 10 Claims
I. Polybenz-1.3-oxazin-(2,4)-diones having a molecular

weight of 5,000 to 100,000 and consisting essentially of a
recurring structural unit corresponding to the following gen-
eral formula: *

Rj

A

t
N-R-OH
y

/
o

-Ar

=0

N-

II

O

wherein A is -CH,-. -NR^- wherein R, is hydrogen, lower '" ^hich
alkyl or hydroxyloweralkyi, R is lower alkylene, R, is hydro-
gen, C,.2o alkyl^ phenyl, hydroxy, halo, halophenyl, C, 20 hy-
droxyalkyl or C^.^o alkenyl; and R^ is hydrogen or a group of
the formula

A N-(R-OH).

Ar is selected from the group consisting of

» or —Arl-X—ArU

wherein R, is a direct bond or C, « lower alkylene K, is lower
alkyl, and n or (R-OH)„ is hydrogen, and wherein the ratio of
hardener to epoxy resin is from about 0.80 to about 1 . 1 equiv-
alents per epoxy equivalent; and from about 5 to 40 parts of
N-hydroxyalkylpiperidine per 100 parts of hardener

3 839 282
PRODUCTS FROM AN IMIDAZOLE AND SULFUR

DIOXIDE, COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING THEM, AND
METHODS OF PREPARATION

Norman P. Sweeny, North Oaks, Minn., and Karl Friedrich
Thom, Cologne, Germany, assignors to Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,557
Int. CI. C08g 30114

U.S. CI. 260-47 EN 5 claims
1. A latent, curable composition comprising
a. an effective amount of a curing agent of the formula

(Imid)H.S02
wherein

n is a number from I to 4, and
Imid is a compound of the formula

and the two-linkages attaching the oxygen and the carbonyl
group to Ar are in the o-position relative to one another

Ar' represents a bivalent C^ - C,o aromatic radical, which is
unsubstituted or substituted by chlorine or bromine

Ar" represents a trivalent C^ - C,o aromatic radical; and
X represents a radical selected from the group consisting of-0_, _S-,_so,_, _CH2- and -CO-.

R«—C= =C—R5

N N-Ri

i«

wherein R', R^ R* and R' independently represent substitu-
ents selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, aliphatic
radicals and aromatic radicals, and together R^ and R' can be
the residue of a fused ring, and

b. a curable o-epoxide resin having an average epoxy equiv-
alency of 1.7 to 6.0.

o r
7 M

3,839,284
POLYURETHANES PREPARED FROM

2,3,5,6-TETRAMETHYL.p.XYLYLENEDIISOCYANATE
Ah Akbar Mohajer, Pontypool, England, assignor to Imperial
Chemical Industries Limited, London, England
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 160,888, July 8, 1971

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 749,998, Aiig.
5, 1968, abandoned. This application July 2, 1973 SeV No

375,911

iTn!!!""*
P""'"""''^' application Great Britain, Aug. 11, 1967,

Int. CI. C08g 22104
U.S. CI. 260-47 CB 4 claims

1. A segmented polyester- or polyether-urethane prepared
from reaction between the following reactants: the hydroxy-
ended (co)polyester or (co)polyether having a molecular
weight in the range 1.500 to 5.000 and a glass transition tem-
perature below room temperature. 2.3,5,6-tetramethyl p-
xylylene-diisocyanate and of one of the diols- p-bis(fl-
hydroxyethoxy) benzene, ethylene glycol, 2.3.5.6-tetramethyl
p-xylylene glycols or transcyclohexane 1,4 diol. the molar
proportions of said reactants lying in the range

(Co)polyester or (co) polyether ( I-x) Diol x

2,3,5,6-tetramethylp-xylylenediisocyanate0.98to
1 08

where x/l-x lies in the range 0.2 to 1.
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3,839,285
PROCESS FOR ISOLATING AROMATIC POLYAMIDES

IN POWER FORM FROM SOLUTIONS
\

Hans Egon Kunzel; Jurgen Schramm, both of Dormagen;
Gunter Blankenstein, Stommein, and Gerhard Dieter Wolf,
Dormagen, all of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesell-

schaft, Leverkusen, Germany
Filed July 6, 1973, Ser. No. 377,091

Claims priority, application Germany, July 8, 1972,

2233722

Int. CI. C08g 20120
U.S. CI. 260-47 CZ 10 Claims

1. A process for isolating in powder form, aromatic polyam-
ides which are readily soluble in polar organic solvents which
comprises diluting solutions of the readily soluble aromatic

polyamides obtained by polycondensation of aromatic di-

amines and aromatic dicarboxylic acid chlorides in polar

organic amidic solvents to 1 .5 to 4 times their original volume
with a liquid halogenated or CN-containing hydrocarbon
without first being neutralised and precipitating the polyamide
from the resulting clear, dilute solutions in the form of a fine

powder by passing ammonia into or over the solutions until

the solvent mixture is neutral in reaction.

3,839,287

POLYARYLIMIDES
George T. Kwiatkowski, Greenbrook, and George L. Brode,

Somerville, both of N.J., assignors to Union Carbide Corpo-
ration, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 182,527, Sept. 21, 1971,

abandoned. This application May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,287
Int. CI. C08g 20132

U.S. CI. 260-49 18 Claims

1. A arylimide having the formula:

R

R'—

C

"-1

/

o

\,
>X3-

c
II

o

°-°c
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3,839,288
PROCESS FOR THE BULK POLYMERIZATION OF

ACRYLONITRILE
Paolo Melacini, Mestre; Luigi Patron; Alberto Moretti, both of

Venezia, and Raffaele Tedesco, Mestre, all of Italy, assignors

to Montefibre S.p.H., Milan, Via Pola, Italy

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 136,901, April 23, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,787,365. This application Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No.
290,982

Claims priority, application Italy, Apr. 28, 1970,
23963/70The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Jan. 22, 1991, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. C08f J/76. 15122
U.S. CI. 260-63 N 8 Claims

1. A process for the bulk polymerization of a mixture of
acrylonitrile and at least one other ethylenically unsaturated
monomer copolymerizable therewith, said other ethylenically
unsaturated monomer being present in the mixture in an
amount up to about 50 mole percent, said process comprising
carrying out the polymerization according to a continuous or
semi-continuous polymerization procedure in the presence of
a free-radical catalytic system having a decomposition rate

constant {k„) greater than 1 hr"' at the polymerization tem-
perature, the reaction or residence time in hours (Q) being at

least sufficient to semi-decompose d catalyst, and Q X K, >
I, said catalyst being present in a concentration (C), at least

equal to 2 x 10"' x Q moles/liter.

3,839,289

AMINOTRIAZINE-ALDEHVDE RESINS AND PROCESS
FOR PREPARATION

Phillip A. Waitkus, Sheboygan, Wis., assignor to Plastics Engi-
neering Company, Sheboygan, Wis.

Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,964
Int. CI. C08g 9124, 9130

U.S. CI. 260-64 18 Claims
1. A process for producing and curing a molding resin of

improved curing and electrical resistance characteristics com-
prising the steps of reacting in an inert liquid medium:

a. a triazine compound selected from the class consisting of
melamine and benzoguanamine;

b. an aldehyde selected from the class consisting of formal-

dehyde, acetaldehyde, chloracetaldehyde and furfuralde-

hyde; and

c. a vinyl compound having the formula

B
I

CH2=C—

X

wherein

R is selected from the class consisting of hydrogen and an
alkyl group of one to four carbon atoms, and

X is a radical selected from the class consisting of:

o
II II II

-CNHa;-CNHC(CH3)jCH2CCH3;-C(,H«NH2;-CHiNH2;

O O
—CCHj;—CCHjCHi

said vinyl compound; said reaction being conducted at a tem-
perature of 60°- 100° C. and a pH in the rangeof 7-12 and the
water being eventually removed from the reaction mass by
heating under reduced pressure until the resin product forms
a brittle solid mass upon cooling, and thereafter curing said
resin product at a temperature of 25°-400° F. in intimate
mixture with 0.05-10 percent by weight of a peroxy or azo
free-radical-generating catalyst.

and

O
II—CHiCCHj;

the proportion of said vinyl compound being 0.05-100 moles
per mole of said triazine compound, and the proportion of said
aldehyde being 0.5-6 moles per mole of said triazine com-
pound with an additional 0.5-5 moles of aldehyde per mole of

3,839,290
METHOD FOR PREPARING HIGH-MOLECULAR

POLYOXYMETHYLENE
Lidia Vasilievna Babare, ulitsa Pervoya, 2b, kv. 25. Cher-

nogolovka Moskovskoi oblasti; Fedor Ivanovich Dubovitsky,
Vorobierskoe shosse, 2b, kv. 12, Moscow, and Anatoly
Nikolaevich Dremin, ulitsa Tretiya, 3, kv. 4, Chernogolovka
Moskovskoi oblasti, all of U.S.S.R.

Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 294,857
Int. CI. C08g 1/04, 35/00

U.S. CI. 260-67 FP 2 Claims
1. A method for preparing high molecular weight polyoxy-

methylene comprising placing monocrystalline trioxane in a
protective ampule in such a manner that the crystallographic
axis of said monocrystalline trioxane would be arranged per-
pendicular to the end face of the ampule, placing the protec-
tive ampule with the monocrystalline trioxane in a steel pro-
tective vessel, and subjecting said trioxane to the action of a
shock wave of from 40 to 100 kilo-bars initiated by detonating
an explosive charge placed on the end face of said ampule,
and separating the unreacted trioxane from the polyoxymeth-
ylene thus produced by evacuation.

3,839,291

WET-STRENGTH RESINS AND PROCESSES FOR
MAKING AND USING SAME

Robert Paul Avis, 1211 Eagle Rd.. West Chester, Pa. 19380
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 200,588, Nov. 19, 1971, Pat.
No. 3,772,225, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 866,387,
Oct. 14, 1969, abandoned. This application Nov. 12, 1973, Ser.

No. 414,649
Int. CI. C08g 9/00, 9/08

U.S. CI. 260-70 R 8 Claims
1. A process for preparing a water-soluble, cationic, ther-

mosetting resin which comprises:

A. reacting a polyalkylene polyamine, having the general
formula NH2(RNH)„H wherein R is an alkylene group
containing from two to about eight carbon atoms and n
is an integer of from 2 to about 5, with a urea to form a
polyureide intermediate;

B. quenching the polyureide-forming reaction;

C. reacting the quenched polyureide intermediate with
epihalohydrin to form a polyureide-epihalohydrin inter-
mediate; and

D. reacting the polyureide-epihalohydrin intermediate with
formaldehyde to form a water-soluble, cationic, thermo-
setting polyureide-epihalohydrin-formaldehyde resin
condensate.

3,839,292
POLYURETHANE CURATIVE COMPRISING

2-CYANO-P-PHENYLENE DIAMINE AND OPTIONALLY
METAL SALTS

Nicholas P. Ermidis, West New York, N.J., assignor to Ameri-
can Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Oct. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 406,057
Int. CI. C08g 22//

6

U.S. CI. 260-75 NH is Claims
1. A diamine curative composition for polyurethane pre-

polymers having terminally reactive isocyanate groups com-
prising 2-cyano-p-phenylene diamine, said prepolymers being
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prepared by reacting a polymeric diol with a stoichiometric percentof the polymer being composed of recurring structural

excess of 2,4-tolylene diisocyanate, 2,6-tolylene diisocyanate units of the formula

or an isomeric mixture of said tolylene diisocyanate compris-

ing a major proportion of the 2,4 isomer.

H H O O
II I II y^ \ II

N-R-N-C—

^

y-C—

3,839,293

METHOD FOR PRODUCING CONDENSATION
POLYMERS

Robert John Knopf, and Kenneth Look Hoy, both of St.

Albans, W. Va., assignors to Union Carbide Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 314,371

Int. CI. C08g 22/00

U.S. CI. 260-77.5 AA 9 Claims

1. A process for controlling the molecular weight distribu-

tion of condensation polymers produced by a reactant starved

condensation polymerization reaction comprising introducing

at least one primary polymerizable feed composition compris-

ing condensation polymerizable reactants and chain termina-

tor from at least one primary feed source to a polymerization

zone containing reactant condensation polymerizable there-

with while simultaneously feeding at least one secondary feed

composition from at least one secondary feed source to at

least one of said primary feed sources, the compositional

content of the primary polymerizable feed composition in said

primary feed source continually changing during the introduc-

tion of said secondary feed composition thereto, and simulta-

neously condensation polymerizing the reactants mixture in

the polymerization zone.

3,839,294

SULFONATION OF DIAMIDES OF
META-PHENYLENEDIAMINE

Philip Manos, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du Pont de

Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,208

Int^ CL C08g 20/iS

U.S. CI. 260-78 SC
1

1

8 Claims

1. Process for sulfonating a polymeric dicarboxamide of a

dicarboxylic acid of 2-18 carbon atoms and a metaphenylene-

diamine which is unsubstituted in at least one of the two

phenylene ring positions which are ortho to one amino group

and para to the other, which process comprises contacting the

polymeric dicarboxamide, an effective amount of a sulfonat-

ing agent selected from sulfur trioxide and agents having the

formula ROSO;jX wherein R is H or C,-4 alkyl and X is hy-

droxy, amino, C,-4 alkoxy or chloro and an N,N-

dialkylacylamide at a temperature and for a time until the

desired sulfonation is completed.

3,839,295

PRODUCTION OF POLYAMIDES FROM AQUEOUS
SLURRY OF 5-METHYL-l,9-NONANEDIAMINE AND

TEREPHTHALIC ACID
Robert W. Campbell, and H. Wayne Hill, Jr., both of Bartles-

ville, Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, Bar-

tlesville, Okla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 234,031, March 13, 1972.

This application May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,774

Int. CI. C08g 20/20

U.S. CI. 260-78 R 10 Claims

1. A process for the formation of a terephthalamide poly-

mer suitable for use as a molding resin with at least 80 weight

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of 5-

methylnonamethylene, 2,4-dimethyloctamethylene, and

2,4,6-trimethylheptamethylene, with at least 50 percent of the

R's being 5-methylnonamethylene, which comprises admixing

terephthalic acid, at least one diamine having the formula

HeN-R—NHj, wherein R is as previously defined, and a

liquid consisting of water to form a slurry, the amount of water

in said slurry at the time of admixing being at least 5 weight

percent and less than 25 weight percent of said slurry, and

then heating said slurry under polycondensation conditions to

produce said polymer without any significant concentration of

said slurry prior to being subjected to said polycondensation

conditions.

3,839,296

SEQUENTIAL PREPARATION OF TRACTABLE
POLYTEREPHTHALAMIDES

Robert W. Campbell, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,775

Int. CI. C08g 20/20

U.S. CI. 260-78 R 14 Claims

1. A method of producing a tractable resinous polytereph-

thalamide from a salt of dicarboxylic acid and diamine, at least

50 mole percent of said dicarboxylic acid being terephthalic

acid, said diamine having the formula H.2N—R—NHj wherein

R is a divalent hydrocarbon radical having from 6 to 20 car-

bon atoms and wherein each —NH2 group is attached to an

aliphatic or cycloaliphatic carbon atom of said hydrocarbon
radical, which comprises, in the recited sequence, the steps of

heating said salt during a first period of time to a first tempera-

ture in the range of about 200°C to about 230°C. then treating

the thus heated material by maintaining said thus heated

material at least substantially at said first temperature for a

second period of time in the range of about Vi hour to about

6 hours, then heating the thus treated material during a third

period of time to a second temperature of at least 295°C, then

maintaining the thus heated treated material at least substan-

tially constant at said second temperature for a fourth period

of time in the range of about Vt hour to about 20 hours, and

then recovering the thus produced polyterephthalamide.

3,839,297
USE OF STANNOUS OCTOATE CATALYST IN THE
MANUFACTURE OF L(-)LACTIDE-GLYCOLIDE

COPOLYMER SUTURES
David Wasserman, Springfield, and Charles Curtis Versfelt,

Somerville, both of N.J., assignors to Ethicon, Inc., Somer-
ville, N.J.

Filed Nov. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 200,705

int. CI. C08g 7 7/0/7

U.S. CI. 260-78.3 R 5 Claims
1. In polymerization of a mixture of L(-) lactide and glyco-

lide to form a poly (L(-) lactide-co-glycolide] of high molecu-
lar weight suitable for extrusion to form filaments having

utility as absorbable sutures, the improvement which com-
prises heating the monomer mixture under anhydrous condi-

tions in the presence of a stannous octoate catalyst.
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3,839,298
POLYAMIDES CONTAINING HYDANTOIN OR

DIHYDROURACIL GROUPS
Jurgen Habermeier, Pfeffingen, and Daniel Porret, Binningen,

both of Switzerland, assignors to Ciba Geigy Corporation,
Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,215
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 7, 1972,

3312/72

Int. CI. C08g 20120
U.S. CI. 260-78 R 15 Claims

1. A polyamide of the formula

(-NH-(CH,).-Ri-(CH,),-NH.CO-R-CO-). (I)

3,839,299
AMORPHOUS POLYAMIDE FROM

BIS( 4-AMINOCYCLOHEXYL )METHANE,
BIS(CARBOXYPHENYL)METHANE AND ALKYLENE

DICARBOXYLIC ACID
Robert W. Campbell; Paul R. Stapp, and Hans D. Holtz, all of

Bartlesville, Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company,
Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,695
Int. CI. C08g 20120

U.S. CI. 260-78 R 4 claims
1. A fiber-forming, substantially amorphous, optically clear

solid polyamide consisting essentially of the polymeric reac-
tion product of

a. at least one bis(4-aminocyclohexyl)methane or a methyl
derivative thereof of the formula

in which n denotes a number from 2 to 200. a denotes 2 or 3
and R denotes a divalent hydrocarbon radical with 2 to 15
carbon atoms, and in which R' represents a radical of the
formula

R» C—O 0=C RJ
I 1

-R-N N-
\ /
C
II

o

N N-
\ /
C

(II)

in which R- represents a methylene radical and R^ represents
an unbranched alkylene radical with 1 to 12 carbon atoms
which may be interrupted by an ether bridge or R' represents
a radical of the formula

R«0=C-
I I—

N

N
\ /
C
II

o

R* C=:0^
I I

-CHj-N N-
\ /
C

Jh (HI)

in which 6 is 1 or and R* represents a radical selected from
the group consisting of

-<:p-i<^NHj,

R

wherein each R is hydrogen or a methyl radical,

b. at least one bis(carboxyphenyl)methane or methyl deriv-
ative thereof of the formula

\^ R' ^^
HOjC CO2H

wherem each R and R' are hydrogen or a methyl radical, and
c. at least one straight chain dicarboxylic acid having from
6-18, inclusive, carbon atoms;
wherein the molar ratio of (a) to the total of (b) and (c) is

approximately 1:1 and (c) constitutes 15-85 mole percent of
the total of (b) and (c).

\ /
C

/ \

CHj-CH: CHj
\ I

\
CHj, CH-CH, 'c

CH,—CHj
/

CH3
/

CH3
/ \

CHj-CH, CH,

C CH2,
\ . C C

CH2-CH: / CH, '

CH,

CH,

CH, CH, or

CH: CH CH
/ / \

CHj

H
\ /

3,839,300

AROMATIC RESINS
Gordon R. Ensor, Llangollen, and Peter E. Colbert, Wrexham,

both of Wales, assignors to Monsanto Chemicals Limited,'
London, England

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,555
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 16, 1972.

7235/72

Int. CI. C08g 33100
U.S. CI. 260-78.4 N 19 claims

1. A fusible polymer having a molecular structure compris-
ing a plurality of aromatic nuclei each linked to an adjacent
nucleus directly or through an oxygen, sulphur, carbon or
silicon atom, at least some of the nuclei being linked directly;
having a number average molecular weight in the range 500
to 4,000 with not more than 10 percent by weight of the
material having a molecular weight less than 500, and not
more than 10 percent by weight of the material having a
molecular weight in excess of 10,000; having 1 to 3 nitrile
groups per 500 units of molecular weight as nuclear substitu-
ents; and having a solubility of at least 10 grams per 100 cc.
of chloroform at 20°C., wherein the fusible polymer is the
product of an aromatic component and aromatic sulphonyl
halide reacted at a temperature in the range of 275°-400°C.
until evolution of sulphur dioxide and hydrogen halide is at
least 90 per cent complete, wherein the aromatic component
comprises an unsubstituted aromatic nitrile or halogen substi-
tuted aromatic nitrile having at least one nuclear hydrogen
atom for every two nuclear carbon atoms and optionally an
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aromatic compound selected from the group consisting of tors and mixtures thereof in an amount effective to accelerate
biphenyl, polyphenyls, aryl ethers, polyaryl polyethers, aryl

sulphides, polyaryl polysulphides, aryl sulphones, polyaryl

polysulphones, and the nuclear-substituted halogen deriva-
tives thereof, provided the compound contains at least one
nuclear hydrogen atom for every two nuclear carbon atoms;
wherein the aromatic sulphonyl halide contains at least two
sulphonyl halide groups each linked to a nuclear carbon atom;
and wherein the mole ratio of the aromatic component to the

aromatic sulphonyl halide is not greater than the number of
sulphonyl halide groups in the molecule of aromatic sulphonyl
halide and is not less than 1:1.

3,839,301

POLY(ARYLENE SULFIDE) RESIN HEAT TREATMENT
AND CURING

Lacey E. Scoggins, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,551

int. CI. C08g 23100
U.S. CI. 260-79 10 Claims

1. A heat curable poly(arylene sulfide) resin composition
capable of being cured to a material exhibiting reduced melt
flow characteristics comprising a mixture of a poly(arylene

sulfide) resin and an effective amount sufficient to substan-

tially reduce the melt flow and effect cure of said resin of at

least one sulfur-containing compound selected from sulfuric

acid, poly sulfonic acids and poly sulfonyl halides.

3,839,302
TREATMENT OF POLY(ARYLENE SULFIDE) REACTION

PRODUCT
John M. Miles, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips Petro-

leum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Oct. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 402,339
Int. CI. C08g 23100

U.S. CI. 260—79 6 Claims
1. A method for treating a poly(arylene sulfide) reaction

product said method comprising:

a. producing a reaction slurry comprising poly(arylene
sulfide), an organic amide, and alkali metal halide;

b. producing a concentrated slurry at a concentration in the

range of about 0.45 to about 0.55 mol polymer repeating

unit per mol organic amide by evaporation of said reac-

tion slurry at reduced pressure;

c. increasing the pressure on said concentrated slurry to

about 140 to about 160 psig using steam;

d. heating said concentrated slurry to a temperature in the
range of up to at least the original reaction slurry temper-
ature;

e. reducing the pressure on said concentrated slurry in

adiabatic expansion; and
f recovering the poIy(arylene sulfide) reaction product.

3,839,303
INHIBITING PREMATURE VULCANIZATION WITH

AMINOTHIOPYRIMIDINES
John Joseph D'Amico, Saint Louis, Mo., assignor to Monsanto
Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 107,560, Jan. 18, 1971,. This
application June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,216

Int. CI. C08f 27/06, C08c 11160

U.S. CI. 260-79.5 B 6 Claims
I. A vulcanizable composition comprising a sulfur vulcaniz-

able diene rubber, a sulfur vulcanizing agent, an accelerating

agent selected from the group consisting of thiazole accelera-

tors, dithiocarbamate accelerators, thiuram sulfide accelera-

tors, aldehyde-amine accelerators, diaryl guanidine accelera-

vulcanization and an amount effective to inhibit premature
vulcanization a compound of the formula

X—

C

I

N

CH
C—X,
II

N

R
I /
S—

N

\

wherein X and X, independently are hydrogen or lower alkyl,

R is hydrogen R, is alkyl of 1 to 20 carbon atoms, aralkyi of

7 to 10 carbon atoms and cycloalkyi of 5 to 12 carbon atoms.

3,839,304
SOFT CONTACT LENS AND METHOD OF PRODUCTION

THEREOF
Richard J. Hovey, Sturbridge, Mass., assignor to American

Optical Corporation, Southbridge, Mass.

Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,428
Int. CI. C08f 15102, 15/16

U.S. CI. 260-80.72 5 Claims
1. A method of forming a byproscopic polymerized material

suitable for soft contact lenses or the like, comprising mixing

from 20-45 weight percent of N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone with

about 80-55 weight percent of a monomethacrylate ester of
a glycol selected from the group consisting of ethylene glycol,

propylene glycol, diethylene glycol and dipropylene glycol,

there being no more than about 1.5 weight percent of meth-
acrylic acid and no more than about 0.75 weight percent of a

dimethacrylate of said glycol; and low and medium tempera-
ture initiators; said low temperature initiator being effective in

the range of 40°-60°C. and said medium temperature initiator

being effective in the range of 80°-l 20°C.; casting said mix in

molds; curing said mix at 40°-60°C. for from 10-40 hours; and
then curing the resultant mix at 80°-120°C. for from M> to 5

hours.

3,839,305
METHOD OF MAKING VINYLIDENE FLUORIDE

COPOLYMERS
Albert Lloyd Moore, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 98,044, Dec. 14, 1970,
abandoned. This application Nov. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 197,512

Int. CI. C08f J5/40, 15/06
U.S. CI. 260-80.77 14 Claims

1. A continuous process for the manufacture of a vinylidene
fluoride copolymer having a broad molecular weight distribu-

tion that is substantially constant for a particular production
run which comprises

A. continuously feeding to a polymerization reaction zone
vinylidene fluoride, at least one other fluorinated ethyl-

enically unsaturated monomer containing at least as

many fluorine atoms as carbon atoms, water, and an
inorganic free-radical initiator, in proportions suitable for

the free-radical emulsion polymerization of the mono-
mers,

B. during a plurality of substantially equal time cycles,

feeding a chain transfer agent to said reaction zone at a
rate that varies widely within a given time cycle according
to a predetermined schedule of alternately using for 1

period a rate of feed that is very low or equal to zero and
using a sharply increased rate of feed for the next period,
each of said periods being at least 3 times the average
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residence time of the resulting reaction mixture in the
reaction zone,

C. causing the resulting reaction mixture to undergo a free-

radical emulsion polymerization reaction as it passes
through the reaction zone whereby a latex of said copoly-
mer is formed continuously, and

D. continuously removing the resulting copolymer from the
reaction zone and mixing it, until its molecular weight
distribution is substantially uniform, in a mixing zone
holding at least the amount of copolymer produced in one
of the Step B time cycles;

the proportion of materials fed in Steps A and B being
such that the copolymer obtained in Step D has an
inherent viscosity of about 0.4-1.5; and

said process also being characterized in that the residence
time in the reaction zone is about 7-20 minutes, the
low rate of feed in Step B is about 0-1 part of transfer
agent per thousand of Step A monomers fed during the
same period, the low rate period is about 3-30 times
the residence time, the increased rate period is about
0.5-8 times the low rate period, and the product ob-
tained in Step D comprises an intimate blend of low
molecular weight polymer and high molecular weight
polymer.

3,839,306
CATALYTIC PROCESS FOR PREPARING TRIAZINES

AND NITRILE POLYMERS
William E. Emerson, and Edwin Dorfman, both of Grand

Island, N.Y., assignors to Hooker Chemical Corporation,
Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 634,892, May 1, 1967, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser, No. 594,997, Nov. 17,
1966, abandoned. This application Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No.

319,119
Int. CI. C08g 33102

U.S. CI. 260-87.7 7 Claims
1. A process for preparing a cross-linked polymer or copoly-

mer composition which comprises reacting at least one perflu-
oroalkylene triazine polymer or copolymer which contains at
least one polymer or copolymer molecule containing two
nitrile groups and wherein each molecule contains at least one
nitrile group, in the presence of a catalytic amount of a metal
selected from cadmium and metals of Groups IB. IIA, IHA,
IVA, VA and VIII of the Periodic Table, at a reaction temper-
ature from 0° to 400° centigrade.

alcohol and converting said titanium complex to tetravalent
titanium ion by adjusting the pH to 6 to 10 thereby forming a
polyvinyl alcohol microgel having a Brookfield viscosity of
1 . 1 5 to 2000 centipoises, said viscosity being at least 1 5 per-
cent greater than the viscosity of the aqueous polyvinyl alco-
hol solution from which the microgel is derived.

3 839 308
STYRENE-METHACRYLIC ACID COPOLYMERS AND

THEIR PREPARATION
Frederick E. Carrock, Paramus, NJ., assignor to Dart Indus-

tries, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Oct. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 402,569
Int. CI. C08f 15102

U.S. CI. 260-88.1 PC 10 Claims
1. A process for the preparation of a copolymer of from

about 85 to about 97 wt.% of styrene and from about 3 to
about 15 wt.% of methacrylic acid which comprises reacting
in a reaction zone styrene and methacrylic acid under poly-
merization conditions, at a temperature of between about 65°
and 120°C. in the presence of free radical polymerization
catalysts, the methacrylic acid being introduced into the reac-
tion zone after the other reactants and substantially continu-
ously throughout the polymerization reaction at a rate such
that substantially all of said acid is added before the degree of
polymerization is greater than 50%.

3,839,309
POLYACRYLAMIDE DERIVATIVES AND METHOD OF

INSOLUBILIZING ENZYMES THEREWITH
Melvin H. Keyes, Syivania, and Frank E. Semersky, Oregon,

both of Ohio, assignors to Owens-Illinois, Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,339

Int. CI. C08f 15100
U.S. CI. 260—89.7 S 9 Claims

1. A modified polyacrylamide of the formula

R

—CHr-C—
C-NH,

3,839,307
PROCESS OF PRODUCING POLYVINYL ALCOHOL

MICROGELS
John Joseph Schmifg, Newark, Del., assignor to E. I. du Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,551
Int. CI. C08f 27/04, i/i4

U^. a. 260-86.1 E 8 Claims
1. A process for preparing a stable, fluid polyvinyl alcohol

microgel containing water and 0.05 to 10 percent by weight
of polyvinyl alcohol partially crosslinked with tetravalent
titanium ions which comprises mixing (a) water, (b) 0.05 to
10 percent by weight, based on the total water and polyvinyl
alcohol components, of polyvinyl alcohol which has a Hoep-
pler viscosity of 4 to 150 centipoises measured as a 4 percent
aqueous solution at 20°C. by the falling ball method, and in
which at least 50 mole percent of the monomeric units are
vinyl alcohol units, and (c) a titanium salt of a chelating or-
ganic acid of two to 10 carbon atoms which is present in an
amount sufficient to provide 0.05 to 10 parts by weight of
tetravalent titanium ion per 100 parts by weight of polyvinyl

wherein R is a member of the group consisting of hydrogen
and lower alkyl of from one to four carbon atoms in which one
of the hydrogens in a minor portion of the amide groups is

substituted by an alkylene-2,5-dioxo-4-oxazolidine in which
the alkylene group contains from one to eight carbon atoms.

3,839,310
N-VINYL LACTAM-C 10-22 VINYL ETHER COPOLYMER
AS PROTECTIVE COLLOIDS IN VINYL CHLORIDE

SUSPENSION POLYMERIZATION
Nathan D. Field, Wyckoff, N.J.; Edwin M. Smolin, Easton, and

Earl P. Williams, Pen Argyl, both of Pa., assignors to GAF
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 322,083
Int. CI. C08f 1109, 19/00, 3/30

U.S. CI. 260-92.8 W 2 Claims
1. A process for producing poly( vinyl chloride), comprising

aqueous suspension polymerization of vinyl chloride mono-
mer in the presence of a polymerization catalyst for said
monomer and from about 0.05 to about 4.0 percent by weight
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based on the weight of said monomer of a copolymer function- wherein R is an alkyl diradical of one to eight carbon atoms,
ing as a protective colloid and having a structure derived from an alkylene diradical of two to eight carbon atoms, or a phenyl
the following repeating units: diradical;

b. diamides of the formula

I. R

Ri-CH C=0
\^

I

HC-CHi-

II.

and

QRj
- -CH—CH,

O
II

Rf-C—NHCHjCHj
\

lOO-l
Rf-C—NHCHjCHj

O

N—C-R—C-N

O
II

CH,CHsNHC-Rf

CHjCHjNHC—R(
II

O

wherein Rj is a C.o-zj alkyl, cycloalkyi or alkylaryl radical and wherein R is an alkyl diradical of one to eight carbon atoms.
wherein R represents a divalent alkylene bridge having suffi

cient carbon atoms to form a five, six or seven member
hererocyclic ring system and R, is a member selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl and X represents
the weight 75 to 95 parts of Unit 1 and 5 to 25 parts of Unit
II

3,839,311

POLYMER PRO-OXIDANT COMPRISING
HYDROXY-SUBSTITUTED2,4-PENTADIENOPHENONES
Jack P. Guillory, Bartlesville. Okla.. and Ronald D. Mathis,

Taylors, S.C, assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company,
Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,688
Int. CI. C08f 3/02

U.S. CL 260-93.7
|| 8 Claims

1. A polymeric composition comprising a polymeric mate-
rial subject to free radical attack and a hydroxy-substituted

pentadienophenone represented by the formula

R—CH=c H—CH=c

OH

m-i_^>
(R'),

wherein R represent^ an acyclic radical or a cyclic radical,

each R' independently represents halogen, an acyclic radical,

or a cyclic radical, and >• is an integer having a value of from
to 4.

3,839,312
POLYPROPYLENE FIBERS HAVING IMPROVED SOIL

AND STAIN REPELLENCY
Bryce C. Oxenrider, Florham Park, and Cyril Woolf, Morris-

town, both of N J., assignors to Allied Chemical Corporation,
New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 205,424, Dec. 6, 1971, Pat. No. 3,767,625,
which is a division of Ser. No. 867,368, Oct. 17, 1969, Pat. No.
3,646,153. This application July 25, 1973, Ser. No. 382,622

Int. CI. C08f 29/02
U.S. CL 260-93.7

|| 3 Claims
1. An extruded filament of a fiber-forming polypropylene

having dispersed therein from about 0.1 to about 2 percent
based on the weight of the polypropylene of an additive which
improves the soil and stain repellency of the filament, said

additive being selected from the group consisting of

O o

N—C—R—C—OH

Rf—C-NHCHjCHs

IT ^

Rf-C-NHCHsCHj

an alkylene diradical of two to eight carbon atoms, a phenyl
diradical, or a dicarboxy phenyl diradical having the formula

HOOC-\y
-COOH;

c. hexahydrotriazines of the formula

Rf
I

c=o

o
/N\

o

Rf—C—N N—c—R,

d. bisamides of the formula

o R o
II I II

RrCNHCNHCRf

wherein R is hydrogen, trichloromethyl or a phenyl radical;

e. isocyanurate esters of the formula

CH2CH,C00H(-Rf)

"f r
(Rf)H00CCH,CH2-N N-CHjCHjCOORi

Y
f. isocyanurate esters of the formula

CH,CHjOH(CRf)

"iY
(RfOHOCHjCHjN NCHjCHjOCRf

g. substituted ureas of the formula

O CHjCHjNHc—R<RfCNHCHjCHj
\ II /N—C—

N

RfCNHCHjCHj CHjCHjNHC—Ri
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h. substituted ureas of the formula
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RfCNHCH2CH2 C R,

N-C-N
RtCNHCHjCHj Rj

wherein R, and R^ are independently hydrogen or an alkyl
radical of one to six carbon atoms, an alkylene radical of two
to SIX carbon atoms, or a phenyl radical;
i. substituted ureas of the formula

R-CNIICH:CII. O o CH:CH:NH^-R,
n^-cnii-r-nhc-n'^

RfCNHCIIiCHj

O

\
CHiCHiNHC-Rf

II

O

wherem R is an alkyl diradical of one to 13 carbon atoms an
alkylene diradical of two to 1 3 carbon atoms, or an aryl
aralkyi or aralkylene diradical of six to 13 carbon atoms;
j. substituted oxamides of the formula

a. a catalyst-forming component which is the solid product
obtained by reacting a liquid, halogenated compound of
titanium or vanadium with a solid carrier containing
chemically uncombined water in amount detectable from
inspection of the absorption isotherms of the MgO-HjO
system and by examination of the X-ray spectra, and the
composition of which corresponds to the formula

MgO. (Mg(OH)2l^.(H20)„
in which

X is a number greater than and is 100 or less;

y is a number greater than and comprised between and

I Mg(OH )2]j. expresses the number of hydroxyl groups pres-
ent in the carrier, however combined; and (HjO)^ repre-
sents the number of chemically uncombined molecules of
water present in the carrier, said carrier containing chem-
ically uncombined water being obtained from oxygenated
magnesium compounds selected from the group consist-
ing of magnesium oxide and magnesium hydroxide by
hydration treatment with water or with water vapor; with
b. another catalyst-forming component which is an orga-
nometallic compound or hydride of a metal belonging to
Groups I to HI inclusive of the Mendelyeev Periodic
Table.

O O

CHjCHjNHC-RfRfCNUCII^CH^
\" /N—C-C—

N

R.CNHCH,CH2 ^CHjCir.NIIC-R,
o o

R/ being, in each of the above formulas, the fluoroalkyl group
having the formula

Y(CF2),„(CHj)„
wherem m is an integer from 1 to 16, n is an integer not
greater than m from to 8, with the sum of m plus n being
from I to 20, and Y is selected from the group consisting of
F3C— and radicals having the formula

f
F—C-R2

I

F-C-0-
I

F-C-Rs
I

3.839,314
CLARIFICATION OF BLOOD SERUM AND PLASMA
USING BLOCK COPOLYMERS OF ETHYLENE OXIDE

AND POLYOXYPROPYLENE
Lajos F. Fekete, Costa Mesa, and Frans Peetoom, Laguna

Beach, both of Calif., assignors to Baxter Laboratories, Inc
Morton Grove, III.

'

Division of Ser. No. 158,111, June 29, 1971, Pat. No.
3,770,631. This application Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,462

Int. CI. C02b //20, A23j 1/06; C07b 7/00
U.S. CI. 260-112 B 2 Claims

1. The process in which a clarified serum for use as a blood
grouping and typing serum is obtained from blood serum by
admixing said blood serum in aqueous dilution at a protein
concentration of from about 2.5 to 3.0 grams per 100 ml. with
a compound of the formula

nO(CH2CH20).^CHCH20\ (CH2CH20)cH

.CHa
1

1
')

wherein R, and R, are fluorine or perfluoroalkyi groups hav- represLn^ed bv rCH TH^A? ,
'
'^' hydrophile portion

.ng from one to two carbon atoms, provided that no more than cen of^he moll^^' h /.^
.^°"''.""'^' ^' '^^^' ^^^^"^ ^0 per-

three of the R, and R, groups are perfluoroalkyi groups said Tw '"^'^^"'^ «"d * '^ an integer such that the hydro-
additive further having a surface energy of less fhan'20 d

"''''" P°''°" represented by

nes/cm. and being thermally stable and nonfugitive at the
temperature at which the filament is extruded.

3 839 311
CATALYSTS FOR THE POLYMERIZATION OF OLEFINS
Paolo Galli; Giovanni DiDrusco, and Ermanno Susa, all of

Ferrara, Italy, assignors to Montecatini Edison S.p.A., Mi-
lan, Italy

Continuation of Ser. No. 864,879, Oct. 8, 1969, abandoned.
This application Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,746

Claims priority, application Italy, Oct. 9, 1968, 22249/68
Int. CLC08f J/06, 1/42

U.S. CI. 260-94.9 DA ,3 Caims
1. Catalysts for the polymerization of olefins comprising a

reaction product of

(

CHCH20\

CHj /

has a molecular weight of at least about 950 to a concentra-
tion of from greater than about 20 percent to about 30 percent
on a weight per volume basis of said compound, admixing the
resulting precipitate by aqueous dilution to about the original
serum volume, admixing the resulting mixture with from about
0.5 percent to about 2 percent tricalcium phosphate, separat-
ing the resulting precipitate therefrom and retaining the clear
supernatant fluid.
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3,839,315
NOVEL PEPTIDES HAVING CHOLECYSTOKININ
ACTIVITY AND INTERMEDIATES THEREFOR

Miguel A. Ondetti, North Brunswick; Josip Pluscec, East
Brunswick; John T. Sheehan, Middlesex, all of N J.; Johan
E. Jorpes, Stockholm, and Viktor Mutt, Farsta, both of
Sweden, assignors to E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc., New York,
N.Y., by said Ondetti, Pluscec, and Sheehan

Filed Mar. 3, 1968, Ser. No. 726,558
Int. CI. C07c 103/52

U.S. a. 260-112.5 8 Claims
1. A compound of the formula R-L-methionyl-glycyl-L-

tryptophyl-L-methionyl-L-aspartyl-L-phenylalanine amide
and pharmaceutically-acceptable acid addition and ammo-
nium salts thereof wherein R is

O-sulfate-L-tyrosyl,

L-aspartyl-O-sulfate-L-tyrosyl,

X-L-arginyl-L-aspartyl-L-tyrosyl,

L-arginyl-L-aspartyl-O-sulfate-L-tyrosyl,

L-aspartyl-L-arginyl-L-aspartyl-L-tyrosyl,

X-L-aspartyl-L-arginyl-L-aspartyl-L-tyrosyl,

L-aspartyl-L-arginyi-L-aspartyl-O-sulfate-L-tyrosyl,

L-seryl-L-aspartyl-L-arginyl-L-aspartyl-O-sulfate-L-tyrosyl,

X-L-seryl-L-aspartyl-L-arginyl-L-aspartyl-O-sulfate-L-

tyrosyl,

L-isoleucyl-L-seryl-L-asparty-L-arginyl-L-aspartyl-O-sul-

fate-L-tyrosyl, or

X-L-isoleucyl-L-seryl-L-aspartyl-L-arginyl-L-aspartyl-O-

sulfate-L-tyrosyl,

wherein X is benzyloxycarbonyl, t-butyloxycarbonyl, trifluo-

roacetyl or o-niirophenylsulfenyl.

" 3,839,316
PHENYL-AZO-PYRAZOLONE DYES CONTAINING TWO

SULFO GROUPS
Jakob Benz, Oberwil/Basel Land, Switzerland; Roland Mislin,

Saint-Louis, France, and Hanspeter Lehlinger, Basel, Swit-
zerland, assignors to Sandoz Ltd., Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 217,946
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 20, 1971,

781/71; Jan. 22, 1971,986/71
Int. CI. C09b 29/38

U.S.CL 260-162 19 Claims
1. A compound of the formula

3O3II

I HO
NHCOORs

N-C-
II

C

K,-

\ /
N

I

-C-CH3
II

N

XX
Rs SO3H

wherein

R3 is hydrogen, halo, alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms or alkyl

of I to 6 carbon atoms substituted by halo, hydroxy,
cyano, alkoxy of I to 6 carbon atoms, phenyl or naphthyl,
R5 is alkyl of 6 to 18 carbon atoms, cycloalkyi of 5 to 7

carbon atoms, cycloalkyi of 5 to 7 carbon atoms substi-

tuted by I to 3 alkyl groups of 1 to 6 carbon atoms or
alkyl of 6 to 18 carbon atoms substituted by halo, hy-

droxy, cyano, alkoxy of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, phenyl or
naphthyl, and

each of Rfi, R, and R, is independently hydrogen, halo, alkyl

of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, alkoxy of 1 to 6 carbon atoms or
alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms substituted by halo, hydroxy,
cyano, alkoxy of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, phenyl or naphthyl,
wherein each halo is independently fluoro, chloro, bromo
or iodo. chloro.

3,839,317

DIGOXIN COMPLEXES
Takeru Higuchi, Lawrence, Kans., assignor to INTERX Re-

search Corporation, Lawrence, Kans.
Filed June 29, 1973, Ser. No. 375,052

Int. CI. C07c 173/02
U.S. CI. 260-210.5 5 Claims

1. A complex of the formula:

DAn
wherein

D is digoxin.

A is a dihydroxybenzene selected from the group consisting
of resorcinol, hydroquinone and pyrocatechol, and

n is 1. \Vi OT 2.

/

3 839 318
PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF ALKYL GLUCOSIDES

AND ALKYL OLIGOSACCHARIDES
Richard C. Mansfield, Dresher, Pa., assignor to Rohm and
Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Sept. 27, 1970, Ser. No. 67,549
Int. CI. C07c 47/18

U.S. CI. 260-210 R 6 Claims
1. In a process for the preparation of a mixture comprised

of high molecular weight alkyl glucosides. high molecular
weight alkyl oligosaccharides, and a starting higher alcohol,
the improvement consists essentially of:

a. reacting a monosaccharide selected from the group con-
sisting of glycose and a source of glycose with a high
molecular weight monohydric straight or branched pri-

mary alcohol having from 6 to 18 carbon atoms in the
presence of an acid catalyst wherein said catalyst is sulfu-

ric acid, hydrochloric acid, sulfonic ion exchange resins,

or nitric acid, at elevated temperatures ranging from
about 80°C to about 130°C;

b. removing from the reaction mixture the water of reaction
substantially as fast as it is formed by either vacuum
distillation or azeotropic distillation;

c. controlling the catalyst concentration and temperature so
that solubilization of said monosaccharide and formation
of the desired products occur, while oligomerization and
degradation of said monosaccharides is substantially
avoided; and

d. employing a molar ratio of said alcohol to said monosac-
charide such that decreasing glycose solubility with rising

alcohol molecular weight is compensated for by increas-
ing said molar ratio.

3 839 319
HYDROXYPROPYL METHYLCELLULOSE ETHERS AND

METHOD OF PREPARATION
George K. Greminger, Jr., Midland, Mich.; Carl P. Strange,

Walker, La.; Karl L. Krumel, Tulsa, Okla., and James L.
Hudson, Jr., Brandon, Fla., assignors to The Dow Chemical
Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,013
Int. CI. C08b 11/00

U.S. CI. 260-231 4 Claims
1. A process for preparing hydroxypropyl methylcellulose

ether, soluble in cold water and in anhydrous methanol, which
comprises the steps of preparing alkali cellulose by reacting
cellulose with a concentrated sodium hydroxide solution in
amount to provide from about 0.25 to about 0.45 part by
weight of sodium hydroxide per part by weight of cellulose,
and reacting said alkali cellulose with a mixture containing
from about 1 .5 to 4 parts of propylene oxide and from 0.4 to
about 0.8 part of methyl chloride per part by weight of cellu-
lose in the alkali cellulose, the amounts of propylene oxide
and methyl chloride employed in the total reaction being
adjusted to provide at least 1 mole of methyl chloride for each
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mole of sodium hydroxide incorporated in the alkali cellulose
and at least 2 moles of propylene oxide per mole of methyl
chloride employed.

3,839,320
METHOD OF PREPARING STARCH ESTERS

Clifford D. Bauer, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Anheuser-Busch
Incorporated, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,714
Int. CKCOSb 19/04

U.S. CI. 260-233.5 6 Claims
1. A process for making a starch ester product which com-

prises reacting granular starch in slurry form with from about
1 percent to about 12 percent by weight based on dry weight
of starch of an esterification reagent selected from mono or
dibasic organic acid anhydride in the presence of about 0.5
percent to about 3 percent by weight based on the weight of
dry starch of an alkaline additive selected from a group con-
sisting of magnesium oxide and magnesium hydroxide in the
starch slurry during the esterification reaction to control the
pH in the range of about pH 5 to about pH 11. 5 favorable for
the reaction.

3,839,321

5-SULFAMOYL-N-( 2-SUBSTITUTED-ETHYL

)

ANTHRANILIC ACIDS
Joseph Weinstock. Phoenixville. Pa., assignor to SmithKline

Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to Sept. 30,

1986, has been disclaimed.

Filed July 21, 1966, Ser. No. 566,759
Int. CI. A61k 27/00; C07d 7/04

U.S. CI. 260-239.6 2 Claims
1. 4 -Chloro- 5 -sulfamoyi- N -{2- [2- (3.4 -dihydro- 2H -py-

ranyDI-ethyl} anthranilic acid.

3,839,323
AMINO ACID DERIVATIVES OF
6-AMINOPENICILLANIC ACID

Joseph Edward Dolfini, Princeton, and Raymond Curry Erick-
son, Metuchen, both of NJ., assignors to E. R. Squibb &
Sons, Inc., Princeton, NJ.

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 313,707
Int. CI. C07d 99/16

U.S. CI. 260-239.1 7 claims
1. A compound of the formula

HjN

O

-4 S CHa

CH C-CHaN C—NH—CH— _„
(CH,)p CH o=i—

N

in
(ch)„-((I;h,)„ iooR

H^

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,
lower alkyl.

O

R2—C-0- -CHj-

IS
an alkali metal and an alkaline earth metal; wherein R' .„

selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, hydroxy, and

O

R26-O-; '

wherein R^ is selected from the group consisting of lower alkyl
and monocyclic carbocyclic aryl; wherein « is or I, m is 0,
1

,

2, 3, or 4, /? is 1 , 2, 3, or 4 and the sum of n + m + pis \,

2, 3, 4, or 5.

3,839,322
( R )- 1-( 2-FUROYLOXY )-3-METHYLBUTYL-PENCILLIN

COMPOUNDS
Andre Furlenmeier, 119 Wettsteinallee, Basel; Peter Quitt, 40

Mittlerer Rainweg, Fullinsdorf; Kari Vogler, 69 Wenken-
strasse, Riehen, and Paul Lanz, 16 Freidorfweg, Muttenz, all

of Switzerland

Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 215,187
Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Jan. 20, 1971,

848/71

Int. CI. C07d 99/16
U.S. CI. 260-239.1 2 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

s CIIj

A-COO-CH-CO-NH-CII-CH \-CH,

O
^

-N-
I

-CH
I

COOH

wherein A is selected from the group consisting of furyl,

tetrahydrofuryl and thienyl, and T is selected from the
group consisting of C^-Cj alkenyl, cyclopropylmethyl,
cyclobutylmethyl and cyclopentyl

and pharmaceutically acceptable salts and hydrated forms
thereof.

3,839,324
PROCESS FOR THE PURIFICATION OF CAPROLACTAM
Hans Joachim Schultze, Chur/Gr; Ruthild Henn, Domat-
Ems/Gr, and Clau Beriher, Chur/Gr, all of Switzerland,
assignors to Inventa AG fur Forschung und Patentverwer-
tung, Zurich, Switzerland

Filed Dec. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 205,566
Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Dec. 22. 1970

18932/70

Int. CI. C07d 41/06
U.S. CI. 260-239.3 A 27 Claims

1. In a process for the purification of caprolactam; wherein
raw caprolactam, which is obtained by neutralization and
subsequent extraction of a caprolactam/sulfuric acid or
caprolactam/phosphoric acid mixture, is subjected to a sol-
vent distillation, then to an alkaline distillation in vacuo
whereby a first residue is produced, then to melt crystalliza-
tion whereby a second residue is produced and then purified
caprolactam is recovered; the improvement which comprises
the steps of dissolving the first residue in water to produce an
aqueous solution of the first residue; extracting the aqueous
solution of the first residue with a water insoluble solvent for
the caprolactam to produce a solution of caprolactam in said
solvent; recycling the solution of caprolactam in said solvent
to the solvent distillation step; extracting the second residue
with an aliphatic or cycloaliphatic hydrocarbon having 5-10
carbon atoms to produce a purified residue and a solution of
impurities in said aliphatic or cycloaliphatic hydrocarbon;
recycling the purified residue to the alkaline distillation step;
and recovering said aliphatic or cycloaliphatic hydrocarbon
from the solution of said aliphatic or cycloaliphatic hydrocar-
bon and recycling it to the step of extracting the second resi-

due.
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3,839,325
SYNTHESIS OF 4-SULFONAMIDOPHENYL HYDRAZINES
Walter F. Hoffstadt, Vestal, N.Y., assignor to GAF Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,340
Int. CI. C07d 87/46

U.S. CI. 260—239.7 10 Claims
1. An improved process for the synthesis of a 4-

sulfonamidophenyl hydrazine comprising reacting by heating

a p-chloro-benzenesulfonamide of the formula

Cl

N

Wherein R and R' independently represent hydrogen, alkyl,

cycloalkyi, alkaryl, aralkyl or aryl, or together with the nitro-

gen atom form a heterocyclic ring, with aqueous hydrazine

hydrate in dimethyl-sulfoxide.

'

' 3,839,326

DERIVATIVES OF 2-FORMYL-3-CARBONAMIDOQUI
NOXALINE-DI-N-OXIDES

Florin Seng, Cologne; Kurt Ley, Odenthal-Globusch, and Karl

Georg Metzger, Wupperial-Elberield, all of Germany, as-

signors to Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-

kusen, Germany
Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,121

Claims priority, application Germany, May 7, 1971,

2122572
int. CI. C07d 51/78

U.S. CI. 260-240 G
1. A compound of the formula:

40 Claims

^v ^-CO-N^
\.

SA: :h=z
R2

wherein

each of R' and R^ independent of the other, is hydrogen,
lower alkyl, hydroxy( lower alkyl), (lower alkoxy)lower
alkyl, cyclopentyl, cyclohexyl or cycloheptyl, or

R' and R'^ together with the nitrogen atom to which they

are attached, are pyrrolidino, piperidino, hexame-
thyleneimino, morpholino or thiomorpholino; and

Z is

=N—OH or =N—NH—C—R3,

in which

Y is an oxygen or sulfur atom and
R* is lower alkyl, hydroxy(lower alkoxy), lower alkoxy,

pyridyl, or NR^R* in which
each of R^ and R", independent of the other, is hydro-

gen, lower alkyl, hydroxy( lower alkyl) or lower al-

koxy( lower alkyl), or

R^ and R*, together with the nitrogen atom to which
they are attached, are pyrrolidino, piperidino, hex-

amethyleneimino, morpholino or thiomorpholino.

3,839,327

TRINUCLEAR METHINE DYES FOR USE IN
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEMS

Shi-Kuang Yao, Binghamton, N.Y., assignor to GAF Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 717,986, April 1, 1968, Pat. No.

3,628,951. This application Mar. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 120,751
Int. CI. C09b 23/10

U.S. CI. 260-240.1 1 Claim
1. A trinuclear methine dye having the formula:

s- -C=CH—C- -8

0=C C=0 0-C C=C-V Vo=i
CjHj CjHs

-s
I

C=SV
I

CiHiCOOHj

3,839,328
USE OF MIXED ANHYDRIDE PROTECTING GROUP IN
CLEAVING ACYL GROUPS FROM CEPHALOSPORINS

AND PENICILLINS
Robert R. Chauvette, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Eli Lilly

and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 876,597, Nov. 13, 1969,
abandoned. This application Feb. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 117,043

Int. CI. C07d 99/16, 99/24

U.S. CI. 260-243 C 23 Claims
1. In a method for the cleavage of a 6-carboxamido group

of a penicillin having the formula

(I)

}

S CH,

[R'JR-NH-CH-CS ^C^-CH,

0=C N C—COOH

or of a 7-carboxamido group of a cephalosporin having the

formula

(ID S

R—NH—CH—CH CHj

0=C N C—CHj—

X

iOiH

wherein

R is aminoadipoyi lH02C-CH(NH2)-(CHj)3-C(0) -],

an aminoadipoyi in which the amino nitrogen is protected
with

Cj-Ca-alkanoyl

C6-C,2-aroyl

Cj-Ca-alkyloxycarbonyl

C6-C,2-aryloxycarbonyl, or such a group substituted with

halo, nitro, or C,-C3-alkoxy groups;

C2-Cg-alkanoy!,

A^v--Y-(CH,)„ -4-;

\/
O

<CH,),n-C-; or

\s/
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X is

Cj-Cg-alkanoyloxy

Cj-Cg-thioalkanoyloxy

Cg-C,2-thioaroyloxy

hydroxy,

mercapto,

hydrogen,

C,-C3-alkoxy thionocarboxylthio

C,-Cg-alkoxy, or

Ci-Cg-alkylthio;

Y is oxygen, sulfur, or a carbon to carbon bond;
n is an integer of to 3 and is at least 1 when Y is oxygen

or sulfur;

m is an integer of I to 3; and
is amino or hydroxy;

by the steps of blocking any carboxyl, amino, hydroxy and
mercapto groups in the molecule, treating the blocked penicil-
Im or cephalosporin with phosphorous pentachloride to con-
vert 6-carboxamido group of the penicillin or the 7-
carboxamido group of the cephalosporin to an imino halide,
treating the imino halide with a lower alkanol containing up
to about six carbon atoms or benzyl alcohol to form an imino
ether, and hydrolyzing the imino ether to form a 6-amino or
a 7-amino group, the improvement which comprises blocking
the carboxyl groups by converting them to a mixed anhydride
derived from an acid having the formula

R "-CO2H
wherein

R'" is C,-C^-alkyl, alkenyl, or alkynyl;
halo C.-Cn-alkyl, alkenyl, or alkynyl;
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wherein R is hydrogen, lower alkyl, alkali metal or

-J!-i—CHr-0—C—Rj

R, IS lower alkyl. phenyl, cyclohexadienyl, thienyl or furyl Rj
and R^ each is hydrogen, lower alkyl or phenyl; R3 is hydro-
gen, lower alkyl, lower alkenyl or phenyl; R^ is lower alkyl
phenyl or phenyl-lower alkyl; and X is hydrogen or lower
alkanoyloxy.

/Vv-Y-(CH2)o

3,839,330

2-ALKOXY-4,5-AZIMIDOBENZAIVfIDES
Michael Leon Thominet, Paris, France, assignor to Societe
D'Etude ScientiHgues Et Industrielles De L'llc-De-France
Paris. France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 75 1,737, Aug. 12, 1968 This
application Feb. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 1 17,836

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 17 1967
67.118161; Nov. 6, 1967,67.127131

'

Int. CI. C07d 87/42
U.S. CI. 260-247.2 A ,3 c,ai„,

I. A compound of the formula:

CONH-(CHj)n-A

A-r
orV -(CH,)„,-;

-OB

\7/ [V
N-

N iiB.

Y is oxygen, sulfur or a carbon to carbon bond;
n is an integer of to 3 and is at least 1 when Y is oxygen u u

or sulfur; '" which n is 1 when A is a heterocyclic radical or 2 when A
Z is oxygen, sulfur, or '^ ^ non-heterocyclic radical; B is methyl; and A is:

\
I

/
N-H;

and

m is an integer of 1 to 3.

-N
\

Ri

Ri

-(CH,)

i

3,839,329

a-AMlDINOTHlOACETAMIDOCEPHALOSPORANIC
ACID COMPOUNDS

Hermann Breuer, Burgweinting, and Uwe D. Treuner, Regens-
burg, both of Germany, assignors to E. R. Squibb & Sons
Inc., Princeton, N.J.

Filed Nov. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 195,805
Int. CI. C07d 99/24

U.S. CI. 260-243 C g Claims
1. A compound of the formula

S

Ri-CH-CO-NH-CH-CH ^CHj
S 0=6 N A-CHjX
6=N-R, \^

y^i C—OR
o

l-ethyl-2-imidazolidyl-. 3-ethyl-2-thiazolidyl-. 4-ethyl-">-
morpholinyl-, or l-ethyl-2-piperazinyl-. R is alkyl of one to
five carbon atoms, R, and R^ are ethyl or propyl or pharma-
ceutically acceptable salts thereof.

N
\
Rj

3,839,331
TRIMERIZATION OF AROMATIC NITRILES

Gordon H. Miller, Richmond, Va., assignor to Texaco Inc
New York, N.Y.

'

Filed Sept. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 177,127
Int. CI. C07d 55/50

^t ?• ^^u~.l^^
^^ 27 Claims

I. A method for preparing a 1,3,5-triazine from an aromatic
nitrile which comprises contacting the nitrile with a molten
catalyst selected from the group consisting of cuprous chlo-
ride, cupric chloride, stannous chloride and mixtures thereof
and recovering the triazine product from the reaction mixture
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3,839,332
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

ANTHRAQUINONE DYESTUFFS
Eduard Moergeli, Muttenz, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba-
Giegy AG, Basle, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 752,147, Sept. 13, 1969,
abandoned. This application Aug. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 172,916

Int. CI. C07d 55/20, 51/48
U.S. CI. 260-249 8 Claims

1. A process for the manufacture of anthraquinone dye-
stuffs of the formulae

(A-NH)„-B, or A-(NHB2)„,
in which A is unsubstituted anthraquinonyl or anthraquinonyl
substituted by benzoylamino, methoxy or acetyl groups, B, is

a radical of the formulae

I

.A.
N N

"\v.

R

I!
or

~\v/^^N-

N

in which R is phenyl or lower alkyl, Bj is lower alkanoyl,

benzoyl-, or thiobenzo\!. n is the number 2 or 3 and m the

number 1 or 2, which comprises condensing in the presence
of an acid binding agent and 0.02 to 5 mo! per replaceable

halogen atom of an addition compound of copper-l-iodide and
a pyridine base as catalyst a chloro-or bromoanthraquinone
having as optional substituents in the anthraquinone radical

benzoylamino, methoxy or acetyl groups, with the amides of
the formula B^NH, or with melamine. 2-lower alkyl or 2-

phenyl-2,6-diamino-l ,3,5-triazine or 2,4-diamino quinazoline.

3,839,333

3-PYRAZOLYL-( 1 )-7-V-TRIAZOLYL-(2)-COUMARINS
Alfons Dorlars, Leverkusen, and Wolf-Dieter Wirth, Cologne,

both of Germany, assignors to Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktien-

gesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 787,608, Dec. 27, 1968, abandoned.

This application May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,906
Int. CI. C07d 55/18, 55/20, 7/26

U.S. CI. 260-249.5 6 Claims
1. A 3-(pyrazolyi-( 1)1-7-1 v-triazolyl-( 2)]- coumarin of the

formula

AA-N-^^n""'
R»-

Rr

=N.\
.I=N/''A^^O

\-
r

i=0 Rs

Ri

in which

R, is hydrogen; a straight-chain branched or cyclic, alkyl or
alkenyl radical of 1-12 carbon atoms which is unsubsti-

tuted or mono-substituted with fluorine, chlorine, bro-

mine, hydroxy, C,-C4-alkoxy, (C,-C4-alkoxy)-
carbonyloxy, COOH. (C,-C4-alkoxy)- carbonyl, phenyl,
halophenyl. lower alkyl phenyl or lower alkoxyphenyl.
naphthyl, phenyl; or naphthyl or phenyl mono- or di-

substituted with fluorine, chlorine, bromine, cyano.
C.-C^-alkyl, C.I-C^-alkoxy, -COOH, (C.-Cj-akoxy)-
carbonyl, Cj-Cj-alkylsulfonyl, benzyl or benzyloxy;

R2 is a straight-chain branched or cyclic, alkyl or alkenyl

radical of 1-12 carbon atoms which is unsubstituted or is

mono-substituted with fluorine, chlorine, bromine, hy-
droxy, C,-C4-alkoxy, alkoxy, (C.-C^alkoxy)-
carbonyloxy, COOH. (C,-C4-alkoxy)-carbonyl. phenyl.-

halophenyl. lower alkyl phenyl or lower alkoxyphenyl;

naphthyl; phenyl; or naphthyl or phenyl mono- or di-.

substituted with fluorine, chlorine, bromine, cyano,
C.-C^-alkyl, C-C^alkoxy, COOH. (C.-C^-alkoxy)-

carbonyl. Ci-C^-alkylsulfonyl, benzyl or benzyloxy; cy-

ano; COOH; (C,-C4-alkoxy)-carbonyl; —CONH2;
-CONH-(C-C4-alkyl); -C0N-(C,-C4-alkyl)j; (C,-C4-
alkenyl )-carbonylamino; phenylcarbonylcarbonylamino;
(C,-C,o-alkenyl)-carbonylamino; phenylcarbonylamino;
phenylcarbonylamino mono-substituted with chloro,

methyl or methoxy; N-pyrrolidonyl; s-triazinylamino; or

s-triazinylamino mono- or di-substituted by halogen,

methyl, methoxy, ethoxy. propoxy. ethylamino, dimethyl-

amino. diethylamino, dipropylamino, anilino, or tolui-

dino; or

R, and Rj taken together are —CHj—CH2—CH2— , —CH-
2—CH2—CH2—Chj— or

J\

XAcH,-

R3, R4 and R5 are hydrogen; C,-C4-alkyl; phenyl; or phenyl
mono-substituted with chlorine, bromine, methyl, or

methoxy.

3,839,334

N-OXYALKYL-N'-HYDROCARBYL-
HEXAHYDROPYRIDAZINE

Henryk A. Cyba, Evanston, III., assignor to Universal Oil Prod-
ucts Company, Des Plaines, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 826,721, May 21, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,673,186, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.
370,079, May 25, 1964, Pat. No. 3,446,808. This application

Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,386
Int. CL C07d 51/04

U.S. CI. 260-250 A 2 Claims
1. N-hydroxyalkyl-N'-sec-alkyl-hexahydro-pyridazine in

which the hydroxyalkyi group has from 1 to 10 carbon atoms
and the sec-alkyi group has from 3 to 20 carbon atoms.

3,839,335
BARBITURATE 3-N-METHYLCHORIDES

Martin L. Gorbaty, Elizabeth, NJ., assignor to Esso Research
and Engineering Company

Division of Ser. No. 36,430, May 11, 1970, Pat. No. 3,679,683.
This application May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 255,126

Int. CI. C07d 51/20
U.S. CI. 260-257 3 Claims

1. l,5,5-trimethyl-3-chloro-methylbarbituric acid.

3,839,336
N.ACYL-( PIPERAZINOALKYL )-PYRAZOLES

Joachim Borck; Volker Koppe; Helmut Muller-Calgan; Eike
Poetsch, and Karl Schulte, all of Darmstadt, Germany, as-

signors to Merck Patent Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haft-
ung, Darmstadt, Germany

Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,750
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 5, 1971,

2110568

Int. CL C07d 51/70
U.S. CI. 260-268 PH 17 Claims

1. A member of the group consisting of a compound of the
formula

Q—CHjCHj—

N

N—Ar
\ /
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wherein Ar is phenyl or phenyl mono-, di or tri- substituted by wherein M is alkyl having 1-5 carbon atoms or cycloalkyi
methyl, ethyl, isopropyl, methoxy, ethoxy, halogen, or mono- having 3-7 carbon atoms; Y* is hydrogen, hydroxy, alkoxy
substituted by trifluoromethyl, and is having 1-4 carbon atoms, acetoxy, or cycloalkanecarbonyloxy

having 4-8 carbon atoms; and Y' and Y^ are the same or
different and are hydrogen, non-tertiary alkyl having 1-4

carbon atoms, or phenyl.
CHj-

N

i OR

the corresponding compound wherein O is

CH,-' N-COR

wherein R in both occurrences is alkyl or phenylalkyi of up to

10 carbon atoms, phenyl, naphthyl or phenyl mono-, di- or tri-

substituted by alkyl or methoxy or mono-substituted by
amino, alkylamino or dialkylamino, alkyl in each instance
being of one to three carbon atoms, a mixture of the two
compounds, and the physiologically acceptable acid addition
salts thereof.

3,839,337
SUBSTITUTED AZABICYCLOALKANES

Elmar Sturm, Arlesheim; Brigitta Von Bredow, and Christian

Vogel, both of Benningen, all of Switzerland, assignors to

Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsiey, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,785

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 14, 1971,
552/71

Int. CI. C07d 33102
U.S. CI. 260-283 S 3 Claims

1. An azabicycloalkane of the formula I

(CH,)„

CH-Rj

wherein R represents a C.-C^ alkyl group, a C3-C4 alkenyl
group 2-chloroallyl and 3-chIoroalIyl; R, and R2 each repre-
sents hydrogen or the one represents methyl and the other
represents hydrogen, and n is the number 2.

3,839,338

1,2,3,4,4A,5,10,10A-OCTAHYDROBENZO(G)QUINO-
LINES

Noel F. Albertson, 5 Pheasant Ln., R.D. No. 1, East Greenbush,
N.Y. 12083, and William F. Michne, 10 Knob Hill Rd.,
Colonic, N.Y. 12211

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 728,044, May 9, 1968, Pat.
No. 3,639,41 1. This application Dec. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 94,619

Int. CI. C07d 33146
U.S. CI. 260-287 R 5 claims

1. cis- 1 ,2,3,4,4a,5, 1 0, 1 Oa-octahydro- 1 -( M-CO-)-5-( Y')-5-

(Y^)-7-(Y-)-benzo(glquinoline having the formula

CO-M

^ CHj N

CH CH2

A/ U i

C CHj
/ \

Y3 Y«

Hi

3,839,339
TETRAZOLYL CHROMONES

Gwynn Pennant Ellis, and David Shaw, both of Cardiff, Wales,
assignors to Allen & Hanburys Limited, London, England

Filed Jan. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 108,581
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 5, 1970,

5533/70

Int. CI. C07d 99104
U.S. CI. 260-308 D 5 Claims

1. 2-(Tetrazol-5-yl) chromone.

3,839,340

SUBSTITUTED 1,3,8-TRIAZASPIR014.5]DECANES
William George Scharpf, Pasadena, Md.. assignor to FMC

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 27, 1968, Ser. No. 763,417
Int. CI. C07d 29118. 29120

U.S. CI. 260-293.66 5 Claims
1. A compound of the formula

RlY]-m-,-(CH,)„-N8

wherein R' represents an alkyl group of one to two carbon
atoms, and X is a chalcogen selected from the class consisting
of oxygen and sulfur; n is an integer from to 3; m is an
integer of from 1 to 2; Y is an aliphatic divalent radical se-

lected from the class consisting of

\
Cc=o. — s- and n

/ \

and R is selected from the class consisting of 4-fluorophenyl,
2-thienyl, phenyl, ethynyl and

V^o/-^"'-
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3 839 341
SUBSTITUTED l,3,8.TRIAZASPIRO[4.5]DECANES

WilUam George Scharpf, West Amtell Township, Hunter-
don County, and Hugo Stange, Princeton, NJ., as-
signors to FMC Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed June 13, 1966, Ser. No. 556,854

Int. CI. C07d 29/18, 29/20
U.S. CI. 260—293.66 9 Claims

1. A l,3,8,-triazaspiro[4.5]decane of the formula:

^o^ NR

and the acid addition salts thereof wherein R is selected
from the class consisting of hydrogen, lower alkenyl and
lower alkyl 1 to 4 carbon atoms, X is selected from the
class consisting of hydrogen and fluorine and Rj and Rg
each represent a lower alkyl as above given for R,
while taken together Ri and Rj represent the number of
carbon atoms to complete a dioxolane ring or a dioxane
ring.

3,839,342
SUBSTITUTED l,3,8.TRIAZASPIRO[4.5]DECANES
William George Scharpf, Pasadena, Md., assignor to

FMC Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 27, 1968, Ser. No. 763,416

Int. CI. C07d 29/75, 29/20
U.S. CI. 260—293.66 5 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

R-(Y)„-,-(CHj)n-N8
/S 15"~^\/''_n-Ln\

R'

R'

CeHs

wherein R' and R", which may be alike or different, rep-
resent alkyl hydrocarbon groups of 1 to 2 carbon atoms,
and X is a chalcogen selected from the class consisting
of oxygen and sulfur; n is an integer from to 3; m is an
integer of from 1 to 2; Y is an aliphatic divalent radical
selected from the class consisting of >C=0, —S and

oH
/ \

and R is selected from the class consisting of 4-fluoro-
phenyl, 2-thienyl, phenyl, ethynyl and

\/\o/-^"'

3 839 344
N-METHYL D-GLUCAMINE SALT OF 2(2'-METHYL-

3' - TRIFLUOROMETHYLANILINO) NICOITNIC
ACID
Margaret H. Sherlock, Bloomfield, NJ., assignor to

Schering Corporation, Bloomfield, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,608

Int. CI. C07d 31/36
U.S. CI. 260—295.5 R 1 Claim

1. The N-methyl-D-glucamine salt of 2(2'-methyl-3'-tri-

fluoromethylanilino) nicotinic acid.

3,839,345
ESTERS OF TETRAHYDROPYRIDINES

Harry G. Pars, 42 Winthrop Road, Lexington, Mass.
02173, and Edward R. Atkinson, 8 Juniper Road,
Wellesley, Mass. 02181
No Drawing. FUed Mar. 7, 1968, Ser. No. 712,900

Int. CI. C07d 31/28
U.S. CI. 260—295 R 6 Claims

1. A new chemical compound selected from the group
consisting of

(A) compounds of the formula

/^
-Ri

(CRjR,)„OR

wherein

rt is 2 or 3

Ri, R2, and R3 are each hydrogen or lower alkyl
R4 is

o Rt

-C—C-Ri

Ri

wherein

R5. is hydrogen, hydroxyl, lower alkoxy, or
lower acyloxy

Re and R7 are monocarbocyclic aryl, thienyl,

pyridyl, cycloalkyi having from 5 to 6 ring
members, or cycloalkenyl having from 5
to 6 ring members;

(B) compounds of the above formula wherein R^
and R7 in the moiety CRgR? are joined to form
fluorenyl, xanthenyl, thiaxanthenyl or 9, 10-dihydro-
anthracenyl;

(C) compounds of the above formula wherein R5, Rg
and R7 are all different and R4 is either the dextro
or levo form;

(D) acid addition salts of (A) and (B) ; and
(E) lower alkyl, lower alkenyl and monocarbocyclic

aryl-lower-alkyl quaternary ammonium salts of (A)
and (B).

3,839,343
SYMMETRICAL POLYFLUOROISOALKOXYALKYL

QUATERNARY AMMONIUM SULFATES
Louis G. Anello, Orchard Park, and Richard F. Sweeney,

Elma, N.Y., assignors to Allied Chemical Corporation,
New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 10, 1969, Ser. No. 875,547

Int. CI. C07d i7/^5
U.S. CI. 260—294.8 R 5 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

3,839,346
N-SUBSTTTUTED FYRIDONE AND GENERAL
METHOD FOR PREPARING PYRIDONES

Shreekrishna Manmohan Gadekar, Trenton, NJ., assignor
to Afiiliated Medical Research Inc., Princeton, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,836

Int. CI. C07d 31/32
U.S. CI. 260—297 Z 5 Claims

1. A process for the synthesis of pyridones of the
formula

R4

r f » T -
Fd-0(CF,)s(CH,)tO OSOjO

L ip, 11 J

CFi

(CH,),)CF,)sO—CF

CFi

wherein Q is a quaternary ammonium radical and s and
/ are integers from 1 to 10.

Ri

wherein A is an aromatic radical selected from the group
consisting of phenyl, tolyl, chlorophenyl, trifluoromethyl-
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phenyl, naphthyl, pyridyl, furyl, thienyl, thiazolyl, py-
rimidyl, quinolyl, imidazolyl; up to two of the terms

R3, R4, R5 and R« are individually each hydrogen or

alkyl up to 6 carbon atoms, aryl or substituted aryl

radicals which consists essentially of the steps of react-

ing a pyridone of the formula

or its tautomer

R
o

R3

OH

3 839 347
1-AMINOBENZIMroAZOLES

Michael H. Fisher and Bruce O. Linn, Somerville, and
Richard J. Bocliis, East Brunswick, N.J., and Clarence
Stanley Rooney, Beaconsfield, Quebec, Canada, as-
signors to Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 216,259

Int. CI. C07d 99/10
U.S. CI. 260—302 H 13 Claims

1. A compound having the formula:

R.,w^ -N

'''xAn'^'''

N=C1

\
Ri

wherein Rj is thiazolyl; one of R7 and Rg is hydrogen and
the other is carboxy and the alkali metal, alkaline earth
metal, and the ammonia, ethanolamine, diethanolamine,
guanidine, arginine, lysine, ethylenediamine, piperazine,
and morpholine salts thereof; and R5 and Rg are hydrogen
or:

X
-NHC-R,

such that when x is oxygen, Rj is loweralkoxy or phenyl;
and when x is sulfur, Rj is loweralkoxy, phenyl or pyr-
rolidino.

3 839 348
5.NITR0.2,2'.TinOBISTHIAZOLE COMPOUNDS

Edward F. Elslager and Donald F. Worth, Ann Arbor,
Mich., assignors to Parke, Davis & Company, Detroit,
Mich.
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,624

Int. CI. C07d 91/38
U.S. CI. 260—302 F ( Claims

1. 5-nitro-2,2'-thiobisthiazole compounds that are rep-
resented by the formula

OjN

-N

3-R,\.J^

where Rj represents a member of the class consisting of
2-thiazolyl, 4-methyl-2-thiazolyl, 4-ethyl-2-thiazolyl, 4,5-
dimethyl-2-thiazolyl, and 4,5,6,7 - tetrahydro - 2 - benzo-
thiazolyl.

3 839 349
CERTAIN BENZOnflAZOLONES AND

SYNTHESIS
Klaus Wagner and Ingeborg Hammam, Cologne, and
Gunter Unterstenhofer, Opladen, Germany, assignors
to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. FUed Jan. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 215,436

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 12, 1971,
P 21 01 150.7

Int. CI. C07d 91/44
U.S. CI. 260—304 9 Oalms

1. A benzthiazolone of the formula

in which R3, R4, R5 and Rg are as set forth above, with
a halogenated compound of the formula AX, wherein
X is either chlorine, bromine or iodine, at temperatures
ranging between the melting point and boiling point of said

halogenated compound, in the presence of an alkali metal
carbonate and finely divided metallic copper.

Y
Ri

\.<

—N—R«

1=0

in which

R} is nitro, trifluoromethyl, trifluoromethoxy, chlorine,

bromine or iodine,

R2 is hydrogen, lower alkyl, nitro, trifluoromethyl, trifluo-

romethoxy, chlorine, bromine, iodine, fluorine, cyano,
formyl, carboxyl or carbomethoxy,

R* is a radical of the formula

R'

—CO—RJ, —CO—0R<. —CO—N , SO,—R or hydrogen

R«

R5 is hydrogen, alkyl with 1 to 12 carbon atoms optionally

substituted by chlorine, bromine or trifluoromethyl,

lower alkenyl, or phenyl optionally carrying at least one
chlorine, bromine, trifluoromethyl, nitro or methyl radi-

cal,

R8 is alkyl with 1 to 6 carbon atoms or phenyl,

R'' is hydrogen, alkyl with 1 to 12 carbon atoms, lower
alkoxy-lower alkyl, lower alkenyl, phenyl, benzyl or
phenylethyl with the benzene ring optionally carrying at

least one chlorine, bromine, trifluoromethyl or methyl
radical,

R8 is alkyl with 1 to 12 carbon atoms or lower alkenyl,

and
R* is lower alkyl optionally substituted by chlorine, bro-

mine or trifluoromethyl, phenyl optionally substituted

by at least one chlorine, bromine, trifluoromethyl, nitro

or methyl, or a dimethylamino group.

3,839,350
PRODUCTION OF VINYL OXAZOLINE ESTERS

Jerry Hoyt Hunsucker, Terre Haute, Ind., assignor to

Commercial Solvents Corporation, Terre Haute, Ind.
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 46,476, June 15, 1970. This application Apr. 14,
1972, Ser. No. 244,315

Int. CI. C07d 85/36
U.S. CI. 260—307 F 1 Claim

1. In a process for the production of a vinyl oxazoline

corresponding to the formula

HjC-
I

o

R>
I

-C—R»
I

N
\ ^
C

R—C=CH,

wherein R is an alkyl or alkenyl group of from 1 to 20
carbon atoms and R^ and R^ are methyl, ethyl or the

group

—CH,—0—C—CH,R
11

o
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and can be the sakne or different, by reacting an oxazoline
corresponding to the formula

R«

H,C c—RJ

O N
\ ^
c

R—CH,

with an alkanol solution of formaldehyde in a mole ratio
of from 1-8 of said formaldehyde to 1 of said oxazoline,
at an elevated temperature for a period of time sufficient
to effect production of said vinyl oxazoline, and thereby
formmg water of reaction, and separating said water by
distillation, the improvement comprising the step of
rapidly adding said formaldehyde solution to said oxazo-
line at a temperature of 185-190° C. while maintaining
the temperature at not less than 185° C.

3 839 352
PREPARATION OF ' COUMARIN-V-TRIAZOLE
OXIDES AND PROCESS FOR PRODUCING
COUMARIN-V-TRIAZOLES THEREFROM

Rudolf Kirchmayr, Bimiingen, Hansjorg Heller, Riehen,
and Jean Rody, Basel, Switzeriand, assignors to Ciba-
Geigy AG, Basel, Switzeriand

^^i?lir2°^;;.^P>inal application Feb. 12, 1968, Ser. No.
704,587. Divided and this application Feb. 18, 1971.
Ser. No. 116,620

Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Feb. 16, 1967.
2,319/67

^^ Ch C07d 99/04
U.S. CI. 260—308 A 2 Oaims

1. A process for the production of coumarinyl-v-tri-
azoles, comprising

(a) adding to 3-phenyl-7-hydrazino-coumarin of the
formula

Rj R4

3 839 351
TRUZOLYL-COUMARINS

Alfons Doriars, Leverkusen, and Heinrich Gold, Cologne.
Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-
kusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 171,758

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Aug. 13. 1970.
P 20 40 189.2

„^ ^. Int CI. C07d 55/02
U.S. CI. 260—308 A 3 claims

1. Coumarin compound of the formula

Rr-^
N

\
AA-N

N

N

wherein 1

1

^'^^i^' ^l^ .^' ^'' ^2"^' ^3"^' ^*"«' CsHn; COOH;
^9!^"2; CaHn; CioHz,; C,H,=CH—, C2H4COOC2H5;
C2H4C0CX:H3; C2H4OH; benzyl; N, COOCzHs- cy-
clohexyl; styryl; naphthyl; phenyl; phenyl substituted
by CI Br, F, CH3, C2H5, C4H9, OCH3, OC2H5, benzyl,
benzyloxy, dimethylbenzyl, phenyl, phenyloxy, cyano,
SO2CH3. COOC2H5, SO3H; or Ri and R^ together form
a radical _(CH2)3— , —(CHa)*—

,

CH,—

->"kAj
and wherein

•Ra^d R4 are H. CH3, CH^OH, CH2OCH3, phenyl, or

7~r^-^^—^^^3 and R3 and R4 together are a rad-
ical —(CH3)—4, and their quaternization products of
the formula

Ri R*
I I

:Nv

N'

/\/\
N-"V\o J-o

wherem R5 is Ci_4 alkyl, chloroethyl, methoxy ethyl
carbomethoxy methyl, ethoxy ethyl, cyanoethyl, cyano-
methyl hydroxyethyl, or benzyl; and Y is a colorless
anion.

Ri

=0

or an addition salt thereof with an acid, an oxime
of one of the formulas

V—

C

C—W and V—C-C—W.
II II

II IIN-OH O 6 N-OH
thereby reacting the two starting compounds with
formation of the corresponding hydrazone oxime,

(b) adding thereto an oxidising agent under oxidising
conditions in a solvent stable to oxidation,

(c) adding to the resulting v-triazole oxide of the cor-
responding one of the formulae

Rj R«

V-C=N
\
N

and

)=0

W-C=
i Ri

(in)

Ri R«

o
t R:

V-C=N
\

w-e=N
/A/\o>°

Ki

(Ilia) ^
a reducing agent under reductive conditions, and

(d) recovering the resulting compound of the formula

V-c=N

w—C=N
(I)

from the reaction mixture;
like symbols in the above formulae having the same

meanings as follows:

Y represents a phenyl radical any substituent of which
is selected from lower alkoxy, lower alkyl, and halo-
gen of an atomic number of at most 35,

each of V and W represents, independently of the other,
hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower alkylsulphonyl, furyl,
a phenyl radical any substituent of which is selected
from halogen of an atomic number of at most 35,
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lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, nitro, carboxyl, N,N-di-
(lower alkyl )-sulphamoyl and trifluoromethyl; or

a phenyl-lower alkyl radical or a phenyl-sulphonyl
radical, any substituents of the latter two radicals

being at the benzene nuclei thereof and being se-

lected from lower alkyl, lower alkoxy and halogen
of an atomic number of at most 35;

each of Rj and R4 represents hydrogen or lower alkyl,

and
each of R2 and R3 represents hydrogen, lower alkyl,

or lower alkoxy;

or V and W taken together represent 4,5-dihydro-
naphthylene-(l,2).

3 838 353
l-BENZOLYL-2.TRIFLUOROACEAMroO.

BENZIMIDAZOLES
Reinhard Sarges, Old Mystic, Conn., assignor to

Pfizer Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Application Oct. 4, 1971, Sen No. 186,446,
now Patent No. 3,751,428, which is a division of appU-
cation Ser. No. 714,416, Mar. 20, 1968, now Patent
No. 3,625,954. Divided and thus application Apr. 9,
1973, Ser. No. 349,259

Int. Ci. C07d 49/38
VS. CI. 260—309.2 4 Claims

1. A compound selected from the group having the
structural formula:

Z^—-N

I

C=0

o
II

NHC-CFi

A
V -R,

wherein Ri is selected from the group consisting of CH3,
CO2H, CI and Br and R3 is selected from the group con-
sisting of H, CI and Br.

3 839 354
DnSOCYANATE HYDANTOIN COMPOUNDS

Juergen Habermeier, Pfeffingen, Basel-Land, and Daniel
Porret, Binningen, Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geiey
AG, Basel, Switzerland
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 186,539

Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Oct. 8, 1970,
14,892/70

Int. CI. C07d 49/32
U.S. CI. 260—309.5 5 Claims

1. A diisocyanate of the formula

Ri

Rt—C c=0
0=C=N-Ar-N-C-N N-CH-CH-0-C-N-A,-N=C=0

4
wherein

Ai is alkylene of 2 to 12 carbon atoms,

CHi

CH,-C
CHi CHj

or —CHjCHaCHi—

N

C=0

N-CHiCHaCHr

Xj denotes hydrogen or methyl and X2 denotes hydrogen,
methyl, ethyl or phenyl or Xj and X^ together denote
trimethylene or tetramethylene and R, and Rg each
denote hydrogen or lower alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms,
or R7 and Rg together denote tetramethylene or penta-
methylene.

3 839 355
PYRAZOLO.(THIONO).PHOSPHORIC

(PHOSPHONIC) ACID ESTERS
Hellmut Hoffmann, Wuppertal-Elberfeld, Ingeborg Ham-

mann, Cologne, and Gunter Unterstenhofer, Opladen,
Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-
kusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed July 22, 1971, Ser. No. 165,390

Claims priority, application Germany, July 30, 1970,
P 20 37 853.4

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to
Apr. 17, 1990, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. C07f 9/16, 9/40
U.S. CI. 260—310 R 9 Claims

1. A pyrazolo-(thiono) - phosphoric (phosphonic) acid
ester of the formula

NC-,
, ,

-SRs
RO Y

I

\J1_0_I N-CH,

R^
^n/

(D

in which

R is alkyl of 1-6 carbon atoms,

Ri is alkyl or alkoxy of 1-6 carbon atoms,
R2 is alkyl of 2-4 carbon atoms, and
Y is oxygen or sulfur.

3,839,356
3.(SUBSTITUTED AMEVOMH-ISOINDOLES

Guy D. Diana, Stephentown, N.Y., assignor to Sterling
Drug Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of appUcation Ser. No.
62,701, Aug. 10, 1970, now Patent No. 3,723,421. This
appUcation Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,152
Claims priority, appUcation Canada, Aug. 6, 1971,

120,031
Int. CI. C07d 27/48

U.S. CI. 260—326.1 11 Claims
1. l-(X)-l-(X')-3-(Y)-5-(Z)-6-(Z')-lH-Isoindole of

the formula

wherein

X is hydrogen, atertiary alkyl of one to four carbon atoms,
phenyl or phenylalkyl of seven to ten carbon atoms;

X' is hydrogen;

Y is NQQ';
wherein

Q, when taken alone, is phenylalkyl of seven to ten

carbon atoms; (CH2)n—^T, wherein n is two or
three and T is dialkylamino, wherein alkyl of di-

alkylamino is atertiary alkyl of one to four carbon
atoms;

Q', when taken alone, is hydrogen or atertiary alkyl

of one to four carbon atoms;

Q and Q', when taken together with N, are 1-aza-

cycloalkyl of five to seven ring atoms and four to

ten carbon atoms,

Z and Z', when taken alone, are the same or different and
are hydrogen, a tertiary alkyl of one to four carbon
atoms, halo, hydroxy or atertiary alkoxy of one to four
carbon atoms;

Z and Z', when taken together, are methylenedioxy; and
wherein,

when

Q is phenylalkyl, the benzene ring thereof can be sub-
stituted by one to three members selected from the
group consisting of halo, hydroxy, atertiary alkyl
of one to four carbon atoms, atertiary alkoxy of
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one to four carbon atoms and phenylalkyl of seven
to ten carbon atoms or by a member selected from
the group consisting of atertiary alkylthio of one to
four carbon atoms, dialkylamino and /3-dialkyl-

aminoethoxy, wherein alkyl of dialkylamino is

atertiary alkyl of one to four carbon atoms, nitro
and sulfamoyl;

or an acid addition salt thereof.

3 839 357
l,2,3,4,5,6-HEXAHYDROAZEPINO[4,5.bl

INDOLES
Jackson B. Hester, Jr., Kalamazoo, Mich., assignor to

The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 548,880, May 10, 1966. This appUcation
Oct. 23, 1969, Ser. No. 868,935

Int. a. C07d 27/54
U.S. CI. 260—326.5 B 27 Claims

1. An indole derivative selected from the class consist-
ing of a compound of the formula

N-R,

wherein Rj represents hydrogen, lower alkyl or benzyl,
X represents hydrogen, halogen of an atomic number up
to 35 mclusive, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy; and a phar-
maceutically acceptable salt thereof with an acid.

I 3 g39 3C0

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
BIS-MALEIMIDES

Michel Bargain, Lyon, France, assignor to

1..T ^ Rhone-Poulenc S.A., Paris, FranceNo Drawmg. Filed Aug. 10, 1970, Ser. No. 62,623
Claims ptfonty, appUcation France, Aug. 12. 1969

6927717
^t' CI C07d 27/18

U.S. CI. 260—326.26 iq claims
1. In a process for the preparation of bis-maleimides,

which comprises effecting reaction between a bis-maleamic
acid which has the general formula

CH-CO
\.

HOjC—CH
NH-D—NH

iH-CO,H \.CO-CH

in which D has one of the following meanings-
a linear or branched alkylene radical of 2-12 carbon

atoms;

phenylene; cyclohexylene;

oy
a plurality of phenylene or cyclohexylene radicals linked

by a simple valency bond or by an atom or group
which IS inert under the reaction conditions; and aower carboxyhc acid anhydride in the presence of a
tertiary amme and an organic diluent which is liquidunder the reaction conditions, the improvement
wherein the reaction is carried out in the presenceof a catalytic amount of a catalyst consisting of a
nickel salt or divalent nickel complex which is solu-
ble in the liquid phase of the reaction mixture, from
2 to 1 mole of tertiary amine being used per moleof bis-maleamic acid.

3 839 359
l-ARYLAMINONTTROTHIOPHENES

Karl Heinz Buchel, Wuppertal-Elberfeld, and Ingeborg
Hammann, Cologne, Germany, assignors to Bayer Ak-
tiengeseUschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 23, 1970, Ser. No. 74,917

,^^ _ Int. CI. C07d 65/i2
U.S. CI. 260—332.5 3 Claims

1. A 2-arylaminothiophene selected from the group con-
sisting of

and

NOi

OjN="

CF,

3,839,360
N.(l.METHYL.4-PERHYDROAZEPINO-2-

BUTYNYL) SUCCINTMIDE
Johan Richard Dahlbom, Sodertalje, Bo Lennart Karlen,

Skarholmen, and Ake Roland Lindquist, Stockholm,
Sweden, assignors to Asti-o Lakemedel Aktiebolag,
Sodertalje, Sweden

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
?**" ?f^S**• ^^'*^^' N°^- 25, 1970. This appUcation
Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,133
Claims priority, appUcation Sweden, Dec. 2, 1969.

16,531/69
^t' CI cold 57/00

U.S. CI. 260—326.5 FM 2 Claims
1. N-(l-methyl-4-perhydroazepino-2-butynyl) succini-

mide and the physiologically acceptable salts thereof.

^ 3,839,361

»>,
P™ENZYLAMINO FLUORAN COMPOUNDS

Mutsuo Terayama and Kenji Yamamoto, Osaka, Japan.
Msignors to Yamamoto Kagaku Gosei K.K.. Osakal
Prefecture, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 123,069
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, July 8. 1970.

45/59,711
^*- CI C07d 5/34

U.S. CI. 260—335 13 chdms
1. A dibenzylaminofluoran compound of the formula:

(R3).

(R3).

wherein Rj and R2 are individually members selected
from the group consisting of hydrogen, chlorine, bromine
and methyl; R3 is a member selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen, chlorine, bromine, and Ci_4
lower alkyl; R4 and R5 are individually members selected
from the group consisting of methyl and ethyl; and n
is an integer of from 1 to 2.
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3,839,362
METHOD OF PRODUCTION OF 4,4.DIMETHYL.

1,3-DIOXANE
Koichi Kushida, Fumio Nakahara, Toshio Kawaguchi,
and Kaichi Suzuld, KurashiJd, Japan, assignois to
Kurray Co., Ltd., Kurashiki, Japan

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,141
Claims priority, appUcation Japan, Dec. 28, 1970,

46/130,001
Int. CI. C07d 15/04

U.S. CI. 260-340.7 6 Claims
1. In the process for the production of 4,4-dimethyl-

1,3-dioxane by reacting isobutylene with formaldehyde in
a liquid-liquid system in the presence of an acidic catalyst
selected from the group consisting of sulfuric acid, phos-
phoric acid and sulfonic acid, the improvement which
comprises employing isobutylene in an amount of more
than 0.5 mole per mole of formaldehyde and carrying
out the reaction while maintaining the conversion of
formaldehyde not exceeding 85 percent by controlling the
reaction conditions and stirring the reaction system under
an agitation power of between 0.4 and 2 horsepower per
cubic meter, said agitation power being a value calcu-
lated according to the following equation:

p_ A^p-p-(iV/60).L

GeX75

wherein

P is the agitation power (horsepower)

;

Np is the power number (a constant differing in accord-
ance with the class of vanes and obtained from the
Rushton diagram);

p is the density of reaction liquid (kg./m.3)

;

N is the revolutions per minute (r.p.m. )

;

L is the diameter of the turbine (meter); and
Ge is the gravitational conversion factor (kg.-m./kg.-

sec.2).

low melting diastereoisomer of zearalanol from a mixture
of the high melting and low melting diastereoisomers of
zearalanol by (a) dissolving the mixture of diastereoiso-
mers in warm glacial acetic acid, (b) cooling the solution
and precipitating crystals of the low melting diastereo-
isomer of zearalanol, (c) separating the crystals of low
melting diastereoisomer of zearalanol from the solution,
(d) diluting the solution with water and precipitating
crystals of the high melting diastereoisomer of zearalanol,
(e) recovering the crystals of high melting diastereoiso-
mer of zearalanol from the solution; (II) oxidizing the
separated low melting diastereoisomer of zearalanol to
zearalanone by (f) dissolving the low melting diastereo-
isomer in an organic solvent, (g) slowly adding a concen-
trated aqueous solution of chromic acid to the organic
solution of the low melting diastereoisomer, (h) diluting
the solution with sufficient water to separate the zearala-
none from the solution as a precipitate, (i) separating the
precipitated zearalanone from the solution; (III) reducing
the separated zearalanone to a mixture of the high melting
and low melting diastereoisomers of zearalanol by cata-
lytic hydrogenation; and (IV) repeating steps I, II and
III whereby the low melting diastereoisomer is recycled
to extinction.

„,_ 3,839,363

^^SP^^ ^^ ZEARALANONE AND RELATED
£?5K?^^S ^ND INTERMEDUTES USEFULIN THE SYNTHESIS THEREOF

Dinubhai H. Shah and Richard Nelson Hurd, Terre Haute,
Ind., assignors to Commercial Solvents CorporaHon,New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 247,351

'"*• CI. C07d 9/00. 7/26
U.S. CI. 260—343.2 R ,5 claims

1. A compound of the formula

3,839,365
CYCLOOCTADIENE COMPOUNDS AND PROCESS

OF PREPARING SAME
Gerhard Martin Julius Schmidt, Meir Lahav, and Gad

Friedman, Rehovot, Israel, assignors to Yeda Research
& Development Co., Ltd., Rehovot, Israel
No Drawing. FUed May 14, 1970, Ser. No. 37,335
Claims priority, application Israel, May 14, 1969.

32,224/69
Int. CI. C07c 61/26, 69/74; C07d 5/32

U.S. CI. 260—346.3 4 Claims
1. 1,5 - cis.cis - cyclooctadiene-l,2,5,6-tetracarboxylic

acid bisanhydride.

R'O o

R'O-J uy
^ C (CH,)no-0-CHj-CiHs

COOCH,

wherein Nq is an integer having the value 1, 2, 3, 4 5 or
6 and R' is selected from the group consisting of benzyl
methyl, ethyl, butyl, cyclopentyl, and cyclohexyl.

^^ 3,839,364
OXIDATION OF THE DLiSTEREOISOMERS

V ,r „ OF ZEARALANOL

NnntI •'
^"J"'*'^

' Corporation, Terre Haute, Ind.No Drawing. Application Jan. 29, 1971, Ser. No. Ill 149

aSL I'l "iS^°"k?'^°:°^
appUcation Ser. No. 752 761!

n^L^tLii \^^^ *?.^° ^ * continuation-in-part
of appUcation Ser. No. 663,498, Aug. 28, 1967 all now

&r'"No"'3i9?65l'''
"" ^''^ appUcItion' Mar: '9''i??;;

,T« ^. Int CI. C07d 9/00
VS. CI. 260—343.2 F 2 ClaimsL A process for producing the high melting diastereo-
isomer of zearalanol which comprises (I) separating the

3,839,366
FURFURYLIMINO COMPOUNDS

George P. Rizzi, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The Procter
& Gamhie Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

No Drawing. Original appUcation June 25, 1969, Ser. No.
836,606, now Patent No. 3,625,710. Divided and this
application Sept 2, 1971, Ser. No. 177,487

Int CI. C07d 5/76
U.S. CI. 260-347.7 5 Claims

1. An aldimine of the formula

RCHa—N=CH—R'

wherein R is 2-furyl and R' is a terminally branched alkyl
group containing from 3 to 6 carbon atoms.

3,839,367
PREPARATION OF ALDEHYDES FROM ESTERS
Jaroslav Vit, Belle Mead, NJ., assignor to National

Patent Development CorporaHon, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Original application Jan. 28, 1970, Ser. No.

6,565, now Patent No. 3,660,416. Divided and this
appUcation Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,376

Int. CI. C07d 5/22
U.S. CI. 260—347.8 15 Qalms

1. A process for forming aldehydes of the formula
RCHO comprising reducing an ester of the formula
R3COOR4 with a sodium aluminum hydride of the for-
mula NaAlHx(OR8)4_x in an ether or aromatic hydro-
carbon solvent at a temperature of not over 0° C. and
below the temperature at which there is substantial re-
duction of the ester to alcohol where R is 2-furyl, 2-tetra-
hydrofuryl, 5-(methyl)-2-furyl, pyrrolyl, quinolinyl,
thienyl, piperidyl, cyanophenyl, cyanonaphthyl, lower di-
alkylamino lower alkyl, diphenylaminophenyl, di lower
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alkylaminophenyl, and cyanoloweralkyl, R3 is the same
as R, R4 is lower alkyl, benzyl, tetrahydrofurfuryl, pyra-
nylmethyl, lower alkyl tetrahydrofurfuryl, R5(OCniH2m)i

Ri
\

or

E^
N \-/mHJm^i

\
^"011)11110

—

/

Ri
\
/

Rr

NCmHin

or R5(OCmH2m)i and a: is 1 or 2.

3,839,368
7,7a-EPOXY.5,6,7,7a.TETRAHYDR0.1,l,2,3,3-

PENTAMETHYL.4(3aH).INDANONE
John B. Hall, Rumson, NJ., assignor to International

Flavors and Fragrances Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Original appUcation Aug. 18, 1969, Ser. No.

851,049, now Patent No. 3,773,836. Divided and this
appUcation Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,676

Int. CI. C07d 1/00
U.S. CI. 260—348 C 1 Claim

1. 7,7a-Epoxy - 5,6,7,7a - tetrahydro - 1,1,2,3,3-penta-
methyl-4 ( 3aH ) -indanone.

3,839,369
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF A<.9(").>6.3,20-

DIKETO STEROIDS
Helmut Hofmeister, Henry Laurent, Klaus Prezewowsky,

and Rudolf Wiechert, Beriin, Germany, assignors to
Schering Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin and Bergkamen,
Germany
No Drawing. Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,822

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, July 20, 1972.
P 22 36 115.5

Int. CI. C07c 169/34
U.S. CI. 260—397.45 9 Claims

1. A process for the production of A9<ii).i6-20-keto

steroids which comprises heating a nitrate 11,17-diester
of an ll/3,17a-dihydroxy-20-keto steroid having a hydro-
gen atom at the 9-position at a temperature of above 80°
C, in the presence of an alkali salt or alkaline earth salt
of a lower carboxylic acid.

3 839 370
ALIPHATIC DIOLEFINIC ACIDS AND ESTERS

AND DERIVATIVES THEREOF
Clive A. Henrick, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor to Zoecon

Corporation, Palo Alto, Calif.
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,749

Int. CI. C08h 17/44
U.S. CI. 260—404 10 Claims

1. A compound selected from those of the formula A:

R« R"

R*-C—CH—(CHj)

N

R«

.~(!;h-(CH8)n,—HC=CH—C=CH—C OjR*

(A)

wherein,

m is zero or the positive integer one;

n is the positive integer one or two;

each of R and R' is hydrogen or lower alkyl;

each of Ri, R2, R3, RMs lower alkyl;

Ri* is hydrogen or methyl; and
R5 is hydrogen, lower alkyl, cycloalkyl, lower alkenyl or

lower alkynyl.

where R5 is lower alkyl, tetrahydrofurfuryl, benzyl; lower
alkyl tetrahydrofurfuryl, pyranylmethyl or

Kr

where Re and R, are lower alkyl or lower alkoxy lower
alkyl, m is an integer of 2 to 4, / is an integer of 1 to 4,

Rs is tetrahydrofurfuryl, lower alkyl tetrahydrofurfuryl,
pyranylmethyl.

3 839 371
CATALYTIC METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION

OF OMEGA-P^TTROESTERS
Richard F. Love, Fishkill, N.Y., assignor to

Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 206,196

Int. CI. C07c 79/40
VJS. CI. 260—404 23 Claims

1. A method for the preparation of omega-nitroesters
which comprises catalytically cleaving and reacting a cy-

clic alpha-nitroketone corresponding to the formula:

O
II

c-
\ /
B

NOj

-C-H

where R is a polymethylene radical of from 1 to 22 car-
bons or a substituted polymethylene radical of 2 to 22
carbons containing one or more substituents selected from
the group consisting of alkyl and aryl, with an alcohol
at a temperature of from about 20° C. to 120° C. in a
non-aqueous environment in the presence of a substan-

tially insoluble catalyst selected from the group consisting

of carbonates, fluorides, and salts of weakly acidic ion
exchange resins of the metals sodium, potassium, calcium
and barium.

3 839 372
MANUFACTURE OF HIGHLY OXYALKYLATED

POLYAMIDES
Kurt Schneider, Limburgerhof, Germany, assignor to

Badische Anllin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft,
Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Germany
No Drawing. Filed June 3, 1971, Ser. No. 149,781

Int. CI. C07c 103/30
U.S. CI. 260—404.5 1 Claim

1. The water-soluble, highly oxyethylated, synthetic
polyamide containing chemically combined ethylene oxide
in an amount of at least 10 times the weight of the poly-
amide portion, said oxyethylated polyamide being ob-
tained by reacting.

(A) a low-degree oxyethylated polyamide, which con-
tains at least 50% by weight of combined ethylene
oxide, and which has been prepared by reacting a
synthetic linear polyamide having recurring

—CO—NH— groups in the backbone with from 2.5

to 10 times its weight of ethylene oxide in the pres-

ence of at least one inert liquid solvent selected from
the class consisting of aliphatic and cycloaliphatic

hydrocarbons, said solvent being inert under the reac-

tion conditions and having no solvent or swelling

action on the polyamide or on the oxyethylated poly-

amide product, at a temperature of from 60° to 150°

C. and at atmospheric or superatmospheric pressure
in the absence of any oxyethylation catalyst, with

(B) at least 10 times its weight of ethylene oxide in

the presence of said inert hydrocarbon solvent, at

a temperature of from 60° C. to 150° C. and at

atmospheric or superatmospheric pressure in the

presence of an oxyethylation catalyst.
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3 839 373
PERFLUOROALKYLALKYLMONOCARBOXYLIC
ACID ESTERS DERIVED FROM CYCLO-
ALIPHATIC EPOXIDES
Horst Jaeger, Bettingen, Switzerland, assignor to

Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel, Switzerland
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 112,442

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 9, 1970,
1,823/70

Int. CI. C07c 69/62; D06m 13/20
U.S. CI. 260—408 15 Claims

1. A perfluoroalkylmonocarboxylic acid ester of the
formula

R-(CH,)p-C—o-

o HO-

wherein R is a perfluoroalkyl of 4 to 14 carbon atoms, p
is 2, 3 or 4; Y3 is a radical of the formula

(3) ¥-{CHj-^ 0-Z,

(3) CH—CH
I \

o-z«

or

(3)

l\

O— Zj

CH,-0-Z4

CHj-O-Zj

where Z3 is hydrogen, alkyl or iffdroxyalkyl of 1 to II
carbon atoms, acetyl or a group of the formula

o o
II

II

-C-(CHa)3-C-0-CHj

Z4 and Z5 each is hydrogen, alkyl, hydroxyalkyl or mono-
epoxyalkyl of 1 to 18 carbon atoms, or Z4 and Z5 to-
gether form

-HjC CHjOH

)o(
-HjC CHiOH

—CHi
-Ah
CHaOH

-H,C

-HK)>rVo

m is
1 or 2 and the ester group and the OH group are

each located para- or meta to Y3 and C(3) represent thermg carbon atom located in the radical Y3.

3,839,374
PREPARATION OF ESTERS

Richard F. Love, Fishkill, N.Y., assignor to
Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 206,200
Int. CI. C07d 67/00

U.S. CI. 260—410.9 R 23 Claims
1. A metho*J for the preparation of esters which com-

prises catalytically cleaving and reacting an alpha-nitroke-
tone wherein said alpha-nitroketone corresponds to the
formula:

O R>
II I

R—C—C—NOj
I

R'

where R is an alkyl group of 1 to' 20 carbon atoms or
an aryl group of from 6 to 20 carbon atoms, and where
Ri and R2 are hydrogen, alkyl groups of from 1 to 20
carbon atoms or aryl groups of from 6 to 20 carbon atoms
with an alcohol at a temperature of from about 20° C.
to 120° C. in a non-aqueous environment with a substan-
tially insoluble catalyst selected from the group consisting
of carbonates, fluorides and salts of weakly acid ion ex-
change resins of the metals sodium, potassium and cal-

cium.

3 839 375
OXIDATION OF OLEFINS TO ACIDS

Ming Nan Sheng, Cherry Hill, N.J., assignor to Atlantic
Rich6eld Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,202
Int. CI. C08h 17/36

U.3. CI. 260—413 11 Claims
1. In a process for the catalytic oxidation of an aliphatic

olefin to carboxylic acids with a peracid oxidizing agent
in the presence of ruthenium catalyst the improvement
which comprises adding to the reaction mixture an alkali

metal salt of a lower fatty, acid, or carbonate.

3,839,376
PROCESS FOR OXIDIZING EPOXIDES TO ACIDS
Ming Nan Sheng, Cherry Hill, NJ., assignor to Atlantic

Richfield Company, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,203

Int. CI. C08h 17/36
U.S. CI. 260—413 8 Claims

1. A process for the production of carboxylic acids
comprising, contacting an epoxide of an a-olefin with
a percarboxylic acid oxidizing agent in the presence of
a ruthenium-containing catalyst selected from the group
consisting of ruthenium metal, inorganic ruthenium salt,

and organic ruthenium salts and an inert paraffinic or
halogenated hydrocarbon solvent said process being
carried out at the reflux temperature of said solvent and
recovering carboxylic acids from the reaction mixture.

3 839 377
PRODUCTION OF CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

Paul H. Washecheck and Charles M. Starks, Ponca City,
Okla., and Owen Portwood, Jr., Janesville, Wis., as-
signors to Continental Oil Company, Ponca City, Okla.

Filed Jan. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 105,868
Int. CI. C07c 51/32, 53/22

U.S. CI. 260—413 20 Claims
1. The method of preparing carboxylic acids which

comprises:

oxidizing 1-olefins with nitric acid in a first stage oxida-
tion in the presence of a vanadate salt promoter and
an initiator selected from nitrite compounds and nitro-
gen dioxide at a first temperature below about 65°
C. for at least one half hour; then

continuing the oxidation in a second stage oxidation at
a temperature of 75° C. up to about 110° C. for at
least one naif hour; and

isolating carboxylic acids from the mixture of reaction
products.
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3 839 378
PROCESS FOR PREPARING CARBOXYLIC ACID

OR ESTER THEREOF
Mitsuo Yamaguchi and Kazuo Tano, Tokyo, Japan, as-

signors to Mitsubishi Chemical Industries, Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan
No Drawing. FUed May 18, 1971, Ser. No. 144,637
Claims priority, application Japan, May 19, 1970,

45/42,586
Int. CI. C08h 17/36

U.S. CI. 260—413 8 Claims
1. A process for preparing a carboxylic acid or ester

thereof which comprises reacting, at a temperature of
50-150° C, an olefinic unsaturated compound and carbon
monoxide with water, alcohol, phenol or mixture thereof,
in the presence of hydrogen gas in an amount of 0.02
10 molar ratio hydrogen to carbon monoxide and a cata-
lyst having the general formula:

11
LxnPdX^

wherein L represents a neutral ligand selected from the
group consisting of aryl or aryl and alkyl substituted
phosphines, arsines, phosphites, and stibines; amines, pyr-
idenes, piperidines, phenanthrolines, pyrrolidones and di-

pyridyls; nitriles, unsaturated hydrocarbons and ammonia.
X represents iodine or bromine; and m represents an
integer of from 1 to 4, n represents an integer of from 1

to 2, and m-\-n is an integer of from 2 to 6.

wherein

Ri is selected from the group consisting of alkyl with 1

to 18 carbon atoms, cyclohexyl, aryl with 6 to 10 car-
bon atoms which is unsubstituted or substituted by 1

or 2 methyl groups, and aralkyl with 7 to 11 carbon
atoms;

A© is selected from the group consisting of an anion of
an aliphatic carboxylic acid with 1 to 18 carbon atoms,
an anion of an aromatic carboxylic acid with 7 to 11
carbon atoms, and the chloride, bromide, and iodide
anion;

x is 1 or 2,

y is or 1, with x+y being 2, and
R2 is alkyl with 1 to 18 carbon atoms.

3 839 379
CONTINUOUS TETRAALKOXY GERMANIUM

PRODUCTION
Kenneth D. Vesely, ArUngton Heights, HI., assignor to

Universal Oil Products Company, Des Plalnes, HI.
Filed Sept. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 401,308

Int. CI. C07f 7/00
U.S. CI. 260—429 R 12 Claims

1. A process for the continuous preparation of tetra-

alkoxy germanium which comprises the steps of:

(a) reacting germanium with a halogen or a halogen-
containing compound in a first reaction zone at a
temperature in the range of about 71° C. to about
104° C. and a pressure in the range of from about 1

atmosphere to about 100 atmospheres;
(b) separating unreacted halogen or halogen-contain-

ing compounds from the first reaction zone efl^uent
to produce a germanium tetrahalide-containing first

liquid phase;

(c) reacting at least a portion of the said first liquid
phase in a second reaction zone with a monohydric
alkanol at a temperature of about 0° C. to about
100° C. and a pressure in the range of about —1
atmosphere to about 100 atmospheres in order to
produce a second liquid phase; and

(d) separating the resultant second reaction zone ef-
fluent in a second separation zone to produce a tetra-
alkoxy germanium-containing liquid phase and a hy-
drogen halide-containing vaporous phase, and recov-
ering said tetraalkoxy germanium liquid phase.

3 839 381
ZIRCONOCENE NAPHTHALENE COMPLEX

Guido P. Pez, Boonton, NJ., assignor to Allied Chemical
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawmg. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
180,144, Sept 13, 1971, now Patent No. 3,776,932.
This appUcation Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,830

Int. CI. C07f 7/00
U.S. CI. 260—429.3 1 Claim

^^

1. The compound [(^r—C5H5)2Zr-CrioH8]n wherein
"rt ' designates that said compound is polymeric.

3 839 382
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF

ORGANOCHLOROSTANNANES
Georges Bakassian, St.-Foy-Ies-Lyon, Michel Gay, Lyon,

and Marcel Lefort, Caluire, France, assignors to Rhone-
Poulenc S.A., Paris, France
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 387,508
Claims priority, application France, Aug. 11, 1972,

7229099, 7229100
Int. CI. C07j 7/22

U.S. CI. 260—429.7 7 Oahns
1. A process for the production ot a chlorostannane

having the general formula:

Z—Sn—Clj,

Y I

wherein Y is a chlorine atom or a saturated or unsaturated
aliphatic, cycloaliphatic or aromatic hydrocarbon radical,
and Z is either a group Zj having the general formula:

3 839 380
MANGANESE.(II) SALTS OF PHOSPHONIC ACID

HALF-ESTERS
Jean Rody, Basel, and Paul Moser, Riehen, Switzeriand,

assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.No Drawing. Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,636
Claims pnonty, application Switzeriand, Sept. 30. 1971

14,210/71

,Tc ^ « Int. CI. C07f i5/00
U.S. CI. 260-429 R ,4 claims

1. A compound of formula I

in which R represents a chlorine atom or an alkyl radical
with I to 4 carbon atoms and wherein « is 0, 1 or 2, or a
group Z2 having the general formula:

1 Ri

in which Ri, Rj and R3, which may be identical or dif-
ferent, each represent a hydrogen atom or a saturated or
unsaturated aliphatic, cycloaliphatic or aromatic hydro-
carbon radical, or two radicals Rj and R3, together with
the two ethylenic carbons to which they are bonded, form
an unsaturated ring having 5 or 6 carbon atoms in the
ring, in which a tin halide of the general formula:

Y-Sn-Cla II

is reacted in the presence of aluminium chloride, with an
organosilicon compound of the formula:

(O 0R2\

Ri-P )(A©),Mn++ /
Z,—SI

Clb

(I) ^!CH|)(4.(t4-b)l m
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wherein Y and Z are as defined above, a is 1, 2, 3 or 4,
b isO, 1, 2 or 3, the sum (a+b) is not greater than 4, b
being when Z is Z2.

3 839 383
hydrolysis-resistant' unsaturated or.
ganic compounds containing hindered
alkoxy or aryloxy groups

Haos-Joachim Kotzsch, Rheinfelden, and Robert Buning,
Oberlar, Germany, assignors to Dynamit Nobel Aktien-
gesellscbaft, Troisdorf, Germany

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned appUca-
tion Sen No. 758,193, Sept. 5, 1968. This application
Oct. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 193,145

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 8, 1967.
D 54,066

Int. CI. C07f 7/18
U.S. CI. 260—448.8 R 25 Claims

1. A hydrolysis resistant unsaturated organic silicon
compound having the formula:

R« R»
\ /

Si

wherein Rj, Rj and R3 are monovalent groups selected
from the group consisting of CX3 and X wherein X is

halogen and at least one X is fluorine, R4 is alkylene, and
R5, R« and R7 are groups attached directly to the silicon
atom, and are selected from the group consisting of halo-
gen and alkyl, with at least one of the R5, Rg and R,
groups being halogen; and a copolymer of a vinyl tri-

alkoxy silane and a compound of the formula

CF3

CHj=CH—coo—C—CFi
F

i. i>

wherem Ri is alkenyl having 2-4 carbon atoms, R' is
a member selected from the group consisting of alkenyl
havmg 2-4 carbon atoms alkoxy up to 10 carbon atoms
and halogen, R3 and R* are each sterically hindered
tertiary alkyl or taken together are di-tert.-alkyl having
4-10 carbon atoms.

3,839,384
POLYETHER URETHANE FOAM

Edward Lewis Morehouse, New City, N.Y., assignor toUmon Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y.No Drawing. Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 305,713

wTc ^. ,.« Int. CI. C07f 7/OS
^•|.CI- 260-448 2 R 14 ClaimsWhat IS claimed is:

1. An aralkyl modified siloxane oil having the average
formula *

(X)^R3_zSiO(R2SiO)J(X)(R)SiO]ySiR3_,X,

wherein a: has a value of 2 to 8 inclusive; y has a value
ot to 6 inclusive; z has a value of to 1 inclusive- R
IS a lower alkyl or phenyl radical; and X is an aralkyl
radical of the formula

3,839,386
OXIMO ENDBLOCKED DISILOXANES AND

PROCESS THEREFOR
Guenther Fritz Lengnick, Adrian, Mich., assignor to

Stauffer Chemical Company
No Drawing. Original appUcation Dec. 30, 1970, Ser. No.

103,007, now Patent No. 3,719,632. Divided and this
appUcation Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,629

Int CI. C07f 7/iOUA CI. 260—448.2 N 4 Claims
1. A siloxane of the formula

C=NO- J61-O-SI 1 ON=C^ 1

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of mono-
valent hydrocarbon radicals, halogenated monovalent
hydrocarbon radicals and cyanoalkyl radicals; R" and R'"
are each selected from the group consisting of mono-
valent hydrocarbon radicals and halogenated monovalent
hydrocarbon radicals, and each m is a number of from
1 to 3.

—C«H},

Where a has a value of 2 or 3; said siloxane containing
at least one of said aralkyl radicals and having a vis-
cosity in the range of about 4 to about 40 centistokes
ai Zj (^.

«„ 3,839,385
ORGANO-SILICON MODIFIED SILICA GEL

PARTICLES
Francois MeUler, Palaiseau, and Michel Deleuil, Antony

N^' nr«*;.-^'"^r. '? Rho°«-Progil, Paris, Fraice

n«iSc •°^J''*'*
Apr. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 247,371Claims pnonty, appUcation France, Apr. 29. 1971
7115321 '

IT c r^i -,^« .
^*- ^'- C07f 7/08. 7/12

U.S. CI. 260—448.2 B
'

- p, .

1. Bodies of silica gel grafted with organic groupTJomodify the surface properties thereof in which the graftedgroup originates from an organo silane selected from thegroup consisting of an organo silane having the formula

R,Hi o

Rr^C-0-CHr-C-0-R^Si<lR,

3 839 387
PROCESS FOR PREPARING N-TRIMETHYL-

SILYLACETAMIDE
Ta-Sen Chou and James R. Bnrgtorf, Indianapolis, Ind.,

assignors to Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 415,697

Int. CI. C07f 7/iO
U.S. CI. 260—448.2 E n Claims

1. A process for preparing N-trimethylsilylacetamide,
which comprises contacting hexamethyldisilazane with
acetamide in a ratio of at least one mole of hexamethyl-
disilazane per each two moles of acetamide at a tempera-
ture of from about 40° C. to about 125° C. and for a
period during which ammonia is generated from the mix-
ture, and continuously removing the ammonia from the
mixture during the period of its generation. '

3 839 388
PROCESS FOR THE CONDENSATION AND/OR
EQUILIBRATION OF ORGANOSILICON COM-
POUNDS

Siegfried Nitzsche, Wolfgang Hechti, and Ernst Wohl-
farth, Burghausen, Germany, assignors to Wacker-
Chemie G.m.b.H., Munich, Germany
No Drawing. Filed June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,428

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, June 16, 1972.
P 22 29 514.3

Int. CI. C07f 7/08
U.S. CI. 260—448.2 E 7 Claims

1. An improved process for preparing high molecular
weight organopolysiloxanes by mixing organosilicon
compounds selected from the group consisting of dior-
ganopolysiloxanes having Si-bonded hydroxyl groups,
diorganosilanols, triorganosiloxy end-blocked diorgano-
polysiloxanes, cyclic diorganopolysiloxanes, hydrocar-
bonoxy silanes and organosilanes containing hydrolyza-
ble halides, with a phosphonitrile chloride solution, the
improvement which comprises continuously mixing the
organosilicon compounds with a phosphonitrilic chloride
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solution obtained from the reaction of two moles of
phosphorous pentachloride and one mole of ammonium
chloride until the formation of hydrochloric acid has
terminated.

3 839 389
ORGANOPHILIC SWELLING CLAYS

Barbara Susan Neumann, Redhill, England, assignor to
Laporte Industries Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of appUcation Ser. No.
658,364, Aug. 4, 1967, which is a continuation-in-part
of application Ser. No. 416,634, Dec. 7, 1964, both
now abandoned. This appUcation Aug. 6, 1970, Ser.
No. 61,800

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, Dec. 6, 1963.
48,332/63

,T^ ^. ^. IntClCOlf 11/10, 11/18
U.S. CI. 260—448.2 N 4 Claims

1. A synthetic silicate structurally analogous to natural
hectorite and which is capable of forming an organosol,
said silicate having

(a) the general formula

^«
O Ri O R, R,

-C-OOCOOR2 or -C-00-C-OO-C-R-i-OORj:il I

i R3 Ri
O O OOR, O OOR, O

P:=-oc-ooco-R-c-R,. -<!!oo<!r(!;-r, or -coo,:

OOR, ioR,000 000
P3=-0C00C0-R-C00-R, or -COoft-R-cioO-R,;

R is a phenyl diradical or an alkyl, alkylcycloalkyl or
phenalkyl diradical of 1-17 carbons optionally con-
taining an —O— , —C(=0)NH— or —C(=0)0—
linking group in the backbone structure;

Ri and R3 are alkyl of 1-10 carbons;
R2 is t-alkyl, t-cycloalkyl or t-aralkyl of 4-13 carbons;

and
R4 is phenyl.

[Si8.Mg6_x.Lix.02o(OH)4_y.Fy]x(-)xO+

where 0+ is an equivalent of an exchangeable or-
ganic ammonium cation having at least one chain
of at least 18 carbon atoms, the other substituents
on the ammonium cation being independently se-
lected from the hydrogen, aliphatic hydrocarbons,
aromatic hydrocarbons, cyclic hydrocarbons and two
polyoxyethylene groups, provided that the cation is
a tertiary amine having a single alkyl group when
the substituents are the two polyoxyethylene groups,
X is greater than zero, but less than 6; y is at least
1, but less than 4;

(b) a Joooi spacing of 38 ±3 A.; and
(c) containing the organic ammonium cation held with-

in the structure of the synthetic swelling clay to an
amount of at least about 40% in excess of the cat-
ion exchange capacity of the clay.

3 839 390
POLYPEROXIDES AFFORDING SEQUENTIAL

FREE RADICAL GENERATION
Antomo J. D'Angelo, Buffalo, and Orville L. MageU,

Kenniore, N.Y., assignors to Pennwalt Corporation,
Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned appUca-

n.? JS'iSin I'*^'li*'o'"'y
1'^' l'«»- This appUcation

Oct. 19, 1970, Ser. No. 82,079

VS. CI. 260—453 R 15 claims
1. A polyperoxy nitiator selected from:

Rs

SsOO-C-R-p.
I

Ri

OOR,

ti-C-R-P,. and

OOR,

3,839,391

METHOD OF ISOTHERMAL SULFONATION
Rinnosuke Susuki and Syuhei Tanimori, Tokyo, and Sadao
Toyoda and Toshiaki Ogoshi, Funabashi, Japan, as-
signors to Lion Fat & Oil Co., Ltd., Tol^o, Japan

No Drawing. Filed July 28, 1971, Ser. No. 167,046

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, July 31, 1970,
45/67,121

Int. CI. C07c 139/00
U.S. CI. 260—457 5 ciahns

1. A process for sulfonating liquid sulfonatable organic
material selected from the group consisting of alkylaryl
hydrocarbons, olefin hydrocarbons, aliphatic alcohols and
ethoxylates thereof and alkyl phenols and ethoxylates
thereof, in which a continuous thin film of said liquid sul-
fonatable organic material is flowed along an externally
cooled reaction surface in a reaction zone and is contacted
in said reaction zone with a separately supplied first

stream of a mixture of gaseous sulfur trioxide and inert
gas flowing in parallel with said film to effect sulfonation
of said material, wherein the improvement comprises: con-
tinuously flowing a separately supplied second gaseous
stream consisting essentially of air or inert gas free of
SO3 into the feed end of said reaction zone in parallel with,
in contact with and between said film and said first stream
so as to form a parallel flowing layer of said second gase-
ous stream between said film and said first stream in said
reaction zone, said second stream being at a temperature
of from 10 to 40° C. and having a flow rate of from about
2 to 12 times the flow rate of said first stream, the linear
velocity of said second stream being substantially the same
as that of said first stream and in the range of from about
20 to 100 m./sec, whereby to retard the initial stage of
the sulfonation reaction and to effect the reaction under
substantially isothermal conditions throughout the re-
action zone.

-OOC-R-P,.

Ri

where P,=-OC0OCO-R-C-OOR,,

il ^'

f f
K,l OOR, R, R,

-6-00-6-R-C-OOR,. -(^-R,. -C-00-C-OR,.
60H ioH R, ioR, i, i,

f' f f f' f' ? R' R'

-C-OO-6-OO-C-R-C-OOR,, -coocoocRioo
R' R- R» Rs Ri Ri R, A,

R2.

3,839,392

POLYAMIDES
Gordon WilUam FoUows, Hexagon House,

Blackley, England

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned appUca-

S-^^K 5t'\Ji3: J*''*^*' ^P^- I'*' 1^70. This appUcation
Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,717

WT e ^. «,. ^*- ^^- ^^^^ ^^^04; C08j 7/10
U.S. CI. 260-45.7 P 2 Claims

Having thus disclosed the invention, what is claimed
is:

1. A heat-stabilized polyamide composition comprising
a synthetic linear polyamide having re-occurring amide
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groups as integral parts of the main chain, and stabiliz-

ing amounts of a hydride of the formula:

R R'
\ /
p

/ \
HjB BHj
, I t

R'—

P

P—

R

/ \ / \
R B R'

H2

wherein R represents a hydrogen atom or an alkyl, cy-

cloalkyl, aralkyl or aryl group and R' represents an alkyl,

cycloalkyl, aralkyl or aryl group.

3 839 393
AMMONIUM and' ALKALI METAL SALTS
OF SULFATO-ALKANE ACRYLATES AND
METHACRYLATES
Robert Steckler, Crofton, Md., assignor to

Alcolac Inc., Baltimore, Md.
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,183

Int. CI. C07c 141/00; C08f 75/00, 15140
U.S. CI. 260—458 6 Claims

1. A polymerizable monomer having the formula:

R / R' \

:Hj=C-COO—VCHr-CH—O—/„- SOsM

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hy-
drogen and methyl, Ri is selected from the group con-
sisting of hydrogen and alkyl of from 1 to 22 carbon
atoms, n is an integer of from 1 to 3 when Ri is hydrogen
or alkyl of from 1 to 2 carbon atoms and n is only 1

when R is an alkyl of from 3 to 22 carbon atoms, and M
is a salt forming cation selected from the group consisting

of ammonium and alkali metal.

3 839 394
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF SUBSTI-
TUTED DINTTROPHExNYL CHLOROFORMATES

Jean-Paul Konrat, Vert-le-Petit, and Louis Le Roux,
Sorgues, France, assignors to Societe Nationale des
Poudres et Explosifs, Paris, France
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 119,938
Claims priority, application France, Mar. 2, 1970,

7007323
Int. CI. C07c 79/28

U.S. CI. 260—463 7 Claims
1. A process for preparing stable, pure, crystallised

substituted dinitrophenyl chloroformates of the formula:

wherein any two of the substituents Rj, Rj and R3 are
nitro groups and the other is a hydrogen or halogen atom
or an alkyl radical; R4 and R5 are each a hydrogen atom
or an alkyl radical, said process comprising reacting phos-
gene with a rigorously anhydrous substituted alkali metal
dinitrophenate of the formula:

Ri R4

M—0—

<

>-Ri

R» Rj

wherein Rj, Rj, R3. R4 and R5 are as defined above andM is an alkali metal at room temperature, said phosgene
being in excess of the theoretical amount, said alkali
metal dinitrophenate being previously dried by azeotropic
distillation and isolating the product from the reaction
mixture.

3 839 395
l-ALKYLCYCLOALKANOL CARBONATES

Hideo Otsuka, Mino, and Ken Inouye, Kobe, Japan, as-
signors to Shionogi & Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,748
Claims priority, application Japan, July 15, 1971,
46/52,707, 46/52,708; Aug. 19, 1971, 46/63,182

Int. CI. C07c 69/00, 103/50, 103/52
U.S. CI. 260—463 2 Claims

1. A compound from the group consisting of
1-methylcyclohexyl phenyl carbonate,

1 -methylcyclopentyl-p-nitrophenyl carbonate

1-methylcyclohexyl-p-nitrophenyl carbonate, and
1-methylcyclohexyl pentachlorophenyl carbonate.

3,839,396
9.LOWER ALKYL.9.FLUORENYL CARBONATES
Hideo Otsuka, Osaka, and Ken Inouye, Kobe, Japan,

assignors to Shionogi & Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
No Drawing. Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,745
Claims priority, application Japan, July 15, 1971,

46/52,709; July 22, 1971, 46/54,815; Aug. 19,
1971, 46/63,181

Int. CI. C07c 69/00, 103/50, 103/52
U.S. CI. 260—463 2 Claims

1. 9-methyl-9-fluorenyI phenyl carbonate.

3 839 397
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING 2.CHLORO-2.CYANO-

A5 . 7 - SYN-ALKOXYMETHYL-BICYCLO[2.2.1]
HEPTENE,
Ned M. Weinshenker, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to

ALZA Corporation
No Drawing. Filed June 11, 1971, Ser. No. 152,445

Int CI. C07c 121/48. 121/74
U.S. CI. 260—464 4 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of a 2,2-disubstituted-

a5 - 7 - syn-monosubstituted-bicyclo[2.2.1]heptene having
the structural formula:

R(CH

wherein R is a member selected from the group consisting
of hydrogen, phenyl and naphthyl, and n ranges from 1

to 7, which process comprises directly alkylating cyclo-

pentadienyl thallium with a halomethylalkyl ether of the
formula, X—CH20(CH2)nR, wherein R and n are as

above and X is halogen, at a temperature in the range of
between about —10° C. to —30° C. and in the presence
of a reaction medium comprising an inert organic solvent

and the dienophile, partial reaction solvent, a-chloro-
acrylonitrile, and thence, in the same reaction vessel and
without isolation or separation of any reaction intermedi-
ates, directly adding a Diels-Alder catalyst to the reaction

medium and continuing the said reaction to completion at

a temperature of between about —5° C. to 10° C.

3 839 398
AMMOXIDATION PROCESS

Joseph R. Leto, Concord Township, and John D. Potts,
Springfield, Pa., and Jer-Yu Shang, Wilmington, Del.,
assignors to Sun Research and Development Co., Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,306
Int. CI. C07c 121/02

U.S. CI. 260—465 C 4 Claims
1. In the process of carrying out ammoxidation reac-

tions in a moving bed reactor using V2O4 as catalyst and
without added oxygen, the improvement which comprises:

(a) separating spent catalyst consisting essentially of
V2O3 from ammoxidation products and unreacted
starting materials,
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(b) oxidizing a portion of said V2O3 to V2O5,
(c) mixing said V2O5 with remaining V2O3,
(d) heating said mixture to a temperature between
about 350° and 500° C. whereby V2O4 is formed,
and

(e) feeding said V2O4 to said ammoxidation process
for use as catalyst.

R'

radical wherein R' is hydrogen, a C1-C12 alkyl
group, a Ci-Cj2 alkenyl group, or a

group wherein n is an integer of 1 to 12 and X is
defined above;

an alkyl radical having 1 to 30 carbon atoms;
an alkenyl radical having 2 to 30 carbon atoms;
a —R"CR3"' radical wherein R" is a divalent saturated

or unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbon group having 1

to 30 carbon atoms and each R'" is hydrogen, chlorine,
bromine or iodine;

o

—r-R"~C-0-R'

radical wherein "f is or 1 and R" and R' are as de-
fined above;

a -f-R"-J-CH
V y. \

o
II

C-OR'

C-OR'

radical wherein A ', "o" and each R' are as defined
above;

a-^R"^o—c—R'

radical wherein R", "a" and R' are as defined above;

o

a—^R" -^O—C-R""

radical wherein R" and "a" are as defined above andR IS a Ci-C,2 alkyl group, a phenyl group or a
phenyl-substituted Q-Ciz alkyl group; or

a—f-R" -7—0—R""'

\ /a

radical wherein R" and "a" are as defined above and
R'"" is hydrogen, phenyl, or a saturated or unsaturated
C1-C30 aliphatic hydrocarbon group,

in the presence of at least 0.01 weight percent, based on
the cyanide and halide reactants, of activated carbon at

non-degradative temperatures of at least 25° C.

3 839 399
PRODUCTION OF ORGANIC CYANIDES

Charles M. Starks, Morris A. Johnson, and Kang Yang,
Ponca City, Okla., assignors to Continental Oil Com-
pany, Ponca City, Okla.
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 295,065

Int. CI. C07c 727/06
U.S. CI. 260-465 R 10 Claims

1. A process for catalytically producing organic cya-
nides by reacting in a two-phase liquid reaction system
(1) an aqueous phase of an aqueous solution of an in-
organic cyanide selected from the group consisting of
alkali metal cyanides, alkaline earth metal cyanides, and
mixtures thereof, with (2) an organic phase of an organic
hahde defined by the formula RCH2 X wherein
X is chlorine, bromine or iodine; and
R is hydrogen;

a halogen such as chlorine, bromine or iodine-

3,839,400
AMINOMETHYL GLUTARONITRILES

Stiles M. Roberts, Loudonville, and Lester N. Stanley,
Delmar, N.Y., assignors to GAF Corporation, New
York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 253,830

Int. CI. C07c 727/75
U.S. CI. 260—465 E 7 Claims

1. A product of the following formula:

/
Ar—

N

CN
\ /
CHiCII

\
CHjCHjCN

wherein Ar is naphthyl or a phenyl radical of the formula:

R2 Ri

wherein Ri and R2 are independently hydrogen, alkyl of

1 to 7 carbons, alkoxy of 1 to 7 carbons, halogen, or
acetamido, providing that the position on the ring para
to the amino group is devoid of substituents; and R is

hydrogen, an alkyl radical of 1-20 carbon atoms or a

haloalkyl or dihaloalkyl radical of 1-4 carbon atoms.

3,839,401
FLUID BED CHLORINATION OF

PHTHALONITRILES
Edgar A. Lavergne, North Madison, and Frank S. Mahne,

Painesville, Ohio, assignors to Diamond Shamrock
Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,348
Int. CI. C07c 727/56

U.S. CI. 260—465 G I4 Claims
1. A process for the production of a chlorinated

phthalonitrile which process comprises:

(a) introducing gaseous CI2 and a molten, atomized
phthalonitrile into a fluidized bed of activated carbon
particles maintained at a temperature within the range
of 300° to 400° C, at least the majority of the chlo-
rine being separately introduced to the bottom of, and
serving to fluidize, the bed, the phthalonitrile, to-

gether with any remaining CI2, being introduced to

the bed above the point of introduction of said ma-
jority of CI2;

(b) reacting said Clg and phthalonitrile therein to the
desired chlorinated phthalonitrile;

(c) separating and recovering the resultant chlorinated
phthalonitrile; and

(d) recovering solidified, particulate, chlorinated phthal-
onitrile.

3 839 402
PURIFICATION OF AROMATIC NITRILES

Richard V. Norton, Wilmington, Del., assignor to Sun
Research and Development Co., Marcus Hook, Pa.
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,941

Int. CI. C07c 727/5-/
U.S. CI. 260—465 H 6 Claims

1. In the process of recovering polynitrile products from
the vapor phase ammoxidation of aromatic alkyl-substi-
tuted hydrocarbons, the improvement of providing purified
polynitrile which comprises quenching said aromatic am-
moxidation products in essentially anhydrous acetic acid
held at a temperature between about 95° C. and about
140° C. to obtain a solution of polynitrile in acetic acid.
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cooling the solution to a temperature no lower than about

60° C, to precipitate polynitrile, and separating solid

polynitrile product.

3,839,403
SUBSTITUTED ALPHA, ALPHA-DICHLORO-METH-
ANE-SULFENYL CHLORIDES AND THEIR
MANUFACTURE
Wendell Gary Phillips, Olivette, Mo., assignor to

Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.
No Drawing. Original application May 3, 1971, Ser. No.

139,978, now Patent No. 3,792,088, dated Feb. 12,

1974. Divided and this application Sept. 21, 1973, Ser.

No. 399,664
Int. CI. C07c 121/16, 121/66

U.S. CI. 260—465 G 2 Claims
1. A compound of the formula

NsC—CCl-S-CHzCdHs

wherein X is hydrogen or chloro.

3,839,404
PROCESS FOR ADIPONITRILE

Richard V. Norton, Wilmington, Del., assignor to Sun
Research and Development Co., St. Davids, Pa.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,800

Int. CI. C07c 121/10
U.S. CI. 260—465.2 5 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of adiponitrile which
comprises heating an aqueous solution or dispersion of

diammonium adipate containing at least about 5 moles
of ammonia per mole of adipic acid at a temperature be-
tween about 200° C. and about 300° C. to obtain equilib-

rium concentrations of hydrolysis intermediates, feeding
said aqueous equilibrium hydrolysis products to a dehy-
dration catalyst in a fixed or fluidized bed at a temperature
between about 330° C. and 380° C, and separating adi-

ponitrile from the catalyst bed efflulent.

3,839,405
ALKYL SULFIDE TERMINATED OLIGOMERS
Leland E. Dannals, Waterbury, Conn., assignor to

Uniroyal, Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.
No. 547,743, May 5, 1966. This application Feb. 9,
1970, Ser. No. 9,097

Int. CI. C07c 121/00
U.S. CI. 260—465.4 10 Claims

1. An oligomer having the formula:

R-S-
Ri R2

I I

C—

C

I I

Lh xj

PRs RiU
I I

_H Y_
-H

wherein R is a straight or branched chain primary, sec-

ondary or tertiary alkyl group having from 5 to 20 car-
bon atoms; Rj and R3 are hydrogen, methyl, ethyl or—GOGH; R2 and R4 are hydrogen, methyl, ethyl,

—COOH or CH2COOH; Y is a strongly polar group
selected from the group consisting of —COOH,—CONH2, —OCH3, —OC2H5 and —CH2OH; X is a

different polar group selected from the group consisting
of the foregoing strongly polar groups and

—COOC2H4OH, —COOC3H6OH, —CONHCH2OH,
—CONHCH3, —CONHC2H5, —CONHC3H7,

—COOCH3, —COOC2H5, —CN, —OOCCH3 and

—OOCC2H5; a+b is from 2 to 50; and

a+b

is from 0.05 to 0.6; and, where the oligomer has at least

one carboxylic acid group, the said group may be in the
form of the free acid or the alkaline salt thereof.

3,839,406
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING
DIAMINOMALEONITRILE

Kenji Hara, Yachiyo, Fiji Nishiwaki, Aral, Shigeharu

Yamazoe, Tokyo, Mitsuyuki Hoshino, Urawa, and

Sadafumi Yoshino, Sosaizuka, Japan, assignors to Nip-

pon Soda Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,110

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 14, 1971,

46/100,707
Int. CI. C07c 121/20

U.S. CI. 260—465.5 R 5 Claims
1. A process for producing diaminomaleonitrile com-

prising the steps of:

(a) mixing an alkali-cyanide catalyst material selected

from the group consisting of sodium and potassium-

cyanide into a hexa-alkyl-phosphoramide solvent

selected from the group consisting of hexa-methyl

and hexa-ethyl-phosphoramide at room temperature;

(b) gradually adding hydrogen cyanide, raising the tem-

perature to about 70° C. and maintaining the mix-

ture for about six hours, the molar ratio of the alkali-

cyanide to the hydrogen cyanide being below 0.25;

(c) diluting the solution with hot water; and,

(d) removing the blackish amorphous polymer product

by filtration.

3,839,407
CLEAVAGE OF ENOL ETHERS AND KETALS

Milorad M. Rogic, Whippany, and John Vitrone, Parsip-

pany, N.J., assignors to Allied Chemical Corporation,
New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 274,016, July 21, 1972. This application

Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,570
Int. CI. C07c 121/02

U.S. CI. 260—465.4 9 Claims
1. A process for cleavage of a bond in a ketal, joining

the ketal group and a methylenic carbon atom, which

process comprises: forming a reaction mixture by pro-

viding such ketal, in which any substituents are aprotic,

in an anhydrous liquid reaction medium comprising an

effective proportion of a polar aprotic solvent inert per se

at the reaction temperature to said ketal; and by provid-

ing in said reaction medium: (1) nitrous acid ester in

amount not greater than about two molar equivalents per

mol of unreacted ketal provided; (2) acid capable of ex-

changing its anion with the ester group of said nitrous

acid ester under the reaction conditions, in total amount
not greater than about one equivalent per mol of total

nitrite provided in the reaction mixture; and (3) a pri-

mary alcohol containing at least two carbon atoms in

amount including such as is formed in the reaction and
such as is added to the mixture, of at least about I2 equiv-

alent per mol of ketal provided in the reaction mixture;

and subjecting the reaction mixture to temperature in the

range between (—70° C.) and the boiling point of the

solvent under the prevailing pressure, and time sufficient

for producing reaction in said reaction mixture at the said

bond with cleavage thereof and formation of a cyano
group and an ester group at the point of cleavage.

3 839 408
CONTINUOUS PURIFICATION OF ADIPONITRILE
Wolfgang Arend and Karl Eisfeld, Ludwigshafen, Peter

Haug, Bad Duerkheim, Emil Himmelhan and Heinrich
Scholz, Heidelberg, and Anton Wegerich, Limburger-
hof, Germany, assignors to Badische Anilin- & Soda-
Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Ger-
many
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,634

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 5, 1971,
P 21 49 603.7

Int. CI. C07c 121/26
U.S. CI. 260—465.8 R 10 Claims

1. A process for the continuous purification of adiponi-

trile by continuously passing the adiponitrile to be puri-
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fied through a crystallizing zone with cooling thereof

so that a suspension of finely divided solid adiponitrile

in molten adiponitrile is formed, separating the solid adi-

ponitrile from the molten adiponitrile, washing the solid

dinitrile with liquid adiponitrile and recovering pure adi-

ponitrile crystals, and returning the separated adiponitrile

mother liquor to the crystallizing zone wherein the

cooling of the adiponitrile to be purified is carried out in-

directly by evaporating liquid ammonia which is passed

through a cooling jacket of said crystallization zone,

the amount by weight of liquid ammonia passed through

the cooling jacket per unit time being one to five times

the amount of ammonia, as heat of evaporation thereof,

necessary to absorb the heat evolved by the crystalliza-

tion of adiponitrile in said zone, and the mother liquor

obtained after separation of the solid dinitrile obtained is

separated into two unequal portions of 55-90% and 10-

45% by weight of the total mother liquor of which the

larger portion is returned immediately to the crystalliza-

tion zone and the smaller portion is distilled before it

is returned to the crystallization zone.

3,839,409
PGE3 ESTERS AND ALKANOATES

Sune Bergstrom and Jan Sjovall, both of Kemiska
Institutionen Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

No Drawing. Application Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283,045,
which is a continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 115,113, Feb. 12, 1971, which is a continuation-in-

part of application Ser. No. 203,752, June 20, 1962,
now Patent No. 3,598,858, which is a continuation-in-

part of abandoned application Ser. No. 199,209, Apr.
9, 1962, which in turn is a continuation-in-part of appli-

cation Ser. No. 738,514, May 28, 1958, now Patent
No. 3,069,322. Divided and this application June 6,

1973, Ser. No. 367,678
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 29, 1962,

62/12,139
Int. CI. C07c 61/36, 69/74, 69/28

U.S. CI. 260—468 D 8 Claims
1. A compound of the formula:

/\=^^^y^

\

C00R3

/\^
RsO H OR

wherein R3 is hydrocarbyl of one to 13 carbon atoms, in-

clusive, and R2 is hydrogen or lower alkanoyl.

3,839,410
1-ESTERS OF 3-ORGANOSULFONYL-2-AZA.SUC-
CINIC ACID AND BASE ADDITION SALTS
THEREOF

Steffen Piesch, Oberursel, Taunus, Friedrich Engelhardt
and Erwin Herrmann, Frankfurt am Main-Fechen-
heim, and Dieter Plath, Bischofsbeim, Germany, as-
signors to Cassella Farbwerke Mainkur Aktiengesell-
schaft, Frankfurt am Main-Fechenheim, Germany
No Drawing. Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,040

Claims priority, application Germany, June 5, 1971,
P 21 28 010.4

Int. CI. C07c 69/74, 147/06
U.S. CI. 260—468 E 6 Claims

1. A compound selected from the group consisting ot
those of the formula

R— S tt-CH-NH-C O R'
I

COOH

and their base addition salts wherein R and R' are alkyl
having 1 to 6 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl having 3 to 8 car-

bon atoms, alkenyl having 2 to 6 carbon atoms, alkinyl

having 2 to 6 carbon atoms, phenyl, naphthyl, benzyl,
phenethyl, phenpropyl, phenoxyethyl or one of said

moieties substituted by alkyl or alkoxy having 1 to 4 car-

bon atoms, alkenyl or alkinyl having 2 to 4 carbon atoms,
chlorine, bromine, fluorine, nitro, hydroxy, trifluorometh-

yl or trifluoromethyloxy.

3 839 411
ESTERS OF AMINOBENZOIC ACID

Jean Marie Louis Leroy, Rouen, and Claude Marie Henri
Emile Brouard, Sotteville les Rouen, France, assignors
to Ugine Kuhlmann, Paris, France

No Drawing. Original application Oct. 4, 1968, Ser. No.
765,013, now Patent No. 3,663,530. Divided and this

appUcation Feb. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 113.096
Int. CI. C07c 101/66

U.S. CI. 260—471 R 3 Claims
i. A compound of the formula:

\>—NH2

C O—0—X—0- CO—

Y

wherein X represents an alkylene radical having up to

4 carbon atoms and Y is methyl, ethyl, isopropyl, trifluoro-

methyl, acetylethyl, benzyl, 2',4'-dichlorophenoxy-methyl,

2',4'-dichIorophenoxyethyl, vinyl, styryl, phenyl, chloro-

phenyl, tolyl, or methoxyphenyl.

3 839 412
ISOPHTHALAMIDE INTERMEDIATES

James V. Duffy, Beltsville, Md., assignor to the United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of
the Navy

No Drawing. Original application July 11, 1973, Ser. No.
378,295, now Patent No. 3,804,807. Divided and this
application Nov. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 416,911

Int. CI. C07c 103/30
U.S. CI. 260—471 R 5 Claims

1. Compounds of the formula

R

O

C=0

—C—C-Y-HNC- o -CNH—Y-C—

C

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of H,
phenyl and lower alkyl and Y is selected from the group
consisting of o-phenylene, m-phenylene, p-phenylene and

o>—<o>-
wherein Z is selected from the group consisting of a di-

rect bond,

-C-,
II

o

O, S, SO and SO2.

3 839 413
SURFACE-ACTIVE COMPOUNDS

Werner Wolff, Neuotting (Inn), and Ruth Faber and
Kasimir Ruchlack, Burgkirchen (Alz), Germany, as-
signors to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vor-
mals Meister Lucius & Bruning, Frankfurt am Main,
Germany
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 15, 1968, Ser. No. 752,755

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 26, 1967,
F 53,335

Int. CI. C07c 125/06
U.S. CI. 260—471 C 2 Claims

1. A process for preparation of diurethanes which com-

927 ().(;. -10
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prises reacting 1 mol of a bulk polymer of a molecular
weight of 1,000 to 6,000 consisting of a water-insoluble
polyether of a molecular weight of 500 to 3,000 on the
basis of propylene oxide, butylene oxide or epichloro-
hydrine, to which 35 to 100%, referred to the weight of
the polyether, of ethylene oxide was added, and 1 mol
of a polyether alcohol of the formula

R—(C2H40)nH
in which R is alkyl of 8 to 18 carbon atoms, mono-, bis-
or tris-alkyl-benzene or mono-, bis- or tris-alkyl naphtha-
lene, each alkyl containing 4 to 22 carbon atoms, and n
is an integer of 2 to 10, with 1 mol of a diisocyanate at
a temperature of 100 to 200° C. in the melt or in the
presence of an inert organic solvent.

^^^ 3,839,414
DIMETHYL TEREPHTHALATE MANUFACTURING
_ ^ „ PROCESS
John B. Windle IH, Kingsport, Tenn., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 3, 1970, Ser. No. 8,256

,Tc ^. <,.«
lot. a. COlc 67/00, 69/82

U.S. CI. 260—475 R 3 claims
1. In a continuous process for the production of di-

methyl terephthalate wherein terephthalic acid and metha-
nol are fed to a heated reactor means maintained at a
temperature of from about 250° C. to abqut 330° C and
at a pressure of below about 300 p.s.i.g. to produce di-
methyl terephthalate and methyl hydrogen terephthalate
vapors therein which enter a reflux zone, the improvement
comprising feeding liquid xylene to said reflux zone and
condensing a portion of said dimethyl terephthalate vapor
and said methyl hydrogen terephthalate vapor with said
liquid xylene, and condensing substantially all of the re-
maining portions of said methyl hydrogen terephthalate
vapor by contacting the same with said condensed di-
methyl terephthalate in said reflux zone.
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„„ 3,839,416
TRIMETHYL ESTER OF CARBOXYDITHIOIMIDO-
1.^ . ,, . CARBONIC ACID
Maged Mohamed Fawzi, Wilmington, Del., assignor to

^.^1. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,

^"icJ^'frJ"^-
O'^'gJna' application Nov. 7, 1967, Ser. No.

^IWk °j'!![ ^''J''^^.
^°- 3,562,290, dated Feb. 9,

ir ;Pn!'/®'' ^^ ^*"* application Mar. 17, 1970, Ser.
INo. 24,946

,,„ ^ Int. CI. C07c i^9/20
U.S. CI 260-481 C 1 Claim

1. ihe compound

CH3S

CH3S

C-NC-OCHi

3,839,415

^.H^t^y^L'^YL.l-(ALKYLAMINO)ETHYLl

DfRT^AT???S^^'^
^^'"^ ^^«^ ^^'^

Nelson R. Easton and WilUam W. Hargrove, IndianapoUs,
Ind., assignors to EU Lilly and Company, IndianapoUs,

No Drawing. ApplicaHon May 22, 1969, Ser. No. 827,043,which IS a continuation-in-part of abandoned applica'
taon Ser. No. 502,359, Oct. 22, 1965. Divided and tWs
apphcation Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,426

iTc ^. <!.« .-
Int. CI. C07c 9i/20

U.S. CI. 260—477 , ri«im«
1 . A compound of the formula

:

v,iaims

o

3 839 417
BUNTE SALT DERIVATIVES OF CARBAMIC ACTO

FLUORO-ALKYL ESTERS
Karl Waldmann, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, assignor

to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals
Meister Lucius & Bruning, Frankfurt am Main, Ger-
many
No Drawing. Fded Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,524

Clauns priority, application Germany, Mar. 29, 1971.
P 21 15 140.6

Int. CI. C07c i^7/00
U.S. CI. 260-481 C 4 Claims

1. Compound of the formula

X—CaPaa—V—S2O3M
in which X is hydrogen or fluorine, a is a number from
4 to 14, M is an alkali metal ion and Visa bivalent radical
containing at least one but not more than a methylene
radicals; V having the formula

—(CHR')b—O—CO—NR—(CH2),f—

wherein 6 is 1 or 2, ^ is a number from 1 to 12 and R
and R' are hydrogen or lower alkyl.

R»-NH 0-C-RJ

R2_i_c^c-r
'^^

A.

-R«

wherein
Ri and R2, when taken separately, are Cj-Cj alkyl. Cs-Cb

cycloalkyl, or phenyl; / . '-5 '-e

Ri and R2 when taken together with the carbon atom towhich they are attached, represent C.-C^ cycloalkyl;
R3 IS hydrogen C,-C, alkyl, C^-Cs cycloalkyl. phenyl,

or phenyl-substituted C1-C3 alkyl-
^ >

i' ^ y^>

R* is hydrogen or C1-C3 alkyl;

^'fntJ'r "J^'
^j'°-^"bjtituted phenyl, or phenyl-substi-

luted C1-C3 alkyl; and
X is bromine, chlorine, or iodine.

3,839,418
MANUFACTURE OF ESTERS

Roy Cyril Hinton, Donvale, Victoria, AustraUa, and
Albert Edward Kay, Denis Pemberton, and Alan Cyril
Tucker, Manchester, England, assignors to Imperial
Chemical Industries Limited, London, England
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 8, 1970, Ser. No. 96,252

Clahns priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 8, 1969,
59,717/69

Int. CI. C07c 69/66, 69/72, 69/76
VS. CI. 260—483 n Claims

1. A process for the manufacture of a-alkylacylacetic
esters which comprises hydrogenating at 0° to 120° C.
in the presence of a hydrogenation catalyst selected from
the group consisting of palladium, platinum, rhodium, co-
balt or ruthenium supported on silica, alumina, carbon
or Raney nickel, a mixture of an acylacetic ester selected
from the group consisting of alkyl esters of lower alka-
noylacetic and benzoylacetic acids, an aldehyde of the
formula RCHO where R is hydrogen or alkyl, and a con-
densation catalyst conventionally used to bring about re-
action of aldehydes with active methylene groups and
selected from the group consisting of ammonia, amines,
salts of amines with carboxylic acids, ammonium acetate,
sodium acetate, potassium fluoride, basic ionic exchange
resins and Friedel-Crafts catalysts.
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3 839 419
MONOMERIC EMULSION STABILIZERS DE-
RIVED FROM ALKYL/ALKENYL SUCCINIC
ANHYDRIDE

Carios M. Samour, Wellesley, and Mildred C. Richards,
Wakefield, Mass., assignors to The Kendall Company

No Drawing. Application May 26, 1970, Ser. No. 40,718,
now Patent No. 3,751,451, which is a continuation-in-
part of abandoned application Ser. No. 867,900, Oct.
20, 1969. Divided and this apphcation Nov. 24, 1972,
Ser. No. 309,038

Int. CI. C07c 69/40
U.S. CI. 260—485 H 5 Claims

1. A compound having the formula

X-

V—R'—N-R"—A—C-Cn—CHj-COOH

R2 is lower alkyl;

R3 and R* are hydrogen or methyl, provided that R* is

methyl when R^ is methyl.

Ri Qa O Ri

or

3,839,420
16,17.SECO.A* AND ASdo) STEROIDS

Pierre Crabbe, Mexico, Mexico, and John A. Edwards
and John H. Fried, Palo Alto, Calif., assignors to
Syntex (U.S.A.) Inc.

No Drawing. Filed May 12, 1971, Ser. No. 142,763
Int. CI. C07c 171/07

U.S. CI. 260—488 B 20 Claims
1. A compound selected from the group of compounds

represented by the formulas:

R»

/\ -B>

R2

R«
'CjHj

0=1

H

B

R' is a hydroxylated hydrocarbon radical represented by
the formulas

—CHjOH' —CH-lower alkyl

/

OH

lower alkyl

—

C

l\
lower alkyl

3 839 421
POLYENE COMPOUNDS

Ulrich Schwieter, Reinach, and Norbert Rigassi, Arles-
heim, Switzerland, assignors to HofiFmann-La Roche
Inc., Nutley, N.J.

No Drawing. Original application June 18, 1970, Ser. No.
47,572, now Patent No. 3,793,375. Divided and this

application Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,922
Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 4, 1969,

10,221/69
Int. CI. C07c 69/18, 69/62, 69/78

U.S. CI. 260—488 R 2 Claims
1. A compound having the formula

CHt O

CH=CH—C=CH—CHj-OC—R|

V—R'—N—R"-A-C—CH2-CH-COOHy \« II I

Ri Rj O Ri

wherein

V is an ethylenically unsaturated radical selected from
the group consisting of acryloyloxy, methacryloyloxy,
acrylamido, methacrylamido, vinyloxy, allyloxy, meth-
allyloxy, 4 - hydroxymaleoyloxy, 4-hydroxyfumaroyl-
oxy, 4-hydroxycitraconyloxy or 4-hydroxyitaconyloxy;

R' and R" are independently selected ethylene, propylene,
isopropylene, 2-hydroxypropylene, acetoxypropylene or—O--CH2—CHR4(0—CH2—CHR4)n where n is zero
to 4 and R4 is hydrogen or methyl;

A is oxygen;

Ri and R2 are independently selected from the group
consisting of alkyl having 1 to 7 carbon atoms, hy-
droxyalkyl having 1 to 7 carbon atoms or benzyl;

R3 is a lipophilic aliphatic hydrocarbon group having
from 7 to 28 carbon atoms; and

X~ is halide or toluene sulfonate.

HO
OH

wherein R3 is lower alkyl, halo-substituted lower alkyl,

hydrocarbon aryl or hydrocarbon aryl substituted with
lower alkyl, halogen or nitro.

3,839,422
TRANQUILIZERS

Herbert L. Wehrmeister, Terre Haute, Ind., assignor to
Commercial Solvents Corporation

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,089
Int. CI. C07c 119/10

U.S. CI. 260—490 11 Claims
1. Compounds corresponding to the formula

R' o

^—\ \-CH=N—C—CHj—O—C—R»

R'

where R is hydrogen, chlorine or methoxy, R^ and R2 are
hydrogen or methyl and are the same or different, and R^
is methyl or ethyl.

3,839,423
DEMETHYLATION PROCESS

Bennie J. Foster, Greenwood, and Eugene J. Fomefeld,
Indianapolis, Ind., assignors to EU Lilly and Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 426,263
Int. CI. C07c 85/04

U.S. CI. 260—490 10 Claims
1. A process for the preparation of a compound of the

formula:

Q—

N

wherein Q is

CsHt o
1 IIHC—0—C-Alk

H
-C—CHs-C— or

\
CHs

O
II

O—C-Alk

I

o
CHi

H

OH
esters thereof wherein the carboxylic acid moiety has
from 1 to 12 carbon atoms:
and the hydrolyzable hydrocarbon carboxylic acid

—CH—c—

CH, CH, H
I

o
and wherein Alk is Ci-Cs-alkyI

or an acid addition salt thereof comprising the steps of:
A. reacting a haloalkyl chloroformate of the formula

o

R-CH;—O—c-ci
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wherein R is —CHgl or —CCI3 with a tertiary amine
of the formula

Q—

N

CHi

\
CH3

wherein Q is the same as above, at a temperature of
60-180° C. to produce a haloalkyl carbamate of the
formula

Q—

N

\

C—O—CH2—

R

wherein:

A is nitro or amino;
Qi is hydrogen, lower-alkyl, lower-alkoxy or halogen;
R° is hydrogen, lower-alkyl or hydroxy-lower-alkyl;
Ri is lower-alkyl, lower-alkenyl or hydroxy-lower-alkyl;
R2 is lower-alkyl, lower-alkenyl, hydroxy-lower-alkyl or-

(lower-alkylene)-NROY; or
R* and R^ together with the nitrogen atom are pyrroli-

dino, piperidino or 4-lower-alkanoyl piperazino;
R'' is hydrogen or lower-alkyl;

Y is hydrogen or

CH3

wherein Q and R are the same as above,
B. removing the carbamate group by reduction with

zinc dust, and
C. then isolating the secondary amine thus formed

either as the free base or as an acid addition salt
thereof.

—c—

R

wherein R is hydrogen, lower-alkyl, lower-alkenyl,
phenyl or phenyl-lower-alkyl; and

An is an anion selected from the class consisting of ha-
lides, hydroxides, alkanoates, nitrate, phosphate, alkyl-
sulfonates and arylsulfonates.

3,839,424
LEUCAURAMINE DERrVATIVES

Violet Boyd, Ronald Arthur Evans, Kenneth Anthony
Holt, and Andrew Hunter Morris Renfrew, Manchester,
England, assignors to Imperial Chemical Industries
Limited, London, England
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 1, 1971, Sen No. 177,112

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 4, 1970.

34 956/71'
'^**'* ^^' ^^^^' ^^''^^^^'^^' •'"'y 26, 1971,

.T c ^. '"*• ^'- <^<>7c 101/04, 103/50
U.S. CI. 260—501.11 1 Claim

1. A primary, secondary or tertiary lower alkyl amine
salt of N-(2-carboxyphenyl) leucauramine or N-(4-car-
boxyphenyl) leucauramine.

3,839,425
PERFLUOROALKYLETHERA\nDOALKYL

nun. ,
BETAINES AND SULFOBETAINES

Philip Lee Bartlett, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. L
du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.No Drawing. Filed Sept. 16, 1970, Sen No. 72,803

,T« ^. ..
Int. CI. C07c 707/04

U.S. CI. 260—501.12 1 Claim
1. A composition of matter having the chemical for-

mula

C3F70[CF(CF3)CF20]nCF(CF3)CON(R)

, .
R1N©(R2)(R3)_R4_X9

wherein

n is an integer of to 8,

R is hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms,
Ri is alkylene of I to 12 carbon atoms,
R2 is alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms,
R3 is alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms,
R* is alkylene of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and
X is CO2 or SO3.

3,839,427
VICINAL HALOHYDROXYALKANE-

PHOSPHONATES
Kenneth B. Moser and Frank Verbanac, Decatur, HI.,

assignors to A. E. Staley Manufacturing Company,
Decatur, III.

*^ ''

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Sen
No. 694,091, Dec. 28, 1967. This application Oct. 12.
1970, Sen No. 80,161

Int. CI. C07f 9/02
U.S. CI. 260—502.4 R 4 Claims

1. A vicinal halohydroxyalkanephosphorous compound
having the structure:

X Xi o OR,

R—CH-CH-(CHj)n-P
\
OR}

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hydro-
gen and alkyl of 1 to 16 carbon atoms; n is a number from

to 16 and the sum of n plus the carbon atoms in R total
from to 16; Rj and Rj are selected from the group con-
sisting of hydrogen, alkali metal ion, ammonium ion and
alkaline earth metal ion; and X and Xj are selected from
the group consisting of halogen and hydroxyl and are
different.

3,839,428
PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF ORGANIC

CARBOXYLIC ACIDS
Nobu. Tsogai, Niigata, Japan, assignor to Japan Gas-

tJhemical Company Inc., Tokyo, Japan
Filed May 26, 1970, Ser. No. 40,599

Claims priority, application Japan, May 28. 1969.
44/40,931, 44/40,932; Dec. 30, 1970, 46/1,745

Int. CI. C07c 57/00
U.S. CI. 260—514 R 13 claims

^rvM 3,839,426

o S^.H'*?^^^ ^^^ PREPARATION THEREOF
Patnck J. Jeffenes, Erianger, Ky., and Nathan N. Crounse,

York°N Y
assignors to Sterling Drug Inc., New

^7'!?lS°lr^°°^*!°H^?''°-'"-Pa'^ °f appIicaHon Sen No.
777,884, Nov. 21, 1968, which is a continuation-in-part
of application Sen No. 551,868, May 23, 1966. This
appUcatlon July 1, 1970, Sen No. 51,690

iTc r.. ,^«
Int. CI. C07c 70i/75

U.S. CI. 260—501.15 2 Claims
1. A quaternary ammonium salt of the formula
Q'

J 'y-^

k.
vr

^3 ±

^ I

-N-CO-(lower-alkylene)»-N-(lower-aikylenp)-N

, -• e R»
' AnI

1. A process for the preparation of organic carboxylic
acids comprising converting a formic acid ester of the
formula

HCOOR
wherein R is an alkyl radical of 1 to 6 carbon atoms,
an alkenyl or alkynyl radical of 2 to 6 carbon atoms, or
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an alicyclic hydrocarbon group of 4 to 10 carbon atoms,

into an organic acid of the formula

II RCOOH
wherein R is as defined above, at a temperature of from
100° to 350° C. and in the presence of carbon monoxide
under a pressure of at least 80 kg./cm.^ gauge wherein
the partial pressure of carbon monoxide is at least 50
kg./cm.2 gauge, the conversion being effected either with-

out a catalyst or in the presence of a metal per se be-

longing to Group VIII or Group lib or a salt or a non-
salt compound thereof acting as a catalyst, said catalyst

being present in an amount of 0.2-200 milligram atoms,
reckoned as the metal, per mol of the starting formic
acid ester, said conversion being effected in a polar or-

ganic solvent.

3 839 429
PROCESS FOR THE PURIFICATION OF TRANS-4-
AMINOMETHYL-CYCLOHEXANE CARBOXYLIC
ACID

Kikuji Suzuki, Hiroki Kuroda, and Saburo Nabeta, Tokyo,
Japan, assignors to Daiichi Seiyaku Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

nied Jan. 7, 1972, Sen No. 216,200
Int. CI. C07c 51/42

U.S. CI. 260—514 H 4 Claims

/

/
/

1

/

___..o-

-Oi-*-umMTmsxiactitfLueaiit. ict

-Tngis-4-uaarnnuMaa€XJiicciwean'jc UD

~K, 4E

—

-TiiiHMniircl

1. A method for separating trans-4-aminomethylcyclo-
hexane carboxylic acid from the corresponding cis-isomer
which comprises thoroughly contacting the mixture of
isomers containing below 10% by weight of the cis-isomer
with water at a temperature of from 0° C. to below 21.5°
C. so as to selectively crystallize trans-4-aminomethyl-
cyclohexane carboxylic acid-SHaO, wherein the amount
of said water is at least 2 times the weight of the crude
mixture of said isomers.

3,839,430
10 HALO-E PROSTAGLANDINS

Michael R. G. Lecming, Canterbury, England, and Donald
P. Strike, Rosemont, and Wenling Kao, Devon, Pa.,
assignors to American Home Products Corporation.
New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Sen No. 284,789

Int. CI. C07c 61/36, 67/74
U.S. CI. 260—514 D 7 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

oil

HO'

in which R is hydrogen or alkyl of from 1 to about 6
carbon atoms, and

(i) X, Y and Z are single bonds;

(ii) X is a trans-douh\e bond, Y and Z are single

bonds;

(iii) X is a trans-douhle bond, Y is a m-double bond,

i
Z is a single bond; or

(iv) X is a /ran5-double bond, Y and Z are cw-double

bonds; with the proviso that the bromine and hy-
droxyl ring substituents be in a trans stereochemical

configuration.

3,839,431
CYCLOPROPYLMETHYLPHENYLACETIC ACIDS

AND DERIVATIVES
John T. Sheehan, Middlesex, Patrick A. Diassi, Westfield,
Seymour D. Levine, North Brunswick, and George
C. Rovnyak, Hopewell, NJ., assignors to E. R. Squibb
& Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Sen No. 54,598, July 13, 1970. This application
June 8, 1971, Sen No. 150,928

Int. CI. C07c 65/20
U.S. CI. 260—515 R 5 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

\-C-CO;
Rs

H

wherein R2 and R3 are selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen and lower alkyl and R4 is selected from
the group consisting of hydrogen, hydroxy, lower alkyl,

lower alkoxy, lower alkanoyloxy, halogen and trifluoro-

methyl; and pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof.

3,839,432
NITRILE HYDROLYSIS PROCESS

Richard V. Norton, Wilmington, Del., assignor to Sun
Research and Development Co., Marcus Hook, Pa.
No Drawing. Filed July 20, 1973, Sen No. 381,304

Int. CI. C07c 65/7-^. 63/26. 63/40
U.S. CI. 260—515 P 5 Claims

1. A process for the hydrolysis of a phthalonitrile of the

benzene and naphthalene series to the corresponding acid

whereby an acid product low in nitrogen impurities is

obtained, which comprises hydrolyzing said nitrile with

aqueous acetic acid at a temperature of from about 250°

C. to about 325° C, said aqueous acetic acid solution con-

taining from about 5% by weight to about 40% by weight

of acetic acid and wherein the mole ratio of acetic acid

used per mole of nitrile is from about 2.0 to about 4.0.

3 839 433
ADAMANTYLCARBOXAMIDOPHENYLALKANOIC

ACIDS AND ESTERS THEREOF
Jan W. F. Wasley, Mount Kisco, N.Y., assignor to Ciba-

Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

157,770, June 28, 1971, which is a continuation of ap-
plication Sen No. 22,406, Man 24, 1970, which in

turn is a continuation of application Sen No. 810,828,
Man 26, 1969, all now abandoned. This application

Dec. 1, 1972, Sen No. 311,054
Int. CI. C07c 101/44

U.S. CI. 260—518 R 7 Claims
1. A compound of the formula

{CIl2)n-C00n-'
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wherein R^ is hydrogen or lower alkyl;

R2 is hydrogen or lower alkyl;

R3 and R* are hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine, bro-
mine lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, or trifluoro-
methyl; and

« is or 1

.

3,839,434

AMTOINE SUBSTITUTED NAPHTHALENE
CARBOXYLIC ACID

Walter Dammert, Frankenthal, Germany, assignor to
Badische AniUn- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft,
Ludwigsbafen (Rbine), Germany
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 137,072

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 27, 1970.
P 20 20 477.7; Oct. 24, 1970, P 20 52 253.6

Int. CI. C07c /07/^2
U.S. CI. 260—519 1 Claim

1. The compound of the formula:

HC=N CH,—N=CH

-OH HO

OjH HO2C-x/V (I).

3,839,435

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING FIBER GRADE
TEREPHTHALIC ACID

Motoo Sbigeyasu, Kenzo Kuihara, and Micbio Kuki,
Matsuyama, Japan, assignors to Manizen Oil Co., Ltd..
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 217,841

TT o ^. ,,>*• ^^' ^^"^^ ^^Z-^^' ^^^02. 63/26
U.S. CI. 260-524 R 28 Claims

1. In a process for producing fiber grade terephthalic
acid by oxidizing in a reaction vessel p-xylene in a liquid
state with molecular oxygen or a molecular oxygen-con-
taining gas in the presence o^ a lower aliphatic carboxylic
acid type solvent and a heavy metal containing oxidizing
catalyst, the improvement which comprises conducting said
hquid-phase oxidation reaction in a vertically-elongated
reaction vessel while suplying continuously p-xylene into
the reaction system through at least three inlets for p-
xylene distributed at differing heights in the vertical direc-
tion of the reaction vessel and stirring the reactants.

3,839,436

'^SJAJl!!?^ ^^ P^«A- OR META-XYLENE
OXIDATION TO TEREPHTHALIC ACID ORISOPHTHALIC ACID AiND ITS PURIFICA-TION BY HYDROGEN TREATMENT OFAQUEOUS SOLUTION

George M. Longland, Jr., Highland, Ind., assignor to
Standard Oil Company, Chicago, III.

FUed May 26, 1969, Ser. No. 827,645

U.S. CI. 260-524 R 2 Claims
1. An integrated process for converting p-xylene or

m-xylene to terephthalic acid or isophthalic acid product
having a purity of at least 99.95 weight percent which
comprises:

(a) oxidation of p-xylene or m-xylene in an oxidation
zone with oxygen-containing gas under liquid phase

• conditions in the presence of acetic acid as reaction
medium and catalysis and removal of oxidation efflu-
ent containing a slurry of iso- or terephthalic acidm liquid acetic acid from the oxidation zone;

(b) concentrating said fluid oxidation zone effluent
slurry through the removal of acetic acid by centrifu-
gal classification to a slurry having a solids content
of 25 to 40% by weight;

(c) contacting said slurry concentrate in a displace-
ment zone with liquid water introduced into near the
bottom of the displacement zone at a temperature in
the range of 40 to 100° C. and in an upward moving
amount equal to to 50 percent of the acetic acid
mother liquor content of said concentrate and 100
weight parts of water for each 10 to 50 weight parts
of phthalic acid present in said concentrate and re-
moving displaced acetic acid mother liquor as an
overflow stream from the top of the displacement
zone water and slurry of 10 to 50 weight parts of
impure iso- or terephthalic acid in 100 weight parts
of water from the bottom of the displacement zone;

(d) purifying said withdrawn slurry catalytically in
aqueous solution; and

(e) recovering crystalline acid product as a precipitate
from said catalytically treated solution.

3,839,437
METHACRYLIC ACID MANUFACTURE

Ting-I Wang, Cherry Hill, N.J., and Harold Shalit, Drexel
HiII, and John G. Zajacek, Strafford, Pa., assignors to
Atlantic Richfield Company, Los Angeles, Calif.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,863

Int. CI. C07c 57/26, 57/04
U.S. CI. 260—530 N 2 Claims

1. In the method of preparing methacrylic acid, where-
in methacrolein is dispersed in an aqueous reaction mix-
ture and an oxygen-containing gas is passed through the
aqueous reaction mixture in the presence of a silver cat-
alyst to convert the aldehyde to the corresponding acid,
and wherein the acid is isolated from said aqueous reac-
tion mixture, the improvement which comprises:

including in the reaction mixture a quantity of calcium
hydroxide in excess of that sufficient to form the
metal salt of the acid;

treating the reaction mixture resulting from the oxi-
dation step at superatmospheric carbon dioxide
pressure to a quantity of carbon dioxide sufficient
to form a soluble calcium bicarbonate salt of all of
the calcium ion derived from said calcium hydroxide,
whereby the organic acid is formed from its calcium'
salt; and

extracting the thus formed methacrylic acid by organic
solvent extraction of said aqueous salt system, the
presence of the superatmospheric carbon dioxide
enhancing the transfer of the methacrylic acid to
the organic solvent.

3 839 438
DERIVATIVES OF THIA-BISALDEHYDES

Katsumi Hayashi, Mentor, Ohio, assignor to The
Lubrizol Corporation, Wickliffe, Ohio

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
868,617, Oct. 22, 1969. This application Oct. 2, 1970.
Ser. No. 77,759

Int. CI. C07c 59/04
U.S. CI. 260—535 R 3 claims

1. A compound having the structural formula

Ri
I

Ri O

HOCH,—C—S.-C-C—OH
R2 Ri

wherein r is one or two; each of Rj and Rg is hydrogen
or a lower alkyl; both Rj are identical, and both R, are
identical.
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3 839 439
O-ALKYL-a-ALKANOYLOXY-BENZALDOXIMES

Sidney M. Ricbter and Eugene F. Bamas, Chicago, 111.,

assignors to Velsicol Chemical Corporation, Chicago,

No Drawing. Original application Nov. 26, 1968, Ser. No.

779,247, now Patent No. 3,597,467. Divided and this

application Oct. 19, 1970, Ser. No. 82,195

Int. CI. C07c 119/00

U.S. CI. 260—545 R
1. A compound of the formula

o
II

O-C-R'

2 Claims

x«

lower ;.ikyl; and R4 is a member selected from the group

consisting of lower alkyl, hydroxy-substituted lower alkyl,

lower alkoxy-substituted lower alkyl and benzyl.

3 839 442

PHENYLATED AMIDE-QUBVOXALINE
COPOLYMERS

James V. Duffy, BeltsviUe, Md., and Joseph M. Augl,

SterUng, Va., assignors to the United States of Amenca

as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

No Drawing. Original application Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. Pjo.

308,383, now Patent No. 3,746,687. Divided and this

appUcation Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,414

Int. CI. C07c 103/24

U.S. CI. 260—558 A
1. A monomer of the formula

3 Claims

OR'
C-C-Y-N-C-Ar-C-N-Y-C-Cn ki Ik ih

„, J „, , wherein Y is selected from the group consisting of m- and

wherein X^ and X2 are halogen; Ri and R^ are lower
. . ^^d Ar is selected from the group consisting

alkyl; and R^ is selected from the group consistmg of P^P^.^^^^jgne. m-phenylene, p-phenylene and

lower alkyl, and lower alkenyl.

3,839,440
N-CYCLOALKENYL-N-ARYL-N'-ALKYL-UREAS

Wilfried Zecber and Ernst Roos, Cologne, and Rudolf

Merten, Lcverkusen, Germany, assignors to Bayer Ak-

tiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 19, 1970, Ser. No. 4,125

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 22, 1969,

P 19 02 933.5

Int. CI. C07c 127/16

U.S. CI. 260—553 A , ,
^ ^*"™*

1. An N,N '-substituted urea of the formula

of o-phenylene, m-phenylene, p-phenylene and

o>—<o>
wherein Z is selected from the group consisting of a direct

bond,
-C-.

II

o

O, S, so and SO2.

R'—N—

C

R2
I "^^^Rj-N-C C

" i k,

in which

Ri is hydrogen, lower alkyl or cyano,

R2 is trimethylene, tetramethylene or pentamethylene,

R3 is alkyl of 1-14 carbon atoms, lower alkenyl, cyclo-

alkyl of 5-6 carbon atoms or lower alkoxy-lower alkyl,

and

R' is phenyl or naphthyl unsubstituted or substituted by

at least one of chloro, trifluoromethyl, lower alkyl and

lower alkoxy.

3 839 443

COMPOUNDS OF 2',4'.SUBSTITUTED ANILIDES OF
SUBSmUTED NITROSALICYLIC ACID

William H. Meek, Northfield, Ohio, assignor to Ferro

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

186,514, Oct. 4, 1971. This appUcation Aug. 1, 1!*72,

Ser. No. 277,076 _^^^^
Int. CI. C07c 103/26

U.S. CI. 260-559 S
. ,- , va ^f Z

1. A 3-r^rr.butyl-6-methyl-5-nitrosalicylanilide of the

formula:

3 839 441

INTERMEDIATES FORPARTIALLY HYDRO-
GENATED PHENANTHRIDINES

Joseph Hellerbach, Basel, Switzerland, assignor to

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc., Nutley, NJ.
No Drawing. Application Oct. 27, 1969, Ser. No. 869,936,

now abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of ap-

plication Ser. No. 559,739, June 23, 1966, now Patent

No. 3,449,901. Divided and this application Sept. 1,

1972, Ser. No. 285,949
Int. CI. C07c 103/38, 103/86

U.S. CI. 260—557 R 1 Claim

1. A compound of the formula

UO,-y\j

V

NO

in which Ri is H, halo, CF3 or methyl and R2 is chloro.

bromo, iodo or CF3.

3 839 444

HALOPHENOXY BENZAMIDE HERBICIDES
Robert J. Theissen, Westfield, NJ., assignor to

Mobil Oil Corporation

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned apphca-

tion Ser. No. 194,481, Nov. 1, 1971, which ts a division

of appUcation Ser. No. 819,412, Apr. 25, 1969. now

Patent No. 3,652,645. Divided and this apphcahon Feb.

22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,528
Int. CI. C07c 103/26

U.S. CI. 260-559 R
. u . T

1. An herbicidal compound having the formula:

COR

O.N-/S
fX).

wherein Ri is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of lower cycloalkyl-substituted lower alkyl and lower
. „ . ^ ,

• 1 « < onH u k amido alkvl-

alkenyl; R^ and R3 are selected from the group consisting wherein X is halogen, n 1 1 to 5. and R is amido. alkyl

of hydrogen, lower alkyl and lower cycloalkyl-substituted amido (Cx-Ce). or dialkylamido (Ci-Ce).
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3,839,445

PHENYLHYDRAZONE DERIVATIVES
Roger Boesch, Vitry-sur-Seine, France, assignor to

Rhone-Poulenc S.A., Paris, France

No Drawing. Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,652

Claims priority, application France, May 26, 1972,
7218895; Mar. 19, 1973, 7309753

Int. CI. C07c 109/14
U.S. CI. 260—566 B 18 Claims

1. A phenylhydrazone derivative of the formula:

Ar—Nil—N =C—

R

I

CI

wherein R represents alkyl of 1 through 10 carbon atoms
and Ar represents phenyl substituted by three atoms or
radicals selected from halogen, alkyl of 1 through 4 car-

bon atoms, alkoxy of 1 through 4 carbon atoms, alkenyl-
oxy of 2 through 4 carbon atoms and alkynyloxy of 2
through 4 carbon atoms at least one of the substituents
on the phenyl radical being an alkoxy, alkenyloxy or
alkynyloxy radical.

3,839,448

METHOD FOR PRODUCING a-AMINOCYCLO-
ALKANONE OXIME HYDROCHLORIDE

Shinzo Imamura, Nagoya, Kyosuke Yotsumoto, Aichi-
ken, and Rokuro Harada, Nagoya, Japan, assignors to
Toray Industries, Inc., Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 26, 1970, Ser. No. 84,201

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 22, 1969,
44/102,539

Int CI. C07c 131/02
U.S. CI. 260—566 A 8 Claims

1. A method for producing an a-aminocycloalkanone
oxime hydrochloride, which comprises reacting ammonia
with a bis-(2-chloro-l-nitroso cycloalkane) having the
formula

1. A compound having the formula

OR
I

o
II

-NHC-RiV"
in which R is ketoalkyl of the formula

O

-(CH,)n-C-R,

in which « is 1 or 2 and Rj is alkyl containing from 1 to
4 carbon atoms, inclusive, and Rj is alkyl containing from
2 to 6 carbon atoms, inclusive.

3,839,447

AMIDOALKYL BIPHENOLS
Roger T. Swiger, Schenectady, and Jimmy L. Webb,
Jonesville, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company
No Drawing. FUed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 370,815

Int CI. C07c 103/38
U.S. CI. 260—562 P 5 Claims

1. A composition of matter corresponding to the for-
mula

VcH,-NH-C-R/p VCH,-NH-C-R/

HO C(CH; OH

where R is either the methyl group or CH2=CH— group,
p and q are values equal to from to 2, with the proviso
that p and q can not be zero at the same time.

I

\

H -N

I
C—NO

R

/vwCl

H J2

3,839,446

ETHER AND SULFIDE META-SUBSTITUTED
ANILIDES

Eugene G. Teach, El Cerrito, Calif., assignor to Stauflfer
Chemical Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.
No. 90,803, Nov. 18, 1970. This application Mar. 22,
1973, Ser. No. 343,756

Int. CI. C07c 103/38
U.S. CI. 260—562 A n Claims

wherein R is an alkylene group having 3 to 10 carbon
atoms and "~" represents stereoisomerism, and wherein
the molar proportion of ammonia to bis (2-chloro-l-ni-

troso cycloalkane) is at least 20 to 1, wherein said reac-

tion is carried out at an elevated temperature, up to 150°

C, and under pressure in a pressure reactor.

3,839,449

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
N,0-DIALKYLHYDROXYLAMINES

Juerg Herold, Monthey, Switzerland, assignor to
Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 125,829

Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Mar. 20, 1970,
4,280/70

Int. CI. C07c 85/00, 119/00
U.S. CI. 260—566 R 32 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of a N,0-dialkylhy-
droxylamine, which comprises the steps of

(A) reacting hydroxylamine, a salt of hydroxylamine
or a hydroxylamine disulphonate with an aldehyde
or a ketone capable of forming an oxime under re-

action conditions;

(B) alkylating the oximino compound obtaiiied in (A)
with an alkylating agent;

(C) quaternising the product obtained in (B) with

an alkylating agent with exclusion of moisture at a
temperature in the range of from 50° to 140° C. to

obtain a N-alkylidene - N,0 - dialkylammonium
salt of the formula

[0-alkyl' -T-

C=N-alkyl"

in which alkyl' and alkyl" represent the alkyl radi-

cals introduced in steps (B) and (C) and Z repre-

sents the radical originating from the quaternising

agent; and

(D) hydrolysing the N-alkylidene-N,0-dialkyl-ammo-
nium salt obtained in (C) under acid conditions to

obtain a N,0-dialkyl-hydroxylamine.
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3,839,450
N.BRANCHED ALKYL /3-(3,4.DICHLOROPHENYL).

/3-FLUOROETHYLAMINES
wn-®'

^'°"oy ^"^ Ronald R. Tuttle, Indianapolis, and
William A. Day, Greenwood, Ind., assignors to Eli
Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.
No Drawing. Filed July 12, 1971, Ser. No. 162,014

.TO ^. Int. CI. C07c <S7/2S
U.S. CI. 260—570.5 R 3 claims

1. A compound of the formula

01— \-CH-CH2-NH-R

wherein R is a branched C3-C5 alkyl group, and acid
addition salts thereof derived from non-toxic acids.

3,839,451
N'-ALKYL AND N'-ARYL-N-FLUORENYL-p-

PHENYLENEDIAMINES
??? ??°^'*' H""*' Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, assignor to
Ihe 1-irestone Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, OhioNo Drawing. Original application May 22, 1969, Ser. No.
827,059, now Patent No. 3,625,913. Divided and this
apphcation Mar. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 128,121

,,„ _ Int. CI. C07c 57/6^
U.S. CI. 260—576 3 Claims

1. N-fluorenyl-N'-substituted paraphenylenediamine in
which the N'-substituent is selected from the group con-
sisting of phenyl, naphthyl, tolyl, xyiyl, and alkyl contain-
ing 1 to 20 carbon atoms and alkyl containing 1 to 20 car-
bon atoms which is substituted by a substituent selected
from the group consisting of hydroxy and alkoxy in which
the alkoxy group contains 1 to 4 carbon atoms.

3,839,452
2,4.DI.UNSATURATED ALIPHATIC AMINES

Clive A. Henrick and John B. Siddall, Palo Alto, Calif.,
asMgnors to Zoecon Corporation, Palo Alto, Calif.No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
187,897, Oct. 8, 1971, now Patent No. 3,729,486, which
IS a continuation-in-part of applications Ser. No.
111,650, Feb. 1, 1971, now abandoned, Ser. No.
111,702, Feb. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 111,765, Feb. 1, 1971,
Ser. No. 111,766, Feb. 1, 1971, now abandoned, Ser.
No. 111,770, Feb. 1, 1971, now abandoned, and Ser. No.
115,725, Feb. 16, 1971, now Patent No. 3,706,733.
This appUcation Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217,297

Int. CI. C07c 57/26
U.S. CI. 260—583 H 19 Claims

1. A compound selected from those of the formula
(A):

R' R" IIRJ

R*-C-C-(CH2)„-CH2-CH-CH2-

Z Z'

R18 RI2 Rl

[

R3 Ru
I I

R«-C-C-(CH2)„-CH^-CH-CH2-

C=C—C=CH—CH?-N/
Ri

R» (A)

and
each of Rs and R^ is hydrogen, lower alkyl, or lower

alkenyl.

3,839,453
NOVEL BICYCLOALKANE DERIVATIVES

Ulrich Eder and Rudolf Wiechert, Beriin, Germany, as-
signors to Schering Aktiengesellschaft, Beriin and Berg-
kamen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,217

Claims priority, application Germany, June 11, 1971,
P 21 30 052.7

Int. CI. COlc 41/10
U.S. CI. 260—586 R n Claims

1. Bicycloalkane derivatives of the formula

Ri-O
R:
\/

R3-O

wherein Rj, Rj, and R3 are each alkyl of 1-6 carbon
atoms.

3,839,454
POLYHALOCYCLOPENTENYL PHENYL

COMPOUNDS
Samuel Gelfand, Niagara Falls, N.Y., assignor to Hooker

Chemical Corporation, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 758,684, Sept. 10, 1968, which is a con-
tinuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 318,522, Oct.
24, 1963, now Patent No. 3,450,768. This application
May 10, 1971, Ser. No. 142,054

Int. CI. C07c 49/80
U.S. CI. 260-590 6 Claims

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

A
X4Y(,) -(ArR„).

wherein:

(a) X is a halogen selected from the group consisting of
chlorine and bromine;

(b) Y is selected from ths group consisting of chlorine,
bromine, hydrogen and an alkyl radical of from 1 to
8 carbon atoms;

(c) R is selected from the group consisting of chlorine,
bromine, fluorine and trifluoromethyl;

(d) Ar is a phenyl radical having Rn substituents and
having unsubstitution on a ring position adjacent to
the point of polyhalocyclopentenone attachment; and

(e) n is a integer from 2 to 4, 9 is an integer from to
1, Z is an integer from 1 to 2, said q being when z
is 2.

R*
I

R15 R12 RI

III /C=C—C=CH—CHj—

N

\

R«

R« (B)_

Z is bromo, chloro, fluoro, or the group —OR in which
R is hydrogen, acetoxy, or lower alkyl;

Z' is hydrogen, bromo, chloro or fluoro;
n is zero or the positive integer one;
each of Ri, R2, R3 and R* is lower alkyl;

each of R12, Ri3 and Ri* is hydrogen or lower alkyl;

3,839,455
FUNGISTATICALLY AND BACTERIOSTATICALLY

ACTIVE ACETYLENE COMPOUNDS
Arthur Scherm, Bad Homburg vor der Hobe, and Deszo

Peteri, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, assignors to
Merz & Co., Chemlsche Fabrik, Frankfurt am Main,
Germany
No Drawing. FUed May 27, 1971, Ser. No. 147,661

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 16, 1971.
P 21 18 437.2

Int. CI. C07c 49/80
U.S. CI. 260—592 3 Claims

1. A compound represented by the formula

X.
^3-|-''^''-|7^=-
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wherein R^ and R^ are members of the group consisting

of hydrogen and lower alkyl containing 1 to 6 carbon
atoms, inclusive, X is halo, and n is an integer having a

value of zero to 5, inclusive.

3,839,456
PROCESS FOR UPGRADING OF

CARBONYL STREAMS
Grover C. Royston, Baker, La., assignor to Copolymer

Rubber & Chemical Corporation
No Drawing. Original application Aug. 18, 1967, Sen No.

661,519, now Patent No. 3,557,217. Divided and this
appUcation June 18, 1970, Ser. No. 57,891

Int. CI. C07c 49/04
U.S. CI. 260—593 P 16 Claims

1. A process for upgrading a byproduct carbonyl stream
produced in the preparation of butadiene by the catalytic

dehydrogenation of butylene, the stream containing a mix-
ture of substances including water, acetone, methyl vinyl
ketone, and methyl ethyl ketone, comprising the steps of
adding calcium chloride to the mixture to form a heavier
water phase and a lighter carbonyl phase, the mixture
being treated with at least 0.5 part by weight of calcium
chloride for each part by weight of water, separating the
heavier water phase from the lighter carbonyl phase, dis-
tilling the acetone from the mixture before separation of
the water phase or from the carbonyl phase after separa-
tion of the water phase, reacting the methyl vinyl ketone
contained in the residual liquid in admixture with the
methyl ethyl ketone with at least one ethylenically un-
saturated compound selected from the group consisting of
styrene, vinyl naphthalene, alpha-olefins containing 2 to

20 carbon atoms, vinyl chloride and vinylidene chloride,
acrylic acid, methyl acrylate, ethyl acrylate, methacrylic
acid, methylmethacrylate, ethylmethacrylate, vinyl acetate,
vinyl pyridine and acrylamide in the presence of a free
radical catalyst and then separating the methyl ethyl ketone
from the product of the reaction of the methyl vinyl ketone
and the ethylenically unsaturated compound.

3 839 459
HYDROFORMYLATION ' PROCESS UTILIZING
HOMOGENEOUS CUPROUS CHLORIDE COM-
PLEXES AS CATALYSTS

Richard H. Bennett and William R. Deever, Richmond,
Va., assignors to Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Piled Dec. 28, 1970, Ser. No. 102,168
Int. CI. C07c 45/08

U.S. CI. 260—604 HF 1 Claim
1. A process for producing hydroformylated products

from a 1-alkene olefin substrate containing from 3 to 20
carbon atoms, consisting essentially of:

(a) admixing each mole of said substrate to be hydro-
formylated in a substantially anhydrous, oxidizer-

free reaction inert solvent environment with from
about 0.001 to 0.1 moles of cuprous chloride catalyst

complex selected from the group consisting of

CuClP(phenoxy)3,
CuCIP(OCH2)3CCH3.
CuClP(p-tolyloxy)3

and

CuCIP(OCH2)3CC2H5,

until a reaction mixture is formed;
(b) heating said -reaction mixture at temperatures rang-

ing from about 150° C. to about 175° C, in a pres-

surized system ranging from about 700 p.s.i.g. to 1500
p.s.i.g. supplied by hydrogen and carbon monoxide
gases, said hydrogen being present in a mole ratio

ranging from 1 mole to 2 moles for each mole of
carbon monoxide, and

(c) continuing said heating of the said reaction mixture
under said conditions of temperature and pressure
until hydroformylation of the 1-alkene substrates
takes place and separating said hydroformylation
products contained therein.

3 839 457
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF 2-HEXENAL
Michel Jouffret, Franchevillle-Ie-Bas, France, assignor to

Rhone-Poulenc S.A., Paris, France
-- Np Drawing. Filed July 27, 1971, Ser. No. 166,636

Claims priority, application France, July 28, 1970,
7027793

Int CI. C07c 47/20
U.S. CI. 260—601 R 7 Clahns

1. A process for the preparation of trans-2-hexenal.
which consists essentially of treating

at 50-180° C.

a water suspension of cyclohexyl hydroperoxide with an
aqueous solution of palladium chloride.

3,839,460
CYCLOPROPENYLIUM SALTS

John W. Schulenberg, Bethlehem, N.Y., assignor to
Steriing Drug Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application Aug. 10, 1970, Ser. No.
62,618, now Patent No. 3,728,388. Divided and this
application Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,206

Int. CI. C07f 5/{?2
U.S. CI. 260—606.5 B 4 Claims

1. A compound having the formula

1 X-

where Rj and Rj are each t-butyl or 1-adamantyl; R3 is 1-

adamantyl-lower-alkyl, phenyl, or 1-adamantyl; X- is

tetrafluoroborate, and where R3 as phenyl is either un-
substituted or is substituted by from one to three lower-
alkyls.

3,839,458
SEPARATION OF ACETALDEHYDE FROM 3.HY-
DROXYBUTANAL USING A CYCLOALKANE
Roy H. Prinz, Robstown, Tex., assignor to Celanese

Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. FUed Jan. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 110,621

Int. CI. C07c -^7/26
U.S. CI. 260^-602 9 Claims

1. A liquid phase solvent extraction process for sep-
arating acetaldehyde from 3-hydroxybutanal, said proc-
ess comprising intimately contacting a mixture compris-
ing acetaldehyde and 3-hydroxybutanal having a pH
within the range of 3.5 to 6.0 with liquid Cj-Cb mono-
nuclear cycloalkane solvent, allowing a raffinate phase
rich in 3-hydroxybutanal and an extract phase compris-
ing acetaldehyde dissolved in said cycloalkane solvent to
form, followed by separating the resulting extract phase
from the resulting raffinate phase, said cycloalkane hav-
ing a ring of from 5 to 7 carbon atoms.

3,839,461
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING ORGANIC

HYDROPEROXIDES
Kazuyoshi Aoshima, Yoshiyuki Hashizume, and Takeshi

Komai, Taketoyo, and Kou Kitagawa, Tokai, Japan,
assignors to Nippon Oils and Fats Company Limited,
Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 108,135
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 22, 1970,

45/5,488
Int. CI. C07c 73/06

U.S. CI. 260—610 B 4 Claims
1. In a process of producing tertiary organic hydro-

peroxides, m which alkyl-substituted aromatic hydrocar-
bons having the following general formula

Ri Ri Ri
I I I

Ar—C—11 or H—C—Ar—C—

H

I ' I

Rj Rj Rj
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wherem R, and Rj represent alkyl groups having 1 to 3 in which Z is a hydrogen atom, a straight or branched
carbon atoms, and Ar represents a benzene ring, is oxi- alkyl radical of 1 to 6 carbon atoms or an alkoxy-alkyl
dized by oxygen or air in a homogeneous liquid phase radical of the formula —(CH2)n^ORi, in which n is an
at a temperature between about 80° and about 150° C. integer from 1 to 4 and R, is a straight or branched alkyl
to produce tertiary hydroperoxides having the following radical of 1 to 6 carbon atoms,
general formula

Ri "
Ri Ri

At—C—OOH or HOO—C—Ar—C—OOH
I

R) k i.

wherein Rx, Rj and Ar have the same meanings as de-
scribed above, the improvement which comprises carry-
ing out said oxidation in the presence of an alkali metal
salt of a trialkylacetic acid having 7 to 19 carbon atoms
as an additive.

3,839,462
FLUORINATED PEROXIDES

L. Ray Anderson, Morristown, NJ., William B. Fox,
Alexandria, Va., and Frederick J. Gefri, Irvington,
NJ., assignors to Allied Chemical Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

'

No Drawing. FUed Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217,232
Int CI. C07c 73/00

UA a. 260—610 R 14 Claims
1. A peroxide having the formula

Rf Ri

MOCOOCOM
i,- k-

i

wherein M is an alkali metal and R, and Rf' are independ-
ently fluoroperhaloalkyl radicals having the formula—CFa(CFX)nX wherein X is fluorine or chlorine and
n is to 5.

3 839 463
PURIFICATION OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

George Theodore Cohn, Hatfield, England, assignor to
Beric Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 172,875
Claims priority, application Great Britain, ScpL 8, 1970

42,999/70
Int a. C07c 25/04, 39/24. 43/28UA CI. 260—612 D 9 Claims

1. A process for the removal of metallic impurities from
a solid nuclear-brominated aromatic organic compound
contaminated with said impurities, which comprises con-
tacting said contaminated organic compound with hydro-
chloric acid or sulfuric acid in the presence of water and
an organic solvent in which said organic compound is at
least partially soluble and which will not react with said
acid to thereby facilitate attack of said metallic impurities
by the acid and dissolution therein, then distilling the re-
action mixture and recovering the brominated aromatic or-
ganic compound from the residue by filtration or centrif-
ugation.

'3339,464
BIS.(PARA-CHLOROPHENOXY)CARBINOL AND

ETHERS THEREOF
Heniy Najer and Jean-Francols Gindlcelll, Parte, France,

assignors to Synthelabo, Paris, France
No Drawing. FUed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 273,969
Claims priority, appUcation France, July 23, 1971.

26,965

,»- ^ Int a. C07c ^i/2SUA a. 260-613 R 10 Claims
1. A compound of the formula:

ci

Cl

-0

CH-OZ

3,839,46S
PRODUCTION OF HYDROXYETHYL ETHERS OF

BUTYNE.2.DIOL.l,4
Kurt Schneider, Limburgerfaof and Friedrich IIoTeniann,
Hockenheim, Germany, assignors to Badisdie AnUin*
& Soda*Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Lodwlgshafen
(Rhine), Germany
No Drawing. FUed Jnly 8, 1971, Ser. No. 160,909

Claims priority, appUcation Gennany, Jidy 22, 1970,
P 20 36 278.1

Int a. C07c 41/02, 41/06, 43/19
VS. Cl. 260—615 B 3 Claims

1. In a process for the production of hydroxyethyl
ethers of butyne-2-diol-l,4 of the formula

HO(H4CaO)*—HjC—CsC—CHr-(0CaH4)^H,
in which x is one of the integers 1 to 3, by reacting puri>

fied butyne-2-diol-l,4 with ethylene oxide in the presence
of basifying agents, the improvement which comprises
carrying out the reaction by charging the butyne-diol into

an autoclave together with a basic ion exchanger resin as

basifying agent and feeding ethylene oxide continuously
to the autoclave for from 8 to 16 hours at a reaction

temperature of from 45* to 60° C, the reaction mixture
then being left to stand at said temperature until the

pressure remains constant, said ion exchanger resin being

a partially crosslinked organic polymer based on
polystyrene and divinyl benzene as cross-linking com-
ponents said polymer carrying nitrogen-containing groups
of the formulae

le I® I®
R-N-R', -N-R or -N-R

i» i. '

in the macromolecule, in which R, R' aiKl R" denote

methyl or /9-hydroxyethyl, the free valences being at-

tached to the macromolecule through carbon atoms.

3,839,466
PROCESS FOR PREPARING BETA3ETA'-BIS-(3,5.

DICHLORO^HYDROXYPHENYD-PROPANE
Fernando Montanari and Benedetto Calcagno, Milan, and

Luciano Conti, Grizzana, Italy, assignors to Sodeta
Italiana Reslne S.p.A., MUan, Italy

No Drawing. FUed Dec 22, 1971, Ser. No. 211,119
Claims iHiority, appUcation Italy, Dec 23, 1970,

33,465/70
Int CL C07c 39/27, 39/30, 39/34

US. a. 260—619 A 8 Claims
1. A process for the manufacture of beta,beta'-bis-(3,

5-dichloro-4 - hydroxyphenyl) -propane comprising the

steps of

adding gaseous chlorine to beta,beta'-bis-(4-hydroxy-

phenyl) -propane which is dissolved in methanol, at

working temperatures not exceeding 20° C. and in

the presence of

(a) at least one substance having a catalytic effect*

on the chlorination reaction, said substance

being a metal chloride selected from the group
consisting of iron and copper chlorides, and

(b) at least one substance having an inhibiting

eflfect on free radical reactions, said substance
being an antioxidizing agent selected from the

group consisting of cresols, thiccresols, p-ter-

butyl-catechol, hydroquinone and the products

of condensation of crotonaldehyde with 3-meth-
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yl-6-terbutylphenol, continuing said chloride ad-
dition up to a quantity

at least equal to the stoichiometric quantity for the
chlorination reaction, and

recovering beta,beta'-bis - (3,5-dichloro - 4-hydroxy-
phenyl) -propane from the products of the chlorina-
tion reaction.

3,839,467

PREPARATION OF HYDROXYLATED
AROMATIC COMPOUNDS

Jerome A. Vesely, Park Ridge, 111., assignor to Universal
Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, HI.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,163

,,„ ^. Int. CI. C07c i7/00
U.S. CI. 260-619 R 9 claims

1. In a process for the hydroxylation of an unsubsti-
tuted aromatic hydrocarbon by reaction of said com-
pound with hydrogen peroxide at hydroxylation condi-
tions in the presence of hydrogen fluoride, the improve-
ment which comprises effecting said reaction in the
presence of a solvent which is mutually miscible with
both the aromatic compound and the hydrogen fluoride
and which is refractory to the action of the hydrogen
fluoride and hydrogen peroxide, said solvent being
selected from the group consisting of nitroparaflfins, nitro-
aromatics, aniline and tetramethylsulfone, and recovering
the resultant hydroxylated aromatic compound.

3,839,468
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING 2,3,6.TRIMETHYL.

HYDROQUINONE
Yoshin Tamai and Kazuo Itoi, Kurashiki, Japan, assignors

to Kuraray Co., Ltd.
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,721
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 3. 1972.

47/22,647

WT» ^. ..
Int. CI. C07c i7/00

U.S. CI. 260-621 H g claims
1. In a process for producing 2,3,6-trimethylhydro-

quinone, wherein 2,3,6-trimethyl-p-benzoquinone is re-
duced catalytically in the presence of a palladium catalyst
and in the presence of an inert solvent, the improvement
which comprises employing an alkanone having from 3 to
9 carbon atoms as said solvent.

3,839,469
REDUCTIVE CHLORINATION OF CERTAIN

ALKYLPHENOLS
Robert J. Laufer, Colts Neck, NJ., assignor to Continen-

tal Oil Company, Ponca City, Okla.

^^JJ'^^rn'"!^
Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

682,600, Nov. 13, 1967. This application Oct. 30, 1970,
ser. iNo. o5,o27

wTc ^ ..« Int. CI. C07c 59/27
U.S. a. 260-623 H 7 claims

1. In the nuclear chlorination of an alkylphenol having
at least one open ortho- position, an alkyl group contain-
mg from 1 to 4 carbon atoms selected from the class
consisting of primary and secondary alkyl groups in the
para- position, and at least one alkyl group containing
from 1 to 4 carbon atoms in the meta- position, the im-
provement comprising chlorinating said alkylphenol by
means of a chlorinating agent selected from the class
consisting of chlorine, sulfuryl chloride and t-butyl hy-
pochlorite at a temperature between —20° and 100° C
and a pressure between 0.5 and 5 atmospheres in the
presence of a reducing agent selected from the group con-
sisting of iron metal, zinc metal, hydriodic acid and stan-
nous chloride, the amount of said reducing agent being
at least 0.3 mole per mole of said alkylphenol.

3,839,470
PROCESS FOR THE ISOMERISATION AND

TRANSALKYLATION OF PHENOLS
Efim Biller, Chemin Ritter, Fribourg, Switzerland, as-

signor to Union Rbeinische Braunkoblen Kraftstoflf
Aktiengesellschaft, Cologne, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 25, 1969, Ser. No. 819,437
Claims priority, appUcation Germany, May 10, 1968.

P 17 68 411.6
Int. CI. C07c i9/05

U.S. CI. 260—624 E 1 Claim
1. A process for producing metal-alkyl phenols selected

from the group consisting of metrapropylphenol and meta-
butylphenol which comprises heating an alkyl phenol
selected from the group consisting of isopropyl phenol,
isobutyl phenol, a mixture of diisopropyl phenol with
phenol and a mixture of diisoutyl phenol with phenol
where the propyl and butyl groups are substituted in the
o-position on the phenol nucleus, at a temperature of from
about 150° C. to 250° C. in the presence of an aqueous
catalyst selected from the group consisting of

(1) a solution of 1-10 mols of water per mol of zinc
chloride with from 0.02 to 1 mol of hydrogen chlo-
ride and

(2) a solution of 1-10 moLs of water per mol of zinc
bromide with from 0.02 to 1 mol of hydrogen bro-
mide; to thus produce a reaction product having a
high proportion of m-isopropylphenol or m-isobutyl-
phenol and then recovering the m-isopropyl phenol or
m-isobutylphenol from the reaction mixture obtained.

3 839 471
0x0 PROCESS USING LIGANDS OF THE

TROPOLONE GROUP
John B. Wilkes, Richmond, Calif., assignor to Chevron

Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

oH''«r^°S- Original application Mar. 20, 1969, Ser. No.
809,028, now Patent No. 3,647,842. Divided and this
apphcation June 14, 1971, Ser. No. 153,054

U.S. CI. 260—632 HF % Claims
1. In the reaction of a C2-C20 olefinically unsaturated

hydrocarbon with carbon monoxide and hydrogen wherein
the reaction is catalyzed by a cobalt carbonyl complex
compound, which is free of cobalt-phosphorus bonds and
of metal-metal bonds other than cobalt-cobalt bonds, the
improvement which comprises carrying out the reaction
at a temperature in the range from 75° C. to 225° C. and
about 50 to 5000 D.s.i.g. and with the reactants in con-
tact with from 0.001 to 1 mole per gram of cobalt of an
oxygen-dentated chelation ligand of the formula

OR

x=/
R_

wherein the R groups are the same or different and are
hydrogen or an alkyl group having a carbon atom content
in the range 1 to 50 and wherein n is 5, thereby inhibiting
the dissociation of said catalyst to metallic cobalt and
residue which occurs in the absence of the ligand.

3,839,472
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF 2,2,5,5-

A ..
JETRA'^THYL-l,3,4,6.HEXANETETROL

Alfred G. Robinson and Hugh J. Hagemeyer, Jr., Long-
view, Tex., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N.Y. *^ ^'

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
45,218, June 10, 1970, now Patent No. 3,671,550. This
application Aug. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 175,733

Int. CI. C07c 29/00, 31/18
VS. CI. 260—635 E 7 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of 2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-
1,3,4,6-hexanetetrol which comprises reacting hexahydro-
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3,3,6,6 - tetramethylfuro[3,2-b]furan-2,5-diol with hydro-

gen in the presence of a catalytic amount of a Raney
nickel hydrogenation catalyst and water at a temperature

of from about 90° C. to about 135° C. and a hydrogen
pressure of at least 1000 p.s.i.

3,839,473
PROCESS FOR MAKING SUBSTANTIALLY

ALKANDIOL-FREE ALKANOLS
Billy J. Williams, Donald R. Napier, and Peter A. Schwab,

Ponca City, Okla., assignors to Continental Oil Com-
pany, Ponca City, Okla.

No Drawing. Original application Apr. 24, 1967, Ser. No.
632,949, now Patent No. 3,542,652. Divided and this

application June 30, 1970, Ser. No. 60,187 .

Int. CI. C07c 29/24
U.S. CI. 260—643 F 1 Claim

1. A process for preparing alkanols substantially free

of alkandiols which consists of:

(a) contacting a mixture of alkandiol-contaminated
alkanols, said alkanols containing 6 to 30 carbon
atoms, with a titanium alkoxide having the formula

Ti(ORi)x(OR2)y

wherein R. and R2 are hydrocarbon alkyl radicals,

alike and unlike, having from 1 to 30 carbon atoms
each, X is between and 4, and x-|-y=4, and

(b) fractionating the reaction mixture of step (a) into

at least one substantially alkandiol-free alkanol dis-

tillate product and a residue product.

3,839,474
TELOMERS FROM DICHLOROBUTENES AND

VINYL CHLORIDE
Charles M. Starks, Ponca City, Okla., assignor to

Continental Oil Company, Ponca City, Okla.
No Drawing. Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,602

Int. CX.CfSlc 21/04
U.S. CI. 260—654 R 6 Claims

1. A process for producing telomers comprising (a)
contacting, in a liquid phase and in the presence of a
catalytic amount of a free radical initiator, vinyl chlo-
ride with a dichlorobutene wherein no carbon atom of
the dichlorobutene has more than one chlorine atom bond-
ed thereto, and wherein no carbon atom of the dichloro-
butene which is doubly bonded to another carbon atom
of the dichlorobutene has a chlorine atom bonded there-
to, and (b) recovering from the admixture of step (a) the
desired telomers, said process being characterized fur-
ther in that

(i) a temperature of —10° C. to 250° C. is employed,
(ii) from 0.0 1 to 100 moles of vinyl chloride are em-

ployed for each mole of dichlorobutene, and
(iii ) from 0.000 1 to 0. 1 mole of a chemical free radical

initiator is employed for each mole of dichlorobutene
plus vinyl chloride present in the reaction environ-
ment.

,, 3,839,475
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

ETHYLENE DICHLORIDE
Bruce E. Kurtz, Marcellus, and Anatoli OmeUan, Jordan,

N.Y., assignors to Allied Chemical Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed May 20, 1971, Ser. No. 145,145
Int. CI. C07c 17/02

U.S. CI. 260—660 10 Claims
1. A cyclic process for the production of purified ethyl-

ene dichloride which comprises:
(a) maintaining a liquid body of ethylene dichloride

containing highly chlorinated substitution reaction
products as impurities in a vertically disposed reac-
tion zone;

(b) introducing ethylene and chlorine as reactants,
wherein the ethylene is present in at least stoichio-

metric amounts required to react with the added
chlorine to prepare ethylene dichloride, into said
liquid body at a point near the bottom of the ver-
tically disposed reaction zone to effect reaction and
production of additional ethylene dichloride, said
reaction being exothermic, thereby heating the liquid

body near the bottom of the vertically disposed reac-
tion zone and inducing the heated liquid body to

rise in the vertically disposed reaction zone, said

ethylene and chlorine gas feed introduced into the
liquid body near the bottom thereof also inducing
upward movement of the liquid body in the vertically

disposed reaction zone;

(c) flowing the upwardly moving liquid body from the

top of the vertically disposed reaction zone through
an uninterrupted passageway into the top of a ver-

tically disposed externally cooled heat extraction

zone wherein the liquid body is cooled;

(d) flowing the cooled liquid body from the bottom of
the zone of heat extraction through an uninterrupted
passageway to the bottom of the vertically disposed
reaction zone, thereby maintaining circulation of the

liquid body between the zones without mechanical
means;

(e) maintaining the temperature in the zone of reaction
at the boiling point of the circulating liquid body to

generate vapors of ethylene dichloride;

(f) releasing evolved vapors from the zone of vapor
generation;

(g) subjecting the ethylene dichloride vapors to reacti-

fication, condensing vapors from said rectification and
returning a portion of said condensed ethylene di-

chloride to the rectification zone;

(h) recovering purified ethylene dichloride from the

condensation zone; and
(i) withdrawing a minor amount of circulating liquid

body containing impurities from the circulating zone.

3,839,476
PROCESS FOR OBTAINING SEYCHELLENE

Georg Frater, Greifensee, Switzerland, assignor to
Hoffmann-La Roche Inc., Nutley, NJ.

No Drawing. Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,865
Int. CI. C07c 13/54

U.S. CI. 260—666 PY 2 Claims
1. A process for producing a 2-methylene-3,6,8-tri-

methyl-tricyclo[5,3,l,03.8]undecane of the formula:
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comprising heating at a temperature from 20" C. to 150"
C, a mixture containing a 1,2,3,6-tetramethyl-tricyclo-

15,4,0,0 39]undecan''2-ol of the formula:

melting point of an cutectic mixture of 2,6-dimethyl-
naphthalene ak.d 2,7-dimethylnaphthalene; maintain-
ing the elevated temperature until the composition
of the initial, solid mixture has changed; and

(b) removing the vapors arising from the sublimand
and collecting the sublimate.

glacial acetic acid and sodium acetate said mixture com-
prises from about to 4 parts by weight of sodium acetate
and 2 to 10 parts by weight of glacial acetic acid per part
by weight of said l,2,3,6-tetramethyl-tricyclo-[5,4,0,039]

udecane-2-ol.

3 839 477
HYDROALKYLATION PROCESS

Robert M. Suggitt, Wappingers FalU, John M. Crone,
Jr., Fisbkill, ai^d Alfred Arkell, Wappingers Falls, N.Y.,
assignors to Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Sen No.
312,441, Dec. 6, 1972. This application June 6, 1973,
Ser. No. 367,611

Int. CI. C07c J/72
U.S. CI. 260—668 R 17 Claims

1. The method of hydroalkylating a charge mono-
nuclear aromatic hydrocarbon with a hydroalkylating
quantity of hydrogen which comprises

passing said charge hydrocarbon and said hydroalkylat-
ing quantity of hydrogen through a hydroalkylation
operation at hydroalkylating conditions in the pres-
ence of a hydroalkylation catalyst containing (a) a
crystalline aluminosilicate, at least a portion of the
metal cation content of which is rare earth metal
introduced by base exchange and (b) cobalt or nickel
thereby forming a product stream containing hydro-
alkylate; and

recovering said product stream containing hydroalkylate.

3 839 480
METHOD FOR REMOVING COLOR BODIES FROM

METHYLNAPHTHALENE SOLUTIONS
Ronald E. Hassall, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 293,824

Int. CI. C07c 7/00
U.S. CI. 260-674 N 10 Claims

1. A method for removing azulene color from 240°
to 260° C. boiling range petroleum fraction which com-
prises selectively hydrogenating the azluene color contain-
ing fraction over a copper chromite catalyst at 60° to
about 200° C. under a hydrogen pressure of 200 to 600
p.s.i.g. for 1 to 3.5 hours and recovering a fraction sub-
stantially devoid of said azulene color.

m-^^ 3,838,481
METHOD FOR REMOVING COLOR BODIES FROM
METHYLNAPHTHALENE SOLUTIONS EMPLOY-
ING PALLADIUM CATALYSTS

Ronald E. Hassall, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 293,827
Int. CI. C07c 7/00

U.S. CI. 260-674 N 6 Claims
1. A method for removing azulene color from a 240°

to 260° C. boiling range petroleum fraction which com-
prises treating the fraction by passing it through an alumina
bed followed by selective hydrogenation of the so-treated
azulene color containing petroleum fraction over a pal-
ladium catalyst at 25° to 150° C. under a hydrogen pres-
sure of 30 to 100 p.s.i.g. for 1 to 3.5 hours and recovering
a fraction substantially devoid of said azulene color.

3 839 478
DEHYDROGENATION OF ETHYLBENZENE TO
STYRENE IN THE PRESENCE OF A HALO-
HYDROCARBON

Johnny Berten Gardner, Lake Jackson, Tex., assignor to
The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,589
Int. CI. C07c 5/iS, 5/70

U.S. CI. 260—669 R 12 Claims
1. In a process for making alkenylaromatic hydrocar-

bons by dehydrogenating alkylaromatic hydrocarbons in
the presence of steam at an elevated temperature the im-
provement which comprises employing at least one aro-
rnatic halogenated hydrocarbon and conducting the reac-
tion in the presence of a dehydrogenation catalyst.

3 839 482
OLEFIN SEPARATION PROCESS

Herman S. Bloch, Skokie, El., assignor to Universal Oil
Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,328
Int. CI. C07c 77/00

U.S. CI. 260—677 A 9 claims
1. A process for the separation of a mono-olefin from

a mixture of paraffinic, olefinic or aromatic compounds
which comprises contacting said mixture with a thiol
resin and reacting the olefin with the resin, heating the
resulting reaction product to a temperature sufficient to
decompose the same to olefin and thiol resin, and re-
covering the thus liberated olefin.

3 839 479
SUBLIMATION OF 2,6-*AND 2,7.DIMETHYL.

NAPHTHALENE MIXTURE
John A. Hedge, Wilmington, Del., assignor to Sun
Research and Development Co., Philadelphia, Pa.No Drawing. Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,900

vro ^. Int. CI. C07c 7/02
U.S. CI. 260—674 N 7 claims

1. Method of sublimating a solid noneutectic mixture
of dimethylnaphthalenes consisting essentially of 2,6-di-
methylnaphthalene and 2,7-dimethylnaphth;tlene com-
prising:

(a) elevating the temperature of the solid, sublimand
mixture to between ambient temperature and the

3 839 483
METHOD OF CONTROLLING THE HYDROGENA-

TION OF ACETYLENE
Norman L. Carr, The Hague, Netherlands, and Malcolm

p. Fraser, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to Gulf Research
& Development Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,591

,,^ _ Int. CI. C07c 77/00
U.S. CI. 260—677 A 5 claims

1. In a continuous process for the hydrogenation of
acetylene to ethylene in a conversion zone; a method of
control which comprises determining the concentration of
hydrogen in the vaporous efl^uent withdrawn from said
conversion zone, adjusting the temperature of the feed
mixture containing acetylene, ethylene and hydrogen
passed to said conversion zone responsive to said hydro-
gen concentration, determining the concentration of acet-
ylene in said vaporous efl^uent, and adjusting the concen-
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tration of hydrogen in the vaporous feed to said conver-

sion zone responsive to said acetylene concentration and

q"- -HK"^

--Q-
I

the temperature to which said vaporous feed is to be

heated responsive to said hydrogen concentration.

J,839,484
PYROLYZING HYDROCRACKED NAPHTHAS TO
PRODUCE UNSATURATED HYDROCARBONS

Carle C. Zimmerman, Jr., Littleton, and Perry A.
Argabright, Sedalia, Colo., assignors to Marathon Oil
Company, Findlay, Ohio

Filed July 17, 1970, Ser. No. 55,799
Int. CI. C07c 3/00

U.S. CI. 260—683 R s 10 Claims

tmiac
•e/e*

1. In a process for the preparation of unsaturated hy-
drocarbons by pyrolysis of naphthas boiling in the range
of about 80 to 450° F. in a pyrolysis furnace, the improve-
ment comprising hydrocracking said naphthas at from
about 500 to about 1000° F. and about 600 to about 3000
pounds per square inch gauge while feeding about 2000
to about 5000 standard cubic feet or hydrogen per barrel
of naphtha ted, to form a mixture of paraffins and iso-

paraffins said mixture consisting essentially of hydrocar-
bons containing from 1 to about 7 carbon atoms per
molecule and pyrolyzing the resulting mixture of paraffins
and isoparaffins in said pyrolysis furnace, at from about
800 to about 1200° C.

3 839 485
CATALYTIC STEAM CRACKING OF HYDROCAR-

BONS AND CATALYSTS THEREFOR
Johannes Wrisberg, Gammel Holte, and Kjeld Jom

Andersen, Hillerod, and Erik Mogensen, Helsinge, Den-
mark, assignors to Haldor Topsoe A/S, Soborg, Den-
mark, and Fluor Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 99,237, Dec. 17, 1970. This application
Aug. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 389,646

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 23, 1969,
62,553/69

Int. CI. C07c 3/34
VS. CI. 260—683 Rl I 12 Claims
9,485 11

1. A process for the manufacture of unsaturated hydro-
carbons by a gaseous catalytic reaction wherein a feed-

stock consisting of hydrocarbons, predominately satu-

rated hydrocarbons, is contacted and cracked at a tem-

perature below 1 100° C. and a pressure in the range 0.1-

50 atm. abs. in the presence of added steam and free of

chlorine and free of oxygen with a catalyst consisting of

zirconia prepared from a raw material of which at least

part is amorphous zirconium oxide, together with 0.1-10

wt. percent of an alkali metal compound calculated as

oxide to form unsaturated hydrocarbons having a lower

average number of carbon atoms than the saturated hy-

drocarbons in the feedstock.

3,839,486
PROCESS FOR THE ISOMERIZATION OF OLEFINS

Robert P. Arganbright, Seabrook, Tex., assignor to
Petro-Tex Chemical Corporation, Houston, Tex.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 128,199, Mar. 25, 1971. This application
Jan. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 322,449

Int. CI. C07c 5/30
U.S. CI. 260—683.2 11 Claims

1. A process for the isomerization of olefins comprising

contacting a reaction mass wherein said reaction mass is

(a) aliphatic hydrocarbon olefins having 4 to 20 carbon
atoms and at least one hydrogen atom alpha to the olefinic

linkage, (b) said aliphatic hydrocarbon olefins and an
inert diluent, (c) said aliphatic hydrocarbon olefins and
oxygen or (d) said aliphatic hydrocarbon olefins, oxygen
and an inert diluent with a supported catalyst consisting

essentially of palladium oxide an dmolybdenum oxide in

a weight ratio of palladium oxide to molybdenum oxide of
about 0.05:1 to 0.6:1 deposited on a support material

selected from the group consisting of silica, silica-alumina,

alimiina, aluminum phosphate, zirconia, boria, titania,

magnesia pumice, kieselguhr, and fire brick, said molyb-
denum oxide being about 5 to 30 weight percent of said

support, provided that when said reaction mass does not
contain oxygen, said catalyst is pretreated by contacting
said catalyst with a gaseous composition comprising oxy-
gen and said aliphatic hydrocarbon olefins for a time suf-

ficient to deactivate the disproportionation activity of said

catalyst prior to contacting said catalyst with said said

reaction mass.

3,839,487
ALKYLATION UTILIZING FIBERS IN A

CONDUIT REACTOR
Kenyon E. Clouts, Houston, Tex., assignor to

Merichem Company, Houston, Tex.
Original application July 9, 1971, Ser. No. 161,068, now

Patent No. 3,758,404, dated Sept. 11, 1973. Divided
and this applicaHon May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,602

Int. CI. C07c 3/54
U.S. CI. 260—683.48 1 Claim

1. In a process for alkylating a paraffinic hydrocarbon
with an olefin between contacting first and second immi-
scible liquids in which said first liquid comprises an acid
catalyst selected from the group consisting of H2SO4 and
HF in excess of 90% concentration, and said second liquid

comprises a mixture of a paraffinic hydrocarbon and an
olefin, the improvement comprising:

(a) introducing said first liquid onto an upstream sur-

face portion of a plurality of fibers extending gen-
erally linearly along and secured in a conduit, said

fibers filling the cross-sectional area of at least a
portion of the conduit's length and said fibers being
wetted by said first liquid preferentially to being
wetted by said second liquid,

(b) flowing said second liquid through said conduit and
past said fibers in the direction from said upstream
surface portion of said fibers toward a downstream
end of said fibers thereby dragging a film of said

first liquid along said fibers to form an alkylate

product,
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(c) collecting said first liquid and said second liquid at

the downstream end of said fibers in a gravity sep-
arator located at approximately said downstream end

of said fibers to form an acid phase and a hydro-
carbon phase including said alkylate product, and

(d) separately removing said acid phase and said hydro-
carbon phase from said gravity separator.

3 839 488
PROPYLENE-ISOPARAFFIN ALKYLATION

PROCESS
Paul J. Kuchar, Hinsdale, lU., assignor to Universal Oil

Products Company, Des Plaines, HI.
No Drawing. FUed Oct. 16, 1972, Sen No. 298,125

Int. CI. C07c 5/5-/
U.S. CI. 260—683.48 5 Claims

1 A process for producing high quality alkylate which
comprises commingling substantially pure isobutane, sub-
stantially pure propylene and hydrogen fluoride catalyst
in amounts to form an alkylation reaction mixture in
which the hydrocarbons constitute a continuous phase
having the catalyst dispersed therein, the hydrogen fluo-
ride catalyst and the hydrocarbons being in a ratio of
said catalyst to said hydrocarbons of about 0.005 to about
0.5 volumes of said catalyst per volume of combined
isobutane and propylene, subjecting said mixture to
alkylation conditions, and subsequently recovering said
high quality alkylate from the reaction mixture.

3 839 489
ISOMERIZATION WITH AsFg AND/OR SbFs ANDWITH TRIFLUOROMETHANESULFONIC ACIDOR HF AND HIGH H2 PARTIAL PRESSURE
John E. Mahan and John R. Norell, Bartlesville, Okla.,

assignors to Phiiyps Petroleum Company
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,076

Int. CI. C07c 5/25, 5/JO
U.S. CI. 260—683.68

<; claims
1. An improved alkane isomerization process which

comprises isomerizing normal paraffins having from 4 to
8, inclusive, carbon atoms to skeletal isomers containing
the same number of carbon atoms by contacting the
paraffins under isomerization conditions with a liquid
phase catalyst selected from the group consisting of arsenic
pentafluoride, antimony pentafluoride, and mixtures
thereof with either trifluoromethanesulfonic acid or hy-
drogen in the presence of sufficient hydrogen to provide
a hydrogen partial pressure of 900-4000 p.s.i.g. during said
isomerization to suppress cracking of paraffinic reactants
o less desirable cracked products and increase selectively
to desired isomeric products.

unsaturated hydrocarbons and having at least five
carbon atoms per molecule in liquid phase with AICI3
in the form of particulate solid at a temperature in
the range of -20 to 130° C. and in the presence of
a minor amount of saturated halohydrocarbon
promoter in which the halogen is chlorine or bro-
mine and also in the presence of a suppressor com-
prising adamantanoid hydrocarbon selected' from the
group consisting of adamantane, Cn-Czo alkylada-
mantanes having 1-3 alkyl substituents, diamantane
and C15-C24 monoalkyldiamantane in which the alkyl
substituent is attached at a bridgehead position
through a primary carbon atom said promoter being
capable of interchanging said halogen for a bridge-
head hydrogen of said suppressor;

(b) continuing said contacting until substantial isom-
erization of the paraffinic feed has occurred;

(c) and recovering a paraffinic isomerizate from the
reaction mixture.

3,839,491
LOW VOLATILITY POLYURETHANE

'*'^EPOLYMER
Robert Gamero, Whittier, and Augusto E. Benavides,
Granada Hills, Calif., assignors to Peritech Interna-
tional Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Sen No. 315,020

»T^ ^. « Int. CI. C08g 22/75
U.S. CI. 260-77.5 AT 6 Claims

1. A process for preparing a polyurethane prepolymer
composition comprising: exothermically reacting an aryl-
ene diisocyanate with a polyoxypropylene polyol at an
(NCO)/(OH) equivalent weight ratio range of substan-
tially 1.6/1.0 to 2.25/0.06, providing a reaction mass
temperature rise not substantially exceeding 72° C; sub-
sequently reacting in a second stage a polyoxypropylene
glycol in an amount providing an (NCO)/(OH) equiva-
lent weight ratio of substantially 2.0/1.0 in a tempera-
ture range of 82 to 93° C. for a lime period required
to react with all free remaining arylene diisocyanate;
subsequently adding an aliphatic diisocyanate in an
amount to provide a prepolymer having 10 to 60 weight
percent of aforesaid selected diisocyanate, providing an
isocyanate terminated prepolymer composition substan-
tially free of volatile arylene diisocyanate.

ISOMERIZATION OF PARAFFIN HYDROCARBONS
RtTch' ann'n' ''r"'^""'^ S'"^'

P^' -'^'gnorto SunKesearch and Development Co., Philadelphia, Pa.No Drawmg. Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,040
ITC r^. ^.« .

Int CI. C07c 5/25
U.S. CI. 260—683.76 ,2 ria'

.lMn,-^'^"\f°'"r"''''''"« P^"-^*^"^ ^y means oTsXaluminum chloride catalyst which comprises-
(a) contacting a paraffinic feed substantially free of

3,839,492
FURAN RESINS MODIFIED WITH CARBOXY

CONTAINING COPOLYMER
"r .** f°^^°*^' FfanWurt-Hochst, and Dieter Stahl,

w I 'aA-^"""/:
^^"nany, assignors to Chemische

Werke Albert Aktiengesellschaft, Wiesbaden, Germany
tE'2?^'°^-

Onginal applicaHon Apr. 21, 1971, Ser. No.

«nnH.J5i "T.'*??«M^°o 3,689,591. Divided and this
apphcation July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,485

Clamis pnority, application Germany, Apr. 25, 1970
P 20 20 260.2

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to
Sept. 4, 1989, has been disclaimed

WTO ^. .
Int. CI. C08f 57/0-/

U.S. CI. 260—829 jq Claims
1. A furan resin composition i.uitable for reducing the

amount of shrinking that occurs when said resin is cured
which comprises a furan resin and from 15 to 50% by
weight based on the weight of the total composition, of
a copolymer of (a) at least one a./3-olefinically unsatu-
rated carboxylic acid component which is at most dibasic
and has not more than four carbon atoms and (b) a
copolymerisable olefinically unsaturated monomer hav-
ing from 2 to 18 carbon atoms in a ratio of (a) to (b)
from 1:0.5 to 1:20, said copolymer having an average
molecular weight of 400 to 3000.
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3 839 493
EPOXY RESIN COMPOSITIONS

Maurice Balme, Sainte-Foy-Ies-Lyon, Jean Gattus, La
Mulatiere, and Bernard Gerard, Lyon, France, assignors

to Rhone-Poulenc S.A., Paris, France
No Drawing. Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,253
Claims priority, application France, June 24, 1971,

7123066
Int. CI. C08g 45/06'

U.S. CI. 260—830 P 13 Claims
1. A heat-curable composition obtained by reacting

an epoxy resin containing at least two epoxy groups per

molecule with a prepolymer possessing imide groups ob-

tained by heating, at between 50° C. and 250° C, a

bis-imide of the general formula:

CO CO
/ \ / \

I) N—A—

N

D
\ / \ /
CO CO

in which D represents a divalent organic radical contain-

ing a carbon-carbon double bond and A represents a

divalent organic radical possessing 2 to 30 carbon atoms,

with a polyamine of the average general formula:

NH2

in which x represents a number from approximately 0.1

to 2 and R represents a divalent hydrocarbon radical

with 1 to 8 carbon atoms, which is derived from an alde-

hyde or a ketone of the general formula:

=R
in which the oxygen atom is bonded to a carbon atom of
the R radical, the number of imide groups provided by
the bis-imide being from 1 to 50 per —NH2 group pro-

vided by the polyamine, said prepolymer representing

from 5 to 90% by ^weight of the prepolymer and epoxy
resin.

3 839 494
THIOL-DIENE ADDUCTS AS EPOXY RESIN

CURING AGENTS
Richard A. Hickner, Midland, and Edward W. Goss,

Auburn, Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Com-
pany, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Original application Nov. 16, 1970, Ser. No.
90,022, now Patent No. 3,734,968. Divided and this

application Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,499
Int. CI. C08g 45/06

U.S. CI. 260—830 TW 6 Claims
1. Process of curing a polyepoxide having an average

of more than one 1,2-epoxyaIkyl groups per molecule,
which is curable to obtain an epoxy resin, which com-
prises

(A) Mixing from about 0.95 equivalents to about 0.20

equivalents of a compound of the formula

H- S(CH,)

R"

1-2-CH

./%. R/ \ R R'

- = -LH-U6H-6n--

\/ 1

R"
I

-S-(CHj)i-:-CH-SH

wherein n is 1-5, one of R and R' is hydrogen and
the other is hydrogen or methyl, and R" is hydrogen
or methyl with the average molecular weight of prod-
uct not above about 700 with from about 0.05 equiva-

lents to about 0.80 equivalents of an amine or amide
epoxy curing agent of functionality greater than 2,

and
(B) Combining the mixture of A with a polyepoxide

having an average of more than one 1,2-epoxyalkyl

groups per molecule that is curable to obtain an
epoxy resin,

the mixture being in proportion such that from
about 0.75 to about 1.25 equivalents of the mix-
ture of A is provided per equivalent of the poly-

epoxide and
(C) Thereafter maintaining the resulting mixture at an
epoxy curing temperature for a curing interval of

time.

3,839,495
IMPACT-RESISTANT OLEFINIC-NTTRILE *

COPOLYMERS
Dorothy C. Prem, Warrensville Heights, and June T.
Duke, Chagrin Falls, Ohio, assignors to The Standard
Oil Company, Cleveland, Ohio
No Drawing. Filed May 17, 1973, Ser. No. 361,336

Int. CI. C08g 45/04
U.S. CI. 260—836 10 Claims

1. The polymeric composition resulting from the polym-
erization of 100 parts by weight of

(A) at least 70% by weight of at least one nitrile

monomer having the structure

CH2=C-CN

k

wherein R is hydrogen, a lower alkyl group having
from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, or a halogen, and

(B) up to 30% by weight based on the combined
weights of (A) and (B) of an ester having the struc-

ture

CH2=C—COORj

i.

wherein Rj is hydrogen, an alkyl group having from
1 to 4 carbon atoms, or a halogen, and R2 is an
alkyl group having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms, an
allyl group, or an epoxy group having from 2 to 6

carbon atoms
in the presence of from 1 to 40 parts by weight of

(C) a rubbery copolymer of a conjugated diene mono-
mer selected from the group consisting of butadiene
and isoprene and at least one ester having the struc-

ture

CHj==C—COORj
I

Ri

wherein Ri and R2 have the foregoing designations

wherein said rubbery copolymer
contains from 5 to 25% by weight of polymerized con-

jugated diene and from 75 to 95% by weight of polym-
erized ester.

3,839,496
MANUFACTURE OF FILAMENTS OR FIBERS

OF POLYAMIDES
Guenter Becht, Speyer, Klaus Matthias, Heddesheim,
Joachim Kunde, Frankenthal, Heinz Pohlemann, Lim-
burgerhof, and Gerhard Ramlow, Ludwigshafen, Ger-
many, assignors to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik
Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Germanv
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 290,321

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 20, 1971,
P 21 46 885.9

Int. CI. C08g 47/04
U.S. CI. 260—857 TW 4 Claims

1. A process for the manufacture of antistatic poly-

amide filaments which comprises:

forming a molten mixture of

(a) a filament-forming synthetic linear aliphatic

polyamide having recurring amide grojps in the

backbone and having a relative viscosity in the

range of 1.5 to 2.9, measured as a 1% w./w.

solution in 98% H2SO4 at 20° C,
together with

(b) from 2 to 15% by weight, based on the fila-

ments or fibers, of an alkoxylated polyamide
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manufactured by reaction of a polyamide se-

lected from the group consisting of the poly-
condensates of lactams of 4 to 12 carbon atoms
and polycondensates of the salts of diamines
and dicarboxylic acids of 4 to 12 carbon atoms
with a 1,2-alkylene oxide in a weight ratio of
from 1:2 to 1:5 and to provide a total molecu-
lar weight of 10,000 to 80,000,

components (a) and (b) being so thoroughly mixed
that said alkoxylated polyamide is present in the
finished filaments in the form of particles having a
diameter of not more than 0.1/i; and

filtering said molten mixture at least once through a
filter having a pore width of not more than 20^; and

subsequently melt spinning said mixture into solid fila-

ments, the molten mixture being maintained in this

process at elevated temperatures of up to not more
than 290° C. for a total period of not more than 30
minutes.

3 839 497
POLYACETAL COMPOSITION

Takami Ishli and Toshio Yoshikawa, Chiba, Toshihiro
Inaike and Kunio Kido, Ichihara, Kiyoaki Tokunaga,
Ube, and Kazuhiro Kuroda, Kyoto, Japan, assignors to
Ube Industries, Ltd., Ube-shi, Yamaguchl-ken, Japan
P^ Drawing. FUed Mar. 14, 1972, Sen No. 234,650
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 23, 1971,

46/16,148
Int. CI. C08g 41/04

U.S. a. 260—857 F 7 Claims
1. A polyacetal composition consisting essentially of:
(a) a polyacetal; and,
(b) at least one polyamide having a weight percentage
between 0.01% to 10.0% of said polyacetal, said
polyamide being a polycondensation product of,

(A) at least one component having the formula
H2NRNH2, where R is a group selected from the
class consisting of aliphatic, alicyclic,. and
aromatic hydrocarbon groups having 2 to 20
carbon atoms and groups consisting of two or
more of said hydrocarbon groups combined by
an oxygen or sulphur atom,

(B) at least one component of the formula
XOCCHjCOX, where X is a member selected
from the class consisting of hydroxyl group,
halogen atoms and lower alkoxyl groups having
1 to 6 carbon atoms, and

(C) at least one component having the formula
YCH2COX, where X is a member selected from
the class consisting of hydroxyl group, halogen
atoms and lower alkoxyl groups having 1 to 6
atoms, and Y is a member selected from the
class consisting of cyano and carbamoyl groups,
in an amount of each of said component (A)
and (B) of 1 to 30 moles with respect to 1 mole
of said component (C), said polyamide having
a molecular weight of 450 to 5,000, said poly-
acetal composition being devoid of stabilizers.

sulfur-vulcanizable ethylene-propylene-diene terpolymer
rubber reinforced with linear terephthalate polyester
fibers, a sulfur-containing vulcanizing agent and a thiuram
or sulfenamide accelerator, the improvement which com-
prises accelerating the vulcanization with a compound
represented by the following formula:

Ri CHa—

o

S"

\ / \ ^
C P

/ \ / \
Rj CHj—

O

S-

bjx

wherein Rj and R2 are alkyl groups which can be the same
or different and each group can have from 1 to 5 carbon
atoms, and wherein ar is 1 or 2; the

portion represents the optional presence of an oxygen
atom; and R is a radical selected from the group consist-
ing of

(a) alkyl having 2-8 carbon atoms;
(b) alkenyl having 2-8 carbon atoms;
(c) alkynyl having 4-10 carbon atoms;
(d) aralkyl except arylmethyl;
(e) alicyclic radical;

(f) hydroxyaralkyl excepting hydroxyarylmethyl;
(g) l-(dodecyloxycarbonyl) ethyl;
(h) 2-(dodecyloxycarbonyl)ethyl;
(i ) a-(benzylidenehydrazino ) benzyl;

(j) l,2,3a,4,7,7a-hexahydro-4,7-methanoinden-l-yl;
(k) l,2,3a,4,7,7a-hexahydro-4,7-methanoinden-2-yl;

all when x= 1 ; and
(1) norbornylene;

(m) phenylenediisopropyl,

when x=2,
said compound serving as an accelerator and in addition
to substantially reduce degradation of the polyester fiber
reinforcement when the vulcanized structure is subjected
to elevated temperatures in service.

3 839 498
CYCLIC 0,0,S.TRIEOTERS OF PHOSPHORODI-
TfflOIC AaO, USES OF SAME AS ACCELERA-
TORS OF SULFUR VULCANIZATION AT
ELEVATED TEMPERATURES AND IMPROVED
VULCANIZATES

Walter Nudenberg, West Caldwell, Merlin P. Harvey,
Passaic, and James Urqubart Mann, Wayne, NJ., as-
signors to Uniroyal, Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original appUcation Aug. 25, 1970, Ser. No.
66,870, now Patent No. 3,712,878. Divided and this
appUcation Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,203

Int. CI. B32b 27/05. 27/36; C08f 27/06
US. CI. 260-873 4 claims

1. In a method which comprises vulcanizing at ele-
vated temperatures a composite structure comprising a

3 839 499
THERMOPLASTIC POLYESTER AND POLY-

BUTENE-l MOLDING COMPOSITIONS
Hans Jadamus and Karl-Heinz Magosch, Mart, and
Johannes Heuwinkel, Schermbeck, Germany, assignor
to Chemische Werke Huls Aktiengesellschaft, Mart.
Germany '

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 276,940
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 5. 1971.

P 21 39 125.3
^^'ChCWg 39/10

U.S. CI. 260—873 11 Claims
1. A thermoplastic molding composition which yields

molded objects of improved impact strength and thermal
dimensional stability, said composition comprising a nor-
mally solid thermoplastic polyester having a saturated
polyester backbone and 0.5-10% by weight, based on the
polyester, of predominently isotactic polybutene-1 having
a weight average molecular weight of 800,000-1,200,000
as determined by light scattering.

3,839,500
READILY WATER-DISPERSIBLE SOLID PARTICU-
LATE POLYACRYLAMIDE COMPOSITION AND
PROCESS THEREFOR
Robin WilUam Dexter, Hkley, England, assignor to

American Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,695

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 14, 1972,
11,878/72

Int CI. C08f 29/50
U.S. CI. 260—874 10 Claims

1. A readily water-dispersible solid particulate poly-
acrylamide composition consisting essentially of (a) a
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solid particulate water-soluble acrylamide polymer con-

taining at least about 5 weight percent acrylamide and

the balance of a comonomer which provides a water-

soluble polymer and, as at least a partial coating thereon,

(b) from about 0.1 to 20 weight percent, based on the

weight of said acrylamide polymer, of a water-soluble

polyalkylene glycol having a molecular weight in the range

of 200 to 10,000, said acrylamide polymer having a mo-
lecular weight of at least 500,000 and a particle size suf-

ficient to pass through about a I6-mesh screen.

3,839,501

MOLDABLE RUBBER BLENDS OF BLOCK AND
CRYSTALLINE COPOLYMERS

Yung-Kang Wei and Eric George Kent, Samia, Ontario,

Canada, assignors to Polymer Corporation Limited,
Samia, Ontario, Canada
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 300,898

Claims priority, application Canada, Dec. 20, 1971,
130,466

Int CI. C08f 15/00. 19/00
U.S. CI. 260—876 B 9 Claims

1. A thermoplastic elastomeric composition compris-
ing a blend of:

( 1 ) 5 to 75 parts by weight of a thermoplastic block
copolymer of the general formula A— (B—A)n
where A is the same or different resinous block of

a polymerized olefinically unsaturated compound
having a glass transition of at least 25° C, B is an
elastomeric block having a glass transition tempera-
ture of less than 0° C. and // is a whole number
from 1 to 3, and where A constitutes from about 25
to about 65 percent by weight of the block copoly-
mer; and

(2) 95 to 25 parts by weight of a crystalline alternating

copolymer of substantially equimolar amounts of
an acrylic nitrile and a conjugated alkadiene, said

alkadiene being composed of at least 40 mole per-

cent of a 2-alkyl butadiene, at least 50% of said

alkadiene being polymerized in the trans- 1,4-con-

figuration, said alternating copolymer having a crys-

tallinity in its relaxed state at room temperature of
about 5-35% as measured by X-ray diffraction.

3,839,503

PROCESS FOR PREPARING BLENDS OF FINELY
PARTICULATE POLYACRYLONTTRILE AND
HIGH VINYL POLYBUTADIENE

Gerald R. Kahle and Lawrence M. Fodor, Bartlesville,
Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company

No Drawing. FUed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 295,957
Int. CI. C08c 11/22; C08d 9/08

U.S. CI. 260—887 7 Claims
1. A process for preparing a blend of

(1) a finely particulate polymer of acrylonitrile, and
(2) polybutadiene having a vinyl content of at least

about 55 percent by weight comprising the steps of:

(a) slurrying the polymer of acrylonitrile in a
hydrocarbon solution of the polybutadiene
wherein said hydrocarbon is chosen from among
hydrocarbons in which said polymer of acrylo-

nitrile is insoluble, and
(b) recovering the polymer mixture from the hy-

drocarbon.

3,839,504

REACTION OF PHOSPHORUS TRIHALIDES WITH
PENTAERYTHRITOL AND POLYMERIC PHOS-
PHITE PRODUCTS THEREOF

Keith A. Hughes and Ronald N. Redllne, Waterbury,
Conn., assignors to Uniroyal, Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. FUed Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 169,053

Int. CI. C07f 9/08
U.S. CI. 260—921 12 Claims

1. A method of preparing a liquid organic phosphite
polymer comprising reacting at a temperature between
5° C, and 120° C, (a) a compound having the general
formula PX3 where P is phosphorus and X is selected
from the group consisting of bromine, chlorine or iodine,
with (b) pentaerythritol to form phosphite intermediate
compounds, the molar ratio of (a) to (b) being from
0.5/1 to 1.25/1 and subsequently reacting the hydrogen
halide gas formed during the reaction of (a) and (b) and
substantially retained in the reaction vesssel with said
phosphite intermediate compounds to form said liquid
organic phosphite polymer.

3,839,502

GRAFTED POLYACRYLONITRILE AND MODAC-
RYLONITRILE FILAMENTS AND HBERS AND
PROCESS FOR THEIR MANUFACTURE

Walter Fester, Konigstein, Taunus, Ernst-August Albers,
Bad Soden, Taunus, Germany, assignors to Farbwerke
Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius &
Bruning, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,851
Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 27, 1971,

P 21 53 478.1

Int. CI. C08f 29/56
U.S. CI. 260—881 9 Claims

1. A process for the manufacturing of acrylonitrile/
unsaturated azetidinone copolymers having grafted side
chains which comprises heating to a temperature above
100° C. a copolymer containing at least 35% linear

acrylonitrile and azetidinone units of the formula (I)

3,839,505

S-ALKENYL O-ALKYL DITHIOPHOSPHATE SALTSAND COMPLEXES AND METHOD OF PREPAR-
ING SAME

Alexis A. Oswald, Mountainside, and Paul L. Valint, Jr.,
Woodbridge, NJ., assignors to Esso Research and Engi-
neering Company

No Drawing. Original appUcation Aug. 2, 1968, Ser. No.
749,575, now Patent No. 3,662,034. Divided and this
application May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 250,001

Int. CI. AOln 9/36; C07f 9/16
U.S. CI. 260—925 n Claims

1. Unsubstituted or substituted S-alkenyl 0-alkyl di-
thiophosphate salts and complexes of the formula:

R'O
\
p

Q8 O

mRi R.

\R:/o- i.

-CHi

Rt

-A-

NH-C-R
0=C CH2

where R and Ri are H or CH3, in the presence of an
organic compound containing at least one acid group in

the molecule capable of forming amide, thereby grafting
said organic compounds onto said copolymer.

wherein R' is a Ci to Gig alkyl radical; Ri to R5 are
selected from the group consisting of hydrdgen, chlorine,
cyano, Cj to C3 acyl, Ci to Co carbalkoxy, Cj to C3 alkyl-
marcapto, Ci to Cje alkyl, Cg to Cie aryl; and Q is a posi-

tively charged species selected from the group of metals
consisting of Li, Na, K, Ca, Mg, Zn and of nonquaternary
ammonium groups of the formula

(Rfl)3NH

wherein R is hydrogen, Cx to C9 alkyl.
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3,839,506

HINDERED PHENOL PENTAERYTHRITOL
PHOSPHONATE

3,839,509

O-ALKYL-S-ALKYL-O-SUBSTITUTED PHENYL-
XmOPHOSPHORIC ACID ESTERS

iDgenuin Hechenbleikner, West Cornwall, and William P. Jozef Drabek, Allschwil, and Denis Varsanyi, Arlesheim
Enlow, Falls Villaee. Conn., assienors to Bore-Warner Svtitzerlanil. at^cionnrc tn rsha.r!oi«v r-^.-.^.^^^JEnlow, Falls Village, Conn., assignors to Borg-Wamer
Corporation, Chicago, 111.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,782

Int. CI. BOlj 1/18; C07d 105/04
U.S. CI. 260—927 R 12 Claims

1. A compound having the formula:

R\ OH

Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy '
Corporation,'

Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 292,218

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Sept. 30, 1971,
14,208/71; July 27, 1972, 11,229/72

Int. CI. AOln 9/36; C07f 9/18
U.S. CI. 260—943 5 Claims

<z>
O O—CHj CHj—O O

-(CH,).-K \/ ^{i-
\ / \ /0—CHj CHj—

O

(CHj)

1. A compound of the formula

OH

RiS X
\ ^
p

RjO O

Rs

R>

Rt

where R is hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 30 carbon atoms, cyclo-
alkyl of 5 to 12 carbon atoms or aralkyl of 7 to 36 carbon
atoms, R' is alkyl of 1 to 30 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl of
5 to 12 carbon atoms or aralkyl of 7 to 36 carbon atoms
and n is an integer of 1 to 4.

3,839,507

THIOPHOSPHITE ESTERS
Ingenuin Hechenbleikner, West Cornwall, Conn., and

Kenneth H. Rattenbury, Morgantown, W. Va., assignors
to Boig-Warner Corporation, Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Sen No. 341,595

Int. CI. BOlj 1 /18; C07f 9/16
U.S. CI. 260—928

wherein

Ri is C3-C5 alkyl,

R2 is methyl or ethyl,

R3 is amino-carbonyl, alkylaminocarbonyl or dialkyl-
aminocarbonyl in which the alkyl groups have 1 or 2
carbon atoms,

R4 and R5 are each independently hydrogen, chlorine
or bromine, and

X is oxygen or sulphur.

1

(1)

or

(2)

((RS);^P

13 Claims

A compound having one of th; formulae:

((RS)2-P_S-rCH2)„COOCH2)o(CR,R2)„

CHj
I

-S-(CHj)„COOCHCH200C(CH2)„S-P-(SR)2

where R is alkyl of 1 to 20 carbon atoms, phenyl, alkyl
phenyl having up to 4 carbon atoms in the alkyl group,
naphthyl, cyclohexyl or benzyl, or (—CH2)nCOOR3 CjHsO-

where R3 is alkyl of 1 to 20 carbon atoms, cyclohexvl ,.1, • m j «,
phenyl, tolyl, naphthyl or benzyl, n is 1 or 2, /is 2 to 4 ^TT ^ ^"'^ ^ ''""'^

//; is to 8 and R, and R2 are zero, hydrogen or lower ^ ^'°"P'

alkyl.

3,839,510

0-ETHYL.S,S-DI-ALKYL-PHOSPHOROTHIONODI-
THIOLATES

Aldo Kudamatsu and Kozo Shiokawa, Kanagawa-ken,
Japan, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-
kusen, Germany

No Drawing. Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 266,954

Claims priority, application Japan, July 12, 1971,
46/51,102

Int. CI. AOln 9/36; C07f 9/16
U.S. CI. 260-963 5 claims

1. An organic phosphoric acid ester of the formula

(R' R2 \

SCHCHCH3/2

R' R2
I I

SCHCHCH3>

for a hydrogen atom or a

3,839,508

N-CHLOROSULFONYL-CARBAMOYL
PHOSPHONIC ACID ESTERS

Theodor Auel, Hurth-Kendenich, Germany, assignor to
Knapsack Aktiengesellschaft, Knapsack, near Cologne.
Germany " '

No Drawing. Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,462
Claims pnority, application Germany, May 21 1971

P 21 25 143.4

iTB r^. ,,^ I°J- CI. AOln 9/i6; C07f P/^{?
U.S. CI. 260-943 7 claims

1. N-chlorosulfonyl-carbamoyl phosphonic acid esters
of the general formula (I)

3,839,511

O.ETHYL-S-n-PROPYL.O-(SUBSTITUTED PHENYL)-
PHOSPHOROTHIOLATES

Shigeo Kishino, Tokyo, and Akio Kudamatsu and Kozo
Shiokawa, Kanagawa, Japan, assignors to Bayer Aktien-
gesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,902

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 26, 1970,
45/118,740

Int. CI. AOln 9/36; C07f 9/18
U.S. CI. 260—964 8 Claims

1. A phosphoric acid ester of the formula

O OR
Cl-SO:^NH-C-P

il \
O OR

C:HsO O

(I) wherein

n—C3H7S

; o Xn

in which R stands for an alkyl radical having between 1 X is halogen or lower alkyl. andand 12 carbon atoms, or phenyl radical. w is 1, 2 or 3.
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3,839,512

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF THIOL-
PHOSPHORIC ACID O^-DIALKYL ESTER
AMIDES

Reimer Colin, Wuppertal-Elberfeid, Germany, assignor
to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Ffled Jan. 24, 1969, Ser. No. 793,873

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 13, 1968,
P 16 68 094.7

Int CL C07f 9/16
VS. CI. 260—973 10 Claims

1. Process for the production of thiolphosphoric acid

0,S-dialkyl ester amide of the formula

O

RS—P-ORi
NH]

in which R and R', each individually, is lower alkyl,

which comprises reacting thiolphosphoric acid S-alkyI

ester dichloride of the formula

RS-P-Cl

A>

in which R is the same as defined above, simultaneously
with ammonia and a lower alkanol of the formula R'OH
in which R' is the same as defined above, at a temperature
substantially between about —10 and +20° C, to form
the corresponding thiolphosphoric acid 0,S-dialkyl ester

amide.

3,839,513

DECOLORIZATION OF POLYMERIC
PHOSPHAZENES WITH OZONE

Vithal Chhotabhi Patel, Glen Bumie, Md., assignor to
FMC Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Sept 28, 1972, Ser. No. 292,881

Int CI. C07d 105/04; C08b 21/20
VS. CI. 260—989 8 Claims

1. A process for decolorizing polymeric phosphazenes
comprising contacting the phosphazene with ozone in which
the polymeric phosphazenes are represented by the gen-
eral formula

X"
I

N=P

L h
representing both cyclic and linear polymers in which
general formula n is 3 or more, often 3 to 14, but sub-
stantially 3 to 6, and X and Y represent the same or dif-

ferent—OR groups where R represents an alkyl or chloro-
alkyl radical having from 1 to 12 carbon atoms.

3,839,514

METHOD OF EMBOSSING THERMOPLASTIC
SHEET USING A ROLL HAVING A SURFACE
OF VARYING HARDNESS

Jan P. Nauta, West Hartford, Conn., asdgnor to Rowland
Development Corporation, Kenshigton, Conn.

Original appUcation Aug. 20, 1970, Ser. No. 65,433, now
Patent No. 3,751,550. Divided and this application May
14, 1973, Ser. No. 360,370

Int. CI. B29d 11/00; B28b 3/12. 19/00
U.S. CI. 264—1 13 Claims

1. In a method for making synthetic plastic sheet ma-
terial-providing a visual pattern, the steps comprising:

(a) forming an embossing roll having a surface coat-
ing of elastomeric resin upon a circumferential inner

portion having valleys and ridges therein, said elasto-

meric resin of said surface coating being relatively

resihent and of lesser hardness than the material of

the circumferential inner portion, said surface coat-

ing being of greater depth in the valleys of said inner

portion than at the ridges of said inner portion, the

surface resilience of said surface coating being greater

at said valleys than at said ridges, said coating hav-

ing a multiplicity of embossing formations in the

surface thereof;

(b) passing an extended length of synthetic thermoplas-

tic material at an elevated temperature into the nip

between said first-mentioned embossing roll and a sec-

ond embossing roll having embossing formations in

the surface thereof to emboss lens-like formations on

one surface of said sheet material and reflective for- >

mations on the other surface thereof; and
(c) applying sufficient pressure to said rolls at said nip

to produce deflection of said surface coating at least

at said areas of lesser rigidity to produce distortion

of the spacing between said embossing formations

thereat and thereby variation in the spacing between
embossments being formed in the sheet material

thereby.

3,839,515

SHAPED ARTICLES OF ISOTROWC CARBON AND
A METHOD FOR MAKING THE SAME

George R. Romovacek, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to
Koppers Company, Inc.

No Drawing. FUed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,810

Int a. ClOc 3/04
VS. CI. 264—29 1 aaim

1. A method for making shaped isotropic carbon arti-

cles from hydrocarbon distillates selected from coal tar

distillates boiling between about 200-400° C, straight

run petroleum distillates boiling between about 200-
600° C. and catalytically cracked recycle petroleimi dis-

tillates boiling between about 200-500° C. comprising:

(a) reacting the distillate with a gas containing ele-

mental oxygen at a temperature of from about 250°

to about 420° C. until at least about 0.5 standard
cubic foot of elemental oxygen is reacted per pound
of distillate and the distillate is converted into an
oxidized distillate which is a pitch like substance and
which yields isotropic carbon upon carbonization;

(b) devolitizing the pitch like substance under a vacuum
at a temperature of from about 250° C. to about
400° C. until the devolitized residue has a coking
value of at least 75%;

(c) shaping the devolitized residue under pressure and
without a binder;

(d) carbonizing the shaped devolitized readue at a

temperature in excess of 800° C. in an inert atmos-
phere to convert the devolitized residue into a shaped
isotropic carbon article.
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3,839,516
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF OPEN-

CELLED MICROPOROUS FILMS
Joel Lawson Williams, Caiy, and Heinz Gunther Olf
and Anton Peterlin, Durham, N.C., assignors to Re-
search Triangle Institute, Research Triangle Park, N.C.

Filed June 25, 1971, Ser. No. 156,711
Int. CI. B29c 17/00, 25/00; B29d 27/00

U.S. CI. 264—41 11 Claims

FIG I PROCESS FLOW OiaCRAM

^ RESIN

-JEXTRusiON
I

RECYCLE
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I 1—
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~~1
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1. A process for the preparation of a microporous
polymeric film comprising the steps of:

contacting a polymeric film, said polymeric film com-
prising a crystalline polymer having both an amor-
phous and a crystalline component, said polymeric
film selected from the group consisting of polyolefins,
polyacetals, polyamides, polyesters, polyalkylene sul-
fides and polyarylene oxides, with a swelling agent,
said swelling agent comprising a non-aqueous sol-
vent having a Hildebrand solubility parameter at or
near that of the polymeric film, for a time suflficient
to permit absorption of the swelling agent into the
film;

stretching said film in at least one direction while in
contact with said swelling agent; and

removing said swelling agent from said film while main-
taining said film in its stretched state.

3 839 517
PRODUCING ALKALI METAL SILICATE

FOAMED PRODUCTS
Francis W. Maine, 135 Renfield St,

Guelph, Ontario, Canada
ConHnuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

26,355, Apr. 7, 1970. This application Oct 30, 1972,
Ser. No. 301,807

Int CI. B29d 27/00; B29f 3/06; C04b 35/16
U.S. CI. 264—42 12 Claims

taining water of hydration under pressure by expos-
ure in an extrusion device to a temperature in the
range from about 100° C. to about 400° C. and a
pressure of less than about 10,000 psi sufficient to
mhibit vapour formation at the selected operating
temperature, the extrusion device causing mixing of
the starting material under progressively increasing
shear, temperature and pressure whereby said fiuid-
like viscoelastic condition is attained,

maintaining these temperature and pressure conditions
in said extrusion device until the silicate mass is
hydrated, plasticized, reacted and completely ho-
mogenized; and then extruding the silicate mass
through a die, whereby the water of hydration pre-
viously under pressure is converted to steam and
causes foaming.

3,839,518
METHOD OF MAKING AND USING FOAM
^S^fmS^ BARRIER AND THERMAL

^Ti? S' ^y^^"^ and Donald J. Sundquist, Midland,
Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Mid-
land, Mich.

Filed Apr. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 130,944

ITC n.
,^;°*- CI- B29d 27/00; C08g5J/05

U.S. CI. 264-45
, 7 claims

1. A continuous method for forming a substantially
water impermeable plastic foam structure useful in frost
barrier and thermo-insulation constructions comprising:

a. mixing particles of a foamable thermocollapse re-
sistant plastic material with a liquid binder heated
sufficiently to cause said particles to foam, said heated
binder substantially uniformly coating the outside sur-
face of said particles;

b. continuously foaming said particles during said mix-
ing to a volume of at least 50% of their final foamed
volume;

c. forming and restraining said foaming particles and
liquid binder thereby causing said foaming particles
to be securely bonded into a matrix of said binder;
and

d. cooling said restrained particles and liquid binder to
a temperature at which said particles will not con-
tinue to foam and at which said liquid binder is trans-
formed into essentially solid binder.

1. In a process for producing foamed products from a
foamable hydratable alkali metal silicate starting mate-
rial; the improvement comprising:

physically converting the alkali metal silicate starting
material to a fluid-like viscoelastic condition con-

3 839 519
METHOD OF MAKING BUILDING PANEL

Gershen Weiner, 1125 N. 16th St,
Allentown, Pa. 18102

AppUcation Jan. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 105,686, which Is
a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 20,764,
Mar. 18, 1970. Divided and this appUcation Dec. 26,
1972, Ser. No. 318,153

Int CI. B29d 27/00
U.S. CI. 264—45 9 Claims

1. A method of making insulated building panels com-
prising the steps of providing a form layer having a
plurality of spaced pockets defined on its upper surface
with the layer surrounded by mold sides and ends, plac-
ing masonry members in said pockets, placing metallic
wire mesh on said masonary members, applying a layer of
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quick drying polyester mortar through said wire mesh
and onto the upper surface of said members and into

the unfilled space between adjacent members, curing said

mortar so as to form a bond between adjacent members,
positioning a facing layer so that it cooperates with the

mold sides and mold ends to define a closed cavity above

said layer of mortar, introducing a foam urethane polymer
into said cavity, expanding and curing said foam polymer

in said cavity so that the foam polymer occupies the

entirety of the cavity and bonds said facing layer to said

layer of mortar, and then separating the thusly formed
panel from said form layer.

3,839,520
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING POROUS

ACRYLIC FIBERS
Toshiyuki Kobashi, Tsukubo-gun, and Nobom Abe,
Okayama, Japan, assignors to American Cyanamid
Company, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,765
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 10, 1972,

47/35,850
Int a. B29h 7/20; DOlf 7/00

VS. CI. 264—50 10 Claims

ff^Tf Of iNTPOOijCTiON 0^ INEUT GAS
''* X Br VOLUIte BAStD ON VOLUME^
Cf SP'ftNihG SOLUTiOhJ

1. A process for preparing porous acrylic fibers which

comprises preparing a spinning solution of a fiber-form-

ing acrylonitrile polymer containing at least about 70

weight percent acrylonitrile and the balance of one or

more vinyl monomers copolymerizable therewith in an

aqueous inorganic solvent therefor, dispersing therein as

bubbles of an average diameter less than about 50 microns

both an inert liquid having a boiling point in the range

of 30-100° C. and an inert gas which are substantially

insoluble in said spinning solution and an aqueous co-

agulant therefor, said liquid and said gas being dispersed

in amounts given in the co-dependent relationship

ABCDE shown in the accompanying Figure, spinning the

dispersion thus obtained into said aqueous coagulant

under conditions which retain the dispersed bubbles within

the coagulated filament, and thereafter passing the co-

gulated filament through steam or water at a tempera-

ture at or above the boiling point of said liquid while

the filament is in a homogeneous swollen gel state so

as to evaporate said liquid.

3,839,521
PROCESS FOR MAKING FERRO-CEMENT

STRUCTURES
Kenneth Robinson, 416 Meeker St,

South Orange, NJ. 07079
Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,333

Int CI. B28b 1/26
U.S. CL 264—87 1 Claim

1. A process for producing a variety of ferrocement

structures, comprising the steps of:

positioning a stack of contiguous grids in a mold con-

stituted in part by a vacuum mat including a sub-

stantially continuous outer sheet and a permeable

inner sheet of flexible character separated by a suc-

tion space, said outer sheet being provided with a

thermoplastic backing;

thermally softening said backing;

deforming said mat into a shape corresponding to that

of a structure to be produced;

temporarily maintaining the shape of said mat by let-

ting said backing harden;

Z15
MAT-ion^ommLt

no

226
221

ISO

introducing a.slurry of mortar into said mold around

said stack;

applying suction to said space to extract excess water

from said slurry through said mat while leaving a

cementitious layer enveloping said stack and filling

the voids thereof upon the extraction of all free wa-

ter therefrom; and
repeating the foregoing steps with different shapes of

said mat.

3 839 522
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

DOG BEDDING
William R. Batley, Jr., Brawley, Calif., assignor to

Batley-Janss Enterprises, Brawley, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 167,901, Aug.

2, 1971, now Patent No. 3,775,133. This application

Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226,955
Int CI. D04h 3/16

U.S. CI. 264—115 9 Claims

OeiED PINES *N0 nN*L
PSOTCIKI OVEBS12C PRODUCT
CURD PAITTiCLES

1. A process for preparing a dog bedding comprising:

(a) mixing fresh alfalfa having a fibrous fraction and

a non-fibrous fraction with a liquid capable of dis-

solving at least a portion of said non-fibrous fraction

to produce a fresh alfalfa slurry;

(b) subjecting said slurry to pressing means to remove

a portion of said liquid and a portion of said non-

fibrous fraction contained in said fresh alfalfa and

to yield a pressed cake containing the fibrous fraction

of said fresh alfalfa;

(c) subjecting said pressed cake to a drying step to yield

a dried fiber fraction;

(d) passing said dried fiber fraction to fragmenting

means to produce a fragmented, particulate alfalfa

fibrous fraction;
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(e) passing said fragmented, particulate alfalfa fibrous

fraction to compacting means to produce a com-
pacted, particulate alfalfa fibrous fraction; and

(f) adding to said compacted, particulate alfalfa fi-

brous fraction about V2% to about 10% by weight

of a waxy substance to produce said dog bedding.

3 839 523
METHOD FOR PRODUCING CHIPBOARDS FROM
CHIP MIXTURES USING MATERIAL IN POWDER
OR FIBER FORM

Hans Ph. Lobenboffer and Kurt W. Ernst, Gottingen,
Germany, assignors to Hutt GmbH, Leingarten, Ger-
many
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,414

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 15, 1971,
P 21 12 299.6

Int. CI. B29j 5/00
U.S. CI. 264—115 3 Claims

1. A method of producing a chipboard, wherein chip-
shaped wood compacts are included in a mat in admixture
with wood chips, comprising:

(a) mixing a consolidating-promoting bonding agent
with wood particles selected from the group consist-

ing of wood grinding dust, screening wood residue
and sawdust,

(b) placing said mixture between opposed surfaces of
pressing means,

(c) compacting said mixture into a consolidated con-
dition,

(d) subdividing said consolidate mixture into chip-
shaped compacts up to 18 mm. long, 5-10 mm. wide
and 0.5-5 mm. thick,

(e) mixing said chip-shaped compacts, uniformly to-

gether with said wood chips,

(f) forming said mixture of said compacts and said
wood chips into a mat, and

(g) pressing said mat in a manner to bond said com-
pacts and said wood chips into said chipboard.

which comprises thoroughly impregnating a braided poly-
ester suture having an elastic memory with a lubricating
oil which is physiologically inert and is inert to said poly-
ester suture, stretching the impregnated suture while
maintaining the suture at the heat-setting temperature
above its glass transition temperature to reduce the elastic

memory thereof, cooling the stretched suture, passing the
cooled suture under tension that holds the suture taut
around a plurality of sharp edges, each edge being fixed
and positioned to effect at least a 30° change in direction
of the passing suture so as to induce consistent flexing
uniformly throughout the entire suture, contacting the
strecthed suture with a solvent for said oil to remove said
oil from the suture and impregnating the suture with poly-
tetrafluoroethylene particles having a size .sufficiently
small to enter into the interstices of said braided suture.

3 839 525
METHOD OF PRODUCING A NET-LIKE

THERMOPLASTIC MATERIAL
Martin E. Doll, Patterson, N.C., assignor to Cellu

Products Company, Patterson, N.C.
Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 837,162, June

27, 1969, now Patent No. 3,642,967. Tbis application
Sept. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 179,012

Int. CI. B29d 23/10
U.S. CI. 264-154 7 claims

3,839,524
METHOD OF FABRICATING PLIABLE POLY-

FILAMENTOUS PLASTIC STRANDS
Joseph H. Adams, Vernon, Conn., and Leonard D. Kurtz,

Woodraere, N.Y., assignors to Sutures, Inc., Coventry,
Conn.

Continuation of application Ser. No. 78,174, Oct. 2,
1970, whicb is a continuation of application Ser. No.
828,495, May 28, 1969, botb now abandoned. This
application Nov. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 306,217
Tbe portion of tbe term of tbe patent subsequent to

Aug. 21, 1990, bas been disclaimed
Int. CI. A61I 17/00; B29c 17/02

U.S. CI. 264—131 4 Claims

I. A method of producing net-like thermoplastic niate-
rials comprising the steps of

slitting a film of thermoplastic material in a predeter-
mined pattern of spaced apart rows of spaced inci-

sions with the incisions in adjacent rows being in

predetermined staggered relation to define there-

between strand portions of generally rectangular
cross-section,

opening the film into net-like form by exerting thereon
a force having at least a component directed trans-

versely to the rows of incisions therein, and
heating the film to a temperature sufficient to reach the

initial melting point of the film but without entirely
liquifying the same and so that the surface tension
of the thermoplastic material draws the strand por-
tions into a generally rounded cross-section and while
maintaining the film in the net-like form.

3,839,526
PENTAGROOVED SPINNERETTE ORIFICES

AND PROCESS
Jesse Louis Riley, Cbarlotte, N.C, and Howard Ray

White, Jr., Pearisburg, Va., assignors to Celanese Cor-
poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,085
Int. CI. B28h 21/54

U.S. CI. 264—177 F 6 Claims
1. A spinnerette with a plurality of orifices of multi-

grooved shape, each of said orifices being defined by five

substantially identical arcuate convexities spaced from
one another by five substantially identical arcuate con-

1. A method for fabricating hot-stretched polyfilamen- cavities; wherein each convexity lies along a common
lous polyester sutures of improved softness and pliability circle having a diameter of less than about 200 microns
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and subtends an angle at the center of said circle from
about 20° to about 45°; and wherein each said concavity

projects inwardly of said circle to a distance of about
5% to 20% of the diameter of said circle.

3 839 527
WATER AND ORGANIC SOLVENT RESISTANT
CELLULOSE ACETATE-METHYLOLATED GUAN-
AMINE POLYMER FIBER

Albin Frank Turbak, Convent Station, and John R. Tbel-
man, Kenvil, NJ., assignors to International Telephone
and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. FUed Oct. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 405,763

Int. CI. C08g 37/32; DOlf 3/28
VS. €1. 264—200 n Claims

1. A process for preparing a cellulose acetate fiber

having improved water and organic solvent resistance
comprising

mixing cellulose acetate containing free hydroxyl
groups, dissolved in an acetone spinning solution,
with from 2 to 20% by weight of an acetone-soluble
methylolated guanamine polymer, said polymer hav-
ing at least one

^N-CHr-N^

linkage between guanamine molecules, a degree of
polymerization of between 2 and 10 and between
30 and 80% of its free methylol groups alkylated
with a 1 to 4 carbon atom alkyl group,

spinning a fiber from said solution and heat setting

said fiber.

3 839 528
WATER AND ORGANIC* SOLVENT RESISTANT
CELLULOSE ACETATE-METHYLOLATED MEL-
AMINE POLYMER nBER

Albin Frank Turbak, Convent Station, and John P. Thel-
man, Kenvil, NJ., assignors to International Telephone
and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 406,113

Int. CI. C08g 37/32; DOlf 3/38
U.S. CI. 264—200 10 Claims

1. A process for preparing a cellulose acetate fiber hav-
ing improved water and organic solvent resistance com-
prising

mixing cellulose acetate containing free hydroxyl
groups, dissolved in an acetone spinning solution,

with from 2% to 20% by weight of an acetone-solu-
ble methylolated melamine polymer, said polymer
having at least one

-4-N—CH.—N-4-'^>

linkage between melamine molecules, a degree of
polymerization of between 2 and 10 and between 30%
and 80% of its free methylol groups alkylated with
a 1 to 4 carbon atom alkyl group,

spinning a fiber from said solution, and
heat setting said fiber.

3 839 529
PREPARATION OF POLYAMIDE-IMIDE

' FILAMENTS
Carii Serres and James R. Stephens, Naperville, III.,

assignors to Standard Oil Company, Chicago, 111.

No Drawing. Filed Dec 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,365
Int. CI. DOlf 7/00

U.S. CI. 264—205 11 Claims
1. A process for preparing abrasion-resistant, thermally

stable polyamide-imide filaments from the water precip-

itated and washed polymer prepared by reacting essen-

tially equimolar quantities of an acyl halide derivative

of trimellitic acid anhydride which contains at least one
acyl halide group with that in the 4-ring position and an
aromatic primary diamine, in a polar organic solvent, for

a period of time and at a temperature below 150° C. suf-

ficient to produce a polymer substantially in the polyamic
acid form, which process comprises:

(1) heating the precipitated polymer at a temperature
between about 300° F. to 600° P.;

(2) dissolving the heated polymer into a polar organic
solvent at such a concentration that the solution vis-

cosity of the resulting solution is at least about 1500
poises when measured at 25° C;

(3) spinning the polymer solution into a gaseous at-

mosphere which is maintained at a temperature of
at least 450° P.; and

(4) curing the spun filaments for a time and at a tem-
perature above 300° P. sufficient to convert substan-
tially all the carboxyl and amide groups available for

further reaction to imide groups.

3 839 530
PRODUCTION OF P'OLYCAPROAMIDE FIBER

Alex John Bingham, Lake Hiawatha, NJ., and David
Pendlebury, Chester, and Stanley David Lazarus,
Petersburg, Va., assignors to Allied Chemical Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 419,318

Int. CI. C08g 20/14; DOlf 1/02; D02g 1/00
U.S. CI. 264—210 F 10 Claims

1. In a process for the formation of polycaproamide
fiber from a fiber-forming e-polycaprbamide polymer hav-
ing excess number of carboxyl end groups over amino
end groups, by extruding the molten polymer through an
orifice into a quenching medium and thereafter stretch-
ing the resulting filament, the improvement wherein said
fiber-forming e-polycaproamide polymer is prepared by
a process comprising:

(a) continuously forming a molten polymerization re-
action mixture at 240°-290° C. from e-caprolactam;

(b) continuously smoothly stirring said reaction mix-
ture while flowing over the surface thereof a gas ca-
pable of removing moisture from said reaction mix-
ture, at a flow rate of at least 2 unit volumes of said
gas, measured at standard temperature and pressure,
per hour per each unit volume of said reaction mix-
ture, until the total primary amino group plus car-
boxyl group analysis of the resulting polymer is not
above 135 milliequivalents per kilogram of polymer;
and then

(c) continuously reacting said polymer at 250-290° C.
with about 0.1-0.7 mol per 100 mols of lactam in
the polymer, of an ester of a dicarboxylic acid, hav-
ing the formula

o o

R—0—C—Ri-C—O—Rj

where R is a hydrocarbon radical having between 9
and 16 carbon atoms, Ri is a hydrocarbon radical
having between 4 and 18 carbon atoms, and R3 \s

hydrogen or a hydrocarbon radical having between
9 and 16 carbon atoms, until the primary amino
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group analysis of the polymer is not above 34 milli-

equivalents per kilogram of polymer and the carboxyl

group analysis of the polymer is between about 50

and about 90 miliiequivalents per kilogram of poly-

mer, thereby reducing the occurrence of nubs in the

fiber.

3 839 531
METHOD FOR MAKING A RETAINING RING FOR

AN ANTIFRICTION BEARING
Roger W. Parkinson, Plainville, Conn., assignor to

Textron, Inc., Providence, R.I.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,527
Int. CI. B29f 7/022

U.S. CI. 264—328 2 Claims

1. A method of making a retaining ring for holding

a plurality of like antifriction elements in angularly spaced

relation comprising the steps of:

injecting plastic into a mold cavity defined by a cylin-

drical outer wall, a cylindrical inner wall concentri-

cally arranged with respect to said outer wall to form
an annular cavity therebetween, a first core piece

forming a first radially extending wall joining the

inner and outer walls, a second core piece forming a

second radially extending wall axially spaced from
the first radially extending wall joining the inner and
outer walls, a first plurality of like angularly spaced
radially inner arcuate groove-forming projections at-

tached to the first core piece and extending axially

into the mold cavity in axially slidable engagement
with the outward cylindrical surface of the inner wall,

and a second like plurality of similarly spaced radial-

ly outer arcuate groove-forming projections attached

to the second core piece and extending into the mold
cavity in axially slidable engagement with the inward
cylindrical surface of the outer wall, the outer diam-
eter of the projections of the first core piece being
substantially the same as the inner diameter of the

projections of the second core piece, and the inner

and outer projections being in angular registration

and in axial overlap;

allowing the plastic to set within the mold cavity;

causing outward relative axial movement between at

least one of the first and second core pieces relative

to said inner and outer walls, whereby a like plurality

of radially continuous openings are defined in the

molded ring at the locations of angular and axial

overlap; and
removing the retaining ring thus formed from the mold

cavity.

face having a plurality of bulging portions each por-
tion being separated from at least one other said

portion by a depressed area,

(2) positioning a reinforcing foraminous fabric of
such strength that it is capable of maintaining its

integrity under substantial stretching without disrup-

tion and holding said fabric under tension over the

surface of said mass,

3 839 532
METHOD OF MAKING A PRESTRESSED REIN-

FORCED CORRUGATED SHEET
Robert E. Drake, 3265 11th Ave.,

Vero Beach, Fla. 32960
Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,219

Int. CI. B29d 3102
U.S. CI. 264—229 9 Claims

1. A method for the production of shaped reinforced
resinous products comprising the steps of:

( 1 ) depositing a mass of shapable and settable or cura-

ble substance upon a mold surface, said mold sur-

(3) embedding said foraminous fabric in said mass by
application of pressure directly to said fabric only in

plural restricted areas thereof, said restricted areas

corresponding to said depressed areas, while con-
tinuing to maintain said fabric under tension and
effecting a stretching of said fabric to conform to the

contour of said bulging mold surface,

(4) curing the said .substance while said material is so

stretched and embedded, thereby producing a pre-

stressed product,

(5) said restricted areas being generally defined by a
series of points corresponding to points on the said

mold, from which latter points, lines definitive of
said bulging surface may be considered as originat-

ing.

3 839 533
SPHERICAL BEARING ELEMENTS

Nikolaus Laing, 7141 Aldingen, near Stuttgart,

Hofener Weg 35-37, Germany
Filed June 25, 1971, Ser. No. 156,897

Claims priority, application Austria, July 1, 1970,
5,901/70

Int. CI. B28b 1132
U.S. CI. 264—309 6 Oaims

1. A method of making a concave spherical bearing ele-

ment having a substantially uniform thickness throughout

comprising:

(a) coating a .spherical convex mold outer surface which
is complementary to a bearing surface of the element
to be produced with a release agent, said mold being

supported on a vertical axis passing through the cen-

ter of the mold;

(b) depositing particles of molten bearing element ma-
terial on said coating through movement of the par-

ticles substantially toward the mold from a .source

which extends radially of the mold;
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(c) rotating said mold about said vertical axis in a man-
ner such that the molten bearing element material
builds up evenly on the coating;

(d) pivoting said source about a second axis in a man-
ner such that the molten bearing element material

builds up evenly on the coating, said second axis being
perpendicular to said vertical axis and passing through
said vertical axis; and

*- e 6

(e) cooling said molten material below its melting point
whereby said material will solidify and build up
evenly on the coating, said depositing, cooling, pivot-mg and rotating steps occurring simultaneously
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washing the particles of said slurry with water untU a
pH of 12 or less is obtained;

heatirig said slurry at a temperature of lOC-SOO" C.
while under a gauge pressure of CO2 of 10-20 kg./
cm.2 which is sufllicient to elute the sodium compo-
nent; and thereafter

separating hydrated alumina from the slurry.

PROCESS FOR raiTTOEATM^ OF CONSUMED
AW »>r .

ETCHING SOLUTION^^ T^""'
^"^.''*^' """^ Osamu Fujimoto, Shizu-

ctud.,'TXo,^r" *° ^^"^ Electro-Chemical

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 18, 1969, Ser. No. 859,160

U.S. CI. 423-43
""'^'-^'^^^/^^

3:,,,
1. A process for the treatment of an acid consum'S

copper etching solution containing persulfuric acid salt
or hydrogen peroxide acidified by sulfuric acid and being
used for dissolving copper or copper alloy, which com-
prises adding:

(a) a phosphoric acid ion (PO4— ) supplying com-
pound in an amount of from 0.6 mol per 1 mol of
dissolved copper to a saturated concentration of said

/-u
supplying compound, and

(b) an alkali, alkali earth metal or ammonium com-
pouiid to the consumed etching solution so as to
regulate the pH value of said solution to 4 5-6 5
and filtering a resulting crystal of copper salt, where-
by obtaining a waste solution containing not more
than 10 p.p.m. of dissolved copper.

3 839 535
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE EXHAUST
... „ TREATMENT
DiUion P. Ashbum, Ogden, Utah, assignor to New

nri«i„.i *^r?°"«^
Corporation, Ogden, Utah

pC»^??^*^\**S?/??; ^®' 1'^^' Ser. No. 114,175, now

wTc ^. « Int CI. BOld 47/00

1. I he meUiod of treating internal combustion engine
exhaust gas flow to reduce their oxide content and to
mcrease oxygen content of the gases that includes-

(a) mitially controlling the exhaust gas temperature to
lie withm a range of from about 150° F. and 650' F
and ''

(b) thereafter effecting intimate contact of the con-
trolled temperature gaseous flow with exposed cata-
lyst metal in the form of multiple fins while directing
said flow generally parallel to said fins, the catalyst
metal consisting essentially of copper, thereby to cata-
lyse the reduction of the oxide content of the exhaust
gas.

3,839,537
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING DEUTERIUM-RICH
u^^^^^l^iS^^^^ raANsmoJ^M^A"
DEUTEMDE

^TERMETALUC HYDRJDE-

Richard J. Charles, Schenectady, and Robert E. Cech,
Scotia, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company

Filed Dec 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,425

iTc r^. ^?*-S!-C01»»-//00,-//72; coif i7/00
U.J. CL 423—263 7 Claims

1. A process for producing deuterium-rich gas concen-
trate which comprises providing in a reaction zone coarse
particles of T5RE intermetallic compound having a com-
position within 15% by weight of stoichiometric com-
position where T is a transition metal selected from the
group consisting of cobalt, nickel, iron, manganese and
alloys thereof and RE is a rare earth metal, contacting
said coarse particles wiUi hydrogen at elevated pressure
to produce a hydride of said compound causing volume
expansion and break up of said particles into particles of
hne size ranging from about 5 microns to 100 microns
desorbing said hydride leaving particles of substantially
TfiRE compound of said fine size, contacting said fine size
particles of T5RE compound with a hydrogenous feed gas
to selectively absorb the hydrogen and deuterium com-
ponents therefrom forming a hydride-deuteride of said
compound, said absorption being carried out about the
dissociation pressure of the hydride-deuteride formed,
said T5RE compound being substantially inert in said hy-
drogenous gas except for said absorption of said hydro-
gen and deuterium, continuing said contact between said
fine size particles of T5RE compound and said hydro-
genous gas until said absorption is substantially complete
as indicated by a stabilization of pressure in said reaction
zone and sequentially desorbing the resulting transition
metal-rare earth-hydride-deuteride compound to produce
a deuterium-nch gas concentrate containing deuterium in
an amount at least about 0.1% by volume greater than
that present in said hydrogenous feed gas, said desorption
being carried out below the dissociation pressure of said
hydride-deuteride compound.

11 3,839,536
PROCESS FOR PREPARING PURE

Qi.n c *
^HYDRATED ALUMINA

MnH T U^"?"***' ^°1 Yoshihisa Otaka and Kenji

J;S„^^"^'^^°' «^«°«" to Mitsubishi Chemical
Industries, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. FUed July 21, 1971, Ser. No. 164,832

U.S.CI.423-l]?-^'-^«^^^/^^'^/^^ ,[,.
1. A process for preparing a hydrated alumina, which

composes:

forming a slurry of bayerite by charging carbon dioxide
mto an aqueous solution of sodium aluminate;

3 839 538
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

i- * ^ . „BORON HALIDES
Gunter Kratel, Sankt Mang, Gunter Stohr, Kempten

Wiebke, Munich, Germany, assignors to Elektro-
schmelzwerk Kampten GmbH, Munich, West Ger-many
No Drawing FUed Mar. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 234,675

Claims priority, appUcatlon Germany, Mar. 20. 1971.
P 21 13 591.1

WTO r^ ..
Int. CI. COlb 9/00, i5/00

VS. a. 423-292 5 claims
1. Process for the production of a boron tiihaUde se-

lected from the group consisting of a trichloride and a
tribromide comprising reacting

(A) an alkaline earth metal boride in particulate form
selected from the group consisting of calcium boride
and magnesium boride, with

(B) an anhydrous gaseous hydrogen haUde selected
trom the group consisting of hydrogen chloride and
hydrogen bromide,

(C) at a temperature between 300» C. and 1800' C.
and

*'

(D) recovering the resulting boron ti-ihalide.
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3 839 539
SYNTHETIC FLUORIDE CONTAINING

ZEOLITE SYSTEMS
Curtis Homer Elliott, Jr., Baltimore, Md., assignor to

W. R. Grace & Co., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Sen No.

803,117, Feb. 27, 1969, now Patent No. 3,594,331.

This application Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 186,458

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

July 20, 1988, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. BOlj 11/40, 11/78; COlb 33/28
U.S. CI. 423—329 15 Claims

1. A method of producing fluorine containing zeolite

molecular sieves comprising:

(a) providing a reaction mixture of an active alumina

solution and an active silica solution wherein the

ratio of alumina to silica in said solutions is effective

to produce a zeolitic composition;

(b) providing a fluoride ion solution wherein said

fluoride ion solutions whereby a slurry forms;

the compound selected from the group consisting of

ammonium fluoride, ammonium fluosilicate, hydro-

gen fluoride and fluosilicic acid, said anion radical

being present in a ratio of from 0.5 to 50 percent

of the active alumina content of said reaction mix-

ture;

(c) admixing said active alumina, active silica and

fluoride ion so'utions whereby a slurry forms;

(d) aging said slurry at a temperature of from about
20° C. to 120= C. for from I to 48 hours, whereby
a crystalline zeolite is formed which has from about

0.01 to 0.15 percent fluoride coordinated into the

crystalline structure; and
(e) recovering said crystalline zeolite.

3,839,540
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING SILICON

NITRIDE PRODUCTS
William John Arrol, Solihull, England, assignor to Joseph

Lucas (Industries) Limited, Birmingham, England
No Drawing. Filed July 8, 1971, Ser. No. 160,945

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 10, 1970,
33,573/70

Int. CI. COlb 21/06; C04b 35/66
U.S. CI. 423—344 21 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing silicon nitride products

comprising the steps of forming a compact from a mixture
of powdered silicon and a fluxing agent for aiding the

pressure sintering of silicon nitride, heating said compact
in a nitriding atmosphere to produce a silicon nitride body
of dimensions greater than the required finished product
and of density less than the required finished product, and
hot pressing said silicon nitride body to produce a silicon

nitride product of the required dimensions and the re-

quired density.

3,839,541
SILICON NITRIDE PRODUCTS

Roland John Lumby, Northfield, Birmingham, Paul
Grieveson, Whitley Bay, Northumberland, and Roger
Francis Stokes, Hall Green, Birmingham, England, as-
signors to Joseph Lucas (Industries) Limited, Birming-
ham, England
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 183,259

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 26, 1970,
45,960/70, 45,961/70
Intel. COlb 27/06

U.S. CI. 423—344 8 Claims
1. A method of manufacturing silicon nitride powder

predominantly in the a-phase by reacting silicon powder
with a nitriding atmosphere at an elevated temperature
below the melting point of the silicon powder, which com-
prises providing that, prior to nitriding, the silicon powder
includes a compound which is in the solid phase at said
elevated temperature and which contains oxygen which
will take part in the nitriding reaction, the amount of

said compound being such that there is present in the

silicon powder between 1.4% and 2.5% by weight of

rectable oxygen.

3 839 542
METHOD OF MAKING SUB-MICRON PARTICLES
OF METAL CARBIDES OF ENLARGED AND
CONTROLLED PARTICLE SIZE
John Donald Chase, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to

American Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 103,861

Int. CI. COlb 31/30. 31/34, 31/36
U.S. CI. 423—346 4 Claims

1. A process for the production of metal carbides having

a particle size ranging from about O.I to 0.3 microns com-
prising the steps of: reacting a vaporijed metal halide with

a hydrocarbon in the presence of hydrogen at a tempera-

ture of at least 1000° C, said metal selected from boron,

silicon, titanium, zirconium, hafnium, vanadium, tanta-

lum, niobium, molybdenum, tungsten, thorium and mix-

tures thereof; forming and growing metal carbides down-
stream of said reacting in a zone of controlled precipita-

tion and growth having a temperature of from 1300° C.

to 4000° C, said carbides having a residence time of at

least 50 milliseconds for reacting, forming and growing;

and, separating said metal carbides from said gas phase

downstream of said zone.

3 839 543
CATALYST FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

CYANOGEN CHLORIDE
Friedhelm Geiger, Grossauheim, and Wolfgang Weigert,

Offenbach, Germany, assignors to Deutsche Gold, und
Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler, Frankfurt, Ger-
many
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302,419

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 4, 1971,
P 21 54 721.7

Int. CI. BOlj 11/06; COlb 21/18, 31/08
U.S. CI. 423—379 7 Claims

1. In a process of preparing cyanogen chloride by

reacting hydrogen cyanide with chlorine in the gaseous

phase at 200 to 600° C. in the presence of a carbon

containing catalyst the improvement comprising employ-

ing as the catalyst carbon having the graphite structure.

3 839 544
METHOD FOR MAKING NIOBIUM NITRIDE

FIBERS
Peter T. B. Shaffer, Grand Island, N.Y., assignor to The

Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 298,072

Int. CI. COlb 27/06
U.S. CI. 423—406 3 Claims

?« je "t
22 32 M

-0 ^ITO \'2o. a'^s' " ^13 *" O^'^

1. A method for making a niobium fiber comprising;

(a) heating an alloy containing nickel and niobium to

its melting point;

(b) immersing a boron nitride fiber in the molten alloy,

whereby the boron is replaced by niobium to form

the niobium nitride fiber; and

(c) withdrawing the niobium nitride fiber from the

molten alloy.
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3 839 545

EXHAUST GAS PURIFICATION CATALYST ANDMETHOD THEREFOR
Georg-Maria Schwab, Munich, and Gunter Donga,
Moosburg, Germany, assignors to Sud-Chemie AGNo Drawmg. FUed Mar. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 119,831

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 5. 1970.
P 20 10 449.8

U.S. CI. 423—437 15 claims
1. Supported exhaust gas purification catalyst compris-

mg as the active mass a mixture of copper oxide and
manganese dioxide and at least one promoter oxide of the
elements of Group IV or thorium.

liquid phase, for about 15 minutes to about five hours
to obtain a reaction mixture having an upper organic
phase and a lower aqueous phase, said upper organic
phase being substantially depleted of bromine and having
the appearance of a polymer and said lower aqueous
phase containing HBr dissolved therein, and thereafter
separating said phases from each other.

3,839,546
pm:paration of ultrahigh purity anhy.
mPy^^S. ^^i^.y ^TAL halide p6toE^

the United States of America as represented by the
Secretary of the Air Force
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 284,522

f ?• ^^^^^ " Claims
1. A method of preparmg ultrahigh purity, anhydrous

alkah metal halide powders of submicron size, said
method comprising the steps of:

(I) reacting as the sole reactants in an anhydrous inert
atmosphere an alkali metal with at least a stoichio-
metric amount of an anhydrous alcohol cor-
respondmg to the formula ROH, where R is an alkyl
radical containing 1 to 5, inclusive, carbon atoms,
thereby forming an alkali metal alkoxide cor-
responding to the formula MOR, where M is an
alkali metal and R is as defined hereinbefore, the
reaction being conducted at a temperature in the
range of about 10 to 20° C;

(2) reacting as the sole reactants in an anhydrous in-
ert atmosphere stoichiometric amounts of the alkali
metal alkoxide and a member selected from the
group consisting of an anhydrous hydrogen halide
gas and a silicon tetrahalide, thereby forming a re-
action mixture containing an alkali metal halide, the
reaction being conducted at a temperature in the
range of about 10 to 20° C. when said member is
a hydrogen halide and at a temperature in the range
of about 20 to 30° C. when said member is a silicon
tetrahalide; and

(3) recovering the alkali metal halide from the re-
action mixture by fractionally distilling alcohol
from the reaction mixture when said member is a
hydrogen halide and silicon alkoxide from the re-
action mixture when said member is a silicon tetra-
halide, washing the remaining alkali \ metal halide
with an aromatic hydrocarbon, filtering the washed
alkali metal halide, and drying the filtered material
to provide white crystalline alkali metal halide
powder of submicron size.

3 839 548
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING SODIUM

HYDROSULFIDE SOLUTIONS
Ronnie DeveU Jackson, El Dorado, Ark., assignor to

Lion Oil Company
Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 293,629

,Tc ^. ,,>«• CI. BOld 59/22. COlb 77/i2
VS. CI. 423-560 ig claims

1. A method of producing useful sodium hydrosulfide
solutions substantially free of sodium carbonate from re-
finery sour gas containing hydrogen sulfide and carbon di-
oxide which comprises contacting said refinery sour gas
with a fresh aqueous sodium hydroxide solution in cocur-
rent interfacial two-phase flow and separating a sweet gas
containing not more than 1.0 percent by weight of hydro-
gen sulfide at standard conditions and recovering an aque-
ous solution of sodium hydrosulfide containing not more
than 2.0 percent by weight of sodium carbonate.

,, 3,839,547

'''*°ppiS5^??\5£?SXf'*^G ™^ ^^ND BROMINE
T 1,

^5^i?i3;3TRIBROM0.2.ALKYLALKANES
John G. McNuIty and William L. Walsh, Glenshaw, Pa.,

?Sfbur"h%S ^''*"''* * Development Comjany;

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 311,369
WTO «. «

Int. CI. COlb 7/70. 7/72
U.S. CI. 423-500

8 Claims
1. A process for recovering bromine from a 2 3 S-tri-

bromo-2-alkyIalkane which comprises heating a 'charge
consistmg essentially of said 2,3,3-tribromo-2-alkylalkane
aiid water, wherein the molar ratio of water to said 2 3 3-
tribromo-2-aIkyIalkane is in the range of about 10:1 'to
about 50:1 at a temperature of about 80° to about 200°
C. and a pressure of about 50 to about 200 pounds per
square mch gauge, sufllicient to maintain the water in

««^ 3,839,549
PROCESS FOR REMOVING SULFUR DIOXIDEFROM INDUSTRIAL GASES
F i.'^^'^''/"P^' Chatou, Claude Dezael, Malsons-
Laffitte, and Philippe Renault, Noisy-le-Roi, France, as-
signors to Institut Francais du Petrole, des Carbuiants
et Lubnfiants

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,448
Clamis priority, application France, July 20. 1971.

7126612

iTc ^. i°*- CI. COlb 77/00, 77/60; COlc 7/70
U.S. CI. 423—575 jg Claims

1. A process for removing sulfur dioxide from a gas,
which comprises (a) contacting the gas with an aqueous
solution of ammonium sulfite or ammonia, at a tempera-
ture of from to 100° C, so as lo obtain a solution of
relatively higher ammonium hydrogen sulfite content, (b)
contacting the solution from step (a) with hydrogen sul-
fide, at 20-150° C, so as to form ammonium thiosulfate,
(c) then heating the resulting aqueous thiosulfate solu-
tion up to a temperature at which water vaporizes there-
from to obtain solid ammonium thiosulfate, (d) heating
the solid ammonium thiosulfate from step (c) up to
150-400° C, so as to decompose it to sulfur, water,
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sulfur dioxide and ammonia, (e) contacting the gas phase
from step (d) with hydrogen sulfide, in the presence of
an organic solvent, so as to produce sulfur by reaction

(e) reacting the lithium iodate in the presence of water
with the iodide of a metal selected from the group
consisting of potassium, rubidium and cesium,

(f) separating iodate of the metal selected from the
lithium iodide and water,

(g) thermally decomposing the metal iodate so sep-
arated to yield oxygen and the iodide of the selected
metal, at least some of the oxygen being continuously
removed from the system and the metal iodide being
used in step (e),

(h) converting the hydriodic acid to hydrogen and
iodine, the hydrogen being continuously removed
from the system and collected and the iodine being
used in step (c) and

(i) continuously introducing water into the system.

of hydrogen sulfide with sulfur dioxide, separating sulfur,
condensing the vapors and feeding back the condensate
to step (a).

3 839 551
SUPER REACTIVE RECALCINED LIME

PRODUCT AND PROCESS
Otto L. Dozsa, Palos Heights, and Byron E. PoweU, Roll-

tag Meadows, lU., assignors to United States Gypsum
Company, Ciiicago, HI.

FUed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 273,895
Int CL coif 77/02

U.S. Cl. 423-640 7 aaims

COWMCdCtAL
GWAOC

OmCKL'MC

3,839,550
CLOSED-CYCLE THERMOCHEMICAL PROCESS

FOR THE DECOMPOSITION OF WATER
Robert H. Wentorf, Jr., Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to

General Electric Company
Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,536

lat. ClCOlb 1/00, 13/00
VS. a. 423-579 9 claims

24-

?3-

co*«se

j^ C*i.CK«l»
S-' , J

1. A very water-reactive recalcined quicklime composi-
tion which obtains a temperature rise in water of about
40° C. during the first 30 seconds, comprising reburned
calcium oxide having a pore volume of about 1.67 cc.
per gram and an average pore size of about 1.4 microns;
and having a sum of CO2 and H2O less than about 2% by
weight.

1. The process for the generation of hydrogen and
oxygen from water comprising the steps of

:

(a) hydrolyzing lithium iodide to produce lithium hy-
droxide and hydriodic acid,

(b) removing the hydriodic acid from the hydrolysis
reaction zone,

(c) reacting aqueous lithium hydroxide from step (a)
with iodine to produce an aqueous mixture of lithium
iodide and lithium iodate,

(d) separating the lithium iodide from the lithium
iodate, said lithium iodide being used for step (a),

3 839 552
COMPOSITION FOR THE TREATMENT OF

HYPERTROPHIED ORAL TISSUE
Carl M. Kosti, 704 FoxhaU Road,
Bloomfleld Hills, Mich. 48013

No Drawing. Continuation-fai-part of application Ser. No.
829,793, July 2, 1969, which is a condnuatton-in-part
of application Ser. No. 742,535, July 5, 1968, now
abandoned. This appUcation Mar. 19, 1971, Ser. No.
126,376
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Apr. 13, 1988, has been dlsclafaned
Int. Cl. A61k 7/J6

U.S. a. 424-54 8 Oaims
1. A toothpaste composition containing therein an

alkaloid selected from the group consisting of aromatic
amines having between about 6 to 10 carbon atoms and
aliphatic amines having between about 4 to 7 carbon
atoms, said alkaloid being present in an amount of from
0.0125 to 5.0 percent by weight of the toothpaste com-
position.
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3,839,553

COSMETIC AND CONDITIONER FOR
SKIN AND HAIR

Jose M. Martfaez, 3633 NW. 5th St. 33125; Valentin
E. Lorenzo 119 NE. 20th SL 33135; and Tomas
Hernandez, 9220 SW. 38th St 33165, aU of Miami,

Filed Aug. 13, 1970, Ser. No. 63,472

WT«, ^ Int Cl. A61k 7/05
U.S. a. 424-74 1 aalm

1. A method for producing a product used as a cos-
metic and conditioner for skin and hair comprising the
steps of:

sun of drying water-washed Polypodium Phyllitidis L.
roots and leaves,

grinding said roots and leaves,

dissolve in approximately 0,875 1. of approximately
70% sorbitol solution approximately 15.00 gm. of
methyl para-hydroxybenzoate and approximately
5.00 gm. of propyl para-hydroxybenzoate to provide
a first fluid,

heating the first fluid at approximately 176" P.,
adding approximately 5.600 1. of distilled water and

while agitating this second fluid heating it to 212" P.,
maintaining the temperature at 212° P. for a few

minutes while adding approximately 235.00 gm. of
the ground roots and approximately 115.00 gm. of
the ground leaves to produce a third fluid,

filtering the third fluid after it is cooled in a covered
container,

adding approximately 5.925 1. of distilled water, agi-
tatmg and adding approximately 4.025 1. of alcohol
and approximately 0.050 1. of essence of Portugal to
produce a fourth fluid,

the fourth fluid is held in repose in a closed recipient
for approximately ten days, and

extracting by decantation all the clear liquid to provide
the product.

acid, or dcxtran and having one of the following formulas
and a molecular weight of at least 5000;

r Y

CH—

O

CH CH—0-CH—0-T-

COOHja_COOH ±

-j-CHj-CH-O-CH-oJ

L COOH COOhJ,

:^
\

CH-CH
_ OH OH

CH—O-

CHi

CH-0
CHOH CH—0-

CH-CH
- OH in

where
II

X and Y are each CHjOH or COOH,
m. is between 0.6 and 1, and
n is 1—m.

3,839,554

ACARICIDAL COMPOSITIONS FOR
TREATING PLANTS

Jack P. Corkins, Porterville, Calif., assignor to Uniroyal,
Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,615

,,„ _ Int CI. AOln 9/i-/
U.S. Cl. 424-78 2 Clafans

1. An acaricidal composition comprising an admixture
of (A) a polyoxyethylene - polyoxypropylene-polyoxy-
ethylene ether copolymer represented by the formula-

and (B) propargyl 2-(p-tert.-butyIphenoxy) cyclohexyl
sulfite, the weight ratio of (A) to (B) being from about
1:1 to 2:1.

3,839,556

CALF DIARRHEA VIRUS VACCINE
AND PROCESSES

Charles A. Mebus and Marvta J. Twiehaus, IJncoln,
Nebr., assignors to Board of Regents of the University
of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
197,520, Nov. 10, 1971, which is a conttauation-ln-part
of abandoned aM>lication Ser. No. 90,481, Nov. 17,
1970, which in turn is a continuation-ta-part of aban-
doned application Ser. No. 880,956, Nov. 28, 1969.
This appUcation Nov. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 413,733

Int Cl. C12k 5/00
U.S. Cl. 424—89 6 claims

1. An inactivated reovirus-like calf-diarrhea virus
vaccine comprising inactivated reovirus-like calf-diarrhea
virus and a carrier or adjuvant therefor.

3,839,557

ANTIBIOTICS MONENSIN AND A204 FOR IMPROV-
ING RUMINANT FEED EFFICIENCY

Arthur P. Raun, New Palestine, Ind., assignor to Eli
Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

No Drawing. Continuation-fai-part of application Ser. No.
220,304, Jan. 24, 1972. This appUcation Jan. 15, 1973.
Ser. No. 323,599

'

U.S. a. 424—115
Int Cl. A61k 27/00

12 Claims

3,839,555

VACCINE ADJUVANT AND METHOD
Alfons BilUau, Kellel, and Pierre De Somer, Leuven,
Bel^um, assignors to Recherche et Industries There-
peutiques, R.I.T. Belgium

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 128,530

wTc ^. ..
Int Cl. C12k 5/00

U.S. CI. 424-89 9 Claims
1. An adjuvanted vaccine composition comprising a

vaccine in combination with such an amount of an oxidized
polysaccharide as will result in administration of 1 to 200
mg./kg. of said oxidized polysaccharide per dose of vac-
cme, said oxidized polysaccharide being an oxidized amy-
lose, amylopectin, cellulose, alginic acid, polygalacturonic

1. A method of increasing the eflSciency of feed utiliza-
tion by ruminant animals having a developed rumen func-
tion which comprises the oral administration to such ani-
mals of a propionate-increasing amount of an antibiotic
chosen from the group consisting of monensin, the des-
hydroxymethyl derivative of monensin, and the physio-
logically-acceptable esters and salts thereof.

3,839,558

ANTIBIOTICS A28695A AND A28695B AND A
PROCESS FOR PRODUCTION THEREOF

Robert L. HamiU, New Ross, and Manin M. Hoehn,
IndianapoUs, Ind., assignors to EU LUly and Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

FUed Dec 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,231

Int Cl. A61k 27/00UA Cl. 424—121 3 Claims

1. The antibiotic A28695A which is a white crystalline
compound melting at 97 to 99" C; has an approximate
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molecular weight of 834 as determined by mass spec-

trometry; has the approximate elemental composition of
63.31% carbon, 8.83% hydrogen, and 28.03% oxygen;
which in the form of its sodium salt has one titratable

group having a pKa value of 5.51 as determined by elec-

trometric titration in 66% aqueous ethanol; which in the

form of its mixed sodium-potassium sali is a white crys-

talline compound melting at 161-165° C; which is in-

soluble in water, slightly soluble in methanol and is

soluble in diethyl ether, ethyl acetate, acetone, chloro-
form and benzene; has a specific rotation [alD^S-^H.O?"
(C=l, methanol); which as a solution in chloroform
has the following distinguishable bands in its infrared
absorption spectrum: 3.1-3.3, 3.4, 3.47, 6.24, 6.84, 7.00,

7.25, 7.37, 7.49, 7.68, 7.78, 8.1, 8.47, 8.61, 8.95, 9.11,
9.20, 9.42, 9.5, 9.80, 9.98, 10.24, 10.54, 10.87, 11.09,
11.5 and 11.66 microns; and which shows no significant

absorption in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum.

(g) has an optical rotation of [aJD^o —268° in meth-
anol;

(h) has the following elemental analysis: C, 63.7%; H,
5.60%; N, 7.27%; CI, 4.61%; and

(i) darkens at 194° C. and melts at 212-214° C. when
heated in a capillary tube.

3 839 559
ANTICOCCIDIAL METHOD

Robert L. Hamill, New Ross, and Marvin M. Hoehn,
Indianapolis, Ind., assignors to Eli Lilly and Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of application Sen No. 211,231,
Dec. 23, 1971. This appUcation July 16, 1973, Ser.
No. 379,896

Int. CI. A61k 21/00
VS. CI. 424—121 6 Claims

1. A method of treating and preventing coccidiosis in
poultry and rabbits which comprises administering orally
to poultry and rabbits an anticoccidially-effective amount
of antibiotic selected from the group consisting of A28695,
A28695A, A28695B, and the sodium salt, potassium salt,

sodium-potassium mixed salt, or ammonium salt thereof.

3,839,560
YEMENIMYCIN AND PROCESS FOR

MAKING SAME
Ibrahim R. Shimi, The University of Ain-Shams, Dept of

Biochemistry, Abbasiah, Cairo, Egypt
Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,550

InL CI. A61k 21/00
VS. a. 424—122 5 Claims

1. The substance yemenimycin which:
(a) is effective in inhibiting the growth of Staphylococ-
cus aureus. Micrococcus lysodiekticus. Micrococcus
roseus, Bacillus cereus, Streptococcus pyogenes, Can-
dida albicans. Trichophyton mentagrophytes, Tri-

chophyton asteroides, Microsporum audouini, Micro-
sporum canis, Microsporum cookei, Yoshida tumor
and Sarcoma 180 in the mouse;

(b) is soluble in chloroform, acetone, ethyl acetate,
butyl acetate, methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol, and butyl
alcohol but substantially insoluble in water and
petroleum ether; the pure crystalline form of which:

(c) decolorizes potassium permanganate, gives positive
Millon and nitration reactions and negative Molisch,
Fehling, ninhydrin, biuret, Sakaguchi, ferric chloride,
iodine, potassium thiocyanate, and potassium ferro-
cyanide reactions;

(d) gives by hydrolysis the amino acids arginine,
aspartic acid, glutamic acid, alanine, phenylalanine,
and isoleucine;

(e) exhibits ultraviolet absorption maxima at 318 m/x,
255 m^, and 232 m/i in water, 230 m^ and 314 m^ in
ethanol or acidic ethanol, 235 m/u and 356 m^ in
alkaline ethanol solution as shown in FIG. 1;

(f) exhibits characteristic bands in the infrared ab-
sorption spectrum at 3200, 3100, 2980, 2950, 2890,
1690, 1645, 1500, 1460, 1410, 1360, 1280, 1265,
930 and 700 cm.i as shown in FIG. 2;

3 839 561
INSECTICIDAL COMPOSITIONS STABILIZED BY

CERTAIN DIISOPHORONE DERIVATIVES
Carl Bordenca, Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla., assignor to

SCM Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio
No Drawing. Application July 22, 1970, Ser. No. 57,752,
now Patent No. 3,761,421, which is a continuation-in-
part of abandoned application Ser. No. 661,493, July
26, 1967. Divided and this appUcation May 11, 1973,
Ser. No. 359,438

Int CI. AOln 9/05, 9/24
V.S. a. Al^—VIA 12 Claims

1. An insecticidal composition comprising
an insecticidal ly effective amount of a cyclopropane car-

boxylic acid compound degradable by ultraviolet ra-

diation and
a diisophorone derivative of the formula:

CHi CH, CH, CH»

C-CHi CHi

i

-C-CHi CHi

1

wherein=R is selected from the group consisting of
=0. =N—NHa,

/
H CH, CHjCHiOH

=N-N . =N-N . =N-N^ . =N-N
« CHi H H

O

C—

«

Hid

CH, CH, CH, CH,

C C C-CH, CH,

CH, ( -C-Cii CH,

1

N=

wherein —A is selected from the group consisting of
-OH,

O

-0-C-B'

and —OR" and where —R' is straight or branched
lower alley], alkenyl, or

CH,

-N'
/
\_

and where R" is a tertiary lower alkyl amine with the

proviso that where—^A is—OH, =R is other than =0,
said compound having a maximum ultraviolet molecu-
lar extinction coefficient between about 2100 and
350OA.
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amount sufficient to retard such degradation
^l , ,

o s—

R

\
O-R'3,839,562 - --

'^'^'^'^^r^SMX'o^M^^^'^^™^
in which R is alkyl of 1-2 carbon atoms, R' is selected^iiWJUVtNILE HORMONES from the group consisting of alkvl nf 9_4 .o^k ^I.

WITH JUVENILE HORMONES
^«r'*!S" Subraya Chodnekar, Basel, Albert Pfiffner

Pfafflausen Norbert RigassI, ArletS, wSchSchwieter, Reinach, and Milos Suchy, Basel Sinteer-land, assignors to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc; Sey,

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 129,202
Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Mar. 31. 1970

4,718/70

from the group consistmg of alkyl of 2-4 carbon atoms
and cyclohexyl, X is.chloro or bromo, and n is a wholenumber from 3-4.

IT« ri A-^A JS*- ^'- AOln 9/08, 9/28
U.S. CI. 424-1871

1

7 Claims

^nl\dt\^TS^^^^
composition useful for combatting

aphids and flies, comprising an insecticidally effectiveamount of between 1 and 10 parts by weight'of a p^r-ethr n. and an amount, efl^ective for enhancing the insecti-
cidal activity of said pyrethrin, of between 1 and 10 partsDy weight of a hormone-compound selected from thegroup consisting of:

10,lI-epoxy-7-ethyl-3,ll-dimethyl-trideca-2,6-dienoic
acid methyl ester;

10,1 l-epoxy-3,7,1 l-trimethyl-dodeca-2,6-dienvl
ethyl ether;

^

10,1 l^poxy-3,7,U-trimethyl-dodeca-2,6-dienoic
acid ethyl ester;

10,ll.epoxy-3,7,10,ll-tetramethyl-dodeca-2,6-dienoic
acid ethyl ester;

10,1 l-epoxy-3,7,1 l-trimethyl-trideca-2,6-dienoic
acid ethyl ester;

6 7-epoxy-3,7-dimethyl-l-(2-propynyIoxy)-oct-2-ene;
10,

1
l-epoxy-7-ethyI-3,7-dimethyl-trideca-2,6-dienoic

acid ethyl ester;

(10,lI-epoxy-3,7,ll-trimethyl-2,6-dodeca-dienvn-
methylether; ' '

P-[(4,5-epoxy-l,5-dimethylhexyl)oxy]benzoic
acid methyl ester;

p-[ (6 7-epoxy-3,7-dimethyI-2-octeny])oxy]benzoic
acid methyl ester;

2-
[
( 2-propynyIoxy ) methyl ] -

1 ,4-benzodioxane;
6,7-epoxy-3,7-dimethyI-2-octenoic acid allyl ester-
1 - [ ( 1 ,

1
-dimethylally 1 ) oxy ] -6,7-epoxy-3 ,7-dimethyl-

2-octene; ^

6-(allyloxy)-2,3-epoxy-2-methylheptane; and
l-(allyloxy)-10,l I-epoxy-3,7,1 1-trimethyl-

2,6-dodecadiene.

3,839,563

Fl^GICIDAL O-ALKYL (-CYCLOALKVf ^ t

Toyohiko Kume and Shizuo Hieashlkawa T«ir«« t-

""sSTS"*' "''I'™' 'Wttortfon Jone 3, 1969, Ser No

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, June 18. 1968
43/41,619

'

17 Claims

whi;h
""^'^""^ °^ ^''""^ ^^^ f""eus Pirricularia oryzaewhich comprises applying to at least one of (a) saTd

927 O.O.—11

3,839,564

INSECTICIDAL COMPOSITIONS AND MFTHftn*!

?^S^N^I^^g^ ^'^^ JSSx^SS^^O^

SSifn** ^^f'^'^i"
"^SnoR to American CylSdCompany, Stamford, Conn.

No Drawing. AppUcation May 4, 1972, Ser. No 250 338now Patent No. 3,793,456, dated FeL 19, 1S74 wWch
No U°1 ir'';??-'"-?^?«S^

abandoned applicatio^^er

U.S. CI. 424-226
^ Claims

\J\^ "!f^^°'^
^°'' 'controlling insects comprising apply-ing to said insects an insecticidally effective amount of acompound of the formula-

"luum or a

Ki'^
—NHN=C/

O
II

C-R,

\
CN

meSvi^f i?/f'7'f'°' ^' '' ^y^^°«^"' I'^O' trifluoro-methyl or alkyl of 1 to 4 carbons; R, is phenvl halo-
Phenyl dihalophenyl. alkylphenyl wherL the alkyl con-

contaiL ?tnfr' ^'^o^yPhenyl wherein the alkoxycontains
1 to 4 carbons or 1-naphthyl; and R3 is hydrogen

3,839,565

CHEMICAL PROCESS
William H. Saltzman, New Rochellp w o..«'

No Drawing. Filed Oct 31, 1971, Ser. No. 302,508

US.Cl.424-238"-''—

-

,,^
.evL^ofrm^lfs^hicrX.^^^^^^^^^ ^"' '^^''^

^'

o'^'^hT^rr "h^
'° ^ '""'"'""^ '" hypercholesteremic

or hyperhpidemic condition;
b. A daily dosage of from 25'to 2500 mg. of a com-pound of the formula:

COR
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wherein R is selected from the group consisting of glycine,

taurine, hydroxy, acyloxy and alkoxy; each X is hydro-
gen; each Y is selected from the group consisting of hy-

droxy, acyloxy, and alkoxy; when taken together X and
Y is oxo (0=); wherein each acyloxy radical is from
a hydrocarbon carboxylic acid of less than 12 carbon
atoms; and the non-toxic, pharmaceutically acceptable

salts thereof.

3,839,566
COMPOSITIONS FOR TOPICAL APPLICATION TO
ANIMAL TISSUE AND METHOD OF ENHANC-
ING PENETRATION THEREOF

Francis S. Kilmer MacMillan and Warren I. Lyness, both
% The Procter & Gamble Co. Miami Valley Labora-
tories, Cincinnati, Ohio

No Drawing. Application May 15, 1970, Ser. No. 48,655,
which is a division of application Ser. No. 595,437,
Nov. 18, 1966, now Patent No. 3,527,864. Divided and
this appUcation Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,356

Int. CI. A61k 17100
U.S. CI. 424—243 3 Claims

1. A composition for application to animal tissue com-
prising a safe and effective amount of a pharmacologically
active steroid and from about 0.1% to about 10.0% of
an aliphatic sulfoxide selected from the group consisting
of octyl methyl sulfoxide, nonyl methyl sulfoxide, decyl
methyl sulfoxide, undecyl methyl sulfoxide, dodecyl meth-
yl sulfoxide, 2-hydroxydecyl methyl sulfoxide, 2-hydroxy-
undecyl methyl sulfoxide and 2-hydroxydodecyl methyl
sulfoxide.

3,839,568
SELECTED 5^UBSTITUTED - 5 - PHENYLALKYL
BARBITURIC ACIDS IN ANALGETIC COMPOSI-
TIONS AND METHODS OF USE

Carlos M. Samour, Wellesley, and Julius A. Vida, Boston,
Mass., assignors to The Kendall Company, Walpole,
Mass.

No Drawing. Application Sept. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 181,543,
now Patent No. 3,784,547, which is a continuation-in-
part of abandoned application Ser. No. 88,193, Nov. 9,
1970. Divided and this application June 7, 1973, Ser.
No. 368,001

Int. CI. A61k 27100
U.S. CI. 424—254 19 Claims

1. A method of treating symptoms of pain in a warm-
blooded animal which comprises administering to said ani-
mal an analgetically effective amount of a compound hav-
ing the formula

3,839,567
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING

3 . (5-NITRO . 2 . IMIDAZOLYL-METHYLEN-
AMINO)-2-OXAZOLIDLNONES AND THEIR USE
IN TRICHOMONIASIA

Clemens Rufer, Eberhard Schroder, and Hans-Joachim
Kessler, Berlin, Germany, assignors to Schering Aktien-
gesellschaft, Mullerstr, Germany

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
29,236, Apr. 16, 1970, now Patent No. 3,752,809. This
appIicaHon Apr. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 352,310

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 17, 1969,
P 19 20 150.4

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—248 23 Claims

1. A pharmaceutical composition containing, in admix-
ture with a pharmaceutically acceptable carrier, a tri-

chomonacidally effective amount of a 3-(5-nitro-2-
imidazolylmethyjenamino) - 2 - oxazolidinone of the
formula

OjN-

-N -CH,-R

-CH=N-N O

^
I

wherein m is 1 or 2; Rj and Rj are independently se-
lected hydrogen, methyl or ethyl, with the provisos that
the radical fCRiRj^ni can contain no more than one ethyl
group or two methyl groups, that when m is 1 said radi-
cal contains at least one hydrogen and that when m is 2
said radical contains at least two hydrogens; R3 and R4
are independently selected hydrogen or methyl, or R3 and
R4 are both methoxymethyl or acetoxymethyl; X is hy-
drogen, chlorine, —NO2 or methoxy; and Z is—O—R',

o
II

-O-C-R'

wherein R' is alkyl having 1 to 3 carbon atoms or
—-0Si(R")3 wherein R" is methyl or ethyl.

3,839,569
CERTAIN s-TRIAZOLO (4,3-a) QUINOLINES AS
AGENTS FOR CONTROL OF PLANT PATHOGENS
Barry A. Dreikorn and Kenneth E. Kramer, Indianapolis,

Ind., assignors to Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis,
Ind.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 172,317, Aug. 16, 1971. This application
July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 275,984

Int. CI. AOln 9122
U.S. CI. 424—258 n Claims

1. A method for protecting a plant against attack by
a plant-pathogenic bacterial or fungal organism which
comprises applying to a locus of the organism an effective

amount of an active agent selected from the group con-
sisting of compounds of the formulae

wherein X is alkyl or alkenyl of 1-5 carbon atoms or alkyl
of 2-5 carbon atoms substituted at the 2-position by hy-
droxy, alkanoyloxy of 1-5 carbon atoms or benzoyloxy;
and R is S—A, SO2—A or

N
/
\
Rj

wherein A is alkyl of 1-10 carbon atoms and Rj and
R2 each are alkyl of 1-5 carbon atoms, phenyl or benzyl
or, collectively with the N-atom a pyrrolidine, piperidino,
homopiperidino, morpholino, piperazino or a correspond-
ing ring substituted by alkyl of 1-5 carbon atoms, or a
physiologically acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

II.

R' Ri
I I

Rl_-/6\/^_R,

I

I

N
Ri ll 21
R2-C=N

Ri R'
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and the phytologically-acceptable mineral acid addition

salts thereof, wherein

each Ri independently represents hydrogen, halo, lower-

alkyl of C1-C3, loweralkoxy of C1-C3, formyl, cyano,

trifluoromethyl, or substituted methyl of the formula

—CH2Y wherein Y represents amino, loweralkyl-

amino of Ci-Cj, cyano, hydroxy, halo, or lower-

alkoxy of C1-C3;

R2 represents hydrogen, loweralkyl of C1-C5, vinyl,

cycloalkyl of C3-C6, hydroxy, loweralkoxy of Ci-
C3, mercapto, loweralkylthio of C1-C3, benzylthio,

halo, amino, (loweralkyl of Ci-C3)amino, di(lower-

alkyl of C1-C3) amino, carbamoyl, thiocyanato, acet-

amido, trifluoromethyl, radical of the formula

o

-C-0-R*

wherein R* represents sodium, potassium, or lower-

alkyl of C1-C3, or radical of the formula —CH2—Y'
wherein Y' represents amino, loweralkylamino of

C1-C3, cyano, halo, loweralkoxy of Ci-Cs, ((lower-

alkoxy of Ci-C2) methyl), or (halomethyl);

and each R^ independently represents hydrogen, lower-

alkyl of Ci-C3, or halo, subject to the limitation that

not more than two R' groups represent halo or

loweralkyl as defined;

the foregoing definitions being subject to the further

limitations (1) that in Formula I not more than

three of R^ and R^ represent a moiety other than

hydrogen; (2) that in Formula II not more than

three of R^ R^, and R^ represent a moiety other

than hydrogen; and (3) that in both Formulas I

and n at least one of R2 and the R^ substituent at

the 9 -position represents hydrogen.

wherein R is higher alkyl of 8 to 20 carbon atoms, Ri arid

R2 are lower alkyls of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and n is from

1 to 4; 0.5 to 30% of a hydrophilic polyethylene-poly-

propylene glycol ether containing 25-75% of the poly-

ethylene glycol and 75 to 25% of the polypropylene gly-

col, said ether having hydroxyl and alkyls of 1-8 carbon

atoms as chain terminating radicals, and said ether having

a molecular weight from about 400 to 4,000; 0.5 to 15%
of a lipophilic poly-lower alkylene glycol ether having a

molecular weight from about 400 to 4,000; and 40-98.9%

of an aqueous or aqueous-alcoholic carrier medium.

3,839,570
METHODS FOR INCREASING GROWTH RATE

AND FEED EFFICIENCY
Clifton A. Baile, Glen Mills, Carol Lynn McLaughlin,

Malvern, and Robert Lee Webb, West Chester, Pa.,

assignors to Smithkline Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,241
Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—267 10 Claims
1. The method of increasing growth rate and feed

efficiency of animals comprising administering orally to

said animals an effective but nontoxic quantity of a local

anesthetic having the following formula:

CH3
i

H
'^Vn-co-<^ \hci

\/-CHj R

in which R is a lower alkyl having up to four carbon
atoms.

JJ_

[

Ri

R—N-(CH,),-
Rj
^>

O

N

\/ SOj

3,839,572
5.NITRO-2-THIOCARBAMYL THIAZOLE

AS A FUNGICIDE
John Pomfret Verge, Henley-on-Thames, and Peter

Graham Hughes, Sunningdale, England, assignors to

Lilly Industries Limited, London, England
No Drawing. Original application Mar. 29, 1971, Ser. No.

129,238, now Patent No. 3,736,329. Divided and this

appUcation Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,391
Int. CI. AOln 9/i2

U.S. CI. 424—270 3 Claims
1. A fungicidal composition comprising as the: active

ingredient a fungicidal ly effective amount of the com-
pound of the formula

OjN-l

-N

\.<

S

NHj

and an inert carrier.

3,839,571
MICROBICIDAL HAIRDRESSING

Teresa R. Ciccone, Green Brook, and William J. Gang-
wisch. Highland Park, NJ., assignors to Colgate-Palm-
olive Company, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed June 17, 1971, Ser. No. 154,186

Int. CI. A61k 7/06, 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—270 6 Oaims

1. A transparent liquid hairdressing which comprises

from 0.1 to 5% of a microbicide of the formula

3 839 573
ANTIFUNGAL COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS
OF TREATMENT EMPLOYING N-TRITYL
IMIDAZOLES

Karl-Heinz Buchel, Leverkusen, Erik Regel, Wuppertal-
Cronenberg, and Manfred Plempel, Wuppertal-Elber-
feld, Germany, assignors to Farbenfabriken Bayer Ak-
tiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 36,423, May 11, 1970, which is a division

of application Ser. No. 758,594, Sept. 9, 1968, now
Patent No. 3,660,577, dated May 2, 1972. This applica-

tion July 9, 1971, Ser. No. 161,274
Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 15, 1967,

F 53,504
Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—273 5 Claims
1. An antifungal composition useful for administration

to humans and animals, which comprises an amount of a

compound of the formula:

-N

\n/

n<
-X"

V
wherein X" is m-methyl, or a pharmaceutically acceptable

non-toxic salt thereof, sufllicient to be therapeutically ef-

fective against fungi pathogenic to humans and animals,

in combination with a pharmaceutically acceptable non-

toxic inert diluent or carrier.
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3 839 574
ANTIFUNGAL AND ANTIBACTERIAL COMPOSI-
TIONS OF CERTAIN IMIDAZOLES AND METH-
ODS OF USING SAME

Erik Fred Godefroi and Jan Heeres, Tumhout, Belgium,
assignors to Janssen PbarmaceuHca, N.V., Beerse,
Belgium

No Drawing. AppUcation July 23, 1969, Ser. No. 848,767,
now Patent No. 3,717,655, which is a continuation-in-
part of abandoned application Ser. No. 753,729, Aug.
19, 1968. Divided and this application June 19, 1972,
Ser. No. 279,102

Int. CI. AOln 9122
U.S. CI. 424—273 16 Claims

1. A composition for combatting fungi and bacteria
comprising an inert carrier and as an active ingredient an
eflFective anti-fungal or anti-bacterial amount of a com-
pound selected from the group consisting of a l-(/3-aryl)

ethylimidazole derivative having the formula:

3 839 576
THIENYL-IMIDAZOLYl'aLKANOIC ACIDS AS

ANTIMYCOTIC AGENTS
Werner Meiser, Carl Metzger, Karl Heinz Buchel, and
Manfred Plempel, Wuppertal-Elberfeld, Germany, as-
signors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen. Ger-many '

^"iS^2S°^i\??i^^"'
application Nov. 24, 1971, Ser. No.

201,981. Divided and this application May 14, 1973,
iter. No. 360,157

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 5. 1970
P 20 59 949.9

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. Al^ns 36 Claims

1. An antimycotic composition which comprises an anti-
mycotically effective amount of a compound of the for-
mula

-N

R"-
N

-R'
\n/'

Ri-C-CH-NH-(CHj)n-Ar'

R: Ar

and the therapeutically active and addition salts thereof
wherein:

Ri and R2 are each a member selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl;

n is the integer zero, 1 or 2;

Ar is a member selected from the group consisting of
phenyl, mono-, di- and tri-halophenyl, lower alkyl-
phenyl, lower alkoxyphenyl, thienyl and halothienyl;

Ar' is a member selected from the group consisting of
phenyl, mono-, di- and tri-halophenyl, mono- and
di-(lower alkyl) -phenyl, lower .alkoxyphenyl, cyano-
phenyl, mono- and di-nitrophenyl, aminophenyl, and
a-tetralyl, provided that, when said Ar' is a-tetralyl,
then said n is zero;

R' is a member selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen, methyl and ethyl; and

R" is a member selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen and methyl.

R-C-<CnHln)-X

or a pharmaceutically acceptable non-toxic salt thereof
wherein

R is a member selected from the group consisting of
phenyl, thienyl, or phenyl or thienyl substituted by
halogeno;

X is cyano or the group —COZ in which Z is hydroxy,
alkoxy of 1 to 18 carbon atoms, amino, lower alkyl-
amino, di(lower alkyl)amino, amino(Iower alkoxy),
lower alkylamino(lower alkoxy), di(lower alkyl)
amino(lower alkoxy); and n has a value of or 1;

in combination with a pharmaceutically acceptable non-
toxic inert diluent or carrier.

3 839 575
2.[PYRAZOLYL.(I)].BENZIMIDAZOLE FUNGI-

CIDAL, AND BACTERICIDAL AGENTS
S c u*^

Cologne, Ferdinand Grewe, Burscheid, and
Hans Scheinpflug, Leverkusen, Germany, assignors to
Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen.
Germany '

No Drawing. Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,829
Claims priority, application Germany, June 18, 1971.

P 21 30 030.1

wTc ^. ^ Int CI. AOln 9/22
U.S. CI. 424—273 7 claims

1. A method of combating phytopathogenic fungi or
bacteria pests which comprises applying to said pest a fun-
gicidally or bactericidally effective amount of a 2-[pyra-
zoIyl-(l')]-benzimidazole of the formula

3 839 577
FUNGICIDAL COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD OF
COMBATTING FUNGI USING SUBSTITUTED
INDOLINES

Sidney B. RIchter, Chicago, and Alfred A. Levin, SkoUe,
m., assignors to Velsicol Chemical Corporation, Chi-
cago, m.

No Drawing. Application July 26, 1971, Ser. No. 176,771,
which is a division of abandoned application Ser. No.
732,822, May 29, 1968. Divided and this appUcation
Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,533

Int. CI. AOln 9/22
U.S. CI. 424-274 4 Oahns

1. A fungicidal composition comprising an inert car-
rier and a fungicidally effective amount of a compound

/\/N

Xi

X

x«

Rn
\

A/\:

VA/
C—

N

N 1 o=c-o::—OH18CN [and]

N
J..

--R'.

x/
in which
R and R' each independently is chlorine, bromine, alkyl

of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms
or methoxyethoxy,

R" is hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms or alkoxy-
carbonyl wherein the alkoxy moiety has 1 to 3 car-
bon atoms, and

m and n each independently is 0, 1 or 2.

X4

-H,

XrAjN LcHjSCN

- X, H2

wherein Xj, Xj, X3 and X4, are independently selected
from the group consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl,

chlorine, bromine, trifluoromethyl, lower alkoxy and nitro
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provided that only one of Xi, X2, X3 and X4 is nitro or

tertiary lower alkyl and that at least two of Xi, Xj, Xs
and X4, are hydrogen.

3,839,578
2.(3-BENZO(B) THENYL) - 2 - THIOPSEUDOUREA
AND ITS PHARMACEUTICALLY ACCEPTABLE
SALTS, COMPOSITIONS THEREOF AND METH-
ODS FOR USING SAME
Zaven S. Arlyan, Woodbury, Conn. 06798, and

Shih-Yu Ma, Cheshire, Conn. 06410
No Drawing. Original application Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No.

241,837. Divided and this application Jane 1, 1973,
Ser. No. 365,873

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—275 18 Oalms

1. A pharmaceutical preparation in dosage unit form
adapted for administration to obtain selective inhibiti^on of

aggressive behavior comprising an anti-aggression-effective

non-toxic amount within the range from about 2 to about

8 mg./kg. of body weight of a compound selected from
the group consisting of the base, 2-(3-benzo[b]thenyl)-2-

thiopseudourea, or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt

thereof in combination with a physiologically acceptable

carrier and/or diluent therefor.

hydroxamic acid to ampicillin and sulfamethoxazole is

2:1 and to nitrofurantoin 10:1.

3,839,581
BROMOACETANILIDE CARBAMIC ACID ESTERS

USEFUL AS BIOCIDES
Don R. Baker, Pinole, and Rugene G. Teach, El Cerrito,

Calif., assignors to Stauffer Chemical Company, New
York, N.Y.

No Drawing. AppUcation Mar. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 127,774,
now Patent No. 3,781,442, which is a division of appli-

cation Ser. No. 806,717, Mar. 12, 1969, now aban-
doned. Divided and this application Aug. 3, 1973, Ser.

No. 385,511
Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—300 6 Claims
1. The method of controlling the growth of bacteria

and fungi comprising applying thereto an effective amount
of a compound having the formula

OR]

C—CHjBr
I

3 839 579
INSECTICIDAL COMPOSfnONS AND METHODS
OF KILLING INSECTS USING a,/9-DIOXOHYDRO-
CINNAMONITRILES

Donald Perry Wright, Jr., Pennington, Donald Frederic
Barringer, Jr., Trenton, and Donald Edward McKay,
Highland Park, NJ., assignors to American Cyanamid
Company, Stamford, Conn.

No Drawing. AppUcation May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,338,
now Patent No. 3,793,456, dated Feb. 19, 1974, which
Is a continuation-in-part of abandoned appUcation Ser.
No. 141,444, May 7, 1971. Divided and this appUca-
tion Nov. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 414,053

Int. CI. AOln 9/12, 9/20
VS. CI. 424—275 6 Claims

1. A method for controlling insects comprising apply-
ing to said insects an insecticidally effective amount of a
compound of the formula:

—NHN=C

o
II

C-Ri

CN

wherein R is halo, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbons, alkoxy of 1

to 4 carbons, cyano, nitro, trifluoromethyl or p-chlorophe-
noxy; Rj is hydrogen, halo, trifluoromethyl or alkyl of 1

to 4 carbons; Rj is 2-thienyl; and R3 is hydrogen or halo.

3 839 580
2 . p - (NITROBENZAMIDO)ACETOHYDROXAMIC
FOR TREATING URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS

Roland N. Johnson and Jon A. Andersen, Norwich, N.Y.,
assignors to Morton-Norwich Products, Inc.

No Drawing. AppUcation Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,563,
which is a division of application Ser. No. 144,322,
May 17, 1971, now Patent No. 3,728,380. Divided and
this appUcation Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,606

Int. CI. A61k 27/00,27/00
U.S. CI. 424—229 1 Claim

1. A composition for treating urinary tract infection
caused by urea splitting Proteus organisms consisting of
the combination of 2-(p-nitrobenzamido)acetohydroxamic
acid and a member selected from the group consisting
of ampicillin, sulfamethoxazole and nitrofurantoin in ef-

fective dosage amount in which the proportion of said

wherein Rj is hydrogen or lower alkyl having from 1 to

about 4 carbon atoms, R2 represents

-C-N./V
in which Rx and Ry are independently hydrogen, alkyl,

allyl, lower alkoxyl alkyl, cyclohexyl, 2-chloroallyl, phenyl,

benzyl, or substituted-phenyl in which the substituents are

chloro, nitro, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy or cyano.

3 839 582
CONTROL OF HELMINTHS WITH 4-ISOTHIO-

CYANO-DIPHENYLAMINES
Paul Brenneisen, Basel, Jean-Jacques Gallay, Magden,

and Alfred Margot, Basel, Switzerland, assignors to
Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original appUcation July 7, 1969, Ser. No.
839,653, now Patent No. 3,755,406. Divided and this

appUcation May 22, 1973, Ser. No. 362,702
Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—302 5 Claims
1. An anthelmintic composition comprising an anthel-

mintically effective amount of a compound of the for-

mula:

^"X x^^x y^cs

wherein R2 is nitro, chlorine or methyl, and a carrier which
is well tolerated by warm-blooded animals and com-
patible with said compound.

3 839 583
SLIME CONTROL COMPOSITIONS AND

THEIR USE
Bernard F. Shema, Glenside, Robert H. Brink, Jr., Doyles-

town, and Paul Swered, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors to
Betz Laboratories, Inc., Trevose, Pa.
No Drawing. FUed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,428

Int. CI. AOln 9/20
U.S. CI. 424—304 8 Claims

1. A composition for the control of the microorganism
Aerobacter aerogenes in aqueous systems in which said

microorganism is found comprising 2-2-dibromo-3-nitrilo-
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propionamide and B-bromo-B-nitrostyrene, wherein the

weight ratio of the amide to the styrene ranges from about

85: 15 to about 5:95 respectively.

3 839 584
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAIN-
ING A NOVEL ESTER OF [(METHYLAMINO)
METHYL]BENZYL ALCOHOL AND METHODS
OF USING SAME

Anwar Hussain and James E. Tnielove, Lawrence, Kans.,
assignors to Inters Research Corporation, Lawrence,
Kans.

No Drawing. Original application Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No.
285,235, now Patent No. 3,809,714. Divided and this

application Nov. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 416,605
Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—311 6 Claims
1. A pharmaceutical composition comprising a pharma-

ceutically effective amount of a member selected from the

group consisting of 3,4-dipivalyl-a-[(methylamino)meth-

yl] benzyl alcohol and its therapeutically acceptable acid

addition salts, admixed with a pharmaceutically acceptable

carrier.

3 839 585
METHOD OF TREATING HYPERTENSION

Victor J. Lotti, Harleysville, and Clement A. Stone, Bell,

Pa., assignors to Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway, N.J.
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.
No. 61,390, Aug. 5, 1970. This appUcation Apr. 30,
1973, Ser. No. 355,373

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—319 13 Claims

1. A method of treating hypertension in a patient which
comprises administering to the patient an effective amount
of a composition containing compound (A) selected from
the group consisting of m-tyrosine and the non-toxic

pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof in combination
with a compound (B) selected from the group consisting

of L-a-hydrazino-a-substituted-3,4 - dihydroxyphenylpro-
pionic acid, wherein the substituent is H or lower alkyl of
1 to 4 carbon atoms, and the non-toxic pharmaceutically
acceptable salts thereof.

3,839,586
MOSQLTTO CONTROL EMPLOYING CERTAIN

2,6.DISUBSTITUTED PHENOLS
George F. Ludvik, Mountain View, Calif., assignor to

Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 42,516, June 1, 1970. This appUcation
Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 283,996

Int. CI. AOln 9/12, 9/26
U.S. CI. 424—337 n Claims

1. A method of preventing the development of mos-
quitoes from the larval stage to the adult stage which
comprises contacting mosquito larvae with an amount,
effective to prevent the development of said mosquitoes,
of a compound of the formula

R»

R-^_yoH
R«

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hy-
drogen, isopropylphenyl, alkyl of from 1 to 6 carbons,
alkoxy of from 1 to 6 carbons, and thioalkyl of from 1

to 6 carbons and Ri is selected from the group consisting
of tertiary butyl, tertiary pentyl and cyclohexyl.

3 839 587
METHOD FOR EFFECTING INCREASED BILE
FLOW COMPRISING ORALLY ADMINISTER-
ING CHOLERETIC MEDICAMENTS CONTAIN-
ING I-PHENOXY.3.ALKOXY-PROPANOLS

Hans Hoffmann, Inzlingen, Josef Wagner, Munich, and
Gemot Hofrichter and Helmut Grill, Vasterstetten,
Germany, assignors to Chemlsch-Pharmazeutische
Fabrik Adolf Klinge & Co., Munich, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,598
Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 16, 1971,

P 22 07 254.4; Apr. 27, 1971, P 21 20 396.3
Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—341 2 Claims
1. A method for effecting increased bile flow compris-

ing orally administering to a patient in need of a chole-
retic effective amount of 10-200 mg. of a compound of
the formula

Ri

R2
>0—CHj—CH—CHi—0—

R

OH

wherein R is lower alkyl or alkylene radical of 1-4 car-

bon atoms and Rj and Rg are each selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen, methyl, trifluoromethyl,

methoxy, ethoxy, chlorine and fluorine.

3,839,588
PROCESS OF PREPARING HOP EXTRACTS

Francis Archibald Sweett, Black Rock, Pietro Casamento,
Chadstone, and Robert Norton Taylor, Glen Waverley,
Australia, assignors to Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization, Campbell, Australia
No Drawing. Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,206

Claims priority, application Australia, July 12, 1971,
5,520

Int. CI. C12c 9/02
U.S. CI. 426—349 20 Claims

1. A process of preparing a concentrated hop extract

or an isomerized hop extract comprising treating a pri-

mary hop extract, containing humolones and lupulones
in a water-immiscible solvent, with an aqueous solution

of an alkali having a weight percent concentration of

about 8-30, to form a three-phase liquid system, one phase
being a humulones phase containing humulones in the

form of their alkali metal salts, a second phase being a

water-immiscible solvent phase substantially free of humu-
lones and containing lupulones, and a third phase being

an aqueous phase substantially free of humulones, and
recovering said humulones phase from the other phases
of the system.

3 839 589
FLUOROCYCLOPROPANE ANESTHETICS

Gerald Joseph O'Neill, Arlington, Charies William
Simons, Bedford, and Charles A. Billings, Concord,
Mass., assignors to W. R. Grace & Co., Cambridge,
Mass.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tions Ser. No. 259,086, June 2, 1972, and Ser. No.
370,264, June 15, 1973. This appUcation Sept. 7, 1973,
Ser. No. 395,303

Int CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—352 4 Claims

1. The process of inducing anesthesia in a mammal
which comprises administering to said mammal by in-

halation an effective quantity for inducing anesthesia of
a cyclopropane selected from the group consisting of 1-

chloro-l,2,2-trifluorocyclopropane, l-bromo-2,2-difluoro-

cyclopropane and l,l-dibromo-2,2-difluorocyclopropane.
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3,^9,590
COSMETIC COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING MICRO-
CRYSTALLINE COLLAGEN, A WATER-INSOLU-
BLE, lONIZABLE, PARTIAL SALT OF COLLAGEN
Orlando A. Battista, Fort Worth, Tex., assignor to

Avicon, Inc., Fort Worth, Tex.
No Drawing. Application Feb. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 12,504,
now Patent No. 3,691,281, dated Sept. 12, 1972, which
is a division of abandoned application Ser. No. 586,969,
Oct. 17, 1966, and a continuation of appUcation Ser.

No. 14,709, Feb. 9, 1970, now Patent No. 3,628,974;
said application Ser. No. 586,969 being a continuation,
in-part of abandoned appUcation Ser. No. 436,371,
Mar. 1, 1965. Divided and this application June 19,

1972, Ser. No. 264,176
Int. CI. A61k 7/00, 7/06, 7/16

U.S. CI. 424—359 8 Claims
1. A composition of matter in the form of a cosmetic

cream or lotion comprising a mixture of at least one
conventional cosmetic cream or lotion ingredient other

than water and a stable dispersion in water of a water-

insoluble, ionizable, partial salt of collagen having a
bound ionizble acid content of from about 0.4 to about
0.7 millimole of acid (calculated as HCl) per gram of
collagen based upon collagen containing approximately
0.78 millimole of primary amino groups per gram of col-

lagen, being essentially free of tropocoUagen and degraded
derivatives thereof and being further characterized in

that when colloidally dispersed in water to form a Vi%
by weight dispersion wherein at least 10% by weight of
the partial salt has a particle size not exceeding 1 micron,
the dispersion exhibits a pH of about 3.2±0.2 and
exhibits an essentially constant viscosity after about 1

hour of for at least 100 hours when stored in a closed

container at 5° C, the cosmetic ingredient being compati-
ble with the partial salt of collagen, being present in an
available form and in an amount sufficient to impart its

characteristic cosmetic property to the composition.



ELECTRICAL
3 839 591

FURNACE FOR ELECTROSLAG MELTING OF METAL
INGOTS

Boris E. Paton, ulitsa Kotsjubinskogo. 9, kv. 21; Boris Iz-
railevich Medovar, ulitsa A. Barbjusa, 22/26, kv. 109; Jury
Fedorovich Alferov, bulvar Lepse, 29, kv. 64; Grigory Bent-
sionovich Schupak, ulitsa Chudnovskogo,?, kv.61; Alexei
Georgievich Bogachenko, ulitsa Miljutenko, 15/2, kv. 141;
Oleg Petrovich Bondarenko, ulitsa Kreschatik, 15, kv. 36;
Vladimir Yakolevich Saenko, Kharkouskoe shosse, 18, kv!
71, and Anatoly Konstantinovich Tsykulenko, ulitsa Babush-
kina 23, kv. 38, all of Kiev, U.S.S.R.

Filed Oct. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 409,447
Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., Apr. 28, 1973

1904603

Int. CI. HOSb 7112
^•S- CI. 13-14 4 Claims

*., V

d. means coupled to said scanning means for detecting when
the one of said playing controls for which said scanning
means is positioned is actuated;

e. means connected to said detecting means for stopping
said scanning means when said detecting means finds an

\
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said chrominance channel for affecting one characteristic of
chrominance in the display when the receiver is in the manual
operating mode;

a presettable color potentiometer control, normally inac-
cessible to the viewer and coupled to said chrominance
channel in an electrically parallel arrangement with the
viewer accessible control, for affecting the same charac-
teristic of chrominance in the display when the receiver
is in the preset operating mode;

a viewer activated switch selecting between said preset and
manual operating modes of the receiver; and

means, coupled between the variable taps of said potenti-
ometer controls, limiting the effectiveness of the viewer-
accessible control providing restricted adjustment range
with the viewer-accessible control when the receiver is in
the preset operating mode.

3,839,598
APERTURE CORRECTION CIRCUIT

Takashi Okada, Kanagawa-ken, and Yoshiaki Ogawara, To-
kyo, both of Japan, assignors to Sony Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan

Filed July 12, 1973, Ser. No. 378,450
Claims priority, application Japan, July 13, 1972, 47-70227

Int. CI. H04n 5114
U.S. CI. 178-7.1 7 Claims

clock frequency and providing therefrom cyclically occurring
first and second detector pulse trains having the trailing edges
of the individual pulses of said first detector pulse train and
the leading edges of the individual pulses of said second detec-
tor pulse train aligned with respect to time with the leading
and trailing edges of the individual pulses of said PCM pulse
train, respectively, phase detector logic means receiving said
PCM pulse train from said input time delay means and said
first and second detector pulse trains from said reference
timing logic means and detecting simultaneous occurrences of
said individual PCM pulses with the occurrences of the pulses
of said first and second pulse trains for detecting phase shifts
of said individual PCM pulses in positive and negative direc-
tions pulses respectively, said phase detector logic means
providing first and second directional count pulses with the
occurrences of detected positive and negative phase shifts,

bidirectional counter means receiving said first and second
directional count pulses and counting each thereof cumula-
tively, said counter means providing a plurality of first output
signals representative of the accumulated numbers of first and

I. An aperture correction circuit comprising:
A. an input terminal for receiving a video signal from a

video signal source;

B. an output terminal;

C. a first differentiating circuit connected to said input
terminal for differentiating said video signal;

D. a first combining circuit connected between said input
terminal and said first differentiating circuit for combin-
ing a part of said video signal and an output signal from
said first differentiating circuit;

E. a second differentiating circuit connected to said first

combining circuit for differentiating an output signal
from said first combining circuit; and

F. a second combining circuit connected between said input
terminal and said second differentiating circuit for com-
bining an output signal from said second differentiating
circuit with said video signal to produce an aperture
corrected signal at said output terminal.

3,839,599
LINE VARIATION COMPENSATION SYSTEM FOR
SYNCHRONIZED PCM DIGITAL SWITCHING

Satyan G. Pitroda, Villa Park, III., assignor to GTE Automatic
Electric Laboratories Incorporated, Northlake, IIL

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305.412
Int. CI. HOll 7/00

U.S. CI. 178-69.5 5 Caims
1. A digital phase detector for a line synchronizer system

useful for providing phase adjustments of less than one pulse
position to compensate for phase misalignments occurring
within a synchronized digital PCM pulse data train arranged
in a repeating time frame format and to be switched in a frame
synchronized communication switching network having a
master exchange clock frequency source, said digital phase
detector including input time delay means receiving said PCM
pulse train and imparting thereto a selectable magnitude of
time delay, reference timing logic means receiving said master

second directional count pulses and providing a pair of second
output signals representative of a predetermined number of
accumulated first and second directional count pulses, respec-
tively, and decoder logic means receiving selected ones of said
first output signals and generating decorder output signals in
response thereto, said decoder output signals being connected
to said input time delay means for selecting the magnitude of
time delay imparted to said PCM pulse train through decreas-
ing and increasing said selectable magnitude of time delav
with each of said positive and negative directional phase shifts,
respectively, which generate said selected ones of said first
output signals from said decoder logic means whereby phase
misalignments of less than one pulse period are compensated
for, said pair of second output signals being of opposite polar-
ity corresponding to the predetermined numbers of accumu-
lated first and second directional count pulses, respectively,

.' and being provided to said line synchronizer system for use in
the frame detecting of said PCM pulse train whereby phase
misalignments of at least one pulse period are compensated
for.

3,839,600
TRANSCRIBE CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR A DICTATING

SYSTEM
Bjorn J. Matz, Forest Hills, N.Y., assignor to Dictaphone Cor-

poration, Rye, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,643
Int. CI. H04m H/W

U.S.a. 179-100.1 DR 7 Claims
1. A circuit for interconnecting an external source of pre-

recorded signals with a central record/playback unit of a
dictating system of the type having an endless recording loop
for re-recording said pre-recorded signals on said endless
recording loop, said central record/playback unit including
energizable seizure control means for enabling the recording
of signals on said endless recording loop, the interconnecting
circuit comprising actuable pre-amplifier means for receiving
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the signals from the external source and for supplying the
amplified signals to the input of the central record/playback
unit for re-recording, means responsive to the actuation of
said pre-amplifier means to energize the seizure control means
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3,839,601
OPTICAL RECORD SHEET AND DEVICE FOR

REPRODUCING SOUND THEREFROM
Yoshinobu Kimura, and Takeo Tsuchihashi, both of Tokyo,
Japan, assignors to Gakken Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 267,992
Int. CI. Glib 7i02

U.S. a. 179-100.3 V 15 Claims

3<a

1. An optical record iinit comprising, in combination-
a sheet like medium;
an optical sound track formed on one surface of said sheet-

like medium, the sound track being adapted to be in
face-to-face relationship with a radially slotted turntable
for reproducing the sound associated with the sound
track;

a second surface of the sheet-like medium adapted to visu-
ally display sound track-related information thereon

a unitary photoelectric reproducing head mounted below
the turntable and rotatable therewith, said head scanning
said sheet-like medium through said slot; said head com-
prising a hollow cylindrical housing, a light source adja-
cent one end of said housing, a lens system within the
housing for converging the light radiated by the light
source, and a photoelectric element disposed adjacent
the other end of the housing, and

means for audibly reproducing the sound formed on said
sheet-like medium, said means being in electrical commu-
nication with said photoelectric element.

3,839,602
SYSTEMS FOR RECORDING AND/OR REPRODUCING
FOUR CHANNEL RECORD DISKS HAVING MIXED SUM
AND DIFFERENCE SIGNALS RECORDED ON OPPOSITE

GROOVE WALLS
Nobuaki Takahashi, Yamato, Japan, assignor to Victor Com-
pany of Japan, Ltd., Yokohama City, Kanagawa-ken, Japan

Filed May 23, 1972, Ser. No. 256,1 14
Claims priority, application Japan, May 24, 1971, 46-35419

Int. CI. Gllbi/00, i/74
U.S. CI. 179-100.4 ST 14 Claims

^$0 majAo/PtArBAcit

of the central record/playback unit, and signal activated
switching means responsive to the signals from the external
source for deactivating the external source and the seizure
control means if the signals from the external source cease for
a predetermined period of time.

cM> (chj-chi) 15P

1. A recording system for a four channel record disk com-
prising: signal source means for supplying separate first, sec-
ond, third, and fourth channel signals; matrix circuit means for
forming a first sum signal and a first difference signal from said
first and second channel signals and a second sum signal and
a second difference signal from said third and fourth channel
signals; compressor means for compressing said first and sec-
ond difference signals only in the vicinity of a specific fre-
quency, the output level of said compressor means being
intensified as the input signal level thereto is decreased; angle-
modulation means responsive to signals which have passed
through said compressor means for frequency modulating said
first and second difference signals up to said specific fre-
quency and for phase modulating at least one part of the
frequencies above said specific frequency so that said specific
frequency becomes the transition point of the modulation
modes where frequency modulation changes to phase modula-
tion thereby to produce first and second angle-modulated
difference signals; mixing means for mixing said first and
second sum signals respectively with said first and second
angle-modulated difference signals; and recording means
responsive to the resulting outputs of said mixing means re-
spectively for recording by cutting on the left and right walls
of a groove on the record disk.

3,839,603
RING TRIP CIRCUIT EMPLOYING A PARALLEL-T

FILTER NETWORK
William E. Shaffer, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Stromberg-

Carlson Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.
Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,544

Int. CI. H04m 3104
U.S. CI. 179-18 HB 3 Caims

.-»

1. A ring trip circuit for use in a telephone series ringing
circuit, the series circuit including a telephone line, at least
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one telephone instrument connected thereto, a ringing gener-

ator for providing A.C. ringing signals of a predetermined
frequency to operate a signalling device in the telephone
instrument to indicate a telephone call on the line and a bat-

tery for providing a D.C. current when the call is answered,
said ring trip circuit comprising a ring trip relay and a filter

network having a first pair of terminals for connection in the

series circuit and a second pair of terminals for connection to

said relay, said filter network comprising a parallel-T resist-

ance-capacitance network providing two current paths, one
for passing the ringing signals of said predetermined frequency
while blocking DC. current and the other for passing DC.
current through said relay to the substantial exclusion of the
ringing signals of said predetermined frequency.

3,839,604

TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER CUT-OFF
Donald E. Pardee, 34 Maple Rd., Greenlawn, N.Y. 11740

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,561
Int. CI. H04m 1119

U.S. CI. 179—167 1 Claim

of the dial, the brackets an opposed pair, each bracket com-
prising a flat L-shaped piece of material and including a base
leg and an upwardly extending leg extending from a forward
end of said base leg, said dial attached to the upper end of said
upwardly extending leg; a cranked portion at said upper end,
said cranked portion extending in a plane substantially parallel
to and spaced from a plane containing said upwardly extend-
ing leg; the plane of the cranked portion displaced from the
plane of the upwardly extending leg in a first direction relative
to said dial for one bracket and in a direction opposite to said
first direction for the other bracket; and means in each
cranked portion attaching the dial to the brackets.

3,839,606
CONDUCTOR ROLL ASSEMBLY FOR ELECTROLYTIC

STRIP TINNING
Terry E. Paradine, Gary, Ind., assignor to United States Steel

Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,472
Int. CI. BOlk 3102

U.S.CL191-1A 2 Claims

X 14

1. An apparatus for cutting-off voice transmission of a
telephone transmitter mounted in a handset having a handle
portion and a receiver therein, said receiver being mounted on
the opposite end of the handset from said transmitter, com-
prising:

a. an external housing adapted to be affixed to said tele-

phone handset; said housing consisting of a thin plastic

shell having a configuration corresponding ot that of the
handset;

b. switch means mounted in said external housing at the end
proximate said receiver; and

c. conductor means coupled from said switch means to said

transmitter for cutting-off said transmitter upon activa-

tion of said switch means.

3,839,605
MOUNTING FOR TELEPHONE DIALS

Ronald Joseph Morrell; Graham Sterling Laing, and Bev Wil-
liam Gumb, all of London, Ontario, Canada, assignors to
Bell-Northern Research Ltd., Ontario, by said Laing and
Northern Electric Company Limited, Montreal, both of,

Canada, by said Morrell & Gumb
Filed May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,495

Int. CI. H04m 1102
U.S.CL 179-178 8 Claims

2J
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1. A mounting for a telephone dial in a telephone housing,
comprising two mounting brackets attached to opposite sides

1. In a conductor roll assembly which includes a cylindrical

roll body, mounted on aligned shaft sections extending out-
wardly from said roll body, one at each end thereof, said roll

body and shaft sections having an outer layer composed of a
metal with a high electrical conductivity, collector rings

mounted so as to encircle and be in tight engagement with a
circumferential portion of each shaft section, means for secur-
ing each collector ring to the outer layer of its respective shaft

section, bearing brushes adapted to contact the outer periph-
eries of said collector rings and means for rotatably supporting
said assembly,

the improvement wherein each collector ring is weldably
secured to said outer layer of its respective shaft section

so as to cause each ring and its respective shaft to operate
as an integral unit, thereby materially enhancing the

service life of said roll assembly.

3.839.607
CAMERA SHUTTER POWER SWITCH MAINTAINING
CONNECTION FOR CAMERAS WITH ELECTRICALLY-

PERATED SHUTTERS
Masuo Ogihara, Chiba, Japan, assignor to Seiko Koki Kabu-

shiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309.677

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 25, 1971, 46-94708
Int. CI. HOlh 7112, 3/48

U.S. CI. 200-33 R 4 claims

1. A camera shutter power switch operating arrangement
for use in shutter control circuitry and a camera having an
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electrically controlled shutter, comprising, a reciprocable
camera shutter release lever manually operable in use in a
direction for initiating the taking of photographic exposures,
a power switch for controlling application of power to an
exposure control circuit, restoring means biasing said release

lever to a rest position and applying a restoring force thereto
and restoring it to said rest position after actuation and release
thereof, a switch-operating lever connected to said camera
release lever for movement thereby for opening and closing
said power switch, means supporting said release lever and
said switch-operating lever, means applying a frictional force
to said operating lever resisting rotational operation thereof,
said frictional force being less than said restoring force, and
means on said release lever and said switch-operating lever
defining a lost motion connection between said release lever
and said power switch for developing a lag between the resto-
ration movement of the release lever toward its rest position
and restoration of the switch-operating lever to a rest position
thereof by said release lever, whereby premature release of
said release lever after manual actuation thereof to initiate a
photographic exposure does not affect the exposure.

for moving to a position positively covering and protect-
ing said fixed contacts from contact with the water,

first and second engaging shoulders on the seal member,
engaging means on the piston means of the second member

for telescopically engaging and moving the seal member
mto and out of engagement with the fixed contacts and
including an actuating shoulder and a releasable latch
which coact with the first and second shoulders on the
seal member.

3,839,609
PRESSURE SWITCH HAVING PRESSURE HOSE

CONNECTION THROUGH CASE AND DIAPHRAGM
Cornells A. Pijpers, Velp, Netherlands, assignor to Controls
Company of America, Schiller Park, III.

Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,808
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 27, 1972

44562/72

Int. CI. HOlh 35/34
U.S. CI. 200-83 B

, Claim

3,839,608
APPARATUS FOR MAKING AND BREAKING AN

ELECTRICAL UNDERWATER CONNECTION BETWEEN
RELEASABLE UNDERWATER MEMBERS

Douwe De Vries, Houston, Tex., assignor to C. Jim Stewart &
Stevenson, Inc., Houston, Tex.

Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,874
Int. CI. H02r 33/30

U.S. CI. 200-51.07 2 Claims

1. A pressure switch comprising,

a casing having a cylindrical wall having a rim defining an
open end of the casing,

a hose connection integral with the casing and leading to a
conduit formed in the casing,

a boss projecting from said rim,

said conduit leading through said boss,

a flexible diaphragm covering said open end and having a
peripheral bead seated on said rim with an eyelet formed
in the bead to fit around said boss whereby the conduit
projects through the boss centrally of said eyelet,

a switch mounted in the casing and operatively connected
to the diaphram,

a cover fitting over the diaphragm and forming a pressure
chamber in cooperation with the diaphragm,

said cover having a flange overlying said bead and formed
to secure the cover to the casing, said flange having a
channel formed therein communicating with the space
between said conduit and the cover at one end and com-
municating with said pressure chamber at the other end
of the channel.

1. An apparatus for making and breaking an electrical

underwater connection comprising,

a first underwater member adapted to remain positioned
underwater, said first member having a recess open to the

water at both ends,

a second underwater member adapted to be lowered under-
water and releasably coact with the first member,

a plurality of fixed electrical contacts on the first member
positioned in said recess,

a plurality of movable electrical contacts on the second
member for coacting with the fixed contacts for conduct-
ing electricity from the water surface to the fixed
contacts,

piston means connected to the second member for actua-
tion from the water surface for moving the movable
contacts into and out of the recess for engagement with
fixed contacts.

a solid tubular seal member telescopically and slidably^,.-^ f^
engaging the first member in said open recess for movin^^^
away from the fixed contacts for allowing coaction?^ 1. A steering mechanism for a three-wheel mower compris-
tween the movabfe contacts and the fixed contact/ and ing:

3,839,610
STEERING MECHANISM FOR RIDING MOWER

Henley C. Harlow, 1632 Hodges St., Lake Charles. La, 70601
Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,702

Int. CI. B60p
U.S. CI. 280-92 2 Claims
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a frame for a riding mower constructed, contoured and
arranged to mount an engine for driving a cutter blade
and a set of wheels mounted in drive coupling thereto;

a steering column containing a steering shaft therein
mounted intermediate the ends of the frame and having
a steering wheel secured to the upper end of said shaft, a
steering sprocket fixedly disposed at a point on the shaft
distal to said steering wheel;

a pivotally mounted wheel yoke so mounted from said
frame and a wheel supported therein for effecting a turn-
ing operation, a steering yoke secured to and peripherally
mounted about said wheel yoke for rotation therewith;

a set of chain idler gear means mounted on said frame
outwardly of said steering yoke;

a steering chain having its ends secured at a generally com-
mon junction on an outer surface of said steering yoke
and being threadedly looped over said chain idler gear
means, and said steering sprocket being generally be-
neath an area occupied by an operator; the steering chain
being threaded over said outer surface of said steering
yoke so that the same relative length of chain between the
set of chain idler gear means is always essentially the
same;

a chain guard extending to encompass the steering chain as
it extends between said chain idler gear means and said
steering sprocket;

a steering stop means mounted upon said frame to restrain
excessive turning movement of said wheel yoke;

at least one of the chain idler gear means of said set adjust-
ably mounted to maintain effective and operable tension
of said steering chain, and said chain guard means extend-
ing also to encompass the steering sprocket as the chain
extends between the chain idler gear means and over the
steering sprocket.

3,839,611
OVERLAPPING-ROD TYPE VACUUM CIRCUIT

INTERRUPTER
Oliver H. Winn, Marlton, N.J., assignor to General Electric
Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 391,558
Int. CI. HOlh 33166

U.S. CI. 200-144 B 9 Claims

1. A vacuum-type circuit interrupter comprising:
a. a highly evacuated envelope,
b. spaced-apart terminals at opposite ends of said envelope
between which a high voltage can be applied when the
interrupter is open,

c. a pair of spaced-apart rods disposed within said envelope
and respectively electrically connected to said terminals,
said rods having longitudinally overlapping portions that
are disposed in side-by-side, laterally-spaced relationship,
d. a pair of bridging contacts, each adapted when the
interrupter is closed to engage the sides of the overlap-

ping portions of the two rods at spaced points on the
bridging contact and to carry current between said rods,
e. said two bridging contacts being located closely adja-
cent each other on opposite sides of said pair of rods so
that when the interrupter is closed, current through the
bridging contacts develops a magnetic effect urging the
bridging contacts toward each other and into firmer en-
gagement with the sides of said rods,

f. said bridging contacts being movable during interrupter-
opening away from each other and away from said pair of
rods.

3,839,612
VACUUM-TYPE CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPRISING
SERIES-CONNECTED VACUUM INTERRUPTERS

WITHIN A GROUNDED TANK
Paul E. Badey, Media, and John A. Oppel, Aldan, both of Pa.,

assignors to General Electric Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 386,696

Int. CI. HOlh 33166
U.S. CI. 200-144 B 9 Claims

Ei-~U

s.
-T.

1. A vacuum-type circuit breaker comprising:
a. a tubular tank at substantially ground potential having a

central longitudinal axis,

b. a plurality of vacuum interrupters located within said
tank and electrically connected in series.

c. each of said vacuum interrupters comprising a highly-
evacuated envelope comprising a casing of tubular form
at least partially of insulating material having a central
longitudinal axis, separable contacts within said envelope,
and contact rods for respectively supporting said
contacts, one of said contact rods being movable gener-
ally parallel to the longitudinal axis of said casing and
projecting through one end of said envelope,

d. means for mounting said vacuum interrupters in such
positions that: (i) the longitudinal axis of the casing of
each of said interrupters extends transversely of the cen-
tral longitudinal axis of the tubular tank of the circuit
breaker and (ii) the movable contact rods of said inter-
rupters project through the interrupter envelopes from
the interior of the envelopes toward a wall portion of said
tank located at a single side of the central longitudinal
axis of the tubular tank,

e. and means for operating said interrupters.comprising: (i)
a linkage extending between said interrupters adjacent
the ends of said envelopes through which said movable
contact rods extend and (ii) means for coupling said
linkage to said movable contact rods, said linkage com-
prising portions of insulating material located between
the ends of said envelopes that are at different potentials
when said circuit breaker is open and energized.
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3,839,613
PUFFER TYPE CIRCUIT BREAKER

Tohru Isubaki; Minoru Sato, and Seizo Nakano, all of Hitachi,

Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,144

Claims priority, application Japan, June 12, 1972,47-58815
Int. CI. HOlh 33170

U.S. CI. 200-148 A 11 Claims

1. A puffer type circuit breaker comprising a contactor

device including at least one set of a fixed contactor and a

hollow movable contactor in a pressure container in which an

arc -extinguishing gas of unitary pressure is filled, said contac-

tors being separable relatively from each other, a puffer de-

vice for compressing said arc-extinguishing gas in conjunction

with a breaking operation, an insulating nozzle formed with an

orifice portion surrounding the outer diameter portion of said

fixed contactor for driving the arc-extinguishing gas com-
pressed to a high pressure by said puffer device at an arc

produced between said contactors, and valve mechanisms
'provided on the side of said fixed contactor and on the side of

said movable contactor, respectively, said mechanisms block-

ing said arc-extinguishing gas until said movable contactor is

separated a predetermined distance away from said fixed

contactor and thereafter being substantially simultaneously

opened.

I 3,839,614

APPLIANCE CONTROL SYSTEM
Mieczyslaw Saganowski, Lititz, and Frank W. Bostick, Lancas-

ter, both of Pa., assignors to Schick Incorporated, Lancaster,

Pa.

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,095
nt. CI. HOlh 3120

U.S. CI. 200-321 5 Claims

1. In an appliance operable in first and second modes from
a first range of supply voltages, and operable only in said

second mode from a second range of supply voltages, and
having a housing including a switch access aperture, a control

switch assembly comprising, in combination:

means including a multiple position slide switch having at

least first and second positions for selectively condition-

ing said appliance to operate in said first and second

operating modes, respectively, said switch having an

actuator stem projecting therefrom;

means for mounting said mode selection slide switch within

said housing with said actuator stem extending through

said switch access aperture to enable said switch to be

user-positioned in either said first or second mode selec-

tion positions;

voltage selector means comprising a slide member slidably

mounted within said housing and having a user-accessible

actuator tab extending through said switch access aper-

ture for selectively conditioning said appliance for opera-
tion from either said first or second range of supply volt-

ages, said actuator tab blocking said switch actuator stem
from said first mode selection position when said slider is

positioned to condition said appliance for operation from
said second range of supply voltages.

3,839,615

ADAPTOR FOR ELECTRIC-LIGHT WALL SW ITCH FOR
OPERATION BY SMALL CHILDREN

James M. Bradford, P.O. Box 1223, Akron, Ohio 44309
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 223,239, Feb. 3, 1973,

abandoned. This application Oct. 31, 1973. Ser. No. 411,579
Int. CI. HOlh 3/02

U.S. CI. 200-331 3 Claims

1. An adaptor for an electric light wall switch, having a fixed

part provided with screw aperture means and a movable
switching button, and being adapted to be located at about
standard height on the wall above a floor of a room, said

adaptor comprising; a one-piece guide member adapted to

overlie the wall switch and including laterally spaced side

walls inner and outer wall means integrally connecting be-

tween said side walls to define a channel of rectangular cross-

section through the guide member; and an elongated operat-

ing element including an extent thereof which is of cross-

section adapted to be complementally slidably received in said

channel; said inner wall means including opposite end cross-

members of given shape and size, appropriately apertured for

reception of screw means therethrough, for said screw attach-

ment of said guide member to the switch part; and a central

cross-member, of given shape and size, having opposite ex-

posed ends defining openings between the same and the end
cross-members; said central cross-member being apertured

for movable reception of the switching button therethrough to

be operable by sliding movement of said operating element
and move the switching button between on and off positions;

said operating element having an extension therefrom adapted
to extend downwardly of the fixed switch part to be within

ready reach of a small child for manually operating the switch-

ing button from the fioor; said outer wall means including a

series of longitudinally spaced cross-members, defining outer

openings of given shape and size between next adjacent said

outer cross-members, and the defined outer openings being

approximately the size and shape of the respective said central

and opposite end cross-members.
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3,839,616
METHOD AND DEVICE FOR PRODUCING HEATING OF

MOISTURE-CONTAINING OBJECTS
Per Olov Risman, Tenhult, Sweden, assignor to Husqvarna

Vapenfabriks Aktiebolag, Huskvarna, Sweden
Filed Feb. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 332,144

Claims priority, application Sweden, Feb. 14, 1972, 1752/72
Int. CI. H05b 9106; HOlc 13100

U.S. CI. 219-10.55 4 Claims
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1. A method for applying periodic microwave heating to a
moisture-containing object comprising the steps of;

a. heating the object to liberate moisture;
b. measuring the changes in humidity caused by the liber-

ated moisture;

c. converting the measured changes to a first measuring
quantity;

d. cutting off the heat supplied to the object using said first

measuring quantity whereby the object begins to cool;
e. measuring the consequent changes in humidity liberated
from the object;

f. converting the measured consequent changes to a second
measuring quantity;

g. resupplying heat to the object utilizing said second mea-
suring quantity to thereby increase the humidity liberated
from the object; and

h. continuously repeating steps (b) through (g) to thereby
apply periodic heating to the moisture-containing object.

3,839,617
ELECTRODE-HEAD FOR WELDING APPARATUS FOR

CHAIN-LINKS
Ton! Wust, Cologne, Germany, assignor to Meyer, Roth &

Pastor Maschinenfabrik GmbH. Cologne. Germany
Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,686

Int. CI. B21li/02, H05b 1100
U.S. CI. 219-51 12 Claims

15 15

t^ezS

current-conducting pairs engagabfe at opposite sides of adja-
cent ends of the vertically disposed chain-link being welded;
means mounting each of said pairs of arms for relative articu-
lated canting movement relative to the vertical chain-link
plane and means for causing the arms and electrodes thereon
to move in a compound path of movement comprising both
vertical and horizontal components relative to the vertical
plane in which the chain-link is vertically disposed; and plural
independently-operable power means operatively connected
to said arms for effecting the compound movement and simul-
taneously raising and moving said arms outwardly or alterna-
tively lowering and moving the arms inwardly in bi-directional
paths of movement relative to said vertical chain-link plane to
respectively disengaging or applying the spaced pairs of elec-
trodes onto adjacent ends of the chain-links being welded in

a resultant force direction generally from above the vertically
disposed chain-link whereby minor portions of the link are
engaged for minimizing wear on the electrode means and
maximizing contact of the electrode means with the link being
welded.

ERRATUM
For Class 219—98 see:

Patent No. 3,838,786

3,839.618
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR EFFECTING

HIGH-ENERGY DYNAMIC COATING OF SUBSTRATES
Erich Muehlberger, Costa Mesa, Calif., assignor to Geotel,

Inc., Long Island, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 214,584, Jan. 3, 1972. This
application Apr. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 351,814

Int. CI. B23k 9104
U.S.CL 219-121 P 45 Claims

a.
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1. An electrode head for chain-link welding apparatus com-
prising, in combination similarly constructed electrode head
assemblies, each assembly comprising, in combination, a pair
of spaced arms; electrode means mounted at adjacent ends of
each of said arms, said electrode means extending toward
each other in spaced pairs from respective arms and terminat-
ing short of a longitudinal plane passing between the arms of
the respective assemblies; means for orienting a chainlink to
be welded in a vertical plane generally coinciding with the
longitudinal plane between arms; electrodes of the respective
assemblies at opposite sides of the longitudinal plane defining

L Apparatus for effecting spray-coating of a substrate,
which comprises;

a. means to define an environmental chamber,
b. means to reduce the pressure in said chamber to a value
below atmospheric pressure,

c. an electrical plasma-jet torch positioned to direct a jet of
plasma into said chamber, against a substrate disposed in

said chamber,
d. means to supply spray powder to said plasma jet for

heating therein and subsequent impingment against said
substrate, and

e. means to effect preheating of said spray powder to an
elevated temperature prior to the time said spray powder
reaches said plasma,

said preheating means cooperating with said plasma-jet
torch to effect a high degree of heating of said powder
prior to the time that said powder impinges upon said
substrate.

\
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3,839,619
VERTICAL WELDING OF HEAVY ALUMINUM ALLOY

PLATES
Neil J. Normando, Livingston, N.J., and Dana V. Wilcox, Rich-
mond, Va., assignors to Reynolds Metals Company, Rich-
mond, Va., by said Wilcox and Airco, Inc., Montvale, N.J.,
by said Normando

Filed Sept. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 396,288
Int. CI. B23k 23100

copper, said path being of a uniform thickness, a means for

mounting said heating element on said transparent plate, a
means of supplying electric power to said heating element
whereby electrical power can be transmitted from an electri-

cal power source to said heating element thereby energizing
said heating element whereby said plate is heated.

U.S. CI. 219-126 20 Claims

^COOLING U^^' 4
' WATER "^

3,839,620

CONDENSATION FREE MIRROR
Richard Roy Seibel, 415 B. Hwy. 79, Morganville, NJ. 07751,
and Robert Rhea Seibel, 223 Matawan Ave., Matawan, N.J.
07747

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,286
Int. CI. H05b 1100

U.S. CL 219-219 4 Claims

\

3,839,621

BODY HEATING DEVICE
Helmi Hariu, Pleasant St., Meridith Mooring, N.H. 03253

Filed Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 280,046
Int. CI. H05b im

U.S.CL 219-211 2 Claims

1. The method of vertically welding heavy aluminum alloy
plates by the GMA welding process in a single vertical pass
which comprises;

a. aligning and spacing the butt edges of the plates to form
a narrow welding gap of substantially uniform width,

b. oscillating a GMA welding head across the gap to achieve
a relatively uniform and thin deposit of weld metal for
each complete oscillation cycle,

c. depositing filler weld metal therein at a rate of at least 10
pounds per hour,

d. confining the gap laterally with dam faces composed of
high density molded electrographitic material, and

e. moving the dam faces vertically at a substantially uniform
rate to conform with building of the weldment.

1. A beatable flexible slip-over vest provided with controlla-
ble electrical heating elements adapted to uniformly heat the
interior surfaces of the vest, which vest is intended to be worn
by a person, said vest having a back portion which extends
downwardly to the region of the lower back of the wearer, a
front portion which extends downwardly to the stomach re-

gion of the wearer, and said vest being provided with a plural-
ity of adjustable straps adapted to hold the front portion and
the back portion in place, the front portion and the back
portion being separated from each other below the shoulder
area of the wearer except at those locations where the straps
are located, the beatable flexible slip-over vest being provided
with an electrically beatable neck collar which is detachably
fastened to the vest, said neck collar having a plurality of
upwardly extending protrusions which extend to the region
behind the ears of the wearer, said vest being further pro-
vided with an electrically beatable nape pad which is de-
tachably fastened to the neck collar and is adapted to provide
heat to the rear skull area of the wearer.

3,839,622
ELECTRIC, FORCED AIR TOWEL WARMING CABINET
Kenneth S. Mastin, 2302 John St., Las Cruces, N. Mex. 88001

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,606
Int. CI. H05b 1100; A21b UOO; F24c 15132

U.S. CI. 219-400 2 Claims

1
2̂3
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1. A condensation free mirror assembly comprising a trans- 1. An apparatus for warming towels comprising an insu-
parent plate a light reflective coating on one side of said plate, lated, double-walled enclosure, means disposed therein defin-
an electrically energizeable heating element consisting of a ing a main chamber with plural towel open grid like support
printed circuit board containing a continuous path of etched racks which permit the upward, unobstructed flow of heated
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air therethrough and a hinged door on said enclosure at the

front of said main chamber for access thereto from the out-

side; means defming an air circulation duct within said insu-

lated enclosure, said duct being coextensive with and sur-

rounding the top, bottom and one side of said main chamber,

the top and bottom of the main chamber being in air flow

communication with said air circulation duct by upper and

lower perforated plates which permit substantially uniform

distribution of air through the main chamber, said air circula-

tion duct further having operably disposed therein below the

main chamber controlled means for supplying heated air

upward through said lower perforated plate to the main cham-
ber; said controlled means comprising an electric heating

element disposed beneath said lower perforated plate and

operably connected in a circuit with means for supplying

electrical power thereto and thermostat means disposed on
said perforated plate and operably connected in said circuit

for controlling the temperature in the main chamber; said

controlled means further comprising plural tangential blowers
disposed below the main chamber and having their respective

inlets communicating with the side portion of the air circula-

tion duct and their respective air outlets communicating with

the bottom portion of the air circulation duct for circulating

air in a closed loop past said heating element upward through
said lower perforated plate into the main chamber and then

out through said lower perforated plate into the main chamber
and then out through said upper perforated plate and back in

a downward direction to said tangential blowers.

3,839,623

ELECTRIC HEATER WITH ADD-ON LEADS
Albert Lee Portmann, Labadie, Mo., assignor to Watlow Elec-

tric Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Aug. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 393,039

Int. CI. H05b 3108, 3152

U.S. CL 219-541 3 Claims

iS "^ «» ^ 3* „ ,,.

1. An electric heater comprising a metallic sheath of circu-

lar cross section, a heating element within the sheath, means
closing one end of the sheath, and at least one terminal ex-

tending from said one end of the sheath for supplying electri-

cal power to the heating element, said heater further compris-

ing an add-on lead secured to said terminal exteriorly of said

sheath, insulating means surrounding the junction of said

terminal and said add-on lead, said insulating means compris-

ing a rigid insulator having a longitudinal bore extending

therethrough from one end thereof to the other, said bore
accommodating said add-on lead, and a metallic oversleeve of
generally circular cross section surrounding the insulating

means and overlying a portion of said sheath adjacent said one

end thereof, said insulator being adapted to abut against said

one end of said sheath and against said closing means, said

oversleeve being open at its outer end for the passage there-

through of said flexible lead, said outer end being of decreased
cross-section thereby to engage said insulator and to hold it in

abutting relation relative to said one end of said sheath so as

to relieve strain from said junction, said oversleeve overlap-

ping a portion of the sheath being secured to said sheath by
means of a diameter reduction process whereupon after secur-

ing, the diameter of said sheath clear of said oversleeve and
the diameter of said oversleeve are substantially the same so

as to permit insertion of the heater in holes having a close fit

with said sheath.

3,839,624
NUMBER SYSTEM CONVERTER

William M. Isaksen. 37 Burlington Ave., Leonardo, N.J. 07748
Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,391

int. CI. G06g 1100

U.S. CI. 235-61 GM 25 Claims

1. In a calculating device for converting numbers from one
number system to another, the combination comprising:

first and second graduated scale means;
first and second indicator means for identifying

individual numbers on said first and second scale means,
respectively:

first selector means for moving said first scale means and
said first indicator means with respect to each other so as

to identify a number on said first scale means;
second selector means for moving said second scale means
and said second indicator means with respect to each
other so as to identify a number on said second scale

means;

link means for moving one selector means in response to

movement of the other;

case means for encasing the device components, said case

means including access windows disposed over said first

and second scale means, and
multiplier means for adjusting the relative magnitudes of

numbers displayed by said first and second scale means.

3,839,625

SCANNER TEMPLATE
George E. Chadima, Jr., Cedar Rapids; Keith Wallace, Mar-

ion, and Gary Peyton, Cedar Rapids, all of Iowa, assignors

to Norand Corporation, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Filed Aug. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 385,162

Int. CI. G06k 19106, 7110

U.S. CI. 235-61.12 N 9 Claims

1. A template for use with a bar code scanner comprising:

a substantially rigid and transparent planar sheet having a
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plurality of windows formed therein, a backing member adja-

cent and overlying each of said windows,

said backing member having a bar code printed therein in

such a manner as to generally coincide with the configu-

ration of said respective windows, and

3,839,627

MULTI-MODE DIGITAL CONTROL APPARATUS
Arthur F. Grant, and Donald O'Malley, both of Pittsburgh,

Pa., assignors to Bacharach Instrument Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 421,075

Int. CI. GOlm 15100; G06f 7138

U.S. CL 235-151.3 16 Claims

means for locating alpha-numeric indicia adjacent to each

of said bar codes so as to identify the respective codes,

whereby said bar codes may be selectively scanned by

inserting a scanner in a window chosen according to said

indicia and using at least one edge of the window as a

scanning guide.

3,839,626

ALTIMETER SETTING INDICATOR SYSTEM AND
METHOD OF OBTAINING SAID SETTING

Charles D. Klem, Phoenix, and Cameron D. Ethridge, Glen-

dale, both of Ariz., assignors to Sperry Rand Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,981

Int. CI. GOll 7100; G06f 7102

U.S. CI. 235-151.3 26 Claims

'";.;:•"•-
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measuring the electric power applied to the drive motor
during a standard operating cycle of the machine;

storing the information with respect to the frequency spec-

trum distribution of power applied to the motor during
standard operating cycle;

changing one or more of the machine operating parameters
required for standard operation;

measuring the power applied to the drive motor during an
operating cycle in which said one or more parameters has
been varied;

storing the information with respect of the frequency spec-
trum distribution of power applied to the motor during
the operating cycle in which one or more parameters has
been varied;

S M
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4;

comparing the information concerning frequency spectrum
distribution of power for a standard operating cycle with
the information concerning frequency spectrum distribu-

tion of power for an operating cycle in which said one or
more parameters has been varied;

determining from the comparing step components of power
which exhibit relatively small changes during the operat-
ing cycle in which one or more parameters has been
varied as compared with the standard operating cycle;

and

determining from the comparing step components of power
which exhibit relatively large changes during the operat-
ing cycle in which one or more parameters has been
varied as compared with the standard operating cycle.

3,839,629
HYBRID INTERFACING OF COMPUTATIONAL

FUNCTIONS IN A HYBRID LOADFLOW COMPUTER
ARRANGEMENT FOR ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

Jerry C. Russell, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 175,290
Int. CI. G06j 3100; G06f 15106, 15156

U.S. CI. 235-151.21 15 Claims

1. A hybrid loadflow computer arrangement comprising a
DC analog simulator of an AC network, said simulator includ-
ing a plurality of bus DC circuits and line DC circuits intercon-
nected to correspond to the AC network, a digital computer
including means for determining bus generation and load

currents as a function of predetermined parameters including
stored bus power and voltage data, an analog output system,
said digital computer including means for causing said output
system to generate phasor current signals representative of the
digital computer determined bus bus generation and load
currents, each of said bus DC circuits including means for
responding to line phasor current and bus generation and load
phasor input current signals and for generating an output bus
voltage phasor signal, each of said line DC circuits including
means for responding to the difference between applied bus
voltage phasor signals and generating an output line phasor
current signal in accordance with a representation of the
equivalent series branch line impedance, said digital computer
including: means for determining and storing representations
of bus voltage phasor signals after the generation and load
phasor current signals are applied to said DC bus circuits,

means for determining bus generation and load currents in

successive iterations as a function of bus voltage values deter-
mined in the next preceding iteration, means for converging
the solution, means for determining when a solution is

reached, means for determining line charging currents for

connected DC line circuits in said analog simulator, means for
causing said output system to generate phasor current signals

representative of both the bus generation and load currents
and the line charging currents; and means for applying the
phasor current signals to predetermined simulator circuit

points including bus DC circuit inputs.

3,839,630
PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR EMPLOYING

ALGEBRAIC LANGUAGE
Emil Edward Olander, Jr., Fort Collins; Rex L. James, Love-

land; Ivar W. Larson, Loveland; Wayne F. Covington, Love-
land; Jack M. Walden, Loveland; Robert E. Watson, Love-
land; Francis J. Yockey, Loveland; Fred Wenninger, Jr.,

Loveland, and Homer C. Russell, Berthoud, all of Colo.,

assignors to Hewlett-Packard Company, Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,581
Int. CI. G06f 7138

U.S. CI. 235-156 4 Claims

1. An electronic calculator comprising:

keyboard input means, including a plurality of operand and
operator keys, for entering lines of one or more alpha-
meric statements each into the calculator;

buffer storage means, coupled to the keyboard input means,
for storing each line of one or more alphameric state-

ments as it is entered into the calculator;

first memory means, coupled to the keyboard input means
and the buffer storage means, for storing a plurality of
lines of one or more alphameric statements each;

said keyboard input means including an execute control key
for initiating execution of a line of one or more alpha-
meric statements entered into the buffer storage means,
and a store control key for initiating storage of a line of
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one or more alphameric statements entered into the

buffer storage means in the first memory unit;

second memory means for storing a plurality of routines and
subroutines to be performed by the calculator in execut-

ing and storing lines of one or more alphameric state-

ments each;

processing means coupled to the keyboard input means,
buffer storage means, first memory means, and second
memory means and responsive to actuation of the exe-

cute control key following entry of a line of one or more
alphameric statements into the buffer storage means for

selectively performing one or more of said routines and
subroutines to execute that line of one or more alpha-

meric statements;

said processing means being responsive to actuation of the

store control key following entry of a line of one or more
alphameric statements into the buffer storage means for

selectively performing one or more of said routines and
subroutines to store that line of one or more alphameric

statements in the first memory means; and

output means for providing an output indication of the

results of any line of one or more alphameric statements

executed by the calculator.

3,839,631

AUTOMATICALLY-EQUILIBRATING SUSPENDED
LAMP

Stephen A. A. Goddard, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to God-
dard Designs, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,759
Int. CI. A47g 291122; F21p 1102; F21v 21102

U.S. CI. 240-10 C 5 Claims

1. A self-equilibrating suspended lamp comprising:

a hollow object formed of non-opaque sheet material sup-

porting an illumination source and containing a lighter-

than-air gas substantially lighter than the surrounding air

such that the weight of the displaced air is greater than

the sum of the weight of the object, the contained gas and
the illumination source, thereby producing lift;

flexible tether means formed of tubular material extending

from a fixed elevated point to the object, having a weight

uniform throughout its length greater than the lift, such

that verticle movement of the object varies the portion of

the weight of the tether supported by the object and the

portion of the weight of the tether supported by the ob-

ject equals the lift before the object reaches the elevation

of the fixed elevated point to automatically reach equilib-

rium conditions; and

a support system including a source of gas under greater

than atmospheric pressure and means for introducing the

gas from the source through the tubular tether to the

object.

3,839,632

COMBINATION SPOTLIGHT AND FLOODLIGHT
Richard A. Federico, 132 Dwelley St., Pembroke, Mass. 02359

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,353
Int. CI. F21r 7100

U.S. CI. 240-44.1 18 Claims

1. A light of the searchlight type comprising:

a housing having an opening through which light is transmit-

ted,

a unitary reflector having a concave reflective surface dis-

posed within said housing with said concave reflective

surface facing said opening, said reflector having a thick-

ness that gradually tapers from a greater thickness at the

center of the reflector to a lesser thickness at the periph-

ery of the relfector

means within said housing for moving at least the center of

said reflector between opposite positions wherein said

reflector has less of a curvature in a first position and a

greater curvature in a second position,

a light source within said housing,

means within said housing for securing said light source at

the center of said reflector so that said light source is

movable with at least the center of said reflector.

means on said housing engageable;with the outer periphery

of the reflector for limiting the movement of the reflector

between the first and second different curvature posi-

tions.

3,839,633

ANALYSIS OF EMULSIONS AND SUSPENSIONS
David McKenna; Joseph Hopkins, and Geoffrey Hall, all of

Newcastle upon Tyne, England, assignors to Sir Howard
Grubb Pa'rsons & Company Limited, Walkergate, Newcastle

upon Tyne, England

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,866
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 4, 1972,

36547/72
Int. CI. GOlr 21126

U.S. CI. 250-343 11 Claims

1. A method for the quantitative estimation of the disper-

sion medium and one or more components forming the dis-
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perse phase of an emulsion or suspension or mixture thereof,

wherein the mean particle size of the disperse phase is less

than a selected peak absorption wavelength of the dispersion
medium and also less than a selected peak absorption wave-
length for each of one or more components of the disperse
phase, and the said selected peak absorption wavelength of
the dispersion medium is at a wavelength differing substan-
tially from the or each selected peak absorption wavelength
for the disperse phase component or components and the
absorption by the or each disperse phase component is stron-

ger than the absorption by the dispersion medium at the se-

lected peak absorption wavelength for the or each disperse
phase component, said method comprising the steps of:

a. Passing a first beam from a source of infra-red radiation
through a sample of the emulsion or suspension or mix-
ture thereof to be analysed, and a second beam of the said
radiation through a reference sample of the dispersion
medium,

b. Selecting a narrow range of wave-length of radiation from
the two beams containing the selected peak absorption
wave-length of the dispersion medium and effecting a
balance in the radiant energy absorption between the first

and second beams in this range of wave-length by adjust-

ing the path length of the second beam through the refer-

ence sample of dispersion medium,
c. Selecting a narrow range of wave-length of radiation from

the two beams containing the selected peak absorption
wave-length of a component of the disperse phase,

d. Measuring the content of the component of the disperse
phase corresponding to the wave-length selected in (c) in

terms of the imbalance in radiant energy absorption be-
tween the first and second beams.
Repeating steps (c) and (d) using a different narrow
range of wave-length of radiation for each selected peak
absorption wave-length of the remaining components of
the disperse phase.

Re-selecting a narrow range of wave-length of radiation
from the two beams containing the selected peak absorp-
tion wave-U'ngth of the dispersion medium whilst main-
taining the path length of radiation through the reference
sample of dispersion medium in the second beam at the
same value as at the end of step (d), and
Ascertaining the content of dispersion medium in the
sample being analysed by replacing this sample in the first

beam by the dispersion medium and measuring the imbal-
ance in radiant energy absorption between the first and
second beams to determine the total content of the dis-

perse phase component or components in t»"' sample
being analysed.

e.

g

3,839,634
IMAGE INTENSIFIER DENSITOMETER

Franz Buchmann, Hamburg, Germany, assignor to U.S. Philips

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,255
Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 15, 1972,

2207053

Int. CI. G03b4///6
U.S. CI. 250-213 VT 11 Claims

secondary screen for converting said X-ray image into an
optical image;

a convex lens positioned with the focal plane thereof coinci-
dent with said optical image;

a mechanical collimator positioned on the side of said con-
vex lens remote from said optical image to receive light

passing through said lens from said optical image, said
collimator not passing light which travels thereto from
directions outside of a range of directions determined by
the optical characteristics of said collimator, said range of
directions corresponding with light coming from only a
portion of said optical image;

a light sensitive device positioned adjacent said collimator
to receive and measure light passed by said collimator
from said portion of said optical image, said portion of
said optical image being the measuring field.

1. An X-ray densitometer, comprising:

an X-ray source for irradiating at least a portion of an object
to produce an X-ray densitometric image;

an X-ray image intensifier having a primary screen for
receiving said X-ray densitometric image and having a

3,839,635

X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETER HAVING MEANS FOR
COOLING CRYSTAL MOUNTED THEREON

Anthony P. H. Chan, Los Altos Hills, and Arild Christensen,

Sunnyvale, Calif., assignors to Syntex (U.S.A.) Inc., a cor-
poration of Delaware

Continuation of application Ser. No. 282,151, Aug. 21, 1972,
now abandoned. This application Oct. 10, 1973, Ser. No.

404,858

Int. CI. GOln 23120
U.S. CI. 250-278 25 Claims

1. An X-ray diffractometer comprising a goniometer
assembly including a full-circle having an outer ring and a
movable inner ring, and a rotatable goniometer head mounted
on said movable inner ring for holding and supporting a crys-

tal to be analyzed; and X-ray source for directing a beam of
X-radiation at the mounted crystal; detector means for

receiving and measuring the intensity of the X-ray beam dif-

fracted by the mounted crystal; and means mounted on said
full-circle for directing the flow of a cooling fluid about the

mounted crystal, said means comprising an input member
secured to said outer ring of said full-circle and an output
member secured to said movable inner ring of said full-circle,

said output member having a component part thereof directed
so that fluid flow therefrom is at all times in a fixed relation-

ship with the </)-axis of said X-ray diffractometer on which the

crystal is mounted whereby, during cooling, the mounted
crystal is uniformly bathed in the flow of the cooling fluid.

3,839,636

SENSOR FOR DETECTING MARKS ON MOVING
ARTICLES

John L. Worrall, Wheeling, III., assignor to Bell and Howell
Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,130
Int. CI. G06m 7/00

U.S. CI. 250-223 R 12 Claims

1. A sensor for detecting marks printed at a predetermined
region on selective ones of successive label areas formed on
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each of a plurality of signatures comprising conveyor means
operable for moving said signatures in succession, means for

scanning each of said successive label areas in the region of

said marks, guard synchronizing means responsive to said

conveyer means for selectively controlling said scanning

means each time that said region on a label is being scanned,

means responsive to said guard means for enabling said scan-

ning means, and means responsive to a detection of a mark
during said enabletj^ent of said scanning means for giving an

output signal.

3,839,637

TEXTILE GUIDING AND MEASURING INDICIA
Alice Willis, 106 Whitshire Dr., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15241

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,121
Int. CI. GOlt mo

U.S. CI. 250—302 2 Claims

^2 v>sr8L£0«LTWN0CPUt.rR*-
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1. A bolt of cloth having evenly spaced rows of yarn embod-
ied in the cloth and extending at right angles to the length of

the cloth, which rows are impregnated with a material which

is visible under ultra-violet light and invisible under ordinary

daylight, said rows being spaced apart in units of measurement

to give a visual indication, when subjected to ultra-violet light,

of guide lines along which to cut the cloth in measured

lengths.

3,839,638

FLUORESCENT MARKER
Richard Swart Hughes, China Lake, Calif., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 361,930

Int. CI. GOln 2 //iS

U.S. CI. 250-302 1 Claim

1. An automatic search and rescue system for application

during both daylight and dark periods, wherein personnel,

such as a downed aircraft pilot, are located from the air for

immediate or subsequent pickup and rescue, comprising:

a sea dye marker visible to the human eye during day light

and capable of fluorescing when illuminated by an appro-

priate source, deployed by said personnel in the area of

his position;

a helicopter piloted by a human operator in a search pat-

tern, wherein at least one person aboard said helicopter

can visually scan the surface of the earth for detection of

said marker; and

a gas laser supported by said helicopter and operated to

perform a preselected scan pattern over said surface

during said dark periods, providing a beam having a

wavelength shorter than the fluorescent wavelength of

the marker, such that said marker fluoresces and is de-

tectable during said dark periods when illuminated by

said beam;
wherein said at least one person can visually detect and

identify said marker during both daylight and dark peri-

ods such that search and rescue operations can be ex-

tended into and throughout the night without loss of

effectiveness.

3,839,639

AUTOMATIC NIGHT SEARCH AND RESCUE SYSTEM
Richard Swart Hughes, China Lake, Calif., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 361,929

Int. CI. GOln 27/55

U.S. CI. 250-302 1 Claim

LIGHT SOURCE IHRESMOLO DEVICE

ORGANIC DTE

1. An automatic search and rescue system for application

during both daylight and dark periods, wherein personnel,

such as a downed aircraft pilot, are located from the air for

immediate or subsequent pick up and rescue, comprising:

a sea dye marker visible to the human eye during daylight

and cable of fluorescing when illuminated by an appropri-

ate source, deployed by said personnel in the area of his

position;

a helicopter piloted by a human operator in a search pat-

tern, wherein

at least one person aboard said helicopter can visually

scan the surface of the earth for detection of said

marker;

a gas laser supported by said helicopter and operated to

perform a preselected scan pattern over said surface

during said dark periods, providing a beam having a

wavelength shorter than the fluorescent wavelength of

the marker, such that said marker fluoresces and is de-

tectable during said dark periods when illuminated by

said beam; and
electronic detecting means sensitive to the wavelength of

said flourescence resulting from said illumination, includ-

ing means responsive to detection of the fluorescence for

automatically alerting said at least one person;
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wherein said at least one person can identify said marker
during both daylight and dark periods such that search

and rescue operations can be extended into and through-

out the night without loss of effectiveness.

3,839,640

DIFFERENTIAL PYROELECTRIC SENSOR
John A. Rossin, 1411 Norman Firestone Rd., Goleta, Calif.

93017
Filed June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,945

Int. CI. GOlt 1116

U.S. CI. 250—353 11 Claims
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1. A pyroelectric differential passive infrared sensor com-
prising;

a. a pyroelectric plastic film having front and rear sides,

b. two front conductive stripes applied to the front side of

said film,

c. a rear conductive stripe applied to the rear side of said

film overlapping in part said front conductive stripes

defining thereby two heat sensitive capacitors in series

with said two front conductive stripes serving as output
leads,

d. said two heat sensitive capacitors being connected to said

front conductive stripes in parallel electrically but in

series physically and with said electrode on the rear of
said film floating electrically.

3,839,641
SYSTEM FOR WHOLE BODY IMAGING AND COUNT
PROFILING WITH A SCINTILLATION CAMERA

Michael B. D. Cooke, 1 Broadleys Ave., Glasgow, Scotland, and
Ervin Kaplan, 2600 Wilmette Ave., Wilmette, III. 60091

Filed June 22, 1973, Ser. No. 372,835
Int. CI. GOlt 1120

U.S. CI. 250-369 24 Claims

1. A system for producing information on the distribution of
a source of radiation in an object that can be displayed in

image form or in count profile form, said system comprising
a scintillation camera having a scintillation detector, a radia-

tion shield and a data processing mechanism; said scintillation

camera representing a scintillation event as a first set of coor-
dinates in terms of a first set of signals; means for supporting
thereon an object having a source of radiation therein; motor
mechanism for providing relative movement of extended
linear dimension along both the X and Y axes between said

scintillation detector and said support means, the extended
linear dimension along both the X and the Y axes being sub-
stantially greater than the dimensions of said scintillation

detector in both the X and the Y direction to enable substan-

tially the entire support means to be scanned by said scintilla-

tion camera; mechanism for indicating relative movement
between said support means and said scintillation detector and
for producing a signal in response thereto; and electronic
interfacing means coupled to said scintillation detector and to

said data processing mechanism and to said movement indi-

cating mechanism for converting the signal from said move-
ment indicating mechanism to a second set of coordinates and
for summing the first set of coordinates and the second set of
coordinates and converting the sum into a second set of sig-

nals and for replacing the first set of signals with the second
set of signals, continued relative movement between said

scintillation detector and said support means with the object
thereon resulting in n sets of signals over extended linear

dimensions along both the X and the Y axes summed before
display to correct non-uniformity, non-linearity and edge
distortion in said scintillation detector, whereby the n sets of
signals received by said data processing mechanism are dis-

played in image form or in count profile form.

3,839,642

CRYSTALLIZERS
Reuel Shinnar, 110 Ash Dr., Great Neck Estates, N.Y. 11021
Division of Ser. No. 872,205, Oct. 29, 1969. This application

Feb. 16, 1972. Ser. No. 226,566The portion of the term of this

patent subsequent to Feb. 22, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. GOln 23112

U.S. CI. 250-432 4 Claims
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and second potential terminals, and an output terminal con-
nected to the common junction between said input transistor
and said load element, the improvement comprising a second
transistor connected in series between said input transistor

and said first terminal, a third transistor connected in parallel

with said input transistor and said load element between said
second terminal and the common junction of said input and
second transistors, and means for connecting respective con-
trol electrodes of said second and third transistors jointly to
said second potential terminal.

3,839,647

TRANSISTOR LINEARIZER CIRCUIT
David Harry Simmons, Palo Alto. Calif., assignor to Litton
Systems, Inc., San Carlos, Calif.

Filed Nov. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 413,959
Int. CI. H03k / 7100

II.S. CI. 307-229 19 Claims

3,839,648
PROGRAMMABLE FUNCTION GENERATION

John W. Pace, Aloha, Oreg., assignor to Tektronix, Inc., Bea-
verton, Oreg.

Division of Ser. No. 229,901, Feb. 28, 1972, Pat. No.
3,740,539. This application Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 340,975

Int. CI. H03k / 7100
U.S. CI. 307-229 5 claims

Vi (VOLTS)

1. A circuit for providing an output voltage the magnitude
of which bears a nonlinear relationship to the voltage magni-
tude of a voltage source comprising:

a. a transistor of the type having an emitter adapted to carry
an emitter current, I^, a collector adapted to carry a
collector current. I^, and a base adapted to carry a base
current, I,„ and which transistor has a predetermined
current transfer characteristic, /3, and in which the re-

spective magnitudes of currents in said transistor bear the
relationship to one another of lp=l,,+I, at all times, and in

which the respective magnitudes of currents in said tran-
sistor bear the additional relationship of \Mr( 1+1//3) and
I(,=I, //3 when the transistor is in the electrical condition of
"out of saturation";

b. a first source of voltage, V,;

c. a second source of voltage, V^;

d. first resistance means, R,, connected between said first

source of voltage and said collector to complete a current
conducting path therebetween;

e. second resistance means, Rj, connected between said
second source of voltage and said emitter to complete a
current conducting path therebetween;

f. control means having an output connected to said base for
providing a current. I,„ to said base of approximately
[(Vj/Rj)—I^J amps so that in combination with any col-
lector current, I^, said emitter current, I^, remains at a
magnitude essentially equal to (magnitude of V^/resist-
ance of R2) amps (for all l6>0) to thereby maintain a
voltage which appears at said emitter at a constant magni-
tude of approximately zero volts;

g. means for varying the magnitude of only one of said
voltage sources V, or Vj;

whereby a voltage output is obtained at said collector having
a magnitude that is essentially constant at approximately zero
volts over a predetermined range of magnitude of said one of
said voltage sources and a magnitude which increases linearly
as the magnitude of said one of said voltage sources increases
beyond said predetermined range and whereupon beyond said

predetermined range said collector current I,, is essentially
I,.=/3//3+l U.

1. Differential current driver means for causing linearly
varying complementary current fiow from a pair of terminals
external thereto in response to an externally applied varying
signal comprising:

means for converting said externally applied varying signal
to a varying control current;

a pair of current conducting means comprising emitter-
coupled transistor means for receiving said complemen-
tary current fiow from said pair of terminals and for
transferring said complementary current flow therebe-
tween in response to said control current, the base cur-
rent of one of said transistor means being controlled by
said control current;

current compensating means for receiving said current flow
from said current conducting means to stabilize said
current flow against change due to temperature variation
of said current conducting means, wherein said current
compensating means establishes the current therethrough
at a standard value plus substantially the value of base
current for said conducting means according to the value
of beta for the transistor means;

and circuit means to linearize the transfer of said current
flow between said pair of current conducting means.

3,839.649
SIGNAL DISCRIMINATING CIRCUIT

Minoru Morio, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Sony Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,655
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 4, 1972, 47-22600:

Mar. 4, 1972,47-22601

Int. CI. H03k 5120
U.S. CI. 307-233 A 10 Claims

1. A signal discriminating circuit to discriminate between
input pulse signals having first and second frequencies, said
first frequency being higher than said second frequency, said
circuit comprising:
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A. a signal input circuit to recejve said pulse signals;

B. free-running oscillator means to generate pulse signals

having a natural frequency higher than said second fre-

quency, said oscillator being synchronizable to operate in

phase-locked condition with respect to said first fre-

quency but not with respect to said second frequency;

C. connecting means joining said input circuit to said oscil-

lator means to supply said received pulse signals to said

oscillator means; and

D. combining means connected to said signal input terminal

and to said oscillator means to combine said received

pulse signals and said generated pulse signals to produce

an output voltage signal depending on whether said re-

ceived pulse signals are of the same frequency as said

generated pulse signals.

3,839.651

LEVEL SENSING ARRANGEMENT AND CONTROL
CIRCUIT

Bruce Ernest Michaels, Florissant. Mo., assignor to Chemetron

Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,246

Int. CL GOlf 23100

I ' 3,839,650

SIGNAL PROCESSORS FOR FILTERING APPLIED
SIGNALS

Richard D. Wood, Venice, Calif., assignor to Hughes Aircraft

Company, Culver City, Calif.

Filed June 25. 1973. Ser. No. 373.048

Int. CI. H03k / 7/60

U.S. CI. 307-246 4 Claims

Strobe
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1. A signal processor adapted for responding to gating

signals of a predetermined fixed interpulse period and of a

duration substantially less than said interpulse period; and to

an applied signal consisting of a sequence of contiguous pulses

with each of said pulses having a duration equal to the period

between said gating pulses, a substantially uniform amplitude

during a predetermined portion of each pulse interval and

with the amplitudes of the respective pulses being representa-

tive of the information content of said applied signal and with

said gating pulses and the pulses of said applied signal being

synchronized such that said gating pulses occur during said

uniform amplitude portions of said applied signal pulses, said

processor being further adapted for converting said applied

signal to an output signal which is a reproduction of said

applied signal but with a reduction in higher frequency signal

components which are characteristic of the amplitude transi-

tions between pulses which comprise said applied signal; said

signal processor comprising:

first means, having a first input circuit adapted for receiving

said applied sigtial and a second input circuit and an

output circuit, for providing at said output circuit a differ-

ence signal which is a function of the difference between

the signals applied to its first and second input circuits;

sample-and-hold means, having a gate signal input circuit

adapted to receive said gating signals, for sampling the

value of said difference signal during the periods of appli-

cation of said gating signals, for storing said sampled

value between sampling operations and for providing a

sampled difference output signal which is representative

of said stored sampled value; and

integrating means, having an input circuit and an output

circuit, for integrating signals applied to its input circuit;

said integrating means having its input circuit coupled to

receive said sampled difference output signal, and its

output circuit coupled to the second input circuit of said

first means; whereby said output signal from said proces-

sor is provided at the output circuit of said integrating

means.

U.S. CI. 307-308 9 Claims

1. A control circuit, comprising a source of alternating

voltage, a load circuit, means including a control device for

developing an output potential across said load circuit in

response to said source of alternating voltage, a trigger circuit

for controlling the conduction of said control device so that

said output potential is stabilized, means including an SCR for

disabling said trigger circuit so that said output potential is no

longer developed across said load circuit, first control means
responsive to the magnitude of current flow in said load circuit

for firing said SCR when said current flow exceeds a predeter-

mined value, means for developing an auxiliary supply voltage

from said source of alternating voltage, and a light emitting

diode connected between said auxiliary supply voltage and the

anode of said SCR, said diode being rendered conductive

when said SCR is fired, thereby to hold said SCR in a conduc-

tive state while at the same time conduction of said light

emitting diode provides a visible indication that said predeter-

mined value of current flow in said load circuit has been

exceeded.

3,839,652

PIEZOELECTRICALLY DRIVEN TELEPHONE
TYPE-RINGER

Hugo Willy Schafft. Desplaines. III., assignor to Motoria Inc..

Franklin Park. III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 292.594, Sept. 27. 1972. This

application Feb. 8, 1973. Ser. No. 330,835

Int. CI. H04r / 7100

U.S. CI. 310—8.2 12 Claims

1. Telephone-type ringer apparatus operable from a source

of alternating current having a predetermined frequency; said

apparatus including in combination: gong means, clapper

means including a substantially rigid support rod mounted
with one end adjacent said gong means for striking engage-

ment therewith; piezoelectric driver means including at least
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one circular piezoelectric element operable in an oil can mode
for predetermined displacement at the center thereof in a
back and forth motion and for providing a resultant, relatively
high force upon energization by application of said alternating
current; and support rod support structure means for translat-

ing and magnifying the predetermined displacement of said
element into a greater displacement of said one end of said
support rod adjacent said gong means while maintaining a

relatively high force output thereat, said support rod structure
including a first planar member extending substantially per-
pendicular to the surface of said piezoelectric element and
attached at one end thereto, and a second planar member

f hingedly connected at c,ie end to the free end of said first

planar member and extending substantially perpendicular
thereto, the opposite end of said second planar member being
held pivotally at a fixed location, said first planar member
being flexible and movable in a back and forth motion along
the extent of the plane thereof in response to the energization
of said piezoelectric element, said support rod being attached
near the end thereof opposite said end adjacent said gong
means, substantially perpendicular to the surface of said first

planar member for vibratory movement in response to the
movement of said member upon energization of said piezo-
electric element so that said one end of said support rod
strikes said gong means, the system resonance frequency of
said ringer apparatus being substantially greater than the
frequency of said alternating current.

3,839,654
GENERATOR FOR SELF-CONTAINED ELECTRICALLY

TRIGGERED WEAPONS
Robert Madelmont, deceased, late of Mulhouse, France; Ju-

liette Romann, legal representative. Tulle, and Gilbert Edus,
Mulhouse, both of France, assignors to Etat Francais, Paris,
France

Filed Aug. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 386,282
Claims priority, application France, July 4, 1972, 72.24076

Int. CI. H02k 7/06
U.S. CI. 310-75 7 Claims

3,839,653
FLEXIBLE LOOP, HARD SLOT COILS FOR
DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE WINDINGS

Norman Anthony Beddows, Scotia, N.Y., assignor to General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 199,845, Nov. 18, 1971. This application

Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,572
Int. CI. H02k 15112

U.S. CI. 310-45 1 Claim

1. An electrical generator for a self-contained electrically
triggered weapon including a mechanical member which
moves in translation, said generator including a rotor and
mechanical means for converting the translational movement
of the mechanical member into rotational movement of said
rotor, said mechanical means comprising a shaft, means
mounted on said shaft and defining a helical track for engag-
ing a cam secured to the mechanical member so that said
track defining means rotates responsive to translation of said
mechanical member, a sector gear which rotates with rotation
of said track defining means, and gear means including a drive
gear for coupling said sector gear to the generator rotor.

3,839,655
BAYARD-ALPERT VACUUM IONIZATION TUBE

Walter Helgeland, Lexington, and Deane Palmer Sheldon,
Franklin, both of Mass., assignors to Varian Associates, Palo
Alto, Calif.

Filed Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 391,392
Int. CI. HOlj 2116

U.S.CL 313-7 ^ 11 Claims

1. A pre-formed coil for a dynamoelectric machine com-
prising a plurality of conductors wound in a closed lyop and
shaped to a coil characterized by elongated slot regions for
insertion in axially extending cavities of a magnetic member
of a dynamoelectric machine and loop regions interconnect-
ing the ends of said slot regions, said entire length of the coil
being wrapped with a homogeneous tape having a compatible
thermosetting insulating resin system impregnated therein, the
portion of said insulating resin system impregnated within the
tape wrapped atop said slot regions of said coil being fully
cured to a rigid structure and the portion of the insulating
resin system applied to the tape wrapped atop the loop regions
of said coil being only partially cured to a gel state to provide
a hard slot, flexible loop coil, said thermosetting insulating
system comprising two or more resins having different degrees
of functionality and composition, the weight percentages of
the resins applied to the slot regions of the coil varying relative
to the weight percentages of the same resins in the loop re-
gions of the coil to produce a complete cure of the resin
system in the slot regions of the coil and a partial cure in the
resin system applied to the loop regions of the coil.

1. A Bayard-AIpert type vacuum ionization tube having
constant vacuum gauging sensitivity from approximately 5 x
10 "> to 1 X lO"' torr comprising a centrally located positive
ion collector, an electron collectimg grid surrounding and
coaxial with the collector and having a diameter of approxi-
mately 0.5 inches, an electron emitting filament outside of the
grid and spaced from the grid by approximately 0.2 inches, a
grounded shield screen surrounding the grid outside of the
filament and coaxial with the collector.
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3,839,656
DISPLAY PANEL FOR DISPLAYING NUMBERS AND

WORDS
David Glaser, Green Brook, N.J., assignor to Burroughs Cor-

poration, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 317,885
Int. CI. HOlj 7142

U.S. CI. 313-514 12 Claims

-/

of electrodes spaced from each othfer and disposed to define

intersections establishing discrete display points, said method
comprising the operations of:

a. applying a sustaining voltage between the first and second
sets of electrodes thereby to establish the sustaining volt-

age at each display point of the gas discharge display

apparatus, the sustaining voltage being selected as to its

frequency and amplitude values, in relation to the charac-

teristics of the said display appartus, to be sufficient to

maintain an established discharge at each said display

point and insufficient for initiating a discharge thereat,

b. impressing an AC voltage to an addressing instrument

and disposing the instrument on the gas discharge display

apparatus at a display point to be addressed while con-

tinuing to apply the sustaining voltage between the first

and second sets of electrodes, said AC voltage being
selected as to its amplitude and frequency values in rela-

tion to the corresponding said values of said sustaining

voltage thereby to initiate a discharge at the addressed
display point which is sustained thereafter by said sustain-

ing voltage to achieve writing; and
c. altering at least one of the said frequency and amplitude

values of the sustaining voltage from the value thereof
applied to the gas discharge display apparatus during
writing and impressing the same said AC voltage to said

addressing instrument, to terminate thereby the discharge
at a display point where the addressing instrument is

disposed, to achieve erasing.

1. A display panel comprising
a gas-filled envelope including a base plate and a face plate

spaced apart from each other and hermetically sealed

together along a common perimeter,

at least one large-area cathode electrode disposed adjacent
to said base plate, said cathode electrode comprising a
plurality of spaced-apart conductive members which are
all electrically connected together, the individual conduc-
tive members being so positioned with respect to adjacent
conductive members that when the cathode is electrically

energized, the glow from the members blends to form a
relatively large area of cathode glow,

a conductive film anode disposed on the inner surface of
said face plate overlaying said cathode electrode, and

a message-carrying member spaced from and overlaying
said large-area cathode and adapted to have its message
rendered visible by glow passing therethrough from said

large-area cathode.

3,839,658

DISCHARGE-LIGHTING APPARATUS
Gerald W. Graham, and Jacques D. Fillion, both of Crawley,

England, assignors to Stone-Platt Crawley Limited, Crawley,
England

Filed Jan. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 324,712
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 26, 1972,

3726/72

Int. CI. H05b 37102
U.S. CI. 315-201 9 Claims

1

10' \n' 1^>'
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1 1 3,839,657
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING A GAS

DISCHARGE DISPLAY DEVICE
Norihiko Nakayama; Yasunari Shirouchi; Toshinori Urade,
and Shizuo Andoh, all of Kobe, Japan, assignors to Fujitsu,
Limited, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,600
Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 18, 1971, 46-

72861

Int. CI. H05b 41130
U.S. CI. 315-169 TV 21 Claims

1. A lighting apparatus including at least two discharge
lamps, cyclically operable switching means arranged to send
an actuating pulse to each of said lamps at different times
respectively during each switching cycle thereby to actuate all

of said lamps in turn during each switching cycle, said switch-
ing means including means for automatically altering the
order in which the said actuating pulses are sent to the respec-
tive lamps in successive switching cycles thereby to alter the
sequence in which said lamps are actuated in successive ones
of said switching cycles, a single rechargeable source of power
connected in common to said lamps and arranged to be dis-

charged by the first actuated lamp which correctly operates
1. A method of controllmg a gas discharge display apparatus during a given switching cycle, and means for recharging said

havmg an lonizable gas sealed therein and first and second sets single source of power subsequent to discharge thereof, the
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time interval between the first and last actuating pulses in each
switching cycle being shorter than the time required to re-
charge said source of power once said source has been dis-
charged thereby to assure that one only of said lamps is oper-
ated from said single source of power during a given switching
cycle notwithstanding that all of said lamps are actuated dur-
ing said given cycle.

3,839,659
MULTI-PULSE CAPACITOR DISCHARGE IGNITION

SYSTEM
Hugo Georg Bruijning, and Frans Meijer, both of Emmasingel,

Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation. New
York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 722,850, Apr. 22, 1968. This
application Aug. 24, 1970, Ser. No. 66.574

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 26. 1967
6705849

Int. CI. F02p J/OS. 5114
U.S. CI. 315-209 SC jg Claims

1. An apparatus for producing high- voltage pulses for a
spark plug of an internal-combustion engine comprising, a
capacitor connected in series with the primary winding of a
step-up high-voltage transformer across the secondary wind-
ing of which at least one spark plug is connected, a voltage
supply source including means by which said capacitor is

charged to a predetermined voltage level sufficient to produce
a spark discharge, a controlled rectifier through which the
capacitor is discharged through the primary winding of the
high-voltage transformer, and a control circuit for causing the
controlled rectifier to become conductive including an and-
gate to which a recurrent control signal synchronized with the
engine rotation and a voltage derived from the voltage across
the capacitor are applied so that the controlled rectifier is

repeatedly rendered conductive when the voltage across the
capacitor reaches said predetermined level and the control
signal is simultaneously applied to the and-gate.

3,839,660
POWER SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE PACKAGE

Harry L. Stryker, Kokomo, Ind., assignor to General Motors
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 329,655, Feb. 5, 1973,

abandoned. This application Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 399,840
Int. CI. Hon 3100, 5100

U.S. CI. 357/67 3 claims

^ /^

1. A power semiconductor device package comprising:
a power semiconductor device die having two major parallel

faces, a plurality of aluminum electrodes on one face
thereof providing electrical connection to selected re-
gions of the die,

a ceramic substrate having two major parallel faces,
a plurality of spaced apart contact pads on one face of the

substrate, a solderable coating on the opposite face of the
substrate,

?. solderable area on said one substrate face to which the
opposite face of the die is soldered whereby said die is in
intimate thermal assocation with the substrate for remov-
ing head generated in the die,

a discrete terminal lead soldered to the contact pads, each
of the leads being a tri-layered laminate with a first outer
layer of solder on one surface, a second outer layer of
aluminum on an opposite surface, and a middle layer of
stainless steel, with the solder layer attached to the
contact pads on the substrate,

a plurality of aluminum filamentary wires electrically con-
necting said aluminum electrodes and said aluminum
outer layer of said terminal leads,

a non-rigid material on said one face of said substrate cover-
ing said semiconductor device die, said filamentary wires,
and an area in close proximity to the filamentary wire
interconnections,

a generally flat metallic member having a surface,
said opposite face of the substrate soldered to the member

surface, and
an encapsulating rigid plastic covering said non-rigid mate-

rial, said substrate, and said one surface of said metallic
member, but not the opposite surface of said metallic
member and outer portions of said terminal leads.

3,839,661
COMMUTATORLESS DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR

Kinzo Wada, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Victor Company
of Japan, Ltd., Yokohama, Kanagawa-ken, Japan

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,159
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 26, 1972, 47-19914

Int. CI. H02k 29/00
U.S.CL 318-138 4 Claims

1. A commutatorless direct current motor using Hall ele-
ments, said motor comprising:

rotor means magnetized in a manner such that the resulting
distribution of the strength of magnetic flux density along
the circumferential direction about the rotor axis is of
sinusoidal waveform;

a stator having stator coils;

a plurality of Hall elements disposed in positions to confront
said rotor;

amplifier means coupled to each one of said Hall elements
and operatively responsive to the voltages derived from
the voltage terminals thereof for causing passage of cur-
rent through the stator windings to form a rotating mag-
netic field, each of said amplifier means having a negative
feedback circuit;

generator means for generating a control voltage propor-
tional to the rotational speed of said motor; and

switching means responsive to the level of said control
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voltage when be ow a predetermined level for disconnect-

ing said negative feedback circuit from said amplifier

means and responsive to the level of said control voltage

when above said predetermined level for connecting said

negative feedback circuit to said amplifier means,
whereby said amplifier means with an increased degree of
amplification causes passage of a starting current of rect-

angular waveform through said stator coils during com-
mencement of rotation of said rotor and said amplifier

means with a decreased degree of amplification causes
passage of a driving current of sinusoidal half-waveform

through said stator coils when the rotation of said rotor

reaches a predetermined speed.

3,839,662

MOTORIZED VALVE CONTROL
Trong N'Guyen Van, La Celle St. Cloud, France, assignor to La

Telemecanique Electriques, Nanterre, France

Filed May 8, 1973, Ser. No. 358,277
Int. CI. F16k 31/10; H02k 23/68

U.S. CI. 318-160 7 Claims

12 ;

—J

1. Locking device for a valve or a motorized cock having a

sealing unit, said device being of the type including a motor,

a sensing and monitoring unit and a control circuit means for

the motor, said control circuit means monitoring said sensing

and monitoring unit and having a control input, wherein said

motor is a step by step motor with variable reluctance, linked

to the sealing unit by at least one resilient element having two

extremities respectively coupled to the motor and to the seal-

ing unit, said resilient element becoming deformed when said

extremities are displaced with different velocities, wherein

said sensing unit is responsive to the deformation of said

element, and wherein the control circuit means supplies the

motor selectively with recurrent pulses and with a holding

current according to whether the resilient element is subjected

or not to a given stress, corresponding to a given deformation

detected by said stress, the holding current being applied

when it is subjected to said stress, said stress inducing a given

clamping torque or strength of the valve according whether it

is a rotary or a sliding-clack valve.

I 3,839,663

IMPULSE OPERATED, DAY-NIGHT, REAR VIEW
MIRROR

John W. Brean, and Yervand Mathevosian, both of Cincinnati,

Ohio, assignors to D. H. Baldwin Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 180,547, Sept. 15, 1971. This application

Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,559
Int. CL H02p 11/00; HOlj 39/12

U.S. CI. 318—480 2 Claims

1. A photo-resistor controlled motor circuit, comprising a

backward looking photo-resistor, a side looking photo-
resistor, means connecting said photo-resistors in series across

a voltage supply, thereby establishing a junction between said

photo-resistors, a bistable solid state flip-flop circuit having

one or another state according as said junction is sustained at

a reference value in response to intensity of illumination of

said photo-resistors or departs substantially from said refer-

ence value in response to differential illumination of said

4:w?^^mViV^W-jU—

photo-resistors, separate normally non-conductive solid state

switches connected respectively to supply current to said

motor in opposite senses from said voltage supply and capaci-

tive means coupling said switches to said motor in response

only to transfer of said bistable circuit in its alternative states

and only during such transfers.

3,839,664
MAGNETIC DISC HEAD LINEAR MOTOR POSITIONING

SYSTEM
Gerhard H. Dirks, Los Altos; Wolfgang G. Dirks, Saratoga;

Delroy E. Miller, Sunnyvale, and Glenn A. Scott, San Jose,

all of Calif., assignors to Dirks Electronics Corporation.

Sunnyvale, Calif.

Filed Feb. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 225,047
Int. CI. G05b 19/28, 11/00

U.S. CI. 318—602 11 Claims

1. An actuator for translating an element along a linear path
comprising an elongate permanent magnet rod slideably

mounted for axial movement, linkage means mechanically
interconnecting said element and said magnet rod, a pair of
electromagnet coils respectively disposed about the ends of
said magnet rod, energizing means for energizing both of said

coils to impart both attractive and repulsive axial force to said

magnet rod and limiting means for limiting the current to the

one coil imparting repulsive force to said magnet rod so that

the magnetic field of said one coil at said magnet rod is smaller

than the field corresponding to the knee on the hysteresis

curve of said magnet rod, minimizing demagnetization of said

magnet rod.

3,839,665
APPARATUS MEASURING RELATIVE VELOCITY OF
MOVABLE MEMBERS INCLUDING MEANS TO DETECT

VELOCITY FROM THE POSITION ENCODER
Andrew Gabor, 371 Cardeel Dr., Danville, CaliL 94526
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 23,569, March 30, 1970,

abandoned. This application June 28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,283

Int. CI. G05b 5/01

U.S. CI. 318—616 20 Claims

1. Apparatus for the measurement of relative velocity be-

tween two relatively movable members comprising: a winding
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coupled to one of said members including a plurality of sub-
stantially parallel conductors each series connected to its next
adjacent conductor whereby adjacent conductors of the wind-
ing carry currents in opposite directions; a winding coupled to
the other of said members including a plurality of substantially
parallel conductors each series connected to its adjacent
conductor; means for applying an electric signal to one of said
windings; and means for juxtaposing said windings in an induc-
tive relationship for producing an electric alternating position
signal from said other winding in response to relative move-
ment between the winding said electric signal of said one
winding inducing said position signal in said other winding.

stage disposed therebetween, said stages being connected to
the d.c. circuit for multiplying current and dividing voltage at
said load, each phase of said intermediate inverter stages
comprising at least one capacitor, a plurality of commutating
reactors and a plurality of controlled rectifiers, each phase of
said extreme inverter stages comprising a controlled rectifier,
means connecting each capacitor in each phase of said inter-
mediate inverter stages to each other and the a.c. load circuit,
means connecting said commutating reactors in a series cir-
cuit with each controlled rectifier of each phase of said inter-
mediate stages, means connecting the controlled rectifiers of
each phase of said intermediate inverter stages to capacitors
of different phases of adjacent interter stages to effect cascade
transmission of capacitor charge, and wherein said controlled
rectifier of each phase of said extreme inverter stages is con-
nected to said d.c. circuit.

3,839,667

INVERTERS
Kenneth Gordon King, London, England, assignor to Westing-

house Braite and Signal Company Limited, London, England
Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,460

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 23 1971
34783/71

Int. CL H02m
U.S.a. 321-9 R ,3 Claims

said position signal having periods inversely proportional to
the relative velocity between said members, the peak ampli-
tude of said position signal being substantially constant with
changes in velocity and the slope of said position signal at its

zero crossing being proportional to instantaneous relative
velocity; means for deriving from said slope information of
said position signal a velocity signal whose magnitude is re-
lated to velocity, means for deriving a reference signal from
said position signal said reference signal having periods pro-
portional to said periods of said position signal, and means for
comparing said reference signal with said velocity signal to
provide an error signal.

3,839,666
POLYPHASE HIGH VOLTAGE INVERTER

Gennady Ivanovich Kitaev, Ulitsa Pobedv, 18, kv. 9 Sverd-
lovsk, II.S.S.R.

Continuation of Ser. No. 237,084, March 22, 1972,
abandoned. This application Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331.361
Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., Apr. 26, 1971

1646216

Int. CI. H02m 7152
IJSC- 321-5 6 Claims

1. An inverter arrangement comprising inverter means
including input terminals for connection to a d.c. source, and
output terminals, for supplying a three-wire, three-phase si-

nusoidal alternating current output, and a drive signal genera-
tor for generating a drive signal for said inverter means which
includes the fundamental frequency of said alternating current
output and 3a: harmonics thereof, where Jt is a positive integer;
said inverter means including means responsive to said drive
signal for amplifying said signal waveform to the amplitude of
the d.c. source so that each phase output waveform includes
harmonic components which in conjunction with the har-
monic components of the other phase voltages provide a
sinusoidal line-to-line waveform of higher value than that
formed by the fundamental of each phase voltage.

1. A polyphase inverter for conversion of a d.c. voltage from
a d.c. circuit into a low polyphase a.c. voltage to be fed to a
corresponding a.c. load circuit, said inverter having a plurality
of interconnected polyphase inverter stages, each of said
plurality of polyphase inverter stages having at least two ex-
treme inverter stages and at least one intermediate inverter

3,839,668
ELECTRONIC CONVERTER WITH REGULATED

OUTPUT CURRENT AND FREQUENCY
David Harold Alexander Black, Tenaga, Quebec, Canada,

assignor to Bell-Northern Research Ltd., Ottawa, Canada
Filed June 13, 1973, Ser. No. 369,475

Int. CI. H02m 7100
U.S. a. 321-21 6 Claims

1. A converter for generating a substantially constant cur-
rent over widely varying load conditions, comprising:

a free-running, two-transformer inverter utilizing current
feedback;

means, response to the free-running, two-transformer in-
verter, for generating a frequency synchronized switching
voltage having a duty cycle which is proportional to the
output current from said inverter;

a switching regulator, responsive to the switching voltage
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for switching a supply voltage; and 3,839,670
means for filtering the switched supply voltage to provide a SELF-OSCILLATING VECTOR MAGNETOMETER

variable dc supply voltage to said inverter which tends to Michael John Usher, Reading, England, assignor to National

Research Development Corporation, London, England
'I Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,788

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 4, 1971,
46104/71

gSS' Int. CI. GOlr 33108Ir- MO
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U.S. CI. 324—.5 R

oppose changes in the output current thereof;

whereby the output current and the frequency of the in-

verter remain substantially constant over widely varying

load conditions.

3,839,669

DARK CURRENT TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION VIA
DC RESTORATION CIRCUIT

Carlo Infante, Portland, and Donald Kistler Roberts, Beaver-

ton, both of Oreg., assignors to Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton,

Oreg.

Filed July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,412
Int. CI. H04n 5/18

U.S. CI. 323—

1

8 Claims

1. A dark current temperature compensation circuit, com-
prising: If

coupling means directly connected between an input termi-

nal means and an output terminal means, said coupling
means for removing the DC components of an input

signal applied to said input terminal means;
switch means connected in shunt between said coupling

means and said output terminal means, said switch means
for connecting said coupling means and said output ter-

minal to a source of reference potential

during selected intervals of said input signal;

temperature compensation means connected to said switch

means for providing said source of reference potential,

said temperature compensation means including;

constant current means;

variable voltage means connected to said constant current

means, said variable voltage means providing a voltage

which changes as a function of temperature;

variable current means connected to said constant current

means and said variable voltage means, said variable

current means for providing a variable current which

changes as a function of said variable voltage; and
conversion means connected to said variable current means
and said switch means, said conversion means for con-

verting said variable current to provide said reference

potential.

927 O.G.—12

1 Claim

im uwr

1. A magnetometer comprising means for passing a pair of
beams of circularly polarised light through a gas cell contain-
ing atoms, the energy levels of which can be pumped to an
excited state, the beams of light being orthogonal with respect
to one another, first and second photocells each arranged to

receive one of the light beams after it has passed through said

cell, first and second amplifiers connected respectively to the
outputs of said first and second photocells, first and second
parallel phase sensitive detectors, a reference unit connected
to the output of said first amplifier and connected to said first

and second parallel phase sensitive detectors to provide refer-

ence signals in quadrature to the latter, the output of said
second amplifier being connected to the inputs of said first

and second phase sensitive detectors, so that said phase sensi-

tive detectors can detect in-phase anti-phase or quadrature
components in the output signals from said photocells, first

and second coils surrounding said cell with their axes orthogo-
nal to each other, first and second DC operational amplifiers

having their inputs connected respectively to the outputs of
said first and second phase sensitive detectors and their out-
puts connected respectively to said first and second coils to

annul the additional magnetic field components causing said

in-phase, anti-phase and quadrature components, a third coil

surrounding said cell, an additional phase-shifter, the ampli-
fied output of said first photocell connected to said additional

phase-shifter which is in turn connected to said third coil

surrounding said cell to maintain self-oscillation.

3,839,671
IGNITION INDICATOR

Martin E. Gerry, 13452 Winthrop St., Santa Ana, CaliL 92705
Filed July 12, 1973, Ser. No. 378,433
Int. CL GOlr /i/42, 3H22; HOlj 1160

U.S. a. 324-17 13 Claims

1. In an electrical ignition system, comprising a distributor

and connecting wires to a plurality of igniters;
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a hollow sealed member having an aperture therethrough,

said member being of transparent material and containing

gas therein, said aperture surrounding one of said con-
necting wires, said gas being ionizable by the electromag-
netic field surrounding said one of the wires when its

connected igniter is firing.

3,839,672
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SHIELD IN A COAXIAL

CABLE
Gene S. Anderson, Batavia, IIL, assignor to Belden Corpora-

tion, Geneva, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 329,533, Feb. 5, 1973,
abandoned. This application Dec. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 423,452

Int. CI. GOlr i//02
U.S. CI. 324-51 8 Claims

3a'~i

1. A method for measuring the effectiveness of the shield in

a segment of coaxial cable, comprising, connecting a first load

between the conductor and the shield of the cable segment at

one end thereof, positioning a pair of mutually insulated coax-

ial tubes of different diameters telescoped with respect to each
other surrounding and substantially coaxial with the coaxial

cable segment, connecting a second load between correspond-

ing ends of the tube, driving one of the loads by applying an
a-c signal thereto at the end opposite tliat at which the driven

load is connected, and detecting the leakage of the applied

signal through the shield by measuring the signal developed
across the undriven load.

3,839,673
PRECISE FREQUENCY MEASURING ANALOG CIRCUIT
William F. Acker, Seminole, Fla., assignor to Honeywell Infor-

mation Systems Inc., Waltham, Mass.
Continuation of Ser. No. 150,324, June 7, 1971, abandoned.

This application June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 367,933
Int. CLGOlr 2J/02

U.S. CL 324-78 E 11 Claims
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1. A precise frequency measuring analog circuit for accu-
rately measuring the frequency of an AC electronic signal

comprising:

a. first means for storing an electrical charge;

b. means for charging said first storage means, said charging
means responsive to positive half cycles of the AC elec-

tronic signal, said charging means charging said first

storage means with a predetermined quantity of electrical

charge during the positive half cycles of the AC elec-

tronic signals;

c. means for switching coupled to said first storage means,
said switching means being responsive to the negative half
cycles of the AC electronic signal;

d. second means for storing electrical charge coupled to
said switching means, said second storage means receiv-
ing electrical charge from said first storage means during
the negative half cycles of the AC electronic signal;

e. means for receiving electrical charge received by said
second storage means, said electrical charge reception
means causing substantially all the electrical charge from
said first storage means to be transferred to said second
storage means during the negative half cycles of the AC
electronic signal; and

f. means coupled to said second storage means for convert-
ing the electrical charge received by said second storage
means into a voltage signal.

3,839,674
DEVICE FOR MEASURING VERY SMALL ELECTRIC

CURRENTS
Geert Brouwer, Emmasingel, Eindhoven, Netherlands, as-

signor to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Continuation of Ser. No. 156,354, June 24, 1971, abandoned.

This application June 6, 1973, Ser. No, 367,545
Int. CL GOlr 1/30, 19/26

U.S.CL 324-123 R 4 Claims
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1. Apparatus for measuring a small direct electric current,
comprising:

an evacuated envelope having an electron multiplier, a
cathode for emitting electrons toward said electron multi-

plier, a control electrode positioned between said elec-

tron multiplier and said cathode to receive a fraction of
the electrons emitted by said cathode toward said elec-

tron multiplier and to allow a fraction thereof to pass on
to said electron multiplier, and an anode for receiving
electrons emerging from said electron multiplier;

means for connecting a source of very small direct electric

current in series with said cathode and control electrode,
for causing thereby a fiow of individually distinct elec-

trons passed by said control electrode, which fiow is

proportional to the direct current of the connected
source, each of the distinct electrons being multiplied by
said electron multiplier into a pulse of electrons emerging
therefrom to said anode; and

pulse frequency measuring apparatus connected to said

anode for measuring the frequency of pulses of electrons
received by said anode, the frequency being a measure of
the direct current of the connected source.

3,839,675
DELTA MODULATION COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Robert E. Wernikoff, Boston, and George Rosen, Brookline,
both of Mass., assignors to Addressograph Multigraph Cor-
poration, Cleveland, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 22,753, March 26, 1970,

abandoned. This application Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,393
Int. CI. H04b UOO

U.S. CI. 325-38 B 16 Claims
1. A delta modulation system for providing successive digi-

tal words to represent the information contained in successive
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groups of digital elements, the digital words to have generally
fewer numbers of digital elements than the successive groups
of digital elements, said system comprising:
means responsive to said successive groups of digital ele-
ments for determining when the difference between adja-
cent groups of digital elements is within a predetermined
range;
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plurality of transmission channels, displaced from each other
by a given channel separation frequency, comprising:

pulse signal generator means for generating a low duty cycle
pulse signal of precisely controlled standard frequency,
harmonically related to said channel separation fre-
quency;

a main signal-controlled oscillator tunable over a broad
frequency range, for generating a demodulation signal for
control of demodulation of received signals;

a modulator, coupled to said oscillator and to said pulse
signal generator, for modulating said demodulation signal
with said pulse signal to develop a broad spectrum signal
including multiple sidebands of said demodulation signal
at many different integral multiples of said standard fre-
quency;

selector means, coupled to said modulator, for deriving one
selected sideband signal, within a given limited frequency
span, from said broad spectrum signal;

reference signal generator means, for generating a refer-
ence signal of predetermined precisely controlled fre-
quency within said given frequency span;

a phase comparator, coupled to said reference signal gener-
ator means and to said selector means, for developing an
error signal representative of variations in frequency and
phase between the selected sideband signal and said
reference signal;

channel offset control means for adjusting the frequency of
one of said reference signal and said selected sideband
signal, within said given frequency span, to compensate
for different offsets of the beat signals required for differ-
ent transmission channels from integral multiples of said
channel separation frequency;

and means to apply said error signal to said oscillator .t
complete a main phase-lock loop and lock said demodu-
lation signal on a fixed frequency.

3,839,679
HIGH SPEED GATED VIDEO INTEGRATOR WITH ZERO

OFFSET
Richard Smith Hughes, Ridgecrest, Calif., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary of
the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,442
Int. CI. H03k 4/12; G06g 7/18

U.S. CI. 328-127 4 Claims
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1. An electronic integrator circuit, comprising:
an input for receiving an unknown electrical pulse;
at least one differential amplifier pair wherein each differ-

ential amplifier of said pair has first and second transis-
tors with common connected first terminals providing
first and second current paths through said differential
amplifier;

a separate constant current source attached to each said
differential amplifier including at least one transistor
having Its first terminal coupled to a bias voltage source,
its second terminal coupled to said common connected
first terminals of its respective differential amplifier and
Its third terminal coupled to said input wherein the cur-
rent value provided by the current sources is controlled
by the electrical signal received by said input;

means for storing an electrical charge coupled to the second
terminal of the second transistor of each differential
amplifier;

wherein the second terminal of said first transistor of each
said differential amplifier is connected to circuit common
ground; and

means coupled to the third terminal of the first transistor of
each said differential amplifier for selectively controlling
the current path within said differential amplifiers by
simultaneously rendering each said first transistor non-
conductive;

wherein the charge on the storing means is responsive to the
current provided by the current sources through said
second current paths.

3,839,680
SONAR DEPTH TRACKING SYSTEM

William R. Backman, Jr., Portsmoutn, R.I., assignor to
Raytheon Company, Lexington, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 146,729, May 25, 1971, abandoned. This
application Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,778

Int. CI. H03k 5/20, 5/153, 4/02
U.S. CI. 328-146

2 Claims
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1. In combination:

means for detecting the difference between an analog signal
and a threshold, said analog signal comprising a sequence
of pulses, said detecting means providing a rectangular
pulse when a pulse of said analog signal exceeds said
threshold, said rectangular pulse having a width equal to
the duration of time that a pulse of said analog signal
exceeds said threshold;

a source of digital numbers;
means coupled between an output of said detecting means
and said source of digital numbers for applying said rect-
angular pulse to said source of digital numbers, said
source of digital numbers providing, in response to said
rectangular pulse, a sequence of digital numbers of in-
creasing value during the duration of said rectangular
pulse, said sequence terminating when said threshold
attains a value substantially equal to the value of a pulse
of said analog signal;

a digital-to-analog converter coupled to said source of digi-
tal numbers for converting said digital numbers into said
threshold;

a gate and a flip-flop for controlling said gate, and input
terminal of said gate being coupled to said output of said
detecting means for passing a portion of said rectangular
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pulse, said flip-flop being coupled to said output of said
detecting means for activating said gate to inhibit the
passage of signals from the output of said detecting means
subsequent to said rectangular pulse; and

means for switching between the output of said gate and the
output of said detecting means for providing a signal
indicating the occurrence of a first pulse of said pulses of
said analog signal or a pulse of said analog signal having
a peak value.

3,839,681
UNUSED CHANNEL SKIP SYSTEM

Takao Mogi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Sony Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 355,209
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 27, 1972, 47-42394

Int. CI. H03k / 7/00
U.S. CI. 328— 152 9 Claims
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1. A channel skip system comprising:

A. a plurality of channel control means each comprising an
output settable to a first condition for a channel to be
skipped or to a second condition for a channel not to be
skipped;

B. actuating means connected to said control means to

actuate each of said control means one after another in

response to successive pulses;

C. a self-repetitive pulse generator connected to supply said

pulses to said actuating means; and
D. generator control means having an enabling state and a

disabling state and connected to allow the supply of said

pulses to said actuating means only when said generator
control means is in its enabling state, said generator con-
trol means comprising:

1

.

means responsive to a tuning signal to place said gener-
ator control means in its enabling state for the duration
of said tuning signal, and

2. skip control means connected to all of said channel
control means to retain said generator control means in

its enabling state as long as an actuated one of said

channel control means is in its first condition.

I

3,839,682
DIGITAL FM LOGIC CIRCUIT

Donald F. Forbes, Sr., Oakton, Va., assignor to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,626
Int. CI. H03c 1/00

U.S. CI. 328-158 10 Claims
1. An electronic circuit which comprises:

a mixer having an input and an output;

means for switchably connecting a plurality of signals to the

input of said mixer; and
means for storing the output of said mixer comprising

"T3i
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means for feeding the mixer output back to its input
causing said mixer to oscillate.

3,839,683
DIRECTIONAL TRANSDUCER SYSTEM

David D. Edson, Portsmouth, R.I., assignor to Raytheon Com-
pany, Lexington, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 146,705. May 25, 1971. This

application Jan. 22. 1973. Ser. No. 325,468

Int. CI. H03f 3/68
U.S. CI. 330-30 R 2 Claims

1. In combination:

a plurality of amplifier channels;

a plurality of attenuators coupled across terminal pairs of
respective ones of said amplifier channels, each of said

attenuators comprising a first resistor and a second resis-

tor serially coupled to said first resistor and a plurality of
transistors, a first terminal of said first resistor being
coupled to one terminal of said terminal pair and a first

terminal of said second resistor being coupled to said
second terminal of said terminal pair in each of said
amplifier channels, said second terminal of said first

resistor and said second terminal of said second resistor

in each of said attenuators being coupled to an output
terminal of respective ones of said attenuators, each of
said transistors being connected via its emitter-collector
terminal pair in parallel with said second resistor of one
of said attenuators; and

means responsive to a signal at an output terminal of one of
said channels for providing current between the base-
emitter terminal pairs of each of said transistors to vary
the impedance of the emitter-collector terminal pairs of
each of said transistors, the transistors in each of said
attenuators being fabricated to share a common substrate
for imparting identical impedance characteristics such
that the signals appearing at the output terminals of re-

spective ones of said attenuators are attenuated equally
with respect to the signals appearing at said terminal pairs
of respective ones of said amplifier channels.
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3,839,684
METHOD OF AND MECHANISM FOR ADJUSTING THE

OPTICAL AXIS OF A LASER RESONATOR BY
TRANSLATIONAL MOVEMENT OF THE RESONATOR

REFLECTOR
Tohru Matsuoka; Akira Kuroiwa. and Isao Kobayashi, all of

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Nippon Electric Company, Lim-
ited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 314,463
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 17, 1971, 46-

101874

Int. CI. HO Is J/05
U.S. CL 331-94.5 C 12 Claims

1. In a laser, an optical resonator including a first reflector,

a laser active medium and a second reflector that has a fixed

position while operational and has a substantially spherical
reflecting surface, wherein the improvement comprises means
for adjusting the fixed position of the second reflector to align

the optical axis of the resonator by translational movement of
said second reflector along a plane tangential to its reflecting
surface.

3,839,685
SINGLE-STAGE BALANCED OSCILLATOR/FREQUENCY

MULTIPLIER
Andrew J. Borsa, Peiham, N.H., and Bruce O. Cox, Walpole,

Mass., assignors to Bell & Howell Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,145
Int. CI. H03b 5136

U.S.CL 331-114 11 Claims
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being connected between said first and said second impedance
means for receiving said unbalanced electric wave from said
first impedance means, means to derive from said loops a
balanced push-pull substantially sinusoidal wave at said funda-
mental frequency, and means to supply said push-pull wave as
drive to said respective shunt branches of said oscillator cir-

cuit.

3,839,686
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DECREASING
SUPERIMPOSED OR INDUCED ALTERNATING
CURRENTS IN DIRECT CURRENT AND HIGH

FREQUENCY CIRCUITS
Willibaid VogI, 8 Muenchen 55, Germany

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 114,532, Feb. 11, 1971,
abandoned. This application Jan. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 321,033
Claims priority, application Germany, Feb, 24, 1970,

2008634

Int. CI. H04b 3128
U.S. CI. 333— 12 5 Claims
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1. A circuit for reducing induced interfering alternating
voltages in a coaxial line, comprising: coaxial choke means
including core means, a magnetization winding on said core
means and a coaxial line wound about said core means; means
including a secondary winding on said core means for deriving
a control voltage from an interfering alternating current flow-
ing in the outer conductor of said coaxial line; and a voltage
controlled amplifier connected between said secondary wind-
ing and said magnetization winding for controlling the mag-
netization of said core means and suppression of the interfer-

ence in accordance with the interfering alternating current.

3,839,687
SURFACE WAVE FILTER AND METHOD

Sundaram Subramanian, Evanston, III., assignor to Zenith
Radio Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 307,887
Int. CI. H03h 9130, 9132

U.S. CI. 333-72 6 Claims

1. A push-pull oscillator circuit comprising two shunt
branches having respective feedback loops sharing a common
portion, said loops having the property of resonance to the

fundamental frequency of said circuit, said circuit having
frequency-stabilizing means in said common portion, means to

apply to said common portion from at least one of said

branches an unbalanced electric wave at said fundamental 1. An acoustic surface wave device having minimized sur-
frequency, said circuit having a transistor in each branch, first face wave reflections and overall loss, comprising:
impedance means connected between the emitters of said a piezoelectric surface wave propagative medium having a
transistors, second impedance means connected between the surface for propagating surface waves;
bases of said transistors, said frequency stabilizing means transmitting transducer means and receiving transducer
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means spaced on said surface of said medium for respec-
tively launching and receiving surface waves on said

medium, said transmitting and receiving transducer
means each including an array of spaced, electrically

conductive fingers, the width of which, for any given
spacing, determines the duty factor of said transducers;

means for coupling said transmitting transducer means to a
source of electric input signals; and

means for coupling said receiving transducer means to a

predetermined load, said duty factor of at least one of
said transducer means being selected to be substantially

75 percent for a coupled source or load of low relative

impedance and alternately to be substantially 25 percent
for a coupled source or load of high relative impedance
so as to minimize wave reflections and overall loss from
said surface wave device.

3,839,688

DIRECTIONAL FILTER
Sadakuni Shimada, Koganei; Isao Otomo, Hoya; Kunio Ohi,

Fuchu, and Hikaru Hirotani, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors
to Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation,

Tokyo and Hitachi Electronics Co., Ltd., Chiyoda-ku, both
of, Japan

Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,518
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 5, 1971, 46-101012

Int. CI. HOlp 1120
U.S. CI. 333-73 W 4 Claims
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1. A directional filter including a primary waveguide; a
secondary waveguide, each of said waveguides having a rect-

angular cross-sectional area and a pair of wider faces plates

and a pair of narrower face plates; resonator means having a
circular cross-sectional area and opposite first and second
circular end plates which have their radii substantially equal
to the widths of said wider faces plates of said primary and
secondary waveguides, a part of one of said wider faces plates

of said primary waveguide and a part of one of said wider face
plates of said secondary waveguide being coupled on and at

least coextensive with at least a portion of said first end plate

and at least a portion of said second end plate of said resona-

tor means to form therein a first coupling area and a second
coupling area, respectively, the direction of the center lines of
said primary and secondary waveguides corresponding to the

circumferential directions of said first and second end plates

of said resonator means in said first and second coupling
areas, respectively, said resonator means resonating at trans-

verse magnetic mode TMv,o (N=l,2, . . .); a first directional

coupler comprising a plurality of first coupling elements ex-

tending in said first coupling area radially about the center of
said first end plate of said resonator means for coupling said

primary waveguide and said resonator means; and a second
directional coupler comprising a plurality of second coupling
elements extending in said second coupling area radially about
the center of said second end plate of said resonator means for

coupling said secondary waveguide and said resonator means.

3,839,689

DETACHABLE LEADS FOR A SUPERCONDUCTING
MAGNET

Michael Norfolk Biltcliffe, 204 Barry Ave., Bicester; Peter

Edward Hanley, 122 Botley Rd., Oxford; James Barry Mc-
Kinnon, 145 Farmers Close, Witney, and Roger William
Wheatley, 3 Welford Gardens, Abingdon, all of England

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,954
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 12. 1972,

1422/72.

Int. CI. H02f 7122
U.S. CI. 335-216 8 Claims

1. A superconducting magnet comprising a cryostat con-
taining a superconducting coil designed to carry current and
generate a magnetic field, a short-circuiting superconducting
link connected across the coil to enable current in the coil to

persist, and electrical current supply leads extending through
the cryostat to the coil, said leads including joints therein

positioned within the cryostat for enabling the leads to be

detached from the coil and removed from the cryostat without

interrupting persistent current and thus reduce heat conduc-
tion to the cryostat through the leads.

3,839,690
INSULATING MEANS FOR AN ELECTROMAGNETIC

RELAY
Ulrich Kobler, and Harry Schroder, both of Munich, Germany,

assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin & Munich,
Germany

Filed Nov. 7, 1973. Ser. No. 413,649
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 29, 1972,

2258479

Int. CL HO If 7100
U.S. CI. 335-278 10 Claims

1e 1:

1. In a pre-formed insulating means for the coil of an elec-
tromagnetic relay including the coil,

an iron yoke forming a core for the coil,

contact-making parts arranged in proximity to the coil,

and a body forming a mounting for the coil, the improve-
ment comprising an insulating receptacle receiving the
coil and its body and having a base and parallel side walls
extending along the bottom and each side of the coil and
end walls having aligned openings therein and recessed
within the coil body.
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3,839,691
SETTING AND TRIGGERING DEVICE FOR THERMAL

RELAY
Jacques Cohen, Courbevoie, and Claude Zwingle, Argenteuil,

both of France, assignors to La Telemecanique Electrique,
Nanterre, France

Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,581
Claims priority, application France, Jan. 14. 1972

72.01368

Int. CI. HOlh 61100
U.S. CI. 337-132 2 Claims

adapted to cause said device to open said circuit when heated
by the respective heater means a certain amount, said heater
means each being disposed in selected positions relative to

\ \ \
23 25 10 13 14 29

28 27

1. A thermal relay comprising:
a. a movable contact holder (20) including a stud (29) and

a thrust surface (21), and provided with mobile contacts
(24,27), which cooperate with fixed contacts (26,28)
when the contact holder is subjected to the action of a
first resilient element (22);

b. a lock (16) connected to a thermosensitive element
carrying electric current;

c. a slide ( 10) having a hook (12) and a bearing (14), which
is operable in either a first position in which the hook
(12) is applied, through the force of a second resilient
element (15) against the lock (16) and in which the
bearing ( 14) is located a distance from the stud (29); or
in a second position in which the hook is no longer ap-
plied against the lock owing to deformation of the ther-
mosensitive elements and in which the bearing (14)
forces the stud (29) of the contact holder (20) against
said first resilient element (22), said slide also having a
ramp (11) inclined in relation to the direction of move-
ment of the slide; and

d. a manual operating device ( 1 ) including a first ramp (2)
which when actuated cooperates with the ramp (11) to
move the slide into a first position and a second ramp (3)
which cooperates with the thrust surface (21) to move
the contact holder and separate the fixed and mobile
contacts (26, 28 and 24, 27).

said device, and a support means supporting said device and
said heater means in said selected positions relative to each
other and holding said device in abutting engagement with
each of said heater means.

3,839,693
THERMAL LIMITER CONSTRUCTIONS

Emil Robert Plasko, Washington Twp., Montgomery County;
James Allen Kohl, Kettering, and Michael Raymond Hutchi-
son, Wayne Twp., Montgomery County, all of Ohio, assign-
ors to Micro Devices Corp., Dayton, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 179,688, Sept. 13, 1971, Pat. No.

3,731,248. This application Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,911
Int. CI. HOlh 85148

U.S. CI. 337-208 ,o claims

3,839,692
THERMAL LIMITER CONSTRUCTION FOR ONE OR
MORE ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS AND METHOD OF

MAKING THE SAME
Emil Robert Plasko, Washington Township, Ohio, assignor to
Micro Devices Corp., Dayton, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 217,927, Jan. 14. 1972, which
is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 101,848, Dec. 28, 1970,
Pat. No. 3,649,942, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.
62,369, Aug. 10, 1970, abandoned. This application Jan. 8,
1973, Ser. No. 321,753The portion of the term of this patent

subsequent to Mar. 14, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. HOlh 85102
U.S.CL 337-182 5 Claims

1. A thermal limiter construction for at least one electrical
circuit comprising a thermally responsive device of a generally
cylindrical configuration having lead means for being inter-
connected into said circuit, a plurality of electrically operated
carbon resistance heater means each of a generally cylindrical
configuration disposed adjacent said device and each being

1. A thermal limiter construction for at least one electrical
circuit comprising a body member formed of electrical insu-
lating material and having a relatively long reduced portion
projecting therefrom adapted for insertion in an opening of a
frame while said body member is adapted to abut one side of
said frame outboard of said frame opening, said long reduced
projecting portion having a longitudinal axis, a pair of lead
means carried by said construction for lead attachment
thereto, and a thermally responsive device carried by said
reduced portion and being interconnected in series with said
lead means, said construction having a single fastening open-
ing passing therethrough and being adapted to fasten said
body member to said frame solely by a single fastening mem-
ber passing through said fastening opening when said project-
ing portion of said body member is fully inserted in said frame
opening, said fastening opening passing through said body
member in offset relation to said projecting portion thereof
and being substantially parallel to said longitudinal axis of said
projecting portion whereby said fastening member and said
reduced projecting portion cooperate to prevent pivoting of
said projecting portion out of said frame opening.
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3,839,694

THERMALLY SENSITIVE ELECTRICAL SWITCH
Gideon A. Du Rocher, Mt. Clemens, and Gerald L. McClure,

Warren, both of Mich., assignors to Essex International,

Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 339,000

Int. CI. HOlh 37146

U.S. CI. 337—382 16 Claims

impedance elements, variable tap means which may be moved

relative to the said elements, and two external connection

terminals connected to said series of impedance elements, and

an electrical shield at least partially surrounding said imped-

ance elements,

said shield comprising at least three conductive rings,

namely a first conductive ring and a coaxial second con-

ductive ring which is positioned above said first ring,

means connecting said first and second conductive rings

to the high voltage source, and a third conductive ring

between said first and second conductive rings and said

impedance elements and insulated from them, and not

connected to the high voltage source.

1. A thermally sensitive switch comprising a heat conduc-

tive body having first and second chambers therein and a

tapered throat establishing communication between said

chambers; normally unconnected, electrically conductive

means in one of said chambers; resilient, compressively de-

formable switching means occupying said one of said cham-

bers and responsive to the application of compressive force

thereto to electrically connect said conductive means; ther-

mally expansible and contractile means occupying the other of

said chambers and operable in response to a rise in its temper-

ature to expand in a direction toward said one of said cham-

bers; and resilient, deformable force transmitting means occu-

pying said tapered throat and operable in response to expan-

sion of said expansible and contractile means to engage and

transmit compressive force to said switching means, the taper

of said throat effecting compression of said force transmitting

means and storage therein of spring energy sufficient to effect

withdrawal of said force transmitting means from compressive

engagement with said switching means in response to contrac-

tion of said expansible and contractile means.

3,839,695

HIGH VOLTAGE SHIELDED DIVIDER
Loebe Julie, New York, N.Y., assignor to Julie Research Labo-

ratories, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 293,923

Int. CI. HOlc 1106

U.S. CI. 338—64 5 Claims

3,839,696

CONNECTOR FOR ELECTRIC INSTALLATION
SYSTEMS

Karl Owe Gosta Gothberg, Satragardsvagen 151, Skarholmen,

Sweden
Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,619

Claims priority, application Sweden, Apr. 6, 1972, 4417/72

Int. CI. HOlr 13160

U.S. CI. 339—23 13 Claims
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1. In a building having electrical wiring provided by rigid

electrical wiring ledges each containing a plurality of current

carrying conductors, a connector adapted for installation

between a pair of said ledges, said connector comprising:

a central section having a hollow interior;

a pair of end sections mounted for sliding movement at

opposite ends of said central section,

each end section having a connector member including

terminals for electrical contact connection to current

carrying conductors in said wiring ledges, said terminals

mounted at the free end of each said end section and

accessible to said current carrying conductors in said

adjacent wiring ledges through openings in said free ends

of said end sections; and

a cable of insulated wires in said central section with cable

ends connected to said connector member terminals and

the cable being extendable with a displacement of the end

sections relative to the central section to adjust the con-

nector length to the space between a pair of said ledges.

1. A high voltage shielded divider to be connected to a high

voltage source, including a dividing circuit consisting of a

connected series of impedance elements, each of said imped-

ance elements having the same impedance value as the other

3,839,697

CONNECTOR FOR AUTOMATICALLY ESTABLISHING
ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS BETWEEN VEHICLES,
PARTICULARLY BETWEEN RAILROAD VEHICLES

Luciano Obert, Torino, Italy, assignor to Bumdy Electra

S.p.A., Torino, Italy
^

Filed Jan. 24. 1973, Ser. No. 326,195

Claims priority, application Italy, Feb. 11, 1972, 67424/72

Int. CI. HOlr 13144

U.S. CI. 339—42 5 Claims

1. An improved connector for establishing electric connec-

tion between vehicles, particularly between railroad vehicles,

comprising two corresponding connection members ( 1 ) each

of which has a substantially cylindrical shape and is provided

with male contact elements (11) and female contact elements

(12) secured to it and having a bush (26) with holes (29)

therein for housing corresponding male contact elements (11)

and slidable axially relative to the corresponding connection
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member, ( 1 ) so aa to expose a part of said male contact ele-
ments, (11) each bush (26) being biased axially by a helical
spring, (34) wherein the improvement comprises:

a. a first flat wall (8) on each bush (26)
b. a second flat wall (28) on each bush, (26) slidable rela-

tive to a corresponding flat wall (8) of the corresponding
connection member (1);

c. a cylindrical wall (27) on each bush (26);
d. a small block (37) on each said connection members ( 1 ),

provided with holes (38);

' -^-^rx:

e. a plurality of sleeves (42) on each bush (26) each of said
sleeves (42) being telescopically engaged in a corre-
sponding hole (38) of said small block and telescopically
slidable into it. so as to electrically insulate the corre-
sponding male contact element (11) from the adjacent
ones in any operating position of the connector; and

f. parts (33) projecting radially from said cylindrical wall
portion (27) adapted to abut with a corresponding lip

(32) of said connection member (1) for arresting the
sliding of the bush (26).

3,839,698
TRANSDUCER COMPENSATION NETWORK

Stanley L. Ehrlich, Middletown, R.I., assignor to Raytheon
Company, Lexington, Mass.

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,569
Int. CI. H04b 13/00

U.S. CI. 340-9 3 Claims

1. A transducer system comprising:

a plurality of transducer segments, each of which comprises
electrodes for coupling electrical signals to the transducer
segments;

at least one first inductor and at least one second inductor,
each of said first inductors being coupled to individual
ones of the transducer segments in a group of said plural-

ity of transducer segments, each of said second inductors
being coupled to individual ones of the remaining ones of
said transducer segments;

said first inductors being coupled in parallel to the elec-

trodes of the individual ones of the transducer segments
in said group of transducer segments;

said second inductors being coupled in series with the elec-

trodes of said remaining ones of said transducer seg-

ments; and

at least one transformer corresponding to each of said first

inductors, each of said transformers having a first winding
and a second winding, said first winding in each of said
transformers being coupled in parallel with respective
ones of said first inductors, said second winding in each
of said transformers being coupled in series with respec-
tive ones of said second inductors, each of said transform-
ers having a turns ratio of said first winding to said second
winding suitable for compensating changes in reactance
associated with each interconnection of said first inductor
and said second inductor with its respective transducer
segment.

3,839,699
AIRCRAFT STALL WARNING INDICATOR SYSTEM

BASED ON RATE OF CHANGE OF ANGLE OF ATTACK
Allan B. Heinsohn, Valley Cottage, and Donald M. Neary,

Pearl River, both of N.Y., assignors to Monitair Corp,
Continuation of Ser. No. 847,575, Aug. 5, 1969, abandoned.

This application Sept. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 177,106
Int. CI. G08g 5/00

U.S. CI. 340-27 SS lo Claims

-(A)£ir

1. A stall warning system for use on an aircraft comprising
angle of attack sensing means effective to produce a first

signal corresponding in magnitude to the angle of attack of the
aircraft, means to produce a second signal corresponding in

magnitude to the existing rate of change of the angle of attack
of the aircraft, and means to combine said first and second
signals to provide a signal whose magnitude varies as a func-
tion of both angle of attack and rate of change of angle of
attack in a direct relationship, said combined signal thereby
inversely indicating the time remaining until the angle of
attack reaches stall at the existing rate of change of angle of
attack, means to provide a reference signal which can be
correlated to said combined signal, and means to produce a
warning signal when said combined signals bear a predeter-
mined relation to said reference signal, said warning signal
thereby indicating the time left until stall occurs at the existing

rate of change of angle of attack when the combined signal
bears said predetermined relationship to the reference signal.

3,839,700

TRAFFIC SENSOR
Joseph D. DeLorenzo, Sudbury; Hubert R. Durling, Lancaster;
Norman F. Rolfe, Wakefield, and Gerald F. Ross, Lexington,
all of Mass., assignors to Sperry Rand Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 331,715
Int. CI. G08g 1/02

U.S. a. 340-38 L 11 Claims
1. Sensor means adapted to detect passage of a ferromag-

netic object along a surface of a passage way comprising:
first and second spaced substantially planar polarized mag-

net means having opposed major surfaces adapted to be
placed substantially parallel to said passage way surface,
said first and second spaced substantially planar magnet
means being magnetically polarized in opposite senses
with poles at said respective opposed major surfaces.
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first and second spaced substantially planar magnetic circuit

means respectively affixed one each to a major surface of
said first and second spaced substantially planar polarized
magnet means,

elongate magnetic core means for magnetically coupling

said first and second spaced substantially planar magnetic
circuit means, and

electrical pick off means coupled to said elongate magnetic
core means for producing an output upon passage of said
ferromagnetic body proximate said sensor means.

3,839,701
AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLE DISPLAY SYSTEM

Allen J. Pomerantz, Flint, Mich., assignor to General Motors
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 384,483
Int. CL G08b 19/00

U.S. CI. 340-52 F 2 Claims

1. An automotive vehicle display system comprising: first

and second groups of event sensors positioned at remote
locations in the vehicle, each of the event sensors in the first

group being responsive to the occurrence of a respective event
of a first type for generating an electrical signal and each of
the event sensors in the second group being responsive to the

occurrence of a respective event of a second type for generat-
ing an electical signal; a viewing window; a drum rotatably

supported adjacent the viewing window; a plurality of mes-
sages spaced around the drum so as to be sequentially posi-

tioned adjacent the viewing window as the drum is indexed,
each of said messages representing the occurrence of a respec-

tive one of the events of the first and second types; a plurality

of switch means, each of the switch means being associated
with a respective one of the event sensors in the first and
second groups and having a normally closed contact, a nor-
mally open contact and a movable contact normally engaging
the normally closed contact; means coupling the movable
contact of each switch means to the event sensor associated

therewith so as to couple an electrical signal generated by said

event sensor to said movable contact; means responsive to the

angular position of the drum for shifting the movable contact
of the switch means associated with the event sensor which
monitors the occurrence of the event represented by the

message adjacent the viewing window from engagement with

the normally closed contact of said switch means to engage-
ment with the normally open contact thereof; drive means for

indexing the drum; a legend lamp for illuminating the message
adjacent the viewing window; warning means, the drive

means, the legend lamp and the warning means each being
energized by an electrical signal coupled thereto; first con-
necting means for electrically coupling the normally closed
contacts of the switch means associated with the event sensors
in the first group to the drive means; second connecting means
for electrically coupling the normally open contacts of the
switch means associated with the event sensors in the first

group to the legend lamp; third connecting means for electri-

cally coupling the normally closed contacts of the switch
means associated with the event sensors in the second group
to the drive means and to the warning means; and fourth
connecting means for electrically coupling the normally open
contacts of the switch means associated with the event sensors

in the second group to the legend lamp and to the warning
means, the third connecting means including first signal block-
ing means for isolating the warning means from an electrical

signal coupled to the drive means through the normally closed
contacts of the switch means associated with the event sensors
in the first group and second signal blocking means for isolat-

ing the drive means from an electrical signal coupled to the
warning means through the normally open contacts of the
switch means associated with the event sensors in the second
group and the fourth connecting means including third signal

blocking means for isolating the legend lamp from an electri-

cal signal coupled to the warning means through the normally
closed contacts of the switch means associated with the event
sensors in the second group and fourth signal blocking means
for isolating the warning means from an electrical signal cou-
pled to the legend lamp through the normally open contacts
of the switch means associated with the event sensors in the
first group, whereby the drive means is energized by an electri-

cal signal generated upon the occurrence of an event to index
the drum to position the message representing said occurrence
adjacent the viewing window, the warning means is energized
immediately upon the occurrence of an event of the second
type to provide an indication thereof and the legend lamp is

energized when the message representing an occurred event
is positioned adjacent the viewing window.

3,839,702
BAYESIAN ONLINE NUMERIC DISCRIMINANT

Anne Marie Chaires, Lanham; Jean Marie Ciconte, Rockville;

John Joseph Hilliard, Potomac, and Walter Steven Rosen-
baum. Silver Spring, all of Md., assignors to International
Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 409,524
Int. CI. G06k 9J00

U.S.CL 340-146.3 S 6 Claims
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1. A method for discriminating the alphabetic form from the

numeric form of a character field scanned by a character
recognition machine adapted to scan the characters in a char-
acter field, output on a first output line the alphabetic charac-
ter which most nearly matches each character scanned, as an
alphabetic field for all characters scanned in said character
field, and output on a second output line a numeric character
which most nearly matches each character scanned, as a
numeric field, for all characters scanned in said character
field, comprising the steps of:
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storing in a storage means connected to said first and sec-

ond output lines, a first type of conditional probability

that a certain alphabetic character was inferred by the
character recognition machine given that a certain nu-
meric character was scanned, for combinations of alpha-
betic characters with numeric characters;

storing in said storage means a seocnd type of conditonal
probability that a certain numeric character was inferred
by the character recognition machine given that a certain
alphabetic character was scanned, for combinations of
alphabetic characters with numeric characters;

accessing said storage means by a first corresponding char-
acter pair in said alphabetic field and said numeric field

on said first and second output lines responsively to yield
the first type conditional probability that a numeric char-
acter on the second output line was misread by the char-
acter recognition machine as the corresponding alpha-
betic character on the first output line;

accessing said storage means by said first corresponding
character pair in said alphabetic field and numeric field

on said first and second output lines to yield the second
type conditional probability that the alphabetic character
on the first output line was misread by the character
recognition machine as the corresponding numeric char-
acter on the second output line;

repeating said accessing steps for all of said corresponding
character pairs in said character field;

multipying in a multiplier means having an input connected
to said storage means, a first product of all the first type
conditional probabilities accessed from said storage
means for said character field, said first product being a
first total conditional probability that all numeric charac-
ters in said numeric field outputted on said second output
line were misread by the character recognition machine
as the alphabetic characters outputted in said alphabetic
field on said first output line;

multiplying in said multiplying means, a second product of
all the second type conditional probabilities accessed
from said storage means, said second product being a
second total conditional probability that all the alpha-
betic characters outputted in said alphabetic field on said

first output line were misread by the character recogni-
tion machine as the numeric characters outputted in said

numeric field on said second output line;

comparing in a comparator connected to said multiplier
means, the magnitudes of said first and second total con-
ditional probabilities and outputting an indication that
the scanned character field is alphabetic if said second
total conditional probability is greater than said first total

conditional probability, or is numeric if said first total

conditional probability is greater than said second total

conditional probability.

pulses, said first number being in coded correspondence with
operation of first and second of said pushbuttons, said second
number being in coded correspondence with operation of a
third one of said pushbuttons; and a step counter in circuit
with means for actuating same in response to successive push-
button operations, said step counter being initially operable to

sequentially connect said circuit means to said first and sec-

ond counters for presetting same, said step counter being
subsequently operable to connect said pulse generator to said
first and second counters to sequentially count to said output
said first and second pulse trains; whereby record selections
represented by individually identifiable multi-train pulse sig-
nals are each preconditioned upon predetermined operational
sequencing of three of said pushbuttons.

3,839,704
CONTROL FOR CHANNEL ACCESS TO STORAGE

HIERARCHY SYSTEM
Dana R. Spencer, Wappingers Falls, N.Y., assignor to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,551

Int. CI. G06f 13100
U.S. CI. 340-172.5 5 Claims

3,839,703
ELECTRONIC SELECTOR SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC

PHOTOGRAPHS
Michael Schneider, Chicago, III., assignor to Rock-Ola Manu-

facturing Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,409
Int. CI. Glib 5/00

U.S. a. 340-162 20 Claims
I. An electronic selector system operable to transmit multi-

train pulse signals representative of record selections to an
automatic phonograph, comprising: a pulse generator in cir-
cuit with a voltage source and operable to produce a continu-
ous series of electrical pulses at a predetermined frequency, a
plurality of selectively operable pushbuttons for actuating
corresponding switches, first and second electronic pulse train
counters in circuit with each other, each being operable when
connected to said pulse generator to count to a common
output a train of a preset number of pulses; circuit means
connecting said switches with said first and second counters
for individually presetting same to respectively count first and
second pulse trains comprising first and second numbers of

41^^^^^.^

1. In a data processing system having a buffer store, a back-
ing store, means for controlling the transfer of blocks of data
between said stores in response to an address directed to a
data block in said backing store but not in said buffer store,
and a channel connected to access said buffer store for fetch-
ing a control word and for data transfer operations, storage
access control apparatus, comprising,
means for identifying in a control word fetched by the
channel from said buffer store, an address of a location to
be accessed by the channel in the execution of the control
word, and

means responsive to said address for making a dummy
request to the buffer store for initiating a transfer of the
associated data block from the backing store to the buffer
store.
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3,839,705

DATA PROCESSOR INCLUDING MICROPROGRAM
CONTROL MEANS

Richard K. Davis, Roanoke, Va., and James W. Conley, Scotia,

N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company, Salem, Va.

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,155

int. CI. G06f 9116

U.S. CI. 340-172.5 7 Claims
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1. A microprogram controller for controlling the execution
of an instruction by a programmable data processor in re-

sponse to operation code information contained in an instruc-

tion provided to said controller from said processor, compris-
ing:

a. a first addressable memory for storing first and second
types of microprogram instructions, each of said types
containing control data, said first type further containing
address information, and said second type further con-
taining data processor control information;

b. a second addressable memory for storing control words,

each unique to an instruction to be executed by said data

processor, said control words containing address informa-

tion and data processor control information, said second
memory being in communication with said data processor
and addressable therefrom in response to the operation

code information to effect the retrieval of a control word
from said second memory;

c. control means for selectively providing addressing signals

to said first memory to retrieve a microprogram instruc-

tion therefrom, said control means including,

1 . testing means responsive to the operation code infor-

mation provided by said data processor and to the

control data contained within a previously retrieved

one of said first and second types of microprogram
instructions for generating address control signals to be
utilized in a subsequent accessing of said first memory,
2. address transfer means including an indexable

counter, said transfer means being in communication
with said first and second memories and receiving the

addrsss information contained in a control word previ-

ously retrieved from said second memory and that

address information and control data contained in the

one of said first and second types of microprogram
instructions previously retrieved from said first mem-
ory, said address transfer means, in a first instance,

being selectively responsive to said address control

signals and to said control data contained in a previ-

ously retrieved first type of microprogram instruction

to select and transfer said address information con-
tained in said previously retrieved first type of micro-
program instruction and said previously retrieved con-
trol word to said memory as said addressing signals, and
in a second instance, stepping said indexable counter
and transferring an address therefrom as said address-

ing signals to said first memory in response to control

data applied to said testing means and contained in a

previously retrieved second type of microprogram
instruction; and

d. means in communication with said first and second mem-
ories for selectively providing control signals for control-

ling said data processor in accordance with the data

processor control information contained in said previ-

ously retrieved control word and the data processor con-

trol information and control data contained in a previ-

ously retrieved second type of microprogram instruction.

3,839,706

INPUT/OUTPUT CHANNEL RELOCATION STORAGE
PROTECT MECHANISM

Erik Borchsenius, Hopewell Junction, N.Y., assignor to Inter-

national Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 376,078

Int. CI. G06f 3100, 13/00

U.S. CI. 340- 172.5 12 Claims
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1. An input/output data channel for use with a virtual mem-
ory computer including a CPU and a memory divided into

memory frames comprising:

means for fetching a control word containing a virtual com-
mand address referring to a channel program;

means for translating the virtual command address in said

control word to a real memory address for accessing said

virtual memory;
means for storing said virtual and real addresses;

and registering means responsive to said real addresses for

storing an indication that the real memory frame corre-

sponding to said real memory address is being used by
said channel to prevent the CPU from accessing the same
memory frame.

3,839,707
FAULT-ALARM AND CONTROL FOR A MICROWAVE

COMMUNICATION NETWORK
Dean R. Woodward; Karl C. Wehr, both of West Chester;

Lionel J. Wollner, Chester Springs; Joseph R. Bienas, Soud-
erton, all of Pa.; John E. Kelsey, Arlington, Va.; John J.

O'Neill, Center Square, and Leonard H. Sichel, Jr., Bryn
Mawr, both of Pa., assignors to Burroughs Corporation,
Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,638
Int. CL G06f 11/00

U.S.CL 340-172.5 12 Claims
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1. Fault-alarm and control system for a microwave commu-
nication network, said network having a maintenance channel
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m the microwave transmission for communication between
transmission stations and having sensors at said local transmis-
sion stations for detecting fault conditions and having control-
lers at local transmission stations for affecting equipment
operation, comprising:

a first multiplicity of means each for monitoring an individ-
ual transmission station portion of said network for
alarming said faults detected and for initiating limited
compensating messages to said local controllers for some
of said faults alarmed;

a second multiplicity of means each for monitoring a re-
spective fixed number of said first monitoring means for
receiving fault-alarm messages generated by said fixed
number of first monitoring means and for initiating com-
pensating messages to said local controllers through said
first monitoring means; and

wherein each of said first monitoring means are communi-
catively tied in series with each other and to said respec-
tive second monitoring means.

3,839,709
DISCRIMINATIVE INTRUDER-DETECTING SYSTEM

KakuSugiura Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Denshi Kiki
Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,877

75^03""*
'""'"'""^' ''PP''<^«<'»" Japan, Sept. 28, J971, 46-

Int. CI. G08b 13100
li.S. CI. 340-258 B « Claims
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3,839,708
INPUTOUTPUT TERMINAL FOR HOSPITAL

INFORMATION SYSTEM
Philip N. Bredesen, Lexington; Wendell V. Knowles, Chelms-

ford; Francis T. Lyons, Sudbury; Edward B. Rawson, Lin-
coin, and Daniel B. Schwarzkopf, Stow, all of Mass., assien-
ors to Searle Medidata Inc., Lexington, Mass.

Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,082
Int. CI. G06f 3/04, 3/12 3/14

U.S. CI. 340-172.5
20 Claims

1. An input-output terminal for the multiple format presen-
tation of received data and for the common transmission of
data generated from multiple terminal sources, said input-
output terminal including:

means for receiving terminal bound data at said terminal
means for detecting indicia in said received data indicative
of data destination from a set of destination codes;

a plurality of data display means including:
first means for displaying a data subject; and
second means for displaying data message content

means responsive to detected indicia in said received data
for selectively enabling said first and second display
means; ^ '

means for compiling data for transmission from a plurality
of data sources;

means for identifying to said compiling means the source of
data for transmission according to a priority scheme
which identifies a data source on the basis of source type
automatically operative terminal condition source com-
posing means;

first source means for composing message data to represent
a data subject for which data is relevant;

second source means for composing message data relevant
to said subject from a repertory to represent message
content; and *

means for applying data from said composing means to said
compiling means for selective transmission under control
by said identifying means according to said priority
scheme. '

1. In a discriminative intruder-detecting system a radio
transceiver unit adapted to be placed within a space which is
to be guarded and to remain stationary in said space said
transceiver unit including a radio-frequency oscillator means

,

tor generating an oscillation output of radio frequency and
antenna means operatively connected with said oscillator
means for transmitting through the space which is to be
guarded radio waves at the frequency determined by said
oscillator means, warning means for providing a warning
signal which indicates the presence of an intruder in said
space, electrical circuit means forming part of said transceiver
unit and electrically connecting said warning means to said
transceiver unit for preventing acutuation of said warning
means in response to radio waves reflected from an authorized
mdividual in said space and received by said antenna means
and a modulator unit separate from and having no connection
with said transceiver unit, said modulator unit being adapted
to be carried on the person of an indiviual who is authorized
to enter the guarded space, said modulator unit including a
modulating antenna means which resonates at the radio fre-
quency of the wave transmitted by said antenna means of said
transceiver unit, and said modulator unit including a means
operatively connected to said modulating antenna means for
introducing a low frequency component into the wave re-
flected by said modulating means back to said antenna means
ot said transceiver unit, so that waves received by the latter
antenna from an authorized individual in said guarded space
who carries said modulator unit will include a low-frequency
component, and said circuit means which is electrically con-
nected to said warning means including a detecting circuit
means for detecting the presence of the waves received from
said modulating antenna means with said low-frequency com-
ponent and switch means for controlling said warning means
such that when said waves with said low-frequency component
are received by said antenna means of said transceiver unit
said warning means will not be actuated.

3,839,710

ACCESS APPARATUS CONTROL SYSTEM
Waldo I. Rogers, Arcadia, Calif., assignor to Rusco Industries

Inc., Pasadena, Calif.

Filed Jan. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 320,904
Int. CL G08b 13/06

U.S. CI. 340-274 C t ni -

. , , . . I Claim
I. In combination:

decimal coded or like keyboard means having a plurality of
manually operable key elements and a network including
switches to be actuated by said key elements-

apparatus to be coupled to and operated from a power
source when predetermined key elements are actuated in
a predetermined sequence;

means operable upon actuation of the first key element in
a sequence to develop a timing pulse.
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said timing pulse developing means being normally opera-

ble to develop a pulse of predetermined duration, said

timing pulse developing means having a reset terminal;

means operable upon each key element actuation to

develop a momentary pulse;

sequential comparator means;
a plurality of single pole, multiple throw switches connected
between said comparator means and said keyboard net-

work;

counter means connected between said momentary pulse

developing means and said comparator means for condi-

tioning said comparator means for operation upon each
occurrence of a momentary pulse,

said comparator means being adapted to develop a first

logic level output where network switches are coupled
to multiple throw switches by key element actuation,

and a second logic level output if network switches are

not coupled to multiple throw switches by key element
actuation;

means responsive to first logic level outputs of said compar-
ator means to couple said apparatus to the power source,

said coupling means being enabled by said counter means
upon the last key element actuation of a sequence,
whereby key element actuations in the predetermined
sequence effects operation of the apparatus after the last

key element actuation thereof, said coupling means being
inhibited by a second logic level output by said compara-
tor means from coupling the apparatus to the power
source;

and resistive means in circuit with said reset terminal and
said network switches,

said resistive means being operable upon simultaneous
actuation of two or more key elements to reset said

timing pulse generator and thereby terminate said

timing pulse short of said predetermined duration.

3,839,711

SECURITY SYSTEM AND CONTROL CIRCUIT
Thomas E. Collins, East Oakdale, and John H. Lee, Woodbury

Township, Washington County, both of Minn., assignors to

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul,

Minn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 25,166, April 2, 1970, abandoned.
This application Jan. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 221,838

Int. CI. G08b 23/00

U.S. CI. 340—286 9 Claims

1. In a security system having an alarm sensor circuit which
when activated provides an alarm signal in response to an
indication from a security sensor of an alarm condition and
which system produces an alarm in response to an alarm signal

which lasts a predetermined time, a control circuit for deacti-

vating the security system when a security sensor of the system

is indicating an alarm condition at the time the system is

activated, comprising:

means for generating an activate-deactivate signal;

a bistable toggle device for providing an output signal re-

spresentative of the state of the toggle device to the alarm
sensor circuit, the output signal of a first state of the

toggle device operating to activate the alarm sensor cir-

cuit and the output signal of the second state of the toggle

device operating to deactivate the alarm sensor circuit,

the toggle device having at least one input and being
responsive to an activate-deactivate signal at said input to

switch from its state prior to the arrival of said activate-

IT^-'V,;-'

deactivate signal to the other of its states; and

an initial alarm sensor circuit coupled to said security sensor

and to the toggle device for resetting the toggle device

from its first state to its second state in response to an

indication from said security sensor of an alarm condition

occurring within a predetermined duration less than said

predetermined time after activation of the system to

thereby deactivate the alarm sensor circuit and prevent

production of an alarm by the security system when said

security sensor is indicating an alarm condition at the

time of activation of the security system.

3,839,712
DIFFERENTIAL PRINT-OUT SHADING TECHNIQUE FOR

DIGITAL SYSTEMS
Arthur W. Schmidt, Midland, Tex., assignor to Schlumberger

Technology Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 128,151, March 25, 1971,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 707,205, Feb.

21, 1968, abandoned. This application Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No.

245,602
Int. CI. G02f 1/34

U.S. CI. 340-324 R 12 Claims
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1. Apparatus for visually representing at least a portion of

the difference between first and second well logging data

signals obtained from an exploring device moved through a

well borehole, comprising:

a recording medium adapted for displaying visible indicia

thereon;

drive means for moving said recording medium at a speed

representative of the speed of movement of the exploring

device through the well borehole;

writing means adapted tor producing visual indicia on said

recording medium;
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generating means for generating a control signal having a
preselected frequency; and

directing means, responsive to the control signal and the
first and second well logging data signals, for causing said
writing means to produce visual indicia across an inter-
vening portion of said recording medium between posi-
tions dictated by the first well logging data signal and
positions dictated by the second well logging data signal,
said visual indicia being produced across the intervening
portion of said recording medium at a speed suitable to
cause its repetitive visual production.

umns in grid-like manner;
said layer of glass havng cavities positioned at at least some

of said cavity location areas, each said image having a
number of cavities associated only therewith, with said
number bearing a predetermined relationship to the total
number of fixed images to be displayed, and with the
cavity location areas for a particular image being distrib-
uted over said given area in a regularly repeating pattern
thereon, and in which said image may extend substan-
tially over said given area if necessitated by the design

3,839,713
DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR PLASMA DISPLAY PANELS

Toshinori Urade, Kobe, and Tadatsugu Hirose, Akashi, both of
Japan, assignors to Fujitsu Limited, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,933
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 31, 1971, 46-1851

Int. CI. G08b 5136
U.S. CI. 340-324 M 5 claims
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1. A method of operating a plasma display panel comprising
a plurality of X-direction electrodes and a plurality of Y-
direction electrodes spaced from each other for receiving
therebetween a discharge gas, and a dielectric layer disposed
on the Y-direction electrodes, said method comprising the
steps of

a. sequentially applying a first voltage signal to adjacent
pairs of electrodes of said first plurality to effect a lateral

discharge between the adjacent pairs of electrodes and
for shifting the discharge from one pair of electrodes to
the next adjacent pair;

b. applying a write signal indicative of the display informa-
tion to selected electrodes of said second plurality of
sufficient magnitude to produce a vertical discharge be-
tween corresponding X- and Y-direction electrodes in
accordance with the timing of the shifting of the lateral
discharge and the application of the write signal to the
Y-direction electrodes, the vertical discharge being
stored as a wall voltage in the dielectric layer; and

c. applying sustain voltages between the X- and Y-direction
electrodes after the application of the write signals to
provide a visual display in accordance with the pattern of
stored wall voltages in the dielectric layer.

3,839,714
PLASMA DISPLAY DEVICE FOR SELECTIVELY

DISPLAYING SEVERAL FIXED IMAGES
John L. Janning, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to NCR Corporation,

Dayton, Ohio

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,368
Int. CI. G09f 13122

U.S. CI. 340-324 M 7 Claims
1. A plasma display device having a given area for selec-

tively displaying at least two fixed images, comprising:
a first substrate having electrode means thereon;
a second substrate having vertically aligned, spaced parallel

electrodes thereon;

a layer of glass overlying the electrode means on said first

substrate with said layer of glass having cavity location
areas arranged thereon in parallel rows and parallel col-

20. 20^ 20, r

thereof;

said vertically aligned spaced parallel electrodes being
aligned with the columns of cavity location areas on said
glass layer;

connection terminal means connected to said electrode
means and said parallel electrodes for energizing selected
ones of said parallel electrodes and said electrode means
in accordance with the image to be displayed;

means for sealing together said first and second substrates
and for filling said cavities with an ionizable gas; and an
ionizable gas within said cavities.

3 839 715
DISPLAY SYSTEM FORA PLASMA DISPLAY DEVICE

Shizuo Andoh, Kobe; Yasunari Shirouchi, and Tadatsugu
Hirose, both of Akashi, all of Japan, assignors to Fujitsu
Limited, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,940
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 30, 1971, 46-1465

Int. CI. G08b 5136
U.S. a. 340-324 M 11 Claims
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1. A display system comprising:
a. a plasma display device including first and second base

plates disposed opposite to each other for confining a
discharge gas therebetween, first and second pluralities of
electrodes disposed respectively upon said first and sec-
ond base plates whereby said first and second pluralities
of electrodes intersect each other, a dielectric layer
formed on said first plurality of electrodes to provide a
display layer, said display dielectric layer including parti-
tioning means defining corresponding, separate display
discharge spot positions along the lengths of said adjacent
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electrodes of said first plurality, said positions corre-

sponding to the positions of discharges between succes-

sive, adjacent ones of said second plurality of electrodes,

and a surface of said second base plate disposed toward
said display layer serving as a shift layer;

. first means for producing a discharge between adjacent

ones of said second plurality of electrodes and for shifting

a discharge so produced to successive positions between
successive, adjacent ones of said second plurality of elec-

trodes; and
I

second means for applying write signals between selected,

adjacent ones of said first plurality of electrodes in timed

relationship to the said shifting of a discharge in the shift

layer, thereby to produce a discharge between said adja-

cent, selected ones of said first plurality of electrodes at

the display discharge spot positions thereof correspond-

ing to the discharge shift positions in said shift layer,

thereby to provide a display.

I' 3,839,716

SIGNAL PROCESSING APPARATUS
George Reichnebacher, Stony Brook, N.Y., assignor to North

Atlantic Industries, Inc., Plainview, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,112

Int. CI. H03k 13120

U.S. CI. 340-347 SY 18 Claims

transmit signal in response to the received transmit signal,

comprising:

a receiver receiving the transmit signal and providing an
output signal having a frequency coherently related to

the frequency of the received transmit signal;

an idet\tification encoder connected to the receiver and
receiving the receiver output signal, the identification

encoder having a predetermined code and providing an

output signal indicative of the predetermined code in

re AOD' ''O'^A

1. Signal processing apparatus for deriving a digital repre-

sentation of Q from signals proportional to sinfl and cosfl in-

cluding:

a. synthesizing means responsive to said signals proportional

to sine and cosfl for deriving therefrom a signal propor-

; tional to sinfl/©;

b. integrating means operably connected to said synthesiz-

ing means and responsive to said signals proportional to

sine and sinfl/0 for integrating one of said signals in one
direction for a time f, and the other of said signals in the

opposite direction for a time i-i until the output of said

integrating means returns to its original state; and
c. counting/processing means operably connected to said

integrating means and responsive thereto for deriving

therefrom a digital representation of Q.

3,839,717

COMMUNICATION APPARATUS FOR
COMMUNICATING BETWEEN A FIRST AND A SECOND

OBJECT
John C. Paul, Mt. View, Calif., assignor to Identification Com-

pany, Inc., Oklahoma City, Okla.

Filed Jan. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 221,712
Int. CI. GOls 9156

U.S. CI. 343—6.5 LC 36 Claims
1. A communication apparatus for providing communica-

tion between a first object and a second object, comprising:

means in the first object generating and transmitting a trans-

mit signal;

means in the second object receiving the transmit signal and
providing an emitted signal coherently related to the

response to the receiver output signal;

a signal controller receiving the receiver output signal

and the identification encoder output signal and encod-

ing the predetermined code in the received receiver

output signal providing an encoded emitted signal

having a frequency coherently related to the frequency

of the transmit signal and encoded with the predeter-

mined code; and

means in the first object receiving the emitted signal.

3,839,718

RANGE SENSITIVE DEVICES
Michael Bowman-Manifold, Alton, England, assignor to EMI

Limited, Middlesex, England

Filed Oct. 19, 1954, Ser. No. 463,143
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 23, 1953,

29281/53
Int. CI. GOls 9i24

U.S.CL 343-14 5 Claims
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1. A range sensitive device comprising means for generating

a periodic electrical waveform, means for generating another
electrical waveform having a series of components of different

frequencies and random phase relationships, means for gener-

ating a carrier oscillation modulated in frequency by said

waveforms, means for radiating said frequency modulated
oscillation, means for receiving oscillations reflected from an

object whose range is to be determined, and means for deriv-

ing, in response to said received oscillation, an output signal

representing the range of said object.
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3,839,719
RADIO TRANSMITTING STATION

Albert A. Elwood, P.O. Box 10592, Riviera Beach, Fla. 33404
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 833,638, June 16, 1969, Pat.
No. 3,613,095. This application Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 186,136

Int. CI. GOls moo
U.S. CI. 343-112D 14 Claims
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1. A transmitting station in a position locating system in

which both transmitted radio signals and modulation signals

carried thereon are utilized to locate accurately a position and
have a fixed phase-time relationship to one another, said

transmitting station comprising: a radio transmitter; a radiat-

ing means coupled to said transmitter; a stable source of
oscillations in the form of a frequency standard; means con-
trolled by said source of oscillations for supplying a stable

radio frequency signal to said transmitter, which stable radio

frequency signal provides in its phase as received at a distant

point a basis for developing fine distance datum; and modulat-
ing means controlled by said source of oscillations for modu-
lating said transmitter with at least one signal, which signal

provides a basis for developing, at a distant point, coarse
distance datum.

3,839,720
CORPORATE FEED SYSTEM FOR CYLINDRICAL

ANTENNA ARRAY
John Reindel, San Diego, Calif., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,
Washington, D.C.

Filed June 25, 1973. Ser. No. 373,052
Int. CI. HOlq 3126

U.S. CI. 343—854 3 Claims

1. A microwave energy feed system for a cylindrical phased-
array antenna array comprising:

a plurality of radiating elements equi-spaced and positioned

about a ring of said array;

reciprocal, microwave energy sending apparatus;

switch means connected at its input to the output of said

sender means;

cylindrical and symmetrical, microwave energy feed matrix
means having an equal number of input ports and output
ports, and comprising two or more concentric and sym-
metrical rows of directional couplers connected at the

input to said output ports of said switch means and fur-

ther being connected, with respect to each other in a
periodic, closed end-to-end manner by means of trans-

mission lines and further including phase shifters con-
nected between said directional couplers and said trans-

mission lines such that the phases of the center radiating

elements of said sector are retarded symmetrically;

said switch means having a lilce number of output ports, a
different one of which is connected to one of said input
ports of said matrix means by means of an equal-lenght

transmission line for coupling energy from said sending
means to selectively predetermined ones of said input
ports of said matrix to provide at the corresponding out-
put ports thereof a tapered phase distribution;

each of said output ports of said matrix means being con-
nected by means of an equal-length transmission line with
respect to each other, to a different one of said radiating

elements, whereby said tapered phase distribution can be
fed to a selectively predetermined sector of said ring to

produce a cophasal wave which is tangential with respect
to said sector and to form a beam which is normal with
respect to said dector; and,

said switch means further comprising means for step-

scanning said beam over 360°.

3,839,721
DEVICE FOR RETENTION OF INK JET NOZZLE

CLOGGING AND INK SPRAYING
Winston H. Chen; Johann H. Meier, and Walter T. Pimbley, all

of Vestal, N.Y., assignors to International Business Machines
Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 374,224
Int. CI. GOld 15118

U.S. CI. 346-75 5 Claims

1. In an ink jet printing system having nozzles for discharg-
ing inic droplets, charging electrodes for charging said drop-
lets, and deflection plates for deflecting the charged droplets
onto a record medium, the improvement comprising:
means for subjecting said nozzles to a vapor atmosphere
when said system is shut down to prevent clogging of the
nozzles by dried ink. .
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3,839,722
CAMERA WITH ELECTRICAL CONTROLS FOR

DIFFERENT TYPES OF OBJECTIVES
Seinan Miyakawa; Nobuhiro Noda, both of Tokyo, and Mit-

suhiko Shimoda, Niiza, -all of Japan, assignors to Asahi

Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo-to, Japan
Division of Ser. No. 251,721, May 9, 1972. This application

Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,886

Claims priority, application Japan, May 14, 1971, 46-

38182; May 19, 1971,46-39719
Int. CI. G03b 7100

U.S. CI. 354-24 9 Claims

and a view finder, a moveable indicator observable through

said view finder, a manually operable control member, first

means mechanically coupling said control member to said

resistor to vary the value of said resistor in response to at least

one non-light exposure parameter, and second means releas-

ably mechanically coupling said indicator to said control

member and selectively uncoupling said indicator from said

control member for moving said indicator with said control

member when said second means is in its coupled condition.

1. In a camera having circuitry for automatically determin-

ing the extent to which film in the camera is exposed, said

circuitry including a circuit for providing a signal according to

the magnitude of the exposure aperture, the latter circuit

comprising a first variable resistor means for introducing a

signal according to a preselected diaphragm setting when

using an objective which has a wide open aperture which is

automatically stopped down to the preselected aperture just

prior to exposure, second variable resistor means for introduc-

ing a signal according to the magnitude of the exposure aper-

ture when using an objective which is not automatically

stopped down to a preselected aperture, so that with the latter

objective light measured after passing therethrough is re-

stricted by the stopped down aperture, a bypass switch means

connected across said first variable resistor means for intro-

ducing from said first variable resistor means a signal equal to

that introduced by said second variable resistor means when

said bypass switch means is in a closed state, said first and

second variable resistor means being connected in parallel

with each other and at least one of said variable resistor means

including an electrically conductive adjustable component for

determining the setting of said one variable resistor means,

and switch means operatively connected with said component

for selectively connecting the latter to said circuitry.

3,839,723

AUTOMATIC EXPOSURE CAMERA WITH
OVEREXPOSURE AND UNDEREXPOSURE CONTROL

Naoyuki Uno, Kawagoe, Japan, assignor to Asahi Kogaku

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed Sept. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 396,658

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 22, 1972, 47-

110286
Int. CI. G03b / 7120

U.S. CI. 354—37 7 Claims

3,839,724

DEPTH OF FIELD INDICATOR FOR ZOOM LENSES
Takeshi Muryoi, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Nippon Kagaku

K.K., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 386,061

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 25, 1972, 47-

95096
Int. CI. G03b 3108

U.S.CL 354-198 4 Claims

1. A zoom lens system comprising:

a zooming ring rotatably mounted on the outer periphery of

a lens casing;

an aperture ring rotatably mounted on said lens casing;

a distance ring for focusing rotatably mounted on said lens

casing, said distance ring having a distance scale formed

radially on the outer periphery thereof;

said lens casing having guide means formed in an outer

peripheral portion thereof and extending radially thereof;

an inner casing fixedly secured within said lens casing;

a first rotatable member having a first indicator portion

arranged for cooperation with said guide means and

opposed to said distance scale;

a second rotatable member having a second indicator por-

tion arranged for cooperation with said guide means and

opposed to said distance scale, said second rotatable

member being disposed adjacent said first rotatable mem-
ber;

a differential gear for differentially detecting the extent of

rotation of said aperture ring and of said zooming ring

and transmitting the detected extent of rotation to said

first rotatable member; and
means for transmitting a rotation equal in extent but oppo-

site in direction to the rotation of said first rotatable

member from the same to said second rotatable member,
said transmission means being connected to said first and

second rotatable members so as to increase the spacing

between said first and second indicator portions when
said aperture ring is rotated toward small /-values and

when said zooming ring is rotated toward wider angles.

1. In a camera including an automatic exposure control

network provided with an exposure control variable resistor

3,839,725

CAMERA RANGEFINDING AND FOCUSING DEVICE
Eugene F. Koppensteiner, Niles, III., assignor to Bell & Howell

Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 108,842

Int. CI. G03b 3100

U.S. CI. 354— 199 10 Claims

I. A distance determining mechanism operable on the trian-

gulation principle and usable with an optical instrument hav-
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ing a housing supporting a focusable objective and a view-
finder for viewing of a subject remote from the instrument,

comprising:

indicator means supported pivotably in said housing to be
visible in said viewfmder and to be movable relative to

said viewfmder by gravity in response to orientation of
said viewfmder;

adjustable reference means visible in said viewfmder and

movable into visual alignment with said indicator means;
and

means coupling said reference means with the focusable
objective to cause movement of said reference means
upon adjusting focus of said objective whereby said refer-

ence means is movable into alignment with said indicator
means to indicate focus of said objective on the subject
being viewed when said indicator means is concurrently
aligned with a base line of the subject.

3,839,726
TEMPERATURE-REGULATING CABINET FOR
PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSING APPARATUS

Theodore A. Reichardt, 8843 Mariposa St., La Mesa, Calif.

92041

Filed June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,746
Int. CI. G03d 13/00

U.S. CI. 354-299 5 Claims

1. In a temperature regulating cabinet, the combination of
a cabinet having a lower compartment, a central compartment
and an upper compartment, and having at least one access to
said central compartment and at least one access to said upper
compartment;

a first open grillwork-type floor, partitioning said lower
compartment from said said central compartment, and
disposed to support in said central compartment an array
of closely spaced, highly thermoconductive liquid-

holding cells;

first means in said central compartment to engage and hold
in vertical stance each of said liquid-holding cells;

a second open grillwork-type fioor, partitioning said central
compartment from said upper compartment, and dis-

posed to support, in said upper compartment, at least one

container in which chemical reactions may take place;
second means for heating air;

third means for cooling air;

fourth means for propelling air from said second means and
said third means, alternatively, into said lower compart-
ment, thence through said first open grillwork-type floor,

between and around said liquid-holding cells, through
said second open grillwork-type floor, and into said upper
compartment;

at least one aperture in said upper compartment to allow air

to escape therefrom;

a settable, heating-cooling thermostat, disposed ( 1 ) to sense
directly the temperature of a liquid in one of said liquid-

holding cells and (2) to activate, accordingly, either said
heating means or said cooling means continuously until

the temperature of said liquid is in agreement with the
setting of said thermostat; and

liquid temperature differential limiting means, comprising
automatic switch means to quickly activate said cooling
means whenever said heating means is deactivated in

response to the sensing of said thermostat, and to quickly
activate said heating means whenever said cooling means
is deactivated in response to the sensing of said thermo-
stat.

3,839,727
IMPROVED SEMICONDUCTOR CHIP TO SUBSTRATE
SOLDER BOND USING A LOCALLY DISPERSED.

TERNARY INTERMETALLIC COMPOUND
Richard J. Herdzik, Poughkeepsie; Dexter A. Jeannotte, Clin-

ton Corners; Gerald W. Peterson, Poughkeepsie, and Mi-
chael J. Sullivan, Rhinebeck, all of N.Y., assignors to Inter-
national Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,524
Int. CL Hon 3{00, 5100

U.S.CL 357-71 9 Claims

1. A packaging structure for interconnecting semiconductor
substrates carrying integrated circuits to a dielectric substrate
having electrical interconnection paths therein by means of a
solid solder solution material, the solid solder solution mate-
rial electrically and mechanically connecting a first metal
means carried by the semiconductor substrate at a first inter-

face to second metal means carried by the dielectric substrate
at a second interface wherein the improvement comprises:

a. a first, at least ternary, intermetallic region located at said
first interface and uniformly dispersed in a predetermined
portion of said solid solder solution material.

ERRATUM
For Class 357—67 see:

Patent No. 3,839,660

ERRATUM
For Class 358—28 see:
Patent No. 3,839,597
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3,839,728

METHOD OF GENERATING CONTROL TONES
John W. Milne, Ellicott City, Md., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 330,938

Int. CI. Glib 5/44

U.S. CI. 360-26 4 Claims

1. A method of generating a control tone for a data track

located between an outermost track and a centrally disposed

track of a multitrack magnetic recording tape, which com-
prises:

recording a first reference tone on said outermost track of

said tape;

recording a second reference tone on said centrally dis-

posed track of said tape;

vector adding said first and second reference tones through

a resistor circuit, and

sampling said resistor circuit whereby the resultant tone has

a phase angle proportional to the relative phase angle

between said first and second reference tones as the

distance from the data track to the said outermost track

is proportional to the distance between said outermost

and centrally disposed tracks.

3,839,729

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COMPENSATING
SIGNALS FOR FREQUENCY DEVIATIONS

Thomas Alfred Otto Gross, Lincoln, Mass., assignor to Polar-

oid Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,318

int. CI. Glib 5/04

U.S. CI. 360-27 31 Claims

UTiLtZATKM
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1. In a frequency compensation system for recording and

reproducing a frequency modulated carrier signal, first means
for producing a reference signal at a predetermined fre-

quency, means for recording the modulated carrier signal and

said reference signal simultaneously, means for simulta-

neously reproducing said recorded signals, means for separat-

ing the reproduced carrier signal and the reproduced refer-

ence signal, means for modulating one of said reproduced

signals with a third signal at a fixed frequency to produce a

first side band signal, and means for modulating said first side

band signal with said other reproduced signal to produce a

second side band signal having a center frequency with a fixed

relationship to said predetermined frequency.

3,839,730

MAGNETIC RECORDING AND/OR REPRODUCING
APPARATUS WITH CO-OPERATIVE LINKING OF TWO

MOTORS
Yoshimi Watanabe, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Sony Cor-

poration, Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,111

Claims priority, application Japan, July 27, 1972, 47-

885301 U]
Int. CL Glib 15/46,21/04

U.S.CL 360-71 14 Claims
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1. Magnetic tape recording and reproducing apparatus

comprising:

A. means to guide said tape along a predetermined path;

B. a rotary magnetic head to contact slant tracks on said

tape for both recording and reproducing;

C. signal generating means to generate a signal synchro-

nized to the rotation of said rotary head;

D. a stationary control head at a predetermined point on
said path;

E. a capstan to control the movement of said tape;

P. a first direct current motor coupled to said rotary head
to rotate the same;

G. resilient first coupling means to couple said first motor
to said capstan to cause said rotary head and said capstan

to rotate simultaneously;

H. a take-up reel to wind up said tape;

I. a second direct current motor coupled to said take-up reel

during recording and reproduction to rotate said reel;

J. second coupling means to couple said second motor to

said capstan only during reproduction to supply rotary-

power to said capstan;

K. signal means to supply a signal synchronized to a repro-

duced video signal; and

L. comparison means connected to said control head and to

said control means to generate a comparison signal and

connected to said second motor to supply said compari-

son signal thereto to coordinate rotation of said capstan

with the location of said tracks during reproduction.
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3 839 731
APPARATUS FOR SENSING RELATIVE POSITION
BEHIND HEAD AND TRACK IN TRANSVERSE

MAGNETIC RECORDING WITHOUT A SEPARATE
CONTROL TRACK

Gary A. Hart, Boulder; Ernest P. Kollar, Longmont, and Otto
R. Luhrs, Boulder, all of Colo., assignors to International
Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,087
Int. CI. Glib 27/30

U.S.a. 360-72 11 Claims
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1. In a recording system where a plurality of information
tracks are recorded at an angle other than zero degrees rela-

tive to the longitudinal motion of the storage medium by a
transducer moving transversely across the medium at said
angle, apparatus for positioning a predetermined transverse

track at said transverse transducer comprising:
fixed means for scanning the ends of said transverse tracks

as the medium moves past said fixed scanning means and
generating a transverse track end signal derived from
each passing track end

said fixed scanning means being located a predetermined
longitudinal distance from the path of said transverse
transducer;

first means connected to said fixed scanning means for

interpreting said end signals and generating therefrom
address signals indicative of the address of each of said

transverse tracks

second means connected to said first means for comparing
each generated address with the address of said predeter-
mined track and generating a search ended signal upon
detection of a compare equal condition;

third means responsive to said search ended signal and said

track end signals for moving the tape said predetermined
distance whereby said predetermined track is positioned
at said transverse transducer.

3,839,732
MAGNETIC TAPE HEAD INDEXING MEANS FOR

MULTITRACT TAPE PLAYERS
Mario E. Bachmann, Northlake, III., assignor to Motorola, Inc.,

Franklin Park, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 115,004, Feb. 12, 1971, abandoned.
This application Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 336,867

Int. CI. Glib 5/00, 15/00
U.S. CI. 360-78 8 Claims

1. In a magnetic tape player having means for receiving and
transporting a quantity of magnetic tape within an exchange-
able cartridge which has at least two tracks of signal informa-
tion formed on the tape, the combination including:

a capstan shaft positioned to frictionally engage the mag-
netic tape within the cartridge,

drive means connected to said capstan shaft for rotating

said capstan shaft for transporting the magnetic tape
within the cartridge.

a magnetic tape head having at least one magnetic pick-up
area formed thereon, said magnetic pick-up area being
initially indexed to one of the tracks on the magnetic
tape,

magnetic head indexing means for shifting the position of

the magnetic head to move said magnetic pick-up area
from one track on the magnetic tape to index the same to

another track on the tape,

a member connected to said capstan shaft for rotation

therewith, a projection extending from said member,
guide means mounted in the tape player,

lever means movably mounted in the tape player, said lever

means having a first arm portion, one end of which is

engageable with said guide means to cause said first arm

portion to be selectively engageable by said projection as
it rotates with said capstan shaft in the actuated position,
and a second arm portion coupled to said first arm por-
tion and movable therewith for operating said magnetic
head indexing means to shift the position of said magnetic
tape head,

resilient means mounted in the tape player and connected
to said first arm portion of said lever means, and

operating means responsive to the playing of one track of
signal information on the tape, said operating means
being coupled to said first arm portion of said lever means
to move said lever means from said rest position to the
operating position whereby said first arm portion moves
into the path of rotation of said projection and is selec-
tively engaged thereby, said movement of said first arm
portion causing said second arm portion to operate said
magnetic head indexing means to shift the position of the
magnetic tape head, and said resilient means acting to
return said first arm portion of said lever means from said
operating position to said rest position.

3,839,733
SYNCHRONIZING SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC SLIDE
PROJECTORS AND MONOPHONIC MAGNETIC TAPE

RECORDERS
Arthur H. Schechter, 15735 Garacol Dr., Hacienda Heights

Calif. 91745
Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,914

Int. CI. Glib 27/22: G03b 31/00
U.S. CI. 360-80 9 Claims

1. In combination with a monophonic magnetic tape record-
ing machine which has at least an audio input circuit and an
external loudspeaker output circuit, and with a slide projector
which has at least an electrically actuated forward advance
circuit, the advance circuit having thereacross a low-voltage
alternating current,
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a microphone, "
an advance trip closure circuit,

a programming mechanism connectable between the audio
input circuit of the tape recording machine in its record-

ing mode and the forward advance circuit of the slide

projector, said mechanism including manually operable

momentary switch means connected to said audio input

circuit, said microphone and said forward advance circuit

for selectively applying said microphone to said input

circuit in the normally closed position of said switch and
applying said low voltage alternating current to said audio

' 3,839,734

AIR TURBULENCE UTILIZED TO CLEAR DISC
Ian Charles George, near Winchester, and Norman William

Luland, Winchester, both of England, assignors to Interna-

tional Business Machine Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 391,105
Int. CI. Glib 1/00

U.S. CI. 360—102 11 Claims

1. In a data storage apparatus having a housing and an

information storage member in the form of a magnetizable

disk within the housing, the disk being so rotatable within the

housing as to entrain air to flow therewith, the improvement
comprising at least one air deflector blade mounted within the

housing, the deflector blade being operable so to intercept the

path of air entrained by the disk as to create a region of turbu-

lence in the air downstream of the deflector blade and to

deflect air incident against the deflector blade to pass between

the deflector blade and the disk surface into the turbulent

region.

3,839,735
TRANSDUCER HEAD POSITIONING DEVICE

Joseph P. Denk, Newark, Calif., assignor to Newell Industries

Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,181

Int. CI. Glib 27/05
U.S. CI. 360— 106 4 Claims

TO ac
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input circuit in the momentary closed position thereof;

said programming mechanism including also signal separat-

ing means connectable to said external loudspeaker out-

put circuit in the playback mode of said magnetic tape

recording machine to be responsive to the signals re-

corded on a magnetic tape in said recording mode to

make audible only those signals recorded from said mi-

crophone and to apply only said low voltage alternating

current signal to said advance trip closure circuit,

whereby slide change and commentary sound are presented

in synchronism from the recorded sound and said low

voltage alternating current signals.

1. A positioning device for disposing a transducer to each
of a series of transducing positions relative to a record me-
dium wherein the positions each correspond to the position of

a record track of the medium comprising a transducer support
member movable between advanced and retracted positions

for moving the transducer therewith between said transducing

positions, a cam follower element carried by said support
member, a cam rotatable to a plurality of discrete positions

relative to said follower element to dispose said follower ele-

ment for positioning the transducer in transducing relation to

each of a number of transducing positions, drive means for

rotating said cam, said drive means having a plurality of de-

tents extending therefrom, an actuator, and enabling means
coupled to the actuator, said actuator being movable between
advanced and retracted stable positions for engaging one of
said detents and rotating said drive means sufficiently during

one stroke of said enabling means to cause movement of said

actuator towards said advanced stable position to dispose said

follower element to position the transducer in transducing

relation with respect to one of said series of positions and
engaging another of said detents to continue rotation of said

drive means sufficiently during one stroke of said enabling

means to cause reverse movement of said actuator towards
said retracted stable position to dispose said follower element
to position the transducer in transducing relation with respect

to one of said series of positions to another one of said series

of positions.

3,839,736
RECORD TAPE CARTRIDGES

Thomas C. Hoshall, 8300 Brookridge, Oklahoma City, Okla.
73132

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,417
Int. CI. Glib 1/00,23/12

U.S. CI. 274-4 R 1 Claim

1. Check apparatus for use in combination with record tape
cartridges and associated transducing apparatus receptacles
consisting of a record cartridge receiving cavity for operative
positioning of the tape cartridge, comprising:
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a plural key configuration consisting of a plurality of keys
each formed at a selected rearward position on one sur-
face of said transducer apparatus receiving cavity; and

a plural slot configuration formed at a selected position on
one surface of said record tape cartridge for knock-out
removal of cartridge material to expose said plural slots

of selected different cut-out configurations of said car-
tridge surface which is positioned adjacent said record
cartridge receiving cavity inner surface, said plurality of
slots being in position to form mating engagement with
said plural key configuration thereby to allow complete
insertion of said record cartridge into operative transduc-
ing relationship within said record cartridge receiving
cavity, the number and rearward position of said plural
key and plural slot configuration being variable in accor-
dance with a pre-determined codification to enable
proper operation of only selected tape cartridges with
pre-enable transducing apparatus.

3,839,737
TRANSDUCER POSITIONING DEVICE

Charies A. Vogel, Sunnyvale, Calif., assignor to Newell Indus-
tries Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 312,878
Int. CI. Glib 5156, 21/12, 21/24

U.S. CI. 360-106 8 Claims
1. In a transducer positioning device for accurately moving

a transducer to each of a plurality of discrete transducing
positions on a record medium comprising a transducer sup-

port member for carrying a transducer to move from one of
said positions to another, brake means operable to selectively
grip or free said member, cam means having a plurality of
discrete steps disposed to position said member, biasing means
urging said member toward said steps to position said member
and transducer relative to said positions on said record me-

dium, and means for moving said steps out from under said

member to form a gap therebetween while said brake member
inhibits movement of said member toward said cam means
whereby selective release of said brake means serves to permit
said biasing means to move said member toward said step to

translate said transducer to a related degree.

DESIGNS
OCTOBER 1, 1974

232,982
FACE MASK

Bo Svensson, Malung, Sweden, assignor to

Jofa AB, Malung, Sweden
Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 290,967

Claims priority, application Sweden Mar. 22, 1972
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2—03
U.S. 01. D2—233

232 985
COMBINED SOLE AND HEEL UNIT

Aubrey Askew, Southport, England, assignor to Dunlop
Limited, London, England

Filed July 12, 1973, Ser. No. 378,679
Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 20, 1973

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. H2—04
U.S. CI. D2—320

232,983
LENS FOR SKI GOGGLES OR THE LIKE

George R. Rabuse, Sunfish Lake, Minn., assignor to

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, St.

Paul, Minn.
Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,846

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2—03
U.S. a. D2—234

232,986
NECKTIE

Leonard W. Beck, Kettering, Ohio, assignor of a fractional

part interest to Walter Becker, Kettering, Ohio
Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273,625

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D2—05

U.S. CI. D2—354

232,984
CAP

Stan Hurwitz, 750 Mill Creek Road,
Gladwynne, Pa. 19035

Filed Aug. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 282,674
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2—203
U.S. CI. D2—256

232,987
TIE CLIP

Robert Matas, 9810 Continental Aye.,

Forest Hills, Long Island, N.Y. 11375
Original design application July 12, 1971, Ser. No.

164,157, now Patent No. 226,697. Divided and
this application Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,532

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D2—07

U.S. CI. D2—430

377
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232,988
SUPPORT FOR TOWEL BAR OR THE LIKE

Raymond U. H. Tegner, Lodi, Wis. (% Amerock Corpo-
ration, 4000 Auburn St., Rockford, fll. 61101)

Original design application Nov. 10, 1972, Sen No.
305,567. Divided and this appUcation Oct. 24,
1973, Ser. No. 409,141

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. 06—04

U.S. a. D6—86

232,991
BROOM AND MOP ORGANIZER HOLDER
Richard D. Dilyard, Wooster, Ohio, assignor to

Rubbermaid Incorporated, Wooster, Ohio
Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,704

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—^<^

U.S. CI. D6—125

>>^

232,989
PASTE DISPENSER

Douglas Hope, 2 Park Crescent, Linden Park,
South Australia, Australia 5065

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,979
Claims priority, appUcation Australia Apr. 13, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. 1)6—04

U.S. CI. D6—87

232,992
CLEANING ACCESSORIES HOLDER

Charles F. Molzen, Wooster, Ohio, assignor to
Rubbermaid Sales Corp., Wooster, Ohio
Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,717

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—04

U.S. CI. D6—136

232,990
COMBINED TOILETRIES CONTAINERS AND

RACK THEREFOR
Milton J. Halsted, Orange, and David Y. Muramatsu,

Santa Ana, Calif., assignors to Wampole Limited, Perth,
Ontario, Canada

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,331"^ Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—04

U.S. CI. D6—114

232 993
MERCHANDISE DISPLAY STAND
Gary W. H. Smith, Rte. 3, Box 50,

Columbus, Wis. 53925
Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 331,045

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—04

U.S. CI. D6—145
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232,994
DECORATIVE HOLDER

Antonio Puente, Caracas, Venezuela, assignor of a frac-

tional part interest to Theodore Bernstein and Irving
Schwartz, both of Elkins Park, Pa.

Filed July 18, 1972, Ser. No. 272,997
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—04
U.S. CI. D6—186

232 995
Bathtub mat

Charles F. Molzen, Yardley, Pa., assignor to
Rubbermaid Sales Corp., Wooster, Ohio
Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,642

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—7i

U.S. CI. D6—210

m
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U.S. CI. D7—
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232,996
DECANTER

Jeffrey S. Snyder, 5225 Collins Ave.,
Miami Beach, Fla. 33140

FUed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,647
Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D7—01:P9—01

232,997
YOGURT MAKER

Jeffrey M. Koblick, New Brighton, Minn., assignor to
K-Tel International, Inc.

Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 332,000
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—04
U.S. CI. D7—41
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232 998
COMBINED COUNTER MAT AND CUTTING

BOARD
Charles F. Molzen, Yardley, Pa., assignor to

Rubbermaid Sales Corp., Wooster, Ohio
Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,644

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. Bl—04

U.S. CI. D7—46

233,001
DETACHABLE HANDLE FOR SAUCEPANS

OR THE LIKE
Richard W. Greger, Coming, N.Y., assignor to Coming

Glass Worlcs, Coming, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,774

Term of patent 14 years
Int. Ci. D7—02

VJS. CI. D7--132

232,999
NAPKIN DISPENSER

Samuel N. Hope, Jr., Wauwatosa, Wis., assignor to
Gri£Bth-Hope Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,440
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—99
U.S. CI. D7—72

233,002
KNIFE

Dennis P. Bagwell, 206 N. Brockway, Apt. 11,
Palatine, HI. 60067

Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,495
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—Oi
U.S. CI. D7—147

233,000
PROTECTIVE FERRULE FOR COOKING

VESSEL HANDLES
WilUam Michael CarroU, 1111 E. Dean Road,

Milwaukee, Wis. 53217
Filed May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 253,914

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D7—99

U.S. CI. D7—129

233,003
MOP BUCKET

Harold G. Kara, Jr., and Michael A. Roby, Winchester,
Va., assignors to Rubbermaid Commercial Products
Inc., Winchester, Va.

Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,775
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. m—07
U.S. CI. D7—187

—4
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233,004 233,007

CORDLESS GRASS SHEAR HARD^OLDERING BLOWPIPE
Peter Cosmos, Sr., Ashtabula, Ohio, assignor to Tree Daniel Roy, Paris, France, assignor to L. Sauvageau &

Temper Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio Cie, Paris, France

Filed Sept 21, 1972, Ser. No. 290,959 Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,163

Term of patent 14 years Claims priority, application France Oct. 4, 1972

Int. CI. D8

—

03 Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CI. D8—

8

U.S. CI. D8—30
Int. CI. D8—05

233,005
SOLDER CLEANING TOOL FOR REMOVING
SOLDER FROM THE APERTURES OF
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
Joseph A. Sylvester, Wayne, NJ., assignor to

Hexacon Electric Company
Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,425

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—05
U.S. CI. D8—14

233,008
LABORATORY GLASSWARE HOLDER

Richard L. Schmitz, Palos Verdes Peninsula, and David
A. Sharbaugh, Redondo Beach, Calif., assignors to

Biospectrum, Incorporated, doing business as Spectram
Medical Industries, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,248
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—99; D2A—02
U.S. CI. D8—72

233,006
RAKE HEAD ATTACHABLE TO A GOLF CLUB
SHAFT FOR SMOOTHING SAND IN A BUNKER
AND THE LIKE

Charles Albert Osbom, 203 Wendover Road,
Staines, England

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,059
Claims priority, application Great Britain Jan. 31, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D8—05

U.S. CI. D8—13

233,009
PULL

Brace N. Bingham and Laverae E. Clayton, Rockford,
III., ahd Raymond U. H. Tegner, Lodi, Wis., assignors

to Amerock Corporation, Rockford, III.

Original design application Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No.
341,031. Divided and this appUcation Oct. 1, 1973,
Ser. No. 402,343

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D8—06

U.S. CI. D8—138
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233,010
ENTRY LEVER

Raymond U. H. Tegner, Lodi, Wis., assignor to
Amerock Corporation, Rockford, 111.

Original design application Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No.
312,781. Divided and this appUcation Oct. 25,
1973, Ser. No. 409,246

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. DS—06

U.S. CI. D8~162

*-^*i>

233,013
ENTRY HANDLE

Raymond U. H. Tegner, Lodi, Wis., assignor to
Amerock Corporation, Rockford, 111.

Original design application Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No.
312,781. Divided and tliis application Oct. 24,
1973, Ser. No. 409,264

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. DS—06

U.S. CI. D8~169

233,011
PULL

Raymond U. H. Tegner, Lodi, Wis., assignor to
Amerock Corporation, Rockford, DI.

Original design application Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,781,
which is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
209,501, Dec. 17, 1971, now abandoned. Divided
and this appUcation Oct. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 409,170

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D8—Oi

U.S. CI. D8—166

233,014
CAMPER TIE DOWN

Reed Rasmussen, 168 W. Gentile, Layton, Utah 84041,
and Carl M. Rasmussen, 197 East 1400 South, Bounti-
ful, Utah 84010

FUed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,709
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DS—OS
U.S. a. D8—229

233,012
GRAB BAR

Raymond U. H. Tegner, Lodi, Wis., assignor to
Amerock Corporation, Rockford, 111.

Original design appUcation Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No.
312,781. Divided and this appUcation Oct. 24.
1973, Ser. No. 409,325

Term of patent 14 yean
Int CI. DS—06

U.5. CI. D8—166
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' 233,015
POLE TOP INSULATOR HOLDING BRACKET
James D. Coon, Portland, Oreg., asdgnor to Western

Power Products, Inc., Portland, Oreg.
FUed June 29, 1973, Ser. No. 375,040

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. DS~-08

U.S. CI. D8—234

^n
"X" ::^
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233,016
SIGN SUPPORTING BRACKET

Wayne F. Hall, Bloomington, Ind., assignor to Hall
Signs, Inc., Bloomington, Ind.

FUed Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 395,955
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DS—08
U.S. CI. D8—234

233,017
STREET SIGN SUPPORTING BRACKET

Wayne F. Hall, Bloommgton, Ind., assignor to Hall
Signs, Inc., Bloomington, Ind.

Filed Sept. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 395,240
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. T)S—08
U.S. CI. D8—234

EZ

233 018
THUMB TACK OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
John S. Strayer, 1006 Greenbriar Drive,

Garland, Tex. 75040
FUed Oct 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,589

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. DS—08

U.S. CI. D8—271

233,019
BOTTLE OR THE LIKE

Amilcare DogUotti, Neive, Italy, assignor to P. Ferrero
& C. S.p.A., Alba, Cuneo, Italy

FUed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,715
Claims priority, appUcation Italy July 20, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D9—01

U.S. CI. D9—57

"""
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233,020
BEVERAGE CASE

Evald Torokvei, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, assignor to
Scepter Manufacturing Company Limited, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada

FUed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,476
Claims priority, appUcation Canada Mar. 2, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D9—03

U.S. CI. D9—177

i n in
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233,021
MILK CRATE

Jesus Luis Garda Chavez, Privada Narciso Mendoza 97,

Ote. Torreon, Coahuila, Mexico
Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,777

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D9—03

U.S. CI. D9—177

233,024
FOLDABLE CONTAINER FOR TEETH

CASTINGS OR THE LIKE
Jimmie L. Woolbright and Gerald E. Lott, Oklahoma

City, Okla., assignors to Universal Dynamic, Scientific

& Engineering Consulting, Inc., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Filed Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 186,593

Term of patent 14 years
Intel. D9—0J

U.S. CI. D9—189

^ ^
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233,022
MILK CRATE

Jesus Luis Garcia Chavez, Privada Narciso Mendoza 97,
Ote. Torreon, Coahuila, Mexico

FUed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,776
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—Oi
U.S. CI. D9—177

PI

—
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233 032
RUBBER SEALING STRIP FOR FOLDING

DOORS OF BUSSES
Eduard Maria Joseph Donne, 2210 Borsbeek, Belgium

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,755
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D25—Oi
U.S. CI. D13—

6

233 035
METAL ELEMENT FOR FOLDING

DOORS FOR BUSSES
Eduard Maria Joseph Donne, 2210 Borsbeek, Belgium

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,758
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. 025—01
U.S. CI. D13—

6

233 033
RUBBER SEALING STRIP FOR FOLDING

DOORS OF BUSSES
Eduard Maria Joseph Donne, 2210 Borsbeek, Belgium

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,756
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D25—01
U.S. CI. D13—

6

y

233,036
ROD HOLDER

Robert J. Hoover, Jr., 1079 Jenkins St.,

Spartanburg, S.C. 29303
FUed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 398,017

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D22—05

U.S. CI. D22—13

233,034
RUBBER WINDOW STRIP FOR BUSSES

Eduard Maria Joseph Donne, 2210 Borsbeek, Belgium
Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,757

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D25—Oi

U.S. CI. D13—

6
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233,037
FISH LURE

Earl E. Miller, Knoxville, Tenn., assignor to Brunswick
Corporation, Skokie, III.

Filed Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292,459
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D22—05
U.S. CI. D22—28

233,040
AIR CONDITIONER

Paul KomrofF, Union, N.J., assignor to National Union
Electric Corporation, Jersey City, NJ.
Filed Oct. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 403,719

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D23—04

U.S. CI. D23—145

233 038
POLICE CLUB OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Paul D. Starrett, Rindge, N.H., assignor to Monadnock
Lifetime Products, Inc., Fitzwilliam, N.H.

Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,666
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D22—02
U.S. CI. D22—99

233,041
DENTAL ASSISTANrS ACCESSORY TABLE TOP

Berl N. Atkinson, Arvada, Colo., assignor to
Teledyne, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
FUed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,160

Term of patent 14 years
Intel. D24—0i

U.S. CI. D24—1 B

J^^^^iT

233,039

^^S?^""^ EVAPORATOR CASE AND AIR CON-

CoSdI^^?J|^
'^"^'^ ^^ AUTOMOBILE AIR.

Don P. Dixon, 4926 Space Center Drive,
San Antonio, Tex. 78218

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,430
Term of patent 14 years

,To ^ Int. CI. D23—0-^

U.S. CI. D23—142

233,042
MATHEMATICAL TEACHING AID
WUUam H. Bruce, Rte. 1, Box 248B,

Front Royal, Va. 22630
Filed Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 279,805

Term of patent 14 years
'"*• CI. D19—07

U.S. CI. D25—

1
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233,043
DATA-ENTRY STATION FOR AUTOMATIC

DATA PROCESSING
Charles A. Pycha and Frank Wilkey, Jr., Rochester,

Minn., assignors to International Business Machines

Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 22, 1973, Sen No. 344,001

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—02
U.S. CI. D26—5 C

233,046
REED FOR A REED SWITCH ASSEMBLY

Bernard Edward Shlesinger, Jr., 9411 Macklin Court,

Alexandria, Va. 22309, and Charlie Dwain Mariner,

121 Garrison St., Boiling Air Force Base, Washington,

D.C. 20336
Filed July 16, 1973, Sen No. 379,426

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D13—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—13 R

233,044
OPTICAL READERS FOR AUTOMATIC

DATA PROCESSING
Wayne L. Aderman, Rochester, Minn., assignor to Inter-

national Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
FUed Man 22, 1973, Sen No. 344,000

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D14—02

U.S. CI. D26—5 C

233,047
REED FOR A REED SWITCH ASSEMBLY

Bernard Edward Shlesinger, Jn, 9411 Macklin Court,

Alexandria, Va. 22309, and Charlie Dwain Mariner,
121 Garrison St., Boiling Air Force Base, Washington,
D.C. 20336

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Sen No. 389,862
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D13—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—13 R

233,045
CONTROL FOR A TELEVISION ELECTRONIC

GAME
Gary L. McMahon, Fort Wayne, Ind., and John Brooks
Van Dyke, Los Angeles, Calif., assignors to The Magna-
vox Company, Fort Wayne, Ind.

FUed Jan. 2, 1973, Sen No. 320,244
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D13—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—13 C

233,048
CLEANING ARM FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

Ronald James Shelton, Lakefield, near Maidstone, and
Richard Arbib, Gerrards Cross, England, assignors to

Multicore Solders Limited, London, England
Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Sen No. 279,656

Claims priority, application Great Britain Feb. 10, 1972
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—99
U.S. CI. D26—14 D
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233 049
BRINE SHRIMP HATCHER

Richard A. Bennett, Cleveland, and Robert J. Quinn, Jn,
Lakewood, Ohio, assignors to Richard A. Bennett, doing
business as Sea Life Manufacturing, Medina, Ohio

Filed Aug. 22, 1972, Sen No. 282,754
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D30—02
U.S. CI. D30—

6

233,052
GOLF STANCE INDICATOR AND CORRECTOR
Leslie Kenneth Napier Penyman, 6 Tonbridge Road,

Pembury, England
Filed July 18, 1972, Sen No. 272,860

Term of patent 3Vi years
'°t- CI. D21—02

U.S. CI. D34—5 CB

233,050

«• u . c AQUARIUM STAND
Richard S. Young, Frankenmuth, and Leo E. Heam, Flint, ,, „ ^. ,.Mich., assignors to Pentaco Enteiprises Corporation ^'^- ^^' D34—5 SS

Chesaning, Mich.
Filed June 12, 1972, Sen No. 261,906

Term of patent 14 years
^"*- C'- D30—02; D06—Oi

U.S. CI. D30—12

233,053
GAME BOARD

Stanley J. Kolwicz, 16 Sanford Ave.,
Emerson, NJ. 07630

Filed June 28, 1972, Sen No. 267,164
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07

933 051
halter'square

James G. Craigmyle, 9405 Galena St.,
Riverside, Calif. 92509

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Sen No. 342,180
Term of patent 14 years

wTc ^. ,.,
Int. CI. D30—04

U.S. CI. D30—27

233,054
GAME BOARD

Lee McCartney, Havre, Mont. 59501
Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Sen No. 344,433

Term of patent 14 years

wT«. ^. ,.
Int. CI. D21—0/

U.S. CI. D34—5 SS

r^
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233,055
GAMEBOARD

Douglas C. Keller, P.O. Box 94, Belford, NJ.
Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,109

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D21—Oi

U.S. CI. D34—5 SS

07718

233,058
FLOWER POT

Rodney Dennis Bufton, 156 Oldfield Road,
Chapelfields, England

Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,100
Claims priority, application Great Britain Dec. 21, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. Dll—02

U.S. CI. D35—3 A

233,056
ACTION PULL TOY

Walter P. Doe, East Aurora, N.Y., assignor to The
Quaker Oats Company, Chicago, HI.
FUed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,588

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D21—07

U.S. CI. D34—15 AD
233 059

MOWER-CoivDITIONER
Bobby Gene Sawyer and Ralph August Gerhardt, Ot-
tumwa, William Frederick Hertzog Purcell, New York,
and James Mervyn Conner, Mamaroneck, N.Y., as-
signors to Deere & Company, Moline, 111.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,140
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. BIS—03
U.S. CI. D40—1 E

233,057
AMUSEMENT BALL GAME TABLE

Bob Irvine, Los Angeles, Calif.
(P.O. Box 324, Calabasas, Calif. 91302)

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,252
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—O;
U.S. CI. D34—-15 K

^^7"
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233,060
LIGHTING FIXTURE

Joseph M. Feldman and Rolando S. Vasquez, Los Angeles,
Calif., assignors to The Feldman Company, Los
Angeles, Calif.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,335
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—05; Dll—^5
U.S. CI. D48—

3

233,062
CASH REGISTER

Hisashi Maeda, Kyoto, Japan, assignor to Omron
Tateisi Electronics Company

Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,662
Claims priority, application Japan Feb. 3, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D20—99

U.S. CI. D52—4 A

233,061
ADVERTISING COUPON DISPENSER

Homer B. Black, 4515 Garden Place 89109, and Ronald
D. Ferderer, 1213 Las Vegas Blvd. S. 89104, both of
Las Vegas, Nev.

Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,852
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D20—99
U.S. CI. D52—2 R

233,063
COIN DISPENSER FOR A VEHICLE

Stanley L. F. Sederquist, Fort Myers, Fla.
(3467 Aquamarine Drive, Rockford, III. 61102)

Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,323
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D20—99
U.S. CI. D52—4 R
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233,064
TURBO-TEARDOWN SWIVEL FIXTURE

Claude M. Harper, Westlake Village, Calif., assignor to
Roto-Master, Inc., North Hollywood, Calif.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,605
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—99
U.S. CI. D54—13 A

233,066
HOUSING FOR A HEAT SEALER

Lester E. Bair, Mission, Kans., assignor to Falrshare
Marketing & Manufacturing Co., Inc., Brownsville,
Tex.

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,456
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—99; DS—05
U.S. CI. D55—1 F

233,067
RADIO

Morris Fink, 49 Remsen Road,
Great Neck, N.Y. 11024

Filed Jan. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 322,767
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—03
U.S. CI. D56—4 B

233,065
CORNER NOTCHING SHEARING MACHINE

Gerald V. Roch, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Hurco
Manufacturing Company, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,631
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIS—09
U.S. CI. D55—1 A

1^
J—L.

[1 n n .TT

233,068
CALLING CARD

C. Miguel Breton Bringas, Apartado Postal 77-100,
Mexico City 10, Mexico

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,515
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D19—05
U.S. CI. D59—2 A

H
M
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233,075
CHAIN SAW ENGINE CASING OR THE LIKE

Lloyd H. Tuggle, Shreveport, La., assignor to

Beaird-Poulan Inc., Shreveport, La.
Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,113

Term of patent 14 years
Int. Ci. DlS—01

U.S. CI. D77—1 R

233 077
KNIFE FOR EAR OPERATIONS

Ricardo J. Heros, Memphis, Tenn., assignor to Richards
Manufacturing Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Filed Sept. IS, 1972, Ser. No. 289,679

Term of patent 7 years
Int. CI. D24—02

U.S. CI. D83—12 R

BT"^

^HS8saaiMi mmis mnj^m.

233,078
EYE MAKE-UP KIT

Cleo B. Mullins, 1334 Falke Drive,
Dayton, Ohio 45432

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 306,338
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D3—02
U.S. CI. D86—10 N

233,076
BLOOD LANCET

Teruo Endoh, Seld City, Japan, assignor to
Feather Kogyo Kabushild Kaisha

FUed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,679
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24—02
U.S. CI. D83—12 R
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233 079
EMBOSSED PLASTIC SHEET MATERIAL

OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Frank C. Burroughs, Reynoldsburg, and Jared R. Kies,

Newark, Ohio, assignors to Owens-Coming Fiberglas

Corporation
Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 287,181

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D5—06
U.S. CI. D87—

3

233 081
BEVERAGE DISPENSING MACHINE

Walter L. Koch, Caldwell, and Robert P. Franklin, Jeflfer-

son Township, NJ., assignors to Rowe International,

Inc., Whippany, NJ.
Filed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 330,944

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D15—0«

U.S. CI. D94—3 B

233,080
EMBOSSED PLASTIC SHEET MATERIAL

OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Jared R. Kies, Newark, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Coming

Fiberglas Corporation
Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 287,171

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D5—06
U.S. CI. D87—3 G

233 082
COMBINED PRESSURE RELEASE VALVE AND GAS

INJECTOR FOR A BEER DISPENSER
William Henry Treby Tayleur, 28 Southwood Lawn Road,

Highgate Village, London N. 6, England
FUed Sept 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,955

Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 4, 1972
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DlS—08
U.S. a. D94—

2

#
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233,083
DISPLAY CARD

Alberto Alcada Rosa, Covilha, Portugal, assignor to
Reynolds Yams, Inc., East Farmingdale, N.Y.

Filed June 13, 1972, Sen No. 262,240
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D20—03
U.S. CI. D96—12 E

233,084
NEWS AND ADVERTISING INFORMATION

DISPLAY SIGN
James H. Firmin, Lake San Marcos, Calif., assignor to

Capsule Communications, Inc., San Marcos, Calif.
Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 267,918

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D20—Oi

U.S. CI. D96~12 R

LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 1st DAY OF OCTOBER, 1974

Note.— Arranged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name ( in accordance with city and
telephone directory practice ).

Albcrtson, Noel F.; and Michne, William F. l.2,3,4.4a,5.10,IOa-Oc-

tahydrobcnzo(g]quinolines. 3,839,338. CI. 260-287.00r.

Alcan Research and Development Limited: See—
Gnyra, Bohdan, 3,838.980.

Alcolac Inc.: See—
Stcckler. Robert. 3.839.393.

Aldridge, Clyde L., to Esso Research and Engineering Company. Two
stage process for the conversion of heavy hydrocarbons to a methane
rich gas stream. 3,838,993. CI. 48-2 1 4.000.

Aldridge. Clyde L.. to Esso Research and Engineering Company. Con-
version of heavy hydrocarbons to a methane rich gas product.

3,838.994. CI. 48-2 15.000.

Alexander, Alex F.; Dierckx., Ludovicus M.; and Van Raevcis,

Alphonsc S. J., to La Metallo-Chimique S.A. Furnace for metallurgi-

cal processing. 3.838.849, CI. 266-36.00p.
Alexandrov, Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian, Ruben Dzhangirovich; Aglit-

sky, Vladimir Efimovich; Isimbler, Jury Abramovich; Kantor, Ilia

Solomonovich; Chizhikov, Vladimir Maiorovich; Topolyansky, Jury

Arnoldovich; Susckov, Sergei Mikhailovich; Gulyaev, Nikolai

Fdorovich; Kovanov, Pavel Vasilievich; Itskovich, Mark Leon-
tievich; and Leschinsky, Petr Grigorievich. Pneumatic pipeline con-
veyor for briquetted materials. 3,838,634, CI. 100-50.000.

Alferov, Jury Fedorovich: See—
Paton, Boris E.; Medovar. Boris Izrailevich; Alferov, Jury

Fedorovich; Schupak. Grigory Bemtsionovich; Bogachenko,
Alexei Georgievich; Bondarenko, Oleg Pctrovich; Sacnko,
Vladimir Yakolevich; and Tsykulenko, Anatoly Konstan-

tinovich. 3.839.591.

Allen & Hanburys Limited: See—
Ellis. Gwynn Pennant; and Shaw, David, 3,839,339.

Allen, Francis Edwin; See—
Baldrey, Robert Alexander; and Allen, Francis Edwin, 3,838,620.

Allen, Joseph C; and Tate, Jack F., to Texaco Inc. Petroleum produc-
tion technique. 3,838.737, CI. 166-269.000.

Allen, Joseph Columbus: See—
Redford, David Arthur; and Allen, Joseph Columbus, 3,838,738.

Allied Chemical Corporation: See-
Anderson, L. Ray; Fox, William B.; and Gefri, Frederick J.,

3,839,462.
Ancllo, Louis G.; and Sweeney, Richard F., 3,839,343.

Bingham, Alex John; Pendlcbury, David; and Lazarus. Stanley

David, 3,839,530.

Kurtz, Bruce E.; and Omclian, Anatoli, 3,839,475.

Oxenrider, Brycc C, and Woolf, Cyril, 3,839,31 2.

Pez,Guido P., 3,839.381.

Rogic. Milorad M.; and Vitrone. John. 3.839.407.
Allis-Chalmcrs Corporation: See—

Draut. Robert L, 3,838.987.

Alloy Products Corporation: 5ee—
Wachowitz. Walter J., Jr., 3,838,707.

Altnau, Ronald L.: 5ee—
Cochran, J. Richard; and Altnau, Ronald L., 3,838,755.

Aluminum Company of America: See-
Bruno. Marshall J.; Jarrctt, Noel; and Slaugcnhaupt, Burl L.,

3,839,019.
Sleppy, William C, 3,839, 1 67.

Alvarcs, Edmond. Hockey puck passer. 3,838,677. CI. 124-16.000.
ALZA Corporation: 5ee—

Weinshenker, Ned M, 3,839,397.

Amberg, Ralph Gilbert, to Owens-Illinois, Inc. Shrink-film capping
machine. 3,838,805, CI. 226-88.000.

Amberg, Stephen W.; Doherty, Thomas E.; and Karabcdian, James A.,

to Owens-Illinois, Inc. Method of making a plastic-covered glass con-
tainer. 3,839,1 17, CI. 156-218.000.

Amchem Products, Inc.: See—
Hall. Wilbur S.; and Leister. Harry M.. 3.839.097.

Jones. Thomas C. 3.839,099.

American Cyanamid Company: See-
Chase, John Donald, 3,839,542.

Ermidis. Nicholas P., 3,839.292.

Kobashi, Toshiyuki; and Abe, Noboru, 3,839,520.
Ruckel, Erwin Richard; Phillips, Ronald Frank; and Arit, Herbert
George, Jr., 3,839,243.

Tanahashi, Kunio; and Nariai, Yukitoshi, 3,839,08 1

.

Wright, Donald Perry, Jr.; Barringer, Donald Frederic, Jr.; and
McKay, Donald Edward, 3,839,564.

American Cycanamid Company: See-
Dexter. Robin William. 3.839.500.

American Home Products Corporation: See—
Leeming. Michael R. G.; Strike. Donald P.; and Kao, Weniing,

3.839,430.
American Metal Climax, Inc.: See—

A/S Trondhjems Nagle & Spigerfabrik: See—
Andreassen, Lauritz; and Rosdal, Godthard. 3.838,936.

AB Analysteknik: See—
Richter. Axel William Gottfrid, 3,839.1 84.

Abbott Laboratories: See—
Theriault, Robert John; Karwowski, James Paul; and Wideburg,
Norman Eari, 3,839,152.

Abe, Noboru: See—
Kobashi, Toshiyuki; and Abe, Noboru, 3,839.520.

Abe. Yoshihiko. to Mitsubishi Seiko Kabushiki Kaisha. Heat-resisting

steel. 3.839.02 1 , CI. 75- 1 24.000.

Abraham, Edward D.; and Shields, Robert G., to Sherwin-Williams
Company, The. Horizontal stack foundry molding machine with in-

dexing carriage. 3,838,731, CI. 164-181.000.
Ace Controls, Inc.: See—

Chorkey, William J., 3,838,850.

ACF Industries. Incorporated: See—
Diehl. Robert J.;-and Freeman. Robert L., 3.838.705.

A.C.I. Technical Pty., Limited: See-
Wilkinson. Raymond Westrop; Newton. John; and Stitt. David

Malcolm, 3.839.270.

Acker, William F., to Honeywell Information Systems, Inc. Precise

frequency measuring analog circuit. 3,839,673, CI. 324-78.OOe.
Acres, Gary James Keith, to Johnson, Matthcy & Co., Limited.

Catalyst comprising an intermediate coating of an oxide of scandi-

um, yttrium or the lanthanides and a platinum/rhodium top coating.

3,839.225, CI 252-432.000.

Adams. Edward F.; Bush, Edward A.; and Clayton, Thomas G., to

Corning Glass Works. Manufacture of ceramic article. 3,839,001,
CI. 65-33.000.

Adams, Joseph H.; and Kurtz, Leonard D., to Sutures, Inc. Method of
fabricating pliable polyfilamentous plastic strands. 3,839,524, CI.

264-131.000
Adamson, Shelby D.: See-

Harris, Paul M .; and Adamson, Shelby D., 3.839,0 15.

Addmastcr Corporation: See-
Clary, John G. 3.838,638.

Addressograph Multigraph Corporation: See—
Wernikoff, Robert E ; and Rosen, George, 3,839.675.

Addrcssograph-Multigraph Corporation: See

—

Kolibas, James A, 3.838,85 1

.

Sargis, John R, 3.838.921.

Affiliated Medical Research Inc.: See—
Gadckar, Shrcckrishna Manmohan. 3.839.346.

Agency of Industrial Science and Technology: See

—

Sanada, Yuzo; Watari, Shinjiro; and Takahashi, Akira, 3,838,988.

Agfa-Gevaert Akticngcsellschaft: See—
GotzcChristain, 3,838.829
Hcllmig, Ehrhard; and Vanheerentals. Jacques Leon, 3,839,036.

Hunicke, Wolfgang; and Schranz, Karl-Wilhelm, 3,839,043.
AGFA-Gevaert N.V.: See—

Deconinck. Hugo Frans, 3,838.923.

Janssens, Wilhclmus; and Lemahieu, Raymond Gerard.
3.839.035

Poot. Albert Lucien; and Van Besauw. Jan Frans. 3.839.048.

Aglitsky. Vladimir Efimovich: See—
Alexandrov. Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian. Ruben Dzhangirovich;

Aglitsky. Vladimir Efimovich; Isimbler. Jury Abramovich; Kan-
tor. Ilia Solomonovich; Chizhikov. Vladimir Maiorovich;

Topolyansky, Jury Arnoldovich; Susekov, Sergei Mikhailovich;

Gulyaev, Nikolai Fdorovich; Kovanov, Pavel Vasilievich; It-

skovich, Mark Leontievich; and Leschinsky, Petr Grigorievich,

3,838,634.
Airco, Inc.: See—

Normando, Neil J ; and Wilcox, Dana V. (said Normando assor.

to), 3,839,619.

Akamatsu, Kiyoshi; Hagihara, Takeaki; and Ishido, Teruhisa, to Asahi

Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Photopolymerizable unsaturated

polyesters and laminates thereof 3,839,171, CI. 204-159.150.

Aktieselskabet Niro Atomizer: See—
Sylvest,Kari Jens, 3,839,058.

Akzona Incorporated: See—
Munting, Johannes Pieter. 3,838,561.

Schuurs, Anthoniu Hermanus Wilhclmus Maria; and van

Weemen, Bauke Klaas, 3,839.153.

Siggel. Erhard; Meyer. Gerhard; Grotjahn. Heinz; Macgerlcin.

Helmut; Rupp. Hans-Dieter; Jacobs. Eckart; and Wallraben-
stein. Michael. 3.839.244.

Albers. Ernst-August: See-
Fester. Walter; and Albers, Ernst-August, 3,839,502.

Albertson, Clarence E., to Borg-Warner Corporation. Electrolytic al-

cohol detection. 3,838.97 1 . CI. 23-232.00c.
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Morrow, Hugh. Ill; Dariesi. Wilberl P.; and Sponscllcr, David L

3.839,025.

American Micro-Sysiems, Incorporated: See—
Carlyle. James S., 3,838.565.

American Optical Corporation: See—
Hovey, Richard J. 3.839,304.

Amidon, Alan B.: See—
Sankus, Joseph C, Jr.; Amidon, Alan B.; and GofTe, William L

3.839.031.
Ammer, Heinzgert. Method or the determination of the concentration
of relevent ions in aqueous solutions. 3,839. 1 62. CI. 204- 1 OOt

AMP Incorporated: Sff—
Glover. Douglas Wade, 3,839.596.
Mayberry. Mickey Lee; and Tucci. John James. 3.838.491

.

Andersen. Axel P.: See—
Jaquay. Louis H ; Rathburn. Donald R.; Andersen. Axel P.; and
Rasmussen, Einar L. 3,838.848

Andersen. Jon A.: See—
Johnson. Roland N ; and Andersen, Jon A.. 3.839.580.

Andersen. Kjeld Jorn: See—
Wrisberg. Johannes; Holte. Gammcl; Andersen. Kjcid Jorn and
Mogensen. Erik. 3.839.485

Anderson. Gene S.. to Belden Corporation. Method and apparatus for
measurmg the effectiveness of the shield in a coaxial cable
3.839.672. CI. 324-51.000.

Anderson, L. Ray; Fox. William B.; and Gcfri. Frederick J . to Allied
Chemical Corporation. Fluorinated peroxides. 3.839.462 CI 260-
610.OOr.

Andoh. Shizuo: See—
Nakayama. Norihiko; Shirouchi. Yasunari; Uradc. Toshinori and
Andoh. Shizuo. 3.839.657

Andoh, Shizuo; Shirouchi. Yasunari; and Hirose. Tadatsugu. to Fujitsu
Limited. Display system for a plasma display device. 3 839 715 CI
340-324.00m.

.
.

.^..

Andrcassen. Lauritz; and Rosdal. Godthard; deceased (by Rosdal
Inger, widow), to A/S Trondhjcms Nagic & Spigerfabrik. Adjustable
damping device, in particular for boring bars and the like. 3 838 936
CI 408-143 000. .

. - .

Andres. Rudolf, to Daimler-Benz Aktiengescllschaft. Retaining instal-
lation for the passengers of vehicles, especially motor vehicles
3.838.746. CI I 80-82 00c

Andriulis. Vytautas. to Ccnco Incorporated. Vacuum pump with lubri-
cant metering groove 3.838,950. CI. 4 1 8-76.000.

Aneilo. Louis G ; and Sweeney, Richard F . to Allied Chemical Cor-
poration. Symmetrical polyfluoroisoalkoxvalkyi quaternary ammoni-
um sulfates 3.839.343, CI. 260-294. 80r.

'

Anheuser-Busch, Incorporated: iW—
Bauer. Clifford D. 3.839,320
Voigt. John E ; and Bovier, Edward M . 3.839.060

Aoshima. Kazuyoshi; Hashizumc. Yoshiyuki; and Komai. Takeshi, to
Nippon Oils and Fats Company Limited Process for producing or-
ganic hydroperoxides. 3.839.461. CI. 260-6 1 0.00b.

Appleton. Bernard Simon, to Unilan A.G. Draft gear. 3 838 778 CI
213-45.000 .

.

Arai. Shinroku. to Modern Package Co.. Ltd. Apparatus for manufac-
turing thermoplastic containers having thermoplastic closures
3.839. 128. CI. 156-583 000.

Arciniega. Rodolfo. to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Temperature
stable compositions and processes for brightening metals and allovs
3.839. 112. CI 156-20 000.

Arenco-P M B N V . Best: See—
Boogers. Wilhelmus P L . 3.838.697

Arend. Wolfgang, Eisfeld. Karl; Haug. Peter; Himmelhan. Emil
Scholz. Heinrich; and Wegerich. Anton, to Badischc Anilin- & Soda-
Fabrik Aktiengescllschaft. Continuous purification of adiponitrile
3.839.408, CI 260-465. 80r.

Arent. John F.; it-*"—

Hammond. Robert J.; Arent. John F ; Miller. Carl W and Est-
kowski. Michael H. 3.838,861

Argabright. Perry A : See—
Zimmerman. Carle C . Jr.; and Argabright. Perry A . 3.839.484

Arganbright. Robert P . to Pelro-Tex Chemical Corporation Process
for the isomerization of olefins. 3.839.486. CI. 260-683.200.

Arikawa. Hironobu; and Tomioka. Katsumi. to Nippon Air Brake
Kabushiki Kaisha Compacted refuse cutting device in refuse com-
pactor. 3.838.55 I. CI. 53-l24.00e

Arimoto. Akira. and Onishi. Yoshihiro. to Hitachi. Ltd Optical
deflecting apparatus. 3.838.9 1 2. CI 350-285.000.

Ariyan.ZavenS.;and Ma. Shih-Yu. 2-( 3-Benzo(b) thenyl)-2-thiopseu-
douiea and its pharmacculicallv acceptable salts, compositions
thereof and methods for using same. 3,839.578 CI 424-''75 000

Arkell. Alfred: Sff-
" '

Suggiit. Robert M.; Crone. John M . Jr ; and Arkell. Alfred.
3.839,477.

Arlt. Herbert George. Jr : See—
Ruckel. Erwin Richard; Phillips. Ronald Frank; and Arlt. Herbert
George.Jr. 3.839.243.

Armstrong. Beverly W.. to Richards Manufacturing Company
Prosthesis and membrane structure to replace the stapes 3 838 468
CI. 3-1 000

K-
.

. . .

Arn. Fred A
. to Contromatics Corporation Top entry valve with

aligned through passage. 3.838.844. CI. 251-1 74.000.
Aronoff. Elihu J.; and Dhami. Kewal Singh, to International Telephone
and Telegraph Corporation. Esters t)f phenvlidan used as plasticizers
and crosslinking agents 3.839.26 1 . CI 260-3 I SOf
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Arrol. William John, to Joseph Lucas (Industries) Limited. Method of
manufacturing silicon nitride products. 3.839.540. CI. 423-344.000.

Arthur. Eric Richard; and CIcmesha. Oliver Robert. Dressform
3.838.800. CI. 223-68.000.

A.sahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Akamatsu, Kiyoshi; Hagihara. Takeaki; and Ishido, Tcruhisa

3,839,171.
Asahi Kogaku Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Uno. Naoyuki. 3.839.723.
Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Miyakawa. Scinan; Noda. Nobuhiro; and Shimoda. Mitsuhiko
3.839.722.

Ashbridge. Derek McDonald: See—
Minter. Robert Ernest; and Ashbridge. Derek McDonald

3.838.845.
Ashburn. Dillion P . to New Products Corp<iration. Internal com-

bustion engine exhaust treatment. 3,839,535, CI. 423-2 1 3.200.
Asseo, Subi J ; and Whitbeck. Richard F.. to Calspan Corporation.
Method and apparatus for load stabilization in heavy lift helicopters
3.838.836. CI. 244-1 37.00r.

^

Associated Development Corp<iration: See—
Ht>dges. Lee R.. 3.838.542.

Astra Lakemedel Akticbolag: See—
Dahlbom. Johan Richard; Karlcn. Bo Lennart; and Lindquist Ake

Roland. 3.839.360.
Astrom, Ingmar. to Gotavcrkens Angtekniska AB. Furnace wall con-

taining spaced, parallel water tubes and blocks mounted thereon
3.838.665, CI. 1 22-6. 00a.

Atalaphc. Marie T.: See—
Hermann. Georges. 3.839.209.

Atalaphc. Marie Therese: See—
Hermann. Georges. 3.839.208

Atchley. Frank W.. to Atco Manufacturing Company. Inc. Demand
delivery device for watering small birds 3,838.664. CI. I 19-72 500

Atco Manufacturing Company. Inc.: Sfe—
Atchley. Frank W. 3.838.664.

Atkinson. Edward R.: See—
Pars. Harry G; and Atkinson. Edward R.. 3.839.345.

Atlantic Richfield Company: See—
Shalit, Harold; Zajacek, John G., and Wang. Ting-I 3 839 417
Sheng. Ming Nan. 3.839.375.
Sheng. Ming Nan. 3.839,376.

AucI, Theodor. to Knapsack Aktiengescllschaft N-chlorosulfonyl-car-
bamoyl phosphonic acid esters. 3.839.508. CI. 260-943.000.

Augl. Joseph M.: See-
Duffy. James V ; and Augl. Joseph M . 3.839.442.

Austin. Carl F.. and Halscy. Carl C . to United States of America.
Navy. Explosive device for scuttling ships 3.838.643. CI 102-
24.0hc.

Autobale America Corporation: See—
Guhl.JayR. 3.838.637.

Automobiles Peugeot: See—
Remaud. Jacques. 3.838.674

Auzins. John: .SVf—
Richards. Roy C; Le Masters, Paul D , Shearer. James E. Edison
Lamontc; and Auzins. John. 3.838.672.

Avicon. Inc . mesne: .SV*-—

Battista. Orlando A . 3.839.590
Avis. Robert Paul. Wet-strength resins and processes for making and

using same. 3.839,29 1 , CI 260-70. OOr.
Avnet. Inc : .SVc—

Guha. Dwipendra Nath, 3,838,860.
AxtelLCliveS :.S<'«'—

Hulvcy. William L , and Axtcll, Clive S., 3.839.085.
Aybar. Areas O. Directory namcplatc construction. 3.838.529 CI 40-

64. OOr.

B V Hollandse Plastic Industrie Rotterdam: Sec—
Dubbeld. Willem. 3.838.955.

Babare. Lidia Vasilicvna. Dubovitsky. Fedor Ivanovich; and Dremin.
Anatoly Nikolaevich. Method for preparing high-molecular polvox-
ymethylenc 3.839.290. CI. 260-67{)fp

'

Bachmann, Gerhard; and Harder, Karl Max. to Hilti Aktien-
gesellschafl Capacitor discharge bolt welding system. 3.838 786 CI
219-98.000

'

Badey. Paul E.; and Oppel. John A,, to General Electric Company
Vacuum-type circuit breaker comprising series-connected vacuum
interrupters within a grounded tank 3.839.6 1 2. CI. 200- 1 44 00b

Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengescllschaft: See—
Arend. Wolfgang; Eisfeld, Karl; Haug, Peter; Himmelhan, Emil

Scholz, Heinrich; and Wegerich, Anton. 3.839.408
Dammert, Walter. 3.839.434
Schneider. Kurt. 3.839,372.
Schneider. Kurt; and Hovemann. Friedrich. 3,839.465.

Badische Anilin-& Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Becht. Guenter; Matthias. Klaus; Kunde. Joachim; Pohlemann

Heinz; and Ramlow. Gerhard. 3.839.496.
Baile. Clifton A.. McLaughlin. Carol Lynn; and Webb. Robert Lee to

Smith-Kline & French Laboratories. Methods for increasing growth
rate and feed efficiency. 3.839.570. CI. 424-267.000.

Bakassian. Georges; Gay. Michel; and Lefort. Marcel, to Rhone-Pou-

3 839 382 Cr^^60-4'29 700
^''^P'"''*"'" "*" "^gantKhlorostannanes.

Baker. Don R. and Teach. Rugene G.. to Stauffer Chemical Company
Bromoacctanilide carbamic acid esters useful as biocidcs 3 839 58

1

CI. 424-300.000.
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Balaian. Ruben Dzhangirovich: See—
Alexandrov, Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian, Ruben Dzhangirovich;

Aglitsky, Vladimir Efimovich; Isimbler, Jury Abramovich; Kan-
tor, Ilia Solomonovich; Chizhikov, Vladimir Maiorovich;
Topolyansky, Jury Arnoldovich; Susckov, Sergei Mikhailovich;
Gulyaev, Nikolai Fdorovich; Kovanov, Pavel Vasilicvich; It-

skovich, Mark Leontievich; and Leschinsky, Pctr Grisorievich,
3.838.634.

Baldrey, Robert Alexander; and Allen, Francis Edwin, to Lcston and
Burpee Ltd. Air strain mechanism for bandmill. 3,838,620, CI. 83-
819.000.

Baldwin, D. H, Company: 5*^—
Brean, John W.; and Mathevosian, Yervand, 3,839,663.

Baldwin Electronics, Inc.: See—
Marks. William S., 3,838,925.

Baldwin-Gegenheimer Corporation: See—
Gegenheimer, Harold W.; and Stad, Andrew N., 3.838.864.

Ball, Newton E.:S^f—
Dolan, John C; and Ball, Newton E.. 3,838,774.

Ballard, James L., to General Electric Company. Locking and sealing
system for room air conditioners. 3,838,579, CI. 62-262.000.

Ballard, James L., to General Electric Company. Air conditioning
chassis grounding system. 3,838,580, CI. 62-262.000.

Balm Points Limited: See—
Kershaw. Robert William; and Lubbock, Frederick John

3,839,253.
Balme. Maurice; Gattus. Jean; and Gerard, Bernard, to Rhone-Poulenc

S.A. Epoxy resin compositions. 3,839,493. CI. 260-83.00p.
Balzers Patent-und Beteiligungs AG: See—

Sager, Otto. 3,839,182.
Baptista, John: See—

Ty, Henry; and Baptista, John, 3.838,986
Baranski, Ronald S.; and Baur, Leslie L., to Zenith Radio Corporation.
Method for inserting a CRT mask into its matins panel. 3,838.483
CI. 29-25.250.

Barber-Greene Company: See-
Lehman, Herbert A.; and Smith. Fred T , 3.838,933.

Barchas, Myron; and Gutierrez, Magda Ofelia, to Mennen Company,
The. Permanent but removable hair-coloring system. 3,838.966 CI
8-10.000.

Barchas, Myron, to Mennen Company, The. Microcapsules for use in
pressurized systems. 3.839.220. CI. 252-305.000.

Bargain. Michel, to Rhone-Poulenc S.A. Organopolysiloxane composi-
tions convertible to elastomers. 3.839.266. CI. 260-37.0sb.

Bargain. Michel, to Rhone-Poulenc S.A. Process for the preparation of
bis-maleimides. 3.839.358, CI. 260-326.260.

Barmby, Davids.: 5?^—
Kirsch, Francis William; Barmby. David S.; and Potts. John D

3.839,228.

Barnard. Benjamin R . to Maxson Corporation. The. Motor actuated
railway hopper car doors. 3.838,649. CI. 105-240.000.

Barnas. Eugene F.: See—
Richter. Sidney B.; and Barnas. Eugene F., 3,839,439.

Barnett. Allan E.: See—
Sinfelt. John H.; and Barnett, Allan E., 3,839,194.

Barnett. Irvin. to Johns-Manville Corporation. Lagging cloth woven of
staple glass fiber, and containing rewettable adhesive. 3.839.079. CI.
I17-I26.0gf

Barr. Leslie A ; and Sanchez. Hector, to Sea Research Corporation.
Fish transfer system 3.838.534. CI 43-6.500

Barringer. Donald Frederic. Jr.: See—
Wright. Donald Perry, Jr.; Barringer, Donald Frederic. Jr.; and
McKay. Donald Edward, 3,839,564.

Barrios, Julio A. Plastic roller with attached additamcnts to set hair.

3,838,700, CI. 132-40.000.
Barry-Wright Corporation: See—

Dean, Carl J.; and McCallum, Donald B., 3,839,1 30.
Barth, Ross E.: See—

Zahuranec. Emery J ; and Barth, Ross E., 3.838,493.
Bartha, Laszio: See—

Millner, Tivadar; Bartha. Laszio; and Ncugebaucr. Jeno
3.838.486.

Bartlett. Philip Lee. to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company. Per-
fluoroalkyletheramidoalkyl betaines and sulfobetaines. 3,839.425
CI. 260-501.120.

Barton. Raymond W.; and Herron. Joseph T., to Mead Johnson &
Company. Diet feeding container 3.838.784. CI. 215-1 1.000.

Batch, Marvin L.: See—
Miller. J. William; and Batch. Marvin L.. 3,839,2 1 1

.

Bates, Wayne C.:Sr«-—
Stavenau, Harold L ; and Bates, Wayne C. 3.838,537.

Batley, William R., Jr . to Batley-Janss Enterprises. Process for the
manufacture of dog bedding. 3.839.522. CI. 264-115.000.

Batley-Janss Enterprises: See—
Batley. William R.. Jr.. 3.839.522.

Battaerd. Hendrik Adrian Jacobus; Bolto, Brian Alfred; and Shah. Pir
Ghulam Samadani. to ICI Australia Limited. Industrial Research Or-
ganization and Commonwealth Scientific. Ion exchange resins hav-
ing both acidic and basic ion-exchange sites. 3.839.237. CI 260-
2.IOr.

Battelle Development Corporation. The: See—
Leith, Emmett N.; and Upatnieks. Juris. 3.838,903

.

Battista. Orlando A., to Avicon, Inc.. mesne. Cosmetic compositions
containing microcrystallinc collagen, a water-insoluble, ionizable,
partial salt of collagen. 3,839,590, CI. 424-359.000.

Bauer, Clifford D.. to Anheuser-Busch, Incorporated. Method of
preparing starch esters. 3.839.320, CI. 260-233.500.

Baur, Leslie L.: 5^*—
Baranski, Ronald S.; and Baur. Leslie L.. 3.838,483.

Baxter Laboratories. Inc.: See—
Fekete. Lajos P.; and Peetoom. Frans. 3,839.3 14.

Bayer. A. J.. Company: See—
Taylor. Edward W.. 3,838,767.

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Binsack, Rudolf. 3.839.283.
Buchel. Karl Heinz. 3.839.359.
Colin. Reimer. 3.839,512.
Dorlars. Alfons; and Gold. Heinrich. 3.839.35 1

.

Hoffmann. Hellmut; Hammann. Ingcborg; and Unlerstcnhofer.
Gunter. 3.839.355.

Kishmo. Shigco; Kudamatsu. Akio; and Shiokawa. Kozo.
3.839.511.

Kudamatsu. Akio; and Shiokawa. Kozo. 3.839.510.
Kumc. Toyohiko; and Higashikawa. Shizuo. 3,839,563.
Kunzel, Hans Egon; Schramm. Jurgcn; Blankcnstcin, Gunter; and

Wolf. Gerhard Dieter. 3.839.285.
Meiser. Werner; Metzger. Carl; Buchel. Karl Heinz; and Plempel.
Manfred. 3.839.576.

Niclinger. Werner; Haupt, Heinrich; Rudolph, Hans; Vernalekcn,
Hugo; and Blankenstein, Gunter. 3,839,286.

Schmidt, Robert R.; and Jager, Gerhard, 3,839,(X)9.
Wagner, Klaus; Hammann, Ingeborg; and Unierstenhofer. Gunter

3.839.349.
Wilhelm. Jurgen; Schuttelkopf. Heinz; Dorn, Ludwig; and Heinze,
Gerhard, 3,838,554.

Zecher, Wilfried; Roos, Ernst; and Merten, Rudolf, 3,839,440.
Baycrische Motoren Werke AG: See—

Kuhnert, Artur, 3,838,495.
Beatrice Foods Co.: See—

Lovejoy, Walter R, 3.838.960.
Beazlcy, Raymond A.: See—

Flory, John F.; Beazley, Raymond A.; and Pedersen, Kristcn I.,

3,838,718.
Becht, Guenter; Matthias, Klaus; Kunde, Joachim; Pohlemann, Heinz;
and Ramlow, Gerhard, to Badische Anilin-& Soda-Fabrik Aktien-
gesellschaft. Manufacture of filaments or fibers of polyamides
3,839,496, CI. 260-857.0tw.

Beck&Co.,Dr.,AG:5ef-
Schmidt, Karl; Hansch, Ferdinand; and Rombrccht, Hans-Maltc

3,839,264.
Beck, Ralph A., to Bcloit Corporation. Shower structure for paper

machine. 3,839.148. CI. 162-310.000.
Becker. Joseph T. Vehicle landing control. 3.838.855. CI. 273-95.00b.
Becker. Kurt; and Schaar. Lothar. to Hermann Heyc. Method and ap-

Aatus for the evaporative cooling tools of glass forming machines.
3.838.997. CI. 65- 1 7.000.

Becker. Kurt, to Hermann Heyc. Process for the production of glass
bottles or the like. 3.839.004. CI. 65-79.000.

Beckers. Norman L.. to Diamond Shamrock Corporation.
Perchlorocthylene vapor degreasing process. 3,839.087. CI 134-
31.000.

Beckman Instruments. Inc.: See—
Klein. Gerald Lee; and Meyer. Richard Carl. 3.839. 1 83.

Beckwith. Mcrton M.. to Conversion Chemical Corporation. Composi-
tion and method for producing black coating on bras'. 3,839 098 CI
l48-6.l4r.

Beddows. Norman Anthony, to General Electric Company. Flexible
loop, hard slot coils for dynamoelectric machine windinss
3.839.653. CI. 310-45.000.

Bcears. Warren L.. to Goodrich. B. F.. Company, The. Polyolcfins sta-
bilized with thiopropionamidcs and phenols. 3.839,274 CI 260-
45.80n.

Behrendt, Otto, to Schloemann Aktiengescllschaft. Discard removing
device for an extrusion press. 3.838.589. CI. 72-257.000.

Beiswangcr. ohn P. G; and Nassry. Assadullah. to Gaf Corporation.
Antioxidant composition comprising a synergistic mixture of a
phenol, amine and sulfone. 3,839,2 10. CI. 252-47.500.

Belden Corporation: 5??—
Anderson. Gene S.. 3.839.672.

Beliveau. Thomas Joseph, to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company.
Processing of anatasc TiO obtained from chloride process
3.839.063. CI. 106-300.000.

Bell & Howell Company: 5^^—
Borsa. Andrew J.; and Cox. Bruce O.. 3,839.685.
Gawin. Adolph J.; Kearney. Robert L.; and Sather. Eueene

3.838,916. '
'

Koppcnsteincr. Eugene F.. 3.839.725.
Worrall. John L.. 3.839.636.

Bell. Frederick Anthony: See—
Tyler. Geoffrey James; Mohajer. Ali Akbar; and Bell. Frederick

Anthony. 3.839.140.
BeII,GroberC.:S«'<-—

Roberts. Arthur O.; and Bell. Grober C. 3.838,865.
Bell, Gunter; and Gehrmann, Werner, to Klockner-Werke AG.

Hydraulic double telescoping mine prop. 3,838,625. CI. 91-168.000.
Bell, John F., to Zenith Radio Corporation. Crystal controlled all-band

television tuning system. 3,839.678. CI. 325-468.000.
Bell. Lon E.. to Technar. Incorporated. Vehicle sensitive retractor

3.838.831. CI. 242-107.400.
Bell Northern Research Ltd.: See—
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Morrell, Ronald Joseph; Laing, Graham Sterling; and Gumb Bev

William (said Laing assor. to), 3,839,605.
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated: See—

Shankoff, Theodore Arthur, 3,839,1 10.

Soloway, Barry Howard, 3,839,646.
Sosnowski, Thomas Patrick; and Weber, Heinz Paul, 3,839,067.
Yi Cho, Alfred; and Panish, Morton B, 3,839,084.

Bell-Northern Research Ltd.: See-
Black, David Alexander, 3,839,668.

Beloit Corporation: See-
Beck, Ralph A, 3,839,148.
Daane, Robert A., 3,839,147.
Justus, Edgar J; and Roerig, Arnold J.. 3,839,149.
Kilmartin. John A., 3,838,734.
Suckow, Robert A., 3,839,143.

Benavides, Augusto E.: See—
Gamero, Robert; and Benavides, Augusto E., 3,839,491.

Benckiser-Knapsack GmbH: See—
Rohlfe, Hans-Adolf; and Nebelung, Adolf, 3.839,276

Bendix Corporation, The: See-
Courtney, Albert L.; and Weldy, Floyd P., 3.838,7 1

2

Davis, Dennis J.; Juhasz, John E.; and Eslinger, Ralph G.,

Deem, Brian C, 3,838,895.
Kestermeier, William J.; and Penn, John R., 3,838 753
Meyers, Robert E, 3,838,629.

Bennett, Richard H.; and Deever, William R., to Texaco Inc. Hydrofor-
mylation process utilizing homogeneous cuprous chloride comolexes
as catalysts. 3,839,459, CI. 260-604.0hf.

Benningen, Christian Vogel: See-
Sturm, Elmar; Bredow, Brigitta Von; and Benningen. Christian

Vogel. 3,839,337.
Benz, Jakob; Mislin, Roland; and Uehlinger, Hanspeler, to Sandoz

Ltd
;
a/k/a Sandoz AG, Phenyl-azo-pyrazolone dyes containinc two

sulfogroups. 3.839,316. CI, 260-162,000.
Berg. Allen Clark; Forgensi. Rudolph; and Lipani. Anthony Frank, to
Xerox Corporation. Electrostatographic development with ferrite
developer materials. 3,839.029, CI. 96-1. Osd.

Berg, Marie-Louise. Fuel bag for arrangement in a fuel tank
3.838.795. CI. 222-105.000.

Berger. Charles V
. to Universal Oil Products Company. Process for

producmg volatile hydrocarbon products from coal and hvdrocen
3,839,186, CI. 208-8.000.

'^

Bergslrom, Sune; and Sjovall, Jan. PGE, esters and alkanoates
3,839,409, CI. 260-468 OOd.

Berk Limited: See—
Cohn. George Theodore. 3,839,463.

Berkovitz, Harry, to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Elevator
system. 3,838,752, CI. 187-20.000.

^"'y"- ^'aftin John, to CAV Limited. Fuel injection nozzle units.

Bernhard, Johann. to Pro Medical Engineering AB. Coupling means
for use with blood sampling apparatus. 3,838,843, CI. 251-149 100

Berry, Ronald Frank, to Pilkington Brothers Limited. Separation of
glass sheet material. 3.838.803. CI 225-98 000

Berther.ClauSee—
Schultze. Hans Joachim; Henn, Ruthild; and Berther, Clau,

3,839.324.
Betz Laboratories, Inc.: See—

Shema. Bernard F.; Brink. Robert H Jr
3,839,008

Shema, Bernard F ; Brink, Robert H., Jr
3,839,583.

Beymer.Glen E.: See—
Hooley. Eldon R ; and Beymer. Glen E., 3.838,552.

Bialous. Charles Andrew; and Macke, Gerald Fred, to General Electric
Company. Water-clear hydrolytically stable polycarbonate composi-
tion containing an aromatic or aliphatic epoxy stabilizer 3 839 247
CI. 260-l8,0pf.

...
Bienas, Joseph R.: See-

Woodward, Dean R.; Wehr, Karl C; Wollner, Lionel J.; Bienas
Joseph R

; Kelsey. John E.; ONeill, John J.; and Sichel. Leonard
H.,Jr.. 3.839.707.

Biggs. Ian Stedman: See-
Clarke, David George; Biggs. Ian Stedman; and Smith, Martin
Graham, 3,839.142,

Biller, Efim. to Union Rheinische Braunkohlen Kraftstoff Aktien-
gesellschaft Process for the isomerisation and transalkylation of
phenols, 3.839,470. CI 260-624,00e,

Billiau, Alfons; and De Somer. Pierre, to Recherche et Industries
Therapeutiques, R.IT. Vaccine adjuvant and method. 3 839 555 CI
424-89.000

'

Billings, Charles A,: See-
O'Neill, Gerald Joseph; Simons, Charles William; and Billines
Charles A, 3.839,589.

Biltcliffe, Michael Norflok; Hanley, Peter Edward; McKinnon James
Barry; and Wheatley, Roger William. Detachable leads for a super-
conducting magnets. 3,839.689. CI. 335-216.000.

Bindicator Company: See—
Hendrickson. Paul G, 3.838,518.

Binet, Paul Omer Gaston: See—
Dubois de Prisque, Felix Louis Joseph; Naud, Jean Octave; Binet,

Paul Omer Gaston; and Thibieroz, Andre, 3,839,106.
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and

and

Swered,

Swered,

Paul,

Paul,

Bingham, Alex John; Pendlebury, David; and Lazarus, Stanley David,
to Allied Chemical Corporation. Production of polvcaproamide'
fiber. 3,839,530, CI. 264-2 lO.OOf.

Binsack, Rudolf, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Novel polyben Z- 1 ,3-ox-
azin-(2,4)-diones and a process for their production. 3,839,283, CL
260-47.Ocp.

Biospectrum Incorporated: See—
Eddleman, Roy T.; and Schmitz, Richard L,, 3,838,978,

Birchall, James Derek; and Cassidy, John Edward, to Imperial Chemi-
cal Industries Limited, Method of coating substrates. 3,839,078, CI.

Bird, Melvyn R., to General Motors Corporation. Combined grease
seal-dirt shield. 3,838,898, CI. 308-187.200.

Biro Manufacturing Company, The: See—
Tschantz, William H., 3,838,824.

Black, David Alexander, to Bell-Northern Research Ltd. Electronic
converter with regulated output current and frequency. 3 839 668
CI. 321-21.000. 1 ^ .

.

Blankensteiii. Gunter: See—
Kunzel, Hans Egon; Schramm, Jurgen; Blankenstein, Gunter and

Wolf, Gerhard Dieter, 3,839,285.
Nielinger, Werner; Haupt, Heinrich; Rudolph, Hans; Vernaleken
Hugo; and Blankenstein, Gunter, 3,839,286.

Blaszczak, Joseph W. Polymerization product of formaldehyde and
carbohydrates. 3,839,173, CI. 204-160.100.

Blaurock, Gunter; Stender, Hans-Georg; and Will, Werner to
Deutsche Star Kugelhalter GmbH. Spacer ring. 3,838,928, CI. 403-

Bleiman, Claude: See—
Mercier, Jean; Faille, Marc Delia; and Bleiman, Claude.

Bloch, Herman S., to Universal Oil Products Company. Olefin separa-
tion process. 3,839,482, CI. 260-677.00a.

Bloomfield, David P.; Hassett, Neil A.; and Stedman, James K., to
United Aircraft Corporation. Regenerative fuel cell. 3,839,091 CI
l36-86.00r,

Bochis, Richard J,: See-
Fisher, Michael H,; Linn, Bruce O,; and Bochis, Richard J..

3,839,347.
Bodische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See-

Schwab, Willi; and Schropp, Wilhelm Karl, 3.839,223.
Boesch, Roger, to Rhone-Poulenc S,A, Phenylhydrazone derivatives

3,839,445, CI. 260-566.00b.
Bogaard, Johan Josephus Hendricus: See—

Verhoeven, Adrianus Cornelis Johannes; Bogaard, Johan
Josephus Hendricus; and Peper, Jan, 3.839,002.

Bogachenko, Alexei Georgievich: See—
Paton, Boris E,; Medovar, Boris Izrailevich; Alferov, Jury

Fedorovich; Schupak, Grigory Bemtsionovich; Bogachenko
Alexei Georgievich; Bondarenko, Oleg Petrovich; Saenko'
Vladimir Yakolevich; and Tsykulenko, Anatoly Konstan-
tinovich. 3,839,591.

^

Bollman, Robert L.: See-
Wagers, William D., Jr.; Vandenberg, Willard J.; Bollman. Robert

L.; Ramsey, Robert E.; Swisher, Daniel G.; and Taylor John E
Jr., 3,838,766,

"

Bolto, Brian Alfred: See—
Battaerd, Hendrik Adrian Jacobus; Bolto, Brian Alfred and Shah
PirGhulam Samadani, 3,839.237.

Bonafino, Edward J., to International Business Machines Corporation
Non-shingling forms feed tractor, 3,838,804, CI. 226-76 000

Bondarenko, Oleg Petrovich: See—
Paton, Boris E,; Medovar, Boris Izrailevich; Alferov, Jury

Fedorovich; Schupak, Grigory Bemtsionovich; Bogachenko
Alexei Georgievich; Bondarenko, Oleg Petrovich; Saenko"
Vladimir Yakolevich; and Tsykulenko, Anatoly Konstan-
tinovich, 3,839,591,

Boogers, Wilhelmus P. L,, to Arenco-PM. B. N. V.. Best Device for

^"JVo^.Q^/Sf' 1^^^" °' ^'^PP^''^ ^°' ^'"^" of c'g'i" respectively.
J.oJB.ov/, CI. 131-26.000.

Borchsenius, Erik, to International Business Machines Corporation In-

3"839?06,Cr540"t72.5S."'"" ^'""^^ ""'^^^ "^^'^='"''""-

Borck, Joachim; Koppe, Volker; and Muller-Calgan, Helmut to Merck

3%'9:33?a.'2S268.0ph.
^^'^'- <P'P-—'"yO-Py-oles.

Bordenca, Carl, to SCM Corporation. Insecticidal compositions stabil-
ized by certain diisophorone derivatives. 3 839 561 CI 4?4
174.000 ' '• '-' ^•^'•

Borelli, Ronald F.; and Garand, Donald J., to Honeywell Inc Printine
method. 3,839,07 1, CI. II 7-37.0le.

^-rrinung

Borg-Warner Corporation: See—
Albertson, Clarence E., 3,838,97 1

.

Fogelberg. Mark J., 3,838,610.
Hechenbleikner. Ingenuin; and Enlow, William P., 3,839,506.
Hechenbleikner, Ingenuin; and Rattenbury, Kenneth H.,

Ulbing, Otmar M., 3,838.943.
Bornstein, Leopold F., to Georgia-Pacific Corporation. Phenolic resinand process for making same. 3,839,25 1 , CI. 260-29 300
Borochaner, Stuart, to National Waterpure Corporation. Water supply
system for dental instruments. 3,838,5 16, CI. 32-22.000.
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Borsa, Andrew J.; and Cox, Bruce O., to Be^l & Howell Company. Sin-
gle-stage balanced oscillator/frequency multiplier. 3,839,685, CI.
331-114.000.

Bosch, Hendrik, to Stamicarbon N.V. Apparatus for the preparation of
high-molecular-weight polymerization products. 3,838,976, CI. 23-
288.00e.

Bosso, Joseph F.; Burrell, Lomer; and Wismer, Marco, to PPG Indus-
tries, Inc. Quaternary ammonium epoxy resin dispersion with boric
acid for cationic electro-deposition. 3,839,252, CI. 260-29. 2ep.

Bostick, Frank W; See—
Saganowski, Mieczyslaw; and Bostick, Frank W., 3,839,614.

Boucher, Raymond Marcel Gut, to Wave Energy Systems Inc. Method
for synergistic disinfection or sterilization. 3,838,479, CI. 2 1 -54.00a.

Boucherville, Benoit Jean: See—
Henshaw, Charles H; and Boucherville, Benoit Jean, 3,838,8 14.

Boultinghouse, Harold D., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Article and
method of manufacture. 3,839, 124, CI. 156-435.000.

Bourgeois, Louis: See—
Degueldre, Louis; Gobillon, Yves; Clerbois, Lucien; and Bour-

geois, Louis, 3,839,181.
Bovier, Edward M.: See—

Voigt, John E.; and Bovier, Edward M., 3,839,060.
Bowman-Manifold, Michael, to EMI Limited. Ranee sensitive devices

3,839,718, CI. 343-14.000.
Boyajian, Alfred Z. Drill guide. 3,838,935, CI. 408-75.000.
Boyd, Violet, Evans, Ronald Arthur; Holt, Kenneth Anthony; and
Renfrew, Andrew Hunter Morris, to Imperial Chemical Industries
Limited. Leucauramine derivatives. 3,839,424, CI. 260-501 . 1 10

Boylan, Jack B: See—
Schlossman, Irwin S.; Lin Li, Thomas Zoum; and Boylan, Jack B

3,839,245.

Bozec, Christian H.:See—
Gandon, Louis; Bozec, Christian H.; and Lenoble, Phillippe B

3,839,168,
Bradford, James M Adaptor for electric-light wall switch for operation

by small children. 3,839,61 5, CI. 200-33 1 .000.
Bragg, Ralph J,: See—

Rothfelder, Raymond E,; and Bragg, Ralph J., 3.839,059,
Bralorne Resources Limited: See—

Ellett,JamesR.. 3.838,711.
Brandt, Siegfried: See—

Schmitt, Karl; Gude, Fritz; and Brandt, Siegfried, 3,839,121 .

Brean, John W , and Mathevosian, Yervand, to Baldwin, D. H., Com-
pany. Impulse operated, day-night, rear view mirror, 3,839,663, CI
318-480.000.

Bredesen, Philip N ; Knowles. Wendell V., Lyons. Francis T.; Rawson,
Edward B ; and Schwarzkopf. Daniel B., to Searle Medidata Inc'
Input-output terminal for hospital information system 3,839,708,
CI, 340-172,500,

Bredow, Brigitta Von: See-
Sturm, Elmar; Bredow, Brigitta Von; and Benningen. Christian

Vogel, 3.839,337.
Brennan. George; and Prichard. Evan S,, to Challenge-Cook Bros.. Inc.

Hydraulic system for controlling truck carrier apparatus. 3.838.885.
CI 298-22,00r

Brenneisen, Paul; Gallay. Jean-Jacques; and Margot, Alfred, to Ciba-
Geigy Corporation, Control of helminths with 4-isothiocyano-
diphenylamines, 3.839.582, CI. 424-302,000,

Brenner. Abner High polvmers for forming an invisible soil-resistant
coating on canvas 3,839,066, CI 1 1 7-6.000,

Breuer, Hermann; and Treuner, Uwe D , to Squibb, E. R., & Sons. Inc,

a-Amidinothioacetamidocephalosporanic acid compounds
3.839,329, CI, 260-243,OOc

Brink.Robert H , Jr,:See—
Shema, Bernard F.; Brink, Robert H , Jr,; and Swered, Paul

3.839.008,

Shema. Bernard F.; Brink. Robert H., Jr.; and Swered, Paul
3,839,583,

British Iron and Steel Research Association. The: See-
Pearson. John, 3,839,018

British Steel Corporation: See-
Gibbon, William Malcolm; Davies, Idwal; and Harris, Alan
Gwynne. 3,839.026.

Brode. George L,: See—
Kwiatkowski. George T ; and Brode, George L,. 3.839.287.

Brolli. Dino. Safety bathing-suit. 3,838.47 1 . CI 9-337 000
Brooks. AldenW: See-

Thomas. James R.; Nortfr. George E.; and Brooks. Alden W,.
3,839.116,

Brosenius. Karl Hilding, Heating system for one-family houses,
3.838.813. CI, 237-13.000,

Brotman. Morley; and High. Cliff R,. to Morley Studios Key chain
dispensing apparatus, 3,838,619. CI, 83-205 000

Broudard. Claude Marie Henri Emile: See—
Leroy, Jean Marie Louis; and Broudard. Claude Marie Henri

Emile, 3,839,41 1

Brouwer, Geert, to US. Philips Corporation. Device for measuring
very small electric currents. 3,839.674, CI, 324- 1 23,000.

Brown, Danny D,, to Eaton Corporation Axle lubrication system.
3,838,751, CI. 184-6,120,

Brown, Jerome H. Bag, 3.838,758, CI 190-44.000.
Brown, Jesse L,, to Eastman Kodak Company, Photographic color
developer solution stabilized with lithium ions 3,839,045, CI. 96-
66.400.

Brown, Perry H.; and Tremblay. Maurice H.. to Brunswick Corpora-
tion. Velvet fabric. 3,838,983. CI. 29- 1 9 1 .600.

Bruce-Lake Company: See—
Meisberger, Raymond F., 3,838,547.

Bruijning, Hugo Georg; and Meijer, Frans, to U.S. Philips Corporation.
Multi-pulse capacitor discharge ignition system. 3.839,659, CI. 315-
209,Osc.

Bruker-Physik AG: See-
Haas, Jorg, 3,838,654.

Brun, Robert; and Pages, Michel, to Rhone-Poulenc S.A. Semi-perme-
able membrane apparatus. 3,838,776, CI. 210-32 1 .000.

Bruno, Marshall J.; Jarrett, Noel; and Slaugenhaupt, Burl L., to Alu-
minum Company of America. Purification of aluminum with turbine
blade agitation. 3,839,019, CI. 75-68.00r.

Brunswick Corporation: See-
Brown, Perry H.; and Tremblay, Maurice H., 3,838,983.
Tompkins, Eugene E., 3,838,598.

BTR Industries Limited: See—
Goward, Stanley Harold; and Yorath, Anthony, 3,838,592.

Buchacher, Ernest Robert; and Halliday, Arthur Robert, to Hawker
Siddeley Canada Ltd. Chipping head assembly. 3,838,724, CI. 144-
230.000.

'^ " \

Buchel, Karl Heinz: See—
Meiser, Werner; Metzger, Carl; Buchel, Karl Heinz; and Plempel,

Manfred, 3,839,576.
Buchel, Karl Heinz, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, 2-

Arylaminonitrothiophenes. 3,839,359, CI, 260-332.500.
Buchel. Karl-Heinz; Regel, Erik; and Plempel, Manfred, to Far-

benfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Anti fungal compositions and
methods of treatment employing N-tritvl imidazoles, 3,839,573, CI
424-273,000,

Buchmann, Franz, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Image intensifier den-
sitometer. 3,839,634, CI. 250-21 3. Ovt.

Bueckle, Karl Eugen. Apparatus for and method of forming a fiber
suspension and for delivering it to the wire of a machine for manu-
facturing non-woven materials. 3,839, 145, CI. 162-190.000

Buffum, Donald C: See—
Rizzitano, Fortunato J.; Hatch, William P.; and Buffum, Donald
C, 3,838,497.

Bugaut, Andree: See—
Kalopissis, Gregoire; Bugaut, Andree; and Estradier, Francoise,

3,838,965.
Buhk, Randall P.: See—

Faiks, Frederick S.; and Buhk, Randall P., 3,838,884.
Buning, Robert: See—

Kotzsch. Hans-Joachim; and Buning, Robert, 3,839,383.
Burford, Bruce Alfred, to Simpson Pope Limited. Oven door mounting

3,838,538, CI. 49-258,000.
Burgtorf, James R.: See—

Chou, Ta-Sen; and Burgtorf, James R., 3,839,387.
Burndy Electra S.p.A.: See—

Obert, Luciano, 3,839,697.
Burrell, Alfred A. Interchangeable hub. 3,838,929, CI. 403-365.000.
Burrell, Lomer: See—

Bosso, Joseph F.; Burrell, Lomer; and Wismer. Marco, 3,839,252.
Burroughs Corporation: See—

Glaser. David. 3.839.656.
Woodward. Dean R,; Wehr, Karl C; Wollner, Lionel J.; Bienas,
Joseph R.; Kelsey, John E,; O'Neill, John J,; and Sichel, Leonard
H.,Jr,, 3,839,707.

Busby. Daniel, to South Wall Corporation. Game board insert and
method of construction, 3,838,857, CI. 273-1 36.00h.

Bush, Edward A.: See-
Adams, Edward F.; Bush, Edward A.; and Clayton, Thomas G

3,839,001.
Busselaar, Cornelis A.: See—

Nienhuis, Rijkent J,; and Busselaar, Cornelis A.. 3,839.103.
B.V. Rawi Fabrieken v/h C, Rademaker & Zoon: See—

Rademaker, Johannes B, H, J., 3,838,469.
Bystron, Bruno: See—

Eissfeldt, Wilhelm; Bystron, Bruno; and Hoeber, W. Gerhard
3,838,618,

Cabot Corporation: See—
Foley, Edward M,;and Polk, Robert F,, 3,838,981,
Richards, Lorenzo Willard; and Mudgett, Peter S,, 3,838,972.

Cadman, Phillip B. Folding shelf and shelf bracket. 3,838,841, CI 248-
240,400.

Caffa, Giorgio C, to FMC Corporation. Vibrating self-distributor
3,838,770, CI, 198-220.0bc.

Calcagno, Benedetto: See—
Montanari, Fernando; Calcagno. Benedetto; and Conti, Luciano

3,839,466,
Calspan Corporation: See—

Asseo, Sabi J.; and Whitbeck, Richard F., 3,838,836.
Campagnuolo, Carl J., to United States of America, Army. Fluidic

thermoelectric generator. 3,839,094, CI. 136-213,000
Campbell, Robert W.; and Hill, H, Wayne, Jr,, to Phillips Petroleum
Company. Production of polyamides from aqueous slurry of 5-

methyl- 1,-nonanediamine and terephthalic acid. 3,839 295 CI 260-
78.00r.

Campbell, Robert W., to Phillips Petroleum Company Sequential
preparation of tractable polyterephthalamides. 3,839,296 CI 260-
78.00r.
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Campbell, Robert W.; Stapp, Paul R.; and Holtz, Hans D., to Phillips

Petroleum Company. Amorphous polyamide from bis(4-amino-
cyclohexyl) methane, bis(carboxyphenyl) methane and alkvlene
dicarboxyhc acid. 3,839,299. CI. 260-78. OOr.

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. See—
Matsuno, Hiroshi; Endo, Ichiro; and Suzki. Kiyoshi, 3 839 033
Takahashi,Toru, 3,838,919.

Capeletti Bros., Inc.: See-
Wallace, Joseph M.; and Streat, Emmett B., 3.838,826.

Carborundum Company, The; See—
Shaffer, Peter T. B., 3,839,544.

Carlyle, James S., to American Micro-Systems, Incorporated. Liquid

,7Vo^L'l'*5!.'?y,„"''''^'"8
ambient light for increased contrast.

3,838,565, CI. 58-50.OOr.
Carr, Norman L.; and Fraser, Malcolm D., to Gulf Research &
Development Company. Method of controlling the hydroeenation of
acetylene. 3,839.483. CI. 260-677.00a.

Carrier Corporation: See—
Endress, James W., 3,838,581.

Carrock, Frederick E., to Dart Industries, Inc. Styrene-methacrylic
acid copolymers and their preparation. 3,839,308, CI 260-88 loc

Carson: See— '^

Matthews, William R.; and Carson, Richard W., 3,838 998
Carson, Michael C: 5ee—

Forker, Ray B., Jr.; Carson, Michael C; and Washington. Randall
C, 3,839,054.

Carson. Richard W.: See-
Matthews. William R.; and Carson. Richard W.. 3.838.998

^*,"o ^o 9??*1? ^^* °' "^P^' powered double acting piston motor.
3.838.626. CI. 91-323.000.

Carter. James B. Ltd.: See—
Wernicke. Walter H., 3,839,594

Casamento, Pietro: See—
Sweett, Francis Archibald, Casamento. Pietro; and Tavlor Robert

Norton. 3.839.588.
Cassella Farbwerke Mainkur Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Piesch. Steffen; Engelhardt. Friedrich; Herrmann, Erwin and
Plath, Dieter, 3,839,410.

Cassidy, John Edward: See—
Birchall, James Derek; and Cassidy. John Edward. 3.839.078.

Castela. Andre, to Institut Francais du Petrole, des Carbiirants Et.
Device for coupling hydraulic pipes associated to apparatuses which
are releasable connected to each other. 3,838,709. CI. 1 37-614 020CAV Limited: See—

Berlyn. Martin John. 3,838,82 1.

Cech. Robert E.: See-
Charles. Richard J.; and Cech. Robert E.. 3,839.537.

Celanese Corporation: See—
Colder, Michael D.. 3.839,267.
Park.lm Keun, 3.838,562.
Prinz, Roy H, 3,839.458.
Riley. Jesse Louis; and White, Howard Ray, Jr., 3,839,526
Zimmerman, Daniel, 3.839.240.

Cellu Products Company: See-
Doll, Martin E.. 3,839,525.

Cenco Incorporated: See—
Andriulis. Vytautas. 3.838.950.

CERAVER See-
Meier, Henri; and Warnet, Henri, 3.839.593.

Cerveny, Ladislav. to Institut Manipulacnich Removable or stripabie
anti corrosive coating composition. 3,839.051 , CI. 106-14.000

Chadima. George E.. Jr.; Wallace. Keith; and Peyton. Gary, to Norand
Corporation Scanner template. 3.839,625. CI. 235-61. 1 2n

Chaires. Anne Marie; Ciconte. Jean Marie; Hilliard. John Joseph; and
Rosenbaum. Walter Steven, to Internationa! Business Machines Cor
poration. Bayesian online numeric discriminant. 3.839 702 CI 340-
146.30s.

Challenge-Cook Bros.. Inc.: See—
Brennan. George; and Prichard. Evan S.. 3.838.885.

Chamness. Leland D.: See—
Correll. Ouentin E.; Chamness. Leland D.; Rudin, Melvin and Ou-

dijk. Tommy A., 3.838.640.
Champion International Corporation: See-

Hanson. Wallace E ; and Delude. Leo Paul 3 838 602
Vincent. David N. 3.839,064.

Champion Spark Plug Company: See-
Owens, James S., 3.838.768.

Chan. Anthony P. H.; and Christensen. Arild. X-ray diffractometer
having means for couling crystal mounted thereon. 3.839.635. CI.
^jxJ-Z /o.uUO.

Channin. Donald Jones, to RCA Corporation. Guided light structures
employing liquid crystal 3.838.908. CI 350- 160 Olc.

Chapiro. Adolphe; and Seidler. Peter, to LAgence Nationale de
Valorisation de la Recherche. Radiation drafting of acrylic
monomers onto perhalogenated olefin polymeric substrates
3.839. 172. CI. 204-159.170.

Charles. Richard J., and Cech. Robert E.. to General Electric Com-
pany. Process for producing deuterium-rich gas concentrate and
trarisition metal-rare earth intermetallic hydride-deuteride.

Chase. John Donald, to American Cyanamid Company. Method of
making sub-micron particles of metal carbides of enlarged and con-
trolled particle size. 3.839.542. CI. 423-346 000

Chauvette. Robert R., to Lilly. Eli, and Company. Use of mixed an-
hydride protecting group in cleaving acyl groups from
cephalosporins and penicillins. 3,839,328, CI. 260-243.00c

Chaverebiere De Sal, Alain Marie Alfred Jean; and Thouvenin, Alain
Jean, to Sociele ECA. System for displaying a point on a transparent ^

ortranslucentscreen. 3,838,9 17, CI. 353-122.000.
Chemetron Corporation: See

—

Michaels, Bruce Ernest, 3.839,65 1

.

Chemisch-Pharmazeutisohe Fabrik Adolf Klinge & Co.: See-
Hoffman. Hans; Wagner. Josef; Hofrichter. Gemot; and Grill Hel-
mut. 3,839.587.

Chemische Werke Albert Aktiengesellschaft, mesne: See—
Lorentz, Guido; Stahl, Dieter; and Taunus, Kriftel, 3.839.492.

Chemische Werke Huels Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Frese, Albert; and Christofzik, Helmut, 3,839,190.

Chemische Werke Huls Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Jadamus, Hans; Magosch, Karl-Heinz; and Heuwinkel. Johannes

3.839.499.
'

Chen. Winston H.; Meier. Johann H.; and Pimbley. Walter T.. to Inter-
national Business Machines Corporation. Device for prevention of
ink jet nozzle clogging and ink spraying. 3.839.72

1 , CI. 346-75 000
Cherubim. Martin: See—

Wollner. Johannes; Cherubim, Martin; and Henn, Friedrich.
3,839,249.

Chevron Research Company: See—
Csicsery, Sigmund M., 3,838,667.
Csicsery, Sigmund M.; and Mulaskey, Bernard F 3 838 673
Wilkes.JohnB, 3.839.471.

Chick. Jon M. Fabric measuring device. 3.838.5 19. CI. 33-134 OOr
Chiu. Thomas T.; and Delano. Wendell N.. to Dow Chemical Com-

pany. The. Poly(vinyIbenzyl trialkyi ammonium halide) salt com-
positions. 3.839.257. CI. 260-29.6hn.

Chiyoda Chemical Engineering & Construction Co.. Ltd.: See-
Nomura. Hiroshi; and Uchida. Masayoshi. 3.838.807.

Chizhikov. Vladimir Maiorovich: See—
Alexandrov. Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian. Ruben Dzhangirovich;

Aghtsky. Vladimir Efimovich; Isimbler. Jury Abramovich; Kan-
tor. Iha Solomonovich; Chizhikov. Vladimir Maiorovich-
Topolyansky. Jury Arnoldovich; Susekov. Sergei Mikhailovich;
Gulyaev. Nikolai Fdorovich; Kovanov. Pavel Vasilievich; It-
skovich. Mark Leontievich; and Leschinsky. Petr Grigorievich,
3,838,634.

Chodnekar, Madhukar Subraya; Pfiffner, Albert; Rigassi Norbert
Schwieter, Ulrich; and Suchy, Milos. to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc In-

r839'562
^{'^^1'""'' '" combination with juvenile hormones.

Chorkey, William J., to Ace Controls. Inc. Impact noise suppressor
3.838,850. CI. 267-141.000.

hf '•

Chou. Ta-Sen; and Burgtorf. James R.. to Lilly. Eli. and Company
Process for preparing N-trimethylsilylacetamide. 3.839,387 CI 260-
448. 20e.

Christensen. Arild: See-
Chan. Anthony P. H ; and Christensen. Arild. 3.839.635.

Christiansen, William, Jr , to Snow Foam Products, Inc Decorative
tree system. 3,839,1 31, CI. 161-22.000.

Christofzik, Helmut: See—
Frese, Albert; and Christofzik, Helmut, 3,839 190

Ciba-Geigy AG: See—
Habermeier. Juergen; and Popret. Daniel, 3,839 354
Herold, Juerg, 3,839,449.
Jaeger, Horst, 3,839,373.
Kirchmayr, Rudolf; Heller, Hansjorg; and Rody. Jean 3 839 352
Moergeli.Eduard, 3,839.332.

....
Ciba-Geigy Corporation: .See—

Brenneisen. Paul; Gallay. Jean-Jacques; and Margot. Alfred.

Dexter. Martin; Spivack. John D.; and Steinberg. David Herbert.

Drher.Bernd. 3.839.281.
Habermeier. Jurgen; and Porret. Daniel. 3.839.298.
Rody. Jean; and Moser. Paul. 3.839.380.
Spivack. John D.; and Klemchuk. Peter P.. 3.839,277
Sturm, Elmar. Bredow, Brigitta Von; and Ben'ningen, Christian

Vogel, 3,839,337.
Wasley, Jan W.F., 3,839,433.

Ciba-Giegy Corporation: See—
Drabek, Jozef; and Varsanyi, Denis, 3,839,509.

Ciccone. Teresa R.; and Gangwisch, William J., to Colgate-Palmolive
Company. Microbicidal hairdressing. 3,839,571, CI 424-270 000

Ciconte, Jean Marie: See—
Chaires, Anne Marie; Ciconte, Jean Marie; Hillial-d. John Joseph
andRosenbaum, Walter Steven. 3,839.702.

'

Clark. Justin S.; and Veasy. Lloyd George, to Primary Children's
Hospital. Automated blood analysis system. 3 838 682 CI 128
2.00g.

. , .

Clark Park Company: See—
Selby, Clark L., Jr., 3,838,760.

Clark, Peter Stanley; and Jones, Paul Victor, to Foseco Trading A. G
Pliable sealant materials in strip or ribbon form. 3.839.248. CI. 260-

Clark. Richard C; and Jones. Floyd A. Method of groutine offshore
structure. 3.838.575. CI. 61-46.000.

ng onsnore

Clark. Richard N. Animal nail clipper. 3,838,507. CI. 30-29.000.
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Clark. Willard F.; and Slykhouse. Thomas E.. to Dow Chemical Com-
pany, The. Calcium nitrate explosive composition. 3,839,107, CI.

149-22.000.

Clarke, David George; Biggs. Ian Stedman; and Smith. Martin Graham,
to Wiggins Teape Research & Development Limited. Forming non-
woven fibrousmaterial. 3,839, 142, CI. 162-101.000.

Clary. John G.. to Addmaster Corporation. High speed drum printer

with stepping motor to advance drum and paper. 3,838,638, CI. 101-

93.00c.

Clayton, Thomas G.: See-
Adams, Edward F.; Bush, Edward A.; and Clayton, Thomas G..

3.839.001.

Clemesha, Oliver Robert: See-
Arthur, Eric Richard; and Clemesha, Oliver Robert, 3,838.800.

Clerbois. Lucien: See—
Degueldre. Louis; Gobillon. Yves; Clerbois. Lucien; and Bour-

geois. Louis, 3.839.181.

Clonts. Kenyon E., to Merichem Company. Alkylation utilizing Fibers

in a conduit reactor. 3.839.487. CI. 260-683.480.
Cobzaru. Aurel. to PETROCHIM InstituI deCercetari Pentru
Chimizarea Petrolului. Process for improving the active-alumina
catalyst properties. 3.839.230. CI. 252-463.000.

Cochran. J. Richard; and Altnau, Ronald L.. to McGraw-Edison Com-
pany. Conical spring disk braking mechanism. 3,838,755. CI. 188-
166.000.

Cogley, James J.; and Markham, Harold A. Package for storing and
dispensing liquids. 3,838,794, CI. 222-95.000.

Cohen, Jacques; and Zwingle. Claude, to La Telemecanique Elec-
trique Setting and triggering device for thermal relay. 3.839.69 1 . CI.
337-132.000.

Cohen. Milton J. Disposable syringe with slit valve. 3.838.689, CI. 128-

218.00m.
Cohen, Milton J. Fluid and paste dispenser. 3,838,796, CI. 222-

105.000.

Cohen, Samuel L.: See—
Cohn, Charles C, 3.838,989.

Cohn, Charles C. : See—
Cohn, Charles C, 3,838,989

Cohn, Charles C, to Cohen, Samuel L. and Cohn, Charles C. Matches.
3.838.989. CI 44-44.000

Cohn. George Theodore, to Berk Limited. Purification of organic com-
pounds. 3,839,463, CI 260-61 2.OOd.

Coleman. William H. II. Marine bitt. 3.838.659, CI. 114-218.000.
Coleman. William P.: See—

Redfern. Howard W.; and Coleman. William P . 3.838.582.
Colgate-Palmolive Company: See—

Ciccone, Teresa R ;and Gangwisch, William J., 3,839,571 .

Collins, Thomas E.; and Lee, John H., to Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Company. Security system and control circuit. 3.839.71 1.

CI. 340-286.000.

Colin. Reimer. to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the preparation
of thiolphosphoric acid O.s-dialkyI ester amides. 3.839.5 1 2. CI. 260-
973.000

Comegys. Cornelius W. Self supporting cement. 3.839.269. CI. 260-
41 OOr.

Comerford, John M.; and Kapur. Chandra, to Personal Products Com-
pany. Flushable sanitary napkin. 3.838.695. CI. 1 28-290.00r.

Commander Industries. Inc.: See—
Sandberg. Ernest J.. 3.838.723.

Commercial Solvents Corporation: See—
Hunsucker. Jerry Hoyt. 3.839.350
Shah, Dinubhai H.; and Hurd. Richard Nelson. 3.839.363.
Wehrmeister, Herbert L.. 3.839.422.
Young. Vernon V . 3.839.364.

Commissariat A L'Energie Atomique: See—
Rouger, Henri Andre, 3,838,863.

Commonwealth Scientific: See—
Battaerd, Hendrik Adrian Jacobus, Bolto, Brian Alfred; and Shah.
PirGhulam Samadani, 3.839.237.

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization: See—
Sweett. Francis Archibald; Casamento. Pietro; and Taylor. Robert

Norton. 3.839.588.

Compagnie Generale D. Equipment Maritime Hersent: See-
Van Hulstijn. Hendrik; and Graton. Henri. 3.838.720.

Compagnie Generale des Etablissements Michelin raison sociale

Michelin & Cie: See—
Lejeune. Daniel. 3.838.725.

Concast AG: See—
Nagaoka.Toshiharu;and Maruyama. Masakazu. 3.838.730.

Concrete Pipe Machinery Company, mesne: See-
Gates. Robert H.. and Schneider. Harold G.. 3.838.494.

Conley. James W.: See-
Davis. Richard K.; and Conley. James W.. 3.839.705.

Conradty.C: See—
Koziol. Konrad. Sieberer. Karl-Heinz; and Rathjen. Hans-Carl.

3.839,179.

Consolidated Electric Corporation: See—
Ostrom. Cyrus W. 3,838.846.

Conti, Luciano: See—
Montanari. Fernando; Calcagno. Benedetto; and Conti, Luciano.

3.839.466.

Continental Oil Company: See—
Laufer, Robert J. 3,839.469.

Starks, Charles M.; Johnson, Morris A.; and Yang. Kang,
3,839,399.

Starks. Charles M., 3.839.474.
Washecheck, Paul H.; Starks, Charles M.; and Portwood, Owen,

Jr., 3,839,377.

Williams, Billy J.; Napier, Donald R.; and Schwab, Peter A.,

3,839,473.
Control Data Canada. Ltd.: See—

Henshaw. Charles H.; and Boucherville, Benoit Jean, 3,838,8 1 4.

Controld Company of America: See—
Pijpers. Cornells A.. 3.839.609.

Contromatics Corporation: See—
Arn. Fred A.. 3.838.844.

Conversion Chemical Corporation: See—
Beckwith. Merton M.. 3.839.098.

Cooke. Michael B. D.; and Kaplan. Ervin. System for whole body imag-
ing and count profiling with a scintillation camera. 3.839.641. CI
250-369.000.

Copolymer Rubber & Chemical Corporation: See—
Royston. Grover C. 3.839.456.

Corkins. Jack P.. to Uniroyal. Inc. Acaricidal compositions for treating

plants. 3,839.554. CI. 424-78.000.
Corning Glass Works: See-

Adams. Edward F.; Bush. Edward A.; and Clayton. Thomas G..
3.839.001.

Dockerty. Stuart M.; and Lentz. William P.. 3.839.003.
Forker, Ray B., Jr.; Carson, Michael C; and Washington, Randall
C, 3,839,054.

Grossman, David G., 3,839,055.
Grossman, David G., 3,839.056.
Messing. Ralph A.. 3.839,154.

Rittler, Hermann L., 3.839.053.

Correll. Ouentin E.; Chamness, Leland D.; Rudin, Melvin; and Oudijk,
Tommy A., to Day, Albert J. Credit card imprinter drive mechanism.
3,838,640, CI. 101-269.000.

Coulter Electronics, Inc.: See—
Dorman, Ervin L., 3.838.601

.

Courtney. Albert L.; and Weldy. Floyd P.. to Bendix Corporation. The.
Structural fitting for filament composite tubular member. 3.838,7 12,

CI. 138-103.000.
Cox, Bruce O.: See—

Borsa, Andrew J.; and Cox, Bruce O., 3,839,685.
Crabbe, Pierre; and Fried, John H., to Syntex (U.S.A.) Inc., mesne.

16,17-Seco-delta 4 and delta 5(10) steroids. 3,839,420, CI. 260-
488.00b.

Crane, John R.; Lawson, James C; and Petschajer. Richard J., to Sper-
ry Rand Corporation. Flexible carrier and interconnect for uncased
icchips. 3,838,984, CI. 29-193.500.

Crawford Fitting Company: See—
Zahuranec, Emery J.; and Barth, Ross E., 3,838,493.

Crawford Wheeler C; Doyle, William P.; and Patterson, John A., to

Texaco Inc. Michael-type addition process. 3,839.259. CI. 260-
30.200.

Critchley Bros. Limited: See—
Thornicroft. Barry William; and Teal. Maurice Royston.

3.838,777.
Crone, John M., Jr.: See—

Suggitt, Robert M ; Crone, John M., Jr.; and Arkell, Alfred,
3,839,477.

Crounse. Nathan N.: See—
Jefferies. Patrick J.; and Crounse. Nathan N.. 3,839.426.

Crow, Jack E.: See—
Suenaga, Masaki; Sampson, William B.; Crow, Jack E.; and Gurin-

sky, David H, 3,838,503.
Csicsery, Sigmund M., to Chevron Research Company. Fuel injection

cold start and evaporative control method and apparatus for carrying
out same. 3,838,667, CI. 123-3.000.

Csicsery, Sigmund M ;and Mulaskey, Bernard F., to Chevron Research
Company. Two-stage cold start and evaporative control system and
apparatus for carrying out same. 3.838,673, CI. I23-I87.50r.

Current, John Marvin; and Smalley, Rodney Roger, to Johns-Manville
Corporation. Apparatus for feeding and wrapping sheet material.

3,839,122. CI. 156-351.000.
Cvacho, Daniel S.. to Reynolds Metals Company. Container construc-

tion. 3.838.789. CI. 220-69.000.
Cyba. Henryk A., to Universal Oil Products Company. N-Oxyalkyl-N'-

hydrocarbyl-hexahydropyridazine. 3.839.334. CI. 260-250.00a.
Cziska. Johann; Strauss. Georg; and Portz. Wilhelm. to Knapsack Ak-

tiengesellschaft. Ferrosilicon alloy. 3.839.014. CI. 75-.5ba.
Daane. Robert A., to Beloit Corporation. Fibrous web press nip struc-

ture including nonporous belts backed by fiuid pressure chambers
having flexible sills. 3.839.147, CI. 162-272.000.

Dadd. Morris V.. to Johnson Products. Inc. Hydraulic lash adjuster.
3,838.669. CI. 123-90.350.

Dahlberg. Arnold R.; and Lekas. John P.. to Dahlberg Industries, Inc.

Personal transportation system. 3.838.648. CI. 104-1 39.00a.
Dahlberg Industries, Inc.: See—

Dahlberg. Arnold R.; and Lekas. John P.. 3.838,648.
Dahlbom. Johan Richard; Karlen. Bo Lennart; and Lindquist. Ake Ro-

land, to Astra Lakemedel Aktiebolag. N-( l-Methyl-7-per-
hydroazepino-2-butynyl)-succinimide. 3.839.360. CI. 260-326.5fm

Dahler. Karl Otto: See—
Schmoelz, Hubert; Dahler, Karl Otto; and Pulzer, Erich,

3.838.759.
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Daigne, Bernard; and Girard, Francois, to Office National d'Etudes et

de Recherches Aerospatiales (par abreviation O.N.E.R.A.)- Method
for making a casting of a directionally solidified alloy 3 838 729 CI
164-50.000. 7 , ,

^ ,v.i.

Daiichi Seiyaku Co., Ltd.; See-
Suzuki, Kikuji; Kuroda, Hiroki; and Nabeta, Saburo, 3,839,429.

Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Andres, Rudolf, 3,838,746.
Letzel, Karl; Stober, Helmut; and Nickel, Elmar, 3,838,747.

D'Alessio, Frank P.; and Koenig, ErI A., to G.P.I. Safety ski bindine
3,838,866,CI. 280-1 1.35k.

Dalibout. Georges; and Dubois, Claude, to Wabco Westinghouse. Load
compensating valve device having a control valve on one side and an
air reservoir on the other with pipe connections to the reservoir
3,838,893, CI. 303-22.00r.

Dalton, John J. Device for collection of cells from the vacina
3,838,68 1, CI. 128<2.00b.

*

DAmico, John Joseph, to Monsanto Company. Inhibiting premature
vulcanization with aminothiopyrimidines. 3.839,303. CI. 260-
79.50b.

Dammert, Walter, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktien-
gesellschaft. Amidine substituted naphthalene carboxylic acid
3,839,434, CI. 260-519.000.

Danesi, Wilbert P.: See-
Morrow, Hugh, III; Danesi, Wilbert P.; and Sponseller, David L.,

J ,o3 V,025

.

D'Angelo. Antonio J.; and Mageli. Orville L.. to Pennwalt Corporation

3,°83^'^"o;c" 26SS'.o!.r.
"'"'"'"' '"' "''"' «^""^''°"-

Dannals, Leiand E., to Uniroyal. Inc. Alkyl sulfide terminated
oligomers. 3,839,405, CI. 260-465.400.

Danneels. Guy Emile; See—
Leblond, Jean Rene; Danneels, Guy Emile; and Lambert, Maurice

Avrelien. 3,839.1 15.

Dart Industries. Inc.: See—
Carrock. Frederick E.. 3,839,308.
Downing, Verlan L., 3.838,722.

Davey. Malcolm F.: See—
Rooke. Sydney W.; Grice, Alan; and Davey, Malcolm F.,

3 .838,763

.

David, Muriel A. Yarn threading device. 3,838,801, CI. 223-99 000
David, Robert Edward: See—

Romanzi, Louis; and David, Robert Edward, 3,838,832
Davies, Idwal: See-

Gibbon, William Malcolm; Davies, Idwal; and Harris Alan
Gwynne, 3.839,026.

Davis. Dennis J.; Juhasz. John E.; and Eslinger. Ralph G . to Bendix
Corporation, The. Adaptive braking system 3,838.892, CI 303-
2l.00p.

Davis. Richard K.; and Conley, James W., to General Electric Com-
?^„",^„ ^^'^ processor including microprogram control means
3.839.705. CI 340-172.500.

Davis. Richard Pelle; and Dickerhofe. Thomas Edward, to Du Pont de
Nemours. E 1.. and Company. Corrugated film having increased
stiffness. 3.839. 1 37. CI. 161-1 34.000.

Dawson. Boyd S.. to PPG Industries. Inc. Glass plate transporter ap-
paratus and system. 3.838.779. CI. 214-1 00s

Day. Albert J : See—
Correll. Ouentin E; Chamness. Leiand D ; Rudin, Melvin and Ou-

dijk. Tommy A.. 3.838.640.
Day. William A.:See—

Molloy. Bryan B ; Tuttle. Ronald R.; and Day William A
3.839,450

^ •

Dayco Corporation: See-
Thomas. James R.; North, George E.; and Brooks, Alden W

3,839.116
De Somer. Pierre: See—

Billiau. Alfons; and De Somer. Pierre, 3,839,555.
De Vries, Douwe. to Stewart. C. Jim. & Stevenson. Inc. Apparatus for
making and breaking an electrical underwater connection between
releasable underwater members. 3 .839.608. CI. 200-5 ! .090

Dean. Carl J.; and McCallum. Donald B.. to Barry-Wright Corporation
Magnetic display board symbols 3.839. 1 30. CI. 161-18 000

Decker. Herbert, to Triumph Werke Neurnberg AG. Final positioning
mechanism for single element type carrier. 3.838.764, CI. 197-

Deconinck, Hugo Frans, to AGFA-Gevaert N.V Reproeraphic
camera. 3,838,923, CI. 355-18.000.

k f k

Deem, Brian C. to Bendix Corporation, The. Dual pilot check valve
vehicle braking system 3,838.895, CI 303-84 00a

Deever, William R: See-
Bennett. Richard H ; and Deever. William R. 3 839 459

Degueldre. Louis; Gobillon. Yves; Clerbois. Lucien; and Bourgeois

, o",«-.lP.
^°.''',^y * ^'^ "^^'^l electrodes and coatings thereof.'

3.839.18I.CI. 204-290.00f.
Delano. Wendell N.:See-

Chiu, Thomas T.; and Delano, Wendell N 3 839 257
Deleuil, Michel: See—

Meiller. Francois; and Deleuil. Michel. 3,839,385
Delorenzo, Joseph D.; Durling. Hubert R.; Rolfe. Norman F. and Ross

9f'f[i ^o \° ^P^"y ^^"^ Corporation. Traffic sensor. 3.839.70o'
CI. 340-38.001.

Delude, Leo Paul: See-
Hanson, Wallace E.; and Delude, Leo Paul. 3,838,602.
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Demo, Joseph John, Jr.; and Ferriss, Donald Piatt, to Du Pont de
Nemours, E. I., and Company. Wear and corrosion resistant alloy
3,839,024, CI. 75-171.000.

Denisen, Ervin L.: See—
Stang, Elden J.; and Denisen, Ervin L., 3,838,559.

Denk, Joseph P., to Newell Industries, Inc. Transducer head position-
mgdevice. 3,839,735, CI. 360-106.000.

Denkowski, Walter J.; and Zouzoulas, John, to Philadelphia Gear Cor-
poration. De-clutch mechanism in valve operator. 3,838.609, CI. 74-
625.000.

Depping, Carl L. Christmas tree assembly. 3,839, 1 32, CI. 1 61 -24.000
Deproux, Jacques Roland, to Societe Industrielle Honeywell Bull

(Societe Anonyme). Printing device with moveable characters
3,838,765, CI. 197-53.000.

Depuy, Francis A., to Mount Hope Machinery Company. Adjustable
curvature axle assembly for expander rolls and the like. 3,838,480,
CI. 26-63.000.

Deschamps, Andre; Dezael, Claude; and Renault, Philippe, to Institut
Francais du Petrole, des Carburants et Lubrifiants. Process for
removing sulfur dioxide from industrial gases. 3,839.549, CI. 423-

Design III, mesne: See—
Mclnnis, Andrew M., 3,838,64 1

.

Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Schiedeanstalt Vormals: See—
Geiger, Friedhelm; and Weigert, Wolfgang, 3,839.543

Deutsche Gold-und Silber-Scheidean-stalt Vormals: See—
Schreyer. Gerd; and Weiberg, Otto, 3,839,2 16

Deutsche Star Kugelhalter GmbH: See—
Blaurock, Gunter; Stender, Hans-Georg; and Will, Werner,

Deutsche Texaco Aktiengesellschaft: See—

"^^^o^o'-P'c
"^"* Albrecht; and Lottermoser. Manfred,

3,839,265.

Wollner, Johannes; Cherubim, Martin; and Henn, Friedrich,
3,839,249.

Dewitt, Ivan L.; and Pacanowsky, Eugene, to Thiokol Chemical Cor-
poration. Oxalyl dihydrazide compositions and use as a coolant in
gas generating process. 3,839,105, CI. 149-19.400.

Dexter, Martin; Spivack, John D.; and Steinberg. David Herbert to
Ciba-Geigy Corporation. 3.5-Dialkyl-4-hydroxyphenylalkanoic acid
esters antioxidants. 3,839,278, CI. 260-45. 85b.

Dexter, Robin William, to American Cycanamid Company. Readily
water-dispersible solid particulate polyacrylamide composition and
process therefor. 3,839,500. CI. 260-874 000

Dezael. Claude: See—
Deschamps. Andre; Dezael. Claude; and Renault. Philippe.

Dhami, Kewal Singh: See—
Aronoff, Elihu J.;and Dhami, Kewal Singh, 3,839,261.

Di Drusco, Giovanni: See—
Galli, Paolo; Di Drusco, Giovanni; and Susa, Ermanno, 3,839,3 1 3.

Diamond Shamrock Corporation: See-
Beckers. Norman L.. 3.839.087
Lavergne. Edgar A.; and Mahne. Frank S.. 3.839,401

Diana, Guy D., to Sterling Drug Inc. 3-( Substituted amino)-lH-isoin-
doles. 3,839.356, CI. 260-326.100.

Diassi, Patrick A.: See—
Sheehan, John T.; Diassi, Patrick A.; Levine, Seymour D and
Rovnyak, George C, 3,839.43 I

.

Dickerhofe, Thomas Edward: See-
Davis, Richard Pelle, and Dickerhofe. Thomas Edward,

3 ,o3y, 137.

Dickinson, W. H., Engineering Limited: See-
Dickinson, William Henry Charles, 3,838,698.

Dickinson, William Henry Charles, to Dickinson, W. H., Engineering
Limited. Treatment of tobacco. 3,838,698, CI. 131-136000

Dictaphone Corporation: See—
Matz.Bjorn J, 3,839,600.

Diehl, Robert J.; and Freeman, Robert L., to ACF Industries, Incor-
porated. Heat responsive safety device for gate valves. 3,838,705, CI.

Dierckx, Ludovicus M.: See-
Alexander, Alex F.; Dierckx, Ludovicus M.; and Van Raevels
AlphonseS. J., 3,838,849.

Dietz. Walter, to Lindemann Maschinenfabrik GmbH. Storage tank
forgarbage. 3.838.781. CI. 2 14- 17.00c

Diffenderfer. Walter L.: See—
McFarland. Frederick R; and Diffenderfer, Walter L 3 838 615

Dimeler. Glenn R: See—
....

Mills, Ivor W.; and Dimeler, Glenn R., 3,839,1 88.
Mills, Ivor W; and Dimeler, Glenn R., 3,839*189

Dimigen Heinz, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Method of manufacturing

3!839 17^"cr204!'?92''oSo."''''
''''"' '''""''' "^^^ P^°"'"

Dingwell, Richard A. Incinerators. 3,838,65 1 , CI. 1 10-7.00s
Dirks Electronics Corporation: See-

Dirks, Gerhard H.; Dirks, Wolfgang G.; Miller, Delroy E and
Scott, Glenn A.. 3,839,664.

^^
t.

.
-nu

Dirks, Gerhard H.; Dirks, Wolfgang G.; Miller, Delroy E.; and Scott
Glenn A., to Dirks Electronics Corporation. Magnetic disc head
linear motor positioning system. 3,839,664, CI. 3 18-602.000

Dirks, Wolfgang G . : See-
Dirks, Gerhard H.; Dirks, Wolfgang G.; Miller. Delroy E.: and

Scott, Glenn A, 3,839,664.
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Dockerty, Stuart M.; and Lentz, William P., to Corning Glass Works.
Method of pressing hollow glass articles. 3,839,003, CI. 65-7 1 .000.

Dodd.ColinR: See-
Fisher, Donald H.; Dodd, Colin R.; Jones, Dennis D.; and

Marshall, George E., 3,838,918.

Dogliotti, Amilcare, to Ferraro, P., & C. S.p.A. Filler piece for boxes or

showcases. 3,838,806, CI. 229-15.000.

Doherty, Keith Stanley, to Petrocarbon Developments Limited.

Separation of mixtures especially gas mixtures. 3,838,553, CI. 55-

58.000.

Doherty, Thomas E.: See—
Amberg, Stephen W.; Doherty, Thomas E.; and Karabedian,

James A, 3,839,1 17.

Dolan, John C: See—
Dolan, John C; and Ball, Newton E. (said Ball assor. to said),

3,838,774.

Dolan, John C; and Ball, Newton E., said Ball assor. to said Dolan,
John C. Apparatus for monitoring water purification system.

3,838,774, CI. 210-85.000.
Dolfini, Joseph Edward; and Erickson, Raymond Curry, to Squibb, E.

R., & Sons, Inc. Amino acid derivatives of 6-aminopenicillanic acid.

3,839,323, CI. 260-239.100.
Doll, Martin E., to Cellu Products Company. Method of producing a

wet-like thermoplastic material. 3,839,525, CI. 264- 1 54.000.
Doner, John T., to Whirlpool Corporation. Method of forming glass-

ceramic cooktop construction. 3,838,505, CI. 29-61 1 .000.

Donga, Gunter: See-
Schwab, Georg-Maria; and Donga, Gunter, 3,839,545.

Dorfman, Edwin: See-
Emerson, William E.; and Dorfman, Edwin, 3,839,306.

Dorlars, Alfons; and Wirth, Wolf-Dieter, to Farbenfabriken Bayer Ak-
tiengesellschaft. 3-PyrazolyI-( I )-7-V-triazoIyl-(2)-coumarins.

3.839,333, CI. 260-249.500
Dorlars, Alfons; and Gold, Heinrich, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.

Triazolyl-coumarins 3.839,35 I , CI. 260-308.00a.
Dorman, Ervin L., to Coulter Electronics, Inc. Manometer system for

monitoring pressure in a particles study device. 3,838,601, CI. 73-
401.000.

Dorn, Ludwig: See—
Wilhelm, Jurgen; Schuttelkopf, Heinz; Dorn, Ludwig; and Heinze,
Gerhard. 3.838.554.

Dorr-Oliver Incorporated: See—
Schall,Robert A .3,838,946.

Doser, Manfred, to General Electric Company. Controlled cooling of
cobalt-rare earth magnetic alloys. 3.839.101 , CI. 148-101 .000.

Dow Badische Company: See—
Lowry. Charles Everett; Gilbertsor. William J.; and Gusack,
James A. 3,839,135.

Dow Chemical Company, The: See—
Chiu, Thomas T ; and Delano. Wendell N.. 3,839,257.
Clark. Willard F.; and Slykhouse. Thomas E.. 3,839,107.
Eilers, Louis H ; and Parks, Christ F , 3,839,260.
Eilers, Louis H.; and Parks, Christ F., 3.839.262.
Eilers. Louis H.; and Parks. Christ F.. 3.839.263.
Gardner. Johnny Berten, 3.839,478.

Greminger, George K.. Jr.; Strange. Carl P.; Krumel. Karl L.; and
Hudson. James L.. Jr.. 3.839.319

Haller.SamuelL. 3.839.126.

Hassall. Ronald E. 3.839.480.
Hassall. Ronald E. 3,839.481.
Hickner. Richard A.; and Goss. Edward W.. 3,839,494.
Moyer, John R, 3.839.169.

Roberts. Charles B, 3.839.012.
Rubens. Louis C; and Sundquist. Donald J.. 3.839,518.

Downing, Verlan L., to Dart Industries Inc. Trimming apparatus.

3,838,722, CI. 144-118.000.
Dowty Seals Limited: See-

Fern, Alan G, 3,838.862.
Doyle. William P.: See-

Crawford Wheeler C; Doyle. William P.; and Patterson. John A.,

3,839,259.

Dozsa, Otto L.; and Powell, Byron E., to United States Gypsum Com-
pany. Super reactive recalcined lime product and process.

3.839,55 1, CI. 423-640.000.
Drabek, Jozef; and Varsanyi. Denis, to Ciba-Giegy Corporation. O-

alkyl-s-alky-O-substituted phenyl-thiophosphoric acid esters.

3,839,509. CI. 260-943.000.
Drake, Robe't E. Method of making a prestressed reinforced corru-

gated sheet. 3,839,532, CI. 264-229.000.
Draut. Robert L., to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Method for axially

adjusting the position of a shaft. 3,838,987. CI. 29-426.000.
Dreikorn. Barry A.; and Kramer. Kenneth E., to Lilly, Eli, and Com-

pany. Certain s-triazolo(4,3-a)quinolines as agents for control of
plant pathogens. 3,839,569, CI. 424-258.000.

Dremin, Anatoly Nikolaevich: See—
Babare, Lidia Vasilievna; Dubovitsky, Fedor Ivanovich; and

Dremin, Anatoly Nikolaevich, 3,839,290.
Dresser Industries, Inc.: See-

Nelson, Dana W, 3,838,797.

Drher, Bernd, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. N-hydroxyalkylpiperidyl,N-
hydroxyalkylpiperazyl compounds as accelerating agents in epoxy
resin compositions. 3,839,281, CI. 260-47.Oen.

Drive, "W "B". Tight oil or gas formation fracturing

3,838,736, CI. 166-299.000.

Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company: See-

process.

Bartlett, Philip Lee, 3,839,425.
Beliveau, Thomas Joseph, 3,839,063.

Davis, Richard Pelle; and Dickerhofe, Thomas Edward,
3,839,137.

Demo, Joseph John, Jr.; and Ferriss, Donald Platt. 3,839,024.

Fang, James C, 3,839,254.

Fawzi, Maged Mohamed, 3,839,416.

Garth, Bruce Hollis, 3.838,991.

Harrell, L. Lamar, Jr., 3,839,24 1

.

Irani, Farhad Ardeshir, 3,839,221.

Krueger. Achim R., 3,839,271

.

Manos, Philip, 3,839,294.

Moore, Albert Lloyd, 3,839,305.

Patterson, Frank Knowles; and Thayer. Stephen Charles,

3,839,231.
Schmieg, John Joseph, 3,839,307.

Yates, Paul C, 3,839,226.

Duhbeld, Willem, to B. V. Hollandse Plastic Industrie Rotterdam.
Device for making cheddar cheese. 3.838.955. CI. 425-84.000.

Dubois. Claude: See—
Dalibout, Georges; and Dubois, Claude, 3,838,893.

Dubois de Prisque, Felix Louis Joseph; Naud, Jean Octave; Binet, Paul
Omer Gaston; and Thibieroz, Andre, to Societe Nationale des
Poudres et Explosifs. Composite explosive with a carboxylic
polydiolefin binder. 3,839,106, CI. 149-19.900.

Dubovitsky, Fedor Ivanovich: See—
Babare, Lidia Vasilievna; Dubovitsky, Fedor Ivanovich; and
Dremin, Anatoly Nikolaevich, 3,839,290.

Duchenois, Valere Dominique Louis: See—
Polaert, Remy Henri Francois; Duchenois, Valere Dominique

Louis; and Monnier, Michel Jean Claude, 3,838,996.
Duddy, Joseph C, to ESB Incorporated. Water activated lead acid

storage battery cell having dry discharged electrodes. 3,839,089, CI.

136-26.000.

Duffy, Jame V., to United States of America, Navy. Isophthalamide in-

termediates. 3,839,4 1 2, CI. 260-47 1 OOr.

Duffy, James V.; and Augl, Joseph M., to United States of America,
Navy. Phenylated amide-quinoxaline copolymers. 3,839,442, CI.

260-558.00a.
Dugan, George, to Hercules Incorporated. Elemental analysis of sulfur-

containing materials. 3,838,969, CI. 23-230.0pc.
Duke, June T.: See

—

Prem, Dorothy C; and Duke, June T., 3,839,495.
Dunford Hadfields Limited: See-

Webster, Keith; and Finch, Leslie Gordon, 3,839,022.
Dunnavant. Allan A.; Giardina, Angelo R.; Vargo, Andrew M.; and

Vota, James L., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. System for

concentrating a moderating solution utilized in a pressurized water
nuclear power plant. 3.839. 1 59, CI. 202- 1 60.000.

Durling, Hubert R.: See—
Delorenzo, Joseph D.; Durling, Hubert R.; Rolfe, Norman F.; and

Ross. Gerald F. 3.839.700.

DuRocher. Gideon A.; and McClure. Gerald L.. to Essex International.

Inc. Thermally sensitive electrical switch. 3,839,694, CI. 337-
382.000.

Durst. Fred L.; and Zastera. Rudolph J., to Pettibone Corporation. Bil-

let grinder apparatus, particularly for contour grinding of pipe.

3.838,541, CI. 51-79.000.

Dutko, George; Krueger. Robert F.; and Lesniak. Stanley J., to United
States Steel Corporation. Rotating ladle car. 3.838.650, CI. 105-
270.000.

Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Kotzsch, Hans-Joachim; and Buning, Robert, 3,839,383.

Ealding, Cyril John, to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited. Foamed
polyolefins. 3,839,238, CI. 260-2.50e.

Eastman Kodak Company: See

—

Brown, Jesse L., 3,839,045.
Hiller,, Gary L, 3,839,041.
Hopfner. Clemens; and Ort, Wolfgang. 3,838,833.
Robinson, Alfred G.; and Hagemeyer, Hugh J., Jr.. 3,839.472.
Ruben, Paul Lewis, 3,838,910.

Salminen, Ilmari F.; and Loria, Anthony, 3,839.044.
Silverman. Robert A; and Wright. Charles J.. 3.839.042.
Simons, Michael J., 3,839,049.
Williams, Francis A., 3,838,91 5.

Windle,JohnB., Ill, 3,839,414.
Easton, Nelson R.; and Hargrove, William W.. to Lilly. Eli. and Com-

pany. 2-Halo-l-alkyl-l-(alkylamino)ethyl vinyl benzoic acid esters

and derivatives. 3,839,4 1 5, CI. 260-477.000.
Eaton Corporation: See-

Brown, Danny D., 3,838,75 1.

Eaton Yale Ltd.: See—
Golob, Theodore B.; Hauck, Sylvester J.; and Margerum, Bruce

A., 3,838,721.
Eddleman, Roy T.; and Schmitz, Richard L., to Biospectrum Incor-

porated. Vacuum filter with removable filter element. 3,838,978, CI.
23-292.000.

Eder, Ulrich; and Wiechert, Rudolf, to Schering Aktiengesellschaft.
Novel bicycloalkane derivatives. 3,839.453, CI. 260-586.00r.

Edison, Lamonte: See-
Richards, Roy C; Le Masters, Paul D.; Shearer, James E.; Edison,
Lamonte; and Auzins, John, 3,838,672.

Edson, David D., to Raytheon Company. Directional transducer
system. 3,839,683, CI. 330-30.00r.

Edus, Gilbert; See—
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Madelmont, Robert; and Edus, Gilbert, 3,839,654.
Ehrend, Helfried; Morche, Klaus; Kempermann, Theo; and Redetzky,
Wolfgang, to Rhein-Chemie Rheinau GmbH. Masticating agent for
natural and/or synthetic rubber. 3,839,250, CI. 260-23.00r.

Ehrlich, Stanley L. L., to Raytheon Company. Transducer compensa-
tion network. 3,839,698, CI. 340-9.000.

Eichholz,Gunter: 5*e—
Haas, Helmut; and Eichholz, Gunter, 3,838,825.

Eilers, Louis H.; and Parks, Christ F., to Dow Chemical Company, The.
Cementitious compositions and methods. 3,839,260 CI 260-
3l.20n

Eilers, Louis H; and Parks, Christ P., to Dow Chemical Company, The.
Cementitious compositions and methods. 3,839,262 CI 260-
32.60n.

Eilers, Louis H.; and Parks, Christ F.. to Dow Chemical Company, The
Cementitious compositions and methods. 3,839,263 CI 260-33 ''Or

Eisfeld. Karl: Ser—
Arend, Wolfgang; Eisfeld, Karl; Haug, Peter; Himmelhan. Emil

Scholz, Hemrich; and Wegerich, Anton, 3,839,408.
Eissfeldt, Wilhelm; Bystron. Bruno; and Hoeber. W. Gerhard, to Schu-

bert & Salzer Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Method and ap-
paratus for controlling a cutting tool for cutting garment components
from flat fabric. 3.838,6 1 8, CI. 83-34.000.

Electroprint, Inc., mesne: See—
Pressman, Gerald L., 3,839,027.

Elektroschmelzwerk Kampten GmbH: See—
Kratel. Gunter; Stohr. Gunter; and Vogt. Georg, 3,839,538.

Ellett, James R., to Bralorne Resources Limited. Three-wav Dilot valve
3,838,71 1, CI. 137-627.500.

Elliott, Curtis Homer, Jr., to Grace, W. R., & Co. Synthetic fluoride
contaming zeolite systems. 3,839,539, CI. 423-329.000.

Ellis, Gwynn Pennant; and Shaw, David, to Allen & Hanburys Limited
Tetrazolyl chromones. 3,839,339, CI. 260-308.00d.

Ellisco Incorporated: See—
McCloskey, Harry J., 3,838,787.

Ellithorpe, Ernest Ralph; and Fletcher, Ronald Bruce, to Vennard &
Ellithorpe Ltd. Apparatus for the solidification of molten sulphur
3,838,973, CI. 23-273.00r.

Elslager, Edward F.; and Worth, Donald F., to Parke, Davis & Com-
pany. 5-Nitro-2,2'-thiobisthiazole compounds. 3,839,348 CI 260-
302.00f.

. . ,
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Elwood, Albert A Radio transmitting station. 3.839,719 CI 343-
I12.00d.

Emerg Industries, Inc.: See—
Schlossman, Irwin S.; Lin Li, Thomas Zoum; and Boylan Jack B

3,839,245.
Emerson. William E.; and Dorfman. Edwin, to Hooker Chemical Cor-

poration. Catalytic process for preparing triazines and nitrile
polymers. 3,839,306, CI. 260-87.700.

EMI Limited: See—
Bowman-Manifold, Michael, 3,839,718.

Endo, Ichiro: See—
Matsuno, Hiroshi; Endo, Ichiro; and Suzki. Kiyoshi. 3,839,033.

Endress, James W.. to Carrier Corporation. Refrigeration apparatus in-
cludmg motor cooling means. 3,838,58 1 , CI. 62-468.000.

Engelhardt. Friedrich: See—
Piesch, Steffen; Engelhardt, Friedrich; Herrmann. Erwin; and

Plath, Dieter, 3,839.410.
Engerbretsen. Einar O., to Hobart Manufacturing Company, The.
Compactor with movable backup member. 3,838,636, CI 100-
229.00a.

Enlow, William P.: 5fe-
Hechenbleikner, Ingenuin; and Enlow, William P.. 3,839,506.

Ensor. Gordon R.; and Colbert, Peter E., to Monsanto Chemicals
Limited Aromatic resins. 3,839,300, CI. 260-78.40n.

Enz, Ulrich Ernst, to US Philips Corporation. Magnetisable material
for detecting or recording electromagnetic radiation. 3,838,907 CI
350-151.000.

Epstein. Arthur Charles: See—
Weiss. Charles O.; and Epstein. Arthur Charles, 3.839, 1 99.

Erdmann-Jesnitzer. Friedrich; and Paschen. Peter, to Redemat. S.A
Creep resistant lead alloys 3.839.023. CI. 75- 1 67.000.

Erickson. John W ; and Williams, Carter P., to Kobe, Inc. Pitot pump
with means for excluding leakage from bearings. 3.838.939 CI 415-
89.000.

Erickson. Raymond Curry: See—
Dolfini. Joseph Edward; and Erick.son, Raymond Curry

3.839.323.
' ^

Erikson. Bernard A., to Groom Industries. Inc. Carpet eroomine tools
3.838.474. CI. 15-142.000.

Eriksson. Erik Birger. to Nordiska Maskinfilt Aktiebolaget. Machine
felt comprising woven fabric having fibrous batt needled thereto
3,839.136. CI. 161-80.000.

Eriandson, Charles W,, to General Electric Company. Control system
for multiple zone heating and cooling. 3,838.733. CI. 165-22.000.

Ermidis. Nicholas P., to American Cyanamid Company. Polyurethane
curative comprising 2-cyano-P-phenylene diamine and optionally
metal salts. 3,839,292, CI. 260-75. Onh.

Ernst, Kurt W.:5f^—
Lobenhoffer, Hans Ph.; and Ernst, Kurt W., 3,839,523.

Ersek, Robert A.; and Wall, Donald E.. to Med General. Inc. Sleeve for
fever thermometers and method of attaching same. 3,838,600, CI
73-373.000.

ESB Incorporated: See—
Duddy, Joseph C, 3,839,089.

Eslinger, Ralph G.: See—
Davis, Dennis J.; Juhasz, John E.; and Eslinger, Ralph G..

3,838,892.
Essex International, Inc.: See—

DuRocher, Gideon A.; and McClure, Gerald L., 3,839,694.
Esso Research and Engineering Company: See—

Aldridge, Clyde L., 3,838,993.
Aldridge, Clyde L., 3,838,994.
Flory, John F.; Beazley, Raymond A.; and Pedersen. Kristen I

3,838,718.

Gorbaty, Martin L.; Poetsch, Eike; and Schulte, Karl, 3,839,335.
Oswald, Alexis A.; and Valint, Paul L., Jr., 3,839,505.
Sinfelt. John H.; and Barnett. Allan E., 3,839,194.
Singhal. Gopal H.; and Turkos, Robert E., 3,839,010
Thompson, Jeffrey L., 3,838,593.

Estkowski, Michael H.: iff—
Hammond, Robert J.; Arent. John F.; Miller, Carl W.- and Est-

kowski, Michael H., 3,838.861

.

Estkowski. Michael H.. to V-M Corporation. Speed shift for a phono-
graph player drive. 3.838.859. CI. 274-9.00a.

Estradier. Francoise: See—
Kalopissis. Gregoire; Bugaut. Andree; and Estradier. Francoise

3.838.965. ' '

Eta A. G. Ebauches-Fabrik: See—
Giger, Urs; and Perrot, Friedrich. 3.838,567.

Etat Francais: See—
Madelmont. Robert; and Edus, Gilbert, 3.839,654.

Ethicon, Inc.: See—
Wasserman, David; and Versfelt, Charles Curtis, 3,839,297.

Ethridge, Cameron D: Sff—
Klem, Charles D.; and Ethridge, Cameron D., 3,839,626.

Ethyl Corporation: See—
Jarema, Chester P.; and Niebylski, Leonard M.. 3,839 080
Warren, Joel A, 3,838,977.

Etter, Berwyn E. Tip for an industrial gas cutting torch. 3,838,819, CI.
239-424.500.

Evans, Melvyn Harold; and Tomlinson, Douglas Eric, to Gibbons,
James, Limited. Door-closing mechanism. 3,838,477, CI. 16-55 000

Evans, Ronald Arthur: See—
Boyd, Violet; Evans, Ronald Arthur; Holt, Kenneth Anthony; and
Renfrew, Andrew Hunter Morris, 3,839,424.

Ewald, Ronald F. Valve button. 3,838,822, CI. 239-596.000.
Eyles, Thomas H.: See-

Lang, Theo O.; and Eyles, Thomas H., 3,838,772
Faber. Ruth: See—

Wolff. Werner; Faber, Ruth; and Ruchlack, Kasimir, 3,839,413
Faeth, Gerard M, to United States of America, Navy. Steady heat

generating reactor. 3.838,658. CI 1 14-20.00r.
Faiks, Frederick S.; and Buhk, Randall P., to Steelcase Inc Ganging
means for chair. 3,838,884, CI. 297-248.000

Faille, Marc Delia: See—
Mercier. Jean; Faille, Marc Delia; and Bleiman, Claude

3,839,062.
Falkenberg, Norman W. Collapsible wheelchair. 3,838,869 CI 280-

42.000.

Fang, James C, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Aqueous
coating composition containing metallic pigmented coated with
lonizable perfluoroalkyl surfactant. 3,839,254, CI. 260-29.6mm.

Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Buchel, Karl-Heinz; Regel, Erik; and Plempel, Manfred,

J,o3y ,5 73

.

Dorlars, Alfons; and Wirth, Wolf-Dieter, 3,839,333.
Gauss, Walter; Grewe, Ferdinand; and Scheinpnus, Hans

3,839,575.
*

Seng, Florin; Ley, Kurt; and Metzger, Karl Georg, 3,839,326.
Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius &

Bruning: See—
Fester. Walter; and Albers. Ernst-August. 3 839 502
Waldmann, Karl, 3,839,417.
Wolff. Werner; Faber. Ruth; and Ruchlack. Kasimir, 3,839,4 1 3.

Farr, Glyn Reginald, to Girling Limited. Internal shoe-drum brakes
3,838,757, CI. 1 88-79. 50p.

Farr, James B., to Tecumseh Products Company. Ignition circuit with
automatic spark advance. 3,838,671, CI. I23-I48.00e.

Fawzi, Maged Mohamed, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.
Trimethyl ester of carboxydithioimido-carbonic acid. 3,839,416, CI
260-48 1.00c.

Febres, Vasco Altuve. Recoilless firearm and cartridce therefor
3,838,622, CI. 89-1.703.

Federico, Richard A. Combination spotlight and floodlight. 3,839,632
CI. 240-44. 100. '

' '

Fekete, Lajos F.; and Peetoom, Frans, to Baxter Laboratories, Inc.
Clarification of blood serum and plasma using block copolymers of
ethylene oxide and polyoxypropylene. 3,839,3 1 4, CI. 260-1 12 00b

Felker, Paul J., to Penetred Corporation. Art of shearing a helical coil.

Fern, Alan G., to Dowty Seals Limited. Slats for use between two rela-
tively-rotating surfaces. 3.838,862, CI. 277-96.000.

Fernandez, Francisco Jose. Eyeglass with replaceable lens. 3 838 914
CI. 351-106.000.

'

Fernberg, Paul C. R.; and Harley, David N., to ITW Limited Tamper
proof seals. 3,838,878, CI. 292-318.000.

^
Ferraro, P.. & C. S.p.A.: See—

Dogliotti. Amilcare, 3,838,806.
Ferriss. Donald Piatt: See—
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Demo, Joseph John. Jr.; and Ferriss, Donald Piatt, 3,839,024.
Ferro Corporation: See-

Meek, William H, 3,839,443.
Fershter, Abram Vulfovich: See—

Roschupkin, Vladimir Ivanovich; Lovchev, Stanislav Vasilievich;

Zaikin, Semen Ivovich; Mischevich, Viktor Ilich; Skrypnik,
Stepan Grigoricvich; and Fershter, Abram Vulfovich,
3,838,941.

Fester, Walter; and Albers, Ernst-August, to Farbwerke Hoechst Ak-
tiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning. Grafted
polyacrylonitrile and modacrylonitrile filaments and fibers and
process for their manufacture. 3,839,502, CI. 260-88 1 .000.

Fiber Industries, Inc.: See—
Yankowsky, Anthony Walter, 3,839,272.

Field, Nathan D.; Smolin, Edwin M.; and Williams, Earl P., to GAF
Corporation. N-Vinyl lactam-Cum vinyl ether copolymer as protec-
tive colloids in vinyl chloride suspension polymerization. 3,839,310,
CI. 260-92. 80w. .:

Fillion, Jacques D.: Se^
Graham, Gerald W.; and Fillion. Jacques D.. 3.839,658.

Filter Tech, Inc.: See—
Scalise, Joseph F., 3,838,606.

Finch, Leslie Gordon: See-
Webster, Keith; and Finch, Leslie Gordon, 3,839,022.

Finger, Armin A , to Med-Assists, Inc. Air filtration device with
oriented output. 3,838,556, CI. 55-385.000.

Finger, Daniel W.; Wood, Gwendolyn B.; High Roy F.; and Harrison,
Edwin H.; Jr.. to United States of America, Army. Proximity fuze im-
provement. 3,838,645, CI. 102-70. 20p.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Company. The: See-
Hunt, Jerry Donald. 3,839,45 1

.

Firma Alfelder Eisenwerke Carl Heise Kom.-Ges. -vorm. Otto Wessel-
mann & Cie.: See—

Glenewinkel. Eberhard, 3,838,932.
Firmenich S. A., mesne: See—

Ohloff. Gunther; and Strickler. Hugo, 3,839,232.
Fischer. Georg, Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Tegelhutter. Herbert. 3,838,847.
Fischer, Stephen J. Hydraulic positional control system. 3,838,627, CI
91-368.000

Fischer, Stephen J Hydraulic positional control system. 3,839,627, CI
91-368.000

Fishburne, Francis B., and Traughber, Charles W.. Jr. Lift-and-lay con-
veyor. 3,838,769. CI. 198-218.000.

Fisher. Donald H.; Dodd, Colin R.; Jones. Dennis D.; and Marshall.
George E. to Xerox Corporation. Transfer apparatus. 3,838,918 CI
355-3.00r.

Fisher, Michael H.; Linn, Bruce O.; and Bochis, Richard J., to Merck &
Co.. Inc. I-Aminobenzimidazoles. 3.839.347, CI. 260-302.00h.

Fitzgibbons, Eugene T.. to Rockwell International Corporation. Am-
bient illumination system for liquid crystal display. 3,838.909 CI
350-I60.0IC.

Fleissner, Heinz, to Vepa AG. Process for the continuous steaming of
man-made fibers. 3,838,968, CI. 8-149.300.

Fleissner, Heinz, to Vepa AG. Method and apparatus for the transfer of
a wet-laid nonwoven textile wet from a perforated conveyor surface
to a seive drum surface 3.839. 146. CI. 162-207.000.

Fleming. Howard B. Offshore moorings. 3.838,657, CI. 1 14-230.000.
Fletcher. Ronald Bruce: See—

Ellithorpe, Ernest Ralph, and Fletcher, Ronald Bruce, 3,838,973.
Flory, John F.; Beazley, Raymond A.; and Pedersen, Kristen I., to Esso

Research and Engineering Company Multi-product swivel joint.

3,838,718, CI. 141-100.000 (701/02/73.
Flower, Robert A.; Gamertsfelder, George R.; and Stavis, Gus, to

Singer-General Precision, Inc, Vector velocimeter (direction in-

dicating velocimeter) 3.838.924. CI. 356-28.000.
Fluor Corporation: See—

Wrisberg. Johannes; Holte. Gammel; Andersen, Kjeld Jorn; and
Mogensen, Erik. 3.839.485.

FMC Corporation: See—
Caffa, Giorgio C. 3,838.770.
Patel, Vithal Chhotabhi. 3,839,5 1 3.

Pepmeier.Carl R., 3.838.549.
Scharpf, William George. 3.839.340.
Scharpf. William George; and Stange. Hugo. 3,839,341.
Scharpf, William George, 3,839,342
Taylor, Johns, 3,839,074.

Focke, Heinz Hermann. Light shutter system for detecting blockages in

a cigarette feeder. 3,838,663, CI. I I6-Il4.00r.
Fodor, Lawrence M.: See—

Kahle. Gerald R.; and Fodor, Lawrence M., 3,839,503.
Foessel, Alfred H.: See—

Treffner, Walter S.; and Foessel, Alfred H., 3.839.057.
Fogelberg, Mark J., to Borg-Warner Corporation. Planetary dif-

ferential for four wheel drive with automatic locking gear.
3,838,610, CI. 74-711.000.

Fokker-VFWN.V.:See-
Godfried, Leo M.. 3,839,239.

Foley, Edward M.; and Polk, Robert F., to Cabot Corporation. Wear-
resistant powder metallurgy nickel-base alloy. 3,838,981, CI. 29-
182.000.

Foley, Kevin M.; Mc Combs. Frank P.; and Vigo. Francesco M.. to

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation. Tertiary condensation
product of phenol, formaldehyde and a silane. 3,839,236, CI. 260-
2.00s.

Follows, Gordon William. Polyamides. 3,839,392. CI. 260-45.70p.
Foote, Daniel J., to Master Lock Company. Lockable tether and

dividable tetherette assemblage. 3,838,585, CI. 70-18.000.
Forbes, Donald F., Sr., to United States of America. Navy. Digital FM

logic circuit. 3,839,682, CI. 328-158.000.
Forgensi, Rudolph: See-

Berg, Allen Clark; Forgensi, Rudolph; and Lipani, Anthony Frank,
3,839,029.

Forker, Ray B., Jr.; Carson, Michael C; and Washington, Randall C,
to Corning Glass Works. Preform core materials. 3,839,054, CI. 106-
38.900.

Foseco Trading A. G.: See-
Clark, Peter Stanley; and Jones. Paul Victor, 3,839,248.

Foster. Bennie J.; and Fronefeld, Eugene J., to Lilly, Eli, and Company.
Demethylation process. 3,839,423, CI. 260-490.000.

Foster Grant Co.: See-
Lang, Theo O.; and Eyles, Thomas H., 3,838,772.

Fox, William B.: See-
Anderson, L. Ray; Fox, William B.; and Gefri, Frederick J..

3,839,462.
Frank, Rudolf: See—

Witzig, Emil Karl; and Frank, Rudolf, 3,838,938.
Franzen, Gustav, to Palitex Project-Company GmbH. Drive means for

knotter mechanism of a textile yarn processing machine. 3,838,875.
CI. 289-18.000.

Eraser, Malcolm D.: See—
Carr, Norman L.; and Eraser, Malcolm D , 3,839,483.

Frater, Georg, to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc. Process for obtaining
seychellene. 3,839,476, CI. 260-666.0py.

Fredenhagen, Eva Redick. Weighted exercise glove. 3,838,853, CI.
272-67.000.

Freeman, Alfred B. Plural mode automatic bass system with pedal
sustain. 3,839,592, CI. 84-1.010.

Freeman, Robert L.: See—
Diehl, Robert J.; and Freeman, Robert L., 3,838.705.

Frese, Albert; and Christofzik, Helmut, to Chemische Werke Huels
Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the production of bitumen of bitu-

men-containing mixtures with improved properties. 3,839.190. CI
208-44.000.

Fri - Matic, Inc.: See—
Purtell,Rofus J, 3,838,599.

Fried, John H.: See—
Crabbe, Pierre; and Fried, John H., 3,839,420.

Friedman, Benjamin. Replaceable cartridge hypodermic syringe having
sterile maintenance of needle. 3,838,690, CI. 1 28-2 1 S.OOn.

Friedman, Gad: See-
Schmidt, Gerhard Martin Julius; Lahav, Meir; and Friedman. Gad,

3.839,365.
Frisbee, Lloyd E. Boat steering stabilizer. 3,838,660, CI. 1 l4-235.0ws.
Fromson, Howard A. Light-sensitive structure. 3,839,037, CI. 96-

35.100.

Fronefeld, Eugene J.: See

—

Foster, Bennie J.; and Fronefeld, Eugene J., 3.839.423.
Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.: See—

Kato, Hisatoyo; and Oi, Nakao, 3,838,926.
Tamai, Yasuo; Takimoto, Masaaki; and Honjo, Satoru, 3.839,028.

Fuji Shashin Koki Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Suzuki, Masane; and Nakamura, Enpei, 3,839,039.

Fujihara, Katsuji, to Kansai Hoon Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Electric
heat-generating sheet assembly. 3,839, 134, CI. 161-62.000.

Fujimoto, Osamu: See—
Matsumoto, Akira; and Fujimoto. Osamu. 3,839.534.

Fujitsu Limited: See—
Andoh, Shizuo; Shirouchi, Yasunari; and Hirose, Tadatsueu

3,839,715.

Nakayama, Norihiko; Shirouchi, Yasunari; Urade, Toshinori and
Andoh, Shizuo, 3,839,657.

Urade, Toshinori; and Hirose, Tadatsugu, 3,839,7 1 3.

Fuller, Fred J.; Kirschner. John G.; and Stark, Richard A. Multi layer
capacitor and with screen vibrating means apparatus for making
same. 3,838,958,0.425-197.000.

Fuller, Fred J.; Kirschner, John G.; and Stark, Richard A. Multi layer
capacitor and apparatus for making same with roll cleaning means
3,838,959, CI. 425-230.000.

Fuller, Josef, to Vyskumny ustav mechanizacie a automatizacie.
Method of one-sided riveting tool for its performance. 3,838,499 CI
29-509.000.

Fullhart, Richard L., to Reese Products, Inc. Hitch mountable to a
shock absorbing bumper. 3,838,872, CI. 280-495.000.

Fulton, Langdon Hollister, to RCA Corporation. Label writing ap-
paratus. 3,839,644, CI. 307-1 17.000.

Furlenmeier, Andre; Ouitt, Peter; Vogler, Karl; and Lanz, Paul. (R)-l-
(2-furoyloxy)-3-methylbutyl-pencillin compounds. 3,839,322 CI
260-239.100.

Furuya, Katuji; and Yamano. Tetuyuki, to Nissan Motor Company,
Limited. Rotor oil sealing arrangement for a rotary internal com-
bustion engine. 3,838,95 1 , CI. 4 1 8-84.000.

Futamata, Masayuki; Nukada, Takao; and Kitta, Yasuo, to Kabushiki
Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho. Gear pump and motor having a sealing
lock for preventing hydraulic oil from leaking between the ends of
the teeth of the gears. 3,838,952, CI. 418-1 26.000.

Gabor, Andrew. Apparatus measuring relative velocity of movable
members including means to detect velocity from the position en-
coder. 3,839,665, CI. 318-616.000.
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Gadekar, Shreekrishna Manmohan, to Affiliated Medical Research
Inc. NrSubstituted pyridone and general method for preparinc
pyridones. 3,839,346. CI. 260-297.00Z.

f k 6

Gaf Corporation: See—
Beiswanger, John P. G.; and Nassry, Assadullah, 3,839,2 10.
Field, Nathan D.; Smolin, Edwin M.; and Williams Earl P

3,839,310.

Hoffstadt, Walter F., 3,839,325.
Roberts, Stiles M.; and Stanley, Lester N.. 3,839 400
Yao.Shi-Kuang. 3,839,327.

GakkenCo.Ltd.Sff- '

Kimura, Yoshinobu; and Tsuchihashi. Takeo, 3,839,601

.

Gallay, Jean-Jacques: See—
Brenneisen, Paul; Gallay, Jean-Jacques; and Marcot Alfred

3,839,582.
Galli, Paolo; Di Drusco, Giovanni; and Susa, Ermanno, to Montecatini

Edison S.p.A. Catalysts for the polymerization of olefins. 3,839,313.
CI. 260-94.9da.

Gamero, Robert; and Benavides, Augusto E., to Peritech International
Corporation. Low volatility polyuerthane prepolymer. 3,839,491
CI. 260-77. Sat.

Gamertsfelder. George R.: See—
Flower, Robert A.; Gamertsfelder, George R.; and Stavis. Gus,

Gammill, Robert A., Jr. Cotton compressor. 3,838,782. CI. 214-
41.000.

Gandon, Louis; Bozec. Christian H.; and Lenoble, Phillippe B., "Le
Nickel". Method for producing high-purity nickel from nickel matte
3,839, 168, CI. 204-113.000.

Gangwisch, William J.: See—
Ciccone, Teresa R.; and Gangwisch, William J., 3,839,57

1

Garand, Donald J: 5ff—
Borelli. Ronald F; and Garand. Donald J., 3,839,071.

Gardner, Johnny Berten, to Dow Chemical Company, The
p.hydrogenation of ethylbenzene to styrene in the presence of a
halohydrocarbon. 3,839,478, CI. 260-669.00r.

Garth. Bruce Mollis, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company
Gasoline compositions containing bisamide additives 3 838 991 CI
44-66.000. '

•"'•'"•'-'

Gates, Robert H
; and Schneider. Harold G , to Concrete Pipe Machin-

ery Company, mesne Method of assembling bell and cage units to
form pipe reinforcing cages 3,838,494. CI. 29-453.000

. Gates Rubber Company, The: See-
Hug. Leonard F.; Grossman, Philip A.; Young, Roland L and

Stark, Robert E, 3,839,088.
Twogood, Claude E.; McClelland. Donald H.; and Uba, Toshio,

J ,o J v,uy 3

.

Gatlus, Jean: See—
Balme, Maurice; Gattus, Jean; and Gerard, Bernard 3 839 493

Gauss Walter; Grewe, Ferdinand; and Scheinpfiug, Hans, to Far-
benfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. 2-(Pyrazolyl-(l )-

benzimidazole fungicidal, and bactericidal agents. 3 839 575 CI
424-273.000. .

.

Gawin, Adolph J.; Kearney, Robert L.; and Sather, Eugene, to Bell &
Howell Company Microfichs reader/projector. 3,838,916, CI. 353-

Gay. Michel: See—
Bakassian, Georges; Gay. Michel; and Lefort, Marcel. 3.839.382.

Geffs. Tolman F
. to Parker-Hannifin Corporation Integrated emer-

gency oxygen and fuel tank inerting system 3,838,576, CI 62-
45.000.

Gefri. Frederick J.: Sff—
Anderson, L. Ray; Fox. William B.; and Gefri. Frederick J

3.839.462. '
'

Gegenheimer, Harold W.; and Stad. Andrew N.. to Baldwin-Gegen-
heimer Corporation. Mechanism for removing ink from ink con-
tainers 3.838.864. CI. 277-163.000.

Gehrmann. Werner: See—
Bell. Gunter; and Gehrmann, Werner, 3,838,625.

Geiger. Friedhelm; and Weigert. Wolfgang, to Deutsche Gold- und
Silber-Schiedeanstalt Vormals. Catalyst for the production of
cyanogen chloride 3.839.543. CI. 423-379.000.

Gelders, Albert H. Hydraulic transmission system. 3,838,574 CI 60-
494.000.

Gelfand, Samuel, to Hooker Chemical Corporation Polyhalocyclopen-
tenyl phenyl compounds. 3.839.454. CI 260-590.000.

General Electric Company: See—
Badey. Paul E.; and Oppel. John A.. 3.839,61 2.
Ballard, James L, 3.838,579.
Ballard, James L., 3,838,580.
Beddows, Norman Anthony, 3,839,653
Bialous, Charles Andrew; and Macke, Gerald Fred, 3,839,247
Charles, Richard J.; and Cech, Robert E., 3,839,537
Davis, Richard K.; and Conley, James W., 3,839.705
Doser, Manfred, 3,839,101.
Erlandson, Charles W., 3,838,733.
Hamilton, Stephen B., Jr.; and Lampe, Warren R., 3,839 246
Hardy, Albert L. 3,838,635.
Ingenito, Donald R ; Mathewson, Wilfred P.. Ryon. David M and
Walmet, Gunnar E., 3,839,204

Macur, Robert A, 3,839,1 78.
Morelock, Charles R.; Lord, Peter C; and Weininger, Joseph L

3,839,090.
K

.

Sheets, Marvin William, 3.838,502.

Swiger, Roger T.; and Webb, Jimmy L., 3,839,447.
Wentorf, Robert H., Jr., 3,839,550.
Winn, Oliver H, 3,839,61 1.

Zdaniewski, Joseph J., 3,839,280.
General Motors Corporation: See-

Bird, Melvyn R., 3,838,898.
Haven, Harold A., 3,838,876.
Hill, Ronald C, 3,838.881.
Hug. Karl. 3,838.870.
Koivunen, Erkki A., 3,838,61 1

.

Locklin, John G., 3,838,882.
Pomerantz, Allen J. ,3,839.701.
Reck, Lothar, 3,838,569.
Richards, Roy C; Le Masters, Paul D.; Shearer, James E. Edison
Lamonte; and Auzins, John, 3,838,672.

Sampatacos, Peter M., 3,838,899.
Sampatacos, Peter M., 3,838,901

.

Stryker, Harry L., 3.839.660.
Wind. Robert H. 3.838.890
WoIf.GilbertH. 3.838.717.

General Refractories Company: See—
Treffner. Walter S; and Foessel. Alfred H., 3,839,057.

General Signal Corporation: ^t-e—
Smith, Willis R.; and Turner. Daniel E., 3.838.646.

General Tire & Rubber Company. The: St"*"—
Sausaman. Robert E. 3.839.123.

Gent. Monica Hilary; and Sanderson. Brian George, to Ilford Limited
Process for the production of a photographic print. 3.839.046, CI.
96-66.500.

George, Ian Charles; and Luland, Norman William, to International

T o*-!!J^4^
Machines Corporation. Air turbulence utilized to clear disc

3,839.734. CI. 360-102.000.
Georgia-Pacific Corporation: 5^^—

Bornstein, Leopold F., 3,839,25 1

.

Geotel, Inc.: See—
Muehlberger, Erich. 3,839,618.

Gerard, Bernard: See—
Balme, Maurice; Gattus, Jean; and Gerard, Bernard, 3,839 493

GERDEC: See—
Mercier, Jean; Faille, Marc Delia; and Bleiman. Claude

3,839,062.
Gerry, Martin E. Ignition indicator. 3.839,671, CI. 324-17 000
Gertsch AG : ^ff—

Kubelka, Axel, 3,838,867.
Giardina, Angelo R.: See—

Dunnavant. Allan A.; Giardina. Angelo R.; Vargo Andrew M •

and Vota. James L. 3.839,159.
Gibbon, William Malcolm; Davies, Idwal; and Harris, Alan Gwynne, to

British Steel Corporation. Process for the production of metal strip
from Fe powder. 3,839,026, CI. 75-214.000.

Gibbons, James, Limited: See-
Evans. Melvyn Harold; and Tomlinson, Douglas Eric 3 838 477

*^'8ff.'
,^fs; and Perrot, Friedrich, to Eta A. G. Eba'uc'hes-Fabrik

i;," ,i''nS."°"'*'
coupling device for a watch movement. 3,838.567

CI. 58-82.00a.
Giguo, Claude; and Ouentin, Jean-Pierre, to Rhone-Poulenc S A Dial-

ysis apparatus. 3.839.200, CI. 210-22.000

''''I?8,873,'cr285-,7"4"000""P''"^ "''' "^''^^ ^^'^'"'"« ""«

Gilbertson, William J.: See—
Lowry, Charles Everett; Gilbertson, William J.; and Gusack
James A. ,3,839, 135.

Girard, Francois: See—
Daigne, Bernard; and Girard, Francois, 3.838,729.

Girling Limited: Set"—
Farr, Glyn Reginald, 3,838,757.

Giudicelli, Jean-Francois: Se-e—
Najer, Henry; and Giudicelli, Jean-Francois, 3,839 464

Gla.ser David, to Burroughs Corporation. Display panel for displaying
numbers and words. 3,839,656. CI. 313-514 000

Glenewinkel. Eberhard. to Firma Alfelder Eisenwerke Carl Heise
Kom.-Ges -vorm. Otto Wesselmann & Cie. Road building machine
of adjustable working width. 3.838.932. CI. 404-108 000

Glover Douglas Wade, to AMP Incorporated. Flexible airtight
stranded wire. 3.839.596. CI. 1 74- 1 52.00r

Gnyra. Bohdan. to Alcan Research and Development Limited
Precipitation of bayer alumina trihydrate suitable for the manufac-
ture of ceramic grade alumina of improved grindability. 3,838,980,

Gobillon, Yves: See—
Degueldre, Louis; Gobillon, Yves; Clerbois, Lucien; and Bour-

geois, Louis, 3,839, 1 8 1

,

Goddard Designs, Inc.: See—
Goddard, Stephen A. A., 3,839,63

1

Goddard, Stephen A. A., to Goddard Designs, Inc. Automatically-
equilibrating suspended lamp. 3,839,63 1 , CI. 240- 1 00c

Godefroi, Erik Fred; and Heeres, Jan, to Janssen Pharmaceutica N V
Antifungal and antibacterial compositions of certain imidazoles and
methods of using same. 3,839,574, CI. 424-273 000

Godefroy, Jean-Claude to Societe Lignes Telegraphiques et
Telephoniques and Office National D'Etudes et De Recherches
Aerospatiales. Data acquisition circuit for a magnetostrictive digital
thinfilmsensor. 3,838,595, CI. 73-88 50r

v- c uiguai
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. r; Amidon, Alan B.; and Goffe. William L.,

Goffe, William L.:5«re—

Sankus, Joseph G.
3,839,031.

Goffe, William L., to Xerox Corporation. Migration imaging process
with uniform exposure before or during the softening step.

3,839,030, CI. 96- 1.Ops.

Colbert, Peter E.: See—
Ensor, Gordon R.; and Golbert, Peter E., 3.839.300.

Gold. Heinrich: See—
Dorlars, Alfons; and Gold, Heinrich. 3,839,35 1

.

Colder, Michael D.. to Celanese Corporation. Heterogeneous melt

hydrolysis of oxymethylene copolymers. 3.839.267, CI. 260-37.Oal.

Goldstein. Alvin M. Process for preparing colored film overlays.

3,839,040, CI. 96-48.00r.

Golob, Theodore B.; Hauck, Sylvester J.; and Margerum, Bruce A., to

Eaton Yale Ltd. Tree harvesting apparatus and method. 3.838.721.

CI. l44-3.00d.

Gomyo. Shiro: See—
Moriyama. Yasuhiro; Mito. Yasuo; Takamizawa, Minoru; and Go-
myo, Shiro, 3,839.075.

Good, Gene P., 30^ to Lee, Raymond, Organization. Inc., The. Au-
tomobile theft protector. 3,838,587, CI. 70-243.000.

Good, Paul F., to Speedco, Inc. Mold for luncheon dough. 3,838,963,
CI. 425-470.000.

Goodchild, Dennis C. Air cushioned lawn mower and grass collector.

3,838,558, CI. 56-12.800.

Goodrich, B. F., Company, The: See—
Beears, Warren L., 3.839,274.

Gorbaty, Martin L.; Poetsch, Eike; and Schulte, Karl, to Esso Research
and Engineering Company Barbiturate 3-N-methylchorides.
3,839,335, CI. 260-257.000.

Gordon, Arthur E. Broiler and barbecuer. 3,839.050. CI. 99-345.000.
Gort. Bernhard. Drawing frame 3.838.476. CI. 1 5-256.530.
Coss, Edward W.: 5^^—

Hickner, Richard A ; and Goss. Edward W., 3.839.494.
Gotaverkens Angtekniska AB: See—

Astrom, Ingmar, 3.838.665.
Gothberg. Karl Owe Gosta. Connector for electric installation systems.

3.839.696. CI. 339-23 000.

Cotze. Christain. to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft. Device for cen-
tering rolls of convoluted strip material in photographic copying
machines or the like. 3.838,829, CI. 242-68.400.

Gourdier. Jean-francois: See—
Senes, Michel; Pottier. Michel; and Gourdier. Jean-francois.

3.839.229.
Coward. Stanley Harold; and Yorath. Anthony, to BTR Industries

Limited. Hose end fittings and inserts therefor. 3.838.592. CI. 72-

318.000.

G.P.I.:See-
D'Alessio. Frank P.; and Koenig. ErI A., 3.838.866.

Grace. W R .&Co See-
Elliott, Curtis Homer. Jr.. 3.839.539.

O'Neill, Gerald Joseph; Simons, Charles William; and Billings,

Charles A. 3.839,589.

Rothfelder. Raymond E.; and Bragg. Ralph J.. 3.839.059,
Gracia. Robert F.; Laughrey. Richard A.; and Touhey. Paul F.. to Itek

Corporation. Photosensitive silver halide layers and process.

3,839.038. CI. 96-36.200.
Graff. Renier J. L.: See—

Visseren. Marinus J R ; and Graff. Renier J L . 3,839,258.
Graham. Gerald W.; and Pillion. Jacques D.. to Stone-Platt Crawley

Limited Discharge-lighting apparatus. 3.839.658. CI. 315-201.000.

Graniaris. Neophytos. to Struthers Patent Corporation. Water crystal-

lization. 3.838,577, CI. 62-66.000.

Crannen. Edward A. Extraction of boron from aqueous solutions with

salicylic acid derivatives and isoamyl alcohol. 3,839,222. CI. 252-
364.000.

Craser, Anton, to Universal Maschinenfabrik Dr. Rudolf Schieber KG.
Needle breakage safety device. 3.838,584. CI. 66-165.000.

Graton. Henri: See—
Van Hulstijn. Hendrik; and Graton. Henri. 3.838.720.

Gray. Thomas A.; and Williams, Tyree R., to Ridersafe Systems, Inc.

Safety system for vehicles. 3,838.748. CI. 180-101.000.

Greene. Leonard M.. to Safe Flight Instrument Corporation. Marine
automatic pilot rudder motor control system. 3.838.656. CI. 114-

144.00r.

Greenwood, Arthur R.: See—
Plackmann, Daniel C; Stevens, Richard L.; Greenwood, Arthur

R.; and Kiel, Wesley L., 3.839,196.

Greenwood, Arthur R.; Stevens, Richard L.; Plackmann. Daniel G.;

and Kiel. Wesley L.. to Universal Oil Products Company. Controlled

inter-reactor catalyst transport method. 3.839.197. CI. 208-174.000.

Greminger. George K.. Jr.; Strange. Carl P.; Krumel. Karl L.; and Hud-
son, James L., Jr.. to Dow Chemical Company. The. Hydroxypropyl
methylcellulose ethers and method of preparation. 3.839.319. CI.

260-23 1.OOr.

Grewe. Ferdinand: See-
Gauss, Walter; Grewe. Ferdinand; and Scheinpfiug, Hans.

3.839,575.

Crice, Alan: See—
Rooke, Sydney W.; Crice, Alan; and Davey, Malcolm F.,

3,838,763.
Grieveson, Paul: See—

Lumby, Roland JoNri; Grieveson, Paul; and Stokes*. Roger Francis.

3.839.541.

Grill. Helmut: iff

—

Hoffman, Hans; Wagner. Josef; Hofrichter. Gemot; and Grill. Hel-

mut. 3.839,587.
Gronowicz, William. Edge protector for sliding screens. 3,838,539, CI.

49-462.000.

Groom Industries, Inc.: See—
Erikson, Bernard A.. 3,838,474.

Gross, Thomas Alfred Otto, to Polaroid Corporation. Method and ap-

paratus for compensating signals for frequency deviations.

3,839,729, CI. 360-27.000.

Grossman, David C, to Corning Glass Works. Tetrasilicic mica glass-

ceramic article. 3,839,055, CI. 106-39.600.

Grossman, David C, to Corning Glass Works. Fluor-amphibole glass-

ceramics. 3,839,056, CI. 106-39.700.

Grossman, Philip A.: See—
Hug, Leonard F.; Grossman, Philip A.; Young, Roland L.; and

Stark, Robert E., 3,839,088.

Grotjahn, Heinz: See—
Siggel, Erhard; Meyer, Gerhard; Grotjahn, Heinz; Maegerlein,

Helmut; Rupp, Hans-Dieter; Jacobs, Eckart; and Wallraben-

stein, Michael, 3,839,244.
Grove, Elizabeth: See-

Smith. Ian Edward; Hastwell, Peter John; and Grove, Elizabeth,

3,839.032.

Groves. Archie L.. to PPG Industries. Inc. Method and apparatus for

melting glass. 3.838.999, CI. 65-29.000.

Grycel, Felix John, III Removable luggage rack fastening means.
3,838,802, CI. 224-42. lOe.

GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incorporated: See—
Pitroda, Satyan G., 3,839,599.

Gude, Fritz: See—
Schmitt, Karl; Gude, Fritz; and Brandt, Siegfried, 3,839,1 2 1

.

Cuba, Dwipendra Nath, to Avnet, Inc. Tripping mechanism for record
changer. 3,838,860, CI. 274-IO.OOr.

Guhl, Jay R., 1/2 to Park, W. Dean and 1/2 to Autobale America Cor-
poration. Forklift refuse bin and baler accessory with movable base
portion. 3,838,637, CI. 100-229.00r.

Guillory, Jack P.; and Mathis, Ronald D., to Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany. Polymer pro-oxidant comprising hydroxy-substituted 2,4-pen-

tadienophenones. 3,839,31 1, CI. 260-93.700.
Gulf Research & Development Company: See—

Carr, Norman L.; and Eraser, Malcolm D., 3,839,483.
Juvkam-Wold, Hans C, 3,838,742.

McNulty. John G.; and Walsh. William L.. 3.839.547.

Gulyaev. Nikolai Fedorovich: See—
Alexandrov. Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian. Ruben Dzhangirovich;

Aglitsky. Vladimir Efimovich; Isimbler. Jury Abramovich; Kan-
tor. Ilia Solomonovich; Chizhikov. Vladimir Maiorovich;
Topolyansky. Jury Arnoldovich; Susekov. Sergei Mikhailovich;
Gulyaev. Nikolai Fdorovich; Kovanov, Pavel Vasilievich; It-

skovich. Mark Leontievich; and Leschinsky. Petr Grigorievich.
3,838,634.

Cumb, Bev William: See—
Morrell, Ronald Joseph; Laing, Graham Sterling; and Cumb. Bev

William. 3.839.605.

Gurinsky. David H.: See—
Suenaga. Masaki; Sampson. William B.; Crow. Jack E.; and Gurin-

sky. David H.. 3.838.503.

Gury. Max M. Elastic type exercising device. 3.838.852. CI. 272-
82.000.

Gusack. James A.: See—
Lowry. Charles Everett; Gilbertson. William J.; and Gusack.
James A. 3.839.135.

Gutierrez. Magda Ofelia: See—
Barchas. Myron; and Gutierrez. Magda Ofelia. 3.838.966.

Gynn. George E., to Syncio Corporation. Electric brake controller

3.838.888. CI. 303-20.000.

Haas, Helmut; and Eichholz. Gunter, to Klockner-Humboldt-Deuiz
Aktiengesellschaft. Vibrating mill with heat insulating grinding
chamber. 3,838,825, CI. 241-175.000.

Haas, Jorg, to Bruker-Physik AG. Submarine craft. 3.838.654, CI. 1 14-

16.00r.

Habermeier. Juergen; and Popret. Daniel, to Ciba-Geigy AC. Diiso-

cyanate hydantoin compounds. 3.839,354. CI. 260-309.500.
Habermeier, Jurgen; and Porret, Daniel, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation.

Polyamides containing hydantoin or dihydrouracil groups.
3,839.298, CI. 260-78.00r.

Hadley, Richard M., to Harman International Industries, Inc. Remote
control rearview mirror construction. 3,838,608, CI. 74-501.00m.

Hageman. Howard A., to Uniroyal. Inc. Polyalkadienes stabilized with
ditho-bis ( beta-arylalkylene ) diphenols. 3.839.279. CI. 260-45.95c.

Hagemeyer. Hugh J.. Jr.: 5ff—
Robinson. Alfred G.; and Hagemeyer. Hugh J. Jr.. 3.839.472.

Hagihara. Takeaki: See—
Akamatsu. Kiyoshi; Hagihara. Takeaki; and Ishido. Teruhisa.

3.839.171.

Hagstrom. Robert G.. to Peabody Coal Company. Water spray over
transfer mechanism for cooling chars. 3,839. 1 57. CI. 202- 1 1 7.000.

Hakansson. Nils Magnus; and Martensson. Malte Harald. to Sveriges
Forenade Tryckerier Forslajningsaktiebolag. Lottery apparatus.
3.838.761. CI. 194-2.000.

Hake. George H. Apparatus for producing a compound motion.
3.838.964. CI. 425-429.000.

Haldor Topsoe A/S: See—
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Wrisberg, Johannes; Holte, Gammel; Andersen, Kjeld Jorn and
Mogensen, Erik, 3.839,485.

Hall, Geoffrey: See—
McKenna, David; Hopkins, Joseph; and Hall, Geoffrey, 3,839,633

Hall, John B: See-
Wight, Christian F.; and Hall, John B., 3,839,233.

Hall, John B
, to International Flavors & Fragrances Inc. 7,7a-Epoxy-

5,6,7,7a-tetrahydro-l,l,2,3,3-pentamethyl-4(3aH)-indanone
3,839,368, CI. 260-348.00C.

Hall, Wilbur S.; and Leister, Harry M., to Amchem Products, Inc. Sta-
bilization of acidic aqueous coating compositions containing an or-
ganic coating-forming material. 3,839,097, CI. 148-6.200.

Haller. Samuel L., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Plastic weldine
apparatus. 3.839, 126, CI. 156-497.000.

Halliday. Arthur Robert: See—
Buchacher. Ernest Robert; and Halliday, Arthur Robert.

3,838.724.
Halsey. Carl C : See-

Austin. Carl F.; and Halsey. Carl C, 3,838,643.
Ham, Edward John; and Soden. Ralph Robert, to RCA Corporation

^lio°M'^^^'.*'*l'ri l'n«^"
""''^^ '° produce a tapered edge thereon.

Hamelin. Gilbert, to Societe Anonyme DBA. Monitoring circuit for an
electronic braking system. 3,838.891 , CI. 303-2 1 Oaf.

Hamill, Robert L.; and Hoehn, Marvin M.. to Lilly. Eli. and Company
Antibiotics A28695A and A28695B and a process for production
thereof. 3.839.558. CI. 424-121.000.

Hamill. Robert L.; and Hoehn, Marvin M., to Lilly. Eh. and Company
Anticoccidial method. 3,839,559. CI. 424- 1 2 1 .000

Hamilton. Stephen B.. Jr.; and Lampe. Warren R.. to General Electric

^bTo*^"Z ^T*-,'i'<?^.'I
^'"°'" temperature vulcanizable systems.

3,839.246. CI. 260-18. 00s.
Hammann. Ingeborg: 5ee

—

Hoffmann. Hellmut; Hammann. Ingeborg; and Unterstenhofer
Gunter. 3.839,355.

Wagner. Klaus; Hammann, Ingeborg; and Unterstenhofer, Gunter
3.839.349.

Hammond. Robert J.; Arent. John F.; Miller. Carl W.; and Estkowski.
Michael H.. to V.M. Corporation. Disc search unit. 3.838 861 CI
274-23.OOr.

Hanley. Peter Edward: See—
Biltcliffe. Michael Norflok; Hanley, Peter Edward; McKinnon
James Barry, and Wheatley. Roger William. 3 839 689

Hansch. Ferdinand: See-
Schmidt. Karl; Hansch. Ferdinand; and Rombrecht. Hans-Malte,

3,839,264.
Hansen, George A : See—

Schlaefer.Francis W and Hansen, George A. 3 839 2''7
Hanson, Wallace E.. and Delude. Leo Paul, to Champion 'international
Corporation Reinforced reel. 3,838,602. CI. 242-71.800

Hanson. William D Overhead door latch. 3.838,877. CI 292-254 000
Hara. Haruichi: See—

Yonehara. Kiyoshi; Ohhata. Tomohisa; and Hara. Haruichi.

Hara. Kenji, Nishiwaki. Fiji; Yamazoe. Shigeharu; Hoshino. Mitsuyuki
and Yoshino, Sadafumi, to Nippon Soda Co , Ltd. Process for
producing diaminomaleonitrile. 3.839,406, CI. 260-465. 50r.

Harada, Minoru: See—
Honma. Shunzo; and Harada. Minoru. 3,839.020.

Harada. Rokuro: See—
Imamura. Shinzo; Yotsumoto, Kyosuke; and Harada, Rokuro,

3 .839.448

.

Harder. Karl Max: See—
Bachmann. Gerhard, and Harder, Karl Max. 3.838.786.

Hardy. Albert L . to General Electric Company. Compactor with ram
means having an automatically movable ram 3,838.635. CI 100-

Hargrove, William W.: See—
Easton, Nelson R.;and Hargrove, William W . 3,839,415.

Hariu. Helmi. Body heating device. 3,839.62 I, CI 2I9-'>I 1 000
Harley. David N: See—

Fernberg. Paul C R ; and Harley. David N . 3.838,878.
Harlow. Henley C Steering mechanism for riding mower 3 839 610

CI. 280-92 000.
.oj7,o,u,

Harman International Industries. Inc.: See—
Hadley, Richard M.. 3.838.608.

Harrell, L Lamar. Jr
. to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company

Isocyanate-modified neoprene foam process. 3.839.241. CI. 260-

Harris. Alan Gwynne: See-
Gibbon. William Malcolm; Davies. Idwal; and Harris Alan
Gwynne, 3.839.026

Harris. Paul M.. and Adamson. Shelby D. Process for separating and
collecting metals from ore 3,839.015. CI. 75-1 1.000

Harrison, Edwin H, Jr.: See-
Finger. Daniel W

; Wood, Gwendolyn B., High Roy F. and Har-
rison, Edwin H., Jr.. 3.838.645.

Hart, Anthony Christopher: See—
Skedgell. Anthony Northcott; Hart, Anthony Christopher; and

Smith, Victor Albert. 3.839.096
Hart, Gary A.. Kollar. Ernest P ; and Luhrs. Otto R.. to International

Business Machines Corporation. Apparatus for sensing relative posi-
tion between head and track in transverse magnetic recording
without a separate control track. 3.839.73 1 , CI. 360-72.00.

Harvey, David A. Visual teaching device. 3,838.525, CI. 35-9 00a
Harvey, Merlin P.; See—

Nudenberg, Walter; Harvey, Merlin P.; and Mann, James
Urquhart, 3,839,498.

Harwell, Roy M., Jr.; and Voder, David W. Screen printing apparatus
3,838,639,CI. 101-123.000.

^^

Hashizume, Yoshiyuki: See—
Aoshima, Kazuyoshi; Hashizume, Yoshiyuki; and Komai, Takeshi,

3,839,461.
Hassall, Ronald E.. to Dow Chemical Company. The. Method for

3T39T8'o.cT2°60-67Sn.
'"" -^'^ylnaphthalene solutions.

Hassall. Ronald E.. to Dow Chemical Company, The. Method for
removing color bodies from methylnaphthalene solutions employing
palladium catalysts. 3,839,481, CI. 260-674.00n

Hassett, Neil A.: See—
Bloomfield, David P.; Hassett, Neil A.; and Stedman. James K

3,839,091.
Hastings Manufacturing Company: See—

Ouinlan, William J.; and Huver, Lawrence L., 3,838 475
Ha.stwell, Peter John; See-

Smith. Ian Edward; Hastwell. Peter John; and Grove. Elizabeth
3,839,032.

""ciii.

Hatachi. Ltd.: See—
Terashima. Isamu; and Otubo. Osamu. 3 838 920

Hatch. William P.: See—
'^'"''^"°/o';'"nato J.; Hatch, William P.; and Buffum, Donald
C ., 3,838,497.

Hatsuta Industrial Co., Ltd.: See—
Takatani, Hirokazu, 3,838,818.

Hattori, Takahiro: See—
Koide, Tohru; Ishizawa, Kazutomo; Hattori, Takahiro; Yamamu-

ra, Toshio; Maruya, Mitsuru; and Tashiro, Shinii. 3.838 957
Hauck. Sylvester J: See—

^°1°\
J^t°-i{°'^

^ •
"^"'^''' Sylvester J,; and Margerum, Bruce

Haug, Peter: See—
Arend, Wolfgang; Eisfeld, Karl; Haug. Peter; Himmelhan. Emil-

Scholz. Heinrich; and Wegerich, Anton. 3.839 408
Haupt. Heinrich: See—

Nielinger. Werner; Haupt. Heinrich; Rudolph. Hans; Vernaleken
Hugo; and Blankenstein. Gunter, 3,839,286.

Hausler. Ernst; and Stommel. Manfred, to Yardney International Cor-
poration. Electro-chemical, gasproof button cell. 3,839,092, CI. 136-

Hautemont. Jean-Claude, to Rhone-Poulenc-Textile. Apparatus for
rotatably mounting a yarn winding support having a movable varn
engaging element. 3.838.828. CI. 242- 1 8.Odd.

Haven Harold A., to General Motors Corporation. Garnish button as-
sembly 3.838.876. CI. 292-1.000.

Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd : See—
Buchacher, Ernest Robert; and Halliday. Arthur Robert.

3.838.724.
Hawley Manufacturing Corporation: See—

Overmyer. Robert C. 3.838.732.
Hawley. Richard. Combination drill and counterbore 3 838 937 CI
408-193.000

^.ojo.fj,, v,i.

Hayashi. Katsumi. to Lubrizol Corporation. The. Derivatives of thia-
bisaldehydes. 3.839.438. CI. 260-535.00r

Hayes. John C. to Universal Oil Products Company. Hydrocarbon
conversion with a catalytic composite of palladium, iridium and
halogen. 3.839, 1 92. CI. 208- 1 39.000

Hayes. John C. to Universal Oil Products Company. Hydrocarbon
conversion with a trimetallic catalytic composite. 3.839.193, CI.
2\)o- 1 39.000.

Hays Lance G.; and Torola. John. Jr. Combustion engine heat removal
and temperature control. 3.838.668, CI. 1 23-4 1 .200

Hazuka. Raymond W.; and Thompson. Dorman N., Jr., to Minnesota

S9,'l27"ci.l"o.OOo""^
^""P^"^ ^'^^^''^^ ^PP'-'-

Hechenbleikner, Ingenuin; and Enlow, William P., to Borg-Warner

ST9"50"cI. 26;"-92"Sor.'"'"'"
"^"'^^y"^"'"' P^osphonate.

Hechenbleikner, Ingenuin; and Rattenbury, Kenneth H., to Borg-

oiVnnn *-°T"^''^"on Thiophosphite esters. 3,839,507, CI. 260-

Hechtl, Wolfgang: See—

^'^7f^a\c^j^^^"^'^'
"^'=''"- ^o'fga"g; and Wohlfarth. Ernst,

J ,o3y ,3o8.
Hedge, John A., to Sun Research and Development Company Subli-
mation of 2,6- and 2,7-dimethylnaphthalene mixture. 3 839 479 CI
260-674.OOn.

....
Heeres, Jan: See—

Godefroi, Erik Fred; and Heeres, Jan, 3 839 574

"^S"3\8l5"l-33°,crm-'i5"oo7°"'''
^""^''°""^^ '"^"'^""« ^"^

Heinrich Koppers Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung See—
Jakobi, Wilhelm; and Schuffler, Arnulf, 3,839 1 56

Heinze, Gerhard: See—

^Ge^rh!lrdT838^554""^'''°'''^'
"^'"^' ^°'"' ^"'^*'*' '"''^ "^'"^*-

Helgeland Walter; and Sheldon, Deane Palmer, to Varian Associates
Bayard-Alpert vacuum ionization tube. 3.839.655, CI 3

1

3-7 000
Heller, Hansjorg: See—

Kirchmayr, Rudolf; Heller. Hansjorg; and Rody. Jean. 3.839,352.
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Hellerbach, Joseph, to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc. Intermediates for par-

tially hydrogenated phenanlhridines. 3,839,441, CI. 260-557.00r.

Hellmig, Ehrhard; and Vanheerentals, Jacques Leon, to Agfa-Gevaert

Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the production of copies of a stan-

dardized density. 3,839,036, CI. 96-27.00e.

Helm, Edward J., to Koppers Company, Inc. Coke oven heating

system. 3.839,158, CI. 202-144.000.

Hemens, James Frederick, to Telefex Limited. Steering systems.

3,838,607, CI. 74-496.000.

Hemsath, Klaus Heinrich; and Thekdi, Arvind Chhotalal, to Midland-

Ross Corporation. Rich fume incinerator. 3,838,974, CI. 23-

277.00c.

Hencke, William R.; Mih, Li C; and Kessler, Richard V., to Texaco
Inc. Packing of particulate beds. 3,838.524, CI. 34-10.000.

Hendrickson, Paul G, to Bindicator Company. Material level indica-

tor. 3,838,518, CI. 33-126.600.

Hendrickson. William H. Gym dandy ride. 3,838.854, CI. 272-85.000.

Henkel &Cie, GmbH: See-
Michael, Gregor, 3,839,166.

Strauss, Wennemar; and Michael, Gregor, 3,839,165.

Henn, Friedrich: See—
Wollner, Johannes: Cherubim, Martin; and Henn, Friedrich,

3,839,249.
|[

Henn, Ruthild: See— ''

Schultze, Hans Joachim; Henn, Ruthild, and Berther, Clau,

3,839,324.

Henrick, Clive A., to Zoecon Corporation. Aliphatic diolefmic acids

and esters and derivatives thereof. 3.839.370. CI. 260-404.000.

Henrick. Clive A.; and Siddall. John B.. to Zoecon Corporation. 2.4-Di

unsaturated aliphatic amines. 3.839.452. CI. 260-583.OOh.
Henshaw. Charles H.; and Boucherville. Benoit Jean, to Control Data
Canada, Ltd. Nozzle area measurement. 3,838,814, CI. 239-1 1.000.

Hercules Incorporated: See—
Dugan, George, 3,838,969.

Podlas, Thomas J. 3,839,255.

Herdzik, Richard J.; Jeannotte, Dexter A.; Peterson, Gerald W.; and
Sullivan, Michael J., to International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Semiconductor chip to substrate solder bond using a locally

dispersed ternary intermetallic compound. 3,839,727, CI. 37-

71.000.

Hermann, Beatrice J.: See-
Hermann. Georges. 3.839.209.

Hermann. Beatrice Jeannette: See-
Hermann. Georges, 3,839,208.

Hermann, Brigitte M A.: See-
Hermann, Georges, 3,839,209.

Hermann, Brigitte Marguerite Aimee: See

—

Hermann, Georges, 3,839,208.

Hermann. Claude AG: See-
Hermann. Georges, 3.839.209

Hermann. Claude Alfred Georges: See-
Hermann. Georges, 3.839.208

Hermann. Frederic C. J.: See-
Hermann, Georges, 3,839,209

Hermann. Frederic Claude Joseph: See-
Hermann, Georges. 3.839.208

Hermann, Georges; deceased (by Atalaphe. Marie Therese; Hermann.
Jean Christophe Dominique; Hermann, Beatrice Jeannette; Her-

mann. Frederic Claude Joseph; Hermann. Claude Alfred Georges,

and Hermann. Brigitte Marguerite Aimee; heirs), to Societe Indus-

triell des Coussinets Anti-friction bearing lining composition.

3.839.208. CI. 252-12.000.

Hermann. Georges; deceased (by Atalaphe. Marie T.; Hermann. Jean

C D ; Hermann. Beatrice J ; Hermann. Frederic C. J.; Hermann.
Claude A. G ; and Hermann. Brigitte M A ; heirs), to Societe Indus-

trielle des Coussinets. Organometallic anti-friction compositons and

their method of manufacture 3.839.209. CI. 252-1 2.000.

Hermann Heve: See-
Becker. Kurt; and Schaar. Lothar. 3.838.997

Becker. Kurt. 3.839.004

Hermann. Jean C. D.: See-
Hermann. Georges. 3.839.209.

Hermann. Jean Christophe Dominique: See-
Hermann. Georges, 3.839.208

Hernandez. Tomas: See-
Martinez. Jose M.; Lorenzo. Valentin E.; and Hernandez. Tomas.

3.839.553.

Herold. Juerg. to Ciba-Geigy AG. Process for the preparation of N.O-

dialkylhydroxylamines. 3.839,449. CI. 260-566.00r.

Herrmann. Erwin: See—
Piesch. Steffen. Engelhardt. Friedrich; Herrmann, Erwin; and

Plath, Dieter, 3,839,410.
Herron. Joseph T.: See-

Barton. Raymond W . and Herron. Joseph T.. 3.838.784.

Hester. Jackson B.. Jr.. to Upjohn Company, The 1 ,2.3,4.5,6-Hox-

ahydroazepino [4,5-b| indoles. 3,839,357. CI. 260-326. 50b.

Heuer. Charles H., to Zenith Radio Corporation. Interactive manual
preset controls for a color television receiver. 3.839.597. CI. 358-

28.000.

Heuwinkel. Johannes: See—
Jadamus. Hans; Magosch. Karl-Heinz; and Heuwinkel. Johannes,

3,839,499.

Hewlett-Packard Company; See—

Olander, Emil Edward, Jr.; James, Rex L.; Larson, Ivar W.;

Yockey, Francis J.; Wenninger. Fred, Jr.; and Russell, Homer
C, 3,839.630.

Hickner, Richard A.; and Goss. Edward W., to Dow Chemical Com-
pany. The. Thiol-diene adducts as epoxy resin curing agents.

3,839,494, CI. 260-830.0tw.
Higashikawa, Shizuo: See—

Kume, Toyohiko; and Higashikawa, Shizuo, 3,839.563.

Higgins, Leonard J.; Murphy, Richard Jay; and Ramachandran, Rajen-

dran. Method and apparatus analyzing and monitoring the per-

formance and operation of machines and processes driven by electri-

cal motors. 3.839,628, CI. 235-151.300.

High, Cliff R: See-
Brotman.Morley; and High, Cliff R.. 3,838,619.

High Roy F: See-
Finger, Daniel W.; Wood, Gwendolyn B.; High Roy F.; and Har-

rison, Edwin H., Jr., 3,838,645.

Higuchi, Takeru, to INTERx Research Corporation. Digoxin com-
plexes. 3,839,3 1 7, CI. 260-210.500.

Hiles, Leonard. Egg dispensers. 3,838,5 1 1 . CI. 30-325.000.

Hill, F. Kenneth. Apparatus for spreading fluid. 3,838,817, CI. 219-

125.000.

Hill, H.Wayne, Jr.: See-
Campbell, Robert W.; and Hill, H. Wayne, Jr., 3,839,295.

Hill, Robert E., to Roppers Company, Inc. Aesthetic wood product.

3,839,073, CI. 117-57.000.

Hill, Ronald C, to General Motors Corporation. Contoured body
panel. 3.838,88 1, CI. 296-28.00r.

Hill, William H., to Peter, Strong, Research and Development Com-
pany, Inc. Denture cleansing compositions. 3,839,213, CI. 252-

89.000.

Hiller, Gary L., to Eastman Kodak Company. Stabilizer precursors in

photothermographic elements and compositions. 3,839,041, CI. 96-

50.00r.

Hilliard, John Joseph: See—
Chaires, Anne Marie; Ciconte, Jean Marie; Hilliard, John Joseph;

and Rosenbaum, Walter Steven, 3,839,702.
Hilti Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Bachmann, Gerhard; and Harder, Karl Max, 3,838,786.

Himmelhan, Emil: See—
Arend, Wolfgang; Eisfeld, Karl; Haug, Peter, Himmelhan, Emil;

Scholz, Heinrich; and Wegerich, Anton, 3.839,408.

Hindall, George R. Adjustable pitch pocket structure. 3,838,544, CI

52-60.000.

Hinton, Roy Cyril; Kay, Albert Edward; Pemberton, Denis, and
Tucker, Alan Cyril, to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited. Manu-
facture of esters. 3,839,4 18, CI. 260-483.000.

Hirose,Tadatsugu: See—
Andoh, Shizuo; Shirouchi, Yasunari, and Hirose, Tadatsugu,

3,839,715.
Urade,Toshinori; and Hirose, Tadatsugu, 3,839,71 3.

Hirotani, Hikaru: See—
Shimada, Sadakni; Otomo, Isao; Ohi, Kunio; and Hirotani, Hikaru.

3,839,688.

Hitachi Electronics Co., Ltd.: See—
Shimada, Sadakni; Otomo, isao; Ohi, Kunio; and Hirotani, Hikaru,

3,839,688.

Hitachi, Ltd.: See—
Arimoto, Akira;and Onishi. Yoshihiro, 3,838,912.
Izumi.Kenkichi, 3.839.160.

Kasano. Hiroyuki; and Kurata, Kazuhiro. 3.839.082.

Kumada. Akio; and Jyomura. Sigeru. 3,838,678.

Kumada, Akio. 3,838.906.

Miura.Kiyosi. 3.839.068.

Takeda. Yasutsugu; Tsunoda. Yoshito; and Matsumura. Masaru.
3.838.904.

Tsubaki. Tohru; Sato. Minoru; and Nakano, Seizo, 3,839,613.

Yoshida,Takeo; and Koyama, Masaharu, 3,839,1 13.

Hobart Manufacturing Company, The: See—
Engerbretsen, Einar O., 3,838,636

Hodges, Lee R., to Associated Development Corporation. Lens polish-

ing machine 3,838.542. CI. 51-119.000.

Hoeber. W. Gerhard: See—
Eissfeldt. Wilhelm; Bystron. Bruno, and Hoeber, W. Gerhard.

3.838.618.

Hoehn. Marvin M.: See—
Hamill. Robert L.; and Hoehn. Marvin M.. 3.839.558.

Hamill, Robert L ; and Hoehn, Marvin M., 3,839,559.

Hoffman, Hans; Wagner, Josef; Hofrichter, Gemot; and Grill, Helmut,
to Chemisch-Pharmazeutisohe Fabrik Adolf Klinge & Co. Method
for effecting increased bile flow comprising orally administering

choleretic medicaments containing l-phenoxy-3-alkoxy. 3.839.87.
CI. 424-341.000.

Hoffmann. Hellmut; Hammann. Ingeborg; and Unterstenhofer. Gunter.
to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Pyrazolo-(thiono)-phosphor-

ic(phosphonic) acid esters. 3.839.355, CI. 260-3l0.00r.

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.: See—
Chodnekar, Madhukar Subraya; Pfiffner, Albert; Rigassi, Norbert;

Schwieter, Ulrich; and Suchy, Milos, 3,839,562.
Frater,Georg, 3.839.476.

Hellerbach. Joseph. 3.839,441.
Schwieter, Ulrich; and Rigassi, Norbert, 3,839,421

.

Hoffstadt, Walter F., to GAF Corporation. Synthesis of 4-sul-

fonamidophenyl hydrazines. 3,839,325, CI. 260-239.700.
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Hofmeister, Helmut; Laurent, Henry; Prezewowsky, Klaus; and

Wiechert, Rudolf, to Schering Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the
production of il4,9( 1 1 ),16-3,20-diketo steroids. 3,839,369, CI. 260-
397.450.

Hofrichter, Gemot: Se^—
Hoffman, Hans; Wagner, Josef; Hofrichter, Gemot; and Grill Hel-

mut, 3,839,587.

Holcomb, Stanley W., to Texas Instruments, Incorporated. Oscillator
3,838.564, CI. 58-23.0ac.

Hollrock, Richard H., to Kaman Aerospace Corporation. Deployable
rotor. 3,838,940, CI. 416-142.000.

Holt, Kenneth Anthony: See—
Boyd, Violet; Evans, Ronald Arthur; Holt. Kenneth Anthony; and

Renfrew, Andrew Hunter Morris, 3,839,424.
Holte.Gammel: See—

Wrisberg, Johannes; Holte, Gammel; Andersen, Kjeld Jorn and
Mogensen, Erik, 3,839,485.

Holtz, HansD.:5f^—
Campbell, Robert W.; Stapp, Paul R.; and Holtz, Hans D..

3,o3t,299.
Honeywell Inc.: See—

Borelli, Ronald F.; and Garand, Donald J., 3,839,07

1

Honeywell Information Systems, Inc. See-
Acker. William P.. 3.839,673.
Umbaugh, Charles Wayne. 3.838,501

.

Honick, Cecil W. Paint scraper. 3.838,509, CI. 30-172.000.
Honjo, Satoru: See—

Tamai. Yasuo; Takimoto. Masaaki; and Honjo. Satoru. 3.839 028
Honma. Shunzo; and Harada. Minoru. to Nippon Soda Company Ltd

Process for the production of alloy sponge of titanium or zirconium
base metal by mixmg a halide of the alloymg metal with ti or zr
tetrachloride and simultaneously reducing. 3,839,020, CI. 5-84.500

Hooker Chemical Corporation: 5ef—
Emerson, William E.; and Dorfman, Edwin, 3,839 306
Gelfand. Samuel, 3.839.454

"T8?8.55rCI.5'3:,82"oV^''""-
'''^" ' "^'^'^^'"^ "''"''"''

Hopfner. Clemens; and Ort. Wolfgang, to Eastman Kodak Companv
Threadmg device 3.838.833. CI. 242-195.000.

Hopkins, Joseph: See—
McKenna. David; Hopkins. Joseph; and Hall. Geoffrey. 3.839 633

Horn. George M
. to United States of America. Navy. Method of

rfiVo^mo^^f'^'ll -f^!!.!"^^'
''egment glass shell-to-metal-joint.

j,o jv. I UV, C I. 156-3.000.
Horvalh. Steve J. Container label operating device. 3,839.1 25, CI. 1 56-
48 1 .uuO.

Hoshall. Thomas C. Record tape cartridges 3.839.736. CI. 360-

Hoshino. Mitsuyuki: See—
Hara. Kenji; Nishiwaki. Eiji; Yamazoe. Shigeharu; Hoshino Mit-

suyuki; and Yoshino. Sadafumi. 3.839.406.
Hoshizaki Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Naruse. Nobutaka. 3.838.790.
Hovemann. Friedrich: See—

Schneider. Kurt; and Hovemann. Friedrich. 3.839,465.
Hovey. Richard J., to American Optical Corporation. Soft contact lens
and method of production thereof. 3.839.304. CI. 260-80 7''0

Hoxtersche Gumnifadenfabrik Emil Arntz KG ^fe—
Muller, Alexander. 3.838.605.

Hoy, Kenneth Look: See-
Knopf. Robert John; and Hoy. Kenneth Look. 3.839 293

Huber, Peter; and Pirson. Ewald. to Wacker-Chemie GmbH. Method
for preparing polyurethane foams. 3.839.242. CI. 260-2 5ah

Hudson. James L . Jr : See—
Greminger. George K.. Jr.; Strange. Carl P.; Krumel. Karl L.; and
Hudson. James L. Jr.. 3.839.319.

^^"'^fj Steven B.; and Winans. Donald E. Illuminated aquatic fountain

Hug. Karl, to General Motors Corporation. Motor vehicles bodies
3.838.870. CI. 280-I50.0sb.

Hug. Leonard F.; Grossman. Philip A.; Young. Roland L.; and Stark
Robert E

. to Gates Rubber Company. The. Apparatus for spirally
winding components of an electrolytic cell. 3,839.088. CI. 136'-

Hughes Aircraft Company: See—
Wood. Richard D . 3.839.650.
Zurcher. Rudolf F.; and Merles, I. Benjamin, 3,838,568.

Hughes. Keith A.; and Redline, Ronald N.. to Uniroyal Inc. Reaction of
phosphorus trihalides with pentaerythritol and polymeric phosphite
products thereof. 3.839.504. CI. 260-92 1 000.

Hughes. Peter Graham: 5ff—
Verge. John Pomfret; and Hughes. Peter Graham. 3,839,572.

Hughes, Richard Smith, to United States of America. Navy. High speed
gated video integrator with zero offset. 3.839.679. CI. 328- 1 27 000

Hughes. Richard Swart, to United States of America Navy
Fluorescent marker. 3.839.638. CI. 250-302.000.

Hughes. Richard Swart, to United States of America. Navy. Automatic
night search and rescue system. 3.839.639. CI. 250-302.000

Hulvey. William L.; and Axtell. Clive S.. to Richards Corporation The
Tube surface scraping. 3.839.085. CI. 134-8.000.

Hunicke. Wolfgang; and Schranz. Karl-Wilhelm. to Agfa-Gevaert Ak-
tiengesellschaft. Process for regenerating spent photographic silver
bleaching solutions. 3.839.043. CI. 96-50.00a.

Hunsucker. Jerry Hoyt. to Commercial Solvents Corporation. Produc-
tion of vinyl oxaloline esters. 3.839.350. CI. 260-307. OOf
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Hunt, Jerry Donald, to Firestone Tire & Rubber Company, The. N'-
alkyl and N'-aryl-N-fluorenyl-p-phenylenediamines. 3,839,451, CI.
260-576.000.

Hunt, Robert L.: See—
Larkin, Daniel J.; and Hunt. Robert L., 3,838,653.

Hurd, Richard Nelson: See-
Shah, Dinubhai H.; and Hurd, Richard Nelson, 3,839 363

Hurd. Stanley E., to Motch & Merryweather Machinery Company
The. Multi-stage drying apparatus and method. 3,838,523, CI. 34-

Huron Tool & Manufacturing Division of U.S. Industries, Inc.: See—
Oldford. William G.; and Warner, A. Frederic, 3,838,485.

Hurst, Gilbert. Method of manufacturing capacitors in an electronic
microstructure. 3,839.164. CI. 204-38.00s.

Husqvarna Vapenfabriks Aktiebolag: See—
Risman. PerOlov. 3.839.616.

Hussain. Anwar; and Truelove. James E.. to INTERx Research Cor-
poration. Pharmaceutical compositions containing a novel ester of
<'"'ithylamino)methyl)benzyl alcohol and methods of using same.

Hutchison. Michael Raymond: Sfe—
Plasko. Emil Robert; Kohl. James Allen; and Hutchison. Michael
Raymond. 3.839.693.

Hutt GmbH: iff—
Lobenhoffer. Hans Ph.; and Ernst. Kurt W.. 3.839,523

Huver. Lawrence L: 5ff—
Ouinlan. William J.; and Huver. Lawrence L.. 3,838,475

ICI Australia Limited: See—
Battaerd, Hendrik Adrian Jacobus; Bolto, Brian Alfred; and Shah

Pir Ghulam Samadani, 3,839,237.
'l^J'^- Yoshitsugi, to Olympus Optical Co., Ltd. Telephoto lens system.

Identification Company, Inc.: Sff—
Paul, John C, 3.839,7 1 7.

Ilford Limited: See-
Gent, Monica Hilary; and Sanderson, Brian George, 3,839 046
Linturn, Patrick John, 3,839,069.

Imamura. Shinzo; Yotsumoto. Kyosuke; and Harada. Rokuro. to Toray
Industries. Inc. Method for producing alpha-aminocycloalkanone
oxime hydrochloride. 3.839.448. CI. 260-566.00a.

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited: See—
Birchall. James Derek; and Cassidy. John Edward 3 839 078
Boyd. Violet; Evans. Ronald Arthur; Holt. Kenneth Anthony; and

Renfrew. Andrew Hunter Morris. 3,839.424
Ealding. Cyril John. 3.839,238.
Hinton, Roy Cyril; Kay, Albert Edward; Pemberton, Denis and
Tucker, Alan Cyril, 3,839,4 18.

Mohajer. Ali Abkar. 3.839.284.
Shepley. Martin Alan. 3.838.967.
Tyler. Geoffrey James; Mohajer. Ali Akbar; and Bell. Frederick
Anthony, 3.839.140.

Inaike. Toshihiro: See—
Ishii. Takami; Yoshikawa. Toshio; Inaike, Toshihiro; Kido, Kunio
Tokunaga. Kiyoaki; and Kuroda. Kazuhiro. 3.839.497

Inami. Toshio. to Pilot Man-Nen-Hitsu Kabushiki Kaisha Wire
stripping apparatus. 3.838.612, CI. 81-9.5 10.

Industrial Research Organization: See—
Battaerd, Hendrik Adrian Jacobus; Bolto. Brian Alfred and Shah

Pir Ghulam Samadani, 3,839,237.
Infante. Carlo; and Roberts. Donald Kistler. to Tektronix. Inc. Dark

current temperature compensation via DC restoration circuit
3,839,669, CI. 323-1.000.

Ingenieursbureau Rodenhuis & Verloop N.V.: See—
Schol. Robert Cornelis. 3.838.652

Ingenito. Donald R.; Mathewson. Wilfred P.; Ryon. David M and
Walmet. Gunnar E.. to General Electric Company. Integral blood
heat and component exchange device and two flow path membrane
blood gas exchanger. 3.839.204. CI. 210-181.000

Inoue. Hiroshi: See—
Ito. Koujirou; Ishimoto. Atsuo; Yamada. Yuzo; Inoue Hiroshi
and Nozu.Takashi. 3.839.139.

Inouye. Ken: See—
Otsuka. Hideo; and Inouye, Ken, 3,839,395.
Otsuka, Hideo; and Inouye, Ken, 3,839,396.

Institut Francais du Petrole, des Carburants Et See—
Castela, Andre, 3,838,709.

Institut Francais du Petrole. des Carburants et Lubrifiants: See—
Deschamps. Andre; Dezael. Claude; and Renault. Philippe,

Institut Manipulacnich: See—
Cerveny. Ladislav. 3.839.05 1

.

Instrumentation Specialties Company: Sff—
Lederer. Louis Franklin. 3.838.7 1 9.

Intellectual Property Development Corporation- See—
Saltzman. William H.. 3.839.565.

Interbeg AG: See—
Tummescheit. Henner. 3.838.858.

Interburo Holding: See—
Tenani. Giorgio, 3.838.902.

International Business Machines Corporation: See—
Bonafino, Edward J., 3,838,804.
Borchsenius, Erik. 3.839.706.
Chaires. Anne Marie; Ciconte, Jean Marie; Hilliard, John Joseph-
and Rosenbaum, Walter Steven. 3,839,702.

'
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Chen, Winston H.; Meier, Johann H.; and Pimbley, Walter T.,

3,839,721.

George, Ian Charles; and Luland, Norman William, 3,839,734.
Hart, Gary A.; Kollar, Ernest P.; and Luhrs, Otto R., 3,839,73 1

.

Herdzik, Richard J.; Jeannotte, Dexter A.; Peterson, Gerald W.;
and Sullivan, Michael J., 3,839,727.

Jablonski, Richard B.; Kotia, John J.; and Martone, Somerville,

3,839,070.

Karol, Kenneth N, 3,838,506.

Spencer, Dana R., 3,839,704.

International Flavors & Fragrances Inc.: See—
Hall, John B. 3,839,368.

Wight, Christian F.; and Hall, John B., 3,839,233.

International Nickel Company, Inc., The: See—
Larson, Floyd Gotthard, Jr., 3,839,01 1.

Robinson, Ronald Dale, 3,839,077.

Skedgell. Anthony Northcott; Hart, Anthony Christopher; and
Smith. Victor Albert, 3,839,096.

International Paper Company: See-
May, Edwin A.; and Wilks, Geoffrey W., 3,838,688.

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation: See—
Aronoff, Elihu J.; and Dhami, Kewal Singh, 3,839,261.
Turbak. Albin Frank; and Thelman, John R., 3,839,527.
Turbak, Albin Frank; and Thelman, John P., 3,839,528.

INTERx Research Corporation: See—
Higuchi,Takeru, 3,839,317.

Hussain, Anwar; and Truelove. James E.. 3.839.584.
Inventa AG fur Forschung und Patentverwertung: See—

Schultze. Hans Joachim; Henn. Ruthild; and Berther. Clau.
3.839,324.

Iowa State University Research Foundation, Inc.: See—
Stang. Elden J.; and Denisen. Ervin L.. 3.838,559.

Irani, Farhad Ardeshir, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.
Preparation of silica sols of minimum turbidity. 3,839,22 1 , CI. 252-
313.00s.

Irie, Masanori. Light-conducting structures and production thereof.

3,838,905, CI. 350-96.00r
Irvin Industries. Inc.: See—

Romanzi. Louis; and David. Robert Edward. 3.838.832.

Isaksen. William M. Number system converter. 3.839.624, CI. 235-

61.0gm.
Ishido, Teruhisa: See—

Akamatsu, Kiyoshi; Hagihara, Takeaki; and Ishido, Teruhisa,
3.839.171.

Ishii. Takami; Yoshikawa. Toshio; Inaike. Toshihiro; Kido. Kunio;
Tokunaga. Kiyoaki; and Kuroda. Kazuhiro. to Ube Industries. Ltd.

Polyacetal compositions. 3.839.497. CI. 260-857.00f.

Ishimoto. Atsuo: See—
Ito. Koujirou; Ishimoto. Atsuo; Yamada, Yuzo; Inoue, Hiroshi;

and Nozu. Takashi, 3.839.1 39.

Ishizawa. Kazutomo: See—
Koide. Tohru; Ishizawa. Kazutomo; Hattori. Takahiro; Yamamu-

ra. Toshio; Maruya. Mitsuru; and Tashiro, Shinji, 3,838.957.
Isimbler, Jury Abramovich: See—

Alexandrov. Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian. Ruben Dzhangirovich
Aglitsky. Vladimir ETimovich; Isimbler. Jury Abramovich; Kan
tor. Ilia Solomonovich; Chizhikov. Vladimir Maiorovich
Topolyansky. Jury Arnoldovich; Susekov. Sergei Mikhailovich
Gulyaev. Nikolai Fdorovich; Kovanov. Pavel Vasilievich; It-

skovich. Mark Leontievich; and Leschinsky. Petr Grigorievich.

3.838.634.

Isogai. Nobuo. to Japan Gas-Chemical Company. Inc. Process for

preparation of organic carboxylic acids. 3.839.428. CI. 260-5 14.OOr.

Itek Corporation: See—
Gracia. Robert F.; Laughrey. Richard A.; and Touhey. Paul F.,

3.839.038.

Ito. Koujirou; Ishimoto, Atsuo; Yamada. Yuzo; Inoue, Hiroshi; and
Nozu, Takashi, to Unitika Ltd. Light-occluding and water-permeable
sheet. 3.839. 139. CI 161-170.000.

Itoi. Kazuo: See—
Tamai. Yoshin; and Itoi. Kazuo. 3.839.468.

Itskovich. Mark Leontievich: See—
Alexandrov. Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian. Ruben Dzhangirovich;

Aglitsky. Vladimir Efimovich; Isimbler. Jury Abramovich; Kan-
tor. Ilia Solomonovich; Chizhikov. Vladimir Maiorovich;

Topolyansky, Jury Arnoldovich; Susekov. Sergei Mikhailovich;

Gulyaev. Nikolai Fdorovich; Kovanov. Pavel Vasilievich; It-

skovich. Mark Leontievich; and Leschinsky. Petr Grigorievich.

3.838,634.
ITW Limited: See-

Fernberg. Paul C. R.; and Harley. David N . 3.838.878.

Iwafune, Yasuo; Kimura. Kazuo; Muroia. Teruo; and Nishikatsu.

Hiroshi. to Tokyo Kogaku Kikai K.K. Metering device using a pendu-
lum for determining gravitational reference direction. 3,838.927. CI.

356-250.000.

Izumi, Kenkichi, to Hitachi, Ltd. Multiple effect evaporator.

3,839, 160, CI. 202-173.000.

Izumi, Masahiro: See—
Masuda. Shigeo; and Izumi, Masahiro. 3.839.174.

Jablonski. Richard B.; Kotla. John J.; and Martone. Somerville, to In-

ternational Business Machines Corporation. Pressure sensitive

recording system and method of providing a split image therefor.

3,839,070. CI. 117-36.200.

Jackson, Byron, Inc.: See—

Wilms, Carl Alfred. 3,838,6 1 3.

Jackson, Clifford E. Demonstration filter liquid control circuit.

3,839,203, CI. 210-104.000.
Jackson, Ronnie Devell, to Lion Oil Company. Process for producing

sodium hydrosulfide solutions. 3,839,548, CI. 423-560.000.

Jacobs, Eckart: See—
Siggel, Erhard; Meyer, Gerhard; Grotjahn, Heinz; Maegerlein,

Helmut; Rupp, Hans-Dieter; Jacobs, Eckart; and Wallraben-
stein. Michael. 3.839.244.

Jadamus. Hans; Magosch, Karl-Heinz; and Heuwinkel, Johannes, to

Chemische Werke Huls Aktiengesellschaft. Thermoplastic polyester

and polybutene-l molding compositions. 3,839,499. CI. 260-
873.000.

Jaeger. Horst. to Ciba-Geigy AG. Perfluoroalkylalkylmonocarboxylic
acid esters derived from cycloaliphatic epoxides. 3.839.373, CI. 260-
408.000.

Jager, Gerhard: See—
Schmidt, Robert R.; and Jager. Gerhard, 3,839,009.

Jakobi, Wilhelm; and Schuffler, Arnulf, to Heinrich Koppers
Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung. Process and apparatus for

controlling the heating of a horizontal by-product coke oven.

3,839, 1 56, CI. 201-41.000.

James, Rex L.: Sff

—

Olander. Emil Edward. Jr.; James, Rex L.; Larson. Ivar W.;
Yockey. Francis J.; Wenninger. Fred. Jr.; and Russell, Homer
C, 3.839.630.

James. Ronald V.: Sff

—

Ripple. Charles D.; James, Ronald V.; and Rubin, Jacob,
3,838,716.

Jan Verstegen, Judicus Marinus Pieter; Wanmaker. Willem Lambertus;
and Verlijsdonk. Johannus Godefridus. to U.S. Philips Corporation.
Europium activated alkaline earth magnesium aluminum silicate lu-

minescent material. 3.839.2 1 9. CI. 252-30 1.40r
Janning. John L.. to NCR Corporation. Plasma display device for selec-

, tively displaying several fixed images. 3,839,7 14, CI. 340-324.00m.
Janssen Pharmaceuttca, N.V.: Sff

—

Godefroi, Erik Fred; and Heeres. Jan. 3,839.574.
Janssens. Wilhelmus; and Lemahieu. Raymond Gerard, to Agfa-
Gevaert N.V. Photographic processes and recording materials for

use therein. 3,839,035, CI. 96-3.000.

Japan Gas-Chemical Company, Inc.: Sff

—

Isogai. Nobuo. 3.839.428.

Jaquay. Louis H.; Rathburn. Donald R.; Andersen. Axel P.; and
Rasmussen. Einar L., to Smidth. F. L.. & Co. Apparatus for treating

ores and other solid material. 3.838,848, CI. 266-1 8.000.

Jarema, Chester P., and Niebylski. Leonard M.. to Ethyl Corporation.
Plastic coated metallic foams. 3.839.080. CI. 1 1 7-1 32.00b.

Jarrett. Noel: Sff—
Bruno. Marshall J.; Jarrett, Noel; and Slaugenhaupt, Burl L.,

3.839.019.

Jeannotte, Dexter A.: Sff—
Herdzik, Richard J.; Jeannotte. Dexter A.; Peterson. Gerald W.;
and Sullivan. Michael J.. 3.839.727.

Jefferies. Patrick J.; and Crounse. Nathan N.. to Sterling Drug Inc.

Compounds and preparation thereof 3.839.426, CI. 260-501.150.
Jenny. Hans: Sff

—

Safir, Edward; and Jenny, Hans, 3,838,563.
Johannes. Alfred: See—

Prochnow. Jurgen; and Johannes, Alfred, 3,838,644.
Johns-Manville Corporation: Sff

—

Barnett. Irvin, 3.839.079.

Current. John Marvin; and Smalley. Rodney Roger. 3.839,122.
Smith. HarvellM. 3.838.995.

Johnson & Johnson: Sff—
Levesque. Yvon G.. 3.838.692.
Mesek. Frederick K.. 3.838.694.

Overhults. Wendell C; and Potts. Richard McCrea. 3.839.065.
Johnson. Alfred, Jr.: Sff

—

Schmidt. Arnold W.; Johnson, Alfred, Jr.; and Johnson, Kenneth
L. 3.839.1 14.

Johnson. Andrew L. Apparatus for setting unthreaded pull rivets.

3.838.588. CI. 72-114.000.
Johnson, Cecil J., to Total Energy Corporation. Hydrocracking of coal

liquids. 3,839,191, CI. 208-108.000.
Johnson. Clarence S. Temperature responsive valve assembly.

3.838.8 1 2. CI. 236-99.000.

Johnson. Dwight N. Method of assembling an axial flow valve.

3.838.704. CI. 137-15.000.

Johnson. Gladys M. Anti-skid device for boots and shoes. 3.838,528,
CI. 36-7.700.

Johnson. Howard R. Pulse noise reducer. 3,838.749, CI. 181-56.000.
Johnson, Kenneth L.: Sff—

Schmidt, Arnold W.; Johnson, Alfred, Jr.; and Johnson, Kenneth
L., 3,839,1 14.

Johnson, Matthey & Co., Limited: Sff—
Acres, Gary James Keith, 3.839.225.

Johnson. Morris A.: Sff

—

Starks. Charles M.; Johnson. Morris A.; and Yang, Kang,
3,839.399.

Johnson Products. Inc.: Sff—
Dadd. Morris v.. 3.838.669.

Johnson, Roland N.; and Andersen, Jon A., to Morton-Norwich
Products, Inc. 2-p-Nitro-benzamidoacetohydroxamic acid for treat-

ing urinary tract infections. 3,819,580, CI. 424-299.000.
Jones, Dennis D.: Sff—
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Fisher, Donald H.; Dodd, Colin R.; Jones. Dennis D and
Marshall, George E., 3,838.918.

Jones, Floyd A.: See-
Clark, Richard C; and Jones, Floyd A., 3,838,575.

Jones, Paul Victor: See-
Clark, Peter Stanley; and Jones, Paul Victor, 3,839,248.

Jones, Thomas C, to Amchem Products, Inc. Iron-phosphate coating
for tin-plated ferrous metal surfaces. 3,839,099, CI. 1 48-6. 1 5r.

Jorpes, Johan E,: See—
Ondetti. Miguel A.; Pluscec, Josip; Sheehan, John T.; Jorpes
Johan E.; and Mutt, Viktor, 3,839,315.

Joseph Lucas (Industries) Limited: See—
Arrol, William John, 3.839,540.
Lumby, Roland John; Grieveson, Paul; and Stokes, Roger Francis,

3,839,541.
Jostens. Inc.: See—

Voegele, Lawrence R., 3,838.728
Jouffret, Michel, to Rhone-Poulenc S.A. Process for the preparation of

2-Hexenal. 3,839,457, CI 260-601.OOr,
Juhasz, John E.: See-

Davis. Dennis J.; Juhasz, John E.; and Eslinger, Ralph G..
J ,o3o,o92.

Julie. Loebe. to Julie Research Laboratories, Inc. High voltage shielded
divider 3.839,695. CI. 338-64.000.

e e <="

Julie Research Laboratories, Inc.: See—
Julie. Loebe. 3,839,695.

Justus, Edgar J.; and Roerig, Arnold J., to Beloit Corporation. Headbox
for cylinder papermaking machine having flexible trailing elements
therm and a flexible slice roof of tapering thickness. 3,839,149, CI.
162-317.000.

Juvkam-Wold, Hans C, to Gulf Research & Development Company
Drill bit for abrasive jet drilling. 3,838.742, CI. 1 75-380.000.

Jyomura, Sigeru: See—
Kumada, Akio; and Jyomura, Sigeru. 3.838,678.

K-D Manufacturing Company: See—
McFarland. Frederick R ; and Diffenderfer, Walter L., 3.838.615

Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu: See—
Kawamura, Toshio; Taguchi, Kazuo; and Kanayama, Nobuyuki

3,838.896
^

Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho: See—
Futamata. Masayuki; Nukada, Takao; and Kitta Yasuo

3.838,952.
Mita. Masazo; Toyomura. Akihiro; Ogawa. Yutaka and
Nagatomo, Masatsugu. 3.838,624

Kabushiki Kaisha Nisso: See—
Miyake.Hajime. 3.838.632.

Kadono. Tetsuro: See—
Okumura. Tamotsu; and Kadono. Tetsuro. 3,839,205.

Kahelin, Edward W Ball throwing machine with barrel extension
3,838.676. CI. 124-1 I.OOr.

Kahle. Gerald R; and Fodor. Lawrence M . to Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany Process for preparing blends of finely particulate
polyacrylonitrile and high vinyl polybutadiene. 3.839,503, CI. 260-
Oo / .UUlJ.

Kaiser Gypsum Company, Inc : See—
McKinnon. William L.. 3.839,141.

Kalle Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Wiedemann. Wolfgang. 3.839.034.

Kalopissis. Gregoire; Bugaut, Andree; and Estradier. Francoise, to
Societe Anonyme dite: L'Oreal, Dyeing keratinous fibers with azain-
doanilines. 3.838,965. CI. 8-10.000

Kaman Aerospace Corporation: See—
Hollrock. Richard H . 3.838.940.

Kanayama. Nobuyuki: See—
Kawamura. Toshio. Taguchi. Kazuo; and Kanayama. Nobuyuki

3.838.896. ' '

Kanbe, Masaru: See—
Suga. Tsuneo; Korematsu, Shinobu; and Kanbe Masaru

3,839.047.
Kanebo Ltd.: See—

Koide. Tohru; Ishizawa. Kazutomo; Hattori. Takahiro; Yamamu-
ra. Toshio; Maruya, Mitsuru; and Tashiro. Shinji, 3,838,957.

Kaneda, Kazuyoshi; and Suzuki. Yashushi. to Riken Lightmetal Indus-
try Company Limited Process for forming on an aluminum surface a
colored design 3.839.163. CI. 204-18. OOr.

Kangol Magnet Limited: See—
Minter. Robert Ernest; and Ashbridge. Derek McDonald

3.838.845.
Kansai Hoon Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Fujihara, Katsuji. 3.839.1 34
Kantor. Ilia Solomonovich: See—

Alexandrov. Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian. Ruben Dzhangirovich;
Aglitsky. Vladimir Efimovich; Isimbler. Jury Abramovich; Kan-
tor. Ilia Solomonovich; Chizhikov. Vladimir Maiorovich;
Topolyansky. Jury Arnoldovich; Susekov. Sergei Mikhailovich'
Gulyaev. Nikolai Fdorovich; Kovanov, Pavel Vasilievich; It-

skovich. Mark Leontievich; and Leschinsky, Petr Grigorievich.
3,838,634.

Kao, Wenling: See—
Leeming, Michael R. G.; Strike. Donald P.; and Kao, Wenline

3.839,430.
*

Kaplan, Ervin: See—
Cooke. Michael B D.; and Kaplan. Ervin. 3,839,64 1

.

Kappei, Friedhelm. Mounting support for the battery box in the car-
nage of battery driven vehicles. 3,838,745, CI 1 80-68.500.

Kapur, Chandra: See—
Comerford, John M.; and Kapur, Chandra, 3,838.695.

Karabedian, James A.: See—
Amberg, Stephen W.; Doherty, Thomas E.; and Karabedian,
James A. ,3,839, 11 7.

Karlen, Bo Lennart: See—
Dahlbom, Johan Richard; Karlen, Bo Lennart; and Lindquist Ake

Roland, 3,839,360.
Karol, Kenneth N., to International Business Machines Corporation.
Aluminum surface and treatment thereof to enhance adhesion in
printed circuit laminates. 3,838,506, CI. 29-625.000.

Karwowski, James Paul: iff

—

Theriault, Robert John; Karwowski, James Paul; and Widebura
Norman Earl, 3,839,152.

Kasano, Hiroyuki; and Kurata, Kazuhiro, to Hitachi, Ltd. Epitaxial
growth process for III-V mixed-compound semiconductor crystals
3,839,082. CI. 117-201.000.

'

Kato. Hisatoyo; and Oi. Nakao, to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. Method of
continuously determining the absorbance light of a chemical reac-
tion mixture. 3,838,926, CI. 356-208.000.

Katz, Harry S.; and Schneider, Sidney. In-situ denture, means and
method. 3,838,5 1 3. CI. 32-2.000.

Kawaguchi, Toshio: 5ff

—

Kushida, Koichi; Nakahara, Fumio; Kawaguchi, Toshio; and Suzu-
ki, Kaichi, 3,839,362.

Kawamura, Toshio; Taguchi, Kazuo; and Kanayama, Nobuyuki to
Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu. Dust seal for endless tracks of a tractor
3,838,896, CI. 305-11.000.

Kay, Albert Edward: See—
Hinton, Roy Cyril; Kay. Albert Edward; Pemberton. Denis and
Tucker, Alan Cyril, 3,839,4 1 8.

Kearney, Robert L.: See—
Gawin, Adolph J.; Kearney, Robert L.; and Sather, Eueene

3,838,916.
"^

Kearsey, Hugh Arthur, to National Research Development Corpora-
tion. Carbon fibre tow. 3,839,072, CI. 1 1 7-46.0ce.

Keck, Dieter, to Keller, C, u. Co. Apparatus for cutting clay and other
plastic material. 3,838,62 1 , CI. 83-401 .000

Keller, C.,u. Co.: Sff

—

Keck, Dieter, 3,838,621.
Kelly, Carl L. Welding apparatus and method. 3,838,496 CI 29-

484.000. .
VI. .t:f

Kelly, John B. Vegetation cutting implement. 3,838.510. CI. 30-
279.00a.

Kelsey, John E.: 5ff

—

Woodward, Dean R.; Wehr, Karl C; Wollner, Lionel J.; Bienas
Joseph R.; Kelsey, John E; O'Neill, John J.; and Sichel, Leonard
H, Jr., 3,839,707.

Kelsey-HayesCo.: 5ff—
Miller. Roger L.. 3.838.889.

Kelsey-Hayes Company: 5ff—
Stelzer. William. 3,838.887.

Kempermann, Theo: See—
Ehrend, Helfried; Morche, Klaus; Kempermann, Theo; and Re-

detzky, Wolfgang. 3.839.250.
Kendall Company. The. mesne: 5ff

—

Samour. Carlos M.; and Richards. Mildred C. 3.839,419.
Samour, Carlos M; and Vida, Julius A, 3,839,568.

Kent, Eric George: See—
Wei, Yung-Kang; and Kent, Eric George, 3,839,501 .

Kershaw. Robert William; and Lubbock, Frederick John, to Balm
Points Limited. Matte aqueous coating compositions containing pig-
mented synthetic polymer. 3,839,253, CI. 260-29.60r.

Kesler, Richard B., to O'Meara Company, Inc . The. Apparatus for
analysis of fluid suspensions. 3,838.594. CI. 73-61 OOr

Kessler. Hans-Joachim: 5ff—
Rufer. Clemens; Schroder, Eberhard; and Kessler, Hans-Joachim

3.839,567.
«^.•"Il.

Kessler. Richard V.: 5ff—
Hencke. William R.; Mih. Li C; and Kessler. Richard V..

^"'"""^.'^f- W'"'am J.; and Penn, John R., to Bendix Corporation.
The. Disc brake caliper and mounting structure. 3.838,753, CI. 188-

*^T8'39^r75'
c" 204°8? 00o''"°'''

'"^ ^'^'='^°'l^PO''i'io" of enzymes.

Keyes. Melvin H.; and Semersky. Frank E., to Owens-Illinois Inc
Polyacrylamide derivatives and method of insolubilizine enzymes
therewith. 3,839,309, CI. 260-89.70S.

Kido, Kunio: See—
Ishii, Takami; Yoshikawa, Toshio; Inaike, Toshihiro; Kido Kunio-

„ .

.,T^okunaga,Kiyoaki;andKuroda, Kazuhiro. 3,839 497
Kiel, Wesley L.:5ff—

Greenwood, Arthur R.; Stevens, Richard L.; Plackmann. Daniel
G.;and Kiel, Wesley L., 3,839,197.

Plackmann, Daniel G.; Stevens, Richard L.; Greenwood Arthur
R; and Kiel, Wesley L, 3,839,196

Kiene, Julia W.: 5ff—
Schwalley Lawrence L.; Teach. William C; and Kiene. Julia W..

Kilian, Paul E., to Konel Molded Products Corporation. Mold for

3!8T9'r2t'cU56"45"r
'"'' "'''''"' '°^ '"^'''"« ''' ^^"^
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Kilian, Paul E.. to Konel Molded Products Corporation. Polyester resin

composition and method of making the same. 3.839,268, CI. 260-
40.00r.

Kilmartin, John A., to Beloit Corporation. Heat transfer roll body.

3,838,734, CI. 165-90.000.

Kilroy, Oliver B. Hydraulically powered ore raising mechanism for

miningsystem. 3.838,886. CI. 299-18.000.

Kimura, Kazuo: See—
Iwafune, Yasuo; Kimura, Kazuo; Murota, Teruo; and Nishikatsu,

Hiroshi, 3,838,927.

Kimura, Yoshinobu; and Tsuchihashi, Takeo, to Gakken Co., Ltd. Op-
tical record sheet and device for reproducing sound therefrom.

3,839,601, CI. 179-100. 30v.

King, Kenneth Gordon, to Westinghouse Brake and Signal Company
Limited. Inverters. 3.839,667, CI. 321-9.00r.

King, Louis T. Exhaust brake. 3,838,670, CI. 1 23-97.00b.
Kirchmayr, Rudolf; Heller, Hansjorg; and Rody, Jean, to Ciba-Geigy
AG. Preparation of coumarin-V-triazole oxides and process for

producing coumarin-V-triazoles therefrom. 3,839,352, CI. 260-
308.00a.

Kirsch, Francis William; Barmby, David S.; and Potts, John D., to Sun
Oil Company of Pennsylvania. Crystalline alumino-silicate zeolites
containing polyvalent metal cations. 3,839,228, CI. 252-455.00z.

Kirschner, John G.: See—
Fuller, Fred J.; Kirschner, John G.; and Stark, Richard A..

3,838,958.

Fuller, Fred J.; Kirschner, John G.; and Stark, Richard A .

3,838,959.

Kishino, Shigeo; Kudamatsu, Akio; and Shiokawa, Kozo, to Bayer Ak-
tiengesellschaft. 0-ethyl-s-n-propyl-0-(substituted phenyl)-
phosphorothiolates. 3,839.51 l.Cl. 260-964.000.

Kistner, John F.: See-
Kyle, Robert C; and Kistner, John F., 3,839, 1 38.

Kita. Yasuo. to Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. Vacuum servo-mo-
tor. 3,838,628, CI. 9I.369.00b.

Kitaev, Gennady Ivanovich. Polyphase high voltage inverter.

3,839,666.C1. 321-5 000.
Kitta. Yasuo: See—

Futamata, Masayuki; Nukada, Takao; and Kitta, Yasuo,
3,838,952.

Klein, Gerald Lee; and Meyer, Richard Carl, to Beckman Instruments,
Inc. Electrophoresis sample applicator. 3.839,183. CI. 204-299 000

Klem. Charles D., and Ethridge. Cameron D . to Sperry-Rand Corpora-
tion Altimeter setting indicator system and method of obtaining said
setting. 3.839.626. CI. 235-151.300.

Klemchuk.Peter P.: See—
Spivack. John D., and Klemchuk. Peter P.. 3.839,277.

Klenk, Adam; and Klenk, Helmut. Conduit closure. 3,838,706, CI.

137-247.190.

Klenk, Helmut: Sff—
Klenk. Adam; and Klenk. Helmut, 3.838,706.

Kline. William M., to Medical Evaluation Devices & Instruments Cor-
poration. Centrifuge lube for ultra-violet analysis. 3.838,970, CI. 23-

230.00b.

Kling, Alberto. Precessor flying craft. 3,838,835, CI. 244-23.00c.
Klink, Jerome P.; Symborski, Alex P.; and Varrasso, Eugene C, to

Owens-Corning Fiherglas Corporation. Apparatus for packaging
linear material. 3.838,827, CI. 242-18.00g.

Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz Aktiengesellschaft: 5ff—
Haas, Helmut; and Eichholz, Gunter, 3,838,825.

Klockner-Werke AG: iff

—

Bell. Gunter; and Gehrmann, Werner, 3,838,625.
Knapsack Aktiengesellschaft: 5ff—

Auel.Theodor, 3,839,508.

Cziska, Johann; Strauss. Georg; and Portz, Wilhelm, 3,839,014.
Knopf, Robert John; and Hoy. Kenneth Look, to Union Carbide Cor-

poration. Method for producing condensation polymers. 3,839,293,
CI. 260-77. 5aa.

Knowles, Wendell v.: Sff-
Bredesen, Philip N.; Knowles, Wendell V.; Lyons, Francis T.;

Rawson, Edward B.; and Schwarzkopf. Daniel B.. 3.839,708.

Kobashi, Toshiyuki; and Abe, Noboru, to American Cyanamid Com-
pany. Process for producing porous acrylic fibers. 3,839.520, CI.

264-50.000.

Kobayashi, Isao: 5ff—
Matsuoka, Tohru; Kuroiwa, Akira; and Kobayashi, Isao.

3.839,684.

Kobe, Inc.: 5ff- II

Erickson, John W.'; and Williams, Carter P., 3,838,939.
Kobe Steel, Ltd.: 5ff--

Uemura.Taiichiro, 3,838.492.
Kobelt, Jack R. Double-acting positioning linear actuator. 3,838,630.

CI. 92-48.000.

Kobler, Ulrich; and Schroder, Harry, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft.

Insulating means for an electromagnetic relay. 3,839.690, CI. 335-

278.000.

Koch, Vergil W. Two-piece joint-forming device for hardenable, area-

covering structural material. 3,838.930, CI. 404-48.000.
Koenig, ErI A.: 5ff—

D'Alessio, Frank P.; and jjloenig, Erl A., 3,838,866.
Kohl, James Allen: 5ff

—

Plasko, Emil Robert; Kohl, James Allen; and Hutchison, Michael
Raymond. 3.839.693.

Koide. Tohru; Ishizawa, Kazutomo; Hattori, Takahiro; Yamamura,
Toshio; Maruya, Mitsuru; and Tashiro, Shinji, to Kanebo Ltd. Ap-
paratus for continuously manufacturing polyvinyl acetal porous
material. 3,838,957, CI. 425-174.600.

Koivunen, Erkki A., to General Motors Corporation. Transmission
having intermediate fluid unit. 3,838,61 1 , CI. 74-730.000.

Kolfertz, Erwin. Diaphragm pumps with pressure equalising chambers.
3,838,944, CI. 417-312.000.

Kolibas, James A., to Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation. Bottom
sheet feeder. 3,838,85 1 , CI. 27 1 - 1 24 000.

Kolin, Alexander, to University of California, The Regents of the. Self-

contained electromagnetic flow sensor. 3,838,683, CI. 1 28-2.05f.

Kollar, Ernest P.: Sff—
Hart, Gary A.; Kollar, Ernest P.; and Luhrs, Otto R., 3.839,73 1

.

Kollonitsch. Janos, to Merck & Co., Inc. Process for the preparation of
3-nuoro-D-alanine. 3,839, 170, CI. 204-l58.0ha.

Kolm, Henry H., to Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Vibrating-
matrix magnetic separators. 3,838,773, CI. 209-10.000.

Komai, Takeshi: See—
Aoshima. Kazuyoshi; Hashizume. Yoshiyuki; and Komai, Takeshi.

3.839.461.
Konel Molded Products Corporation: See—

Kilian. Paul E. 3.839.1 20.

Kilian. Paul £.3,839,268
Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.: 5ff—

Suga, Tsuneo; Korematsu. Shinobu; and Kanbe, Masaru.
3.839,047.

Konrat, Jean-Paul; and Le Roux, Louis, to Societe Nationale des
Poudres et Explosifs. mesne. Process for the preparation of sub-
stituted dinitrophenyl chloroformates. 3,839.394, CI. 260-463.000.

Koppe. Volker: 5ff

—

Borck, Joachim; Koppe, Volker; and Muller-Calgan, Helmut,
3,839.336.

Koppensteiner, Eugene F., to Bell & Howell Company. Camera ran-
gefmding and focusing device. 3,839,725, CI. 354-199.000.

Koppers Company, Inc.: 5ff

—

Helm, Edward J, 3,839,1 58.

Romovacek, George R, 3,839,5 1 5.

Korematsu, Shinobu: Sff—
Suga, Tsuneo; Korematsu, Shinobu; and Kanbe, Masaru,

3,839,047.

Kosti, Carl M. Composition for the treatment of hypertrophied oral tis-

sue. 3,839,552, CI. 424-54.000.
Kotla, John J.: Sff—

Jablonski, Richard B.; Kotla. John J.; and Martone, Somerville.
3.839.070.

Ko'zsch. Hans-Joachim; and Buning, Robert, to Dynamit Nobel Ak-
tiengesellschaft. Hydrolysis-resistant unsaturated organic com-
pounds containing hindered alkoxy or aryloxy groups. 3,839,383, CI.

260-448. 80r.

Kovanov, Pavel Vasilievich: Sff

—

Alexandrov, Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian, Ruben Dzhangirovich;
Aglitsky, Vladimir Efimovich; Isimbler, Jury Abramovich; Kan-
tor, Ilia Solomonovich; Chizhikov, Vladimir Maiorovich;
Topolyansky, Jury Arnoldovich; Susekov. Sergei Mikhailovich;
Gulyaev. Nikolai Fdorovich; Kovanov, Pavel Vasilievich; It-

skovich, Mark Leontievich; and Leschinsky, Petr Grigorievich,
3,838,634.

Koyama, Masaharu: Sff

—

Yoshida, Takeo; and Koyama, Masaharu, 3,839,1 13.

Koziol, Konrad; Sieberer, Karl-Heinz; and Rathjen, Hans-Carl. toCon-
. radty.C. Electrolysis cell. 3,839, 179. CI. 204-219.000.
Kramer. Kenneth E.: Sff—

Dreikorn. Barry A.; and Kramer. Kenneth E., 3,839,569.
Kratel. Gunter; Stohr. Gunter; and Vogt. Georg, to Elektroschmelz-
werk Kampten GmbH. Process for the manufacture of boron halides
3,839,538. CI. 423-292.000.

Kratz. Kenneth E. Sailboat rigging. 3.838,655, CI. 1 14-39.000.
Krueger, Achim R., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.

Primer compositions comprising zinc chromate, stabilizers and acry-
late polymers containing oxazolidine units. 3,839,271, CI. 260-
41.00b.

Krueger, Robert F.: Sff—
Dutko, George; Krueger, Robert F.; and Lesniak, Stanley J..

3,838,650.
Krumel, Karl L.: Sff

—

Greminger, George K., Jr.; Strange, Carl P.; Krumel, Karl L.; and
Hudson, James L.. Jr.. 3.839,3 19.

Kubelka. Axel, to Gertsch AG. Ski binding. 3,838.867, CI. 280-
11.35e.

Kubiak, John W., to Torit Corporation. The. Continuous on line tube
house. 3,838,555, CI. 55-96.000.

Kubotera, Harou; Nakaoka, Kazuhide; Watanabe, Kaoru; Kurihara,
Takao; and Tanaka, Nobuo, to Nippon Kodam Kabushiki Kaisha,
Method of making a drawing steel sheet by continuous annealing
processincludingshelf treatment therein. 3,839,095, CI. 148-2.000.

Kuchar, Paul J., to Universal Oil Products Company. Propylene-
isoparaffin alkylation process. 3,839,488, CI. 260-683.480.

Kudamatsu, Akio: Sff

—

Kishino, Shigeo; Kudamatsu, Akio; and Shiokawa, Kozo,
3,839,511.

Kudamatsu, Akio; and Shiokawa, Kozo, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.

0-ethyl-s,s-di-alkyl-phosphorothionodithiolates. 3,839,510, CI. 260-
963.000.
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Kuhnert. Artur, to Bayerische Motoren Werke AG. Method of formina

closed sheet metal structures with an internal corrosion-resistant
coating. 3,838,495, CI. 29-458.000.

n resistant

Kuihara, Kenzo: See—
Shigeyasu, Motoo; Kuihara. Kenzo; and Kuki, Michio 3 839 435

Kuki, Michio: 5ee—
Shigeyasu, Motoo; Kuihara, Kenzo; and Kuki, Michio 3 839 435Kumada, Akio; and Jyomura, Sigeru, to Hitachi, Ltd. Apparatus for

?2*5'^T3 00
*^'"* ^ "^^^^^ '" ^ "^^^^^ ^^" thereof. 3,838,678, CI.

'^"|'5o1k)o'^'''°'
'° "''^'^*''- ^'*'- °P*'"' **''ch. 3.838,906, CI. 350-

Kume Toyohiko; and Higashikawa. Shizuo, to Bayer Aktien-
gesellschaft^ Fungicidal O-alkyK-cycloalkyD-s-alkyl-O-halophenvl-
phosphorothiolates. 3.839.563, CI. 422-225 000

"'""Pnenyi

52^19 OoT
"" ^°**"'^' environmental space module. 3,838.545, CI.

LTd'e.Si,;^S«-""''
^'"'°"^' 3.838.696, CI. 128-608.000.

Becht, Guenter; Matthias, Klaus; Kunde, Joachim; Pohlemann
Heinz; and Ramlow. Gerhard 3 839 496

^'""'i".

"^

w'n'if r^"K ^}Z-
S'^'^""""- J"^8en; Blankenstein. Gunter andWolf Gerhard Dieter, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaf . Process for

KurarayCo..Ltd.:5«—
Tamai. Yoshin; and Itoi, Kazuo, 3,839 468

Kurata, Kazuhiro: See—
Kasano, Hiroyuki; and Kurata, Kazuhiro, 3.839 082

Kurihara.Takao:5ee—
Kubotera Harou. Nakaoka, Kazuhide; Watanabe. Kaoru Ku-rihara. Takao; and Tanaka.Nobuo. 3 839 095

""'u. ^u

Kuroda.Hiroki:5fe—
Suzuki. Kikuji; Kuroda, Hiroki; and Nabeta, Saburo. 3 839 429Kuroda,Kazuhiro :5fe—

uiu. j,oj-»,hzv

Ishii, Takami; Yoshikawa, Toshio; Inaike. Toshihiro; Kido, Kunio
lokunaga.Kiyoaki;andKuroda.Kazuhiro. 3 839 497

':hH-ke''37;8:48rc;"6%r000"^''^
^'^"'^^'"^ '"'"^ ^^^^ -'^

Kuroiwa, Akira: See—

'^3!8"3?684^°^'"' '^"'°**''- ^^"''- ""** '^«^"'y'»*hi, Isao.

Kurray Co..Ltd.:5f^e—

"r' K:ic''hf3!'83S6?"'-
'""'°^ ''^*^«"^''- ^*^^*"«^ -^ S"-

^Von ^Pm/ef V^"!^"'""^"-
^"'"'"- '° A"*^*^ Chemical Corpora-

Cl 260 660 goo'
P^"**"^""" «f ethylenedichloride. 3,839 475,

Kurtz. Leonard D.: iff—

V
.'\'^^"'s, Joseph H; and Kurtz, Leonard D. 3 839 5"'4

K^.Vh-
^"^'"' ^^!l^^^"- F"'"*o; Kawaguchi. Toshio; and SuzukiKaichi. to Kurray Co.. Ltd. Method of production of 4.4.dimethy|.'

1 ,3-dioxane 3.839.362. CI. 260-340 700
"icmyi

Kwiatkowski. George T ; and Brode. George L.. to Union Carbide Corporation. Polyarylimides. 3.839.287. CI 260-49 000

fL^°!lT ^.k'?.'^
Kistner. John F. Dimensionally stable hydrophilicfoam and methodofpreparingsame.3.839.l38.CI. 161-159000KyowaHakkoKogyoCo. Ltd .5ff-

i-v.uuu.

^^"839 15^"""°^"' °^''''"'^- '^^^""- ''"d Toloro. Yoh.

La Compagnie General dElector-Ceramique-Ceraver 5ff-
Willem. Michel. 3,838.490.

La Metallo-Chimique S A 5ff—

'AlphorseS.'r.3':83?.84?^-
'-"''*^^'^"^ ""

'
^"'^ ^^ «--'-

LaTelemecanique Electrique: 5ff—
Cohen. Jacques; and Zwingle. Claude. 3.839 691

La lelemecanique Electriques: 5ff—
N'Guyen van. Trong. 3.839.662

L'Agence Nationale de Valorisation de la Recherche 5ff-
Chapiro. Adolphe; and Seidler. Peter 3 839 l7->

Lahav. Meir: 5ff— '
' ' "

^^^"839 365'''''''^ '^'"'''" ^"''"'' ^''^'''^- '^^''' ^""^ ''"ed"'an. Gad,

Laing. Graham Sterling: Sff—

"^wmlam^TsVeor*"
^'''"*- ^"'^'"" ^'^'""«- ""'^ ^""'''- ^^^

'tlis'^K a 4?7'&oo"^'^
"^'^'""^ *"•' ^^^P^^''^" ^°'"'"«

''^309000'"''^"* Spherical bearing elements. 3.839.533. CI. 264-

't5r8:5?3xf5f.20'6.0?;'" ^'^"P^"^ "'«" ^P"*^ cut-off wheel.

Lambert. Maurice Avrelien 5ff—
^

Al*'rehei"3"8^9"ri
j^""""'''- ^"y ^mile; and Lambert, Maurice

Lampe. Warren R.: 5ff—
Hamilton.StephenB.Jr

;
and Lampe. Warren R 3 839 '>46

2"5ToOO^"
''""*^°'* Tamper-proof plastic cap. 3.838'.785rCI. 2l5-

^'T!•i.?„°„" r*^,
^ '

r^"*^
^'""«- '^"«"- '" Spectra-Strip Corporation.

CrT40-*U9 000
'""'"-c«"ductor cable and the like. 3.838.715.

Lang. Roger: See-
Lang, Donald D.; and Lang. Roger. 3.838.7 1 5.
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Lang. Theo O.; and Eyies. Thomas H.. to Foster Grant Co. Nestable
container. 3,838,772. CI. 206-520.000

"^esiaDie

Lanz, Paul: 5ff—

''"s's"? 322'
^"'^'^' ^"'"' '***"• ^°*'"' '^"'' ^""^ ^^"^' ''^"'•

Laporte Industries Limited: See—
Neumann, Barbara Susan, 3.839.389

Larkin. Daniel J.; and Hunt, Robert L., to National Can Corporation
Irimmingapparatusfortubularbodies. 3,838,653 CI 1 13-7 GOr

Larson. Charles R., to Prab Conveyors. Inc. Temperature controlsystem for metal scrap dryers. 3.839.086. CI. 1 34- 1 9 000
Larson. Floyd Gotthard, Jr.. to International Nickel Company Inc

3.8%.oTl Cl'.'75.'"5ba"'
'"*'*''''^ '""*' improved grindability.'

Larson, Ivar W.: 5ff—
Olander. Emil Edward. Jr.; James. Rex L.; Larson. Ivar W •

c!3 839 630^'' ^' ^'^""'"«^'' ^'^'^- ^'- a"*^ ^"ssell. Homer

Larsson Arne Algot Ragnar. Device for collecting loose material from

24->Oo"'
''"""^"''"'y '^'' floating on water. 3.838.775. CI. 210-

Larws Peter. Toy blocks dimensioned and configured for plural con-nections. 3.838.535. CI. 46-25.000
^

Laufer. Robert J., to Continental Oil Company. Reductive chlorination
ofcertainalkylphenols. 3.839.469. CI. 260-623 OOh

'

^ ''""'""''"°"

Laughrey. Richard A: 5ff—
^^'3

839 038^'' ''' ^''"^''^^y- ^'^^''''^ A.; and Touhey, Paul F..

Laumond, Daniel Jean, to Societe Anonyme Poclain. Circuit for feed-

3"i3r573",^c!.'6S-486te''
•"^'" ^""^"^ ^"'^ ^ --'-> --«•

Laurent. Henry: See—

""tS^iZT^^r^Te^ "^"^^ '^^^^-o.s,y, Klaus; and

Lavergne. Edgar A^; and Mahne. Frank S.. to Diamond Shamrock Cor-

26S65 00
chlorination of phthalonitriles. 3.839.401. CI.

Lawson. James C: 5ff

—

^'3.T38^984
^' ^'''*"°"' '^"'" ^ ''"'' Petschajer. Richard J..

Lazarus. Stanley David: 5ff—
^
DS.'3:53"5to^"'

''^"'"^^'"^y- David; and Lazarus. Stanley

Le Masters. Paul D.: 5(?f—
Richards. Roy C, Le Masters. Paul D.; Shearer. James E.; Edison
Lamonte; and Auzins. John. 3.838 672

Le Roux. Loui.s: 5ff

—

Konrat. Jean-Paul; and Le Roux. Louis 3 839 394

^^xZt'
'"",!*^"«' Danneels. Guy Emile;' and Lambert. Maurice

?,8"9.^'J5!cM'57?i?.oV'^^
''"' '"'^'"^ apparatus and method.

Lebocey Industrie: 5ff

—

Palencher, Jacques. 3.838.7 14.
Leco Corporation: 5ff

—

Voss. Wendell G., 3.838.798

^i^'J'i ^°m'' ''"fo'io-
'° 'nstrumentation Specialties CompanySample collector. 3.838.7 1 9. CI 141-->84 000 ,

F""?-

Lee. John H: 5ff—
Collins, Thomas E; and Lee. John H, 3.839 7 1

1

Lee. Raymond. Organization. Inc.: 5ff

—

Skandalakis, Sharon C. 3.838.699.
Lee. Raymond. Organization. Inc.. The: 5ff

—

Good. Gene P.. 3.838.587
Leeming. Michael R. G.; Strike, Donald P.; and Kao. Wenling to

f.S';9:r3"o.ST6o'5r4S^"^''""^" '« "^"'-^ prostaglan'dins.

Lefebvre. Jacques. Folding house trailer. 3.838.880. CI 296-23 OOr

DBA Mo"n^'""'
'
h'

^'^'"*"^'- '*^^"^^''- '° Societe AnonymeU.B.A. Monitoring and protecting device for an antiskid functional
circuit assembly. 3.839.643. CI. 307-10 OOr

"""^^'^ Junctional

Lefort. Marcel: 5ff—
Bakassian, Georges; Gay. Michel; and Lefort. Marcel. 3 839 382Lehman. Herbert A; and Smith. Fred T.. to Barber-Greene CompanyHigh^energy screed for a paver or the like. 3.838.933 Cr404:

Lehureau. Jean; and Rieux. Jean-Philippe, to Rhone-Progil. Tar com-

3^S:;?6..^aToT'2"l4.o'S"""'""^'
^'^'^''^ ^P-''^ <'"--

Le.nkram. Charles Z.. to United States of America, Navy. Method of

1 56ToOO
'"^'""*'" ''^"^'" of apertures in a plate. 3,839,108. CI

Leister. Harry M.: See—
Hall, Wilbur S.; and Leister, Harry M., 3 839 097

Le.th, Emmett N^ and Upatnieks, Juris, to Battel'le Development Cor-Poration.The.Wavefront reconstruction. 3,838,903 CI 350-3 500Lejeune, Daniel, to Compagnie Generale des Etabliss^ments Michelinraison sociale Michelin & Cie. Motorcycle-size soare tL fi., o .

tomobiles. 3.838.725. CI. 1 52-209 OOr
^ °^ ^""

Lekas. John P.:5ff—
Dahlberg. Arnold R.; and Lekas. John P.. 3 838 648Lemahieu. Raymond Gerard iff—

-^"."•o.

^'5!8T9!b35'^'"""""''
'"'^ ^'""'*"^"- '*^y"'°"'^ Gerard.
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Lengnick. Guenther Fritz, to Stauffer Chemical Company, mesne.
Oximo endblocked disiloxanes and process therefor. 3,839,386, CI.

260-448. 20n.
Lenoble, Phillippe B.: See—

Gandon, Louis; Bozec, Christian H.; and Lenoble, Phillippe B..

3.839.168.

Lentz, William P.: Sff—
Dockerty. Stuart M.; and Lentz, William P., 3,839,003.

Leroy, Jean Marie Louis; and Broudard, Claude Marie Henri Emile, to

Uqine Kuhlmann. Esters of aminohenzoic acid. 3,839,41 1, CI. 260-

47 1.OOr. 1;

Leschinsky, Petr Grigortevich: See—
Alexandrov, Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian, Ruben Dzhangirovich;

Aglitsky. Vladimir EHmovich; Isimbler. Jury Abramovich; Kan-
tor. Ilia Solomonovich; Chizhikov. Vladimir Maiorovich;
Topolyansky, Jury Arnoldovich; Susekov, Sergei Mikhailovich;

Gulyaev, Nikolai Fdorovich; Kovanov, Pavel Vasilievich; It-

skovich, Mark Leontievich; and Leschinsky, Petr Grigorievich.
3.838.634.

Lesniak. Stanley J.: 5ff

—

Dutko, George; Krueger, Robert F.; and Lesniak, Stanley J..

3.838.650.
Leston and Burpee Ltd.: 5ff

—

Baldrey. Robert Alexander; and Allen. Francis Edwin. 3.838.620.
Leto. Joseph R.; Potts, John D.; and Shang. Jer-Yu. to Sun Research
and Development Co. Ammoxidation process. 3.839.398. CI. 260-

465.00c.
Letzel. Karl; Stober, Helmut; and Nickel. Elmar. to Daimler-Benz Ak-

tiengesellschaft. Interior handle for motor vehicles. 3,838.747. CI.

180-90 000.

Levesque. Yvon G.. to Johnson & Johnson. Hydrophobic sheet with

hydrophilic passages 3.838.692. CI. 128-284.000.

Levi. Israel; and Sucharczuk. Marek. Normalized optical input level

control in continuous casting process and apparatus. 3,838.727, CI.

164-4.000. I

Levin. Alfred A.: 5ff—
Richter. Sidney B ; and Levin. Alfred A.. 3.839.577.

Levine. Seymour D.: See—
Sheehan. John T.; Diassi. Patrick A.: Levine. Seymour D.; and

Rovnyak. George C, 3.839.43 1

.

Lewis. Herbert H.. to Montgomery Industries International. Inc. Ap-
paratus for reducing wood and like articles. 3.838.823. CI. 241-
32.000.

Ley. Kurt: Sff—
Seng. Florin; Ley. Kurt; and Metzger. Karl Georg. 3.839.326.

Lilly. Byron K. Mobile aircraft hangar and utility building. 3.838.879.
CI. 296-1.OOr.

Lilly. Eli. and Company: iff-
Chauvette. Robert R . 3.839.328.

Chou. Ta-Sen; and Burgtorf. James R.. 3.839.387.

Dreikorn. Barry A ; and Kramer, Kenneth E . 3.839.569.

Easton. Nelson R ; and Hargrove. William W.. 3.839,415.
Foster. Bennie J ; and Fronefeld, Eugene J.. 3.839.423.

Hamill. Robert L.;and Hoehn. Marvin M.. 3.839.558.

Hamill. Robert L ;and Hoehn, Marvin M.. 3.839.559.

Molloy, Bryan B ; Tuttle. Ronald R.; and Day. William A..

3.839.450.

Raun. Arthur P.. 3.839,557.

Lilly Industries Limited: 5ff

—

Verge. John Pomfret; and Hughes, Peter Graham. 3.839.572.

Lin Li, Thomas Zoum: Sff

—

Schlossman. Irwin S.; Lin Li. Thomas Zoum; and Boylan. Jack B..

3.839.245.
Lindemann Maschinenfabrik G.m.b.H.: 5ff—

Dietz. Walter. 3.838.781.

Lindquist. Ake Roland: 5ff—
Dahlbom. Johan Richard; Karlen. Bo Lennart; and Lindquist. Ake

Roland. 3.839.360.

Linn. Bruce O.: Sff—
Fisher. Michael H.; Linn. Bruce O.; and Bochis, Richard J.,

3,839.347.

Linnecar. Trevor Paul Richard, to U.S. Philips Corporation. H. F. elec-

trical signal reception with two wire line carrying power, control, and
information signals. 3.839.676. CI 325-394.000.

Linturn. Patrick John, to Ilford Limited. Production of X-ray intensify-

ing screens 3.839.069, CI. 1

1

7-33. 50r.

Lion Fat & Oil Co.. Ltd.: Sff

—

Susuki. Rinnosuke. Tanimori. Syuhei; Toyoda, Sadao; and Ogoshi,

Toshiaki. 3.839,391.

Lion Oil Company: Sff—
Jackson, Ronnie Devell, 3,839,548.

Lipani, Anthony Frank: Sff

—

Berg, Allen Clark; Forgensi, Rudolph; and Lipani, Anthony Frank,

3,839,029.

Lipp. Xaver. to Silo Verfahrens AG. Apparatus for and a method of

joining the edges of two sheet portions together. 3,838.498, CI. 29-

509.000.

Liquid Waste Conversion Corporation: Sff

—

Welch, Richard M., 3,839,206.

Litton Business Systems, Inc.: Sff

—

Madison, Theodore N, 3,838,762.

Litton Systems, Inc.: Sff

—

Simmons, David Harry, 3,839,647.

927 O.G.—14

Lobenhoffer, Hans Ph.; and Ernst, Kurt W., to Hutt GmbH. Method for

producing chipboards from chip mixtures using material in powder
or fiber form. 3,839,523, CI. 264-1 1 5.000.

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation: Sff

—

Meister, Frank S., 3,838,604.

Locklin, John G., to General Motors Corporation. Rear access panel

for a motor home. 3.838.882. CI. 296-53.000.

Longland. George M., Jr., to Standard Oil Company. Integration of

para- or meta-xylene oxidation to terephthalic acid or isophthalic

acid and its purification by hydrogen treatment of aqueous solution.

3,839,436, CI. 260-524.00r.
Lord, Peter C: Sff—

Morelock, Charles R.; Lord, Peter C; and Weininger, Joseph L.,

3,839.090.

Lorentz. Guido; Stahl. Dieter; and Taunus. Kriftel. to Chemische
Werke Albert Aktiengesellschaft. mesne. Furan resins modified with

carboxy containing! copolymer. 3.839,492. CI. 260-829.000.

Lorenzo. Valentin E.: Sff—
Martinez. Jose M.; Lorenzo, Valentin E.; and Hernandez, Tomas,

3,839,553.

Loria, Anthony: Sff

—

Salminen, llmari F.; and Loria, Anthony, 3,839,044.

Lottermoser, Manfred; Sff

—

Meyer-Stoll, Hans Albrecht; and Lottermoser, Manfred.
3.839.265.

Lotti. Victor J.; and Stone. Clement A., to Merck & Co.. Inc. Method
of treating hypertension. 3.839,585. CI. 424-3 19.000.

Louden, William G. Paper having 60 to 97^ hydrated cellulosic fibers

and 3-40% unhydrated cellulosic fibers. 3.839, 1 44, CI. 1 62- 1 4 1 .000.

Lovchev, Stanislav Vasilievich: Sff

—

Roschupkin, Vladimir Ivanovich; Lovchev, Stanislav Vasilievich;

Zaikin. Semen Ivovich; Mischevich, Viktor llich; Skrypnik,
Stepan Grigorievich; and Fershter. Abram Vulfovich,

3.838,941.
Love, Richard F., to Texaco Inc. Catalytic method for the preparation

ofomega-nitroesters. 3,839,371, CI. 260-404.000.
Love, Richard F., to Texaco Inc. Preparation of esters. 3,839,374. CI.

260-4 10.90r.

Lovejoy, Walter R., to Beatrice Foods Co. Apparatus for making injec-

tion molded articles. 3,838,960, CI. 425-242.00r.
Lowry, Charles Everett; Gilbertson, William J.; and Gusack, James A..

to Dow Badische Company. Antistatic laminate filament and fabric

prepared therefrom . 3.839, 1 35. CI. 1 6 1 -65.000.

Lubbock. Frederick John; Sff

—

Kershaw. Robert William; and Lubbock. Frederick John.
3.839.253.

Lubrizol Corporation. The: Sff

—

Hayashi. Katsumi. 3.839.438.
Ludvik. George F.. to Monsanto Company. Mosquito control employ-

ing certain 2.6-disubstituted phenols. 3.839.586. CI. 424-337.000.
Luhrs. Otto R: Sff—

Hart. Gary A.; Kollar. Ernest P.; and Luhrs. Otto R.. 3.839.73 1

.

Luland. Norman William; Sff—
George. Ian Charles; and Luland. Norman William. 3.839.734.

Lumby. Roland John; Grieveson. Paul; and Stokes. Roger Francis, to

Joseph Lucas (Industries) Limited. Silicon nitride products.

3.839.541. CI. 423-344.000.
Lyness. Warren I.; Sff

—

MacMillan. Francis S. Kilmer; and Lyness. Warren I.. 3.839.566.
Lyons. Francis T.: Sff—

Bredesen. Philip N.; Knowles. Wendell V.. Lyons. Francis T.;

Rawson. Edward B.; and Schwarzkopf. Daniel B., 3.839,708.
Ma. Shih-Yu;Sff-

Ariyan. Zaven S.; and Ma. Shih-Yu, 3,839,578.
Mabo, Stanley: Sff

—

Ouenot, Michel, 3,838,520.
Mac Engineering & Equipment Co., Inc.: Sff

—

McAlpine. Charles H., 3.838.526.
Machen. James F. Folding chair frame. 3.838.883. CI. 297-45.000.
Macke. Gerald Fred; Sff

—

Bialous. Charles Andrew; and Macke. Gerald Fred. 3.839.247.
MacMillan. Francis S. Kilmer; and Lyness. Warren I. Compositions for

topical application to animal tissue and method of enhancing
penetration thereof 3.839,566, CI. 424-243.000.

Macur. Robert A., to General Electric Company. Potentiometric ox-
ygen sensor. 3.839.178. CI. 204-195.00p.

Madelmont. Robert; deceased (by Romann. Juliette; legal representa-
tive); and Edus. Gilbert, to Etat Francais. Generator for self-con-

tained electrically triggered weapons. 3.839.654, CI. 310-75.000.
Madison. Theodore N.. to Litton Business Systems. Inc. Type action ar-

rangement. 3.838.762. CI. 197-17.000.

Maeda. Kazuo. to Mitsui Shipbuilding and Engineering Co.. Ltd. Ap-
paratus for aligning welding joints. 3.838.487. CI. 29-200.00p.

Maegerlein. Helmut; Sff

—

Siggel. Erhard; Meyer. Gerhard; Grotjahn, Heinz; Maegerlein,
Helmut; Rupp. Hans-Dieter; Jacobs, Eckart; and Wallraben-
stein. Michael. 3.839,244.

Mageli, Orville L.: Sff

—

D'Angelo, Antonio J.; and Mageli, Orville L., 3,839,390.
Magosch, Karl-Heinz: Sff

—

Jadamus, Hans; Magosch, Karl-Heinz; and Heuwinkel, Johannes,
3,839,499.

Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia Muszaki Fizikai Egyesult Izzolampa es
Villamossagi Reszvenytarsasag, mesne: Sff—
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'^3'.838,4J6'"*^"'
^""''*' '-^'°- ""'^ Neugebauer. Jeno

Mahan, John E.; and Norell, John R.. to Phillips Petroleum Comoanv

r/a'cTdr HF an^'d'h' r'J" '''^. ^"'^ "^'^ trmuoroa,e.hS :

683 680
* ^^ pressure. 3.839,489, CI. 260-

Mahne, Frank S.: See—
Lavergne, Edgar A.; and Mahne, Frank S. 3 839 401

r839.5',Tc,*64';?'o''o;*
""" ""'" "'""= '»"'""' "--"

Mann, James Urquhart Se^—

'C&,3^3t498."""^- "•""" "^ ^"'^ ^-"- J-"
Manos, Philip, to Du Pont de N(>inr>iir<: i: i ^ a r-

"^
1 "s'i' O^s'p""'

'"'^ '''"'"• "^'^^y <^^'^"^«^ "'«"'«°- 3,838.684. CI.

Marathon Oil Company: See—
Zimmerman. Carle C.Jr; and Argabright, Perry A 3839484Marconi Company Limited. The. S^e-

'• '^"^y a, j.839,484.

Wade. Reginald Peter, 3,838,504
Margerum. Bruce A : See—

Golob. Theodore B.; Hauck Svlv<>cror i • ,-j ki
A., 3,838 721

"*'"»^''' syivester J., and Margerum. Bruce

Margot. Alfred: Sf«^—

^Tl'till
*'"' "'"'' '""-'Kl""^ »"<i M„g„,. Alfred.

Markham. Harold A: iff—

M, 5°fc-'^'""-' •^"'^ Markham. Harold A . 3,838 794Marks. W.lham S
,
to Baldwm Electronics. Inc. Photoelectric ooacitvmeasuring system. 3.838.925. CI. 356-207.000

"°'''^'"'"'= °P»«^"y

Marshall. George E.: See—
Fisher, Donald H., Dodd Colin R i«n^. r» r^

^^
Marshall. George E..3.83'8.9 1

8

" *'""' ^"""'* ^' ""'^

Martensson. Malte Harald See—

"'"838761 ^"' ^'*""'- '"'^ Martensson. Malte Harald

Martone. Somerville Sff—

^I'.sSoVS.""'"'
^' '^°"'- ""'" ^^ ^"'^ '^''"«"«- Somerville.

Maruya. Mitsuru: 5ef—
Koide Tohru. Ishizawa. Kazutomo; Hattori. Takahiro Yamamu

Maru^foS cL'Sd^iy.-'
^''"^''"^- '^^^^''^^"- ^'^^^-^^^

Shigeyasu Motoo;Kuihara.Kenzo;andKuki.Michio 3 839 43SMassachusetts Institute of Technology See-
'^"^"'"- ».8-l''.-»35.

Kolm. Henry H .3.838.773.
Master Lock Company: 5ff—

Foote. Daniel J. 3.838.585

3S.6'22"ci'''2l9:40aor
'"^"' ^'^ '"*'^' *--"« "•""-

^T!'J^''^^^'^f°-
''"'^ ''"'"*• Masahiro. to Sumitomo Electric Industries

m.OOO
'""""^ '"''''°'' "^ '"''"'^"='' *'^^- 3,839 174. CI 204-

Mathevosian. Yervand- See—

Math'el^on'wNfr^d p"lv'j!!'''^^°^'^"-
^"^''^'- ^'^^'^-^^^

'"'walm^etSnar E.^i"8^7^.0"4
'"''''' '' '^^'^"- ""-'' "^

'
^^

Mathis. Ronald D: Sff—
Guillory. Jack P.; and Mathis. Ronald D 3 839 31 I

Co"T,!?'Pml-''' 7" ^"J"""'°- °''"'""- '« ''"''^'i Electro-Chemical

S39':5l4.a."?3.43.iio
'"''"'"' of consumed etching solution'

Matsumura. Masaru: See—

^t838'.9V/."''"*"'
'^'""''^"' ^'''*'"°- ''"'^ Matsumura. Masaru.

Matsuno. Hiroshi; Endo. Ichiro and Suzki Kiv„^hi . r^
Kabushiki Kaisha. Electrophotograpt phot'osen^'srve'membe^cr

'^l?J!-^f>
/°*""-

'^r°'*"-
^^"''' ^"^ Kobayashi. Isao. to Nippon

the on 1^1^^'"^ I

""'"^'^ '^^'^"'^ °f ''"'^ mechanism or adjuKthe optical axis of a laser resonator by translational movement of hfresonator reflector. 3.839.684. CI 331 -94 50c
"'"''•^"'e"' of the

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co . Ltd : See—
7^*^"' ^oshio:andSenno,Harufumi 3 839 10?

Matthews. William R. and Carson. Richard w'^L^^ Carson Process

teml°Z'"*
''?"°^ ^'^" niicro-spheres from admixed hTgh and lowtemperature glass formers. 3.838,998, CI. 65-2 1 .000.
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Matthias, Klaus: See—
Becht, Guenter; Matthias, Klaus; Kunde, Joachim Pohlemann

..
Meinz; and Ramlow, Gerhard, 3,839 496

•'oniemann.

?nr'. r?/ • '° °'*^'^Phone Corporation. Transcribe control circuitfor a dictating system. 3.839,600, CI. 179-100 Idr
Maxitrol Company: 5ef—

m^m""""- JJI'Iu"' f •
''"'^ ^'^"8- Charles. Jr., 3,838,8 10McMann, Wilburs.; and Stang, Charles, Jr., 3,838 8 1Maxson Corporation, The: 5ff—

.^.oJo.oiJ.

Barnard. Benjamin R.. 3,838,649

panvShet^r'^H
'^"'''' ^.'"^'^y ^ • ^° '"'ernational Paper Com-

M ?. M '^^.''^ftw''*^'"'""
"^"h ^'"'ch. 3,838,688. CI. 1 28-2 1 4 400May Marvin I. Water bed frame. 3,838.470. CI. 5-348 Owb

Hand7w,^f"''^
^"- ""'^ '^''"''' •'°»'" J"'"^^*- 'o AMP Incorporated

?03.0ofr
'"'""'"* conductors to terminals. 3.838.49 1.Tl 29-

^p'rSn",'-
'^^'^=»,*'"''hsh S- ,o United States of America. Air Force

'^.r^T^rl'S^'^^^^^^^^^^^^
^'^'•'* -«^' ^-'i<^'^ Pow

Mc Combs. Frank P.: See—

"'I'sm""™ " "' "^''"""- ''""'' <" ""<" "i*"- F'»c.sc„ M..

Cu'ir,i*Mr °""' '""'""' »*">' *"«3.g38.6«.
McCallum. Donald B.: See—

M r^? n''"'5?r'
•'

'
^""^ McCallum. Donald B.. 3.839 1 30McClelland. Donald H. ^ee-—

-oj'.uu.

""7139 09?""'' ^' ^<^C'«"«"d. Donald H.; and Uba, Toshio.

''ca;t8l8"7'87;'c': ^^^iro^O^''^''^^"''^-
'^'''^' -'^^"'" -"'ed

McClure, Gerald L,:5ef-
DuRocher. Gideon A.; and McClure. Gerald L.. 3 839 694

3S0OO:
""''"'' ^- ^°"'"' '^*'"« P"'"P- 3:838.948 CI. 417-

'^a752''5'''^'
'^

•
'" "^"'^^ '"'^ Solubilizing Process. 3,839.212.

taminants from liquids. 3,839.176. CI. 204-191 000
^

3^8T8t4^•.?r'?4^4^6'ooT"
"^"^'"^' ^''^ -" ~«^'^ ^''J-ts.

McDonnell Douglas Corporation: Se-f-
McGuire. Joseph C. 3.838.557

McFarland. Frederick R ; and Diffenderfer Walter L to K n m
M;s."idS7S,?i"L=;r-'^

'"»'' "c'«!-:^^^^

M.r^''^*'?"'
J- •^'Cf'^'^d; and Altnau. Ronald L.. 3.838 755

McKay. Donald Edward See—

^'J^'J- ^^x"^''*
^''"^' -"^

•
Barringer. Donald Frederic Jr andMcKay. Donald Edward. 3.839 564

'"reoeric. Jr.. and

McKenna David; Hopkins. Joseph; and Hall. Geoffrey to Parsons

McKinnon. James Barry See—

^
;'irrBa'j;?.'i ;i^tv,X^w';£^^3''8?KB?''''""°"•

"sf:s273's.r.i.'°crr^:,iri"
^°"'-- '" -^

McLaughlin. Carol Lynn: ^ff—
^
Ue ?8S"5?0^

McLaughlin. Carol Lynn; and Webb. Robert

McMann. Wilbur S.; and Stang. Charles Jr to Maxffroi r«.^

Meh,?f"r^
'*,^y"'°"d W; and Herron. Joseph T.. 3.838.784

'^NXasS.^^^rard^VR: enLTf^^-e^tlrZrh^. " ^"'^"^^'^
'^^

processes. 3.839,556,C1. 424-89 000 "' "^"'"^ ^"'^

Med General, Inc.: iff—
Ersek, Robert A.; and Wall, Donald E., 3.838,600

Med-Assists, Inc.: iVf—
Finger. Armin A, 3,838,556

Medical Evaluation Devices & Instruments Corporation See-Kline. William M. 3.838 970
i.iun.oet-—

Medley. Robert Lee. Jr. Post. "3.838.661. CI. 1 16-63 OOdMedovar. Boris Izrailevich: See-
oj.uup.

Paton. Boris E.; Medovar Boris l7r->il»vi.-h- Air
Fedorovich; Schupak. Grigo'rr'LSnovth;'i'^;:c^hei"kS:
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.839.585.

and Posch, Kenneth

Alexei Georgievich; Bondarenko, Oleg Petrovich; Saenko,
Vladimir Yakolevich; and Tsykulenko, Anatoly Konstan-
tinovich, 3,839,591.

Meek, William H., to Ferro Corporation. Compounds of 2',4'-sub-

stituted anilides of substituted nitrosalicylic acid. 3,839,443, CI. 260-

559.00s.

Meier, Henri; and Warnet, Henri, to CERAVER. Tubular insulating

connector formed of formed of wound glass wires. 3,839,593, CI.

174-30.000.
11

Meier. Johann H.: See-i'

Chen. Winston H.; Meier. Johann H.; and Pimbley. Walter T..

3,839,721.
I

Meijer, Frans: See— \ I
\

Bruijning. Hugo Giorg; and Meijer. Frans, 3,839,659.

Meiller, Francois; and Deleuil, Michel, to Rhone-Progil. Organo-sil-

icon modified silica gel particles. 3.839.385. CI. 260-448.20b.

Meisberger. Raymond F., to Bruce-Lake Company. Base connection

for utility poles. 3.838.547, CI. 52-295.000.

Meiser, Werner; Metzger, Carl; Buchel, Karl Heinz; and Plempel, Man-
fred, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Thienyl-imidazolyl alkanoic acids

as antimycotic agents. 3.839.576. CI. 424-273.000.
Meister. Frank S.. to Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. Motion compen-

sating mechanism. 3,838.604. CI. 74-99.000.

Melacini, Paolo; Patron. Luigi; Moretti. Alberto; and Tedesco. Raf-

faele. to Montefibre S.p.A. Process for the bulk polymerization of

acrylonitrile. 3.839,288. CI. 260-63.00n.
Mennen Company. The: See—

Barchas. Myron; and Gutierrez. Magda Ofelia. 3.838,966.

Barchas, Myron. 3.839.220.

Mercier. Jean; Faille. Marc Delia; and Bleiman. Claude, to GERDEC.
Preparation of siliceous material particularly for strengthening

polymers 3.839.062, CI. 106-288.00b.

Merck & Co.. Inc.: See-
Fisher. Michael H.; Linn. Bruce O.; and Bochis, Richard J..

3.839.347.
Kollonitsch.Janos, 3.839.170.

Lotti. Victor J.; and Stone. Clement A.. 3

McAleer. William J.; Spier, Raymond E
3.839.155.

Merck Patent Gesellschaft Mit.: See—
Borck. Joachim; Koppe. Volker; and Muller-Calgan. Helmut.

3.839.336.
Merichem Company: See—

Clonts. Kenyon E., 3.839.487.

Merles. I. Benjamin: See—
Zurcher. Rudolf F.; and Merles. I. Benjamin. 3,838.568.

Merten. Rudolf: See—
Zecher. Wilfried; Roos. Ernst; and Merten. Rudolf. 3.839,440.

Merz & Co., Chemische Fabrik: See—
Scherm. Arthur; and Peteri. Deszo. 3.839.455.

Merz. Kenneth M.: See—
Sanderow. Howard I ; and Merz. Kenneth M.. 3.838.982.

Mesek. Frederick K.. to Johnson & Johnson. Diaper with back-to-back

transistion web facing. 3.838.694. CI. 128-287.000.

Messa. Pietro Automatic thread-knotting device. 3,838.874. CI. 289-

2.000.

Messing. Ralph A., to Corning Glass Works. Apparatus and method for

measuring conductivity change in a glucose-glucose oxidase reac-

tion 3.839,154. CI 195-103. 50c.

Metropolitan Chicago Baptist Association S.B.C.; See-
Spencer. Owen C, 3,838,484.

Metzger. Carl: See— '

Meiser. Werner; Metzger. Carl; Buchel. Karl Heinz; and Plempel.

Manfred. 3.839,576.

Metzger, Karl Georg: See—
. Seng, Florin; Ley. Kurt; and Metzger. Karl Georg. 3.839.326.

Meuresch. Herbert; and Zimmerhackel. Franz, to Precision Valve Cor-
poration. Rapid charging valve housing. 3.838.799. CI. 222-402.160.

Meyer. Gerhard: See—
Siggel. Erhard; Meyer. Gerhard; Grotjahn. Heinz; Maegerlein,

Helmut; Rupp. Hans-Dieter; Jacobs. Eckart; and Wallraben-

stein. Michael. 3,839.244.

Meyer. Richard Carl: See-
Klein. Gerald Lee; and Meyer. Richard Carl. 3.839.1 83.

Meyer. Richard W.. to Owens-Illinois. Inc. Laser beam severing of a

rotating article. 3.839.005, CI. 65- 1 1 2.000.

Meyer. Roth & Pastor Maschinenfabrik GmbH: See—
Wust.Toni. 3.839,617.

Meyer. Roy E.; Walton, William M.; and Staurt, Jerry E., to Wahl Cor-

poration. Device for holding hand tools. 3.838.685. CI. 1 28-32.000.

Meyer-Stoll. Hans Albrecht; and Lottermoser. Manfred, to Deutsche

Texaco Aktiengesellschaft Polymeric composition and method.
3.839,265, CI. 260-37.00n.

Meyers, Robert E., to Bendix Corporation, The. Fluid compensating
device for hydraulic ratio changer power brake booster. 3,838,629,

CI. 91-391.000.

Michael, Gregor: See-
Strauss, Wennemar;and Michael. Gregor. 3.839.165.

Michael. Gregor. to Henkel & Cie. GmbH. Method for obtaining nickel

deposits with satin finish. 3.839. 1 66, CI. 204-49.000.

Michaelis. Theodore Donald, to RCA Corporation. Solar torque com-
pensation for a satellite. 3.838.834. CI. 244- 1 Osa.

Michaels. Bruce Ernest, to Chemetron Corporation. Level sensing ar-

rangement and control circuit. 3.839.65 1 . CI. 307-308.000.

Michne. William F.: See—
Albertson. Noel F.; and Michne, William P., 3.839,338.

Michnick, Bruce T. Combination depth stop and gauge assembly for a

dental drill. 3,838,5 1 7, CI. 32-27.000.

Micro Devices Corp.: See—
Plasko, Emil Robert, 3,839,692.

Plasko, Emil Robert; Kohl, James Allen; and Hutchison, Michael

Raymond, 3,839,693.

Midland-Ross Corporation: See—
Hemsath, Klaus Heinrich; and Thekdi. Arvind Chhotalal.

3.838,974.

Mieville, Rodney L., to Standard Oil Company Middle distillate fuel

oil compositions having improved pumpability. 3,838,990, CI. 44-

62.000.

Mih, LiC: See—
Hencke, William R.; Mih, Li C; and Kessler, Richard V.,

3,838,524.

Miles, John M., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Treatment of poly

(arylene sulfide) reaction product. 3,839,302, CI. 260-79.000.

Miller, Carl W: See-
Hammond, Robert J.; Arent, John F.; Miller, Carl W.; and Est-

kowski, Michael H, 3,838,861

.

Miller, Delroy E.: See-
Dirks. Gerhard H.; Dirks. Wolfgang G.; Miller. Delroy E.; and

Scott. Glenn A. 3.839.664.

Miller. Edward F. Reverse osmosis separator unit. 3.839.201, CI. 210-

22.000.

Miller, Gordon H., to Texaco Inc. Trimerization of aromatic nitrites.

3,839,33 1, CI. 260-248.0CS.

Miller, J. William; and Batch, Marvin L., to Synthamics Corporation.

Lubricant compositions. 3,839,2 1 1 , CI. 252-49.600.

Miller, Lewis S., to Weyerhaeuser Company. Method of producing
coatings using thixotropic compositions. 3,839,076, CI. 1 17-93.310.

Miller, Roger L., to Kelsey-Hayes Co. Skid control system. 3,838,889,

CI. 303-2 l.OOp.

Millner, Tivadar, Bartha, Laszio; and Neugebauer, Jeno, to Magyar Tu-
domanyos Akademia Muszaki Fizikai Egyesult Izzolampa es Vil-

lamossagi Reszvenytarsasag, mesne. Method for the preparation of
tungsten incandescent body containing foreign substances. 3,838,86,

CI. 29-420.500.

Mills, Ivor W.; and Dimeler, Glenn R., to Sun Oil Company.
Hydrorefmed transformer oil and process of manufacture.
3,839, 188, CI. 208-14.000.

Mills, Ivor W.;and Dimeler, Glenn R., to Sun Oil Company of Pennsyl-

vania. Hydrorefmed lube oil and process of manufacture. 3,839,189.
CI. 208-18.000.

Milne. John W.. to United States of America. Army. Method of

generating control tones. 3.839.728. CI. 360-26.000.

Minder. Emile. Tool carrier. 3.838.616. CI. 82-36.00a.

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company: See-
Collins. Thomas E.; and Lee. John H.. 3.839.7 1 1

.

Hazuka. Raymond W.; and Thompson, Dorman N., Jr., 3,839,127.

Sweeny, Norman P.; and Thom, Karl Friedrich, 3,839,282.

Minter, Robert Ernest; and Ashbridge, Derek McDonald, to Kangol
Magnet Limited. Ratchet tensioning devices. 3,838,845, CI. ^54-
164.000.

Mischevich, Viktor Ilich: See— '

Roschupkin, Vladimir Ivanovich; Lovchev, Stanislav Vasilievich;

Zalkin, Semen Ivovich; Mischevich. Viktor Ilich, Skrypnik,
Stepan Grigorievich; and Fershter. Abram Vulfovich.

3.838.941.

Mislin. Roland: See—
Benz. Jakob; Mislin. Roland; and Uehlinger, Hanspeter,

3,839,316.
Mita, Masazo; Toyomura, Akihiro; Ogawa, Yutaka; and Nagatomo,

Masatsugu, to Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho. Hydraulic
steering brake for tractor. 3,838,624, CI. 9 1 - 1 .000.

Mitchell, John E., Company: See—
Pokorny, Frederick E., 3,838.942.

Mito, Yasuo: See—
Moriyama, Yasuhiro; Mito, Yasuo; Takamizawa, Minoru; and Go-
myo,Shiro, 3,839,075.

Mitsubishi Chemical Industries, Limited: See—
Yamaguchi, Mitsuo; and Tano, Kazuo, 3,839,378.

Mitsubishi Chemical Industries, Ltd.: See-
Sato, Shozo; Otaka, Yoshihisa; and Mori, Kenji, 3,839,536.

Mitsubishi Seiko Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Abe, Yoshihiko, 3,839,02 1

.

Mitsui Shipbuilding and Engineering Co., Ltd.: See—
Maeda, Kazuo, 3,838,487.

Miura, Kiyosi, to Hitachi, Ltd. Method of forming phosphor surfaces of
color cathode ray tubes. 3,839,068, CI. 1 1 7-335.00c.

Miyakawa, Seinan; Noda, Nobuhiro; and Shimoda, Mitsuhiko, to Asahi
Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Camera with electrical controls for

different types of objectives. 3,839,722. CI. 354-24.000.
Miyake, Hajime, to Kabushiki Kaisha Nisso. Method and apparatus for

making corrugated containers of longitudinally corrugated strips on
continuous basis. 3,838,632, CI. 93-94.0ps.

Mobil Oil Corporation: See

—

Montgomery, Richard C; and Stoltz, Jacque R., 3,838,597.
Theissen, Robert J.. 3.839.444.

Modern Package Co.. Ltd.: See—
Arai.Shinroku. 3.839.128.

Moergeli. Eduard. to Ciba-Geigy AG. Process for the manufacture of
anthraquinone dyestuffs. 3.839.332. CI. 260-249.000.
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Mogensen, Erik: See—

Mohajer, Ali Abkar, to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited Polyu-

K39"28rclT60-47'ocb^
'^ .6-tetramethyl-p-xylylene diisocyanate.

Mohajer, Ali Akbar: 5**—

^ Amhonf"saJT/a"
'^°^"'"' ^" ''^^'''' '"' ^"' ^'''^"''''

Molloy. Bryan B.; Tuttie. Ronald R.; and Day, William A to Lilly Eli
and Company. N-branched alkyl beta-(3,4-dichorophenyl)-beta-
nuoroethylamines. 3.839.450, CI. 260-570.50r.

Monitor Manufacturing Co.: See—
Spencer, Grover C, 3.838,839.

Monnier, Michel Jean Claude: See—
Polaerl, Remy Henri Francois; Duchenois, Valere Dominique

Louis; and Monnier, Michel Jean Claude. 3.838 996Monsanto Chemicals Limited: 5^^—
Ensor, Gordon R.; and Golbert, Peter E., 3.839 300

Monsanto Company: 5^f—
D'Amico. John Joseph. 3.839.303.
Ludvik, George F., 3,839.586.
Phillips. Wendell Gary. 3.839,403
Wilder. Gene R., 3.839.275.

Montanari Fernando; Calcagno, Benedetto; and Conti, Luciano toSocieta Italiana Resine S.p.A. Process for preparing beta, beta'-bis

6l'9 00a
**'*"'*'''''^"^""''^°''*"^ 3.839,466. CI. 260-

Montecatini Edison S.p.A.: See—

Monufibre''r' A^i?/^**""'
°'°''*""'- *"** ^^^' Ermanno. 3.839.3 1 3.

'^Raffa"iie''r839'm.°"'
^"**'' ^°''"'' '^"^"°- *"** ^•=***"°-

Montgomery Industries International, Inc.: S«—
Lewis, Herbert H . 3,838,823.

Montgomery Richard C; and Stoltz, Jacque R., to Mobil Oil Corpora-

ST38,59ta.73 isTSoa'"
'" """''"""^ "*^" ""-"P'"* """^•

"^u'fh h"'V'
^!°'"'- •" '^" ''°"' '*'^ Nemours, E. I., and Company

260-80 770*"^ "* "'"y''*^^"^ """"'^•^ copolymers. 3,839,305, CI.

Moore, Loren Alton Pump. 3,838,945, CI. 417-378 000
Morche. Klaus: See—

^^^"'i' "i^'^^i*''''
^^'^^'^' "^'aus; Kempcrmann, Theo; and Re-

detzky, Wolfgang, 3,839,250.
Morehouse Edward Lewis, to Union Carbide Corporation. Polyether
urethanefoam. 3,839,384, CI. 260-448 20r

«-oiyeiner

Morelock Charles R.; Lord, Peter C; and Weininger, Joseph L to

1 36"-Y6
000^'^*"*' ^°'"P''"y ^'°'^8^ ''^"cry plate. 3,839:090, CI.

Moretti, Alberto: See—

^Raffa"eie'*r8'39,2?8°"'
*""**'• ^°"'''' '^"^"°- '"^ '^*=*^""°'

Mori. Kenji: See—
Sato, Shozo; Otaka, Yoshihisa; and Mori, Kenji, 3,839 536

Morimura.Syoji: 5rr— j •
. •

^3"39T7'3
'^*''"''^' '^°"'"""' ^y°i'- and Yoshioka. Takao.

''Z^'ilTa. ]07'23"3'.00r'°""°"
''^"^' ^-"""-«'"«—

«

^^K^^""? • \f'"''*'.?.• '^"°- ^"'"°- Takamizawa. Minoru; and Gomyo
Shiro. to Nitto Electric Industrial Co. Ltd. Adhesive tapes and aprocess for the preparation thereof. 3,839.075, CI 1 1 7-76 00aMorley Studios: See— « ""«.

Brotman.Morley; and High, Cliff R. 3 838 619
Morrell. Ronald Joseph; Laing. Graham Sterling; and Gumb, Bcv Wil-

Ti.*?- u'"*
'"'^' '° ^^" Northern Research Ltd. and said Mor-

ino f« ?r ».^"°!i' !° Northern Electric Company Limited. Mount-
ing for telephone dials. 3,839,605, CI. 1 79- 1 78 000

Morrow. Hugh. III. Danesi, Wilbcrt P.; and Sponscllcr. David L to

75'"r7'r000
^'^ Climax. Inc. High temperature alloy. 3.839,025, CI.

Morton-Norwich Products, Inc.: S^^—
Johnson. Roland N.; and Andersen. Jon A 3 839 580

Moser, Kenneth B
; and Verbanac. Frank, to Staley,"A. E., Manufac-

i"83"l,427^Crr6"o^502.4''dr.'"'
»""«''y<^-''y-»'-«^»>osphona.es.

Moser, Paul: See—
Rody, Jean; and Moser, Paul, 3.839 380

Mosher William F. Portable medical table including slidably mounted
anesthesiaapparatus. 3.838,687, CI. 128-188 000

Motch & Merryweather Machinery Company. The See-
Hurd, Stanley E, 3,838,523.

Motorola, Inc.; See—
Schafft. Hugo Willy. 3,839,652.

Mount Hope Machinery Company: Set —
Depuy, Francis A., 3,838,480

Moyer. John R.. to Dow Chemical Company, The. Photooxidizing or-

fss'oh""*^'"'"^"'^
'" ^''"*^°"* ''""'^ solutions. 3,839,169. CI. 204-

Mudgett. Peter S.:5«'<>—

Richards. Lorenzo Willard; and Mudgctt. Peter S.. 3,838,972.
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Muehlberger. Erich, to Geotel. Inc. Method and apparatus for effecting
high-energy dynamic coating of substrates. 3.839,618. CI 219-
I i I .UUp.

Mueller. Martin to Owens-Illinois. Inc. Method and apparatus forpackaging. 3.838.550. CI. 53-39.000.
Mulaskey. Bernard F.: See—

Csicsery. Sigmund M.; and Mulaskey. Bernard F 3 838 673
Mulders, Julien, to Solvay & Cie. Sequestration of metal'ions by the useof poly-alpha-hydroxyacrylates. 3.839,215. CI. 252-181 000

n '

^'f
""*^er. to Hoxtersche Gumnifadenfabrik Emil Arnlz KG

M.nurV^ L"f
*'»h multiple pulleys. 3.838.605. CI. 74-234.000

Muller-Calgan. Helmut: See—

^"^"hJ?^^^'""- ^°^^' ^°"'"- ^"'* Muller-Calgan, Helmut,

Munting Johannes Pieter, to Akzona Incorporated. Unique

UOOo/ *" •«^^«=P*'»'''»'atc fiber and yarn. 3,838,561, CI. 57-

Murayama, Keisukc; Morimura. Syoji; and Yoshioka. Takao. to San-kyo Company Limited. N-substituted peperidinc derivatives, process

Vin'^/fo'*'''"*
'^"^ ^""^ *"d **»<^'^ "« as stabilizers. 3.839,273 CI

Murota. Tcruo: See—

'^HZtHi!:s2i92r'-
""""^ '^"'°'^- ^'^™°^ -^ N-''*''^^-.

Murphy. Richard Jay: See—

Mutf . Viktor: See—

°"ilh.'i; f^'^"h'J^ • xl"."^"'
•'°'*P- ^•'"''a"- John T.; Jorpes.

JohanE.;andMutt. Viktor. 3.839 315
Nabeta. Saburo: See—

Suzuki. Kikuji; Kuroda. Hiroki; and Nabeu, Saburo, 3,839 429Nagaoka, Toshiharu; and Maruyama, Masakazu, to Concast AG Auto-

"838,73Ta. t'e^ZlZ^"''''''
"""' ^°"*'""°"^ '^'"""8 -^'^

Nagatomo, Masatsugu: See—
Mita. Masazo. Toyomura. Akihiro; Ogawa. Yutaka; andNagatomo. Masatsugu. 3.838.624.

Najer. Henry; and Giudicelli. Jean-Francois, to Synthclabo. Bis-(para-
chlorophenoxy)carbinol and ethers thereof. 3.839.464, CI. 260-o 1 J.Our.

Nakahara. Fumio: See—

"^"kfKaich?,1*'839 36?''"' ^'"^'°' '^^*^«"^'"' '^°'^'°' «"d Suzu-

Nakamura, Enpei: See-
Suzuki, Masane; and Nakamura, Enpci, 3,839 039

Nakano, Seizo: See—

K, I. ^^"''^J?''
''"o*"'"; Sato, Minoru; and Nakano. Seizo. 3 839613Nakaoka. Kazuhidc: See— . ^ .ou.

Kubotera Harou; Nakaoka. Kazuhide; Watanabe, Kaoru Ku-
rihara, Takao; and Tanaka, Nobuo, 3 839 095

Nakayama, Norihiko; Shirouchi, Yasunari; Urade, Toshinori; and An-doh Shizuo, to Fujitsu Limited. Method and apparatus for con-trolling a gas discharge display. 3,839,657, CI. 3 1 5- 1 69 Otv
Napier, Donald R: See—

^3|8T;7T"^ ^ '
^''^'"' '^°"^''* ^' ^"*^ ^^'^''^' •*"" A..

Nariai, Yukitoshi: See—
Tanahashi, Kunio; and Nariai. Yukitoshi. 3 839 08

1

Naruse. Nobutaka. to Hoshizaki Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Heating anddispensing device for food articles. 3,838,790 Q 221-150 Ohc
Nassry, Assadullah: See-

-v-i.^^i i^u.unc.

Bciswangcr, John P. G., and Nassry. Assadullah. 3.839,2 10
National Can Corporation: See—

Larkin, Daniel J.; and Hunt, Robert L., 3 838 653
National Patent Development Corporation See—

'

Vit,Jaroslav, 3,839,367.
National Research Development Corporation See-

Kearsey, Hugh Arthur, 3,839,072.
Usher. Michael John, 3,839.670.

National Waterpure Corporation: See—
Borochaner. Stuart. 3.838.516.

Naud. Jean Octave: See—
Dubois de Pri«,ue, Felix Louis Joseph; Nayd. Jean Octave; Binet

faul Omer Gaston; and Thibieroz. Andre. 3 839 106
Nauta. Jan P

.
to Rowland Development Corporation.' Method of em-

NCR Corporation: See—
Janning. John L. 3.839.714.

Nebclung. Adolf: See—
Rohlfe. Hans-Adolf; and Nebelung, Adolf. 3 839 276

Nelson. Bruce E., to Xerox Corporation. Apparatus for sensins the

irooo''
°^ '«=*='^'""='^ developer material 3.838.922 CI. 355

Nelson Dana W., to Dresser Industries, Inc. Prepositioning device for ablend control valve. 3,838,797 CI 222- 1 34 000
""^^'ce lor a

^
Da'ratus*?o"r''".'n?,"''°'^- \° ^''°'' ^''^' Company. Method and ap-

Neugebaucr, Jcno: See—
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Millner, Tivadar; Bartha, Laszlo; and Neugebauer, Jeno,

3,838,486.

Neumann, Barbara Susan, to Laporte Industries Limited. Organophilic

swelling clays. 3,839,389, CI. 260-448.20n.

Neumann, Hubert G., to Pictorial Products, Inc. Reflective foil and

process. 3,839,129. CI. 161-4.000.

New Products Corporation: See—
Ashburn. Dillion P., 3.839.535.

New York Wire Mills Corporation: See—
Tolliver. Wilbur E., 3.838,837.

Newell Industries, Inc.: See—
Denk, Joseph P., 3,839,735.

Vogel, Charles A., 3,839,737.

Newell. Robert Keith, to Sno Pac Corporation. Method for the facilita-

tion of disposal of snow by compacting the snow into a dense block.

3.838.633. CI. 100-39.000.

Newton. John: See-
Wilkinson. Raymond Westrop; Newton, John; and Stitt. David
Malcolm. 3.839.270.

N'Guyen van, Trong, to La Telemecanique Electriques. Motorized

valve control. 3.839.662, CI. 318-1 60.000.

Nickel": See

—

Gandon. Louis; Bozec. Christian H.; and Lenoble. Phillippe B..

3,839.168.
II

Nickel. Elmar: See— '

'

Letzel. Karl; Stober. Helmut; and Nickel, Elmar, 3,838,747.

Nickerson, Dennis. Automatic liquid level control means. 3,839,645,

CI. 307-118.000.

Niebylski, Leonard M.: See—
Jarema, Chester P.; and Niebylski, Leonard M., 3,839,080,

Nielinger, Werner; Haupt, Heinrich; Rudolph. Hans; Vernaleken,

Hugo; and Blankenstein, Gunter, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Aro-

matic polyamides prepared from halogenated diamino diphenyl

ethers. 3,839,286, CI. 260-47.0cz

Nienhuis, Rijkent J.; and Busselaar, Cornells A , to US. Philips Cor-

poration. Semiconductor device and method of manufacturing same.

3,839,103, CI. 148-187.000.

Nippon Air Brake Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Arikawa. Hironobu; and Tomioka, Katsurni. 3,838,55 1

.

Nippon Denshi Kiki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Sugiura.Kaku, 3.839.709,

Nippon Electric Company, Limited: See—
Matsuoka, Tohru; Kuroiwa, Akira; and Kobayashi. Isao.

3,839,684,

Nippon Kodam Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kubotera, Harou, Nakaoka, Kazuhide; Watanabe, Kaoru; Ku-

rihara, Takao, and Tanaka, Nobuo, 3,839,095.

Nippon Kogaku K.K : See—
Muryoi, Takeshi, 3,839,724.

Nippon Oils and Fats Company Limited: See—
Aoshima, Kazuyoshi; Hashizume, Yoshiyuki; and Komai, Takeshi,

3,839,461.

Nippon Shokubai Kagaku Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—
Yonehara, Kiyoshi; Ohhata, Tomohisa; and Hara, Haruichi,

3,839,224.

Nippon Soda Co., Ltd.: See—
Hara, Kenji; Nishiwaki, Eiji; Yamazoe. Shigeharu; Hoshino, Mit-

suyuki; and Yoshino, Sadafumi, 3.839.406.

Nippon Soda Company. Ltd.: See—
Honma, Shunzo; and Harada, Minoru. 3,839,020.

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation: See—
Shimada, Sadakni; Otomo, Isao, Ohi, Kunio; and Hirotani, Hikaru,

3,839,688.

Nishikatsu, Hiroshi: See—
Iwafune. Yasuo; Kimura, Kazuo; Murota, Teruo; and Nishikatsu,

Hiroshi, 3,838,927
Nishiwaki, Eiji: See—

Hara, Kenji; Nishiwaki, Eiji; Yamazoe, Shigeharu; Hoshino, Mit-

suyuki, and Yoshino, Sadafumi, 3,839,406.

Nissan Motor Company, Limited: See—
Furuya. Katuji; and Yamano, Tetuyuki, 3,838,95 1

.

Sakasegawa, Hiroshi; and Tanabe, Kuniyuki, 3,838,578.

Nitto Electric Industrial Co. Ltd.: See—
Moriyama, Yasuhiro; Mito, Yasuo; Takamizawa, Minoru; and Go-
myo, Shiro, 3.839.075.

Nitzsche, Siegfried; Hechtl, Wolfgang; and Wohlfarth, Ernst, to

Wacker-Chemie GmbH Process for the condensation and/or

equilibration of organosilicon compounds, 3,839,388, CI. 260-

448. 20e.

Noda, Nobuhiro: See—
Miyakawa. Seinan; Noda, Nobuhiro; and Shimoda. Mitsuhiko.

3,839,722.

Nomura, Hiroshi; and Uchida, Masayoshi. to Chiyoda Chemical En-

gineering & Construction Co., Ltd. Friction welding machine.

3.838,807, CI. 228-2.000.

Norand Corporation: See—
Chadima, George E., Jr.; Wallace, Keith; and Peyton, Gary,

3,839,625.

Nordischer Maschinenbau Rud. Baader: See—
Wulff, Hermann, 3,838.478

Nordiska Maskinfilt Aktiebolaget: See-
Eriksson. Erik Birger. 3,839.1 36.

Norell.JohnR.:See-
Mahan, John E.; and Norell. John R.. 3.839.489.

Normando, Neil J.; and Wilcox. Dana V.. said Wilcox assor. to

Reynolds Metals Company and said Normando assor. to Airco. Inc.

Vertical weldingof heavy aluminum alloy plates. 3.839,619, CI. 219-

126.000.

North American Rockwell Corporation: See-
McCoy, Lowell R.; and Prem, Lawrence L., 3,839,176,

North Atlantic Industries, Inc.: See—
Reichnebacher, George, 3,839,7 1 6.

North, George E.: See

—

Thomas, James R.; North, George E.; and Brooks, Alden W.,

3,839,116.

Northern Electric Company Limited: See—
Morrell, Ronald Joseph; Laing, Graham Sterling; and Gumb. Bev

William (said Morrell & Gumb assors. to). 3,839.605.

Northern Ohio Scale Co.: See—
Schneerer. Elmer C. 3.838.743.

Norton Company: See—
Lakhani, Hussain G. 3,838,543.

Norton, Richard V., to Sun Research and Development Co, Purifica-

tion of aromatic nitriles. 3.839,402, CI. 260-465.00h.

Norton, Richard V.. to Sun Research and Development Co. Process for

adiponitrile. 3.839.404. CI, 260-465,200,

Norton. Richard V,. to Sun Research and Development Company.
Nitrile hydrolysis process. 3.839.432. CI. 260-5 IS.OOp.

Norwood Mills. Inc.: See-
Schmidt, Arnold W.; Johnson. Alfred. Jr.; and Johnson. Kenneth
L. 3.839.1 14.

Nozu. Takashi: See—
Ito. Koujirou; Ishimoto. Atsuo; Yamada. Yuzo; Inoue. Hiroshi;

and Nozu. Takashi. 3.839.1 39.

Nudenberg. Walter; Harvey, Merlin P.; and Mann, James Urquhart, to

Uniroyal, Inc, Cyclic 0,0,5-s-triesters of phosphorodithioic acid, uses

of same as accelerators of sulfur vulcanization at elevated tempera-

tures and improved vulcanizates. 3,839,498, CI. 26-873.000.

Nukada, Takao: See

—

Futamata, Masayuki; Nukada, Takao; and Kitta, Yasuo,

3,838,952.

OI)ert, Luciano, to Burndy Electra S.p.A. Connector for automatically

establishing electric connections between vehicles, particularly

between railroad vehicles. 3,839,697, CI. 339-42.000.

O'Connor, Arthur Herman, and Pere, John Leslie, to Time Computer,
Inc. Solid state watch having coarse and fine tuning. 3,838,566, CI.

58-50.00r.

O'Donnell, Willard J, Reciprocating engine barring tool. 3,838,614. CI.

81-60.000.

Office National D'Etudes et De Recherches Aerospatiales: See—
Godefroy, Jean-Claude, 3,838,595.

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales (par abrevia-

tionO.N.E.R.A.):See—
Daigne, Bernard; and Girard, Francois, 3.838,729.

Ogawa. Yutaka: See

—

Mita. Masazo; Toyomura. Akihiro; Ogawa. Yutaka; and
Nagatomo. Masatsugu. 3.838.624.

Ogawara. Yoshiaki: See—
Okada, Takashi; and Ogawara, Yoshiaki, 3,839,598.

Ogihara, Masuo, to Seiko Koki Kabushiki Kaisha. Camera shutter

power switch maintaining connection for cameras with electrically-

operated shutters. 3,839,607, CI. 200-33.00r.

Ogita, Hideo: See—
Tada, Yoshiyuki; Ogita, Hideo; and Yoda, Takeshi. 3.838.488.

Ogoshi. Toshiaki: See—
Susuki. Rinnosuke; Tanimori. Syuhei; Toyoda. Sadao; and Ogoshi.

Toshiaki. 3.839.391.

Ohhata, Tomohisa: See—
Yonehara, Kiyoshi; Ohhata, Tomohisa; and Hara. Haruichi.

3.839.224.

Ohi. Kunio: See—
Shimada. Sadakni; Otomo. Isao; Ohi. Kunio; and Hirotani. Hikaru.

3.839,688.

Ohioff, Gunther; and Strickler, Hugo, to Firmenich S. A., mesne.

Fragrant polycyclic ketones. 3,839,232, CI. 252-522.000.

Ohshima, Kazuo: See—
Tanaka, Katsunobu; Ohshima, Kazuo; and Toloro, Yoh,

3,839,151.

Oi, Nakao: See—
Kato, Hisatoyo; and Oi, Nakao, 3,838,926.

Okada, Takashi; and Ogawara, Yoshiaki, to Sony Corporation. Aper-
ture correction circuit. 3,839,598, CI. 178-7.100.

Okumura, Tamotsu; and Kadono, Tetsuro, to Shionogi & Co., Ltd.

Chromatographic element and method for producing the same.

3,839,205, CI. 210-I98.00C.

Olander, Emil Edward, Jr.; James, Rex L.; Larson, Ivar W.; Yockey,
Francis J.; Wenninger, Fred, Jr.; and Russell, Homer C, to Hewlett-

Packard Company, Programmable calculator employing algebraic

language, 3,839,630, CI. 235-156.000.

Oldford, William G.; and Warner, A. Frederic, to Huron Tool & Manu-
facturing Division of US, Industries, Inc. Method of making a pulley

construction. 3,838,485, CI. 29-159.00r.

Olof, Heinz Gunther: See-
Williams, Joel Lawson; Olof, Heinz Gunther; and Peterlin, Anton,

3,839,516.
Olympus Optical Co., Ltd.: See

—

Ideka,Yoshitsugi, 3,838,911.

O'Meara Company , Inc., The: See

—

Kesler, Richard B.. 3.838.594.
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Omelian, Anatoli: See—

Kurtz. Bruce E., and Omelian, Anatoli, 3,839,475.
Ondetti, Miguel A.; Pluscec, Josip; Sheehan, JohnT.; Jorpes, Johan E
and Mutt, Viktor, said Ondetti, Miguel A. Squibb, E. R., & Sons Inc'
Novel peptides having cholecystokinin activity and intermediates
therefor. 3,839,3 15, CI. 260-112.500.

O'Neill, Gerald Joseph; Simons, Charles William; and Billings, Charles
A., to Grace, W. R., & Co. Fluorocyclopropane anesthetics
3.839,589, CI. 424-352.000.

O'Neill, John J.: See-
Woodward, Dean R.; Wehr, Karl C; Wollner, Lionel J. Bienas
Joseph R.; Kelsey, John E.; O'Neill, John J.; and Sichel, Leonard

Onishi, Yoshihiro: 5ee—
Arimoto, Akira;andOnishi. Yoshihiro, 3,838,912

Oppel, John A : See—
Badey, Paul E.; and Oppel, John A., 3,839,6 1

2

^T83M7rCl.i 5^25^0^°'^*'""''" "^""^ *^''^"'"« ^PP'"''"'^'-

Ormco Corporation: See—
Paugh, Edward C; and Snead, Wilford A 3 838 5 15
Polak, Vincent Eugene, 3,838,5 14.

Ornsteirj, Jacob L, to Texas Instruments, Incorporated. Composite
three layer metal thermostat. 3,838,985 CI 29-195 500

Ort, Wolfgang: See—
Hopfner, Clemens; and Ort, Wolfgang 3 838 833

Ostrom, Cyrus W., to Consolidated Electric Corporation. Constant
tension line-tensioning mechanism. 3,838,846, CI 254-1 72 000

Oswald, Alexis A.; and Valint, Paul L., Jr., to Esso Research and En-
gineering Company. S-alkenyl o-alkyl dithrophosphate salts and

925'oO*0^*
method of preparing same. 3,839,505, CI. 260-

^^37 000^'''' ^°* "'*^''^' '''8*'"*"^^"8lh silicon steel. 3,839,100, CI, 148-

Otaka, Yoshihisa: See-
Sato, Shozo; Otaka, Yoshihisa; and Mori. Kenji, 3 839 536

Otomo, Isao: See—

^'Tq^,*!? loo**^''"''
°''""°' '"°' °*''- "^""'o; »"<! Hirotani, Hikaru,

Otsuka. Hideo; and Inouye. Ken, to Shionogi & Co Ltd 1-Alkvl-
cycloalkanol carbonates. 3,839,395, CI. 260-463 000

'

^^"I'o'n"'*^^"'
'!"*' '"''"y^' "^^"^ *" Shionogi & Co., Ltd. 9-Loweral-

kyl-9-fluorenyl carbonates 3,839,396, CI. 260-463 000
Otto,C.,Dr.,&Comp Cm. b.H: See-

Pries, Erich E ,3,839.161.
Otubo, Osamu: See—

Terashima, Isamu; and Otubo, Osamu, 3 838 920
Oudijk, Tommy A: See—

Correll Ouentin E ; Chamness. Leland D.; Rudin. Melvin; and Ou-
dijk. Tommy A.. 3.838.640

Overhults. Wendell C ; and Potts. Richard McCrea. to Johnson &Johnson. Adhesive cement. 3.839.065. CI 106-308 OOn
Overmyer. Robert C

. to Hawley Manufacturing Corporation Con-
taminant collection system for shaker table. 3.838,732, CI. 164-
404.000.

Owen Robert M.; and Ramm, Henry L., to Rohm and Haas Company
Mable, pourable alkali metal dithionite dispersion. 3,839,217, CI.
*. J J- 1 So .000.

°
M^"'u'*^^''r'

^ •
^"'^ ^'"^"'- "'="^>' L "^ f^ohm and Haas Company

Method of maintaining metal dithionite hydrate crystals in dispersi-
ble form. 3.839, 218, CI. 252-188.000.

Owens. James S
.
to Champion Spark Plug Company. Parts feeding

conveyor. 3,838.768. CI. 198-218.000.
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation: See—

'""l^^^n*'^';'."
^ • ^"^ <^ombs. Frank P.; and Vigo, Francesco M..

'^''."«'7^/?V'^
'' Symborski, Alex P.; and Varrasso, Eugene C,

J ,838, o 27.

Owens-Illinois, Inc.: See—
Amberg. Ralph Gilbert, 3.838.805.
Amberg. Stephen W ; Doherty. Thomas E
James A.. 3.839.1 17.

Keyes. Melvin H. 3.839.175.
Keyes. Melvin H.; and Semersky. Frank E. 3 839 309
Meyer. Richard W, 3.839.005.
Mueller. Martin. 3.838.550.

Oxenrider Bryce C; and Woolf. Cyril, to Allied Chemical Corpora-

, o",„ ^P^'^Py'*"^ ^'^"^ •'"^i"? improved soil and stain repellency
3,839.3 12. CI. 260-93 700.

Pacanowsky, Eugene: See—
Dewitt, Ivan L; and Pacanowsky, Eugene 3 839 105

%"839°,J48XI '30^7129.006
'"' •'^"^""""''^'^ f""^'*«" generation.

Pages, Michel: See—
Brun, Robert; and Pages, Michel, 3,838,776.

Palencher. Jacques, to Lebocey Industrie. Device for the positioning of
the shuttle of a loom for weaving fabric 3.838.714. CI 139-155 000

Palitex Project-Company GmbH: See—
Franzen.Gustav. 3,838.875

Paludan. Morgan; and Waite. Richard Bruce, to Pharma-Plast (Aus-
tralia ) Pty Catheter device. 3,838,69 1 . CI. 1 28-275 000

Panish,, Morton B.: See—
Yi Cho. Alfred; and Panish. Morton B.. 3.839.084

Paradine. Terry E.. to United States Steel Corporation. Conductor roll
assembly for electrolytic strip tinning. 3,839,606, CI. 191-1 OOa
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and Karabedian,

''^^^^^Ai^"""''^ ^ Telephone transmitter cut-off. 3.839,604 CI 179-
167.000.

'

'"!'838"?62Xl."57-UO?or"''*
Corporation. Acrylonitriile yarn.

Park, W. Dean: See—
Guhl, Jay R, 3,838,637.

Parke, Davis & Company: See—
Elslager, Edward F.; and Worth, Donald F., 3,839,348

Parker-Hannifin Corporation: See—
Geffs,Tolman F., 3,838,576.
Marietta, Walter E., 3,838,570.

Parkinson, Robert E., to United States Steel Corporation. Silicate-resin
coating composition. 3,839,256, CI. 260-29.6wb.

Parkinson, Roger W., to Textron, Inc. Method for making a retaininc
ring for an antifriction bearing. 3,839,53 1 , CI. 264-328 000

Parks, Christ F: See—
Eilers, Louis H.; and Parks, Christ F., 3,839,260.
Eilers, Louis H.; and Parks, Christ F., 3,839.262
Filers. Louis H.; and Parks. Christ F.. 3,839,263

''Tb"9,3T5Xr26(t2''9;!'oo;
^'^"'"^ ^ Esters of tetrahydropyrid.nes.

Parsons, Howard Grubb, Sir & Company Limited: See—
McKenna, David; Hopkins, Joseph; and Hall, Geoffrey, 3 839 633raschen, Peter: See— / • . •

Erdmann-Jesnitzer, Fricdrich; and Paschen, Peter, 3.839 023
Pastan, Harvey: See— '

Manuel, Barry; and Pastan, Harvey, 3,838 684
Patel Vithal Chhotabhi, to FMC Corporation. Decolorization of
polymeric phosphazenes with ozone. 3,839,5 1 3, CI 260-989 000

Paton, Boris E.; Medovar, Boris Izrailevich; Alferov, Jury Fedorovich
Schupak, Grigory Bemtsionovich, Bogachenko, Alexei Georgievich'
Bondarenko, Oleg Pelrovich; Saenko, Vladimir Yakolevich; and
Isykulenko, Anatoly Konstantinovich. Furnace for electroslagmelt-
ing of metal ingots. 3,839,591, CI. 13-14.000

Patron, Luigi: See—
Melacini, Paolo; Patron, Luigi; Moretti, Alberto; and Tedesco

Raffaele, 3,839,288.
Patterson, Frank Knowles; and Thayer, Stephen Charles, to Du Pont deNemours, E. 1. and Company. Air fireable compositions containing

r8"3t2Tl,Cl'' 252-5 lloS""
^"'"'^- ^"^ '^^'"^ ''"'"'^'^

Patterson, John A: See—

^'3'8?9'^5T^^'"
^' ^°^'^' ^'"'^"' •*

•
''"'* P^«erson. John A.,

Paugh Edward C. and Snead, W.lford A., to Ormco Corporation
Orthodontic arch-wire cable. 3,838,5 15, CI. 32-14 OOa

Paul, John C
, to Identification Company, inc Communication ap-

f8?o"7.7 V^T?""1*;^''"8
t^'^^^e" a first and a second object.

j,8jv,/i /,ci. 343-6.51c.
Peabody Coal Company: See—

Hagstrom, Robert G., 3,839,1 57
Pearce Harry T., to Small Tube Products, Inc Welding and cutting

torch tips. 3,838,820, CI. 239-424.500.
«-u»mg

Pearson, John, to British Iron and Steel Research Association The
Production of low carbon ferralloys. 3,839,018 CI 75-60 000

'

Pedersen, Kristen I.: See—

'''^'^•J°-l',"o
'^

•
^'^a^'^y- Raymond A.; and Pedersen, Kristen I..

3,0 Jo,7 ! 8.

Peetoom, Frans: See—
Fekete, Lajos F.; and Peetoom, Frans, 3,839 314

Pemberton, Denis: See—
Hinton, Roy Cyril; Kay, Albert Edward; Pemberton, Denis and
Tucker, Alan Cyril, 3,839,418.

Pendergrast, Robert A., to United States Steel Corporation. Method of

41
000"'°" *' ""elease phosphate particles. 3,839.007, CI. 71-

Pendlebury, David: See—
Bingham. Alex John; Pendlebury. David; and Lazarus

David, 3,839,530
Penetred Corporation: See—

Felker. Paul J. .3.838.617.
Penn. John R: See—

Kestermeier. William J.; and Penn. John R.. 3.838 753
Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation: See—

Schempp. EberhardG.. 3,839,017.
Pennwalt Corporation: See—

D'Angelo, Antonio J ; and Mageli, Orville L 3 839 390
Pepe, Charles R. Pile hammers. 3,838,741, CI. 173-115 000

'

Peper, Jan: See—
Verhoeven, Adrianus Cornells Johannes; Bogaard
Josephus Hendricus; and Peper, Jan, 3,839 002

Pere, John Leslie: See—
O'Connor, Arthur Herman; and Pere, John Leslie, 3 838 566

feritech International Corporation: See—
Gamero, Robert; and Benavides, Augusto E 3 839 49

1

Permali, Incorporated: See— '
' '

Heighes,John,3,839,l33.

''"^Trli*
^""'P^"y- '"c

.
The, mesne (a Wholly owned subsidiary ofsybron Corporation): See— "«>/ ui

Weiss, Charles O; and Epstein, Arthur Charles, 3 839 199
Perrot, Friedrich: See-

Stanley

Johan

method.
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Giger, Urs; and Perrot, Friedrich, 3,838,567.
Personal Products Company: See—

Comerford, John M.; and Kapur, Chandra, 3,838,695.
Peter, Strong, Research and Development Company, Inc.: See-

Hill, William H, 3,839,213.

Peteri, Deszo: See—
Scherm, Arthur; and Peteri, Deszo, 3,839,455.

Peterlin, Anton: See-
Williams, Joel Lawson; Olof, Heinz Gunther; and Peterlin, Anton,

3,839,516.

Peternel, Jacob R., to PPG Industries, Inc. Method for controlling cor-
vature of regions in a shaped thermoplastic sheet. 3,839,000, CI. 65-
29.000.

Peterson, Bertil G., to Tobin-Arp Manufacturing Company. Tool
setting fixture 3,838,521, CI. 33-185.00r.

Peterson, Carl R., to Rapidex, Inc. Downhole hydraulic motor suitable
for roller bits. 3,838,953, CI. 418-186.000.

Peterson, Donald J., to Procter & Gamble Company, The. Protective
coatings containing organo tin compounds. 3,839,052, CI 106-
15.Oaf

Peterson, Gerald W.: See—
Herdzik, Richard J ; Jeannotte, Dexter A.; Peterson, Gerald W
and Sullivan, Michael J , 3,839,727.

Petro-Tex Chemical Corporation: See-
Arganbright, Robert P., 3,839,486.

Petrocarbon Developments Limited: See—
Doherty, Keith Stanley, 3,838,553.

PETROCHIM InstituI deCercetari Pentru Chimizarea Petrolului: See—
Cobzaru,Aurel, 3,839,230

Petroff, Robert J. Machine tool. 3,838,934, CI. 408-7.000.
Petschajer, Richard J.: See-

Crane, John R.; Lawson, James C; and Petschajer, Richard J.,

3,838,984.
Pettibone Corporation: See-

Durst, Fred L ; and Zastera, Rudolph J., 3,838,541 .

Pettit, Morris W. Device for storing line. 3,838,830, CI. 242-96.000.
Peyton, Gary: See—

Chadima, George E., Jr.; Wallace, Keith; and Peyton, Gary,
3,839,625.

Pez, Guido P., to Allied Chemical Corporation Zirconocene
naphthalene complex. 3,839,38 1 , CI. 260-429.300

Pfiffner, Albert: See-
Chodnekar, Madhukar Subraya; Pfiffner, Albert; Rigassi, Norbert;

Schwieter, Ulrich;and Suchy, Milos, 3,839,562.
Pfizer Inc.: See—

Sarges, Reinhard, 3,839,353.
Pharma-Plast (Australia) Pty : See—

Paludan, Morgan; and Waite, Richard Bruce, 3,838,691.
Philadelphia Gear Corporation: See—

Denkowski, Walter J ; and Zouzoulas, John, 3,838,609.
Philco-Ford Corporation: See-

Wright, Charles R, 3,838,962.
Phillips Petroleum Company: See—

Boultinghouse, Harold D., 3,839.124.
Campbell. Robert W ; and Hill. H Wayne. Jr.. 3.839.295.
Campbell. Robert W . 3.839.296
Campbell. Robert W.; Stapp. Paul R.; and Holtz. Hans D..

3.839.299
Guillory. Jack P ; and Mathis. Ronald D . 3.839.3 1 1

.

Kahle. Gerald R.; and Fodor. Lawrence M.. 3.839.503.
Mahan. John E.;and Norell, John R.. 3.839.489.
Miles. John M. 3.839.302.
Scoggins. Lacey E .3.839.301.

Phillips. Ronald Frank: See—
Ruckel, Erwin Richard; Phillips. Ronald Frank; and Arlt. Herbert
George. Jr.. 3.839.243.

Phillips. Wendell Gary, to Monsanto Company,
alpha-dichloro-methane-sulfenyl chlorides and
3.839.403. CI. 260-465 OOg.

Pictorial Products. Inc : See-
Neumann. HubertG.. 3.839.129.

Piesch. Steffen; Engelhardt. Friedrich; Herrmann. Erwin; and Plath.
Dieter, to Cassella Farbwerke Mainkur Aktiengesellschaft. I -Esters
of 3-organosulfonyl-2-aza-'uccinic acid and base addition salts

thereof 3.839,4 10. CI 260-468 OOe
Pijpers. Cornells A . to Controld Company of America. Pressure switch

having pressure hose connection through case and diaphragm.
3.839.609. CI 200-83.00b.

Pikor. Jerome W. Apparatus for cutting notch sensitive materials.
3.839,006, CI. 65-174 000.

Pilkington Brothers Limited: See

—

Berry. Ronald Frank. 3,838.803.
Pilot Man-Nen-Hitsu Kahushiki Kaisha: See—

Inami, Tosh io, 3,838,612.
Pimbley, Walter T.: See-

Chen, Winston H ; Meier, Johann H.; and Pimbley, Walter T.,

3,839,721.
Pirson, Ewald: See—

Huber, Peter; and Pirson, Ewald, 3,839,242.
Pitroda, Satyan G., to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incor-

porated. Line variation compensation system for synchronized PCM
digital switching. 3,839,599, CI. 1 78-69.500.

Plackmann, Daniel G.: See-
Greenwood, Arthur R.; Stevens, Richard L.; Plackmann, Daniel
G.;and Kiel. Wes ey L.. 3,839,197.

Substituted alpha,
their manufacture.

Erik; and Plempel, Manfred,

Karl Heinz; and Plempel.

Plackmann, Daniel G.; Stevens, Richard L.; Greenwood, Arthur R.;

and Kiel, Wesley L., to Universal Oil Products Company. Reactor-
to-regenerator catalyst transport method. 3,839,196, CI. 208-
174.000.

Plasko, Emil Robert, to Micro Devices Corp. Thermal limiter construc-
tion for one or more electrical circuits and method of making the
same. 3,839,692. CI. 337-182.000.

Plasko, Emil Robert; Kohl, James Allen; and Hutchison, Michael
Raymond, to Micro Devices Corp. Thermal limiter constructions.
3,839,693, CI. 337-208.000.

Plastics Engineering Company: See—
Waitkus, Phillip A.. 3,839,289.

Plath, Dieter: See—
Piesch, Steffen; Engelhardt, Friedrich; Herrmann, Erwin; and

Plath, Dieter, 3,839,410
Plempel, Manfred: See—

Buchel. Karl-Heitiz; Regel,

3,839,573.
Meiser, Werner; Metzger, Carl; Buchel,

Manfred, 3.839,576.
Pluscec, Josip: See—

Ondetti, Miguel A.; Pluscec, Josip; Sheehan, John T.; Jorpes.
Johan E.; and Mutt, Viktor, 3,839,3 15.

Pocock, Frank William: See-
Simpson, Arthur William; and Pocock, Frank William, 3,838,63

1

Podlas, Thomas J., to Hercules Incorporated. Method of preparing
polymer gels using chelated aluminum salt. 3,839,255, CI. 260-
290.60m.

Poetsch, Eike: See—
Gorbaty, Martin L.; Poetsch, Eike; and Schulte, Karl, 3,839,335.

Pohlemann, Heinz: See—
Becht, Guenter; Matthias, Klaus; Kunde, Joachim; Pohlemann,

Heinz; and Ramlow, Gerhard, 3,839,496.
Poirier, Reginald E., 1/2 to While, Stuart A. Non-fogging face shield.

3,838,466, CI. 2-10.000.
Pokorny, Frederick E., to Mitchell, John E., Company. Refrigeration
compressor. 3,838,942, CI. 4 1 7-269.000.

Polaert, Remy Henri Francois; Duchenois, Valere Dominique Louis;
and Monnier, Michel Jean Claude, to U.S. Philips Corporation.
Method of manufacturing a secondary-emissive channel plate com-
prising curved channels. 3,838,996, CI. 65-4.000.

Polak, Vincent Eugene, to Ormco Corporation. Convertible buccal
tube or bracket. 3,838,514, CI. 32-14.OOa.

Polaroid Corporation: See-
Gross, Thomas Alfred Otto, 3,839,729.

Polk, Robert F: See—
Foley, Edward M.; and Polk, Robert F., 3.838.98 1

.

Pollard. David E. Earth perforating implement. 3.838.739. CI. 172-
2 1 .000.

Polymer Corporation Limited: See-
Wei. Yung-Kang;and Kent. Eric George. 3,839,501.

Pomerantz, Allen J., to General Motors Corporation. Automotive vehi-
cle display system. 3.839.70 1 . CI. 340-52.00f

Poot. Albert Lucien; and Van Besauw. Jan Frans. to Agfa-Gevaert
N.V. Composition for use in thermography. 3,839.048. CI 96-
114.100.

Popret. Daniel: See—
Habermeier. Juergen; and Popret. Daniel. 3,839.354.

Porrel, Daniel: See—
Habermeier, Jurgen; and Porret, Daniel, 3,839.298.

Porter. William Hugh Lanvelot. to United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Authority. Cooling nuclear reactor fuel. 3.839.1 50, CI. 1 76-5 1 .000.

Portmann, Albert Lee, to Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company
Electric heater with add-on leads. 3,839.623. CI. 219-541.000.

Portwood. Owen. Jr.: See—
Washecheck. Paul H.; Starks, Charles M.; and Portwood. Owen.

Jr.. 3.839.377.
Portz, WilhelmSee—

Cziska. Johann; Strauss. Georg; and Portz. Wilhelm. 3.839.01 4.

Posch. Kenneth L.: See—
McAleer. William J.; Spier. Raymond E.; and Posch. Kenneth L.

3.839.155.
Post Office. The: See-

Pepper. Edwin Henry Charles. 3.838.489.
Poter. Michael V. Dispenser for tubular cylindrical articles, especially

tapered hair rollers. 3,838,792, CI. 221-283.000.
Pottier, Michel: See—

Senes, Michel; Pottier, Michel; and Gourdier, Jean-francois
3,839,229.

Pottorff Donald R., to Walter Kidde & Company, Inc. Actuator
mechanism for crane turntable brake. 3,838,756, CI. 188-170.000

Potts, John D.:See—
Kirsch, Francis William; Barmby, David S.; and Potts John D

3,839,228.
Leto, Joseph R.; Potts, John D.; and Shang. Jer-Yu. 3.839.398

Potts. Richard McCrea: .See—
Overhults, Wendell C; and Potts. Richard McCrea. 3,839.065.

Powell. Byron E.: See—
Doz.sa, Otto L.; and Powell, Byron E., 3.839,55 1

.

PPG Industries. Inc.: See—
Bosso, Joseph F.; Burrell, Lomer; and Wismer, Marco, 3,839 252
Dawson, Boyd S., 3,838,779.
Groves, Archie L., 3,838,999.
Peternel, Jacob R., 3,839,000.

Prab Conveyors, Inc.: See—
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Larson, Charles R., 3,839,086.

Precision Valve Corporation: See—
Meuresch, Herbert; and Zimmerhackel, Franz, 3,838 799

Prem. Dorothy C; and Duke, June T., to Standard Oil Company, The
Impact-resistant oleHnic-nitrile copolymers. 3 839 495 CI 2^0
836.000.

. .
V...

Prem, Lawrence L.: S^e—
McCoy, Lowell R.; and Prem. Lawrence L., 3,839, 1 76.

Prescott, Robert E. Removable adaptor between well and pump outlet
3.838.735. CI. 166-85.000.

Pressman, Gerald L.. to Electroprint. Inc.. mesne. Aperture controlled
electrostatic prmting system and method. 3.839.027 CI 96-1 GOr

Prezewowsky. Klaus: See—
Hofmeister. Helmut; Laurent. Henry; Prezewowsky, Klaus- and

Wiechert. Rudolf. 3.839.369.
Prichard. EvanS.: See—

Brennan, George; and Prichard, Evan S., 3 838 885
Pr.es Erich E to Otto, C, Dr , & Comp. G.m.b.H. Smoke hood forcoke ovens. 3.839,161, CI. 202-263.000
Primary Children's Hospital: See—

Clark, Justin S.; and Veasy. Lloyd George. 3 838 682
Prinz. Roy H

.
to Celanese Corporation. Separatiori of acetaldehyde

602"oOO
""^ ^*^"^ "*'"* ^ cycloalkane. 3.839,458, CI. 260-

Pro Medical Engineering AB: See—
Bernhard. Johann. 3.838,843.

'''N*;'lI!.7h^r*^"K^"'^
Johannes, Alfred, to Rheinmetall GmbH.

56 000
"*'"°*"*^''^^8e subsidiary projectiles. 3,838,644, CI. 102-

Procter & Gamble Company, The: Sff—
Peterson, Donald J.. 3.839.052.

Proctor & Gamble Company. The: See—
Rizzi. George P., 3.839.366.

Prodanovich. Jack. Multipurpose powerhead. 3.838.532, CI 42-1 001
rulzer. trich: See—

^S^T^o'^.o""^^''-
^^^'"' ^'''^ 0"°- ^"d Pul'^er. Erich.

''Tn'boo'^"'
"

'
'° ^" ' '^'*''''' '"'^ '''°* ""^'^^ 3,838,599. CI. 73-

^".^"J'n/in
'*^''^'- '° ^^^°' S'^"'ey Tape measure. 3,838,520, CI. 33-

Ouentin. Jean-Pierre: See—
Giguo, Claude; and Ouentin, Jean-Pierre 3 839 '>00

Ouinlan. William J; and Huver, Lawrence L.\ to Hastings Manufactur-

'Ao S-'T''^"^
^""Ishield wiper assembly. 3,838,475. CI. 15-

Ouitf, Peter: See—
FuHenmeier, Andre; Quitt, Peter; Vogler, Karl; and Lanz, Paul,

Rademaker. Johannes B H. J. to B V. Rawi Fabrieken v/h CKademaker&Zoon Lndermattress. 3.838.469 CI 5-191 000

3!838'7*9r.cf 22'l'2S5"ooa
'"""""^ '" "''"' ''""^ " "^^"^^^

Ramachandran, Rajendran See—

"?arndr:nT8'39;62'^"'''^-
""'''''' '''• ^"'^ «—''-^^-n.

Ramlow. Gerhard: See—
Becht, Guenter; Matthias. Klaus; Kunde, Joachim; Pohlemann

Heinz; and Ramlow. Gerhard. 3.839,496
Ramm. Henry L: Sff—

Owen. Robert M.;and Ramm, Henry L.. 3.839 217
Owen. Robert M . and Ramm. Henry L 3 839'''18

Ramsey, Robert E: iff—
Wagers. William D., Jr ; Vandenberg. Willard J.; Bollman. Robert

1
•

, o"Jf
^1^''"'" ^ •

Swisher, Daniel G.; and Taylor. John E..
Jr.. J .5 Jo.766.

Rapidex. Inc : See—
Peterson. Carl R . 3.838.953.

'^TlTTss'oOo"
'*"""'' ''""''' *''** °*'^'"^''"8 '"*"^* 3.838.954. CI.

Rasmussen. Einar L.: 5ff—
Jaquay. Louis H.; Rathburn. Donald R; Andersen. Axel P and

Rasmussen. Einar L. 3.838.848.
Rathburn. Donald R : See—

Jaquay. Louis H; Rathburn. Donald R.; Andersen. Axel P and
Rasmussen. Einar L. 3.838.848

Rathjen. Hans-Carl: See—

'^TSbnS"'*"
^'''^^'^'- '^^f'-H'^i"'; and Rathjen. Hans-Carl.

Rattenbury. Kenneth H.: See—

""83?507"'''' '"^^""'"- '•"'*^ Rattenbury. Kenneth H..

'*\"5n^r"'"'
^- '" ^'"y- ^"- ^"*^ Company. Antibiotics monensin and

IIS 000^ ""Pfoving ruminant feed efficiency. 3,839,557, CI. 424-

Rawlings. Robert K.. to U. S Reduction Co. Method for melting scrap
metals. 3.839.016.CI. 75-43.000.

H^'-'-'P

Rawson. Edward B : See—
Bredesen. Philip N.; Knowles, Wendell V.; Lyons, Francis T
Rawson. Edward B; and Schwarzkopf. Daniel B. 3.839.708Raytheon Company: See—

Edson. David D . 3.839.683.
Ehrlich, Stanley L. L . 3.839.698.
Vackman. William R.. Jr.. 3.839.680.

RCA Corporation: See—
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Channin, Donald Jones, 3.838,908.
Fulton, Langdon Hollister, 3,839,644.
Ham, Edward John; and Soden, Ralph Robert, 3,839 1 1

1

Michaehs, Theodore Donald, 3,838,834.
Recherche et Industries Therapeutiques, R.I.T.: See—

Billiau, Alfons; and De Somer. Pierre, 3.839.555
Reck. Lothar. to General Motors Corporktioii. Catalytic converter

overheating protection. 3.838.569, CI. 60-277 000
Redemat, S.A.: See—

Erdmann-Jesnitzer. Friedrich; and Paschen. Peter 3 839 023
Redetzky, Wolfgang: See—

Ehrend, Helfried; Morche, Klaus; Kempermann, Theo; and Re-
detzky, Wolfgang, 3,839.250.

Redfern, Howard W.; and Coleman. William P. Defrosting device with
heatextractor. 3.838.582. CI. 62-196.000

Redford. David Arthur; and Allen. Joseph Columbus, said Redford as-
sor. to Texaco Exploration Canada Ltd. and said Allen assor to Tex-
aco Inc. Method for recovering petroleum from viscous petroleum

27"*OOo"^
'"''""""ns including tar sands. 3.838.738. CI. 16-

Redline. Ronald N.: See—
Hughes. Keith A; and Redline. Ronald N, 3 839 504

Hr*!^;P""^^'/^
^ •

'" ^Pu^f'^' ^P''"^ P^°'^"«^'=* Corporation. Endless
drive track for snowmobiles and the like. 3.838.894 CI 305-35 OebReese Products. Inc.: ^ff—

-""j jj.uco.

Fullhart. Richard L., 3.838,872
Regel,Erik:5f<'—

^^39 573
''""'''"^' '*^^^'' ^"^' '"''^ ''^'"P^'- Manfred.

Regie Naiionale des Usines Renault Billancourt See-
Remaud. Jacques. 3.838,674.

Reichardt. Theodore A. Temperature-regulating cabinet for photo-
graphic processing apparatus. 3.839.726. CI. 354-299 000

Reichnebacher. George, to North Atlantic Industries. Inc Signal
processingapparatus. 3.839,7 16, CI. 340-347 Osy

Reindel. John, to United States of America, Navy. Corporate feed
system for cylindrical antenna array. 3,839,720 CI 343-854 000

a' 137-5961 ?0'
*° ^'^'"'^ Corporation. Hydraulic valve. 3,838,710.

Remaud, Jacques, to Regie Nationale des Usines Renault Billancourt

mtn1."73t'7".C?f2?-l9fodr"'"
'''' ' ^^^'"^"'''^ ^«"''°'

''T858,4"7rCI. llToTioO.
'"^ ''""'"« «'""^ '' "'^ ^"^^'•^•

Remillieux. Paul to Societe Anonyme DBA Operating device with

ri AffInnnnI!
^^^ ^°' transmission of assisting power, 3.838.571.

Remillieux. Paul, to Societe Anonyme DBA. Operating device for an

40o'*000
^^^'^"^ "^"'^ ^" ^"^"^^^ accumulator. 3.838,572, CI. 60-

Renault. Philippe: See—

^^^8^39^49 ^"'''^' ^"''^'' *^'''"'^^' ''"*^ Renault. Philippe,

Renfrew. Andrew Hunter Morris: See—
Boyd. Violet; Evans. Ronald Arthur; Holt. Kenneth Anthony and

Kentrew. Andrew Hunter Morris. 3.839 424
Research Triangle Institute: See—

^I'if.Ti^^^'
L^*^""; Olof. Heinz Gunther; and Peterlin. Anton.

Reynolds Metals Company: See—
Cvacho. Daniel S.. 3.838.789.

^^839 619^"'' "
'

''"'^ ^''^°''' '^''"'^ ^ ^'"'''^ ^'''^°'' "*°''- *°''

Rhein-Chemie Rheinau GmbH: See—
Ehrend. Hdfried; Morche, Klaus. Kempermann. Theo; and Re-

detzky. Wolfgang. 3.839.250.
Rheinmetall GmbH: See—

Prochnow, Jurgen; and Johannes. Alfred. 3 838 644
Rhone-Poulenc S. A: 5fe—

Margraff. Rodolphe, 3,839,235.
Rhone-Poulenc S.A.: See—

Bakassian. Georges; Gay. Michel; and Lefort. Marcel 3 839 382
Balme. Maurice; Gattus. Jean; and Gerard. Bernard 3 839 493
Bargain, Michel, 3.839,266. '

' '

Bargain. Michel. 3.839,358.
Boesch, Roger. 3.839.445.
Brun. Robert; and Pages, Michel, 3,838,776.
Giguo, Claude; and Ouentin, Jean-Pierre 3 839 200
Jouffret. Michel, 3,839.457.

Rhone-Poulenc-Textile: See—
Hautemont, Jean-Claude. 3.838.828.

Rhone-Progil: See—
Lehureau. Jean; and Rieux. Jean-Philippe. 3.839 061
Meiller. Francois; and Deleuil. Michel, 3 839 385

Rice. Benjamin B: ^ff— '
' '

Turkdogan. Ethem T.; and Rice. Benjamin B.. 3.839 013
Rice. Bruce A. Snow maker. 3.838.81 5. CI. 239-14 000
Richards Corporation. The: See—

Hulvey. William L.; and Axtell. Clive S. 3 839 085
Richards Lorenzo Willard; and Mudgett. Peter S.! to Cabot Corpora-

3.T38.^7?a. 2T232 Oo'r"'"'
^"^ '"'^""^ '^'"''^ ^"°**'' ^"^'y"'"-

Richards Manufacturing Company: iff

—

Armstrong. Beverly W.. 3.838,468
Richards. Mildred C: See—
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Samour, Carlos M.; and Richards, Mildred C. 3.839,4 19.
Richards. Roy C; Le Masters. Paul D.; Shearer. James £.; Edison,
Lamonte; and Auzins, John, to General Motors Corporation. Inter-
nal combustion engine ignition system. 3,838,672, CI. 123-148.00e.

Richter, Axel William Gottfrid, to AB Analysteknik. Device for cooling
ofthe carrier phase in electrophoresis. 3,839,1 84, CI. 204-299.000.

Richter, Sidney B.; and Barnas, Eugene F., to Velsicol Chemical Cor-
poration. Compositions of matter. 3,839,439, CI. 260-545.00r.

Richter, Sidney B.; and Levin. Alfred A., to Velsicol Chemical Cor-
poration. Fungicidal compositions and method of combatting fungi
using substituted indolines. 3,839,577, CI. 424-274.000.

Ridersafe Systems, Inc.: See-
Gray, Thomas A.; and Williams, Tyree R.. 3,838.748.

Ridlehuber. Eugene V. Storage unloading system. 3.838,780, CI. 214-
16.00r.

Rieux. Jean-Philippe: See—
Lehureau. Jean; and Rieux. Jean-Philippe, 3,839.061.

Rigassi, Norbert: See—
Chodnekar. Madhukar Subraya; Pfiffner. Albert; Rigassi, Norbert;

Schwieter, Ulrich; and Suchy, Milos, 3,839,562.
Schwieter, Ulrich;and Rigassi, Norbert, 3,839,421.

Riken Lightmetal Industry Company Limited: See—
Kaneda, Kazuyoshi; and Suzuki, Yashushi, 3.839. 1 63.

Riley. Jesse Louis; and White. Howard Ray. Jr . to Celanese Corpora-
tion. Pentagrooved spinnerette orifices and process. 3.839.526 CI
264-177.00r

Ripple. Charles D.; James. Ronald V.; and Rubin. Jacob, to United
States of America. Interior. System for packing particulate material
into long cylindrical containers 3.838.716. CI. 141-12.000.

Risman. Per Olov. to Husqvarna Vapenfabriks Aktiebolag. Method
and device for producing periodic heating of moisture-containine
objects. 3.839.616. CI. 219-10.550.

Rittler. Hermann L.. to Corning Glass Works. Highly opaque. TA205-
containing glass-ceramic articles. 3.839.053. CI. 106-39.600.

Rixen, Bruno. Means and techniques for moving objects particularly
useful in water skiing. 3.838.647. CI. 104-53.000.

Rizzi, George P.. to Proctor & Gamble Company. The. Furfurylimino
compounds. 3.839,366, CI 260-347.700.

Rizzitano, Fortunato J.; Hatch, William P.; and Buffum. Donald C. to
United States of America. Army Attachment of rotating band to
shell casing by brazing. 3.838.497, CI. 29-493.000.

Roberts, Arthur O ; and Bell. Grober C . to United Stales of America.
Atomic Energy Commission. Fixture for supporting a workpiece in a
machine tool. 3,838.865, CI. 279-3.000.

Roberts. Charles B.. to Dow Chemical Company. The. Metal particu-
late production. 3.839.01 2. CI. 75-.50r.

Roberts. Donald Kistler See—
Infante. Carlo; and Roberts, Donald Kistler. 3.839.669.

Roberts. Stiles M,; and Stanley. Lester N . to GAF Corporation.
Aminomethylglutaronitriles. 3.839,400. CI 260-465.00e.

Robertson. Paul E.. to Western Lines. Inc. Extendable trailer
mechanism. 3.838.868. CI. 280-34.00a.

Robinson. Alfred G.. and Hagemeyer. Hugh J.. Jr., to Eastman Kodak
Company. Process for the preparation of 2.2.5.5-tetramethyl-
1.3.4.6-hexanetetrol. 3.839.472. CI. 260-635.00e.

Robinson. Gerald Clifford William Vanderwell Products Limited
Bearings for railway vehicle axles. 3.838.900. CI. 308-43.000.

Robinson. Kenneth. Process for making ferro-cement structures
3.839.521. CI. 264-87.000.

Robinson. Ronald Dale, to International Nickel Company. Inc.. The.
Decomposition of metal carbonyls. 3.839.077, CI. 1 17-lOO.OOr.

Rochette, Georges Omer Automatic measuring valve system
3.838.793. CI. 222-76.000.

Rock-Ola Manufacturing Corporation: See—
Schneider. Michael, 3.839.703.

Rockwell International Corporation: See—
Fitzgibbons. Eugene T . 3.838.909.
Zeldman. Maurice I.. 3.838.897.

Rody. Jean: See—
Kirchmayr. Rudolf, Heller. Hansjorg; and Rody, Jean. 3,839.352.

Rody. Jean, and Moser. Paul, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Manganese-
(II) salts of phosphonic acid half-esters 3.839.380. CI. 260-429.00r

Roerig. Arnold J.: See-
Justus. Edgar J; and Roerig. Arnold J.. 3.839,149.

Rogers, Thelmer A. Vibrating ripper plow 3,838,740. CI 172-
439.000.

Rogers. Waldo I., to Rusco Industries. Inc. Apparatus identification
and command system with keyboard control. 3.839.710. CI 340-
274.00c.

Rogic. Milorad M.; and Vitrone. John, to Allied Chemical Corpora-
tion. Cleavage of enol ethers andketals 3.839.407. CI. 260-465.400.

Rohlfe. Hans-Adolf; and Nebelung. Adolf, to Benckiser-Knapsack
GmbH. Flameproofing thermoplastic polymers by incorporating the
reaction product of either urea or thiourea and phosphorus pentox-
ide. 3.839.276. CI 260-45.9np.

Rohm and Haas Company: See-
Mansfield. Richard C . 3.839.3 1 8.

Owen. Robert M ; and Ramm, Henry L. 3.839.217.
Owen. Robert M.;and Ramm. Henry L.. 3.839.218.
Schlaefer. Francis W.; and Hansen, George A. 3,8 39.227.

Rolfe. Norman F.: See—
Delorenzo. Joseph D.; Durling. Hubert R.; Rolfe, Norman F.; and

Ross. Gerald F. 3.839.700.
Romann. Juliette: See—

Madelmont. Robert; and Edus, Gilbert. 3,839,654.

Romanzi. Louis; and David, Robert Edward, to Irvin Industries, Inc.

Safety belt retractor locking device. 3,838,832, CI. 242-107.400.
Rombrecht, Hans-Malte: See-

Schmidt. Karl; Hansch, Ferdinand; and Rombrecht, Hans-Malte,
3,839,264.

Romovacek, George R., to Koppers Company, Inc. Shaped articles of
isotropic carbon and a method for making the same. 3,839.515. CI
264-29.000.

Rooke, Sydney W.; Grice. Alan; and Davey. Malcolm F.. to Sovex
Limited. Container loading arrangements. 3,838.763, CI. 198-
20.00r.

Roos, Ernst: See

—

Zecher, Wilfried; Roos. Ernst; and Merten. Rudolf, 3,839,440.
Roppers Company, Inc.; See-

Hill, Robert E., 3,839,073.
Rcschupkin. Vladimir Ivanovich; Lovchev. Stanislav Vasilievich; Zal

kin. Semen Ivovich; Mischevich, Viktor Ilich; Skrypnik, Stepan
Grigorievich; and Fershter. Abram Vulfovich. Pumpins unit
3.838.941. CI. 417-62.000.

Roscoe. Colon J. Multi-purpose cleaning concentrate. 3,839.234, CI
252-544.000.

Rosdal. Godthard: See—
Andreassen, Lauritz; and Rosdal, Godthard, 3,838,936.

Rosdal. Inger: See—
Andreassen. Lauritz; and Rosdal. Godthard, 3.838.936.

Rosen. George: See—
Wernikoff. Robert E.; and Rosen. George, 3,839,675.

Rosenbaum. Walter Steven: See—
Chaires, Anne Marie; Ciconte, Jean Marie; Hilliard, John Joseph;
and Rosenbaum. Walter Steven. 3.839,702.

Rosenwald, Robert H., to Universal Oil Products Company. Synergistic
anti-icing compositions. 3,838.992. CI. 44-72.000.

Ross. Bernard D. Automatic pipe swaging apparatus. 3.838 591 CI
72-318.000.

Ross. Gerald F.: See—
Delorenzo, Joseph D.; Durling, Hubert R.; Rolfe, Norman F.; and

Ross. Gerald F, 3,839,700.
Rossin. John A. Differential pyroelectric sensor. 3.839.640. CI 250-

353.000.

Rothfelder. Raymond E.; and Bragg, Ralph J., to Grace, W. R., & Co.
Sprayable gypsum plaster composition. 3,839,059, CI. 106-1 15.000

Rouger, Henri Andre, to Commissariat A L'Energie Atomique. Metal-
plastic sealing device. 3.838.863. CI. 277-157.000.

Rovnyak. George C: See—
Sheehan, John T.; Diassi. Patrick A.; Levine, Seymour D.. and

Rovnyak. George C. 3.839.43 1

.

Rowland Development Corporation: See—
Nauta. Jan P.. 3.839.5 14.

Roy. Clarence H Flocculant product. 3.839.202, CI. 210-54.000.
Royston. Grover C. to Copolymer Rubber & Chemical Corporation.

Process for upgrading of carbonyl streams. 3,839,456, CI. 260-
593.OOp.

Ruben. Paul Lewis, to Eastman Kodak Company. Three element pro-
jection lens. 3,838.9 10. CI. 350- 1 76.000.

Rubens. Louis C; and Sundquist. Donald J., to Dow Chemical Com-
pany. The. Method of making and using foam plastic frost barrier
and thermal insulation. 3.839.5 1 8, CI. 264-45.000.

Rubin. Jacob: See-
Ripple. Charles D.; James. Ronald V.; and Rubin, Jacob

3.838.716.
Ruchlack. Kasimir: See-

Wolff. Werner; Faber. Ruth; and Ruchlack. Kasimir. 3.839.41 3.
Ruckel. Erwin Richard; Phillips. Ronald Frank; and Arlt. Herbert
George. Jr.. to American Cyanamid Company. Dipentene/beta-
pinene copolymers and elastomers. 3,839,243, CI. 260-3.300.

Rudin. Melvin: See—
Correll. Ouentin E.; Chamness, Leland D.; Rudin. Melvin; and Ou-

dijk. Tommy A.. 3,838.640.
Rudolph. Hans: See—

Nielinger. Werner; Haupt. Heinrich. Rudolph. Hans; Vernaleken,
Hugo; and Blankenstein, Gunter, 3,839,286.

Rufer. Clemens; Schroder. Eberhard; and Kessler. Hans-Joachim, to
Schering Aktiengesellschaft. Pharmaceutical compositions compris-
ing 3-(5-nitro-2-imidazolyl-melhylenamino)-2-oxazolidinones and
their use in trichomoniasia. 3.839.567. CI. 424-248.000.

Ruger. William B.. to Sturm. Ruger. & Co.. Inc. Hammer deactivator
means. 3.838.533, CI. 42-70.00f.

Rumi, Angiolino: See—
Rumi. Guerrino; and Rumi, Angiolino, 3,838,583.

Rumi, Guerrino; and Rumi, Angiolino. Circular knitting machine
3.838.583. CI. 66-95.000.

*

Rupp. Hans-Dieter: See—
Siggel. Erhard; Meyer. Gerhard; Grotjahn. Heinz; Maegerlein.

Helmut; Rupp, Hans-Dieter; Jacobs, Eckart; and Wallraben-
stein, Michael, 3,839,244.

Rusco Industries, Inc.: See-
Rogers. Waldo I, 3,839.710.

Russell. Homer C: See—
Olander. Emil Edward. Jr.; James. Rex L.; Larson, Ivar W.;

Yockey, Francis J.; Wenninger, Fred, Jr.; and Russell. Homer
C. 3.839,630.

Russell. Jerry C. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Hybrid inter-
facing of computational functions in a hybrid loadflow computer ar-
rangement for electric power systems. 3.839,629, CI. 235-1 51.210

Ryon. David M.: See—
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Ingenito, Donald R.; Mathewson. Wilfred P.; Ryon, David M and
Walmet. Gunnar E, 3,839,204.

Saenko, Vladimir Yakolevich: See—
Paton, Boris E.; Medovar, Boris Izrailevich; Alferov, Jury

Fedorovich; Schupak, Grigory Bemtsionovich; Bogachenko,
Alexei Georgievich; Bondarenko, Oleg Petrovich; Saenko.
Vladimir Yakolevich; and Tsykulenko, Anatoly Konstan-
tinovich, 3,839,591.

Safe Flight Instrument Corporation: See—
Greene, Leonard M., 3,838.656.

Safir. Edward, and Jenny, Hans. Timing device. 3,838,563 CI 58-
17 000.

Saganowski, Mieczyslaw; and Bostick. Frank W., to Schick Incor-
porated. Appliance control system. 3,839,614, CI. 200-321.000.

Sager. Otto, to Balzers Patent-und Beteiligungs AG. Triode device for
sputtering material by means of a low voltaee discharge 3 839 IS"*
CI. 204-298.000. 6

. -
Sakasegawa. Hiroshi; and Tanabe. Kuniyuki. to Nissan Motor Com-

pany. Limited. Air conditioning system. 3.838.578. CI. 62-125.000.
Salminen. Ilmari F.; and Loria. Anthony, to Eastman Kodak Company.

Silver halide emulsions containing 2-equivalent color couplers
3.839,044, CI. 96-56.500.

Saltzman, William H., to Intellectual Property Development Corpora-
tion. Chemical process. 3,839,565, CI. 424-238.000.

Samour, Carlos M.; and Richards, Mildred C, to Kendall Company.
The. mesne. Monomeric emulsion stabilizers derived from alkyl/al-
kenyl succinic anhydride. 3,839,4 1 9, CI. 260-485.00h.

Samour, Carlos M.; and Vida. Julius A., to Kendall Company. The.
mesne. Selected 5-substituted-5-phenylalkyl barbituric acids in anal-
getic compositions and methods of use. 3.839.568. CI. 424-254.000.

Sampatacos. Peter M., to General Motors Corporation. Axially pre-
loaded bearing assembly. 3,838,899, CI. 308- 1 89.00a.

Sampatacos, Peter M, to General Motors Corporation. Automotive
waterpump subassembly with improved sealinc arraneement
3,838,901, CI. 308-187 000.

Sampson, William B.: See—
Suenaga, Masaki; Sampson, William B.; Crow, Jack E. and Gurin-

sky. David H, 3,838.503.
Sanada, Yuzo; Watari, Shinjiro, and Takahashi, Akira, to Agency of In-

dustrial Science and Technology. Method of manufacturing briquets
and coke in the molded form with asphalt as the binder. 3,838,988
CI. 44-23.000.

Sanchez, Hector: See—
Barr. Leslie A , and Sanchez. Hector. 3.838,534.

Sandberg, Ernest J., to Commander Industries, Inc. Dual dado
machine 3,838.723, CI 144-1 33.00r.

Sanderow. Howard I . and Merz. Kenneth M.. to TRW Inc. Impervious
sintered iron-copper metal object 3.838,982, CI 29- 1 82.500.

Sanderson, Brian George: See-
Gent. Monica Hilary; and Sanderson, Brian George, 3,839,046.

Sanderson, Michael D , to Wilkinson Sword Limited. Razor blades
3,838,512, CI. 30-346.540.

Sandoz Ltd., a/k/a Sandoz AG: See-
hem. Jakob; Mislin. Roland, and Uehlinaer. Hanspeter

3.839,316 *^
'

Sandvik Aktiebolag; See—
Wirfelt. Sven Axel Olof. 3.838.500

Sankus. Joseph G., Jr ; Amidon. Alan B.; and Goffe. William L.. to
Xerox Corporation Electrode development migration imaeinB
method 3.839.031. CI, 96-1 Ops

Sankyo Company Limited: See—
Murayama. Keisuke; Morimura. Syoji; and Yoshioka. Takao

3.839,273.

Sarges. Reinhard. to Pfizer Inc l-Benzolyl-2-trinuoroacetamide-
benzimidazoles. 3.839.353. CI. 260-309.200.

Sargis, John R., to Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation. Photoelec-
trostatic copying apparatus 3.838.92 1 . CI 355- 1 5.000.

Sather. Eugene: See—
Gawin. Adolph J ; Kearney. Robert L.; and Sather. Eueene

3.838,916. *

Sato, Minoru: See—
Tsubaki.Tohru;Sato. Minoru; and Nakano, Seizo. 3.839,613.

Sato. Shozo; Otaka. Yoshihisa; and Mori, Kenji, to Mitsubishi Chemi-
cal Industries. Ltd Process for preparing pure hydrated alumina
3.839.536, CI. 423-132 000

Sausaman, Robert E., to General Tire & Rubber Company, The
Elastomeric heat and pressure annulus. 3,839, 1 23, CI. 1 56-394.000.

Savin Business Machines Corporation: See—
Smith. Ian Edward; Hastwell. Peter John; and Grove. Elizabeth

3.839.032.
Scalise. Joseph F.. to Filter Tech. Inc Motorcycle chain tensioner

3.838.606.CI. 74-242.1 Is.

Schaar, Lothar: See—
Becker, Kurt; and Schaar, Lothar, 3,838,997.

Schaeffer, Norman E. Air cleaner with air pump dust remover
3.838,675. CI 55-430.000.

Schafft. Hugo Willy, to Motorola, Inc. Piezoelectrically driven
telephone type-ringer. 3,839,652, CI. 310-8.200.

Schall, Robert A., to Dorr-Oliver Incorporated. Air pressure-actuated
double-acting diaphragm pump 3,838,946, CI. 4 1 7-395.000.

Scharpf, William George, to FMC Corporation. Substituted 1.3 8-

triazaspiro(4.51decanes 3.839.340. CI. 260-293.660.
Scharpf. William George; and Stange. Hugo, to FMC Corporation.

Substituted l,3,8-triazaspiro(4.51decanes. 3,839,341. CI. 260-
293.660.

Scharpf, William George, to FMC Corporation. Substituted 1,3,8-
triazaspiro(4.51decanes. 3,839,342, CI. 260-293.660.

Schechter, Arthur H. Synchronizing system for automatic slide projec-
tors and monophonic magnetic tape recorders. 3,839,733. CI 360-
80.000.

Scheinpflug, Hans: See-
Gauss, Walter; Grewe. Ferdinand; and Scheinpflug, Hans

3,839,575.

Schell. Friedrich P. Reproducing apparatus. 3.838,623, CI. 90-13.700.
Schelling, Louis, Jr. Adjustable calendar. 3,838,530, CI. 40-107.000.
Schempp, Eberhard G., to Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation. Ap-

paratus and method for converting impure ferrous metal to steel

3,839,017, CI. 75-52.000.
Schering Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Eder. Ulrich; and Wiechert, Rudolf. 3.839.453.
Hofmeister, Helmut; Laurent. Henry; Prezewowsky. Klaus and

Wiechert. Rudolf, 3,839,369.
Rufer, Clemens; Schroder, Eberhard; and Kessler, Hans-Joachim

3,839,567.
Schering Corporation: iVf—

Sherlock. Margaret H., 3,839,344.
Scherm, Arthur; and Peteri, Deszo, to Merz & Co., Chemische Fabrik.

Fungistatically and bacteriostatically active acetylene compounds
3,839,455,0.260-592.000.

Schick Incorporated: See—
Saganowski, Mieczyslaw; and Bostick. Frank W.. 3.839.614.

Schlaefer, Francis W.; and Hansen, George A., to Rohm and Haas
Company. Novel catalyst for methacrolein production 3,839 227
CI. 252-455.00r.

Schloemann Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Behrendt. Otto, 3,838,589.

Schlossman, Irwin S.; Lin Li, Thomas Zoum; and Boylan, Jack B., to
Emerg Industries, Inc. Poly(ether-ester-amide) antistatic composi-
tions derived from dimr acids. 3,839,245, CI. 260- 1 8.00n.

Schlumberger Technology Corporation: See—
Schmidt. Arthur W, 3,839.7 12.

Schmidt. Arnold W.. Johnson. Alfred. Jr., and Johnson, Kenneth L., to
Norwood Mills, Inc. Method and apparatus for making pile fabric
3.839.1 14. CI. 156-72.000.

6k •

Schmidt. Arthur W., to Schlumberger Technology Corporation. Dif-
ferential print-out shading technique for digital systems. 3.839 712
CI. 340-324.00r.

...
Schmidt. Gerhard Martin Julius, Lahav, Meir; and Friedman, Gad, to
Yeda Research & Development Co., Ltd. Cyclooctadiene com-
pounds and process of preparing same. 3,839,365, CI. 260-346.300.

Schmidt. Karin Device for molding a sole onto a shoe upper
3.838.956.C1. 425-1 19.000.

Schmidt. Karl; Hansch, Ferdinand; and Rombrecht, Hans-Malte. to
Beck & Co , Dr., AG. Varnishes of polvesterimides based on pen-
taerythritol. 3.839,264, CI. 260-33.40p.

"

Schmidt. Robert R.; and Jager. Gerhard, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.
Herbicidal compositions 3.839.009. CI. 71-92.000

Schmieg. John Joseph, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.
Process of producing polyvinyl alcohol microgels. 3,839 307 CI
260-86. lOe.

.
•

Schmitt, Karl; Gude, Fritz; and Brandt, Siegfried, to Veba-Chemie AG.
Method of bonding using melt adhesives based on polyamides
3.839, 1 21, CI. 156-331.000.

Schmitz, Richard L.: See—
Eddleman, Roy T.; and Schmitz, Richard L , 3,838,978.

Schmoelz, Hubert; Dahler. Karl Otto; and Pulzer, Erich, to Voith
Getriebe KG Jaw clutch for multi-speed gear trains or the like
3,838,759,CI. 192-48.910

Schneerer, Elmer C , to Northern Ohio Scale Co. Collapsible platform
scale. 3,838,743. CI. 177-127.000.

Schneider. Abraham, to Sun Research and Development Company
Isomerizationof parafTin hydrocarbons 3.839,490, CI. 260-683 760

Schneider, Harold G.: See-
Gates. Robert H.; and Schneider, Harold G., 3,838,494.

Schneider, Kurt, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktien-
gesellschaft. Manufacture of highly oxyalkylated polyamides
3,839,372, CL 260-404.500.

^

Schneider, Kurt; and Hovemann, Friedrich, to Badische Anilin- &
Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Production of hydroxyethyl ethers
of butyne-2-diol-l,4. 3.839,465, CI. 260-6 1 5.00b.

Schneider, Michael, to Rock-Ola Manufacturing Corporation. Elec-
tronic selector system for automatic phonographs 3 839 703 CI
340-162.000. .

, ,

v-i.

Schneider, Sidney: See—
Katz, Harry S.; and Schneider, Sidney, 3,838,5 13.

Schoenhenz, Daniel, to Societe Anonyme D.B.A. Sliding caliper disc
brake. 3,838,754, CI. 188-73.300.

Schol, Robert Cornelis, to Ingenieursbureau Rodenhuis & Verloop
N.V. Furnace installation for burning liquid or gaseous fuel in par-
ticular for a boiler 3,838,652, CI. 110-49.000.

Scholz, Heinrich: See—
Arend, Wolfgang; Eisfeld, Karl; Haug, Peter; Himmelhan. Emil

Scholz, Heinrich; and Weaerich, Anton, 3,839,408.
Schramm, Jurgen: St-^— 1

Kunzel, Hans Egon; Schramm, Jurgen; Blankenstein, Gunter and
Wolf, Gerhard Dieter, 3,839,285.

Schranz, Karl-Wilhelm: See—
Hunicke, Wolfgang; and Schranz, Karl-Wilhelm, 3,839,043.
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Schreyer, Gerd; and Weiberg, Otto, to Deutsche Gold-und Silber-
Scheidean-stalt Vormals. Process for the production of organic solu-
tions of percarboxylic acids. 3,839,2 1 6, CI. 252- 1 86.000.

Schroder, Eberhard: See—
Rufer, Clemens; Schroder, Eberhard; and Kessler, Hans-Joachim,

3,839,567.

Schroder, Harry: See—
Kobler, Ulrich; and Schroder, Harry, 3,839,690.

Schroeder, Peter Wayne. Safe-pac credit card envelope. 3,838.808. CI
229-72.000.

Schropp, Wilhelm Karl: See-
Schwab, Willi; and Schropp, Wilhelm Karl, 3,839,223.

Schubert & Salzer Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Eissfeldt, Wilhelm; Bystron. Bruno; and Hoeber, W. Gerhard

3,838,618.
Schuffler, Arnulf: See—

Jakobi, Wilhelm; and Schuffler, Arnulf, 3,839,156.
Schule, Albert. In-line check valve. 3,838,708, CI. 137-516.1 10.
Schulenberg, John W., to Sterling Drug Inc. Cyclopropenylium salts

3,839,460, CI. 260-606.50b.
SchultcKarhSee-

Gorbaty, Martin L ; Poetsch, Eike; and Schulte, Karl, 3,839.335.
Schultze, Hans Joachim; Henn, Ruthild; and Berther, Clau, to Inventa
AG fur Forschung und Patentverwertung. Process for the purifica-
tion of caprolactam. 3,839,324, CI 260-239. 30a.

Schupak, Grigory Bemtsionovich: See—
Paton, Boris E.; Medovar, Boris Izrailevich; Alferov. Jury

Fedorovich; Schupak. Grigory Bemtsionovich; Bogachenko.
Alexei Georgievich; Bondarenko. Oleg Petrovich; Saenko.
Vladimir Yakolevich; and Tsykulenko. Anatoly Konstan-
tinovich, 3,839,591.

Schuttelkopf, Heinz: See—
Wilhelm, Jurgen; Schuttelkopf, Heinz; Dorn, Ludwig; and Heinze
Gerhard, 3,838,554.

Schuurs, Anthoniu Hermanus Wilhelmus Maria; and van Weemen,
Bauke Klaas, to Akzona Incorporated. Process for the detection and
determination of specific binding proteins and their corresponding
bindable substances. 3,839,153, CI. 195-103. 50r.

Schwab, Georg-Maria; and Donga, Gunter, to Sud-Chemie AG. Ex-
haust gas purification catalyst and method therefor. 3,839,545 CI
423-437.000.

Schwab, Peter A.: See—
Williams, Billy J.; Napier, Donald R.; and Schwab, Peter A

3,839,473.

Schwab, Willi; and Schropp. Wilhelm Karl, to Bodische Anilin- &
Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Steam reforming gaseous hydrocar-
bons. 3,839,223, CI. 252-373.000.

Schwalley, Lawrence L.; Teach, William C; and Kiene, Julia W., to
U.S. Borax & Chemical Corporation. Tetraborate composition.
3,839.214, CI. 252-106.000.

Schwartzman. Gilbert. Motion Translating mechanism. 3.838,603. CI
74-89.150.

Schwarz, Karl H Glare shield. 3,838,9 1 3, CI. 35 1-47.000.
Schwarzkopf. Daniel B.: See—

Bredesen, Philip N ; Knowles, Wendell V.; Lyons, Francis T.;
Rawson, Edward B ; and Schwarzkopf, Daniel B., 3,839,708.

Schwieter, Ulrich: See—
Chodnekar, Madhukar Subraya; Pfiffner, Albert; Rigassi, Norbert;

Schwieter, Ulrich; and Suchy. Milos, 3.839,562.
Schwieter, Ulrich; and Rigassi, Norbert, to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.

Polyene compounds. 3,839.42 1 , CI. 260-488 OOr.
SCM Corporation: See—

Bordenca, Carl, 3,839.561.
Scoggins, Lacey E . to Phillips Petroleum Company Poly(arylene sul-

fide ) resin heat treatment and curing. 3.839.30 1 , CI. 260-79.000.
Scott, Glenn A.: See—

Dirks, Gerhard H., Dirks, Wolfgang G., Miller, Delroy E., and
Scott, Glenn A. 3,839.664.

Scott Paper Company: See—
Neuenschwander. Rudolf. 3.838.596.

Sea Research Corporation: See—
Barr. Leslie A.; and Sanchez. Hector. 3.838.534.

Seaman. John A., Jr Christmas tree holder. 3.838.838. CI. 248-44.000.
Searle Medidata Inc.: See—

Bredesen. Philip N.; Knowles. Wendell V.; Lyons. Francis T.;
Rawson. Edward B.; and Schwarzkopf, Daniel B., 3,839,708.

Sedin, James W., to Varian Associates, mesne. Tunable resonant cir-

cuits employing ferrimagnetic bodies controlled by common (main)
and noncommon (auxiliary) magnetic fluids. 3.839.677, CI 325-
446.000.

Seibel, Richard Roy; and Seibel. Robert Rhea Condensation free mir-
ror. 3.839.620. CI. 219-219.000.

Seibel. Robert Rhea: See—
Seibel, Richard Roy; and Seibel, Robert Rhea, 3,839,620.

Seidler, Peter: See—
Chapiro, Adolphe;and Seidler, Peter, 3,839,172.

Seifert, Edwin A., Jr. Draft implement torque hinge. 3,838,871, CI
280-446.00r.

Seiko Koki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ogihara, Masuo, 3,839,607.

Selby, Clark L., Jr.. to Clark Park Company. Parking barrier and means
for controlling the operation thereof 3,838.760. CI. 1 94- 1 OOr.

Semersky. Frank E : See—
Keyes. Melvin H.; and Semersky. Frank E.. 3.839.309.

Senes. Michel; Pottier. Michel; and Gourdier. Jean-francois, to Societe
Chimique de la Grande Paroisse, Azote et Produits Chimiques. Am-
monia-synthesis catalyst. 3,839,229. CI. 252-455.00r.

Seng, Florin; Ley, Kurt; and Metzger, Karl Georg, to Farbenfabriken
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Derivatives of 2-formyl-3-car-
bonamidoquinoxaline-di-N-oxides. 3,839.326, CI. 260-240.00g.

Senno, Harufumi: See—
Tawara. Yoshio; and Senno, Harufumi, 3,839,102.

Serres, Carl; and Stephens, James R., to Standard Oil Company.
Preparation of polyamide-imide filaments. 3,839,529, CI. 264-
205.000.

Shaffer, Peter T. B., to Carborundum Company, The. Method for mak-
ing nitride fibers. 3,839,544, CI. 423-406.000.

Shaffer, William E., to Stromberg-Carlson Corporation. Ring trip cir-

cuit employing a parallel-T filter network. 3,839,603, CI. 179-
IS.Ohb.

Shah, Dinubhai H.; and Hurd, Richard Nelson, to Commercial Solvents
Corporation Synthesis of zearalanone and related compounds and
intermediates useful in the synthesis thereof 3.839.363, CI. 260-
343. 20r.

Shah, Pir Ghulam Samadani: See—
Battaerd, Hendrik Adrian Jacobus; Bolto, Brian Alfred; and Shah

Pir Ghulam Samadani, 3,839,237.
Shalit, Harold; Zajacek, John G.; and Wang, Ting-I, to Atlantic

Richfield Company. Methacrylic acid manufacture. 3,839,437. CI
260-530.00n.

Shang. Jer-Yu: See—
Leto. Joseph R.; Potts. John D.; and Shang. Jer-Yu. 3.839.398.

Shankoff Theodore Arthur, to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incor-
porated. Chemical etchant for palladium. 3,839,1 10, CI. 156-8.000.

Shaw, David: See-
Ellis, Gwynn Pennant; and Shaw, David, 3,839,339.

Shearer, James E.: See-
Richards, Roy C; Le Masters. Paul D.; Shearer, James E.; Edison,
Lamonte; and Auzins, John, 3,838,672.

Sheehan, John T.: See—
Ondetti, Miguel A.; Pluscec, Josip; Sheeharv, John T.; Jorpes.
Johan E.; and Mutt, Viktor, 3,839,3 15.

Sheehan, John T.; Diassi, Patrick A.; Levine, Seymour D.; and Rov-
nyak, George C, to Squibb, E. R., & Sons, Inc. Cyclopropyl-
methylphenylacetic acids and derivatives. 3,839,431 CI 260-
5 15.OOr.

Sheets, Marvin William, to General Electric Company. Method of en-
capsulating random wound stator coils for a dynamoelectric
machine 3,838,502, CI. 29-596.000.

Sheldon, Deane Palmer: See—
Helgeland, Walter; and Sheldon, Deane Palmer, 3,839,655.

Shelef Gedaliahu. Process for sewage treatment and wastewater recla-
mation. 3,839, 198, CI. 210-14.000.

Shema, Bernard F.; Brink, Robert H., Jr.; and Swered, Paul, to Betz
Laboratories, Inc. Slime control compositions containing or-
ganobromine compounds. 3,839,008, CI. 71-67.000.

Shema. Bernard F.; Brink. Robert H., Jr.; and Swered, Paul, to Betz
Laboratories, Inc. Slime control compositions and their use
3,839,583, CI. 424-304.000.

Sheng, Ming Nan, to Atlantic Richfield Company. Oxidation of olefins
to acids. 3,839,375. CI. 260-4 1 3.000.

Sheng, Ming Nan, to Atlantic Richfield Company. Process for oxidizing
epoxides to acids. 3,839,376, CI. 260-4 1 3.000.

Shepley, Martin Alan, to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited. Treat-
ment of textile materials. 3,838,967, CI. 8-1 1 1 .000.

Sherlock, Margaret H., to Schering Corporation. N-methyl d-glu-
camine salt of 2(2'-methyl-3'-trinuoromethylanilino) nicotinic acid
3,839,344, CI. 260-295. 50r.

Sherman, Paul L. Re-useable diaper with integral moisture confining
means. 3,838.693. CI. 428-287.000.

Sherwin-Williams Company, The: See-
Abraham, Edward D.; and Shields, Robert G., 3.838.731

Shields. Robert G: See-
Abraham. Edward D.; and Shields. Robert G.. 3.838.73 1

.

Shigeyasu. Motoo; Kuihara. Kenzo; and Kuki. Michio, to Maruzen Oil
Co., Ltd. Process for producing fiber grade terephthalic acid.
3,839,435, CI. 260-524.00r.

Shimada, Sadakni; Otomo, Isao, Ohi, Kunio; and Hirotani, Hikaru, to
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation and Hitachi
Electronics Co., Ltd. Directional filter. 3,839,688, CI. 333-73.00w.

Shimi, Ibrahim R. Yemenimycin and process for making same
3,839,560, CI. 424-122.000.

*

Shimoda, Mitsuhiko: See—
Miyakawa, Seinan; Noda, Nobuhiro; and Shimoda Mitsuhiko

3,839,722.
Shinnar, Reuel. Crystallizers. 3,839,642, CI. 250-432.000.
Shiokawa, Kozo: See—

Kishino, Shigeo; Kudamatsu, Akio; and Shiokawa, Kozo
3,839,511.

Kudamatsu, Akio; and Shiokawa, Kozo, 3,839,5 10.
Shionogi & Co., Ltd.: See—

Okumura, Tamotsu; and Kadono, Tetsuro, 3,839,205.
Otsuka, Hideo; and Inouye, Ken, 3,839,395.
Otsuka, Hideo; and Inouye, Ken, 3,839,396.

Shipman, Paul. Combination heating and serving assembly. 3,838 680
CI. 126-373.000. y . . ".

Shirouchi, Yasunari: See—
-Andoh, Shizuo; Shirouchi, Yasunari; and Hirose, Tadatsugu

3,839,715.
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Nakayama, Norihiko; Shirouchi. Yasunari; Urade, Toshinori and
Andoh.Shizuo, 3,839,657.

Shoji, Masahiro: See—
Yogosawa, Tsuneo; and Shoji, Masahiro, 3,838,961

.

Sichel, Leonard H., Jr.: See-
Woodward, Dean R.; Wehr, Karl C; Wollner, Lionel J.; Bienas
Joseph R.; Kelsey, John E.; O'Neill. John J.; and Sichel, Leonard
H, Jr., 3.839,707.

Siddali,JohnB.:5ee-

Henrick, Clive A.; and Siddall, John B., 3,839,452.
Sieberer, Kari-Heinz: See—

Koziol, Konrad; Sieberer, Karl-Heinz; and Rathjen, Hans-Carl,
J ,o J V, I

7"

.

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Kobler, Ulrich; and Schroder, Harry, 3,839.690

Siggel. Erhard; Meyer. Gerhard; Grotjahn. Heinz; Maegerlein Helmut
Rupp, Hans-Dieter; Jacobs. Eckart; and Wallrabenstein. Michael to
Akzona Incorporated. Flame-resistant polymeric products from

^M^cfTeS'S" '"' '"'"'' '"^ '*"'" manufacture.

Sihvonen. Yro T
; and Woodham. Jack D., Jr., to Texas Instruments In-

corporated. Selective metallization process. 3,839,083, CI 117-

Silo Verfahrens AG: See—
Lipp.Xaver, 3,838,498.

Silverman. Robert A.; and Wright, Charles J., to Eastman Kodak Com-
pany Hardening hydrophilic colloid silver halide emulsion layer with
a 2-haloethylsulfonyl compound. 3,839,042 CI 96-50 OOr

'7uT 3!8?9" 4^"cK7.22S^•''"^•
'"^ '^""'^''^^ ""^^""^ ''"^

Simons, Charles William: See—
ONeill, Gerald Joseph; Simons, Charles William; and Billines

Charles A, 3,839,589
Simons, Michael J., to Eastman Kodak Company. Preparation of a

silver salt ofa fatty acid. 3.839,049, CI. 96-1 14.600
Simpson, Arthur William; and Pocock, Frank William, to Spacials

Limited Bag forming machines. 3,838,631 , CI. 93-19 000
Simpson Pope Limited: See—

Burford, Bruce Alfred. 3,838,538.

^'3.'83l9V9,cr23.^93'or''^'''
'^'""P^"^ ^"'^"' '^^°^"y P^""^^

Sinfelt John H
;
and Barnett, Allan E., to Esso Research and Engineer-

ing Company High seventy reforming process with a platinum-iridi-
umcatalyst. 3,839,194, CI. 208-139.000.

Singer-General Precision, Inc.: See—
''''^*//; ?,°''"' ^'- Gamertsfelder, George R.; and Stavis, Gus

3,838,924.
Singhal. Gopal H.; and Turkos, Robert E., to Esso Research and En-

gineering Company. Thiocarbamic acid ester pesticides. 3,839,010,

Sjovall, Jan: See—
Bergstrom. Sune; and Sjovall, Jan, 3.839 409

Skandalakis, Sharon C. 20*? to Lee. Raymond. Organization. Inc
Heated eyelash curler 3.838,699, CI. I 32-3 1.00a

Skedgell. Anthony Northcott; Hart, Anthony Christopher; and Smith
Victor Albert, to International Nickel Company. Inc.. The. Reprodu-
cibihtyofcolor in coloring stainless steel. 3,839,096, CI 148-6 200

Skrypnik, Stepan Grigorievich: See—
Roschupkin. Vladimir Ivanovich; Lovchev. Stanislav Vasilievich

Zalkin, Semen Ivovich; Mischevich, Viktor Ilich; Skrypnik'

, f?^"„
Gf'gO"«vich; and Fershter. Abram Vulfovich'

3,838,941 .

Slaugenhaupt. Burl L.: See-
Bruno. Marshall J., Jarrett, Noel; and Slaugenhaupt Burl L

3.839,019.
K .

•
^ .

Sleppy William C, to Aluminum Company of America. Novel alumina
feed for aluminum cell. 3.839.167, CI. 204-67.000.

Slykhouse. Thomas E: See-
Clark. Willard F.; and Slykhouse. Thomas E., 3,839,107

Small Tube Products, Inc.: See—
Pearce. Harry T.. 3.838,820.

Smalley, Rodney Roger: See-
Current, John Marvin; and Smalley. Rodney Roijer 3 839 P'>

Smidth, F. L..& Co See— «•
• • •

--

Jaquay. Louis H ; Rathburn, Donald R.; Andersen, Axel P and
Rasmussen. Einar L, 3.838.848

Sylvest, Karl Jens. 3.839,058.
Smith, Fred T.: See-

Lehman. Herbert A ; and Smith, Fred T . 3.838.933
Smith, Harvell M., to Johns-Manville Corporation. Method and ap-

paratus for direct formation of glass fiber slurry. 3,838.995, CI. 65-

Sniith, Ian Edward; Hastwell. Peter John; and Grove, Elizabeth to
Savin Business Machines Corporation. Method of contact transfer of
developed electrostatic images. 3,839.032. CI, 96-1.400.

Smith. Martin Graham: See-
Clarke. David George; Biggs. Ian Stedman; and Smith, Martin
Graham, 3,839,142.

Smith Peter R., to Stone-Platt Crawley Limited. Fluid heaters
3,838.666, CI. I 22-250 OOr

Smith, Victor Albert: See—
Skedgell, Anthony Northcott; Hart, Anthony Christopher and

Smith, Victor Albert, 3,839,096.
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Smith, Willis R.; and Turner, Daniel E., to General Signal Corporation
INoise suppression system for car retarders. 3,838,646 CI 104-
26. OOr.

Smith-Kline & French Laboratories: See—
Baile, Clifton A.; McLaughlin, Carol Lynn; and Webb, Robert

Lee, 3,839.570.
SmithKline Corporation: See—

Weinstock, Joseph, 3,839,32 1

.

Smolin, Edwin M.: See-
Field Nathan D.; Smolin, Edwin M.; and Williams, Earl P..

3,839,3 10.

Snead, Wilford A.: See—
Paugh, Edward C; and Snead, Wilford A.. 3,838,5 15.

Sno Pac Corporation: See—
Newell, Robert Keith, 3,838,633.

Snow Foam Products, Inc.: See-
Christiansen, William, Jr., 3,839,1 3 1

.

Societa Italiana Resine S.p.A.: See—
^

i"J'io''fi-/*''"''"'^"-
Calcagno, Benedetto; and Conti, Luciano.

3,K3V,466.

Societe Anonyme DBA: See—
Hamelin, Gilbert, 3,838,89 1

.

Lefevre, Jean-Pierre; and Vermillet. Bernard, 3.839 643
Remillieux. Paul. 3.838.571.
Remillieux, Paul, 3,838,572.
Schoenhenz, Daniel, 3,838,75/.

Societe Anonyme dite: L'Oreal: Se, -

'^^'TftfolP^'^^"'^'^-
'*"»^"'- -^ndree; and Estradier, Francoise,

Societe Anonyme Poclain: See—
Laumond, Daniel Jean, 3.838,573

Soaet^Chimique de la Grande Paroisse, Azote et Produits Chimiques:

^*'r839'229"'''
''""''''' ^"'*'^^' '"''^ Gourdier, Jean-francois,

Societe d'Etudes Scientifiques et Industrielles de TIle-de-France See-
Thominet, Michael Leon, 3,839,330

Societe ECA: See—
Chaverebiere De Sal. Alain Marie Alfred Jean; and Thouvenm

Alain Jean. 3,838,917.
Societe Industrielle des Coussinets: See-

Hermann, Georges, 3,839,208.
Hermann, Georges, 3,839.209.

Societe Industrielle Honeywell Bull (Societe Anonyme) See-
Deproux, Jacques Roland, 3,838,765

Societe Lignes Telegraphiques et Telephoniques: See—
Godefroy, Jean-Claude, 3,838,595.

Societe Nationale des Poudres et Explosifs: See—
Dubois de Prisque, Felix Louis Joseph; Naud, Jean Octave; Bmet

Paul Omer Gaston; and Thibieroz. Andre, 3 839 1 06
Societe Nationale des Poudres et Explosifs, mesne: See—

Konrat, Jean-Paul; and Le Roux, Louis, 3,839,394
Soden, Ralph Robert: See-

Ham, Edward John; and Soden. Ralph Robert, 3,839 1 1

1

Solomon Arieh. Method for applying pattern to candles. 3,839,1 19
CI. 156-234.000.

Soloway Barry Howard, to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incor-

g'm"t839S46!fr5(;7-20?0[KJ^^'^
''''' ""' "''"'''' ""'^^^ '"^^-

Solvay & Cie: See—
Degueldre. Louis; Gobillon. Yves; Clerbtiis. Lucien- and Bour-

geois, Louis, 3,839,181.
Mulders, Julien, 3.839.2 1 5.

Sony Corporation: See—
Mogi,Takao, 3,839.681.
Morio, Minoru, 3,839,649.
Okada, Takashi; and Ogawara, Yoshiaki, 3 839 598
Watanabe, Yoshimi. 3,839.730.

Sosnowski, Thomas Patrick; and Weber, Heinz Paul, to Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Incorporated. Method of making a thin film wave
guide employing stress induced birefringence by deposition in apolymer from solution. 3,839,067, CI. 117-33 300

South Wall Corporation: See-
Busby, Daniel, 3,838,857.

Southeastern Aluminum Products, Inc.: S^e—
Tanner, Hpmer C, 3,838,548.

Sovex Limited: See—
Rooke. Sydney W.; Grice, Alan; and Davey, Malcolm F.,

3,838,763.
Spacials Limited: See— '

Simpson, Arthur William; and Pocock, Frank William, 3,838 63

1

i's^^Tv?'"
^ '^^"1"'^ of constructing an index clip. 3.839.1 18. CI.

Special Sports Products Corporation See-
Reedy, Donald G., 3,838,894.

Spectra-Strip Corporation: See-
Lang, Donald D.; and Lang, Roger, 3,838,7 1

5

Speedco, Inc.: See-
Good, Paul F., 3,838,963.

Spencer, Dana R., to International Business Machines Corporation

a "340-17'' SOo""*"
'*'^*^'^''* '" storage hierarchy system. 3,839,704^

Spencer Grover C, to Monitor Manufacturing Co. Support bracket
for refuse containers. 3,838.839, CI. 248-99.000.
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Spencer, Owen C, to Metropolitan Chicago Baptist Association S.B.C.
Apparatus and method for constructing reinforcements for concrete

columns. 3,838,484, CI. 29-155.00c.

Sperry Rand Corporation: See-
Crane, John R.; Lawson, James C; and Petschajer, Richard J.,

3,838,984.

Delorenzo, Joseph D., Durling, Hubert R.; Rolfe, Norman F.; and
Ross, Gerald F, 3,839,700.

Sperry-Rand Corporation: See—
Klem, Charles D; and Ethridge, Cameron D., 3,839,626.

Spier, Raymond E.: See—
McAleer, William J.; Spier. Raymond E.; and Posch. Kenneth L.,

3,839,155.

Spivack, John D.: See-
Dexter, Martin; Spivack, John D.; and Steinberg, David Herbert,

3,839,278.

Spivack, John D.; and Klemchuk, Peter P., to Ciba-Geigy Corporation.
Light stabilized polyolefin compositions. 3,839,277, CI. 260-45. 75n.

Sponseller, David L.: See-
Morrow, Hugh, 111; Danesi, Wilbert P.; and Sponseller, David L.,

3,839,025.

Squibb, E. R., & Sons, Inc.: See—
Breuer, Hermann; and Treuner. Uwe D.. 3,839,329.
Dolfini, Joseph Edward; and Erickson, Raymond Curry.

3,839,323.
Ondetti, Miguel A.; Pluscec, Josip; Sheehan, John T.; Jorpes,

Johan E.; and Mutt, Viktor (said Ondetti, Miguel A.),

3,839,315
Sheehan, John T.; Diassi, Patrick A.; Levine, Seymour D.; and

Rovnyak, George C, 3,839,43

1

Stad, Andrew N.: See—
Gegenheimer, Harold W.; and Stad, Andrew N., 3,838.864.

Stahl, Dieter: See-
Lorentz, Guido; Stahl, Dieter; and Taunus. Kriftel, 3,839.492.

Stahlecker. Fritz, to Stahlecker. Wilhelm, GmbH. Bearing unit for

open-end spinning turbines. 3,838,560, CI. 57-58.890.

Stahlecker, Wilhelm, G.mb.H: See-
Stahlecker. Fritz, 3,838,560

Staley, A. E., Manufacturing Company: See—
Moser, Kenneth B ; and Verbanac, Frank, 3.839,427.

Stamicarbon N. v.: See-
Bosch. Hendrik, 3.838.976.
Visseren. Marinus J R., and Graff, Renier J. L., 3,839,258.

Standard Oil Company: See—
Longland, George M, Jr., 3,839,436
Mieville, Rodney L . 3,838.990
Serres, Carl; and Stephens, James R . 3,839,529.

Standard Oil Company. The: See—
Prem, Dorothy C ; and Duke, June T., 3,839,495.

Standish, Norman W , and Talsma, Herbert, 3,838,702.
Standish. Norman W.; and Talsma, Herbert, to Standard Oil Company.

The. Dental noss. 3,838,702, CI. 1 32-89.000.

Stang. Charles, Jr.: See—
McMann, Wilbur S.; and Stang, Charles, Jr

McMann, Wilbur S.; and Stang, Charles, Jr

Stang, Elden J., and Denisen, Ervin L., to

3,838,810.
3,838,811.
Iowa State University

Research Foundation, Inc. Fruit harvesting machine. 3,838,559, CI
56-327.00r.

Stange, Hugo: See—
Scharpf, William George; and Stange, Hugo, 3,839,341

.

Stanley, Lester N.: See-
Roberts. Stiles M ; and Stanley, Lester N., 3,839,400.

Stapp, Paul R.: See-
Campbell, Robert W.; Stapp, Paul R., and Holtz, Hans D,

3,839,299.

Stargell, Donald E., to Van Dorn Company. Can end construction.

3,838.788, CI. 220-54.000.
Stark, Richard A.: See-

Fuller, Fred J.; Kirschner, John G.; and Stark, Richard A.,

3,838,958.

Fuller, Fred J.; i^irschner, John G.; and Stark, Richard A..

3,838,959.
Stark, Robert E: See-

Hug, Leonard F.; Grossman, Philip A.; Young, Roland L.; and
Stark, Robert E .3,839,088.

Starks, Charles M . : See—
Washecheck, Paul H

Jr., 3,839,377.

Starks, Charles M.; Johnson. Morris A.; and Yang, Kang, to Continen-
tal Oil Company. Production of organic cyanides. 3,839,399, CI.

260-465.00r
Starks, Charles M., to Continental Oil Company. Telomers from

dichlorobutenes and vinyl chloride. 3,839,474. CI. 260-654.00r.
Stauffer Chemical Company: See-

Baker. Don R.; and Teach. Rugene G.,

Teach, Eugene G., 3,839,446.

Weil, Edward D ,3.839,207.

Stauffer Chemical Company, mesne: See—
Lengnick,Guenther Fritz, 3,839,386.

Staurt, Jerry E.: See-
Meyer, Rov E.; Walton, William

3,838,685.
Stavenau, Harold L.; and Bates, Wayne C
Window hinge. 3,838,537, CI. 49-24.00p.

Stavis, Gus: See—

Starks, Charles M.; and Portwood, Owen,

3,839,581.

M. and Staurt, Jerry E.,

to Truth Incorporated.

Flower, Robert A.; Gamertsfelder, George R.; and Stavis, Gus,

3.838,924.

Steckler, Robert, to Alcolac Inc. Ammonium and alkali metal salts of

sulfato-alkane acrylates and methacrylates. 3,839,393, CI. 260-

458.000.

Stedman, James K.: See—
Bloomfield, David P.; Hassett, Neil A.; and Stedman, James K.,

3,839,091.

Steelcase Inc.: See—
Faiks, Frederick S.; and Buhk, Randall P., 3,838,884.

Steinberg, David Herbert: See-
Dexter, Martin; Spivack, John D.; and Steinberg, David Herbert,

3,839,278.

Steinmetz, John C. Apparatus for sharpening drills and other cutting

tools. 3,838,540, CI. 51-5.000.

Stelzer, William, to Kelsey-Hayes Company. Pressure control device

for dual brake system. 3,838,887, CI. 303-6.00c.
Stender, Hans-Georg: See

—

Blaurock, Gunter; Stender, Hans-Georg; and Will. Werner.
3.838.928.

Stephens. James R.: See—
Serres, Carl; and Stephens, James R., 3,839,529.

Sterling Drug Inc.: See-
Diana. Guy D, 3,839,356.

Jefferies, Patrick J.; and Crounse, Nathan N., 3,839,426.

Schulenberg, John W., 3,839,460.

Stevens, Richard L.: See-
Greenwood, Arthur R.; Stevens, Richard L.; Plackmann, Daniel

G.; and Kiel, Wesley L., 3,839,197.

Plackmann, Daniel G.; Stevens, Richard L.; Greenwood, Arthur
R.; and Kiel, Wesley L., 3,839,196.

Stewart, C. Jim, & Stevenson, Inc.: See—
De Vries, Douwe, 3,839,608.

Stitt, David Malcolm: See-
Wilkinson, Raymond Westrop; Newton, John; and Stitt, David

Malcolm, 3,839,270.

Stober, Helmut: See

—

Letzel, Karl; Stober, Helmut; and Nickel, Elmar, 3.838.747.

Stohr, Gunter: See—
Kratel, Gunter; Stohr, Gunter; and Vogt, Georg, 3,839,538.

Stokes, Roger Francis: See—
Lumby, Roland John; Grieveson, Paul; and Stokes, Roger Francis,

3,839,541.

Stoltz, Jacque R.: See-
Montgomery, Richard C; and Stoltz, Jacque R., 3,838,597.

Stommel, Manfred: See—
Hausler, Ernst; and Stommel, Manfred, 3.839.092.

Stone. Clement A.: See—
Lotti, Victor J.; and Stone. Clement A.. 3.839.585.

Stone-Platt Crawley Limited: See— '

Graham, Gerald W ; and Fillion, Jacques D., 3,839,658.

Smith, Peter R, 3.838,666.

Strange, Carl P.: See—
Greminger. George K., Jr.; Strange, Carl P.; Krumel, Karl L.; and

Hudson, James L., Jr., 3,839,3 19.

Strauss, Georg: See— 1

Cziska, Johann; Strauss, Georg; and Portz, Wilhelm. 3,839,014.
Strauss, Wennemar; and Michael. Gregor, to Henkel & Cie, GmbH.

Nickel electroplating method. 3.839,165, CI. 204-49.000.
Streat, Emmett B.: See-

Wallace, Joseph M.; and Streat, Emmett B., 3,838.826.
Strickler. Hugo: See—

Ohloff. Gunther; and Strickler. Hugo. 3.839.232.

Strike. Donald P.: See—
Leeming. Michael R. G.; Strike, Donald P.; and Kao, Wenling,

3,839,430.

Stromberg-Carlson Corporation: See-
Shaffer, William E., 3,839,603.

Struthers Patent Corporation: See

—

Graniaris, Neophytos, 3,838,577.

Stryker, Harry L., to General Motors Corporation. Power semiconduc-
tor device package. 3,839,660, CI. 357-67.000.

Sturm, Elmar; Bredow, Brigitta Von; and Benningen, Christian Vogel,
to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Substituted azabicycloalkanes.
3,839,337, CI. 260-283.00S.

Sturm, Ruger, & Co., Inc.: See—
Ruger, William B, 3,838,533.

Subramanian, Sundaram, to Zenith Radio Corporation. Surface wave
filter and method. 3,839,687, CI. 333-72.000.

Sucharczuk, Marek: See

—

Levi, Israel; and Sucharczuk, Marek, 3,838,727.

Suchy, Milos: See—
Chodnekar, Madhukar Subraya; Pfiffner, Albert; Rigassi, Norbert;

Schwieter, Ulrich; and Suchy, Milos, 3,839,562

Suckow, Robert A., to Beloit Corporation. Multi-ply two wire former
wherein multiple headboxes are used and inflatable air bellows pro-
vide adjustments therebetween. 3,839, 143, CI. 162-123.000.

Sud-Chemie AG: See-
Schwab, Georg-Maria; and Donga, Gunter, 3,839,545.

Suenaga, Masaki; Sampson. William B.; Crow, Jack E., and Gurinsky,
David H., to United States of America, Atomic Energy Commission.
Method of fabricating a composite multifilament intermetallic type

superconducting wire. 3,838,503, CI. 29-599.000.
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Suga, Tsuneo; Korematsu. Shinobu; and Kanbe, Masaru. to
Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd. Light-sensitive silver halide
photographic material. 3,839.047, CI. 96-1 14.000.

Suggitt, Robert M.; Crone, John M., Jr.; and Arkell, Alfred, to Texaco
Inc. Hydroalkylation process. 3,839,477, CI. 260-668.00r.

Sugiura, Kaku, to Nippon Denshi Kiki Kabushiki Kaisha. Discrimina-
tive intruder-detecting system.^3,839,709, CI. 340-258.00b.

Sullivan, Michael J.; 5ee—
Herdzik, Richard J.; Jeannotte, Dexter A.; Peterson, Gerald W
and Sullivan, Michael J., 3,839,727.

Sumimoto Shipbuilding & Machinery Co., Ltd.: See—
Makino, Kosei, 3,838,949.

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.: See—
Kita.Yasuo, 3,838,628.
Masuda,Shigeo;and Izumi, Masahiro, 3,839,174.
Tada, Yoshiyuki; Ogita, Hideo; and Yoda. Takeshi, 3,838,488.

Sun Oil Company: See—
Mills, Ivor W.; and Dimeler, Glenn R. 3,839,188.

Sun Oil Company of Pennsylvania: See—
Kirsch, Francis William; Barmby, David S.; and Potts John D

3,839,228.
Mills, Ivor W.;and Dimeler, Glenn R., 3,839.189.
Vanvenrooy. John J., 3,839,187

Sun Research and Development Co.: See—
Leto, Joseph R.; Potts, John D.; and Shang, Jer-Yu 3 839 398
Norton, Richard v., 3,839,402.
Norton, Richard V., 3,839,404.

Sun Research and Development Company: S^e—
Hedge, John A, 3,839,479.
Norton, Richard v., 3,839,432.
Schneider, Abraham, 3,839,490.

Sundquist, Donald J.: St-f—
Rubens, Louis C; and Sundquist, Donald J., 3,839,5 1 8.

Susa, Ermanno: See—
Galli, Paolo; Di Drusco, Giovanni; and Susa. Ermanno, 3,839 3 1

3

Susekov, Sergei Mikhailovich: See—
Alexandrov, Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian, Ruben Dzhangirovich;

Aglitsky, Vladimir Efimovich. Isimbler, Jury Abramovich; Kan-
tor. Ilia Solomonovich, Chizhikov. Vladimir Maiorovich;
Topolyansky, Jury Arnoldovich; Susekov, Sergei Mikhailovich;
Gulyaev, Nikolai Fdorovich; Kovanov, Pavel Vasilievich; It-

skovich, Mark Leontievich, and Leschinsky, Petr Grieorievich
3.838,634.

*

Susuki. Rinnosuke; Tanimori, Syuhei; Toyoda. Sadao; and Ogoshi
Toshiaki. to Lion Fat & Oil Co.. Ltd. Method of isothermal sulfona-
tion. 3.839.39

1 . CI. 260-457.000.
Sutures, Inc.: Sff—

Adams. Joseph H ; and Kurtz, Leonard D., 3,839.524.
Suzki. Kiyoshi: Sff—

Matsuno, Hiroshi; Endo. Ichiro; and Suzki. Kiyoshi. 3.839.033.
Suzuki, Kaichi: See—

Kushida, Koichi; Nakahara, Fumio; Kawaguchi, Toshio; and Suzu-
ki, Kaichi, 3,839.362.

Suzuki, Kikuji; Kuroda, Hiroki; and Nabeta, Saburo, to Daiichi Seiyaku
Co

. Ltd Process for the purification of trans-4-aminomethyl-
cyclohexane carboxylic acid 3,839,429, CI 260-5 14.OOh.

Suzuki, Masane; and Nakamura, Enpei, to Fuji Shashin Koki Kabushiki
Kaisha. Process for producing color stripe filter. 3,839,039 CI 96-
38 300

Suzuki. Yashushi: See—
Kaneda. Kazuyoshi; and Suzuki. Yashushi. 3.839, 1 63.

Sveriges Forenade Tryckerier Forslajningsaktiebolag: See—
Hakansson, Nils Magnus; and Martensson, Make Harald

3,838,761.
Sweeney, Richard F.: See—

Anello, Louis G; and Sweeney, Richard F., 3,839,343.
Sweeny. Norman P ; and Thorn. Karl Friedrich, to Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Company Products from an imidazole and sulfur
dioxide compositions containing them, and methods of preparation
3,839.282. CI. 260-47.0en.

Sweett, Francis Archibald; Casamento, Pietro; and Taylor, Robert
Norton, to Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Or-
ganization. Process of preparing hop extracts. 3,839,588, CI. 426-
349000

Swered, Paul: See—
Shema, Bernard F ; Brink, Robert H., Jr.; and Swered Paul

3,839,008.

Shema, Bernard F., Brink, Robert H., Jr ; and Swered Paul
3,839.583.

Swiger. Roger T ; and Webb. Jimmy L . to General Electric Company
Amidoalkyl biphenols. 3.839.447. CI. 260-562.OOp.

Swisher. Daniel G: See—
Wagers. William D . Jr . Vandenberg. Willard J ; Bollman. Robert

L.; Ramsey. Robert E.; Swisher. Daniel G.; and Taylor. John E.
Jr.. 3.838.766.

Sylvest. Karl Jens. 1/2 to Aktieselskabet Niro Atomizer and 1/2 to
Smidth, F. L . & Co. Method for manufacturing cement clinker
3.839.058. CI. 106-100.000.

Symborski. Alex P.: See—
Klink, Jerome P.; Symborski. Alex P.; and Varrasso. Eueene C

3.838.827.
^

Syncid Corporation: See—
Gynn. George E. 3.838.888.

Syntex (U.S.A.) Inc.. mesne: See—

Crabbe. Pierre; and Fried. John H.. 3.839.420.
Synthamics Corporation: See-

Miller, J. William; and Batch, Marvin L., 3.839,2 1 1

.

Synlhelabo: See—
Najer, Henry; and Giudicelli, Jean-Francois, 3,839,464.

Szekely, George. Aerosol apparatus for inhalation therapy. 3,838,686
CI. 128-173.000.

Kj
. . .

Tabak, Fernando, to Universal Oil Products Company. Thermal in-
cinerator with heat recuperation. 3,838,975, CI. 23-277.00c.

Tada, Yoshiyuki; Ogita, Hideo; and Yoda, Takeshi, to Sumitomo Elec-
tric Industries, Ltd. Apparatus for manufacturing fine metallic fila-
ments. 3,838.488. CI. 29-200.00b.

Taguchi. Kazuo: See—
Kawamura. To.shio; Taguchi. Kazuo; and Kanayama. Nobuvuki

3.838.896. ^ *

Takahashi. Akira: See—
Sanada. Yuzo; Watari. Shinjiro; and Takahashi. Akira. 3.838.988

Takahashi. Nobuaki. to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd. Systems for
recording and/or reproducing four channel record disks having
mixed sum and difference signals recorded on opposite croove walls
3,839,602, CI. 179- 100.4st.

Takahashi, Toru, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Color elec-
trophotograpic device 3,838.919, CI. 355-4.000.

Takamizawa, Minoru: See—
Moriyama, Yasuhiro; Mito, Yasuo; Takamizawa, Minoru; and Go-
myo.Shiro. 3.839.075.

Takatani. Hirokazu. to Hatsuta Industrial Co.. Ltd. Self-propelled
sprinkler. 3.838.8 18. CI. 239-252.000.

Takaysu. Kiyosumi. Device for chromium plating. 3.839.180 CI 204-
238.000.

Takeda, Yasutsugu; Tsunoda. Yoshito; and Matsumura. Masaru, to
Hitachi Ltd. Hologram producing apparatus with random object
beam sampling. 3,838,904, CI. 350-3.500.

Takeya, Takeo; and Wakaki, Toshihiko, to Tokyo Shibura Electric
Co., Ltd. and Toshiba Electronic Systems Co., Ltd Target display
using a fresnel lens to amplify signal from a light beam gun
3,838,856, CI. 273-101.100.

Takimoto, Masaaki: See—
Tamai, Yasuo; Takimoto, Masaaki; and Honjo, Satoru, 3,839 028

Talsma, Herbert; See—
Standish, Norman W.; and Talsma, Herbert, 3,838,702.

Tamai. Yasuo; Takimoto. Masaaki; and Honjo. Satoru. to Fuji Photo
Film Co.. Ltd. Imaging Process. 3.839.028. CI 96- 1 OOr

Tamai. Yoshin; and Itoi. Kazuo. to Kuraray Co.. Ltd. Process for
producing 2.3.6-trimethylhydroquinone. 3.839.468, CI 260-
621.OOh.

Tanabe. Kuniyuki: See—
Sakasegawa. Hiroshi; and Tanabe. Kuniyuki. 3.838.578.

Tanahashi. Kunio; and Nariai. Yukitoshi. to American Cyanamid Com-
pany Acrylic fiber having a high water absorbency and a wool-like
hand and process therefore. 3.839.08 1 , CI. 117-1 38.8va.

Tanaka, Katsunobu, Ohshima, Kazuo; and Toloro, Yoh, to Kyowa
Hakko Kogyo Co., Ltd. Process for producing L-lvsine by fermenta-
tion. 3,839,151 , CI. 195-28.00r.

Tanaka, Nobuo: See—
Kubotera, Harou; Nakaoka. Kazuhide; Watanabe, Kaoru; Ku-

rihara, Takao; and Tanaka, Nobuo, 3,839.095.
Tanimori, Syuhei: See—

Susuki. Rinnosuke, Tanimori, Syuhei; Toyoda, Sadao; and Oeoshi
Toshiaki. 3.839.391.

^

Tanner. Homer C . to Southeastern Aluminum Products. Inc. Panel
edging member and assembly. 3.838.548. CI. 52-656.000.

Tano. Kazuo: See—
Yamaguchi. Mitsuo; and Tano. Kuzuo. 3.839.378.

Tashiro. Shinji: See—
Koide. Tohru; Ishizawa. Kazutomo; Hattori, Takahiro; Yamamu-

ra, Toshio; Maruya, Mitsuru. and Tashiro. Shinji. 3.838 957
Tate, Jack F.:5f«-—

Allen. Joseph C; and Tate, Jack F., 3,838,737.
Taunus. Kriftel: See—

Lorentz, Guido; Stahl, Dieter; and Taunus, Kriftel, 3,839,492.
Tawara, Yoshio, and Senno, Harufumi, to Matsushita Electric Industri-

al Co., Ltd. Permanent magnet. 3,839,102, CI. 148-102.000
Taylor. Edward W.. to Bayer. A. J.. Company. Conveyor turn

3.838.767. CI. 198-182.000.
'

Taylor. John E.. Jr.: See—
Wagers. William D . Jr.; Vandenberg, Willard J.; Bollman, Robert

L.; Ramsey, Robert E.; Swisher, Daniel G ; and Taylor John E
Jr., 3,838,766.

Tayior, John S., to FMC Corporation. Opaque composite film
3,839,074,0.117-68.000.

Taylor, Robert Norton: See—
Sweett, Francis Archibald; Casamento, Pietro; and Taylor Robert

Norton, 3.839,588. '
'

Teach, Eugene G., to Stauffer Chemical Company. Ether and sulfide
meta-substituted anilides. 3,839,446. CI. 260-562.00a.

Teach, Rugene G.: See—
Baker, Don R; and Teach, Rugene G., 3,839 581

Teach, William C.:5<'f-
Schwalley, Lawrence L.; Teach. William C; and Kiene. Julia W

3.839.214.
Teal. Maurice Royston: See—

Thornicroft. Barry William, and Teal, Maurice Rovston
3,838,777.

"y«on.

Technar, Incorporated: See—
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Bell,LonE.,3,838,83J.
Tecumseh Products Company: See—

Farr, James B., 3,838,671.

Tedesco, Raffaele: See—
Melacini, Paolo; Patron, Luigi; Moretti. Alberto; and Tedesco.

Raffaele. 3.839.288.

Tegelhutter. Herbert, to Fischer. Georg. Aktiengesellschaft. Drum
mixer for continuous processing of a granular bulk material.

3.838,847. CI. 259-154.000.

Tektronix. Inc.: See-
Infante. Carlo; and Roberts. Donald Kistler, 3.839.669.

Pace. John W, 3.839,648.

Telefex Limited: See—
Hemens, James Frederick. 3.838,607.

Tempes, Franz. Cover panels for walls, especially for siding applica-

tions. 3.838.546. CI. 52-235.000.

Tenani. Giorgio, to Interburo Holding. Easily assemblable furniture.

suchasadesk. 3.838.902. CI. 312-195.000.

Tennison. Katherine B.: See—
Tennison. Lawrence L., 3.838.586.

Tennison. Lawrence L.. deceased (by Tennison, Katherine B.; adminis-

tratrix), to Tennison, Katherine B. Security gang box. 3,838.586, CI.

70-56.000.

Tension Structures Co.: See—
Vredevoogd, Jon D., 3,838,726.

Terashima, Isamu; and Otubo, Osamu, to Hatachi, Ltd. Electrophoto-

graphic copying apparatus, 3,838,920, CI. 355-4.000.

Terayama, Mutsuo; and Yamamoto, Kenji, to Yamamoto Kagaku
Gosei K.K. Dibenzylamino fluoran compounds. 3,839,361, CI. 260-

335000.
Texaco Exploration Canada Ltd : See—

Redford, David Arthur; and Allen, Joseph Columbus (said

Redford assor to), 3,838,738.

Texaco Inc.: See-
Allen, Joseph C ; and Tate, Jack F . 3,838,737.

Bennett, Richard H , and Deever, William R.. 3,839,459.

Crawford Wheeler C ; Doyle, William P.; and Patterson, John A..

3.839,259.

Hencke, William R; Mih, Li C; and Kessler, Richard V.,

3,838,524
Love, Richard F, 3,839,371.

Love, Richard F, 3,839.374.

McCoy, Frederic C, 3,839,2 1 2.

Miller.GordonH .3.839.331.

Redford. David Arthur; and Allen, Joseph Columbus (said Allen

assor. to), 3,838.738.

Suggitt. Robert M , Crone, John M., Jr.; and Arkell, Alfred,

3,839,477.

Texas Instruments Incorporated: See—
Arciniega,Rodolfo. 3,839,1 12.

Holcomb, Stanley W.. 3,838,564.

Ornstein, Jacob L , 3.838,985

Sihvonen, Yro T ; and Woodham, Jack D., Jr., 3,839,083.

Ty, Henry; and Baptista, John, 3,838,986.

Yuan, Han-Tzong, 3,839,104.

Textron, Inc.: See—
Parkinson, Roger W., 3.839,531.

Thayer, Stephen Charles: See-
Patterson, Frank Knowles; and Thayer, Stephen Charles,

3,839,231.

Theissen. Robert J., to Mobil Oil Corporation. Halophenoxy benza-

mide herbicides. 3,839,444, CI. 260-559.00r

Thekdi, Arvind Chhotalal: See—
Hemsath, Klaus Ifpinrich, and Thekdi, Arvind Chhotalal

3,838,974.

Thelman. John P.: See—
Turbak. Albin Frank

Thelman. John R.: See—
Turbak. Albin Frank, and Thelman. John R. 3.839.527.

Theriault, Robert John, Karwowski. James Paul; and Wideburg. Nor-

man Earl, to Abbott Laboratories. Preparation of novel derivatives

of 2.3 dihydroxy-propyl-N-(7or * chloro-4 qurnolinyDanthranilate.

3.839, 152, CI. l95-51.0()r.

Thermo-Mist Company: See-
Sims, Anker V, 3,838,979.

Thibieroz, Andre: See—
Dubois de Prisque, Felix Louis Joseph; Naud, Jean Octave; Binet,

Paul Omer Gaston, and Thibieroz, Andre. 3,839.106.

Thiokol Chemical Corporation: See—
Dewitt. Ivan L.; and Pacanowsky. Eugene. 3.839,105.

Thorn, Karl Friedrich: See-
Sweeny, Norman P.; and Thom, Karl Friedrich, 3,839,282.

Thomas, James R.; North, George E.; and Brooks, Alden W., to Dayco
Corporation. Method of making endless power transmission belt

having a plurality of longitudinally extending ribs. 3,839,116. CI.

156-138.000. I

Thominet. Michael Leon, to Societe d'Etudes Scientifiques et Indus-

trielles de I'lle-de-France. 2-Alkoxy-4.5-azimidobenzamides.

3.839.330. CI. 260-247. 20a.

Thompson. Dorman N.. Jr.: See—
Hazuka. Raymond W.; and Thompson. Dorman N.. Jr.. 3.839.127.

Thompson. Jeffrey L.. to Esso Research and Engineering Company.
Acoustic leak location and detection system. 3.838.593. CI. 73-

40.50a.

land Thelman. John P.. 3,839.528.

Thornicroft. Barry William; and Teal. Maurice Royston. to Critchley

Bros. Limited. Frames for holding printed circuit boards. 3.838,777,

CI. 211-41.000.

Thouvenin, Alain Jean: See—
Chaverebiere De Sal. Alain Marie Alfred Jean; and Thouvenin,

Alain Jean. 3,838.917.

Time Computer. Inc.; See-
O'Connor. Arthur Herman; and Pere. John Leslie, 3,838,566.

Tobin-Arp Manufacturing Company: See—
Peterson. Bertil G.. 3.838.52 1

.

Tokai Electro-Chemical Co.. Ltd.: See—
Matsumoto. Akira; and Fujimolo. Osamu, 3,839,534.

Tokunaga, Kiyoaki: See—
Ishii. Takami; Yoshikawa. Toshio; Inaike, Toshihiro; Kido. Kunio;

Tokunaga. Kiyoaki; and Kuroda. Kazuhiro. 3.839.497.

Tokyo Kogaku Kikai K.K.: See—
Iwafune. Yasuo; Kimura. Kazuo; Murota, Teruo; and Nishikalsu.

Hiroshi. 3,838.927.

Tokyo Shibura Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Takeya, Takeo; and Wakaki, Toshihiko, 3,838,856.

Tolliver, Wilbur E., to New York Wire Mills Corporation. MetlKKl and
fabric for pipe reinforcement. 3,838,837. CI. 245-1.000.

Toloro. Yoh: See—
Tanaka. Katsunobu; Ohshima. Kazuo; and Toloro. Yoh.

3,839,151.
Tomioka, Katsumi: See—

Arikawa, Hironobu; and Tomioka, Katsumi, 3,838,55 1

.

Tomlinson, Douglas Eric; See-
Evans, Melvyn Harold; and Tomlinson, Douglas Eric, 3,838.477.

Tompkins. Eugene E., to Brunswick Corporation. Capillary flow meter.

3.838.598. CI. 73-205.001.

Topolyansky. Jury Arnoldovich: See—
Alexandrov. Adolf Moritsovich; Balaian. Ruben Dzhangirovich;

Aglitsky. Vladimir Efimovich; Isimbler. Jury Abramovich; Kan-

tor, Ilia Solomonovich; Chizhikov, Vladimir Maiorovich;

Topolyansky, Jury Arnoldovich; Susekov, Sergei Mikhailovich;

Gulyaev, Nikolai Fdorovich; Kovanov. Pavel Vasilievich; It-

skovich. Mark Leontievich; and Leschinsky. Petr Grigorievich,

3.838.634.
Toraj^lndustries, Inc.: See—

Imamura. Shinzo; Yotsumoto. Kyosuke; and Harada. Rokuro,

3.839.448.

Torit Corporation. The: See

—

Kubiak. John W. 3.838.555.

Torola. John. Jr.: See-
Hays. Lance G.; and Torola. John. Jr.. 3.838.668.

Toshiba Electronic Systems Co.. Ltd.: See—
Takeya. Takeo; and Wakaki. Toshihiko. 3.838.856.

Toshiba Kikai Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Yogosawa. Tsuneo. and Shoji. Masahiro, 3.838.96 1

.

Total Energy Corporation: See-
Johnson. Cecil J. 3,839,191.

Touhey, Paul F.; See—
Gracia, Robert F.; Laughrey, Richard A.; and Touhey, Paul P.,

3,839,038.

Toyoda, Sadao: See—
Susuki, Rinnosuke; Tanimori, Syuhei; Toyoda, Sadao; and Ogoshi,

Toshiaki, 3,839,391.
Toyomura, Akihiro: See

—

Mita, Masazo; Toyomura, Akihiro; Ogawa, Yutaka; and
Nagatomo, Masatsugu, 3,838,624.

Traughber, Charles W.. Jr.: See—
Fishburne. Francis B.; and Traughber. Charles W.. Jr.. 3.838.769.

Treffner. Walter S.; and Foessel. Alfred H.. to General Refractories

Company. Burned basic phosphate-bonded refractory brick.

3.839.057. CI. 106-58.000.

Tremblay. Maurice H.: See-
Brown. Perry H.; and Tremblay. Maurice H., 3.838,983.

Treuner. Uwe D.: See—
Breuer. Hermann; and Treuner. Uwe D.. 3.839,329.

Triumph Werke Neurnberg A.G.: See-
Decker. Herbert. 3.838.764.

Truelove, James E.: See—
Hussain. Anwar; and Truelove. James E., 3,839,584.

Truth Incorporated: See—
Stavenau. Harold L.; and Bates. Wayne C. 3.838,537.

TRW Inc.: See-
Sanderow. Howard I.; and Merz. Kenneth M., 3,838,982.

Tschantz, William H., to Biro Manufacturing Company, The. Auto-
matic meat mixer and grinder. 3,838.824, CI. 241-101 .00b.

Tsubaki, Tohru; Sato, Minoru; and Nakano, Seizo. to Hitachi, Ltd.

Puffer type circuit breaker. 3.839.613, CI. 200- 148.00a.
Tsuchihashi. Takeo: See—

Kimura, Yoshinobu; and Tsuchihashi, Takeo, 3,839,601

.

Tsunoda, Yoshito: See—
Takeda, Yasutsugu; Tsunoda, Yoshito; and Matsumura, Masaru,

3,838,904.
Tsykulenko, Anatoly Konstantinovich: See

—

Paton, Boris E.; Medovar, Boris Izrailevich; Alferov, Jury

Fedorovich; Schupak. Grigory Bemtsionovich; Bogachenko.
Alexei Georeievich; Bondarenko. Oleg Petrovich; Saenko.
Vladimir YaKolevich; and Tsykulenko, Anatoly Konstan-
tinovich. 3.839.591.

Tu-Co., Inc.: See

—
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Tubbs. Blaine H, 3,838,71 3.

Tucci, John James: See—
Mayberry, Mickey Lee; and Tucci, John James, 3,838,491

Tucker, Alan Cyril: See—
Hinton, Roy Cyril; Kay, Albert Edward; Pemberton, Denis and
Tucker,AlanCyril, 3,839,418.

Tummescheit, Henner, to Interbeg AG. Random-iighting publicity or
gameapparalus. 3,838,858, CI. 273- 138.00a.

Tune. Shearer E. Portable hydraulic service lift for automotive euuio-
ment. 3,838,783, CI. 214-49.000. ^ ^

Turbak Albin Frank; and Thelman, John R., to International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. Water and organic solvent

^3^527X1" 2r4-2S000"''''''°'^*^'
«"^"""'"^ ^^'^"^^^ ^'^-

Turbak Albm Frank; and Thelman, John P., to International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. Water and organic solvent

rr3?528!S"2M-2S£'"'''''°'^'^'
"^'^'"'"^ P"'^""^^ '""'-

Turkdogan, Ethem T.; and Rice, Benjamin B., to United States Steel

75'ToOo'°"
^^^" recovery from lean sulfide ores. 3,839,013. CI.

Turkos, Robert E.: See—
Singhal, GopalH; and Turkos, Robert E. 3 839 010

Turner, Daniel E.: See—
Smith, Willis R.; and Turner, Daniel E., 3,838 646

Turner, Stephen H.,Sr. Hedge trimmer. 3,838.508', CI. 30-216 000
Tuttle, Ronald R.: See—

^3"879 4^50^" ^' ^""'^' '^""^''^ ^- ''"'^ ^^y- ^'"'^'" '^••

Twiehaus, Marvin J : See—
Mebus, Charles A.; and Twiehaus, Marvin J 3 839 556

Twogood Claude E.; McClelland. Donald H.; and u'ba. Toshio, to

?.l/9^093!'criST?57dr.'''"
'"' -^led-through connection.

Ty Henry; and Baptista, John, to Texas Instruments Incorporated
Composite metal thermostatic element. 3,838,986 CI 29-195 500

Tyler. Geoffrey James; Mohajer. Ali Akbar; and Bell, Frederick

;at"783'9.lTcf ^775^00^
"^•'"- "'"'^'- "=""^ ^^*^^^^"'

U S Reduction Co : See—
Rawlings, Robert K.. 3.839,016.

L'ba, Toshio: See—

^7839 093''""^^ ^ '^*^<=''^"^"'^- Do"'*''^ M- and ^ba, Toshio.

Ube Industries, Ltd.: See—
Ishii. Takami; Yoshikawa, Toshio; Inaike, Toshihiro; Kido Kunio
Tokunaga. Kiyoaki; and Kuroda. Kazuhiro, 3,839 497

Uchida, Masayoshi: See—
Nomura, Hiroshi; and Uchida, Masayoshi 3 838 807

Uehlinger. Hanspeter: iff—

^^"«lo^^l'^*'•
^''''"- '^"''*"'^- ''"'' Uehlinger, Hanspeter.

Uemura, Taiichiro, to Kobe Steel, Ltd. Method and apparatus forremovmg bead wires from a tire. 3.838.492 CI '>9-427 000

"J.'sfs.JircMiV'^s'ool)-''"""
^''^'"'^"'''" ""'"" ^PP^^^'"^

' 0?9/ti foo t83?^^or'cr
"''"''*^" '"'"^"'^''*^" 'y"^'"^- '"^

'?l3r7m,ci"n2.'3 Joo"
"" ''""""•""«

'^ "^'"''" '^" -^'

L'nilan AG.: See—
Appleton. Bernard Simon. 3.838,778.

Union Carbide Corporation: St-f—
Knopf, Robert John; and Hoy, Kenneth Look. 3,839 293
Kwiatkowski, George T.; and Brode, George L 3 839 287
Morehouse, Edward Lewis. 3,839,384.

Union Rheinische Braunkohlen Kraftstoff Aktiengesellschaft See—
Biller, Efim. 3.839,470.

Uniroyal, Inc.: 5ff—
Corkins. Jack P., 3,839.554.
Dannals. Leiand E.. 3.839,405.
Hageman. Howard A., 3,839,279.
Hughes, Keith A.; and Redline. Ronald N., 3,839 S04
Nudenberg, Walter; Harvey. Merlin P ; and Mann, James

Urquhart. 3,839.498.
UniroyalS.A.: See—

Leblond, Jean Rene; Danneels, Guy Emile; and Lambert, Maurice
Avrehen, 3.839.1 15.

United Aircraft Corporation: See—

^'^s'sS'o?'!
^''''''^ "* ""*''*"• ^'''' ^'' ''"'* Stedman. James K.,

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority: See—
Porter, William Hugh Lanvelot. 3,839,150

United States Gypsum Company: See—
Dozsa, Otto L ; and Powell. Byron E.. 3.839 SSI

United States of America
Air Force: See—

Mazdiyasni. Khodabakhsh S.. 3.839,546
Army: See—
Campagnuolo. Carl J.. 3.839,094
Finger. Daniel W.; Wood. Gwendolyn B.; High Roy F. and Har-

rison, Edwin H. Jr., 3,838.645
Milne. John W , 3.839 728
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'^'^^'^"^^i'?!^'^"'""
•• •

^^^'^^' ^'"'am P.; and Buffum. DonaldC, J,838.497.
Atomic Energy Commission: See—

Roberts. Arthur O.; and Bell, Grober C, 3,838,865
Suenaga, Masaki; Sampson, William B.; Crow.Jack E • and Gu-

rinsky. David H.. 3,838,503.
Interior: See—

'^'?^J^o ^^i"'" ^ •
•''*'""• '*""'»'^ ^ ;

a"«l Rubin, Jacob,
J.oJ0.7 1 6.

Navy: See—
Austin, Carl F.; and Halsey, Carl C, 3,838.643
Duffy.Jame v., 3,839,412.
Duffy. James V.; and Augl, Joseph M., 3,839 442
Faeth, Gerard M., 3,838,658.
Forbes, Donald F., Sr., 3,839,682.
Horn, George M., 3,839.109.
Hughes. Richard Smith, 3,839,679.
Hughes, Richard Swart, 3,839,638.
Hughes, Richard Swart. 3.839,639.
Leinkram, Charles Z., 3,839,108
Reindel, John, 3,839,720.

^"I'SlO OOo"*^
America, Navy. Pop-up antihelo mine. 3,838.642. CI.

United States Steel Corporation: See—

^"3 8°3'8 65o'^^'
*^''"'^"- ^""^"^ ^' ^"'^ Lesniak, Stanley J..

Paradine. Terry E., 3,839,606.
Parkinson, Robert E., 3,839,256.
Pendergrast, Robert A., 3,839,007.
Turkdogan, Ethem T; and Rice, Benjamin B, 3,839 013

UnitikaLtd: See"—
...-'.

Ito, Koujirou, Ishimoto, Atsuo; Yamada, Yuzo; Inoue. Hiroshi;
and Nozu, Takashi, 3,839,1 39.

Universal Maschinenfabrik Dr. Rudolf Schieber KG See—
Graser, Anton, 3,838,584.

Universal Oil Products Company: See—
Berger,Charles v., 3,839,186.
Bloch, Herman S., 3,839,482.
Cyba, Henryk A., 3,839,334.
Greenwood, Arthur R.; Stevens, Richard L.; Plackmann, Daniel
G.;and Kiel, Wesley L, 3,839,197.

Hayes, John C, 3,839,192.
Hayes, John C, 3,839,193.
Kuchar, Paul J., 3,839,488.
Plackmann, Daniel G.; Stevens, Richard L.; Greenwood, ArthurR, and Kiel, Wesley L, 3,839,196.
Rosenwald, Robert H., 3,838,992.
Tabak, Fernando, 3,838,975.
Vesely, Jerome A., 3,839,467.
Vesely, Kenneth D.. 3,839,379.
Wilhelm, Frederick C, 3,839,195. . .

University of California, The Regents of the: iff—
Kolin, Alexander, 3,838,683.

University of Nebraska, Board of Regents of the: See-
Mebus, Charles A; and Twiehaus, Marvin J 3 839 5S6

Uno, Naoyuki, to Asahi Kogaku Kabushiki Kaisha. Automatic expo-

3"839,72rCI 354-'37 00o"''"'"'''
''"'^ underexposure control.

Unterstenhofer, Gunter: See—
Hoffmann Hellmut; Hammann, Ingeborg; and Unterstenhofer,
Ounter, 3,839,355.

^^^o"?n\^'^"^-
"a'"'"^""- Ingeborg; and Unterstenhofer, Gunter

Upatnieks, Juris: See—
Leith,EmmettN.; and Upatnieks, Juris, 3,838,903

Upjohn Company. The: See-
Hester. Jackson B., Jr.. 3,839,357.

Uqine Kuhlmann: See—
Leroy Jean Marie Louis; and Broudard. Claude Marie Henri

tmile, 3,839,41 I

.

Urade, Toshinori: See—

^^AiJ^oh ''<ih^°'"'^^"«\o''i''c°-,"'^''*-
Yasunari; Urade, Toshinori; andAndoh, Shizuo, 3,839,657.

Urade, Toshinori; and Hirose, Tadatsugu, to Fujitsu Limited. Display
systemforplasmadisplaypanels 3,839,7

1 3, CI. 340-324 00mUrban Robert F. Leg for stacking trays. 3,838,840, CI. 248-146 000Una, Antoine Georges: See—
Uria, Jose Maria; and Uria,Antoine Georges 3 838 531

T83JT31,a"42-r.o'os.^"''
^"'""' «^«^8^^ ' R-P^ating pistol.

U.S. Borax & Chemical Corporation See—

^^3r39%^i4^''""^""
^ •

^^'"'^- ^*"*"'" ^' ^"*^ '^'^"'=- •'""a ^••

U.S. Philips Corporation: See—
Brouwer, Geert, 3,839,674.
Bruijning, Hugo Georg; and Meijer, Frans, 3.839 659
Buchmann, Franz, 3,839,634.
Dimigen, Heinz. 3.839,177.
Enz, Ulrich Ernst, 3,838,907.
Jan Verstegen Judicus Marinus Pieter; Wanmaker, Willem Lam-bertus;and Verlijsdonk, JohannusGodefridus 3 839 219
Lmnecar, Trevor Paul Richard, 3,839,676 •

•

Nienhuis, RijkentJ.;andBusselaar,CorneiisA 3 839 103
Polaert, Remy Henri Francois; Duchenois, Valere ' Dominique

Louis; and Monnier, Michel Jean Claude, 3,838.996.
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Verhoeven, Adrianus Cornells Johannes; Bogaard, Johan
Josephus Hendricus; and Peper, Jan, 3,839,002.

Usher, Michael John, to National Research Development Corporation.
Self-oscillating vector magnetometer. 3,839,670, CI. 324-. 50r.

V-M Corporation: See—
Estkowski, Michael H, 3,838,859.

Vackman, William R., Jr., to Raytheon Company. Sonar depth
tracking system. 3,839,680, CI. 328-146.000.

Valint, Paul L., Jr.: See-
Oswald, Alexis A.; and Valint, Paul L., Jr., 3,839,505.

Valla, Angelo. Elastic road bridge joint. 3,838,93 1 , CI. 404-69.000.
Van Besauw, Jan Frans: See—

Poot. Albert Lucien; and Van Besauw, Jan Frans, 3,839,048.
Van Dijk, Edsger Wybe. Method and apparatus for forming undercut

corrugations in sheet metal. 3,838,590, CI. 72-307.000.
Van Dorn Company: See—

Stargell, Donald E, 3.838,788.
Van Hulstijn, Hendrik; and Graton, Henri, to Compagnie Generale D
Equipment Maritime Hersent. Rotatable distributors. 3,838.720. CI.
141-387.000.

Van Raevels, Alphonse S. J.: See-
Alexander, Alex F ; Dierckx, Ludovicus M.; and Van Raevels
Alphonse S.J. ,3,838,849.

van Weemen, Bauke Klaas: See—
Schuurs, Anthoniu Hermanus Wilhelmus Maria; and van
Weemen, Bauke Klaas, 3,839,153.

Vandenberg, Willard J.: See-
Wagers, William D., Jr.; Vandenberg, Willard J.; Bollman, Robert

L., Ramsey, Robert E.; Swisher, Daniel G.; and Taylor, John E.,
Jr., 3,838,766.

Vanheerentals, Jacques Leon: See—
Hellmig, Ehrhard; and Vanheerentals, Jacques Leon. 3.839.036.

Vanvenrooy, John J , to Sun Oil Company of Pennsylvania. Removing
metal contaminants from petroleum residual oil. 3,839,187, CI. 208-
214.000. 11

Vapor Corporation: See-fl

Reip, Raymond G. 3,838.710.
Vargo, Andrew M: See—

Dunnavant. Allan A.; Giardina. Angelo R., Vargo, Andrew M.;
and Vota, James L. 3,839,159.

Varian Associates: See—
Helgeland, Walter; and Sheldon. Deane Palmer, 3,839,655.

Varian Associates, mesne: See—
Sedin.JamesW. 3.839,677.

Varrasso. Eugene C: See—
Klink. Jerome P.; Symborski. Alex P.; and Varrasso, Eugene C.

3,838,827
Varsanyi. Denis: See—

Drabek. Jozef; and Varsanyi, Denis, 3,839,509.
Veasy, Lloyd George: See-

Clark, Justin S.; and Veasy, Lloyd George, 3,838,682.
Veba-Chemie AG: See—

Schmitt, Karl;Gude. Fritz; and Brandt. Siegfried, 3,839,121.
Velsicol Chemical Corporation: See—

Richter, Sidney B ; and Barnas. Eugene F., 3.839.439.
Richter. Sidney B.; and Levin, Alfred A.. 3.839,577.

Vennard & Ellithorpe Ltd.: See—
Ellithorpe. Ernest Ralph; and Fletcher, Ronald Bruce, 3.838.973.

Vepa AG: See—
,

Fleissner. Heinz, 3.8 JK.968
Fleissner. Heinz. 3.8.^9.146.

Verbanac. Frank: See—
Moser. Kenneth B.. and Verbanac, Frank, 3.839,427.

Verge. John Pomfret; and Hughes. Peter Graham, to Lilly Industries
Limited 5-Nitro-2-thiocarbamyl thiazole as a fungicide. 3.839,572,
CI 424-270.000.

Verhoeven, Adrianus Cornelis Johannes; Bogaard, Johan Josephus
Hendricus; and Peper. Jan, to US Philips Corporation. Method of
manufacturing envelopes for cathode-ray tube. 3,839,002. CI. 65-
42.000.

Verlijsdonk. Johannus Godefridus: See-
Jan Verstegen. Judicus Marinus Pieter; Wanmaker. Willem Lam-

bertus;and Verlijsdonk. Johannus Godefridus. 3.839.219.
Vermillet. Bernard: See—

Lefevre, Jean-Pierre; and Vermillet, Bernard, 3,839,643.
Vernaleken, Hugo: See—

Nielinger, Werner; Haupt. Heinrich; Rudolph, Hans; Vernaleken,
Hugo; and Blankenstein, Gunter, 3,839,286.

Versfelt, Charles Curtis: See—
Wasserman, David; and Versfelt. Charles Curtis. 3.839,297.

Vesely, Jerome A., to Universal Oil Products Company. Preparation of
hydroxylated aromatic compounds. 3.839,467, CI. 260-6I9.00r.

Vesely, Kenneth D.. to Universal Oil Products Company Continuous
tetraalkoxy germanium production. 3.839.379. CI. 260-429. OOr.

Vicard. Pierre Georges. Filtering wall filter. 3,839,185, CI. 204-
307.000.

Victor Company of Japan, Ltd.: See—
Takahashi, Nobuaki, 3,839,602.
Wada.Kinzo, 3,839,661

Vida, Julius A.: See—
Samour. Carlos M.; and Vida. Julius A.. 3.839,568.

Vigo, Francesco M.: See—
Foley. Kevin M.; Mc Combs, Frank P.; and Vigo, Francesco M..

3,839,236.

Vincent, David N., to Champion International Corporation. Inorganic
pigment-loaded polymeric microcapsular system. 3,839,064, CI.

106-308.00m.
Visseren, Marinus J. R.; and Graff, Renier J. L., to Stamicarbon N.V.

Process of preparing a latex of an organic polymer from a solution of
this polymer in an organic solvent. 3,839,258, CI. 260-29. 7em.

Vit, Jaroslav, to National Patent Development Corporation. Prepara-
tion of aldehydes from esters. 3,839,367, CI. 260-347.800.

Vitrone, John: See—
Rogic, Milorad M.; and Vitrone, John, 3,839,407.

V.M. Corporation: See-
Hammond, Robert J.; Arent, John F.; Miller. Carl W.; and Est-

kowski. Michael H., 3,838,861

.

Voegele, Lawrence R., to Jostens, Inc. M«<fcod for molding finger
rings. 3,838,728, CI. 164-45.000.

Vogel, Charles A., to Newell Industries, Inc. Transducer positioning
device. 3,839,737, CI. 360-106.000.

VogI, Willibald. Method and apparatus for decreasing superimposed or
induced alternating currents in direct current and high-frequency
circuits. 3,839,686, CI. 333-12.000.

Vogler, Karl: See—
Furlenmeier, Andre; Ouitt, Peter; Vogler. Karl; and Lanz. Paul

3,839,322.
Vogt, Georg: See—

Kratel, Gunter; Stohr, Gunter; and Vogt, Georg, 3,839,538
Voigt, John E.; and Bovier, Edward M., to Anheuser-Busch, Incor-

porated. Water-resistant odorless corrugating adhesive. 3,839 060
CI. 106-213.000.

Voith Getriebe KG: See—
Schmoelz, Hubert; Dahler, Karl Otto; and Pulzer Erich

3,838,759.
Voss, Wendell G., to Leco Corporation. Porous tundish nozzle

3,838,798, CI. 222-148.000.
Vota, James L.: See—

Dunnavant, Allan A.; Giardina, Angelo R.; Vargo, Andrew M.;
and Vota, James L, 3,839,159.

Vredevoogd, Jon D., 1/2 interest to Tension Structures Co. Overhead
door for non-rectangular openings. 3,838,726, CI. 160-188.000.

Vyskumny ustav mechanizacie a automatizacie: See-
Fuller, Josef, 3,838,499.

Wabco Westinghouse: See

—

Dalibout, Georges; and Dubois, Claude, 3,838,893
Wachowitz, Walter J.. Jr , to Alloy Products Corporation. Valve with

leak detecting seal and diaphragm assembly. 3,838.707. CI. 137-
312.000.

Wacker-Chemie GmbH: See—
Huber, Peter; and Pirson. Ewald, 3.839.242
Nitzsche, Siegfried; Hechtl, Wolfgang; and Wohlfarth, Ernst

3.839,388.
Wada, Kinzo, to Victor Company of Japan, Ltd. Commutatorless

direct current motor. 3.839,66 1 , CI. 3 1 8- 1 38.000.
Wade, Reginald Peter, to Marconi Company Limited, The. Waveguide

couplers. 3,838,504. CI. 29-600.000.
Wagers, William D., Jr.; Vandenberg, Willard J.; Bollman, Robert L.,
Ramsey, Robert E.; Swisher. Daniel G ; and Taylor, John E., Jr. Cap-
sule inspection apparatus and method. 3,838,766, CI. 198-33.0aa.

Wagner, Josef: See-
Hoffman, Hans; Wagner. Josef; Hofrichter, Gemot; and Grill Hel-
mut, 3,839,587.

Wagner, Klaus; Hammann. Ingeborg; and Unterstenhofer, Gunter, to
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Certain benzothiazolones and synthesis
3,839.349, CI. 260-304.000.

Wahl Corporation: See-
Meyer. Roy E.; Walton, William M.; and Staurt. Jerry E

3,838,685.
Waite, Richard Bruce: See—

Paludan, Morgan; and Waite, Richard Bruce, 3.838,691.
Waitkus. Phillip A., to Plastics Engineering Company. Aminotriazine-

aldehyde resins and process for preparation. 3,839,289, CI. 260-
64.000.

Wakaki. Toshihiko: See—
Takeya. Takeo; and Wakaki, Toshihiko, 3,838,856.

Waldmann, Karl, to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals
Meister Lucius & Bruning. Bunte salt derivatives of carbamic acid
fiuoroalkyl esters. 3,839.4 1 7, CI. 260-48 1 OOc

Wall, Donald E.: See-
Ersek, Robert A.; and Wall, Donald E., 3,838,600.

Wallace, Joseph M.; and Streat, Emmett B., to Capeletti Bros., Inc.
Removable caps for crusher hammer assembly. 3,838.826. CI 241-
197.000.

Wallace, Keith: See—
Chadima, George E., Jr.; Wallace, Keith; and Peyton. Gary

3,839,625.
'

Wallace, William E. Casket. 3,838,482, CI. 27-1 1 .000.
Wallrabenstein, Michael: See—

Siggel, Erhard; Meyer, Gerhard; Grotjahn, Heinz; Maegerlein,
Helmut; Rupp, Hans-Dieter; Jacobs, Eckart; and Wallraben-
stein, Michael, 3,839,244.

Walmet, Gunnar E.: See—
Ingenito. Donald R.; Mathewson, Wilfred P.; Ryon, David M and
Walmet, Gunnar E., 3,839,204.

Walsh, William L.: See-
McNulty, John G.; and Walsh, William L., 3,839,547.

Walter Kidde & Company, Inc.: See—
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Potlorff. Donald R., 3.838,756.
Walton, William M.iS^e-

Meyer, Roy E.; Walton, William M.; and Staurt, Jerry E.,

3,838,685.

Wang, Ting-I: See—
Shalit, Harold, Zajacek, John C; and Wang, Ting-I, 3,839,437.

Wanmaker, Willem Lambertus: See-
Jan Verstegen, Judicus Marinus Pieter; Wanmaker, Willem Lam-

bertus; and Verlijsdonk, JohannusGodefridus, 3,839,219.
Warner, A. Frederic: See—

Oldford, William C, and Warner, A. Frederic, 3,838.485.
Warnet, Henri; See—

Meier. Henri; and Warnet, Henri, 3,839.593.
Warren. Joel A., to Ethyl Corporation. Catalytic mufner. 3.838.977.
Cl.23-288.00f.

Washecheck. Paul H.; Starks. Charles M.; and Portwood, Owen, Jr.. to
Continental Oil Company Production of carboxylic acids.

3.839,377. CI. 260-413.000.
Washington. Randall C; See—

Forker. Ray B.. Jr.; Carson. Michael C; and Washington. Randall
C. 3.839.054.

Wasley. Jan W. F.. to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Adamantylcarbox-
amidophenylalkanoic acids and esters thereof. 3.839.433. CI 260-
5l8.00r.

Wasserman. David; and Versfelt. Charles Curtis, to Ethicon, Inc. Use
of stannous octoate catalyst in the manufacture of L (-) lactide-
glycolide copolymer sutures. 3,839.297, CI 260-78. 30r.

Watanabe, Kaoru: See—
Kubotera, Harou; Nakaoka, Kazuhide; Watanabe. Kaoru; Ku-

rihara. Takao; and Tanaka, Nobuo. 3.839.095.
Watanabe. Yoshimi. to Sony Corporation. Magnetic recording and/or

reproducing apparatus with co-operative linking of two motors.
3.839.730. CI. 360-71.000

Watari. Shinjiro: See—
Sanada. Yuzo; Watari. Shinjiro; and Takahashi, Akira, 3.838,988.

Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company: See—
Portmann. Albert Lee, 3,839,623.

Wave Energy Systems Inc.: See—
Boucher, Raymond Marcel Gut, 3,838.479.

Webb. Jimmy L.: See—
Swiger. Roger T; and Webb. Jimmy L. 3.839.447.

Webb, Robert Lee: See—
Baile. Clifton A.; McLaughlin, Carol Lynn; and Webb, Robert

Lee, 3.839. 570
Weber. Heinz Paul: See—

Sosriowski. Thomas Patrick; and Weber. Heinz Paul, 3,839,067.
Webster, Keith; and Finch. Leslie Gordon, to Dunford Hadflelds

Limited Hot work tools and alloys therefor. 3.839.022. CI. 75-
126.00b.

Wegerich, Anton: See— "

Arend. Wolfgang; Eisfeld. Karl; Haug, Peter; Himmelhan, Emil;
Scholz, Heinrich; and Wegerich, Anton. 3,839,408.

Wehr. Karl C See-
Woodward. Dean R.. Wehr. Karl C; Wollner. Lionel J.; Bienas.
Joseph R.; Kelsey, John E., O'Neill. John J.; and Sichel. Leonard
H. Jr., 3.839.707.

Wehrmeister. Herbert L.. to Commercial Solvents Corporation.
Tranquilizers 3.839.422. CI. 260-490.000

W'ei, Yung-Kang; and Kent. Eric George, to Polymer Corporation
Limited Moldable rubber blends of block and crystalline
copolymers. 3.839.501 . CI. 260-876.00b.

Weiberg, Otto: See—
Schreyer.Gerd;and Weiberg. Otto. 3.839.216.

Weigert, Wolfgang: See—
Geiger, Friedhelm; and Weigert. Wolfgang. 3.839.543.

Weil. Edward D . to Stauffer Chemical Company. Allyl 2-carbamoyal-
kylphosphonates flame retardants. 3.839.207. CI. 252-8 100.

Weiner. Gershen Method of making building panel. 3.839.519. CI.
264-45.000

Weininger. Joseph L : See—
Morelock. Charles R ; Lord. Peter C . and Weininger, Joseph L.,

3.839,090.
Weinshenker. Ned M. to ALZA Corporation. Process for producing 2-

chloro-2-cyano-A^-7-syn-alkoxymethyl-bicyclo[2.2.l
| heptene

3.839.397. CI 260-464.000.
Weinstock. Joseph, to SmithKline Corporation. 5-Sulfamoyl-N-(2-sub-

stituted-ethyl) anthranihc acids. 3.839.32 1 . CI 260-239.600.
Weiss. Charles O.. and Epstein. Arthur Charles, to Permutit Company,

inc.. The, mesne (a Wholly owned subsidiary of Sybron Corpora-
tion). Method of softening water to provide easily drained and easily

filtered precipitates 3,839. 199. CI 2 10-20.000.
Welch. James W. Paper pack holding rack for a fireplace. 3.838.679.
CI 126-165.000

Welch. Richard M.. to Liquid Waste Conversion Corporation Process
for removing pollutants from liquids. 3.839.206. CI. 210-259.000.

Weldy. Floyd P.: See-
Courtney. Albert L.; and Weldy. Floyd P . 3.838.7 1 2.

Wenninger. Fred. Jr.: See—
Olander. Emil Edward. Jr.. James. Rex L.; Larson. Ivar W.;

Yockey. Francis J.; Wenninger. Fred. Jr.; and Rus.sell. Homer
C. 3,839.630.

Wentorf, Robert H.. Jr.. to General Electric Company. Closed-cycle
thermochemical process for the decomposition of water. 3.839.550.
CI. 423-579.000

Wernicke. Walter H.. to Carter. James B.. Ltd. Electrical heater case
and cable attachment box therefor. 3.839.594. CI. 1 74-48.000.

Wernikoff, Robert E.; and Rosen. George, to Addressograph Multi-
graph Corporation. Delta modulation communication system.
3.839.675. CI. 325-38.00b.

Western Lines. Inc.: See-
Robertson. Paul E.. 3.838.868.

Westinghouse Brake and Signal Company Limited: See—
King. Kenneth Gordon. 3.839.667.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation: See—
Berkovitz. Harry. 3.838.752.
Dunnavant, Allan A.; Giardina. Angelo R.; Vargo. Andrew M.;
and Vota. James L.. 3.839. 1 59.

Russell. Jerry C. 3.839.629.

Weyerhaeuser Company: See-
Miller. Lewis S. 3.839.076.

Wheatley, Roger William: See—
Biltcliffe. Michael Norflok; Hanley. Peter Edward; McKinnon.
James Barry; and Wheatley. Roger William. 3.839.689.

Whirlpool Corporation: See—
Doner. John T.. 3.838.505.

Whitbeck. Richard F.: See—
Asseo. Sabi J ; and Whitbeck. Richard F , 3.838.836.

White, Howard Ray. Jr.: See—
Riley. Jesse Louis; and White. Howard Ray. Jr.. 3,839.526.

White. Stuart A: See—
Poirier. Reginald E.. 3.838.466.

Whiteford. Bruce W. Apparatus for inverting mailing envelopes.
3.838.771. CI. 198-238.000.

Wideburg. Norman Earl: See—
Theriault. Robert John; Karwowski. James Paul: and Wideburg
Norman Earl. 3.839.152.

Wiechert. Rudolf: See—
Eder. Ulrich; and Wiechert. Rudolf. 3.839.453.
Hofmeister. Helmut; Laurent. Henry; Prezewowsky. Klaus; and

Wiechert. Rudolf. 3.839.369
Wiedemann. Wolfgang, to Kalle Aktiengesellschaft. Electrophoto-

graphic recording material. 3.839.034. CI. 96-1.500.
Wiggins Teape Research & Development Limited: See-

Clarke. David George; Biggs. Ian Stedman; and Smith. Martin
Graham. 3.839.142. K^

Wight. Christian F.; and Hall. John B.. to International Flavors &
Fragrances Inc. Perfume compositions. 3.839.233. CI. 252-522.000.

Wilcox. Dana V.: See—
Normando. Neil J.; and Wilcox. Dana V.. 3.839.619.

Wilder, Gene R., to Monsanto Company Preserving rubber with N-
( 1.4-dimethylamyl)-N'-phenyl para-phenylenediamine 3.839.275.
CI. 260-45.90r.

Wilhelm. Frederick C. to Universal Oil Products Company. Gasoline
reforming with a platinum-lead catalyst. 3.839, 1 95. CI. 208- 1 39.000.

Wilhelm. Jurgen; Schuttelkopf, Heinz; Dorn. Ludwig; and Heinze. Ger-
hard, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the removal of iodine
and organic iodine compounds from gases and vapours, and sorption
agents which are impregnated with metal. 3.838.554. CI 55-7 1 .000.

Wilkes. John B.. to Chevron Research Company. Oxo process using
ligands of the tropolone group 3.839.47 1 . CI. 260-632.Ohf

Wilkinson. Raymond Westrop; Newton. John, and Stitt. David Mal-
colm, to AC. I. Technical Pty.. Limited Concrete reinforcing
materials. 3.839.270. CI. 260-4 1 Oag.

Wilkinson Sword Limited: See-
Sanderson. Michael D.. 3.838.5 I 2.

Wilks. Geoffrey W: See-
May. Edwin A ; and Wilks. Geoffrey W.. 3.838.688.

Will. Werner: See—
Blaurock. Gunter; Stender. Hans-Georg, and Will, Werner

3.838.928.
Willem. Michel, to La Compagnie General d'Elector-Ceramique-

Ceraver. Assembly of insulators. 3.838.490, CI. 29-203.00r.
Williams, Billy J ; Napier, Donald R., and Schwab. Peter A., to Con-

tinental Oil Company. Process for making substantially alkandiol-
free alkanols. 3.839.473. CI. 260-643.00f

Williams. Carter P.: See—
Erickson. John W.; and Williams. Carter P.. 3,838.939.

Williams, Cherry R.: See-
Williams. Randolph. Jr.; and Williams. Cherry R.. 3.838.750.

Williams. Earl P.: See-
Field. Nathan D.; Smolin. Edwin M.; and Williams. Earl P

3.839.310.

Williams. Francis A., to Eastman Kodak Company. Single frame device
for motion picture camera 3.838.9 1 5, CI. 352- 1 69.000.

Williams Gun Sight Co.: See-
Williams. Paul D.. 3.838.522.

Williams. Joel Lawson; Olof. Heinz Gunther; and Peterlin. Anton, to
Research Triangle Institute. Process for the preparation of open-
celled microporous films. 3.839.5 1 6. CI. 264-4 1 .000.

Williams. Melvin Automatic serum preparation station. 3.838 809 CI
233-24.000.

Williams. Paul D . to Williams Gun Sight Co. Gun sight. 3.838 522 CI
33-258.000.

Williams. Randolph. Jr.; and Williams. Cherry R. Fire escape ap-
paratus. 3.838.750. CI. 182-48.000.

Williams. Tyree R.: See-
Gray. Thomas A.; and Williams. Tyree R.. 3.838.748.
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Willis. Alice. Textile guiding and measuring indicia. 3,839,637, CI.

250-302.000.

Wilms. Carl Alfred, to Jackson, Byron, Inc. Motion compensation
system for power tong apparatus. 3,838,61 3, CI. 81-57.340.

Winans, Donald E.: See-
Huff, Steven B.; and Winans. Donald E., 3,838,816.

Wind, Robert H., to General Motors Corporation. Adaptive anti-lock

brake control. 3,838,890, CI. 303-2 1 Obe.

Windle, John B., Ill, to Eastman Kodak Company. Dimethyl terephtha-

late manufacturing process. 3,839,414. CI. 260-475.00r.

Winn, Oliver H.. to General Electric Company. Overlapping-rod type

vacuum circuit interrupter 3.839.6 1 1 . CI 200- 1 44.00b.

Wirfelt. Sven Axel Olof. to Sandvik Aktiebolag. Cutting tool

3.838.500. CI. 29-568.000

Wirth. Wolf-Dieter: See-
Dorlars. Alfons; and Wirth. Wolf-Dieter. 3.839.333.

Wismer. Marco: See—
Bosso. Joseph F.; Burrell. Lomer; and Wismer. Marco, 3,839,252.

Witzig. Emil Karl; and Frank. Rudolf Machine tool with radially pro-

jecting arm. particularly vertical boring machine. 3.838.938. CI.

408-237.000.
Wohlfarth. Ernst: See— '

'

Nitzsche, Siegfried; Hechtl. Wolfgang; and Wohlfarth. Ernst,

3.839.388.

Wolf. Gerhard Dieter: See—
Kunzel. Hans Egon; Schramm. Jurgen; Blankenstein. Gunter; and

Wolf. Gerhard Dieter. 3.839.285.

Wolf. Gilbert H.. to General Motors Corporation. Tire blowout simula-

tor. 3.838.717. CI. 141-65.000.

Wolff. Werner; Faber, Ruth; and Ruchlack, Kasimir. to Farhwerke
Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning. Sur-

face-active compounds. 3,839.4 1 3. CI. 260-47 1 OOc.

Wollner. Johannes; Cherubim, Martin, and Henn, Friedrich, to

Deutsche Texaco Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the production of

plastics and lacquer resins from basic nitrogen- containing glycidyl

compounds and dicarboxylic anhydrides. 3,839,249, CI. 260-220ep.

Wollner, Lionel J.: See-
Woodward, Dean R.; Wehr, Karl C; Wollner, Lionel J.; Bienas.

Joseph R.; Kelsev. John E.; O'Neill. John J.; and Sichel. Leonard
H. Jr.. 3.839.707.

Wood. Gwendolyn B.: See—
Finger. Daniel W . Wood. Gwendolyn B.; High Roy F ; and Har-

rison. Edwin H. Jr.. 3.838.645.

Wood. Richard D.. to Hughes Aircraft Company. Signal processors for

filtering applies signals 3.839.650. CI. 307-246.000.

Woodham, Jack D , Jr : See—
Sihvonen. Yro T ; and Woodham, Jack D.. Jr.. 3.839.083.

Woodward. Dean R . Wehr, Karl C ; Wollner. Lionel J.; Bienas. Joseph

R.; Kelsey. John E.; O'Neill, John J . and Sichel. Leonard H.. Jr . to

Burroughs Corporation Fault-alarm and control for a microwave
communication network. 3.839.707, CI. 340-172.500.

Woolf. Cyril: See-
Oxenrider. Bryce C . and Woolf Cyril. 3.839.3 12

Worrall. John L.. to Bell & Howell Company. Sensor for detecting

marks on moving articles. 3,839.636, CI. 250-223.00r.

Worth. Donald F : See—
Elslager. Edward F ;and Worth. Donald F.. 3.839.348.

Wright. Charles J.: See—
Silverman, Robert A.; and Wright. Charles J . 3.839.042

Wright. Charles R . to Philco-Ford Corporation Molding apparatus

3.838.962. CI. 425-388.000.

Wright, Donald Perry. Jr.; Barringer. Donald Frederic, Jr.; and McKay.
Donald Edward, to American Cyanamid Company. Insecticidal com-
positions and method;, of killing insects using a./3-dioxohvdro-cin-

namonitriles. 3.839,564. CI. 424-226.000

Wrisberg, Johannes; Holte. Gammel; Andersen, Kjeld Jorn; and

Mogensen, Erik, to Haldor Topsoe A/S and Fluor Corporation. Cata-

lytic steam cracking of hvdrocarbons and catalysts therefor.

3,839.485, CI. 260-683.OOr.

Wulff Hermann, to Nordischer Maschinenbau Rud. Baader. Gutting

machine for fish. 3,838.478, CI. 17-59.000.

Wust, Toni. to Meyer, Roth & Pastor Maschinenfabrik GmbH. Elec-

trode head. for welding apparatus for chain-links. 3.839.6 17. CI 219-

51.000.

Xerox Corporation: See-
Berg. Allen Clark; Forgensi. Rudolph; and Lipani. Anthony Frank.

3.839.029.

Fisher. Donald H.. Dodd. Colin R.; Jones. Dennis D.; and

Marshall.GeorgeE .3.838.918.

Goffe. William L .3.839.030

Nelson. Bruce E. 3.838.922.

Oriel.George J .3.838.472
Sankus. Joseph G.. Jr.; Amidon. Alan B.; and Goffe, William L

3,839,031.

Yamada, Yuzo: See—
Ito, Koujirou; IshiAbto, Atsuo; Yamada. Yuzo, Inoue, Hiroshi

and Nozu, Takashi, 3.839.1 .39.

Yamaguchi. Mitsuo; and Tano, Kazuo. to Mitsubishi Chemical Indus-

tries. Limited. Process for preparing a carboxylic acid or ester

thereof 3,839.378. CI 260-413.000.

Yamamoto Kagaku Gosei K.K.: See—
Terayama. Mutsuo; and Yamamoto. Kenji. 3,839,361.

Yamamoto, Kenji: See—
Terayama, Mutsuo; and Yamamoto, Kenji. 3.839.361.

Yamamura.Toshio: See

—

Koide. Tohru; Ishizawa. Kazutomo; Hattori. Takahiro; Yamamu-
ra, Toshio; Maruya, Mitsuru; and Tashiro, Shinji, 3.838,957.

Yamano. Tetuyuki: See

—

Furuya. Katuji; and Yamano. Tetuyuki, 3,838,95 1

.

Yamazoe, Shigeharu: See—
Hara, Kenji; Nishiwaki. Eiji; Yamazoe, Shigeharu; Hoshino, Mit-

suyuki; and Yoshino, Sadafumi, 3,839,406.

Yang, Kang: See—
Starks, Charles M.; Johnson, Morris A.; and Yang. Kang,

3,839,399.

Yankowsky, Anthony Walter, to Fit)er Industries, Inc. Hydrolytic and

melt degradation stabilized polyester. 3,839,272, CI. 260-45. 70p.

Yao, Shi-Kuang, to GAF Corporation. Trinulcear methine dyes for use

in electrophotographic systems. 3.839.327. CI. 260-240.100.

Yardney International Corporation: See—
Hausler. Ernst; and Stommel. Manfred. 3.839.092.

Yates. Paul C. to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company. Highly ab-

sorbent, low bulk density alkali metal sodium silicates. 3.839.226.

CI. 252-454.000.

Yeda Research & Development Co.. Ltd.: See-
Schmidt. Gerhard Martin Julius; Lahav. Meir; and Friedman. Gad.

3.839.365
Yi Cho. Alfred; and Panish. Morton B.. to Bell Telephone Laborato-

ries. Incorporated. Molecular beam epitaxy method for fabricating

magnesium doped thin films of group III(A)-V'(A) compounds
3.839.084. CI. 117-215.000.

Yockey. Francis J.: See

—

Olander. Emil Edward, Jr.; James, Rex L., Larson, Ivar W.;

Yockey, Francis J.; Wenninger, Fred, Jr.; and Russell, Homer
C, 3,839,630.

Yoda, Takeshi: See—
Tada, Yoshiyuki; Ogita, Hideo; and Yoda, Takeshi, 3,838,488.

Yoder, David W.: See

—

Harwell, Roy M, Jr.; and Yoder, David W, 3,838,639

Yogosawa, Tsuneo; and Shoji, Masahiro, to Toshiba Kikai Kabushiki

Kaisha. Injection-blow molding apparatus. 3,838,961, CI. 425-

242.00b.

Yonehara, Kiyoshi; Ohhata, Tomohisa; and Hara, Haruichi, to Nippon
Shokubai Kagaku Kogyo Co., Ltd Oxidation catalyst for purifying

exhaust gases of internal combustion engines. 3,839,224, CI. 252-

443.000.
Yonkers, John L. Connector with lining for guiding conductor into

same. 3,839,595, CI. 174-87.000.

Yorath, Anthony: See—
Goward, Stanley Harold; and Yorath, Anthony, 3,838,592.

Yoshida, Takeo; and Koyama, Masaharu, to Hitachi, Ltd. Method for

manufacturingthinplateglass. 3,839,II3,C1. 156-24.000.

Yoshikawa, Toshio: See

—

Ishii, Takami; Yoshikawa, Toshio; Inaike, Toshihiro; Kido, Kunio;

Tokunaga, Kiyoaki; and Kuroda, Kazuhiro. 3.839.497.

Yoshino. Sadafumi: See—
Hara. Kenji; Nishiwaki. Eiji; Yamazoe. Shigeharu; Hoshinp. Mit-

suyuki; and Yoshino. Sadafumi. 3.839.406.

Yoshioka. Takao: See—
Murayama. Keisuke; Morimura. Syoji; and Yoshioka. Takao.

3.839.273.

Yotsumoto. Kyosuke: See—
Imamura. Shinzo; Yotsumoto. Kyosuke; and Harada. Rokuro.

3.839.448.

Young. Roland L.: See-
Hug. Leonard F.; Grossman. Philip A.; Young. Roland L.; and

Stark. Robert E. 3.839.088.

Young. Vernon V.. to Commercial Solvents Corporation. Oxidation of

thediastereoisomersof zearalanol. 3.839.364. CI. 260-343. 20f.

Yuan. Han-Tzong. to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Fabrication

technique for high performance semiconductor devices. 3.839.104.

CI. 148-188.000.
Zahuranec. Emery J.; and Barth. Ross E.-. to Crawford Fitting Com-

pany. Method of assembly of tube. 3,838,493, CI. 29-433.000

Zajacek, John G.: See

—

Shalit, Harold, Zajacek, John G ; and Wang, Ting-I, 3,839,437.

Zaikin, Semen Ivovich: See—
Roschupkin, Vladimir Ivanovich. Lovchev, Stanislav Vasilievich;

Zaikin, Semen Ivovich; Mischevich, Viktor Mich; Skrypnik,

Stepan Grigorievich; and Fershter, Abram Vulfovich,

3,838,941.

Zastera, Rudolph J.: See-
Durst, Fred L ; and Zastera, Rudolph J., 3,838.541

.

Zdaniewski. Joseph J., to General Electric Company. Curable siloxane

resin compositions. 3.839.280. CI. 260-46.50r.

Zecher. Wilfried; Roos. Ernst; and Merten. Rudolf, to Bayer Aktien-

gesellschaft N-cycloalkenyl-N-aryl-N'-alkyl-ureas. 3.839.440, CI.

260-5 5 3.00a.
Zeigler. Ted Collapsible framework and cover. 3.838.703. CI. 135-

4.00r.

Zeldman. Maurice I., to Rockwell International Corporation. Cur-
vilinear bearing assembly. 3.838.897. CI. 308-6.00c.

Zenith Radio Corporation: See

—

Baranski. Ronald S.. and Baur. Leslie L.. 3.838,483.
Bell, John F, 3,839,678.

Heuer, Charles H, 3.839,597.
Subramanian. Sundaram. 3.839.687.

Zientara. Donald, to Zwicker Knitting Mills. Cap and elastic face hood.

3.838.467. CI. 2-202.000.
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Zimmerhackel, Franz: See—
Meuresch, Herbert; and Zimmerhackel, Franz, 3,838,799.

Zimmerman, Carle C, Jr.; and Argabright, Perry A., to Marathon Oil
Company. Pyrolyzing hydrocracked naphthas to produce unsatu-
rated hydrocarbons. 3,839,484, CI. 260-683.00r.

Zimmerman, Daniel, to Celanese Corporation. High melt index
microporous films. 3,839,240, CI. 260-2.5ha.

Zoecon Corporation: See—
Henrick,Ciive A, 3,839,370.
Henrick, Clive A.; and Siddall, John B., 3,839,452.

Zouzoulas, John: See—

Denkowski, Walter J.; and Zouzoulas, John, 3,838,609.
Zucht, Peter. Set of building elements for ridge roof models

3,838,527, CI. 35-16.000.

Zurcher, Rudolf F.; and Merles, I. Benjamin, to Hughes Aircraft Com-
pany. Electronic watch movement mounting and connection
3,838,568, CI. 58-88.00C.

Zwicker Knitting Mills: See—
Zientara, Donald, 3,838,467.

Zwingle, Claude: See-
Cohen, Jacques; and Zwingle, Claude, 3,839,69 1

.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
Aderman Wayne L., to International Business Machines Corp.

i/?*i T< ""^f^lfo
^°'' automatic data processing. 233,044,

lU—1—74, CI. D26—5.
American Techlncal Ceramics, Division of Phase : See—

Insetta, Victor. 233,023.
Amerock Corp. : See

—

Bingham, Bruce X.. Clayton, and Tegner. 233.009.
Tegner, Raymond U. H. 233,010.
Tegner, Raymond U. H. 233,011.
Tegner, Raymond U. H. 233 012.
Tegner, Raymond U. H. 233,013.

Arbib, Richard : See

—

Shelton, Ronald J., and Arblb. 233,048.

232'985"Yo-i-74°Cr'D2—
320^''"*"°^^ ®°'^ *°*^ ^^^ "°*^"

Atkinson, 'Berl X., to Teledyne, Inc. Dental assistant's acces-
^
sory table top. 233,041, 10-1-74, Cl. D24—

1

Avant Inc. : See

—

Kuhnus, Roger J. 233,070.
Bagwell, Dennis P. Knife. 233,002, 10-1-74, Cl. D7—147.
Balr, Lester E., to Falrshare Marketing & Mfg. Co. Inc.Housing for a heat sealer. 233,066, 10-1-74, ClT D55-^l.
Beaird-Poulan Inc. : See—

Tuggle. Lloyd H. 233.075.

10li-7^°"f S—S *° ^^'*^*^'" BecJjer. Xecktle. 232,986.

Becker, Walter : See

—

Beck, Leonard W. 233,986.

^iS28,^irn4'^ci'Dio-^4.f°'"'' ^- ''^^'''^- ^"°'^^'^^-

"^nr."v,^**^''"c'^ "^T-..^^^?- ^^Q^i^rx.Jr., to Richard A. Ben-

?0-i-74 Cl D30—? ^" ^^ '^'"P hatcher. 233,049.

Bennett, Richard A. : See

—

Bennett. Richard A., and Quinn. 233.049.
Bingham, Bruce X., L. E. Clayton, and R. U. H. Tegner

to Amerock Corp. Pull. 233,009, 10-1-74. Cl. D8—lls.Blospectrum Inc. : See

—

.
v,i. o aoo.

Schmlt, Richard L., and Sharbaugh. 233,008.

'''jense""2l^,0^i.\°,$-fj7?c1"D52'-i2^'^'""^*°« ^°"P«° ^*^-

'''233"o^26'™iT4?Ci"d^10-2^^^ ^^- ^'^'''^^ '^'''^-

Blessing-Werke KG': See

—

Blessing, Waldemar. 233,026.
Brlor. Jack E. : See

—

Wiles, William L., Sr.. and Briar. 233,029.

D59l:_2
M'guel. Calling card. 233,068, 10-1-74. Cl.

^'"^'cr D25—" ^***^^"*"'''i' teaching aid. 233,042, 10-1-

Brunswlck Corp.: See

—

Miller, Earl E. 233,037.
Bufton, Rodney D. Flower pot. 233.058. 10-1-74, D35—

3

Burroughs. Frank C. and J. R. Kies, to Owens-Corning Fiber-

Sr2is!"(?79^fc'-74,S D87-^*
"^*"*^^ °' '*"""" ""'

Capsule Communications inc. : See—
Firmin, James H. 233,084.

''"h"ndie^''S'^})0-''l0riT4^^l:? D'?:il'l9
''' '^'"'""^ ''''''

cte.^Laverne E ""see-"^"
'''•"''' '''-'-''' ""' "^-^'^

Conn^n&es M.":'se'J-^'"^*"°'
^""^ '"^^"^^^ 233.009.

Pnnn^Tn^r ^^^^^ ^iiS'7^^^^^- ^"'*^^" ^^^ Conner. 233,059.Coon, James D,^ to Western Power Products, Inc. Pole topin.sulator holding bracket. 233,015, 10-1-74, Cl D8--234Corning Glass Works : See

—

. ^ .
^o ^o-*.

Gregor, Richard W. 233,001.

^"^'Jll'^u^*'*''- ^'- to True Temper Corp Cordless erass shpar
233,004. 10-1-74, Cl. DS—

8

^.uruiess grass snear.

^'"D.fo^'27
'^^"'''^ ^' ^^'*^'" square. 233,051. 10-1-74, Cl.

Crockett-.^ ^George X. Paperweight. 233,074, 10-1-74, CI.

Dague, Harold P. Tool bag for mounting on the gas tanks ofoutboard motors. 233,025, 10-1-74. Cl. D9—259Deere & Co. : See

—

'

nnvn^rH''''Ri;.^lH*'''T?- ^^^^ll*' I'"''cell, and Conner. 233,059.Dlljard Richard D to Rubbermaid Inc. Broom and moporganizer holder. 232.991. 10-1-74, Cl D6—125
^=nni^^" ^- ^?'"''ln«l evaporator case and air control

n D23—iT***"
" air-conditioner. 233,039, 10-1-74,

'"'2.^3S!Yo-^l-74°cT.'D3?-i\'5"
"""'^ ""' •'^"«" P"" *«>••

''"lS^&3'b"A'.Tot:/-«7i'c?^l59':^5'7''- '• ^- ^- ^^*"^ '' *^^

''Tb^u.s^e's""2^33.0'32'•l0'Lr7If:n^«3n*^ ^^ ^«^^'"« ''^^

Donne, Eduard M. J. Rubber sealing strip for folding doorsof busses. 233,033, 10-1-74, Cl. D13—

6

^"'u'nK "oors

^"oil' 10-1-74 ci. Dis-e"
'^'"'''"'' '^'"'^ ^°'" ^"''^'- 233.-

Donne. Eduard M. J. Metal element for folding doors forbusses. 233,0.So, 10-1-74, Cl. D13—6.
*"'""'S aoors lor

Dunlop Ltd. : STee

—

Askew, Aubrey. 232.983.

'^"lltet''S67^6': llTfl E':TsS^f2''''''^'
^'^*^''«- ^'^'^

Falrshare Marketing & Mfg. Co., Inc. : See—
Balr, Lester E. 233,066

Feather Kogyo Kabushikl Kaisha : See

—

Endoh, Teruo. 233,076.
Feldman Co., The : See

—

Feldman, Joseph M., and Vasquez. 233,060.
Feldman. Joseph M., and R. S. Vasquez, to The Feldman Co.

Lighting fixture. 233,060, 10-1-74, Cl. D48—

3

Ferderer, Ronald D. : See

—

Black, Homer B., and Ferderer. 233,061.
Ferrero, P., & C. S.p.A. : See—

Dogliottl, Amllcare. 233,019.
Fink. Morris. Radio. 233,067, 10-1-74, Cl. D56—4.
Flrmln, James H., to Capsule Communications. Inc. Newe
and advertising information display sign. 233,084. 10-1-

Fran'klln', Robert P. : See—
Koch, Walter L., and Franklin. 233,081.

Friedel, Steven S. Clock. 233,027, 10-1-74, Cl. DIO—25.
Gerhardt, Ralph A. : See—

v—-*"•

Sawyer, Bobby G., Gerhardt, Purcell, and Conner. 233,-
0o9.

Gregor, Richard W., to Corning Glass Works. Detachable
handle for saucepans or the like. 233,001, 10-1-74, Cl.

Griffith-Hope Co. : See

—

Hopfe, Samuel X., Jr. 232,999.
Haddow, Andrew Brown : See—

Bedlnger, Vernon L. 233,028.
Hale, Arthur X., to Union Special Corp. Sewing machine

frame. 233,072. 10-1-74, Cl. D70—1.
Hall Signs, Inc. : See—

Hall, Wayne F. 233,016.
Hall. Wayne F. 233,017.

"'iJ3.oSVl-Jl??."DlS4'"" '*^" ^"''P^'""^ '"'=''^^-

Halsted Milton J., and D. Y. Muramatsu, to Wampole Ltd.
Combined toiletries containers and rack therefor. 232.990,
10-1-74, Cl. D6—114.

Harper, Claude M., to Roto-Master, Inc. Turbo-teardown
swivel fixture. 233,064, 10-1-74, Cl. D54—13

Hearn, Leo E. : See

—

Young, Richard S., and Hearn. 233,050.
Heros, Ricardo J., to Richards Manufacturing Co. Knife for

ear operations. 233,077, 10-1-74, Cl. D83—12.
Hexacon Electric Co. : See

—

Sylvester, Joseph A. 233,005.
Honeywell Inc. : See

—

Quinn, Peter T. 233,071.
Hoover, Robert J., Jr. Rod holder. 233,086, 10-1-74, Cl.

Hope, Douglas. Paste dispenser. 232,989, 10-1-74, Cl. D6—87.
Hope, Samuel X., Jr., to Griffith-Hope Co. Xapkin dispenser.

232,999, 10-1-74, Cl. D7—72.
Hurco Manufacturing Co., Inc. : See—

Roch, Gerald V. 233,065.
Hurwitz, Stan. Thinking cap. 232,984. 10-1-74, Cl. D2—256.
Insetta, Victor, to American Technical Ceramics, Division of

Phase. Container for shipping capacitors. 233,023, 10-1-74,
n. D9— 1S4.

International Business Machines Corp. : See

—

Aderman, Wayne L. 233,044.
Pycha, Charles A., and Wilkey. Jr. 233,043.

Irvine. Bob. Amusement ball game table. 233.057. 10-1-74.
Cl. D34— 15.

Jofa AB : See

—

Svenson, Bo. 232,982.
K-Tel International, Inc. : See—

Koblick, Jeffrey M. 232,997.
Karn, Harold G., Jr., and M. A. Roby, to Rubbermaid Com-

mercial Products Inc. Mop bucket. 233,003, 10-1-74 Cl.
D7— 187.

Katz, Robert E., to Webcraft Packaging, Inc. Combined en-
velope and sheet for advertisement. 233,069, 10-1-74, Cl.
P59 g

•

Keller, Douglas C. Gameboard. 233,055, 10-1-74, Cl. D34—5.

Kies. Jared R. : See

—

Burroughs, Frank C, and Kies. 233,079.
Kies, Jared R., to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. Embossed

plastic sheet material or similar article. 233,080, 10-1-74,
Cl. D87—3.

Koblick, Jeffrey M., to K-Tel International, Inc. Yogurt
maker. 232,997, 10-1-74, Cl. D7—41.

Koch. Walter L.. and R. P. Franklin, to Rowe International
Inc. Beverage dispensing machine. 233,081, 10-1-74, Cl.
D94— 3.

Kolwicz, Stanley J., Game board. 233,053, 10-1-74, Cl.
D34—5.

Komroff, Paul, to Xational Union Electric Corp. Air condi-
tioner. 233,040, 10-1-74, Cl. D23— 145.

Kuhns, Roger J., to Avant Inc. Multiple image camera or
similar article. 233,070. 10-1-74, Cl. Dei—1.

Lott. Gerald E. : See—
Woolbright, Jimmle L., and Lott. 233,024.

Maeda, Hisashi, to Omron Tatelsi Electronics Co. Cash regis-
ter. 233,062, 10-1-74, Cl. D52—4.

Magnavox Co., The: See

—

McMahon. Gary L.. and Van Dyke. 233,045,
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LIST OF DEFENSIVE PUBLICATIONS
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Publlabed at the request of the applicant or owner in accordance with the Notice of Dec. 16, 1969, 869 O. G. 687.

Bhattacharyya, Ajay, and E. H. G. Weiss, to Westinghouse
Electric Corp. Nuclear core and a reflector assembly there-
for. T927,001. 10-1-74, CI. 176—61.

Blakemore, James E. Antistatic polyester fibers and fabrics.
T91.'7,003, 10-1-74, CI. 117—139.5.

Blouin, Glenn M. Method and apparatus for applying coat
ings to solid particles. T927,00o. 10-1-74, CI. 117—100.

Casey, Donald P., G. J. Myers, H. G. Opdyke, and R. J. St.
Germaine, to International Business Machines Corp. Selec-
tive volume accessing. T927,007, 10-1-74, CI. 444— 1.

Chalmers, David J. : See

—

Whitfield, Harold B., and Chalmers. T927,010.
Dull, Lawrence C. : See

—

Sherman, Larry, and Dull. T927,008.
Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Co. : See

—

Esbitt, Irving P. T927,011.
Whitfield, Harold B., and Chalmers. T927,010.

Esbitt, Irving P., to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co. Hot
melt adhesive for sealing metal containers. T927,011, 10-1-
74. CI. 220—53.

Ferrara, John R. Process for expanding pneumacel fiber batts.
T927,012. 10-1-74, CI. 264—321.

Ford >lotor Co. : Sec—
Ulrich. Glenn A. T927,009.

General Electric Co. : See

—

Vrabel. Edward A. T927,002.
Goverts, Hendrilc. Plural conveyors with air cushioned trans-

fer chute. T927.006, 10-1-74, CI. 198—43.

International Business Machines Corp. : See—
Casey, Donald P., Myers, Opdylie, and St. Germaine.

T927.007.
Myers, Glenford J. : See—

Casey. Donald P., Myers, Opdyke, and St. Germaine.
T927,007.

Opdyke, Harold G. : See—
Casey, Donald P., Myers, Opdyke, and St. Germaine.

T927,007.
St. Germaine, Robert J. : See—

Casey, Donald P., Myers, Opdyke, and St. Germaine.
T927,007.

Sherman, Larry, and L. C. Dull. Container for shipping or
storing fragile plates. T927,008, 10-1-74, CI. 206—454.

Statton, Gary L. Bituminous coating hydroxyl terminated
polybutadiene. T927,004, 10-1-74, CI. 260—28.

Ulrich, Glenn A., to Ford Motor Co. Compact positive dis-
placement pump. T927,009, 10-1-74, CI. 418—133.

Vrabel, Edward A., to General Electric Co. High voltage elec-
trical switch with integral contact and clamping means.
T927,002, 10-1-74, CI. 200—48.

Weiss, Ernst H. G. : See—
Bhattacharyya, Ajay, and Weiss. T927,001.

Westinghouse Electric Corp. : See—
Bhattacharyya, Ajay. and Weiss. T927,001.

Whitfield, Harold B., and D. J. Chalmers, to E. I. du Pont
de Nemours and Co. Process for embossing blaxiallv oriented
polyester film. T927,010. 10-1-74. CI. 264—210.

LIST OF REISSUE PATENTEES
TO WHO.M

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 1st DAY OF OCTOBER, 1974

Note.—Arranged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name (in accordance with dty aod
telephone directory practice).

Amtek, Inc. : See—
Harland, Philip W., and Waite. Re. 28,181.

Bartley. Donald R., to B. F. Goodrich Co. Method of making
a pneumatic tire. Re. 28,180, 10-1-74, CI. 156— 117.

Beck, Frederic E., and E. L. Garelick, to Transmatlon, Inc.
Instrumentation circuit with direct coupled amplifier hav-
ing temperatu.-e stabilization. Re. 28,184, 10-1-74, CI.
330—30.

Blmmler, Robert L., and R. J. Kanous, to Eastman Kodak
Co. Acidic solution of phenylenedtamine color developer
and sulfite. Re. 28,185. 10-1-74, CI. 96—66.4.

Cade, Ronald L.. to Xerox Corp. Powder cloud. Re. 28,183,
10-1-74, CI. 222—194.

Donnell, Derrick : See

—

England. Michael J., Donnell, and Hales. Re. 28,177.
Eastman Kodak Co. : See

—

Bimmler. Robert L., and Kanous. Re. 28,185.
England. Michael J.. D. Donnell. and E. C. Hales, to Girling

Ltd. Vehicle braking system. Re. 28,177, 10-1-74, CI.
303—7.

Garelick, Ell L. : See-
Beck. Frederic E., and Garelick. Re. 28.184.

Girling Ltd. : See-
England, Michael J.. Donnell, and Hales. Re. 28,177.

Goodrich. B. F., Co. : See—
Bartley, Donald R. Re. 28,180.

Hales, Eric C. : See

—

England. Michael J., Donnell, and Hales. Re. 28,177.
Harland. Philip W., and R. D. Walte, to Amtek, Inc. Plastic
gauge movement. Re. 28,181, 10-1-74. CI. 73—415.

Hitachi, Ltd. : See—
Kumada, Akio. Re. 28,179.

Horton. George F. Bracket for mounting boat accessory. Re.
28,176. 10-1-74. CI. 248—4.

Jones, Edwin K., to Universal Oil Products Co. Heat ex-
change apparatus. Re. 28,178, 10-1-74. CI. 23—260.

Kanous, Roy J. : See

—

Bimmler, Robert L., and Kanous. Re. 28,185.
Kumada, Akio. to Hitachi, Ltd. Ferroelectric storage device

using gadolinium molybdate. Re. 28,179. 10-1-74. CI.

340—173.2.
Longenecker, Ernst A. Hitch lock. Re. 28,187, 10-1-74. CI.
280—507.

Pachuta, John M., to Thlokol Corp. Lead dioxide/manganese
dioxide/sulfur cure for polysulfide-bituminous compositions.
Re. 28.182, 10-1-74, CI. 260—28.

Puretic. Mario J. Fish unloading system. Re. 28,186, 10-1-
74, CI. 214—152.

Thiokol Corp. : See

—

Pachuta, John M. Re. 28,182.

Transmation, Inc. : See

—

Beck, Frederic E., and Garelick. Re. 28,184.

Universal Oil Products Co. : See

—

Jones, Edwin K. Re. 28,178.

Waite, Ralph D. : See

—

Harland, Philip W., and Waite. Re. 28.181.

Xerox Corp. : See—
Cade, Ronald L. Re. 28.183.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
Barberet. Alexandre, and H. Blanc, to Laboratolre de Physio-

logic Vegetale de la Londe-Barberet & Blanc, Societe en
•nom Colletif. Carnation plant. 3,628, 10-1-74, CI. 70.

Blanc, Henri : See—
Barberet, Alexandre, and Blanc. 3,628.

Byrum. Roy L., to Joseph H. Hill Co. Rose plant. 3,631. 10-1-
74, CI. 22.

Duffett. William E. : See—
Jessel. Walter H., Jr.. and Duffett. 3,629.
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Hill, Joseph H., Co. : See—
Byrum, Roy L. 3,631.

Jessel, Walter H., Jr., and W. E. Duffett, to Yoder Brothers,
Inc. Chrysanthemum plant. 3.629, 10-1-74, CI. 74.

Laboratolre de Physiologic Vegetale de la Londe-Barberet &
Blanc. Societe en nom Collectif : See—

Barberet, .\le.\andre, and Blanc. 3,628.
Thlngholm, EJner, Bougalnvlllea. 3.630, 10-1-74, CI. 54-
Yoder Brothers, Inc. : See—

Jessel. Walter H., Jr.. and Duffett. 3,629.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES PI 43

Mariner, Charlie D. : See—
Shleslnger, Bernard E., Jr., and Mariner. 233,046.
Shlesinger, Bernard E., Jr., and Mariner. 233,047.

Matas, Robert. Tie clip. 232,987, 10-1-74, CI. D2—430.
-McCartney, Lee. Game board. 233,054, 10-1-74, CI. D34—5.
-McMahon, Gary L., and J. B. Van Dyke, to The Magnavox

Co. Control tor a television electronic game. 233,045, 10-1-
74, CI. D2(i— 13.

Miller, Earl E., to Brunswick Corp. Fish lure. 233,037, 10-1-
74, CI. D22— 2><.

-Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. : See—
Rabuse, George R. 232,983.

-Molzen, Charles F., to Rubbermaid Sales Corp. Cleaning ac-
cessories holder. 232,992, 10-1-74, CI. D6—136.

-Molzen, Charles F., to Rubbermaid Sales Corp. Bath tub mat.
232,995, 10-1-74, CI. D6—210.

-Molzen, Charles F., to Rubbermaid Sales Corp. Combined
counter mat ami cutting board. 232,998, 10-1-74, CI.
D7—46.

Monadnock Lifetime Products, Inc. : See—
Starrett, Paul I). 233,038.

Mulllns, Cleo B. Eye make-up kit. 233,078, 10-1-74, CI.
D86- 1.

-Multicore Solders Ltd. : See--
Shelton, Ronald J., and Arbib. 233,048.

-Muramatsu, David Y. : See

—

Halsted, Milton J,, and Muramatsu. 232,990.
National Union Electric Corp. : See

—

Koniroff, Paul. 233,040.
Omron Tateisi F^lectronics Co. : See

—

Maeda, Hisashl. 233,062.
Osborn, Charles A. Rake head primarily for temporary at-

tachment to a golf club shaft. 233,006, 10-1-74, CI. D8— 13.
Owens-Corning Flberglas Corp. : See

—

Burroughs, Frank C, and Kles. 233,079.
Kles, Jared R. 233,080.

Parmelee Miller : See^
Roy. Daniel. 233.007.

Pentaco Enterprises Corp. : See

—

Young, Richard S., and Hearn. 233,050.
Perrynian. Leslie, K. N. Golf stance indicator and corrector.

233,052, 10-1-74, CI. D34—5.
Peters, William H. Perpetual calendar having display area.

i'uente, Antonio. I)ecoratlve holder. 232,994, 10-1-74 CI.
1)6-186. '

Pycha, Charles A., and F. Wllkey. Jr., to International Busi-
ness Machines Corp. Data-entry station for automatic data
processing. 233,043, 10-1-74, Cl. D2fi—5.

Quaker Oats Co., The: Sec—
Doe, Walter P. 233,056.

Quinn, Peter T., to Honeywell Inc. Camera flash attachment.
233,071, 10-1-74, Cl. D61— 1.

Quinn, Robert J., Jr. : Sec

—

Bennett, Richard A., and Quinn. 233,049.
Rabuse. George R., to Minnesota -Mining and -Mfg. Co. Orna-

mental lens. 232.983, 10-7-74, Cl. D2—234.
Rasnuissen, Carl M. : Sec—

Rasmussen, Reed, and C. M. 233,0147
Rasnuissen. Reed, and C. M. Camper tie down 233,014 10-

1-74. Cl. 1)8—229.
Reynolds Yarns. Inc. : See

—

Rosa, Alberto A. 233,083.
Richards .Mfg. Co. : See—

Heros, Rlnirdo J. 233.077.
Roby. Michael A. : Sec-

Karn. Harold C.. Jr.. and Robv. 233,003.
Roch. Gerald V.. to Hurco Mfg. Co., Inc. Corner notching

shearing machine. 233,065, 10-1-74. Cl. D55— 1.
Rosa, -Mberto A., to Reynolds Yarns, Inc. Dlsplav card. 233 -

083, 10-1-74, Cl. D90— 12.
"

Roth. Edward. Three wheeled vehicle body. 233.031, 10-1-74,
Cl. 1)12— 8.5.

Roto-Master, Inc. : See—
Harper, Claude -M, 233,064.

Rowe International Inc. : See

—

Koch, Walter L., and Franklin. 233,081.
Roy, Daniel, to Parmelee Miller, Welsh & Kratz, and L. Sauva-

geau & Cle. Hard-soldering blowpipe. 233,007 10-1-74
Cl. Ds— ,30.

Rubbermaid Commercial Products Inc. : See

—

Karn, Harold G., Jr.. and Roby. 233,003.
Rubbermaid Inc. : See

—

Dllyard. Richard I). 232.991.

Rubbermaid Sales Corp. : See

—

Molzen. Cliarles F. 232,992.
Molzen, Charles F. 232,995.
Molzen, Charles F. 232,998.

Sawyer, Bobby G., R. A. Gerhardt, W. F. Purcell, and J. M.
Conner, to Deere & Co. Mower-conditioner. 233,059 10-1-
74, Cl. D40— 1.

Scepter Mfg. Co. Ltd. : See—
Torokvei, Evald. 233,020.

Schmitz, Richard L., and D. A. Sharbaugh, to Blospectrum
Inc. Laboratory glassware holder. 233,008, 10-1-74. Cl.
D8—72.

Sederqulst, Stanley L. F. Coin dispenser for a vehicle. 233,-
063, 10-1-74. Cl. D52—4.

Sharbaugh, David A. : Sec—
Schmitz, Richard L., and Sharbaugh. 233,008.

Shelton, Ronald J. and R. Arbib, to -Multicore Solders Ltd.
Cleaning arm for phonograph records. 233,048, 10-1-74,
Cl. D26— 14.

Shlesinger, Bernard E., Jr., and C. D. Mariner. Reed for a
reed switch assembly. 233,046, 10-1-74, Cl. D26— 13

Shlesinger, Bernard E., Jr., and C. D. Mariner. Reed for a
reed switch assembly. 233,047, 10-1-74, Cl. D26—13.

Simpson, Raymond G., Jr. Aquatic vehicle. 233,030, 10-1-74,
Cl. D12—69.

Smith, Gary \V. H. Merchandise display. 232,993, 10-1-74,
Cl. D6—145.

Snyder, Jeffrey S. Decanter. 232,996, 10-1-74, Cl D7—5.
Starrett, Paul D, to Monadnock Lifetime Products, Inc.

Police club or similar article. 233,038, 10-1-74, Cl.D22—99.
Strayer, John S. Thumb tack or similar article. 233,018,

10-1-74, Cl. D8^271.
Svensson. Bo, to Jofa AB. Face mask. 232,982, 10-1-74 Cl.

I-)2—233.
Sylvester, Joseph A., to Hexacon Electric Co. Solder cleaning

tool for removing solder from the apertures of nrlnted
circuit boards. 233,00.5 10-1-74, Cl. D8^—14.

Tayleur, William H. T. Combined pressure release valve and
gas injector for a beer dispenser. 233,082, 10-1-74, Cl.

Tegner, Raymond V. H. : See—
Bingham, Bruce N. Clayton, and Tegner. 233,009.

Tegner. Raymond U.H. Support for towel bar or the like.
2.r2,!»S,s, 10-1-74, Cl. D6—86.

Tegner, Raymond U. H., to Amerock Co. Entry lever. 233,010,
10-1-74, Cl. D8— 162.

Tegner. Raymond, U. H., to Amerock Corp. Pull. 233,011,
10-1-74, Cl. D8—166.

Tfgner. Raymond U. H., to Amerock Codp. Grab bar. 233,012.
10-1-74, Cl. D8— 166.

T.'gner, Raymond U. H., to Amerock Corp. Entry handle.
2.33,013, 10-1-74. Cl. D8—169.

Teledyne, Inc. : See—
Atkinson. Berl N. 233,041.

Torokvei. Evald, Scepter Mfg. Co. Ltd. Beverage case. 233,020.
10-1 74. CI. D9— 177.

True Temper Corj). : See

—

Cosmos, Pete, Sr. 233,004.
Tuggle, Lloyd H., to Beaird-Poulan Inc. Chain .saw engine

casing or Uie like. 233,075. 10-1-74, Cl. D77—1.
I nion Special Corp. : See—

Hale, Arthur N. 233,072.
Universal Dynamic, Sclentiflc & Engineering Consulting,

Inc. : See—
Woolbrlght, Jlmmle L., and Lott. 233.024

Van Dyke, John B. : See

—

-McMahon. Gary L.. and Van Dyke. 233,045.
\ a.sguez, Rolando S. : See

—

Feldman, Joseph .M., and Vasquez. 233,060.
Wampole Ltd. : See—

Halsted, Milton J., and Muramatsu. 232,990.
\\ ebcraf t Packaging, Inc. : .See

—

Katz, Robert E. 233.069.
Wfstern Power I'roducts, Inc. : See—

Coon. James D. 233,015.
Wl!.>s, William L.. Sr.. and J. E. Briar. Boot hull. 233,029,

10-1-74. Cl. D12—62.
Wilkey. ?>ank, Jr. : See—

I'ycha. Charles A., and Wilkev. 233,043.
Woolbrlght, Jimmie L., and G. E. Lott. to Universal Dynamic.

Scientific & Engineering Consulting, Inc. Foldable con-
tainer for teeth castings or the like. 233,024, 10-1-74. Cl.
1)9—189.

Young, Richard S. and L. E. Hearn, to Pentaco Enterprises
Corp. Aquarium stand. 233,050, 10-1-74, Cl. D30—12.



CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED OCTOBER 1, 1974

Note.— First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

CLASS 2

10 3.838.466
202 3.838.467

CLASS 3
1 3,838,468

CLASS 5

191 3.838,469
348WB 3,838,470

CLASS 8
10 3.838,965

3,838,966
111 3,838,967
149.3 3,838,968

CLASS 9
337 3,838.471

CLASS 13
14 3,839,591

CLASS 15
105 3,838.473
142 3,838,474
250.32 3,838,475
256.51 3,838,472
256.53 3,838,476

CLASS 16
55 3.838,477

CLASS 17
59 3,838.478

CLASS 21
54A 3,838.479

CLASS 23
3,838.969

3.838.970

3,838,971
3,838,972
Re. 28, 178
3,838,973
3,838,974
3,838,975

3,838,976
3.838,977
3,838,978
3,838,979
3,838,980

CLASS 26
3,838,480
3,838,48!

325
346.54

3,838,511

3,838,512

230PC
230B
:32E
232R
260
273R
277C

288E
288F
292
293S
30 IR

63
67

CLASS 27
11 3,838,482

CLASS 29
25.15 3,838.483
155C 3.838.484
159R 3,838,485
182 3.838,981
182.5 3,838,982
191.6 3.838,983
193.5 3,838,984
195.5 3,838,985

3,838,986
200B 3,838,488
200P 3,838.487
203H 3,838,489

3,838,491
203R 3,838,490
420.5 3,838,486
426 3,838,987
427 3,838.492
433 3,838,493
4S3 3,838,494
4St 3,838.495
484 3,838,496
493 3,838.497
509 3.838,498

3,838,499
568 3,838,500
583 3,838,501
596 3,838,502
599 3,838,503
600 3,838,504
611 3,838,505
625 3,838,506

CLASS 30
29 3,838,507
172 3.838,509
216 3,838,508
279A 3,838,510

CLASS 32
2 3.838,513
14A 3,838,514

3,838,515
22 3,838.516
27 3.838.517

CLASS 33
126.6 3.838,518
134R 3,838,519
138 3,838,520
185R 3,838.521
258 3,838,522

CLASS 34
10 3,838,523

3.838.524
17 3,838,526

CLASS 35
9A 3,838,525
16 3,838,527

CLASS 36
7.7 3,838,528

CLASS 40
64R 3,838,529
107 3,838,530

CLASS 42
IL 3,838,532
IS 3.838,531

70F 3.838.533

CLASS 43
6.5 3,838.534

CLASS 44
23 3.838,988
44 3.838,989
62 3,838,990
66 3.838,991
72 3,838,992

CLASS 46
25 3.838,535

CLASS 48
94 3.838,536

214 3,838,993
215 3,838,994

CLASS 49
248 3,838,537
258 3,838,538
462 3.838.539

CLASS 51

5 3,838,540
79 3.838,541
119 3,838,542
206NF 3.838.543



PI 46 CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
227 3.839.118

234 3.839.119

245 3.839,120

331 3.839,121

351 3,839.122

394 3.839.123

435 3.839.124
481 3.839.125
497 3.839.126
540 3,839,127

583 3,839.128

CLASS 160
188 3,838,726

CLASS 161

4 3,839,129
18 3.839,130
22 3,839,131
24 3,839,132
42 3,839.1.33

62 3.839.134
65 3,839.135
80 3.839.136
134 3.839.137
159 3.839.138
170 3.839.139
175 3.839.140
182 3.839.141

CLASS 162
101 3.839.142
123 3.839.143
141 3,839,144
190 3,839,145
207 3,839,146
272 3,839,147
310 3,839,148
317 3,839,149

CLASS 164
4 3,838.727

45 3.838.728
50 3.838.729
154 3,838,730
181 3,838,731
404 3,838,732

CLASS 165
22 3,838,733
90 3,838.734

CLASS 166
85 3,838,735

269 3,838.737
271 3,838.738
299 3,838.736

CLASS 172
21 3,838,739

439 3,838,740

CLASS 173
115 3,838,741

CLASS 174
30 3,839,593
48 3,839,594
87 3,839,595
152R 3,839,596

CLASS 175
380 3,838,742

CLASS 176
51 3,839,150

CLASS 177
127 3,838,743
177 3,838.744

CLASS 178
7.1 3,839,598

69.5 3,839,599

CLASS 179
18HB

100. 1 DR
I00.3V
1004ST
167

178

3,839,603
3,839,600
3,839,601
3,839,602
3,839.604
3,839,605

CLASS 180
68.5 3,838,745
82C 3,838,746
90 3,838,747
101 3,838.748

CLASS 181
56 3,838,749

CLASS 182
48 3,838.750

CLASS 184
6.12 3.838.751

CLASS 187
20 3.838,752

CLASS 188
73.3 3,838,753

3,838,754
79. 5P 3.838.757
166 3.838.755
170 3.838,756

CLASS 190
44 3,838,758

CLASS 191
lA 3,839,606

CLASS 192
48.91 3,838,759

CLASS 194
IR 3,838,760
2 3,838,761

CLASS 195
28R 3,839,151
51R 3,839,152

103. 5C 3,839,154
1035R 3,839,153
127 3,839,155

CLASS 197
3,838,762
3,838,764
3,838,765

17

52
53

20R
182

218

220BC
238
255

CLASS 198
3,838,763

3,838,767
3,838,768
3,838,769

3,838.770
3.838.771

3,838,766

CLASS 200
33R 3,839,607
51.07 3,839,608
83B 3,839,609
I44B 3,839,611

3,839,612
I48A 3,839,613
321 3,839,614
331 3,839,615

CLASS 201
41 3,839,156

CLASS 202
117 3,839,157
144 3.839,158
160 3.839,159
173 3.839.160
263 3.839.161

CLASS 204
IT 3,839,162

18R 3,839,163
38S 3.839.164
49 3.839.165

3,839,166
67 3,839.167
113 3.839.168
158HA 3.839,169

3,839,170
159.15 3,839,171
159.17 3,839.172
160.1 3,839,173
181 3,839,174

3,839,175
191 3,839,176
192 3,839,177
I95P 3,839,178
219 3.839.179
238 3.839.180
290F 3.839,181
298 3,839.182
299 3.839.183

3.839.184
307 3.839.185

CLASS 206
520 3,838,772

CLASS 208
8 3,839.186

14 3.839.188
18 3.839.189
44 3,839,190
108 3,839.191
139 3,839,192

3.839.193
3.839,194
3,839.195

174 3.839.196
3.839,197

214 3,839,187

CLASS 209
10 3,838,773

CLASS 210
3,839,198
3,839,199
3,839,200
3.839,201
3,839,202
3,838.774
3.839.203
3,839,204
3,839,205
3.838,775
3.839.206
3.838.776

14

20
22

54
85
104

181

I98C
242
259
321

41

45

CLASS 211
3.838.777

CLASS 213
3.838.778

IS

I6R
I7C
41

49
152

i 1

251

CLASS 214
3.838.779
3.838.780
3.838.781
3,838.782
3,838.783
Re 28,186

215
3.838.784
3.838.785

CLASS

CLASS 219
10.55

51

98
121P
126
211
219
400
541

3.839,616
3.839.617

3,838,786
3.839.618

3.839.619
3.839.621

3.839.620
3.839.622

3.839.623

CLASS 220
54 3.838.787

3.838.788
69 3.838.789

CLASS 221
I50HC 3.838,790
225 3,838,791
283 3,838,792

CLASS 222
76 3,838,793
95 3,838,794
105 3,838,795

3,838.796
134 3.838.797
148 3.838.798
194 Re. 28, 183
402.16 3,838.799

CLASS 223
68 3,838,800
99 3,838,801

CLASS 224
42. IE 3,838,802

CLASS 225
98 3,838,803

CLASS 226
3,838,804

3,838.805

76
88

CLASS 228
2 3.838.806

CLASS 229
15 3,838,807
72 3,838,808

CLASS 233
24 3,838,809

CLASS 235
61GM
6I.I2N
151.21

151.3

156

3,839,624

3,839,625

3,839,629
3,839,626
3,839,627

3.839.628

3.839.630

CLASS 236
9R 3.838.810
10 3.838.811
99 3.838.812

CLASS 237
13 3.838.813

CLASS 239
11 3.838.814
14 3,838.815
18 3,838,816

125 3,838,817
252 3,838,818
424.5 3,838.819

3.838.820
533 3.838.821
596 3.838.822

CLASS 240



PI 48 Classification of Plants

p - 3,631 P - 54 3.630 P. - 70 3,628 P. - 74 3,629

Defensive Publications Applications
(Notice of Dec. 16, 1969. 869 O.G. 6877]

117- IOOAT927,005
139 5 1927.003

176-
198-

61 T927.001
43T927.006

200— 48R
206- 454

T927.002
T927,008

220-
260-

53 1927,011
28 7927,004

264- 210RT927,010
321 T927.012

418-
444-

I33T927.009
1 T927.007

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX
OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS

(U.S. States, Territories and Armed Forces, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Canal Zone)

Alabama
i

Alaska 2

American Samoa 3

Arizona 4
Arkansas 5

California , 6

Canal Zone 7

Colorado 8

Connecticut 9

Delaware 10

District of Columbia 1

1

Florida 12

Georgia 13

Guam 14

H awaii 15

Idaho H 16

Illinois
! 17

Indiana 18

Iowa 19

Kansas 20

Kentucky 21
Louisiana 22
Maine 23
Maryland 24
Massachusetts 25
Michigan 26
Minnesota 27
Mississippi 28
Missouri 29
Montana 30
Nebraska 31
Nevada 32
New Hampshire 33
New Jersey 34
New Mexico 35
New York 35
North Carolina 37
North Dakota 38
Ohio 39
Oklahoma 40

Oregon 41
Pennsylvania 42
Puerto Rico 43
Rhode Island 44
South Carolina 45
South Dakota 46
Tennessee 47
Texas 48
Utah 49
Vermont 50
Virginia 51
Virgin Islands 52
Washington 53
West Virginia 54
Wisconsin 55
Wyoming 56
U.S. Air Force 57
U.S. Army 58
U.S. Navy 59

(First number in listing denotes location according to above key. Refer to patent number in body of the Official Gazette to obtain details as to inventor
name, location, etc.)

Patents

1



PI 50

25

26

3.839.108
3.839,201
3.839.340
3.839.342
3,839.393

3.839,412
3,839,442
3.839,513
3.839.539
3.839.702
3,839,728
3,838.480
3.838.483
3.838.497
3,838.509
3,838.525
3.838.543
3.838.556
3.838.598
3.838.602
3.838,684
3,838,772
3,838.773
3.838.801

3.838,953
3,838,972
3,838,983
3,838,985
3,838,986
3,839,038
3,839.071

3,839,130
3,839,261
3,839,304
3,839,345
3.839,419
3,839,568
3,839,589
3,839,632
3,839,655
3,839,675
3,839,700
3,839,708
3,838,466
3.838.475
3.838,485
3,838,507
3,838.518
3,838,522
3,838,526
3,838,539
3,838,608

3,838.61 1

3.838.661
3.838.669
3.838.671
3.838.713
3,838.717
3.838.726
3,838.734
3.838.749
3,838,768
3,838,798
3,838,810
3,838,81 1

3,838.832
3.838.837
3.838.850
3,838.859
3,838,860
3,838,861

3,838,876
3.838,881
3.838,882
3,838,884
3.838.887
3.838.889
3,838,890
3,838,894
3,838,903
3,838,977
3,839,012
3,839,025
3.839,080
3,839,086
3,839.101
3.839,107
3.839.126

GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS

27

29

30
31

32
33

34

3,839,169
3,839,211
3,839.257
3.839.319
3,839,348
3,839.357
3,839,386
3,839,480
3.839,481
3,839.494
3.839.518

3.839.5S2
3.839.694
3.839,701
3,839.729
3.838.521

3.838.537
3.838.555

3.838.600
3.838.649
3.838,728
3,838,771
3,838,937
3,838,984
3,839,040
3.839.127
3.839.138
3.839.282

3.839.629
3,839,631
3,839.711

3.838,736
3,839,060
3.839,073
3,839,116
3,839,303
3,839.320
3.839,403

3,839.651

3.838.871
3.838,719
3,839,556

3,838,623
3,838,735
3,839.685
Re. 28. 182
3.838.513
3. 838.530
3.838.562
3.838.593
3.838.688
3.838.695

3.838,700
3,838,718
3.838.741
3.838.752
3.838.834
3.838.852
3.838.866
3.838,908
3.838,982

3,839,010
3,839,011

3.839.065
3.839.067
3.839.070
3.839.079
3.839.084
3.839.110
3.839.170

3.839,194
3,839,199
3,839.227
3.839.240
3,839.271
3.839.281
3.839.287
3.839.297
3,839,308
3,839,310
3.839.312
3.839.315
3.839.323
3,839.335

3.839.341

3.839,344
3,839,346
3,839,347

35

36

3,839,367

3.839.368
3,839,375
3,839,376
3.839.381

3.839.407
3.839,431
3,839,444
3,839,462
3,839,469
3.839.498
3.839,505
3.839,521

3.839.527
3.839.528
3.839,530
3,839,564
3.839.571
3,839.579
3.839.611
3.839,619
3.839.620
3.839.621

7.839.624
3.839,656
3.839.050
3.839.622
Re. 28. 183

Re. 28. 184

Re. 28. 185

3.838.472
3.838,479
.,838,503
3,838,517
.,838,524
5,838,577

5,838,581

5,838,603

5,838.606
5,838.626
5.838,646
5.838.655

5.838.656
5.838.686
5.838.690
5.838.693
5.838.758

5,838.778

3.838,804
5,838,815

5,838,836

5,838,910
3.838.915
5.838.918

5.838,922
5,838.924
5.838.943

5.838.964
5.838.966

3.838.970

5.839,001

3,839.003
5.839.029
5.839.030
5.839,031

5.839.041

5.839.042

5,839.044
5,839.045

5,839,053

5,839,054

5,839.055

5.839,056
5.839,090

3.839,117
3.839.129
3.839.154
5.839.173

5.839.204

5,839.207

5.839.212

5.839.220
5.839.246

5.839,259

3.839,267
3,839,277
5,839,278

5.839.280

37

39

3.839,292
3.839,306
3.839,325
3,839,327
3.839.338
3.839.343
3.839.356
3.839,371

3.839,374
3,839,384
3.839,390
3.839.400
3.839.433
3.839.447
3.839.454
3.839.460
3.839.475
3.839.477

3,839.524
3,839,537
3,839.544
3,839,550
3,839,565

3.839.580
3.839.600
3.839.603
3,839,604
3,839.628
3.839.642
3.839.653
3.839.695
3.839.699
3.839.704
3,839,706
3.839.716
3.839.721

3.839.727
3.838.468

3.838,491

3,838,639
3,838.769
3.838.842
3.839.234
3.839.272
3.839.516
3.839.525

3.839.526
Re. 28. 180
3.838.493
3,838.494
3.838.505
3,838,508
3,838.544
3.838.570
3,838,591
3,838,636
3.838,702
3,838,731
3,838.743
3,838,751

3.838.788
3.838.797
3.838.824
3.838,827
3.838,840
3,838,851
3.838.883
3.838,892
3,838.895
3,838,898
3,838,899
3.838,901
3,838.974
,838.987

.839.005

.839.016

.839.052

.839.087

.839.122

,839.123
,839,139

3,839.175
3.839.236

3.839.245
3.839.274
3.839,275
3,839,309

3,839.366

43

47

48

3.839,401
3,839,426
3,839.438
3.839.443

3,839.451
3.839.495
3.839.546
3.839.566
3.839.615
3.839.623
3.839.663
3.839,692
3,839.693
3.839,714

40 3.838.574
3.838.681
3,839.1 24_X. 44
3.839.2rfr y
3,839.2ffi

3.839.26K
3,839,295
3,839,296
3.839,299
3,839,301

3,839.302
3.839.311
3.839.377
3.839.399
3.839.473
3.839,474
3,839,489
3,839,503
3,839,736

41 3.838,552

3.838.817
3,838,869
3.839.143

3,839,648
3,839,669

42 Re. 28. 181

3,838,516
3,838.536
3.838.547
3,838.566
3,838.587
3.838.596
3.838.609
3.838.615
3.838.622
3,838.658
3.838.742
3.838.756
3.838,787
3,838,820
3,838.848
3.838.897
3.838.914
3.838.989
3,838,999
3,839.000
3.839,008
3,839,013
3.839.017
3,839,019
3,839,089
3,839,097
3,839,099
3,839.144
3.839.155
3.839.158
3,839.159
3.839.187

3.839.188
3.839.189
3.839.206
3.839.210
3.839.217

3.839.218

3.839.228
3.839,252
3.839.254
3.839.256
3.839.291

3,839,318
3.839,321
3.839.398
3,839,437

3,839,483

49

51

53

54

55

3,839,490
3,839.515
3.839.519
3.839.547

3.839.570
3,839,583
3,839.585

3.839.596

3.839.612
3.839,614
3,839.«27
3,839.637
3.839.644
3.839.646
3.839.707

3.838.722
3,838.677

3,839,680
3,839,683
3,839,698

3,838,582
3.838.838
3.838.865
3,839.157

3,839,414

Re. 28, 176

3,838,564

3,838,597
3,838,599
3,838,614
3,838,659
3,838,737
3,838,740

3,838.780
3,838.808
3.838.868

3,838,942
3,838,948
3.839.083
3.839.104
3.839.111

3.839.112
3,839,118
3.839,458
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3,839,682
3.839.705

3.838.510
3.838.557
3.838.619
3.838,653
3.838.679
3.838.846
3.838.998
3.839.076
3.839.132
3.839.293

Re. 28. 187

3.838.467

3.838.528
3.838.585
3.838.594
3.838.617
3.838.707
3.838.755
3.839.148
3.839.149

3.839.152
3.839.178

3.839,289
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Re. 27,969

Re. 27,993

D. 227,945

D. 230,275
D. 231.076
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REISSUES
OCTOBER 8, 1974

Matter enclosed In heavy brackets [ 1 appears In the original patent but forms no part of this reissue speciflcption : matter
printed in italics indicates additions made by reissue.

28 188
METHOD OF FABRICATING A METALLIC

CLAD PRODUCT
David A. Higbee and Joseph C. Jasper, Middletown,

Ohio, assignors to Armco Steel Corporation, Middle-

town, Ohio
No Drawing. Original No. 3,621,561, dated Nov. 23, 1971,

Ser. No. 796,616, Feb. 4, 1969. Application for reissue

Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 265,712
Int. CI. B22d 19100; B23p 17100

U.S. CI. 29—527.7 16 Claims
1. The method of producing a metallic clad product

[composite ingot] having a thin core of stainless steel

fused to, and sandwiched between, two thick outer layers

of carbon or low alloy steel, comprising the steps of select-

ing a plate of stainless steel, applying to the major sur-

faces thereof a metallic protective layer suitable to control

the depletion of chromium therefrom to a level no less

than about 11%, and casting a carbon or low alloy steel

about the outside surfaces [to the outside] of said pro-

tected stainless steel plate to form a composite clad prod-

uct [an ingot].

28 189
METHOD OF CONDUCTING WASTE LIQUID BY
VACUUM THROUGH LONG CONDUITS OF
PNEUMATIC SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS

Sven Algot Joel Liljendahl, Kallhall, Sweden, assignor to

Aktiebolaget Electrolux, Stockholm, Sweden
Original No. 3,686,693, dated Aug. 29, 1972, Ser. No.

55,090, July 15, 1970. Application for reissue Nov.
1,1973, Ser. No. 411,831
Claims priority, application Sweden, Sept. 8, 1969,

12,367/69
Int. CI. E03d 1/00, 3/00, 5/00

U.S. CI. 4—10 10 Claims

1. In a method of conducting waste liquid in a pneu-

matic sewage disposal system through a relatively long

primary pipe line or conduit to a receiving tank under
vacuum from a plurality of sanitary conveniences com-
municating with said primary conduit, the improvement
which comprises the steps of intermittently flowing waste

liquid from a plurality of sanitary conveniences to said

primary conduit, and mixing air with waste liquid only

during the intervals of time such liquid flows from said

sanitary conveniences to said primary conduit.

400

28,190
METHOD OF SOLID PHASE WELDING

FOR PIPES
Jean La Force, P.O. Box C, Inverness, Calif. 94937, and

Cari Stringer, P.O. Box 755, Peariand, Tex. 77581
Original No. 3,732,391, dated May 8, 1973, Ser. No.

148,572, June 1, 1971. Application for reissue Nov.

12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,611
Int. CI. B23k 31/06

U.S. CI. 219—67 2 Claims

1. A method of solid phase welding adjacent ends of

axially aligned pipes, comprising: respectively grasping

the pipes only interiorly of said pipes closely adjacent and

spaced from said ends with a pair of grasping elements

using radial outward pressure substantially uniformly

along the circumference of said pipes [to cause said pipe

ends to assume a circular configuration]; maintaining co-

axial alignment of the grasping elements to place and hold

the pipe ends in axially aligned relationship; thereafter

urging said grasped pipe ends into abutting relationship

under pressure by urging the elements axially toward each

other while maintaining said axial alignment and main-

taining substantially the same radial outward grasping

pressure; uniformly applying an exterior source of heat

simultaneously around the entire periphery of the abutting

pipe ends while said radial outward and axial pressures

are maintained to heat the abutting pipe ends to an

elevated temperature substantially below their fusion tem-

perature; increasing the axial urging of the pipe ends into

abutting relationship without increasing the radial out-

ward grasping pressure after the pipe ends have assumed

the subfusion welding temperature during heating and be-

fore the heat applying step is terminated to solid phase

weld the pipe ends together under axial pressure and sub-

fusion temperature only; and maintaining the external

surfaces of said pipes adjacent their abutting ends free of

clamping pressures during the steps of applying heat and

increasing the axial urging.

28,191
SUPERATMOSPHERIC FLUID PRESSURE

SERVOMOTOR
Oswald O. Kytta and Thomas M. Julow, South Bend,

Ind., assignors to The Bendix Corporation
Original No. 3,410,179, dated Nov. 12, 1968, Ser. No.

613,486, Feb. 2, 1967. Application for reissue Jan. 14,

1972, Ser. No. 217,983, which is a continuation of

abandoned application Ser. No. 40,020, May 25, 1970.

Int. CI. FOlb 79/00; F15b 9/10
U.S. CI. 91—376 10 Claims

1. A fluid pressure servomotor comprising:

a housing;

a movable wall in the housing which divides the in-

ternal area of the housing into first and second varia-

ble volume chambers, said movable wall containing
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boss° meanT'ofSe'tovihl """"u ""''^'l
' *"^"''' '''"'"'' '''''''''"' ^ ^°^''^" ^^ '^' '^''^'"^"e sodiumDOSS means of the movable wall, said boss means citrate, washing the remainder of the sodium citrate withhaving a portion extending exteriorly of the housing; water, combining the mother liquor and%^ wZTwZr^

addmg to said combined mother liquor and wash water a
calcium compound selected from the group consisting of
calcium hydroxide, calcium carbonate, and calcium chlo-
ride in an amount corresponding to one mole of calcium

a means to admit superatmospheric air to the interior
of the tubular boss means, said means including an
[adaptor] adapter operatively connected to said
tubular boss and said operator-operated valve means,
said means segregating an area from the surround-
ing environment about said housing inclusive of a
space between said tubular boss means and said op-
erator-operated valve means, said means being fur-
ther provided with conduit means communicating
said superatmospheric air internally of said adapter
to said operator-operated valve means for control
thereby in operating said servomotor,

said adapter is characterized as a cup-shaped structure
affixed to the housing about an opening therethrough
through which the tubular boss extends with the cup-
shaped structure having an opening for sealing and
slidably supporting a push rod forming a portion of
said operator-operated valve means.

28,192

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING CRYSTALLINE
ALKALI METAL CITRATES BY PRECIPITA-

Guenther Schuiz, Mannheim, Germany, assignor to Joh.
A. Benckiser G.m.b.H. Chemische Fabrik, Ludwies-
hafen (Rhine), Germany

^'^l^r'iL^'*:
3,086,928, dated Apr. 23, 1963, Ser. No.

?^?'n1?^o^"S' ^^' 1'^'- Application for reissue Nov.
4, 1971, Ser. No. 195,826

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 9, 1958.
B 49,917

wT c ^. -,«.'°*- ^- ^<^^S i^/-^^' ^1^02, 55/22
U.S. CI. 204-180 P il 28 Claims

7. In a process of recovering alkali metal citrates from
strongly contaminated citric acid solutions obtained on
fermentation of sugar-containing solutions by means of
Aspergillus niger. the steps which comprise concentrating
by evaporation in a vacuum the fermentation citric acid
solution to a citric acid concentration between about 40%
and about 85%. adding to the concentrated citric acid
solution a sodium compound selected from the group
consisting of sodium hydroxide, sodium carbonate, and
sodium bicarbonate in an amount sufficient to form a
sodium citrate, allowing the resulting citrate solution to
stand until crystallization is completed, separating the
precipitated crystalline sodium citrate from the mother

i
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for one mole of calculated citric acid present in the mother
liquor, filtering off the precipitated mono-sodium calcium
citrate, suspending said mono-sodium calcium citrate in
water, adding thereto the stoichiometric amount of sul-
furic acid to react with and precipitate substantially all the
calcium present in said mono-sodium calcium citrate, and
filtering off the precipitated gypsum from the resulting so-
lution of the mono-sodium di-hydrogen citrate.

28,193

POWDER CLOUD XEROGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT
APPARATUS

Ronald L. Cade, Fairport, N.Y., and Lothar S. Jeromin,
Sierra Madre, Calif., assignors to Xerox Corporation.
Rochester, N.Y.

Original No. 3.648,901, dated Mar. 14, 1972, Ser. No.
19,894, Mar. 16, 1970. Application for reissue Nov.
20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,076

Int. CI. G03g 15/08
U.S. CI. 222—194 9 Claims

2. A powder cloud generator comprising:
power carrier means having at least one aperture pass-

ing therethrough,
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porous support means beneath each aperture, each aper-

ture and its associated porous support means defining

a cavity into which a unit charge of powdered mate-

rial can be deposited,

means to meter a unit charge of powdered material into

each defined cavity,

aspirator means having its pickup end positioned ad-

jacent the upper surface of each cavity as each cavity

is positioned therebeneath, said aspirator means en-

training the unit charge of powdered material de-

posited in said cavity by said metering means in a

gaseous fluid drawn through said porous support

means during the operation thereof,

means for successively pulsing said aspirator means a

plurality of times, and
means during the period between successive pulses for

rotating said powder carrier means to thereby posi-

tion a cavity having powdered material therein

beneath the pickup end of said aspirator means.

28,194
METHOD FOR PRODUCING FISSURES IN
METALLIC SURFACES OF CHROMIUM
Clarence W. Forestek, 8160 Briarwood Drive,

Broadview Heights, Ohio 44147
No Drawing. Original No. 3,701,698, dated Oct. 31, 1972,

Ser. No. 103,873, Jan. 4, 1971. Application for reissue

Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,441
Int. CI. C23g 1/10

U.S. CL 156—18 10 Claims
1. A process for producing fissures of controlled size

and uniformity in a chromium surface comprising the

steps of

(a) immersing the chromium surface in an aqueous

solution containing 20-C301 37 percent by weight of

sulfuric acid, and 10-16 ounces of chromium sul-

fate, 0.1-0.6 ounce of ferrous sulfate and 0.4-1.2

ounce of aluminum sulfate per gallon of solution at

a temperature of 145-175° F. for a period of 45-
120 seconds, the longer periods being used with

lower temperatures and the shorter periods being

used with the higher temperatures of said tempera-
ture range; and

(b) then removing said surface from said solution and
removing adhered solution from said surface.

28 195
POROUS-CERAMIC EXHAUST OXIDATION

CATALYST
Frank J. Sergeys, Kensington, Md., assignor to W. R.

Grace & Co., New York, N.Y.
Original No. 3,755,204, dated Aug. 28, 1973, Ser. No.

82,918, Oct. 22, 1970. Application for reissue Feb. 6,

1974, Ser. No. 440,220
Int. CI. BOlj 11/08, 11/40

U.S. CI. 252—455 R 4 Claims
1. A process for preparing an engine exhaust catalyst

comprising the following steps:

a. homogeneously blending a composition consisting

essentially of 15-80 volume percent of a polyolefin

having a molecular weight of at least 150,000 and
a standard load melt index of substantially zero,

5-67 volume percent of a ceramic filler, selected

from the group consisting of alumina, mullite, zir-

con mullite, magnesium aluminate spinel and cor-

dierite, and 15-80 volume percent of a plasticizer;

selected from the group consisting of mineral oils

diethylene glycol, propylene glycol, dipropylene

glycol glycerine, and a glycerol monoacetate, tri-

methylene glycol, tetramethylene glycol, 2,3-

butylene glycol, triethyl phosphate, polyvinyl alco-

hol, and polyvinyl pyrrolidone,

b. heating said composition to about 125° to 175° C,
molding to form a plastic sheet and impressing ribs

thereon,

c. rolling said plastic sheet so that said ribs contact

said sheet, heating to about 150° C. to just below the

burn off point to fuse the contacting areas together

thermoplastically,

d. extracting said plasticizer with water or an organic

solvent,

e. removing said polyolefin by heating to 240° to

700° C. to form a porous ceramic structure, and to

burn off the polyolefin and,

f. firing said porous ceramic structure at a temperature

of 1,300° to 1,450° C. Cfor about 2 hoursl for a

time sufficient to sinter said porous ceramic structure,

g. impregnating the porous ceramic structure with solu-

tions of soluble salts of metals exhibiting catalytic

activity for converting engine exhaust gases and heat-

ing to convert the metals to the active form.
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Illustrations for plant patents are usually In color and therefore it Is not practicable to reproduce the drawing.

3,632
CHRYSANTHEMUM PLANT

Walter H. Jessel, Jr., Doylestown, and William E. Duffett,
Akron, Ohio, assignors to Yoder Brothers, Inc., Bar-
berton, Ohio

FUed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,440
Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Ph.—74 1 Claim
1. A new and distinct cultivar of chrysanthemum

characterized particularly as to uniqueness when com-
pared to the cultivars Yellow Bonnie Jean and Improved
Yellow Bonnie Jean by its year round period of value;
its approximately 12-16 days earlier response when
grown as a pinched spray pot; a semi-spreading habit with
approximately 2" more spread as a pinched plant; ex-
cellent breaking action from a pinch, averaging one more
break per plant than Yellow Bonnie Jean and Improved
Yellow Bonnie Jean; 4" less vigor when given the same
tall treatment; less prominent foliar veination; no known
sensitivity to commonly used greenhouse chemicals; a uni-
form flowering response under midwinter conditions; re-

duced pollen production; adaptability to all pot sizes; and
by its light yellow flower color, which is similar to the
flower color of Yellow Bonnie Jean but distinctive relative

to the darker yellow flower color of Improved Yellow
Bonnie Jean.

characterized particuafly as to novelty by the unique
combination of stout, very strong and very upright canes
which have an extensive but compact habit in a spiral
arrangement, complete freedom from the production
of suckers, an unusual and very noticeable restriction and
cupping of the leaves for a considerable distance down
from the tips of the canes when leafing out in the spring
and which persists for a substantial period of time there-
after during the growing season, a complete absence of
thorns on the leaves, and fewer and blunter shorter thorns
than normal on the canes, with the latter having a
purplish tint, exceptionally good immunity to virus and
anthacnose infections, a relatively late berry ripening
habit, medium size berries which have exceptionally
small seeds and which are borne in clusters of medium
to large size; a less acid and sweeter berry flavor than
the berries of most other purple raspberries, and a green
berry color until the berries near maturity, then turning
bright red which soon darkens to light purple and finally

becomes dark purple before the berries become over-ripe.

3,633
NECTARINE TREE

Frederic W. Anderson, Merced, Calif., assignor to
Reedley Nursery, Inc., Reedley, Calif.
Filed Aug. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 388,565

Int. CI. AOlh 5/03
U.S. CI. Pit.—41 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of nectarine tree, sub-
stantially as illustrated and described, which is large,

vigorous, upright, foliated with medium size, lanceolate
leaves having a crenate margin, and a producing bearer
of uniform, medium size, globose to oblong, freestone
fruit having yellow skin substantially entirely overspread
with a deep red, and yellow flesh: the variety—which re-

sembles the Red June nectarine—being distinctively char-
acterized, in comparison, by fruit which ripens about one
week earlier.

3,635
PEONY PLANT

Cari George Klehm, Arlington Heights, III., assignor fo
Klehm Properties, Inc., Arlington Heights, HI.

Filed Oct. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 409,173
Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—68 1 Claim
1. A new and distinct variety of Paeonia lactifiora sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, characterized
by its extra large pale pin-on-ivory colored double rose
type blossoms which are borne on short, stiff and sturdy
stems; by the relatively short height of its growth; by its

abundance of deep green foliage; and its resistance to
disease and insect infestation.

3,634
RASPBERRY PLANT

Edward W. Lowden, P.O. Box 10,
Ancaster, Ontario, Canada

Filed Aug. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 392,799
Int. CI. AOlh 5/03

U.S. CI. Pit.—46 1 Claim
1. A new and distinct variety of sweet purple rasp-

berry plant, substantial'y as herein shown and described,

3,636
PEONY PLANT

Cari George Klehm, Ariington Heights, HI., assignor to
Klehm Properties, Inc., Arlington Heights. III.

Filed Oct. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 410,208
Int. CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—68 1 Claim
1. A new and distinct variety of peony plant substan-

tially as herein shown and described, characterized in
particularly by the very large size of its generally white,
full double, rose type flower form and the large number
of yellow petaloids interspersed among the white petals
to provide a large amount of yellow color showing
throughout the white of the blossom body.
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3,839,738

HELMET STRAP
John E. Coslett, 1734 Woodland, Wichita, Kans. 67203

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, S«r. No. 321,671

Int. CI. A42b 3100

U.S. CI. 2-3 R 10 Claims

1. A helmet strap for securing a helmet, or the like on the

head of a person comprising: a long strap portion, a short strap

portion, each of said long and short strap portions include a

first end and a second end, a clasp means interconnecting said

long strap and said second end of said short strap, said clasp

means releasably engages said long strap for adjusting the

distance between said clasp means and either of said ends of

said long strap, a clasp cover means for covering an inside

portion of said clasp means, and adjusting buckle means slid-

ably positioned on said long strap to vary the distance between

said buckle and either of said ends of said long strap, an inter-

connecting means for releasably attaching said buckle with a

point on said long strap such as to enable said long strap to

have a structure defining a first loop, and a means on said first

end of said long strap and on said short strap for mounting said

helment strap to said helmet.

3,839,739

SKI PANTS
Ernst Engel, 1407 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10018

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,172

Int. CI. A41d 1108

U.S. CI. 2-232 6 Claims

1. In a ski pant trouser garment for wearing with ski boots

having an engaging device on the outside surface of said boots,

the improvement which comprises a pair of extending straps

'depending from the lower end of each trouser leg, said lower

end of said trouser leg being free of any rigid framing material,

said straps being positioned at the inner and outer seam, and
the dependent end of each strap being provided with a device

404

for releasably attaching to said engaging device on said boot,

whereby said trouser leg is held taut, said device for releasably

attaching to said boot being of a differing dimension than said

engaging device on said boot, thereby said attaching device on
said dependent end being capable of sliding with respect to

said engaging device on said boot in accordance with the

movement of the wearer's ankle.

3,839,740

GARMENT HAVING AN EXPANDABLE WAIST
William Tornberg, 8540 Willis Ave., No. 9, Panorama City,

Calif. 91402
Filed Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 387,954

Int. CI. A4 If 9/00

U.S. CI. 2-237 1 Claim

+i I .1 i.

I I—• •

1. In a waist band construction for altering the waist size of

a garment comprising:

a waist band;

an elongated waist section having its opposite end engaged

with the opposite and opposing ends of said waist band so

as to define an encircling, continuous band;

said garment having a main body composed of a pair of

halves joined to provide a seam along the side of said

garment;

a portion of excess material folded over upon itself when in

its non-altered condition and the opposite edges of said

excess material secured to adjacent edges of said seam so

as to be co-extensive therewith;

releasable fastener means detachably securing said waist

section at one end to said waist band;

said releasable fastener means being snap fasteners in regis-

try for joining said section and said waist band together;

said garment including a pocket defined by a back mate-

rial part and a front part wherein the rearmost edge of

said parts are joined together in common with the seam
and the fold line of said excess material;

said excess material being V-shaped with tapering side

edges converging to meet with said seam; and

said waist band, said waist section, said excess material and

said pocket are over-lapped so as to be substantially flat

in a unitary construction whereby said excess material is

hidden from sight and available for use when desired to

expand the waist measurement.
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3,839,741
HEART VALVE AND RETAINING MEANS THEREFOR

Jordan D. Haller, 2701 W. Alameda, Burbank, Calif. 91505
Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,351

Int. CI. A61f 7/22
U.S. CI. 3-1 16 Claims

of curvature different from that of said first surface, and a
support surface facing away from said second surface and
including a plurality of discrete trapezoidal-shaped projec-
tions substantially diverging in a direction away from said

support surface provided on only a center portion of said

support surface; whereby said first rigid member is adapted to

be fastened to the head of the tibia, and said second rigid

member is adapted to be fastened to the talus so that said first

and second members engage each other in line contact and
have limited freedom of lateral displacement along the line of
contact.

1. In combination, a valve means and a valve retaining
means for securing the valve means to the internal walls of a
passageway in a cardiovascular system as a prosthetic replace-

ment in the cardiovascular system, said valve means being
movable between open and closed positions and including
fixed external means at the outer periphery thereof; said re-

tainer means including an annular arrangement surrounding
the valve means and including at least one stiff element opera-
tively engaging the external means of the valve means, at least

one of said external means and stiff element having slot means
therein slidably engaging the other for radial movement rela-
tive thereto, the retainer means thus being expandable and
contractable relative to the valve means transversely of the
direction of fluid flow in the passageway as the passageway
enlarges and contracts.

3 839 743
METHOD FOR MAINTAINING THE NORMAL

INTEGRITY OF BLOOD
Andor Schwarcz, 2117 McClellan St., Schenectady, N.Y.

12309

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 246,327, April 21, 1972,
abandoned. This application Oct. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 406,547

Int. CI. A61f //24, 1122
U.S. CI. 3-1 19 Claims

1. A method or maintaining the normal integrity of blood
which comprises placing it in contact with a physiologically
acceptable article at least the surface of which consists of an
organic polymeric material having fluoroalkyl side chains of
the formula C„F2„+,C„,H2,«— , wherein n and m are integers, n
ranging 1 to 28, and the sum of n and m from 2 to 28, the
number of said fluoroalkyl side chains relative to the number
of main chain atoms in one recurring unit ranges from 1:2 to

1:10; and said polymeric material having another side group
chemically bonded to the main chain, said side group being
selected from the group consisting of Hydrogen, hologen, aryl,

lower alkyl and anionic groups.

13,839,742
PROSTHETIC DEVICE FOR THE TARSAL JOINT

Helmut D. Link, Hamburg, Germany, assignor to Waldemar
Link, Hamburg, Germany

Filed June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 367,975
Claims priority, application Germany, July 22, 1972.

2236141

Int. CI. A61f H24
U.S. CL 3-1 3 Claims

3,839,744

CLEANING FACILITY
Lynn J. Ziegelmeyer, 1500 Oleander, Medford, Oreg. 97501,
and Robert W. Ziegelmeyer, 2212 Chase Dr., Rancho Cor-
dova, Calif. 95670

Filed Jan. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 328,092
Int. CI. A47k / HOO

U.S. CL4-1 4 Claims

1 . A partial prosthesis for the human tarsal joint, comprising
a first rigid member of synthetic plastic material, substantially

block shaped, having an exposed concavely curved first sur-

face of part-cylindrical shape, and a support surface facing
away from said first surface and including a plurality of dis-

crete trapezoidal-shaped projections of different sizes extend-
ing over the entire support surface, substantially diverging in

a direction away from said support surface; a second rigid

member of metallic material, substantially plate-shaped and of
substantially trapezoidal outline, having an exposed convexly
curved second surface of part cylindrical shape with a radius

, A bowl cleaning facility consisting, in combination, of
a flexible and elastic, dam-forming sheet member having
a central opening and otherwise adapted for closing the
outlet of a toilet bowl, and
a firm, upstanding tubular member open at both ends and
short enough to be contained in a covered toilet bowl and
adapted to be removably snugly fitted and secured in said
central opening of the dam-forming sheet for raising the
level of retained water in the bowl when water is added.
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3,839,745
LAVATORY ACCOMMODATION

John Walter Bramall, Askham Bryan, England, assignor to

Portasilo Limited, York, England
Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,684

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 5, 1971,
31451/71

Int. CI. E03d 51016; C02c 1122
U.S.Cl.4-11 3 Claims

1. A service unit for the discharge from flushable sanitary
pans, comprising;

means defining an enclosure for chemical liquid materials;
means dividing said enclosure into two compartments,
said dividing means defining a flow path between said
compartments and comprising filtering means across
said flow path:

inlet means for conducting the discharge from at least one
sanitary pan into one of said compartments;

continuously operable pump means arranged to draw fil-

tered liquid from the other compartment and having an
outlet to direct the same away from said enclosure to a
sanitary pan for selective release of said filtered liquid for
flushing said sanitary pan; and

by-pass means connected to said outlet and arranged to
direct liquid therefrom into said one compartment
whereby to continuously recirculate and refilter liquid in
said enclosure, said by-pass means being provided with a
valve arranged to close automatically when flushing liq-
uid flows from said outlet away from said enclosure, to
thereby direct the entire output of said pump to said
sanitary pan.

3,839,746
DIAL FLUSH TOILETS

Frank Kowalski, 7204 Regent Dr., Alexandria, Va. 22307
Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,303

Int. CI. E03d 1134, 5/02
U.S. CI. 4-67 A 7 Claims

g-

J

c. a float connected inlet valve which is actuated by the
water level in the tank;

d. an overflow tube which is operationally connected to the
fluid outlet;

e. a fluid outlet means;
f. an outlet valve, including a vertically extended rod having

a loop at its upper end, held in position above the outlet;
a bracket, which can be mounted on and tightened to
the overflow tube, an extension on the bracket, having a
mount on which is set a vertically extended tube, which
is aligned with a vertical hole in the mount and the
bracket extension, forming a continous vertical hole
running through the tube, mount and bracket extension,
with cam surfaces on the mount at the base of the tube
extending downward and in the direction of the overflow
tube and on the other side of the mount a cut-out, expos-
ing the vertical hole which extends through the tSbe,
mount and bracket extension;

h. a float, with a vertical tube through its center, extending
above and below the float, mounted below the bracket,
with that portion of the tube extending above the float,
engaged slideably in the vertical hole which runs through
the bracket extension, mount and vertical tube of the
bracket;

i. a flushing handle mounted on the outside of the water
storage tank and operationally attached to a lever inside
the tank, arranged so that when the flushing handle is

depressed the lever rises and when the flushing handle is

pulled up, the lever is forced down;
a vertical wire link, with a horizontally positioned half-
loop bend at its bottom, having a loop of flexible material
(such as a rubber or neoprene band) stretched over the
wire half-loop in such a manner as to close the open side
of the wire half-loop, with two loops at the upper end of
the vertical wire link, the first bend in the wire at the
upper end forming a horizontal circular loop directly
above and in a plane parallel to the plane of the wire
half-loop at the bottom of the link and the second bend
forming a rectangular loop whose plane is perpendicular
to the planes of the half-loop at the bottom and the circu-
lar loop at the top of the link, with the vertical element
of the link forming one of the sides of the rectangular
loop which is positioned so that the end of the lever which
is operationally connected to the flushing handle fits

through the upper rectangular loop and the vertically
extended tube and mounted on the bracket extension
slide up through the space enclosed by the wire half-loop
and the strands of flexible material which close the open
side of the wire half-loop, permitting the vertically ex-
tended rod of the outlet valve to be slideably engaged
through the horizontal circular loop of the wire link, the
upper part of the hole in the vertically extended tube on
the bracket and the hole in the vertical tube of the float,
with the loop in the top of the vertically extended rod of
the outlet valve positioned above the horizontal circular
loop of the wire link;

k. a means for selectively allowing the float to fall with the
water level in the tank and a means for restraining the
float from moving downward; and

I. a means for transferring the downward force of the weight
of the float to the outlet valve.

1. An improvement in the actuating mechanism of the
flushing system in a dual flush type toilet having:

a. a water storage tank for flushing the toilet;

b. a fluid inlet;

3,839,747
DUAL FLUSH TOILET MECHANISM

Merlin W. Clark, 35426 Carter St., Yucaipa, Calif. 92399
Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,342

Int. CI. E03d 1/22, 1/30
U.S. CI. 4-67 A 3 Claims

1. A mechanism adapted to be installed in a tank type toilet
which is operable at one stage to flush a portion the water held
in the cistern down the cistern drain and into the toilet bowl,
and at a second stage, to flush substantially all the water held
in the cistern into the toilet bowl, which mechanism comprises
a drain tube extending upwardly in the cistern and having an
annular flange near the upper end thereof, a toroidal float
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disposed about the lower end of said drain tube, said fioai
having an air chamber therein and defining an annular sealing
member about the lower portion of the float, said sealing
member being adapted to abut the cistern drain, whereby the
water pressure against the float forms a seal between the float
and cistern drain, a buoyant cover pivotally secured on the
upper end of said drain tube thereby preventing water flow
therethrough, a fastening member carried by said buoyant
cover and adapted to be secured to a toilet lifting chain, a

3,839,749
SWIMMING POOL LEAF TRAP

Charles M. Blumenfeld, 4700 Parkridge Rd., Sacramento,
Calif. 95822, and Arthur N. Winterling, 52 College Pk.,
Davis, Calif. 95616

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,422
Int. CI. E04h 3/20; BOld 23/00

U.S. CI. 4-172 10 Claims

bifurcated lifting assembly adapted to be secured to said
chain, said assembly having a pair of leg portions and carrying
an arcuate catch member at the lower end of each leg portion,
said arcuate catch members being adapted to fit about said
drain tube and slide there along so that upon raising the toilet
chain to a first stage, the buoyant cover is pivoted upwardly
on the drain tube and upon continued raising of the chain to
a second stage, said catch members abut said annular flange
on said drain tube and lift said drain tube and toroidal float
from the cistern drain. II

1. A movable leaf trap constructed and arranged to rest on
the floor around a drain in the floor of a swimming pool, the
trap comprising a basket shaped to rest on the pool floor over
the drain, suspension means secured to the basket for raising

and lowering the trap, the basket including a bottom with
openings through it to permit water to flow into the basket and
out the bottom into the pool drain, a movable cover disposed
over the basket, a member secured to the basket to move
downwardly relative to the basket and project below the bas-
ket when the basket is moved out of contact with the pool
floor and to contact the pool floor so the basket moves down-
wardly relative to the member as the basket is lowered to rest

on the pool floor, and means connecting the member to the
cover to move the cover away from the basket to open the trap
when the basket is moved into contact with the pool floor and
to move the cover toward the basket and close the trap when
the basket is moved away from the pool floor.

3,839,748
SWIMMING POOL COPING

Albert H. Stillman, Jr., P.O. 38 Southern Blvd., Nesconset,
N.Y. 11767

Continuation of Ser. No. 793,862, Jan. 24, 1969, abandoned.
This application Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 184,295

Int. CI. E04h 3/16, 3/18
U.S. CI. 4-172.21 21 Claims

3,839,750
WEIR HINGE STRUCTURE

William O. Baker, Corona Del Mar, and Charles S. Johnson,
Laguna Niguel, both of Calif., assignors to Baker Hydro,
Inc., Santa Ana, Calif.

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,612
Int. CI. E04h 3/16, 3/18

U.S. CI. 4-172.17 ,0 Claims

1. The combination comprising a swimming pool and a
swimming pool coping, said coping comprising a body mem-
ber, means for securing said body member to a surface adja-

cent the edge of said swimming pool, a decorative member
having a color contrasting with color of at least a portion of
the remainder of said coping, means for securing said decora-
tive member to said body member, said decorative member
extending through a path which extends in part downwardly
toward said swimming pool so as to provide a foot banking
surface for diving purposes.

1. In a swimming pool surface skimmer of the type which
includes an open housing, a skimmer throat for fluid commu-
nication between the housing interior and the swimming pool
having hinge apertures in the sides thereof, and a skimmer
weir assembly in said throat for moving as the water level in
the swimming pool changes, the improvement wherein the
weir assembly comprises:
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a body having hinge pins projecting from the sides thereof

for entry into the hinge apertures in the skimmer throat

and having a slot in the body in a position of lateral dis-

placement from at least one of said hinge pins to provide

clearance for flexure of the side of the body in the vicinity

of the hinge pin and thereby facilitate the placement of

the body in said skimmer throat; and
an insert positionable in said slot to lock said hinge pins

within said hinge apertures once said body has been
positioned within said skimmer throat, preventing inad-

vertent removal of said body caused by a possible flexure

of said side of said body.

3,839,751

MODULAR THERAPY POOL CONSTRUCTION
Peter W. Bressler. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Designs for

Medicine, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,630
Int. CI. E04h 3116

U.S. CI. 4-172.19 21 Claims

1. In a method of plant fabricating and on site finally con-
structing and installing a modular pool tank structure, forming
a pair of end and a group of intermediate tank body sections

each with connected bottom and vertical side walls at the

fabricating plant, providing the pair of end sections with end
walls connected to their bottom and side walls; securing a

flanged reinforcing support member to the underside of one
side edge portion of a wall of alternate body sections with a

flange portion of the member projecting sidewise therefrom to

receive and align a side edge portion of a wall of an adjacent

body section thereon; laying a longitudinally extending base
support structure at a site for the tank installation, assembly-
ing intermediate and end body sections into an endwise-
aligned assembly on the base support structure with side edge
portions of walls of adjacent body sections resting on the

sidewise projecting flange portions of the support members in

a planar edge-aligned relation with respect to each other, and
employing the above-defined assembled relationship of the

support members and of the walls of the body sections to

maintain the sections in alignment while securing the walls of
the assembled sections in an aligned fluid sealed-off relation

with respect to each other on the base support structure to

provide a tank structure having a continuous wall construc-
tion.

3,839,752
TEMPORARY DRAIN CONNECTION MEANS

NIel E. Brown, and Charles F. Stephens, both of Des Moines,
Iowa

Filed Apr. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 135,907
Int. CI. E03c 1 100

U.S. a. 4-191 4 Claims
1. In combination with a sink having a garbage disposal

support bracket secured thereto positioned below the sink

drain opening, and a drain pipe means having an open end,

a temporary drain connection means maintaining the sink in

use when the garbage disposal unit has been removed
from the garbage disposal support bracket comprising a

support means removably secured to the disposal support

bracket and disposal and a flexible hose means secured to

said support means with one of its ends in fluid communi-
cation with the sink drain opening and its other end in

fluid communication with the drain pipe means,

said support means comprising a horizontally disposed, first

flat plate having a central opening formed therein, an

externally threaded pipe means secured thereto in com-

munication with said central opening and extending

y//////////v/X'/77i

downwardly therefrom, said first flat plate being posi-

tioned over said drain opening in sealing engagement with

said sink around said sink drain opening, said externally

threaded pipe means extending downwardly through said

sink drain opening wherein said garbage disposed support

bracket includes a ring-shaped portion, and wherein a

horizontally disposed, second flat plate having a central

opening formed therein receives said externally threaded
pipe means, and a nut means is threadably mounted on
said pipe means below said second plate causing said

second plate to engage said ring-shaped portion and
causing said first plate to sealably engage said sink.

3,839,753

HOSPITAL BED
Roland A. Benoit, Danielson, and Richard H. Duprey, Dayville,

both of Conn., assignors to Interroyal Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,668
Int. CI. A61g 7110- A47c 3132

U.S. CI. 5-68 19 Claims

*v

UJ''

1. A device for providing a supervisory control of the move-
ment of a bed structure adapted to be moved to selected
positions and having an external control apparatus for effect-

ing preestablished position control of the several positions, a
supplementary auxiliary and supervisory control means for
deactivating any selected externally-controlled positioning,

control console means provided adjacent to the bed and in a
region reachable by the bed occupant for effecting selected
desired movement controls, and a supplemental control re-
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moved from the position of the bed occupant for temporarily
deactivating at least a portion of the control console to pre-
clude control motion thereby of at least any related section of
the bed.

3,839,754

FOLDING BABY COT
Alden W. Hooper, 444 North Rd., Bedford, Mass. 01730

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,373
Int. CI. A47c 27108: A47f 1100

U.S. CI. 5-98 A 10 Claims

I. A folding cot for a baby comprising,
two substantially rectangular shaped members, both sub-

stantially the same width and one slightly longer than the
other, the shorter one fitting within the longer and pivot-
ally attached together at the shorter sides of each, sub-
stantially midway between the ends of said shorter sides
so that they pivot on an axis which extends the length of
each member and through the short sides of each mem-
ber,

a rigid transverse brace at each end of the cot, each pivot-
ally attached at one end thereof to the same one of the
rectangular members and each brace adapted at the other
end thereof for connection to the other of the rectangular
members,

for each brace, an accommodating part on at least one of
the members at a corresponding position to the said
pivotal attachment for the brace for connection to the
other end of the brace to erect the cot,

a flexible sheet attached to a long side of each member.
means for securing each brace when the cot is folded paral-

lel to the short side of the rectangular member to which
the brace is pivotally attached,

whereby the members are pivoted to define an X as viewed
along the axis and the transverse braces substantially
resist tension and compression and are attached to pro-
vide a secure suspension of the flexible sheet for carrying
a baby.

3,839,755
MOBILE BED FOR THE HANDICAPPED

Anthony lannucci, 192 Chatterton Pkwy., White Plains. N Y
10606

Filed Jan. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 320,758
Int. CI. A61g 1102

U.S. CI. 5-86 2 Claims
1. In a vehicle for the crippled or handicapped person, the

combination comprising a frame with a plurality of wheels
attached thereto including a pair of larger diameter driving
wheels, each of said drivng wheels rotatable on one side of
said frame at a first end of said vehicle, a pair of upright
support members secured to said frame adjacent said first end
of said vehicle, a horizontal support secured to the top of said
upright supports adjacent said first end of said vehicle, an
adjustably inclined support attached to said frame and form-
ing an acute angle of inclination therewith, a support arm
attached to the lower surface of said inclined support and
adjustably mounted in any one of a plurality of positions on

said frame with respect to the length thereof thereby providing
for a variation in said angle of inclination when said support
arm is mounted in any one of said plurality of said positions
along the length of said frame, a padded support attached to
the bottom central portion of the upper surface of said adjust-
ably inclined support and a pair of feet-holding stirrups on the
upper surface of the lower portion of said inclined support.

thereby supporting the lower extremities of the crippled or
handicapped occupant of said vehicle, and wherein the upper
end of said inclined support is positioned with respect to said
horizontal support and said pair of driving wheels so that the
crippled or handicapped occupant of said vehicle can reach
the upper surface of said horizontal support and said driving
wheels with his arms.

3,839,756
SLEEPING BAG DESIGN

Wayne G. Hibbert, Trenton, N.J., and S. David Harris, New-
town, Pa., assignors to Atlantic Products Corporation, Tren-
ton, N.J.

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,025
Int. CI. A47g 9100

U.S. CI. 5-343 8 Claims

1. In an insulated blanket and the like having at least an
outer and an inner layer of fabric separated by insulation
material, the improvement in fastening said outer and inner
layers and said intermediate insulation material so that said
layers and material will not shift in relation to each other
comprising, a first section of said blanket wherein said outer
and inner layers are generally parallel and separated by said
insulation material, a second section of said blanket wherein
said outer and inner layers are generally parallel and separated
by said insulation material, a seam interconnecting adjacent
edges of said first and second sections including stitching
generally parallel to said layers through portions of said outer
and inner layers, and a generally tubular member having edge
portions secured to said first and second sections by said
stitching and lying along one side of said blanket.
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3,839,757

FISHING BOAT SEAT
Sam J. Grimes, 202 S. Weatherred Dr., Richardson, Tex.
75080

Filed Nov. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 303,528
Int. CI. A47c 3120, 7162; B63b 29104

U.S. CI. 9-7 2 Claims

1. A seat support assembly for a fishing boat adapted to be
moved between a first low running position and a second
elevated fishing position spaced horizontally from said first

position, comprising: a mounting console adapted to be se-
cured along the bottom of a boat to provide a base for said
seat support, said mounting console having a first horizontal
storage section having a removable top to provide access into
said storage section when open and a horizontal support sur-
face when closed for supporting a seat base at said first low
running position, said console having a second elevated verti-

cal storage section provided with an access door opening
toward said horizontal storage section for housing apparatus
including a depth finder observable to the operator of said
boat when occupying a seat on said assembly when in said low
running position; a pair of parallel support legs pivotally se-

cured at lower ends at horizontally spaced locations along a
lower portion of each side of said console, corresponding legs
of each pair of legs being aligned longitudinally with each
other along said console sides and said leg lower ends being
horizontally located such that said legs slope at substantial
angles at both said low and elevated seat positions; a seat base
pivotally connected with the upper ends of said legs for sup-
porting a rotatable seat movable between said running and
fishing positions, said seat base resting on said top of said
horizontal storage section at said low running position; means
along opposite sides of said console for stabilizing said legs
laterally when positioned for supporting said seat base at said
elevated fishing position; and latch means on said console for
locking at least one of said legs against movement when said
seat base is at said elevated fishing position.

3 839 758
FOOT BINDING MECHANISM

Charles L. Jack, 2638 Southeast Ct., Wichita, Kans. 67216
Filed July 13, 1973, Ser. No. 378,837

Int. CI. A63c 9124
U.S. CI. 9-310 AA 6 Claims

1. A foot binding mechanism adapted to receive one's foot
therein, comprising:

a. a foot support means attached to a main support member
having a stationary housing assembly and a movable
housing assembly;

b. said movable housing assembly connected by a connector
housing to said support member;

c. a binding means connected to said movable housing
assembly and said support member;

d. said binding means includes a thrust member connected
to said movable housing assembly, an anchor bar con-
nected to said thrust member, and an anchor assembly
connected to said anchor bar;

e. said anchor bar movable longitudinally within said anchor
assembly to adjusted positions and freely movable in an
upward manner to the unlatched condition for substantial

longitudinal movement of said movable housing assembly
and, subsequently, movable downwardly to the latched
condition in contact with said anchor assembly;

f. said anchor assembly having a plurality of guide slots

therewithin to selectively receive said anchor bar there-
within in an adjusted condition whereby said anchor bar
is movable within said guide slots so as to be movable to
various adjusted position, and said guide slots restrict

rearward movement of said anchor bar and permit up-
ward and lateral movement thereof to another adjusted
position.

3 839 759
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR BINDING BOOKS

Henry N. Staats, Deerfield, and Frederick H. Melull, Glenview,
both of III., assignors to General Binding Corporation,
Northbrook, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 169,982, Aug. 9, 1971, abandoned.
This application May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,687

Int. CI. B42c 19108
U.S.CI. 11-lA 8 Claims

1. The method of binding books having a plurality of aper-
tures spaced serially along and equidistantly spaced from one
edge of the pages thereof, comprising the steps of moving said
book along a path parallel to said one edge, serially position-
ing C-rings adjacent the said one edge, said C-rings each
having an unspread substantially completely closed condition,
serially spreading said C-Rings open to a width in excess of the
thickness of the book being bound, positioning such open
C-ring to overlap said one edge at the location of an aperture,
and releasing said ring to snap into said aperture.

3,839,760

AIRCRAFT LOADING BRIDGE
Neil F. Nagy, Torrance, Calif., assignor to Foremark Corpora-

tion, Gardena, Calif.

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,555
Int. CI. B65g 1 1100

U.S. CI. 14-71 7 Claims
1. In an aircraft loading bridge for use in providing access

between an aircraft terminal opening and an aircraft, said
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bridge havmg a tunnel extending from said terminal in com-
munication with said opening and a terminal, first vestibule for
gaming access to an aircraft loading door at the extremity of
said tunnel remote from said opening, the improvement which
comprises:

a movable second vestibule movably mounted on said tun-
nel so as to extend outwardly from one side of said tunnel
and so as to be movable along said side of said tunnel,

3,839,762
DOUBLE ROTARY BRUSH CAR WASH ASSEMBLY

George M. Baker, 744 Lenox Dr., Jackson, Miss. 39211
Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,377

Int. CI. B60s 3106
U.S. CI. 15-21 D 10 Claims

means for extending said second vestibule away from said
side of said tunnel so as to position said second vestibule
to gain access to an aircraft loading door,

closure means for providing access between the interior of
said tunnel and the interior of said movable vestibule in
various positions of said movable vestibule at said side of
said tunnel and for closing off said side of said tunnel
except where said second vestibule is located.

»
II 3,839,761

RAMP ASSEMBLY FOR LOADING DOCK
Norman R. Stevenson, 10520 Harry Hines, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Aug, 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,471
Int. CI. B65g 11100

U.S. CI. 14-71 9 Claims

1. A selectively movable ramp assembly for a loading dock
comprising: mounting means adapted to be supported at a

dock face; ramp plate means pivotally secured to said mount-
ing means and movable to a plurality of positions for engaging
a truck bed to provide a load bearing surface between said

dock and said truck bed; two spaced open-backed bump
blocks adapted to be disposed at opposite ends and indepen-
dently of said mounting means and secured with said dock
along upper and lower portions only of each of said blocks to

provide cushioned engagement with a truck bed for position-

ing said truck bed relative to said ramp plate means; a torsion
spring operatively associated with said ramp plate means and
said mounting means and with at least one of said bump blocks
for biasing said ramp plate means upwardly on said mounting
means for minimizing the force required to manipulate said

plate means; and ramp plate stop means on each of said bump
blocks for positioning and supporting said ramp plate means
at a predetermined angle.

I. A vehicle washing installation comprising a structure
defining a path for a vehicle mov;.,g relative to said structure,
a support mounted from said structure for movement laterally

of said path, a first arm having one end pivotally mounted on
said support for swinging of the other end of said arm about
a first axis transverse to said path, a second arm having one
end pivotally mounted on said other end of said first arm for
swinging of the other end of said second arm about a second
axis generally paralleling the first axis, first and second rotary
brush means journaled on said other ends of said first and
second arms, respectively, about axes generally paralleling the
first axis, first means connected between said support and first

arm operative to bias said first arm relative to said support to
a normal position with said second axis generally centered
relative to said path, drive means for rotating said second
brush, first fluid motor means driving said first brush and
second fluid motor means connected between said arms for
swinging the second arm relative to the first arm and con-
nected in parallel with said first fluid motor means whereby an
increase in drag of said first motor means will result in in-
creased fluid pressure being supplied to said second fluid
motor means.

3,839,763
ROTARY BRUSH SECTION

William Gould, 93 Sagamore Rd., Millburn, N.J. 07041
Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,570

Int. CI. A46b 7110; A46d 3100
U.S. a. 15-181 3 Claims

.^.

1. A rotary brush unit comprising a hub defining trans-
versely split annular channel including an inner cross wall and
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outwardly directed side walls and having its ends in alignment

and delineating said split, radially projecting bristles extending

around said hub and having their inner ends anchored in said

channel, said bristles being bent to form medial bights located

in said channel, an anchoring wire engaging said bights and
extending in said channel about said hub, said channel side

walls being inwardly crimped along their upper borders to

tightly embrace said bristles above said bights and form bulged

borders along the inner portion of each side wall and a pair of

separate coupling elements engaging each of said side walls

and welded to sections of said side walls on opposite sides of
said split, each of said coupling elements being similarly

shaped and symmetric to a transverse plane and having inte-

grally formed therewith a radially inwardly extending key
defining tongue and each of said coupling elements further

including an outer section with an inner border matingly

engaging said side wall bulged borders and the adjacent bor-

der of said channel cross wall, said coupling element inner

border and said side wall bulged border being joined by weld-

ing.

3,839,765

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DISPERSING TIGHTLY
BALED FIBERS

Mickey A. Thomas, Duncan, Okla., assignor to Halliburton

Company, Duncan, Okla.

Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,861

Int. CL DOlg 7100, 9100
U.S. CI. 19-80 R ^ 10 Claims

3,839,764

REMOVAL OF TRASH IN THE OPEN-END SPINNING OF
TEXTILE YARNS

James William Barnes Clayton, Arnside, Near Carnforth,
England, assignor to Piatt International Limited, Oldham,
Lancashire, England

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,771
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 3, 1971,

41236/71

Int. CI. A47I 5138
U.S. CI. 15-301 9 Claims

1. A trash purging apparatus for a multi-station open-end
spinning machine comprising:

a stationary trash chamber located adjacent each station for

receiving trash continuously therefrom.

an outlet to each stationary trash chamber,
a common purging duct connectable to all trash chambers

to purge the trash chambers,
a plurality of inlets to said common purging duct each inlet

registering with one of said outlets,

a gate element interposed between each of said inlets and
the registering outlet having means defining a gate aper-
ture,

a movable endless belt and gate control means associated
with the endless belt, the gate control means being moved
by the belt into engagement with the gate elements
whereby each of the gate elements is caused, in turn, to

move from a closed position in which the means defining
a gate aperture is out of register with said inlet and said

outlet, to prevent communication therebetween, to an
open position in which the inlet, the outlet and the means
defining a gate aperture are all in register, the gate ele-

ment then returning to said closed position to produce, in

succession, intermittent connection between each trash
chamber and the purging duct thereby to purge the trash
chambers.

1. Apparatus for dissociating tightly matted fibrous sub-

stances, said apparatus comprising:

a material receiving bin for receiving a bale of said fibers;

a flow channel for channeling said- bale into a desired flow

path, said channel attached to said bin;

mechanical rending means for partially removing small

quantities of material from said bale;

a first frusto-conical cyclone section attached to said bin;

a second frusto-conical cyclone section located concentri-

cally within said first cyclone section and communicating
with said fiow channel;

gas dispersal means within said first frusto-conical cyclone
section; and

discharge means for discharging said fibers from said first

frustoconical cyclone section.

3,839,766

CONVEYOR BELTS
Michael John Kenney, Sutton Coldfleld, England, assignor to

Dunlop Limited, London, England

Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,153
Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 2, 1971,

18604/71; Mar. 1, 1972, 09441/72
Int. CL F16g 3100

U.S. CI. 24-31 W 9 Claims

1. A belt coupling means for use in connecting the ends of
a longitudinally reinforced belt and transmitting longitudinal
loads comprising a first abutment means secured to the rein-

forcement of one end of the belt, a second abutment means
secured to the reinforcement of another belt end and shaped
so that the said second abutment means engages and inter-

locks with the first abutment means, and clamping means for

maintaining the abutment means in engagement whereby the
first and second abutment means connects the ends of the belt

and longitudinal forces are carried entirely by the said inter-
locked abutment means and not by the clamping means.
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3,839,767
APPARATUS FOR STRAIGHTENING FABRIC

Frank Wilhite Leitner, and William Thomas Griffin, both of
Charlotte, N.C., assignors to Coltron Industries, Inc., Mat-
thews, N.C.

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,385
Int. CL D06h 3112

a hollow one-piece fiberglas resin shell having the shape of
a cover for said base,

a cement-sand-stone composition completely filling each of
said shells,

U.S. CI. 26-51.4
12 Claims

1. In a tenter having a pair of laterally spaced, elongate and
longitudinally movable first and second fabric-engaging tenter
chains for moving a fabric forwardly while applying lateral

tension to the fabric therebetween; the combination therewith
of

a. tenter chains for driving said fabric-engaging means to
move at least the longitudinal center of the fabric there-
between at a predetermined substantially constant lineal

speed and including a rotary input element adapted to be
driven forwardly at a constant speed,

b. detecting means for detecting and producing a signal in

response to a skew distortion in the forwardly moving
fabric in which one side edge portion of the fabric is

skewed forwardly of the opposite side edge portion
thereof, and

c. responsive means interposed in said driving means and
responsive to a skew correction signal of said detecting
means for oppositely varying the lineal speed of said pair
of fabric-enging tenter chains in direct proportion to each
other to correct the skew distortion without altering said

constant lineal speed of the longitudinal center of the
fabric, said responsive means comprising

and a number of fiberglas anchor loops within each of said
shells and integral therewith for providing physical at-

tachment between the set cement-sand-stone composi-
tion and the inner surface of said shells.

3,839,769
APPARATUS TO PRODUCE NON-WOVEN FABRIC

Walter Engels, Tryon, N.C, assignors to Deering Milliken
Research Corporation, Spartanburg, S.C.

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,058
Int. CI. DOlh 7190

U.S. CI. 28-1 CL 10 Claims

first and second differential units including respective
first and second rotary input portions driven by said
input element, first and second rotary output portions
on the respective first and second differential units

drivingly connected to the respective first and second
tenter chains, said first and second differential units
also including first and second normally stationary
rotary housings, planetary gear means in each housing,
and sun gears fixed on the input portion and the output
portion, respectively, of each differential unit and
meshing with the respective planetary gear means
whereby each output portion is driven at a constant
speed by said rotary input element while the respective
housings are stationary, and

. reversible means under control of said detecting means
for rotating said first and second housings simulta-
neously in opposite directions relative to each other
whereby, when either housing rotates in a forward
direction, the speed of the output portion of the respec-
tive differential unit is reduced and the other housing
is rotated in a reverse direction to increase the speed of
the output portion of the other differential unit.

1. Apparatus for producing non-woven fabric comprising
yarn guide means including a pair of yarn guides spaced from
each other, creel means for supporting a plurality of yarn
packages of a first yarn, said creel means including an upright
support member, a hollow shaft member rotably supported in
said upright support member, a plurality of radially directed
yarn guide arms connected to said shaft member on one side
of said upright support member, means operably associated
with said creel means supporting a plurality of yarn packages
of a second yarn means to supply said first yarn and said
second yarn from their respective packages through said hol-
low shaft member to said radially directed yarn guide arms
and to wind the yarn about said pair of yarn guides to form
reaches of yarn therebetween and means for combining a
sheet of yarn with the yarn reaches between said spaced yarn
guides to form a non-woven fabric.

3,839,768

BURIAL VAULT
James H. McQuestion, 4460 Coral Dr., Brookfield, Wis. 53005

Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,688
Int. CL A61g 17100

U.S. CI. 27-35 4 Claims

1. A burial vault comprising:

a hollow one-piece fiberglas resin shell having the shape of
a base for a burial vault,

3,839,770
APPARATUS FOR SWAGING GEM MOUNTS

Henri Victor Favre, 44 rue du College, -39-Saint Claude,
France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 854,641, Sept. 2, 1969,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

631,978, April 19, 1967, abandoned. This application Feb. 8,
1972, Ser. No. 224,474

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 28, 1966,
66.59538; Oct. 4, 1966, 66.78730

InL CI. B23p 5100
U.S.a.29-10 2 Claims

1. A device for securing a precious stone or the like in a
setting having a body including claws surrounding a central
recess in which the stone is to be housed, the device compris-
ing a frame, a die mounted to slide vertically in said frame, and
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having its lower end recessed to define a setting basin having
surfaces for bending claws of a setting about a precious stone
in the setting, means for effecting vertical movement of the

die, said die having an axial bore opening into the setting

basin, a positioning center-point mounted to slide axially in

said axial bore of the die, a spring housed in the axial bore of
the die and acting to urge the positioning center-point into an
extreme lower position in which its lower end normally
projects into the setting basin, a lower support located under
the frame, said support having an upper recess located coaxi-

ally with the die basin and in which said setting is placed with

its claws extending upwards, said center-point having a lower
planar surface dimensioned transversely relative to the recess
and disposed to engage the stone to position the surface of the
stone contacted parallel to said lower planar surface before
said basin engages said claws of said setting and bends them
about said stone, a vertical centering rod movable axially in

said support disposed coaxially with the recess and disposed
below the frame and having a free end portion contacting the

stone during use, and means for selectively effecting vertical

movement of the centering rod to adjust the seating of the

stone within the setting independently of the movement of
said die before said center point engages said stone.

3,839,771
METHOD FOR CONSTRUCTING A THERMIONIC

COUPLE
Gianni A. Dotto, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Pro International

Corporation

Continuation of Ser. No. 42,301, June I, 1970, abandoned.
This application Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,730

Int. CI. HOlj 9100
U.S. CI. 29-25.14 1 Claim

-</

1. The method of constructing a thermionic couple capable
of exhibiting a cyclic thermionic unbalance in operation,

comprising the steps of:

forming a ring of material such as copper having a low

electrical resistivity in the order of 1.7 microhm-
centimeters (at 20°C.) and a relatively high thermal con-

ductivity in the order of one calorie per second through
a thickness of 1 centimeter and across an area of I square
centimeter at a temperature difference of TC. with the

ends of the ring defining a gap therebetween;

forming a bridge member spanning said gap of a material

such as Constantan having a significantly higher electrical

resistivity in the order of 49 microhm-centimeters (at

20°C.) and a significantly lower thermal conductivity in

the order of 0.054 calories per second through a thick-

ness of I centimeter across an area of I square centimeter

at a temperature difference of TC;
causing a substantial temperature difference between the

ends of said ring to induce an electrical potential gradient

between the ends of said ring;

placing the bridge member in contact with the ends of said

ring resistance between the ends of said ring;

measuring the potential difference between the ends of said

ring while the temperature difference is induced;

and adjusting the spacing between the ends of said ring and
hence adjusting the effective length of the bridge member
until the observed potential difference fluctuates in a

cyclic manner;
and then securing said bridge member to the ends of said

ring.

3,839,772

CUTTING TOOL WITH ADJUSTABLE AND
REPLACEABLE CUTTING TIPS

Hiroshi Shimomura, Tokyo, and Tatsuo Suganami, Kawasaki,
both of Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Kinzoku Kogyo Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Tokyo-To, Japan

Filed July 31, 1973, Ser. No. 384,201
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 8, 1972, 47-78804

Int. CI. B26d 1112
U.S. CI. 29-105 A 9 Claims

1. An adjustable cutting tool comprising: a tool body (1)
having a plurality of seats (2) each defined by guide wall

surfaces (2a, lb)\ a plurality of blade blocks (4) each held
against the guide wall surfaces of a respective seat; a plurality

of replaceable cutting blade tips (3) each mounted on a re-

spective blade block; adjusting means (7, 8 or 13) adapted to
act on and cause each blade block to slide along the guide wall
surfaces for adjustment of the cutting edge position of the
cutting blade tip; backlash preventing means comprising a
biasing member ( 10 or 14) for imparting a force due to defor-
mation of an elastic structure (11 or 14) to each blade block
in a direction to force the block positively, without play,

against the adjusting means; securing means (6) for positively
fixing each blade block thus adjusted to the tool body; and
spring means (5) for imparting a retaining force to the blade
block toward the guide wall surface even when said securing
means is slightly loosened preparatory to adjustment of the
blade block.

3,839,773
METHOD OF CONNECTING WIRE CABLES IN LOCKING

BOLTS FOR A TRACK-LAYING CHAIN
Karl Scholle, Remscheid, Germany, assignor to Diehl, Nurn-

berg, Germany
Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,438

Claims priority, application Germany, June 26, 1972,
2231291

Int. CI. B21k 19100; B62d 55108
U.S. CI. 29-148.3 4 Claims

1. The method of connecting wire cables to locking bolts for
a track-laying chain in which the cables are inserted into
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diameter than that of the central aperture of the flange and
provided to be inserted into the aperture, and an axially mov-
able electromagnet to attract the flange.

ends of the bolts to effect plastic deformation thereof in at
least the axial regions of said bores thereby to fix the cables
in said bores.

'

' 3,839,774
METHOD OF MAKING AN EARTH BORING BIT
BEARING SYSTEM HAVING A PITTED BEARING

SURFACE
G. C. Jackson, Jr., Dallas, Tex., assignor to Dresser Industries

Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 120,142, March 2, 1971, Pat. No.
3,784,264. This application Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 399 878

Int. CI. B21d 53110; B23p 1 1 100
U.S. CI. 29-149.5 R 5 claims

3,839,776
WIRE STRIPPING AND CRIMPING APPARATUS AND

METHOD
Randall H. Anderson, Brea; Emerson A. Grimsby, Pico Rivera
and Kenneth Kessler, Mission Viejo, all of Calif., assignors'
to International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,688
Int. CI. HOlr 43104; HOlt 43100

U.S. CI. 29-203 DT 28 Claims

'l

W A ^ -> •*»

en,

1. A method of constructing an improved bearing system to
promote rotation between a pair of relatively rotatable mem-
bers, comprising the steps of

grit blasting the bearing surface of one relatively rotatable
member to give it a roughness of from 50 to 200 R.M.S.
assembling the rotatable members in operative position'
and

maintaining a lubricant containing entrained anti-galling
material m the area between the rotatable members.

3,839,775
APPARATUS FOR ALIGNING A FLANGE

Kiyoshi Hirose; Kaoru Shiozawa, both of Chibaken, and Yuzi
Saito, Kanagawaken, all of Japan, assignors to Mitsui Ship-
building and Engineering Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,500
Claims priority, application Japan, May 30, 1972, 47-54203

Int. CI. B23p 19100
U.S. CI. 29-200 P 3 Cairns

1. Apparatus for aligning a flange with the axis of a pipe to
be welded comprising radially movable members for gripping

1. An attachment for a press for stripping the insulation
from an end portion of an insulated wire and crimping a U-
section ferrule forming a part of an electrical contact to the
bared end portion of the wire comprising:

a die set including a top plate and a bottom plate, said top
plate being adapted to be fixed to the press ram and the
bottom plate being adapted to be fixed to the press table,
upper and lower crimping jaws connected to said top and
bottom plates, respectively;

wire-clamping means and insulation-stripping means each
mounted on said bottom plate adjacent to said lower
crimping jaw, and insulation-severing blades being pro-
vided on said insulation stripping means;

means mounting said insulation-stripping means for move-
ment from a forward position adjacent to said wire-
clamping means to rearward position;

means for sequentially feeding a plurality of said contacts,
with the ferrules thereof open downwardly between said
crimping jaws;

means for moving said wire-clamping means into engage-
ment with an insulated wire;

means for operating said insulation-severing blades while
said insulation-stripping means is in said forward position
and said wire is held by said wire-clamping means to sever
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the insulation on said wire;

means for shifting said insulation-stripping means to said
rearward position while said wire is held by said wire-
clamping means to strip the severed insulation from said
wire; and

means for operating said press ram upon movement of said
insulation-stripping means to said rearward position to lower
said upper crimping jaw into engagement with said lower
crimping jaw, said lowering of said upper crimping jaw causing
one of said contacts to move downwardly so that said ferrule
will embrace the bared end portion of said wire and become
crimped thereto.

3,839,777

WIRE GUIDE ASSEMBLY
Eugene T. Puzio, 1517 Richmond Ave., Trenton, N.J. 08619

Filed Oct. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 410,106
Int. CI. H05k 13104

U.S. CI. 29-203 MW 14 Claims

/ I

1. A wire guide assembly comprising: a support post having
a first end and a second end; a wire bundle retainer pivotally

coupled to said support post generally adjacent said support
post first end and selectively recessed to provide a first arm
and a second arm arranged in spaced relationship with respect

to one another so as to form a wire bundle receiving cavity

therebetween, said wire bundle receiving cavity opening to a
first edge of said wire bundle retainer, said wire bundle re-

tainer having a center of gravity axially offset from the loca-

tion of the pivot coupling between said wire bundle retainer

and said support post so that said wire bundle retainer is free

to rotate to a first given position when said support post is

oriented in a vertical position; and stop means selectively

located on said wire bundle retainer so as to cooperate with

said support means to limit the arc of rotation of said wire

bundle retainer between said first given position and a second
given position.

3,839,778

SEALING METHOD
Jack Brothers. Fort Walton Beach, Fla., assignor to Jerry

Pentel, Roxbury Twp.. R.D. Flanders. N.J., a part interest

Division of Ser. No. 312,619, Dec. 6, 1972, Pat. No. 3,782,587.
This application July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,560

Int. CI. B23p 1 1100
U.S. CI. 29-432 2 Claims

tion along the joint, and said elements have recesses formed
in the interfacing surfaces thereof, comprising the steps of:

disposing resilient elements in said recesses;

interpositioning a ductile member between said surfaces;

and

cutting a sealing sub-element of said indeterminate configu-

ration from said ductile member; wherein
said cutting step comprises forcing said surfaces to close

upon said ductile member, thus separating said sealing

sub-element from said ductile member, and urging the

separated sealing sub-element against said resilient ele-

ments.

(AREA II) (AREA I)

1. A method of sealing a fiuid joint, wherein the joint is

formed by interfacing elements of indeterminate configura-

3,839,779

CERAMIC BRAZING METHOD
David E. Walker, Naperville, III., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the United States Atomic En-
ergy Commission, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 395,327
Int. CI. B23k 31102

U.S. CI. 29-472.9 5 Claims
1. A method of brazing a ceramic body to a metal body

comprising interposing a thin layer of a ceramic oxide powder
between the surfaces of said ceramic and said metal bodies;

heating said bodies and powder in a nonreducing atmosphere
to at least 1 ,650°C. for a minimum of 5 minutes to melt said
ceramic oxide powder, thereby brazing said bodies together;
and cooling said brazed bodies to room temperature at a rate

no greater than 800°C. per hour to prevent the cracking of the
ceramic oxide bond.

3,839,780

METHOD OF INTERMETALLIC BONDING
George Freedman, Wayland, Mass., and Max F. Vogelsang,

deceased, late of Buckfleld, Maine (Caroline B. Vogelsang,
special administratrix), assignors to Raytheon Company,
Lexington, Mass.

Filed Apr. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 134,053
Int. CI. B23k 35H2

U.S. CI. 29-501 5 Claims

1. In an intermetallic compound system, a bond formed by
the method of:

melting a first element of said intermetallic compound;
forming particles of a second element of said intermetallic

compound;
immersing said particles in said molten first element to form

a mixture of said molten first element and said particles;

cooling said mixture to a lower temperature to arrest an
interaction between said first element and said second
element to provide said bonding agent; and

applying said mixture to an interface of two metal members
at a temperature above said lower temperature to form a
bond between said two members.

3,839,781
METHOD FOR DISCRETIONARY SCRIBING AND

BREAKING SEMICONDUCTOR WAFERS FOR YIELD
IMPROVEMENT

Lewis Keith Russell, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Signetics
Corporation, Sunnyvale, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 136,110, April 21, 1971, abandoned.
This application Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 412,919

Int. CL BOIj 7 7/00
U.S. a. 29-574 6 Claims

1. In a method for making integrated circuit structures
providing a semiconductor wafer, forming a plurality of active
and passive semiconductor devices in the wafer with the de-
vices being arranged in pre-determined repetitive patterns on
the wafer with spaces on the wafer between the repetitive

patterns, interconnecting by the use of conductive paths the
active and passive devices in each repetitive pattern to form

I
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an integrated circuit, interconnecting each repetitive pattern
with adjacent patterns by the use of conductive paths extend-
ing across said spaces between the patterns, testing the inte-

grated circuit in each pattern to determine which integrated
circuits are good and which are defective, separating the
semiconductor wafer and certain of said conductive paths

said first and second semiconductor means;
severing said first and second integral lead frame portions;

rotating one of said severed lead frame portions 1
80° with

respect to the other of said lead frame portions to thereby
place said first and second semiconductor means in the
desired face-to-face relation;

interlocking said first and second interconnecting means of
said first and second severed lead frame portions to hold
said first and second semiconductor means in the desired
face-to-face relation;

encapsulating said first and second semiconductor means to
provide the desired electrical device; and

severing said lead means from said lead frame portions to
free the electrical device.

3 839 783
THERMISTOR MANUFACTURING METHOD

Roger W. Dankert, Tustin, Calif., assignor to Rodan Indus-
tries. Inc., Anaheim, Calif.

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 271,203
Int. CI. BOlj 17100

U.S. CI. 29-588 7 Claims

extending between said patterns to form separate parts
whereby selected good integrated circuits in adjacent patterns
remain physically and electrically joined together and defec-
tive integrated circuits in adjacent patterns are physically and
electrically separated from the patterns having good inte-
grated circuits.

3 839 782
METHOD FOR USING A LEAD FRAME FOR THE
MANUFACTURE OF ELECTRIC DEVICES HAVING

SEMICONDUCTOR CHIPS PLACED IN A FACE-TO-FACE
RELATION

Milan L. Lincoln, 6025 E. Wetherfield Rd., Phoenix, Ariz.
85254

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 234,955, March 15, 1972,
abandoned. This application Aug. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 393,181

Int. CI. BOlj 7 7/00
U.S. CI. 29-588

1. A solderless method of electrically connecting a pair of
insulated electrical leads to the conductive electrode material
on the opposite sides of a thermistor wafer consisting only of
the steps of:

9 Claims exposing the ends of said leads;

crossing said leads so that they contact each other;
positioning said wafer between said crossed leads so that

said leads contact said electrode material, said wafer
being held between said leads by the spring tension
thereof;

coating said exposed ends of said leads and said wafer with
an electrically insulating, thermally conductive materia;
and curing said coating material thereby electrically con-
necting said leads to said electrode material.

1. A method of producing an electrical device which in-

cludes at least a pair of semiconductor means which are juxta-
positioned in a face-to-face relationship to each other, the
method comprising:

providing a lead frame means having first and second inte-
gral portions, said first integral portion including first

mounting means and first interconnecting means and first

lead means, said second integral portion including second
mounting means and second interconnecting means and
second lead means, said second interconnecting means
being adapted to interlock with said first interconnecting
means;

connecting the first and second semiconductor means re-
spectively to said first and second mounting means;

connecting said first and second lead means respectively to

3,839,784
METHOD FOR FABRICATING MAGNETIC READ-WRITE

HEAD ARRAY AND PRODUCT
Joe T. Pierce, Richardson, Tex., assignor to Texas Instruments

Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 763,817, Sept. 30, 1968, Pat. No.
3,601,871. This application Feb. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 113,725

Int. CL Glib 5/42
U.S. CI. 29-603 2 Claims

llOb

lOi

1. In a method for fabricating an array of magnetic read-
write heads, the steps of:
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a. cutting a plurality of generally parallel grooves in the face

of a block of ferrite to define a plurality of mesas;
b. filling the grooves with non-magnetic material;

c. incorporating a plurality of the mesas of ferrite material
into a corresponding number of magnetic loops;

d. machining the block of ferrite and the non-magnetic
material filling the grooves to leave a pair of ferrite posts

projecting outwardly from at least one of the mesas; and
e. separating the mesas of ferrite material from the block
of ferrite material, such that each mesa is isolated from
the other mesas by the non-magnetic material.

3,839,785

PUSHBUTTON KEYBOARD SYSTEM
Henry J. Boulanger, Cumberland, R.I., assignor to Texas In-

struments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 334,345, Feb. 21, 1973, Pat. No.
3,808,384, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 148,503,
June 1, 1971, Pat. No. 3,725,907. This application Nov. 9,

1973, Ser. No. 414,544
Int. CI. HOlh moo

U.S. CI. 29-622 3 Claims

1. A method for making a two pole switch comprising the

steps of selecting an electrically insulating support member
having conductive paths on a surface thereof, forming pairs of

apertures extending from the surface to an opposite surface of

the support member, taking a U-shaped electrically conduc-
tive member having legs connected by a bight portion, insert-

ing the legs of the U-shaped member through each pair of

apertures, severing the bight portion to form two separate

contact members, connecting the legs of the U-shaped mem-
bers to portions of said conductive paths, disposing a deflect-

able electrically conductive element adjacent the severed

bight portion so that it can be deflected into and out of en-

gagement with the severed bight portion and connecting the

conductive element to a voltage source.

3,839,786

PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING HIGH-VOLTAGE
FUSE

Erwin Salzer, Waban, Mass., assignor to The Chase-Shawmut
Company, Newburyport, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 312,191, Dec. 4, 1972, Pat. No. 3,810,061,

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 161,089, July 9, 1971. This

application Dec. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 421,985

Int. CI. HOlh 69102

U.S. CI. 29-623 3 Claims
1. A process for manufacturing high-voltage fuses having

plug terminals including the steps of

a inserting a plurality of rods into axial bores in one of a pair

of plug terminals and causing the ends of said plurality of

rods remote from said one of said pair of plug terminals

to engage corresponding axial bores in the other of said

pair of plug terminals while maintaining said pair of plug

terminals in coaxial relation;

b inserting a substantially annular element of electric insu-

lating material into the space bounded by said plurality of

rods at a point situated between the axially inner end

surfaces of said pair of plug terminals in engagement with

each of said plurality of rods and thereby bracing said

plurality of rods against radially inwardly directed pres-

sures; and thereafter sequentially performing the steps of

c winding at least one fusible element substantially heli-

cally around said plurality of rods, conductively connect-

ing the ends of said fusible element to said axially inner

end surfaces of said pair of plug terminals, fitting said pair

of plug terminals and said plurality of rods jointly into a

tubular insulating casing and affixing said casing to said

pair of plug terminals, filling said casing with a pulveru-

lent arc-quenching filler through a bore in said one of said

pair of plug terminals and withdrawing said plurality of

rods through said bores in said one of said pair of plug

terminals from portions of said fusible element suffi-

ciently supported by said filler by exerting a pull upon
ends of said plurality of rods projecting through said

bores in said one of said pair of plug terminals beyond the

axially outer end surface thereof.

3,839,787

ASSEMBLING ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
William B. Brown, deceased, late of Pasadena, Md. (by Hazel

V. Brown, representative), and Frederick David Gavin,
Baltimore, Md., assignors to Western Electric Company,
Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,556
Int. CI. H02g 15100

U.S. CI. 29-629 9 Claims

1. A method of assembling a blade-like terminal with a
dielectric body to form an electrical connector, which in-

cludes the steps of:

advancing a repetitively configured elongated metallic ma-
terial along a predetermined path to move a leading
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portion thereof through a passageway opening to one
surface and then mto a groove opening to another surface
adjacent the one surface such that the leading portion is

supported along a leading edge and two adjoining faces
thereof;

separating the leading portion of the elongated material
from the subsequent portions thereof and between ones
of the repetitive configurations to form a terminal having
a trailmg edge opposite the leading edge while covering
the groove to complete the support of the terminal
around the periphery thereof as defined by the leading
and trailmg edges and the two adjoining faces;

aligning the dielectric body with the groove;
engaging an unsupported surface of the terminal which

faces into the groove; and
moving the terminal from the groove and into assembled

relationship with the aligned dielectric body.

ing thereacross, said rollers being disposed at locations in

front of and behind said shaft and blade opening and
adapted to coact with a work piece when it is being cut
by said saw blade; and

b. another roller journaled to said base or platform and

3 839 788
EVISCERATING AND SKINNING KNIFE

Carl J. Addis, 115 Valley Dr., Casper, Wyo. 82601
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 159,981, July 6, 1971,

abandoned. This application June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,260
Int. CI. B26b 29102

U.S. CI. 30-287 3 Cairns

extending partially across said base or platform in close
proximity to said blade opening, said other roller being
disposed nearer to said rear roller than is said shaft and
adapted to coact with said work piece when it is beine
cut.

*

I 3,839,790
^ INSULATION STRIPPING DEVICE
Harold William Aldous, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., assignor to
Systems Engineering Laboratories, Fort Lauderdale, Fla

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,258
Int. CI. H02g 1/12; B26h 27/00

U.S. CI. 30-90.1
6 Claims

1. A draw-cut knife device for incising the hide of an ani-
mal, comprising:

a generally U-shaped member forming a shank portion at
one end thereof, a free end portion at the other end
thereof and a curved bight portion therebetween, said
member having a continuous smooth non-cutting outer
surface along each of said portions;

a knife cutting edge disposed at least along a portion of said
free end at its inner side "nd facing said shank portion
said free end portion being formed as a depressor adapted
to move along the inner surface of the hide and separate
same from the adjacent portion of the animal to which it

IS attached so that said cutting edge cuts said hide from
the inner surface out;

a cutting blade extending from said bight portion on the
smooth side opposite said knife edge and facing said
shank portion so that the smooth non-cutting surface of
the member anci not said cutting blade will come in
contact with the entrails of the animal when the hide
thereof is incised by pulling said cutting edge through said
hide; and

a pulling member affixed to said shank portion for pulling
the device through the hide.

3 839 789
EASY ROLLING CIRCULAR SAW

John E. Valkosky, Box 3, Juneau, Pa. 15751
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 313,176, Dec. 7, 1972,

abandoned. This application Dec. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 427,469
Int. CI. B27b 9/04

^•Sf'\0-374 3 Claims
I. In a hand held circular saw having a saw blade mounted

to a shaft of a motor mounted to a wrap around base or plat-
form having a blade opening therein, the improvement in said
base or platform comprising:

a. a plurality of rollers journaled to said base, each extend-

1. Apparatus for stripping the insulation from the ends of a
pair of randomly oriented twisted insulated wires each having
a wire core and an insulation sheath surrounding said wire
core, said apparatus comprising:

a pair of cooperating blades adapted to linearly reciprocate
together, without rotation, to engage said pair of ran-
domly oriented twisted insulated wires, and to linearly
move apart, said blades composed of a first blade and a
second blade, said blades having opposed cutting edges
each forming a cutting angle of about 10° with its direc-
tion of linear reciprocation, said first blade and said sec-
ond blade positioned so that the cutting edge of said first
blade is substantially parallel to the cutting edge of said
second blade;

means to linearly reciprocally move said first blade and said
second blade together and apart in such a manner that the
cutting edges of said first and second blades remain paral-
lel, and such that the respective cutting edges move closer
together when said cooperating blades are reciprocated
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together, and wherein the cutting edges of the blades
upon first engaging the randomly oriented twisted pair of
wires reorient the twisted wire pair until the line drawn
between the center of the wires in the plane of said cut-

ting edges is substantially parallel to said cutting edges;

and

stop means associated with said blades for preventing the

cutting edges of the blades from moving closer together

than the diameter of said wire cores such that the cutting

edges of the blades sever sufficient of the insulation

sheaths on each wire when moved together to enable the

insulating sheaths on the ends of the wires to be stripped

by simply pulling the wire pair from between the blades

when together.

3,839,791

PIPE CUTTING AND PREPING DEVICE
William C. Feamster, III, Portsmouth, Va., assignor to Com-

pac-Cutting Machine Corp., Norfolk, Va.

Filed Feb. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 332,232
Int. CI. B23d 21106; B26d 3116

U.S. CI. 30-97 20 Claims

1. A pipe cutting and end "preparing device capable of use
in severely restricted spaces, comprising plural pairs of semi-

circular segments adapted to be assembled together to sur-

round the pipe to be cut, said pairs of segments including pipe

gripping means to be cammed into tightly gripping surround-
ing contact with the pipe, body segments to be assembled into

a stationary collar encompassing the pipe gripping means and
restrained against movement relative to the latter, and gear
segments and carriage ring segments to be coupled together

and assembled into a ring gear and carriage ring rotatable

together about the collar and supported thereon, drive means
for rotating the ring gear and carriage ring about the pipe and
collar, a pipe cutting and end shaping tool carried by the

carriage ring, means for automatically progressively advanc-
ing the tool in discrete steps toward the pipe axis during rota-

tion of the gear and carriage ring to increase the depth of cut,

the ring gear and carriage ring having diametric planes of
separation between the segments thereof disposed in angularly

off-set relation to each other, each carriage ring segment
having removable locking pins axially paralleling the pipe axis

extending through the respective carriage ring segment into

both of the gear segments to hold them in assembled relation

about the body segments and pipe, each of the gear segments
having a pair of said locking pins extending thereinto which
pass through both of the carriage ring segments whereby the

carriage ring segments and gear segments are mutually held

thereby against separation until said locking pins are manually

removed along axial path, said pipe gripping means including

a pair of semicircular collet sections and companion semicir-

cular washer segments encircled by said body segments to

surround the pipe and having cam surfaces abutting confront-

ing camming surfaces on the body segments, a pair of exter-

nally threaded collet nut segments to bear against the washer
segments and encircle the pipe, and said body segments hav-

ing an internally threaded bore portion receiving said collet

nut segments.

3,839,792

EGG SHELL CUTTING DEVICE
Paul Ceccon, 707 Dorian Rd., WestHeid, N.J. 07090

Filed Feb. 22, 1974, Ser. No. 444,731

Int. CI. B26b 27/00

U.S. CI. 30-120.1 2 Claims

1. Egg shell cutting device comprising:

a. a suction cup having a convex surface for contacting the

egg shell and a header having a ferrule-type retainer

therein;

b. a finger support having a cavity therein and a finger-

resting surface thereon;

c. a longitudinal shaft having a first and a second terminals

and rotatably positioned intermediate said suction cup
and said finger support;

i. said first terminal being securely retained within said

ferrule of said header, and

ii. said second terminal being securely retained within

said cavity of said finger support;

d. a flexible, resilient, arcuate arm having one end thereof

connected to said shaft and slidable along the longitudinal

axis thereof;

e. means for retaining said one end of said arm positioned

on said shaft; and
f. cutting means located at the free end of said arm opposite

said one end for cutting the egg shell.

3,839,793

CHILDREN'S FEEDING UTENSIL
Anthony Crapio, New Haven, Conn., assignor to The Raymond

Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y., a part interest

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336,185
Int. CI. A47j 43128

U.S. CI. 30-123 4 Claims

1. A utensil for the feeding of children consisting of a handle
which terminates in the face of a clown, with provisions for an
attachable disposable food utensil which fits into the mouth of
said clown and is fastened to said handle, together with means
to illuminate the eyes and the nose of the face of the clown by
means of electric bulbs mounted to the face powered by a
battery mounted inside the handle, said eyes and nose being
formed of transparent material.
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3,839,794

SHEARS
John W. Deale, 5225 Glenoaks, Baton Rouge, La. 70811

Filed May 25, 1973, Ser. No. 363,852
Int. CI. B26b 13126

U.S. CI. 30-248 2 Claims

3,839,795
CHAIN SAW SAFETY METHOD AND APPARATUS

James Linville Dooley, Santa Monica, Calif., assignor to

McCulloch Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,776
Int. CI. B27b 17110; B27g 79/06

U.S. CI. 30-383 26 Claims

1. In a chain saw operable to be hand held by an operator
having:

||

a housing including,

a frame handle, and
a control handle;

|

a guide rail connected to said housing;

a cutting chain operably carried by said guide rail;

power means mounted within said housing including,

a drive shaft operably connectable with said cutting

chain;

sprocket means meshed in driving engagement with said

cutting chain;

clutch means, at least in part connected to said drive shaft,

operable for selectively connecting said drive shaft and
said sprocket means for driving said cutting chain;

the improvement comprising:

disc means fixedly connected to said sprocket means and
operably engageable with said clutch means in a driving

relationship;

means for biasing at least a portion of said disc means into

said operable engagement with said clutch means;
cam means connected to said housing and operably engage-

able with said disc means; and
actuation means connected to said housing for actuating

said cam means against said disc means in response to at

least one of an abrupt upward pivot of said guide rail

generally about the center of gravity of the chain saw and
physical engagement of at least a portion of said actuation
means by an operator's hand slipping from said frame
handle in order to overcome said bias on said disc and
disengage said disc from driving engagement with said
clutch means to thus remove driving torque from said
cutting chain.

1. Aviation-type shears with one blade having a cutting
member and a cutting handle and with a second blade having
a shearing member and a shearing handle, said blades being
pivotedly connected together at a point to the rear of said

cutting and shearing members, said handles being pivotedly
connected together further behind said first pivot point, said

cutting and shearing members having flat about parallel sur-

faces forming a cutting plane, said blades being shaped to

facilitate use in cutting toward one direction away from said

cutting plane, the improvement of which comprises:

a. offsetting said handles first at a position behind said first

pivot point, said first offset being in the same direction as

said cutting direction,

b. offsetting said handles again at a position behind said first

pivot point, said second offset being in the same direction

as said cutting direction.

3,839,796
PROSTHETIC DENTURE AND METHOD

James M. Hazar, 3120 N. Rose Cir., Phoenix, Ariz. 85018
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 235,376, March 16, 1972,
abandoned. This application Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,143

Int. CI. A61c 13100
U.S. CI. 32-2 5 Claims

1. In an artificial denture, the combination of: a generally
U-shaped assembly of hard prosthetic teeth; said assembly
having crown and incisor areas, and second areas adapted to
be fixed in a prosthetic gum structure; a permanent substan-
tially rigid hard prosthetic generally U-shaped base gum struc-
ture bonded to said second areas of said teeth; said prosthetic
base structure having a generally U-shaped in cross section
recess co-extensive with said assembly of teeth and adapted
generally to receive a toothless human gum area; and a layer
of soft deflectibly formable material having marginal edges
and a recess shaped generally to fit a toothless gum area; and
peripheral areas of said prosthetic base structure and said
marginal areas of said deflectibly formable layer sealingly
coupled to prevent food particles from entering therebetween;
said denture being provided with a palatal vault portion dis-
posed rearwardly of said terminus portion; said palatal vault
portion abridging a central area between side portions of said
U-shaped base structure; said palatal vault portion formed
only of deflectibly formable material and capable of being
easily deflectibly formed upwardly and set into closely con-
forming relation with any one of a variety of different palatal
vault areas of human mouths for preliminary impression form-
ing of said deflectibly formably layer in any one of several
different human mouths.

3,839,797

PARALLELING SYSTEM
Robert G. Randolph, 4146 Howard, Western Sprinss, III.

60558
Filed June 14, 1973, Ser. No. 369,989

Int. CI. A61c 3100
U.S. CI. 32-67 15 Claims

1. In a dental parallelmg system for preparing non-
converging base surfaces and parallel cylindrical bores in a set
of teeth;

magnet means supported in fixed relation with respect to
said set of teeth;

a dental handpiece having a rotary cutting tool thereon;
a Hall Effect sensor supported on said handpiece and mov-

ably positioned in the field of said magnet means where
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the magnetic lines of force are substantially straight and
parallel when said cutting tool is in a working position on
said set of teeth; and

control means effective in response to orientation of said
Hall Effect sensor within said magnetic field to generate
an output signal indicating a condition of alignment of

136 or 138

U—
GATE — SIGNAL

GENERATOR

said Hall Effect sensor with said magnetic lines of force;
whereby the axis of said cutting tool can be maintained at
a selected angle relative to said parallel magnetic lines of
force when preparing said base surfaces and parallel

bores by guiding said handpiece to orient said cutting tool
in response to said output signal.

3,839,798
FISHING LINE FOOTAGE COUNTER

OMie Abdo, Rt. 3 Box 1041, Bend, Oreg. 97701
Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 339,643

Int. CI. GOlb 3112, 5104
U.S. CI. 33-134 R 1 Claim

.10

16'* l^ l£

i4y

1. A fishing line footage counter for a fish pole having a reel

mounted thereon for fishing line and also having spaced
guides through which the line passes, comprising

a. a housing having opposite sides,

b. clamp means on said housing arranged to mount it on a
fish pole,

c. counter means in said housing having a shaft projecting
through one side of said housing,

d. a first friction surfaced roller secured on the projecting
end of said shaft,

e. a carrier member slidably mounted in said housing for

movement toward and away from said first roller,

f a shaft on said carrier member projecting through said
one side of said housing parallel with said shaft for said
first roller,

g. a second friction surfaced roller secured on the shaft

projecting from said carrier member in edge relation with
said first roller and arranged to have friction engagement
with a fish line between it and said first roller,

h. spring means urging said carrier member away from said
first roller,

i. and an adjusting screw threadedly mounted in said hous-
ing and engageable with said carrier for adjustably posi-

tioning the latter to vary the spacing between said rollers

to accommodate different diameter lines and to adjust the
frictional grip to be applied to the line,

j. said clamp means and said housing being arranged such
that when mounted on a fishing pole the area between
said rollers is aligned with the normal axis alignment of
the fish line in the guides on the fish pole.

3,839,799

GAGE
Eric H. Johansson, Jr., Poughkeepsie, N.Y., assignor to Dorsey

Gage Co., Inc., Hyde Park, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 278,954

Int. CI. GOlb 5112
U.S. CI. 33-147 K 6 Claims

1. A gage for indicating variations in the surface of a work-
piece, said gage comprising: a frame; a shaft mounted for

reciprocation in said frame; a support fixed to said shaft; a pair

of projecting fingers, one of said fingers being fixed to said
frame to define a reference and the other of said fingers being
mounted on said shaft for reciprocation of said shaft in said

frame, producing movement of said movable finger towards
and away from said fixed finger; indicator means to indicate

said movement; a pair of spaced apart tracks connected to

said frame, said tracks being positioned substantially parallel

to the movement of said movable finger, and arranged out-

board of the axis of said shaft means and guide means
mounted on said support engageable with each of said tracks
to thereby inhibit lateral motion of said movable finger; said
tracks comprise gibs each having a surface portion in con-
fronting engagement with said guide means; and, means to

effect adjustment of said gibs relative to said guide means.

3,839,800
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRECISELY
CONTOURING A WORK-PIECE IMPRECISELY

POSITIONED ON A FIXTURE
Seymour Bederman, Yorktown, and Larry G. Lankford,
Mahopac, both of N.Y., assignors to International Business
Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 756,091, Aug. 29, 1968, Pat. No.

3,633,011. This application Apr. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 135,777
Int. CI. GOlb 5124

U.S. CI. 33-174 L 6 Claims

1. The method of detecting a plurality of discontinuities in

^surfaces of an object, oriented at random and determining the

V*..
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positional offset of the object from a predetermined position
comprising the steps of:

a. moving a probe towards a surface of an object until it

engages the surface;

b. moving the probe in the direction reverse to that used in

step (a), for a predetermined distance from said object;
c. stepping the probe at right angles to the path of move-
ment toward and away from said object through a prede-
termined distance;

d. moving the probe towards said object again until a second
contact is made with said object;

e. measuring the distance moved by the probe during step
(d);

11r repeating steps {h) through (e) a pluralityjofjimes and
comparing the distances measured at each paiTofsucces-
sive steps (e) and calculating the general slope defined
thereby;

g. indicating a discontinuity if the the distance measured at
one step (e) diverges from said slope more than a prede-
termined distance and storing data indicating the location
of said discontinuity;

h. repeating steps (a) through (g) again along a second path
until an indication of a second discontinuity is obtained;
i. employing means for calculating the orientation of said
object relative to a predetermined set of coordinates, and
the deviation of the locations of said discontinuities from
predetermined po'sitions relative to said previously re-

corded predetermined set of coordinates therefor,

j. and providing an indication of the quantity of said devia-
tion.

3,839,801

DENTOMETER
Gerald D. Tappe, Yuba Cily, Calif., assignor to Feather River

Orthodontic Laboratory, Inc., Marysville, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 261,312, June 9, 1972,
abandoned. This application May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,503

Int. CI. GOlb i//0, 5/05
U.S. CI. 33-179 12 Claims

ing:

I. A device for measuring the perimeters of teeth compris-

a. an elongated body including an elongated handle at one
end thereof, a nose portion at the opposite end formed
with an opening for a measuring band, and an elongated
tubular barrel between said handle and said nose portion
carrying said nose portion at its end opposite to said
handle;

b. supporting means on said handle removably supporting
said barrel in longitudinal alignment with said handle;

c. a continuous passageway extending from said opening
through said barrel and said supporting means and into
said handle to a point spaced from but adjacent the end
of said handle remote from said supporting means;

d. a tooth measuring band of thin, flexible material project-
ing outwardly of said nose portion for forming a loop
adjoining said nose portion for encircling the tooth to be
measured, and said band having terminal end portions in

side-by-side adjoining relation extending through said

opening into said passageway;

e. loop-contracting-and-expanding means connected with
said end portions supported within said passageway for
movement longitudinally of the latter in one direction for
drawing the loop portion of said band into said opening
for contracting the loop about the tooth to be measured.

and for movement in the opposite direction to expand
said loop;

f manually actuatable means supported on said handle for
movement in opposite directions connected with said

loop-contracting-and-expanding means for moving the
latter in one direction or the other longitudinally of said

passageway according to the direction of movement of
said manually actuatable means;

g. a dial on said body having an annular row of indicia

thereon serially designating loop sizes of different perime-
ters and an indicator operatively connected with said

loop-contracting-and-expanding means for movement
along said row upon movement of said loop contracting
and expanding means to move to and stop in a position at

or closely adjacent to the symbol designating the perime-
ter of the tooth encircled by said loop when said loop is

tightened around said tooth.

3 839 802
DESICCATOR FOR WET POWDER PARTICLES

Shigeru Saito; Tetsuya Watanabe; Hideki Wakamori, and
Hideo Nakamura, all of Iwaki, Japan, assignors to Kureha
Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,205
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 18, 1971, 46-62314

Int. CI. F26b 3108
U.S. a.34-10 2 Claims

K

1:

1. A method for desiccating wet powder particles of syn-
thetic high polymer substance which comprises the steps of:

a. continuously feeding wet powder particles of synthetic
high polymer substance in a lateral direction into the
lower portion of a defined drying zone having a cylindri-
cal cross section and a length in meters of at least 0.05V
+ 3, where V is from 30 to 150, and having an inverse
conical section having an apex angle of from 50 to 70°;
b. blowing into the defined drying zone through the apex
of the conical section a stream of high speed hot gas at a
temperature of from 70 to 200°C at a flow rate of from
30 to 150 m/sec, the value V being equal to the numeri-
cal value of said flow rate, said stream further having a
cross-section of from 1/10 to 1/100 the cross-sectional
area of the cylindrical portion of the defined drying zone
for maintaining the average speed of the hot gas through
the cylindrical portion at 1.5 to 5.0 m/sec; and

c. withdrawing the dried particles and gas from the top of
the defined drying zone for sending them to a product
collecting cyclone.

3,839,803
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COOLING HOT

PARTICULATE MATERIAL
Charles J. Dick, Bethlehem, Pa., assignor to Fuller Company,

Catasauqua, Pa.

Filed Jan. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 327,967
Int. CI. F26b 19100

U.S. CI. 34-203 12 Claims
1. Apparatus for cooling hot particulate material discharged

from a furnace and for supplying preheated combustion air to
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said furnace comprising:

a first heat exchanger including means for supporting the

material to be cooled and advancing material through the

heat exchanger;

conduit means for conducting material to be cooled from
said furnace to said first heat exchanger;

a second heat exchanger flow connected with said first heat

exchanger for receiving material from said first heat

exchanger and including means for supplying a cooling

liquid for direct contact with the material to be cooled;

a third heat exchanger flow connected with said second heat

exchanger for receiving material from said second heat

exchanger and including means for supporting the mate-
rial to be cooled and advancing the material through the

heat exchanger;

means for supplying cooling sir to said third heat exchanger
for sequential passage through the material in said third

and first heat exchangers whereby cooling air passes

through the coolest material first and the hottest material

last and is heated by said material;

means for conducting said heated air to said furnace;

and means for substantially preventing cooling gas from
passing through said material when said material is in said

second heat exchanger.

3,839,804

ENERGY-ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
John R. Amend, Bozeman, Mont., and John F. Yegge, Oak

Ridge, Tenn., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the United States Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 414,026
Int. CI. G09b 9100

U.S. CI, 35-10 10 Claims

ENERGY-ENVIRONMENT
SIMULATOR
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1. A computerized energy-environment simulator, compris-

a plurality of differing natural energy reserve simulators,

each including means for indicating the energy reserve

available and means for selecting the rate of depletion of

the corresponding energy reserve;

a plurality of differing energy demand simulators, each
including means for selecting the rate of consumption of

energy of the corresponding demand;
an energy pool simulator means responsive to outputs from

said energy reserve simulators and said demand simula-

tors for comparing said reserve depletion rates with said

demand consumption rates to provide an indication of the

balance between the reserve supplies and energy de-

mands; and
a variable time lapse clock source for simulating acceler-

ated time periods and controlling said selected rates of

energy consumption according to the selected acceler-

ated time period.

3,839,805

OPEN SIDE GROUND ENGAGING TIP
Visvaldis Alfons Stepe, Willow Springs, III., assignor to Cater-

pillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,411

Int. CI. E02f 9128

U.S. CI. 37-142 R 8 Claims

1. A replaceable ground engaging tip-adapter combination
for mounting on the cutting edge of an excavating bucket, said

adapter comprising a nose having upper and lower inclined

surfaces extending rearwardly from a forward portion and
providing a generally wedge shape, a recessed laterally ex-

tending keyway in the upper surface, and a recessed laterally

extending keyway in the lower surface, and tip comprising, a

wedge shaped body having a sharpened edge at the forward
end of the wedge, a rearwardly extending strap at the top of

the body, a rearwardly extending strap at the bottom of the

body, said straps diverging from the body to form an open-
sided, generally U-shaped opening receiving the nose, a key

extending laterally of the top strap near the rear end of the

strap and projecting normal to the strap and engaged in the

keyway in the top surface, a key extending laterally of the

lower strap and projecting normal to the strap and engaged in

the keyway in the lower surface, said adapter nose and U-
shaped opening defining a substantial clearance between the

forward portion and the base of the U-shaped opening
whereby the only contact between the nose and the body is at

the extreme rearward ends of the top and bottom straps and
the interengaged keys and keyways so that all loads which are

applied to the body are transferred into the adapter by the

keys.

ing:

3,839,806

TWO-PIECE ROUTER BIT ASSEMBLY
Albert H. Hood, Vancouver, Wash., and Herman W. Gettman,

Portland, Oreg., assignors to ESCO Corporation, Portland,

Oreg.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,713
Int. CI. E02f 9128

U.S. CI. 37-142R 4 Claims

1. A two-piece router bit comprising an adaptor part
adapted to be secured to an earth moving unit and a substan-
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tially flat wear part releasably secured to the adaptor part, the
adaptor part having

a. an upper attaching portion for attaching the adaptor to
the earth moving unit and

b. an elongated lower nose portion, the nose portion having
i. a pair of spaced-apart side surfaces,

ii. a substantially flat lower surface extending between the
side surfaces,

iii. asubstantially flat forward surface extending upwardly
from the lower surface, the forward surface including
an upwardly and forwardly inclined portion extending
from the lower surface and a substantially vertically

extending portion extending upwardly from the in-

clined portion, and
iv. a substantially flat shoulder extending rearwardly from

the vertically extending portion of the forward surface,
the wear part having

a. a lower ground-engaging portion having an upwardly
extending front ground-engaging surface and a rear-

wardly extending bottom ground-engaging surface and
substantially flat outer side surfaces, and

b. an elongated upper recess portion, the recess portion
having an elongated upper edge provided with an up-
wardly opening longitudinally extending enclosed recess

therein, the recess being defined by a pair of spaced-apart
downwardly extending side surfaces and a substantially

flat inner bearing surface extending between the down-
wardly extending side surfaces, the inner bearing surface

of the recess having a generally longitudinally extending
rearward portion and a forward portion extending up-
wardly from the rearward portion, the forward portion of
the inner bearing surface including an upwardly and
forwardly inclined portion which abuts the inclined por-
tion of the forward surface of the adaptor nose and a
substantially vertically extending portion which abuts the
vertically extending portion of the forward surface of the

adaptor nose, and
c. a finger portion extending rearwardly from the vertically

extending portion of the forward portion of the inner
bearing surface of the recess,

the nose portion of the adaptor part being received by the
recess in the wear part with the flat lower and forward surfaces
of the nose portion abutting, respectively, the rear and for-

ward portions of the inner bearing surface of the recess to

prevent upward and rearward movement of the wear part
relative to the adaptor part, and the finger portion abutting the
flat shoulder of the nose portion to prevent downward move-
ment of the forward portion of the wear part relative to the

adaptor part and the side surfaces of the nose portion being
engageable with the side surfaces of the recess to restrain

transverse relative movement between the wear part and the
adaptor part, and locking means extending through the side

surfaces of the wear part and of the nose portion of the adap-
tor part and releasably securing the wear part and the adaptor
part together.

3,839,807

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION APPARATUS
Herbert B. Sternberg, New York, N.Y., assignor to Automated

Reference Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 10, 1972, Ser. No. 252,066
Int.Ci.G09f J/6»2

U.S.CI.40— 2.2 6 Claims

1. A vehicle recording apparatus adapted to be fixed to a
part of a vehicle or other type of machinery, said apparatus
comprising a generally prismatic bracket element having one
end adapted to be affixed to the vehicle or other machinery,
a generally prismatic cover element removably and con-
formably engaged over said bracket element and fabricated
of imprintable material to be imprinted on at least one of its

faces with vehicle identifying indicia, said cover element
having outer edges and intermediate prismatic faces, said

bracket and cover elements being formed with respective
aligned openings, and a seal comprising a flat elongated
strap having a head portion adapted to be inserted through
the aligned openings in said bracket and cover elements and
then to be engaged with the adjacent inside wall of said

bracket element, said strap in its engaged position extending
about the external surface of the cover element, said strap
having transversely extending serrations spaced to overlie
the outer edges of the prismatic cover element, the strap
being adapted to be sealed to itself after encircling the cover
element.

3,839,808
REMOVABLE SIGN CARTRIDGE FOR CHANGEABLE

MESSAGE SIGN
Karl Singer, Huntington Woods, Mich., assignor to Multiview

Corporation, Troy, Mich.

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,833
Int. CI. G09f 11124

U.S. CI. 40-86 R 1 Claim

1. In an advertising sign having a fixed position vertically
arranged support frame formed of interconnected elongated
vertical side members and having opposed inner vertical side
walls with inwardly extending edge flanges to form vertical
tracks, an upper hole in each side wall to horizontally position
an upper roller means therebetween and a lower hole in each
side wall to horizontally position a lower roller means therebe-
tween, and a pair of coupling means, each associated with one
of said holes in one vertical side wall to engage a roller means
for rotating the roller means, and a pair of axles each associ-
ated with one of said holes in the other vertical side wall, the
improvement comprising:

a. an elongated box split along its length into a pair of
substantially identical elongated U-shaped in cross-
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section box halves, each half formed of two elongated
parallel side walls joined with an elongated bottom wall
perpendicular to the side walls, end walls spaced inwardly
from the ends of the side and bottom walls, and an open
elongated side opposite the bottom wall, with the box half
open sides opposing each other so that the two halves
may be brought together with the respective side walls
and end walls of each half aligned to form the box as a
closed container;

b. said end walls of each box half having an opposed aligned
aperture therein;

c. first and second roller means having a cloth-like message
bearing scroll therebetween with one end of the scroll
fastened around one roller means and the opposite end of
the scroll fastened around the other roller means;

d. each of said roller means being an elongated tube and
having a fixed female spindle extending axially outwardly
thereof at a first end, and having a spring loaded male
spindle means extending axially outwardly thereof at a
second end;

e. said spring loaded male spindle means including a plug
having an internal bore, a spring positioned in said bore,
a shaft telescopically mounted in said bore in contact with
said spring and a plate mounted on said shaft and having
an axially outwardly projecting stud, said shaft having a
radial key fitted into a keyway in said bore; and

f. each of said roller means with said scroll therebetween
being normally releasably mounted in one box half with
the fixed female spindle mounted in one end wall aper-
ture and the male spindle means mounted in the opposed
end wall aperture with the plate and stud exteriorly of the
box end wall but interiorly of the elongated length of the
box half;

g. whereby when said box halves are closed, the roller
means and scroll are longitudinally within the length of
the box side walls and bottom walls; and

h. Whereby said box is insertable into said support frame
with the box halves thereafter separated with the first
roller means aligned with the lower holes in each frame
side wall and with the box half containing the other roller
means being engaged between said tracks and moved
vertically therein until the second roller means is aligned
with the upper holes in each frame side wall, each of said
female spindles being coupled to its aligned aperture by
an axle which extends through the aperture and into the
spindle and each of said male spindle means being re-
leased so that each plate and stud extend longitudinally
beyond the box side walls and bottom wall to engage one
of said coupling means.

structure of paperboard, cardboard or similar material and
including a cover panel portion and a body panel portion
foldably interconnected with the cover panel portion along a
lateral fold line, said body panel portion comprising a double
thickness of material having an underlying thickness contigu-
ous with the cover panel portion and an upper thickness
folded over laterally to extend from a marginal outer edge
toward the cover panel portion, said upper thickness having a
row of interrupted cut-outs therein extending laterally along
a central zone thereof and generally parallel to the marginal
outer edge to define a series of spaced apart document accom-
modating pocket mouths, the lateral regions of upper thick-
ness between the pocket mouths comprising webs, the end
portion of said upper thickness being folded along two spaced
parallel fold lines to comprise a pocket bottom-forming area
between the fold lines and to comprise an adjacent securing
strip terminating the end portion, said securing strip being
adhesively connected to the underlying thickness in spaced
relation to the foldable interconnection with the cover panel,
and the portion of said upper thickness between said row of
interrupted cut-outs and said marginal outer edge being se-
cured to the underlying thickness whereby said webs and
pocket bottom-forming area permit pocket expansion and
retraction by movement of the region of upper thickness
between the row of cut-outs and securing strip away from and
toward the marginal outer edge.

3,839,810
AUTOMATIC FISHING ROD MOTION CONTROL

Reed J. Lagasse, 28 Allen PI., Apt. A-7, Hartford, Conn. 06106
Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,404

Int. CI. AOlk 97110
U.S.CI.43-19.2 13 Claims

3,839,809
FILING AND PERSONAL RECORD KEEPING FOLDER

Richard J. Casas, 5 Cerezo St., and Guillermo J. Tous, Malaga
8-34, both of Guaynabo, P.R. 00657

Filed May 3. 1972, Ser. No. 249,938
Int. CI. B65d 31100

U.S. CI. 40-359
, Claim

1. Apparatus for automatically controlling the motion of a
fishing rod, comprising.

a. means for clamping said fishing rod in position;
b. means for reciprocating said clamping means so as to
move said rod with a fore and aft motion;

c. means for varying the degree of reciprocation of said
clamping means so as to vary the degree of movement of
said rod; and

d. means responsive to a predetermined movement of a
fishing line attached to said rod for deactivating said
means for reciprocating.

3,839,811
SAFETY HOOK HOLDER

Roy D. Hopkins, 301 E. 3rd St., Texarkana, Ariz. 7550

1

Filed Oct. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 299,612
Int. CI. AOlk 87100

U.S. CI. 43-25.2 4 Cajms
''

'
'

"

'-A method of using a hook holder having a hook-receiving
aperture therein so as to prevent personal injury and/or dam-

I A f-omKio^f;^., n J .
^^^ '° clothing or the like when handling and storing a fishinc
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method comprising the steps of mounting the hook holder
onto the fishing pole at a location along the length thereof
spaced from the other end of the pole, inserting the hook in
the aperture of the holder with barb of the hook inwardly of

first means for securely fastening said diving plane to a
fishing line; and

second means connected to said rudder portion to form a
guideway for a down rigger wire which is disposed at an
oblique angle with respect to said deflection plate, said
second means also providing means to releasably retain a
down rigger wire in said guideway.

the shank end of the hook, and rotating the pole while firmly
holding the holder fixed so as to tension the line and pull the
hook snugly against the holder so that the hook barb is located
out of danger of conjtact.

3,839,814
DEVICE FOR FISHING WITH A DEAD MINNOW

Bonifac Sykora, 278 Lisgar St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
(M6J 3G1)

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,367
Claims priority, application Canada, Mar. 20, 1972, 137481

Int. CI. AOlk 83106
U.S. CI. 43-44.2 8 claims

3,839,812
ANTI SNAGGING FISHHOOK

Clissolde L. Louthan, 7477 N. Wayland, Portland, Oree.
97203

Filed July 11, 1973, Ser. No. 378,253
Int. CI. M\k 83100

11.S. CI. 43-43.6

26

9 Claims

24-

_1_

1. In combination, a fishhook assembly comprising a shank
portion leading into a curved portion terminating in a sharp-
ened tip end, a barb on said hook inside the curvature of said
curved portion, an eye at the other end of said shank, a fric-
tion bushing mounted in said eye having a bore therein with
an axis directed approximately towards said barb, a line ex-
tending through said bore in friction engagement, and loop
means on an end of said line arranged to engage behind the
barb of the hook to guard the point of the hook against snag-
ging of obstructions in the water.

1. A bait frame for use with a dead minnow comprising in

combination:

a three-sided wire frame of generally cigar-shaped configu-
ration, having a horizontal bottom arm. a vertical rear
arm and a top arm;

a generally cylindrical gorge-engaging member being longi-

tudinally affixed within said frame, nearer the bottom arm
thereof than to the top arm thereof, said gorge-engaging
member being affixed at its forward end to the pointed
end of said cigar-shaped frame;

said frame being separable at the point where the rear
vertical arm thereof meets the upper arm thereof,
whereby a portion of said frame may be inserted through
a minnow and thence re-engaged;

leader attaching means at the pointed end of said frame; and
at least one fish hook attached to said frame.

J,Bjy,olj -x QIQ file
DOWN RIGGER DIVING PLANE FISHHOOK DEVICE

^r,^/.T '^:.^^'"J'*'' l^^^e^"^
^'•' ^•"•*''''*' «*>• ^'^- "«^«^d Latham, Devils Lake, N. Dak. 58301

Cr^n R«"v W.^ .T^nf
• ""'' ^"' ''^^ "'"""""' ^'^ ^'''^ '^"S" '' »'^73, Ser. No. 384,463oreen Bay WIS 54301

Int. CI. AOlk 5i/06
Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,824 u.s. CI. 43-44.4 lo Claims

Int. CI. AOlk 95100
'^laims

U.S. a. 43-43.12 7 Claims

1 A ^- •
I f_, J .

^' ^ fishhook device comprising a hook element having a
1. A diving plane fdr a down rigger, the combination com- stem, a resilient bait retainer element attached to the stem and

. %fy 1

1

having a portion adjacent the hook element, a bait supportdruaaer,
,

II ^ . '
element attached to the bait retainer element, the bait retainer

a defiection plate connected to said rudder and disposed to element being relatively resiliently movable with respect to
either side thereof in a plane substantially perpendicular the bait support element to position the bait retainer element
^

^'^^*°'
'" at least partially encompassing relationship to the bait
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support element, the bait support element being adapted to be

thrust into a bait piece so that the bait piece partially encom-
passes and is supported by the bait support element, the bait

retainer element partially encompassing the bait piece when
the bait retainer element is in position to retain the bait piece

as the bail piece is supported by the bait support element.

3.839,816

ADJUSTABLE PUPPET SHOW STAGE
Franz Fischereder, Mainaustrabe 67, Munich, Germany

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,315

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 28, 1972,

2203934
Int. CI. A63h 33/00

U.S. CI. 46— 13 10 Claims

B-B
A-A

-r-^^:

1. A puppet show stage comprising a front wall, said front

wall having a generally horizontal playing bar forming a lower

stage board supported between two vertical supports, said bar

being vertically adjustable in height above a floor capable of

supporting a puppeteer, a first curtain attached to said bar and
hanging vertically from said bar to conceal the area from the

playing bar to said fioor. said curtain being adjustable in

length to correspond to the height of the playing bar.

3.839.817

TOY AIRCRAFT SET
Charles D. Widener, 9 Coach Rd., Rolling Hills, Calif. 90274

Filed Dec. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 421,437

Int. CI. A63h 27104

U.S. CI. 46—77 7 Claims

1. U-control handle for both controlling and imparting flight

power to a non-powered toy aircraft through a pair of flexible

lines, said handle comprising:

a grip portion,

a pair of elongated, flexible and resilient extension portions

being connected to said grip portion and extending out-

wardly therefrom in a generally, converging relation to

one another, said extension portions being disposed in a
common reference plane, each of said extension portions
being designed and constructed to retain a control line so

as to limit lateral movement of the line while permitting

free longitudinal movement of the line,

mechanical interlocking means connected between said

extension portions to limit their ability to twist or to bend
out of said common plane, while permitting them to move
within said plane relative to one another, and

reel means around which the control lines are wound posi-

tioned on said handle, said reel means including means
for selectively controlling operation of the reel means to

effect increase or decrease in the length of the control

lines between the control handle and the toy aircraft.

3,839,818
GLIDER WITH AUTOMATICALLY RELEASING

FOLDABLE WINGS
Emil J. Heggedal, 140-50 Burden Cres., Jamaica, N.Y. 1 1435

Filed Oct. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 407,420
Int. CI. A63h 27/00

U.S. CI. 46-80 14 Claims

1. A toy glider comprising an elongated fuselage having

pivotaliy mounted wings movable from an extended, tlight

position to an overlapped, swept back launch position, resil-

ient means normally urging said wings to the extended flight

position, an elongated rod extending parallel to and supported
longitudinally of said fuselage, said rod having a concentrated

weight thereon in substantial alignment with the extended
w ings, stop means at forward and rear portions of said fuselage

for providing limited longitudinal movement of said rod and
weight, and loop means at the outer trailing edges of said

wings slidably engageable by said rod in the rearmost position

thereof for supporting said wings in the swept back, launch

position against the action of said resilient means.

3,839,819

CONTROLLED WETTING UNIT FOR DOLLS
Charles M. Hollingsworth, West Columbia, and Witold W.

Kosicki, Columbia, both of S.C., assignors to Horsman Dolls,

Inc., Columbia, S.C.

Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,279
Int. CI. A63h 3/24

U.S. CI. 46— 116 9 Claims

I. A controlled liquid discharge unit for a doll including in

combination, a doll torso, a doll head carried by said torso.
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said head being formed with a mouth orifice into which liquid 3,839,821
can be introduced, one of said torso and said head being DECORATIVE BADGE WITH MOVABLE EYES AND
formed with a liquid discharge orifice, a housing having a base MOUTH
and an open end spaced from said base, a pump assembly Arnold H. Forsman, 347 Ilo Ln., Danville, Calif. 94526
comprismg an actuating element and an inlet valve and clo-
sure means formed with an opening communicating with said
inlet valve, means mounting said pump assembly on the open U.S. CI.
end of said housing to provide a liquid reservoir in said hous-
ing between said base and said closure means, elongated
passage forming means connected to said inlet valve opening,
said elongated means extending from said inlet valve opening
to a location in said reservoir adjacent to said base, means
mounting said housing on said torso with said elongated means
extending generally from front to back of said torso, means for

conducting liquid from said mouth orifice to said reservoir,

and means responsive to operation of said actuating element
for pumping liquid from said reservoir to said liquid discharge
orifice.

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,456
Int. CI. A63h H 100

46—135 R 6 Claims

3,839,820
TOY SIMULATING GYMNASTIC EVENTS

Edward G. Serman, Jr., Millsboro, Del., assignor to Raymond
Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,524
Int. CI. A63h 13/12

U.S. CI. 46-131 1 Claim

1. A toy for simulating gymnastic events comprising a flat

base; spaced, parallel members extending upwardly from said

base near one end thereof; a platform pivotaliy mounted
between said spaced, parallel members near the upper end
portions thereof and movable between horizontal and vertical

positions and adapted to receive thereon when in its horizon-

tal position a doll-like figure simulating an acrobat, which
figure when placed upon said platform is launchable down-
wardly from said platform when said platform is moved from
horizontal to a substantially vertical position; a trampoline
spaced from and directly below said end of said platform on
which said doll-like figure is placed and which trampoline
receives said doll-like figure from said platform when said

platform is moved to a substantially vertical position, said

doll-like figure being projected by and from said trampoline
toward said opposite end of said base, said doll-like figure

being provided with a Velcro type fastener on the lower por-

tion thereof, and wherein said base is provided near said

opposite end thereof with a mating Velcro type fastener which
cooperates with the Velcro type fastener on the doll-like

figure when said figure lands on said Velcro type fastener on
said base to retain said figure thereon.

927 O.G.—16

1. A decorative badge comprising: a back member defining
a back member body having a front portion; a pair of forward
members mounted on the front portion of the back member
body; means for securing the forward members to the front
portion of the back member body, meanwhile allowing each
forward member to be rotated relative to the back member
body and set in a chosen rotative position relative thereto; an
elongated generally flexible member mounted on the front
portion of the back member body and positioned in relation

to the forward members such that the forward members and
elongated member together generally define the eyes and
mouth of a face respectively; means for securing the elongated
member at its end portions to the front portion of the back
member body, meanwhile allowing the elongated member to
be flexed into a variety of chosen positions, the elongated
member being sufficiently stiff to independently hold a chosen
position, wherein the forward members comprise circular
members each defining a front surface and an annular rear-
wardly and inwardly extending lip, and wherein the means for
securing each forward member to the front portion of the
back member body comprise a spring clip having (i) a circular
portion sized to fit into the annular lip of that forward mem-
ber, (ii) a pair of support portions extending inwardly from the
circular portion, and (iii) a pair of outwardly flared clip por-
tions extending from the inwardly extending portions rear-
wardly of the front surface of that forward member into and
through a pair of apertures defined through the back member
body, to releasably secure the spring clip to the back member
body, when the outwardly flared rearwardly extending por-
tions are disposed in said pair of apertures, whereby that
forward member is releasably secured to the front portion of
the back member body, the spring clip being held from rota-
tion relative to the back member body by such pair of out-
wardly flared rearwardly extending portions extending
through said pair of apertures, that forward member being
rotatable relative to the back member body by relative sliding

movement between the forward member annular lip and the
circular portion of the spring clip.

3,839,822
MODEL TRAIN SOUND SIMULATOR

Willis Ernest Rexford, Girard, Pa., assignor to Louis Marx &
Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 23, 1973, Ser. No. 363,282
Int. CI. A63h 19/14

U.S. CI. 46-232 8 Claims
1. In a model train, a sound simulator assembly comprising

in combination: a wheel means mounted to said model train

and adapted to be rotatably disposed against an energized
track; and sound generator means disposed in said model
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train, said sound generator means including a noise generating
circuit and a loudspeaicer and coupled to said wheel means,
said sound generator means adapted to generate a first audio

representation when a first portion of said wheel means is in

contact with the track and a second audio representation
when a second portion of said wheel means is in contact with
the track.

3,839,823
METHOD OF CHEMICALLY INDUCING LIGHTWOOD

FORMATION IN PINE TREES
Donald R. Roberts, Brooker; William J. Peters, Lake City,

both of Fla.; Thaddeus A. Harrington, New Orleans, La.;

Junior Broomfield, and Ernest R. Crews, both of Olustee,

Fla., assignors to The United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.
Filed Sept. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 395,025

Int. CI. AOlg 23110
U.S. CI. 47-10 19 Claims

1. An improved method of chemically inducing the deposi-

tion of increased quantities of naval stores products within

living pine trees by stimulating lightwood formation in large

areas of the trees, both near and far from the area of introduc-
tion of the chemical, which comprises preparing a small treat-

ment site on the bole of a given tree, introducing an aqueous
solution of substituted bipyridylium salt into said treatment
site, and permitting said tree to continue to grow for a suffi-

cient period of time to allow the formation of lightwood be-
fore harvesting said tree.

3,839.824
REMOVABLE SAFETY GUARD FOR LOADING DOCKS

AND PLATFORMS
Lawrence D. Ellis, and Laurence H. Sheetz, both of Monrovia,

Calif., assignors to Lawrence D. Ellis, Ellis Industries, South
El Monte, Calif.

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,232
Int. CI. EOlf 13100

U.S. CI. 49-34 5 Claims

1. A safety guard for loading docks, platforms and the like

comprising a spring-loaded reel rotatably mounted adjacent to
one side of the area to be protected, a cable having a pair of
ends connected to said reel, said reel having a central circular

hub, both ends of said cable being wound around said hub
from opposite directions in overlying relationship to each
other, said reel having sides extending radially outwardly from
said hub a sufficient distance to hold said cable on said reel

when said cable is fully wound on said reel, a cable pull con-
nected to said cable remote from said ends, said cable pull

being manually movable away from said reel to unwind both
ends of said cable from said reel simultaneously, and means
engageable with said cable pull to hold said cable against

retraction on said reel, said cable when extended from said

reel providing a pair of vertically spaced lengths of cable
extending across the area to be protected.

3,839,825

TURNSTILE WITH READILY DISMOUNTABLE ARMS
Theodore Nica, New York, N.Y., assignor to Perey Manufac-

turing Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed July 13, 1973, Ser. No. 379,173
Int. CI. E06b 1

1

108

U.S. CK 49-42 11 Claims

1. In a turnstile, a turnstile rotor comprising
a plurality of elongated plates having substantially straight

opposite side edges,

means for supporting said plates in fixed vertical disposition

and for rotation about a fixed vertical axis,

means for assembly connecting said plates together in edge-
adjacent-to-edge-adjacent relationship with each other,

said plates being shaped such that when assembly con-
nected together they form a fully encircling enclosure

about said fixed axis, said plates further being shaped to

present when connected together an enclosure having a

generally smooth surface external configuration devoid of

protuberant structure and a corresponding plurality of
arm mounting surfaces arranged spaced about said verti-

cal axis,

rows of vertically spaced arms associated one row with each
of said plates with the arms of each row being received
through openings in one of said mounting surfaces, said

rows of arms extending radially of said vertical axis, and
means for removably connecting the arms in each row at

one end of each such arm to its associated plate, the

means for connecting together said plates and the means
for removably connecting said arms to said plates com-
prising first companion connector components carried on
said plates, and second companion connector compo-
nents carried on said plates and said arms, respectively,

the respective first companion connector components
and the respective second companion connector compo-
nents being disposed and connectable together in com-
panion relationship interiorly of said enclosure.
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3,839,826
POWER OR MANUALLY OPERABLE GATE

Robert J. Ries, Box 58, Marquette, Iowa 52158
Filed May 15, 1973, Ser. No. 360,432

Int. CI. E05f 15100
U.S. CL49-139

6 Claims

1. A generally rectangular substantially rigid gate frame
lying in a generally vertical plane;

pivot means supporting said gate frame for pivotal move-
ment about a generally horizontal fixed axis perpendicu-
lar to the plane of said frame and at a lower corner at one
end thereof, said gate frame being movable about said
pivot means between a closed position where its center of
gravity is on one side of said axis and an open position
where its center of gravity is on the other side of said axis;
tension spring means urging said gate from said closed
position toward said open position; and

torsion spring means mounted adjacent said axis and having
an arm extending into the path of movement of a portion
of said gate frame and spaced therefrom when said gate
IS closed but engageable by said gate substantially before
said center of gravity reaches a position over said axis and
arranged to resist the urging of said tension spring as the
center of gravity of said gate approaches and passes a
position above said axis.

nuity in the door outer surface and to provide an over-
hang across the entire door width which shelters the door
base from the accumulation of snow and rain;

b. a pair of low-shaped overhead tracks for mounting inside
and over a door opening, each of said tracks bowing
downwardly and having a front portion nearest the door
opening which slopes upward and away from the door
opening, and a rear end portion furthest removed from
the door opening which slopes downward and away from
the door opening, said tracks accommodating said door
in a stable generally horizontal overhead open position;

c. means attached to the top of said door for traveling in
said overhead tracks as the door is opened and closed;

d. a pair of side tracks for mounting at the sides of the door
opening, each of said side tracks having a generally verti-
cal bottom portion and a top portion which slopes up-
wardly and away from said bottom portion to slidably
guide said door to a generally horizontal overhead open
position;

e. means for pivoting said door about a transverse axis, said
pivoting means traveling in the side tracks;

f. means for counter balancing said door to ease its move-
ment from the open to the closed position.

3,839,828
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SHARPENING SKATES
Robert J. Arnold, 3905 Holly Rue, Erie, Pa. 16506

Filed Feb. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 334,238
Int. CI. B24b / 7100. 9/00, 7/00

U.S. CI. 51-100 R 3 Claims

3,839,827
OVERHEAD DOOR ASSEMBLY

Harold W. Dickinson, Olivia, Minn. 56227
Filed Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 387,747

Int. CI. E05d 15/38
U.S. CI. 49-197 3 Claims

1. An improved overhead door assembly for retarding the
buildup of snow and rain at its base when closed and stowable
in a compact manner when opened, comprising:

a. a door having top and bottom portions and a generally
planar inner surface, said bottom portion being of gener-
ally constant thickness and said top portion being gener-
ally thicker than said bottom portion to form a disconti-

1. An ice skate sharpener comprising first and second mem-
bers guided for linear reciprocation relative to each other,
means for holding a pair of skates in fixed relation to each
other on one of the members with the skating edges oriented
lengthwise in said direction of reciprocation, said holding
means for at least one of said skates having independently
adjustable front and rear supporting means engaging the edge
of said one skate opposite its skating edge so that by adjust-
ment of said supporting means the position of the skating edge
of said one skate may be matched to the position of the skating
edge of the other skate, means on the other member for carry-
ing a follower riding on the skating edge of one of the skates
and a grinding wheel supported on an arbor rotatable on an
axis in alignment with the skating edge of the other skate,
means for mounting the holding and carrying means for rela-
tive movement toward and away from the skating edges for
positioning the follower on its skating edge and for positioning
the grinding wheel in a corresponding position with respect to
Its skating edge so that upon relative reciprocation of said
members, the follower traces the outline of its skating edge
and the grinding wheel duplicates the outline of the follower's
skating edge, and means for adjusting the relative positions of
the follower and grinding wheel to adjust the depth of cut
taken by the grinding wheel on its edge.
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3,839,829
MACHINE TOOL FAULT INDICATOR

Ralph E. Price, Waynesboro, Pa., assignor to Landis Tool
Company, Waynesboro, Pa.

Filed July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,695
Int. CI. B24b 5142

U.S. a. 51-105 SP 7 Claims

I. In a grinding machine, the combination comprising:
a worlcpiece carriage for supporting a woricpiece to be
ground during a grinding operation,

said worlcpiece carriage having first and second hcadstocks
for being rotatably driven during a grinding operation,

said first and second headstocks each having a clamping
mechanism for receiving a workpicce to be ground and
being operable in response to an actuating signal for
gripping the workpiece,

a rotary indexing mechanism associated with said first head-
stock for normally positioning a first crankpin to be
ground in coaxial alignment with the axis of rotation of
said first and second headstocks and being operable in
response to successive actuating signals for rotatably
indexing successive crankpins of the crankshaft with the

« axis of rotation of said first and second headstocks,
an engager mechanism associated with said second head-

stock and being operable in response to an actuating
signal for pressing against one end of the crankshaft
received in the positioning mechanism associated with
said second headstock to press the opposite end of the
crankshaft received in the positioning mechanism of said
first headstock into cooperative indexing association with
said rotary indexing mechanism,

control means for controlling the operation of the grinding
machine and being operable in response to a starting
signal for supplying an actuating signal to said engager
mechanism,

a positioner mechanism supported for movement between
a lowered rest position and a raised operating position
and being operable in response to an actuating signal for
movement to the raised operating position,

said control means being operable in response to the move-
ment of said engager mechanism for supplying an actuat-
ing signal to said positioner mechanism for moving it to
the raised position,

an axial locating mechanism carried by said positioner
mechanism and operable in response to an actuating
signal for axially aligning the crankpin to be ground,

said control means including means for sensing the move-
ment of said positioner mechanism and being operable in

response to the movement of said positioner mechanism
to the raised position for supplying an actuating signal to
said axial locating mechanism to axially position the
crankpin for grinding,

said control means including sensing means for sensing the
completion of the operation of said axial positioning
mechanism and said control means being operable in

response to the completion of the operation of said axial

locating mechanism for supplying an actuating signal to

said clamping mechanism associated with said first and
second headstocks to close the clamping mechanisms
about the axially aligned crankshaft,

a latching mechanism associated with said first and second
hcadstocks and operable in response to an actuating
signal for latching the clamping mechanism in a closed
condition,

said control means being operable in response to the closing
of said clamping mechanisms for supplying an actuating
signal to said latching mechanism to latch said clamping
mechanisms in the closed position,

said control means including sensing means for sensing the
operation of said latching mechanism and said control
means being operable in response to the operation of said
latching mechanism for removing the actuating signal
from said axial located mechanism and said positioner
mechanism so as to retract said axial locating mechanism
and lower said positioner mechanism to the rest position,
said control means being operable in response to the
operation of said latching mechanism for effecting the
rotatable drive of said first and second hcadstocks,

a grinding wheel rotatably carried by a wheel base slidably
supported for movement to and from said workpiece
carriage,

rapid feed means operable in response to forward actuating
signal for moving the wheel base from a retracted position
to a forward position,

said control means including means for sensing the rotation
of said first and second headstocks at a predetermined
speed and being operable in response to said headstocks
reaching the predetermined rotational speed for supply-
ing a forward actuating signal to said rapid feed means to
move said grinding wheel base to the forward position,

an electrical feed arrangement for advancing said grinding
wheel against the rotating workpiece,

said control means being operable in response to the move-
ment of said grinding wheel base to the forward position
for initiating the operation of said electrical feed arrange-
ment to grind the workpiece in a preliminary grinding
operation,

said control means being operable in response to the com-
pletion of the preliminary grinding operation for supply-
ing an actuating signal to said positioner mechanism to
move it to the raised operating position,

gage means carried by said positioner mechanism for sens-
ing the actual size of the workpiece upon movement of
said positioner mechanism to the raised operating posi-
tion,

a work rest mechanism carried by said positioner mecha-
nism and being operable in response to an actuating
signal for movement against the workpiece,

said control means being operable in response to the move-
ment of said positioner mechanism to the raised position
for supplying an actuating signal to said work rest mecha-
nism to advance the work rest mechanism against the
crankpin being ground,

said control means being operable in response to the com-
pletion of the preliminary grinding operation for initiating
the operation of said electrical feed arrangement to grind
the workpiece to a predetermined desired size,

said control means being operable in response to the work-
piece being ground to the predetermined desired size as
sensed by said gage means for removing the actuating
signal from said work rest mechanism to retract it from
the workpiece and for removing the actuating signal from
said positioner mechanism to lower it from the operating
position and for supplying a reverse actuating signal to
said rapid feed means to move the wheel base from the
forward position to the retracted position,

said control means being operable in response to the move-
ment of said wheel base to the retracted position for
removing the actuating signal from said clamping mecha-
nisms to release the workpiece for rotation movement
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relative to said clamping mechanisms and supplying an
actuating signal to said rotary indexing mechanism for
rotating the workpiece to index the next succeeding
crankpin in coaxial alignment with the axis of rotation of
said first and second headstocks,

said workpiece carriage being slidably supported for move-
ment transverse to the slidable movement of said grinding
wheel base, moving means associated with said workpiece
carriage and being operable in response to a first traverse
actuating signal to traverse said workpiece carriage in a
first direction to axially index the next succeeding crank-
pin for a grinding operation and being operable in re-
sponse to a second traverse actuating signal to return said
workpiece carriage in a second direction to axially index
an initial crankpin for grinding,

said control means being operable in response to the move-
ment of said grinding wheel base to the retracted position
for supplying a first traverse actuating signal to said mov-
ing means to position the next successive crankpin for a
grinding operation,

said control means including means for sensing the move-
ment of the said workpiece carriage to axially position the
next successive crankpin for a grinding operation and
operating in response thereto to actuate said positioner
mechanism to initiate the grinding operation of the next
successive crankpin,

said control means including means for sensing the travers-
ing movement of said workpiece carriage to position the
final crankpin for a grinding operation and being opera-
ble in response to the movement of said grinding wheel
base to the retracted position for supplying a second
traverse actuating signal to said moving means for return-
ing said workpiece carriage to the initial position,

said control means including means for sensing the return
of said workpiece carriage to the initial position and being
operable in response thereto for stopping the rotatable
drive of said first and second headstocks and removing
the actuating signal to said latching mechanism to unlatch
said clamping mechanism and for removing the actuating
signal from said clamping mechanism to open said clamp-
ing mechanism to enable the ground crankshaft to be
replaced with an unground workpiece,

said control means being adapted to operate said grinding
machine in either manual or automatic modes of opera-
tion and said controls means being operable in an auto-
matic mode only upon an initial positioning of said work-
piece carriage and said positioner mechanism and said

axial locating mechanism and said engager mechanism
and said clamping mechanism and said latching mecha-
nism and said first and second rotatable headstocks and
said rotary indexing mechanism and said grinding wheel
base,

said control means including fault indicating means for
sensing the initial condition of said workpiece carriage
and said positioner mechanism and said axial locator
mechanism and said engager mechanism and said clamp-
ing mechanism and said latching mechanism and said first

and second headstocks rotatable headstocks and said

rotary indexing mechanism and said grinding wheel base,
and said fault indicating means being operable to provide
a plurality of initial condition fault signals each associated

with a different initial condition unless said initial condi-

tion is sensed by said fault indicating means.

tween, rigid spindle means secured centrally to said lower
plate by which to mount the work rest, at least one elastomeric
anchor in one of said plates, and screw means threadedly

^^^r,"

engaged with said elastomeric anchor for holding said plates
and sheet snugly together, the screw means is off set from a
longitudinal axis of the spindle means.

3,839,831
METHOD FOR GRINDING THROW-AWAY TIP

Junnosuke Yamashita, and Hideo Negishi, both of Tokyo,
Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,258
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 29, 1971, 46-85471

Int. CI. B24b 1100
U.S. CL 51-281 R 1 Claim

77Z^

H

1. A method for grinding a workpiece, such as a throw-away
cutting tip to be attached to a cutting tool, to form it into a
predetermined shape, which comprises the steps of: providing
a grinding table having a horizontal upper planar surface for
serving as a reference plane and having a slot therein; placing
said workpiece on said reference plane with the bottom sur-
face thereof resting against the reference plane; positioning a
grinding wheel having an annular peripheral surface in the slot
in said grinding table and below said reference plane; aligning
the top of said peripheral surface of said grinding whed with
said reference plane to establish a reference position for the
grinding wheel for its grinding operation; and thereafter driv-
ing said grinding wheel from said reference position upwardly
jelative to said reference plane into said workpiece a predeter-
mined distance equal to the cutting depth to which said work-
piece is to be machined; to carry out the grinding operation.

3,839,830
ANTI-VIBRATION WORK REST FOR GRINDERS

James G. Bair, Wexford, Pa., assignor to Fox Grinders, Inc..

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 354,945
Int. CI. B24b 4 1 106; B23b 3100

U.S.CL 51-238 S 6 Claims

1. A grinding wheel work rest comprising an upper plate, a
lower plate, a sheet of energy absorbing material therebe-

3,839,832
INSTALLATION PANEL FOR AN INFLATABLE DOME

Ledyard Kastner, 356 Ferres Rd., Seaford, N.Y. 11783
Filed Oct. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 299,070

Int. CI. E04b 11345
^•S- CI. 52-2 4 Claims

1. In an inflation structure having a plurality of intercon-
nected panels, an insert panel for insertion into and removal
from the structure comprising, a closed compartment formed
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along the side of the insert panel to be inserted into the struc-

ture adjacent one of said plurality of interconnected panels, a

closed compartment formed along the respective side of said

one adjacent panel, an inextensible member contained and
movable within and along the length of the confines of each
of said compartments, said compartments of each of said

panels being positioned in overlying surface engaging relation-

ship and securing means securing said compartments of said
insert panel and said one adjacent p^nel together with one of
said compartments overlying the other of said compartments,
said securing means extending through each of said overlying
compartments and their respective inextensible members to

secure said compartments and inextensible members together
such that the surfaces of the overlying compartments are
air-tightly engaged when the structure is inflated.

3,839,833
COMBINATION MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL

APARTMENTS AND SERVICE AREAS BUILDING
Rebecca D. Steele, 8680 E. Alameda, Apt. 1335, Littleton,

Colo. 80231
Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,972

Int. CI. E04h 3/08
U.S. CI. 52-90 4 Claims

c. an uncovered open air patio area between the rear ends
of apartments of two rear facing rows extending the entire
length of said rows to the outer side of the building, and
providing patio access to each apartment in said two rear
facing rows,

d. an outer side wall of the bulding closing the outer end of
the covered promenade mall, said side wall being pro-
vided with an emergency door openable only from within
for exit purposes only,

e. an outer side wall of the building closing the outer end of
the uncovered open air patio, said side wall being pro-
vided with an emergency door openable only from within
for exit purposes only,

f. a main covered service area between said left and right

side groups of rows of apartments, the inner ends of said
promenade malls communicating with said service area,
and

g. service walls closing the inner ends of the said patio areas
and segregating said patio areas from said main service
area and from said covered malls,

whereby residents are afforded indoor and outdoor pri-

vacy and protected against the invasion by unautho-
rized persons in their apartments and patio areas, while
providing emergency exits communicating directly
with each apartment from and through a mall and
communicating directly with each apartment rear end
through a patio area.

3,839,834
MODULAR PARTITION ARRANGEMENT

Norman H. Goddard, Chateauguay Center, Quebec, Canada,
assignor to JCN Wire Industries Ltd., Montreal, Quebec,
Canada

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,554
Int. CI. E04b 2/74

U.S. CI. 52-238 7 Claims

r
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1. A combination multiple residential apartments and ser-

vice areas building designed for senior residents and providing
indoor and outdoor privacy and security, comprising

a. a plurality of straight parallel rows of wall enclosed apart-
ments located in side abutting relationship, each apart-

ment having a front and a rear entrance-exit door, one
group of said rows of apartments at the left and another
group at the right side of said building, the front ends of
said apartments in a row facing the front ends of apart-

ments in an opposite row, and the rear ends of apartments
in a row facing the rear ends of apartments in another
opposite row,

b. a covered promenade mall between the front ends of
apartments of two front facing rows extending the entire

length of said rows to the outer side of the building, and
providing mall access to each apartment of said two front

facing rows.

'fea

I. A partition arrangement built from modules;
said modules comprising sleeve-like posts having substan-

tially identical internal shapes of substantially identical

internal dimensions;

wire mesh panel members, each panel member being en-
closed by a frame member, each panel member being
adapted to be secured to an edge of said sleeve-like posts
at an edge of a frame member thereof;

said sleeve-like posts being of a predetermined standard
length;

said panel members being of a predetermined standard
height and width;

the length of each of said posts corresponding to the height
of said panel members;

and resilient insert members having an external shape corre-
sponding substantially to the internal shape of said sleeve-

like posts, and external dimensions slightly in excess of
the internal dimensions of said sleeve-like posts;

said inserts being adapted to be inserted in one end of two
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sleeve-like posts at opposing ends of said inserts whereby
to join together said sleeve-like posts;

base members comprising a sleeve-like member mounted
on a base plate, said base plate being adapted to be an-
chored to a floor surface;

said arrangement comprising;

a plurality of base members anchored to said floor surface
on a line forming an outline of said arrangement, the
distance between two adjacent base members corre-
sponding substantially to the width of said panel mem-
bers;

a column extending upwardly from each said base member,
said columns each comprising a plurality of the sleeve-
like posts joined together by said resilient inserts, each
said column being joined to its corresponding base mem-
ber by one of said inserts;

and panel members between adjacent sets of sleeve-like
posts, said panel members being secured to the edges of
said adjacent posts.

3,839,835
TUBULAR POLE WITH CAST BASE CONNECTION

Roy E. Meyer, Red Wing, Minn., assignor to Meyer Industries,
Inc., Red Wing, Minn.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972. Ser. No. 316,361
Int. CI. E02d 27/42

U.S. CI. 52— 296 6 Claims

1. A pole with base connection to be supported on a con-
crete and steel base with anchor bolts, for carrying transmis-
sion lines and the like, comprising;

an upright tubular steel plate pole wall having a lower end
to be supported upon such a base;

a plurality of elongate upright cast steel connector bodies in

spaced and side by side relation to each other and lying

against the exterior of the steel plate pole wall adjacent
the bottom of the pole, each of said bodies having a

substantially rectangular block-like configuration with

the top surface thereof being spaced above the lower
edge of the pole wall and with the bottom surface dis-

posed adjacent the lower edge of the pole wall, each of
the bodies having a structural connecting flange project-

ing horizontally to the pole wall at the top surface of the

body, each of the bodies having an upright anchor bolt

receiving hole entirely therethrough and through the top

and bottom surfaces thereof and the structural flange of
each connector body being affixed to the pole wall by a

main structural weld therebetween and extending across

the top of the flange, and means confining the space
below said flange and between the connector body and
the pole wall; and

a steel plate diaphragm within the tubular pole wall and
oriented transversely of the pole wall, the diaphragm
conforming to the shape of the interior periphery of the
tubular pole wall and being affixed to the pole wall by a
full penetration weld, the diaphragm being disposed op-
posite the tops of the connector bodies and the structural

welds and distributing transverse compressive and tensile

loading among several of the connector bodies.

3,839,836
GLASS FIBER REINFORCED GYPSUM BUILDING

COMPONENTS
Harold James William Payne, Whispering Pines, Raby Mere,

Chester, England

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 328,968
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 4, 1972,

5396/72

Int. CI. E04c 2/06, I/IO

U.S. CI. 52-309 7 Claims

1. A roof deck unit fabricated from glass fiber reinforced

gypsum comprising a flat rectangular web. a depending offset

flat tongue extending outwardly beyond a first longitudinal

side of the web and generally parallel with the web; a depend-
ing bight portion inset from a second longitudinal side of the
web; a projecting flat shoulder extending from the bight gener-
ally parallel with the web and extending outwardly beyond and
entirely spaced below the second longitudinal side of the web;
a side wall depending from an outboard edge of the projecting
flat shoulder; a flange extending from the base of the side wall;

and a groove formed by the second longitudmal side of the
web, the bight, and part of the projecting flat shoulder.

3,839,837

GRATINGS
Pierre Jaconeli, Lyon, France, assignor to A.V.D. (A Votre

Distribution, Lyon, France
Filed Sept. 20, 1972. Ser. No. 291,093

Claims priority, application France. Sept. 21, 1971,
71.34726

Int. CI. E04c 2/42; E04f 19/10
U.S. CI. 52-674 2 Claims

1. A grating adapted to constitute a floor surface, said
grating comprising a multiplicity of substantially coextensive
mutually parallel transversely spaced elongated flat grating
elements disposed on edge and having generally coplanar
upper and lower edges with their upper edges constituting said
floor surface, said elements each being of a width between its

upper and lower edges substantially less than the element
length; and a row of bosses of generally round configuration
unitarily pressed in each of said elements and tapering in

alternate directions transversely toward an adjacent element
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while being secured thereto at apices of said bosses, said

bosses being of a width less than that of the respective ele-

ment, the bosses of each element extending in one direction

being secured to the bosses of an adjacent element extending

in the opposite direction, the bosses along one side of each
element being formed with tubular projections at their apices

and the bosses along the opposite side of each element being

formed with holes at their apices receiving the projections of

an adjacent element.

3,839,838

BOLSTER CHAIR
Sandor Vigh, 214 Nantucket Blvd., Scaboro 706, Ontario,

Canada
Filed May 9. 1972, Ser. No. 251,797

Claims priority, application Canada, Apr. 4, 1972, 138845
Int. CI. E04c 5116

U.S. CI. 52-687 1 Claim

1. A bolter chair for concrete reinforcing bars comprising
a steel bolster bar, a plastic sleeve element molded integrally

on the bolster bar and being coextensive therewith and com-
pletely enclosing the bolster bar, spaced plastic protuberances
integrally molded on at least the upper side of said plastic

sleeve for use in locating reinforcing bars resting on the bol-
ster chair, and plastic spacer feet integrally molded on said
sleeve at longitudinally spaced intervals thereon and depend-
ing therefrom, said spacer feet being of equal heights and
being of triangular configuration and disposed in planes nor-
mal to the bolster bar and sleeve, said spacer feet projecting
equidistantly from opposite sides of the bolster bar and having
their triangular base edges disposed in a common plane, and
shoulder webs molded integrally with the underside of said
sleeve and the oposite vertical faces of said triangular spacer
feet and lying in a plane perpendicular to the spacer feet and
passing through the axial center line of the bolster bar, said
plastic sleeve being fixed on and highly resistant to movement
on the bolster bar and the spacer feet being fixed on said

slcQve and forming a rigid unit therewith.

3,839,839
STUD FOR FIRE RATED GYPSUM BOARD WALL

Paul W. Tillisch; George E. Meyer, both of Antioch, and Hans
D. Christansen, Walnut Creek, all of Calif., assignors to

Kaiser Gypsum Company, Inc.. Oakland. Calif.

Filed Dec. 13. 1972. Ser. No. 314,594
Int. CI. E04c 3107

U.S. CI. 52-738 6 Claims
1. A stud for supporting a gypsum board, hollow core wall

that is fire rated for fiame exposure from at least one side

thereof, the wall being of the type that has a plurality of copla-
nar first gypsum boards of a first thickness dimension on said

one side and a plurality of coplanar second gypsum boards on
the side opposite said one side, said stud enabling said wall to

be assembled from the side opposite said one side without the

need for anyone on said one side, and comprising in a unitary

integral sheet metal structure: a continuous flange, adapted to

cover the joint between abutting board edges on said one side

of said wall so as to lie in substantial contact with the outer

surface of the margin of the boards adjacent the abutting

edges thereof, said flange being defined by an outer planar

clement extending from one edge of the flange to the other

and an inner planar element folded upon and beneath the

outer planar element from said other edge to a medial region

of the flange; a first web section extending normal from the

inner planar element at the medial region of said flange to a

first bend line disposed at a distance from said flange corre-

sponding to the thickness of the boards on said one side of the

wall; a plate section extending from said first bend line in

parallelism to said flange and beneath the outer planar ele-

ment thereof on the side opposite that beneath which said

inner planar element extends to define, in cooperation with

the outer planar element, a substantially continuous groove
for receiving and retaining the edge of one of said boards of

said one side of the wall, said plate section being disposed to

reside on the side of said boards opposite said one side; a

plurality of spaced apart tabs struck from one of said sections

so as to be coplanar with said plate section and extend from

said first bend line in a direction opposite said plate section to

define, in cooperation with the inner planar element of the

flange, a discontinuous groove for receiving the edge of the

other of said boards of said one side of the wall; a second bend
line parallely spaced from said first bend line at the end of the

plate section opposite the first bend line; a second web section

extending from said second bend line perpendicular to the

plate section, said second web section terminating at an edge
disposed at a distance from said plate corresponding to the

thickness of the hollow core; and a second flange extending
from last said edge in parallelism with said continuous flange

for affording attachment of the boards that define the second
side of the wall, the combination of said second flange, said

second web and said plate section defining a channel section

spaced from said one side, said channel section reinforcing

said stud against distortion in the presence of an elevated

temperature on said one side.

3,839,840

METHOD OF ERECTING STAIRS
Charles J. Miller. Wallingford. Conn., assignor to The Charles

Parker Company, Meriden, Conn.
Filed Apr. 30. 1973, Ser. No. 355,699

Int. CI. E04f 11112

U.S. CI. 52-741 7 Claims
I. The method of erecting stairs along a sloping course

between supporting members at each of two levels to be stair-

connected, which comprises selecting a pair of stringers

adapted to span said course and to be supported by said mem-
bers, each stringer having a primary panel with an elongate

stair-supporting flange along a lower edge, erecting said

stringers on said supporting member and in desired spaced
relation, with said flange oriented along the lower limit and
alignment of said course, selecting duplicate stair tread and
riser elements of length to match said spacing, each tread and
riser element being additionally selected for an upstanding
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tread-retaining flange-lip formation along the upper edge of
the riser portion thereof, assembling tread and riser elements
to the flanges of said stringers such that the intersection edge
between each tread element and the next-above riser element
IS abutted to and supported by both flanges, with ends of said
tread and riser elements adjacent the respective panels of said
stringers, the tread portion of each element being so sup-
ported by the riser portion of the next lower element that the

3,839,842
WRAPPING METHOD AND APPARATUS

Mikio Kobayashi, 569 Osaka-fu, Takatsuki-shi, Nishi-machi
25-ban 12-go, Takatsuki; Masao Asada, 573 Osaka-fu,
Hirakata-shi, Nakamiyakita-machi 2-ban 1-go, Hirakata,
and Shohei Kawasaki, 601 Kyoto-fu, Kyoto-shi. Minami-ku,
Kisshoin Hattanda-cho 8-banchi, all of Kyoto, Japan

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 319,036
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1971, 46-3088;

Feb. 18, 1972, 47-17534; Feb. 18, 1972, 47-17535
Int. CI. B65b 43108

U.S. CI. 53-29 20 Claims

flange-lip formation projects upwardly of the elevation of the
tread portions, thereby defining a fiilable tread volume be-
neath a horizontal plane at the upper edge of said flange-lip
formation, welding end portions of said tread and riser ele-
ments to the immediately adjacent regions of said panels such
welding for each element being limited to regions within said
volume, and applying a hardenable tread material into each
said volume.

1. A wrapping apparatus comprising:
first means for retaining a tubular net made of thermoplastic

synthetic resin strings in a tubular shape,
second means for gathering the strings at the edge of a first

opening of the tubular net retained on the first means
toward the longitudinal axis of the tubular net,

third means for joining together the strings gathered by the
second means by heating, and

fourth means for fitting the resulting tubular net over an
article to be wrapped from its second opening.

3,839,841
METHOD FOR FORMING AND STERILIZING

CATHETERS
Kurt Amplatz, 10 Evergreen Rd., St. Paul, Minn. 55110

Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,586
Int. CI. B65b 55118

U.S. CI. 53-21 FC 4 c,ai„,s

3,839,843
ACID-STEAM STERILIZATION

Aubrey P. Stewart. Jr., Corning, Iowa, assignor to Aubrey P.
Stewart, Jr.. Corning. Iowa

Continuation of Ser. No. 70.803, Sept. 9, 1970, abandoned.
This application Jan. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 325,971

Int. CI. B65b 7128
U.S. CI. 53-37

, Claim

PBt-H£»TtNG CMAMBCA
fOO CONTAINERS

(SuPEKMEATEO STEAM
MORE Than Z\Z*)

3J

PRE HEATING CHAUfiCn
rOR COVERS

'SUPCRMEATEO STEAM
MORE THAN 2i2«)

ACIO-STEAM
STERILIZING
CHAMBER

ACPD-STEAM
S'^ERlL'ZiNG
CHAMBER

STERILIZED FILI
MATERIAL

_—
^

Tilling and sealing means
(*'R-5TEam atmoSPhCpe)

PRODUCT
(sterile-filled
containers)

1. A method of forming into a predetermined shape an
elongated strip of thermoplastic material having a tempera-
ture above which it is free forming and below which it tends
to retain its shape, the method including the steps of:

1 preparing a forming board having a groove of shape to
support a catheter in a predetermined desired configura-
tion;

2. supporting the catheter in said groove to constitute a
forming board-catheter unit;

3. heating this unit at least to the free form temperature of
the catheter material; and

4. reducing the temperature of the unit to substantially
below the free form temperature.

1. A method for aseptic canning of a sterile product com-
prising the steps, in seriatim, of:

a. first preheating a plurality of open containers and sealing
lids to a temperature of about 225° to 240°F. under sub-
stantially atmospheric pressure; and then

b. sterilizing said heated containers and lids by exposing
them to an acid-steam mixture maintained at substantially
atmospheric pressure and at a temperature in the range
of 240° to 300°F. for a period of about 1 to 25 minutes,
said mixture having a pH of about 2.8 to 3.2 as measured
in the condensate of said acid-steam mixture; and thereaf-
ter

c. canning said sterile product in a sterile air-steam atmo-
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sphere maintained at a pressure 2 to 6 inches of water

above atmospheric pressure by filling said open contain-

ers with said sterile product, covering said containers with

said lids and thereafter sealing said lids to said containers.

3,839,844

CONTAINER INVERTER FOR RACKETING EQUIPMENT
AND RACKETING SYSTEM

Donald W. Garnett, Grand Ledge, Mich., assignor to The

Olofsson Corporation, Lansing, Mich.

Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,784

Int. CI. B65b 1132

U.S. CI. 53—59 W 26 Claims

1. The combination in a system for packaging material

disposed in process in open top, closed bottom receptacles,

comprising an apparatus for weighing charges of said material

and depositing them individually in said receptacles, a mecha-

nism for inverting said receptacles to discharge said material

for packaging, and a conveyor by which a succession of such

receptacles are transported from said weighing apparatus and

presented open top up to an operating station of the inverter

mechanism, said mechanism comprising suction cup means

operating rotatively and intermittently at said station in a

vertical plane to engage the bottoms of receptacles at the

station and invert the same, then disengage therefrom and

return to receptacle-engaging position, continuously operat-

ing drive means, a unit operated by said drive means to drive

said suction cup means intermittently and rotatively in said

vertical plane, and means operated intermittently by said unit

to control an intermittent application of vacuum to said suc-

tion cup means.

3,839.845

ANIMAL COAT
Brian James Hickey, Carlingford, New South Wales, Australia,

assignor to Gollin & Company Limited, New South Wales,

Australia

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,305

Claims priority, application Australia, May 7, 1971,

4833/71
Int. CI. B68c 1100

U.S. CI. 54—79 6 Claims

1. A coat for a four-legged wool-growing animal, compris-

ing a flexible sheet provided with fixed, nonadjustable ties for

attachment to the hind legs of the animal, and having a cir-

,13

12

lO

4— /<*

'21

'20

-21

"It. 15 'u

cumfercntially elastic rear free edge adapted to pass in an

approximately vertical plane around the rump of the animal.

3,839,846

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR TREATMENT OF JET
ENGINE EXHAUST

Aaron J. Teller, Great Neck, N.Y., assignor to Teller Environ-

mental Systems, Inc., Worcester, Mass.

Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 249,903

Int. CI. BOld 53114

U.S.CL 55-15 11 Claims

1. A process for removing particulates from and reducing

the noise level of the stream of high thrust hot gas emanating

as the exhaust from a jet engine having a sonic vibration in

said gas stream at a frequency of 30-16.000 cycles per second

and an energy level of 40-200 decibels comprising the steps

of:

a. directing the flow of said hot gas stream through a hollow

shell having a converging inlet section open to the atmo-

sphere, an intermediate mixing zone and a diverging exit

section communicating with a downstream cooling means
having a bed of packing units, and inducing the flow of a

limited amount of air into said gas stream through said

inlet section;

b. introducing a liquid into said stream of hot gas at said

mixing zone, said liquid being vaporizable at the tempera-

ture of said hot gas and being effective to cool said gas

while limiting the amount of air being induced therein

through said inlet section;

c. vaporizing sufficient of said liquid in said stream so that

the said gas is saturated with said vapor at a temperature

of 85°-200''F.;

d. cooling said gas stream below the dew point thereof at

said cooling means by passing said gas stream in one

direction through said bed while passing a liquid coolant

through said bed in another direction transverse to said

one direction, whereby liquid is condensed on the partic-

ulates in said stream while said sonic vibration continues

to exist therein;

e. directing said stream on the surfaces of said packing units

whereby said particulates are impinged and deposited on

said surfaces; and.
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f. removing said deposited particulates from the said sur-
faces by means of the liquid coolant passing through said
bed.

3,839,847
CRYOGENIC HYDROGEN ADSORPTION SYSTEM

Gregory C. Banikiotes, Seaford, and Edward H. Van Baush,
Pearl River, both of N.Y., assignors to Hydrocarbon Re-
search, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 268,991
Int. CI. BOld 5//06

U.S. CI. 55-58
3 Claims

when the pressure drop increases to a predetermined
amount, removing the agglomerated particles down-
stream by reversing the filter panel relative to the air How
and jarring the filter to loosen the agglomerated particles
thereby dumping the agglomerated particles downstream,
and

passing the dumped particles with the downstream air to an
mertial separator, and separating the particles from the
air, and

collecting the small particles on the second side of the filter

and repeating the second, third and fourth steps of the
method.

Ie4 86 |88

® (v& & (vy' & & (S' (v)

I. An improved process for the cryogenic adsorption purifi-
cation of hydrogen to obtain a product of 97 to 99.9 percent
hydrogen wherein purified hydrogen is fed to an adsorption
system which is operated at a temperature between about
140°R and 260°R, at a pressure between 20 and 900 psia and
such that the adsorption, depressurization, desorption and
pressurization steps are carried out to minimize pressure fiuc-
tuations throughout the process wherein the improvement
comprises the addition of particulate material having a high
heat capacity and a high thermal conductivity selected from
the group consisting of aluminum, steel, iron and quartz, to
the adsorption medium forming an admixture thereof to
thereby minimize temperature fluctuations during the opera-
tion of the adsorption system.

3,839,848
METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR CLEANING AIR

Charles D. Wood, San Antonio, and John M. Clark, Jr., Se-
guin, both of Tex., assignors to Southwest Research Institute,
San Antonio, Tex.

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,272
InL CI. BOld 50100

U.S. CI. 55-96 6 Claims

1. The method of removing small particles of dust from a
flowing stream of air comprising,

collecting the small particles on one side of a filter panel,
sensing the pressure drop across the filter for determining
when the collected particles agglomerate to form larger
particles,

3,839,849
WET TYPE DESULFURIZATION SYSTEM FOR FLUE GAS
Gohee Maniya, 11-6, Mitsuzawa Kamicho, Kanagawa, Yoko-
hama, Japan

Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 280,957
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 24, 1971, 46-64626

Int. CI. BOld 53114
U.S. CL 55-222 3 claims

PURIFIED -GAS

COOLi^G AATEB

1. A wet type desulfurization system for a stream of flue gas
involving sulfurous gases, comprising a plurality of serially

interconnected heat exchangers; means for passing the flue
gas through said heat exchangers, whereby the temperature of
said flue gas is successively reduced to about 70° C; a cooling
tower means receiving said temperature reduced flue gas from
the last of the serially interconnected heat exchangers for
further cooling said flue gas to a temperature of about 30° C,
whereby the gas is pre-desulphurized; an absorbing tower
connected to the cooling tower and receiving the flue gas at
the temperature of about 30° C; a refrigerated purifying liquid

introduced into said absorbing tower in direct contact with
said flue gas, thereby purifying the flue gas and reducing the
temperature thereof to about 10°C; a heater in the path of the
purified gas from the absorption tower for raising the tempera-
ture of the purified flue gases whereby the heated purified
gases may diffuse into the atmosphere; a first absorption re-

frigerator comprising a first condenser, a first evaporator and
a first absorber and a first regenerator; a heat pump absorp-
tion refrigerator comprising a second condenser, a second
evaporator and a second absorber and a second regenerator;
means for conducting heat from at least one of the heat ex-
changers to the first regenerator, whereby the first evaporator
is cooled; means for conducting said purifying liquid through
said first evaporator for refrigerating said purifying liquid to a
temperature of about 0° C; means for conducting the heat
from at least one of said heat exchangers to said second regen-
erator whereby said second evaporator is cooled, a coolant
liquid circulated between the second evaporator and at least

one of the heat exchangers for removing heat from said heat
exchanger; and means for conducting heat from the second
absorber to said heater.
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FH H B .
5,"^!-°!'^'"^ ***^"8LY GRASS GUIDE FOR ROTARY LAWN MOWERS

virotech Corporation. Salt Lake City, Utah
Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 214,661

Int. CI. BO Id 46/02
U.S. CI. 55-341 6 Claims

Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 391,831
Int. CI. AOld 63/04

U.S. CI. 56-255
7 claims

1. A dust collecting apparatus of the type including a hous-
ing which defines more than one cleaning compartment, each
of said cleaning compartments includes an inlet for receiving
contaminated air and an outlet for discharging cleaned air. at
least one filter member is disposed in each of said cleaning
compartments between the inlet and outlet thereof for collect-
ing contaminants thereon, a clean air plenum is disposed
above each of the cleaning compartments into which the clean
air passes from the cleaning compartment for discharge from
the apparatus,

each of said clean air plenums is defined by a plurality of
wall members which form a part of said housing including
a removable wall member,

quick-disconnectable securement means interconnects said
removable wall member with said other wall members to
facilitate the removal of said removable wall member
when desiring access to the interior of a respective one of
said clean air plenums,

said securement means comprises a plurality of locking
assemblies each connecting said removable wall members
to a respective one of said other wall members,

said locking assemblies each includes,
a support member on said one of said other wall members

for seatingly supporting said removable wall member
adjacent its edge in the installed position thereof,

an abutment member mounted on said one of said other
wall members,

a deformable, resilient locking member pivotally con-
nected at one end to said removable wall member and
free at its opposite end for camming, snap-action, re-
leasable interlocking engagement with said abutment
member and said one of said other wall members to
hold said removable wall member in seated relation on
said support member,

sealing means between said removable wall member and
said support member in the installed position thereof,

said sealing means includes a gasket member disposed adja-
cent the edge of said removable wall member seated on
said support member to seal the interior from the exterior
of said clean air plenum,

said removable wall member includes an upstanding rim
element extending along the periphery thereof for posi-
tioning in confronting relation to respective ones of said
other wall members to reduce the possibility of the en-
trance of foreign matter into the interior of said clean air
plenum, and

said locking member being compressibly deformed in its
lengthwise direction when in interlocked engagement
with said abutment member and said other wall member
for urging said removable wall member into tight seated
engagement with said support member.

I. Grass guide for rotary lawn mowers comprising a vertical
bracket having a portion attachable to the vertical side wall of
a mower blade housing and a grass deHcctor carried by the
bracket adjacent the lower end of the latter, the grass deficc-
tor having a continuous, substantially horizontal grass-guiding
edge having a midportion spaced inwardly of the bracket so as
to be positioned internally of the blade housing and spaced
below the lower housing edge when the bracket is attached to
the blade housing, the edge having forwardly and rearwardly
extending, outwardly diverging ends terminating at points
spaced laterally outwardly from the portion of the bracket
attachable to the blade housing, wherebv. when the grass
guide is attached to the housing, the grass-guiding edge
thereof passes vertically beneath the blade housing side wall
at points spaced forwardly and rearwardly of the attachment
of the bracket to the housing.

3,839,852
STACK FORMER

Klaus Jebens, Hamburg, Germany, assignor to Owatonna
Manufacturing Company, North Owatonna, Minn.

Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,743
Claims priority, application (iermany, Feb. 15 1972

P2207054.8
"• •:». iv/z.

Int. CI. AOld 87/04
U.S. CI. 56-346

,0 Claims

I. A stack former comprising, a vehicle including a chassis
having at least a pair of wheels at one extremity and a hitch
at the other extremity, a crop receiving container mounted on
said chassis and having fixed front and side walls with a piv-
oted rear end gate wall, a crop retaining bottom and an open
top, means on said vehicle for picking up a crop off of a field
and directing said crop into the open top of said container
said means being mounted on said chassis, a press structure
positioned on said container and including press means piv-
oted on the sides of said container at the top thereof and
including transversely extending arms eminating therefrom in
a spaced side-by-side relationship, actuator means connected
to the sides of said container and operatively coupled to said
press means to pivot the arms thereof from the sides of the
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3,839,853

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONTINUOUSLY
DRAWING AND TEXTURING YARN

Phillip E. McKenzie Winston-Salem, N.C., assignor to Fiber
Industnes, Inc. , Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Dec. 14, 1970, Ser. No. 97,726

Int.CI.D02gi/00
U.S. CI. 57-34 HS 2 Claims

from said support surface to define a small gap therewith
extending outwardly at an angle of less than 45° relative
to said rotational axis.

I. An apparatus for continuously drawing and texturing
continuous filament synthetic heat-settable varn including

a. means for supporting yarn supply sources.
b. spaced apart draw rolls operating at different surface

speeds to draw there between pairs of yarns withdrawn
from said supply sources.

c. means to twist together the yarns of each pair of yarns.
d. yarn heating means for thereafter heating pairs of yarn

while in twisted-together condition.
e. means for thereafter separating the twisted yarns

comprising a first pair of yarn driven grooved roller
thread guides engageable by the yarns upon separation
and a second set of yarn grooved roller thread guides
positioned below said first set of grooved thread guides.

3,839,854
ROPE AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Alfredo S. Carranza, Miami, and Agustin M. Perez, Hialeah,
both of Fla., assignors to Sunshine Cordage Corporation
Hialeah, Fla.

Filed May 10, 1972, Ser. No. 252,115
Int. CI. D02g 3/26; DOlh 13/28

U.S. a. 57-140 R 8 Claims
I. The method of forming a stranded rope structure which

comprises twisting a plurality of untwisted filaments of a mem-
ber of the group consisting of polyethylene, polypropylene
and copolymers of ethylene and propylene, to form a strand
heat setting the strand and twisting a plurality of the resulting
strands into a rope which retains its tensile strength and at the
same time reduces the ultimate elongation of the rope.

3,839,856
SOLID STATE WATCH WITH CALENDAR DISPLAY

Bruno Dargent, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to Time Computer.
Inc.. Lancaster, Pa.

^Z'Ti^ln"<'^T^T''J^'-
'^"- '^^'^^2, May 14. 1971, Pat.

.,o'.;J ' '
'^'"*''' " ^ continuation-in-part of Ser. No

138,547, April 29, 1971, Pat. No. 3,721,084. This application
Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 219,953

Int. CI. G04b 19/24,37/12
U.S. CI. 58-4 A . ^, .

6 Claims

1. A wristwatch comprising a plurality of electro-optical
digital display elements, a time computer coupled to said
elements for causing said elements to display time a date
computer coupled to said elements for causing said elements
to display calendar information, a manually operated switch
coupling said date computer to said display elements for ener-
gizing said display elements with calendar information upon
operation of said switch, means in said date computer and
coupled to said display for resetting the calendar information
on said display, said wristwatch including a time read switchm addition to said manually operated switch, said calendar
reset means being coupled to said switches and operative in
response to them.

I

'

3.839.855
HOUSING FOR AN OPENING ROLL OF AN OPEN END

SPINNING DEVICE
Herbert Stalder, Winterthur, Switzerland, assignor to RIeter
Machine Works, Ltd., Winterthur. Switzerland

Filed June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 367,967
Int. CI. DOlh 7/72

U.S.a. 57-58.91 10 Claims
I. A housing of an open end spinning device having an

3 839 857
ELECTROCHROMIC INFORMATION DISPLAYS

Donald Joseph Berets; George Augustus Castellion, and Gott-
fried Haacke, all of Stamford, Conn., assignors to American
Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.

Filed June 3, 1971. Ser. No. 149,423
Int. CI. G04c 3/00; C04b 79/06

U.S. CI. 58-23 R 8 claims
1. An electronic timepiece comprising means to establish a

stable frequency signal, means for dividing the frequency of
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said stable frequency signal to produce a timing pulse signal,

and display control means responsive to said timing pulse

signal to display an indication of the correct time, said display

control means comprising persistent electrochromic display

f^^y/y///////y/////77?.

'4

-3

-/

means and means to provide electric current pulses solely for

activating and erasing display elements in said display means,
whereby said display means continuously displays time with-

out continuous current to said display.

3,839,858

RECIPROCATING MACHINE
Gilbert Charles Henri Van Avermaete, 20, rue de I'Europe,

B-6700 Arlon. Belgium *

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,846
Claims priority, application Belgium. Dec. 30, 1971, 777548;

June 28, 1972.785549

Int. CI. F02g 3/00

U.S. CI. 60-39.6 29 Claims

1. Reciprocating machine comprising at least one chamber
wherein is fitted a piston to compress a fluid, at least one

chamber wherein is provided a piston driven by the expansion

of the said fluid, these two pistons being mounted on one and

the same shaft fitted in order to provide an alternating motion

to each of the pistons in their respective chamber, an enclo-

sure, provided in between the two chambers and connected to

the latter by connection pipes, in which the compressed fluid

is delivered and from which is withdrawn the fiuid to be ex-

panded, means for raising the temperature of the fluid in the

enclosure and means for authorizing the admission and the

exhaust of the fluid in each one ofihe chambers, the recipro-

cating machine being characterised in that the piston used for

pressurising the fiuid in the said chamber is double acting in

order to provide a two stage compressor, connection pipes

being provided to interconnect the two compressor stages as

well as the second stage thereof to the said enclosure, the said

reciprocating machine comprising a reserve of fiuid com-
pressed to a pressure exceeding that which may be reached

during the running of the reciprocating machine by the fiuid

comprised in the pipe connection of the reciprocating ma-
chine connecting the second stage of the compressor to the

said enclosure, means to connect this reserve of pressurized

fiuid to the pipe connection connecting the second stage of

the compressor to the enclosure, means to connect this re-

serve of pressurized fiuid to the pipe connection connecting

the first stage of the compressor to the second stage of the

latter as well as means to connect simultaneously with the said

reserve of fiuid and with the pipe connections connecting

respectively the second stage to the enclosure, the first and
second compressor stages, the latter means being controlled

by the pressurised fiuid admitted into these two pipe connec-

tions in order to allow or cut off the fiow of the pressurized

fiuid originating from the said reserve into the pipe connection

connecting the first stage of the compressor to the second

stage of the latter.

3,839,859

JET PROPULSION PUMP ASSEMBLY
Fred T. Woeil, Jr., Little Rock, Ark., assignor to Jacuzzi Bros.

Incorporated, Little Rock, Ark.

Division of Ser. No. 209,138, Dec. 17, 1971, Pat. No.

3,756,741. This application Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,261

InLCI. B63h 11/02

U.S. CI. 60—221 3 Claims

1. A jet propulsion pump assembly having a suction piece

and a bowl terminating in a nozzle, a conical shaped hub

support for an impeller assembly, disposed axially of said bowl

and connected therewith by a plurality of vanes to determine

passages to said nozzle, said hub support having a recess at an

end thereof and fiow passageway means fiow connecting said

recess with said nozzle, a thrust bearing supported by said

suction piece, an impeller assembly in said bowl supported by

and between said hub support and said thrust bearing and

including an impeller having a hub, said hub at its thrust end
extending into said hub support recess and means providing a

rotational fit between said hub support and hub whereby to

cause a pressure drop along said thrust end to reduce thrust

pressure against said hub.

3,839.860

AUTOMATIC ENGINE PRESSURE RATIO
EQUALIZATION SYSTEM

Anthony N. Martin, Simsbury, Conn., assignor to United Air-

craft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.
Filed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 274,122

Int. CI. F02k 3/12

U.S. CI. 60-224 3 Claims

th^
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1. A pressure ratio equalization system for maintaining each

of a plurality of turbine engines at the same engine pressure
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ratio, each of said engines having a fuel control associated
therewith for regulating the fiow of fuel to said engines in
response to a control signal, comprising

limited authority fuel trimming means connected in the fuel
fiow Ime between each said fuel control and said engine
for further regulating the fiow of fuel to said engines,

switch means connected with each of said fuel trimming
means, said switch means producing a limit signal when
the fuel trimming means to which it is connected is at its
lower limit wherein minimum fuel flow occurs there-
through,

means for measuring the pressure ratio across each engine
and producing a pressure ratio signal indicative thereof,
selector means receiving each of said pressure ratio sig-
nals and selecting therefrom the maximum of said pres-
sure ratio signals,

means for comparing the pressure ratio signal from each
engine with the maximum pressure ratio signal to produce
therefrom a pressure ratio error signal for each engine,

means responsive to said pressure ratio error signal for
varying the limited authority fuel trimming means for its
respective engine in a direction to increase the fuel fiow
therethrough and null said error signal,

circuit means receiving the limit signal from each of said
switch means and producing an output signal upon the
absence of limit signals from all of said switch means,

and means responsive to said output signal for varying the
limited authority fuel trimming means in all said engines
in a direction to reduce the fuel fiow therethrough until
one of said fu^ trimming means is at its lower limit.

3,839,861
SOLID PROPELLANT POWERED ROCKET MOTOR

CONTROL SYSTEM
Richard George Herz, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to Hercu-

les Incorporated, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Sept. 25. 1972, Ser. No. 292,191
Int. CI. F02k 9/04

U.S. CI. 60-234 6 Claims

I. A control system for a solid propellant powered rocket
motor, comprising:

at least one burning distance probe thermocouple posi-
tioned in the rocket motor and surrounded by propellant
to generate an electrical impulse in response to heat
generated by burning propellant of the rocket motor;

control means to alter the rocket motor performance in
response to an electrical impulse; and.

circuit means interconnecting said thermocouple and said
control means to transmit said electrical impulse and
activate said control means.

ing two primary reaction chambers, a shield plate of funnel
shape in cross section at one end of each of said chambers and
within said body, said shield plates having their smaller ends
mutually facing one another and spaced apart to define there-

3,839,862
EXHAUST EMISSION CONTROL DEVICE FOR AN

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
Kenji Gota, and Norikatsu Ishikawa, both of Susono, Japan,

assignors to Toyota Jidosha kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Aichi-
ken, Japan

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 293,938
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 1, 1971, 46-76932

Int. CI. FOIn 3/10
U.S. CI. 60-282

, Claim
I. An exhaust emission control device for an internal com-

bustion engine comprising a heat insulating body encompass-

between a secondary reaction chamber, means to introduce
exhaust gases into said primary reaction chambers and means
to withdraw exhaust gases from said secondary reaction cham-
ber.

3,839,863
FLUID PRESSURE POWER PLANT

Larry Vane W. Frazier, 1460 Exeter Ave., Ventura, CaliL
93003

Filed Jan. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 325,271
Int. CI. F15b 3/00; F04b 35/00

U.S. CI. 60-327 22 Claims

1. A fiuid pressure power plant comprising:
means for generating heat energy;
at least one piston for converting the heat energy to high

hydraulic pressure;

said energy converting piston having an upper chamber for
receiving the heat energy and a lower chamber for receiv-
ing a hydraulic fiuid at low pressure;

means supplying low pressure hydraulic fluid to the lower
chamber of the energy converting piston;

means releasing the Urn pressure hydraulic fluid into the
lower chamber when ihe piston reaches the bottom of its

stroke to force the piston upward;
means for accumulating the high pressure hydraulic fluid
output of the energy converting piston;

means for utili/mg the power from the high pressure hy-
draulic fluid output of the energy converting piston;

means for controlling the flow of high pressure hydraulic
fluid from the accumulating means to the power utilizing
moans, and

means for returning the hydraulic fluid from the power
utilizing means to the low pressure hydraulic fluid supply-
ing means.

3,839,864
HYDRODYNAMIC TORQUE CONVERTER INCLUDING A

RELEASABLE TURBINE MEMBER
Karl Gustav Ahlen, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to S.R.M
Hydromekanik AB, Stockholm, Sweden

Filed Apr. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 348,191
Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 26 1972*

29919/72

Int. CI. F16h 41/14
U.S. CI. 60-349 47 Claims

I. A torque converter of the type having a rotating casing
enclosing a working chamber having therein a pump member
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.nc udmg at east one ring of pump blades, a reaction membermcludmg at least one ring of guide blades and a turbine mem-
ber mcludmg one or more rings of turbine blades, and a tur-bmc shaft which comprises the output of the torque converter
said turbme member forming the sole fluid force transmitting
means w.thm the working chamber for transferring fluid
forces to the turbme shaft, said turbine shaft includmg a radial
extension completely free of fluid force transmitting bladesand fixedly connected to the turbme shaft for rotation there-
with, at least one of said turbine member and said turbine
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an extreme lower position, comprising a balancing counter-
weight, flexible connecting means for connecting the load to
the counterweight, the load, the connecting means and the
counterweight constituting an assembly, a fluid motor, drive
means for drivingly connecting the fluid-motor to said assem-
bly for imparting said motion to said assembly, a hydraulic
variable-flow pump connected to the fluid motor for supplying
actuating fluid to the fluid motor, and a control device associ-
ated with the pump for causing the pump to operate in accor-
dance with a predetermined law by repeated reversals of the
flow of actuating fluid delivered by the pump to the fluid
motor, the pump comprising a movable regulating element
whose position is proportional to the output flow of the pump
and consequently to the speed of the fluid motor, the control
device comprising actuating means connected to be driven by
the drive means, and an over-center device connecting the
actuating means to the regulating element, the actuating
means being operative at said extreme upper position and said
extreme lower position of the load, said actuating means
comprising two shafts connected to be driven in rotation by
the drive means and two trip means respectively connected to
the two shafts to be driven by the two shafts, whereby the
over-center device comprises a pivotal input lever pivotable
between two extreme positions respectively corresponding to
said extreme upper position and said extreme lower position
of the load, the two trip means being respectively capable of
coming in contact with the pivotal input lever in said two
extreme positions of the pivotal input lever.

shaft extension being a movable member movable axially
towards and away from the other, such that the turbine mem-
ber and the said extension are relatively movable between at
least a first position in which the turbine member is connected
to the said turbine shaft extension for rotation with the turbine
shaft and a second position in which all of said blades of the
turbine member are completely released from the turbine
shaft extension to rotate in relation to the turbine shaft such
that no fluid forces arc transferred bv the turbine member to
the turbine shaft.

3,839,866
FILL AND PRESSURIZING SYSTEM

Lawrence H. Seidel, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Jergens, Inc.,
Cleveland, Ohio
Continuation of Ser. No. 158,429, June 30, 1971. This

application Dec. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 420,762
Int. CI. FI5b 7100

II.S. CI. 60-547
,3 c,^,„^

3.839.865
LIFTING MACHINE HAVING A PERMANENT

RECIPROCATING MOTION
Jod Chardonneau, Nantes; Andre Libeau, Carquefou and
Claude Sable. Nantes, all of France, assignors to Brissonneau
et Lotz Chaudronnerie S.A., Paris, France

Filed July 20. 1972, Ser. No. 273,640
Claims priority, application France, July 23 1971

71.27069; Nov. 15, 1971,71.40723
Int. CI. F16h 39146

U.S. CI. 60-372
8 Claims

1. A lifting machine for imparting a permanent reciprocat-
ing motion to a load between an extreme upper position and

I. A hydraulic booster which cycles back-and-forth through
a two-stage feeding phase and a return-to-reservoir phase
comprising a pistonless reservoir providing a lower portion
adapted to receive hydraulic fluid with an air space there-
above adapted to be supplied with compressed air an air
motor providing a piston defining a portion of an expansible
air chamber, a hydraulic pump providing a plunger driven by
said piston and defining a part of an expansible hydraulic
chamber connected at an output end to a hydraulic outlet
port, said piston and plunger being movable between a re-
tracted position and an extended position in response to com-
pressed air supplied to said air chamber, the effective area of
said piston being substantially larger than the effective area of
said plunger, flow control means connecting said lower por-
tiori to said hydraulic chamber when said piston is substan-
tially in said retracted position for feeding of reservoir fluid in
a first stage of said feeding phase and isolating said lower
portion and said hydraulic chamber in a second stage of said
feeding phase when said piston is moving from said retracted
position toward said extended position, said last named con-
nection being at an input end at the opposite end of said
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hydraulic chamber from said output end. valved means ex-

hausting said air chamber when said air space is exhausted and
maintaining said air chamber and air space at substantially the

same pressure when the pressure in said hydraulic chamber
exceeds a predetermined difference from the pressure in said

air space, and means for self-purging of air from said booster

upon back-and-forth cycling of said booster, said means in-

cluding direct interfacing between the hydraulic fluid and the

air space in said reservoir and the constituting of said hydrau-

lic chamber as an elongate and relatively narrow passageway
within which substantially all points are on-line with respect

to fluid flow between said output end connection and said

input end connection.

3,839,867

MASTER CYLINDER
Ronald L. Shellhause, Vandalia, Ohio, assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 391,215
Int. CI. F15b H0&

U.S. 2 Claims
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1. In a dual master cylinder having:

a housing having a bore therein with a piston stop in the

open end, the other bore end being closed;

first and second pistons having piston cups and reciprocably

received in said bore and defining therewith a first pres-

surizing chamber between said pistons and a second

pressurizing chamber between said second piston and the

bore closed end, and first and second piston return

springs respectively received in said pressurizing cham-
bers, said first spring acting between said pistons with a

preload greater than the compression preload of said

second spring which acts between said second piston and
the closed bore end;

and caging means in said first pressurizing chamber for said

first spring;
|

the improvement in said caging means comprising:

first and second caging members each formed with an abut-

ting end extending axially through an adjacent piston cup
and abutting the piston associated therewith, and a flange

on each abutting end adjacent the piston cup;

a spring seat and retainer for each caging member abutting

the flange thereof and receiving an end of said first spring

so that the compression preload of said first sprrng urges
said caging members and therefore said pistons axially

apart;

said caging members each further having an axially extend-

ing offset cantilever spring arm extending in the opposite

direction from the piston associated therewith and termi-

nating in an end-beveled hook with the arm and hook of

one caging member mating with the arm and hook of the

other caging member during installation to laterally de-

flect said hooks by camming action of said end-beveled

hooks and the cantilever spring characteristics of said

arms and thereafter acting to limit the maximum distance

that the flanged abutting ends and therefore the pistons

may be moved apart by said first spring, each of said

hooks also being axially engagcable in abutting relation

with a complementary surface of the other caging mem-
ber adjacent said flange to limit the amount of relative

movement of said first piston toward said second piston.

3,839,868

VEHICLE BRAKE APPARATUS
Yoshinori Watanabe, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Honda Giken
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 419,273

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 28, 1972. 47-11864

Int. CI. B60t ////O

U.S. CI. 60-581 5 Claims

^te '7 53 5< ?*
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1. Brake apparatus for a vehicle with front wheel means and
rear wheel means comprising, in combination,

a first brake oil pressure system connected to said front

wheel means;

a second brake oil pressure system connected to said rear

wheel means; said first system and said second system

being individually operable;

and pressure combining and distribution means connected

to said first system and said second system for combining
and distributing the oil pressures of the two systems in

predetermined ratio prior to application to said front

wheel means and to said rear wheel means, when the two
systems are operated simultaneously.

3,839,869
BOOM AS A BARRIER FOR OIL SLICKS AND THE LIKE

ON THE SURFACE OF WATER
Leon G. Green, North Caldwell, N.J., assignor to Metropolitan

Petroleum Petrochemicals Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 15, 1969, Ser. No. 824,930
Int. CI. E02b 15/04

U.S. CL61-iF 14 Claims

1. A water-floatable boom for oil or other pollutants com-
prising:
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a. a plurality of floats disposed in longitudinal spaced align-

ment;

b. a flexible web wrapped around said floats and bridging

the spaces between said floats.

I . said web being doubled over said floats and having side

sections beneath said floats secured together, face to

face, to form a flexible curtain depending from said

floats;

c. weighting means supported on said curtain near its lower
marginal edge whereby the curtain so weighted serves as

a ballasting fin for the floats; and
d. a longitudinally extending region disposed immediately

below said floats and across the spaces between the floats,

said region having a form-sustaining rigidity greater than
that of said flexible web to define a hinge axis immedi-
ately therebeneath and to effectively isolate movement of

said flexible curtain, as caused by action of undersurface
water movements, from being transmitted to said floats

and the other portions of the boom disposed above said

hinge axis.

3,839,870
OFF-SHORE OIL WELL LEAKAGE CONFINER

Margaret M. Ryan, 10549 S. Bell, Chicago, III. 60643
Filed Jan. 21, 1974, Ser. No. 435,220

Int. CI. E02b 15104

U.S.CL61-1F 3 Claims

1. An offshore oil well enclosure for confining leaking oil

from the well comprising a generally circular wall surrounding
said well, means for floating said wall in a body of water,

including a plurality of pontoons operatively connected to the

wall, means for sinking said wall beneath the level of said body
of water, means to anchor the floating circular wall to the

floor beneath said body of water in generally concentric rela-

tion to said well, said means for sinking said wall including

floating valve mechanism located exteriorly of said wall and
one or more connecting lines from said valve mechanism to

said pontoons, said pontoons being located around a face of

said wall and interconnected by a pair of lines providing com-
munication between all of the pontoons, said connecting lines

from said valve mechanism having communication with the

pair of lines interconnecting the pontoons, said valve mecha-
nism being mounted on a floating platform located outside

said circular wall whereby a vessel may approach said plat-

form mechanism to sink said wall for access to said well, said

circular wall being comprised of a series of plates secured
together to provide a continuous enclosure around said well

for confining oil on the surfa<;e of said body of water and said

plates being permanently secured together by welding their

respectively adjoining edges to each other, and said pontoons
encircle said wall and arc supportingly mounted on the outside

face of the wall.

3,839,871

EARTHEN DAM REPAIR
Norman D. Dyer; Ross Weldon Walker, and Thomas Lonnie

Arrington, all of Beaumont, Tex., assignors to Dresser Indus-

tries, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 359,804

Int. CI. E02d 29100, 5/20

U.S. CL 61— 35 7 Claims

1. A method of constructing a wall within the earth, com-
prising the steps of:

boring a first hole in the earth,

lining the first hole with a casing, said casing having an axial

passage,

boring a second hole immediately adjacent and partially

overlapping said first hole, said second hole and said

casing extending into said axial passage,

maintaining a liquid in said first and second holes during the
boring of said holes,

lining said second hole with a casing,

filling said first hole with a wall forming material and boring
additional axially aligned overlapping holes by repeating
the aforementioned steps.

3,839,872
METHOD OF SECURING A LARGE-DIAMETER TUBE TO

A CASING UNDERWATER
Rene Loire, Paris, France, assignor to Compagnie Generale
D'Equipement Maritime Hersent, Paris, France

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,482
Claims priority, application France. May 8, 1972. 16379

Int. CI. E02b l/OO- E02d 25/00
U.S. CI. 61— 46 2 Claims

1^
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3,839,876 energizing and de-energizing the motor; a second control
MEANS FOR COLD PRODUCTION means for energizing and de-energizing the valve; wherein the

Yves Emile Privas, Killowen-Blarney, Ireland, assignor to

International Promotion Engineering S.A.. Madrid. Spain
Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,326

Int. CI. F25b 21102
U.S. CI. 62-3 8 Claims

1. A device for cold production comprising a Peltier effect

thermoelectric component having two faces, thermal ex-

change blade means comprising blades arranged edgewise and
radially against said two faces and propulsion means to cause

the circulation of air through the thermal exchange means
over said two faces of said thermoelectric component, said

thermoelectric component being mounted in a casing, said

casing defining a funnel having an asperating outlet adjacent

the interior area one of said two faces of said thermal ex-

change means, said casing including apertures adjacent the

periphery of said thermal exchange means, said propulsion

means rotatably driving said thermal exchange means to draw
fluid flow across said thermoelectric element, a partition being

mounted crosswise in said casing and supported adjacent the

other of said two faces of said thermoelectric element, said

partition defining in cooperation with said casing a condition-

ing compartment for an article to be cooled and including a

central recess for the inlet of air from said compartment to the

thermal exchange means on said other face of said thermo-
electric component, and notches at the periphery of said

partition for the discharge of air by said thermal exchange
means to said compartment.

3,839,877
REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS WITH VISUAL

INDICATORS
Daniel E. Kramer, 2009 Woodland Dr., Yardley, Pa. 19067

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 196,020, Nov. 5, 1971,
abandoned. This application June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,455

Int. CI. F25b 49100
IJ.S. a. 62-126 7 Claims

I. An improved refrigerating system for cooling a medium
comprising conduit-connected motor-driven compressor,
having energized and de-energized conditions; condenser;
liquid valve having energized and de-energized conditions-
expansion device; and evaporator; a first control means for

~"ng)ao

improvement comprises means for sensing and means for

continuously indicating the relative conditions of the motor
and the valve.

3,839,878

APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING REFRIGERATOR
DEFROST APPARATUS

Alexander Tilmanis, Camberwell, Victoria, Australia, assignor

to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,912
Claims priority, application Australia, Dec. 23, 1971,

07494/71; Oct. 23, 1972, 048079/72
Int. CI. F25d 2//06

U.S. CI. 62-155 4 Claims

I. Apparatus for controlling the operation of refrigerator

defrost apparatus comprising, means for continuously sensing

the temperature of the evaporator coil of the refrigerator,

means for continuously sensing the temperature of a storage

space of the refrigerator, and means controlled by said tem-
perature sensing means for initiating operation of said defrost

apparatus when the difference between said two temperatures

exceeds a predetermined value and, a selected one of said

temperatures is less than a predetermined temperature, said

means for initiating defrost including an electrical control

circuit comprising two normally turned off electronic switches

arranged in series with means operable, when energized to

initiate operation of said defrost apparatus, and including

means responsive to said two temperature sensing means to

cause one of said electronic switches to turn on when the

difference between the two temperatures sensed thereby ex-

ceeds said predetermined value, and vice versa, and means
responsive to a selected one of said temperature sensing

means to cause the other said electronic switch to turn on
when the temperature sensed thereby is less than the said

predetermined temperature, and vice versa.
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,, 3,839,879
DEFROSTER wk^TH AUXILIARY HEATER FOR DISPLAY

CASES
Howard W. Redfern, 121 Lookout Dr., and William P. Cole-
man, 631 Martin St., both of Clarksville, Tenn. 37040

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,093
Int. CI. F25b 41100

U.S. a. 62-197 3c„i„^

occupy the remaining part of said outwardly facing face
of said cabinet, said fan being offset inwardly sufficiently
to accommodate an overlap of said end bends on one end
of said coil relative to said inlet opening;

means forming a shielded space for said end bends on said
one end of said coil to prevent the direct impingement of
air-borne particles against said end bends in the passage
of air into said inlet opening, the side of said shielded
space facing said inlet opening being open;

said coil including a plurality of tube rows formed by said
plate fins having tube collars thereon, a part of said tube
rows being unoccupied by tubes whereby open-ended air
passages extending parallel to said tubes are formed;

the end of said coil opposite said one end being open to the
interior of said cabinet so that a part of the air being
forced by said fan toward said coil will pass through said
unoccupied tube rows from said end opposite said one
end to said shielded space at said one end.

L In a refrigeration system including a compressor, a con-
denser, an expansion device and an evaporator arranged in
series relation with the condenser being connected to the
expansion device by a liquid refrigerant How line, that im-
provement comprising an auxiliary heater connected in bypass
relation to the liquid refrigerant flow line, said auxiliary heater
being connected into the liquid fiow line in bypass relation
between the condenser and expansion device and including a
normally open valve in the liquid fiow line which is closed
during the defrost cycle and a normally closed valve connect-
ing the inlet side of the auxiliary heater with the liquid flow
line between the condenser and the normally open valve in the
liquid flow line and a normally closed valve on the discharge
side of the heater communicating the discharge side of the
heater with the liquid fiow line between the normally open
valve in the How line and the expansion device, and bypass
means associated with the expansion device for bypassing hot
gaseous refrigerant around the expansion device into the
evaporator.

3,839,881
MACHINE FOR PRODUCING FROZEN CONFECTIONS
Thomas F. Calim, P.O. Box 158, Jackson Center, Ohio 45334

Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,399
Int. CI. F2Sc 7110

U.S. CI. 62-340 7 claims

23 94

3,839,880
FAN AND COIL ARRANGEMENT

George J. Premaza, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Westinghouse
Eleciric Corporation, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Dec. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 422,476
Int.CL F25d 2J//2

U.S. CI. 62-262 5 claims

>5) -no

I. A self-contained room air conditioner including:
a cabinet having a room side portion and an outside side

portion;

a refrigerating system in said cabinet including a refrigerant
condensing coil of the plate-fin type and having tube end
bends on opposite ends of said coil, said coil being dis-

posed to occupy a part of the outwardly facing face of
said cabinet;

a condenser fan having an inlet opening arranged in gener-
ally side-by-side relation with said coil to substantially

I. A machine for dispensing soft ice cream or the like com-
prising, in combination, frame means; storage means for a mix
to be dispensed from said machine; heat exchanger means for
chilling said mix as it is dispensed from said storage means,
said heat exchanger means including an outer housing forming
a longitudinal passage for a colder fluid; refrigeration means
for supplying a flow of said colder fluid to said longitudinal
passage of said heat exchanger means; a plurality of mix con-
veying tubes extending through said longitudinal passage of
said heat exchanger means and including outer tube surfaces
in heat exchange relationship with said colder fiuid and inner
tube surfaces in heat exchange relationship with said mix, said
heat exchanger further including a cold end chamber for
continuously receiving chilled mix from said mix conveying
tubes; and a metering valve for sequentially dispensing por-
tions of said mix to said consumer, said metering valve includ-
ing a generally disk-shaped upper valve body portion having
an upper heat transfer surface in direct contact with the
chilled mix in said cold end chamber, an upper valve body
outlet passage, and a lower surf'ace, a generally disk-shaped
lower valve body portion including an upper surface in con-
fronting heat transfer relationship with said lower surface of
said upper body portion, and a lower outlet passage alignable
with said upper valve body outlet passage.
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3,839,882

SPEEDOMETER CABLE NOISE ABSORPTION MEMBER
Casimir Gilarski, Jr., Hamtramck, Mich., assignor to Chrysler

Corporation, Highland Park, Mich.

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 356,244
int. CI. F16c 1106

U.S. CI. 64-4 5 Claims

^/ ^J'

1. In a motor vehicle speedometer drive arrangement in-

cluding:

a drive member having a rate of rotation responsive to the

speed of the vehicle;

a flexible shaft having one end thereof coupled to said drive

member for transmitting the rotational motion of said

drive member, the other end of said flexible shaft termi-

nating in an elongated tip having a substantially rectangu-

lar cross section;

a speedometer frame member having an extending tubular

cylindrical section;

an elongated magnet shaft journalled for rotation in the

tubular cylindrical extension of said frame member hav-

ing means at one end adapted for receiving the rectangu-

lar core tip of said other end of said flexible shaft;

a magnet connected to the other end of said magnet shaft

and rotatably driven by the rotational motion of said

flexible shaft generating a magnetic field; and
an indicating means responsive to said magnetic field for

indicating the speed of the vehicle, the improvement
comprising:

a cylindrical tubular noise absorbing member encircling

said core tip adapted to be compressively received in said

one end of said magnet shaft, said member axially align-

ing said flexible shaft in said magnet shaft and having an

inner diameter that is less than the cross-sectional diago-

nal dimension of the core tip.

3,839,883
STEERING ARRANGEMENT FOR MOTOR VEHICLES

Hans-Hermann Braess, Stuttgart-Stammheim, Germany, as-

signor to Dr. Ing. h.c.F. Porsche Aktiengesellschaft, Stutt-

gart, Germany
Filed Sept. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 399,746

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 22, 1972,
2246661

Int. CI. F16d 3114

U.S. CL 64—27 NM 15 Claims

err

1. A steering arrangement for motor vehicles which in-

cludes a steering column and a torsionally elastic steering

coupling means in the steering column, characterized in that

the coupling means includes an entrainmcnt disk means pro-

vided with detent means and external guide means, said cou-

pling means being axially displaceably guided on the steering

column, the entrainmcnt disk means being disposed in the

disengaged position thereof opposite an elastic coupling disk

means substantially rigidly arranged on a steering gear input

shaft and provided with complementary detent means, and the

entrainmcnt disk means being operatively connected with the

coupling disk means by way of the detent means in the en-

gaged position.

3,839,884

KNITTING MACHINES
John Flavell, Coundon, Coventry, and Keith Jeffcoat, Nunea-

ton, both of England, assignors to Courtaulds Limited, Lon-
don, England

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,323
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 26, 1972,

19319/72

Int. CI. D04b 7104

U.S. CI. 66-64 7 Claims

1. In a knitting machine having two opposed needle beds
with independently operable needles, a support, means for

moving the support along the needle beds, and a presser foot

carried, in its operative position, between the needle beds to

control the loops of fabric being knitted on the needles, the

improvement comprising a mounting member, said presser

foot being attached to said mounting member, and connecting
means attaching said mounting member to said support, said

connecting means allowing said mounting member free move-
ment in a direction laterally of the needle beds, thereby to

allow said presser foot, in its operative position, lateral move-
ment between said needle beds.

3,839,885
MECHANISM FOR WINDING KNITTED FABRIC IN

CIRCULAR KNITTING MACHINES AND FOR
REMOVING ROLLS OF THE KNITTED FABRIC

Norbert Paul Bourgeois, Troyes, France, assignor to Etudes et

Bonneterie S.A., Lausanne, Switzerland

Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,710
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 30, 1971,

17430/71

Int. CI. D04b 15188

t.S. CI. 66-151 11 Claims

1. A mechanism for winding knitted fabric in a circular

knitting machine and removing the wound knitted fabric from
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the knitting machine, in which knitted fabric is wound flat on
a rotary shaft rotated by driving means and supported at its
ends by a support disposed inside of the frame of the machine:
vvhcrein said support comprises at least one movable part
forming bearing means for supporting one of the ends of said
rotary shaft with said bearing means being releasably mounted
with respect to one shaft end for freeing said end when said
movable part is displaced; and
wherein said mechanism further comprises a fabric cutting

device;

means for gripping the knitted fabric 'remaining on the
machine after a cutting operation by said cutting device;
a movable pushing member for exerting an axial push on
a roll of knitted fabric on said rotary shaft towards said
bearing means;

means for driving said pushing member to axially remove
said roll of knitted fabric from said rotary shaft when said
one end of said rotary shaft is freed and for removing said

• fabric roll from said knitting machine without manual
handling of said fabric roll; and

a mobile fabric guide cooperating with said rotary shaft on
which the knitted fabric is wound.

J
against the interior periphery of a ring shaped workpicce. a
roll mandrel adapted to engage against the interior wall of said
ring shaped workpicce opposite to said outer disc roll, a first

carriage rotatably supporting said outer disc roll, a second
carriage rotatably supporting said inner roll mandrel, carriage
movement means connected to said first and second carriages
for shifting said outer disc roll and said inner roll mandrel
relatively to shift them toward and away from each other and

3,839,886
MULTIPLE CYLINDER LOCK

George Watson, 4520 Gothard St., Vancouver, B.C., Canada
Filed Aug. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 384,725

Claimspriority, application Canada, Aug. 18, 1972, 149718
Int. CI. E05b 35112

U.S. CL 70-339 ^
,5 claims

fa

to shift them together to accommodate for changes in diame-
ter of the workpicce, and sensor means adjacent the work-
piece for sensing the diameter thereof and connected to said
carriage movement means to displace said outer disc roll and
said inner roll mandrel in a radial direction in respect to the
workpicce ring and away from the central axis of the ring at
a rate equal to half the amount of the instantaneous increase
of the ring diameter during rolling.

1. A locking device comprising:
a. a mounting plate;

b. a plurality of key operable locks having respective lock
bodies disposed on one side of said plate and secured
thereto;

c. a plurality of pinions disposed on the side of said plate
opposite to said one side and journalled thereto with each
pinion operatively engaged with a respective one of said
locks such that each said pinion is locked against rotation
when the associated one of said locks is in a locked condi-
tion and is rotatable in response to rotation of the key of
the associated one of said locks when the key is inserted
in the associated one of said locks; and

d. a bolt having a rack formed on a surface thereof, said bolt
being disposed on said opposite side of said plate and
slidably mounted thereon with said rack in driven engage-
ment with said pinions whereby said bolt is locked against
sliding movement with respect to said plate when at least
one of said locks is in its locked condition.

3,839,888
TENSION LEVELLING OF STRIP

Joseph Irwin Greenberger, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Wean
United Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,182
Int. CL B21d 1102

U.S.CL 72-17 21 Claims

r
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3,839,889
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR LONGITUDINAL AND
ROTATIONAL ALIGNMENT OF PIPE FOR BENDING

WITH AN AUTOMATIC PIPE BENDER
Bernard D. Ross, 2710 Emmick Rd., Toledo, Ohio 43606

Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 284,766
Int. CI. B21c 5//00

U.S. CI. 72—32 10 Claims

18 ,4,

section of each ridge is generally in the shape of a trapezium
having a base which tapers outwardly gradually from the

direction of the head end of the punch to a frustum the axis

of which coincides with the axis of the punch.

3,839,891
ROLL FORMING MACHINE DRIVE MECHANISM

Edward G. Grohoski, Litchfield, Conn., assignor to The Hart-
ford Special Machinery Company, Simsbury, Conn.

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,490

Int. CL B21h 3106
U.S. CI. 72-88 7 Claims

^.sn;
1. A method of aligning pipe for bending with an automatic

pipe bender comprising the steps of

removably arranging a flexible elongate length measuring
template along a work bench, the length measuring tem-
plate having a plurality of index marks forming indexing
pin receiving means spaced along the length thereof, the
spacing between each successive pair of index marks
corresponding to the distance between successive bends
to be made in a pipe;

positioning a plurality of length indexing pins along the
work bench such that each length indexing pin is aligned
with one of the index marks on the length measuring
template;

attaching a rotation disc to a pipe to be bent; and
aligning the rotation disc with successive ones of the length

indexing pins prior to successive bending operations of
the pipe bender.

3,839,890
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING FLEXIBLE CONICAL

TUBES AND PUNCH USED FOR SAME
Michel Phlippoteau, St. Maur. France, assignor to SCAL (So-

ciete de Conditionnement en Aluminum), Paris, France
Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,773

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 25, 1971,
71.42251

Int. CI. B21b 15100, B21c 23100
U.S. CI. 72-68 7 Claims
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path which is substantially in line with the central axis of said

constriction, and directing a fluid upwardly and substantially

uniformly onto a horizontal pressure-receiving member hav-

ing a predetermined amount of weight and movable with said

3,839,897

APPARATUS FOR TESTING TRACTION COEFFICIENT
Richard J. Stenger, Wilmington, Del., assignor to Sun Research

and Development Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,357

Int. CI. GO In 19102

U.S. CI. 73—10 3 Claims

constriction in any direction for imparting to the pressure-

receiving member a lifting force sufficient to maintain the

pressure-receiving member in a substantially floating condi-

tion.

3,839,896

HYDRAULIC BENDING PRESS
Teruma Hamada, 18-402, 13, 3-chome Kitakarasuyama, Seta-

gaya-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 75,566, Sept. 25, 1970,

abandoned. This application July 11, 1972, Ser. No. 270,646

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 13, 1969, 44-81 167

Int. CI. B21j 9112

U.S. CI. 72-443 1 Claim
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I. An apparatus for testing liquid traction fluids comprising:

a. a linear actuator in a housing having means for conducting

said liquid traction fluids thereto and therefrom, said actuator

being mounted on a smooth rotatable driveshaft axially

thereof, means in the actuator for conducting said fluids be-

tween said actuator and said drive shaft; and

b, means attached to said housing adapted to measure the

thrust force generated by movement of said actuator

along said drive shaft.

3,839,898

DETERMINATION OF THERMAL PROFILE HISTORY OF
HIGH TEMPERATURE PARTS

Frank P. Talboom, Jr., Glastonbury, and John N. Mushovic,

Amston, both of Conn., assignors to United Aircraft Corpo-

ration, East Hartford, Conn.

Filed Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308,878

Int. CI. GOln 25/00; GOlr 3/04

U.S. CI. 73— 15 R 3 Claims

^ .^v

1. A hydraulic press for bending plates and the like, com-

prising, in combination, an upper and a lower apron, one of

said aprons being designed selectively to rise and to fall by the

action of a single-acting hydraulic pressing cylinder, return

movement of said one apron being effected by the apron's

own gravity, a plurality of plunger pumps driven in different

shifted phases alternatively by respective swash discs, a first

hydraulic cylinder of the first one of said plunger pumps con-

nected with a first fiuid path to said pressing cylinder for

actuating said one apron through a check valve while one end

of a second fluid path, from a second hydraulic cylinder of the

second one of said plunger pumps is connected with said first

fiuid path to said pressing cylinder, for actuating said one

apron through a lower-pressure check valve so as to permit

hydraulic fiuid to fiow from said first cylinder, the other end

of said second fiuid path being connected with a drain circuit

through a higher-pressure check valve, the working character-

istics of said one apron being changed over so that, in the case

of said one apron being loaded lightly such as for approaching

one of upper and lower molds, said one apron works with a

lower pressure and a higher supply rate, whereas in the case

of said one apron starting the press work, the fluid supply from

said second cylinder is discharged without noteworthy resis-

tance, and only the fluid supply from said first cylinder is

introduced into said pressing cylinder so that said one apron

works with a higher pressure and a lower supply rate.

VU'i? CTc'i? »<;V.' ?M:? /S,\' /Vi'<^ ^i?OG *Vi5K'

1. The method of determining the temperature level and

temperature distribution on a high temperature part formed

from a nickel-base superalloy containing at least 5 weight

percent refractory metal carbide-forming elements which

comprises the steps of:

coating the parts with a composition which, up'^an exposure

to a temperature within the range of 1 ,450°-2,100°F.

causes a measurable, irreversible, diffusion reaction in a

hot, oxidizing environment as a function of temperature

in the general time range of several minutes to several

hours, the coating operation being conducted to provide

a predetermined reaction condition at the coating/sub-

strate interface including limited coating/substrate diffu-

sion as reflected in a distinct refractory metal carbide

layer underlying the coating;

exposing the part to an oxidizing environment including

temperatures in the 1,450°-2,100°F. range;

October 8, 1974

after exposure metallographically analyzing the part in the
areas of mterest, measuring the extent of the diffusion
reaction at these areas as represented by an increase in
the carbide layer thickness; and

correlating the increase in the carbide layer thickness to
generate a t.me/temperature history and temperature
level distribution, representative of the environment to
which the part has been exposed.
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mined in one chamber, introducing an air into both chambers
at the same pressure, isolating the two chambers, changing the

3,839,899

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETERMINLNG
PARAMETERS OF CORE SAMPLES

James M.McMillen, Arlington, Tex., assignor to Mobil Oil Cor-
poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 183,389
Int.CI.G01b/i/02.G01mJ/02

^•^•^'•^3-38
joCIaims

effective volume of one of the chambers, and measuring the
pressure differential between the two chambers so that the
volume of the article may be calculated.

1
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probe means received by said float means and including

sensing means terminating in an end disposed in said

window; and

probe mounting means in said float means and mounting

said probe means with said sensing means projecting into

said window and said end substantially fared in with said

streamlined shielding surface whereby said device may be

floated on rough liquid for monitoring thereof by said

sensing means and liquid washing past said shielding

surface and end of said probe will maintain said end

washed clear for contact with said liquid for monitoring

thereof by said sensing means.

3,839,903

METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE MATRIX
COMPOSITION OF A TINI BASE ALLOY

William J. Buehler, 1 06 1 3 Montrose Ave., Apt. 3, Bethesda,

Md. 20014
Division of Ser. No. 42,133, June 1. 1970, Pat. No. 3,672.879,

which is a division of Ser. No. 592,069, Nov. 4, 1966, Pat. No.

3,529,958. This application May 1, 1972. Ser. No. 249.139

Int. CI. GOIn 29/00

U.S. CI. 73— 67.1 8 Claims
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1. A method for determining the matrix composition of a

TiNi-base alloy, comprising the step of determining the inter-

nal friction of the alloy under varying temperature conditions,

and correlating the range of values thus determined to the

matrix composition of the alloy.

3.839.904

MAGNETIC FLUID LEVEL DETECTOR AND VIBRATION
TRANSDUCER

William W. Stripling: Harold V. White, and Joe S. Hunter, all

of Huntsville. Ala., assignors to The United States of America

as represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington,

D.C.

Filed Sept. 18. 1972, Ser. No. 289,910

Int. CI. GOlh 1 1 100: GOlp 15/08

U.S. CI. 73-71.2 2 Claims

1. A level detector and vibration transducer comprising:

a. a vial;

b. magnetic fluid sensing means carried in said vial; and

c. pickoff means disposed in surrounding relation with said

vial for sensing the displacement of said magnetic fluid

responsive to motion of said vial, said pickoff means

including a pair of secondary windings, each carried at

r\ r\ r\ n /^^A/%r> n f\ n ^ ^

opposite ends of said vial and connected in series opposi-

tion, and a primary winding disposed intermediate said

secondary windings and connected to a source of alter-

nating current.

3,839.905

SHEAR TESTING TOOL
James A. McCallen. Eugene. Oreg.. assignor to Bohemia Lum-

ber Company Incorporated. Eugene, Oreg.

Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,376

Int. CI. coin 3/24

U.S. CI. 73-101 9 Claims

1. A tool for use in determining the shear strength of a

specimen of particle board or the like comprising;

a first, relatively fixed main body portion including means
to secure this portion to a stable surface and a flat sided

bore adapted to receive the specimen,

a second body portion having a bore identical to the bore

in the first body portion and adapted to be secured to the

first body portion with the bores in axial alignment, said

two body portions having contiguous surfaces adjacent

the bores and secured to allow relative rotation about the

axis of the bores, and

means to secure the two body portions in abutting relation-

ship whereby a specimen may be placed in the tool bridg-

ing the interface between the two body portions, and

means upon the second body portion to receive torque

and stress the specimen placed within the tool whereby a

source of torque external of the machine may be utilized.

3,839,906

APPARATUS FOR ENGINE COMPRESSION TESTING
Richard Eric Hanson, Woburn, Mass.. assignor to RCA Corpo-

ration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 9. 1973, Ser. No. 404,802
Int. CI. GOIm 15/00

U.S. CI. 73-115 10 Claims

1. Apparatus for testing engine compression for use with an

internal combustion engine having at least two cylinders and
said engine having a starter motor and an electrical starter
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system which supplies starter current to said starter motor
during a cranking period, said apparatus comprising, in com-
bination:

means for detecting the starter motor current waveform to
provide a compression signal having a time-varying com-
ponent indicative of the engine cylinder compression
cycles;

means for producing a first signal indicative of the average
magnitude of the compression signal;

means for producing a second signal related to the maxi-
mum peak magnitude of said compression signal;

means for comparing said second signal to said compression
signal to provide a first fault signal if the related maxi-
mum peak magnitude of the compression signal exceeds

nmui-oieiHOim

40 r^ ^41 ^
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the peak magnitude of any one cylinder compression
peak;

means for producing a difference signal indicative of the
magnitude difference between said first and second sig-
nals;

means for providing a reference signal representative of a
given magnitude difference between said first and second
signals;

means for compaHng said difference signal to said reference
signal to provide a second fault signal if said given magni-
tude difference exceeds the magnitude difference be-
tween said first and second signals; and

means responsive to at least one of said first and second
fault signals for providing a fault indication.

maximum speed values in accordance with throttle settings,
said engine having an ignition system which normally provides
cylinder ignition at a rate related to the speed of said engine.
Said analyzer comprising:

first means for detecting pulses synchronized with the en-
gine and cylinder cycles of said engine;

second means for counting said detected pulses and for
providing a first output signal each time a given number
of pulses have been counted, each of said first output
signals having a duration related to said speed of said
engine;

third means for detecting the speed of said engine and for
providing a second output signal when the speed of said
engine exceeds a predetermined reference speed;

interlock logic means having a first mode of operation and
being actuable to second and third modes of operation,
said logic means being coupled to said second means and
said third means, said logic means providing in said first
mode a third output signal, said logic means providing in
said second mode either said third output signal or a
fourth output signal and said logic means providing in
said third mode solely said fourth output signal, said logic
means being actuated to said second mode in response to
said second output signal whereupon said logic means
provides said fourth output signal except during each of
said first output signals, and said logic means being actu-
ated to said third mode if said third means ceases to
provide said second output signal;

means coupled between said ignition system and said logic
means for inhibiting the occurrence of cylinder ignition in
response to said fourth output signal and for providing
normal cylinder ignition in response to said third output
signal; and

indicating means coupled to said logic means for providing
an indication if said third means ceases to provide said
second output signal.

3,839,908
BELT TENSION GAGE

William Paul Casper, Rt. 4, Fond du Lac, Wis. 54935
Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,536

Int. CI. GOll 5/06
U.S. CI. 73-144 5 Claims

3,839,907
ENGINE PERFORMANCE ANALYZER USING

SIMULATED LOAD
Richard Eric Hanson, Woburn, and Howard Eisen Fineman,
Newton Centre, both of Mass., assignors to RCA Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,671
Int. CL GOlm 15/00

U.S.a. 73-116 6 Claims

TfSI SWOT/STOP^ EKGINf SPff
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1. An engine performance analyzer for use with an internal
combustion engine, said engine having a throttle which nor-
mally controls the speed of said engine between minimum and

1. A hand gage for measuring tension in a belt drive trans-
mission comprising; a tubular housing foj-med with an in-
wardly facing abutment at one end and a reduced aperture at
the other end and adapted to be moved axially for applying a
deflecting force to the belt, a stem formed with a piston and
supported for reciprocation coaxially within the housing with
one end projecting therefrom for contact with the belt and the
other end projecting through the aperture and formed with an
axiaily graduated scale associated with the other end of the
housing as an index for indicating the amount of relative
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movement between the housing and stem, a spring supported

within the housing between the piston and apertured end

biasing the piston axiaily into engagement with the abutment

and reference means formed axiaily along the housing for

measuring the amount of housing movement relative to a fixed

reference on the transmission representing the undeflected

position of the belt when the housing is manually urged in the

direction of the belt against the bias of the spring.

3,839,910

PROCESS FOR MONITORING ABNORMAL GAS FLOW
RATES IN A STACK HAVING AN ESTABLISHED FLOW

RATE
Arthur Haines Fitch, Mountain Lakes, N.J., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 130,403, April 1, 1971, abandoned.

This application Dec. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 314,332

Int. CL GOlf 1100; GOlh 27/62

U.S. CI. 73-194 F 4 Claims

3,839.909

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING THE
WEIGHT PER UNIT VOLUME OF LIQUIDS OF

VARIABLE DENSITY
Ullrich Sanden, Hildesheim, Germany, assignor to Diessel

GmbH & Co., Hildesheim, Germany
Filed July 16, 1971, Ser. No. 163,359

Int. CI. GOlf 1 100

U.S. CI. 73-194 M 7 Claims

1. An instrument for use in a flow conduit for determining

the weight per unit volume of a variable density liquid in the

flow conduit over a predetermined density range comprising:

first measuring means (2) connected to the flow conduit for

measuring the volumetric flow of the liquid in the conduit and

generating a first pulse signal representative of a predeter-

mined unit volume;

second measuring means connected to the flow conduit for

measuring the density of the liquid in the conduit and

generating an analog signal;

means for converting said analog signal into variable fre-

quency pulses having a predetermined frequency range

over said density range;

pulse counting means (21) having a first input (22) for

counting said variable frequency pulses and a second

input (24) for counting said first signal;

' gating means ( 15 ) connected between said first input of said

pulse counting means and said first and second measuring

means for passing the signals generated by said means for

converting to said first input of said pulse counting

means, said gating means triggered by the signal gener-

ated by said first measuring means and being open for a

predetermined fixed time interval;

said first measuring means (2) being directly connected to

said second input (24) of said pulse counting means

which effects a multiplication which is of an order higher

by at least one power of ten than said first pulse signal

input to be of the same order as the pulses from the

converting means and the number of pulses fed per open-

ing period of said gating means from said converting

means to said first input of said pulse counting means

corresponds to the difference between the present density

and the minimum possible density, the said density range,

said frequency range and said gate interval being prese-

lected in relation to the number of pulses per unit

volume- has been inserted, to produce a digital weight

indication.

1. Process for 'monitoring abnormal gas flow rate within an

effiuent-discharging stack having an established normal gas

flow rate, comprising:

ionizing the rising stack gas at a first fixed point within the

stack lower recesses to an initial concentration suffi-

ciently great to produce a detectable gas ion presence at

a lower and an upper point widely separated and above

said first fixed point,

disposing first and second detector probe pairs respectively

at said lower and upper points,

predetermining the normal transit time of said gas between

said probe pairs based on said established gas flow rate,

applying biasing voltage to each of said probe pairs to

maintain saturation currents I and I„ flowing respectively

between the probes of the respective said lower and

upper probe pairs,

simultaneously measuring said saturation currents I and I,,,

said currents being at all times proportional to the ion

concentration levels presently existing at the respective

probe pairs,

whereby from said measured currents I and !„ the present

gas transit time can be monitored and compared to said

normal gas transit time as an indication of departure from

said established gas flow rate.

3,839,911

FLUID FLOW METERING METHOD AND SYSTEM
Carl W. Zimmerman, and George V. Copland, both of Ducan,

Okla., assignors to Halliburton Company, Duncan, Okla.

Continuation of Ser. No. 20,645, March 18, 1970, abandoned.

This application Aug. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 170,993

Int. CI. GOlf 7/00

U.S. CI. 73— 194 E 54 Claims

1. A method for measuring fluid flow in a flow channel

where both flow rate and a physical condition of the fluid may

be variable, comprising the steps of:

producing a first series of electrical pulses having a fre-

quency related to fluid flow and varying up to a predeter-

mined maximum;
generating a second series of electrical pulses having a

frequency related to a variable condition of the fluid, said
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second series of electrical pulses having a minimum fre-
quency at least one order of magnitude greater than the
maximum frequency of said first series of pulses;

summing over a long period of time the incremental mathe-
matical product of the instantaneous fluid flow rate and
said variable condition by generating packets of pulses
where the exact number of pulses in each packet is re-
lated to said condition and the number of packets pro-
duced during said long period of time is related to fluid
flow; and

3,839.913
MAGNETIC FLOWMETER

Yasuo Asado, Chigasaki, Japan, assignor to Fischer & Porter
Co., Warminster, Pa.

Filed June 6, 1973, Ser. No. 367,386
Claims priority, application Japan, July 31, 1972, 47-76710

Int. CI. GOlf llOO
U.S.CL 73-194 EM 3 claims

3,839.912
METERING ELECTRODE ASSEMBLY FOR
ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOWMETERS

Roy F. Schmoock. Richboro. and Elmer D. Mannherz, South-
ampton, both of Pa., assignors to Fisher & Porter Co.. War-
minster, Pa.

I

Filed Jan. 18, 1973. Ser. No. 324.772
Int. CI. GOlf 1100

U.S.a. 73-194 EM 12 Claims

1. An electrode assembly for an electromagnetic flowmeter
having a flow tube and means to establish an electromagnetic
field across the tube whereby fluid conducted therethrough
and intersecting this field induces an A-C voltage in metering
electrodes disposed at diametrically- opposed positions on
said tube; said assembly including a probe section insertable
into an opening in the wall of the flow tube, one of said meter-
ing electrodes being disposed within said probe section, a thin
layer of dielectric material having a high dielectric constant
covering the face of said one electrode, said electrode being
dimensioned to define with said dielectric layer and the fluid
passing through said tube a coupling capacitance in the pico-
farad range providing a low-impedance path for said voltage,
and means to connect said metering electrode to an amplify-
ing system having a relatively high input impedance whose
value is mainly represented by a capacitance that is a small
fraction of a picofarad, whereby changes in the coupling
impedance have substantially no effect on the output of said
amplifying system.

providing a oscillator circuit for generating the individual
pulses in said packets,

said packets of pulses being generated during a time interval
commenced in response to flow pulses from said first

series of electrical pulses,

said time interval being terminated by the accumulation of
a predetermined number of pulses from said second series
of pulses.

1. A magnetic flowmeter comprising:
A. a conduit through which flows the fluid to be metered,

B. a pair of diametrically opposed electrodes mounted on
said conduit, the flow axis of said conduit lying in a longi-
tudinal plane which passes through said electrodes; and

C a pair of coils wound about said conduit over a substan-
tial portion of the length thereof, one of said coils having
a layer of convolutions inclined relative to said longitudi-
nal plane that includes said electrodes, the other of said
coils having a layer of convolutions reversely inclined
relative to said longitudinal plane, said coils, when ener-
gized, producing within said conduit a substantially uni-
form magnetic field at right angles to said longitudinal
plane whereby a voltage is induced in said electrodes as
a function of flow rate.

3.839.914
METHOD AND APPARATUS OF DETERMINING THE

DENSITY, VELOCITY AND VISCOSITY OF FOLLOWING
FLUIDS

Jerry Lee Modisette, and Morris T. Covington, both of Hous-
ton. Tex., assignors to Taft Broadcasting Corporation, Hous-
ton, Tex.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,488
Int. CI. GOln 9/26

U.S. CI. 73-438 22 Claims

I. A method of determining the density, velocity and Fan-
ning friction factor of a flowing fluid, including the steps of
flowing the fluid in a conduit along a selected path having a
curved portion,

determining the pressure of the flowing fluid at a first point
on the inside of the flow path of the fluid around the
curved portion of the conduit at a selected location in the
curved portion of the conduit;
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determining the pressure of the flowing fluid at a second

point on the outside of the flow path of the fluid around

the curved portion of the conduit at the selected location

in the curved portion of the conduit;

determining the pressure of the flowing fluid in the conduit

at a third point a selected distance upstream from said

selected location in the curved portion of the conduit;

determining the pressure of the flowing fluid in the conduit

at a fourth point a distance downstream from said se-

lected location in the curved portion of the conduit equal

to the distance between said selected location in the

curved portion of the conduit and the third point; and

determining the density, velocity and Fanning friction fac-

tor of the fluid in accordance with the following equations

(7), (8) and (9):

P =P&P2-P3-PJ2g(h^+h,)

V = \/ r(Pi-P,-pgb)lpd

f={P,-P,)d/2lpv'

7.

8.

9.

3,839,916

ATTITUDE BAR POSITIONING AND INSTRUMENT
CAGING MECHANISM

Stanley J. Nocek, Livingston, N.J., assignor to The Bendix

Corporation, Teterboro, N.J.

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,080

Int. CI. GOlc 19/26

U.S. CI. 74—5.1 7 Claims

3,839,915

TURN RATE SENSOR
Helmut W. E. Schlitt, Dover, Mass., assignor to Northrop

Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 19. 1973, Ser. No. 342,837

Ii^. CI. GOlp 15/00

U.S. CL 73— 505 7 Claims

1. Rate of rotation sensing apparatus comprising;

a mechanically resonant system including a pair of mass

elements and spring suspension means coupling said

elements for opposed oscillation generally along a first

axis, said suspension including also electrically energiz-

able forcing means for varying the relative alignment of

said oscillatory mass elements with respect to said first

axis;

means for driving said resonant system into vibration;

means for detecting angular oscillation of said system

around a second axis which is perpendicular to said first

axis;

means, controlled by said detecting means and responsive

to the component of detected angular oscillation which is

in-phase with the vibration of the resonant system, for

energizing said forcing means to form a servo loop tend-

ing to minimize said component, the quadrature compo-
nent of the detected angular oscillation being indicative

of the rate of rotation of said mechanically resonant

system around said second axis.

1. Mechanism associated with an indicating instrument,

comprising:

a shaft supported for rotational and longitudinal displace-

ment;

an indicating bar supported for linear displacement;

means including gear means, means for coupling the gear

means to the bar and clutch means engageabic upon
longitudinal displacement of the shaft in one sense to

couple the shaft to the gear means, whereupon rotational

displacement of the shaft linearly displaces the bar to a

selected position;

the gear means including a spur gear arranged concentric

with the shaft and a ring gear member coupled by the

coupling means to the bar and having a gear portion in

meshing engagement with the spur gear;

the bar having a base portion including a slot and the ring

member having a pin in engagement with the slot so that

rotational displacement of the ring member causes linear

displacement of the bar; and

longitudinal displacement of the shaft in an opposite sense

being effective for disengaging the coupling means,
whereupon further displacement of the shaft is ineffective

for displacing the attitude bar.

3,839,917

STOP MECHANISM FOR UHF TUNER OR THE LIKE
Meigs W. Newberry, East Longmeadow, Mass., assignor to

General Instrument Corporation, Newark, N.J.

Filed May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 359,521
Int. CI. H03j 1/02, 1/14; F16d 71/00

U.S. CI. 74-10.41 21 Claims

^-H

ZJ

L 1

2-H *sa

1. A detent-limit stop assembly comprising a support, a

detent wheel rotatably mounted on said support and having a
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plurality of detdrtt recesses, and, between a pair of adjacent
recesses, a part projecting radially outwardly from said detent
wheel, a detent arm articulately mounted on said support for
movement toward and away from said detent wheel and en-
gageable with said detent recess and said part, resilient means
active on said detent arm to urge it into engagement with said
detent wheel, an element operatively connected to said detent
arm for movement therewith between a first position when
said detent arm is engaged with a detent recess and a second
position spaced from said first position when said detent arm
IS engaged with said part, and a stop element movably
mounted on said support, normally out of the path of move-
ment of said element from said first to said second position,
and operatively connected to said detent wheel so as to be
driven thereby to a position in the said path of movement of
said element at a predetermined point in the rotation of said
detent wheel.

rotatably mounted, said support including a pair of parallel
bars, a driving disk bearing platform having slidable and piv-
otal support from a first of said bars, a second of said bars
having an offset portion supporting said bearing platform,
means for reciprocating said bearing platform along said first

bar whereby to change the ratio of said drive, means to oscil-

3,839,918
SELF-CLAMPING VIBRATOR AND TRACK MOUNT

I
THEREFOR

Peter A. Fischer, Neponset, III., assignor to Martin Engineering
Company, Neponset, III.

Filed Apr. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 353,995
Int. CI. B06b 1/16

U.S. CI. 74-86 ,8 Claims

1. A combination vibrator and mount for use with a struc-
ture to be vibrated, comprising track means for rigid affixation
to the structure and having substantial length so as to extend
continuously along a correspondingly substantial portion of
the structure, a power-operated vibrator carried by the track
means, said vibrator and track means having interengaging
portions supporting the vibrator initially relatively loosely for
selective positioning thereof along the track means without
disengagement from the track means, power-operated clamp
means carried by the vibrator and selectively operative to lock
and unlock the vibrator to and from the track means, and
power means for selectively activating both the vibrator and
the clamp means for operating the vibrator and locking the
clamp means substantially so as to position the vibrator during
vibration of the structure and for deactivating both the vibra-
tor and the clamp means to stop the vibrator and unlock the
clamp means so as to enable re-positioning of the vibrator.

3,839,919

RIDING MOWER
Ignatius J. Mollen, Brillion; Phillip E. Koerper; Albert G.

Turner, both of Brookfield, and David S. Dewhurst, Wauwa-
tosa, all of Wis., assignors to Ariens Company, Brillion, Wis.

Division of Ser. No. 132,402, April 8, 1 97 1, abandoned. This
application Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,177

Int. CI. FI6h 15/08
U.S. CI. 74-197 2 Claims

1. A variable speed friction transmission including a driving
disk having a friction face, a driven rotor on an axis normal to
that of the disk and having a peripheral rim for receiving
motion from said face, a support on which the driving disk is

927 O.G.—17

late said second bar to lift the bearing platform and separate
the face of the driving disk from the peripheral rim of the rotor
to interrupt the drive, and means requiring oscillation of said
second bar in order to slide said bearing platform on said first
bar through a point where the face of the driving disk will be
centered on the periphery of the driven rotor.

*^

3,839,920
DRIVE COUPLING APPARATUS

Richard Burke Mulvany; Albert Daniel Rizzi, and John Harold
Wright, all of San Jose, Calif., assignors to International
Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,267
Int. CI. FI6h 7//0

U.S. a. 74-242.14 R 10 Claims

/
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3,839,921

TRACK SPROCKET, PARTICULARLY FOR SNOW
VEHICLES

Walter Haug, Blaustein, Germany, assignor to Karl Kass-

bohrer Fahrzeugwerke GmbH, Ulm/Donau, Germany
Filed Feb. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 334,232

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 23, 1972,

2208600
Int. CI. F16h 55130

U.S. CI. 74—243 R 9 Claims

I. In a track sprocket, particularly for snow vehicles, com-
prising a disk-shaped wheel member having a rim with periph-

eral teeth thereon and wear surfaces which are formed by
nonabrasive plastic, the improvement comprising said toothed
rim having a cylindrical inner surface defining a cylindrical

brake drum, a sufficiently rigid mounting and cross section

construction of said disk-shaped wheel member, said wheel
member being fixedly mounted with respect to rotation indi-

rectly or directly on a driven shaft of ] conventional driving

mechanism consisting of a coaxially coupled together hydrau-
lic motor gear box complex with a bearing shield through
which extends said driven shaft and brake shoes mounted on
said bearing shield adapted to engage said cylindrical brake
drum.

3,839,922

TRANSMISSION GEAR
Heinz M. Hiersig, Dusseldorf-Oberkassel; Klaus Hansgen, and
Gerhard Ridder, both of Witten, all of Germany, assignors

to Mannesmann-Meer Aktiengesellschaft, Ohierkirchweg,

Monchengladbach, Germany
Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,508

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 28, 1972,
2215881

Int. CI. F16h 57/00, 55114

U.S. CI. 74-410 7 Claims

1. Planetary transmission gearing for interpositioning be-

tween a first shaft and a second shaft, comprising:

an annular central gear;

pinion gears disposed about the periphery of the central

wheel and being driven therefrom;

compensating jaw clutch means for coupling the annular

central wheel concentric to the first shaft, permitting

relative axial displacement without losing engagement;
resilient means acting on the central gear for limiting axial

displacement, as well as tilting of the central gear relative

to the axis of the first shaft and to obtain equalized load

distribution as to transfer of power between the central

gear and the pinion gears; and
means for drivingly coupling the pinion gears to the second

shaft.

3,839,923

COAXI L ROTORS FLIGHT CONTROL
James C. Dean, Stratford, Conn., assignor to United Aircraft

Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.
Filed Mar. 7. 1973, Ser. No. 338,712

Int. CI. B64c 11130

L.S. CI. 74-522 10 Claims

1. A linear motion reversing device including a generally

vertical elongated lever pivoted at its midsection on fixed

structure, said lever having a slot extending along its length for

a substantial distance on both sides of its pivot, an output link

pivoted to the upper end of said lever and movable in a gener-
ally horizontal direction as said lever moves about its pivot, an
input link having a sliding pivotal connection with said lever

including a pin carried by said input link which is slidable

along the slot in said lever, and an actuator having an opera-
tive connection with said input link for moving the latter from
one position in which said pin is in the bottom of said slot into

another position in which said pin is in inc top of said slot.

3,839,924
PARKING BRAKE CONTROL MECHANISM

Ernest D. Schaefer, Xenia, Ohio, assignor to General Motors
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed July 25, 1973, Ser. No. 382,464
Int. CI. G05g 1104

U.S. CI. 74-523 6 Claims

1. A parking brake control mechanism comprising;
a linearly movable input bar having first and second inde-
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pendently rotatable cam followers mounted on one end
and a handle mounted on the other end;

a fixed bracket having guide means for said bar and a linear
cam engaging one of said cam followers;

a cam lever pivoted on said fixed bracket and having a cam
lever arm extending from the pivot thereof in a plane also
having the other of said cam followers therein throughout
the range of linear movement of said other cam follower,
said cam lever arm having an edge surface thereof form-
ing a curvilinear cam engageable with said other cam
follower and defined in part by a curve having tangents
thereto increasing in their closest points of approach to
the axis of the cam lever pijii as the distance of the
tangent points on the curve incfcases from the axis of the
cam lever pivot, said tangents passing on the opposite side
of the axis of the cam lever pivot from a line extension of
said linear cam,

said cam lever having a force transfer surface thereon
spaced from the pivot thereof;

an output lever pivoted on said fixed bracket and having a
force transfer surface thereon spaced from the pivot
thereof and engageable with said cam lever force transfer
surface to transmit forces therebetween in surface com-
pression whereby pivotal movement of said cam lever in

one arcuate direction caused by linear movement of said
input bar to move said other cam followers along said
cam lever arm cam surface in a direction away from the
cam lever pivot drives said output lever in pivotal move-
ment in one direction about the output lever pivot at an
increasing mechanical ratio, said output lever having a
parking brake cable tensioning output thereon and a
ratchet gear sector;

a lock and release lever pivoted on said fixed bracket and
having a pawl resiliently urged into locking ratchet en-
gagement with said gear sector to hold said output lever
against pivotal movement in the other direction while
permitting it to move in the one direction,

and means including said input bar for selectively pivoting
said lock and release lever to disengage said pawl from
said gear sector to release said output lever.

holding the cam elements on the hub. first locking means for
releasably locking said first cam element in adjusted position
on the hub, and second locking means for releasably locking
the second cam element in adjusted position on the hub, the
first locking means being an integral part of the retainer and
the second being on the hub.

3,839,926
MACHINE FOR SHARPENING CIRCULAR SAWS

Reginald R. Holycross, P.O. Box 855, Goldendale, Wash.
98620

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,711
Int. CL B23d 63112, 63/04

U.S. CI. 76-37 2 Claims

3,839,925

ADJUSTABLE CAM UNIT
Leonard A. Ficken, Manchester, and Gerald J. Podgorny, St.

Louis, both of Mo., assignors to UMC Industries Inc., New
York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 348,764
Int. CI. F16h 54/04

U.S. CI. 74-568 R ,5 claims

1. A circular saw sharpener, comprising: a planar base
having at least one opening therethrough; an arbor mounted
on one surface of said base; a motor mounted on the opposite
surface of said base; belt and pulley means drivably connect-
ing said motor with said

arbor through the opening in said base; a grinding wheel
secured to said arbor; and, circular saw guide means
supporting said base on an incline

with respect to a horizontal support surface, said guide
means including,

a pair of plates secured to said base in parallel spaced rela-
tion on opposing sides of said grinding wheel, and,

an inverted substantially V-shaped guide bar connected
with and extending between said pair of plates with the
apex of said V-shape being disposed adjacent the perime-
ter of said grinding wheel whereby the legs of the V-
shaped guide bar support the hands of a workman holding

. a circular saw to be sharpened in contact with said grind-
ing wheel.

1. An adjustable cam unit adapted to be mounted on a cam
shaft for rotation with the shaft comprising a hub adapted to
be mounted on the shaft for rotation therewith, adjustable
cam means on the hub comprising first and second cam ele-

ments each having a peripheral cam formation, both said cam
elements being mounted on the hub for rotation relative to
one another on the axis of the hub to different positions of
angular adjustment relative ^to each other to vary the conjoint
peripheral cam formation defined by the peripheral cam for-

mations of the two cam elements, a retainer on the hub for

3,839,927
SWAGING MACHINE

Eero Mikael Kivimaa, Linnankoskenkatu 15, 00250 Helsinki
25, Finland

Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,203
Claims priority, application Sweden, June 21, 1971

8063/71

Int. CI. B23d 63/06
U.S. CI. 76-54 10 Claims

1. A saw blade swaging machine of the type having a rotat-
able eccentric swaging die for swaging a saw blade and side
pressing elements for engaging the side of the saw blade com-
prising a frame, carriage means moveably mounted on said
frame, said carriage means defining a work path adapted to
receive a saw blade, a rotatable eccentric swaging die
mounted to said frame, blade engaging means mounted to said
frame, said blade engaging means including side pressing
elements, a first spring means mounted to said frame and
connected to said carriage means, said first spring means
being adapted to urge said carriage means toward said eccen-
tric swaging die, a second spring means mounted to said frame
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and connected to said blade engaging means, said second
spring means being adapted to urge at least one said side
pressing element toward another side pressing element, and

3,839,928
PREDETERMINED TORQUE RELEASE WRENCH

Clifford A. Bergquist, Alhambra, Calif., assignor to Pendleton
Tool Industries, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,695
Int. CI. B25b

U.S. CL 81-52.4 R 4 Claims

ti

it

1. A torque wrench comprising:

a handle;

a work engaging member rotatably mounted on said handle;
an arm operatively connected at one end to said work
engaging member and longitudinally extending along said
handle and adapted to rotate relative to said handle;

a cam lever means secured by a radially fixed pivot pin to
the handle for releasably restraining said arm away from
rotation relative to said handle;

a resilient means for urging said cam lever means towards
the position of restraining said arm from rotation;

said cam lever means being in point contact with said resil-

ient means in a plane extending substantially perpendicu-

lar to the axis of said arm and through said pivot pin so

as to impart a thrust on said resilient means acting gener-
ally parallel to the axis of said arm; and

said arm is in sliding point contact with a surface of said cam
lever means, said surfaces being shaped to provide
greater leverage between said arm and cam lever once the
cam lever means begin to pivot in the direction of said

resilient means thereby allowing the arm to move more
easily.

3,839,929

COMPOUND WRENCH
Oran D. Richards, 1 1 16 V^ Middleburg St., Elkhart, Ind. 46514

Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,735
Int. CI. B25b 13/00, 21/00

U.S.CL 81-53 R 7 Claims

drive means mounted to said frame, said drive means being
connected to said swaging die and adapted to rotate said
swaging die and being adapted to engage and move said first

and second spring means.
1. A compound, force multiplying wrench comprising a

head for engaging a nut or bolt, an arm rigidly connected at
one end to said head and extending radially outwardly there-
from, a handle, a link pivotally connected at one end to the
end of said arm opposite said head and pivotally connected at
the other end to one end of said handle, and a bar pivotally
connected at one end to said arm adjacent to said head and
pivotally connected at the other end to said handle and ex-
tending generally in the same direction as said arm and toward
said handle, the pivot points on said arm, link and handle
being on their respective longitudinal axis, the pivot point
between said arm and bar being closer to the head than to the
pivot point between said arm and link, the pivot point between
said handle and bar being closer to the pivot point between
said handle and link than the distance between the pivot point
between said bar and the free end of said handle, and the
space between said pivot points on said arm being greater than
the space between the pivot points on said handle.

3,839,930
METHOD AND DEVICE FOR HOLDING OR CLAMPING

AN ARTICLE
Clarence R. Taylor, 28 Woodside Dr., Rochester, N.Y. 14526

Filed Jan. 9, 1974, Ser. No. 432,084
Int. CI. B25b 7/14, 7/12

U.S.a. 81-328 18 Claims

1. In a device for holding an article, the combination com-
prising:

first means having a portion engageable with one side of an
article;
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second means having a portion engageable with the oppo-
site side of said article, said first and second means being
movable relative to one another into an article holding
position in which said article is held between said article
engaging portions of said first and second means;

one of said first and second means having first latching
means;

the other of said first and second means having second
latching means;

means for normally biasing said first and second latching
means out of latching engagement to permit relative
movement of said article engaging portions of said first

and second means to said article holding position; and
means for moving said first and second means against said

biasing means causing said first and second latching
means to be moved into latching engagement for releas-
ably latching said article engaging portions of said first

and second means in said article holding position.

3,839,931

TUBE CUTTER
William M. Herpich, Litchfield, Conn., assignor to The Tor-

rington Company, Torrington, Conn.
Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,543

Int. CI. B23d 21/14
U.S. CI. 82-54 10 Claims

r
8

104
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1. A tube-cutting machine comprising: a pivot member; a
housing pivotally connected to said pivot member; a motor
mounted on said housing; a motor-operated drive spindle
rotatably mounted in said housing about an axis and having a
coaxial bore; an eccentric bushing mounted in said coaxial
bore; a cutting arbor extending outwardly from the eccentric
bushing; means for positioning a tube and the cutting arbor
with respect to each other so the cutting arbor may be used to
cut a predetermined length of said tube; means for automati-
cally pivoting the housing so that the cutting arbor is moved
into contact with the inside of the tube; releasable means for

tightly holding the tube; means for causing the cutting arbor
to roll about the inside of the tube for a complete cycle to

shear off the end portion of the tube; and means for automati-
cally stopping the shearing action of the tube cutter at the end
of the cycle.

3,839,932
WHEEL TURNING LATHE

Theodor Dombrowski, Erkelenz, Germany, assignor to Wil-
helm Hegenscheidt Kommanditgesellschaft, Erkelenz, Ger-
many

Filed Jan. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 328,124
Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 23, 1973,

2204328

Int. CI. B23b 5/28
U.S. CI. 82-8 15 Claims

05 W tt «? Wf Vf

I. In a wheel turning lathe, particularly in a pit-mounted
lathe for treating multiple-wear wheels of wheel assemblies
forming part of railroad vehicles and having axles carrying
pairs of journal boxes and pairs of wheels located between the
journal boxes, a combination comprising locating means actu-
atable to engage a wheel assembly so as to position and main-
tain the axis of the axle of the wheel assembly in a predeter-
mined vertical plane, said locating means comprising devices
arranged to hold the wheels of a wheel assembly against move-
ment in axial direction of the respective axle and in two addi-
tional directions at right angles to the axis of the axle; a single
driving roller for each wheel of the pair of wheels, each driving
roller having an axis located at one side of said predetermined
plane and below the axis of the axle of the thus positioned
wheel assembly; means mounting each driving roller into
driving engagement with the respective wheel and comprising
a lever tiltable in a plane normal to said predetermined plane
about a horizontal pivot axis and turnably supporting said
driving roller, a line connecting said pivot axis with the axis of
the driving roller including with a line connecting the axis of
the driving roller with the thus positioned axis of the axle of
the wheel an obtuse angle; and material removing tools lo-

cated at the other side of said predetermined plane and mov-
able into material-removing engagement with the wheels of
the thus positioned wheel assembly.

3 839 933
CUTTING MECHANISMS FOR METALLIC CAN BODY

TRIMMERS AND THE LIKE
Elpidifor Paramonoff, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Standun

Inc., Compton, Calif.

Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,198
Int. CI. B23b 5/14

U.S. CI. 82-61 15 Claims
1. In cutting mechanisms for metallic can body trimmers

and the like of the type wherein a metallic can body is posi-
tioned on a mandrel with can body walls at a can body open
end extending axially and a scrap ring as severed from the can
body open end, the combination of: an outer cutter ring hav-
ing an annular radially extending and axially facing cutting
surface, an internal trimmer knife having a radially extending
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and axially facing cutting surface; retention means operably
associated with said can body for retaining said can body
positioned on said mandrel during said severing of said scrap

ring; cutter ring mounting means for mounting said cutter ring

outwardly surrounding said can body walls at said can body
open end with said can body walls extending axially through
said cutter ring and said cutter ring cutting surface outwardly
radially adjacent said can body walls during said can body
retaining; trimmer knife mounting means for mounting said

trimmer knife internally of said can body walls at said can
body open end during said can body retaining with said trim-

mer knife movable generally radially outwardly from an inner

retracted position to an outer trimming position at least par-

tially penetrating said can body walls with said trimmer knife

cutting surface axially adjacent said cutter ring cutting surface

and then circumfercntially around said can body walls with

said trimmer knife cutting surface interacting with said cutter

T

ring cutting surface to sever said scrap ring from said can body
open end and then back generally radially inwardly to said

retracted position; said cutter ring mounting means mounting
said cutter ring with said cutter ring cutting surface in an exact

predetermined axial position and including reference surface

means associated with said cutter ring constructed and ar-

ranged to always remount said cutter ring cutting surface in

the same said exact axial position despite dismounting of said

cutter ring and axial reduction of said cutter ring cutting

surface, said reference surface means including an annular
surface extending radially parallel to said cutter ring cutting

surface and determining said exact axial position of said cutter

ring cutting surface when said cutter ring is mounted by said

cutter ring mounting means, said annular surface of said refer-

ence surface means always being axially reduced the exact
same axial reduction as said cutter ring cutting surface axial

reduction during said dismounting of said cutter ring.

3,839,934

AUTOMATIC TAPE-FEED, INDEXING AND CUTTING
MECHANISM

Joseph V. Russo, New York, N.Y., assignor to Krakower,
Samanowitz & Goldman, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 27, 1973. Ser. No. 355,265
Int. CI. B26d 5/32, 5/34

U.S. CI. 83-63 21 Claims
1. In a machine for severing a strip into a plurality of strip

segments of selected elongate extent, the strip having spaced
reference indicia displayed thereon each at a selected distance
from a corresponding position at which said strip is to be
severed, the machine including cutting means for severing said

strip, feed means for advancing said strip to said cutting

means, probe means for sensing the presence of any of said

indicia at a selected position behind said cutting means, first

switching means operatively associated with said feed means
for activating the latter, second switching means operatively
associated with said probe means and said feed means for

deactivating the latter when said probe means senses one of
said indicia, third switching means operatively associated with
said probe means and said cutting means for activating the

latter when said probe means senses one of said indicia, and

fourth switching means operatively associated with said cut-

ting means for deactivating the latter when said strip is sev-

ered, an improvement comprising:

probe control means for selectively rendering said probe
means alternately operative and inoperative at selected

intervals during the operation of said feed means so that

intelligence displayed on said strip other than and be-

tween said indicia will fail to be sensed by said probe
means during the inoperative intervals of the latter, said

probe control means including timing means operatively

associated with said second switching means for activat-

ing the latter to deactivate said feed means when said

probe means fails to sense one of said indicia within a

selected time period during its operative interval.

3,839,935
BLANK PUNCHING APPARATUS

Dennis Daniels, Bellevue, Wash., assignor to U.S. Amada Ltd.,

Seattle, Wash.
Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,413

Int. CI. B26f 1/04

U.S. CI. 83-104 6 Claims

1. Apparatus for punching large product blanks at a punch-
ing station in a turret-type punch press comprising a frame, an
upper rotatable turret on the frame having a plurality of tools,
one of which is a product blanking punch, positionable at said
punching station, a lower rotatable turret on the frame having
a plurality of dies corresponding to said punches and position-
able at said punching station, means on said frame at said
punching station for supporting the lower turret and for re-
ceiving scrap slugs punched from said worksheet by said tools,
and means independent of said scrap slug receiving means for
removing product blanks punched through said blanking die
without the product blanks passing to said scrap slug receiving
means for segregating the product blanks from the scrap slugs.
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3,839,936 3,839.938
CONTINUOUS FEED NIBBLING APPARATUS BOWED STRING INSTRUMENT TRAINER

Dennis Daniels, Bellevue. Wash., assignor to U.S. Amada Ltd., Garth M. Williams, 1093 Adderly St., North Vancouver, Brit-
Seattle, Wash. ish Columbia, Canada

Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 307,976 Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,330
Int. CI. B26d 7/06 int. CI. G09b J 5/06

U.S. CI. 83-410 13 Claims U.S. CI. 84-465 3 Claims

5^

1. Apparatus for providing continuous workpiece feeding in
a nibbling operation of a punch press comprising
means for supporting a sheet material workpiece to be
punched,

punch means operable in a nibbling mode to rapidly recip-
rocate a punch through a workpiece,

workpiece positioning means for moving the workpiece
over the supporting means,

said workpiece positioning means including means for hold-
ing the workpiece, means for moving the workpiece hold-
ing means to advance the workpiece, and biasing means
for allowing temporary relative movement between the
holding means and the moving means while the punch is

in the workpiece and for restoring the holding means to
its original relative position with the moving means after
the punch is removed from the workpiece.

3,839,937

k*UNCHING MACHINE
Jean Eugene Louis Emmanuel Memain, 8 Villa Jacqueline, 92,

Chatillon Sous Bagneux, France
Filed Jan. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 216,167

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 12, 1971
71.00722

Int. CI. B26d 5/08
U.S. CI. 83-559 5 Claims

1. A device for use by a bowed string instrument player by
traming the hand to adopt a predetermined attitude for grip-
ping the stick of the bow of the instrument, said device com-
prising a body shaped to be held in the hand, a hump on the
upper surface of the body to fit in the palm of the hand, a
plurality of finger channels side by side in said upper surface
of the body, one channel for each of the four fingers, and
extending from near said hump to a forward end of the body,
said channels being arranged to receive the index finger and
the remaining three fingers of the hand, said finger channels
curving outwardly and downwardly from the hump and being
arranged to spread apart the fingers therein adjacent the
second joints of said fingers such that when a properly sized
device is grasped, the second joints of the fingers are spread
apart, a thumb channel in a lower surface of the body and
terminating at said end beneath and substantially between the
finger channels for the index finger and the next finger, a
transverse depression in the upper surface of the body be-
tween said hump and the finger channels for accommodation
of the fleshy pad of said hand which forms adjacent the roots
of the fingers when the hand is arched by the jump, and said
body being formed with a cut-away portion at one side thereof
and extending substantially from a rear end of the body to the
thumb channel for reception of the muscular tissue at the root
of the thumb, the bottom of said cut-away portion being in the
form of a depression facing substantially towards said one side
of the body, whereby when the device is grasped, said hump
arches the hand and fingers in their respective channels above
the thumb which is positioned in its channel below and be-
tween the index finger and said next finger with the tips of the
fingers and thumb extending beyond the channels of the de-
vice in position for the tips of the first and fourth flanges to
contact the top side of the stick at the frog of the bow and for
the tip of the thumb to contact the underside of the stick at the
frog of the bow, the thumb being slightly offset from the index
finger towards the fourth finger.

1. In a punching machine, in combination, an oblong punch-
ing tool and a matrix, said tool and said matrix having a com-
mon axis, a gooseneck supporting said punching tool and said
matrix, a table on which said gooseneck is supported, means
for pivoting and immobilizing said gooseneck relative to said
table, the axis of pivoting of said gooseneck coinciding with
said common axis of said tool and said matrix.

3,839,939
STRAND CARRIER FOR BRAIDING MACHINES

John L. Wily, Reading, Pa., assignor to North American Rock-
well Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 879,294, Nov. 24, 1969, abandoned.
This application May 25, 1971, Ser. No. 148,254

Int. CI. D04c 3/18, 3/24, 3/48
U.S. CI. 87-57 7 Claims

1. A strand carrier for a braiding machine, said carrier
having a foot member, a spindle on said foot member for
rotatably supporting a bobbin of strand material, means for
guiding said strand along a path from said bobbin to a point
at which said strand is to be braided into fabric, a tension
member for tensioning said strand in said path from said
bobbin to said braiding point, and means for controlling the
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movement of said tension member between a strand take-up
position and a second position, the improvement including a

first member on said spindle connected to said bobbin for

rotation therewith, a first spring means associated with said

first member, a second member associated with said first

spring means and said first member, said second member
being operated to a first position by said tension member
during movement thereof to said second position to condition
said first spring means to release said first member and said

6. An apparatus for ejecting a decoy from an airborne

vehicle in a vertical, upward direction comprising, a cell verti-

cally oriented with respect to the longitudinal axis of said

vehicle and of a shape to accommodate a decoy missile with

its longitudinal axis horizontal and aligned with the line of

flight of said vehicle, a sabot shaped to conform to the hori-

zontal cross-section of said cell, said sabot having its upper
surface shaped to engage said decoy missile, a hollow piston

fixed to the undersurface of said sabot, a hollow ejector cylin-

der mounted on the base of said cell on the vertical axis

thereof, said cylinder being adapted to receive said piston, a

propellant within said cylinder below said piston, and means
for igniting said propellant to generate a gas to force said

piston, attached sabot, and decoy missile upwardly with high

velocity, the piston-sabot assembly separating from said decoy
missile by the difference in drag between the assembly and
decoy missile.

3,839,941

ROLL SURFACE MAINTENANCE
Richard J. Adams, Beloit, Wis., assignor to Beloit Corporation,

Beloit, Wis.

Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,717
Int. CI. B23c 1/20

U.S. CI. 90-12 R 5 Claims

bobbin for rotation in a strand pay-off direction, means for

moving said second member to a second position when said

tension member is moved to said strand take-up position, said

first spring means being conditioned by movement of said

second member to said second position to hold said first mem-
ber and said bobbin against rotation in said strand pay-off
direction, and means associated with said first member for

holding said first member and said bobbin against movement
in a direction reverse to said pay-off direction.

3,839,940

AUTOMATIC POP-UP DECOY
Fay E. Null, Shalimar, Fla., assignor to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 13, 1963, Ser. No. 330,507
Int. CI. B64d 1/04

U.S. CI. 89-1.5F 6 Claims

1. An apparatus for ejecting a decoy from an airborne
vehicle in a vertical, upward direction comprising, a cell verti-

cally oriented with respect to the longitudinal axis of said

vehicle and of a shape to accommodate a decoy missile with

its longitudinal axis horizontal and aligned with the line of
flight of said vehicle, a sabot shaped to conform to the hori-

zontal cross-section of said cell, said sabot having its upper
surface shaped to engage said decoy missile, a piston fixed to

the undersurface of said sabot, an ejector cylinder mounted on
the base of said cell, said cylinder being adapted to receive

said piston, a propellant within said cylinder below said piston,

and means for igniting said propellant to generate a gas to

force said piston, attached sabot, and decoy missile upwardly
with high velocity.

1. A mechanism for finishing highly accurate annular
grooves in the surface of a paper machine press roll compris-
ing

a traveling carriage for moving in a longitudinal direction on
the surface of a press roll circumferentially of the roll;

said carriage including an elongate frame,

an arbor rotatably mounted on said frame with its axis

extending trasversely thereof parallel to the roll axis and
adapted for carrying a rotary machining tool;

a drive means supported on the frame for driving the arbor
and the tool in rotation;

said arbor and said drive means being located on said frame
intermediate the ends thereof,

adjustable support means on one end of the frame for en-
gaging the outer surface of the roll and for adjusting the
elevation of the frame and thereby controlling the depth
of the groove, said support means including one set of
laterally spaced feet, said carriage including another set
of laterally spaced feet at the other end of the frame so
that the frame is positively positioned relative to the roll

surface; and
a set of longitudinally spaced blades on said feet for engag-

ing the grooves of the roll positively positioning the car-
riage in a longitudinal direction.
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3,839,942
METHOD FOR SIMULTANEOUSLY MILLING

GROOVES IN OPPOSITE SIDES OF A WORKPIECE
Harold W. Ferchland, Troy, Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 216,212, Jan. 7, 1972,
abandoned. This application June 27, 1 973, Ser. No. 374, 1 1

2

Int. CI. B23c 3/18, 3/34
U.S. CI. 90-11 C 2 Claims

1. A method for simultaneously milling grooves in opposite
sides of a workpicce where the grooves have a common cen-
terline and three mutually perpendicular sides with the two
opposing sides of each of the grooves being parallel and hav-
ing different radii of curvature relative to the common center-
line comprising the steps of rotatably supporting a milling
cutter on each side of the workpiece having teeth with periph-
eral cutting edges inclined to the axis of rotation of the cutter
with the cutter axis arranged to intersect the common center-
line of the grooves at an angle where the peripheral cutting
edges will have parallel contact with the sides of the work-
piece, rotating the cutters in opposite directions, moving the
cutters relative to the workpiece and parallel to the common
centerline of the grooves while maintaining their angularity
until the peripheral cutting edges on the cutters cut to the
desired depth in the opposite sides of the workpiece, and
turning the workpiece about the common centerline of the
grooves to effect cutting the lengths of the grooves simulta-
neously.

3,839,943
ELECTROMAGNETIC INJECTOR WITH ASSIST

Jacek Ufnalewski, Marly-le-Roi, France, assignor to Societe
Des Procedes Modernes D'Injection Sopromi, Clichy, France

Filed June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,716
Claims priority, application France, June 23, 1972,

72.22729

Int. CI. F15b n/08
U.S. CI. 91-454 10 Claims

1. An electromagnetic injector comprising a body formed
with a first cavity (35), an injector needle (10) having a por-
tion mounted in said body in fluid communication with said
first cavity to move in a first direction in response to a pressure
drop in said first cavity and in a second direction opposite said
first direction in response to the resumption of pressure in said
first cavity, electromagnetically controlled armature means
(5), inlet means (11) for applying high pressure fluid to the
body and means (12) on the body providing a low pressure
return, a bore formed in said body, a tubular member (6)
located in said bore and attached to said armature means for
movement therewith, valve means (27) movable within said

tubular member, a first chamber (19) and a second chamber
(22) formed in said tubular member and a scat (26) formed
on said tubular member between said first and second cham-
bers for said valve means (27), means (18, 20) providing
communication between said high pressure inlet means and
said first chamber, first means (31-34) for providing fluid flow
communication between said second chamber (22) of said
tubular member and said first cavity (35), a second cavity
(30) formed in said body, means (31, 32, 36) providing fluid
flow conVpiunication between said second chamber (22) of
said tubular member and said second cavity, second means
(25, 14) providing communication between said second cavity

(30) and said low pressure return (12), third means (36)
having flow restriction means (37) therein for providing com-
munication between said first and said second means, a free
piston (29) movable within said tubular member (6) to form
a seal between said second chamber (22) and said second
cavity (30), means engaging said valve and acting in the ab-
sence of the high pressure for holding the valve (27) against
said seat (26) to block communication between said first and

second chambers ( 19,22) and to hold said tubular member in
a position to seal off communication between said third and
said second means, means on said valve responsive to the
application of high pressure to said first chamber ( 1 9 ) to move
said valve (27) out of said sealing relationship with said seat
to provide communication for the high pressure fluid from
said first to said second chamber (22) and then through said
second means (31-34) to said first cavity (35) to pressurize
the cavity (35) and to move the injector needle (10) in said
second direction, said armature means (5) being responsive to
the application of a control signal to move said tubular part in

a first direction out of the sealing relationship between said
second cavity (30) and said second means (25,14) to provide
a discharge path which is gradual in time from said first cavity
to said low pressure return through said third means (36)
including the restriction (37) and said second means to cause
said needle to move in said first direction, the movement of
said tubular part in said first direction by said armature means
in response to said control signal also restoring the sealing
relationship of said valve between said first and second cham-
bers.

3,839,944
TRANSDUCER MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT

Eric Owen Swift, Rotherham, England, assignor to Davy-
Loewy Limited, Sheffield, England
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 5,255, Jan. 23, 1970,

abandoned. This application Nov, 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,317
Int. CI. B21b 37/08; FOlb 31/12; GOlb 7/00

U.S. CI. 92-5 R ^ 6 Claims
1. A transducer mounting arraftigement comprising a hous-

ing (3) defining an opening (5,7) therein, an electrical trans-
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ducer having an outer elongate casing (8) and an inner core
(9) projecting out of one end of the casing, the core being
displaceable in a direction parallel to its length relative to the

casing and the transducer producing an electrical signal repre-
sentative of the relative position of the core and casing,

support means { 10) fitted around the transducer casing and
rigidly supporting it, the support means being a sliding fit

in the opening in the housing and slideably displaceable
therein in a direction parallel to the direction of move-
ment of the transducer core.

frictional retaining means comprising a friction member
(19) extending around the outer surface of the support
means and opposed portions of said outer surface and the

adjacent wall in the opening between which said friction

member engages to retain the support means in a desired
position in the opening, and

hydraulic means (15, 18) for displacing the support means
and the transducer casing against the action of the fric-

tional retaining means to a desired position in the open-
. ing, said hydraulic means being separate from said fric-

tional retaining means.

3,839,945

ROTARY ACTUATOR
Alphonse A. Jacobellis, Woodland Hills, Calif., assignor to

Gre«r Hydraulics, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 250,663, May 5, 1972, Pat. No. 3,783,746.
This application July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,565

Int. CI. FOlb 19100; F16j 3100
U.S. CI. 92-90 4 Claims

1. An inflatable bladder for a rotary actuator, said bladder
having a substantially cylindrical inflatable body portion with
an open end mounting flange portion and an end portion
having a closed end, said end portion in its uninflated state

being preformed so that its axis extends at substantially an
obtuse angle with respect to the longitudinal axis of said body

portion, so that the outside walls on the opposite sides of said

end portion are concave and convex respectively and the

outside wall of the closed end thereof being convex, the wall

thickness of the cylindrical body portion being substantially

uniform along its entire length and the wall thickness of the

convex side wall and closed end being less than that of the

concave side wall; whereupon when said bladder is pressur-

ized the thinner wall will stretch at a faster rate than the

thicker wall so that the closed end of the bladder will tend to

move in an arcuate path.

3,839,946

NONLUBRICATED COMPRESSOR
Win W. Paget, Homewood, Ala., assignor to Hardie-Tynes

Mfg. Co., Birmingham, Ala.

Filed May 24, 1972. Ser. No. 256,543
Int. CI. VQ\h 31110

U.S. CI. 92-153 6 Claims

M \]]]\

1. A compressor comprising a cylinder, a piston reciproca-
ble in the cylinder, means for reciprocating the piston, a cylin-

drical sleeve of graphite within which said piston reciprocates,

and at least one piston ring of self-lubricating plaster carried
by said piston between the ends of the piston and in sliding

contact with said graphite sleeve.

3,839,947

APPARATUS FOR TUCKING AND ROLLING A VEHICLE
OCCUPANT AIR BAG

Zigmunt C. Kornas, Detroit; Marino V. Putti, Warren; Ronald
E. Susick, Dryden, and Daniel F. Tardiff, Richmond, all of

Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit,

Mich.

Filed Aug. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 393,426
Int. CI. B31b 1152

U.S. CI. 93-32 5 Claims

1. An apparatus for tucking and rolling a vehicle occupant
air bag into a stored condition, the apparatus comprising:

.
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a framework including support means for mounting the
opposite ends of an elongated diffuser that is inserted into
the bag before the tucking and rolling operation;

means for moving the bag between a deflated condition and
an expanded condition where the bag extends outwardly
from the diffuser with a free side thereof opposite the
diffuser, with the ends thereof spaced from each other a
greater length than the length of the diffuser, and with a
pair of main bag portions extending between the diffuser,
the bag ends and the bag free side in spaced relationship
to each other;

a pair of tucking arms mounted for movement relative to
the framework adjacent the opposite ends of the ex-
panded bag, the tucking arms being movable between
retracted positions where the bag is allowed to assume the
expanded condition and extended positions where the
ends of the bag are tucked between the main bag portions
so that the bag is generally located between the ends of
the diffuser, and the tucking arms being moved back to
the retracted positions after the bag is deflated subse-
quent to the tucking of the bag ends;

carrier means mounted on the framework for movement
toward and away from the diffuser on the side thereof
adjacent the free side of the bag;

an elongated clamp mounted on the carrier means so as to
be rotatablc about the longitudinal axis of the clamp in a
generally parallel relationship with respect to the longitu-
dinal axis of the diffuser, the clamp being clamped to a
portion of the bag adjacent the free side thereof to com-
mence the rolling operation with the carrier means lo-

cated in an outer position away from the diffuser; and
means for rotating the clamp to roll the bag thereabout as

the carried means moves to an inner position adjacent the
diffuser and the bag is stored in a tucked and rolled condi-
tion alongside the diffuser.

3,839,948
APPARATUS FOR ROLLING A VEHICLE OCCUPANT

AIR BAG INTO A STORED CONDITION
Marino V. Putti, Warren, and Erwin A. Roberts, Grosse Pointe
Woods, both of Mich., assignors to General Motors Corpora-
tion, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 393,427
Int. CI. B3Ib 1152

U.S. CI. 93-32 Claims

1. An apparatus for rolling a vehicle occupant air bag into
a stored condition, the apparatus comprising:

a base having means for supporting the opposite ends of an
elongated diffuser that is secured to the bag before the
rolling operation;

a pair of carrier means slidably supported on the base on
opposite sides of the diffuser so as to be movable toward
and away from the diffuser;

a pair of elongated clamping means respectively supported
by the pair of carrier means for rotational movement
about associated axes that are generally parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the diffuser and for axial movement

with respect to these axes, opposed edges of the bag on
each side of the diffuser being respectively clamped by
the pair of clamping means with the carrier means each
located in an outer position away from the diffuser; and
means for rotating the clamping means to roll the bag
thereabout and pull the pair of carrier means toward the
diffuser and each other so that a pair of rolls are formed
adjacent the diffuser, each elongated clamping means
being moved axially with respect to the elongated axis

thereof after rolling the bag thereabout so as to unclamp
the bag and leave the bag in a stored condition.

3,839,949

SKYLIGHT
Klaus Gobel, Am Forst, 55 Trier-Irsch, Germany

Filed Jan. II, 1973, Ser. No. 322,862
Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 14, 1972,

2201678; Jan. 14, 1972, 2201677
Int. CI. E04d 13103

U.S. CI. 98-42 5 Claims

1. A skylight closing a roof opening including a window and
rim means encircling the roof opening for attaching the win-
dow to the roof in spaced relationship, said rim means includ-
ing a ventilator aperture therethrough, the improvement com-
prising an upstanding wall substantialy parallel to and spaced
outwardly from the rim means, the upper edge of said wall
being located above the level of the ventilator aperture, a
flange projecting outwardly from the rim means and extending
across the upper edge of said wall and spaced from such upper
edge, the space between the rim means and the wall and
between the flange and the upper edge of the wall defining an
outgoing air passage.

3,839,950
HINGELESS VENTILATOR

Timothy A. Kelly, Salem, and David T. Callahan, Lynchburg,
both of Va., assignors to Graham-White Sales Corporation,
Salem, Va.

Filed Dec. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 428,063
Int. CL B60h 1126

U.S. a. 98-2.16 11 Claims

1. A hingeless ventilator for ventilating a compartment
through an opening in a wall thereof, comprising a uniUry
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frame assembly attachable to said wall about said opening and

having screening means integral therewith for screening said

opening, a closure member swingable against a side of said

frame for opening and closing said opening, guide means fixed

to and instanding from an opposite side of said frame at oppo-

site ends of said opening, means connected to and swingable

with said closure member and riding on said guide means for

holding said closure member in selected positions relative to

said frame, and interacting means on said frame and closure

member for restraining relative lateral movement therebe-

tween over the range of movement of the closure member.

3,839,951

APPARATUS FOR COOKING COMESTIBLES
Einar H. Paimason, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., assignor to Parkson

Industrial Equipment Company, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Division of Ser. No. 748,743, July 30, 1968, Pat. No.

3,787,594. This application June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,851

Int. CI. A47ji7//2
U.S. CI. 99—330 23 Claims

access to the receptacle for placing trash to be compacted

therein, means for treating the refuse in the receptacle com-

prising:

means for spraying a treating material onto refuse in the

receptacle; and

control means for controlling operation of said spraying

means selectively

3,839,952

REFUSE COMPACTOR WITH SELECTIVE SPRAY
DEVICE

William Roy McDonald, and Leslie Ray Templeman, both of

Danville, Ky., assignors to Whirlpool Corporation, Benton

Harbor, Mich.

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,280

Int. CI. B30b 15100

U.S. CI. 100-45 7 Claims

1. In a refuse compactor having a receptacle for holding

refuse to be compacted, and means for selectively providing

a. to automatically treat the refuse as an incident of pro-

viding access to the receptacle,

b. to treat the refuse at any time as a result of a manual

actuation of the control means, and

c. to prevent treatment of the refuse irrespective of pro-

viding access to the receptacle.

1. An apparatus for preparing cooked comestibles by im-

mersion in hot cooking medium which comprises a housing; at

least two cooking vessels supported in said housing main-

tained at atmospheric pressure for holding a body of hot

cooking medium and comestible when immersed in it and

heated oil distributor means positioned in said vessels, said

vessels shaped to produce controlled and directed streams of

the hot cooking medium from said distributor means to create

turbulent conditions therein to effect good heat exchange and

thereby increase cooking speed and prevent settling out in the

vessels of small detached particles of comestibles; an overflow

means positioned contiguous said cooking vessels; a reservoir

operativcly connected to said overflow means maintained at

atmospheric pressure to contain excess of cooking medium
over that required to fill the cooking vessels; filter means
positioned between said overflow means and said reservoir for

removing loose particles of the comestibles from the cooking

medium; circulating means operatively connecting said reser-

voir and said distributor means for maintaining a flow of

cooking medium through and around the comestible in the

cooking vessels and into the overflow means to supply loss of

cooking medium taken up by the comestible during cooking;

and heating means for maintaining the cooking medium at a

predetermined cooking temperature before its passage into

said cooking vessels.

3,839,953

DRIVE FOR REFUSE COMPACTOR
Stanley Hirsch, Westbury, N.V., assignor to TCI, Inc., Benson,

Minn.

Filed July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,042

Int. CI. B30b 15130

U.S. CI. 100—45 9 Claims

1. In a refuse compactor having a compacting member and
a compaction chamber, and power means for moving such

compacting member in a compacting stroke from a loading

position to a compacting position, a hopper positioned adja-

cent said compaction chamber for receiving refuse to be
compacted, said hopper communicating with said compaction
chamber, a feed bar assembly within said hopper to foreceably

move refuse in the hopper into the compaction chamber, said

feed bar assembly being moved between a retracted loading

position and a feeding position, a linkage connected to said

feed bar, and a cam follower, means to drivably connect said

cam follower to said linkage, and a cam member mounted on
said compacting member to mechanically engage said cam
follower in at least in portions of said compacting stroke to

selectively move said feed bar between said feeding and re-

tracted positions during preselected portions of said compact-
ing stroke.
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3,839,954

TRASH CONTAINER MOUNTING FOR TRASH
COMPACTOR

Joseph F. Bourgeois, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, assignor to Amana
Refrigeration, Inc., Amana, Iowa

Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,761

Int. CI. B30b 75/06

U.S. CI. 100—229 A 3 Claims

1. In a trash compactor having an upright, open top trash

container to receive trash to be compacted, ram means dis-

posed above the container in operative alignment therewith

and movable in a substantially rectilinear, downward direction

into the container to compact the trash therein, and a horizon-

tally extending floor member forming a part of the compactor
disposed below the container, the combination therewith of:

mounting means for the container including a horizontal sheet

member and resilient means, the sheet member having an
aperture therein disposed in close spaced relation above the

floor member and receiving the container, the resilient means
being carried by the sheet member and disposed about said

aperture effective to engage the bottom of and normally sup-

port the container so that its bottom is spaced closely above
the floor member while permitting downward movement of

the container relative to the sheet member to engage the floor

member upon compaction of trash in the container by the ram
means, the sheet member surrounding and laterally locating

the lowermost portion only of the container both when the

container is supported by the resilient means as aforesaid and
when the container bottom is engaged with the floor member
as aforesaid during compaction of trash, all the remainder of

the container above said portion being otherwise unengaged
by the mounting means and free for random lateral move-
ments at all times.

3,839,955

MULTICOLOR STAMP
Joseph Klapholz, 3950 Blackstone Ave., New York, N.Y.

10471

Filed Sept. 17, 1973 Ser. No. 397,894
Int. CI. B41k 1142

U.S. CI. 101-334 7 Claims
1. A stamp for printing multicolor designs, comprising:

a downwardly open housing;

an upper block and a lower block vertically slidable in said

housing and mounted for independent rotation about

respective horizontal axes, said upper block being a prism

whose sides are provided with differently colored ink

pads, said lower block being a prism whose sides form
typefaces constituting mutually complementary compo-

nents of a design to be printed on an underlying substrate;

spring means on said housing normally maintaining said

blocks in an elevated spaced-apart position;

actuating means on said housing coupled with said upper
block for depressing same into contact with said lower

block and thereupon jointly depressing both blocks

against the force of said spring means whereby an upper
typeface on said lower block contacts an ink pad on a

<r
n

lower typeface on said upper block while a lower typeface

on said lower block contacts the underlying substrate;

and

one-way drive means on said housing effective upon release

of said actuating means and upward movement of said'

blocks by said spring means to rotate each block about its

axis for confronting another typeface with another ink

pad.

3,839,956
PROCESS FOR MAKING DYE TRANSFER COPIES OF

IMPROVED QUALITY
Joseph Gaynor, Cleveland, Ohio; Yoshikazu Yamada, Irvine,

and Joseph Tat-Hin Sund, Los Angeles, both of Calif., as-

signors to Bell & Howell Co., Chicago, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 59,392, July 30, 1970,
abandoned. This application June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,833

Int. CI. B41m 5100
U.S. CI. 101-472 12 Claims

1. In a spirit method for making dye transfer copies wherein
a volatile solvent for said dye is applied to a copy sheet, said

copy sheet is contacted while moist with said solvent with a

master surface having a design formed thereon of said dye and
said copy sheet is separated from said master surface, the

improvement, for making copies of improved quality, in which
said copy sheet is obtained by:

dispersing particulate material throughout a water-insoluble

organic polymer binder therefor, said organic polymer
being emulsified in hydrophilic medium and having an
initial 60 second methanol absorption per double sided

area in the range of 1.5-8.0 mg/cm-, said particulate

material being capable of adsorbing organic solvent-

soluble dye;

applying said particulate material-polymer dispersion, in the

form of an emulsion of said organic polymer in a hydro-

philic medium, to a surface of said copy sheet to form a

dry, hydrophilic organic polymer coating of said particu-

late material-polymer on said copy sheet surface of

greater smoothness and decreased porosity, relative to

said copy sheet surface when uncoated, but of high dye
absorptivity.
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3,839,957

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL PRINTER
Bernard Deleuze, Boulogne, and Jean-Claude Ragot, Sevran,

both of France, assignors to Burroughs Corporation, Detroit,
Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 151,002, June 8, 1971, abandoned.
This application June 13, 1973, Ser. No. 369,590

Int. CI. B41j 7194
U.S. a. 101-93 C 12 Claims

1. Printing apparatus having input means, motive means, a
plurality of laterally disposed and vertically arranged type bars
each carrying printing type spaced apart longitudinally
thereof, and a platen transversely disposed of said type bars,
said printing apparatus being characterized by:

a. a rockable frame for translatably carrying said plurality
of type bars,

b. actuatable means responsive to said input means and said
motive means for vertically translating said type bars
within said rockable frame to bring the printing type
thereof into printing position relative to said platen,

c. a connector member pivotally mounted on each of said
type bars,

d. means for individually coupling said connector members
of said type bars with said translating means before or
during the actuation of said translating means to thereby
bring selected printing type thereof into printing position,
and

e. means responsive to said motive means effective for
impactably rocking said frame and said selected printing
type of said type bars into printable contact with said
platen, said rocking means comprising a first rotatable
shaft, a one revolution clutch effective for coupling said
first shaft with said motive means for one complete revo-
lution therewith, and a first pair of cams fixed to said first

shaft and effective for impactably rocking said frame and
said type bars at a predetermined point during said com-
plete revolution of said first shaft.

3,839,958
REMOVAL OF FLEXIBLE SHEETS FROM ROTARY

DRUMS
Alan Walter Kent, Frimley, and Kenneth Walter O'Riley,
Weybridge. both of England, assignors to Vickers Limited.
London, England

Filed Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,686
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 9, 1972

46505/72

Int. CI. B41f 11108
U.S. a. 101-132 13 Claims

1. Rotary apparatus of the kind comprising a rotatabiy

mounted drum having a circumferential surface and provided
with sheet-clamping means for clamping at a predetermined
location on the circumferential surface a leading edge portion
of a flexible sheet which extends around that surface, from

said leading edge portion, in a given direction; said apparatus
including:

reversible drive means coupled to said drum and change-
able between a forward-drive condition, rotating said
drum in the direction opposite to said given direction, and
in a reverse-drive unloading condition rotating said drum
in said given direction;

a separating member for removing the sheet from said

circumferential surface;

a positioning mechanism supporting said separating mem-
ber, movable between a non-operative disposition, for

\E}r'

holding the separating member away from said drum, and
an operative position for interposing said separating

member between said circumferential surface and said

sheet when said drum means are in said unloading condi-

tion; and

clamp-release means, defining a sheet-end release position

for the drum, arranged to de-actuate said sheet-clamping

means when said drive means rotating the drum in said

given direction bring the drum into said sheet-end release

position.

3,839,959
RECIPROCATING GRIPPER FOR FEEDING SHEETS IN

ROTARY PRINTING MACHINES
Paul Abendroth, Offenbach, Germany, assignor to Roland

Offsetmaschinenfabrik Faber & Schleicher AG, Offenback-
/Main, Germany

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,693
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 15, 1971,

2156577
Int. CI. B41f 1128, B65h 29108

U.S. CL 101-232 7 Claims

/( 3* J5
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1. In a rotary printing machine for printing relatively heavy
fiexibie sheets, said machine including a sheet feed table and
a rotatable impression cylinder for successively receiving
sheets and transferring them in a rotary direction for printing,
a swing gripper having an arm with sheet engaging and releas-
ing means at the lower end thereof, means for mounting said
arm for reciprocating swinging movement so that said sheet
engaging and releasing means moves between the table and
said impression cylinder for successively transferring sheets
therebetween, a guiding device for engaging successive sheets
and gradually bending said sheets into close conformity with
the outer periphery of said impression cylinder after each
sheet is received and is being transferred by said impression
cylinder, said guiding device including a plurality of rotatable
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guide rollers arranged on axes parallel to said impression
cylinder along an envelope surface surrounding in spaced
relation a sector of the outer periphery of said impression
cylinder and said swing gripper having at least one roller
rotatabiy mounted at the sheet engaging end thereof mounted
on axes parallel to the axis of said impression cylinder for
engaging the trailing end of a sheet being transferred by said
impression cylinder to assist in guiding said sheet in the direc-
tion of said impression cylinder as said swing gripper returns
to said feed table for the next sheet.

3,839,960
PRINTING STAMP AND PANEL ASSEMBLY

Claude Bissonet, 3747 Coronet Rd., Apt. 10, Montreal, Que-
bec, Canada

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,566
Int. CI. B41k 1142; B42f 13140; B42d 3112

U.S.CL 101-333 21 Claims

1. A printing stamp and panel assembly comprising a panel
having a cavity into one face thereof, a flexible flap having a
co-extensive and complementary outline relative to said cavity
at said one face of said panel, forming a concealed space
within the thickness of said panel upon closing of said flap and
having an outer face resting flush with said one face and
forming a coplanar writing surface with the latter upon closing
of said flap, an inking pad and a printing stamp fitting into said
concealed space, substantially filling the latter, and co-
operatively forming a support against sagging of said flexible
flap upon writing over the latter, and said stamp being fixed
to said flexible flap and displaceable therewith relative to said
inking pad.

3,839,961
CLAMP DEVICE FOR CLAMPING THE TRAILING END

PORTION OF A SHEET TO THE CYLINDER
Keisuke Murata, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,680
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 28, 1972, 47-42734

Int. CI. B41f 2//00
U.S.CL 101-407 A 8 Claims

1. A clamp device for clamping the trailing end portion of
a sheet to the periphery of a cylinder provided with means for
gripping the leading end portion of the sheet, comprising a
sheet hold-down roller adapted to bring the sheet into pressing
engagement with the periphery of the cylinder when the sheet
is gripped at its leading end portion by the grip means and the
sheet has moved beneath the hold-down roller, sheet flexing

means disposed in the vicinity of said sheet hold-down roller

and posterior thereto with respect to the direction of rotation
of the cylinder and adapted to be brought into pressing en-

gagement with the sheet as the trailing end portion of the sheet
draws near the sheet flexing means so as to turn up a portion
of the sheet in the direction of rotation of the cylinder and
form a flexed portion in the sheet, clamp means provided in

the cylinder and each including a free end portion adapted to
move into and out of engagement with one wall surface of a
cutout formed in the periphery of the cylinder, and means
causing said clamp means to move outwardly away from the

periphery of the cylinder when the trailing end portion of the
sheet does not extend above the cutout after the flexed por-
tion is formed in the sheet by the flexing means and causing
the clamp means to move inwardly back to their original

position when the trailing end portion of the sheet is disposed
beneath the free ends of the clamp members whereby the
trailing end portion of the sheet can be forced against said one
wall surface of the cutout.

3,839,962
TEST PROJECTILE WITH PRIMARY AND TEST FUZES
Dragolyoub Popovitch, Denville, N.J.; Ralph Tate, and Charles
W. Haag, both of Evansville, Ind., assignors to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 409,500
Int. CI. F42c 21100

U.S. CI. 10'»-56 10 Claims

1. A test projectile comprising:
a. an elongated hollow body including a forward portion
and a rear portipn, a base portion closing the rear end of
said rear portion and a primary fuze closing the forward
end of said forward portion;

b. a payload in said body including
1. a canister, containing a test fuze, removably disposed
substantially within said forward portion, and

2. a parachute removably disposed within said rear por-
tion and attached to said canister; and

c. means, including explosive charge means within said
body and flash passage means independently connecting
each of said fuzes with said explosive charge means, for
separating said payload from said projectile body when
either of said fuzes is actuated.
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3,839,957

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL PRINTER
Bernard Deleuze, Boulogne, and Jean-Claude Ragot, Sevran,

both of Erance, assignors to Burroughs Corporation, Detroit,
Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 151,002, June 8, 1971, abandoned.
This application June 13, 1973, Ser. No. 369,590

Int. CI. B41j 1194
U.S. CI. 101-93 C 12 Claims

^^t^
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1. Printing apparatus having input means, motive means, a
plurality of laterally disposed and vertically arranged type bars
each carrying printing type spaced apart longitudinally
thereof, and a platen transversely disposed of said type bars,
said printing apparatus being characterized by:

a. a rockable frame for translatably carrying said plurality
of type bars,

b. actuatable means responsive to said input means and said
motive means for vertically translating said type bars
within said rockable frame to bring the printing type
thereof into printing position relative to said platen,

c. a connector member pivotally mounted on each of said
type bars,

d. means for individually coupling said connector members
of said type bars with said translating means before or
during the actuation of said translating means to thereby
bring selected printing type thereof into printing position,
and

e. means responsive to said motive means effective for
impactably rocking said frame and said selected printing
type of said type bars into printable contact with said
platen, said rocking means comprising a first rotatable
shaft, a one revolution clutch effective for coupling said
first shaft with said motive means for one complete revo-
lution therewith, and a first pair of cams fixed to said first

shaft and effective for impactably rocking said frame and
said type bars at a predetermined point during said com-
plete revolution of said first shaft.

3,839,958
REMOVAL OF FLEXIBLE SHEETS FROM ROTARY

DRUMS
Alan Walter Kent, Frimley, and Kenneth Walter O'Riley,
Weybridge, both of England, assignors to Vickers Limited,
London, England

Filed Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,686
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 9, 1972,

46505/72

Int. CI. B41f 11/08
U.S. CI. 101-132 13 Claims

1. Rotary apparatus of the kind comprising a rotatably

mounted drum having a circumferential surface and provided
with sheet-clamping means for clamping at a predetermined
location on the circumferential surface a leading edge portion
of a flexible sheet which extends around that surface, from

said leading edge portion, in a given direction; said apparatus
including:

reversible drive means coupled to said drum and change-
able between a forward-drive condition, rotating said
drum in the direction opposite to said given direction, and
in a reverse-drive unloading condition rotating said drum
in said given direction;

a separating member for removing the sheet from said

circumferential surface;

a positioning mechanism supporting said separating mem-
ber, movable between a non-operative disposition, for

holding the separating member away from said drum, and
an operative position for interposing said separating
member between said circumferential surface and said

sheet when said drum means are in said unloading condi-
tion; and

clamp-release means, defining a sheet-end release position

for the drum, arranged to de-actuate said sheet-clamping
means when said drive means rotating the drum in said

given direction bring the drum into said sheet-end release

position.

3,839,959
RECIPROCATING GRIPPER FOR FEEDING SHEETS IN

ROTARY PRINTING MACHINES
Paul Abendroth, Offenbach, Germany, assignor to Roland

Offsetmaschinenfabrik Faber & Schleicher AG, Offenback-
/Main, Germany

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,693
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 15, 1971,

2156577

Int. CI. B41f 1/28; B65h 29/08
U.S. a. 101-232 7 Claims
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3,839,963

PROXIMITY FUSE FOR MISSILES
Guy E. Nathan, Issy-Les-Moulineaux, and Claude A. Varaud,

Nogent-Sur-Mar, both of France, assignors to Constructions
Navales et Industrielles de la Mediterranee C.N.I.M., Paris,

France

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,124
Claims priority, application France, Apr. 10, 1972,

72.12527

Int. CI. F42c 15100, 13100

U.S. CI. 102-70.2 P 3 Claims

1. A proximity fuse for missiles, including a body adapted
to be fitted on the nose of a missile and a cap revolvably

carried by the body and provided with a cover forming a

radome permeable to hyperfrequency radiation, said fuse

being characterized by the fact that the radome is made of a
deformable material and encloses a detecting aerial rigidly

mounted on an electronic section adapted to slide inside the

cap so as to form a striking plunger, said section including
detecting means, the fuse including a detonator-carrier and
detonator adapted to slide transversely in the body, first

means for applying a transverse force on said detonator-
carrier, switch means responsive to said detonator-carrier,

said detonator-carrier being normally held in an inoperative

position by the rear tip of the rod of an axial striker having a
front tail-piece, a striker weight slidable on said tail-piece and
urged forwardiy by a spring and locked when inoperative by
a first ball engaging an annular groove in said tail-piece, said

first ball being held in said annular groove by second means
adapted to move transversely and locked in its normal position

by an arming weight adapted to move inside the cap along a
line parallel with the striker weight and urged forwardiy by a
further spring, said arming weight including a rearward exten-
sion passing through said further spring and aligned with a
port when the cap and body are in a first position, third means
on the striker weight adapted to engage a further groove in the
striker tail-piece after the striker weight has traveled a prede-
termined distance in a rearward direction upon firing of the
missile and after the arming weight has itself been shifted

rearwardly through inertia and has thus released the first ball

and second means, the striker weight having first returned
forwardiy under the action of its spring, the front end of the
striker tail-piece engages the striking plunger while the striker

rear tip releases the detonator-carrier for transverse move-
ment to bring the detonator into its operative position in front

of said rear tip and to close at the end of its stroke said switch
means, said swtich means controlling an electronic circuit

including a battery, an electric primer arranged in parallel

with the striker communicating through channels formed in

the cap and in the body with said detonator when said detona-
tor is brought into its operative position, said primer being
connected with the detecting means through a delaying con-
denser, rotation of the cap with reference to the fuse body to

a second position causes the channel in the cap connected

with the electric primer to be out of registry with the corre-

sponding channel in the fuse body to prevent fuse ignition

while the rear tail-piece on the arming weight is out of registry

with said port provided in the fuse body to further prevent fuse

ignition by preventing transverse movement of the detonator-

carrier.

3,839,964

INSTALLATION FOR TRANSPORTATION BY TRAINS
MADE OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF CARRIAGES

Jean Gayot, Meudon, France, assignor to Engins Matra, Paris,

France

Continuation of Ser. No. 84,729, Oct. 28, 1970, abandoned.
This application Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,351

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 4, 1969, 69.37894

Int. CI. B61k 1100

U.S.CL 104-18 3 Claims

1. A method of transporting passengers on trains between
concentric areas of variant traffic density including stations
within a first central zone of greatest density, including sta-

tions within a second intermediate zone of density less than
the central area and including local stops at a third outer
peripheral zone of at least traffic density, comprising: con-
stantly propelling each train without stopping between sta-

tions in the first zone while separating therefrom a vehicle to
be dropped at such a station and picking up a vehicle previ-
ously dropped at such a station; stopping each entire train at
stations within the second zone; and separating the train into
individual vehicles serving the third zone.

3,839,965

TURNTABLE
Arthur I. Frederick, Webster Grove, Mo., assignor to The

Pandjiris Weldment Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,364

Int. CI. B60s 13102
U.S. CI. 104-35 3 Claims

1. In a turntable assembly:

a. base means including a circular track disposed about a
track center,

b. carriage means rotatively mounted to the track and in-

cluding three bearing wheels engageable with the track,
c. alignment means between the base means and the
carriage means aligning the carriage means relative to the
base means so that the axis of rotation of the carriage
means and the track center are substantially coincident,
the alignment means including:

I an upper inclined bearing surface on the track sloping
downwardly in a direction radially outwardly of the
track center, and
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2. peripheral load bearing surfaces on each wheel com-
patibly inclined to engage the inclined bearing surface

of the track, the wheels tending to be urged outwardly

3,839,967
CABLE CAR SUSPENSION AND SELF-CONTAINED

DRIVE MECHANISM
Jakob Wyssen, Reichenbach im Kandertal, Switzerland

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,370
Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 16, 1972,

7280/72

Int. CL B61b 7//S

L.S. CI. 104-173 R 17 Claims

in a direction radially of the track center for alignment

of the base means and carriage means,

drive means operatively connected to one of said wheels

to rotate said carriage means about the track center.

€:^^^

1. A carriage for supporting a cable car on a single cable

comprising: three pulleys mounted in a triangular arrange-

ment on said carriage including an entry and an exit pulley

constituting the sole supporting means for said cable car as

said entry and exit pulleys ride on said cable; an intermediate

pulley disposed above said entry and exit pulleys and having

said cable wrapped at least 1 80° therearound; and means for

driving said intermediate pulley from said cable car.

3,839,966 3,839,968
SAFETY MEANS FOR TROLLEY SWITCHES TRACTION CARRIAGE FOR CABLE RAILWAY

Paul Martin Tunison, Union City, Calif., assignor to The Cin- Theodor Kolk, Dattein, and Wilhelm Wertelewski, Waltrop,
cinnati Butchers' Supply Company, Cincinnati, Ohio both of Germany, assignors to Becorit Grubenausbau

Filed Aug. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 284,669 GmbH, Recklinghausen, Germany
Int. CI. EOlb 25120

U.S. CI. 104-100
Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,405

10 Claims Claims priority, application Germany, June 2, 1972,

2226975
Int. CI. B61b 9100

U:S.CL 104-173 R 5 Claims

1. An overhead track switch unit for fractionally supporting

a wheeled trolley having a depending load supporting arm
supported therefrom, comprising: convergent first and second

trolley track sections each comprising a metallic bar having an

upper edge to support a wheel of a trolley and having opposite

side faces, said load suspending arm depending alongside and

spaced from one of said side faces, a guard rail supported on
the unit in spaced substantial parallelism with said one side

face closely adjacent the path of advancement of said load

suspending arm so as to abut and limit lateral displacement of

said arm relative to the trolley supporting track section to

preclude derailment of said trolley wheel from a track section

engaged by the wheel, said guard rail having a free upper edge

and having a side face in opposed relation to said one side face

of said track section, and said load supporting arm engageable

with said guard Tjail side face to prevent derailment of the

trolley wheel.

1
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1. In a railway having a track, carriages supported on the

track and a traction element extending longitudinally of the

track at the position off-set laterally from the centre line of the

track, the traction element being movable along the track to

draw the carriages therealong,

a traction carriage comprising

two track-engaging trolleys,

A connecting beam on which both trolleys are mounted
for pivotal movement about respective vertical axes

which are spaced longitudinally of the beam,
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a boom rigid with the beam, projecting laterally there-

from and disposed adjacent to one of said trolleys,

and a traction arm which is mounted on the boom, is

pivotable relative to the boom about a third vertical

axis extending through the traction element, and is

secured to the traction element, whereby the traction

arm and boom collectively manintain the spacing of the

traction element from a longitudinal axis of the car-

riage.

3,839,969

ELASTOMERICALLY MOUNTED AXLE BOXES
Helmut Thum, Velimar, Germany, assignor to Wegmann &

Co., Kassel, Germany
Filed Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308,907

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov, 25, 1971,

2158357
Int. CI. B61f 5/30, 5/38, 15/02

U.S. CI. 105-224.1 6 Claims

1. A wheel mounting on a truck comprising a truck frame,
an axle bearing housing and a pair of frame support bearings,

one disposed fore and the other disposed aft of the axle, each
of said bearings comprising an upper plate, a lower plate, and
a resilient layer disposed between said upper plate and said

lower plate, each of said bearings affixed to said truck frame
and said axle bearing housing by a pair of pins, the pins joining

said bearing with said truck frame longitudinally offset from
the pin joining said bearing with said axle bearing housing,

each of said frame support bearings additionally joined to the
axle bearing housing by a threaded fastening means, and bores
provided in said frame support bearings and said axle bearing
housing which accommodate said threaded fastening means,
the bores provided in said axle bearing housing having a larger

diameter than the corresponding fastening means accommo-
dated therein.

3,839,970

PALLET
Miner S. Keeler, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to Keeler

Brass Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,314
Int. CI. B65d 19/38, 19/00

U.S. CI. 108-53 18 Claims
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1. A pallet assembly comprising in combination two corru-

gated platforms, each platform having parallel corrugations
extending generally in one direction; securing means for se-

curing said platforms together with the corrugations in one
platform extending in a direction generally transverse to said

corrugations in the other platform; said securing means in-

cluding flexible, continuous band means woven between said

platforms for retaining said platforms in a fixed relationship to

one another, said band means being positioned in corrugations

spaced inwardly of the edges of each of said platforms and
extending around the entire assembly adjacent the periphery

thereof on alternating surfaces, said band means passing in

one direction along an exposed surface of a corrugation of one
platform, through aligned apertures spaced inwardly of the

edges of said platforms and extending through the thickness of

said platforms and along an exposed surface of a corrugation

of the other of said platforms and so on about the entire pallet

assembly.

3,839,971

APPARATUS FOR THE REMOVAL OF CONTAMINANTS
FROM GASES AND THE LIKE

James W. Snelling, 5001 Spencer St., Omaha, Nebr. 68104
Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,637

Int. CI. F23g 5/00
U.S.CL 110-8 R 14 Claims
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1. A device for removing contaminants comprising:

a. a combustion chamber,
b. at least one pollution control washing module having a

plurality of staggered baffles,

c. spraying means associated with said module for washing
the contaminants from the gases of combustion as the

gases pass around the baffles, and
d. fan means positioned at least adjacent to said combustion
chamber for redirecting the gases of combustion back
into said chamber to facilitate reburning.

3,839,972
ADJUSTABLE STROKE MECHANISM FOR TUFTING

MACHINES
Jimmie D. Scott, and Randel P. Smith, both of Hamilton,

Tenn., assignors to The Singer Company, New York, N.Y.
Filed May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 356,875

Int. CI. D05c 15/20
U.S.CL 112-79 R 8 Claims

1. In a tufting machine having an adjustable stroke needle
mechanism and means for initiating reciprocating motion of
said needle mechanism including a connecting rod means
operably connected to said needle mechanism, a drive shaft
operably connected to a source of power for initiating rotary
motion of said drive shaft, said drive shaft including a first

shaft member for receiving thereon a connecting rod means,
a plurality of second shaft members each being journaled in a
bearing block in coaxial relationship, said first shaft member
having its end portions disposed between facing end portions
of adjacent second shaft members and having its axis offset
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relative to the axis of said second shaft members, intercon-
nectable means fixed on the end portions of said first shaft

member and on said facing end portions of said second shaft
members, and means for adjustably securing the interconnect-
able means of said first shaft member to adjacent intercon-
nectable means of said second shaft member facing end por-

tions for adjusting the position of said first shaft member
relative to its associated second shaft members such that the

offset of the axis of said first shaft member can be radially

changed relative to the axis of said second shaft members
whereby for each change in the position of said first shaft

member relative to said second shaft members there will be a

change in stroke of the needle mechanism.

3 839 973
SEWING MACHINE WITH AUTOMATIC POSITIONING
OF SEWING HEAD WITH RESPECT TO MATERIAL

EDGE
Donald Cummins, Hopewell, and Wilhelm H. Jung, Mechanics-

ville, both of Va., assignors to AMF Incorporated, White
Plains, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 404,915
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 14, 1972,

52550/72 ,

I

Int. CI. D05b 3/00
U.S. CI. 112-121.14 10 Claims

1. Sewing apparatus for stitching sheet material comprising
a pair of air pervious conveyor belts each having a first surface
for receiving said material and mounted for movement of said

first surface thereof in a predetermined direction, said belts

being aligned in said direction with a gap therebetween ex-

tending, in length, transversely to said direction; first drive

means for moving said belts in said direction; vacuum means
at the one side of each of said belts opposite from said first

surface thereof for drawing air therethrough in the direction

from said first surface thereof to the opposite second surface

at the other side thereof; needle drive means at said one side

of said belts and adjacent said gap; thread forming means at

said other side of said belts, adjacent said gap and aligned with

said needle drive means; mounting means carrying said needle
drive means and said thread forming means and movable
transversely of said direction whereby said needle drive means
and said thread forming means are jointly movable trans-

versely of said direction and along the length of said gap;

reversible second drive means for moving said mounting

means transversely of said direction; and control means con-
nected to said second drive means for controlling the position

of said mounting means, said control means comprising sens-

ing means for sensing an edge of said material and mounted
for movement with said mounting means and means for oper-
ating said second drive means under control of the said sens-

ing means so as to maintain said needle drive means in a

predetermined positional relation with respect to said edge of
said material.

3,839,974
APPARATUS FOR FORMING PERFORATED EMBOSSED

SHEET METAL FIN STRIPS FOR RADIATORS
Donald E. Freres, Racine, Wis., assignor to Sterling Tool Com-

pany, Racine, Wis.

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 341,926
Int. CI. B21d 53/02

U.S. CL113-1C 10 Claims
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1. In web processing apparatus for forming perforated seg-

ments of predetermined length from a continuous moving web
of material: web feed means; die means to which said web is

fed by said web feed means for providing perforations in said

web; first drive means for driving said web-feed means and
said die means in mechanically synchronized relationship;

cut-off means to which the perforated web is continuously fed
by said die means and operable to cut perforated segments
from the perforated end of said web while said web is moving;
second drive means independent of said first drive means for

driving said cut-off means; and adjustable control means for

directly sensing the passage of perforations in said web past a

point between said cut-off means and said end of said web and
responsive to passage of a predetermined number of perfora-

tions to effect a single cutting operation of said second drive

means and thereby provide a segment of predetermined
length.

3,839,975
METHOD OF RESHAPING PASSAGEWAYS IN METAL

STRIP-TYPE TUBING
Lester J. Tranel, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Olin Corporation,
New Haven, Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 122,607, March 1, 1971, abandoned. This
application Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,606The portion of the

term of this patent subsequent to May 29, 1990, has been
disclaimed.

Int. CL B21d 53/02; B23p 15/26
U.S. CI. 113-118 D 5 Claims

1. A process of reshaping passageways in a metal strip-type

tubing adapted to be used in a heat exchanger comprising:
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providing a metal strip-type tubing having at least one previ-

ously inflated tubular passageway;
flattening a first surface and an opposing surface of said at

least one tubular passageway, and simultaneously re-

straining the edges of said metal strip-type tubing to

prevent the tubing from increasing in width whereby the
shape of the passageway is modified but the length of the
tubing is substantially unchanged.

3,839,976

CONSTANT FORCE DEVICE
William J. Swenson, Houston, and Adrian D. Willtinson,

Odessa, both of Tex., assignors to The Offshore Company,
Houston, Tex.

Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 296,891
Int. CI. B63b 35144

U.S. CI. 114-0.5 D / 8 Claims

units secured in side by side relation to form said terminal,

said units each comprising a plurality of fluid storage tanks

disposed in side by side relation, a structural framework inter-

connecting said tanks to retain the tanks in side by side rela-

tion, said framework comprising rigid spacer elements inter-

posed between and distributed along corresponding sides of

the tanks of each said unit, upwardly extending rigid support

members mounted upon said spacer elements, additional

upwardly extending rigid support members mounted to pro-

trude upwardly from the outboard sides of said unit, the upper

ends of said members lying in a common plane, transverse and

longitudinal rigid elongate members secured to the upper ends

of said rigid support members to form a support plane, a work

platform supported upon said support plane, and means
adapted to form a flexible fluid connection between said tanks

and an offshore loading buoy for loading and unloading said

tanks.

3,839,978

YACHT KIT
William H. Hendrickson, Rt. 2, Box 17-A, Mancos, Colo.

81328
Filed July 12, 1973, Ser. No. 378,533

Int. CI. B63b 35172

U.S. CI. 114—39 3 Claims

1. In a motion compensator for use with floating drill ships

of the type wherein a cylinder carried by the drill ship supports

the drill string and extends and retracts to compensate for

vertical movements of the ship, and wherein pressurizing

means are provided for supplying pressurizing fluid to said

cylinder, the improvement which comprises:

a two-phase fluid held within its saturation range within said

pressurizing means and adapted to compensate for vol-

ume changes due to extension and retraction of said

cylinder by selective vaporization and condensation of

said fluid, and

means for selectively altering the temperature of said two-

phase fluid to thereby adjust the pressure of said fluid to

compensate for changes in the weight of said drill string.

3,839,977

FLOATING MARINE TERMINAL
Carroll E. Bradberry, 26873 Moody Rd., Los Altos Hill, Calif.

94022
Filed Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,668

Int. CI. B63b 25108

U.S. CI. 114— .5 T 4 Claims

1. A floating storage terminal for loading and unloading

tank ships, said terminal comprising a plurality of fabrication

i-4.
w:

'^.:

1. A complete and durable boat conversion kit that is adapt-
able to any size rowboat for the purpose of converting the

rowboat to a sailboat; said kit comprising: a sail, a mast sup-

porting said sail, a pair of rigid, hollow, tubular sections fixed

permanently to the port and starboard sides of a cubicle hous-
ing and extending anthwartships. a vertical sleeve member
extending through said housing and having a lower end sup-

ported by a mast block which is rigidly fixed to the boat and
an upper end adapted to receive said mast, said pair of rigid,

hollow tubular sections terminating in a pair of horizontal

sleeve members, said sleeve members supported by a pair of
oar horns that fit into sockets on the gunwales of the boat, said

horizontal sleeve members also supporting a pair of leeboards
outboard of the gunwales of the boat.

3,839,979
COLLAPSIBLE MULTICARRIER WIND PROPELLED

VEHICLE
George W. Wassell, Box 121, Washington, N.H. 03280

Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,618
Int. CI. B63b 1114

U.S. CI. 114-61 23 Claims
1. A collapsible catamaran comprising:

two buoyant hulls;

strut means connecting said hulls together in spaced rela-

tionship, said strut means comprising a forward strut and
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an aft strut, each hinged at a point centrally thereof for
allowing said strut means to pivot at said hinge points
between an extended configuration in which said catama-
ran is erect and a folded configuration in which said
catamaran is collapsed;

a center control spar connecting said forward and aft struts
at said hinge points;

disengageable locking means for holding said catamaran
erect, and disengageable to allow said strut means to fold
at said hinge points and swing said hulls toward each
other to collapse said catamaran; and

steering means for controlling the direction of said catama-
ran while underway.

3,839,980
AlR CUSHION SEALING

Edward A. Boydston, P.O. Box 971, Reno, Nev. 89504
Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,433

Int. CI. B63b 1138
U.S.CL 114-67 A 11 Claims

3,839,981
SHIP HAVING SELF-SUPPORTING SPHERICAL TANKS
PARTICULARLY FOR THE TRANSPORT OF FLUIDS AT

LOW TEMPERATURES
Auguste Gllles, Paris, France, assignor to Worms Engineering,

Paris, France

Filed Jan. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 324,663
Claims priority, application France, Jan. 20, 1972,

72.01836

Int. CL B63b 25116
U.S.CI. 114-74A 9 Claims

1. An air cushion vehicle comprising
a hull having a main deck with spaced apart wall means that

extend downward from said hull to water level, sealing
means extending transversely between said wall means
which together form a cavity under the main deck for
retaining a supporting body of air which is an air cushion;
means for supplying air to said cavity at a pressure which
is higher than ambient air pressure; forward extending
shroud means comprising the main deck and side walls
extending forwardly from said hull over and above the
water level and forming a channel-shaped inlet to said
cavity, for entrapping water flung upwardly to form a seal
within the forward extending shroud means

thrust means supported within said inlet forward of the hull

beneath the shroud means and extending forwardly of
said sealing means for producing an underwater forward
thrust to said vehicle and simultaneously a rearward
thrust to water, which rearward thrusted water is urged
upward within said inlet under said forward extended
main deck of said hull, thereby forming a seal.

1. A ship adapted in particular for the transport of liquefied
gases at a low temperature, the ship comprising a hull struc-
ture in the interior of which is disposed at least one self-

supporting water-tight tank, each tank beir.g supported by and
maintained in the hull structure by a supporting surface com-
prising iNsectional cradle having planar sides all sloping up-
wardly and outwardly at an angle to the sides of the hull, a bed
of thermal insulation being provided all around the sides of the
tank, said tank defining a volume of revolution whose vertical
axis is approximately perpendicular to the flotation plane of
the ship and whose meridian is a curve without a sharp angle,
the lower portion of said tank resting on said supporting sur-
face of said sectional cradle, and means securing said tank to
the interior of said hull comprising points of attachment
around the tank in its median zone, the said points of attach-
ment permitting parallel and radial displacement of the tank
with respect to the vertical axis of the tank.

3,839,982

CARGO TANK VALVE SYSTEM
William Stephen Martin, Westerham, and Michael John Chap-

pell, Edenbridge, both of England, assignors to Wilson,
Walton International Limited, Surrey, England, by said
Michael J. Chappell

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,302
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 6, 1971,

41542/71

Int. CI. B63b 25108; F16k 17126
U.S. a. 114-74 R 6 Claims

1. A ship valve system for use in ships having a closed tank
for cargo and a conduit having one end in communication
with said tank, comprising:
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a casing structure providing two chambers which open to
the atmosphere in communication with the other end of
said conduit; a pair of non-return breather valves posi-
tioned within one chamber of said casing structure for
controlling communication between said one chamber
and said conduit, one of said breather valves opening to
admit air into said closed tank through said one chamber
when the pressure with said closed tank falls a predeter-
mined amount below atmospheric pressure, the other of
said breather valves opening when the pressure within
said closed tank rises a predetermined amount above
atmospheric pressure; and a non-return vacuum relief

valve positioned within the other of said chambers for
controlling communication between said conduit and said
other chamber, said vacuum relief valve opening auto-
matically when the pressure within the tank falls a prede-
termined amount below the ambient pressure in said

other chamber and having an effective valve aperture
sufficient to provide a total" area for the ingress of air into
the cargo tank at a velocity below 200 ft/sec. to maintain
the pressure within the tank substantially at atmospheric
pressure when the tank is being emptied at maximum
rate; and means positioned on said other chamber for

shutting off communication between said other chamber
and the atmosphere, to thereby render said vacuum relief

valve inoperative, without also cutting off communication
between said one chamber and the ambient atmosphere.

3,839.983
BILGE PUMP HAVING SNUBBING ACTION

Robert R. McAusland, 1108 38th Ave., East, Seattle, Wash.
98102

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,523
Int. CI. B63b 13100

U.S. CI. 114-183 A 6 Claims

^.3. ^.3 ^.r

I. A combined mooring line, snubber and pumping device
for the bilge of a boat utilizing wave motion upon the boat to
pump out the bilge of the boat, comprising:

a mooring line connected between the boat and a mooring
station with at least a portion of the mooring line incorpo-
rating a length of tubular, braided rope having a hollow
interior and which contracts in diameter on application of
tension thereto,

an open-ended, elongated, tubular section of elastic tubing
having a wail thickness relative to its diameter sufficient
to prevent collapse thereof during pumping action in-

serted in the hollow interior of the braided rope,
a flexible inlet check valve disposed in one of the open ends

of the elongated section of elastic tubing for connection
to an intake hose, and

a flexible outlet check valve in the other end of the elon-
gated section of elastic tubing for connection to a dis-

charge hose, the cross-sectional area of the elastic mate-
rial decreased by squeezing action of the braided rope
surrounding the elastic tubing on application of tension
thereto and, on release of tension, returning to substan-
tially its original cross-sectional area because of its elastic

memory, the alternate squeezing and release action due
to wave action upon a boat sucking water into the section

of elastic tubing on release of tension on the mooring line

and discharging the water held by the elastic tubing on
application of tension to the mooring line.

3,839,984
SAFE AND ARM MECHANISM FOR AN EMBEDMENT

ANCHOR PROPELLANT
John R. Hinves, Somerset, and David J. Pimentai, South Dart-

mouth, both of Mass., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,986
Int. CI. B63b 21128

U.S. CI. 114-206 A 5 Claims
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1. A safe and arm mechanism for igniting a propellant
charge in an embedment anchor which comprises:

a block having a first end and second end, said block
adapted to be demountably coupled to the embedment
anchor at said first end and having a longitudinal "Y"
opening at said first end, a lateral opening adjacent said
Y opening and away from said first end, and a pair of
generally parallel longitudinal openings adjacent said
lateral opening and away from said Y opening;

a pair of firing pins adjustably housed in said pair of gener-
ally parallel longitudinal openings in said block, said
firing pins being longitudinally movable in generally par-
allel longitudinal openings;

chamber means having a first end and a second end, said
first end of said chamber being adjustably coupled to said
block adjacent said second end of said block;

an out-of-line slider adjustably positioned in said lateral
opening in said block, said slider being selectively mov-
able relative to said longitudinal openings and said Y
opening to align said longitudinal openings, said firing
pins and said Y opening;

a pair of detonators housed in said out-of-line slider;

a safety pin connected to said out-of-line slider to keep said
pair of detonators in said out-of-line slider out of align-
ment with said pair of generally parallel longitudinal
openings in said block;

a piston housed in said chamber, said piston being in com-
munication with said pair of firing pins;

a solenoid valve means secured in said chamber proximate
said second end of said chamber for selectively exposing
said piston in said chamber to ambient hydrostatic cham-
ber;

means for actuating said solenoid valve means.
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3,839,985
DRAG REDUCTION TOWING SYSTEM

Eugene F. Modert, New London, Conn., assignor to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 415,889
Int. CI. B63b 21100

U.S. CI. 114-235 B 8 Claims

mg:
1. An assembly suitable for being towed in water compris-

a cylindrical body;

a hemispherical nose cone connected to said cylindrical
body;

a towing strongback connected to said cylindrical body and
extending aft of said cylindrical body;

a tail assembly connected to said towing strongback, said
tail assembly including a vertical fin and a horizontal fin

with each of said vertical fin and horizontal fin having an
area equal to 30 to 40 percent of the cross-sectional area
of said cylindrical body; and

a drop fin assembly connected to said cylindrical body, said
drop fin assembly including a drop fin having an area of
20 to 30 percent of the vertical lateral cross-sectional
area of said cylindrical body for orienting said cylindrical
body in water.

3,839,986
POWER TRIMMING AND TILTING SYSTEM

Martin H. Meyer. Libertyville. and Raymond D. Collis. Round
Lake, both of III., assignors to Outboard Marie Corporation,
Waukegan, III.

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,521
Int. CI. B63h 5112

U.S. CI. 115-41 HT 14 Claims

1. A marine propulsion device comprising a first member
adapted to be attached to a boat, a second member, means
including a tilt pin for connecting said second member to said
first member for vertical swinging movement of said second

member relative to said first member about the axis of said tilt

pin, a thrust element, means on said second member for en-
gaging said thrust element to transmit forward thrust from said
second member to said thrust element when said marine pro-
pulsion device is operating in forward drive, means for sup-
porting said thrust element for movement about the axis of
said tilt pin, hydraulic cylinder means including a cylinder
stationarily fixed relative to said first member and extending
in the fore and aft direction and a piston selectively movable
in said cylinder in the fore and aft direction, and means con-
necting said piston and said thrust element for displacement
of said thrust element in the fore and aft direction in response
to fore and aft displacement of said piston and including a
connection between said thrust element and said piston pro-
viding lost motion in the direction radially of said tilt axis.

3,839,987

CONFECTION ENROBING APPARATUS
Joost M. M. Bruschke, and Ronald E. Minor, both of Rich-
mond, Va., assignors to Eskimo Pie Corporation, Richmond,
Va.

Filed May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,205
Int. CI. B05c 5100

U.S. CI. 118-6 9 Claims

±

1. An apparatus for enrobing confections comprising means
for supporting a multiple arrangement of laterally spaced,
endless conveyor belts in a juxtaposed, diverging array with
one end of the belts forming a common entrance edge trans-
versely of said array and being more closely spaced than the
other end of the belts forming a common exit edge trans-
versely of said array,

means for continuously moving said conveyor belts between
said common entrance and said common exit edges,

feed means for conveying a plurality of unevenly spaced
confections from a supply source to a position closely
adjacent said diverging belt array entrance edge,

means for segregating a predetermined number of the un-
evenly spaced confections on said feed means in a seria-

tim, abutting relationship between the two ends of said
diverging belt array entrance edge,

means for transferring the segregated and abutting line of
confections from said feed means onto said diverging belt
array to extend transversely thereof,

an enrobing conveyor immediately adjacent the exit edge of
said diverging belt array having^ conveying surface and
means for continuously moving said surface away from
said diverging belt array,

and enrobing means supported above and below said enrob-
ing conveyor surface transversely thereof for bringing
enrobing material into contact with all surfaces of confec-
tions conveyed by said enrobing conveyor past said en-
robing means.
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3,839,988

APPARATUS FOR TREATING ARTICLES BY
IMMERSION IN DIP TANKS

Heinz Diierr, Stuttgart-Feuerbach, Germany, assignor to Otto

Durr, Zuffenhausen, Germany
Division of Ser. No. 56,415, July 20, 1970, Pat. No, 3,705,817.

This application Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,661
Claims priority, application Germany, June 24, 1970,

2031125; July 30, 1969, 1938589
Int. CI. B05c 31103, 5/00; B44d 1/14

U.S. CI. 118-7 13 Claims
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1. Apparatus for treating the surface of an elongated body,

such as a sheet metal vehicle body, comprising at least two

upright dip tanks arranged in a row behind each other and

each adapted to contain a treating liquid; guide rail means
arranged above said row of dip tanks; conveying and hoisting

means movable along said guide rail means for suspending the

body in substantially vertical position and for moving said

body in said vertical position and in a vertical direction suc-

cessively into each of said dip tanks to immerse the body over

the whole length thereof in the liquid contained in the respec-

tive tank and for withdrawing the body in said vertical direc-

tion out of the respective tank; and guide means for guiding

the body during its movement in said vertical direction in and
out of each tank, said guide means comprising a frame mount-
ing said body and connected to said conveying and hoisting

means, and stationary guide rails extending in vertical direc-

tion in each of said tanks and co-operating with said frame for

guiding the frame for movement in said vertical direction only.

3,839,989

EGG OILER
Otto C. Niederer, Titusville, Bear Tavern Rd., N.J. 08560

Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,692

Int.CLB05c//06

U.S. CI. 118-13 3 Claims
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1. Egg oiling equipment embodying a support for the

eggs to be oiled, a roller located above said support and

spaced therefrom, said roller being formed of a resiliently

compressible, porous, sponge-like material retentive of and

pervious to the passage of oil in its uncompressed condition,

said roller presenting a yieldable surface positioned to con-

tact the upper end portions of eggs on said support, means

for moving said support with rows of eggs thereon past said

roller with said end portions of the eggs impinging upon said

surface of the roller to an extent sufficient to compress the

roller material and thereby squeeze the retained oil out of the

roller and onto the impinging surfaces of the eggs, and means

for supplying oil to the sponge-like material on said roller

for transfer to the eggs contacted thereby.

3,839,990

APPARATUS FOR APPLYING AN INTERNAL COATING
TO A CATHODE RAY TUBE

Donald E. Nuehring, Chicago, III., assignor to Zenith Radio

Coi'^oration, Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 222,874, Feb. 2, 1972, Pat. No. 3,791,846.

This application Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 412,847

Int. CI. B05c 7/02

U.S. CI. 118-50 7 Claims

I. Apparatus for applying a coating to a wall of a cathode
ray tube envelope comprising a neck section and a funnel

section having an edge portion terminating in a sealing land,

said apparatus comprising:

means for supporting said envelope with substantially the

entire surface of said sealing land exposed;

means for directing a spray of coating material toward the

inside wall of said funnel section;

a deflector interposed between said spray means and the

edge portion of said funnel section for intercepting said

spray to shield said edge portion from said coating mate-
rial;

a member positioned adjacent the inside wall of said edge
portion and spaced therefrom to establish an orifice be-

tween said member and said inside wall of said edge
portion;

means for effecting relative rotation between said spray

means and said envelope supporting means to apply said

coating material uniformly upon that portion of said

funnel wall extending between said deflector and said

neck section;

and means for establishing a pressure differential between
the inside of said envelope and the outside thereof to

generate a flow of gas across said sealing land, through
said orifice and into said funnel to prevent deposit of said

coating material upon said sealing land.
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3,839,991
APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

HOMOGENEOUS AND PLANE PARALLEL EPITACTIC
GROWTH LAYERS OF SEMICONDUCTING

COMPOUNDS BY MELT EPITAXY
Gunter Winstel, and Peter Jochen, both of Munich, Ger-
many, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Munich,
Berlin

Division of Ser. No. 54,280, July 13, 1970, Pat. No. 3,762,943.
This application Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,515

Claims priority, application Germany, July 17, 1969.
1936443

Int. CI. B05c 3/18; HOll 7/56
U.S.CI. 118-62^ 4 Claims

of magnets circumferentially spaced from each other by suffi-

cient distances to form said brush in the shape of a plurality
of ridges of powdered magnetic material moistened with de-
veloping fiuid, each ridge facing the guide plate, extending
axially and having a peak contacting said guide plate, each
pair of adjacent peaks that contact the guide plate being
separated by a valley having a bottom extending away from
the guide plate by a substantial distance as compared to the
plate -to- cylindrical member distance, means for rotating the

1. Apparatus for preparing doped plane parallel epitactic
growth layers of semiconductive compounds which comprises
a cylindrical melt crucible for receiving the molten mass, said
crucible being located in a quartz furnace and being rotatable
therewith about a mutual transverse axis, said melt crucible
being in two parts, the first part of which being a thick walled
hollow body and the other part a threaded cooling finger,
means defining a space for receiving therein a substrate disc
between said hollow body and said cooling finger, and a bear-
ing surface for a substrate disc at the threaded part of the
cooling finger, said cooling finger having a thermal resistance
which increases toward the center, an induction coil outside
the furnace for heating the melting crucible, and means com-
municating with the interior of said furnace for introducing
into said furnace a protective gas atmosphere, the tubular
body and the threaded cooling finger of the melt crucible
being of graphite and being coated with a hard carbon layer.

cylindrical member and the magnet means at different relative
speeds, and means for introducing an exposed diazo type
photosensitive sheet in the gap between the cylindrical mem-
ber and the photosensitive sheet guide plate for conveying the
sheet along the guide plate at a lower speed than the speed of
said brush along the guide plate.

3 839 992
DIAZO TYPE PHOTOSENSITIVE SHEET DEVELOPING

DEVICE
Yasuhiro Takahashi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,437

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 13, 1971, 46-7885
Int. CI. G03q 13/00

U.S. CI. 118-637 9 Claims
1. A diazo type photosensitive sheet developing device

comprising a vessel for a developing agent including powdered
magnetic material moistened with developing fluid, a cylindri-
cal member mounted for rotation about its axis and partly
immersed in said vessel to contact the developing agent con-
tained therein, magnet means mounted for coaxial rotation
inside the cylindrical member for attracting developing agent
to form a brush of developing agent adhering magnetically to
the outer periphery of the cylindrical member, a photosensi-
tive sheet guide plate mounted along a segment of the outer
periphery of the cylindrical member and spaced apart there-
from to form a gap, said magnet means comprising a plurality

3,839,993
SEALS FOR BOILERS

Edgar M. Peterson, Fanwood, N.J., assignor to American Stan-
dard Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,809
Int. CI. F22b 23/04

U.S. CI. 122-225 6 Claims

OUTSIDE OF BOILER

GV

INSIDE OF BOILER

I. A boiler having two exteriorly arranged wall sections with
closely adjoining mating sides facing the flue gas produced
within the boiler and having a groove at the interface filled
with a gas impervious sealing means to prevent the leakage of
flue gas therethrough,

said sealing means comprising:
a fibrous flexible asbestos rope, and
a coating of a pliable silicone sealant of the type that is

resistant to deterioration at temperatures exceeding
SOCF. and which partially penetrates the outer surfaces
of the rope to at least fill and seal the voids and interstices
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at the periphery of the rope to provide a sealing means
which is impervious to the gases generated within the

boiler and resistant to destruction by said high flue gas

temperatures even where partial destruction of the seal-

ant occurs at the flue gas side of the boiler section.

3,839,995

PLANETATING PISTON ROTARY INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Robert H. Williams, Rte. 2, Bandera, Tex. 78003

Filed Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 343,971

Int. CI. F02b 53/00

U.S. CI. 123—8.41 4 Claims

3,839,994

STEAM GENERATOR
Don E. Johnson, Mesa, Ariz., assignor to Steamotive Inc.,

Tempe, Ariz.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 239,458, March 30, 1972,

abandoned. This application Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,634

Int. CI. F22b 27/OS

U.S. CL 122-250 R 16 Claims

/J 2i so 2j to >4 i4 J

ji li n

1. A Steam generator including a burner compartment and

an economizer compartment, said generator comprising in

combination:

a. a water pump for pumping water into said economizer

compartment and receiving water from said economizer

compartment;
b. first transporting means for conveying the pumped water

through said economizer compartment adjacent a central

cavity within said burner compartment;

c. a burner disposed within said burner compartment for

generating burning gases;

d. guiding means for directing said burning gases toward

said central cavity;

e. a tone generator energized by said burning gases for

establishing pressure waves within said burner compart-

ment and said economizer compartment;

f. second transporting means for conveying the water from

adjacent said central cavity toward said burner, whereby

the water is heated by said burning gases and converted

to steam;

g. motive means responsive to the steam for producing

work;

h. channeling means for collecting the exhaust steam from

said motive means and conveying the steam to said econ-

omizer compartment;

i. enveloping means surrounding said first transporting

means for conveying the steam concentric with the water

within said economizer compartment;

j. pipe means for returning the steam and water from said

enveloping means to said pump; and

k. air intake means for introducing air to a central cavity

within said economizer compartment and transporting

the air through said economizer compartment to said

burner compartment, whereby the water and air are

preheated prior to entering said burner compartment.

^ B

1. A planetating-piston rotary internal combustion engine

comprising:

a stator having a bore and end walls normal to said bore to

form a cylindrical chamber;

a cylindrical annular piston means smaller in diameter than,

coextensive in length to, and fitting within said chamber;

bearings on said end walls co-axial with said bore;

a shaft rotatabie in said bearings;

a cylindrical eccentric rotatively fitting within said piston

means and eccentrically fixed on said shaft to produce a

continuous sealing engagement between said piston

means and said bore;

plunger plate means co-extensive in length with said piston

means and making a fluid tight mechanical connection at

its inner edge with said piston means and slideablc rela-

tive to said stator to make a fluid tight fit therewith and

to prevent rotation of said piston means with said eccen-

tric and to divide the free space within said chamber, as

said shaft rotates, into two subchambers, one of which

increases in volume and the other of which diminishes in

volume during each revolution of said shaft,

said eccentric being at dead center with respect to and

extending towards said plunger plate means at the conclu-

sion of each engine cycle, from which point the continued

rotation of said eccentric in the direction said piston is

planetating, starts to generate the subchambcr of the

following engine cycle opposite an adjacent area of said

bore by the external cylindrical surface of the piston

progressing circumferentially in close proximity with the

internal surface of said stator bore area,

a combustion pocket formed radially outwardly in said

stator from said area of said surface of said bore;

means functioning in timed relation with the rotation of said

shaft for delivering a compressed combustible fuel mix-

ture charge into said pocket at the initiation of an engine

cycle and then immediately closing the connection be-

tween said means and said pocket;

means functioning in timed relation with the rotation of said

shaft for igniting said charge after the closing of the con-
nection between said pocket and said fuel charge delivery

means;

seal means embedded in one of said surfaces adjacent said

combustion pocket and on the opposite side thereof from
said plunger plate means, said seal means being spring

biased radially from said surface into sealing relation with

the other of said surfaces to close the gap between said

surfaces and close said pocket to confine said fuel charge
as early as while said eccentric is at dead center, thereby

extending the time allowable for the charge delivering

means to deliver said charge to said pocket and then close

the connection between said pocket and said delivery

means before said charge is ignited; and
port means for exhausting from said subchamber as the
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latter is declining in volume, the gases of combustion
produced in said subchamber while the same was increas-
ing in volume.

3,839,996
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE WITH CLOSED

CRANKCASE AND INTAKE VALVE COVER OPERATING
UNDER VACUUM

Richard L. DeBiasse, Madison, N.J., assignor to Automotive
Engineering Research, Inc., Madison, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 63,743, Aug. 14, 1970. This
applicaUon May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,101

Int. CI. F02m 25/06
U.S.CL 123-119 B 7 Claims
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1. In an internal combustion engine having a combustion
chamber with a piston reciprocally movable therein, a crank-
case chamber, and an engine intake system connected to said
combustion chamber and including an air intake control ele-

ment therein, the improvement of apparatus comprising
means sealing the crankcase chamber substantially completely
against communication with the atmosphere so that it will

hold a vacuum, means providing substanfially unrestricted
communication from the crankcase chamber to the engine
intake system at a location in the intake system downstream
from the air intake control element, relative to the direction
of now of air through the intake system, substantially to bal-
ance the pressures in the intake system and the crankcase at

a level approximating engine intake vacuum, and piston ring
means for sealing the circumference of the piston with the wall
of the combustion chamber and restricting blowby from the
combustion chamber to the crankcase to an amount less than
the capacity of the said means for maintaining communication
to maintain a substantial balance between the crankcase and
intake system absolute pressures.

3,839,997
FUEL FEED DEVICES FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINES
Francois Paul Mennesson, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France, assignor

to Societe Industrielie de Brevets Et D'Etudes S.I.B.E., Neuil-
ly-sur-Seine, France

Filed July 11, 1972, Ser. No. 270,806
Claims priority, application France, July 21, 1971,

71.26772 11

"int. CI. F02m 51/00
U.S. CI. 123-32 EA 16 Claims

I. The combination for feeding fuel to an internal combus-
tion engine comprising:

A. an intake pipe for the internal combustion engine;

B. an operator-actuated main throttle member positioned in

the intake pipe;

C. a source of fuel under pressure;

D. delivery conduit means connected to said source of fuel

for delivering same to said intake pipe at a point down-
stream of said main throttle member;

E. an injection valve controlling the delivery of fuel to said

intake pipe via said delivery conduit means;
F. electromagnetic means for actuating said injection valve;

and

G. metering and control means to supply a control signal to

said electromagnetic means comprising:

a. an auxiliary throttle member positioned in said intake

pipe,

b. throttling means operatively connected with said auxil-

iary throttle member to control the degree of opening
of the latter responsive to air flow in said intake pipe.

c. a continuously driven rotary member,
d. electronic means for generating said control signal

during a fraction of each revolution of said rotary

member representative of said degree of opening of
said auxiliary throttle member and a trigger signal

generated during each revolution of the rotary mem-
ber, said electronic means comprising:

i. means for generating first and second saw-tooth
signals with the second saw-tooth signal being trig-

frtC

A ^

gered by said trigger signal and characterized by a
steeper slope than that of said first saw-tooth signal,

ii. the period T of said first saw-tooth signal being
substantially equal to the duration of a revolution of
said rotary member,

iii. one of said saw-tooth signals having a slope variable
responsive to the degree of opening of said auxiliary
throttle member and the other of said saw-tooth
signals having a substantially constant slope,

iv. comparator means to compare said saw-tooth sig-

nals and to restart said first saw-tooth signal respon-
sive to the amplitudes of the saw-tooth signals being
equal and to generate said control signal of a time
duration equal to the interval between said trigger

signal and restarting of said first saw-tooth' signal,

and

v. means to apply said control signal to said electro-
magnetic means to actuate same and hence allow
fuel to be delivered through said injection valve into
said intake pipe for the duration of said control
signal.

3,839,998
FUEL INJECTION APPARATUS FOR INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINES
Brian Colin Pagdin, Sutton Coldfield, England, assignor to

GKN Transmissions Limited, Birmingham, England
Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,680

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 3, 1972,
9943/72

Int. CI. F02n / 7/00- F02b 5/00
U.S. CI. 123-32 SW 5 claims

I. In fuel injection apparatus for an internal combustion
engine comprising a body having an air inlet duct, an adjust-
able throttle valve means controlling the flow of air through
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said duct to the engine, fuel inlet means, and fuel outlet means
for connection to one or more injectors, pump means for

establishing flow of fuel from said inlet means to said outlet

means and for establishing injecting pressure for delivery of

fuel from said injector or injectors, metering means for deliv-

ering a measured quantity of fuel to said outlet means in each

cycle of operation of the engine, drive means for driving said

metering means in timed relation with the engine, sensing

means controlling operation of the metering means for sensing

parameters selected to provide a proper air-to-fuel ratio for a

range of engine loads and external conditions of operation,

and carburettor means including a carburettor air inlet pas-

sageway of smaller cross-sectional area than that of said air

inlet duct, and communicating with the latter at a position

downstream of said throttle valve means, a fuel jet element

communicating at its inlet end with said fuel inlet means and

having a delivery end mounted in fuel delivery relation with

said carburettor air inlet passageway to deliver fuel thereto in

response to depression of pressure in said air inlet duct below
atmospheric pressure during starting of the engine, the im-

provement comprising:

a. air cut-off valve means movable between open and closed
positions for establishing and cutting off air flow through

said carburettor air inlet passageway.

b. fuel cut-off valve means movable between open and
closed positions to provide for delivery and cut-off of fuel

from said delivery end of said fuel jet element,

c. fluid pressure actuated operating means for said air cut-

off valve means and said fuel cut-off valve means and
connected by fuel duct means with an outlet of said pump
means to close said cut-off valve means in response to the

attainment of fuel injection pressure.

3,839,999

GUN WITH SAFETY MEMBER MOUNTED THEREIN
Donald A. Fleming; Lee F. Garmon, Jr., and Melvin L. Simp-

son, all of Rogers, Ark., assignors to Victor Comptometer
Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed May 26, 1971, Ser. No. 146,880
Int. CI. F41b n/OO; F41c 17/02

U.S. CI. 124-14 9 Claims
1. A gun comprising:

housing means enclosing the gun mechanism, projectile

firing means in said housing means movable between a

cocked position and a firing position, cocking means
operable to move the firing means to the cocked position,

trigger means releasably associated with the firing means
in the cocked position and operable to release the projec-

tile firing means for movement to the firing position,

a guideway within said housing means between said cocking

means and said trigger means.

a safety slot in said housing means, said safety slot being

spaced laterally opposite from said guideway in a direc-

tion away from the longitudinal axis of the gun, and
a safety member being resiliently deflectable at least in part

and mounted in said slot and extending into said guide-

way between said cocking means and said trigger means
and being frictionally slidably retained in said slot and on

said guideway only by resilient deflection and frictional

engagement with said housing means and movable be-

tween a blocking position in engagement with said trigger

means preventing operation of said trigger means and
release of the projectile firing means and a release posi-

tion permitting operation of said trigger means causing

the gun to be fired.

3,840,000

DEVICE FOR HOLDING STONES DURING CUTTING
Everett P. Bible, 1916 Freedom Blvd., Freedom, Calif. 95019

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,112
Int. CI. B28d 7/04

U.S. CI. 125-35 6 Claims

1. For use with a cutting saw or the like, a device for holding
generally spherical objects for cutting, said device comprising
a relatively rigid, generally vertical back plate with a slot

formed therein for the passage of a cutting blade, a pair of

spaced, oppositely disposed support arms attached to and
extending outwardly from said back plate on opposite sides of
said slot such that the space between said support arms is

coextensive with said slot, said support arms extending codi-

rectionally and being perpendicular to said back plate, and
including oppositely inclined surfaces which cradle the object

to be cut, and means connected to said back plate for holding

the object to be cut against said inclined surfaces, the holding
means comprising an element pivotally connected to said back
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plate and means acting on the element for biasing same to-
ward the support arms, said element being bifurcated to define
a pair of hold-down fingers adapted to engage the upper re-
gions of the object to be cut while bracketing a cutting blade,
the fingers both being arranged adjacent the cutting blade and
defining a space between the fingers substantially in alignment
with said slot, each of the fingers being arranged opposite a
respective one of the support arms.
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3,840,001
AIR HUMIDIFYING APPARATUS

Dale S. Ernest, 4848 Chevy Chase Dr., Chevy Chase, Md.
20015

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,538
Int. CI. F24f 3/14

U.S.a. I26-1U 6 Claims

1. An air humidifying apparatus for introducing moisture
into the flow of air from a forced warm air furnace, said air
flow being produced by an electrically operated blower associ-
ated with said furnace, the apparatus including:

a source of voltage;

a humidifier electrically interconnected with a blower con-
trol switch across said source;

a delayed opening relay energizing means connected in
series with said switch across the source;

contact means operatively related to the relay energizing
means and electrically interconnected with said blower across
the source, whereby on closure of said switch the humidifier
is actuated to introduce moisture into the air flow and the
relay energizing means is supplied voltage from said source to
actuate the contact means to thereby start the blower, and on
opening of the switch the humidifier is shut off and, after a
delay determined by said relay energizing means, the contact
means is returned to its initial state to stop the blower.

3,840,002
METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR SUBMERGED

COMBUSTION (WITH AIR POLLUTION CONTROL)
Clarence J. Douglas; Walter L. Young, and Jack H. Phillips, all

of Tulsa, Okla.

Division of Ser. No. 253,541, May 15, 1972. This application
Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,748

Int. CI. F23c 5/00
U.S. CI. 126-360 A lo Claims

1. A method of concentrating heat sensitive liquids compris-
ing the steps of

a. establishing and maintaining a liquid body to be concen-
trated in two adjacent vessels having both an upper con-
duit communicating therebetween, same both considera-
bly above and slightly below the common, maintained
liquid level in said vessels, and a lower, large volume
conduit interconnecting said vessels below the common
liquid level therebetween;

b. burning a combustible mixture of fuel and air in a com-
bustion chamber positioned substantially entirely below
the surface of a first portion of the liquid body being
concentrated in a first one of said vessels, the combustion
chamber being in direct contact with said liquid body first

portion;

c. discharging the products of combustion from the lower
portion of the combustion chamber at a plurality of loca-
tions in said liquid body first portion;

d. then passing said products of combustion from said com-
bustion chamber in indirect heat exchange with said
liquid body first portion and below the surface thereof
through and within a plurality of tubes which first rise in

said body first portion substantially above said discharge
locations at least substantially to the top of the combus-
tion chamber and thereafter descend in said body first

portion at least substantially to the level of said locations;

e. passing said products of combustion into said liquid
body first portion at a level substantially below the liquid
body first portion surface and at a plurality of points in

said liquid body first portion substantially spaced away
from said conbustion chamber for direct contact with said
liquid body first portion;

f circulating liquid from said first vessel to the other via the
upper conduit and from the second to the first vessel via
the lower conduit, whereby to cool the combustion cham-
ber and tubes discharging combustion gases therefrom by
circulating liquid in contact therewith;

g. discharging gaseous products of combustion and vapors
overhead from the second vessel, and

h. removing concentrated liquid from one of said two ves-
sels below the liquid level maintained therein.

3,840,003
FORCEPS ASSEMBLY FOR REMOVING CELLULAR

TISSUE FROM THE BODY CAVITIES
Osamu Komiya, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Olympic Optical

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,467

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 24, 1971, 46-
110082

Int. CI. A61b W/00
U.S. CI. 128-2 B 6 Claims

t6 24 «e 1

1

1. A forceps assembly attached to one end of a fiexiblc tube
with a wire running therethrough for removing cellular tissue
from body cavities, comprising:
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a forceps holder attached to the end of said flexible tube;

a pair of scissors held by said forceps holder, having a pair

of cutting blades which are opened and closed respec-

tively by push and pull of said wire, said blades having

respective inner surfaces cooperating to serve as said

scissors, and respective outer surfaces; and
means for clamping severed cellular tissue including at least

one clamp member protruding from the back of one of

said blades, said clamp member being cantilevered and
extending in a direction toward the other of said blades

and adjacent the outer surface of said other blade and
cooperating with the outer surface of said other blade so

as to clamp a piece of cellular tissue cut by said pair of
scissors between said cantilevered clamp member and the

outer surface of said other blade.

3,840,004

OTOSCOPE WITH DISPOSABLE SPECULUM
Helmut A. Heine, Herrsching/Obb. Germany, assignor to Op-

totechnik Heine KG, Herrsching/Obb, Germany and Prop-

per Manufacturing Company, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,037

Int. CI. A6Ib 1122

U.S. CI. 128-9 6 Claims

1. An otoscope suitable for pneumatic examination of an
orifice comprising a handle, a head on said handle, joined

air-tightly to said handle and a disposable, essentially frusto-

conical speculum, one of said head and the larger end of said

speculum having an annular rib thereon and the other of said

head and the larger end of said speculum having an annular
groove therein, said groove and rib being so disposed and and
shaped and said speculum being sufficiently flexible that said

speculum can be joined to and separated from said head with

said rib and groove forming an essentially gas-tight join using

only manually applied force.

3,840,005

DUAL CONTRACEPTIVE DEVICE
John W. Walker, 558 Medlock Rd., Decatur, Ga. 30030

Filed Nov. 12, 1970, Ser. No. 88,559

Int. CI. A61f 5/46

U.S.CL 128-130 5 Claims

1. In a contraception device to be installed inside the uterus:

a. a flexible elongated member of a size and shape to fit inside

the uterus and which elongated member is bendable into a

pre-selected shape prior to installation in the uterus,

b. a plurality of projecting members at differeint locations

on said elongated member for contacting the inside of
said uterus at different locations,

and a flexible, filament-like member such as a short

suture, attached at one end to said elongated member and
the other end being for attachment to the cervix by fas-

tening through the tissue thereof including suturing

thereto.

3,840,006

RESPIRATOR
Keith E. Buck, Alamo; Sotiris Kitrilakis, and Thomas C.

Robinson, both of Berkeley, all of Calif., assignors to The
United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Washing-
ton, D.C.

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,673
Int. CL A61m 16100

U.S. CI. 128-145.8 15 Claims

I. A respirator comprising a displacement chamber having

a wall movable toward and way from a predetermined loca-

tion, means urging said wall toward said location, a patient's

airway in communication with said chamber, means for sup-

plying said chamber with gas at a pressure to urge said wall

away from said location, means for detecting the position of
said wall relative to said location and for producing a signal

proportional thereto, means for controlling flow of gas from
said supplying means to said chamber, and means responsive

to said detecting means signal for actuating said controlling

means.

3,840,007

SYRINGE HOLDER
Robert F. Fish, 3351 Oak Dr., Vpsilanti, Mich. 48197

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,164
Int. CI. A61m 5100, 5122

U.S. CL 128-215 1 Claim

*4^

1. Holder means for standard type syringe assemblies for the

purpose of administering hypodermically fluid medication, or
the like, said syringe assemblies each being of the type that has
a barrel with a circular enlargement on one end and a tip on
the other end on which a needle may be mounted and a

plunger slidably received in the barrel for movement from an
extended position with the barrel filled with fluid to an ejec-

tion position toward the tip end of the barrel for forcing the

fluid through the needle, said holder means comprising, in

combination:
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one of a plurality of adaptors of different sizes for enclosing
respectively different sizes of said standard syringe assem-
blies with the plunger portion of a syringe assembly in its

extended position exposed at one end of the adaptor and
the needle protruding from the other end of the adaptor,
said other end of the adaptor forming an annular, depth
determining surface for said needle;

said adaptor having a recess at said one end thereof for
receiving the circular enlargement of the barrel of a
syringe assembly, and connection means at said one end
thereof formed by inwardly opening annular groove
means adjacent said recess and means providing access to
said groove means; and

an elongated, rigid tubular telescoping handle portion hav-
mg complementary connection means on one end formed
by radially outwardly extending flange means engaged
within said groove means through said access means of
said adaptor to removably clamp the circular enlarge-
ment of the barrel of a syringe assembly in recess by
relative rotation of said handle and said adaptor, while
also securing said handle portion to said adaptor, said one
end of the rigid handle being hollow and into which the
plunger of said syringe assembly may protrude when in
said extended position, the handle having a hand grasp-
able portion on the opposite end thereof and telescoping
means within the handle for movement against said
plunger to move said plunger relative to said barrel to
force the medicant through the needle for injection pur-
poses while said depth determining surface portion abuts
the skin of a patient to be injected.

3,840,008
SAFETY HYPODERMIC NEEDLE

Douglas G. Noiles, New Canaan, Conn., assignor to United
States Surgical Corporation, Baltimore, Md.

Filed Apr. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 245,244
Int. CI. A61m 5132, 25/00

U.S. CI. 128-221 ,7 Claims

1. An apparatus for associating with a syringe and for safely
administering a hypodermic injection to a patient, the appara-
tus comprising: an elongated hollow delivery tube having a
substantially uniform diameter over a major portion of its

length and being substantially rigid; a blunt nose at one end of
said delivery tube; at least one opening in said delivery tube
for delivering the injection to a patient; mounting means at the
end of the delivery tube remote from said blunt nose for
associating with a syringe; a sharp pointed piercing member
slidably mounted on said elongated delivery tube in a substan-
tially frictionless manner; substantially rigid control means for
maintaining said piercing member over said blunt nose while
said sharp pointed piercing member is inserted into the tissue
of a patient and while a force is applied thereto by the opera-
tor administering the hypodermic injection; and means for
disabling said substantially rigid control means upon removal
of said force for allowing said piercing member to slide along
the length of said delivery tube in the direction of said mount-
ing means after said sharp pointed piercing member has been
inserted in said tissue.

3,840,009
SELF-POWERED VAPOR PRESSURE DELIVERY DEVICE
Alan S. Michaels, Atherton; Richard G. Buckles, Menio Park,
and Su II Yum, Mountain View, all of Calif., assignors to
ALZA Corporation, Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,140
Int. CI. A61m J//00

U.S. CL 128-260 ,2 claims

/e ^/S

1. A self-powered dispenser for administering an active
agent internally to a mammal consisting essentially of:

a. a hollow casing whose inner surface defines an active
agent impermeable chamber and whose outer surface
defines the exterior of the dispenser;

b. an outlet in said casing communicating from said cham-
ber to said exterior of the dispenser;

c. a bladder positioned within said chamber the inner sur-
face of said bladder defining a sealed inner chamber, the
active agent being contained in said chamber externally
of said bladder and in contact with the outer surface of
said bladder, said bladder being formed of a flexible
material and being expandable in response to a pressure
increase within the inner chamber from an initial state in

which the volume defined by the outer surface of the
bladder is less than the volume of said chamber to an
expanded state in which the outer surface of the bladder
conforms approximately to the shape of said chamber and
the volume defined thereby is approximately the volume
of said chamber;

d. a self-actuated active agent flow resisting means within
said outlet for metering the discharge of agent from said
chamber at a substantially constant rate; and

e. a liquified gas propellant having a vapor pressure greater
than one atmosphere at the physiological temperature of
the mammal contained within said inner chamber;

whereby when said dispenser is placed internally of the
mammal said propellant vaporizes in response to said
physiological temperature causing said bladder to expand
continuously from said initial state to said expanded state
and thereby concurrently and continuously displace ac-
tive agent from said chamber via said outlet and said
means in vivo at a controlled rate.

3,840.010

SUPPOSITORY
Frank A. Giglio, 80 Interstate 10 North, Beaumont. Tex
77701

Continuation of Ser. No. 35,999, May II, 1970. abandoned.
This application Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 292,179

Int. CI. A61f 15/00
U.S. CI. 128-271 ,0 Claims

1. A suppository comprising:

a shaft;

a bulbous head secured to one end of the shaft and having
a maximum diameter substantially greater than that of the
shaft; and
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a conical tail secured to the other end of the shaft and
having a maximum diameter substantially greater than

that of the head.

said suppository further characterized by a pressure reliev-

ing passageway comprising a groove formed along one
side of the suppository and extending the entire length

thereof.

3,840,011

ADJUSTABLE SYRINGE DOSE AID
Floyd Andrew Wright, 11 Sorentrue Ave., Charleston. S.C.
29405

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,646
Int. CI. A61m 5100; A61j 5100; A61m 5122

U.S. CI. 128-272 21 Claims

1. An instrument for transferring specified amounts of fluids

from a container to a syringe without dependency on eyesight

comprising;

a. a frame upon which said syringe may rest; and

b. extraction preparation means slidably attached to said

frame to transfer said fluids from said container to said

syringe; and

c. stop means secured to said frame to prevent more than

a pre-determined amount of said fluids to be transferred

from said container to said syringe;

d. container holding means slidably attached to said frame

and rigidly attached to said extraction preparation means
and capable of holding said container;

e. said frame further comprising side guides transversely

slidably mounted on said frame, slidably adjustable for

holding syringes of different diameters on said frame;

whereby said instrument is adjustable for syringes of varying

lengths and capable of use by persons with differing qual-

ity of eyesight, including blind persons.

3,840,012

MILK COLLECTOR AND SHIELD FOR NURSING
WOMEN

Robert C. Rushton, Jr., 535 Michell St., Ridley Park, Pa.

19078

Filed Oct. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 407,103
Int. CI. A61m '.106

U.S. CI. 128-280 3 Claims

1. A two-piece, cleanable, re-usable milk collector for nurs-

ing women comprising:

a. A substantially round base having

i. An upstanding circumferential lip;

ii. An interior portion sloping upwardly and inwardly

from said lip and terminating to form an opening sub-

stantially in the middle of the base;

iii. An upstanding collar surrounding said opening;

. A substantially round, convex cover having a lower cir-

cumferential lip;

c. Said base and cover being connected by friction engage-

ment of the said circumferential lips to provide an interior

milk storage compartment whereby the device receives

milk through the collar and stores and same in said com-
partment and whereby the milk can be removed from said

compartment and the device disconnected for a thor-

ough, sanitary cleaning after each use.

3,840,013
DISPOSABLE DIAPER WITH IMPROVED ADHESIVE

CLOSURE SYSTEM
Frederick K. Mesek, Downers Grove, and Virginia L. Repke,

Oak Forest, both of III., assignors to Johnson & Johnson,
New Brunswick, N.J.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 293,753
Int. CL A61f 13116

U.S. CI. 128-287 16 Claims

26

36
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1. A multi-layer diaper comprising: a lofty and foraminous
fibrous facing layer at one side of the diaper adapted to be
brought into engagement with an infant's skin, said layer being

porous to permit liquid to pass therethrough, said layer includ-

ing a minimum of about 2 percent of textile length fibers, said

facing layer having a weight of from about % oz./yd.^ to about
5 oz./yd.^ and a density of from about 0.05 to about 0.15

gm/cc, the fibers of said facing layer being arranged into fiber

groups surrounding less dense portions of the facing layer; a

water-impervious backing layer at the opposite side of said

diaper from said facing layer; means securing said layers in

assembled relationship to provide top and bottom edges
adapted to be positioned around the waist of the infant and
side edges adapted to encircle the thighs of the infant; means
for securing said diaper in place around the infant, said means
being defined solely by first and second outwardly facing

adhesive areas on said fibrous facing layer, said adhesive areas

each being provided by one of the tacky faces of a strip of

double faced tape, the other of the tacky faces of said strips

of double faced tape being adhered to said fibrous facing

layer, whereby when said diaper is placed on an infant said

adhesive areas may be placed in overlapping relationship with

a corner of the backing layer for direct adhesion thereto to

provide a closure that is within the confines of the diaper.
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3,840,014
RETRACtOR FOR HIP JOINT SURGERY

Robin Sydney Mackwood Ling, Teignmouth, and Alan John
Clive Lee, Exeter, both of England, assignors to National

Research Development Corporation, London, England
Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,159

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 24, 1971,
44709/71; Mar. 8, 1972, 10796/72

Int. CI. A61b 17102

U.S. CI. 128-303 R 7 Claims

1. A surgical apparatus for separation of the femur and
acetabulum comprising a pair of elongated members pivotally

connected to one another so that one pair of ends thereof can
be opened and separated with respect to one another, a pin

adapted for piercing the acetabulum attached to and extend-
ing from one end of one of said elongated members in a direc-

tion transverse to that of said movement and to the longitudi-

nal direction of the member from which it extends, and a hook
adapted for embracing the femoral bone connected to and
extending from the companion end of the other elongated
member in the same direction as said pin, said hook having a

bight which opens away from said pin, and means cooperating
with said elongated members for holding said ends having said

pin and hook separated.

3,840,015
PHOTOLUMINESCENT SURGICAL DEVICE

Dean L. Gain, 342 W. Berridge, Phoenix, Ariz. 85013
Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,806

Int. CL A61b lliOO
U.S. CI. 128-303 3 Claims

1. A new article of manufacture comprising a surgical de-

vice of the type conventionally employed in the manipulative

steps of a surgical procedure, said device carrying thereon a

substantially non-toxic photoluminescent substance, whereby
said photoluminescent substance emits light when excited to

improve the visibility of said procedure to surgical personnel

using said device in the performance of said procedure.

927 O.G.—IS

3,840,016
ELECTROCOAGULATION-BOUGIE FOR THE

INTRAUTERINE TUBE STERILIZATION
Hans-Joachim Lindemann, Kleiner Schaferkamp 43, 2000
Hamburg 6, Germany

Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 339,015
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 10, 1973,

7305041

Int. CI. A61n ilOO; A61b 17136
U.S. CI. 128-303.17 2 Claims

1. An electro-coagulation bougie for intra-utcrine tube
sterilization, comprising a hysteroscope having a tubular shaft,

an electrically conductive probe part extending from one end
of said hysteroscope for providing Joulean heat radiation, two
spaced apart insulating layers on said probe with the surface
of said probe therebetween free of insulation whereby said

Joulean heat is localized away from the end of said probe, and
connecting means for making an electrical connection to said

probe through said hysteroscope whereby said Joulean heat
can be generated by a voltage potential difference between
said probe and a portion of tissue.

3,840,017

SURGICAL INSTRUMENT
Alfonso Monroy Violante, c/o Insurgentes Sur No. 1216, 6th

Floor, Mexico City, Mexico

Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283,036
Claims priority, application Mexico, Oct. 29, 1971, 131123;

Feb. 14, 1972, 133270

Int. CI. A61b 17106

U.S. CI. 128-340 5 Claims

1. A surgical stitching instrument comprising a tubular
body; a thread spool mounted at one end of the tubular body;
a hollow surgical needle mounted at the other end of the
tubular body; an arcuate recess of a size and shape for the
reception of the ball of an operator's thumb positioned in the
tubular body adjacent the hollow surgical needle; a first pas-
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sage way for the passage of thread from said spool into the

arcuate recess; a second passage way at the opposite end of

the arcuate recess for the passage of thread, bridging said

recess, into the lumen of the hollow needle mounted on the

tubular body; whereby the operator's thumb has positive

thread feeding and thread immobilizing contact with the

thread in the zone of the arcuate recess.

3,840,018
CLAMP FOR OCCLUDING TUBULAR CONDUITS IN THE

HUMAN BODY
Milton D. Heifetz, 704 N. Bedford Dr., Bevertv Hills. Calif.

90210
Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328.444

Int. CI. A61b nm, 17/12

U.S. CI. 128—346 17 Claims

surface of the body; a header for said heat carrier; manifolds

for delivering said heat carrier to the treated surface of the

body, said manifolds being connected with said header, com-
municating with it and located at a distance from one another;

each of said manifolds having a specially-shaped surface

which faces the treated surface of the body so that the combi-
nation of these surfaces of all said manifolds forms a surface

closely conforming to the contour of the treated body surface.

1. A clamp for occluding the lumen of a tubular conduit in

the human body, such as an artery, a vein, or an intestine,

comprising: a clamp body; grip means mounted to the clamp
body; and a flexible band having an axis of length and of

width, said band being attached to th body at a first point

along its axis of length, and being gripped by the grip means
at a second point along its axis of length which is spaced from
the first point, so as to form a loop that bounds an opening to

receive the tubular conduit, said opening having an axis,

around which at least 270° of the peripheral boundary of the

opening is formed by the flexible band, said grip means having

combined therewith drive means for moving the band through
the aperture, said combined grip and drive means comprising
a rotatable worm screw bearing a worm thread which is en-

gageable with the band, rotation of the worm driving the band
through the aperture, the pitch of the worm thread being such
as to prevent rotation of the worm screw as the consequence
of a lengthwise pull on the band, said clamp body further

including a means for receiving and storing an excess portion

of said part of the band spaced from said second point in an
area removed from said human tubular conduit, comprising a

chamber adjacent said gripping means, said chamber having
two walls defining a tangential entrance aperture and a contig-

uous wall portion for forming said excess band portion into a

tubular encapsulated curled loop portion.

3,840,019
DEVICE FOR THERMAL TREATMENT OF ORGANISM
Oleg Alexandrovich Smirnov, ulitsa Veshnvakovskaya, 6, kor-

pus 2. kv. 32. Moscow; Vyacheslav Ivanovich Zubkov, Novy
proezd, 6 a. kv. 14, Zhukovsky; Igor Georgievich Mes-
cherinov, ulitsa Kosinskaya, 28, korpus 1, kv. 51, Moscow;
Viktor Petrovich Danilov, Samarkandsky bulvar, 13, korpus
3, kv. 79, Moscow, and Iser Moiseevich Gvantmakher,
Samarkandsky bulvar, 34, korpus 3, kv. 25, Moscow, all of

U.S.S.R.

Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,389
Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., Aug. 8, 1972,

1818535

Int. CL A61f 7/00

U.S. CI. 128-400 4 Claims
1. A device for thermal treatment of a human organism

comprising: a heat carrier exchanging heat with the treated

said manifold having a variable section which is largest at the

heat carrier inlet and diminishes in the direction of heat car-

rier flow; said specially-shaped surface of each of said mani-
folds which faces the treated surface of the body having a

plurality of holes uniformily disposed therein said holes having
nozzles disposed therein which are adapted for uniform out-

flow of said heat carrier; and said heat carrier flowing from
said header through said manifolds and said nozzles and trans-

ferring heat to said treated surface of the body.

3,840,020
ELECTRIC FIELD PROPAGATING GRID FOR INDUCING
BE>(EF1CIAL PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS IN ANIMALS
Lawrence B. Smith. Leesburg. Va., assignor to Bioelectric

Systems, Inc., Leesburg, Va.

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 328,899
Int. CI. A61n 1112

U.S. CL 128-404 7 Claims

^
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1. A portable wire grid capable of sustaining an electrical

field for creating beneficial physiological effects in animals,

comprising in combination:

a. a front end pole;

b. a rear end pole;

c. a continuous conductive wire arranged in a regular geo-
metrical pattern including a plurality of parallel rows and
loosely suspended between said poles so that said poles
and wire may be rolled up when not in use;

d. means for suspending said grid over the area of intended
use; and

e. means for applying an electrical potential to said wire.

3,840,021

CORSELET OR THE LIKE
Henry M. Herbener, 803 N. Dawson St., P.O. Box 1477,

Thomasville, Ga. 31792
Filed Mar. 13, 1974, Ser. No. 450,808

Int. CL A41c 1100
U.S. CI. 128-533 13 Claims

1. A control unit for foundation garments comprising at

least one vertically elongated oval abdominal control loop
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which is highly resilient and adapted to exert controlling ten-
sion against the abdomen, and a stiff vertically extending rib
attached intermediate its ends to the top only of the control
loop and extending substantially above and below the top of

3,840,023
FLAVORED TOBACCO COMPOSITION

Edouard P. Demole, Geneva, Switzerland, assignor to Fir-
menich S.A., Geneva, Switzerland

Filed Jan. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 219,136
Int. CI. A24b 15104

U.S. a. 131-17 4 Claims
1. A process for improving, enhancing, or modifying the

organoleptic properties of a tobacco product, which com-
prises adding thereto about 1 to about 1000 parts per million
based on the weight of tobacco of a compound selected from
the group consisting of:

a. 3,5,5-trimethyl-cyclohex-2-en-4-ol-l-one

3,5,5-trimethyl-2,3-epoxy-cyclohexane-l,4-dione

2,6,6-trimethyl-cyclohex-2-en-4-ol- 1 -one

4,4,6-trimethyl-cyclohexa-2,5-dien-2-ol-l-one

3,5,5-trimethyl-cyclohex-3-en-l-yl acetate

3,5,5-trimethyl-4-hydroxy-4-(but-l-en-3-one)-cyclohex-
2-en-l-one

g. 3,5,5-trimethyl-2-hydroxy-cyclohex-2-ene-l,4-dione
h. 3,5,5-trimethyl-cyclohex-2-en-2-ol- 1 -one.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

the control loop and disposed at the transverse center of the
control loop, the lower end of said rib terminating within and
near the center of the control loop when the latter is in a
relaxed state, the control loop and rib then lying substantially
in one plane.

3,840,022

COMBINE BLOWER
Wolfgang Hahner, Einod, Germany, assignor to Deere & Com-

pany, Moline, III.

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,617
Claims priority, application Germany, May 16, 1972.

2223784

Int. CI. AOlf 12148

7 Claims

3,840,024
RECONSTITUTED TOBACCO COMPOSITION

Peter J. Nicholl, Southhampton, England, assignor to Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corporation, Louisville. KY

Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 285,056
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 24. 1971

44721/71

Int. CI. A24bi//4. 15108
U.S. a. 131-17 R 4 Claims

1. A smoking composition in sheet form comprising essen-
tially reconstituted tobacco and from 2 percent to about 50
percent by weight of bibulous fibers constituted of the wet
cross-linked substantially water insoluble derivatives of car-
boxymethyl cellulose.

U.S. CL 130-21
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3,840,025
TOBACCO MOISTURE CONTROL SYSTEM AND

METHOD
Ronald James Fowler, Columbus; Edward James Freeh. Wor-

thington, and David Mark Koenig, Columbus, all of Ohio,
assignors to Industrial Nucleonics Corporation, Columbus.
Ohio

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,115
Int. CI. A24b 9100

U.S.CL 131-135 17 Claims

"S ^^=46M

1. In a harvesting machine having a main separator body
with opposite sidewalls and a crop-cleaning mechanism
mounted in the body and spanning the width between the
walls, the combination therewith of improved blower means
for delivering an air blast to the crop-cleaning mechanism and
comprising; a first, drum-type centrifugal blower means
mounted axially transversely in the body, having axial air inlet
means at its opposite ends, and tangential air discharge means
spanning less than the width between the sidewalls for tangen-
tially delivering air to a portion of the width of the crop-
treating mechanism; and auxiliary blower means axially paral-
lel to the first blower means and having air inlet means for the
first blower means and tangential air discharge means for
delivering air in a tangential direction laterally offset from and
adjacent to the first blower means air discharge means so that
the first blower means and the auxiliary blower means con-
junctively deliver air across the width of the crop-cleaning
mechanism between the sidewalls.

1. In a system for controlling the amount of moisture re-
moved by a dryer from a stream of tobacco formed by mixing
a supply of cut rolled stems with a supply of laminae compris-
ing means for deriving first and second signals respectively
indicative of the amounts of moisture in the cut rolled stems
fed to the dryer and the laminae fed to the dryer, means for
modifying one of said signals relative to the other signal in
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accordance with the relative ability of the dryer to remove
moisture from the cut rolled stems and the laminae to derive

signals respectively indicative of controls for the drying rates

of the dryer for the cut rolled stems and laminae, and means
responsive to the signals indicative of dryer drying rates for

deriving a feed forward control signal for heat exchange prop-

erties of a fluid supplied to the dryer and affecting the drying

rate of the dryer.

3,840,026

METHOD OF TREATING TOBACCO
William E. Rosen. Lafayette Hill, Pa., assignor to Rosen Enter-

prises, Inc., Lafayette Hill, Pa.

Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283,210

Int. CI. A24b 15102

U.S. CI. 131-143 7 Claims

1. The method of treating cured tobacco to remove pesti-

cides, undesirable gummy resins, nicotine, tars and ammonia-
cal nitrogenous materials therefrom which comprises coating

said tobacco when at a significant moisture content with an

absorbent material in an amount of I to 50 percent by weight

of the tobacco, said absorbent material being selected from

the group consisting of infusorial earths, diatomite and cal-

cium or magnesium silicates and then applying physical pres-

sure to the tobacco by way of weights, rollers or presses in

order to force the resinous and other undesirable materials

from the tobacco, and finally removing the coated absorbent

from the tobacco by means of steam or mist.

3,840,027

COMBINATION CIGARETTE EXTINGUISHER AND ASH
TRAY

Robert J. Patterson, 1 10 Alderson, Lee's Summit, Mo. 64063
Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,921

Int. CI. A24f 19114

U.S. CL 131—240 ED 8 Claims

1. A combination cigarette extinguisher and ash tray com-
prising:

a. an ash tray having wall means defining an open top recep-

tacle and having means providing opposed trunnion re-

ceiving recesses in the upper edge thereof for rotatably

supporting the same therein;

b. a receiver for cigarette stubs and means for rotatably

supporting same on said wall means of said ash tray;

c. said receiver having a plurality of spaced substantially

cylindrical sockets therein each having an entrance and
an inner surface, said sockets each being sized to receive

a cigarette stub therein with an exterior surface thereof in

close proximity to the interior surface of the respective

socket;

d. said receiver having portions extending inwardly from the

interior surface of each of said sockets defining a seat for

supporting an end of the respective cigarette stub re-

ceived therein, said seat defining portions being adapted
to restrict air flow to a burning end of the supported

cigarette stub to thereby extinguish same;

e. said receiver having a pair of trunnions extending out-

wardly therefrom; and

f. the upper edge of said wall means being inclined down-
wardly toward said trunnion receiving recess means to

thereby guide said respective trunnions thereinto.

3,840,028
APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING BLIND CONDUITS IN

CIGARETTES
Georges Alexandre Yatrides, 2 Rue Pierre Termier, 38-

Grenoble, France

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,194
Int. CI. A24c 05148

U.S. CI. 131-253 7 Claims

n̂ S(E
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1. Apparatus for producing blind conduits in cigarettes,

comprising a substantially horizontally disposed ring having a

plurality of radial grooves in its upper surface for the recep-

tion of cigarettes, a plurality of successive conduit-punching

devices on the outer periphery of said ring for punching blind

conduits in the tobacco of cigarettes carried in said grooves,

means on the outer periphery of the ring for introducing

airtight disks into the bottoms of said blind conduits, evacua-

tion means for removing cigarettes disposed on the inside of

said ring, ejector means for moving cigarettes from said

grooves to said evacuation means, means for rotating said ring

so as to bring the groove initially facing said punching and
introducing means in front of said ejector means, a plurality

of hoppers disposed above said ring to supply cigarettes to said

grooves, means defining an annular passage above said hop-

pers, a mobile distributor movable above said annular passage

to supply cigarettes to said passage, loading apparatus for said

mobile distributor comprising a member pivotable between

lower and inverted upper horizontal positions, a conveyor belt

for cigarettes terminating substantially in said horizontal posi-

tion, and receptacle means adapted to receive cigarettes from

said loading apparatus and disposed above said mobile distrib-

utor, said receptacle means having lower closure shutters for

releasably retaining cigarettes therein.

3,840,029
FILTER STRUCTURE FOR TOBACCO PRODUCTS

PARTICULARLY FOR CIGARETTES AND CIGARS, AS
WELL AS FOR CIGARETTE HOLDERS, TOBACCO PIPES

AND THE LIKE
Josef Streule, Untere Klus, CH-9058 Brulisau, and Blasius

Brot, Vonwilstrasse 15, CH-9000 St. Gallen, both of Switzer-

land

Continuation of Ser. No. 190,868, Oct. 20, 1971, abandoned.

This application Aug. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 385,030

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 21, 1970,

15566/70

Int. CI. A24f 01116

U.S. CI. 131-261 B 1 Claim
1. A filter structure for use with cigars and cigarettes com-

prising:

a. a first member comprising a cylindrical casing, an internal

coaxially positioned exhaust tube and an annular closure

joining one end of said casing to one end of said exhaust

tube, both ends of said exhaust tube being open and the

end opposite said one end of said casing being open, the

axial length of said casing being greater than the axial

length of said exhaust tube and including a portion

adapted to receive the end of a cigar or cigarette and
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support said cigar or cigarette axially with respect to said
cylindrical casing,

b. said exhaust tube including an annular shoulder extend-
ing radially therefrom transverse to the axis of the exhaust
tube, the perimeter thereof being spaced from the interior
surface of said casing, said shoulder being a spaced dis-
tance from said annular closure forming an annular
pocket defined by said shoulder, closure and casing,

c. a second member comprising a diverting tube closed at

one end and open at the opposite end and having a length
greater than the distance between said shoulder and the
end of said exhaust tube opposite said one end, said
diverting tube being positioned coaxially a spaced dis-
tance from said casing and said exhaust tube and includ-
ing a plurality of inwardly projecting ribs contacting said
exhaust tube to maintain said second member in position,
said opposite end of said diverting tube contacting said
shoulder and said closed end of said diverting tube being
a spaced distance from the opposite end of said exhaust
tube.

(__>

a pair of spaced outer comb means carried by said support
frame,

separate comb means attached to said reciprocating means
and reciprocable in said frame by transmission means
connecting said separate comb means through the hous-
ing to said power means,
said separate comb means disposed to be straddled by

said spaced comb means and having teeth longer than
said straddling spaced comb means.

f

d. said diverting tube having a plurality of recesses substan-
tially equally spaced about the opposite end thereof
which with said shoulder form a plurality of fine radially
oriented passages, and

e. an annular tapered portion about said exhaust tube and
extending axially from said shoulder to a position a rela-
tively short axial distance beyond said passages,
whereby initially hot smoke is directed sequentially
through an outer annular passage defined by said casing
and diverting tube, through said fine passages, through an
intermediate passage defined by said diverting tube and
exhaust tube, the intermediate passage being narrower
between said fine passages and annular tapered portion,
and through said exhaust tube; said diverting tube being
heated by said smoke while said exhaust tube remains
cooler resulting in distillation of said smoke in said outer
passage with accumulation of tar in said annular pocket
and subsequent condensation of said smoke in said inter-
mediate passage.

3,840,030

DETANGLING DRYER
Fred E. Baker, Asheboro, N.C., assignor to General Electric
Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

Filed May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,592
Int. CI. A45d 1100

U.S. CI. 132-9 8 Claims
1. A hair detangling dryer comprising,
a housing with supporting handle,

fan means supported to move air through said housing and
exit one end thereof,

means in said housing to heat the air therethrough,
a removable support frame with latch structure means for
attachment to said housing exit,

power means in the housing providing rapid reciprocating
movement,

the teeth of said separate comb means being transversely
spaced and longitudinally aligned to substantially avoid
pinching, squeezing, or shearing of the hair, and

switching means operable to select the rate of air flow, air
temperature, and actuation of said separate comb means,
whereby air flow may be directed through the combs to
provide shaking and detangling movement only to the air
in all hair-engaging positions of the comb means while
passing temperature-controlled air therethrough.

3,840,031
PLAIT, BRAID, CORNROE & CORNROLL PIK

Frank E. Walker, Mobile, Ala. 36607
Filed June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 373,990

Int. CI. A45d 24100
U.S. CI. 132-11 R 6 Claims

1. In a hair grooming implement particularly useful for
unplaiting or unbraiding hair:

a. a handle member having a portion extending outwardly
thereof, said handle being grasped in the hand with some
of the fingers around the handle portion,

b. an elongated, substantially straight finger-like member
extending from said handle portion for the purpose of
manipulating, thicker, larger plaits and braids and to
provide leverage when loosening a very tight braid,

c. at least one other finger-like extension spaced from said
first finger-like extension on said handle portion, said
other finger-like extension having a bent end thereon for
the purpose of engaging a plait and to exert a rake-like
engagement with a plait for a smooth motion pulling the
plait apart.
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3,840,032 tion immediately surrounding said nose portion opening re-

HYDRAULIC APPARATUS FOR REMOVING THE ZINC stricting and controlling expansion of said body nose portion
DEPOSITED ON ZINC ELECTROLYSIS CATHODES

F. J. SJtges, Castrillon, Spain, assignor to Asturiana de Zinc,

S.A., Castrillon, Oviedo, Spain f-~^ ^ .

Division of Ser. No. 83310. Oct. 26. 1970, Pat. No. 3.724,471.

This application June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,223
Claims priority, application Spain. Oct. 25, 1969, 372.891 ^

Int. CI. B08b 3/02

U.S. CI. 134-144 3 Claims

rl-.
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1. An apparatus for removing the zinc deposited on zinc

electrolysis cathodes, characterized in that it comprises: a

stationary support having at the top a vertically movable
frame adapted to serve as support means for a number of

parallel high-pressure water lines; and at least one moving
cathode carriage running preferably on rails and adapted to

move thereon as far as a place below the top moving frame,

the moving carriage having at the top on both sides separators

adapted to maintain the cathodes vertical and equidistant

from one another, each high-pressure water line having at

least one nozzle so directed that the fan-shaped stream of

water is incident upon the boundary line between the alumin-

ium sheet and the zinc deposited thereon in a manner adapted

to dis-engage the zinc, the moving carriage being open at the

bottom so that the separated zinc sheets can drop through,

said cathode carriage has on both sides pushers which arc

displaccably mounted on such carriages through the agency of

guide rods and which are adapted to bear on the vertical edges

of the cathodes when the carriage moves below the top mov-
ing frame.

3,840,033
WATER PRESSURE DRAIN CLEANING DEVICE

Bernard M. Warsinger, Orange, Calif., assignor to Stanley E.

Hanson and Richard T. Post, both of Anaheim; Thomas P.

Mahoney and George E. Schick, both of Santa Monica, all of

Calif., part interest to each

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,275
Int. CI. B08b 9/02

U.S. CI. 134-167 C 6 Claims
1. In a water pressure drain cleaning device of the type for

attachment to a water pressure hose and insertion into a drain

pipe; the combination of: a unitary, resilient material, tubular

body of generally circular cross section throughout terminat-

ing forwardly in an inwardly extending nose portion, said body
nose portion having a generally axial opening formed gener-

ally centrally therethrough, said body in unexpanded condi-

tion having a generally uniform internal diameter throughout
forwardly to said nose portion with said nose portion being

generally conical, said body internal diameter in unexpanded
condition being in a proportion in an order of between eight

and ten to one relative to an average diameter of said nose
portion opening, a thickened wall part at said body nose por-

at said opening relative to a major remainder of said body; and
coupling means secured to a rearward portion of said body for

attaching said body rearward portion to a water pressure hose.

3,840,034

FOLDABLE INVALID WALKER
Alfred A. Smith, 13114 Margate St., Van Nuys, Calif. 91401
Continuation of Ser. No. 69,538, Sept. 4, 1970, abandoned.

This application Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,284
Int. CI. A61h 3/00

U.S. CI. 135-45 A 15 Claims

1. In an invalid walker, the combination of:

first means providing a pair of spaced forward legs;

second means providing a pair of spaced rearward legs;

said two means being pivotally interconnected on a trans-

verse axis for relative rotation of the two pairs of legs for

folding of the walker from extended operating state to

inoperative contracted state;

one of said two means comprising a frame of generally U-
shaped configuration forming one of the two pairs of legs

with the legs of the pair interconnected by a transverse

bar at an elevation above said axis;

one of said two means forming an elevated pair of rear-

wardly extending handles to be gripped by the user, said

handles being positioned forward of the points of contact
of the rearward legs with the ground when said walker is

in its extended operating state;

said walker being open from the rear to permit the user to

enter the walker from the rear and to walk between the
rearward legs while grasping the handles in the use of the

walker;

brace means connecting each of the forward legs to the
corresponding rearward leg;
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said brace means being normally locked in extended posi- sponsive to a given inertia force, to the extent that the plates
tion to keep the walker in extended operating state, said are held in contact by magnetic attraction; and a guide ring of
brace means bemg retractable to permit folding of the
walker to inoperative state.

3,840,035
TRANSMISSION OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

THROUGH A FROZEN MEDIUM
Kenneth W. Lefever, Waterford, Va. 22190

Continuation of Ser. No. 124,065, March 15, 1971,
abandoned. This application Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,624

Int. CI. F17d 1/16
U.S. CL 137—13 4 Claims

3,840,036
SAFETY DEVICE FOR VEHICLES, PARTICULARLY

MOTOR VEHICLES, FOR AUTOMATICALLY
SWITCHING OFF THE CURRENT SUPPLY OR

SHUTTING OFF THE FUEL LINE
Rolf Renk, Russelsheim, Germany, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 367,731
Claims priority, application Germany, July 5, 1972,

2232957

Int. CI. F16k 17/36
U.S. CI. 137-38 6 Claims

1. An inertia-operable shut-off device for vehicles, compris-
ing two plates arranged face to face and normally spaced
apart, one plate being a magnet while the other is of ferro-

magnetic material, and one plate being movable into contact
with the other to effect the shut-off action; spring means
loading the movable plate away from the other plate; an in-

ertia-operable actuator member arranged to load the movable
plate towards the other plate, against the spring means, re-

resilient material surrounding the actuator member and ar-

ranged to restore it to its initial position after response to the
given inertia force.

1. The method of transmitting a petroleum product gener-
ally horizontally through a frozen medium which is structur-
ally unstable at temperatures at or above 32° F., comprising
the steps of: transmitting said petroleum product in a liquid
state at a temperature in excess of 32° F. through a generally
horizontal inner conduit disposed in said frozen medium; and
simultaneously transmitting a refrigerated medium held at a
temperature substantially below 32° P. and under continuous
pressure through an outer annular conduit disposed in spaced
coaxial relation to said generally horizontal inner conduit to
maintain said frozen medium in a stable state, said outer
coaxially disposed conduit being insulated from said generally
horizontal inner conduit whereby said petroleum product is

not changed from a liquid state to a stiff or solid state by said
refrigerated medium, and said refrigerated medium being
maintained in a steady single physical state during transmis-
sion therof to enable uninterrupted transmission over long
distances in a generally horizontal but vertically undulating
pipeline.

3,840,037

DIAPHRAGM SAFETY VALVE
Karl Friedrich Erb, Klugstr. 77, 8 Munich 19, Germany

Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 202,268
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 27, 1970,

2058396

Int. CLF16k 17/16
U.S. CI. 137-70 19 Claims

^O f23

1. A diaphragm safety valve comprising a housing, an inlet
port at one end of said housing and an outlet port at the other
end of said housing, a valve chamber in said housing between
and connecting said inlet and outlet ports, a closure member
movably mounted in said outlet port, an intermediate ring in

said valve chamber, said valve chamber having sufficient
depth to receive diaphragms sealingly clamped on both sides
of said intermediate ring wherein a valve seat for said closure
niember is disposed upon the surface of said intermediate ring
adjacent said outlet port, said valve seat and said closure
member forming a scat gap adapted to be overbridged by a
first frangible valve diaphragm being disposed adjacent said
inlet port with the downstream surface substantially supported
by the closure member and intermediate ring, said housing
having a portion disposed adjacent said outlet port extending
to said closure member to define a guide gap with it which is

adapted to be overbridged by a second frangible valve dia-
phragm with the downstream surface substantially supported
by the closure member and adjacent housing clamping por-
tion, at least one of said two valve diaphragms being disposed
within and clamped in said valve chamber, and any omitted
valve diaphragm being replaced by a sealing ring disposed
between said housing and said intermediate ring.
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3,840,038
ANTI-BLOCKING VALVE APPARATUS

Carlowen Smith, Fairmont, W. Va., assignor to Industrial

Contracting of Fairmont, Inc., Fairmont, W. Va.
Filed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 331,329

Int. CI. F16k 7106, 35/14
U.S. CI. 137-637.1 6 Claims

1. Valve apparatus comprising a Y-Pipe fitting having a
main pipe section and a branch pipe section, a first hose
element connected to one end of said main pipe section, a

second hose element connected to the end of said branch pipe
section, a support member having aligned openings through
which the said hose elements extend, a pinch clamp member
for each of said hose elements guidably supported by said

support member, a screw and a fixed nut means in which said

screw rotates for activating each of said pinch clamp mem-
bers, and a single element shiftable to two different positions,

in one of which it blocks axial movement of one of said screws
to shift the corresponding pinch clamp member to open its

associated hose element while permitting axial movement of
the other of said screws to shift its corresponding pinch clamp
member to open and close its associated hose element, and in

the other of which it permits axial movement of said one of
said screws to open and close its corresponding hose element
while blocking axial movement of said other screw to open its

associated hose element.

3,840,039

TRANSMISSION CONTROL WITH MANUAL TV
CONTROL

Carl E. Shellman, Livonia, Mich., assignor to General Motors
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Sept. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 396,554
Int. CI. B60k 23/00

U.S.CL 137-116.3 2 Claims

of fluid pressure; throttle valve means including a manually
operable input member having a pressure responsive area
thereon, fluid operable valve means in fluid communication
with said source for establishing a variable fluid pressure level

in said control, spring means disposed between said input

member and said fiuid operated valve means for establishing

a force on said fluid operated valve means proportional to

movement of said input member, said variable pressure level

being proportional to the force; and valve means for directing

fluid communication of the variable pressure between said

fluid operated valve and said pressure responsive area for

balancing the force of said spring when the variable fluid

pressure level is within a predetermined range and for main-
taining the pressure on said pressure responsive area at a
constant level when the variable pressure level is above the
predetermined range.

3,840,040
APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING A LIQUID
CONCENTRATION-VOLUME GRADIENT

John E. Joyce, South Weymouth, Mass., assignor to Interna-
tional Equipment Company, Needham, Mass.

Continuation of Ser. No. 330,880, Feb. 8, 1973. This
application Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,941

Int. CI. BOIf 15/02
U.S. CL 137-262 13 Claims

1. A generator for producing a gradient between two liquids

comprising two compartments disposed in a side-by-side rela-

tionship for containing the liquids from which the gradient is

to be produced, each compartment being provided with an
outlet for the fiow of liquid to a gradient forming zone, first

and second conduits in fiuid communication with said outlets,
said first and second conduits being joined at a junction to a
third conduit for delivery of the gradient into a vessel, said
compartments being separated within said generator by an
angled partition, said angled partition being a common wall to
each compartment and being positioned at an angle so that the
volume of liquid flowing through one outlet continuously
varies with respect to the volume of liquid flowing through the
other outlet as the liquid level in each compartment drops.

1. A hydraulic transmission control for a throttle controlled
engine driven transmission, said control comprising; a source

3,840,041

MAGNETIC LOCK AND WRENCH
Bud A. McMurray, 923 Wayne Ave., Deerfield, III. 60607

Filed Jan. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 109,248
Int. CI. F16k 35/06

U.S. CI. 137-296 9 claims
1. In a device for opening and closing a valve, said device

comprising an inner member adapted to be attached to a valve

/
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operating member, said inner member having a hollow inte-

rior corresponding to the shape of the valve operating member
so that said inner member may be secured to said valve oper-
ating member, an outer member adapted to fit over said inner
member, said inner and outer members each having recesses,
coupling means comprising locking pins between said inner
and outer members and adapted to normally be positioned in

said recesses of said inner member to permit said outer mem-
ber to be rotated relative to said inner member without im-
parting a corresponding rotation to the inner member, and
magnetic means adapted when positioned relative to said

outer member to cause said coupling means to move into

engagement with the recesses in said outer member while
remaining in engagement with the recesses in said inner mem-
ber to couple said outer and inner members so that when said

outer member is rotated a corresponding rotation will be
imparted to said inner member to rotate the valve operating
member for opening and/or closing a valve, said coupling
means adapted when the magnetic means is removed to be
moved entirely into the recesses in said inner member to

uncouple the outer and inner members to permit said outer
member to be rotated relative to said inner member without
a corresponding rotation of said inner member.

3,840,042

BUTTERFLY VALVE
Ben W. Brundage, 4390 Piedmont Ave., Oakland, Calif. 9461

1

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,883
Int. CI. F16k 39/00

U.S. CI. 137-327 6 Claims

1. A readily removable and replaceable butterfly valve and
seat assembly, comprising; a valve body having a pair of
spaced apart parallel side walls defining a valve seat cavity
therebetween and having an access opening to the cavity; a
substantially ring shaped resilient seat having substantially
parallel opposite end surfaces; annular, rigid ring means im-
bedded in the resilient seat substantially concentric therewith;

a butterfly valve pivotally mounted within the seat and coop-

erable therewith between open and closed positions; and
means externally of the seat and engageable therewith to

expand the seat in an axial direction into sealing engagement
with the valve body side walls.

3,840,043
IRRIGATION APPARATUS

Rich Olson, Scottsbluff, Nebr., assignor to Lockwood Corpora-
tion, Gering, Nebr.

Filed June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 261,010
Int. CI. B05b 15/06

U.S. CI. 137-344 5 Claims

^. J^

1. In a mobile irrigation apparatus including a pivot tower,
a feed pipe mounted on the tower, an elongate distribution
pipe extending radially outwardly from the feed pipe, swivel
connection means mounted on the feed pipe to supply liquid

from the feed pipe to the distribution pipe, with the swivel
connection means being rotatable on the feed pipe, mobile
motor-driven tower means supporting the distribution pipe
and adapted to drive the distribution pipe pivotally about the
pivot tower and control means to control the operation of the
apparatus, said control means including a master control
panel and a plurality of electrical conductors leading into the
control panel and a plurality of electrical conductors leading
out of the control panel to the mobile tower means, with the
number of conductors leading out of the control panel being
greater than the number of conductors leading into the con-
trol panel, the improvement wherein the control panel is

mounted on the distribution pipe and the electrical conduc-
tors leading to the control panel are passed through the tower
to the master control panel.

3,840,044
FLUID PRESSURE SYSTEM

Lewis K. Harris, and Bill S. Burrus. both of Tulsa, Okla.,
assignors to Combustion Engineering, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,567
Int. CI. F16k 31/34

U.S. CI. 137-413 7 Claims
1. A control system, including,

a primary element positioned by a variable condition,
a first flapper structure connected to the primary element
and positioned by the primary element which is posi-
tioned by the variable condition,

a first relay controlled by pressure in its nozzle cooperating
with the first flapper structure to develop a first fluid

pressure relay output,

a means arranged to regulate the variable condition and to
be controlled by the fluid pressure output of the first

relay,

a second relay mounted adjacent the first relay controlled
by pressure in its nozzle cooperating with a flapper struc-
ture to develop a second fluid pressure output.
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a second flapper structure connected to the primary ele-

ment and positioned by the primary element to cooperate

with the nozzle of the second relay to develop the second

fluid pressure output.

a source of fluid pressure for both relays.

and a means connected to the second fluid pressure output

to communicate a predetermined value of the variable

condition.

3,840,045

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED VALVES OR
DISTRIBUTORS FOR CONTROLLING FLUID UNDER

PRESSURE
Albert Grosseau, Chaviile, France, assignor to S.A. Automo-

biles Citroen, Paris, France

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,317

Claims priority, application France, June 9, 1971,71.21415
Int. CL F16ki//04

U.S. CL 137-495 24 Claims

_, 16

10 9

1. A pressurized fluid control assembly, which comprises:

a. a first passage for communicating with a source of pres-

surized fluid;

b. a second passage for communicating with a fluid actuated

device;

c. a vent passage;

d. distribution means for proportionally communicating

said first and vent passages alternatively with said second

passage; and

means comprising an electrodynamic motor having a

movable winding and operative to effect movement of

e.

said distribution means to proportionally communicate
said passages proportionally responsive to a pulsed cur-

rent control signal which is applied to said winding.

3,840,046

THREE OUTLET MIXING AND DIVERTER VALVE
Agustin A. Busquets, 404 Virginia, Apt. 6, Royal Oak, Mich.

48067
Filed Sept. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 397,140

Int. CL F16k 11118

U.S. CI. 137—549 10 Claims

1. In a fluid mixing and diverter valve, a hollow body closed

at one end and having a tapered bore, hot and cold water

inlets, a spout outlet, a spray outlet and a shower outlet;

a tapered selector valve having a cylindrical bore rotatably

nested in said tapered bore with longitudinally spaced sets

of passages adapted for registry with said inlets, and on

rotation selective progressive registry of one of said out-

lets and for determining the volume of flow therethrough,

and including an intermediate non-registry shut off posi-

tion;

a cylindrical valve mounted within and constrained to axial

movements with respect to said selector valve and having

opposed displaced inlet passages to a mixing chamber
therein, moveable in one direction relative to said selec-

tor valve for increasing the flow of hot water and decreas-

ing the flow of cold water to said mixing chamber; and

moveable in the opposite direction for decreasing the

flow of hot water and increasing the flow of cold water;

said selector valve passages determining flow from said

mixing chamber to one of said outlets respectively;

a centrally aperturcd inner lid mounted over the open end

of the body and bearing against said selector valve;

an axially adjustable and rotatabic stem moveably projected

and sealed through said lid, into said selector valve and

cylindrical valve and affixed to said cylindrical valve for

axially adjusting said cylindrical valve;

a control ring secured to said stem having a tongue longitu-

dinally and siideably keyed to said selector valve for

rotating it selectively; )

a second lid co-axial to and spaced outwardly of and se-

cured to said inner lid;

an annular cover rotatively journaled at one end upon the

body and at its outer end guideably retained by said

second lid;

a control lever moveably projected through said rotatabic

cover, at its inner end pivotally connected to said stem,

and intermediate its ends fulcrumed between said lids;

whereby rotation of said lever and its cover in a first plane

simultaneously rotates said selector valve to one of a

series of control positions, i.e., for fluid delivery to said

spout outlet, spray outlet and shower outlet;

and pivotal adjustment of said lever in a second right angu-

lar plane longitudinally adjusts said cylindrical valve to

regulate water temperature.
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3,840,047

HYDRAULIC APPARATUS
Robert Albert Gibbins, Cheltenham, England, assignor to

Dowty Mining Equipment Limited, Tewkesbury, England
Filed Oct. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 299,248

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 28, 1971,
50416/71

Int. CL F17d 1108
U.S. CI. 137-608 10 Claims
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1. A hydraulic apparatus including a pair of body members
each having a flat surface, a hydraulic circuit member having
two flat parallel surfaces, a plurality of slots in the circuit

member each opening along its length to the two parallel flat

surfaces, clamping means to hold the body members together
with the circuit member clamped between the flat body sur-

faces, at least on pilot-operated valve formed on or secured to

a body member, at least one port connected to carry pilot fiuid

for pilot operation of the pilot-operated valve, such port open-
ing to the flat surface of the associated body member, a multi-

ple hydraulic connector formed on or secured to a body mem-
ber, a plurality of connections within the connector each
having a port opening into the flat surface of the associated

body member, the slots in the circuit member being each
arranged to connect together ports in the flat surfaces, and to

carry fluid in a direction parallel to the flat surfaces, at least

one slot being arranged to carry fluid for pilot operation of the

pilot-operated valve.

3,840,048

SEAL CONSTRUCTION
Alfred M. Moen, Grafton, Ohio, assignor to Stanadyne, Inc.,

Windsor, Conn.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 268,542, July 3, 1972,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

147,358, May 27, 1971, abandoned. This application Nov. 3,

1972, Ser. No. 303,543
Int. CI. F16k 11102

U.S. CI. 137-625.41 8 Claims

1. A seal for use in a valve having a hollow sleeve, a fluid

mixing means movable within the sleeve, spaced fluid inlet

ports in the sleeve communicating with the means, and a
housing enclosing the sleeve,

said seal including port seal portions extending through the

sleeve ports and each having inner rims in sealing contact
with the means, a body portion generally cylindrical

about the axis of the means and integral with said port
seal portions, said body portion having an internal gener-
ally cylindrical surface fitted against the exterior surface
of the sleeve, said body portion having portions thereof in

sealing contact with an internal surface of the housing,
said body portion cooperating with the housing and defin-

ing fluid chamber means in alignment with the port seal

portions, with fluid in the chamber means providing pres-

sure to urge said port seal portions toward the mixing
means, SSi3 port seal portions being freely movable rela-

tive to the sleeve ports for applying sealing pressure by
the rims against the mixing means.

3,840,049
COMPACT FLUID MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM WITH

FLOAT POSITION
Jesse L. Field, Jr., Braidwood, III., assignor to Caterpillar

Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 386,717
Int. CL F16k 31112, 31 114, 31136

U.S. CI. 137-625.63 8 Claims

0;
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1. In a control system for a fluid motor (10) which has first

and second motor ports (11, 12) wherein admission of pres-
surized fluid to said first motor port causes motor operation in

one direction and admission of pressurized fluid to said second
motor port causes motor operation in the opposite direction,
the combination comprising:

a directional control valve (17) having an inlet passage (59)
for receiving pressurized fluid and having a discharge
passage (74) and first and second outlet passages (69, 64)
for connection to said first and second motor ports re-

spectively and having a valve member (19) movable
between a first motor operating position at which fluid

from said inlet is transmitted to said first outlet while said
second outlet is communicated with said discharge pas-

sage and a second motor operating position at which fluid

from said inlet is transmitted to said second outlet while

said first outlet is communicated with said discharge
passage, and further having pilot means (51, 54) for

shifting said valve member between said positions in

response to fluid pilot pressure signals,

make-up valve means disposed in a bypass passage (75)
between at least one of said outlet passages of said direc-

tional control valve and said discharge passage and hav-
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ing a first make-up valve member (78) movable to close

said bypass passage and having means forming a first

chamber (84) wherein fluid pressure derived from said

one outlet passage acts against said first make-up valve

member to urge said first make-up valve member towards
the position at which said bypass passage is closed, and

a pilot valve (25) having an inlet passage (56) for receiving

pressurized fluid and a discharge passage (37) and an
outlet means (33) communicated with said pilot means of

said directional control valve for transmitting said fluid

pilot pressure signals thereto to shift said valve member
of said directional control valve, said pilot valve further

having a valve member (31 ) movable between a plurality

of motor operating positions for selectively transmitting

said pilot pressure signals to said directional control

valve, and being further movable to a float position, said

pilot valve having venting means (36, 91, 95 ) for commu-
nicating said first chamber of said make-up valve means
with said pilot valve means discharge passage upon said

movement of said pilot valve member to said float posi-

tion.

3,840,050

HIGH-PRESSURE TRIP VALVE
Markus A. Eggenberger, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to Gen-

eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,530
Int. CI. F16k 11/16

U.S. CI. 137-627.5 9 Claims
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1. A trip valve for supplying high-pressure fluid to a pres-

sure-sensitive device, the trip valve including a pilot valve and
a main valve within an outer casing and further comprising:

a lost motion piston and piston follower slidably mounted in

an axial bore within the outer casing;

first, second, third and fourth chambers within the outer
casing each having a port opening through the casing; the

pilot valve defined by the piston and piston follower

forming respectively a pilot valve body and a pilot valve

seat between the second and third chambers; and, the

main valve defined by the piston follower and a portion

of the axial bore forming respectively a main valve body
and a main valve seat between the third and fourth cham-
bers, the lost motion limited by the distance between the

pilot valve body and the pilot valve seat in a fully open
position; and,

a spring between the pilot valve body and the piston fol-

lower whereby the main valve must be seated before the

pilot valve is unseated.

3,840,051

STRAIGHTENER
Koichiro Akashi; Hisao Watanabe, and Kenichi Koga, all of

Nagaski, Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Jukogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 230,403, Feb. 29, 1972, abandoned.
This application Aug. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 388,261

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 11, 1971, 46-
13385

Int. CI. F16d im
U.S. CI. 138-37 3 Claims
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1. In apparatus for forming a turbulent-flow velocity distri-

bution within a cylindrical pipe having fluid flowing there-
through, said apparatus including a perforated plate mounted
within said pipe to extend transversely across the path of fluid

flowing through said pipe, the improvement comprising, in

combination:

means defining a plurality of cylindrical flow conduits ex-
tending through said plate in the direction of said fluid

flow,

said conduits being of substantially equivalent diameter and
disposed in said plate with the spacing between adjacent
conduits increasing progressively from the inner radial

portion of said plate to the outer radial portion thereof;
and

means defining the upstream ends of said conduits with a
beveled configuration extending from a wider diameter to

a smaller diameter taken in the direction of fluid flow;
said conduits extending downstream from said beveled

configuration over the major portion of their lengths with
a generally uniform diameter throughout, said uniform
diameter being generally coincident with said smaller
diameter of said beveled configuration.

3,840,052
THREAD PROTECTOR

Adam M. Schmidt, Euclid, Ohio, assignor to The Weatherhead
Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 127,538, March 24, 1971,
abandoned. This application Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,567

Int. CI. B65d 59108
U.S. CI. 138-96 T 6 Claims

1. In combination, a fitting member and a thread protector;
said fitting member having an end portion, said end portion
having external threads and each of said threads defining a
crest diameter; said thread protector being a generally tubu-
lar, polygonal member of resilient material and being posi-
tioned axially over the exterior of the threaded end portion of
said member to protect the threads thereof from damage, said
thread protector having a polygonal cross section substantially
uniform along its length, said polygonal cross section having
less than six sides and less than six corners defining interior

surfaces of the thread protector, each of said sides being
normally concave inwardly toward the interior of the thread
protector, each of said corners being convex outwardly away
from the interior of the thread protector, the radius of curva-
ture of said sides being substantially greater than the radius of
curvature of said corners, said sides normally defining an
inscribed circle smaller in diameter than the crest diameter of
at least some of said threads, said concave sides each being
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resihently deformed radially outward from the interior of said stirrup projections; hinge means hingedly joining said stirrup
thread protector and the length of each of said sides between members to said fabric with said stirrup members generally
their associated corners each being increased to increase the parallel to said longitudinal defining strands, whereby said
diameter of said inscribed circle and to permit the thread

protector to be positioned on the end portion of the threaded
fitting member, and said concave sides of said thread protec-
tor resiliently engaging the crest of at least some of the threads
of said fitting member to retain said thread protector on said
fitting member.

3,840,053
INSIDE REPAIR CLAMP FOR LOW PRESSURE PIPING
William James Sluga, Mt. Jewett, Pa., assignor to Dresser

Industries, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,518
Int. Ci. F16I 55118

U.S. CI. 138-97 8 Claims

I. In an inside clamp for repair of a leak gap in a piping
system including an annular flexible gasket having a puckered
radially outer surface for engagement against an inner pipe
wall spanning a leak gap thereat; and an annular backing
member circumferentially extending about the radially inner
surface of said gasket in circumferential compressive relation
thereagainst for effecting a predetermined sealing pressure
between the engaging surfaces of said gasket and pipe wall,

the improvement in w hich the axial ends of said gasket include
a relatively thin radial section of substantially unpuckered
contour on its radially outer surface and said backing member
in cross-section includes a portion that generally spans the
width of said inner gasket surface to axially confine the width
of said outer surface for uniformly maintaining the sealing
pressure thereof and including a leg extending integrally from
each axial end of the gasket spanning portion radially outward
in axially confining relation with the side walls of said gasket
axially inward of the gasket end thereof and adapted to radi-

ally engage the axial gasket end for affecting a forced sealing

engagement between the engaging surfaces of the axial gasket
end and pipe wall.

3,840,054
STIRRUP FABRIC PIPE REINFORCEMENT

Wilbur E. Tolliver, Holland, Mich., assignor to New York Wire
Mills Corp., Tonawanda, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 300,114
Int. CI. F16I 55100

U.S. CL 138-175 40 Claims
1. In a fabric for reinforcing concrete pipe or the like, said

fabric having a plurality of longitudinal and circumferential
cage defining strands, the improvement comprising: a plurality

of elongated stirrup members, each defining a plurality of

fabric can be shipped and formed with said stirrup members
and said projections lying generally coextensive with said
fabric and whereby said stirrup members can be erected after
a cage is formed so that said stirrup projections project from
the surface of said fabric.

3,840,055
VAPOR RECOVERY APPARATUS

Wolfgang J. WostI, South Holland; Edward W, Onyon, Park
Forest; Adolph I. Snow, Matteson, all of III., and Harold D.
Trapp, Dyer, Ind., assignors to Atlantic Richfield Company,
New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 280,874
Int. CI. B6Sbi//06

U.S.a. 141-44 18 Claims

1. A nozzle assembly for delivery of liquid from a source to
a liquid receiver having an inlet, said nozzle assembly compris-
ing:

a nozzle including a nozzle inlet adapted for connection to
a source of liquid, a nozzle outlet, a nozzle housing cou-
pling said nozzle inlet and said nozzle outlet, and control
means for controlling liquid flow from said nozzle inlet

through said nozzle housing to said nozzle outlet;

closure means coupled to said nozzle adjacent said nozzle
outlet for substantially closing a liquid receiver inlet, with
the nozzle outlet within the liquid receiver inlet for deliv-
ery of liquid thereinto;

a fuel collector adjacent said closure means for retaining
liquid passing said closure means from the area adjacent
said nozzle outlet, said fuel collector includes a first shell

member and a second shell member cooperating with said
first shell member to provide a rotational interface be-
tween said fuel collector and said closure means; and

means defining a fluid path communicating through said
closure means and to said fuel collector and adapted for
connection to a fluid disposal for providing fluid commu-
nication from an area adjacent said nozzle outlet to the
fluid disposal.
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3,840,056 duit fastened to said opening and mounted on said foldable

APPARATUS FOR FILLING LIQUID STORAGE TANKS container, a bottle member for high pressure inflating fluid

Allen M. Bower, Conneaut, Ohio, assignor to Emco Wheaton mounted on said foldable container, said conduit having an
Inc., Conneaut, Ohio

Filed Jan. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 324,842
Int. CI. B65b 31100

U.S. CL 141-59

outer wall, an inner tubular member mounted within said

outer wall and extending to a source of inflating fluid, an inner

passage in said tubular member and an outer passage between

4 Claims said tubular member and said outer wall, a turbine fan

mounted in said inner passage and having fan blades extending

radially from a central hub to a surrounding ring located

adjacent the wall of said tubular member, impeller blades

I. In a liquid storage tank of the type which is gravity fliled

from a tank truck by a filling line communicating with liquid

input passage means opening into the tank, the improvement
of

a. first vent passage means opening outwardly from said

tank to permit venting of air from the tank during the

filling of the tank,

b. means for preventing the escape of air from said tank by

way of said first passage means after filling of the tank

with liquid to a first predetermined level whereby contin-

ued further filling of the tank causes the pressure of the

air trapped in an enclosure above the liquid level to in-

crease to a pressure sufficient to stop the flow of liquid

into the tank at a second level below the full height of the

tank.

c. second vent passage means opening outwardly from said

tank at a level above said second level of said liquid for

venting said enclosure,

d. valve means in said second vent passage means movable
between a first position closing said second vent passage

means and a second position opening said second vent

passage means,

e. means for moving said valve means to said first position

closing said second vent passage means during filling of

said tank,

f. said valve means being maintained in said second position

opening said second vent passage means to vent said

enclosure after filling of said tank to said second level

whereby the air trapped above said liquid may be dis-

charged through said second vent passage means- to per-

mit any liquid in the filling line and first vent passage

means to drain into said tank and

g. means for maintaining said valve means in said second

position to permit continuous venting of said tank when
said first vent passage is sealed after filling.

3,840,057

INFLATION SYSTEM
Harvey B. Lesh, Jr., North Canton, Ohio, assignor to The B. F.

Goodrich Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,827
Int. CI. B65c 1

1

110; A62b 1120

U.S. CI. 141-67 4 Claims

1. An inflation system comprising in combination an inflat-

able foldable container, an opening in said container, a con-

mounted on said ring and extending into said outer passage,

said bottle member being connected to said outer passage for

propelling high pressure fluid through said outer passage

against said impeller blades to rotate said turbine fan whereby
said fan blades pump inflating fluid from said source to said

inflatable container as said high pressure fluid is propelled

from said bottle member through said outer passage into said

inflatable container and a nonrotatable one way valve

mounted in said conduit between said source of inflation fluid

and said turbine fan for preventing flow of said high pressure

fluid out of said inflatable container.

3,840,058

COMBINATION TREE SUPPORT AND STACKING BLADE
FOR TREE HARVESTER

Alvin Lewis Menzel, and Leonard Laverne Shepherd, both of

Dubuque, Iowa, assignors to Deere & Company, Moline, III.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,567

Int. CI, B27c 9100

U.S. CI. 144-3 D 7 Claims

1. In a vehicle having a main frame means supported by
ground-engaging means, a tree processing mechanism for

advancing a tree along a fore-and-aft extending path adjacent

one side of the main frame means and a stacking blade struc-

ture including a blade extending transverse to and being verti-

cally movably mounted at one end of said frame means, the

improvement comprising: a tree support member being fixed

to said stacking blade structure and including a structure

extending transversely to said frame means and having an
upwardly facing support surface arranged along said fore-and-

aft path for supporting tree trunks as they are advanced by
said processing mechanism.
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3,840,059

HACK SAWS
Ben Ingro, 24 N. '73rd Ave., Elmwood Park, III. 60635

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,336
Int. CL B27h 21/02

U.S. CL 145-33 R i Claim
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1. A hack saw for use with a flat elongated blade having a

longitudional wxis and teeth along one longitudional cutting
edge thereof projecting in one direction away from said lond-
tudional axis, comprising: a pair of pole member for connec-
tion to opposite ends of said blade in fixed angular relationship

to the plane of said blade, a generally U-shaped frame substan-
tially in one plane and including an elongated base portion and
a pair of end portions projecting from the opposite ends of
said base portion, support means on the terminal ends of said

end portions supporting said pole members to support said

blade in generally parallel relation to said base portion of said

frame, said support means being arranged for angular adjust-

ment of the position of said pole members about an axis

aligned with said longitudional axis of said blade and for angu-
lar adjustment of the plane of said blade relative to the plane
of said frame to positions including a first position in which the
plane of said blade is parallel to the plane of said frame and
in which said teeth project in a direction away from said base
portion of said frame and second and third positions in both
of which the plane of said blade is transverse to the plane of
said frame and in which said teeth project in opposite direc-

tions from the plane of said frame, and handle means rigidly

connected to one of said pole members and extending in

generally coplanar relation to said blade and away from said

longitudional axis of said blade in a direction opposite said one
direction of projection of said teeth with all portions of said

handle means on one side of the plane transverse to the plane

of said blade and through the longitudional cutting edge
thereof.

3,840,060

PNEUMATIC TIRE
Giorgio Tangorra, Milan, Italy, assignor to Industrie Pirelli

S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,210
Claims priority, application Italy, July 30, 1971, 83673/71

Int. CI. B60c 9/02, 9/18, 13/00
U.S. CL 152-353 R 11 Claims

1. A pneumatic tire comprising

a tread having an annular reinforcement which is substan-

tially inextensible in its circumferential and traverse di-

rections, said tread being wider than any other part of the
tire,

beads adapted to engage bead seats in the wheel rim, and
two sidcwalls extending from the lateral edges of said tread

to said beads, each sidewall having a first zone of reduced
bending stiffness adjacent said edges, a second zone of
reduced bending stiffness adjacent said beads, and a third

zone of reduced bending stiffness intermediate said first

and second zone, said sidcwalls extending in mutually
converging relationship from said first to said third zone
of reduced bending stiffness and in mutually diverging
relationship from said third to said second zone of re-

duced bending stiffness,

whereby said sidcwalls have a configuration convex towards
the interior of the tire, the bending stiffness, thicknesses
and curvatures of said sidcwalls in their several zones
being such as to maintain said convexity in the inflated

condition of the tire,

whereby said sidcwalls are constrained between said edges
of the tread and said beads and are placed in compression
stress.

3,840,061

JALOUSIE ELEMENT
Gunter Herms, Kapellenstr. 52, 52 Siegburg-Kaldauen, Ger-
many

Filed Jan. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 110,698
Claims priority, application Canada, Jan. 25, 1971, 103506

Int. CI. E06b 9/08
U.S. CI. 160-26 9 Claims

1. In combination with a closure for an opening in a building

wall: a box having end walls, a shaft extending along said box
and rotatingly supported by said end walls, a flexible shield

having one end connected to said shaft and adapted to be
rolled up on the shaft by rotation of the shaft, each of said end
walls having front and rear side flanges spaced to receive said

shield rolled on said shaft, and converging downwardly below
said shaft to closely spaced parallel flanges, and a guiding
frame gudingly engaging the lateral edges of said shield, said

guiding frame being connected to said box by seating between
the parallel flanges on said end walls and forming an assembly
therewith adapted to be mounted as a unit in operative rela-

tion to said opening, a brake on said shaft, said brake compris-
ing a threaded bar coaxial with and driven by said shaft, ad-
justing nut means arrestable on said threaded bar, a cam nut
rotatable on said threaded bar, and an abutment web on said

box engageable with said cam nut.
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3,840,062
CONTINUOUS STEEL CASTING METHOD

Malachi P. Kenney, Shepherd Hill Rd., East Aurora, N.Y
14052

Filed July 18, 1968, Ser. No. 745,728
Int. CI. B22d 21102, 23/00. 11 100

U.S. CI. 164-66
, Claim

comprising two compacting rollers positioned in tandem ar-
rangement and supported above said conveyor frame, arcuate
compacting feet disposed on the circumference of each of said
compacting rollers with tamping ribs positioned along each of
the arcuate surfaces of the first compacting roller feet, syn-
chronizing drive means connected to drive said compacting
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I. The method of continuously casting a high quality steel
characterized by minimization of nonmetallic inclusions of a
size greater than about 20 microns, which comprises the stcos
of;

^

a. making a heat of molten steel and pouring it into a ladle;
b. chemically deoxidizing the molten steel in the ladle to
establish an oxygen content in the molten steel which is

in the range of about 60-190 ppm;
c. teeming the molten steel from the ladle into a tundish

while simultaneously streaming the molten steel from the
bottom of the tundish into a continuous casting mold and
controlling the flow of molten steel in the tundish to
direct the molten steel coming into the tundish back
toward the surface of the molten steel before passing to
the continuous casting mold;

d passing the tundish-to-mold stream through a flexible,
porous sleeve which is sealed at opposite ends to the
tundish and the mold whereby to form a protective enclo-
sure around said tundish-to-mold stream;

e. mtroducing a high purity inert gas into said protective
c enclosure under sufficient pressure to cause a continuous
flow of such gas into such enclosure and then outwardly
thereof through said porous sleeve; and

f. continuously maintaining the flow of gas of step (e) dur-
ing casting at a rate sufficient continuously not only to
exclude and to remove oxygen and gasses containing
oxygen from said enclosure but also to deoxidize the
tundish-to-mold streani and thereby constrain nonmetal-
lic inclusions formed in'thQ^solidified steel in the mold to
be well dispersed and of s^eSScss than about 20 microns
while reducing the oxygen Content of step (b) and obtain
an oxygen content in the sohdified steel which is within
the range of about 40 to abput 90 parts per million.

rollers and said closed loop conveyor in timed correlation, so
that the rotational velocity of said compactor rollers relative
to the lineal passage of said carts thcrebeneath provides for
the passage of each of said compacting feet within the limits
of said fiask, and second supply means positioned between
said compacting rollers for depositing additional molding
material in said fiask.

3,840,064
CORE AND MOLD TRANSFER DEVICE

Herbert Von Woff, Shaker Heights, Ohio, assignor to Acme-
Cleveland Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,235
Int. CI. B22c moo

U.S. a. 164-213 8 Claims

2to f'Y^o .11/'

3,840,063
TANDEM COMPACTING AND MOLDING APPARATUS
WITH CONTINUOUS INVERTED FLASK REMOVAL

John Staley, New Port Richey. Fla., assignor to G & G Indus-
tries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336,275
Int. CI. B22c 15102

U.S. a. 164-194 20 Claims
I. A molding apparatus comprising a main support frame,

compacting roller means supported on said main frame, a
horizontal conveyor frame having a top portion and a bottom
portion, a closed loop conveyor mounted on said conveyor
frame and comprising a plurality of consecutively connected
pattern-carrying carts, supply means adjacent said top portion
to apply a mold flask on each of said carts and to deposit
molding material in said flask, said compacting roller means

29

I. A transfer device in combination with a mold machine
and a main conveyor, said mold machine having spaced sup-
port means movable with a substantial vertical component and
adapted to support a mold, said support means exposing a
portion of the bottom of the mold, said transfer device com-
prising in combination,

frame means,
a plurality of finger conveyor means movably mounted to

said frame means to move in a direction having a substan-
tial horizontal component,

each of said finger conveyor means having a longitudinally
movable endless web,

movement means moving said finger conveyor means to a
first position to interdigitate said finger conveyor means
with the support means below the mold,

means mounting said plurality of finger conveyor means to
be transversely movable to change the spacing between
said transversely movable finger conveyor means in ac-
cordance with the transverse spacing of the support
means,

means moving one of said finger conveyor means and the
support means relative to said frame means in a direction
having a substantial vertical component to enable said
finger conveyor means to receive the mold,

motor means driving said endless webs of said finger con-
veyor means to convey the mold between the longitudinal
ends thereof.
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3,840,065
APPARATUS FOR FORMING A CAST HINGE

Karl Hannes, White Plains, N.Y., assignor to Coats & Clark
Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 187,427, Oct. 7, 1971, Pat.
No. 3,742,555. This application May 30, 1973, Ser. No.

1

1

365,270
Int. CI. B22d 19112

U.S. CI. 164-303 13 claims

1. Casting apparatus for producing an article having first

and second articulated elements pivotable together, compris-
ing

a pair of relatively movable dies including matabic molds
for producing said article,

said dies having a first cavity for forming said first element
and a second cavity for forming said second element in

combination with a previously formed first element,
a transfer core element mounted for movement within said

dies;

gating means associated with said core element to provide
passages through said dies for delivering solidifiable ma-
terial to form one each of said elements in said cavities in

vertical alignment adjacent said core element, whereby
said second element may be formed in an articulated
arrangement with a previously formed first element;

staking means located below said dies, whereby said articu-
lated elements may be movable by movement of said core
element into alignment with said staking means;

said staking means comprising a pair of relatively movable
opposing means respectively positioned on either side of
said articulated elements;

said opposing means being movable toward each other to
thereby contact both sides of said articulated elements
positioned therebetween; and

one of said opposing means including punch means actuable
to distort the solidified material in one of said elements
for freeing said articulated elements for loose pivotal
movement.

3,840,066
CONVEYOR FOR A FLASKLESS MOLD LINE

Russell William Taccone, 1960 Lakeside Dr., Erie, Pa. 1651

1

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,803
Int. CI. B22c 9120

U.S. CI. 164-323 6 Claims
1. A conveyor for a flaskless mold line having a series of

molds engaged in face-to-face butting relation comprising first

and second elongated conveyor sections disposed in end-to-
end relation and forming a support for the molds of the mold
line, means carried by at least one of said sections and adja-

cent the juncture of s^id first and second sections for separat-

es ^.. i*

interface and a second position spaced from the mold line,

means for displacing the discrete mold line on one of said
sections away from the other of said sections in a direction
generally parallel to the direction in which said one section
extends from the other mold section.

3,840,067
AIR-COOLED HEAT EXCHANGER WITH REDUCED

NOISE LEVEL
Willem Herman Bos, Rijswijk, Netherlands, assignor to The
Lummus Company, Bloomfield, N.J.

Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,306
Claims priority, application Netherlands. May 4, 1972

7206046

\nX.C\.¥2%\ 27100
U.S.a. 165-1

, Claim

1. A method of operation of an air-cooled heat exchanger
having a plurality of substantially horizontally disposed tubes,
wherein a fluid to be cooled or condensed flows through the
tubes, and wherein an air current is caused to flow substan-
tially perpendicularly to the longitudinal direction of the
tubes, by a first fan means, comprising providing a second fan
means on the side of the tubes remote from the first fan means
in such manner that the air input of the second fan means
faces the tubes, and reducing the rotational speed of the first

and second fan means while maintaining substantially the
same rate of flow of air over the tubes, whereby the total noise
level of the fan means becomes reduced.
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3,840,068

PERMAFROST STRUCTURAL SUPPORT WITH HEAT
PIPE STABILIZATION

Elmer Dale Waters, Richland, Wash., assignor to McDonnell
Douglas Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 174,687, Aug. 25, 1971, Pat. No.

3,788,389. This application Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No.

339,769The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Jan. 29, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. F28d 15/00

U.S. CI. 165-45 6 Claims

heat-receiving and the heat-delivery surface for liquid trans-

port therebetween, said tube and layer of capillary structure

defining an enclosed space in the heat pipe for transporting

vapor between the heat-receiving surface and the heat deliv-

ery surface, wherein the improvement comprises that the layer

of capillary structure consists of pores of different sizes, and

a vaporizable liquid filled into said tube in a quantity to fill

only the smaller sized pores by capillary force, said pores are

of a size in which capillary force takes effect and consists of

a first group having a range of pores of relatively small sizes

1. For use in ground areas subject to an annual freeze-thaw

cycle, a structural support assembly comprising:

a support structure for installation in generally frozen soil,

said support structure including a pole structure;

a heat pipe element including a tubular container having a

lower and an upper portion, a charge of working fluid in

said container, and a heat exchanger coupled to said

upper portion of said container, said working fluid nor-

mally existing as a small quantity of liquid in said con-

tainer with saturated vapor filling the remainder thereof,

said heat pipe element being of a configuration and dispo-

sition complementary to said support structure and dis-

posed externally thereof, the outer surface of said heat

pipe element having an extended heat transfer surface

throughout substantially the full length of the lower por-

tion of said tubular container, said lower portion of said

container being of a generally linear configuration, and
the lower portions of said support structure and said heat

pipe element being directly installed in said frozen soil

whereby said soil adjacent thereto is stabilized in its fro-

zen condition throughout the year by said heat pipe ele-

ment; and

means for attaching said element to said pole structure.

3,840,069

HEAT PIPE WITH A SINTERED CAPILLARY
STRUCTURE

Wilfried Fischer, Neckargemund, and Gregor Gammel, Dos-

senheim, both of Germany, assignors to Brown, Boveri & Cie

AG, Mannheim, Germany
Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 245,821

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 27, 1971,

2120475
Int. CI. F28d 15/00

U.S. CI. 165-105 3 Claims

1. A heat pipe comprising a closed tube having a heat-

receiving surface and a heat-delivery surface, a layer of capil-

lary structure sintered to the inside surface of said tube at least

on the heat-receiving surface and the heat-delivery surface

therein and another capillary structure interconnecting the

and a second group having a range of pores of relatively large

sizes and within each of said first group and said second group

there is a broad range of a maximum number of relatively

small pore sizes and a broad range of a maximum number of

relatively large pore sizes and the two maximum ranges arc

spaced apart by a range of pore sizes which fall between the

pore sizes represented by the two ranges of maximum sizes,

and the quantity of said working liquid being just sufficient to

fill the relatively small sized pores in said first group because

of the greater capillary force exerted by such pores.

3,840,070

EVAPORATOR-CONDENSER
Rudolf Becker. Munich, and Wolfgang Ulbrich, Geretsried.

both of Germany, assignors to Linda Aktiengesellschaft.

Wiesbaden, Hildastr., Germany
Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,729

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 8, 1971,

2111026
Int. CI. F28f 3/08

U.S. CI. 165-167 9 Claims

1. A heat exchanger for effecting heat transfer between at

least two fluids including a condensable fiuid, said heat ex-

changer comprising a stack of generally rectangular upright

heat-exchanger plates of thermally conductive material defin-

ing between successive pairs of said plates respective fiow

compartments alternating for said fiuids, means for passing

said condensable fiuid through the passages of first pairs of

said plates, and means for passing another of said fluids

through the passages of second pairs of said plates, adjoining
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first and second pairs of plates having one plate in common for
heat transfer between said fluids, said plates of said first pairs
having transversely spaced linearly extending mutually paral-
lel sawtooth profiles of acute-angle vertices extending in-
wardly into the passage for the condensable fluid and running
at different angles to a condensate fall line along the plates
defining the condensable-fluid passages whereby crests of said
profiles bear against one another at spaced locations over the
areas of the plates defining the condensable fluid passages,
said profiles forming liquid-flow ramps leading downwardly
toward a condensate-discharge side of said stack.

3,840,071
UNDERWATER CONNECTOR FOR WELLHEADS

Hollis A. Baugh, and Joseph L. Lemoine, both of Houston,
Tex., assignors to C. Jim Stewart & Stevenson, Inc., Hous-
ton, Tex.

Filed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,232
Int. CI. E21b 7/12

U.S. CI. 166— .6 7 Claims

1. A connector apparatus for connection to an underwater
wellhead, the wellhead having an upper detachable portion
and a lower stationary portion, including,

a. a first female receptacle secured to the lower stationary
portion of the wellhead,

b. a second female receptacle secured to the upper detach-
able portion of the wellhead,

c. a male stinger engagable with both the first and second
female receptacles (a) and (b) respectively when inserted
into said receptacles, and

d. said engaging surfaces of the female receptacles (a) and
(b) and the male stinger (c) tapering downwardly and
inwardly.

3,840,072
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR USE IN WELL

OPERATIONS
Stanley O. Hutchison, Bakersfield, Calif., assignor to Chevron

Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,684
Int. CI. E2lh 33/04

U.S. CI. 166-86 3 Claims
1. A tubing stripper assembly for use on wells comprising an

elongated tubular section connectable to the upper portion of
a well casing and adapted to receive a tubing stinger having a
smaller diameter than the interior diameter of the tubular
section, lower pack off means connected to said tubular sec-
tion for packing off the annular space between said tubular
section, and said tubing stinger inserted into said tubular
section, an upper pack off means connected to said tubular

section for packing off the annular space between the interior
of said tubular section and said tubing stinger inserted into
said tubular section, first port means formed in said tubular
section between said lower pack off means and said upper
pack off means, a first conduit, means for connecting said first

conduit to said first port means, first valve means on said first

conduit for controlling flow through said first conduit to said
first port means, an auxiliary port means formed in said tubu-
lar section between said lower pack off means and said upper
pack off means, an auxiliary conduit, means for connecting
said auxiliary conduit to said auxiliary port means and auxili-
ary valve means for controlling flow through said auxiliary
conduit to said auxiliary port means.

3,840,073
MISCIBLE DISPLACEMENT OF PETROLEUM

Joseph C. Allen, Bellaire, and Jack F. Tate, Houston, both of
Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,414
Int. CL E21h 43/16

U.S. CI. 166-274 23 Claims

/^
/ / /
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A

1. A process for recovering petroleum from a reservoir
comprising:

a. introducing a slug of solvent for the petroleum into the
reservoir which solvent has a density greater than water,
b. introducing, following the solvent, an aqueous fluid
into the reservoir, to force the solvent through the reser-
voir wherein the interface between the solvent and the
driving fluid approaches a substantially horizontal posi-
tion, and

c. producing the petroleum and solvent at a point below the
point of introduction of the solvent.
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3,840,074
THREE WAY REMOTE CONTROLLED DUAL AGENT

FIRE FIGHTING TURRET
Langdon S. Clark, Cape Elizabeth, Maine, assignor to Rock-
wood Systems Corporation, South Portland, Maine

Filed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 397,573
Int. CI. B05b 1116

U.S. CI. 169-24 19 Claims

^ L_ID

1. A dual fire extinguishing agent fire turret having

a main body portion comprising a fixed base containing a

rotatabic outer jacket mounted therein;

first and second conduits within said main body portion,

said first and second conduits each having respective

outlets from said main body portion, said outlets being

located in said outer jacket,

a first delivery tube connected in flow communication with

the outlet of said first conduit, and a second delivery tube

connected in flow communication with the outlet of said

second conduit,

an elevation shaft slidably positioned within said main body
portion, the upper end of said elevation shaft extending

through an upper part of said main body portion and
being pivotably engaged with said first and second deliv-

ery tubes, and the lower end of said elevation shaft ex-

tending through a lower part of said main body portion,

means to permit said elevation shaft to be slidably moved
relative to said main body portion, and

means to permit rotation of said outer jacket relative to said

fixed base.

3,840,075

EXTINGUISHANT FOR METAL FIRES
Charles R. Schmitt, Oak Ridge, Tenn., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the United States Atomic
Energy Commission, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 356,865
Int. CI. A62c 3100

U.S. CI. 169-43 4 Claims
1. A method for extinguishing a metal fire comprising plac-

ing on said fire an extinguishant consisting essentially of mi-

crosphcroids of carbon, said microspheroids having a major to

minor axis ratio of less than 1 .5 and being in size substantially

within the range of 50 to 250 microns in radius.

3,840,076

IMPLEMENT GUIDING SYSTEM FOR ROW CROPS
Pinnell S. Capehart, Box G, Holland, Mo. 63853

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,075
Int. CI. AOlb 79100, 69/00

t.S.CL 172-1 3 Claims
1. The method of establishing and processing row crops

comprising the steps of:

moving a first implement over a field to establish a plurality

of parallel crop rows;

causing said implement to form a continuous narrow

weather resistant slit of greater depth than width and of

a depth of the order of 8 to 10 inches in the soil of said

field in precisely fixed predetermined laterally spaced

relation between two adjacent crop rows established by

said implement and simultaneously with the establish-

ment of said rows;

causing a sharp edged lenticular disc to laterally engage the

generally upright sides of said slit to laterally compact
same; and

"n~gpg^^\-^

thereafter directing a bodily laterally movable implement
over said field generally along said slit for processing said

row crops and causing a sharp edged lenticular disc on
said other implement to enter simultaneously engage the

opposite compacted sides of said slit, and follow said slit

and support a substantial portion of the weight of said

other implement to thereby bodily and directly move said

other implement laterally in response to changes in direc-

tion of said slit whereby said other implement precisely

follows the direction and all undulations of the crop rows

established by said first implement.

3,840,077

MULTI-USE UTILITY VEHICLE
Jimmie D. Smith, 417 Hanover, Irving, Tex. 75062
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 167,349, July 29, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,770,070. This application Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No.

306,515

Int. CL AOlb 69/00

U.S. CI. 172-258 9 Claims

1. A utility vehicle, comprising:

a. a frame,

b. at least one drive wheel supporting said frame,

c. power means on said frame for propelling said drive

wheel.

d. control system means supported from said frame,

e. earth working means pivotally attached to said frame
intermediate the length thereof for selective movement
about a longitudinal axis of the vehicle,

f. said earth working means being dynamically connected to

said control system means above said longitudinal axis,

g. said earth working means comprising a support shank
having an open upper end,

h. said control system means including a ball pin engaging
said open upper end in such a manner as to provide a
universal connection between said control system means
and said earth working means and to transmit movement
therebetween.
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3,840,078

STRESS WAVE DRILL
Jay R. Allgood, Camarillo, and Robert J. Odello, Calabasas,

both of Calif., assignors to The United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 402,547
Int. CI. E2Ib 7/00

U.S. a. 175-15 7 Claims
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1. A stress wave drill for drilling a hole in rock comprising:
a drill stem having a first and a second end; a hardened drilling
head having a first and a second open end, said first open end
being connected to said second end of said drill stem;
means located in said hardened drilling head and said drill

stem for generating high-intensity stress waves in said
hardened drilling head capable of spalling the rock at the
bottom of the hole;

means for dividing said drill stem into a plurality of com-
partments, each of which extends the entire length of said
drill stem; and

interconnection
r

means between said compartments for
injecting and retrieving a fluid, said fluid passing through
said hardened drilling head, thereby carrying the spalled
rock from the hole.

3,840,079
HORIZONTAL DRILL RIG FOR DEEP DRILLING TO

REMOTE AREAS AND METHOD
Thomas N. Williamson, deceased, San Mateo, Calif, (by Kathe-

rine M. Williamson, executrix), assignor to Jacobs Associ-
ates, San Francisco and Katherine M. Williamson, San
Mateo, both of, Calif., part interest to each

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,457
Int. CI. E21b 7/04

U.S. CI. 175—61 6 Claims

1. A method of drilling for deep formations comprising
providing a drilling location at the surface which is horizon-
tally remote from the bottom of the hole to be dug, storing at
said location a plurality of long drill rods each substantially
horizontal, thrusting a first drill rod into the earth slanted only
slightly downward from the horizontal, drilling at the remote
end of said drill rod a hole which slopes downwardly and then
curves to a substantially vertical direction as drilling pro-
gresses, and sequentially joining additional drill rods at said
drilling location and thrusting each additional drill rod into the
hole as drilling progresses.

3,840,080
FLUID ACTUATED DOWN-HOLE DRILLING

APPARATUS
William O. Berryman, Houston, Tex., assignor to Baker Oil

Tools, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 345,094
Int. CI. E21b 3/12

U.S. a. 175-107 16 Claims

^^^-

I. Fluid motor apparatus for drilling a bore hole in a forma-
tion: a housing structure having upper connector means for
attachment to a tubular drilling string extending to the top of
the bore hole, said structure including a stator; a rotor within
said stator; said stator and rotor having coacting helical lobes
constantly in contact with one another and in any transverse
section, whereby fluid pumped downwardly through the dril-

ling string passes through the litlical passages between said
stator and rotor lobes to rotate said rotor in an orbital path
around the axis of the stator; said rotor being hollow through-
out a major portion of its length and having a plurality of
helical lobes, said stator having one more helical lobe than
said rotor; a drive shaft rotatably supported in said housing
structure below said rotor and having lower connector means
for attachment to a drill bit, said shaft having passage means
for conducting fluid discharging from said stator to the drill bit

when attached to said lower connector means; and means
interconnecting said rotor and drive shaft for transmitting the
rotary motion of said rotor to said drive shaft; said hollow
rotor providing a central passage therein; said rotor having
upper and lower openings communicating with said passage
for by-passing fluid through said rotor passage between hous-
ing structure regions above and below said stator; and means
carried by and rotatable with said rotor for selectively opening
and closing said rotor passage.

3,840,081

PRECISION LABORATORY BALANCE '

Roger P. Brann, Seaford, England, assignor to Torsion Balance
Company, Clifton, N.J.

Filed July 25, 1973, Ser. No. 382,326
Int. CI. GOlg 1/22, 1/24

U.S. CI. 177-196 3 Claims
1. A precision laboratory balance having a frame, a balance

beam pivoted on the frame for rotational movement in a

generally vertical plane about a first horizontal pivot, a gener-
ally horizontal weighing pan, a truss pivoted to the beam
adjacent to one end thereof about a second horizontal pivot,

the weighing pan being carried by the truss, and a steering link

pivoted to the truss about a third horizontal pivot and to the
frame about a fourth horizontal pivot such that the pivoting
axes of the four horizontal pivots are located to effectively

define the corners of a parallelogram, the result being that the
weighing pan is maintained in a generally horizontal plane on
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pivotal movement of the balance beam, said first and second

horizontal pivots each being substantially torsionally rigid in

all planes transverse to their pivoting axes, at least one of the

third and fourth pivots being constituted by an elongate flexi-

ble metal torsion band extending horizontally lengthwise be-

tween spaced mounting means to define the pivoting axis of

said at least one of said third and fourth pivots and the associ-

ated end of the steering link being secured to the torsion band

between and spaced from said spaced mounting means
whereby said at least one of said third and fourth pivots has

torsional rigidity in all planes transverse to its pivoting axis

which is substantially lower than that of the first and second

pivots.

3,840,082

DRIVE ASSEMBLY AND SUSPENSION FOR
GROUND-SUPPORT VEHICLES

Louis Harold Olson, Fond du Lac, Wis., assignor to Brunswick

Corporation, Skokie, IIL

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,400

Int. CI. B62in 27/02

U.S. CL 180-5 R 20 Claims

3,840,083

SNOWMOBILE CHASSIS
John A. Woods, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to AMF Incorpo-

rated, White Plains, N.Y.

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,422

Int. CI. B62m 27/00

U.S. CI. 180— 5 R 11 Claims

->^

1. A snowmobile chassis, comprising a modular frame con-

structed from lightweight extruded and sheet metal stock and

a single piece lightweight metal front end modular ski post

support, said modular frame comprising a tunnel having two

extruded aluminum side panels, a top aluminum sheet joined

to the upper portions of said side panels, a pair of aluminum

sheets joined to the lower portions of said side panels to pro-

vide running boards on said tunnel, said ski post support

comprising an integral generally U-shaped aluminum casting

having its sides jomed to the front ends of said side panels for

reinforcing each other, said casting having a pair of integral

front diverging ski post supporting arms formed thereon,

integral tubular bearings formed in said arms for supporting a

pair of ski posts therein, transverse corrugations formed in

said top sheet to stiffen the same, and a pair of aligned bearing

apertures formed in the portions of the casting sides and side

panels which are joined to each other for supporting a snow-

mobile drive belt shaft therein.

3,840,084

ALL TERRAIN KIT FOR SNOWMOBILE
Francois J. Mantha, Evain County, Rouin-Noranda, Quebec,

Canada
Filed Dec. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 205,665

Claims priority, application Canada, Jan. 29, 1971, 104058

Int. CI. B62d 55/02, 11124

U.S. CI. 180-9.38 1 Claim

-JE

1. A ground-support drive track and suspension apparatus

for driven attachment to a chassis, including a main frame

assembly, comprising; a rigid track frame havii.g means for

rotatably supporting thereon an endless track, drive shaft

means rotatably mounted to said track frame for driving the

track about a drive axis extending laterally of the track move-

ment, substantially concentric pivot support means at the ends

of said drive shaft having means for attachment to said rigid

track frame and to said chassis to pivotally support said drive

shaft and said track frame for pivotal movement about the

drive axis, and a resilient shock absorber means coupled be-

tween said track frame and said chassis for conjointly with said

pivot support means resiliently and pivotally supporting said

track frame beneath said chassis.

1. An all terrain vehicle composed of a snowmobile having

a frame, a driving track motor and seat fastened to said frame,

skis, ski frame supports, hood, and steering connections be-

tween the steering plate and skis having been removed, a

wheel supporting frame member fastened directly against the

snowmobile frame, large wheels connected to the wheel sup-
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porting frame, the width of the wheel supporting frame being
greater than the width of the frame of the snowmobile, and a
steermg mechanism connected at one end to the wheel sup-
porting frame member and at the other end to the existing
steering plate and steering controls of the snowmobile; a
bumper frame being attached to the wheel supporting frame
member and extending forward of the wheel supporting frame
member, the forward end of the bumper frame being sup-
ported by a support member extending from the wheel sup-
porting frame mennber to the bumper.

3,840,085

MOTORCYCLE-DRAWN CHARIOT
Sidney Smith, 111 E. Washington, Chandler, Ind. 47610

Filed June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 261,044
Int. CI. B62k 27/00

U.S. CI. 180-14 R 23 Claims

a tape player mounted on the machine and including a
prerecorded cartridge tape having control signals re-
corded thereon for controlling the operation of the ma-
chine;

a steering control circuit coupled to said tape player;
a steering control mechanism coupled to said steering con-

trol circuit and responsive thereto and to the steering
wheels of the machine for controlling movement thereof,
said steering control mechanism comprising at least two
solenoids electrically coupled to said steering circuit and
mechanically coupled to the steering wheels of the ma-
chine, for controlling the position of said steering wheels
with respect to the machine, said steering control mecha-
nism including a mechanical linkage coupled to said
steering wheels and pivotable about a moveable fulcrum,
and wherein said steering mechanism further comprises
an additional solenoid, mounted on the machine, and
coupled to said moveable fulcrum point of said mechani-
cal linkage for moving said fulcrum point about which
said linkage pivots so as to increase and decrease the
turning radius of the steering wheels of the machine;

a drive control circuit coupled to said tape player; and
a drive control mechanism coupled to the drive wheels and

drive motor of the machine for controlling the directional
movement of the drive wheels of the machine.

1. A chariot-type vehicle for attachment to a motorcycle
comprising, in combination:

a. a chassis having a frame and a wheel rotatably mounted
on each lateral side thereof;

b. a basket arranged on said chassis, said basket being pivot-
ally connected to said chassis frame on a common central
axis, and having drawbar means for attaching itself to a
motorcycle in such a manner that the angle of pivot of
said basket about said central axis with respect to the
vertical remains substantially equal to the angle of lean of
the motorcycle; and

c. control means, adapted for connection to the motorcycle,
for controlling the steering and speed of the motorcycle
from said basket.

3,840,087
PUMP ARRANGEMENT FOR THE BRAKE SYSTEM OF A

MOTOR CAR
Alexander Von Loewis, Menar, Mauren, and Klaus-Otto Rie-

senberg, Ludwigsburg-Ossweil, both of Germany, assignors
to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 345,205
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 21. 1972

2219468

Int. CI. B60t 7/12
U.S. CI. 180-82 R 11 Claims

3,840,086
AUTOMATIC CARTRIDGE TAPE STEERING SYSTEM

FOR MACHINES
John P. Burton, 100 Colonial, Douglaston, N.Y. 11731

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,809
Int. CI. B62d 5/04

U.S.a. 180-79.1 8 Claims

1. A pump arrangement for the brake system of a motorcar
comprising an engine for driving the motorcar and including
a cam shaft; a first pump for pumping fuel consumed by said
engine; a brake system for the motorcar including a second
pump for pumping brake fiuid to said brake system; follower
means including a push-rod mounted for reciprocation and
having two ends; connecting means comprising a two-armed
lever having first and second ends cooperating with said first

o piea lo me arive wneels comprising. are operated by said cam shaft via said two-armed lever.
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3,840,088

INERTIA-RESPONSIVE SWITCHING DEVICE
Nagayuki Marumo; Shunji Matsui, and Kenzo Hirashima, all

of Yokohama, Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Company
Limited, Yokohama, Japan

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 306,056

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 16, 1971, 46-

107324; Dec. 31, 1971, 46-3395; Jan. 8, 1972, 47-5688; Jan.

8, 1972, 47-5689

Int. CI. B60n 21100

U.S. CI. 180- 105 R 6 Claims

1. A inertia-responsive switching device for use in a motor
vehicle safety device, comprising a stationary contact, an

inertia-responsive magnetic mass member formed of an elec-

trically conductive ferromagnetic material and having a rest

position which is spaced apart from said stationary contact

and an operative position contacting the stationary contact,

first magnetic biasing means constantly exerting a first mag-

netic force on said magnetic mass member for urging the mass

member to said rest position, the magnetic mass member
being allowed to move from the rest position to said operative

position when subjected to a force of inertia overcoming said

first magnetic force, second magnetic biasing means operative

to exert a second magnetic force on the magnetic mass mem-
ber when actuated, the second magnetic force being com-
bined with said first magnetic force for allowing said mass

member to move from said rest position to said operative

position in response to a force of inertia overcoming the com-
bined first and second magnetic forces, and control means for

actuating said second magnetic biasing means, said control

means comprising a vehicle-velocity-responsive switch re-

sponsive to a vehicle velocity lower than a predetermined

level for actuating said second magnetic biasing means to bias

said mass member to said rest position.

3,840.089

LOAD TRANSPORT SYSTEM
John L. Allison, New Orleans, La., assignor to Textron Inc.,

Providence, R.I.

Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,933

Int. CI. B60v 1106

IJ.S. CI. 180-116 8 Claims

1. A ground effect load lift assembly comprising, in combi-

nation, a substantially air-tight horizontally disposed load

platform carrying in rigid relation thereon a vertically extend-

ing load container, and a plurality of air cushion modules

attached in air-sealing relation to side portions of said load

platform to define in combination with said load platform a

single plenum space, each of said modules having a rigid

platform structure and a flexible cushion-air retaining means
depending from only the outside edge portion thereof, means
coupling said platform structures together in side-by-side

air-scaling relation, means coupling said flexible cushion-air

retaining means to define said plenum space with said load

platform and platform structures, truss means extending rig-

idly and vertically from said module platform structures and

laterally bearing against said load container to prevent said

modules from swinging vertically relative to said load con-

tainer and said load platform, and means for supply of air

under pressure into said plenum space interiorly of said mod-
ules and under said load platform to provide air-cushion lift

effect under the entire assembly.

3,840,090

CONTROL MEANS FOR PRESSURE FLUID VIBRATORS
FOR GENERATING SEISMIC WAVES IN THE EARTH

Daniel Silverman, 5969 S. Birmingham St., Tulsa, Okla. 74105
Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 223,896, Feb. 7, 1972. and

Ser. No. 296,670. Oct. 11, 1972. This application Oct. 11,

1972, Ser. No. 296,669

Int. CL GOlv 1114

U.S. CI. 181-119 15 Claims

40 ^n 'a ,j
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3,840.094

BRAKE MECHANISM FOR SKID STEER VEHICLE
Maurice Klee, and Wayne G. Smith, both of Burlington, Iowa,

assignors to J. I. Case Company, Racine, Wis.

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,050

Int. CI. B60t 1 100

U.S. CI. 188—31 9 Claims

ble of flexing axiaiiy toward and away from the support when

the chamber is pressurized and depressurized respectively,

said exposed end of the piston having a central portion pro-

jecting axially outwardly toward the support farther than said

peripheral portion so that, when the chamber is pressurized

the central portion engages the support prior to engagement

of the support by the peripheral portion; and means for admit-

ting and discharging fluid under pressure to and from said

chamber.

1. In a vehicle having a body supported on wheels; drive

means for said wheels, said drive means including at least one

sprocket connected to a wheel, said sprocket having sprocket

teeth on the periphery thereof; and brake means for said

vehicle, said brake means including movable support means
adjacent said sprocket; a roller; link means pivotally support-

ing said roller on said support means, said roller having a size

equal to substantially the pitch of said sprocket teeth so that

movement of said support means toward said sprocket wheel

will cause said roller to engage said sprocket between adjacent

sprocket teeth; and relcasablc lock means for retaining said

support means to hold said roller in engagement with said

teeth.

3,840,095

FLUID-PRESSL'RIZIBLE CLAMP FOR MOUNTING
VIBRATORS AND THE LIKE

Carl G. Matson, 401 E. Central Blvd., Kewanee, III. 61345
Filed Feb. 11, 1974, Ser. No. 441,465

Int. CI. B65h 59110

U.S. CI. 188-67 10 Claims

3,840,096

ELECTROMAGNETIC RAIL BRAKE
Gunter Tolksdorf, Hagen, Westphalia, Germany, assignor to

Knorr-Bremse GmbH, Munich, Germany
Filed Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 355,218

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 28, 1972,

2221051
Int. CI. F16d 65134

U.S. CI. 188-165 8 Claims

1. Carrier structure mountable on and dismountable from a

support by means of cooperating male and female portions

respectively on the structure and the support, comprising a

rigid structural element having a first face disposable toward

the support and a second face disposable away from the sup-

port; means on the second face for rigidly carrying a force-

exerting device; means rigid with the element and including a

cylinder having an essentially closed end at said first face and

an open end facing the support; a piston in the cylinder and

having one end exposed to the support at said open end of the

cylinder and having its opposite end cooperating with the

closed end of the cylinder to afford a fluid-pressurizible and

depressurizible chamber; said exposed end of the piston hav-

ing a central portion and an integral peripheral portion and

being composed essentially of resilient flexible material capa-

1. An electromagnetic rail brake for railway vehicles com-

prising an excitation coil having its axis transverse to the

direction of travel of the vehicle and parallel to the rail sur-

face, a plurality of brake shoe elements of soft steel having

high magnetic permeability and low magnetic coercive force

positioned successively in the direction of travel, said brake

shoe elements each being yoke shaped and each having a

central portion and two vertical arms depending from the ends

of said central portion, each brake shoe element having its

central portion extending through said coil, the end surfaces

of the arms of each of said brake shoe elements facing toward

the rail surface, a pole piece on each of said arm end surfaces

wherein each brake shoe element has two pole pieces bolted

thereto, said pole pieces being of fcrritic cast iron with nodule

graphite.

3,840.097

ADJUSTABLE SHOCK ABSORBER
David M. Holley. Whitmore Lake, Mich., assignor to W. E.

Hennells Company, Inc., Vpsilanti, Mich.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,368

Int. CI. F16f 9148, 9/44

U.S. CI. 188-287 8 Claims

—,v«

1. In an adjustable fluid energy absorber, comprising in

combination:
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housing means including a central tubular housing member
and a pair of end members positioned adjacent opposite
ends of said central tubular housing member;

sleeve means disposed in said housing member to form a
first fluid chamber within the interior of said sleeve means
and a second fluid chamber between said sleeve means
and said tubular housing member;

ram means slidably disposed on said housing means for
receiving a shock load thereon, said ram means including
a piston slidably disposed within one of said fluid cham-
bers and a piston rod connected to said piston and ex-
tending outwardly from one end of said housing means;
said sleeve means including a first sleeve member having
a plurality of circular openings extending radially there-

through to permit fluid communication between said first

and second chambers;

said plurality of said circular openings being arranged in a
plurality of substantially parallel rows which extend sub-
stantially axially of said first sleeve member, said plurality

of parallel rows being spaced from one another circum-
ferentially of said first sleeve member, each of said rows
being formed by a different number of circular openings,
the circular openings all being of substantially the same
diameter and being substantially uniformly axially spaced
apart, and the individual openings of the adjacent rows
being substantially directly aligned with one another in

the circumfercntially extending direction of said first

sleeve member; and
control means for varying the effective fiow area of the

plurality of openings formed in said first sleeve member
for selectively varying the energy dissipation characteris-
tics of said energy absorber, said control means including
a second sleeve member disposed substantially adjacent
and in concentric, rotatable relationship with said first

sleeve member, said second sleeve member having open-
ing means extending radially therethrough, said opening
means being of narrow circumferential extent but being
elongated axially of said second sleeve member and posi-

tionable to at least partially overlap the circular openings
of a selected one of the rows of openings formed in said

first sleeve member, the remaining rows of openings
formed in said first sleeve member being effectively

closed by said second sleeve member; and
adjustment means, including a movable adjustment member

positioned externally of said housing means, operatively

interconnected to one of said sleeve members for permit-
ting relative rotational movement between said sleeve
members for permitting said opening means to be selec-

tively positioned in overlapping relationship with any of
said rows of circular openings formed in said first sleeve

member for permitting the energy dissipation characteris-

tics of said absorber to be selectively varied.

3,840,098
MULTI-CIRCUIT BRAKE INSTALLATION FOR
VEHICLES, ESPECIALLY MOTOR VEHICLES

Claus-Christian Alt, Weiler O.D. Fils; Alf Muller, Bittenfeld,

and Friedrich H. Van Winsen, Kirchheim/Teck. all of Ger-
many, assignors to Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft, Stutt-

gart-Unterturkheim, Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 100,585, Dec. 22, 1970, abandoned.

This application Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,913
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 23, 1969,

1964364

Int. CI. B60t 11120, 11124
U.S. CI. 188-345 23 Claims

1. A multi-circuit brake installation for a vehicle con-
structed as only a three-circuit brake system including first,

second and third independent brake circuit means, character-
ized in that the vehicle includes first and second pairs of
wheels with respectively one wheel of each pair on each side

of the vehicle, each of the wheels being provided with brake
means, each of the first and second brake circuit means being

connected with a respective brake means of the first pair of
wheels, each of the first and second brake circuit means being
arranged for always simultaneously controlling the respective
brake means of the first pair of wheels, and the third brake
circuit means being connected with the brake means of the
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second pair of wheels for actuation thereof, said brake circuit

means being provided in a multi-chamber master brake cylin-

der means forming a structural unit, and each of said first,

second and third brake circuit means including only a single

pressure piston movable with respect to an associated cylinder
chamber of the cylinder unit for the brake medium.

3,840,099

FORWARD-REVERSE CLUTCH CONTROL APPARATUS
Shunichiro Higuchi. and Kazunobu Katayose. both of Yoko-
hama, Japan, assignors to Okamura Manufacturing Com-
pany Limited, Yokohama, Japan

Filed Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 220,760
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 1, 1971, 46/3281

Int. CL F16h 57/70. F16d 67104
U.S. CM92-4 A 7 Claims

i

1. A forward-reverse clutch control apparatus for use
with a vehicle comprising:

a. a first hydraulically operated clutch:

b. a second hydraulically operated clutch;

c. a selector valve adapted to selectively receive hy-
draulic fluid under pressure from said first and second
clutches and interrupt the fluid supply from both of said
first and second clutches, said selector valve having a
pair of reciprocating spools, each of said spools being
axially reciprocated along the longitudinal axis
thereof to activate one said first and second clutches
respectively;

d. braking means for braking the vehicle on which the
mechanism is mounted;

e. a manually operated member having means coupled
to said spools for shifting said spools in said selector
valve to alternately establish a channel of pressurized
fluid from said first and second clutching; and
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actuator means coupled to said braking means and
adapted to longitudinally shift the position of said spools

causing said selector valve to move into a neutral

condition, irrespective of the position of said manually

operated member, upon activation of said braking means.

3,840,100

UNIDIRECTIONAL COUPLING APPARATUS
Edward N. Esmay, Brighton, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 328,991

Int. CI. B60I 5100

U.S. CI. 192-45 8 Claims
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also the rotational speed, characterized in that mutually sepa-

rate control means are provided for controlling said aperture

-I -13

means in dependence on the temperature and independently

thereof on the rotational speed.

1. An apparatus connecting a pair of rotary journaled shaft

members for unidirectional rotation substantially in unison,

including:

means for coupling rotatably one of the shaft members to

the other of the shaft members, said coupling means
comprises a frame member arranged to be mounted on
one of the shaft members, a sleeve member mounted
pivotably on said frame member, a housing member
mounted pivotably on said sleeve member, said housing

member being adapted to pivot in a direction substan-

tially normal to the direction said sleeve member pivots

relative to said frame member, and biasing means for

resilicntly urging said frame member to be disposed in the

region of one marginal edge portion of said sleeve mem-
ber, while maintaining said housing member disposed in

the region of the other marginal edge portion of said

sleeve member; and

means, cooperating with said coupling means, for enabling

one of the shaft members to rotate relative to the other

of the shaft members in one direction, while substantially

preventing relative rotation therebetween in the other

direction so that the pair of shaft members rotate in

unison with one another.

3,840,101

TEMPERATURE AND SPEED RESPONSIVE FLUID
COUPLING

Wolfgang Peter; Herbert Erath, both of Stuttgart, and Heinz

Koch, Fellbach, all of Germany, assignors to Daimler-Benz

Aktiengesellschaft, Stuttgart, Germany
Filed Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 341,169

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 15, 1972,

2212367
Int. CI. F16d 35100, 43125, 43104

\]J&} CI. 192—58 B 30 Claims

I. A fluid friction coupling (viscosity coupling) which com-
prises a driving part and a driven part and in which a working

space provided with a working gap is arranged between the

driving part and the driven part while additionally a reservoir

space is provided which is in communication with the working

space by way of aperture means, the cross section of the

aperture means being controllable both by the temperature as

3,840,102

ROLLER CONVEYOR WITH PLASTIC WHEEL
ASSEMBLY

Clarence G. Dawson, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Fei, Inc., Dallas,

Tex.

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 312,854

Int. CI. B65g 13112

U.S. CI. 193—35 R 2 Claims

1. A roller conveyor comprising:

a frame having a pair of spaced apart elongated sides;

a plurality of parallel axles extending across said frame and
rigidly connected at the ends thereof to said sides;

each axle including a plurality of cylindrical wheel bushings

spaced apart along the length of said axle, the inner diam-
eters of said bushings being larger than the diameter of

said axles so that said bushings are positionable along said

axles;

plastic wheels constructed from ultra-high molecular weight

polymer having high abrasion resistance and a low co-

efficient of friction rotatably mounted about each of said

wheel bushings; and
cylindrical spacers disposed about said axles and extending
between each of said wheel bushings;

washers disposed between each of said bushings and spac-

ers;

the diameter of said spacers and bushings being larger than
the inner diameter of said washers whereby the washers
are abuttingly held between a spacer and a bushing in a

predetermined position along the length of said axles;

said spacers having varied lengths such that the wheels
spaced along an axle are laterally staggered relative to the

wheels spaced along the adjacent axles;

wherein an object may be easily rolled along the length of
said frame over the top of said wheels.
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3,840,103
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CODED
SELF-SERVICE TRANSFER OF ARTICLES

Irving Willis, 6 Porter Rd., Andover, Mass. 01810
Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,951

Int. CI. G07f
U.S. CI. 194-4 R ,6 Claims

first means for intermittently rotating said disc in a mono-
direction in a step-by-step sequence, each said step corre-
sponding with an angular space between two adjacent
piercers, second means for rotating said disc in a selected
one of a clockwise and counterclockwise direction over
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printing hammer and contacting and supporting a number
of type elements as they approach the impact axis of said

printing hammer, said guide and alignment member align-

ing said type elements at a given set position before im-

pact is achieved.

3,840,106

AUTOMATIC REPEAT SPACING MECHANISM FOR
TYPEWRITER

Takemi Ikeda; Toshikatsu Terashima, both of Sakaimachi, and

Tokushige Hasegawa, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to

Nakajima All & Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,494

Claims priority, application Japan, June 10, 1972, 47-67878

Int. CI. B41j 19100

U.S. CI. 197-82 6 Claims

I. In a typewriter or the like having a carriage biased by a

spring motor in letter feed direction comprising a toothed star

wheel operatively connected to the carriage for controlling

movement of the carriage and rotatable in a predetermined
direction by the biasing effect of the carriage, a first escape-

ment mechanism operatively connected to the carriage for

normally controlling the incremental stepping movements of

the carriage in letter feed direction, said escapement mecha-
nism including a holding dog normally biased by a spring into

engagement with said star wheel for arresting movement of

said carriage, the improvement which comprises a second
escapement mechanism operative independently of said first

escapement mechanism for controlling automatic repetitive

incremental stepping movements of said carriage in letter feed

direction, comprising a pivoted member having a tooth en-

gageable with said star wheel and having a camming extension

engageable with said holding dog and normally biased by a

spring in a direction to effect such engagement whereby when
said tooth is engaged with said star wheel the holding dog is

displaced by said camming extension from engagement with

the star wheel, an actuating member pivotally supported and
normally biased by a spring into engagement with said pivoted

member to maintain said pivoted member in non-operative

position wherein the camming extension is disengaged from
said holding dog. and an operating key connected to said

actuating member to effect disengagement of said actuating

member from said pivoted member and displacement of said

holding dog so that the biasing effect of the carriage will effect

rotation of the star wheel and oscillation of said pivotal mem-
ber to effect automatic repetitive stepping movements of the

carriage.

3,840,107

INCREMENTAL FEED DEVICE FOR ADVANCING PAPER
TAPE, RECORD CARDS AND AN INKED RIBBON IN A

PRINTER
Ronald H. Mack, and John Bortins, Plymouth, Mich., assignors

to Burroughs Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,210

Int. CI. B41j 13100

U.S. CI. 197—127 R 18 Claims

1. In a printing device having an inked ribbon and effective

for producing printed characters comprising printed data

output for a computer system, improved unitary feed appara-

tus for incrementally and concomitantly feeding a plurality of

printable media along with said inked ribbon in said device,

said unitary feed apparatus comprising:

a. a motor driven feed gear,

b. a rotatably mounted driving member coupled to said

motor driven feed gear for continuous rotation therewith,

said driving member having a first predetermined circum-

ferential toothed configuration arranged on three sepa-

rate planes thereof including a plurality of spaced apart

pairs of teeth disposed on a first plane thereof, a plurality

of spaced apart single teeth and a plurality of convex

segments disposed on a second plane thereof, said spaced

apart single teeth being disposed vertically intermediate

each of said pairs of spaced apart teeth on said first plane

and each of said convex segments being adjacently and

outwardly defined by one of said pair of spaced apart

teeth of said first plane such that the beginning and end-

ing walls of each segment coincide with the inboard sur-

faces of said pair of spaced apart teeth, and a plurality of

sets of three teeth disposed on a third plane thereof, the

center tooth of each set forming an extension of one of

said single teeth on said second plane and the first and

third teeth of each set being disposed a one tooth distance

inwardly of each tooth comprising one of said pairs of

spaced apart teeth on said first plane and of said begin-

ning and ending segment walls on said second plane.

c. a rotatably mounted driven member cooperably disposed

relative to said driving member, said driven member
having a second predetermined circumferential toothed

configuration arranged on three separate planes thereof

in cooperating relationship with said three planes of said

first predetermined circumferential toothed configura-

tion of said driving member to thereby convert said con-

tinuous rotation of said driving member to a smooth and
positively controlled incremental rotation of said driven

member, the arrangement of the predetermined first and
second toothed configurations on three separate planes of

said driving member and said driven member serving to

distribute the driving load therebetween and to thereby

prolong the life of the members, and
d. a plurality of feed means coupled to said driven member
and effective for incrementally advancing said inked

ribbon and said plurality of printable media, said incre-

mental advancement of each of said plurality of printable

media being effective for establishing the desired spaced

apart distance of said printed characters comprising said

printed data output.

3,840,108

WORK ORIENTER
Leonard J. Kaczmarek, Wonderlake, III., assignor to The
Bunker-Ramo Corporation, Oak Brook, III.

Division of Ser. No. 113,341, Feb. 8, 1971. This application

Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,562
Int. CI. B65g 47124

U.S. CI. 198-272 5 Claims
1. In apparatus for feeding contacts of a type having a

hollow sleeve portion of larger diameter at one end and a
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reduced diameter portion at the other end, orienting means
comprising 1

an inclined base plate and
a transfer plate disposed against the upper surface of said

base plate for reciprocable movement relative thereto
between first and second positions about a pivotal axis,
said transfer plate having

a receiving slot therethrough, open at the upper edge of said
transfer plate,

said receiving slot being in length from said upper edge
substantially the same as the length of a contact and in
width slightly greater than the larger diameter portion of
a contact,

about the fulcrum bar means to bias said pressure roll means
upwardly into engagement with the belt means; and a plural-

ity of notch means formed in the slot means upper edge
selectively engaging the fulcrum bar means for adjustably
positioning the bracket on the fulcrum bar means whereby
the force exerted on the belt means by the pressure roll

means may be varied.

3,840.109

LOW PRESSURE LIVE ROLL CONVEYOR
Robert E. Kohl, Manlius, N.Y.. assignor to Diebold Incorpo-

rated, Canton, Ohio
Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 229,039

Int. CL B65g 13102

U.S. a. 198-127 3 Claims
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1. Live roll conveyor construction including frame means
having spaced parallel mounting rails: a plurality of conveyor
rolls rotatably supported on and extending between said
rails: belt means extending longitudinally between said
mounting rails and engaging said rolls; drive means con-
nected to the belt means for moving said belt means to drive
the rolls; a plurality of pressure regulating roll means, each
including a bracket having first and second ends, a pressure
roll rotatably mounted on said bracket first end, and counter-
weight means mounted on said bracket second end; longi-

tudinally extending slot means having an upper edge formed
in the bracket between said first and second ends; fulcrum
bar means parallel to the axis of the pressure roll means and
carried by the rails and extending through said bracket slot

means pivotally mounting said bracket on said mounting
rails, whereby the counterweight means moves downwardly

3,840,110

CONVEYOR APPARATUS
Richard P. Molt, Olympia Fields, and Woodruff A. Morey,

Flossmoor, both of III., assignors to Ermanco Incorporated,
Grand Haven, Mich.

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,795
Int. CI. B65g 13102

U.S. CI. 198-127 R 40 Claims

said receiving slot accepting contacts when in said first

position, said base plate having
a groove radially aligned with said pivotal axis and aligned

beneath said receiving slot when said transfer plate is in
said second position, said transfer plate having

a second slot therein, radially aligned with said pivotal axis,

said groove extending beneath and in alignment with said
second slot when said transfer plate is in said second
position, said base plate having

an orienting slot aligned beneath said second slot when said
transfer plate is in said first position, and

a channel formed in said base plate extending generally
transversely from said orienting slot to the bottom of said
groove.
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I. A live roller conveyor apparatus comprising a frame, a
plurality of rollers mounted on said frame to define a pass line
along which acticlcs supported on said rollers are transported,
a drive shaft, a plurality of axially aligned individual driven
shafts concentrically disposed with respect to said drive shaft,
clutch means for individually and selectively connecting and
disconnecting said drive shaft to said driven shaft for selective
transmission of power from said drive shaft to said individual
driven shafts, said drive shaft being connected to said individ-
ual driven shafts only when power is being transmitted from
said drive shaft to said individual driven shafts, said driven
shafts having an axis generally parallel to said pass line and
being drivably connected to said rollers by a plurality of driven
belts located along the axis of said driven shafts, whereby said
drive shaft can be continuously rotatated and in engagement
with selected driven shafts to which power transmission is

desired and engagement between said rotating drive shaft and
selected driven shafts avoided when power transmission to
said selected driven shafts is not desired.

3,840,111

CHAIN CONVEYOR
Benjamin F. Randrup, Sebastopol, Calif., assignor to F. Korbel
and Brothers, Inc., Guerneville, Calif.

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,440
Int. CI. B65g 15110

U.S.CL 198-190
, Claim

1. In a drag chain conveyor of the type utilizing a continu-
ous length of chain, the combination comprising:
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first support means to slidably support a first section of said

chain along a first straight segment of the conveyor run,

second support means to slidably support a second sec-

tion of said chain along a second straight segment of the

conveyor run with one end of said second support means

being located proximate to one end of said first support

means with said second section of said chain continuous

with and adjacent to said first section, each of said sup-

port means located to align the chain section supported

thereon at a predetermined angle therebetween corre-

sponding to a change of direction between said segments

of the conveyor run,

third support means to slidably support a third section of

chain along said first straight segment of the conveyor run

with said third support means and longer than said first

support means,

fourth support means to slidably support a fourth section of

chain along said second straight segment of the conveyor

run, one end of said fourth support means located proxi-

mate to one end of said third support means with said

fourth section of said chain continuous with and adjacent

to said third section and said fourth support means paral-

lel with said second support means and longer than said

second support means.

first and second defiector sheaves between each of said first

and second support means and between said third and

fourth support means, each of the defiector sheaves hav-

ing a chain-receiving groove formed at the periphery

thereof,

means to mount said sheaves in upstanding, spaced-apart

relationship adjacent respectively proximate ends of the

support means with the uppermost portion of each groove

landing at the same elevation as the adjacent chain-

carrying portion of said associated support means and in

alignment with said straight segment,

intermediate deflector sheaves each having a chain-

receiving groove formed at the periphery thereof,

means to mount said intermediate deflector sheaves in

upstanding position between said defiector sheaves, said

intermediate sheaves shaped and positioned so that the

groove landings on opposite sides thereof are in vertical

alignment with the proximate groove landings of the

adjacent deflector sheaves, whereby said first section and

said third section of chain may be wrapped over first

defiector sheaves and under said intermediate defiector

sheaves and said second section and said fourth section of

chain continuous respectively with said first section and

said third section may be wrapped over said second de-

flector sheaves and under said intermediate sheaves with

the change in the chain alignment from one segment of

the conveyor to the next, characterized by rotation of the

chain about the vertical sections thereof carried by the

intermediate sheave groove landings and the adjacent

defiector sheave groove landings,

said first and third support means and said second and

fourth support means being spaced and adapted to carry

said chains with clearance therebetween so that an article

carried by the chains and depending into the space be-

tween said chain supports is out of rubbing contact there-

with.

strand whereby to collectively define a side wall for the con-

veyor strand, means carried by the respective side plates for

receiving and supporting a corresponding thrust member, a

separate detachable thrust member received by and supported

by said means carried by the individual respective side plates

and extending laterally outwardly from the respective side

plates, the detachable thrust members defining the laterally

outermost boundary along a corresponding edge of the mov-

ing conveyor strand, support means forming part of said mov-

able strand and pivotally mounting said grate members and

said side plates, the respective detachable thrust members

3,840,112

GUIDE MEANS FOR TRAVELING GRATE CONVEYOR
Walter J. Hartwig, Hartland, Wis., assignor to Aliis-Chalmers

Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 334,150

Int. CI. B65g 15162

U.S. CI, 198—202 13 Claims

1. A grate conveyor comprising a movable conveyor strand

including grate members forming part of and movable with

said strand, side plates forming part of and movable with the

conveyor strand and extending in a vertical plane contiguous

a lateral edge of said strand along the entire length of said

^op
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having a substantially greater laterally outermost thrust sur-

face area than the area of the laterally outermost surface of

any given support means, and a plurality of rigid thrust means

stationarily positioned along the path of travel of a given edge

of said conveyor strand, said plurality of thrust means being

positioned in spaced relation to each other lengthwise of the

path of travel of said given edge, each thrust means being in

normally laterally spaced relation to the respective thrust

members and adapted to be engaged by the respective thrust

members if a condition of conveyor strand misalignment or

drift prevails, the respective rigid thrust means being individu-

ally laterally adjustable relative to the conveyor strand.

3,840.113

TOTEM NAME BATIK KIT
Francis E. Bartieson, 5130 N. 38th Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. 85019

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,745

Int. CI. B65d 69/00

U.S. CI. 206—223 10 Claims

1. In a batik kit including a casing receiving the following

elements

a. a transfer sheet of paper,

b. a set of letter forms for placement on said sheet of paper
in a desired arrangement to have the outline of the so

arranged forms inscribed on the paper and the areas

outlined on the sheet removed by cutting,

c. a foundation sheet on which said paper sheet is placed,

with the stenciled areas outlined thereon in a flat condi-

tion, whereby the outlined areas on the paper sheet are

outlined on said foundation sheet.
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d. a plurality of bars of wax of different colors and which are

susceptible of being melted by heat,
e. a plurality of artist paint brushes for applying melted

colored wax to desired outlined ares on said foundation
sheet,

f. a bar of coliWess wax which is meltable and which is

applied to areas of said foundation sheet on the face
opposite to that to which the colored wax has been ap-
plied and which areas have not been penetrated by the
colored wax,

g. a water soluble background dye of a desired color, said
sheet with the areas thereof impregnated by wax being
immersible in said dye when so dissolved, and

h. a color fixer for setting said dye.

defined by a primary cut running from one of said lines
of juncture to the other, and secondary cuts extending
co-directionally along said lines of juncture from the
termini of said primary cut to points on a perpendicular
to said lines of juncture and said reinforcing member
being folded along said perpendicular.

3,840,114
SHIPPING AND DISPLAY PACKAGE FOR CARD

MOUNTED ARTICLES
Nicholas Sama, 4940 S.W. 95th Ave., Miami, Fla. 33165

Filed Dec. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 210,938
Inl. CI. B65d 73100

U.S. CI. 206-461 ,8 claims

3,840,115
STACKABLE TRANSPORT AND STORAGE CONTAINER
Wilhelm Ladewig, Munich, Germany, assignor to Krauss-

Maffei A.G., Munich, Germany
Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,1 16

Claims priority, application Germany, June 9. 1971.
2128547

Int. CI. B65d 21106
U.S. a. 206-506 12 Claims
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1. In combination. A) at least two packaged items, and B)
a generally U-shaped mounting card array package mounting
the items for shipment and display,

said card array bcmg made from a rectangular sheet and
together with said two items comprising a unit cell;

said unit cell including:

a central spacer panel of rectangular form having a length
and width dimension and comprising the base of the U
structure;

a first mounting panel extending outwardly from one of the
length sides of said spacer panel, and

a second mounting panel extending outwardly from the
other length side of the spacer panel,

said mounting panels comprising the sides of the U struc-
ture,

the lines of juncture between the mounting panels and the
spacer panel being partially severed,

each of said mounting panels having a surface in confront-
ing relation with the surface of the opposing mounting
panel,

a mounting portion on each of said confronting surfaces
offset with respect to opposing mounting portion, the
amount of offsetting being sufficient so that the packaged
items do not occupy any common volume,

means mounting one of the items to each of the mounting
portions,

the dimension of the spacer panel between the mounting
panels being at least as great as the distance from the
distal surface of each item to the respective mounting
portion to which it is mounted, and the spacer panel being
provided with at least one tab-like reinforcing member

927 O.G.—19

1. A transport and storage container for nestling with like
containers and for the stacking of like containers thereon, the
container comprising a bottom and a plurality of walls in slight
tapered fixed relationship fixedly connected to said bottom, a
plurality of pedestals hinged to at least some of said walls and
deflectable from a position in which each pedestal lies outside
the horizontal outline of the container into a position wherein
the pedestal projects into the outline to support a similar
container stacked thereon, said walls, said bottom and said
pedestals being unitarily formed from synthetic resin and said
pedestals being provided at least at two diagonally opposite
corners of the container, said container having a rectangular
plan configuration, said pedestals each comprising at least one
strip unitarily hinged to a respective wall by a thin vertical web
of the synthetic resin and deflectable from a position in which
the strip is generally coplanar and flush with its respective wall
into a position wherein said strip extends generally trans-
versely to its respective wall, said strips extending vertically,
said walls having recesses accommodating said strips in the
first-mentioned position, and means for releasably retaining
each strip in its last-mentioned position.

3,840,116
MOLDING APPARATUS HAVING FINISHED ARTICLE
DISCHARGE WITH IMPROVED SCRAP SEPARATOR

Gordon R. Voll, Beloit. Wis., assignor to Beioit Corporation
Beloit, Wis.

Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 307,770
Int. CI. B07b 1112

U.S. CI. 209-99 .
,5 Caims

1. An apparatus comprising: a blow mold for blow molding
preforms into finished articles, said blow mold including a
base and mold halves relatively movable over said base such
that in the opened position of the mold, the finished articles
produced in the mold are located at a mold area on the base
between the open mold halves, a means for defining a path for
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movement of the finished articles away from the said mold

area, and a separating means for separating scrap from the

finished articles as the finished articles travel along said path,

said separating means including a downwardly inclined article

support surface formed by a plurality of spaced apart elon-

gated generally parallel rods extending in a direction along

said path and downwardly inclined in the direction of travel of

said path, the upper end of the article support surface being

located directly adjacent the blow mold such that finished

articles and scrap can move from the said mold area directly

onto the upper end of the article support surface, the spaces

between the rods being large enough to permit scrap pieces to

fall between the rods while concurrently small enough to

prevent finished articles from falling between the rods, the

downward inclination of the article support surface being

great enough for the said finished articles to move down-

wardly therealong under the influence of gravity, and includ-

ing means at the blow mold for exterting a force across the

base acting on both the finished articles and any scrap at the

blow mold area for moving said articles and scrap in a gener-

ally horizontal direction out of the said blow mold area and

onto the upper end of the article support surface.

,v
^
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1. In a waste effiuent filter including a tank having a lower

portion, a filter bed of particulate material having an upper

surface, an underdrain cavity adjacent said lower portion,

under said bed and generally coextensive with said bed, means
for draining from said underdrain cavity filtered effiuent after

said filtered effiuent has passed through said bed, means for

allowing air to enter said underdrain cavity, and means for

forcing liquid into said underdrain cavity whereby said air is

compressed in said underdrain cavity and forced upwardly

through said bed, the improvement comprising: an air distrib-

uting device secured in said underdrain cavity, said device

comprising means defining a plurality of generally vertically

extending chambers below said bed and positioned in a pat-

tern coextensive with said bed with a majority of said cham-

bers being surrounded by adjacent chambers, each of said

chambers having an inner cavity, a lower open end opening

into said underdrain cavity and having a first area and a gener-

ally closed upper end adjacent said bed, and at least one

means for forming an aperture in said upper end for communi-
cating said inner cavity with said bed whereby when said liquid

is forced into said underdrain cavity, said aperture having a

second area substantially less than said first area, said liquid

closes said open ends and then forces air entrapped in said

chambers upwardly through said aperture and through said

bed.

3,840.117

UNDERDRAIN STRUCTURE FOR WASTE EFFLUENT
FILTER AND METHOD OF USING SAME

David S. Ross, Lorain, Ohio, assignor to Hydro-Clear Corpora-

tion, Avon Lake, Ohio
Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Set. No. 355,679

Int. CI. BOld 23/24

U.S. CI. 210-80 36 Claims

3,840,118

SWIMMING POOL SWEEPING SYSTEM
William O. Whitmore, 1733 Ocean Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

90404
Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,567

Int. CI. BOld 33/00

U.S. CI. 210—85 7 Claims

1. Pool and sweeping apparatus comprising:

a pool defining opposite sides and opposite ends;

two upper rails extending along opposite sides of the pool,

said rails located near the top of the pool along most of their

lengths;

two lower rails extending along opposite sides of the pool

and located near the bottom of the pool along most of

their lengths;

runner means engaged with said rails to move therealong;

cable means extending along said rails and attached to said

runner means;

winch means engaged with said cable means to pull it; and
sweep means extending across said pool and attached to

said runner means so that it is pulled from one end of the

pool to the other when said winch means is operated.

3,840,119

FILTERING DEVICES FOR HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
Walter Weirich, Dortmund; Harry Rosenberg, Ludinghausen,
and Wilhelm Mutzke, Altlunen, all of Germany, assignors to

Gewerkschaft Eisenhutte Westfalia, Westfalia, Germany
Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,639

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 13, 1971,

2161703
Int. CI. BOld 35/14

U.S. CL 210-90 10 Claims

1. A device for use in filtering hydraulic pressure fiuid,

comprising:

a. a housing,
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b. a removable filter assembly disposed within said housing,
c. said assembly comprising a stack of plates with pairs of
plates defining filter gaps through which said pressure
fiuid flows,

d. cleaning elements disposed in scraping relationship to the
plates defining the filter gaps,

e. means for effecting relative movement between said
plates and said cleaning elements in situ whereby to clean
the plates,

an inlet to and an outlet from said device,
a by-pass valve operably connected between said inlet

f.

g

'<-

X

and outlet and serving to open to establish communica-
tion directly between the inlet and outlet when the resis-

tance to the flow of fluid through the filter assembly
increases a& a result of contamination of the filter plates,
h. said by-pass valve being in the form of a spring-loaded
hollow slider provided with groups of axially offset radial
bores and subjected to the pressure of the fluid at said
inlet in opposition to the force of said spring, and

i. means for indicating the degree of contamination of the
filter plates including a stem connected to the slider of the
by-pass valve and projecting exteriorly of the housing of
the device.

3,840,120
APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING PARTICLES FROM

LIQUID
Donald K. Greenberg, Rockford, III., assignor to Barnes Drill

Co., Rockford, III.

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 337,907
Int. CI. BOld 21/00,33/02

U.S. a. 210-167 3 Claims
1. Apparatus for separating solid particles out of a flow of

dirty liquid from a using system and for delivering a flow of
clean liquid to the system, said apparatus having a settling
tank for receiving a flow of dirty liquid from the using system,
a hydroclone separator operable to receive a flow of dirty
liquid from said tank and to discharge a first flow of clean
liquid to the using system and a second flow of clean liquid in

excess of that required by the using system, a pump having a
suction line submerged within said tank and having a dis-

charge line communicating with said separator whereby oper-
ation of said pump serves to deliver dirty liquid from said tank
to said separator, said suction line having at least one inlet

opening, a rotatable tubular screen telescoped over said suc-
tion line to filter out large particles from the dirty liquid
sucked through the screen and into said inlet opening by said
pump, mechanism for power rotating said screen, means posi-
tioned adjacent the outer side of said screen for removing
large particles from the screen as an incident to rotation
thereof, a first pipe communicating with said suction line

downstream of said inlet opening and having an open end
submerged within said tank, a second pipe for receiving said
excess flow of clean liquid from said separator and having a
submerged open end spaced from but in line with the open
end of said first pipe whereby said excess flow of liquid is

directed from said second pipe into said first pipe for delivery
to said pump by way of said suction line, and a tubular screen
extending between the open ends of said first and second pipes
and operable to restrict particles in said tank from being
sucked into said first pipe while allowing air to bleed from said
second pipe.

3,840,121
CENTRIFUGE WITH SEMI-PERMEABLE MEMBRANE,

AND METHOD FOR ITS PREPARATION
Martin Baram, 2660 Brondby Strand, 13 Svanholmvej, Den-
mark

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,387
Claims priority, application Denmark, Feb. 23, 1972.

827/72

Int. CI. BOld 31/00
U.S. CI. 210-321 6 Claims

n
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1. A multipurpose rotating centrifuge for reversed osmosis,
micro-filtration and for dialysis comprising a hollow housing!
a hollow cylindrical rotor means mounted in said housing for
rotation therein, said rotor means having a first chamber
having at least one spirally wound first porous pipe means
within said first chamber, said first porous pipe means having
a semi-permeable membrane lining fur the interior thereof,
said first porous pipe means having an inlet opening at one end
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thereof and an outlet opening at the opposite end thereof, said

rotor means further comprising a second acceleration cham-

ber isolated from said first chamber and having an opening

therein in flow through communication with said first porous

pipe means inlet end, a second supply pipe means having one

end opening into said second accelleration chamber for intro-

ducing a first unpressurized fluid thereto, said first fiuid being

supplied to said first porous pipe means inlet through said

second accelleration chamber opening, said first chamber

having a first radial channel therein opening to the outside for

expelling permeate therefrom during micro-filtration and a

second parallaxial channel therein at the bottom of said first

chamber for expelling fiuid which has acted through said first

porous pipe means during dialysis, said rotor means further

comprising a third expelling chamber isolated from said first

chamber and in fiow through communication with said first

porous pipe means outlet end, said third expelling chamber

having outlet means opening to the outside for expelling con-

centrate of said first fiuid therefrom, and a third supply pipe

means opening into said first chamber for supplying a second

fiuid thereto, whereby an enhanced semi-permeable mem-

brane surface area is provided for the interior of said first

chamber.

3,840,122

FILTER CLOTH EDGE STRIP

James R. Myers, Galveston, Tex., assignor to GAP Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,730

Int. CI. BO Id 33/04

U.S. CI. 210—400 9 Claims

3,840,123

FLUID FILTRATION AND SAMPLING
Charles Laird McClure, Malvern, Pa., assignor to Pro. Tech

Inc., Malvern, Pa.

Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262,221

Int. CI. BO Id 29/iS

U.S.CL 210-411 7 Claims

1. An edge strip assembly for a filter belt of the type utilized

in a continuous filtration system having transport means

adapted to movably advance said filter belt, comprising, in

combination, a first layer of felt filter medium defining said

filter belt; a second layer of felt filter medium in the form of

an elongated strip disposed above and extending along the

first layer of filter medium substantially adjacent one edge

thereof; a flexible elongated core member disposed above the

second layer of filter medium and extending along the length

thereof; said first and second layers of filter media being

formed in a loop surrounding said core and fixedly securing

the same in place; an external plastic cover member surround-

ing the loop formed by the first and second layers of filter

media and fixedly joined to said first layer of filter medium to

form a unitary edge strip adapted to operatively engage the

transport means of the continuous filtration system; and fas-

tening means attached to the leading edge of the first layer of

filter medium adapted to join said first layer of filter medium

to additional sections of filter medium to extend the length of

the filter belt defined thereby.
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1. Self-cleaning filter apparatus comprising a fixed cylindri-

cal housing, the cylindrical wall thereof being impervious at its

end portions and foraminous therebetween, having a port

between each interior end portion of the housing to the exte-

rior thereof; an internal divider extending axially and radially

throughout the interior portion surrounded laterally by the

foraminous portion of the housing wall, the outermost parts of

the divider being in wiping contact with the inside surface of

that wall portion; and contiguous throughout their radial

extent with the endmost parts of the divider a pair of disclike

end baffles extending radially to the inside wall of the housing

but spaced respectively from opposite end w alls of the housing

and thereby defining such interior end portions, each baffle

having an opening therethrough, the respective openings

communicating with respective compartments so formed in

the housing interior and bounded by the divider and the baf-

fles together with the cylindrical wall portion, the divider and

the baffles being rotatable together about the housing axis;

and means for rotating the divider and baffles together, where-

upon the respective compartments arc interchangeable rela-

tive to the cylindrical wall of the housing and the flow direc-

tion through the foraminous wall portion interchanges accord-

ingly.

3,840,124

KNOCK-DOWN STORAGE FRAME, COMPONENTS
THEREFOR, AND METHOD OF ASSEMBLY

Wayne G. Atwater, Willoughby, Ohio, assignor to The Triax

Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,528

Int. CI. A47f 5100

U.S. CI. 211— 182 10 Claims

1. In a structural unit comprising a storage rack for a ware-

housing system, including a travel zone running alongside said

storage rack for movement of a mechanical load carrier

therein, operable for depositing loads into and withdrawing

loads from the storage rack, said storage rack comprising a

plurality of generally vertical load supporting column mem-
bers disposed in generally parallel longitudinal rows including
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a row of longitudinally spaced travel zone columns adapted
for disposal along the travel zone and a row of longitudinally
spaced outer columns spaced laterally outwardly respectively
from said travel zone columns, a plurality of connecting mem-
bers extending between respective pairs of said travel zone
columns and said outer columns and extending generally
laterally from the respective column members and being con-
nected thereto by actuatable fastener means, at least one of
said column members comprising a substantially planar face
including a deformable web-like portion, prestressing means
comprising a spacer section attached to at least certain of said
connecting members and oriented into confronting generally
engaged relation with said substantially planar face of a re-
spective of said column members at the respective of said
connections, said spacer section including laterally spaced
column engaging portions and an intermediate recess portion
disposed in confronting relation to said face of said respective
column member, said fastener means extending through said
recess portion into coacting attached relation with said re-
spective column member, said web-like portion being de-
formed by said fastener means outwardly toward the confront-
ing member of the connection and into said recess portion,
whereby the fiber stress in said web-like portion is changed
during deformation from bending stress to tensil stress, pre-
stressing said web-like portion at the respective of said con-
nections, whereby the rigidity of the connection is enhanced.

3,840,126
VEHICHLE COUPLING SYSTEMS, ESPECIALLY FOR

RAILWAYS
Michel Domer, Montigny les Cormeilles, France, assignor to

Paulstra, Levallois Perret, France
Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,830

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 22, 1972, 72.5907
Int. CI. B61g9/06. 11108

U.S. a. 213-45 8 Claims

t^ k'i

3,840,125
MECHANISM FOR MOUNTING AUXILIARY

EQUIPMENT ON A CRANE
Harley R. Cozad, 1105 Maple Dr., N.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa
52402

Filed July 25, 1972, Ser. No. 275,029
Int. CI. B66c 23162

Claims

1. Vehicle coupling system, especially for railway vehicles,
comprising in combination: a damping device constituted
essentially by two stacks of plates of rubber or other elastomer
and guide means incorporated in said system, said guide
means being arranged to oppose lateral buckling of the stacks,
said two stacks being supported on a common intermediate
support plate and on two end support plates, wherein the
guide means of the stacks comprise a U-shaped device whose
base is rigidly fixed to the front plate, in combination with
connecting bars fast to the common intermediate support
plate and becoming engaged, in mounting position, respec-
tively on the end of the wings of the U-shaped device and on
the opposite end support plate, whilst being slidable axially
with respect to said wings and said plate, under the effect of
the forces to be damped.

3,840,127
MODEL RAILWAY COUPLER SYSTEMS ADAPTED FOR

MAGNETIC UNCOUPLING
Clarence K. Edwards, 1017 Black Oak Dr., and Lawrence D.

Edwards, 2816 Rosemont Ave., both of Medford, Oree
97501

*

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 346,853
Int. CI. B61g 5100

U.S. CI. 213-75 TC 4 Claims

1. Mechanism for removably mounting an elongated outrig-
ger support in an operating position on a crane comprising two
actuators mounted on the crane in spaced apart relation, two
latches connected to each actuator and extending in opposite
directions from each actuator, means at each end of said
outrigger support to straddle an actuator and receive the
opposing latches when the latches are extended to secure the
outrigger support to the crane, and a control member
mounted on the crane operably connected to said actuators
selectively to extend said latches into said outrigger support to
secure the outrigger support in said operating position on the
crane and to retract said latches from said outrigger support
to release sa^d outrigger support from the operating position
on said crane.

1. A model railway car coupling system comprising a car
having permanently connected thereto a coupler which
eludes

m-
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a. a C-shapcd knuckle adapted for interlocking engagement

with a like, oppositely facing complementary knuckle on

a companion car,

b. means supporting said knuckle normally in a substantially

horizontal free or locking attitude but with freedom for

upward rocking for clearance relative to such a comple-

mentary knuckle during coupling and uncoupling, said

knuckle having affixed to it a permanent magnet having

long upper and lower poles of opposite signs, through the

lower one of which it may be rocked upward for clear-

ance through magnetic repulsion and

c. cooperative electromagnetic means located in the track-

way and having an elongated upper pole of the same sign

as the lower pole of the knuckle carried permanent mag-

net, said electromagnetic means including switch means

operable at will to cause the passing knuckle to be rocked

upward to uncoupling position through magnetic repul-

sion.

3,840,128

RACKING ARM FOR PIPE SECTIONS. DRILL COLLARS,
RISER PIPE, AND THE LIKE USED IN WELL DRILLING

OPERATIONS
John J. Swoboda, Jr., and Norman L. Swoboda, both of P.O.

Box 1939, Victoria, Tex. 77901

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,321

Int. CI. B65g 47/08

U.S. CI. 214—1 BD 23 Claims

5CK.

means connected between said pedestal and said boom for

selectively raising and lowering said cantilevered end, and

means in said boom for extending and retracting said

boom to selectively vary the length thereof.

3,840,129

STACKING SLED
Charles E. Courtois, and Herbert O. Dippold, both of Rt. 3,

Perryville, Mo. 63773
Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,614

Int. CI. B65g 57/32

U.S. CI. 214—6 B 12 Claims

1. A racking arm for mounting on a drilling rig at a point

spaced above the working platform of the drilling rig and

spaced away from the well bore axis and for being employed

to move elongated members such as pipe sections, drill col-

lars, riser pipe and the like used in rotary drilling of earth

formations and being in combination with said dulling rig

comprising:

a pedestal for being mounted on said working platform

away from said well bore axis,

a multisection telescoping boom having a supported end

pivotally connected to said pedestal and having a canti-

levered end,

gripping means secured to said cantilevered end of said

boom for engaging the exterior surface of ssaid elongated

members,
means for mounting said supported end of said boom for

pivotal movement about a vertical axis,

power means connected between said pedestal and said

boom for selectively rotating said boom about said verti-

cal axis.
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pivoting said swing mount about an upright axis relative to the

vehicle, a boom pivotal about a horizontal axis on the swing

mount, a boom motor connected between the swing mount
and the boom, a dipper stick pivotally carried on the free end

of the boom, a dipper motor connected between the dipper

stick and the boom, a bucket pivotally carried on the free end

of the dipper stick, and a bucket motor operatively connected

between the bucket and the dipper stick, the improvement
comprising:

swing, boom, dipper and bucket valves for independently

directing fluid pressure from said source to the associated

one of said motors;

said swing valve and said bucket valve having a spool and

a servo-motor for controlling the position of the spool

within the associated valve;

solenoid-actuated valve means connected to each servo-

motor for selectively directing fluid pressure from said

source to each of said servo-motors;

a first potentiometer operatively connected to the spool of

said swing valve and providing a resistance related to the

displacement from neutral of the swing valve spool;

a manually operable swing control means including a sec-

ond potentiometer for providing a resistance related to

the position of the swing control means from a given

position;

a third potentiometer operatively connected between the

swing mount and the vehicle for providing a resistance

related to the displacement from a given position of the

swing mount relative to the vehicle;

a first bridge circuit including said first, second and third

potentiometers with said first potentiometer being in one

arm of the bridge circuit and second and third potentiom-

eters being in another arm of the bridge circuit;

a first comparator in said first bridge circuit for detecting an

imbalance between said one arm and said another arm
and for energizing said solenoid valve means for said

swing valve in response to a detected imbalance, whereby
the swing mount will be moved to a position correspond-

ing to the position manually provided for the swing con-

trol means;

a fourth potentiometer operatively connected to the spool

of said bucket valve and providing a resistance related to

the displacement from neutral of the bucket valve spool;

a manually operable bucket control means including a

fifth potentiometer for providing a resistance related to

the position of the bucket control means from a neutral

position;

a second bridge circuit including said fourth and fifth poten-

tiometers located in different arms thereof;

a second comparator in said second circuit for detecting an

imbalance between said different arms and for energizing

said solenoid valve means for said bucket valve in re-

sponse to a detected imbalance, whereby the bucket

valve spool will be initially displaced from its neutral

position an amount corresponding to the displacement of

the bucket control means from its neutral position.

3,840,133

BOAT TRAILER LOADING AND SUPPORTING DEVICE
Albert L. Berg, 3314 Spring Street, Fort Wayne, Ind. 46808

Filed May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,521

Int. CI. B60r 9100

U.S. CI. 214—450 6 Claims

1. A device for use with a pickup truck for transporting a

boat trailer comprising in combination, wheel support pads

mounted on the side members of a pickup truck body adjacent

the top portion thereof, said support pads positioned on said

side members above and over the wheel well portions of the

pickup truck, a support member disposed between said sup-

port pads and the wheel well portion of the truck for mounting
said support pads in a horizontal position, a pair of removable

channel members connected to said support pads and posi-

tioned rearwardly of said support pads along the top of the

side members of the pickup truck, a pair of ramp members
having one end dctachably connected to said channel mem-
bers and having the other end engaging the ground a generally

horizontal member having an upwardly opening channel

therein for engagement with the front center wheel of a boat

trailer and having a section adapted for connection to the

truck cab in about the middle thereof and having a forward

end. a post connected to the forward end of said horizontal

member and extending downwardly therefrom and at the

lower end adapted for being fixedly connected to the front

portion of the truck, said horizontal member serving to sup-

port the front wheel of the boat trailer during loading and
transporting of the boat trailer.

3,840,134

HAYSTACK WAGON
Gene A. Luscombe, R. R. 1, Diiliver, Iowa

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,699
Int. CI. B60p 1138

IJ.S.CL 214-518 10 Claims
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1. A hay stack wagon adapted to be towed by a prime mover
and adapted to receive hay from a hay pickup device, com-
prising

a generally rectangular shaped wagon box including a bot-

tom wall, upstanding substantially parallel side walls, a
front wall, and a top wall, an opening defined between the

upper edge of said front wall and said top wall and being
of a size to accommodate the discharge spout of a hay
pickup device, a closure structure shiftably mounted on
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said box at the rear end thereof for closing the same and
being swingable between open and closed positions,

ground engaging wheels, means connecting the ground
engaging wheels with said box to permit tilting of the box
about a pivotal axis extending transversely of the box
between a normal horizontal position and a rearwardly
inclined position,

means connected with said box for tilting the box about said
pivotal axis between said normal horizontal and said
rearwardly inclined positions,

compacting mechanism within said box comprising a re-

volvable compacting roller structure extending trans-

versely of said box and having a length dimension corre-
sponding substantially to the interior width dimension of
the box. reversible drive means drivingly connected with
said roller structure to drive said roller structure along the

surface of the hay continuously in rearward and forward
directions to continuously compact the hay in the wagon
box as the latter is being filled with hay.

3,840,135
COLLAPSIBLE CONTAINER CARRIER SYSTEM

John Bridge, 65 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, III. 60604
Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 214,758

Int. CI. B66f 9112
U.S. CI. 214-621 8 Claims
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1. In a container fidr articles of lading and in combination
with a lift truck having lift forks,

a fiat rectangular base,

collapsible parallel side and end walls extending upwardly
of said base,

a plurality of locating members spaced along each side of
said base and extending upwardly therefrom,

load transferring members extending vertically along said

side walls and centered on said locating members,
relcasable locking means locking said load transferring

members to said locating members,
a lifting member adapted to be lifted by the forks of the lift

truck, and
means detachably connecting said lifting member to the

upper ends of said load transferring members, for lifting

the carrier and transferring the lifting loads to said base
upon vertical lifting movement of said lifting member.

3,840,136
CLOSURE WITH FRACTURABLE AUXILIARY

CONTAINER
Antonio Lanfranconi, Milan; Wolfgang Schafer, Konigswinter;

Franco Testaguzza, Bonn-Bad Godesberg, and Franco Zani-
belli, Milan, all of Italy, assignors to Doll Gesellschaft Mil
Beschrankter Haftung, Bonn, Germany

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,021
Claims priority, application Italy, Apr. 18, 1973, 20196/73

Int. CI. B65d 1/04

U.S. CI. 215-6 4 Claims
1. A closure for bottles, flasks and the like designed for the

extended storage of separate products comprising a generally

cup-shaped container, said container having an abutment
surface axially spaced from a bottom wall, a closure, said

closure having an end panel and a depending peripheral skirt

with means on the latter for securement to a main container,
means carried by said closure for limiting axial motion of said

closure relative to said cup-shaped container by contacting
said abutment surface during the application of the closure to

a main container whereby a cutter adapted to be housed
within said cup-shaped container is incapable of severing said

bottom wall, said axial motion limiting means being a sealing
member depending from and integral with said end panel and
adapted for insertion into a container neck, said cup-shaped
container includes radially outwardly directed fiange means
for abutting an outer container lip, said flange having axially

52
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spaced surfaces, one of said surfaces remote from said bottom
wall is said abutment surface, a collar forming an extension of
said peripheral skirt, said collar being connected to said pe-

ripheral skirt by breakable connections, inwardly directed
projections on said collar, an outer container having a neck
housing said cup-shaped container with said flange on a lip

thereof, radially outwardly directed projections on said outer
container neck for cooperating with said collar projections to

rupture said breakable connections upon rotative removai of
said closure, and the axial length of said collar and the mini-

mum axial spacing of said container projections from said

peripheral skirt is greater than the axial distance between said

flange surfaces.

3,840,137

TEARABLE PLASTIC CAP FOR THREADED AND
UNTHREADED WATER BOTTLES

George W. Faulstich, c/o Black Mountain Spring Water, Inc.,

800 Alameda St., San Carlos, Calif. 94070
Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,607

Int. CI. B65d 4 1 148

U.S. CI. 215/256 5 claims

1. A cap for use with either of two types of rigid container
necks, said first type of neck having an annular finish at the
upper end of said first type neck, an upper external first bead
below said finish having a substantially circular arcuate upper
corner curving downwardly-outwardly below said finish and a
downward tapering lower curvature ending in a first minimum
diameter portion below said first bead, and a second bead
below said first minimum diameter portion; said second type
of neck having a short, cylindrical upper terminal portion
formed with external screw threads, an upper external third
bead below said terminal portion having a maximum diameter
greater than that of said threads and shaped congruent to said
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first bead, a second minimum diameter portion of the same
diameter as said first minimum diameter portion below said

third bead and a fourth bead below said second minimum
diameter portion; said cap being formed of a fiexible plastic

material which is deformable to accommodate minor varia-

tions in container neck dimensions and also to permit said cap
to stretch over said first or third beads, said cap comprising a

fiat top disc having a diameter about equal to that of said

threads, an upper cylindrical skirt depending from the periph-

ery of said disc having an inside diameter to fit tightly over

said screw threads, having a length equal to that of said termi-

nal portion and having an outwardly-downwardly curved

juncture shaped to fit tightly against said upper corner of first

bead or of said third bead, an external fifth bead below said

upper skirt complementary to and tightly engaging either said

first or third bead down to the upper end of said lower curva-

ture thereof, a plurality of thin, shallow, flexible internal rings

on said lower curvature of said fifth bead positioned and
shaped to grip said lower curvature of either said first or third

beads, said fifth bead shaped and positioned to fit tightly

around said first or third beads, and an imperforate vertical

second skirt below said fifth bead having a diameter less than

said first and second beads of said neck, said skirt being weak-
ened in a first score line slanting upwardly from the bottom
edge of said skirt and merging into a second score line hori-

zontal and below said external fifth bead, said second score

line having an arcuate length less than 180°, a thickened

gusset below said fifth bead, said second score line terminating

at said gusset, a third score line extending upward from said

second score line alongside said gusset up into the middle of

said fifth bead, said second skirt being tearable along said first,

second and third score lines, said cap in intact condition on
said necks sealing said necks against either input or output of

liquid, said cap when torn along said first, second and third

score lines permitting removal of said cap from either of said

necks.

3,840,138

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR HEATING
STRIPE-LIKE AREAS ON CAN BODIES

Glenn R. Mohr, Linthicum, Md., assignor to Continental Can
Company. Inc., New York, N,Y.

Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,350

Int. CI. H05b 5108

U.S. CI. 219-10.57 51 Claims

1. A method of substantially uniformly heating a longitudi-

nally moving member of a finite length along a longitudinally

extending stripe-like area, said method comprising the steps of

heating primarily along leading and trailing end portions

thereof, and separately heating the member along the stripe-

like area substantially between the end portions thereof.

3,840,139
PRESSURE VESSEL HAVING A SEALED PORT

Emerson R. Harmon, Lisbon, Wis., assignor to Amalga Corpo-
ration, Monomee Falls, Wis.

Division of Ser. No. 852,624, Aug. 25, 1969, abandoned. This
application Oct. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 191,660

int. CI. F17c 1100; B65d 25114
U.S. CI. 220-3 3 Claims

1. A lined pressure vessel having a sealed port comprising:

a. a resin impregnated fiberglass filament reinforced outer
shell having an aperture therein at said port;

b. a fiexible plastic inner liner having a lip with an annular

free end portion terminating adjacent said port;

c. a rigid annular boss having an interiorally threaded open-

ing and a contoured outer surface in contact with said

outer shell, and an inner surface in contact with said liner,

said surfaces being in contact with the shell and liner at

the port opening;

d. a valve assembly threaded exteriorally and threadably

engaged in said boss and having a lower unthreaded
portion;

e. an annular groove in said boss member;
f. an O-ring mounted in said groove; and,

g. said inner liner having the annular free end portion of its

lip disposed in said groove in contact with said O-ring, the

pressure of the fiuid pressing the liner against the O-ring.

3.840,140

CABLE CLOSURE
Cosmo N. Tisbo, 1940 Lunt Ave., Elk Grove Village, III. 60007

Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,548
Int. CI. H02g 3108

U.S. CI. 220-3.8 5 Claims

1. A cable closure comprising, an elongated unitary channel
having an elongated fioor and an elongated resilient side wall
formed integral with each of the elongated edges of the fioor,

each side wall being substantially perpendicular to the fioor in

an unstressed attitude, a cover lockably mountable on the side
walls to close the open side of the channel, said cover includ-
ing a top and a cover lock engageable with the free edge of the
side walls to hold the cover onto the channel and to hold the
side walls in a slightly inwardly-disposed attitude, and an end
cap mounted on one end of the channel for closing said end
of the channel, said end cap including an end plate having a
generally trapezoidal configuration, and an apron formed
integral with the outer periphery of the end plate for engage-
ment with a portion of the channel, said cover is an extruded
electrically non-conductive member having a plurality of
elongated ribs formed integral with one side of the top, said
cover lock including a riser formed integral with each of the
opposed longitudinal edges of the top and extending over the
length of the top, each of said risers being parallel to the other
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riser and extending in a direction opposite to the side having
the ribs, and an inwardly-extending tongue formed integral

with each of the risers, each of said tongues extending the

length of the top and being substantially parallel to the top;

said channel including an ear formed integral with the entire

length of the free edge of each of the side walls, each of said

ears being perpendicular to its respective side wall and being
engageable with a tongue of the cover to hold the cover onto
the channel; and said end cap is a single injection-molded
member wherein said apron includes a fioor portion on the

longer parallel side of the end plate engageable with a portion
of the exterior surface of the fioor of the channel, a pair of side

portions on the non-parallel sides of the end plate engageable
with a portion of the exterior sides of the side walls of the

channel, a top portion formed integral with the shorter paral-

lel side of the end plate and being positionable in engagement
with a portion of the inner surface of the top, and each of the

side portions including a slot for receiving a portion of a
tongue and a portion of an ear.

3,840,141

CONTAINERS FOR LIQUIDS
Clive Allom, High Wycombe; Herbert John Sharp, and Rudolf

Drucker, both of Bilston, all of England, assignors to GKN
Sankey Limited, Stafford, England

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,579
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 17, 1972,

17614/72

tut. CI. B6Sd 7102

U.S. CI. 220-5 R 4 Claims

1. A container for liquids having a substantially cylindrical
stainless steel hollow body and a protective chime of rigid or
semi-rigid resilient plastics material at at least one end of the
body, characterised in that the body has a rib adjacent the said
one end of the body, the chime extends over the rib and to
lock the chime to the body a portion of the chime has been
deformed behind the rib by a hot moulding process.

3,840,142
MINIATURE TAPE CARTRIDGES

Haruo Tsukada, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Victor Com-
pany of Japan Limited, Yokohama, Japan

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,149
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 26, 1972, 47-

23792; Mar. 31, 1972, 47-37987
Int. CL B65d 21102

U.S. CL 220-23.4 9 Claims
1. A joining mechanism for coupling two miniature tape

cartridges together for use with a tape player having a cham-
ber with a slot opening therein for accommodating said car-

tridges, said joining mechanism comprising a cartridge hous-
ing and a tongue-and-groove joint for slidably meshing each

18
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other to provide a rectangular piece in rear-to-rear relation by
moving each other along the rear walls of said cartridges in

opposite directions.

3,840,143

THREADED NESTABLE CONTAINER
Paul Davis, Swampscott, and Gim P. Fong, Newton, both of

Mass., assignors to Sweetheart Plastics, Inc., Wilmington,
Mass.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 10,227, Feb. 10, 1970,
abandoned. This application Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 235,942

Int. CI. B65d 41/04.41/06, 21/00
U.S. CL 220-39 R 17 Claims

.-^^ — .-»--C.-g

•ntr-T25 '24 '2i ^20 25J 'IB

I. A thin wall, one-piece, plastic, nestable container com-
prising

a bottom wall and a side wall integral therewith, with the
walls of generally uniform thickness, said side wall having
a lower section and an upper threaded section that forms
an upwardly extending continuation of the lower section,
said threaded section having a circular wall on which a
thread is formed which extends radially out from the wall,

the top of said threaded section terminating radially very
close to the top of the circular wall and with the container
being free of an outwardly and downwardly extending rim
structure that would interfere with the threading of a lid

onto the threaded section,

and a nesting facility formed in the side wall and having an
axial extent at least as great as the axial extent of the

threaded section whereby the threaded section of the

container lies above the top of the threaded section of a
like container nested below it,

said nesting facility being formed in part by said circular

wall of the threaded section and defining a nesting shoul-

der below said thread and a nesting top above said thread.
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3,840,144

PLASTIC COVER FOR CYLINDRICAL CONTAINERS OF
LARGE CAPACITY

Sidney Dry, Chicago, III., assignor to National Industrial Con-
tainers, Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 284,635
Int. CI. B65d 43110

U.S. CI. 220—60 R 1 1 Claims

1. A cover for a cylindrical container having an overhanging

annular lip portion about the open end with an inwardly ex-

tending shoulder at the base of the lip, comprising a disc

member, a skirt extending downwardly from the-periphery of

the disc member to form a cylindrical section having a diame-

ter corresponding to the diameter of the lip portion and a

length corresponding to the length of the lip portion, and an

annular flange extending inwardly from the skirt which snaps

into position to lock the cover onto the container when the

cover is displaced into position of use on the container, said

disc member comprising a relatively flat central body portion

and an outer corrugated portion having a first portion which
extends angularly inwardly and downwardly from the upper
edge of the skirt portion for a distance below the lower edge

of the skirt portion and greater than the distance between the

lip portion and inwardly extending shoulder at the base of the

lip portion of the container, a second portion which extends

angularly inwardly and upwardly from the lower edge of the

first portion for a distance to extend above the inwardly ex-

tending shoulder at the base of the lip portion of the container

and above the lower end of the skirt of the cover but not above

the upper edge of the skirt portion, and a connecting portion

which extends angularly inwardly and downwardly for a dis-

tance below the skirt portion of the cover and the inwardly

extending shoulder portion of the container and which con-

nects the second portion with the body portion to position the

body portion at a level below the skirt portion of the cover and

the inwardly extending shoulder of the container, whereby
lifting force on the body portion from within will react on the

first inwardly and downwardly extending portion of the outer

corugation to cause outward displacement thereof in the

direction toward the inwardly extending shoulder of the con-

tainer and to establish an increased gripping relationship of

the lip of the container between the skirt and the first portion

of the cover.

a generally annular chamber therebetween for receiving a

chemical agent, said inner wall defining a central generally

circular opening through the under side of said housing, the

upper edge of said inner wall being spaced below the upper
edge of said outer wall, a receptacle cover, a portion of said

cover and flush therewith forming an upper wall for said

housing whereby said upper wall overlies said chamber and

lies in spaced relation above the upper edge of said inner wall,

said dispenser depending from the underside of said refuse

receptacle cover and at a location substantially centrally of

said cover, and an open cellular absorbent sponge disposed

within said housing and overlying said chamber and said inner

wall, said sponge occupying a space bounded by said upper

wall and said outer wall and engaging the upper edge of said

inner wall and extending across said central opening to fully

close the same, said sponge being compressed within said

housing by said inner wall such that portions of said sponge

respectively extend into said chamber below the upper edge
of said inner wall in contact with the chemical agent therein

and also project through said central opening below the upper

edge of said inner wall, at least portions of said sponge when
compressed lying at an elevation below the upper edge of said

inner wall and following the contour of the surface of one of

said inner and outer walls, whereby the chemical agent in the

annular chamber flows by a wicking action to the portion of

said sponge above said central opening for distribution into

the receptacle.

ERRATUM
For Class 220—60 see:

Patent No. 3,840,152

3,840,146

PAPER TOWEL DISPENSER
Gordon S. Bodek, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Bobrick

Washroom Equipment, Inc., North Hollywood, Calif.

Filed June II, 1973, Ser. No. 368,672
Int. CI. B65h 1126

U.S.CL 221-45 3 Claims

3,840,145

LIQUID DISPENSER FOR REFUSE RECEPTACLE
Sergio Almanza, 28 Quimera St., Munoz Rivera, Guayanabo,

P.R. 00657
Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,820

Int. CI. B65d 25128
U.S. CI. 220—87 2 Claims

1. A dispenser for use with a refuse receptacle comprising:

a housing including upstanding inner and outer walls defining

I. A dispenser for folded paper towels, comprising:

a. a housing structure having end and side walls dimen-

sioned to receive a stack of paper towels, and an open
dispensing and loading end having fixed inturned copla-

nar stop flanges along the side walls;

b. a pair of opposed retainer strips hinged to the side walls

at the dispensing and loading end of the housing structure

contiguous to the stop flanges;

c. the retainer strips normally occupying a dispensing posi-

tion wherein the retainer strips are held in essentially

coplanar relation by the stop flanges and the retainer

strips engage opposite margins of the end paper towel of

a stack of paper towels contained in the housing struc-

ture;

d. the retainer strips being yieldably movable under the stop

flanges toward the side walls to increase the spacing

therebetween in response to force exerted through a

bundle of paper towels for insertion of the bundle there-

between into the housing structure.
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3,840,147
SHELF APPARATUS FOR HELIX TYPE PRODUCT

DISPENSING MACHINES
Wilbert O. O Neal; Burford J. Page, both of Independence,

Mo., and Charles E. Simek, Overland Park, Kans., assignors
to The Vendo Company, Kansas City, Mo.

Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,624
Int. CI. G07f 1

1

152
U.S. CI. 221-75 16 Claims

1. In product dispensing apparatus:
means including a product shelf having a product-discharge

end;

feeder means for advancing products along said shelf to-
ward said discharge end and successively off the latter;

and

deflector means adljaccnt said discharge end projecting into
the path of travel of said products and disposed to ^ngage
the leading product at a point spaced substantially above
said shelf as the leading product is advanced off said
discharge end, whereby to prevent said leading product
from tumbling as it leaves said discharge end,

said deflector means including a resilient tongue projecting
downwardly into said path of travel of the products from
above the sameJ

3,840,148
CONVEYANCE EQUIPMENT WHICH ALLOWS THE
DISCHARGE OF ALL OR PARTLY OF THE LOAD BY

MEANS OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC CONTROL DEVICE
Ludovico Fontana, Via Principe Amedeo 31, Bari, Italy

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,693
Claims priority, application Italy, Jan. 28, 1972, 2107/72

nt. CI. B65g 59100

ClaimU.S. CI

1. A load transport carrier for carrying a plurality of verti-
cally stacked articles in a plurality of separate compartments,
comprising a container having a plurality of vertically extend-
ing side by side compartments, a door closing each of said
compartments having one end pivoted to one side of said
compartment adjacent the bottom end thereof and an oppo-
site end, a movable pawl supporting said opposite end of said
door in a position in which said door extends horizontally
across the lower end of said compartment, each compartment
being substantially unobstructed above said door and being of

a size to contain a plurality of vertically stacked articles which
rest on said door, and electrically operated solenoid means
connected to said pawl for shifting said pawl to release said
door to discharge the articles from said compartments includ-
mg an armature for operating each pawl pivotally mounted
adjacent said pawl and having one end engageable with said
pawl to hold it in a position to close said door and an electro-
magnetic coil alongside said armature being excitable to at-
tract said armature to release said pawl and open said door,
and a safety device connected to said armature and holding it

in engagement with said pawl to keep said door closed during
transportation said safety device includes a lever alongside
said armature engageable with the end thereof which is oppo-
site to the end engageable with said pawl and holding said
armature in engagement with said pawl, a connecting cable
connected to each of said levers, spring means connected to
said cable and holding all of said levers in engagement with
respective armatures and an electromagnet connected to said
cable to move said cable in a direction opposite to said spring
biasing said cable to release said levers from engagement with
said armatures.

3.840,149
COMBINATION GOLF EMBLEM AND TEE DISPENSER
Henry O. Zeller, 2083 Five Mile Line Rd., Penfield, N.Y

14526

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,832
Int. CI. B65g 59/06

U.S. a. 221-199 14 Claims

1. In a golf tee dispenser, the combination comprising:
a generally rectangular housing having inwardly facing first
and second convex portions spaced apart to define a first
cavity of bi-concave cross-section extending through said
housing for receiving golf tees in side-by-side relation,
and provided with a loading end through which golf tees
are introduced into said first cavity and a dispensing end
through which golf tees are dispensed from said first
cavity; and

one of said first and second convex portions is provided
adjacent said loading end with a shoulder having a surface
inclined toward said dispensing end, and the other of said
first and second convex portions is provided with a pro-
jection extending towards said shoulder, said projection
being positioned closer to said loading end than said
shoulder and cooperating therewith to define a passage-
way for tees into said first cavity, said projection having
an inner surface substantially normal to said one portion
to prevent tees from falling out of said first cavity when
said dispenser is oriented with said loading end below said
dispensing end, and said projection further having an
outer surface inclined toward said dispensing end and
coacting with said shoulder surface to facilitate introduc-
tion of tees through said passageway into said first cavity
in a substantially horizontal position.
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3,840,150

SEPARATING AND DISPENSING MEANS FOR NESTED
CONTAINERS

Alfred W. Kinney, Kansas City, Mo., assignor to Phillips Petro-

leum Company, Bartlesvilie, Okla.

Filed June 22, 1973, Ser. No. 372,845

Int. CI. B65h 3/28

U.S. CI. 221-222 6 Claims

3^e

1. In a dispensing mechanism for dispensing frustoconical

containers from a stack thereof, each of said containers having

a rolled rim and an outwardly directed stacking shoulder

formed in the sidewall of the containers a slight distance below

the rim thereof, comprising a plurality of feed cylinders, each

of said feed cylinders having a groove in the cylindrical sur-

face thereof extending in a generally spiral form from the top

of said cylindrical surface to the bottom of said cylindrical

surface, means for positioning said plurality of feed cylinders

in a circular array which is coaxial with said stack of contain-

ers with the cylindrical axes of said feed cylinders being paral-

lel to the elongated axis of said stack of containers, with each
of said plurality of feed cylinders being positioned to simulta-

neously receive in the groove thereof the rim of a container in

said stack, and means for simultaneously rotating said feed

cylinders to dispense a rimmed container from said stack, the

improvement comprising the cylindrical surface of each of

said feed cylinders having a top cylindrical section which is

horizontally adjacent the stacking shoulder of the next to the

lowermost container in said stack and a bottom cylindrical

section which is horizontally adjacent the stacking shoulder of

the lowermost container in said stack, the diameter of said top

cylindrical section being greater than the diameter of said

bottom cylindrical section.

3,840,151

LIQUID FUEL DISPENSING PUMP
Robert Jarvis, Wokingham, and John Francis Croxford, Ba-

singstoke, both of England, assignors to Dresser Europe S.A.,

Brussels, Belgium

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,756

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 17, 1972,

17742
Int. CI. B67d 5/20

U.S. CI. 222-33 5 Claims

1. A liquid fuel dispensing pump of the blending kind which

blends two base grades of liquid fuel, the pump comprising: a

computer which computes and totalizes the value of fuel as it

is dispensed; price and volume indicating drums controlled by

the computer; an electric reset motor coupled to reset, when
energised, the indicating drums to zero; a reset switch for

energising the reset motor; a housing for the pump; a nozzle

normally housed in the pump housing; an actuator in the

housing which is depressed by the action of pushing the nozzle

home in the housing; an interlock shaft coupled to the com-
puter to switch the computer on and off when turned; a me-
chanical linkage coupling the actuator with the reset switch so

that movement of the actuator allowed by removal of the

nozzle from the housing switches on the reset switch; and
coupling means between the reset motor and the interlock

shaft whereby the interlock shaft is turned by the reset motor
to switch on the computer, said coupling means comprises a

cam mounted to be turned, by the reset motor; a lever having

a cam follower which co-operates with the cam; a spring

which urges the lever to press the cam follower on the cam
and a crank on the interlock shaft, the end of the lever remote
from the cam follower being arranged to engage the crank.

3,840,152
SEALABLE AND RESEALABLE CONTAINER

George Robert Hodge, Cochranville, Pa., assignor to None
Such Enterprises, Inc., New Castle, Del.

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 365,268
Int. CI. B65d 43/10; A47j 27/08; B65d 25/28

U.S. CI. 220-60 R 9 Claims

1. A plastic scalable and resealable container having a lid

part and a body part, said body part comprising a bottom, a

side wall, and having an open top; a peripheral band adjacent

said open top circumferentially spaced from and secured to

said side wall by a plurality of circumferentially spaced radial

members extending from said side wall to the lower edge of

said band; a plurality of flexible lock tabs integrally formed
with and circumferentially spaced about said peripheral band
between said radial members, the lower portions of said lock

tabs being separated from said peripheral band by vertical

slots and inclined toward the side wall of said body; said lid

part comprising a planar surface having a raised shoulder at its

outer circumferential edge; a circumferential flange depend-
ing from said raised shoulder and terminating in an outwardly

extending radial rib; and a convergent annular groove formed
in said raised shoulder adjacent said circumferential flange

adapted to receive the upper edge of said body part as the

depending flange of said lid slides between said body part and
peripheral band for engagement by said lock tabs.

3,840,153

DRINKING UTENSIL
Edward J. Devlin, Madison, Conn., assignor to Glacier, Incor-

porated, Clinton, N.J.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,111

Int. CI. B67d 5/62

U.S. CI. 222- 146 C 4 Claims

1. A drinking utensil enabling a refrigerated beverage con-
tained therein to be controllably dispensed under pressure

therefrom, comprising a container having resiliently flexible
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walls, conduit means extending through one of the container

walls for conducting the beverage, and valve means on said

conduit means for controlling the flow of beverage there-

through, said valve means being in the form of a port and a

dispensing tube pivotally attached adjacent said port, said

dispensing tube capable of being pivotally rotated in a plane

lying axially of said container to a position where said port and
said tube are in communication with one another and alterna-

tively to a position where said port is blocked by the wall of

said tube, said dispensing tube including a bend in its length

enabling the tube to lie against the walls of said container

.-^^^

when said tube is rotated to said alternative position, thereby

affording a directed discharge at an angle to the axis of said

container when said port and said tube are in communication
with one another and a compact collapsed configuration of

the utensil when said tube is rotated to said alternative posi-

tion; said utensil further comprising a capsule removably

inserted in said container in heat exchange relation with the

contained beverage, said capsule containing a non-toxic, non-

volatile, aqueous solution having a freezing point below the

freezing point of water and said capsule being removable from

said utensil for the freezing of said solution.

II 3,840,154

DEVICE FOR DISPENSING LIQUID OR PASTE
MATERIAL

Richard C. Speak, Fullerton, Calif., assignor to United States

Borax & Chemical Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 166,406, July 27, 1971,

abandoned. This application June 6, 1973, Ser. No. 367,480
Int. CI. A47k 5/12

U.S. CI. 222 1 1 Claims

23^26

22 35 45 44

1. A dispenser device comprising a housing provided with

an upstanding top portion having an upwardly extending wall

around substantially the edge portion thereof for retaining a

container of material to be dispensed, a horizontal hollow

housing having a material receiving portion disposed below

said top portion, an orifice located in said top portion, a verti-

cal channel connecting said orifice with a material receiving

portion of said horizontal hollow housing, a helical gear pump
positioned in said horizontal housing and communicating with

said material receiving portion, said pump including a stator

constituted of a horizontally positioned elongated cylindrical

member of resilient flexible material having internal helical

grooves and a helical rotor having external threads in pumping
engagement with the helical grooves of said stator, a shaft

secured to said rotor and rotatably mounted therewith, man-
ual operating means in operative relationship with said shaft

and extending forward of said housing, said manual operating

means including a forwardly extending handle mounted to

reciprocate horizontally, transmission means, said transmis-

sion means including a first rotatable face mounted to rotate

with said rotor and a second rotatable face mounted in con-

fronting relationship with said first rotatable face on driving

means adapted to rotate when said handle is operated, cam
means to rotate said second face when the handle is driven

towards said housing, and resilient means to urge said handle

away from said housing when at rest, and an orifice in said

housing through which the material is dispensed.

3,840,155

NUCLEAR FUEL HANDLING POWDER CONTAINER
James A. Frye, Oklahoma City, and Ralph B. Morton, Dell

City, both of Okla., assignors to The Boardman Company,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Filed Apr. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 245,215

Int. CI. B65d 83/06

U.S. CI. 222-195 8 Claims

^32A_

1. A nuclear fuel handling powder container comprising:

A. a hollow container body;

B. a powder inlet opening in said body proximate the top

thereof;

C. a powder discharge hopper at the bottom of said body;

D. a hollow conical shaped powder feeder vane having

openings therethrough mounted in said body above said

discharge hopper and forming a powder feed passage

therebetween and said body into said discharge hopper;

E. aerating means for passing air under pressure through

said openings in said feeder vane into powder thereabove

to break up masses of the material, fiuidize the material,

and cause it to fall upon siad vane and pass into said

discharge hopper;

F. means for vacuumizing said body interior to induce pow-
der flow from a source into the container;

G. vacuum operated powder withdrawal means operatively

connectable with said discharge hopper for withdrawal of

powder material therefrom;

H. valve means for controlling powder inlet and outlet fiow

to and from said container, said valve including:

i. a valve body having inlet and outlet powder fiow con-

duits of cylindrical configuration;

ii. a plenum chamber in said valve body interconnecting

said inlet and outlet passages;
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iii. a plug body having an opening therethrough of the

same size as said passageways; and
iv. said plug rotatable in sid plenum chamber to intercom-

municate said passageways for material flow there-

through or alternatively close the passageway openings
into said plenum chamber to discontinue flow there-

through.

3,840,156

TUNER SUPPLY DEVICE
Sakae Fujimoto, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha

Ricoh, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,457
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 27, 1971, 46-3073

Int. CI. B65g 65170

U.S. CI. 222-196 10 Claims

o-

1. A toner supply device comprising a hopper for containing
a quantity of toner, said hopper having a closed and continu-

ous bottom except for a toner discharge opening in it, a toner

supply roller rotatably mounted within said toner discharge

opening of the hopper and having a portion disposed within

the hopper and a portion extending outwardly of the hopper,
said outwardly extending hopper portion being exposed and
freely accessible from outside the hopper, said roller having a

plurality of axial peripheral grooves which arc sawtooth
shaped in transverse section, means for supporting the roller

at an operating position in which the roller at least partially

blocks said toner discharge opening in the hopper, means for

rotating the roller for discharging toner from the hopper, and
means for scraping off discharged toner which may have
adhered in the grooves of the exposed portion of the toner

supply roller, at the roller portion which extends outwardly of
the hopper.

3,840,157

HAND OPERATED SPRAYER
Johann F. Hellenkamp. 4706 S.W. 75th Ave.. Miami, Fla.

33155
Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,662

Int. CI. GOlf 11106

U.S. CI. 222-309 18 Claims

1. A sprayer comprising

a body having a lower tubular portion and an upper portion

with an upright cylinder,

said body having a forward portion with a delivery passage-

way therein extending from said cylinder,

a plunger having an upper piston portion disposed in said

cylinder for movement therein and a lower tubular end
with a dip tube for insertion into a reccptable extending

therefrom and movable therewith.

said plunger between said piston portion and said lower

tubular end having an actuating face thereon,

a trigger pivotally carried on said body and having a cam
portion engaging said actuating face for moving said

^^^

'8 ^5
,

plunger in a predetermined direction upon movement of

said trigger,

said forward portion having spray means at its forward end
with which said delivery passageway is in communication.

3,840,158

MODULAR APPLICATOR SYSTEM
Robert G. Baker, Avon, and Simon Z. Tamny, Lorain, both of

Ohio, assignors to Nordson Corporation, Amherst, Ohio
Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,263

Int. CI. GOlf 11106

U.S. CI. 222-487 12 Claims

1. A modular apparatus for emitting a liquid from a pressur-

ized source onto a substrate comprising

a service block module having essentially only static parts

and defining a first passage for a liquid, and a second
passage for a gun actuating pressurized fluid, said module
having at least one aperture intersecting said passages,

a readily removable gun module including a body mounted
in said aperture of said service block module,

means for securing said gun module in said aperture,

said gun module including a nozzle.
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said gun module including essentially all the movable parts
of said apparatus, said gun module defining a first passage
for liquid communicating between said liquid passage in

said service block module and said nozzle, said first pas-
sage in said gun module being in sealing registration with
said liquid passage in said service block module when said
modules are in assembled relation, said gun module also
defining a second passage for pressurized fluid communi-
cating between said pressurized fiuid passage in said
service block module, said pressurized fluid passages of
said gun module and service module also being in sealing
registration when said modules are in assembled relation,

a movable valve element in said gun modules for opening
and closing liquid fiow through said nozzle, and

movable means in said gun module responsive to connec-
tion with said pressurized fluid for operating said valve,

the improvement wherein the means for securing said gun
module in said aperture includes a fastener located exter-

nally of said service block and an abutment surface on
said gun module located closely adjacent one end of said

gun module, said abutment surface being engageable with
a stop surface in said aperture when said body is mounted
within said aperture, and said fastener being secured to

said gun module at said one end of said gun module so
that the remainder of said gun module remote from said

fastener is free to thermally expand and contract within

said aperture of said service block module.

3,840,159

DISPENSER
John W. Downey, Warren, Pa., assignor to Whirley Industries,

Inc., Warren, Pa.

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 336,930
Int. CI. B67d 3100

U.S. CI. 222-509 10 Claims

1. A dispensing container comprising a container body
having a top, bottom, and sides,

said bottom having a dispensing opening therein,

said bottom being inclined toward said dispensing opening,

a filler opening and a control opening in said top,

a lid fitting into said filler opening,

a lever fulcrumed to said lid,

a rod,
,

a half cylinder having a flat top and a rounded bottom fixed

to said rod,

an end of said lever being connected to said fiat top by a

living hinge,

whereby said rod may be raised to a dispensing position, an
end of

said rod extending through said dispensing opening and a

sealing member on said end of said rod,

said rod is fixed to said living hinge by means of said half

cylinder,

a boss integrally fixed to said top,

a slot in said boss receiving said half cylinder when said rod
is in closed position in said dispensing opening.

3,840,160

NEEDLE THREADER
Ben Pearce, 6161 Gulf Winds Dr., St. Petersburg Beach, Fla.

33706
Filed Sept. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 394,452

Int. CI. A41h i//0(;

U.S. CI. 223-99 8 Claims

1. In combination, a body including a main portion and a
thin plate-like projection extending outwardly of one marginal
portion thereof and having a rounded outer periphery, said

projection having an opening formed therethrough of a size to

receive a strand of thread therethrough, at least the peripheral

portion of said opening defining the outer portion thereof
being arcuate and opening inwardly toward said body, said

projection being sufficiently thin and of a length and width to

be inserted through the eye of a needle with at least the outer
peripheral portion of said opening displaced through said eye,
said body marginal portion including one edge portion adja-

cent said projection defining a fulcrum surface against which
the terminal end of the eye end of a needle, through whose eye
said projection extends, may be abutted and about which the
remote pointed end of the needle may be swung away from
said body to displace the eye portion of the needle off said
extension.

3,840,161
DETACHABLE CANOPY FOR A CHILD CARRYING

DEVICE
Evelyn R. Boggs, and Ernest R. Boggs, both of 308 W. 7th,

Leadville, Colo. 80461
Filed Aug. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 391,147

Int. CI. A47d 15100
U.S. CI. 224—5.1 9 Claims

1. A canopy for use in combination with a child carrying
device of the back-pack type having child support means,
frame means, and shoulder strap means, the canopy compris-
ing:

first and second generally planar members with frame
means;

a hinge means interpositioned at points of connection be-
tween the first and second planar members for pivoting
the planar members relative to each other;
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stop means for limiting the movement of the planar mem-
bers relative to each other such that the planar members
are normally positioned at an angle relative to each other;

and

n

means for attaching one of the planar members to the frame

means of the carrying device to have one planar member
extend generally vertically and the other member to

extend generally horizontally.

3.840,162

PACK FRAME WITH RIGID LINK SUSPENSION
Harold S. Horenstein, Los Angeles, and Allan M. Olson, Whit-

tier, both of Calif., assignors to Camp Ways Inc., Los An-

geles, Calif.

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,032

Int. CI. A45f i//0

IJ.S. CI. 224—25 A 1 Claim

1. An improved pack frame assembly for movable suspen-

sion of a pack load carried on the back of a walking person,

said assembly comprising:

a pack frame comprising: substantially vertical right and left

side bars disposed behind the shoulders of said person

and extending vertically from the region of the shoulders

downwards to the hip region of said person; a plurality of

transverse members between said side bars, including a

lowermost hip-level member, and a shoulder-level mem-
ber; and side bar ends projecting downwardly and rear-

wardly from said hip-level member;

an upper suspension comprising a pair of shoulder straps for

suspending said pack frame from the shoulders of said

person, each of said straps extending from said shoulder-

level member to the lower outside of one of said side bar

ends;

a lower suspension comprising:

a waist belt encircling the waist of said person;

a pair of rigid links, one near each side of said person, for

suspending the lower end of said pack frame from said

waist belt, each of said links being provided with

an upper pivot attachment pivotally attaching the up-

per end of said link to said waist belt at one side of

said person; and

a lower pivot attachment for pivotally attaching the

lower end of said link to the lower inside surface of

the adjacent one of said side bar ends at an elevation

below said waist belt, to permit restricted swinging of

said pack with respect to said person, during walking.

3,840,163

APPARATUS FOR INCREMENTAL MOVEMENT OF DIE
FRAME

John C. Diepeveen, 1737 Kimberley Dr., Sunnyvale, Calif.

94087
Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,506

Int. CLB65h / 7/40

U.S. Cl. 226-64 14 Claims

1. Apparatus for incrementally advancing a die support

frame having a plurality of openings therethrough comprising:

a support; means on said support for defining a track over

which a die support frame can move; a pawl for entering any

one of said frame openings; means on one side of the track for

mounting the pawl for pivotal movement in a plane transverse

to said track; means coupled with said pawl for biasing the

same across the track; and means coupled with said mounting

means for reciprocating the latter and thereby said pawl to

cause the latter to enter a frame opening and to move the

frame as the pawl is moved in one direction and to cause the

pawl to exit from a frame opening as the pawl moves in the

opposite direction.

3,840,164

RECORD TAPE HANDLING APPARATUS
George Takenaka, Santa Ana, and John D. Gearheart, Covina,

both of Calif., assignors to Addmaster Corporation, San

Gabriel, Calif.

Filed Aug. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 392,989

Int. CL B65h 17120

U.S. CI. 226-90 11 Claims

_H
V^^-': [

1. A device for feeding a data record tape past a transducing

station comprising

means to defining a tape path,

a support including a first bearing:

a bearing member mounted in said bearing.
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a plurality of rotatable tape drive capstans of different
diameters,

said bearing menliDer including a second bearing eccentric
to said first bearing; said capstans being selectively rotat-

ably supported by said second bearing;

means for securing said bearing member in different rotated
positions in said first bearing whereby to maintain said

selected capstans tangentially aligned with said tape path,
and

means comprising a pinch roller for maintaining said tape in

driving engagement with selected capstans.

3,840,165
MAGAZINE RELEASE MECHANISM FOR FASTENER

DRIVING TOOL
Frank C. Howard, Mt. Prospect, III., assignor to Signode Cor-

poration, Glenview, III.

Filed Aug. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 388,377
Int. CL B25c 5//6

U.S.CL 227-1 13 Claims

1. A fastener driving tool including a housing containing a
nose assembly, and a magazine assembly for successively

feeding fasteners to be driven by said tool; means for securing
said magazine assembly relative to said housing to allow move-
ment of said magazine between a fastener feeding position

closely adjacent said nose assembly, and a release position

spaced therefrom; and latch means for releasably maintaining
said magazine relative to said housing in said fastener feeding
position, and positioned to respond to the forces exerted by a

deformed fastener during the driving thereof to release said

magazine whereby said magazine moves to said release posi-

tion to permit said deformed fastener to be dislodged from
said tool.

3,840,166

SHAFT SEAL
Dario R. Gross, Owosso, Mich., assignor to Midland-Ross

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 293,849

Int. CI. F16j 15/16
U.S. CI. 277-74 6 Claims

ing an open ended bore portion, a rotatable shaft forming the

other of said members and having a free end disposed within

said bore in axially spaced relationship to the end of said bore
portion and in radially spaced relationship to the walls of said

bore portion, an axial passage in said shaft extending through
the end thereof, an annular lip on said end of said shaft sur-

rounding the open end of said passage, and a single sealing

element slidably mounted in said bore portion and forming a
fluid receiving chamber in said bore portion and at one side

of said sealing element, said sealing element forming a sealing

face at the other side thereof and being engageable in sealing

relationship with said annular lip, said sealing element having
a fiuid passage disposed axially of said bore and said annular
lip and communicating with said chamber and with said axial

passage in said shaft, said bore portion being of larger cross-

sectional area than the area encompassed by engagement of

said sealing face with said annular lip whereby said sealing

element presents a pressure responsive surface in said cham-
ber responsive to fluid under pressure in said chamber to urge
said sealing face into engagement with said annular lip with a
force proportional to the pressure of the fluid.

3,840,167
APPARATUS FOR ATTACHING FLEXIBLE MATERIAL

TO A FRAME
John H. Otteman, Whittier, and Albert M. Peterson, Downey,
both of Calif., assignors to Go Controls Inc., Whittier, Calif.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,775
Int. CL B27f 7/14

U.S. CL 227-76 11 Claims

J7t-^
S7c *^
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1. A sealing means between relatively rotating members
comprising; a housing forming one of said members and hav-

1. Apparatus for attaching a flexible sheet to the edge of a
rigid frame, comprising: a framework; a table supported by the
framework, said table having a top and a free edge; a shear bar
mounted to the frame adjacent to said free edge, said shear
bar including a shear support face and an alignment face, the
alignment face being spaced from said free edge; a clamp
reciprocable toward and away from said shear support face; a

shear cutter movable adjacent to said shear support face so as
to shear a flexible member clamped against the shear support
face by the clamp; a press adjacent to the alignment face and
overlaying the table, whereby to press the frame against the
sheet and against the table, said alignment face and table

being movable relative to one another, whereby the edge of
the flexible member can be interposed between the edge of
the frame and the alignment face with the said frame edge
held firmly in place by the press; a stapler carriage movable
toward and away from said table; a plurality of staplers

mounted to said carriage for such movement; and trigger

means connected to each stapler and contactibic with the

edge of the frame when in the path of the respective stapler,

whereby to actuate only those staplers which will inject a
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staple into the edge of the frame, whereby an end of the

flexible member may be rested on the table and also atop the

shear support face, the clamp may be brought against the

flexible material so as to press it against the shear support

face, the cutter may be run along the material to shear off the

excess, the alignment face and the press may be brought

against the frame to hold it against the flexible material and
against the table, the clamp may be released and the alignment
face and table relatively moved so as to press the flexible

member against an edge of the frame, between said frame
edge and the alignment face, and the stapler carriage may be
moved such that the staplers as a group approach the table,

and those staplers whose triggers contact the edge of the

frame will drive a staple into the frame to attach the flexible

material thereto.

3,840,168

FRICTION WELDING APPARATUS
John Gilbert Searle, Hednesford, and David John Hunt, Ruge-

ley, both of England, assignors to Allwood, Searle & Timney
(Holdings) Limited, Staffordshire, England

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,498
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 27, 1971,

4832/71

Int. CI. B23k 27100
U.S. CI. 228-2 6 Claims

n^7 r-(
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1. Friction welding apparatus of the kind capable of welding
a first component and a second component together and
comprising frame means, irrotationally moving means mov-
able in an irrotational manner relative to said frame means, a
first component support for supporting said first component
and constituting part of said irrotationally moving means, a

second component support for supporting said second compo-
nent and restrained against irrotational movement, drive

means operative to cause said irrotationally moving means to

perform said irrotational movement relatively to said frame
means and to said second component support, pressure means
operative to generate a force urging said component supports
in an axial direction normal to said irrotational movement and
such that in use components supported by said component
supports are urged together, and reaction means for transmit-

ting from the irrotationally moving means to said frame means
the reaction to said force urging said components together,

characterised in that the reaction means comprises at least

one flexible element one end of which is fast with the frame
means so as to be immovable relative to the frame means and
the other end of which is fast with the irrotationally moving
means so as to be immovable relative to the irrotationally
moving means whereby said at least one flexible element is

constrained to flex when the irrotationally moving means
moves in an irrotational manner.

3,840,169
AUTOMATIC BONDING APPARATUS WITH MULTIPLE

BONDING HEADS
James Joseph Steranko, Weston, and John Henry Holland,

Framingham, both of Mass., assignors to Inforex, Inc., Bur-
lington, Mass., by said Holland

Continuation of Ser. No. 110,170, Jan. 27, 1971, abandoned.
This application Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 353,465

Int. CI. B23k 1100

U.S. CI. 228-4 9 Claims

CONTHOLlER
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lectcd to cooperate to prevent currency and coins col-

lected in said housing from being removed therefrom

without disassembling said shells.

3,840,174

PRECISION DIGITAL INTERPOLATOR
Richard Allan Craft, Cinnaminson, N.J., assignor to RCA

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,540

Int. CL G06f 15120; G04f 1 1 106

U.S. CI. 235-151.32 2 Claims

CJNTSCt »CRD
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1. A digital interpolator comprising:

first source of clock signals of a first given frequency;

second source of clock signals of a second given frequency;

first and second counters;

wherein said first counter is responsive to said signals from
said first clock source to provide a first output signal after

a first predetermined number of clock signals has been
counted in said first counter, said second counter is re-

sponsive to said signals from said second clock source for

providing a second output signal after a second predeter-

mined number of clock signals has been counted in said

second counter, wherein the temporal position of said

second output signal is a function of the difference in the

periods of said clock signals and the relative values of said

first and second predetermined numbers, and said first

and second predetermined numbers are binary numbers,
said second binary number being the complement of said

first binary number;
first input means coupling said first counter to said first

clock source and responsive to a start signal for applying

said clock signals from said first clock source to said first

counter in response to said start signal, said input means
comprising a first flip-flop having a set input, a reset input

and an output, and a first logical AND gate having first

and second inputs and an output, said set input being

coupled to receive said start signal, said reset input being

coupled to receive said second output signal and said

output of said first flip-flop being coupled to said first

input of said first gate, said first clock source being cou-
pled to said second input of said first gate and said output
of said first gate being coupled to said first counter; and
second input means coupling said first counter to said

second counter and responsive to said first output signal

for applying said clock signals from said second clock

source to said second counter in response to said first

output signal, said second input means comprising a

second flip-flop having a set input, a reset input and an

output, and a second logical AND gate having first and

second inputs and an output, said set input of said second

flip-flop being coupled to receive said first output signal,

said reset input of said second flip-flop being coupled to

receive said second output signal and said output of said

second flip-flop being coupled to said first input of said

second gate, said second clock source being coupled to

said second input of said second gate, and said output of

said second gate being coupled to said second counter.

3,840,175

BY-PASS VALVE ASSEMBLY FOR POOL TYPE HEATER
Virgil Jacuzzi, Islington, Ontario, Canada, assignor to Jacuzzi

Bros. Incorporated, Little Rock, Ark.

Filed Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,125

Int. CI. G05d 23112

U.S. CI. 236-20 2 Claims

1. .A valve assembly for a pool-type heater for water com-
prising a housing having a pair of flow passages therethrough,

one for coupling to the inlet of a heater and the other to the

discharge from the heater, a by-pass interconnecting said flow

passage, a valve seat spanning said by-pass, a flexible disc-type

valve held with its rim against the discharge side of said valve

seat by means bearing against the center of said flexible valve,

said means bearing said flexible valve against said valve seat

including a valve stem anchored at an end remote from the

valve, a compression spring encircling the stem and fixed

thereto, said valve mounted on the other end of said stem

and in sliding relationship therewith and being engaged

by said spring whereby small pressure differentials between
the inlet and discharge passages will cause a flexing of said

valve while large pressure differentials will cause the valve to

slide away from the valve seat thereby allowing for water to

by-pass said heater in proportion to the magnitudes of the

pressure differentials.

3,840,176

HUMIDIFIER CONTROL SYSTEM
Robert L. Baysinger, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Emerson

Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Nov. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 195,625

Int. CI. G05d 22102

U.S. CI. 236—44 R 6 Claims

^t.

1. In a humidifier control system, an a.c. power source,

circuit connections including a signal controlled solid state

switch connecting an electrically operated humidifier across
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said power source, a voltage step-down transformer having a
primary winding connected across said power source and
having a secondary winding forming the power source of a low
voltage circuit which includes in series arrangement therewith
a humidity responsive switch and a filament lamp, and gating
means for said solid state switch including a light sensitive cell
looking at said filament lamp and operative to effect conduc-
tion of said switch when said lamp filament becomes suffi-

ciently heated upon closure of said humidity responsive
switch, means responsive to outdoor temperature and opera-
tive in response to decreasing temperature below a predeter-
mined outdoor temperature to modify the operation of said
humidity responsive switching means in a manner to progres-
sively reduce the humidity in a space, said means comprising
a heat responsive actuator operatively connected to said hu-
midity responsive switch, an electrical resistance heater oper-
ative to heat said actuator, and a second signal controlled solid

state switch series connected across said transformer secon-

dary winding, and temperature variable gating means includ-
ing a thermistor positioned outdoors for controlling conduc-
tion of said second solid state switch thereby to control cur-
rent flow through said resistance heater.

3,840,177

FLUIDICALLY-CONTROLLED AIR-CONDITIONING
SYSTEM

Gene W. Osheroff, Las Vegas, Nev., assignor to Fluidtech
Corporation, Inglewood, Calif.

Filed Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 388,326
Int. CI. F24f 11104

U.S. CI. 236-49 15 Claims

1. An air-conditioning system mounted between input and
output ducts, the conditioned air entering the system via the
input ductand exiting the system for the room to be condi-
tioned via the output duct, said system comprising: a housing
structure partitioned to form first and second chambers that
are respectively coupled to the input and output ducts; an
inside duct intercoupiing said first and second chambers to
permit air entering said first chamber to flow into said second
chamber; an inflatable device mounted beneath the mouth of
said inside duct and operable to control the amount of condi-
tioned air flowing through it to said second chamber, the
amount of conditioned air flowing through said inside duct
corresponding to the spacing between the mouth of said duct
and said inflatable device and, therefore, to the degree to
which said device is inflated; and pure fluid amplifier means
for inflating and deflating said inflatable device to respectively
decrease and increase the amount of conditioned air flowing
through said inside duct according to the air-conditioning
requirements of the room.

3,840,178
AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER FOR AIR

CONDITIONERS
Kazoo Kanemoto, Katsuta; Toshikatsu Ito, Ibaraki, and Mat-

suo Amano, Hitachi, all of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 16, 1971, Ser. No. 163,344
Claims priority, application Japan, July 20, 1970, 45-62849

Int. CI. G05d 2J/2 75

U.S. CI. 236-86 13 Claims
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I. An automatic temperature controller for air conditioners
comprising a valve case having first and second ports for
communicating with a negative pressure source and an output
means, respectively;

a cylinder member connected to said valve ca^;
a diaphragm positioned between said valve case and said

cylinder member to define a negative pressure chamber
on the side of said valve case and an atmospheric pressure
chamber on the side of said cylinder member;

a valve seat member carried by said diaphragm and having
a passage for communicating between said negative pres-
sure chamber and said atmospheric pressure chamber;

a double-head valve fixed to said diaphragm and extending
coaxially with said passage, said double-head valve being
provided with a first valve element at one end thereof for
opening and closing said first port and a second valve
element at the other end thereof for opening and closing
said passage;

a first spring means for biasing said double-head valve to-
ward a position in which said first and second valve ele-
ments close said first port and said passage, respectively;
a second spring means loaded between said diaphragm
and said valve case;

said first and second valve elements being arranged to
simultaneoulsy close said first port and said passage,
respectively, when said diaphragm is in a neutral position,
and open only said first port when said diaphragm is

displaced from said neutral position toward one side
thereof and only said passage when said diaphragm is

displaced from said neutral position toward the other side
thereof;

a temperature-sensitive member disposed in said cylinder
member which is displaced in response to the variation in

temperature detected by temperature measuring means;
and

a third spring means loaded between said diaphragm and
said temperature-sensitive member.

3,840,179

SPRAY APPARATUS
Duane D. Krohn, Arvada, and Kenneth E. Smith, Denver, both

of Colo., assignors to Binks Manufacturing Company,
Franklin Park, III.

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,599
Int. CI. B05b 7108

U.S. a. 239-1 10 Claims
1. Apparatus for spraying first and second liquid compo-

nents which react with one another upon mixing, comprising
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a pair of spray nozzle means, support means for mounting said

pair of spray nozzle means about a common axis, means for

supplying one of said nozzle means with said first component
and means for supplying the other of said nozzle means with

said second liquid component, said spray nozzle means being

supported in respective opposite quandrants between horizon-

tal and vertical with respect to said common axis and in

spaced relation thereto, said spray nozzle means having re-

spective axes disposed on inclined paths intersecting said

common axis, whereby the reactive sprays from the respective

nozzle means intersect one another at compound angles exter-

nally of said spray nozzle means.

3,840,180

IRRIGATING PROCESS AND APPARATUSES THEREFOR
Milton H. Wagner, Rte. 1, Brownfield, Tex. 79316

Filed July 20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,151

Int. CI. BOSb / 7/02

U.S. CI. 239—

1

10 Claims

3,840,181

INSTALLATION FOR BURNING COMBUSTIBLE
MIXTURES

Fritz Vier and Bernhard Winkeler. both of Salzbergen, Ger-

many, assignors to Wintershell Aktiengesellschaft, Kassel

(lermany

Division of Ser. No. 100,968, Dec. 23, 1970, Pal. No.

3,659,786. This application Nov. 24, 1 97

1

, Ser. No. 20 1 ,734

Int. CI. BOSb 9/00, 7/10; F23d 1 1/16

U.S. CI. 239— 1 27 6 Claims
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1. A burner installation for burning a pumpable com-

bustible mixture, such as oil-bearing sludges or the like,

containing particulate contaminants, comprising:

burner nozzle means, said burner nozzle means including

an elongate chamber having a nozzle tip at one end

thereof;

means for supplying a controlled volume of pressurized

primary air to said chamber:

means for conveying a quantity of said sludge into said

chamber at a point adjacent the end of said elongate

chamber remote from said nozzle tip in predetermined

controlled proportion to the volume of said primary air.

said chamber being adapted to mix said primary air and

said sludge to form a combustible sludge-air admixture

therein:

said air supplying means comprising regulating valve

means adapted to adjust the static pressure head of

said primary air to vary the effective sludge inlet area

into said chamber and thereby regulate the ratio of

primary air and sludge in said chamber, and said pres-

sure in said chamber being effective to continuously

eject said admixture through said nozzle tip from said

chamber into said burner;

means for supplying a controlled quantity of pressurized

secondary air to the sludge-air admixture in said cham-

ber, said last-mentioned means comprising a chamber

encompassing said nozzle chamber so as to define an

annular passageway therebetween; and

aperture means in the wall of said nozzle chamber to

facilitate fiow of said secondary air from said passage-

way into said nozzle chamber in the region of said

nozzle tip.

1. A process for automatically moving both a long elevated

conduit for distributing and sprinkling water over a large field

and a series of like supports for that conduit about and out of

contact with that field and crops thereon while irrigating that

field and crop and with water from that conduit so that the

apparatus does not create ruts in that irrigated field or crush

growing crops on that field while the conduit traverses and

irrigates the field and crops thereon at an even rate, said

process comprising the step of applying the ground effect of

a rotating helicopter type rotor to maintain each of said scries

of like conduit-supporting station frames attached to the con-

duit at spaced apart distances along that conduit at a substan-

tially fixed height over ground and crops while sensing the

alignment of each of the series of stations in the horizontal

plane and moving each of the airborne stations in response

thereto transversely of the conduit in a generally horizontal

plane while supplying water to and sprinkling water from the

conduit to the ground thercbelow at a uniform rate of water

volume per unit of ground area.

3,840,182

EQUIPMENT FOR THE IRRIGATION, TREATMENT AND
FEEDING OF SOILS AND PLANTS BY UNDERGROUND

DIFFUSION OF FLUIDS
Robert Geffroy, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France, assignor to Sealfire,

Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, Luxemburg
Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,694

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 26, 1971,

71.14844

Int. CI. AOIg 27/00

U.S. CI. 239-145 17 Claims

I. Underground equipment for the underground irrigation,

treatment and feeding of soils and plants by underground
diffusion of fluids, on ground which may have different levels,

having at least one cock controlling an underground piping

system for underground distribution of fluids in the vicinity of

the roots of the plants, comprising a plurality of underground
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fluid diffusion points located along the piping system each
having controlling and regulating means, extraction means.
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and underground porous means providing underground access
for the fluid into the ground, said controlling and regulating

means determining the flow rate at each point.

1. A burner system comprising

a tubular housing forming a mixing chamber,
air supply conduit means having one end connected to one
end of the tubular housing and opening axially into the

mixing chamber,

a pressurized air supply connected to the other end of the

air supply conduit means,

fuel supply conduit means having one end connected to a

peripheral portion of the tubular housing and opening
radially into the mixing chamber,

ejector means mounted on the other end of the tubular

housing and having a truncated internal cavity converging

to an opening for forming a film of fuel around the trun-

cated internal cavity to be atomized at the opening,

first and second fuel tanks connected to the fuel supply

conduit means,

said first and second fuel tanks containing a light oil fuel and
a heavy oil fuel respectively,

first and second valve means connected between the fuel

supply conduit means and the respective first and second
fuel tanks, and

constant pressure means for supplying the same pressure to

each of the first and second fuel tanks.

3,840,184

SPRAY GUN
Allen Spivey, 506 E. Johnson St., Douglas, Ga. 31533

Filed Nov. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 411,828
Int. CI. F23d 13/38

U.S. CI. 239-415 4 Claims

I. A spray gun assembly comprising a body including a

barrel and a handle extending at an angle from said barrel and
sized and shaped to be grasped in the hand, said barrel and
handle defining a passage extending in said barrel from its end
opposite to said handle and in said handle to its end opposite

to said barrel, a nozzle mounted in the passage of said barrel,

first and second conduit means each connected at one of its

ends to said nozzle and extending through the passage of said

barrel and said handle for connection to a source of liquid and
air pressure, first and second needle valve means mounted in

said first and second conduit means respectively and arranged

to selectively open/and close said first and second conduit

means, each of said needle valve means comprising a socket

defining a bore and a needle member movable along its length

in a direction into said socket to close the needle valve means
and in a direction out of said socket to open the needle valve

means, a trigger member pivotally connected at one of its ends
to said body with its other end movable toward and away from
said handle, spring means arranged to bias said trigger mem-
ber away from said handle, said trigger member including

3,840,183

BURNER
Sadatomo Kuribayashi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki

Kaisha Kay Seven, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,314

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 8, 1972, 47-35430;
June 10, 1972. 47-58065

int. CI. B05b 7/30

U.S. CI. 239-305 4 Claims

valve engaging means connected to both of said first and
second needle valve means and arranged to move the needle

member of each needle valve means out of its socket as the

trigger member is moved against the bias of its spring means
toward the handle to open said needle valve means and to

move the needle member of each needle valve means into its

socket as the trigger member is moved with the bias of its

spring means away from the handle to close said needle valve

means, said valve engaging member being constructed and
arranged to open said first needle valve means before opening
said second needle valve means, and a valve spring member
mounted on said second needle valve means and arranged to

close said second needle valve means before the closing of
said first needle valve means.

3,840,185
LIQUID EJECTION NOZZLE STRUCTURE

Rolf Ruthardt, Hanau, Germany, assignor to W. C. Heraeus
GmbH, Hanau, Germany

Filed Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292,334
Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 30, 1971,

2148772
Int. CI. B05b 1/00; B21d 51/00

U.S. CI. 239-591 10 Claims

1. Liquid ejector, or nozzle structure comprising

a base structural unit (1) having an exit plane (5), and a
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duct (2) formed therethrough extending through the exit

plane to provide for ejection of hquid through the struc-

ture from the exit plane, the axis of the duct being per-

pendicular to the exit plane in the region of the terminal

zone of the duct,

and a layer (6) applied to the exit plane (4) of the structural

unit ( 1 ) of the ejector and applied at least in the region

of the edge zone of the duct (2), said layer having a

thickness of at least 2 ^m and comprising a crystalline

columnar structure in which the axes of the crystal col-

umns are essentially parallel to the axis (3) of the duct (2)

in the exit zone of the duct, the crystal columns of the

crystalline layer (6) exhibiting a fine crystalline structure

transverse to the exit surface (5).

mutually spaced hub means keyed to said shaft, each of said

hub means comprising plural arcuate segments each having a

corresponding outer, peripheral groove, said grooves compris-

ing a composite peripheral groove when said segments are

assembled together; attachment means for securing together

said segments and tightening the same together down onto

3,840,186

LNIT FOR FEEDING DIFFICULT TO FEED MATERIALS
John T. Broadfoot. Star Rt. 1, Box 144, Kingston, Wash.

98346
Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300.180

Int. CI. B02c 131288

U.S. CL241— 15 8 Claims

1. In a system for applying a stream of wet, semi-fluid mate-

rial setting to a hard end-product within seconds after ejection

from a nozzle onto a work surface, the system including a

pump metering and pumping a predetermined amount of the

semi-fluid material to a discharge nozzle, and metering unit

for metering and delivering a dry, particulate, quick-set addi-

tive for the semi-fluid material into contact with the stream of

semi-fiuid material in a predetermined weight ratio of additive

to semi-fluid material, the improvement comprising providing

a metering and feeding unit converting a compacted mass of

the quick-set additive to a particularized stale and feeding the

same into contact with the stream of semi-fluid material sus-

pended in a flow of pressurized gas, the unit comprising;

a housing having inlet and outlet ports therein,

a source of pressurized gas connected to the inlet port,

conduit means connecting the outlet port with the stream of

semi-fluid material,

abrasive means mounted for rotation within the housing,

power means for rotating the abrasive means,

means continuously advancing a compacted mass of the

quick-set additive into contact with the rotating abrasive

means to particularize the compacted additive,

the pressurized gas entering the housing through the inlet

port entraining the particularized additive therein and

conducting the additive suspended in the flow of pressur-

ized gas out of the housing into contact with the stream

of semi-fluid material through the conduit means.

said shaft, said blade assemblies being mounted to said hub

means at said respective composite peripheral grooves; shear

pin means for securing respective ones of said blade assem-

blies to said hub means, the interior of said blade means being

dimensioned such that the frictional coaction of each of said

blade means with said hub means is controlled by the tighten-

ing of said attachment means.

3,840,188

FLUID ENERGY DRYING AND GRINDING MILL
Anthony John Coombe, Wilmington; Edward Anthony Danisa-

vich, Newark; Thomas Thaddeus Gniewek, Jr.; Philip John

MuhlmichI, both of Wilmington, and Robert Ernest Stuber,

Newark, all of Del., assignors to E. I. du Pont de Nemours

and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed July 31, 1973, Ser. No. 384,355

Int. CI. B02c 21100

U.S. CI. 241—39 5 Claims
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3,840,187

SHREDDER MECHANISM AND IMPROVEMENTS
THEREIN

John C. Brewer, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to Garbalizer

Corporation of America, Salt Lake City, Utah

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,008

Int. CI. B02c 23104

U.S. CI. 241-32 1 Claim

1. A shredder construction including, in combination, a

shaft; a series of mutually spaced blade assemblies; plural.

1. A fluid energy mill of the confined vortex type for drying

and grinding a slurry of pulverulent solids, said mill compris-

ing:

a generally circular grinding chamber defined by a pair of

opposing axial walls and a peripheral wall,

a slurry feed device formed by

walls defining a generally rectilinear passageway which

opens into a peripheral region of said chamber,

a slurry supply conduit having an inlet remote from said

passageway and a discharge nozzle positioned in said

passageway for directing slurry along the passageway

and toward said chamber, the size of discharge nozzle
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being small re ative to the surrounding passageway to

define an annular space therebetween,

means for supplying gaseous drying fluid of at least sonic

velocity to said annular space to thereby envelop and
atomize within the passageway slurry emerging from
said discharge nozzle,

means for controlling the temperature of said discharge
nozzle, and

discharge means for withdrawing pulverulent solids and
gaseous grinding fluid along the axis of the chamber.

3,840,189
FEED MILL AND MIXER

Glenn G. Kanengieter, Blooming Prairie; Larry L. Henken-
siefken, Waseca; Ronald K. Lubke, Ellendale; Frank C.
Krumholz, and Thomas H. Morrell, both of Owatonna. all of

Minn., assignors to Owatonna Manufacturing Company,
Inc., Owatonna, Minn.

Filed May 23, 1973, Ser. No. 363,065
Int. CI. B02c 131288

U.S.CL 241-48 23 Claims

1. A feed mill and mixer comprising:

a frame structure with a hammer mill mounted on the frame
structure including enclosing walls and a drive means for

driving the same;

a mixing tank mounted on the frame structure adjacent said

hammer mill;

a transfer tube connected through the base of the hammer
mill and a base in the mixing tank and including convey-
ing means therein to transfer material from the hammer
mill through the mixing tank;

a blower carried by the frame structure and having an inlet

connected to the transfer tube near the outlet of the
hammer mill, said blower having an outlet therefrom and
including an impellor driven by the drive means of the

hammer mill for simultaneous and proportional operation
with the hammer mill;

a separator means having an air inlet connected to the

outlet of the blower means and including a material outlet

for transferring the separated material from the blower
means and the separator and including an exhaust means
for venting air from the separator;

tube means connecting the material outlet of the separator
means through the enclosing walls of the hammer mill

and a low pressure point therein;

a drive means in the mixer tank for raising materials deliv-

ered from the transfer tube to the interior of the mixing
tank, said blower being adapted to lower the pressure at

the outlet side of the hammer mill to increase the flow of
material in the mixing tank with operation of the convey-
ing means; and

means for removina mixed material from the tank.

3,840,190
MILL FOR THE REFINING OF COCOA, CHOCOLATE,

PAINTS AND OTHER SIMILAR PRODUCTS
Ciaudio C. Consoli, Milan, Italy, assignor to Carle & Mon-

tanari S.P.A., Milan, Italy

Filed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,240
Claims priority, application Italy, June 30, 1972, 26414/72

Int. CI. B02c 15108
U.S. CI. 241-117 14 Claims

1. A mill for grinding cocoa, chocolate, paints, enamels, and
the like, comprising means defining an outer cylindrical en-

closed casing having an upper end wall, a lower end wall, and
an intervening side wall, a cylindrical rotor provided within

said casing and having an upper end wall, a lower end wall,

and an intervening side wall, said rotor and said casing being
co-axial, said rotor having an outside diameter less than the

inside diameter of said casing for developing an annular grind-

ing volume therebetween, first means rotatably supporting
said casing for rotation about its vertical axis, second means
rotatably supporting said rotor for rotation about its vertical

axis, first drive means operatively engaged to said casing for

effecting rotation thereof, second drive means operatively

engaged to said casing for effecting rotation thereof, means
defining a raw material inlet at the upper end of said mill

communicating with the upper end of said grinding volume,
means defining a ground material outlet at the lower end of
said mill communicating with the lower end of said grinding
volume, and a plurality of grinding rollers disposed within said

grinding volume being peripherally spaced about the outer
face of the side wall of said rotor, said rollers having their

longitudinal axes parallel to the vertical axis of said rotor.

3,840,191
VIBRATING PLATE MILL FOR BATCH OPERATION

Gottfried Herzog, 8 An der Landwehr, Osnabruck-Atter, Ger-
many

Filed Feb. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 331,744
Claims priority, application Germany,. Apr. 15, 1972,

7214240

Int. CI. B02c 17110,23102
U.S. CI. 241-199.1 9 Claims

1. A vibrating plate mill for batch operation, comprising a
resiliently mounted milling vessel for pulverizing, homogeniz-
ing and mixing solids, including abradable materials in the
preparation of building materials, chemical products, ceram-
ics and a number of other feeds; a bob weight driven by a
separate electric driving motor rotating about a vertical axis,

said bob weight rotating and causing said milling vessel to

perform vibratory gyrations and thereby inducing milling
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elements inside said milling vessel to rotate in planetary mo-
tion; a charging hopper surmounting the milling vessel, and an

outlet opening in the floor of the milling vessel for discharging

the pulverized product being controllable by a flush closing

valve element operable by appropriate means.

3,840,192

BOWL-LINER FOR GYRATORY ROCK CRLSHER
Charles M. Hendrickson, Vancouver, Wash., assignor to Co-

lumbia Ste«l Casting Co.. Inc., Portland, Oreg.

Filed Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 355,275

Int. CI. B02c 2/04

U.S. CI. 241-207 7 Claims

1. A gyratory rock crusher including, a bowl-frame having

a vertical axis, a bowl-liner and J-bolt connecting means con-
necting the bowl-liner to the bowl-frame, said bowl-frame
having a plurality of open-ended, upwardly extending bosses

circumferentially spaced about the vertical axis of the bowl-

frame, said bowl-liner being positioned beneath the bowl-

frame and having a plurality of upwardly projecting recepta-

cles formed integrally on an upper surface of the bowl-liner

with each receptacle disposed within a related bowl-frame
boss, each receptacle having a J-shaped opening in one side

and each opening having an upper bearing seat inclined from
the horizontal, a J-shaped bolt within each J-shaped opening
and having an upturned end engaged with the bearing seat and
a threaded shank which extends upwardly above the top of the

related boss, a retainer plate having a hole for the threaded

end and positioned over the top of the bowl-frame boss, a nut

on each threaded end and engaged with a related retainer

plate to pull the upturned end of each J-shaped bolt against

the related receptacle bearing seat to produce tightening

forces on the bowl-liner at vector angles inclined outwardly

from said vertical axis.

3,840,193

DISCRIMINATING SPINDLE ASSEMBLY AND
STRIP-STORAGE CORE

Carl A. Feichtinger, and Richard D. Welch, both of Rochester,

N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 216,554, Jan. 10, 1972.
abandoned. This application Oct. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 409,523

Int. CI. B65h 17/02

U.S. CI. 242-68.3 8 Claims

-\i

y

1. The combination of a core and a spindle assembly which
is adapted to discriminate between a correct core which is to

be placed on the spindle assembly, and an incorrect core of
the same general size, but which is to be blocked from place-

ment on the spindle assembly, said combination comprising:

a. means on said spindle assembly for supporting the correct

core for rotation about an axis;

b. positioning means on said spindle assembly adjacent the

opposite faces of the correct core for limiting axial move-
ment of the correct core during rotation; and the im-

provement which comprises;

c. complementary means comprising a blocking surface on
said positioning means which is substantially perpendicu-

lar to said axis and radially spaced a predetermined dis-

tance from said axis and an axially extending ring on said

correct core which is radially spaced a distance from said

axis different from said predetermined distance, whereby
said blocking surface and said ring are telescoped in

relation to each other when said correct core is fully

assembled on said spindle, and an incorrect core having

an axially extending ring which is radially spaced a dis-

tance from said axis substantially equal to said predeter-

mined distance is blocked from being fully assembled on
said spindle assembly.

3,840,194

CORE PLUG
Erich Vetter, Huntington, N.Y., assignor to L'niflex. Inc., West-

bury, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 233,216
Int. CI. B65h 75/18

U.S. CI. 242—68.6 1 1 Claims

1. A core plug for a tubular roll of material having an inner
core diameter comprising:

an annular base portion which includes an axially-extending

sleeve member defining a central opening in said base
portion and adapted to receive a spindle member for

rotatably supporting said core plug and said roll about an
axis, said sleeve member being integral with said base
portion and generally cylindrical about said axis;
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a rim integral with said base portion at the radially outer-

most portion thereof, said rim being generally cylindrical

about the axis and having an axial length; and
a plurality of stiffening members each having a width in the

direction of said axis which is equal to or less than the

axial length of said rim, said plurality of stiffening mem-
bers extending substantially linearly between two spaced-
apart locations on said rim so that each of said stiffening

members is tangent to and in contact with said sleeve

member at a location thereon, at least one surface of each
of said stiffening members being at least in part substan-

tially planar and wherein each end of each of said stiffen-

ing members terminates at said rim and whereby forces

tending to collapse said rim arc resisted by said stiffening

members in such a manner that said forces do not tend to

collapse said sleeve member.

3,840,195

CORE AXLE WITH ADJUSTABLE RETAINER
Norbert J. Zebny, Cheektowaga, N.Y., assignor to Zebny Asso-

ciates, Inc., West Seneca, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,351
Int. CI. B65h 75/24

U.S. CI. 242-72 10 Claims

1. An expandable mandrel for internally gripping a hollow
member having a cylindrical bore and for supporting such
member for rotation about a selected axis, comprising, in

combination:

an elongate body presenting an outer surface dimensioned
to be loosely received in the cylindrical bore of said

hollow member and having opposite end faces, said body
having an outwardly facing channel extending longitudi-

nally at least through a major portion of the length of said

body to present parallel side walls and a bottom wall, said

body having a pair of longitudinally spaced blind bores

extending inwardly from said bottom wall of the channel
parallel to said side walls, each of said blind bores being
of predetermined depth;

an elongate g ipper bar slidably fitted between said side

walls within said channel, said bar being of a length less

than that of said channel and adapted normally to reside

in bottomed relation in said channel with the opposite

ends of the bar spaced inwardly with respect to the corre-

sponding opposite end faces of the body, said bar having
a pair of notches therein facing said bottom wall of the

channel and defining cam surfaces sloping upwardly from
said bottom wall of the channel in directions away from
one end face of the body and registered respectively with

said blind bores when said bar is in such normal position,

said bar being of a height to allow said mandrel to be
received in said bore of the hollow member when the bar

is in said normal position thereof;

a pair of cylindrical pins rotatably seated in said blind bores,

each pin having a bevelled end portion projecting out-

wardly from the bottom wall of the channel and present-

ing sloping end faces in face-to-face contact with respec-

tive ones of said cam surfaces on the bar; and
actuating means at said one end face of the body in radially

offset position with respect to said selected axis for axially

shifting said bar within said channel while allowing the

bar to ride outwardly into engagement with the hollow

member due to reaction of said cam surfaces against said

end faces of the pins.

3,840,196
DEVICE FOR ANCHORING LEADERS OF FLEXIBLE
STRIPS IN THE CORES OF REELS OR THE LIKE

Shelley M. Presentey, 1268 Henry Farm Dr., Ottawa,
K2C2E2, Canada

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,548

Int. CI. B65h 75/28
^

U.S. CI. 242-74 10 Claims

1. A device for storing, collecting and dispensing convo-
luted strips of magnetic tape, photographic film or the like,

comprising a rotary core having a periphery provided with a
generally axially extending slot, a chamber inwardly adjacent

to said periphery and communicating with said slot, and an
internal surface bounding said chamber, said surface being

concave at least in the region of said slot; and a springy annu-
lar anchoring member having an external surface adjacent to

said internal surface and a substantially axially extending slit,

said core and said member being turnable relative to each
other to move said slit into and out of register with said slot

and said member having a tendency to expand radially to

thereby urge said external surface into frictional engagement
with said internal surface, said member being contractible to

establish between said surfaces a clearance for reception of a

portion of a strip whose leader is inserted into said member by
way of said slot and said slit while the latter registers with said

slot whereby said portion of the strip is automatically held

against withdrawal from said core in response to turning of
said member and core relative to each other to move said slit

out of register with said slot and subsequent expansion of said

member in said chamber, said turning of said core and said

member relative to each other while the leader extends into

said member through said slit causing said portion of the strip

to enter between said surfaces.

3,840,197

REEL FOR COILING STRIP
Alexander Rodach, Pforzheim, Germany, assignor to Frau
Irma Ungerer, Pforzheim, Germany

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,181
Claims priority, application Germany, May 27, 1971,

2126406
Int. CI. B21c 47/06\ B65h 75/28

U.S. CI. 242—78.3 6 Claims
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I. A reel for coiling strip, the combination comprising
a plurality of expansible shell portions.
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a plurality of expanding bars operable to expand said shell

portions,

a clamping seat disposed on at least one of said shell por-

tions,

a radially movable clamping bar for clamping a strip end

portion to said clamping seat,

slidable wedge bars in contact with said expanding bars,

said clamping seat having a projecting portion adaptable to

form with said clamping bar a narrow slot for receiving

said strip,

a single wedge bar slidable axially along the axis of the reel,

a cross member connected between said expanding bars

and said single wedge bar,

and spring pressure means connected to said cross member
and said single wedge bar, whereby force from said spring

pressure means is exerted against said single wedge bar

and is effective to maintain contact pressure to hold said

strip between said clamping bar and said clamping seat,

said force of said pressure means being augmented by

acting through said single wedge bar and effective to hold

securely said strip between said clamping bar and said

clamping seat.

3,840,198

SPRING-LOADED EXPANDABLE REEL
Joseph E. Moore, 1142 S. 16th St., Blair, Nebr. 68008

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 279,256

Int. CI. B65h 75124, 75/14

U.S.Ci. 242— 118.4 1 Claim

1. A reel having inner and outer telescoping tubular hub
portions having lapping inner ends, spaced right and left end
flanges attached to outer ends of said hub portions respec-

tively, said end flanges and their attached hub portions form-

ing right and left basic reel sections, spring means attached to

said basic reel sections and urging said flanges towards each

other, and in which said spring means comprises at least one

spring attached to said flanges, said spring having convolu-

tions intermediate its ends and having a hook on at least one

of its ends and formed integrally with the rest of said spring to

form a spring-and-hook assembly, said hook having two sides

one being adjacent the terminal end of said spring-and-hook

assembly, a holder having a first opening therethrough receiv-

ing said one side of said hook, said holder having a second

opening therethrough spaced from said first opening and

receiving therethrough the other side of said hook, said sec-

ond opening being large enough to receive therethrough at the

same time both sides of said hook, one of said flanges having

a spring receiving passage therethrough extending substan-

tially parallel to said axis and large enough to receive there-

through both sides of said hook at the same time, said holder

being disposed on an outer side of said passage, said holder

being larger than said passage for preventing the hook dis-

posed therein from passing inwardly of the respective fiange.

3,840,199

AIRCRAFT
Robert C. Tibbs, Hospital Dr., Cleveland, Miss. 38732

Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,686

Int. CI. B64c 21102

U.S. CI. 244—40 R 10 Claims

1, An aircraft comprising, in combination:

a. an airfoil having a surface;

b. means provided on said surface for directing a fluid flow

over substantially the entire area thereof and decreasing

the pressure thereover for creating lift forces sufficient by

themselves to lift the aircraft, the directing means includ-

ing a plurality of openings provided and arranged about

the area on said surface, and means for varying the size

of said opening;

c. means for supplying fluid to the directing means, the

supplying means including a propeller and means for

ducting fluid from said propeller means to the directing

means; and

d. means for selectively and variably providing thrust bidi-

rectionally along a thrust line and the thrust providing

means including at least one variable and reversible pitch

tip on said propeller arranged for permitting the aircraft

to selectively move along the thrust line and to hover, the

directing means further including means for imparting a

moment to the airfoil having a passage arranged passing

through the airfoil parallel to a thrust line thereof, and a

valve inserted in the passage, whereby at least one open-

ing of the passage is selectively positionable inversely to

at least one symmetrically spaced opening for controlling

the attitude of the aircraft.

3,840,200

TURBULENCE COMPENSATED THROTTLE CONTROL
SYSTEM

Antonous A. Lambregts, Renton, Wash., assignor to The Boe-

ing Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,917

Int. CI. B64c 13l]8

U.S. CI. 244—77 D 20 Claims
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1. In combination with an automatic speed control system

for an aircraft employing means responsive to a position com-
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mand signal, an apparatus providing said position command
signal substantially free from turbulence noise, comprising:
means for processing a signal representative, respectively,

of air speed error relative to selected air speed and iner-

tial longitudinal acceleration of the aircraft to provide a
first control signal;

means responsive to said signal representative of inertial

longitudinal acceleration of the aircraft for providing a
second control signal; and means subtracting said second
control signal from said first control signal to provide said

position command signal compensated for overtravel due
to engine lag.

3,840,201
DEVICE FOR STEADYING LOADS SUSPENDED FROM

AIRCRAFTS
Jean Henri Hasquenoph, Lagny, and Pierre Fernand Coutin,

Paris, both of France, assignors to R. Alkan & Cie, Valenton,
France

Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,054
Claims priority, application France, June 9, 1972, 72.20897

Int. CI. B64d \m
U.S.CI. 244—137 R 1 Claim

1. Device for steadying loads suspended from aircrafts, in

which the load is suspended by means of rings detachably
connected to a pair of axially spaced hooks on a carrier mem-
ber of the aircraft, comprising hooks being pivotally mounted
to pivot in a common vertical plane, a pair of wedge members
associated with each hook, the wedge member of each pair

thereof being disposed in spaced relationship transversally

with respect to the load axis, a single spring acting on each
wedge member forcing its wedge member between the load
and the carrier member of the aircraft to ensure the steadying
of the load with respect to said carrier member, cam portions
provided on said hooks, and a pair of levers associated with
each hook and pivotally connected to the carrier member,
each lever having one end engaging a wedge member while its

opposite end is positioned for being engaged by a cam portion
of the corresponding hook during the opening movement to

cause the automatic retraction of the corresponding wedge
member.

3,840,202

PAkACHUTE CANOPY
Pierre Marcel Lemoigne, Montrouge, France, assignor to

Etudes Et Fabrications Aeronautigues, Clichy, France
Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 268,211

Claims priority, application France, July 22, 1971,
71.26878

Int. CI. B64d / 7102
U.S.CL 244-145 i Claim

1. A parachute comprising in combination a canopy having
a center and a peripheral edge, rigging lines attached to the
canopy and extending from said peripheral edge, lateral sub-
stantially semi-tubular stabilizing means which are located in

two regions of the peripheral edge on opposite sides of a fore
and aft vertical plane through the center of the canopy and are
open toward said vertical plane and depend from said periph-
eral edge so that diameters of said semi-tubular stabilizing

means are substantially parallel to the rigging lines of the
parachute in vertical planes of the parachute through said

center when the parachute is open, said regions terminating
short of said fore and aft vertical plane so as to define with said

peripheral edge a front recess and a rear recess which recesses

are intersected by said fore and aft vertical plane and thereby
maintain a privileged and stable direction of movement of the

parachute in a direction parallel to said fore and aft plane,

and, in each of two sectors of the canopy, an arcuate periph-
eral row of balloon nozzles substantially adjoining the periph-
eral edge, each of said nozzles having an escape opening for

escape of air tangentially of the extrados of the canopy and

being elongated in a direction parallel to the peripheral edge
and all the nozzles being oriented in the same direction, and
an adjacent arcuate row of pocket nozzles each of which
pocket nozzles is upwardly convergent to an apex and has an
anti-shock opening at the apex, and an escape opening for

escape of air in a direction tangentially of the extrados of the

canopy, the rows of balloon nozzles and pocket nozzles per-
taining to the two sectors being symmetrically disposed with
respect to said fore and aft vertical plane through the center
of the canopy, and all the escape Openings being oriented in

such manner as to be perpendicular to the peripheral edge and
facing substantially in the same direction.

3,840,203
BASE PLATE FOR OUTDOOR GYM SETS

Francis M. Sheehy, Rt. 3, Faribault, Minn. 55021
Filed Aug. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 389,351

Int. CI. FI6m 11122
U.S. CI. 248-188.8 I Claim

1. A base plate for the inclined legs of an outdoor gym set
comprising a plate, a tubular member fixedly secured to and
extending upwardly from said plate at an acute angle thereto
for receiving a leg of a gym set therein whereby the leg rests

on at least a portion of the plate, means for releaseably secur-
ing the leg within the tubular member, and means for anchor-
ing the plate to the ground comprising a downwardly project-
ing portion on the plate, said portion having formed therein an
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aperture which hes substantially in the axial plane of the

tubular member which extends away from the aperture, and
a headed pin adapted to pass through the aperture and into the

ground whereby the plate will be anchored to the ground and
a gym set leg received in the tubular member will be held in

place and restrained against sinking into the ground.

3,840,204

GIMBALLY MOUNTED RECEPTACLE
Paul P. Thomas, and Frank Burnett, both of Bryan, Ohio,

assignors to Winzeler Stamping Company, Montpelier, Ohio
Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 306,099

Int. CI. A47c 7170

U.S. CI. 248-311 3 Claims

1. A mounted receptacle comprising: a mounting bracket
comprising a closed cylindrical portion terminating in a flange

adapted to mount said mounting bracket, a journal box dis-

posed within said closed cylindrical portion at the end of said

closed cylindrical portion terminating in said flange, a shaft

receiving and locking member disposed at the end of said

closed cylindrical portion opposite the end of said closed
cylindrical portion terminating in said flange, said shaft receiv-

ing and locking member including an aperture having a key-

way, a yoke, a receptacle member rotatably carried by said

yoke, and a shaft provided with a mounting tang extending

from said yoke, the distal end of said shaft being rotatably

disposed within said journal box, the tang of said shaft being
disposed intermediate said journal box and said aperture, and
said tang being adapted to be aligned with the keyway of said

aperture to permit withdrawal of said shaft from said mount-
ing bracket.

3,840,205

ROCKER BOX ASSEMBLIES
James K. Faull, P.O. Box 627, Niles, Ohio 44446

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 348,935
Int. CI. A45d 19104

U.S. CI. 248-385 8 Claims

3i'

A-A

1. A rocker box assembly for disposition between the seat

and base of a chair and the like, comprising:

a pair of generally flat metal support plates, superposed in

spaced relation, the upper support plate being adapted

for connection to the chair seat and the lower plate being

adapted for connection to the chair base.

two laterally spaced rocker means between said upper and
lower plates, each rocker means comprising a first rocker

member secured to and depending from said upper sup-

port plate and having a lower longitudinally convex
rocker surface, and a second rocker member secured to

and extending upwardly from said lower support plate

and having an upper longitudinally convex surface engag-
ing and cooperable with said lower convex surface, said

lower convex surface being adapted to rock over said

upper convex surface.

and a side guard disposed outwardly of each of said first and
second rocker members, each side guard being connected
to and depending from said upper support plate and
extending short of said lower support plate so as not to

interfere with rocking movement, each side guard over-

lapping substantially the full length of the engaging parts

of said lower and upper convex surfaces to prevent dispo-

sition of foreign matter between the same in any normal
rocking position.

3,840,206

PLATFORM SUPPORT SYSTEM
Philip R. Palmer, Box 14, Compton, Ark. 72624

Filed Apr. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 352,355
Int. CI. A47f 5108

U.S. CI. 248-424 26 Claims

1. A platform support system for mounting a platform for

movement along a given path in a fixed plane with respect to

a base while maintaining same braced against other move-
ment, said system comprising a pair of interconnecting mecha-
nisms each interconnecting said platform and base, at least

one of said mechanisms comprising first and second outer
support panels rigidly resistant to bending and twisting and
hingedly connected at their edges to each other at displaced

locations along a first hinge line, third and fourth outer sup-

port panels also rigidly resistant to bending and twisting and
hingedly connected at their edges to each other at displaced

locations along a second hinge line parallel to said first hinge
line, said first and third panels being hingedly connected to

each other at their remaining edges at displaced locations

along a third hinge line and said second and fourth panels
being hingedly connected to each other at their remaining
edges at displaced locations along a fourth hinge line, said

third and fourth hinge lines each being parallel to and located

a first distances from said first hinge line, said third and fourth

hinge lines each being located at a second distance from said

second hinge line, a pair of control braces pivotally connected
to each other along a fifth hinge line parallel to said first,

second, third and fourth hinge lines, said control braces being
pivotally connected to said outer support panels along said

third and fourth hinge lines respectively, said fifth hinge line

being displaced from said third and fourth hinge lines by said

first fixed distances, a control link pivotally connected be-
tween said fifth hinge line and a pivot fixed with respect to said

second hinge line, the distance from said fifth hinge line to

said pivot being equal to the distance from said pivot to said

second hinge line, means hingedly connecting said panels, at

said first and second hinge lines, between said platform and
base, the other interconnecting mechanism being articulated

between said base and platform and means causing move-
ments of said other mechanism to conform to movements of
said one mechanism.
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3,840,207

FLEXIBLE TUBE VALVE
Clarence W. Carpenter, Jr., 8610 Cedarbrake, Houston, Tex.

77055
Filed June 13, 1968, Ser. No. 736,773

Int. CI. F16k 7\07

U.S. CI. 251-5 15 Claims

1. A valve comprising:

a body having an interior cavity arranged about a selected

axis;

inlet and outlet fluid passage means in said body including

opposed first and second tubular projections coaxially

arranged about said axis and extending into said cavity

toward one another;

an imperforate member having an intermediate portion with

a circular transverse cross section loosely disposed in said

cavity in coincidental alignment with said opposed tubu-

lar projections and adapted for movement relative

thereto;

a resilient pressure-responsive member having an unsup-

ported intermediate portion coaxially arranged in said

cavity to enclose said imperforate member and adapted

for movement into and out of sealing engagement with

said intermediate portion of said imperforate member for

controlling fiow between said fiuid passage means and

other portions secured to said body and fiuidly sealed in

relation thereto for defining an enclosed annular space

within said cavity around the exterior of said unsupported

intermediate portion; and

means including a passage in said body adapted to admit

pressured fiuids into said enclosed annular space for

selectively distending said intermediate portion of said

resilient member into sealing engagement with said inter-

mediate portion of said imperforate member to block

fiuid fiow between said inlet and outlet passage means.

3,840,208

BUBBLE-TIGHT INFLATABLE SEAL FOR BUTTERFLY
VALVE WITH OFFSET DISC

Arthur Schudel, 4497 Edmond Dr., South Euclid, Ohio 44121,
and Robert B. Rodwancy, 3737 N. Karwood Dr., Port Clin-

ton, Ohio 43452
Filed May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 359,064

Int. CL F16k y/226

U.S. CI. 251-30 6 Claims

1. In a butterfly valve to control the flow of gas in a duct,

said valve including a valve body having oppositely disposed

bores and a shaft rotatably mounted within said bores, an

off-set disc longitudinally spaced apart from and rigidly af-

fixed to said shaft and rotatable to present the periphery of the

disc into and out of scaling relationship with the sealing sur-

face of an inflatable seal secured in a retaining means disposed

upon the inner wall of said valve body, the improvement

comprising:

927 O.G.—20

a. a continuous, integral inflatable seal having a convex
sealing surface when inflated, and arcuate, inwardly con-

cave, sides disposed intermediate

b. a pair of annular retaining rings disposed in parallel

spaced-apart relationship upon said inner wall, said rings

having opposed inside surfaces adapted to contact and
frictionally secure said arcuate sides of said seal, and

c. means for inflating said seal to a internal seal pressure in

excess of the pressure of said gas to effect a bubble-tight

seal between said periphery of the disc and said convex
sealing surface of the inflated seal.

3,840,209

FLOW CONTROLLING DEVICES
George Stephen James, Johannesburg, South Africa, assignor

to Anglo American Corporation of South Africa Limited,

Johannesburg, South Africa

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,244
Claims priority, application South Africa, July 29, 1971,

71/5071; Apr. 24, 1972, 72/2734

int. CL F16k J//5S

U.S. CI. 251-216 3 Claims

1. A device for controlling the rate of flow of fluid, compris-

ing a body of deformable plastic material having a plain-

walled cylindrical cavity therein, a metal screw having a sharp-

peaked screw thread thereon threaded into said cylindrical

cavity, the internal diameter of the cavity being smaller than

the external diameter of the screw thread but being substan-

tially larger than the root diameter of the screw thread thereby

to define between said screw and said body a spiral duct for

fluid, said body having a discharge orifice, and means to vary

the length of said duct.
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3,840,210

SKID JACK FOR MOBILE HOMES
Richard L. Hollingsworth, 105 Watson Ave., Shrewsbury, W.

Va. 25184
Filed June 5, 1973, Ser. No. 367,137

Int. CI. B66f HI04
, U.S. CI. 254-9 R 9 Claims

an elongated shank secured at its inner end to the upper end

of the indexing pin, and extending away from the upright

axis of the pin;

1. A sicid jack (9) for mobile homes and the like, said jack

(9) comprising a rectangular frame (29), a channel member
(13) rigidly fixed on said frame along the approximate elon-

gate central line thereof, a skid channel member (11) slidably

reciprocable within said frame channel member (13), an

inverted channel load support rail (48), a slidable top travel

shoe (68) extending into each bottom end of said inverted

channel rail (48), means (71) slidably retaining said slidable

top shoes (68) in position in said rail (48), each top travel

shoe (68) having depending clevis eye means (69), a lifting

linkage rod member (38 or 39) having a knee portion ( 101 ),

a clevis pin (70) pivotally securing said knee portion (101 ) to

said depending clevis eye means (69), a second clevis pin (61

or 62) pivotally securing the bottom end of said lifting linkage

rod (38) to a base post (46 or 47) fixedly secured to said skid

member (11), a pusher rod (36 or 37) pivotally secured by

clevis pin means (66 or 67) at its top end to said depending

clevis eye means ( 69 ) of said top slidable travel shoe ( 68 ) and

at its bottom end by a clevis pin (40 or 41) to an upwardly

extending clevis eye means (34 or 35) of a travel shoe ( 14 or

15), means (90, 114) slidably retaining said bottom travel

shoe ( 14) in said skid channel member (11), means (89, 111)

slidably retaining said skid channel member ( 1 1) in said rigid

channel member (13), knee-jointed stabilizer legs (42, 43 or

44, 45) pivotally (61 or 62) secured to each said base posts

(46 or 47) and to said inverted channel top load-support rail

(48), a base post (52) fixed relative to said frame (29), push

and pull means (12) operatively biased between said fixed

base post (52) and one said skid base post (46) for controlla-

bly sliding said skid channel member (11) within said rigid

channel member ( 13), and separate push and pull means ( 16

or 17) for each lower travel shoe biased thereagainst and

against a base abutment (96) fixed relative to said skid 11 for

controllably raising, holding and lowering said load-support

rail, and skid jack wheel means (18, 19) retractable relative

to and extendable below said frame (29) providing mobility

for said jack (9).

3,840,211

VEHICLE WHEEL CAMBER AND CASTER
ADJUSTMENT TOOL

John H. Castoe, 10234 McVine St., Suniand, Calif. 91040
Filed Nov. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 412,324

Int. CI. B66f 15100

U.S. CI. 254— 131 7 Claims

1. A tool for adjusting the camber and caster of a wheel

assembly, the tool comprising:

an upright indexing pin having a lower end adapted to fit

into a recess in a first portion of the wheel assembly;

a block secured to the pin to be rotatable relative to the pin

about an upright axis; and

a hook secured to the block to be rotatable relative to the

block about an axis transverse to the said upright axis.

to

3,840,212

SAFETY APPARATUS FOR LOWERING TOWER
EQUIPMENT

Myron Thomas Latanision, Red Wing, Minn., assignor

Meyer Industries, Inc., Red Wing, Minn.

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,724

Int. CI. B66d 1/28

U.S. CL 254— 139 9 Claims

1. Safety apparatus for a tower having a fixture frame to be
suspended from pulleys at the top of the tower on suspension

cables and lowered by a winch cable extendible upwardly
through the tower, the safety apparatus comprising:

a fixed guide cable extending from top to bottom within the

tower;

a connector appliance connected to the winch cable and
also to the suspension cables for transmitting tension load

therebetween for supporting the fixture frame, said appli-

ance having a frame with attachment means for securing

to the suspension cables and transmitting upward force to

the frame; said appliance also including

an upright cable-guiding jaw affixed on the appliance frame
and lying along the guide cable;

a clamp bar pivoted on the appliance frame adjacent said

upright jaw, one end of the bar forming a clamping shoe
confronting the upright jaw and cooperating therewith to

guide and clamp the cable therebetween, the clamping
shoe being swingable upwardly and away from the jaw to
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release the cable, and said shoe being swingable inwardly
against the cable to clamp the cable against the jaw;

a fitting connected to the other end of the clamp bar oppo-
site the clamping shoe, and also secured to the winch
cable and transmitting downward force to the bar to hold

the clamping shoe out of locking relation with the guide

cable; and
a compression spring anchored on the appliance frame and

urging said other end of the clamp bar upwardly to swing

the clamp bar and urge the clamping shoe against and
into clamping engagement with the guide cable and jaw
in the event of failure of the winch cable.

3,840,213

PARTICLE WETTING APPARATUS
Kalman Kormos, North Scituate, R.I., assignor to General

Signal Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 240,500, April 3, 1972. This application

Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,551
Int. CI. BOlf 7/12

U.S. CI. 259-9 4 Claims

1. A wetting tank comprising a receptacle having walls

defining a chamber adapted to contain a liquid, liquid supply
means extending into said chamber and being adapted to

discharge liquid into said chamber, liquid discharge means in

communication with said chamber at a point located interme-
diate the depth of said chamber and being adapted to dis-

charge liquid from said chamber, whereby a predetermined
level of liquid is maintained in said chamber and a drum
means for wetting particles of material that are deposited on
the upper surface of said drum means, said drum means
mounted for rotation in said chamber, so that a portion

thereof extends above any liquid in said chamber and the

remaining portion of said drum means will be immersed in the

liquid contained in said chamber.

" 3,840,214
APPARATUS FOR TREATING PHOTOGRAPHIC

MATERIALS
Werner Merz, Napoleonweg 3, D-7911 Oberelchingen, Ger-
many

Filed Jan. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 321,042
Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 11, 1972,

2201133
Int. CI. BOlf 9/02

U.S. CI. 259-72 19 Claims

1. An apparatus for treating of objects, particularly for

developing of photographic films, comprising a receptacle

adapted to contain a treating liquid; first motion-imparting

means for rotating said receptacle; second motion-imparting

means for rocking said receptacle, including a support sup-
porting said receptacle and mounted for rocking movement,

13 V. 15 ^ 2?

and motion-imparting components for rocking said support
and a single drive operatively associated with both of said

means for driving the same.

*

3,840,215

DRIER-MIXING APPARATUS
Kenneth E. McConnaughay, P.O. Box 1457, Lafayette, Ind.

47902
Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 322,919

Int. CI. B28c 1122

U.S. CI. 259-158 6 Claims

1. A drier-mixing apparatus, comprising a drum rotatably

mounted on a frame having an inlet at one of its ends and an
outlet at its opposite end, means for rotating said drum, a

plurality of vanes mounted in said drum for mixing the materi-

als passing through said drum, air collecting means at the top
of the drum at the inlet and outlet ends thereof, a burner at

each of said inlet and outlet ends for blowing fiames into said

drum from the opposite ends thereof, and exhaust means
connected to said air collecting means for pulling air and dust
particles through said air collecting means from said drum.

3,840,216
VACUUM AERATION OF LIQUID WASTE EFFLUENT

James A. Smith, Westchester, N.V.; Robert G. Kaiser, Bergen,

N.J., and Bruce S. Moffatt, Westchester, N.Y., assignors to

Clark & Vicario Corporation, North Tarrytown, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 301,117

Int. CI. BOlf J/04
U.S. CI. 261-29 23 Claims

1. A method for effecting transfer of oxygen from atmo-
spheric air to liquid waste effluent which comprises

continuously drawing effluent through an unobstructed
closed flow course having entry thereto in a source of said

effluent and outlet therefrom in an enclosed zone of
vacuum located a distance above said source while con-
currently admitting atmospheric air flow to said flow

course thereby to entrain such air in said effluent and
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dissolve at least some of the oxygen in said entrained air

in said effluent,

said zone being maintained under a continuous condition of

vacuum sufficient to effect suction lifting of said effluent

from said source to said zone and further to remove a

certain portion of entrained air from the effluent deliv-

ered to said zone whereby there is provided a greater
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density in the effluent in said zone than that of the efflu-

ent flowing in said flow course,

reintroducing at least a part of the certain portion of the air

removed in said zone to the effluent in said source at a

location below the surface of the latter, and
continuously returning effluent by force of gravity from said

zone of vacuum to said source.

3,840,217

SILVER RECOVERY
Michael T. MacKay, 2160 Streamview, Sandy, Utah 84070

Filed Nov. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 412,090
Int. CI. C22b 11/12

U.S. CI. 266-22 7 Claims

1. A fluid tight silver recovery unit accommodating fluid

flow therethrough under force of gravity: a container compris-
ing a bucket comprised of plastic material inert to photo-
graphic fixing solution, the bucket being closed at one end and
along the length thereof and having a large opening at the

other end thereof and a lid sized and shaped to close the

opening of the container and comprised of plastic material

inert to photographic fixing solution, said bucket and lid to-

gether presenting opposed mating male-female press-fit seal-

ing adjacent the opening of the bucket for releasably fastening

the bucket and the lid together, the lateral dimensions of each

being essentially the same, the lid receiving liquid-conducting

influent and effluent means comprised of plastic material inert

to photographic fixing solution for introducing and removing

solution from the container and influent means comprising a

T-connector rotatably coupled to adjacent components of said

influent means for selectively setting the direction of influent

flow of solution, said effluent means comprising a second T-

connector rotatably coupled to adjacent components of said

effluent means for selectively setting the direction of effluent

flow of solution, the influent means and effluent means each

further comprising male and female fittings coupled together

in scaled relation against the top and bottom surfaces respec-

tively of the lid, and a hollow coil of transversely pervious

exchange metal disposed within the container and said influ-

ent means comprising a baffled distal end terminating within

the container near the bottom thereof adjacent the exterior of

the coil of metal and said effluent means beginning within the

container near the top thereof within the hollow of the coil.

3,840,218

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR VARYING THE SUBSTANCE
COMPOSITION IN METAL MELTS AND IN PARTICULAR

FOR THE DESULFURIZING OF PIG IRON
Gerhard Dichbaum, and Johann Gorjup, both of Duisburg,

Germany, assignors to Demag Aktiengesellschaft, Duisburg,

Germany
Filed July 2, 1973. Ser. No. 375,865

Claims priority, application Germany, June 15, 1970,

2029449
Int. CI. C21c 7/02

U.S. CI. 266—34 A 13 Claims

1. An apparatus for varying the substance composition in

metal melts adapted to be used with a narrow elongated
trough having a melt flowing therethrough comprising an
elongated rectangular transportable housing, at least three
stirrers each having shafts rotatably mounted in said housing
in a row at spaced locations thercalong for rotation about
substantially vertical axis, a drive motor mounted on said
housing having a drive shaft with a drive gear affixed thereto
and being connected to a central one of said stirrer shafts,

each of said stirrer shafts having a gear engaged with said drive

gear for rotation thereby, said stirrers each including an agita-

tor adjacent its lower end adapted to extend downwardly into

the melt below one of the layers thereof.

3,840,219

TUYERES
Anthony Terence Sheridan, Tickhill, and Ian Stewart, Rother-
ham, both of England, assignors to British Steel Corporation,
London, England

Filed Aug. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 385,058
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 23, 1972,

39247/72

Int. CI. C21b 7//6
U.S. CI. 266—41 10 Claims

1. A tuyere comprising

an annular body of hollowed section for receiving a liquid

coolant, said body defining

an outlet at its rear end communicating with the hollow,
an inlet tube extending from the rear end of the body into
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the hollow and terminating adjacent the nose of the tu-

yere in a lateral aperture, and

a baffle fin located adjacent the nose and extending around

the interior of the hollow body partially across the width

of the hollow, said tube extending through the baffle fin,

the disposition and design of the tube termination and the

baffle fin together promoting a uniform unidirectional

flow pattern of the coolant around the nose.

11 3,840,220

HYDRO-PNEUMATIC COUNTERBALANCE
David P. McConnell, P.O. Box 591, Minden, Nev. 89423, and

Louis E. Tully, La Canada, Calif., assignors to said McCon-
nell, by said Tully

Filed June 29, 1973, Ser. No. 375.175

Int. CI. E05f 3/04

U.S. CI. 267-69 17 Claims
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1. In a device to exert force between two parts to counter-

balance a load on one of the parts, the combination of:

an outer cylinder for connection to one of the two parts,

said outer cylinder having an upper end and a lower end;

an inner cylinder inside the outer cylinder and forming

therewith an annular space surrounding the inner cylin-

der, the upper end of the inner cylinder being in commu-
nication with the atmosphere,

said annular space being sealed off from the atmosphere;

force transmitting means including a piston slidable in the

inner cylinder and extending through the upper end of the

inner cylinder for connection to the other of the two
parts;

a body of liquid in the lower end of said annular space;

a pressurized body of gaseous fluid occupying the remain-

der of the annular space;

a passage for flow of liquid from the annular space to the

inner cylinder to cause the pressure of the gaseous fluid

to exert pressure on said piston to lift the piston against

said load; and

means to variably restrict the flow through said passage to

adjust the rate at which the piston moves against the load.

3,840,221

TOP-WITHIN-TOP FOR X-RAY TABLE
William F. Hogan, 49 S. Evergreen Ave., Woodbury, N.J.

08096
Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 393,988

Int. CI. A6Ig I/OO, 13/00

U.S. CI. 269-322 6 Claims

1. In an X-ray table assembly:

a. a cubical table base;

b. an elongated first table top mounted on said base and

extending thercbeyond in both lengthwise directions;

c. said first table top being movable in both the lengthwise

and transverse directions relative to said base;

d. said first table top including a frame having thereon a

flat-surfaced panel having inclined lengthwise side edge

portions;

e. a side rail supported along each lengthwise edge of said

first-table-top frame;

f. a patient-receiving second table top supported on said

panel of said first table top for manually actuated sliding

movement thereon;

g. said second table top having a narrow head board portion

at its forward end;

h. said second table top having along its lengthwise edge

portions metal guide rails having downwardly inclined

portions having therein strips of lowfrictional material

facing said inclined edge portions of said first-table-top

panel for guiding said second table top in its sliding move-

ment on said first table top;

i. anti-tilt retaining means supported in depending position

from a rearward side portion of said second table top for

engaging the under-surface of said side rails of said first-

tablc-top frame for preventing tilting of said second table

top relative to said first table top when said second table

top is moved slidingly forward to position said head board

beyond said first table top; and

j. attachment means at spaced intervals along said metal

guide rails of said second table top for attachment of a

plurality of accessory devices, whereby said accessory

devices move with said patient.
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3,840,222
DOCUMENT FEEDER FOR ELECTROSTATIC COPIER

Wallace R. Fowlie, Riverside, and Moo S. Yoon, Glenview,
both of III., assignors to A. B. Dick Company, Niles, III.

Division of Ser. No. 226,872, Feb. 16, 1972, Pat. No.
3,762,813. This application Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,086

Int. CI. B65h 29122
U.S. CI. 271-4 2 Claims

<3e

1. In a copy machine including means for supporting a stack

of originals in page number sequence, means for transporting

the originals, one at a time, to an exposure location, and
means for withdrawing the copy sheet from said exposure
location, the improvement wherein said means for transport-

ing the original to the exposure location include sheet separat-

ing and feeding means offset laterally to one side of the expo-
sure location, said sheet separating and feeding means operat-

ing to automatically move the originals, one at a time, to the

exposure location, said means for withdrawing the original

being offset laterally to the other side of the exposure location,

and said withdrawing means comprising first drive means
assisting in moving the originals through the exposure loca-

tion, and second drive means operating at a higher peripheral
speed for engaging the originals after passage from said first

drive means, said first and second drive means being spaced
so that the originals are simultaneously engaged by both, and
wherein the second drive means slip relative to the originals

until release of the originals by the first drive means, said

second drive means being designed to develop momentum in

said originals and having means to project the originals up-
wardly and then back in a direction toward said sheet separat-
ing and feeding means, an inclined receiving tray for said

originals located above said exposure location with the lower
end of said tray being positioned adjacent to and below the
outlet of said second drive means, and with the upper end of
said tray being positioned remote from and above the outlet

of said second drive means, whereby said originals are in a

substantially horizontal position in the plane of said exposure
location and whereby the originals must, therefore, be pro-
jected vertically and then back into an inclined plane above
said tray for movement into said tray, said withdrawing means
thereby operating to move said originals upwardly and back
for deposit of the originals in the receiving tray in the same
sequence as said originals were fed and with the content of
each original facing in the same direction relative to other
originals as in the original stack of originals.

3,840,223

RECORD CARD FEED DEVICE
Kazuhiko Nakata, Shimosuwa-machi, Japan, assignor to Kabu-

shiki Kaisha Sankyo Seiki Seisakusho, Suna-Gun, Nagano-
Ken, Japan

Filed Mar. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 236,682
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 25, 1971, 46-

20443; Sept. 16, 1971, 46-83437; Sept. 27, 1971, 46-87318
Int. CI. B65h 9116

U.S. CI. 271-250 3 Claims
1. A record card feed device comprising, in combination, a

frame defining a card passage; a record card guide wall ex-

tending along one longitudinal side of said card passageway;
a capstan formed of a soft resilient plastic material, rotatably

mounted in said frame for engagement with a card moving
along said card passageway; drive means operable to rotate

said capstan at a substantially constant rate; a pinch roller

rotatably mounted in said frame and cooperable with said

capstan for moving a record card along said card passageway;
an information readout element positioned along said card
passageway to read out the information on the record card
while the latter is moving along said passageway; and a pres-

sure roller rotatably mounted in said frame and engaging a
card in the card passageway to press the card into engagement
with said information readout element; said capstan having a
frusto-conical peripheral surface whose maximum diameter

portion is disposed nearer to said card guide wall; whereby,
when said frusto-conical peripheral surface of said capstan
presses against a card, it exerts a force on the card directed
axially of the capstan toward said card guide wall to press the
card against said card guide wall; the card thereby being
caused to move rectilinearly along said card passageway with-

out a deviation from a rectilinear movement; the periphery of
said pinch roller being formed with a triangular cross section
relief groove vertically aligned with the larger diameter end of
said capstan whereby to prevent contact between said capstan
and said pinch roller when no card is feed between said cap-
stan and said pinch roller to preclude unnecessary deforma-
tion of the frusto-conical peripheral surface of said capstan to

prevent its premature permanent deformation.

3,840,224
SHEET FEEDING APPARATUS FOR COPYING

MACHINES
Robert F. Zawiski, Lincolnwood, III., assignor to Addresso-
graph-Multigraph Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Apr. II, 1973, Ser. No. 350,240
Int. CI. B65h 7102

U.S. CI. 271-263 9 Claims

1. A sheet feed-in apparatus for feeding a superposed sensi-

tized copy and an original into a copying machine, comprising:
a pair of feed-in rollers including a first roller and a second
roller rotatably driven in timed relation at a given speed and
direction of rotation;

said first roller including a plurality of roller sections
mounted on a common shaft and each provided with a
compliant peripheral covering coacting with the surface
of the original being fed;

mounting means for supporting the first roller for move-
ment between a first position in which the roller sections
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are in feeding engagement with the original, and a second

position in which at least one end of the first roller is

vertically separated from the second roller in response to

at least one of the roller sections being spaced from the

original by a foreign object attempting to pass into the nip

of the feed-in rollers; and

switch means actuable in response to movement of the first

roller to the second position for reversing the direction of

rotation of the feed-in rollers.

3,840,225

AMUSEMENT PARK RIDE
Michel Fouche, "Milly", 69350-Gennes, France

Filed Oct. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 407,452
Claims priority, application France, Oct. 18, 1972,

72.36884

Int. CI. A63g 1138, 1/44

U.S. CI. 272-29 6 Claims

^•^

1. Amusement park ride comprising collapsible elements

mounted on a trailer, said elements consisting of a main plat-

form a vertical shaft extending centrally of said platform, a

lower plate carried by said shaft, a toothed wheel rigid with

said lower plate, power means for driving said toothed wheel,

a substantially inverted-V shaped frame structure carried by

said plate, a horizontal shaft carried by the upper portion of

said frame structure, a telescopic mast normally vertically

suspended from said horizontal shaft, means controlling the

extension or retraction of the upper telescopic section thereof,

an offset horizontal pivot pin carried by the top of said tele-

scopic section, another, upper auxiliary platform pivotally

mounted to said horizontal pivot pin means for controlling the

inclination of said auxiliary platform in relation to said mast,

a toothed ring carried by said upper auxiliary platform, power
means for rotating said toothed ring, a normally vertical cen-

tral shaft secured to said upper auxiliary platform, another

plate slidably mounted to said vertical central shaft, vertical

fluid actuated cylinders adapted to actuate said other plate

toward and away from said upper auxiliary platform, a plural-

ity of radial cantilever arms provided with gondolas suspended

from their outer ends and pivoted near their inner ends to

pivot pins carried by said upper auxiliary platform, and rollers

rotatably mounted to the inner ends of said radial cantilever

arms between said upper auxiliary platform and said other

plate whereby actuation of said other plate controls the incli-

nation of said radial arms, and said main platform pivoted to

said trailer with a fluid-actuated cylinder for pivoting said

main platform from a horizontal position supporting the frame

structure in an upright position for use of the ride and to a

vertical position for storage of the ride horizontally on said

trailer.

3,840,226
WILD DOUBLE COMBINATION SEE-SAW AND MERRY-

O-ROUND APPARATUS
George L. Sharp, Rt. 2, Nicholasviile, |^y. 40356

Filed Jan. 9, 1974, Ser. No. 431,932
Int. CI. A63g 1/32

U.S. CI. 272-30 5 Claims

1. A combination see-saw and merry-go-round apparatus

comprising:

a fixed base comprised of a supporting plate having a plural-

ity of leg members diverging outwardly and downwardly
therefrom at angularly spaced intervals thereabout to

engage a supporting ground surface in a manner to sup-

port said supporting plate a vertical distance from the

ground;

pivot means having one end affixed to said supporting plate

with the opposite end projecting vertically upwardly
therefrom and terminating in a spherical ball member;

a combination stabilizing ring and track defining member
disposed concentric with said supporting plate and
spaced vertically downwardly therefrom and secured to

said leg portions, the plane of said ring being parallel to

and spaced downwardly from the plane of said supporting

plate, said ring comprising a cylindrical side wall surface

having an annular outwardly projecting radially extending

flange formed about the bottom edge thereof and defin-

ing a track portion on the top surface thereof;

four perpendicularly disposed longitudinally elongated arms
lying in a common plane, said arms each having their

inner ends interconnected with each other with each arm
having an outer end projecting axially outwardly from
said inner end, said inner ends being mutually intercon-

nected at a common junction;

an occupant supporting seat affixed to said outer end of

each of said arms;

a semi-spherical recess defined at said common junction of
said interconnected inner ends of said arms, said recess

being defined in a lower surface of said junction and
adapted to be received on said spherical member to pro-

vide for free rotation of said arms about the vertical axis

of said spherical member and free rocking type move-
ment of said arms about the horizontal axis of said spheri-

cal member; and

a wheel member mounted on each of the arms for rotation

in a plane normal to the axis of the associated arm, each
wheel member disposed intermediate its associated arm
and said flange forming track portion, each wheel
mounted on said arm a distance spaced outwardly from
said common junction to engage said track portion when
said associated arm swings downwardly relative to said

fixed pivot point with the wheel engaging the track por-

tion and thereby limiting the downward movement of said

outer end of said arm and the associated seats thereon to

prevent an individual's feet and legs from being trapped

and crushed intermediate the seat and the supporting

ground surface.
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3,840,227

EXERCISING APPARATUS RELEASABLY ATTACHABLE
IN A DOORWAY

James R. Chesemore, 2535 N. Torres St., Orange, Calif. 92665
Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,118

Int. CI. A63b2//06
U.S. CI. 272-81 4 Claims

1. A simplified exercising apparatus for releasable attach-

ment in doorways and the like comprising a rest; a rigid sup-

port of angular cross section mounted on the rest and having

a remote portion of adjustable length for extensible mounting
of the support in an upright position on the rest in a doorway,
or the like; a first pulley mounted adjacent to the remote
portion of the support; a cable extending about the pulley and
toward the rest; a holder slidably mounted on the support and
connected to the cable, and said holder being adapted to carry

a selected number of weights, having slots therein, in stacked

relation thereon so as to fit about the support for stable eleva-

tional movement therealong supported on the holder upon the

application of force to the cable and about the pulley; and a

bracket mounted on the remote portion of the support, said

bracket being bent for fitted engagement with a door jamb
upon adjustment of the length of the remote portion to secure

the support in a doorway while permitting the door to be

closed within the doorway.

3.840,228

JOCKEY GOAL COMBINED WITH Y-SHAPE
GOALTENDER THEREFORE

Daniel F. Greaney, 85 Chesbrough Rd., West Roxbury, Mass.

02134
Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,250

Int. CI. A63b 69/00, 71102

U.S. CI. 273-1 B 3 Claims

1. A goaltendcr for rejecting pucks to prevent scoring in

combination with a hockey goal commonly used in the popu-
lar hockey game comprising.

a first vertical puck rejecting frame,

a second vertical puck rejecting frame,

resilient deflecting energy absorbent means for covering

said frames,

means for interconnecting said frames at a preselected

angle, said frames being interconnected with an opening
midway therebetween, said opening being shaped to

simulate the opening between the legs of a goalie, at least

one of said first frame and said second frame further

including means therein for receiving and holding a puck
simulating the catching of a puck by a player, and means
for affixing said interconnected frames in a forwardly

disposed V-shape in front of said goal whereby pucks
striking the surface of each angularly disposed frame are

diverted to either side of said goal forcing the players to

chase after it.

3,840,229

SHOE ATTACHABLE GOLF TEE PLACING APPARATUS
William K. Phillips, 2106 Lou Ellen Ln., Houston, Tex. 77018

Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,265
Int. CI. A63b 71100

U.S. CI. 273—33 3 Claims

\:

/9

A

ki^ifc^

^VMW1^- \'mijgy^i-

1. A device for placing a golf tee in the ground comprising
a base member defining a recess for receiving a golf cleat,

said base member being magnetic to retain said base mem-
ber in engagement with said golf cleat,

a pair of support pieces,

a pair of hinges each including a pair of hinge plates and a

pin joining said plates,

each of said support pieces being pivotally connected to

opposite sides of said base member by said hinges,

said support pieces co-acting to define a tee receiving re-

cess,

a lever mounted on each of said hinge pins and having an

inner arm positioned to engage the underside of the hinge

plate on each of said support pieces and an outer arm
extending outwardly from said hinge pin, whereby
squeezing of the outer arms of said levers pivots said

support pieces away from said base member,
said base member and said support pieces defining grooves

in which the inner arms of said levers may travel to allow

the outer arms of said levers to be positioned flat against

said support pieces.

3,840,230

GAME RACKET
William H. Schaefer, and Richard E. Bender, both of San

Diego, Calif., assignors to General Dynamics Corporation,
San Diego, Calif.

Filed Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,176
Int. CI. A63b 49110

U.S. CI. 273-73 F 23 Claims
1. A game racket having a head frame, neck and throat

portions, and a handle extension terminating in a handle por-
tion comprising;
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a single unitary racket shell having opposite faces each of
which is recessed below a single upstanding continuous
peripheral outer edge, said shell extending throughout the

length of said racket, said shell comprising a synthetic
resin having a flcxural modulus of from about 3 x 10^ to

about 17 X 10'' psi and an Izod impact measurement of
from about 2 to about 15 ft-lb/in., said shell defining a

racket plane; and
facing members laminated parallel to each face of said shell

covering said recesses with said facing members abutting

said upstanding edge, the outer surface of said facing

being substantiallyfUish with said upstanding edge and
substantially paralw-^o said racket plane, said facing

members extending entirely around the head frame por-

tion of said shell, through said neck and throat portions,

and at least partially down said handle extension, said

facing members comprising a high-strength fiber rein-

forced plastic material, said fibers having a Young's mod-
ulus of from about 20 X lO** to about 80 x 10* psi and a

density of from about 0.05 to about 0.07 lb/in.

^-
3,840,231

GOLF CLUB HAVING ADJUSTABLE HEAD MEANS
Donald D. Moore, 165 Grayling Dr., Akron, Ohio 44313

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,096
Int. CI. A63b 5im

U.S. CI. 237-79 4 Claims

1. An adjustable goJf club of the character described, com-
prising;

A. an angular shaped shank member receiving a golf shaft

at one end thereof and having

1
.
an angular boss and a shaft projecting therefrom at the

other end thereof, with said shaft having a threaded
reduced diameter projecting end

2. a first series of lugs provided about the entire periphery

on one face of said boss about the axis of said shaft;

B. a club head member having

1 a ball engaging surface, a rear face, a heel portion, and
a toe portion;

2. a through bore located rearwardly of said ball engaging
surface and interconnecting said heel and toe portion

of said club head and receiving said shaft therein

whereby the angle of inclination of said ball engaging
surface may be varied by rotating said club head
around said shaft;

3. a counterbore concentric with respect to said bore and
opening into said rear face at said heel portion thereof;

and
4. a second series of lugs arranged around the axis of said

bore on one face of said counterbore;

C. a selector ring

1

.

rotatably received in said counterbore and having a

through bore received over said shaft in concentricity

therewith; and
2. having third and fourth series of lugs provided on the

opposed faces thereof around the axis of said ring, with
said first series of lugs on said boss being identical in

number to and meshing with said third series of lugs of

said selector ring while said second series of lugs on
said counterbore is identical in number to and meshes
with said fourth series of lug members on said selector

ring, said first, second, third, and fourth series of lugs

being concentric with respect to each other and the

axis of said bore;

D. means for permitting said first, second, third and fourth

series of lug members to move into and out of meshed
condition with each other whereby the loft angle of said

club head member can be adjusted by rotation of said

club head relatively ofsaid shank member and said selec-

tor ring; and
E. indicia means provided on said base, said selector ring,

and said rear face of said club adjacent said counterbore
whereby the loft angle of said club can be det/rmined.

3,840,232 -*

FRANGIBLE FLYING TARGET
Allen C. Ludwig, and John M. Dale, both of San Antonio, Tex.,

assignors to Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Tex.

Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 325,067
Int. CI. F41j llOO

U.S. CI. 273-105.4 3 Claims
1. A frangible flying target consisting of 35 percent to 70

percent by weight of an elemental sulfur composition and
from 65 percent to 30 percent by weight of a finely divided

inert filler material consisting of limestone dust, said frangible

flying target being shatterable upon impact by a single pellet.

3,840,233

FLICK-A-STICK
Norman J. Patterson, 150 Jones Blvd., Murfreesboro, Tenn.
37130

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 294,322
Int. CI. A63b 65/00

U.S. CI. 273—106 R 1 Claim

1. A throwing device comprising:

a. an elongated flat stick having length, width and thickness,

the length being greater than the width, and the width
being greater than the thickness,
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b. an aperture adjacent each end of the stick extending

through the thickness dimension of said stick; and
c an opposed pair of tapered surfaces in each of the top and

bottom faces of the stick, said tapered surfaces extending

from substantially the center of the stick to each of the

apertures, the thickness of the stick between the opposed
tapering surfaces being greatest near the center of the

stick and least adjacent the apertures.

3,840,234

AMUSEMENT DEVICE
Janet Felsten, 731 North 26th Street. Philadelphia. Pa. 19130

Filed Sept. 8. 1971, Ser. No. 178,651

Int. CI. A63d 75/00

L.S.CI.273-113 11 Claims

I. An amusement device comprising:

a. a substantially transparent housing,

b. a plurality of substantially identical transparent com-
partments within said housing, said compartments being

polyhedrons having more than six sides bounded by
planar walls predetermined ones of which have aper-

tures formed therein,

c. a selected number of apparently invisible, unapertured

planar walls dividing selected ones of said compart-

ments, all of the edges of each of said apparently in-

visible walls being substantially coincident with the

' adjacent edges of the bounding walls of the compart-
menl it divides.

\

3,840,235

GAME DEVICE
Jeffrey D. Breslow, Highland Park, III., assignor to Marvin

Glass & Associates, Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,300
Int. CI. A63f 7/JO

U.S. CI. 273-119 A 5 Claims

I. A game device, comprising: a game board, the top of

which defines a stationary playing area, a substantially 360°

annular series of ball receiving recesses in the playing area and

identified by different indicia means, a rotary ball propelling

device mounted on the game board centrally of and spaced

from said series of ball receiving recesses for receiving balls

individually and immediately propelling the individual balls

outwardly toward said recesses under centrifugal force, a set

of play balls adapted to be individually placed into and pro-

pelled radially from said ball propelling device over said sta-

tionary playing area toward said recesses, power means for

continuously and uniformly rotating the ball propelling device

during playing of the game, said ball propelling device having

an upper open ended vertically oriented chute portion for

receiving balls individually as dropped into said vertically

oriented chute portion by players of the game, said vertical

oriented chute portion being in direct communication with a

single lower radially oriented projecting chute portion of the

ball propelling device along which individual balls are pro-

pelled outwardly under centrifugal force over said stationary

playing area whereby a player may selectively at any given

time place a ball in the vertically oriented chute portion of the

powered ball propelling device and have the device immedi-

ately propel the ball outwardly along said radially projecting

chute portion over the stationary playing area toward the ball

receiving recesses so that the player can effectively aim his

"shots" of the balls by properly timing the placing of a ball

propelling device as the same is rotated by said power means,

said stationary playing area being unobstructed between the

outer end of said projecting chute portion and said ball receiv-

ing recesses.

3.840,236

WORD GAME
Israel Beskrone, 100 S. Iroquois Ave., Margate, N.J. 08402

Filed Oct. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 294,555

Int. CI. A63f 3100

U.S. CI. 273-130 E 6 Claims

/'//a

/33

1. A word game comprising a receptacle including a station-

ary base member and a unit mounted for rotation thereon,

said rotatable unit having a bottom wall and inner and outer

concentrically spaced walls connected by radially extending
walls forming circumferentially spaced compartments equal at

least to the number of letters in the alphabet, a wall of each
compartment having a letter thereon identifying the compart-
ment, playing pieces containing the letters of the alphabet

thereon, each compartment containing a plurality of playing

pieces conforming to the letter identifying the compartment,
playing boards having horizontal and vertical rows of squares

on the front face thereof, means to retain the playing pieces
in the squares, means movable from a non-playing position

substantially flat against the rear face of the board to a playing

position at an inclination to the board to support it for receipt

of the playing pieces and out of view of the other players, a

recess inwardly of said inner wall adapted to store a dictio-

nary, writing implements, pads and extra playing pieces, and
rules of the game wherein each player calls a letter succes-

sively and each player takes the same letter called from the

corresponding compartment of the receptacle and places it in

any desired square of his playing board without subsequently
altering the position chosen on the board, and at the final play
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each player chooses any playing piece he desires from the

corresponding compartment of the receptacle to complete
placement on his board in order to make the maximum num-
ber of words vertically and horizontally.

3,840,237
GAME BOARD FOR THREE-PARTICIPANT CHESS

Steven Shkolnik, 10551 Wellworth, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
Filed June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 367,708

Int. CI. A63f H02
U.S. CI. 273—131 AB 5 Claims

1. A game board for three participant chess having the

peripheral configuration shown in FIG. 1 of the drawing and
having on the surface ^ thereof the pattern shown in said FIG.

1.

3,840,238

SEALING RING
Husehang Sabet, Eduard-Pfeiffer-Str., Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Mar. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 340,691

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 20, 1972,

2213343
Iht. CI. F16j 15154

L'.S. CI. 277-199 8 Claims

CLI
h^iilf'

13 3^

3,840,239
COMPRESSION MOLDING IN A VACUUM AND SEAL

FOR USE THEREIN
Thomas W. Fazekas, Stow; Walter A. Hartz, Cuyahoga Falls;

Norman J. Muth, Mogadore, and Raymond J. Stadelman,
Akron, all of Ohio, assignors to The General Tire & Rubber
Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 300,944
Int. CI. F16j 15132

U.S. CI. in-m R 8 Claims

1. A sealing ring having an axis and being constituted by a

plurality of substantially identical, circumferentially elon-

gated, separate segments movable relative to each other, said

ring having an axially median plane, said segments including

respective radially projecting ribs, said ribs jointly constituting

a ridge elongated in a cylindrical surface about said axis in a

substantially continuous loop and repeatedly intersecting said

median plane, the number of intersections of said ridge and of

said plane being an integral multiple of the number of said

segments, each rib having two longitudinal end portions, each

end portion being circumferentially coextensive with a corre-

sponding end portion of a circumferentially adjacent segment.

I. Apparatus comprising:

a. a first member;
b. a second member terminating in a portion tapering to-

ward said first member; and

c. a seal adapted to define, with said first and second mem-
bers, a chamber, said seal comprising:

i. a belt-like elastomeric wall member oriented generally

parallel to the axis of taper of said second member;
ii. attaching means mounted adjacent the top of said wall

member for sealingly attaching said seal to said first

member;
iii. a plurality of elongated reinforcing members fixedly

mounted in contaact with said wall member, said rein-

forcing members oriented generally parallel to the axis

of taper of said second member and having sufficient

rigidity to be only slightly deformed inwardly when the

chamber is subjected to a vacuum; and
iv. said wall member defining a leading edge oppositely

disposed from the top of said wall member to slidingly

and sealingly engage said tapered portion of said sec-

ond member while said first and second members are

moving from their maximum separation to their mini-

mum separation.

3,840,240

TOE-CLIP ATTACHMENT FOR SKI
Lorenzo Covini, Milan, Italy, assignor to COBER di Cris-

tofanelli Pietro e Covini Lorenzo S.n.C, Milan, Italy

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,029

Claims priority, application Italy, Mar. 4, 1972, 21429/72
Int. CI. A63c 9108

U.S. CI. 280— 1 1 .35 T 4 Claims

1. A toe-clip attachment for a ski having a longitudinal axis,

the attachment comprising a body portion having a longitudi-
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nal axis, the attachment having means for affixing the attach-

ment to the ski with the longitudinal axes in alignment with

each other, a toe-retaining member displaceably mounted in

the body portion and having one end engageable by the toe of

a ski boot, a pair of vertical pivots mounted in the body por-

tion symmetrically relative to the longitudinal axis of the body
portion, the toe-retaining member having bearing surfaces for

engagement with the vertical pivots at an end opposite to the

one end, whereby the toe-retaining member may be pivoted in

a substantially horizontal plane about a respective one of the

vertical pivots to either side of the longitudinal axis, an axially

extending rod longitudinally slidably mounted in the body
portion, one end of the rod being pivotally connected to the

opposite end of the toe-retaining member, the other end
thereof having an abutment member, and a resilient means
acting between the abutment member and a rear portion of

the body portion for biasing the rod and pressing the bearing

surfaces against the vertical pivots.

3,840,241

VEHICLE WITH WHEELIE FEATURE
Donal D. Hock, Herrin, III., assignor to Turco Manufacturing

Company, Du Quoin, III.

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,390
Int. CI. B62b 13104

U.S. CI. 280-16 9 Claims

I. A vehicle comprising:

a rear frame having means movably supporting it on the

ground in a stable condition;

a forward frame having a back portion pivotally mounted
about a horizontal axis of said rear frame and a frontward

portion extending in front of said rear frame; and
a seat mounted on the back portion of said forward frame

to pivot with it, the pivot axis of said forward frame being
located in close proximity to the center of gravity of the

rider, whereby the forward frame and seat pivot vertically

to simulate a "wheelie" type vehicle while maintaining

vehicle stability.

3,840,242

TRANSPORT RACK
Frank G. Craig, Sr., and Walter H. Schray, both of Battle

Creek, Mich., assignors to United Steel and Wire Company.
Battle Creek, Mich.

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,158
Int. CI. B62b 3/02

U.S. CI. 280-33.99 H 12 Claims

1. A nestable transport rack, comprising:

frame means comprising nestable, wheel supported base

frame means having a front end and a rear end, a pair of

horizontally spaced, upstanding and parallel side frame
members rigidly secured to said base frame means adja-

cent said rear end and extending upwardly therefrom to

define an L-shaped frame;

first and second vertically spaced shelf members, first and
second support means secured fixedly with respect to said

side frame members for pivotally supporting said first and
second shelf members for movement between horizon-

tally aligned and vertically aligned positions;

side wall means pivotally secured to said side frame mem-
bers and being pivotable between a first position wherein

said side wall means are disposed adjacent opposite lat-

eral sides of said shelf members and extend frontwardly

of said side frame members wherein said shelf members
are in said horizontally aligned position and a second

position parallel to said shelf members when said shelf

members are in said vertically aligned position, at least a

portion of said nestable, wheel supported base frame

means extending frontwardly from said upstanding side

frame members, said shelf members and said side wall

means when said shelf members arc in said vertically

aligned position and said side wall means is in said second
position for nesting with another of said transport racks,

said first support means for said first shelf member being

located forwardly of said second support means and the

pivot axes of said side wall means so that said first shelf

member is spaced forwardly of both the said second
position of said side wall means and of the said vertically

aligned position of said second shelf member.

3,840,243

COLLAPSIBLE UTILITY CART
Vance E. Rheinhart, Apison, and Dempsie C. Camp, Dunlap,

both of Tenn., assignors to Cumberland Corporation, Chat-
tanooga. Tenn.

Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,357

Int. CI. B62b 11/00

U.S. CI. 280-36 R 6 Claims

1. A carrier comprising;

a vertical back member,
a pair of vertical side members,
a plurality of shelves,

means for pivotably mounting each of said side members on
one end of said back member so that each of said side

members is pivotable about a substantially vertical axis
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between a carrying position extending outward from and
substantially perpendicular to said back member and a
storage position extending roughly parallel to and adja-

cent said vertical back member,
means for pivotably mounting said shelves on said back
member so that each of said shelves is pivotable about a

substantially horizontal axis between a carrying position

extending substantially horizontally, and outward from
said back member to engage said side members for sup-

porting goods or the like and a storage position extending
substantially vertical and adjacent said back member,

a pair of front roller assemblies each including a roller and
a front roller mounting plate having an extending surface,

a pair of rear roller assemblies each including a roller and
a rear roller mounting plate having an extending surface,

a pair of front bottom brackets each having an L-shaped
cross section and each extending along the bottom of one
of said side members and having one side welded at a

plurality of locations to the side member along which it

extends to form an integral unit and the other side of each
providing at the front of each side member an extending
surface having a tapering portion extending from its wid-

est cross section at its connection to said roller assembly
to its narrowest cross section at the rear portion of said

side member,
means for connecting said front mounting plates to said

bottom brackets respectively so that said extending sur-

faces of said front mounting plates are substantially cov-

ered by said extending surfaces of said bottom brackets,

a rear bottom bracket extending along the bottom of said

back member and connected to the back member to form
an integral unit and providing at both ends a rear extend-
ing surface, and

means for connecting said rear mounting plates to said rear

bottom bracket so that said extending surfaces of said

rear mounting plates are substantially covered by said

rear extending surfaces of said rear bottom bracket.

3,840,244

HAUL UNIT SUSPENSION SYSTEM
James E. Gee, Washington; Raymond L. Moser, Tremont. and

Albert L. Woody, Peoria, all of III., assignors to Caterpillar

Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Nov. 19, 1973. Ser. No. 416,851
Int. CI. B62d 53/00

U.S. CI. 280- 1 24 R 10 Claims

«o--J

21

.L^ X>23

I. A suspension systerffFor a longitudinally extending earth-
moving haul unit having a body and having axle mounted
wheels for said body, said suspension system including; later-

ally disposed axle housing means extending between said

wheels for protectively shielding said axle, frame support
means rigidly connected to said body and extending rear-

wardly of said body, pushing means for selectively transmit-

ting pushing force to said body and for protecting the rear

portion of said body, said frame support means being rigidly

connected to said pushing means, A-shaped frame means

connected between said pushing means and said axle housing
means for stabilizing said axle housing means with respect to

said frame support means and for permitting oscillation of said

axle housing with respect to said body, said A-shaped frame
means including an apex portion and two spaced-apart leg

portions, said apex portion being movably mounted upon said

pushing means and said leg portions being connected to said

axle housing means.

3,840,245

HYDROPNEUMATIC TYPE SUSPENSION UNIT OF A
MOTOR VEHICLE SUSPENSION SYSTEM

Hiroshi Aikawa, and Naganori Ito, both of Tokyo, Japan,
assignors to Nissan Motor Company Limited, Kanagawa-ku,
Yokohama, Japan

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,714

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 8, 1 97 1 , 46-986 1

8

Int. CI. B60g 15/06

U.S. CI. 280-124 F 12 Claims

1. A suspension unit for a wheeled vehicle comprising a first

cylinder connected to a body of said vehicle and having a first

cylinder chamber filled with pressurized fiuid and a cylinder

head formed with inlet and outlet passageways, said inlet

passageway communicating with a source of pressurized fluid

for supplying said first cylinder chamber with pressurized

fluid, a first axially slidable piston in said first cylinder cham-
ber, a first piston rod projecting from said first piston and
extending externally through one end of said first cylinder

opposite to said cylinder head, first regulator means for selec-

tively providing fiuid communication between said first cylin-

der chamber and said inlet passageway and between said first

cylinder chamber and said outlet passageway depending upon
the fluid volume in said first cylinder chamber, said first regu-

lator means comprising a free piston axially slidable in said

first cy'inder chamber between said cylinder head and said

first piston, and spring means for urging said free piston to a

balance and neutral position causing isolation of said first

cylinder chamber from said inlet and outlet passageways, said

first cylinder chamber arranged to communicate with said

inlet passageway when said first cylinder is moved relative to

said first piston in one direction tending to shorten said sus-

pension unit and with said outlet passageway when said first

cylinder is moved relative to said first piston in the opposite

direction tending to lengthen said suspension unit, a second
cylinder formed on said first piston rod in alignment with said

first cylinder and having a second cylinder chamber filled with

pressurized fluid, a second piston axially slidable in the second

cylinder chamber, a second piston rod projecting from said

second piston and extending externally through one end of

said second cylinder and mounted on a wheel supporting

means of said vehicle, and second regulator means for regulat-

ing the amount of pressurized fluid in the second cylinder

chamber to vary the length of said suspension unit and thus

the height of the vehicle level.
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3,840,246
CRASH PROTECTION BAG AND INFLATION
EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS THEREOF

Foy McCullough, Jr., Bellevue; Duane A. Williams, Mercer
Island; Lincoln B. Katter, Lynnwood, and Donald R. Poole,

Woodinville, all of Wash., assignors to Rocket Research
Corporation, Redmond, Wash.

Filed Mar. 30, 1970, Ser. No. 23,735
Int. CI. B60r 2///0

U.S. CI. 280-150 AB 12 Claims

I. A fabric wall and a thruster connected to said wall, said

thruster having an outlet opening directed away from said

wall, and a source of motive fluid for discharging from said

thruster through said outlet opening, to produce a reaction
force for positively moving said wall, said fabric wall including
openings therein through which ambient air may pass during
movement of the wall, with at least some of the openings being
closely adjacent the thruster so that the ambient air flowing
therethrough is influenced by the low pressure created by the
thruster gas stream.

3,840,247
STOWABLE SEAT BELT ANCHOR ASSEMBLY FOR

CONVERTIBLE VEHICLE SEAT
Arthur O. Radke, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Universal Oil

Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,572
Int. CI. B60r 21100

U.S.CL 280-150 SB 4 Claims

I. In combination with a vehicle having a multi-passenger
seat convertible from a seating use configuration to a storage
platform configuration, a stowable seat belt anchor assembly
comprising:

a plurality of seat belt members,
a pair of pivotally movable elongated rigid support elements
mounted at one end to spaced apart points on the vehicle
floor which are located at a predetermined distance be-
hind the seat; a rigid elongated seat belt support member
extending transversely of the vehicle and between said

pair of elements and being mounted at each of its ends to

the free ends of said elongated rigid support elements;
said elongated seat belt support member being selectively

positionable in a forward seating use position above the

vehicle floor and adjacent the rear of the seat wherein
said scat belt support member provides the sole support

for at least all of the seat belt members for the sealing

positions on said seat which are positioned inwardly from
the seat ends, and in a rearward storage position on the

vehicle floor behind the seat wherein said seat belt sup-
port member is stowable along with said seat belt mem-
bers when said seat is converted to a non-seating use.

3,840,248

SELF-TENSIONING KNEE BELT SAFETY DEVICE
Ernst Fiala, Braunschweig, Austria, assignor to Volkswagen-
werk Akiengesellschaft, Wolfsburg, Germany

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,999
Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 26, 1972,

2209121

Int. CI. B60r 2//02
U.S. CI. 280-150 SB 5 Claims

1. Self-tensioning knee belt apparatus that allows easy ac-
cess to the vehicle in which it is installed and that securely
holds the knees of an occupant in place in the event of a

collision, comprising:

a. a transversely extending safety belt;

b. a pivotal arm on the entrance side of the vehicle having
one end pivotally connected to the vehicle about a sub-
stantially vertical axis and having retaining means pro-
vided on said pivotal arm at a location spaced from said

connection, one end of said safety belt being connected
to said retaining means of said pivotal arm,

c. locking means for locking said pivotal arm in an operative
position;

d. holding means for holding said safety belt at a distance
from the knees of the occupant, said holding means al-

lowing free passage of the belt therethrough;
e. means located at an inboard portion of the vehicle for

applying tension to the other end of said safety belt in the
event of a collision, causing said safety belt to be de-
tached from said holding means and secured about the
knees of the occupant; and

f. means for pivoting said pivotal arm to allow access to the

vehicle.

3,840,249
AUTOMATIC SAFETY BELT ASSEMBLY

Arnold J. Strom, 2168 Reaney Dr.. St. Paul, Minn. 551 19
Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,720

Int. CI. B60r 2//02
U.S. CI. 280-150 SB 5 Claims

1. An assembly for positioning vehicular safety belts auto-
matically in response to opening and closing of a vehicular
door comprising:

1 means mountable on the interior of a vehicular door, said
means having pivotal mounting means positionable on a
vehicle door near the lower, hinged portion of said door,
further said means having locking means positionable on
said vehicle door near the lower portion of said door in

spaced alignment with said pivotal mounting means,
2. yieldable arm means pivotally mounted on one end of

said yieldable arm means on said pivotal mounting means,
and
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3. safety belt means having a first portion fixedly mountable
interior of said vehicle and a second portion thereof

spaced from said first portion a distance capable of allow-

ing the portion of said belt between said first and second
portions to restrain the forward movement of a passenger,

said second portion of said belt means being operatively

connected to said yieldable arm at a location on said arm

.'i-

spaced from saiq bne end of said arm, said yieldable arm
being adapted to automatically pivotally move, in re-

sponse to opening and closing said vehicular door, in an

arcuate, non-planar path between a non-restraining posi-

tion when said vehicular door is open and a restraining

position engageable with said locking means when said

door is closed.

3,840,250

GRAB RAIL FOR PICKUP TRUCK
John A. Bott, 931 Lake Shore Dr., Grosse Pointe Shores, Mich.

48236
Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 360,095

Int. CI. B60p 7100

U.S. CI. 280-179 R 10 Claims

1. A support assembly for use on a vehicle body having an

external mounting surface provided with an opening therein

and inwardly facing shoulder means on opposite sides of said

opening, said assembly including a support positioned over

said opening, an anchor insertable through said opening, an

anchor retainer supported on said mounting surface and hav-

ing a pocket projecting into said opening and operable to

support said anchor with its opposite ends disposed adjacent

said shoulder means during the installation of said assembly

and threaded fastener means extending through said opening

and connecting said support to said anchor by threaded tight-

enable engagement therewith, said anchor retainer having a

mounting pad portion positioned between said mounting sur-

face and said support.

3,840,251

DEVICE FOR FACILITATING THE REMOVING OF A
CYCLES BACK WHEEL

Claude Hautier, 11, Pavilion Chinois St., Nantes, France

Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,922
Claims priority, application France, Feb. 17, 1972, 72.6182

Int. CI. B60b 29100- B62m 9/76
U.S. CL 280-289 5 Claims

n-S^

^6

AW
722^ "26 ^1 (v
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1. In a cycle having a frame provided with a removable drive

wheel having a sprocket-and-chain gear changing means driv-

ingly connected thereto, sprocket wheel means being secured

to said drive wheel and removable therewith, the improve-

ment comprising:

a bracket movably mounted on said frame for selective

movement toward and from a side of a sprocket wheel of

said sprocket wheel means, said bracket having an edge

portion of a shape and size corresponding substantially to

the outer periphery of said sprocket wheel and position-

able closely adjacent said periphery whereby operation of

said gear changing means to transfer a drive chain to said

sprocket wheel will position said chain on said edge por-

tion, whereupon said drive wheel and sprocket wheel

means may be removed from said frame leaving said

chain supported by said bracket.

3,840,252

TRAILER HITCH ADAPTER
Jesse L. Jocoy, 224 Bernice, Garland, Tex. 76142

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,201

Int. CL B60d 1 100

U.S. CI. 280-415 A 5 Claims

1. A trailer hitch adapter including

a frame adapted to be mounted to the A-frame member of
an A-frame type trailer hitch,

a goose-neck hitch assembly mounted on said frame,

means for demountably securing said frame to the A-frame
member of the trailer hitch,

a ball member mounted on said frame to extend thereabove
and to be received into the socket member of the trailer

hitch when the frame is mounted on the trailer hitch, and
means for positioning said ball member to extend a plu-

rality of different distances above said frame.
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3,840,253
QUICK RELEASE DRAG LINK HITCH ASSEMBLY

Joseph A. Federspiel, Port Washington, Wis., assignor to FMC
Corporation, San Jose, Calif.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,173
Int. CI. B60d 1102

U.S. CI. 280-510 4 Claims

I. In a coupling of the type including a pin interconnecting
at least two members with one member having a hole rotatable
about the axis of said pin. and retaining means for preventing
uncoupling of said member; the improvement wherein said
retaining means comprises a resilient clip mounted on said one
member, said clip having a portion lying within the projected
area of the hole receiving said pin, a camming surface on one
end of said pin being operative to laterally displace said clip

upon assembly of said one member on said pin, an annular
groove in said pin axially inward of and adjacent said camming
surface for receiving said portion of said clip and thus prevent-
ing disassociation of said rotatably connected members, said
clip being generally C-shaped and being provided with a pair
of free ends pivotally anchored to said one member, said C-
shaped retaining clip being elongated and generally symmetri-
cal with respect to a longitudinal axis, said one member being
elongated and generally symmetrical with respect to a longitu-
dinal axis, the longitudinal axis of said C-shaped retaining clip
being angularly disposed with respect to the longitudinal axis
of said one member, and said pin lying disposed wholly on one
side of the longitudinal axis of said clip in both engaged and
disengage positions of the clip.

3,840,254

PERFECT BINDING
Leonard Shatzkin, Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y., assignor to Wil-

liam C. Heller, Jr., Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,154
Int. CI. B29c 19102: B42d 1 100

U.S. Ci. 281—21 16 Claims

.u

<^

1. A method of forming a rounded book body of the perfect
bound type having one or more signatures and characterized
by an absence of shape iistorting stresses in the binding, said
method comprising tht .^^cps of:

gathering the signatures to form a generally squared assem-
blage having a backbone;

applying a bonding agent to the backbone of the signature

assemblage to bind the signatures together, said bonding
agent comprising an adhesive carrier capable of assuming
a thermally induced stress relieving state of plasticity

having dispersed therein a particulate ferromagnetic
susceptor selected from a class consisting of FcjOj, Fe304
and CrOz;

thereafter rounding the squared bound signature assem-
blage to curvedly shape the assemblage backbone, said

deformation generating stresses in the bonding agent
tending to restore the squared shape of the assemblage;
and

exposing the bonding agent to an alternating magnetic field

to heat the particulate susceptor and place the agent in

the stress relieving state of plasticity to relieve the shape
distorting stresses generated in the bonding agent by the
rounding of the signature assemblage.

3,840,255
TAPPING OR BRANCH SLEEVE FOR PLASTIC PIPE OR

THE LIKE
Joseph L. Daghe, Decatur, III., assignor to Mueller Co., Deca-

tur, III.

Filed Feb. 9. 1973, Ser. No. 331,098
Int. CI. F16I 11112

U.S. CI. 285-45 15 claims

*^-7

1. A fitting for use as a sleeve for plastic pipe comprising:
a service sleeve member having a through bore, said sleeve
member having a saddle at one end thereof through which said
through bore extends and opens, said saddle having a curved
surface substantially complementary to a portion of the sur-

face of the plastic pipe and having flanges extending from
each longitudinal edge thereof, said curved surface of said

saddle having an annular recess extending about and spaced
from the opening of said through bore;

sealing means carried in said annular recess to support said
sleeve member away from the plastic pipe and to provide
a seal between said saddle and said pipe around said
opening;

a saddle clamp member having a curved surface substan-
tially complementary with a portion of the surface of the
plastic pipe, said curved surface of said saddle clamp
member having flanges extending from each longitudinal
edge thereof, said saddle clamp member cooperating with
the saddle of said sleeve member to embrace the plastic

pipe therebetween with their respective flanges opposing
one another;

a support gasket carried by said saddle clamp member and
completely covering the curved surface of the same, said
support gasket extending between the respective oppos-
ing flanges of said saddle and said saddle clamp member,
said support gasket being made of a softer material than
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said plastic pipe so as to protect the same, said support
gasket further providing resistance of movement of said
fitting with respect to said pipe; and

bolt means clamping said first and second saddles about the
plastic pipe, said bolt means including threaded bolts
extending throLigh said flanges and said support gasket,
said threaded bolts having their threads protected from
corrosion by said support gasket.

ERRATUM
For Class 285—98 see:
Patent No. 3,840,264

3,840,256
CONNECTOR STRUCTURE

John A. Cox, Jr., Sycamore, III., assignor to Ideal Industries,
Inc., Sycamore, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 143,896, .May 17, 1971, and
Ser. No.

, ,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 8 1 8,905,

April 24, 1969, abandoned. This application Mar. 31, 1972,
Ser. No. 240,027

Int. CI. F16I 55100
U.S.CL 285-174 13 Claims

St' '90
I Si'///!! j}'W vr

I. A connector for joining fiexible metallic conduit to a
terminus, including a fitting having a sheet metal rigid outer
housing with a generally open interior, a tapered section in
one end of the housing narrowing inwardly and adapted to
engage the exterior of the conduit, a thread form on the ta-
pered section adapted to indent the fiexible exterior of the
conduit, a generally cylindrical pilot in the said one end of the
housing with an exterior thread form thereon extending be-
yond the end of the tapered section adapted to engage the
interior of the fiexible conduit, and an exterior male thread
form on the other end adapted to be connected to a terminus,
the conduit engaging inner surface at the .said one end of the
housing being in the form of a plastic insert fitted on the said
one end of the housing with two portions, one inside of the
housing and the other outside, overlapping the end of the
housing.

3,840,257

SEALED CONNECTOR
Donald B. Moore, Pontiac, Mich., assignor to Locking Devices

Corporation, Pontiac, Mich.
Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,645

Int. CI. F16I 19102
U.S. CI. 285-334.3 I 6 Claims

I. A sealed connector structure for fiuid-tight connection to
the end of at least one conduit in a refrigeration circuit com-
prising an externally threaded, cup-shaped male member, an
internally threaded, cup-shaped female member threadingly
received thereon and defining a chamber therewith, at least
one of said members having axial opening means therethrough
leading into said chamber, a conduit extending through the

opening means of said one member into the chamber, the
inner end of said conduit being fiared radially outwardly, a
compression ring rotatably received on said conduit within
said chamber between said fiared inner end and an adjacent
surface of said one member, said compression ring having an
angled end surface abutting one side of said fiared inner end
of the conduit, a sealing element within said chamber between
said fiared inner end of the conduit and an adjacent surface of
the other of said members, said sealing element comprising an
outer sleeve fabricated of an elastomeric, relatively stiff poly-

/2

mhJ..
^''

Ji'

meric material capable of withstanding relatively high temper-
atures, said outer sleeve having an angled end surface abutting
the other side of said fiared inner end of the conduit, an inner
metallic sleeve within said outer sleeve, said male and female
members being threaded together sufficiently to compress
said outer sleeve and cause cold-fiow thereof into sealing
contact with adjacent surfaces of the male member, said other
side of the fiared inner end of the conduit, and said inner
sleeve, said outer sleeve extending axially slightly beyond said
inner sleeve to define an unrestricted portion thereof for said
cold fiow.

3,840,258

MOTOR-VEHICLE DOOR LATCH
Horst Brackmann, Verlbert, Germany, assignor to Firma Arn.

Keikert Sohne. Heiligenhaus. Germany
Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286.406

Claims priority, application Germany. Sept. 9. 1971.
2145059

Int. CI. E05c J/26
U.S. a. 292-216 6 Claims

I. A motor-vehicle door latch comprising:
mechanism including a keeper for releasably securing a
door edge to a doorpost, said keeper being pivotal be-
tween a closed position and an open position;

an operating body on said door edge fixed to said keeper for
joint rotation therewith between said open and closed
positions;

a door-opening member engageable with said operating
body and displaceable between an actuated position
shifting said keeper into said open position and an unac-
tuated position with said keeper in said closed position;
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a lock operatively connectable with said door-opening
member and displaceabie between a first position pre-
venting actuation of said operating body by said door-
opening member and a second position permitting actua-
tion of said operating body by said door-opening member;
and

a blocking element on said operating body engageable in

said open position of said keeper with said lock to prevent
displacement of same into said first position from said

second position.

3,840,260
BUMPER ARRANGEMENT OF A VEHICLE, ESPECIALLY

AT A MOTOR VEHICLE
Siegfried Wacker, Schonaich, and Bela Barenyi, Maichingen,

both of Germany, assignors to Daimler-Benz Aktiengeseii-

schaft, Stuttgart, Germany
Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,424

Claims priority, application Germany, May 17, 1971,
2124427

Int. CI. B60r 79/06
U.S. CI. 293-86 38 Claims

3,840,259

BUMPER ARRANGEMENT
Bela Barenyi, Maichingen, Germany, assignor to Daimler-Benz

Aktiengesellschaft, Stuttgart, Germany
Filed Sept. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 177,364

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 2, 1970,
2043525

Int. CI. B60r 19108 .

U.S. CI. 293-70 62 Claims

1. An arrangement of a bumper means at a vehicle, which
is elastically supported at a support structure of the vehicle,

characterized in that two shock absorber means are arranged
laterally of the support structure which extend approximately
in the vehicle longitudinal direction and arc secured at the
support structure as well as at the bumper by way of joint

means having substantially vertical axes, characterized in that

the bumper means is inherently rigid, and characterized in

that two double-acting shock absorber means are pivotally

secured forwardly substantially in the center of the support
structure, said double-acting shock absorber means extending
forwardly at an inclination and being secured together with

the shock absorber means extending approximately in the
vehicle longitudinal direction at the bumper means in com-
mon joint means.

-^^H

1. A bumper arrangement for connecting at least one sub-
stantially form rigid bumper member to a substantially form
rigid passenger cell of a passenger vehicle; said arrangement
comprising:

elastically deformable connecting means and plastically

deformable connecting means serially connected to one
another, said elastically deformable connecting means
being connected directly to one of said bumper member
and passenger cell, said plastically deformable connecting
means being connected directly to the elastically deform-
able connecting means at the side thereof closest to the

other of said bumper member and passenger cell for

transmitting forces between said elastically deformable
connecting means and said other of said bumper means
and passenger cell,

wherein said bumper member is subjected in use to both
axial and transverse collision forces with respect to an
axially extending vehicle centerline,

wherein said elastic connecting means is configured and
positioned with respect to said bumper member and
passenger cell for elastically cushioning the transfer of
both said aixal and transverse collision forces between
said bumper member and said passenger cell,

and wherein said plastically deformable connecting means
are angularly inclined with respect to a vehicle longitudi-

nal center plane to accommodate plastic deformation
absorption of both said axial and transverse collision

forces between said bumper member and said passenger
cell.

3,840,261

SCOOP AND SHEATH MEANS THEREFOR
Homer L. Fulkerson, 749 Fairway, Wichita, Kans. 67212, and
Wayne S. Anderson, 211 N. Spruce, Wichita, Kans. 67214

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 253,967
Int. CI. A47f 13108

U.S. CI. 294-55 I

5 Caims

i2 -~) rSO ,'3A ^2i

1. A combination elongated scoop and sheath for handling
particulate material, said scoop comprising a bottom portion
having a pair of side edges and a pair of end edges, a pair of
upright sides connected to said side edges, each of said sides
generally taper upwardly from said end edges to define an
apex, a partition member attached to said bottom portion and
to said sides in proximity to said apex, a handle secured to said
partition member and enclosed by said sides, and said sheath
comprising a plurality of attached sidewalls and an end mem-
ber attached to said sidewalls forming a cavity wherein said
scoop is stored, said sheath additionally includes means to
mount said sheath on a surface of a supporting structure, said
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3,840,262
" PIPE SLING

Robert D. Foster, and Leonard W. Scott, Jr., both of Houston,
Tex., assignors to CRC-Crose International, Inc., Houston,
Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 146,524, May 24, 1971,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 864,717, Oct. 8, 1969,

abandoned. This application May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,578
Int. CI. B66c J/18

U.S. CI. 294-74
,2 Claims

position thereof, and positionable about the hinged connec-
tion rearwardly and downwardly to a second, stored positionm which said canopy member covers said seat cushion and
said back rest.

1. A pipe sling including

a pair of metallic end members spaced from each other
each end member being of a generally rectangular shape
and having a plurality of openings in longitudinal align-
ment, which openings are adapted to coact with a lifting
device,

a plurality of load-bearing fabric material belts disposed in
a substantially parallel side-to-side relationship with their
adjacent edges being in close spaced relationship, said
belts extending between said end members and being
adapted to directly engage the exterior surface of a pipe
supported by said sling,

said belts being treated with an abrasion-resistant material,
means for attaching the end portions of each belt to said
end members,

a sheet of fabric material extending transversely and longi-"^
tudmally of the belts, and of a size to locate its transverse
edges short of the spaced end members,

said sheet being of relatively lightweight material whereby
It adds a minimum of weight to said sling, and

means for fastening said sheet to each of said belts to main-
tain said belts substantially in their preselected relation-
ship to each other so as to distribute the load among the

3,840,264

SWIVEL JOINT
David F. Bennett, 110 Fleetwood Ave., Daytona Beach, Fla
32014

Filed Mar. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 342,970
Int. Ci. F16I 17/02

U.S. CI. 285-98
5 Claims

belts,

said sheet being so positioned in relation to the load-bearing
surfaces of said belts as to be protected by said belts
against abrasion by said pipe,

each of said belts forming an endless loop to provide a
double layered belt including upper and lower runs and
said sheet of fabric material being disposed between the
two runs of each belt.

3,840,263
PORTABLE SEAT FOR TRUCK BODIES

Robert G. Bowden, 805 Austin St., Madera, Calif. 93637
Filed May 23, 1973, Ser. No. 363,152

Int. CI. B60n 1/00
U.S. CI. 296-10

8 Claims
1. For use in a pick-up truck body having a fioor, a front

wall, a pair of sidewalls and a pair of wheel wells projecting
above the fioor at the side walls; a rearwardly facing seat
assembly removably installable in the truck body, said seat
assembly comprising a bottom member having a substantially
flat bottom surface for resting on the truck body floor and a
substantially flat back surface for abutting against the front
wall of the truck body, a seat cushion and a back rest provided
in said bottom member, and a canopy member hingedly con-

I. A swivel joint comprising an elongated body member
constituting one swivel section having an enlarged portion and
a restricted end, said body member having a first bore pro-
vided with an outer end opening through said restricted end
and an inner end disposed adjacent the other end of the body
member, said body member having a second angular bore
disposed in said enlarged portion including a short lee dis-
posed crosswise of the body member and connecting with said
inner end of the first bore and a long leg connected to said
short leg and disposed parallel to said first bore, said bodvmember having a laterally projecting extension formed in said
enlarged portion and remote from said short leg of the second
bore, said extension defining a third bore having an outwardly
opening outer end and an inner end communicating with said
long leg of the second bore remote from said short lee an
open ended tube constituting said other swivel section anti-
friction bearings rotatably mounting said tube in said first
bore means mounted on the exterior of the tube and between
which the bearings are confined, spacer means disposed in
said first bore around said tube and extending between the
bearings, said body member defining a restriction at said innerend of said first bore forming an abutment for the inner end
of the tube, and means detachably secured in the outer end of
the first bore for sealing the bore around said tube and cooper-
ating with said first mentioned means, the spacer means said
bearings and the restriction to retain the tube against longitu-
dinal movement in said first bore and with said bearings dis-posed on opposite sides of and substantially equally spaced
from the axis of said third bore.
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3,840,265

CONSTRUCTION OF STABILISED PLATFORM
John Mowat Miller Stirling, Swords, and John Francis Colgan,

Leixlip, both of Ireland, assignors to Institute for Industrial

Research and Standards, Dublin, Ireland

Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288.560
Claims priority, application Ireland, Sept. 13, 1971,

1157/71

Int. CI. B60g 17104

U.S. CI. 296— 19 3 Claims

engagement with said adjacent cab and camper wall surfaces

laterally outwardly of at least the top and side portions of said

body.

3,840,267

EXPANDABLE VEHICLE STRUCTURE
Michael L. Honigman, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Elm

Design, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 64,476, Aug. 17, 1970,

abandoned. This application July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,530

Int. CI. B60p 3134

U.S. CI. 296-23 F 30 Claims

1. A stabilised platform for mounting in a vehicle compris-
ing: a base platform; pivot means supporting the base platform

so as to allow the base platform to tilt about a longitudinal axis

and a horizontal axis; means controlling the tilt of the base
platform in response to lateral forces; a vertical variable

height actuator supporting the base platform in a vehicle and
comprising a double acting force-balanced pneumatic cylin-

der; a motion sensor operatively connected between the

height actuator and the floor of the vehicle; and means caus-

ing the height actuator to raise or lower the base platform in

opposition to the motion of the floor.

3,840,266

ELASTIC SEAL
Gilbert F. Carlson, 5225 N. Lakeland Ave., Minneapolis,

Minn. 55429
Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357.161

Int. CI. B60p 3132

U.S. CI. 296—23 MC 3 Claims

I. .An ela.stic seal comprising a sealing body of elastic com-
pressible material in the form of a loop having spaced top and
bottom portions and laterally spaced side portions, said seal-

ing body having inner and outer peripheral surfaces and oppo-
site generally flat front and rear surfaces for face-to-face

engagement with respective adjacent surfaces of a vehicle cab
rear wall and the front wall of a camper body mounted on the

vehicle rearwardly of the cab. said loop being of a size to

encompass and be disposed laterally outwardly of generally

aligned windows in said cab surface and said front wall, and
means for securing said sealing body to said cab and camper
wall including flexible mounting flanges secured to said outer

peripheral surface and projecting outwardly from said front

and rear surfaces, said flanges having adhesive coatings for

1. A movable habitable space structure capable of being

expanded for use comprising:

a bottom unit having a floor and fixed side walls, and wheels

underneath said bottom unit for read\ transport;

an expandable top unit of generally box-like shape slidable

disposed on and covering said bottom unit before being

expanded, said top unit being adapted to slide over said

bottom unit and to rotate thorugh 90° and to be disposed

adjacent thereto m a vertical position;

a front roof portion, front side walls and a front wall portion

for said bottom unit foldably disposed in said top unit and
unfoldable for substantially covering and enclosing said

bottom unit to form an enclosed habitable front portion;

and

a floor, a rear roof portion, rear side walls and a rearward

wall portion foldably disposed in the open end portion of

said top unit and adapted to enclose a space to form an
enclosed habitable rear portion adjacent to and intercon-

nected with the habitable front portion by the common
side walls of the top unit, said habitable portions having

a combined length over twice that of said bottom unit.

3.840.268
VEHICLE SEATS AND TO MECHANISM THEREFOR

John Paul Johndrow. Stafford, and Harold Roy Turner. Little

Aston Park, both of England, assignors to H. R. Turner
Willenhall Limited. Walsall, England

Filed Apr. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 347.379
Int. CI. B60n 1102

U.S. CI. 297-366 4 Claims

1. A seat mechanism comprising a first part provided with
a set of teeth fixed thereon, a second part provided with a
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meshing set of teeth, which has limited sliding movement
relative to the first part to cause the two sets of teeth to be
engaged and disengaged, and which is mounted relative to the
first part to permit relative pivoting of the two parts when the
sets of teeth are out of engagement, a carrier pivoted to the
first part, and coupled to the second part for pivoting move-
ment of the carrier relative to the first part during said sliding

movement of the second part, and a cam which is pivoted to
the first part and has a two-way driving engagement with the
carrier to cause the carrier to slide the second part into teeth-
engaging relating with the first part upon rotation of the cam
in one direction, and out of teeth-engaging relation with the
first part upon rotation of the cam in the other direction.

3,840,269
LATTICE REINFORCED FOAM RUBBER SEAT BUN AND

METHOD OF MOLDING SAME
Jere B. Ambrose, West Bloomfield. Mich., assignor to Northern

Fibre Company, Birmingham, Mich.

Filed May 23, 1973, Ser. No. 362,920
Int. CI. A47c 7120, 7/14

U.S. CL 297-452 2 Claims

1. In a seat bun dr the like formed of a foamed plastic

material molded and shaped into a seat cushion form having
an upper seat surface, a forward edge and an indented lower
support face upon which the bun is supported by a support
means, the improvement comprising:

a plurality of thin, elongated vertical strands intersected and
joined by a plurality of thin horizontal strands to form an
open lattice;

each of said strands being formed of a material character-
ized by being fiexible, of limited resiliency, slippery and
being uniaxially stretch-oriented in its longitudinal direc-
tion;

'

said lattice lying in a first plane with all the intersections

being integral joints partially lying in said first plane and
having projections extending above said plane;

said lattice being embedded within the foamed plastic mate-
rial to reinforce the foamed plastic material against dete-
rioration, tearing and crumbling, said lattice positioned
just interiorly of the indented lower support face so that

the foamed plastic material extends through the lattice

openings and forms a thin coating over the lattice; and
at least some of the projections on said integral joints being

interlocked into said foamed pl;lstic material for securing
said lattice within said bun against slippage in a direction
transverse to said first plane.

3,840,270
TUNNEL EXCAVATION WITH eKeCTRICALLV

GENERATED SHOCK WAA(ES
Jay R. Allgood, Camarillo, CaliL. assignor to Tbe United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 346,201
Int. CI. EOlg 3/04; E21c 27/22

U.S.CL 299-14 4 Claims
1. A stress wave rock boring device comprising:
a hollow, rotatable barrel having a plurality of cutters posi-

tioned peripherally at the forward end of said barrel for

trepanning a core;

means for boring a hole in the center of said core,

means for simultaneously driving the barrel and center hole

boring means;

said center hole boring moans including a controlled-pulse

shock wave generattji comprising:

M K i£

a cathode and anode with a fluid positioned therebe-
tween;

means for creating an electrical discharge between the

cathode and anode, creating a controlled-pulse shock
wave which travels radially outward and reflects from
the boundary of the core, thereby peeling off a desired
thickness of rock layer.

3,840,271
TUNNELING MACHINE HAVING SWINGING ARMS

CARRYING CUTTER DISCS
David B. Sugden, Kingston Beach, Australia, assignor to The
Robbins Company. Seattle, V, .ish.

Filed June 27. 1973, Ser. No. 374,075
Int. CI. EOlg 3/04

U.S. CI. 299-31 14 Claims

1. Rock cutter mechanism for a tunneling machine, com-
prising:

a cutter carrier mountable at the forward end of the tunnel-
ing machine, for bidirectional swinging movement about
a swing axis that extends transversely of the tunnel;

a disc cutter including a peripheral cutting edge;
means mounting said disc cutter onto said cutter carrier

radially outwardly from the swing axis, for free rotation
about an axis that extends across the path along which the
disc cutter moves during swinging movement of the cutter
carrier, with its cutting edge directed towards the tunnel
face;

motor means for driving said cutter carrier through swing
strokes to roll the disc cutter along an arcuate path across
the tunnel face, with its cutting edge penetrating into the
tunnel face and cutting an arcuate kerf therein;

means for shifting the disc cutter in position axially at the
end of a stroke of the cutter carrier, so that when the
cutter carrier is moved through its next stroke the disc
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cutter will be positioned to cut a new kerf in the tunnel

face which is offset from the previous kerf cut thereby;

and

wherein said disc cutter has a generally V-shaped sectional

shape at its cutting edge, whereby it exerts a lateral force

on the material between a kerf being cut by such cutter

and a previously cut adjacent kerf, to fracture such mate-

rial and dislodge it from the tunnel face.

3,840,272

UPWARD TUNNELING
Clayton H. Crane, Mercer Island, and Tyman H. Fikse, Enum-

claw, both of Wash., assignors to The Robbins Company,
Seattle. Wash.

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 305,912

Int. CI. EOlq 3/04

U.S. CI. 299—56 25 Claims

plurality of externally threaded shafts projecting out-

wardly from the flanged portion at the opposite end of

said cylindrical member extending parallel to the axis of

said cylindrical member and positioned to mate with the

mounting apertures of a second vehicle wheel; and

y^^T^

1. Mechanism for tunneling upwardly from an underground

location, comprising:

a power tunneler; and

means for advancing said power tunneler upwardly into the

ground, said means comprising a sectional support col-

umn below said power tunneler having at least one longi-

tudinal external rib thereon, thrust ram means position-

able at the underground location for forcing said sec-

tional support column upwardly to in that manner forci-

bly advance the power tunneler upwardly, a holding table

positionable at the underground location above said

thrust ram means, said holding table including means for

restraining said sectional support column against rotation

during such advancement of said sectional support col-

umn and said power tunneler, said means including a

fixed guide through which said external rib moves during

advancement of said sectional support column, and

means for securing said sectional support column to said

holding table while a section is being added or removed

from it.

3,840,273

DUAL WHEEL MOUNTING ASSEMBLY
Reed L. Johns, 6733 South 2345 East, Salt Lake City, Utah

84121

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 241,616, April 6, 1972, Pat.

No. 3,790,218. This application Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No.

391,384

Int. CI. B60b 11/02

U.S. CI. 301— 36 R 5 Claims

1. An apparatus for mounting dual wheels, said apparatus

comprising:

a cylindrical member formed with radially projecting

flanged portions at each end thereof;

a plurality of apertures extending through the flanged por-

tion at one end of said cylindrical member and positioned

to receive the wheel mounting studs of a vehicle hub to

support a first vehicle wheel;

an adjustable load-transferring mechanism comprising a

plurality of arms extending from the cylindrical member,

means mounting each arm to the cylindrical member for

movement in respect thereto until the distal end of each

arm engages the rim of the first vehicle wheel and means

for releasably anchoring said arms in said rim-engaging

position.

3,840,274

PNEUMATIC ARTICLE CONVEYING SYSTEM
Byron E. Williams, Rochester, and Richard V. Clements, Pitts-

ford, both of N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 303,173

Int. CI. B65g 51116

U.S. CI. 302—2 R 2 Claims

1. In a pneumatic conveying apparatus, the combination

comprising:

a main tube inclined relative to the horizontal and having

leading and trailing portions along which an article is

conveyed;

a cubiform valve housing interconnecting adjacent ends of

said leading and trailing tube portions;

a branch tube pneumatically connected to said valve hous-

ing;

a valve seat arranged within said valve housing adjacent said

end of said trailing tube portion;

a mounting wall surface provided within said housing on
said end of said leading tube portion;

valve means within said valve housing comprising a rectan-

gular fiap movable from a normal first position in which

it permits unobstructed passage of an article past said

branch tube, to a second position in which it prevents

passage of air into said leading portion and entry of a

succeeding article into said trailing portion, said flap

having one end hingedly secured to said wall surface and

its free end adapted under the influence of gravity to

engage said valve seat and bridge said branch tube in said

normal first position of said flap;

means on said trailing portion for sensing a leading article

transported past said valve flap in said normal position;

and
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means responsive to said sensing means comprising air pulse
generating means for generating pulses of air of a prede-
termined time duration and pressure for sequentially
nk)ving said valve flap to said second position, and for
trdnsporting said leading article along said trailing portion
of said main tube.

3,840,275
SWITCHING CIRCUIT UTILIZING GATE CONTROLLED

SWITCHING DEVICE
Shigenori Takahashi, Kanagawa-ken, Japan, assignor to Sony

Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
Filed July 19, 1973, Ser, No. 380,881

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 6, 1972, 47-1 16163
Int. CI. H03k 17/00, 17/60

U.S. CI. 307-252 C 6 Claims

'*^f-

1. A switching circliit, comprising a gate controlled switch-
ing device having an anode connected to one side of a voltage
source through a load, a cathode connected to the other side
of the voltage source and a gate for controlling the passage of
a current from said anode to said cathode in dependence on
a gate current flowing between said gate and cathode, a diode
connected directly to said gate so as to define a junction
thereat, said diode having its polarity arranged to conduct a
gate current in the direction from the cathode to the gate of
said gate controlled switching device, a coil connected be-
tween the junction defined between said gate and said diode
and said other side of the voltage source, and means for sup-
plying bias voltages to said diode to selectively control the
conductivity of said diode in response to a control signal so
that, when said diode conducts, said gate controlled switching
device receives a turn-off gate current flowing from said cath-
ode to said gate and through said diode and a current is made
to flow in said coil so that the latter then stores energy and,
when said diode is reverse biased so as to be non-conductive,
the energy previously stored in said coil supplies a turn-on
gate current flowing from said gate to said cathode of the gate
controlled switching element.

battery means, first brake means in the towing portion, second
brake means in the towed portion and sensing means detecting
limited and excessive displacements of the towed portion in a
direction transverse to the forward direction of movement,
said control circuit comprising:

a. first intensity means (32) adapted to be serially intercon-
nected between the first and second brake means for
adjusting the response of the brakes;

b. a control unit including, normally open first switch means
(58 and 59) capable of closing onto first and second
contacts and responsive to a detected limited displace-
ment to close onto said first contact (A' and B'), and
responsive to a detected excessive displacement to close
onto said second contact (A and 8) which is adapted to
be connected to the second brake means (15), and

c. a control console including:

i. second switch means (45) adapted to be coupled to the
battery means and capable of closing onto third (46)
and fourth (47) contacts;

ii. first lamp means (48) interconnected between said
third contact (46) and said first intensity means (32);
iii. second lamp means (51) interconnected between
said fourth contact (47) and said first intcnsitv means
(32); and

iv. third lamp means (54) interconnected between said
first conatact (A' and B') and first intensity means
(32),

said first switch means (58 and 59) being interconnected to
said third contact (46), wherein when said second switch
means (45) is closed onto said fourth contact (47) said
second lamp means (51) is energized from the battery
means; when said second switch means (45) is closed
onto said third contact (46) said first lamp means (48) is

energized from the battery means and said first switch
means (58 and 59) can then energized said third lamp
means (54) when closed onto said first contact (A' and
B') and can activate the second brake means (15) when
closed onto said second contact (A and B).

3,840,277
ANTI-SKID BRAKE SYSTEM

Pierre Marcel Bouthors, Croissy-sur-Seine, France, assignor to
Regie Nationale Des Usines Renault, Billancourt and Auto-
mobiles Peugeot, Paris, both of, France

Filed June 13, 1973, Ser. No. 369,476
Claims priority, application France, July 19 1972

72.26082

Int. CI. B60t 8/08
U.S. CI. 303-21 P 3c,3i„s

3,840,276
CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR AUTOMATIC BRAKE SYSTEM
Arthur R. Jubenville, deceased, late of 20 Grist Mill Ln., Hale-

site, N.Y. 1 1743 (by Irene L. Jubenville, administratrix)
Filed Oct. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 405,689

Int. CI. B60t 7/12
U.S. CI. 303-20

, 10 Claims
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I. A control circuit for an automatic brake system in a
vehicle having a towed portion and a towing portion including

1. A method of controlling the slip ratio of vehicle wheels
during braking, characterized in the succession of the steps of
storing the speed of the rear wheels upon the initiation of
braking, at the end of a certain period of time after the begin-
ning of a cycle releasing the rear wheels brake and monitoring
speed of said rear wheels; determining the time after which the
rear wheels no longer tend to slip relative to the ground; at this
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precise instant, substituting in a store the value of the speed

of the faster rear wheel for replacing the corresponding value

stored during the preceeding cycle or the initial value for the

first cycle, and simultaneously restoring the rear wheel brak-

ing, these both actions ending a cycle and beginning a new
one; meanwhile measuring permanently during each cycle the

front wheel speed, calculating the difference between the

actual stored speed and the measured front wheel speed,

interrupting the front wheel braking each time that said differ-

ence exceeds a certain fraction of said stored speed and re-

storing said braking each time that said difference is lower

than said fraction.

3,840.278

PRESSl RE FLl ID VEHICLE BRAKE ANTI-LOCK
SYSTEM WITH INDEPENDENT RIGHT-LEFT CONTROL
Helmut Fleischer, Schwieberdingen, and Eberhard Schnaibel,

Hemmingen, both of Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch

GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany
Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 371,994

Claims priority, application Germany, June 26, 1972,

2231166
Int. CL B60a 8/12

l.S. CI. 303-21 EB 18 Claims

CWiiH .4l¥£ WXEHO-O

1. Pressure fluid brake anti-lock system for vehicles having

separate left and right braking systems at left and right sides

of the vehicle comprising

left and right inlet valves (14, 114) to admit pressurized

brake tluid to left and right wheel brakes, respectively,

and means (23, 123) respectively controlling operation of

said valves;

left and right drain valves (19, 119) to drain pressurized

brake tluid from the left and right wheel brakes, respec-

tively, and drain control means (25, 125) respectively

controlling operation of the drain valves;

left and right anti-lock control systems including left and

right means (32-42; 132-142) to sense, respectively, left

and right wheel rate-of-change of speed and indepen-

dently controlling respective selective operation of said

left valves and said right valves, in accordance with re-

spective rate of change of wheel speed, to provide for

independent control cycles including pressure rise and

pressure drop in the respective left and right braking

systems;

said anti-lock system further comprising

a pulse source (46);

common means (44, 45) sensing deceleration of any one of

the wheels above a predetermined limit, said common
deceleration sensing means (44, 45) controlling connec-

tion ( E: 43, 143) of said pulse source (46) to at least one

of the valves associated w ith the brakes on the other side

of the vehicle with respect to the side where deceleration

above a predetermined limit has been sensed to permit

only intermittent, pulsed, gradual increase of brake pres-

sure at said other side of the vehicle after the common
sensing means has sensed a wheel rate of change of speed

of any one wheel indicative of imminent brake locking,

and to control subsequent rate of pressure change in both

systems by the pulses derived from said pulse source.

3,840,279

VALVE FOR FORCE-REVERSING MODULATOR
Edward M. Pauwels, South Bend, Ind., assignor to The Bendix

Corporation, South Bend, Ind.

Filed Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,264

Int. CL B60t<f;//2

U.S. CI. 303-21 F 3 Claims

CONTROL 1

"°

1. In an adaptive braking system for a vehicle having a tluid

pressure operated brake, means for sensing an incipient skid-

ding condition and generating a control signal in response

thereto, a mcxlulator responsive to said control signal for

effecting a brake pressure reduction comprising:

a housing defining a chamber therewithin, a diaphragm

slidably mounted in said chamber dividing the latter into

a pair of compartments, said diaphragm being movable

between neutral and actuated positions wherein tluid

communication to said brake is tlrst terminated and the

fluid pressure level at said brake is thereafter reduced as

said diaphragm is moved from said neutral position to

said actuated position, one of said compartments being

tommunicatcd to a higher tluid pressure source and the

other compartment being communicated to a lower tluid

pressure source when the diaphragm is disposed in said

neutral position, and valve means responsive to said con-

trol signal to reverse communication of said compart-

ments so that said one compartment is communicated to

said lower pressure source and said other compartment is

communicated to said higher pressure source to thereby

shift the diaphragm to the actuated position;

said valve means including a housing, piston means slidable

in said housing to define a first cavity therewithin be-

tween the face of said piston means and the wall of the

housing, said first cavity being communicated to said

other compartment, an electrically actuated valve mem-
ber responsive to said control means to communicate said

first cavity, and therefore, the other compartment, to a

higher pressure source, said piston sliding in response to

the pressure admitted into said first cavity by actuation of

the electrically actuated valve member, and another valve

member responsive to sliding of said piston to communi-
cate said one compartment with said lower pressure

source.

3,840,280

COMPENSATION VALVE DEVICE FOR A LOAD
SENSING VALVE

Namio Watanabe, Iwatsuki, Japan, assignor to Akebono Braise

Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 5. 1973. Ser. No. 348,020

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 19, 1972, 47-39245

Int. CI. B60t 8118

U.S. CI. 303-22 R 7 Claims

1. In a load sensing valve device for the rear brakes of a

vehicle having a body and axles including at least one rear
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axle the load sensmg valve device including a cylinder fixed
to the vehicle body and having a first valve chamber for con-
nection to a source of brake fiuid subjected to pressure and asecond valve chamber for connection to the rear brakes a
sensing valve piston axially displaceable in the cylinder in a
valving portion thereof and regulating the fiow of fluid be-
tween the first and second valve chambers, a load sensing
lever pivoted intermediate its ends to the vehicle body and
engaged with a head of the sensing valve piston, an operating
spring connecting one end of the sensing lever to a rear axle
a load spring connected to the other end of the sensing lever'
and means connecting the load spring to the vehicle body and
a normally closed compensating valve device communicating
with both valve chambers and operable, responsive to break
age of any one of the operating spring, the sensing lever and
trie load spring, to establish communication between the two
valve chambers; an improved compensating valve device

control chamber and an air reservoir connected to said brake
device, a release mechanism comprising of a tubular shaft
movably mounted within said valve device and a piston on said
shaft, a valve member within said valve device and slidably
mounted on said shaft to move between positions to close and
open said control chamber connection, said valve member
being subjected to the pressure in the air reservoir when in a
closed position, a manually actuated release valve intercon-
nected between said valve device and air reservoir and having
means therein defining a passage between said air reservoir

comprising, in combirldtion, a second cvlinder having respec-
tive ports communicating with said first and second valve
chambers; a valve mechanism in said second cylinder between
said ports and including a compensating valve piston axially
displaceable in said second cylinder; and a compensating
valve lever, independent of said load sensing lever, pivotally
connected at one end to said vehicle body and having its
opposite free end connected to said load spring; said compen-
sating valve lever having an intermediate portion engaging
said compensating valve piston and, under the bias of said load
spring, maintaining said valve mechanism closed to block flow
between said ports; said compensating valve lever, responsive
to breakage of any one of said operating spring, said sensing
lever and said load spring, releasing said compensating valve
piston for opening of said valve mechanism to establish a
by-pass flow path between said first and second valve cham-
bers and completely independent of said valving portion of
said sensing valve device cylinder.

,, 3,840,281
RELEASE MECHANISM FOR AIR BRAKES OF RAILWAY

VEHICLES
Johann Huber, and Wolfgang Grunert, both of Munich, Ger-
many, assignors to Knorr-Bremse GmbH, Munich, Germany

Filed Dec. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 427,548
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 22, 1972

2263146 '

Int. CI. B60t 15/52
U.S. CI. 303-68

9 Claims
1. In a railway vehicle having an indirectly acting air brake

system including a brake control valve connected to a brake
cylinder and a control chamber in the control valve, a pressure
actuated valve device connected to a main air line and to said

and said valve device, said valve device having therein a vent
to the atmosphere, valve means coupled to said shaft for
connecting and disconnecting said control chamber to said
valve device vent, and means responsive to said release valve
for subjecting said piston to the pressure in the air reservoir
through said release valve when said valve means is moving to
connect said control chamber to said vent, said piston being
subjected to the main air line pressure when said valve means
IS moving to disconnect said control chamber from said valve
device vent.

3,840,282
STORAGE CABINET FOR HUNTING ARROWS

Emil F. Major, 9675 Dixie Hwy., Anchorvilie, Mich. 48004
Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,293

Int. CI. A47f 3/00
U.S.CL 312-128

,7 Claims

1. In a storage rack for hunting arrows, of the type having
a sharp arrowhead, the combination comprising

a cabinet including walls defining an arrow storage area
said walls comprising a back wall, top wall, bottom wall, and

side walls,

a cover in spaced relation to the back wall and enclosing
storage area of the cabinet,

means locking said cover to said cabinet,
one of said side walls having longitudinally spaced slots for

receiving a portion of an arrow,
an intermediate wall extending from the back wall in spaced

relation to the side walls.
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said intermediate wall having longitudinally spaced slots

aligned with slots in said one side wall for receiving an-

other portion of the arrow,

said intermediate wall being more closely spaced to another

side wall such that the tip of the arrow is positioned

between said intermediate wall and said other side wall,

whereby an arrow positioned in said aligned slots is sup-

ported with the head of the arrow in said cabinet and the

shaft extending to the exterior of said cabinet and the

arrow cannot be removed when the cover is in closed

locked position on said cabinet.

polar star or the like through the polar axis shaft when aligning

the polar axis shaft with the polar axis of the earth, and means

3,840,283

METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING A DEFORMOGRAPHIC
STORAGE DISPLAY TUBE

Arthur J. Eldridge, Jr., Stone Ridge, and Arthur Sansom, West

Hurley, both of N.Y., assignors to International Business

Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,665

Int. CI. HOlj 9118

U.S. CI. 316— 19 3 Claims

TROUGH
154

SOFT GLASS MOLOED-

fNvaope 19

I. A method of constructing a two chamber storage/display

tube wherein said two chambers are sealed one from another

by a membrane mounted on a metal ring, said method com-

prising the steps of

a. supplying a molded soft glass envelope with an open end,

said envelope including at said open end an outer high

shoulder and an inner low shoulder with a trough formed

in-between said two shoulders,

b. partially filling said trough with liquid metal and allowing

said metal to solidify,

c. providing means for an air path between said ring and

said solidified trough metal when said ring is placed in

said trough,

d. placing said ring in said trough, thus forming a first cham-

ber,

e. attaching a faceplate in sealed juxtaposition to said outer

shoulder, thus forming a second chamber,

f. evacuating both chambers of said tube from a single

tubulation, then

g. heating said tube at a temperature sufficient to melt said

trough metal but not so high as to damage said mem-

brane, allowing said ring to settle into said melted metal

to form a hermetic seal between said two chambers.

imposed on the lens of said polar telescope for indicating the

apparent declination of the polar star from the polar axis of

the earth.

3,840,285

AUTOMOTIVE REFLECTION DISTRESS SIGNAL

Jacob Vandermeer, 662 Lake Dr., S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich.

49503
Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,197

Int. CI. G02b 5/12

U.S. CI. 350-97 3 Claims

3.840.284

PORTABLE TELESCOPE
Alan E. Rand, 4685 Chamblee-Dunwoody RD., N.E., Atlanta.

Ga. 30341
Filed Feb. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 229,341

Int. CI. G02b 23116

U.S. CI. 350-83 17 Claims

1. A portable telescope assembly comprising a portable

support means, a polar axis shaft mounted on said portable

support means, means for tilting said polar axis shaft interme-

diate its ends about a horizontal axis, a telescope mounted on

one end portion of said polar axis shaft, means for revolving

said telescope about said polar axis shaft and for rotating said

telescope about an axis normal to said polar axis shaft, a polar

telescope mounted in said polar axis shaft for observing a

/y—

1. A reflective distress signal apparatus for automobiles and

other vehicles comprising a collapsible frame for supporting a

plurality of reflectors thereon and U-shaped means integral

with said frame for removably securing said frame to a side

window of such a vehicle; said frame including an upstanding,

generally vertical first support member having a first length,

two ends, and a midpoint halfway between said ends, a second

support member of a predetermined length, two ends and a

midpoint halfway between said ends, secureing means for

pivotally securing the midpoint of said first support member

to the midpoint of said second support member such that said

second support member is pivotable between a collapsed,

storage position in which said second support member is

aligned parallel to said first support member and an erect

position in which said second support member is generally

horizontal and perpendicular to said first support member

with substantially one-half the length of said second support

member on either side of said first support member; a plurality

of individual reflectors secured to said frame, a portion of said

reflectors secured to said first support member and facing

away from said second support member, the remainder of said

refiectors secured to said second support member facing away

from said first support member and positioned in equal por-

tions on either side of said midpoint of said second member
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for balancmg and mWaining said second support member in
said erect position without the aid of additional support means
whereby said reflectors are visible and reflect light from oppo-
site directions when said apparatus is mounted on a vehicle
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mic layer thereon, an ion permeable insulator on said electro-
chromic layer, an electrocatalytic layer on said insulator, and
a sponge material on said electrocatalytic layer said sponge

3,840,286
ELECTROCHROMIC DEVICE

Zoltan Joseph Kiss, Belle Mead, N.J., assignor to Optel Corpo-
ration, Princeton, N.J.

Filed July 30, 1973, Ser. No. 384,051
Int. CI. G02f 1/36

U.S. a. 350-160 R ,3c,a|„,s

ELECTROCATALYTIC
LAYER,

SPONGE

(OPTIONAL TOP ELECTRODE

ON
PERMEABLE
NSULATOR

7^
SUBSTRATE TRANSFftRENT

ELECTRODE

material containing substances which arc ionizable at the
electrocatalytic layer upon the application of an electric field
to the device.

1. An electrochromic device comprising a sandwich struc-
ture including a first and second solid state layer said first
layer containing ions whose valence state is oxidizabic and
said second layer containing ions whose valence state is reduc-
ible and further characterized in that the change of valence
state of at least one of said ions causes a change in the electro-
magnetic absorption spectra of the layer with which said ions
are associated, said layers being sandwiched between elec-
trodes.

3,840,287
SYMMETRICAL ELECTROCHROMIC CELL

Horst Witzke, and Stephen Eugene Schnatterly, both of Prince-
ton, N.J., assignors to Optel Corporation, Princeton N J

Filed July 30, 1973, Ser. No. 384,052
Int. CI. G02f 1/36

U.S. CI. 350-160 R 6 Claims

3,840,289
OPTICAL DISPLAY APPARATUS

David John Day, Cheltenham, England, assignor to The Rank
Organisation Limited, London, England

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 314,936
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 14, 1971,

Int. CI. G02b27//0
U.S. a. 350-174 8 Claims

1. An electrochromic device comprising between elec-
trodes, first and second layers of electrochromic material
having an opaque, ion permeable color assisting agent con-
taming layer therebetween and at least one of said electro-
chromic layers being in its colored stale.

3,840,288
ELECTROCHROMIC DISPLAY HAVING

ELECTRO-CATALYST
Stephen Eugene Schnatterly, Princeton, N.J., assignor to Optel

Corporation, Princeton, N.J.

Filed July 30, 1973, Ser. No. 384,058
Int. CI. G02f 1/36

U.S. CI. 350-160 R ,4c,3i„,,
1. An electrochromic device comprising a layered structure

including a transparent conductive electrode, an electrochro-

I. A head-up optical display unit comprising
a beam-splitting prism unit, said unit having at least its front

surface formed as a lens surface defining a main optical
axis, and a beam-splitting layer intersecting said main
optical axis within the unit;

- a first optical system in front of said prism unit, for produc-
ing complete images on the main optical axis of one of
two instrumentation displays, which complete images are
transmitted by the beam-splitting layer along the main
optical axis of the beam-splitting unit:

a second optical system to the side of said prism unit, for
producing images on an axis transverse to the main opti-
cal axis of the other instrumentation display, which im-
ages are reflected by the beam-splitting layer along the
main optical axis of the beam-splitting unit; and

optical output means for receiving the images from the
beam-splitting unit to produce a display thereof;

wherein the glass path along which the images from said
first optical system are transmitted differs in length from
the glass path along which images from said second opti-
cal system are transmitted, and the front surface of said
beam-splitting prism unit is concave to the front, with a
curvature such that it minimizes the conflict in spherical
aberration between the images transmitted along the two
paths.
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3,840,290

ZOOM LENS SYSTEM HAVING FOUR MOVABLE
MEMBERS

Ellis L Betensky, Stamford, and Alfred Schwarz, Westport,

both of Conn., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 387,878

Int. CI. G02b 15114, 1 100

U.S. CL 350—184 3 Claims

»2

Oi 02 E, r,

X, \Gi M, H2 K, ,L, Lj Pi '"J^O, 02

i

1. A variable focal length zoom lens system having five lens

groups successively positioned beginning with the group near-

est the object end and ending with the group nearest the image

end, comprising:

a first lens group including a front singlet negative meniscus

lens A, a double convex singlet lens B spaced rearwardly

of said lens A at a fixed axial distance S,, and a second

singlet positive meniscus lens C spaced rearwardly of said

lens B at a fixed axial distance Sj;

a second lens group movable relative to said first lens group

over a variable axial distance S.i including a front singlet

negative meniscus lens D, a positive meniscus lens E

spaced rearwardly of said lens D at a fixed axial distance

84, and a negative meniscus lens F positioned rearwardly

of said lens E and forming a doublet lens therewith;

a third lens group movable relative to said second lens

group over a variable axial distance Sj including a front

double concave lens G and a positive meniscus lens H
positioned rearwardly of said lens G and forming a dou-

blet lens therewith;

a fourth lens group movable relative to said third lens group

over a variable axial distance Sg including a first double

convex lens J, a second double convex lens K spaced

rearwardly from said lens J at a fixed axial distance S, and

a negative meniscus lens L positioned rearwardly of said

lens K and forming a doublet lens therewith; and

a fifth lens group including a front double convex lens M.

a double concave lens N positioned rearwardly of said

lens M and forming a doublet lens therewith, a positive

meniscus lens P spaced rearwardly of said lens N at a

fixed axial distance 89 and a negative meniscus lens O
spaced rearwardly of said lens P at a fixed axial distance

8,0. said fourth lens group being movable relative to said

fifth lens group over a variable axial distance Sh;

the values for the thicknesses and the front surface (X), and

rear surface ( X )2 radii of said lenses A to O and said fixed

distances 8 being substantially as given in the table here-

inbelow.

Lens or
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for controlling the light incident on said photoconductive

element, comprising a resistor bridge circuit having three

resistors and said photoconductor element in respective legs

thereof, first and second capacitors connected across respec-

tive resistors of adjacent legs of said bridge, said electromag-

netic means having an ammeter including a coil connected

between one end of said phtotoconductive element and the

point of connection of said first and second capacitors across

the output of said bridge, and time constant circuit means
connected across one of said first and second capacitors and

responsive to rotation of said shutter blade for controlling the

time constant of said bridge circuit, said time constant circuit

means including a third capacitor and a further resistor con-

nected in series across said one of said first and second capaci-

tors and a switch interlocked with said rotary shutter blade

and connected across said third capacitor so as to open and

close in synchronism with each rotation of the shutter blade

and open automatically when said shutter blade is in the still

state

.

a shutter mechanism that is controlled by actuating means

located on an exterior part of the camera, means within said

camera for producing electrical energy and operating said

associated device or devices comprising;

an electric generator comprising a permanent magnet and

a pole piece that are movable relative to one another and

constitute parts of a magnetic circuit, an armature that is

movable toward and away from said pole piece and con-

stitutes part of said magnetic circuit, and a wire coil

disposed in inductive relationship with said magnetic

circuit and oriented to generate a voltage pulse in re-

sponse to changes in the flux density of the magnetic

circuit produced by the movement of said armature rela-

tive to said pole piece, said armature being magnetically

attracted to said pole piece and in captured relationship

therewith when the generator is ready for use.

3,840,296

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPOSURE INDICATOR AND
BATTERY TEST CIRCUIT

Edward J. Ho, Buffalo Grove, and Robert C. Mau. Chicago,

both of III., assignors to Bell & Howell Company, Chicago,

III.

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289,045

Int. CI. G03b mo
U.S. CI. 354—44 5 Claims

1. A control circuit for a photographic camera including a

power source providing power to a photoresistive cell con-

nected in series with an iris meter which is coupled to an

adjustable iris for controlling the quantity of light supplied to

a photographic film comprising a first sensing means for sens-

ing a first position of said iris and providing a signal when the

iris has reached said first position, said first sensing means

including first sampling means for sampling the voltage across

said iris meter and first adjustment means for varying said

sample voltage and a first sensing transistor coupled to said

adjustment means so that said first sensing means will provide

a first signal when said sample voltage reaches a first preset

value, a second sensing means for sensing a second position of

said iris and providing a second signal when the iris has

reached said second position, said second sensing means in-

cluding second sampling means for sampling the voltage

across said iris meter and second adjustment means for vary-

ing said sample voltage and a second sensing transistor cou-

pled to said adjustment means so that said second sensing

means will provide a second signal when said sample voltage

reaches a second preset value, and indicating means coupled

to said first and second sensing transistors serving to provide

an indication of the operative condition of said iris.

3,840,297

COLLAPSIBLE INSTANT-PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA
HAVING AN INTEGRAL MECHANICALLY-POWERED

ELECTRIC GENERATOR
William E. Shoupp, 343 Maple Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15218,

and Walter V. Bratkowski, 3314 Idaho Ave., McKeesport,

Pa. 15132

Filed July 17, 1973, Ser. No. 380,179

Int. CI. G03b 15103

U.S. CI. 354—135 18 Claims

I. In combination with a photographic camera having one

or more associated devices that are electrically-operated and

means coupled to said shutter-actuating means and opera-

tive to move said magnet and pole piece relative to one

another a sufficient distance to effect a concomitant

decrease in the field strength of the magnetic circuit when
the shutter-actuating means is operated,

means for controllably storing mechanical energy and, in

response to the operation of said shutter-actuating means
and the resulting decrease in the magnetic field strength,

converting said stored mechanical energy into kinetic

energy which overcomes the weakened magnetic attrac-

tive force on said armature and rapidly shifts the position

of the armature relative to the pole piece and thereby

causes said wire coil to generate a voltage pulse, and

electric circuit means connected to said wire coil for deliv-

ering the generated voltage pulse to the electrical device

that is associated with the camera.

3,840,298

MIRROR REFLEX VIEWFINDER PROVIDING
INDICATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHING INFORMATION

Youichi Okuno, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Canon Kabu-

shiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 328,892

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 7, 1972, 47-15650;

June 9, 1972,47-68183
Int. CI. G03b / 7120

U.S. CI. 354-155 2 Claims

lOa

10 2c

1. In a single lens mirror reflex camera viewfinder providing

therein a visual indication of photographing information, and

of the type including a pentagonal roof prism having a bottom

light entry face, a pair of angularly related roof reflecting
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faces, a first light exit face at a rear end, and a front end
refiectmg face oblique to the bottom light entry face and to
the roof faces, the improvement comprising an auxiliary prism
mounted on said roof prism and having a second light entry
face directed toward a photographing information source, said
auxiliary prism having two angularly related second light exit
faces each in surface to surface engagement with a respective
roof face of said roof prism to from respective interfaces
therewith, and at least one internal rcficcting face reflecting
light, entering said auxiliary prism through said second light
entry face, through said interface into said roof prism for
refiection by said front end reflecting face through said first
light exit face for projection through an ocular lens.

3,840,300
MICROFICHE CAMERA

Rodney D. Vane, 9 Harvest Rd., Fairport, N.Y. 14450
Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,236

Int. CI. G03b 27/42
U.S. CI. 355-53 3 claims

3,840,299
PHOTOELECTROPHORETIC IMAGING APPARATUS

FOR VARYING THE ADVANCING RATE OF VELOCITY
OF ROLLER ELECTRODES

Clark V. Lange; Robert J. Kelsch, both of Ontario; Earl V
Jackson, Penfield; Wayne F. Schoppe, Webster; Gino F.
Squa^n:, Pittsford; Peter J. Warter, Penfield; Gerald A.

Henrietta; John M. Randall, Fairport; Russell G.
iroeder, II, Webster, and Douglas E. Webb, Rochester, all

of N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.
Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,535

Int. CI. G03g 15100
U.S. CI. 355-3 P ,4 Claims

1. Photoelcctrophorctic imaging apparatus comprising:
a. a transparent electrode adapted to support imaging sus-

pension; 1

a carriage;

c. a mount on said carriage;

d. at least two roller electrodes rotatably mounted to said
mount;

e. drive means for advancing said carriage, which carries
said mount and said roller electrodes, into sequential
contact with said transparent electrode and imaging sus-
pension that may be carried thereon, said drive means
including an electrical motor and means for changing the
advancing velocity of said carriage which carries said
mount and said roller electrodes, after one of said roller
electrodes has finished contacting said transparent elec-
trode and imaging suspension which may be carried on
the surface of said transparent electrode and before the
other roller electrode commences contact with said trans-
parent electrode and imaging suspension that may be
carried on the surface of said transparent electrode;
means to apply an electrical field between said roller
electrodes and said transparent electrode across imaging
suspension that may be carried on the surface of said
transparent electrode; and

g. means to imagewise expose photoelectrophoretic imaging
suspension coated between said roller electrodes and said
transparent electrodes to activating electromagnetic radi-
ation through said transparent electrode.

f

1. A microfilm camera comprising:
a. a housing;

b. a flat, horizontal, transparent document platen on a top
wall of said housing on which a document to be micro-
filmed is positioned face-down;

c. a light source located in said housing below said docu-
ment platen;

d. a film holder;

e. an x-y slide system for moving said film holder in an x-v
direction;

f. a lens mounted in a lens mount, said lens mount being
positioned between said document platen and said film
holder;

g. a shutter adjacent said lens system; and
h. an inner light-tight wall enclosing said film holder and

including a flexible bellows having a film pack receiving
aperture therein, said aperture including light-tight scal-
ing means, whereby a film pack can be inserted partway
through said bellows in light-tight relationship thereto.

3,840,301
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ANALYZING SURFACE

CONTOUR
Timothy R. Pryor, 5423 York Ln., Bethesda, Md. 20014, and
Omer L. Hageniers, 357 Rosedale Ave., Windsor, Ontario,
Canada

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,118
Int. CI. GOlb 9102

U.S. a. 356-109 8 Claims

I. A method of analyzing the contour of a surface compris-
ing the steps of;
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providing a plurality of members in a housing, each member

having a surface contact portion, and a first diffraction

wave producing means portion and being moveable to

contact said surface with said surface contact portion;

providing at least one second diffraction wave producing

means in said housing spaced from the diffraction wave

producing means portion of said members;

directing electromagnetic radiation at said diffraction wave

producing means portion of said members and said sec-

ond diffraction wave producing means to form a plurality

of discrete interference patterns each caused by the inter-

action of waves produced from said first diffraction wave

producing means portion and said second diffraction

wave producing means; and

directing said plurality of discrete interference patterns to

a central location for analysis.

3,840,302

OSCILLOSCOPE PRESENTATION OF SHEET PROFILE
FROM A SCANNING GAGE

Donald C. Brunton, Columbus, and Frank E. Huffman, Wor-

thington, both of Ohio, assignors to Infra Systems, Inc.,

Columbus, Ohio, by The City National Bank & Trust Com-

pany of Columbus, executor of Donald C. Brunton, deceased

Continuation of Ser. No. 149,033, June 1, 1971, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 751,911, Aug. 12, 1968.

abandoned. This application Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,151

Int. CI. GO lb moo
U.S. CI. 356— 167 30 Claims

"x^

Ci

to

3,840,303

DEVICE FOR DETECTION OF BLEMISHES IN THE
SURFACE OF SYMMETRICAL PLANAR OBJECTS

Graham Morley Clarke, Edinburgh, Scotland, assignor

Ferranti Limited, Hollinwood, Lancashire, England

Filed July 18, 1973, Ser. No. 380,217

Int. CL GOln 2///6, GOIb 11104; GOln 21148

U.S. CI. 356—200 7 Claims

1. A system for obtaining and simultaneously displaying a

plurality of measurement profiles taken at intervals across a

moving sheet, comprising:

means for making successive transverse scans across said

moving sheet at longitudinally spaced intervals there-

along, and m'easuring means associated with said scan-

ning means for measuring a selected property of said

sheet and producing electrical signals whose instanta-

neous value is representative of said selected property at

the transverse point of measurement;

a cathode ray oscilloscope having a screen; means for pro-

ducing successive cathode ray sweeps across said oscillo-

scope screen, means synchronized with said measuring

scanning means for correlating said sweeps with the scans

of said sheet, and sweep deflection means responsive to

said electrical measurement signals for orthogonally de-

flecting each point on successive sweeps a representative

deviation from a reference base whereby measurement

profiles of said sheet are traced in succession on said

oscilloscope screen;

means for maintaining a residual simultaneous display of

successive multiple traces on said oscilloscope screen

over a predetermined period of time; and

programming means for displacing said simultaneous resid-

ual display a successive measurement profiles on succes-

sive traces of said cathode ray oscilloscope screen with

respect to each other.

1. A detector of blemishes in a surface, the surface in which

the blemishes are to be detected, or a projection of the sur-

face, being disposed about an axis of symmetry in a viewing

plane, comprising a scanning station, arranged to be movable

relative to the surface in a plane parallel to said viewing plane

and in a direction parallel to said axis of symmetry, the scan-

ning station including a source of a beam of electromagnetic

radiation, a lens system for focussing the beam onto the sur-

face, scanning means for causing the beam to scan over the

surface transversely to said axis of symmetry, and means for

receiving radiation diffusely reflected from the surface and for

producing a blemish signal in response to a change in intensity

of the received radiation; means for generating an edge signal

when the beam crosses the edge of the surface onto the sur-

face, means for generating a datum signal at a predetermined

point in each scan, the locus of the predetermined points

being arranged to lie along said axis of symmetry; means for

determining the interval between the generation of the edge

signal and the datum signal, and hence the time taken for the

beam to traverse the whole width of the surface; gating means

operable for a predetermined fraction of said traverse time;

and blemish counting means responsive to operation of the

gating means to count said blemish signals.

3,840,304

SCREEN-LIKE LIQUID STREAM FORMING DEVICE FOR
DETERMINING CONCENTRATION

Van Hirafuji, Atsugi, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Co. Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,445

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 20, 1971, 46-83045

Int. CI. GOln 2//22

U.S. CI. 356-201 8 Claims

1. A screen-like liquid stream forming device for determin-

ing concentration comprising a plurality of liquid flow regulat-

ing members each having a liquid flow regulating surface, said

liquid flow regulating surfaces being disposed close to each

other in face-to-face relationship to define therebetween a slit

serving as a discharging port through which a stream of liquid

is discharged and forms a screen-like liquid stream below the
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slit, wherein said plurality of liquid flow regulating members
have a width which becomes larger in going from the upstream
portions of the flow regulating members toward the discharg-
ing port to thereby define a slit whose width diverges in going
towards the discharging port.

3,840,305
ELECTRO-OPTICAL APPARATUS WITH

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION
David Frederick Sacarisen, Saugus, Calif., assignor to Interna-

tional Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York,

Filed July 20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,248
Int. CI. GO Ij 1/44; GOln 21/00

U.S. a. 356-226 28 Claims

having a higher resistivity than said substrate portion;
c. at least a first further layer disposed at said first layer, said

further layer having said first conductivity type and a
lower resistivity than said first layer, said substrate, first

layer and further layer comprising a semiconductor body
comprising a surface portion of a given conductivity level;
d. a diffused surface region at at least said surface por-
tion, said diffused surface region having a conductivity
level exceeding the given conductivity level of said sur-
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1. Electro-optical apparatus comprising: a photometric
analyzer having a probe mountable in a position such that an
inner end thereof can extend inside at least partial enclosure
means containing one or more materials, said probe inner end
being positionable spaced inwardly in from the internal sur-
face of the enclosure means wall, said photometric analyzer
having an output end and being constructed to produce an
output signal S„ thereon, where S„ = e^„ e„ being a signal
directly proportional to a parameter of one of said materials,
e, being a dimensionless function of the temperature t in de-
grees Kelvin of said one material; variable gain means having
an input lead connected from said photometric analyzer out-
put lead, and an output lead; and a first temperature sensor
adapted to be mounted in proximity to said one material, said
first temperature sensor being connected to said variable gain
means in a manner to cause said variable gain means to pro-
duce an output signal on said output lead thereof which is

directly proportional to the product of the photometric analy-
zer output signal So and the reciprocal of e,.

3,840,306
SEMICONDUCTOR CAPACITANCE DIODE HAVING

ROUNDED OFF DOPING IMPURITY PROFILE
Gerhard Raabe, Wieserweg 5, 2 Willinghusen near Hamburg;

Dieter Eckstein, Rugierweg 29A, 2 Hamburg 61; Heinz
Sauermann, Flassheide 34, 2 Hamburg 54, and Gerhard
Winkler, Stuckweg 7, 2 Schenefeld, all of Germany

Division of Ser. No. 3,764,41, Oct. 9, 1973,. This application
May 23, 1973, Ser. No. 363,278

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 2, 1971, 2104752
Int. CI. HOll 11/00, 15/00

U.S. CI. 357-14 II Claims
I. A semiconductor device including a semiconductor ca-

pacitance diode, comprising

a. a substrate portion having a low resistivity and a first

conductivity type;

b. a first layer of said first conductivity type disposed on and

927 O.G.—21

face portion and said first layer comprising indiffused
regions containing first conductivity type doping material
diffused therein from said substrate and said second fur-
ther layer, respectively, whereby said semiconductor
body is characterized by a rounded off doping impurity
profile; and
a p, n junction located within said surface portion and
defined by a second conductivity type zone and said
surface portion, at least a part of said junction adjoining
said diffused surface region.

3.840,307
SINGLE PICKUP TUBE COLOR CAMERA

Masao Hibi, Kodaira, and Yoshizumi Eto, Hachioji, both of
Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 7, 1972, Ser. No.' 304,356
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 10, 1971,46-89018

Int. CI. H04n 9/06
U.S. CI. 358-46 9 claims

•U-, Electron
^"BEAM

To PIN

1. In a single pickup tube color camera including electron
beam generating and scanning means and a transparent face
plate, the improvement comprising a color filter disposed on
said face plate and consisting of three different kinds of stripe
filter units permeable to different color lights and so arranged
as to have structural periodicity; a transparent video signal
electrode disposed on said color filter; photoelectric transduc-
ing sections formed on said video signal electrode; a stripe
reference-signal electrode disposed on said transducing sec-
tions, and having stripe portions extending parallel to said
stripe filter units of said color filter and having a structural
period equal to m/n (m and n; positive integers) of that of said
stripe filter units; and first means for taking out signals from
said video signal electrode and second means connected in
common to all of the stripe portions of said reference-signal
electrode for taking out a reference signal therefrom; wherein
when the electron beam scans said photoelectric transducing
sections in perpendicular relation to said stripe filter units, the
video signal in which the components in said different colors
of the image of an object are periodically contained, can be
obtained from said video signal electrode while the reference
signal having constant amplitude and a period equal to m/n of
that of said video signal can be derived from said reference
signal electrode.
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3,840,308

STRUCTURAL SUPPORTING COMPLEX
Gordon K. Glaza, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow Chem-

ical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,846

Int. CI. EOlc 9108

U.S. CI. 404-35 21 Claims

1. In a structural supporting complex comprising a plurality

of detachably interlocking panels including connecting means

on the longitudinal and transverse edges thereof, the improve-

ment which comprises a first panel with a connector of a first

connecting means on a transverse edge and a connector of a

second connecting means on a longitudinal edge, and a second

panel with a connector of a first connecting means on a longi-

tudinal edge and a connector of a second connecting means

on a transverse edge, the connectors of the first connecting

means on the first and second panels adapted to be inter-

locked with each other and complementary connectors of the

second connecting means on the first and the second panels

adapted to be interlocked with each other, the first connecting

means being dissimilar from the second connecting means, the

panels being suitably intcrlockingly positioned adjacent to

each other with the adjacent first connectors and the adjacent

second connectors being detachably interlocked to provide a

supporting complex with discontinuous linearly extending

joints therebetween.

said support and having an end portion; a plurality of propeller

vanes mounted on said propeller shaft for rotation therewith

and for movement between at least two inclined positions

relative to an axis of said propeller shaft; moving means for

effecting movement of said vanes between said positions; and

drive means for said moving means, including a drive shaft

coaxial with said propeller shaft and rotatable relative to the

same and connected to said moving means, a electric rotor

mounted on said drive shaft for rotation therewith, a electric

stator surrounding said rotor and mounted on said support,

and a sleeve mounted on said end portion of said propeller

shaft for rotation with the same, said sleeve being interposed

between and out of contact with said stator and rotor and

fluid-tightly surrounding the latter.

/^

3,840,310

MOLD FOR MAKING SHOES WITH MOLDED BOTTOMS
Werner Klee; Peter Rafalski, both of Achim, and Helmut Wes-

solowski, Lahausen, all of Germany, assignors to Desma-

Werke G.m.b.H., Achim bei Bremen, Germany
Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 345,858

Claims priority, application Germany, May 18, 1972,

2224231
Int. CI. B29c 7100; B29f 1114; B29h 5112, 7I0S

U.S. CI. 425— 119 I Claim

3,840,309

CENTRIFUGAL MACHINE
Heinz Eckes. Bremen, Germany, and Klein Schanzlin & Becker

Aktiengeselischaft, 03, Frauenthal/Pfalz, assignors to Klein,

Schanzlin & Becker Aktiengeselischaft, Frauenthal/Pfalz,

Germany
Filed Oct. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 403,878

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 14, 1972,

2250473
Int. CI. F04d 29/36; B63h 1106

U.S. CI. 415— 130 5 Claims

1. In a machine of the character described, a combination

comprising a support; a propeller shaft rotatably mounted on

1. A mold comprising a bottom part and surrounding side

parts divided medially and open at the top and bottom such

that the bottom part may be moved upwardly within the sur-

rounding side parts, said bottom and side parts bring com-
prised of metal and plastic lining members attached to the

respective inner sides of the bottom and side parts, the inner

surface of which corresponds in exact configuration to the

bottom to be formed wherein a web integrally connects the

plastic lining members attached to the side parts at the heel

end, and said web contains a notch constituting a hinge which

permits lateral separation of the side parts of the lining.

3,840,311

APPARATUS FOR EXTRUDING MULTI-FLAVOR ICE
CREAM PRODUCTS OF VARIED SHAPES

Edward M. Wight, Austin, Tex., assignor to Glacier Industries

Inc., Austin, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 1 48,4 1 4, June 1 , 1 97 1 , Pat. No. 3,76 1 ,2 1 3.

This application June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,364

Int. CI. A23g 5102; B29f 3/12

U.S. CI. 425-133 3 Claims

1. A device for manufacturing in a substantially continuous

stream frozen confections of a variety of outer shapes com-

prising,

an extrusion nozzle having an inlet end and an outlet end

and being formed in generally cylindrical shape, at least

a portion of said outlet end being formed of a flexible

deformable material, the periphery of said outlet end

defining the shape of said manufactured confections,

mechanical means positioned to interact with said flexible

portion of the outlet end of said extrusion nozzle and to

vary the shape of the periphery of said nozzle;

means for supplying said frozen confection in a plastic state

to the inlet end of said nozzle to form a flowing stream

through said nozzle;
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means for severing periodically the flowing stream as it

emerges from said nozzle;
a first generally tubular compartment mounted within said

extrusion nozzle and terminating in an orifice in a plane
between said inlet and said outlet end of said nozzle, said
tubular compartment having a cross sectional area in a

plane transverse the direction of flow of said confection
smaller than the cross sectional area of said extrusion
nozzle in the plane of the orifice of said tubular compart-
ment; and

means for varying the transverse position of the orifice of
said compartment within said extrusion nozzle.

3,840,312
DYNAMIC PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEM

Donald C. Paulson, and Rodney J. Groleau, both of Southing,
ton. Conn., assignors to Control Process, Incorporated,
Plantsville, Conn.

Filed Apr. 11. 1973, Ser. No. 350,148
Int. CI. B29f 1/06; G06g 7/66

U.S.CL 425-149
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1. A dynamic pressure control system particularly adapted
for use in molding machines and casting machines of the type
capable of operating in cycles, for controlling cavity pressure
in the mold cavity of the mold of the machine during each
cycle of machine operation comprising:

a. sensing means supported in the mold of the machine in

communication with the mold cavity and in the path of
flow of material fed to the mold cavity, said sensing
means sensing the movement of material in the mold

cavity and transforming the movement of the material
into a force signal;

b. calibrating means operatively connected to said sensing
means to receive said force signal theret'rom, said cali-
brating means generating from said force signal a signal
corresponding to pressure;

c. comparison means connected in circuit relation with said
calibrating means to receive therefrom said signal corre-
sponding to pressure, said comparison means operating to
compare said signal corresponding to pressure to a pair of
predetermined pressure set points and to provide a first
output in response to said signal corresponding to pres-
sure reaching the level of one of said pair of predeter-
mined pressure set points and a second output in response
to said signal corresponding to pressure reaching the level
of the other of said pair of predetermined pressure set
points;

d. pump means operable to cause material to be fed to the
mold cavity, said pump means having a first operating
condition wherein material is caused to be fed to the mold
cavity at a first rate and a second operating condition
wherein material is caused to be fed to the mold cavity at
a second rate; and

e. control means connected in circuit relation with said
pump means and said comparison means, said control
means in response to the receipt thereby of said first

output from said comparison means when said pump
means is in said first operating condition operating to
alter the operation of said pump means to effect during
the same cycle of machine operation a change in said first

rate at which material is fed to the mold cavity and in

response to the receipt thereby of said second output
from said comparison means when said pump means is in
said second operating condition operating to alter the
operation of said pump means to effect during the same
cycle of machine operation a change in said second rate
at which material is fed to the mold cavity.

3,840,313
MOLDING MACHINE CLAMP FORCE INDICATOR

Volker R. Grundmann, Glastonbury, and Douglas C. Glazier,
Sr., Windsor Locks, both of Conn., assignors to Litton Indus-
trial Products, Inc., Berlin, Conn.

Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,931
Int. CI. B29f IjOO

U.S.CL 425-171 2 Claims

1. An inection molding machine comprising:
a base member,
a stationary platen carrying a mold half secured to said base
member,

a clamp housing member slidably supported on said base
member for movement relative to said stationary platen
a movable platen carrying a mold half slidably supported
on said base member,

means connecting said clamp housing and movable platen
operable to move said movable platen relative to said
clamp housing member from a mold open position to a
mold closed position.
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mold height adjusting means for moving said clamp housing

and said movable platen as a unit relative to said station-

ary platen, said means comprising tie rods secured at one

end to one of said platens and threaded at the other end

thereof, passageways in said clamp housing and the other

of said platens to slidably receive said tie bars, tie bar nuts

engaging each threaded tie bar end, and tie bar nut drive

means operable to rotate said tie bar nuts to vary the

distance between said clamp housing and said stationary

platen.

a pointer on said clamp housing,

indexable indicator means releasably locked to one of said

tie bar nut drive means,

means for releasing said indicator means for movement

relative to said tie bar nut drive means to a reference

position after said movable platen has been moved to a

mold closed position and said clamp housing has ben

moved to bring said mold halves into just touching

contact,

and means for operating said tie bar nut drive means in a

direction to move said clamp housing toward said station-

ary platen after said movable platen has been moved to

mold open position until said indicator has moved from

said reference a predetermined number of degrees repre-

senting a desired clamping force when the mold is closed

during injection cycles.

surfaces of the friction rings, a third group of said friction

elements being two end plates positioned axially outboard of

the outermost friction rings with at least one end surface of

each having a surface complementary to and seated within

and against the conical end surface of the outer friction rings,

and means for forcibly axially compressing the friction ele-

ments.

3,840,314

IMPROVED MULTI-STORY PRESS WITH
SIMULTANEOUSLY OPENING AND CLOSING STORIES

Nils E. E. Book, Motala, Sweden, assignor to AB Motala Verk-

stad, Motala, Sweden

Continuation of Ser. No. 835,489, June 23, 1969, abandoned.

This application Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188,468

Claims priority, application Sweden, June 27, 1968,

8818/68
Int. CI. B29j 5108

U.S. CI. 425-338 7 Claims

3,840,315

APPARATUS FOR MAKING MULTI LAYER
CAPACITORS

Fred J. Fuller, Chicago; John G. Kirschner, Northbrook, and

Richard A. Stark, Des Plaines, all of III., assignors to P. R.

Mallory & Co. Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,029

Int. CI. B29c 15100

U.S. CI. 425—367 6 Claims

1. A multi-story press comprising a stationary press plate, a

plurality of movable press plates, means for selectively moving

said plurality of movable press plates when closing and open-

ing said press relative to said stationary press plate, said mov-

ing means each including relative to said stationary press

plate, said moving means each including a cylinder and a

piston rod which are axially movable in relation to each other,

said moving means including overloading and counteracting

means formed by a plurality of yieldable frictional elements

disposed between said cylinder and said piston rod and in

external telescopic relationship to said piston rod. a first of

said friction elements being a number of friction rings each

having axial end surfaces which are conically countersunk in

shape, a second of said friction elements being a plurality of

thrust washers each having axial end surfaces complementarj

contoured to and seated against an associated one of the end

1. A powder rolling machine comprising:

a. a base,

b. a first pair of spaced upstanding plates carried by said

base,

c. a first roll rotatably carried by said first pair of plates,

d. a second pair of spaced upstanding plates pivotally car-

ried by said first pair of plates,

e. coupling means connecting said first and second pair of

plates in a spaced predetermined position,

f. a second roll rotatably carried by said second pair of

plates in spaced relation to said first roll,

g. a cartridge carried by said first pair of plates, said car-

tridge including a rotatably mounted feed control roll

disposed between and in working relation to said first and

second rolls,

h. means supplying powder to a compacting area defined by

said second roll and said feed control roll, and

i. means applying power driven rotation to said feed control

roll.

3,840,316

TWO BELT MOLD FOR SHAPING PLURAL ARTICLES
George J. PoeschI, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Honeywell

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 126,208, March 19, 1971,

abandoned. This application Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,643

Int. CI. B29c 5100, B22d 33104

U.S. CI. 425-447 I Claim

1. Apparatus for fabricating case parts from molds compris-

ing;

a first endless resilient belt having a matrix of first mold

portions;

a second resilient belt having a matrix of second mold por-

tions, said matrix of second mold portions being compli-

mentary to said matrix of said first mold.portions to form

a matrix of part molds when coupled together;

means for continuously feeding molten material to said first

endless belt, said first endless belt having passage defining

means for introducing molten material into said molds;
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means for cooling said second mold portions, and means for linkages when parallel holding the supports clamped at said
he atmo said first mr>Irt r\nrti/-.r>c iint;i<:".:^.v,»i<^ .__! i^.- i .. ..heating said first mold portions until said molten material
has solidified in said second mold portions, said means for
feeding being adapted to supply molten material until said
molten material has solidified in said second mold por-
tions;

means for driving said belts and positioning said belts to

form said molds, whereby said feeding means, cooling

means, and heating means are operatively connected to

said completed molds; and
means for separating said molds after solidification of said

material.

3,840,317
TWO PART MOLD CLOSURE AND CLAMPING SYSTEM
Friedrich Koch, and Harke Claus Paulsen, both of Achim,
Germany, assignors to Desma-Werke Gesellschaft mit bes-

chrankter Haftung, Uesen, Germany
Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 287,615

Claims priority, application Germanv, Sept. 16, 1971,

2146245 I,

lilt. CI. B28b 7102

U.S. CI. 425-450 2 Claims

1. Molding apparatus comprising opposed mold parts, piv-

otally arranged supports, movable angularly relative to each
other about a fixed pivot, means on the supports mutually
engagable by angular movement of the supports toward each
other to limit such movement to a predetermined spacing,
means mounting the mold parts on the supports in parallel

relation, the means mounting one of the mold parts operating
to yieldably hold the one mold part spaced from the other at

said predetermined spacing for rectilinear movement toward
the other, first linkage operably connected to the supports
such as to swing one support from an angularly retracted

position to said predetermined spacing as limited by said

mutually engagable means, and second linkage pivotally con-
nected to the first linkage and to the yieldable mold part, said

predetermined position and the one mold part engaged with

the other and when at an angle to each other allowing the one
mold part to be retracted rectilinearly and releasing the sup-
ports for angular movement relative to each other.

3,840,318
EXTRUDER WITH DECKLE BAR HAVING HEATING

AND COOLING MEANS
Eli Solop. Lake Hiawatha, N.J., assignor to Phillips Petroleum
Company, Bartiesville, Okla.

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,503
Int. CI. B29f 3/08

U.S. CI. 425-461 6 Claims
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1. A deckle bar with means for affecting the temperature at

the surface of the deckle bar said means comprising:

a. means for cooling the sealing face of the deckle, and
b. means for supplymg heat to surface of the deckle to

which the edge of the extrudate conforms on passing

thereby.

3,840,319

MOLD INSERT
Ralph A. Rhoda, Orinda, Calif., assignor to Berkeley Pump
Company, Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,738
Int. CI. B28b 7//

6

U.S. CI. 425-470 g Claims

1. A mold insert for modifying a boat hull mold, comprising:
receptacle forming means to form a receptacle in said boat
hull to receive a jet-drive propulsion unit,

lateral surface means to align said mold insert with the
keel-forming surfaces of said boat hull mold, and

including channel forming means to form a channel in said

boat hull, said channel forming means extending
obliquely from said lateral surface means to said recepta-
cle forming means.

3,840,320
FLARESTACK COMBUSTION METHOD

Denis Henry Desty, 17, Westdene Way, Weybridge, Surrey,
and Christopher John Young, ' Baranduin ', Bells Lane,
Horton, Buckinghamshire, both of England

Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,369
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 29, 1971,

12068/71

Int. CI. F23j 7100
U.S. CI. 431—4 2 Claims

1. A method for disposing of low pressure fuel gases, com-
prising the steps of:
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causing said low pressure fuel gases to flow in a stream;
passing a stream of high pressure steam over a deflector

surface which comprises a surface of revolution formed
by the rotation of a quadrant of a circle and an inwardly-

curved continuation about the axis of the direction of
flow of said low pressure fuel gases,

whereby said stream of high pressure steam is directed in

a first direction generally perpendicular to the direc-
tion of flow of said stream of low pressure fuel gases
and is thereafter caused to flow in the same general
direction as the direction of flow of said stream of low
pressure fuel gases but angularly thereto so that said

stream of high pressure steam and said stream of low
pressure fuel gases converge,

the change in the direction of flow of said stream of high
pressure steam inducing a low pressure zone in the air

surrounding said stream of high pressure steam to

thereby entrain said surrounding air into said stream of
high pressure steam, and

said steam, entrained air and fuel gases being mixed upon
the respective streams of steam and fuel gases converg-
ing together; and

igniting and burning said mixture of steam, air and fuel

gases.

for coupling to a source of liquid fuel and an outlet terminat-

ing in a spray nozzle for spraying the fuel passing from the coil

in a fine stream, said coil having a plurality of coil turns ar-

ranged along and spaced outwardly from a common axis, said

coil having a flame inlet end and a flame outlet end;

an expansion tube disposed outwardly of and along in heat
receiving relation to the coil and between said flame inlet

end and said flame outlet end defming an expansion
chamber for expanding and vaporizing the fuel passing
from the spray nozzle, said chamber having a lower por-

tion with said spray nozzle disposed therein and an upper
portion having an outlet substantially above the spray
nozzle to cause the vaporized fuel to rise in the expansion
chamber and pass through the outlet; and

a burner nozzle located below the outlet of the expansion
chamber having a fuel inlet coupled to the fuel outlet of
the expansion chamber to receive vaporized fuel there-

from and an outlet arranged for directing a flame through
said feed coil to heat the fuel passing therethrough; and
a blast tube downstream of the outlet of the burner nozzle

and aligned with said coil to confine and direct the flame
from the burner nozzle and through the flame outlet end
of said coil.

3,840,322
ELECTRICAL CONTROL CIRCUITRY

Philip J. Cade, Winchester, Mass., assignor to Electronics

Corporation of America, Cambridge, Mass.
Filed Jan. II, 1974, Ser. No. 432,525

Int. CI. F23n 5120
U.S.CL 431-78 27 Claims

3,840,321
FUEL VAPORIZER BURNER ASSEMBLY AND METHOD
Frank F. Moench, P.O. Box 6484, Station B, Albuquerque, N.

Mex.

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,350
Int. CI. F23d 11144

U.S. CI. 431-11 11 Claims

1. In a fuel burner assembly, the combination comprising:
a fuel feed coil with a central passage having an inlet arranged

1. Burner control apparatus for use with a fuel burner instal-

lation having an operating control to produce a request for
burner operation, a flame sensor to produce a signal when
flame is present in said fuel burner installation, and means
responsive to said burner control apparatus for controlling
fuel flow and fuel ignition, said burner control apparatus
comprising

lockout apparatus for de-energizing said control apparatus
comprising a switch and an actuator for operating said

switch after a time delay,

first and second alternate lockout actuator energizing paths,
a control device for actuating said ignition control means,
a timing circuit for providing an ignition timing interval

of precise duration,

means responsive to a request for burner operation to initi-

ate an ignition sequence by actuating said timing circuit,

circuitry responsive to said actuated timing circuit for
energizing said control device and completing one of said
lockout actuator energizing paths,

means responsive to a signal from said fiame sensor to
maintain said control device energized, and

means responsive to the end of said ignition timing interval

to de-energize said control device and to complete a
lockout actuator energizing path in the absence of a
signal from said flame sensor.
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3,840,323
CONTINUOUSLY ADJUSTABLE CONTROLS FOR OIL

BURNERS
Otto Eckerle, Benzstr. 6, and Robert Hugo Jung, both of

Malsch, Germany, assignors to said Eckerle, by said Jung
Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 359,728

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 4, 1972,
2248674

Int. CL F23n 1102

U.S. CI. 431-90 12 Claims

*.

36

-.- 25

1. In an oil burner system adapted for the continuous com-
bustion of fuel oil with air, a control device for adjusting the

combustion rate of the burner comprising in combination:
a fuel oil pump connected to an oil reservoir, said pump

being driven by a motor at a substantially constant speed,

thereby supplying a substantially even flow of oil to the

system;

a combustion air blower being similarly driven at a substan-

tially constant speed, thereby supplying a flow of combus-
tion air to the system;

a burner head including an atomizer nozzle by means of
which the fuel oil and combustion air are mixed and
combusted;

a fuel oil supply line leading from said pump to the atomizer
nozzle, including a bypass junction in said line;

a fuel oil return line leading from said bypass junction to the

fuel oil reservoir;

an electromagnetic metering valve in said return line for

adjustably throttling the oil flow therein so as to deter-

mine an adjustable fuel oil supply pressure and flow rate

in the oil supply line;

means for adjustably pre-setting the throttling action of the

metering valve independently of other adjustments in the

system by adjusting its electric current;

an air supply line leading from the outlet side of said blower
to the atomizer nozzle; and

means for adjustably throttling the air flow at the intake side

of said blower so as to adjust the rate of air flow in re-

sponse to said adjustable fuel oil supply pressure in such
a way that the rate of air flowing through the blower is

increased as the oil supply pressure increases.

3,840,324

PHOTOFLASH LAMP
John W. Shaffer, Williamsport, Pa., and Stephen V. Brown,

Winchester, Ky., assignors to GTE Sylvania Incorporated,

Danvers, Mass.

Filed Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 395,772
Int. CI. F21k 5102

U.S.CK 431-93
I

9 Claims
1. A photoflash lamp comprising:

an hermetically sealed, light-transmitting envelope;

a quantity of filamentary combustible material located

within said envelope;

a combustion-supporting gas in said envelope;
and a primer secured to and extending from one end of said

envelope and in communication therewith, said primer

including a charge of percussion-sensitive fulminating
material having a powdered metal hydride as one of its

components. ,

3,840,325

PHOTOFLASH LAMP
John W. Shaffer, Williamsport, Pa., assignor to GTE Sylvania

Incorporated, Danvers, Mass.

Filed Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,382
Int. CI. F21k 5102

U.S.CL 431-93 12 Claims

I. A photoflash lamp comprising:
an hermetically sealed, light-transmitting envelope;
a quantity of filamentary combustible material located

within said envelope;

a combustion-supporting gas in said envelope;
and a primer secured to and extending from one end of said

envelope and in communication therewith, said primer
including a tube sealed in said end of said envelope and
having an exposed segment outside said envelope, a wire
anvil located substantially coaxial within said tube, and a
body of fulminating material located on said wire anvil

intermediate its ends and on that segment of said wire
anvil located in said exposed segment of said tube but
spaced from the inside wall thereof, said body of fulmi-

nating material comprising a plurality of discrete layers

each having a different composition;

the innermost layer of said fulminating material adjacent
said wire anvil comprising a fuel, an oxidizer, a combusti-
ble metal powder and a binder;

and the outermost layer of said fulminating material com-
prising an oxidizer, a binder, and a combustible metal
powder in a proportion greater than the proportion of
metal powder in said innermost layer.
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3,840,326

INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION CONTROL SYSTEMS AND
COMPONENTS THEREOF

Robert E. Schreter, Lebanon, Pa., assignor to Hauck Manufac-

turing Company, Lebanon. Pa.

Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,741

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 20, 1972,

13027/72
Int. CI. F23d 15102

U.S. CI. 431— 114 51 Claims

6 A* ; -5

=1' ,"

a support means for securely holding said container in a

removable relationship, said support means with said

container being removably positioned in said casing, said

support means including means for preventing any sub-

stantial movement of the support means when the support

means holding said container is positioned in said casing.

3,840,328

SLINGER UP OIL BURNER APPARATUS
Philip E. Ashton, 749 Yale Ave., Meriden, Conn. 06450

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,636

Int. CI. F23d 11104

U.S. CI. 431— 168 10 Claims
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1. A combustion system for use with furnaces, driers, and

like equipment, said system being designed to abate the es-

cape of noise therefrom, and comprising:

A. an enclosed combustion chamber having

1. an open output end designed to be coupled to the

aforesaid equipment;

2. a generally cylindrical outer shell,

3. an opening through said outer shell for admitting com-
bustion air thereto, and

4. a substantially tubular inner shell mounted within and

spaced from said outer shell, said inner shell having a

plurality of holes spaced about the periphery thereof

and along the length thereof, each of said holes having

a selected diameter to form together with said outer

shell a Heimholtz resonator for absorbing acoustical

energy within a selected frequency range and to enable

said combustion air to enter said inner shell,

B. a fuel burner mounted adjacent to said combustion

chamber and adapted to direct its flame into said inner

shell in order that combustion principally occurs withm

said inner shell.

3,840,327

FUEL HOLDER FOR FLAME LAMPS
Marvin L. Kayne, Chicago, III., assignor to Candle Corpora-

tion of America, Chicago, III.

Filed Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 395,569

Int. CI. F21I 79/00

U.S.CL 431-125 19 Claims

1. The combination comprising rotary type oil burner hav-

ing an oil slinger cup for dispersal of fuel into a combustible

mist, an orifice opening into the interior of said cup for nor-

mally burning a first fuel and having a main operating control-

ler for regulating the normal combustion cycle of said burner,

a source of a second fuel more easily ignited than said first

fuel, and fuel flow timing and regulating means arranged and

adapted for modulation of the delivery of said second fuel to

the orifice of said burner independently of said first fuel and

in part in seriatim therewith during selected portions of any

combustion cycle whereby the quantity of soot and air pollut-

ants resulting from said combustion of said first fuel is at least

lessened by the improved combustion of said second fuel.

3,840,329

COMBUSTION AND/OR HEATING APPARATUS
Gene Van Grecken, Sydney, Australia, assignor to Gvang
Motor Company Pty. Limited. Brookvale, New South Wales,

Australia

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,915

Claims priority, application Australia, Mar. 20, 1972,

40174/72
Int. CI. F23m 9/00

U.S. CI. 431—182 13 Claims

1. A burner comprising a wall defining a combustion zone,

1. In a flame lamp including a fuel holder means containing a fuel delivery nozzle located at one end of the combustion

fuel to be consumed by a flame, said holder means comprising: zone, a pair of tubular section volute form channels extending

a casing; • about the combustion zone in opposite senses for directing a

a container for storing said fuel; and combustion supporting material into said combustion zone in
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counter-rotating streams, a cup-shaped member located
within the wall defining the combustion zone, the cup-shaped
member having a base portion formed with an aperture which
is in axial alignment with tne fuel delivery nozzle, and fluid

passage communication zones extending through the wall
defining the combustion zone from the respective channels,
the respective fluid passage communication zones being
spaced apart in an axial direction of fuel propagation from the
nozzle and being located at opposite ends of the cup-shaped
member.

3,840,330
ROUND BURNER WITH RADIAL SECONDARY AIR

PASSAGE
Jay R. Katchka, Cypress, Calif., assignor to Robertshaw Con-

trols Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,906
Int. CI. F23q 9/00

U.S. CI. 431-285 9 Claims

i 54 \\, 52

1. A burner appar^itus operable at both high and low rates

comprising

a round burner member disposed about a vertical axis and
having an inlet and a plurality of circumferentially spaced
burner ports which are directed radially outward from the
burner member to produce a radially outward extending
flame when operated at the high rate and to produce an
upward extending flame when operated at the low rate,

said burner ports being disposed only in a first arcuate
portion of the circumference of the burner member,

said burner member having a second arcuate portion which
is free of outward directed ports to allow radial intake of
air into fuel projected radially outward from the burner
ports,

a flame sensing element disposed above the burner member
in the path of upward extending flames at the low rate,

and

means responsive to operation at the high rate for directing

burning fuel against the flame sensing element.

3,840,331

COMPRESSED GAS LIGHTERS
Jean Gaston Malamoud, Annecy, France, assignor to S. T.

Dupont, Paris, France

Filed Sept. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 291,832
Claims priority, application France, Sept. 14, 1971,

71.33082

Int. CI. F23d 13/24

U.S. CI. 431—350 1 Claim
1. A compressed-gas lighter comprising a burner with an

outlet for discharging a stream of combustible gas, and other
stationary and movable parts inclusive of a lever controlling

the gas outlet, said lighter further comprising a stabilizing

member disposed downstream of said gas outlet in the gas
stream where the latter is more or less mixed with the sur-

rounding air, said stabilizing member being formed by an
outwardly heat portion of said lever controlling the gas and

/
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forming a tongue portion extending above said lever and over
said outlet outlet to allow the received heat to be discharged
without passing through said burner.

3,840,332

COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
Peter R. Smith. Crawley. England, assignor to Stone-Platt
Crawley Limited, Crawley, England

Filed Mar. 5, 1973. Ser. No. 337.992
Int. CI. F23d 15/00

U.S. CI. 431-351 4 Claims

-X
y

1. A combustion chamber of the flame tube type in which
air is intimately mixed with a fuel spray, the air being split mto
primary and secondary flow paths which enter the combustion
chamber at different points along its length, the combustion
chamber comprising two tube lengths disposed in alignment
with one another and having their adjacent ends longitudinally

spaced from each other to define between said adjacent ends
a slot constituting the inlet for the secondary air flow, a sup-
porting structure including a casing surrounding said tube
lengths for supplying air to said combustion chamber, a
mounting structure for independently supporting said tube
lengths on said supporting structure, said mounting structure

including means for holding said adjacent ends of said aligned
tube lengths against longitudinal movement relative to one
another to maintain constant the longitudinal width of said

slot, said mounting structure further including means for

permitting the remote ends of said tube lengths to move longi-

tudinally relative to one another upon occurrence of thermal
expansion of said tube lengths.
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3,840,333

CONTINUOUS ROTARY HEATING TREATING
APPARATUS AND METHOD

Tomoyoshi Kawato, 8,12-chome, Honcho Denencho fu, Ohta-

ku, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Kokan Kabushiki

Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 213,106

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 30, 1970, 45-

123,077

Int. CI. F27b 7114

U.S. CI. 432— 11 11 Claims

1. A continuous rotary heat treating apparatus comprising

a horizontally disposed cylindrical body means having an

entry end and an exit end; motor means for rotating said body;

charging means located at said entry end for charging items to

be heat treated into said body; discharge means located at said

exit end for discharging heat treated items; heating means for

supplying heat to the inside of said body; and means for con-

stantly moving predetermined amounts of said items from said

entry end to said exit end while said body is being rotated by

said motor means and while said heating means supplies heat

to said body, said heating means comprising a plurality of

sources located longitudinally along substantially the axis of

said cylindrical body.

3,840,334

COOLING GRANULAR MATERIAL
Alain Chielens, Marcq-en-Baroeul, France, assignor to Fives-

Cail Babcock, Paris, France

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,975

Claims priority, application France, Aug. 2, 1972, 72.27812
Int. CI. F27b 7102

U.S. CI. 432-80 8 Claims

1. In an installation for cooling granular material discharged
from a kiln outlet, a crusher having inlet and outlet means, the

crusher inlet means being connected to the kiln outlet to

receive the material discharged from the kiln, and a cooling

device having inlet and outlet means for the crushed material

and for a cooling gas: a heat exchanger mounted between the

crusher outlet means and the cooling device outlet means, a

first conduit means connecting the cooling device outlet

means to the heat exchanger whereby the heat exchanger

receives a current of the cooling gas from the cooling device

and a second conduit means connecting the crusher outlet

means to the heat exchanger to suspend the hot, crushed

granular material passing from the crusher into the heat ex-

changer in the cooling gas current; and a separator having an

inlet, a third conduit means connecting the separator inlet to

the heat exchanger, the separator inlet receiving the cooling

gas and the crushed material suspended therein for separating

the material from the gas; and a gas outlet means connected

to the kiln for delivering the gas directly into the kiln while the

separated material is delivered to the cooling device.

3,840,335

FASTENING DEVICE FOR COOLING TUBES OF A
SATELLITE COOLER, PARTICULARLY A ROTARY

KILN SATELLITE COOLER
Hubert Deussner, Buchenkampsweg 11, 506 Bensberg-

Refrath, Germany
Filed Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 386,754

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 12, 1972,

2239752
Int. CI. F27b 7138

U.S. CI. 432—80 6 Claims

1. A fastening device for cooling tubes which are uniformly

distributed about the circumference on the outlet end of a

rotary tube, at least two fastening devices provided in an axial

spaced relationship for each cooling tube, said fastening de-

vice comprising: a dish-shaped saddle for receiving and em-
bracing a portion of the circumference of a cooling tube, and

a web-shaped closure bracket including two parts each ar-

ranged on edge with respect to the axis of the cooling tube and
loosely pivotaily connected to said saddle for embracing the

remaining circumference of the cooling tube.

3,840,336

MEANS FOR MOUNTING A BEARING RING ON THE
SHELL OF A ROTARY TUBE

Kunibert Brachthauser, Bensberg, Germany, assignor to

Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz AG
Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 365,995

Claims priority, application Germany, June 6, 1972,

2227412

Int. CI. F27b 7122

U.S. CI. 432— 103 8 Claims

1. Means for mounting a bearing ring on the shell of a rotary

tube, particularly the shell of a rotary furnace of kiln, compris-
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mg bearing elements replaceably disposed between said bear-
mg ring and said shell to permit relative movement between
said bearing ring and said shell in the circumferential direc-
tion, and guide means provided with lubrication channels and
being secured to said shell laterally of the bearing ring, at least
one of said guide means including at least one removable
section.

II 3,840,337
ROTATABLE DRYING DRUM

Carl-Hermann Heise, Hannoverschestr. 61, 3220 Alfeld, Ger-
many

Filed June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 368,043
Claims priority, application Germany, June 8, 1972

2227792

Int. CI. F27b 7110, 7114
U.S. CI. 432-105 10 Claims

1. Apparatus for drying and heating stone minerals for the
preparation of bituminous building materials, said apparatus
comprising a rotatable drying drum, a pair of material transfer

ports positioned in a pair of opposite end portions of said
drying drum, a first plurality of material lifting members
mounted within said drying drum along a first side portion
thereof adjoining one of said end portions, a second plurality
of smaller material lifting members mounted within said dry-

i-ii ULfoa
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ing drum along a second side portion thereof adjoining the
other of said end portions, and a plurality of individual burners
mounted within said drying drum along said second side por-
tion thereof with said smaller material lifting members and
along said other end portion.
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3,840,338

LIGHT STABILIZED HAIR DYE COMPOSITIONS
Charles Zviak, and Giuliana Ghilardi, both of Paris, France,

assignors to L'Oreal, Paris, France

Continuation of Ser. No. 815,501, April 11, 1969, abandoned.

This application Oct. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 187,874

Int. CI. A61k 7/72

l].S. CI. 8-10.1 3 Claims

1. A hair dye composition comprising a solution in a solvent

selected from the group consisting of water, ethanol and iso-

propanol of a hair dye selected from the group consisting of

4. 2', 4', 6'-tetrahydroxyazobenzcne. N-methyl-4-amino-4-

nitro-N-/a-aminoethyl-l -amino benzene, 1-ammo

propylamino anthraquinonc.

crystal violet, methyl violet and methyl green, present m
amounts effective to color hair, said hair dye being susceptible

to decomposition by exposure to ultra-violet light and as an

effective ultra-violet light absorbing agent benzylidenc cam-

phor having the formula

HjX

OH

/^
^-NH.

\-NH2Cl

SOaNa

HO-C X—

Na03S

^\/V
^ NH-^^^-CH3.

NaOsS

O NH2

/^\/\/V0CH3.

O NH2
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03S"V\
HN
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SO3,

S03XH«(Na)

X(C2H5)-CH3-'

=X(C2Hs)-CH3
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S03NH4(Na),

CH3

=0
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present in amounts of 0.05-2 percent by weight of said com-

position.

3,840,339

METHOD OF MODIFYING FIBROUS MATERIALS

Kosuke Yamamoto, Kamakura; Masaaki Shin: Eifu

Takayanagi, both of Zushi; Shigeo Narita, Tokohama, and

Manabu Furukawa, Tokyo, ail of Japan, assignors to Mitsui

Toatsu Chemicals. Incorporated. Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 21, 1971, Ser. No. 155,232

Claims priority, application Japan, June 26, 1970, 45-55198

Int. CI. D06m 13110. 13/18

U.S. CL 8-116 18 Claims

1. Method of modifying cellulosic fibrous material compris-

ing impregnating said material with a modifier composition

containing a polyoxymethylene di-lower alkyl diethcr having

the formula
/?,0(CH20)„/?2

wherein /?, and R2 are lower alkyl and n is an integer from 3

to 8 and reacting said polyoxymethylene di-lower alkyl diether

with said material in the presence of an acidic catalyst.

ERRATUM
For Class 8—127 see:

Patent No. 3,840,401

3,840,340

DETERGENT PRECONDITIONING PROCESS FOR DRY
CLEANING

Eugene A. McKnight, 647 Town Mountain Rd., 603 Tiara

Apt., Asheville, N.C. 28804

Filed Mar. 31, 1972. Ser. No. 240,211

Int. CI. D06I 1104

U.S. CI. 8-142 2 Claims

1. A method of dry cleaning textiles using a washing appara-

tus having a cleaning tank with a rotatable drum therein to

continuously work said textiles within said cleaning tank, said

method comprising the steps of

detecting the moisture content of the textiles in said rotat-

able drum with a water detecting unit, which unit has

continuously circulated therethrough vapors from said

cleaning tank;

subjecting said textiles while tumbling same in said rotatable

drum to a pre-conditioning treatment, which treatment

consists of introducing controlled amounts of water and

detergent into said cleaning tank, relative to the moisture

content detected therein by said water detecting unit, to

establish and maintain a prc-determined moisture level in

said textiles for optimum water soluble soil removal

therefrom and allow a concentrated action upon said

textiles by said detergent, thereby decreasing the time in

which the water moisture content in the textiles is estab-

lished at the level for maximum water-soluble soil re-

600
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moval and promoting the action of detergency for more
effective soil removal; followed by

introducing a dry cleaning solvent composition into said
cleaning tank and agitating the textiles in said rotatable
drum therein to effect solvent cleansing thereof while

continuing to detect the moisture content of said textiles

with said water detection unit; and
maintaining said moisture at said predetermined level for
optimum water-solvent soil removal throughout the
cleaning of said textiles.

3,840,341
ORGANIC CARBON METHOD AND ANALYZER

Louis J. Rogers, Framingham, Mass.. assignor to Ionics, Incor-
porated, Watertown, Mass,

Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,690
Int. CI. G0ln3in2, 31/10

U.S. CI. 23-230 PC
:

10 Claims
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3,840,342
NITROGEN DIOXIDE CONVERSION

Radhakrishna M. Neti, Brea, and Raymond E. Rocks, Santa
Ana, both of Calif., assignors to Beckman Instruments, Inc..

Fullerton. Calif.

Filed July 2, 1971. Ser. No. 159,470
Int. CI. BOlj I/IO: GOln 27/64

U.S. CI. 23-232 R g Claims
1. The method of converting nitrogen dioxide to nitric oxide

which comprises

a. subjecting air at substantially atmospheric pressure con-
taining nitrogen dioxide in the range between a few parts

per billion and several hundred parts per million to heat
and artificial ultraviolet radiation while

b. maintaining the nitrogen dioxide at a temperature from
about 40°C to about 130°C; and

c exposing the nitrogen dioxide to ultraviolet radiation

from an artifical source at wavelengths sufficient to con-
vert the nitrogen dioxide to nitric oxide.

3,840,343
FLAME DETECTOR

Manfred Riedmann, and Jurgen Vogt, both of Boeblingen,
Germany, assignors to Hewlett-Packard GmbH, Boeblingen,
Germany

Filed Sept. 7, 1972. Ser. No, 287,170
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 30, 1971,

2159256

Int. CI. G01ni///2
U.S. CI. 23-254 EF 4 Claims

5< •:
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1. Apparatus for the automatic determination of total or-

ganic carbon in an aqueous solution comprising in combina-
tion a carrier gas supply source, a hydrogen gas supply source,
a first automatic injection means for introducing a first aque-
ous solution sample and said carrier gas to a first reaction
chamber containing a catalytically active body for producing
carbon dioxide from the water and the total carbon content of
said aqueous solution, a second automatic injection means for

introducing a second aqueous solution sample and said carrier

gas to a second reaction chamber containing a catalytically

active body for producing carbon dioxide from the water and
the inorganic carbon content of said aqueous solution, means
for heating said first and second reaction chambers, means for

separately passing each of said reaction chamber's effluent

gaseous products and hydrogen gas into a methanizer cham-
ber containing a catalytically active nickel body for producing
methane by the reduction of carbon dioxide in the presence
of hydrogen, heating means located upstream of the entrance
of said methanizer chamber for preheating each of the said

effiuent gaseous streams prior to their entering into said meth-
anizer chamber to a temperature sufficient to substantially

maintain liquid water therein in a vapor state means for heat-

ing said methanizer chamber, passage means from said meth-
anizer chamber to detection means sensitized to be responsive
to methane and to produce separate indicia representative of

the total carbon and inorganic carbon content respectively of
said first and second samples, means to provide continuous
passage of fluids through the apparatus components and elec-

tronic means for automatically determining the difference

between said two separate carbon indicia to produce an addi-

tional indicia directly representative of the total organic car-

bon content of said aqueous solution.
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1. A flame detector for a gas chromatograph comprising:
a housing;

a flame nozzle mounted in the housing, the nozzle having an
open end at which a flame may be maintained:

first inlet means for directing a mixture of a carrier gas and
a sample gas to the flame nozzle;

second inlet means for supplying a combustible gas to the
vicinity of the flame nozzle;

a collector electrode mounted in the housing apart from the
flame nozzle;

ion measuring and biasing means conductively connected
between the collector electrode and the flame nozzle for

biasing the collector at a negative potential relative to the
flame nozzle;

a ring shaped electrode disposed about and directly adja-
cent to the open end of the flame nozzle; and

second bias means conductively connected to the ring elec-
trode for biasing the ring electrode at a negative potential
relative to the collector electrode.
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3,840,344

CARBON BLACK PRODUCTION
Paul W. Garbo, Freeport, N.Y., assignor to Chemothermic

Industries, Inc., Freeport, N.Y.

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,102
Int. CI. CO lb 31102; C09c 1148

U.S. CI. 23-259.5 4 Claims

tial end wall formed with an outlet opening for the slag; means
for imparting to one of said elements a circular motion relative

to the other of said elements, so that fluidized-bed material

and slag settled on said grate element enter said space through

said inlet opening; and means for blowing a reacting fluidizing

1. A furnace for producing carbon black by thermal decom-
position of a petroleum residue comprising:

a. a combustion section into which a first combustible mix-
ture of free oxygen-containing gas and gaseous fuel is

supplied through a first porous refractory wall of said

combustion section and into which a second combustible
mixture of free oxygen-containing gas and gaseous fuel is

supplied through a second separate porous refractory

wall of said combustion section, both of said porous
refractory walls being positioned in spaced facing relation

to one another and adapted for flameless surface combus-
tion on the face thereof from which one of said combusti-
ble mixtures emanates;

b. spraying means for dispersing said petroleum residue into

said combustion section in proximity to both of said

porous refractory walls; and
c. a refractory lined section communicating with said com-

bustion section for passage therethrough of the gaseous
effluent from said combustion section so that said thermal
decomposition of said petroleum residue initiated in said

combustion section is substantially completed before said

gaseous effluent discharges from said refractory lined

section.

3,840,345

SELF AGGLOMERATING FLUIDIZED BED REACTING
APPARATUS

Godel Albert Andre, Paris, France, assignors to Compagnie
Industrielle De Procedes & D'Applications S.A., Neuchatel,
Switzerland

Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,925
Int. CI. B07b 4100: ClOb 1100; ClOj 3152

U.S. CI. 23-284 10 Claims
1. An apparatus for reacting finely divided materials in a

fiuidized bed at a temperature involving self-agglomerating

conditions under which slag sinks gradually through said fiuid-

ized bed, comprising an at least partly cylindrical reactor; a

circular grate element located within said reactor and adapted
to carry a main fiuidized bed and slag which settles through
the same onto said grate member; a cell element overlying a

portion of said grate element and defining with the same an
enclosed space which is open at the bottom to said grate

element and adapted to accommodate an auxiliary shallow
fiuidized bed, said cell element having a side wall oriented
substantially radially and formed with an inlet opening com-
municating said fiuidized beds with one another and through
which slag enters said space, and a substantially circumferen-

gas through said grate element into said fiuidized beds for

maintaining them in hydrostatic equilibrium with one another
and for sorting and extracting slag in said cell element from
said auxiliary shallow fiuidized bed through said outlet open-
ing.

3,840,346
LOUVERED CATALYTIC CONVERTER FOR PURIFYING

EXHAUST GASES
Robert N. Balluff, Rives Junction, Mich., assignor to Tenneco

Inc, Racine, Wis.

Filed Apr. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 242,995
Int. CI. FOln 3114; BOlj 9104

U.S. CI. 23—288 F 4 Claims

1. An exhaust gas treating device comprising a housing
having a means providing a bed of gas treating catalyst mate-
rial therein, a gas fiow conduit comprising a metal tube having
a longitudinal seam extending along its entire length and
parallel to the axis of the tube and a plurality of rows of holes
in the tube opening into said bed, each row being transverse

to the seam and axis of the tube and containing a plurality of
substantially identical substantially rectangular holes having
their long sides extending parallel to said seam and axis and
rounded ends, lips formed in the tube to define each of said
long sides and said rounded ends and extending at substan-
tially right angles to the tube and away from the bed.
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3,840,347
METHOD OF PRODUCING Cd[Hg (SCN)4] SINGLE

CRYSTALS
Josef Grabmaier, Unterhaching, and Rolf Plattner, Ottobrunn,

both of Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft,
Berlin and Munich, Germany

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,740
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 4, 1971,

2110425

nt. CI. BOlj moo

e. dissipating the heat of crystallization from the atomized
liquor droplets with an upward fiow of air maintained at
10° to 40''C below the melting point of the crystalline
specie,

f. simultaneously crystallizing the droplets of liquor, and
g. exhausting the desired crystalline granules from the bot-
tom of the prilling tower.

U.S. CI. 23-300
3,840,349

14 Claims APPARATUS FOR FRACTIONAL SUBLIMATION USING
A ROTATING HELICAL HEAT SOURCE

Andrew R. McGhie, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du Pont
de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Aug. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 175,280
Int. CI. BOld 7100

U.S. CI. 23-273 F g Claims

1. A method of producing cadmium-mercury tetrathiocya-
natc single crystals comprising:

adding at least about 5 grams of Cd[Hg(SCN)J per liter of
an initial solvent system comprised of a mixture of solvent
components consisting essentially of about 25 to about 95
percent of a low boiling alcohol and water so as to
achieve a solution of said CdfHgCSCN)^] in said solvent
system; and 1

1

changing the concentration of one of said solvent compo-
nents in said solution up to saturation to attain a resultant
solution so that when the alcohol concentration in said
initial solvent system is in the range of at least 25 percent
and up to 77 percent, said resultant solution has an alco-

hol concentration lower than that of said initial solvent
system and when the alcohol concentration in said initial

solvent system is in the range of about at least 77 percent
and up to 95 percent, said resultant solution has an alco-
hol concentration greater than that of said initial solvent
system whereby cadmium-mercury tetrathiocyanate is

crystallized from said resulting solvent system as a rela-

tively large single crystal.

3,840,348
CRYSTALLIZING ALKALI METAL CONTACT WITH
SILICATE DROPLETS IN COUNTERCURRENT AIR

FLOW
Eric W. Vessey, Springfield, Pa., assignor to Philadelphia
Quartz Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed May 10, 1971, Ser. No. 141,931
Int. CI. BOld 9102; COlb 33132

U.S. CL 23-301 R || 7 Claims
I. A process for preparing granules of crystallized alkali

metal silicate particles selected from the group consisting of
sodium metasilicate and sodium sesquisilicate from a sodium
silicate liquor having the aesircd NajO/SiOj mole ratio of the
product comprising the steps of:

a. cooling the liquor to below its melting point,

b. admixing with said liquor 2 to 15 percent of fine seed
particles having the composition of the product,

c. atomizing the seeded liquor as falling droplets into the top
of a prilling tower,

d. adjusting residence time of the falling droplets in the

prilling tower with velocity of countercurrent air flow,

1. Sublimation apparatus comprising,
as a first element, a hollow cylindrical tube for containing

a solid to be sublimed having means for introducing a
sublimable material in solid form near one end thereof
and means for withdrawing the sublimed material axially
along said tube toward the other end thereof, and,

as a second element, a helical heating coil coaxial with the
hollow cylinder and in proximity thereto but not in direct
contact therewith to heat the same in a helical pattern,
said helical heating coil having at least several cycles
along the length of the hollow cylinder and having a
helical pitch not substantially smaller than the radius of
the hollow cylinder,

said first and second elements being relatively rotatable,
said helical heating coil and the relative rotation being
such that cyclical temperature gradients are advanced
along the walls of the hollow cylinder toward the end
from which the sublimed material is withdrawn,

means for rotating a rotatable member, and
assembly means for holding the first and second elements
and rotative means in operative position relative to each
other.

3,840,350
FILAMENT-REINFORCED COMPOSITE MATERIAL AND

PROCESS THEREFOR
Robert C. Tucker, Jr., Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Union
Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 2, 1971, Ser. No. 149,176
Int. CI. B32b 1 5100; C23c 7100

U.S. CI. 29-191.2 8 Claims
1. A process for producing filament-reinforced composite

metallic material comprising:

a. arranging filaments in such a way as to produce a skeleton
form wherein the spacings between adjacent filaments are
void;

b. selecting at least two metallic powders from at least one
of the groups consisting of elemental metals, metal alloys
and metal compounds, and wherein said metals and the
metal components of said alloys and compounds are
selected from the group consisting of copper, silicon,

aluminum, titanium, iron, cobalt, magnesium, nickel,
zirconium, beryllium, mangenese, zinc, tin, lead, bismuth
and chromium, which when appropriately mixed and
subjected to a heated pressurized environment can form
an intermediate transient liquid phase during the reaction
diffusion therebetween while a portion of at least one of
the powders remains in a solid state and upon complete
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reaction/diffusion will produce a substantially homogene-

ous alloy; and

arc-depositing said metallic powders in a (substantial)

unrcacted state onto the skeleton form so as to imbed said

filament comprising said form in the as-deposited metallic

powder matrix to produce said filament-reinforced com-

posite metallic material composed of an array of fila-

ments embedded in said plasma-deposited metallic ma-

trix, said matrix consisting essentially of at least two of

said particulated discrete metallic powders, capable of

reaction/diffusion to produce a substantially homogene-

ous solid alloy matrix.

3,840,351

STRIP BRIQUET BREAKER
LeRoy S. Harris, Rolling Meadows; Stanislaw Synowiec, Chi-

cago, and Stan E. Dybczak, Des Plaines, all of III., assignors

to K-G Industries, Inc., Rosemont, III.

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,596The portion of the term

of this patent subsequent to Jan. 30, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. B30b / 1 100: B29f 3100

L.S. CI. 44-13 13 Claims

1. In briquetting and compacting constructions wherein

material is fed between opposed forming means and is thereby

formed into lengths of compacted material, said lengths issu-

ing from an outlet defined by the formmg means, and includ-

ing means for dividing said lengths into separate pieces, the

improvement in said dividing means comprising a shoe posi-

tioned immediately adjacent said outlet, a surface portion

defined by said shoe located in the path of movement of said

lengths, engagement of a length with said surface portion

operating to deflect said length out of said path of movement,

and mcluding a separate engagmg surface, the deflection

imparted to said lengths by said surface portion driving said

lengths against said engaging surface whereby said lengths

fracture resulting in the division of the lengths into separate

pieces, said separate engaging surface comprising a plate, a

support for said plate, and 3eans for imparting vibrations to

said support and associated plate whereby said lengths are

driven against a vibrating surface.

3,840.352

METHOD AND COMPOSITION FOR TREATING HIGH
POLR POINT OILS LNDER LOW AMBIENT

TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS
John W. Scheffel, Fuilerton, Calif., assignor to Union Oil Com-

pany of California, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mav 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258.030

Int. CI. CIOI 1118

U.S. CI. 44—62 22 Claims

I, An additive composition for use in treating wax contain-

ing oils, which comprises an admixture of about 1 to 20 weight

percent of a copolymer of ethylene and a monoethylenically

unsaturated ester characterized by the formula;

R-C\
0-Ri

wherein ( I ) R is hydrogen or an alkyl group containing from

about I to 25 carbon atoms and R, is a vinyl or allyl group, or

( 2 ) R is an a, /3 -unsaturated alkylene and R, is an a'kyi group

containing about I to 25 carbon atoms, about 5 to 25 weight

percent of monohydroxy phenols having molecular weights

below about 300, and at least about 55 weij,lit percent of

liquid hydrocarbon solvent containing a substantial propor-

tion of cyclic hydrocarbon compounds.

3,840,353

PROCESS FOR GASIFYING GRANULATED
CARBONACEOUS FUEL

Arthur M. Squires, 245 W. 104th St., New York, N.Y. 10025

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 167,686, July 30, 1971,

abandoned. This application May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,432

Int. ri.ClOj i/46,i/54

U.S. CI. 48—203 10 Claims

A?-»^ je Jjvtf-

\. A process for gasifying a granulated carbonaceous fuel,

comprising:

a. supplying a granulated carbonaceous fuel to a vessel

housing contiguous upper and lower fluidized bed zones

which are at a temperature between about 1 ,900° and

2,100°F, said upper zone comprising a fast fluidized bed

of tine particles and said lower zone comprising a slow

fluidized bed of large particles,

b. supplying a gasification medium as fluidizing gas to said

lower zone, said gasification medium being selected from

the group of gas mixtures comprising oxygen and steam,

air and steam, air and combustion products containing

carbon dioxide, and air,

c. withdrawing products of the gasification of said fuel

together with said fine particles from substantially the top

of said upper zone, separating said products of gasifica-

tion from said fine particles in a cyclone separator, dis-

charging said separated products of gasification, causing

said separated fine particles to flow from said cyclone

separator into a standpipe, said standpipe conducting said

fine particles into a region in which said fine particles arc

maintained in a slow fluidized state, and causing said fine

particles to flow from said region into substantially the

bottom of said upper zone at a rate sufficient to maintain

a fast fluidized state in said upper zone, and
d. bringing said fine particles intermittently into contact

with a gas rich in steam or carbon dioxide and containing

substantially no hydrogen or carbon monoxide.

3,840,354

THREE-STAGE GASIFICATION OF COAL
Ernest E. Donath, St. Croix, V.I., assignor to The United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Interior,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,333

Int. CI. C10J.J//6
U.S. CI. 48—202 8 Claims

1. A process for gasitying coal comprising,

introducing a partially gasified recycle char into a tlrst

gasification zone,

introducing oxygen and steam into said first gasification

zone,

reacting said oxygen and steam with said partially gasified

recycle char at a pressure of at least 50 atmospheres to

produce a first zone synthesis gas comprising hydrogen
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and oxides of carbon and a molten slag formed from a

molten ash of said partially gasified char,

introducing said first zone synthesis gas and said molten slag

into a second gasification zone below said first zone,

introducing coal and steam into said second gasification

zone,

reacting said coal, steam, first zone synthesis gas and molten

slag in said second gasification zone at a pressure of at

least 50 atmospheres to produce a second zone product

comprising solidified slag and a second zone partially

gasified char entrained in a second zone product gas

comprising methane, hydrogen and oxides of carbon,

introducing said second zone product gas and said second

zone partially gasified char into a third gasification zone,

forming in said third gasification zone a fluidized bed of

said second zone partially gasified char in a fluidizing

stream of said second zone product gas,

reacting said second zone partially gasified char in said third

gasification zone with said second zone product gas in

"S

J
\

I
«TIfc|l 1

trk u*
:ncmm« j-m

said third gasification zone to produce a third zone par-

tially gasified char entrained in a third zone product gas

comprising methane, hydrogen and oxides of carbon,

removing from said third gasification zone said third zone
partially gasified char entrained in said third zone product

gas,

separating said third zone partially gasified char from said

third zone product gas,

mixing said third zone partially gasified char with steam to

produce said partially gasified recycle char,

recycling said partially gasified recycle char to said first

gasification zone,

purifying said third zone product gas separated from said

third zone partially gasified char to remove carbon diox-

ide, hydrogen sulfide and other impurities to produce a

purified third zone product gas, and

mcthanating the purified third zone product gas to produce
a fuel gas containing at least 70 percent methane by

volume.

3,840,355

PARTIAL OXIDATION OF HYDROCARBONS TO
SYNTHESIS GAS

William B. Crouch, Whittier, Calif., assignor to Texaco Inc.,

New York, N.Y.

Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 266,935

Int. CI. C07c 1102

U.S. CI. 48-212 8 Claims
1. A process for producing gaseous mixtures comprising

principally hydrogen and carbon monoxide comprising simul-

taneously introducing into the reaction zone of a free-flow

unpacked noncatalytic gas generator a free-oxygen containing

gas, a liquid hydrocarbonaceous fuel, and a methane-rich gas

comprising at least 22 mole percent methane; said free-oxygen

containing gas comprising 0.6 to 1 .2 atoms of free oxygen per

atom of carbon in the fuel and from about 0.25 to 0.75 parts

by weight of said methane-rich gas are introduced into the

reaction zone for each part by weight of said liquid-

hydrocarbonaceous fuel; reacting said materials by partial

oxidation in said reaction zone in the absence of externally

supplied water at an autogenous temperature in the range of

about 1.500° to 3,500Tand at a pressure in the range of about
1 to 250 atmospheres; and removing from said reaction zone
a product gas stream comprising H2, CO, H2O, CO, and partic-

ulate carbon in the amount of about 0.0 1 to 30 percent by

weight of carbon in the liquid hydrocarbon; wherein the re-

ducing ratio (moles Hj-t-CO/HjO-l-COj) of said product gas is

at least about 10.

3,840,356

CATALYST AND PROCESS FOR STEAM REFORMING OF
HYDROCARBONS

Philippe Bernusset, Salindres, and Jean-Claude Deumas,
Marly-Le-Roi, both of France, assignors to Produits Chi-

miques Pechiney-Saint Gobain, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France

Filed Apr. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 136,573

Claims priority, application France, May 5, 1970, 70.16317

int. CI. ClOk 3106

U.S. CI. 48—214 14 Claims

1. A catalyst for use in steam reforming of hydrocarbons
consisting essentially of a solid solution of nickel oxide in

magnesia wherein the molar ratio of nickel oxide to magnesia

is within the range of 0. 1 to 1 .0: 1 agglomerated with an alumi-

nous cement, with the solid solution of nickel oxide in magne-

sia having been formed prior to admixture with the aluminous

cement and having a surface area within the range of 0.5 to 10

mVg, said solid solution constituting from 30 to 60 percent by
weight of the catalyst.

3,840,357
ROTARY GRINDING WHEEL AND ITS METHOD OF

MANUFACTURING
Yozo Shimizu, 10-22-Funabori 5, Chome. Tokvo. Japan

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,702
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 27, 1971, 46-65706

Int. CI. B24d / 1 100: C08g 51112

U.S. CL 51-297 9 Claims

1. A rotary grinding wheel comprising a plurality of super-

posed mutually sintered together layers of grinding material,

and a layer of reinforcing fabric secured by a thermosetting

resin along each outerface of said wheel whereby self-dressing

action occurs in a region adjacent to the interface between the

layers and forms a plurality of outer leading edges during use.

3,840,358

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING GLASS FIBERS HAVING
INSULATING MATERIAL WITH A REFRACTORY

FABRIC
James Whitfield, Jr., Anderson, S.C., assignor to Owens-

Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio
Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,305

Int. CI. C03bi 7/02

U.S. CI. 65-1 6 Claims

1. Apparatus for supply of heat-softened mineral material

comprising:

a feeder having side walls and a bottom wall with orifices

formed therein through which streams of heat-softened

mineral material may flow;
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support means for the feeder, such support means being in

spaced apart relationship with the side walls at the bottom

of the side walls;

a refractory insulating material filling the space at the bot-

tom of the side walls between the feeder and the support

means, the refractory material encompassing the side

walls of the feeder and providing supporting connection

mal radiation from below its surface, comprising presenting a

radiation absorbing surface to the material, maintaining that

surface at a temperature at which there is a nett absorption of

radiation from the material, developing at least one zone of

hot gas flow against the material surface, the gas being heated

^
At-

rs4 ^ *?i
^ ^-^K

between such feeder and support means; and

a fabric of heat resistant material covering at least a portion

of the bottom surface of the refractory insulating material

between the feeder and the support means, the fabric

being suitably attached at opposite sides of the covered

bottom surface of the refractory material and being in

reinforcing relation with the refractory material.

3,840,359

PREPARATION OF HYDRATED ALKALI METAL
SILICATE FLAKES

Frank J. Lazet, Media, Pa., assignor to Philadelphia Quart/

Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,702

Int. CI. C03b 37106-, C03c 3104

U.S. CI. 65-5 4 Claims

1. In the process for producing soluble glass in fine particu-

late form by attenuating a sheet of molten silicate glass com-

prising the steps of passing a molten glass ribbon across a

narrow horizontal slit-like nozzle with a pressurized stream

passing through said nozzle, the improvement wherein said

molten glass is a binary glass which has a viscosity of 800 to

1000 Poises, a ribbon thickness of less than 0.25 inch, and a

1.5 to 4,0:1.0 mole ratio of SiOj to alkali metal oxide, and

utilizing water at 100 to 1600 psig passed through said nozzle

at a rate of 5 - 25 gallons per minute as the force to simulta-

neously cool, break-up and hydrate said molten glass resulting

in iridescent flake formation, said flakes having a thickness of

0.001 to 0.00025 inch, a diameter of 0.5 to 0.02 inch and

being hydrated to at least 4 and up to 25 percent on a weight

basis, the percent of hydration being controlled by the water

introduced through the nozzle, essentially all of said water

being combined with said flakes as water of hydration.

3,840,360|

METHOD OF THERMALLY CONDITIONING HOT
MATERIALS

Donald Curtis Wright, Bolton; Kenneth Noel Hardcastle, Ec-

cleston, and Paul Arthur Brereton, Liverpool, all of England,

assignors to Pilkington Brothers Limited, Liverpool, En-

gland

Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,623

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 9, 1971,

32453/71
Int. CI. C03b 25\04

U.S. CI. 65— 119 7 Claims

1. A method of controlling, during cooling, the thermal

condition of hot material in sheet-like form which emits ther-

^i^^pygy^.^--^
2d

to a temperature above the surface temperature of the mate-

rial whereby the gas supplies heat to the material surface, and

regulating the heat transfer between the material surface and

the hot gas and thereby the temperature gradient existing

through the material as it cools.

3,840,361

HERBICIDES
Arnold D. Gutman, Berkeley, Calif., assignor to Stauffer

Chemical Company, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 17,954, March 9, 1970, Pat. No.

3,692,882. This application June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,161

Int. CI. AOln 9136

U.S. CI. 71—87 10 Claims

1. A herbicidal composition comprising an effective amount

of a compound having the formula

R—O S

Mlp— s

Ri CNCN
RjS

wherein R is alkyl containing 1 through 5 carbon atoms; R, is

selected from the group consisting of alkyl containing 1

through 5 carbon atoms and alkoxy containing 1 through 5

carbon atoms; X is selected from the group consisting of O
and S; and Rj is selected from the group consisting of alkyl

containing 1 through 5 carbon atoms and an inert carrier.

3,840,362

HERBICIDAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING AN
ALANINE DERIVATIVE AND A 4-NITRODIPHENYL

ETHER
Roy Y. Yih, Doyleston, Pa., assignor to Rohm and Haas Com-

pany, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,251

Int. CI. AOln 9120

U.S. CI. 71-111 2 Claims

1. A herbicidal composition consisting essentially of a herbi-

cidally effective amount of an admixture of component (A)

the ethyl ester of N-bcnzoyl-N-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)alanine

and component (B) 2,4-dichlorophenyl 4-nitrophenyl ether or

2,4,6-trichlorophenyl 4-nitrophenyl ether wherein the weight

ratio of component A to component B is 1:1.

3,840,363

FLUIDIZATION OF PARTICULATE SOLIDS
Theodore M. Engie, Abingdon, Va., assignor to Hydrocarbon

Research, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 10,898, Feb. 12, 1970, abandoned.

This application May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,878
Int. CI. C21b im

U.S. CI. 75-26 4 Claims

1. The method of transferring particulate solids from a

fluidized zone surmounting a perforated distributor through
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which a gas flows upwardly to a lower fluidized zone, similarly
supported, against a continuously upflowing gas while avoid-
ing hold-up of particles on the distributor; which comprises,

a. opening a restricted orifice through the perforated dis-

tributor thereby forming a cone of solids having its apex
at the orifice;

b. simultaneously superimposing a separate gas stream

V.vv;<v./-Ore

68

70

directly and upwardly through other perforations in the dis-

tributor remote from the restricted orifice and directly under
the remaining bed of solids;

c. whereby fluidization of the solids remote from the re-

stricted orifice is maintained thereby preventing slough-
ing and increasing the amount of solids which pass
through the restricted orifice when open.

3,840,364

METHODS OF REFINING METAL ALLOYS
Merton C. Flemings, Lexington; Robert Mehrabian, Cam-

bridge, and Dale R. Geiger, Boston, all of Mass., assignors to

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.
Filed Jan. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 221,796

Int. CI. C22b 7100
U.S. CI. 75-63 13 Claims

1. A process for refining a metal alloy, that comprises heat-
ing the alloy to form a mixture, part liquid and part solid,

vigorously agitating the entire liquid-solid mixture thus
formed in such a manner as to create shear type strains therein
to produce a slurry containing liquid and primary solid, the
solid being uniformly distributed throughout the liquid con-
trolling the heat transfer to and from the mixture, the rate of
heat transfer and the agitating acting in combination to estab-
lish the percent liquid and the percent primary solid of the
slurry, and separating the liquid portion of the slurry from the
primary solid portion thereof, said rate of heat transfer and
said agitating being maintained during said separating to main-
tain the mixture in the slurry form and to maintain the desired
percent liquid and percent primary solid in the slurry.

3,840,365
METAL RECOVERY PROCESS

Kenneth W. Hammes, Sr.; Kenneth W. Hammes, Jr.; Timothy
L. Hammes, all of P.O. Box 551, Sedona, Ariz. 86336, and
Paul Kayser, Houston, Tex., assignors to said Kayser assor.
to said Keneth W. Hammes, Kenneth W. Hammes, Jr., and
Timothy L. Hammes
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 31,740, April 24, 1970,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

706,099, Feb. 16, 1968, abandoned. This application Sept. 27,
1971, Ser. No. 184,029

Int. CI. C22b 11104, 15108, 61/04
U.S. CI. 75- 101 R 2 Claims

1. Method for recovery from ores of one or more metals
selected from the group consisting of copper, uranium, gold,
and silver, comprising leaching an ore with an aqueous leach
solution containing one or more salts formed from one or
more acids selected from the group consisting of HCI, HsSO^,
and HNO3 and one or more bases selected from the group
consisting of the alkali metal hydroxides and the alkaline earth
metal hydroxides and ammonium hydroxide with water, and
containing a controlled excess of said one or more acids
whereby the pH of said leach solution is in the range from
about pH = 2 to about pH = 4, to dissolve metal from the ore,
contacting said metal-containing leach solution with spaced
metal plate means to which no external current or voltage is

applied formed of metal selected from the group consisting of
the metals from magnesium to lead, inclusive, in the elec-

tromotove series of metals according to chemical activity to

deposit said ore metal on said metal plate means, control of
the pH of the leach solution in the stated range causing deposi-
tion of a greater than stoichiometric amount of ore metal on
said metal plate means relative the amount of plate metal
dissolved in the leach solution.

3,840,366
PRECIPITATION HARDENING STAINLESS STEEL

Toshinari Hirayama, Kokubunji; Masahiko Ogirima, Tokyo;
Hideharu Ohara, Tokyo, an(| Nobuo Nakamura, Tokyo, all

of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd. and Hitachi Metals, Ltd.,

both of Tokyo, Japan, part interest to each
Continuation-in-part of Ser. ido. 830,619, June 5, 1969,

abandoned. This application May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,274
Claims priority, application Japan, June 10, 1968, 43-39414

Int. CI. C22c 37/10, 39/20
U.S. CI. 75-124 8 Claims

19
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1. A martensitic precipitation-hardening stainless steel ca-
pable of being transformed to a substantially martensitic struc-
ture by cold working which consists essentially of

6.50 - 7.75% by weight of Ni.

16-18% by weight of Cr,

0. 1 5- 1 .5% by weight of Nb,
0.1-1.0% by weight of Al,

not more than 0.1 7f by weight of C,
not more than 1.4% by weight of Si,

not more than 1 .5% by weight of Mn,
and the balance being unavoidable impurities and Fe, the
proportions of Ni and Cr being so selected and arranged that
a substantially transformable austenitic structure or a consid-
erable amount of retained austenitic structure prevails after
solution heat treatment, and said austenitic structure is trans-
formed to said substantially martensitic structure when a cold
working is applied thereto.
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3,840,367

TOOL ALLOY COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS OF
FABRICATION

Erwin Rudy, 15750 N.W. Oak Hill Dr., Beaverton, Oreg.

97005
Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,013

Int. CI. C22c 29100

U.S. CI. 75—203 10 Claims

0%, -C'.. let W4 i'Ti. 5C% 6:%

3,840,370

CONTROLLING AFTER-HARDENING IN HARDENABLE
HYDROPHILIC COLLOIDS

Dale S. Dallon, and Mary K. Deseyn, both of Rochester, N.Y.,

assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,967

Int. CI. G03c 1130

U.S. CI. 96—67 5 Claims

1. In a photographic element comprising a support and at

least one layer comprising photosensitive silver halide and at

least one layer comprising a reaction product of

i. at least one hardenable hydrophilic colloid, and

ii. a hardener composition in a concentration sufficient to

increase the melting point of said hydrophilic colloid at

least about 5°C;

the improvement which comprises using as said hardener

composition a combination of

a. diacrylamide and

b. l,7-dichloro-3,3,5.5-tetraoxo-3,5-dithiaheptane; the

weight ratio of a or /? in said hardener composition being

from about 5:1 to about 1:5.

I K .ri,»i,ic.

1. A composition of material comprising sintered carbide-

binder metal in which said carbide has titanium and molybde-

num as its base metal and has a gross composition falling

within the area EFGH of FIG. 1, and in which said binder is

selected from the iron group metals and comprises between 5

and 25 weight percent of the composition.

3,840,368

PHOTOCONDUCTIVE LAYER WITH OVERCOAT OF
DYE SENSITIZER

Mitsusuke Ikeda; Hisanao Sato, both of Osaka; Etsuko Torii,

Kyoto; Kazuhisa Morimoto, and Yo Hasegawa, both of

Osaka, all of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Indus-

trial Co., Ltd., Kadoma, Osaka, Japan
Filed Oct. 1. 1971, Ser. No. 185,658

Int. CI. G03g 5/06

U.S. CI. 96— 1.5 24 Claims

1. An electrophotographic element comprising in the fol-

lowing order a conductive support, an organic insulating layer

on said conductive support and a sensitizing organic layer on

said organic insulating layer, said organic insulating layer

having no sensitizers included therein and comprising a poly-

N-alkenylcarbazole, said sensitizing organic layer consisting

essentially of an organic dye sensitizer.

3,840,369

PRESENSITIZED PRINTING PLATES
Daniel J. Carlick, Northbrook, III.; Frank Marra, Wayne, N.J.,

and Gerhard E. Sprenger, North Stonington, Conn., assign-

ors to Sun Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 850,633, Aug. 15, 1969,

abandoned. This application Nov. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 197.510

Int. CI. G03f 7102

U.S. CI. 96— 33 11 Claims

1. A presensitized printing plate comprising a support and

a photopolymerizable composition thereon consisting of (a)

about 1 5-99 parts of at least one product of the reaction of

( 1 ) a polyfunctional polyethylenically unsaturated monomeric

ester having free hydroxyl groups and formed by the reaction

of an ethylcnically unsaturated acid and a polyhydric alcohol

with (2) an organic isocyanate, the isocyanate-modified ester

product a having free hydroxyl groups, and (b) about 1-85

parts of at least one photoinitiator.

3,840.371

SILVER HALIDE-CONTAINING PHOTOGRAPHIC
MATERIAL

Toshimasa Usami; Ikutaro Horie; Kunio Ishigaki; Takushi

Miyazako, and Shinji Sakaguchi, all of Kanagawa, Japan.

assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Filed June 15. 1973, Ser. No. 370,571

Claimspriority. application Japan. June 15, 1972,47-59743

Int. CI. G03c 1102

U.S. CI. 96—67 17 Claims

1. A photographic silver halide-conlaining light-sensitive

material characterized by having at least one non-

photosensitive surface layer containing at least one polymer

containing as its recurring unit at least one monoester of an

aliphatic polyhydric alcohol with acrylic acid or methacrylic

acid.

3,840.372

PHOTOGRAPHIC ELEMENT FOR PRODUCTION OF AN
IMMEDIATE READ-OUT AS WELL AS A PERMANENT

IMAGE
Francis J. Farren. Vestal, and Richard L. Benjamin, Bingham-

ton, both of N.Y., assignors to GAF Corporation, New York,

N.Y.

Filed Dec. 17. 1971, Ser. No. 209.358

Int. CI. G03c 1176. 3100

U.S. CI. 96—68 1 Claim

1. Light-sensitive photographic material having, on a base

sheet, a single light-sensitive layer consisting essentially of an

admixture of a light-sensitive silver halide print-out emulsion

capable of yielding photolytically a visible image immediately

upon exposure to actinic radiation and a light-sensitive deve-

loping-out silver halide emulsion containing a preponderance

of silver chloride capable of forming a latent image upon such

exposure, such latent image being susceptible to subsequent

development to render it visible, the weight ratio of the solids

of said print-out emulsion to those of said developing-out

emulsion being approximately 3:2 to 4:2, and the amount of

silver in said layer being from 2 to 5 g. per square meter.

3,840,373

GREEN SENSITIVE SILVER HALIDE PHOTOGRAPHIC
EMULSION

Keisuke Shiba; Masanao Hinata; Yasushi Oishi, and Yo-
shinobu Yoshida, all of Kanagawa, Japan, assignors to Fuji

Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan
Filed Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,541

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 1, 1970, 45-1061 13

Int. CI. G03c 1140. I/IO. 1114

U.S. CI. 96-77 8 Claims

1. In a silver photographic emulsion for photographic sensi-

tive material containing dye developers suitable for the diffu-
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sion transfer method, the improvement which comprises said alkoxycarbonylamino group, Y9 is a member selected from the

photographic emulsion containing a green sensitizer compris-

ing the combination of at least one of the sensitizing dyes

represented by the formula (I):

Yi \

Y3

K

=C1I—C-^CII-

,0\

\\n/

K2

-Ys

Yc

(X-)a-l

(1)

group consisting of a hydrogen atom, a lower alkyl group, a

halogen atom, a hydroxyl group and an alkoxy group, Y,„ is a

member selected from the group consisting of a hydrogen

atom, a lower alkyl group, a halogen atom, an alkoxy group,

a phenyl group, a p-sulphophenyl group, a carboxyl group, an

alkoxycarbonyl group, a cyano group and a trifluoromethyl

group, Y,, is a member selected from the group consisting of

a hydrogen atom and an atomic grouping which is connected

to Y,,i to form a benzene ring, Yi, and Y,u may be connected

to form a benzene ring with the proviso that both Y9 with Y,,,

and Y,u with Y,, do not form at the same time a benzene ring,

and R,, R2, X and n have the same meanings as in formula (I).

wherein R is a member selected from the group consisting of

a hydrogen atom and lower alkyl group, Y , and Y4 each reprc-

-sent a member selected from the group consisting of a hydro-

gen atom, a lower alkyl group a halogen atom, a hydroxyl

group, an alkoxy group, an amino group, an acylamido group,

an acyloxyl group, a carbalkoxy group and an alkoxycar-

bonylamino group, \ i and Y5 each represent a member se-

lected from the group consisting of a hydrogen atom, a lower

alkyl group, a halogen atom, a hydroxyl group, an alkoxy

group, an amino group, an acylamido group, an acyloxy

group, a carbalkoxy group, an alkoxycarbonylamino group
and a phenyl group, Y3 and Y^ each represent a member
selected from the group consisting of a hydrogen atom and an

atomic grouping necesssary for the formation of a benzene

ring by the connection of Y3 with Yj or of Yg with Yj, Yj and

Ys each can be connected with Y, or Yj, respectively, to form

a benzene ring with the proviso that both Y3 with Yj and Y,
and Y, do not form at the same time a benzene ring and both

Yg with Y5 and Y5 with Y4 do not form at the same time a

benzene ring, R, and Rj each represent a member selected

from the group consisting of an alkyl group and a substituted

alkyl group which is used in general for cyanine dyes, and at

least one of said R, and said R2 is an alkyl group containing a

member selected from the group consisting of carboxy and

sulfo group, X represents an anion and ai is 1 or 2, such that

n = I when said dye forms an intramolecular salt; and at least

one of the sensitizing dyes represented by the following for-

mula (II):

Y7_/v
Y8'A/

=CII—CII=CH-!/
o\

I I

R2 Yii

-Y9

-Yio

(II)

wherein R3 is a member selected from the group consisting of

a lower alkyl group and an allyl group, Y7 is a member se-

lected from the group consisting of a hydrogen atom and a

halogen atom, Y„ is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, an alkoxy group, an

amino group, an acylamido group, an acyloxyl group and an

3,840,374

MOTION PICTURE FILM HAVING A MAGNETIC STRIPE
August Jean Van Paesschen, Antwerpen. and Joseph Antoine

Herbots, Edegem,, Belgium, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert N.V.,

Mortsel, Belgium

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,487

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 25, 1971,

3101/71

Int. CI. G03c 1184

U.S. CI. 96—84 4 Claims

1. Multilayer motion picture film material comprising a

support, at least one light-sensitive emulsion layer and at the

opposite side of said support an antihalation layer comprising

an alkali-soluble polymeric binder containing free carboxyl

groups and capable of being detached from said support in the

presence of an alkaline medium, and deposited upon said

antihalation layer stripes of a coating composition of magne-

tizable material dispersed in an alkali-insoluble binder in

admixture with an organic compound containing at least two

aldehyde groups reactive with the carboxyl groups of said

polymeric binder.

3,840,375

PHOTOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS COMPRISING
MEROCARBOCYANINE FILTER DYES

Frederick J. Sauter, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,028

Int. CI. G03c 1184

U.S. CI. 96—84 R 8 Claims

1. A photographic element comprising a support having

thereon at least one layer containing a light-sensitive material

and at least one layer containing a merocarbocyanine filter

dye having the formula

o-Av''

Xa\n
CH-CH=f

O^ CHj

wherein R, represents a lower alkyl group, an aryl group, a

cyanoalkyi group, or an acylalkyl group and G represents a

hydrogen or a sulfamoyi group, at least one of the groups R,

and G being an electron withdrawing group.

3,840,376

SUPERSENSITIZED COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC
MATERIAL

Keisuke Shiba; Masanao Hinata; Yasushi Oishi; Yoshinosu

Yoshida, and Akira Sato, all of No. 210, Nakanuma,

Minami, Ashigara-machi. Ashigara-Kamigun, Kanagawa.

Japan
Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,691

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 30, 1971, 46-28793

Int. CI. G03c 1110. 1114

U.S. CI. 96—99 26 Claims

1. A photosensitive material for use in a silver diffusion

transfer process, which comprises a green-sensitive silver
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halide photographic emulsion coated on a support and having

an azo or an anthraquinone dye developer of the type used in

silver diffusion transfer processes in said emulsion or in a

photographic layer adjacent said emulsion, said emulsion

containing, in combination, at least one of the sensitizing dyes

represented by the formula I

October 8, 1974
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"" >

Zi C=CH—sx + /v

1
R:

Ri(Xr)ii.-i General Formula (I)

=CH-CH=CH-(

k
A/~-Yi

(D

(Xr)n-l

wherein R„ Rj, R3 and R4 are each selected from the group

consisting of an alkyl group, an araikyl group, and an allyl

group, at least one of R, and Rj being an alkyl group contain-

ing a carboxy group or a sulfo group; Y, and Y3 are each

selected from the group consisting of a hydrogen atom and a

halogen atom; Y2 and Y4 are each selected from the group

consisting of a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, an alkoxy

group, an amino group, an acylamido group, an acyloxy

group, an alkoxycarbonylamino group, a cyano group, a triflu-

oromethyl group, an alkylsulfonyl group, a sulfamyl group, an

alkylaminosulfonyl group, an alkoxycarbonyl group, a mor-

pholinosulfonyl group and a piperidinosulfonyl group; X,

represents an anion; n is an integer of from 1 to 2, the sensitiz-

ing dye forming an intramolecular salt when n is I ; and at least

one of the sensitizing dyes represented by the formula (II)

wherein Z, represents a non-metallic atomic group necessary

for forming a benzothiazole nucleus or a benzoselenazole

nucleus; Z2 represents a non-metallic atomic group necessary

for forming a benzene nucleus; R, and R2 each represent ah

alkyl group having from one to about six carbon atoms, a

substituted lower alkyl group conventionally used in cyanine

dyes selected from the group consisting of a sulfoalkyl group,

a hydroxy sulfoalkyl group, a sulfoalkoxyalkyl group, a sulfoa-

rylalkyl group, a sulfoalkyl amino alkyl group, a sulfoalk-

ylamido alkyl group, and a sulfoalkylthioalkyl group, or an

aliphatic hydrocarbon group having an unsaturated bond; X,"

represents an anion and m is 1 or 2, said m being 1 when the

dye forms an intramolecular salt; and at least one of the sensi-

tizing dyes represented by the General Formula (11)

l-CH=

(Xr)p-i

(II)

wherein Y is selected from the group consisting of a sulfur

atom and a selenium atom; Z and Z, each represents a divalent

group necessary to form an unsubstituted benzene ring or a

benzene ring substituted with at least one substituent selected

from the group consisting of a halogen atom, a hydroxy group,

an alkyl group, and an alkoxy group; R5 and Rs are each

selected from the group consisting of an alkyl group, at least

one of R5 and R^ being an alkyl group having a carboxy group

or a sulfo group; X., is an anion, p is an integer of from 1 to 2,

said sensitizing dye of formula (11) forming an intramolecular

salt when p is 1

.

3,840,377

SUPERSENSITIZED SILVER HALIDE PHOTOGRAPHIC
EMULSIONS

Keisuke Shiba; Haruo Takei; Minora Sonoda; Nobuaki

Miyasaka; Akira Sato, and Akira Ogawa, all of Kanagawa,

Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa,

Japan
Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,041

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 23, 1971, 46-

16424
Int. CI. G03c 1114

L.S. CI. 96— 124 10 Claims

1. A silver halide photographic emulsion containing a super-

sensitizing amount of the combination comprising at least one

of the sensitizing dyes represented by the following General

Formula (I)

Rs
I

N

/ Y \Z3 C=CH-CH=CH—

C

I! Z«

I
N ^-

R3(X2-)n-l
R«

General Formula (II)

wherein Z3 represents a benzoxazole nucleus, L^ represents a

non-metallic atomic group necessary for forming a benzene

nucleus; R3 and R4 each represents an alkyl group having from

one to about six carbon atoms, a substituted alky! group con-

ventionally used in cyanine dyes selected from the group

consisting of an alkoxyalkyl group, an alkallyl group, an arai-

kyl group, an acetoxyalkyl group, a carboalkoxyalkyl group,

an arylmercaptoalkyl group, an aryloxyalkyi group, a

hydroxysulfoalkoxyalkyi group and a carbamylalkyl group, an

araikyl group for an aliphatic hydrocarbon group having an

unsaturated bond; at least one of said R3 and R4 being an alkyl

group having at least one of a sulfo group, a carboxyl group

or a hydroxyl group; R5 represents an alkyl group having from

one to about six carbon atoms, a substituted alkyl group con-

ventionally used in cyanine dyes, selected from the group

consisting of an araikyl group, a hydroxyalkyl group, and an

acetoxyalkyl group, an aryl group, or an unsaturated aliphatic

hydrocarbon group; X2~ represents an anion; and n is 1 or 2;

said n being 1 when the dye forms an intramolecular salt, and

said emulsion having a high sensitivity to the radiation emitted

from a green fluorescent substance and having a high stability

to a safety light.

3,840,378

INSULATIVE COATINGS FOR ELECTRICAL STEELS
James D. Evans, Middletown, Ohio, assignor to Armco Steel

Corporation, Middletown, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 39,649, May 22, 1970,

abandoned. This application Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,344

Int. CI. C23f 7110

U.S. CI. 106—14 6 Claims

1. A composition for forming an insulative coating directly

on oriented silicon steel for electrical uses and an oriented
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silicon steel having a mill glass thereon, said composition 3,840,381
comprising an aqueous solution having a Mg/PO^ ratio of from TITANIUM COATED PIGMENTS
about 0.6 to about 1.5, said solution consisting essentially of Akira Watanabe, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nikon Kogen
an aqueous solution of phosphoric acid, magnesia, and at least Ko^yo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Cohtinuation-in-part of Ser. No. 86,628, Nov. 3, 1970,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

808,609, March 19, 1969, abandoned. This application July

12, 1972, Ser. No. 271,119
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 28, 1968, 43-

019737

Int. CI. C09c H28
U.S. CI. 106-291 9 Claims

1. A method of making a highly lusirous nacreous pigment
consisting essentially of substantially uniform crystalline plate-

lets, the individual platelets consisting of:

1. a substrate of transparent to translucent single crystals of

barium sulfate having a diameter of 5-200 pi and a thick-

ness of 0.05-1.0 ^, and

2. a uniform transparent to translucent outer coating of

titanium dioxide attached to said barium sulfate crystal,

the thickness of said outer coating being 500-20,000 A,

said pigment being made by the steps comprising;

a. adding substantially uniform barium sulfate crystals,

prepared from a dilute aqueous solution having a bar-

ium salt concentration of less than 0. 1 mole per liter to

an acidic aqueous solution of titanium tetrachloride, a

titanium ester or a titanium salt, the concentration of

the titanium compound being between 5-60 per cent

by weight, based on the weight of the hydrolysis solu-

tion,

b. maintaining the resulting solution at a temperature

between 20*^. and the boiling point of the solution for

a time sufficient to effect hydrolysis and to attach to the

surface of the barium sulfate crystals a hydrous coating

of titanium oxide having a thickness between
500-20,000 A, and

c. drying and calcining the resulting crystals to convert

the hydrous titanium oxide to a lustrous thin film of

titanium dioxide.

one substance chosen from the class consisting of sulfuric

acid, nitric acid and magnesium salts thereof, said substance
being present in an amount sufficient for said solution to have
a pH of from about 0.5 to about 3.0.

3,840,379

GLASS COMPOSITIONS
Warren W. Wolf, Columbus,, Ohio, assignor to Owens-
Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo,, Ohio

No Drawing. Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,613
Int. CI. C03c \3100; C04b 31106

U.S. CI. 106-50 o riaims

1. Fiberizable, alkali-resistant, glass compositions consisting

essentially by weight of

Percent

SiOj
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providing from 0.1 to 2 weight parts, dry basis, of oleo-

philic material selected from the class consisting of the

members of the following groups: (I) the oleophilic

amines; (II) the oleophilic carboxylic acids and their

alkali metal and ammonium salts; (III) the oleophilic

carboxylic acid salts of aluminum, zinc, the alkaline earth

metals, and such with ammonium hydroxide; (IV) the

oleophilic amine carboxylates; (V) the oleophilic quater-

nary ammonium compounds; (VI) the oleophilic hydroxy

compounds; (VII) the combinations of 2 or more mem-
bers of the foregoing groups; and from to 1 weight part

of polyol dry basis;

3,840,384

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR COATING PLASTICS FILM
Grahame Melvin Reade, Wheathampstead, and Alan Charles

Vtney, Welwyn Garden City, both of England, assignors to

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, London, England

Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,523

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 19, 1971,

7296/71

Int. CI. B05c 3112

U.S. CI. 117—8 15 Claims

lrv-;t;^__ IFTT^

e.

providing from to 180 weight parts, dry basis, of carbon

black;

providing from to 45 percent based on the total of (a)

and (c) dry basis, by weight of processing oil;

replacing from to 100 percent of the alkalinity of the

wet pigment provided in (a) by reaction with reactant

selected from the class consisting of members of the

following groups: Group (I) the water soluble salts of

aluminum or zinc; Group (II) the water soluble salts of

alkaline earth metals; Group (III) the water soluble acids;

Group (IV) combinations of 2 or more members selected

from Groups (I), (II) or (111); and

combining the pigment provided by step (e) with the

material provided by steps (b), (c) and (d) to provide the

pigment composition.

O o

1. A method of coating the entire surface of a plastic film

with a flowabic polymeric coating material comprising apply-

ing the flowable polymeric coating material to the film sur-

face, regulating the thickness of the applied polymeric coatmg

material to provide a uniform coating layer on the film surface

by passing the film with the polymeric coating material

thereon past a resilient scraping member a surface of which is

biased towards the film surface under a substantially constant

pressure, the said surface of the scraping member having a

particulate materia! embedded therein and evenly distributed

so as to provide a fine clearance between said surface and the

surface of the plastic film, and thereafter drying the applied

polymeric coating material.

3,840,383

COLORED INORGANIC PIGMENTS
August Bockmann; Peter Kresse, both of Krefeld; Hans Ru-

dolph, Krefeld-Bockum, and Helmut Printzen, Krefled, all of

Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverku-

sen, Germany
Filed Jan. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 322,263

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 20, 1972,

2202527
Int. CI. C09c 1124, 3102

U.S. CI. 106—308 N 4 Claims

1. A floculation-stable colored iron-oxide pigment exhibit-

ing a good resistance to corrosion admixed with about 0.05 to

3 percent by weight of an N,N'-diacyl diamine of the formula

3,840,385

METHOD OF FORMING COLORED COPY OF AN
ORIGINAL

Shigeaki Yoskida, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Co. Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed June 1, 1972. Ser. No. 258,658

Claims priority, application Japan, June 4, 1971, 46-38619

Int. CI. G03g 13108

U.S. CI. 117—17.5 6 Claims

2

3 4i

12 4 13

Ri-C-NH-R-NH-C-Rs

in which

R is an alkylenc radical of from 2 to 10 carbon atoms;

R, is a hydrogen atom or an alky I radical with from 1 to 6

carbon atoms; and

R2 is a hydrogen atom or an alkyl radical with from I to 6

carbon atoms.

:U6

1. A copying method comprising the steps of:

1. Depositing on a latent electrostatic image carried on a
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photoconductive substrate a particle image comprising

fine porous particles of silica or alumina having a mean
grain size from about 0.1 to 500, and having adsorbed

thereon at least one first member of a color forming set

of chemical compounds;
. Bringing the thus formed particle image into face to face

contact with the coated surface of a carrier sheet, said

coating comprising at least one second member of the

color forming set; and

Heating to a temperature which during the period of

contact and heating is not destructive of the photocon-
ductive substrate or the carrier sheet to form a copy of

said particle image on said carrier sheet; said color form-

ing set comprising at least two chemical compounds
which will react with each other to form a colored prod-

uct during the heating period.

3,840,386

METHOD AND SHEET ASSEMBLY FOR PRODUCING
IMAGED TRANSPARENCIES SUITED FOR PROJECTION
Karl Gunnar Svensson, Selma Lagerlofsvag 18 c, 682 00 Filip-

stad, Sweden
Filed July 29, 1971, Ser. No. 167.131

Claims priority, application Sweden, Aug. 17, 1970,

11169/70; Feb. 23, 1971, 2278/71

Int. CI. B41m 5100

U.S. CI. 117-36.1 3 Claims

1. In a sheet assembly for producing an imaged transpar-

ency for projection purposes from a graphic original having

image portions and background portions, comprising a first

support sheet, a transferable layer anchored to one face of

said first support sheet and consisting of colouring matter and
a material of the group consisting of resinous, gluey, oily and
waxy matters, said first support sheet and said transferable

layer forming a donor sheet of the assembly, a transparent

second support sheet, and a transparent auxiliary layer an-

chored to one face of said second support sheet and consisting

of a material of the group consisting of resinous, gluey, oily

and waxy matters, said second support sheet and said auxiliary

layer forming a transparent image-receiving sheet of the as-

sembly, said donor sheet and said image-receiving sheet being

adapted to be disposed with their said layers in face-to-face

contact for imagewisc transfer of parts of said transferable

layer from said donor sheet to said auxiliary layer of said

image-receiving sheet, the improvement consisting in that

colouring matter having low capability of being heated by
absorption of radiation energy is incorporated into said trans-

parent auxiliary layer in even distribution.

3,840,387

MASKING PROCESS BY THERMAL REPELLING OF
COATING

Peter H. Hofer, Berkeley Heights,, N.J., assignor to Union
Carbide Corporatqon, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 1, 1973, Ser. No. 356,201

Int. CI. C23c 13104

U.S. CI. 117-38 8 Claims

Vaporizer

Unit

T

PyrolysiS

Unit

12b.

2a

Deposition

Oamber

I
V

Cold

Trap

"V

Vacuum
Pump

x;

1. A process for preventing any, or any substantial, bridging,

by a condensing coating material during the vapor deposition

coating of an unmasked portion of the surface of a substrate

with said coating material,

of the interface between the unmasked surface of said sub-

strate and the edges of masking means which mask an

area on said surface which is to be maintained free of said

coating material during said coating.

which comprises

maintaining said interface at a temperature at which the

condensation of the coating material is completely pre-

vented or substantially retarded during said coating pro-

cess so as to prevent any, or any substantial, deposition of

said coating material at said interface.

3,840,388

FIRE-RETARDANT TREATMENT OF WOOD LAMINAE
Tibor G. Perlus, Toronto, Ontario, and Walter G. Soroka,

Mississauga, Ontario, both of Canada, assignors to Canadian

Wood Council, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,198

Int. CI. C09k 3128; C09j 5102

U.S. CI. 117—59 22 Claims

vrWEB
nOH MOfSTURQ

(AVERAGE OP \~
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LOW moisture;!
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1. A method for impregnating wood laminae which com-
prises:

selecting wood laminae having a minimum moisture content
of about 70 percent oven dried weight,

subjecting said laminae having a minimum moisture content
of about 70 percent oven dried weight to a treatment
conducted at ambient pressure which comprises succes-
sively:

i. immersing said laminae in a concentrated aqueous
solution of fire-retardant agent maintained at an ele-

vated temperature of about 75° to about 95°C., for a

time sufficient to achieve a loading of the laminae with
said flame retardant agent in an amount of at least 2

lbs. per cubic foot,

ii. withdrawing said laminae from said solution and stor-

ing them in an atmosphere at a temperature in the

range from room temperature to about 97°C. main-
tained above the equilibrium relative humidity of said

aqueous solution for a time sufficient to permit solution

retained by each lamina to diffuse throughout its thick-

ness, and
iii. drying said laminae.

3,840,389
PROCESS FOR COATING REFRACTORY OXIDES

Thaddeus P. Kobylinski, Cheswick, and Brian W. Taylor,
Gibsonia, both of Pa., assignors to Gulf Research & Develop-
ment Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,235
Int. CI. B44d 1/44; BOlj 11112. 11/46, 11/74

U.S. CI. 117-62 17 Claims
1. A process for coating a refractory oxide having a surface

area of about 10m- to about 500m^ per gram with at least one
metal selected from ( 1 ) ruthenium alone, (2) rhodium alone,

(3) ruthenium and rhodium alone and (4) ruthenium and/or
rhodium in combination with at least one of platinum, palla-

dium, osmium or iridium which comprises impregnating said

refractory oxide with a solution containing a salt of at least

one of said metals while maintaining the pH between about
0.7 to about 2.2 to obtain penetration of said solution into the

bulk of said refractory oxide thereby substantially forming a

uniform coating of the outer and the interior surfaces of said
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refractory oxide, thereafter contacting said treated refractory

oxide with HjS at a temperature of about 15° to about 95° C.

tion including the materials to be deposited on contact with

the heated substrate, the steps of forming an aerosol by atom-

izing the solution by ultra-sonic waves, directing this aerosol

toward the heated substrate by a carrier gas, controlling the

quantity of aerosol produced by the power of the ultra-sonic

waves, regulating the size of the droplets of the aerosol by the

i I o I ?
OMMfT£R or rue spume

to precipitate the corresponding metal sulfide throughout said

refractory oxide and drying said refractory oxide containing

the metal sulfide coating.

3,840,390

PHOTOCURING COMPOSITIONS CURED BY LIGHT
IRRADIATION

Haruo Kozu, Oiso-machi; Morio Kimura, and Koichiro Mu-
rata, both of Hiratsuka, all of Japan, assignors to Kansai

Paint Company, Limited, Amagasaki-shi, Hyogo-ken, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 873,069, Oct. 31, 1969,

abandoned. This application Apr. II, 1972, Ser. No. 243,046

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 7, 1968, 43-80937

Int. CI. B44d 1150; C08f 3162

U.S. CL 117—93.31 8 Claims

1. In a method of photocuring a photocuring coating com-

position which comprises applying a photocuring coating

composition to the surface of the object to be coated and

irradiating the thus-coated surface with light to effect the

curing of the composition, the improvement whereby the

photocuring coating composition consists essentially of from

0.05 to 5.0 percent by weight of a photosensitizer blended into

a vinyl monomer solution of an acrylic resin containing unsat-

urated groups, said vinyl monomer solution of acrylic resin

being obtained by polymerizing a polymerizable unsaturated

monomer having an acid anhydride group with a liquid vinyl

monomer or mixture thereof without using a non-polymeriza-

ble organic solvent in the reaction system until about 30 to 70

percent of the monomers are polymerized, then reacting the

thus-obtained polymer with a polymerizable unsaturated vinyl

monomer having a hydroxyl group in such amounts so as to

produce a half ester thereof without using a non-polymeriza-

ble organic solvent in the reaction system.

3,840,391

METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF THIN FILMS BY
LLTRA-SONICALLY VAPORING SOLUTIONS INTO AN

AEROSOL
Jean Spitz. Gieres, and Jean-Claude Viguie, Grenoble, both of

France, assignors to Commissariat A L'Energie Atomique,

Paris, France

Filed Oct. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 190,706

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 23, 1970,

70.38371

Int. CI. B44d 1108

U.S. CI. 117— 106 R 3 Claims

I. Process for the evaporation of a thin layer on a metallic

base by projecting on a heated substrate an aerosol of a solu-

frequency of the ultra-sonic waves and regulating the quantity

of aerosol projected on the heated substrate by the amount of

the carrier gas.

3,840,392

COATING ASBESTOS-CEMENT AND THE LIKE
Ludwig K. Schuster, Dresher, and Singkata Tongyai, Warring-

ton, both of Pa., assignors to Pennwalt Corporation,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 20,064, March 16, 1970,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

525,663, Feb. 7, 1966, Pat. No. 3,516,847, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 434,214, Feb. 23, 1965, Pat.

No. 3,421,934. This application Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223,320

Int. CI. B44d 1I4S

U.S. CI. 117— 119.6 2 Claims

1. A method of coating the surfaces of a series of asbestos-

cement plates, which method is characterized by applying to

the surfaces a coating mixture in the form of an aqueous

dispersion of an acrylic or thermosetting butadiene-styrene

resin containing dissolved zinc dichromate in an amount from

about one to about five times the weight of the resin, a reduc-

ing agent in an amount that is compatible in the dispersion for

at least about 2 hours at room temperature but that causes

substantially complete reduction of the chromium to trivalent

condition when the dispersion is dried and heated to ISOX",

at least one-third of the reducing agent being a hexitol or

pentitol, and at least one-third of the reducing agent being a

lower alkanolamine, the mixture also including in dispersed

condition Ti02 pigment in a concentration at least one-eighth

the weight of the resin and sufficient total pigment to bring the

pigment concentration to from about 1 6 percent to about 20

percent of the cured coating weight, the mixture being applied

in an amount that after curing leaves a coating weight between

about 1.5 and 2.5 grams per square foot, heating the coated

surfaces to a temperature no higher than about 1 80°C for a

few seconds to partially cure the coating, and then stacking

the plates with the heated surface to cause the curing to com-

plete itself without the further application of heat.
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3,840,393
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING SELF-BONDING

SILICONE INSULATION MATERIALS
Mitsuo Ishizaka; Tasuku Suzuki; Yukihiro Mikogami, all of
Yokohama, and lamotsu Wada, Tokyo, all of Japan, assign-
ors to Toshiba Silicone Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,488
Claims priority, application Japan, July 30, 1971, 46-56776

Int. CI. C08f 11104: C09d 3182; B32b 27/04
U.S. a. 117-123 D 9 Claims

I. A method of manufacturing a self-bonding silicone insu-
lation material comprising the steps of preparing a vinyl con-
taining organopolysiloxane by cohydrolyzing a mixture of
silanes comprising (a) 2 to 25 mol percent of a trifunctional

component expressed by

CH2 = CHSiX3
where X represents a hydrolyzable radical, (b) 20 to 60 mol
percent of a trifunctional component expressed by

RSiX,
where R represents a phenyl radical or a methyl radical, at

least 16 mol percent of the R being phenyl radicals, and X a
hydrolyzable radical, and (c) 30 to 70 mol percent of a difunc-
tional component expressed by

where R' represents a methyl radical, a vinyl radical or a
phenyl radical, X a hydrolyzable radical or a hydroxyl radical,
m equals an integer of from 4 to 100, and n equals an integer

of from to 10, and polymerizing the hydrolized product;
incorporating and mixing 0.1 to 5 percent, by weight, or an
organic peroxide with said vinyl radical containing organo-
polysiloxane to obtain a silicone varnish; applying the silicone
varnish onto an insulation substrate in the form of a sheet or
tape; and healing and drying the coated substrate.

3,840,394
COMPOSITION AND PROCESS FOR GLAZING CERAMIC

WARE
Richard Andrew Eppler, Timonium, Md., assignor to SCM

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 108,145, Jan. 20, 1971, abandoned, which
is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 828,345, May 29, 1969,
Pat. No. 3.56 1 ,984, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.
625,000, March 22, 1967, abandoned. This application June
15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,1 I7The portion of the term of this

patent subsequent to July 25, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. C03c 5100^ 3/22
U.S. CI. 117-125 4 Claims

1. In a process for forming a substantially non-porous, semi-
crystalline glass ceramic glaze on a fired ceramic body by the
"two-fire" process, said glaze havmg a coefficient of thermal
expansion of less than 5 x 10"'*/°C, the improvement compris-
ing the steps of: I

a. at least partially coating said body with a glaze prepara-
tion comprising ceramic frit consisting essentially of;

Ingredient

BaO

MgO
NajO

AI,0,
SiOj

Flux

Percentage (by weight)
6-65, but not less than 1 5^
when MgO or NazO is not
present

d-12
Q-15, wherein BaO -I- MgO +
NujO is 1 2*^ -65*^
9-35
1|8 - 65 , wherein the subtotal
sum of BaO, MgO, NazO, AI^Oj,
and SiOj is 70%-95%
5-30,

tially water resistant, and wherein said flux is B2O3, KjO, F, Lij
up to I percent, PbO, CaO, SrO, ZnO, or a mixture of the
same;

b. firing the resulting coated body at a temperature suffi-

ciently high and for a time sufficiently long for converting
said composition into a fluid, continuous, vitreous coat-
ing;

c. then lowering the temperature to a value at which crystal

growth in said vitreous coating occurs within not substan-
tially more than several hours; and

d. then cooling the resultant glazed body at a rate consistent
at keeping the body integral.

3,840,395
STABILIZED GLYCOL PLASTICIZED CELLULOSIC

SHEETS
Walter T, Koch, Havertown, Pa., assignor to FMC Corpora-

tion, Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,911
Int. CI. C08j 1/38

U.S. CL 117-144 10 Claims
1. Fibrous and non-fibrous water-insoluble, hydrophilic

cellulosic sheets containing a plasticizing amount of a polyal-

kylene glycol having an average molecular weight of at least

250 and a buffering agent which buffers the plasticized sheet
to a pH of between about 5 and about 8.5.

3,840,396

PACKAGING
Dieter Sommerfeld, Monheim-Baumberg, and Bemhard Ko-

wald, Opiaden-Lutzenkirchen, both of Germany, assignors

to Henkel & Cie GmbH,, Dusseldorf-Hoithauscn, Germany
Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,023

Claims priority, application Germany, July 3, 1971,
2133163

Int. CI. D2lh 1/40
U.S. CI. 117-155 R 7 Claims

1. A process for manufacturing heat-sealable packaging
materials which are permeable to air, from a paper, card-
board, pasteboard, or corrugated cardboard base material
consisting essentially of the steps of applying to the said base
material an organic solvent solution consisting essentially of
( 1 ) from 10 percent to 50 percent by weight based upon the
total solution weight of a thermoplastic material having an
activation temperature for sealing purposes of between 70° C
and 150° C, (2) from 10 percent to 80 percent by weight
based upon the weight of solid matter in the solution of an
organic low molecular weight acicularly crystallizable com-
pound having a melting point in excess of 1 30° C and at least
30° C in excess of the activation temperature for sealing pur-
poses of the thermoplastic material, (3) from percent to 20
percent by weight based upon the total solution weight of
auxiliary substances, and (4) from 20 percent to 85 percent by
weight based upon the total solution weight of an organic
solvent; evaporating the solvent from the solution at a temper-
ature below the activation temperature to form a coating on
the base material containing acicular crystals of the low mo-
lecular weight compound; and heating the coated base mate-
rial to an activation temperature of 70° C to 1 50° C to activate

the unactivated thermoplastic and to affect the sealing of the
base material.

wherein the ingredients of said preparation are vitrified to an
extent at least sufficient for rendering the preparation substan-

3,840,397
PARTICLE PLACING SYSTEM

Alan B. Amidon, Penfield, and William L. Goffe, Webster, both
of N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 685,536, Nov. 24, 1967, abandoned.
This application July 13, 1972, Ser. No, 271,439

Int. CI. G03g 13/00
U.S. CI. 117-201 6 Claims

I. A migration imaging process comprising:
1. providing an imaging member made by the steps of
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a. loading onto a donor surface a substantially uniform

layer of particles, said layer consisting essentially of

particles having average particle size in the range be-

tween about 0.01 and about 2.0 microns, with said

layer of particles of thickness not greater than about

5.0 microns;

b. providing on a supporting substrate a receiver layer of

substantially electrically insulating softenable material,

of thickness in the range between about Vz and about

16 microns, said softenable material capable of having

its resistance to migration of said particles decreased

sufficiently to allow migration of said particles through

said softenable material toward said substrate;

c. uniformly pressing the loaded donor surface in non-

slipping contact against the surface of the softenable

second metal is stable at the intended operating temperatures

of the semiconductor body and forms a similarly stable com-

pound with oxygen compound of the body resulting from

oxidation thereof, to the first metal and to the body for bridg- f

ing and completely covering the edge of the interface between

the first metal and the body.

layer by advancing said loaded donor and said soften-

able layer at the same rate in the same direction be-

tween pressure rollers with pressures in the range be-

tween about 80 and about 1.100 p. si.; and

d. separating said donor surface and said softenable layer,

thereby transferring a uniform layer of particles to the

softenable layer whereby a fracturable layer of parti-

cles is embedded at the surface of the layer of soften-

able material;

2. forming an electrical latent image on said imaging mem-
ber formed by the process of step 1;

3. developing said latent image by decreasing the resistance

of the softenable material to migration of the particles at

least sufficient to allow imagewise migration in depth of

the particles toward the substrate.

3,840,398

METHOD FOR PRODUCING A SEMICONDUCTOR
COMPONENT

Aloys Sonntag, Mulheim, Germany, assignor to LICENTIA
Patent-Verwaltungs-G.m.b.H., Frankfurt, Germany

Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,555

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 29, 1970,

2064281
Int. CI. B44d 1118

U.S. CI. 117— 217 10 Claims

3 6

3,840,399

RECORDING SHEET FOR ELECTROSTATIC
PHOTOPRINTING

Katsuomi Kobayashi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Co.,

Ltd, Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 25, 1972, Ser. No. 274,976

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 3, 1971, 46-57945

Int. CI. B44d 1118

U.S. CI. 117-201 5 Claims

1. A recording sheet for use in electrostatic photoprmting

having an insulating recording resin layer formed on the con-

ductive surface of an electrically conductive support, wherein

said resin is a mixture compound composed of a first rcsm

soluble in organic solvent and capable of swelling or soluble

in water, and a second resin soluble in organic solvent but

insoluble in water, the weight ratio of the first resin to the total

weight of the mixture being from 0.5-40 wtVf ; said first resin

being selected from the group consisting of hydroxy propyl

methyl cellulose, ethyl hydroxy ethyl cellulose, ethyl methyl

cellulose, hydroxy methyl cellulose, polymers or copolymers

consisting of at least one monomer selected from the A mono-

mer group consisting of ethylene glycol, diethylcne glycol,

propylene glycol, vinyl methyl ether, maleic acid, maleic

anhydride, acrylic acid, acryl amide and vinyl pyrrolidone,

and copolymers consisting of at least one monomer selected

from the A monomer group and at least one monomer se-

lected from the B monomer group consisting of ethylene,

styrene, vinyl acetate, acrylic alkyl ester, and methacrylic

alkyl ester (an alkyl radical having 1-12 carbon atoms); and

said second resin being selected from the group consisting of

saturated polyester, polymethyl methacrylatc. polyethyl meth-

acrylate, polystyrene, polyvinyl butyral, epoxy resin, alkyd

resin, polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride, styrene-butadiene

copolymer, vinyl acetate-vinyl chloride copolymer, and vinyl

chloride-vinylidene chloride copolymer

3,840,400

MAGNETIC RECORDING MEMBER
Yasuyuki Yamada, and Goro Akashi, both of Shizuoka, Japan.

assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.. Kanagawa, Japan

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,329

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 15, 1971,46-24082

Int. CI. HOlf 10102

U.S.CL 117-235 8 Claims

*}

K. .

.;. /
/

.Sf

,r

'TO

1. A method for electrically contacting a silicon body hav-

ing at least one pn-junction. comprising applying a contact 1. A magnetic recording member comprising a nonmagnetic

layer of a first metal selected from the group consisting of support having coated thereon a ferromagnetic chromium

noble metals and alloys thereof to the body, and applying a dioxide dispersed in a binder, said binder comprising a vinyl

layer of a second metal, which is different from said first metal chloride-vinylidene chloride copolymer, an epoxy resin and a

and whose oxygen compound resulting from oxidation of the polyisocyanate, wherein the molar ratio of said vinyl chloride
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to said vinylidene chloride ranges from about 95:5. to about

60:40, and the weight ratio of said copolymer to said epoxy
resin ranges from about 5:95 to about 80:20 and wherein the

amount of said polyisocyanate ranges from about 9 to about
40% by weight based on the total weight of said binder compo-
sition.

3,840,401

METHOD OF PROCESSING ANIMAL HAIR, FUR AND
WOOLEN TEXTILE

Fumio Umezawa, Tokyo, and Yuji Hazaka, Fujisawa, both of

Japan, assignors to Fumikiko Umezawa and Hidefumi
Umezawa, both of Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 704,520, Feb. 12, 1968,

abandoned. This application Jan. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 218,679
Int. CI. A61k 7/10

U.S. CI. 8-127.51 5 Claims

10 20 30 40
eionjationtPcacTit)

50

I. A process for setting textile material formed of animal

hair which comprises: arranging said textile material in a

predetermined configuration and while maintaining said con-
figuration, first treating the animal hair goods with an aqueous
solution consisting essentially of at least one of alkaline sub-

stances selected from the group consisting of hydroxide, car-

bonate and bicarbonate of sodium, potassium and ammonium,
and lower alkanol amines in a concentration of the range from
0.1 to 59( by weight, said solution being adjusted to a pH of

the range from 9.0 to 10.5, in the first stage treatment; and
then treating the thus treated animal hair goods with an aque-
ous solution consisting essentially of a water soluble salt with

an organic or carboxylic acid of a heavy metal selected from
the group consisting of calcium, aluminum, tin, lanthanum
and zirconium forming a colorless complex with said animal
hair

3,840,402

METHOD FOR CLEANING AND INSPECTION OF
CANISTER TYPE AIR FILTERS

Benjamin F. Tobin, III, P.O. Box 1005, Cupertino, Calif.

95014
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 108,139, Jan. 20, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,693,406, which is a division of Ser. No. 5546, Jan. 26,

1970, Pat. No. 3,606,897. This application Feb. 3, 1972, Ser.

No. 223,208The portion of the term of this patent subsequent

to Sept. 26, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. B08h 3/02. 11/00

U.S. CI. 134-29 9 Claims

I. A method for inspecting an air filter or the like having a

liquid wettable porous paper membrane and for cleaning fine

particles from within pores of the membrane comprising the

steps of:

pressurizing a substantially closed portion of the membrane
with hot soapy water with a sufficient pressure to force

water through the membrane; and
pressurizing the substantially closed portion with clear rinse

water with a sufficient pressure to force water through the

membrane; wherein

at least one of the pressurizing steps is accomplished with

aerated water; and
observing liquid flowing through the membrane for pres-

ence of gas bubbles therein.

3,840,403

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF
RECHARGEABLE BATTERY SYSTEMS FOR

CHEMICALLY GENERATING AN ELECTRICAL
CURRENT

James H. B. George, 31 Linnaean St., Cambridge. Mass.
02138; Albert E. Dennard, 31 Stanstead Manor. Cheam
Rd., Sutton, Surrey, England, and Ekkehard L. KreidI, 20
Bennett Rd.. Wayland, Mass. 01778

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 606,418, Dec. 30, 1966, Pat.

No. 3,470,024, and Ser. No. 606,419, Dec. 30, 1966, Pat. No.
3,464,860, and Ser. No. 726,000, May 2, 1968, abandoned,

and Ser. No. 866,633, Oct. 15, 1969, abandoned. This
application Aug. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 173,016

Int. CI. HOlm 35/00
U.S. CI. 136-6 GC 2 Claims

254'

>
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the steps which include containing positive and negative elec-

trodes and a quantity of electrolyte in a sealed battery cell to

define a closed gas space, evolving varying amounts of hydro-

gen and oxygen in the presence of catalyst means supported

in a protective flue body which is located in the inner top of

the battery cell above the electrolyte and the positive and

negative electrodes and which is formed with inlet and outlet

passageways for conveclive fluid flow, conducting the hydro-

gen and oxygen gases to the catalyst means in the protective

flue body and into contact with catalyst surfaces of the cata-

lyst means, said catalyst surfaces consisting in a foraminous

substrate impregnated with a catalyst metal and in which the

catalytic metal content is present in an amount occurring in a

range of from 0.01 percent to 0.1 percent by weight of catalyst

metal on the foraminous substrate, and the foraminous sub-

strate having a surface area of not more than 1 square meter

per gram, recombining exothermically stoichiometric quanti-

ties of hydrogen and oxygen which pass through the passage-

ways and over the catalyst surfaces to provide a convective

flow of water vapor away from the catalyst surfaces to con-

densing surface means communicating with the electrolyte,

continuously maintaining exothermically heated catalyst sur-

faces within an upper limit range of from about 400'Xr up to

about 600°C, and confining unreacted hydrogen and oxygen

gases and uncondensed water vapor for long term stoichio-

metric recombination within a range of predetermined pres-

sure variations of from less than 1 atmosphere up to 5 atmo-

spheres in which residual gas representing deviation from

stoichiometry of one component gas during some cycles in the

operating life of the battery recombines with residual gas

representing deviation from stoichiometry of the second com-

ponent gas during other cycles in the operating life of the

battery, thereby to maintain the water content of the battery

substantially unchanged.

.Ma-1
>
—
12-

13-

14b

f^

1. A gas depolarization cell capable of delivering a relatively

high current drain under intermittent short term current de-

mand and a continuous relatively low current drain under

normal operating conditions, comprising:

A. an anode;

B. a cathode disposed for exposure to a depolarizing gas;

C. a separator separating the anode and the cathode;

D. an electrolyte disposed between the anode and the cath-

ode;

E. a casing surrounding the anode, separator, electrolyte,

and cathode, said casing being spaced from the cathode

by a predetermined amount to provide a gas reservoir

between the cathode and casing for receiving and storing

depolarizing gas, said casing being generally impermeable

to gas, electrolyte, and moisture and including a predeter-

mined number of apertures arranged therein with an

inner liner contiguous to said casing, said inner liner

impeding the passage of electrolyte and moisture through

said apertures while allowing the introduction of gas to

the reservoir through said apertures at a predetermined

rate which is greater than the rate required to maintain

continuous normal current drain and less than the rate

required to deliver the intermittently required high cur-

rent drain so that gas accumulates in said gas reservoir to

provide sufficient gas for the intermittent short term high

current drain thereby reducing the rate of evaporation of

electrolyte and moisture and prolonging the active life of

the gas depolarization cell.

3,840,405

CIRCULATING FUEL CELL WITH CRENELLATED
ELECTRODE

Emmanuel J. Poirier D'Ange d'Orsay, Chemin de Pechbusque,

France, assignor to Societe Anonyme pour I'Equipment

Electrique de Vehicles S.E.V. Marshall, Issy Les Mouli-

neaux, France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 26,655. April 8, 1970,

abandoned. This application June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,697

Int. CI. HOlm 27104, 27114

U.S. CI. 136—86 D 4 Claims

3,840,404

GAS DEPOLARIZATION CELL
David Frederick Porter, Eastleigh, and Derek Page Redfearn,

Tadley, both of England, assignors to Energy Conversion

Limited, Basingstoke, Hampshire, England

Filed Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,340

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 7, 1971,

735/71

Int. CI. HOlm 27100, 29/04

U.S. CI. 136-86 A 2 Claims

1. A circulating-fuel reactor comprising an anodic compart-

ment and a cathodic compartment separated by an ionically

conductive membrane, each of the two compartments enclos-

ing, on one hand, an electrode enabling the collection of the

currents corresponding to the reactions of the chemical bodies

contained in one and the other of the two compartments and,

on the other hand, an electrically conducting liquid and, in at

least one of the compartments of the reactor, there is a circu-

lating liquid free from catalyst that is sensibly inert with re-

spect to the elements of the compartment and of the elec-

trode, said compartment filled with circulating liquid further-

more containing at least one chemical body in the form of a

pulverulent solid, a liquid or a gas, said chemical body being

capable of reacting with another chemical body in the solid

state of the liquid state placed in the second compartment of

the reactor and means in the second compartment, upstream

from the reactor, for injecting the reacting chemical body in

the form of a liquid or a pulverulent solid in the current of

liquid destined for said second compartment, at least one of

said compartments containing an electrode formed by a cren-

ellated or parallel-channel plate or grid, the walls of the cren-

els or channels being arranged parallel to the direction of fiow

of the circulation current which traverses the compartment.

3,840,406

ALKALINE CELL WITH GELLED ELECTROLYTE AND
RUPTURABLE MEANS

Pierre Depoix, Poitiers, France, assignor to Saft-Societe des

Accumulateurs Fixes et de Traction, Romainville, France

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 268,015
Claims priority, application France, June 30, 1971,

71.24029
U.S. CI. 136—86 A 15 Claims

1. An electrochemical cell of the oxygen depolarization

type comprising a casing, a cover therefor, a tubular metallic
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member in said casiAg having perforations in its wall, a posi-

tive electrode about said member, said tubular metallic mem-
ber extending for the full length of said positive electrode and
outwardly of one end thereof, gelled alkaline electrolyte sur-

rounding said positive electrode, a negative electrode which
expands during discharge of the cell and being of less height
than said positive electrode and comprising powdered zinc in

alkaline gel surrounding said gelled alkaline electrolyte, a

portion of said electrolyte overlying the uppermost end of said

negative electrode, means for sealing off the lowermost end of

said tubular member, 'sealing means spaced from said overly-

ing portion of said electrolyte and defining an expansion space
for the said negative electrode in said cell, the volume of said

space being admeasured to accommodate the entire extent of

expansion of said negative electrode during discharge of said

cell, rupturablc means in said cell to slow down carbonation

of said electrolyte gel prior to use and during storage of said

cell, and positive and negative terminals extending outwardly

of said cell and connected electrically internally of said cell

respectively with said positive and negative electrodes.

3,840,407

COMPOSITE POROUS ELECTRODE
Neng-Ping Yao, Sylmar; Robert L. Oliver, and Harvey N.

Seiger, both of Granada Hills, all of Calif., assignors to

Textron, Inc., Providence, R.I.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 263,835

Int. CI. HOlm 13/00

U.S. CI. 136- 120 FC 18 Claims

/02

112^

1. A composite porous electrode, comprising.

a porous metal body having a first surface for facing electro-

chemically reactive fluid and a second surface for facing

aqueous electrolyte solution;

a layer of hydrophobic material on said first surface, sub-

stantially inert to halogen, for repelling said electrolyte

solution therefrom;

a coating of electrically conductive particles dispersed in a

hydrophobic binder therefor on said second surface, the

concentration of said electrically conductive material in

said coating thereof being lower in regions spaced rela-

tively close to said second surface than in regions spaced

further therefrom.

3,840,408

RECHARGEABLE CELL HAVING CERAMIC-METAL
TERMINAL SEAL RESISTANT TO ALKALI

ELECTROLYTE
Ralph J. Bondley, Scotia, N.Y., assignor to General Electric

Company, Owensboro, Ky.

Filed Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 181,850

Int. CI. HOlm 1/02

U.S. CL 136-133 14 Claims

1. A sealed, rechargeable cell structure for an alkali-

electrolyte cell containing positive and negative electrodes

therein comprising an alkali-resistant metal casing having an
alkali-resistant cover bonded thereto, terminal means carried

by said cover and electrically communicating therethrough

with at least one of said electrodes, said terminal means com-
prising a terminal rod member defining an axis, a first nickel

sleeve coaxial with and spaced from said rod member and
having an inwardly extending shoulder formed thereon and an
outer portion bonded to said cover, cylindrical ceramic

washer means coaxial with said rod member and comprising

high-purity alumina having one end thereof bonded to said

shoulder with a ceramic-to-metal bonding agent, a second
nickel sleeve coaxial with and sealed to said rod member and
having an outwardly formed shoulder thereof bonded to the

opposite end of said ceramic washer with an alkali-resistant

ceramic-to-metal bonding agent to form parallel, axially

spaced apart, butt seals on both ends of said cylindrical ce-

ramic washer, said second sleeve being electrically coupled to

one of said electrodes within said cell.

3,840.409
INSULATING LAYER PEDESTAL TRANSISTOR DEVICE

AND PROCESS
Kanu G. Ashar, Wappingers Falls, N.Y., assignor to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 19,562, March 16, 1970, abandoned. This

application May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,517
Int. CI. HOll 7/54

U.S.CL 148-1.5 7 Claims

1. A method for fabricating a pedestal transistor in mono-
lithic form comprising the steps of:

a. providing a substrate,

b. introducing an impurity into the substrate to form an
extrinsic buried subcollector region;

forming an epitaxial layer over the substrate;

introducing an amorphous insulating layer into the epi-

taxial layer, the insulating layer being positioned over the

extrinsic buried subcollector region;

e. forming a base and emitter region; and
f. treating the substrate and epitaxial layer so as to form a

c.

d.
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pedestal internal collector region by allowing the impuri-

ties in the subcollector region to extend upward into the

expitaxial layer so as to define an internal pedestal collec-

tor region.

3,840,410

ANNEALING PROCESS
Robert A. Hard, Lewiston; Loyal A. Stoyell, Tonawanda, and
Claude Frank Young, Niagara Falls, all of N.Y., assignors to

Union Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 883,691, Dec. 10, 1969, Pat. No.

3,703,039. This application Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,248
Int. CI. B22d 25100; C21d 1100

U.S. CI. 148—3 5 Claims

1. A method for producing tough non-friable cast ferroalloy

shapes which comprises casting a bath of molten allov in

molds, removing said alloy shapes while hot and placing them
in a heat retaining zone to initially raise the temperature in

said zone to above I.OOO°C. said zone being vertically dis-

posed and surrounded by an insulating medium, passing air

within said zone in an upward direction so as to convectively

create a temperature gradient therein with a high temperature

at the top region and a lower temperature at the lower region,

and regulating the gravity flow of alloy shapes through the

zone so that said alloy shapes will decrease from an initial

temperature in excess of 1 ,00()°C. to a temperature of about

650°C. at a rate not faster than l°C. per minute.

3,840,411

SOLDER FLUX COMPOSITIONS
Tony R. Rozzi, and Harry B. Laudenslager, Jr., both of James-

town, N.Y., assignors to Blackstone Corporation, James-

town, N.Y.

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,738

Int. CI. B23k 35134

U.S. CI. 148-23 10 Claims

1. A solder flux comprising the reaction product of an

organic acid halide and an amine.

3,840,412

METHOD OF MAKING SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
THROUGH OVERLAPPING DIFFUSIONS

Uryon S. Davidsohn, deceased, late of Scottsdale, Ariz., and by

Amil J. Ajamie, administrator. Phoenix, Ariz., assignors to

Motorola, Inc., Franklin Park, III.

Division of Ser. No. 66,163, Aug. 24, 1970, Pat. No. 3,716,425.

This application Aug. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 278,796

Int. CI. HO 11 7144

U.S. CI. 148-187 6 Claims

TFUTl:
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web of substantial width accelerating the flow of said extruded

plastic material for a limit»-d space of time through said nozzle

by increasing the pressure on the plastic material to form iaid

locally thick portion of the web.

3,840,419

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A LAMINATE BY
MEANS OF A SOLVENTLESS ADHESIVE

Rudiger De Keys«r, Rillaar, and Andre Depuydt, Leper, both

of Belgium, assignors to UCB Societe Anonyme, Saint-Gilles-

lez-Bruxelles, Belgium

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,148
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 21, 1970,

60585/70

Int. CI. C09j 5/00; B32b 31112; BOSc 1/08

U.S. CI. 156-309 13 Claims

for enabling said biasing means to press said assemblies

against one another, drive means, and control means for oper-

ating said detent means so that said laminating assemblies are

pressed toward one another responsive to entry of a work-

piece to be laminated into said apparatus and are separated

from one another responsive to passage of said workpiece out

of said apparatus, said control means comprising a gear

mounted coaxially with said cam and driven by said drive

means, clutch means for coupling said cam and said gear so as

to rotate said cam between said first and said second position,

and a lever; said clutch means comprising a helically wound

spring arranged coaxially with and between said cam and said

gear, said gear having a hub surrounded by said spring, said

spring having one end secured to said cam and having a radi-

ally protruding free end, and a movable restraining member

for selectively engaging said free end of said spring to prevent

said spring from clutching said gear hub and for releasing said

5*1 120, \ 130,

1. A method of manufacturing a laminate having a width of

at least 30 cm. by meansof a solventless adhesive, said method
comprising the steps of:

providing an adhesive distributor means including a predos-

ing element and an elastic-surfaced rotating element

adjacent said predosing element;

rotating said elastic-surfaced rotating element;

continuously supplying solventless adhesive to said distribu-

tor means between said elastic-surfaced rotating element

and said predosing element;

applying all of said solventless adhesive from said predosing

element to said elastic-surfaced rotating element in a

layer having a thickness of from 5 to 50 microns;

moving with respect to said elastic-surfaced rotating ele-

ment a first film at a linear speed of from 10 to 50 times

the circumferential speed of said elastic-surfaced rotating

element;

transferring all of said layer of solventless adhesive from
said elastic-surfaced rotating element to said first film in

a coating having a thickness of from 0.5 to 5 microns; and
bonding said thus coated first film to a second film to

form a laminate.

3,840,420

LAMINATING APPARATUS
Domenico S. Sarcia, Saugus, Mass., assignor to Seal, Inc.,

Derby, Conn.
Filed May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258,432

Int. CI. B30b 15/34

U.S. CI. 156-358 2 Claims

1. A laminating apparatus for laminating a workpiece com-
prising a first laminating assembly that includes a heated

roller, a second laminating assembly, said assemblies being

arranged to press upon opposite sides of said workpiece,

biasing means for biasing said assemblies toward one another,

detent means for overcoming said biasing means to maintain

said first assembly separated from said second assembly at

least in the region of said heated roller, said detent means
comprising a cam follower connected to one of said laminat-

ing assemblies and a cooperating rotatable eccentric cam
connected to the other of said laminating assemblies, said cam
being rotatable to a first position for overcoming said biasing

means and separating said assemblies and to a second position

pt^i

28^

free end so that said spring clutches said gear hub to cause said

gear and cam to rotate together, said restraining member
comprising a pawl movably mounted on a pawl shaft, said

pawl having first and second radially extending arms, said first

arm arranged to engage said free end of said spring when said

pawl is in a first position so as to prevent said spring from

clutching said gear hub, and said second arm arranged to

engage said free end of said spring when said pawl is in a

second position so as to prevent said spring from clutching

said gear hub, and further wherein said lever projects into the

path of travel of said workpiece through said apparatus be-

tween the workpiece entrance to said apparatus and said

heated roller, said lever being secured to said pawl shaft and
being depressible by an incoming workpiece to rotate said

pawl from said first to said second position so that said first

pawl arm is disengaged from and said second pawl arm can

intercept said free end of said spring.

3,840,421

APPARATUS FOR REGISTRATION TREATMENT OF
PLASTIC WEBS

Everett A. Peterson, 113 St. Marks PL, Roslyn Heights, N.Y.

11517
Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,660

Int. CI. B41m 1/26

U.S. CI. 156-384 17 Claims

1. Apparatus for registration processing of opposite sides of

a continuous web comprising, a plurality of work stations

including at least two web processing stations, an endless belt

mounted in said apparatus for movement through each of said

stations, means at a first station for applying an adhesive to

one side of said belt, means at a second station, downstream
of said first station in the direction of travel of said belt, for

supplying a preformed continuous web into contact with said

adhesive whereby the web is firmly adhered to said belt; said

belt having a plurality of openings of predetermined configu-

ration formed therein defining discrete work areas which
expose predetermined portions of the web at the side of said

web facing said belt for treatment at said processing stations,

means at one of said processing stations for performing a first

web treatment operation on one side of said web at said prede-
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tcrmined portions of the web and means at another of said

processing stations for performing a second web treatment
operation on the opposite side of said web at said predeter-

mined portions thereof, said web treatment means including
means cooperating with said belt for maintaining said work

3:0.

areas in registration with each other at said first and second
web processing stations whereby the processes performed at

said processing stations on the opposite sides of said predeter-

mined portions of the web are performed in registration with

each other, and means, downstream of said web processing

stations for removing said web from said belt.

' 3,840,422

HAND HELD AUTOMATIC LABELLING MACHINE
Eugene W. Finke, Miamisburgh. Ohio, assignor to Monarch
Marking Systems, Inc., Dayton, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 104,874, Jan. 8, 1971, abandoned. This

application Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,142
Int. CI. B32b 35/00

U.S. CL 156-579 11 Claims

1. A hand held automatic label printing and applying ma^
chine comprising:

a base frame including a pair of spaced parallel side plates,

a feeder frame carrying a rotatable feed roller pivotally

mounted between said side plates,

a stationary idler roller extending between and journalled in

said side plates in opposition to said feed roller,

a printing head supporting frame pivotally mounted be-

tween said side plates and carrying a printing head adja-

cent one end and a clevis adjacent an opposite end
thereof,

means for rotating said feed roller in response to movement
of said supporting frame,

cam means projecting from said clevis to engage said feeder

frame upon pivotal movement of said supporting frame,

a handle fixed to said base frame,

a double-acting piston and cylinder mechanism mounted in

said handle,

a piston rod extending from said piston and having an outer

end thereof pivotally attached to said clevis,

a valve member associated with said mechanism for alter-

nately directing fluid under pressure to opposite sides of

said piston,

an applicator frame movably mounted on said base frame
and carKj^ing a rotatable applicator roll, and

linkage meaits^ extending from said applicator frame to said

valve member ~15 control said piston and cylinder in re-

sponse to movement of said applicator frame.

3,840,423
APPARATUS FOR BONDING HEAT-EXCHANGER

COMPONENTS
Colin R. Bemrose, and Christopher J. Davenport, both of

Leamington Spa, England, assignors to Associated Engineer-

ing Limited, Leamington Spa, England

Filed Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 179,960
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 25, 1970,

45899/70

Int. CI. B30b 15/34; B32b 31/00; F28d 9/02

U.S. CI. 156—583 3 Claims

1. An apparatus for manufacturing an aluminium heat ex-

changer having an element comprising a strip of corrugated
aluminium foil, two sheet-like aluminium members and an
adhesive bonding the corrugated strip between the aluminium
members wherein said apparatus comprises:

a clamping device having a pair of bars operative to clamp
the corrugated strip, with its surfaces to be bonded to the

sheet-like members exposed,

means for locating the sheet-like members with the surfaces

to be bonded facing the corrugated strip,

a mechanism for pressing the sheet-like members against

the corrugated strip, said mechanism comprising, a pair

of jaws mounted for movement laterally of said bars of

said clamping device and operative to clamp the un-

bonded element and spigot means carried by each of said

jaws and arranged to register with and engage within a

hole in said sheet-like members during a closing move-
ment of said jaws to press the sheet-like members against

the corrugated strip, and
heaters arranged to heat the elements to cure the adhesive
between the sheet-like members and the strip.

3,840,424

BELT WITH CAPPED EDGES
Howard R. Morrison, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to Ton-
Tex Corporation, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 234,876
Int. CI. B32b 3/10

U.S. CI. 161-36 14 Claims
1. In an elongated, material carrying belt comprising a cover

impervious to food, moisture and the like having a predeter-
mined thickness, side edges, and opposing surfaces, a backing
having at least one layer of fabric material, one surface se-

cured to one of said surfaces of said cover and a second sur-
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face generally opposite said cover, and a cap extending along

the edge of said backing, the improvement comprising:

said backing having cutout portions extending along the

outermost edges thereof and extending inwardly of the

outermost edges of said cover and through the thickness

of said backing from said second surface to said one

surface of said backing whereby a portion of said one

61 66 62 67
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surface of said cover is exposed; and

capping material separate from said cover filling said cutout

portions, covering said exposed portion of said one sur-

face of said cover, and bonded to said cover and said

backing to provide a continuous, protective surface

which is impervious to food, moisture or the like and

extends along and around each edge of the belt.

3,840,425

RETICULATED FIRE PROTECTING STRUCTURE
Thomas M. Finelli, North Andover; Sidney Halpert. and Julian

H. Newland, both of Andover, all of Mass., assignors to Avco
Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Mar. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 240,176

Int. CI. B32b 3/12

U.S. CI. 161-68 3 Claims

I. A reticulated fire protecting structure comprising;

a wall structure defining empty cell openings of said reticu-

lated structure; and

said wall structure being formed from a normally compress-

ible material selected from a felt or a cellular material

which has been physically compressed in thickness and

held in a compressed state by a heat releasable chemical

or mechanical bond, said material physically expanding

to its normal thickness when released by heat to substan-

tially fill the normally open cells and having an intumes-

cent coating thereon.

3,840,426

GLASS FIBER TREATING COMPOSITION COMPRISING
MICROCRYSTALLINE NYLON

Martin C. Flautt, Granville; Leiand G. Moran, Newark, and

McCombs, Frank P., Granville, all of Ohio, assignors to

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 70,252, Sept. 8, 1970, Pat. No. 3,676,287.

This application May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,711

Int. CI. B32b 25/02; C08b 27/32; C08g 51/24

U.S. CI. 161-144 36 Claims

3,840,427

TRIPLEX FILMS WITH NYLON AS A LAMINATING
LAYER

Irvin L. Brazier, and Bentley W. Elliott, both of Milwaukee,

Wis., assignors to Milprint, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,371

Int. CLB32b27/J4,27/06
U.S.CL 161-227 I Claim

1. A flexible packaging film comprising the combination of:

1 . a first film of polyolefin material having a corona discharge

treated surface;

2. a second film of biaxially oriented polypropylene; and

3. a nylon layer joined to the treated surface of the first film

and joined to a surface of the second film to form a firmly

bonded composite film, the nylon having been applied in

a molten condition to the first film, said nylon being nylon

6, nylon 66, nylon 610, nylon 7, nylon 9 or nylon 1 1.

1. A composition for use in treating glass fibers comprising

an aqueous dispersion of a microcrystalline nylon, a glass fiber

lubricant, a coupling agent and a gel agent.

3,840,428

BASE SHEET FOR STRIPPABLE WALL COVERING AND
PROCESS FOR MAKING

Michael Ring, Warwick, and Joseph F. Sheehey, South Glens

Falls, both of N.Y., assignors to International Paper Com-
pany, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 32,365, April 27, 1970, abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 803,523, Jan. 29,

1969, abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

531,317, Dec. 1, 1965, abandoned. This application June 2,

1972, Ser. No. 259,343

Int. CI. D21h 5//2

U.S. CI. 162—146 2 Claims

1. A process for manufacturing a base sheet for strippable

wall covering comprising the steps of (a) forming a paper

sheet from cellulosic fibers and from about percent to 50

percent by weight synthetic fibers filled with pigment in the

presence of a filler retention agent comprising a melamine-

formaldehyde resin and a methylated methylol melamine

resin; (b) partially drying the formed paper sheet; (c) saturat-

ing the formed paper sheet with not more than about 20

percent by weight of a self-reactive vinyl acrylic terpolymer

latex comprising butyl acrylate, vinyl acetate, and a third

monomer containing polyfunctional groups capable of cross-

linking with similar groups in adjacent chains wherein the

proportion of the butyl acrylate is in the range of about 65 to

85 parts by weight, the proportion of the vinyl acetate is in the

range of about 15 to 35 parts by weight, and the proportion

of the third monomer is in the range of about 1 to 10 parts by

weight and characterized by a second order transition temper-

ature of the magnitude of about —36°C., a tensile strength of

the magnitude of about 240 psi, a tensile strength after curing

30 seconds at 130°C. of the magnitude of about 275 psi, an

elongation of the magnitude of about 925 percent, and an

elongation after curing 30 seconds at 1 30°C. of the magnitude

of about 300 percent; and, (d) drying the saturated sheet to

react the methylated methylol melamine resin and the latex to

produce the base sheet which has throughout a non-

continuous membrane formed from the latex.

3,840,429

ANTI-REWET MEMBRANE FOR AN EXTENDED PRESS
NIP SYSTEM

Leroy H. Busker, and Robert A. Daane, both of Rockton, III.,

assignors to Beloit Corporation, Beloit, Wis.

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,600

Int. CI. D21f 3/02

U.S. CI. 162-205 14 Claims

1. The method of pressing liquid from a traveling fibrous

web while the web passes through an extended press nip which

comprises,

applying pressure to the traveling web over a compression

time for squeezing liquid therefrom and thereafter releas-

ing the pressure with the compression time substantially

exceeding the release time,

collecting the liquid squeezed from the web in a liquid
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receiving means traveling adjacent the web surface,

and thereafter inhibiting the rewetting of the web by a

return flow of liquid between the liquid receiving means
and the web by placing a porous sheet therebetween

emitter of each diode contains fissile material and also by a

plurality of fuel elements, wherein said reactor core is placed

within a single cooling circuit comprising means for automati-

cally regulating the temperature and for maintaining the pres-

sure equal to that of the surrounding sea water, said circuit

being at least partially surrounded by a biological shield casing

provided with means for ensuring that the liquid contained

therein is at the same pressure as the surrounding sea water

having a permeability in the range of 5 x 10"'" to 0.1 x
10^'" so that a substantially greater amount of the liquid

will flow from the web during the longer compression

time than will return to the web during the release time.

1
1 3,840,430

TWIN-WIRE PAPER\1AKING MACHINE WHEREIN THE
FORMING WIRES PASS THROUGH THE SLICE

CHAMBER WHICH CONTAINS FLEXIBLE TRAILING
ELEMENTS

Donald A. Ely, Rockton, III., assignor to Beloit Corporation,

Beloit, Wis.

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 267,930

Int, CI. D21f I/OO. 1/02

U.S. CI. 162-275 8 Claims

J9. ^^
,^

^*

1. In a machine for forming a web from a slurry of stock, the

combination comprising,

a headbox with a main chamber for discharging stock and
having a tapered slice chamber immediately downstream
of the headbox chamber,

a pair of traveling forming wires guided to form the walls of

said tapered slice chamber and leading into a pressure

forming throat followed by a dewatering forming zone,

means for preventing the fiow of liquid through the wires in

said slice zone,
|

a plurality of flexible trailing elements in the slice chamber

anchored at their upstream ends to a support means
within their downstream ends free of attachment and
self-positionable from stock fiowing through said slice

chamber, and

means for supplying sheets of water at the upstream ends of

the trailing elements between the outermost elements and

the formmg wires to form a layer of water therebetween.

3,840,431

SUBMARINE NUCLEAR REACTOR
Bernard Devin, Gif-Sur-Yvette; Gerard Dupuy, and Jean-

Pierre Schwartz, both of Paris, all of France, assignors to

Commissariat a I'Energie Atmonique, Paris, France

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,594

Int. CI. G21c 3/40

U.S. CL 176-39
I

7 Claims

1. A submarine nuclear reactor comprising a core consti-

tuted by a plurality of stacks of thermionic diodes in which the

with which the external walls of said casing are incontact,

wherein the thermionic diodes are surrounded by an inert gas

envelope, said reactor being provided with elements for con-

trolling the reaction and located respectively above and be-

neath the reactor core, two leak-tight chambers containing the

same inert gas and connected to each other by means of at

least two pressure tubes each containing one of the stacks of

thermionic diodes.

3,840,432

PULVERULENT ABSORBENT SAFETY ROD FOR A
NUCLEAR REACTOR

Claude Malaval, Antony, France, assignor to Groupement

Atomique Alsacienne Atlantique, Le Plessis Robinson,

France

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 367,062

Claims priority, application France, June 2, 1972,72.19988

Int. CI. G21c 7//6

U.S. CI. 176—86 R 14 Claims

1. A pulverulent absorbent safety rod for a nuclear reactor,

comprising: a vertical, cylindrical reservoir divided into three,

superposed compartments, the lower compartment being

situated in the core of the reactor and communicating with the

space above the reservoir via a first vertical pipe coaxial with

the reservoir, the intermediate compartment being situated
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just above the core of the reactor, means communicating the

upper part of this intermediate compartment with the lower
part of the lower compartment via an annular conduit limited

externally by the inner wall of the reservoir and being pro-
vided with at least one helicoidal fin, the upper compartment
being situated in the reactor and communicating with the

lower part of the intermediate compartment via an annular
conduit situated between the first vertical pipe and a second or
vertical pipe acting as the support for a helicoidal fin located
in the intermediate compartment, said safety rod further com-
prising means for pressurizing and depressurizing the lower
compartment to enable the pulverulent absorbent to be dis-

placed between the intermediate compartment and the lower
compartment and vice versa.
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3,840.433

DEHAIRING OF LEATHER
Knud Aunstrup, Farum; Otto Andressen, Copenhagen, and

Helle Outtrup, Varlose, all of Denmark, assignors to Nono
Terapeutisk Laboratorium A/S, Bagsvaerd, Denmark

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 761,546, Sept. 23, 1968, Pat.

No. 3,723,250, and Ser. No. 772,830, Nov., 1968, Pat. No.

3,674,643. This application May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,646The
portion of the term of this patent subsequent to July 4, 1989,

has been disclaimed.

Int. Ci. C14c 1106; C12b IIOO

U.S. CI. 195-6 6 Claims
1. A method for dehairing hides and skins which comprises

treating the skins or hides with an aqueous alkaline medium
having a pH above about pH-IO, said medium containing a

proteolytic enzyme of the serine type showing optimal proteo-

lytic activity against hemoglobin at a pH value above 9, and
80-100% of maximum activity at pH-12, when measured by

the Anson method, the said proteolytic enzyme being pro-

duced by aerobic cultivation of species of the genus Bacillus

in a nutrient medium for production comprising assimilable

carbon and nitrogen sources, using protease-forming species

of the said genus isolated from nature on a nutrient medium
having a pH value within the range of 9 to I I, or mutants
thereof, and maintaining the pH value of the said nutrient

medium for production between 7.5 and 10.5 during the main
part of the cultivation.

3,840,434
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING PROSTAGLANDIN ACIDS
Edward G. Daniels, Portage, Mich., assignor to The Upjohn
Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 216,815, Jan. 10, 1972, Pat. No.

3,761,356. This application Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,332
Int. CI. C12d 1102

U.S. CI. 195—30 4 Claims
1. A process for producing an optically active acid of the

formula

O

j—CIT2-Y-(Cirj);-C-0II

' X-C-C IIj-Z-C lljC U

1

li

or a racemic acid of that formula and the mirror image

thereof, wherein

Ri QH

or

Ri QII

wherein R, is hydrogen, methyl, or ethyl; wherein (a) X is

trans-CH=CH— or —CHoCHj- , and Y and Z are both
-CH2CH2-, (b) X is trans-CH=CH-, Y is cis-CH=CH-,
and Z is —CHjCHj— when R, is not hydrogen, or (c) X is

trans-CH=CH-. Y is ci -CH=CH- and Z is cis-CH=CH-,
which comprises the steps:

I contacting an optically active compound of the formula

-pCHs-Y-(CH:)3-C-0Rj

-7—X-C—CH:—Z-CH2CH3

or a racemic compound of that formula and the mirror

image thereof, wherein R2 is methyl or ethyl, and wherein

G, R,, X, Y, and Z are as defined above, with water and an
esterase enzyme composition produced by the steps;

a. extracting colonies or colony pieces of the marine
invertebrate Plexaura homomalla (Esper), 1 792, forma
R or forma S, with liquid acetone for a sufficient time
to remove substantially all soluble lipids, and

b. recovering the acetone-insoluble matter as said compo-
sition, and

2. separating said acid.

is either

3,840,435

MALTING APPARATUS
Rees E. Damon, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Rahr Malting
Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,620
Int. CI. C12c 1104

CI. 195-129 9 Claims
Apparatus, comprising:

a generally rectangular compartment for containing a

granular substance and having an essentially horizontal

perforated floor containing a longitudinally extending

opening therein, said opening being relatively narrow
compared to the width of said compartment;

U.S

1

a
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b. gate means mounted within said opening in said compart-

ment floor and pivotable between an essentially horizon-

tal closed first position generally coextensive with said

opening and an open second position extending down-
wardly from said opening to permit discharge of the

granular substance therethrough, said gate means includ-

ing a plurality of gates extending longitudinally in general

end to end relationship, each of said gates being individu-

ally pivoted between said first and second positions to

open and close independently of another gate;

c. conveyor means extending generally transversely within

'
1

7.

05i
84. Ly

iss-] Igo 9s
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said compartment and movable longitudinally therein for

conveying the granular substance toward said gate means
to empty said compartment of said granular substance,

the granular substance being discharged through said

opening in said compartment fioor when said gate means
is in said open position, and

d. agitating means movable longitudinally within said com-
partment for mixing the granular substance contained

within said compartment, said means lifting some of the

granular substance from the lower portion of the com-
partment toward the upper surface of the granular sub-

stance contained therein.

3,840,436

APPARATUS FOR RECEIVING COKE PUSHED FROM
HORIZONTAL COKE OVENS

Johannes Lorrek, Mulheim-Ruhr, Germany, assignor to Hein-

rich Koppers Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung, Essen,

Germany
Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 277,917

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 17, 1971,

2141081

Int. C.C 10b ii/00,J9//0

U.S. CI. 202-263 8 Claims

1. Apparatus for receiving hot coke being pushed from a

horizontal coke oven chamber of a coke oven battery com-

prising,

a drum receiver mounted on a movable support member,
said drum receiver arranged to be positioned adjacent the

coke discharge end of the coke oven chambers,

said drum receiver positioned on said support member in a

manner that the axis of said drum receiver extends sub-

stantially horizontally and perpendicular to said coke

oven battery,

said drum receiver having a chamber rotatable about said

drum axis, a central inlet opening for introducing coke

into said drum receiver chamber and an outlet opening to

discharge coke from said drum receiver chamber,

said central coke inlet opening positioned adjacent to the

discharge opening of said coke oven chamber,

means to introduce coke discharged from said coke oven

chamber into said drum receiver central opening,

means to rotate said drum to displace within said chamber
at least a portion of the coke in the lower quadrant of said

drum receiver chamber,

a housing enclosing said drum receiver, said housing having

a top opening,

filter means positioned in and closing said top opening, and

suction means positioned above said filter means to col-

lect the dust formed in said drum receiver chamber in

said filter means.

3,840,437

DISTILLATION COLUMN CONTROL METHOD AND
SYSTEM

Mohemmed M. Awan, Ponca City, Okla., and Albert D. Ep-

perly, Wrentham, Mass., assignors to Continental Oil Com-
pany, Ponca City, Okla.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,591

Int. CI. BOld 3/42

U.S. CI. 203—2 4 Claims

I. A method of controlling the operation of a distillation

column for fractionating a multi-component feed stream con-

taining a light key component and a heavy key component
into an overhead distillate product containing a desired con-

centration of said heavy key component and a bottoms prod-

uct containing a desired concentration of said light key com-
ponent, said distillation column including a heated reboiler, an
overhead vapor condenser, an external reflux accumulator,

and means for returning a stream of external reflux to said

column comprising the steps of:

a. measuring the flow rate and temperature of said multi-

component feed stream;

b. producing signals F and T^ varying directly with said

measurements of feed flow rate and temperature, respec-

tively;

c. combining said signals F and T^ in a feed enthalpy com-
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puter to produce a feed enthalpy signal F^ based on the

following relationship:

F,=/(F. T,);

d. analyzing said feed stream at least with respect to the

concentrations of said light and heavy key components
contained therein and producing a signal Cf generically

representative of the concentrations of said light and

heavy key components;

e. combining said signals F and Cf with constant signals L^

and H,j which arc representative of the desired concentra-

tions of light and heavy key components in said bottoms

and overhead products respectively in a bottoms product

computer to produce a signal B representative of the

required bottoms product flow rate based on the follow-

ing relationship:

B=yiF.C„H,„LB);
f. adjusting the actual bottoms product flow rate with the

signal B so that a bottoms product is obtained containing

the desired concentration of said light key component;

g. measuring the pressure of said distillation column and

producing a signal Sp in direct proportion therewith;

h. adjusting the cooling of said stream of external reflux

with said signal produced in step (g) thereby maintaining

the pressure of said distillation column at a substantially

constant level;

i. combining said signals F, C^, L/,. H^ and F^ in a predicted

internal reflux flow rate computer to produce a signal R,.

representative of the predicted internal reflux flow rate

based on the following relationship:

Rp=/(F. C, Ffc. H„, Lb);

j. measuring the temperature of the overhead vapors exiting

said distillation column and producing a signal T^ in

direct proportion therewith;

k. measuring the temperature and flow rate of said stream

of external reflux and producing signals T^ and R^ in

direct proportion therewith respectively;

I. combining said signals To, Tr and Rj, in an actual internal

flow rate computer to produce a signal R^ representative

of the actual internal flow rate based on the relationship:

R, = Rf ( 1 + constantdo - T«)];

m. comparing said signals Rp and R^ and producing a signal

R(, representative of the difference therebetween; and

n. manipulating the flow rate of said stream of external

reflux responsive to said signal Ro to obtain an overhead

distillate product containing a desired concentration of

said heavv key component.

3,840,438
METHOD OF DIRECT POTENTIOMETRIC

ANALYSIS OF A LIQUID SAMPLE
Therese M. Ast, Tarr>town, Milton H. Pelavin, Chappa-

qua, and K. Jagan Mohan Rao, Tarrytown, N.Y.,
assignors to Technicon Instruments Corporation, Tarry-
town, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Sen No. 242,556
Int. CI. GOln 27/46

U.S. CI. 204—1 T 7 Claims

i!
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1. A method of potentiometric analysis of a series of
liquid samples for a constituent of interest utilizing a
reference electrode and a sensing electrode having an
ion-selective surface portion, said reference electrode and

said ion-selection surface portion of said sensing electrode

defining, in part, a flow-thru conduit, comprising the steps

of:

flowing the liquid samples sequentially in a stream
along said conduit;

introducing gas to segment the stream of samples to

form gas segments intermediate each sample and its

neighboring samples so that each sample comprises
a liquid segment;

passing said flowing stream along said conduit to con-
tact said reference electrode and said ion-selective

surface portion of said sensing electrode with said

sample liquid and gas segments in said flowing

stream;

locating said electrodes with respect to each other such
that each sample liquid segment in said stream
bridges said reference electrode and said ion-selective

surface portion of said sensing electrode; and
measuring the electrical potential across said electrodes

for analysis of said liquid sample segments.

3,840,439
METHOD FOR MEASURING LONG CELL

CORROSION RATES
Glenn A. Marsh, Fullerton, Calif., assignor to Union Oil

Company of California, Los Angeles, Calif.
Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

803,596, Mar. 3, 1969, which is a continuation-in-part
of application Ser. No. 457,453, May 20, 1965, now
Patent No. 3,436,320, which is a continuation-in-part
of application Ser. No. 322,281, Nov. 8, 1963, now
Patent No. 3,398,065, which in turn is a continuation-
in-part of abandoned apphcation Ser. No. 248,451,
Dec. 31, 1962. This application Apr. 12, 1972, Ser.
No. 243,479

Int. CI. GOln 27/00
U.S. CI. 204—1 T 14 Claims

•-l-t-

1, A method for measuring long cell corrosion current,

which comprises:

disposing two metallic electrodes in spaced relation-

ship in a corrosive electrolytic environment;

applying across said electrodes a first D.C. potential

having a value of less than 0.03 volt;

measuring the magnitude and direction of a first ob-

served current flow between said electrodes for said

first applied potential;

applying across said electrodes a second D.C. potential

having the same value less than 0.03 volt and being

of opposite polarity to said first potential;

measuring the magnitude and direction of a second
observed flow between said electrodes for said sec-

ond potential; and
vectorially averaging the measured values of said first

observed current and said second observed current

to obtain a current value corresponding to the long

cell corrosion current.
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3,840,440
DEVICE AND METHOD FOR PRODUCING A COAT-
ING, ESPECIALLY ELECTROLYTIC ON THE
WALLS OF MEMBERS EXPOSED IN SERVICE TO
FRICTIONAL FORCES

Michel Durin, Paris, France, assignor to Societe
Anonyme Automobiles Citroen, Paris, France

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,783
Claims priority, application France, Nov. 9, 1971,

7140151
Int. CI. BOlk 3/00; C23b 5/56, 5/70

U.S. CI. 204—25 13 Claims

1. Device for forfning a coating, especially an electro-
lytic coating, on the inner surfaces of identical members
exposed in service to frictional forces, said device com-
prising:

means for stacking several said members so that the
surfaces of the members, oriented transversely with
respect to the direction of stacking, are constituted
by surfaces which are not exposed in service to fric-

tional forces, separating means being provided be-
tween the stacked members,

said stacked members thus defining an inner free space,
stack clamping means,
sealing me".ns arranged between the surfaces oriented

transversely with respect to the direction of stacking,

adapted to isolate these surfaces from a treatment
bath, and

electrical contact means for the passage of electrical
current from one stack member to the other, these
contact means being arranged between said trans-
versely oriented surfaces, said device being arranged
to enable the immersion of the stack in a treatment
bath contained in a vat and so that the electrical
contact means are arranged inside the outer contour
of said surfaces of the transversely oriented members
with respect to the direction of stacking, the sealing
means being provided completely surrounding the
electrical contact means so as to insulate the latter
from the outer, and if necessary, the inner space of
the stack.

greased and pickled, and nickel plated by electrodeposi-
tion on to the surface to be enamelled in a quantity of
about 0.3 to 0.7 g. per square meter of steel plate, the
improvement which comprises employing steel having a
carbon content of about 0.043% and effecting the electro-
lytic pickling treatment at a current density of about
40 amperes/dm.2 in an acid solution containing at least

one of sulfate and phosphate ions for about 0.2 to 3
minutes at a temperature of about 40 to 80° C.

3,840,442
TITANIUM OR TITANIUM ALLOYS HAVING AN
ANODIZED SURFACE LAYER AND METHOD
OF FORMING

Jacques Andre Chevalier, La Residence d'Orsay, Rue
Aristide Briand, Orsay, France, and Jacques Paul
Joseph Moisan, 40 Rue Charles Infreit, Andresy,
France

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,094
Int. CI. C23b 11/02; C23f 77/00

U.S. CI. 204—35 N 10 Claims

~M

1. A method for obtaining titanium or titanium alloy

parts provided with a low friction coefficient surface and
capable of resisting gripping or seizure by rubbing under
high pressure which consists of forming on the surface of
the parts a porous and resistant oxide layer having a

thickness of more than 1 micron and an open porosity
'tanging between 20% and 80% with dimensions of pore
sections ranging between 2 and 5 square microns, said
oxide layer being formed by anodization under DC in an
aqueous solution which contains a quantity of sulfuric

acid ranging between 6% and 35% by weight and a quan-
tity of hydrochloric acid ranging between 0.7% and 8.5%
by weight.

3,840,443
METHOD OF MAKING AN ELECTRODE HAVING
A COATING COMPRISLNG A PLATINUM METAL
OXIDE

Henri Bernard Beer, Kalmthout, Belgium, assignor to
Chemnor Corporation, Panama City, Panama

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 702.695, Feb.
2, 1968, now Patent No. 3,632,498. This application
May 19, 1971, Ser. No. 144,883

Claims priority., application Great Britain, Feb. 10, 1967,
6.490/67

Int. CI. C23b 5/24, 5/52
U.S. CI. 204—37 R 10 Claims

3,840.441
PICKLING OF STEEL PLATES PRIOR TO NICKEL

PLATING AND COATING
Bruno Hees, Leverkusen, Hans Hoffmann, Leichlingen,
and Gerhard Trogel, Bergisch Neukirchen, Germany,
assignors to Bayer Rickmann GmbH, Cologne, Ger-
many
No Drawing. Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,898

Claims priority, application Germany, July 17. 1971.
P 21 37 551.9

Int. CI. C23b 7/06, 5/05; C23d 5/00 ^ ^ method of making an electrode for use in an
U.S. CI. 204—34 1 Claim electrolyte comprising the steps of placing at least a part

1. In the pretreatment of steel plate for direct-on white of the surface of an electrically conductive base corre-
enameling wherein the steel plate is electrolytically de- sponding to the working area of the electrode in an elec-
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trolyte having therein at least one dissolved salt of a film

forming metal and at least one further dissolved salt of

a metal other than a film forming metal taken from the

group consisting of gold, silver, platinum, palladium, irid-

ium, ruthenium, osmium, rhodium, iron, nickel, chro-

mium, copper, lead and manganese which will deposit

anodically an electrically conductive oxide during elec-

trolysis, the base having at least the outer surface portion

thereof corresponding to the working area of the electrode

made of an electrical conductor which is resistant to the

electrolyte in which the electrode is to be used, passing a

current through the electrolyte and the electrode for de-

positing on said part of the surface of the electrode a

mixed material of an oxide of a film forming metal and

an electrically conductive oxide of the metal other than

a film forming metal, and heating the thus treated elec-

trode at a temperature of from 200 to 600° C. for a time

of at least 5 min.

3,840,444
ALKALINE CYANIDE FREE ZINC

ELECTROPLATING BATH
Reinhard Koch, Hauptstrasse 24a,

6081 Geinsheim, Germany
No Drawing. Filed May 2, 1972, Ser. No. 249,637

Claims priority, application Germany, May 10, 1971,
P 21 23 035.3

Int. CI. C23b 5/10, 5/46
U.S. CI. 204—55 R 8 Claims

1. An alkaline, cyanide-free zinc electroplating bath

comprising, in aqueous, cyanide-free alkaline solution

a zinc salt in an amount sufficient to produce zinc

deposits on electroplating,

between about 2 g./l. and about 5 g./l. of Rochellc
salt as complexing agent, and

between about 2 g./l. and about 6 g./l. of a preformed
condensation product resulting from the condensa-

tion reaction of epichlorohydrin with the Schiff base

obtained by reacting an alkylene polyamine with an
aldehyde in the molar ration from 1:0.5 to 1:1, the

molar ratio of Schiff base to epichlorohydrin being

between 1:0.5 and 1:1.5.

3,840,445
TWO-STAGE ELECTROCHEMICAL OCTAFLUORO-

PROPANE PRODUCTION
Robert A. Paul and Murl B. Howard, Bartlesville, Okla.,

assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company
Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,006

Int. CI. C07b 29/06; C07c 17/10, 19/08
U.S. CI. 204—59 F 3 Claims

d
m.

i
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1. A process for the preparation of octafluoropropane,
which comprises:

passing an electric current through a current-conduct-
ing liquid hydrogen fluoride electrolyte contained in

a first electrolysis cell provided with a cathode and
an anode;

passing a first feedstock comprising propane into said

first electrolysis cell and into contact with said anode
and fluorinating said feedstock in said first electroly-

sis cell under first fluorinating conditions which favor

the conversion of said feedstock to perfluoropropane

intermediates as opposed to the conversion to octa-

fluoropropane;

withdrawing from said first electrolysis cell a first efflu-

ent stream comprising unconverted propane, per-

fluoropropane intermediates, and octafluoropropane;

passing the first effluent stream into a first separation

zone;

withdrawing from said first separation zone a first over-

head stream comprising all of said unconverted pro-

pane and at least a major portion of octafluoropro-

pane, and a first bottoms stream free of propane and

comprising at least a major portion of said perfluoro-

propane intermediates;

passing an electric current through a current-conduct-

ing liquid hydrogen fluoride electrolyte contained in

a second electrolysis cell provided with a cathode and
an anode;

passing a propane-free second feedstock comprising at

least a portion of said first bottoms stream from
said first separation zone into said second electrolysis

cell and into contact with the anode of said second

electrolysis cell and fluorinating said second feed-

stock in said second electrolysis cell under second

fluorinating conditions which favor the conversion of

said second feedstock to octafluoropropane;

withdrawing from said second electrolysis cell a pro-

pane-free second efiluent stream comprising per-

fluoropropane intermediates and octafluoropropane;

passing the second effluent stream to a second separa-

tion zone;

withdrawing from said second separation zone a second

overhead stream comprising at least a major portion

of the octafluoropropane contained in said second ef-

fluent stream, and a propane-free second bottoms

stream comprising at least a major portion of the

perfluoropropane intermediates contained in said

second effluent stream;

returning at least a portion of said first overhead stream

to said first electrolysis cell to form a portion of said

first feedstock; and
returning at least a portion of said second bottoms

stream to said second electrolysis cell to form a por-

tion of said second feedstock;

wherein said first fluorinating conditions comprise re-

placement of from 1 to 20 percent of the replaceable

hydrogen of said first feedstock with fluorine, and

wherein said second fluorinating conditions comprise

replacement of at least greater than 20 percent of the

replaceable hydrogen of said second feedstock with

fluorine.

3,840,446
METHOD FOR PRODUCING HIGH-PURITY
NICKEL FROM SULFIDIZED CONCENTRATES

Louis Gandon, Christian H. Bozec, and Philippe B.

Lenoble, Le Havre, France, assignors to Societe Le
Nickel, Paris, France

Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,290
Claims priority, application France, May 24, 1971,

7118633
Int. CI. C22b 9/08; C22d 1/14

U.S. CI. 204—113 6 Claims
1. A method for the production of high-purity nickel

from a sulphide concentrate comprising the following

successive steps:

(a) drying said sulphide concentrate and roasting it

at a temperature of about 900° C, thereby producing

sulfurous gas,

(b) dissolving the roasted product in hydrochloric acid,

(c) oxidizing the iron contained in the impure nickel

chloride solution resulting from step (b),

(d) eliminating the impurities from the nickel chloride

solution on a strongly basic anion-exchange resin

of the quaternary ammonium type,
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(e) neutralizing any excess hydrochloric acid, and
(f) electrolyzing the nickel chloride solution purified

in the preceding steps thereby producing gaseous
chlorine and high-purity nickel, said purification step

(d) being carried out using two main sets of resin

columns mounted in series, said main sets of resin

columns being subjected in a cyclic manner to regen-
eration by rinsing them with hydrochloric acid, by
eluting them with water, and by restoring them to

their former state using a solution of pure nickel
chloride, and in which the elution solution of the
first of said sets of resin columns is used for the
elution of the second of said sets, then admixed with
hydrochloric acid, purified on an auxiliary set of
columns containing anion-exchange resin and then
used successively for rinsing the second one and
then the first one of said main sets of resin columns.

631

3,840,447
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR CHLORINATING

METHYLCHLOROSILANES
Hans Joachim Lucking, Bergisch-Neukirchen, Klaus

Seyfried, Schildgen, Walter Noll, Opiaden, and Ludwig
Fries, Leverkusen, Germany, assignors to Bayer Ak-
tiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,791
Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 12, 1971,

P 21 50 718.6
Int. CI. BOlj 1/00, 1/10

U.S. CI. 204—158 HA 1 Claim

r
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1. In the production of a chloromethyl chlorosilane of
the formula:

(ClCH2)a(CH3)bSiCl4_a-b

in which « is I, 2 or 3, 6 is 0, 1 or 2, and the sum of
a+b is not greater than 3,

by reacting a methylchlorosilane of the formula:

(CH3)a_bSiCl4_a^b

with chlorine in the liquid phase and under the action of
radiation which initiates the photochemical reaction be-
tween chlorine and the methylchlorosilane, the improve-
ment which comprises mixing the chlorine and the methyl-
chlorosilane in a first zone with exclusion of light which
would initiate the photochemical reaction, contacting the
solution with a gas space whereby any undissolved chlo-
rine passes from the solution into said gas space, there-
after introducing the resulting solution free of undissolved
gas into a second zone separate from said first zone, and
exposing said solution to radiation to initiate the photo-
chemical reaction in said second zone.

3,840,448

^^/If^^^ CURING OF ACRYLYL OR METH-ACRYLYL COMPOUNDS USING RADIATIONOF 2,537 ANGSTROMS
Claiborn Lee Osbom, Charieston, W. Va., and Harden
^^"/y ^^oue, Indianapolis, Ind., assignors to Union
Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,122
Int. CI. C08d 1 /OO; C08f 1 /OO

U.S. CI. 204-159.14 i6 Claims
1. A process for preferentially and rapidly polymerizing

or curing or crossiinking the exterior surface of a film
layer on a moving substrate of a photocurable monomer
or polymer composition containing at least one polym-
erizabie acrylyl or methacrylyl group which comprises
exposmg said photocurable composition under an inert
gas atmosphere to a low pressure mercury short wave
ultraviolet radiation source, at least 75% of the radiated
power being at a wavelength of 2,537 Angstrom units
whereby the exterior surface of the film is preferentially
polymerized or cured or crosslinked.

3,840,449
NOVEL METHOD OF PRODUCING TWO-COM-PONENT AND MULTI-COMPONENT COPOLY-MERS CONTALNING CONJUGATED DIENE COM-POUNDS AND CONJUGATED POLAR VINYL
\IONOMERS USING PHOTO POLYMERIZATION

Junji Furukawa, Kyoto, and Euchi Kobayashi and Yutaka
Iseda, Uji, and Toshio Yukuta, Tokyo, Japan, assignors
to Bndgestone Tire Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 11, 1969, Ser. No. 884,249
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 13, 1968,

43/90,951; Oct. 19, 1969, 44/83,401, 44/83,402,
44/83,403

Int. CI. C08d 1/00; C08f 1/16
U.S. CI. 204—159.24 16 Claims

1. A method of producing alternating copolymers of
conjugated diene and conjugated polar vinyl monomers,
wherein the molar ratio of the conjugated diene units to

the conjugated polar vinyl monomer units is always 1:1,

comprising

irradiating a light having a wave length of 2,000-6,000
angstroms to a polymerization reaction system com-
posed of at least one conjugated diene having the

general formula

Rs H
\ /

R« C=C
\ / \
C=C R<

/ \
II R3

wherein R^ R^, R3 and R* represent hydrogen
atoms, hydrocarbon radicals having 1 to 5 car-

bon atoms or hydrocarbon radicals having sub-

stituents of these radicals, and at least one con-

jugated polar vinyl monomer having the general

formula

CHi^C\
Z

R'
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wherein R'^ represents a hydrogen atom, a hydro-

carbon radical having 1 to 10 carbon atoms or a

hydrocarbon radical having substituents of the

radical, Z represents a nitrile group or an ester

group having the general formula

—C-O-R'
II

o

wherein R^ represents a hydrocarbon radical hav-

ing 1 to 10 carbon atoms, the molar ratio of said

conjugated diene to said polar vinyl monomer

being 1:20 to 20:1, at a temperature of —100-
-1-100° C, in liquid state,

in the presence of at least one catalytic component

selected from the group consisting of metal halides

having the general formulae

ZnXz and AIX3

wherein X represents a halogen atom, the amount

of said catalytic component being in the range

of Vio^ to V2 mole per 1 mole of the total fed

monomer.

3,840,450
METHOD OF DIFFUSING SUBSTANCES INTO
SURFACE ZONES OF CONDUCTIVE BODIES

Kiyosbi Inoue, 100 Sakato, Kawasaki, Kanagawa, Japan
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 850,162,

Aug. 14, 1969, which is a continuation-in-part of appli-

cation Ser. xNo. 405,051, Oct. 20, 1964, now Patent

No. 3,481,839. This appUcation Nov. 2, 1971, Ser. No.
195,055
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 21, 1963,

38/55,819; Feb. 3, 1964, 39/5,506
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Mar. 31, 1987, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. C23b 13/00
U.S. CI. 204—181 14 Claims

'At^.

direct electric current a high-frequency electric field

with a frequency upwards of 10 kHz to the order of

about 19 mHz.

3,840,451

METHOD OF PRODUCING AN ARTIFICIAL
DIAMOND FILM

Vyacheslav Mikhailovich Golyanov, ulitsa Rogova 18,

kv. 3, and AIek Platonovich Demidov, ulitsa Rogova 3,

kv. 8, both of Moscow, U.S.S.R.

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,350
Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., Oct. 28, 1971,

1708806
Int. CI. C23c 15/00

U.S. CI. 204—192 7 Claims

1. A method of producing artificial diamond films

which comprises sputtering at least two graphite cathodes

simultaneously by ions of an electric discharge in an inert

gas at a pressure of about 10^'' to 10^'' torr, to thereby

form at least two atomic beams of carbon, the inert gas

pressure being maintained such that neutral carbon atoms

emitted from the cathodes reach the substrate surface

without colliding with the inert gas particles, said atomic

beams of carbon being deposited on said common solid

substrate with overlapping on the surface thereof to there-

by form said diamond film.

8

3,840,452
ELECTRODE FOR MEASURING CONCENTRATION

OF CHOLINE AND FTS ESTERS
George Baum, Corning, and Merrill Lynn, Big Flats,

N.Y., assignors to Corning Glass Works, Coming, N.Y.
Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,778

Int. CI. GOln 27/46
U.S. CI. 204—195 M 10 Claims

1. A method of diffusing a substance into a conductive

body, comprising the steps of

immersing said body in a conductive liquid containing

a material dissociatable or decomposable into an

ionic species comprising said substance;

spacedly juxtaposing said body with a counterelectrode

immersed in said liquid;

passing a direct electric current through said liquid be-

tween said body and said counterelectrode to effect

a drift of the substance toward a surface of the body
immersed in said liquid, thermally generating a gase-

ous discharge layer between said liquid and said sur-

face, generating electric discharges through said layer

to induce the drift of said substance in the form of

said ionic species into a surface zone of said body,

and applying a potential gradient across said layer of

a magnitude sufficient to cause said ionic species to

diffuse into said surface zone; and
promoting the diffusion of said substance into said sur-

face zone of said body by superimposing upon said

1. An improved electrode for measuring the concentra-

tion of the cations of chlorine and its esters in an aqueous

solution comprising:

(a) an electrically insulating body having an opening

at a portion thereof;
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(b) a fused membrane disposed in covering relationship

across the opening, the membrane comprising;

(i) a polyvinylchloride matrix containing,

(ii) an ion exchange material having the formula

[(CH3)3NCH2CH20RinB(C6H4X)4]- wherein

X is chlorine or phenoxy, R is hydrogen or

O

-c-R'

and R' is lower alkyl or phenyl, and

(iii) a suitable solvent-plasticizer.

(c) an internal reference electrode contained within the

body of (a) and in electrical contact with the mem-
brane of (b).

overpotential for hydrogen generation, the porous elec-

trodes, including a support in which they are secured, con-

stituting, after being wetted with an electrolyte, a

pressurized vessel having an outlet and adapted to

contain an electrolyte and operating up to a hydrogen

overpressure, with respect to the pressure on the level of

the electrolyte equalling Ap=25-cos a/r in which 5 is

surface tension of the electrolyte, a is an angle of wetting

the material of electrode surface and r is radius of the

A 3,840,453
ROTARY CATHODE CELL

Roy M. Cooper, Groton, and Clair H. Putnam, Madison,
Conn., assignors to Olin Corporation
Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 254,866

Int. CI. BOlk 3/00; COlb 7/06; COlc 1/08
U.S. CI. 204—212 24 Claims

1. A rotary cathode cell for the electrolysis of aqueous

alkali metal chloride brines, comprising a horizontally

arranged sealed container; inlet and outlet means for

brine and liquid metal cathode, outlet means for chlorine

gas; said liquid metal cathode being arranged at the

bottom of said container; a rotatable cylinder arranged

horizontally within and spaced from said container, said

cylinder contacting and being wetted by said liquid metal

cathode; at least one anode supported from the upper

part of said container, said anode being substantially

above and having one face concentric with and uniformly

spaced from a portion of the surface of said cylinder;

a partition separating said inlet and outlet means for said

liquid metal cathode; and means to support and rotate

said cylinder.

3,840,454
ELECTROLYTIC HYDROGEN SOURCE

Jiri Jansta, Kostelec nad Labem, and Otokar Lasota,
Prague, Czecho.slovakia. assignors to Ceskoslovenska
Akademie Ved, Prague, Czechoslovakia

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 278,998
Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia, Aug. 13,

1971, 5,890/71; Sept. 28, 1971, 6,892/71
Int. CI. BOlk 3/00

U.S. CI. 204—230 7 Claims
1. An electrolytic hydrogen source with a portional

gas generation control, comprising, in combination porous
electrodes made of electrochemically active porous layer

of material of which hydrophilic surface has a low over-

potential for hydrogen generation, and of a physically

active cover layer of hydrophilic material having a higher

pores in the cover layer of the electrode; a pressure gauge

adapted to communicate with the outlet of said pressur-

ized vessel and equipped with means for scanning propor-

tional deviations from a preset hydrogen pressure value;

and an electrolyte current controlling element connected

to the outlet of said pressure gauge, whereby a completely

closed control circuit is formed, the electrochemically ac-

tive porous layer of the electrode being separated from

said cover layer thereof by a connecting interlayer.

3,840,455
ELECTROLYTIC CELL FOR RECOVERING

METALS FROM SOLUTION
Austin C. Cooley, Thomas W. Bober, and John S. Zankow-

ski, Rochester, N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 257,025
Claims priority, application Canada, Feb. 23, 1972,

135,530
Int. CI. C22d 1/02

U.S. CI. 204—269 14 Claims

33 37

1
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1. An electrolytic cell comprising:

a concave member of dielectric material having a base;

a flange integral with said base and projecting there-

from substantially adjacent the periphery thereof,

said flange forming a side wall, and electrically con-

ductive material on the internal surface of said base,

said conductive material constituting a first electrode

of said cell;

a second electrode engaging said flange and essentially

parallel to said internal surface, said second electrode

covering said concave member, and forming with

said concave member a chamber;

a partition within said concave member, said non-con-

ductive partition of dielectric material and said flange
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being so constructed and arranged as to form a con-
tinuous, inwardly turning passage for electrolyte ex-

tending from the periphery of said concave member
to the center thereof; and

said cell having passage means for passing electrolyte

into and out of said chamber comprising an inlet

adjacent one extremity and an outlet adjacent the

opposite extremity of said partition.

means forming a first flow path receiving fluid from
said pump outlet and comprising

oxygenation means receiving pressurized flow

3,840,456
PRODUCTION OF LOW-SULFUR FUEL FROM

SULFUR.BEARING COALS AND OILS
Paul M. Yavorsky, Monongabela, and Sam Friedman
and Sayeed Akhtar, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to the
United States of America as represented by the Secre-
tary of the Interior

Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273,667
Int. CI. ClOg 1/06

U.S. CI. 208—10 8 Claims

CtML

RECEIVER

1. A process for desulfurizing coal comprising
passing a fluid stream of the coal in a liquid slurry

through a reactor containing an immobilized bed of
catalyst particles, said bed having an interstitial void
space of about 20-80% and said catalyst being a

desulfurization catalyst from the group consisting of
a cobalt molybdate supported on alumina, silica-

stabilized cobalt molybdate supported on alumina
and nickel molybdate supported on alumina, wherein
said stream is passed to and through said bed at a
rate of about 50 to 1000 pounds per hour per cubic
foot of void space in said bed; wherein the reaction
conditions in the bed are about 300-500° C. and
500-40,000 p.s.i.g.; simultaneously passing a reducing
gas through said bed, said reducing gas selected
from the group consisting of hydrogen, carbon
monoxide, steam and mixtures thereof, said gas flow
rate being about 10-2000 s.c.f./pound of said stream
and at a velocity substantially above turbulent flow,
the modified Reynold's number, Nrb- of said gas flow
rate being at least 100: and removing a liquid fuel
oil product from said reactor.

3,840.457
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TREATING

ANIMAL WASTE
George E. Wilson, Sterling, III., assignor to Houdaille

Industries, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
Filed Oct. 4, 1971, Sen No. 186,294

„^ ^ Int. CI. C02c I/IO
U.S. CI. 210-14 12 Claims

1. A system for deodorizing and treating a slurry of
animal waste suspended in a pool of fluid comprising:
pump means having an outlet and an inlet with said

inlet being adapted to receive a slurry of animal
waste suspended in a pool of fluid;

from said pump outlet and producing a jet

stream directed to educe ambient atmosphere
into the slurry;

means forming a second flow path for transporting the

slurry to a point of use and comprising

valve means controlling the flow from said pump
outlet to said second flow path.

a source of pressurized dilution fluid,

means forming a mixing chamber through which
fluid from said pump outlet and said source of
pressurized dilution fluid flows, and

second valve means selectively controlling the

flow of the dilution fluid to said mixing
chamber,

whereby the concentration of suspended solids in the fluid

P.owing through said second flow path to a point of use
may be controlled to maximize the transport rate of the
slurry.

3,840,458
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR OBTAINING
THERAPEUTICALLY ACTIVE SUBSTANCES
FROM ANIMAL TISSLE

Rolf Deinger, Cologne, Germany, and Paul Buchmann
and Monique Beringer. Basel. Suit/erluiid. assignors to
Rolf Delninger and Paul Buchnunn. C ologne, Ger-
many, and Basel, Switzerland

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289.224
Claims priority, application Swit/eHand, Sept. 24, 1971,

63,953/71
Int. CI. BOld lJl/00

U.S. CI. 210—22 2 Claims

1. A process for the sterile dialysis of a suspension
selected from the group which consists of ground embry-
onic animal and placental tissue to obtain therapeutically
active substances, said process comprising the steps of:

providing said suspension in the form of a liquid to be
dialyzed along one side of a dialysis membrane and
disposing a dialysis liquid on the other side thereof;

effecting dialysis from said liquid to be dialyzed to said

dialysis liquor through said membrane;
cooling said liquid to be dialyzed to a temperature be-
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low 4° C. at a location spaced from said membrane
whereby said liquid is maintained sterile;

heating said dialysis liquid; and
effecting convection heat transfer between said dialysis

liquid and said liquid to be dialyzed along said mem-
brane to warm an active boundary layer of said liq-

uid to be dialyzed only directly adjacent said mem-
brane to a temperature above 4° C, said dialysis

liquid being heated to a temperature above that of

said boundary layer.

3,840,459

GREASE MANUFACTURE
Israel J. Heilwell, Princeton, and Frederick C. Schwab,

Metuchen, N.J., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 194,900

Int. CI. ClOm 5/22, 5/20, 7/50
U.S. CI. 252—33.6 8 Claims

1. A process for grease manufacture which comprises

slurry polymerizing at a temperature from about 30° C.

to about 100" C, a vinyl aromatic monomer selected from
the group consisting of styrene, p-methylstyrene, alpha

methylstyrene, p-tertiary-butylstyrene, 2-vinyl pyridine.

4-vin>l pyridine, \inyl toluene, vinyl naphthalene and
vinyl biphenyl, in the presence of a cross-linking amount
of a cross-linking agent selected from the group consist-

ing of divinylbenzene, tri(allyloxy)-s-triazine, divinyloxy-

melhane and l-vinyloxy-2-allyloxyethane, and in the

presence of a polymerization initiating amount of an
anionic polymerization catalyst in a lubricating oil vehicle

to form an emulsion comprising a polymer of said vinyl

aromatic monomer, and thereafter treating the resulting

product with an effective amount of an agent capable of
forming polar terminal groups selected from the group
consisting of gaseous carbon dioxide, gaseous ethylene
oxide, acrylonitrile, methacrylonitriie. ethylene sulfide,

ethylene imine. and methyl phosphine. to form a grease.

3,840,460

LUBRICITY ADt)ITIVFS FOR DRILLING FLUIDS
David B. Sheldahl, Griffith, Ind., and John H. Striegler,

Richardson, Tex., assignors to Atlantic Richfield Co.,
New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application Jan. 20, 1971, Ser. No.
108,170, now Patent No. 3,712,393. Divided and this
application Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,330

Int. CI. ClOm 3/32. 3/42
U.S. CI. 252—8.5 C 6 Claims

1. A composition useful in a drilling fluid to increase

the lubricity thereof, said composition consisting essen-

tially of at least about 40 weight percent sulfurized lard

oil, at least about 10 weight percent mineral oil, and at

least about 1 weight percent halogenated paraflin, said

composition containing greater than 2 weight percent
total halogen and greater than 5 weight percent total

sulfur. I,

size of 1-150 microns dispersed uniformly in a lubricant

carrier selected from the group consisting of lubricating

oils and lubricating greases.

3,840,462

LUBRICANT COMPOSITIONS
Maximillian Geretschlager, Vienna, Austria, assignor to

Mobil Oil Corporation

No Drawing. Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,469

Claims priority, application Austria, Apr. 7, 1972,
3,036/72

Int. CI. ClOm 1/32, 3/26
U.S. CI. 252—34.7 8 Claims

1. A lubricant composition comprising:

(a) from about 5 to about 60%, by weight, of a

straight-chain fatty alcohol having from 1 to about

18 carbon atoms;

(b) from about 5 to about 70%, by weight, of a hy-

drocarbon fraction having a viscosity between about

28 and about 100 SUS at 100° F.;

(c) from about 1 to about 20%, by weight, of a fatty

acid having from about 8 to about 22 carbon atoms;

(d) from about 1 to about 30%, by weight, of an ester

of a fatty acid having from about 8 to about 22 car-

bon atoms and a fatty alcohol having from about 1

to about 18 carbon atoms;

(e) from about 0.1 to about 10%, by weight, of an
organic amine; and

(f) from about 0.1 to about 50%, by weight, of a non-
ionic emulsifier.

3,840,461

GLASS POWDER LUBRICANT DISPERSIONS
Luis Arizmendi Espunes. Madrid. Spain, assignor to
Instituto de Quimica Fisica Rocasolano, Madrid, Spain
Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 75,478,

Sept. 25, 1970. This application Oct. 13, 1972, Ser.
No. 297,494

Int. CI. ClOm 1/10,3/02
U.S. CI. 252—21 3 Claims

1. A method of lubricating solid surfaces under high
contact pressure and at approximately room temperature
which comprises applying to said surfaces a lubricating
composition comprising glass powder having a particle

3,840,463

SULFUR AND PHOSPHORUS BEARING
LUBRICANT

Rasmus Froeschmann, Irschenhausen, and Friedrich
Sprijgel, Munich, Germany, assignors to Optimol-
Olwerke GmbH, Munich, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,234

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 24, 1971,
P 21 08 780.9

U.S. CI. 252—42.7
Int. CI. ClOm 1/48

7 Claims

1. In a lubricant composition including a base oil of
mineral or synthetic origin and a lubrication-improving
additive containing chemically bound phosphorus and
sulfur while free from chemically bound heavy metal,
said additive being a member of the group consisting of

sulfides and polysulfides of phosphorus, thiophosphates,

and products of the sulfurization and phosphorization of
organic compounds containing at least one olefinic double
bond, the improvement which comprises:

(a) a metal-organic dithiocarbamate in an amount
sufficient to enhance the lubrication-improving effect

of said additive,

(b) said dithiocarbamate having the formula

Ri
\
N-CS-S-] Me

wherein Ri and Ro are members of the group con-

sisting of straight-chained alkyl, branched alkyl, and
cycloalkyl, said members having 2 to 10 carbon

atoms. Me is a metal of the group consisting of zinc,

lead, tin, tungsten, molybdenum, niobium, lan-

thanum, antimony, bismuth, chromium, vanadium,

and cadmium, and z is the valance of said metal and

2 or 3,

(c) the combined amount of said lubrication-improv-

ing additive and of said dithiocarbamate being be-

tween 0.1% and 20% of the weight of said base oil.
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3,840,464
ELECTROSTATIC GLASS BEAD CARRIER

MATERIAL
iozef Leonard Van Engeland, St. Katelijne-Waver, Noel
Jozef De Voider, Edegem, and Daniel .Maurice Timmer-
raan, Mortsel, Belgium, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert N.V.,
Mortsel, Belgium

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Sen No.
162,303, July 13, 1971. This appUcation Dec. 29, 1971,
Sen No. 213,806

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 30, 1970,
61,855/70

Int. CI. G03g 9/00
L.S. CI. 252—62.1 j claims

1. hlectrostatic carrier material consisting of glass
beads contacted with a solution of a trialkoxysilane or of
an organic phosphor compound which is a bivalent or
trivalent metal salt of a phosphorus oxyacid containing
at least one organic group, and coated with a continuous
layer of polymer containing reactive hydrogen atoms.

3,840,465
AEROSOL FOAM COMPOSITION

Edwm C. Knowles, Sun City, Ariz., Frederick C. McCoy,
Beacon, N.Y., and George B. Arnold, Houston, Tex.,
assignors to Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

^*i»Pi?^'1'?-
Continuation-in-part of application Sen No.

90,815, Nov. 18, 1970, which is a continuation-in-part
of application Sen No. 696,681, Dec. 19, 1967, both
m)w abandoned. This application Sept. 14, 1972, Sen

Int. CI. CI Id 77/00
U.S. CI. 252—90 12 claims

1. A persistent foam-producing composition packaged
in a pressurized container which consists essentially of an
aqueous solution of a foam forming water soluble surfac-
tant selected from the group consisting of the alkali metal
and amine salts of alkyl sulfuric acids, alkylphosphoric
acids, alkylnaphthalene sulfonates, diamylsulfosuccinates
ethanolamine-caprate, sulfated fatty acids, alkali metal
salts of fatty acids, water-soluble highly ethoxylated alkyl
phenols, amines, amides, alcohols, glyceryl esters, sorbitan
esters and mixtures, containing a liquid propellant selected
from the group consisting of aliphatic hydrocarbons, halo-
genated derivatives of aliphatic hydrocarbons and mix-
tures thereof, said propellant having a vapor pressure of
from about 5 to about 300 p.s.i.g. at about room tempera-
ture dispersed therein by a propellant soluble, water in^
soluble surfactant selected from the group consisting of
omega - hydroxy - tetraethoxy - nonylbenzene, omega - hy-
droxy-hexaethoxy-nonylbenzene. and omega-hydroxy-tri-
ethoxy-tndecane, said foam forming surfactant being pres-
ent m the aqueous solution in an amount of from 5 to
35% by weight, said liquid propellant being present in the
composition m an amount of from about 1 to '»G% by
volume, and said water insoluble surfactant being present
in the composition m an amount from about 1 to 20% by
volume, said composition being a transparent micellar dis-
persion of said propellant in the aqueous solution.

3,840,466

^ _, .
STAIN REMOVAL

Frederick William Gray, Summit, N.J. assignor to
Colgate-Palmolive Company, New York, N.Y.^o Drawing. Application May 3, 1968, Sen No. 726 571now Patent No. 3,637,339, dated Jan. 25, 1972, which

Nn^ 7n"S*^f""'"'?^'?«^t''5e"''""''* application Sen
? JV'^,n-'\Jl^''- ^' *'^*- Divided and this applica-
tion July 20, 1971, Sen No. 164,463
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Jan. 25, 1989. has been disclaimed

,To ^. '"*• CI. CI Id 7/54
U.S. CI. 252-99 „c,„-„,

1. A composition consisting essentially of effective
amounts of an inorganic peroxygen compound, an activa-
tor for the peroxygen compound and about 001% to
4 /r of a proteolytic enzyme, said activator having a car-

boxylic acyl group, said peroxygen compound being one
which reacts with said activator to form the corresponding
percarboxylic acid on addition of said composition to wash
water, said activator being present in amount effective to
so convert said peroxygen compound and thereby increase
the bleaching effect of said peroxygen compound on
coffee/tea stains, said composition being adapted to be
added to aqueous wash water in an amount sufficient to
provide about 1 to 40 p.p.m. of available oxygen to the
wash water.

3,840,467
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MICRO-
CAPSULES CONTAINING HYDROPHOBIC OIL
DROPS

Hiroharu Matsukawa and Keiso Saeki, Fujinomiya, Japan,
assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa,
Japan
No Drawing. Filed Apn 28, 1971, Sen No. 138,366
Claims priority, application Japan, Apn 28, 1970,

45/36,547
Int. CI. BOlj 13/02; B44d 1/44

U.S. CI. 252—316 10 Claims
1. In a process for producing oil-containing micro-

capsules by complex coacervation using two or more hy-
drophilic colloids having opposite electric charges to each
other, which process comprises:

fl) emulsifying a water-immiscible oil in an aqueous
solution of at least one hydrrphilic colloid ionizable
in water (first sol) and then admixing an aqueous
solution of a hydrophilic colloid having an electric
charge opposite to that of the first sol. or emulsifying
a water-immiscible oil in an aqueous solution of hy-
drophilic colloids which are ionizable in water and at
least one of which is positively charged:

(2) either adding water thereto or adjusting the pH
thereof to cause coacervation, thus obtaining coacer-
yates wherein a complex colloid is adhered to the
individual oil droplets;

(3) cooling the coacervates to cause gelation thereof-
and

'

(4) prehardening by adjusting the system to pH 9-11
in the presence of a hardening agent;

the improvement which comprises adding a polyacrylic
acid compound to the system before the step of pre-hard-
enmg, wherein said polyacrylic acid compound is a homo-
polymer comprising repeating units represented by the
following formula:

•Ri Ri

Li
_R2 COOX_

wherein Rj, Rg and Rg each represent a member selected
from the group consisting of a hydrogen atom and an
alkyl group of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms: X is a mem-
ber selected from the group consisting of a hydrogen
atom, an alkali metal, and an ammonium croup- and
" represents an integer of from 50 to 50,000,

said polyacrylic acid compound being present in an
amount sufficient to induce complex coacervation but
not coagulation.

3,840,468
METHOD FOR SEPARATING WATER FROM

Horst Rogenhofer, Rottendorf, and Hans Hillinger, Retz-

r^iw c''K^"^V^i"'^»"'"' *^ ^^^ KugellagerfabrikenGmbH, Schweinfurt, West, Germany
Filed Man 29, 1972, Sen No. 239,190

Claims priority, application Germany, Man 31. 1971
P 21 15 589.5

'

iTc ^. <,«
Int. CI. BOld i 7/0^. 79/00

•?•
V

• ?H^^H-f
^

2 Claims
1. Method of separating water from emulsions of used-

up oil, emulsifiers and water, comprising the steps of caus-
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ing said emulsion to fall in a vertical path, forcing the

falling emulsion to be spread to form thin film, main-
tain said thin falling film of emulsion while simultane-
ously creating turbulence therein, heating the film as it

falls to evaporate the water contained in the emulsion,
removing the water vapor thus produced and permitting
the residual oil and ei^iulsifiers to fall out of the lower end
of said path.

3,840,469
COBALT CATALYST RECOVERY FROM ACETIC
ACID MEDIUM DERIVED FROM LIQUID PHASE
OXIDATION OF ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBONS

Chades C. Hobbs. Jn, and John C. Trebellas, Corpus
Christi, Tex., and Juan L. Huguet, Buenos Aires, Argen-
tina, assignors to Celanese Corporation, New York,
N.Y.
No Drawing, Filed July 26, 1972, Sen No. 275,395

Int. CI. BOlj 11/02, 11/82; C07c 53/08
U.S. CI. 252—413 8 Claims

1. A process for the recovery of cobalt (II) ions ini-

tially present in a first liquid medium consisting essen-
tially of acetic acid derived from the liquid phase oxida-
tion of an aliphatic hydrocarbon and the production of
a fresh solution of the same comprising:

(a) incorporating into said first acetic acid medium
containing cobalt (II) ions and about 3 to 15 per-
cent water by weight a source of oxalate ions in a
quantity at least sufficient to react stoichiometrically
with said cobalt (II) ions to form cobalt oxalate,

(b) forming a solid precipitate of cobalt (II) oxalate
in said first acetic acid medium while at a tempera-
ture of about 20 to 150° C,

(c) separating said precipitate of cobalt oxalate from
said first acetic acid medium,

(d) contacting said separated precipitate of cobalt oxa-
late with a second medium consisting essentially of
acetic acid containing about 3 to 15 percent water
by weight provided at an elevated temperature of
about 60 to 140' C. and containing calcium ions dis-
solved therein in a quantity at least equivalent
stoichiometrically the cobalt (II) ions contained in

said cobalt oxalate to form calcium oxalate,

fe) forming a solid precipitate of calcium oxalate in

said second acetic acid medium while said cobalt
(II) ions are solubilized, and

(f
) separating said solid precipitate of calcium oxalate
from said second acetic acid medium to produce a
fresh solution of Co(II) ions dissolved in acetic acid.

3,840,470
IMPROVED ORGANOMETALLIC COMPOUND-
HALOGENATED TRANSITION METAL-SUP-
PORT CATALYST FOR POLYMERIZING AND
COPOLYMERIZING OLEFINS

Ferdinando Ligorati, Milan, Paolo Colombo, Saronno.
and Marco Galliverti, Legnano, Italv, assignors to
Societa Italiana Resine S.I.R. S.p.A., Milan, Italy
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Sen No. 318,796
Claims priority, application Italy, Dec. 27, 1971,

32,950/71
Int. CI. BOlj 11/84

U.S. CI. 252-429 C 9 Claims
1. Process for the preparation of catalysts for the

polymerization of ethylene and for the copolymerization
of ethylene and an alpha-olefin, said catalyst consisting es-
sentially of an organometallic compound selected from
the group consisting of an aluminum trialkyl, a zinc dial-
kyl and a dialkyl halide of aluminum wherein each alkyl
group contains 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and the product of
inter-reaction of a halogenated derivative of a transition
metal selected from the group consisting of chlorides,
bromides and oxyhalides of metals of Groups IVB and

VB of the periodic system, in the liquid state and a solid
granular support, characterized by impregnating, at a
temperature between 50 and 160° C, for a time not less

than 30 minutes, with the liquid halogenated derivative

of the transition metal the granular support, to form a
support wherein said halogenated compound forms 5 to

25 percent by weight of the support, obtained by sub-
jecting to an activation treatment a magnesium salt of
an organic acid selected from the group consisting of
magnesium oxalate, formate, lactate, tartrate, acetate,

benzoate and citrate containing up to 5 molecules of
water of crystallization, or a double alkali metal and mag-
nesium salt of said organic acid containing up to 8 mole-
cules of water of crystallization, the activation treatment
consisting essentially of heating the liiagnesium sail or
the double alkali metal and magnesium salt in a current
of inert gas which is anhydrous or has a humidity not
greater than 10 percent by weight of saturation, heating
taking place gradually to a temperature at least 20-30°
C, below the decomposition point of the salt and main-
taining the salt at this temperature for 5 to 50 hours, said

inter-reaction product of the halogenated derivative of
the transition metal and the solid support being contacted
with the organometallic compound in a relative amount
such that the molar ratio of the organometallic compound
to the transition metal fixed on the support is 20 to 150.

3,840,471
CATALYST COMPRISING PLATINUM, RHODIUM

AND A BASE METAL
Gary James Keith Acres, London, England, assignor to

Matthey Johnson & Co., Limited, London, England
Filed Man 15, 1972, Sen No. 234,927

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Man 16, 1971,
6,986/71, 6,988/71; June 17, 1971, 28,391/71, 28,392/-
71; Nov. 9, 1971, 52,052/71, 52,053/71

Int. CI. BOlj 77/72
U.S. CI. 252—432 15 Claims

1. A catalyst consisting essentially of an inert material
impregnated or coated with an alloy of platinum,
rhodium and a base metal, the base metal being selected
from the group consisting of nickel, cobalt, iron, copper,
neodymium, indium, thin, zinc, silver and chromium in

which rhodium constitutes from 1 to 50 weight percent,

the base metal constitutes from 0.01 to 25 weight percent
and the platinum the balance of the total metal content
of the alloy.

3,840,472
METHOD FOR PREPARING A HYDROTREATING

CATALYST
Joseph Dennis Colgan and James John Healy, Fort Worth,

Tex., assignors to American Cyanamid Company,
Stamford, Conn.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Sen No. 154,697, June 18, 1971. This application
Oct. 17, 1972, Sen No. 298,228

Int. CI. BOlj 77/06
U.S. CI. 252—435 3 Claims

1. A process for preparing a stable promoter solution

which comprises first dissolving in an aqueous phosphoric

acid solution at least one compound of a group VIII metal

selected from nickel hydroxide, cobalt hydroxide, nickel

carbonate, cobalt carbonate, nickel acetate, cobalt ace

tale, nickel formate, cobalt formate, and nickel oxide,

said nickel oxide in its solid form having a surface area

of at least one square meter per gram, and then dissolving

molybdic oxide in the resulting solution by heating at a

temperature of about 85° C. to reflux until complete dis-

solution of molybdic oxide occurs to provide from about

0.3 to 2.5 moles per liter of phosphorus, from about 0.4

to 1.5 moles per liter of said group VIII metal, and from
about 1 to 3 moles per liter of molybdenum therein.
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3,840,473

HYDRODESULFURIZATION CATALYST PRO-
MOTED WITH A GROUP IV-B METAL

Harold Beuther, Gibsonia, Sun W. Chun, Murrjsville,

and Angelo A. Montagna, Monroeville, Pa., assignors

to Gulf Research & Development Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 278,959

Int. CI. BOlj 11/74

stream containing oxygen in a fluid bed reaction zone at

a temperature in the range of from about 500° to about

800° F. for a period of time to convert about 15 to about

35 weight percent of the fluid coke to gaseous products

at a conversion rate in the range of from about 1 to

about 4 weight percent an hour and thereafter passing

said partially activated fluid coke into a second fluid bed

U.S. CI. 252—439 8 Claims

4 Claims

3,840,476

PROCESS FOR ACTIVATING CARBONACEOUS
MATERIALS

William J. Metrailer, Baton Rouge, La., assignor to Esso
Research and Engineering Company

Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,259

Int. CI. CO lb 31/08
U.S. CI. 252—445 4 Claims

1. A two-step process for activating fluid coke for use
in removing organic contaminants from waste water
which comprises contacting said fluid coke to exo-
thermically partially activate said coke with a gaseous

:0«£ •CiViTiOH MOCtSS

1. A substantially phosphate-free catalyst for the hy-

drodesulfurization of hydrocarbons boiling above about
400° F. consisting essentially of from about 5 to about

30 percent by weight of Group VI and Group VIII hy-

drogenating components, said components being selected

from the group consisting of the metals, their oxides and
sulfldes, with the atomic ratio of Group VIII metal to

Group VI metal being from about 1:0.3 to about 1:5,

supported on a non-zeolitic refractory oxide carrier, and
promoted with from about 1 to about 10 percent by
weight of a Group IV-B metal present as the oxide.

3,840,474

METHOD FOR SULFIDLNG SUPPORTED
METAL CATALYSTS

Paul G. Bercik, Traflford, and Kirk J. Metzger, Pittsburgh,
Pa., assignors to Gulf Research & Development Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 305,666

Int. CI. BOlj 11/74. 11/40
U.S. CI. 252—439 12 Claims

1. A process which comprises initially contacting a
catalyst composition comprising a metal dispersed on a
support material with a sulfur compound at an elevated
temperature in the presence of hydrogen, and thereafter
contacting said catalyst in a substantially hydrogen-free
atmosphere with a liquid solvent containing a mercaptan
compound at a temperature below 240° F.

3,840,475

BIMETALLIC CATALYST PREPARATION
Burtron H. Davis, Keyser, W. Va., assignor to

Mobil Oil Corporation

Filed Feb. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 116,846

Int. CI. BOlj n/08, 11/22, 11/78
U.S. CI. 252—441

1. A method of preparing a supported bimetallic cata-
lyst containing a platinum group metal catalytically active
ill hydroprocessing reactions, comprising intimately asso-
ciating a porous alumina with a compound capable on
ionization of furnishing a complex ion containing both
said platinum group metal and tin.

»c»'«r<» OP i-.d© ^oBt
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reaction zone wherein said partially activated fluid coke

is contacted with a gaseous stream containing stream to

endothermically react with and further activate said par-

tially activated coke at a temperature in the range of

from about 1400° to about 1650° F. in order to convert

from about 45 to about 70 weight percent of the total

fluid coke to gaseous products, and recovering said acti-

vated fluid coke.

3,840,477

HYDROTREATING CATALYST
David G. Braithwaite, Brookhaven, Miss., and Carl F.

Cross and Michael R. Basila, Munster, Ind., assignors

to Naico Chemical Company, Chicago, 111.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,733

Int. CI. BOlj 11/40
U.S. CI. 252—455 R 14 Claims

1. A process of preparing a catalyst or catalyst support

which comprises mixing preformed alumina particles with

silica sol in an amount sufficient to form a surface coating

of Si02 on said alumina which coating after drying and

calcining constitutes less than 2.5% Si02, based on the

weight of AI2O3 but is sufficient to enhance the hydro-

treating activity of said catalyst, and contacting said

alumina particles before, during or after said mixing with

I
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an activating agent in the form of a compound effective

to make the alumina more reactive with the silica of
said silica sol either by converting a portion of the alumina
to a water soluble state or by coating the alumina with a
water soluble aluminum compound, said activating agent
being selected from the group consisting of acetic acid,

formic acid, aluminum isopropoxide, chlorohydrol and
tetramethylammonium hydroxide.

I ' 3,840,478
CATALYST OF COPPER OXIDE-ZINC-OXIDE-
i CHROMIUM OXIDE FOR METHANOL
SYNTHESIS

Akitomo Uda and Setsunobu Asano, Niigata, Japan, as-
signors to Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Co., Inc., Tokyo,
Japan
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 207,994
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 31, 1970,

46/128,702 I

Int. CI. BOlj 11/22
U.S. CI. 252—468 9 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a copper oxide-zinc
oxide-chromium oxide catalyst for use in the synthesis of
methanol from hydrogen and carbon oxides which com-
prises mixing, in the presence of water, chromium tri-

oxide with a copper-chromium pyrolyzed product obtained
by the pyrolysis of basic ammonium copper chromate at

300° to 400° C, in an amount such that 1 to 9 mol of
chromium trioxide is present for every copper atom in said
pyrolyzed product, adding to the above-obtained mix-
ture basic copper carbonate and basic zinc carbonate so
that the atomic ratio of Cu:Zn:Cr is 10 to 90:5 to 70:2 to

70, kneading the mixture followed by, drying, initial calcin-

ing at 200 to 350° C. and post-calcining at 250 to 450° C.

3,840,480
DETERGENT COMPOSITION CONTAINEVG

PROTEOLYTIC ENZYMES
Christian Barrat, Brussels, Belgium, and Peter Robson,
Famham Common, England, assignors to The Procter
& Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
No Drawing. Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262,387

Claims priority, application Luxemburg, July 16, 1971,
63,549

IntChCllA 1/42, 3/26
VS. CI. 252—545 7 Claims

1. A detergent composition consisting essentially of:

(a) from about SO'To to about 99.999% by weight of:

(i) a zwitterionic surface-active agent selected from
the group consisting of coconut di-Ci_4-alkyl

ammonio hydroxy propane sulfonate sodium
salt, dimethyl hexadecyl ammonio propane sul-

fonate sodium salt, tallow di-Ci_4-alkyl am-
monio propionate sodium salt, coconut dimethyl
ammonio propane sulfonate sodium salt, alkyl-

benzene ammonio propane sulfonate sodium salt,

and alkylbenzy! di-Ci_4-alkyl ammonio propane
sulfonate sodium salt;

(ii) or a semipolar surface-active agent selected

from the group consisting of Cs-is-alkyl

di-Ci_2-alkyl amine oxide and Cs.is-alkyl di-

hydroxyethyl amine oxide;

(iii) or mixtures thereof; and
(b) from 0.001% to about 20% by weight of a

proteolytic enzyme produced by Bacillus akalophilus
strain NCIB 8772.

3,840,479
CATALYST PREPARATION

John W. Geus, Frans Erenslaan 20,
Geleen, Netherlands

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.
No. 883,587, Dec. 9, 1969. This application June 20,
1972, Ser. No. 264,587

Int. CI. BOlj 11/24, 11/46
U.S. CI. 252—471 8 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of a catalyst mass
having a catalytically active component precipitated onto
a finely divided particulate, inorganic supporting carrier
material, wherein said catalytically active component is

in the form of MOFcaOa where M represents a bivalent
metal selected from the group consisting of iron, nickel,
cobalt, zinc and manganese, said process comprising:

forming a suspension of said finely divided particulate,
inorganic supporting carrier material in an aqueous
solution containing iron ions in the bivalent state and
ions of at least one of said bivalent metals;

gradually and homogeneously converting at least a
portion of said iron ions in the bivalent state to the
trivalent state while agitating said suspension in the
absence of molecular oxygen, and maintaining the
pH of said aqueous solution in the range of 2 to
6.5. said gradual and homogeneous conversion pro-
ceeding at a rate such that

the increase in the amount of said iron ions in

the trivalent state in said suspension is no
greater than 0.05 moles per liter per minute; and

the difference in concentration of said iron ions
in the trivalent state between any two points in

said aqueous solution does not exceed 0.001
moles per liter of solution;

whereby said catalytically active component is caused
to precipitate onto said supporting carrier material
forming said particulate catalyst mass, said partic-

ulate catalyst mass being thereafter separated from
said aqueous solution and dried. t

3,840,481
CLEANING COMPOSITION AND PREPARATION

AND USE THEREOF
Russell C. Miller, Chicago, III., assignor to J. M. Eltzroth

& Associates, Inc., Schaumburg, III.

No Drawing. FUed June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 260,762
Int. CI. Clld 3/30

U.S. CI. 252—546 10 Claims
1. A product consisting essentially of the product of re-

action in aqueous solution of boric acid, an aliphatic car-
boxylic chelating agent and potassium hydroxide reacted
at a pH within the range of 9.6 to 10.5 in proportions to
give a homogeneous solution which is non-flocculating at
20° C, said chelating agent being from the group consist-
ing of gluconic acid and water soluble gluconates, tartaric
acid and water soluble tartrates, citric acid and water solu-
ble citrates, oxalic acid and water soluble oxalates, lactic

acid and water soluble lactates, ethylene diamine tetra-
acetic acid and its water soluble salts, N-hydroxyethyl
ethylene diamine triacetic acid and its water soluble salts,

nitrilotriacetic acid and its water soluble salts, and diethyl-
ene triamine pentaacetic acid and its water soluble salts,

the molar ratio of boric acid, calculated as B2O3, to potas-
sium hydroxide, calculated as K2O, being within the range
of 1:3 to 3:1 and the quantity of said chelating agent
being suflficient to inhibit precipitation, the resultant solu-
tion containing 40% to 60% by weight dissolved solids.

3,840,482
PROCESS FOR CURING POLY(VINYL ALCOHOL)

MATRIX BEADS
Brian Alfred Bolto, Mitcham, Victoria, and Geoffrey

Keith Stephens, Balwyn, Victoria, Australia, assignors
to ICI Australia Limited, Melbourne, Victoria, and
Commonwealth Scientific & Industrial Research Organi-
sation, Campbell, A.C.T., Australia
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 288,307

Claims priority, application Australia, Sept. 13, 1971,
6,270/71

Int. CI. C08f 27/20. 47/02
U.S. CI. 260—2.1 R 6 Claims

1. In the manufacture of a composite ion exchange
absorbent capable of being regenerated by elution with
water or saline aqueous solution at a temperature exceed-
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ing that employed in the adsorption stage, said absorbent

being in ihe form of beads comprising weakly acidic and

weakly basic ion exchange materials dispersed in a matrix

of a cross-linked polyvinyl alcohol obtained by forming

a dispersion of said ion exchange material in a medium
comprising polyvinyl alcohol and a glutaraldehyde cross-

linking agent and curing, the improvement whereby beads

of increased strength and increased rate of ion exchange

are obtained, said improvement consisting of carrying out

the curing of said beads with the beads in a solvent

swollen condition at a temperature of 80°-150° C. and a

pH in the range of from —1 to 2.

3,840,483
WATER-DILUTABLE COATING COMPOSITIONS

AND LACQUER BINDERS
Rolf Guldenpfennig, Bammental, West Germany, assignor

to Reicbbold-Albert-Cbemie Aktiengesellscbaft, Ham-
burg, West Germany

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
132,175, Apr. 7, 1971, which is a continuation-in-part

of application Ser. No. 532,866, Mar. 6, 1966, both

now abandoned. This application Aug. 21, 1972, Ser.

No. 282.474
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 13, 1965,

R 40,108
Int. CI. C08g 30/12, 45/08, 45/10

U.S. CI. 260—19 EP 15 Claims
1. Water-dilutable heat curable coating compositions

comprising the following components:

I. hydrophilic plasticizing epoxy resin partial esters

selected from the croup consisting of:

(1) the partial esters of glycidyl ethers of 2,2-bis

(4-hydroxy phenyl) propane containing epoxy
groups or hydroxy! groups produced by hy-

drolytic cleavage of said epoxy groups, with at

least one monocarboxylic acid in a ratio of

about 1 : 1 of carboxyl groups to epoxy groups

and a polybasic carboxylic acid,

(2) the partial esters of glycidyl ethers of 2,2-bis

(4-hydroxy phenyl) propane containing epoxy
groups or hydroxy! groups produced by hydro-

lytic cleavage of said epoxy groups, with poly-

basic carboxylic acid and

(3) a mixture of (1) and (2),

wherein said polybasic carboxylic acid comprises a

hydrolyzed adduct or a mixture of such adducts.

of maleic acid or maleic anhydride with a fatty acid

in the molar proportion of 1:0.9 to 1:1.1 and said

hydrolyzed adduct is esterified with the epoxy resin

until the acid number has dropped by about one-
third, said fatty acid is selected from the group
consisting of natural drying oil acids and semi-drying
oil acids, dehydrated castor oil fatty acids, tall oil

fatty acids and their mixtures, said fatty acid mix-
tures containing unsaturated monocarboxylic acids,

said polybasic carboxylic acids contain no more than
3% by weight of free maleic acid and, in forming
said partial esters, the molar proportion of free hy-
droxyl groups of the glycidyl ether to free carboxyl
groups of the carboxylic acid is between 1:1 and
1:1.4, wherein one epoxy group is calculated as two
hydroxyl groups,

II. strong nitrogenous bases forming soaps with the
said hydrophilic plasticizing epoxy resin partial es-

ters,

III. water and
IV. 1 to 50% by weight of total solids content of water

soluble or at least hydrophilic thermosetting aldehyde
condensation product of low molecular weight se-

lected from the group consisting of phenol resols,
aminoplasts and their mixtures.

3,840,484
STABILIZED POLYBUTADIENE RESIN

Delmar F. Lobr, Jr., and Edward Leo Kay, Akron, Ohio,

assignors to The Firestone Tire & Rubber Company,
Akron, Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 306,068

Int. CI. C08c 11/22; C08d 9/14
U.S. CI. 260—23.7 M 27 Claims

1. Process of producing a resin composition having a

high resistance to deterioration of its mechanical prop-

erties upon prolonged exposure to heat, which comprises

subjecting to curing temperatures a composition con-

taining

Parts by weight

A butadiene polymer or copolymer resin 100

A metal di(hydrocarbyl)phosphoro (di- or

tetra-)thioate 0.5-5.0

A metal soap 0.5-5.0

A ihiazole 0.25-4.0

A peroxide curing agent 0.5-6.0

th: resin being a homopolymer of butadiene or a co-

polymer of butadiene and styrene having at least 40%
of butadiene in the molecule and at least 80% of the

butadiene repeating units in the resin being of the vinyl

type of butadiene: the metal soap being the >oap of abietic

or a fatty acid containing from 8 to 26 carbon atoms;

the peroxide being one which gives radicals of the struc-

ture R2(CH2)CO-; and the thiazoie having the formula

Ri S R3
\ / \ /
c c

( -X
/

Ri

in which Rj. Ro and R3 represent hydrogen or organic

radicals which may contain metal cations, the entire

thiazoie compound containing 3 to 40 carbon atoms,

inclusive of the carbon atoms in the thiazoie ring.

3,840,485
FURFURAL PITCH COMPOSITION

Lloyd H. Brown, 75 Victor Parkway, Crystal Lake, 111.

60014. and David D. Watson, 205 Sharon Drive, Bar-
rington. III. 60010

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
847,385, Aug. 4, 1969. This applicaHon Sept. 10, 1971,
Ser. No. 179,525

Int. CI. C08g 51/52; C08h 9/00, 13/00; C08k 1/62, 1/64
U.S. CI. 260—28 2 Claims

'-U .2\

^

1. A thermosetting binder for refractory aggregate con-

sisting essentially of between 50 and 75 percent by weight

of coal tar pitch having a softening point above 100° C.

and between 50 and 25 percent by weight of monomeric
polymerizable thermosetting dispersants consisting of fur-

fural and a member selected from the group consisting
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of phenol, cyclohexanone, and compounds having the

formula:

CH3—CO—

R

wherein R is a hydrocarbon group having between 2 and

4 carbon atoms, inclusive.
i I V '

3,840,486
WATER-SOLUBLE, THERMOSETTABLE RESINOUS
COMPOSITIONS PREPARED FROM DICYANDI-
AMIDE, HCHO, AMMONIUM SALT AND A SALT
OF AN AMINOPOLYAMIDE AND METHOD FOR
PREPARING THE SAME

David H. Dumas, Hockessin, Del., assignor to

Hercules Incorporated, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,274
Int. CI. C08g 9/12

U.S. CI. 260—29.4 R 14 Claims
1. A water-soluble thermosettable resinous composition

consisting essentially of the heat reaction product of (1)

one mole of dicyandiamide, (2) from about 2 moles to

about 5.25 moles of formaldehyde, (3) an acid salt of a

water-soluble aminopolyaniide in an amount to provide

from about .125 to .5 equivalent of basic nitrogen, and

(4) an ammonium salt in an amount to provide a total

of from about 0.8 equivalent to about 1.2 equivalents of

basic nitrogen, a 50-60% solids aqueous solution of the

resinous composition having a viscosity of from about G-X
on the Gardner-Holdt scale.

3,840,487
AQUEOUS EMLXSION PAINT EMPLOYING NOVEL
LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT ACRYLIC POLY-
MER DISPERSING AGENTS TO ACHIEVE
HIGHER GLOSS

Allen F. Dyson, Bradford, and David Marshall, Mirfield,

England, assignors to Allied Colloids Manufacturing
Company Limited, Bradford, Yorkshire, England
No Drawing. Filed May 10, 1972, Ser. No. 251,996

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 3, 1971,
18,861/71

Int. CI. C08f 15/36, 47/16
U.S. CI. 260—29.6 H 7 Claims

1. An aqueous emulsion gloss paint which comprises
a blend of a binder latex and a pigment dispersion con-

taining, as dispersing agent, from 0.01 to 1%, based on
the weight of pigment, of a polymer having an average

molecular weight below 5.000 and which is an ammoni-
um or alkali metal salt of a copolymer containing from
40 to 95 mole percent of moieties of an unsaturated

monocarboxvlic acid of the formula:

Ri R2

[IC=C-COOH

and from 5 to 60 mole percent of moieties of an unsatu-

rated carboxylic acid ester of the formula:

R« Rj

HC=C-COORj

in which Rj, R2, R4 and R5 may be the same or different

and are hydrogen or a methyl group and R3 is an alkyl

group containing from 1 to 8 carbon atoms.

3 840 488
LATEX WITH IMPROVED FLAME RESISTANCE

AND STABILITY
Paul J. Steinwand, Placentia, Calif., assignor to Union

Oil Company of California, Los Angeles, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,037
Int. CI. C08d 7/10; C09d 51/18

U.S. CI. 260—29.7 P 22 Claims
1. A latex comprising: water; from 40 to about 55

weight percent of a copolymer of from 15 to 65 parts

butadiene, 85 to 35 parts styrene and 0.1 to 5.0 parts

of an unsaturated acid selected from the class consisting

of C3 to Ce mono-ethylenically unsaturated alkenoic and

alkendioic acid per 100 parts of butadiene and styrene;

from 1 to about 10 weight parts per 100 parts of said

butadiene and styrene of an anionic or nonionic surfactant

or mixtures thereof; and fire-retardant additives consisting

essentially of an amount from 0.1 to 20 weight percent

based on the polymer content effective to impart fire re-

tardancy properties to films prepared from the latex of

a mixture of ammonium bromide and urea in proportions

of 1:3 to 3 : 1 ; and an amount from about 0. 1 to 20 weight

percent based on the copolymer content effective to in-

hibit loss of viscosity of impregnating compositions pre-

pared from the latex of a halo-substituted alkyl phos-

phoric acid having two or three alkyl groups, each with

1 to about 5 carbons and 1 to about 3 bromide or chlo-

ride atoms.

3,840,489
xNOVEL VINYLAMIDE DRY STRENGTH RESINS
AND PAPER CONTAINLNG THE SAME HYDRO-
PHILIC-HYDROPHOBIC VINYLAMIDE POLY-
MERS AND MANUFACTURE OF PAPER

Edward Strazdins, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to American
Cvanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,623
Int. CI. C08f 45/24; D21h 3/38

U.S. CI. 260—29.6 TA 11 Claims
1. An aqueous dispersion consisting essentially of a

vinylamide polymer useful as a strengthening agent in the

manufacture of paper, consisting essentially of at least

60 weight percent of unsubstituted acrylamide linkages

as dry strengthening components and at least 5 weight

percent of hydrophobic vinyl linkages as components im-

proving the adsorptivity of said polymer by cellulose fibers

in aqueous suspension, the ratio between said acrylamide

and hydrophobic linkages being between about 60:40 and
95:5 by weight and being such within said range that the

polymer is substantially autodispersible in water; said

dispersion at 10% by weight polymer content, at pH 7.0

and at 25° C. having a viscosity in the range of 250 to

200,000 centipoises.

3,840,490
CYANOACRYLATE NAIL COATING

COMPOSITION
Antoni E. Gadzala, Suffem, N.Y., and James F. Kinney,

Ramsey, N.J., assignors to Avon Products, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,753
Int. CI. C08g 57/36, 57/56

U.S. CI. 260—31.2 N 1 Claim
1. A nail coating composition comprising an autopo-

lymerizable cyanoacrylate monomer, from about 5 to

about 600 parts by weight per 100 parts by weight of

monomer of an anhydrous solvent for said monomer and
at least about 10 parts by weight per 100 parts by weight

of monomer of an anhydrous inhibitor of polymerization,

said inhibitor being present in an amount sufficient to pre-

vent any substantial tackiness of the composition during

polymerization of the monomer.

3,840,491
PETROLEUM RESIN PAINT COMPOSITIONS

Hiroshi Yaginuma, Yokohama, Takashi Suzuki, Yamato,
and Yoshifumi Watanabe, Kamakura, Japan, assignors

to Nippon Zeon Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,735
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 31, 1970,

46/123,522
Int. CI. C08f 29/72; C07c 77/72; C03c 77/i2

U.S. CI. 260—33.6 UA 3 Claims
1. An improved petroleum resin paint composition com-

prising a film-forming element and a solvent; the main

component of said film-forming element consisting essen-

tially of a mixture of 20-40% by weight of a liquid ' oly-
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butadiene having at least 70% of the unsaturated double

bonds thereof of cis-1,4 structure and a numerical aver-

age molecular weight in the range of 1,000-5,000, and

80-60% by weight of a petroleum resin having a soften-

ing point in the range of 80-130° C.

3 840 492
FLAME RETARDANT ORGANOPOLYSILOXANE

COMPOSITION
Ronald L. Smith, El Dorado, Ark., and Bruce D. Karstedt,

Charlotte, N.C.. assignors to General Electric Company
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 225,293

Int. CI. COSg 51/04
U.S. CI. 260—37 SB 12 Claims

1. A composition stable under anhydrous conditions

and convertible to the solid cured elastic state upon ex-

posure to moisture, and which in a cured state exhibits

improved flame-retardant properties, comprising:

(A) a substantially liquid organopolysiloxane having

a viscosity of from about 200 to 500,000 centistokes

at 25° C, containing an average of from 1.85 to

2.02 of Si—C bonded organic groups per silicon

atom, containing 0.02 to 2.0% silicon-bonded hy-

droxyl or silicon-bonded alkoxy groups, and contain-

ing at least about 1.0% by weight of silicon-bonded

member selected from aryl, alkaryl, aralkyl, and
halogenated derivatives thereof;

(B) a member selected from the group of:

( 1 ) organotriacyloxysilane having the formula:

R"Si(0Y)3;

wherein R" is selected from the class of mono-
valent hydrocarbon radicals, halogenated mono-
valent hydrocarbon radicals, and organoalkyl

radicals, and Y is a saturated aliphatic mono-
acyl radical of a carboxylic acid;

(2) a monomeric organosilicate having the for-

mula:

OR'"

R"'0-S1-R""

OR'"

wherein each R'" individually is a member se-

lected from the class of aliphatic hydrocarbon
groups and halogen-substituted derivatives there-

of and R"" is a member selected from the class

of alkyl, aryl, aralkyl, alkaryl, alkoxy, and
aryloxy groups and halogenated derivatives of

the aforesaid alkyl, aryl, aralkyl, alkaryl, alkoxy,

and aryloxy groups; and

( 3 ) liquid partial hydrolysis products of the mono-
meric organosilicate (2); and

(C) an effective flame retardant amount of a platinum

containing material.

3,840,494
PROCESS FOR PREPARING ACID ESTERS OF 4-

PIPERIDINOL DERIVATIVES AND THEIR USE
AS STABILIZERS

Keisuke Murayama, Syoji Morimura, Takao Yoshioka,

Hideo Horiuchi, and Susumu Higashida, Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Sankyo Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 220,706
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 29, 1971,

46/3,165
Int. CI. C08f 45/60; C08g 51/60

U.S. CI. 260—45.8 N 9 Claims
1. A synthetic polymer composition stabilized against

photo- and thermal-deterioration wherein there is incor-

porated, in a sufficient amount to prevent said deteriora-

tion, a 4-piperidinol compound having the formula

3,840.493
MOLDING COMPOSITIONS BASED ON A RADIAL
HOMOPOLYMER OF A CONJUGATED DIENE

Oren L. Marrs and Richard C. Doss, Bartlesville, Okla.,
assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 239,312
Int. CI. C08f 45/04

U.S. CI. 260—41.5 A 7 Claims
1. A molding composition comprising: at least one

radial homopolymer of a conjugated diene having from
4 to 12 carbon atoms per molecule, and having a vinyl

unsaturation content of from 50 to about 85 percent;

at least 50 percent by weight based on the total com-
position of a filler selected from the group consisting

of calcium carbonate, calcium silicate, quartz, as-

bestos, glass strands, and silica,

a coupling agent, and

a peroxide curing agent.

o ^

HaC Ri

R,

HjC
Y

R:

wherein

Ri and R2 may be the same or different and represent

an alkyl group of 1 to 4 carbon atoms or they may
form, together with the carbon atom to which they

are attached, a saturated alicyclic group or the group

of the formula

CHj CHj

-X
N—Xi:

\ /
7\

CHi CH3

Xi is hydrogen atom or an alkyl group of 1 to 4 carbon

atoms;

n is an integer of 1 through 4 inclusive; and

R3 represents,

when n is 1, an acyl group derived from an ali-

phatic or aromatic monocarboxylic acid,

when n is 2, a diacyl group derived from an ali-

phatic or aromatic dicarboxylic acid or car-

bonyl group,

when n is 3, a triacyl group derived from an ali-

phatic or aromatic tricarboxylic acid or a triva-

lent group obtained by eliminating three hy-

droxyl groups from phosphoric acid, phosphor-

ous acid or boric acid, and
when n is 4, tetraacyl group derived from an aro-

matic tetracarboxylic acid or a tetravalent group

obtained by eliminating four hydroxyl groups

from orthosilicic acid; provided that where Xi
is hydrogen atom, n is 4 and, where Xi is an

alkyl group of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, n is an

integer of 1 through 4 inclusive.

3,840,495
HEAT-STABLE POLYMERS BASED ON BIS-IMIDES

AND OLIGOMERIC A.MINES
Maurice Balme, Sainte-Foy-les-Lyon, Jean Gattus, La

Mulatiere, and Bernard Gerard, Lyon, France, assignors

to Rhone-Poulenc S.A., Paris, France
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 191,121
Claims priority, application France, Oct. 23, 1970,

38,362; June 24, 1971, 23,066
Int. CI. C08g 20/32

U.S. CI. 260—65 11 Claims
1. A polymer which consists essentially of a three-

dimensional polyimide obtained by reacting, between 50°

C. and 350° C, (a) a bis-imide of general formula:

CO CO
/ \ / \

D N—A—NT D
\ / \ /
CO CO
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in which D represents a divalent/organic radical con-

taining a carbon-carbon double bond derived from an

anhydride of the general formula:

selected from maleic, ©ffraconic, itaconic, pyrocinchonic

and dichloromaleic anhydride and Diels-Alder reaction

products thereof wilR an acyclic, alicyclic or heterocyclic

diene and A represents a divalent organic radical pos-

sessing 2 to 30 ca/bon atoms selected from a linear or

branched alkylen/ radical having less than 13 carbon

atoms, a phenylenel^f cyclohexylene radical or a radical

of formula:

m=number of trisubstituted isocyanurate rings and is a

positive integer from to about 2000,

«==number of isocyanuric acid and/or isocyanurate salt

groups and is a positive integer from 1 to about 10,000,

2m-\-n-\-\=numhcT of divalent R groups and is a positive

integer from 2 to about 14,000,

p=the number of repeating units (mers) in the polymer;

for individual molecules p will be an integer from about

1 to about 2000,

and wherein there are no N-to-N bonds and no 0-to-N

bonds, no 0-to-O bonds, no R-to-R, R-to-0 and R'-to-N

bonds.

-</

N-

NII
\
N

C

or

wherein /; represents an integer from 1 to 3 or several

phenylene or cyclohexylene radicals joined to one another

by a simple valency bond or by an oxygen or sulphur

atom or by an inert group, and (b) a polyamine of aver-

age general formulap

3 840 497
POLYCAPROLACTAm' FILM FOR COOKING BAG
Frank Gondorcbin, St. Clair, Pa., and Julian H. Kushnick,

Brooklyn, N.Y., assignors to Allied Chemical Corpo-
ration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 215,958
Int. CI. C08g 20/38

U.S. CI. 260—78 S 2 Claims
1. A cooking bag formed from a film consisting of

polyepsilon caprolactam, said film having a haze of be-

tween 4.0 and 6.0 percent, as measured by ASTM D-
1003, and a maximum elongation in the machine direc-

tion after heat aging at 350° F. for 40 minutes of at least

30 percent, as measured by ASTM D-882, said bag being

resistant to rupture or collapse during cooking in an oven

or after removal therefrom.

Nil:

.A.
in which .v represems a number ranging approximately

from 0.1 to 2 and R represents a divalent hydrocarbon

radical having I to 8 carbon atoms, derived from an

aldehyde or from a ketone of general formula:

0-=R

in which the oxygen atom is bonded to a carbon atom

of the radical R, the number of imide groups introduced

by the bis-imide being from 1.1 to 50 per —NH2 group

introduced by the polyamine.

3,840,498
FILM FORMING POLYAMIDE COMPOSITION
FROM FUMARIC ACID AND ARO.MATIC
CARBOCYCLIC DIISOCYANATE

James R. Stephens, Naperville, III., assignor to Standard
Oil Company, Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Filed xMar.'l3, 1972, Ser. No. 234,316
Int. CI. C08g 20/20

U.S. CI. 260—78 UA 3 Claims
1. A film forming polyamide consisting essentially of

the polymeric condensation product prepared by reacting

an aromatic carbocyclic diisocyanate and fumaric acid

in an inert polar solvent boiling above 100° C. at a tem-

perature of about 50-240° C. while maintaining a molar

ratio of the diisocvanate to fumaric acid of 1:1 to 1.5:1.

3,840,496
POLYURETHANE POLYMERS BASED ON

ISOCYANURATE SALTS
Perry A. Argabright, Larkspur, and Brian L. Phillips and

Larry M. Echelberger, Littleton, Colo., assignors to

Marathon Oil Company, Findlay, Ohio
Filed Nov. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 195,813

Int. CI. C08g 22/00
U.S. CI. 260—77.5 NC 11 Claims

1. Polymeric compositions comprising mixtures of

molecules containing groups having the structure:

3,840.499
DICARBOXYLIC ACID IMIDE COPOLYMERS
Adolph V. Di Giulio, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to

Arco Polymers, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 29, 1972; Ser. No. 284,683
Int. CI. C08f 27/08; C08g 20/20

U.S. CI. 260—78.5 T 7 Claims
1. A process for preparing a copolymer in bead form

containing from 1 to 50 mole percent of an imide deriva-

tive of an ethylenically unsaturated dicarboxylic acid and

99 to 50 mo'e percent of a non-carboxylic monomer co-

polymerizable therewith comprising:

a. forming an aqeuous suspension of ( 1 ) a copolymer

in bead form containing 1 to 50 mole percent of

r O H H
II I

L—O—C—N—J"LL-

O^
N\

=0

—N N—
\y 1

o

0= \_=0

-N N—
\/

li

O

r H o -1

[—R— ISiD+n + ll I II |ni4J

L-N-C-O-R'-J

—

wherein

R=divalent hydrocarbon or substituted hydrocarbon radi-

cal, containing 1 to about 40 carbon atoms,

X=a metal, or hydrogen or quartenary ammonium or a

combination thereof;

R'=divalent hydrocarbon or substituted hydrocarbon
radical, containing 1 to about 40 carbon atoms,

a dicarboxylic moiety and 99 to 50 mole percent of

a non-carboxylic monomer copolymerizable there-

with and (2) aqueous ammonia or an aqueous amine

in an amount sufficient to reach stoichiometrically^

with the dicarboxylic moiety;

heating said suspension with agitation in a closed

system at a temperature of between 125 and 200° C.
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c.

at autogenous pressure for 3 to 48 hours to allow re- to about 65 mole percent of adipic acid and from about

action between the ammonia or amine and the dicar- 35 to about 80 mole percent of at least one acid selected

boxylic moiety; and from the group consisting of subenc acid azela.c acid,

separatim: the copolymer in bead form from the sebacic acid and dodecanedioic acid, said 2,2-bis(4-ammo-

aqueous meditmi. cycIohexyDpropane and methyl derivative being em-

ployed in a ratio of about 1 mole per mole of said mix-

ture of dicarboxylic acids.

3,840,500 .

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF HIGH
MOLECULAR WEIGHT POLYAMIDES

Kaspar RyflFcl, Ems, and Hans-Peter Lys, Winterthur,

Switzerland, assignors to Inventa AG, Zurich, Switzer-

land
J. J I-

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 61,414, Aug. 5, 1970. This application

June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,460
Int. CI. C08g 20120

U.S. CI. 260—78 R 6 Claims

1. A two-stage continuous process for preparing dwell-

time stabilized, high molecular weight linear polyamide

granules comprising the steps:

(a) forming a saturated aliphatic polycarbonamide

prepolymer in a first stage by reacting its correspond-

ing monomer in the presence of a controlled amount

of initially added water, ranging from about 0.05%

to about 0.5% by weight of the prepolymer, with

10-3 to 10-^ mol of inorganic mineral acid catalyst

per mol of monomer and 6x10-3 to 0.1x10-^ mol

of chain stabilizer per mol of monomer, said chain

stabilizer taken from the group of aliphatic or aryi

acids consisting of mono- and di-carboxylic organic

acids, said prepolymer being characterized by being

just spinnable. non-brittle and having a low relative

viscosity value of from about 2 to about 2.5. each

of said granules being substantially uniform with

respect to said low viscosity;

(b) said second stage comprises simultaneously drying

the polycarbonamide prepolymer formed in said first

state at from about 30° C. to about 80° C. below

the melting point of the polycarbonamide prepoly-

mer and further polymerizing said prepolymer to

expel water and to permit chain lengthening to con-

tinue until said prepolymer reaches a relative vis-

cosity value in the range of from about 2.7 to ibout

5.8, said resulting higher molecular weight polycar-

bonamide having a substantially uniform relative

viscosity within each granule and from granule to

granule, and independent dwell-time properties re-

sulting in stabilization the viscosity being determined

by 1 g. polyamide per 100 ml. of concentrated sul-

phuric acid at 20° C.

3,840,502
THERMOSETTING DIALLYL METHYLPHTHALATE
RESINS AND PROCESS FOR THEIR PREPARA-
TION

Kiyokazu Tsunawaki, Katsuhisa Watanabe, Shigeru

Sasama, Yuzo Aito, and Kiyoshi Nawata, Tokyo,

Japan, assignors to Teijin Limited, Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,015

Int. CI. C08f 15116

L.S. CI. 260—78.5 LA 9 Claims

1. A thermoset diallyl methylphthalate cured resin

comprising at least 70 mol percent of structural units de-

rived from a monomer soiccte.l from the group consisting

of diallyl methylisophthalate and diallyl methyltereph-

thalate and not more than 30 mol percent of structural

units derived from a compound selected from the group

consisting of 1,2-polybutadiene, \inyl compounds, and

allyl esters of mono- or poly-basic acids other than said

monomers.

3,840,501
COPOLYAMIDES OF 2,2-BIS(4-AMINOCYCLO-
HEXYDPROPANES AND A MIXTURE OF
ALKANE DICARBOXYLIC ACIDS

Robert S. Shue and Robert W. Campbell, Bartlesville,

Okia,, assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company
No Drawing. Filed July 5. 1972, Ser. No. 269,098

Int. CI. C08g 20/20
U.S. CI. 260—78 R 11 Claims

1. A composition of matter capable of being com-

pression molded and consisting essentially of the copoly-

amide of (a) at least one of 2.2-bis(4-aminocyclohexyl)

propane or methyl derivative thereof having the formula

nij

I CHj I

R K

wherein R is hydrogen or methyl and, (b) a mixture of

dicarboxylic acids consisting essentially of from about 20

3,840,503

CATALYST USEFUL FOR THE EPISULPHIDE
POLYMERIZATION AND COPOLYMERIZA-
TION AND PROCESS EMPLOYING SAID
CATALYSTS

Arnaldo Roggero, Alessandro Mazzei, and Antonio Proni,

San Donato Milanese, Italy, assignors to Snam Progetti,

San Donato Milanese, Italy

No Drawing. Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,464

Claims priority, application Italy, July 31, 1972,

27,019/72
Int. CI. C08g 23/00

U.S. CI. 260—79 4 Claims

1. Process for the preparation of episulphide polymers

wherein an episulphide monomer is contacted, at a tem-

perature in the range of -80 to 150° C. with a catalyst-

cocatalyst reaction product wherein:

the catalyst is a member of the group consisting of ( 1

)

aluminum hydrides represented by the formula:

AIHXYZ

wherein X and Y, the same or different, are selected

from hydrogen, halogens and residues of aliphatic or

aromatic secondary amines and Z is a Lewis base

selected from ethers and amines which may be absent

when X and/or Y represent a secondary amine resi-

due; and (2) mixed hydrides represented by the

formula:

Me[Me'H4ln

wherein Me' is a member of the group consisting of

Al, B and Ga, Me is a member of the group consist-

ing of Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Ca, Mg. Be, Sr and Ba, and

n is I to 3;

th: cocatalyst is a polyreactive compound selected from

the group consisting of sulphoxides, sulphones, oximes,

nitro- or nitroso-derivatives of alkyl or aryl hydrocarbons,

phosphoramides, and containing

(a) at least two active hydrogens;

(b) an active hydrogen and a group represented by

C=0, N-O, S=0, P=0, C=S, P=S and C^N;
(c) at least two groups selected from P=0, P=N,
C=0, N=0, S=0, C=S, P=S, C=N and N=S;

(d) at least one group represented by N=N—

.
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3,840,504
REACTION PRODUCTS OF EPIHALOHYDRIN AND
POLYMERS OF DIALLYLAMINE AND THEIR
USE IN PAPER

Gerald I. Keim, West Grove, Pa., assignor to Hercules
Incorporated, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Application Apr. 22, 1970, Ser. No. 30,986,
now Patent No. 3,709,623, which is a continuation-in-
part of abandoned application Ser. No. 5,956, Jan. 26,
1970. Divided and this application Mar. 14, 1972, Ser.
No. 234,668
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Aug. 22, 1989, has been disclaimed
Int. CI. C08f 13/06

U.S. CI. 260—79.3 A 5 Claims
1. A water-soluble resinous reaction product of (A)

a linear polymer comprising units of the formula

R CII: R
\ / \ /'

ttHjC-C c-
I I

H2C CII:
\ /
N

where R is hydrogen or lower alkyl and R' is hydrogen,
alkyl or a substituted alkyl group wherein the substituent
is a group which will not interfere with polymerization
through a vinyl double bond and is selected from the
group consisting of carboxylate, cyano, ether, amino,
amide, hydrazide and hydroxyl groups and units of sulfur
dioxide and (B) from about 0.5 to about 1.5 moles of an
epihalohydrin per mole of secondary plus tertiary amine
persent in said polymer, said product being formed at a
temperature of from about 30° to about 80° C. and a
pH of from about 7 to about 9.5.

being derived 5 to 100 weight percent from monomer of
the structure

RiR3C=C(R2)CN

wherein Ri, R2 and R3 are hydrogen; alkyl, alkoxy and
alkylthio of 1 to 8 carbon atoms, alkoxycarbonyl of 2 to

8 carbon atoms; aryl and aryloxy of 6 to 12 carbons, acyl-
oxy of 2 to 8 carbons, haloalkyi and cyanoalkyl up to 6
carbons; halogen, cyano, nitro and hydroxymethyl in

which each polymer chain has at least three 1,2,4-oxa-
diazole crosslfnking attachments of the structure

-c^rx X=:C-
\ /C-X-R-X-C

0-N N-0

wherein R is alkylene, cycloalkylene, arylene, aralkylene,
alkarylene, alkylene-diarylene, cycloalkylene, dialkylene,
arylenedialkylene, alkylene-oxy-alkylene, arylene - oxy-
arylene, alkylene-oxy-arylene, alkarylene-oxy-arylene, alk-
arylene-oxy-alkarylene and the corresponding thio and
sulfonyl analogs; and X is zero,

o o
II II—C— , or —O—C—

.

3,840,505
METAL-CONTAINING, ORGANIC HIGH MOLEC-
ULAR COMPOUISD REINFORCED WITH PAR-
TICULATE INORGANIC MATERIAL

Hiroshi Sato, Kojl Takahashi, Sadaaki Shigeta. and Yoshi-
taka Abe, Ohtake, Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Rayon
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,661
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 24, 1970,

45/117,283
Int. CI. C08f 15/36, 15/38. 45/16

U.S. CI. 260—85.5 S 7 ciauns
1. A metal-containing, organic high molecular com-

pound which comprises: a copolymer of 45-97% by
weight of at least one member selected from the group
consisting of acrylonitrile and methacrylonitrile, with
55-3% by weight of at least one unsaturated carboxylic
compound selected from the group consisting of unsatu-
rated carboxylic ester, unsaturated carboxylic acid, un-
saturated carboxylic acid amide, and mixtures thereof,
which is stabilized through cross-linking with at least one
metallic compound of a transition metal of the 4th Period
of the Periodic Table, or a metal of Group II of the
Periodic Table or mixtures thereof, said metal in ion
or salt form being coordination bonded with the nitrile
groups of the copolymer in molar ratios of from l-3'>
to 32:32.

3,840,507
POLYMER RECOVERY PROCESS

George Bagby, Epsom, and Alan Charles Sturt, Guildford,
England, assignors to BP Chemicals International Lim-
ited, London, England
No Drawing. Filed May 17, 1972. Ser. No. 253,961

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 25, 1971,
16,820/71

Int. CI. C08f 7/55
U.S. CI. 260—87.5 R 8 Claims

1. A process for the recovery of homopolymers or co-
polymers of vinyl chloride, having not more than 25%
wt. of comonomer from an aqueous emulsion thereof
which comprises the steps of:

( 1 ) forming relatively larger dispersed agglomerates
from the emulsion

(2) either before, during or after agglomeration adding
from 1 to 20% polymer weiglxTpf vinyl chloride to
the polymer particles, at a tenip^^p-< below 30° C.
and

(3) subsequently recovering the vinyl^hloride homo-
polymer or copolymer agglomerate^ having a plas-
ticiser demand not greater than 10 g. dioctyl phthal-
ate per 10 g. polymer. V

3.840.506
BIS(NITRILE OXIDE) CROSSLINKING OF

t u „r
SATURATED NITRILE POLYMERS

John W. Collette and James E. Nottke, Wilmington, Del.,
assignors to E. L du Pont de Nemours and Company.
Wilmington, DcL
No Drawing. Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273,354

Int. CI. C08f i/7¥, i/76
U.S. CI. 260-85.5 S 10 Claims

1. A crosslinked polymer which comprises polymer hav-
ing a molecular weight of about 5,000 to 2,000,000 and

3,840,508
POLYMERISATION PROCESS

Denis George Harold Ballard, Eric Jones, Alexander
Joseph Peter Pioli, Peter Anthony Robinson, and
Ronald John Wyatt, Runcorn, England, assignors to
Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, London, Eng-
land
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 7, 1970, Ser. No. 62,184

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 13, 1969,
40,416/69

Int. CI. C08f i/iO
U.S. CI. 260—88.2 R I8 Claims

1. A process for the polymerisation or copolymerisa-
tion of an olefinically unsaturated monomer which com-
prises contacting the monomer with a transition metal
initiator composition which is the product obtained by
reacting a transition metal complex of the general for-
mula

RmMXp
with a substantially inert matrix material which has re-
active —OH groups on its surface for reaction with said
complex and which is free from adsorbed water, said

complex and said —OH groups being reacted to chem-
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ically bond said complex to the matrix according to the

reaction

Matrix (—OH)n+ MRmXp-^
Matrix (—OnMR^. nXp+/?jRH.

wherein M is a transition metal of Groups IVA to VIA
of the Periodic Table of the Elements, each R is a hy-

drocarbon selected from the group consisting of alkyl.

alkenyl, and substituted alkyl of general formula

—CH2Y,

where Y is selected from the group consisting of aro-

matic groups, polyaromatic groups, cycloalkenyl groups,

and groups of general formula Z(R')3, where Z is silicon,

germanium, tin or lead and each R' is hydrocarbon or hy-

drogen, X is a monovalent ligand and ni and p are in-

tegers, and n is an integer not more than (ni— l), m hav-

ing a value from 2 to the highest valency of the metal

M and p having a value from to 2 less than the valency

of the metal M, with the proviso that when M is a metal

of Group VIA, p is 0, said monomer being an olefinically

unsaturated monomer other than a polar vinyl monomer
which reacts non-catalytically with the initiator compo-
sition.

3,840,509

PROCESS FOR PREPARING POLYMERS
FROM STYRENE

Hikokusu Kajimoto, Masahiro Tokuda, Isao Hayashi,
and Kenicbiro Kondo, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Mitsu-
bishi Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,195

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 24, 1971,
46/26,461

Int. CI. C08f 1/04, 7/04, 1/02
U.S. CI. 260—93.5 R 2 Claims

1. A process for preparing polymers from styrene

which comprises carrying out a polymerization reaction

in a cylindrical casing equipped with a plurality of rotat-

ing shafts in parallel, each carrying thereon a plurality

of agitation discs in a row, said shafts being rotated at

the same speed in the directions opposite to each other,

characterized in that the polymerization reaction is ef-

fected under temperature conditions controlled by spray-

ing water over the free surface of the retained polym-
erization solution in a plurality of axially divided sec-

tions of the casing, the amount of water being such that

it evaporates on contact with polymerization solution and
does not exist as a separate liquid phase in the reaction

zone, allowing the water to evaporate, and removing the

evaporated water from the cylindrical casing.

3,840,511

DIENE POLYMERISATION
Denis George Harold Ballard, Peter Anthony Robinson,

Ronald John Wyatt, Eric Jones, and Alexander Joseph
Peter Pioli, Runcorn, England, assignors to Imperial

Chemical Industries Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,651

Int. CI. C08d 1/18, 3/08, 3/12
U.S. CI. 260—94.3 3 Claims

1. A process for the polymerisation of a conjugated

diene to produce a polymer having a predominant propor-

tion of cis 1,4 poly (diene) which comprises contacting the

conjugated diene under moisture- and oxygen-free condi-

tions with a transition metal composition which is the

product of reacting a titanium complex of general for-

mula R4Ti with alumina which is free from adsorbed

water, wherein R is a hydrocarbon group or substituted

hydrocarbon group of formula —CH2Y where Y is a

phenyl or naphthyl group, or a group of formula Z(R')3
where Z is silicon and each R' is a hydrocarbon group or

hydrogen.

3,840,512

DEGRADABLE PLASTICS COMPOSITION
Derek Samuel Brackman, Stanmore, England, assignor to

Imperial Chemicals Industries Limited, London, Eng-
land

3,840,510

FORMATION OF ELASTIC AND HIGH-TENACITY
FIBERS FROM BUTENE-l HOMOPOLYMERS
AND COPOLYMERS

Charles L. Rohn, Somerville, N.J., assignor to
Mobil Oil Corporation

Original applicaHon Feb. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 112.990, now
Patent No. 3,686,385. Divided and this application June
5, 1972, Ser. No. 259.627

Int. CI. C08f 3/12, 15/04, 47/22
U.S. CI. 260—93.7 2 Claims

1. An elastic fiber of tactic polybutene-1, a tactic ran-
dom copolymer of butene-1 and up to 20 mole percent

ethylene, or a tactic random copolymer of butene-1 and
up to 20 mole percent propylene, wherein the Fuo of the

fiber in Form I is between about 0.5 and 0.965.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 9. J 972, Ser. No. 304,949

11 Claims
Int. CI. C08f 27/22, 27/28

U.S. CI. 260—94.9 GC
1. A thermoplastic composition of an olefin homopoly-

mer or copolymer which contains as prodegradant a free

carboxylic acid and a metal salt of a carboxylic acid said

metal having an atomic number of 22 to 29 and in which
the free carboxylic acid and the carboxylic acid of the

metal carboxylate are both selected from the group
RCOOH where R is a hydrocarbon group with up to 30

carbon atoms, each being present in such a concentration

that:

(a) the total amount of metal salt+free carboxylic acid

is between 0.001% and 40% by weight based on the

total composition;

(b) the amount of free carboxylic acid is from 10%
up to 95% by weight of the total amount of metal

salt plus free carboxylic acid.

3,840,513

THERAPEUTICALLY USEFUL COMPOUND, LEU-
PEPTINS, AND PROCESSES FOR THE PREPARA-
TION THEREOF

Hamao Umezawa, Tokyo, Takaaki Aoyagi, Fujisawa,
and Tomio Takeuchi, Kenji Maeda, Masa Hamada,
and Takeshi Hara, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Zaidan
Hojin Biseibutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kai, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 814,322,
Apr. 8, 1969. This application June 15, 1972, Ser. No.
263,172

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 19, 1968,
43/25,820; Mar. 25, 1969, 44/22,080

Int. CI. C07c 103/52; C07g 7/00
U.S. CI. 260—112.5 3 Claims

1. A compound having the structural formula:

Rj CHO

R3 CO-XlI-CH-CO-NH-CH-CO-NH-CH-(CIl2)3-NII-C

NH

NHj

(L) (I>) (DL)
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wherein:

i:
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=R2=-CH2—CH
\

CHi

CHi

and R3=—CH3 or —CH2—CH3 or an acid addition salt

thereof.

3,840,514
WATER-SOLUBLE DISAZO DYESTUFFS OBTAINED
BY OXIDATION OF RESORCINOL AZO SULFO-
BENZENEAZO-1-SULFOPHENYL . 3 - METHYL-
5-PYRAZALONES

Andre Louis Sailer and Albert Andre Marcel Caste, Saint-
Clair du Rhone, France, assignors to Pechiney Ugine
Kuhlmann, Paris, France

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Sen No.
829,848, May 27, 1969, which is a continuation-in-part
of application Ser. No. 626,431, Mar. 28, 1967, now
abandoned. This application July 20, 1972, Ser. No.
273,551

Int. CI. C07c 105/00; C09b 43/06; D06p 3/24
U.S. CI. 260—143 3 Claims

1. DyestufF obtained by oxidation of the compounds of
the formula:

< \-s OiH OH

X-^^N-

-^ (Cl)„

(JOalDn

in which Z is methyl or carboxy, m is one or two and n
is zero, one or two, the oxidation being effected in alkaline
medium at a temperature of from 40° C. to 100° C. for
from 10 minutes to 4 hours inclusive with a quantity of
oxidising agent, calculated as 10% solution of hydrogen
peroxide, not more than three times the weight of the
compound of the above formula, said oxidising agent being
selected from the group consisting of air, hypochlorite,
hydrogen peroxide, sodium permanganate, potassium per-
manganate, sodium dichromate, potassium dichromate,
and manganese dioxide.

I 3,840,515
METHOD OF TREATING GLUTEN

Robert A. Reiners, Hinsdale, John C. Pressick, Clarendon
Hills, and Leo Morris, Lincolnwood, III., assignors to
CPC International Inc.
No Drawing. FUed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,254

Int. CI. A23j 1/12; C07g 7/00
U.S. CI. 260-112 G 3 Claims

1. A method for the preparation of a proteinaceous
composition suitable for use as a food material compris-
ing (1) preparing a mixture consisting essentially of glu-
ten and methanol at a temperature of from about 20° C.
to about 40° C, said mixture containing less than about
10% water, based on methanol, (2) separating said glu-
ten from said methanol by means of countercurrent ex-
traction, filtration or centrifugation, (3) mixing said glu-
ten with aqueous methanol containing from about 10%
to about 25% water, (4) heating the resulting mixture
at from about 110° C. to about 140° C. for from about
1 to about 5 minutes, (5) separating an aqueous metha-
nol extract from the solid residue at a temperature of from
about 60° C. to about 140° C, and (6) isolating a
prolamine from said aqueous methanol extract.

3,840,516
BIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE SUBSTANCE, PEPSTATES
AND PRODUCTION PROCESSES THEREOF

Hamao Umezawa and Tomio Takeuchi, Tokyo, Takaaki
Aoyagi, Fujisawa, and Masa Hamada, Kenji Maeda,
and Yoshiro Okami, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Zaidan
Hojin Biseibutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kai, Tokyo, Japan

Original application May 14, 1970, Ser. No. 37,165, now
Patent No. 3,740,319. Divided and this appUcation Feb.
15, 1972, Ser. No. 226,446
Claims priority, application Japan, June 13, 1969,

44/46,166
Int. CI. A61k 27/00; C07c 103/52; C12d 1/00

U.S. CI. 260—112.5 2 Claims
1. A pepsin inhibitor designated pepsiatn, effective n in-

hibiting pepsin, but not effective in inhibiting trypsin, plas-
min and papain, effective in protections of stomach ulcer
of pylorus ligated rats, useful for treatment of peptic
ulcer, said pepstatin being a substance which is soluble in
methanol, ethanol, acetic acid, pyridme and dimethylsulf-
oxide, slightly or insoluble in ethyl acetate, ether, ben-
zene, chloroform and water, which exhibits no absorption
maximum of ultraviolet light from 220 m/x to 350 m^,
which gives positive reactions to Rydon-Smith and per-
manganate and negative reactions to ninhydrin, Sakaguchi
and Ehrlich tests, which contains carboxyl group and
forms metal salts and esters; further properties of said
crystalline pepstatin being that it has the formula

C34H63N5O9,

exhibits La]D2°= -90° (C-=0.288 in methanol), melts
at 228-229° C. with decomposition, exhibits adsorption
bands in the infrared region of the spectrum when pelleted
in potassium bromide at the following wave numbers in

cm.-i: 3320, 3090, 2955, 1635, 1545, 1470, 1450, 1420.

1390, 1370, 1300, 1220, 1178, 1070, 710, yields L-alanine
and L-valine in the ratio of 1:2 respectively together with
iso-valeric acid and another amino acid which is very weak
in ninhydrin reaction, and is shown to have the following
structure by isolation of 4 hydrolysis products shown in

said structure, and mass spectrometry of permethylated
pepstatin methyl ester:

CH, CH3 CH, oil,
\ / \ /
oil CH3 CII3 CH, CH3 CII

CAU CII CH CH: OH
CO-NH-tH-CO-NH-CH—CO-XH-CH-CH—CHr-

(L) (L)

CH3 CH3

\
Î

CHj CH2 OH
I I ICO-NH—CH—CO—NH—CH—CH—CH--COOH

(L)

3,840,517
PHENYLAZO-N-HETEROTHIOALKYLANILINE

COMPOUNDS
Max A. Weaver and Clarence A. Coates, Jr., Kingsport,

Temi., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Roches-
ter, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.
No. 784,215, Dec. 16, 1968. This appUcation Nov. 10,
1971, Ser. No. 197,518

Int. CI. C09b 29/26, 29/36; D06p 3/52
U.S. CI. 260—157 8 Claims

1. An azo compound having the formula

I
I

R»

R«-<f \-N=N-<^ ^\_N-R3-S-R<

NHA
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A is acylamido selected from formyl; lower alkanoyl;

lower alkanoyl substituted with halogen, cyano, lower

alkoxy, hydroxy, lower alkylsulfonyl, or phenyl; benzo-

yl; benzoyl substituted with lower alkyl, lower alkoxy

or halogen; cyclohexylcarbonyl; lower alkoxycarbonyl;

lower alkoxycarbonyl substituted with hydroxy or cyano;

phenoxycarbonyl; phenoxycarbonyl substituted with

lower alkyl, lower alkoxy or halogen; lower alkylsul-

fonyl; lower alkylsulfonyl substituted with cyano, hy-

droxy or halogen; phenylsulfonyl; phenylsulfonyl sub-

stituted with lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, or halogen; car-

bamoyl; lower alkylcarbamoyl; 'di-lower alkylcarbamo-

yl; phenylc^rbamoyl; phenylcarbamoyl substituted with

lower alkyl. lower alkoxy or halogen; or furoyl;

Ri is hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy or halogen;

R2 is hydrogen; lower alkyl; lower alkyl substituted with

hydroxy, lower alkoxy, cyano, lower cyanoalkoxy, lower

alkanoyloxy, lower alkoxycarbonyl, halogen, lower

alkanoylamino, carbamoyl, jower alkylcarbamoyl, phen-

ylcarbamoyloxy, lower' alkylsulfonyl, lower alkoxycar-

bonyloxy, lower alkylsulfonamido, phthaHmido, glutar-

amido, succinimido, phenoxy, pyrrolidinono, piperidino

or phthalimidino; cyclohexyl; lower alkylcyclohexyl;

phenyl; phenyl substituted with lower alkyl, lower

alkoxy, hydroxy, halogen or nitro; aralkyl in which the

alkyl moiety contains 1 to 2 carbon atoms and the aryl

moiety is phenyl or phenyl substituted with lower alkyl,

lower alkoxy, halogen, hydroxy, cyano or lower alkoxy-

carbonyl; or the group—R^—S—R^;

R3 is lower alkylene or lower alkylene substituted with

hydroxy, lower alkoxy, halogen or lower alkanoyloxy;

and

R* is a group having the formula:

wherein

B is phenyl, tetrahydrophenyl or hexahydrophenyl;

N N N N

-Ri=.

N—/S
^0'

-R''3, or

.R14

^X/\/
wherein

R12 is hydrogen, amino, lower alkanoylamino or

lower alkylsulfonamido;

R13 is hydrogen, lower alkyl, phenyl or phenyl sub-

stituted with lower alkyl, lower alkoxy or halogen;

Ri* is hydrogen, lower alkyl. lower alkoxy. halogen,

nitro, lower alkylsulfonyl, cyano or thiocyanato;

X is—O— , —S—, or—NH—

;

R5 is hydrogen, chlorine, bromine, cyano or nitro;

R^ is nitro, lower alkylsulfonyl. cyano, chlorine, bro-

mine, sulfamoyl, or phenylazo; and

R' is hydrogen, chlorine, bromine, nitro, formyl. low-

er alkanoyl, lower alkoxycarbonyl, trifluoromethyl,

lower alkylsulfonyl, cyano, sulfamoyl, or car-

bamoyl.

3,840,518
DIHYDR01ND0LYL-, PYRIMTOONYL-, BENZO-
TfflAZOLYL-, DrnVDROQUlNOXALYL. OR
DIHYDROQLTSAZOLYLMETHYLENE AZO DI-
PHENYLENE OXIDE OR CARBAZOLE DYE-
STUFFS

Ernst Schmitt, Cologne, and Roderich Raue, Leverkusen,
Germanv, assignors to Haver Aktiengesellschaft

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 6,' 1971, Ser. No. 169,831
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 8, 1970,

P 20 39 492.7
Int. CI. C09b 29/36; D06p 3/24, 3/70

U.S. CI. 260—164 16 Claims
1. Hydrazone dyestuff of the formula

c;

/x
C=CH—N=N

L R«

X

is dihydroindoyl, pyrimidonyl, dihydropyrimidonyl,

benzothiazolyl, dihydroquinoxalyl, dihydroquinox-

alonyl, or dihydroquinazolyl;

Vis
—0— , —S— , or—N—

\ k

where R is hydrogen, lower alkyl, 2-chloroethyl,

3-chloropropyl, benzyl, /3-phenylethyl, -y-phenylpro-

pyl, phenylpropyl-(2,2), 4-nitrobenzyl, phenyl, lower

alkylphenyl, chlorophenyl, or 4-aminophenyl;

Ri is lower alkyl, 2-chloroethyl, 3-chloropropyl, lower

alkenyl, benzyl, ^ - phenylethyl, 7 - phenylpropyl,

phenylpropyl-(2,2), 4-nitrobenzyl, ethoxyethyl, or

elhoxycarbonyl-methyl;

R2 is hydrogen, fluoro, chloro, bromo, lower alkoxy,

lower alkyl, 2-chloroethyl, 3-chloropropyl, hydroxy,

dimethylamino. diethylamino, di-n-propylamino, or

lower alkanoylamino;

R3, when ring B is phenyl, is hydrogen, chloro, bromo,

lower alkyl, 2-chloroethyl, 3-chloropropyl, lower

alkoxy, hydroxy, dimethylamino. diethylamino, di-n-

propylamino, or lower alkanoylamino;

R3, when ring B is tetrahydrophenyl, or hexahydro-

phenyl, is hydrogen, chloro, or lower alkyl;

R4 is lower alkyl, 2-chloroethyl. 3-chloropropyl, cyclo-

hexyl, 4 - methylcyclohexyl, benzyl. /? - phenylethyl,

->, -phenylpropyl, phenylpropyl- (2,2), 4-nitrobenzyl,

phenyl, lower alkylphenyl, chlorophenyl, or bromo-

phenyl; and

A" is an anion.

3,840,519
2-HALO-4-NITROPHENYL-AZOPHENYL

DISPERSE DYES
Rasso Hahn, Basel, Basel-Stadt, and Curt Mueller, Bin-

ningen, Basel-Land, Switzerland, assignors to Sandoz

Ltd., Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 816,010, Apr. 14, 1969. This appUcation Aug. 18,

1971, Ser. No. 172,901

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 25, 1968,

6,193/68
Int. CI. C09b 29/08

U.S. CI. 260—207.1 12 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

Alk-O-Ri

o,n_^^^-n=n-^^^-n(
Alk-O-Ri

NH—CO—Rj

wherein each Rj is benzoyl, substituted benzoyl, benzyl-

carbonyl, substituted benzylcarbonyl, phenoxyacetyl or

substituted phenoxyacetyl, wherein each substituent of

substituted benzoyl, substituted benzylcarbonyl and sub-

stituted phenoxyacetyl is attached to the phenyl ring

and is independently fluoro, chloro, bromo, lower al-

kyl, lower alkoxy or nitro,

R2 is lower alkyl or lower alkoxy,

X is chloro or bromo, and

each Alk is straight or branched alkylene having 1, 2, 3

or 4 carbon atoms.
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3,840,520
CROSS-LINKING AGENT FOR CYANOETHYL

ETHERS OF GALACTOMANNAN
Robert Nordgren and Curtis L. Karl, Minneapolis, Minn.,

assignors to General Mills Chemicals, Inc.
No Drawing. Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 254,969

Int. CI. C07g 3/00
U.S. CI. 260—209 R 2 Claims

1. In a composition comprising a cyanoethyl ether of
a galactomannan dispersed in and solvated by an organic
liquid containing less than about 2% water by weight,
the improvement consisting of including as a cross-linking
agent in said composition a tetraalkyi titanate wherein
said alkyl radicals contain three to four carbon atoms.

3,840,521
N(6).DISUBSTITUTED ADENOSINE COMPOUNDS
Erich Fauland, Mannheim-Waldhof, Wolfgang Kampe,

Heddesheim, Max Thiel, Mannheim, Harald Stork,
Mannheim-Feudenheim, and Egon Roesch, Lamper-
theim, Germany, assignors to Boehringer Mannheim
GmbH, Mannheim, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 287,115
Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 30, 1971,

P 21 48 838.0
Int. CI. CQ1A51/54

U.S. CI. 260—211.5 R 13 Claims
1. N(6)-disubitituted adenosine compound of the for-

mula

Ri R2
\ /
N

wherein

R2 and Rs are each selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen and lower alkyl having from 1 to 4 carbon
atoms;

R' is selected from the group consisting of lower alkyl
having up to 6 carbon atoms, aryl, and aralkyl each
having up to 12 carbon atoms;

R6 is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, hy-
droxy, chloro, and bromo;

R8 and R^ are selected from the group consisting of hy-
drogen, hydroxy, lower alkyl having up to 4 carbon
atoms, and lower alkoxy having up to 4 carbon atoms,
and R8 and R^ together form the methylenedioxy group;
and

Rio is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,
alkyl having up to 8 carbon atoms, and aryl having up
to 10 carbon atoms.

3,840,523
TRICYCLIC ARYLALKYLENE LACTAMIMIDES

J. Martin Grisar, George P. Claxton, and Robert D.
MacKenzie, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to Richardson-
Merrell Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,441

Int. CI. C07d 27/04, 29/28, 41/04
U.S. CI. 260—239 B

^ 5 Claims
1. A tricyclic aralkylene lactamimide having the formu-

la:

N

\

/X

sA./
-te

Ri
I

^y -CH—N=C (CHa)t

to—

I

HO
I

OH

wherein

Ri is alkyl of from I tc^ 6 carbon atoms; and
R2 is straight-chained or branched alkyl of from 4

to 10 carbon atoms: cycloalkyl or methylcycloalkyl
wherein the cycloalkyl moiety contains from 3 to

10 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl-alkyl with from 3 to 10
carbon atoms in the cycloalkyl group and from I

to 4 carbon atoms in the alkyl side-chain or bicyclo-
alkyl of from 5 to 7 carbon atoms in each ring;

and the pharmacologically compatible salts thereof.

wherein n is an integer of from 3 to 11; R and Rj are each
selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and lower
alkyl having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms; X is selected from
the group consisting of —CH2— , —CH=CH—

,

—CH2CH2—

,

—O— or—S— ; and the pharmaceutically acceptable acid
addition salts thereof.

' 3,840,522
HEXAHYDROBENZAZOCINES

William T. Comer, Evansville, Ind., and Aubrev A. Larsen,
Scarsdale, N.Y., and Homer C. Scarborough, deceased,
by Phyllis Jean Scarborough, widow and personal repre-
sentative, Evansville, Ind., assignors to Mead Johnson
& Company, Evansville, Ind.

No Drawing. Application Jan. 5, 1970, Ser. No. 821,
which is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
464,241, June 15, 1965, both now abandoned. Divided
and this application Aug. 14, 1972, Sen No. 280,346

Int. CI. C07d 4] /OO, 99/04
U.S. CI. 260—239 BB 9 Claims

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of
compounds of the formula

\'

3,840,524
a-CYCLOALKYLBENZYL LACTAMIMIDES

J. Martin Grisar and George P. Claxton, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignors to Richardson-Merrell Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,442

Int. CI. C07d 27/04, 29/28, 41/04
U.S. CI. 260—239 B 7 Claims

1. An a-cycloalkylbenzyl lactamimide having the for-

mula

1 N—

R

(CHOcI
I

C=N-CH-^3^

Ri«
I R»
R«

and

Ri« R»

wherein n is an integer of from 3 to 9: R is hydrogen or

methyl; Rj is hydrogen or lower alkyl having from 1 to

4 carbon atoms; Y is cycloalkyl having from 3 to 5 car-

bon atoms; X is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen, lower alkoxy having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and
lower alkyl having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms; m is an
integer of from 1 to 2; and the pharmaceutically accepta-

ble acid addition salts thereof.
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3,840,525
DERIVATIVES OF 6.AMINOPENICILLANIC ACID
Hirotada Yamada, Ikeda, Shigeni Okano, Ibaragi, Toshi-

aki Komatsu and Toyozo Katsura, Takarazuka, and
Yasuko Eda, Toyonaka, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo
Chemical Company Limited
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 193,565

Claims priorit>', application Japan Oct. 30, 1970,
45/96,303

Int. CI. C07d 99/16
U.S. CI. 260—239.1 2 Claims

1. A 6-acylaminopenicillanic acid of the formula:

3,840,528
AZOLE COMPOUNDS

Shuichi Seino, Osaka, Tomizo Fujino, Sulta, and Kakuji
Tonegawa, Kyoto, Japan, assignors to Osaka Seika
Kogyo Kabushild Kaisha, Osaka, and Nippon Kayaku
Kabusbiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
743,303, July 9, 1968, now Patent No. 3,637,672. This
appUcation Aug. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 172,555

Int. CI. C09b 23/14
U.S. CI. 260—240 D 12 Claims

1. A compound represented by the formula,

R—CH—CONH
NH-CH=:N-R'

\'

^ -N-

CHj

CHi

^.coon

wherein R is phenyl or thienyl and R' is selected from
the group consisting of unsubstituted pyrimidyl and

pyrimidyl substituted with lower alkyl, lower alkoxy or

halogen.

3,840.526
NOVEL CLEAVAGE OF THIOKETALS

Marcel Fetizon, Gif-sur-Yvette, and Michel Jurion, Bourg-
la-Reine, France, assignors to Roussel-UCLAF, Paris,

France
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 220,714
Claims priority, application France, Jan. 29, 1971,

7102992
Int. CI. C07c 173/00

U.S. CI. 260—239.55 A 5 Claims
\. A process for the cleavage of a thioketal comprising

reacting a thioketal with an alkylating agent selected from
the group consisting of lower alkyl halide of 1 to 7 carbon

atoms and benzyl halide in the presence of water to ob-

tain the corresponding carbonyl derivative.

3,840,527
HALOALKYLSULFONAMIDO-SUBSmUTED

TOLAN AND STILBENE COMPOUNDS
George G. I. Moore, Birchwood, and Ronald J. Trancik,

White Bear Lake, Minn., assignors to Riker Labora-
tories, Inc., Northridge, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 172,261
Int. CI. C07c 143/174

U.S. CI. 260—240 CA 15 Claims
1. A compound of the formula:

/\_
R.S02N—

Q

R \X
|o|

\x
Y'„

wherein Rx is a perfluoroalkyl group of one to four car-

bon atoms, R is hydrogen, a pharmaceutically acceptable

cation, cyano, alkylsulfonyl of one to four carbon atoms,

fluoroalkylsulfonyl of one or two carbon atoms or the

group

O
II

-C-A-Q

wherein A is oxygen (—O— ), or a carbon-carbon bond
and Q is a lower alkyl group, Y and Y' are independently
chosen from halogen, alkyl or alkoxy of one to three car-

bon atoms each and hydroxy or Yn may be methylenedi-
oxy, n and n' are independently zero, one or two and L is

vinylene, methyl vinylene or acetylene, provided that

when R is cyano, Y and Y' are not hydroxy.

Ar C—CH=CH—

.

/ X
wherein

N N

Ar is unsubstituted benzene nucleus, unsubstituted naph-
thalene nucleus or benzene nucleus substituted by one
methyl, methoxy, ethoxy, chlorine, phenyl, carboethoxy

or ethylsulfonyl group;

R2 is a hydrogen or chlorine atom or a lower alkyl or

methoxy group;

X is oxygen, sulfur, NH group or N—CH3 group; and
Y is oxygen or sulfur.

3,840,529
l.{l.(3-SUBSTmJTED.l.PROPENYL)-4-PIPERIDYL}.

2-OXOBENZIMIDAZOLINES
Isamu Maruyama, Masaru Nakao, Kikuo Sasajima, and

Izumi Yanagihara, Osaka, and Shigeho Inaba and Hisao
Yamamoto, Hyogo, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo
Chemical Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283,025
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 26, 1971,

46/65,641
Int. CI. C07d 29/36

U.S. CI. 260—240 R 2 Claims
1. A propenylamine derivative of the formula

Rj

Vx-
/

CH,CH=CHN

O

J-
N-R,

N
\

<
R4

wherein Rj is a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom, a lower

alkyl, lower alkoxy, nitro, lower alkanoylamine or tri-

fluoromethyl group; R2 is a hydrogen or halogen atom; R3

is a hydrogen atom or a lower alkanoyl group; R4 is a

hydrogen atom, a halogen atom or a lower alkyl group;

and X is an oxygen atom, a sulfur atom, a sulfinyl or sul-

fonyl group.

3,840,530
METALLIZED ISOCYANIDES AND

THEIR REACTIONS
Ulrich Schoellkopf, Bovenden, and Fritz Gerhart, Got-

tingen, Germany, assignors to Badische Anilin- & Soda-
Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen (Rliine), Ger-
many

No Drawing. Original application Oct. 20, 1969, Ser. No.
867,941, now Patent No. 3,712,911, dated Jan. 23,

1973. Divided and this appUcation Nov. 6, 1972, Ser.

No. 304,240
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 2, 1968,

P 18 12 099.5
Int. CI. C09b 23/14

U.S. CI. 260—240 D 15 Claims
1. A process for producing A^-oxazolines which com-

prises reacting at a temperature between — 80° C. and

-f80° C.

(A) a compound of the formula

Ri_N=C

\
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where Ri is alkyl having 1 to 5 carbon atoms, vinyl,

allyl, methallyl, 3,3-dimethylallyl, crotyl, pentadien-
2,4-yl, ethynyl methyl, cyclopropyl, cyclopentyl,
cyclohexyl, phenylalkyl wherein the alkylene chain
has 1 to 3 carbon atoms, ethoxymethyl, pyridyl,
CH3—O—(CH2)3— . phenoxymethyl, ethylmercapto-
methyl, phenylmercaptomethyl, dimethylaminometh-
yl; or (CH3)2N—(CH2)3— , alkoxycarbonylmethyl,
C2H5OOC—CHCCHa)— , tributoxyacetyl, alkoxy-
carbonylethyl, acetylmethyl, benzoylmethyl, nitrilo-

methyl, furfurvl, benzhydryl, or

lcH3—CH2CH-CH—
and said group Ri having a hydrogen atom on its

alpha carbon atom replaced by an atom of lithium,
sodium or potassium or by an equivalent of mag-
nesium, zinc or cadmium

(B) with cyclohexanone or an aldehyde or ketone of
the formula

(2) cleaving the 7-acylamido-3-(l-methyl-lH-tetrazol-5-
ylthiomethyl) compound to produce a 7-amino-3-(l-meth-
yl-lH-tetrazol-5-ylthiomethyl) compound of the formula

HjN-

0=

y^\

-N

N-

COOR

ens—s-

-N

N

I

CHi

and (3) acylating the resulting 7-amino compound with
anhydro-0-carboxymandelic acid having the formula

o

—CH C

i i
/>

\ /
c

Rs

/
CO

R«

wherein R3 and R* denote alkyl, alkenyl. cyclohexyl,
cyclooctyl. cyclohexenyl, phenyl, phenylalkyl, phenyl-
alkenyl, or alkylphenyl, and R3 may further be hy-
drogen, with interaction of a protonating agent re-

placing Me by H, said temperature being one in

which the produced A^-oxazoline is stable.

to produce the aforementioned cephalosporin.

3,840,532
PROCESS FOR CLEAVING CEPHALOSPORIN

COMPOUNDS
Harold B. Hayes and Ronald G. Abel, Indianapolis. Ind.,

assignors to Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.
No Drawing. Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,294

Int. CI. C07d 99/24
U.S. CI. 260—243 C 5 Claims

1. In a process for cleaving the 7-carboxamido group of
a cephalosporin compound of the formula

3,840,531
PROCESS FOR PREPARING 7 - (a-HYDROXY-a-
PHENYDACETAMIDO - 3 - (1 - METHYL-IH-
TETRAZOL - 5 - YLTHIOMETHYL)-3.CEPHEM-
4-CARBOXYLIC ACID AND DERIVATIVES
THEREOF

James M. Greene, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Eli Lilly
and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 236,764
Int. CI. C07d 99/24

U.S. CI. 260-243 C 9 Claims
1. A process for preparing a cephalosporin of the for-

mula

O H
n OOC—C II-CCH,),—C—N-

NH2
0=

N

-N -CHi-X

< /- CII-Lfc-NH

OH
O

y^\ N-

-N J-CHj-S-

COOR

-N

N

CHj

which comprises (1) reacting a 7-acylamido-3-acetoxy-
methyl compound of the formula

COOH

wherein X is hydrogen, hydroxy, or C2-C6 alkanoyloxy;
or the alkali metal, zinc and quinoline salts thereof; which
comprises blocking the amino, carboxy or hydroxy groups;
treating the blocked cephalosporin with a halogenating
agent to convert the 7-carboxamido group of the cephalo-
sporin to an imino halide, treating the imino halide with
an alcohol to form an imino ether, and hydrolyzing the
imino ether to form a 7-amino group, the improvement
which comprises conducting the carboxyl group protecting
reaction, and the 7-carboxamido cleavage reaction in an
organic diluent selected from tetrahydrofuran, bis(2-
methoxyethyl) ether, 2-methoxyethyl acetate, ethylene gly-
col diacetate, 1,4-dioxane, 1,3-dioxane and water miscible
organic liquid mixtures thereof.

O

n-c-Nri

0:i

^S

COOR

O

CHjO-C—CHa

in which R is hydrogen or a carboxy protecting group,
with 1 -methyl- lH-tetrazole-5-thiol or an alkali, alkaline
earth metal or ammonium salt thereof to produce a 7-

acylamido-3-(l -methyl-lH-tetrazol-5-ylthiomethyl) com-
pound of the formula

3,840,533
7-SUBSTITUTED CEPHALOSPORANIC ACID AND

DERIVATIVES THEREOF
Joseph Edward Dolfini, Princeton, and Ekkehard Bohme,

Hightstown, N.J., assignors to E. R. Squibb & Sons,
Inc., Princeton, N.J.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 174,510, Aug. 24, 1971. This application
June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,620

Int. CI. C07d 99/24
U.S. CI. 260—243 C 4 Claims

1. A compound having the formula:

H Rl

R«-6=N-

O

H-A-

0=J

/N

-N

NH-''

0=

/N ^

-N
.<^

N N

CH2—S-1

-CHjY

OijR*

N

COOR (!;Hi

wherein R3 is lower alkylthio; R^ is selected from the
group consisting of phenyl and substituted phenyl where-
in said substituent is selected from the group consisting
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of halogen, lower alkoxy, hydroxy, nitro, amino, and low-

er alkyl; R* is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen, lower alkyl, trichloroethyl, benzyl, methoxy-

benzyl, and benzhydryl; and Y is selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, acetoxy, pyridinium and hydroxy;

and pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof.

3,840,534
4H-FURO[3,4.d][l,3]THIAZINE-2.PHTHALIMIDO.

2.ACETIC ACID ESTERS
Narindar N. Girotra, Fords, and Norman L. Wendler,

Summit, N.J., assignors to Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway,

NJ.
No Drawing. Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,389

Int. CI. C07d 93/06

U.S. CI. 260—243 R 2 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

3,840,537
IMIDAZ0[5,l-f]TRIAZIN0NES

Susan Constance Garside, David Hartley, Lawrence Henry

Charles Lunts, and Alexander William Oxford, London,

England, assignors to Allen & Hanburys Limited, Lon-

don, England
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,749

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 19, 1971,

53,750/71
Int. CI. C07d 57/34

U.S. CI. 260—249.5 21 Claims

1. A compound of the formula 1:

R4

R3-N3

RiRjN—

J

^6^

6N
//

y\/
N—CH

COOR

./N

HN

o=J-

wherein R is lower alkyl.

3,840,535
DIMETHANESULFONATES OF CERTAIN 7-(o-

AMINOMETHYLPHENYLACETAMIDO) - 3-

[(HETEROCYCLYLTHIO) METHYL]-CEPH-3-
EM-4-CARBOXYLIC ACIDS

Murray Arthur Kaplan, Syracuse, and Alphonse Peter

Granatek, Baldwinsville, N.Y., assignors to Bristol-

Myers Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283,121

Int. CI. C07d 99/24

U.S. CI. 260—243 C 4 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

CHiN(CHaSOaNa)j

s

-NH—CH-CH CH2

HI

or a physiologically acceptable salt thereof wherein

Ra and R3 may be the same or different and each repre-

sents a hydrogen atom or a straight or branched chain

alkyl or alkenyl radical containing from 1 to 6 carbon

atoms or such a radical substituted by at least one

phenyl group, Ri is as defined for R2 and R3 or a

Ci-Cg alkanoyl group, and R4 and R5 are as defined

for R2 and R3 or a C3-C7 cycloalkyl, or phenyl group.

3,840,538
l.(4',6'-DICHLORO-s-TRIAZIN-2-YLCARBAMOYL)-2-
METHOXYCARBONYLAMINO-BENZIMIDAZOLE
Adolf Hubele, Magden, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba-

Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,739

riaims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 10, 1972,

5,209/72
Int. CI. C07d 55/18

U.S. CI. 260—249.5 1 Claim

1. l-(4',6'-dichloro - triazin - 2' - ylcarbamoyl)-2- me-

thoxy carbonylammo-benzimidazole having the formula

0=C—C i-CH,-S-R
. ^

c

COONa

\ ^
C

wherein R is

1 I

N ^

N—CHs —

N

N

N -CHs
or

-N

N

H

3,840,536
4,5.DIALKYL-3,6-DISUBSTITUTED-2.

MORPHOLINONE
George H. Douglas, Paoli, Daniel M. Teller, Devon, and

Stanley C. Bell, Penn Valley, Pa., assignors to Ameri-
can Home Products Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 204,717

Int. CI. C07d 87/34
U.S. CI. 260—247.7 J 6 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

"X3
^-^^^Nn/^"'

CHi

in which X is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of—H, —CI, ^-CHs and —OCH3; and pharmaceuti-

cally acceptable salts thereof.

N

C-NHCi-O-CHs

Y'

3,840,539
PHTHALAZINE DERIVATIVES

Katsujiro Ueno, Seiichi Miyazaki, and Akira Akashi,

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Daiichi Seiyaku Company,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 177,488

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 14, 1970,

45/80,659
Int. CLC07d 57/06

U.S. CI. 260—250 P
1. A compound of the formula:

9 Claims

N
II

N
\/\/' Ri Ra R3

I I 1 I

NHN^^C—C—C-Rj

wherein Ri, R2, R3 and R4 each represent a hydrogen

atom or a lower alkyl group, or the pharmaceutically ac-

ceptable salts thereof.
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3,840,540

2.SUBSTITUTED-3,4.DIHYDR0.4.0XOQUIN.
AZOLINES AS HERBICIDES

Beryl William Domlny, Groton, Hans-Jurgen Ernst Hess,
Old Lyme, and Richard Cart Koch, East Lyme, Conn.,
assignors to Pfizer Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 54,618, July 13, 1970. This application
Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,372

hit. a. COld 51/48
U.S. CI. 260—251 QA 7 Claims

1. A compound selected from the group having the
formulae:

3,840,542

DERIVATIVES OF 3,6 - BIS-{2.[l.AZABlCYCLO-
(3,1,0)HEXANE]}.2,5-PIPERAZINEDIONE

Tsung-Ying Shen, Westfield, Norman P. Jensen, Watchung,
and Arthur F Wagner, Princeton, N.J., assignors toMerck & Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 201,956

WTO ^. « Int. CI. C07d 57/70
U.S. CI. 260—268 DK

1. A compound of the structure

2 Claims

ci

R

O
II

o
II

Nil xvx /\
and

CI

I

-CF: XAn

NH

—CFjR N

II
Rs
/
N

R4'

N./
Rji

O

and the alkali metal and alkylamine salts thereof selected
from the group consisting of mono-, di and trialkyl amines
wherein the alkyl portion contains from 1 to 12 carbon
atoms, wherein:

R is selected from the group consisting of CI, CH3O,
CH3, carbamyl and mono- and dialkylcarbamyl where-
m each said alkyl contains from 1 to 3 carbon atoms;

Ri is selected from the group consisting of H, F, CI,'
perfluoroalkyl containing from 2 to 4 carbon atoms' and—CXYZ wherein X, Y and Z are each selected from
the group consisting of H, F and CI;

R2 is selected from the group consisting of H F CI Br
I, CH3 and CF3; and "

' '

R3 IS selected from the group consisting of H. F CI Br
and NO2.

N

\y

wherem R3 and R3I are each hydrogen, lower alkyl of
1 to 6 carbon atoms, lower alkanoyl of 2 to 4 carbon
atoms, dilower alkylaminomethyl wherein the lower alkyls
contam 2 to 5 carbon atoms; R4 and R4I are each hydro-
gen or mercapto.

3,840,541

0-PYRAZOLOPYRIMIDINE-(THIONO)-PHOS-
PHORIC-(PHOSPHOMC OR PHOSPHINiC)-
ACID ESTERS OR ESTER-AMIDES

Reimer Colin, Wuppertal-Elberfeld, Ingeborg Hammann,
Cologne, and Gunter Lnterstenhofer, Opladen, Ger-many, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellscbaft

No Drawing. Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,075
Claims priority, appUcation Germany, June 14, 1971

P 21 31 298.1

,,e ^. Int. CI. C07d 57/76
U.S. CI. 260-256.5 R 9 claims

1. An 0-pyrazolopyrimidine - (thiono) - phosphoric-
(phosphonic or phosphinic)-acid ester of the formula

3,840,543

2 QUINOLINE THIO ACETAMIDES

^7i*n«n^^?^'- ^~?^'
t.^"'''°T.'

F"i«Wrodi, Suita, Osaka,

ToHmJ.h f?^ ^?*'"S?
^^-^2 Ooharano-Kamisato'

Tonmicho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto, Japan; Haniomi Honda,

To«r„
H'gashitada-aza-nora, Kawanishi, Hyogo,

Japan; and Mono Kanno, 2-5 Senriyama, Suitaj and

^^i;ffo'sizxiit
'•^*'°"^' ^^*^"'"'«-'^^' ''^'^^

^%?n^7'"^'
^"g'nal application July 7, 1970, Ser. No.

fgr? n"T/^*J"l.^°- ^,726,878, dated Apr. 10,

No. 225 269
application Feb. 10, 1972, Ser.

Claims priority, application Japan, July 8, 1969
44/53,946; Sept. 27, 1969, 44/77,153

TTc r.. >,.«
Int. CI. C07d ii/55

U.S. CI. 260-283 S 5 claims
1. A member selected from the group consisting of

compounds of the formula

in which

Ri is alkoxy or alky

Rr

s
II

Rj
/

i-0-

_/^\
\n/^"'-c-n^

Bi

^N^N^y
(I)

with 1 to 6 carbon atoms,

wherein Rj is a divalent radical of the formula

-CH=CH-CH=CH, -CH=CH-CH2-CH2-

. „ ^ ^„.^^„ „,^„,^ ?fK~^i^rr^^^^^2—CH2— which is attached to the
R2 is alkyl or alkoxy with 1 to 6 carbon atoms or R .nH p S°''^T' ?^ ^?^ ^^'''^'''^ '^°S' ^"^ ^^^^ of

phenyl or monoalkylamino or dialkylamino whh ud fl f3. independently of each other, represents hydro-
toe carbon atoms in each alkyl moiety ^

f"',""'^^?.^'
'^^!^' P''°Py^' isoP'-opyl. butyl, isobutyl, sec-

R3 is hydrogen or halogen, and u-u °u
^ ^ together with the nitrogen atom to

X is oxygen or sulfup .

"^'^

^°f
^ /""^ attached form a piperidine or pyrrolidine

927 O.G.—23

nng, and pharmaceutically acceptable acid salts thereof.
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3,840,544

ALKYL 4-ALKOXY - 7 - (PYRIDYD-SQUINOLINE-
CARBOXYLATES, THEIR PREPARATION AND
CONVERSION TO CORRESPONDING 4 - OXO
COMPOUNDS

Roman R. Lorenz, East Greenbush, and R. Pauline

Brundage, Schodack, N.Y., assignors to Sterling Drug

Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 263,787

Int. CI. C07d 33/48

U.S. CI. 260—287 R 3 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

wherein Ri is selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and lower alkyl; R2 is selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl and phenyl; R3 and R4

are each selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,

lower alkyl, lower alkenyl, phenyl, substituted phenyl,

phenyl-lower alkyl, and di-lower alkylamino-lower alkyl;

R5 and Re are each selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen, lower alkyl and di-lower alkylamino-lower

alkyl; and R7 is selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen and methyl; wherein lower alkyl and lower

alkenyl refer to hydrocarbon groups having up to 8 car-

bon atoms; wherein substituted phenyl refers to phenyl

substituted with 1 or 2 substituents selected from the

group consisting of lower alkyl, halogen, trifluoromethyl,

amino and carboxy; and physiologically acceptable acid-

addition salts thereof.

where Q is lower-alkoxy, R is non-tertiary lower-alkyl,

and Q' is hydrogen or from one to two non-tertiary

lower-alkyl groups, where lower in each of lower-alkyl

and lower-alkoxy designates from one to six carbon

atoms.

3,840,545
POLYHYDRO ISOQUINOLINES

Bernard B. Brown, Westfield, Ronald Harmetz, Randolph

Township, and Donald Ruopp, Belleville, N.J., as-

signors to CPC International Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 172,915

Int. CI. C07d 35/06
U.S. CI. 260—289 R 19 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of l-substituted-2-

alkyl polyhydroisoquinolines consisting essentially of re-

acting a substituted N-alkyl polyhydroisoquinolinium salt

having the following formula:

A-Ni-R
I

CHj
I

z-v
where R is methyl. A, taken with N, is an octahydroiso-

quinoline, hexahydroisoquinoline or tetrahydroisoquino-

line residue, Z is a halide or tosylate ion, and X is lower

alkyl, lower alkoxy or hydrogen, with an alkali metal hy-

droxide, alcoholate having up to 6 carbons; carbonate or

bicarbonate, in an inert solvent, at a temperature of from

about 130° C. to about 170° C.

3,840,546

AMINO DERIVATIVES OF PYRAZOLOPYRIDINE
CARBOXAMIDES

Hans Hoehn, Tegembeim, and Tbeodor Denzel,. Nurem-
berg, Germany, assignors to E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.,

Princeton, N.J.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,967
Int. CI. C07d 31/44

U.S. CI. 260—295.5 B 7 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

Rr-

R3
/

N

C—

N

/
\

Rs

N I-R7
Re

i,

3,840,547
PROCESS OF PREPARING PYRIDYL KETONES
Wilford L. Mendelson, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

Smitbkline Corporation

No Drawing. Original application July 8, 1971, Ser. No.
160,934, now Patent No. 3,755,341, dated Aug. 28,

1973. Divided and this application Apr. 30, 1973, Ser.

No. 356,033
Int. CI. C07d i7/i2

U.S. CI. 260—297 R 4 Claims

1. An improved process of preparing pyridyl ketones

the improvement which consists essentially of reacting

in one step a halopyridine, lithium and a benzonitrile com-

pound selected from the group consisting of unsubstituted

benzonitrile, halobenzonitrile, lower alkyl benzonitrile or

lower alkoxy benzonitrile in an ether solvent at about

-10° to +5° C.

3,840,548
THIAZOLYLBENZOIC ACID COMPOUNDS

Charles Malen, Fresnes, and Pierre Desnoyers, Fontenay-

Aux-Roses, France, assignors to Societe en nom Col-

lectif "Science Union et Cie Societe Francaise de Re-

cherche Medlcale," Suresnes, France
No Drawing. Filed June 3, 1971, Ser. No. 149,806

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 12, 1970,

28,639/70
Int. CI. C07d 91/32

U.S. CI. 260—302 R 5 Qauns
1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

(a) methyl 5-(4-methyl - 2 - thiazolyl)-2-methoxy-

benzoate,

(b) 3-(4-para-chlorophenyl-2-thiazolyl) - benzoic acid,

5-(4-methyl-2-thiazolyl)-2-methoxy - benzoic acid, 5-

(2-thiazolyl)-2-methoxy-benzoic acid, 5-(4-phenyl-

2-thiazolyl)-2-methoxy-benzoic acid, 4-methyl-3-(4-

methyl-2-thiazolyl) -benzoic acid, 5-(4-methyl-2-thia-

zolyl)-2-chloro - benzoic acid, 5-(4-isobutyl-2-thia-

zolyl)-2-ethoxy-benzoic acid, 5-(4-para-methylphen-

yl-2-thiazolyl)-2-propylbenzoic acid, 4 - methoxy-3-

(4-para - methoxyphenyl-2-thiazolyl) benzoic acid,

and

(c) physiologically tolerable salts of the compounds

of group (b).

3,840,549
PREPARATION OF 2-HYDROCARBYLDITHI0.5.
MERCAPTO - 1,3,4-THIADIAZOLES BY THIO-
HYDROCARBYL EXCHANGE

Eli W. Blaha and Adam S. Kurasiewicz, Wheaton, III.,

assignors to Standard Oil Company, Chicago, 111.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 282,676
Int. CI. C07d 91/62

U.S. CI. 260—302 SD 8 Claims

1. A method of preparing 2-(hydrocarbyldithio)-5-mer-

capto-l,3,4-thiadiazole which comprises mixing 2,5-dimer-
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capto-l,3,4-thiadiazole and 2,5 - bis(hydrocarbyldithio)-

1,3,4-thiadiazole wherein said hydrocarbyl group of the re-

actant and product are alkyl and have 1 to 280 carbon
atoms.

1
1 3,840,550

CERTAIN 6-ISOTHIOCYANOBENZOTHIAZOLES
Paul Brenneisen, Basel, Thomas Wenger, Riehen, Basel-

Stadt, Jean-Jacques Gallay, Magden, Aargau, and Wolf-
gang Schmid, Neuallschwil, Switzerland, assignors to
Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,334

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 24, 1971,
7,542/71

Int. CI. C07d 91/44
U.S. CI. 260—304 15 Claims

1. An isothiocyanobenzothiazole compound of the

formula

sexw/'s/

V

wherein one of R5, Rg and R7 is hydrogen, fluorine,

chlorine, bromine, alkyl of from one to four carbon
atoms, methoxy, phenyl or isothiocyano; each of the

others of R5, Rg and R7 is hydrogen, chlorine or methyl;
and Y is oxygen or sulfur.

3,840,551

4-SUBSTITLTED-ALKYL-l,3,4-THIADIAZOLON-
(5).YL-(2).LTIEA COMPOUNDS

Klaus Sasse, Schildgen, and Ludwig Eue, Cologne, Ger-
many, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-
kusen, Germany

No Drawing. Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,667

Claims priority, application Germany, May 15, 1971,
P 21 24 260.4

Int. CI. C07d 91/62
U.S. CI. 260—306.8 D 26 Claims

1. 4-substituted 1,3,4 - thiadiazolon - (5) - yl-(2)-urea

compound of the formula

R—

N

O

-N- -N
Ri

I /
N-C 0-N

\

R2

R3 (I)

in which

R is substituted alkyl wherein the alkyl moiety has from
1 to 5 carbon atoms and the substituent is at least one
member of the group consisting of aryloxy, arylmercapto,
alkylmercapto, alkylsulfinyl, arylsulfinyl, alkylsulfonyl,

arylsulfonyl, dialkylamino, alkoxycarbonyl, alkanoyl,
aminocarbonyl, N-mono- or N,N-di-substituted amino-
carbonyl, nitro or cyano, and wherein said aryloxy and
arylmercapto may be additionally substituted with halo-
gen, alkyl, alkoxy or nitro, and wherein the substituent
contains not more than 12 carbon atoms; and R can also

be alkenyl or alkynyl of from 1 to 5 carbon atoms;
Ri and R2 (which may be the same or different) are

hydrogen or alkyl of from 1 to 3 carbon atoms; and
R3 is alkyl or alkoxy of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms.

3,840,552

AZOLINDOLINES AND AZOLINDOLINE
DYESTUFFS

Horst Harnisch, Cologne, Germany, assignor to Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 179,181

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 9, 1970,
P 20 44 620.2

Int. CI. C07d 85/48
U.S. CI. 260—307 D 5 Claims

1. Azolindoline dyestufF of the formula

Wi

XVN

\,

Ri Rj

XA
Wj

wherein

i.

C=CH—CH=Cy
\

CN

C—ORs
I

Wj is hydrogen, alkyl of 1-5 carbon atoms, trifluorometh-

yl, chloroethyl, bromoethyl, hydroxyethyl, methoxy-
ethyl, cyclohexyl, phenyl, chloro, alkoxy of 1-5 car-

bon atoms, methylsulfonyl, ethylsulfonyl, dimethyl-

aminosulfonyl, diethylaminosulfonyl, dimethylamino-
carbonyl, diethylaminocarbonyl, methoxycarbonyl, eth-

oxycarbonyl, /3-methoxyethoxycarbonyl, acetylamino,

propionylamino, or methylsulfonylamino,
W2 is hydrogen, or alkyl of 1-5 carbon atoms,

Wi and W2 additionally can be joined together to produce
a fused benzene ring,

Ri and R2 separately are methyl or ethyl, or can be joined

together to produce a cyclopentyl or a cyclohexyl ring,

R3 is alkyl of 1-5 carbon atoms, chloroethyl, bromoethyl,
fluoroethyl, cyanoethyl, allyl, methoxycarbonylethyl,
benzyl, or phenylethyl,

R5 is alkyl of 1-5 carbon atoms, chloroethyl, hydroxy-
ethyl, methoxyethyl, cyanoethyl, allyl, benzyl or phen-
ylethyl, and

X is oxygen or sulfur.

3,840,553

ADJUVANT COMPOSITIONS FOR DRILLING
FLUIDS AND DRILLING FLUIDS CONTAIN-
ING SAME

Jean Neel and Louis Gelpi, Lyon, and Raymond Broc,
Voisins-Ie-Bretonneux, France, assignors io Rhone-
Progil, Paris, France

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 221,081

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 26, 1971,
7103508

Int. CI. C07d 49/34; ClOm 1/32
U.S. CI. 260—309.6 9 Claims

1. A composition useful as an emulsifier and as a fil-

trate loss reducer in a drilling fluid of the water-in-pil

type, said composition consisting essentially of the reac-

tion product formed by reacting, at temperatures of up to

about 100° C,
(1) from 10 to 50 parts by weight, based on the weight

of the composition, of a polyhydroxy phenol com-
prising a mononuclear phenol substituted only with

at least two hydroxy groups or a mononuclear phenol

substituted only with at least two hydroxy groups

and alkyl groups; and
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(2) correspondingly, from 90 to 50 parts by weight,

ijased on the weight of the composition, of an imi-

dazoline of the formula:

N- -CHj

i,R-C CHj
\ /
N

iHi-CH2R'

wherein R is an alkyl or alkenyl group containing

from 12 to 30 carbon atoms or a saturated or un-

saturated hydrocarbon residue of a cyclic acid con-

taining from 5 to 20 carbon atoms and wherein R'

is an amino or hydroxyl group.

3,840,554
2-AMINO-l-(2-I\nDAZOLIN-2-YL).2.

IMIDAZOLINES
Raymond R. Wittekind, Morristown, and John Shavel,

Jr., Mendbam, NJ., assignors to Warner-Lambert Com-
pany, Morris Plains, N.J.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
6,639, Jan. 28, 1970, now Patent No. 3,666,767, dated

May 30, 1972. This application May 15, 1972, Ser.

No. 253,361
Int. CI. C07d 49/34

U.S. CI. 260—309.6 46 Claims
1. A compound of the formula:

R,—(CH,)„-N-<^

HN N

\ CI CI
\ 1 IN—S—C—C-F

01 CI

3,840,556
PENICILLIN CONVERSION BY HALOGEN ELEC-
TROPHILES AND ANTI-BACTERIALS DERIVED
THEREBY

Stjepan Kukolja, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Eli Lilly

and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 148,129, May 28, 1971. This application

Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,375
Int. CI. C07d 25/02

U.S. CI. 260—326 S 5 Claims
1. A compound having the formula

wherein « is or 1; Ri is hydrogen, n-alkyl of 2 to 16

carbon atoms, monocyclicalkyl of 3 to 12 carbon atoms,

naphthyl or phenethyl or phenyl wherein the phenyl ring

may be monosubstituted with lower alkoxy of 1 to 4

carbon atoms, hydroxy, lower alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon

atoms, halo, nitro, trifluoromethyl or sulfamoyl or disub-

stituted with halo, lower alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms

or hydroxy and when n is 0, Ri is adamantanyl, phenyl-

cyclopropy], diphenylmethyl, alpha, alpha-dimethyjphen-

ethyl, para-biphenyl or the group A—CH2CH2 wherein A
is hydroxy, lower alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, mercap-

to, lower alkylthio of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, methoxy-
ethoxymethyl, hydroxyethylamino, lower alkoxymethyl of

1 to 4 carbon atoms, sulfomethyl or HOGG—(CH2)8 or

a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

3,840,555
MITICIDAL ACTIVE FLUORO PHTHALIMIDE

DERIVATIVES
Don R. Baker, Orinda, Calif., and Peter F. Epstein,

Prairie Village, Kans., assignors to Stauffer Chemical
Company, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 122,987

Int. CI. C07d 27/52
U.S. CI. 260—326 H 2 Claims

1. A compound of the structure:

COORs

0= -N

"\

\CH,
CHs

\Ri-N-
I

R2 X

wherein Rj is an acyl group selected from the group con-

sisting of a group of the formula
o

-(CH,)nC-

wherein Q is selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen and one or more substituents selected from the group

consisting of Ci to C3 alkyl, Ci to C3 alkoxy, nitro, halo-

gen, and trifluoromethyl and n is zero or an integer from

1 to 5; a group of the formula
o
II

-0-(CH,)n-C-

Q

wherein Q and n are as defined above; a group of the

formula

\-4—

X

—O-C C-

Q CH3

wherein Q is as defined above; and, a group of the formula

R«—c—
wherein

R4 is hydrogen or Ci to Ce alkyl;

R2 is hydrogen;

or, Ri and R2, together with the nitrogen atom to which

they are bonded define an imido group selected from

the group consisting of phthalimido and succinimido;

R3 is selected from the group consisting of C1-C4 alkyl,

trichloroethyl, benzyl, p-nitrobenzyl, p-methoxyben-

zyl, benzhydryl, phthalimidomethyl and phenacyl;

X is selected from the group consisting of chloro, bromo
and C2~C6 alkanoyloxy;

and Y is selected from the group consisting of chloro,

bromo, N-benzotriazolyl, and succinimido.

3,840,557
10,4a.IMINOMETHANOHYDROPHENANTHRENE

DERIVATIVE
John P. Yardley, King of Prussia, and Richard W. Rees

and Hercbel Smith, Bryn Mawr, Pa., assignors to Amer-
ican Home Products Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,155

Int. CI. C07d 27/30
U.S. CI. 260—326.5 B 8 Clain^j

1. A compound of the formula:

NR
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wherein Z is a disubstituted l,3-dioxolan-4-yl of formula

Ri is a member selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen, hydroxy and lower alkoxy;

R is a member selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen, lower alkyl, and lower alkenyl; and

pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salts thereof.

3,840,558
THIENO(2,3.EPSILON) (1,4)DIAZEPINE

COMPOUNDS
Micbio Nakanishi, Oita, and Kazuhiko Araki, Tetsuya

Tabara, and Masami Shiroki, Fukuoka, Japan, assignors
to Yosbitomi Pharmaceutical Industries, Ltd., Osaka,
Japan
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,768
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 9, 1971,

46/22,408; May 11, 1971, 46/31,870
Int. CI. A61k 27/00; C07d 65/14

U.S. CI. 260—329 S 16 Claims
1. A thieno[2,3-e][l,4]diazepine compound of the gen-

eral formula:

/^

Ri

rM

u
\q/\

CHi

N-CH,

R

wherein X is H, halogen, methyl or methoxy; each of Ri
and R2 is H or Ci_4 alkyl; and R is H, Ci_4 alkyl or a
group of the formula —C(=Y)NHR3 where Y is oxygen
or sulfur and R3 is Ci_4 alkyl or a member selected from
the group consisting of phenyl, chlorophenyl, and tolyl

and a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt

thereof.

3,840,559
2-METHYL-2.HEPTEN.6.0N-1.AL AND

ACETALS THEREOF
Werner HofiFmann, Ludwigshafen, Germany, assignor to

Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft,
Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Germany
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,266

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 24, 1971,
P 21 08 649.7

Int. CI. C07d 13/04, 15/04
U.S. CI. 260—340.7 2 Claims

1. A compound of the formula (I)

:

H CHj

R-O-C-C^CH-CHj-CHj-CO-CHj

<JR- (I)

where Ri and R2 together are a 1,2- or 1,3-alkylene group
of two to eight carbon atoms.

3,840,560
DERIVATIVES OF 3-CHLORO-l,2-PROPANEDIOL

HAVING ANTIFERTILITY ACTIVITY
Sumanas Rakbit, Dollard-des-Ormeaux, Quebec, Canada,

assignor to Ayerst, McKenna and Harrison Limited,
Ville St. Laurent, Quebec, Canada

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 17,904, Mar. 9, 1970. This application
June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,067

Int. CI. C07d 13/04
U.S. CI. 260—340.9 2 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

Z^CHz—CI

o

Ri Rs

wherein R^ is alkyl having from one to eight carbon atoms
and R2 is alkyl having from five to eight carbon atoms.

3,840,561
3-AMINOMETHYL-l.PHENYLISOCHROMANS

AND THEIR PREPARATION
Francis J. Petracek, Bloomington, and Nobuyuki Sugi-

saska. New Brighton, Minn., assignors to Riker Labora-
tories, Inc., Northridge, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 174,993
Int. CI. C07d 7/18

U.S. CI. 260—345.2 12 Claims
1. Process for production of a 3-aminomethyI-l-phenyl-

isochroman which comprises converting a l-phenyl-3-iso-
chromancarboxylic acid to the corresponding carboxylic
acid chloride or bromide, reacting the halide thus formed
with ammonia, a primary or secondary amine having from
1 to 12 carbon atoms to form the corresponding carbox-
ylic acid amide, and reducing the carbonyl group of the
amide.

3,840,562
3-AMINO LOWER ALKYL-1-PHENYLISOCHRO-

MANS AND THEIR PREPARATION
James W. Bolger, Canoga Park, CaUf., and Francis J.

Petracek, Bloomington, Minn., assignors to Riker Labo-
ratories, Inc., Northridge, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 174,994
Int. CI. C07d 7/18

U.S. CI. 260—345.2 7 Oaims
1. A 1-phenylisochroman compound of the formula

-(CH2)mCl

R3

wherein m is an integer from 1 to 4, and the alkylene
chain may contain a substituent methyl group; R is hy-
drogen, lower alkyl, halogen, trifluoromethyl, amino, N-
lower alkylamino or N,N-di-lower alkylamino; R^ and R2
are each hydrogen, lower alkyl, halogen, trifluoromethyl,

hydroxy or lower alkoxy; and R3 is hydrogen or lower
alkyl.

3,840,563
PRODUCTION OF PHTHALIC ANHYDRIDE

Otto Goebre, Wilhelmsfeld, and Wilbelm Friedricbsen,
Ludwigshafen, Germany, assignors to Badische Anilin-

& Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen,
(Rhine), Germany
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,710

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 11, 1971,
P 21 06 414.2

Int. CI. C07c 63/02
U.S. CI. 260—346.4 3 Claims

1. A process for the production of phthalic anhydride
by oxidation of o-xylene or naphthalene with oxygen or
a gas containing oxygen in the presence of a supported
catalyst containing vanadium pentoxide in a reaction tube
wherein the inner surface of said tube in which the oxida-
tion is carried out has both smooth and roughened inner
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surface portions with 30 to 60% of said inner surface

being roughened by annular or spiral depressions having

a width of 0.5 to 30 mm. and a depth of 0.2 to 1 mm.

3,840,564
CERTAIN 1-PHENYL-l-OXYGEN HETEROCYCLIC

CARBONYLOXY UREAS
John Krenzer, Oak Park, and Sidney B. Richter, Chicago,

III., assignors to Velsicol Chemical Corporation, Chi-

cago, III.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 781,578, Dec. 5, 1968. This application Feb. 16,

1972, Ser. No. 226,964
Int. CI. C07d 5/16

U.S. CI. 260—347.3
1. A compound of the formula

2 Claims

/

^-N
O
II

0-C-Y

'C—N—Ri

II I

O R2

\

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of lower

alkyl, lower alkenyl, chlorine, bromine, lower haloalkyl.

lower alkoxy, nitro and di (lower alkyl)amino; n is an

integer from to 3; Ri and R^ are independently selected

from the group consisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl;

and Y is a substituted or unsubstituted heterocyclic ring

consisting of furan and tetrahydrofuran wherein substitu-

ents are selected from the group consisting of lower alkyl,

chlorine and bromine.

3,840,565
2.[3-(2 - TETRAHYDROFURYL).PROPIONYL] - 1,3-

CYCLOPENTANEDIONE AND PRODUCTION OF
THIS NEW PHYSIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE COM-
POUND

Masaji Ohno, Masaru Okamoto, Norio Kawabe, Mutsuo
Kataoka, and Kazuo Hosoi, Kamakura, Japan, assignors
to Zaidan Hojin Biseibutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kai, Tokyo,
Japan
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 168,750
Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 1, 1970,

45/75,997
Int. CI. C07d 5104

U.S. CI. 260—347.8 7 Claims
1. 2 - [3 - (2 - tetrahydrofuryl) - propionyl] - I,3-cy-

clopentanedione.

3,840,566
OXIDATION OF PRIMARY ALCOHOLS

Jean Marc Lalancette, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada,
assignor to Ventron Corporation, Beverly, Mass.

No Drawing. Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,188
Int. CI. C07c 45/00; C07d 5/22

U.S. CI. 260—347.9 6 Claims
1. In the method for converting to an aldehyde a pri-

mary alcohol selected from the group consisting of 1-

hexadecanol, benzyl alcohol, cinnamyl alcohol, furfuryl

alcohol, citronellol, 1,6 hexanediol, phenylethanediol,
cyclohexylmethanol, methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, n-
butanol, 2-methyl propanol, the mixed primary amyl
alcohols, mixed primary hexanols, n-octyl alcohol, n-
decyl alcohol, lauryl alcohol, oleyl alcohol, cetyl alcohol,
stearyl alcohol, linolenic alcohol, propargyl alcohol and
phenyl ethyl alcohol, the step which comprises refluxing
a mixture of the primary alcohol, an inert solvent and
graphite having chromic oxide intercalated therein until

the oxidation of said alcohol to aldehyde has ceased, said
graphite initially having the normal X-ray diffraction pat-
tern of crystalline graphite.

3,840,567
POLYESTER AND PLASTIC DYES

Guido R. Genta, Snyder, N.Y., assignor to American
Anilin Products, Inc., Paterson, N.J.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 20, 1972, Sen No. 299,398
Int. CI. C09b 1/50

U.S. CI. 260—373 6 Claims
1. A halogenated mixture of a compound of the

formula

z o NHR
I

B-

O OH
wherein

R is hydrogen or lower alkyl;

on of Y and Z is independently hydroxy, amino or lower

alkylamino; and the other of Y and Z is hydroxy;

one of A and B is an arylsulfonyl group of the formula

-0

R2

Ri

SO2- "X
R3

R«

and the other of A and B is hydrogen,

_o-<-
Ri

or —

Ra

A and B each being ortho to a hydroxy group

each of Rj and R2 is independently hydrogen, chlorine,

bromine, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy; and

each of R3 and R4 is independently hydrogen, chlorine,

bromine, lower alkyl, or nitro;

each aminoanthraqiiinone of the mixture having bonded
to aromatic carbon atoms thereof an average of 0.00

1

to 4.0 chlorine or bromine atoms, wherein said chlorine

or bromine is introduced at a position on said amino-

anthraquinone through a Friedel-Crafts reaction.

3,840,568
ESTRATRIENE DERIVATIVES

Rinaldo Gardi, Carate Brianza, Milan, Romano Vitali,

Casatenovo, Como, and Giovanni Falconi, Milan, Italy,

assignors to Warner-Lambert Company, Morris Plains,

N.J.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,637
Claims priority, application Italy, Nov. 24, 1971,

31,575/71
Int. CI. C07c 169/0%

U.S. CI. 260—397.5 3 Claims
1. A compound of the formula:

/
H3C oco-

-C=CH
^-=

3-°
where X represents hydrogen or a para-chloro group.
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3,840,569

Ni-ARYLOXY(ARYLTHIO) DINITRO-
SULFANILAMIDES

James R. Beck, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Eli Lilly

and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 306,128

6 Claims
Int. CI. C07c 14i/80

U.S. CI. 260—397.7 R
1. A compound of the formula

:2N-

wherein

-NO,

o-s-o
N

/ \
R3 X-R<

R^ represents

(A) Ci-Ce alky

(B) Ci-Ce alkyl monosubstituted with

(1) methoxy,

(2) cyano,

(3) bromo, or

(4) chloro,

(C) C3-C4 alkenyl,

(D) C3-C4 alkynyl, or

(E) cyclopropylmethyl;

R2 represents 11

(A) Ci-Ce alkyi;

(B) Ci-Ce alkyl, monosubstituted with

(1) methoxy,

(2) cyano,

(3) bromo, or

(4) chloro,

(C) C3-C4 alkenyl,

(D) C3-C4 alkynyl,

(E) cyclopropylmethyl, or

(F) hydrogen;

provided that R^ and R2 together contain no more than

8 carbon atoms; or

R' and R2 together with the nitrogen atom to which they
are attached form

(A) piperidino, '*»'-«'

(B) pyrrolidino,

(C) morpholino,

(D) aziridino,

(E) azetidino, or

(F) hexahydroazepino;

R3 represents

(A) hydrogen, or

(B) methyl;

X represents

(A) oxygen, or

(B) sulfur;

R* represents

(A) hydrogen,

(B) benzyl,

(C) phenyl, or

(D) phenyl monosubstituted with

(1) nitro, or

(2) halo;

provided that R* represents hydrogen only when X rep-
resents oxygen, and provided that R2 represents hydro-
gen only when X represents oxygen.

3,840,570

PROCESS FOR PREPARING STEROLS FROM
TALL OIL PITCH

Donald Victor Julian, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The
Procter & Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 95,735, Dec.
7, 1970, now Patent No. 3,691,211. This application
Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 277,935

Int. CI. G07c 167/40
U.S. CI. 260—397.25 5 Claims

1. A process for preparing sterols from plant sources
comprising the steps of: (A) dissolving a plant-derived

sterol source in a solvent mixture comprising an alcohol

containing from about 1 to about 6 carbon atoms and
a liquid hydrocarbon, and adding water in an amount
from about 0.5% to about 10% by weight of alcohol and
allowing the phases to separate; (B) saponifying the

sterol esters obtained from the hydrocarbon phase of step

(A) with an alkali metal base at a temperature from
about 90° F. to about 500° F. in a lower alcohol solvent;

and (C) dissolving the sterols obtained from step (B)
in a polar, aprotic organic solvent in which soaps are

insoluble, discarding said soaps, and recovering the sterols

from the solvent.

3,840,571

HIGHER BRANCHED UNSATURATED
DIALKYLAMINO ACIDS

Ljudmila Sergeevna Bondar, ulitsa Obrucheva 18, kv. 20,
and Rostan Alexandrovich Okunev, Novo-Basmannaya
ulitsa 4/6, kv. 162, both of Moscow, U.S.S.R.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 193,211

U.S. CI. 260—404
Int. CI. C07c 101/20

7 Claims

1. Higher branched unsaturated dialkylamino acids

having the general formula

Ri COOH / CH3 \

N-R-CH VCHj-CHr^C-CHjA-H

Rj

where R is alkylene of 2 to 6 carbon atoms, Rj and R2
are lower alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms and n is 2 or 3.

3,840,572

POLYHYDROXYAMIDE COMPOUNDS
Anthony J. Castro, Oak Park, 111., assignor to Akzona

Incorporated, Asheville, N.C.

No Drawing. Original application May 18, 1970, Ser. No.
38,561, now Patent No. 3,669,078. Divided and this

appUcation Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,755

Int. CI. C07c lOS/30
U.S. CI. 260—404

1. Polyhydroxyamides having the formula

3 Claims

Ar-

•D (

I I, ,

-C-[E1.-C-N
I

H

J

\

R'OH n

R"OH_

wherein Ar is phenyl; D is an alkyl radical; E is an

alkylene radical wherein the sum of carbon atoms in D
and E is 16; z is selected from the integers and 1; m
is an integer selected from 1 and 2 and R' and R" are

divalent alkylene groups having 1 to 8 carbon atoms.
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3,840,573

2-(3-HYDROXY - 3 - OPTIONALLY ALK^TATED-
1-ALKYNYL) 3 - HYDROXY-5-OXYGENATED
CYCLOPENT . l-ENEALKANOIC ACIDS. OPTI-
CAL ISOMERS THEREOF AND ESTERS
CORRESPONDING

Christopher J. Jung, Morton Grove, and Raphael Pappo,

Skokie, III., assignors to G. D. Searle & Co., Chicago,

III.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 100,420, Dec. 21, 1970, which is a con-

tinuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 739,159, June

24, 1968, now Patent No. 3,558,682. This application

June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,642

Int. CI. C07c 61/32, 61/36, 69/74
U.S. CI. 260—410.9 R 13 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

/X

/

i

(CH,)mCOOR

C=C-R'

OH
wherein R is hydrogen or a lower alkyl radical, R" is a

1-hydroxycyclopentyl radical, a 1-hydroxycyclohexyl radi-

cal or a radical of the formula

R'

I
—C-(CHa)nCHi

I

OH

with R' being hydrogen or a lower alkyl radical contain-

ing 1 to 7 carbon atoms and n being an integer greater

than 1 and less than 7, X is a carbonyl or hydroxymethyl-

ene radical, m is an integer greater than 5 and less than

8 and the wavy lines represent the R or S configuration

or the racemic mixture.

3,840,574

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF HEAT-
RESISTANT AND LIGHTFAST FATTY ACIDS

Sasanka Sekbar Naskar and Gustav Renckhoff, Witten,

Germany, assignors to Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesell-

scbaft, Troisdorf, Germany

No Drawing. Filed July 28, 1971, Ser. No. 166,993

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 3, 1970,

P 20 38 468.3

U.S. CI. 260—419
Int. CI. C09f 5/10

14 Claims

i. A process for the preparation of heat-resistant and

lightfast fatty acids from crude fatty acids having a

chain length of Ca-Cig which comprises heating the crude

fatty acids or the mixtures thereof with a polycarboxylic"

acid selected from the group consisting of an aliphatic

poly- or hydroxypolycarboxylic acid containing 2 to 10

carbon atoms, and a cycloaliphatic polycarboxylic acid

containing 5 to 10 carbon atoms or a lower alkyl ester

of said polycarboxylic acid to temperatures of about 180°

C. to about 280° C, for a period sufficient to improve

the heat-resistant and lightfastness of the fatty acids and
subsequently distilling off the fatty acids under a vacuum.

3,840,576

PREPARATION OF COMPLEX ALUMINUM COM-
POUNDS AND ALKYL PHOSPHORUS HALIDES

Harold Coates, Womboume, England, and Derek Morris
Holt >Varing, Orange, Tex., assignors to Minister of
Supply in Her Majesty's Government of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Lon-
don, England

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 8, 1952, Ser. No. 303,431

Claims prioritv, application Great Britain, Aug. 9, 1951,
18,813/51

Int. CI. C07f 5/06, 9/28
U.S. CI. 260—448 A 12 Claims

1. A process for manufacturing complex compounds
of an aluminum halide and an alkyl phosphorus dihalide

which comprises adding an alkyl aluminum halide to a

phosphorus trihalide and agitating for a time sufficient to

cause the mixture to react.

9. A process for manufacturing monoalkyl phosphorus
dihalides which comprises adding an alkyl aluminum ha-

lide to a phosphorus trihalide and agitating for a time

sufficient to cause the mixture to react, thereby forming

a complex compound of an aluminum trihalide and an
alkyl phosphorus dihalide; and then treating said com-
plex compound with a decomplexing agent selected from
the group consisting of pyridine, benzyl cyanide, trieth-

ylamine, hydrogen fluoride and phosphorus oxychloride

to remove the aluminum halide and liberate the alkyl

phosphorus dihalide.

3,840,575

BISMUTH SUBCOMPOUNDS AND THEIR
METHODS OF PREPARATION

Robert H. MacClaren, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to
Shirley Atkins MacClaren, Rochester, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,498

Int. CI. C07f 9/94
U.S. CI. 260—447 5 Claims

1. Bismuth subsalicylyl acetate.

3,840,577

ORGANIC PHOSPHOROSILICON COMPOUNDS
AND A PROCESS FOR PRODUCTION THEREOF

Yutaka Kodama and Tsutomu Kodama, Toyama, Masao
Nakabayashi, Namerikawa, and Shigekazu Komatu,
Fuchumachi, Japan, assignors to Toyama Chemical
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Original application Mar. 31, 1970, Ser. No.
24,345, now Patent No. 3,699,188. Divided and this

application July 9, 1971, Ser. No. 161,931

Int. CI. C07d 105/02, 105/04; C07f 7/04
U.S. Ci. 260—448.8 A 9 Claims

1. An organic phosphorosilicon comp>ound having the

formula:

Si-

r CH3 OR'
I /0-r— p(0)
I \
CH3 ORiiJ

wherein R^ and R" form, taken together, an alkylene

group having 2 or 3 carbon atoms or a halogen-substi-

tuted alkylene groBp having 2 or 3 carbon atoms, R^ and

R"! when taken together with O and P forming a 1,3,2-

dioxaphospholane ring.

3,840,578

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF NON-
YELLOWING DIISOCYANATO-DIPHENYL-
METHANE

Hans Joachim Hennig, Leverkusen, Germany, assignor
to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 330,907

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 4, 1972,
P 22 10 607.6

Int. CI. C07c 119/04
U.S. CI. 260—453 SP 8 Claims

1. A process for reducing the hydrolyzable chloride con-

tent of diisocyanato-diphenylmethane which contains

hydrolyzable chloride and improving the resistance of said
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diisocyanato-diphenylmethane to yellowing which com-
prises mixing sufficient glycol carbonate having dissolved

therein 10 to 70% by weight of a metal chloride having

the formula:

1
1

MeCln
in which
Me represents a divalent iron, zinc or cadmium cation,

a trivalent aluminium, bismuth or iron cation or a

tetravalent tin cation and

n represents an integer of from 2-4 according to the

valency of the metal cation,

to incorporate from about 0.005 to about 3% by weight of

said metal chloride in said diisocyanato-diphenylmethane

and heating the resulting mixture at the temperature of

about 50 to about 250° C. to reduce the hydrolyzable chlo-

ride content and improve the resistance of said diisocya-

nato-diphenylmethane to yellowing.

3,840,579
SULFONIC ACID ESTERS

Hsing Y. Fan, Modesto, Calif., assignor to

Shell Oil Company
No Drawing. Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 249,834

Int. CI. C07c 143/06, 143/08
U.S. CI. 260—456 R 3 Claims

1. Compounds of the formula

-<:

U

-C—O— .S-R,

O

wherein Z is chlorine; n is an integer of 1 or 2; R is ethyl,

methyl, or chloromethyl; and Rj is methyl or chloro-

mefhyl.

3,840,580
PHENOL PRECURSORS

Ronald George Feasey, Knebworth, and John Brewster
Rose, Letchworth, England, assignors to Imperial
Chemical Industries Limited, London, England
No Drawing. Filed July 15, 1971, Ser. No. 165,769

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 15, 1970,
34,308/70, 34,309/70; Aug. 6, 1970, 37,949/70; Dec.
23, 1970, 61,171/70

Int. CI. C07c 147/10, 69/00, 49/82
U.S. CI. 260—463 8 Claims

1. A phenol precursor having the formula (Q'ZQOmY
in which Q is a bivalent aromatic radical derived from a

compound selected from the group consisting of a ben-
zene, biphenyl, naphthalene, indene, anthracene, fluorene,

acenaphthene, phenanthrene, chrysene, dibenzofuran and
dibenzothiophen compound, Q' is a univalent halophenyl
or naphthyl radical, Z is —SO2— or —CO— , Y is

—CO— and m is 2.

3,840,581
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTLUE OF

NITRILOTRIACETONITRILE
Hubert Neumaier, Hurth-Knapsack, Wilhelm Vogt, Hurth-

Efferen, Kurt Sennewald, Hurth-Hermulheim, Richard
Schuller, Cologne-Holweide, and Gunther Lenz,
Frechen-Bachem, Germany, assignors to Knapsack Ak-
tiengesellschaft, Knapsack, near Cologne, Germany

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
133,978, Apr. 14, 1971. This application May 26, 1972,
Ser. No. 257,258

Claims priority, application Germany, May 26, 1970,
P 20 25 632.0; May 29, 1971, P 21 26 881.5

Int. CI. C07c 121/02, 121/28
U.S. CI. 260—465.5 A 2 Claims

1. In the process for the manufacture of nitrilotriaceto-

nitrile by reacting an ammonium salt of sulfuric acid,

phosphoric acid or hydrochloric acid with an aqueous
formaldehyde solution having a strength of between about

20 and 55 weight percent and liquid hydrogen cyanide

or an aqueous solution thereof, having a strength of at

least 40 weight percent, at a temperature of between about

50 and 110° C, wherein
(a) a preliminary reactor is continuously supplied with

a substantially saturated aqueous solution of the am-
monium salt and the aqueous methanol-free form-
aldehyde solution, which are preheated at a tempera-
ture of between about 5t) and 1 10° C, the ammonium
salt being used in a stoichiometric excess between 5

and 40 percent over the formaldehyde;
(b) the said aqueous solution components are thor-

oughly mixed and reacted inside the said preliminary

reactor at a temperature of between about 50 and
110° C. and within a period of between about 2 sec-

onds and 4 minutes;

(c) the resulting reaction product is delivered to a sec-

ond reactor series-connected to the said preliminary
reactor and the said reaction product is reacted in

the said second reactor with a stoichiometric propor-
tion, based on the amount of the formaldehyde, of
liquid hydrogen cyanide or with the aqueous solution

thereof, for a period between about 3 and 10 minutes,

under a pressure between 3 and 25 atmospheres gauge
and at a temperature between about 90 and 110° C,
with the resultant formation of nitrilotriacetonitrile

and the free acid (formed in situ) of the ammonium
salt;

(d) the reaction mixture is withdrawn from the said

second reactor and quenched by cooling it down to

a temperature between about 20 and 30° C. with pres-

sure relief to atmospheric pressure and separated by
filtration or centrifugation into firstly crystalline

nitrilotriacetonitrile and secondly an aqueous acid
mother liquor containing substantially the said excess
ammonium salt and the free acid of the ammonium
salt, the improvement which comprises, recovering
the acid of the ammonium salt and the excess propor-
tion of the ammonium salt from the aqueous mother
liquor by introducing the mother liquor into an evapo-
rator, evaporating therein substantially between 50
and 75 weight percent of the water contained in the
mother liquor, treating the resulting concentrated
mother liquor with ammonia so as to establish a pH-
value of between 3 and 4 therein with the resultant
formation of an aqueous ammonium salt solution
containing the ammonium salt in a concentration be-
tween about 30 and 35 weight percent, separating
oily by-products, which may be found to precipitate,

therefrom, and recycling the ammonium salt solu-
tion to the preliminary reactor.

3,840,582
PROCESS OF PURIFYING DIAMINOMALEO-

NTTRILE
Tomio Okada, Yamato, Japan, assignor to Sagami

Chemical Research Center, Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 286,921

Int. CI. C07c 121/20
U.S. CI. 260—465.5 R 4 Claims

1. A process of purifying crude diaminomaleonitrile,
comprising adding a hydrogen halide selected from hy-
drogen chloride and hydrogen bromide to the solution of
crude diaminomaleonitrile in a first solvent selected from
dialkyl ether of from 2 to 5 carbon atoms to form a di-

addition salt of diaminomaleonitrile and hydrogen halide
thereby allowing said formed di-addition salt to precipi-
tate from said first solvent, separating said di-addition
salt from said first solvent by filtration, adding a basic
substance selected from NaOH and KOH to a solution
of said separated di-addition salt in water as a second
solvent to neutralize the solution, thereby precipitating

free diaminomaleonitrile from said second solvent, and
then separating and recovering said diaminomaleonitrile

precipitated, said neutralization being carried out at a

temperature of from 0° to 10° C.
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3,840,583
METHOD OF PREPARING UNSATURATED

DINITRILES
Stanley D. Turk, Bartlesville, and Charles A. Drake,
Tulsa, Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company
No Drawing. Filed May 3, 1972, Sen No. 249,864

Int. CI. C07c 121/02-

U.S. CI. 260—465.8 R 10 Claims
1. A process for the preparation of unsaturated dini-

triles which comprises contacting under suitable reaction

conditions an unsaturated mononitrile, an olefin, and a
monoadduct reaction product of said olefin and said un-

saturated nitrile to form an unsaturated dinitrile reaction

product; said imsaturated mononitrile having from 3 to

10 carbon atoms per molecule and being represented by
the formula

RCH=CR—CN
wherein each R is independently selected from the group
consisting of alkyl, cycloalkyl, and aryl hydrocarbyl radi-

cals and combinations thereof and hydrogen; said olefin

having from 3 to 12 carbon atoms per molecule and from
1 to 2 ethylenically unsaturated, nonconjugated double
bonds as the sole aliphatic unsaturation and having joined

to one of the ethylenically unsaturated double bonded car-

bon atoms a carbon atom having at least one hydrogen

atom attached thereto, the double bonded carbon atoms
of said olefin being free of cyano groups; wherein during
substantially the entire reaction period the mole ratio

of the monoadduct reaction product to said olefin is

within the range of about 5 to 1 to about 0.2 to 1 and the

mol ratio of the monoadduct reaction product to said

unsaturated mononitrile is within the range of about 10
to 1 to about 0.2 to 1; and recovering from the resulting

reaction effluent said unsaturated dinitrile reaction
product.

3,840,584
INSECTICroAL ESTERS OF 1-ACENAPHTHENOL
Robert J. Crawford, Wyoming, Ohio, assignor to The

Procter & Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 12, 1971, Sen No. 198,434

Int. CI. C07c 69/74
U.S. CI. 260—468 H 13 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

R-C-OR'
wherein R is a cyclopropane moiety selected from the
group consisting of

cm CHj

CHj

CHj

\/
-. (CH3)2C

HsC CHa

H
and

HjC CHj

/ N
(CH,)„ C
V y

=cn-,X
H

wherein n is an integer of from 4 to 6 and wherein R' is

a 1-acenaphthenyl or tetrahydro-1-acenaphthenyl moiety
of the formula

/\ /\
2a

-Xj or Xi-

'Vv^* V\^
wherein Xj and X2 are each selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen, halogen, nitro, thiomethyl, straight
or branched chain alkyl containing from about 1 to 5
carbon atoms, alkoxyl containing from about 1 to 2 car-
bon atoms and sulfonylmethyl.

3,840,585
PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING ALKYL ESTERS
OF ^(3,5-DI-t-BUTYL - 4 - HYDROXYPHENYL)-
PROPIONIC ACID

Hayao Yamada, Tondabayashi, Osaka, and Yosbinori
Tanide, Nara, Japan, assignors to Osaka Seika Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisba, Osaka-shi, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 25, 1972, Sen No. 283,664

Int. CI. C07c 69/76
U.S. CI. 260—473 S 4 Claims

1. In a process for producing a Ci-s alkyl ester of

/^(3,5-di-t-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)-p^opionic acid by re-

acting 2,6-di-t-butyl phenol with Ci_8 alkyl acrylate, the

improvement which comprises carrying out the reaction

with a catalytic amount of a complex metal hydride se-

lected from the group consisting of NaBH4, LiBH4, KBH4,
LiAlH4, Mg(AlH4)2, A1(BH4)3, Ca(BH4)2,

NaAl(OCH3)2H2, NaAl(CH3)2H2 and NaAlH4.

3,840,586
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING i3-MERCAPT0-

PROPIONIC ESTER
Tetsuo Chiba, Yokohama, Yoshitoshi Itsukaichi, Kawa-

saki, and Masahiko Kawai and Kooichiro Murata,
Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Sankyo Organic Chemicals
Company Limited, Kawasaki-shi, Kanagawa-ken,
Japan
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Sen No. 288,163

Int. CI. C07c 149/20
U.S. CI. 260—481 R 7 Claims

1. A process for producing an ester of i9-mercaptopro-

pionic acid of the formula HS—CH2CH2—COOR in

which R represents an alkyl group of 1-24 carbon atoms,

3-methoxybutyl group, cyclohexyl group, benzyl group or

phenyl group, which comprises reacting an ester of acrylic

acid having formula CH2=CHC00R in which R is the

same as defined above with alkali hydrosulfide in carbon

disulfide as a reaction medium at a temperature below
80° C, the amount of said carbon disulfide being one

equivalent to the a,^-double bond in said acrylic acid

ester and the amount of said alkali hydrosulfide being one

equivalent to the a,^-double bond in said acrylic acid

ester, and then acidifying the resulting reaction mixture.

3,840,587
PROCESS FOR THE CONDENSATION OF FORMAL-

DEHYDE WITH CARBOXYLIC ACIDS
Anthony J. C. Pearson, Maryland Heights, Mo., assignor

to Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Sen No. 277,720

Int. CI. C07c 69/54
U.S. CI. 260—486 D 10 Claims

1. In an improved process for the vapor phase condensa-

tion of formaldehyde with saturated carboxylic acids hav-

ing at least two carbon atoms which comprises contacting

the said reactants with a catalyst consisting essentially of a

compound of potassium, rubidium or cesium dispersed on

a solid carrier, the improvements comprising the following

conditions:

(a) the said catalyst having specific surface area of

from 350 to 1000 m.2 gm.-^.

(b) a temperature of operation of from 400° to 600°

C.

(c) a feed mole ratio of carboxylic acid to formalde-

hyde in the range of 0.1:1 to 7.5:1, and

(d) a feed mole ratio of water to formaldehyde in the

range of 0.01:1 to 10:1.

3,840,588
PRODUCTION OF UNSATURATED ESTERS

Anthony J. C. Pearson, Maryland Heights, Mo., assignor
to Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Sen No. 277,721

Int. CI. C07c 69/54
U.S. CI. 260—486 D 6 Claims

1. In an improved process for the vapor phase produc-

tion of a-j8 ethylenically unsaturated esters by the con-
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densation of formaldehyde with a saturated alkyl car-

boxylate, R—CH2—COOR' where R is hydrogen, alkyl,

aryl or cyclic radicals of to 13 carbon atoms, and R'
is a lower alkyl radical of 1 to 8 carbon atoms, over a
catalyst consisting essentially of a compound of potas-

sium, rubidium or cesium, dispersed on a solid carrier,

the improvements comprising the following conditions:

(a) the said catalyst having a specific surface area,

of from 350 to 1000 m.2 gm.-i.

(b) a temperature of operation of from 400° to 600°

C.

(c) a feed mole ratio of alkyl carboxylate to formalde-
hyde in the range 0.1:1 to 7.5:1.

(d) a feed mole ratio of water to formaldehyde in the

range of 0.01:1 to 10.0:1.

(e) a diluent feed mole ratio of lower alkanol, R'OH,
to formaldehyde of 0.1:1 to 20:1.

PRODUCTION OF PURE 1-ACETOXY-
3-METHYLBUT-2.EN.4-AL

Walter Himmele, Walldorf, and Werner Aquila, Ludwigs-
hafen, Germany, assignors to Badische Anilin- & Soda-
Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Ger-
many

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Sen No. 63,027, Aug. 11, 1970. This application
Oct. 3, 1972, Sen No. 222,298

Int. CI. C07c 67/00
U.S. CI. 260—491 7 Claims

1. A process for the production of pure l-acetoxy-3-

methylbut-2-en-4-al (1) from mixtures of 1,2-diacetoxy-

3-methylbutan - 4 - al (1) and 1,2 - diacetoxypentan-5-al
(III) which comprises heating said mixture to a tempera-
ture of from 50 to 180° C. in the presence of a salt-like

catalyst Q*Y- or at a temperature of from 140 to 180°

C. in the absence of said catalyst where Q+ stands for an
alkali metal cation or one equivalent of an alkaline earth
metal cation or an ammonium cation of the formula
NR4^ in which the radicals R may be the same or dif-

ferent and stand for hydrogen or alkyl radicals or a poly-
valent anion exchanger carrying a plurality of said pri-

mary, secondary, tertiary or quaternary ammonium
groups and Y- stands for a strongly nucleophilic anion
selected from the group consisting of chloride, bromide,
iodide, hydroxide, cyanide, acetate, hydrogen carbonate
and one equivalent of carbonate and phosphate to split

said compound II into said compound I and acetic acid,

and thereafter separating by distillation said compound I

from said compound III and said acetic acid.

3,840,590
ALKANOIC ACID RECYCLE SYSTEM IN PROCESS
FOR CATALYTIC PRODUCTION OF AN ALKE-
NYL ALKANOATE FROM AN ALKENE AND AN
ALKANOIC ACID

Gene J. Fisher and Edward N. Wheeler, Corpus Christi,
Tex., assignors to Celanese Corporation, New York,
N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Sen No. 109,046, Jan. 22, 1971. This application
Sept. 12, 1972, Sen No. 288,467

Int. CI. C07c 67/04, 67/06
U.S. CI. 260—497 A 8 Claims

1. In a process which comprises introducing a liquid

lower alkanoic acid selected from the group consisting

of acetic acid and propionic acid and a continuous stream
of fixed gas comprising predominantly a lower alkene of

up to about six carbon atoms into a heated vaporization

apparatus; continuously vaporizing at least a portion of
said alkanoic acid into said alkene stream in said ap-

paratus; withdrawing from said apparatus a gaseous mix-

ture comprising predominantly said alkene and alkanoic

acid; passing said gaseous mixture in admixture with

molecular oxygen through a catalytic converter contain-

ing a Group VIII noble metal catalyst; reacting said

alkene, alkanoic acid, and oxygen in the vapor phase,

in said converter in the presence of said catalyst to form
an alkenyl alkanoate; continuously withdrawing from
said converter a gaseous product comprising said alkene,

an alkenyl alkanoate, alkanoic acid, and high-boiling by-

products; separating said gaseous product into a fixed-gas

component comprising predominantly said alkene and a
liquid component comprising alkanoic acid, an alkenyl

alkanoate, and high-boiling by-products; recovering said

alkenyl alkanoate as distillate from said liquid com-
ponent by distillation while recovering alkanoic acid and
said high-boiling by-products as the residue stream from
said distillation; and utilizing said residue stream as a
source of alkanoic acid to be recycled to said catalytic

converter, the improvement which comprises:
stripping alkanoic acid from said distillation residue

stream, and incorporating said stripped-out alkanoic

acid into said gaseous mixture which is to be passed

through said converter, by countercurrently stripping

said distillation residue stream with the gaseous mix-
ture comprising alkanoic acid and said alkene being
withdrawn from said vaporization apparatus.

3,840,591
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF p-NITRO-

TOLUENE-2-SULFONIC ACID
John G. Lee, Saraland, and Robert J. Eckert, Jn, Mobile,

Ala., and Ralph Miller, Pleasantville, N.Y., assignors
to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Apn 25, 1973, Sen No. 35'<,419
Int. CI. C07c 143/24

U.S. CI. 260—505 R 8 Claims
1. A process for the production of p-nitrotoluene-2-sul-

fonic acid, which comprises
(a) intimately contacting molten p-nitrotoluene with a

mixture of at most 50% by volume of gaseous sulfur

trioxide and an inert gas at a temperature in the
range of from about 90 to 150° C, the sulfur tri-

oxide being used in about 1 to 15% molar excess over
the p-nitrotoluene employed,

(b) adding water to the reaction mixture so as to ob-
tain an aqueous slurry containing about 20 to 50% of
dissolved p-nitrotoluene-2-sulfonic acid,

(c) maintaining said slurry at a temperature ranging
from about 80 to 100° C. for about 15 to 60 minutes
to hydrolyze the p-nitrotoluene-2-sulfonic acid anhy-
dride formed during the sulfonation in admixture with
p-nitrotoluene-2-sulfonic acid and convert it to p-ni-

trotoluene-2-sulfonic acid,

(d) separating the water-insoluble by-products from the
solution containing the dissolved p-nitrotoluene-2-sul-

fonic acid, and
(e) treating the separated p-nitrotoluene-2-sulfonic acid

solution with activated carbon to remove dissolved
color bodies and dissolved unreacted p-nitrotoluene
and to obtain substantially pure p-nitrotoluene-2-sul-

fonic acid in solution.

3,840,592
SEPARATION OF DIOXIN AND 2,4,5-T FROM
DIOXIN AND 2,4,5-T-CONTAMINATED SILVEX
Albert Edwin Sidwell, Jacksonville, Ark., assignor to

Hercules Incorporated, Wilmington, Del.
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Sen No. 192,299

Int. CI. C07c 65/00
U.S. Ci. 260—521 H 3 Claims

1. A process for separating dioxin and 2,4,5-T from
dioxin and 2,4,5-T contaminated silvex amine salts se-

lected from the group consisting of the mono-, di- and
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tri(Ci-C7 alkanol) and mono-, di- and tri(Ci-C7 alkyl)

amine salts of silvex, which comprises effecting fractional,

liquid-liquid extraction of said dioxin-contaminated silvex

amine salt with a polar liquid solvent consisting essential-

ly of acetonitrile and water at a volumetric ratio of aceto-

nitrile to water of about 1:1-19:1. and a nonpolar liquid

solvent, the volumetric ratio of polar liquid solvent to

nonpolar liquid solvent being selected so that more silvex

amine salt is dissolved by the polar liquid solvent than

by the nonpolar liquid solvent while more dioxin is dis-

solved by the nonpolar liquid solvent than by the polar

liquid solvent, whereby there are obtained an extract

fraction with a substantial portion of the dioxin, and a

raffinate fraction comprising silvex amine salt, treating

the silvex amine salt portion of said raffinate fraction

with alkali metal hydroxide, whereby alkali metal salts

of 2,4,5-T and silvex are formed, and separating alkali

metal salt of 2,4,5-T from the alkali metal salt of silvex.

3,840,593

SEPARATION OF 2,4,5-T AND 2,3,7,8 - TETRA-
CHLORODIBENZO-p-DIOXIN FROM 2 - (2,4,5-

TRICHLOROPHENOXY)PROPIONIC ACID CON-
TAMINATED THEREWITH
Albert Edwin Sidwell, Jacksonville, Ark., assignor to

Hercules Incorporated, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,309

Int. CI. C07c 65/00
U.S. CI. 260—521 H 3 Claims

1. A process for separating 2.4,5-T and Dioxin from
Silvex contaminated with 2.4,5-T up to about 1-5 parts

by weight per hundred parts by weight of Silvex, and
with Dioxin up to about 80 parts by weight per million

parts by weight of Silvex, which comprises: (1) admixing
in an aqueous medium said contaminated Silvex with a

quantity of alkali metal hydroxide material sufficient to

convert 2,4,5-T and Silvex to the corresponding alkali

metal salts, while establishing and maintaining the result-

ing reaction mixture in a temperature range in which the

2.4,5-T alkali metal salt is substantially insoluble and
the Silvex alkali metal salt is substantially soluble, where-
by 2,4,5-T alkali metal salt is precipitated; (2) separating

precipitated 2.4.5-T alkali metal salt from the resulting

reaction mixture: (3) effecting fractional liquid-liquid

extraction of the Dioxin-contaminated Silvex alkali metal
salt portion of said reaction mixture with a polar liquid

solvent consisting essentially of water, and a non-polar
liquid solvent, the volumetric ratio of polar liquid solvent

to non-polar liquid solvent being selected so that more
Silvex alkali metal salt is dissolved by the polar liquid

solvent than by the non-polar liquid solvent, while more
Dioxin is dissolved by the non-polar liquid solvent than
by the polar liquid solvent, whereby there are obtained
an extract fraction with a substantial portion of the

Dioxin. and a raffinate fraction comprising Silvex alkali

metal salt; and (4) treating said raffinate fraction to re-

cover Silvex therefrom.

3,840,594

PROCESS FOR PREPARING MESITYLENIC ACID
Anatoli Onopchenko, Monroeville, and Johann G. D.

Scbuiz, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to Gulf Research &
Development Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,265

Int. CI. C07c 57/76, 63/32
U.S. CI. 260—524 R 11 Claims

1. A process for converting mesitylene to mesitylenic

acid in high selectivities which comprises subjecting

mesitylene to reaction with a gas containing molecular

oxygen in a lower carboxylic acid -at a temperature of

about 80° to about 160° C. solely in the presence of a

cobalt compound soluble in the reaction mixture.

3,840,595

PROCESS FOR THE CONVERSION OF UNSATU-
RATED ALDEHYDES TO ACIDS

Robert K. Grasselli, Chagrin Falls, and Dev D. Suresh,

Warrensville Heights, Ohio, assignors to The Standard
Oil Company, Cleveland, Ohio

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,375

Int. CI. C07c 57/26. 57/04
U.S. CI. 260—530 N 6 Claims

1. In the process for the production of unsaturated ali-

phatic acids by the vapor phase catalytic oxidation of the

corresponding unsaturated aliphatic aldehydes with molec-

ular oxygen in the presence of steam in a ratio of from
about 0.5 to about 4 moles of oxygen and from about 1 to

about 20 moles of steam per mole of aldehyde at a tem-

perature of about 200° to about 450° C. and a pressure

of about 0.5 to about 10 atmospheres, the improvement
comprising using as the catalyst a composition having the

empirical formula

SntWcVdMOeOx
wherein

6 is a number of about 0.1 to about 12;

c is a number of about 0.1 to about 6;

^ is a number of about 0.5 to about 12;

e is a number of about 8 to about 16;

-v is a number which satisfies the valence requirements of

the other elements

said catalyst optionally containing one or more of the ele-

ments selected from the group consisting of Fe, Ni, Co,

Zn, Mn, Mg and Cu.

3,840,596

COMPOSITIONS OF MATTER
Sidney B. Richter and Leonard J. Stach, Chicago, HI.,

assignors to Velsicol Chemical Corporation, Chicago,
III.

No Drawing. Application Dec. 23, 1970, Ser. No. 101,191,
which is a division of application Ser. No. 782,716,
Dec. 10, 1968, now abandoned. Divided and this ap-
plication Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,031

Int. CI. C07c 779/00
U.S. CI. 260—545 R 2 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

o-Vc/p-iP-R2

-0—Z-C==N—OR'

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of lower
alkyl, lower alkenyl, lower alkoxy, lower alkylthio, halo-

gen, nitro, amino, lower alkylamino, di(lower alkyl)amino
and cyano; // is an integer from to 5; Z is a carbon

chain of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms; R^ is lower alkyl; p is

1 ; and R2

Y,

H,5-,,

wherein Y is selected from the group consisting of lower

alkyl, lower alkenyl, lower alkoxy, lower alkylthio, halo-

gen, nitro, lower alkylamino, di(loweralkyl) amino and
cyano and r is an integer from to 5.
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3,840,597
SUBSTITUTED 2-PHENOXY ALKANE-

SULFONANILIDES
George G. I. Moore, Birchwood, and Joseph Kenneth

Harrington, Edina, Minn., assignors to Riker Labora-
tories. Inc., Northridge, Calif.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
118,476, Feb. 24, 1971, which is a continuation-in-part
of abandoned application Ser. No. 28,148, Apr. 13,
1970. This applicaHon July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,606

Int. CI. C07c 143/74
U.S. CI. 260—556 F 31 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

R.SOjNR

A_o_/N

wherein R^ is an optionally halogenated alkyl radical,

R is hydrogen, alkyl or a pharmaceutically acceptable
cation, X is alkoxy, alkyl, halogen, acetamido, nitro, hy-
drogen, amino, alkoxycarbamoyl or dialkylamino, Y is

nitro, amino, alkoxycarbamoyl, dialkylamino or hydrogen,
provided that one of X and Y is nitro, amino, alkoxy-
carbamoyl, or dialkylamino, Z is halogen, nitro or hydro-
gen, Z' is halogen, alkyl, alkoxy, nitro, amino, alkanamido,
haloalkyl, hydroxy, dialkylamino, alkoxycarbamoyl, alkyl-

thio, alkylsulfonyl, alkanoyl, or alkylsulfinyl and n is 0-2,

provided that the individual aliphatic groups appearing
to the Rx, R, X, Y, and Z' moieties contain from one
to four carbon atoms each.

3,840.598
4,4'-DISUBSTITLTED-BIS(BENZAMIDES)

George Y. Lesher, Schodack, N.Y., assignor to Sterling
Drug Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
62,186, Aug. 7, 1970, which is a continuation-in-part
of application Ser, No. 756,373, Aug. 30, 1968, both
now abandoned. This application Feb. 25, 1971, Ser.
No. 119,029

Int. CI. C07c 103/30
U.S. CI. 260—559 R 25 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

R:
O R R' O

R^

Q-O-

wherein

<T>-^--v-i-c-^>
R3

-Ri

Rj

is fa) lower alko.xyalkyl, monohalo-lower-alkyl. poly-
halo-Iower-alkyl having 2 to 5 halo substituents. mono-
halo - lower-alkenyl. polyhalo-Iower-alkenyl having 2 to

3 halo substituents or lower cycloalkyl only where R2
and R3 are each hydrogen: (b) pheny only where R2
and R3 are each hydrogen or hydroxy; (c) lower alkenyl
or BN-(lower-alkyl), only when R2 and R3 are each
hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy or halo, and
where BN is di(lower-alkyl)amino or a saturated N-
heteromonocyclic radical having from five to seven ring
atoms selected from pyrrolidino, piperidino, morpho-
lino, hexamethyleneimino. piperazino or said hetero-

cyclic radical substituted by from one to three lower-

alkyl radicals.

R2 and R3 are each hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy,

or halo,

R and R' are each hydrogen, lower-alkyl, lower-hydroxy-
alkyl or phenyl,

Ri is (a) Q—O—where Q is defined as above, and R4 and
R5 are defined as R2 and R3 above; (b) hydrogen only

where R4 and R5 are each as defined below excluding
hydroxy; (c) hydroxy only where R4 and R5 are each
defined below excluding hydroxy and benzyloxy; (d) di-

( lower-alkyl) amino only where R4 and R5 are each
hydrogen, lower alkoxy or halo; (e) nitro only where
R4 and R5 are each hydrogen; or (f) lower alkoxy,
lower alkyl, halo, benzyloxy, amino or trihalomethyl,

R4 and R5 are each hydrogen, lower-alkyl, lower-alkoxy,
halo, benzyloxy or hydroxy, except as otherwise indi-

cated above in the definition of Rj, and
Y is alkylene having from five to twelve carbon atoms in-

clusive and having at least five carbon atoms between
its two connecting linkages or interrupted-alkylene hav-
ing from four to eleven carbon atoms inclusive with at

least four carbon atoms between its connecting link-

ages and having a single interrupting linkage located

at least two carbon atoms removed from the amide
nitrogen atoms, said interrupting linkage selected from
—O— , —S—, —S—S— , —Se—Se— , =S0, =S02,
-NH -N (lower-alkyl), ^C=0, —CH=CH—

,

—C=C—, =N(C0-phenyl-4-0—Q) or

—CII CH-,

O

or Y represents Y'—Z—Y" where Y' is alkylene having
from one to four carbon atoms inclusive, Y" is a direct

linkage or alkylene having from one to four carbon
atoms inclusive, and Z is phenylene or cycloalkylene

having from three to six ring-carbon atoms inclusive,

provided where the two benzoyl moieties are different

Y has no interrupting linkage and has at least one CH2
adjacent to one N.

3 840 599
l,2-DICHLOROPROPIONYL-(4'.CHLORO-2'.NTTRO).

AMLIDE
Hans Suter and Hans Zuter, Schaffhausen, Switzerland,

assignors to Mundipharma AG, Basel, Switzerland
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

853,526, Aug. 27, 1969, which is a continuation-in-part
of application Ser. No. 649,803, June 29, 1967, now
abandoned. This application May 17, 1972, Ser. No.
253 949

Int. CI. C07c 103/32
U.S. CI. 260—562 B 1 Claim

1. The compound l,2-dichloropropionyl-(4'-chloro-2'-

nitro)-aiiilide.

3,840,600
2,6-DISUBSTITUTED PHENYL HYDRAZIDES

Marcel K. Eberle, Madison, N.J., assignor to Sandoz-
Wander, Inc., Hanover, N.J.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
166,320, July 26, 1971, which is a continuation-in-part
of abandoned application Ser. No. 105,608, Jan. 11,
1971, which in turn is a continuation of abandoned
application Ser. No. 12,472, Feb. 18, 1970. This appli-

caHon Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,746
Int. CI. C07c 709/05

U.S. CI. 260—562 H 2 Claims
1. The compound which is crotonic acid, 2-(2,6-

dichlorophenyl ) hydrazide.

3,840,601
PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF

METHYL lONONES
Peter S. GradeflF, Andover, N.J., assignor to

Rhodia Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,258

Int. CI. C07c 49/18, 29/00
U.S. CI. 260—594 11 Claims

1. A process for preparing j9-hydroxy ketones from
citral and lower alkyl homologues thereof by condensa-
tion with methyl ethyl ketone, giving a higher yield and
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an increased relative amount of the desirable iso )3-hy-

droxy ketone isomer, comprising condensing citral or a

lower alkyl homologue thereof and methyl ethyl ketone

by way of the aldol condensation in the presence of a

lower alkanol and a sodium or potassium hydroxide or

lower alkoxide catalyst at a reaction temperature within

the range from about 10° to about —20° C. at a reaction

time in excess of about 15 hours, thereby obtaining a 8-

hydroxy ketone.

3,840,602
OXIDATION OF UNSATURATED HYDRO-

CARBONS TO ALDEHYDES
Colin Christopher McCain, Horley, and Eric Andrew

Porter, Sutton, England, assignors to BP Chemicals
International Limited, London, England
No Drawing. Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,204

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 13, 1971,

32,799/71
Int. CI. C07d 45/04

U.S. CI. 260—604 R 12 Claims
1. A process for the production of unsaturated alde-

hydes which comprises reacting an olefinically unsatu-

rated hydrocarbon containing from 3 to 8 carbon atoms

with oxygen or an oxygen containing gas in the vapor

phase at a temperature in the range of 100 to 400° C.

in the presence of a catalyst composition essentially con-

sisting of elemental silver and a halide of rhodium or

iridium.

3,840,603
FLUORINATED CYCLOBUTENYL ALKYL

ETHER COPOLYMERS
Richard W. Anderson, Englewood, Colo., and Hughie R.

Frick, Midland, Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical
Company, Midland, Mich.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,404

Int. CI. C07c 43/12
U.S. CI. 260—611 B 7 Claims

1. A highly fluorinated polymer of the formula:

/ \ /Rf—O—R(
A

l^\J\ U
wherein Rj and R/ are straight chain perfluoroalkylene

groups or perfluorooxalkylene groups having a combined
number of carbon atoms totaling from 3 to 20, n is a

number from 2 to 10,000 representing the degree of po-

lymerization and the ratio of x:y ranges from 0.001:1 to

1000:1.

3,840,604
PROPYNYL BENZYL ETHERS

Madhukar Subraya Chodnekar, Basel, Albert Pfiffner,

Pfaffhausen, Norbert Rigassi, Arlesheim, Ulrich
Schwieter, Reinach, and Milos Suchy, Pfaffhausen,
Switzerland, assignors to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.,

Nutley, N.J.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 235,037
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 19, 1971,

4,121/71
Int. CI. C07c 43/20

U.S. CI. 260—613 D 2 Claims
1. A compound of the formula:

wherein Ri is hydrogen; R2 is propynyloxy; and R3 and

R4 are hydrogen or lower alkyl.

Ri

R

R3
1

-C—O—CH2—CsCH
I

R«

3,840,605
PREPARATION OF ETHERS

Ronnie D. Gordon, Richardson, Tex., assignor to

Continental Oil Company, Ponca City, Okla.
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,847

Int. CI. C07c 41/10
U.S. CI. 260—614 R 16 Claims

1. A process for preparing ethers wherein the process

consists essentially of reacting a chlorinated or brominated

alkane containing from 1 to 40 carbon atoms with an
alcohol at a reaction-promoting temperature, in the range

of about to about 300° C, in the presence of a catalyst

consisting essentially of a catalytic amount, in the range

of from about 0.01 to about 20 weight percent based
on chlorinated or brominated alkane, of an organic

quaternary salt, said process being characterized further

in that:

(a) said organic quaternary salt is represented by the

formula:

•Ri R3
\ /
M

/ \
.R2 R.J

wherein (1) M is a pentavalent ion of an element
selected from the group consisting of nitrogen and
phosphorus, (2) Rj, R2, R3, and R4 are alkyl groups

containing from 1 to about 30 carbon atoms, and

(3) Z is a chloride or bromide anion,

(b) said alcohol is selected from the group consisting

of:

(1) alkanols containing 1 to 40 carbon atoms,

(2) aryl-substituted monohydroxy alcohols se-

lected from the group consisting of 3-phenyl

butanol, 4-phenyl hexanol, 5-phenyl octanol,

3-phenyl decanol, 6-phenyl dodecanol, 8-phenyl

hexadecanol, 10-phenyl octadecanol, 12-phenyl

eicosanol, 2-phenyl - 2 - propanol, 2-phenyl-l-

butanol, 3-phenyl-l-hexanol, 6-phenyl-l-hexa-

nol, 8-phenyl-l-octanol, 10-phenyl- 1-decanol,

6-phenyl- 1 -decanol, 2-phenyl-2-hexanol, 2-phen-

yl-2-octanol, and 2-methyl-2-phenyl-l-butanol,

(3) polyhydroxy alcohols selected from the group
consisting of ethylene glycol, propylene glycol,

glycerol, 1,2-butanediol, 1,3-hexanediol, 1,3-

octanediol, 1.8-decanediol, 1,3,5-heptanetriol,

and 1,4,8-decanetriol; and

(4) alkoxy-substituted alcohols represented by the

formula ROCH2CH2OH wherein R is a Ci to

Ce alkyl group.

""V^

3,840,606
PROCESS OF PRODUCING MONO AND

POLYHYDROXYL ETHERS
Guy Vanlerbergbe, Claye-Souilly, France, assignor to

Societe Anonyme dite: L'Orcal, Paris, France
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 882,719, Dec. 5, 1969. This application Nov. 17,

1972, Ser. No. 307,523
Int. CI. COlc 41/00. 41/02

U.S. CI. 260—615 B 3 Claims
1. A process for preparing a member selected from

the group consisting of polyhydroxyl ether and poly-

hydroxyl polyether consisting essentially of

(a) heating at a temperature between 50-120° C. a

corresponding ether selected from the group con-
sisting of monoether and polyether, containing at
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least one oxyalkylene radical having a formula se-

lected from the group consisting of

L
CH2—cii—0-

and

CHf-O—C(C 113)3,J

nitrogen being supplied by a basic nitrogen compound
selected from the group consisting of ammonia, methyl

amine, ethyl amine, propyl amine, ethylene diamine, ace-

tonitrile, aniline and cyclohexylamine and separating

from the hydrogenation zone effluent, cyclohexane having

a purity of at least 99.5%.

-cii-cnj—o-

L cii20-c(cir3)3_

said corresponding ether being produced by reacting

tertiobutyl glycidyl ether and a compound of the

formula R(XH)a wherein a is an integer of 1-6,

R is alkyl having 1-30 carbon atoms and X is O,

the proportion of said tertiobutyl glycidyl ether to

said compound expressed in moles of epoxide per

gram atom of reactive hydrogen being 0.1-10, at

a temperature of 80-180° C. in the presence of a

basic catalyst selected from the group consisting of

alkali metal and the hydroxide, alcoholate and mer-

captide thereof, present in amounts of 0.1-1 percent

by weight of the reaction mass, the heating of said

corresponding ether being carried out in the pres-

ence of a catalyst selected from the group consist-

ing of benzene sulfonic acid, paratoluene sulfonic

acid, sulfosalicylic acid, 3-hydroxy propane sulfonic

acid, sulfoacetic acid, a-sulfolauric acid, a-sulfo-

palmitic acid and a-sulfostearic acid, said catalyst

being present in amounts of about 0.5-20 percent

by weight of said corresponding ether; and
(b) progressively adding water to said corresponding

ether and s;iid catalyst being heated, in amounts
of 10-200 percent by weight of said corresponding

ether.

3,840,609
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF ALKYL

TETRAHYDRONAPHTHALENE
Isao Oka, Takanori Urasaki, Takeo Shima, and Wataru

Funakoshi, Iwakuni, Japan, assignors to Teijin Limited,
Osaka, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,044
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 31, 1971,

46/66,884
Int. CI. C07c 15/24

U.S. CI. 260—668 F 9 Claims
1. A process for the preparation of alkyl Tetralins

which comprises effecting the cyclization of an alkenyl

benzene of the formula

Ri

r-^^^-CH-CHa- R2

3,840,607
PROCESS FOR SEPARATING HALOGENATED
HYDROCARBONS BY LIQUID-LIQUID EX-
TRACTION

Donald O. Hanson, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.
No Drawing. Filed May 10, 1971, Ser. No. 141,966

Int. CI. C07c 19/08
U.S. CI. 260—653 2 Claims

1. A solvent extraction process for the separation of

1,1,2 - trichlorotrifluoroethane from a first liquid mixture

of 1,1,2 - trichlorotrifluoroethane and 1,2 - dichloro-1,1-

difluoroethane, comprising:

contacting said first liquid mixture with sulfolane at a

contacting temperature at which sulfolane is liquid

and stable thereby forming an extract phase and a

raffinate phase; and
separating said phases.

v
wherein R is a member selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen and the alkyl groups of 1-2 carbon atoms,

R' is a member selected from the group consisting of hy-

drogen and methyl, and R^ is a member selected from
the group consisting of —CH=CH—CH3,

—CH2—CH^CHz, —CH=CH—CH2—CH3
and —CH2—CH=CH—CH3, by contacting said alkenyl

benzene with a solid phosphoric acid catalyst at a tem-

perature of 180-350° C.

I 3,840,608
HYDROGENATION OF AROMATIC

HYDROCARBONS
Robert M. Suggitt, Wappingers Falls, and Norman D.

Carter, Poughkeepsie, N.Y., assignors to Texaco Inc.,

New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,838

Int. CI. C07c 5/10
U.S. CI. 260—667 11 Claims

1. A process for the production of cyclohexane having
a purity of at least 99.5% which comprises forming a
mixture consisting essentially of benzene and cyclohexane,
passing said mixture in the presence of added hydrogen
and in the presence of 10 to 1,000 p.p.m. basic nitrogen
based on the weight of benzene into a hydrogenation zone
and into contact with a hydrogenation catalyst selected
from the group consisting of platinum and nickel sup-
ported on a refractory inorganic oxide and containing
from 0.1 to 5% by weight alkali metal oxide, said basic

3,840,610
SEPARATION OF CYCLIC HYDROCARBONS WITH

MOLECULAR SIEVE ADSORBENT
John A. Hedge, Wilmington, Del., assignor to Sun

Ventures, Inc., St. Davids, Pa.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

7,273, Jan. 30, 1970, now Patent No. 3,668,267. This
application June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 263,372
Ilie portion of the term of the patent subsequent (o

June 6, 1989, has been disclaimed
Int. CI. C07c 7/12

U.S. CI. 260—674 SA 12 Claims
1. A process for separating two structurally similar

cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons containing in the range of

1-4 aromatic rings, and in the range of 8-36 carbon
atoms and wherein said aromatic hydrocarbons contain

at least one condensed ring, said process comprising:

(A) contacting a fluid feed mixture comprising said

cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons with a solid adsorbent

comprising a partially dehydrated, substantially crys-

talline alumino-silicate zeolite having a critical pore

diameter greater than about 6A, the ratio Al/Si of

the alumino-silicate framework of the zeolite being

in the range of 0.65-0.2, the zeolite having been par-

tially dehydrated by exposure to a temperature in

the range of 80-300° C, whereby there is obtained

a rich adsorbent containing an adsorbate which is

richer in one said cyclic aromatic hydrocarbon than

was said fluid feed mixture, and a raffinate product
which contains less of the one said cyclic aromatic

hydrocarbon than did said fluid feed mixture;

(B) separating said raffinate product from said rich

adsorbent and,

(C) removing the one said cyclic aromatic hydro-

carbon from said rich adsorbent.
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3,840,611
PROCESS FOR PURIFYING OLEFINS

Georges Gau, Nancy, France, assignor to Agence
Nationale de Valorisation de la Recherche (Anvar),
Paris, France

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,728
Claims priority, application France, July 2, 1971,

7124289
Int. CI. C07c 7/00

U.S. CI. 260—677 A 18 Claims
1. Process for purifying an olefin or a mixture of

olefins containing impurities in the form of traces of

oxygen, water, oxides of carbon and acetylenic or diole-

finic hydrocarbons, which process comprises contacting

the olefin or mixtures of olefins with an organometallic

compound having a metal selected from the group con-

sisting of an alkali metal, alkaline earth and alumi-

num that have a metal-carbon bond derived from a

aliphatic or aromatic hydrocarbon in which a metallic

atom is replaceable by a mobile hydrogen and thereby
removing said impurities from said olefins.

and mixtures thereof to reduce the alkali metal con-

tent to a level of 0.02 to 1.0% by weight; and

(d) calcining the zeolite product of step (c) in air at

elevated temperatures.

3,840,612
DISPROPORTIONATION OF OLEFINS

Charles James Attridge, Arthur Morris, and , Hugh
Thomas, Runcorn, England, assignors to Imperial
Chemical Industries Limited, London, England
No Drawing. FUed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,199

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 22, 1971,
7,472/71

Int. CI. C07c il62
U.S. CI. 260—683 D 13 Claims

1. A process for the disproportionation of aliphatic

olefinically unsaturated hydrocarbon in which the ali-

phatic olefinically unsaturated hydrocarbon is contacted
with an initiator which is the product of reacting under
anhydrous and oxygen-frcf conditions a transition metal
complex of empirical formula

RmMXp

with a substantially inert inorganic oxide matrix material
having a hydroxylic surface which is free from adsorbed
water and which is capable of reacting with the transition

metal complex, wherein M is molybdenum, tungsten or
rhenium, R is a hydrocarbon group or a substituted hy-
drocarbon group. X is a monovalent ligand and m and p
are integers, m having a value of from 2 up to the highest
valence of the metal M and p having a value from up to
2 less than the valence of the metal M.

3,840,614
ISOMERIZATION OF Ciq-Cm HYDROCARBONS
WITH FLUORIDED METAL-ALUMINA CAT-
ALYST

Stanley Kravitz, Wiccopee, and John H. Estes and Robert
M. Suggitt, Wappingers Falls, N.Y., assignors to

Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Original application June 25, 1970, Ser. No.

49,898, now Patent No. 3,692,696. Divided and this

application Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 221,024
Int. CI. C07c 5/30

U.S. CI. 260—683.68 8 Claims
1. An isomerization process which comprises contact-

ing a feedstock containing Cio to C14 hydrocarbons at a

temperature of from 200 to 1000° F. in the presence of

hydrogen with a catalyst comprising a hydrogenating com-
ponent, alumina and from about 0.5 to 15.0 weight per-

cent fluorine, said catalyst prepared or regenerated by
contacting alumina having associated therewith a hydro-

genating component selected from the group consisting of
the metals, oxides, sulfides and salts of the metals of

Groups VI-B, VII-B and VIII of the Periodic Table and
mixtures thereof with a combination of carbon monoxide
and sulfur hexafluoride at a temperature of from about
200 to 1200° P.

3,840,613
PARAFFIN ALKYLATION WITH OLEFIN USING
HIGHLY ACTIVE CRYSTALLINE ZEOLITE
CATALYST

Paul E. Eberly, Jr., and Charles N. Kimberlin, Jr., Baton
Rouge, La., assignors to Esso Research and Engineer-
ing Company, Linden, N.J.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,722

Int. CI. C07c 3/52
U.S. CI. 260—683.43 lO Claims

1. An improved alkylation process which comprises
contacting a parafl^n-containing hydrocarbon feed with
an olefin in the presence of a crystalline aluminosilicate
zeolite-containing catalyst which has been activated by
the following sequential steps:

(a) base exchanging said crystalline aluminosilicate
zeolite with a solution containing ammonium ions;

(b) heating the zeolite product of step (a) in the pres-
ence of water vapor, at temperatures in the range of
600° to 1200° F;

(c) base exchanging the zeolite product of step (b)
with a solution containing ions selected from the
group consisting of ammonium ions, hydrogen ions

3.840,615
FLUORIDED COMPOSITE ALUMINA

CATALYSTS
Robert M. Suggitt and John H. Estes, Wappingers Falls,

and Stanley Kravitz, Wiccopee, N.Y., assignors to
Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application June 25, 1970, Ser. No.
49,897, now Patent No. 3,692,695. Divided and this
application Jan. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 219,839

Int. CI. C07c 5/30
U.S. CI. 260—683.68 8 Claims

1. An isomerization process which comprises con-
tacting a feedstock containing Cio to C^ hydrocarbons at

a temperature of from 200 to 1000° F. in the presence of
hydrogen with a catalyst comprising a hydrogenating
component, alumina and from about 0.5 to 15.0 weight
percent chemically combined fluorine, said catalyst pre-

pared or regenerated by contacting alumina having
associated therewith a hydrogenating component selected

from the group consisting of the metals, oxides, sulfides

and salts of the metals of Groups VI-B, VII-B and VIII
of the hydrogen and sulfur hexafluoride at a temperature
of from about 200 to 1200° F.

3,840,616
ADJUVANT IN COUPLING OF POLYISOPRENE-
ALKALI METAL TERMINATED POLYMERS

Earl Clark and Ralph C. Farrar, Bartlesville, Okla., as-
signors to Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville,
Okla.
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 296,849

Int. CI. C08d 5102; C08f 19/08, 27/04
U.S. CI. 260—827 17 Claims

1. In the process of coupling isoprene-alkali isewj ter-

minated polymer chains with silicon-based coupling
agents, the improvement which comprises adding a minor
amount of butadiene effective as a coupling adjuvant after

polymerization and prior to addition of said silicon-based

coupling agent,

wherein said minor amount of butadiene is sufficient to

provide up to about 20 mols butadiene per equiv-

alent of alkali metal in said polymer.
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3,840,617

UNSATUkATED POLYESTER RESIN

Kurt Demmler, Milan Velic, and Karl Zoller, Ludwigs-
hafen, Germany, assignors to Badische Anilin- & Soda-
Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Ger-
many

No Drawing. FUed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,349

Int. CI. C08f 43/02, 45/60
U.S. CI. 260—863 14 Claim&

1. A curable unsaturated pwlyester resin comprising a

mixture of

(a) at least one unsaturated polyester consisting es-

sentially of a polycondensation product of an ole-

finically unsaturated polybasic carboxylic acid and a

polyhydric alcohol,

(b) at least one polymerizable olefinically unsaturated

monomeric compound, and
(c) at least one polymerization inhibitor which is a

salt of an N-^ubstituted N-nitrosohydroxylamine of

the formula:

NO
I

R-N-OX'

in which R denotes an aliphatic, cycloaliphatic or

araliphatic radical of "up to 18 carbon atoms and X
denotes a metal, an ammonium radical or an organic

ammonium radical.

3,840,620

ADDITIVES FOR THE PREPARATION OF CLEAR,
IMPACT RESISTANT VINYL CHLORIDE POLY-
MER COMPOSITIONS

Ruth Gallagher, Dobbs Ferry, N.Y., assignor to Staufifer

Chemical Company, New York, N.Y.

Original application Apr. 15, 1970, Ser. No. 28,897, now
abandoned. Divided and this application Aug. 19, 1971,
Ser. No. 165,803

Int. CI. C08f 29/24
U.S. CI. 260—899 24 Claims

1. A clear, impact resistant thermoplastic polymer com-
position comprising an intimate admixture of:

(1) a polymer substrate selected from the group con-
sisting of polyvinyl chloride and the copolymers of
vinyl chloride with a minor proportion of at least

one ethylenically unsaturated comonomer and
(2) an impact additive of from 1 to 35% by weight, of

the composition, comprising a copolymer of:

(a) at least one C1-C12 alkyl acrylate ester and
(b) a second monomer consisting of vinylidene

chloride, wherein said impact additive copolymer
has a monomer ratio of alkyl acrylate ester to
vinyliden? chloride in the range of from about
35:65 to 55:45 so as to obtain a composition
vyherein the refractive index of said impact addi-
tive is essentially identical to the refractive index
of said substrate admixed therewith.

'

3,840,618

RESIN COMPOSITION
Ettore Da Fano, deceased, late of Palo Alto, Calif., by
Marc Da Fano, executor, Glendale, Calif., assignor to
PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

No Drawing. Original application Apr. 15, 1955, Ser. No.
501,727, now Patent No. 3,437,715, dated Apr. 8,
1969. Divided and this application Mar. 28, 1969, Ser.
No. 812,969

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to
Apr. 8, 1986, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. C08f 27/00, 2//02
U.S. CI. 260—863 8 Claims

1. A storage stable copolymerizable mixture consist-
ing essentially of a liquid unsaturated polyester resin,

said resin being obtained by the esterification of a com-
pound selected from the group consisting of an alpha,
beta-ethylenic dicarboxylic acid and the anhydride there-
of with a polyhydric alcohol, a reactive monomeric sub-
stance having a CH2=C< group, at least about 0.01%
by weight of a gelation inhibitor selected from the group
consisting of phenols, quinones, mono-amine salts and
quaternary ammonium salts of non-oxidizing acids at least

as strong as acetic acid and a minor effective proportion
of at least about 0.008 parts of copper per million parts
of said resin and monomeric substance, said copper being
in the form of a copper salt which is soluble in the liquid
polyester.

3,840,621

POLYMERIZATION OF CHLOROPHOSPHAZENE
ESTERS WTTH POLYFUNCTIONAL ORGANIC
HYDROXY COMPOUNDS

Borivoj Richard Franko-Filipasic, Morrisvilk, Pa., and
John Francis Start, Mercerville, N.J., assignors to FMC
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,954

Int. CI. C07f 9/24
U.S. CI. 260—927 N 5 Claims

1. A liquid polymeric phosphazene prepared by a proc-
ess comprising reacting a phosphonitrilic chloride polymer
having the general formula:

01/

in which n is at least 3 with a low molecular weight glycol
containing 1 to 6 carbon atoms to form a partially ester-
ified product and further esterifying the product with
alkyl alcohols containing 1 to 6 carbon atoms, sodium
alkoxides containing 1 to 6 carbon atoms or alkylene
oxides containing 2 to 6 carbon atoms.

3,840,619

POLYMERIC COMPOSITIONS
Emm r. Aronoff, Framingham, and Kewal S. Dhami,

Shrewsbury, Mass., assignors to International Tele-
phone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,055

Int. CI. C08f 15/00
U.S. CI. 260—878 R 8 Claims

1. A polymeric composition comprising a fluorocarbon
polymer and a triallyl ester of an aryl polycarboxylic acid.

3,840,622

POLYALKYLENE GLYCOL POLYPHOSPHORUS
COxMPOUNDS

Kyung Sup Shim, Irvington, N.Y., assignor to Stauffer
Chemical Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 198,006

Int. CI. C07f 9/08; C08g 22/44
U.S. CI. 260-929 6 Claims

1. A polyphosphorus composition characterized by an
OH number below about 160, and having the formula:

HORO-

\r'

P—ORO P-ORO II
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wherein R is polyalkylene glycol residue defined as that

portion remaining after two hydroxyl groups have been
removed from a glycol having the formula:

HO-

wherein R is an alkylene group of from 2 to about 20
carbon atoms, which is straight chain, branch chain, or

a mixture thereof, and X designates the number of re-

peating alkylene ether units and is from 2 to about 20;

Ri is a Ci-Cio alkyl residue; R' is an allylic residue formed
from a compound selected from the group consisting of

allyl bromide, allyl chloride, 3,4-dichlorobutene-l, 1,2,3-

trichloropropene and l,4-dichlorobutene-2; m is a num-
ber in the range from to about 25; and n is a number
in the range from 1 to about 25 with the proviso that the

sum of m+n is in the range of from about 2 to about 50.

3,840,623
ATOMIZATION OF LIQLID MATERIALS AND THE

SUBSEQUENT QUENCHING THEREOF
Robert G. Olsson, Edgewood Borough, and Ethem T.
Turkdogan, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to United States
Steel Corporation

Filed June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 148,671
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Dec. 18, 1990, has been disclaimed
Int. CI. BOlj 2/02

U.S. CI. 264—12 11 Claims

// / i l\\\
/ / I I M \ \

\ \ \ \~^~^' \ v^\ \ V \f\ ^\ •

1. A method for the disintegration of a liquid material
into particulate form and the production of powders there-

by, which comprises:

passing the liquid from the vessel in which it is con-
tained, through a nozzle and into a zone maintained
at a pressure substantially lower than the pressure
of the liquid within said vessel, the cross-sectional

area of said nozzle being less than 0.5 the cross-

sectional area of said containment vessel;

injecting a non-deleterious gas into said liquid prior to

its passage through said nozzle, at a point wherein the

liquid is at a pressure substantially higher than that

of said lower pressure zone, said gas being injected

at a rate by which spaced apart bubbles are formed,
said point of injection being sufficiently proximate
said nozzle so as to cause a substantial portion of
said bubbles to be entrained within the increment of
liquid entering said nozzle, said bubbles being of a
diameter substantially smaller than the effective diam-
eter of the nozzle opening and

causing the passage of liquid through said nozzle to be
sufficiently rapid so that those bubbles, entrained
within the increment of liquid entering said nozzle,

are prevented from expanding to a substantial extent
prior to the time the liquid has left the nozzle, where-
by the resultant expansion of said bubbles in said

zone of lower pressure supplies a major portion of

the energy for the disintegration of the liquid mate-

rial into fine droplets, and quenching said droplets

in a fluid medium to produce solid particles.

3,840,624
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A

FERRITE MAGNET
Terence Leslie Tombs, Warwick, England, assignor to

Joseph Lucas (Industries) Limited, Birmingham, Eng-
land
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 221,031

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 26, 1971,
3,146/71

Int. CI. HOlf 13/00
U.S. CI. 264—22 17 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a ferrite magnet having

a reduced tendency to form and propagate cracks in the

green compact and in the finished magnet comprising,

(a) mixing a powdered ferrite magnet material with a
fibrous material;

(b) pressing the mixture of powdered ferrite magnet
material and fibrous material in a magnetic field to

thereby produce a compact of the desired shape;

(c) demagnetising said compact; and
(d) sintering said compact.

3,840,625
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF

SYNTHETIC PAPER
Sadao Yamamoto, Kyoto, Seiichirou Honda, Osaka, Hisa-

taka Shimizu, Kyoto, and Kanzi Oguma. Osaka, Japan,
assignors to Sekisui Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha,
Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 830,855, June 5, 1969. This application
Feb. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 230,477

Int. CI. B29d 7/04
U.S. CI. 264—41 9 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of synthetic paper
having a finely porous surface from about 0.5 to about
20 microns thick, which comprises:

(A) homogeneously melting and milling a composi-
tion consisting essentially of

(1) 100 parts by weight of a styrene synthetic

resin component selected from at least one
member of the group consisting of styrene ho-
mopolymers, high impact polystyrenes, acrylo-

nitrile-styrene copolymers, acrylonitrile-butadi-

ene-styrene copolymers, methyl methacrylate-
styrene copolymers, a-methyl-styrene homo-
polymers and a-methyl styrene copolymers,

(2) 5 to 50 parts by weight of an ethylene syn-

thetic resin component selected from at least

one member of the group consisting of high,

medium or low density polyethylenes, low po-
lymerized polyethylenes, chlorinated polyethyl-

enes, ethylene-propylene copolymers, ethylene-

vinyl acetate copolymers, ethylene-vinyl chlo-

ride copolymers, ethylene-ethyl acrylate co-

polymers, and ethylene-acrylic acid ionomers,
and

(3) 1 to 200 parts by weight of an inorganic filler;

(B) shaping the milled composition into a film;

(C) contacting for a period of from about 0.1 to

about 1.5 seconds at least one surface of the film

with a first liquid system at a temperature of from
5 to 35° C, said first liquid system being capable

of dissolving the styrene synthetic resin component
and comprising

(1) at least 10% by volume of at least one

liquid selected from the group consisting of

dialkylamides, and dialkylsulfoxides, and

(2) up to 90% by volume of water-miscible con-

ventional organic solvents or carriers; and
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(D) thereafter contacting the same stJmK:e with a

second liquid system at a temperature Of from 5

to 50° C, said second liquid system being miscible

with said first liquid system but incapable of dis-

solving the styrene synthetic resin component, and
comprising

(1) at least 50% by volume of water, and
(2) not more than 50% by volume of water-

miscible conventional organic solvents or car-

riers.

\

3,840,626
METHOD FOR PRODUCING A HOLLOW

PLASTIC OBJECT
Werner Laskawy, Lothar Strutz, and Gunter Kruger,

Wolfsburg, Germany, assignors to Volkswagenwerk
Aktiengesellschaft, Wolfsburg, Germany

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
37,617, May 15, 1970. This application July 11, 1972,
Ser. No. 270,734

Claims priority, application Germany, May 21, 1969,
P 19 25 843.6

Int. CI. B29d 27/00
U.S. CI. 264—45 5 Claims

1. A method for forming a hard-foam plastic body
having a hollow space therein comprising:

supporting a casting core in a mold cavity, said core

being smaller than said cavity and being constructed

of a foamed, thermoplastic plastomer having a closed

cell structure, said closed cell structure being col-

lapsible in response to melting of the plastomer;

introducing a hard-foam reaction mixture into said

cavity around the core, said mixture being capable
of autogenously producing a reaction temperature

sufficiently high to melt said core; and
maintaining the mixture within the cavity until it re-

acts and hardens and achieves said reaction tem-
perature whereby to melt and collapse the cells of

the core and cause the plastomer material thereof

to precipitate along the walls of the resultant hollow
space.

,, 3,840,627
ONE-STEP METHOD OF MOLDING A DUAL

FOAM CRASH PAD
Richard D. Rhodes, Jr., Somersworth, N.H., assignor to

McCord Corporation, Detroit, Mich.
Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,502

Int. CI. B29d 27/00
U.S. CI. 264—46 4 Claims

1. A method for manufacturing a multi-density foamed
article which comprises the steps of injecting into an en-

closed mold cavity a first foamable material into a first

section of said mold cavity divided from a second section

by a divider means which will not be distorted while sub-

stantially simultaneously injecting a second foamable ma-
terial into the second section while maintaining said first

and second foamable materials separated by said divider

means, and foaming and curing said first and second
foamable materials with said divider means in place, said

first and second foamable materials upon curing yielding

foamed products differing substantially in physical char-

acteristics.

3,840,628
MANUFACTURE OF RESILIENT COMPOUND

FOAMS
Fritz Stastny, Ludwigsbafen, Hans Georg Trieschmann,
Hambacb, Rudolf Gaeth, Limburgerbof, and Heinz-
Hermann Koerner, Ludwigsbafen, Germany, assignors
to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft,
Ludwigsbafen (Rhine), Germany

Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,250
Claims priority, application Germany, June 9, 1971,

P 21 28 684.0
Int. CI. B29d 27/04

U.S. CI. 264—46 7 aaims

*-2

1. In a process for the manufacture of resilient com-
pound foams wherein a reaction mixture of

(A) prefoamed soft elastic olefin polymer particles

having a particle size of from about 3 to 50 mm.
and

(B) 20 to 100 g., per liter of said prefoamed plastics

particles, of a foamable mix of polyisocyanates,

polyols, water, catalyst and, optionally,

(C) other auxiliaries selected from the group consist-

ing of stabilizers, plasticizers, fungicides, bactericides,

flame retardants, dyes and fillers is foamed in a mold
having a movable lid, the improvement which com-
prises:

( 1 ) coating water onto said prefoamed soft elastic

olefin polymer particles, said particles having a

smooth surface and bevelled or rounded edges

and further having a bulk density of from 5 to

lOOg./l.;

(2) placing the remaining components of said

foamable mix in said mold;

(3) covering said remaining components of said

foamable mix in the mold with a layer of said

prefoamed soft elastic olefin polymer particles

coated with water;

(4) closing the mold;
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(5) causing said coated prefoamed soft elastic

olefin polymer particles to contact said remain-

ing components of said foamable mix by turn-

ing said mold; and

(6) allowing the reaction mixture to foam where-

by a polyurethane foam is formed in which from

200 to 800 ml. of the prefoamed soft elastic ole-

fin polymer particles per liter of foam are em-
bedded in said foam.

3,840,629
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUC-
TION OF CYLINDRICAL BLOCKS OF SYNTHETIC
PLASTIC FOAM

John E. Marjoram, Great Missenden, England, assignor

to The Dunlop Company Limited, London, England
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 16,184,

Mar. 3, 1970. This appUcaton Apr. 11, 1972, Ser. No.
243,064

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 14, 1969,

13,431/69
Int. CI. B29d 27104

U.S. CI. 264—54 10 Claims

25--

1. A continuous method of manufacturing a substan-

tially cylindrical block of synethetic plastics foam com-
prising:

(a) depositing at a deposit station the reaction mixture

for said synthetic plastics foam on an elongated open

top longitudinally movable flexible mould while al-

tering the shapve of said mould into a substantially

rectangular shape, the quantity deposited being suf-

ficient to form a loaf eff^ect at the top;

(b) moving said moyld by exerting a longitudinal force

only along the bottom thereof to draw the mould
I from said deposit station toward a discharge sta-

tion;

(c) altering the shape of said mould by passing said

mould through a stationary concave shaper and pro-

gressively shaping said mould against the inner sides

of said shaper as said mound moves toward said dis-

charge station for conforming said mould into the

cross-sectional shape of the shaper, said shaper being

of a form which both supports and progressively

changes the cross-sectional shape of the mould to a

substantially circular shape before the foam has com-
pleted its rise and becomes self-supporting.

3,840,630
PROCESS FOR PREPARING COALESCED

SPANDEX MULTIFILAMENTS
Shinji Yamada and Isamu Takahashi, Iwakuni, Japan,

assignors to Teijin Limited, Osaka, Japan
Filed Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188,368

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 15, 1970,
45/90,061

Int. CI. DO If 1/20
U.S. CI. 264—103 7 Claims

1. A process for preparing a coalesced spandex multi-

filament which comprises extruding a solvent solution or

melt of a spandex polymer through a spinneret having

a plurality of orifices to form a plurality of separate

filaments, passing the so formed filaments through a

first vortical zone, the fluid of which circulates in a given

direction to impart to said plurality of separate filaments,

by application thereto of a unidirectional rotational mo-
ment, a false twist which extends back along the line

of the filaments to a point at which the filaments are in

a sufficiently plasticized state to adhere to each other,

thereby forming a false-twisted coalesced multifilament,

followed by passing said false-twisted coalesced multifila-

ment through a second vortical zone, the fluid of which

circulates in a direction counter to that of the circulating

fluid of the first vortical zone, thereby removing said

false twist by application of a rotational moment in a

direction counter to that applied in the first vortical zone,

and thereafter taking up said coalesced multifilament.

3,840,631
METHOD OF MAKING A COMPOSITE TABLET
John Mergle Alexander, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., assignor

to Pennwalt Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 354,976

Int. CI. D04h 1110
U.S. CI. 264—113 8 Claims

1. A method of forming a tablet, including a first por-

tion of toroidal shape and a second portion disposed cen-

trally of said first portion with a tablet making machine,

wherein said first portion is made of one powder mate-
rial and said second portion is made of a second powder
material, comprising the steps of:

(a) providing opposed upper and lower punches defin-

ing a die cavity;
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(b) introducing said one powder material into said die

cavity;

(c) compressing said first portion from said one mate-
rial with said upper and lower punches into a toroidal

shape having a central hole sufficient to hold its

shape;

(d) providing a pre-compressed sphere of said second
material which loosely fits into the central hole of
said first portion;

(e) placing said pre-compressed sphere into the cen-
tral hole of said first portion; and

(f) compressing said first and second portions within
said die cavity into final shape and into interlock-

ing relationshhip with one another with said punches
to provide a unitary tablet structure.

3,840,632
SOLID PHASE POLYMERIZATION OF STRAIN

HARDENED POLYESTERS
Emil J. Maxion, North Brunswick, and Andrew J. Foglla,

Plainfield, N.J., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.
No. 833,156, June 13, 1969. This application Mar. 17,
1972, Ser. No. 235,848

Int. a. B29c 25/00; C08g 17/06
U.S. CI. 264—130 8 Claims

1. A process for increasing the molecular weight of
polyester resins which consists essentially of strain hard-
ening a shaped orientable thermoplastic solid resin con-
taining linear polymers of esters of at least one dihydric
alcohol and at least one carbocylic dicarboxylic acid by
stretching, at a temperature between about 50° C. and
about 240° C, said resin sufficiently to substantially in-

crease its sticking temperature and thereafter subjecting
said strain-hardened resin in the solid state to polycon-
densation conditions in the presence of a suitable polym-
erization catalyst wherein the resin is maintained at a
temperature of from about 200° C. to about 270° C.
and a pressure of from about 0.001 mm. to about 1000
mm. of mercury for a period of at least 10 minutes to
about 48 hours and sufficient to substantially increase
the molecular weight of said resin; in which an inert heat-
resistant anticaking agent is distributed on the surface of
said solid resin prior to reaching the maximum tempera-
ture employed in polycondensation.

'

' 3,840,633
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ORIEN-

TATED SYNTHETIC FILAMENTS
Gerard M. Barbe, Pierre G. Curtillat, and Claude Lequay,

Rhone, France, assignors to Societe Rhodiaceta, Paris,
France

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 736,229,
June 11, 1968. This appUcation May 19, 1971, Ser.
No. 145,019
Claims priority, application France, June 16, 1967,

110,782
Int. CI. DOlf 3/10

U.S. CI. 264—210 F 5 Claims
1. A process for the production of oriented continuous

filaments of polyesters or polyamides of fiber-forming
molecular weight by spinning the polymer and orienting
the resulting filament by stretching in which the spinning
and stretching are carried out as a single continuous
process, which comprises as a series of successive steps,
one following immediately on one another in the follow-
ing order:

(a) extruding as continuous filaments the molten poly-
mer into an atmosphere at substantially the ambient
temperature;

(b) cooling the filaments so formed directly to a tem-
perature Ti between 55° and 130° C. which is (i)

above 55° C, (ii) at least 5°C. above the second
order transition temperature of the polymer, and

(iii) not higher than the maximum temperature at

which stretching filaments of the polymer orients
them;

(c) positively forwarding the filaments when they have
reached the said temperature Ti at a speed Vj higher
than the extrusion speed, whereby the freshly ex-
truded filaments are attenuated without being sub-
stantially oriented;

(d) cooling the filaments further to a temperature T2
below 75° C. which is also between Tj and the am-
bient temperature, by causing them to continue to

travel through an atmosphere at the ambient temper-
ature; and

(e) positively forwarding the filaments while they are

at the said temperature T2 at a speed V2 which is

greater than Vj, ihe ratio V2/V1 being from 3:1 to

6:1, whereby the filuments so produced are oriented.

3,840,634
VINYL HETEROCYCLIC COPOLYMERS, SEMI-
PERMEABLE MEMBRANES FROM SAID CO-
POLYMERS AND METHOD FOR PREPARING
SAID MEMBRANES

Antonio Chiolle, Ferrara, Lino Credali, Bologna, Paolo
Longi and Francesco Greco, Milan, and Romano
D'Angelo, Brugherio, Milan, Italy, assignors to Monte-
catini Edison S.p..\., Milan, and Consiglio Nazionale
Delle Ricerche, Rome, Italy

No Drawing. Filed May 2, 1972, Ser. No. 249,734
Claims priority, application Italy, Mav 4, 1971,

24,058/71
Int. CI. B29d 7/05; C08f 29/22

U.S. CI. lfiX—l\% 7 Claims
1. A method for preparing a membrane that is selec-

tively permeable to anions, this method comprising:
(a) casting onto a support surface, an organic solvent

solution of a mixture of (1) a linear, homogeneous
copolymer of vinylidene chloride and a vinyl hetero-

cyclic compound of the general formula

\

CH=CH,

Rr

wherein Z represents a pyridine, quinoline or piperi-

dine nucleus; R represents an alkyl group having from
1 to 10 carbon atoms; and n is 0, 1 or 2 and (2) a

polymeric material selected from the group consist-

ing of vinyl chloride polymers and vinylidene chlo-

ride polymers;

(b) evaporating the solvent at a temperature below 80°

C. to thereby form a membrane;
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(c) effecting crosslinking of the membrane by heating

at a temperature above 80° C; and

(d) quaternizing at least a portion of the nitrogen atoms

by treating the crossHnked membrane with a quater-

nizing agent.

3,840,635
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING SHAPED

ARTICLES OF POLYAMIDES
Takeo Shima, Hiroo Inata, and Shoji Kawase, Iwakuni,

Japan, assignors to Teijin Limited, Osaka, Japan
No Drawing. Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 262,156
Claims priority, application Japan, June 15, 1971,

46/42,678
Int. CI. B29c 25100

U.S. CI. 264—236 10 Claims
1. A process for producing shaped articles of poly-

amides having an elevated softening point and improved
heat resistance comprising melt shaping at a temperature

above the initial softening point of said polyamide which
is selected from the group consisting of

(a) a homopolyamide composed of recurring units of

a 1,4-dihydroterephthalic acid amide of the formula

of said flanges, comprising using two separate split molds,

one of which is shaped to form a plurality of mold cavities

having contours corresponding to the desired contour of

said shaft, and the other of which is shaped to form a

plurality of mold cavities having contours and axial

depths, respectively, corresponding, respectively, to the

desired contours and axial depths of said flanges, closing

the two molds, introducing into the closed molds a mold-

able material to mold the article in the cavities of the two

-OC CONH-X—NH1

wherein X is a divalent organic residue of a diamine
and the acid halides and esters thereof; and

(b) copolyamide containing at least 5 mol percent,

based on the total carboxylic acid component of the

polyamide, of 1,4-dihydroterephthalic acid units of

the formula

(-OC-/ \-co-j

said copolyamide prepared by polymerizing said 1,4-di-

hydroterephthalic acid units or the acid halide or ester

derivatives thereof with a diamine and a member selected

from the group consisting of dicarboxylic acids, omega-
aminocarboxylic acid and lactams; and heating said poly-

amide at a temperature of at least 100° C. but below the

heat decomposition temperature of said polyamide dur-

ing a period of at least about 30 seconds to thereby ele-

vate the softening temperature of said polyamide by at

least 10° C. with the proviso that said polyamide is pre-

pared under such conditions that its softening point be-

fore said heat treatment will be substantially below its

heat decomposition temperature.

3,840,636
METHOD OF MOLDING ARTICLES SUCH AS

GEARS LNTEGRAL WITH A SHAFT
Shigeichi Deguchi and Hiroo Takagi, Nagoya, Japan, as-

signors to Kabushiki-Kaisha Tokai, Rika Denki Seisa-

kusho, Aichi-ken, Japan
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 10, 1969,

44/27,468
Filed Apr. 3, 1970, Ser. No. 25,342

Int. CI. B28b 7/20
U.S. a. 264—318 2 Claims

1. The method of molding an article which has an

axially-extending shaft and a plurality of flanges integral

with said shaft and extending radially outwardly there-

from, said flanges being spaced from one another axially

of said shaft a distance greater than the thickness of said

flanges, at least one of said flanges being provided with

ribs around its periphery and being different in a section

in a plane transverse to the axis of said shaft from another

4a

—j-Bsc

molds, then splitting said one mold by moving its parts

radially away from one another to such an extent that it

makes openings large enough in area to receive said

flanges, then moving the molded article one step axially to

move said flanges out of said other mold and into the open

areas of said one mold, then splitting said other mold to

such an extent that it affords a second series of openings

large enough in area for the flanges of the molded article

to pass axially therethrough, and then moving the article

axially to clear it completely from the two molds.

3,840,637
PROCESS FOR RECOVERING VANADIUM VALUES
Bruce Alfred Hardwick and John Howard Patterson,

East Roseville, New South Wales, Australia, assignors

to The Oil Shale Corporation (Australia), Brisbane,

Queensland, Australia

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,469
Claims priority, application Australia, Sept. 20, 1971,

6,345/71
Int. CI. C01gi7/00

U.S. CI. 423—68 8 Claims
1. In a method of recovering acid leachable vanadium

values from vanadiferous oil shale having a high content

of calcium carbonate comprising the steps of: (a) retort-

ing said shale at a temperature between about 400° C. and

about 500° C. to volatilize the oil substantially completely

therefrom and to form spent shale having a residual or-

ganic content and containing said calcium carbonate and

vanadium values, (b) roasting the spent shale at a temper-

ature between about 500° C. and about 800° C. to com-
bust the residual organic content and to form shale ash

containing said calcium carbonate and vanadium values,

(c) forming an aqueous slurry of the shale ash, and (d)

leaching the vanadium values from the shale ash by re-

ducing the pH of the aqueous slurry to a final value be-

low 6; the improvement which comprises said reduction

to a final pH value below 6 being effected by introducing

into the aqueous slurry as an acid gas sulfur dioxide and

carbon dioxide or sulfur dioxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen

and oxygen, whereby said vanadium values are leached

from the shale ash without dissolving a substantial amount

of the calcium carbonate.
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3,840,638
PRODUCTION OF GYPSUM FROM COMBUSTION

EXHAUST GAS
Tomijiro Morita, Isao Funabashi, and Masayoshi Sugai,

Iwaki, Japan, assignors to Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,231
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 26, 1970,

45/94,125
Int. CI. coif 7/00. 11146

U.S. CI. 423—166 1 Claim
1. A process for producing gypsum from combustion

exhaust gas which comprises steps of:

a. introducing high temperature combustion exhaust gas

containing therein sulfur dioxide and fine solid parti-

cles into an absorbing device to lower the tempera-

ture thereof down to approximately 180° C. to

150° C, subsequently contacting the same with water

to further lower the gas temperature to a range of

from 95° C. to 80° C. simultaneously adjusting rel-

ative humidity thereof to a range of from 15% to

60% and thereby removing a substantial part of

said fine particles;

b. contacting the thus temperature- and moisture-ad-

justed gas with solution of alkali sulfite selected

from the group consisting of sodium sulfite and

salt is of the formula R2SO4, where R is as described

above, using a suflficient amount of said one portion of

resulting solution to neutralize any sulfuric acid present

in the system, and form a mixture of phosphoric acid

and alkali metal sulfate or bisulfate, separating the solid

which comprises a slurry of sulfate solids and phosphoric

acid liquid, recycling at least a portion of the phosphoric

acid liquid to the first stage phosphate rock reaction and
recycling at least a portion of the sulfate solids to the

second stage for reaction with the monocalcium phos-

phate mixture, contacting the second portion of the result-

ing solution with a lower alkyl alcohol, lower alkyl ketone

or mixture thereof to dissolve the phosphric acid present

and precipitate the solid alkali metal dihydrogen phosphate

product and recovering the solid product.

3,840,640
PRODUCTION OF FLUORIDE-FREE NITRATES

Erbart K. Drechsel, Houston, Tex., assignor to
Pennzoil Company, Shreveport, La.
Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,045

Int. CI. C22b 3/00, 29/00; COlf 1/00, 5/00, 11/00
U.S. CI. 423—167 13 Claims

1. A process for the production of alkali metal nitrates

potassium sulfite to absorb and fix sulfur dioxide in and phosphoric acid comprising the steps of reacting phos-

said exhaust gas in the form of solution of acidic phate rock with a stoichiometric amount or up to an ex-

alkali sulfite; cess of about 10% of phosphoric acid which contains

causing said alkali sulfite solution to react with a about 1% to about 25% by weight of alkali metal ions

substance selected from the group consisting of cal- at a temperature of about 40°-110° C. to form a mono-
cium carbonate and calcium hydroxide to produce calcium phosphate mixture, reacting this mixture in a

crystals of calcium sulfite therefrom; second stage with an acidic aqueous medium containing at

d. separating said calcium sulfite from said alkali sul- least a stoichiometric amount of a sulfate of the formula
fite solution, and washing the former with water; and R2SO4, wherein R is alkali metal or one R is hydrogen

and the other R is alkali metal, at a temperature of about
40°-110° C, separating a solid gypsum cake and re-

covering a resulting mixture of alkali metal dihydrogen

,.,„,.,_ , . , . , , . phosphate, where R is alkali metal, and phosphoric acid,
both alkal. sulfite solut.on and water used for washing

reacting this mixture at a temperature of about 25 °-75° C.
calcium sulfite as separated m the step d. bemg recycled ^-.^ ^^^-^ ^^-^ ^^ f^,^ ^^ ^i^^jj ^^^^j ^-^^^.^ ^^ere R is

c.

e. making said calcium sulfite into a slurry, and con-
tacting the same with a small quantity of air to

oxidize the same to produce gypsum;

for further use in absorbing and fixing of sulfur dioxide
in the exhaust gas in the step b., and water mixed into the

alkali sulfite solution in steps a., c, and d. being evap-
orated in step b. to balance the water content in the
reaction system.

alkali metal, and phosphoric acid, and recovering the

alkali metal nitrate and phosphoric acid.

3,840,639
METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF FLUORIDE-

FREE POTASSIUM PHOSPHATES
Erhart K. Drechsel, Houston, Tex., assignor to

Pennzoil Company, Shreveport, La.
Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 270,103

Int. CI. COlb 75/76; C22b 3/00; COlf 5/00
U.S. CI. 423—167 13 Claims

1. A continuous process for the preparation of alkali

metal dihydrogen phosphates and phosphoric acid and the
removal of fluorine values from phosphate rock, com-
prising the steps of reacting phosphate rock with suffi-

cient phosphoric acid to effect substantially complete re-

action with the calcium in the rock in a first stage at a
temperature of about 40-110° C. to form a monocalcium
phosphate mixture, reacting this mixture in a second
stage at a temperature of about 40-110° C. with a
stoichiometric amount or slight excess of an aqueous
solution containing a sulfate of the formula R2SO4 where-
in R is alkali metal or one R is hydrogen and the other
R is alkali metal, to form a reacting slurry of phosphoric
acid, alkali metal dihydrogen phosphate and gypsum,
separating a solid gypsum cake from the system to pro-
vide a resulting solution containing phosphoric acid and
alkali metal dihydrogen phosphate, dividing the resulting

solution into two portions, reacting one portion with an
alkali metal sulfate salt solution, wherein said alkali metal

3,840,641
RECOVERY OF BROMINE FROM TERE- AND ISO-

PHTHALIC ACID PROCESS RESIDUES
Gene L. Wampfler, Lombard, and Hans P. Poblmann,

Naperville, 111., assignors to Standard Oil Company,
Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 299,411
Int. CI. COld 3/00, 7/26; COlg 57/06, 45/00

U.S. CI. 423—189 6 Claims
1. A method of recovering bromine as sodium bromide

and also producing sodium bicarbonate from at least the

aqueous phase obtained from recovery of catalyst metal

carbonate product from tere- or isophthalic acid process

residue containing water soluble salts of bromine and at

least cobalt as catalyst metal, corrosion metals including

iron and acidic and neutral aromatic compounds by treat-

ment of such residue with water in an amount of 1.0-10.0

weight parts per weight part of water and with sodium
bicarbonate or carbonate to form a catalyst metal car-

bonate precipitate and separating such precipitate from
the resulting aqueous phase, which method comprises
thermally converting at a temperature in the range of
900-1000° C. the solute content of said aqueous phase
to a solid mixture containing sodium bromide and sodium
carbonate and water insoluble solids, leaching said solid

mixture with water in an amount to form a solution of

all sodium bromide and substantially saturate said solu-

tion with respect to sodium carbonate, separating the ex-

tract solution from insoluble solids, converting the sodium
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carbonate in said extract solution to precipitated sodium

bicarbonate by reaction with carbon dioxide in the presence

of sodium bromide in an amount of at least 10 weight

percent of the solution at a temperature in the range of

at least 20° C. but not exceeding the temperature for

reversing said conversion of carbonate to bicarbonate,

separating sodium bicarbonate precipitate from the aque-

ous solution of sodium bromide, washing the recovered

precipitate with water, adding the aqueous wash liquor

to the step of dissolving the mixture of sodium bromide

and sodium carbonate, concentrating said separated aque-

ous solution of sodium bromide to a sodium bromide con-

tent of 30 to 45 weight percent by the removal of water

from said composite.

3,840,642

PROCESS AND CATALYST FOR TREATING
COMBUSTION EXHAUST GAS

John S. Negra, South Plainfield, John T. Tourtellotte,

Westfield, and Abe Warshaw, Matawan, N.J., assignors

to Chemical Construction Corporation, New York,
N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No. 55,998,
July 17, 1970. This appUcation Mar. 23, 1972, Ser.

No. 237,516
Int. CI. BOld 47/00

U.S. CI. 423—213.7 4 Claims

1. A process for the treatment of exhaust gas from an

internal combustion engine to remove noxious components
which comprises passing an exhaust gas through first and
second stages of catalysis in series, each stage containing

solid catalyst particles comprising copper in the range of

5% to 12% by weight of equivalent copper oxide, man-
ganese in the range of 0.5% to 2.0% by weight of equiva-

lent manganese dioxide, and cobalt in the range of 0.5%
to 4.0% by weight of equivalent cobalt oxide deposited

on alpha alumina, said copper and cobalt being at least

partially present in said catalysis stages in the form of

reduced oxides, and injecting air into the partially re-

acted exhaust gas between catalysis stages, whereby nitro-

gen oxides contained in said exhaust gas are catalytically

reduced in the first catalysis stage and carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbons contained in said exhaust gas are cat-

alytically oxidized in the second catalysis stage, and a

treated exhaust gas of depleted content of noxious com-
ponents is discharged from the second catalysis stage.

3,840,643

FLUE GAS DESULFUTlIZATIOxN USEVG SORBENT
HAVING GRADIENT CONCENTRATION OF
ACTIVE MATERIAL
Homer Z. Martin, Westfield, N.J., assignor to Esso

Research and Engineering Company, Linden, N.J.

Filed Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,357

Int. CI. BOlb 9/04, 9/08, 9/12, 9/16, 9/20; COlb 17/00
U.S. CI. 423—244 8 Claims

1. In a process for the removal of sulfur dioxide from
a gas containing sulfur dioxide and oxygen by contacting

said gas with a fixed bed of a solid sorbent composition
in the form of particles comprising an active material

for the selectve removal of sulfur dioxide from gas mix-
tures deposited on a porous support, the improvement
wherein the concentration of said active material in said

particles diminishes from the inlet end to the exit end of

the bed in the direction of flow of said gas containing

sulfur dioxide and oxygen, the concentration of active

material in particles at the inlet end being greater by at

least 2% by weight, based on total sorbent weight, than

the concentration of active material in particles at the

exit end of the bed.

3,840,644

COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING DITHIONITES
Roland Albert Leigh, 9 Beckwith Road,

Harrogate, Yorkshire, England

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,799

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 14, 1971,

1,930/71; July 1, 1971, 30,937/71; July 14, 1971,

3 293/71
Int. CI. COlb 77/66

U.S. CI. 423—265 28 Claims

1. A substantially anhydrous composition comprising

a major proportion of a metallic dithionite and an effec-

tive amount of a stabilizer therefore which is a non-

surfactant compound containing at least 5 carbon atoms

and at least one group of the structure:

o

-C—

N

\

wherein the unsatisfied valencies are filled by oxygen, hy-

drogen or carbon atoms, said compound being monomeric

or containing not more than 10 repeating units and hav-

ing a molecular weight of up to 600.

3,840,645

METHOD OF INCREASLNG THE STABILFTY OF
PARTIALLY SOLVATED ALUMINUM-CONTAIN-
ING HYDRIDES

Arthur P. Demers, Beverly, and David W. Rudd, Saugus,
Mass., assignors to Metal Hydrides Incorporated,

Beverly, Mass.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 24, 1962, Ser. No. 227,110

Int. CI. COlb 1/00
U.S. CI. 423—275 13 Claims

1. The method for increasing the stability of solvated

polymeric hydrides consisting, essentially of a plurality

of recurring aluminum-hydrogen linkages which com-
prises mixing the polymeric hydride with a material

selected from the group consisting of mercury, a mer-

curous halide, and a mercuric halide.

3,840,646

PROCESS FOR RECOVERING NITRIC ACID FROM
WASTE PICKLE LIQUOR SOLUTION

Masakatsu Sugimoto, Telzo Senjo, and Chihiro Ozawa,
Tokyo, and Athusi Sudo, Kawagoe, Japan, assignors to

Fuji Kasui Engineering Co., Ltd., and Nippon Metal
Industry Co., Ltd., both of Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,237

Int. CI. COlb 21/46
U.S. CI. 423—390 3 Claims

1. In the process of recovering an acid mixture con-

taining nitric acid and hydrofluoric acid from a waste

pickle liquor solution containing the acid and metal salts

thereof dissolved therein, wherein sulfuric acid is added
to the waste pickle liquor solution and the resulting solu-

tion is boiled under reduced pressure to evaporate the

acid mixture, the improvement wherein said waste pickle

liquor solution is diluted with sulfuric acid in an amount
to reduce the concentration of nitric acid in the diluted

solution below 0.2% by weight in the evaporation system

and the so-diluted solution is boiled under reduced pres-

sure to evaporate the acid mixture while said waste pickle

liquor solution, diluted with sulfuric acid, is subjected to

forced circulation between an evaporator and circulation

piping fitted to the evaporator, the circulation having at

least one heating element made of impervious carbon or

impervious graphite and at least one gas lift is provided

into which is introduced fresh air or a non-condensable

gas, separated from the vapor boiled off during evapo-

ration.
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3,840,647 salt in an amount of at least 0.05 mole per liter of solu-

r^u .. J?^™^^/^?^ PRODUCING WHISKERS tion together with a water soluble ferric salt as an activator
Chuji Tomita and Shuzo Koizumi, Suwa, Japan, assignors in an amount of at least 0.05 mole per liter of solution.

to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seiksoba, Tokyo, Japan
Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

888,771, Dec. 29, 1969. This application May 19, 1972,
Ser. No. 255,240
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 24, 1969,

I

44/4,912
lint. CI. COlb 31/36

U.S. CI. 423—291 8 Claims

MAr£K/ALS WHISKERS

1. A method o growing carbide whiskers of silicon

and of boron comprising the steps of preparing an inter-

dispersion of materials reactable to form carbide whiskers
in the presence of a suitable catalyst, all materials in-

cluding catalyst being in the form of granules ranging in

size from Viwy- to 5m, said interdispersion including car-

bon in the form of a member of the group consisting of
graphite, carbon black, charcoal and a carbohydrate ther-

mally decomposable to carbon at suflficiently high tem-
perature, said catalyst being selected from the group con-
sisting of Ni and compounds thereof reducible to Ni when
exposed to H2 at high temperature when boron carbide is

to be formed, and said catalyst being selected from the
group consisting of Ni, Pd, Co and Fe compounds re-

ducible to Ni, Pd, Co, or Fe in the presence of Hj at

high temperature, WO3 and Mi02, when silicon carbide
is to be formed, said catalyst for preparing whiskers of
either boron or silicon carbide being present in quantity
from 1 X 10-3 to 2 atomic percent, and an element selected
from the group consisting of Si and B of which a carbide
is to be formed, said element being present in both the
elementary and an oxide form, and exposing said inter-

dispersion to hydrogen at elevated temperature for a pe-
riod of time suflRcieht to achieve the desired growth.

3,840,648
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

CYANOGEN CHLORIDE
Johannes Helios, Sellgenstadt, Werner Heimberger,

Hanau, Theodor Lussling, Grossauhelm, and Wolfgang
Weigert, Offenbach, Germany, assignors to Deutsche
Gold- und Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler,
Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
153,467, June 2, 1971. This application June 20, 1972,
Ser. No. 264,455

Claims priority, application Germany, June 24, 1971,
P 21 31 383 7

Int. CI. COlb 21/00, 31/00; COlc 3/00
U.S. CI. 423—383 20 Claims

1. A process for the production of cyanogen chloride
consisting essentially of reacting (1) hydrogen cyanide
with (2) aqueous hydrochloric acid and (3) hydrogen
peroxide in the presence of either (a) a water soluble
cupric salt as a catalyst in an amount of at least 0.05

3,840,649
CARBON FIBER FROM ORIENTED VINYLIDENE

HALIDE POLYMERS
Darrell C. Feay, Orinda, and Harvey D. Ledbetter, Wal-

nut Creek, Calif., assignors to The Dow Chemical Com-
pany, Midland, Mich.
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 193,696

Int. CI. COlbii/O-/, ii/07
U.S. CI. 423—447 7 Claims

1. A process for preparing a carbonaceous fiber from
a vinylidene chloride polymer filament comprising the
sequential steps of:

(1) treating said vinylidene chloride polymer filament
with an organic amine having the formula R—NH2
wherein R is alkyl containing from 1 to 4 carbon
atoms at a temperature less than about 125° C. in

the essential absence of moisture until said filament
is from about 25 to 80 percent dehydrohalogenated
but without significant loss in filament structural
integrity, and

(2) carbonizing said filament by subjecting the same
to a temperature which is increased from an initial

value of at least about 90° C. to a final value of
up to about 1500° C. over a period of at least 5
minutes.

3,840,650
STABLE CHLORINE HYDRATE

Harry K. Bjorkman and Philip C. Symons, Birmingham,
Mich., assignors to Energy Development Associates,
Madison Heights, Mich.

FUed Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 235,981
Int. CI. COlb 7/02

U.S. CI. 423—462 10 Claims

2.

3.

mole per liter of so ution or (b) a water soluble cupric

1. A process for producing a compressed chlorine
hydrate of improved stability to thermal decomposition
comprising the steps of:

1. passing chlorine into an aqueous solution;
forming chlorine hydrate in the solution;

filter centrifuging the mixture of chlorine hydrate in
the aqueous solution, wherein the rate of centri-
fuging ranges from 100 to about 10,000 G's; and

4. compressing the resultant chlorine hydrate filter cake
in a vessel to a pressure of at least 1,000 p.s.i.

3,840,651
SODIUM CHLORIDE MELT REFINING PROCESS

Donald T. Ireland, Minnetonka, Minn., assignor to
Cargill, Incorporated, Minneapolis, Minn.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,672
Int. CI. cold 3/14, 3/16, 3/20

U.S. CI. 423—499 12 Claims
1. A process for melt refining sodium chloride to pro-

vide a high purity salt product which is substantially free
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of calcium, magnesium, and sulfate impurities, compris-

ing carrying out in combination the steps of

(a) heating the sodium chloride above its melting tem-

perature to provide a salt melt,

(b) introducing into said melt a sufficient quantity of

an alkali precipitation agent selected from the group

consisting of alkali hydroxides, carbonates, silicates

and phosphates, to precipitate calcium and mag-

nesium impurities in said melt,

(c) removing precipitated calcium and magnesium

impurities from said melt,

(d) contacting said melt with elemental carbon to

remove sulfate impurity from said melt,

(e) maintaining said salt melt in contact with said

carbon for a predetermined time to effect the desired

level of sulfate removal,

(f ) removing any remaining carbon from the salt melt

after the desired level of sulfate removal has been

obtained, and

(g) subsequently cooling and solidifying the salt melt

to provide a high purity, solid salt product.

3,840,652

METHOD OF REMOVING FOREIGN PHASES FROM
THE CRYSTALS OF A COMPOUND

Wouter Albers, Emmasingel, Eindhoven, Netherlands, as-

signor to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Continuation of application Ser. No. 773,641, Nov. 5,

1968, which is a continuation-in-part of application Ser.

No. 527,166, Feb. 14, 1966, both now abandoned. This

application May 21, 1971, Ser. No. 145,876

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Feb. 27, 1965,

6502529
Int. CI. COlb 19/00, 25/00

U.S. CI. 423—509 3 Claims

with a second mixture consisting essentially of said com-

pound in the solid state as one phase and at least one

other solid or liquid phase richer in the second one of

said two components than said first component, the

phases in said second mixture being in equilibrium with

each other at the heating temperature employed during

the second heating step, the heating temperature during

the second heating step being sufficiently high to cause

a vapor of said second component to form in said second

mixture and diffuse at least a portion of said second

component from said second mixture into said treated

crystal and continuing said second heating step until the

treated crystal and the second mixture are at equilibrium

with each other, in each case the mixture having no direct

contact with the crystal but being sufficiently close to

allow diffusion of vapors between the mixture and the

crystal.

3,840,653

PROCESS FOR ELIMINATING THE FORMATION
OF WASTE LIQUOR DURING THE DESULFURI-
ZATION OF COKE OVEN GAS

Peter Diemer, Gerhard Preusser, and Paul Radusch,

Essen, Germany, assignors to Heinrich Koppers Gesell-

scbaft mit beschrankter Haftung, Essen, Germany
Filed Nov. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 304,502

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 19, 1971,

P 21 57 365.9

Int. CI. COlb 17/04
U.S. CI. 423—573 8 Claims

Ax By

1. A method for purification from inclusions of crystals

of a compound of two components selected from the

group consisting of IIA-VIB compounds and IIIA-VB

compounds, which method comprises as a first step, heat-

ing in a closed container, at least one crystal substantially

consisting of said compound and containing inclusions

of an additional phase formed of one of said components

together with a first mixture consisting essentially of said

compound in the solid state as one phase and at least

one other solid or liquid phase richer in a first one of

said two components than said compound, the phases in

said first mixture being in equilibrium with each other

at the heating temperature employed during said first

heating step, said heating temperature during said first

step being sufficiently high to cause a vapor of said first

component to form in said first mixture and diffuse said

first component into said crystal to an extent dependent

upon the composition of said additional phase, continuing

said first heating step until the crystal and said first mix-

ture reach equilibrium with each other, and thereafter

for a second heating step heating the crystal treated dur-

ing the first heating step in a closed container together

1. A process for reducing the hydrogen sulfide content

of a coke oven gas evolved during the coking of coal in a

coke oven comprising.

passing a coke oven gas evolved during the coking of

coal in a coke oven through a liquid washing medium
in a first stage and removing a substantial portion of

the hydrogen sulfide from the gas.

subjecting the liquid washing medium containing the

hydrogen sulfide to an oxidizing medium to oxidize

a substantial portion of the hydrogen sulfide in the

liquid washing medium to elemental sulfur,

separating the elemental sulfur from the liquid wash-

ing medium,
recycling a major portion of the liquid washing medium

after separating the elemental sulfur therefrom to

said first stage to remove hydrogen sulfide from the

coke ov^n gas evolved during the coking of coal in a

coke oven,

separating a minor portion of the liquid washing

medium and subjecting said separated minor portion

to an elevated temperature to volatilize certain vola-

tile compounds,

introducing said volatile compounds into a stream of

coke oven gas evolved during the coking of coal in a

coke oven prior to passing the coke oven gas through

a liquid washing medium in said first stage, and

mixing the residue of said minor portion of liquid

washing medium wth coal to be coked in a coke oven.
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3,840,654

PROCESS FOR PREPARING CRYSTALLINE, NON-
SOLVATED ALUMINUM HYDRIDE

Donald L. Schmidt and Ronald W. Diesen, Midland,
Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Mid-
land, Mich.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 23, 1962, Ser. No. 234,275

Int. CI. COlb 6/00
U.S. CI. 423—645 7 Claims

1. A process for preparing crystalline, substantially

non-solvated aluminum hydride which comprises; •

(a) providing an ether solution of aluminum hydride,

said solution having an aluminum hydride/ether

ratio of from about 0.05 to about 1 on a gram-mole
basis, and

(b) heating said solution under pressure at a tempera-

ture of from about 50 to about 85° C. without re-

moving said ether therefrom for a period of time

sufficient to crystallize the particulate substantially

non-solvated, crystalline aluminum hydride therein,

and

(c) recovering said particulate substantially non-

solvated, crystalline aluminum hydride therefrom.

3,840,655

DIAGNOSTIC METHODS AND REAGENTS FOR
INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS

Robert A. Lerner, Somerville, N.J., assignor to Ortho
Pharmaceutical Corporation

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 725,490, Apr. 30, 1968. This application July 28,

1971, Ser. No. 167,038

U.S. CI. 424—12
Int. CI. GOln 31/00, 31/02, 33/00

10 Claims

1. A process for preparing a heterophile antigen for

infectious mononucleosis antibodies from horse or beef

erythrocytes which comprises sonifying a suspension of

beef erythrocytes in an erythrocyte suspending medium
for a time and under conditions which are sufficient to

liberate finely divided stromal fragments containing said

antigen from said erythrocytes, but are insufficient to

liberate antigens which result in nonspecific agglutination

with other antibiodies of human sera, the conditions of
sonification comprising applying to the erythrocyte sus-

pension a power input of from about 6.0 to about 15.0

watt-seconds per cubic centimeter at a frequency of from
about 15 to about 25 kc, and thereafter separating the

detached stromal fragments containing said antigen from
the erythrocytes by subjecting the sonicated suspension
to centrifugation to yield a residue of erythrocytes and
a supernate containing said stromal fragments, and there-

after precipitating said fragments from said supernate,
and discarding the supernate.

3,840,656

PROCESS FOR IMPROVING THE DLTIABILITY
AND QUALITY OF A HAIR SET AND NEW
PRODUCTS FOR CARRYING OUT THIS
PROCESS

Gregoire Kalopissis and Paul Roussopoulos, Paris, and
Charles Zviak, Franconville, France, assignors to
L'Oreal, Paris, France

No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.
581,147, Sept. 22, 1966. This appUcation Apr. 7,
1970, Ser. No. 24,417

Int. CI. A61k 7/00
U.S. CI. 424—47 5 Claims

1. A method of treating unconstrained hair in a hair

treating process to improve and prolong its setting prop-

erties without imparting any permanent deformation to

the same comprising the steps of first applying to the

unconstrained hair an effective amount of a composition
containing, in aqueous media, a thiol reducing agent se-

lected from the group consisting of thioglycolic acid,

thioglycerol, glycol thioglycolate, glycerol thioglycolate,

glycol thiolactate, /3-mercapto-ethanol, N-carboxymethyl-
mercapto-acetamide, thiolactic acid and /3-mercaptopro-

pionic acid and an oxidizing agent selected from the

group consisting of the disulfides of the following thiols:

thioglycolic acid, thioglycerol, glycol thioglycolate, glyc-

erol thioglycolate, glycol thiolactate, ;3-mercapto-ethanol,

N-carboxymethyl-mercapto - acetamide, thiolactic acid

and i3-mercaptopropionic acid, the molar ratio of the

oxidizing agent to said reducing agent being at least 1.5:1

and up to 20:1, with the amount of reducing agent in

the composition being about 0.01-0.5 mole per liter and
the amount of oxidizing agent being about 0.015-10
mole per liter, said composition having a pH of about
9-10, allowing the composition to remain in contact with
the unconstrained hair for about 1 to 15 minutes and
thereafter rinsing and drying the hair.

3,840,657

MAKING GAS-FREE DENTIFRICES
James Norfleet, Plainfield, N.J., assignor to Colgate-

Palmolive Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 185,860, Oct. 1, 1971. This application
June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,608

Int. CI. A61k 7/76
U.S. CI. 424—49 22 Claims

1. A method for the manufacture of a gas-free denti-

frice containing from 10 to 85% of polyhydric alcohol

selected from the group consisting of glycerol and sorbitol

and mixtures thereof, 5 to 75% of polishing agent selected

from the group consisting of dicalcium phosphate, tri-

calcium phosphate, insoluble sodium metaphosphate, crys-

talline silica, colloidal silica, complex aluminum silicates,

aluminum hydroxide, magnesium phosphate, magnesium
carbonate, calcium carbonate, calcium pyrophosphate,

bentonite, talc, calcium silicate, calcium aluminate, alu-

minum oxide, aluminum silicate and silica xerogels, and

mixtures thereof, 0.1 to 3% of sodium carboxymethyl

cellulose gelling agent, 0.5 to 5% of synthetic organic

detergent selected from the group consisting of higher

fatty acid monoglyceride monosulfates, higher alkyl sul-

fates, higher alkyl aryl sulfonates, higher olefin sulfonates,

higher alkyl sulfoacetates, higher fatty esters of 1,2-di-

hydroxypropane sulfonates, substantially saturated higher

aliphatic acyl amides of lower aliphatic aminocarboxylic

acid compounds, higher alkyl poly-lower alkoxy sulfates,

higher fatty acid soaps, block copolymers of ethylene

oxide, propylene oxide and propylene glycol containing

from 10 to 100 and more moles of lower alkylene oxide,

alkylphenyl polyethoxy ethanols containing 10 to 100 and

more moles of lower alkylene oxide, mixed copolymers

of ethylene oxide and propylene oxide containing from

10 to 100 and more moles of lower alkylene oxide, poly-

ethylene oxide derivatives of fatly alcohols, polyethylene

oxide derivatives of fatty acids, and to 30% of water

which comprises making a polyhydric alcohol—sodium

carboxymethyl cellulose mixture, admixing a polishing

agent with such mixture, degassing the mixture to form

a first intermediate product, preparing an essentially gas-

free second intermediate mixture of the synthetic organic

detergent in a polyhydric alcohol, and admixing the first

and second mixtures under vacuum.
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3,840,658
ANIMAL FEED SUPPLY

Jinnosuke Abe, Kango Miyauchi, and Masatoshi Kanoh,
Obhito-macbi, Japan, assignors to Toyo Joze Kabu-
sbiki Kaisba, Takata-gun, Sbizuoka-ken, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
94,183, Dec. 1, 1970, now Patent No. 3,749,580, whicb

is a continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser.

No. 714,019, Mar. 18, 1968. This application Mar. 27,

1973, Ser. No. 345,414
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 16, 1967,

42/19,517
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

July 31, 1990, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. A23k 1/00
U.S. CI. 424—115 4 Claims

1. An animal feed composition, comprising, in admix-

ture:

( 1 ) a conventional animal feed, and

(2) an effective quantity of a dried product free of

fungus mycelia, obtained from the aerobic cultiva-

tion, in a liquid nutrient medium, sufficient to sustain

normal growth of a Gibberellin non-producing strain

of mold fungus Fusarium moniliforme NRRL 5679.

in which Hal represents chlorine or bromine; each of Ri

and R2 represents alkyl of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms;

and R3 represents phenyl, naphthyl or phenyl substituted

by from 1 to 5 substituents selected from the group con-

sisting of chlorine, bromine, iodine, alkyl of from 1 to 4

carbon atoms, alkoxy of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, alkyl-

thio of from 1 to 4 carbon atoms, nitro, trifluoromethyl,

cyano, the group —COO-alkyl in which the alkyl group

has from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and the group —CO-alkyl

in which the alkyl has from 1 to 4 carbon atoms.

3,840,659
DERIVATIVES OF THE KALLIKREIN INHIBITOR
FOR TREATING PANCREATITIS AND HVPER-
FIBRINOLYTIC BLEEDING

Eugen Werle and Fritz Hans, Munich, Germany, assignors

to Bayer Aktiengesellscbaft, Leverkusen, Germany
Original application July 10, 1968, Ser. No. 743,889, now

abandoned. Divided and this application Nov. 8, 1971,

Ser. No. 196,706
Claims priority, application Germany, July 26, 1967,

F 53,061
Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—177 5 Claims

1. A method of treating pancreatitis and hyper-

fibrinolytic bleeding which comprises administering

parenterally to a host in need thereof a therapeutically or

prophylactically effective amount of a polypeptidyl-kalli-

krein inhibitor having a-amino acid residues linked with

the N-terminal amino group and with e-amino groups of

lysyl residues of the kallikrein inhibitor prepared by the

process comprising reacting phosgene with an a-amino

acid to form a reaction product containing an N-carboxy

anhydride of said a-amino acid, adding said reaction

product to an aqueous solution of bovine kallikrein in-

hibitor having a pH of from 5 to 9 in the weight ratio of

said reaction product to kallikrein inhibitor of from

100:1 to 150:1, reacting said reaction product with said

kallikrein inhibitor while maintaining the reaction tem-

perature in the range of from —5° C. to +15° C, and

recovering said polypeptidyl-kallikrein inhibitor.

3,840,660
CONTROL OF PLANT PATHOGENIC FUNGI WITH

l-HALO-2-ARYLOXY-VINYL-(2) PHOSPHATES
Henry Martin and Jozef Drabek, Basel, Switzerland, as-

signors to Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel, Switzerland
No Drawing. Original application Aug. 17, 1970. Ser. No.

64,648, now Patent No. 3,732,343. Divided and this

application Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,469
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 18, 1969,

12,553; Sept. 25, 1969, 14,452
Int. CI. AOln 9/36

U.S. CI. 424—217 4 Claims
1. A method for controlling plant pathogenic fungi

which comprises applying thereto a fungicidally effective

amount of a compound of the formula

O HC-Hal
II

II

RiO—P—0—C—O—Rj
I

OR3

3,840,661

IODINE AND BROMINE ADDUCTS OF 1,3,5-TRI

(/3 - HYDROXY) ETHYLHEXAHYDRO-s-TRI-
AZINE AND THE USE THEREOF AS A BAC-
TERICIDE OR FUNGICIDE

David A. Waldstein, 622 Bergen Ave.,

Jersey City, N.J. 07305
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,039

Int. CI. AOln 9/22
U.S. CI. 424—249 6 Claims

1. A composiiion useful as a bactericide or fungicide,

said composition comprising a carrier and a bactericidally

or fungicidally effective amount of iodine or bromine fully

reacted at between about 30° C. to about 80° C. with

1.3,5-tri(i3-hydroxy) ethylhexahydro-s-triazine to form a

reaction product having the formula

CHjCHjOII

l/^\l

X:.
A

I

|\

HOCHjCHjX N'CHjCHjOn

where X is iodine or bromine.

3,840,662
METHOD OF TREATING ATHEROSCLEROSIS
USING 4HYDROXYMETHYL-1.KETO-1.2-DI-
HYDROPHTHALAZINE OR ACID SALTS
THEREOF

Michiro Inoue, 26-3, 6-chome, Kokuryo-cho, Chofu-shi;

Masayuki Ishikawa, 14-13, 3-chome, Akazutsumi,
Setagaya-ku; Takashi Tsuchiya, 13 Kitamachi, Shin-

juku-ku; and Takio Shimamoto, 17-25, 5-chome, Mina-
mikoiwa, Edogawa-ku, all of Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,512

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—250 3 Claims

1. A method of treating atherosclerosis which com-

prises administering to a patient suffering from athero-

sclerosis the compound of the following formula

or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid salt thereof in a

dose of 1 to 100 mg./kg. body weight/day.

3,840,663
5-ALKYLPIPECOLIC ACIDS AS ANTI-

HYPERTENSIVE AGENTS
Peter Hadley Jones, Lake Forest, and Pitambar Somani,

Libertyville, III., assignors to Abbott Laboratories, Chi-
cago, III.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,527
Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—267 3 Claims
1. A method of lowering blood pressure in hyperten-

sive patient comprising administering a therapeutically

effective amount of a compound selected from the group
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consisting of the trans isomer and a mixture of the trans wherein Rj is hydrogen or methyl and R2 is hydrogen
and cis isomers represented by the formula or halogen with the proviso that where R2 is hydrogen Ri

y^ is hydrogen.

Rr ^ ^

H

COOH

wherein R is Ci-Ca alkyl or a salt thereof to said patient.

3,840,664
ANIMAL FEED AND PROCESS

Robert J. Collins, 7127 Winter Forest Drive,

Portage, Mich. 49081
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 170,272

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—269 6 Claims

1. A process for increasing meat, milk, or egg produc-

tion in a healthy meat-producing, milk-producing or egg-

laying animal comprising the feeding thereto of from
about 0.003 to about 50 mg./day of a compound selected

from the group consisting of a compound of the formula:

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of chlo-

rine, bromine, cyano, OR' in which R' is an alkyl group
of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, inclusive, and

-N«
\

R"

R'

in which R" and R,'" are alkyl groups, defined as above,

or together

—

N

/
\

R'

R'

represent pyrrolidine, piperidino, and morpholino; where-
in Ri is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen
and alkyl, as defined above; and wherein R2, R3, R4, and
R5 are selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,
alkyl, as defined above, fluoro, chloro, bromo, nitro, cyano,

trifluoromethyl, alkoxy, alkylthio, alkylsulfinyl, and alkyl-

sulfonyl, in which the carbon chain moieties are of 1 to 3

carbon atoms, inclusive, and a pharmacologically accepta-

ble acid addition salt thereof in combination with the

nutrient animal feed.

3,840,665
TOPICAL ANTIFUNGAL 4-NITROISOTHIAZOLE

COMPOSITIONS
Darrell E. O'Brien, Mission Viejo, and Roland K. Robins

and Anthony H. Albert, Santa Ana, Calif., assignors
to ICN Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 16, 1971, Sen No. 172,271
Int. CI. AOln 9/12

U.S. CI. 424—270 2 Claims
1. An antifungal composition for topical use comprising

an ointment and an effective fungus-inhibiting proportion
of a compound formula

Ri

N

-NOj

-Rj

ERRATUM
For Class 424—285 see:

Patent No. 3,840,687

3,840,666
ANTI-ARRHYTHMIC QUATERNARY SALT COM-

POSITIONS AND METHODS OF USE
Benedict R. Lucchesi, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to The

Regents of The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Mich.
No Drawing. Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,128

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—329 10 Claims

1. A pharmaceutical composition which comprises a

therapeutically effective amount of a compound of the

formula

X-

CHj
+/O—CHaCHCH,—

N

I I l\

/ \

wherein X- is the anion of a pharmaceutically acceptable

non-toxic acid, together with a suitable pharmaceutical
carrier.

3,840,667
OXYGEN-CONTAINCVG ATMOSPHERES

Clayton M. Huggett, Burke, Va., assignor to Atlantic
Research Corporation

No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.
744,314, July 12, 1968. This appUcation Oct 9,
1970, Ser. No. 79,646

Int. CI. A61k 13/00
U.S. CI. 424—366 20 Claims

1. A habitable atmosphere which does not support com-
bustion and which is capable of sustaining mammalian life

comprising:

a. oxygen in an amount sufficient to sustain mammalian
life, said amount providing an oxygen partial pres-

sure within the range of about 1.8 p.s.i.a. and about
8.2 p.s.i.a.;

b. a perfluoroalkane selected from the group consisting

of perfluoromethane, perfluoroethane, perfluoropro-

pane, perfluorobutane, perfluorocyclobutane, perfluo-

rodimethylcyclobutane, and mixtures thereof in an
amount sufficient to render said habitable atmosphere
substantially incapable of supporting combustion and
impart to said atmosphere a total heat capacity per

. mole of oxygen of at least 40 cal./° C. measured at

25° C. and constant pressure; and
c. helium in an amount of at least about 5 mole percent.

3,840,668
METAPHOSPHATES AS DOUGH IMPROVERS

Robert R. Joiner, Belleville, and Frederick D. Vidal,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., assignors to Pennwalt Corpo-
ration, Philadelphia, Pa.
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 180,157

Int. CI. A21d 2/02, 2/04, 2/24
U.S. CI. 426—22 5 Claims

1. A bread dough composition containing from 2-50
parts per million based on the weight of flour present in

said dough of a metaphosphate wherein said composition
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contains an amount of a conventional oxidizing agent

selected from the group consisting of acetone peroxide,

azodicarbonamide, chlorine dioxide, potassium bromate

and potassium iodate effective to age said flour.

3,840,669
PREPARATION OF WHITE PICKLED CHEESE

Edward H. Youssef, Louisville, Ky.
(6650 Veraon Ave., Edina, Minn. 55436)

No Drawing. FUed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 254,8555
Int. CI. A23c 19/02

U.S. CI. 426—36 8 Claims
1. A process for the manufacture of a white pickled

cheese, which comprises the steps of:

A. providing a starting mixture of raw unpasteurized

milk and pasteurized milk in proportions of about

1:2 and 2:1;

B. maintaining said mixture in the range of ambient

temperature for at least one-half hour;

C. pasteurizing the mixture;

D. inoculating the pasteurized mixture with at least 1%
by weight of a lactic acid starter comprising a mix-

ture of Streptococcus lactic and Streptococcus cre-

moris and holding said inoculated mixture until the

acidity of the mixture has increased to a point of

about .02 percent;

E. adding from 4 to 6% by weight of salt to the inocu-

lated mixture;

F. renneting the mixture to form a curd; and,

G. draining the curd;

H. ripening the drained curd in the absence of air.

3,840,670
CONDENSED FERMENTED WHEY ANIMAL

FEED PRODUCT AND METHOD
William R. Holt, Clear Lake, Iowa, assignor to Fermented

Products, Inc., Mason City, Iowa
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,943

lxA.C\.A.iyk 1/00. 1/08
U.S. CI. 426—41 5 Claims

1. The process of producing a non-hygroscopic freely-

flowable self-preserving animal feed component compris-

ing a combination of whey cultured with a Lactobacillus

selected from the group consisting of Lactobacillus

acidophilus and Lactobacillus bulgaricus fermented with

corn germ meal comprising the combination of the steps

of:

first, providing a quantity of whey having less than

10% solids at 90° F. to 130° F.,

second, providing a culture of Lactobacillus in said

quantity of whey to provide inoculated whey, said

Lactobacillus selected from the group consisting of

Lactobacillus bulgaricus and Lactobacillus acidoph-

ilus and mixtures thereof,

third, maintaining said inoculated whey at 80° F. to

130° F. until its pH reaches 2.4 to 3.8, then,

fourth, reducing the liquid content of the resultant cul-

tured whey until it has a solids content of 40% to

52%, then subsequently,

blending said product with corn germ meal to provide

40% to 60% of total solids as corn germ meal solids

and drying to a moisture content of 12.0% to 14.0%
at a maximum temperature of 150° F., and

aerating and cooling and curing in a holding bin for at

least 4 hours to provide a temperature below 60° F.

and a moisture content below 12.5%.
and fermenting the product of the fourth step with said

corn germ meal during at least a portion of the period

during which said blending, aerating and cooling and
curing steps are carried out to provide said non-

hygroscopic freely-flowable self-preserving animal

feed component.

3,840,671

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING FIBROUS
PROTEIN PRODUCT

Kwang Young Kim and Naoki Yagi, Miyakonozyo, Japan,
assignors to Minaminihon Rabuno Kyodo Kabushiki
Kaisha, Miyakonozyo-shi, Miyazaki-ken, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 213,209

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 30, 1970,
46/127,410

Int. CI. A23j 3/00
U.S. CI. 426—42 10 Claims

1. A process for producing a fibrous protein product

which comprises stirring at a temperature of 10° C. to

80° C, an aqueous solution of 5-30% by weight of a

non-fibrous protein adjusted to a pH of 6 to 9 with

a gelating agent selected from the group consisting of cal-

cium chloride and magnesium chloride and a protease,

for a time sufficient to convert the non-fibrous protein to

fibrous protein, said gelating agent being present in an

amount of 1-20 parts by weight per 1 part by weight of

the protein and the protease is present in amounts of 0.01

to 1 g. per 100 g. of the protein, stretching the resulting

product so as to impart an orientation thereto and in-

activating the protease in the resultant product.

3,840,672

CHEESE FLAVORED COMPOSITIONS
Robert L. Kasik and Anthony L. Luksas, Chicago, III.,

assignors to Beatrice Foods Company, Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
824,250, May 13, 1969, now Patent No. 3,674,508.
This application June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 268,171

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to
July 4, 1989, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. A23c 19/02, 19/12; A231 1/26
U.S. CI. 426—43 20 Claims

1. A cheese flavored composition comprising:

(1) 10 to 75% by weight of a cheese flavor contain-

ing the growth product on protein and carbohydrate

of a symbiotic combination of organisms consisting

essentially of at least one nontoxic member of the

genus Bacillus and at least one nontoxic member of

the genus Streptococcus;

(2) 15 to 75% by weight of water; and

(3) 2 to 50% by weight of starch; in a thickened

physical state.

3,840,673

ALPHA AMYLASE IS INCORPORATED INTO A
BUTTER USED TO PREPARE POTATO SNACKS

Comelis Kortschot, Willowdale, Ontario, Canada, and
Peter F. Adams, Eastwood, Australia, assignors to

Corporate Foods Limited, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 117,065

Claims priority, application Canada, Mar. 10, 1970,
77,009

Int. CI. A23b 7/02
U.S. CI. 426—48 2 Claims

1. In a method of preparing a crisp snack food from

a fluid batter comprising potato solids and water in which

the fluid batter is cast into a film of desired thickness and

dried so that the dried product will produce a golden

coloured crisp snack food when cooked; the improvement

which comprises allowing an increase in the amount of

solids content of said batter by reducing its viscosity to

produce a batter of sufficient fluidity for casting said film

by incorporating into said batter an enzyme consisting
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essentially of a-amylase, permitting the a-amylase to par-

tially hydrolyze the starch molecules of the potato solids,

and subsequently heating the batter to deactivate the

a-amylase, and wherein the fluid batter is aerated before

casting.

3,840,674

FLAVOURING AGENT AND PROCESS FOR
PREPARING SAME

Arthur Joseph Mosher, Marysville, Ohio, assignor to

Societe d'Assistance Technique pour Produits Nestle

S.A., Lausanne, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,431

Int. CI. A231 1/26
U.S. CI. 426—65 9 Claims

1. A flavouring agent comprising the product by re-

acting one part by weight of S-acetyl-mercaptosuccinic

acid or its anhydride with between 10 and 200 parts by

weight of at least one substance selected from the group

consisting of a vegetable protein hydrolysate and autolysed

yeast, for a period of time sufficient to produce a meat-

like flavour.

3,840,677
BACON-LIKE MEAT ANALOGS

Harold T. Leidy, New City, and John T. Hayes, Jr., North
Tarrytown, N.Y., and Atta M. Hai, Los Angeles, Calif.,

assignors to General Foods Corporation, White Plains,

N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 236,982

Int. CI. A231 1/27. 1/100; A23j 3/00
U.S. CI. 426—94 8 Claims

1. A meat analog containing a plurality of distinct

regions comprising; at least one reigon containing 20-39

parts water, 30-50 parts fat, 7-20 parts albumen, 0-5

parts protein isolate, 0-20 parts proteinaceous filler parti-

cles and up to 15 parts flavoring agents and at least one

region containing 40-65 parts water, 10-25 parts fat, up
to 15 parts albumen, 6-24 parts protein isolate, 0-15

parts proteinaceous filler particles, and up to 15 parts

flavoring agents; said regions, when cooked, texturally

resembling the fatty and lean regions of cooked meat; the

albumen content of the first mentioned region being high-

er than the albumen content of the second mentioned

region and the total number of parts of water, fat, albu-

men, protein isolate, proteinaceous filler and flavoring

agents in each region being 100 parts.

3,840,675

POPCORN-LIKE FLAVORANT AND PROCESS FOR
PREPARING THE SAME

Thomas H. Parliment, New City, N.Y., assignor to

General Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,423

Int. CI. A231i/26
U.S. CI. 426—65 10 Claims

1. A process for producing a flavorant having the taste

and aroma of popcorn which comprises:

(a) preparing a reaction mixture comprising a com-

pound selected from the group consisting of glyoxal

and glycoaldehyde, and a sulfide source;

(b) heating the reaction mixture at an elevated tem-

perature to effect the reaction;

(c) cooling the reaction mixture;

(d) adjusting the pH of the reaction mixture to below

about 7 to thereby evolve excess hydrogen sulfide;

and

(e) aging the reaction mixture to thereby develop the

characteristic pleasant popcorn flavor and aroma.

3,840,678
EDIBLE SPOONING DEVICE

Dan M. Price, Litchfield, 111., assignor to Stick N'Dip,
Inc., Litchfield, III.

Filed June 3, 1970, Ser. No. 42,950
Int. CI. A231 1/00

U.S. CI. 426—104 4 Claims
1. A product for eating foodstuff comprising an elon-

gated body of edible material, at least a portion of the

body including means for spooning the foodstuff, and an
additional spooning means of a nonedible material ex-

tending outwardly from one end of the body.

3,840,676

BINDING FOODSTUFFS WITH A PROLAMIN AND
AN a-AMINO ACID

Atsushi Yamamoto and Toshio Ikemoto, Tokyo, and
Reiko Shimizu, Yokohama, Japan, assignors to Kyowa
Hakko Kogyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 200,578
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 11, 1970,

45/109,333

Int. CI. A23b 3/14, 7/00; A231 1/00
U.S. CI. 426—89 5 Claims

1. A method of binding granular or fibrous foodstuffs

which comprises intimately contacting said foodstuff with
a prolamin and an a-amino acid in a carrier; molding
and thereafter drying the resultant mixture to form a
bound product, said a-amino acid being selected from
the group consisting of L-lysine, L-arginine, L-histidine,

glycine, L-alanine, L-valine, L-leucine, L-isoleucine,

L-serine, L-threonine, L-cysteine, L-methionine, L-phenyl-
alanine, L-tyrosine, L-tryptophan, L-proline, L-hydroxy-
proline, L-aspartic acid, L-glutamic acid and inorganic
and organic acid salts thereof.

3,840,679
CREPING PROCESS OF PREPARING AN

IMPROVED MEAT ANALOG
Alexander L. Liepa, Cincinnati, and Thomas J. Slone,

Sr., Forest Park, Ohio, assignors to The Procter &
Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,581

Int. CI. A23j 3/00
U.S. CI. 426—104 19 Claims

1. A process for preparing a meat analog which com-
prises the steps of forming a dry protein mix which com-
prises from 30% to 100% by weight of edible protein;

adjusting the moisture content of the dry mix to form a

dough-like protein wet mix; creping the protein wet mix
to form a coherent workable creped protein dough sheet;

aggregating the creped sheet by collecting the sheet into

a mass; and stabilizing the aggregate by heating at a

temperature of from 155° F. to 300° F. to form a co-

herent fiber mass resembling meat in appearance, texture,

and eating quality.

3,840,680
CARBON DIOXIDE GENERATING FOODSTUFF
PACKAGE WITH POLYETHYLENEIMINE LAYER
COMPOSITE PLASTIC FOIL

Heinrich Gottlieb Schmidt, Wedel, Holstein, and Dietrich
Stoltzenberg and Viktor Wolf, Hamburg, Germany, as-

signors to Lever Brothers Company, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 238,961

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 29, 1971,
P 21 15 211.4

Int. CI. B32b 9/04; B65b 55/00
U.S. CI. 426—126 4 Claims

1. An improved composite plastic foil containing a

gas-impermeable layer, a layer permeable to carbon di-

oxide and an intermediate adhesive layer consisting essen-

tially of polyethyleneimine with an average molecular

weight of at least about 3000 and a C:N ratio of about

2 to about 2.7, wherein the improvement comprises an
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intermediate layer at which the amount of polyethylene-

imine is from about 0.2 to about 10 g./m.^ of the com-
posite plastic foil.

3,840,681
MEAT PRODUCT

Joseph L. Bissett, 1410 N. Main St.,

Dayton, Ohio 45405
Continuation of application Ser. No. 200,851, Nov. 22,

1971, now Patent No. 3,717,473, which is a division of

application Ser. No. 825,150, May 16, 1969, now Patent

No. 3,635,732. This application Feb. 16, 1973, Ser.

No. 333,397
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Jan. 19, 1989, has been disclaimed
Int. CI. A22c 18/00

U.S. CI. 426—134 2 Claims

1. A meat product comprising an ejongated filet strip

of meat having generally parallel opposite side surfaces

and generally' parallel opposite edge surfaces, the width

of said strip defined between said edge surfaces being sub-

stantially greater than the thickness of said strip defined

between said side surfaces and the length of said strip

being substantially greater than said width, a plurality

of longitudinally spaced elongated skewers each including

a first portion extending laterally partially into said strip

from one of said edge surfaces and generally parallel to

said side surfaces, each said skewer further including a
handle portion projecting from said one edge surface to

provide for conveniently handling said product during

cooking and serving, said strip being adapted to be cut

between said skewers laterally from one edge surface

towards the other edge surface to define a filet section

for each of said skewers to provide for convenient separa-

tion and eating of said filet sections with the corresponding
said skewers.

3,840,682
WHIPPABLE TOPPING COMPOSITION AND
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING THE SAME

Hayato Kubota, Sadao Nakayama, and Teizaburo Tatei-
shi, Osaka, Japan, assignors to Fuji Oil Company, Ltd.,
Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 4,422, Jan. 20, 1970. This application
Jan. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 215,418

Int. CI. A23g 3/00; A23I 1/14
U.S. CI. 426—163 9 Claims

1. An oily composition suitable for providing whip-
pable topping which comprises an edible oil, fat, or mix-
ture thereof having a mehing point not less than 10° C,
0.08-3% by weight, calculated as acetone insoluble com-
ponents, of an unmodified phospholipid based on the
weight of said oil, fat, or mixture thereof and 0.1-3% by
weight of an edible hydrophilic surface active agent based
on the weight of said oil, fat, or mixture thereof, said
hydrophilic surface active agent being nonionic and being
selected from the group consisting of higher-fatty acid
esters of polyglycerols. higher-fatty acid esters of polyoxy-
ethylene sorbitane, higher-fatty acid esters of saccharose,
and monoglycerides of malic acid and citric acid.

3,840,683
EGG PRODUCT

David R. Strong, Norwalk, Conn., and Sutton Redfern,
White Plains, N.Y., assignors to Standard Brands In-

corporated, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,423

Int. CI. A131i/i2
U.S. CI. 426—177 11 Claims

1. A substantially cholesterol free egg product compris-

ing egg white, nonfat milk solids, vegetable oil and a

coloring agent comprising a mixture of beta-carotene and

an extract of plant xanthophylls in suitable proportions

and amounts to impart substantially the characteristic

color of whole eggs to said egg product.

3,840,684
DECAFFEINATED COFFEE

Thomas L. Fazzina, Port Chester, N.Y., Gary V. Jones,

Ramsey, N.J., and Richard P. Scelia, Harrison, N.Y.,

assignors to General Foods Corporation, White Plains,

N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 13, 1970, Ser. No. 19,489

Int. CI. A23f 7/00
U.S. CI. 426—193 10 Claims

1. A blend of "high grade" and '"low grade" roasted

and ground decaffeinated cofee having improved flavor

consisting essentially of at least 20% "high grade" coffee

which has been organic solvent decaffeinated, and at least

30% "low grade" coffee which has been water decaf-

feinated.

3,840,685
EMULSIFIED OIL AND SUGAR CEREAL COATING

AND PROCESS USING SAME
Angus Alexander Lyall and Robert John Johnston,

Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada, assignors to Nabisco,
Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,137
Int. CI. A23d 5/00; A231 1/40

U.S. CI. 426—201 34 Claims
1. A cereal coating process which comprises, in se-

quence, the steps of

(a) applying to prepared cereal particles a

syrupy oil-in-water emulsion having a temp:ratiire

in the range of from about 170° F. to about 240° P.,

said emulsion comprising by weight, based on the

total weight of said emulsion, 5%-32% of an edible

oil- or fat-derived oleaginous material, an aqueous
syrup solution containing 60-85% by weight of sugar

solids, and 0.5*^^-5% of an emulsifier consisting es-

sentially of distilled monoglycerides, said emulsion

containing, by weight, from about 9% to about 34%
of water; no heating being carried out during the ap-

plication of said emulsion to said cereal particles;

and
(b) drying the coated cereal particles at a temperature

and for a time sufficient to reduce the moisture con-

tent of said coated cereal particles to a level in the

range of 2.0% to 3.0% by weight of said particles,

while vigorously agitating the particles throughout
the drying step, thereby obtaining discrete, candy-
coated cereal particles.

3,840,686
METHOD OF COOKING AND THAWING

Mathew Hurwitz, 63 Oakland Ave.,
Auburndale, Mass. 02166

Original application July 21, 1971, Ser. No. 164,612, now
Patent No. 3,769,902. Divided and this application
July 18, 1973, Ser. No. 380,428

Int. CI. A23I 1/00
U.S. CI. 426—231 5 Claims

1. A method for thawing and/or cooking a foodstuff

which comprises:

(a) introducing a predetermined amount of water into

a thawer-cooker vessel having a bottom and a side

wall and having sealing means disposed at the upper
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edge of said side wall, a removable lid • extending
over the entire container, said lid having sealing
means to co-operatively engage said side wall sealing
means, latching means for securing said lid to said,
container so that said lid sealing means co-operatively
engage said side wall sealing means to form a closed
air-tight chamber containing only air entrapped with-m said chamber, heating control means to regulate
the temperature within said chamber, and purge-
venting means in combination with vacuum relief
means disposed on said vessel, said purge-venting
means automatically opening to the atmosphere when
vessel pressure exceeds a predetermined pressure
greater than about Mo p.s.i.g. and automatically clos-
mg to the atmosphere when vessel pressure falls
below said predetermined pressure, said vacuum
relief means allowing removal of said lid, and intro-
ducing said foodstuff onto holding means in said
vessel;

685

entrapped air leaving substantially air-free steam in
said vessel;

(d) conditioning said heating control means to revert
to a controlled cooking temperature below about
212° F. whereby steam temporarily ceases to be gen-
erated and whereby said purge-venting means auto-
matically closes and seals said vessel against the re-
entry of air into said vessel;

(e) completing the cooking operation under partial
vacuum at cooking conditions below 212° F. wherein
the transfer of heat to the food is via direct contact
condensation of said substantially air-free steam at
sub-atmospheric pressure onto said foodstuff;

(f) relieving said vacuum inside said vessel through
said purge-venting means so that said lid may be
unlatched and removed; and,

(g) removing said cooked foodstuff from said vessel.

3,840,687
INSECTICIDAL COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS

Donald Perry Wright, Jr., Pennington, Donald Frederic
Barringer, Jr., Trenton, and Donald Edward McKay,
Highland Park, N.J., assignors to American Cyanamid
Company, Stamford, Conn.

No Drawing. Application May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,338,now Patent No. 3,793,456, dated Feb. 19, 1974, which

i5
^

^^l^".".^*'?- '"'P^*'* °^ abandoned application Ser.No. 141,444, May 7, 1971. Divided and this applica-
tion Nov. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 414,054

IT«! ri .,.,J?- CI. AOln 9/20, 9/25
U.S. CI. 424—285 5 Claims

1. A method for controlling insects comprising apply-
ing to said insects an insecticidally effective amount of a
compound of the formula:

(b) closing and latching said vessel with said lid and
latching means whereby air is entrapped within said
vessel;

(c) heating said water in said vessel with said heating
control means to a temperature above about 212°
F. so that steam is generated which increases the

\—NHN=C

O

Rj

CN

wherein R is halo, alkyl of to 4 carbons, alkoxy of 1

cient to allow escaping steam to sweep all of said halo.
' ^ ' ^' '' hydrogen or

927 O.G.—24
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3,840,688

ELECTRIC FURNACE HAVING SPECIFICALLY
LOCATED TAP HOLE

Shigenori Tomioka, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Japan Metals &
Chemicals Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 336,855, Feb. 28, 1973. This application

Mar. 25, 1974, Ser. No. 454,196
Int. CI. F27b 14100

U.S. CI. 13-9 6 Claims

3,840,689
TONE GENERATOR FOR ELECTRONIC MUSICAL

INSTRUMENT
Akira Nakada, Hamamatsu, Japan, assignor to Nippon Gakki

Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha, Shinzuoka-ken, Japan
Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,508

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 31, 1971, 46-

22511; Mar. 31, 1971, 46-22512
Int. CI. GlOh 5106

U.S. CI. 84-1.01 5 Claims
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I. A refining electric furnace comprising a vessel having

side and bottom walls and an inlet opening through which
starting materials and carboneous reducing agents are placed
in the furnace, electrodes movably carried by a support so as

to be selectively dipped in the starting materials placed in the

vessel, and a tap hole bored through the side wall of the hous-
ing at a height H (cm) from inner surface of the bottom wall

of the vessel the electrodes being adapted to provide electric

currents through the starting materials in the furnace so as to

form a mixed solid starting material layer of mean thickness

H, (cm), a half-molten starting material layer of mean thick-

ness Hj (cm), a molten starting material layer, a carboneous
material layer, and a molten product metal layer in the fur-

nace in said order from the upper portion thereof, said mean
thicknesses being taken at a central portion of the furnace,

said height H of the tap hole satisfying the following condi-

tions.

1. A method for generating notes having reduced pitch
errors in an electronic musical instrument, the method com-
prising the steps of:

frequency-dividing a preselected frequency to produce a

plurality of preselected notes from an octave;

frequency-shifting said preselected frequency by a predeter-

mined modulating frequency to obtain a frequency
shifted signal;

frequency-dividing said frequency shifted signal to obtain

remaining notes of said octave other than said preselected

notes, to thereby reduce pitch errors in said remaining
notes.

3,840,690
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT WITH SINGLE
KEYBOARD PROVIDING SOUNDS AND EFFECTS

Athos Davoli, Via F. Lombardi 6, Parma, Italy (43100)
Filed Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 349.986

Int. CI. GlOh 1 100

U.S.CL 84-1.01 8 Claims

H = H3 -I- H,
P, = (Sg,H,+Sg2H2)/l,000
H3 = (P,/Sg3) X 1000

H, = KP,

here,

P, : extruding pressure being applied to the molten metal,

H.i : maximum head (cm) applicable to the molten prod-
uct metal layer for removal thereof from the vessel

through the tap hole,

H^ : minimum height (cm) of top level of molten product
metal layer to be formed on the vessel bottom wall, as

measured from the inner surface of the bottom wall.

Sg,: mean apparent density (g/cm'') of the mixed solid start-

ing material layer.

Sgji mean apparent density (g/cm'') of the half-molten start-

ing material layer,

Sg,: apparent density (g/cm^) of the molten product metal,

and

K ; a constant.

M I I MM I
=

i I

I. An electronic sound generator comprismg at least one
electronic note oscillator; a first portion of a keyboard con-

686
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nected to said oscillator to control by means of a first hand of
a musical performer the frequency of the oscillator, said oscil-

lator being connected also to the input of a frequency divider
circuit having at least as many outputs as the octaves to be
provided for the notes generated by said generator, and a

plurality of push-type electrical contact means arranged as a
second portion of a keyboard and each for connecting the
respective output corresponding to one of the several octaves
of the frequency divider circuit to at least one sound amplify-
ing and reproducing circuit, said second portion of keyboard
being arranged for operation by a second hand of the musical
performer and being in alignment with said first portion of
keyboard.

3,840,691

ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT WITH
AUTOMATIC RHYTHM SECTION TRIGGERED BY

ORGAN SECTION PLAY
Shimaji Okamoto, Hamamatsu, Japan, assignor to Nippon
Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha, Shizuoka-ken, Japan

Filed Oct. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 296,599
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 18, 1971,46-82353

Int. CI. GlOh 5106

U.S. CI. 84-1.03 10 Claims
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1. An electronic musical instrument comprising an organ
section for playing melody and accompaniment tones and
including a plurality of playing keys; and an automatic rhythm
section including a clock pulse oscillator generating repetitive

clock pulses, counters connected to said clock pulse oscillator

for counting down to submultiples of the frequency of said

clock pulses from said clock pulse oscillator, a rhythm pattern

pulse encoder connected to said counters for producing plural

sets of rhythm pattern pulse trains, each rhythm pattern pulse

train being comprised of a combination of different preset

output pulses from said counters, a rhythm selection circuit

coupled with said encoder to select the desired one or more
of the various rhythm pattern pulse trains from said encoder,
and a plurality of rhythm tone generators connected to said

selection circuit and being selectively triggered by the rhythm
pattern pulse train preselected by said rhythm selection circuit

to produce said preset one or more rhythm sounds in exact

timing with the tempo of the preselected rhythm pattern,

the improvement comprising:

a key depression detector coupled to the said playing keys
and generating a trigger pulse upon depression of said

keys,

a rhythm cycle end detector connected to at least one of

said counters and generating another trigger pulse upon
detection of the end of the counter cycle, and

a start-stop control circuit having inputs coupled to said key
depression detector and to said rhythm cycle end detec-

tor for receiving said trigger pulses and having an output
coupled to said clock pulse oscillator for generating a first

output signal for normally maintaining said clock pulse

oscillator inoperative, said start-stop control circuit in-

cluding means responsive to the trigger signal from said

key depression detector for generating a second output
signal to render said clock pulse oscillator operative upon
receipt of the trigger signal from said key depression

detector, and means responsive to the trigger signal from

said rhythm cycle end detector for generating said first

output signal to render said clock pulse oscillator inoper-

ative upon receipt of the trigger signal from said rhythm
cycle end detector, thereby automatically ending rhythm
performance at the end of each rhythm cycle.

3,840,692
COVER PLATE FOR ELECTRICAL OUTLETS,

SWITCHES, AND THE LIKE
Robert B. Wells, R.R. No. I, Box 140BB, Middlebourne, W.

Va. 26149
Filed Apr. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 352,057

Int. CI. H02g 3114

U.S. CI. 174-66 1 Claim

1. A cover plate adapted to completely cover a rectangu-

larly shaped conventional type electrical switch wall plate

secured by two screws to a conventional type electrical toggle

switch wiring device mounted in an electrical box type recep-

tacle secured in a wall opening, the switch having an operating

member projecting forwardly therefrom, the wall plate having

a rectangular aperture therein adapted for accomodating
therethrough the forwardly projecting operating member of

the switch, the switch plate including a pair of spaced apart

mounting openings in alignment with similarly spaced apart

and threaded openings provided in the switch for receiving

therethrough the two mounting screws in a threaded manner
for securing the switch plate to the switch device, the cover
plate comprising:

a rectangularly shaped substantially flat cover member
slightly larger than the wall plate to be covered thereby,

the cover member having a face surface and a back sur-

face, the back surface adapted to be placed in juxtaposi-

tion with the face surface of the wall plate in a manner
completely covering the same;

a flange like member formed integrally with the cover mem-
ber and disposed about the peripheral edges in a manner
projecting outwardly of the back surface of the cover
member and adapted to overlap all of the peripheral

edges of the wall plate and engage with the adjacent wall

surfaces about the wall opening to completely surround

and enclose the wall plate;

a pair of spaced apart mounting holes extending through the

cover member and disposed for alignment with the

mounting openings in the switch plate for receiving the

two mounting screws therein to secure the cover plate to

the switch wall plate;

a rectangular aperture in the cover member of a slightly

lesser width and length than the similarly provided rect-

angular aperture in the switch plate for accomodating the

forwardly projecting operating member of the switch

therethrough, the cover member aperture adapted for

alignment with the switch plate aperture upon mounting
of the cover member over the swich plate, the cover
member aperture for accommodating the forward pro-

jecting operating member of the switch including substan-

tially parallel spaced apart longitudinally extending side

edges;

a pair of rearwardly extending fiange members, each flange

member associated with one of the cover member aper-
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ture side edges, and each flange member having a trans-

versely extending opening provided therein; and

a pair of pin members each removably inserted in one of the

flange member openings and pointing in opposed trans-

versely extending directions, one pin member being asso-

ciated with each flange member, the flange members
disposed for insertion through the switch wall plate aper-

ture upon the placing of the cover plate over the switch

wall plate in an overlapping manner with the flange mem-
bers projecting rearwardly of the switch plate and with

the pin members inserted through their respective flange

member openings to engage with the rear surface of the

switch plate in a manner encapturing opposed portions of

the switch wall plate between the pin members and the

cover plate thereby assisting in retaining the cover plate

securely mounted in a tight manner to the switch plate.

^.VA^v^vv-'v^\vw'^^
•) STKfc^ESS STEI.
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1. An assembly for enveloping and insulating an igniter wire

from rocket motor exhaust gases comprising: an igniter arm

provided with a slot therein; an igniter wire disposed in said

slot, said wire being provided with an insulation covering; a

stainless steel shielding tube encompassing said insulated wire

and an insulator enclosing said wire and said tube for protec-

tion against erosion of said exhaust gases.

ELECTRCALLY
INSULATED
CONDOClDg^

CROSS-LINKED
ETHYLENE POLYMES

ETHYLENE
WIDE POLYMER

b. cross-linked ethylene polymer insulation wherein the

ethylene polymer was cross-linked on the said coated

conductor.

3,840,695

LIQUID CRYSTAL IMAGE DISPLAY PANEL WITH
INTEGRATED ADDRESSING CIRCUITRY

Albert G. Fischer, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,425

Int. CI. H04m J//4. 9130

U.S. CI. 358-61 10 Claims

3,840,693

IGNITER WIRE INSULATOR ASSEMBLY
John H. Honeycutt, Madison, Ala., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 8, 1974, Ser. No. 431,821

Int. CI. F41f 3104

U.S. CI. 174—70 R 2 Claims

3,840,694

CABLE WITH STRIPABLE INSULATION
Joseph John Luczak, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, assignor to

Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Filed June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,832

Claims priority, application Canada, June 26, 1972, 145642
Int. CI. HOlb im

U.S. CI. 174—120 SR 8 Claims

I. An electrically insulated conductor comprising:

a. an electrical conductor having a release agent coated

thereon, said release agent being a polymer of ethylene

oxide, and

, . Blut _-

("Sf°)cr«n -

I, SuOpanel

1. A color television display system comprising:

a liquid crystal layer exhibiting the property of rotating the

polarization plane of transmitted light in response to

application of an electric field across said liquid crystal

layer,

a front electrode member for said liquid crystal layer com-
prised of a layer of electrical conductive material trans-

missive to light positioned on one side of said liquid crys-

tal layer,

a back electrode member transmissive to light for said liquid

crystal layer comprised of a plurality of electrical conduc-

tive contact members on an insulating support member
positioned on the other side of said liquid crystal layer

with respect to front electrode,

a thin film transistor array comprising a plurality of spaced

apart interconnected transistors which are disposed upon
the insulating support member side facing the liquid

crystal layer, with individual transistors being spaced

between the electrical conductive contact members of

the back electrode member, and wherein each individual

transistor of the array is connected to an individual elec-

trical conductive contact member of the back electrode,

whereby potential is selectively addressable to said back

electrode contact members to thereby scan and rhodulatc

the rotation property of said liquid crystal layer,

a light source and means for directing substantially parallel

light toward said back electrode member,
a first linear polarizer member positioned between said light

source and said back electrode member,
a second linear polarizer member positioned on the oppo-

site side of said liquid crystal layer with respect to said

first polarizer member, said first and second polarizer

members oriented in the same direction and

a color filter member comprising a plurality of spatially

positioned different color filters positioned between said

first polarizer member and said back electrode member,
in which only one color filter aligned and associated with

only one of said back electrode contact members so that

only one primary color illuminates that back electrode

contact.
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3^40,696
SINGLE TUBE COLOR TELEVISION CAMERA WITH
RECOVERY OF INDEX SIGNAL FOR ELEMENTAL

COLOR COMPONENT SEPARATION
Ian MacDonald Green, Buckie, Scotland, assignor to EMI

Limited, Middlesex, England
Filed Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292,436

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 8, 1971,
46845/71

Int. CI. H04n 9106
U.S. CI. 358/45

G.n II.II G.B
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1. A colour television camera including a pick-up tube
having a light sensitive target which is exposed to incident

light from a scene to be televised, means for scanning said

target in a predetermined manner to derive output signals

from said pick-up tube, filter means arranged in the path of
said incident light to said target including sets of elements of
three different colours sufficient to determine the hue of the

incident light, the sets being cyclically repeating such that said

output signals include a carrier wave, of frequency determined
by the cyclic repetition of said sets and by the scanning, the
phase of said carrier wave being indicative of the hue of said

incident light, the filter means incorporating a further set of
cyclically recurring elements, some of which may be common
to said first mentioned sets, so spatially positioned in relation

to the first-mentioned sets that said output signals include also

an indexing signal, of half the frequency of said carrier wave,
circuit means, adapted to receive said output signals and to

separate the indexing signal from the carrier wave, including

a subtracting circuit and a delay component arranged to im-

part to said output signals a delay corresponding to 360° at the
frequency of said carrier wave, the subtracting circuit being
arranged to receive, over separate connections, said output
signals directly and after their passage through said delay
component and to form the difference between the direct and
delayed signals, further circuit means for doubling the fre-

quency of said indexing signal and means for utilising the
frequency doubled signal to derive the hue information from
said carrier wave.

,
3,840,697

COLOR TELEVISION SIGNAL DEMODULATION
SYSTEM

Gerald K. Lunn, Carleton, England, assignor to Motorola, Inc.,

Franklin Park, III.

Filed May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,705
Int. CI. H04n 9150

U.S. CI. 358/23 11 Claims
1. A demodulator system including in combination:
at least one synchronous demodulator having at least two

inputs and at least one output;

means coupled with one of the inputs of said demodulator
for supplying a modulated carrier signal thereto;

means coupled with the other of the inputs of said demodu-
lator for supplying a reference signal thereto at the fre-

quency of said carrier signal;

'^^'S '-"I |T^"fl V''''
_

' %. ITT' Tnt ^r\

2 Claims

PNP transistor turn-around circuit means coupled with the
output of said demodulator; and

utilization circuit means coupled with said turn-around
circuit means for utilizing the output thereof.

3,840,698
VIDEO SIGNAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Shigehiko Hinoshita, Yokohama; Yukihiko Minejima, Kawa-
saki, and Takao Moriya, Yamato, all of Japan, assignors to

Fujitsu Limited, Kawasaki, Japan
Filed July 17, 1973, Ser. No. 380,105

Claims priority, application Japan, July 19, 1972, 47-71597
Int. CI. H04n 7/12

U.S. CI. 178-6.8 8 Claims
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1. A picture transmission system for transmitting a video
signal of compressed bandwidth over a transmission medium
and for receiving and processing the transmitted video signal,

said picture transmission system comprising:

A. a transmitting station including:

a. means for dividing a picture into a plurality of blocks
and for regularly scanning and extracting video signals

at corresponding sampling points in the respective

blocks in a predetermined order,

b. a first frame memory for storing video signals of one
frame,

c. means for comparing picture elements of the video
signals from said scanning and extracting means with
those at the corresponding sampling points of the video
signals obtained by a preceding scanning and stored in

said first frame memory and for selecting the block of
the picture element of the video signal of the largest

level difference, and
d. means responsive to the output of said selecting means

for adding the picture element of the video signal of the

corresponding block with a signal indicating the block
and for transmitting them to a transmission line, and

B. a receiving station including:

a. a second frame memory for storing transmitted video
signals of one frame, and
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b. detecting means for detecting the block indicating
signal added to the picture element of the video signal

transmitted and for converting a picture element of the
video signal in the block of a picture in said second
frame memory corresponding to the block indicating
signal into the picture element of the transmitted video
signal.

3,840,700

MESSAGE DISPLAY DEVICE
Gilbert A. Robinson, 2441 E. Hermosa, Tempe, Ariz. 85282

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,748
Int. CI, H04n 5124

U.S. CI. 178-7.2 8 Claims

3,840,699
TELEVISION SYSTEM FOR ENHANCING AND

TRACKING AN OBJECT
William R. Bowerman, 1824 Mississippi St., Lawrence, Kans,
66044

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,876
Int. CI. H04n 5/26, 7/00

U.S. CI. 178-6.8
I Claim
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1. A tracking television system for enhancing the image of
an object having unique spectral reflection characteristics,

comprising

a. a first television camera adapted to scan a scene,
b. a second television camera adapted to scan said scene
and operatively connected to said first camera,

c. an optical filter mounted to said second camera and
having a passband characteristic corresponding to the
spectral characteristics of said object, said second camera
being sensitive only to said spectral characteristics,

d. circuit means connecting siad first and second cameras
for electronically combining the outputs of both cameras
whereby the image of said object will be enhanced with
respect to said scene.

e. tracking means responsive to the position of said object
for controlling the direction of both of said cameras,

f. said tracking means including gimbal means mounting
said cameras for movement about mutually perpendicular
axes, a pair of servo motors drivingly connected to said
gimbal means for moving said cameras about said axes in

response to directional signals and optical position sens-
ing means including a/silicon Schottky barrier dual axis

detector connected to said servo motors and positioned
to receive an image of said object focussed thereon, said
sensing means adapted to generate directional signals
corresponding to the position of said image, and
reference signal generating means connected to said

detector and error signal generating means connected to

said detector and to said reference signal generating
means for generating directional signals for said servo
motors.

g-

1. A message display device comprising in combination:
a frame.

a display assembly rotatably mounted on said frame for

presenting sequentially its display surfaces to a television

camera mountable on said frame,

at least one electrically energized information display meter
mounted on said display assembly,

a spindle fixedly mounted on said frame about which said

display assembly is rotatably mounted,
at least one commutator band mounted around said spindle,

means for electrically energizing said commutator band,
means connected to said meter for engaging said commu-
tator band for energizing said meter, and

means for rotating said display assembly.

3,840,701
FIBRE OPTICS ELEMENT FOR THE IMAGE
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM OF A FACSIMILE

Kaoru Tomii; Eiichi Miyazaki. and Tetsuhiko Tomiki, all of

Osaka, Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial

Company, Osaka, Japan
Filed Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 234,768

Int. CI. H04n 1/22

U.S. CI. 178-7.2 4 Claims

I. A bundle of optical fibers with the core element having
a refractive index n, comprising a first group of optical fibers
having one end thereof cut in a first plane and a second group
of optical fibers having one end thereof cut in a second plane,
said first plane skewed up to sin"' (I//i) relative to a third

plane normal to the lengthwise direction of said optical fibers
and said second plane being skewed at an angle smaller than
90° relative to said third plane.
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3,840,702

SIGNAL D STRIBUTION SYSTEM
Eric R. Woods, San Diego, Calif., assignor to General Dynam-

ics Corporation, San Diego, Calif.

Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,452
Int. CI. H04m I/OO

U.S. CI. 179-1 SW 6 Claims
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I. A signal distribution system which comprises

a. means for receiving a first multiplicity of input signals,

b. a plurality of groups of switches each for selectively

connecting each of said first multiplicity of input signals

to a plurality of groups of outputs, each of said output

groups having a second multiplicity of outputs,

c. means for separately receiving each of said outputs from

each of said second multiplicity of outputs,

d. each of said plurality of groups of switches comprising a

matrix of switches which includes a multiplicity of groups

of input switches equal in number to each said second

multiplicity of outputs, and an output switch, said input

switches each having

1

.

separate inputs for each of said first multiplicity of

input signals,

2. means for selectively connecting said input switch

inputs separately in groups to a plurality of different

input switch outputs, and

3. said groups of input switch outputs being equal in

number to said second multiplicity, said output switch

having

i. a plurality of inputs each for a separate one of said

input switches,

ii. a plurality of outputs equal in number to said second

multiplicity, and
iii. means for selectively connecting said output switch

inputs separately in groups to different ones of said

output switch outputs.

3,840,703

AUTOMATIC DISCONNECT CIRCUIT FOR REDUCING
DIAL PULSE DISTORTION AND NOISE IN A
SUBSCRIBER CARRIER TELEPHONE SYSTEM

James A. Stewart, Menio Park, Calif., assignor to GTE Auto*

matic Electric Laboratories Incorporated, Northlake, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 230,704, March 1, 1972, Pat.

No. 3,780,228. This application Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,802
Int. CI. H04h 1/08

U.S. CI. 179—2.5 R 31 Claims
1. Apparatus for automatically disconnecting a local sub-

scriber carrier battery charging circuit that is connected, in a

subscriber carrier telephone system including a physical sub-

scriber subset and a carrier subscriber subset, through a cable

pair to a central office power source from the latter during the

off-hook conditions produced on the cable pair by the physi-

cal subscriber subset, said apparatus comprising

a pair of input terminals for connection to associated lines

of a cable pair;

a pair of output terminals for connection to associated input

terminals of the charging circuit;

first means for selectively connecting said output terminals

to associated input terminals for connecting the charging

circuit through said apparatus to the power source;

second means for detecting an off-hook condition produced
on the cable pair by a physical subscriber subset;

third means responsive to operation of said second-

detecting means for opening said first-connecting means
to disconnect the charging circuit from the central office

power source;

said first-connecting means comprising a first transistor

having collector and emitter electrodes electrically con-

nected in series between one input and one output termi-

nal, and having a base electrode electrically connected to

^A

said third means; and fourth means connecting the other

input and other output terminals thereof, said first transis-

tor being conducting to connect and cut off to disconnect

the charging circuit and the power source; and

said second-detecting means comprising a Zener diode that

is electrically connected across said input terminals, said

diode conducting when the voltage applied thereto in

response to a line voltage is greater than the Zener break-

down voltage thereof and being cut off when this applied

voltage is less than the Zener voltage thereof;

said third means being responsive to nonconduction of said

diode for driving said first transistor into cutoff to discon-

nect said One input and one output terminals.

3,840,704

TIME DIVISION SWITCHING SYSTEM
Charles Richmond Baugh, Lincroft, N.J., assignor to Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories. Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Oct. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 405,679

Int. CI. H04j 3/00

U.S. CL 179—15 AQ 6 Claims
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first plurality of switching crosspoints, for establishing
connections in the second direction of said bidirectional
paths, each of said second plurality of switching cross-
points bearing a symmetrical relation to one of said first

plurality of switching crosspoints, and
C. control means for selectively interconnecting said first

plurality of switching crosspoints during a first time slot

and for selectively interconnecting said second plurality

of switching crosspoints during a second time slot, said
first and second time slots being mutually exclusive but
not necessarily contiguous.

3,840,705
DATA CHANNEL UNIT FOR A PCM TDM SYSTEM

William Frank Haskett, Suncook; Harold Frederick Wochholz,
Durham, both of N,H., and Dixon Brown Penick, Andover,
Mass., assignors to Northeast Electronics Corporation, Con-
cord, N.H.

Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,195

Int. CI. H04j 3100
U.S. CI. 179-15 A 8 Claims
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1. A data terminal for replacing a selected channel unit of

a multiplex PCM carrier transmission system which has:

a common transmission line;

a plurality of transmittiog channel units each providing a

low rate bit stream buffered in an output buffer;

a central channel clock and a channel switch responsive
thereto for multiplexing the channel units by connecting
the output buffer of each channel unit to the transmission
line only during a channel pulse allotted to that channel
unit; and

a central data clock for clocking the contents of the output
buffer connected to the transmission line at a high rate,

to thereby transmit over said line a high rate multiplexed
bit system;

said data terminal having a transmitter comprising:

means for generating a bit stream;

means for buffering the bit stream;

first internal clock means, distinct from said central clocks,

for generating a first clock train;

means for clocking the bit stream from the generating
means into the buffering means at the frequency of said

first clock train;

second internal clock means, distinct from said central

clocks, for generating a second pulse train at the fre-

quency of the transmission line;

means responsive to a selected channel pulse of the central

. channel clock for connecting the buffering means to the

transmission line for the duration of the last recited pulse;

means for clocking the contents of the buffering means
onto the transmission line at the frequency of the second
pulse train for the duration of said selected channel pulse;
and

means for synchronizing the first and second internal clock
means with the frequency of at least one of said central

clocks.

3,840,706

REMOTE TEST CIRCUIT FOR CARRIER TELEPHONES
Lester Q. Krasin, and Robert D. McCallum, both of Tulsa.

Okla., assignors to Seismograph Service Corporation, Tulsa,

Okla.

Filed Oct, 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,745
Int. CI. H04j 1116

U.S. CI. 179—15 BF 6 Claims
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1. An apparatus for indicating at a central office terminal
unit the operative status of a remote carrier telephone station

terminal comprising:

a switch at the central office terminal unit for reversing
polarity of DC. operating power for the remote station

terminal;

means at the remote station terminal for detecting the po-
larity reversal of the operating power and activating a

transmitter section of the station terminal in response
thereto causing the transmitter section to generate carrier

frequency energy; and
means within the central office terminal for indicating the

presence of station terminal carrier frequency energy and
whereby the operative status of the remote station termi-

nal becomes known.

3,840,707
INTERMEDIATE EXCHANGE FOR DIGITAL SIGNALS,
FOR CONNECTION OF ONE OF A NUMBER OF INLETS
TO A SPECIFIC OUTLET OF A NUMBER OF OUTLETS
Goran Anders Henrik Hemdal, Skarholmen, Sweden, assignor

to Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson, Stockholm, Sweden
Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,410

Claims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 22, 1971
16471/71

Int. CI. H04j 3100
U.S.CL 179-15 AQ 2 Claims

1. In a telecommunication system transmitting pulse code
modulated time division multiplex signals, an intermediate
exchange connecting arbitrary incoming pulse time position
channels on incoming links with arbitrary outgoing pulse time
position channels on outgoing links, said intermediate ex-
change comprising: a plurality of storage means, each of said
storage means being connected to a different one of said
incoming links, each of said storage means having a storage
position for each of the incoming channels of the link, each of
said storage positions having a first register for storing a pulse
coded modulated binary information word, a second register
for storing the address of the desired outgoing link for the
associated binary information word and third register for
storing the address of the desired outgoing channel for the
associated binary information word; marker means for loading
the desired outgoing link address and the desired outgoing
channel addresses in the respective second and third registers;
a clock register means for sequentially and cyclically generat-
ing each of the possible channel addresses; a plurality of chan-
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nel address comparator circuits, each of said channel address
comparator circuits having a first inlet connected to said clock
register means and a second inlet connected to one of said
third registers for storing a desired channel address whereby
each third register of each link is connected to a different
comparator circuit, each of said channel address comparator
circuits including means for generating an activation signal
upon detecting a predetermined relationship between the
address received for said clock register means and the address

L_.

•J

~-~^^

^-rSl £J

_J"°'

a speech detector to determine the activity status of N input
digital speech channels and to provide a different 9-bit
code word indicating the activity status of each of said

channels;

a status memory having its output coupled to the input of
said speech detector to provide a different 9-bit code
word indicating the previous activity status of each of said
channels;

an assignment control arrangement; and
a speech activity simulator coupled to said assignment con-

trol arrangement and between the output of said speech
detector and the input of said status memory to time
share said status memory with said speech detector and
to couple a control signal to said assignment control
arrangement indicating active speech channels, said con-
trol signal being produced by either one of said speech
detector and said activity simulator.

.'1. yi*2i ;*j;

•£Ji3vJ

J J

3,840,709
BUSY OUTLET GROUP CONTROL FOR SWITCHING

SYSTEM
Louis Joseph Cemy, Long Island, and Herbert Albert Rup-

precht, Farmingdale. both of N.Y., assignors to American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,405
Int. CI. H04m 3122

U.S.CL 179-18 EA 14 Claims

stored in the associated third register; a plurality of selectively
activatable decoder means, each of said decoder means being
connected to one of said channel address comparator circuits
for receiving activation signals therefrom and being connected
to the first and second register associated with said channel
address comparator circuit, each of said decoder means in-

cluding means when activated for transferring the information
word of its associated first register to an outgoing link indi-

cated by the address word stored in its associated second
register.

I

>-_.• . A>ll«

3,840,708
ARRANGEMENT TO TEST A TASI COMMUNICATION

SYSTEM
James M. Clark, Cedar Grove, N.J., assignor to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Nutley, N.J.

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,686
Int. CI. H04j 3114

12 ClaimsU.S.CL 179-15 BF
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1. An arrangement to test a TASI communication system
comprising:

1. A switching system having a switching network; a plural-

ity of groups of outlets terminating in the network, each group
representing a switching route toward a switching destination;
and, a plurality of control circuits, each control circuit effec-

tive, incident to registration therein of a signal designating a

particular switching destination, to initiate a searching opera-
tion for an idle outlet in at least one group representing a
switching route toward the particular switching destination;
wherein the improvement comprises

A. means controlled by any control circuit, upon the control
circuit finding an all-outlets-busy condition in a searched
group, for storing an indication of the busy condition of
the searched group;

B. means for erasing a stored group busy indication within
a prescribed time interval independent of the time dura-
tion during which the actual group busy condition exists;

C. and, means in each control circuit controlled by any
group busy indication stored in the storing means for
eliminating the indicated group from the searching opera-
tion of the control circuit.
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3,840,710

KEY TELEPHONE LINE CIRCUIT
Albert David Limiero, Denver, and John Paul Smith, Broom-

field, both of Colo., assignors to Bell Telephone Laboratories

Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,190
Int. CI. H04m 1100

IJ.S. CI. 179-99 10 Claims
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mounted in said passage, a spring in the passage pressing the

inner end of the rod against the pivot pin, the jamb side of the

jamb leaf having an opening therein exposing one side of the

rod, said side of the rod having a notch therein adjacent said

opening, and a push button electric switch mounted in said

opening with its button projecting into said notch while the

door leaf is in one of said positions, the side of said pivot pin

having a depression therein receiving the inner end of said rod
while the door leaf is in one of said positions, whereby rotation

of the pin as the door leaf is swung toward its other position

will cause the rod to move lengthwise of said passage, and one
end wall of said notch being positioned to push said projecting

switch button outwardly into the switch when the rod moves
the notch away from said opening.

3,840,716

DISCHARGE CONTROL SHIELD FOR HIGH VOLTAGE
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS INCLUDING A DIELECTRIC

BARRIER
George M. L. Sommerman; Owen Parish, and Alan H. Cook-

son, all of Pittsburgh. Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 306,493
Int. CI. HOlh 33/82

U.S. CI. 200— 148 R 13 Claims

1. A high-voltage electrical system comprising a pair of
spaced electrodes, one of which is tubular and encloses the

other, a dielectric voltage flashover barrier disposed between
said electrodes conveniently supported in said system but

spaced from at least one of said electrodes, dielectric filler

material, at least one discharge streamer control shield dis-

posed on said barrier forming a corner having a predeter-

mined relatively sharp radius of curvature between one side of
said discharge streamer control shield and the region of said

barrier immediately adjacent the region where said discharge

control shield is disposed upon said barrier, said discharge

streamer control shield having disposed thereon in said corner
said dielectric filler material in the form of a filet between said

side of said barrier and said adjacent region of said shield to

deter the initiation of an electrical streamer from said shield

in the region of said filct.

3,840,717

MANUALLY OPERATED ROTARY SWITCH AND
COMBINATION LOAD CONTACT-FUSE CLIP

THEREFOR
Ronald G. Pekrul, Southington, and Louis T. Stegmaier, Plain-

ville, both of Conn., assignors to General Electric Company,
New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,979
Int. CI. HOlh 9//0. H02b 1/18

U.S. CI. 200-284 9 Claims
1. A low profile, heavy duty rotary switch comprising an

insulated housing having interior walls dividing the interior of

the housing into a plurality of switching chambers for isolating

the contacts of the circuits of different phases to be controlled

by the switch from each other, a rotor journalled by said

housing and mounting a plurality of switching blade means for

rotation therewith, said switching blade means being axially

spaced along said rotor with each of said switching blade

means being positioned in one of said switching chambers, a

load contact positioned in each of said switching chambers to

cooperate with an associated switching blade means for open-

ing and closing one of the circuits, a support for each said load

contact, each said support spanning each respective switching

chamber and mounted by the walls on each side of the cham-
bers, said load contacts extending downwardly from said

supports between said walls and parallel to the plane of rota-

tion of each said switching blade means, and means securirfg

each said load contact to each said support intermediate the

ends of said supports.

3.840,718

DRUM GROOVING APPARATUS AND METHOD
Robert D. Myers, West Aliis, Wis., assignor to Harnischeger

Corporation, W. Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 386,152

Int. CI. B23k 9/00

U.S. CI. 219-68 17 Claims

1. A drum grooving apparatus for producing a helical

groove on the periphery of a metal drum, comprising a rotat-

ing means having a horizontal support means for rotating the

drum about its own axis and means to drive said support

means at a constant speed, a carriage means movable longitu-

dinally of said support means and drum, a cutting torch means
mounted on said carriage and having a cutting electrode hav-

ing an arc end aligned with the side periphery of the drum and
essentially in a horizontal plane through the center of the

drum and operable to establish an electric arc to said drum to

remove surface metal from the drum to form a groove therein,

said cutting torch means including contact means releasably

coupled to the drum to establishing an arc current path, a fluid

jet means located to produce a fluid jet essentially only ap-

plied to the upper side of the arc to remove the metal without
disruption of the arc, and means to actuate said carriage

means in synchronism to said support means to move said
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carriage means at a constant speed and form said helical nals substantially immediately adjacent the periphery of the
groove in said drum with an essentially finished surface. secondary winding and electrically and mechanically con-

\ 3,840,719
SPOT WELDING MACHINE

Daniel W. Cobbe, Jamestown, N.Y., assignor to M & O Metal
Products, Jamestown, N.Y.

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 360,112
Int. CI. B23k 9/12

U.S. CI. 219-80 9 Claims

1. A welding machine comprising a frame,

a work carrier,

means supporting said work carrier on said frame for longi-

tudinal movement thereon,

a first electrode and a second electrode,

an electrode support on said frame,

means including resilient means supporting said electrodes

on said electrode support.

air cylinder means supported on said electrode support for

moving said electrodes toward and away from each other,

support means supporting said electrode support for

movement laterally thereon,

and means for moving said electrode support vertically on
said frame relative to said work carrier.

3,840,720

THREE-PHASE TRANSFORMER-RECTIFIER ASSEMBLY
FOR A WELDER

Edward Russell Wolf, 4651 Wolverine Dr., Saginaw, Mich.

48603
Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 337,813

Int. CI. B23k 9/10

U.S. CI. 219-116 19 Claims
1. In a manually operated direct current welder having a

portable welding head and a three-phase transformer-rectifier

assembly comprising theec single-phase transformer-rectifier

assemblies comprising first, second, and third terminals elec-

trically connected to the secondary winding respectively at the

two ends and the center thereof said first, second, and third

terminals being mechanically attached and electrically con-
nected, without any intervening conductor structure, directly

to said secondary winding and said first, second, and third

terminals being spatially located substantially immediately
adjacent the periphery of the secondary winding, and first and
second rectifiers carried by said first, second, and third termi-

nected to said terminals to provide full-wave rectified voltage
substantially at the periphery of the secondary winding.

3,840,721
AUTOMATIC CONTROL FOR ION MILLING MACHINE
Gaines W. Monk, Alexandria, Va., assignor to Commonwealth

Scientific Corporation, Alexandria, Va.

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,024
Int. CI. B23k 15/00

U.S.CL 219-121 EB 13 Claims

I. In an ion milling machine of the type having a housing,
means in said housing for holding a sample to be milled, and
means for directing at least one ion beam onto a sample in said

holding means the improvement comprising;

means for receiving radiation from said sample resulting

from milling by said ion beam and producing a signal

which varies as a function of the quantity of radiation

received,

means of mounting said receiving and producing means in

said housing so that in a detecting position the radiation

is received from said sample and accordingly said signal

varies as a function of the thickness of said sample.

means for periodically shifting said mounting means from a

rest to said detecting position including timing means for

shifting as a function of time a controlled switch means
from a first to second electrical condition, and means
connected to said controlled switch means for causing

said mounting means to move to align said receiving and
producing means with the ion beam received from said
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sample when said controlled switch means shifts from

said first to said second electrical condition, and

means connected to said receiving and producing means for

preventing said directing means from directing said ion

beam onto said sample after said signal indicates a desired

thickness has been reached.

' 3,840,722

;
WELDING APPARATUS

Rolf Mayer, and Max Speckhart, both of Giengen, Germany,
assignors to Robert Bosch Hausgerate GmbH, Giengen,

Germany
Filed May 25, 1973, Ser. No. 364,078

Claims priority, application Germany, June 2, 1972,

7220760
Int. CI. HOSb 1 100

U.S. CI. 219-243 8 Claims

'> ^' 3i '5 M 16 " 12 23 ,3 20

outlet path surrounding said fan, a heating element assembly

and means for supporting said heating element assembly in

said housing with respect to said fan, the improvement com-

prising said heating element assembly including:

at least one annular support core arranged concentrically

about said fan in the annular outlet path,

thin-heating wire wound about said at least one support

core.

1. A welding apparatus, particularly for the thermal welding

of foils, sheets and like articles, comprising a housing having

a chamber; a welding module installed in said chamber, said

module being removable from and reinsertable into said

chamber as a unit and including means for supporting at least

portions of articles to be welded, heating means connected to

said supporting means for heating the articles at least in the

regions where a welded joint is to be produced, and regulating

means secured to said supporting means for regulating the

heating action of said heating means upon the articles to be

welded; and means for releasably securing said welding mod-
ule as a unit to said housing, said securing means including an

externally threaded member and a mating internally threaded

member, one of said members being provided on said housing

and the other of said members being provided on said module.

3,840,723

ELECTRIC HEATING UNIT FOR DRYING HOOD
Helmut Ohnmacht, and Klaus Meywald, both of Kandel/Pfalz,

Germany, assignors to Fritz Eichenauer, Kandel/Pfalz, Ger-

many
Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,740

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 4, 1971,

2144361
Int. CI. HOSb 3100; A45d 20138; F24h 3104

U.S. CI. 219—368 15 Claims

1. In a heating unit having a housing, a radial-flow fan

mounted in said housing, said fan being of the type having an

axial air intake and providing radial air flow in an annular

iftoi^tosf^d^

two annular plates of insulating material for holding said

support core annularly about said fan, said two plates

being spaced apart by a small distance, such that said

support core is held therebetween, and

a plurality of holding straps secured to at least one of said

two plates for holding said support core between said two

plates.

3,840,724

SCALAR MULTIPLIER
Robert W. Tripp, Tuckahoe, N.Y., assignor to Inductosyn

Corporation, Valhalla, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,264

Int. CI. H03k2//-?r;

U.S. CL 235-92 DM 8 Claims
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the stationary mode of operation of said first sensor appa-
ratus;

second sensor apparatus and circuit means therefor provid-

ing an electrical output signal corresponding to a mag-
netic pole force vector //;

first circuit means coupled to said first sensor apparatus,

being responsive to said composite output signal and
providing an output signal corresponding to the deriva-

tive of the scalor magnitude of said composite output
signal;

a logic circuit coupled to the output of said first circuit

means and being responsive to the output signal thereof

to generate a control signal when the derivative of said

composite output signal is substantially zero;

a clamping circuit having an input coupled to said first

sensor apparatus and being activated by said control

signal from said logic circuit to clamp said composite
signal during a moving mode of said sensor to remove the

vector component signal G from said composite output
signal to thereby provide substantially only said vector

component signal A-

double integration circuit means coupled to said clamping
circuit and being responsive to the vector component
signal A, performing a double integration with respect to

time on said vector component signal A to provide electri-

cal output signal 5 corresponding to distance;

first vector operation circuit means coupled to said second
sensor means and being responsive to the magnetic vector

signal H provided thereby and to said first sensor appara-

tus, being responsive to said vector component signal G
when said vector component signal A is substantially zero

and including means for normalizing the scalor value of

the signal G to unity and maintaining said unity value

substantially constant and means performing the vector

operation H - (G H ) G = H/, and providing an electrical

output signal H„ which is a component of the vector

signal H along a substantially horizontal plane;

second vector operation circuit means coupled to said first

vector operation circuit means and said electrical output

signal H„ provided thereby and said second circuit means
and said output signal 5 provided thereby and including

circuit means performing the vector operation //„ 5 = 5v
and providing an electrical output signal Sv which is a

north compass coordinate component signal of 5,

third vector operation circuit means coupled to said first

sensor apparatus, being responsive to the vector compo-
nent signal G when said vector component signal A is

substantially zero and said first vector operation circuit

means and said electrical output signal H,, provided

thereby and said second circuit means and said output

signal S provided thereby, including circuit means per-

forming the vector operation G x //^ 5 = 5^ and provid-

ing an electrical output signal 5/, which is an east compass
coordinate component signal of 5; and

means coupled to said electrical output signals Sv and 5^

providing a visual representation thereof.

3,840,727

BINARY MULTIPLICATION BY ADDITION WITH NON-
VERLAPPING MULTIPLIER RECORDING

Gene M. Amdahl, Saratoga; Michael R. Clements, and Lyie C.

Topham, both of Santa Clara, all of Calif., assignors to

Amdahl Corporation, Sunnyvale, Calif.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,226
Int. CI. G06f 7154

U.S. CI. 235-164 9 Claims
1. In a data processing system wherein an operand B is

multiplied by an operand A where A includes the non-

overlapping bytes A/, to form the product P an apparatus for

performing the operation (Ai)(B) + C(i-\) = R\(i),R2(i)

comprising

a recodcr for recixling the bytes Ai into an jf-bit code.

multiple gate means for forming x partial sums of said oper-

and B under control of said jc-bit code,

a multiple input adder for receiving the x partial sums from

said multiple gates for concurrently adding said partial

sums and C(/— 1 ) to form the partial results R\(i), Rl(i).

3,840,728

MAGNETO-REACTANCE DEVICE
Shoei Kataoka, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Agency of Industrial

Science and Technology, Tokyo, Japan
Filed June 10, 1966, Ser. No. 556,600 •

Int. CI. G06g 7116: HOIv 5100
U.S. CL 235-194 15 Claims

1. A magneto-reactance element comprising

at least one semiconductor,

a pair of current terminals defining a current path and
disposed on said semiconductor, and

at least one reactance incorporated with said semiconduc-
tor at angles to said current path of said semiconductor,
whereby a circuit is formed therewith and a reactance is

produced across said current terminals dependent upon
the strength of at least one magnetic field.

3,840,729

PNEUMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC
ALIGNMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLE HEADLIGHTS

Rudolf Andres, Sindelfingen; Hermann Moller, Aidlingen, and
Franz Seyfried, Sindelfingen, all of Germany, assignors to

Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft, Stuttgart, Germany
Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,180

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 2, 1971,
2149269

Int. CI. B60q 1110
U.S. CL 240-7.1 LJ 44 Claims

I. A control installation for automatically aligning motor
vehicle headlight means on motor vehicles of the type having
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axles and a superstructure which is relatively movable with
respect to at least one of said axles; said installation compris-
ing:

first adjusting motor means actuable in response to supply
of a pressure medium to said first adjusting motor means,
first interconnecting means for interconnecting said first

adjusting motor means to said headlights such that actua-
tion of said first adjusting motor means effects changes in

the inclination of said headlights with respect to the su-

perstructure,

first circuit means for substantially continuously supplying
a pressure medium during operation of said vehicle,

control valve means movable between a first control valve
position for communicating said first adjusting motor
means with said pressure medium in said first circuit
means to actuate said first adjusting motor means and a

second control valve position for communicating said

first adjusting motor means with other than said pressure
medium,

control installation means for automatically and continu-
ously controlling the movement of said control valve
means- in response to relative changes in position of at

least one of said axles with respect to said superstructure
during operation of said vehicle, including during at least

a portion of the operation of said vehicle with said vehicle
in motion,

and headlight position maintaining means for maintaining
the respective instantaneous position of the headlight
means for a predetermined period of time in the event of
a temporary predetermined reduction in magnitude of the
supply of said pressure medium during operation of said

vehicle.

3,840,730
PNEUMATICALLY OPERATING CONTROL SYSTEM
FOR AUTOMATIC ALIGNMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLE

HEADLIGHTS
Rudolf Andres, Sindelfingen; Hermann Moller, Aidlingen, and
Franz Seyfried, Sindelfingen, all of Germany, assignors to
Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,181
Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 2, 1971,

2149267

Int. CL B60q 1110
U.S. CI. 240-7.1 LJ 18 Claims

1. In a control installation for the automatic and continuous
alignment of motor vehicle headlights, said control installation

being of the type having at least one adjusting motor means
and control shifting means for aligning the motor vehicle

headlights in response to control means for detecting a change
of distance between at least one axle in a motor vehicle and
the body of the motor vehicle, said adjusting motor means and

said control shifing means being connected by a connecting
line, the improvement comprising means for eliminating throt-

tling effects in said connecting line during braking and accel-

eration operations of the motor vehicle, said means for elimi-
nating being connected in said connecting line between said
adjusting motor means and said control shifting means.

3,840,731

FOG LIGHT FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
Helmut Saufferer, Esslingen/N, Germany, assignor to Daimler-
Benz Aktiengesellschaft, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 163,675
Claims priority, application Germany, July 18, 1970,

2035741

Int. CL F21v 9100
U.S. CL 240-9.5 g Claims

1. A lighting and observation installation for a motor vehicle
which improves vehicle driver visibility during foggy weather
conditions; said installation comprising: motor vehicle fog
lights having means for radiating polarized light over an area
in front of a motor vehicle which supports said fog lights, and
analyzer means positioned on said vehicle in a position inter-

posed between a portion of the vehicle occupied by the eyes
of a vehicle driver and said area in front of the motor vehicle,
said analyzer means including means for controlling the rela-
tive amount of light reflected from objects in said area and
from fog droplets in said area which reaches the driver's eyes,
wherein said analyzer means is mounted for rotatable move-
ment in its plane to accommodate adjustment of the analyzer
means by the driver so that the relative amounts of light re-

flected from objects and fog droplets can be readily varied by
the driver for varying fog and road conditions to optomize the

difference between the light reflected from the objects and the
fog droplets.
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3,840,732

REFLECTIVE LIGHT BOX
Arnold Cohen, 408 W. I5th St., New York, N.Y. 10011

Filed Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,145
Int. CI. G09f 13108

U.S. CI. 240-10 R

said sealing surfaces, whereby a uniform pressure is estab-

lished along the entire sealing surface of said cover irrespec-

tive of the pressure of said first fluid.

6 Claims

1. A reflective light box comprising in combination:

A. structural support members forming the side and back

walls of the light box;

B. light means contained within said light box;

C. a display face forming the front wall of the light box and

comprising a plurality of shaped, translucent members
and a plurality of shaped, reflective members, said reflec-

tive members being so arranged and constructed as to

outwardly reflect external images.

3,840,733

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR IMPROVED
MAINTENANCE OF LUMINAIRES

Marcel Stein, 560 Riverside Dr., New York, N.Y. 10027

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280.334

Int. CI. F21s 1110; F16j 15/46

U.S. CI. 240- 1 1 .2 R 8 Claims

I. In a luminairc comprising a housing and a cover defining

a sealed interior adapted to contain a first fluid under pres-

sure, an illumination source within said interior having the

effect of heating and thereby increasing the pressure of said

first fluid when operating, means for supplying electrical oper-

ating power to said illumination source, a device for indicating

a loss of gas pressure within said interior, said indicating de-

vice comprising a chamber external to but in fiuid communi-

cation with said interior, and pressure sensitive control means

in said chamber for operating said indicating device when the

pressure in said interior falls below a predetermined level

while said illuminating source remains operational, and means

for establishing a seal along the entire circumferential sealing

surfaces of said housing and said cover including a resilient

gasket having an outer wall extending along the sealing sur-

faces and including a hollow interior, and means for introduc-

ing a second fluid under pressure into said hollow interior of

said gasket to cause said walls of said gasket to press against

3,840,734

LIGHTING DEVICES
John Anderson Oram, Osborne Cottage, Heath Rd., Leighton

Buzzard, England

Filed Oct. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 407,353

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 19, 1972,

48263/72
Int. CI. F21m

U.S. CI. 240-41 R 4 Claims

7-\ r^^S^irV-i^ 2 12 hS 36

1. A lighting device, comprising

a main housing cast in metal with cooling fins therein,

a cup-shaped rcfiector mounted in a cup-shaped cavity in

the reflector,

a glass cover-plate sealed over the mouths of the cavity and

rcfiector,

a tungsten-halogen electric lamp mounted in the housing

and projecting through an aperture in the rear of the

rcfiector with the filament of the lamp at the focus of the

rcfiector,

a ceramic ring mounted in a bore in the metal housing and

in heat-conducting contact therewith,

a metal ring closely fitting a bore in the ceramic ring,

a fiange on the lamp in close contact with the said metal

ring,

a spring urging the said lamp, fiange, metal ring and ceramic

ring forwardly to the position in which the said filament

is at the said focus,

a cover-plate sealed over the rear of the housing,

and a supply cable sealed through an entry into the housing.

3,840,735

VANDAL RESISTANT AND WEATHERPROOF LIGHTING
FIXTURE

Kingsley Chan, New York, N.Y., assignor to Lightolier Incor-

porated, Jersey City, N,J.

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 386,016

Int. CI. F21v 17/00

U.S. CI. 240—41.55 8 Claims

1. A vandal resistant lighting fixture comprising, in combi-

nation, a light shell member having a depending open periph-

eral track portion, including parallel inner and outer side wall

portions and a top wall, said inner wall portion of said track

portion defining a downwardly facing open mouth, a resilient

gasket seated in said track against said top wall, a lighting

means supported interiorly of said light shell member, mount-

ing means within said light shell for attaching said shell to an

external support, said lighting means and mounting means
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being accessible only through said mouth portion, a diffuscr

shell adapted to be secured in sealing relation of said mouth
of said light shell and including an upwardly directed rim
member, said rim member of said diffuscr shell including an
upwardly facing terminal lip, said rim member of said diffuscr

shell being sized to fit in internal nested relation within the
track portion of said light shell, said rim being slidable be-

3,840,736
APPARATUS f6r CONTROLLING VEHICLES AT

JUNCTION POINTS
Tetsumasa Asano; Hiroshi Takamiya, and Yoshinobu

Morimoto, all of Himeji, Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi
Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 27, 1972," Ser. No. 301,489
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 27, 1971, 46-

85287; Oct. 28, 1971, 46-85862; Oct. 28, 1971, 46-85863;
Oct. 29, 1971, 46-86131

Int. CI. B61I.?/22
U.S. CI. 246-63 R 7 Claims

J ; 5
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I. An apparatus for controlling a vehicle comprising:

a first plurality of ground elements placed at predetermined
intervals along a main line,

a second plurality of ground elements placed at predeter-

mined intervals along a first branch of said main line,

a third plurality of ground elements placed at predeter-

mined intervals along a second branch of said main line,

all of said ground elements generating output signals as

said vehicle passes said ground elements,

a plurality of adding devices coupled to said ground ele-

ments for progressively summing said output signals and

for generating output signals indicating said progressive

summing.
control means responsive to said progressive summing out-

put signals for regulating the speed of said vehicle and the
spacing between said vehicle and other vehicles,

auxiliary control means responsive only to output signals

generated by said second and third pluralities of ground
elements; and,

circuit means responsive to said auxiliary control means for

controlling said vehicle in a zone where said first and
second branch lines merge with said main line.

3,840,737
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING

DIRECTION OF OPERATION IN A VEHICLE CONTROL
SYSTEM

Robert C. Hoyler, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed July 6, 1973, Ser. No. 376,976
Int. CI. E611 3/18

U.S. CI. 246-63 R 7 Claims

Iween releasing and locking positions within said track, said
rim member and truck portion including cooperative cam and
follower means positioned to coact responsive to relative

sliding movement of said rim within said track to said locking
position to urge said lip of said diffuscr shell into contact with
said gasket and to prevent relative separating movements of
said shells.
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1. In a vehicle control system for controlling at least one
vehicle traveling over a vehicle travel path which is divided

into a plurality of signal conductive vehicle control blocks, the

combination comprising:

means for introducing a first vehicle speed command signal,

which may have a zero speed or non-zero speed value,

into one end of a given vehicle control block;

means for introducing a second vehicle speed command
signal, which may have a zero speed or non-zero speed
value, into the other end of said given vehicle control

block; and
means responsive to one of said one vehicle sensing said

first vehicle speed command signal having a non-zero
speed value and said second vehicle speed command
signal having a zero speed value for automatically permit-

ting said one vehicle to travel toward said one end of said

given vehicle control block, and said one vehicle sensing

said first vehicle speed command signal having a zero

speed value and said second vehicle speed command
signal having a non-zero speed value for automatically

permitting said one vehicle to travel toward said other

end of said given vehicle control block.

3,840,738

OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MEANS
FOR MINIMIZING MATERIAL DISPERSION

George Sanford Indig, Bernards Twp., Somerset County, and
Peter Michael Rentzepis, Millington, both of N.J., assignors

to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,733
Int. CI. H04b 9/00

U.S. CI. 250-199 21 Claims
1. Optical communications system including generating

means comprising first means for producing electromagnetic
wave energy with a center frequency within the wave length

range of 50()/xm to 1,000 Angstrom units, including second
means for modulating such energy so as to alter a parameter
of such wave energy, said parameter being selected from the

group consisting of amplitude, frequency, and phase, said first

and second means being adapted for generating envelopes of
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electromagnetic wave energy, said envelopes being definable

by a spectral width having a length measurable in time, said

length corresponding with at least one of the said parameters;

a transmission line of a real medium evidencing a variation in

velocity dependent upon wavelength; means for introducing

envelopes of electromagnetic wave energy as produced by

said first and second means into said line at a first position;

and at least one detector responsive to envelopes extracted

from said transmission line at a position in the transmission

line spaced from the said first position, characterized in that

^*vl>.l^ . *Dpjaa' s
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3,840,740

IMAGING DEVICE HAVING SOLID-STATE TARGET
Richard D. Stewart, Camillus, N.V., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Owensboro, Ky.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,985

Int. CI. HOlj 39/12

U.S. CI. 250-211 J 9 Claims
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at least one sampling means is provided for extracting sample

envelopes of electromagnetic wave energy from unsampled

envelopes, said samples envelopes being characterized by a

spectral width which is less than but contained within that of

the said unsampled envelopes as produced by said first and

second means;

whereby the unsampled pulse during traversal within the

said real medium is increased in time length due to the

said wavelength dependent velocity variation and a sam-

pled pulse of lessened time length is produced.

3,840,739

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR TRACKING A RAISED
EDGE WITHOUT SHADOW INTERFERENCE

Alvin B. Coulter, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to The Gerber

Scientific Instrument Company, South Windsor, Conn.

Filed Aug. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 385,276

Int. CI. G05b UOO
U.S. CI. 250-202 31 Claims

1. A solid state radiation sensitive device for the conversion

of radiation into electrical charge in the presence of high

background radiation comprising:

a. an array of radiation-sensitive cells formed in a substrate

of semiconductor material, each of said cells comprising

a plurality of contiguous charge storage regions in said

substrate;

b. means for exposing said radiation-sensitive cells to radia-

tion to generate charge comprising minority carriers in

said cells, said minority carriers being stored in at least

one of said charge storage regions;

c. means for reducing the capacity of said charge storage

region having the minority carriers stored therein suffi-

ciently to cause the minority carrier charge stored therein

to flow into an adjacent charge storage region in said

array;

d. means for reducing the capacity of said other charge

storage region to a predetermined level sufficient to pro-

vide storage for minority carrier charge attributable to

background radiation levels but insufficient to retain

charge attributable to image radiation to thereby inject

said image charge into said substrate

e. means for sensing the resultant image charge injected intp

said substrate; and

f. means for subscquentK injecting said charge attributable

to background radiation into said substrate.

3,840,741

SEMICONDUCTOR DELAY LINE DETECTOR FOR
EQUALIZATION OF OPTICAL FIBER DISPERSION

Hans Melchior, Basking Ridge, N.J., assignor to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

File'd Sept. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 398,419

Int. CI. GOlj 3134- G02b 5114

U.S. CI. 250-211 J II Claims

.lH—^ [J'

I. Apparatus for tracking the raised edge of an object, said

raised edge having an inner side facing inwardly of the object

and an outer side facing outwardly of the object, comprising:

means for supporting the object with the raised edge on a

smooth surfaced member;
tracking means mounted above said surfaced member for

selected motion with respect thereto and operable to

follow the edge 'of the object;

means for determining the direction of motion of said track-

ing means during the edge following operation; and

illuminating means capable of directing light from different

positions toward either side of the raised edge and re-

sponsive to the direction determining means to selectively

illuminate segments of the raised edge being followed

from positions selected to direct light toward the outer

side of the edge.

1. A photodetection apparatus for equalization of optical

fiber dispersion which comprises a depleted semiconductor

body portion of a semiconductor body located such that said

optical radiation after emerging from the fiber is incident

upon said portion, said depleted portion terminated in said

body by detection means characterized by charge carrier gain.
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said portion being located with respect to the fiber such that

the components which are more delayed in the fiber are inci-

dent on the depleted semiconductor body portion at positions

less remote from the detection means than other components
which arc less delayed in the fiber.

3,840,742
MASS FILTER ELECTRODE AND SUPPORT STRUCTURE
Geoffrey William Ball, "Apple Patch", Bellingdon Rd., Che-
sham, England

Filed Jan. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 217,600
Int. CI. HOlj 39134

U.S. CI. 250-292 6 Claims

1. A mass spectrometer comprising an ion source, an ion

filter and an ion detector, said ion filter comprising an elon-

gated unitary tubular support member formed of insulating

material, said tubular support member defining a passage
which extends between said ion source and said ion detector,
at least two electrodes disposed in said passage, at least one of
said electrodes comprising an elongate hyperbolic plate of
conductive material and of substantially the same length as

said tubular support member, said hyperbolic plate is sup-

ported within said tubular member with the convex surface

thereof facing the other of said electrodes, means for applying

a voltage having an arbitrary periodical function of time /If)

to at least said plate electrode and thereby creating a time-

periodical field the potential of which is general quadratic

function

of the rectangular coordinates x, y, z of the electrode arrange-

ment, a, /3 and y being constants satisfying the equation a +
fi
= y.

3,840,743

ION MICROANALYZER
Hifumi Tamura, Hachioji, and Toshio Kondo, Sagamihara,

both of Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,683

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 28, 1972, 47-9866

lift. CI. HOlj? 7/26

30 ClaimsU.S. CI. 250-307

for analyzing secondary ions emitted from said specimen by
ion impingement; and detecting means for detecting the out-

put of said mass analyzing device, the improvement which
comprises first control means for periodically varying the

focus of said ion lens, said first control means including first

signal source means for supplying a first periodic signal to said

ion lens, and second control means for periodically inhibiting

the output of said detecting means in synchronism with the

intensity variation of said ion lens.
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3,840,744
APPARATUS FOR CLEANING A CORONA DISCHARGE

STRAND
Clarence L. Hedman, Jr., Campbell. Calif., assignor to SCM

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,178
Int. CI, G03g 15100

U.S. CI. 250-324 9 Claims

1. In a corona discharge apparatus:

a corona discharge strand having at least one axial portion
effective for depositing charge onto the surface of a mem-
ber moving relative to said corona discharge strand and
having another portion thereof remote from said surface;

means for effecting axial translation of said strand for

changing that portion of the strand effective for deposit-

ing charge onto said surface, said means for effecting

axial translation including first and second spaced rotat-

able members;
a junction forming said strand into an endless loop around

said rotatable members and being part of the remote
portion of the strand, the junction being substantially

larger than the strand;

means for sensing the junction;

control means responsive to sensing of the junction and
alternately effecting said translation in opposite direc-

tions;

means disposed adjacent the strand for cleaning accumu-
lated debris therefrom in response to axial translation of
the strand.

3,840,745

DETECTOR BIAS VOLTAGE CONNECTION
John C. Sunderland, Redwood City, Calif., assignor to Capin-

tec. Inc., Mount Vernon, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 280,947

Int. CI. GOlt 1116, 1/18

U.S. CI. 250-336 7 Claims

1. In an ion microanalyzer comprising ion beam generating
means including an ion source device for emitting an ion

beam; at least one ion lens disposed along the path of said ion

beam for focusing said ion beam on a specimen, first defiect-

ing means for deflecting" said ion beam; mass analyzing means

OUTPUT

ZB' X4"

1. In a detector system having a detector with an inner

conductor and a shell conductor insulated from said inner
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conductor, and amplifier means in operative relationship with
said detector for amplifying electrical signals from said inner
conductor, the improvement comprising a voltage source in

circuit between said inner conductor and a first input of said

amplifier means, and first grounded conductor means in cir-

cuit between said shell conductor and a second input of said

amplifier means.

3,840,746
GAMMA RAY DENSITY PROBE UTILIZING A PAIR OF

GAMMA RAY SOURCES AND A GAMMA RAY
DETECTOR

Paul Kehler, Niagara Falls, N.Y., assignor to Applied Inven-
tions Corporation, Mishawaka, Ind.

Filed Dec. 13, 1971, Scr. No. 207,040
Inl. CI. GOIt 1116- HOlj 39100

U.S. CI. 250-360 7 Claims

INTEGRATINC
iMPLItLIEH OlSCRIMIHATOR NETWORK

1. A gamma ray density probe utilizing a first collimatcd
beam of gamma rays, a second collimated beam of gamma
rays having the same energy as the gamma rays in said first

collimated beam, a collimated gamma ray detector, a beam
controlling means, a switching means, a first pulse storing

means, a second pulse storing means, a ratio building means
and an output means, said first collimated beam of gamma
rays being emitted into a sample of unknown density from a

first reference plane along at least one trajectory at an inci-

dent angle of a with respect to said first reference plane, said

second collimated beam of gamma rays being emitted into

said sample of unknown density from a second reference

plane along at least one trajectory at the same incident angle

a with respect to said second reference plane, said collimated

gamma ray detector being located in a third reference plane

and generating an output pulse whenever detecting gamma
rays that are scattered from said first and said second colli-

mated beams of gamma rays under an angle /3 towards said

collimated gamma ray detaector and that are incident on said

gamma ray detector at an incident angle of (^-a) with respect

to said third reference plane, said third reference plane being

unequally spaced from said first reference plane and said

second reference plane, said beam controlling means turning

off said first collimated beam of gamma rays whenever said

second collimated beam of gamma rays is turned on and vice

versa, said switching means sensing the position of said beam
controlling means and opening said first pulse storing means
for storage of pulses from said collimatcd gamma ray detector
whenever said first collimated beam of gamma rays is turned
on and opening said second pulse storing means for storage of

pulses from said collimated gamma ray detector whenever
said second collimated beam of gamma rays is turned on, said

ratio building means computing the ratio of the number of
pulses stored in said first pulse storing means to the number
of pulses stored in said second pulse storing means, said ratio

being displayed by said output means and being interpreted in

terms of the density of said sample of unknown density being

irradiated by said first collimated beam of gamma rays and
said second collimated beam of gamma rays, and said inter-

pretation of density of said sample being independent of the

presence of uniform layers of interfering materials located

between said gamma ray density probe and said sample of
unknown density.

3,840,747

GAMMA RAY IMAGING SYSTEM
Albert Macovski, 4100 Mackay Dr., Palo Alto, Calif. 94306

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349.268

Int. CI. GOlt 1120

U.S. CI. 250-369 18 Claims

POSITION- INOCArri«G
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pendcntly of light source comprising resilient clip devices

engageable with the lens.

3,840,753

TAPE READ AMPLIFIER AND LOGIC CIRCUIT
James Ren-Jye Kuo, Richardson, Tex., assignor to Texas In-

struments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,428

Int. CI. H03k 19122, 1 9136

U.S. CI. 307-215 29 Claims

3,840,752

ELECTRONICALLY PROGRAMABLE SWITCHING
SYSTEM

Kamran Eshraghian, Hillcrest, Australia, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,834

Claims priority, application Australia, Jan. 23, 1973,

51379/73
Int. CI. HOlh 43/00; BOlf 3/00

U.S. CL307— 141 9 Claims
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1. A switching device comprising: a plurality of control

points and a plurality of switching elements, each said control

point being associated with one or more of said switching

elements, said switching elements being actuated by the pres-

ence of actuation information at said associated control point,

a shift register having states related to said control points for

supplying actuation information to said plurality of control

points in a predetermined sequence under the control of

timing pulses w hich advance the states of the register whereby

a series of combinations of switching functions may be per-

formed, the intervals between occurrence of consecutive

timing pulses determining the period of time for which actua-

tion information is present at the respective control points, a

pulse supply means capable of supplying to the shift register

timing pulses either recurring at relatively long intervals or

recurring at relatively short intervals, means for deriving pro-

gramme information from the actuation information present

at said control points, the derived programme information

being applied to said pulse supply means for determining, in

accordance with a programme, whether the timing pulses

supplied to said shift register recur at relatively long intervals

or recur at relatively short intervals, a multistable programme
override circuit having two stable output states, one output

state providing for continuous supply to the shift register of

timing pulses recurring at relatively short intervals, the other

output state providing for supply to the shift register of timing

pulses recurring at either relatively long intervals or at rela-

tively short intervals in accordance with the programme,

transition of the output state of the override circuit being

controlled by information derived from one or more control

points.

1. In an electronic logic circuit the combination comprising:

a logic gate responsive to a plurality of logic input signals and

a flip-flop coupled to said gate for generating another input

logic signal thereto in response to said plurality.

3,840,754

PHASE COMPARING CIRCUIT
Takashi Okada. Yamato, and Hiroyuki Sumiya, Tokyo, both of

Japan, assignors to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,710

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 6, 1972, 47-34732

Int. CI. H03k 17/00

U.S. CI. 307-257 9 Claims

o 'Ji
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1. A phase comparing circuit, comprising:

first and second circuit means each including a plurality of

series connected diodes, the series connected diodes in

each of the first and second circuit means having the

same direction of conductive polarity;

means for connecting the first and second circuit means in

parallel;

first and second constant current switching transistors for

passing equal currents only when rendered conductive;

a voltage supply source including a pair of terminals, means
connecting the first switching transistor, the parallel con-

nection of the first and second circuit means and the

second switching transistor in a series circuit between
said pair of terminals;

control means including a control signal source for control-

ling the first and second switching transistors simulta-

neously so that the first and second switching transistors

are selectively rendered conductive at the same time

whereby substantially equal currents flow therethrough

and current flows in said series circuit only at said time;

means for supplying an input signal to a connection point

between the series connected diodes in the first circuit

means, the control signal supplied by the control signal

source having a frequency corresponding to that of the

input signal;

an output terminal connected to a connection point be-

tween the series connected diodes in the second circuit

means; and

a capacitor connected between said output terminal and
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one of said voltage supply source terminals, so that an
output signal representing the phase difference between
said input and said control signals is derived from said
output termini as the charge across said capacitor.

3,840,755
CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT INCLUDING A HIGH

VOLTAGE TRANSISTOR
Gunter Benner, Halstenbeck, and Gunther Stacker, Hamburg,

both of Germany, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,188
Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 16, 1971,

2151610; Apr. 12, 1972, 2217451
Int. CI. H03k 17/00

U.S. a. 307-260 17 Claims

b. a field effect transistor having its source and drain termi-
nals connected to the differential amplifier in a gain
controlling configuration;

c. a charge storing device connected between the gate
terminal of said field effect transistor and a reference
voltage terminal; and

d. switching means connected in series between the gate
terminal of said field effect transistor and the output of
said detecting means
1. for connecting the gate terminal and the detecting
means during the processing of read data signals to
thereby vary the source-drain resistance of the field

effect transistor as a function of the detected signals,

and
2. for isolating the gate terminal from the detecting means

during data write operations to fix the source-drain
resistance as a function of the charge on said charge
storing device.

1. A circuit for switching a high voltage transistor between
a saturation condition and a cut off condition comprising,
drive means coupled to the transistor input circuit to provide
a pulsatory switching signal between the base electrode and
the emitter electrode of the transistor of a magnitude and
polarity to drive the transistor from saturation into cut off, a
load impedance connected to the collector electrode of the
transistor, a diode connected between the base electrode and
the emitter electrode of the transistor with the conductivity
direction of said diode being opposite to that of the base
emitter junction of the transistor, and at least one impedance
connected in series with the diode across the transistor base-
emitter junction to provide a delay time of at least one micro-
second whereby the turn-on time of said diode is delayed at

least one microsecond upon the application of said pulsatory
switching signal.

3,840,757

FLIP-FLOP CIRCUIT
Kosei Nomiya, and Yoshikazu Hatsukano, both of Tokyo,
Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 345,476
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 27, 1972, 47-

29723

Int. CI. H03k 31286
U.S. CI. 307-279 5 claims
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3,840,756
GAIN CONTROL CIRCUIT USING SAMPLE AND HOLD

FEEDBACK
William H. Jones, Oklahoma City, Okla., assignor to Honey-

well Information Systems, Inc., Waltham, Mass.
Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,517

Int. CI. H03k ///4
U.S. CI. 307-264 3 Claims

1. A flip-flop circuit comprising a first inverter circuit con-
sisting of a first field-effect transistor in series with a first load,
a second inverter circuit consisting of a second field-effect
transistor in series with a second load, third and fourth field-
effect transistors connected in series between an input termi-
nal of said first inverter circuit and ground, fifth and sixth
field-effect transistors connected in series between an input
terminal of said second inverter circui't and ground, said input
terminals and output terminals of said first and second in-
verter circuits being feedback-connected therebetween, first

means for applying complementary first pulse signals respec-
tively to an input electrode of one of said third and fourth
field-effect transistors and an input electrode of one of said
fifth and sixth field-effect transistors, a seventh field-effect
transistor connected between an output terminal of said flip-

flop circuit and an output terminal of one of said first and
second inverter circuits and connected to receive a second
pulse as an input, and second means for applying a first pulse
signal different in phase from said second pulse signal to an
input electrode of the other of said third and fourth field-

effect transistors and an input electrode of the other of said
fifth and sixth field-effect transistors.

1. For processing electrical read signals in a system having
a transducer for writing data onto or for reading data signals
or indexing signals from an adjacent data storage medium and
further having a differential amplifier in circuit with the trans-
ducer, an improved automatic gain control circuit comprising:
a. means for detecting the amplitude of signals on the output
side of the differentia amplifier;

3,840,758
PULSED DROPLET EJECTING SYSTEM

Steven I. Zoltan, Shaker Hgts., Ohio, assignor to Gould, Inc.,

Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 70,838, Sept. 9, 1970, Pat. No. 3,683,212.
This application June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 260,013

Int. CI. H04r / 7/00
U.S. CI. 310—8.1 1 Claim

1. A system adapted upon pulsing to expel a small quantity
or a succession of small quantities of liquid in controlled
manner, comprising:

a reservoir containing said liquid;
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a conduit connected to said reservoir and communicating

with the liquid therein and filled with said liquid under

small or zero static pressure, said conduit having an exit

orifice which is sufficiently small that surface tension in

the absence of pulsing prevents said liquid from flowing

therefrom;

a tubular transducer of given diameter having an open end

and a closed end connected to said conduit with its said

open end in pressure transmitting communication with

the interior of said conduit, and said transducer being

filled with pressure transmitting material coupled through

its open end to the liquid in said conduit, said transducer

being adapted to contract radially to displace a small

bers and said second ends, a third mounting device; and a

plurality of third spacing members disposed between and

contacting adjacent ones of said bending elements at approxi-

mately one half the distance between said ends, said third

mounting device securing said bending elements and said third

spacing members, said spacing members shaped and disposed

between and contacting said bending elements in such a way

that said bending elements and said spacing members are

aligned in a firm and hard force locking relationship without

resulting in a mechanical shunt.

quantity of said liquid overcoming said surface tension to

expel a small quantity of said liquid through said orifice

and to expand to said given diameter prior to a subse-

quent contraction;

electrical circuit means connected to said transducer for

applying thereto an electrical pulse of a given polarity to

cause said transducer to contract rapidly, and upon decay

of said pulse to allow said transducer to expand;

said conduit during operation of said system at all times

being open from said reservoir to said orifice w hereby the

liquid within said transducer is replaced by liquid from

said reservoir to make up for said expelled liquid upon

said termination of said pulse.

3,840,759

PIEZOELECTRIC MOTOR
Max Guntersdorfer, Thierschstr. 35, Munich, and Walter

Heywang. 80 11 Neukeferloh, Schwabener, both of Germany

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 226,740, Feb. 16, 1972, Pat.

No. 3,748,504. This application Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No.

276,974

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 17, 1971,

2107590
Int. CI. H04r / 7100

U.S. CI. 310-8.6 1 Claim

3,840,760

ELECTRIC VIBRATOR MOTOR
Jan de Boer, Drachten, Netherlands, assignor to U.S. Philips

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 294,643, Oct. 3, 1972,. This

application Sept. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 394,563

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Oct. 14, 1971.

7114172
Int. CI. H02k 33100

U.S. CI. 310-36 6 Claims

1. A piezoelectric motor for producing reciprocating mo-

tion of a movable part, comprising; a housing; a plurality of

aligned parallel piezoclcctricaily excitable elongate bending

elements disposed in said housing and each having first and

second ends; a first mounting device connected to said hous-

ing; a plurality of first spacing members disposed between and

contacting said bending elements at said first ends, said first

mounting device securing said first spacing members and said

first ends; a second mounting device carrying the movable

part; a plurality of second spacing members disposed between

and contacting said bending elements at said second ends, said

second mounting device securing said second spacing mem-

1—J
I— 1 1

—
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1. an eddy current rotor disc mounted on said housing for

rotation about an axis and including an induction disc of
electrically conductive, non-magnetic material, and a

yoke disc of ferro-magnetic material in intimate contact

with said induction disc;

). a multi-pole stator mounted proximate said rotor disc in

a position to induce eddy currents in said induction disc,

1

.

said stator including a plurality of rod-shaped electro-

magnets and at least one soft-iron yoke,

2. each electromagnet including a soft-iron core and an
electromagnetic winding thereabout,

3. said windings being arranged in a plurality of conduc-
tively connected groups constituting respective plurali-

ties of poles when said windings are energized,

4. the number of poles constituted by a first one of said

groups being different from the number of poles consti-

tuted by a second group,

5. each soft-iron core having a first pole end facing said

induction disc and a second pole end in abutting en-

gagement with said soft iron yoke,

6. the electromagnets associated with said first group
being radially spaced from said axis a first distance, and
the electromagnets associated with said second group
being radially spaced from said axis a second distance

different from said first distance; and
connecting means drivingly connecting said rotor disc to

said drum member.

3,840,765

SHIELDING MEMBER BETWEEN ONLY THE CONTROL
AND SIDE BEAMS IN A COLOR CATHODE RAY TUBE

Sigeo Takenaka, and Kazuhiko Idaka, both of Saitama-ken,

Japan, assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co., Ltd.,

Kawasaki-shi, Japan
Filed Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292,335

Int. CI. HOlj 29170

U.S. CI. 313-428 10 Claims

3,840,766

FLASH TUBE WITH REDUCED RF NOISE
John A. Pappas, Winthrop, and Robert J. Cosco, Amesbury,

both of Mass., assignors to GTE Sylvania Incorporated,

Dan vers, Mass.

Filed Dec. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 427,014
Int. CI. HOlj 61/16,61/18

U.S. CI. 313-178 9 Claims

1. A flash tube comprising: an hermetically sealed light

transmitting envelope; a rare gas in said envelope; a pair of

electrodes in said envelope between which an arc discharge

path is defined during operation of said lamp; and a flashed

barium deposit on portions of the inside surface of said enve-

lope, said flashed barium deposit being located to substantially

avoid masking said arc discharge path, and the total quantity

of said barium in the flash tube being selected to controllably

reduce the radio frequency noise emitted from said flash tube

during operation.

3,840,767

SELECTIVE SPECTRAL OUTPUT METAL HALIDE LAMP
William H. Lake, Novelty, Ohio, assignor to General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 390,768

Int. CI. HOlj 61/18

L.S.CL 313-184 7 Claims

5 4 6 2

^m^

I. A color cathode ray tube comprising:

a tube envelope having a neck portion;

an electromagnetic deflection device for generating hori-

zontal deflection flux and vertical deflection flux for

horizontally and vertically deflecting electron beams;

a beam convergence device for generating a convergence

magnetic field;

an electron gun device mounted inside the neck portion of

said tube, said electron gun device including an in-line

electron gun assembly for projecting a central electron

beam and a pair of side electron beams, said three elec-

tron beams being disposed on a plane perpendicular to

the horizontal deflection flux generated by said electro-

magnetic deflection device; and

a pair of magnetic shielding members positioned only be-

tween the central electron beam and each of the side

electron beams, respectively, said shielding members
running in the convergence magnetic field of said conver-

gence device and extending along the lines perpendicular

to said plane of said electron beams such that said three

electron beams are open to said horizontal deflection

flux, thereby not shielding the horizontal deflection mag-
netic flux acting on said side beams, each of said shielding

members having a raised portion protruding in the direc-

tion of said central electron beam.

1. A high intensity lamp providing radiation concentrated in

selected blue, green, and red spectral bands comprising:

a hermetically sealed light-transmissive envelope;

a pair of arc electrodes sealed therein and defining an arc

gap;

an inert starting gas at a pressure of a few torr therein;

and a charge therein comprising per cubic centimeter of
envelope volume from about .02 to 1.5 milligrams of

Znlj, from about 0.2 to 2.0 milligrams of Lil, from about
.02 to 3.0 milligrams of Til, and from. about 0.1 to 1.0

milligrams of Galj.

3,840,768
HIGH INTENSITY LAMP WITH CERMET IGNITER

John E. White, Cleveland, and Robert L. Smiaiek, Mayfield
Heights, both of Ohio, assignors to General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,548
Int. CI. HOlj 17/32

U.S. CI. 313-208 8 Claims
1. A high intensity metal vapor lamp comprising:

a vitreous envelope containing metal vapor and having a
pair of thermionic self-heating arc-supporting main elec-

trodes sealed therein at opposite ends and a starter elec-

trode at one end;

and an igniter connected to the main electrode at said one
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end, said igniter comprising a sintered mixture of metal
and metal oxide on a conductor, said igniter being spaced
close to the main electrode to which it is connected

U.S. CI. 313-500 13 Claims

1. A light-emitting display device wherein metallic intercon-
nection layers are formed on a ceramic substrate with ceramic
insulating layers and wherein lightrcmitting elements and
electrode terminals thereof are connected to parts of said
metallic interconnection layers, characterized in that at least
main parts of said metallic interconnection layers are insu-
lated by a white ceramic layer, and that a background portion
of said light-emitting elements is formed of a black ceramic
layer.

3,840,770
GASEOUS DISCHARGE DISPLAY DEVICE WITH

EMBEDDED ELECTRODE SEGMENTS
Bryant C. Rogers, La Jolla, Calif., assignor to Diacon, inc., San

Diego, Calif.

Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,705
Int. CI. HOlj 61/66

U.S. a. 313-517 2 Claims
1. A gas discharge display device for displaying one of a

plurality of alpha-numeric characters comprising:
a substrate having a glass layer on its upper surface;
a plurality of substantially flat metal segments embedded in

said glass layer and arranged laterally in the general shape
of the necessary segments of all of the alpha-numeric
characters to be displayed by said device;

a plurality of metal leads, one for each segment, each elec-
trically connected to its respective segment and extending
outside the periphery of said substrate;

a second metal layer lying in a plane parallel to the plane of

said segments and electrically insulated from said seg-
ments, said second metal layer having apertures therein
arranged laterally in correspondence with said segments,
said second metal layer being mechanically supported by
said glass layer and said substrate, at least the major edges
of the apertures of said second metal layer being inwardly
bent an an angle exceeding 45° with the main plane of
said second metal layer;

a metal lead electrically connected to said second metal
layer and also extending outside tjie periphery of said
substrate; and

whereby it operates at a lower temperature without ap-
preciable loss of metal oxide and a discharge initiated on
It readily transfers to said main electrode.

3,840,769
LIGHT-EMITTING DISPLAY DEVICE HAVING LIGHT
EMITTING ELEMENTS SURROUNDED BY BLACK

CERAMIC
Hideharu Yamamoto, and Takahikio Ihochi, both of Tokyo,
Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 336,997
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 1 , 1972, 47-20586

Int. CI. H05b 33/22

a cover, at least partially translucent so that said segments,
when energized, are visible therethrough, said cover
enclosing and sealing said segments and said second
metal layer, thereby providing a sealed gaseous atmo-
sphere in the enclosure with the necessary electrical leads
extending outside of said sealed enclosure which, when
said leads are selectively electrically activated, provide a
display of the selected alpha-numeric character through
said cover.

3,840,771
DYNAMIC CONVERGENCE CIRCUIT

Minoru Morio; Yutaka Nakagawa, and Masao Suzuki, all of
Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,959
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 31, 1972, 47-

37956; Mar. 31, 1972, 47-37957
Int. CI. HOlj 29/70

U.S.CL 315-13 C ,0 Claims

1. A dynamic convergence circuit for a plural beam cathode
ray tube comprising:

a. a horizontal deflection output device including a deflec-
tion coil for the horizontal scanning of beams and means
for supplying a horizontal beam deflection current of
generally sawtoothed waveform to the deflection coil;

b. inductance means connected to the output of the hori-
zontal deflection output device with a horizontal pulse
voltage being produced at the inductance means;

c. a convergence coil device connected in series with the
inductance means; and

d. impedance means connected to the inductance means
and in parallel with the convergence coil device, the
impedance means being operative to integrate the hori-
zontal pulse voltage in cooperation with the inductance
means so as to supply a sawtoothed waveform voltage
across the convergence coil and, by means of the saw-
toothed waveform voltage, to cause a current of generally
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parabolic waveform to flow through the convergence coil

device, whereby a proper convergence of the plural

beams in response to the beam scanning is maintained.

3,840,772

DEFLECTION AND PICTURE POSITION ADJUSTING
APPARATUS

Sadayoshi Yoshikawa, 2 Umeda, Kita-ku, Osaka, Japan, and

Mitsuo Arita, 6-20 Shinike Nichome, Tobata-ku Kitakyusyu-

shi, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 81,870, Oct. 19. 1970, Pat. No. 3,760,221.

This application Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 339,980

Int. CI. HOlj 29170

U.S. CI. 315—27 TD 18 Claims

1. Deflection and picture-position adjusting apparatus for

use with a picture tube in a television receiver and comprising:

transistor means for generating a sawtooth wave relating to a

deflection signal, said means including driving and output

stages connected together in operative association;

a transformer including a primary winding connected to

said output stage and a secondary winding inductively

coupled with said primary winding and isolated therefrom

in a DC sense;

deflection coil means coupled to said secondary winding in

series and positioned in operative association with said

tube;

a resistor forming a series circuit with at least said secon-

dary winding and deflection coil means and connected in

feedback relationship with said driving stage for linearity

compensation, said series circuit having respective ends;

control means including a variable resistor coupled to one

end of said series circuit for controlling the magnitude of

direct current and the direction of the same through said

deflection coil means to enable adjusting the position of

a picture on said tube;

at least one load coupled to said series circuit;

a first DC source coupled to one end of the series circuit via

said control means;

a second DC source coupled to said output stage;

a third DC source coupled to the other end of said series

circuit and connected via said resistor to the driving

stage, said load being further coupled to said third DC
source,

and a bypass capacitor connected across said series circuit

and forming a loop therewith for deflection current.

3,840,773

DISPLAY SYSTEM WITH RAPID COLOR SWITCHING
Harold M. Hart, 5 Marvin Rd., Wellesley, Mass. 02181

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,968

Int. CI. HOlj 29/70

U.S. CI. 315-29 22 Claims

1. In combination:

means for providing a beam of electrons;

a beam penetration luminescent phosphor screen, the color

of light emitted from said screen being dependent upon

the velocity of the electrons in said beam;

means for providing first and second voltage sources;

a screen electrode adjacent to said screen, said screen elec-

trode being connected to said first voltage source and said

screen electrode accelerating said beam of electrons to a

final impingement velocity;

an accelerating electrode, said accelerating electrode being

located between said beam providing means and said

screen electrode and outside the path of said electron

beam, and said accelerating electrode being connected to

said second voltage source;
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column conductors, means applying periodic sustaining po-

tentials to said row-column conductors and discharge condi-

tion manipulating voltage pulses and to selected row-column

conductor crosspoints including at least a pair of diode-

resistor logic matrices, one for the row conductor and one for

the column conductors and in which each junction between

the connected ends of a diode and a resistor in the logic matrix

is connected to one of said conductors in its array, respec-

tively, and the coincidence of a selectively applied voltage

pulse on the resistor end from a resistor pulse source and a

selectively applied control signal on the end from a diode

control signal source, opposite each said junction, respec-

tively, is effective to cause the voltage pulse on said resistor to

appear on the conductor connected to said junction and.

non-linear circuit means for bypassing the periodic sustaining

potential around the diode resistor elements in said logic

matrices for a portion of the cycle of said periodic sustaining

potential.

the improvement in said means for applying discharge con-

dition manipulating voltage pulses to selected row-

column conductor crosspoints wherein;

there are a plurality of said resistor pulse sources, there

3,840,779

CIRCUITS FOR DRIVING AND ADDRESSING GAS
DISCHARGE PANELS BY INVERSION TECHNIQUES

Jerry D. Schermerhorn, Swanton, Ohio, assignor to Owens-

Illinois, Inc., Toledo, Ohio

Filed June 22, 1973, Ser. No. 372,549

Int. CI. HOSb 37100

U.S. CI. 315—169 R 36 Claims
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1. In a circuit for controlling a multicelled. gas discharge,

display/memory panel of the type in which a discharge in an

enclosed ionizable gas generates charges of alternate sign

collectable on discrete areas of dielectric surfaces which are

backed by portions of conductors of a first conductor array

which are proximate portions of conductors of a second con-

ductor array, each of said proximate portions of respective

conductors of said first and second arrays defining a discharge

cell: first means for generating a first periodic pulsating sus-

taining voltage component of a first amplitude; second means

for generating a second periodic pulsating sustaining voltage

component of a second amplitude greater than said first am-

plitude, the sum of the absolute values of the first and second

amplitudes at least equalling the amplitude of the sustaining

voltage for said cells; and means for applying the first compo-

nent to said first conductor array and the second component

to said second conductor array with the first and second com-

ponents so phased as to periodically impose and alternate the

sustaining voltage of the cells across the opposed discrete

charge storage areas.

3,840,780

DETECTOR-PROTECTOR CIRCUIT
James E. Sons, Sanger, Tex., assignor to Detprotector, Inc.,

Dallas, Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 150,541, June 7, 1971, abandoned.

This application Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,398

Int. CI. H02h 7/09

U.S. CI. 317-13 R 13 Claims

being at least two constituting a set of resistor pulsers

for the row conductors and at least two constituting a

set of resistor pulsers for the column conductors.

a selected group of consecutive resistor ends opposite

each junction in the resistor-diode matrix connected to

said row-conductors, which resistor ends are com-

monly connected to a selected end of said resistor

pulser sources, the remaining of said resistor ends being

connected to another pulser in said set of resistor puls-

ers. and

there are a plurality of said diode control signal sources,

there being at least two diode control signal sources

constituting a set for said row conductors and at least

two diode control signal sources constituting a set for

said column conductors, a selected group of consecu-

tive diode ends opposite said junctions being connected

to one of said diode control signal sources, respec-

tively, and the remaining of said diode ends opposite

their respective said junctions being connected to an-

other of said set of diode control signal sources.

"-^ '^- '^-
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1. In a system for controlling electrical power flow to a

plurality of independent electrical systems forming a group

and each having a limit switch connected across a power

source that opens upon malfunction of its associated system,

an alarm for interrupting power fiow to all of the systems in
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said group when one of the systems malfunctions and for
producing a visual indication to identify the particular mal-
functioning system, said alarm comprising:

a malfunction indicator lamp associated with each system in
said group;

a first relay associated with each system in said group and
having a first set of normally closed contacts and a second
set of normally open contacts, said first contact sets of all

first relays being connected in series with one another and
with the electrical power fiow circuit to said group of
systems and said second contact set of each first relay
being connected to a power source and the associated
indicator lamp to energize the lamp upon closure of the
contacts; and

monitoring means connected across the limit switch of each
system in said group and to the associated first relay of
each system for energizing said first relay upon opening
of the switch to interrupt the electrical power flow path
to said group and illuminate the lamp associated with the
malfunctioning system.

to fire and blow said first fuse before said surge reaches
said load.

3,840,782
MEANS FOR INDICATING CHANGES IN AN

ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE PATH
Kenneth J. Monaghan, 556 Abbyshire Dr., Berea, Ohio 44017

Filed Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 183,824
Int. CI. H02h 3/16

U.S.CL 317-18 B 12 Claims

3,840,781
SMALL PLUG-TYPE SURGE PROTECTOR

Dwight L. Brown, P.O. Box 439, Barbourville, Ky. 40906
Filed July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 375,491*

Int. CI. H02h 9/04, 9/06
U.S. CI. 317-16 12 Claims

1. A small plug-type surge protector adapted for easy as-
sembly and repair comprising:

a. a housing;

b. first and second male contacts mounted in said housing
in parallel spaced relationship, with the ends thereof
extending through first and second perforations in a first
end of said housing i^nd adapted to be plugged into a wall
outlet;

I

c. first and second female contacts mounted in said housing
m parallel spaced relationship and in alignment with a
pair of first and second perforations in a second end of
said housing;

d. said first male contact and said first female contact each
having a spring clip adapted to receive and frictionally
engage a first tubular-type fuse;

e. said spring clips being so configured that said first fuse
may be axially shifted into and out of engagement there-
with through a third perforation in said first housing end;
f. means electrically connecting said second male and
female contacts;

g. each of said female contacts having, in electrical contact
therewith, a laterally extending spring arm, said spring
arms extending toward each other; and

h. a firing device comprising a non-polarized gas filled tube
frictionally engaged between and in electrical contact
with said spring arms;

whereby, when said surge protector is plugged into a wall
outlet and when a load to be protected from voltage
surges is plugged into said female contacts of said surge
protector, a voltage surge will cause said firing device

927 O.G.—25

1. Electrical path examination apparatus for establishing the
effectiveness of a closed loop between input and output con-
nections respectively to supply power and energize a load
which comprises

an impedance element between the said connections,
said impedance element forming a part of a closed loop

electrical path,

a ground conductive circuit element connected to be ener-
gized from the impedance element in parallel with the
closed loop,

means to connect a load circuit between the input and the
output and to supply current to the load through the
impedance, and

means to cut off the current supply to the load in the event
of an interruption in the conductivity of the grounding
element.

3,840,783
SYSTEM AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING GROUND
FAULTS ON UNGROUNDED, POLYPHASE POWER

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
Gregory Craig Eckart, Plainville, Conn., assignor to General

Electric Company, New York, N.Y.
Filed July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,730

Int. CI. H02h 7/26
U.S.a. 317-18 D 16 Claims

/a
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by a delta-connected source, said apparatus comprising, in

combination.

A. a circuit path for electrically coupling one of the phase

conductors of the delta-connected source to ground;

B. a first inductor serially included in said circuit path;

C. a second inductor transformer coupled with said first

inductor, said second inductor adapted for electrical

connection between two other phase conductors of the

delta-connected source; and

D. means including a sensor coupled with said circuit path

for detecting current flow therethrough resulting from a

ground fault on any one of the phase conductors.

3,840,784

HIGH VOLTAGE PROTECTION CIRCUIT
Carl N. Schauffele, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Ko-

dak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 5, 1973. Ser. No. 348,425

Int. CI. H02h 3120

U.S. CI. 317-31 5 Claims

52 ^3

of vertical, side-by-side channels coextensive with the

panel length;

4. whereby , said panels mounted to said frame in vertical,

end-to-end relation, such that said first plurality of

channels of individual panels forms a corresponding

plurality ofcomposite channels extending substantially

the full height of the switchboard section;

C. an elongated vertical busbar fully disposed in each said

composite channel, the rearward portion of said busbar

lying forwardly of the free ends of said ribs defining said

composite channel sidewalls;

D. means mounting said vertical busbars to said mounting

panels at spaced locations along the lengths thereof;

E. line connectors electrically connected and physically

•*£> VOLTAGE
RtGUL*TCR

1. In flying spot scanner cathode ray tube apparatus having

a voltage controlled oscillator and a high voltage regulator, a

high voltage protection circuit comprising:

a voltage dividdf circuit connected between a reference

voltage and the output of said voltage regulator, said

voltage divider circuit including a variable resistor having

a voltage pick-off terminal;

a diode circuit having first and second terminals; and

a semiconductor device having first, second and third termi-

nals respectively connected to the input of said voltage

controlled oscillator, to the pick-off terminal of said,

variable resistor, and to said first terminal of said diode

circuit, said second terminal of said diode circuit being

connected to ground.

3,840,785

INSULATIVE MODULAR MOUNTING PANELS FOR
ELECTRICAL SWITCHBOARDS

William Francis Olashaw, Plainville, Conn., assignor to Gen-

eral Electric Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 401,244

Int. CI. H02b 1120

L.S.CL 317—119 8 Claims

1. An electrical switchboard having at least one vertical

section of stacked compartments, said switchboard compris-

ing, in combination;

A. a frame;

B. a plurality of insulative mounting panels of modular

lengths, each said mounting panel including:

1. a base plate having lateral marginal portions mounted

to said frame, the width of said base plate correspond-

ing to the width of the vertical switchboard section

providing a compartment rear wall.

2. a first plurality of spaced parallel ribs outstanding from

the rear side of said base plate to define a first plurality

of vertical, open-ended, side-by-side channels coexten-

sive with the panel length, and

3. a second plurality of spaced ribs outstanding from the

front side of said base plate to define a second plurality

attached to said vertical busbars, said line connectors

extending forwardly through first apertures in said base

plates and accommodated in said channels of said second

plurality for electrical and physical connection to devices

located in the various switchboard compartments; the

devices being supported ultimately by said frame via said

panels, said busbars and said line connectors; and

. load connectors electrically connected to load terminals

of the electrical device, said load connectors being ac-

commodated in said channels of said second plurality and

extending rcarwardly through second apertures in said

base plates to terminations electrically connectable to

various remote electrical loads.

3,840,786

PRECISION TRIMMER CAPACITOR
Harvey Fried, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to Sprague-Goodman

Electronics, Inc., Mineola, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 31, 1974, Ser. No. 438,486

Int. CI. HOlg 5122

U.S. CI. 317—249 T 4 Claims

-JO

1. A precision trimmer capacitor comprising:

a. a cylindrical glass sleeve;
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b. a conductive layer lying in contact with said sleeve near
one end thereof, said layer serving as a first electrode of
said capacitor;

c. a generally cylindrical metal tube having an outer flange

portion, said tube also having a bottom portion at one
extremity thereof, said bottom portion having a threaded
hole, said hole having a smaller diameter than the inner
portion of said tube and being concentric therewith, said
one extremity of said metal tube extending coaxially part
way into said glass sleeve at the other end thereof and said

flange being attached thereto, said threaded bottom por-
tion of said tube having two equally wide slots cut at right

angles to said axis near said tube extremity, said slots each
having a depth substantially greater than the outer radius
of said metal part, said slots being separated in an axial

direction from each other and from said one extremity of
said tube creating two metal slices of approximately equal
width, said slots being cut from opposite sides of said

tube, said slots being slightly tapered as from bending said
slices in a compressive axial direction;

d. a metal bolt threadingly engaging said metal part, said

bolt having a small centrally positioned projection at the
inwardly directed end and a head at the other end; and

e. a metal cup serving as the second electrode of said capac-
itor, said cup having a sliding fit within said tube and
having a hole in the center of a bottom portion, said cup
being firmly attached to said bolt in accurate coaxial

alignment therewith by said cup being positioned over
said bolt and said bolt projection having a close fit within

said hole, said extension protruding further beyond said

hole and having been spun over the outer surface of said

cup bottom by an orbital spinning process, to permit said

cup to move axially while simultaneously rotating
smoothly with said tube in variable spacial relationship

relative to said first electrode when said bolt head is

turned, said axial movement of said cup being limited in

one direction when the lip of said cup contacts said flange
and being limited in the other direction when said bolt

head contacts said tube bottom.

said intermediate dielectric strip to engage each of said

electrodes.

I! 3,840,787
WOUND CAPACITOR WITH INTERNAL DISCHARGE

RESISTOR
Frederick W. Grahame, Glens Falls, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, New York, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 23, 1974, Ser. No. 435,692

Int. CI. HOlg //;/

U.S. CI. 317-256 10 Claims

1. A capacitor having a buried resistor in a capacitor roll

section comprising in combination
a. a roll section of alternate dielectric and electrode strips

wound in roll form
b. said roll section having a first one of its electrode strips

of a longitudinal length less than that of the other second
electrode strip to provide a staggered relationship of foil

strip ends at one end of said roll

c. an intermediate dielectric strip between said electrodes

and having an exposed edge between and longitudinally

spaced from the ends of both of said electrode strips

d. a discharge resistor strip bridging said exposed edge of

3,840,788
ARRANGEMENT FOR PRODUCING AN
ELECTROSTATIC STEADY FIELD

Constantin Graf von Berckheim, Friedrichstrasse 9, 6940
Weinheim, Germany

Filed Nov. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 419,725
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 2, 1972,

2259173

Int. CL A61n 1110; H02j 1100
U.S. CI. 317-262 AE 7 Claims

o-^

1. In an arrangement for producing an electrostatic steady

field, particularly for air climatization, wherein one electrode

is connected to a high-voltage DC source and a counter elec-

trode is connected to ground, the improvement wherein said

one electrode is connected with a tap of a voltage divider

which has a resistance of at least 10^ ohm and which is con-
nected between ground and interposed between a DC output
of a television receiver high-voltage supply and the picture
tube connected to said DC output.

3,840,789
CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR VIBRATORY DEVICES

Warren E. Dion, Bristol, Conn., assignor to Arthur G. Russell

Company, Incorporated, Bristol, Conn.
Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,251

Int. CI. H02k 33100
U.S.CK 318-128 7 Claims

1. In a vibratory system having a fixed portion and a mov-
able portion driven by a vibratory motor, a controller for

supplying current from an a.c. source to said motor, said

controller comprising:

a. photoelectric transducer means on said fixed portion,

said transducer means comprising a light source and a

photosensitive surface spaced from said light source, said,

transducer having an electrical output quantity which
changes according to the amount of light incident on said

surface;

b. a control member on said movable portion and posi-

tioned in the space between said light source and said

photosensitive surface to control the amount of light

incident on said surface in accordance with the amplitude
of the vibratory motion generated by said motor; and

c. circuit means connected to the output of said transducer
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means and to said source and to said motor to control the

amount of current supplied to said motor as determined

by the output of said transducer means, said circuit means

comprising a controlled rectifier connected between said

a.c. source and said motor and a timing capacitor coupled

in controlling relation to said controlled rectifier and said

transducer means comprising means to provide a shunt

path for charging current across said capacitor when said

control member exposes said photosensitive surface to a

predetermined amount of light whereby the amplitude of

vibratory motion is limited.

portion to the radial distance of a cutter from the spindle axis

as the cutter moves to different positions along a path dis-

posed radially of the spindle axis, and wherein the cutter is

moved through successive segments to successively com-

manded end point positions measured from the spindle axis

along that path, the improved method which comprises

3,840,790

ELECTRONICALLY COMMLTATED MOTOR
Frederick A. Stich, and Glenn W. Schwantes, both of Milwau-

kee, Wis., assignors to Allis-Chalmers Corporation, Milwau-

kee, Wis.

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,577

Int. CI. H02k 29/00

U.S. CI. 318—254 10 Claims
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casing enclosing said first magnetic structure, a second mag-

netic structure mounted in said charging unit including spaced

pole pieces having semicircular portions closely embracing

the means defining said recess, a second inductive winding

associated with said second magnetic structure, the pole

pieces of said first and second magnetic structures being simi-

larly spaced whereby said windings are inductively coupled

when the closed end of said power unit is disposed in said

recess, and means for connecting said second winding to an

alternating current source.

3,840,796

BOOST CHARGER
Kaoni Tozaki, Mito, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha

Yunaisu, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330.442

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 8, 1972, 47-14206

Int. CI. H02k 7104

U.S. CI. 320-21 12 Claims
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Storage means is less than a predetermined discharge

rate indicative of said increased internal resistance of

said battery, whereby charging of said battery is inter-

rupted in response to said increase in said internal

resistance of said battery.

3,840,797

RELATED POWER SUPPLY
Clifford F. Aggen, Camarilio, and Harry P. Lee, Oxnard, both

of Calif., assignors to The United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 28, 1970, Ser. No. 101,928

Int. CI. H02m 3132

U.S. CI. 321-2 1 Claim

1. A boost charger for charging a battery having an internal

resistance increasing substantially towards the end of the

charging period as a result of internally generated gases, com-

prising, in combination:

a. storage means for storing electrical energy, said storage

means being connected in parallel with said battery;

b. charging means having a conductive state and a non-

conductive state and connected to said storage means for

charging said storage means to a predetermined voltage

during charging times separated by predetermined time

intervals when in said conductive state,

I. said storage means discharging through said battery,

thereby charging said battery during said predeter-

mined time intervals at discharge rates varying in-

versely with said internal resistance of said battery; and

c. switching means having an input connected to said

storage means and an output connected to said charg-

ing means for switching said charging means to said

non-conductive state when said discharge rate of said

CURBEM
CONTROL
Device—

r

1. In a d.c. power supply of the type in which a cyclically-

varying voltage is stepped up by a transformer having prirnary

and secondary windings and then applied to a load through a

rectifier, and in which the value of the voltage appearing

across said load is subject to change due to variations in load

current, the improvement which comprises:

means for connecting the input of said power supply to a

cyclically-varying voltage;

means for stabilizing the value of the voltage appearing

across said load regardless of variations in the current

therethrough, said means including:

means connected directly to a tap on the secondary wind-

ing of said transformer for sensing changes in the volt-

age output of said transformer due to variations in load;

a first operational amplifier having its inverting input

connected to the output of said voltage sensing means

whereby said amplifier functions as a high-gain invert-

ing amplifier;

a parallel resistance-capacitance network connected

between the input and output of said operational ampli-

fier to limit the bandwidth for maximum circuit stabil-

ity;

means for limiting the output current to a desired value, said

means including:

current sampling means connected to the return end of

said transformer secondary;

a second operational amplifier having its non-inverting

input connected to the output of the current sampling

means;

a power transistor interposed between the primary of said

transformer and said cyclically-varying voltage; and

means for applying the output of the first and second opera-

tional amplifiers to the power transistor, said means com-

prising;

an OR gate connected to the output of said first and second

operational amplifiers; and

a power amplifier connected between the OR gate and

power transistor whereby the passage of the cyclically-

varying voltage and current is controlled.
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3,840,798

POWER SUPPLY DEVICES
Malcolm Arthur Burchall, Maibois, Duck St., Saffron Walden;
Donald Sydney Copplestone, 73 Sebastian Ave., Brentwood;
John Edward Crowe, 11 Sakins Croft, Harlow; Norman
James Brand, 23 Barnston Green, Dunmow; Ian Robert
Bland, 8 Alderbury Rd., Stansted; Terence Frederick Cryer,
43 Barnston Green, Dunmow, and Robert Stuart Thompson,
70 Orchard Piece, Blackmore, all of England

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,462
Int. CI. H02m

connected to said armature winding of said motor to

provide electrical energy to said armature winding as

determined by selective actuation of said switching de-

vices;

firing pulse means to produce firing pulses to selectively

actuate said switching devices;

control means to provide a series of timing pulses to be
applied to said firing pulse means to control production

U.S. CI. 321-2 Claims
49

I. A power supply afiparatus for providing a direct current

output from an alternating current input, comprising rectify-

ing means for rectifying an alternating current input to pro-

duce a rectified output; semiconductor switching means for

switching said rectified input; a transformer having input and
output terminals; means for applying the switched rectified

current alternately in efTectively opposite polarity to the trans-

former input terminals to produce at the transformer output
terminals an alternating current output; a second rectifying

means for rectifying said alternating current output to pro-

duce a direct current output, the frequency of said alternating

current output being substantially greater than frequency of
said alternating current input; control means for controlling

the switching of said semiconductor switching means, said

control means including ramp voltage generator means for

producing two ramp voltage trains of which the respective
ramp voltages alternate in time; a threshold voltage source; a
constant current source; first, second and third transistors

through which in parallel current from said constant current
source is arranged to pass; conductor means for impressing on
said first and second transistors said ramp voltage trains,

respectively, whereby said first and second transistors are
rendered alternatively conductive; and conductor means for

applying voltage from said threshold voltage source to said

third transistor to control current in said third transistor in

accordance with said threshold voltage, whereby one of said

first and second transistors passes current for a period depen-
dent upon the voltage of said ramp voltage applied thereto and
upon said threshold voltage, and said control means controls

said switching means in accordance with the period during
which said first and second transistors pass current, whereby
to control the period during which rectified current is fed to

the transformer input, said threshold voltage source varying

said threshold voltage in accordance with a condition of said

direct current input.

3,840,799

COMMUTATORLESS DC MOTOR DRIVE
ARRANGEMENT

Joseph E. Macko, Irwin; Brian R. Pelly, Murrysville, and John
Rosa, Pittsburgh, all of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Elec-

tric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 396,165
Int. CI. H02m 7100

U.S. CI. 321-5
I

13 Claims
1. A drive arrangement energized by a source of DC power

comprising:

a synchronous AC motor having an armature winding;

an inverter circuit comprising a plurality of selectively actu-

atable switching devices, said inverter circuit having a DC
side connected to the source of DC power and an AC side

>
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^^

of said firing pulses, said control means being responsive
to the potential level of the source of DC power to deter-
mine the frequency of said timing pulses in such a fashion
that the volt-time integral of the DC voltage between
successive timing pulses always remains at a predeter-
mined constant value; and

regulating means to cause the voltage of the source of DC
power to be applied to said inverter circuit with a gradual
build-up to full magnitude.

3,840,800

CURRENT CONTROL DEVICE
Robert Ronald Laupman, Wijchen, Netherlands, assignor to

Novanex Automation N.V., Wijchen, Netherlands

Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,902
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Dec. 1, 1971,

7116507

Int. CI. G05f 3104
U.S. CI. 323-19 6 Claims

1.
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1. In combination with an A.C. circuit having first and
second supply terminals, an AC. load and a bilateral switch-
ing diode connected in series between said supply terminals,
said switching diode having first and second electrodes con-
nected respectively to said first supply terminal and to said
load and having a control electrode to control the current
through said load, a series RC circuit having a capacitive

portion and a resistive portion respectively connected to said

first and second electrodes of the bilateral switching diode,
and a bilateral diode connected between said control elec-

trode and the junction between the protions of said series RC
circuit whereby to control the switching time of said switching

diode during successive half cycles of the supply in accord
with voltage variations at said junction; a control circuit for

modifying said voltage variations, said control circuit compris-
ing:

a pair of rectifying circuits connected in parallel and each
including a diode and a capacitor in series in which the

diodes of the two rectifying circuits are oppositely poled;

an auxiliary capacitor;

said rectifying circuits and said auxiliary capacitor being
connected in series to each other with one terminal of the
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capacitor of each rectifying circuit connected to said first

supply terminal and one terminal of said auxiliary capaci-

tor connected to said junction of the series RC circuit;

and

control input means connected to said rectifying circuits for

controlling said voltage variations at said junction of the

series RC circuit and assuring that essentially similar

voltage waveforms of opposite polarity appear at such

juction during successive half cycles of the AC. supply,

said control input means comprising a pair of transistors

of opposite conductivity type having their emitter-

collector paths connected between the junctions of the

capacitors and diodes of said rectifying circuits, one of

said transistors having its base electrode connected to

said first supply terminal and said other transistor having

its base electrode adapted for connection to a control

signal input.

3.840,801

INDICATOR LIGHT TESTING CIRCUIT
Walter J. Kellogg; Glenn R. Taylor, both of Beaver, and Ches-

ter W. Calvin, Beaver Falls, all of Pa., assignors to Westing-

house Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 398,353

Int. CI. GOlr J//22

U.S. CI. 324-21 10 Claims
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1. An indicator light circuit comprising:

a plurality of indicator lights;

a transformer associated with each of said indicator lights

having a primary side and a secondary side with only said

associated indicator light being connected across the

secondary of said transformer;

test circuit means connected to the primary of each of said

transformers for supplying a test current to the primary of

all of said transformers when a check of said plurality of

indicator lights is required;

signal circuit means associated with each of said plurality of

transformers for supplying current to the primary of said

associated transformer in response to operation of an

external component; and
isolating means disposed in the primary connection to each

of said transformers for preventing current flow from said

signal circuit means through said test circuit means to the

primary of any other transformer.

3,840,802

MUTUAL INDUCTANCE COUPLING PROBE FOR
TESTING THE INTEGRITY OF THROUGH-HOLE

PLATING IN PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
Philip L. Anthony, Westminster, Calif., assignor to Rockwell

International Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 279,564, Aug. 10, 1972,

abandoned. This application Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 387,979

Int. CI. G0IriJ//2
U.S. CI. 324—37 4 Claims

1. A mutual inductance coupling-probe device having a

longitudinal axis, a probe tip portion and a body portion for

non-destructively testing the structural integrity of through-

hole plating in plated circuit boards, and comprising

a non-magnetic, highly electrically-conductive envelope

encasing said probe device and having an enlarged body

portion and a narrow probe tip portion;

two mutually electrostatically shielded electromagnetic

structures within said envelope, each said structure hav-

ing a yoke about which is wound a winding positioned in

the enlarged body portion, said yoke narrowing into an

elongate section of a parallel pair of mutually electrostati-

cally shielded legs extending longitudinally of said probe,

said structures being side-by-side and mutually parallel, a

distal end of each leg of said pair of legs terminating in a

terminal stub section oriented perpendicularly of said

elongated section and radially of said longitudinal axis by

a common radial extent in a wall of said probe tip portion

of said envelope, and in an axially spaced array, the arrays

of said structures being of a common axial disposition and
being mutually angularly displaced about said longitudi-

nal axis by substantially 90°, said structure being of a

material of high magnetic permeability and high electrical

resistivity;

said body portion of said envelope also enclosing a switched

alternating current excitation source for exciting one of

said windings and further enclosing means responsive to

said second winding for indicating the magnitude of an

induced EMF detected in said second winding; and
a distal end of said probe tip portion being adapted to be

inserted in and rotated within a plated through-hole of a

circuit board for effecting mutual inductance coupling

between said arrays.

3,840,803
APPARATUS FOR LOCATING A HIGH RESISTANCE

INSULATION FAULT IN A METALLIC COVERED CABLE
Frederick W. Wakefield, Winter Harbor, Maine, assignor to

United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 220,652, Jan. 25, 1972, abandoned.
This application July 13, 1973, Ser. No. 379,039

Int. CI. GOlr 31112, 31/02, 31/08
U.S. CI. 324—54 5 Claims

1. Apparatus for locating a high resistance conductor to

metallic covering fault in a metallic covered electrical cable

comprising a pair of spaced apart electrical contacts, means
for passing the cable over said contacts, a source of direct

current power connected to said contacts for passing a direct

current through the metallic covering between said contacts

thereby creating a voltage drop between said contacts, circuit

means connected to one end of the conductor and the metallic

covering for passing a small direct current responsive to said

voltage drop through a portion of the metallic covering, a
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portion of the conductor and the fault when the fault is lo-

cated between the connection of said circuit means to the

metallic covering and said one conductor end, and means for

detecting the presence of said small direct current.

3,840,804

CRYSTAL FREQUENCY MONITOR
Franz Ludwig Sauerland, 3690 Daleford Rd., Shaker Heights,

Ohio 44120 I

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,179
Int. CI. GOlr 29/22, 2J/00

U.S. CI. 324—56 8 Claims

I
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1. Apparatus for determining the resonance frequency of a

piezoelectric resonator comprising:

a. a phase detector, said detector being effective to produce
zero output when two coherent signals applied to its input

are in quadrature;

b. two signal paths, including a resonator in one thereof,

connectable at one end for receiving a signal from an
external signal source, and connected at the other end to

said phase detector, said signal paths comprising trans-

mission lines having a net length difference of less than

(1/4 -I- n/2)K and more than approximately (0.005 -t-

n/2)k between the two signal paths, where K is the wave-
length and h any number of the integer sequence
0,1.2,3

c. a variable complex impedance terminating one of said

transmission lines, and being effective to adjust the phase
shift between the two signals applied to said phase detec-

tor to 90 degrees.

3,840,805
DEVICE FOR MEASURING PARAMETERS OF

RESONANT LC-CIRCUIT
Alexandr Ivanovich Martyashin, ulitsa Kirova, 69, kv. 59;

Andrei Elizarovich Morozov, ulitsa Uritskogo 44/10, kv. 62;
Eduard Konstantinovich Shakhov, ulitsa Gladkova, 13, kv.

5, and Viktor Mikhailovich Shiyandin, ulitsa Lermontova,
12, kv. 17, all of Penza, U.S.S.R.

Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,208
Int. CI. GOlr 27/00

U.S. CI. 324-57 8 Claims
1. A device for measuring the parameters of a resonant

LC-circuit including series-connected elements, said device

comprising a DC amplifier including parallel negative feed-
back means including a reference element connected in nega-
tive feedback relation with said amplifier; said amplifier in-

cluding an input and output; a reference voltage pickup in-

cluding an output connected via said series-connected LC-
elements of the resonant LC-circuit to the input of said DC
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amplifier; an amplitude measuring means connected to the

output of said amplifier; and a frequency measuring means
connected to the output of said amplifier, the output signals

of the frequency measuring means together with those of said

amplitude measuring means determining the parameters of
the resonant LC-circuit.

3,840,806
INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING BLOOD CLOTTING

TIMES
Glenn E. Stoner, 108 David Terrace, and Thompson H. Boyd,

III, 1620 Jefferson Park Ave., Apt. 12B, both of Charlottes-

ville, Va. 22903
Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,672

Int. CI. GOlr 27/02

U.S. CI. 324-65 R 20 Claims

1. A method of measuring the times of formation of fibrin

and the cross-linking of fibrin in whole blood comprising the
steps:

placing a pair of electrodes into a blood sample;
supplying a direct current to said electrodes;

measuring the electrical impedance of said sample between
said electrodes; and

detecting inficctions in said electrical impedance which
occur during said step of measuring, said inficctions de-
noting the occurrence of fibrin formation and cross-
linking of said fibrin.

3,840,807
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING A

VOLTAGE WITH THE AID OF AN ANALOGUE-DIGITAL
CONVERTER

Gero Zschimmer, Hubertusstrasse 10, 1 Berlin 41, Germany
Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 236,914

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 11, 1972,
2207416

Int. CL GOlr 17/06, 1/00
U.S. a. 324-111 5 Claims

1. An analogue to digital converter for converting and
measuring an analogue input signal to a digital output signal

comprising a source of reference and auxiliary voltages, said
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reference and auxiliary voltages having the same polarity, a

differential amplifier having first and second input terminals

and an output terminal, an integrator having an input and
output terminal, said integrator input terminal being con-
nected to said differential amplifier output terminal, a com-
parator for generating the digital output signal having input

and output terminals, said comparator input terminal being

connected to said integrator output terminal, storage means
for storing a signal, said storage means being connected to said
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jaw member into the body for connection with the circuits

therein; an insulating coating on the surfaces of the socket and

conductor for preventing electrical contact between either of

them and the jaw member; and a conductive probe member
provided with a threaded portion engageable in the threaded

socket for measuring various electrical parameters in conjunc-

tion with the probe on the flexible cable, without the necessity

of using more than two hands in order to make such measure-

ment.

3,840,809

NON-DESTRUCTIVE MEASUREMENT OF DIELECTRIC
PROPERTIES

Bob Hong Yun, Essex Center, Vt., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,249

Int. CI. GOIr i//26, 27/26

U.S. CI. 324- 158 D 15 Claims
-Ur

differential amplifier second input terminal, first switch means
for operably connecting said auxiliary voltage to said differen-

tial amplifier first input terminal, second switch means for

operably connecting the analogue input signal to said differen-

tial amplifier first input terminal, third switch means for oper-

ably connecting the reference voltage to said differential

amplifier first input terminal, fourth switch means for opera-

bly connecting said comparator output terminal to said stor-

age means, and readout means for generating a readout indic-

ative of digital values of the input analog signal, whereby said

first and fourth switch means are first to be operated, said

second switch means is second to be operated and said third

switch means is third to be operated.

3,840,808

CLAMP-ON ELECTRICAL METER
Leonard N. Liebermann, Lajolla, Calif., assignor to TIF In-

struments, Inc., Miami, Fla.

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,466
Int. CI. GOlr 1122, 1106

U.S. CI. 324-127 1 Claim

1. An improved multi-function electrical meter including a

body containing a socket for attaching an electrical probe on

a flexible cable and circuits for measuring current and at least

one other electrical parameter; a clamp-on probe including

two jaw members mechanically and electrically connected to

the body of the meter for measuring current said jaw members
being configured so that at least one of them forms a mounting

surface substantially transverse to the instrument access at its

furthest extremity from the instrument said jaw member con-

taining in its interior a threaded socket adjacent said mounting

surface; a conductor extending from the socket through the
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1. An apparatus for determining the position of the centroid

of the distribution of charges in a dielectric comprising:

a source of charges

means injecting said charges into the dielectric from said

source,

means coupled to the dielectric for measuring the amount
of charges injected into the dielectric, and

means coupled to the charge measuring means for convert-

ing the measured amount of charges injected into the

dielectric into a measurement of the centroid of the distri-

bution of the charges injected into the dielectric.

3,840,810

HIGH FREQUENCY ENERGY GENERATOR LOAD
SIMULATOR CIRCUIT

Rex E. Fritts, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, assignor to Amana Refrig-

eration, Inc., Amana, Iowa

Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,785

Int. CI. G08b 29100; GOIr 23100
L.S. CI. 324-158 R 6 Claims

© ® 1

1. A high voltage electrical testing system comprising:

A low frequency alternating current voltage source;

a step up transformer having primary and secondary wind-

ings connected to said source;

direct current high voltage rectification means connected to

said secondary winding; and solid state means for gener-

ating substantially the same electrical conduction charac-
teristics of a high frequency electromagnetic energy gen-
erator connected to said rectification means;
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said solid state generation means including a plurality of
semiconductor devices collectively having a breakdown
voltage value substantially equal to the average operating
voltage characteristics of said generator; and

current limiting means connected to said semiconductor
devices having a value to control the value of current
through said devices to be substantially equal to the aver-
age conduction current characteristics of an operative
generator.
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1. A radio-telephone system including, in combination, a
radio receiver adapted to receive tone and audio signals, a

transmitter adapted to transmit tone and audio signals, and a
duplexer coupled to both said radio receiver and said trans-

mitter to provide simultaneous passage therethrough of the

signals passing to said radio receiver and the signals passing
from said transmitter, an audio receiver coupled to said radio

receiver through an audio inhibit means, a tone decoder cou-
pled both to said radio receiver and to said audio inhibit

means, said tone decoder being adapted to receive tone sig-

nals transmitted from a base station through said radio re-

ceiver and to separate a correct tone signal of predetermined
frequency from incorrect tone signals of different frequencies,
said tone decoder acting to maintain the audio inhibition of
said audio inhibit means to prevent passage of audio signals

from the radio receiver to the audio receiver when said tone
decoder detects incorrect tone signals and acting to deactivate
said audio inhibit means to permit passage of said audio sig-

nals from said radio receiver to said audio receiver when said

tone decoder detects the correct tone signal, said tone de-
coder also being coupled to said transmitter and to a radio

signal scanner coupled to said radio receiver, said tone de-
coder being adapted to apply said correct tone signal to said

transmitter to actuate said transmitter and to apply both the
correct and incorrect tone signals to the scanner, said scanner
being adapted to maintain scanning of the incoming signals

when said scanner is receiving incorrect tone signals from said

tone decoder and to lock the radio receiver to a particular

channel when said scanner receives the correct tone signal

from said tone decoder, said radio receiver being coupled to

a first and second gated control means, the first gated control
means being coupled both to an alarm means and to said audio
inhibit means to actuate said alarm means and to enable said

audio inhibit means upon receipt of a signal of predetermined
frequency from said base station through said radio receiver,

and said second gated control means being coupled to means
for sending an identification signal through said transmitter to
said base station.

3,840,812
MODULATOR ARRANGEMENT FOR CATV SYSTEMS

Takeshi Takeuchi, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to HochikI
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,983
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 1, 1972, 47-37845

Int. CI. H04b im
U.S. CI. 325—308 9 Claims

3,840,811
DUPLEXER TYPE RADIO-TELEPHONE DATA
RECEIVER AND TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Roger D. Biouch, Willow Grove, Pa., assignor to International
Mobile Machines Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 322,121
Int. CI. H04b 1154

U.S. CI. 325—55 6 Claims

,>f

SPLITTER

1. An arrangement in a CATV system comprising, in combi-
nation, a coaxial transmission line connecting said system to
a plurality of subscribers; a transmitter at each subscriber and
transmitting through said line an alarm signal identifying the
respective subscriber, a supervisory station for receiving said
alarm signal; a pair of terminals in said line and connected to
a first and a second path therebetween, filter means in said

first path and passing only down-signals therethrough, modu-
lator means in said second path for generating a carrier wave
of predetermined frequency outside the range of frequencies
of said down-signals and modulating said carrier wave with
said alarm signal transmitted from the respective subscriber
transmitter to transmit thereby the modulated up-signal to
said supervisory station through said line, and a pair of wave
filters in said second path, said modulator means being be-
tween said wave filters, one of said wave filters being in prox-
imity to the subscriber transmitter and passing only said alarm
signal from the subscriber transmitter, the other one of said
wave filters being in the proximity of said supervisory station
and passing only the modulated up-signal from said modulator
means.

3,840,813

DYNAMIC RMS CONVERTER
David W. Allen, Beaverton, and Hideki Iwata, Portland, both

of Oreg., assignors to Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, Oreg.
Filed Feb. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 331,757

Int. CI. GOlr 19102
U.S. CI. 328-26 12 Claims
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1. A signal measuring device which provides an output
direct current voltage which is proportional to the root-mean-
square (RMS) value of an alternating input signal applied to
the device, comprising:

an input terminal for receiving the alternating input signal;

rectifier means including halving means, the rectifier
means having input means connected to receive the alter-

nating input signal and providing to input means of said
halving means a first current proportional to the magni-
tude of the alternating input signal traversing in a first

direction or a second current proportional to the magni-
tude of the alternating input signal traversing in a second
direction, said halving means having at least two output
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means and providing at one of said at least two output
means a third current whose absolute magnitude is half of
said first or second current magnitude and providing at

the other of said at least two output means a fourth cur-

rent whose absolute magnitude is half of said first or
second currents, the said third and fourth currents having
equal absolute magnitudes;

function means having input means, control means and
output means, the input means connected to receive the
third and fourth currents and the function means provid-

ing at its output a fifth current which is the product of the

third current, the fourth current and the inverse of an
additional current received by the control means; and

averaging filter means having input means and output
means, the input means connected to receive said fifth

current and the averaging filter means providing at its

output said additional current, the additional current
. flowing through a resistance means to provide the direct

current voltage proportional to the root-mean-square
value of the alternating input signal applied to the device.

3,840,815

PROGRAMMABLE PULSE WIDTH GENERATOR
Harvey M. Masters, Ellicott City, Md., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed June 14, 1973, Ser. No. 370,114
Int. CI. H03k 5104

U.S. CI. 328—58 7 Claims
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3,840,814
SYSTEM FOR GENERATING PULSES OF LINEARLY

VARYING PERIOD
Murray M. Schiffman, Westport, Conn., assignor to Cam-

bridge Research & Development Group, Westport, Conn.;
Sanford G. Greenberg, Washington, D.C.; DT Liquidating
Partnership, c/o Jay M. Haft, New York, N.Y. and Murray
M. Schiffman, Westport, Conn.

Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,575
Int. CI. H03k 5104

U.S. CI. 328-58 20 Claims

SLOPE _
CONTROL ^

1. An apparatus for providing successive discrete signals at

a linearly varying periodicity with time comprising:

means for providing a first signal representing successive

values advancing at a first constant rate;

first control means for selecting said first constant rate;

means for providing a second signal representing successive

values advancing at a second constant rate greater than
said first rate;

second control means for selecting said second constant

rate;

comparison means for comparing the values of said first and
second signals and providing an output signal in response
to a match in the values of said two signals;

means for resetting said means for providing a second signal

in response to each said output signal so that successive

output signals occur with a linearly varying period; and
third control means operable in response to said first signal

and a selectable input quantity for resetting said means
for providing a first signal to establish the repetition

interval for a predetermined succession of said output
signals.

1. A pulse generator for generating a digital signal, said

digital signal including a plurality of programmable width
pulses, said generator comprising:

a. a plurality of serially coupled pulse circuits for generating

basic pulses, each of said pulse circuits including; ( 1 ) a

first counter for specifying the width of the basic pulse

currently being generated in terms of a number of cycles
of a clock signal, (2) a second counter for counting the

pulses of said clock signal. (3) means for selectively

incrementing said first counter, (4) means for comparing
the contents of said first and second counters to generate
a timing signal which defines the width of the basic pulse

to be generated by the associated pulse circuit; and
b. combining means responsive to the output signals of said

pulse circuits to generate the pulses of said digital signal

such that the width of each pulse of said digital signal is

substantially equal to the sum of the widths of the basic

pulses combined to form the associated pulse of said

digital signal.

3,840,816
WHEEL SPEED SIGNAL PROCESSING CIRCUIT FOR

WHEEL SLIP CONTROL SYSTEMS
Joseph E. Fleagle, 10907 Midland Ridge, Overland, Mo.
63114

Division of Ser. No. 233,579, March 10, 1972. This application

Mar. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 340,915
Int. CI. H03k 5120

U.S.CL 328-115 11 Claims
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a base bias voltage of said constant current source transistor,

and a first, muting transistor connected across the output of

OC Pomg Sovact

M f(' • I/—'"*' f"

said transistor amplifier, the first, muting transistor being

controlled in response to an output of the detecting means.

3,840,821

PHASE LOCK LOOP WITH SAMPLING TECHNIQUES
FOR REGENERATING CLOCK SIGNAL ASSOCIATED

WITH DATA INPUT SIGNALS
Patrick H. Conway, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Sperry

Rand Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 660,159, July 27, 1967, abandoned. This

application Feb. 16, 1970, Ser. No. 14,847

Int. CI. H03b 3/04

U.S. CI. 331-14 8 Claims
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PHASE LOCK LOOP

(SAMPLE METHOD)

1. A system for generating clock pulses in synchronism with

received information signals, said system comprising;

a. an oscillator for producing said clock pulses;

b. sampling means for periodically sampling said received

information signals at first and second points in time

within a prescribed interval defined by said clock pulses

and determining the polarity of said samples for produc-

ing an error signal corresponding to any frequency and
phase difference error between said oscillator frequency

and said information signal frequency; and
c. means coupling said sampling means to said oscillator for

causing said oscillator to change frequency in a first

direction when the samples obtained at said first and

second points in time are of opposite polarity and to

change frequency in a second direction when the samples

obtained at said first and second points in time are of like

polarity.

3,840,822

DECADICALLY ADJUSTABLE FREQUENCY
SYNTHESIZER

Gunther Hoffmann, Eningen, Germany, assignor to Wandel U.

Goltermann, Reutlingen, Germany
Filed Aug. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 388,886

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 16, 1972,

2240216
Int. CI. H03b 3/04

U.S. CI. 331-16 15 Claims

1. A frequency synthesizer comprising:

oscillator means generating a sequence of spikes of variable

repetition frequency F;

a generator of reference frequency / < F;

a source of control pulses recurring with a cadence ^ < F;

a frequency divider of step-down ratio n : 1 connected to

receive said sequence of spikes from said oscillator

means;

a pulse-rate modifier inserted between said oscillator means
and said frequency divider, said modifier having a control

input connected to said source for varying the rate of

occurrence of said spikes by a unit change of m spikes per

control pulse whereby said spikes are delivered to said

frequency divider with a mean repetition frequency F' =
F ± nik; and

phase-comparison means connected to receive said refer-

ence frequency /from said generator and a mean output

frequency F'/n from said frequency divider, said oscilla-

tor means being provided with frequency-control means
connected to an output of said phase-comparison means
for stabilizing said mean output frequency F'/n at a value

equal to said reference frequency /.

3,840,823

SIMULTANEOUS TWO WAVELENGTH OPERATION IN
INFRARED LASERS

Herschel S. Pilloff, Oxon Hill, and Regina J. Cody, Forestville,

both of Md., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.
Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,540

Int. CI. HOls 3/08

U.S. CI. 331-94.5 C 1 Claim
1. A laser system with simultaneous, two different wave-

length, single beam output operation; which comprises.

'\^

\
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suitable for sweeping out stored charge and exceeding the

potential of said applied signal, and a second silicon

controlled rectifier serially connected with said diode

across said high voltage source; said second silicon con-

trolled rectifier being forwardly poled and said diode

being reversely poled in respect to said high voltage

source;

d. first silicon controlled rectifier control means coupled to

the anode of said first silicon controlled rectifier in said

controlled current path to provide normally on energiza-

tion and coupled to the gate thereof to provide a conduc-

tion inducing pulse at a predetermined first instant to
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initiate diode charging; and at a predetermined second

instant interrupting said normal energization and causing

anode current depletion in order to turn off said first

silicon controlled rectifier, and

a second silicon controlled rectifier control means for

coupling a conduction inducing pulse to the gate thereof

to turn on said second silicon controlled rectifier shortly

after said predetermined second instant, the charge

stored in said diode permitting momentary conduction in

said second silicon controlled rectifier and causing self

turn-off of said second silicon controlled rectifier by

anode current depletion when said diode is discharged.

3,840,828

TEMPERATLRF-STABLE DIELECTRIC RESONATOR
FILTERS FOR STRIPLINE

Donald Floyd Linn, Kempton, and James Kevin Plourde, Al-

ientown, both of Pa., assignors to Bell Telephone Laborato-

ries, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Nov. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 413,907

Int. CI. HOIp 1/20,3/08, 7/00

U.S. CI. 333-73 S 10 Claims

?5
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I. A microwave circuit comprising a stripline including a

planar dielectric substrate and a principal conductor depos-

ited on one surface of said substrate, and means for filtering

a portion of the frequencies of microwave radiation transmit-

ted through said stripline, comprising a dielectric resonator

having planar surfaces parallel to the plane of said substrate

and having a composition selected for temperature compensa-

tion of its resonant frequencies, and a dielectric spacer be-

tween said resonator and said conductor, said resonator being

offset from symmetrical alignment over said conductor and

adapted to support a TEoi 8 mode of its resonant frequencies,

the degree of offset being selected to maximize the degree of

coupling of said mode from said stripline to said resonator.

3,840,829

INTEGRATED P-CHANNEL MOS GYRATOR
James C. Fletcher, Administrator of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration with respect to an invention of,

and Erwin S. Hochmair, Barnabitengasse 10/18, A-1060,

Vienna, Austria

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,237

Int. CI. H03h 7/44, 11/00

U.S. CI. 333-80 T 8 Claims

1. A gyrator circuit comprising a first and a second gyrator

amplifier, each comprising a first field effect transistor to

amplify signals, the output of each said first and second gyra-

tor amplifier being connected to the input of the other, one of

the output signals of one of the amplifiers connected to the

input of the other to apply signals phase reversed from the

output signals of the one and the other connected to the input

of the one to apply signals of the same phase as the output

signals of the other, each said gyrator amplifier having con-

nected as the source of current to it a circuit comprising an

additional field effect transistor connected sourcc-to-drain to

the drain of said field effect transistor of its associated gyrator

amplifier, means to sense changes in current to the associated

gyrator amplifier, means to amplify said observed changes,

and means to return said amplified signals to the gate of said

additional transistor so as to limit said changes in current to

relatively small changes when the changes in voltage input to

the associated gyrator amplifier are relatively large.

3,840,830

ELECTROMAGNETIC SWITCHING ASSEMBLY
Dorsey Lorraine Hardman, Lexington, III., assignor to General

Electric Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,527

Int. CI. HOIh 45/04

U.S. CL 335— 132 9 Claims

1. An electromagnetic switching device comprising:

a. a housing having front and rear sections and first and
second side sections interposed between said front and

rear sections, said front section and said first side section

having windows extending therethrough;

b. a movable magnet mounted in said housing for reciprocal

movement between an energized and a decncrgized posi-

tion;

c. an operating coil for energizing said device positioned in

said housing, said coil having an opening therethrough,

one end of said coil being retained within the window in

the front section of said housing;

d. a stationary magnet positioned within the opening in said

coil and in juxtaposition with said movable magnet;

e. switch means;
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f. means for actuating said switch means in response to

movement of said movable magnet; and

g. a first spring clip having a first and a second part posi-

tioned within said housing, said first part of said first

spring clip being in locking engagement with said station-

ary magnet for holding that portion of said stationary

magnet adjacent one end thereof within the window in

said first side section of said housing to prevent removal

of said coil through the window in said front section, said

second part of said first spring clip extending fron\ said

first part and over the top surface of said stationary mag-
net, whereby a tool is receivable between the top surface

of said stationary magnet and said second part of said first

spring clip, and upon proper movement of the tool, said

first part of said first spring clip is moved out of locking

engagement with said stationary magnet, thereby render-

ing said stationary magnet removable from the opening in

said coil to enable said coil to be removed from said

housing through the window in said front section.

3,840,831

RELAY HAVING A PLURALITY OF SEALED CONTACT
SWITCHES

Robert Charles Guichard, Normal, III., assignor to General
Electric Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,903
Int. CI. HOlh 51/22

U.S. CI. 335-152 8 Claims
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1. A relay comprising:

a. a ferromagnetic structure having a base and at least first

and second leg portions extending from said base to form
a U-shaped configuration therewith, the distal ends of

said first and second leg portions having first and second
respective pole faces, both of said pole faces extending

into the same single flat plane;

b. an energizing coil positioned around a portion of said

structure; and

c. a plurality of sealed contact switches, each of said

switches including an insulative housing positioned di-

rectly against and attached to both of said pole faces.

3,840,832
RELAY HAVING A PLURALITY OF SEALED CONTACT

SWITCHES
Gerald Joe Bowers, Bloomington, III., assignor to General

Electric Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,904

Int. CI. HOlh 51/22

U.S. CI. 335— 152 10 Claims

I. A relay comprising:

a. a ferromagnetic structure including a bottom member,
first and second side members extending upward from
said bottom member, and first and second top members
extending toward each other from said side members and
defining respective first and second pole faces and a gap
therebetween, each of said top members having a top

surface and first and second side surfaces, at least said

first pole face being at an acute angle with the top surface

of said first top member;
b. an energizing coil positioned around a portion of said

structure; and

c. a plurality of sealed contact switches directly affixed to

the top and at least said first side surfaces of said top

members and adjacent said pole faces.

3,840.833

CIRCUIT BREAKER ASSEMBLY WITH IMPROVED
TRIPPING MECHANISM

Stephen A. Mrenna, and Glenn R. Thomas, both of Beaver,

Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 390,281

Int. CI. HOlh 71/16

U.S. CI. 337—43 1 Claim
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1. A circuit breaker assembly comprising at least four cir-

cuit breakers in side-by-side relationship and including two
outer circuit breakers and at least two intermediate circuit

breakers between the outer circuit breakers, each circuit

breaker including a housing having opposite walls including

aligned apertures, the apertures of each housing being regis-

tered with corresponding apertures of adjacent housings, each

circuit breaker having relatively movable contacts and operat-

ing mechanism therefor, each circuit breaker comprising a

latch member releasably restraining the operating mechanism
and responsive to overload current conditions to release the

operating mechanism to trip the breaker, a trip level in each

circuit breaker and operatively associated with the operating

mechanism, a rotatable tie bar extending through the aper-
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tures of the housing of the intermediate circuit breakers and

interconnecting the trip levers of the outer circuit breakers,

the trip levers of the outer circuit breakers being movable to

a trip position upon movement of the latch member of either

outer circuit breaker, the trip levers of the intermediate circuit

breakers being interlocked and comprising hollow rotatable

shafts through which the tie bar extends in a freely rotatable

manner, and the trip levers of the intermediate circuit break-

ers being movable independently of the trip levers of the outer

circuit breakers in response to movement of the latch member
of either intermediate circuit breaker.

3,840,834

PROTECTOR/INDICATOR USING PTC HEATER AND
THERMOSTATIC BIMETAL COMBINATION

Robert E. Obenhaus, South Easton, and David J. Squiers,

Bristol, both of Mass., assignors to Texas Instruments Incor-

porated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,193

Int. CI. 337 107; HOlh 71104, 61/02

U.S. CI. 337—79 7 Claims

paths situated to opposite sides of said median plane and

relatively remote from said median plane; and

e. a high resistance fusible element in form of a helically

wound wire conductively inferconnecting said pair of

terminal elements, submersed in said unitary body of

filler and being arranged relatively close to said median

1. An alarm indicator which comprises,

a. a base member,
b. indicator means positioned in said base member biased to

extend out of said base member,
c. latching means secured to said base member for normally

latching said indicator means in said base member, said

latching means being a bimetallic device,

d. a PTC heater, thermally coupled to said latching means,
for causing said latching means to unlatch said indicator

means responsive to a predetermined condition of said

heater,

e. means to apply current across said heater,

f. a load terminal, and

g. a switch connected in series with said load terminal, said

latching means forming a portion of said switch.

3,840.835

ELECTRIC CURRENT-LIMITING LOW VOLTAGE FUSE
Frank W. Kussy, Haverford. Pa.; Kenneth W. Swain. Hampton

Falls. N.H. and John (>. Angeiis, Hampton. N.H., assignors

to The Chase-Shawmut Company, Newburyport, Mass.; by

said Swain and Angeiis; I-T-E Imperial Corporation,

Springhouse, Pa., by said Kussy

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,290

Int. CI. HOlh 85/04

U.S. Ci. 337-159 3 Claims

1. An electric current-limiting low voltage fuse for backup

protection of switching devices having relatively movable

contacts and being controlled by excess current tripping de-

vices, said fuse including in combination

a. a fuse tube of electric insulating material;

b. a pair of terminal elements closing the axially outer ends

of said fuse tube;

c. a unitary body of pulverulent arc-quenching filler inside

said fuse tube;

d. low resistance current-limiting fusible elements in ribbon

form conductively interconnecting said pair of terminal

elements submersed in said unitary body of filler and

being arranged symmetrically to opposite sides of a me-

dian plane of said fuse tube to form separate current

plane of said fuse tube inside of a space bounded by said

low resistance current-limiting fusible elements so as to

be sandwiched between said low resistance fusible ele-

ments.

3,840,836

CURRENT LIMITING SAND FUSE
Edwin A. Link, Waukesha, Wis., assignor to RTE Corporation,

Waukesha. Wis.

Filed Julv 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,180

Int. CI. HOlh 85/04

U.S. CI. 337-292 13 Claims

i
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1. A current limiting fuse comprising, a housing, an electri-

cal terminal at each end of said housing, a fusible assembly

having one end connected to one of said terminals and the

other end connected to the other of said terminals and within

said housing, said fusible assembly including a first fusible

element of high current clearing characteristic, a second fusi-

ble element of metallic material of low current clearing char-

acteristic, said first and second elements being connected
together to form a series circuit, and an arc extinguishing

member being formed of material which is deionizing under
the influence of an electrical arc and a granular dielectric

material completely filling said housing and surrounding said

assembly.
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3,840,837
POWER ACTUATED THERMOSTATIC SWITCH

Fred Lightgarn, 314 Evonshire St., Santa Barbara, Calif.

93111

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,165
Int. CL HOlh i 7/66

U.S. CI. 337—366 i Claim
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1. In a thermostat having two electrical circuits, comprizing
in combination, a support on which are mounted;

a. a first bimetal thermally responsive blade arm having an
electrical contact on one movable end and free of any
magnetic attraction acting upon it;

b. a second blade arm having one movable end with two
electrical contacts and free of any magnetic attraction

acting upon it, with one of the said electrical contacts

co-operative with the said electrical contact on the first

said blade arm to control a primary electrical circuit

including an electromechanical force means and which is

made of a slightly resilient relatively stiff metal which
returns to a normal position after being moved by an
external mechanical force;

c. a third blade arm having one movable end with an electri-

cal contact and with the said electrical contact co-
operative with the second electrical contact of said sec-

ond blade arm and acting to control a secondary electri-

cal load circuit, and which is made of a springy fiexiblc

metal which returns to a normal position after being
moved by an external mechanical force;

d. said electromechanical force means adapted to mechani-
cally force the mechanical closing of the said secondary
load circuit co-operative electrical contacts and to simul-

taneously act to increase the mechanical touching pres-

sure of the said first bimetal thermally responsive blade
arm electrical contact against the co-operative electrical

contact on the said second blade arm when the said elec-

tromechanical force means electrical circuit is energized
through the initial closing of the said primary circuit

electrical contacts;

e. with means to adjust the calibration of the said first ther-

mally responsive blade arm with its electrical contact.

3,840,838

SWITCH ASSEMBLY INCLUDING ROTARY VARIABLE
RESISTOR

Heiroku Tanaka, and Yoshinobu Nakagawa, both of Osaka,

Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.,

Osaka-fu, Japan

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,008
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 4, 1972, 47-34093;

Apr. 4, 1972, 47-40200; Apr. 4, 1972, 47-40201; Nov. 6, 1972,

47/128364

Int. CI. HOIc 9/08
U.S. CL 338-198 5 Claims

I. A switch assembly including a rotary variable resistor

comprising:

a. an operating

b. a pushpull switch in a switch casing adapted to be closed
in response to axial movement of said operating shaft in

semoiy

Jhaft,

one direction and opened in response to axial movement
of said operating shaft in the opposite direction,

c. stop means securely fitted over said operating shaft and
provided with first projection means,

d. second projection means adapted to engage said first

projection means of said stop means when said operating
shaft is moyed in said one axial direction thereof so as to

close said ^ush-pull switch and is rotated to a position

where said second projection means is located, thereby
limiting the rotation of said operating shaft, said second
projection means being also adapted to permit the rota-

tion of said operating shaft when said operating shaft is

moved in said other axial direction thereby opening said

push-pull switch, and further adapted to prevent the

^MW}""

further movement of said operating shaft in said one axial

direction thereof when said operating shaft is moved in

said other axial direction and rotated to the location

where said first projection means is immediately above
said second projection means,
the rotary variable resistor on a base plate, whose wiper
arm is rotatable in unison with said operating shaft to vary

its resistance, and

a rotary switch adapted to be opened by the rotation of
a holder for said wiper arm of said rotary variable resistor

only when said operating shaft is moved in said other axial

direction thereof and thereafter rotated to said location

where said first projection means is positioned above said

projection means.

3,840,839

ASYMMETRICAL ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR WITH
ALIGNING MEANS

Charles W. Smaczny, Chicago; Roger Floyd Powell, Arlington

Heights; Walter Takiguchi, and George Doberstein, both of

Chicago, all of III., assignors to Akzona Incorporated, Ashe-
ville, N.C.

Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,765

Int. CI. HOlr 25/00
U.S. CI. 339-49 R 7 Claims

1. In an electrical connector having a pair of cooperating

shells for containing contact bearing insert members and
means for maintaining said shells in coupled relation with each
other, a pair of insert members for said shells, each of said

insert members having a stepped surface with an extended
surface portion and a recessed surface portion facing the

insert member of the opposite shell, a plurality of contact
members of a first type being mounted in fixed relationship

with said insert member in axial alignment with said extended
surface portion, and a plurality of contact members of a sec-

ond type being mounted in fixed relationship with said insert

member in axial alignment with said recessed surface portion,

said contact members of a first type comprising pin type
contact members, and said contact members of a second type
comprising socket type contact members, said pin type
contact members each comprising a pin mounted within an
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aperture in said insert member and located within the ex- 3,840,841
tended portion of said insert, said socket members extending ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR HAVING RF FILTER

Willis G. Clark, Afton, N.Y., assignor to The Bendix Corpora-

tion, Southfield, Mich.

Filed June 13, 1973, Ser. No. 369,619
Int. CI. HOlr 3100

U.S. CK339— 147 P 2 Claims

beyond the recessed portion of said insert, the contact mem-
bers of the second type extending toward the cooperating shell

a greater distance than the contact members of the first type.

3,840,840

FLAT CONDUCTOR CABLE CONNECTOR
Sidney V. Worth, Flourtown, Pa., assignor to Continental-Wirt

Electronics Corporation, Warminster, Pa.

Filed Aug. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 387,486

Int. CI. HOlr 9106

U.S. CI. 339—99 R 14 Claims

i.-CV^^^

1. An electrical connector for an insulated flat cable having

a plurality of flat ribbon conductors embedded in the cable

insulation in coplanar side by side spaced relation comprising
an insulated structure secured to the cable in transversely

extending relation to the conductors thereof and a plurality of

electrically conductive metal contact members mounted in

said structure in spaced parallel planes respectively extending

perpendicular to the flat plane of the cable and lengthwise of

the conductors thereof, each of said contact members having

an outer terminal part for connection to an electrical circuit

or component thereof and an inner retention part for retaining

said contact member in said structure, said retention part

having extending from one edge thereof at least one pair of

spaced-apart pointed elements for piercing a ribbon conduc-
tor of the insulated cable, one of said elements being of a

length substantially exceeding the overall thickness of the

insulated cable and so reversely bent and clinched about the

cable as to substantially close the gap between the points of

said spaced-apart elements whereby the latter conjointly em-
brace and make electrical contact with a longitudinally ex-

tending narrow segment of the ribbon conductor pierced

thereby.

1. An electrical connector comprising:

a tubular housing;

a first elongated electrical conductor having an electrical

contact portion at each end thereof and having mounted
integral thereon means for attenuating electrical signals

of predetermined frequencies;

means for fixedly mounting said first electrical conductor
within said tubular housing so that one end of said first

electrical conductor is accessible for contact from one
end of said housing;

a second elongated electrical conductor having a wire re-

ceiving end accessible from the other end of said housing

and an opposite end in contact with the other end of said

first electrical conductor; and
means for releasably mounting said second electrical con-

nector within said tubular housing including:

a first electrically nonconducting member mounted within

said tubular housing, said first member comprised of a

resiliently deformable material and having a passage

therethrough the inner wall of which is in pressure

contact with a wire attached to said second electrical

conductor;

a second electrically nonconducting member mounted
within said tubular housing and adjacent said first mem-
ber, said second member having a passage therethrough

aligned with the passage of said first member and com-
prised of a rigid nonconducting material; and

means for releasably retaining said second electrical

contact, said means disposed in said passage in said sec-

ond member; whereby said second electrical conductor

may be released from said tubular housing so that a wire

may be soldered or crimped to said wire receiving end of

said contact while said second electrical conductor is

separated from contact with said first electrical conduc-
tor.

3,840,842

MODULAR LIGHTING SYSTEM
Leopold Gabryelewicz, 1134 W. Lill, Chicago, III. 60614

Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,307

Int. CI. HOlr 27/02

U.S. CI. 339—158 9 Claims

1. A modular lighting system which comprises, in combina-
tion, an elongated lighting module and a polygonal connector,

each of the module and connector components including

receptacle means and plug means adapted for joining each

component to a like component and to the other component,
said module comprising:

a. an elongated base,

b. an elongated first electrical conductor having a plurality

of sides each of which has a plurality of contact portions

therealong,

c. an elongated second electrical conductor in the form of

a channel member having a plurality of sides adapted to
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enclose said sides of said first conductor in outwardly
spaced relation thereto,

said second conductor having a plurality of contact portions
therealong on each of its sides and corresponding in

number and disposition to the contact portions of said
first conductor,

d. an elongated cover forming with said base a casing
adapted to enclose said conductors,

said cover having a plurality of side walls each of which has
a plurality of bulb-mounting openings therealong, extend-
ing therethrough and corresponding in number and dispo-
sition to the respective contact portions,

e. means mounting said conductors and said cover on said
base with the respective contact portions and the bulb-
mounting openings aligned for parallel connection of a
series of light bulbs to the contact portions,

f receptacle means at one end of said casing for receiving
a pair of plug prongs in conductive relation to respective
conductors, and

g. plug means including a pair of plug prongs in conductive
relation to respective conductors at the other end of said
casing and adapted to mate with said receptacle means of

38' 36
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a like module tor joining the respective ends of the mod-
ules together;

said connector comprising:

h. a polygonal casing having a plurality of side walls each of
which has a pair of prong-receiving openings extending
therethrough, and

i. a pair of conductive junction members mounted in said
casing in spaced apart relation, each of said junction
members including:

1. a hub element,

2. a plurality of spoke elements each extending from said
hub element to adjacent a different one of said side walls,
and a spoke element of each junction member extending
to adj^ent each such wall with the spoke elements re-

spectively adjacent the prong-receiving openings thereof
to provide receptacle means for receiving a pair of plug
prongs in conductive relation to respective spoke ele-

ments, and
3. a prong extending from said hub element and projecting
through one of the prong-receiving openings in another
one of said side walls, and the prongs of the pair of junc-
tion members projecting through respective openings in

the latter wall to provide plug means adapted to mate
with said receptacle means of a like connector for joining
the respective sides of the connectors together,

said receptacle means and plug means of said module also
being adapted to mate respectively with said plug means and
receptacle means of said connector for joining the module and
the connector together.

3,840,843
QUICK RELEASE GROUNDING CLAMP

Hyman Izraeli, West Caldwell, N.J., assignor to Thomas &
Betts Corporation, Elizabeth, N.J.

Filed Sept. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 398,399
Int. CI. HOlr 7108

U.S. CI. 339-266 G 7 Claims
1. A quick release grounding clamp comprising: a first

handle; a second handle; a first jaw member coupled to said

first handle; a second jaw member coupled to said first jaw
member, said first handle and said second handle to cause said
second jaw member to advance towards said first jaw member
as said second handle is advanced towards said first handle
and to cause said second jaw member to recede from said first

jaw member as said second handle recedes from said first

handle; a release lever coupled to said second handle; a lock-
ing link coupled between said first handle and said second
handle; said locking link taking a stable, over-center position
between said first and second handles to lock said first and
second jaw members to an object placed therebetween when
said second handle is fully advanced towards said first handle;
said release lever when operated engaging said locking link

and moving same to a nonstable over-center position to un-
lock said first and second jaw members; a tension spring cou-
pled between said first handle and said second kw member to

cause said second jaw member to recede froiWsaid first jaw
member rapidly when said locking link is moved to said non-
stable over-center position by said release lever; operating
means coupled to said release lever; guide means coupled to

said clamp; and conductive cable means coupled to said

clamp, engaging said operating means and extending through
said guide means whereby forces exerted upon said conduc-
tive cable means are applied to said operating means to oper-
ate said release means to quickly release an object held by said

first and second jaw members.

3,840,844
ELECTRON-BEAM ANALOG COMPUTER FOR

DETERMINING COORDINATES OF A SEAFLOOR POINT
Robert D. Hitchcock, Ventura, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 400,087
Int. CI. GO Is 9168, 7162

U.S. CI. 340-3 R 7 Claims

38'^

1. A computing system for providing a direct readout of the
coordinates of a seafioor target from echo ranges produced by
a pair of rotating, pulsed, side-looking sonar transducers com-
prising:

a cathode ray tube having first and second electron guns;
means for applying said first and second echo ranges to the

first and second electron guns, respectively;

means for applying first and second electric fields to the
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electron beams produced by said first and second elec-

tron guns to generate a pair of intersecting, stepped-spiral

scans having a predetermined vertical displacement;

means for scanning the pair of stepped-spiral scans:

switching means adapted to be turned on when the scanning

means impinges on the intersection of the stepped-spiral

scans; and

indicating means connected to the output of the switching

means and adapted to display the output of the scanning

means so that the coordinates of the seafloor target may
be directly determined.

3,840,845

METHOD OF INITIATING AND COLLECTING SEISMIC
DATA RELATED TO STRATA UNDERLYING BODIES OF
WATER USING A CONTINUOUSLY MOVING SEISMIC
EXPLORATION SYSTEM LOCATED ON A SINGLE BOAT

USING SEPARATE STREAMERS
Robert J. S. Brown, Fullerton, Calif., assignor to Chevron

Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed June 29, 1973, Ser. No. 375,303

Int. CI. GOIv 1128, 1138

U.S. CI. 340—7 R 7 Claims
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with said grid of center points generated in association

with said first marine streamer;

d. firing said seismic source means in sequence at known
times to initiate travel of said seismic energy downward
toward seismic discontinuities within said earth forma-

tion;

e. providing a multibit digital positional data indication of

the position of at least one target aboard at least one of

said streamer relative to said seismic boat means; and

f receiving at said pluralities of hydrophones after firing of

said seismic source means, separate reflection signals

representative of the energy received as the hydrophones

are positioned at a plurality of known hydrophone sta-

tions so as to provide first and second sets of multibit

seismic data indications, said first set of indications being

associated with cross sets of information associated with

cross sets of center points generated by source point-

hydrophone pairs associated with said first marine

streamer, said second set of indications being associated

with said one-dimensional line of center points;

cooperatively processing said first and second sets of

indications so as to provide identification of normal

moveout as well as in-line and cross components of dip

movcout within said data.

g

3,840,846

METHOD OF LAND SEISMIC EXPLORATION USING
FLEXIBLE TUBES

Charles W. Dick, Houston, Tex., assignor to Western Geophys-

ical Company of America, Houston, Tex.

Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,644

Int. CI. GOIv ///i, 1116

U.S. CI. 340-15.5 CP 7 Claims

1. A seismic data collecting method for determining the

three-dimensional configuration of an earth formation under-

lying a body of water by means of a continuously moving

marine seismic exploration system including a repetitive seis-

mic source means and pluralities of hydrophones arranged in

a first and second separate marine streamers, comprising the

steps of

a. moving, by single seismic boat means traversing a sub-

stantially straight base course line, said repetitive seismic

source means and said first and second streamers,

b. said first streamer being moved so that center points

between all possible source point-hydrophone station

pairs during movement of said seismic boat along said

base course line form a two-dimensional grid of center

points laterally off-set to one side of said base course line

including cross sets of center points aligned substantially

perpendicular to said base course line, the total offset

length of said two-dimensional grid of center points in

said cross direction remaining substantially constant dur-

ing the surveying operation, said movement of said first

streamer being further characterized by allowing the

trailing end of said streamer to trail behind said seismic

boat offset relative to said base line and the leading end

of the first streamer to lead from a series of locations

closer to said base line than said trailing end;

c. said second streamer being simultaneously moved so that

center points between all possible source point-

hydrophone stations pairs form an in-line, one-

dimensional line of center points lying substantially in a

vertical plane intersecting said base course line, said

movement of said second streamer being further charac-

terized by said streamer being positioned in a vertical

plane coincident with said base course line, each of said

in-line center points being aligned in the cross direction

1. A method of land seismic exploration comprising:

a. burying at the exploration site at least two hollow mem-
bers, each being filled with a liquid explosive;

b. attaching to one member a pressure transducer;

c. attaching to the other member a detonating device;

d. igniting the detonating device to detonate said liquid

explosive thereby creating a seismic explosion; and

e. detecting the reflected seismic signals with the pressure

transducer.

3,840,847

RESTORATION CIRCUITRY FOR A TRAFFIC LIGHT
CONTROL SYSTEM

Edward T. Coll, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Martha H. Egly;

Michael J. Manchester and Rod-O-Lite, all of Philadelphia,

Pa., part interest to each

Filed Nov. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 415,764

int. CI. G08g 1/09

U.S. CI. 340-36 6 Claims

1. Restoration circuitry to be used with a traffic control

system which employs both temporary and normal control

means and which distinguishes between a major highway and

secondary highways at an intersection and wherein said nor-

mal control means has reset means to insure that it will always

start a cycle related to said major highway, comprising in

combination

*i
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activate signal receiving means to receive an activate signal
indicating that said traffic control system has been seized
by said temporary control means;

first switching means connected to said activate signal re-
ceiving means to provide a plurality of control signals in
response to receiving said activate signal;
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3,840,850

APPARATUS FOR CONVEYING INFORMATION FROM A
MOVING OBJECT TO A STATIONARY OBJECT

Roland Graham Whiteing, 45 Duncan Rd., Johannesburg, and

Johannes Godfried Antonius van Mill, 12 Lucas Rd., Eden-

vale, both of South Africa

Filed May 11, 1972, Ser. No. 252,227

Claims priority, application South Africa, Dec. 17, 1971,

71/8461

Int. CI. B60c 23102

U.S. CI. 340-58 8 Claims

switch and each of said lamps, each of said devices being

capable of assuming a first condition, in which it presents

substantially no impedance to said current, or a second condi-

tion, in which it presents a substantial impedance to said

current, control means, operative on said devices, for holding

said devices in said first condition to enable the lamps to be

illuminated with full intensity and for responding to a control

signal to cause said devices to alternate between said first and

second conditions so as to interrupt said current at a rate

substantially higher than said given rate to enable the lamps to
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interlaced bipolar coding of order 2, which effects the selec-

tion, from n correctors, of that one which supplies a minimum
number of bipolarity errors, comprising exploration switching

means for successively connecting said n correctors to said

data transmission line, and detector means for detecting bipo-

larity errors in the signal received at the output of each correc-

tor, including means for the storage and comparison of the

numbers of bipolarity errors detected at the output of each of

said correctors at the n exploration positions, logic means for

detecting the minimum number of bipolarity errors and means
responsive to said logic means for fixedly setting in operation

the corrector providing said minimum number of bipolarity

errors.

1
OiMtM
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instruction sequence processing means including at least

three stages where said stages include at least three regis-

ter means for storing instructions and where said stages
include control means responsive to information in said

register means for controlling said storage apparatus and
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3,840,867

FLUIDIC LIQUID SENSING SYSTEM
Horace B. Welk, Jr., Churchville, Pa., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 324,613

Int. CI. G08b 27/00

U.S. CI. 340—244 C 8 Claims

means for receiving said alternating current voltage pulses

and for amplifying those alternating current voltage

pulses having a frequency falling within a predetermined

range of frequencies;

unitizing means responsive to said amplified alternating

current voltage pulses for producing direct current volt-

age pulses of uniform amplitude and duration;

storage means for receiving said direct current voltage

FLUIOC
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1. A liquid level condition sensing system for a container

comprising, in combination:

sensor means including an elongated tube adapted to be

fixed vertically in the container having first, second and

third openings communicating with each other therein,

said second opening having a flared portion adjacent

thereto communicating with the liquid at a preselected

level, said third opening being intermediate said first and

said second opening along the length of said tube, and

having an orifice between said first and said third open-

ing, a vented housing operatively secured to and sur-

rounding said tube adjacent said second opening and a

ball float captively contained within said housing and

adapted to sealingly engage said fiared portion when the

liquid level approaches said second opening for obstruct-

ing the flow of fluid therefrom;

fluidic pressure supply means operatively connected to said

first opening; and

fluidic logic means including first and second NOT gate

fluidic amplifiers operatively connected in series, the

input to said first amplifier being operatively connected

to said sensor means third opening, and fluidic display

means having an actuating and a deactuating port, the

output from said first amplifier being operatively con-

nected to the actuating port and the output from said

second amplifier being operatively connected to the de-

actuating port.
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pulses of uniform amplitude and duration and for devel-

oping a triggering voltage;

triggering means responsive to a predetermined level of

voltage in said storage means to produce a triggering

operation; and

alarm means responsive to said triggering operation for

producing an indication that motion of objects in said,

space has been detected.

3,840,869

YARN BALLOON DETECTOR FOR CONE OVER CONE
LAZY TWIST

Charles D. Pugh, Burlington, N.C., assignor to Burlington

Industries, Inc., Greensboro, N.C.

Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,459

Int. CI. DOlh 13/16; G08b 21/00

U.S. CI. 340—259 18 Claims

3,840,868

INTRUSION DETECTING APPARATUS
James P. Campman, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to Vidar

Laboratories, Inc., Kensington, Md.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 248,2 11, April 27, 1972, Pat.

No. 3,781,842. This application Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No.

323,751

Int. CI. G08b 19/00, 13/18

U.S. CI. 340-258 B 10 Claims

1. Apparatus for detecting motion within a predeterspace

comprising:

lens means for projecting an image of objects in said space;

retina means for receiving said image and producing

alternating current voltage pulses in response to motion

of said objects in said image; comprising

a plurality of sensory units spaced from each other at the

focal length of said lens means, each sensory unit having

at least two photosensitive cells, each cell having opti-

mum light level response characteristics that cover a

different range of changes in light level, but in which the

characteristics overlap to cover the entire range of

changes of light level from full sun-light to darkness;

1. Apparatus for producing a plurality of twisted yarn

strands of substantially uniform twist comprising:

a first quantity of yarn,

a second quantity of yarn.

means defining a passage through which at least one strand

from each of said first and second quantities of yarn

moves with one of said strands ballooning about another

of said strands and at least intermittently contacting the

periphery of said passage so that said one strand is uni-

formly twisted about the other strand,

means for pulling said strands through said passage.

October 8, 1974j

means for detecting the ballooning of said one strand in said
passage and means connected to said detecting means for
producing a given signal when said detecting means de-
tects that said one strand is not ballooning,
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means for detecting said other strand and producing a pre-

determined signal when said other strand is not present.

3,840,870

PNEUMATIC CUP ALARM DEVICE
Arthur D. Norrod, 2156 Evans Court, Apt. 203, Falls Church,

Va. 22043
Filed Sept. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 177,347

Int. CI. G08b 2/ /OO
U.S. CI. 340-280 6 Claims

1^=0-^
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I. In combination, an alarm device comprising a frame
member, a hollow member of resilient material having a con-
cavity therein and having a substantially planar opening there-

into into said concavity, the hollow member being carried by
said frame member and said alarm device having resilient wall

means forming a space connected to said concavity, a closure

member movably connected on said frame member to close

said planar opening and to press against said hollow member,
whereby upon pressure exerted by the closure member on the

hollow member and closure of said planar opening air pres-

sure is built up on one side of said wall means, and switch

means operatively positioned with respect to said wall means
to be engaged thereby upon movement of said wall means
under the influence of pressure exerted within the hollow

member.

3,840,871

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN ALARM INSTALLATION
HAVING A REMOTE TRANSMITTER WITH A

REMOTELY CONTROLLED EMERGENCY DEVICE
Yoshihiro Eguchi; Yasaburo Adachi, and Katsutoshi

Kuwabara, all of Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Hochiki Corpo-

ration, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 316,460

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1971, 46-3239
Int. CI. H04m W/O^

U.S. CI. 340—310 R 12 Claims
1. A control system for an alarm installation equipped with

a receiver adapted to be connected to a power supply and
having alarm relay means, and a remote transmitter connected

through lead wires to said receiver, said transmitter having a

sensing element for detecting an abnormal condition and a
switching element to actuate said alarm relay means in said

receiver by connecting said lead wires, wherein the improve-
ment comprises: said receiver including a self-holding alarm
relay contact responsive to actuation of said alarm relay

means to connect said lead wires and means for selectively

introducing a control voltage and a different reset voltage into

5- ,-.:'. ;vi;cj ,

said lead wires, and said transmitter including a controlled
device and a memory switch serially connected between said

lead wires, a latching relay responsive to detection by said

sensing element for closing said memory switch to connect
said controlled device between said lead wires to receive said

control voltage when introduced, said latching relay holding
said memory switch closed until said reset voltage is intro-

duced by said receiver, said control voltage operating said

controlled device without opening said memory switch.

3,840,872
VARIABLE RELUCTANCE ENCODER

Werner Theilheimer, Norwalk, Conn., assignor to United Air-

craft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.
Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 359,833

Int. CI. G08c 9/08
U.S. CI. 340-347 P 14 Claims
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1. A radix-ordered multi-stage shaft angle encoder, com-
prising:

a plurality of stages, each including a rotatable shaft;

a plurality of magnetic circuit poles disposed at respective
angular positions about each of said shafts;

a code disc for each of said stages, each rotatably disposed
coaxially with respect to the related one of said shafts,

each having a plurality of sectors representative of dis-

crete rotary positions of said code disc, selected ones of
said sectors of each disc including magnetically conduc-
tive protrusions adapted to provide selected low reluc-

tance magnetic circuits with respect to different combina-
tions of said magnetic circuit poles at different rotary

positions of said disc;
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a plurality of electromagnets, one for each of said stages,

each for inducing a magnetic flux into the low reluctance

magnetic circuits established by the related one of said

code discs; and

sensing means responsive to the flux established in each of

said magnetic circuits by said electromagnets for provid-

ing signals representative of the angular position of the

related one of said code discs, said sensing means com-

prising a single set of magnetic sensing coils for all of said

stages, each coil corresponding to one of the angular

positions of said magnetic circuit poles, the magnetic

circuit poles of each of said stages being in magnetic

communication with like poles of the other of said stages

and the related one of said magnetic sensing coils.

3,840,873

ALPHA-NUMERIC CHARACTER DISPLAY DEVICE
Setsuo Usui, 5-4-305 Tsurugadai, Chigasaki-shi, Kanagawa-

ken, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 320,720, Jan. 3, 1973. This

application Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,276

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 14, 1972, 47-

37443; Oct. 30, 1972, 47-125175

Int. CI. G08b 5136

U.S. CI. 340-378 R 8 Claims

.25
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1. An alpha-numeric character display device comprising a

plurality of first and second light emitting diodes having two

electrodes and pn junction respectively, an insulating layer

having a plurality of conductive layers lying in a single plane

thereon, said first and second light emitting diodes being

mounted on said insulating layer with their pn junctions dis-

posed perpendicular to the plane of said insulating layer and

arranged in an array for at least two kinds of alpha-numeric

displays, said first and second light emitting diodes emitting

different color light respectively and being juxtaposed to each

other, and means for connecting each of said electrodes of

said first and second light emitting diodes to a different one of

said conductive layers respectively.

trigger signals and mixing the video signals and said in-

verted trigger signals;

d. a bearing signal channel deriving bearing signals and

reference signals from said receiver representative of the

instantaneous position of the radar antenna with respect

to a reference;

e. a synchro analog-to-digital converter means in circuit

with said bearing signal channel for converting the three

stator voltages to a serial digital format;
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in volume as the aircraft approaches the selected trans-

mitter and then decreasing in volume as the aircraft

passes beyond the proximate range of said transmitter;

and,

a selector switch means for the rows of said runway trans-

mitters having two positions, one for take-off and one for

landing, the setting of said switch energizing words for

transmission from said endless tape reproducers selected

either for aircraft take-off or selected for aircraft landing.

3,840,878

DUAL MODE THERMAL RECORDER
David T. Houston, and James S. Wilson, both of Houston, Tex.,

assignors to Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 212,516, Nov. 27, 1971, abandoned.

This application Aug. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 388,856
Int. CI. GOld 9134, 15110

U.S. CI. 346-62 5 Claims

1. A chart recorder, for thermal recording on heat sensitive

chart paper with a thermal element printhead matrix having

individually energizable thermal elements, the matrix being
selectively movable across the chart paper in an x-axis and the

chart paper being selectively stepped in the y-axis when the

X-axis has been traversed a desired distance to provide a suc-

cessive space in the x-axis, the chart recorder having input

means for receiving digital signals representative of the de-

sired thermal elements to be energized and of the desired

motion of the printhead matrix, comprising:

a. moving means, connected to the printhead matrix for

moving the matrix in either direction in the x-axis be-

tween a left and a right margin;

b. motion control means, responsive to the digital signals

representative of the desired motion, connected to the

moving means, for causing the printhead matrix to move
to a desired position between the left and right margins;

c. graph selection means, responsive to the digital signals

representative of the desired thermal elements to be

energized, connected to the printhead matrix for enabling

the matrix to print a portion of a graph on the chart

paper;

d. character selection means, responsive to the digital sig-

nals representative of the desired thermal elements to be

energized, connected to the printhead matrix for enabling

the printhead matrix to print a character on the chart

paper; and

enabling means, connected to the graph selection means
and to the character selection means, for selectively

enabling the graph selection means and the character

selection means for printing an annotated graph of char-

acters and graphs on the chart paper.

e.

3,840,879

EXCESS TONER SHIELD FOR ELECTROGRAPHIC
APPARATUS

Joseph R. Catabrette, Rochester, and Maynard K. Beckman,

Jr., Henrietta, both of N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation,

Stamford, Conn.

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,390

Int. CI. GOld 15106; G03g 13108

U.S. CI. 346—74 ES 6 Claims

1. Apparatus comprising

a platen on which is moved a recording medium,
a container for housing developer particles,

a stylus assembly projecting intermediate said container and
said recording medium to a position adjacent said record-

ing medium,
means for moving said stylus widthwise of said recording

medium,
a developer brush for depositing developer particles on said

charged medium immediately after each character is

imprinted thereon by said stylus, the fibers of said brush

contacting said stylus during rotation thereof,

a donor roller located in part in said container and in

contact with both said development particles and said

development brush, and

a fibrous element substantially spanning the opening be-

tween said container and said medium, said stylus pro-

jecting through the fibers of said element, said element

substantially blocking the passage of developer material

through said opening to other parts of the apparatus while

permitting movement of said stylus widthwise of said

media.

3,840,880

FILTERING SYSTEM FOR PYROGRAPHIC RECORDERS
Hans Peter Kramell, Perry, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corpora-

tion, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,571

Int. CI. H04I 15124; BOld 46112

U.S. CI. 346-74 S 8 Claims

1. In combination with a pyrographic recorder having a

stylus for forming an image on a recording medium carried by
a rotatable drum, a filtering system for suppressing waste

products released while said image is formed; said filtering

system comprising a funnel having a face adjacent said drum
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with a substantially drum-length aperture extending longitudi-

nally of said drum, said funnel positioned to prevent any

localized separation of said recording medium from said

drum, an air moving device having an inlet side and an outlet

side, and a filtering means interposed between said funnel and

the inlet side of said air moving device so that a partial vacuum
is constantly maintained during operation of said system in an

area immediately adjacent said drum, thereby causing waste

product laden air to be drawn through said funnel to pass

through said filtering means whereby waste products are re-

moved therefrom.

3,840,881

LIGHT EXPOSURE APPARATUS FOR FORMATION OF
STRIPED PHOSPHOR SCREENS OF COLOR PICTURE

TUBES
Kihachiro Koizumi, Chiba; Fumiaki Yonai, Mobara; Masaaki

Yamauchi, Mobara, and Yukihiko Utamura, Mobara, all of

Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Feb. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 330,116

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 7, 1972, 47-12875

Int. CLG03b 27/00

U.S. CL354—

1

8 Claims

1. A light exposure apparatus for the formation of a striped

phosphor screen on the panel portion of a color picture tube

including a striped color selective electrode having a plurality

of slits comprising:

a light source assembly including a light emitter, a reflector

and a collimating member;
a base for supporting the panel portion of a color picture

tube and the striped color selective electrode with the

plurality of slits in a predetermined positional relationship

with respect to said light source assembly; and

a correction lens disposed between said light source assem-

bly and said base for causing paths of light from said light

source assembly to approximate paths of electron beams
in the color picture tube, said collimating member having

a light emitting portion facing said base and said correc-

tion lens; said light emitting portion of said collimating

member being shaped substantially in a linear form as

viewed from said base so that said light source assembly

serves as a linear light source, and being oriented such

that the length of said linear light emitting portion is in

the direction of the length of the slits in the striped color

selective electrode.

3,840,882

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A CAMERA FLASH DEVICE
Masahiro Kawasaki, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Asahi Kogaku
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed Sept. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 398,809

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 22, 1972, 47-

95275
I

Int. CI. Hb5b
U.S. CI. 354-33 7 Claims

1. In a camera, flash means for providing flash illumination

during exposure of film, light responsive means positioned for

receiving light resulting from the flash illumination and for

converging the received light into a corresponding voltage,

AC amplifier means for receiving said voltage and providing

an amplified voltage, flash terminating means electrically

connected with said flash means for automatically terminating

the flash illumination therefrom, converting circuit means
electrically connected to said amplifier means for converting

the amplified voltage into a current, integrating circuit means
electrically connected to said converting circuit means for

integrating said amplified voltage in synchronism with the

flash illumination, and comparison circuit means electrically

connected between said integrating circuit means and said

SOUffCe 3£CT/oti/
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flash terminating means for comparing an input voltage re-

ceived from said integrating circuit means with a comparison

voltage determined in accordance with photographic informa-

tion other than brightness and for actuating said flash termi-

nating means to terminate automatically said flash means
when the input voltage and comparison voltage have a prede-

termined relationship.

3,840,883

CAMERA LENS HOOD
J. Robert Choate, Sampson Rd., Rochester, N.H. 03867

Filed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 397,777

Int. CLG03b 11104

U.S. CL 354—202 8 Claims

ao SO' " \M

1. A shock resistant lens hood and cover for a camera
having a shroud surrounding a lens comprising a rigid mount-
ing member adapted for attachment to said shroud, a flexible

hood carried by said mounting member for rotation about the

axis of said lens, a flexible cover, a frame assembly, cooperat-

ing means on said frame assembly and said cover for securing

said frame assembly to the central portion of said cover,

means mounting said frame assembly on said hood for pivotal

movement about an axis displaced a substantial distance rear-

wardly of the outer end of said hood whereby said cover may
be moved between a closed position in which said cover seal-

ingly engages the end of said hood remote from said member
and an open position in which said cover is out of the field of

said lens and upon movement of said cover to said open posi-

tion said cover is displaced outwardly and rearwardly of said

hood, and cooperating means on said frame and said hood for

retaining said cgyer in a selected open position or in closed
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position, said frame assembly applying closing pressure to the

cover centrally thereof to assure a tight peripheral seal.

3,840,884

MOTOR DRIVEN WINDING DEVICE FOR
PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA

Kaoru Umeda, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Minolta Camera
Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka-shi, Osaka-fu, Japan

Filed Feb. 22, 1974, Ser. No. 444,902
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 24, 1973, 48-21761

Int. CI. G03b 17142, 1/12
U.S. CI. 354-204 4 Claims

_S i.
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1. In a motor driven winding device for a photographic
camera including a winding mechanism for effecting the wind-
ing of a film and cocking of a shutter, a shutter release mem-
ber for releasing the shutter for enabling exposure of the film,

a driving motor for driving the winding mechanism and the

shutter release member, the driving motor having two input

terminals, and a member for energizing the driving motor and
effecting a release operation for actuating a continuous photo-
graphic process, the improvement wherein the device further

comprises:

a high voltage circuit including an electric potential source
of a high voltage for applying such high voltage to said

driving motor;

a low voltage circuit including an electric potential source
of a low voltage for applying such low voltage to said

driving motor; %

a braking circuit for short-circuiting both of said terminals

of said driving motor;

first switch means for connecting said low voltage circuit to

said driving motor for driving said shutter release member
when said release member is actuated;

second switch means for cutting off the connection of said

driving motor with said low voltage circuit and for con-
necting said driving motor to said braking circuit, in

association with the operation of said shutter release

member;
third switch means for cutting off the connection between

said driving motor and said braking circuit and connect-
ing said driving motor to said high voltage circuit in re-

sponse to receipt of a signal indicating the completion of
the exposure operation of said shutter, thereby driving

said winding mechanism; and
fourth switch means for cutting off the connection of said

driving motor with said high voltage circuit and connect-
ing said driving motor to said low voltage circuit, in asso-

ciation with the termination of winding of one frame of a

photographic film and corresponding cocking of the

shutter, thereby driving the motor for the shutter release

operation.

3,840,885

ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED SHUTTER
MECHANISM FOR A CAMERA

Akira Yoshizaki, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Minolta Camera
Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Oct. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 409,847
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 1, 1972, 47-110053

Int. CI. G03b 9/10, 9/14, 9/58
U.S. CI. 354—251 7 Claims

1. An electronic shutter for a camera comprising:

an electromagnet to be energized and deenergizcd under
the control of an exposure time control electric circuit,

an attractable piece attractable and holdable to the electro-

magnet with its magnetic force when the electromagnet
is energized,

a shutter sector movably supported by a fixed member away
from a shutter opening and biased to close the shutter

opening normally, the sector fixedly supporting one of the
electromagnet and the attractable piece, and

a shutter operating member movably supported by a fixed

member away from the shutter opening and so biased as
to be movable in a shutter opening direction upon shutter

tripping action, the operating member being movable in

a shutter closing direction by shutter cocking action and
retainable in its cocked position, the operating member
fixedly supporting the other of the electromagnet and the
attractable piece to position the attracting surface of the
electromagnet and the attractable piece in face-to-face

contact with or in proximity to each other when in its

cocked position, the operating member being movable to
open the shutter upon shutter tripping action by accom-
panying the sector by means of the electromagnet and the
attractable piece subject to energization of the electro-
magnet and to release the sector into shutter closing
movement upon deenergization of the electromagnet.

3,840,886
MICROAMPERE SPACE CHARGE LIMITED

TRANSISTOR
Kanu Ashar, Wappingers Falls, and Steven Magdo, Hopewell

Junction, both of N.Y., assignors to International Business
Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,233
Int. CI. HOll 11/ 14

U.S. CI. 357—22 10 Claims

1. A space charge limited transistor comprising
a high resistivity substrate of at least 10,000 ohm-
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centimeter semiconductor material and of one conductiv-

ity type.

first impurity zones of the other conductivity type extending

from one surface of said substrate into the interior

thereof,

second impurity zones of said one conductivity type extend-

ing from said one surface and reaching deeper into said

substrate than said first impurity zones,

one of said first impurity zones and said second impurity

zones being separated from each other and the other of

said first impurity zones and said second impurity zones

being connected to each other,

said one of said first and second impurity zones being sepa-

rated from each other by said other of said first and

second impurity zones, and

contact means on a pair of said one of said first and second

impurity zones and contact means on the zone of said

other of said first and second impurity zones separating

said pair of zones for biasing said contacted zones for

transistor operation, including forward biasing one of said

pair of zones relative to said separating zone,

the region of said high resistivity substrate beneath said

separating zone being characterized by a dielectric relax-

ation time much larger than the carrier transit time

therein.

3,840,887

SELECTIVE IRRADIATION OF GATED
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES TO CONTROL GATE

SENSITIVITY
John S. Roberts, Export, and Michael W. Cresswell, Pitts-

burgh, both of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Cor-

poration, Pittsburg, Pa.

Filed Aug. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 283,685

Int. CI. HOll 15/00

U.S. CL 357/38 13 Claims

source and drain regions;

means connected to said electrodes and to said common

gate for simultaneously rendering one of said at least two

transistors conductive and the other nonconductive.

3,840,889

LASER DIODE PACKAGE FORMED OF CERAMIC AND
METAL MATERIALS HAVING HIGH ELECTRICAL AND

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
James Thomas O'Brien, Leola, and Paul Nyul, New Holland,

both of Pa., assignors to RCA Corporation, New York. N.Y.

Filed July 11, 1973, Ser. No. 378,271

Int. CI. HOll 3/00, 5/00

U.S. CI. 357-81 8 Claims

1. A method of controlling gate sensitivity of a gated semi-

conductor device without significantly affecting other electri-

cal characteristics of the device comprising the steps of:

a. masking against radiation from a radiation source a por-

tion of the semiconductor device selected from at least

the group consisting of the gating and conducting por-

tions; and

b. thereafter irradiating unmasked portions of the semicon-

ductor device with the radiation source.

3,840,888

COMPLEMENTARY MOSFET DEVICE STRUCTURE
Fritz H. Gaensslen, Yorktown Heights, and Lewis M. Terman,

South Salem, both of N.Y., assignors to International Busi-

ness Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 30, 1969, Ser. No. 889,278

Int. CI. HOll 19/00

U.S. CI. 357—42 8 Claims

1. A complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect

device comprising:

at least two transistors each having a source and drain, a

common channel region, and a common gate electrode

disposed over said common channel region;

electrodes disposed in contacting relationship with said

12

1. A laser diode package comprising:

a. a base plate of an electrically conductive metallic mate-

rial;

b. an insulator ring attached to said plate;

c. a terminal ring of an electrically conductive metallic

material mounted on said insulator ring;

d. a mounting post, of an electrically conductive metallic

material, on said base plate and extending through said

insulator ring;

e. a laser diode on said mounting post, said laser diode

having a light emitting surface which faces away from said

base plate, and adjacent regions of opposite conductivity

forming a PN junction therebetween, one of said regions

being electrically connected to said mounting post;

f. means electrically connecting the other region of said

laser diode to said terminal ring.

ERRATA
For Classes 358—45 and 358—23 see:

Patents Nos. 3,840,696 thru 3,840,697

3,840,890

APPARATUS FOR RECORDING AND REPRODUCING
ANALOG DATA

John C. Sunderland, New York, N.Y., assignor to Capintec,

Inc., Mount Vernon, N.Y.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,699

Int. CI. Glib 5/02

U.S. CI. 360-32 5 Claims

1. Apparatus for recording and reproducing analog data,

comprising: input terminals for receiving analog data input

signals; limiter means for limiting the voltage level of said

input signals; ramp generator means for generating a ramp
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voltage signal having both positive-going and negative-going

portions, the frequency of said ramp voltage signal being in

excess of that of said input signals; ramp modification means
for receiving the ramp voltage signal from said ramp generator

means and for issuing and algebraically impressing on said

ramp voltage signal, positive-going and negative-going peaks
at locations on said ramp voltage signal where the magnitude

is in excess of a predetermined threshold, said peaks being of

a magnitude in excess of the limited voltage level of said input

3,840,892

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR DETECTING SIGNALS
FROM MAGNETIC MEMORY

Yukitaka Hayashi, Hitachi, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed July 3, 1973, Ser. No. 376,179

Claims priority, application Japan, July 7, 1972, 47-67503

Int. CI. Glib 5/44

U.S. CI. 360-53 7 Claims
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common control means, the plate having a rounded camming
edge for camming the card away from engagement with said

first drive means.

3,840,897

MAGNETIC DISC RECORDING ASSEMBLY
Jerry O. Kelley, Grass Valley, Calif., and Edward C. Wald-

spurger, Dayton, Ohio, assignors to Arvin Industries, Inc.,

Columbus, Ind.

Division of Ser. No. 183,856, Sept. 27, 1 97 1, Pat. No.

3,731,292. This application Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217,173
Int. CI. Glib 5/45

U.S. CI. 360-99 5 Claims

3,840,898

SELF-BIASED MAGNETORESISTIVE SENSOR
Christopher H. Bajorek, Lewisboro; Lubomyr T. Romankiw,

Briarcliff Manor, and David A. Thompson, Somers, all of

N.Y., assignors to International Business Machines Corpora-
tion, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,131

Int. CL Glib J/iO, 5/44
U.S. CI. 360— 113 15 Claims

I. A magnetic disc recording assembly comprising

a flexible recording disc having a magnetizable surface,

hub means connected to the center of said recording disc,

a flexible backing disc extending across that surface of

said recording opposite from said magnetizable surface,

and means connecting said backing disc to said recording

disc for concurrent rotation and leaving said discs free of

direct connection from their periphery inward for a sub-

stantial distance.

1. In a magnetic transducer having a thin film layer mag-
netoresistive strip in magnetic-coupling relationship with the

magnetized data of a storage medium, a magnetically hard,

permanently magnetized, thin film layer parallel to the plane
of said magnetoresistive strip constantly magnetized in the

same direction when exposed to magnetic fields below a pre-

determined level, adjacent to said magnetoresistive strip for

applying a permanent magnetic bias to said strip, said applied

bias being along a predetermined direction in the plane of said

magnetoresistive strip.

DESIGNS
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233 085
COMBINED WORK DESK, BED AND MULTIPLE

STORAGE UNIT
Walter Mueller, Zurich, Heinrich Gerhard, Haggendorf,

and Dieter Stierli, Basel, Switzerland, assignors to Inter-
luebke Gebr. Luebke KG, Wiedenbruck, Germany

Filed Jan. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 322,703
Claims priority, application Germany July 12, 1972

Term of patent 3Vi years
Int. CI. 1^6—04

U.S. CI. D6—

4

233,087
ROTATABLE STAND

Arthur William Martin, 1226 Nepean Highway,
Cheltenham, Victoria, Australia

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,224
Claims priority, application Australia Nov. 29, 1971

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6-^4

U.S. CI. D6—20

233,086
UMBRELLA STAND

Emma Gismondi, nee Schweinberger, Via Londonio 20/A,
20100 Milan, Italy

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,432
Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. D6—04
U.S. CI. D6—19

233 088
CONSULTATION TABLE HAVING COMPART-
MENTS FOR RETAINING MODULAR INSERTS
AND THE LIKE

Floyd E. Skarky, 3431 N. Utah,
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73112

Filed Aug. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 278,795
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DS—OS
U.S. CI. D6—27

757
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233,089
BAR STOOL

Thomas C. Hoshall, 8300 Brookridge, Oklahoma City,

Okla. 73132, and Kent W. Bouldin, Oklahoma City,

Okla.; said Bouldin assignor to said Hoshall

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 361,866

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—01

U.S. CI. D6—35

233,092
CHAIR

Harry Laylon, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to Dart
Industries Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,105
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. ue—oi
U.S. CI. D6—55

4^
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233,090
CHAISE LOUNGE

Harry Laylon, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to Dart
Industries Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,708
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—01

U.S. Ci. D6—39

233,093
CHAIR

Morris F. Fisher, Carmel, Ind., assignor to Jackson
Chair Company, Inc., Danville, Ky.
Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,296

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—07
U.S. CI. D6—71

233 091
COMBINED AUTOMOBILE SEAT AND RECESSED

SEAT BELT BUCKLE
Donald G. Radke, Rochester, Mich., assignor to Allied

Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308,921

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—07

U.S. CI. D6—48

233,094
CHAIR

Akihiko Noda and Kiyoshi Watanabe, Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to France Bed Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,745

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—07

U.S. CI. D6—74
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233,095
CHAIR

Akihiko Noda, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to France
Bed Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,686
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—07
U.S. CI. D6—74

233,098
CHAIR

KenlchI Katoda, Ohtuki, Japan, assignor to France
Bed Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,743
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—07
U.S. CI. D6—74

233,096
CHAIR

Akihiko Noda, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to France
Bed Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,683
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—07
U.S. CI. D6—74

233,099
CHAIR

Minoru Ohnishi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to France
Bed Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,744
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—07
U.S. CI. D6—74

233,097
CHAIR

Yoshio Kashu, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to France
Bed Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,742
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—07
U.S. CI. D6—74

233,100
CHAIR

Noriaki Narisawa, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to France
Bed Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,684
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—07
U.S. CI. D6—76
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233,101
CHAIR

Kenichi Katoda, Ohtuki, Japan, assignor to France
Bed Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Scr. No. 336,746
Term of patent 14 years

, Int. CI. D6—01
U.S. CI. D6—76

233,104
SOAP DISH STAND OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

David P. Zagaroli, Hickory, N.C., assignor to Ajax Hard-
ware Corporation, City of Industry, Calif.

Filed Mar. 14, 1973, Sen No. 341,021
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—04
U.S. CI. D6—89

233,102
CHAIR

Kiyoshi Watanabe, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to France
Bed Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,747
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. B6—01
U.S. CI. D6—76

233,105
CABINET

Robert Levine, Roslyn, N.Y., assignor to Capebart
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,369
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—^^
U.S. CI. D6—154

233,103
SUPPORT FOR CLOTHES HANGER

Maude Landin, 436 Convent Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10031

Filed Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 279,929
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—05
U.S. CI. D6—85

233,106
COMBINED TUB FILE CABINET AND DESK FOR
ACCOMMODATING DATA PROCESSING CARDS

Carl J. Dean, Soutbbridge, and David M. Wrigbt, Shrews-
bury, Mass., assignors to Barry Wright Corporation,
Watertown, Mass.

Filed Aug. 31, 1971, Ser. No. 176,786
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—04
U.S. CI. D6—158
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233,107
COMBINED STORAGE DRAWER AND

SHELF UNIT
Walter Mueller, Zurich, Heinricb Gerhard, Haggendorf,
and Dieter Stierli, Basel, Switzerland, assignors to

Interluebke Gebr. Luebke KG, Wiedenbruck, Germany
Filed Jan. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 322,702

Claims priority, application Germany July 12, 1972
Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. D6—04
U.S. CI. D6—166

233,109
DISPLAY CASE

Frank A. Desisto, Yonkers, N.Y., John Madaio, Bergen-
field, N.J., and William R. House and William L.
Phillips, Northampton, Mass., assignors to J. C. Penney
Co., New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 291,637
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. V6—04
U.S. CI. D6—168

233,110
CARD DRAWER

Carl H. Little, Jamestown, N.Y., assignor to
Weber Knapp Company, Jamestown, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,800
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—06
U.S. CI. D6—181

233,108
TABLE

Irving M. Rosen, White Plains, N.Y., assignor to The
Pace Collection Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,300

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—03

U.S. CI. D6—177

';iiiiiiiii;i;;;ii:;ii!ii!iii:'!!i!i
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233,111
CANOPY FRAME FOR BED

Kenneth H. Gutner, 3285 Dato, Highland Park, 111.

Continuation-in-part of design application Ser. No.
147,305, May 26, 1971. This application Dec. 6,

1972, Ser. No. 312,587
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—05
U.S. CI. D6—198
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233,112
TOWEL OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Nancy Ann Scherer, Plainfield, N.J., assignor to Cannon
Mills Company, Kannapolis, N.C.

Filed Nov. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 303,136
Tenn of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—13
U.S. CI. D6—265

233,114
HOT ARTICLE HOLDER

Lois A. Noyes, 7831 Paso Robles Ave.,
Van Nuys, CaUf. 91406

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,713
Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. D6—99
U.S. CI. D6—293

K^j3:i
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233,115
PLATE COVER

Hubert E. Christian and David W. Lee, Phoenix, Ariz.,

assignors to Dart Industries Inc., Los Angeles, CaUf.
Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 363,241

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D7—07

U.S. CI. D7—40

233,113
TOWEL OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Nancy Ann Scherer, Plainfield, N.J., assignor to Cannon
Mills Company, Kannapolis, N.C.

Filed Nov. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 303,135
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—13
U.S. CI. D6—265

233,116
COMBINED FOOD SHAKER AND BLENDER

James B. Swett, Barrington, RJ., and Sidney Z. Smith,
Worcester, Mass., assignors to Dart Industries Inc.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,873
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—07
U.S. CI. D7—51

October 8, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE
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233,117
CONDIMENT DISPENSER OR THE LIKE

James B. Swett, Barrington, R.I., assignor to Dart
Industries Inc., Los Angeles, Calif

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,870
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—06
U.S. CI. D7—52

233,119
BOAT HOIST

Everett A. Johnson, 15 S. Prospect Ave.,
Park Ridge,41I. 60068

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,557
Term of pktent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—05
U.S. CI. D12—54

r

233,118
DETACHABLE HANDLE FOR A BEVERAGE

CAN OR THE LIKE
Frederick W. Finn, Morristown, N.J., assignor of a frac-

tional part interest to Robert G. Wilson, Morristown,
N.J.

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,842
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—99
U.S. CI. D7—70

233,120
CUP HOLDER

Theodore R. Dawson, 3794 Blossom Lane,
Odessa, Tex. 79760

Filed Mar. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 345,317
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—06
U.S. CI. D7—71

'T^ m
233,121

FOOD STORAGE DISH
Robert H. C. M. Daenen, Erembodegem, Belgium, as-

signor to Dart Industries Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,269
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—07
IT.S. CI. D7—76
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233,122
KNIFE HANDLE

Alessandro Rosa Fauzza, Via Manzoni 2,
Maniago, Pordenone, Italy

Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,313
Term of patent SVi years

Int. CI. 1)7—03
U.S. CI. D7—152

233,123
MEAT CHOPPER

Pietro Rigamonti, 16 Via Mazzini,
Calolziocorte, Bergamo, Italy

Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,522
Claims priority, application Italy Mar. 3, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D7—04

U.S. a. D7—155

233,124
SELF-HINGED CONTAINER LID

Bob R. Hawk, Crowley, Tex., assignor to
Loma Corp., Fort Worth, Tex.

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,516
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—07
U.S. CI. D7—163

233,125
SELF-HINGED CONTAINER LID

Bob R. Hawk, Crowley, Tex., assignor to
Loma Corp., Fort Worth, Tex.

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,517
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—07
U.S. CI. D7—163

233,126
BASE FOR A TWO-WHEELED FLOOR SWEEPER

Gordon W. Goodrich, Grand Rapids, Mich., and David
Painter, Glenview, III., assignors to Bissell, Inc., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,696
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—05
U.S. CI. D7—175

233,127
REFUSE CONTAINER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Harold G. Karn, Jr., Winchester, Va., assignor to

Rubbermaid Commercial Products, Inc.
Filed Nov. 23, 1970, Ser. No. 26,108

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D7—07

U.S. CI. D7—194

October 8, 1971

233 128
TERRARIUM PLANTING TOOL

Dell A. Budreau, Cedar Falls, Iowa, assignor to Terra
Thumb, Inc., Cedar Falls, Iowa

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,449
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—^5
U.S. CI. D8—51

U. S. PATENT OFFICE 765

233,131
HAND TOOL

Hans Erich Slany, Esslingen-Zell, Germany, assignor to
Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed May 15, 1973, Ser. No. 360,596
Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 17, 1972

Term of patent 7 years
Int. CI. D8—05

U.S. CI. D8—68

^

233,129
PRESSURE ROLLER APPLICATOR
WilUam Niemi, 28122 Deep Creek,

Saugus, CaUf. 91350
Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,603

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D8—05

U.S. CI. D8—51

233,132
SCREW STARTER

John Donald Olson, Kensington, and Wojciech Stanislaw
Gutowski, Southington, Conn., assignors to The Stanley
Works, New Britain, Conn.

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,381
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—^5
U.S. CI. D8—86

233,130
PNEUMATIC TOOL

Hans Erich Slany, Esslingen-Zell, Germany, assignor to
Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed May 15, 1973, Ser. No. 360,597
Claims priority, application Germany Nov. 20, 1972

Term of patent 7 years
Int. CI. D8—05

U.S. CI. D8—68

233 133
COMBINED ACTUATOR AND BRACKET FOR

WINDOW CLOSURE
Eldon L. Bum, 2717 S. 107th Ave.,

Omaha, Nebr. 68124
Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,398

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D8—09

U.S. CI. D8—153
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233,134 233,136

BOTTLE UTILITY BAG
John R. Sinding, 613 Richards Road, Wayne, Pa. 19087 Harvey M. Sherman and Harriet N. Sherman, both of

Filed Junes, 1973, Sen No. 367,271- 16838 Germain St., Granada Hills, Calif. 91344
Term of patent 14 years Filed June 6, 1973, Ser. No. 367,472

Int. CI. D9^-(7i Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CI. D9—39 Int. CI. D9—05
U.S. CI. D9—251

233,137
CONTAINER END

Richard J. Brincks, Wheeling, William L. Fox, Jr., Liberty -

ville, and Henry S. Hole, Barrington, Rl., assignors to

American Can Company, Greenwich, Conn.
Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,308

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D9—07

U.S. CI. D9—255

233,135
SHIPPING CARTON FOR CONTAINERS

« OR THE LIKE
Irvin W. Combs, Jr., and Charles W. Shelton, Memphis,

Tenn., assignors to Plough, Incorporated, Memphis,
Tenn.

FUed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,692
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—Oi
U.S. CI. D9—176

^
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233,138
RESEALING BOTTLE CAP OR THE LIKE

Rudolf Vogel, 1140 Laurel Ave.,

Bridgeport, Conn. 06604
Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 268,107

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D9—07

U.S. CI. D9—287

October 8, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 767
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233 139
ULTRASONIC MOTION-DETECTOR HOUSING
Richard L. McMaster, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to

Detection Systems, Inc., Fairport, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,253

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D29—02
U.S. CI. DIO—106

233,142
BICYCLE RACK

Robert E. Sill, 429 15th Ave. SW.,
Rochester, Minn. 55901

Filed Oct. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 409,956
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—99
U.S. CI. D12—115

233,140
BOAT

Akio Tanaka, Akashi, and Katuichi Kato, Miki, Japan,
assignors to Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha,
Hyogo-ken, Japan

Filed Apr. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 349,820
Claims priority, application Japan Oct. 12, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D12—06

U.S. CI. D12—69

233,143
RESTAURANT BUILDING

Charles Laughner, 7719 S. Belmont Road,
Indianapolis, Ind. 46217

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,514
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D25—Oi
U.S. CI. D13—1 B

233,141
tAMPER TRAILER

Bruce K. Ward, 1338 1st Ave. S.,

Minneapolis, Minn. 55403
Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,142

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D12—70

U.S. CI. D12—103

233,144
RESTAURANT BUILDING

Charles Laughner, 7719 S. Belmont Road,
Indianapolis, Ind. 46217

Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,594
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D25—05
U.S. CI. D13—1 B
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233,145
FISH LURE

Earl E. Miller, Knoxville, Tenn., assignor to
Brunswick Corporation, Skokie, 111.

Filed Oct. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 192,722
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D22—(?5

U.S. CI. D22—27

233,148
AIR GUN

Zenon R. MocarskI, Easton, Conn., assignor to S.R.C.
Laboratories, Inc., Fairfield, Conn.

Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,266
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—01
U.S. CI. D23—17

^'
,'^

233,146
FISH LURE

Earl E. Miller, Knoxville, Tenn., assignor to
Brunswick Corporation, Skokie, 111.

Filed Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292,458
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D22—05
U.S. CI. D22—28

233,149
COMBINED WATER CLOSET AND LAVATORY

John L. Campbell, Flourtown, Pa., assignor to

Kelsey-Hayes Company, Romulus, Mich.
Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 325,027

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D23—02

U.S. CI. D23—49

233,147
BELT MOUNTABLE GUN CARTRIDGE DISPENSER

Charles E. Bates, 60 Lapham Way,
San Francisco, Calif. 94112

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,921
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D3—02
U.S. CI. D22—14

233,150
COMBINED TOILET BOWL AND SEAT

David E. Workman, Orange, Calif., assignor to Interna-
tional Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 321,024
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—02
U.S. CI. D23—67

October 8, 197
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233,151
SELECTABLE FIXED IMPEDANCE DEVICE

Frank J. Bruder, Newport Beach, and Victor F. Steuer,

San Jacinto, Calif., assignors to Bourns, Inc.

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 257,066
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D13—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—1 R

233,154
ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR

Yasuhiro Saito, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki
Kaisha Ricoh, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 12, 1973, Ser. No. 369,139
Claims priority, application Japan Dec. 21, 1972

Term of patent 7 years
Int. CI. D14—02

U.S. CI. D26—5 C

233,152
DEPTH METER

Robert C. Knutson, Rte. 1, Rosemount, Minn.
Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 210,287

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. DIO—0-^

U.S. CI. D26—1 Q

55068

233,155
ANTENNA

Seihei Wada, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Uro Denshi
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, also known as Uro Elec-
tronics Industries Co., Ltd., Ohta-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,485
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14

—

05
U.S. CI. D26—14 F

233,153
ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR

Yasuhiro Saito, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki
Kaisha Ricoh, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 12, 1973, Ser. No. 369,138
Claims priority, application Japan Dec. 19, 1972

Term of patent 7 years
Int. CI. D14—02

U.S. CI. D26—5 C

233,156
ELECTRICAL PLUG

John E. Jolliffe, Manlius, N.Y., assignor to
SCM Corporation

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,202
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D13—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—1 A
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233,157
BIRD CAGE

Roger D. H. Lacock, Los Angeles, Calif.

(13437 Egbert St., Sylmar, Calif. 91342)
FUed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 346,118

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D30—02

U.S. CI. D30—

4

233,160
BICYCLE EXERCISER

Leo Jouk, 14 Rue Henri-Martin, 93310 Le
Pre-St.-Gervais, France

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,398
Claims priority, application France Aug. 17, 1972

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—02
U.S. CI. D34--5 K

233,158
SCOOP FOR CLEANING SANITARY CAT BOXES

Henry E. Lowe, Jr., N. Edward St.,

Cassopolis, Mich. 49031
Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 288,917

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D30—99

U.S. CI. D30—99

233,161
EDUCATIONAL GAME BOARD

Walter Hesener, 66 Rue de la Pnilay, 1217 Meyrin,
Geneva, Switzerland

Filed July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,427
Claims priority, application Switzerland Jan. 17, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D21—01

U.S. CI. D34—5 SS

233,159
GRAVE MARKER

George N. White, 3586 Hartford Ave.,
Butte, Mont. 59701

Term of patent 14 years
Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,769

Int. CI. D20—Oi
U.S. CI. D31—14

233,162
BASKETBALL REBOUND DOME

Kenneth E. Hayden, 2568 Jaycox Road.
Avon, Ohio 44011

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,989
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07
U.S. CI. D34—5 VV
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233,163
TOY BANK

Arnold Levin, Miami Beach, Fla., assignor to Zipbank
Novelties, Inc., Miami, Fla.

Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,610
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07
U.S. CI. D34—11 R

233,166
LIGHT FIXTURE

Fred M. Gore, Dallas, and Ralph M. McFarlin, Pasadena,
Tex., assignors to Esquire, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Original design application Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No.
350,154. Divided and this application Dec. 7, 1973,
Ser. No. 422,832

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D26—Oi

U.S. CI. D48—31

a
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233,164
GRINDER GUARD FOR HAND HELD

GRINDERS, OR THE LIKE
John N. Hominick, 3621 Maple Leaf Drive,

Glenview, 111. 60025
Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,677

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D15—09

U.S. CI. D37—1 R

233,167
LIGHT FIXTURE

Fred M. Gore, Dallas, and Ralph M. McFarlin, Pasadena,
Tex., assignors to Esquire, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Original design application Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No.
350,154. Divided and this application Dec. 7, 1973,
Ser. No. 422,670

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D26—Oi

U.S. CI. D48—31

233,165
STANDING LAMP

Ernesto Gismondi, Foro Buonaparte 68, Milan, Italy
Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,436

Claims priority, application Italy Sept. 19, 1972
Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. D26—05
U.S. CI. D48—20 A

233,168
DRILL PRESS

Ladd M. Adams, 3810 Bellwood Drive,
Norman, Okla. 73069

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,132
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—09
U.S. CI. D54—14 B
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233,169
WIDE ANGLE TELESCOPIC SIGHT

John F. Thompson and Donald R. Payton, El Paso, Tex.,

assignors to W. R. Weaver Company
Continuation-in-part of design application Ser. No.

378,737, July 12, 1973, which is a continuation-in-

part of abandoned design application Ser. No.
255,933, May 22, 1972. This application Apr. 3,

1974, Ser. No. 457,525
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—06
U.S. CI. D57—1 E

233,171
PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Edwin H. Land, Cambridge, and Richard R. Wareham,

Marblehead, Mass., assignors to Polaroid Corporation,

Cambridge, Mass.
Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 299,877

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—07
U.S. CI. D61—1 B

233,170
SURVEILLANCE CAMERA HOUSING

Walter Gideon, 1415 Brassie Ave.,
Flossmoor, III. 60422

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,515
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—0/
U.S. CI. D61—1 C

233,172
DISPLAY PROJECTION CABINET

Donald W. Drilling, Kernersville, N.C., assignor to

Alderman Studios Inc.

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 270,921
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—02
U.S. CI. D61—1 N

October 8, 197-! U. S. PATENT OFFICE 773

233 173
ARBOR PRESS AND STAND

Claude M. Harper, Westlake Village, Calif., assignor to
Roto-Master, Inc., North Hollywood, Calif.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,078
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—09
U.S. CI. D63—

1

233,175
CHAIN CANDLES

Siegfried Steinhart, Obere Ganshalde 14,
Krumbach, Germany 8908

Filed Aug. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 282,659
Claims priority, application Germany Feb. 25, 1972;

Mar. 10, 1972
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—04
U.S. CI. D73—1 B

233,174
STAMP

Takaji Funahashi, 1, 2-chome Kitatakasho-machi, Nishi-
ku, Nagoya-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan

Filed Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,758
Claims priority, application Japan Oct. 7, 1972.

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D19—02

U.S. CI. D64—10

233,176
COMBINED CIGARETTE LIGHTER,

DESK PEN AND TRAY
Samuel J. Koch, % Korex Industries, 821 Malcolm Road,

Burlingame, Calif. 94010
Continuation-in-part of design application Ser. No.

211,838, Dec. 23, 1971. This application Nov. 9,
1972, Ser. No. 304,957

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D19—02

U.S. CI. D74—5 B
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233,177 233,179

X-RAY DIFFRACTOMETER HOUSING PROJECTOR CARRYING CASE
Anthony P. H. Chan, Los Altos Hills, and Hugh John James H. Sias, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman

Hall, Los Altos, Calif., assignors to Syntex (U.S.A.) Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Inc. Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,391

Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,172 Term of patent 14 years

Term of patent 14 years Int. CI. D3—99
Int. CI. D24—01 U.S. CI. D87—5 E

U.S. CI. D83—1 H

t ^%
at^

233 180
CARRYING TRAY FOR COMMODITIES

Paul G. Thurman, West Liberty, Ohio, assignor to Dare
Pafco Inc., Urbana, Ohio

Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,546

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D3—99
U.S. CI. D87—1 R

233,178 233,181

COMBINED CIGARETTE HOLDER AND STACKABLE MATERIAL HANDLING BOX
ASHTRAY SUPPORT William R. Powell, Hubbard, Ohio, assignor to The Powell

Samuel A. Harrison, Brooks Towers, 1020 15th St., Den- Pressed Steel Company, Hubbard, Ohio
ver, Colo. 80202, and Donald L. Coakley, 101 Wash- Filed Apr. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 243,109

ington Ave., Golden, Colo. 80401 Term of patent 14 years

Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 332,009 Int. CI. D3—99

Term of patent 7 years U.S. CI. D87—1 R
Int. CI. D27—02

U.S. CI. D85—8 B

October 8, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 775

233 182
ELECTRIC HAIRCUTTER

Taisuke Ono and Hisatane Ohi, both of 1048 Oaza
Kadoma, Osaka, Japan

Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 322,954
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D28—05
U.S. CI. D95—3 A

233,184
SIGN FACE PROTECTOR

Louis Alfonso, 207 Churchill St.,

Pittsfield, Mass. 01201
Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,869

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D20—99

U.S. CI. D96—

1

\

233 183
PAPER CUTTER GUARD

Richard D. Cole, Gay St., Sharon, Conn. 06069
Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,483

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. DIS—04

U.S. CI. D95—3 R

\

233,185
INVERTIBLE SIGN

Elmer E. S. Lengyel, 4655 WUd Indigo 231,
Houston, Tex. 77027

FUed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,909
Term of patent 14 years

Int. a. D20—Oi; D18—^i
U.S. CI. D96—12 E
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A/S Stelton: See—
Rolff, Jens W., 3,840.173.

AB Motala Verkstad: 5ef—
Book, Nils E. E, 3,840,3 14.

Abbott Laboratories: See-
Jones. Peter Hadley; and Somani, Pitambar, 3,840,663.

Abdo.Ollie. Fishing line footage counter. 3,839,798, CI. 33-134 OOr
Abe, Jinnosuke; Miyauchi. Kango; and Kanoh, Masatoshi, to Toyo
Joze Kabushiki Kaishia. Animal feed supply. 3,840,658, CI 424-
1 15.000.

I

Abe.Toshihiro; See— '

Akachi, Hisateru; and Abe, Toshihiro, 3,839,895
Abe, Yoshitaka: See—

Sato, Hiroshi; Takahashi, Koji; Shigeta, Sadaaki; and Abe
Yoshitaka, 3,840,505.

Abel, Ronald G: See-
Hayes, Harold B.; and Abel, Ronald G , 3,840 532

Abendroth, Paul, to Roland Offsetmaschinenfabrik Faber& Schleicher
AG. Reciprocating gripper for feeding sheets in rotary printine
machines. 3,839,959, CI. 101-232.000.

ACME-Cleveland Corporation: See—
von Wolff, Herbert, 3,840,064.

Acres, Gary James Keith, to Johnson, Matthey, & Co., Limited
Catalyst comprising platinum, rhodium and a base metal 3 840 471
CI. 252-432.000.

Adachi, Yasaburo: See—
Eguchi Yoshihiro; Adachi, Yasaburo; and Kuwabara, Katsutoshi,

Adams, Peter F: See—
1

1

Kortschot, Cornelis; and Adams, Peter F , 3 840 673
Adams, Richard J , to Beloit Corporation. Roll surface maintenance

3,839,94 1, CI. 90-1 2.00r.

'^'^i'^'t r^^^"^'
"* ^^'^"'"''"g and skinning knife. 3,839,788, CI. 30-

Zof .000

.

Addmaster Corporation: See—
Takenaka. George; and Gearheart, John D., 3,840 164

Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation: See—
Zawiski, Robert F , 3,840,224.

Agence Nationale de Valorisation de la Recherche ( Anvar)- See—
Gau, Georges, 3,840,61 1.

Agfa-Gevaert N.V.: See-
Van Engeland, Jozef Leonard; De Voider, Noel Jozef, and Tim-
merman, Daniel Maurice, 3,840,464.

Van Paesschen, August Jean; and Herbots, Joseph Antoine,
3,840,374.

Aggarwal, Sohan L : See-
Chang, Hoy Yink, and Aggarwal, Sohan L., 3,840,864

Aggen, Clifford R.; and Lee, Harry P., to United States of America
Navy. Regulated power supply. 3,840,797, CI. 32 1 -2.000

Ahlen, Karl Gustav, to S.R.M Hydromekanik AB. Hydrodynamic
torque converter including a releasable turbine member. 3,839,864
CI. 60-349.000.

Aikaw/a, Hiroshi; and Ito, Naganori, to Nissan Motor Company
Hydropneumatic type suspension unit of a motor vehicle suspension
system. 3,840,245, CI. 280-1 24.00f

Aito, Yuzo: See—
Tsunawaki, Kiyokazu; Watanabe, Katsuhisa; Sasama, Shigeru

Alto, Yuzo; and Nawata, Kiyoshi, 3,840,502
Ajamie, Amil J : See—

Davidsohn, Uryon S.. 3,840,41 2.

Akachi, Hisateru; and Abe, Toshihiro, to Oki Densen Kabushiki
Kaisha. Method of drawing wire and apparatus therefor. 3,839,895,
v-i. f Z-Zoj .001). 1

Akashi, Akira: See—
Ueno, Katsujiro; MiyLaki, Seiichi; and Akashi, Akira, 3,840,539.

Akashi, Goro: See

—

Yamada, Yasuyuki; and Akashi, Goro, 3,840,400
Akashi, Koichiro; Watanabe, Hisao; and Koga, Kenichi, to Mitsubishi
Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Straightener. 3,840,05 1 , CI 1 38-37 000

Akebono Brake Industry Co., Ltd.: See—
Watanabe, Namio, 3,840,280.

Akers, Robert M. Method of manufacturing tires. 3,840,415, CI. 156-

M.; Friedman, Sam; and Akhtar, Sayeed,

114.000.

Akhtar, Sayeed: See—
Yavorsky, Paul

3,840,456.
Akzona Incorporated: See-

Castro, Anthony J., 3,840,572.
Akzona Incorporated, mesne: See—

Smaczny, Charles W., Powell, Roger Floyd; Takiguchi, Walter
and Daberstein, George, 3,840,839.

Albers, Wouter, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Method of removing
foreign phases from the crystals of a compound. 3,840,652, CI. 423-

Albert, Anthony H.: See-
O'Brien, Darrell E.; Robins, Roland K.; and Albert, Anthony H

3,840,665.
'

Aldous, Harold William, to Systems Engineering Laboratories. Insula-
tion stripping device. 3,839,790, CI. 30-90.100.

Alexander, John Mergle, Jr., to Pennwalt Corporation. Method of
making a composite tablet. 3,840,63 1 , CI. 264- 1 1 3 000

Alkan,R.,&Cie:See—
Hasquenoph. Jean Henri; and Coutin, Pierre Fernand, 3 840 20

1

All, Nakajima, & Co., Ltd.: See—
Ikeda, Takemi; Terashima, Toshikatsu; and Haseeawa. Tokushiee

3,840,106. *
'

Allen & Hanburys Limited: See—
Garside, Susan Constance; Hartley, David; Lunts, Lawrence
Henry Charles; and Oxford, Alexander William, 3,840,537.

Allen, David W.; and Iwata, Hideki, to Tektronix, Inc. Dynamic RMS
converter. 3,840,8 1 3, CI. 328-26.000.

Allen, Joseph C; and Tate, Jack F., to Texaco Inc. Miscible displace-
ment of petroleum. 3,840,073, CI. 166-274.000.

Allgood. Jay R.; and Odello, Robert J., to United States of America
Navy. Stress wave drill. 3,840,078, CI. 1 75- 1 5.000.

Allgood, Jay R., to United States of America, Navy. Tunnel excavation
with electrically generated shock waves. 3,840,270, CI. 299-14 000

Allied Chemical Corporation: See—
Gondorchin, Frank; and Kushnick, Julian H., 3,840,497
Lohr, Thomas E., 3,840,849.

Allied Colloids Manufacturing Company Limited: See-
Dyson, Allen F.; and Marshall, David. 3,840,487.

Allis-Chalmers Corporation: See—
Hartwig, Walter J., 3,840,1 1 2.

Stich, Frederick A.; and Schwantes, Glenn W., 3,840,790.
Allison, John L., to Textron, Inc. Load transport system. 3.840 089 CI

180-116.000.
Allom. Clive; Sharp, Herbert John; and Drucker, Rudolf, to GKN San-
key Limited. Containers for liquids. 3,840, 141, CI. 220-5 OOr

Allwood, Searle & Timney (Holdings) Limited: See—
Searle, John Gilbert; and Hunt, David John, 3,840,168.

Almanza, Sergio: Liquid dispenser for refuse receptacle 3 840 145 CI
220-87.000. , , .

Alt, Claus-Christian; Muller, Alf; and Van Winsen, Friedrich H to
Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft. Multi-circuit brake installation for
vehicles, especially motor vehicles. 3,840,098, CI. 188-345 000ALZA Corporation: See-

Michaels, Alan S.; Buckles, Richard G., and Yum Su II

3,840.009.
Amalga Corporation: See-

Harmon, Emerson R , 3,840.139.
Amana Refrigeration. Inc.: See-

Bourgeois. Joseph F., 3.839.954.
Fritts. Rex E. 3.840.810.

Amano. Matsuo: See—
Kanemoto. Kazuo; Ito. Toshikatsu; and Amano. Matsuo,

Ambrose, Jere B., to Northern Fibre Company. Lattice reinforced
foam rubber seat bun and method of molding same. 3,840 269 CI
297-452.000. , , , .

Amdahl Corporation: See-
Amdahl, Gene M.; Clements, Michael

3,840,727.
Amdhal, Gene M.; Grant, Glenn D.

3,840,861.
Amdahl, Gene M.; Clements, Michael R.; and Topham, Lyie C, to
Amdahl Corporation. Binary multiplication by addition with non-
overlapping multiplier recording. 3.840.727. CI. 235-164.000

Amdhal. Gene M.; Grant. Glenn D.; and Maier, Robert M.. to Amdahl
Corporation. Data processing system having an instruction pipeline
for concurrently processing a plurality of instructions. 3.840 861 CI
340-172.500.

Ameau, Albert; Boyer. Marcel-Louis; and Hebert. Francois, to Com-
pagnie Industrielle des Telecommunications Cit-Alcatel. Automatic
selector for line corrector for data transmission. 3,840,855 CI 340-
146. lax.

Amend, John R.; and Yegge, John F., to United States of America.

^sVq'r
^"^"^^^ Commission. Energy-environment simulator!

American Anilin Products, Inc.: See—
Genta, Guido R., 3,840,567.

American Cyanamid Company: See—

PIl

R.; and Topham. LyIe C,

and Maier, Robert M.,
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and Bell. Stanley C.

and Smith, Herchel,

Berets. Donald Joseph; Castellion, George Augustus; and Haacke,

Gottfried. 3.839.857.

Colgan. Joseph Dennis; and Healy. James Joyn. 3.840.472.

Strazdins. Edward. 3.840,489,

Wright. Donald Perry, Jr.; Barringer, Donald Frederic. Jr.; and

McKay. Donald Edward. 3.840,687

American Home Products Corporation; See—

Douglas. George H.; Teller. Daniel M
3.840,536.

Yardley. John P.; Rees. Richard W
3.840.557.

American Standard. Inc : See-
Peterson. Edgar M. 3.839.993.

American Telecommunications Corporation: See-
Tucker. Council A.. 3,840.7 1

1

American Telephone and Telegraph Company; See—
Cerny. Louis Joseph; and Rupprecht. Herbert Albert. 3.840.709

AMF Incorporated: See-
Cummins. Donald; and Jung. Wilhelm H . 3.839.973.

Woods. John A. 3.840,083.

Amidon. Alan B ; and Goffe, William L., to Xerox Corporation. Parti-

cle placing system. 3.840.397. CI. 117-201.000.

Amplatz. Kurt. Method for forming and sterilizing catheters.

3.839.841. CI. 53-21.0fc.

Anderson. Randall H; Grimsby. Emerson A.; and Kessler, Kenneth, to

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. Wire stripping

and crimping apparatus and method 3.839,776. CI. 29-203.0dt.

Anderson. Richard W.; and Frick, Hughie R., to Dow Chemical Com-

pany. The. Fluorinated cyclobutenyl alkyl ether copolymers.

3,840.603.CI. 260-61 1.00b.

Anderson. Wayne S.: See—
Fulkerson. Homer L; and Anderson, Wayne S., 3,840,261

.

Andre. Godel Albert, to Compagnie Industrielle de Procedes & d'Ap-

plications S A Self agglomerating fluidized bed reacting apparatus.

3,840.345. CI. 23-284.000.

Andres. Rudolf; Moller. Hermann; and Seyfried, Franz, to Daimler-

Benz Aktiengesellschaft. Pneumatic control system for automatic

alignment of motor vehicle headlights. 3,840,729. CI 240-7. 1 1 j.

Andres. Rudolf; Moller. Hermann; and Seyfried. Franz, to Daimler-

Benz Aktiengesellschaft Pneumatically operating control system for

automatic alignment of motor vehicle headlights. 3.840.730, CI.

240-7.1 1 j.

Andressen. Otto: See—
Aunstrup. Knud; Andressen. Otto; and Outtrup. Helle, 3.840,433.

Andriessen. Ronald Carl, to Formflo Limited. Diametral control of

rolled rings. 3.839,892, CI. 72-108.000.

Angelis, John G.: See—
Kussy, Frank W.; Swain. Kenneth W.; and Angelis, John G.,

3.840,835.

Anglo American Corporation: See-
James. George Stephen. 3.840,209.

Anthony, Philip L , to Rockwell International Corporation. Mutual in-

ductance coupling probe for testing the integrity of through-hole

plating in printed circuit boards 3.840.802. CI. 324-37.000.

Aoyagi. Takaaki: See—
Umezawa. Hamao; Aoyagi. Takaaki; Takeuchi. Tomio; Maeda.

Kenji; Hamada. Masa; and Hara, Takeshi. 3.840,5 13

Umezawa. Hamao; Takeuchi. Tomio; Aoyagi. Takaaki; Hamada.

Masa; Maeda. Kenji; and Okami. Yoshiro. 3.840,5 16,

Appel Carl; Heiss, Wilhelm, and Gsollpointner, Helmuth. Panel for

facings and process for its production. 3.839,893, CI. 72-197.000.

Applied Inventions Corporation: See—
Kehler. Paul. 3.840.746.

Aquila. Werner: See—
Himmele. Walter, and Aquila. Werner. 3.840.589.

Araki, Kazuhiko: See—
Nakanishi, Michio; Araki, Kazuhiko; Tahara. Tatsuya; and

Shiroki,Masami, 3.840,558.

Arco Polymers, Inc.: See—
DiGiulio, Adolph V.. 3.840.499

Argabright. Perry A ; Phillips. Brian L . and Echelberger, Larry M.. to

Marathon Oil Company. Polyurethane polymers based on isocyanu-

rate salts 3.840.496. CI. 260-77. 5nc.

Ariens Company: See—
Mollen. Ignatius J.; Turner. Albert G.; and Dewhurst. David S..

3.839.919
Arikawa. Masayasu; Oishi. Minoru; Watanabe. Hidenori; Horiuchi,

Shou; and Hatano. Katsuaki. to Kobe Steel. Limited. Automatic, cir-

cumferentially traveling mechanism for use in automatic circum-

ferential welding or cutting device. 3.840. 1 70. CI. 228-29 000.

Arita, Mitsuo: See—
Yoshikawa. Sadayoshi; and Arita, Mitsuo, 3,840,772.

Arman, Dario. Steering-locking antitheft devices for motor vehicles.

3.840,7 14, CI. 200-44.000.

Armco Steel Corporation: See-
Evans, James D, 3,840,378

Arn KeikertSohne. Firma: See—
Brackmann. Horst. 3.840,258.

Arnold, George B: See—
Knowles, Edwin C; McCoy, Frederick C; and Arnold, George B.,

3,840,465

Arnold, Robert J. Method and apparatus for sharpening skates.

3.839.828, CI. 5 1-lOO.OOr.

3.840.460.

Aronoff. Elihu J.; and Dhami. Kewal S.. to International Telephone and

Telegraph Corporation. Polymeric compositions. 3,840,619, CI.

260-878.00r.

Arrington, Thomas Lonnie: See—
Dyer. Norman D.; Walker. Ross Weldon; and Arrington. Thomas

Lonnie. 3,839.871.

Arseneault. Paul J. to International Business Machines Corporation,

Wide rotor for stable support of tape along path of transducer car-

ried by rotor. 3.840.894. CI. 360-84.000,

Arvin Industries, Inc: See—
Kelley, Jerry O,; and Waldspurger. Edward C. 3.840.897.

Asada. Masao; See—
Kobayashi. Mikio; Asada. Masao; and Kawasaki. Shohei.

3.839.842.

Asado. Yasuo. to Fischer & Porter Co. Magnetic flowmeter.

3.839.913. CI 73-194.0em.

Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Kawasaki. Masahiro. 3.840.882.

Asano. Setsunobu: See—
Uda. Akitomo; and Asano. Setsunobu. 3.840.478.

Asano. Tetsumasa; Takamiya. Hiroshi; and Morimoto. Yoshinobu. to

Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Apparatus for controlling vehi-

cles at junction points 3.840.736. CI 246-63.00r

Ashar. Kanu; and Magdo. Steven, to International Business Machines

Corporation. Microampere space charge limited transistor

3.840.886. CI. 354-22.000.

Ashar. Kanu G . to International Business Machines Corporation. Insu-

lating layer pedestal transistor device and process. 3,840.409, CI.

148-1.500

Ashton, Philip E. Slinger up oil burner apparatus. 3,840,328, CI. 431-

168.000.

Associated Engineering Limited: See—
Bemrose, Colin R.; and Davenport. Christopher J.. 3.840.423.

Ast, Therese M ; Pflavin. Milton H ; and Rao, K. Jagan Mohan, to

Technicon Instruments Corporation. Method of direct potentiomet-

ricanalysisofaliquidsample. 3,840,438, CI 204-1.OOt.

Asturiana de Zinc, S.A.: See

—

Sitges. F.J .3.840.032.

Atlantic Products Corporation: See—
Hibbert. Wayne G ; and Harris. S. David. 3.839.756.

Atlantic Research Corporation, mesne: See—
Huggett, Clayton M.. 3.840.667.

Atlantic Richfield Co.: See—
Sheldahl. David B.; and Striegler. John H

Atlantic Richfield Company: See—
Wostl. Wolfgang J ; Onyon. Edward W ; Snow. Adolph I.; and

Trapp. Harold D . 3.840.055

Attridge. Charles James; Morris. Arthur; and Thomas. Hugh, to Im-

perial Chemical Industries Limited Disproportionation of olefins.

3.840,6 12. CI. 260-683.00d.

Atwater. Wayne G.. to Triax Company. The. Knock-down storage

frame, components therefor, and method of assembly. 3.840.1 24. CI

211-182,000.

Aunstrup. Knud; Andressen. Otto; and Outtrup, Helle, to Nono

Terapeutisk Laboratorium A/S, Dehairing of leather 3.840,433. CI,

195-6,000

Automated Reference Corporation: See—
Sternberg. Herbert B . 3.839,807

Automobiles Peugeot: See—
Bouthors. Pierre Marcel. 3.840.277.

Automotive Engineering Research, Inc.

De Biasse, Richard L., 3,839.996.

Avco Corporation: See—
Finelli, Thomas M.; Halpert. Sidney;

3.840.425.

A.V.D. (A Votre Disposition): See—
Jaconeli. Pierre. 3.839.837.

Avon Products. Inc.: See—
Gadzala. Anloni E.; and Kinney, James F.. 3.840.490.

Awan. Mohemmed M.; and Epperiy. Albert D . to Continental Oil

Company. Distillation column control method and system.

3.840,437, CI. 203-2.000.

Ayerst, McKenna and Harrison Limited: See—
Rakhit. Sumanas. 3.840.560

Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Goehre. Otto; and Friedrichsen, Wilhelm. 3.840.563.

Himmele. Walter; and Aquila. Werner. 3.840.589.

Hoffmann. Werner. 3.840,559.

Schoellkopf, Ulrich; and Gerhart. Fritz. 3.840,530.

Stastny, Fritz; Trieschmann, Hans Georg; Gaeth,

Koerner, Heinz-Hermann. 3,840,628.

Badische Anilin-& Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Demmler. Kurt; Velic. Milan; and Zoller. Karl. 3.840.6 1 7.

Bagby. George; and Sturt, Alan Charles, to BP Chemicals International

Limited. Polymer recovery process. 3.840.507, CI. 260-87. 50r.

Bair, James G., to Fox Grinders, Inc. Anti-vibration work rest for grin-

ders. 3,839.830. CI. 51 -238,00s,

Bajorek. Christopher H,; Romankiw. Lubomyr T,; and Thompson,

David A , to International Business Machines Corporation, Self-

biased magnetoresistive sensor, 3,840,898. CI, 360-1 13,000,

Baker, Don R,; and Epstein, Peter F., to Stauffer Chemical Company,

Miticidal active fluoro phthalimide derivatives. 3,840,555, CI. 260-

326.00h,

See-

and Newland, Julian H,

Rudolf; and
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Baker, Fred E., to General Electric Company. Dctanaline drver
3,840,030, CI. 132-9.000.

^
Baker, George M. Double rotary brush car wash assembly. 3,839 762

CI. 15-21.00d.
'

Baker Hydro, Inc.; See-
Baker, William O.; and Johnson. Charles S., 3.839 750

Baker Oil Tools, Inc.: See—
Berryman, William O.. 3,840,080.

Baker, Robert G.; and Tamny, Simon Z., to Nordson Corporation
Modular applicator system. 3,840, 1 58. CI. 222-487.000.

Baker, William O; and Johnson. CharicsS. to Baker Hydro Inc Weir
hinge structure. 3,839,750. CI. 4- 1 72. 1 70.

Ball, Geoffrey William. Mass filter electrode and support structure
3,840.742. CI. 250-292.000.

Ballard. Denis George Harold; Jones, Eric; Pioli, Alexander Joseph
Peter; Robinson, Peter Anthony; and Wyatt. Ronald John, to Imperi-
al Chemical Industries Limited. Polymerisation process. 3 840 508
CI. 360-88. 20r.

Ballard. Denis George Harold; Robinson. Peter Anthony; Wyatt.
Ronald John; Jones, Eric; and Pioli. Alexander Joseph, to Imperial
Chemical Industries Limited. Dicne Polymerisation. 3,840.511, CI.
260-94.300.

Balluff, Robert N.. to Tcnneco Inc. Louvercd catalytic converter for
purifying exhaust gases. 3.840.346. CI. 23-288.00r

Balme. Maurice; Gattus. Jean; and Gerard. Bernard, to Rhonc-Poulcnc
S.A. Heat-stable polymers based on bis-imidcs and olieomcric
amines 3.840.495. CI. 260-65.000.

Banikiotes, Gregory C; and Van Baush. Edward H.. to Hydrocarbon
Research, Inc Cryogenic hydrogen adsorption system, 3.839 847
CI 55-58,000

f- '
•

•

Baram. Martin Centrifuge with scmi-pcrmcabic membrane, and
method for its preparation 3.840.121 .CI, 210-321 000

Barbe. Gerard M,; Curlillat. Pierre G ; and Lcquay. Claude, to Socicte
Rhodiaccta Process for the production of orientated synthetic fila-
ments 3.840.633, CI. 264-210 OOf

Barcnyi. Bela: See—
Wackcr. Siegfried, and Barcnyi, Bela. 3.840.260

Barcnyi. Bela. to Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft, Bumper arransc-
ment, 3.840.259. CI 293-70,000.

Barnas. Louis A.. Jr.: See—
Roszyk. Leon M ; and Barnas. Louis A. Jr.. 3.840,795.

Barnes Drill Company: See—
Grecnbcrg, Donald K , 3.840.120

Barrat. Christian; and Robson. Peter, to Procter & Gamble Company.
The Detergent composition containing proteolytic enzvmes
3.840.480. CI. 252-545.000.

e k j j

: See—
. Barringer. Donald Fred: ric, Jr . and
3.840.687.

name batik kit 3.840.113. CI. 206-

and Basila. Michael R

Barringer. Donald Frederic. Jr

Wright. Donald Perry, Jr

McKay, Donald Edward
Bartleson, Francis E Totem
223000.

Basila. Michael R : See—
Braithwaite. David G.; Cross. Carl F

3.840.477.
Baugh. Charles Richmond, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incor-

porated Time division switching system. 3.840.704. CI I79-I5.0aq
Baugh. Hollis A ; and Lemoine. Joseph L . to Jim. C . & Stevenson.

Stewart, Inc Underwater connector for wellheads. 3 840 071 CI
166-600

Baum, George, and Lynn, Merrill, to Corning Glass Works. Electrode
for measuring concentration of choline and its esters. 3.840 452 CI
204-195.00m "

'

Baumann. Frederick William, and Rosenbcrry. George Mowry. to
General Electric Company. Low flux density permanent magnet field
configuration 3.840.763. CI 310-156.000.

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Bockmann. August. Kresse. Peter; Rudolph. Hans; and Printzen
Helmut. 3.840.383.

Colin. Rcimer. Hammann. Ingeborg; and Unterstenhofer. Gunter
3.840.541.

Harnisch. Horst. 3.840.552.
Hcnnig. Hans Joachim. 3.840.578.
Lucking, Hans Joachim; Seyfried, Klaus; Noll. Waller; and Fries
Ludwig. 3.840.447.

Sasse, Klaus; and Eue, Ludwig, 3,840.551.
Schmitt. Ernst; and Rauc, Roderich, 3.840.5 1 8.

Werle. Eugen; and Hans. Fritz. 3.840.659
Bayer Rickmann GmbH: See—

Hecs. Bruno; Hoffmann. Hans; and Trogel. Gerhard. 3.840.44

1

Baysinger. Robert L.. to Emerson Electric Co. Humidifier control
system. 3.840.1 76. CI. 236-44 OOr

Beall. William Robert. Hermann. Arthur F.. Jr.; and Murphy. Gary J.,
to Input Business Machines. Inc Character recognition techniuucs
3.840,856. CI. 340-146. 3wd.

Beatrice Foods Company: See—
Kasik. Robert L.; and Luksas. Anthony L.. 3.840.672.

Beck. James R.. to Lilly, Eli. and Company. N'-arylox-
y(arylthio)dinitrosulfanilamides. 3.840.569. CI. 260-397. 70r

Becker. Rudolf; and Ulbrich. Wolfgang, to Linda Aktiengesellschaft
Evaporator-condenser 3,840.070. CI. 165-167.000.

Beckman Instruments. Inc.: See—
Neti. Radhakrishna M.; and Rocks. Raymond E.. 3.840.342

Beckman. Maynard K . Jr.: See—
Calabrctte. Joseph R.; and Beckman. Maynard K.. Jr., 3,840.879.

.3.840.372.

Philips Corporation.

Bccorit Grubenausbau GmbH: See—
Kolk, Theodor; and Wertclewski, Wilhelm, 3,839,968.

Bederman, Seymour; and Lankford, Larry G.. to International Business
Machines Corporation. Method and apparatus for precisely contour-
ing a work-piece imprecisely positioned on a supporting fixture.

3,839.800,0.33-174.001.
Beer. Henri Bernard, to Chcmnor Corporation. Method of making an

electrode having a coating comprising a platinum metal oxide.
3,840,443, CI. 204-37.00r.

Bell & Howell Co.: See—
Gaynor, Joseph; Yamada, Yoshikazu; and Tat-Hin Sund. Joseph,

3.839.956
Bell & Howell Company: See—

Ho. Edward J.; and Mau. Robert C. 3.840,296.
Lorbcrgs. Janis G.. 3.840,896.

Bell. Stanley C; See-
Douglas. George H.; Teller. Daniel M.; and Bell. Stanley C.

3.840.536.
Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated: See—

Baugh. Charles Richmond. 3.840.704.
Eitch. Arthur Haines. 3,839.910.
Indig, George Sanford; and Rcntzcpis. Peter Michael. 3,840.738.
Limiero. Albert David; and Smith. John Paul. 3.840,7 1 0.
Linn, Donald Floyd; and Plourde, James Kevin, 3,840,828.
Melchior. Hans, 3.840.74 1

.

Oberer. Eric; and Riesz. George William, 3,840,7 1 2.
Beloit Corporation: See-

Adams, Richard J.. 3.839.941.
Busker. Leroy H.; and Daane. Robert A., 3,840,429.
Ely, Donald A. 3,840,430,
Voll.GordonR. 3.840.116.

Bemrose. Colin R.; and Davenport. Christopher J,, to Associated En-
gineering Limited, Apparatus for bonding hcat-exchaneer com-
ponents, 3.840.423. CI, 1 56-583,000.

Bender. Richard E ; .See—
Schacfer. William H.; and Bender. Richard E., 3,840,230.

Bcndix Corporation, The: See—
Braunlich, Peter Fritz, 3.840,748.
Clark. Willis G., 3.840,841,
Nocek. Stanley J. 3.839,9 16,

Pauwels. Edward M,. 3.840.279,
Benjamin. Richard L,; See—

Farren. Francis J; and Benjamin. Richard L,
Benner. Gunter; and Stacker. Gunther. to US

Circuit arrangement including a high voltage transistor, 3.840 755
CI, 307-260 000,

«> t
,

, ,

Bennett, David F, Swivel joint 3,840,264. CI, 285-98,000,
Benoit. Roland A,; and Duprey. Richard H,. to Intcrroyal Corporation

Hospital bed, 3.839.753. CI 5-68,000,
Bercik, Paul G,; and Metzger. Kirk J . to Gulf Research & Develop-
ment Company, MethinJ for sulfiding supported metal catalysts
3.840.474. CI 252-439 000

f r-K
}

Berets. Donald Joseph. Castellion. George Augustus; and Haacke.
Gottfried, to American Cyanamid Company Elcctrochromic infor-
mation displays 3.839.857. CI 58-23 OOr

Berg. Albert L. Boat trailer loading and supporting device 3 840 133
CI 214-450,000,

rr- fr
.

.

Bergquist. Clifford A . to Pendleton Tool Industries. Inc, Predeter-
mined torque release wrench 3.839.928, CI 8l-52.40r,

Beringer. Moniquc: See—
Deinger. Rolf; Buchmann. Paul; and Beringer. Moniaue

3.840.458, ^

Berkeley Pump Company: See—
Rhoda. Ralph A,. 3.840.3 19.

Bernusset. Philippe; and Deumas. Jean-Claude, to Produits Chimiques
Pechiney-Saint Gobain. Catalyst and process for steam reforming of
hydrocarbons. 3.840.356. CI. 48-2 14.000.

Berryman. William O., to Baker Oil Tools. Inc. Fluid actuated down-
hole drilling apparatus. 3.840.080. CI. 175-107.000.

Bertoni. Henry L.; and Tamir. Theodor. to United States of America.
Army, mesne. Acoustic surface wave device, 3.840 824 CI 333-
30,00r.

' ^ "'">

Beskrone. Israel Word game, 3.840,236, CI, 273-I30.00e,
Betcnsky. Ellis I ; and Schwarz. Alfred, to United States of America.

Navy. Zoom lens system having four movable members. 3 840 290
CI. 350-184.000.

",.tTu,

Beuther. Harold; Chun, Sun W.; and Montagna, Angelo A., to Gulf
Research & Development Company. Hydrodesulfurization catalyst
promoted with a group I V-B metal 3,840,473, CI. 252-439,000.

Bible. Everett P. Device for holding stones during cutting 3.840^000,

Binks Manufacturing Company: See—
Krohn. Duanc D ; and Smith. Kenneth E., 3,840.179.

Bioelectric Systems. Inc.: See-
Smith. Lawrence B.. 3.840.020.

Bissett. Joseph L. Meat product. 3.840.68 1 . CI. 426-1 34.000.
Bissonet. Claude. Printing stamp and panel assembly. 3.839.960, CI.

Bjorkman. Harry K.; and Symons. Philip C, to Energy Development
Associates, mesne. Stable chlorine hydrate. 3 840 650 CI 4''^
462.000.

Blackstone Corporation: See—
Rozzi, Rony R.;and Laudenslager. Harry B. Jr., 3.840.41

1*
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Blaha, Eli W , and Kurasiewicz, Adam S., to Standard Oil Company.

Preparation of 2-hydrocarbyldithio-5-mercapto- 1 ,3,4-thiadiazoles

by thiohydrocarbyl exchange. 3,840,549, CI. 260-302.0sd.

Bland. Ian Robert: See—
Burchall, Malcolm Arthur; Copplestone, Donald Sydney; Crowe,

John Edward; Brand, Norman James; Bland, Ian Robert; Cryer,

Terence Frederick; and Thompson, Robert Stuart, 3,840,798.

Blizzard, Roy L.: See-
Davis, Robert D.; Meyer, Theodore N.; and Blizzard, Roy L.,

3,840,750.

Blouch, Roger D., to International Mobile Machines Corporation.

Duplexer type radio-telephone data receiver and transmission

system. 3,840,81 I, CI. 325-55.000.

Blumenfeld. Charles M.; and Winterling, Arthur N. Swimming pool

leaftrap. 3,839,749, CI. 4-172.000.

Boardman Company, The: See—
Frye, James A; and Morton, Ralph B., 3,840,1 55.

Bober. Thomas W .; 5ee—
Cooley, Austin C; Bober, Thomas W.; and Zankowski, John S.,

3,840.455.

Bobrick Washroom Equipment, Inc.: See—
Bodek, Gordons, 3,840,146.

Bockmann, August; Kresse. Peter; Rudolph, Hans; and Printzen, Hel-

mut, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Colored inorganic pigments.

3,840,383, CI. 106-308.00n.
Bodek, Gordon S., to Bobrick Washroom Equipment, Inc. Paper towel

dispenser. 3,840,146, CI. 221-45.000.
Boehringer Mannheim GmbH: See—

Fauland, Erich; Kampe, Wolfgang; Thiel, Max; Stork, Harald; and
Roesch.Egon, 3.840,52 1.

Boeing Company, The: See—
Lambregts, Antonous A., 3,840,200.

Boggs. Ernest R.: See—
Boggs. Evelyn R.; and Boggs, Ernest R., 3,840,161.

Boggs. Evelyn R . and Boggs. Ernest R Detachable canopy for a child

carrying device. 3.840.161, CI. 224-5.100.

Bohemia Lumber Company, Incorporated: See—
McCallen, James A.. 3.839,905.

Bohme. Ekkehard: See—
Dolfmi, Joseph Edward; and Bohme, Ekkehard. 3.840.533

Bolger. James W.; and Petracek, Francis J., to Riker Laboratories. Inc.

3-Amino lower alkyl-l-phenylisochromans and their preparation.

3.840.562, CI. 260-345.200.

Bolto. Brian Alfred; and Stephens. Geoffrey Keith, to ICI Australia

Limited and Commonwealth Scientific & Industrial Research Or-

ganisation. Process for curing poly( vinyl alcohol) matrix beads

3,840,482. CI. 260-2. lOr.

Bondar. Ljudmila Sergeevna; and Okunev. Rostan Alexandrovich.

Higher branched unsaturated dialkylamino acids. 3.840,571. CI.

260-404.000.
Bondley, Ralph J., to General Electric Company. Rechargeable cell

having ceramic-metal terminal seal resistant to alkali electrolyte

3,840,408, CI. 136-133.000.

Book, Nils E. E., to AB Motala Verkstad. Multi-story press with simul-

taneously opening and closing stories. 3,840,3 1 4, CI. 425-338.000.

Bortins. John: See-
Mack, Ronald H ; and Bortins, John, 3.840.107.

Bos, Willem Herman, to Lummus Company. The. Air-cooled heat

exchanger with reduced noise level. 3,840,067. CI. 165-1 .000.

Bosch. Robert. GmbH : See-
Fleischer. Helmut; and Schnaibel. Eberhard. 3,840,278.

Von Loewis, Alexander; and Riesenberg, Klaus-Otto, 3,840,087

Bosch. Robert, Hausgerate GmbH: See-
Mayer. Rolf, and Speckhart, Max. 3,840,722.

Bott. John A. Grab rail for pickup truck. 3,840,250, CI. 280-1 79 OOr

Boulanger, Henry J., to Texas Instruments, Incorporated. Pushbutton

keyboard system. 3,839,785, CI. 29-622.000.

Bourgeois, Joseph F.. to Amana Refrigeration, Inc. Trash container

mounting for trash compactor. 3.839,954, CI. IOO-22.90a.

Bourgeois, Norbert Paul, to Etudes et Bonneterie S.A. Mechanism for

winding knitted fabric in circular knitting machines and for removing
rollsofthe knitted fabric. 3,839, 885, CI. 66-151.000.

Bouthors, Pierre Marcel, to Regie Nationale des Usines Renault and

Automobiles Peugeot. Anti-skid brake system. 3,840,277, CI. 303-

2l.00p.

Bowden, Robert G. Portable seat for truck bodies. 3,840.263, CI. 296-

10.000.

Bower, Allen M., to Emco Wheaton Inc Apparatus for filling liquid

storage tanks. 3,840,056, CI. 141-59.000.

Bowerman, William R. Television system for enhancing and tracking

an object. 3,840,699, CI. 178-6.800.

Bowers, Gerald Joe, to General Electric Company. Relay having a plu-

rality of sealed contact switches. 3,840,832, CI. 335-152.000

Boyd, Thompson H., Ill: See—
Stoner. Glenn E.; and Boyd. Thompson H., Ill, 3,840,806

Boydston, Edward A. Air cushion sealing. 3.839,980, CI. 1 l4-67.00a.

Boyer, Marcel-Louis: See—
Ameau, Albert; Boyer. Marcel-Louis; and Hebert, Francois,

3,840,855
Bozec, Christian H .: See—

Gandon, Louis; Bozec, Christian H.; and Lenoble, Philippe B..

3,840,446.

BP Chemical International Limited: See-
McCain, Colin Christopher; and Porter, Eric Andrew, 3,840,602.

BP Chemicals International Limited: See—
Bagby, George; and Sturt, Alan Charles, 3.840,507.

Brachthauser, Kunibert, to Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz AG. Means for

mounting a bearing ring on the shell of a rotary tube. 3.840,336. CI.

432-103.000.

Brackman, Derek Samuel, to Imperial Chemicals Industries Limited

Degradable plastics composition. 3,840,5 1 2, CI 260-94. 9gc.

Brackmann, Horst, to Arn. Keikert Sohne, Firma. Motor-vehicle door
latch. 3,840.258, CI. 292-216.000

Bradberry, Carroll E. Floating marine terminal. 3,839.977, CI. 114-

.50t.

Braess, Hans-Hermann, to Porsche, Dr., Ind., h.c.F., Aktien-

gesellschaft. Steering arrangement for motor vehicles. 3,839,883, CI.

64-27.0nm.
Braithwaite, David G.; Cross, Carl F.; and Basila, Michael R . to Naico
Chemical Company. Hydrotreating catalyst. 3,840,477, CI. 252-

455.OOr.

Bramall, John Walter, to Portasilo Limited. Lavatory accommodation.
3,839,745,CI. 4-1 1.000.

Brand, Norman James: See—
Burchall. Malcolm Arthur; Copplestone. Donald Sydney; Crowe.

John Edward; Brand. Norman James; Bland. Ian Robert; Cryer.

Terence Frederick; and Thompson. Robert Stuart. 3.840.798.

Brann, Roger P.. to Torsion Balance Company. Precision laboratory

balance. 3,840.08 I, CI. 177-196.000.

Bratkowski, Walter V.: See—
Shoupp. William E ; and Bratkowski, Walter V., 3,840.297.

Braunlich. Peter Fritz, to Bendix Corporation, The. Electron and X-rav

generator. 3,840,748, CI. 250-423.000.

Brazier, Irvin L.; and Elliott, Bentley W., to Milprint. Inc. Triplex films

with nylon as a laminating layer. 3,840.427, CI. 161-227.000.

Brenneisen. Paul; Wenger, Thomas; Gallay, Jean-Jacques, and Schmid.

Wolfgang, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Certain 6-isothio-

cyanobenzothiazoles. 3.840.550. CI. 260-304.000.

Brereton. Paul Arthur: See-
Wright. Donald Curtis; Hardcastle. Kenneth Noel; and Brereton.

Paul Arthur. 3.840.360.
Breslow. Jeffrey D., to Glass, Marvin. & Associates. Game device.

3.840.235.CI. 273-1 19.00a.

Bressler, Peter W.. to Designs for Medicine. Inc. Modular therapy pool

construction. 3,839.751, CI. 4-172.190.

Brewer. John C. to Garbalizer Corporation of America Shredder

mechanism and improvements therein 3.840. 187, CI 241-32.000

Bridge, John Collapsible container carrier system. 3,840, 1 35, CI 214-

621.000
Bridgestone Tire Company Limited: See—

Furukawa, Junji; Kobayashi, Eiichi; Iseda, Yutaka; and Yukuta.

Toshio. 3,840,449.

Brissonneau el Lotz Chaudronnerie S.A.: See

—

Chardonneau, Joel; Libeau. Andre; and Sable, Claude. 3.839.865.

Bristol-Myers Company: See-
Kaplan. Murray Arthur; and Granatek. Alphonse Peter.

3.840,535.
British Steel Corporation: See-

Sheridan, Anthony Terence; and Stewart, Ian. 3.840,2 19.

Broadfoot, John T. Unit for feeding difficult to feed materials.

3,840,1 86, CI. 241-15.000.

Broc, Raymond: See

—

Neel, Jean; Gelpi, Louis; and Broc. Raymond. 3.840.553

Brock. Eugene W., and Schelling, Dale E , to General Motors Corpora-

tion. Vehicle exterior lighting system control circuit. 3,840,777, CI.

315-82.000.

Broomfield. Junior: See-
Roberts, Donald R ; Peters, William J ; Harrington. Thaddeus A .

Broomfield. Junior; and Crews. Ernest R.. 3.839.823.

Brot. Blasius: See—
Streule. Josef, and Brot, Blasius, 3.840,029

Brothers. Jack, 70% to Pentel, Jerry Sealing method. 3,839,778, CI

29-432.000.

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation: See—
Nicholl, Peter J. ,3,840,024

Brown, Bernard B.; Harmetz. Ronald; and Ruopp. Donald, to CPC In-

ternational Inc. Polyhydro isoquinolines 3,840,545, CI. 260-

289.00r.

Brown, Boveri & Cie AG: See-
Fischer, Wilfried; and Gammel, Gregor. 3,840,069.

Brown, Dwight L Small plug-type surge protector 3,840,781, CI 317-

16.000.

Brown, Hazel V., representative: See-
Brown, William B.; and Gavin, Frederick David, 3,839,787

Brown, Lloyd H.; and Watson, David D. Furfural pitch composition.

3,840,485, CI. 260-28.000
Brown, Niel E.; and Stephens. Charles F. Temporary drain connection
means. 3,839,752, CI. 4-191.000.

Brown, Robert J. S., to Chevron Research Company. Method for in-

itiating and collecting seismic data related to strata underlying

bodies of water using a continuously moving seismic exploration.

3,840,845, CI. 340-7.00r.

Brown, Stephen V.: See-
Shaffer, John W.; and Brown, Stephen V., 3,840,324

Brown, William B.; deceased (by Brown, Hazel V., representative);

and Gavin, Frederick David, to Western Electric Company, Incor-

porated. Assembling electrical components. 3,839,787, CI. 29-

629.000.

Brundage, Ben W. Butterfly valve. 3,840,042, CI. 137-327.000.
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Brundage, Ruth Pauline: See—

Lorenz, Roman R.; and Brundage, Ruth Pauline, 3,840 544
Brunswick Corporation: See-

Olson, Louis Harold, 3,840,082.
Brunton, Donald C; and Huffman, Frank E., to City National National
Bank & Trust Company of Columbus, as Executor of the last will and
Testament of said Brunton, Donald C, dec'd., by Infra Systems Inc
The, mesne Oscilloscope presentation of sheet proile from a
scanning gage. 3,840,302, CI. 356-167.000.

Bruschke, Joost MM.; and Minor, Ronald E., to Eskimo Pie Corpora-
tion. Confection enrobing apparatus. 3,839,987, CI 1 18-6 000

Buchmann, Paul: See—
Deinger. Rolf; Buchmann. Paul; and Beringer. Monique,

Buck. Keith E.; Kitrilakis. Sotiris; and Robinson. Thomas C. to United

?!8So06.CM2"i45So'-
"""'"" ^"' ^^''^" ''""'"'^^

Buckles. Richard G.: See-
Michaels. Alan S.; Buckles. Richard G.; and Yum, Su II,

Buehler, William J Method for determining the matrix composition of
a TiNi base alloy. 3,839,903, CI. 73-67.100.

Bunker-Ramo Corporation, The: See—
Kaczmarek. Leonard J . 3,840,108.

Burchall, Malcolm Arthur; Copplestone, Donald Sydney; Crowe, John
Edward; Brand, Norman James; Bland, Ian Robert; Cryer, Terence

3.^^98; Cl.'*32^N2'oor'
'^''*"" ^'"'''* ^""^^ '""""^ '^'''"'

Burger Manfred. Drive arrangement for a washing or dry cleanine
machine. 3.840,764,CI. 310-185.000.

*

^"k\^i.^''''^^^
^''''^'* pigment and elastomer-silica pigment master-

ini'^^o^o ^'}..
Production processes relating thereto. 3,840,382, CI

IUo-28B.00b.
Burlington Industries, Inc : See—

Pugh, Charles D., 3.840,869.
Burnett. Frank: See-

Thomas. Paul P.; and Burnett, Frank, 3.840,204
Burroughs Corporation: See-

Chang, Hoy Yink, and Aggarwal, Sohan L., 3,840,864
Deleuze, Bernard; and Ragot, Jean-Claude, 3,839 957
Mack, Ronald H; and Bortins. John. 3,840,107.
Vigil. Jacob F.; and Wise, John Brenton, III', 3,840 859

Burrus, Bills.: See-
Harris, Lewis K.; and Burrus, Bill S., 3,840,044.

Burton John P. Automatic cartndge tape steering system for
machines. 3,840,086, CI. 180-79.100

Busker, Leroy H
; and Daane. Robert A., to Beloit Corporation Anti-

^^.^^L'^^^'!!''""^
^°' ^" extended press nip system. 3,840,429 CI

162-205.000.

'T840,^046^!:ri37-M9L'r """" """"^ ^"'^ '''"'" ^^'^^

Buttman, Rene: See-
Clement, Gilbert; and Buttman, Rene 3 840 794

Bylund, Don M., to Deering Milliken Research Corporation. Method
ot manufacturing a cut pile fabric. 3,840,4 1 3, CI. 1 56-72 000

Cade Phillip J., to Electronics Corporation of America. Electrical con-
trol circuitry. 3,840,322, CI. 43 1 -78.000.

Calabrette. Joseph R.; and Beckman, Maynard K., Jr., to Xerox Cor-

3S,879,Cr3T6-7n:;
'''"' '°' ^lectrographic apparatus.

''t,"i9.j8rcT6r-340.000." '"^ "'"'"'^'"^ '^°^^" ^""^'^'^''""^

Callahan, David T.: See-
Kelly, Timothy A.; and Callahan. David T., 3 839 950

Calvin, Chester W.:See-
Kellogg. Walter J.; Taylor, Glenn R.; and Calvin, Chester W.,

Cambridge Research and Development Group,: See—
Schiffman, Murray M., 3,840,814.

Camp, Dempsie C: See—
Rhinehart, Vance E.; and Camp, Dempsie C, 3,840 243

Camp Ways Inc.: See—
Horenstein, Harold S.; and Olson, Allan M., 3.840 162

Campbell, Robert W.: See—
Shue, Robert S; and Campbell, Robert W., 3,840 501

Campman, James P., to Vidar Laboratories, Inc. Intrusion detectine
apparatus. 3,840,868, CI. 340-258.00b.

^
Canadian Wood Council: See—

Perius, Tibor G.; and Soroka, Walter G., 3,840.388.
Candle Corporation of America: See—

Kayne, Marvin L., 3,840,327.
Canon Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Okuno, Youichi, 3,840,298
Capehart. Pinnell S. Implement guiding system for row crops

3,840,076, CI. 172-1.000.
*^

Capintec, Inc.: See—
Sunderland, John C, 3,840,745.
Sunderland, John C, 3,840,890.

Cargill, Incorporated: See-
Ireland, Donald T., 3,840,65 1

.

Carle & Montanari S.p.A.: See—
Consoli, ClaudioC, 3,840,190.

Carlick, Daniel J.; Marra, Frank; and Sprenger, Gerhard E.. to Sun
Chemical Corporation. Presensitized printing plates. 3,840,369, CI.

927 O.G.—27

Carison, Gilbert F. Elastic seal. 3,840,266, CI. 296-23.0mc.
Carpenter, Clarence W., Jr. Flexible tube valve. 3,840,207, CI. 251-

Carpentier, John H , to McGraw-Edison Company. Portable reel for
flexible conductors. 3,840,713, CI. 191-12. 20r.

Carranza, Alfredo S.; and Perez. Agustin M., to Sunshine Cordage Cor-
poration. Rope and method of making same. 3.839.854 CI 57-
140.OOr.

Carter, Norman D.: See—
Suggitt, Robert M.; and Carter, Norman D., 3,840,608

Casas, Richard J.; and Tous, Guillermo J. Filing and personal record
keeping folder. 3,839,809, CI. 40-359.000.

Case, J. I., Company: See—
Klee, Maurice; and Smith, Wayne G., 3,840.094.

Casper, William Paul. Belt tension gage. 3,839,908, CI. 73-144.000.
Castaldi, John A., to Supreme Equipment & Systems Corporation

Storage and retrieval system. 3,840,1 3 1 , CI. 2 14- 1 6 40a
Caste, Albert Andre Marcel: See—

Sailer, Andre Louis; and Caste, Albert Andre Marcel. 3,840.5 14
Castellion, George Augustus: See-

Berets, Donald Joseph; Castellion, George Augustus; and Haacke
Gottfried, 3,839,857.

Castoe, John H. Vehicle wheel camber and caster adjustment tool
3,840,211, CI. 254-131.000.

Castro, Anthony J., to Akzona Incorporated. Polyhydroxvamide com-
pounds. 3,840,572, CI. 260-404.000.

Caterpillar Tractor Company: See-
Field, Jesse L., Jr., 3,840,049.
Gee, James E ; Moser, Raymond L ; and Woody, Albert L

3,840,244.
Stepe. Visvaldis Alfons, 3,839,805.

Ceccon, J. Paul. Eggshell cutting device. 3,839,792, CI. 30-120 100
Celanese Corporation: See-

Fisher, Gene J.; and Wheeler, Edward N., 3,840,590.
Hobbs, Charles C, Jr.; Trebellas, John C; and Huguet, Juan L.,

3,840,469.
Cerny, Louis Joseph; and Rupprecht, Herbert Albert, to American
Telephone and Telegraph Company. Busy outlet group control for
switching system. 3.840,709, CI. 179-I8.0ea.

Ceskoslovenska akademie ved: See—
Jansta, Jiri; and Lasota, Otokar, 3,840,454.

Chan, Kingsley, to Lightolier Incorporated. Vandal resisUnt and
weatherproof lighting fixture. 3,840,735, CI. 240-4 1 .550

Chang, Hoy Yink; and Aggarwal, Sohan L., to Burroughs Corporation
Multiple memory unit controller. 3,840,864. CI 340-172 500

Chappell, Michael John: See-
Martin, William Stephen; and Chappell, Michael John, 3 839 982

Chardonneau, Joel; Libeau, Andre; and Sable, Claude, to Brissonneau
et Lotz Chaudronnerie S.A. Lifting machine having a permanent
reciprocating motion. 3,839,865, CI. 60-372.000.

Chase-Shawmut Company: See—
Kussy, Frank W.; Swain, Kenneth W.; and Angelis, John G. (said
Swain and said Angelis assors. to), 3,840,835.

Chase-Shawmut Company, The: See—
Salzer,Erwin, 3,839,786.

Chemical Construction Corporation: See—
Negra, John S.; Tourtellotte. John T.; and Warshaw, Abe

3,840,642.
Chemnor Corporation: See-

Beer, Henri Bernard, 3,840,443.
Chemothermic Industries, Inc.: See—

Garbo, Paul W., 3,840,344.
Chesemore, James R. Exercising apparatus releasably attachable in a
doorway. 3,840,227, CI. 272-81.000.

Chevalier, Jacques; and Moisan, Jacques. Titanium or titanium alloys
!!,^'''"8/,V"?<l'^e<^ surface layer and method of forming. 3,840.442
CI. 204-35.00n.

Chevron Research Company: See-
Brown, Robert J. S., 3,840,845.
Hutchison, Stanley O., 3,840,072.

Chiba, Tetsuo; Itsukaichi, Yoshitoshi; Kawai, Masahiko; and Murata
Kooichiro, to Sankyo Organic Chemicals Company Limited Proces^
tor producing beta-mercaptopropionic. 3,840.586, CI 260-481 OOr

''t8ro!33lx1:4?2-80.0oS"'
'''^°^' "^""""^ «^^""'^^ '"^'"-'

Chiolle. Antonio; Credali. Lino; Longi. Paolo; Greco, Francesco; andD Angelo, Romano, to Montecatini Edison S p.A. and Consiglio
Nazionale delle Ricerche. Vinyl heterocyclic copolymers, semi-
permeable membranes from said copolymers and method for
preparin said membranes. 3,840,634, CI. 264-216.000

Choate, John Robert. Camera lens hood. 3,840,883 CI 354-202 000
Christansen, Hans D: See—

^'3'839 8^9' ^ '
^^^"' ^^°'^^ ^ '

^"'^ Chrisunsen. Hans D..

Chrysler Corporation: See—
Silarski, Casimir, Jr., 3,839,88?

Chun, Sun W: See—

^T8*40'473"°''*'
*^*"'"' ^"" ^ • ^"'^ Montagna, Angelo A..

Ciba-Geigy AG: See—
Martin, Henry; and Drabek, Jozef, 3,840.660

Ciba-Geigy Corporation: See—
Brenneisen Paul; Wenger. Thomas; Gallay. Jean-Jacques; andSchmid, Wolfgang, 3,840,550.
Hubele, Adolf, 3,840,538.
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Lee. John G ; Eckert. Robert J.. Jr.; and Miller, Ralph, 3,840,59 1

.

Cincinnati Butchers Supply Company , The: See—
Tunison. Paul Martin. 3,839,966.

City National National Bank & Trust Company of Columbus, as Execu-

tor of the last will and Testament of said Brunton, Donald C, dec'd.,

by Infra Systems, Inc., The, mesne: See—
Brunton, Donald C; and Huffman, Frank E., 3,840,302.

Clark & Vicario Corporation: See-
Smith, James A.; Kaiser, Robert G.; and Moffatt, Bruce S..

3,840,216.

Clark, Earl; and Farrar, Ralph C , to Philips Petroleum Company. Ad-
juvant in coupling of polyisoprene -alkali metal terminated polymers.

3,840,616, CI. 260-827.000.

Clark. James M., to International Telephone and Telegraph Corpora-
tion. Arrangement to test a tasi communication system. 3,840,708,
CI. I79-I5.0bf.

Clark, John M, Jr.: See-
Wood. Charles D., W; and Clark, John M.. Jr., 3,839,848.

Clark. Langdon S., to Rockwood Systems Corporation, mesne. Three
way remote controlled dual agent fire fighting turret. 3,840,074, CI.

169-24.000.

Clark. Merlin W Dual flush toilet mechanism. 3,839,747, CI. 4-67.00a.
Clark, Willis G., to Bendix Corporation, The. Electrical connector hav-

ing RF filter. 3,840,841, CI. 339-l47.00p.
Clarke, Graham Morley, to Ferranti Limited. Device for detection of

blemishes in the surface of symmetrical planar objects. 3,840.303.
CI. 256-200.000

Claxton, George P.: See—
Grisar. J. Martin; Claxton, George P.; and Mackenzie. Robert D..

3,840,523.

Grisar, J. Martin; and Claxton, George P., 3,840,524.
Clayton, James William Barnes, to Piatt International Limited.
Removal of trash in the open-end spinning of textile yarns.

3,839,764. CI. 15-301.000.
Clement. Gilbert; and Buttman. Rene, to Etat Francais represente par

le Ministre d'Etat charge de la Defense Nationale - Delegation -

Ministerielle pour I'Armement - Direction Technique des Arma-
ments Terrestres. Control system for tracking a moving tar-

get.3.840.794. CI. 318-632.000.
Clements, Michael R.: See-

Amdahl, Gene M., Clements, Michael R., and Topham, Lyle C ,

3,840,727.
Clements, Richard V.: See-

Williams, Byron E; and Clements, Richard V., 3,840.274.
Close. Garth, to United Steel and Wire Company. Supermarket

checkstand with bagging system. 3.840,092, CI. 186-l.Oac
Coates, Clarence A., Jr.: See-

Weaver, Max A; and Coates, Clarence A., Jr., 3,840,5 1 7.

Coates, Harold; and Waring, Derek Morris Hoit, to United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Minister of Supply in Her
Majesty's Government of the. Preparation of complex aluminum
compounds and alkyl phosphorus halides. 3,840,576, CI. 260-
448.00.

Coats & Clark, Inc.: See—
Hannes. Karl. 3.840.065.

Cobbe. Daniel W . to M&O Metal Products. Spot welding machine.
3,840,7 19, CI. 219-80.000.

COBER di Cristofanelli Pietro e Covini Lorenzo S.n.c: See

—

Covini, Lorenzo, 3,840,240.
Cody, Regina J.: See—

Pilloff, Herschel S.; and Cody. Regina J., 3,840,823.
Cohen, Arnold. Reflective light box 3,840,732. CI. 240-lO.OOr.
Coleman, William P.: See—

Redfern. Howard W. and Coleman, William P., 3,839,879.
Colgan, John Francis: See—

Stirling. John Mowat Miller; and Colgan. John Francis. 3,840,265
Colgan, Joseph Dennis; and Healy. James Joyn, to American Cyanamid
Company. Method for preparing a hydrotreating catalyst. 3,840,472,
CI. 252-435.000.

Colgate-Palmolive Company: See-
Gray, Frederick William, 3.840,466.

Norfleet, James, 3,840.657
Coll, Edward T.. 1/3 each to Egly. Martha H.. Manchester, Michael J.

and Rad-O-Lite of Philadelphia. Inc. Restoration circuitry for a traf-

fic light control system. 3.840.847. CI. 340-36 000.

Collette, John W., and Nottke, James E.. to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I.,

and Company. Bis(nitrile oxide) crosslinking of saturated nitrile

polymers. 3,840,506, CI. 260-85. 50s.

Collins, Robert J Animal feed and process. 3,840,664, CI. 424-

269.000.
Collis, Raymond D.: See-

Meyer. Martin H.; and Collis, Raymond D.. 3,839,986.
Colin, Reimer; Hammann, Ingeborg; and Unterstenhofer. Gunter. to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. 0-pyrazolopyrimidine-(thiono)-phosphor-

ic-(phosphonic or phosphinic)-acid esters or ester-amides.

3.840,54 I, CI. 260-256. 50r.

Colombo. Paolo: See—
Ligorati. Ferdinando; Colombo, Paolo; and Galliverti, Marco,

3,840,470.
Coltron Industries, Inc.: See—

Leitner, Frank Wilhite; and Griffin, William Thomas, 3.839,767.

Columbia Steel Casting Co., Inc.: See—
Hendrickson. Charles M, 3,840.192.

Combustion Engineering Inc.: See-
Harris, Lewis K.; and Burrus. Bill S.. 3,840,044.

Comer, William T.; Larsen, Aubrey A.; and Scarborough. Homer C;
deceased (by Scarborough. Phyllis Jean; widow and personal

representative), to Mead Johnson & Company. Hex-

ahydrobenzazocines. 3.840,522, CI. 260-239.0bb
Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique: See

—

Devin, Bernard; Dupuy, Gerard; and Schwartz, Jean-Pierre.

3,840,431.
Spitz, Jean; and Viguie, Jean-Claude. 3.840.39

1

Commonwealth Scientific & Industrial Research Organisation: See—
Bolto. Brian Alfred; and Stephens. Geoffrey Keith, 3.840.482.

Commonwealth Scientific Corporation: See

—

Monk, Gaines W.. 3,840.721

.

Compac-Cutting Machine Corporation: See

—

Feamster. William cm, 3,839.791.

Compagnie Generale d'Equipement Maritime Hersent: See-
Loire. Rene. 3,839,872.

Loire, Rene. 3.839.873.

Compagnie Industrielle de Procedes & d 'Applications S.A.: See—
Andre. Godel Albert, 3.840.345.

Compagnie Industrielle des Telecommunications Cit- Alcatel: See—
Ameau. Albert; Boyer, Marcel-Louis; and Hebert, Francois,

3.840.855.

Conlon, Willard S.. 30*^ to Murphy, Peter J. Lineman's safety belt.

3,840,091, CI. 182-9.000.

Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche: See—
Chiolle, Antonio; Credali. Lino, Longi. Paolo; Greco, Francesco;

and D'Angelo. Romano. 3.840.634.

Consoli. Claudio C. to Carle & Montanari S p A Mill for the refining

the cocoa, chocolate, paints and other similar products. 3,840.190.

CI 241-117000.
Constructions Navales et Industrielles de la Mediterrance C.N.I.M.:

See—
Nathan. Guy E ; and Varaud. Claude A., 3,839.963.

Continental Can Companv . Inc : See—
Mohr, Glenn R. 3,K4().I38.

Continental Oil Compan , See—
Awan. Mohemmed M . and Epperlv. Albert D.. 3.840.437.

Gordon. Ronnie D. 3.840.605

Continental-Wirt Electronics Corporation: See-
Worth. Sidney V . 3.840.840.

Control Process. Incorporated: See-
Paulson. Donald C . and Groleau, Rodney J . 3.840.3 1 2.

Conway. Patrick H.. to Sperry Rand Corporation. Phase lock loop with

sampling techniques for regenerating clock signal associated with

data input signals 3,840,82 1, CI. 331-14.000.

Cookson, Alan H.: See—
Sommerman. George M. L.; and Cookson. Alan H , 3.840.7 16.

Cooley. Austin C ; Bober. Thomas W.; and Zankowski. John S . to

Eastman Kodak Companv. Electrolytic cell for recovering metals

from solution. 3.840,455, CI. 204-269.000
Coombe, Anthony John; Danisavich. Edward Anthony; Gniewek.
Thomas Thaddeus. Jr.; Muhlmichl. Philip John; and Stuber. Robert
Ernest, to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Companv. Fluid energy

drying and grinding mill. 3.840.188, CI. 241-39.000.

Cooper, Roy M.; and Putnam, Clair H.. to Olin CorpHjration. Rotary
cathode cell. 3,840,453, CI. 204-2 1 2.000.

Copland, George V.: See-
Zimmerman, Carl W.; and Copland, George V.. 3.839,91 1

.

Copplestone, Donald Sydney: See—
Burchall, Malcolm Arthur; Copplestone. Donald Sydney; Crowe,
John Edward; Brand. Norman James; Bland. Ian Robert; Cryer,

Terence Frederick; and Thompson. Robert Stuart. 3.840,798.

Corning Glass Works: See—
Baum, George; and Lynn, Merrill, 3,840,452.

Corporate Foods Limited: See

—

Kortschot. Cornells; and Adams, Peter F , 3,840,673.
Cosco. Robert J. : See—

Pappas. John A.; and Cosco, Robert J., 3,840.766.

Coslett, John E. Helmet strap. 3.839.738. CI. 2-3.00r.

Coulson. Robert Bernard: See—
Esterson, Maurice; and Coulson. Robert Bernard. 3.840,775.

Coulter, Alvin B., to Gerber Scientific Instrument Company, The. Ap-
paratus and method for tracking a raised edge without shadow inter-

ference. 3.840.739. CI. 250-202.000.
Courtaulds Limited: See—

Flavell, John; and Jeffcoat, Keith, 3,839,884.
Courtois, Charles E.; and Dippold, Herbert O Stacking sled.

3,840,129.C1. 214-6.00b.
Coutin. Pierre Fernand: See

—

Hasquenoph, Jean Henri; and Coutin, Pierre Fernand, 3,840,201.
Covington, Morris T.: See—

Modisette. Jerry Lee; and Covington, Morris T., 3,839,914.
Covini, Lorenzo, to COBER di Cristofanelli Pietro e Covini Lorenzo

S.n.c. Toe-clip attachment for ski 3,840,240, CI. 280-1 1 .35t.

Cox, John A., Jr.. to Ideal Industries, Inc. Connector structure.

3,840,256, CI. 285-174.000.

Cozad, Harley R. Mechanism for mounting auxiliary equipment on a

crane. 3,840, 125, CI. 212-145.000.

CPC International Inc.; See-
Brown, Bernard B.; Harmetz, Ronald; and Ruopp. Donald,

3,840,545.
Reiners, Robert A.; Pressick, John C; and Morris, Leo, 3,840,515.

Craft, Richard Allan, to RCA Corporation. Precision digital interpola-

tor. 3,840, 1 74, CI. 235-151 .320.
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Craig, Frank G.. Sr.; and Schray, Walter H., to United Steel and Wire
Company. Transport rack. 3,840,242, CI. 280-33.99h.

Crane, Carl J. Voice-directed aircraft navigation system. 3,840,877,
CI. 343-102.000.

Crane, Clayton H ; and Fikse. Tyman H., to Robbins Company, The.
Upwardtunneling. 3.840,272, CI. 299-56.000.

Crapio, Anthony. 30% interest to Lee, Raymond, Organization, Inc..

The. Children's feeding utensil. 3,839,793. CI. 30-123.000.
Crawford. Robert J , to Procter & Gamble Company, The. Insecticidal

esters of 1-acenaphthenol. 3,840.584, CI. 260-468 OOh.
CRC-Crose International. Inc.: See-

Foster, Robert D.; and Scott, Leonard W . Jr . 3.840,262.

Credali. Lino: See—
Chiolle. Antonio; Credali. Lino, Longi, Paolo; Greco. Francesco;
and D'Angelo, Romano, 3,840,634.

Cresswell, Michael W.: See-
Roberts. John S.; and Cresswell. Michael W., 3,840,887.

Crews, Ernest R.: See-
Roberts, Donald R., Peters. William J ; Harrington. Thaddeus A ,

Broomfield. Junior; and Crews, Ernest R., 3,839,823.
Cross, Carl F.: See—

Braithwaite, David G., Cross, Carl F.; and Basila, Michael R ,

3,840,477.

Crouch. WilPiam B.. to Texaco Inc. Partial oxidation of hydrocarbons
to synthesis gas. 3.840,355, CI. 48-21 2.000.

Crowe. John Edward: See—
Burchall. Malcolm Arthur; Copplestone, Donald Sydney; Crowe.
John Edward; Brand, Norman James; Bland, Ian Robert; Cryer.
Terence Frederick; and Thompson. Robert Stuart, 3,840,798

Croxford. John Francis: See—
Jarvis. Robert, and Croxford. John Francis, 3,840,151.

Cryer, Terence Frederick; See—
Burchall, Malcolm Arthur; Copplestone, Donald Sydney; Crowe,
John Edward, Brand. Norman James; Bland. Ian Robert; Cryer,
Terence Frederick; and Thompson. Robert Stuart. 3.840,798

Cukale, Edward M. Safety blinker belt. 3,840,853. CI. 340-134.000.
Cumberland Corporation: See—

Rhinehart, Vance E ; and Camp. Dempsie C, 3,840.243.
Cummins. Donald; and Jung. Wilhelm H., to AMF Incorporated. Sew-

ing machine with automatic positioning of sewing head with respect
to material edge. 3.839.973. CI. 112-121.140.

Curtillat. Pierre G : See—
Barbe, Gerard M ; Curtillat, Pierre G ; and Lequay, Claude.

3.840.633.

Da Fano, Ettore; deceased (by Da Fano, Marc; executor), to PPG In-

dustries, Inc., mesne Resin composition. 3,840,618, CI. 260-
863.000.

Da Fano, Marc: See-
Da Fano, Ettore, 3,840,618.

Daane, Robert A : See-
Busker. Leroy H ; and Daane. Robert A.. 3.840,429.

Daberstein, George: See—
Smaczny. Charles W.; Powell. Roger Flovd; Takiguchi. Walter,
and Daberstein. George, 3,840,839.

Daghe. Joseph L . to Mueller Co. Tapping or branch sleeve for plastic

pipe or the like. 3.840.255. CI. 285-45.000.
Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft: See-

Alt. Claus-Christian; Muller, Alf; and Van Winsen, Friedrich H .

3.840.098

Andres. Rudolf; Moller. Hermann, and Seyfried, Franz.
3,840.729

Andres, Rudolf; Moller, Hermann, and Seyfried, Franz,
3.840,730.

Barenyi, Bela, 3,840,259.

Peter. Wolfgang; Erath, Herbert; and Koch. Heinz. 3,840,101 .

Saufferer, Helmut. 3.840,73 I

.

Wacker, Siegfried; and Barenyi, Bela, 3,840,260.
Dale. John M.: See—

Ludwig. Allen C, and Dale. John M., 3,840,232.
Dallon. Dale S ; and Deseyn, Mary K., to Eastman Kodak Company.

Controlling after-hardening in hardenable hydrophilic colloids.

3,840,370, CI. 96-67.000.
Dalmine S.p.A.: See—

Groppini, Diego, 3,840,104
Damon, Rees E.. to Rahr Malting Company. Malting apparatus.

3.840,435, CI. 195-129.000.
D'Angelo, Romano: See—

Chiolle, Antonio; Credali, Lino; Longi, Paolo; Greco, Francesco;
and D'Angelo, Romano. 3,840.634.

Daniels. Dennis, to U.S. Amada, Ltd. Blank punching apparatus
3,839,935, CI. 83-104.000.

Daniels, Dennis, to U.S. Amada Ltd. Continuous feed nibbling ap-
paratus. 3,839,936, CI. 83-410.000.

Daniels, Edward G., to Upjohn Company, The. Process for producing
prostaglandin acids. 3,840,434, CI. 195-30.000.

Danilov, Viktor Petrovich: See—
Smirnov, Oleg Alexandrovich; Zubkov. Vyacheslav Ivanovich;

Mescherinov. Igor Georgievich; Danilov, Viktor Petrovich; and
Gvantmakher, Iser Moiseevich, 3,840,019.

Danisavich, Edward Anthony: See—
Coombe, Anthony John; Danisavich, Edward Anthony; Gniewek,
Thomas Thaddeus, Jr.; Muhlmichl, Philip John; and Stuber.
Robert Ernest, 3,840,188.

Dankert, Roger W., to Rodan Industries. Inc. Thermistor manufactur-
ing method 3.839.783, CI 29-588.000.

D'Antonio. Nicholas F.. to General Electric Company. Diode phase
shifting network. 3.840.827, CI. 333-3 l.OOr.

Dargent, Bruno, to Time Computer, Inc., mesne Solid state watch with

calendar display. 3.839,856, CI 58-4.00a
Davenport, Christopher J.: See—

Bemrose, Colin R.;and Davenport, Christopher J.. 3.840.423.
Davidsohn. Uryon S.; deceased (by Ajamie. Amil J ; administrator), to

Motorola. Inc. Method of making semiconductor devices through
overiapping diffusions. 3,840,412, CI. 148-187.000.

Davis, Burtron H.. to Mobil Oil Corporation Bimetallic catalyst

preparation. 3.840,475. CI. 252-441 000.
Davis, Paul; and Fong, Gim P., to Sweetheart Plastics, Inc Threaded

nestable container 3,840,143, CI. 220-39.OOr
Davis, Robert D ; Meyer, Theodore N ; and Blizzard, Roy L.. to

Plasmachem, Inc. Plasma apparatus for carrying out high tempera-
ture chemical reactions. 3.840.750. CI 250-547.000.

Davoli, Athos Electronic musical instrument with single key board
providing sounds and effects. 3,840.690, CI 84-1.010.

Davy-Loewv Limited: See-
Swift. Eric Owen. 3.839.944

Dawson. Clarence G., to Fei, Inc. Roller conveyor with plastic wheel
assembly. 3,840,102, CI. l93-35.00r.

Dawson, Gerald R ; and Finan, William F Radar recorder and
playback system. 3,840,874, CI. 343-5 Ope.

Day. David John, to Rank Organisation Limited. The. Optical display

apparatus. 3,840.289. CI. 350-174.000.
De Biasse. Richard L., to Automotive Engineering Research, Inc. Inter-

nal combustion engine with closed crankcase and intake valve cover
operating under vacuum. 3.839.996. CI. 123-1 19.00b.

De Boer. Jan, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Electric vibrator motor.
3,840,760, CI. 310-36.000.

De Keyser. Rudiger; and Depuydt. Andre, to UCB Societe Anonyme
Method of manufacturing a laminate by means of a sol ventless adhe-
sive. 3.840,419. CI. 156-309.000.

De Voider. Noel Jozef: See-
Van Engeland. Jozef Leonard; De Voider, Noel Jozef. and Tim-
merman. Daniel Maurice. 3.840,464.

Deale. John W. Shears. 3,839,794, CI. 30-248.000.
Dean. James C, to United Aircraft Corporation. Coaxial rotors flight

control 3,839.923, CI. 74-522.000.
Decision Data Corporation: See-

Miller, Robert J ; and Dorfman. Walter. 3,840,75 1

.

Deere & Company: See—
Hahner, Wolfgang, 3,840,022.

Menzel, Alvin Lewis; and Shepherd, Leonard Laveme, 3,840,058.
Deering Milliken Corporation: See—

Engels, Walter, 3,839,769.

Deering Milliken Research Corporation: See—
Bylund, Don M ,3,840,413.

Deguchi, Shigeichi; and Takagi, Hiroo, to Kabushiki-Kaisha Takai Rika
Denki Seisakusho. Method of molding articles such as gears intergal
with a shaft. 3.840,636. CI 264-3 1 8.000.

Deinger. Rolf: See—
Deinger. Rolf; Buchmann, Paul; and Beringer. Monique.

3.840,458.
Deinger. Rolf; Buchmann, Paul; and Beringer. Monique. to Deinger.

Rolf and Buchmann. Paul. Process and apparatus for obtaining
therapeutically active substances from animal tissue. 3.840.458. CI.
210-22.000.

Deleuze, Bernard; and Ragot, Jean-Claude, to Burroughs Corporation.
Electro-mechanical printer. 3.839,957, CI. 101-93 00c.

Demag Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Dichbaum, Gerhard; and Gorjup, Johann, 3,840,21 8.

Demers. Arthur P.; and Rudd, David W.. to Metal Hydrides Incor-
porated. Method of increasing the stability of partially solvated alu-
minum-containing hydrides. 3.840,645, CI. 423-275.000.

Demidov, Alek Platonovich: See—
Golyanov, Vyacheslav Mikhailovich; and Demidov, Alek

Platonovich, 3,840,451.
Demmler, Kurt; Velic, Milan; and Zoller, Kari, to Badische Anilin-&

Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Unsaturated polyester resin.

3,840,6 17, CI. 260-863.000.
Demole. Edouard P., to Firmenich S.A. Flavored tobacco composition.

3,840,023, CI. 131-17.000.

Dennard, Albert E.; See-
George, James H. B.; Dennard, Albert E.; and KreidI, Ekkehard
L, 3.840.403.

Denzel, Theodor: See—
Hoehn, Hans; and Denzel, Theodor, 3,840,546.

Depoix. Pierre, to Saft-Societe des Accumulateurs Fixes et de Trac-
tion. Alkaline cell with gelled electrolyte and rupurable means.
3.840,406, CI. l36-86.00a.

Depuydt, Andre: See—
De Keyser, Rudiger; and Depuydt, Andre, 3.840,419.

Deseyn, Mary K.: See—
Dallon, Dale S.; and Deseyn. Mary K., 3,840.370.

Designs for Medicine, Inc.: See—
Bressler, Peter W., 3.839.75 1

.

Desma-Werke Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung: See-
Koch. Friedrich; and Paulsen, Harke Claus, 3,840,3 17.

Desma-Werke G.m.b.H.: See—
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Klee, Werner; Rafalski, Peter; and Wessolowski, Helmut.

3.840.310.

Desmidt. Woodrow A.; and Desmidt, Woodrow A., Jr. Down rigger

diving plane. 3.839.81 3, CI. 43-43. 1 20.

Desmidt, Woodrow A.. Jr.: See—
Desmidt. Woodrow A ; and Desmidt, Woodrow A., Jr., 3.839,813

Desnoyers, Pierre: See—
Malen. Charles; and Desnoyers. Pierre, 3,840,548.

Desty. Denis Henry; and Young. Christopher John. Flarestack com-
bustion method. 3,840,320, CI. 431-4.000.

Detprotector, Inc.: See-
Sons, James E, 3,840,780.

Deumas. Jean-Claude: See—
Bernusset. Philippe; and Deumas, Jean-Claude, 3,840.356.

Deussner. Hubert. Fastening device for cooling tubes of a satellite

cooler, particularly a rotary kiln satellite cooler. 3,840,335. CI. 432-

80.000.

Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler: See—
Heilos. Johannes; Heimberger. Werner; Lussling, Theodor; and

Weigerl. Wolfgang. 3.840,648.

Devin, Bernard; Dupuy. Gerard; and Schwartz. Jean-Pierre, to Com-
missariat a I'Energie Atomique. Submarine nuclear reactor.

3,840,431. CI. 176-39.000.

Devlin, Edward J., to Glacier, Incorporated. Drinking uten'-l

3,840,153, CI. 222-I46.00C.
Dewhurst, David S.: See—

Mollen, Ignatius J.; Turner, Albert G.; and Dewhurst, David S.,

3.839.919.

Dhami, Kewal S.: See—
Aronoff, Elihu J.; and Dhami, Kewal S., 3,840,619.

Diacon. Inc.: See-
Rogers, Bryant C, 3,840,770.

Dichbaum. Gerhard; and Gorjup, Johann, to Demag Aktien-

gesellschaft. Method and device for varying the substance composi-
tion in metal melts and in particular for the desulfurizing of pig iron.

3.840.218.CI. 266-34.00a.

Dick. A B. Company, mesne: See—
Fowlie, Wallace R ; and Yoon, Moo S.. 3.840.222.

Dick.Charles J . to Fuller Company. Method and apparatus for cooling

hot particulate material. 3,839,803, CI. 34-203.000.

Dick, Charles W., to Western Geophysical Company. Method of land

seismic exploration using flexible tubes. 3.840,846, CI. 340-1 5. 5cp.

Dickinson, Harold W. Overhead door assembly. 3,839,827, CI. 49-

197.000.

Diebold Incorporated: See-
Kohl, Robert E, 3,840,109.

Diehl: See—
Scholle, Karl, 3,839,773.

Diemer, Peter; Preusser, Gerhard; and Radusch, Paul, to Koppers,

Heinrich, Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung. Process for

eliminating the formation of waste liquor during the desulfurization

of coke oven gas. 3,840,653, CI. 423-573.000.

Diepeveen, John C. Apparatus for incremental movement of die frame.

3,840.163, CI. 226-64.000.

Diesen. Ronald W.: See-
Schmidt, Donald L.; and Diesen, Ronald W., 3,840,654.

Diessel GmbH & Co.: See—
Sanden. Ullrich. 3,839,909.

DiGiulio, Adolph V., to Arco Polymers, Inc. Dicarboxylic acid imide

copolymers. 3,840,499, CI. 260-78 50t.

Diichi Seiyaku Company Ltd.: See

—

Ueno, Katsujiro; Miyazaki, Seiichi; and Akashi. Akira. 3,840.539.

Dion, Warren E., to Russell, Arthur G., Company Incorporated. Con-
trol circuit for vibratory devices. 3,840,789,CI. 318-128,000.

Dippold, Herbert O: See—
Courtois, Charles E ; and Dippold, Herbert O.. 3,840.1 29.

Dolfmi. Joseph Edward; and Bohme. Ekkehard. to Squibb. E. R., &
Sons, Inc. 7-Substituted cephalosporanic acid and derivatives

thereof. 3,840,533, CI. 260-243. 00c.

Doll Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung: See—
Lanfranconi, Antonio; Schafer, Wolfgang; Testaguzza, Franco;

and Zanibelli, Franco, 3,840.1 36.

Dombrowski, Theodor. to Hegenscheidt, Wilhelm, Kommandit-
gesellschaft. Wheel turning lathe. 3,839,932, CI. 82-8.000.

Domer, Michel, to Paulstra. Vehicle coupling systems, especially for

railways. 3,840,126, CI. 213-45.000.

Dominy, Beryl William; Hess, Hans-Jurgen Ernst; and Koch, Richard

Carl, to Pfizer Inc. 2-Substituted-3,4-dihydro-4-oxoquinazolines as

herbicides. 3,840,540, CI. 260-25 1 Oqa.

Donath, Ernest E., to United States of America, Interior, mesne.
Three-stage gasification of coal. 3,840,354, CI. 48-202.000.

Dooley, James Linville, to McCulloch Corporation, mesne. Chain saw
safety method and apparatus. 3,839,795, CI. 30-383 000

Dorfman, Walter: See-
Miller, Robert J.; and Dorfman, Walter, 3,840,75 I

.

Dorsey Gage Co., Inc.: See-
Johansson, Eric H., Jr., 3,839,799.

Doss, Richard C: See—
Marrs, Oren L.; and Doss, Richard C, 3,840,493.

Dotto, Gianni A. Method for constructing a thermionic couple.

3.839.771. CI. 29-25.140.

Douglas. Clarence J.; Young. Walter L.; and Phillips. Jack H. Methods
and apparatus for submerged combustion (with air pollution con-

trol). 3,840,002, CI. l26-360.00a.

Douglas, George H.; Teller, Daniel M.; and Bell, Stanley C, to Amer-
ican Home Products Corporation. 4.5-Dialkyl-3,6-disubstituted-2-

morpholinone. 3,840,536, CI. 260-247. 70j.

Dow Chemical Company, The: See-
Anderson, Richard W.; and Frick, HughieH.. 3,840,603.

Feay. Darrell C; and Ledbetter, Harvey D., 3,840,649.

Glaza, Gordon K., 3,840,308.

Schmidt, Donald L.; and Diesen, Ronald W.. 3,840.654,

Downey. John W. to Whirley Industries. Inc. Dispenser, 3.840,159, CI,

222-509,000,

Dowty Mining Equipment Limited: See—
Gibbins, Robert Albert, 3,840,047.

Drabek, Jozef: See-
Martin. Henry; and Drabek, Jozef, 3,840.660.

Drake. Charles A.: See-
Turk. Stanley D.; and Drake, Charles A , 3,840,583.

Drechsel, Erhart K., to Pennzoil Company. Method for the production

offluoride-free potassium phosphates. 3,840,639, CI. 423-167.000

Drechsel, Erhart K., to Pennzoil Company. Production offluoride-free

nitrates. 3,840,640, CI. 423-167 000.

Dresser Europe S.A.: See—
Jarvis, Robert; and Croxford, John Francis, 3 .840, 151.

Dresser Industries, Inc.: See-
Dyer, Norman D.; Walker, Ross Weldon; and Arrington. Thomas

Lonnie, 3,839,871.

Jackson, G.C.. Jr., 3.839.774.

Sluga. William James. 3.840,053.

Wyant.ReeceE. 3,839.874

Drucker. Rudolf See—
Allom, Clive; Sharp, Herbert John, and Drucker, Rudolf.

3.840.141,

Dry, Sidney, to National Industrial Containers, Inc. Plastic cover for

cylindrical containers of large capacity. 3,840, 144. CI 220-60 OOr

DT Liquidating Partnership; c/o Jay M. Haft, and Schiffman. Murray
M.: See

—

Schiffman. Murray M.. 3,840.814.

Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company: See

—

Collette, John W.; and Nottke, James E., 3.840,506

Coombe, Anthony John; Danisavich, Edward Anthony; Gniewek,
Thomas Thaddeus. Jr.; Muhlmichl. Philip John; and Stuber.

Robert Ernest, 3.840.188.

McGhie, Andrew R , 3,840.349
Dumas. David H.. to Hercules Incorporated. Water-soluble, ther-

mosettable resinous compositions and a salt of an aminopolyamide

prepared from dicyandiamide. HCHO. ammonium salt and me'Kod
for preparing the same. 3.840.486, CI. 260-29.40r.

Dunlop Company Limited, The: See

—

Marjoram. John E.. 3.840.629,

Dunlop Limited: See—
Kenney, Michael John, 3,839,766,

Dupont, S. T.: See—
Malamoud. Jean Gaston, 3,840.33 1

.

Duprey, Richard H.: See—
Benoit, Roland A ; and Duprey, Richard H . 3.839.753,

Dupuy. Gerard: See

—

Devin, Bernard; Dupuy, Gerard; and Schwartz, Jean-Pierre,

3,840,431.

Durin, Michel, to Societe Anonyme Automobiles Citroen Device and
method for producing a coating, especially electrolytic on the walls

of members exposed in service to frictional forces. 3.840.440. CI.

204-25.000.

Durr. Heinz, to Durr, Otto. Apparatus for treating articles by immer-
sion in dip tanks. 3,839,988, CI. 118-7,000.

Durr, Otto: See—
Durr. Heinz. 3.839,988,

Dybczak, Stan E,: See-
Harris, Le Roy S.; Synowiec, Stanislaw; and Dybczak, Stan E.,

3,840,351.
Dyer, Norman D.; Walker, Ross Weldon; and Arrington, Thomas Lon-

nie, to Dresser Industries, Inc. Earthen dam repair. 3,839,871. CI.

61-35.000.

Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft: See

—

Naskar, Sasanka Sekhar; and Renckhoff, Gustav, 3,840,574.

Dyson, Allen F.; and Marshall, David, to Allied Colloids Manufactur-
ing Company Limited. Aqueous emulsion paint employing novel low
molecular weight acrylic polymer dispersing agents to achieve higher

gloss. 3.840,487, CI. 260-29.60h
Eastman. Donald R.: See—

Howells. Arthur J., Jr.; Jennings, Marvin D.; Eastman, Donald R,;

and Sheets. Edward G,, 3,840,132,
Eastman Kodak Company: See

—

Cooley, Austin C,; Bober, Thomas W,; and Zankowski, John S,,

3,840,455.
Dallon, Dale S.; and Deseyn. Mary K.. 3,840,370
Feichtinger, Carl A.; and Welch, Richard D., 3,840,193.

Sauter, Frederick J,, 3,840.375,

Schauffele. Carl N,, 3,840,784,
Weaver, Max A.; and Coates, Clarence A,, Jr,, 3,840,5 1 7,

Williams, Byron E,; and ClemenU, Richard V., 3,840,274.

Eberle, Marcel K., to Sandoz-Wander, Inc. 2,6-Disubstituted phenyl
hydrazides. 3,840,600, CI. 260-562.00h.

Eberly, Paul E., Jr.; and Kimberlin, Charles N., Jr., to Esso Research
and Engineering Company. Paraffin alkylation with olefin using

highly active crystalline zeolite catalyst. 3,840,6 1 3, CI. 260-683.430,
Echelberger, Larry M,: See

—
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Argabright, Perry A,; Phillips, Brian L,; and Echelberger, Larry
M. 3,840,496.

Eckart, Gregory Craig, to General Electric Company. System and ap-
paratus for detecting ground faults on ungrounded, polyphase power
distribution systems. 3,840.783. CI. 317-18.OOd.

Eckerle. Otto: See—
Eckerle. Otto; and Jung. Robert Hugo (said Jung assor. to said)

3.840,323.
Eckerle. Otto; and Jung. Robert Hugo, said Jung assor. to said Eckerle,

Otto. Continuously adjustable controls for oil burners 3 840 323
CI. 43 1-90.000.

Eckert, Robert J , Jr See-
Lee, John G., Eckert. Robert J.. Jr.; and Miller, Ralph, 3,840,591

.

Eckes, Heinz, to Klem. Schanzlin & Becker Aktiengesellschaft Cen-
trifugal machine 3.840.309. CI. 4 15-1 30.000.

Eckstein. Dieter: See—
Raabe. Gerhard; Eckstein. Dieter; Sauermann, Heinz; and Win-

kler, Gerhard, 3,840,306.

_ Eda. Yasuko: See—
Yamada. Hirotada; Okano. Shigeru; Komatsu. Toshiaki; Katsura
Toyozo; and Eda. Yasuko. 3,840.525.

Edwards, Clarence K ; and Edwards, Lawrence D. Model railway cou-
pler systems adapted for magnetic uncoupling. 3,840,127, CI. 213-
75.0tc.

Edwards. Lawrence D : See-
Edwards, Clarence K,,and Edwards, Lawrence D,, 3,840.127.

Eggenberger. Markus A . to General Electric Company. High-pressure
trip valve. 3.840,050, CI. 137-627.500,

Egly, Martha H: See-
Coll, Edward T., 3,840,847.

Eguchi, Yoshihiro; Adachi, Yasaburo; and Kuwabara, Katsutoshi, to
Hochiki Corporation. Control system for an alarm installation having
a remote transmitter with a remotely controlled emereencv device
3,840.871, CI. 340-3I0.00r.

Eichenauer. Fritz: See—
Ohnmacht. Helmut; and Meywald. Klaus. 3.840,723.

Eitch. Arthur Haines, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated
Process for monitoring abnormal gas flow rates in a stack having an
established flow rate 3.839.910, CI. 73-194.00r

Eldridge. Arthur J,, Jr.; and Sansom, Arthur, to International Business
Machines Corporation Method of constructing a deformographic
storage display tube, 3.840.283. CI. 316-19.000.

Electronics Corporation of America: See-
Cade. Phillip J. 3,840.322.

Elliott. Bentley W : See

—

Brazier, Irvin L.; and Elliott, Bentley W., 3,840,427,
Ellis, Lawrence D ; and Sheetz, Laurence H,. to Ellis. Lawrence D ;

d/b/a Ellis Industries Removable safety guard for loading docks and
platforms. 3.839,824. CI. 49-34.000.

Ellis, Lawrence D; d/b/a Ellis Industries: See-
Ellis, Lawrence D.; and Sheetz, Laurence H., 3,839,824.

Elm Design, Inc : See—
Honigman. Michael L,. 3.840,267.

Ellzroth. J M .& Associates. Inc.: See-
Miller. Russell C. 3.840,48 1

.

Ely, Donald A . to Beloit Corporation Twin-wire papermaking
machine wherein the forming wires pass through the slice chamber
which contains flexible trailing elements. 3.840.430. CI 162-
275.000.

Emco Wheaton Inc : See-
Bower. Allen M . 3.840,056.

Emerson Electric Co.: See—
Baysinger. Robert L.. 3.840.1 76.

EMI Limited: See-
Green. Ian MacDonald. 3.840.696.

Emihus Microcombonents Limited: See-
Fowler. Albert Lewis; and Stevenson. Alastair Kershaw

3.840,851.
Energy Conversion Limited: See-

Porter. David Frederick; and Redfearn. Derek Page, 3,840.404.
Energy Development Associates, mesne: See—

Bjorkman. Harry K.; and Symons. Philip C. 3.840,650
Engel. Ernst. Ski pants, 3.839.739. CI, 2-232,000.
Engels, Walter, to Deering Milliken Corporation. Apparatus to
produce non-woven fabric. 3,839,769, CI. 28-1.Ocl.

Engins Matra, mesne: See—
Gayot, Jean, 3,839.964.

Engle, Theodore M.. to Hydrocarbon Research. Inc. Fluidization of
particulate solids. 3.840.363, CI. 75-26.000,

English Electric Valve Company Limited: See—
Esterson, Maurice; and Coulson, Robert Bernard, 3,840,775.

Envirotech Corporation: See—
Jamiol. Edward R,, 3,839,850,

Epperly. Albert D,: See—
Awan. Mohemmed M; and Epperly. Albert D.. 3,840,437.

Eppler, Richard Andrew, to SCM Corporation. Composition and
process for glazing ceramic ware. 3,840,394, CI. 1 17-125.000,

Epstein, Peter F.: See-
Baker, Don R.; and Epstein, Peter F., 3,840,555.

Erath, Herbert: See-
Peter, Wolfgang; Erath, Herbert; and Koch, Heinz, 3,840,101

,

Erb, Karl Friedrich. Diaphragm safety valve, 3,840,037, CI. 137-
70.000.

Ermanco Incorporated: See-
Molt. Richard P.; and Morey, Woodruff A,, 3,840,1 10,

Ernest. Dale S. Air humidifying apparatus. 3,840,001, CI. 126-
113.000.

ESCO Corporation: See-
Hood, Albert H.; and Gettman, Herman W., 3,839,806,

Eshraghian, Kamran, to US, Philips Corporation, Electronically pro-
gramable switching system. 3,840,752, CI. 307- 14 I .(X)0.

Eskimo Pie Corporation: See—
Bruschke, Joost M. M.; and Minor, Ronald E,, 3,839,987,

Esmay, Edward N,, to Xerox Corporation, Unidirectional coupling ap-
paratus. 3,840,100, CI. 192-45.000.

Espunes, Luis Arizmendi, to Instituto de Ouimica Fisica Rocasolano
Glass powder lubricant dispersions 3,840,461 , CI. 252-2 1 .000.

Esso Research and Engineering Company: See—
Eberly, Paul E., Jr.. and Kimberlin. Charles N,, Jr., 3,840,6 13,
Martin, Homer Z., 3,840,643,
Metrailer, William J,, 3,840,476.

Esterson, Maurice; and Coulson. Robert Bernard, to English Electric
Valve Company Limited, Magnetrons, 3,840,775, CI, 315-39,610,

Estes. John H.: See—
Kravitz. Stanley; Estes, John H.; and Suggitt. Robert M .

3,840,614.
Suggitt, Robert M.; Estes. John H.; and Kravitz, Stanley.

3.840.615.
Etat Francais represente par le Ministre d'Etat charge de la Defense

Nationale - Delegation - Ministerielle pour I'Armement - Direction
Technique des Armements Terrestres: See-

Clement. Gilbert; and Buttman. Rene, 3,840.794.
Eto, Yoshizumi: See—

Hibi, Masao; and Eto. Yoshizumi. 3,840,307.
Etudes et Bonneterie S,A,: See-

Bourgeois, Norbert Paul, 3,839,885.
Etudes et Fabrications Aeronautiques: See—

Lemoigne. Pierre Marcel, 3,840,202.
Eue. Ludwig: See—

Sasse. Klaus; and Eue. Ludwig. 3.840.55 1

.

Evans, James D.. to Armco Steel Corporation Insulative coatings for
electrical steels. 3.840.378. CI. 106-14.000,

Everhart. Vaughn D.: See-
Griffin. Henry W ; and Everhart, Vaughn D.. 3,840,292.

Falconi, Giovanni: See—
Gardi, Rinaldo; Vitali. Romano; and Falconi. Giovanni,

3.840.568,
Fan. Hsing Y.. to Shell Oil Company. Sulfonic acid esters. 3.840.579

CI. 260-456.00r
Farrar, Ralph C: See-

Clark, Earl; and Farrar, Ralph C, 3,840,616,
Farren, Francis J., and Benjamin. Richard L,, to GAF Corporation,

Photographic element for production of an immediate read-out as
well as a permanent image, 3.840.372. CI. 96-68.000.

Fauland, Erich; Kampe. Wolfgang; Thiel. Max; Stork. Harald; and
Roesch. Egon, to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH. N(6)-disubstituted
adenosine compounds 3,840,52 1 , CI. 260-2 1 1 .50r.

Faull, James K Rocker box assemblies. 3,840,205, CI, 248-385.000,
Faulstich, George W. Tearable plastic cap for threaded and unthreaded
water bottles. 3.840,1 37, CI, 2 1 5-256.000.

Favre, Henri Victor. Apparatus for swaging gem mounts. 3,839,770
CI. 29-10.000.

Fazekas, Thomas W.; Hartz, Walter A.; Muth, Norman J.; and
Stadelman, Raymond J , to General Tire & Rubber Company. The.
Compression molding in a vacuum and seal for use therein
3.840.239. CI. 277-235.00r.

Fazzina. Thomas L.; Jones. Gary V.; and Scelia. Richard P.. to General
Foods Corporation. Decaffeinated coffee. 3.840,684, CI 426-
193.000.

Feamster, William C . III. to Compac-Cutting Machine Corporation
Pipe cutting and preping device. 3.839,791, CI. 30-97 000.

Feasey, Ronald George; and Rose, John Brewster, to Imperial Chemi-
cal Industries Limited Phenol precursors 3.840,580. CI 260-
463.000.

Feather River Orthodontic Laboratory, Inc.: See—
Tappe, Gerald D.. 3.839.801

Feay. Darrell C; and Ledbetter. Harvey D., to Dow Chemical Com-
pany, The. Carbon fiber from oriented vinylidene halide polymers
3,840,649, CI. 423-447.000.

Federspiel, Joseph A., to FMC Corporation. Quick release drag link
hitch assembly. 3,840,253, CI. 280-510.000.

Fei, Inc.: See—
Dawson, Clarence G., 3,840,102.

Feichtinger, Carl A.; and Welch, Richard D., to Eastman, Kodak Com-
pany. Discriminating spindle assembly and strip-storaee core
3,840,193, CI. 242-68.300.

Feijin Limited: See-
Oka, Isao; Urasaki, Takanori; Shima, Takeo; and Funakoshi

Wataru, 3,840,609.
Felsten, Janet. Amusement device. 3,840,234, CI, 273-1 13,000,
Ferchland, Harold W,, to General Motors Corporation. Method for

simultaneously milling grooves in opposite sides of a workpiece
3,839,942,C1.90-ll.00c.

Fermented Products, Inc.: See-
Holt, William R,, 3.840,670,

Ferranti Limited: See-
Clarke, Graham Morley, 3,840,303,

Fetizon, Marcel; and Jurion, Michel, to Roussel-UCLAF. Novel
cleavage of thioketals. 3,840,526, CI. 260-239.55a.
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Fiala. Ernst, to Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft. Self-tensioning

knee belt safety device. 3,840,248. CI. 280-1 50.00b.

Fiber Industries. Inc., mesne: See—
McKenzie, Phillip E.. 3.839,853.

Ficken. Leonard A.; and Podgorny, Gerald J., to UMC Industries, Inc.

Adjustable cam unit. 3.839.925. CI. 74-568.00r.

Field. Jesse L.. Jr., to Caterpillar Tractor Company. Compact fluid

motor control system with float position. 3,840,049, CI. 137-

625 630.

Fikse, Tyman H.: See—
Crane. Clayton H ; and Fikse. Tyman H., 3,840,272.

Finan. William F.: See—
Dawson. Gerald R.; and Fman. William F., 3,840,874.

Fine. Martin; Glusick. Robert E.; and Jacobs. Gordon B.. to General
Electric Company. Electronically driven spiral scan synchronous
transmit-receiveriaser system. 3.840.293. CI. 350-285.000.

Finelli. Thomas VI.; Halpert. Sidney; and Newland. Julian H.. to Avco
Corporation. Reticulated fire protecting structure. 3.840.425, CI.

161-68.000.

Fineman, Howard Eisen: See—
Hanson, Richard Eric; and Fineman. Howard Eisen. 3.839.907

Finke. Eugene W , to Monarch Marking Systems, Inc. Hand held auto-

matic labelling machine. 3.840.422. CI. 156-579.000.
Finkle. Eugene D.: See—

Finkle. Eugene D.; and Patterson, James A. (said Patterson, James
A. assor. to said). 3,839.901

.

Finkle. Eugene D ; and Patterson. James A . said Patterson. James A..

assor. to said Finkle. Eugene D. Method and apparatus for measuring
viscosity. 3.839. 901. CI. 73-54.000.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Company. The; See—
Lohr, Delmar F.. Jr.; and Kay. Edward Leo, 3,840,484.

Firmenich S.A.; See—
Demole, Edouard P . 3.840,023

Fischer & Porter Co.: See—
Asado.Yasuo. 3.839,913.

Schmoock. Roy F.; and Mannherz. Elmer D.. 3.839.912
Fischer. Albert G.. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Liquid

crystal image display panel with integrated addressing circuitry

3.840,695, CI. 358-61.000.
Fischer. Peter A., to Martin Engineering Company, Self-clamping

vibrator and track mount therefor. 3.839,918. CI. 74-86.000.
Fischer. Wilfried; and Gammel. Gregor. to Brown. Boveri & Cie AG.
Heat pipe with a sintered capillary structure. 3.840.069, CI. 165-

105 000.

Fischereder. Franz. Adjustable puppet show stage. 3,839.816, CI 46-

13.000.

Fish. Robert F Syringe holder. 3,840,007, CI. 1 28-2 1 5.000.

Fisher. Gene J.; and Wheeler. Edward N.. to Celanese Corporation. Al-

kanoic acid recycle system in process for catalytic production of an
alkenyl alkanoate from an alkene and an alkanoic acid. 3.840.590.
CI. 260-497.00a.

Fives-Cail Babcock: See—
Chielens. Alain. 3.840,334.

Flautt, Martin C; Moran. Leiand G.; and McCombs. Frank P.. to

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation. Glass fiber treating composi-
tion comprising microcrystalline nylon. 3.840.426, CI. 161-144.000.

Flavell, John; and Jeffcoat. Keith, to Courtaulds Limited Knitting

machines. 3.839,884. CI. 66-64.000.

Fleagle. Joseph E. Wheel speed signal processing circuit for wheel slip

control systems. 3.840.816. CI. 328-115.000.

Fleischer. Helmut; and Schnaibel, Eberhard. to Bosch. Robert.

G m.b.H. Pressure fluid vehicle brake anti-lock system with indepen-
dent right-left control. 3.840.278. CI. 303-2 1 Oeb.

Fleming, Donald A.; Garmon. Lee F.. Jr.; and Simpson. Melvin L.. to

Victor Comptometer Corporation. Gun with safety member
mounted therein. 3,839.999. CI. 124-14.000

Remings. Merton C ; Mehrabian, Robert; and Geiger. Dale R, to Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology. Methods of refining metal alloys.

3.840,364. CI. 75-63.000.

Fluidtech Corporation: See—
Osheroff. Gene W., 3.840.1 77

FMC Corporation: See—
Franko-Filipasic. Borivoj Richard; and Start, John Francis.

3,840.621

FMC Corporation: See—
Federspiel, Joseph A., 3,840,253
Koch, Walter T. 3.840.395.

Foglia. Andrew J.: See—
Maxion, Emil J; and Foglia. Andrew J., 3.840,632.

Fong. Gim P : See-
Davis. Paul; and Fong. Gim P . 3.840.143

Fontana. Ludovico. Conveyance equipment which allows the discharge

of all or oartly of the load by means of an electromagnetic control

device. 3,840,148, CI. 221-153.000.
Foremark Corporation: See—

Nagy,NeilF., 3,839,760.

Formflo Limited: See—
Andriessen. Ronald Carl, 3.839.892.

Forsman. Arnold H. Decorative badge with movable eves and mouth.
3,839.821. CI. 46-135.000.

Foster. Robert D., and Scott. Leonard W., Jr., to CRC-Crose Interna-

tional, Inc. Pipe sling. 3.840,262, CI. 294-74.000.

Foth. Siegfried: See—

Schindelmeiser. Fritz; Kaltschmidt. Hans-Jurgen; Strauss, Edmar;

and Foth, Siegfried, 3,840.4 16.

Fouche. Michel. Amusement park ride. 3.840.225. CI 272-29.000.

Fowler. Albert Lewis; and Stevenson, Alastair Kershaw, to Emihus
Microcombonents Limited Vehicle signal lighting systems.

3,840.85 I. CI. 340-74.000.

Fowler. Ronald James; Freeh. Edward James; and Koenig. David

Mark, to Industrial Nucleonics Corporation. Tobacco moisture con-

trol system and method. 3.840.025. CI. 1 31-1 35.000

Fowlie. Wallace R ; and Yoon, Moo S., to Dick. A. B.. Company,
mesne. Document feeder for electrostatic copier. 3.840.222. CI.

271-4.000.

Fox Grinders. Inc.: See—
Bair. James G. 3.839.830,

Franaszek, Peter Anthony, to International Business Machines Cor-

poration. Limitation of A. C. coupling distortion in magnetic record-

ing. 3.840.854. CI. 340-146.1ab.

Franko-Filipasic. Borivoj Richard; and Start, John Francis, to FMC
Corporaiton Polymerization of chlorophosphazene esters with

polyfunctional organic hydroxy compounds. 3.840.621. CI. 260-

927.00n.
Frazier, Larry Vane W. Fluid pressure power plant. 3.839.863, CI. 60-

327.000.

Frederick. Arthur 1 . to Pandjiris Weldment Co . The. Turntable.

3.839,965. CI. 104-35.000.

Freedman. George; and Vogelsang. Max F.; deceased (by Vogelsang,

Caroline B., special administratrix), to Raytheon Company. Method
of intermetallic bonding. 3.839.780. CI. 29-501.000

Freeh. Edward James: See—
Fowler. Ronald James; Freeh, Edward James; and Koenig. David
Mark. 3.840.025.

Freres. Donald E.. to Sterling Tool Company. Apparatus for forming

perforated embossed sheet metal fin strips for radiators. 3.839.974,

CI. 11 3- 1.00c.

Prick, Hughie R.: See-
Anderson, Richard W; and Frick. Hughie R.. 3.840.603.

Fried. Harvey, to Sprague-Goodman Electronics. Inc. Precision

trimmer capacitor. 3.840.786. CI 3 1 7-249.00t.

Friedman. Sam: 5ee—
Yavorsky. Paul M.; Friedman. Sam. and Akhtar. Saveed.

3.840,456.

Friedrichsen. Wilhelm: See—
Goehre. Otto; and Friedrichsen. Wilhelm. 3.840.563.

Fries. Ludwig: See—
Lucking. Hans Joachim; Seyfried. Klaus; Noll. Walter; and Fries.

Ludwig. 3.840.447.

Fritts. Rex E.. to Amana Refrigeration. Inc. High frequency energy
generator load simulator circuit. 3,840,810, CI 324-1 58. OOr.

Froeschmann. Rasmus; and Sprugel. Friedrich. to Optimol-Olwerke
GmbH. Sulfur and phosphorus bearing lubricant. 3.840.463. CI. 252-
42.700.

Frye. James A.; and Morton. Ralph B.. to Boardman Company. The.
Nuclear fuel handling powder container. 3.840,155. CI. 222-
195.000.

Fuji Kasui Engineering Co.. Ltd.: See—
Sugimoto. Masakatsu; Senjo. Teizo; Ozawa, Chihiro; and Sudo,

Athusi, 3.840.646.

Fuji Oil Company. Ltd.: See—
Kubota. Hayato, Nakayama. Sadao. and Tateishi. Teizaburo.

3.840.682.

Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.: See—
Matsukawa. Hiroharu; and Saeki. Keiso. 3.840.467.

Shiba. Keisuke; Hinata. Masanao. Oishi. Yasushi; and Yoshida,
Yoshinobu. 3.840,373.

Shiba, Keisuke; Takei, Haruo; Sonoda. Minoru; Miyasaka.
Nobuaki; Sato, Akira; and Ogawa, Akira. 3.840.377.

Usami, Toshimasa; Horie. Ikutaro; Ishigaki, Kunio; Miyazako.
Takushi; and Sakaguchi. Shinji. 3.840.37 1

.

Yamada. Yasuyuki. and Akashi. Goro, 3,840,400.

Fujimoto, Sakae, to Kabushiki Kaisha Ricoh. Toner supply device.

3,840,1 56. CI. 222-196.000.
Fujino, Tomizo: See

—

Seino. Shuichi; Fujino, Tomizo; and Tonegawa, Kakuji, 3.840.528.
Fujitsu Limited: See

—

Hinoshita. Shigehiko; Minejima. Yukihiko; and Moriya, Takao.
3,840,698.

Fukuda, Akira. Air Leakage detector. SCS. 3.839.900. CI 73-49 300.

Fulkerson. Homer L.; and Anderson, Wayne S. Scoop and sheath
means therefor. 3,840,26 1 , CI. 294-55.000.

Fuller Company: See-
Dick, Charles J, 3,839,803.

Fuller, Fred J.; Kirschner, John G.; and Stark, Richard A., to Mallory,

P. R., & Co., Inc. Apparatus for making multi layer capacitors.

3,840,3 1 5, CI. 425-367.000.

Funabashi, Isao: See—
Morita, Tomijiro; Funabashi, Isao; and Sugai, Masayoshi,

3,840,638.
Funakoshi, Wataru: See-

Oka, Isao; Urasaki, Takanori; Shima, Takeo; and Funakoshi.
Wataru, 3,840.609.

Fuqua, Robert Randolph; and Hasler, Gerold Bemhard, to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation. Dynamic storage hierarchy
system. 3,840,863, CI. 340- 1 72.500.
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Furukawa, Junji; Kobayashi. Eiichi; Iseda. Yutaka; and Yukuta,

Toshio. to Bridgestone Tire Company Limited. Novel method of

producing two-component and multi-component copolymers con-

taining conjugated diene compounds and conjugated polar vinyl

monomers usig photopolymerization. 3.840,449, CI. 204-154.240.

Furukawa. Manabu: See—
Yamamoto. Kosuke; Shin, Masaaki; Takayanagi, Eifu; Narila,

Shigeo; and Furukawa, Manabu, 3,840,339.

G&G Industries, Inc.: See—
Staley. John, 3,840,063.

Gabryelewicz. Leopold. Modular lighting system. 3.840.842. CI. 339-

158.000.

Gadzala. Antoni E.; and Kinney, James F., to Avon Products, Inc

Cyanoacrylate nail coating composition. 3,840,490, CI. 260-3 1 20n.

Gaensslen. Fritz H.; and Terman. Lewis M . to International Business

Machines Corporation. Complementary MOSFET device structure.

3.840.888. CI. 357-42.000.

Gaeth. Rudolf: See—
Stastny. Fritz; Trieschmann. Hans Georg; Gaeth, Rudolf; and

Koerner. Heinz-Hermann. 3.840,628.

GAF Corporation: See—
Farren. Francis J ; and Benjamin, Richard L., 3,840,372.

Myers. James R. 3,840.1 22.

Gain. Dean L. Photoluminescent surgical device. 3.840.015, CI. 128-

303.000.

Gallagher. Ruth, to Stauffer Chemical Company. Additives for the

preparation of clear, impact resistant vinyl chloride polymer com-
positions. 3.840.620, CI. 250-899.000.

Gallay. Jean-Jacques: See—
Brenneisen. Paul; Wenger. Thomas; Gallay. Jean-Jacques, and
Schmid. Wolfgang. 3.840.550.

Galliverti. Marco: See

—

Ligorati. Ferdinando; Colombo. Paolo; and Galliverti. Marco.
3.840.470

Gammel. Gregor: See-
Fischer. Wilfried; and Gammel. Gregor. 3.840.069.

Gandon. Louis; Bozec. Christian H ; and Lenoble. Philippe B . to

Societe le Nickel. Method for producing high-purity nickel from sul-

fidizedconcentrates. 3.840.44.6. CI. 204-113.000.
Garbalizer Corporation of America: See-

Brewer. John C. 3.840.1 87

Garbo. Paul W . to Chemothermic Industries, Inc. Carbon black

production. 3.840.344, CI. 23-259.500.

Gardi. Rinaldo; Vitali. Romano: and Falconi. Giovanni, to Warner-
Lambert Company. Estratriene derivatives. 3,840.568, CI. 260-

397.500.

Garmon, Lee F.. Jr.: See—
Fleming, Donald A ; Garmon, Lee F.. Jr.; and Simpson. Melvin L..

3.839.999.

Garnett. Donald W . to Packaging Methods Corporation, mesne. Con-
tainer inverter for packeting equipment and packeting system

3.839.844. CI. 5 3-59 OUn.

Garside, Susan Constance. Hartley, David; Lunts. Lawrence Henry
Charles; and Oxford. Alexander William, to Allen & Hanburvs
Limited. Imidazol 5.1-f Itriazinones. 3.840.537. C". 260-249.500.

Gattus, Jean: See—
Balme. Maurice; Gattus. Jean; and Gerard. Bernard. 3.840.495.

Gau. Georges, to Agence Nationale de Valorisation de la Recherche
(Anvar). Process for purifying olefins. 3.840.61 l.Cl. 260-677.00a.

Gavin. Frederick David: See-
Brown, William B.; and Gavin, Frederick David. 3.839.787.

Gaynor. Joseph; Yamada. Yoshikazu; and Tat-Hin Sund. Joseph, to

Bell & Howell Co Process for making dye transfer copies of im-

proved quality. 3.839.956, CI. 101-472.000.

Gayot. Jean, to Engins Matra. mesne. Installation for transportation by

trains made of different types of carriages. 3.839.964. CI. 104-

18.000.

Gearheart. John D.: See—
Takenaka, George; and Gearheart. John D.. 3.840.164

Gee. James E ; Moser, Raymond L ; and Woody. Albert L. to Caterpil-

lar Tractor Company Haul unit suspension system 3.840,244, CI.

280-l24.00r.

Geffroy, Robert, to Sealfire Equipment for the irrigation, treatment

and feeding of soils and plants by underground diffusion of fluids.

3,840.182. CI. 239-145.000.
Geiger, Dale R.: See-

Flemings, Merton C; Mehrabian, Robert, and Geiger, Dale R.,

3,840,364.
I

Gelpi, Louis: See— 1

1

Neel, Jean; Gelpi. Louis; and Broc. Raymond. 3.840.553.

General Binding Corporation: See—
Staats. Henry N.; and Melull. Frederick H.. 3,839,759.

General Dynamics Corporation: See—
Schaefer. William H ; and Bender. Richard E.. 3.840.230.

Woods. Eric R. 3.840.702.

General Electric Company: See—
Baker. Fred E. 3.840.030.

Baumann. Frederick William; and Rosenberry, George Mowry.
3.840.763.

Bondley, Ralph J., 3.840,408.

Bowers, Gerald Joe. 3,840.832.

D'Antonio, Nicholas F., 3,840,827.

Eckart, Gregory Craig, 3,840,783.

Eggenberger, Markus A., 3,840,050.

Fine, Martin; Glusick. Robert E.; and Jacobs. Gordon B.,

3,840,293.

Grahame. Frederick W.. 3.840.787.

Guichard, Robert Charles. 3.840,83 1

.

Hardman, Dorsey Lorraine, 3,840.830.

Lake. William H. 3.840,767.
Olashaw, William Francis. 3.840.785.

Pekrul, Ronald G; and Stegmaier. Louis T, 3.840,7 17.

Smith, Ronald L.; and Karstedt. Bruce D., 3,840,492.

Stewart. Richard D.. 3.840,740.

White, John E ; and Smialek. Robert L.. 3.840.768.

Yager. William Clausen. 3.840.4 1 7.

General Foods Corporation: See—
Fazzina. Thomas L.; Jones, Gary V,; and Sceha. Richard P,

3,840,684,

Leidy. Harold T.; Hayes. John T , Jr.; and Hai. Atta M.. 3,840.677.

Parliment. Thomas H.. 3.840.675.

General Instrument Corporation: See—
Newberry. Meigs W.. 3.839.91 7.

General Mills Chemical Inc.: See—
Nordgren. Robert; and Karl, Curtis L.. 3,840,520.

General Motors Corporation: See-
Brock, Eugene W.; and Schelling, Dale E., 3,840,777.

Ferchland, Harold W.. 3,839,942.

Griffin, Henry W; and Everhart. Vaughn D.. 3.840.292.

Kornas. Zigmunt C; Putti. Marino V.; Susick. Ronald E . and Tar-

diff, Daniel F. 3.839.947.
Putti. Marino V.; and Roberts. Erwin A.. 3,839,948.

Renk. Rolf. 3.840.036.

Schaefer. Ernest D . 3.839.924
Shellhause. Ronald L.. 3.839.867.

Shellman. Carl £.3.840,039. j
General Signal Corporation: See— -r

Kormos. Kalman. 3.840,21 3.

General Tire & Rubber Company, The: See—
Fazekas. Thomas W . Hartz. Walter A.; Muth. Norman J.; and

Stadelman. Raymond J., 3.840.239.

Genta. Guido R . to American Anilin Products. Inc Polyester and
plastic dyes. 3.840.567. CI. 260-373.000.

George. James H B ; Dennard. Albert E.; and Kreidl. Ekkehard L.

Construction and operation of rechargeable battery systems for

chemically generating an electrical current. 3,840,403, CI. 136-

6.0gc.

Gerard. Bernard: .See—

Balme. Maurice; Gattus. Jean; and Gerard. Bernard. 3.840.495.

Gerard. Henry M.. to Hughes Aircraft Company Composite acoustic

surface wave devices with bridge-like coupling film. 3.840.825. CI.

333-30.00r.
Gerber Scientific Instrument Company, The: See-

Coulter. Alvin B. 3.840.739.

Geretschlager. Maximillian. to Mobil Oil Corporation Lubricant com-
positions. 3.840.462, CI. 252-34.700.

Gerhart, Fritz: See—
Schoellkopf. Ulrich; and Gerhart. Fritz. 3,840,530.

Gettman. Herman W.: See-
Hood. Albert H ; and Gettman. Herman W.. 3.839.806.

Geus. John W Catalyst preparation. 3.840.479, CI. 252-47 1 .000.

Gewerkschaft Eisenhutte Westfalia: See—
Weirich, Walter; Rosenberg. Harry; and Mutzke, Wilhelm,

3.840,119.

Ghilardi, Giuliana: See—
Zviak. Charles; and Ghilardi. Giuliana. 3.840.338.

Gibbins. Robert Albert, to Dowtv Mining Equipment Limited Hydrau-
lic apparatus. 3.840.047. CI. 1 37-608.000.

Giddings & Lewis. Inc.: See—
Kolell. Norbert C ; and Simon. James B.. 3.840.793.

Mack, William H .3.840.791.

Gidge. Lester; and Poulin. Valmor R.. Jr Non-woven pile material and
method for making same. 3.840.414. CI. 156-72.000.

Giglio, Frank A Suppository. 3.840.010. CI 128-271 000.

Gilles. Auguste. to Worms Engineering Ship having self-supporting

spherical tanks particularly for the transport of fiuidsat low tempera-
tures. 3.839.98 l.Cl. 1 14-74.00a.

Girotra. Nirindar N.; and Wendler, Norman L., to Merck & Co., Inc.

4H-furo|3,4-dl| l,3]thiazine-2-phthalimido-2-acelic acid esters

3.840.534, CI. 260-243.00r.

Gischak, Kondrat losifovich: See—
Grezdov, Gennady Ivanovich; Gischak, Kondrat losifovich; Log-

vinenko. Jury Pavlovich, Pukhov. Georgy Evgenievich; Simak.
Lilia Alexeevna; and Kosmach. July Petrovich, 3,840,725

GKN Sankey Limited: See—
Allom, Clive; Sharp, Herbert John; and Drucker. Rudolf.

3.840,141.

GKN Transmissions Limited: See—
Pagdin, Brian Colin, 3.839.998.

Glacier. Incorporated: See-
Devlin. Edward J . 3,840,1 53.

Glacier Industries Inc.: See-
Wight, Edward M., 3,840,3 1 1

.

Glass, Marvin, & Associates: See—
Breslow. Jeffrey D. 3,840,235.

Glaza. Gordon K.. to Dow Chemical Company, The. Structural sup-

porting complex. 3,840,308, CI. 404-35.000.

Glazier. Douglas C. Sr.: See—
Grundmann, Volker R.; and Glazier, Douglas C, Sr.. 3.840,3 1 3.
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Glusick. Robert E : See-
Fine, Martin; Glusick, Robert E.; and Jacobs, Gordon B..

3,840,293.

Gniewek, Thomas Thaddeus. Jr.: 5ee—
Coombe, Anthony John; Danisavich, Edward Anthony; Gniewek,
Thomas Thaddeus, Jr.; MuhlmichI, Philip John; and Stuber,

Robert Ernest, 3.840,188.

GO Controls Inc.: See—
Otteman, John H.; and Peterson, Albert M., 3,840,167.

Gobel, Klaus. Skylight. 3,839,949, CI. 98-42.000.

Goddard, Norman H., to JCN Wire Industries Ltd. Modular partition

arrangement 3,839,834, CI 52-238.000
Goehre, Otto, and Friedrichsen, Wilhelm, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-

Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Production of phthalic anhydride.

3,840,563, CI. 260-346.400.
Goffe, William L.: See—

Amidon, Alan B.; and Goffe, William L., 3,840.397.

Gollin & Company, Limited: See—
Hickey,Brian James. 3,839,845. -

Golyanov. Vyacheslav Mikhailovich; and Demidov, Alek Platonovich.

Method of producing an artificial diamond film. 3.840,451, CI. 204-
192.000.

Gondorchin, Frank; and Kushnick, Julian H., to Allied Chemical Cor-
poration. Polycaprolactam film for cooking bag. 3,840,497, CI. 260-
78.00s.

Goodrich. B. F.. Company. The: See—
Lesh. Harvey B., Jr., 3,840,057.

Gordon, Ronnie D., to Continental Oil Company. Preparation of

ethers. 3,840,605, CI. 260-614.00r.
Gorjup. Johann: See

—

Dichbaum. Gerhard; and Gorjup. Johann, 3,840.2 1

8

Goto. Kenji; and Ishikawa, Norikatsu, to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Exhaust emission control device for an internal

combustion engine. 3,839.862. CI. 60-282.000.
Gould. Inc., mesne: See—

Zoltan, Steven I., 3,840.758.
Gould. William. Rotary brush section. 3.839.763. CI. 1 5- 1 8 1 .000.

Grabmaier. Josef; and Plattner. Rolf, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft.

Method of producing Cd(Hg(SCN )4) single crystals. 3.840.347, CI.

23-300.000.

Gradeff, Peter S.. to Rhodia Inc. Process for preparation of methyl
ionones. 3.840.601. CI. 260-594.000.

Graham-White Sales Corporation, mesne: See

—

Kelly. Timothy A.; and Callahan. David T., 3.839.950.

Grahame. Frederick W.. to General Electric Company. Wound capaci-

tor with internal discharge resistor. 3.840,787. CI. 3 1 7-256.000.
Granatek. Alphonse Peter: See-

Kaplan. Murray Arthur; and Granatek. Alphonse Peter.

3,840.535.
Grant, Glenn D.: See—

Amdhal, Gene M.; Grant, Glenn D.; and Maier, Robert M..
3.840,861.

Grasselli, Robert K.; and Suresh, Dev D., to Standard Oil Company,
The. Process for the conversion of unsaturated aldehydes to acids.

3.840.595. CI. 260-530.00n.
Gray. Frederick William, to Colgate-Palmolive Company. Stain

removal. 3.840.466. CI 252-99.000.

Greaney. Daniel F. Hockey goal combined with "V" shape goaltender

therefor. 3,840.228. CI. 273-I.OOb.
Greco. Francesco: See—

Chiolle, Antonio, Credali, Lino; Longi, Paolo; Greco. Francesco;

and D'Angelo. Romano, 3,840,634.

Green. Ian MacDonald. to EMI Limited. Single tube colour television

camera with recovery of index signal for elemental color component
separation. 3,840,696, CI. 358-45.000.

Green, Leon G.. to Metropolitan Petroleum Petrochemicals Co.. Inc.

Boom as a barrier for oil slicks and the like on the surface of water.

3,839,869, CI. 61-1.OOf.

Greenberg. Donald K.. to Barnes Drill Company. Apparatus for

separating particles from liquid. 3,840, 1 20, CI. 210-1 67.000.

Greenberg, Sanford G.: See—
Schiffman, Murray M., 3,840,814.

Greenberger, Joseph Irwin, to Wean United, Inc. Tension levelling of

strip. 3,839,888, CI. 72-17.000.

Greene, James M., to Lilly, Eli, and Company. Process for preparing 7-

( a-hydroxy-aphenyl

)

acetamido-3-( I -methyl- 1 H-tetrazol-5-

ylthiomethyl)-3-cephem-4-carboxylic acid and derivatives thereof.

3,840,53 1, CI. 260-243.00C.
Greer Hydraulics, Inc.: See—

Jacobellis, Alphonse A., 3,839,945.

Gregory, Charles A., Jr.: See-
Marshall, Arthur N.; Rinehart, James W.; and Gregory, Charles

A, Jr., 3,840,848.

Grezdov, Gennady Ivanovich; Gischak, Kondrat losifovich; Logvinen-

ko. Jury Pavlovich; Pukhov, Georgy Evgenievich; Simak, Lilia Alex-

eevna; and Kosmach, July Petrovich. Hybrid computer to solve non-
linear programming problems. 3,840,725. CI. 235-150.500.

Griffin, Henry W.; and Everhart, Vaughn D., to General Motors Cor-

poration. Anti-glare rear view mirror incorporating a meltable ther-

moplastic material. 3,840,292, CI. 350-278.000.
Griffin, William Thomas: See—

Leitner, Frank Wilhite; and Griffin, William Thomas, 3,839,76/.

Grimes, Sam J. Fishing boat seat. 3.839,757, CI. 9-7.000.

Grimsby. Emerson A.: See-

Anderson, Randall H.; Grimsby, Emerson A.; and Kessler. Ken-

neth. 3.839.776.

Grisar. J. Martin; Claxton. George P.; and Mackenzie. Robert D.. to

Richardson-Merrell Inc. Tricyclic arylalkylene lactamides.

3.840.523. CI. 260-239.00b.

Grisar. J. Martin; and Claxton, George P., to Richardson-Merrell Inc.

Alpha-cycloalkylbenzyl lactamimides. 3.840,524, CI. 260-239.00b.

Grohoski, Edward G.. to Hartford Special Machinery Company. The.

Roll forming machine drive mechanism 3,839.891 . CI. 72-88.000.

Groleau, Rodney J.: See

—

Paulson. Donald C; and Groleau. Rodney J.. 3.840.3 1 2.

Groppini, Diego, to Dalmine S.p.A. Machine for engraving on curved

metallic surfaces. 3,840,104, CI. 197-6.700.

Gross, Dario R., to Midland-Ross Corporation. Shaft seal. 3,840.166.

CI. 277-74.000.

Grosseau. Albert, to S A. Automobiles Citroen. Electrically operated

valves or distributors for controlling fluid under pressure. 3.840.045.

CI. 137-495.000.
Groupement Atomique Alsacienne Atlantique: See—

Malaval. Claude. 3.840.432.

Grundmann. Volker R.; and Glazier. Douglas C. Sr.. to Litton Industri-

al Products. Inc. Molding machine clamp force indicator. 3.840.313.

CI. 425-171.000.
Grunert. Wolfgang: See

—

Huber. Johann; and Grunert. Wolfgang. 3.840,28 1

.

Gsollpointner. Helmuth: See—
Appel, Carl; Heiss. Wilhelm; and Gsollpointner. Helmuth.

3.839.893.

GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incorporated: See

—

Stewart. James A.. 3.840.703.

GTE Sylvania Incorporated: See

—

Pappas. John A.; and Cosco. Robert J.. 3.840.766.

Shaffer. John W.; and Brown. Stephen V . 3.840.324.

Shaffer. John W. 3.840.325.

Guichard. Robert Charles, to General Electric Company. Relay having

a plurality of sealed contact switches. 3.840.83 1 . CI 335-1 52 000
Guldenpfennig, Rolf, to Reichhold-Albert-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft.

Water-dilutable coating compositions and lacquer binders.

3,840,483, CI. 260-19.0ep
Gulf Research & Development Company: See—

Bercik, Paul G.; and Metzger. Kirk J , 3,840,474
Beuther, Harold; Chun, Sun W.; and Montagna. Angelo A.,

3,840,473.

Kobylinski, Maddeus P.; and Taylor. Brian W., 3,840,389.

Onopchenko, Anatoli; and Schulz. Johann G. D., 3,840,594.

Guntersdorfer, Max; and Heywang, Walter. Piezoelectric motor
3,840,759, CI. 310-8.600.

Gutman, Arnold D., to Stauffer Chemical Company. Herbicides.

3,840,361, CI. 71-87.000.

Gvang Motor Company Pty., Limited: See-
van Grecken, Gene, 3,840,329.

Gvantmakher, Iser Moiseevich; See—
Smirnov, Oleg Alexandrovich; Zubkov, Vyacheslav Ivanovich;

Mescherinov. Igor Georgievich; Danilov. Viktor Petrovich; and
Gvantmakher. Iser Moiseevich, 3,840,019.

Gwozdz, Joseph W., to McKinney Manufacturing Company. Door
hinge switch with pin operated, reciprocating switch actuator rod.

3.840.7 15. CI. 200-61.700.

Haacke. Gottfried: See-
Berets. Donald Joseph; Castellion, George Augustus; and Haacke,

Gottfried. 3.839.857
Haag, Charles W.: See

—

Popovitch. Dragolyoub; Tate. Ralph; and Haag. Charles W..
3.839.962.

Hahn. Rasso; and Mueller. Curt, to Sandoz Ltd. 2-Halo-4-nitrophenyl
azophenyl disperse dyes. 3,840.5 19. CI. 260-207.100.

Hahner. Wolfgang, to Deere & Company. Combine blower. 3.840.022,
CI. 130-21.000.

Hai. AttaM.: See—
Leidy, Harold T.; Hayes. John T.. Jr.; and Hai. Atta M., 3,840.677.

Haller, Jordan D. Heart valve and retaining means therefor. 3,839,741

,

CI. 3-1.000.

Halliburton Company: See

—

Thomas, Mickey A., 3,839,765.

Zimmerman, Carl W; and Copland, George V., 3,839,91 1.

Hal|>ert, Sidney: See

—

Finelli, Thomas M.; Halpert, Sidney; and Newland. Julian H..

3,840,425.

Hamada, Masa: See

—

Umezawa, Hamao; Aoyagi, Takaaki; Takeuchi, Tomio; Maeda.
Kenji; Hamada, Masa; and Hara, Takeshi, 3,840,5 13.

Umezawa, Hamao; Takeuchi, Tomio; Aoyagi, Takaaki; Hamada,
Masa; Maeda, Kenji; and Okami, Yoshiro, 3,840,5 1 6.

Hamada, Teruma. Hydraulic bending press. 3,839,896, CI. 72-

443.000.

Hamayasu, Norio. Brake shoe system for bicycles. 3,840,093, CI. 188-

24.000.

Hammann, Ingeborg: See—
Colin, Reimer; Hammann, Ingeborg; and Unterstenhofer, Gunter,

3,840,541.

Hammes, Kenneth W.; Hammes, Kenneth W., Jr.; and Hammes,
Timothy L.: See—
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Hammes, Kenneth W.. Sr.; Hammes. Kenneth W . Jr.; Hammes.
Timothy L , and Kayser, Paul (said Kayser, assor. to said)
3.840.365.

Hammes, Kenneth W, Jr.: See—
Hammes, Kenneth W., Sr.; Hammes, Kenneth W., Jr.; Hammes,
Timothy L ; and Kayser, Paul, 3.840.365.

Hammes. Kenneth W , Sr.; Hammes. Kenneth W.. Jr.; Hammes.
Timothy L.; and Kayser. Paul, said Kayser. assor. to said Hammes.
Kenneth W ; Hammes, Kenneth W., Jr ; and Hammes, Timothy L.
Metal recovery process. 3,840,365, CI. 75-101. OOr.

Hammes. Timothy L : See—
Hammes, Kenneth W , Sr ; Hammes, Kenneth W., Jr.; Hammes.
Timothy L.; and Kayser, Paul, 3.840,365.

Hannes, Karl, to Coats & Clark, Inc. Apparatus for forming a cast
hinge. 3,840.065. CI. 164-303.000.

Hans. Fritz: See—
Werle. Eugen; and Hans. Fritz. 3.840.659.

Hansgen. Klaus: See—
Hiersig, Heinz M; Hansgen, Klaus; and Ridder, Gerhard

3.839,922.

Hanson, Donald O , to Phillips Petroleum Company. Process for
separating halogenated hydrocarbons bv liquid-liquid extraction
3,840,607. CI. 260-653.000.

-mm
Hanson. Richard Eric, to RCA Corporation Apparatus for engine
compression testing. 3,839.906, CI. 73-1 15.000.

Hanson. Richard Eric; and Fineman. Howard Eisen. to RCA Corpora-
tion. Engine performance analyzer using simulated load. 3.839 907
CI. 73-116.000

Hanson, Stanley E : See—
Warsinger.' Bernard M.. 3,840,033.

Hara, Takeshi: See—
Umezawa, Hamao; Aoyagi, Takaaki; Takeuchi. Tomio; Maeda.

Kenji; Hamada, Masa; and Hara, Takeshi, 3,840,5 13.
Hard, Robert A ; Stoyell. Loyal A ; and Young. Claude Frank, to
Union Carbide Corporation. Annealing process 3,840,410, CI 148-

Hardcastle, Kenneth Noel: .See-
Wright. Donald Curtis; Hardcastle. Kenneth Noel; and Brereton

Paul Arthur, 3.840.360.
Hardie-Tynes Mfg . Co See—

Paget. Win W. 3.8.39,946.

Hardman. Dorsey Lorraine, to General Electric Company. Elec-
tromagnetic switching assembly 3.840,830, CI. 335-132.000.

Hardwick, Bruce Alfred; and Patterson, John Howard, to Oil Shale
Corporation (Australia). Process for recovering vanadium values
3,840,637. CI 423-68.000.

Harmetz, Ronald: See-
Brown, Bernard B; Harmetz, Ronald; and Ruopp, Donald

3,840,545
Harmon, Emerson R , to Amalga Corporation. Pressure vessel having a

sealed port. 3,840, 139, CI 220-3.000.
Harnisch. Horst, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Azolindolines and azolin-

doline dyestuffs. 3,840.552. CI. 260-307.OOd.
Harnischeger Corporation: See-

Myers. Robert D.. 3.840.71 8.

Harrington. Joseph Kenneth: See-
Moore. George G I ; and Harrington. Joseph Kenneth. 3.840.597

Harrington, Thaddeus A : See-
Roberts, Donald R.. Peters, William J ; Harrington, Thaddeus A.;

Broomfield,Junior, and Crews, Ernest R., 3,839,823.
Harris, Le Roy S ; Synowiec, Stanislaw; and Dybczak, Stan E., to KG

Industries. Inc. Strip briqutt breaker. 3.840.35 1 , CI. 44-1 3.000.
Harris. Lewis K.; and Burrus. Bill S . to Combustion Engineering Inc

Fluid pressure system. 3.840.044. CI. 1 37-4 1 3.000.
Harris. S. David: See—

Hibbert. Wayne G. and Harris. S. David. 3,839.756.
Harris-lntertype Corporation: See-

Wise. James C; and Rana. VictorianoF.. 3.840,130.
Harrison. Earnest R.. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Position

locator. 3.840.726. CI. 235-150.270.
Hart. Harold M. Display system with rapid color switching. 3,840,773

CI. 315-29.000.
Hartford Special Machinery Company, The: See—

Grohoski. Edward G.. 3.839,89 1

Hartley, David: See—
Garside. Susan Constance, Hartley, David, Lunts, Lawrence

Henry Charles; and Oxford, Alexander William, 3,840,537.
Hartwig, Walter J., to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Guide means for

traveling grate conveyor. 3.840.1 12. CI. 198-202.000.
Hartz. Walter A: See—

Fazekas. Thomas W ; Hartz. Walter A.; Muth. Norman J.; and
Stadelman. Raymond J.. 3.840.239.

Hasegawa. Tokushige: See—
Ikeda, Takemi, Terashima, Toshikatsu; and Hasegawa, Tokushige,

3.840.106. 11

Hasegawa. Yo: See— ||

Ikeda. Mitsusuke; Sato. Hisanao; Torii. Etsuko; Morimoto. Kazu-
hisa; and Hasegawa. Yo. 3.840.368.

Haseniers. Omer L.: See—
Pryor. Timothy R.; and Haseniers. Omer L.. 3.840.301

.

Haskett. William Frank; Wochholz. Harold Frederick; and Penick,
Dixon Brown, to Northeast Electronics Corporation. Data channel
omitforaPCM TDM system. 3.840.705, CI. 179-15. 00a.

Hasler, Ceroid Bernhard: See—

Fuqua. Robert Randolph; and Hasler. Gerold Bernhard.
3.840.863.

Hasquenoph, Jean Henri; and Coutin, Pierre Fernand, to Alkan. R , &
Cie. Device for steadying loads suspended from aircrafts. 3.840.201
Cl.244-137.00r.

Hatano. Katsuaki: See—
Arikawa. Masayasu; Oishi, Minoru; Watanabe. Hidenori;
Horiuchi,Shou;and Hatano. Katsuaki. 3.840.170.

Hatsukano. Yoshikazu: See—
Nomiya. Kosei; and Hatsukano. Yoshikazu. 3.840.757.

Hauck Manufacturing Company: See—
Schreter. Robert E.. 3.840.326

Haug, Walter, to Kassbohrer, Karl, Fahrzeugwerke GmbH. Track
sprocket, particularly for snow vehicles. 3,839,92 1 , CI. 74-243.00r.

Haulier, Claude. Device for facilitating the removing of a cycles back
wheel. 3,840.25 I . CI. 280-289.000.

Hayashi, Isao: See—
Kajimoto, Hikokusu; Tokuda, Masahiro; Hayashi. Isao; and Kon-
do.Kenichiro. 3.840.509.

Hayashi. Yukitaka, to Hitachi. Ltd. Method and device for detecting
signals from magnetic memory. 3.840.892. CI. 360-53.000.

Hayes. Harold B ; and Abel, Ronald G , to Lilly, Eli, and Company.
Process for cleaving cephalosporin compounds. 3.840.532. CI 260-
243.00c.

Hayes. John T . Jr : See—
Leidy. Harold T.; Hayes. John T.. Jr.; and Hai. Atta M.. 3.840.677.

Hazaka. Yuji: See—
Umezawa. Fumio; and Hazaka. Yuji. 3.840.401

.

*

Hazar. James M. Prosthetic denture and method. 3.839.796 CI 32-
2.000.

Healy. James Joyn: See—
Colgan. Joseph Dennis; and Healy. James Joyn. 3.840.472.

Hebert. Francois: See—
Ameau, Albert; Boyer. Marcel-Louis; and Hebert. Francois

3.840.855.
Hedge. John A., to Sun Ventures, Inc Separation of cyclic hydrocar-
bons with molecular sieve adsorbent. 3,840.610. CI 260-674.0sa.

Hedman. Clarence L, Jr . to SCM Corporation Apparatus for cleaning
a corona discharge strand. 3.840.744. CI. 250-324 000.

Hees. Bruno; Hoffmann. Hans; and Trogel. Gerhard, to Bayer
Rickmann GmbH Pickling of steel plates prior to nickel plating and
coating. 3.840.441. CI. 204-34.000.

Hegenscheidt. Wilhelm. Kommanditgesellschaft: See—
Dombrowski.Theodor. 3.839,932.

Heggedal, Emil J. Glider with automatically releasing foldable wines
3,839,8 18, CI. 46-80.000.

'

Heifetz, Milton D. Clamp for occluding tubular conduits in the human
body. 3,840,01 8, CI. 128-346.000.

Heilos. Johannes; Heimberger, Werner; Lussling. Theodor; and
Weigert, Wolfgang, to Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheideanstalt
vormals Roessler. Process for the production of cvanogen chloride
3,840,648, CI. 423-383.000.

Heilwell. Israel J ; and Schwab, Frederick C , to Mobil Oil Corporation
Grease manufacture. 3,840,459, CI. 252-33.600.

Heimberger, Werner: See—
Heilos, Johannes; Heimberger, Werner; Lussling, Theodor and

Weigert, Wolfgang, 3,840,648.
Heine, Helmut A., to Optotechnik Heine KG and Propper Manufactur-

ing Company, Inc. Otoscope with disposable speculum. 3.840 004
CI. 128-9.000.

Heise. Carl-Hermann. Rotatable drying drum 3 840 337 CI 43'>-
105.000.

.
. . -

Heiss. Wilhelm: See—
Appel. Carl; Heiss. Wilhelm; and Gsollpointner. Helmuth

3.839.893.
Heitman. Richard E ; and Norris. Richard C, to Little, Arthur D

Reversal system for word processor. 3,840,860, CI. 340-1 72.500.
Hellenkamp, Johann F. Hand operated sprayer. 3,840 157 CI 222-

309.000.
.

^^^

Heller, William C, Jr.: See—
Shatzkin, Leonard. 3.840.254.

Hellwarth. George A., to International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Time duration modulation and demodulation for storage or
transmission of digital data 3.840, 89 1, CI 360-40.000.

Hemdal, Goran Anders Henrik, to Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson.
Intermediate exchange for digital signals, for connection of one of a
number of inlets to a specific outlet of a number of outlets
3,840,707, CI. 179-1 5.0aq.

Hendrickson, ChaHes M., to Columbia Steel Casting Co.. Inc. Bowl-
liner for gyratory rock crusher. 3.840. 192, CI. 24 1 -207 000.

Hendrickson, William H. Yacht kit. 3,839,978, CI 1 1 4-39 000
Henkel & Cie GmbH: See—

Sommerfeld, Dieter; and Kowald, Bernhard, 3,840.396.
Henkensiefken. Larry L.: See—

Kanengieter. Glenn G ; Henkensiefken. Larry L.; Lubke. Ronald
K.; Krumholz. Frank C; and Morrell. Thomas H.. 3.840.189.

Hennells. W. E.. Company. Inc.: See—
Holley. David M.. 3.840.097.

Hennig. Hans Joachim, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the
preparation of non-yellowing diisocyanato-diphenylmethane
3.840.578. CI. 260-453.0sp.

Heraeus. W. C. GmbH: See—
Ruthardt. Rolf. 3,840. 1 85.

Herbener. Henry M Corselet or the like. 3.840.021, CI. 128-533.000.
Herbots. Joseph Antoine: See—
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Van Paesschen, August Jean; and Hcrbots. Joseph Antoine.
3,840.374.

Hercules Incorporated; See-
Dumas, David H., 3.840,486

Herz, Richard George, 3.839.86 1

.

Kcim. Gerald I .3,840.504
Sidwell. Albert Edwin, 3.840.592.
Sidwell. Albert Edwin. 3.840.593.

Hermann. Arthur F.. Jr.: See—
Beall. William Robert; Hermann, Arthur F., Jr.; and Murphy, Gary

J ,3,840,856
Herms.Gunter Jalousie element. 3.840.061 .CI. 160-26.000.

Herpich, William M.. to Torrington Company. The. Tube cutter.

3.839.93 1. CI 82-54.000.

Herr. Gerald A.: See—
Lange. Clark V.; Kelsch, Robert J.; Jackson, Earl V.; Schoppe,
Wayne F.; Squassoni. Gino F.; Wartcr. Peter J.; Herr. Gerald A..

Randall. John M.; Schrocdcr. Russell G.. II. and Webb. Douglas
E .3.840.299

Herz. Richard George, to Hercules Incorporated. Solid propcllant

powered rocket motor control system. 3.839,86 1 . CI 60-234.000.

Herzog. Gottfried. Vibrating plate mill for batch operation. 3.840.191.

CI 241-199.100.

Hess. Hans-Jurgen Ernst: See—
Dominy. Beryl William; Hess. Hans-Jurgen Ernst; and Koch.

Richard Carl. 3.840.540.

Hewlett-Packard GmbH: See—
Riedmann. Manfred; and Vogt, Jurgen. 3,840,343.

Hcywang, Waller: See—
Guntersdorfer, Max; and Heywang. Waller. 3.840.759.

Hibbert. Wayne G.; and Harris. S. David, to Atlantic Products Cor-
poration. Sleepmg bag design. 3.839.756. CI. 5-343.000

Hibi. Masao; and Eto. Yoshizumi. to Hitachi. Ltd. Single pickup tube

color camera 3.840.307. CI. 358-46.000.
Hickev. Brian James, to Gollin & Companv. Limited. Animal coat

3.839.845. CI 54-79.000.

Hiersig. Heinz M.. Hansgen. Klaus; and Riddcr. Gerhard, to Man-
nesmann-Meer Akticngcscllschaft Transmission gear. 3.839.922.
CI 74-4-10000.

Higashida. Susumu: See—
Murayama. Keisuke; Morimura. Syoji; Yoshioka. Takao;

Honuchi. Hideo; and Higashida. Susumu. 3.840.494.
Higuchi. Shunichiro; and Katayose. Kazunobu. to Okamura Manufac-

turing Companv Limited. Forward-reverse clutch control apparatus.

3.840.099. CI 192-4.00a
Hillingcr. Hans: See—

Rogcnhofer. Horst. and Hillingcr. Hans. 3.840.468
Himmelc. Walter, and Aquila. Werner, to Badischc Anilin- & Soda-

Fabrik Akticngcscllschaft Production of pure l-acetoxy-3-methyl-

but-:-cn-4-al. 3.840.589. CI. 260-491.000.
Hinata. Masanao: See—

Shiba. Keisuke. Hinata. Masanao; Oishi. Yasushi; and Yoshida.

Yoshinobu. 3.840.373.

Shiba. Keisuke. Hinata. Masanao; Oishi. Yasushi; Yoshida.
Yoshinobu; and Sato. Akira. 3.840.376.

Hinoshita. Shigehiko. Minejima. Yukihiko; and Moriya. Takao. to Fu-

jitsu Limited Video signal transmission system. 3.840.698. CI 178-

6 800
Hinves. John R ; and Pimental. David J., to United States of America.
Navy Safe and arm mechanism for an embedment anchor propcl-

lant 3.839.984. CI I 14-206.00a.

Hirafuji. Van. to Ricoh Co . Ltd Screen-like liquid stream forming
device for determining concentration 3.840.304. CI. 356-201.000.

Hirashima. Kenzo: See—
Marumo, Nagavuki; Matsui. Shunji. and Hirashima. Kenzo.

3.840.088.

Hirayama. Toshinari; Ogirima. Masahiko; Ohara. Hidcharu; and
Nakamura. Nobuo. to Hitachi. Ltd. and Hitachi Metals. Ltd.

Precipitation hardening stainless steel. 3.840.366. CI 75- 1 24.000.

Hirosc. Kiyoshi; Shiozawa. Kaoru; and Saito. Yuzi. to Mitsui Shipbuild-

ing and Engineering Co . Ltd Apparatus for aligning a flange.

3.839.775. CI. 29-200.00p.

Hirsch. Stanley, to TCI. Inc. Drive for refuse compactor. 3,839.953. CI.

100-45 000.'

Hitachi. Ltd See—
Hayashi. Yukilaka. 3.840.892.

Hibi. Masao; and Eto. Yoshizumi. 3.840.307
Hirayama. Toshinari; Ogirima. Masahiko; Ohara. Hidcharu; and
Nakamura. Nobuo. 3.840.366.

Kanemoto. Kazuo. Ito. Toshikatsu; and Amano. Matsuo.
3.840.178.

Koizumi. Kihachiro; Yonai. Fumiaki; Yamauchi. Masaaki; and
L'tamura. Yukihiko. 3.840.88 I

Nomiya. Kosei; and Hatsukano. Yoshikazu. 3,840,757.
Seki.Kunio. 3.840.817.

Seki.Kunio. 3.840.818
Tamura. Hifumi; and Kondo. Toshio. 3.840.743

Yamamoto. Hidcharu. and Ihochi. Takahiko. 3.840.769.

Hitachi Metals. Ltd : See—
Hirayama. Toshinari; Ogirima. Masahiko; Ohara. Hidcharu; and
Nakamura. Nobuo. 3.840.366

Hitchcock. Robert D.. to United States of America. Navy. Electron-

beam analog computer for determining coordinates of a seafloor

point. 3.840.844. CI. 340-3.00r

Ho. Edward J.; and Mau, Robert C, to Bell & Howell Company.
Photographic exposure indicator and battery test circuit. 3,840,296.

CI. 354-44.000.

Hobbs, Charles C , Jr ; Trcbcllas. John C; and Huguet. Juan L.. to

Cclancsc Corporation. Cobalt catalyst recovery from acetic acid

medium derived from liquid phase oxidation of aliphatic hydrocar-

bons. 3.840.469, CI. 252-413.000.

Hochiki Corporation: See—
Eguchi, Yoshihiro; Adachi, Yasaburo; and Kuwabara, Katsutoshi,

3,840,871.

Takcuchi, Takeshi. 3.840.8 1 2.

Hochmair. Erwin S.: See-
United States of America. National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration. 3.840.829.

Hock. Donal D . to Turco Manufacturing Company. Vehicle with

wheelie feature. 3.840.24 1 . CI. 280- 1 6.000.

Hodge. George Robert, to None Such Enterprises. Inc. Scalable and
resealable container. 3.840. 1 52. CI. 220-60.00r.

Hoehn. Hans; and Dcnzcl. Theodor. to Squibb. E. R . & Sons. Inc.'

Amino derivatives of pyrazolopyridine carboxamides. 3.840.546. CI.

260-295. 50b.
Hofer. Peter H.. to Union Carbide Corporation. Masking process by

thermal repelling of coating. 3.840.387. CI 1 17-38.000.

Hoffman-La Roche Inc.: See—
Schodnckar. Madhukar Subraya; Pfiffner. Albert; Rigassi. Nor-

bcrt; Schwictcr. Ulrich; and Suchy. Milos. 3.840.604.

Hoffmann. Gunther. to Wandel u. Goltcrmann. Dccadically adjustable

frequency synthesizer. 3.840.822. CI. 331-16.000.

Hoffmann. Hans: See—
Hces. Bruno; Hoffmann. Hans; and Trogcl. Gerhard. 3.840.44 1

.

Hoffmann. Werner, to Badischc Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktien-

gescllschafl. 2-Mcthyl-2-hcptcn-6-on-l-al and acetals thereof.

3.840.559. CI. 260-340.700.

Hogan. William F. Top-within-top for X-ray table. 3.840.221. CI 269-

322.000.
Holland. John Henry: See—

Steranko. James Joseph; and Holland. John Henry. 3.840.169.

Hollcy, David M., to Hcnnclls. W. E.. Company. Inc. Adjustable shock
absorber. 3.840.097. CI. 188-287.000

Hollingsworth. Charles M.; and Kosicki. Witold W.. to Horsman Dolls,

Inc Controlled wetting unit for dolls 3,839.8 19. CI 46- 1 1 6 000.

Hollingsworth. Ricahrd L. Skid Jack for mobile homes 3.840.210. CI.

254-9.00r.

Holt. William R.. to Fermented Products. Inc. Condensed fermented
whey animal feed product and method. 3.840.670. CI. 426-4 1 .000

Holtzberg. Frederic; Mayadas. Ashok F.. Thompson. William A ; and
Von Molnar. Stephan. to International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Detection of magnetic domains by tunnel junctions 3.840.865.
CI. 340-188.000.

Holycross. Reginald R. Machine for sharpening circular saws.

3.839.926. CI. 76-37.000
Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Watanabe. Yoshinori. 3.839,868.

Honda. Haruomi: See

—

Kanai. Yoshio; Nohara. Akira; Honda. Haruomi; Kanno, Morio;
and Sanno. Yasushi. 3.840.543.

Honda. Seiichirou: See—
Yamamoto. Sadao; Honda. Seiichirou; Shimizu. Hisataka; and
Oguma. Kanzi. 3.840.625.

Honcycutt. John H.. to United States of America. Army. Igniter wire

insulator assembly. 3.840.693. CI. 1 74-70. OOr.
Honeywell Inc.: See—

Pocschl. George J . 3.840.3 16.

Honeywell Information Systems. Inc.: See-
Jones. William H.. 3.840.756.

Ready. Dudley T . 3.840.862.
Honigman. Michael L.. to Elm Design. Inc. Expandable vehicle struc-

ture. 3.840.267. CI. 296-23.00f.

Hood. Albert H ; and Gettman. Herman W . to'ESCO Corporation.
Two-piece router bit assembly. 3.839.806. CI. 37-142. OOr.

Hooper. AldenW. Folding baby cot 3.839.754. CI 5-98.OOa.
Hopkins. Roy D Safety hook holder 3.839.8 1 1 . CI 43-25 200.
Horenstein. Harold S.; and Olson. Allan M.. to Camp Ways Inc. Pack

frame with rigidlink suspension. 3.840.162. CI. 224-25.OOa.
Horic. Ikutaro: See—

Usami. Toshimasa; Horie. Ikutaro. Ishigaki. Kunio; Miyazako,
Takushi; and Sakaguchi. Shinji. 3.840.37 1

.

Horiuchi. Hideo: See—
Murayama. Keisuke; Morimura. Syoji; Yoshioka. Takao;

Horiuchi. Hideo; and Higashida. Susumu. 3.840.494
Horiuchi. Shou: See—

Arikawa. Masayasu; Oishi. Minoru; Watanabe. Hidenori;
Horiuchi. Shou; and Hatano. Katsuaki. 3.840.170.

Horsman Dolls. Inc.: See—
Hollingsworth. Charles M.; and Kosicki. Witold W.. 3.839.8 19.

Hosoi. Kazuo: .See

—

Ohno. Masaji; Okamoto. Masaru; Kawabe. Norio; Kataoka. Mut-
suo; and Hosoi. Kazuo. 3.840.565.

Houdaille Industries. Inc.: .See-
Wilson. George E.. 3.840.457.

Houston. David T.; and Wilson. James S.. to Texas Instruments, Incor-
porated. Dual mode thermal recorder. 3.840.878. CI. 346-62.000

Howard. Frank C. to Signode Corporation. Magazine release
mechanism for fastener driving tool. 3.840. 1 65, CI. 227- 1 .000
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Howard. Murl B.: See-
Paul. Robert A.; and Howard. Murl B.. 3.840.445.

Howells. Arthur J . Jr.; Jennings. Marvin D.; Eastman. Donald R.; and
Sheets. Edward G.. to International Harvester Company. Electro-
hydraulic control circuit for backhoe. 3.840. 132. CI. 214-1 38. OOr.

Hoyler. Robert C. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Method and
apparatus for determining direction of operation in a vehicle control
system. 3.840.737. CI. 246-63. OOr.

Hubele. Adolf, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. l-(4.6-Dichloro-S-triazin-
2-ylcarbamoyl)-2-methoxy-carbonylamino-benzimidazole
3.840,538. CI. 260-249.500.

Huber. Johann, and Grunert. Wolfgang, to Knorr-Bremse GmbH.
Release mechanism for air brakes of railway vehicles. 3,840,28 1 CI
303-68.000.

Huffman, Frank E.: See—
Brunton, Donald C; and Huffman, Frank E., 3.840.302.

Huggett. Clayton M.. to Atlantic Research Corporation, mesne. Ox-
ygen-containing atmospheres. 3.840.667. CI. 424-366.000.

Hughes Aircraft Company: See-
Gerard. Henry M.. 3,840,825.

Huguet. Juan L.: See—
Hobbs. Charles C. Jr.; Trebellas. John C; and Huguet Juan L

3.840.469.
^

Hunt. David John: See—
Searle. John Gilbert; and Hunt. David John, 3,840 168

Hunter. Joe S: See-
Stripling. William W ; White. Harold V.; and Hunter Joe S

3,839.904.
Hurwitz. Mathew Method of cooking and thawing. 3.840,686, CI 426-

231.000.
Hutchison. Stanley O.. to Chevron Research Company. Method and
apparatus for use in well operations. 3.840.072. CI. 1 66-86.000.

Hydro-Clear Corporation: See-
Ross. David S. 3.840,1 17.

Hydrocarbon Resea'^ch. Inc : See—
Banikiotes. Gregory C; and Van Baush. Edward H., 3,839 847
Engle. Theodore M., 3.840.363.

I-T-E Imperial Corporation: See—
Kussy. Frank W ; Swain, Kenneth W.; and Angelis, John G. (said

Kussy assor. to), 3.840.835.
lannucci. Anthony. Mobile bed for the handicapped. 3,839 755 CI 5-

86.000.
, , .

.J

ICI Australia Limited: See—
Bolto. Brian Alfred; and Stephens. Geoffrey Keith. 3.840.482.

ICN Pharmaceuticals. Inc.: See-
O'Brien. Darrell E.; Robins. Roland K ; and Albert. Anthony H

3.840.665.
I

'

Idaka. Kazuhiko: See—
Takenaka. Sigeo; and Idaka. Kazuhiko. 3.840,765.

Ideal Industries. Inc : See-
Cox. John A.. Jr.. 3.840.256.

Ihochi. Takahiko: See—
Yamamoto. Hideharu. and Ihochi. Takahiko. 3.840,769.

Ikeda. Mitsusuke; Sato. Hisanao; Torii. Etsuko; Morimoto. Kazuhisa;
and Hasegawa. Yo. to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd.
Photoconductive layer with overcoat of dye sensitizer. 3.840 368
CI. 96-1.500.

Ikeda. Takemi; Terashima. Toshikatsu; and Hasegawa. Tokushige. to
All. Nakajima. & Co.. Ltd. Automatic repeat spacing mechanism for
typewriter. 3.840. 106. CI 197-82.000.

Ikemoto. Toshio: See—
Yamamoto. Atsushi; Ikemoto. Toshio; and Shimizu. Reiko

3.840.676.
Imperial Chemical Industries Limited: See—

Attridge. Charles James; Morris. Arthur; and Thomas. Hugh
3.840.612.

Ballard. Denis George Harold; Jones. Eric; Pioli. Alexander
Joseph Peter; Robinson. Peter Anthony; and Wyatt. Ronald
John. 3.840.508.

Ballard. Denis George Harold; Robinson. Peter Anthony; Wyatt.
Ronald John; Jones. Eric; and Pioli. Alexander Joseph
3.840.511.

Feasey. Ronald George; and Rose, John Brewster. 3.840,580.
Reade. Grahame Melvin; and Viney. Alan Charles, 3,840,384.

Imperial Chemicals Industries Limited: See—
Brackman, Derek Samuel. 3.840.5 1

2

Inaba. Shigeho: See—
Maruyama. Isamu; Nakao. Masaru; Sasajima. Kikuo; Yanagihara.

Izumi; Inaba. Shigeho; and Yamamoto. Hisao. 3.840.529.
Inata. Hiroo: See—

Shima. Takeo; Inata. Hiroo; and Kawase. Shoji. 3.840,635
Indig, George Sanford; and Rentzepis, Peter Michael, to Bell
Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated Optical communications
system with means for minimizing material dispersion. 3.840.738. CI
250-199.000.

Inductosyn Corporation: See—
Tripp. Robert W. 3,840.724.

IndustrialContractingof Fairmont, Inc.: See-
Smith, Carlowen, 3,840.038.

Industrial Nucleonics Corporation: See-
Fowler. Ronald James; Freeh. Edward James; and Koenig, David
Mark. 3,840.025.

Industrial Science and Technology, Agency of: See—
Kataoka, Shoei, 3,840,728.

Industries Pirelli S.p.A.: See—

Tangorra. Giorgio. 3.840.060.
Inforex. Inc.: See—

Steranko. James Joseph; and Holland. John Henry (said Holland
assor. to). 3.840,169.

Ingro. Ben Hack saws. 3.840,059. CI. l45-33.00r.
Inoue, Kiyoshi. Method of diffusing substances into surface zones of
conductive bodies. 3,840,450. CI. 204-181 000

Inoue. Michiro; Ishikawa. Masayuki; Tsuchiya. Takashi; and
Shimamoto. Takio. Method of treating atherosclerosis using 4-

hydroxymethyl-l-kelo-1.2-dihydrophthalazine or acid salts thereof
3.840.662. CI. 424-250.000.

Input Business Machines. Inc.: See—
Beall. William Robert; Hermann. Arthur F., Jr.- and Murphy, Gary

J, 3.840.856.
Institute for Industrial Research and Standards: See-

Stirling. John Mowat Miller; and Colgan. John Francis. 3.840.265.
Instituto de Quimica Fisica Rocasolano: See—

Espunes. Luis Arizmendi. 3.840.46 1

.

International Business Machines Corporation: See—
Arseneault. Paul J . 3.840.894.
Ashar. Kanu; and Magdo. Steven, 3.840.886.
Ashar, Kanu G.. 3.840.409. »•'

Bajorek. Christopher H.. Romankiw. Lubomyr T.; and Thompson
David A. .3.840.898.

Bederman, Seymour; and Lankford. Larry G.. 3.839.800.
Eldridge, Arthur J . Jr., and Sansom, Arthur, 3.840.283.
Franaszek. Peter Anthony. 3.840.854.
Fuqua. Robert Randolph; and Hasler. Ceroid Bernhard,

3,840,863.
Gaensslen. Fritz H . and Terman. Lewis M.. 3.840.888
Hellwarth. George A.. 3.840.891

.

Holtzberg. Frederic. Mayadas. Ashok F.; Thompson. William A.;
and Von Molnar. Stephan. 3.840.865.

Mulvany. Richard Burke; Rizzi. Albert Daniel; and Wright. John
Harold. 3,839.920.

Yun, Bob Hong, 3,840.809
International Equipment Company, mesne: See-

Joyce. John E.. 3.840.040.
International Harvester Company: See—

Howells. Arthur J.. Jr.; Jennings. Marvin D.; Eastman. Donald R
and Sheets. Edward G.. 3.840.1 32.

International Mobile Machines Corporation: See—
Blouch. Roger D. 3.840,81 1.

International Paper Company: See-
Ring, Michael; and Sheehey. Joseph F . 3.840.428.

International Promotion Engineering. S A : See—
Privas. Yves Emile. 3.839.876

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation: See-
Anderson. Randall H.; Grimsby. Emerson A.; and Kessler Ken-

neth. 3.839.776.
Aronoff. Elihu J ; and Dhami. Kewal S., 3.840,619
Clark, James M.. 3.840.708.
Sacarisen. David Frederick. 3,840.305.

Interroyal Corporation: See—
Benoit, Roland A.; and Duprey, Richard H., 3,839,753.

Inventa AG: See—
Ryfel. Kaspar; and Lys. Hans-Peter, 3,840,500.

Ionics. Incorporated: See-
Rogers. Louis J.. 3.840,341

.

Ireland, Donald T., to Cargill, Incorporated. Sodium chloride melt
refining process 3,840,65 I , CI. 423-499.000.

Iseda, Yutaka: See—
Furukawa, Junji; Kobayashi, Eiichi; Iseda. Yutaka; and Yukuta
Toshio. 3,840,449.

Ishigaki, Kunio: See—
Usami, Toshimasa; Horie, Ikutaro; Ishigaki, Kunio, Miyazako
Takushi; and Sakaguchi, Shinji, 3,840.37 1

.

Ishikawa, Masayuki: See—
Inoue, Michiro; Ishikawa, Masayuki; Tsuchiya. Takashi; and
Shimamoto. Takio, 3.840.662.

Ishikawa. Norikatsu: See—
Goto, Kenji; and Ishikawa. Norikatsu. 3.839.862.

Ishizaka. Mitsuo; Suzuki. Tasuku; Mikogami. Yukihiro. and Wada,
Tamotsu. to Toshiba Silicone Kabushiki Kaisha Method of manufac-
turing self-bonding silicone insulation materials. 3.840 393 CI 117-
123.00d. '

'

Ito. Naganori: See

—

Aikawa. Hiroshi; and Ito, Naganori, 3,840,245.
Ito, Toshikatsu: See

—

Kanemoto. Kazuo; Ito. Toshikatsu; and Amano. Matsuo
3.840.178.

Itsukaichi. Yoshitoshi: See—
Chiba, Tetsuo; Itsukaichi, Yoshitoshi; Kawai. Masahiko; and Mu-

rata, Kooichiro, 3.840,586.
Iwata, Hideki: See-

Allen, David W; and Iwata, Hideki, 3,840,8 1 3.

Iwata, Kozo. to New Nippon Electric Company Ltd. Magnetron
operating circuit with surge-voltage absorber. 3,840,774, CI 315-
39.510.

Izraeli, Hyman, to Thomas & Belts Corporation Quick release ground-
ing clamp. 3,840.843, CI. 339-266.00g.

Jack, Charles L. Foot binding mechanism. 3.839,758, CI. 9-3 lO.Oaa.
Jackson, Earl V.: See—
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Lange. Clark V.. Kelsch, Robert J.; Jackson. Earl V.; Schoppe,

Wayne F ; Squassoni. Gino F., Warter. Peter J ; Herr, Gerald A.;

Randall. John M.; Schroeder. Russell G.. II; and Webb. Douglas

E. 3.840.299.

Jackson. G C . Jr . to Dresser Industries. Inc Method of making an

earth boring bit bearing svstem having a pitted bearing surface

3,839.774. CI. 29-149 50r.
'

Jacobellis. Alphonse A., lo Greer Hvdraulics. inc. Rotary actuator.

3,839.945. CI. 92-90. tK)0

Jacobs Associates. See—
Williamson. Thomas N.. 3.840.079.

Jacobs. Gordon B See—
Fine, Martin; Glusick. Robert E.; and Jacobs. Gordon B..

3.840.293.

Jacoby. George Victor; and Woodsum, Sidney Perham RCA Corpora-

tion Track following servo system. 3.840.89'3.C1. 360-77.000.

Jaconeli. Pierre, to A V D. (A Votre Disposition). Gratings. 3,839,837,

CI. 52-674.000.
Jacuzzi Bros.. Incorporated: See-

Jacuzzi. Virgil, 3.840.1 75.

Woell. Fred T. Jr.. 3.839.859

Jacuzzi. Virgil, to Jacuzzi Bros.. Incorporated. By-pass valve assembly

for pool type heater. 3,840. 1 75. CI. 236-20.000

James, George Stephen, to Anglo American Corporation. Flow con-

trolling devices. 3.840.209. CI. 251-216.000.

Jamiol. Edward R., to Envirotech Corporation. Enclosure assembly

3,839,850, CI. 55-341.000.

Jansta, Jiri; and Lasota. Otokar, to Ceskoslovenska akademie ved

Electrolytic hydrogen source. 3.840.454, CI. 204-230.000.

Japan Metals & Chemicals Co., Ltd.: See—
Tomioka. Shigenori. 3.840.688.

Jarvis. Robert; and Croxford. John Francis, to Dresser Europe S.A.

Liquid fuel dispensing pump. 3.840.1 5 1 . CI. 222-33.000.

Jaworski. George M.: See-
Kent. Francis J ; and Jaworski, George M., 3,839,894.

JCN Wire Industries Ltd.: See—
Goddard. Norman H . 3.839.834.

Jebens. Klaus, to Owatonna Manufacturing Company. Stack former
3,839,852, CI. 56-346.000.

Jeffcoat, Keith: See—
Flavell, John; and Jeffcoat. Keith, 3,839,884

Jennings, Marvin D.: See—
Howells, Arthur J.. Jr.; Jennings. Marvin D.; Eastman. Donald R.;

and Sheets. Edward G. 3,840. 132.

Jensen. Norman P.: See

—

Shen, Tsung-Ying; Jensen, Norman P.; and Wagner, Arthur F.,

3,840,542.

Jergens. Inc.: See—
Seidel. Lawrence H . 3.839.866.

Jim. C . & Stevenson. Stewart. Inc.: See

—

Baugh. Mollis A.; and Lemoine. Joseph L., 3,840,071.

Jochen, Peter: See—
Winstel. Gunter; and Jochen, Peter, 3,839,991

.

Jocoy, Jesse L Trailer hitch adapter. 3.840,252. CI. 280-41 5.00a.

Johansson. Eric H.. Jr.. to Dorsey Gage Co . Inc Gage. 3.839.799. CI

33- 147.00k.

Johndrow. John Paul; and Turner, Harold Roy, to Turner. H R., Wil-

lenhall Limited Vehicle seats and to mechanism therefor

3.840.268, CI. 297-366.000.

Johns. Reed L Dual wheel mounting assembly. 3.840,273, CI. 301-

3600r
Johnson & Johnson: See

—

Mesek. Frederick K ; and Repke. Virginia L.. 3,840,01 3.

Johnson. Charles S.: See-
Baker, William O ; and Johnson, Charles S., 3,839,750.

Johnson. Don E . to Steamotive Inc. Steam generator. 3,839,994. CI.

122-250.00r.

Johnson. Matthey. & Co.. Limited: See-
Acres, Gary James Keith. 3.840.47 1

.

Johnson, William E . to Owens-Illinois. Inc. Selection and addressing

circuitry for matrix type gas display panel 3.840,778, CI. 315-

169 Otv

Johnston. Robert John: See—
Lyall. Angus Alexander; and Johnston. Robert John. 3,840,685

Joiner, Robert R . and Vidal. Frederick D.. to Pennwalt Corporation

Metaphosphates as dough improvers. 3.840.668. CI. 426-22.000.

Jones. Eric: See—
Ballard. Denis George Harold; Jones. Eric; Pioli. Alexander

Joseph Peter; Robinson. Peter Anthony; and Wyatt, Ronald
John. 3.840.508.

Ballard, Denis George Harold; Robinson, Peter Anthony; Wyatt.

Ronald John; Jones. Eric; and Pioli, Alexander Joseph.

3.840,511.

Jones, Gary V.: See—
Fazzina, Thomas L.; Jones, Gary V.; and Scelia. Richard P .

3,840,684.

Jones. Peter Hadley; and Somani. Pitambar. to Abbott Laboratories 5-

Alkylpipecolic acids as antihypertensive agents. 3.840.663. CI. 424-

267.000.

Jones, William H., to Honeywell Information Systems. Inc. Gain con-

trol circuit using sample and hold feedback. 3.840,756, CI. 307-

264,000

Joyce. John E.. to International Equipment Company, mesne. Ap-

paratus for producing a liquid concentration-volume gradient.

3,840.040. CI. 137-262.000.

Jubenville. Arthur R.; deceased (by Jubenville, Irene L.; adminis-

tratrix). Control circuit for automatic brake system. 3,840.276. CI

303-20.000.
Jubenville. Irene L.: See

—

Jubenville. Arthur R.. 3.840.276.

Julian. Donald Victor, to Procter & Gamble Company. The. Process

for preparing sterols from tall oil pitch. 3.840,570. CI. 260-397.250.

Jung. Christopher J.; and Pappo. Raphael. toSearle.G. D . & Co 2-(3-

Hydroxy-3-optionally alkylated- 1 -alkynyl )-3-hydroxy-5-oxygenated

cyclopent-1-enealkanoic acids, optical isomers thereof and esters

corresponding. 3.840.573, CI. 260-4 10.90r.

Jung. Robert Hugo: See—
Eckerle. Otto; and Jung. Robert Hugo, 3,840,323.

Jung, Wilhelm H.: See

—

Cummins. Donald; and Jung, Wilhelm H.. 3.839.973.

Jurion. Michel: See

—

Fetizon. Marcel; and Jurion, Michel, 3,840,526.

K-G Industries. Inc : See

—

Harris. Le Rov S ; Synowiec, Stanislaw; and Dvbczak. Stan E .

3,840.351.

Kabushiki Kaisha Kay Seven: See—
Kuribayashi. Sadatomo. 3.840.183.

Kabushiki Kaisha Ricoh: See—
Fujimoto. Sakae. 3.840. 1 56.

Kabushiki Kaisha Sankyo Keiki Seisakusho: See—
Nakata. Kazuhiko. 3.840.223.

Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha: See—
Tomita. Chuji; and Koizumi, Shuzo. 3.840,647.

Kabushiki Kaisha Yunaisu: See—
Tozaki. Kaoru. 3.840.796.

Kabushiki-KaishaTakai Rika Denki Seisakusho: See—
Deguchi. Shigeichi. and Takagi, Hiroo. 3.840.636

Kaczmarek. Leonard J., to Bunker-Ramo Corporation. The Work
orienter 3.840. 108. CI. 198-272.000.

Kaiser Gypsum Company, Inc.: See—
Tillisch. Paul W ; Meyer, George E., and Christansen. Hans D .

3.839.839.

Kaiser. Robert G.: See-
Smith. James A ; Kaiser. Robert G ; and Moffatt. Bruce S .

3.840.216.

Kajimoto, Hikokusu; Tokuda. Masahiro; Hayashi. Isao; and Kondo.
Kenichiro. to Mitsubishi Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Process for

preparing polymers from styrene. 3.840.509. CI 260-93 50r.

Kalopissis. Gregoire; Roussopoulos. Paul; and Zviak. Charles, to

L'Oreal. Process for improving the durability and quality of a hair set

and new products for carrying out this process 3.840.656. CI 424-

47.000.
Kaltschmidt. Hans-Jurgen: See—

Schindelmeiser. Fritz; Kaltschmidt. Hans-Jurgen; Strauss, Edmar.
and Foth. Siegfried. 3.840,416.

Kampe. Wolfgang: See—
Fauland. Erich; Kampe. Wolfgang; Thiel. Max; Stork. Harald; and
Roesch.Egon. 3.840.521.

Kanai. Yoshio; Nohara. Akira; Honda. Haruomi; Kanno. Morio; and
Sanno. Yasushi. 2-Ouinoline thio acetamides. 3.840.543, CI. 260-

283.00s.

Kanemoto, Kazuo; Ito. Toshikaisu; and Amano, Matsuo. to Hitachi.

Ltd. Automatic temperature controller for air conditioner.

3.840.1 78. CI. 236-86.000.

Kanengieter. Glenn G ; Henkensiefken. Larry L,; Lubke, Ronald K ;

Krumholz, Frank C; and Morrell. Thomas H.. to Owatonna Manu-
facturing Company, Inc. Feed mill and mixer. 3,840,189, CI. 241-

48.000.

Kanno, Morio: See—
Kanai, Yoshio; Nohara, Akira; Honda. Haruomi; Kanno. Morio;
and Sanno. Yasushi. 3,840.543.

Kanoh, Masatoshi: See-
Abe, Jinnosuke; Miyauchi. Kango. and Kanoh. Masatoshi.

3.840,658.

Kansai Paint Company. Limited: See—
Kozu. Haruo; Kimura. Morio. and Murata. Koichiro. 3.840,390.

Kaplan. Murray Arthur; and Granatek. Alphonse Peter, to Bristol-

Myers Company. Dimethanesulfonates of certain 7-(o-

aminomethylphenylacetamido)-3-|(heterocyclylthio)methyll -ceph-

3-em-4-carboxylic acids. 3,840,535, CI. 260-243.00c.
Karl, Curtis L.: See—

Nordgren, Robert; and Karl, Curtis L., 3,840,520.

Karstedt. Bruce D.: See-
Smith. Ronald L.; and Karstedt. Bruce D., 3.840.492.

Kasabian, Jack, to Rockwell International Corporation. Vacuum-
cooled power tool. 3.840.762. CI. 3 10-50.000.

Kasik. Robert L.; and Luksas. Anthony L., to Beatrice Foods Com-
pany. Cheese flavored compositions. 3,840,672, CI 426-43.000.

Kassbohrer. Karl. Fahrzeugwerke GmbH: See—
Haug. Walter, 3,839,92 1.

Kastner, Ledyard. Installation panel for an inflatable dome. 3.839,832,
CI. 52-2.000.

Kataoka. Mutsuo: See—
Ohno. Masaji; Okamoto. Masaru; Kawabe, Norio; Kataoka, Mut-

suo; and Hosoi, Kazuo, 3,840,565.
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Kataoka, Shoei. to Industrial Science and Technology, Agency of.

Magneto-reactance device 3,840.728, CI. 235-194.000.
Katayose. Kazunobu: See—

Higuchi. Shunichiro; and Katayose. Kazunobu. 3.840.099.

Katchka. Jay R.. to Robertshaw Controls Company. Round burner with

radial secondary air passage. 3.840,330, CI. 431-285.000.
Katsura. Toyozo: See—

Yamada. Hirotada; Okano. Shigeru; Komatsu. Toshiaki; Katsura.
Toyozo; and Eda, Yasuko. 3,840,525.

Katter. Lincoln B.: See—
McCullough, Foy. Jr.; Williams. Duane A.; Katter. Lincoln B.; and

Poole. Donald R., 3.840,246.
Kawabe. Norio: See—

Ohno. Masaji; Okamoto. Masaru; Kawabe. Norio; Kataoka, Mut-
suo; and Hosoi. Kazuo. 3.840.565.

Kawada, Hirohito. to Sony Corporation. Muting circuit. 3,840,820. CI.

330-207.00p.
11

Kawai. Masahiko: See—
1

1

Chiba. Tetsuo; Itsukaichi, Yoshitoshi; Kawai, Masahiko; and Mu-
rata, Kooichiro, 3.840,586.

Kawasaki, Masahiro, to Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Con-
trol system for a camera flash device. 3,840,882, CI. 354-33.000.

Kawasaki. Shohei: See

—

Kobayashi. Mikio; Asada. Masao; and Kawasaki. Shohei.
3,839.842.

Kawase. Shoji: See—
Shima. Takeo; Inata. Hiroo, and Kawase, Shoji, 3,840,635.

Kawato, Tomoyoshi. to Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha. Continuous
rotary heat treating apparatus and method. 3.840,333, CI. 432-
11.000. 11

Kay, Edward Leo: See—
1

1

Lohr. Delmar F.. Jr.; and Kay, Edward Leo. 3.840.484.
Kayne. Marvin L . to Candle Corporation of America. Fuel holder for
name lamps. 3.840.327. CI. 431-1 25.000.

Kayser. Paul: See—
Hammes, Kenneth W , Sr ; Hammes. Kenneth W . Jr.; Hammes,
Timothy L.. and Kayser. Paul. 3,840,365.

Keeler Brass Company: See—
Keeler, Miner S., 3.839,970.

Keeler. Miner S., to Keeler Brass Company Pallet 3,839,970, CI. 108-
53.000.

Kehler. Paul, to Applied Inventions Corporation. Gamma ray density
probe utilizing a pair of gamma ray sources and a gamma ray detec-
tor. 3.840.746. CI. 250-360.000.

Keim. Gerald I., to Hercules Incorporated Reaction products of
epihalohydrin and polymers of diallylamme and their use in paper.
3.840.504, CI. 260-79.30a.

Kelley. Jerry O ; and Waldspurger. Edward C. to Arvin Industries, Inc.

Magnetic disc recording assembly. 3.840,897, CI. 360-99.000.
Kellogg. Walter J . Taylor. Glenn R.; and Calvin. Chester W.. to
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Indicator light testing circuit.

3.840.801. CI. 324-21.000.
Kelly. Timothy A.; and Callahan. David T . to Graham-White Sales
Corporation, mesne. Hingeless ventilator 3.839.950, CI. 98-
216.000

Kelsch. Robert J.: See—
Lange. Clark V . Kelsch. Robert J ; Jackson. Earl V.; Schoppe.
Wayne F ; Squassoni, Gino F.; Warter. Peter J.; Herr. Gerald A.;
Randall. John M ; Schroeder. Russell G.. II; and Webb, Douglas
E.. 3,840.299

Kenney. Malachi P. Continuous steel casting method. 3.840.062. CI.

164-66.000.

Kenney. Michael John, to Dunlop Limited Conveyor belts. 3,839,766.
CI. 24-31.00W.

Kent, Alan Walter; and O'Rilev. Kenneth Walter, to Vickers Limited.
Removal of flexible sheet from rotary drums. 3.839.958. CI. 101-
132.000.

Kent, Francis J.; and Jaworski. George M., to Wean United. Inc. Posi-

tioning apparatus for containers of extrusion presses. 3,839.894. CI
72-263 000.

Kessler, Kenneth: See-
Anderson. Randall H.; Grimsby, Emerson A ; and Kessler, Ken-

neth. 3,839.776.
Kim, Kwang Young; and Yagi, Naoki, to Minaminihon Rabuno Kyodo

Kabushiki Kaisha. Process for producing fibrous protein product.
3,840,671, CI. 426-42.000.

Kimberlin. Charles N.. Jr.: See—
Eberly. Paul E.. Jr ; and Kimberlin, Charles N.. Jr., 3,840,61 3.

Kimura, Morio: See—
Kozu, Haruo; Kimura. Morio; and Murata. Koichiro. 3.840,390

Kinney. Alfred W.. to Phillips Petroleum Company. Separating and
dispensing means for nested containers. 3,840, 1 50, CI. 22 1 -222.000.

Kinney, James F.: See—
Gadzala, Antoni E.; and Kinney. James P., 3,840,490.

Kirschner, John G.: See-
Fuller, Fred J.; Kirschner. John G.; and Stark. Richard A..

3,840.315.

Kiss, Zoltan Joseph, to Optel Corporation. Electrochromic device.

3,840,286, CI. 35O-160.OOr.
Kitrilakis, Sotiris: See-

Buck, Keith E ; Kitrilakis, Sotiris; and Robinson, Thomas C,
3,840,006.

Kittredge. Lloyd G., to Pitney-Bowes, Inc. Guide and alignment
member. 3,840,105, CI. 197-53.000.

Kivimaa, Eero Mikael. Swaging machine. 3,839,927. CI. 76-54.000.
Klapholz, Joseph Multicolor stamp. 3.839,955. CI. 101-334.000.
Klee, Maurice; and Smith. Wayne G.. to Case, J I., Company Brake
mechanism for skid steer vehicle. 3,840.094. CI. 1 88-3 1 OOO'

Klee. Werner; Rafalski, Peter; and Wessolowski. Helmut, to Desma-
Werke GmbH. Mold for making shoes with molded bottoms.
3.840.310.CI. 425-1 19.000.

Klein, Schanzlin & Becker Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Eckes, Heinz, 3,840,309.

Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz AG: See—
Brachthauser. Kunibert. 3.840.336.

Knapsack Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Neumaier. Hubert; Vogt. Wilhelm; Sennewald, Kurt; Schuller.

Richard; and Lenz. Gunther, 3.840,58 1

.

Kneier, Dorothy. Makeupglasses 3.840.294. CI. 351-59000.
Knight. Adrian Edward; and Purssell. Philip, to Lucas, Joseph, ( Electri-

cal) Limited. Shape recognition systems. 3.840.857. CI. 340-
146.30f.

Knorr-Bremse GmbH: See—
Huber. Johann; and Grunert. Wolfgang. 3.840.28 1

.

Tolksdorf. Gunter. 3.840.096.

Knowles. Edwin C; McCoy. Frederick C; and Arnold. George B., to
Texaco Inc Aerosol foani composition 3.840,465. CI. 252-90.000.

Kobayashi. Eiichi: See—
Furukawa. Junji; Kobayashi, Eiichi; Iseda. Yutaka; and Yukuta,

Toshio. 3.840.449.

Kobayashi. Katsuomi. to Ricoh Co.. Ltd. Recording sheet for electro-

static photoprinting. 3.840,399, CI. 1 1 7-2 1 8.000.
Kobayashi. Mikio; Asada. Masao; and Kawasaki. Shohei. Wrapping
method and apparatus. 3,839,842, CI. 53-29.000.

Kobe Steel. Limited: See—
Arikawa. Masavasu; Oishi. Minoru; Watanabe. Hidenori;

Horiuchi, Shou; and Hatano, Katsuaki, 3.840. 1 70.

Kobylinski. Maddeus P.; and Taylor. Brian W . to Gulf Research &
Development Company. Process for coating refractory oxides.
3,840.389. CI. 117-62.000.

Koch, Friedrich; and Paulsen. Harke Claus, to Desma-Werke
Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung. Two part mold closure and
clamping system. 3.840,3 1 7. CI. 425-450.000.

Koch, Heinz: See-
Peter. Wolfgang; Erath. Herbert; and Koch, Heinz. 3.840.101.

Koch, Reinhard. Alkaline cyanide free zinc electroplating bath.

3.840.444. CI. 204-5.00r.
Koch, Richard Carl: See—

Dominy, Bervl William; Hess. Hans-Jurgen Ernst; and Koch,
Richard Carl. 3,840.540.

Koch. Walter T.. to FMC Corporation. Stabilized glycol plasticized cel-

lulosic sheets. 3.840,395. CI. 117-1 44.000.
Kodama. Tsutomu: See

—

Kodama. Yutaka; Kodama. Tsutomu; Nakabayashi, Masao; and
Komatu.Shigekazu. 3.840.577.

Kodama. Yutaka; Kodama. Tsutomu; Nakabayashi. Masao; and Ko-
matu. Shigckazu. to Toyama Chemical Co.. Ltd. Organic
phosphorosilicon compounds, and a process for production thereof.

3.840,577, CI. 260-448. 80a.
Koenig. David Mark: See-

Fowler. Ronald James; Freeh. Edward James; and Koenig, David
Mark. 3.840.025.

Koerner. Heinz-Hermann: See—
Stastny, Fritz; Trieschmann, Hans Georg; Gaeth. Rudolf; and

Koerner. Heinz-Hermann. 3.840.628.
Koga. Kenichi: See—

Akashi. Koichiro; Watanabe, Hisao; and Koga, Kenichi.
3.840,051.

Kohl. Robert E.. to Diebold Incorporated. Low pressure live roll con-
veyor. 3.840,109. CI. 198-127.000.

Koizumi, Kihachiro; Yonai. Fumiaki; Yamauchi, Masaaki; and Utamu-
ra, Yukihiko. to Hitachi. Ltd Light exposure apparatus for forma-
tion of striped phosphor screens of color picture tubes. 3.840,881.
CI. 354-1.000.

Kdzumi, Shuzo: See—
Tomita, Chuji; and Koizumi, Shuzo, 3.840.647.

Kolell. Norbert C.; and Simon, James B.. to Giddings & Lewis, Inc.

Recoordination of common axis positioning. 3,840.793, CI. 318-
574.000.

Kolk. Theodor; and Wertelewski, Wilhelm, to Becorit Grubenausbau
GmbH Traction carnage for cable railway. 3,839,968. CI. 104-
173.00r.

Komatsu. Toshiaki: See—
Yamada. Hirotada; Okano. Shigeru; Komatsu, Toshiaki; Katsura,
Toyozo; and Eda, Yasuko, 3,840,525.

Komatu. Shigekazu: See—
Kodama, Yutaka; Kodama, Tsutomu; Nakabayashi, Masao; and
Komatu, Shigekazu, 3,840,577.

Komiya, Osamu, to Olympus Optical Co., Ltd. Forceps assembly for
removing cellular tissue from the body cavities. 3,840,003, CI. 128-
2.00b.

Kondo. Kenichiro: See—
Kajimoto. Hikokusu; Tokuda. Masahiro; Hayashi, Isao; and Kon-

do, Kenichiro. 3,840,509.
Kondo. Toshio: See—

Tamura. Hifumi; and Kondo. Toshio, 3,840,743.
Koppers, Heinrich, Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung: See—

Diemer, Peter; Preusser, Gerhard; and Radusch, Paul, 3,840,653.
Lorrek, Johannes. 3.840.436.
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Korbel. F.. and Brothers. Inc.: See—
Randrup. Benjamin F , 3.840,1 1 1.

Kormos, Kalman. to General Signal Corporation. Particle wetting ap-
paratus. 3,840.2 1 3. CI. 259-9.000.

Kornas, Zigmunt C; Putti, Marino V.; Susick, Ronald E.; and Tardiff,

Daniel F , to General Motors Corporation, Apparatus for tucking
and rolling a vehicle occupant air bag. 3,839,947, CI. 93-32.000.

Kortschot. Cornelis; and Adams. Peter F.. to Corporate Foods Limited.
Alpha amylase is incorporated into a batter used to prepare potato
snacks. 3,840,673. CI. 426-48.000.

Kosicki.WitoldW See-
Hollingsworth. Charles M.; and Kosicki. Witold W., 3,839.819.

Kosmach, July Petrovich: See—
Grezdov, Gennady Ivanovich; Gischak, Kondrat losifovich; Log-

vinenko. Jury Pavlovich; Pukhov. Georgy Evgenievich; Simak.
Lilia Alexeevna; and Kosmach. July Petrovich. 3,840,725.

Kowald, Bernhard: See—
Sommerfeld, Dieter; and Kowald, Bernhard, 3,840,396.

Kowalski, Frank. Dual flush toilets. 3,839,746, CI. 4-67.00a.
Ko/.u, Haruo; Kimura, Morio; and Murata, Koichiro, to Kansai Paint
Company, Limited. Photocuring compositions cured by light irradia-

tion. 3,840,390, CI. 117-93.310.
Kraemer, Stefan; Seger. Michael; and SeidI, Alois, to Wasagchemie
GmbH. Novel Preparation of hvdrated mixed silicates. 3,840,380
CI. 106-74.000.

Krakower. Samanowitz & Goldman; See—
Russo, Joseph V., 3,839,934

Kramell. Hans Peter, to Xerox Corporation. Filtering system for pyro-
graphic recorders. 3,840,880, CI. 346-74. 00s.

Kramer. Daniel E. Refrigeration sy.stems with visual indicators
3.839.877. CI. 62-126.000.

Krasin, Lester ; and McCallum, Robert D., to Seismograph Service
Corporation Remote test circuit for carrier telephones. 3,840,706,
CI 179-15.0bf.

Krauss-Maffei AG.: See—
Ladewig,Wilhelm, 3,840,1 15.

Kraviiz, Stanley: See—
Suggitt, Robert M.; Estes, John H.; and Kravitz, Stanley,

3,840,615.
Kravitz, Stanley; Estes, John H ; and Suggitt, Robert M , to Texaco Inc

Isomerization of Co-C,, hydrocarbons with fluorided metal-alumina
catalyst. 3,840,6 14. CI. 260-683.680.

Kreidl. Ekkehard L : .W-
George. James H B.; Dennard. Albert E.; and Kreidl. Ekkehard

L.. 3,840,403.
Krenzer. John; and Richter. Sidney B . to Velsicol Chemical Corpora-

tion. Certain 1 -phenyl- 1 -oxygen heterocyclic carbonvloxv ureas.
3,840.564. CI. 260-347.300.

Kresse. Peter: See—
Bockmann, August; Kresse, Peter; Rudolph, Hans; and Printzen,
Helmut. 3.840.383.

Krohn. Duane D.; and Smith. Kenneth E.. to Binks Manufacturing
Company. Spray apparatus. 3.840. 1 79, CI. 239-1.000.

Kruger, Gunter: See—
Laskawy. Werner; Strutz, Lothar; and Kruger, Gunter, 3,840,626

Krumholz, Frank C : See—
Kanengieter. Glenn G ; Henkensiefken, Larry L.; Lubke. Ronald
K, Krumholz. Frank C . and Morrell. Thomas H.. 3,840,189

Kubo, Masao, to Sony Corporation Head drum assembly with grooves
perpendicular to axis of rotation. 3,840,895. CI. 360-84.000.

Kubota. Hayato; Nakayama, Sadao; and Tateishi, Teizaburo, to Fuji
Oil Company, Ltd. Whippable topping composition and process for
producing the same. 3,840,682, CI. 426-163.000.

Kukoija, Stjepan, to Lilly, Eli, and Company. Penicillin conversion by
halogen electrophiles and anti-bacterials derived thereby. 3,840,556.
CI. 260-326. 00s.

Kumagai Gumi Company Limited: See—
Matsushita, Kunijiro, 3,839,875

Kuo, James Ren-Jye, to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Tape read
amplifier and logic circuit. 3,840,753, CI. 307-2 1 5.000.

Kurasiewicz. Adam S.: See—
Blaha. Eli W . and Kurasiewicz. Adam S., 3,840,549.

Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Morita, Tomijiro; Funabashi, Isao; and Sugai, Masayoshi,

3,840,638.
Saito, Shigeru; Watanabe, Tetsuva; Wakamori, Hideki; and
Nakamura, Hideo, 3,839,802

Kuribayashi, Sadatomo, to Kabushiki Kaisha Kay Seven Burner.
3,840,1 83, CI. 239-305.000.

Kushnick, Julian H.: See—
Gondorchin. Frank; and Kushnick, Julian H., 3,840,497.

Kussy, Frank W; Swain, Kenneth W ; and Angelis, John G, said Swain
and said Angelis assors. to Chase-Shawmut Company and said Kussy
assor to I-T-E Imperial Corporation. Electric current-limiting low
voltage fuse. 3,840,835. CI. 337-159.000.

Kuwabara. Katsutoshi: See—
Eguchi. Yoshihiro; Adachi. Yasaburo; and Kuwabara. Katsutoshi,

3,840,871.
Kyowa Hakko Kogyo Co., Ltd.: See—

Yamamoto, Atsushi; Ikemoto, Toshio; and Shimizu, Reiko.
3,840,676.

La*wig, Wilhelm, to Krauss-Maffei AG. Stackable transport and
storage container. 3,840,1 15, CI. 206-506.000.

Lagasse. Reed J Automatic Tishing rod motion control. 3,839.810, CI.
43-19.200.

Lake, William H., to General Electric Company. Selective spectral out-

put metal halide lamp. 3,840,767, CI. 3 1 3-1 84.000.

Lalancette, Jean Marc, to Ventron Corporation. Oxidation of primary
alcohols. 3,840,566, CI. 260-347.900.

Lambregts, Antonous A., to Boeing Company, The. Turbulence com-
pensated throttle control system. 3,840, 200', CI. 244-77.00d.

Landis Tool Company: See-
Price, Ralph E, 3,839,829.

Lanfranconi. Antonio; Schafer. Wolfgang; Testaguzza, Franco; and
Zanibelli, Franco, to Doll Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung.
Closure with fracturable auxiliary container 3,840,136. CI. 215-
6.000.

Lange. Clark V.; Kelsch. Robert J.; Jackson. Earl V.; Schoppe. Wayne
F.; Squassoni, Gino F.; Warter, Peter J.; Herr, Gerald A ; Randall,
John M ; Schroeder, Russell G., II; and Webb, Douglas E., to Xerox
Corporation. Photoelectrophoretic imaging apparatus or varying the

advancing rate of velocity of roller electrodes. 3,840,299, CI. 355-
3.00p.

Lankford, Larry G.: See—
Bederman, Seymour; and Lankford, Larry G., 3,839,800.

Larsen, Aubrey A.: See-
Comer, William T.; Larsen. Aubrey A.; and Scarborough. Homer
C. 3.840,522.

Laskawy, Werner; Strutz, Lothar; and Kruger. Gunter. to Volkswagen-
werk Aktiengesellschaft. Method for producing a hollow plastic ob-
ject. 3.840.626, CI. 264-45.000.

Lasota, Otokar: 5ee—
Jansta. Jiri; and Lasota, Otokar. 3.840,454

Latanision, Myron Thomas, to Meyer Industries, Inc. Safety apparatus
for lowering tower equipment. 3.840,2 12, CI. 254- 1 39 000.

Latham, Howard. Fishhook device. 3,839,8 15, CI. 43-44.400.
Laudenslager, Harry B , Jr.: See—

Rozzi, Rony R '; and Laudensl.iger, Harry B , Jr., 3.840,4 1 1

.

Laupman. Robert Ronald, to Novanex Automation N.\'. Current con-
trol device. 3.840.800, CI. 323-19.000

Lazet, Frank J , to Philadelphia Quartz Company Preparation of
hydrated alkali metal silicate flakes. 3,840.359. CI. 65-5.000

Ledbetter. Harvey D : See—
Feay. Darrell C; and Ledbetter. Harvey D . 3.840.649

Lee. Alan John Clive: See—
Ling. Robin Sydney Mackwocxl: and Lee. Alan John Clive.

3,840,014.
Lee, Harry P : See—

Aggen, Clifford R ; and Lee. Harry P.. 3.840.797
Lee. John G.; Eckert, Robert J.. Jr.; and Miller. Ralph, to Ciba-Geigy
Corporation. Process for the production of P-nitrotoluene-2-sulfonic
acid. 3.840,591. CI. 260-505.OOr.

Lee, Raymond. Organization, Inc., The: See—
Crapio, Anthony, 3,839,793
Serman, Edward G, Jr , 3.839.820.

Lefever. Kenneth W Transmission of petroleum products through a
frozen medium. 3.840.035. CI. 137-13.000

Leidy. Harold T ; Hayes. John T., Jr.; and Hai, Atta M., to General
Foods Corporation. Bacon-like meat analogs 3,840,677. CI. 426-
94.000.

Leigh, Roland Albert Compositions containing dithionites. 3.840.644.
CI. 423-265.000.

Leitner. Frank Wilhite; and GrifTin. William Thomas, to Coltron Indus-
tries, Inc. Apparatus for straightening fabric 3,839,767. CI 26-
5 1 .400.

Lemoigne, Pierre Marcel, to Etudes et Fabrications Aeronautiques.
Parachute canopy. 3.840,202, CI. 244-145.000.

Lemoine, Joseph L.: See—
Baugh.Hollis A.;and Lemoine. Joseph L . 3.840,071.

Lenoble. Philippe B.: See—
Gandon. Louis; Bozec, Christian H.; and Lenoble. Philippe B

3.840.446.

Lenz. Gunther: See—
Neumaier, Hubert; Vogt, Wilhelm; Sennewald, Kurt; Schuller,

Richard; and Lenz, Gunther. 3.840.581
Lequay, Claude: See—

Barbe, Gerard M ; Curtillat, Pierre G.; and Lequay, Claude
3,840,633.

Lerner, Robert A., to Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation Diagnostic
methods and reagents for infectious mononucleosis. 3,840,655 CI
424-12.000.

Lesh, Harvey B., Jr , to Goodrich. B F.. Company. The Inflation
system. 3.840.057, CI. 141-67.000.

Lesher, George Y., to Sterling Drug Inc. 4,4'-Disubstituted-bis(benza-
mides). 3,840,598, CI. 260-559.00r.

Lever Brothers Company: See

—

Schmidt, Heinrich Gottlieb; Stoltzenberg, Dietrich; and Wolf Vik-
tor, 3,840,680.

Libeau, Andre: See—
Chardonneau, Joel; Libeau, Andre; and Sable, Claude, 3,839,865.

Licentia Patent-Verwaltungs-G.m.b.H: See—
Schindelmeiser, Fritz; Kaltschmidt, Hans-Jurgen; Strauss, Edmar
and Foth, Siegfried, 3,840,4 16.

Sonntag, Aloys, 3,840,398.
Liebermann, Leonard N., to TIF Instruments, Inc. Clamp-on electrical

meter. 3,840,808, CI. 324-127.000.
Liepa, Alexander L.; and Slone, Thomas J , Sr., to Proctor & Gamble
Company, The. Creping process of preparing an improved meat
analog. 3,840,679, CI. 426-104.000.
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Lightgarn. Fred. Power actuated thermostatic switch. 3,840,837, CI
337-366.000.

Lightolier Incorporated: See-
Chan, Kingsley, 3,840,735.

Ligorati, Ferdinando; Colombo, Paolo; and Galliverti, Marco, to
Societa Italiana Resine SIR. S p A Organometallic compound-
halogenated transition metal-support catalyst for polymerizing and
copolymerizing olefins. 3,840,470, CI. 252-429.00c.

Lilly, Eli, and Company: See-
Beck, James R, 3,840.569.

Greene, James M., 3,840,53 1

.

HaVes, Harold B.; and Abel, Ronald G., 3,840,532.
Kukoija. Stjepan, 3,840,556.

Limiero, Albert David; and Smith, John Paul, to Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Incorporated. Key telephone line circuit. 3,840,710
CI. 179-99.000.

Lincoln, Milan L. Method for using a lead frame for the manufacture of
electric devices having semiconductor chips placed in a face-lo-face
relation. 3,839,782, CI. 29-588.000.

Linda Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Becker. Rudolf; and Ulbrich, Wolfgang, 3,840,070.

Lindemann, Hans-Joachim. Electrocoagulation-bougie for the intrau-
terine tube sterilization. 3,840,016, CI. 128-303.170.

Ling, Robin Sydney Mackwood; and Lee, Alan John Clive, to National
Research Development Corporation Retractor for hip joint surgery
3,840,014, CI. 128-303.00r.

Link, Edwin A., to RTE Corporation Current limiting sand fuse
3,840,836, CI. 3 37-292.000.

Link, Helmut D , to Link, Waldemar. Prosthetic device for the tarsal
joint. 3,839, 742, CI. 3-1.000.

Link, Waldemar: See-
Link, Helmut D, 3,839,742

Linn. Donald Floyd, and Plourde. James Kevin, to Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Incorporated. Temperature-stable dielectric resonator
filters for stripline. 3,840.828. CI 333-73. 00s.

Little. Arthur D. See—
Heitman, Richard E.. and Norris. Richard C. 3.840.860.

Littmann. Hans; and Pfeiffer. Wolfgang, to Zeiss-Stiftung. Carl Pan-
cratic magnification changer. 3.840.29 1 , CI. 350- 1 87.000.

Litton Industrial Products. Inc.: See—
Grundmann. Volker R ; and Glazier. Douglas C, Sr., 3,840,31 3.

Locking Devices Corporation: See-
Moore, Donald B., 3,840,257.

Lockwood Corporation: See

—

Olson, Rich, 3,840,043.
Logvinenko, Jury Pavlovich: See—

Grezdov, Gennady Ivanovich, Gischak, Kondrat losifovich; Log-
vinenko, Jury Pavlovich; Pukhov. Georgy Evgenievich; Simak.
Lilia Alexeevna; and Kosmach. July Petrovich. 3.840.725.

Lohr. Delmar F . Jr ; and Kay. Edward Leo. to Firestone Tire &
Rubber Company. The. Stabilized polybutadiene resin. 3,840,484
CI 260-23. 70m.

Lohr, Thomas E., to Allied Chemical Corporation. Vehicle seat belt
warning system. 3,840.849. CI. 340-52.OOe.

Loire. Rene, to Compagnie Generale d'Equipement Maritime Hersent.
Method of securing a large-diameter tube to a casing underwater
3.839.872. CI. 61-46.(X)0.

Loire. Rene, to Compagnie Generale d'Equipement Maritime Hersent.
Method of erecting a tower on the sea-bed. in deep water. 3.839 873
CI. 61-46 500.

Longi. Paolo: See—
Chiolle. Antonio; Credali. Lino; Longi. Paolo; Greco, Francesco;
and D'Angelo. Romano, 3,840,634.

Lorbergs, Janis G , to Bell & Howell Company. Card handling
mechanism with movable card guiding means. 3,840,896, CI. 360-
88.000.

L'Oreal: See—
Kalopissis, Gregoite; Roussopoulos, Paul; and Zviak, Charles,

3,840,656.
Zviak, Charles, and Ghilardi, Giuliana, 3,840.338

Lorenz. Roman R.; and Brundage, Ruth Pauline, to Sterling Drug Inc.

Alkyl 4-alkoxy-7-(pyridyl)-3-quinolinecarboxylates. their prepara-
tion and conversion to corresponding 4-oxo compounds. 3.840.544
CI. 260-287. OOr.

Lorrek, Johannes, to Koppers, Heinrich, Gesellschaft mit beschrankter
Haftung. Apparatus for receiving coke pushed from horizontal coke
ovens. 3,840,436, CI. 202-263.000.

Louthan, Clissolde L. Anti snagging fishhook. 3,839,812, CI. 43-
43.600.

Lubke, Ronald K.: See—
Kanengieter, Glenn G ; Henkensiefken, Larry L.; Lubke, Ronald
K ; Krumholz. Frank C; and Morrell. Thomas H., 3,840,189.

Lucas, Joseph, (Electrical) Limited: See-
Knight, Adrian Edward; and Purssell, Philip, 3,840,857.

Lucas, Joseph, (Industries) Limited: See-
Tombs, Terence Leslie, 3,840,624.

Lucchesi, Benedict R., to University of Michigan, The Regent of the.

Anti-arrhythmic quaternary salt compositions and methods of use
3,840,666, CI. 424-329.000.

Lucking, Hans Joachim; Seyfried, Klaus; Noll, Walter; and Fries, Lud-
wie, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process and apparatus for
chlorinating methylchlorosilanes. 3,840,447, CI. 204-158.0ha.

Luczak, Joseph John, to Union Carbide Canada Limited. Cable with
stripable insulation. 3,840,694, CI. 1 74- 1 20.0sr.

Ludwig, Allen C; and Dale, John M., to Southwest Research Institute.

Frangible flying target. 3,840,232, CI. 273-105.400.
Luksas, Anthony L : See—

Kasik, Robert L.; and Luksas, Anthony L.. 3.840,672.
Lummus Company, The: See-

Bos, Willem Herman, 3,840,067.
Lunn, Gerald K.. to Motorola. Inc. Color television signal demodula-

tion system. 3.840.697. CI. 358-23.000.
Lunts, Lawrence Henry Charles: See—

Garside, Susan Constance; Hartley, David; Lunts. Lawrence
Henry Charles; and Oxford. Alexander William, 3,840,537

Luscombe, Gene A. Haystack wagon. 3,840,1 34, CI. 214-518.000.
Lussling, Theodor: See—

Heilos, Johannes; Heimberger, Werner; Lussling. Theodor; and
Weigert. Wolfgang. 3,840,648.

Lyall, Angus Alexander; and Johnston, Robert John, to Nabisco. Inc
Emulsified oil and sugar cereal coating and process using same.
3,840,685, CI. 426-201.000.

Lynn, Merrill: See—
Baum, George; and Lynn, Merrill, 3,840.452.

Lys, Hans-Peter: See—
Ryfel, Kaspar, and Lys, Hans-Peter, 3,840,500.

M&O Metal Products: See—
Cobbe, Daniel W., 3,840,7 1 9.

MacClaren, Robert H., to MacClaren, Shirley Atkins. Bismuth sub-
compounds and their methods of preparation 3,840,57S, CI 260-
447.000.

MacClaren, Shirley Atkins: See—
MacClareii. Robert H , 3,840,575

Mack, Ronald U : and Bortins, John, to Burroughs Corporation. Incre-
mental feed device for advancing paper tape, record cards and an
inked ribbon in a printer. 3,840,107, CI. 197-127.00r.

Mack, William H , to Giddings & Lewis, Inc. Alleviation of delays and
inaccuracies in machining by the constant surface feet per minute
mode. 3,840,791, CI. 318-571.000.

MacKay, Michael T Silver recovery 3.840,2 1 7. CI 266-22.000
Mackenzie. Robert D : See—

Grisar. J Martin; Claxton. George P.; and Mackenzie, Robert D ,

3,840,523.
Macko, Joseph E.; Pelly, Brian R ; and Rosa, John, to Wesiinghouse

Electric Corporation Commutatorless DC motor drive arrangement
3,840,799, CI. 321-5.000.

Macovski. Albert Gamma ray imaging system. 3,840,747, CI. 250-
369.000.

Maeda, Kenji: See—
Umezawa, Hamao; Aoyagi, Takaaki; Takeuchi, Tomio; Maeda,

Kenji; Hamada, Masa; and Hara, Takeshi. 3.840.5 1

3

Umezawa. Hamao; Takeuchi. Tomio; Aoyagi. Takaaki. Hamada.
Masa; Maeda, Kenji; and Okami, Yoshiro, 3,840.5 16.

Magdo. Steven: See—
Ashar. Kanu; and Magdo. Steven, 3,840,886.

Mahoney, Thomas P : See—
Warsinger, Bernard M., 3,840.033.

Maier. Robert M.: See—
Amdhal. Gene M.; Grant. Glenn D . and Maier. Robert M

3.840.861.

Major, Emil F. Storage cabinet for hunting arrows. 3,840,282, CI 312-
128.000.

Malamoud, Jean Gaston, to Dupont, S T Compressed gas lighters.
3,840, 331, CI. 431-350.000.

Malaval, Claude, to Groupement Atomique Alsacienne Atlantique.
Pulverulent absorbent safety rod for a nuclear reactor 3 840 432
CI. 176-86.00r

Malen, Charles; and Desnoyers, Pierre, to Societe en nom Collectif "-

Science Union et Cie Societe Francaise de Recherche Medicale".
Thiazolybenzoic acid compounds. 3,840,548. CI. 260-302 OOr

Mallory, P R , & Co , Inc : See-
Fuller, Fred J ; Kirschner, John G ; and Stark, Richard A

3.840.315.
Manchester. Michael J.: See

—

Coll, Edward T., 3,840,847.
Maniya, Gohee. Wet type desulfurization system for flue eas.

3,839,849, CI. 55-222.000.
Mannesmann-Meer Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Hiersig, Heinz M ; Hansgen, Klaus; and Ridder, Gerhard,
3,839,922.

Mannherz. Elmer D.: See

—

Schmoock, Roy F.;and Mannherz, Elmer D., 3,839,912.
Mantha, Francois J All terrain kit for snowmobile. 3,840,084, CI 1 80-

9.380.

Marathon Oil Company: See— "

Argabright. Perry A ; Phillips, Brian L.; and Echelbereer. Larry
M, 3,840,496.

Marjoram, John E , to Dunlop Company Limited, The Process and ap-
paratus for the production of cylindrical blocks of synthetic plastic
foam. 3,840,629, CI. 264-54.000.

Marra, Frank: See—
Carlick, Daniel J.; Marra, Frank; and Sprenger, Gerhard E ,

3,840,369.
Marrs, Oren L.; and Doss, Richard C , to Phillips Petroleum Company.
Molding compositions based on a radial homopolymer of a conju-
gated diene. 3,840,493, CI. 260-42. 1 80.

Marsh, Glenn A., to Union Oil Company of California Method for
measuring long cell corrosion rates. 3,840,439, CI. 204- 1 OOt.
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Marshall. Arthur N ; Rinehart, James W ; and Gregory. Charles A.. Jr .

to Traffic Safety Systems, Inc., mesne. Multiple vehicle gap detec-
tion and interval sensing system. 3,840.848. CI. 340-38 OOd

Marshall. David: See—
D\son. Allen F.; and Marshall, David, 3,840.487

Martin. Anthony N. to United Aircraft Corporation Automatic engine
pressure ratio equalization system. 3.839.860. CI. 60-224.000

Martin Engineering Company: See-
Fischer. Peter A.. 3.839.918.

Martin, Henry, and Drabek. Jozef, to Ciba-Geigy AG. Control of plant

&'oK CL 4T2 n.OOO.'
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phosphates.

Martin. Homer Z.. to Esso Research and Engineering Company. Flue
gas desulfurization using sorbent having gradient concentration of
active material. 3,840,643, CI. 423-244.000.

Martin, William Stephen; and Chappell. Michael John, said Chappel
Michael J . assor to Wilson. Walton International Limited Careo
tank valve system. 3.839.982, CI. 1 14-74. OOr.

Martyashin. Alexandr Ivanovich; Morozov. Andrei Elizarovich Shak-
hov. Eduard Konstantinovich; and Shlyandin. Viktor Mikhai'lovich
Device for measuring parameters of resonant LC-circuit. 3 840 80S
CI. 324-57.00a.

Marumo, Nagayuki; Matsui. Shunji; and Hirashima. Kenzo. to Nissan

'

S:08'kxrr8'o-lo"oOr'
'"""^-^P--'^ -•^"ng device

Maruyama, Isamu; Nakao, Masaru; Sasajima, Kikuo; Yanagihara Izu-
mi; Inaba, Shigeho; and Yamamoto. Hisao. to Sumitomo Chemical
Co.. Ltd •-|l-(3-Substituted-l-propenyl)-4-piperidyll-2-ox-
obenzimidazolines. 3,840,529, CI. 260-240 OOr

Marx, Louis, & Co., Inc.: See—
Rexford, Willis Ernest. 3.839.822.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology: See—
Flemings, Merton C; Mehrabian. Robert; and Geiger, Dale R

3.840.364.
Masters. Harvey M . to Westinghouse Electric Corporation Pro-
grammable pulse width generator. 3,840.8 1 5, CI 328-58 000

Masters, Harvey M . to Westinghouse Electric Corporation Pro-
grammable pulse width generator. 38,340,8 15, CI. 328-58 000

Matson Carl G Fluid-pressurizable clamp for mounting vibrators and
the like. 3.840,095, CI. 188-67.000.

Matsui, Shunji: See—

^VsTnno^''^''^''^'-
^'*'*"'' ^''""J'' ^"'^ Hirashima, Kenzo,

Matsukawa, Hiroharu; and Saeki, Keiso. to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd
Process for the production of microcapsules containing hydrophobic
oil drops. 3,840,467,0.252-316.000.

^

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.: See—
Ikeda, Mitsusuke; Sato. Hisanao; Torii. Etsuko; Morimoto Kazu-

hisa; and Hasegawa, Yo, 3,840,368.
Tanaka. Heiroku; and Nakagawa, Yoshinobu, 3,840 838

Matsushita Electric Industrial Company: See—
Tomii, Kaoru; Miyazaki, Eiichi; and Tomiki, Tetsuhiko

3.840,701

.

Matsushita. Kunijiro, to Kumagai Gumi Company Limited. Method
and apparatus for driving piles. 3,839,875 CI 61-53 740

Mau. Robert C : Sff—
Ho. Edward J.; and Mau. Robert C, 3,840,296.

Maxion, Emil J.; and Foglia. Andrew J , to Mobil Oil Corporation
Solid phase polymerization of strain hardened polyesters 3 840 632
CI. 264-130.000. '

' "
Mayadas, Ashok F.: See—

Holtzberg, Frederic; Mayadas, Ashok F.; Thompson. William A
and Von Molnar. Stephan, 3.840.865.

•Mayer. Rolf, and Speckhart, Max. to Bosch. Robert. Hausgerate
GmbH. Welding apparatus. 3.840,722, CI 2 1 9-243 000

Mazzei, Alessandro: See—
Roggero, Arnaldo; Mazzei. Alessandro; and Proni. Antonio

3.840.503.

McAusland, Robert R. Bilge pump having snubbing action. 3,839,983,
CI. 114-1 83.00a.

McCain, Colin Christopher; and Porter. Eric Andrew, to BP Chemical
International Limited Oxidation of unsaturated hydrocarbons to al-
dehydes. 3,840,602. CI. 260-604.00r

McCallen, James A., to Bohemia Lumber Company, Incorporated
Shear testing tool. 3,839,905, CI 73-101.000.

McCallum, Robert D.: See—
Krasin, Lester

; and McCallum, Robert D.. 3.840 706
McClure. Charles Laird, to Pro-Tech Inc. Fluid filtration and sampling

3.840,1 23, CI. 210-411.000.
McCombs, Frank P.: See—

Flautt, Martin C; Moran, Leiand G.; and McCombs, Frank P.,

McConnaughay, Kenneth E. Drier-mixing apparatus 3 840 215 CI
259-158.000.

McConnell, David P.: See—
McConnell, David P.; and Tully, Louis E. (said Tully assor. to)

3,840,220.
McConnell, David P ; and Tully. Louis E.. said Tully assor. to McCon-

i!-,'^?'),''^^
^ Hydro-pneumatic counter balance. 3,840,220. CI.

267-69.000.
McCord Corporation: See-

Rhodes, Richard D, Jr., 3,840,627.
McCoy, Frederick C: See—

Knowles. Edwin C; McCoy. Frederick C; and Arnold, Georce B
3.840.465.

McCulloch Corporation, mesne: See—
Dooley. James Linville. 3.839.795

McCullough. Foy, Jr ; Williams, Duane A ; Katter, Lincoln B.; and
Poole, Donald R., to Rocket Research Corporation Crash protec-
tion bag and inflation equipment and components thereof
3,840.246, CI. 280- 150.0ab.

McDonald. William Roy, and Templeman, Leslie Ray, to Whirlpool
Corporation Refuse compactor with selective sprav device
3,839,952. CI. 100-45.000.

"

McDonnell Douglas Corporation: See-
Waters, Elmer Dale. 3.840.068.

McGhie, Andrew R.. to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company. Ap-
paratus for fractional sublimation using a rotating helical heat
source. 3,840,349, CI. 23-273.00f

McGraw-Edison Company: See—
Carpentier, John H.. 3,840.7 1 3.

McKay. Donald Edward: See-
Wright, Donald Perry. Jr.; Barringer. Donald Frederic. Jr.. and
McKay, Donald Edward, 3,840,687.

McKenzie, Phillip E . to Fiber Industries. Inc.. mesne Apparatus and
method for continuously drawing and texturing yarn 3.839 KS3 CI
57-34.Ohs.

McKinney Manufacturing Companv: See—
Gwozdz, Joseph W . 3.840.715.

McKnight. Eugene A Detergent preconditioning process for dry clean-
ing. 3.840.340, CI. 8-142.000.

McMillen, James M.. to Mobil Oil Corporation. Method and apparatus
for determining parameters of core samples 3.839 899 CI 73-
38.000.

'^ y-> J

McMurray. Bud A Magnetic lock and wrench 3.840.041 CI 137-
296.000.

McOuestion. James H. Burial vault. 3.839.768, CI 27-35 000
Mead Johnson & Company: See-

Comer. William T.; Larsen. Aubrey A ; and Scarborough. Homer
C. 3.840,522.

Mehrabian. Robert: See-
Flemings, Merton C ; Mehrabian. Robert; and Geiger Dale R

3,840.364. ^ '

Melchior. Hans, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated
Semiconductor delay line detector for equalization of optical fiber
dispersion. 3.840.741 , CI. 250-21 l.OOj.

Melull. Frederick H.: See—
Staats. Henry N.; and Melull. Frederick H . 3,839.759

Memain. Jean Eugene Louis Emmanuel Punching machine
3.839,937, CI. 83-559.000.

Mendelson, Wilford L., to Smithkline Corporation Process of prepar-
ing pyridyl ketones. 3.840.547. CI. 260-297. OOr.

Mennesson, Francois Paul, to Societe Industrielle de Brevets et

3'839'^997^ cf m''"^'
^^^'^ '*^''''" ^°^ '"*'"""''' '^"'^^"''"°" <^ngin«^s.

Menzel, Alvin Lewis; and Shepherd, Leonard Laverne, to Deere &
Company. Combination tree support and stacking blade for tree har-
vester. 3,840,058, CI. 144-3 OOd

Merck & Co., Inc.: See—
Girotra, Nirindar N ; and Wendler, Norman L , 3,840 534
Shen, Tsung-Ying; Jensen, Norman P.; and Wagner, Arthur F

3,840,542.
'

'^3'840^14"ci. 2?9-^71000.
'''' ''''""' P'^'^^^^P^'^ '"""^""'^

Mescherinov, IgorGeorgievich: See—
Smirnov. Oleg Alexandrovich; Zubkov. Vvacheslav Ivanovich

Mescherinov. Igor Georgievich; Danilov. Viktor Petrovich and
Gvantmakher. Iser Moiseevich, 3.840 019

Mesek, Frederick K ; and Repke. Virginia L . to Johnson & Johnson

?.KnXL'lT28r0()0.
'"''""' ^''"'" '^'°^"^^ ^>^»^'"

Metal Hydrides Incorporated: See—
Demers. Arthur P . and Rudd, David W 3 840 64S

Metrailer, William J , to Esso Research and Engineering Corr.pany
Process for activating carbonaceous materials. 3,840,476, CI. 252-

Metropolitan Petroleum Petrochemicals Co., Inc See-
Green, Leon G., 3.839.869.

Metzger. Kirk J: See—
Bercik. Paul G.; and Metzger. Kirk J., 3,840.474

Meyer, George E.: See—

^'I'f.Q Tfn '

^ '
^^^"- '^^"'^^ ^ •

='"'1 Christansen, Hans D..
3,8 3V.839.

Meyer Industries. Inc.: See—
Latanision. Myron Thomas, 3,840,2 1 2.

Meyer, Roy E, 3,839,835.
Meyer, Martin H ; and Collis. Raymond D , to Outboard Marine Cor-

poration. Power trimming and tilting system. 3,839,986, CI 115-
41.0ht.

Meyer, Roy E., to Meyer Industries, Inc Tubular pole with cast base
connection 3.839,835, CI. 52-296,000

«-asi oase

Meyer, Theodore N.: See—

^Tiko'is"^
^ '

^^^'"' '^^^'^°'^ N
• ^"'* Blizzard. Roy L..

Meywald, Klaus: See—
Ohnmacht. Helmut; and Meywald, Klaus, 3,840,723.
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Michaels. Alan S ; Buckles. Richard G ; and Yum. Su II, to ALZA Cor-
poration Selftpowered vapor pressure delivery device. 3,840,009,
CI. 128-260.000.

Midland-Ross Corporation: See-
Gross. Dario R, 3.840,166

Mikogami, Yukihiro: See—
Ishizaka. Mitsuo; Suzuki, Tasuku; Mikogami, Yukihiro; and Wada.
Tamotsu, 3.840,393.

Miller. Charies J., to Parker, Charies, Company, The. Method of erect-
ing stairs. 3,839,840. CI. 52-74 1 .000.

Miller, Ralph: See-
Lee. John G ; Eckert, Robert J.. Jr ; and Miller. Ralph. 3,840,591

Miller. Robert J ; and Dorfman. Walter, to Decision Data Corporation
Device for sensing coded perforations. 3.840.75 1 , CI. 250-569.000.

Miller. Russell C . to Eltzroth. J. M . & Associates. Inc. Cleaning com-
position and preparation and use thereof 3,840,481, CI 252-
546.000.

Milprint. Inc.: See

—

Brazier. Irvin L.;and Elliott, Bentley W . 3,840,427.
Minaminihon Rabuno Kyodo Kabushiki Kaisha: See-

Kim, Kwang Young; and Yagi, Naoki, 3,840,671

.

Minejima. Yukihiko: See—
Hinoshita, Shigehiko; Minejima. Yukihiko; and Moriya. Takao

3,840.698.
Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha: See-

Suzuki. Takeshi. 3.840.295.
Umeda, Kaoru. 3.840.884.
Yoshizaki, Akira. 3.840.885.

Minor, Ronald E.: See

—

Bruschke. Joost M. M.; and Minor. Ronald E.. 3.839,987.
Misenko. Samuel S. Grass guide for rotary lawn mowers. 3.839.85 1 . CI
56-255000

Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Asano. Tetsumasa, Takamiya. Hiroshi; and Morimoto. Yoshinobu

3.840.736.
Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Co.. Inc.: See—

Uda. Akitomo; and Asano. Set'sunobu. 3.840.478.
Mitsubishi Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: .See—

Akashi. Koichiro; Watanabe. Hisao; and Koea. Kenichi
3.840.051.

Kajimoto. Hikokusu. Tokuda, Masahiro; Hayashi. Isao; and Kon-
do. Kenichiro. 3.840.509.

Mitsubishi Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Shimomura. Hiroshi; and Suganami. Tatsuo. 3.839.772.
Yamashita. Junnosuke; and Negishi, Hideo. 3.839.83 1

.

Mitsubishi Rayon Co.. Ltd.: .See-
Sato. Hiroshi; Takahashi. Koji; Shigeta. Sadaaki; and Abe.

Yoshitaka. 3.840.505.
Mitsui Shipbuilding and Engineering Co . Ltd.: See—

Hirose. Kiyoshi; Shiozawa. Kaoru; and Saito. Yuzi. 3.839.775,
Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals, Incorporated: See—

Yamamoto, Kosuke, Shin, Masaaki; Takayanagi, Eifu; Narita.
Shigeo; and Furukawa, Manabu. 3,840,339,

Miyasaka. Nobuaki: Sec—
Shiba. Keisuke; Takei. Haruo. Sonoda, Minoru; Miyasaka.

Nobuaki; Sato. Akira, and Ogawa, Akira, 3,840,377.
Miyauchi. Kango: See-

Abe, Jinnosuke; Miyauchi, Kango; and Kanoh. Masatoshi,
3.840,658. 11

Miyazaki. Eiichi: See-U
Tomii, Kaoru; Miyazaki. Eiichi; and Tomiki. Tetsuhiko.

3.840.701.
Miyazaki. Seiichi: See—

Ueno. Katsujiro; Miyazaki. Seiichi; and Akashi. Akira, 3,840,539.
Miyazako. Takushi: See—

Usami, Toshimasa; Horie, Ikutaro; Ishigaki. Kunio; Miyazako,
Takushi; and Sakaguchi. Shinji. 3,840,37 1

.

Mobil Oil Corporation: See-
Davis, Burtron H . 3,840,475.
Geretschlager, Maximillian, 3,840.462.
Heilwell, Israel J ; and Schwab. Frederick C. 3,840,459.
Maxion, Emil J ; and Foglia. Andrew J., 3,840,632.
McMillen. James M.. 3.839.899,
Rohn, Charles L. 3,840.5 10.

Modert, Eugene F , to United States of America, Navy. Drag reduction
towing system. 3,839,985, CI, 1 14-235.00b.

Modisette, Jerry Lee; and Covington, Morris T.. to Taft Broadcasting
Corporation, mesne. Method and apparatus of determining the den-
sity, velocity and viscositv of following fluids, 3,839,914, CI, 73-
438.000.

Moen, Alfred M., to Stanadyne, Inc. Seal construction. 3.840.048, CI,
137-625.410.

Moench. Frank F. Fuel vaporizer burner assembly and method.
3.840,321. CI. 431-11.000.

Moffatt, Bruce S.: See

—

Smith. James A,; Kaiser. Robert G.; and Moffatt. Bruce S..

3.840.216.
Mogi, Takaaki: See—

Takeda, Tomohiro; and Mogi. Takaaki, 3,840,776
Mohr, Glenn R., to Continental Can Company, Inc. Method and ap-

paratus for heating stripe-like areas on can bodies, 3.840.138. CI,
219-10.570.

Moisan, Jacques: See-
Chevalier, Jacques; and Moisan, Jacques, 3,840,442.

Mollen. Ignatius J,; Turner. Albert G.; and Dewhurst. David S , to
Ariens Company. Riding mower. 3,839,9 1 9, CI 74- 1 97 000.

Moller, Hermann: See-
Andres, Rudolf; Moller. Hermann; and Sevfried. Franz.

3,840.729.

Andres, Rudolf; Moller. Hermann; and Sevfried. Franz.
3.840.730.

Molt. Richard P.; and Morey. Woodruff A., to Ermanco Incorporated
Conveyor apparatus. 3.840.110. CI 198-127 OOr.

Monaghan. Kenneth J. Means for indicating changes in an electrically

conductive path. 3.840.782. CI. 3 17- 18.00b.
Monarch Marking Systems. Inc.: See—

Finke. Eugene W.. 3.840.422.
Monk. Gaines W., to Commonwealth Scientific Corporation Auto-

matic control for ion milling machine. 3,840.72 LCI. 219-121.0eb
Monsanto Company: See

—

Pearson, Anthonv J. C, 3.840,587,
Pearson, Anthony J. C, 3,840.588,

Montagna. Angelo A.: See

—

Beuther. Harold; Chun. Sun W.; and Montagna. Angelo A .

3.840.473.
Montecatini Edison S.pA.: See—

Chiolle. Antonio; Credali. Lino; Longi. Paolo; Greco. Francesco;
and DAngelo. Romano. 3.840.634

Moore. Donald B.. to Locking Devices Corporation. Sealed connector.
3.840.257. CI. 285-343.300.

Moore. Donald D, Golf club having adjustable head means 3,840.231.
CI. 273-79.000.

Moore. George G I.; and Trancik. Ronald J,, to Riker Laboratories.
Inc . mesne. Haloalkylsulonamido-substituted tolan and stilbene
compounds. 3.840.527. CI. 260-240.Oca.

Moore. George G. I.; and Harrington. Joseph Kenneth, to Riker
Laboratories. Inc Substituted 2-phenoxy alkanesulfonanilides
3.840.597. CI. 260-556.00f

Moore, Joseph E Spring-loaded expandable reel, 3.840.198. CI, 242-
118.400.

Moran, Leiand G.: See

—

Flautt, Martin C; Moran. Leiand G . and McCombs. Frank P .

3.840,426.
Morey, Woodruff A.: See-

Molt, Richard P ; and Morey. Woodruff A,. 3.840. 110,
Morimoto. Kazuhisa: See—

Ikeda. Mitsusuke; Sato. Hisanao; Torii. Etsuko; Morimoto. Kazu-
hisa; and Hasegawa. Yo. 3,840.368.

Morimoto, Yoshinobu: See—
Asano, Tetsumasa; Takamiya, Hiroshi; and Morimoto. Yoshinobu.

3.840.736.
Morimura, Syoji: See—

Murayama. Keisuke; Morimura. Syoji; Yoshioka. Takao,
Horiuchi, Hideo; and Higashida, Susumu. 3.840.494

Morio, Minoru; Nakagawa. Yutaka; and Suzuki. Masao. to Sony Cor-
poration. Dynamic convergence circuit. 3.840.771, CI 3I5-I3!00c.

Morita, Tomijiro; Funabashi. Isao; and Sugai, Masayoshi, to Kureha
Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Production of gypsum from com-
bustion exhaust gas. 3.840,638, CI. 423- 166.000.

Moriya. Takao: See—
Hinoshita. Shigehiko; Minejima. Yukihiko; and Moriya. Takao.

3,840,698.
Morozov, Andrei Elizarovich: See—

Martyashin, Alexandr Ivanovich; Morozov. Andrei Elizarovich;
Shakhov. Eduard Konstantinovich; and Shlyandin. Viktor Mik-
hailovich. 3.840.805.

Morrell. Thomas H.: See—
Kanengieter. Glenn G.; Henkensiefken, Larry L,; Lubke. Ronald
K . Krumholz. Frank C.;and Morrell, Thomas H, 3,840,189.

Morris, Arthur: See

—

Attridge, Charles James; Morris. Arthur; and Thomas. Hueh
3,840.612.

Morris. Leo: See—
Reiners, Robert A.; Pressick, John C; and Morris, Leo, 3,840,5 15

Morrison, Howard R., to Ton-Tex Corporation. Belt with capped
edges. 3,840,424, CI. 161-36.000.

Morton, Ralph B : See—
Frye, James A.;and Morton. Ralph B. 3.840.155,

Moser, Raymond L.: See-
Gee. James E.; Moser, Raymond L,; and Woody, Albert L

3,840,244,
Mosher, Arthur Joseph, to Societe d Assistance Technique Pour

Products Nestle S A, Flavouring agent and process for preparing
same. 3,840,674, CI. 426-65.000,

Motorola. Inc: See—
Davidsohn, Uryon S.. 3,840,41 2.

Lunn, Gerald K., 3,840,697
Mrenna, Stephen A ; and Thomas, Glenn R., to Westinghouse Electric
Corporation Circuit braker assembly with improved tripping
mechanism. 3,840,833. CI. 337-43,000,

Mueller Co.: See

—

Daghe, Joseph L., 3,840,255.
Mueller, Curt: See—

Hahn.Rasso;and Mueller. Curt. 3.840,519.
Muhlmichl, Philip John: See—

Coombe, Anthony John; Danisavich, Edward Anthony; Gniewek,
Thomas Thaddeus, Jr ; Muhlmichl, Philip John; and Stuber,
Robert Ernest, 3,840, 1 88

Muller, Alf See—
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All. Claus-Christian, Muller. Alf; and Van Winsen. Friedrich H..

3,84{),0<iK

Muller. Rolf, to Papsl-Motoren KG Axial air gap. collector-less D-C
motor. 3.840,761, CI. 310-49.00r.

Multiview Corporation: See—
Singer, Karl, 3,839,808.

Mulvany. Richard Burke, Rizzi, Albert Daniel; and Wright, John
Harold, to International Business Machines Corporation. Drive

coupling apparatus. 3.839,920, CI. 74-242. I4r.

Mundipharma AG: See—
Suter, Hans; and Zuter, Hans. 3.840,599.

Murata. Keisuke. to Ricoh Co.. Ltd. Clamp device for clamping the

trailing end position of a sheet to the cylinder. 3.839,961, CI. 101-

407.00a
Murata. Koichiro: See—

Kozu, Haruo; Kimura, Morio; and Murata, Koichiro, 3.840,390.

Murata. Kooichiro: See—
Chiba. Tetsuo; Itsukaichi, Yoshitoshi; Kawai, Masahiko; and Mu-

rata, Kooichiro. 3,840.586.

Murayama. Keisuke; Morimura, Syoji; Yoshioka, Takao; Horiuchi,

Hideo; and Higashida, Susumu, to Sankyo Company Limited.

Process for preparing acid esters of 4-piperidinol derivatives and
their use as stabilizers. 3,840,494. CI. 260-45. 80n.

Murphy, Gary J.: See—
Beall, William Robert; Hermann, Arthur F., Jr.; and Murphy, Gary
J, 3,840,856.

Murphy, Peter J.: See—
Conlon, Willard S., 3,840,091

Mushovic, John N.: See—
Talboom. Frank P., Jr.; and Mushovic, John N., 3,839,898.

Muth. Norman J.: See—
Fazekas. Thomas W.; Hartz, Walter A.; Muth, Norman J.; and
Stadelman, Raymond J., 3,840.239.

Mutzke.Wilhelm: See—
Weirich. Walter; Rosenberg, Harry; and Mutzke. Wilhelm,

3,840,119.

Myers. James R., to GAF Corporation. Filter cloth edge strip.

3.840,1 22, CI. 210-400.000.
Myers, Robert D., to Hamischeger Corporation Drum grooving ap-

paratus and method 3.840,7 1 8, CI. 2 1 9-68.000
Nabisco. Inc.: See—

Lyall, Angus Alexander; and Johnston, Robert John, 3,840,685.
Nagy, Neil F., to Foremark Corporation. Aircraft loading bridge.

3,839,760. CI. 14-71.000.

Nakabayashi, Masao: See—
Kodama, Yutaka; Kodama, Tsutomu; Nakabayashi, Masao; and
Komatu, Shigekazu, 3,840,577.

Nakada. Akira, to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha. Tone genera-
tor for electronic musical instrument. 3,840.689. CI. 84-1.010.

Nakagawa. Yoshinobu: See—
Tanaka, Heiroku; and Nakagawa, Yoshinobu. 3.840.838.

Nakagawa, Yutaka: See—
Morio. Minoru; Nakagawa, Yutaka; and Suzuki, Masao,

3,840,771.

Nakamura, Hideo: See—
Saito, Shigeru; Watanabe, Tetsuya; Wakamori, Hideki; and
Nakamura, Hideo. 3,839,802.

Nakamura, Nobuo: See—
Hirayama, Toshinari; Ogirima, Masahiko; Ohara, Hideharu; and
Nakamura, Nobuo, 3,840,366.

Nakanishi, Michio; Araki. Kazuhiko; Tahara, Tatsuya; and Shiroki.

Masami, to Yoshitomi Pharmaceutical Industries, Ltd. Thieno(2,3-
epsilom )( 1 ,4 )diazepine compounds. 3,840,558. CI. 260-329.00s.

Nakao, Masaru: See—
Maruyama. Isamu; Nakao, Masaru; Sasajima, Kikuo; Yanagihara,

Izumi; Inaba. Shigeho; and Yamamoto, Hisao, 3,840,529.

Nakata, Kazuhiko, to Kabushiki Kaisha Sankyo Keiki Seisakusho.

Record card feed device. 3.840,223, CI. 271-250.000.
Nakayama, Sadao: See—

Kubota, Hayato; Nakayama, Sadao; and Tateishi. Teizaburo,

3.840.682.

Naico Chemical Company: See—
Braithwaite, David G.; Cross. Carl F.; and Basila, Michael R.,

3,840,477.

Narita, Shigeo: See—
Yamamoto, Kosuke; Shin, Masaaki; Takayanagi, Eifu; Narita,

Shigeo; and Furukawa, Manabu, 3,840,339.

Naskar. Sasanka Sekhar; and Renckhoff, Gustav, to Dynamit Nobel
Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the preparation of heat-resistant and
lightfast fatty acids. 3,840,574, CI. 260-419.000.

Nathan. Guy E.; and Varaud, Claude A., to Constructions Navales et

Industrielles de la Mediterrance C.N.I.M. Proximity fuse for missiles.

3,839,963, CI. 1 02-70. 20p.
National Industrial Containers, Inc.: See—

Dry, Sidney, 3,840,144.

National Research Development Corporation: See—
Ling, Robin Sydney Mackwood; and Lee, Alan John Clive,

3,840,014.
Nawata, Kiyoshi: See—

Tsunawaki, Kiyokazu; Watanabe. Katsuhisa; Sasama, Shigeru;

Aito, Yuzo, and Nawata, Kiyoshi, 3.840,502.
Neal, John C. Radiant energy matrix and system. 3,840,875, CI. 343-

5.00r.

Neel, Jean; Gelpi. Louis; and Broc, Raymond, to Rhone-Progil. Adju-
vant compositions for drilling fluids and drilling fluids containing

same. 3,840,553, CI 260-309.600.
Negishi, Hideo: See—

Yamashita, Junnosuke; and Negishi, Hideo, 3,839,83 1

.

Negra, John S.; Tourtellotte, John T.; and Warshaw, Abe, to Chemical
Construction Corporation. Process and catalyst for treating com-
bustion exhaust gas. 3,840,642. CI. 423-2 1 3.700.

Neti, Radhakrishna M.; and Rocks, Raymond E., to Beckman Instru-

ments, Inc Nitrogen dioxide conversion. 3,840,342, CI. 23-232.000.
Neumaier, Hubert; Vogt, Wilhelm; Sennewald, Kurt; Schuller,

Richard; and Lenz, Gunther, to Knapsack Aktiengesellschaft.

Process for the manufacture of nitrilotriaceto-nitrile. 3,840,58 1 , CI.

260-465. 50a.
New Nippon Electric Company Ltd.: See—

Iwata, Kozo, 3,840,774.
New York Wire Mills Corpwration: See—

Tolliver. Wilbur E.. 3.840,054.

Newberry, Meigs W., to General Instrument Corporation. Stop
Mechanism for UHF tuner or the like. 3,839.9 1 7. CI. 74-10.4 10

Newland, Julian H.: See—
Finelli, Thomas M.; Halpert, Sidney; and Newland, Julian H .

3,840,425.
Nica, Theodore, to Perey Manufacturing Co., Inc. Turnstile with readi-

ly dismountable arms. 3,839,825, CI. 49-42.000.

Nicholl, Peter J., to Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation.

Reconstituted tobacco composition. 3.840,024, CI. I31-I7.00r.
Niederer, Otto C Egg oiler. 3,839,989, CI. 118-13.000.

Nihon Kogen Kogyo Co., Ltd : See—
Watanabe, Akira. 3.840,38 1

.

Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Nakada, Akira, 3,840,689.

Okamoto, Shimaji, 3,840,69 1

.

Nippon Kayaku Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Seino, Shuichi; Fujino. Tomizo; and Tonegawa, Kakuji, 3,840,528.

Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha: 5^^

—

Kawato. Tomoyoshi, 3,840,333.

Nippon Metal Industry Co., Ltd.: See—
Sugimoto, Masakatsu; Senjo, Teizo; Ozawa, Chihiro; and Sudo.

Athusi. 3.840,646.

Nippon Zeon Co., Ltd.: See—
Yaginuma. Hiroshi; Suzuki, Takashi; and Watanabe, Yoshifumi,

3,840,491
Nissan Motor Company: See—

Aikawa, Hiroshi; and Ito, Naganori, 3,840,245.

Nissan Motor Company, Limited: See—
Marumo, Nagavuki; Matsui, Shunji; and Hirashima, Kenzo,

3,840,088.

Takeda, Tomohiro; and Mogi, Takaaki, 3,840,776.

Nocek, Stanley J., to Bendix Corporation, The. Attitude bar position-

ing and instrument caging mechanism. 3,839,9 1 6, CI. 74-5.100.

Nohara, Akira: See—
Kanai. Yoshio; Nohara, Akira; Honda, Haruomi; Kanno, Morio;
and Sanno, Yasushi, 3,840,543.

Noiles, Douglas G., to United States Surgical Corporation Safety

hypodermic needle. 3,840,008, CI. 128-221.000.

Noll, Walter: See-
Lucking, Hans Joachim; Seyfried, Klaus; Noll, Walter; and Fries,

Ludwig, 3,840,447.

Nomiya, Kosei; and Hatsukano, Yoshikazu, to Hitachi, Ltd Flip-flop

circuit. 3,840,757, CI. 307-279.000.

None Such Enterprises, Inc.: See-
Hodge, George Robert, 3,840,152.

NonoTerapeutisk Laboratorium A/S: See—
Aunstrup, Knud; Andressen, Otto; and Outtrup, Helle, 3,840,433.

Nordgren, Robert, and Karl, Curtis L., to General Mills Chemical Inc.

Cross-linking agent for cyanoethyl ethers of galactomannan.
3,840,520, CI. 260-209.00r.

Nordson Corporation: See-
Baker, Robert G.; and Tamny, Simon Z., 3,840,1 58.

Norfleet, James, to Colgate-Palmolive Company. Making gas-free

dentifrices. 3,840,657, CI. 424-49.000.
Norris, Richard C: See—

Heitman, Richard E.; and Norris, Richard C, 3,840,860.
Norrod, Arthur D. Pneumatic cup alarm device. 3,840,870, CI. 340-

280.000.
North American Rockwell Corporation: See-

Wily, John L, 3,839,939.

Northeast Electronics Corporation: See—
Haskett, William Frank; Wochholz, Harold Frederick; and Penick,
Dixon Brown, 3,840,705.

Northern Fibre Company: See

—

Ambrose, Jere B.. 3.840,269.

Northrop Corporation: See—
Schlitt, Helmut W. E., 3,839,915.

Nottke, James E.: See—
Collette, John W.; and Nottke, James E., 3,840.506.

Novanex Automation N.V.: See—
Laupman, Robert Ronald, 3,840.800.

Nuehring, Donald E.. to Zenith Radio Corporation. Apparatus for ap-
plying an internal coating to a cathode ray tube. 3.839.990. CI. 1 18-

50.000.

Null, Fay E., to United States of America, Air Force. Automatic pop-
up decoy. 3,839,940, CI. 89-1 .05f.
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Nyul, Paul: See-
O'Brien. James Thomas; and Nyul.Paul, 3,840,889.

Obenhaus, Robert E.; and Squiers, David J., to Texas Instruments In-
corporated Protector/indicator using PTC heater and thermostatic
bimetal combination 3,840,834, CI. 337-79.000.

Oberer, Eric; and Riesz, George William, to Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries, Incorporated Method and apparatus for placing test calls in a
communication system. 3,840,7 12, CI. 179-1 75. 20r.

O'Brien, Darrell E., Robins, Roland K.; and Albert, Anthony H., to
ICN Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Topical antifungal 4-nitroisothiazole
compositions. 3.840,665, CI. 424-270.000.

O'Brien, James Thomas; and Nyul, Paul, to RCA Corporation. Laser
diode package formed of ceramic and metal materials having high
electrical and thermal conductivity. 3,840,889, CI. 357-8 1 000

Odello, Robert J : See—
Allgood, Jay R.; and Odello, Robert J., 3,840,078.

Offshore Company, The: See—
Swenson, William J.; and Wilkinson, Adrian D., 3,839,976.

Ogawa. Akira: See—
Shiba, Keisuke; Takei. Haruo; Sonoda. Minoru; Miyasaka,
Nobuaki; Sato, Akira; and Ogawa, Akira, 3,840,377.

Ogirima, Masahiko: See—
Hirayama, Toshinari; Ogirima, Masahiko; Ohara. Hideharu and
Nakamura, Nobuo, 3,840,366.

Oguma, Kanzi: See—
Yamamoto, Sadao; Honda, Seiichirou; Shimizu, Hisataka; and
Oguma, Kanzi, 3,840,625

Ohara, Hideharu: See—
Hirayama, Toshinari; Ogirima, Masahiko; Ohara, Hideharu and
Nakamura, Nobuo, 3,840,366.

Ohnmacht, Helmut, and Meywald, Klaus, to Eichenauer, Fritz. Electric
heating unit for drying hood. 3,840,723, CI. 2 19-368.000.

Ohno, Masaji; Okamoto, Masaru; Kawabe, Norio; Kataoka, Mutsuo;
and Hosoi, Kazuo, to Zaidan Hojin Biseibutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kai!
2-( 3-( 2-Tetrahydrofuryl )-propionyl )-

1 ,3-cyclopentanedione and
production of this new physiologically active compound. 3,840 56S
1.260-347.800. " "'

Oil Shale Corporation (Australia): See—
Hardwick, Bruce Alfred; and Patterson, John Howard, 3,840,637

Oishi, Minoru: See—
Arikawa, Ma.sayasu; Oishi. Minoru; Watanabe, Hidenori;

Horiuchi, Shou; and Hatano, Katsuaki. 3.840. 1 70.
Oishi, Yasujhi: See—

Shiba, Keisuke; Hinata, Masanao; Oishi. Yasushi; and Yoshida
Yoshinobu, 3,840,373.

Shiba, Keisuke; Hinata, Masanao; Oishi, Yasushi; Yoshida,
Yoshinobu; and Sato, Akira. 3,840.376.

Oka. Isao; Urasaki, Takanori; Shima, Takeo; and Funakoshi, Wataru.
to Feijin Limited. Process for the preparation of alkvl
tetrahydronaphthalene. 3,840,609, CI. 260-668.00f.

Okada, Takashi; and Sumiya, Hiroyuki, to Sony Corporation. Phase
comparing circuit. 3,840,754, CI. 307-257.000.

Okada, Tomio. to Sagami Chemical Research Center. Process of puri-
fying diaminomaleonitrile. 3,840,582, CI. 260-465. 50r.

Okami, Yoshiro: See—
Umezawa, Hamao; Takeuchi, Tomio; Aoyagi, Takaaki; Hamada.
Masa; Maeda. Kenji; and Okami, Yoshiro, 3,840,5 1 6.

Okamoto, Masaru: See—
Ohno, Masaji; Okamoto, Masaru; Kawabe, Norio; Kataoka, Mut-

suo; and Hosoi, Kazuo, 3,840,565.
Okamoto, Shimaji, to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha. Elec-

tronic musical instrument with automatic rhythm section triggered
by organ section play. 3,840,691 , CI. 84-1.030.

Okamura Manufacturing Company Limited: See—
Higuchi, Shunichiro; and Katayose, Kazunobu, 3,840,099.

Okano, Shigeru: See—
Yamada. Hirotada; Okano, Shigeru; Komatsu, Toshiaki; Katsura,
Toyozo; and Eda, Yasuko, 3,840,525.

O'Keeffe, Terence W.; and Simon, Alan J , to Westinghouse Electric
Corporation. Method and apparatus for electron beam alignment
with a semiconductor member. 3,840,749, CI. 250-492.000.

Oki Densen Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Akachi, Hisateru; and Abe, Toshihiro, 3,839,895.

Okunev, Rostan Alexandrovich: See—
Bondar, Ljudmila Sergeevna; and Okunev, Rostan Alexandrovich,

3,840,571.
Okuno, Youichi, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Mirror reflex viewfinder

providing indications of photographing information. 3,840,298, CI
354-155.000.

Olashaw, William Francis, to General Electric Company. Insulative
modular mounting panels for electrical switchboards. 3,840,785 CI
317-119.000.

Olin Corporation: See-
Cooper. Roy M.; and Putnam. Clair H.. 3.840.453
Tranel.Lester J ,3.839,975

Oliver, Robert L.: See—
Yao, Neng-Ping; Oliver, Robert L., and Seiger, Harvey N.,

3,840,407.
11

Olson, Allan M.: See— 1|

Horenstein, Harold S ; and Olson, Allan M., 3,840, 162.
Olson, Louis Harold, to Brunswick Corporation. Drive assembly and

suspension for ground-support vehicles. 3,840.082, CI. 180-5.00r
Olson, Rich, to Lockwood Corporation Irrigation apparatus

3.840.043, CI. 137-344.000.

Olsson, Robert G.; and Turkdogan, Ethem T . to United States Steel
Corporation. Atomization of liquid materials and the subsequent
quenching thereof. 3,840,623. CI. 264- 1 2.000.

Olympus Optical Co., Ltd.: See—
Komiya, Osamu, 3,840,003

O'Neal, Wilbert O.; Page, Burford J.; and Simek, Charles E., to Vendo
Company, The. Shelf apparatus for helix type product dispensing
machines. 3,840,147, CI. 221-75.000.

Onopchenko, Anatoli; and Schulz, Johann G D., to Gulf Research &
Development Company. Process for preparing mesitylenic acid
3,840,594, CI. 260-524.00r.

Onyon, Edward W.: See—
WostI, Wolfgang J ; Onyon. Edward W ; Snow, Adolph I.; and
Trapp, Harold D., 3,840,055.

Optel Corporation: See-
Kiss, Zoltan Joseph, 3,840,286.
Schnatterly, Stephen Eugene, 3.840,288.
Witzke, Horst; and Schnatterly. Stephen Eugene, 3,840,287.

Optimol-Olwerke GmbH: See—
Froeschmann. Rasmus; and Sprugel. Friedrich. 3,840,463.

Optotechnik Heine KG: See-
Heine, Helmut A , 3,840,004

Oram, John Anderson. Lighting devices. 3,840,734, CI. 240-41 OOr
O'Riley. Kenneth Walter: See-

Kent, Alan Walter; and O'Riley, Kenneth Walter, 3.839.958.
Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation: See—

Lerner, Robert A.. 3,840,655.
Osaka Seika Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Seino, Shuichi; Fujino. Tomizo; and Tonegawa. Kakuji. 3.840.528.
Yamada, Hayao; and Tanide, Yoshinori, 3,840,585

Osborn, Claiborn Lee; and Troue, Harden Henry, to Union Carbide
Corporation. Surface curing of acrylyl or methacrvlyl compounds
using radiation of 2.537 angstroms. 3,840.448. CI. 204- 1 59. 1 40

Osheroff, Gene W., to Fluidtech Corporation Fluidicallv-controlled
air-conditioning system. 3,840,177, CI. 236-49.000.

Otteman, John H ; and Peterson, Albert M.. to GO Controls Inc Ap-
paratus for attaching flexible material to a frame. 3,840, 167. CI 227-
76.000.

Outboard Marine Corporation: See-
Meyer. Martin H ; and Collis. Raymond D . 3,839,986

Outtrup, Helle: See—
Aunstrup, Knud; Andressen, Otto; and Outtrup, Helle, 3.840.433.

Owatonna Manufacturing Company: See—
Jebens, Klaus, 3,839,852.

Owatonna Manufacturing Company, Inc.: See—
Kanengieter. Glenn G ; Henkensiefken. Larry L ; Lubke. Ronald
K

; Krumholz. Frank C; and Morrell, Thomas H.. 3,840, 1 89
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation: See—

Flautt, Martin C ; Moran, Leland G., and McCombs. Frank P
3,840,426.

Whitfield, James Jr., 3,840,358.
Wolf, Warren W., 3.840,379.

Owens-Illinois, Inc.: See-
Johnson, William E., 3,840.778.
Schermerhorn, Jerry D.. 3,840,779.

Oxford, Alexander William: See—
Garside, Susan Constance; Hartley, David; Lunts, Lawrence

Henry Charles; and Oxford, Alexander William, 3.840,537
Ozawa. Chihiro: See—

Sugimoto, Masakatsu; Senjo, Teizo; Ozawa. Chihiro; and Sudo
Athusi, 3,840,646.

Packaging Methods Corporation, mesne: See—
Garnett, Donald W., 3,839.844.

Pagdin, Brian Colin, to GKN Transmissions Limited. Fuel injection ap-
paratus for internal combustion engines. 3.839,998, CI 123-32 Osw

Page, Burford J See-
O'Neal, Wilbert O; Page, Burford J.; and Simek, Charles E.

3,840,147.
Paget, Win W., to Hardie-Tynes Mfg., Co. Nonlubricated compressor

3,839,946, CI. 92- 1 53.000.
Palmason, Einar H., to Parkson Industrial Equipment Company Ap-

paratus for cooking comestibles. 3,839,95 1 , CI. 99-330.000.
Palmer, Philip R. Platform support system. 3,840,206, CI 248-

424.000.
Pandjiris Weldment Co., The: See-

Frederick, Arthur I., 3,839,965.
Pappas, John A.; and Cosco, Robert J., to GTE Sylvania Incorporated.

Flash tube with reduced RF noise. 3,840,766. CI. 3 1 3- 1 78.000.
Pappo, Raphael: See-

Jung, Christopher J.; and Pappo, Raphael, 3.840,573.
Papst-Motoren KG: See—

Muller, Rolf, 3,840,761.
Paramonoff, Elpidifor, to Standun, Inc. Cutting mechanisms for metal-

lic can body trimmers and the like. 3,839,933, CI. 82-61.000.
Parker, Charles, Company, The: See-

Miller, Charles J.. 3.8'39.840.

Parkson Industrial Equipment Company: See—
Palmason, Einar H., 3,839,95

1

Parliment, Thomas H., to General Foods Corporation. Popcorn-like
flavorant and process for preparing the same 3,840,675, CI 426-
65.000.

Patterson, James A.: See—
Finkle. Eugene D.; and Patterson, James A., 3,839,901

.

Patterson, John Howard: See—
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Hardwick. Bruce Alfred; and Patterson, John Howard, 3,840,637.

Patterson, Norman J. Flick-a-stick. 3,840,233, CI. 273-l06.00r.

Patterson. Robert J. Combination cigarette extinguisher and ash tray.

3.84O.027,CI. I31-240.00e.

Paul, Robert A , and Howard, Muri B.. to Phillips Petroleum Company.
Two-stage electrochemical octafluoropropane production.

3,840.445, CI. 204-59.00f.

Paulsen. Harke Claus; See-
Koch. Friedrich; and Paulsen, Harke Claus. 3,840,317.

Paulson, Donald C; and Groleau, Rodney J., to Control Process, Incor-

porated Dynamic pressure control system. 3,840.312, CI. 425-
149.000.

Paulstra: See—
Domer, Michel, 3,840.126.

Pauwels. Edward M., to Bendix Corporation, The. Valve for force-

reversing modulator. 3,840.279. CI. 303-2 l.OOf.

Pavne. Harold James William. Glass fiber reinforced gvpsum building

components. 3,839,836, CI. 52-309.000.
Pearce.Ben.Needlethreader. 3,840, 160. CI. 223-99.000.
Pearson, Anthony J. C to Monsanto Company. Process for the con-
densation of formaldehyde with carboxylic acids. 3.840,587. CI.

26O-486.00d.
Pearson, Anthony J. C, to Monsanto Company. Production of unsatu-

rated esters. 3,840.588. CI. 260-486.00d.
Pechiney Ugine Kuhlmann: See—

Sailer. Andre Louis; and Caste. Albert Andre Marcel. 3.840.514.
Pekrul. Ronald G.; and Stegmaier, Louis T.. to General Electric Com-
pany Manually operated rotary switch and combination load con-
tact-fuse clip therefor. 3.840,7 17. CI. 200-284.000.

Pellv. Brian R5ff-
Mdcko, Joseph E.; Pelly, Brian R.; and Rosa, John. 3.840,799.

Pendleton Tool Industries, Inc.: See—
Bt-rgquist. Clifford A.. 3.839,928.

Penick, Dixon Brown: See—
Haskett. William Frank; Wochholz, Harold Frederick; and Penick,
Dixon Brown, 3,840.705

Pennwalt Corporation: See-
Alexander. John Mergle. Jr , 3,840.63 I

.

Joiner. Robert R ; and Vidal, Frederick D., 3.840,668.
Schuster, Ludwig K.; and Tongyai, Singkata, 3.840,392.

Pennzoil Company: See—
Drechsel. Erhart K , 3,840,639.
Drechsel, Erhart K.. 3.840.640.

Pentel, Jerry: See-
Brothers, Jack, 3.839,778.

Perey Manufacturing Co.. Inc : See—
Nica, Theodore, 3,839,825.

Perez, Agustin M.: See—
Carranza, Alfredo S.; and Perez, Agustin M., 3,839,854

Perlus, Tibor G.; and Soroka. Walter G.. to Canadian Wood Council.
Fire-retardant treatment of wood laminae. 3.840,388, CI. 117-
59.(K)0.

Peter, Wolfgang; Erath, Herbert; and Koch, Heinz, to Daimler-Benz
Aktiengesellschaft Temperature and speed responsive fluid

coupling. 3.840. 101. CI. 192-58.00b.
Peters. William J.: See-

Roberts. Donald R , Peters, William J ; Harrington, Thaddeus A.;

Broomfield. Junior; and Crews, Ernest R , 3,839,823.
Peterson. Albert M : See—

Otteman. John H.; and Peterson, Albert M., 3,840.167.
Peterson, Edgar M.. to American Standard. Inc. Seals for boilers.

3.839.993. CI. 122-225.000.
Peterson Electronic Die Co.. Inc.: See—

Peterson, Everett A , 3,840.42 1

.

Peterson, Everett A., to Peterson Electronic Die Co., Inc. Apparatus
for registration treatment of plastic webs. 3.840,421, CI. 156-

384.000
Petracek, Francis J.: See—

Bolger, James W.;and Petracek, Francis J., 3,840,562.
Petracek, Francis J.; and Sugisaska, Nobuyuki, to Riker Laboratories,

Inc. 3-Aminomethyl-l-phenylisochromans and their preparation.

3,840,561, CI. 260-345.200.
Pfeiffer, Wolfgang: See—

Littmann, Hans; and Pfeiffer, Wolfgang, 3,840,291

.

Pfiffner, Albert: See—
Schodnekar, Madhukar Subraya; Pfiffner, Albert; Rigassi. Nor-

bert; Schwieter, Ulrich; and Suchy. Milos, 3,840,604
Pfizer Inc.: See—

Dominy, Beryl William; Hess. Hans-Jurgen Ernst; and Koch.
Richard Carl. 3.840.540.

Pflavin. Milton H.: See—
Ast. Therese M.; Pflavin. Milton H.; and Rao. K. Jagan Mohan.

3.840.438.
Philadelphia Quartz Company: See—

Lazet. Frank J. 3.840.359.

Vessey. Eric W, 3,840.348.

Philips Petroleum Company: See-
Clark, Earl; and Farrar, Ralph C, 3,840.616.

Phillips, Brian L : See—
.Argabright. Perry A.. Phillips. Brian L.; and Echelberger. Larry

.M. 3.840.496.
Phillips. Jack H: See-

Douglas. Clarence J ; Young. Walter L.; and Phillips, Jack H..

3.840.002.
Phillips Petroleum Company: See—

Hanson, Donald O.. 3.840,607.
Kinney. Alfred W. 3,840.150.

Marrs. Oren L.; and Doss, Richard C, 3,840,493.

Paul, Robert A; and Howard, Murl B., 3.840,445.

Shue, Robert S; and Campbell, Robert W.. 3.840,501

.

Solop, Eli, 3,840,318.

Turk, Stanley D ; and Drake. Charles A.. 3,840.583.
Phillips, William K. Shoe attachable golf tee placing apparatus.

3,840,229. CI. 273-33.000.

Phlippoteau. Michel, to SCAL (Societe de Conditionnement en Alu-
minum). Method of manufacturing flexible conical tubes and pynch
used for same. 3,839,890, CI. 72-68.000.

Pierce. Joe T., to Texas Instruments, Incorporated. Method for

fabricating magnetic read-write head array and product. 3.839,784,
CI. 29-603.000.

Pilkington Brothers Limited: See-
Wright, Donald Curtis; Hardcastle, Kenneth Noel; and Brereton,

Paul Arthur, 3,840,360.

Pilloff, Herschel S.; and Cody, Regina J . to United States of America.
Navy. Simultaneous two wavelength operation in infrared lasers.

3,840.823. CI. 33 1-94. 50c.

Pimental, David J.: See—
Hinves, John R; and Pimental, David J.. 3,839,984.

Pioli, Alexander Joseph: See—
Ballard, Denis George Harold; Robinson. Peter Anthony; Wyatt.

Ronald John; Jones. Eric; and Pioli. Alexander Joseph.

3.840,511.

Pioli. Alexander Joseph Peter: See—
Ballard. Denis George Harold; Jones. Eric. Pioli. Alexander
Joseph Peter; Robinson. Peter Anthony; and Wyatt. Ronald
John. 3.840.508.

Pitnev-Bowes, Inc.: See

—

kittredge, Lloyd G ,3,840,105.
Plasmachem, Inc.: See

—

Davis. Robert D.; Meyer. Theodore N.; and Blizzard. Roy L..

3.840.750.

Piatt International Limited: See-
Clayton. James William Barnes. 3.839.764.

Planner, Rolf: See—
Grabmaier. Josef; and Plattner. Rolf. 3.840,347.

Plourde, James Kevin: See-
Linn, Donald Floyd; and Plourde. James Kevin. 3.840.828

Podgorny. Gerald J.: See—
Ficken. Leonard A.; and Podgorny. Gerald J.. 3.839.925.

Poeschl. George J., to Honeywell Inc. Two belt mold for shaping plural

articles. 3.840.316. CI. 425-447.000.
Pohlmann, Hans P.: See—

Wampfler. Gene L ; and Pohlmann. Hans P.. 3.840.64 1

.

Poindexter. William E.: See-
Scott. Timothy F; and Poindexter. William E.. 3.839.902.

Poirier d'Ange d'Orsay, Emmanuel J., to Societe Anonyme pour
I'Equipment Electrique de Vehicles S.E.V. Circulating fuel cell with

crenellated electrode. 3.840,405, CI. 136-86.00d.
Poole, Donald R : See—

McCullough, Foy, Jr.; Williams. Duane A ; Katter, Lincoln B ; and
Poole, DonaldR., 3,840,246.

Popovitch, Dragolyoub; Tate, Ralph; and Haag, Charles W . to United
States of America. Army, mesne Test projectile with primary and
test fuzes. 3.839,962, Cl.'l02-56.000.

Porsche. Dr., Ind., h c.F., Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Braess, Hans-Hermann, 3.839.883

Portasilo Limited: See—
Bramall. John Walter. 3.839,745.

Porter, David Frederick; and Redfeam, Derek Page, to Energy Conver-
sion Limited. Gas depolarization cell. 3,840.404. CI. 136-86.00a.

Porter, Eric Andrew: See-
McCain, Colin Christopher; and Porter, Eric Andrew , 3.840.602.

Post. Richard T.: See—
Warsinger. Bernard M., 3.840.033.

Poulin. Valmor R. Jr.: See

—

Gidge. Lester; and Poulin. Valmor R., Jr . 3.840.414.
Powell. Roger Floyd: See—

Smaczny, Charles W ; Powell. Roger Floyd; Takiguchi. Walter;
and Daberstein. George. 3.840.839.

PPG Industries. Inc.. mesne: See-
Da Fano. Ettore, 3.840.618.

Premaza. George J., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Fan and
coil arrangement, 3.839.880, CI 62-262.000.

Presentey, Shelley M Device for anchoring leaders of flexible strips in

the cores of reels or the like. 3,840.196, CI. 242-74.000.
Pressick, John C: See—

Reiners, Robert A.; Pressick. John C; and Morris, Leo, 3.840.515.
Preusser. Gerhard: See—

Diemer. Peter; Preusser, Gerhard; and Radusch, Paul. 3.840.653.
Price. Dan M . to Stick N'Dip. Inc. Edible spooning device. 3.840,678.

CI. 426-104.000.
Price. Ralph E.. to Landis Tool Company. Machine tool fault indicator.

3,839,829, CI. 51-105.0sp.

Printzen, Helmut: See—
Bockmann. August; Kresse, Peter; Rudolph. Hans; and Printzen.
Helmut. 3.840,383.

Privas, Yves Emile, to International Promotion Engineering. S.A.
Means for cold production. 3,839.876. CI. 62-3.000.

Pro-Tech Inc.: See—
McClure. Charles Laird. 3,840, 123.
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Procter «& Gamble Company, The: See—
Barrat, Christian; and Robson, Peter, 3,840,480.

Crawford, Robert J., 3.840.584.

Julian, Donald Victor, 3,840,570.

Proctor & Gamble Company, The: See—
Liepa, Alexander L.; and Slone, Thomas J.. Sr., 3,840,679.

Produits Chimiques Pechiney-Saint Gobain: See—
Bernusset, Philippe; and Deumas, Jean-Claude. 3.840.356.

Proni. Antonio: See—
Roggero, Arnaldo; Mazzei, Alessandro; and Proni, Antonio,

3,840,503.

Propper Manufacturing Company, Inc.: See-
Heine, Helmut A.. 3.840,004.

Pryor, Timothy R.; and Haseniers, Omer L. Apparatus and method for

analyzing surface contour. 3,840,301. CI. 356-109.000.
Pugh, Charles D., to Burlington Industries. Inc. Yarn balloon detector

for cone over cone lazy twist. 3,840,869, CI. 340-259.000.
Pukhov, Georgy Evgenievich: See—

Grezdov. Gennady Ivanovich; Gischak, Kondrat losifovich; Log-
vinenko. Jury Pavlovich; Pukhov. Georgy Evgenievich; Simak.
Lilia Alexeevna; and Kosmach, July Petrovich. 3,840.725.

Purssell, Philip: See-
Knight, Adrian Edward; and Purssell. Philip, 3.840,857.

Putnam, Clair H.: See-
Cooper, Roy M., and Putnam. Clair H , 3,840.453.

Putti, Marino V.: See—
Kornas. Zigmunt C; Putti. Marino V.; Susick. Ronald E.; and Tar-

diff, Daniel F.. 3.839.947.

Putti. Marino V ; and Roberts. Erwin A , to General Motors Corpora-
tion. Apparatus for rolling a vehicle occupant air bag into a stored
condition. 3,839.948, CI. 93-32.000.

Puzio, Eugene T. Wire guide assembly. 3,839,777. CI. 29-203.0mw.
Raabe, Gerhard; Eckstein, Dieter; Sauermann, Heinz; and Winkler,
Gerhard. Semiconductor capacitance diode having rounded off dop-
ing impurity profile. 3,840,306, CI. 357- 1 4.000.

Rad-O-Lite of Philadelphia, Inc : See-
Coll, Edward T, 3,840,847.

Radke, Arthur O , to Universal Oil Products Company. Stowable seat
belt anchor assembl) for convertible vehicle seat. 3,840,247. CI.

280-150.0sb. 11

Radusch. Paul: See— ||

Diemer. Peter; Preusser. Gerhard; and Radusch. Paul, 3,840,653
Rafalski, Peter: .See-

Klee. Werner; Rafalski. Peter; and Wessolowski, Helmut.
3.840.310

Ragot. Jean-Claude: See—
Deleuze. Bernard; and Ragot, Jean-Claude, 3,839,957.

Rahr Malting Company: See

—

Damon, Rees E., 3,840,435.
Rakhit. Sumanas. to Ayerst. McKenna and Harrison Limited. Deriva-

tives of 3-chloro-1.2-propanediol having antifertility activity.

3.840,560. CI. 260-340.900.
Rana. Victoriano F : See—

Wise. James C; and Rana. Victoriano F.. 3.840,1 30.

Rand, Alan E Portable telescope. 3,840,284, CI. 350-83.000.
Randall, John M.: See—

Lange, Clark V ; Kelsch, Robert J., Jackson, Earl V ; Schoppe,
Wayne F , Squassoni,Gino F ; Warter, Peter J.; Herr. Gerald A .

Randall. John M.; Schroeder, Russell G., II; and Webb, Douglas
E ,3,840,299.

Randolph, Robert G. Paralleling system. 3,839,797, CI. 32-67.000.
Randrup, Benjamin F.. to Korbel, F., and Brothers, Inc. Chain con-

veyor. 3,840,1 1 1 ,CI. 198-190.000.
Rank Organisation Limited, The: See-

Day, David John, 3,840,289.

Rao, K. Jagan Mohan: See—
Ast. Therese M.; Pflavin, Milton H ; and Rao. K Jagan Mohan,

3,840,438.
Raue, Roderich: See—

Schmitt, Ernst; and Raue, Roderich, 3,840.5 18.

Raytheon Company: See—
Freedman, George; and Vogelsang, Max F , 3,839,780.

RCA Corporation: See—
Craft, Richard Allan, 3,840,1 74.

Hanson, Richard Eric, 3,839.906.
Hanson. Richard Eric; and Fineman, Howard Eisen, 3,839.907.

O'Brien. James Thomas; and Nyul. Paul, 3,840,889.

Sleekier, Steven Alan, 3,840,8 19.

Toda, Minoru; and Tosima, Soitiro, 3,840,826.

Reade, Grahame Melvin; and Viney, Alan Charles, to Imperial Chemi-
cal Industries Limited. Method and device for coating plastics film.

3,840,384, CI. 1 17-8.000.

Ready, Dudley T., to Honeywell Information Systems Inc. Status in-

dicator apparatus for tag directory in associative stores. 3,840,862.

CI. 340-172.500.
Redfeam, Derek Page: See

—

Porter, David Frederick; and Redfearn, Derek Page, 3,840,404.
Redfern. Howard W.; and Coleman, William P. Defroster with auxilia-

ry heater for display cases. 3,839,879, CI. 62-197.000.

Redfern, Sutton: See-
Strong. David R.; and Redfern. Sutton. 3.840.683.

Rees, Richard W.: See—
Yardley, John P.; Rees. Richard W.; and Smith. Herchel.

3.840,557.

Regie Nationale des Usines Renault: See—

Bouthors, Pierre Marcel. 3,840.277.
Reichhold-Albert-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Guldenpfennig, Rolf, 3,840,483.
Reiners. Robert A.; Pressick. John C; and Morris. Leo. to CPC Inter-

national Inc. Method of treating gluten 3,840.5 1 5. CI 260- 1 1 2.00g
Renckhoff. Gustav: See—

Naskar. Sasanka Sekhar; and Renckhoff. Gustav. 3.840.574.
Renk. Rolf, to General Motors Corporation. Safety device for vehicles,

particularly motor vehicles, for automatically switching off the cur-

rent supply or shutting off the fuel line. 3.840.036. CI. 1 37-38.000.

Rentzepis. Peter Michael: See—
Indig. George Sanford; and Rentzepis. Peter Michael. 3.840.738.

Repke. Virginia L.; See—
Mesek. Fredenck K ; and Repke. Virginia L.. 3.840.01 3.

Rexford, Willis Ernest, to Marx, Louis, & Co.. Inc. Model train sound
simulator. 3,839,822. CI. 46-232.000.

Rhinehart. Vance E.; and Camp, Dempsie C, to Cumberland Corpora-
tion. Collapsible utility cart. 3,840.243, CI. 280-36.00r.

Rhoda, Ralph A., to Berkeley Pump Company. Mold insert. 3.840.3 19,

CI. 425-470.000.
Rhodes, Richard D.. Jr., to McCord Corporation. One-step method of

molding a dual foam crash pad. 3,840,627, CI. 264-46.000.

Rhodia Inc.: See—
Gradeff. Peter S.. 3.840.601

.

Rhone-Poulenc S.A: See

—

Balme, Maurice; Gattus, Jean; and Gerard, Bernard, 3.840,495.

Rhone-Progil; See—
Neel, Jean; Gelpi. Louis; and Broc, Raymond. 3,840.553

Richards, Oran D. Compound wrench. 3.839.929. CI. 81-53 ()()r.

Richardson-Merrell Inc.: See—
Grisar, J. Martin; Claxton, George P.; and Mackenzie. Robert D .

3,840.523.
Grisar, J. Martin; and Claxton, George P.. 3.840.524.

Richter. Sidney B.: See—
Krenzer, John; and Richter, Sidney B.. 3.840.564

Richter. Sidney B.; and Stach. Leonard J., to Veisicol Chemical Cor-
poration. Compositions of matter. 3.840.596, CI 260-545.OOr

Ricoh Co., Ltd.: See—
Hirafuji, Van, 3,840,304.
Kobayashi. Katsuomi. 3.840.399.

Murata.Keisuke. 3.839,961.
Takahashi. Yasuhiro. 3,839,992.

Yoshida, Shigeaki. 3,840.385.
Ridder. Gerhard: See

—

Hiersig. Heinz M.; Hansgen. Klaus; and Ridder. Gerhard.
3.839.922.

Riedmann. Manfred; and Vogt. Jurgen. to Hewlett-Packard GmbH.
Flame detector. 3.840.343, CI. 23-254. Oef.

Ries, Robert J. Power or manually operable gate. 3,839,826, CI. 49-

139.000.

Riesenberg, Klaus-Otto: See—
Von Loewis, Alexander; and Riesenberg. Klaus-Otto. 3.840.087.

Riesz, George William: See—
Oberer. Eric; and Riesz. George William. 3.840.7 1 2.

Rieter Machine Works. Ltd.: See—
Stalder. Herbert. 3.839.855.

Rigassi. Norbert: See—
Schodnekar. Madhukar Subraya, Pfiffner, Albert; Rigassi. Nor-

bert; Schwieter, Ulrich; and Suchy. Milos. 3.840,604.
Riker Laboratories. Inc.: See

—

Bolger. James W; and Petracek. Francis J.. 3.840.562.

Moore. George G. 1.; and Harrington, Joseph Kenneth, 3,840,597.
Petracek, Francis J.; and Sugisaska, Nobuyuki, 3.840.561.

Riker Laboratories, Inc., mesne: See

—

Moore, George G. I.; and Trancik, Ronald J., 3,840,527.
Rinehart, James W.: See-

Marshall, Arthur N.; Rinehart, James W.; and Gregory, Charles
A., Jr., 3.840,848.

Ring. Michael; and Sheehey. Joseph F.. to International Paper Com-
pany. Base sheet for strippable wall covering and process for making.
3.840.428, CI. 162-146.000.

Rizzi, Albert Daniel: See—
Mulvany, Richard Burke; Rizzi, Albert Daniel; and Wright. John

Harold, 3,839.920.

Robbins Company, The: See-
Crane, Clayton H.; and Fikse, Tyman H., 3.840.272.
Sugden. David B, 3,840.27 1.

Roberts, Donald R.; Peters, William J.; Harrington, Thaddeus A.;

Broomfield, Junior; and Crews, Ernest R., to United States of Amer-
ica, Agriculture. Method of chemically inducing lightwood forma-
tion in pine trees. 3,839,823, CI. 47-10.000.

Roberts, Erwin A.: See—
Putti, Marino V ; and Roberts, Erwin A., 3,839.948

Roberts, John S.; and Cresswell, Michael W.. to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation. Selective irradiation of gated semiconductor devices to
control gate sensitivity. 3.840.887. CI. 357-30.000.

Robertshaw Controls Company: See—
Katchka.JayR, 3.840.330.
Scott. Timothy F; and Poindexter. William E.. 3.839,902

Robins. Roland K.: See

—

O'Brien, Darrell E.; Robins, Roland K.; and Albert. Anthony H.,

3,840,665.
Robinson. Gilbert A. Message display device. 3.840.700, CI. 178-

7.200.

Robinson. Peter Anthony: See—
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Ballard. Denis George Harold; Jones, Eric; Pioli, Alexander
Joseph Peter; Robinson. Peter Anthony; and Wyatt. Ronald
John. 3.840.508.

Ballard. Denis George Harold; Robinson. Peter Anthony; Wyatt.
Ronald John; Jones. Eric; and Pioli, Alexander Joseph
3.840.51 I.

^

Robinson. Thomas C.: See-
Buck. Keith E.; Kitrilakis. Sotiris; and Robinson, Thomas C

3,840,006.
Robson, Peter: See—

Barrat, Christian; and Robson, Peter, 3,840,480.
Rocket Research Corporation; See—

McCullough. Foy. Jr ; Williams. Duane A.; Katter. Lincoln B.; and
Poole, Donald R , 3,840,246.

Rocks, Raymond E.; See—
Neti. Radhakrishna M; and Rocks. Raymond E., 3.840,342.

Rockwell International Corporation: See—
Anthony. Philip L, 3.840,802.
Kasabian. Jack. 3.840.762.

Rockwood Systems Corporation, mesne: See-
Clark. Langdon S.. 3.840,074.

Rodach, Alexander, to Ungerer. Irma. Frau. Reel for coiling strip
3.840.197. CI. 242-78.300. ^ ^

Rodan Industries. Inc.: 5ee—
Dankert, Roger W., 3,839,783.

Rodwancy, Robert B.: 5ee—
Schudel, Arthur; and Rodwancy, Robert B., 3,840,208

Roesch, Egon: See—
Fauland, Erich; Kampe, Wolfgang; Thiel. Max; Stork, Harald and
Roesch. Egon. 3,840,521

Rogenhofer, Horst; and Hillinger, Hans, to SKF Kugellagerfabriken
GmbH Method for separatmg water from emulsions containine oil
and device for same. 3,840,468, CI. 252-328.000.

Rogers, Bryant C , to Diacon, Inc. Gaseous discharge display device
with embedded electrode segments. 3,840,770. CI. 3 13-517 000

Rogers, Louis J
, to Ionics, Incorporated Organic carbon method and

analyzer. 3,840,341 , CI. 23-230.Ope.
Roggero. Arnaldo; Mazzei, Alessandro; and Proni, Antonio, to Snam

Progetti Catalyst useful for the episulphide polymerization and
copolymerization and process employing said catalysts. 3.840.503.
CI. 260-79.000.

Rohm and Haas Company: See—
Yih, Roy Y, 3,840,362.

Rohn, Charles L , to Mobil Oil Corporation Formation of elastic and
high-tenacity fibers from butene-l-homopolymers and copolymers
3,840,5 10, CI. 260-93.700.

Roland Offsetmaschinenfabrik Faber & Schleicher AG See—
Abendroth, Paul, 3.839.959.

Rolff. Jens W.. to A/S Stelton Bank. 3.840,1 73. CI. 232-4 000
Romankiw, Lubomyr T : 5ee—

Bajorek, Christopher H ; Romankiw, Lubomyr T., and Thompson
David A. 3,840,898.

Rosa. John: See—
Macko. Joseph E.; Pelly. Brian R.; and Rosa, John. 3,840 799

Rose. John Brewster: See—
Feasey. Ronald George; and Rose, John Brewster, 3,840,580

Rosen Enterprises, Inc : See-
Rosen, William E., 3,840,026.

Rosen, William E., to Rosen Enterprises, Inc Method of treatinc
tobacco. 3.840.026. CI. 131-143.000.

Rosenberg. Harry: See—
Weirich. Walter; Rosenberg. Harry; and Mutzke. Wilhelm.

Rosenberry. George Mowry: See—
Baumann, Frederick William; and Rosenberry, George Mowry,

3.840.763.
Ross. Bernard D Method and apparatus for longitudinal and rotational
alignment of pipe for bending with an automatic pipe bender
3.839,889, CI. 72-32.000.

Ross, David S.. to Hydro-Clear Corporation. Underdrain structure for
waste effluent filter and method of using same. 3,840.1 1 7, CI. 210-
nU. 000.

Roszyk. Leon M
; and Bamas, Louis A.. Jr , to Sunbeam Corporation.

Hand held battery operated device and charging means therefor
3.840,795, CI. 3 10-2.000

Roussel-UCLAF: See—
Fetizon, Marcel; and Jurion, Michel, 3,840,526.

Roussopoulos, Paul: See—
Kalopissis, Gregoire; Roussopoulos, Paul; and Zviak, Charles,

3,840,656.
Rozzi. Rony R.; and Laudenslager, Harry B.. Jr.. to Blackstone Cor-

poration. Solder fiux compositions. 3.840,41 1, CI. 148-23 000
RTE Corporation: See—

Link. Edwin A, 3,840,836.
Rudd.David W See—

Demers, Arthur P ; and Rudd, David W., 3,840,645.
Rudolph, Hans: See—

Bockmann, August, Kresse, Peter; Rudolph, Hans; and Printzen
Helmut, 3,840,383.

Rudy. Erwin Tool alloy compositions and methods of fabrication
3,840,367, CI. 75-203.000.

Ruopp, Donald: See-
Brown, Bernard B.; Harmetz, Ronald; and Ruopp, Donald.

Rupprecht, Herbert Albert: See—

Cerny, Louis Joseph; and Rupprecht, Herbert Albert. 3,840,709.
Rushton, Robert C. Jr. Milk collector and shield for nursing women

3.840,012, CI. 128-280.000.
Russell, Arthur G, Company Incorporated: See-

Dion, Warren E., 3,840,789.
Russell, Lewis Keith, to Signetics Corporation. Method for discretiona-

ry scribing and breaking semiconductor wafers for yield improve-
ment. 3, 8 39,781, CI. 29-574.000.

Russo, Joseph V., \59r to Krakowcr, Samanowitz & Goldman. Auto-
matic tape-feed, indexing and cutting mechanism. 3.839.934, CI. 83-
63.000.

Ruthardt, Rolf, to Heraeus, W. C. GmbH. Liquid ejection nozzle struc-
ture. 3,840,185, CI. 239-591.000.

Ryan, Margaret M. Off-shore oil well leakage confiner. 3,839 870 CI
61-l.OOf.

.
. .^1.

Ryfel. Kaspar; and Lys. Hans-Peter, to Inventa AG. Process for the
preparation of high-molecular-weight polyamides 3,840 500 CI
260-78.00r.

e k j ,-,...

S.A Automobiles Citroen: See—
Grosseau. Albert. 3.840,045.

Sabee. Reinhardt N Method of manufacture of a sanitary article and
ply having selectively thickened areas. 3.840.4 1 8, CI. 1 56-244 000

Sabet.Huschang. Sealing ring. 3,840,238, CI. 277-199.000.
Sable, Claude: See—

Chardonneau, Joel; Libeau. Andre; and Sable. Cl.iude. 3.839.865
Sacarisen. David Frederick, to International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation Electro-optical apparatus with temperature compensa-
tion. 3.840,305, CI. 356-226.000.

Saeki, Keiso: See—
Matsukawa, Hiroharu; and Saeki, Keiso, 3,840,467

Saft-Societe des Accumulateurs Fixes et de Traction See—
Depoix. Pierre. 3,840,406.

Sagami Chemical Research Center: See—
Okada.Tomio. 3.840.582

Sailer. Andre Louis, and Caste. Albert Andre Marcel, to Pechiney
Ugine Kuhlmann. Water-soluble azo dyestuffs obtained by oxidation
of resorcinol azo sulfobenzeazo-l-sulpophenyl-3-methyl-5-
pyrazalones. 3.840,5 14. CI. 260-143.000.

Saito, Shigeru; Watanabe. Tetsuya; Wakamori. Hideki; and Nakamura
Hideo, to Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Desiccator for
wet powder particles. 3,839,802, CI. 34-10.000.

Saito, )^uzi: See—
Hirose, Kiyoshi; Shiozawa, Kaoru; and Saito. Yuzi. 3.839 775

Sakaguchi. Shinji: See—
Usami, Toshimasa; Horie, Ikutaro; Ishigaki, Kunio; Miyazako
Takushi; and Sakaguchi, Shinji, 3.840.37 1

.

Salzer. Erwin, to Chase-Shawmut Companv. The Process for manufac-
turing high-voltage fuse. 3.839.786. CI. 29-623.000.

Sama. Nicholas. Shipping and display package for card mounted arti-
cles. 3,840,1 14, CI. 206-461.000.

Sanden, Ullrich, to Diessel GmbH & Co Process and apparatus for
determining the weight per unit volume of liquids of variable density
3,839,909, CI. 73-194.00m.

Sandoz Ltd.: See—
Hahn. Rasso; and Mueller. Curl, 3.840.519.

Sandoz-Wander, Inc.: See—
Eberle. Marcel K. 3,840,600.

Sankyo Company Limited: See—
Murayama, Keisuke; Morimura, Syoji; Yoshioka, Takao,

Horiuchi, Hideo; and Higashida, Susumu, 3,840.494.
Sankyo Organic Chemicals Company Limited: See—

Chiba, Tetsuo; Itsukaichi, Yosh'itoshi; Kawai, Masahiko; and Mu-
rata. Kooichiro, 3,840,586.

Sanno, Yasushi: See—
Kanai, Yoshio; Nohara, Akira; Honda, Haruomi; Kanno, Morio
and Sanno, Yasushi, 3.840.543.

Sansom. Arthur: See—
Eldridge. Arthur J . Jr., and Sansom. Arthur. 3.840.283

Sarcia. Domenico S., to Seal, Inc., mesne. Laminating apparatus
3.840,420, CI. 156-358.000. ^ ^^

Sasajima, Kikuo: See—
Maruyama, Isamu; Nakao, Masaru; Sasajima, Kikuo, Yanagihara.

Izumi; Inaba. Shigeho; and Yamamoto, Hisao, 3 840 529
Sasama, Shigeru: See—

Tsunawaki, Kiyokazu; Watanabe. Katsuhisa; Sasama, Shigeru-
Alto. Yuzo; and Nawata. Kiyoshi. 3.840.502.

Sasse. Klaus; and Eue. Ludwig, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft 4-Sub-

?.'Sol5ta;'iio-foSr'°^
^^'"p^""'^^

Sato, Akira: See—
Shiba, Keisuke; Hinata, Masanao; Oishi. Yasushi; Yoshida

Yoshinobu; and Sato. Akira. 3.840,376.
Shiba. Keisuke; Takei. Haruo; Sonoda. Minoru; Miyasaka
Nobuaki Sato. Akira; and Ogawa, Akira, 3,840,377.

Sato, Hiroshi; Takahashi, Koji; Shigeta, Sadaaki; and Abe, Yoshitaka
to Mitsubishi Rayon Co., Ltd Metal-containing, organic high
molecular compound reinforced with particulate inorganic material.

Sato, Hisanao: See—
Ikeda, Mitsusuke; Sato, Hisanao; Torii, Etsuko; Morimoto Kazu-

hisa; and Hasegawa, Yo, 3,840,368.
Sauerland. Franz Ludwig. Crystal frequency monitor. 3.840 804 CI

324-56.000. . . .
v,i.

Sauermann. Heinz: See—
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Raabe, Gerhard; tfckstein. Dieter; Sauermann, Heinz; and Win-

kler, Gerhard, 3,840,306.

Saufferer, Helmut, to Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft. Fog light for

motorvehicles. 3,840,731, CI. 240-9.500.

Sauter, Frederick J., to Eastman Kodak Company. Photographic ele-

ments comprising merocarbocyanine filter dyes. 3,840,375, CI. 96-

84.00r.

SCAL (Societe de Conditionnement en Aluminum): See—
Phlippoteau, Michel, 3.839.890.

Scarborough. Homer C: See-
Comer, William T.; Larsen. Aubrey A.; and Scarborough, Homer
C. 3,840,522.

Scarborough, Phyllis Jean: See-
Comer, William T., Larsen, Aubrey A.; and Scarborough, Homer
C, 3,840,522.

Scelia, Richard P.: See—
Fazzina, Thomas L , Jones, Gary V.; and Scelia, Richard P..

3,840,684.

Schaefer, Ernest D., to General Motors Corporation. Parking brake

control mechanism. 3,839.924. CI. 74-523.000.

Schaefer. William H ; and Bender, Richard E , to General Dynamics
Corporation. Game racket. 3,840,230, CI. 273-73.00f.

Schafer, Wolfgang: See—
Lanfranconi, Antonio; Schafer, Wolfgang; Testaguzza, Franco;

and Zanibelli, Franco, 3,840,1 36.

Schauffele, Carl N., to Eastman Kodak Company. High voltage protec-

tion circuit. 3,840,784, CI. 3 1 7-3 1 .000.

Scheffel, John W., to Union Oil Company of California. Method and
composition for treating high pour point oils under low ambient tem-
perature conditions. 3.840.352. CI. 44-62.000.

Schelling. Dale E : See-
Brock, Eugene W.; and Schelling, Dale E., 3,840,777.

Schermerhorn, Jerry D , to Owens-Illinois, Inc Circuits for driving and
addressing gas discharge panels by inversion techniques. 3,840,779,
CI 315-169 OOr

Schick. George E.: See—
Warsinger, Bernard M., 3,840,033.

Schiffman, Murray M , to Cambridge Research and Development
Group,. Greenberg. Sanford G and DT Liquidating Partnership; c/o

Jay M Haft, and Schiffman, Murray M. System for generating pulses

oflinearly varying period. 3,840,814, CI. 328-58.000.

Schindelmeiser, Fritz; Kaltschmidt. Hans-Jurgen, Strauss, Edmar. and
Foth, Siegfried, to Licentia Patent-Verwaltungs-G.m.b.H. Method of

producing waterproof electrical coils. 3.840.416, CI. 156-185.000.

Schlitt, Helmut W E.. to Northrop Corporation. Turn rate sensor.

3.839,915, CI 73-505.000.

Schmid, Wolfgang: .See—

Brenneisen, Paul, Wenger, Thomas; Gallay, Jean-Jacques; and
Schmid. Wolfgang. 3.840.550

Schmidt. Adam M . to Weatherhead Company. The Thread protector

3.840.052, CI. 138-96.00t

Schmidt, Donald L.; and Diesen. Ronald W., to Dow Chemical Com-
pany, The. Process for preparing crystalline, non-solvated aluminum
hydride. 3.840.654. CI. 423-645000.

Schmidt. Heinrich Gottlieb. Slolt/enberg. Dietrich; and Wolf, Viktor,

to Lever Brothers Company Carbon dioxide generating foodstuff

package with polyethyleneimine layer composite plastic foil.

3,840,680. CI. 426-126.000.

Schmitt. Charles R , to United States of America. Atomic Energy Com-
mission. Extinguishant for metal fires. 3.840.075, CI. 169-43.003.

Schmitt, Ernst, and Raue, Roderich, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.

Dihydroindolyl-, pyrimidonyl-, benzo-thiazolyl-. dihydroquinoxalyl-

or dihydroquinazolvmethylene azo di-phenylene oxide or cabazole

dyestuffs. 3.840.5 I 8. CI. 260-164.000.

Schmoock. Roy F.; and Mannherz, Elmer D., to Fischer & Porter Co.

Metering electrode assembly for electromagnetic flowmeters.

3,839,912, CI. 73-l94.0em.
Schnaibel, Eberhard: See-

Fleischer. Helmut; and Schnaibel. Eberhard, 3,840,278.

Schnatterly, Stephen Eugene: See—
Witzke, Horst; and Schnatterly, Stephen Eugene, 3,840,287.

Schnatterly. Stephen Eugene, to Optel Corporation. Electrochromic

display having electro-catalyst. 3.840,288, CI. 350-160.00r.

Schodnekar, Madhukar Subraya; Pfiffner. Albert; Rigassi. Norbert;

Schwieter, Ulrich; and Suchy, Milos, to Hoffman-La Roche Inc.

Propynyl benzyl ethers. 3,840,604, CI. 260-61 3.00d.

Schoellkopf. Ulrich; and Gerhart, Fritz, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-

Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft Metallized isocyanides and their reac-

tions. 3,840,530, CI. 260-240.00d.

Scholle. Karl, to Diehl. Method of connecting wire cables in locking

boltsforatrack-layingchain. 3. 839. 773. CI. 29-148.400.

Schoppe. Wayne F.: See—
Lange. Clark V ; Kelsch. Robert J ; Jackson. Earl V.; Schoppe.

Wayne F ; Squassoni, Gino F.; Warter. Peter J ; Herr. Gerald A.;

Randall. John M.; Schroeder, Russell G.. II; and Webb, Douglas

E. 3,840.299.
Schray, Walter H.: See-

Craig. Frank G. Sr.; and Schray, Walter H , 3.840.242.

Schreter. Robert E., to Hauck Manufacturing Company Industrial pol-

lution control systems and components thereof. 3.840.326, CI. 431-

114.000.

Schroeder, Russell G., II: See—

Lange. Clark V.; Kelsch. Robert J ; Jackson. Earl V.; Schoppe.

Wayne F; Squassoni. Gino F.; Warter. Peter J ; Herr. Gerald A.;

Randall, John M.; Schroeder, Russell G , II; and Webb, Douglas

E, 3.840,299.

Schudel. Arthur, and Rodwancy. Robert B Bubble-tight inflatable seal

for butterfly valve with offset disc. 3.840,208. CI. 25 1 -30.000.

Schuller. Richard: See

—

Neumaier, Hubert; Vogt, Wilhelm; Sennewald, Kurt; Schuller,

Richard; and Lenz, Gunther, 3.840,581

.

Schuiz, Johann G. D,: See—
Onopchenko, Anatoli; and Schuiz. Johann G D.. 3.840.594.

Schuster. Ludwig K.; and Tongyai. Singkata, to Pennwalt Corporation.

Coating asbestos-cement and the like. 3,840.392, CI. 1 1 7- 1 1 9.600.

Schwab, Frederick C: See—
Heilwell, Israel J; and Schwab, Frederick C, 3,840,459.

Schwantes, Glenn W.: See—
Stich, Frederick A.; and Schwantes, Glenn W., 3,840,790

Schwarcz, Andor. Method for maintaining the normal integrity of

blood. 3,839,743, CI. 3-1.000.

Schwartz, Jean-Pierre: See—
Devin, Bernard. Dupuy, Gerard; and SchwarU. Jean-Pierre,

3,840,431.

Schwarz, Alfred: See

—

Betensky. Ellis 1, and Schwarz. Alfred. 3,840,290

Schwellenbach, Robert D. Device for monitoring the operation of

directional signal lamps and other electrical components. 3,840,852,

CI. 340-80.000.

Schwieter, Ulrich: See—
Schodnekar, Madhukar Subraya; Pfiffner, Albert, Rigassi, Nor-

bert; Schwieter, Ulrich; and Suchy, Milos, 3,840,604

SCM Corporation: See—
Eppler. Richard Andrew, 3,840,394.

Hedman, Clarence L.. Jr., 3,840,744.

Scott. Jimmie D.; and Smith. Randel P , to Singer Company, The. Ad-
justable stroke mechanism for tufting machines. 3.839,972, CI. 1 12-

79.00r.

Scott, Leonard W, Jr.: See-
Foster, Robert D ; and Scott, Leonard W . Jr . 3.840.262

Scott, Timothy F.; and Poindexter, William E . to Robertshaw Controls

Company. Probe floating device. 3,839,902. CI 73-61 OOr
Seal, Inc.. mesne: See—

Sarcia. Domenico S.. 3,840,420. ,

Sealfire: See

—

Geffroy, Robert. 3.840.182.

Searle.GD..& Co See-
Jung, Christopher J ; and Pappo. Raphael. 3.840.573

Searle. John Gilbert; and Hunt. David John, to Allwood. Searle & Tim-
ney (Holdings) Limited. Friction welding apparatus. 3.840.168. CI.

228-2.000.

Seger. Michael: See— '

Kraemer. Stefan; Seger. Michael; and Seidl. Alois. 3.840,380.

Seidel, Lawrence H., to Jergens, Inc Fill and pressurizing system.

3,839.866. CI. 60-547.000.
Seidl. Alois: See—

Kraemer. Stefan; Seger. Michael; and Seidl. Alois. 3.840,380.

Seiger. Harvey N : See—
Yao, Neng-Ping; Oliver. Robert L.; and Seiger. Harvey N.,

3.840.407.

Seino. Shuichi; Fujino. Tomizo; and Tonegawa. Kakuji. to Osaka Seika

Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha and Nippon Kavaku Kabushiki Kaisha

Azole compounds. 3.840.528. CI. 260-240.0'0d

Seismograph Service Corporation: See—
Krasin, Lester Q.; and McCallum, Robert D., 3.840.706.

Seki. Kunio, to Hitachi, Ltd Phase detector circuit. 3.840.817, CI.

328-133.000.

Seki, Kunio, to Hitachi, Ltd. Full-wave rectifier circuit. 3,840,818, CI.

329-166.000.
Sekisui Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Yamamoto. Sadao; Honda, Seiichirou, Shimizu, Hisataka, and
Oguma, Kanzi, 3,840,625.

Senjo. Teizo: See—
Sugimoto, Masakatsu; Senjo, Teizo; Ozawa, Chihiro; and Sudo,

Athusi, 3,840,646.

Sennewald. Kurt: See—
Neumaier. Hubert; Vogt, Wilhelm; Sennewald, Kurt; Schuller.

Richard; and Lenz. Gunther. 3.840,581

Serman, Edward G., Jr., 20"^ interest to Lee, Raymond, Organization,

Inc., The. Tov simulating gymnastic events. 3,839.820, CI. 46-

131.000.

Seyfried, Franz: See-
Andres. Rudolf; Moller. Hermann; and Seyfried. Franz,

3,840,729.

Andres, Rudolf; Moller, Hermann; and Seyfried, Franz,

3,840,730.

Seyfried, Klaus: See-
Lucking, Hans Joachim; Seyfried. Klaus; Noll. Walter; and Fries.

Ludwig, 3.840.447.

Shaffer. John W.; and Brown. Stephen V , to GTE Sylvania Incor-

porated. Photoflash lamp 3,840,324, CI. 43 1 -93.000

Shaffer, John W., to GTE Sylvania Incorporated Photoflash lamp

3,840.325, CI. 431-93.000.

Shakhov, Eduard Konstantinovich: See—
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merry-go-

and Drucker. Rudolf,

Jr. Perfect binding

,3,840,554,

Martyashin. Alexandr Ivanovich; Morozov. Andrei Elizarovich;

Shakhov. Eduard Konstantinovich; and Shiyandin. Viktor Mik-
hailovich. 3,840,805.

Sharp, George L Wide double combination see-saw and
round apparatus. 3,840.226. CI. 272-30.000.

Sharp. Herbert John: See—
Allom. Clive; Sharp. Herbert John;

3.840,141.

Shatzkin, Leonard, to Heller, William C
3,840,254, CI. 281-21.000.

Shavel. John, Jr.: See—
Wittekind, Raymond R.; and Shavel, John, Jr

Sheehey, Joseph F.: See—
Ring. Michael, and Sheehey. Joseph F.. 3.840.428.

Sheehy. Francis M Base plate for outdoor gym sets. 3.840,203, CI
248-188.800.

Sheets, Edward G.: See—
Howells, Arthur J , Jr.; Jennings. Marvin D.; Eastman, Donald R ;

and Sheets. Edward G.. 3.840, 1 32
Sheetz. Laurence H : See—

Ellis. Lawrence D ; and Sheetz, Laurence H.. 3.839.824.
Sheldahl. David B ; and Striegler. John H.. to Atlantic Richfield Co

Lubricity additives for drilling fluids. 3.840,460, CI. 252-8. 50c.
Shell Oil Company: Sff—

Fan, HsingY, 3.840.579
Shellhause. Ronald L., to General Motors Corporation Master

cylinder. 3,839,867, CI. 60-562.000.
Shellman, Carl E . to General Motors Corporation Transmission con-

trol with manual TV control. 3.840,039. CI. 137-1 16.300.
Shen, Tsung-Ying, Jensen. Norman P.; and Wagner. Arthur F . to
Merck & Co, Inc Derivatives of 3,6-bis-(2-| 1-azabicyclo
( 3,1 ,0)hexane

| )-2,5-piperazinedione. 3,840,542. CI. 260-268.0dk.
Shepherd, Leonard Laverne: See—

Menzel, Alvin Lewis, and Shepherd, Leonard Laverne, 3,840,058
Sheridan, Anthony Terence; and Stewart, Ian, to British Steel Corpora-

tion. Tuyeres. 3,840,2 1 9, CI. 266-4 1 .000.
Shiba. Keisuke, Hinata, Masanao; Oishi, Yasushi; and Yoshida.

Yoshinobu, to Fuji Photo Film Co . Ltd. Green sensitive silver halide
photographic emulsion. 3.840.373. CI. 96-77,000.

Shiba. Keisuke; Hinata, Masanao; Oishi, Yasushi; Yoshida, Yoshinobu.
and Sato, Akira Supersensitized color photographic material
3,840,376, CI. 96-99.000.

Shiba, Keisuke; Takei, Haruo; Sonoda, Minoru. Miyasaka. Nobuaki.
Sato, Akira; and Ogawa, Akira, to Fuji Photo Film Co . Ltd. Super-
sensitized silver halide photographic emulsions. 3,840,377, CI. 96-
124.000.

Shigeta, Sadaaki: See—
Sato, Hiroshi, Takahashi, Koji; Shigeta, Sadaaki; and Abe

Yoshitaka, 3,840,505.
Shim, Kyung Sup, to Stauffer Chemical Company. Polvalkylene glycol
polyphosphorus compounds 3,840,622, CI. 260-929'000.

Shima, Takeo: See—
Oka, Isao; Urasaki, Takanori; Shima, Takeo; and Funakoshi,

Wataru, 3,840,609
Shima. Takeo; Inata. Hiroo; and Kawase. Shoji. to Teijin Limited

Process for producing shaped articles of polyamides. 3,840,635, CI.
264-236.000.

Shimamoto, Takio: 5ee—
Inoue, Michiro; Ishikawa, Masayuki; Tsuchiya, Takashi; and
Shimamoto,Takio, 3.840,662.

Shimizu, Hisataka: See—
Yamamoto, Sadao; Honda, Seiichirou; Shimizu, Hisataka; and
Oguma, Kanzi, 3,840,625

Shimizu, Reiko: See—
Yamamoto. Atsushi. Ikemoto. Toshio; and Shimizu, Reiko,

3,840,676.
Shimizu, Yozo Rotarv grinding wheel and its method of manufactur-

ing. 3,840.357, CI. 51-297.000.
Shimomura, Hiroshi, and Suganami, Tatsuo. to Mitsubishi Kinzoku
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Cutting tool with adjustable and replacea-
ble cutting tips. 3,839.772, CI. 29- 105.00a.

Shin. Masaaki: See—
Yamamoto. Kosuke; Shin. Masaaki; Takayanagi, Eifu, Narita,

Shigeo, and Furukawa, Manabu, 3,840,339.
Shiozawa. Kaoru: See—

Hirose. Kiyoshi; Shiozawa, Kaoru; and Saito, Yuzi. 3,839,775
Shiroki, Masami: See—

Nakanishi. Michio; Araki, Kazuhiko; Tahara, Tatsuya; and
Shiroki. Masami, 3,840,558.

Shkolnik, Steven. Game board for three-participant chess. 3,840,237,
CI. 273-131 Oab.

Shiyandin, Viktor Mikhailovich: See—
Martyashin, Alexandr Ivanovich; Morozov, Andrei Elizarovich;
Shakhov, Eduard Konstantinovich; and Shivandin, Viktor Mik-
hailovich, 3,840,805.

Shoupp, William E , and Bratkowski, Walter V. Collapsible instant-
photographic camera having an integral mechanically-powered elec-
tric generator. 3,840,297, CI. 354-135.000.

Shue, Robert S ; and Campbell, Robert W . to Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany. Copolyamides of 2.2-bis(4-aminocyclohexyl)propanes and a
mixture of alkanedicarboxylic acids. 3,840,501, CI. 260-78. OOr. -^

Sidwell, Albert Edwin, to Hercules Incorporated. Separation of dk«in
and 2,4,5-T from dioxin and 2,4,5-T-contaminated silvex. 3,840^592,
CI. 260-52 I. OOh.

Sidwell, Albert Edwin, to Hercules Incorporated. Separation of 2,4,5-T
and 2,3,7,8 tetrachlorodilienzo-p-dioxin from 2-(2,45-

trichlorophenoxy) propionic acid contaminated therewith.

3,840,593, CI. 260-521.OOh.
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Grabmaier, Josef; and Plattner, Rolf, 3,840,347.
Winstel, Gunter; and Jochen, Peter, 3,839,991

.

Signetics Corporation: See—
Russell. Lewis Keith, 3,839,781.

Signode Corporation: See—
Howard. Frank C. 3,840.165.

Silarski. Casimir, Jr.. to Chrysler Corporation. Speedometer cable
noise absorption member. 3.839.882. CI. 64-4.000

Silverman. Daniel. Control means for pressure fluid vibrators for

generating seismic waves in the earth 3.840.090. CI. 181-1 19.000.
Simak. Lilia Alexeevna: See—

Grezdov. Gennady Ivanovich; Gischak. Kondrat losifovich; Log-
vinenko. Jury Pavlovich; Pukhov. Georgy Evgenievich; Simak,
Lilia Alexeevna; and Kosmach, July Petrovich, 3.840.725.

Simek, Charles E.: See—
O'Neal, Wilbert O ; Page. Burford J . and Simek. Charles E.,

3,840,147.

Simon, Alan J.: See—
OKeeffe, Terence W., and Simon. Alan J . 3,840,749.

Simon. James B.: See—
Kolell. Norbert C ; and Simon, James B , 3,840.793

Simpson. Melvin L.: See—
Fleming. Donald A; Garmon, Lee F., Jr., and Simpson, Melvin L.,

3.839,999.

Singer Company, The: See—
Scott, Jimrnie D ; and Smith, Randel P , 3,839.972

Singer. Karl, to Multiview Corporation Removable sign cartridge for
changeable message sign. 3,839.808. CI. 40-86. OOr.

Sitges, F J . to Asturiana de Zinc, S.A Hydraulic apparatus for remov-
ing the zinc deposited on zinc electrolysis cathodes 3,840.032, CI
134-144.000.

(
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Rogenhofer, Horst; and Hillinger, Hans, 3,840.468.
Slater Paper Box. Inc : See—

Waters, Carl, 3,840,171.
Slone. Thomas J. Sr.: See—

Liepa. Alexander L ; and Slone, Thomas J . Sr . 3.840.679
Sluga. William James, to Dresser Industries, Inc Inside repair clamp

for low pressure piping. 3,840,053. CI 138-97 000.
Smaczny. Charles W ; Powell. Roger Floyd; Takiguchi. Waller, and

Daberstein. George, to Akzona Incorporated, mesne Asvmmetrical
electrical connector with aligning means 3.840,839, CI 339-49. OOr.

Smialek. Robert L : See-
While. John E.. and Smialek. Robert L . 3,840,768.

Smimov, Oleg Alexandrovich, Zubkov, Vyacheslav Ivanovich;
Mescherinov, Igor Georgievich; Danilov, Viktor Petrovich; and
Gvantmakher, Iser Moiseevich. Device for thermal treatment of or-
ganism. 3,840,019. CI. 128-400.000.

Smith, Alfred A. Foldable invalid walker 3,840.034. CI. l35-45.00a.
Smith, Carlowen, to Industrial Contracting of Fairmont. Inc Anti-

blocking valve apparatus. 3.840.038. CI. 137-637 100.
Smith, Herchel: See—

Yardley, John P; Rees, Richard W ; and Smith. Herchel.
3,840,557.

Smith, James A ; Kaiser. Robert G ; and Moffatt, Bruce S , to Clark &
Vicario Corporation. Vacuum aeration of liquid waster effluent
3,840,2 16. CI. 261-29.000.

Smith, Jimrnie D. Multi-use utility vehicle. 3,840,077, CI. 1 72-258.000.
Smith, John Paul: See—

Limiero. Albert David; and Smith, John Paul, 3,840,710.
Smith, Kenneth E : See—

Krohn,Duane D; and Smith, Kenneth E , 3,840.179.
Smith, Lawrence B., to Bioelectric Systems. Inc Electric Held

propagating grid for inducing beneficial physiological effects in
animals. 3,840,020, CI. 128-404.000.

Smith, Peler R., to Stone-Platt Crawlev Limited Combustion cham-
bers. 3,840,332, CI. 43 1 -35 1 .000.

Smith, Randel P: Sff—
Scott, Jimmie D ; and Smith, Randel P , 3,839,972.

Smith, Ronald L.; and Karstedt, Bruce D., to General Electric Com-
pany. Flame retardant organopolysiloxane composition. 3,840,492
CI. 260-37.0sb.

Smith, Sidney. Motorcycle-drain chariot. 3,840,085, CI I80-I4.00r.
Smith, Wayne G: S« e—

Klee, Maurice; and Smith, Wayne G., 3,840,094.
Smithkline Corporation: See—

Mendelson, Wilford L., 3,840,547.
Snam Progetti: See—

Roggero, Arnaldo; Mazzei, Alessandro; and Proni, Antonio
3,840,503.

Snelling, James W Apparatus for the removal of contaminents from
gases and the like 3,839,971, CI. 1 10-8. OOr.

Snow, Adolph I.: See—
WostI, Wolfgang J.; Onyon, Edward W.; Snow, Adolph I and
Trapp, Harold D., 3,840,055.

Societa Italiana Resine SIR. S.p.A.: See—
Ligorati, Ferdinando; Colombo, Paolo; and Galliverti Marco

3,840,470.
Societe Anonyme Automobiles Citroen: 5fe—

Durin, Michel, 3,840,440.
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Societe Anonyme dite; L'Oreal: See—
Vanlerberghe.Guy. 3,840,606.

Societe Anonyme pour I'Equipment Electrique de Vehicles S.E.V :

See—
Poirier d'Ange d'Orsay, Emmanuel J., 3,840,405.

Societe d "Assistance Technique Pour Products Nestle S.A.: See—
Mosher, Arthur Joseph, 3,840,674.

Societe des Procedes Modernes d'Injection Sopromi: See—
Ufnalewski, Jucek, 3,839,943.

Societe en nom Collectif "Science Union el Cie Societe Francaise de
Recherche Medicate": See—
Malen, Charles; and Desnoyers, Pierre, 3,840,548.

Societe Industrielle de Brevets et d'Etudes S.I. BE.: See—
Mennesson, Francois Paul. 3.839.997.

Societe le Nickel: See—
Gandon, Louis; Bozec. Christian H.; and Lenoble, Philippe B

3.840.446.
.

Societe Rhodiaceta: See— '

Barbe. Gerard M ; Curtillat. Pierre G.; and Lequav. Claude
3,840.633.

Solop. Eli. to Phillips Petroleum Company Extruder with deckle bar
having heating and cooling means. 3.840,3 18. CI. 425-461.000.

Somani. Pitambar: See—
Jones. Peter Hadley; and Somani, Pitambar, 3,840,663.

Somerville Industries Limited: See—
Zimmermann, John, 3,840,172.

Sommerfeld, Dieter, and Kowald, Bernhard, to Henkel & Cie GmbH
Packaging. 3,840,396, CI. 1 17-t55.00r.

Sommerman, George M L., and Cookson, Alan H., to Westinghouse
Electric Corporation. Discharge control shield for high voltage elec-
trical apparatus Including a dielectric barrier. 3,840,716 CI 200-
148.OOr.

Sonntag, Aloys, to Licentia Patent-Verwaltungs-G.m.b.H. Method for
producing a semiconductor component 3,840,398, CI 117-
217.000.

Sonoda, Minoru: See—
Shiba, Keisuke; Takei, Hajuo; Sonoda, Minoru, Mivasaka,

Nobuaki; Sato, Akira, and Ogawa, Akira. 3,840,377.
Sons, James E , to Detprotector. Inc Detector-protector circuit

3.840,780, CI. 317-l.3.00r.
Sony Corporation: See—

Kawada, Hirohito, 3,840,820.
Kubo.Masao. 3.840.895.
Mono. Minoru; Nakagawa. Yutaka, and Suzuki, Masao,

3,840,771.
Okada, Takashi; and Sumiva, Hiroyuki, 3.840,754
Takahashi, Shigenori, 3,840.275.
Usui.Setsuo. 3.840,858.

Soroka. Walter G:5f<'—
Perlus, Tibor G., and Soroka, WalterG., 3,840,388.

Southwest Research Institute: See—
Ludwig. Allen C ; and Dale. John M.. 3,840,232.
Wood, Charles D , III. and Clark. John M.. Jr.. j, 839, .,48.

Speak. Richard C . to United States Borax & Chemical Corporation.
Device for dispensing liquid or paste material. 3.840.154, CI. 222-
181.000

Speckhart, .Max: See—
.Mayer. Rolf; and Speckhart. Max, 3,840,722.

Sperry Rand Corporation: See—
Conway, Patrick H„ 3,840,82 1

.

Spitz, Jean; and Viguie. Jean-Claude, to Commissariat a I'Energie
Atomique. Method for the preparation of thin films by ultra-soni-
cally vaporing solutions into an aerosol. 3,840, 391, CI. 1 17-106 OOr

Spivey, Allen Spray gun. 3.840. 1 84, CI. 239-4 1 5.000.
Sprague-Goodman Electronics, Inc.: See—

Fried. Harvey, 3,840,786.
Sprenger, Gerhard E : See—

Carlick, Daniel J.; Marra, Frank; and Sprenger, Gerhard E
3,840,369.

Sprugel, Friedrich: See—
Froeschmann, Rasmus; and Sprugel, Friedrich, 3,840,463.

Squassoni, Gino F.: See—
Lange, Clark V.; Kelsch, Robert J ; Jackson, Earl V.; Schoppe,
Wayne F.; Squassoni, Gino F.; Warter, Peter J.; Herr, Gerald A.;
Randall, John M., Schroeder, Russell G., II; and Webb, Douglas
E., 3,840,299.

Squibb, E. R , & Sons, Inc.: See—
Dolfini, Joseph Edward; and Bohme, Ekkehard, 3,840.533.
Hoehn, Hans; and Denzel, Theodor, 3,840,546.

Squiers, David J.: See—
Obenhaus, Robert E.; and Squiers, David J., 3,840,834.

Squires, Arthur M. Process for gasifying granulated carbonaceous fuel.

3.840,353, CI. 48-203.000.
S R.M. Hydromekanik AB: See-

Ahlen, Karl Gustav, 3,839,864.
St Clair, Theodore A.; and Weltz, Richard K., to Textron Inc. Meter

reading. 3,840,866, CI. 340- 1 88.00r.
Staats, Henry N.; and Melull, Frederick H., to General Binding Cor-

poration. Method and apparatus for binding books. 3,839,759, CI.
1 1-1. 00a.

Stach, Leonard J.: See—
Richter, Sidney B.; and Stach, Leonard J., 3,840,596.

Stacker, Gunther: See—
Benner, Gunter; and Stacker, Gunther, 3,840,755.

Stadelman, Raymond J.: See—

Fazekas, Thomas W , Hartz, Walter A., Muth, Norman J ; and
Stadelman, Raymond J , 3,840,239.

Stalder. Herbert, to Rieter Machine Works, Ltd. Housing for an open-
ing roll of an open end spinning device. 3,839,855, CI. 57-58.910.

Staley, John, to G&G Industries. Inc. Tandem compacting and molding
apparatus with continuous inverted flask removal. 3.840,063, CI
164-194.000.

Stanadyne, Inc : See—
Moen, Alfred M , 3,840,048.

Standard Brands Incorporated: See—
Strong, David R ; and Redfern. Sutton, 3,840,683.

Standard Oil Company: See—
Blaha. Eli W ; and Kurasiewicz. Adam S.. 3,840.549.
Stephens, James R.. 3.840.498.
Wampfler.Gene L.;and Pohlmann. Hans P.. 3.840.641.

Standard Oil Company. The: See—
Grasselli. Robert K.; and Suresh. Dev D., 3.840,595.

Standun, Inc.: See—
Paramonoff. Elpidifor, 3,839,933.

Stann, Barry L , to United States of America, Army Transistor doppler
detector for loop type oscillator 3.840,876, CI. 343-8 000

Slark,Richard A : Sec-
Fuller, Fred J ; Kirschner, John G.; and Stark, Richard A .

3,840,315.
Start, John Francis: See—

Franko-Filipasic, Borivoj Richard: and Start, John Francis.
3,840,621.

Stastny, Fritz; Trieschmann. Hans Georg; Gaeth. Rudolf; and Koemer.
Heinz-Hermann. to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktien-
gesellschaft Manufacture of resilient compound foams. 3,840.628,
CI. 264-46.000.

Stauffer Chemical Company: See-
Baker. Don R.; and Epstein. Peter F.. 3.840,555.
Gallagher. Ruth, 3,840,620.
Gutman. Arnold D.. 3,840,361

.

Shim, Kyung Sup, 3,840,622.
Steamotive Inc.: See-

Johnson, Don E , 3,839,994
Steckler, Steven Alan, to RCA Corporation. Signal combining circuit.

3,840,8 19, CI. 330-30.00d.
Steele, Rebecca D. Combination multiple residential apartments and

service areas building. 3.839,833, CI. 52-90.000.
Stegmaier. Louis T.: See—

Pekrul, Ronald G.; and Stegmaier. Louis T., 3,840,7 1 7
Stein, Marcel. Method and device for improved maintenance of lu-

minaires. 3,840,733, CI. 240- 1 1 .20r.

Steinwand, Paul J., to Union Oil Company of California. Latex with im-
proved flame resistance and stability. 3!840.488, CI. 260-29. 70p.

Stenger. Richard J., to Sun Research and Development Co. Apparatus
for testing traction coefficient. 3,839,897, CI. 73-10.000.

Stepe. Visvaldis Alfons, to Caterpillar Tractor Companv. Open side
ground engaging tip. 3,839.805. CI. 37-l42.00r.

Stephens, Charles F.: See-
Brown, Niel E.; and Stephens, Charles F., 3,839,752.

Stephens, Geoffrey Keith: See—
Bolto, Brian Alfred; and Stephens. Geoffrey Keith, 3,840,482.

Stephens, James R., to Standard Oil Company. Film forming polyamide
composition from fumaric acid and aromatic carbocyclic diiso-
cyanate. 3,840,498, CI. 260-78.0ua.

Steranko, James Joseph; and Holland, John Henry, said Holland assor.
to Inforex, Inc. Automatic bonding apparatus with multiple bonding
heads. 3,840,169, CI. 228-4.000.

Sterling Drug Inc.: See—
Lesher, George Y., 3,840,598.
Lorenz, Roman R.; and Brundage, Ruth Pauline, 3,840,544.

Sterling Tool Company: See—
Freres, Donald E., 3,839,974.

Sternberg, Herbert B , to Automated Reference Corporation. Vehicle
identification apparatus. 3.839,807, CI. 40-2.200.

Stevenson, Alastair Kershaw: See-
Fowler, Albert Lewis; and Stevenson, Alastair Kershaw,

3,840,851.
Stevenson, Norman R. Ramp assembly for loading dock. 3,839,761 CI

14-71.000.

Stewart, Aubrey P., Jr., to Stewart, Aubrey P., Jr.. mesne. Acid-steam
sterilization. 3,839,843, CI. 53-37.000.

Stewart, Aubrey P., Jr., mesne: See-
Stewart, Aubrey P., Jr., 3,839,843.

Stewart, Ian: See-
Sheridan, Anthony Terence; and Stewart, Ian, 3,840,2 19.

Stewart, James A., to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incor-
porated. Automatic disconnect circuit for reducing dial pulse distor-
tion and noise in a subscriber carrier telephone system. 3,840,703
CI. 179-2. 50r.

Stewart, Richard D., to General Electric Company. Imaging device
having solid-state target. 3,840,740, CI. 250-2 1 1 OOj.

Stich, Frederick A.; and Schwantes, Glenn W., to Allis-Chalmers Cor-
poration. Electronically commutated motor. 3,840,790, CI 318-
254.000.

Stick N'Dip, Inc.: See-
Price, Dan M, 3,840,678.

Stillman, Albert H., Jr. Swimming pool coping. 3,839,748 CI 4-
172.210.
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Stirling. John Mowat Miller; and Colgan, John Francis, to Institute for

Industrial Research and Standards. Construction of stabilised plat-

form 3.K4().265.C1. 296-19.000.

Stoltzenberg. Dietrich: See-
Schmidt, Heinrich Gottlieb; Stoltzenberg, Dietrich; and Wolf, Vik-

tor. .»,840.680.

Stone-Platt Crawley Limited: See-
Smith. Peter R. 3.840,332.

Stoncr, Glenn E.. and Boyd, Thompson H., Ill Instrument for measur-

ing blood clotting times. 3,840.806. CI. 324-65.00r.

Stork. Harald; See—
Fauland. Erich; Kampe, Wolfgang; Thiel. Max; Stork, Harald; and
Roesch.Egon. 3.840.521.

Stoyell. Loyal A.: See-
Hard. Robert A.; Stoyell. Loyal A.; and Young, Claude Frank,

3.840.410
Strauss. Edmar: See

—

Schindelmeiser. Fritz; Kaltschmidt. Hans-Jurgen; Strauss, Edmar;
and Foth, Siegfried. 3.840.416

Strazdins, Edward, to American Cyanamid Company. Novel vinyla-

mide dry strength resins and paper containing the same hydrophilic-

hvdrophobic vinylamide polvmers and manufacture of paper.

3;840,489,CI. 260-29.6ta.

Streule, Josef; and Brot, Blasius. Filter structure for tobacco products
particularly for cigarettes and cigars, as well as for cigarette holders,

tobacco pipes and the like. 3.840.029. CI. 1 3 1 -26 1 OOb.

Striegler. John H.: See—
Sheldahl. David B.; and Striegler, John H . 3,840.460.

Stripling. William W ; White. Harold V.; and Hunter. Joe S.. to United
States of America, Army. Magnetic fluid level detector and vibration

transducer. 3,839,904, CI. 73-7 1 .200.

Strom, Arnold J. Automatic safety belt assembly. 3,840,249, CI. 280-

I SO.Osb.

Strong. David R.; and Redfern. Sutton, to Standard Brands Incor-

porated. Egg product. 3.840.683, CI. 426-177.000.
Strutz. Lothar: See—

Laskawy. Werner; Strutz. Lothar, and Kruger, Gunter, 3,840,626.

Stuber, Robert Ernest: See—
Coombe, Anthony John; Danisavich, Edward Anthony; Gniewek,
Thomas Thaddeus. Jr., Muhlmichl. Philip John; and Stuber.

Robert Ernest, 3,840,188.

Sturt, Alan Charles: See—
Bagby. George; and Sturt, Alan Charles, 3,840,507.

Suchy, Milos: See

—

Schodnekar. Madhukar Subraya; Pfiffner. Albert; Rigassi, Nor-
bert; Schwieter. Ulrich; and Suchy. Milos. 3.840.604

Sudo, Athusi; See—
Sugimoto, Masakatsu; Senjo, Teizo; Ozawa, Chihiro; and Sudo,

Athusi, 3,840,646.
Sugai, Masayoshi; See

—

Morita, Tomijiro; Funabashi, Isao; and Sugai, Masayoshi,
3.840.638.

Suganami. Tatsuo: See—
Shimomura. Hiroshi; and Suganami, Tatsuo, 3,839,772.

Sugden. David B.. to Robbins Company, The. Tunneling machine hav-

ing swinging arms carrying cutter discs. 3,840,271 . CI. 299-31 .000.

Suggitt. Robert M.: See—
Kravitz. Stanley; Estes, John H.; and Suggitt. Robert M .

3,840.614.

Suggitt, Robert M; and Carter, Norman D, to Texaco Inc Hydrogena-
tion of aromatic hydrocarbons. 3,840,608. CI. 260-667.000.

Suggitt. Robert M ; Estes. John H ; and Kravitz, Stanley, to Texaco Inc.

Fluorided composite alumina catalysts. 3.840,6 1 5. CI. 260-683.680.

Sugimoto. Masakatsu; Senjo, Teizo; Ozawa, Chihiro; and Sudo, Athusi.

to Fuji Kasui Engineering Co.. Ltd and Nippon Metal Industry Co.,

Ltd. Process for recovering nitric acid from waste pickle liquor solu-

tion. 3,840,646. CI. 423-390.000.
Sugisaska, Nobuyuki: See—

Petracek, Francis J; and Sugisaska, Nobuyuki, 3,840,561.

Sumitomo Chemical Co.. Ltd.: See

—

Maruyama, Isamu. Nakao, Masaru; Sasajima, Kikuo; Yanagihara,

Izumi; Inaba, Shigeho; and Yamamolo, Hisao, 3,840,529.

Sumitomo Chemical Company Limited: See—
Yamada, Hirotada; Okano, Shigeru; Komatsu, Toshiaki; Kaisura.

Toyozo; and Eda. Yasuko, 3,840,525.
Sumiya, Hiroyuki: See—

Okada, Takashi; and Sumiya, Hiroyuki, 3,840,754.

Sun Chemical Corporation; See—
Carlick, Daniel J.; Marra, Frank; and Sprenger. Gerhard E .

3.840,369.

Sun Research and Development Co.: See—
Stenger. Richard J . 3.839.897.

Sun Ventures. Inc.: See-
Hedge, John A . 3.840.610

Sunbeam Corporation: See

—

Roszyk, Leon M . and Barnas. Louis A., Jr., 3,840,795.

Sunderland. John C , to Capintec, Inc Detector bias voltage connec-
tion. 3.840,745, CI. 250-336.000.

Sunderland, John C . to Capintec. Inc. Apparatus for recording and
reproducing analog data. 3.840.890, CI. 360-32.000.

Sunshine Cordage Corporation: See

—

Carranza, Alfredo S.; and Perez, Agustin M.. 3,839,854.

Supreme Equipment & Systems Corporation: See—
Castaldi.John A, 3,840,131.

Suresh, Dev D.: See—
Grasselli, Robert K.; and Suresh, Dev D., 3,840,595.

Susick, Ronald E.: See—
Kornas, Zigmunt C; Putti, Marino V.; Susick, Ronald E ; and Tar-

diff. Daniel F. 3.839,947.

Suter. Hans; and Zuter, Hans, to Mundipharma AG. 1,2-

Dichloropropionyl-(4'-chloro-2'-nitro)-anilide. 3,840,599, CI. 260-

562.00b.
Suzuki, Masao: See—

Morio, Minoru; Nakagawa. Yutaka; and Suzuki. Masao,

3.840.771.
Suzuki. Takashi; See—

Yaginuma, Hiroshi; Suzuki, Takashi; and Watanabe, Yoshifumi.

3.840.491.

Suzuki. Takeshi, to Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Stop regulation

system for motion picture cameras. 3.840,295. CI. 352-141.000.

Suzuki. Tasuku: See

—

Ishizaka. Mitsuo; Suzuki. Tasuku, Mikogami, Yukihiro; and Wada.
Tamotsu. 3,840.393.

Svensson. Karl Gunnar. Method and sheet assembly for producing

imaged transparencies suited for projection. 3.840.386. CI 117-

36.100.

Swain. Kenneth W.: See—
Kussv, Frank W.; Swain, Kenneth W.; and Angelis, John G.,

3.840.835.

Sweetheart Plastics. Inc.: See-
Davis. Paul; and Fong, Gim P., 3.840.143

Swenson. William J.; and Wilkinson. Adrian D . to Offshore Company,
The. Constant force device 3,839,976. CI. 1 1 4- 50d

Swift, Eric Owen, to Davy-Loewy Limited Transducer mounting ar-

rangement. 3.839,944, CI. 92-5 OOr
Swoboda, John J.. Jr.. and Swoboda. Norman L. Racking arm for pipe

sections, drill collars, riser pipe, and the like used in well drilling

operations. 3.840. 1 28. CI. 2 1 4- 1 Obd.

Swoboda. Norman L.: See

—

Swoboda. John J. Jr.; and Swoboda. Norman L.. 3.840.1 28.

Svkora. Bonifac. Device for fishing with a dead minnow . 3.839,8 1 4. CI.

'43-44.200.

Svmons, Philip C: See—
Bjorkman, Harry K.; and Svmons, Philip C, 3.840.650.

Synowiec, Stanislaw: See-
Harris. Le Roy S ; Synowiec, Stanislaw; and Dybczak. Stan E.,

3,840,351.
Systems Engineering Laboratories: See—

Aldous. Harold William, 3,839,790.

Taccone, Russell William. Conveyor for a flaskless mold line.

3,840,066, CI. 164-323.000.

Taft Broadcasting Corporation, mesne: See—
Modisette, Jerry Lee; and Covington, Morris T.. 3,839,914.

Tahara, Tatsuya; See—
Nakanishi. Michio; Araki. Kazuhiko; Tahara, Tatsuva; and

Shiroki. Masami, 3.840.558.

Takagi, Hiroo: See—
Deguchi, Shigeichi; and Takagi, Hiroo, 3,840,636.

Takahashi, Isamu: See—
Yamada, Shinji; and Takahashi. Isamu. 3,840,630.

Takahashi. Koji: See-
Sato. Hiroshi; Takahashi. Koji; Shigeta. Sadaaki; and Abe.

Yoshitaka. 3,840,505.

Takahashi, Shigenori, to Sony Corporation. Switching circuit utilizing

gate controlled switching device. 3,840.275. CI. 307-252.00c.

Takahashi. Yasuhiro. to Ricoh Co.. Ltd. Diazo type photosensitive

sheet developing device. 3,839.992, CI. 1 18-637.000.

Takamiya, Hiroshi: See

—

Asano, Tetsumasa; Takamiva. Hiroshi; and Morimoto. Yoshinobu.
3.840.736.

Takayanagi, Eifu: See—
Yamamoto, Kosuke; Shin. Masaaki; Takayanagi. Eifu; Narita.

Shigeo; and Furukawa, Manabu. 3.840.339.

Takeda, Tomohiro; and Mogi. Takaaki. to Nissan Motor Company.
Limited. Variable intensity illumination control svstem for a motor
vehicle. 3.840.776, CI. 3 1 5-69.000.

Takei. Haruo: See—
Shiba. Keisuke; Takei. Haruo; Sonoda. Minoru; Miyasaka.

Nobuaki; Sato, Akira; and Ogawa, Akira, 3,840,377.

Takenaka. George; and Gearheart, John D., to Addmaster Corpora-
tion. Record tape handling apparatus 3,840, 164, CI 226-90.000

Takenaka, Sigeo; and Idaka. Kazuhiko. to Tokyo Shibaura Electric

Co., Ltd. Shielding member between only the control and side beams
in a color cathode ray tube. 3,840,765, CI. 3 I 3-428.000.

Takeuchi, Takeshi, to Hochiki Corporation. Modulator arrangement
for catv systems. 3,840,8 1 2, CI. 325-308 000

Takeuchi, Tomio: See

—

Umezawa, Hamao; Aoyagi, Takaaki; Takeuchi, Tomio; Maeda.
Kenji; Hamada, Masa, and Hara, Takeshi. 3,840,5 1 3.

Umezawa, Hamao; Takeuchi, Tomio; Aoyagi, Takaaki; Hamada.
Masa; Maeda. Kenji; and Okami, Yoshiro, 3,840,5 1 6.

Takiguchi, Walter: See

—

Smaczny. Charles W.; Powell, Roger Floyd; Takiguchi, Walter;

and Daberstein, George, 3,840.839.

Talboom, Frank P.. Jr.; and Mushovic, John N., to United Aircraft Cor-
poration. Determination of thermal profile history of high tempwra-
ture parts. 3,839,898, CI. 73-15.00r.

Tamir, Theodor: See

—

Bertoni, Henry L.; and Tamir, Theodor, 3,840,824.
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Stanley, 3,839,953.

Tamny, Simon Z.: See--
Baker, Robert G ; and Tamny, Simon Z . 3,840,1 58.

Tamura, Hifumi; and Kondo, Toshio, to Hitachi, Ltd Ion
Microanalyzer. 3,840,743, CI. 250-307.000.

Tanaka. Heiroku; and Nakagawa, Yoshinobu, to Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co.. Ltd. Switch assembly including rotarv variable re-
sistor. 3,840,838, CI. 338-198.000.

Tangorra. Giorgio, to Industries Pirelli S.p.A. Pneumatic tire
3,840.060, CI. 152-353.000.

Tanide, Yoshinori: See—
Yamada, Hayao; and Tanide, Yoshinori, 3,840,585

Tappe. Gerald D., to Feather River Orthodontic Laboratory, Inc
Dentometer. 3.839.801. CI. 33-179 000

Tardiff, Daniel F: See—
Kornas, Zigmunt C ; Putti, Marino V.; Susick. Ronald E and Tar-

diff. Daniel F. 3,839,947.
Tat-Hin Sund, Joseph: See—

Gaynor, Joseph; Yamada, Yoshikazu; and Tat-Hin Sund, Joseoh
3,839.956. 11 ^ '

Tate, Jack F See-
Allen, Joseph C; iid Tate. Jack F., 3,840,073

Tate. Ralph: See— ]'

Popovitch. Dragolyoub; Tate, Ralph; and Haag, Charles W.,

Tateishi, Teizaburo: See—
Kubota, Hayato; Nakayama, Sadao; and Tateishi, Teizaburo,

3,840,682.
Taylor, Brian W.: See—

Kobylinski, Maddeus P.; and Taylor, Brian W , 3 840 389
Taylor Clarence R Method and device for holding or clamping an arti-

cle. 3,839,930. CI. 81-328.000.
Taylor. Glenn R : See—

'^'^"ogg- Wa"er J,; Taylor. Glenn R.; and Calvin, Chester W
J (OHUiOU I ' '

TCI, Inc See
Hirsch. Stanley

Technicon Instruments Corporation: See—

^1'8^0^438^
M.; Pfavin. Milton H

; and Rao. K. Jagan Mohan.

Teijin Limited: .See—
Shima, Takeo, Inata. Hiroo; and Kawase. Shoji. 3.840,635
Tsunawaki, Kiyokazu; Watanabe. Katsuhisa; Sasama, Shigeru

Alto. Yuzo, and Nawata. Kivoshi. 3.840,502.
Yamada. Shinji; and Takahashi. Isamu. 3.840.630.

Tektronix, Inc.: See-
Allen. David W., and Iwata, Hideki, 3,840,81

3

Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson: See—
Hemdal, Goran Anders Henrik, 3,840,707.

Teller. Aaron J., to Teller Environmental Systems. Inc.. mesne. Process
and apparatus for treatment of jet engine exhaust. 3,839,846, CI. 55-

Teller. Daniel M.: See-
Douglas, George H ; Teller, Daniel M.; and Bell, Stanley C.

3 .840.5 36.

Teller Environmental Systems. Inc . mesne: See-
Teller. Aaron J.. 3.839.846.

Templeman. Leslie Ray: See-
McDonald. William Roy; and Templeman, Leslie Ray, 3,839 952

Tenneco Inc : See—
Balluff, Robert N., 3.840,346.

Terashima, Toshikatsu: See—
Ikeda, Takemi; Tera.shima, Toshikatsu; and Hasegawa, Tokushige.

3,840,1 06.

Terman, Lewis M : See—
Gaensslen, Fritz H; and Terman, Lewis M, 3,840,888.

Testaguzza. Franco: See—
Lanfranconi, Antonio; Schafer. Wolfgang; Testaguzza, Franco
and Zanibelli, Franco, 3,840.1 36.

Texaco Inc : See-
Allen. Joseph C , and Tate, Jack F., 3,840,073
Crouch, William B., 3,840.355.
Knowles. Edwin C; McCoy, Frederick C; and Arnold. Georee B

3.840.465. ^
'

Kravitz, Stanley; Estes, John H.; and Suggitt. Robert M
3.840.614.

Suggitt, Robert M ; and Carter, Norman D . 3,840.608.
Suggitt. Robert M.; Estes. John H.; and Kravitz. Stanlev

3,840,615.
Texas Instruments, Incorporated: See—

Boulanger, Henry J.. 3,839,785.
Houston, David T.; and Wilson, James S., 3,840,878 |

Kuo, James Ren-Jye, 3,840,753.
Obenhaus, Robert E ; and Squiers, David J., 3 840 834
Pierce, Joe T, 3,839,784.

Textron, Inc.: See-
Allison, John L., 3,840,089.
St Clair, Theodore A.; and Weltz, Richard K.. 3,840,866.
Yao, Neng-Ping; Oliver, Robert L.; and Seiger. Harvey N

3,840,407.
'

Theilheimer. Werner, to United Aircraft Corporation. Variable
reluctance encoder. 3,840,872, CI. 340-347 OOp

Thiel. Max: See-
Fauland, Erich; Kampe, Wolfgang; Thiel, Max; Stork, Harald; and
Roesch,Egon, 3,840,52 1.

Thomas & Belts Corporation: See—

Izraeli, Hyman, 3,840.843.
Thomas, Glenn R; See—

Mrenna, Stephen A.; and Thomas, Glenn R., 3,840,83 3
Thomas, Hugh: See—

Attridge, Charles James; Morris. Arthur; and Thomas. Hueh
3,840.612.

^

Thomas, Mickey A., to Halliburton Company. Method and apparatus
for dispersing tightly baled fibers. 3,839,765, CI. 1 9-80 OOr

Thomas. Paul P.; and Burnett. Frank, to Winzeler Stamping Company
Gimbally mounted receptacle. 3,840,204, CI. 248-3 1 1 .000

Thompson, David A.: See—
Bajorek, Christopher H.; Romankiw. Lubomyr T.; and Thompson
David A, 3.840,898.

'

Thompson, Robert Stuart: See—
Burchall, Malcolm Arthur; Copplestone, Donald Sydney; Crowe.
John Edward, Brand, Norman James; Bland. Ian Robert; Cryer!
Terence Frederick; and Thompson. Robert Stuart. 3,840.798

Thompson. William A.: See—
Holtzberg. Frederic; Mayadas. Ashok F.; Thompson. William A
and Von Molnar. Stephan. 3.840.865.

Thum. Helmut, to Wegmann & Co. Elastomerically mounted axle
boxes. 3,839.969. CI. 105-224.100.

Tibbs. Robert C. Aircraft. 3.840. 1 99. CI. 244-40.00r.
TIF Instruments, Inc.: See—

Liebermann, Leonard N.. 3,840,808.
Tillisch, Paul W., Meyer, George E.; and Christansen, Hans D . to

Kaiser Gypsum Company. Inc. Stud for fire rated gypsum board wall
3,839,839, CI. 52-738.000.

Tilmanis, Alexander, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Apparatus for con-
trolling refrigerator defrost apparatus. 3,839,878, CI. 62-155.000

Time Computer, Inc., mesne: See—
Dargent. Bruno, 3,839,856.

Timmertnan, Daniel Maurice: See-
Van Engeland. Jozef Leonard; De Voider. Noel Jozef; and Tim-
merman. Daniel Maurice. 3,840,464.

Tisbo. Cosmo N Cable closure. 3.840, 140, CI. 220-3.800.
Tobin, Benjamin F., III. Method for cleaning and inspection of canister

type air niters. 3,840,402, CI. 134-29.000.
Toda, Minoru; and Tosima, Soitiro. to RCA Corporation. Variable

delay devices using ferroelastic-ferroelectric materials. 3.840,826
CI. 333-30.00r.

Tokuda, Masahiro: See—
Kajimoto. Hikokusu; Tokuda, Masahiro; Havashi. Isao and Kon-

do. Kenichiro. 3,840.509.
Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co . Ltd.: See—

Takenaka, Sigeo; and Idaka, Kazuhiko. 3,840,765
Tolksdorf. Gunter. to Knorr-Bremse GmbH. Electromaenetic rail

brake. 3,840.096. CI. 188-165.000.
Tolliver. Wilbur E . to New York Wire Mills Corporation Stirrup

fabric pipe reinforcement. 3,840.054, CI. 1 38- 1 75.000.
Tombs Terence Leslie, to Lucas. Joseph. (Industries) Limited
Method of manufacturing a ferrite magnet. 3,840,624 CI 264-
22.000.

Tomii, Kaoru; Miyazaki, Eiichi; and Tomiki, Tetsuhiko. to Matsushita
Electric Industrial Company. Fibre optics element for the image
transmission system ofafacsimile. 3,840,701, CI. 178-7 200

Tomiki, Tetsuhiko: See—
Tomii. Kaoru; Miyazaki, Eiichi; and Tomiki, Tetsuhiko,

Tomioka, Shigenori, to Japan Metals & Chemicals Co., Ltd Electric
furnace having specifically located tap hale. 3,840,688, CI 13-9 000

Tomita, Chuji; and Koizumi. Shuzo. to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa
Seikosha Method for producing whiskers. 3,840 647 CI 423-
291.000.

. , .
v-i.

Ton-Tex Corporation: See-
Morrison, Howard R., 3,840,424.

Tonegawa, Kakuji: See—
Seino, Shuichi; Fujino, Tomizo; and Tonegawa, Kakuji 3 840 528

Tongyai, Singkata: See-
Schuster, Ludwig K.; and Tongyai. Singkata. 3,840 392

Topham, Lyie C : See-
Amdahl, Gene M.; Clements. Michael R.; n-^ Topham Lvie C

3.840,727. ^ .L-j.cv..,

Torii. Etsuko: See

—

Ikeda. Mitsusuke; Sato, Hisanao; Torii, Eisuko; Morimoto Kazu-
hisa; and Hasegawa, Yo, 3,840,368

Tornberg, William. Garment having an expandable waist 3 839 740
CI. 2-237.000.

Torrington Company, The: See—
Herpich, William M , 3,839,93 1.

Torsion Balance Company: See—
Brann. Roger P., 3.840,08 1

.

Toshiba Silicone Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ishizaka. Mitsuo; Suzuki. Tasuku; Mikogami, Yukihiro; and Wada
Tamotsu. 3.840.393.

Tosima, Soitiro: See—
Toda, Minoru; and Tosima, Soitiro, 3,840,826

Tourtellotte, John T. See—
Negra, John S.; Tourtellotte, John T.; and Warshaw Abe

3,840,642.
Tous, Guillermo J.: See—

Casas, Richard J.; and Tous, Guillermo J., 3,839,809
Toyama Chemical Co., Ltd.: See—

Kodama, Yutaka; Kodama, Tsutomu; Nakabayashi. Masao- and
Komatu, Shigekazu, 3,840,577.
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Toyo Joze Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Abe. Jinnosuke; Miyauchi, Kango; and Kanoh, Masaloshi,

3.X40,658.

Toyoda Koki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Yokoe.lsamu, 3,840.792.

Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha; See—
Goto. Kenji; and Ishikawa. Norikatsu. 3.839.862.

Tozaki, Kaoru, to Kabushiki Kaisha Yunaisu. Boost charger.

3,840,796.01.320-21.000.

Traffic Safety Systems. Inc.. mesne; See-
Marshall. Arthur N ; Rinehart. James W., and Gregory, Charles

A. .Jr.. 3.840.848.

Trancik. Ronald J.; See-
Moore. George G. I.; and Trancik. Ronald J.. 3.840.527.

Tranel. Lester J., to Olin Corporation. Method of reshaping

passageways in metal strip-type tubing. 3.839.975. CI. 113-1 IS.OOd.

Trapp. Harold D ; See—
WostI, Wolfgang J ; Onyon. Edward W ; Snow. Adolph I.; and

Trapp. Harold D , 3.840.055

Trebellas. John C; See—
Hobbs. Charles C. Jr.; Trebellas, John C; and Huguet, Juan L.,

3.840.469.

Triax Company. The; See—
Atwater. Wayne G . 3.840.124.

Trieschmann. HansGeorg; .9ee—

Stastny. Fritz, Trieschmann, Hans Georg, Gaeth. Rudolf; and

Koerner. Heinz-Hermann. 3.840.628

Tripp. Robert W . to Inductosyn Corporation Scala- multiplier.

3.840.724. CI. 235-92.0dm.
Trogel. Gerhard; See—

Hees. Bruno; Hoffmann. Hans; and Trogel. Gerhard. 3.840.44

1

Troue. Harden Henry; See—
Osborn.Claiborn Lee; and Troue. Harden Henry. 3.840.448.

Tsuchiya.Takashi; See—
Inoue. Michiro; Ishikawa. Masayuki. Tsuchiya. Takashi; and

Shimamoto.Takio. 3.840.662

Tsukada. Haruo. to Victor Company of Japan Limited Miniature tape

cartridges. 3.840.142. CI. 220-23.400.

Tsunawaki. Kiyokazu; Watanabe. Katsuhisa; Sasama. Shigeru; Aito.

Yuzo; and Nawata. Kiyoshi. to Teijin Limited Thermosetting diallyl

methylphthalate resins and process for their preparation. 3.840.502.

CI. 260-78.5ua.

Tucker. Council A. to American Telecommunications Corporation

Telephone wall mount. 3.840.7 II. CI. i79-146.00r.

Tucker. Robert C . Jr . to Union Carbide Corporation Filament-rein-

forced composite material and process therefor 3.840.350, CI. 29-

191.200.

Tully, Louis E.; See—
McConnell, David P.; and Tully, Louis E.. 3.840.220.

Tunison. Paul Martin, to Cincinnati Butchers Supply Company. The

Safety means for trolley switches. 3.839.966. CI. 104-100.000.

Turco Manufacturing Company; See

—

Hock. DonalD .3.840.241.

Turk. Stanley D ; and Drake. Charles A., to Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany. Method of preparing unsaturated dinitriles. 3.840.583. CI.

260-465. 80r.

Turkdogan. Ethem T ; See—
Olsson, Robert G , and Turkdogan, Ethem T., 3.840.623

Turner. Albert G.; See—
Mollen. Ignatius J.; Turner. Albert G., and Dewhurst. David S..

3.839.919.

Turner. H R.. Willenhall Limited; See—
Johndrow. John Paul; and Turner. Harold Roy. 3.840.268.

Turner. Harold Roy; See—
Johndrow. John Paul; and Turner. Harold Roy. 3.840,268.

UCB Societe Anonyme; See—
De Keyser,Rudiger;and Depuydt, Andre, 3,840,419.

Uda, Akitomo; and Asano, Setsunobu, to Mitsubishi Gas Chemical

Co Inc Catalyst of copper oxide zinc-oxide-chromium oxide for

mettranol synthesis. 3,840,478. CI. 252-468.000.

Ueno, Katsujiro. Miyazaki, Seiichi; and Akashi, Akira, to Diichi

Seiyaku Company Ltd. Phthalazine derivatives. 3,840.539, CI. 260-

250.00p.
Ufnalewski, Jacek. to Societe des Procedes Modernes d'Injection

Sopromi Electromagnetic injector with assist. 3.839,943. CI. 91-

454.000.
Ulbrich. Wolfgang; See-

Becker. Rudolf; and Ulbrich. Wolfgang. 3.840.070.

UMC Industries. Inc See—
Ficken. Leonard A ; and Podgorny. Gerald J.. 3.839.925.

Umeda. Kaoru. to Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Motor driven

winding device for photographic camera. 3.840,884, CI. 354-

204.000.

Umezawa, Fumihiko; See—
Umezawa, Fumio; and Hazaka, Yuji, 3,840,401

Umezawa, Fumio; and Hazaka, Yuji, to Umezawa, Fumihiko and

Umezawa. Hidefumi Method of processing animal hair, fur and

woolen textile. 3.840,401. CI. 8-127.510.

Umezawa. Hamao; Aoyagi. Takaaki; Takeuchi. Tomio; Maeda. Kenji;

Hamada. Masa; and Hara. Takeshi, to Zaidan Hojin Biseibutsu

Kagaku Kenkyu Kai Therapeutically useful compound, leupeptins

and processes for the preparation thereof. 3,840.513, CI. 260-

112 500

Umezawa. Hamao; Takeuchi. Tomio; Aoyagi. Takaaki; Hamada.

Masa; Maeda. Kenji; and Okami. Yoshiro. to Zaidan Hojin Biseibut-

su Kagaku Kenkyu Kai. Biologically active substance, pepstatin and

production processes thereof. 3.840.5 16. CI. 260-1 12.500.

Umezawa. Hidefumi; See—
Umezawa. Fumio; and Hazaka. Yuji, 3,840.401.

Ungerer. Irma. Frau; See—
Rodach. Alexander. 3.840.197.

Uniflex. Inc.: See—
Vetter. Erich. 3.840.194.

Union Carbide Canada Limited; See

—

Luczak. Joseph John. 3.840,694.

Union Carbide Corporation; See-
Hard, Robert A ; Stoyell, Loyal A.; and Young. Claude Frank.

3.840.410.

Hofer. Peter H. 3.840.387.

Osborn. Claiborn Lee; and Troue. Harden Henry. 3.840.448.

Tucker. Robert C. Jr., 3,840.350,

Union Oil Company of California: See— s
Marsh. Glenn A.. 3.840.439.

Scheffel. John W.. 3.840.352.

Steinwand. Paul J. 3.840.488.

United Aircraft Corporation; See-
Dean. James C. 3.839.923.

Martin. Anthony N.. 3.839.860.

Talboom. Frank P . Jr ; and Mushovic. John N . 3.839.898

Theilheimer. Werner. 3.840.872

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Minister of

Supply in Her Majesty's Government of the; See—
Coates. Harold; and Waring. Derek Morris Holt. 3.840.576

United States Borax & Chemical Corporation; .See-

Speak. Richard C. 3.840.154.

United States of America
Agriculture: See

—

Roberts. Donald R ; Peters. William J . Harrington. Thaddeus

A ; Broomfield. Junior; and Crews, Ernest R , 3,839,823

Air Force; See

—

NulLFayE. 3.839,940.

Army; See—
Honevcutt, John H., 3,840,693.

Stann', Barry L, 3,840.876.

Stripling. William W.. White. Harold V.; and Hunter. Joe S..

3.839.904.

Army, mesne: See—
Bertoni. Henry L . andTamir.Theodor. 3.840.824.

Popovitch. Dragolvoub; Tate. Ralph; and Haag. Charles W.,

3.839.962.

Atomic Energy Commission: See-
Amend. John R ; and Yegge. John F . 3.839.804.

Schmitt. Charles R.. 3.840.075.

Walker. David E. 3.839.779.

Health. Education and Welfare; See-
Buck. Keith E ; Kitrilakis. Sotiris. and Robinson. Thomas C .

3.840.006.

Interior: See

—

Yavorsky. Paul M ; Friedman. Sam; and Akhtar. Sayeed.

3.840.456.

Interior, mesne: See—
Donath. Ernest E.. 3.840.354.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration; Administrator;

with respect to an invention of:

Hochmair. Erwin S Integrated p-channel MOS gyrator.

3.840.829. CI. 333-80.00t.

Navy; See

—

Aggen. Clifford R.; and Lee. Harry P , 3.840.797.

Allgood. Jay R . and Odello. Robert J . 3.840,078.

Allgood, Jay R, 3,840,270.

Betensky, Ellis I ; and Schwarz, Alfred, 3,840,290.

Hinves, John R ; and Pimental, David J , 3,839,984

Hitchcock, Robert D., 3,840,844.

Modert, Eugene F., 3,839,985.

Pilloff. Herschel S; and Cody. Regina J.. 3.840.823.

Welk. Horace B.. Jr.. 3.840.867.

United States Steel Corporation: See—
Olsson. Robert G.; and Turkdogan. Ethem T. 3.840.623

Wakefield. Frederick W . 3.840.803,

United States Surgical Corporation; See—
Noiles. Douglas G.. 3.840,008.

United Steel and Wire Company: See-
Close, Garth, 3,840,092.

Craig, Frank G., Sr; and Schray, Walter H., 3.840,242.

Universal Oil Products Company: See—
Radke. Arthur O. 3.840.247.

University of Michigan. The Regent of the: See—
Lucchesi. Benedict R.. 3.840.666.

Unterstenhofer. Gunter; See—
Colin. Reimer; Hammann. Ingeborg; and Unterstenhofer, Gunter.

3.840.541.

Upjohn Company, The: See-
Daniels, Edward G.. 3,840.434.

Urasaki, Takanori: See-
Oka, Isao; Urasaki, Takanori; Shima, Takeo; and Funakoshi,

Wataru. 3,840,609.

U.S. Amada. Ltd.;See—
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Daniels. Dennis. 3.839.935.
Daniels. Dennis. 3.839.936.

U.S. Philips Corporation; See—
Albers.Wouter. 3.840.652.
Benner. Gunter; and Stacker. Gunther. 3,840,755
De Boer. Jan. 3.840.760.
Eshraghian, Kamran. 3,840,752.
Tilmanis. Alexander, 3,839.878.

Usami, Toshimasa; Horie, Ikutaro; Ishigaki. Kunio; Miyazako Takushi
and Sakaguchi. Shinji. to Fuji Photo Film Co . Ltd. Silver halide-con-
taining photographic material. 3.840.37 1. Cl 96-67 000

''".«40T5Tcr3'4"c"-^6aS"'°"
^'P^—-a' cl-P'ay device.

Usui. Setsuo. Alpha-numeric character display device. 3,840,873. CI.

Utamura. Yukihiko; See-
Koizumi. Kihachiro. Yonai. Fumiaki; Yamauchi. Masaaki and
Utamura, Yukihiko. 3.840.881.

Valkosky. John E. Easy rolling circular saw. 3.839.789. CI, 30-

^T83''9:85rcr60'^39'600,^'"'"
"^"" ^-iP-ating machine

Van Baush. Edward H.; See—
Banikiotes. Gregory C ; and Van Baush, Edward H 3 839 847Van Engeland Jozef Leonard; De Voider, Noel Jozef, and Timmer-

man, Daniel Maurice, to Agfa-Gevaert N.V Electrostatic glass bead
carrier material. 3,840.464. CI. 252-62 100

van Grecken Gene, to Gvang Motor Company Pty., Limited. Com-
bustion and/or heating apparatus. 3.840.329, Cl 431-18'' 000Van Mill, Johannes Godfried Antonius; See—

^tmfu"^"3'*8"4'""5^''**''""'
""^^ ^""^ '^'"' •'"^^""^^ Godfried An-

Van Paesschen,' August Jean; and Herbots. Joseph Antoine. to AGFA-

?,8S?74''a. 96''8°i'000.'"'""
"'" ''^""^ ' "^^"^'"^ ^^^'^^

Van Winsen. Friedrich H : See—

^'3 8^40
098''"'^''*"' '^""^'' ^'^' ^"'^ ^^" Winsen. Friedrich H ,

^Cl'^T5'o"700o''^
Automotive reflection distress signal. 3.840.285.

Vane. Rodney D Microfiche camera 3,840,300. Cl 355-53 000
Vanlerberghe. Guy. to Societe Anonyme dite: L'Oreai Process of

^^c nn!."^
^°"° '*"'^ polyhydroxyl ethers. 3.840.606. Cl 260-

o I j.OOb.

Varaud, Claude A.: See-
Nathan. Guy E ; and Varaud, Claude A , 3 839 963

Veisicol Chemical Corporation: See—
Richter. Sidney B ; and Stach. Leonard J.. 3.840.596

Velic. Milan: See—
.Demmler. Kurt. Velic. Milan, and Zoller. Karl. 3.840 617

Veisicol Chemical Corporation: See—
Krenzer. John; and Richter. Sidney B.. 3.840.564

Vendo Company. The: See—

^'^l^\\ i^!,'^^"
° •

''^'^e. Burford J.; and Simek. Charles E..
3.840.147.

Ventron Corporation: See—
Lalancette. Jean Marc. 3.840.566

Vessey Eric W
.
to Philadelphia Quartz Company. Crystallizing alkali

?8!in-.'']l"'^^\^'ln,^j!!."'^
droplets in countercurrent air flow

J.S'»u.j4n. LI. 2 3-301 ,00r.

Vetter. Erich, to Uniflex. Inc, Core plug. 3.840,194. Cl 242-68 600
Vickers Limited; See—

Kent. Alan Walter; and O'Riley. Kenneth Walter. 3 839 958
Victor Company of Japan Limited: See—

Tsukada. Haruo. 3.840.142.
Victor Comptometer Corporation: See—

'''sT"!^^^'''''
^' ^^^"'°"' ^^^ ^ '

•'^
•
a"'' Simpson. Melvin L.,

Vidal, Frederick D : See-
Joiner, Robert R.; and Vidal. Frederick D,, 3,840,668

Vidar Laboratories, Inc: See—
Campman. James P, 3.840.868,

Vier. Fritz; and Winkeler, Bernhard. to Wintershall Aktiengesellschaft
Installation for burning combustible mixtures. 3,840.181. Cl, 239-

Vieregge.Gustav Ring roll mill, 3.839.887. Cl. 72-10 000
Vigh, Sandor. Bolster chair. 3.839.838. Cl 52-687 000
Vigil, Jacob F.; and Wise, John Brenton. III. to Burroughs Corporation
Method and apparatus for regulating input/output traffic of a data
processing system. 3,840.859, Cl. 340- 1 72.500

Viguie, Jean-Claude: See-
Spitz, Jean, and Viguie, Jean-Claude, 3,840,39

1

Viney, Alan Charles: See—
...

Reade. Grahame Melvin; and Viney. Alan Charles. 3,840.384
Violante. Alfonso Monroy, Surgical instrument, 3,840,017. Cl 128-

340.000.

Vitali, Romano: See—

^^^'^j'.n^il^^'^°'
^'*^''' Romano; and Falconi, Giovanni,

3,840.568.
Vogelsang. Caroline B , special administratrix: See—

Freedman. George; and Vogelsang. Max F.. 3.839.780
Vogelsang. Max F.; See—

Freedman, George; and Vogelsang, Max F., 3,839.780
Vogt. Jurgen: See—

Riedmann, Manfred; and Vogt. Jurgen. 3,840,343.

Vogt, Wilhelm: See—
Neumaier. Hubert; Vogt. Wilhelm; Sennewald. Kurt; Schuller

Richard; and Lenz. Gunther. 3.840 581
Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Fiala. Ernst. 3.840.248.

., „
Laskawy. Werner; Strutz. Lothar; and Kruger. Gunter. 3.840.626

Voll. Gordon R to Beloit Corporation. Molding apparatus having

c"'209 9?000
^'^ ^'^^ ""'^ improved scrap separator. 3.840.1 16

Von Berckheim. Constantin Graf. Arrangement for producing an elec-
trostatic steady field. 3.840.788. Cl. 3 1 7-262.0ae.

Von Loewis. Alexander; and Riesenberg. Klaus-Otto, to Bosch
Robert. GmbH. Pump arrangement for the brake system of a motor
car. 3.840.087. Cl. 1 80-82,OOr.

Von Molnar. Stephan: See—
Holtzberg. Frederic; Mayadas. Ashok P.; Thompson, William A
and Von Molnar. Stephan. 3.840.865

von Wolff. Herbert, to ACME-Cleveland Corporation. Core and mold
transfer device. 3.840.064. Cl. 164-213.000

Wacker. Siegfried; and Barenyi. Bela. to Daimler-Benz Aktien-
gesellschaft. Bumper arrangement of a vehicle, especially of a motor
vehicle, 3.840.260. Cl, 293-86.000,

Wada, Tamotsu: See—
Ishizaka. Mitsuo; Suzuki. Tasuku; Mikogami. Yukihiro. and Wada
Tamotsu. 3.840.393,

Wagner. Arthur F.; See—

^'^840 m"-'^^'"^'
•'^"^^"' Norman P.; and Wagner. Arthur F„

"^'K'.lS^la^S^-l'od^'""^
P''^'" '""^ apparatuses therefor,

Wakamori, Hideki; See—
Saito Shigeru; Watanabe, Tetsuya; Wakamori. Hideki and
Nakamura. Hideo. 3.839.802.

Wakefield. Frederick W.. to United States Steel Corporation Ap-
paratus for locating a high resistance insulation fault in a metallic
covered cable. 3.840.803. Cl. 324-54.000.

Waldspurger. Edward C: See—
Kelley. Jerry O ; and Waldspurger. Edward C . 3.840.897

Waldstein. David A Iodine and bromine adducts of I 3 5-tri (ft-
hydroxy) ethylehaxahydro-s-triazine anJ the use thereof as a bacteri-
cide/fungicide. 3.840.661. Cl, 424-249.000

Walker. David E., to United States of America. Atomic Energy Com-
mission. Ceramic brazing method. 3.839.779. Cl. 29-472.900.

Walker. Frank E. Plait, braid, comroe and comroll pik 3.840.031 Cl
132-1 1 OOr.

Walker. John W. Dual contraceptive device, 3,840.005, Cl. 128-

Walker. Ross Weldon: See-
Dyer. Norman D.; Walker, Ross Weldon; and Arrington, Thomas

Lonnie, 3,839,871.
Wampfier, Gene L.; and Pohlmann, Hans P . to Standard Oil Company
Recovery of bromine from tere- and iso-phtahlic acid process
residues. 3.840.64 1, Cl. 423-189.000.

"process

Wandel u. Goltermann: See-
Hoffmann. Gunther. 3.840.822.

Waring. Derek Morris Holt: See—
Coates. Harold; and Waring. Derek Morns Holt. 3.840 576

Warner-Lambert Company: See—

*^Y^';,> ?'o''''^°'
^'^^''- Roiiano; and Falconi. Giovanni,

3.840.568.

Wittekind. Raymond R.; and Shavel. John, Jr 3 840 554
Warshaw. Abe: See—

'^To^.V>i°A" ^- Tourtellotte. John T.; and Warshaw. Abe
3.840.642.

Warsinger. Bernard M.. 28 4/79^ to Hanson. Stanley E 28 4/7^ to
Post. Richard T 7 1/7% to Mahoney. Thomas P. and 7 1/7% to

r-i 1 1^ , ^^°'if
^ ^^^" pressure drain cleaning device. 3.840.033.

Cl. I J4- 1 o /.UOc.

Warter. PeterJ.:See—
Lange. Clark v.; Kelsch. Robert J., Jackson. Earl V.; Schoppe
Way'ne F.; Squassoni. Gino F.; Warte>. Peter J.; Herr. Gerald A

'

E "3 840 299" '

^^^'°^'^^'- '*"^^" ^ "• ''"d Webb. Douglas

Wasagchemie GmbH; See—
Kraemer. Stefan; Seger. Michael; and Seidl. Alois. 3.840 380

Ts39\97T,C\ M4-6r000
'^''^ multicarner wind propelled vehicle

Watanabe Akira 'o N-hpn Kogen Kogyo Co., Ltd, Titanium coated
pigments, 3.840.38 l.CI. 106-291.000,

Watanabe. Hidenori: See—
Arikawa, Masayasu; Oishi. Minoru; Watanabe. Hidenori

Horiuchi. Shou; and Hatano. Katsuaki, 3,840 1 70
Watanabe, Hisao; See—

^'3^4005°'''^''°' ^^'^"^^^- "'''^°- a"<^ •^08^- Kenichi,

Watanabe, Katsuhisa: See—
Tsunawaki. Kiyokazu; Watanabe, Katsuhisa; Sasama, Shigeru

Alto, Yuzo; and Nawata,Kivoshi, 3,840,502
'

Watanabe, Namio, to Akebono Brake Industry Co,, Ltd, Compensa-
tion valve device for a load sensing valve. 3.840,280 Cl 303-22 OOr

Watanabe. Tetsuya: See—
Saito. Shigeru; Watanabe. Tetsuya; Wakamori. Hideki and
Nakamura. Hideo. 3,839,802,

Watanabe, Yoshifumi: See—
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Yaginuma, Hiroshi; Suzuki. Takashi; and Watanabc, Yoshifumi,
3,840,491.

Watanabe, Yoshinori, to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Vehi-
cle brake apparatus. 3,839.868. CI. 60-58 1 .000.

Waters. Carl, to Slater Paper Box. Inc. Article carrier. 3.840.171, CI.

229-28.00r.

Waters. Elmer Dale, to McDonnell Douglas Corporation. Permafrost
structural support with heat pipe stabilization. 3.840.068. CI. 165-
45.000.

Watson. David D.: See—
Brown. Lloyd H.; and Watson. David D., 3,840,485.

Watson, George Multiple cylinder lock 3,839,886, CI 70-339.000.
Wean United, Inc.: See—

Grecnberger, Joseph Irwin, 3,839,888.

Kent, Francis J., and Jaworski, George M.. 3.839,894.
Weatherhead Company, The: See—

Schmidt, Adam M . 3,840,052.

Weaver, Max A.; and Coates, Clarence A., Jr., to Eastman Kodak
Company. Phenylazo-N-heterothioalkylaniline compounds.
3,840.5 17. CI 260-157 000

Webb, Douglas E.: See—
Lange, Clark V , Kelsch, Robert J ; Jackson, Earl V.; Schoppc.
Wayne F ; Squassoni, Gino F ; Warier, Peter J , Hcrr, Gerald A ,

Randall, John M., Schroedcr, Russell G., II, and Webb, Douglas
E .3,840,299

Wegmann & Co.: See—
Thum, Helmut, 3,839,969

Weigert, Wolfgang: See—
Heilos, Johannes; Heimberger, Werner; tussling. Theodor; and

Weigert, Wolfgang, 3,840.648.

Weirich, Walter; Rosenberg, Harry; and Mutzkc, Wilhclm, to

Gewcrkschaft Eisenhutte Wcstfalia. Filtering devices for hydraulic
fluids 3,840,1 19, CI 210-90 000

Welch, Richard D: iff-
Fcichtinger. Carl A , and Welch, Richard D., 3,840.193.

Wclk. Horace B , Jr . to United States of America. Navy. Fluidic liquid

sensing system. 3,840,867. CI 340-244.00c.
Wells. Robert B Cover plate for electrical outlets, switches, and the

like 3.840,692, CI 174-66.000.
Weltz, Richard K: .Vfp-

St Clair, Theodore A.; and Weltz, Richard K , 3,840,866.
Wendlcr, Norman L.: See—

Girotra, Nirindar N . and Wendlcr. Norman L . 3.840.534.
Wcngcr. Thomas: See—

Brcnncisen. Paul. Wenger. Thomas; Gallay. Jcan-Jucqucs; and
Schmid. Wolfgang. 3.840,550

Wcrlc. Eugcn; and Hans. Fritz, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft Deriva-
tives of the kallikrein inhibitor for treating pancreatitis and hvper-
fibrinolytic bleeding 3.840.659, CI. 424-1 77 000.

Wertelcwski, Wilhclm: See—
Kolk, Theodor; and Wertelewski, Wilhclm, 3,839,968

Wessolowski, Helmut: See—
KIce. Werner; Rafalski. Peter; and Wessolowski, Helmut.

3.840.310.

Western Electric Company. Incorporated: See—
Brown. William B ; and Gavin. Frederick David. 3.839.787

Western Gcophvsical Company: See—
Dick.Charl'es W . 3.840.846

Wcstinghouse Electric Corporation: See—
Fischer. Albert G. 3,840.695.

Harrison. Earnest R . 3.840.726.

Hoylcr. Robert C . 3.840.737
Kellogg. Walter J . Taylor. Glenn R . and Calvin. Chester W..

3.840.801
Macko. Joseph E ; Pellv. Brian R ; and Rosa. John. 3.840.799.
Masters. Harvev M . 3.840.815
Masters. Harvey M . 38.340.815
Mrenna. Stephen A . and Thomas. Glenn R.. 3.840.833
OKeeffe. Terence W . and Simon. Alan J . 3.840.749
Premaza. George J . 3.839.880
Roberts. John S ; and Cresswell. Michael W . 3.840.887
Sommerman. George M L; and Cookson. Alan H. 3,840.716.

Wheeler. Edward N : See—
Fisher. Gene J ; and Wheeler. Edward N.. 3.840.590.

Whirlcy Industries. Inc : See—
Downey. John W. 3.840.159

Whirlpool Corporation: See—
McDonald. William Roy; and Templeman. Leslie Ray. 3.839.952.

White.Harold V : See-
Stripling. William W . White, Harold V ; and Hunter, Joe S,

3,839,904
White, John E . and Smialek. Robert L . to General Electric Company

High intensity lamp with cermet igniter. 3.840.768. CI. 3 1 3-208 000
Whiteing. Roland Graham; and Van Mill. Johannes Godfried Antonius.

Apparatus for conveying information from a moving object to a sta-

tionary object. 3.840'.850.CI. 340-58 000
Whitfield. James Jr.. to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation. Ap-

paratus for producing glass fibers having insulating material with a

refractory fabric 3.840.358. CI 65-1 000
Whitmore. William O Swimming pool sweeping system. 3.840.1 18. CI.

210-85.000.

Widcner. Charles D. Toy aircraft set. 3.839.8 1 7. CI. 46-77.000.

Wight. Edward M. to Glacier Industries Inc. Apparatus for extruding

multi-flavor ice cream products of varied shapes. 3,840.3 1 1 , CI. 425-

133.000.

Wilkinson. Adrian D.: See—
Swenson, William J.; and Wilkinson. Adrian D.. 3.839.976.

Williams. Byron E.; and Clements. Richard V.. to Eastman Kodak
Company. Pneumatic article conveying system. 3,840,274, CI. 302-

2.00r.

Williams, Duane A.: See—
McCullough, Foy, Jr.; Williams, Duane A.; Katter, Lincoln B.; and

Poole, Donald R., 3,840,246.

Williams, Garth M. Bowed string instrument trainer. 3,839,938, CI. 84-

465.000.

Williams, Robert H. Planctating piston rotary internal combustion en-

gine. 3.839,995, CI. 123-8.410.

Williamson, Katherine M.: See—
Williamson. Thomas N.. 3.840.079.

Williamson. Thomas N.; deceased (by Williamson. Katherine M.; ex-

ecutrix), 75'7f to Jacobs Associates. Horizontal drill rig for deep
drilling to remote areas and method. 3,840,079, CI. 1 75-61 .000.

Willis, Irving. Apparatus and method for coded, self-service transfer of
articles 3,840, 103, CI 194-4.00r.

W'ilson, George E., to Houdaillc Industries, Inc. Method and apparatus
for treating animal waste. 3,840,457, CI. 210-14.000.

Wilson, James S: .SVe—

Houston, David T ; and Wilson, James S., 3,840,878
Wilson, Walton International Limited: See—

Martin, William Stephen; and Chappcll, Michael John (said Chap-
pel, Michael J., assor. to), 3,839,982.

Wily, John L., to North American Rockwell Corporation. Strand carri-

er for braiding machines. 3,839,939, CI. 87-57.000.
Winkcler, Bernhard: See-

dier. Fritz; and Winkeler, Bernhard, 3,840,181.
Winkler, Gerhard: See—

Raabe, Gerhard; Eckstein, Dieter; Sauermann, Heinz; and Win-
kler, Gerhard, 3,840,306.

Winstel, Gunter; and Jochen, Peter, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
Apparatus for the production of homogeneous and plane parallel

epitactic growth layers of semiconducting compounds by melt
epitaxy. 3.839.991. CI. 118-620.000

Winterling. Arthur N.: See—
Blumenfeld. Charles M.; and Winterling. Arthur N . 3,839.749

Wintershall Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Vicr. Fritz; and Winkeler. Bernhard. 3.840.181.

Winzelcr Stamping Company: See—
Thomas. Paul P.; and Burnett. Frank. 3.840.204.

Wise. James C; and Rana. Victoriano F . to Harris-Intertype Corpora-
tion. Method and apparatus for storing sheet material articles.

3.840.130. CI. 214-10. 50r.
Wise. John Brenton. Ill: See—

Vigil. Jacob F ; and Wise. John Brenton. III. 3.840.859
Wittckmd. Raymond R . and Shavel. John. Jr . to Warner-Lambert
Company. 2-Amino-l-( 2-imidazolin-2-yl)-2-imidazolines.
3.840.554. CI. 260-309.600

Witzke. Horst. and Schnatterly. Stephen Eugene, to Optel Corpora-
tion. Symmetrical elcctrochromic cell. 3.840.287. CI. 350-160.00r.

Wochholz. Harold Frederick: See—
Haskctt. William Frank. Wochholz. Harold Frederick; and Penick.
Dixon Brown. 3.840.705.

Woell. Fred T . Jr.. to Jacuzzi Bros Incorporated Jet propulsit)n pump
assembly. 3.839.859. CI. 60-221.000.

Wolf. Edward Russell Three-phase transformer-rectifier assembly for

a welder. 3.840.720. CI. 219-116.000.
Wolf. Viktor: See—

Schmidt. Heinrich Gottlieb; Stoltzenberg. Dietrich; and Wolf. Vik-
tor. 3.840.680.

Wolf. Warren W . to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation. Glass
compositions. 3.840.379. CI. 106-50.000:

Wood. Charles D.. Ill; and Clark. John M.. Jr . to Southwest Research
institute Method of and apparatus for cleaning air 3.839.848 CI
55-96.000.

Woods. Eric R.. to General Dynamics Corporation. Signal distribution

system. 3.840.702. CI. 179-l.Osw.
Woods. John A , to AMF Incorporated. Snowmobile chassis

3.840.083. CI. 180-5.00r.
Woodsum, Sidney Pcrham: See—

Jacoby, George Victor; and Woodsum, Sidney Pcrham
3,840,893.

Woody, Albert L : See—
Gee, James E.; Moser, Raymond L.; and Woodv, Albert L

3,840,244.
Worms Engineering: See—

Gilles.Augustc, 3,839,981.
Worth, Sidney V., to Continental-Wirt Electronics Corporation Flat

conductor cable connector. 3,840,840, CI. 339-99. OOr.
Wostl, Wolfgang J ; Onyon, Edward W ; Snow, Adolph I.; and Trapp,

Harold D . to Atlantic Richfield Company Vapor recovery ap-
paratus. 3.840.055. CI. 141-44.000.

Wright. Donald Curtis; Hardcastle. Kenneth Noel; and Brereton. Paul
Arthur, to Pilkington Brothers Limited. Method of thermally condi-
tioning hot materials. 3.840.360. CI. 65- 1 1 9.000.

Wright. Donald Perry. Jr.; Barringer. Donald Frederic. Jr ; and McKay.
Donald Edward, to American Cyanamid Company. Insccticidal com-
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positions and methods of killing insects using a ^-dioxohydro-cin-
namonitriles. 3,840,687. CI. 424-285.000.

Wright. Floyd Andrew. Adjustable syringe dose aid. 3,840 011 CI
128-272.000. .

. .

Wright, John Harold: See—
Mulvany, Richard Burke; Rizzi, Albert Daniel; and Wright John

Harold, 3,839,920.
*

Wyant, Reece E., to Dresser Industries, Inc. Method of grouting a pile
in a hole involving the vibration of the grouting material 3 839 874
CI. 61-53.520.

Wyatt, Ronald John: See—
Ballard, Denis George Harold; Jones, Eric; Pioli, Alexander
Joseph Peter; Robinson, Peter Anthony; and Wyatt Ronald
John. 3.840.508.

Ballard. Denis George Harold; Robinson, Peter Anthony; Wyatt,
Ronald John; Jones. Eric; and Pioli, Alexander Joseph,

Wyssen, Jakob. Cable car suspension and self-contained drive
mechanism. 3,839.967. CI. 104-173. OOr.

Xerox Corporation: See—
Amidon. Alan B.; and Goffe. William L.. 3.840.397.
Calabrette. Joseph R.; and Beckman. Maynard K., Jr 3 840 879
Esmay. Edward N, 3.840.100.
Kramell, Hans Peter. 3.840.880.
Lange. Clark V

; Kelsch. Robert J ; Jackson. Earl V.; Schoppe
Wayne F; Squassoni. Gino P.; Warter. Peter J.; Herr. Gerald A

F "^'^Hdr/TQO
^ '

^^^^^^'^^'- Russell G.. II; and Webb. Douglas

Yager. William Clausen, to General Electric Company. Process for
producing dimpled refiectors and refractors. 3.840.417. CI. 156-

Yagi. Naoki: See-
Kim. Kwang Yciung; and Yagi. Naoki. 3.840.671

Yaginuma. Hiroshi; Suzuki. Takashi; and Watanabe. Yoshifumi to

Sr49LcT26'S33 6il
'''"'^"'" "^'" P^"' Compositions.

Yamada. Hayao; and Tanide. Yoshinori. to Osaka Seika Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Process for manufacturing alkyl esters of /S-O^-
di-l -butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)-propionic acid. 3,840.585. CI 260-
473.00s.

Yamada. Hirotada. Okano. Shigeru; Komatsu. Toshiaki; Katsura
loyozo; and Eda. Yasuko. to Sumitomo Chemical Company
Limited. Derivatives of 6-amino penicillanic acid. 3.840.525 CI
260-239.100.

Yamada. Shinji; and Takahashi. Isamu. to Teijin Limited. Process for
preparing coalesced spandex multifilaments. 3.840.630. CI. 264-

Yamada. Yasuyuki; and Akashi. Goro. to Fuji Photo Film Co Ltd
Magnetic recording member. 3.840.400, CI. 1 1 7-235 000

Yamada, Yoshikazu: See—
'^''-.^

«7o o?i^P*^^
Yamada. Yoshikazu; and Tat-Hin Sund, Joseph.

J ,o3y ,950.
Yamamoto. Atsushi; Ikemoto. Toshio; and Shimizu. Reiko. to Kyowa
Hakko Kogyo Co . Ltd Binding foodstuffs with a prolamin and an a-
amino acid. 3,840,676. CI. 426-89.000.

Yamamoto. Hideharu; and Ihochi. Takahiko. to Hitachi. Ltd. Light-
emitting display device having light emitting elements surrounded bv
black ceramic. 3.840.769. CI. 3 1 3-500.000.

Yamamoto. Hisao: See—
Maruyama. Isamu; Nakao. Masaru; Sasajima. Kikuo; Yanagihara.

Izumi; Inaba. Shigeho; and Yamamoto. Hisao. 3.840.529
Yamamoto. Kosuke. Shin. Masaaki; Takayanagi. Eifu; Narita Shigeo
and Furukawa. Manabu. to Mitsui Toatsu Chemicals. Incorporated'
Method of modifying fibrous materials. 3.840.339, CI. 8-1 16 000

Yamamoto. Sadao; Honda. Seiichirou; Shimizu. Hisataka; and Oguma
Kanzi. to Sekisui Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Process for the
preparation of synthetic paper. 3.840.625. CI. 264-41 000

Yamashita, Junnosuke; and Negishi. Hideo, to Mitsubishi Kinzoku
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Method for grinding throw-awav tio
3.839.831, CI. 51-281.00r. ^ ^

Yamauchi, Masaaki: See—
Koizumi, Kihachiro; Yonai, Fumiaki; Yamauchi, Masaaki and
Utamura, Yukihiko, 3,840,88 I

.

Yanagihara, Izumi: See—
Maruyama, Isamu; Nakao, Masaru; Sasajima, Kikuo; Yanagihara.

Izumi; Inaba. Shigeho; and Yamamoto, Hisao, 3 840 529
Yao, Neng-Ping; Oliver, Robert L.; and Seiger, Harvey N.,'to Textron

Inc. Composite porous electrode. 3,840,407, CI 136-1 20 Ofc
Yardley, John P.; Rees, Richard W., and Smith, Herchel. to American
Home Products Corporation. 10.4a-
Iminomethanohydrophenanthrene derivative. 3.840.557. CI. 260-
326.50b.

Yatrides. Georges Alexandre. Apparatus for producing blind conduits
in cigarettes. 3.840,028. CI. 131-253.000.

Yavorsky. Paul M.; Friedman. Sam; and Akhtar. Sayeed, to United
States of America, Interior. Production of low-sulfur fuel from sul-
fur-bearing coals and oils. 3,840,456, CI. 208-10 000

Yegge, John F : See-
Amend. John R.; and Yegge, John F., 3,839,804.

Yih, Roy Y., to Rohm and Haas Company. Herbicidal compositions
containing an alanine derivative and a 4-nitrodiphenvl ether
3.840,362, CI. 71-111.000.

Yokoe, Isamu, to Toyoda Koki Kabushiki Kaisha. Numerical control
device for machine tools. 3,840,792, CI. 318-572.000.

Yonai, Fumiaki: See—
Koizumi. Kihachiro; Yonai. Fumiaki; Yamauchi. Masaaki: and
Utamura. Yukihiko. 3.840.88 1

.

Y'oon. Moo S.: See—
Fowlie. Wallace R.; and Yoon. Moo S.. 3 840 222

Yoshida. Shigeaki, to Ricoh Co., Ltd. Method of forming colored copy
ofan original. 3,840,385, CI. 117-17.500

o«eu copy

Yoshida, Yoshinobu: See—
Shiba. Keisuke; Hinata. Masanao; Oishi. Yasushi; and Yoshida

Yoshinobu. 3.840.373.
Shiba. Keisuke; Hinata. Masanao; Oishi. Yasushi. Yoshida

Yoshinobu; and Sato. Akira. 3.840.376.
Yoshikawa. Sadayoshi; and Arita. Mitsuo. Deflection and picture posi-

tion adjusting apparatus. 3.840.772. CI. 315-27.0td
Yoshioka. Takao: See—

Murayama. Keisuke; Morimura. Syoji; Yoshioka. Takao:
Horiuchi. Hideo; and Higashida. Susumu. 3.840.494.

Yoshitomi Pharmaceutical Industries. Ltd.: See—
Nakanishi. Michio; Araki. Kazuhiko; Tahara. Tatsuva and

Shiroki. Masami. 3.840.558
Yoshizaki. Akira. to Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Electronically

controlled shutter mechanism for a camera. 3,840,885 CI 354-
251.000.

-. «^i. --•

Young. Christopher John: See—
Desty. Denis Henry; and Young. Christopher John. 3.840 320

Young. Claude Frank: See-
Hard. Robert A.; Stoyell. Loyal A.; and Young. Claude Frank.

Young. Walter L.: See-
Douglas. Clarence J.; Young. Walter L.; and Phillips. Jack H..

Youssef. Edward H. Preparation of white pickled cheese 3 840 669
CI. 426-36.000.

Yukuta. Toshio: See-
Furukawa. Junji; Kobayashi. Eiichi; Iseda. Yutaka; and Yukuta

Toshio. 3.840.449.
Yum. Su II: See—

Michaels. Alan S.; Buckles. Richard G.; and Yum Su II

3.840.009.
'

Yun. Bob Hong, to International Business Machines Corporation Non-
destructive measurement of dielectric properties 3 840 809 CI
324-158.000. '

'

Zaidan Hojin Biseibutsu Kagaku Kenkvu Kai: See—
Ohno. Masaji; Okamoto. Masaru; Kawabe. Norio; Kataoka Mut-

suo; and Hosoi. Kazuo. 3.840.565.
Umezawa. Hamao; Aoyagi. Takaaki; Takeuchi. Tomio; Maeda

Kenji; Hamada. Masa; and Hara. Takeshi. 3.840.5 1 3

Umezawa. Hamao; Takeuchi. Tomio; Aoyagi. Takaaki; Hamada
Masa; Maeda. Kenji; and Okami. Yoshiro, 3.840.5 1

6

Zanibelli. Franco: See—
Lanfranconi. Antonio; Schafer. Wolfgang; Testaguzza Franco
and Zanibelli. Franco. 3.840.136

Zankowski, John S.: See—
Cooley. Austin C; Bober. Thomas W ; and Zankowski. John S

3.840.455.
Zawiski. Robert F., to Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation Sheet

feeding apparatus for copying machines. 3,840,224. CI. 271-

Zebny Associates. Inc.: See—
Zebny.NorbertJ. 3,840.195.

Zebny. Norbert J., to Zebny Associates. Inc. Core axle with adjustable
retainer. 3.840.195. CI. 242-72.000.

Zeiss-Stiftung. Carl: See—
Littmann. Hans; and Pfeiffer. Wolfgang. 3 840 291

^tM0.U9Xi°22MT9^(JS'°" ^°'^ ""^'"" '"'^ '"' ''"P""'"'

Zenith Radio Corporation; See—
Nuehring. Donald E.. 3.839.990.

Ziegelmeyer. Lynn J.; and Ziegelmeyer. Robert M. Cleaning facility
3.839.744. CI. 4-1.000.

Ziegelmeyer. Robert M.: See—
Ziegelmeyer. Lynn J.; and Ziegelmeyer. Robert M . 3 839 744

Zimmerman. Carl W.; and Copland. George V., to Halliburton Com-
pany. Fluid flow metering method and system. 3.839 911 CI 73-
194.00e.

Zimmermann. John, to Somerville Industries Limited. One-piece box
with hmgedly connected lid. 3,840. 172. CI 229-36 000

Zoller. Karl: See—
Demmler. Kurt; Velic. Milan; and Zoller. Karl. 3.840.6 1

7

Zoltan. Steven I., to Gould. Inc.. mesne. Pulsed droplet ejecting system.
.'.o40.75o. CI. 310-8.100.

Zschimmer. Gero. Method and apparatus for measuring a voltage with
the aid ofan analogue-digital converter. 3,840.807. CI 324-111 000

Zubkov. Vyacheslav Ivanovich: See—
Smirnov. Oleg Alexandrovich; Zubkov. Vyacheslav Ivanovich
Mescherinov. Igor Georgievich; Danilov. Viktor Petrovich and
Gvantmakher. Iser Moiseevich. 3.840.0 1 9.

Zuter. Hans: See—
Suter. Hans; and Zuter. Hans, 3,840,599.

Zviak, Charles: See—
Kalopissis, Gregoire; Roussopoulos, Paul; and Zviak, Charles,

Zviak, Charles; and Ghilardi, Giuliana, to L'Oreal. Light stabilized hair
dye compositions. 3,840,338, CI. 8-10.100.
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Aktiebolaget Kleetrolux : Sec—
Liljendahl, Sven A. J. Re. 28.189.

.\rinci) Steel (.'orji. : .SVc-
Higbee. David A., and Jasper. Ke. 2S.1S8.

Utncivi.ser. Joli. A., (i.iii.b.II. Chemisohc Fabrik : See—
Scbulz, GiientluT. Ke. 2.S,1<>2.

H.-ndix C<>rp., Thf : .Sec—
Kvtta. Oswald (>., and .Iiilow. Re. 2S.191.

Cadf, Ronald L.. and L. S. Jeromin, to Xer<>.\ Corp. Towder
cloud xeroirraphlc development apparatus. Re. l\s,19:{, 10-S-
74. CI. ^li^ -194.

I'orestek, Clarence \V. Method for producing fi.ssures in metal
lie surfaces of chromium. Re. 28.1^4, lO-S-74. CI. 15«— IS.

(Jrace, W. R.. & Co. : Sec-
.Scr^'cvs. Frank .1. Re. 28.19.").

Higbee, David A., and J. C. Jasper, to Armco
.Mfthod of fabricating a metallic clad product.
1(1 S-74, CI. 29--.')27.7.

Jasper. Josepli C. : Ser
Iligbce. David A., and Jasper. Re. 28.188.

Jeromin. Lothar s. : Sec—
Cadf. Ronald L., and Jeromin. Re. 28.193.

a Force Jean and C. Stringer. Method of solid ithase weld-

ing for pipes. Re. 28,190. 10-8-74, CI. 219 <)7.

Steel Corp.
Re. 28.188,

Julow. Thomas M. : Srr—
Kvtta, Oswald ()., and Julow. Re. 28.191.

Kytta,' Oswald (>.. and T. M. Julow, to The Bendix Corp.

Sui)eratmospheric fluid pressure servomotor. Re. _8.l.)i.

10-8-74. CI. 91 87<i.

La
ing for i)ipe;

Liljendahl. Sven A. J., to Aktiebolaget Klectrolux. Method
of conducting waste liquid by vacuum through long conduits

of pneumatic sewage disposal systems. Re. 28,189, 10-8-

74, CI. 4 10.

Schuiz, Guenther, to Joh. A. Benckiser G.m.b.H. Cheniisehe

Fabrik. Process for producing crystalline alkali metal

citrates by precipitation. Re. 28.192. 10-8-74, CI. 204- isO.

Sergeys Frank J., to W. R. Grace & Co. I'orous-ceramic oxida-

tion catalyst. Re. 28,195. 10-S-
" -

Stringer. Carl : Sec—
La Force, Jean, and Stringer. Ri-. 28,190.

-455.

Xerox Corp. : Sec—
Cade. Ronald L. and Jeromin. Re. 28.19:;.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
.\nderson Frederic W.. to Reedley Nursery. Inc. Nectarine

tree. .-{.t;.}:?. lO-S-74, CI. 41.

Diiffett. William K. : See -

Jessel, Walter H.. Jr.. and Duffett. 3,6."?2.

Jessel. Walter II., Jr.. and W. K. Duffett, to Yoder Brothers.
Inc. Chrvsanthemum plant. ;5,G32. 10-8-74, CI. 74.

Klebm. Carl G.. to Klehm Properties, Inc. Peony plant. 3.63.>.

lO-S-74. 01. fis.

Klehm, Carl G., to Klehm Properties, Inc. Peony plant. 3,03«),

10 8-74, CI. r.s.

Klehm Properties. Inc. : See
Klebm. Carl G. 3,«35.
Klehm, Carl G. 3,030.

Lowden, Edward W. Raspl)erry plant. ;

Reedley Nursery, Inc.: Ncr -

Anderson. Frederic W. 3,0:{:5.

Yoder Brothers. Inc. : Sec
Jessel, Walter II.. Jr.. and Duffett.

.034. 10-8-74, CI. 40.

3,«!32.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
.Vdams, Ladd M. Drill press. 233,168, lO-S-74. CI. D54— 14.

.\jax Hardware Corp. : Sec—
Zagoroli. David P. 23::, 104.

Alderman Studios Inc. : See—
Drilling. Donald W. 233.172.

.Mfonso, Louis. Sign face protector. 233.184. lO-S-74, CI.

D9t; 1.

.Mlied Chemical Corp. : Sec
Radke. Donald G. 233.001.

.\merican Can Co. : See—
Brincks, Richard J., Fox, and Hole. 233.137.

Baenen, Robert H. C. .M.. to Dart Industries Inc. Food storage
<lish. 233.121. 10 S-74, CI. D7 70.

Bates. Charles K. .Mountable gun cartridge dispenser. 233.-
147. 10-,S-74. CI. D22— 14.

Blssell, Inc. : Sec-
Goodrich. Gordon W.. and Painter. 233,120.

Bosch. Ri>bert. GmbH : iScc-

Slany. Hans E. 233,1.30.
Slany. Hans E. 233.131.

Bouldin. Kent W. : See—
Hoshall. Tlionias C., and Bouldin. 233.089.

Bourns, Inc. : Nrc-
Bruder. Frank J., and Steuer. 233.151.

Brincks. Richard J.. W. L. Fox, Jr., and H. S. Hole, to Amer-
ic.in Can Co. Container end. 233,137. 10-8-74, CI. D9—255.

Bruder. Frank J., and V. F. Steuer. to Bourns. Inc. Selecta-
ble tixed Impedance device. 233.151, lO-S-74, CI. D20 1.

Brunswick Corp.. The: Sec
.Miller, Earl E. 233.145.
.Miller. Earl E. 233,140.

Bndreau. Dell .\.. to Terra Thumb. Inc. Terrarium planting
tool. 233.128 10-8-74, 01. DS—51.

Burn. Eldon L. Combined actuator and bracket for winilow
closure. 23::.13;{. lO-S-74. CI. D8- 153.

C.impbell. John L., to Kelsev-Haves Co. Combined water
closet and lavatory. 233,149. 10-.8-74. <'l. D23— 49.

Cannon Mills Co. : See-
Srherer, Nancv A. 233,112.
Scherer. Nancy .\. 233.113.

Capehart Corp.: Sec ~

Levine. Robert. 233,10.5.
Chan, .\nthony P. H.. .md II. J.

Xray diffractometer hoiisincr.

Christian. Hubert E.. and D. W.
Plate cover. 233,115. l(»~8-74

Coakley. Donald L. : see-
Harrison, Samuel .\.. and Coakley. 233,178

Hall, to Svntex (I'.S.A.) Inc.
233,177, 10-.S-74, CI. D83 1.

Lee., to Dart Industries Inc.
CI. D7- 40.

Cole, Richard D. Paper cutter guard. 233.183. 10-8-74, CI.

Combsrn-vin W.. Jr.. and 0. W. Shelton. to Plough Inc.

Shipping carton for containers or the like. 2.{<.l.i.>, io-.>-

74, CI. D9~170.
Dare Pafco Inc. : .vee-

Tbnrman. Paul G. 2:«,1S0.

Dart Industries Inc. : Sec -

Baenen, Robert H. C. M. 233.121.
Christian. Hubert E., and Lee. 233, llo.

Lavlon. Harry. 2.33.090.

La'vb.n, Harry. 233.092.
Swett, James B. 233.117.
Swett. James B.. and Smith. 233,110.

Dawson. Theodore R. Cup holder. 233,120, 10-8-i4. LI.

Dean Carl J., and D. .M. Wright, to Barry Wright Corp. Tub
file cabinet and desk for accommodating data processing

cards. 233.100. 10-,s-74. 01. D0~15s.
Deslsto Frank A., J. .Madaio, W. R. House, and \\

.
L. Phi-

lips to J. C. Pennev Co. Display case. 233,109, 10-8- (4,

CI. DO lOs.
Detection Svstems. Inc. : .S'ce

—

McMaster. Ricliard L. 233.139.
.

Drilling Donalil W.. to Alderman Studios Inc. Display pro-

jection cabinet. 233.172, 10-8-74, 01. DOl- 1.

Eastman Kodak Co. : See—
Sias. James H. 233.179.

i:s(iuire. Inc. : See
Gore, Fred M.. and .MeFarlin. 2.?3,10ti.

Gore. Fred M.. and .McFarlin. 233,107.

Fauz/.a. Alessandro R. Knife handle. 233,122. 10-8-.4, ( 1.

Finn Frederick W., assignor of a fractional part interest to

Roliert G. Wilson. Detachable handle for a beverage can or

the like. 2:{3,11S. 10-.S-74. 01. 1)7^70. „.,,...
Fisher .Morris F., to Jackson Chair Co.. Inc. ( hair. 23.^,09...

10-8-74. 01. DO 71.

Fox. William L., Jr. : Sec
Brincks. Richard J.. Fox, and Hole. 2.13.1.ii.

France Bed Co. Ltd. : See
Kashu. Yoshio. 233,097.
Katoda, Kenichi. 233,098.
Katoda. Kenichi. 233.101.
Narisawa. Noriaki. 233,100.
Noda. Akihiko. 233.090.
Noda. Akihiko. and Watanabe. 233,094.
Ohnisbi. Minoru. 233.099.
Watanabe. Kiyoshi. 233.102.

pn6
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Funahashl, Takaji. Stamp. 233,174, 10-8-74, 01. DG4— 10.
Gerhard, Heinrich : See—

Mueller, Walter, Gerhard, and Stierli. 233,085.
.Mueller, Walter, Gerhard, and Stierli. 233,107.

Gideon, Walter. Surveillance camera housing. 233,170, 10-8-
74, 01. DOl— 1.

Gismondi, Emma, nee Schweinberger. Umbrella-stand. 233,-
080, 10-8-74, 01. Dt!- 19.

Gismondi, Ernesto. Standing lamp. 233,165, 10-8-74, 01.
D48 20.

Goodrich, Gordon W., and D. Painter, to Bissell, Inc. Base

Martin. Arthur W. Rotatable stand. 233,087, 10-8-74, 01.
I)()— 20.

McFarlin, Raliih .M. : Sec—
Gore. Fred M., and .McFarlin. 233,160.
Gore, Fred M.. and McFarlin. 233,167.

.McMaster. Richard L., to Detection Systems, Inc. lltrasonic
motion-detector liousing. 233,139, lO-S-74. 01. DlO-lOO.

.Miller. Earl E., to The Brunswick Corp. Fish lure. 233,145.
lO-S-74, 01. D22—27.

Miller. Earl E., to The Brunswick Corp. Fish lure. 23.3.146,
lO-S-74, 01. 1)22 28.

for a two-wheeled floor sweeper. 233,126, 10-8-74, 01. .Mocarski. Zenon R., to S.R.O. Laboratories, Inc. Air gun
1)7 175. 233,148, 10-8-74, 01. 1)23—17.

(iore, Fred M.. ami R. M. McFarlin, to Esquire, Inc. Light Mueller, Walter, II. Gerhard, and D. Stierli, to Interluebke
fixture. 233,160, lO-S-74, 01. D48— .U. Gebr. Luebke KG. Combined work desk, bed and multiple

(Jore, Fred M., and R. M. McFarlin, to Esquire, Inc. Light storage unit. 233.085, 10-8-74. 01. DO— 4.
fixture. 233,107, 10-.S-74, 01. D48--31

Gutner. Kenneth H. Canopy frame for bed. 233,111, 10-8-74.
01. DO 19S.

Gntowski. Wojciech S. : Sec—
Olson. Jolm I)., and Gutowski. 2.33,132.

Hall, Hugh J. : See--
Chan, Anthonv P. H.. and Hall. 233.177.

.Mueller, Walter, H. Gerhard, and D. Stierli, to Interluebke
(Jebr. Luebke KG. Combined storage drawer and shelf unit.
2:<.{,107, 10-8-74, CI. 1)0-100.

-Narisawa, Noriaki. to France Bed Co. Ltd. Chair. 233,100.
10-8-74. CI. DO— 70.

Niemi. William, i'ressure roller applicator. 233,129, 10-8-74.
CI. DS— 51.

Harper, Claude .M., to Roto-Master. Inc. Arbor press and .Noda. Akihiko. and K. Watanabe, to France Bed Co. Ltd.
stand. 233.173, 10-8-74, CI. D03— 1. Chair. 233.094. lO-S-74. CI. DO 74.

Harrison. Samuel A., and D. L. Coakley. Combined cigarette Noda. Akihiko. Chair. 233.095, 10-8-74, CI. DO— 74.
bolder and ashtray support. 233,178, 10-8-74, CI. D85 -8. Nod.i, Akihiko. to France Bed Co. Ltd. Chair. 233,090 10-8-

Ilawk, Bob R.. to Loma Corp. Self-hinged container lid. 233
124. 10- S-74. CI. 1)7—103.

H.iwk. Bob R.. to I.,«>ma Corp. Self-hinged container lid. 233,-
125, lO-s-74, 01. I>7—103.

Hayden, Kenneth E. Basketball rebound dome. 233,162, lO-.s-
74. CI. 1)34-5.

Hesener. Walter. Educational game board. 233,101, 10-8-74,
CI. 1)34 5.

Hole. Henrv S. : Sec
Brincks, Richard J.. Fox. and Hole. 233,137.

Hominick. Jolm N. Grinder guard for hand lield grinders or
the like. 233,1(!4. 10-,S-74, 01. D37— 1.

Hoshall. Thomas C, and K. W. Bouldin; said Bouldin as
slgnorto said Hoshall. Bar stool. 233.089, 10-8-74. 01. I'aiiiter, David: See-

4, CI. DO 74.
Noyes, Lois A. Hot article holder. 233,114, 10-.S-74. CI.
DO 2UA.

Obi. Ilisataiie: Sec
Ono, Taisuke, and obi. 233, 1S2.

ohnishi, Minoru, to Fiance Bed Co. Ltd. Chair. 233,099.
lO-S-74, 01. D(i- 74.

Olson, John I)., and W. S. Gutowski, to The Stanley Works.
Screw starter. 233,132, 10-8-74, 01. D8—80.

Ono. Taisuke, and H. (thi. Electric hair cutter. 233,182, 10-8-
74, CI. D95 3.

Pace Collection Inc., The: Sce--
Rosen. Irving M. 233,108.

(Joodrieb. Gordon W., and Painter. 233.120.
Pay ton, Donald R. : Sec- -

Thompson. John F.. and Payton. 233.169.
Penney. J. ('.. Co. : .S'rr

Desisto. Frank A.. Madaio, House, and Phillips. 233.109.
Phillips. William L. : See -

Desisto. Frank A.. .Madaio. House, and Phillips. 233,109.
Plout'h. Inc. : Sec

Tombs. Irvin W., Jr.. and Shelton. 233.135.
Polaroid Corp. : See

Land. Edwin H.. and Wareham. 233.171.
Powell Pressed Steel Co.. The : Sec

Powell. William R. 233,181.
Powell. William R., to Tlie Powell Pressed Steel Co. Stack-

able material liandling box. 233,181, 10-8-74, 01. D87

—

1.

Radke, Donald (i., to Allied Chemical Corp. Combined auto-
mobile seat an<i recessed seat belt buckle. 233,091, 10-,S-74.
CI. Dti 4S.

DO 35.
House. William R. : Scc-

Desisto. Frank A.. IMadaio, House, and Phillips. 233,109.
Interluebke Gebr. Luebke KG: Sec

.Mueller. Walter. Gerhard, and Stierli. 233,085.
-Mueller, Walter. Gerhard, and Stierli. 233.107.

International Telephone iind Telegraph Corp. : Sec
Workman, David E. 233,150.

.Jackson Chair Co., Inc.: See—
Fislier. .Morris F. 233,093.

Johnson, Everett .V. Boat hoist. 233 119. 10-8-74 01
D12 54.

Jolliffe, John E.. to SC.M Corp. p:iectrlcal plug. 233,150.
10-S~74. (M. D20- 1.

.look. Leo. Bicycle exerciser. 233.100. 1(i-K-74. CI. 1)34 5.
K.ibiishiki Kaisha Ricoh : See—

Saito. Yasuhiro. 23.H.15.'?.

Saito, Yasuhiro. 233.154.
Karn. Harold G.. Jr.. to Rubbermaid Commercial Products. Riganionti. Pietro. Meat choiiper. 233 123 10-8-74 01

Inc. Refuse container. 233,127. lO-S-74. 01. D7 194. 1)7-155 ' "

Kaslui. Yoshio. to France Bed Co.. Ltd. Chair. 233,097, 10-8- Rosen, Irving M.. to The Pace Collection Inc Table 233 -

,- '."* ^^ ^l'".
"^-

^<^^- 10-8-74. 01. DO—177.
Kato. Katuicho: .srr Roto-Master. Inc.: See

Tanaka, Akio, and Kato. 233.140. Harper. Claude .M. 233,173.
Katoda, Kenichi. to France Bed Co. Ltd. Chair. 233,09s. Rutibermaid Commercial Products Inc. : Sec—

10-s 74^ (^]. m 74. Karn. Harold G.. Jr. 233,127.
Katoda. Kenichi. to f ranee Bed Co. Ltd. Chair. 233.101. SCM Corn.: Sec-

lO-S-74. CI. DO -70. Jolliffe. John E. 233.150.
Kawasaki Jukosryo Kabusbiki Kaisha : Sec— S.R.C. Liboratnries Inc See

Taiiaka. Akio. and Kato. 233.140. .Moc.irski. /eiioii R. 233.148.
Kelsey-IIaves Co

: >'»T Saito. Yasnliiro. to Kabusbiki Kaisha Ricoh. Electronic cal-
( ampbell. John L. 233,149. ciilator. 233,15;!, 10-8-74. 01. D20— 5.

Ko<h. Sainuej J. Combined ci-rarette lighter, desk pen and Saito. Yasuhiro. to Kabusbiki Kaisha Ricoli. Electronic eal
tray. 233.1,0. 10-8-74, 01. D74 -5. culator. 23.H.154. 10 S-74 CI. D20— 5.

Knutson Rol)ert C. Depth meter. 233,152. 10-8-74. CI. Scherer. Nancy .\.. to Cannon Mills Co. Towel or similar arti-

r
''->' ,V ,. ,, r,. .

cle. 233.112. lO-S-74. CI. DO 205.
Lacock Roger I). H. Bird cage. 233.157. lO-S-74. 01. 1)30 4. Scherer. Nancy A., to Cannon Mills Co. Towel or similar ar-
Laiid. Edwin II.. and R. R. Wareham, to Polaroid Corip. Pho- tide. 23:{.li;:, 10-.S-74 C] D0--205

tographic camera or similar .irtiele. 233.171. 10-8-74. ("1. Shelton. Charles W • See
-'

r "'I-' V. , .. ... Combs. Irvin W.. Jr.. and Shelton. 2.33,13.5.
LaiKlin. .Maude. Support for clothes hanger. 233.103, 10-8- Sherman. Harriet N. : Sec—

.4CI. D'!^ 8.5. Slierman. Harvey M.. and II. N. 233.130.
"A, 'A'rr.-

<"l''irl<'s.: Restaurant building. 2.33.143. 10-8-74, Sherman. Harvev M., and H. N. I'tilitv bag. 2.33.1.30 10-8-
( 1. Dl.{ 1 74 c\. 1)9 251.

V!, T.'ro
V'"""les.l Restaurant building. 233,144. 10-8-74. Sias. James H.. to Eastman Kodak Co. Projector carrying

r '^Vt '• ». , ,
case. 2:!3.17!t. 10-8 74. CI. DS7—5.

Lavlon. Harry, to part Industries Inc. Chaise lounge. 233.- ^-ni T<,,i.f..f v Ki,.v,.i-. .-^l- •)•?? 1.10 in c -a /-i r»i.. 11-
090. 10-S 74 CI DO .'^9

Mil. Hooei f l;. Hic.\cle rack. 2.{.i.l4J, 10-.S-(4, < I. D12— ll->.

Lavlon. Harry.'to Dart Industries Inc. Chair. 2-33.092. 10-8- Sinding, J. din R. Bottle. 233.134, 10-.8-74, 01. D9 -39.

I
""*'/>"'

•^I'^'n-"''''
Skarky. Floyd E. Consultation table having compartments

I.ee. »ayi(l
^^i Set- f„r retaining modular Inserts and the like. 233,088. 10-8-

Chnstian. Hubert E.. and Lee. 233.115. 74. cj. D0--27.

^''7.'^'A''''
,!;•'""'' '"• ^- In^'^rtible sign. 233.185. 10-8-74. CI. Slanv, Hans E., to Robert Bosch GmbH. Pneumatic tool.

'>•'•' 12. 233.130. 10-,S-74. 01. D8 -08.

'''';1"- -V""'*!- U'
?'•'^^"'^ ^'f>velties. Inc. Toy hank. 233.163. Slany. Hans E.. to Robert Bosch GmbH. Hand tool. 23:h.131lO-S ,4. CI. D34--11. 10-,S-74. CI. D8— OS.

Levine. Robert, to Capehart Corp. Cabinet. 233,105, 10-.8-74, Smith. Sidney Z. : See—
•'' ^*'' ^•'*- Swett. James B.. and Smith. 233,110.

Little. Carl II.. to Weber Knapp Co. Card drawer. 233.110. Stanley Works. The: Sec
lO-s-,4. CI. DO -181. OJson. John I)., and Gutowski. 233,132.

Lonia Corp. : Sec-
llawk. Boh R. 23.3.124.
Hawk, Bob R. 233.125. ,., ,,. ^ „ „

r ,, T^ T (. , ,
Steuer. Victor I- . : Sec

.^M'o ,-^'"i^'
^'- •''• ^^""P for cleaning sanitary cat boxes. Bruder, Frank J., and Steuer. 233.151.

2.{3.1.»8. 10-.S-74, CI. D30--99. ,.,, ,. t^- . a
., , . , , „ Stierli. Di"te<- : See-

-

.Madaio. .Tohii: Sec Mueller. Walter. Gerhard, and Stierli. 233.085.
Desisto. I' rank A.. Madam. House, and Phillips. 233,109. Mueller. Walter. Gerhard, and Stierli. 2.33.107.

Steinliart. Siegfried, flhain candles. 233,175, 10-8-74. CI.
1)7:!— 1.
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Swett. James B.. and S. Z. Smith, to Dart Industries Inc.
Combined food shaker and blender. 233,116, lO-S-74, CI.
D7 .")1.

Swett, James B., to Dart Industries Inc. Condiment dispenser
or the lii<e. 2.S3.117, lO-S-74, CI. D7— r)2.

Syntex (I'.S.A. ) Inc.: i^cc—
Chan. Anthony I*. H.. and Hall. 233.177.

Tanai<a. Akio, and K. Kato. to Kawasalii Jukoj:yo Kabushiki
Kaisha. Boat S211. 233,140, 10-.S-74, CI. D12— (iO.

'I'erra Tliunil), Inc. : Sec--
Budreau, Dell A. 233.12,s.

Thompson, John F., and D. H. I'ayton, to \\. H. Weaver
Wide anjrle telescopic sijrht. 233.100, 10-.S-74, CI. Dr)7-

Thumian. Paul G., to Dare I'afco Inc. Carrvinjr trav
ciimniodities. 23:!. ISO, lO-S-74, CI. D87— 1.

Iro Denski Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Wada, Seihei. 233.15.').

V>>«el, Kudolf. Kesealing bottle cap or the like. 233,138, 10-8-
74. CI. D!> -287.

Wachi, Seihei, to Iro Denski Kogvo Kabushiki Kaisha. An-
tenna. 233,155. 10-8-74, CI. D2»)— 14.

Ward. Bruce K. Camper trailer. 233,141, 10-8-74, CI.
D12 10.{.

Wart'ham. Richard K. : .Sec

—

Land, Kdwin II., and Wareham. 233,171.

Co.
— 1.

for

Watanabe, Kivoshi : See—
Xoda, Akihiko. and Watanabe. 233,094.

Watanabe. Kiyoshi, to France Bed Co. Ltd. Chair. 233,102.
10-8-74, CI. D6— 7().

Weaver. W. K.. Co. : Sec—
Thompson, John F., and Pay ton. 233,109.

Weber Knapp Co. : See—
Little, Carl II. 233,110.

White. Georjre X. Grave marker. 233,159, 10-8-74, CI.
D31 -14.

Wilson, Robert G. : Sec ~

Finn, Frederick W. 233,118.

Workman, David K.. to International Telephone and Tele-
graph Corp. Combined toilet bowl and seat. 233,150, 10-8-
74. CI. 1)23-07.

Wright, Barry, Cori). : .svr

—

Dean. Carl J., and Wright. 233.100.
Wright. David M. : See -

Dean, Carl .1.. and Wright. 233,10t>.

/.agor(di, David P.. to Ajax Hardware Corp. Soap dish stand
or similar article. 233,104, 10-8-74, CI. DO— 89.

Zipbank Novelties. Inc.: See--
Levin. Arnold. 23;{,103.

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED OCTOBER 8, 1974

Note.— First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

CLASS 2



PI 40 CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
I 14

185

242
244
Wi
358
384

579
583

3.840.415

3,840.416

3.840.417

3.840.418

3.840.419

3.840.420

3.840.421

3.840.422

3.840.423

CLASS 160
26 3.840.061

CLASS 161

3.840.424

3.840.425

3.840.426
3.840.427

36
68
144

227

146

205
275

66
194

213
303
323

I

45
105
167

86
274

24
430

258

CLASS 162
3.840.428
3.840.429

3.840.430

CLASS 164
3.840.062
3.840.063

3.840.064
3.840.065
3,840.066

CLASS 165
3.840.067
3.840.068

3.840.069
3.840.070

CLASS

CLASS

CLASS

CLA.SS
66
70R
120SR

CLASS

CLA.SS

CLASS

15

61

107

39

86R

196

CLA.SS
6 8

7.2

CLA.SS
ISW
2 5R

15Ay

I5BF

I5A
I8E-:a

146R
175 2R

CLA.SS
5R

M 38
I4R
79 1

82R
I05R
1 16

166
3.840.071

3.840.072
3.840.073

169
3.840.074

3.840.075

172
3.840.076
3.840.077

174
3.840. 6^*2

3.840.6V3

3.840.6V4

175
3.840.078
3.840.(t7V

3.840.080

176
3.840.411

3.840.432

177
3.840.08 1

178
3. 84(1, 6*^8

3.840.644
3. 840. '0(1

3.840.701

179

3.840.702
3.840.703

3.840,704
3.840. 7()7

3.840.70^
3.840. 70X
3.840.7tl.S

3.840.704
3.840.7 10

3.84(t.71 I

3.840.712

IKO
3.840.082
3.840.0X3
3.840.084

3.840.085
3.840,086
3,840,087

3,840,088
3,840,084

CLASS 181
114 3,840,040

CLASS 182
4 3,840.041

CLASS 186
lAC 3.840.042



GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX

OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS
(U.S. States. Territories and Armed Forces, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Canal Zone)

Alabama I

Alaska 2

American Samoa 3

Arizona 4

Arkansas 5

C alifornia 6

Canal Zone 7

Colorado 8

Connecticut 9

Delaware 10

District of Columbia 1

1

Florida 12

G eorgia 13

Guam 14

H awaii 15

Idaho 16

Illinois 17

I ndiana 18

Iowa 19

Kansas 20

Kentucky 21

I-ouisiana 22
Maine 23
Maryland 24
Massachusetts 25
Michigan 26
M innesota 27
Mississippi 28
M issouri 29
Montana 30
Nebraska 3

1

Nevada 32
New Hampshire 33
New Jersey 34
New Mexico 35
New York 36
North Carolina 37
North Dakota 38
Ohio 39
Oklahoma 40

Oregon 41

Pennsylvania 42

Puerto Rico 43

Rhode Island 44

South Carolina 45

South Dakota 46

Tennessee 47

Texas 48

Utah.... 49

Vermont 50

V irginia 51

Virgin Islands 52

Washington 53

West Virginia 54

Wisconsin 55

Wyoming 56

U.S. Air Force 57

U.S. Army 58

U.S. Navy 59

(First number in listing denotes location according to above key. Refer to patent number in body of the Official Gazette to obtain details as to inventor

name, location, etc.)

Patents

1
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3.633 17 3.635 3.636 39 3.632
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PATENT OFFICE NOTICES
Trademark Registration Treaty
Post Conference Information

The text of the Trademark Registration Treaty (TRT)
signed in 1973 for the United States and 13 other Stateswas reproduced In the Official Gazette of July 24 1973'
The substance of post conference documents on the history
of the treaty, a brief summary of its provisions and advan-
tages, and explanatory notes on each of the articles were
reproduced in the Official Gazette of March 12 1974 in
addition, an outline of the possible changes In the "Trademark
Act Of 1946, As Amended," which may be required or de-
sirable if the Trademark Registration Treaty is ratified and
Implemented was published In the Official Gazette of May

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
which served as the Secretariat of the Vienna Diplomatic
Conference at which the Trademark Registration Treaty was
adopted, has now circulated an additional post conference
document, consisting of explanatory notes on the regulations
under the treaty. These notes are intended to facilitate the
reading of the text of the regulations, providing where a
rule refers to certain articles of the treaty or to other rules
of the regulations, brief information on those articles or
other rules. This document is supplemental, and similar In
format, to the one comprising notes on the articles which
was published on March 12, 1974.
The Office will supply a photo copy of these explanatory

notes on the TRT regulations (TRT/PCD/4, dated .luly 31,
1974) to any Interested person who may request such copy.

Dated : Sept 17, 1974.

C. MARSHALL DANN,
Commissioner of Patents.

Patent Suits
Notices under 35 U.S.C. 290; Patent Act of 1952

2.704.663. D. R. Blake, LEVELING DEVICE, filed Jan 3
1974, D.C., S.D.N.Y., Doc. 74-C-71, David R. Blake v. Robert
E. Miller d Co. Inc. and Robert E. Miller.

2.706.697. P. Eisler, MANUFACTURE OF ELECTRIC CIR-
CUIT COMPONENTS, filed In the Court of Claims (District
of Columbia), Doc. 127-62, Technograph Printed Circuits.
Ltd. and Technograph Printed Electronics, Inc. v. The United
States. Plaintiffs held estopped from contesting invalidity
of all claims on said patent. All claims held Invalid Oct 17
1973.

•

2,733,713. H. H. Kabnick, ORAL IRRIGATOR, filed in the
U.S. Court of Claims (District of Columbia), Doc. 55-73,
Interdent Corporation v. The United States. Defendant's
motion for partial summary judgment regarding sales of De-
fense Department Post Exchanges granted since Court has
no jurisdiction over non-appropriated fund activities of the
Federal government. Dec. 19, 1973.

2.883.895, C. A. Vossberg, ROLLING MILL THICKNESS
CONTROL SYSTEM, filed Mar. 25. 1974, D.C.. W.D. Tenn
(Memphis), Doc. C-74-30-E, Carl A. Vossberg v. Consoli-
dated Aluminum Corporation.

2,919.990. Podlesak, Kraft, Miller, METHOD OF CONTINU-
OUSLY PRODUCING PACKAGED UNITS, filed Feb. 8,
1974, D.C. Utah (Salt Lake City), Doc. NC-74-10. Kraftco
Corporation v. Cache Valley Dairy Association.

3.002.176. R. S. Yopp. MULTIPLE-CONTACT ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR, filed Feb. 1, 1974, D.C. N.D. 111. (Chicago).
Doc. 74c316, Bunker Ramo Corp. v. AMP Inc. et al.

3,017,616, R. A. Runyan. SYSTEM FOR PROCESSING RE-
CORDED INFORMATION, filed Dec. 21, 1973, U.S. Court
of Claims (District of Columbia), Doc. 488-73, Weston In-
struments, Inc. V. The United States of America.

3,046,110. M. P. Schmidt, PROCESS OF MAKING PRINT-
ING PLATES AND LIGHT SENSITIVE MATERIAL SUIT-
ABLE FOR USE THEREIN, filed July 12, 1966, D.C. Del.
(Wilmington), Doc. CA 3235, Azoplate Corporation v. Siher-
lith. Inc. Judgment—Patent valid, defendant restrained and
enjoined from infringing any claim of said patent, judgment
entered against defendant, Jan< 4, 1974.

3,100.080. R. A. Fiechter, RAILWAY RAIL JOINT ; 3,139,364
same, RAILWAY TRACK, filed July 6, 1972, D.C. W D Pa
(Pittsburgh), Doc. 72-558, Allegheny Dropforge Co. v. Portec,
Inc. Patents invalid, Mar. 28, 1974.

3,139,364. (See 3,100,080.)

3.140,342, Ehrrelch and Avery, ELECTRICAL SHIELDINGAND SEALING GASKET, filed May 13, 1970, D.C.N.J (New-
ark), Doc. C-606-70, Technical Wire Products, Inc. v.
Chomerics. Inc. Stipulation of dismissal of action Mar 22
1974.

' '

3,336,546, V. E. De Lucia. VACUUM RELAY FOR RADIO
FREQUENCY SIGNALS; 3,6M,870, same. MAGNETICALLY
OPERATED ENVELOPE ENCLOSED HIGH VOLTAGE RE-LAY

; 3,6M,970, Culbertson, McRae and Meyn, NONELEC-
TRON EMISSIVE ELECTRODE STRUCTURE UTILIZING
ION-PLATED NONEMISSIVE COATINGS, filed Nov. 30.
1973. D.C. N.D. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. C73-2144-Ajz[
T-orr Laboratories, Inc. v. Jennings Radio Manufacturing
Corp. Filed consent judgment and order that claims 1, 2 and
3 of plaintiff's U.S. Patent 3,604.870 are invalid under 35
use 102(a), 102(b) and 103. Plaintiff's complaint for In-
frlngment of claims 4, 5, 6 and 7 are dismissed with preju-
dice. Plaintiff's complaint for Infrlngment of claims 1-4 of
U.S. Patent 3,336.546 are dismissed with prejudice, defend-
ant's counterclaim is dismissed without prejudice entered
Mar. 21, 1974.

3,360,157, Bolt and Wobbe, METHOD OF FORMING A
COATED METAL CONTAINER AND ARTICLE PRODUCED
THEREBY, filed Nov. 5, 1973, D.C, E.D. Pa. (Philadelphia),
Doc. CA. 73-2515, Crown Cork d Seal Company, Inc. v.

.4.merican Can Company.

3,393,372. Vickery and Fisher, CARBON DIOXIDE LASER
SYSTEMS FOR THE EMISSION OF COHERENT RADIA-
TION, filed Mar. 1. 1972, D.C, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc.
72c527, Semi-Elements, Inc., Joseph V. Fisher and Laverne
B. Fisher v. Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc. Order
cause dismissed without prejudice pursuant to Rule 41(a)
of the FRCP, May 25, 1972.

3,6<M,870. (See 3,336,516.)

3.604.970. (See 3,336,546.)

3.611,910. J. S. Hughes, CORN POPPER ; D. 206,674, Hughes
and Cleminshaw, same, filed Jan 5, 1973, D.C, N.D. 111. (Chi-
cago), Doc. 73c61, Robeson Cutlery Co. Inc. v. Reliable Mfg.
Co. Inc. Motion to substitute the plaintiff Robeson Cutlery Co.
Inc. for Ropat Corporation is granted. By stipulation cause
dismissed with prejudice, Jan. 31, 1974.

3,758,051, D. D. Williams, VELOCITY CONTROL AND
ORIENTATION OF A SPIN-STABILIZED BODY ; Re. 26.887,
W. B. McLean, PROPORTIONAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM
FOR A SPINNING BODY IN FREE SPACE, filed Jan. 17,
1974, D.C. M.D. Fla. (Orlando), Doc. 74-21-Orl-C-R, Hughes
Aircraft Co., William B. McLean and Walter G. Finch v.

Philco-Ford Corp. and The Marconi Co. Ltd.

3,775,951, Eichholz and McCambridge, VACUUM CLEANER,
filed Jan. 9, 1974, D.C, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc, 74c64, Cen-
tral Quality Industries, Inc. v. Shelton Products, Inc. et al.

3,776,698, A. M. Eisentraut, TEST FOR THYROID HOR-
MONE, filed Feb. 19, 1974, D.C, N.D. Tex. (Dallas), Doc.
CA 3-74-143-E. Nuclear-Medical Laboratories v. American
Biomedical Corporation and Bio-Assay Laboratory.

Re. 26,887. (See 3.758,051.)
,

D, 206,674. (See 3.611,910.)

D. 214,083. I. J. Alligood, INDUSTRIAL VACUUM CLEAN-
ING UNIT, filed Jan. 23, 1974, D.C. W.D. Pa. (Pittsburgh),
Doc. 74-64, National Systems Inc. and Ira J. Alligood, Jr. v.

Kwik-N-Eze Mfg., Samuel Bryant, and Giant Towels Co.

n. 219,118, Baker and Plecla, BOAT, filed Feb. 15, 1973,
D.C, CD. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. 73-343-LTL, Side-
winder Marine, Inc. v. Wriedt, Inc., doing business as Wriedt
Custom Boats. Filed stipulation of dismissal of plaintiff's

complaint and defendant's counterclaim without prejudice,

entered Dec. 14, 1973.
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Access to Interference Files

[37 CFR Part 1]

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to authority con-
tained in section 6 of the Act of July 19, 1952 (66 Stat. 793 ;

85 U.S.C. 6), as amended October 5. 1971 (85 Stat. 364), the
Patent Office proposes to amend Title 37 of the Code of Federal
Regulations by revising § 1.11(a).

Interested persons are invited to present their views, ob-
jections, recommendations, or suggestions in writing in con-
nection with the proposed change to the Commissioner of
Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231 on or before November 29,
1974. No oral hearings will be held. Written comments or
suggestions will be available for examination by interested
persons at Crystal Plaza Building 3, Room llC17a, Arlington
Virginia.

The proposed revision of | 1.11(a) would change present
practice by permitting earlier access to the file of an inter-
ference which involved a patent or an application on which
a patent has issued. Under present practice, access Is not
permitted until judicial review of the decision of the Board
of Patent Interferences has been exhausted. The proposed
revision would allow access to the file after final decision of
the Board of Patent Interferences if that decision is an award
of priority as to all parties. Such earlier actess could be of

benefit to members of the public who need to know the basis
for the issuance of the patent prior to final adjudication of
the interference decision.

The text of the proposed revised rule is as follows :

i 1.11 Files open to the public.

(a) After a patent has been issued, the specification, draw-
ings, and all papers relating to the case in the file of the pat-
ent are open to inspection by the general public, and copies
may be furnished upon paying the fee therefor. After an
award of priority by the Board of Patent Interferences as to
all parties, the file of any interference which involved a pat-
ent, or an application on which a patent has issued. Is simi-
larly open to public inspection and procurement of copies.
See i 2.27 of this chapter for trademark files.

• * • • •

Dated : Aug. 30, 1974.

C MARSHALL DANN,
Commissioner of Patents.

Approved : Sept. 9, 1974.

Bktsy Ancker-Johnson,
Assistant Secretary for

Science and Technology.

[FR Doc. 74-21454; Filed 9-16-74; 8:45 amj

Pub. in 39 F.R. 33376, Sept. 17, 19tl,
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Certificates of Correction for the Week of Oct. 15, 1974

October 15, 1974

Re. 27,970
Re. 28,031
D. 231,740

3,629,275

3,643,701

3,671,468

3,688.359

3,690,934

3,692,824

3,696,198

3,705,206

3,706,733

3,707,596

3,709,915

3,711,517

3,715,367

3,716,430

3,728,293

3,731,613

3,732,307

3,733,412

3,733,967

3,743,385

3,745,179

3,745,408

3,746,663

3,747,241

3,748,238

3,750,236

3,751,392

3,751,715

3.752,589

3,755,518

3.756,702

3,759,264

3,759,628

3,760,043

3,760,077

3,761,552

3,761,565

3,762,692

3,763.285

3,763,533

3,763,983

3,765,321

3,765,933

3,766,199

3,767,543

3,769,414

3,769,982

3,770,032

3,770,435

3,772,287

3.773,155

3,773,352

3,773,547

3,773,906

3,774,188

3,774,245

3,774,400

3,775,463

3,776,516

3,776,528

3,776,617

3,776,863

3.777,113

3,777,288

3,778,689

3,779,741

3.779,985

3,781,186

3,781,358

3,781,813

3,782,214

3,782,530

3,782,826

3,784,080

3,784,560

3,784,922

3,784,977

3,785,430

3,787,270

3,787,622

3,787,769

3,790,365

3,790,619

3,790.834

3.790,958

3,792,233

3,792,293

3,793,290

3,793,440

3.793,736

3,793,824

3,793,854

3,793,906

3,794,550

3,795,117

3,795.508

3,795,530

3,795,584

3,796,707

3.796,843

3,796,908

3,796,936

3,796,995

3,797.496

3,797,535

3,797,609

3.798,246

3,798,548

3,798,611

3,799,207

3,799,322

3,799,563

3,800,037

3,800,064

3,800,265

3,800,935

3.801,044

3,801,217

3,801,321

3,801,429

3,801,576

3,802,139

3,802,367

3,802,948

3,803,109

3,803,144

3,803,392

3.804,501

3,805,073

3,805,596

3,805,942

3,806,449

3,806,531

3,806,546

3.806,644

3.806,658

3,806,880

3,807,052

3.807,158

3,807,537

3,807,857

3,808,340

3,808,635

3,808,681

3,808,703

3,808,874

3,808,896

3,810,856

3,811,661

3,812,114

3,812,179

3.812,467

3,812,728

3.813,245

3.813,440

3,813,453

3.813.638

3.813,755

3,813,806

3.813,8.37

3,814,185

3.814,388

3.814,470

3,814,546

3,814,551

3,814.741

3,814.938

3,815.184

3.815,740

3,816,174

3,816.213

3.816.275

3,816,337

3,816,490

3,816,566

3.817.251

3,817,446

3,817,741

3,817,868

3,818,151

3,818,162

3,818,485

3,818,711

3,819,384

3,819,527

3,819,697

3,819,817

3,820,078

3,820,197

3,820,317

3,820,420

3,820,531

3,820,580

3,820,612

3.820.958

3,821.718

3,821,768

3.821.775

3,821,840

3,821,875

3,822.002

3.822.132

3.822,2.30

3.822,352

3,822,436

3,822.565

3,823,158

3.823.444

3.824,133

3,824,391

3.824.415

3,824.547

3.824,551

3.824.972

3.825,549

3,825.566

3.825,857

3,825.970

3,826,940

3,826,941

3,833,899

rpil" n^'w.^,-
LIFTING ATTACHMENT FOR A CRANE. For-

T «t vw u- • ,S°".^^P°^^^°S? ^° ' Ronald P. Kananen. 1828
L. St. N W., W ashlDRton, D.C.. 20036.

THERPPOR wi.?.^^^T^^^^
CAMERA AND LIGHT SOURCE

nfl^I: J Salter Leemann. Correspondence to : Balogh,

cKo iT eoew!" •
^"°^^ * ^'^"•'' ^^ ^- •^^^'''°° ^i^^-

3,804 561. HYDRAULIC CONVEYING APPARATUS Her-

chae?S StTil'er^'fin^r^N ^r'"^"^-
Correspondence to :M1-cnaei s>. striker, 360 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y., 10017.

APPArItUS '^M^rMn^^^S'^'^^^ ^^^^ER GENERATING
„„/;^ ^ ;,^^Ii'^i*° I- Haanen. Correspondence to- Relfand Gregory, 2005 Daln Tower, Minneapolis. Minn.; 55402
,,,3^811,461. DUAL ACTION TRIGGERING VAT VF TtV

rn^^. ^^l^FL^TABLE EQUIPMENT Joseph F^oval"609 State St., Calumet City. 111., 60409 .

i>o>aK.

\p¥\RiTrS SnE^^^\^P« REFINING PROCESS ANDAffAKATLS. Jules E. Goldberg. United Merchants and Man-ufacturers. Inc.. 1407 Broadway New York N.Y 10018.
3,819,188. SECTIONED SHELL PUZZLEs! Gerald AFreedman. P.O. Box 503. Federal Station. Worcester Mast

1 4'^^J'^?^-
NAVIGATIONAL DEVICE. Kenneth F Cherrvlo33 Eastgate, Toledo, Ohio, 43614.

"-eunein r. cnerry.

TEM^'Smnl^r^^v^^L^ ^^^ REFRIGERATION SYS-

Boi'f7tlianJ<fs!^?oTo^S;-32^8!'"^'° ^- Hendrlckson. Route 2.

Eastman Kodak Company announces that non-PTclii<»iro

lowrnr2"ate"S.^''''
'' resp^onsible aAlltl und°er"the'fol'

PolP'l"??"""! ^^^ licenses may be addressed to the Director

?ochest?r!'N'Y"?/65?"^'"^° ^"^^'^ ^"-P""^- ^i^^ti7e%t

3.823,406. METHODS. APPARATUS AND MEDIA FOR
^^AqGNETICALLY RECORDING INFORMA

^^?NG AND^MEDI?^^^'^"^ ^^^''^^^ RECORD-

rnn^.^;^
Corporation offers to grant non-exclusive licenses onreasonable terms and conditions under the following 30 pat

adSresse^'to^'^Rpi^^rir-^'^', ""^l": S^A patents should beaciaressea to
.
KCA Corporation. Staff Vice Presldpnt T)nmest.c Licensing, 30 Rockefeller Plaza. New York N.Y lOOSe!

3.824.601.

Patents Available for Licensing or Sale

D. 232/048. MILK CAN PLANTER. William A Bamesberger. P.O. Box 1442, Auburn, Calif.. 95103.
»ames-

ER^^AVD\HF°?^IKir^^I^H'"^T.^^^^<^/^^TS FOR CRUSH-
lif 60603.

"• ^^^"- ^^ ^- ^^onroe. Chicago.

3.442.146. INTERMITTENT ROTARY MOTION ThPodore Simpson, 3406 Cams Ave., Orlando, Fla. 32806

xv^'^,^^'R^- .^^^J^^^ CLIP. Patrick X. Cocchlaralev 350Wayland Road, Cherry Hill, N.J.. 08034
^"'-^'iiaraiey, 650

ELFCTrVp- rSp^'TACTLESS REVERSIBLE DEVICE IN AN o c„ ««ot^LfcCTRIC CAR. Nippon Gljutsu Boekl Co Ltd {^v "^•825.682

ToToToo!!fa^!i'^-
'-' K-«"^'«asekl. 3-choSe: Chfyoda'ku";

3.822.155.

3.822,453.

3,823,264.

3,823.332.

3,823,379.

3,823,409.

3.823.469.

3.823.896.

3.824,082.

3.824.089.

3.824,342.

3,824.411.

3.824.450.

3.824,507.

3.825.316.

3.825,428.

3,825.449.

Uy%T&. l?6°^t?f,a'iSS/''=^™"- """ " "»"
3,825,770.

3.825,778.

^^PHOTOAIASK^^^^^'^ ^ SEMITRANSPARENT

METHOD OF MAKING CATHODE RAY TURPINTERNAL SHIELDS. ^""^"^^ "^^ ^LBE

CASCADE^ VIDEO OUTPUT FEEDBACK AM-

-MOS FET REFERENCE COLTAGE SUPPLY.
TELEVISION AUTOMATIC G\IV COXTROT
mx^Ty^T^^^^^Y/^F^ FOR CO
x^'v^D^L OF VHF TUNER AND UHF

ROTATABLE PARABOLOIDAL RESERVOIRUSEFUL IN AN INK JET PRINTER

"^^r^rPJi^vL DISSIPATION SOLDER-REFLOWFLIP CHIP TRANSISTOR.
RECORDING WEB TENSION CONTROL.
PROCESS FOR PREPARING SUPER-CONDUCT-ING NIOBIUM-GALLIUM ALLOY.
METH^^^OF ALIGNING A TWO-CAPILLARYTUBE GAS DISCHARGE DEVICE
OMNIDIRECTIONAL SOUND
DUCING SYSTEM.

PULSE DELAY CIRCUIT.
POWER SUPPLY KEEP ALIVE SYSTEM.
PARITY OF TUNING APPARATUS.
APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING AN OPTICAL
COM^o'ne'nTS.'^

adaptive HOLOGRAPHIC

L'%J.1^.'^L'R^TED POLYESTER RESIN PHOTO-RESIST COMPOSITION.
traKjiKj

METHOD OF DEPOSITING EPITAXIAL LAY-ERS ON A SUBSTRATE FROM THE LIQUID
"JriASE.

^4^4^£?P LI^'E DRIVER, LINE RECEIVER

MULTI FUNCTION LOGIC GATE.
TEMPERATURE-SENSITIVE CONTROL CIR-
CLIT.

FIELD REPRO-
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3,825,793.

3,825,805.

3,825,836.

3,825,949.

3,825,994.

3,826,047.

3,826,634.

3,826,877.

3,827,051.

RASTER CORRECTION CIRCUIT UTILIZING
A PARABOLICALLY VARYING LOAD CIR-
CUIT.

MICROWAVETRANSISTOR CARRIER FOR
STRIPLINE CIRCUIT.

DELAYED ALARM AND DROWSE FOR CLOCK
RECEIVERS.

CARTRIDGE CHANGER WITH CARTRIDGE
SENSING MEANS.

METHOD OF SOLDERING CIRCUIT COMPO-
NENTS TO A SUBSTRATE.

DEVICE FOR MOUNTING AND ORIENTING A
WORKPIECE.

PLUG SEALING OR HERMETIC ENCLOSURES.
INFORMATION PLAYBACK SYSTEM STYLUS.

ADJUSTABLE POLARIZATION ANTENNA SYS-
TEM.

3.827.055. LENS FED ANTENNA ARRAY SYSTEM.

General Electric Company is prepared to grant non-exclu-
sive licenses under the following 17 patents upon reasonable
terms to domestic manufacturers.

Applications for license under the following 2 patents may
be addressed to : Division Patent Counsel, Swltchgear Equip-
ment Business Div., General Electric Company. 6901 Elm-
wood Ave., Philadelphia, Pa., 19142.

3,462,572. VACUUM TYPE CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER
HAVING CONTACTS PROVIDED WITH IM-
PROVED ARC PROPELLING MEANS.

3.801.899. MEANS FOR DETECTING THE INCEPTION OF
CORONA DISCHARGES WITHIN INDUCTION
APPARATUS.

-Applications for licenses under the following patent may
be addressed to : General Electric Company, Division Patent
Counsel. Housewares Business Division, 1285 Boston Ave
Bridgeport, Conn., 06602.

3,814,899. OVERTEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM.
Applications for licenses under the following 14 patents

may be addressed to : General Electric Companv. Construction
Materials Division. 4755 Kingsway Drive. Suite 416, Indian-
apolis, Ind., 46203. .\ttcntlon : Division Patent Counsel.

3,732,402. BALLAST APPARATUS FOR OPER.\TING A
PAIR OF DISCHARGE LAMPS.

3,737,823. INTEGRAL ELECTRICAL COIL.

3.745,499. VOLTAGE STABILIZING TRANSFORMER.
3,760,314. TRANSFORMER WITH IMPROVED ARRANGE-

MENT FOR PROVIDING A GROUNDING
CONNECTION.

3,760,316. TRANSFORMER COIL ASSEMBLY.
3,727,563. INCINERATOR.
3,757,686. INCINERATOR.
3,757,707. INCINERATOR.
3,766,794. SHAFT ROTATION REVERSING DEVICE.
3,772,585. CAPACITY COMPENSATION AND DISCRIMI-

NATION CIRCUITS FOR HIGH VOLTAGEPOWER SUPPLY.
3,777,677. INCINERATOR.
3,780,342. BALLAST APPARATUS FOR STARTING AND

OPERATING ARC LAMPS.
3,801,867. DIRECT CURRENT ENERGIZATION OF GASE-

OUS DISCHARGE LAMPS.
3,804,249. AIR DRUM SORTER FOR SOLID WASTE.

Dedications

3,542,043.

—

Richard L. Every, Ponca City, Okla. METHOD
FOR TRANSPORTING TWO IMMISCIBLE FLUIDS BY
PIPELINE. Patent dated Nov. 24, 1970. Dedication filed

Feb. 14, 1974, by the assignee, Continental Oil Company.

Hereby dedicates to the Public the entire remaining term of
said patent.

3,723,784.

—

Juris Eulcs, Fairview Park, and Robert W.
.\fcKimm, Euclid, Ohio. ALUMINA CERAMIC LAMP
HAVING HEAT REFLECTING SHIELDS SURROUND-
ING ITS ELECTRODES. Patent dated Mar. 27. 1973.
Dedication filed Mar. 11, 1974. by the assignee, General
Electric Company.

Hereby dedicates to the Public the entire term of said
patent.

Disclaimer and Dedication

3,769,502.^JoAn R. Schultz. John W. Heidacher, John M.
Sharer, and James S. Adams, all of Bates\ille, Ind., and
Frank M. Damico, Plover, Wis. Patent dated Oct. 30,
1973. Disclaimer and dedication filed June 14, 1974, by
the assignee, Hill-Rom Company, Inc.

Hereby disclaims and dedicates claims 5, 11, 19, 20, 21, 24,
28 and 29 of said patent.

Disclaimers

3,274,316.—Pat/J A. Songer, Denver, Colo. METHOD OF
MAKING REINFORCED CORRUGATED HOSE. Patent
dated Sept. 20, 1966. Disclaimer filed June 10, 1974, by
the assignee. The Gates Rubber Company.

Hereby disclaims all of the remaining portion of the term
of the patent subsequent to June 4, 1974.

3,441,536.—Chi K. Dien, Buffalo, N.Y. SYNTHETIC RESIN
COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING ALPHA-PHENYLTHIO-
ANTHRAQUINONES AS COLORANTS. Patent dated
Apr. 29, 1969. Disclaimer filed Jan. 28, 1974, by the
assignee, Allied Chemical Corporation.

Hereby enters this, disclaimer to claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8
of said patent.

3,511,233.—Egbert Holy, Jr., Atlanta, Ga. FOOT PROTEC-
TOR. Patent dated May 12, 1970. Disclaimer filed Mar.
13, 1972, by the Inventor.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1, 2 and 4 of said

patent.

3,511,661.

—

Frederick J. Rauner, and Reuhin D. Deerhake,

Rochester, N.Y. LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING PLATE.
Patent dated May 12, 1970. Disclaimer filed Apr. 1, 1974,

by the assignee, Eastman Kodak Company.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to all claims of said patent.

3,543,315. William L. Hoffman, Pacific Palisades, Calif.

SOFT BOARD FABRICATION. Patent dated Dec. 1,

1970. Disclaimer filed Jan. 21, 1974, by the Inventor.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to all claims of said patent.

3,566,115.

—

Ann Sicain and Robert Sheldon, Abingdon, and
Geoffrey Brian Stapleton, East Hanney, England. RADIA-
TION DOSIMETER COMPRISING A GAS EVOLVING
MATERIAL. Patent dated Feb. 23, 1971. Disclaimer filed

Feb. 28, 1974, by the assignee. Science Research Council.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claim 1 of said patent.

3,677,659.

—

John G. Williams, Warren Township, Somerset
County. N.J. MULTI-STAGE PUMP AND COMPO-
NENTS THEREFOR. Patent dated July 18, 1972. Dis-

claimer filed Feb. 27, 1974, by the assignee, Worthington
Corporation.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and P

of said patent.

3,726,421.—.41018 Ooldhofer, Amendlngen, Germany. LOAD-
ING AND UNLOADING DEVICE. Patent dated Apr. 10,

1973. Disclaimer filed June 3, 1974, by the inventor.

Hereby enter this disclaimer to claim 25 of said patent.

3,746,274.

—

Elmer ChenShen Yang, Anaheim, Calif. STOP
SENSITIVE RETRACTOR. Patent dated July 17, 1973.

Disclaimer filed Mar. 8, 1974, by the assignee, Pacific

Scientific Company.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1, 2, 7, 8, 25, 27,

28 and 29 of said patent.
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3,750,051.

—

Douglas MacPheraon Brady, Middletown, N.J.
MULTI-LEVEL MODULATOR FOR COHERENT
PHASE-SHIFT KEYED SIGNAL GENERATION. Patent
dated July 31, 1973. Disclaimer filed Feb. 28, 1974, by
the assignee, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 1-14 of said patent.

3,757,626.

—

Jack H. Kulp, San Juan Capistrano, Calif. DE-
VICE FOR STORING AND DISPENSING RIBBON-
LIKE MATERIALS AND THE LIKE. Patent dated Sept.
11, 1973. Disclaimer filed Apr. 4, 1974, by the assignee,
Royal Industries, Inc.

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12
of said patent.

National Technical Information Service

Government-Owned Inventions

Notice of Availability for Licensing

The inventions listed below are owned by the U.S. Govern-
ment and are available for licensing in accordance with the
licensing policy of each agency-sponsor.

Copies of patent applications, either paper copy (PC) or
microfiche (MF), can be purchased from the National Techni
cal Information Service (NTIS), Springfield, Va. 22151, at
the prices cited. Requests for copies of patent applications
must include the patent application number and the title.

Paper copies of patents cannot be purchased from NTIS but
are available from the Commissioner of Patents, Washington
D.C. 20231, at $0.50 each.

Requests for licensing information should be directed to
the address cited below for each agency.

Douglas J. Campion,
Patent Program Coordinator,

National Technical Informa-
tion Service.

Department of the Air Force
AF/JACP, Washington, D.C 20314

Patent 3.766,639. Method for Testing Electronic Circuits
Using Variable Liquid Dielectric Constant Testing Media.

Vi%i *^"°- 2^- ^^'^2. Patented Oct. 23. 1973. Not available

^*^M°*,^iI^^'^^^- ^^ira. High Frequency Mechanical Q-Switch.

v-ttI
^^'

•

'^^^^- Patented Oct. 30, 1973. Not available

^*T^°*. ^cj'^?^-^^2.
Method of Making an Improved Teflon-

i'"J^'i,SP^^^'"'^al Bearing Filed July 31, 1972. Patented Nov.
6, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.770.227. Jet Wing With Multiple Thrust Augmen-
*K^'- J^'t^^ ^^P*- ^^' 1^71. Patented Nov. 6, 1973. Not avail-
able NTIS.

^\V^ill3'^l^;1®?-. ^*?.*'^' Impregnated Graphite Fibers and
R 1Q7^ V *^^'''n^K?^'?.^.f*^^^ -"^P""- 6. 1971. Patented Nov.
6, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,770.503. Two Compartmented Electrochemical Cell

in fh^^r^^ i!"!,'""/^;"
^"^'^^ ^"^ Powdered Carbon Suspended

Nov fi ^q7^ Vn^*''"Pn'"l7'T*^T?"^'' -^*«''- 6- 1972. Patentedi>ov. fa. 1973. Not available NTIS.

^r«»^n•^J'*i?,^°•
^^^thod of Fabricating Hollow mils for

J's iJ'to^p"?*^*^^"^^^* ?,^"'°^ Applications. Filed July
18, 1972. Patented Nov. 27. 1973. Not available NTIS.

^^^?^. 3.774,291. Explosive Bonding of Tnbes to Flttlnes

NTIS.
^^- ^' ^^^^- ^^^'°^'^ ^'^^'^ 27, 1973 Not available

Patent 3,774.405. Magnetically Driven Crvogen Vullleumier

go'ttvlTbLNS.'^^^- '' ''"'• ^^^^°^^^ ^'-- 27 1«^"

Patent 3.774.867. Acoustic Wing Stall Delaying Device FiledJune 27. 1972. Patented Nov. 27. 1973 Not available N'TIS
Patent 3,775^119. Photomechanical Method of Producini-

Vov"27'%-'.'°4'.^.
Circuits. Filed Dec. 14!* 1971. Patentedi>o\. zj, 19(3. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,775,453. Preparation of Hexafluoroisopropoxldes ofAluminum and Group IV Elements. Filed Mar 14 1972Patented Nov. 27. 1973. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3,775,763. Apparatus for Indicating the Imnendlnj?

Tl%%%tti\\f^X'%I,r ^"- '• l«'2.^^aten"lWo°v':

"'^^I^L^e7!)I?.^l^Y9VT!N^o?^vSirN^Tr(5'^^ °^*- "' ''''

^^nu^t ^'^V^^l Process for Preparing a Polyphenyiene Lac

Patent 3,769.797. By-Pass Engine Having a Single Thrust
Diverter Vnlve Mechanism for a V/Stol Aircraft. Filed Oct.
28, 1971. Patented Nov. 6, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,772,520. Method for the Investigation of Thin Films
on a Semiconductor Substrate in a Scanning Electron Micro-
scope. Filed Mar. 21. 1972. Patented Nov. 13, 1973. Not
available NTIS.

Patent 3,774,291. Explosive Bonding of Tubes to Fittings.

mIto ^^^- ^- •l®^^- Patented Nov. 27, 1973. Not available

^*4.?,°*.^V^I^^9°- ^a^*o Frequency Store and Display System.
Z\l%i "^"^y 6- 1972. Patented Nov. 27, 1973. Not available
NTIS.

Patent 3,775,762. Gas Multiplication Ultraviolet Detector
System for Fire Detection. Filed Sept. 15, 1972. Patented
Nov. 27, 1973. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,780,533. Composite Wall for a Regeneratlvely Cooled
Ttirust Chamber of a Liquid Propellant Rocket Engine.
Filed May 17, 1972. Patented Dec. 25. 1973. Not available
iS J. lo.

Patent 3,780,784. Expandable Tire Retainer Assembly. FiledJune 7, 1972. Patented Dec. 25. 1973. Not available NTIS.
P^tent 3J80 952. Tension Brazed Face Injector. Filed May

17, 1972. Patented Dec. 25. 1973. Not available NTIS.
^^*t°*,M®lv?94• Liquid Cooled Mirror Structure. Filed Sept.

15, 1972. Patented Dec. 25. 1973. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3,784,517. Preparation of a Polybenzlmidazoles in thePresence of a Sulfone Solvent. Filed June 27 1972 Pat-

ented Jan. 8. 1974. Not available NTIS.

^*vn°oH vlH^'oQ^-ioT5°^J1^™i<=.^,°"'«s in Rectangular Duct.

NTIS
Patented Jan. 15, 1974. Not available

^^*nT*,
3.785,593. Aircraft Propulsion System. Filed Sept. 10

1971. Patented Jan. 15, 1974. Not available NTIS.

^^J.?"wV^7,781. External Cathode/Internal Anode Figure

U.S. Department of AcRicnLTURE
Patent Management Branch, Federal Building, General

Services Division. Agricultural Research Service
Hyattsville, Md. 20782

^^ff?V.^'ii^J;1^7.
Method for Conducting an Electro-Chemi-

cal Oxidation. Apr. 28. 1964. Not available NTIS.

^^^%'^i ^,:t22^'^1?,-
Carbohydrate Derived Polyamldes. Dec. 21,

1965. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3.301 768 Process for Obtaining Amyloglucosidase.

Jan. 31, 1967. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3,308.038. Process of Making Spore-Containing Cul-

iq«t'' ^K-'^^^^^tf ?^"^ -^l^'^y Disease Bacteria. >Iar. 7,1967. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3^12,341. Flotation Separation of Dry Milled CerealGrain Components. Apr. 4, 1967. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3,332,847. Almarcetin and Its Production by Strepto-myces Albus. July 25, 1967. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3,352.762. Disinfectant Containing Stopper for Pro-

NtIs
^'^ *^ Fermentations. Nov. 14, 1967. Not available

^^*Q«Q ¥!^'^^n S^P^.S^V^J?**
S*"^^ Acrylate Grafts. Apr. 9,1968. Not available NTIS.

^^etP* ^^^*J^??-
Graft Polymers of Polyalkylene Oxides onStarch and Dextrin. Dec. 3. 1968. Not available NTIS

^^^oS^ 3 480,572. Starch Resin Reinforced Rubbers. Nov. 25.1969. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3,485,028. Thermally Stable Stationary Phases for

,^J?]lPl^ature Programmed Gas Chromatography. Dec 23
1969. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,542,708. Starch Polyethylenlmino Thiourethane Re-
inforced R:ibbers. Nov. 24, 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.549,619. Method for the Preparation of Amylose Ace-
tate Dispersions. Dec. 22, 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,553.196. Hlgh-Amylose Starch Acetate. Jan. 5, 1971Not available NTIS.
Patent 3,558,501. Process for the Chlorohydrination of Allyltrl-
methyiammonium Chloride. Jan. 26, 1971. Not available
IN X 1 o.

Patent 3,579,352. Extruder-Cooked Cereal Endosperm Partl-

A,^ ?o^i,1^*?°t Beverage Mixes Comprising the Same.May 18. 1971. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3 .>8o,047. Enzymatic Improvement of Soybean Flavorand Stability. June 15, 1971. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3,585,109. Novel Process of Producing L ( -f ) -Tartaric

Acid. June 15. 1971. Not available NTIS.

^^^^5i 3 589,982. Production of L-Asparaginase. June 29
1971. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,607.072. Novel Cysteine Derivative. Sept. 21 1971
Not available NTIS.

Patent 3 616,250. Preferential Enzvmatlc Lysis of Vegetative
F^l? i? Presence of Sporulated Bacterial Cells. Oct. 26
1971. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,642.574. Method for Producing Vaccine for Immuni-
zation of Poultry Against Marek's Disease. Feb. 15, 1972.
Not available NTIS.
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Patent 3,188,223. Protein-Polymeric Dlaldehyde Compositions
and Process of Coating a Base Therewith. June 8. 1965.
Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,306,772. Solvent and Process for Obtaining Unde-
polymerized Amyloses. Feb. 28, 1967. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,314.764. Plcrate Process for Determining Quaternary
Ammonium Content of Microbial Polysaccharides. Apr. 18,
1967. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,321,320. Iron Butoxlde Improved Polyhydric Phenol
Modified Alkyd Compositions. May 23, 1967. Not available
NTIS.

Patent 3,354,104. Pigment Dispersants Comprising Phosphonic
Acid Diels-Alder Adducts of Vegetable Oil Materials. Nov.
21, 1967. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,391,000. Process for Detoxifying and Debitterlng the
Seeds of "Crambe Abysslnica." July 2, 1968. Not available
NTIS.

Patent 3,392,026. Ammonlation Process for Detoxifying the
Seeds of "Crambe Abysslnica" and Rape. July 9, 1968. Not
available NTIS.

Patent 3,392,177. Conjugation of Vegetable Oils via Iron Tri-
carbonyl Complex and Decomposition Thereof by Carbon
Monoxide. July 9. 1968. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,405.080. Process for Preparing Polyether-Poly-Ure-
thane-Starch Resins. Oct. 8, 1968. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,425,971. Salt-Resistant Thickeners Comprising Base-
Saponifled StarchPolyacrylo-Nltrlle Graft Copolymers. Feb.
4. 1969. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.542,644. Wet Strength Paper Comprising Starch Car-
bamoylethyl Ethers. Nov. 24, 1970. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,607.370. Pressure-Sensitive Adhesive Tape Compris-
ing Gluten Hydrolysate Derivatives. Sept. 21, 1971. Not
available NTIS.

Patent 3,617,447. Production of Mevalonic Acid by Endomy-
copsis Flbuliger. Nov. 2. 1971. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,634,475. Method for Removing Metals From Vege-
table Oils. Jan. 11, 1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,639,129. Production of Vegetable Protein Beverage
Base. Feb. 1. 1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,645,940. Polysaccharlde-Reinforced Rubber. Feb. 29
1972. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3.787,220. Molded Articles and Films. Jan. 22, 1974.
Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,793,454. Harrlngtonine and Isopharrlngtonine for
Treating L1210 of P3SS Leukemic Tumors in Mice. Feb. 19
1974. Not available NTIS.

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
National Institutes of Health. Chief, Patent Branch

We.stwood Building, Bethesda, Md. 20014

Patent application 180,900. Treatment of Sickle Cell Anemia.
Sept. 15, 1971. PC $4/MF ?1.45.

^*o^°w,
application 418,156. Preparation of a Chemically

Stable Cholera Toxoid. Filed Nov. 21, 1973. PC $4.50/MF
$1.45.

Patent application 420,977. Radiographic Test Stand. Filed
Dec. 3, 1973. PC $4.25/MF $1.45.

Patent application 453.179. Spherically Corrected Reflecting
Objective for Unit Magnification. Filed Mar. 20, 1974. PC
$4.25/MF $1.45.

Patent application 412,496. Epileptic Seizure Warning System.
Filed Nov. 2, 1973. PC $5.25/MF $1.45.

Patent application 446,896. Method for the Preparation of
Oxygenated Benzo(c) Phenanthridlne Compounds. Feb. 28,
1974. PC $4.75/MF $1.45.

Patent 3,807,387. Testing Method and Apparatus for the Con-
firmation of Monitored Electrocerebral Silence. Filed Apr.
10, 1972. Patented Apr. 30, 1974. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,741,890 Solid Waste Disposal and Water Purification
Method and Apparatus. June 26, 1973. Not available NTIS.

U.S. Department of the Intebiok
Branch of Patents, 18th and C Sts. NW..

Washington, D.C. 20240

Patent 3,809,467. Audio-Visual Presentation System. Filed
June 14. 1972. Patented May 7, 1974. Not available NTIS.

Patent 3,809,477. Measuring Apparatus for Spatially Modu-
lated Reflected Beams. Filed Nov. 1, 1972. Patented May 7.
1974. Not available NTIS.

Patent application 381,329. Method of Making Long Length.
Seamless Porous Tubes and Rods. Filed Julv 20, 1973. PC
$4/MF $1.45.

Patent application 465,055. Method of Obtaining Core Sam-
ples. Filed Apr. 29, 1974. PC $4/MF $1.45.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Assistant General Counsel for Patent Matters. NASA

—

Code GP-2, Washington. D.C. 20546
Patent application 461,073. Lightening Current Measuring

Systems. Filed Apr. 15, 1974. PC $4/MF $1.45.
Patent 3.404,348. Low Level Signal Limlter. Patented Oct. 1.

1968. Not available NTIS.
Patent 3,648,516. Thin Film Gauge. Patented Mar. 14 1972

Not available NTIS.
Patent application 461,477. An Internally Supported Hexible
Duct Joint. Filed Apr. 16, 1974. PC $4/MF $1.45.

^^2l°i974^PC mVf $1 45
^°"-<^"^*^y ^^^'^e. Filed Apr.

Patent application 462,903. Apparatus for Forming Dished
Ion Thruster Grids. Filed Apr. 22. 1974. PC $4/MF $1.45.

Patent application 464,721. Method of Determining Bond
Quality of Power Transistors Attached to Bed Substrates.
Filed Apr. 26, 1974. PC $4/MF $1.45.

Patent application 464,723. Isolated Output System for a
Class D Switching-Mode Amplifier. Filed Apr. 26 1974 PC$4/MF $1.45.

Patent 3,806,756. Image Tube. Patented Apr. 23, 1974 Not
available NTIS.

Patent 3,807,656. Airlock. Patented Apr. 30. 1974. Not avail-
able NTIS.

Patent 3.811,094. Bio-Isolated DC Operational Amplifier. Pat-
ented May 14. 1974. Not available NTIS.
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Matter enclosed to heavy brackets [ 3 appears In the original
printed in Italics indicates

II 28,196
FLAT TIRE SAFETY ROLLER AND

WARNING INDICATOR
Theodore C. Patecell, 33—52 156th St.,

Flushing, N.Y. 11354
Original No. 3,635,273, dated Jan. 18, 1972, Sen No.

865,122, Oct. 9, 1969. AppUcaUon for reissue Jan.
10, 1973, Sen No. 322,425

Int. CI. B60c 17/04
U.S. CL 152—158 51 Claims

3 *. ^^^ /"y-.^ -"r

patent but forms no part of this reissue specification ; matter
additions made by reissue.

aromatic tetramine containing two groups of amine sub-

stituents, said amine substituents in each group being in

an ortho position relative to each other, and an aromatic

dinitrile at a temperature sufficiently high to maintain at

least one of the reactants in a molten state at least during
the initial stage of the reaction, in the presence of an am-
monium salt of an acid selected from the group consist-

ing of inorganic acids and organic sulfonic acids, imtil the

polycondensation reaction is completed.

1. A safety insert for inflatable tires of the tubeless type
wherein beads at the inner open periphery of the tire are

adapted to sealably engage side flanges of a mounting rim
and said rim intermediate the flanges has a drop-center of
reduced diameter facilitating attachment and detachment
of the tire, said safety device comprising a plurality of
similar arcuate members, each of said arcuate members
having at each end essentially circular coupling portions

of reduced thickness in the plane of said members to

interfit with coupling portions on adjacent members, said

circular portions having at the centers thereof coacting

coupling means providing, when loosely coupled, wide co-

planar pivotal movement of adjacent arcuate members,
whereby after partial assemblage within a tire, and then

mounting one tire bead on a rim, the subassemblage can

be passed over the rim and into the drop-center thereof

for final assemblage about the rim by coupling a single

joint, and said coupling means providing firm clamping

of interfitting coupling portions of said plurality of

arcuate members to form a ring member having an inner

periphery seating in the drop-center of said rim and an

outer periphery protruding beyond the flanges of said rim,

said inner and outer peripheries of the ring being formed
of rigid plastic material having lubricant qualities, and
means joining said inner and outer peripheries in a light-

weight structure providing a radial compressive strength

appropriate to withstand the loads for which the particular

tire is intended.

28,197
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF AROMATIC

POLYBENZIMIDAZOLES
Yoshio Ohfuji, Kurashiki, and Tamotsu Eguchi, Okayama,
Japan, assignors to Kuraray Co., Ltd., Kurashiki, Japan
No Drawing. Original No. 3,655,632, dated Apn 11, 1972,
Sen No. 72,537, Sept. 15, 1970. Application for reissue
Nov. 27, 1973, Sen No. 419,456

Int. CI. C08g 33/02
U.S. CI. 260—78.4 N 10 Claims

1. A process for the production of an aromatic poly-
benzimidazole which comprises heating a mixture of an

28 198
CODED RECORD AND METHODS OF AND AP-
PARATUS FOR ENCODING AND DECODING
RECORDS

Bruce W. Dobras, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Monarch
Marking Systems, Inc., Dayton, Ohio

Original No. 3,784,792, dated Jan. 8, 1974, Sen No.
239,168, Man 29, 1972. Application for reissue Apn
4, 1974, Sen No. 457,907

Int. CI. G06k 7/10
U.S. CL 235—61.11 E 17 Claims

\

6. A system for interpreting a record encoded with a

sequence of code areas of different sizes representing

different code values which comprises

a reader responsive to the code areas for sensing the

code areas on the record,

a plurality of storage means each adapted to store a
first value representing the size of one of the code
areas,

first gating means between the reader and the storage

means for storing values representing the sizes of
different code areas in cyfferent ones of the storage

means,
a first register for storing a second value less than the

size of a code area,

a second register for storing a third value greater than
the size of a code area,

first control circuit means controlled by the reader
for storing the second and third values in the first

and second registers representing the different code
areas,

comparing means for determining the relation of the
first value to the second and third values and cou-
pled to the first and second registers,

second gating means between the plurality of storage

means and the comparing means for supplying first

values in sequence to the comparing means,
and second control circuit means controlled by the

comparing means for assigning code values to the

code areas.
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28,199
ELECTRO-OPTICAL DEVICE HAVING VARIABLE

OPTICAL DENSITY
Satyendra Kumar Deb, Stamford, Comi., and Robert

Frank Shaw, Cambridge, England, by American Cyan-
amid Company, Stamford, Conn., assignee

^'i??^.^**- ^'521,941, dated July 28, 1970, Ser. No.
622,862, Feb. 7, 1967, which is a continuation-in-part
of abandoned applications Ser. No. 567,764, July 25,
1966, and Ser. No. 607,116, Dec. 7, 1966. Application
for reissue June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,233

Int. CI. G02f 7/25
U.S. CI. 350—160 R 24 Claims

end of said blade to the other, said last means including
control mechanism between the carriage and [reel-rocking
mechanism! said lever element whereby the rocking
movement is so correla'ed with the carriage movement and
angle of the blade that said angled blade is maintained in
proper edge sharpening relationship with the stone as the
stone is moved axially.

3^~
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28 205
PUSH BUTTON PULSE SIGNAL GENERATOR

Leon R. Britton, 4018 N. Sacramento, Chicago, BI.
60618; Frank S. Vojlr, 2319 Gunderson Ave., Berwyn,
ni. 60402; and WUUam W. Wright, 530 Pershing Ave.
Wheaton, lU. 60187

e
»

^^JS^^J^^^' 3,718,828, dated Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No.
170,729, Aug. 11, 1971. AppUcation for reissue Nov.
8, 1973, Ser. No. 413,857

Int. CI. H02k i5/^
U.S. CI. 310—15 4 aaims

1. A push button signal generator comprising, in com-
bination: a housing having a longitudinal axis and having
mounted therein the following:

a. a coil with a center opening parallel to the longitu-
dinal axis;

b. a plunger of magnetic material including a portion
movable in the coil opening, a flange portion outside
one end of the coil and a projection extending from
said flange portion;

c. a magnet adjacent said flange portion for magneti-
cally attracting said flange portion in a first direction;

d. a keeper plate on said magnet for engaging said
projection from said plunger to limit the travel of

said plunger in said first direction; and
e. push button means including [an extension] means

for engaging said plunger and driving said plunger
from said keeper plate in a direction opposite the
first direction.

PLANT PATENTS
OCTOBER 15, 1974

Illustrations for plant patents are usually in color and therefore it is not practicable to reproduce the drawing.

3,637
'

' APPLE TREE
Donald W. McKenrie, Havelock North, New Zealand,

assignor to Stark Bro's Nurseries & Orchards Co.,

Louisiana, Mo.
FUed Aug. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 384,616

Int. CI. AOlh 5/03
U.S. CI. Pit.—34 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of apple tree, substantially

as herein shown and described, characterized particularly

as to novelty by the unique combination of a combina-

tion of some of the best characteristics of both parent

varieties, along with features which are superior to other

late summer apples, the production of fruit having excel-

lent texture and flavor, said flavor being mildly subacid

and somewhat similar to but sweeter than that of "Cox

Orange" fruit, a fruit form similar to that of "Golden

Delicious," but somewhat smaller in size, a distinctive

and attractive golden yellow fruit color, with an attractive

bright red blush, a late summer fruit maturing season

which is about the same as "Cox Orange" grown in the

mid-western section of the United States, and about two

weeks earlier than the variety "Jonathan" (unpatented),

an ability of the fruit to hang on the tree until fully

colored and ripe without premature dropping, and good

keeping qualities of the fruit.

60 flowers annually; by its small amount of blind canes

due to dark cloudy weather; and by the longer stem length

and good keeping qualities of its blooms.

3,640
ROSE PLANT

Michel KriloflF, Chemin des Brusquets-St. Maymes,
Les Roses, 06600 Antibes, France

Filed Oct 17, 1973, Ser. No. 407,261
Int CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit.—11 1 Claim

1, The new and distinct variety of rose plant as de-

scribed and illustrated.

3,638
BEGONIA PLANT

James C. Mikkelsen, Ashtabula, Ohio, assignor to

Mikkelsens, Inc, Ashtabula, Ohio
Filed Aug. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 392,359

Int a. AOlh 5/00
U.S. CI. Pit.—68 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of elatior begonia char-

acterized particularly by its clear blue-pink color of the

large flower petals, compact and sturdy plant growth, its

capability of being propagated from leaf cuttings that

allows for sufficient controls to permit planned commer-
cial flowering at any time of the year, greater resistance

to common poWdery mildew, dark green heavy crisp

foliage distinguished by some twisting at maturity, and

by its improved appearance and durability compared to

the parent variety Riegers Schwabenland Pink.

'

3,639
ROSE PLANT

Roy L. Byrum, Richmond, Ind., assignor to Joseph H.
Hill Company, Richmond, Ind.

Filed Sept. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 394,629
Int CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit—29 1 Claim
1. A new and distinctive variety of rose plant substan-

tially as herein shown and described, characterized by its

rapid vegetative growth and the ability to break freely

from a cut to maintain a high production rate of about

3,641
PEONY PLANT

Carl George Klehm, Arlington Heights, Dl., assignor to

Klehm Properties, Inc., Arlington Heights, DI.

FUed Oct. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 409,172
Int CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. a. Pit.—68 1 Claim

1. A new and distinct variety of Paeonia lactiflora sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, characterized by

the pink anemone form of its flowers which display a

broad central tuft of pink staminodes having ruffled bright

golden margins, its very busy growth habit, and the pro-

fuse production of flowering stems on each bush.

3,642
PEONY PLANT

Carl George Klehm, Arlington Heights, 111., assignor to

Klehm Properties, Inc., Arlington Heights, Dl.

FUed Oct. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 410,207
Int CI. AOlh 5/00

U.S. CI. Pit—68 1 Claim
1. A new and distinctive variety of peony plant sub-

stantially as herein shown and described, characterized

by the unique vibrant pink coloration of its blooms which

have a bomb peony flower form composed of recurled

and crinkled petals, by its vigorous growth habit and by

its clean, strong foliage carried on stiff weather and dis-

ease resistant stems.

3,643
BLUEGRASS PLANT

Kevin Joseph McVeigh, Box 1741, State Highway 27,

Somerset, NJ. 08873, and Cyril Reed Funk, Jr., 4
Delaware Drive, East Brunswick, NJ. 08816

Filed Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 413,027
Int CI. AOlh 5/12

U.S. CI. Pit.—88 1 Claim
1. A new and distinct selection of Kentucky blue-

grass plant, substantially as herein shown and described,

characterized by very good performance as a turfgrass,

an aggressively spreading dense turf and good to ex-

cellent resistance to important diseases.
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GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3,840,899

READY TO WEAR SARI
Usha Saxena, 1384 Bryan Ave., Morris, lU. 95118

Filed Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,875
Int. CI. A41d 1122

U.S. CI. 2-74
5 Claims

3,840,900
BODY SHIRT FOR MEN

Luxmi S. Cruz, P.O. Box 12483, Flagstaff, Ariz. 85711
Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,362

Int. CI. A4Ib IIOO
^•S- ^I- 2-77 6 Claims

1. A body shirt for men having a rear shirttail and a pair of
front shirttails, said body shirt comprising in combination:

a. a crotch strap secured to the lower extremity of the rear
shirttail, said crotch strap including a seat and a two part
front section;

790

b. a pair of members forming each of said two parts of said
front section, each said pair of members slidably receiv-
mg the other of said pair of members in an interleaving
manner to permit each said part of said front section to
be jomed to and separated from one another; and

c. securing means for detachably securing said front section
to each of the front shirttails; whereby, said crotch strap
retains the rear and front shirttails of said body shift
adjacent the body of the wearer without discomfort or
restriction.

1. A ready to wear sari gown, comprising a length of sari
material and an underwear base, said length of sari material
including a first attached end and a second free end, an upper
border along said length of sari material extending from said
first end to said second end, said under wear base including an
encircling waist portion, a skirt portion integral with said waist
portion, said length of sari material including a pre-formed
section extending from said first end once around the periph-
ery of said under wear base, said pre-formed section being
secured along a portion of said upper border to said waist
portion of said undergarment, said pre-formed section includ-
ing an intermediate pleated section, pleats therein secured to
said waist portion along a front segment thereof, said length
of sari material including a free draping section extending
from said intermediate pleated section to said second free end
for draping around the body of a wearer to complete a sari
and a blouse secured to said under slip and said pre-formed
section of sari material secured thereto.

3,840,901
POCKET ASSEMBLY HAVING ADHESIVE MEANS FOR

ATTACHMENT TO A GARMENT
Charles U. Eyster, Danville, Calif., assignor to Becton, Dicken-

son and Company, East Rutherford, NJ.
Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,184

Int. CI. A41d 27120
^•S- C'- 2-247

8 Claims

1. A unitary pocket assembly which is capable of being
readily affixed on a garment at any desired location compris-
ing;

at least a front panel having a top edge for forming the
access opening between said panel and the garment to
which the pocket is to be attached; and

pressure-sensitive adhesive means located on at least the
portions of the periphery of said panel.

3,840,902
SAFETY BELT FOR MOTORCYCLES

Charles F. McNeill, 162 Mirin Ave., Roosevelt, N.Y. 11575
Filed Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,177

Int. CI. A41f 9100
^•S- CI. 2-311

6 Claims

1. An improved safety belt for use by passengers riding in
tandem on a vehicle, comprising a belt of a flexible material
having a front portion and a rear portion, means for securing

October 15, 1974 GENERAL AND MECHANICAL 791

said belt about a driver's waist, a pair of grip handles secured

to said belt and shock absorbing means secured to the rear

portion of said belt.

insertion and a guide groove across the inside of the insertion

3,840,903

BELT
Gary Lee Mack, 808 Sunrise St., and David Carltcn Casderb-

era Hartful, 603 Johnson St., both of Murfressboro, Tenn.

37130
Filed Jan. 21, 1974, Ser. No. 435,031

Int. CI. A41f i/02

U.S. CI. 2-338 7 Claims

y/; £-j f^

3,840,904

ACETABULAR CUP PROSTHESIS
Raymond G. Tronio, 133 S. 36th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,875

Int. CI. A61f 1124

U.S. CI. 3-1
II

4 Claims

1. An acetabular cup prosthesis including a cup shaped

at substantially diametrical distance for a surgical saw by

which it can be cut up for removal.

3,840,905

ENDOPROSTHETIC KNEE JOINT
Graham Deane, Chesterton, England, assignor to National

Research Development Corporation, London, England

Filed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 397,928

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 18, 1972,

43151/72
Int. CI. A61f 1124

U.S. CI. 3-1 10 Claims

1. A bell adapted to be worn about the waist of the wearer

comprising an elongated tubular casing of transparent flexible

material defining an interior compartment therein, said casing

being of an elongated substantially rectangular box-like con-

figuration, a first loop member affixed to one end of said

casing and comprised of a rectangular frame having an inner

side edge and an outer side edge, said first end of said casing

being folded about said inner side edge of said first loop mem-

ber in a manner folded over onto itself and then suitably

fastened to itself to retain said first loop member affixed to

said casing, said second end of said casing being wrapped

about said inner side edge of said second loop member in a

manner folded onto itself and then suitably fastened to itself

to retain said second loop member affixed to said casing, a

tongue member affixed to said first loop member and project-

ing outwardly therefrom and being formed of flexible mate-

rial, a buckle member affixed to said second loop member and

projecting outwardly therefrom and being formed of flexible

material, a threaded aperture provided in a top edge of said

casing and communicating with said compartment formed

interiorly thereof to provide access thereto, a cap member

associated with said aperture comprising an enlarged head

portion and a concentrically disposed outwardly projecting

threaded shaft portion, said shaft portion adapted to be

threadedly engaged in said threaded aperture to seal said

compartment in a water tight manner, and said compartment

adapted to container water therein.

1. An endoprosthetic knee joint device comprising femoral

and tibial components having respective generally concave

and convex bearing surfaces for mutual articulatory engage-

ment with the latter received in the former, which surfaces are

of similar saddle shapes including pommels at one pair of

corresponding ends, and the longitudinal medial profiles of

which shapes are mutually divergent.

3,840,906

DISPOSABLE BEDPAN
James A. Huggins, Libertyville, lU., assignor to Med-Pak Cor-

poration, Charleston, W. Va.

Filed Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 349,958

Int. CI. A61g 9/00

U.S. CI. 4— 112 5 Claims

1. A bedpan comprising an open top pan member having a

sidewall, a seat member at said open top and having an open-

ing for communication with the interior of said pan member,

said opening being generally oval-shaped, said seat member

having a dish-shaped seat surface that slopes from a crest

region outwardly of said opening and outwardly of said open

top toward said opening and completely therearound so that

a patient tends to stay in place on said seat member, a flange

on said seal member lying axially and radially inwardly of the

open top of the pan member to define said oval-shaped open-

ing, said flange extending the full inner circumferential extent

of said seat member and being at varying radial distances from

said sidewall and being closely adjacent to said sidewall in a

region thereof at one end of the oval to facilitate emptying the

bedpan thereat, and means forming a fluid tight connection
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between said seat member and said pan member; said means
comprising a fist circular ring element of U-shaped cross
section on one of said members and a second circular ring
element on the other member that telescopes into said U-
shaped element, at least one of said ring elements being suffi-

^y

ciently yieldable within its elastic limits to distend and receive
the other element upon assembly of the elements, the two
elements being so constructed as to cause them to interlock
upon such assembly, said ring elements being of such diame-
ters as to permit assembly at any relative orientation about a
common axis passing through the centers of said elements.

3,840,907

COMPOST TOILET
Hardy Mikael Sundberg, Waldheimstrasse, 6314 Unterageri,

Switzerland

Filed Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,708
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Sept. 9. 1971.

13220/71

Int. CI. A47k 11102; COSf 3/04
U.S. CI. 4-133 6 Claims

r

f
t

u

/'hM

1. A compost toilet comprising, in combination, means
defining an excrement collecting compartment, at least one
support arranged in said collecting compartment, a mat car-

ried by said support for building up a bacteria nutritive sub-

stratum, blower means located in said collecting compartment
for positively circulating air therein, and air guide means for

directing the circulated air against said mat, an air withdrawal
pipe being in flow communication with said collecting com-
partment via air channels defined by said air guide means, said
pipe being directed upwardly to the ambient atmosphere like

a chimney, with a heating source in said air guide means for

the circulated air, which source is so arranged that it is free
from contact with said mat and therefore also with the excre-
ments.

3,840,908

OCTAGONAL SWIMMING POOL
Samuel Greene, 18 Underwood Dr., West Orange, NJ.

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,400
Int. CI. E04h 3116, 3118

U.S. a. 4-172.19 10 Claims

1. A swimming pool comprising:

a base including a horizontal upwardly facing channel;
an enclosure wall including a plurality of extruded sections

of the same height each having its bottom edge seated in

said channel and each having its vertical longitudinal
edges formed to interlock directly and separably with the
juxtaposed vertical longitudinal edges of adjacent sec-
tions, respectively;

a cap including a downwardly facing channel straddling and
seated on the top edge of said wall;

means adjustably connecting said base to said cap providing
for clamping said wall sections between said base and said
cap and rigidly holding the cap in position on said wall,
with the addition of a walk-around deck comprising a
plurality of posts spaced apart around said enclosure wall
each having a lower end portion separably connected to
said base, an upper portion in spaced opposed relation to
the enclosure wall and an inclined portion intermediate
portion, a support bracket encircling said enclosure wall
and separably secured on said upper portions of said
posts, a plurality of horizontal purlins supported on and
between said cap and said support bracket, and a floor
including a plurality of elongated extruded metal sections
separably but rigidly set on said purlins with their longitu-
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dinal edges parallel with the corresponding side of said

enclosure wall and each with one longitudinal edge di-

rectly interlocked with the juxtaposed edge of the next

adjacent section.

3,840,909

MATTRESS SUPPORT
Mildred A. Detko, Bronx, N.Y., assignor to The Raymond Lee

Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,554

Int. CI. A61g 7110; A47c 3132

1 ClaimU.S. 5-64

/2

JO

J

1. In combination with a bed having a horizontal rectangu-

lar frame with horizontal side and end pieces and a mattress

resting on top:

first and second vertical elongated members;

first and second clamp means, each clamp means employing

a manually operable locking device controlled by a

thumb screw, each clamp means being detachably se-

cur,.'d to a corresponding side piece, both clamp means

being disposed adjacent a corresponding end, each

clamping means slidably receiving a corresponding mem-

ber and locking same at any desired position to enable the

heights of the top ends of the members to be adjusted as

necessary;

a flat rectangular plate spanning the side pieces with one

end resting thereon and extending therebetween, the

other end of the plate being pivotally secured to the top

ends of both members; and

cooperating roller means including sliding rollers secured to

said one end of the plate and the side pieces to maintain

said one plate in slidable yet secured position.

ating means includes a first control means accessible to an

occupant of said bed and being operably connected to said

limiting means whereby said first control means is operable by

an occupant of said bed to selectively operate said drive

means only to the extent permitted by said limiting means; and

if—,

1 J K .^ i^ ^

a second control means positioned on said bed remote from

said occupant to selectively operate said drive means to the

full raising movement obtainable independently of said limit-

ing means.

3,840,911

HOSPITAL BED WITH SELECTOR MECHANISM
Roland A. Benoit, Danielson, and Richard H. Duprey, Dayville,

both of Conn., assignors to Interroyal Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 205,647

Int. CI. A47c 3132, 7110

U.S. CI. 5-68 2 Claims

' 3,840,910

CONTROL MECHANISM FOR ELECTRICALLY
OPERABLE BED

Frank W. Damico, Stevens Point, Wis., assignor to Joeens

Furniture Company, Stevens Point, Wis.

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 341,869

Int. CI. A47c 3132

U.S. CI. 5—66 12 Claims

1. In an electrically operable bed having a horizontal frame;

an articulated spring supported by said frame having at least

one adjustable section; electrically operable actuating means

mounted on said frame for effecting desired movements of

said spring section, including drive means for moving said

section relative to said frame; a reversible electric motor

mounted on said frame, and transmission means mounted on

said frame for selectively operating said drive means by said

motor; the improvement which comprises: limiting means

operably associated with said drive means for limiting the

degree of movement of the spring section movable by said

drive means to a predetermined degree of movement, said

predetermined degree of movement being less than the full

raising movement obtainable by said electrically operable

actuating means; and wherein said electrically operable actu-

1. A hospital bed structure which comprises

a pair of side rail members;
an intermediate assembly linking its lateral side attached to

said pair of side rail members;

a head assembly pivotally attached to one end of said inter-

mediate assembly;

a foot assembly pivotally attached to the other end of said

intermediate assembly;

elevating means fixedly attached to said pair of side rail

members and pivotally attached to said head assembly;

linking means fixedly attached to said foot assembly and

means for removably attaching said jinking means to said

head assembly,

said linking means comprising a head linkage member, an

intermediate linkage member and a foot linkage member,
said intermediate linkage member being pivotally at-

tached to one of said side rail members and pivotally

attached at one end to said head linkage member and at

the other end to said foot linkage member;

manually operable means for engaging and disengaging the

attachment of said linking means to said head assembly;

pin means;

means attached to the head assembly to link the pin means

to the foot assembly; and

means to engage the linkage means.
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Fni ni2r *Rirn
tension than those which extend transversely, fastening mem-

J.cab G. Fischer. 2178 N JerL,™ Rd., N<«h B.llmor.
"=--""="">- '"'Poup consisting of rings and fasteners,

N.Y. 11710

Filed May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 359,450
Int. CI. A47c 19112

l^S. CI. 5-111 9 Claims

1. A mattress supporting folding bed structure comprising:
first and second frame sections for supporting the mattress
thereon,

means pivotally interconnecting said first and second frame
sections to provide movement thereof between a closed
bed position wherein said sections are substantially mutu-
ally parallel and a second open bed position where said
frame sections are substantially coplanar, said pivotal
interconnection means comprising,

a first arm pivotally connected to and depending down-
wardly from said first frame section when the structure is

in the open position,

a first control link, means pivotally connecting one end of
said control link to said first arm and pivotally connecting
the other end of said control link to said second frame
section,

a spacer link, means pivotally connecting one end of said
spacer link to a fixed point on said first frame section and
means for pivotally connecting the other end of said
spacer link to a fixed point on said second frame section,
a support link, means pivotally connecting one end of said
support link to a fixed point on said first frame section,
and means pivotally connecting the other end of said
support link to a point intermediate of said first control
link, said support link limiting the pivoting action of said
first and second frames with respect to each other about
the pivot points of said first control link to substantially
said open coplanar position as said frame sections are
pivoted from said closed to said open position.

3,840,913
RELATING TO A NET FOR UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE
Josef Feische, Hellefeld, Germany, assignor to Eftex-Texmato

G.m.b.H. & Co., Osnabruck, Germany
Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,816

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 25. 1972.
2208866

Int. CI. A45f 1100
^•S- CI. 5-191 5 Claims

1. A net for attachment to the frame of a chair, bed or cot,
comprising cords extending generally longitudinally and trans-
versely and adapted to meet the sides of the frame at right
angles, the longitudinally extending cords being under lower

said cords being fastened to one another at their points of
intersection by means of said fastening members.

3,840,914
MARINE TOILET WITH DISPENSER

Wesley M. Tufts, Holliston, and James H. Albertassi, Brain-
tree, both of Mass., assignors to Nautron Corporation,
Braintree, Mass.

Filed Oct. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 299,177
Int. CI. E03d 9102, 9/03

U.S. CI. 4-224 15 Claims

^

1. The combination with a marine toilet comprising a bowl,
a trap at the bottom of the bowl connected to a discharge line,

a flush line for delivering clean water to the top of the bowl
to effect flushing, and means for initiating flushing of the bowl;
of a receptacle from which pairs of separately maintained
tablets of different composition are adapted to be dispensed,
means associated with the receptacle and discharge line

adapted in one position to gravitationally receive a pair of
tablets from the receptacle and in the other position to gravi-

tationally deliver the tablets to the discharge line, and means
operable by flushing the toilet to effect movement of said
second means from the one position to the other and back to
the one position to deliver a pair of tablets to the discharge
line at the time of flushing and to receive a fresh pair of tablets
ready for the next flushing operation.

3,840,915
FOUNDATION SPRING UNIT

Leroy J. Simon, Chicago, III., assignor to Seeta, Inc., Chicago,
III.

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,656
Int. CI. A47c 23/04, 23/02

U.S. CI. 5-261 10 Claims
1. A foundation spring unit for supporting a mattress, said

unit comprising a plurality of longitudinally extending col-
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umns and transversely extending rows of coil springs, outer

border means extending around said unit and being connected

to the coil springs at the periphery of said unit, a central

support member comprising a substantially rectangular pe-

ripheral element and at least one elongated connecting ele-

ment, said peripheral element being disposed with its edge

portions extending longitudinally and with each of its end

portions extending diametrically across and being connected

to coil springs of a respective one of said transverse rows at a

distance inwardly from the longitudinal ends of said unit of at

least one-fourth the length of said unit, said connecting ele-

ment being disposed parallel to the end portions of said pe-

ripheral element and extending between and being connected

to the edge portions of said peripheral element and extending

diametrically across and being connected to coil springs of a

respective one of said transverse rows, whereby the central

portions of said foundation unit will be reinforced particularly

in the transverse direction.

3,840,916

INFANT SUPPORT
Luree C. Jennings, 600 E. 63rd St., Marathon, Fla. 33050

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,685

Int. CI. A47c 22/00

U.S. CI. 5-327 R 5 Claims

/o

1. In an infant support comprising a self-supporting cushion

body in the form of a non-jointed split ring having flexible,

overlapping arms at the front which are separable so that said

split ring may encircle an infant with the arms overlapped at

the front of the infant and with the back of the split ring

providing supjxjrt for the back of the infant, the improvements

wherein:

said split ring has self supporting back and side portions for

sitting horizontally on a horizontal support in an upright

position and extending from the support upward a sub-

stantial distance to partially encircle and position the

infant in an upright sitting position, said back portion

having weight means therein to ensure that said split ring

sits erect on said horizontal support, the tops of said arms

being substantially flush with the tops of said side por-

tions, and said arms having a substantially smaller vertical

thickness than said side portions forming a single continu-

ous open space under said arms at the front of said split

ring when sitting erect on said support for receiving the

legs of the infant, said split ring being substantially thicker

horizontally than the arms of the infant for providing

cushioned arm and hand rests for the infant, and said

arms of said split ring having overlapping front end por-

tions on which complementary fasteners are affixed for

releaseably attaching said arms together overlapping one
another at the front to close the ring snugly around the

sitting infant and normally preventing the infant from

leaving the ring.

3,840,917

FOLDABLE BED GUARD RAIL
Harry E. Taylor, Ingalls St., Clifton Forge, Va. 24422

Filed June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,688
Int. CI. A47c 2/ /OO

U.S. CI. 5-331 4 Claims

- 1 - 1
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3,840,918 3 840 920

D K ,n ^u J^^^^^^J^P^ PILLOW ADJUSTABLE MATTRESS FOR PREGNANT MOTHERS

U S CI 5 338
"'• ^'' ""^"^ "''^' ""^'^ '"''

.
^"^*' J«"- 24. 1972, Ser. No. 220,125L.V LI. 5-338 2 Claims Int. CI. A47c 27108

U.S. CI. 5-348 WB g claims

I. A pillow including a covering envelope and resilient
material enclosed within said envelope, said envelope having
a flap secured thereto, wherein the improvement comprises:
a plurality of resilient materials enclosed within said envelope!
and relatively disposed symmetrically about a center plane
through the edges of said pillow to provide substantially in-
creased support along one edge of said envelope, and

said flap having a pocket adapted to receive temperature-
establishing means, said flap also being secured to said
envelope at a position remote from said edge.

3,840,919
COMBINED SLEEPING BAG AND INFLATABLE TENT

Kenneth Middleton, White Rock, B.C., Canada, assignor to
The Raymond Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,022
Int. CI. A47g 9100

U.S. CI. 5-343
1 Claim

I. In combination:

a sleeping bag;

a partially detached flexible inflatable cover for said bag,
the cover forming a tent with the bag disposed therein
and when inflated defining a horizontal hollow half cylin-
der closed at each end with the flat side of the half cylin-
der serving as the bottom of the tent, the bottom the bag
being secured to the inner surface of the flat side, at least

one of the closed ends containing sealable flaps which can
be opened to function as a door; and

flexible loops secured to the cover and extending outside of
the cylinder, said loops being arranged to receive stakes
which when driven into the ground hold the tent in place.

1. A structure consisting essentially of the combination of:
a. a flexible envelope having walls of a sheet material of rela-
tively slight stretchability that are sufficiently free of pores as
to retain the contents of the envelope, said envelope compris-
ing at least one compartment

b. a flowable substantially non-resilient material having
thixotropic properties filling the envelope

c. a means for controlling the flowability of the flowable
material whereby the flowable material locks in position
and does not flow when the desired shape of the flowable
material has been obtained

d. a sheet of resilient material interposed between the flow-
able material and the body to be supported by the struc-
ture.

3,840,921
WATER BED AND SUPPORT THEREFOR

Richard A. Labianco, 1745 N. Allen, Pasadena, Calif. 91104
Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,749

Int. CI. A47c 27108
U.S. CI. 5-348 WB 11 Claims

^e/o/p ^er

^^a. 20b

1. A water bed comprising
a flexible water-filled bladder having a top surface for sup-

porting a user of the bed, and a bottom surface having a
central portion and a peripheral portion; and

a support structure, on which the bladder removably rests,
for supporting the bottom surface of the bladder, the
support structure having a generally planar lower support
member for supporting the central portion of llie bladder
bottom surface, and a peripheral support member extend-
ing around the outer portion of the lower support mem-
ber for supporting the peripheral portion of the bladder
bottom surface,

the peripheral support member having an inclined bladder-
supporting top surface which extends upwardly and out-
wardly at an angle of less than 45" relative to the horizon-
tal to an outer portion of maximum elevation located
above the plane of the lower support member and extend-
ing essentially continuously around the peripheral portion
of the bladder bottom surface,

the bladder being supported by the peripheral support
member such that a water-filled peripheral portion of the
bladder rests upon the top of said outer portion of maxi-
mum elevation to maintain the body-supporting top sur-
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face of the bladder in a generally planar position spaced

above said portion of maximum elevation to provide fluid

support for the user of the bed extending essentially

continuously above and around the outermost portion of

the bed support structure.

3,840,922

LANDING CUSHION FOR FALLING OBJECTS
Richard L. Morrison, and Venard C. Webb, both of Salina,

Kans., assignors to Thermo-Flex, Inc., Solina, Kans.

Filed Nov. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 303,324

Int. CI. A47c 2 7/OS

U.S. CI. 5-350 16 Claims

1. A device for decelearating a person falling from an ele-

vated height comprising:

a hollow, flexible, inflatable first body disposed within the

path of travel of said person and adapted to have a gas

pressure,

said first body including a supported surface and a first

surface in opposed spaced apart relationship transversely

of said path; and

a hollow, flexible, inflatable second body independent of

the first body, disposed on said first surface and adapted

to have a gas pressure at least three times the gas pressure

in said first body,

said second body including an impact surface and a second

surface in opposed spaced apart relationship and inde-

pendent of said supported surface and said first surface;

whereby when a person impacts on said second body the

impacting force is distributed over a relatively large area

thereby decreasing the pressure needed in the first body

to complete decelearation of the person.

3,840,923

VENTILATING COVER OR MAT
Jan Bos, Gratamastraat, 53, Groningen, Netherlands

Filed June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 374,227

Claims priority, application Netherlands, June 27, 1972,

7208819
Int. CI. A47c 23m

U.S. CI. 5-354 8 Claims

1. A mat for a mattress, the mat being intended to support

a human body above the mattress so as to allow ventilation

between the body and mattress, the mat comprising:

a. a plurality of polyhedral elements, each element having:

I. a substantially flat, polygonal upper surface,

II. a channel beneath said upper surface and extending

between two side faces of said element, and

III. a connecting hole between said upper surface and said

channel, and

b. a flexible connecting member for binding said elements

together into a unitary assembly, said channel in each

element communicating with channels in adjacent ele-

ments, and said upper surfaces of said elements being

contitious to form a substantially continuous mat surface.

3,840,924

COMBINATION CLOCK, BED LAMP, RADIO AND TAPE
PLAYER

Frank Hamilton, 248 Frederick St., Apt. 2, Detroit, Mich.

48202
Filed Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,436

Int. CLA47C 2/ /OO

U.S. CI. 5-317 R 1 Claim

10 23 2,

"/

-5-

18

21

24

20

1. An accessory for mounting on the headboard of a bed

which includes a digital reading clock, an AM-FM radio, and

a tape player, together with a fluorescent lamp which is

mounted on the lower surface of the device in the conven-

tional mounting position of the device, said device being fitted

with brackets so as to fasten across the top and behind the

back of a headboard of a conventional bed, the said mounting

brackets being of a U-shaped configuration, with one section

of the mounting bracket running parallel to the top face of the

device and with the other section of the bracket mounted at

right angles to the first section so as to run parallel to the back

surface of the device, and separated from the back surface of

the device by the width of a conventional headboard,

each said brackets fitted with holes so that it may be perma-

nently fastened to the back of a headboard of a bed.

3,840,925

METHOD OF RECOVERING HONEY FROM ARTIFICIAL
HONEYCOMBS

Kenneth F. Croan, 2165 N. Grand Oak, Altadena, Calif. 91001

Division of Ser. No. 107,950, Jan. 20, 1971, Pat. No.

3,758,896. This application Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,777

Int. CI. AOlk 47m
U.S. CI. 6—2 R 5 Claims

1. That method of collecting and recovering honey from

bees which comprises: equipping the supers of a beehive with

a plurality of closely spaced artificial honeycombs each having

a multiplicity of preformed honey receiving cells opening

through its opposite vertically disposed faces, removing the

honey filled supers to a honey recovery station, preheating

said supers and honeycomb to soften the beeswax caps of said
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preformed cells, and centrifuging said supers without remov-
ing the honeycombs from said supers thereby to extract the

first conduit means for coupling the first swivel section to
the conduit that extends along the sea floor;

second conduit means for coupling the second swivel sec-
tion to the ship; and

tension means connecting the buoy to the base and includ-
ing a tension bypassing portion extending along the hol-
low region at said vertical axis between positions below

honey from said cells while leaving said preformed honey
receiving cells intact.

3,840,926

BOAT HULL
Helmut Stoeberl, 8201 Eggstaett-Bachham, Germany

Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,319
Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 12, 1972,

Int. CI. B63b 5124
^^' C- 9-6

13 Claims

and above the swivel unit to carry substantially the entire
tension force applied by the buoy to the base, so that
none of the tension force is transmitted through an appre-
ciable length of either swivel section, said first swivel
section being fixed to said tension bypassing portion to
prevent relative sliding and relative rotation between
them.

1. A plastic boat body which comprises a molded plastic
boat shell, an inner bottom shell in said boat shell and secured
around its periphery to the boat shell, said boat shell and inner
bottom shell providing a chamber therebetween, an insitu cast
hard foam plastic core filling said chamber in full conformity
therewith, fiber lamination sheets integrally bonded to and
covering the faces of the boat shell and inner bottom defining
said chamber, plastic from the boat shell and inner bottom
shell being embedded in interstices of said fiber lamination
sheets, and fibers of said laminations sheet surrounded by the
cast foam plastic core and embedded therein in locked rela-
tion therewith to integrally bond the foam plastic core to the
boat shell and inner bottom.

3,840,928
TOOL HOLDER FOR LATHES

Gerhard B«ck; Richard Beck, both of Dettingen/Erms; Alfred
Muller, Essllngen-St. Bernhard; Hermann Muller, Dettin-
gen/Erms, and Eberhard Gluck, Riederich, all of Germany
assignors to Lechler Apparatebau KG, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,061
Claims priority, application Germany, June 3, 1972

2227194 '

Int. CI. B29k 1156; B23b 29100; B23q 1 100
U.S. CI. 10-89 H ^

9 Claims

3,840,927
SWIVEL UNIT FOR MOORING AND CARGO TRANSFER

SYSTEM
William R. Reid, Jr., Northrldge, Calif., assignor to Imodco,

Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 355,069
Int. CI. B63b 2 1152

U.S. CI. 9-8 P t-f...
1 I _. .

6 Claims
I. m a mooring and cargo handling system which includes

a fioating buoy to which ships can be tied, a mooring founda-
tion on the sea floor to which the buoy can be secured, and a
cargo conduit extending along the sea floor for carrying cargo
between the ship and a shore installation or the like, the im-
provement comprising:

a cargo swivel unit having first and second swivel sections
rotatably connected to each other to rotate about a verti-
cal axis, said swivel sections being hollow along said axis;

1. An apparatus for supporting a thread cutting tool on a
lathe and for connecting to a tail stock of said lathe opposite
chuck means of said lathe adapted to receive a work piece and
to rotate it about an axis of rotation, comprising, in combina-
tion:

connecting means removably coupling said apparatus to
said tail stock including elongated exie means;

holding means adapted for holding said cutting tool oppo-
site the position of said work piece supported by and
disposed rotatably concentrically with said axle means,
and operable to be displaced longitudinally to said axle
means;

gripping means rotatable about said axle means and opera-
ble to be displaced longitudinally with respect to said axle
means; and

planetary gear means putting in driving connection said axle
means, said holding means, and said gripping means
whereby rotational forces applied to said holding means
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are transmitted to said gripping means at a reduced level

and the absence of a restraining force on said gripping
means permits said holding means to rotate in response to

rotational forces applied thereto.

3,840,929

PULLING AND LASTING MACHINES
Derek H. Garner; George H. Bosworth, and Roger M. Barker,

all of Leicester, England, assignors to USM Corporation,
Boston, Mass.

Filed Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308,694
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 23, 1971,

54301/71 11

11 Int. CL A43d 2//00
U.S. CI. 12-10.1 3 Claims

I. In a machine for forming a shoe upper about a last having
means for tensioning the upper heightwise over the last, said

tensioning means including grippers for gripping the side

margin of the upper, means for moving the grippers heightwise
to tension the upper, means for moving the grippers inwardly
widthwise of the last, and means for swinging the grippers
about an axis extending substantially heightwise of the shoe
for twisting the tensioned upper as it is moved inwardly to

conform the tensioned upper generally with a peripheral edge
contour of the last.

3,840,930

DOCKBOARD
Robert E. Wanddell, P.O. Box 4174, Charlotte, N.C. 28204

Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,508
Int. CI. B65q 11 100

U.S. CI. 14-71 7 Claims

dockboard comprising a flat dock plate disposed on the top of
the dock with an outer end portion extending generally along
an edge of the dock and an inner end portion supported freely

on the top of the dock inwardly of the dock edge, means
mounted on the vertical face of the dock below and pivotally

connected to said dock plate outer end portion to guide move-
ment thereof in a substantially vertical path above the top of
the dock while allowing pivoting of the dock plate thereat so

that said inner end portion of the dock plate will remain sup-
ported on and will slide along the top of the dock during
vertical movement of the outer end portion, and a lip plate

hingedly depending from said dock plate outer end portion
along a horizontal hinge axis for hinged pivoting of said lip

plate therealong with respect to said dock plate outer end
portion with the upward hinged pivoting being limited to

cause said dock plate and lip plate to form a continuous load
supporting span throughout their combined extent from a

vehicle platform to the dock top, said dockboard being mov-
able from an inoperative position wherein the dock plate is flat

on the dock top and the lip plate hangs vertically downward
along said vertical face of the dock to an operative position at

which the outer end portion of the dock plate has been raised

vertically with the inner end portion remaining supported on
the dock top, the lip plate have been pivoted upwardly above
the platform of an adjacent vehicle and the dockboard then
lowered with the inner end portion remaining supported on
the dock top to dispose the lip plate on the vehicle platform
with the lip plate pivoted upwardly to the limit of upward
pivoting, whereby said lip plate and dock plate provide the
aforesaid continuous load supporting span.

3,840,931

DRIVE THROUGH CAR WASH WITH DOUBLE PIVOTED
SPRING CONNECTED SIDE BRUSH ARRANGEMENT

David J. Bivens, Danville, Va., assignor to Bivens Winchester
Corporation, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,787

Int. CI. B60s 3106
U.S. CI. 15-21 D 8 Claims

1. A dockboard for use on a loading dock to provide a ramp
between the dock and the platform of an adjacent vehicle, said

1. Vehicle washing apparatus of the type for washing the

vertical surfaces of a vehicle in a wash lane comprising: a first

substantially vertical brush pivotally mounted in the wash lane

for displacement across the lane, a second substantially verti-

cal brush pivotally mounted in the wash lane and normally
closed adjacent the first brush for displacement across the

lane, first biasing means resiliently urging the brushes toward
one another, second biasing means resiliently urging the

brushes toward a rest position on one side of the wash lane

where the first brush engages a side surface of a vehicle in the

wash lane and approaching the brushes and the second brush
engages the front surface of the vehicle, and means for pro-

ducing relative displacement between the vehicle and the

brushes to cause the vehicle to separate and pass between said

brushes.
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3,840,932
ULTRASONIC TOOTHBRUSH APPLICATOR

Lewis Balamuth, Southampton; Michael R. Rutten, East Islip,

and Robert Meyer, Huntington Station, all of N.Y., assignors
to Ultrasonic Systems, Inc., Farmingdale, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,430
Int. CI. A46b 9/04, 13102

U.S. CI. 15-167 R 34 claims

1. A toothbrush adapted to be mounted on an automatic
toothbrush power handle having as a power source a source
of vibratory energy in the ultrasonic range, the said toothbrush
comprising:

A. an elongated plastic brush portion adapted at one end to
be removably mounted on the power handle and of a
length greater than one wave length of a longitudinal
elastic wave in the plastic brush portion medium at the
operating ultrasonic frequency of said toothbrush;

B. a plastic brush head formed integrally with the elongated
brush portion at the opposite end thereof, said brush head
being provided with a series of apertures for respectively
receiving an end of each bristle cluster; and

C. a plurality of bristle clusters each including a plurality of
bristle elements, disposed on the brush head within said
apertures, said plastic brush head constituting a loaded
longitudinal wave transmission line, wherein the bristle
clusters coincide with the loaded parts of said loaded
transmission line, and where such loaded locations are
essentially at loops of longitudinal vibration.

3,840,933
SCRAPING APPARATUS FOR ROLLERS

Albert J. Schwab, 1612 Hollywood Ct., Saint Paul, Minn.
55108, and Altin J. Olson, 10445 5th Ave. Cir., Blooming-
ton, Minn. 55420

Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 392,099
Int. CI. B41f 9/yO

U.S. CI. 15-236 3 Claims

1. A scraping apparatus to be disposed between a pair of
paper mill rollers having in combination

a pair of vertically spaced plate members having opposed
end portions,

a scraping blade member carried at each of said end por-
tions.

means disposed between said plate members holding said
plate members in aligned vertical relationship,

means disposed between said plate members moving said
blade members into operating engagement with the adja-
cent surfaces of a pair of said rollers,

said first-mentioned means comprises
a pair of sleeves carried by one of said plate members, and

a pair of posts carried by the other of said plate members
respectively received into said sleeves and movable rela-

tive thereto.

3,840,934
VEHICLE HEADLAMP WIPER ASSEMBLY

Arthur P. Bird, Box 24, Stollings, W. Va. 25646
Filed Aug. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 281,509

Int. CI. B60s 1

1

10
U.S. CI. 15-250.3 7 Claims

1. A vehicle headlamp wiper assembly comprising a hous-
ing, a drive shaft rotatably supported by said housing, a wiper
blade affixed to said drive shaft for rotation therewith, first

and second cylinders associated with said housing, first and
second pistons reciprocably mounted in said first and second
cylinders respectively, power transmission means drivingly
connecting said first and second pistons to said drive shaft for
imparting rotation thereto upon reciprocation of said pistons,
and valve means associated with said cylinders and operatively
connected to said drive shaft for alternatively communicating
said first and second cylinders with a vacuum source in re-

sponse to movement of said wiper blade to said predetermined
angular positions, said valve means including first and second
valves associated with said first and second cylinders, respec-
tively, one of said valves being opened to communicate the
associated cylinder with said vacuum source when the other
of said valves is closed to substantially seal its associated
cylinder from said vacuum source, said valve means including
an actuator rod reciprocally mounted in said housing between
said first and second valves and movable between a first posi-
tion wherein said first valve is opened and a second position
wherein said second valve is opened, an oscillatable actuation
shaft carried by said housing and disposed generally normal to
said actuator rod, first lost motion connecting means including
a first lost motion connection between said drive shaft and
actuation shaft, and second lost motion connection means
including a second lost motion connection between said actu-
ation shaft and said actuator rod.
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3,840,935 tached to each of the spring ends and positioned to move
CARPET CLEANING MACHINE along the curved surfaces of the cams, said cams, said springs

Mack A. Fitzgerald, Jr., Piano; Carl W. Scott, and Carl W.
Scott, Jr., both of Euless, all of Tex., assignors to Rolling

Systems, Inc., Euless, Tex.

Filed Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,157

Int. CI. A47I 7100

U.S. CL 15-322

16

2a ^a 2b 1, 8

33

48
30

1 Claim

1. Apparatus for continuously and simultaneously applying

a cleaning liquid to a carpet, effecting cleaning action by the

liquid upon the carpet, and removing cleaning liquid carrying

carpet soil from the carpet comprising:

a generally rectangular housing presenting a downwardly

open face to the carpet to be cleaned, said housing having

means for translating it across said carpet in a direction

parallel to its sides, and transverse to its ends;

partition means within said housing extending across its

direction of translation dividing the interior of the hous-

ing into a first compartment for cleaning liquid applica-

tion and a second compartment for cleaning liquid re-

moval, the lower edge of said partition means being

spaced above the carpet surface to establish a zone of

turbulent air movement and vigorous liquid cleaning

action adjacent said lower edge;

the surface of said partition means facing said first compart-

ment defining an angle with the carpet between about 40°

and about 50";

means for admitting air into said first compartment;

means in said first compartment for directing a spray of

cleaning liquid against the carpet, said spray directing

means being mounted to project cleaning liquid toward

said carpet in a direction generally parallel to the surface

of said partition means;

a vane in said first compartment mounted at an angle to the

carpet between about 40° and about 50°, and positioned

to be spaced from, but between, the path of projected

cleaning liquid established by said spray direction means,

and the surface of said partition means facing said first

compartment;

and means for connecting said second compartment to a

source of vacuum.

3,840,936

HINGE
Jutaro Sato, Yokosuka, Japan, assignor to Yutaka Tanaka and

Yoshio Kimura, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,630

Int. CI. E05d lllOSi E05f 1108

U.S. CI. 16—76 1 Claim
1. An integral hinge and hinge stop device for holding doors

and the like having hinge pintles, comprising a fixed hinge leaf

and a movable hinge leaf having joining knuckles pivotally

connected to said hinge pintle, a plurality of cams fixed to said

pintle, each having a different curved surface, a plurality of

springs rigidly secured to the movable leaf intermediate the

ends of said springs and a roller means or cam follower at-

^ 18
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and said roller means coacting to control the movement of the

movable leaf.

3,840,937

SEPARATOR MECHANISM WITH CUTTER SENSOR FOR
LIGATURE CONNECTED FRANKFURTERS

Rudolph Berg, Nutley; Otto Bantel, Union, and Howard D.

Taylor, Morristown, all of NJ., assignors to Linker Ma-
chines, Inc., Newark, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 260,019, May 24, 1972,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 105,442, Jan.

11, 1970, abandoned. This application Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No.

292,018

Int. CL A22c 11/00
U.S. CI. 17- IF 33 Claims

•- 2.-

>^,-r

1. A separator mechanism for a ligature-connected line of
frankfurters, sausages or the like comprising means for mov-
ing said line through a ligature sensing area and a separating

area, said sensing area including a sensing device having a

feeler for contacting the frankfurters, said moving means
causing each ligature between successive frankfurters to jse

stretched in said separating area, a solenoid driven cutting

mechanism, a linkage connecting said feeler to operate a

switch controlling said solenoid, said linkage including a

switch operating arm and, between the feeler and arm, a link

shiftable between a first position to connect said feeler and
arm whereby movement of said feeler causes operation of said

switch and a second position in which said link disconnects

said feeler and operating arm and means preventing move-
ment of said link from said second to said first position until
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said feeler has moved to a greater extent than a predetermined
minimum.

blade, and a driving mechanism for said first and second cams,
wherein said driving mechanism includes means for varying
the rotary speeds of said cams in accordance with the length

3,840,938

POULTRY PICKING MACHINES
Franklin J. Carlson, Okauchee, Wis., assignor to C & C Prod-

ucts, Inc., Pewaukee, Wis.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 800,845, Feb. 20, 1969,
abandoned. This application Mar. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 127,175

Int. CI. A22b 3108
U.S. CI. 17-11.1 R 14 Claims

Z^gEHiS^

1. In a machine having a finger-holding surface, a plurality

of pairs of spaced outwardly projecting mounting legs carried
by said surface, with each pair presenting a top access opening
therebetween which is spaced outwardly from the holding
surface, a flexible finger interfitting between each pair of legs,

each of said fingers having a resilient base portion at one end
thereof with length and width dimensions, said length dimen-
sion being greater than the corresponding dimension of said

access opening, and cooperating means on said base portion
and legs for removably receiving and holding a base portion
between each pair of legs whereby said base portion of a finger
may be inserted through the access opening from the outside
only and the finger is readily removably supported in out-
wardly projecting position, said cooperating means including
a fiange on one of the legs which overhangs the holding sur-

face and projects toward the other leg, and a projection at one
end of the base portion of the finger which is shaped to snugly
fit the space between the overhanging flange and the holding
surface when inserted angularly from the top through the
access opening, there being a projection at the other end of
the base, and means on the other leg for receiving and releas-
ably holding said last-mentioned projection when the latter is

pressed toward the holding surface after the first-mentioned
base projection has been engaged.

3,840,939
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CUTTING AND

REMOVING RED MEAT OF FISH BODIES
Norio Yamanashi, Shimizu, Japan, assignor to Toyo Seikan

Kaisha, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 222,728

Claims priority, application Japan, May 11, 1971, 46-
31365; May 11, 1971, 46-31366; May 11, 1971, 46-37582;
May 11, 1971,46-37583

Int. CI. A22c 29100
U.S.CL 17-52 11 Claims

1. Apparatus for automatically cutting and removing the red
meat portion of a fish body comprising conveyor means for
successively conveying longitudinally split sections of a fish

body, red meat removing means located on one side of said

conveyor means and including a pair of upper and lower knife

blades for cutting and removing said red meat, wherein said

upper knife blade is inclined downwardly and said lower knife
blade is inclined upwardly, and a plurality of cam means, one
for each said knife blade, for displacing said knife blades with
respect to said red meat in accordance with the configuration
thereof, each cam means including a first cam for adjusting
the inclination angle of its respective knife blade, a second
cam for adjusting the cutting depth of its respective knife

1 II
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an accessory thereto, said one member including opposite
ends, said first recess extending between said ends and having
a bottom surface and a pair of flange portions partially overly-
ing said recess, said flange portions defining a slot therebe-
tween, said slide portion being slidably received between said
bottom surface and said flange portions, said slide portion
having a thickness less than the vertical dimension between
said flange portion and said bottom surface, said slide portion
being made of a resiliently flexible material and being bowed

'%

3.840.945
GRIPPING FASTENING SURFACE

George C. Brumlik, 154 Upper Mountain Ave., Montclair, NJ.
07042

Division of Ser. No. 857,075, Sept. 11, 1969, Pat. No.
3,710,425. This application Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 311,300

Int. CI. A44b / 7100
U.S. CI. 24-204 4 claims

1. A multi-element self-gripping fastening surface for releas-
ably connecting together a pair of articles, said fastening
surface comprising a resilient fastening assembly secured to a
surface of at least one article to be releasably connected to an
opposing article, said fastening assembly including a flat

mounting strip and a plurality of elongated flat filaments
formed integrally with said mounting strip and upstanding
perpendicularly therefrom in a linear row along a longitudinal
edge of said mounting strip, each of said filaments having
opposed flat surfaces and a terminal hook at the free end
thereof, said hook being bent perpendicularly to the plane of
said flat surfaces, the body of each of said filaments having a
molecular alignment in a direction parallel to the longitudinal
axis of said body, said mounting strip being secured flat

against the surface of said one article with said terminal hooks
of said filaments exposed above said article surface to form
said self-gripping fastening surface, and positioned to engage

and grip a confronting surface of said opposing article when
the latter is pressed against said self-gripping surface.

3,840,946
SLIDE FASTENER WITH COUPLING COILS ON

KNITTED TAPES
Alfons Frohlich; Marie-Luise Cappel, both of Essen, and Ernst

Stubiger, Giessen, all of Germany, assignors to Opti-Holding
AG, Glarus, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 82,323, Oct. 20, 1970, Pat
No. 3,757,541, and Ser. No. 82,326, Oct. 20, 1970, Pat. No.
3,762,002. This application Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,771
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 4, 1970,

2016139; Apr. 4, 1970, 2016145
Int. Ci. A44b 19110; D04b 23112

U.S. CI. 24-205.1 C 7 Claims

t_.

such that, when said slide portion is fully received in said first

recess, the opposite ends thereof engage said flange portions
and a portion thereof between said ends engages said bottom
surface, said detent means including a second recess in one of
said bottom surface and slide portion and a nub in the other
of said bottom surface and said slide portion, said nub being
located to register with said second recess when said slide is

fully received in said first recess.

1. A slide-fastener half comprising:
a stringer tape with a warp-knitted basic pattern of longitu-

dinally extending wales paralleling an edge of said tape,
said pattern further including laid-in weft threads inter-
linking said wales and zig-zagging in elongate interleaved
undulations across said basic pattern, each undulation
spanning a plurality of wales, the undulations of each weft
thread pointing alternately toward and away from said
edge whereby a multiplicity of courses transverse to said
edge are defined by the vertices of respective sets of
interleaved undulations, a marginal zone of said tape
adjacent said edge being free of undulations with vertices
pointing away from said edge whereby alternate courses,
forming part of a first and a second group, terminate at
said edge and at an mward boundary of said marginal
zone, respectively;

a coil overlying said marginal zone and extending alongside
said edge, said coil having turns registering with respec-
tive courses of said first group, said turns being provided
with coupling heads; and stitching securing said coil to
said tape, said stitching passing through said marginal
zone between wales thereof at weft-free portions of said
zone in line with respective courses of said second group.

3,840,947
GABION CONNECTOR

George W. Burbidge, Edmonds, Wash., assignor to Keystone
Consolidated Industries, Inc., Peoria, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 242,970, April 1 1, 1972, abandoned.
This application Sept. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 398,486

Int. CI. A47g 5100; A44b 21100
U.S. CI. 24-261 WL

, claim
1. The improvement in an assembly of gabions of fastening

means for fastening adjacent wire mesh panels of gabions
together, said adjacent panels including substantially parallel,

equal diameter edge wires, said panels all connected to form
an enclosure for rock material, said improvement comprising,
in combination;

a plurality of closed steel rings loosely extending over said

adjacent edge wires of separate panels, said rings spaced
at intervals of no more than twelve inches, each of said
steel rings being formed from a single length of wire into
a substantially elliptical shape with a curved middle por-
tion of the wire length forming one end of the elliptical

shape, said one end fitted adjacent one edge wire, the
opposite ends of said wire being curved and overlapping
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along about 180° of the curve of said ring, said opposite
ends fitting about the other of said edge wires at the other
narrow end of said elliptical shaped ring, said middle

3,840,949

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING
VARIEGATING PROJECTING ON A LENGTH OF CLOTH
Imura Yoshihiro, No. 7-4 Nakajimach 4-chome, Muroran-shi,
Hokkaido, Japan

Filed May 25, 1973, Ser. No. 363,821
Claims priority, application Japan, May 26, 1972, 47-52284

Int. CI. D06c 23100; D06q 1100
U.S. CI. 28-1 R 10 Claims

ea 36 41 24 .) Tv--».>^_2T.-.-5r '

re

portion and said opposite ends being connected by
spaced, substantially parallel, straight runs whereby said

edge wires are loosely held in parallel relation.

3,840,948

EMBALMER'S INSTRUMENT
Lewis L. Winfrey, 335 E. Market St., Xenia, Ohio

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,266
Int. CI. AOln UOO

U.S. CL 27-21

1. A continuous method of forming a series of variegating

projections on a length of cloth comprising the steps of, during
each forming cycle, moving a thread loop retaining member,
having forwardly and rearwardly facing thread retaining for-

mations, forwardly along a guiding path; guiding a binding

thread across the guiding path in advance of the thread loop
retaining member for engaging the thread therewith to guide

Claims the thread into the rearwardly facing retaining formations;
guiding the thread into the forwardly facing retaining forma-
tions to form a thread loop held in the retaining formations;

hooking the rear end of the loop on a cloth catching member
to disengage the loop from the rearwardly facing retaining

formations as the retaining member continues to move for-

wardly; feeding a portion of the cloth to the catching member
for catching and retaining of a caught cloth projection by the

catching member; hooking a front end of the loop on a rotat-

able body and rotating the body to draw the loop from the
forwardly facing retaining formations; releasing the loop from
the rotatable body and passing the loop over the caught cloth
projection; tensioning the thread to bind the caught cloth

projection while retracting the loop retaining member along
its guiding path; and repeating the forming cycle.

1. A combination instrument for use in the process of em-
balming comprising

first and second blade members pivotally joined to form a
scissors,

said blade members having inwardly facing cooperating

cutting edges,

one of said blade members having an outwardly facing

independently usable cutting edge;

first and second handle members joined to said first and
second blade members;

aneurism needle means attached to said first handle mem-
ber for withdrawing a vessel from an incision in the body
being embalmed, said needle means having a straight

portion extending away from said first blade member and
terminating in a curved portion curving laterally out-

wardly away from said second handle member; and
vessel expander means attached to said second handle
member for insertion into and enlargement of a vessel,

said expander having a tapering substantially conical

exterior shape with the smaller end thereof pointing away
from said second blade and a curved interior to facilitate

insertion of a tube into the vessel.

3,840,950
STRAND TREATMENT APPARATUS

Robert K. Stanley, Media, Pa., assignor to Textured Yarn Co.,
Inc., Kennett Square, Pa.

Filed Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 343,644
Int. CI. D02g 1120, 1112

U.S. CI. 28-1.3 10 Claims

1-^

1. In textile strand-crimping apparatus having an entrance
and an exit for such strand and having means laterally confin-

ing the strand therebetween including successive entrance.
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intermediate, and exit portions, and wherein the entrance
portion is provided with jet means for forwarding such strand
for compressive crimping in the intermediate portion, the
improvement wherein the exit portion comprises a laterally

surrounding fine screen, and the intermediate portion in-

creases in cross-sectional area between entrance and exit

portions.

3,840,951

DOUBLE THREAD DETECTOR
FrankKn L. Townsend, Rockford, III., assignor to Barber-
Colman Company, Rockford, III.

Division of Ser. No. 173,852, Aug. 23, 1971, abandoned. This
application Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,261

Int. CI. D03j 1114
U.S. CI. 28-43 11 Claims

1. For use with apparatus intended automatically to sequen-
tially separate single threads from a warp sheet of threads of
predetermined count, a device for detecting separated plural

threads, said device comprising a rigid body, a surface on said

body, a notch in said surface, a sensor overlying the surface,

means biasing the sensor to a position adjacent the surface,
said notch sized to accept beneath the sensor in said adjacent
position only one of the separated threads, said sensor held in

a position separated from said surface by said separated plural

threads between the surface and the sensor.

3,840,952

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING EXPANDED
METAL SHEETS

Mark North, New Lambton, N. S. W., Australia, assignor to

John Lysaght (Australia) Limited, New South Wales, Aus-
tralia

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,859
Claims priority, application Australia, Nov. 3, 1971,

6877/71

Int. CI. B21d J//02
U.S. CI. 29-6.2 2 Claims

1. A method of making an expanded metal sheet comprising
the steps of stamping successive adjacent strips of a plain

metal sheet to sever each strip from the plain sheet except at

a plurality of spaced apart positions, and deforming the metal
of the strip intermediate those positions characterized in that
separate dies of mutually different profile are utilized for each
of any two consecutive steps.

3,840,953
METHOD OF ASSEMBLING A FILAMENT-MOUNT FOR

A SINGLE-ENDED INCANDESCENT LAMP
Jack Martin, Paramus, NJ., assignor to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 260,084, June 6, 1972. This application

Apr. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 352,369
Int. CI. HOlj 9118

U.S. a. 29-25.15 5 Claims

1. In the manufacture of a filament-mount assembly for an
electric incandescent lamp wherein a coiled-coil filament of
refractory metal wire and linear configuration is attached
directly to the ends of a pair of rigid lead wires that hold the

filament in place within the lamp envelope, the method of
mechanically coupling and electrically connecting the fila-

ment to one of said lead wires, which method comprises the
steps of;

fabricating said coiled-coil filament from a continuous pri-

mary winding and providing a depending singly-coiled leg

of uniformly-spaced and continuously-wound primary
turns at the end of the filament which is to be fastened to

said lead wire,

inserting a tool into the free end of said filament leg and
manipulating said tool so that the tip thereof bends and
permanently displaces a selected primary turn from its

as-wound configuration and thereby forms an opening in

said leg,

withdrawing said tool from the filament leg,

shaping the end of said lead wire into a generally L-shaped
hook which has a transverse arm segment and an upstand-
ing stud segment that are joined by an arcuate bend
having a predetermined radius of curvature, said arm
segment being joined to the body portion of said lead wire
and said stud segment constituting the terminus of said
lead wire,

inserting the stud segment of said lead wire hook into the
free end of said filament leg and manipulating the lead
wire until the stud segment and arcuate bend portion of
the hook pass through the opening formed in the filament
leg and the arm segment of the hook is disposed within
said filament leg, and then

securing said lead wire to a bridge member that is joined to
the other lead wire and thus maintains the filament and
lead wires in assembled operative relationship.
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3,840,954

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLING AN
ELECTRIC LAMP BASE

Richard F. Hasell, West Caldwell; Walter A. Boyce, Glenridge,

both of NJ., and Chrisman O. Smith, Paris, Tex., assignors

to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 209,300, Dec. 17, 1971, Pat. No.

3,775,634, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 126,639,

March 22, 1971, abandoned. This application July 25, 1973,

Ser. No. 382,420

Int. CL HOlj 9118

U.S. CI. 29-25.15 10 Claims

etching said insulating material across said first surface with

a first etching agent to reduce the thickness of said insula-

tor and thereby further expose said fibers,

depositing an etch-resistant layer of conductive material

over the etched surface of said emitter material,

polishing said conductive material with an abrasive to re-

expose said metal fibers without exposing said insulator

material,

etching said exposed metal fibers across the surface of said

i^
'^
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said strip coinciding with said valve stem hole and to initiate
movement of said support means to return said wheel to load-
ing position.

3,840,957
SELF-SIZING BURNISHING TOOL

Eldo K. Koppelmann, Cumberland, R.I., assignor to Amtel,
Inc., Providence, R.I.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 233,454, March 10, 1972,
abandoned. This application July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 375,721

Int. CI. B2Ici7/iO
U.S. CI. 29-90 R 9 claims

-li

y-^r^KIIIII^y^f%] "" -

I. A self-sizing roller burnishing tool comprising basic as-
sembly of a mandrel having a frusto-conical end portion and
a roller cage having a plurality of frusto-conical rollers held
therein substantially in line with the axis of the mandrel mem-
ber which rollers constitute a group of rollers that are in
contact with the frusto-conical end portion of the mandrel
member to establish diameter, means for driving and feeding
said basic assembly relative to a work piece, means for adjust-
ing the relative position of the rollers and mandrel in preset
relationship, yieldable means exerting an axial force in a direc-
tion to move the rollers radially in contact with the work
piece, said yieldable means being operable to permit the man-
drel to move axially and permit the rollers to move away from
the work upon excessive burnishing pressure being developed.

3.840.958

CALENDER ROLLS
Hermann Mahn, Seeize, Germany, assignor to Herman Mas-
chinenbau GmbH, Hannover-Kleefeid, Germany

Filed Aug. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 386,358"
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. II. 1972.

2239550

Int. CI. 82 lb 13/02
U.S. CI. 29-110

1 Claim

1. A calender roll for calendering material to form a film
web, said roll being of one-piece construction and formed with
annular recesses at each end thereof thereby forming tubular
overhanging portions, said recesses being equal to at least
one-fifth of the length of the roll, ring means inserted at the
outer ends only of said recesses for controlling the deflection
of said tubular overhanging portions, the outside dimension of
said ring means relative to the inside surface of said recesses
being such to provide a clearance therebetween when said roll

is in an unloaded condition, a liquid substance having heat-
conducting properties filling each of said annular recesses,
and seal means disposed outwardly of said ring means for
sealing off each annular recess.

3,840,959
COMPENSATING PLUNGER FOR SOLENOID VALVE

AND METHOD OF MAKING
Walter E. Allen, Prospect, Conn., assignor to Peter Paul Elec-

tronics, New Britain, Conn.
Division of Ser. No. 151,811, June 10, 1971, Pat. No.

3,733,047. This application Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,690
Int. CI. B2 Id 5i/00

U.S. a. 29-157.1 R 6 Claims

LilJ

I. A method for making a compensating plunger for a sole-

noid valve, said method comprising the steps of providing an
axially elongated generally cylindrical plunger body, forming
a stepped bore extending axially through said body and having
a generally cylindrical main portion, one end portion having
a diameter substantially smaller than the diameter of said main
portion and a transitional portion between said main portion
and said one end portion, forming a tubular shell adapted to
be slidably received in said bore and including an enlarged
portion adapted to be received in said main bore portion, a
reduced portion adapted to be received in said one end por-
tion and an intermediate portion therebetween for engaging
said transitional portion, forming an elastomeric insert
adapted to be received in said shell and including a general!)
cylindrical first portion having a diameter substantially equal
to the inside diameter of said reduced portion and a generally
cylindrical second portion having a diameter substantially
greater than the inside diameter of said enlarged portion,
forcibly inserting said insert into said shell so that said first

portion is received in said reduced portion and said second
portion is received in said enlarged portion whereby to form
an insert as.sembly, inserting said insert assembly in said
plunger bore so that said reduced portion is received in said
one end portion and said enlarged portion is received in said
main bore portion, inserting a spring in said main bore portion
after inserting said insert assembly into said plunger bore, and
forcibly inserting a plug in the opposite end of said plunger
bore to retain said insert assembly and said spring therein.

3,840,960
APPARATUS FOR FORMING A STRUCTURAL UNIT

Andrew J. Toti, 311 W. River Rd., Modesto, Calif. 95351
Continuation of Ser. No. 179,193, Sept. 9, 1971. abandoned,

which Is a division of Ser. No. 888,717, Dec. 29, 1969,
abandoned. This application Feb. I, 1973, Ser. No. 328,709

Int. CI. B23p 19100, 17100
U.S. CI. 29-200 B 46 Claims

1. Apparatus for forming a structural unit defined by op-
posed pairs of structrual members a first pair of which have
preformed slot structures extending longitudinally along op-
posite margins thereof to receive therein edge portions of the
members of a second pair thereof; said apparatus comprising
guide means for receiving said pairs of members from supplies
thereof and orienting the same in opposed relationship to each
other; means for drawing said aligned pairs of members into
engagement with each other and inserting edge portions of the
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members of said second pair into the slot structures of said

first pair; and means for deforming segments of the members
of at least one of said pairs into locking engagement with the

members of the other of said pairs, whereby said pairs of
members may be securely interconnected into an integral

structural unit.

3,840,961

APPARATUS FOR PNEUMATICALLY SECURING
BACKING TO SHEET MATERIAL ANCILLARY TO
FOLDING OR OTHER OPERATIONAL TREATMENT

Richard L. Brown, 1812 Pelton Ave., Bellevue, Nebr. 68005
Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,133

Int. CI. B23p 19100
U.S. CI. 29-200 J 9 Claims

1. Apparatus for briefly pneumatically securing a relatively

areally smaller non-porous laminar backing in superimposed
laterally arrested combination relationship with a relatively

areally broader porous sheet material, the pneumatically se-

cured backing-sheet combination for a brief finite time-

duration also being pneumatically clamped in laterally ar-

rested relationship to the non-vertical broad upper-side of a
shelf-like anvil portion of the apparatus to permit brief opera-

927 O.G.—30

tional treatment of said secured and clamped backing-sheet

combination, said apparatus comprising:

A. A frame member for said apparatus;

B. A shelf-like anvil attached to the frame member and
generally provided of a pneumatically impervious struc-

tural material, the shelf broad non-vertical upper-side

including a free-end terminus and a finite shelf-area, the

shelf within a minor portion of the shelf-area being pro-

vided with a plurality of perforations that collectively

represent a perforate-area at the shelf upper-side;

C. A pneumatically evacuatable plenum chamber commu-
nicating with anvil perforations;

A vacuum pump communicating with the plenum cham-
ber and adapted to continuously withdraw air fluid there-

from during said time-duration;

E. Time-control means to limit air withdrawal from the

plenum chamber to a finite brief time-duration; and
P. Indexing means to permit the areally smaller laminar

backing to be located in aligned superimposition upon the

areally larger sheet material so the backing is located in

overlying registry with at least nine-tenths the anvil per-

foratearea.

D.

3,840,962

MECHANICAL ANALOGUE COMPUTER IN A WIRING
MACHINE

James Ray Coller, Mechanicsburg, Pa., assignor to AMP Incor-

porated, Harrisurg, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 256,519, May 24, 1972, Pat. No.
3,784,481. This application Nov. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 414,602

Int. CI. H05k 13104
U.S. CI. 29-203 B 5 Claims

1. A machine for bridging a discrete length of electrical wire

between selected locations of a substrate, comprising: a table

for supporting said substrate, means adjacent said table for

connecting first and second ends of said wire, respectively at

first and second selected locations on said substrate, first

displacing means for displacing said table along a first orthog-

onal axis, second displacing means for displacing said table

along a second orthogonal axis, computer means operatively

connected to and responsive to said first and second displac-

ing means for computing a required length of wire necessary

to bridge between said one and said second locations, wire

supply means for supplying a continuous length of electrical

wire to said first mentioned means, wire feeding means opera-
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lively connected to said wire supply means and operatively
connected to and responsive to said computer means for
feeding said required length of wire from said wire supply
means to said first mentioned means, and cutting means on
said machine for cutting said required length of wire from said
continuous length of wire supplied from said wire supply
means, said computer means and said wire feeding means and
said first mentioned means cooperating for bridging said re-
quired length of wire between said first and said second loca-
tions on said substrate and for connecting said first and said
second wire ends at said first and said second locations of said
substrate.

3,840,964
BOBBIN TERMINAL INSERTION MACHINE

Alden Owen Long, Jr., Carlisle, Pa., assignor to AMP Incorpo-
rated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,843
Int. CI. H05k 13/04

U.S. CI. 29-203 D 4 Claims

3,840,963
APPARATUS FOR MANIFACTURING FLEXIBLE IMAGE

TRANSFER BUNDLES
Nobuyoshi Hashimoto, Hachioji, Japan, assignor to Olympus

Optical Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Oct. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 403,210

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 9, 1972, 47-101404
Int. CI. H05k 13/06

U.S. CI. 29-303 P 6 Claims

1. An apparatus for manufacturing a flexible image transfer
bundle comprising a guide groove formed in a guide block, a
holding groove formed in a holding block detachably inserted
into said guide block and holding a plurality of foil-shaped
strips to be stacked, a pushing rod having a lower rounded end
adapted to be urged against the upper surface of said foil-

shaped strips held in said holding groove and movable in said
holding groove, a raising and lowering means for moving said
pushing rod between a holding position where the lower
rounded end of said pushing rod is held in said holding groove
and separated from the upper surface of said foil-shaped strips
held in said holding groove and a raised position where the
lower rounded end of said pushing rod is located out of said
guide groove, and means for holding in succession said push-
ing rod at said holding position and then at a press wiping
position where the lower rounded end of said pushing rod
upon released is urged against the upper surface of said foil-

shaped strips held in said holding groove for given periods of
time and forwardly moving said pushing rod along said holding
groove when it is urged against the upper surface of said
foil-shaped strip under a constant pressure and rearwardly
moving said pushing rod along said holding groove when it is

held at said holding position independent of the thickness of
said foil-shaped strips held in the holding groove.

1. An insertion machine adapted to provide a bobbin subas-
sembly, comprising:

a table surface,

a holder,

a carrier strip advancing mechanism for serially supplying
terminals arranged serially along the carrier strip in se-
quence to the holder.

a platen in the form of a shearing blade adjacent the holder
having a surface which initially receives a carrier strip
thereon.

a power driven ram for lifting the platen relative to the
holder when a terminal is received by the holder to
thereby lift the carrier strip relative to the terminal and
thereby shear the carrier strip from the terminal which is

held in the holder.

and means for advancing the holder together with the sepa-
rated terminal held thereon into insertion within a bobbin
retained on the table surface.

3,840,965
APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURE OF SPOKE WHEELS
Ian Goodhall Meiklejohn, Fife, Scotland, assignor to I. G.

Meiklejohn Co. Limited, Kirkcaldy, Fife, Scotland
Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,353

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 17. 1971
43425/71

Int. CI. B23p 19/04
U.S. CI. 29-208 D 7 claims
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1. Apparatus for use in manufacturing a wire-spoked wheel
of the type comprising a hub, a rim surrounding the hub,
means defining peripherally spaced apertures in the rim, and
a series of wire spokes interconnecting the rim and the hub,
said apparatus including a jig having peripherally disposed
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positioning means comprising a peripheral seat to receive the

rim, peripherally spaced radial guide passages opening from
the seat for alignment with the apertures in the rim, and means
for securing the spokes to the hub comprising a press ram, a

spoke clamp and a rim clamp supported on the press ram, the

ram being so movable, and the spoke clamp and the rim being

so slidably mounted relative to one another and to the ram,
that, in sequence, when the ram is moved towards the jig, the

rim clamp engages the rim, the spoke clamp engages the

spokes to clamp same against one end of the hub, and the ram
bends the spokes into said one end of the hub.

3,840,966

APPARATUS FOR INSERTING PRESSFIT CUPS INTO
CAN BODIES

Francis R. Reid, and Rodney K. Gwiazdon, both of Minneapo-
lis, Minn., assignors to The Pillsbury Company, Minneapolis,

Minn.

Filed June 13, 1973, Ser. No. 369,685
Int. CI. B23p 19/04

U.S. CI. 29-208 B 7 Claims

2
k

1. An apparatus for inserting pressfit cups into can bodies

comprising in combination a supporting framework, a turret

mounted upon the supporting framework for rotation thereon

and having recesses positioned parallel to one another thereon

and distributed circumferentially on a periphery of the turret

to hold can tubes in parallel alignment, a base plate at one end
of the turret to engage the ends of the tubes when placed in

the recesses on the turret and to thereby effectively seal the

adjacent tube ends, vacuum duct means communicating
through the base plate to the interior of the tubes to draw a

vacuum therewithin. means provided for feeding the cups to

the ends of the tubes opposite the base plate and for allowing

the cups to fit loosely in the ends of the tubes whereby each
of said cups placed in the open end of one of the tubes oppo-
site the plate will be drawn through the tube by the vacuum
as the turret rotates whereby the cups will slide through the

tubes to a position within the tube.

3,840,967

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAINTAINING AND
SERVICING A PRESSURIZED REFRIGERATION SYSTEM

OR THE LIKE
John W. Olson, Garland, Tex., assignor to C & D Valve Manu-

facturing Company, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 343,512, March 21, 1973,
abandoned. This application July 13, 1973, Ser. No. 378,920

Int. CI. B23p 19/04

U.S. CI. 29—213 5 Claims
1. A tool for use in maintaining and servicing a conventional

refrigeration system equipped with a threaded access fitting

provided with a removable threaded closure member therein,

comprising:

a body member having a first end, a second end and having

a longitudinal passageway extending therethrough and
communicating at the opposite ends thereof with the first

and second ends of said body member;
coupling means carried on the first end of said body mem-

ber for removably connecting the first end of said body
member to said access fitting with one end of said longitu-

dinal passageway in sealing communication with the
access fitting;

removable cap means securable to the second end of said

body member for sealing closure of the opposite end of
said longitudinal passageway, and, alternately, for re-

moval from said body member, and including an aperture
formed therein substantially coaxial with the longitudinal

passageway;

an operating shaft having a first end and a second end and
extending through said aperture in said removable cap
means, with the first end thereof disposed within said

longitudinal passageway and with the second end thereof

disposed outside said longitudinal passageway;

means carried by said removable cap means for providing

slidingly and rotatingly sealing engagement between said

aperture in said cap means and said operating shaft so

that said operating shaft may be moved axially and rotat-

ably within said longitudinal passageway;

engaging means secured to the first end of said operating

shaft for releasably engaging and retaining said threaded
closure member in said acesss fitting;

control means operatively engaging the second end of said

operating shaft for rotating and axially displacing said

engaging means within said longitudinal passageway in

response to stimulus external thereto;

valve means carried by said body member intermediate the

first and second ends thereof for alternately opening and
closing said longitudinal passageway, said valve means
being adapted to close said longitudinal passageway when
said operating shaft is displaced toward the second end of
said body member, said valve means including;

a valve fitting formed on said body member and extend-

ing laterally therefrom;

a lateral cylindrical bore extending through said valve

fitting and a portion of said body member and commu-
nicating between said longitudinal passageway and the

outer end of said valve fitting;

a valve stem having a first end portion and a second end
portion, with the first end portion thereof disposed
within said lateral bore and with the second end portion

extending beyond the outer end of said valve fitting;

actuating means operatively engaging the second end
portion of said valve stem for moving said valve means
between a first position opening and a second position

closing said longitudinal passageway in response to

external force applied thereto;

external threads formed on said valve stem intermediate
the first and second end portions;
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valve cap means threadedly engaged with said external

threads of said valve stem for securing said valve stem
to said valve fitting so that rotation of said valve stem
relative to said valve cap means and said valve fitting

by said actuating means causes corresponding axial

movement of said valve stem within said lateral bore;

resilient valve member means fixedly secured to and
encircling the first end portion of said valve stem and
extending a distance beyond the first end portion of
said valve stem, said valve member means being slid-

ably disposed within said lateral bore for moving be-

tween a first position within said lateral bore and open-
ing said longitudinal passageway, aiid a second position

within and closing said longitudinal passageway;

a pair of longitudinally spaced circumferential ribs

formed on said valve stem with one of said ribs abutting

said resilient valve member means, said ribs each hav-

ing a diameter slightly less than the diameter of said

lateral bore and slidingly disposed therein in all posi-

tions of said valve stem relative to said valve fitting; and
annular resilient seal member means disposed between
said circumferential ribs for providing a sliding fluid-

tight seal between said valve stem and said lateral bore
in all positions of said valve stem relative to said valve

fitting.

3,840,968

HYDRAULIC SLIP JOINT PIPE PULLER
Alfred L. Mason, deceased, late of 833 E. Fountain Blvd.,

Colorado Springs, Colo. 80903 (Pauline E. Mason, execu-
trix)

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,341

Int. CI. B23p 19104
U.S. CI. 29-237 18 Claims

1. A device for forming a pipe joint in a trench by moving
a spigot end of one pipe section into the bell end of an adja-

cent, second pipe section, said pipe sections being in align-

ment, comprising:

a first base for engaging said one pipe section adjacent the
spigot end thereof but spaced sufficiently from said end
to permit movement of said end into said bell end of said
second pipe;

a second base for engaging said second pipe section adja-
cent said bell end thereof;

a first clamping device mounted on said first base for attach-
ing said first base to said first pipe section;

a second clamping device mounted on said second base for
attaching said second base to said second pipe section;

telescoping, rigidifying means connecting said bases for

relative longitudinal movement thereof;

means for moving said connecting means, to move said

bases toward each other for moving said first pipe section
spigot end into said bell end of said second pipe section
and to move said bases away from each other to position
said bases for clamping the pipe sections at the next joint;

and

roller means for engaging said pipe and moving said device

from a completed joint to the next joint, including rollers

resiliently mounted adjacent opposite ends of said respec-
tive bases to elevate said bases above a pipe section when
said clamping devices are released, and to permit said

bases to move into engagement with the respective pipe
sections when said clamping device are tensioned.

3,840,969

CLAMP STICK
Alfred R. Landis, Decatur, Ga., assignor to Kearney National

Inc., Atlanta, Ga.

Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 332,920
Int. CI. B23p 19104

U.S. CI. 29-278 3 Claims

TiBjr

1. A clamp stick for disjointably engaging and bodily manip-
ulating movable apparatus, said clamp stick comprising an
elongated tubular element, coupling means mounted on said
tubular element and movable to a holding position for main-
taining one end of said tubular element in contact with a part
of an apparatus to be manipulated by the clamp stick, force
applying means interconnected with said coupling means and
movable on said tubular element in one direction to an inter-

mediate position to impart apparatus holding movement to
said coupling means, said force applying means comprising a
slotted collar slidably mounted on said tubular element, a
tension element disposed inside said tubular element and
interconnecting said collar and said coupling means, latch
means including a pawl for securing said force applying means
in position relative to said tubular element against movement
in the opposite direction, said pawl extending through the slot

in said collar to engage selectively the teeth of a rack affixed
to said tubular element, an eccentric pivot shaft interconnect-
ing said pawl and said collar, and force amplifying rotatable
eccentric means which reacts between said force applying
means and said pawl so as to impart relative incremental
movement to said force applying means and said tubular
element in said one direction to move said force applying
means from said intermediate position to a clamping position
thereby to establish a secure and stable coupled relationship
between the apparatus and the clamp stick.

3,840,970
OIL WELL TOOLING POSITIONING APPARATUS AND

METHOD
Harold R. Hawkins, 6675 Holly Way, Anchorage, Alaska
99504

Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,532
Int. CI. B23q 7 7/00, B25b 13100, 21/00

U.S. CI. 29-406 8 Claims

1. Apparatus for centering a heavy lower oil well tool or the
like beneath a suspended upper tool or the like and for the
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positioning and rotational coupling of the upper and lower

tools together, said apparatus comprising:

centering means for receiving and positioning said lower oil

well tool thereon, said centering means including lateral

positioning means associated therewith for selectively

engaging said lower oil well tool and moving said engaged

lower oil well tool laterally along said centering means to

a position generally vertically aligned with said upper
' tool;

table means for receiving said centering means thereon, said

table means having guide means cooperating with guide

means on said centering means to thereby align said

centering means on said table means in a fixed, predeter-

mined location;

raising means associated with said table means for raising

the table means and thus said centering means and said

lower oil well tool carried thereby generally vertically

upwardly until the lower oil well tool engages the upper

oil well tool in a generally vertically aligned relationship

therewith; and

mounting means associated with said table means for rotat-

ably mounting said table means to permit the rotation of

the lower oil well tool, the table means and said centering

means relative to the upper oil well tool for rotationally

coupling the tools together.

partially introducing said rod into said conduit; causing

pressurized fluid to flow in said conduit in the direction

3,840,971

METHOD OF MAKING A SAND MOLD FOR CASTING
TREAD RINGS UTILIZED IN TIRE MOLDS

Edward A. McDonald, Cuyahogft Falls, Ohio, assignor to The

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,118

Int. CI. B22c 9128

U.S. CI. 29-407 7 Claims

1. A method of making a sand mold for casting a ring-like

metal object comprising pouring sand and binder mix in a

pattern to form a truncated sector, leaving said truncated

sector in said pattern until said sector is hardened sufficiently

to permit removal of said sector from said pattern without

damaging said sector, removing said sector from said pattern

at a predetermined time before said sand and binder mix is

completely hardened, then trimming at least one side of said

sector and fitting said sector with a plurality of similarly

shaped sectors to form a circular mold, and making a plurality

of said sectors in timed sequential steps to permit trimming of

said sectors before they become completely hardened.

3,840,972

METHOD FOR INSERTING RODS INTO COILED TUBES
Ahmed El Bindari, Brookline, Mass., assignor to Clad Metals

Corporation, Boston, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 216,499, Jan. 10, 1972, Pat. No.

3,778,878. This application July 31, 1973, Ser. No. 384,249
Int. CI. B23p 19104

U.S. CI. 29-433
I

j

9 Claims

1. The process of inserting a rod into a non-linearly ar-

ranged conduit comprising the steps of:

in which said rod is to be inserted; and

pushing said rod externally of said conduit into said conduit,

while said fluid flows therethrough.

3,840,973

TRANSPARENCY VIEWING CASSETTE UNIT
Peter Rex Potter, 47 bis, route de Florissant, Geneva, Switzer-

land

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,713
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 24, 1971,

17116/71

Int. CI. G03b 25100
U.S. CI. 29-434 2 Claims

1. A process for manufacturing a transparency cassette

comprising the steps of: providing a mini-cassette with a

spaced apart outwardly projecting bar and drive wheel, said

bar having a top surface bounded by a pair of guide surfaces,

providing a pair of light-transmitting openings in opposite

sides of said mini-cassette having an aligned optical axis pass-

ing* above said bar top surface, stretching a flexible band

without transparencies about said drive wheel and over said

bar top surface and guide surfaces, affixing on the outer face

of said band a plurality of image-carrying transparencies hav-

ing at least one straight edge by attaching said straight edge to

said band outer face with the plane of each said transparency

disposed perpendicular to said band outer face whereby, when
said transparency is adjacent said bar top surface its image is

centrally aligned with and perpendicular to said optical axis.
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3,840,974
METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING TOY HGURES

Robert T. Georgen, Fairfield, and Igor E. Dolgen, Monroe,
both of Conn., assignors to Character Novelty Company,
Inc., South Norwalk, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 54,089, June 5, 1970, abandoned,
which is a division of Ser. No. 711,637, March 8, 1968,

abandoned. This application June 15, 1973, Ser. No. 370,324
Int. CI. B23p 19100

U.S. CI. 29-434
, Claim

forming a substantially I-shaped ram with ramp means on at
least one flange thereof,

positioning elastomeric members on each side of the web of
the I-shaped ram,

positioning a wedge means on the one flange in proximate
relation to the ramp means,

slidably inserting the ram with the elastomeric members and
wedge means into the casing members to a predetermined
depth and subjecting the same to a curing action to bond
the elastomeric members to the I-shaped ram web and
side walls of the casing member,

c.

1. In the manufacture of stuffed toy figures, the improve-
ment in a method of swivelly attaching appendages to a body
comprising.

a. inserting a connector assembly into one end of an ap-
pendage, said connector assembly including an elongated
member having a first section having an enlarged head
means attached to one end portion and a second free end
section of lesser cross-sectional area than the first section
connected to the first section by a frangible portion hav-
ing a cross-sectional area lesser than the first and second
sections and a predetermined tensile strength;

b. confining the enlarged head means within the appendage
.
with the elongated member protruding from one end
portion thereof;

inserting the protruding portion of the elongated member
into a portion of the body;

I. positioning a deformable lock washer about a portion of
the elongated member which is positioned within the
body, said lock washer having an opening which is dimen-
sioned such that it slides freely over the second section of
the elongated member but is dimensioned and configured
to engage the surface of the first section of the elongated
member in a manner which permits slidable uni-
directional force fitting of said washer over said first

section; and

. simultaneously pulling the elongated member in a direc-
tion into the body and applying a force to said lock
washer in a direction opposite to the direction of pull to
cause said lock washer to forcefully seek a locked posi-
tion while compressing the portions of the appendage and
the body in stacked relation between the head means and
the lock washer such that when the tensile stress due to
the pulling force on said elongated member approaches
the predetermined tensile strength of said frangible por-
tion, said frangible portion is severed thereby resulting in

swivel attachments having substantially uniform predeter-
mined locking attachments for several sizes of toy figures.

after the bonding is completed, forcing the ram into the
casing member beyond the predetermined depth to pre-
load the bonded elastomeric members,

positioning and securing the wedge means to the casing
member in abutting relation to the ramp means,

and releasing the force holding the ram in elastomeric mem-
ber preloaded position so that the elastomeric members
will urge the ram outwardly of the casing member
whereby the wedge means and ramp means are main-
tained in abutting relation.

3,840,976
METHOD OF PIERCING HOLES IN SANDING DISCS

Alma A. Hutchins, 49 N. Lotus Ave., Pasadena, Calif. 91107
Division of Ser. No. 282,348, Aug. 21, 1972. This application

July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,437
Int. CI. B23p 9100

U.S. CI. 29-445
3 Calms

3,840,975
METHOD OF MAKING AN ELASTOMERIC ENERGY

ABSORBER
John M. Slessor, Northville, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Mich.
Division of Ser. No. 273,881, July 21, 1972, Pat. No.

3,794,367. This application Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 386,689
Int. CI. B23p 19100

U.S. CI. 29-436 21 Claims
1. A method of making an energy absorbing support device

on which to mount an impact bar, comprising:
forming an elongated casing member having substantially

parallel upper and lowei walls and substantially parallel
side walls.

^1
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the ratio of diameter D to the smaller diameter d of the shank
portion lying in the range 1.05 Did 1.25, the degree of
convergence of the portion being between 1 percent and 15
percent; the method comprising the steps of forming a cylin-
drical hole in the sheets having a diameter between the diame-
ter d and the average value (D +d)l2 of the larger and smaller
Jiameters, inserting the rivet in the hole, and deforming the
end of the rivet remote from the head to secure together the
sheets.

3,840,981
TOOL CHANGE ARM GRIP

Ervin J. Kielma, Milwaukee, and John T. Currer, Waumatosa,
both of Wis., assignors to Kearney & Trecker Corporation.
West Allis, Wis.

Filed Dec. 9, 1971, S«r. No. 206,346
Int. CI. B23qi//57

U.S. CI. 29-568 16 Claims

A. forming a plurality of conductivity regions adjoining a
planar surface of a semiconductor structure with a layer
of insulating material extending on said surface;

B. opening a first pattern of windows in said insulating layer
to expose said semiconductor surface therein at a given
conductivity region;

C. depositing a layer of a first metal on said insulating layer
and said exposed semiconductor surface at said first

pattern of windows;
D. selectively removing portions of said deposited metal

layer to form a first metal pattern at least partially coinci-
dent with said first pattern of windows;

E. heating the first metal pattern to bond said first metal
directly to said conductivity region of said semiconductor
structure;

F. opening a second pattern of windows in said insulating
layer by use of an apertured photoresist mask layer, said
second windows being spaced from said first window

1. In a machine tool having a circular member and a rela-
tively movable spaced apart carrier presenting an open circu-
lar socket adapted to releasably engage said circular member
first resilient clamp means associated with said carrier opera-
tive to laterally clamp said circular member to said carrier
upon relative lateral movement therebetween in one direc-
tion;

second resilient clamp means associated with said carrier
operative to axially clamp said already laterally clamped
member in said open carrier socket upon axial movement
in one direction therebetween; and,

power drive means sequentially operative to sequentially
effect relative lateral and axial movement between said
circular member and said carrier to sequentially actuate
said first and second resilient clamp means for laterally
and axially clamping said member to said carrier,

means for reversing said power drive means to effect re-
verse movements of said power drive in the reverse se-
quence to effect relative axial movement between said
circular member and said carrier first and relative lateral
movement second to sequentially actuate locking means
and said resilient clamping means for respectively and
sequentially effecting axial and lateral unclamping of said
carrier relative to said circular member.

pattern and said first metal pattern to expose said semi-
conductor surface at said given conductivity region;

G. retaining said photoresist mask layer on said insulating
layer and said first metal pattern wherein the openings
therein at least partially coincide with said second pattern
of windows to leave exposed said semiconductor surface
exposed by said second pattern of windows;

H. depositing at least a layer of a second metal uncompati-
ble with said first metal over said photoresist mask layer
and said exposed semiconductor surface at said second
window pattern;

I. removing said photoresist layer and said second metal
thereover to form a second metal pattern at least partially
coincident with said second pattern of windows; and
heating said second metal pattern to bond said second
metal to said conductivity region of said semiconductor
structure.

J

3,840,983
METHOD OF MANUFACTURE OF A DYNAMOELECTRIC
MACHINE LAMINATED ARMATURE STRUCTURE

Anthony S. Ryff, Saint Clair Shores, Mich., assignor to Ford
Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,999
Int. CI. H02k 15102

U.S. CI. 29-598 4 claims

3,840,982
CONTACTS FOR SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
PARTICULARLY INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, AND

METHODS OF MAKING THE SAME
Marvin A. Schuster, Baltimore, and Walter J. Lytle, Catons-

ville, both of Md., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corpo-
ration, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 605,394, Dec. 28, 1966, abandoned. This
application Aug. 14, 1969, Ser. No. 850,136

Int. CI. BOlj 17100
U.S. CI. 29-578

7 claims
1. A method of fabricating a semiconductor device compris-

ing the steps of:

1. The method of assemblying the flux producing core of a
dynamoelectric machine armature having an axis of rotation
and a generally cylindrical flux gathering surface concentric
thereabout comprising the steps of:

forming a plurality of substantially identical nestable lamina
members;
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arranging a predetermined number of said lamina members
in nesting relation within a die, said lamina members
having flux gathering portions for defining the flux gath-

ering surface, said flux gathering portions arranged to be

substantially in contact with the side walls of the die,

inserting a ram member within the die,

applying compressive pressure to the ram and die members
whereby the nesting stack of lamina member is compres-
sively confined within the die forming a composite end
assembly, and

arranging two substantially identical end assemblies in back
to back abutting relationship.

' 3,840,984

METHOD OF MAKING A MAGNETIC RECORDING
HEAD

Edwin Alvin Lipps, 205 Chautauqua, Paciflc Palisades, Calif.

90272
Filed Oct. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 406,871

Int. CI. Glib 5/42

U.S. CI. 29-603 16 Claims

1. The process of making a core for the electromagnet of a

magnetic recorder or playback head, that comprises:

forming a strip of core material to have two angularly re-

lated central segments converging to an apex, and to have
two portions extending generally oppositely to one an-

other from the ends of said segments remote from said

apex, with said last mentioned portions merging into ends
which extend toward and substantially to a reference

plane perpendicular to a center plane disposed between
said angularly related segments and bisecting said apex,
said reference plane contacting said apex;

lap grinding said core ends and said apex to parallel surfaces
of precise flatness, until the remaining core metal of the

apex is of only slight thickness at said center plane, so as

to provide a thin, bendable, core metal hinge,

bending the core form so made through an angle of 180° on
said hinge until the ground ends of said strip abut one
another to form a closed back gap, and so that the por-

tions of the precisely ground flat surface on opposite sides

of said hinge come into substantial face to face opposi-

tion, with the metal of the hinge rising substantially out of
the gap to form an exterior ridge owing to said 180°

bending of said form, and
grinding away said hinge ridge and a portion of the core

metal thereunder to form a final head surface configura-

tion having a recording and/or playback gap therein.

1
1 3,840,985

METHOD OF MAKING WATER BED HEATER
Robert C. Miller, Madison, Conn., assignor to Safeway Prod-

ucts Inc., Middletown. Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 203,535, Dec. 1, 1971, Pat. No. 3,790,753.
This application Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 397,956

Int. CI. H05b 3100

U.S. CI 29-611 8 Claims
1. A process for manufacturing a water bed heater compris-

ing the steps of:

A. arranging a heating wire assembly on an uncured layer

of styrene butadiene type rubber in accordance with a

desired configuration;

B. interconnecting a thermostat to said heating wire assem-

bly;

C. mounting a pressure-resistant shield on said thermostat;
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D. mounting a second sheet of uncured styrene butadiene

type rubber in juxtaposed relationship to said first sheet,

forming an assembled water bed heater; and

E. curing said assembled water bed heater by applying heat

and pressure to bond said juxtaposed layers into a unitary

laminated sheath.

3,840,986

METHOD OF PRODUCING MICRO-ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS

Martin Schmidtke; Winfried Ruettenauer, twth of Munich, and
Reinhold Penzl, Eichenau, all of Germany, assignors to Sie-

mens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin and Munich, Germany
Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,552

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 23, 1971,

2147573
Int. CI. C23c Um

U.S. CI. 29-625 3 Claims

1. A method of substantially simultaneously metallizing

exposed surface areas of a main face of a substrate having

opposing main faces and wall surfaces of through-holes in said

substrate and between said opposing main faces, said wall

surfaces of the through-holes being substantially perpendicu-

lar to the surfaces of said opposing main faces and said

through-holes having a relatively small diameter compatible

with micro-electronic circuits; comprising:

mounting said substrate on an inner face of a sidewall of a

truncated trapezoidally-shaped hollow body so that select

surface areas of a main face of said substrate are exposed,

said body having an enlarged open base area and en-

closed top and sidewalls, said sidewalls being attached to

said top wall so as to define an obtuse angle between said

top and sidewalls, said top wall being rotatable about a

first axis which is perpendicular to the top wall face and
said sidewalls being rotatable about a second axis which
is perpendicular to the respective sidewall faces;

positioning an activatable metal vapor source below said

open base area of the trapezoidally shaped hollow body
so that an up-facing surface of said metal vapor source is

parallel to said top wall of said body;

enclosing the space about said trapezoidally shaped hollow

body and said metal vapor source;
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activating said metal vapor source so as to produce radiat-
ing metal vapors within said enclosed space; and

rotating said top and sidewalls about their respective axes of
rotation whereby the through-hole wall surfaces and
exposed surface areas of a main face on the substrate are
uniformly exposed to said radiating metal vapors and a
substantially uniform layer of metal is deposited on said
through-hole wall surfaces and on said exposed surface
areas of the main face.

I. A protective device for a power tool having a normally
exposed work zone, comprising: frame means; shield means
pivotably coupled to said frame means and selectively mov-
able between a first position restricting access to said work
zone, and a second position permitting access to said work
zone; means for coupling said shield means to said frame-
means so that said shield means is selectively displaceable
between said first position and said second position; means
cooperative with said shield means and said frame means for
biasing said shield means in said first position; and means for
selectively manipulating said shield means from said first

position to said second position, said manipulating means
being adapted to cooperatively engage a workpiece intended
to be inserted in said work zone to provide access to said work
zone, said shield means comprising a U-shaped member pivot-
ably coupled to said frame means, said U-shaped member
having a lanced portion adjacent the bight of said U-shaped
member, said biasing means comprising a torsion spring en-
gaging said lanced portion and said coupling means to bias
said shield means towards said first position.

3 840 988
SUSPENSION STRAP CUTTING APPARATUS

Norman H. Hoffman, Eden Prairie, Minn., assignor to Techni-
cal Ordnance, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Aug. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 390,385
Int. CI. B64d 17138

U.S. CI. 30-180 2 Claims
1. A suspension member cutting apparatus for a parachute

supported cargo having in combination

a frame comprising a pair of parallel spaced plate members,
a shaft member disposed between said plate members,

a suspension member having a portion thereof secured
about said shaft,

a housing carried between said plate members independent
of said shaft,

a cutting member disposed in said housing movable to

engage and cut said suspension member portion about
said shaft member,

said cutting member including a cutting edge portion having
transversely extended end portions,

3,840,987
PROTECTIVE DEVICE FOR A POWER TOOL

Louis A. Netta, North Brunswick, N J., assignor to Thomas &
Betts Corporation, Elizabeth, NJ.

Filed Nov. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 419,794
Int. CI. B2l{ n 100; B26b 15/00, 29/00

U.S. CI. 30-90.1 8 Claims

said plate members having a pair of opposed aligned slots
therein receiving and guiding said extended end portions
of said cutting edge portion,

said housing including means to operate said cutting mem-
ber,

means actuating said last mentioned means,
a second shaft disposed between said plate members spaced

from said first mentioned shaft member,
a suspension member having a portion thereof secured to

said second shaft member, and
said suspension members respectively running to a para-

chute and to a suspended cargo.

3,840,989
PACKING CUTTER

Andrew M. Hexdall, P.O. Box 147, Morris, III. 60450
Filed Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 412,988

Int. CI. B26b 13/22
U.S. CI. 30-231 11 Claims

1. A rope cutter comprising, in combination, a pair of han-
dles, one of said handles having a head at an end thereof and
the other of said handles being pivotably secured to said head,
a pair of cutting blades having opposed cutting edges mounted
within said head for opposite reciprocating movement, actuat-
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ing means for moving said cutting blades between an open
position for receiving a rope to be cut and a closed cutting

position, said actuating means including an actuator member
rotatably mounted within said head, first linkage means con-
necting said actuator member to said pivotable handle for

imparting rotary movement to said actuating member in re-

sponse to pivoting movement of said handle, and second
linkage means connecting said actuator member to said cut-

ting blades for imparting reciprocating movement to said

cutting blades in response to rotation of said actuator mem-
ber.

3,840,990

MULTI-THICKNESS PLASTIC HANDLED SCISSORS
halo Marco Levi Laurenti, 432 Park Ave. South, New York,

N.Y. 10016

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 379,585, July 16, 1973,. This
application Jan. 31, 1974, Ser. No. 438,253

Int. CI. B26b 13/20

U.S. CI. 30-341 6 Claims

1. A scissors device comprising in combination: first and
second blade elements and pivot means pivotably mounting
together the first and second blade elements operatively, each
blade element having each of opposite upper and lower sur-

faces extending in respective flat planes in both longitudinal

and transverse directions from a blade tip throughout blade

and shank portions to and including a ring handle including a

broadened ring shank defining therein an aperture receivable

of a handle key projection therethrough, at least one of the

handle-mountable shank portions of the first and second blade

elements extending angularly laterally relative to its respective

blade portion's longitudinal axis, and for each ring handle a

handle means defining two separate upper and lower ring

portions mounted on opposite upper and lowr faces of the ring

handle, one ring portion having a handle key projection ex-

tending through the aperture therefor and the remaining other

ring portion including a recess aligned with the aperture hav-

ing the handle key projection's distal end securedly fixedly

mounted within the recess, the upper blade element of the first

and second blade elements having its respective upper ring

portion of a thickness greater than the thickness of the lower

ring portion thereof, and the remaining other lower blade

element of the first and second blade elements having its

respective upper ring portion of a thickness lesser than the

thickness of the lower ring portion thereof.

3,840,991

SAW CHAIN LUBRICATION MEANS
Uwe F. Arff, and Gordon J. Edwards, both of Peterborough,

Ontario, Canada, assignors to Outboard Marine Corpora-
tion, Waukegan, III.

Division of Ser. No. 183,998, Sept. 27, 1971, Pat. No.

3,777,401. This application May 17, 1973, Ser. No. 361,187
Int. CI. B27b 17/12

U.S. CI. 30-383 5 Claims
1. A chain saw bar for guiding travel of a saw chain, said bar

including two peripheral rails having respective inside surfaces

defining therebetween a groove adapted for receiving the

tangs of the saw chain, one of said rails including an aperture

and an insert in said aperture, said insert including means
defining a lubrication hole communicating with said groove

and including a merging surface which, in the general direc-

tion of intended travel of the saw chain, extends to and in

inclined relation to said groove, whereby to discourage saw-

dust accumulation in said lubrication hole.

3,840,992

DENTAL HYGIENE DEVICE
Vergil R. English, 12 Foster St., Clifton, NJ. 07011

Filed July 30, 1973, Ser. No. 383,572

Int. CI. A61c 3/00

U.S.CL 32-40 R 11 Claims

I. A dental hygienic device, comprising:

a. drive-rod having a fluid transmission channel therein;

b. a handle enclosing one end of said drive-rod, said handle

comprising:

i. means for effectuating an axial reciprocation of said

rod; and

ii. means for supplying said fluid for and to said fluid

transmission channel;

c. an essentially hollow mouthpiece connected to said drive-

rod, said mouthpiece molded to conform to the configu-

ration of the oral cavity, and provided with a plurality of

discharge ports directed to the teeth and surrounding

tissue of the user;

d. piston means depending from the other end of said drive-

rod and being integral thereto, said piston means disposed

within said hollow mouthpiece and adapted lo: allow the

egress of said fluid into the mouthpiece and effect the

pressurized oscillation of said fluid through said discharge

ports;

e. a labial deflector disposed on said drive-rod in front of the

anterior teeth when the device is in use.

3,840,993

COORDINATE MEASURING MACHINE
Russell S. Shelton, Paducah, Ky., assignor to Shelton Metrol-

ogy Laboratory, Inc., Tyler Park, Paducah, Ky.

Filed Apr. 25, 1969, Ser. No. 819,252

Int. CI. GO lb 5/00

U.S. CI. 33—1 M 2 Claims
1. Coordinate measuring apparatus comprising a planar

surface, a probe supporting member movable parallel to the

planar surface, and a probe supported on the probe supporting

member by a pair of interfitting telescopic members, one of

said telescopic members being attached to the probe and the

other of said telescopic members being attached to the car-

riage, a substantially closed chamber formed between the
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telescopic members, said one telescopic member having a
downwardly facing area within the chamber which exceeds its

upwardly facing area if any within the chamber, means for
controllmg the pressure within the chamber thereby to control
the upward force exerted on the one telescopic member by
fluid m the chamber, said probe being directly connected to
an element which is parallel to and laterally spaced from the

3,840,995
DETACHABLE REAR SIGHT FOR SHOTGUNS HAVING

FLAT SIDED RECEIVERS
Albert J. Freiling, 4082 Adams Court, Wheaton, Md. 20902

Filed Feb. 13, 1973, S«r. No. 332,124
Int. CI. F41g mo

U.S. CI. 33-233 4 claims

one telescopic member, means connecting the element and
the one telescopic member, hydrostatic bearings for maintain-
mg the axis of said element in a fixed orientation, said hydro-
static bearings being operable upon opposite sides of said
element, and means for deactivating the bearing means on
only one side of said element, thereby effecting a frictional
braking action on the one side of the element.

3,840,994
METHOD AND DEVICE OF AUTOMATIC
MEASUREMENT FOR USE WITH A

NUMERICALLY-CONTROLLED LATHE
Tadayoshi Izumi; Hideo Hirokawa, both of Kawasaki, and

Toshihiro Tsutsui, Sagamihara, all of Japan, assignors to
Ikegai Tekko Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,039
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 4, 1972, 47-

26909[U]
Int. CI. GOlb 7100, 7112, 7/3]

U.S. CI. 33-174 PC 3 Claims

B Xpiis.PG

1. A method of automatically measuring an object, particu-
larly adapted for use with a numerically-controlled lathe pro-
vided with a spindle for holding the object, comprising the
automatic, programmed steps of actuating a detector head
including probes to travel so that the probes are alternatively
brought into contact with the object to be measured which has
been roughly processed at two diametrically spaced positions
on the object, detecting deviations of the actual dimension of
the object from the programmed dimension thereof in the
form of electric quantities developed by displacements of the
probe, and calculating the average value of the deviations for
determining a tool position correcting quantity.

1. A detachable rear sight for a single-barrel shotgun having
a flat-sided receiver joined at a junction to the curved single
barrel, said sight comprising: a generally U-shaped body mem-
ber arranged to snap-fit over the top of said shotgun at said
junction in inverted U position; said body member including
a pair of resilient sides arranged to extend downwardly along
the sides of said shotgun and a connecting piece joining said
sides and arranged to sit atop the shotgun; said resilient sides
each having an interior surface with a portion forward of said
junction contoured to resiliently engage said barrel between
said sides, and a portion rearward of said junction contiguous
with said forward portion and having a flat contour matched
to the flat sides of said receiver; the sides of said body member
being slightly toed to permit resilient engagement of said
receiver between the rearward portions of said sides; and said
connecting piece having an outer surface contoured to define
a sighting notch.

3,840,996
PROCESS FOR DRYING MINERAL CONTAINING

AQUEOUS PROTEIN SOLUTIONS
Donald A. GrindstafT, Minn«tonka, Minn.; Joseph S. Stein-

reich, Olympia Fields, lU., and Leo B. Post, New City, N.Y.,
assignors to StaufTer Chemical Company, Westport, Conn.

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,613
Int. CI. F26b 3/00

U.S. CI. 34-9 ,9 Claims
1. A process for drying in an atomizing dryer a mineral

containing aqueous protein solution comprising:
a. atomizing a mineral containing aqueous protein solution

in the drying chamber of an atomizing dryer;
b. contacting the atomized solution in said dryer chamber

with a drying atmosphere containing a drying agent se-
lected from the group consisting of tricalcium phosphate,
dicalcium phosphate, kaolin, diatomaceous earth, silica
gel, calcium silicate hydrate, or mixtures thereof, at a
feed rate of said drying agent equivalent to between about
1 percent to about 10 percent by weight of solids con-
tained in said solution;

c. allowing sa d drying atmosphere to dry the solids con-
tained in said atomized solution; and

d. recovering the dried solids, said dried solids containing
the solids from said solution in combination with said
drying agent.
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3,840,997

APPARATUS FOR WRAPPING STACKED
COMPRESSIBLE MATERIALS IN A

THERMO-SHRINKABLE PLASTICS FILM
Jean Louis Lucas, avenue de la Republique, 33 Prechac,

France

Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,462

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 18, 1972,

72.13631
Int. CI. B65b 1102

6 ClaimsU.S. CI. 34-66
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1. K continuously operating shrink film wrapping apparatus

comprising, in combination, a horizontal anti-friction con-

veyor means for supporting for advancement along a linear

path, a pallet carrying an article to be wrapped, said article

being covered by a shrinkable plastic film, a compression zone

at an upstream position along said path, said zone including a

planar pressure plate means in parallel spaced relation to said

conveyor means and shiftable toward and away therefrom for

squeezing said article between said plate means and conveyor

means, drive means on said pressure plate means for engaging

the film portion above the upper surface of said article and

advancing said compressed article along said path, a heating

zone adjacent and downstream of said compression zone

positioned to receive articles compressed at said compression

zone, said heating zone including a second compression plate

means in parallel spaced relation to said conveyor and shift-

able toward and away from said conveyor, said second plate

means including second drive means for engaging the film

above the upper surface of said article and advancing said

article in said direction, heating means at said heating zone for

heating said film as the same traverses said zone, and a cooling

zone along said patch adjacent and in downstream relation to

said heating zone, said cooling zone including a third compres-
sion plate means in parallel spaced relation to said conveyor,

said third plate means including third drive means for engag-

ing said film above the upper surface of the article emerging

from said heat zone and advancing the same along said path,

the spacing of said first, second and third drive means from
said conveyor being substantially identical, whereby said arti-

cle and film are subjected to a constant compressive force as

the same traverse said path.

3,840,998

REMOVABLE CLOTHERS BASKET FOR DRYER
Henry Marcussen, Stevensville, Mich., assignor to Whirlpool

Corporation, Benton Harbor, Mich.

Filed Aug. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 392,743

Int. CI. F26b 11102

U.S. CI. 34-128 12 Claims

1. In a drying appliance,

basket means comprising a receptacle having a first wall

constituting a bottom wall for supporting the receptacle

vertically on a support surface when used to carry a load,

said first wall constituting an end wall when said recepta-

cle is inserted into a dryer of the horizontal axis rotatable

type and disposed horizontally, said first wall having a

support formed on the outside surface to provide a bear-

ing journal,

a second wall constituting a side wall for the receptacle to

enclose a load to be either carried or dried,

a third wall means forming an opening in said receptacle

constituting a top opening when said receptacle is dis-

posed vertically and an end opening when disposed hori-

zontally,

said first and second walls being perforated to admit cur-

rents of drying air therethrough,.

and drive means in said drying appliance receiving said

basket means in driving relationship for rotation of said

basket means on a horizontal axis,

whereby fhe receptacle may be pre-loaded and thereafter

inserted into the appliance for drying of a load.

3,840,999

APPARATUS FOR RADIATION-CURING OF COATING
ON MULTI-SIDED OBJECT

Edward J. Whelan, Hasbrouck Heights, NJ., assignor to Sun
Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,656

Int. CI. F27b 9124

U.S. CI. 34-105 13 Claims

1. Apparatus for curing a solvent-free coating on the periph-

eral surfaces of an object, comprising:

a curing oven having an entrance and an exit and a path

therebetween; a radiation lamp supported in said oven

and positioned to direct curing radiation across said oven

and across said path therein;

at least one mandrel for supporting an object; mandrel

moving means connected with said mandrel for moving it

to guide the object supported by said mandrel through

said oven along said path therein;

mandrel rotating means connectable with the mandrel and

positioned to continuously engage and continuously ro-

tate said mandrel and the object as the object passes

through said oven on said path therein; said mandrel

rotating means comprising a rack means orientedd gener-

ally parallel to said path; and a wheel supported by said

mandrel; said rack means being positioned such that said

mandrel wheel continuously engages said rack as the
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object supported by said mandrel passes through said
oven.

3,841,000
REEL CLOSURE

Warner H. Simon, 6511 Comanche Ave., Canoea Park. Calif
91306

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,480
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 30, 1972.

14934/72

Int. CI. F26b 25100
U.S. CI. 34-242 9 claims

3W
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1. An outlet from a spooled wire reel housing comprising a
body secured to the housing, the body containing an inlet
through which wire is passed from a reel within the housing,
a piston having a central orifice through which the wire is

passed and an outlet from which the wire is led, there being
at the end of the outlet facing the piston a valve seating which
cooperates with an enlarged tapered bore at the end of the
orifice through the piston to define a chamber containing an
O-ring, the piston being spring-loaded towards the seating,
and there being a pressure gas inlet into the body to the oppo-
site side of the piston to the springs.

3,841,001
MODELS REPRESENTING MOLECULAR STRUCTURE

Bruce Heywood Nicholson, 18, Rosehill Pk., Reading, England
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 31,200, April 23, 1970,

abandoned. This application May 11, 1972, Ser. No. 252,183
Int. CI. G09b 23126

U.S.CI.35-18A 9 Claims

1. A scale model representing a molecular structure com-
prising atoms and interatomic bonds, comprising a plurality ot
units each representing a multivalent atom, each of said units
comprising a spherical body having a single socket comprising
a cylindrical hole of circular cross section extending diametri-
cally of said body with a depth greater than the radius and less

than the diameter of said body and a plurality of integral arms
representing interatomic bonds radiating from said body, the
number of arms being one less than the valence number of the
atom represented, said single socket and said arms being
oriented relative to one another at substantially the correct
valency angles of said atom, each of said arms having at its

free end a cylindrical portion of a diameter to fit tightly into

a like socket of another unit of said model representing an-
other atom, said cylindrical portion having a length at least as
great as the depth of said socket, said cylindrical portion
seating against the bottom of said socket to define accurately
the depth of penetration of said cylindrical portion in the
socket, the total length of said arm being substantially greater
than the depth of said socket such that when the end of said
cylindrical portion is seated on the bottom of the socket the
length of the arm defines the interatomic distance between the
atoms, whereby said units are assembled with an integral arm
of one unit fitting tightly into the socket of another unit with-
out play to form a substantially rigid structure.

3,841,002

READING-TRAINING DEVICES
Nishan J. Najarian, 8 Arrowhead Rd., Convent Station, NJ.
07961

Filed Jan. 23, 1974, Ser. No. 435,702
Int. CI. G09b / 7104

U.S. CI. 35—35 B 4 Claims

ti^nj ''

1. A reading-training device comprising:
a. a mounting for a mask,
b. a mask slidably attached to the mounting and defining a

reading pacer that moves from the top to the bottom of
a text to be read,

c. a site for a text to be positioned under a portion of the
mask,

d. means normally driving the mask from the top to the
bottom of the site,

e. a rack positioned adjacent to the mask and in general
parallelism to the plane defining the course over which
the mask is driven,

f. an axle passed through an arcuate slot in the mask,
g. a first gear mounted on the axle in the mask,
h. a spring attached to the mask and to the axle, and nor-

mally urging the axle to bring the first gear into engage-
ment with the rack,

i. a handle pivotably mounted on the mask and engaged
with the axle whereby the pivotal movement of the handle
overcomes the spring and disengages the first gear from
the rack and permits the movement of the mask from the
bottom to the top of the site,

j. a gear train engaged at one end with the first gear,
k. a first pulley operably connected to the other end of the

gear train in the mask,
1. a second pulley rotably mounted in the mask,
m. the first and second pulleys positioned at opposite ends

of the mask,
n. a belt mounted on the pulleys,

o. indexes attached to the belt, extending beyond the mask,
and moving across each line of text on the site, as the
mask moves to cover each line of text successively.
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3,841,003 to allow foreign matter lodged between said instep guard and
MANUFACTURE OF SHOES instep portion to escape; and the lower portion of said instep

John Huyge, Burlington, Ontario, Canada, assignor to Susan guard being so shaped as to create a folding line in said hinge
Shoe Industries Limited, Ontario, Canada tines that is curved and generally parallel to the line drawn

Filed Apr. 8, 1974, Ser. No. 458,977 through the fastening means so that there is a continual bias-
lot. CI. A43b 3112; A43d 9100 ing of said instep guard against said instep portion

U.S. CI. 36- 1 1 .5 10 Claims

3,841,005
METATARSAL PAD MOUNTING FOR WEIGHT

DISTRIBUTING SHOE SHANK
Ivan E. Cox, 4740 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo. 64112

Filed Oct. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 402,032
Int. CI. A43b 13142

U.S. CI. 36-76 C 12 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a shoe having an upper
member, a sole member and a composite insole including a
base member, a liner pad member and a cover member, each
having side edges, comprising the steps of:

a. forming said base member to provide a plurality of lug
members projecting inwardly from said side edges of said
base member, said lug members being outwardly foldable
from the plane of said base member,

b. securing said liner pad member and said cover in an
operative position on said base member,

c. folding said lug members outwardly from the plane of said
base member and securing said upper member to said lug
members to secure said upper member to said composite
insole, and

d. securing said sole member to said insole and upper.

1. The combination with a spring steel shoe shank mounted
between the inner and outer shoe sole of a metatarsal pad
mounted on said shank, said shank having a transversely elon-
gated forward portion, an intermediate longitudinal arch sup-
porting portion and a rear portion, said pad overlying said
transversely elongated forward portion and extending both
forwardly and rearwardly beyond said forward portion, and
inter-fitting means on said pad and said forward portion of
said shank to hold said pad against shifting relative to said

shank.

3,841,004
INSTEP GUARD FOR SAFETY FOOTWEAR

Byron Everett Gray, 6 Treebrook, St. Louis, Mo. 63124, and
Egon F. Clauer, 7 12- 13th St., Wausau, WU. 54401

Filed Apr. 1, 1974, Ser. No. 457,476
Int. CI. A43b 13122

U.S. CI. 36-72 R 5 Claims

3,841,006
EXCAVATING AND GRADING MACHINE WITH

ADJUSTABLE ROTARY CUTTING HEAD
Ivan Antonovich Mironov, Institutskaya ulitsa, 16, kv. 55;

Vladislav loslfovich Nikitin, Institutskaya ulitsa, 10, kv. 11,
both of Pushkino Moskovskoi oblasti, and Valentin Dmi-
trievich Kiselev, ulitsa Tsentralnaya, 5, Moskovskaya oblast,
poselok Mamontovskaya, all of U.S.S.R.

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,196
Int. CI. E02( 3/18

U.S. CI. 37-108 R 1 Claim

1. In a safety shoe having a sole; an upper having a toe
portion united at its edges to the sole and including a shield of
rigid material so as to transmit forces applied downwardly on
it to the sole, and an instep portion; securing means in the

instep portion; and an instep guard of relatively rigid material
adapted to fit over the instep portion of the shoe and having
its lower forward end overlying the shield in the toe portion
towards the rear thereof, the improvement comprising: hinge
means taking the form of hinge tines extending outwardly
from the rear of said toe portion; fastening means securing
said hinge tines to said instep guard such that a line drawn
through said fastening means extends in a curved line trans-

versely of the shoe; at least one space between said hinge tines

1. An excavating and grading machine with rotary cutting
head intended for hillside operation comprising a self-

propelled chassis of said machine; a chassis frame; a frame of
a rotary cutting head defined by three member frames; a first

member frame of said three member frames being rigidly

connected to the chassis frame; a second member frame of
said three member frames being connected to said first of said
three member frames by an axle pivot which is provided with
a tubular axle and is arranged coaxially with the longitudinal
axis of said chassis frame; a first drive being connected to said

second member frame of the rotary cutting head and serving
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to turn said second member frame about the pivot by means
of which this member frame is connected to said first member
trame; a third member frame of the rotary cutting head with
said cutting head directly mounted thereon which said thirdmember frame connects to said second member frame bv
another axle pivot whose tubular axle is arranged at right
angles to said longitudinal axis of said chassis frame; a second
drive being connected to said third member frame of the
rotary cutting head and serving to turn said third member
frame of the rotary cutting head about said pivot by means of
which said third member frame connects to said second of said
three member frames of the rotary cutting head; a third drive
a -ranged on the frame of said self-propelled chassis; and a
tiansmission for transmitting the rotary motion from said third
drive to said rotary cutting head, said transmission being
disposed in the bores of tubular axles of said pivots by means
of which said second member frame of the rotary cutting head
IS connected to said first member frame and said third member
frame is connected to said second member frame of the rotary
cutting head.
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3,841,008
STRETCHER FRAME

Wjlham L. Cusick, New York, N.Y., assignor to Mar-WII En-
terprises Ltd., Staten Island, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,728
Int. CI. D06c 3108

U.S. CI. 38-102.9,
3c,^.^^

3,841,007
DETACHABLE CUTTING EDGE AND TIP ADAPTER FOR

LOADER BUCKETS
Richard C. Howarth, and Eugene M. Wilson, both of Joliet III

assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria III
'

'

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,108
Int. CI. E02f 9/25

l'.S.a. 37-141 R ,c^,^^

-:= 19

21 20

I. An earthworking implement having a forwardly extended
support plate,

a cutting edge mounted on a bottom side of said support
plate and extending past a forward edge thereof

a support member fixedly secured to a top side' of said
support plate,

an adapter mounted on said support member and having a
removably secured earthworking tip thereon extending
forwardly of a forward edge of said cutting edge, and said
adapter being mounted on said support member by a
closely mating tongue formed integrally therwith and a
mating groove arrangement formed in said support mem-
ber extending longitudinally therealong, respectively said
adapter having substantial surface portions formed
thereon to abut a forward end of said support member for
transmitting forces from said tip to said support member
and support plate directly,

common attaching means constituting a single bolt extend-
ing through each of said cutting edge, support plate
support member and adapter detachably mounting said
cutting edge and adapter on said support plate and sup-
port member, respectively,

pin means disposed rearwardly on said tongue and groove
arrangement and extending transversely through said
support member and said adapter for preventing vertical
movement of said adapter relative to said support mem-
Dcr*

1. A rectilinear stretcher-frame for holding a sheet of mat-
ter, said frame comprising,

four elongated sides, each of said sides being connected to
the adjoining sides at the ends thereof, each of said sides
comprising

a. a web, said web being an elongated flat structure, with the
tlat portion being upright, said side ends being the ends
ot said web; and

b. an upper flat rim attached at right angles to the top edge
of said web and extending outwardly from the web each
rim having a multiplicity of teeth extending therefrom
whereby a fabric sheet is secured on the frame

a bottom strip attached at right angles to the lower edge of
said web and parallel to said rim

and a guard attached at right angles'to the edge of said strip
opposite said web. and extending upwardly parallel to
said web said guard being located beyond the perimeter
ot the multiplicity of teeth mounted on each of said sides
said guard forming an enclosure in which the edges of the
sheet of material are tucked.

3,841,009
ADVERTISING DISPLAY DEVICE

cTrma'l!*''""'*''''

^'*^*'*'*"**"- ^' "^^IS Trossingen/H urtt..

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1.736

21642o'l*
''""'"^' "PP''"''«n Germany, Dec. 23, 1971,

Int. CI. G09f 12100
^•^•^'•^«-^26A

8 Claims

1. An advertising display device comprising: a display mem-

sleeve the di'°^ ^'^^l' ''r ' "^^ configuration to'fo^rasleeve, the display member having edge portions which, when
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the sleeve is formed, form end portions of the sleeve, the

opposite end portions of the display member having a longitu-

dinally inwardly directed rib, and support members, each

support member having a flat base, an annular rim perpendic-

ular to the base and adapted to surround a respective one of

the end portions of the sleeve, and webs projecting from the

base within the rim to define a gap between an edge of each

web and the rim, each gap being adapted to receive one of the

said edge portions of the display member, two of the webs of

each support member being spaced and parallel to define a

gap adapted to receive a respective end portion of said rib,

whereby the device can be assembled by arranging the sleeve

between the bases of the support members so that the rims of

the support members surround the end portions of the sleeve,

the edge portions of the sleeve being inserted into said gaps.

line from different individual line storage reels interchange-

able on said dispensing apparatus, said apparatus comprising

reel support means including individual reel support devices

thereon adapted for supporting first and second individual line

storage reels independently in spaced relationship on said

support means, said support devices including elements rota-

tively journaling the respective reels thereon to permit line-

unreeling rotation of such reels about respective generally

horizontal axes, line guide means mountable on a fishing

vessel in cooperable positional relationship with the first reel

3,841,010

LIQUID FILLED DISPLAY APPARATUS
Vernon A. Ludwig, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, assignor to

Valmat Signs & Signals Ltd., Alberta, Canada

Filed lyov. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 419,901

Int. CI. G09f 7100

U.S. CI. 40-137 15 Claims

1. In a changeable sign of the type having first and second

relatively movable members in which the first member is

provided on one surface with a pattern of interlaced transpar-

ent and vision obscuring stripes interrupted by a design having

vision obscuring and transparent portions, respectively, and in

which the second member is provided on one surface with a

uniform pattern of two different colors of interlaced vision

obscuring stripes, the improvement comprising

housing means for supporting the second member adjacent

to the first member with the patterned surfaces in closely

spaced relationship and with the other surface of said first

member exposed to view, said housing means comprising

means for enclosing a volume to form a fluidtight con-

tainer,

the patterned surface of said second member being con-

tained within said volume;

a fluid in said volume including the region between said first

and second members; and

means for causing relative movement between said first

member and said second member between a first position

in which the design on said first member is rendered

visible and a second position in which the design is not

visible.

on said reel support means so as to lead fishing line overboard

being unreeled from said first reel, said reel support means

further including means movably mounting said reel support

devices for shifting of said first reel out of said cooperative

positional relationship with said line guide means while simul-

taneously shifting said second reel into such positional rela-

tionship, and visa-versa, thereby permitting interchange of an

empty reel with a full one on either reel support device while

line is being unreeled from a reel on the other reel support

device.

3,841,012

ECCENTRIC MOTION FISHING LURE
Christopher T. Maled, 733 Tranquil TrI., R.R. No. 6, Green-

wood, Ind. 46142
Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,638

Int. CI. AOlk 85106

U.S. CI. 43-26.2 6 Claims

'9 " 25

/ ..
?i~

3,841,011

LONG-LINE SETTING, BAITING AND HAULING SYSTEM
AND APPARATUS

Kenneth F. Tison, Sitka, Alaska, assignor to Marine Construc-

tion & Design Co., Seattle, Wash.

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 356,060

Int. CI. AOlk 89100, 97/06

U.S. CI. 43—4 21 Claims

1. In a fishing line handling system, line dispensing appara-

tus mountable on a fishing vessel to permit dispensing fishing

1. An artificial fishing lure comprising:

a hollow main body, said main body including a head por-

tion and a tail portion removably and sealingly connected

together with said head portion having connecting means

mounted thereon connectable to a fishing line;

a battery removably mounted in said body;

a direct current motor mounted in said main body, said

motor being electrically connected to said battery and

having a rotatable output shaft with an axis of rotation;

a weight mounted on said shaft and having a center of

gravity spaced radially from said axis of rotation impart-

ing eccentric motion to said main body as said shaft

rotates; and

locking means in said main boay fixedly securing said motor

to said head portion to prevent relative motion therebe-

tween.
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3,841,013

FISHING ACCESSORY
Walter J. Sabagonis, 1 Akda Dr., Auburn, Mass. 01501

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,457
Int. CI. AOlk 97100

U.S. CI. 43-43.15
, Claim
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closing said barb to render said barb ineffective, said barb-
nullifying means comprising a flexible spring member at-
tached to said shank and disposed along said bight to a posi-
tion spaced from said barb, said flexible spring member com-
prising a spring portion, a pressure portion spaced from said
shank, and a tip spaced from said barb, said tip being movable
to a position of closed relationship with said barb when force
IS applied to said pressure portion to urge said pressure por-
tion toward said shank.

3,841,015

FISHING LINE
Francis J. Gregory, Tolland, Conn., assignor to The Garcia

Corporation, Teaneck, N.J.

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,430
Int. CI. AOlk 97/00

U.S. CI. 43-44.98
,„ Claims

3t~-

1. A fishing accessory for effective presentation of natural
bait on a fishing line, comprising.

a. an elongated buoyant body, the body being formed of
plastic with a hollow interior cavity, the body having a
first end and a second end, the body being shaped and
colored to resemble a natural object having a main stalk
and secondary branches so as to be camouflaged in a
marine bottom environment,

b. a weight fixed to the first end, being of sufficient mass to
defeat the buoyancy of the body, the weight being en-
tirely enclosed in the cavity at the said one end thereof
c. means for attaching the line to the first end, the means
being attached to the weight to maintain it at the said one
end, and

d. a hook fixed to the second end and adapted to carry bait.

1. A fly line usable with a fly rod comprising, in combina-
tion, a braided tip portion, a braided belly portion, a braided
front taper portion interconnecting said tip portion and said
belly portion, a braided running line portion, and a braided
back taper portion interconnecting said belly portion and said
running line portion, said fly line being fabricated from a
member of the group consisting of Nylon, Dacron and glass
fibers; and having a cover of polyvinyl chloride forming a
coating of substantially constant thickness over the entire line

3,841,016

LOBSTER TRAP
Manuel F. Silva, Vineyard Haven, Martha's Vineyard, Mass

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,233
Int. CI. AOlk 69108

U.S. CI. 43-100
8 Claims

»-T-'^yvT:

3,841,014

FISHSAVING DEVICE
Thomas A. Thomas, Jr., and Frank Thomas, both of 2519

Madison, Hollywood, Fla. 33020
Filed Mar. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 345,336

Int. CI. AOlkW/OO
U.S. CI. 43-43.16

,0 Claims

1. The combination of a fishhook, having a shank an eye at
one end of the shank, and a bight leading from the 'other end
of the shank and terminating in a point with a reversely di-
rected barb adjacent thereto, with a barb-nullifying means for

1. A trap for lobsters and the like defined by a partially
toroidal body member of reinforced, elastomeric substance
having a generally cylindrical end wall and a pair of annular
side walls integral with respective extremities of the end wall
each side wall terminating at a respective circular bead of
lesser diameter than said end wall, said toroidal body member
comprising a vehicle balloon tire with said end wall formed by
the tread portion of the tire, spreader means for spreading the
side walls apart against the resilient restoring tendency of the
elastomeric substance of the body member, thereby holding
said circular beads apart permitting ready communication
between the volume of said generally toroidal member and the
center region, and a pair of center closures, each overlying
one of said beads, said pair of center closures defining with
said toroidal member an effectively closed volume, a trap
opening means from the exterior into said volume enabling
entry but not exit of lobsters into said volume, and one of said
center closures being openable to enable removal of lobsters
caught in said trap.
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3,841,017

PORTABLE COIN OPERATED BANK
Steven J. Heble, McCook, Nebr., assignor to The Raymond Lee

Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,966

nt. CI. A63h 33120

U.S. CI. 46-4 2 Claims

b. a hand crank supported on said building for rotation in

the flight deck region of said building;

c. a generally vertical drive shaft supported in said building

and turned by said hand crank;

d. a drive gear in said building and turned by said shaft;

e. a circular horizontal platform, means rotatably mounting

said platform in said building below said flight deck, said

building having an open space over said platform and said

platform having a gear meshing with said drive gear for

rotating said platform as said hand crank turns;

f. a pair of upright walls spaced closely over said platform

over parallel chords of said platform spaced on opposite

sides of the center of said platform;

g. another upright wall spaced closely over said platform

and forming an oblong island oriented over the center of

said platform on a diameter parallel with said chord walls

and extending for about one-half of the diameter of said

platform so simulated baggage circulates around said

platform between said walls as said crank turns; and

h. said building having openings at opposite ends of said

island wall allowing play access to said platfoim.

1. A portable coin operated bank having the shape of an

animal having a head with an open mouth through which coins

are inserted, said bank comprising:

a coin collection chamber;

a chute connecting the mouth to said chamber;

an electrically conductive tongue pivotally secured at the

rear thereof in the mouth above the chute, said tongue

being pivoted with front end downward when a coin is

placed thereon; and

means responsive to the downward pivot of the tongue to

pivot the tongue upward to a raised position at which the

front end of the tongue is moved adjacent the top of the

mouth and the coin slides downward by gravity along the

tongue and chute into the chamber, the means including

an electrically powered motor and gearing, the motor

being energized when the tongue is pivoted downward

and being deenergized when the tongue is raised, the

means further including an electrical switch, including

one movable contact secured to said tongue, closed when

the tongue pivots downward and opened when the tongue

is raised.

3,841,019

SNOWMAN FEATURE AND ACCESSORY SYSTEM
Phyllis Kay Lorenzo, 5406 Bush St., White Marsh, Md. 21 162

Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,741

Int. CI. A63h 3136

U.S. CI. 46-16 6 Claims

300d

6000

3,841,018

TOY BUILDING WITH FLIGHT DECK AND ROTATABLE
BAGGAGE PLATFORM

Victor G. Reiling, Jr., East Aurora, N.Y., assignor to The

Quaker Oats Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,586

Int. CI. A63h 33100

U.S. CI. 46-12 10 Claims

1. In a snowman system, an appurtenance comprising: an

elongate shank for insertion into a snowman, the shank having

portion at one end larger across than the shank, the shank

having a bore substantially uniform in diameter throughout

the length thereof and opening through the opposite end of

the shank, the larger portion having a cavity connecting with

the bore, all said shank and larger portion being at least par-

tially light transmissive. and the opposite end of the shank

having serrations exteriorly thereon.

II

Jt .'i

1. A toy airport comprising:

a. a simulated building having a control tower and a flight

deck usable by toy aircraft;

3,841,020

FACIAL ANIMATING MEANS FOR A FIGURE TOY

John W. Ryan, Bel Air; Joseph Kossoff, Hawthorne; Jack E.

Hartman, Torrance, and Robert Lynn Cowell, Manhattan

Beach, all of Calif., assignors to Mattel, Inc., Hawthorne,

Continuation of Ser. No. 544,420, April 22, 1966, abandoned.

This application Oct. 17, 1968, Ser. No. 784,975

Int. CI. A63hi/24,i/i/

U.S. CI. 46-118 12 Claims

1. In combination with a figure toy having a torso and a

head including a flexible plastic face having simulated nose,

eyebrow, eye and mouth portions, said mouth portion includ-

ing an upper lip and a lower lip, said lips being joined together

in such a manner that said mouth portion includes a pair of

corner portions defining the width of said mouth portion,

animating means comprising:

a first mouth animating means operatively connected to said

lower lip and including a first animator portion secured
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directly to and engaging only an intermediate portion of
said lower lip between and spaced from said corner por-
tions;

a second mouth animating means comprising spaced anima-
tor portions secured directly to said mouth only at said
corner portions for predetermining the position of each of
said corner portions; and

actuator means connected to at least one of said mouth
animating means for imparting relative movement be-
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3,841,022
LAWN EDGING DEVICE

George Thodos, Evanston, III., assignor to James E. Thomas,
Oakbrook, III.

Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,373
*"' ^'' ^^^^ ^'^^' ^^^ ^'^'^' ^^^^ 7/70

U.S. CI. 47-33
_ 7 (.,^.^^

tween said first animator portion and said spaced anima-
tor portions, said actuator means including means formoving said one mouth animating means in such a man-ner that said first animator portion is moved relative to
said spaced animator portions between a smiling positionwherein said first animator portion is below said spacedanimator portions and a sad position wherein said firstanimator portion is between and above said spaced ani-mator portions.

^

CLLTIVATION POT FOR SEEDLINGS AND PLANTSMarcel Ferrand, 263 Chemin de Bellet, Nice, France
Filed Feb. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 222,612

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 5, 1971 71 5093

!'«; ri 47 ,,
*"'CI.A01gi//02

L.S. CL 47—1,2
, ^, .

i Claims

1. A lawn edging device for defining edges of lawns, gar-
dens, flower beds, and the like consisting solely of a plurality
of Identically formed, elongated members, each of uniform
cross-section throughout its entire length, having adjacent end
portions mterlockingly joined to each other, without addi-
tional connecting means, to provide a continuous barrier a
portion of which may be disposed below the surface of the
ground with the remaining portion extending above the
ground, each of said members being formed from a flexible
extractable material and comprising:

a. a generally vertical body wall section having at the upper
and lower ends thereof, integral, first and second, hollow
flange sections extending outwardly therefrom on oppo-
site sides thereof;

b. each of said flange sections:
i. being generally cylindrical;

ii. presenting an internal channel;
iii. being relatively flexible;

c. the first flange section of each member being slightly
larger than the second flange section to provide a self-
contained, self-joined, interlocking connection in end-to-
end relation with an adjacent similar member, the posi-
tion of which has been inverted, so that a marginal por-
tion of the second flange section of each member is
snugly, telescopically received within a marginal portion
of the first flange section of the other member and the
body wall sections of the members are snugly positioned
in abutting, face-to-face relation to provide a continuous
wall like barrier.

._^«^.^

1. A cultivation system for seedlings and plants comprising
support means; p e-

an elongated horizontally disposed trough on said support
means, said trough having bottom and side walls to con-
tain water; and

a plurality of pots arranged and standing upright within said
trough, each pot comprising an upright tubular body open
at Its upper and lower ends, each body having a reinforc-
ing rib formation adjacent its upper end, a removable soil
supporting invertable cup shape closure member within
the lower end of the tubular body, and a capillary space
defined between the wall of the tubular body and the
sidewall of the closure member extending around the
periphery of said closure member side wall, said tubular
body and said closure member resting freely on the bot-
tom of said trough.

3,841,023
DISPLAY APPARATUS FOR POTTED PLANTS

'*'N'ev'*8970?''^°"'
"''" ''^^ '^°" ^*''"**"*** ^^^ ^"^"^ City,

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 253,397, May 15, 1972,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser No

126,636, March 22, 1971, abandoned. This application June
12, 1973, Ser. No. 369,301

Int. CI. AOlg 9116
U.S. CI. 47-38 ^n

, p.. , ^ 8 Claims
1. Display apparatus for potted plants and the like, compris-

'^^A^
base forming a reservoir for irrigating water; a plurality

of display dishes for supporting and displaying potted plants
means for supporting said dishes in spaced coaxial relationship
as a tier on said base and over said reservoir; a pipeline ex-
tending upwardly from the reservoir to the top of the tier apump mounted in said reservoir and coupled to said pipeline
for pumping irrigating water from the reservoir up through the
pipeline to the uppermost dish of the tier to permit water from
the reservoir to fill the uppermost dish to a predetermined
depth; and drainage means including a plurality of stand-pipe
drain members mounted in respective ones of said display
dishes for causing the irrigating water to pass down-from each
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display dish to the next lower display dish at a relatively high

rate after a particular depth of the irrigating water in each

display dish has been achieved, and including further means

/\

\.:ll

\^-x::.l^.

]•

;^:2ar^-

^.j-j, ,..

, - r

'J

J

for completely draining the irrigating water from each display

dish at a relatively low rate, ultimately to cause the irrigating

water to be returned to the reservoir.

3,841,024

SLIDING WINDOW
Albert Shu Lok Cheng, Kowloon, Hong Kong, assignor to

Chiap-Hua Comaico Limited, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Filed Mar. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 340,690

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 24, 1972,

14036/72
II

"int. CI. E05d 15120

U.S. CI. 49-130 11 Claims

il *.* '.i ii 4 ;• il i!

.1 . .

I -i

.,.>'.

.••r"

.8 ' 3- >C <f

housings and to run on said track, one end of each said pivot

arms being pivotably secured to a respective one of said hous-

ings and the other end of each of said pivot arms being pivota-

bly secured to said slidable panel, and wherein said housings

and said rollers of said mounting means are provided at the

lower end of said slidable panel and said mounting means
further includes guides co-operating with a further track on an

upper member of said frame, which said further track is

mounted above and parallel to said track, said guides having

one end of respective further pivot arms pivotably secured

thereto and the other end of each of said further pivot arms

being pivotably secured to the upper end of said slidable

panel.

1, A sliding window comprising in combination a frame

including compression sealing means, a slidable panel mov-

able in said frame between a closed position and an open

position, a further panel and mounting means, including pivot

arms, for mounting said slidable panel in said frame, said

mounting means being so arranged and disposed that said

slidable panel in said closed position lies substantially in the

same plane as said further panel and in abutment with said

compression sealing means of said frame and, when moved

from said closed position to said open position, moves out of

said plane to lie in a further plane parallel to said plane but

spaced therefrom such that said sliding panel can be over-

lapped with said further panel, wherein said frame includes a

lower member with a track thereon, said further panel in-

cludes a mullion with compression sealing means thereon, and

said mounting means arc so constructed that said slidable

panel in open positions is movable in said further plane along

said track but as said slidable panel approaches said closed

position it is swung, on said pivot arms, into the plane of said

further panel to bring it into abutment with said compression

sealing means on said frame and said compression sealing

means on said mullion of said further panel, wherein said

mounting means include housings and rollers mounted in said

3,841,025

DEFLECTOR FOR ABRASIVE-ACCELERATOR IN

BLASTING MACHINE
Riichi Maeda, 14-9, Higashi Tateishi 3-chome, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,731

Claims priority, application Japan, June 28, 1971, 46-46290
Int. CI. B24c 7100, 5106

U.S. CI. 51-9 1 Claim

b

re

1. A deflector for an abrasive-accelerator in a blasting

machine which includes a rotatable impeller, means for con-

veying abrasive material to said impeller and a plurality of

vanes for directing said abrasive material onto a workpiece,

the improvement comprising a hollow tubular deflector body

having one end open for receiving said impeller, said impeller

being rotalably p>ositioned within said deflector body, said

deflector body having at least one slot formed through the

circumferential wall thereof for permitting abrasive particles

to be hurdled out to said vanes of said accelerator through said

slot, wherein said slot is of a parallelogram shape and forms an

opening in said wall of said body with an inclination relative

to the longitudinal central axis of the deflector and wherein

two edges of the slot are arranged perpendicular to the longi-

tudinal central axis of the deflector.

3,841,026

DRILL BIT GRINDER AND REFACER
Byron W. Howard, Perma, Mont. 59857

Continuation of Ser. No. 176,376, Nov. 1, 1971, abandoned.

This application Sept. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 398,837

Int. CI. B24b 3126

U.S. CI. 51-71 2 Claims

1. A drill bit grinding fixture comprising, in combination:

a baseplate having spaced horizontal tracks;

a frame slidable in the tracks of said baseplate, including

side members configured to be received in said tracks and

upper and lower cross members interconnecting said side

members;
aligned vertically directed grooves in said side members;

first and second jaw plates vertically slidable at their ends

in said grooves to have horizontally extending abutting

edges;

aligned V-shaped notches in said abutting edges.
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and means carried on each of said cross members for fore- 3 841 028
ing said plates toward a position of edge-to-edge contact APPARATUS FOR HANDLING WORKPIECES TO BE

POLISHED
Ernest F. Katzke, Des Plaines, III., assignor to Crane Packing
Company, Morton Grove, III.

Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,582
Int. CI. B24b 7122

U.S.CL 51-125 6 Claims"w^sr f

^Wi^—^?&^ /^

;.

3,841,027
GLASS PLATE EDGE GRINDING MACHINE

Shigeru Bando, Tokushima, Japan, assignor to Bando Kiko
Co., Ltd., Tokushima City, Japan

Filed Jan. 4, 1974, Ser. No. 430,689
Int. CI. B24b 9/00

U.S. CI. 51-110 5 Claims

'^

1. In a glass plate edge grinding machine for grinding the
lower edge of a glass plate by means of a plural number of
grindmg wheels arranged in a series, with said glass plate being
held between and transported by a pair of belt-conveyers each
comprismg an endless belt in such a manner that the glass
plate IS slightly inclined with respect to a vertical plane and
supported at said inclined surface by a plural number of back-
mg-up rollers, an improvement in which the belt of one belt-
conveyer IS supported by a plural number of pressing rollers
arranged in a series inside said belt while the belt of the other
conveyer is disposed on the opposite side with the interposi-
tion of the glass plate to the position of the arranged grinding
wheels and supported all over the length thereof by a rigid
backmg-up plate disposed inside said belt, said backing-up
plate being smoothly curved from the upper end to the lower
end thereof in the direction away from the glass plate so as to
face the belt of said other conveyer, the glass plate is pressed
in accordance with the curved surface of the backing-up plate
when held through the belt by said pressing rollers, and the
spindle of each grinder holding a grinding wheel is supported
by a spmdle supporting assembly which enables said spindle to
move substantially in the radial and axial directions.

3-
I 1

so as to grip a drill bit between said notches,
so that when said frame slides in said tracks, said bit moves

along its own axis.

1_-

1. Apparatus for applying workpieces to and removing them
from a substantially horizontally operating abrading tool, said
apparatus comprising a platen, means for mounting the work-
pieces on said platen for a movement therewith, an arm having
a horizontally disposed pivot located to one side of the tool,
means for oscillating said arm about its pivot through substan-
tially 180°, means for mounting the platen on the arm to cause
said platen at one extreme position of the arm to assume an
inverted position to permit loading of the workpieces thereon
and at the other extreme position to be located over said
abrading tool with the workpieces adjacent said tool, said
platen mounting means comprising means for advancing said
platen toward said tool independently of said arm oscillating
means and independently of said workpiece mounting means,
and fluid pressure means for holding said workpieces against
said tool with a predetermined pressure while said tool is

abrading said workpieces.

3,841,029
APPARATUS FOR CHAMFERING TABLETS

Haruji Saeki, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Shionogi & Co., Ltd.,
Osaka, Japan

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 268,106
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 29, 1972, 47-

3I353The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to June
13, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. B24b 7100; B23d 67100
U.S. CI. 51-128 15 Claims

1. An apparatus for chamfering the sharp edges of tableted
articles, comprising; a stationary frame, a rotating disk rotat-
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ably mounted on said stationary frame and having a grinding

or abrading surface which is sufficiently hard and rough to

scrape the tablets; a means for driving said disk; a guiding

member disposed above said surface, being composed of a

working segment on each side of an intermediate segment and

having a plurality of grooved channels extending over the full

length of the guiding member with inlets and outlets for the

tablets at opposite ends of the channels, said channels being

opened towards said grinding or abrading surface, with por-

tions of each of said grooved channels which correspond to

both of said working segments having a cross-section permit-

ting unobstructed passage of the tablets while holding the

tablets oriented in a predominantly upright yet slightly in-

clined position with one of the sharp edges being directed

towards the surface of the disk, and a portion of each of said

channels which corresponds to said intermediate segment

being twisted in the direction of its length to change the orien-

tation of the tablets from a position where one edge is dis-

posed against the grinding or abrading surface to a position

where the other edge is disposed against the surface, said

intermediate segment having a somewhat narrowed but deep-

ened and continuously changing cross-section to smoothly

permit said change of orientation; and a bracket mounted on

said stationary frame for holding said guiding member.

3,841,030

SHARPENER DEVICE
Andrew LaszIo, 3 Locust Ln., Glen Head, N.Y. 11545

Filed Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 391,069

Int. CI. B24b 23100, 7100, 9100

U.S. CI. 5 1- 1 70 PT 10 Claims

1. A portable sharpener device comprising a sharpener head

having a central bore extending longitudinally therethrough,

a cylindrical abrading stone internally mounted within said

bore for continuous rotation in a plane transverse to the axis

of the bore to grind an edge on a blade, independent internally

powered drive means for rotating the abrading stone with the

rotational axis of the abrading stone being concentric with the

longitudinal axis of the bore and no portion of the abrading

stone being exposed beyond the bore, a longitudinal blade

registration slot defined in the sharpener head, said registra-

tion slot being in a plane coincident with a plane passing

through the rotational axis of the abrading stone, said drive

means being offset from the rotational axis of the abrading

stone and slot so as to provide clearance for the blade,

whereby an ice skate blade is insertable into the registration

slot for frictional contact with the abrading stone.

3,841,031

PROCESS FOR POLISHING THIN ELEMENTS
Robert J. Walsh, Ballwin, Mo., assignor to Monsanto Com-

pany, St. Louis, Mo.

Continuation of Ser. No. 82,673, Oct. 21, 1970, abandoned.

This application Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,940

Int. CI. B24b 1100

U.S. CI. 51-283 6 Claims

1. A process for free polishing of wafers, said process com-

prising:

a. positioning a wafer to be polished under pressure be-

tween a frictional retention surface and an area of a

polishing surface, said frictional retention surface initially

having a higher coefficient of static friction with respect

to said wafer than the coefficient of static friction said

area of the polishing surface with respect to said wafer;

b. initiating relative circular motion between said frictional

retention surface and said area of the polishing surface

with said wafer being retained and remaining stationary

with respect to said frictional retention surface solely by

virtue of static frictional force between said wafer and

said frictional retention surface in sliding frictional en-

gagement with said area of the polishing surface, as a

result of said higher coefficient of friction of said fric-

tional retention surface with respect to said wafer;

continuing said relative circular motion until said wafer

is polished as a result of said sliding frictional engagement
c.

^i WAFER
^ POLISHING

with the polishing surface, said wafer when polished

having an increased coefficient of friction with respect to

the polishing surface;

d. terminating said relative circular motion; and

e. removing said wafer from beneath said frictional reten-

tion surface, as said relative circular motion is terminated,

by increasing the friction of said polishing surface with

respect to said wafer causing said wafer to cease said

sliding engagement with the polishing surface and to

overcome said static frictional force retaining the wafer

so as to initiate sliding engagement with said frictional

retention surface as a result of said increased coefficient

of friction of the polished wafer with respect to the polish-

ing surface, whereby said wafer is disengaged and freed

from said frictional retention surface without requiring

said frictional retention surface to be lifted from said

polishing surface.

3,841,032

ARTICLE AND SCREW ANCHOR-SUPPORTED,
LOAD-BEARING PAD THEREFOR

Charles O. Grannis, III, Centralia, Mo., assignor to A.B.

Chance Company, Centralia, Mo.
Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 253,954

Int. CI. E04d 5174; E04f 19100

U.S. CI. 52-27 5 Claims

1. In combination:

a relatively heavy article requiring stable ground-level sup-

port free from tilting or heaving such as caused by sea-

sonal changes in environmental conditions;

a base pad for said article constructed of corrosion-resistant

material having a high strength-to-weight ratio,

said pad being provided with a relatively thin, normally

horizontally disposed article-supporting panel section;

and

a plurality of elongated, rigid anchors adapted to be embed-

ded in the ground in horizontally spaced, upright dispo-

sition,

each of said anchors having a normally uppermost end

adapted, upon installation of the anchors, to project

above the surface of the ground a sufficient extent to
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engage and support said pad, thereby supporting said 3,841.034

said article comprising an electrical transformer for under- Gerhard R HeJ^l^^ K^lun^^^^n^^^ w .
ground electrical distribution lines. ?, w ^ ^n nl?';'

'^'' ^'*'"*"'' ^*'^' '^^^^^

U.S. CI. 51-356
2 Claims

^^rM

—a. Id

therem for passage therethrough of said distribution lines
mto connecting relationship with said transformer, said
openmg having filler material therein surrounding said
Imes and filling the area of said opening not occupied bv
the lines.

^

3.841,033
TIRE MANUFACTURING

Paul E. Appleby, Cuyahoga Falls; William D. Braden, Stow,
and Leonard A. Vandale, Akron, all of Ohio, assignors to
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. Akron, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 266,776, June 27. 1972.

abandoned. This application Apr. 4. 1974. Ser. No. 457 939
Int. CI. B24b 1/00, 49/04

U.S. CI. 51-289 R 7 Claims

C? >

2^'

1. Method of reducing non-uniformity of radial force and
radial dimension in a tire which method comprises, inflating
and rotating said tire about a fixed axis, and while said tire
continues to rotate about said axis applying to said tire a radial
load sufficient to deflect the tire, concurrently sensing the
radial runout of the tire tread surface, force variation sensing
by force measuring means the variations in force exerted by
the tire on said load and while continuing said force variation
sensing, removing material from the tire tread surface at at
least one of the two marginal portions thereof in response to
said variations in force and in amount and angular location
such as to reduce the variations in force, and while continuing
said runout sensing, removing material from said surface
between said marginal portions in response to said radial
runout in amount and angular location such as to reduce the
radial runout of the tire.

/5

P7

1. A self-cooling tread grinding wheel comprising an axially
elongated annular body having an abrasive exterior surface;

said body being unitary and having a concave exterior sur-
face configuration in the direction of its longitudinal axis;
a radially transverse internal web and a hub parallel to the
longitudinal axis of said body, for mounting upon a drive
shaft;

said body having a series of longitudinal spaced circumfer-
ential rows of elongated non-circular air cooling slots;

said elongated slots extending radially inward from the
exterior surface of the body to a depth not more than one
half the body thickness;

said elongated slots being spaced axially inward of the longi-
tudinal ends of said body;

the slots in each row being parallel;

said slots being of maximum depth intermediate their ends,
with end portions of the slots running out to the outer
surface of the body;

said slots extending at an acute angle to the body axis.

3.841,035
CONCRETE PRESSURE VESSEL

Hans H. Amtmann, Rancho Santa Fe, and Thomas Macken,
San Diego, both of Calif., assignors to General Atomic Com-
pany, San Diego, Calif.

Filed July 19. 1971, Ser. No. 163.969
Int. CL E04h 7/\i^

U.S. CL 52-21 16 Claims

1. A concrete pressure vessel for a nuclear reactor, compris-
ing, a main vessel portion defining a pressure chamber, said
main vessel portion having at least one penetration therein
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communicating with said chamber from outside said main

vessel portion, a metal penetration liner for said penetration,

said penetration liner having at least one anchor extending

therefrom for transferring axial forces to said main vessel

portion, a concrete closure plug for closing said penetration,

said closure plug being of a size to fit within said penetration

with a clearance space between said penetration liner and said

plug, means for sealing the space between said plug and said

penetration liner near the outer terminus of said penetration

to allow said plug to be compressively loaded about its periph-

ery by the pressure within said pressure chamber, primary

retaining means for securing said plug against axial forces, and

secondary retaining means for securing said plug against axial

forces in the event of failure of said primary retaining means,

said secondary retaining means including a plurality of inter-

engageable members on both said plug and said penetration

liner to transfer axial forces on said plug to said penetration

liner, at least some of said interengageable members being

displaceable to disengage and permit removal and insertion of

said plug.

3.841.036

TRAILER DECK
Johnson. 277 E. Kiowa. Mountainaire, Ariz.Jesse Ronald

86001
Filed Mar. 26. 1973. Ser. No. 344.827

Int. CL E04b 1/12- EOif 1 1 /04

U.S. CI. 52-28 5 Claims

1. An open air deck for increasing the habitable area of a

flat roofted trailer and being mounted upon the roof of the

trailer, said deck comprising:

a. access means disposed within the roof of the trailer for

providing communication between the interior of the

trailer and said deck;

b. guard means disposed about said access means for re-

stricting passage through said access means;

c. peripheral fence means extending about the edge of the

.
roof for defining the perimeter of said deck, said fence

means also preventing trespass from said deck;

d. decorative means attached to said deck for enhancing the

aesthetic value of said deck;

a source of electrical power disposed within said deck;

and

electrical light means connectable to said source for

illuminating said deck; whereby, the living area for the

occupants of the trailer is increased by said deck.

e.

f.

3.841,037

PORTABLE WINDOW-SERVICE COUNTER UNIT
Larry G. Clark. 5532 Hollister Dr., Indianapolis. Ind. 46224

Filed July 5, 1973. Ser. No. 376,800

Int. CL E04h 1/06; E04b 1/343

U.S. CI. 52-36 10 Claims

26

1. A portable window-service counter unit comprising:

a front, customer-facing wall having a window therein;

a counter behind said window;

first side wall means coupled to said front wall and movable

from a position at least partially enclosing a portion of the

unit, to a position for co-operating with the front wall to

form at least a portion of a vestibule faced by said win-

dow.

3,841,038

ROOF CONSTRUCTION
David H. Geiger, 788 Riverside Dr., Neyy York, N.Y. 10032

Division of Ser. No. 133,198. April 12. 1972. Pat. No.

3,772.836. which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 80.048.

Oct. 12. 1970. This application May 11. 1973. Ser. No.

359.553

Int. CL E04b 1/32, 1/36

U.S. CI. 52-80 14 Claims

1. A non-circular and non-elliptical roof structure defining

an enclosed occupiable building space comprising a ring pro-

jecting in plan substantially to a closed curve having major and
minor axes and a plurality of skewed axes of symmetry, a

plurality of sets relatively rigid arches connected to said ring

with the arches of at least two sets respectively extending in

plan substantially parallel to two of said skewed axes of sym-

metry, and another set of arches extending in plan substan-

tially parallel to at least one of said major and minor axes, with

the opposite ends of the arches in said another set connected

to said ring, said arches in each set crossing the arches in the

other sets at predetermined locations throughout said struc-

ture and being operatively interconnected to each other at all

of said crossing locations, whereby said ring is funicularly

loaded under substantially all loading conditions.
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3,841,039 plurality of wall members, including joinery and window pan-

MODULAR VERTEX STRUCTURE ^'^' ^^^^ having a height equal to the length of the wall posts
Philo T. Farnsworth, III, P.O. Box 251, Bolinas, Calif. 94924 ^"^ grooved sides including a grooved bottom side fitting

Filed Jan. 9, 1970, Ser. No. 1,583 "P°" ^^^ tongue of the exterior bottom plate and a grooved
Int. CI. E04b 5/43 vertical side to accommodate a vertical marginal part of an

10 Claims
^^J3<^ent wall post, a top plate passing along said fitting within

J,
^,,-j^=^^, the top grooves of the wall posts and the wall members, the

..<
" Jj^^'^"^ iJ ^°P P''*^^ having holes positioned to align with the wall posts,

U.S.Ci. 52-81

1 - i-^ "^rnii?!! 1 i H>. 1 I

f

:i^'

« i f I
'1^

. Iv 'I'

1. A polyhedral structure having a plurality of vertices
and a plurality of edges meeting at each of the vertices and
defining the faces of the polyhedral structure comprising:

a plurality of support frame members defining the edges
which define at least certain faces of the polyhedral
structure,

each of said support frame members having
at least one leg member of apir of leg members extend-

ing at least part way along edges defining such faces
and

at least one curved portion defining an arc of a sub-
stantially circular area centered in the face of the
polyhedral structure defined by such edges.

the plurality of support frame members at each face joined
together with the curved portions thereof completely
surrounding said substantially circular area thereof.

at least a pair of substantially circular membrane wall
members closing said area within said surrounding
support frame members at each of such faces.

means for coaxially mounting each pair of said mem-
brane wall members from said curved portions of
said surrounding support frame members completely
around the periphery of said area and sealing the
space between each pair of said membrane wall mem-
bers, and

means for adjusting the pressure within the space be-
tween each pair of said membrane wall members
causing said membrane wall members to tension said
surrounding support frame members radially inward of
said area.

3,841,040

BUILDING STRUCTURES
Ronald Garnett Toulson, Mt. Maunganui, and Ronald George

Nix, Taurnaga, both of New Zealand, assignors to South Seas
International (N. Z.) Limited, Mount Maunganui, New
Zealand

Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,225
Claims priority, application New Zealand, Aug. 23, 1971,

164640

Int. CI. E04b 7/02

U.S. CI. 52-92 11 Claims
1. An improved building structure comprising exterior bot-

tom plate adapted for mounting around the perimeter of a
foundation and having a tongue extending along the length of
the plate with holes spaced along such tongue, a plurality of
wall posts each having grooved ends and a lower stud of a
length to pass through a selected one of the said holes when
the lower groove end of the post fits upon the said tongue, a

studs passing up from the posts and through the holes in the
top plate for passing up through holes in roof trusses, the
construction and arrangement being such that when the bot-

tom studs are passed through holes in a foundation and se-

cured and the top studs through holes in the roof trusses and
secured, the roof trusses, the wall components and the bottom
plate are locked to the foundation as a composite structure.

3,841,041
TANK FOR A SWIMMING POOL OR THE LIKE

Jacques Friedland, 14, rue Beautreillis, and Pierre Habib, 2,
rue Turgot, both of Paris, Seine, France

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,236
Claims priority, application France, May 30, 1972.

72.19256

U.S.CL 52-169 2 Claims

5 1

'
1

aK^c=s=;t=::;2= 3^S.
•ie

1. A swimming-pool tank in a pit in the ground with a wall
adjacent to the soil of said pit and having a fiuid-tight inner
lining, wherein the value of the modulus of elasticity of said
wall is equal at a maximum value to twice the modulus of
elasticity of the soil in the vicinity of said pit, wherein the
maximum thickness e of the wall in centimeters is about

e = 'A- 2,500 s/E
where E is the modulus of elasticity and s the ultimate tensile
strength of said wall, said wall further comprising rigid anchor-
ing means embedded therein and projecting into the soil of
said pit.

3,841,042

PANEL LOCKING DEVICES
Burton L. Siegal, Skokie, III., assignor to Tiffany Industries,

Inc., Maryland Heights, Mo.
Filed Mar. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 340,908

Int. CI. A47g 5/00
U.S. CI. 52-239 6 claims

1. A modular panel assembly comprising a column having
a plurality of internal splines extending vertically along the
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periphery thereof, a channel member having a pair of verti-

cally spaced external splines thereon located in proximity to

the top and bottom thereof and arranged to be received within

said internal splines to accommodate sliding movement but

prohibit disengagement between said column and said channel

member, said column having a relieved portion therein in

close proximity to the bottom thereof wherein one of said

external splines may be radially received for accommodating
engagement between said external and internal splines upon
relative vertical movement therebetween, and abutment
means on said column limiting the extent of sliding movement
between said column and said channel member.

3,841,043

WALL CONSTRUCTION
Daniel L. Zinn, 2545 Beaufait, Detroit, Mich. 48207

Division of Ser. No. 257,943, May 30, 1972, abandoned, which

is a division of Ser. No. 74,022, Sept. 21, 1970, abandoned.

This application July 25, 1973, Ser. No. 382,604

Int. CI. E04b 1/74

U.S. CI. 52-243 5 Claims

1. In a sound attenuating wall between parallel fixed struc-

tures of a building, the improvements comprising:

a series of formed elongated spaced building wall studs of

the web and double flange type between and anchored at

their ends to said building structures, with each stud when
formed and anchored in line having a more resilient

flange and a less resilient flange;

with the studs being arranged in reversed alternation so that

the more resilient flanges of spaced adjacent studs face in

opposite directions and equally the less resilient flanges of

spaced adjacent studs face in opposite directions;

in combination with wall panels on one side of the line of

studs arranged so that edge portions are adjacent each

other and adjacent the less resilient flanges of such side

and are affixed to such less resilient flanges;

and central portions of such panels are adjacent the more

resilient flanges of such one side.

3,841,044

RESILIENT BUFFER ASSEMBLY
Martin M. Brown, Birmingham, and Lawrence Krawczak,

Detroit, both of Mich., assignors to Robin Products, W arren,

Mich.

Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 290,978

Int. CI. B60r 19/08; E04c 2/44; E04f 19/02

U.S. CI. 52-716 12 Claims

1. An elongated resilient trim member having a plurality of

integral connectors projecting from the longitudinal axis of

said trim member, each of said connectors being tubular,

hollow and open at its distal end and having generally parallel

side walls and an integral locking protuberance projecting

from opposite sides of each of said side walls, said locking

protuberances having a lead-in camming face inclined out-

wardly from said side walls, from said distal end, and a locking

face extending toward said connectors from adjacent said

camming face, whereby said side walls of the connectors are

biased inwardly upon receipt in a mating aperture in generally

parallel relation, maintaining the relative parallel relation of

the opposed camming and locking faces during installation of

the trim member.

3,841,045

CURTAIN WALL GASKET SYSTEM
Homer C. Criswell, 2608 Black Oak Ln., Arlington, Tex.

76012
Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,470

Int. CI. E06b 3/62

U.S. CI. 52-395 5 Claims

5 a l!c 22 in i

3

1

a.

Curtain wall gasket and support system comprising:

a support mullion having a tongue-receiving groove ex-

tending parallel to one vertical face thereof adapted to

receive the tongue portion of an elastomeric gasket and
further including flange means extending from the outer

edge of said vertical face defining an expanded channel

adjacent and parallel to said tongue-receiving groove,

b. gasket means comprising an elongated elastomeric body
substantially T-shaped in cross-section, the base of said T
forming a tongue portion mating with said tongue-

receiving groove, the head portion of said T-shaped body
having opposed grooves running along the length thereof

and disposed normal to said tongue, the external surface

of the portion of said T-shaped body between said oposed
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grooves and said tongue conforming to the internal di-
mensions of said channel, said body further including a
wedge-receiving groove along the face thereof opposite
said tongue, and

c. wedge means mating with said wedge-receiving groove.

3,841,046

WALL FORM
Patsy A. Scicchitano; Stanley M. Britz; Anthony Malarbi, Jr.,
and James R. McCarthy, all of Valley Industrial Services,
Inc., P.O. Box 616, Bentleyville. Pa. 15314

Filed Feb. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 334,486
Int. CI. E04h 12H2; E04c 5/04

IS. CI. 52-650 4 Claims

I. A wall form comprising, spaced grids each formed of a
plurality of elongated first straps having spaced non-circular
openings, a plurality of second elongated straps, said straps
having spaced non-circular openings in a direction transverse
to those of the first straps, said first plurality of straps being
overlaid transversely across said second plurality of straps
with their respective non-circular openings in alignment and
a plurality of spacer members having non-circular end fasten-
ing portions, each of said non-circular end fastening portions
passmg through the non-circular openings of transversely
overlaid elongated straps of each of said spaced grids and
having a portion larger than the smallest dimension of the
non-circular opening in each of said first and second straps
which on rotation engages the overlaid straps of each grid to
form a plurality of spaced grids.

the bearing flanges; each pair of adjacent wall panels on each
side of the wall having their adjacent panel edges fastened to
a mounting flange and with each panel on each side of the wall
having its central part bearing against a bearing flange; the
improvement comprising:

each bearing flange and each mounting flange and its junc-
ture with the web being so formed that the entire bearing
flange will deflect a greater amount, from the web-flange
juncture to the free end of the fiange, than the deflection
of the mounting flange from its web-flange juncture to its

free end under the same loading at the same distance
from the respective web-flange junctures;

said mounting flange providing a stiffer, less resilient
mounting for the adjacent edges of a pair of panels so that
when the panels are fastened to a mounting flange the
panels are retained firmly and snugly against the mount-
ing flange in a manner to avoid deflection inwardly or
outwardly from the plane of such panels;

said bearing flange providing a more resilient bearing for
the center of a panel having its edges fastened to a pair
of mounting flanges, so that the center of the panel and
the bearing flange flex inwardly resiliently for sound
attenuation, but with the center of the panel being free of
outward bias from the bearing flange, which bearing
flange is formed to be free of a tendency to deflect out-
wardly, though it is resilient enough to be flexed inwardly
by outward sound waves impinging against the panel.

, 3,841.048
\ CONCEALED GRID SYSTEM

Reinhardt H. Jahn, Riverside, III., assignor to Chicago Metallic
Corporation, Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 139,377, May 3. 1971, Pat. No. 3,714,753
This application Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,700

Int. CI. E04b 5/35
L.S. a. 52-732 ,2 Claims

3,841,047

STLDS
Daniel L. Zinn, 2545 Beaufait, Detroit, Mich. 48207
Division of Ser. No. 257,943, May 30, 1972, abandoned, which
IS a division of Ser. No. 74,022, Sept. 21, 1970, abandoned.

This application July 25, 1973, Ser. No. 382,606
Int. CI. E04c 3/07

L.S. CI. 52-720 7 Claims

re^T-t

^7'

1. An improved stud having a bearing flange, a mounting
flange and a web joining the mounting flange to the bearing
flange, said stud for use in a wall made up of a line of substan-
tially identical studs and wall panels on opposite sides of the
wall, with the studs alternated in reversed arrangement so that
on each side of the wall the mounting flanges alternate with

28

1. A runner structure for use in a grid assembly forming a
part of a concealed type of grid system with accessibility
above the panels to be supported thereby, comprising a sup-
port member, and a supportable member adapted to be sup-
ported from said support member, said support member being
constructed at its ends for engagement with respective main
runners for support thereby, said support and supportable
members each having a vertically directed longitudinally ex-
tending portion terminating at its lower edge in a longitudinal
flange extending horizontally outward from a face of the
associated vertically directed portion, said support member
having means thereon extending laterally outwardly from the
opposite face of said vertically directed portion forming
means for interlocking engagement with cooperable means on
said supportable member, said means on said support member
being constructed for engagement with such cooperable
means by upward movement of the latter means relative to
said support member, with said vertically directed longitudi-
nally extending portions in side-by-side relation and said
flanges extending laterally outwardly in opposite directions
therefrom and disposed in a common plane, such cooperable
means being disengageable upon application of downwardly
directed force upon such adjacent portion of such an engaged
supportable member.
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3,841,049
GLAZING FRA,MING METHOD IN MODULAR WALL

I
CONSTRUCTION

G. Newton Boice, 1502 Library Ave., McKeesport, Pa. 15132
Division of Ser. No. 214,539, Jan. 3, 1972,. This application

June 13, 1973, Ser. No. 369,448
Int. CI. E06b 1/04

U.S. CI. 52-741 1 Claim

1. A method of installing a glazing frame assembly in a wall

structure opening defined by spaced horizontal edges and
spaced vertical edges comprising: placing a primary sill chan
nel over the lower horizontal edge defining the lower end of

the opening, placing a primary header channel over the upper
horizontal edge defining the upper end of the opening; placing

a pair of primary side jamb channels over the spaced vertical

edges defining the sides of the opening; each of said channels
having a longitudinal recess; said recesses being aligned to

form a continuous recess along the inner peripheral surface of

said frame assembly; positioning a glazing panel in said recess;

and securing said glazing panel in position by placing a finish-

ing sill against the lower end of said glazing panel and detach-

ably interlocking said finishing sill to said primary sill channel,

placing a finishing header against the upper end of said glazing

panel and detachably interlocking said finishing header to said

primary header channel, and placing a pair of locking jambs
against the opposite sides of said glazing panel side jambs.

3,841,050

METHOD OF FABRICATING, SHIPPING AND
INSTALLING A BUILDING EXTERIOR, PANEL CLOSURE
Otis M. Martin, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Ditz-Crane, San

Francisco, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 51,922, July 2, 1970, abandoned.

This application Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,259

Int. CI. E04c 2/10, 2/40

U.S. CI. 52-745 I Claim

1. In a building construction method making use of a plural-

ity of elongated panels assembled together to form a building

exterior, the steps of: fixedly and permanently securing units

of facing material to one side of sheathing or base strips,

distributing the facing units along the length of the base strips

whereby at one first end of each panel the facing units are

spaced from the end of the sheathing strip a distance approxi-

mately equal to the full width of a normal facing unit, and

whereby at the other second end of the panel the facing mate-
rial is spaced from the corresponding end of the base strip a

distance approximately equal to one-half of the width of a

normal facing unit, temporarily and removably securing a

normal full width facing unit to the base strip adjacent the first

end thereof, temporarily and removably securing a one-half

width facing unit to the base strip adjacent the second end
thereof, thereafter abutting two panels end to end so that the

first end of the sheathing of one panel abuts the second end
of the sheathing of the other panel, removing the temporarily

and removably secured full width unit of facing material adja-

cent the first end of the one panel sheathing, removing the one
half width unit of facing material temporarily and removably
secured to the sheathing of the one panel adjacent the second
end thereof and fixedly and permanently securing the thus

removed one half width unit of facing material adjacent the

units effacing material fixedly secured to the sheathing of the

one panel near the first end thereof so that the one half width
unit of facing material is spaced from the first end by a dis-

tance equal to approximately one half of the width of a unit

of facing material, removing the one half width unit of facing

material temporarily and removably secured to the second
end of the other panel sheathing, and fixedly and permanently
securing the full width unit of facing material which was re-

moved from the first end of the one panel sheathing to the first

end of the sheathing of the one panel and to the second end
of the sheathing of the other panel whereby the full width unit

of facing material overlies the abutment of the sheathing of
the first and second panels.

3,841,051

METHOD OF MAKING W ALLS
Daniel L. Zinn, 2545 Beaufait, Detroit, Mich. 48207
Continuation of Ser. No. 257,943, May 30, 1972, abandoned,

which is a division of Ser. No. 74,022, Sept. 21, 1970,
abandoned. This application July 25, 1973, Ser. No. 382,605

Int. CI. E04b 1/74

U.S. CI. 52-747 10 Claims

4,.

^V

1. A method of constructing a sound attenuating wall be-

tween parallel fixed structures of a building comprising the

steps of:

a. placing a series of double-flange elongated studs in lateral

displacement between said structures, with each stud

being so mounted and formed as to have a first flange of

greater resiliency and a second flange of lesser resiliency,

while arranging and mounting the studs in reversed alter-

nation so that the more resilient flanges of spaced adja-

cent studs face in opposite directions and equally, the less

resilient flanges of spaced adjacent studs also face in

opposite directions; and the first flanges of one side of the

wall are laterally and alternately displaced, and equally,

the second flanges of one side of the wall are laterally and
alternately displaced;
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b. placing wall panels on one side of said series of studs so
that the outer edges of adjacent panels are adjacent each
other and the less resilient flanges and the central por-
tions of panels on such side are adjacent the more resil-

ient flanges;

c. and finally, affixing the outer edges of the wall panels on
such side to the less resilient flanges on such side, with the

central intermediate portions of the panels having resil-

ient bearings at the more resilient flanges of such side.

3,841,052

SYSTEM FOR JOINING FURNITURE PANELS
Werner Metz, Fredeburg, Germany, assignor to Burg-Mobel

Dieter Ruddies, Fredeburg, Germany
Filed May 23. 1972, Ser. No. 256,101

Claims priority, application Germany, May 29, 1971,
2126955

Int. CI. F16b 5100
U.S. CI. 52-753 J 13 Claims

1. A system for joining two or more panel members in

abutting edge relationship comprising a plurality of substan-
tially uniform tubular fittings each conforming in outer cross
section to the thickness of said panels and having an axial-

bore, means for securing said fittings selectively along the
abutting edges of said panels, at least one of said fittings being
secured on each of said panels, said fittings being selectively

arranged on said abutting panels at spaced intervals in axial

abutting edge relationship to provide a continuous edge across
at least a portion of the width of said panels, and an elongated
rod conforming to said bore extending through each of said
fittings to interlock said fittings and assemble said panels in

joined relationship.

3,841,053
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DISPLAYING

PRODUCT
Albert J. Weatherhead, III, Clevehand Heights, and William A.

Loughley, Twinsburg, both of Ohio, assignors to Weather-
chem Corporation, Twinsburg, Ohio

Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,374
Int. CI. mSA 21 102, 85162

U.S. CI. 53-23 4 Claims
1. A method of displaying a plurality of end closures of

various lateral widths by a prospective seller of said end clo-
sures to a prospective purchaser of said end closures compris-
ing providing a plurality of open ended tubular carriers of
various lateral widths, cutting the carriers to different axial
lengths so that the carrier of greatest lateral width has the
greatest axial length and carriers of progressively smaller
lateral width have progressively shorter axial lengths, mount-
ing said end closures on only one end of said tubular carriers,

arranging said tubular carriers in nested stacked relation with
progressively smaller ones of said tubular carriers disposed
within progressively larger ones of said tubular carriers, plac-

ing said nested stacked carriers in a shipping container, and
closing said shipping container with an end closure of the

same type which is carried by said carriers to demonstrate the
durability of the end closures to the prospective purchaser.

3,841,054
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY

CAPPING CARTON WITH LIDS
James K. Thompson, and Melvin R. Harrell, both of Kansas

City, Mo., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, Barties-
ville, Okla.

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,474
Int. CI. B65b 7100, 65/08, 41/00

U.S. CI. 53-38 22 Claims

/T^v-s:

1. An apparatus for automatically removing lids from a
plurality of lid stacks and capping cartons with the lids, com-
prising:

first means for moving a lid from a first location in response
to a received signal "A" and depositing said lid at a sec-
ond location in response to a received signal "B," said

second location being at a higher elevation and above the
first location;

second means for indexing a lid stack to the first location in

response to a received signal "C;"
third means for moving a lid from the second location into

a lid chute and moving lids along the chute in response
thereto, said lid being moved in response to a received
signal "D;"

fourth means for capping a carton with a lid from the chute
in response to a received signal "E;" and

means for transmitting said signals in response to prese-
lected conditions.
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3,841,055

PACKAGE BINDING MACHINE
Masaho Takami, No. 15, 1-chome, Aza-kitaura, Nishi-

tomimatsu, Amagasaki-shi, Hyogo-ken, Japan
Filed Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 386,505

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 30, 1973, 48-88161

Int. CI. B65b 13122, 13/32

U.S. CI. 53-198 R 8 Claims

a casing in the form of a sleeve; a projection in the sleeve for

holding the cap on the neck of the container, said projection

being vertically displaceable, and returned by a spring; a

floating ring surrounding.the projection and carried therewith,

said ring including a sleeve portion which carries an external

annular guide rib and an internal crimping ring portion whose

internal diameter is slightly greater than the external diameter

of the crimping zone of the container, characterized by:

a helical ramp means in the lower part of the internal sur-

1. A package binding machine comprising a support table

having an opening on which a package is rested, a base plate

slidable below the level of said table in the opening thereof, a

guide plate slidable below the base plate towards and away
from the base plate, an elevatable first clamping element

having a tape guide slit and a tape cutting heater which is

adapted to project from the front face of the first clamping

element according to the elevation thereof, a winder accom-

modating a roll of tape which is travelled below the guide plate

through the tape guide slit and up to the table through the

opening thereof around the package thereon and again below

the table into the space between the base plate and the guide

plate, said first clamping element being adapted to elevate and

press the end portion of the tape against the base plate when
the guide plate is removed away from the base plate after the

tape is inserted between the base plate and the guide plate, an

elevatable second clamping element in front of said first

clamping element, said second clamping element being

adapted to elevate so as to press the overlapping portions of

the tape against the front portion of the base plate after con-

stricting the tape around the package by the rotation of the

winder, an elevatable pressing element between the first and

second clamping elements, said pressing element being

adapted to elevate when the first clamping element begins to

descend after the second clamping element clamps the over-

lapping portions of the tape, and to engage the cutting heater

still projecting from the first clamping element so as to press

the cutting heater against the tape extending from the guide

slit of the first clamping element to fuse the tape, a welding

heater adapted to advance between the overlapping portions

of the tape below the base plate after the tape is cut by the

cutting heater, and to retreat f'om the overlapping portions of

the tape after melting the opposed faces thereof pressed

against the welding heater by the pressing element which

further presses the overlapping portions of the tape against the

base plate after retreatment of the welding heater, said press-

ing element and the second clamping element being lowered

after adhering the overlapping portions of the tape, said base

plate being removed from between the package and the tape

wound therearound. and cam means controlling each mecha-

nism of the machine in timed relation with each other.

3,841,056

HEAD FOR CRIMPING METAL CAPS ON CONTAINERS
Roger Vandreb«ck, Saint-Swin sur L'Isle, France, assignor to

Cebal, Paris, France

Filed Nov. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 418,261

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 27, 1972,

72.42080

Int. CI. B67b 3/10, 3/02, 3/18

U.S. CI. 53-331 3 Claims

1. A head for crimping metal caps onto containers having

a neck provided with a crimping zone, said head comprising

--a » 26

face of the casing, the depth of said ramp means being

constant and substantially equal to the height of the guide

rib over at least one revolution, and then progressively

decreasing, the width of said ramp means being greater

than that of the rib. the rib being engaged at the moment
of crimping in the ramp means such that, when the pro-

jection carries the floating ring inwardly of the casing, the

ring moves in a circle about the axis of the casing, the ring

remaining stationary in the vertical direction.

3,841,057

DEVICE FOR FEEDING WRAPPERS IN A PACKAGING
MACHINE

Paul Engeler, Neuhausen am Rheinfall, Switzerland, assignor

to SIG Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft. Neuhausen am
Rheinfall, Switzerland

Filed June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,689

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 3, 1972,

9929/72
Int. CI. B65b 41/02

U.S. CI. 53-389 5 Claims

1. In a packaging machine for wrapping articles in a wrap-

per, said machine being of the type that has a folding channel

provided with a floor; a slot provided in the floor of the folding

channel and extending thereacross; a feeding device for ad-

vancing a wrapper sheet of indefinite length transversely

through the folding channel and introducing the leading edge
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of said wrapper sheet into the slot; a cutting mechanism dis-
posed between said feeding device and said folding channel
for severing said wrapper sheet when its leading edge is intro-
duced into the slot; and means for moving an article along the
folding channel against the wrapper positioned across the
folding channel for folding the wrapper about the leading face
of the article; the improvement comprising: complemental
feeding means through which said wrapper sheet passes and
by which said wrapper sheet is engaged on both of its faces,
said complemental feeding means forming part of said feeding
device; means on said complemental feeding means for pro-
viding at least one corrugation in said wrapper sheet, said
corrugation extending longitudinally in the direction of feed of
said wrapper sheet, whereby said wrapper sheet is rigidized
downstream of said feeding assembly and said corrugation
disappears subsequent to the severance of said wrapper sheet
a trap door forming part of the floor of said folding channel,
said trap door having an edge bounding said slot; means for
pivotally securing said trap door; and means for moving said
trap door out of and into the plane of said floor to varv the
width of said slot.

3,841,059
COMPRESSED AND THERMOSTATED AIR REGULATED

GAS LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY OVEN WITH
SIMULTANEOUSLY OPERATED MULTIPLE

CHROMATOGRAPHY COLUMNS
William C. McCabe, 2535 W. 31st St. So., No. E, Wichita,

Kans. 67217
Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 292,146

Int. CI. BOld 15108
U.S. CI. 55-197 n Claims

3,841,058
METHOD FOR THE PURIFICATION OF NATURAL GAS
John Joseph Templeman, Solihull, England, assignor to British
Gas Corporation, London, England

Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,533
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 3. 1972

10180/72

Int. CI. BOld 53104
U.S. CI. 55-33 6 Claims
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I. In a method of purifying natural gas to render the same
suitable for liquefaction wherein water, methanol and carbon
dioxide are absorbed therefrom using an absorbent material
and thereafter the absorbent material is regenerated by the
passage of gas therethrough, the improvement which consists
essentially of absorbing water and methanol from a stream of
natural gas containing such contaminants in a first bed of an
absorbent material and subsequently absorbing carbon diox-
ide from said natural gas stream in a second bed of an absor-
bent material, the gas issuing from the first bed being cooled
to a temperature of from 0° to 50°C before passage through
the second bed, the absorbent material of the first bed being
regenerated by passing dry gas therethrough at a temperature
in the range of 250°C to 350°C and the material of the second
bed being regenerated by passage therethrough of natural gas
substantially free from water and methanol at a temperature
not exceeding IOO°C and by applying suction to the bed, and
thereafter again purifying natural gas to remove water, metha-
nol and carbon dioxide therefrom employing the regenerated
absorbent materials.

1. An apparatus for performing simultaneous gas liquid
chromatographic analyses on a plurality of samples compris-
ing a plurality of micro ovens, a chromatography column
contained in each of said ovens, said columns having an inlet
and outlet means, said inlet having separate conduit means for
sample and carrier gas, said outlet having a single conduit
means for sample and carrier gas, a segment of conduit means
for said carrier gas contained in each of said ovens and con-
nected to the inlet of each of said chromatography columns-
a valve assymbly contained in an insulated chamber having an
aperature to each of said ovens, said valve assvmblv having a
plurality of inlets connected by conduit means "to the outlet of
each of said columns, said valve means containing passage
means sequentially connecting one of said columns to a detec-
tor means and the other of said columns to a waste outlet
means; a chromatography column micro oven, compressed air
heating means comprising a tank for holding compressed and
thermostated air with a plurality of outlets each connected to
one of said ovens, an air temperature and pressure regulating
means for said compressed air tank and a plurality of air flow
regulating means in the said connections between said tank
and each of said ovens.

3,841,060
GAS WASHER APPARATUS

John G. Hoad, Dearborn, Mich., assignor to Hoad Engineers
Incorporated, Ypsilanti, Mich.

Filed Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 354,952
Int. CI. BOld 47100

U.S. CI. 55-220
2 Claims

I. Apparatus for recovering or removing entrained particu-
late matter from gases comprising a settling basin, and a wet
scrubber mounted over said settling basin, said scrubber hav-
ing a tower free of a bottom wall so as to be completely open
at the bottom to said settling basin, open at the top to exhaust
and open adjacent to its bottom to a source of said gases,
liquid spray means mounted in said tower for spraying liquid
counter-current into contact with gases rising in said tower to
remove the particulate matter therefrom by gravity directly to
said settling basin, said tower having an outer shell and an
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elastic liner, means for introducing a pressurizing medium
between said liner and said shell to distort said liner to loosen
accumulated matter therefrom for discharge by gravity di-

rectly to said basin, said elastic liner being porus to permit
discharge of the pressurized medium through said liner to aid

in removal of the accumulated matter from the liner, said
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liquid spray means including a plurality of circular conduits
located adjacent to the inner surface of said liner, said con-
duits containing apertures for discharging spray liquid into
said gases and to deliver liquid essentially tangentially against
the inner surface of said liner to aid in removal of the accumu-
lated matter from the liner.

3,841,061

GAS tLEANING APPARATUS
Daniel E. Pike, Harrington Park, N.J., assignor to Air Pollution

Industries, Incorporated, Eaglewood, NJ.
Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,093

Int. CI. BOld 47110
U.S. CI. 55-223 10 Claims

1. Apparatus for -removing contaminants from a flowing

stream of gas, said apparatus comprising:

a. vertical conduit means having upper inlet end means for

receiving a downwardly flowing stream of gas from which
contaminants are to be removed and lower outlet end
means discharging said stream of gas,

b. trough pipe means extending through the wall of said

conduit means between the inlet end means and the

outlet end means thereof and directed toward the longitu-

dinal axis of said conduit means,

c. part of said trough pipe means within said conduit means
being formed as an open-ended trough laterally bounded

927 O.G.—31

by side walls, the open end of said trough being directed
toward the longitudinal axis of said conduit means, the

trough facing upwardly toward the inlet end means of said

conduit means,

d. wash liquid conduit means connected to said trough pipe
means delivering wash liquid to said trough pipe means,
e, whereby said trough pipe means delivers wash liquid

into the interior of said conduit means, said wash liquid

in part flowing from the open end of said trough pipe

means into said conduit means, the stream of gas picking

up discrete masses of wash liquid over the side walls of
said trough and carrying said discrete masses of wash
liquid into said conduit means, said wash liquid from said

trough pipe means forming descending curtains of wash
liquid extending across less than all of the transverse

cross-section of said conduit means in the region of said

trough pipe means, the balance of said transverse cross-

section providing unobstructed openings leading to verti-

cal channels at least partially bounded by said descending
curtains of wash liquid,

f. whereby said gas stream descends through the said verti-

cal channels and contaminants in said gas stream impinge
upon the surfaces of the descending curtains of wash
liquid bounding said vertical channels and are thereby
removed from the gas stream.

3,841,062

GREASE EXTRACTION VENTILATOR
Victor D. Molitor, Denver, and Arlen W. Gallagher, Arvada,

both of Colo., assignors to Stainless Equipment Co., Engle-
wood, Colo.

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 314,278
Int. CI. BOld 47102

U.S. CI. 55-223 15 Claims

24 '»€ 32

1. A grease extraction ventilator connectable to a duct
having means for producing flow of an air stream into a front
entrance space of said ventilator, through said ventilator and
from said ventilator into said duct, said air stream normally
containing products of cooking in an area adjacent said en-
trance space, such as smoke particles, grease and the like, said
ventilator comprising a housing having:

a. a chamber below said front entrance space and having a

front wall;

b. means for supplying water to said chamber; and
c. means for causing said air stream to engage and agitate

said water, thereby causing said water and water vapor
produced by said agitation to tend to remove smoke
particles, grease and the like from said air stream, includ-

ing baffle means spaced from said front wall and forming
the rear wall of said front entrance space, said baffle

means extending rearwardly and downwardly to a point

below the upper edge of said front wall and then for-

wardly toward said front wall.
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3,841,063

AIR TREATING APPARATUS
Larry R. Absher, and Richard M. Woodie, both of Sparta, N.C.
28675

Filed Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,452
Int. CI. BO Id 47106

U.S. CI. 55-228 3 Claims

1. An apparatus comprising: a smoke stack; an elongated,
cylindrical barrel like configured, generally hollow, substan-
tially unobstructed housing disposed with its longitudinal axis
extending horizontally, said housing having an inlet end and
an outlet end, both of said ends being substantially open;

first brackets comprising a pair of brackets secured to oppo-
site exterior sides of said housing at a point between said
inlet end and said outlet end, said point being closely
adjacent to said inlet end;

a tower disposed closely adjacent to, substantially parallel
to and coextensive with said stack, said tower including
a plurality of upright supports interconnected by cross
bracing, and second brackets at the top of said tower, said
housing being mounted on the top of said tower on said
second brackets with said inlet end of said housing dis-

posed closely adjacent to but spaced apart from the top
of said smokestack, said housing being supported solely
by said tower;

a pair of substantially rectangular, vertically disposed side
boards disposed at opposed sides of said stack, said
boards extending vertically from a point below the bot-
tom of said housing and below the top of said stack to a
point above the top of said housing and the top of said
stack, said boards extending horizontally from a point
between said inlet end and said outlet end of said housing
to a point beyond the side of said stack remote from said
housing, each of said boards being secured to a respective
one of said first brackets, each of said boards extending
closely adjacent to, but spaced apart from said stack, said
boards being the sole means for preventing cross winds
from blowing smoke away from said housing;

fan support members disposed in said housing closely adja-
cent to said inlet end;

a rotatable fan shaft, coaxial with said housing and rotatably
mounted in said support members, said shaft extending
from a first end thereof disposed between said members
and said outlet end to a second end thereof disposed
between said stack and said inlet end;

a fan mounted on said first end of said shaft, said fan being
operatively constructed and arranged for drawing smoke
from the top of said stack into said inlet end and blowing
said smoke through said housing and out said outlet end;
a pulley mounted on said second end of said shaft;

a variable speed electric motor mounted on the bottom of
said housing closely adjacent to said inlet end thereof,
said motor having a horizontally extending drive shaft
which extends from said motor to a point between said
inlet end and said stack;

belt means drivingly connecting said pully and drive shaft
for rotation of said fan;

a water source disposed at the base of said tower; said
source being disposed between said tower and said stack;
a conduit extending from said source to said, housing at

a point closely adjacent to the bottom thereof, said con-
duit being disposed between said tower and said stack;

a pipe having an open end and a closed end, said open end
being connected to the upper end of said conduit, said
pipe being disposed in said housing between said fan and
said outlet end, said open end being disposed in close
proximity to said inlet and, said closed end being disposed
in close proximity to said outlet end, said pipe being in the
form of a helix extending substantially around the inner
periphery of said housing, said pipe having a plurality of
high pressure spray nozzles extending therefrom, said
nozzles being operatively constructed and arranged for

producing sprays intersecting each other and staggered
down the housing and for effectively forming a wall into
which the discharge gasses and particles are directed by
said fan;

a series of openings disposed in a row extending generally
from said inlet end to said outlet end, said openings being
disposed in the bottom of said housing;

a trough mounded on the bottom of said housing below said

openings for receiving liquid draining through said open-
ings, said trough having a tapered base portion which is

lower at the end of said trough adjacent said outlet end
than it is at the end of said trough adjacent said inlet end;
a liquid filter mechanism disposed at the bottom of said
tower on the side thereof remote from said stack;

a drain pipe means extending from the lower end of said
trough to said filter; and

a generally crescent shaped plate means disposed in the
lower portion of said outlet end of said housing for pre-
venting the spray water from escaping from said housing
and for direction the cleaned gases upward.

3,841,064

AFTERCOOLER
Joseph A. Hitchiner, Warminster; Lawrence H. Brown, Am-

bler; Monte R. Blodgett, Philadelphia, and David S. Brown,
Cornwell Heights, all of Pa., assignors to Edgcomb Steel

Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,615
Int. CI. BO Id 53126

U.S. CI. 55-269 7 Claims

I. An aftercooler for cooling and cleaning compressed air,

comprising: a housing having an inlet and an outlet and means
therebetween for cooling air passing from the inlet through
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the outlet; and a header juxtaposed to the inlet comprising a

body defining a cavity therein communicating with the inlet

having a port therein communicating with a passage through
said header to permit fluid flow communication with a source

of compressed air; said header having a second passage

therein containing discharge valve means to permit the dis-

charge of fluid from said second passage; said header having

a port communicating with said second passage from said

cavity to permit the flow of liquid from said cavity into said

second passage through said port; said valve means being

completely disposed within the body of said header and being

separated from said first mentioned passage by a wall inte-

grally formed in said header in direct heat transfer relation to

said first passage and said cavity in sufficient proximity to said

first mentioned passage to prevent freezing of said fluid on the

surfaces of said valve means.

3,841,065

PNEUMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AIR FILTER
CLEANING APPARATUS

Frans Joris Espeel, Oberuzwil, Switzerland, assignor to Ge-

brueder Buehler A.G., Uzwil, Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 272,194, July 17, 1972. This application

Mar. 18, 1974, Ser. No. 451,907

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 20, 1971,

10639/71

Int. CI. BOld 46104

U.S. CI. 55-284 5 Claims

1. Dust removal means comprising;

a. casing means defining, a dust laden air chamber having

an inlet, a clean air pressure chamber, and a clear air

discharge chamber having an outlet;

b. a dust removal outlet from said dust laden air chamber;
c. a plurality of hollow filter elements in said dust laden

air chamber having their interiors in communication with

said clean air pressure and discharge chambers;

d. individual normally closed valve means between the

interior of each of said filter elements and said clean air

pressure chamber;

e. filter cleaning means for cleaning said filter, comprising

an inlet to said clean air pressure chamber adapted to be

connected to a pressure source of clean air;

f. and control means for said filter cleaning means, compris-

ing:

1

.

a plurality of quick opening valves connected to said

valve means and operative to open selected ones of said

valve means,
2. a housing defining a pressure chamber having a plural-

ity of outlet ports each adapted to be connected to a

different one of said quick opening valves, and an inlet

port for connection to a source of air under pressure,

3. a control arm in said chamber, said control arm
having an outer end and an inner end portion, and an

air passage extending longitudinally therethrough, said

outer end being disposed to engage said housing adja-

cent said outlet ports,

4. means mounting said control arm in said housing for

intermittent movements of said arm in a direction

whereby said air passage registers at the outer end of

the arm successively with each of said outlet ports,

5. a pneumatically operated valve communicating with

said valve passage at the inner end portion of said

control arm,

6. control arm operating means for imparting said inter-

mittent movement to said arm and including an actua-

tor movable alternately in opposite direction.

7. and a pneumatic circuit including said pressure source
and other valve means for opening said pneumatically
operated valve to permit air to escape therethrough
from each of said quick opening valves in succession

responsive to movements of said actuator in one direc-

tion and to close said pneumatically operated valve

responsive to movements of said actuator in an oppo-
site direction and during movement of said arm from
each outlet port to the next succeeding outlet port.

3,841,066

GAS CLEANING APPARATUS
Nicholas P. Wakeen, Holden, Mass., assignor to Norman S.

Blodgett, Worcester, Mass., a part interest

Continuation of Ser. No. 150,450, June 7, 1971, abandoned.
This application Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 388,040

Int. CI. BOId 46104
U.S. CI. 55-290 2 Claims

1. A gas cleaning apparatus, comprising:

a. a chamber,

b. a hollow drum mounted in the chamber for rotation

about its axis, the drum being provided with a foraminous

wall,

c. means for introducing gas with fine solid particles in

suspension into a first section of the chamber located

within the lower portion of the chamber externally of the

drum,

d. means for removing gas from the interior of the drum,
e. a baffle located within the drum to block off the foramina

in a substantial area of the drum,
f. a foraminous coating which covers the exterior of the

foraminous wall, the coating having foramina of relatively

smaller size than those of the wall, and
a partition having an edge, the partition separating the

first section of the chamber from a second section of the

chamber which lies outside of the drum, in the lower

g
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portion of the chamber and adjacent the baffle, and the
edge being parallel to the axis of the drum and adjacent
to both the wall and the baffle, the edge being spaced
from the wall a distance sufficient to remove extraneous
accumulated solid particles from the outer surface of the
wall.

of the plants while extended in the prescribed directions by
applying a downward force to the leaves to facilitate separa-

3,841,067

ELECTRIC VACUUM CLEANER
Satoru Kato, and Isamu Tayama, both of Ojima-machi, Japan,

assignors to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,1 12
Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 5, 1972. 47-

102956

Int. CI. BO Id 46104
U.S. CI. 55-300 3 Claims

1. An electric cleaner device comprising, in combination, a
main body including a suction port and an exhaust port and
having an electrically operated blower disposed therein, filter
means disposed in said main body to filter out dust particles
contained in a stream of air sucked into the main body during
the operation of said electrically operated blower, said filter

means including a filter drum closed at one end and open at
the other communicating with the blower produced by folding
a flat piece of flne filter sheet into a plurality of continuous
waves and then shaping the corrugated piece of filter sheet
into a hollow, general circular cylinder, said filter sheet being
prepared by forming a fibrous material, and dusting means
disposed within the interior of said filter drum to vibrate the
filter and remove dust particles adhering to the filtration
surface of said filter drum.

3,841,068
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ORIENTING AND

HARVESTING TOBACCO LEAVES
Robert H. Rakestraw, Rt. 3, Madison, N.C. 27025
Division of Ser. No. 12,291. Feb. 18. 1970, Pat. No. 3.754,382.

This application Aug. 20. 1973, Ser. No. 389,817
Int. CI. AOld 45116

^f
CI. 56-1 6 Claims

1. The method of orienting and harvesting tobacco leaves
from rows of standing tobacco plants, each plant including a
main stalk and multiple leaves radiating from the main stalk
around the circumference thereof comprising the steps of
directing preselected leaves in prescribed directions by fluid
pressure, removing the preselected leaves from the main stalks

tion of the leaves from the stalk, and conveying the removed
tobacco leaves in a prescribed manner.

3.841,069
ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN LAWN MOWER

Manfred Week. Betzdorf, Sieg, Germany, assignor to Wolf-
Gerate GmbH, Bundesrepublik, Germany

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,207
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 11. 1972

2217351

Int. CI. AOld 35124
U.S.CL 56-10.5 ,0 Claims

1. A power lawn mower, comprising:
cutting parts; ground engaging means comprising a hollow

cylinder; an electric motor within said cylinder and con-
nected with said ground engaging means cylinder for
driving same; means operatively connecting said ground
engaging means and said cutting parts for causing said
ground engaging means to drive said cutting parts;

a plural position control device connected to said motor for
causing stepless variation in the speed of said motor by
adjusting the position of said control device;

a hand operated and hand engaged clutch connecting be-
tween said motor and said ground engaging means; said
clutch being within said cylinder.
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3,841,070
WINDROW PLACEMENT DEVICE AND HARVESTING

METHOD
Thomas J. Scarnato, Barrington; George B. Cicci, Broadview,

and Martin H. Meyer, Eiburn, all of III., assignors to Inter-

national Harvester Company, Chicago, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 277,193, Aug. 2, 1972,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 78,72 1 , Oct. 7,

1970, abandoned. This application Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No.

292,040
Int. CI. AOld 45102

U.S. CI. 56-14.4 15 Claims
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1. A harvesting machine, frame means, harvesting means
comprising cutting means mounted on the frame means for

cutting swaths of crops, by a for moving the harvested crops

in an upward and a rearwardly directed stream, windrowing

means on the frame means comprising a horizontally extend-

ing top shield on the frame means extending rearwardly of the

stream for downwardly guiding the directed stream of crops,

a pair of transversely spaced windrow forming generally verti-

cally extending side sheets pivotally mounted on said frame

means for laterally guiding the stream of crops, a linkage

operatively interconnecting said side sheets, said linkage com-
prising a swing link pivoted on said frame and link connecting

means connecting said swing link to one of said side sheets, a

second swing link pivoted on said frame and link connecting

means connecting said second link to the other of said side

sheets, and a bar pivotally connecting said swing links at

points displaced from the pivots of the respective swing links,

and rotary actuating means operatively connected to said

linkage for positioning said side sheets in selected laterally

displaced positions for depositing the crops in windrows, said

rotary actuating means comprising an electric motor having

an output shaft and mounted on one of said swing links, a

drive gear fixedly attached to said output shaft, a spur gear

matingly engaged with said drive gear, means for mounting

said spur gear to a pinion shaft rotatably mounted to one of

said swing links, a pinion gear affixed to said pinion shaft, and

a gear affixed relative to said frame and matingly engaged with

said pinion gear.

3,841,071

TOBACCO HARVESTER
Jesse R. Pinkham; Arthur G. Cockman, both of Winston-

Salem, and Jerry Ray Joyce, Kernersville, all of N.C, assign-

ors to R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem,

N.C.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 100,958, Dec. 23, 1970,

abandoned. This application June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,899

Int. CI. AOld 45116

U.S. CI. 56-27.5 25 Claims

1. Apparatus for harvesting tobacco leaves, comprising

a. a vehicle adapted to pass along a row of tobacco plants;

b. a pair of spaced elongated defoliators mounted on said

vehicle, which defoliators define therebetween a plant

passageway, said defoliators being rotatable about axes

extending along said passageway, said defoliators being

operable to engage leaves on tobacco plants in the pas-

sageway, strip the leaves from the stalks, and drop the

leaves;

c. leaf removal means located on the vehicle adjacent the

defoliators for catching and removing leaves stripped

from plants and dropped by said defoliators, said leaf

removal means comprising a pair of wire chain conveyors

located on opposite sides of said plant passageway and
each inclined upwardly from a receiving end under a

defoliator to a discharge end from which the leaves are

dropped, each said conveyor comprising a plurality of

:=tei .5S..

.

parallel spaced bars linked at their ends, said bars extend-

ing parallel to the plant passageway;

d. a pair of longitudinal conveyor means on the vehicle,

each positioned laterally outwardly from one of said wire

chain conveyors and extending from a receiving end
below the discharge end of said one wire chain conveyor,

to a discharge end above the normal height of tobacco

plants, from which discharge end the leaves are dropped;

and
e. a collecting receptacle on said vehicle in a position bridg-

ing the plant passageway above the normal height of

tobacco plants and below the discharge ends of said pair

of longitudinal conveyor means, so as to catch the leaves

dropped from both longitudinal conveyor means.

3,841,072

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CUTTING SUGAR
CANE

John Colin Hudson, St. Thomas, Barbados, assignor to F. M.
McConnel Limited, Shropshire, England

Filed Aug. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 284.596

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mav 2, 1972,

20461/72

Int. CI. AOld 47100
U.S. CI. 56-51 3 Claims

1. Apparatus for removing the leafy tops of sugar cane

stalks, the apparatus comprising in combination,

a rotatable beating device;

mounting means for mounting said beating device on a
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propelling vehicle and providing an axis of rotation for

said beating device, said axis extending transversely to the

direction of travel of said vehicle and being at a distance

above ground level;

counterbalancing means allowing the device to freely move
up and down relative to the vehicle in response to differ-

ences in cane stalk height encountered during the topping

process;

said beating device including a plurality of beating ele-

ments, said beating elements being spaced around said

axis of rotation and extending along said axis;

means to effect power driven rotation of said beating de-

vice;

an elongate abutment bar extending parallel to said axis of
rotation of said beating device; and

means securing said bar at a distance behind said beating

device to establish a clearance between said abutment bar

and said rotatable beating elements.

3,841,073
IMPLEMENTS FOR THE DISPLACEMENT OF CROP

LYING ON THE GROUND
Cornelius Van Der Leiy, 7, Bruschenrain, Zug, Switzerland

Filed Nov. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 304,382
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Nov. 9, 1971,

7115369; Nov. 26, 1971, 7116333; Dec. 2, 1971, 7116555
Inl. CI. AOld 79102

U.S. CI. 56-370 52 Claims

1. A raking implement for the displacement of crop lying on
the ground, comprising a frame and at least one rake member
rotatably mounted on an upwardly extending shaft supported

on said frame, said rake member having radial arms by tines

pivotably secured adjacent the outer portions of said arms and
said arms being operatively associated with driving means for

rotation, said arms being interconnected with two rotatable

and relatively displaceable elements located adjacent said

shaft, said driving means including a first of said elements, the

second element being linked with the first element through
pivot connections to said tines, whereby, the torque of rota-

tion displaces said elements with respect to one another and
pivots said tines from one position to another, stop means on
said rake member to limit the relative displacement of said

elements with respect to one another.

3,841,074

RING SPINNING MACHINE AND METHOD OF
OPERATION

Friedrich Wachendorf, Eddestedt; Alois Winkler, Bremen;
Dieter Twillman, Bremen-Farge, and Rolf Neubert, Bremen,
all of Germany, assignors to Fried Krupp Gesellschaft mit
beschrankter Haftung, Germany

Filed June 13, 1973, Ser. No. 369,728
Claims priority, application Germany, July 18, 1972,

2235165

Int. CI. DOlh 1138

U.S. CI. 57-34 TT 5 Claims
1. A method of operating a ring spinning machine having a

spinning mount with a spinning finger, said method insuring

that the outer axial surfaces of a cop wound on a spool and
ready for removal from the machine will be completely disen-

gaged from the thread leading to the respective spindle of the

machine, said method comprising: disengaging the spindle

from the drive therefor, at a predetermined speed of rotation

of the spindle braking the spindle while simultaneously tilting

the thread guide through which the thread is guided to the

spindle upwardly and laterally away from. the axis of the spin-

dle whereby the thread disengages from the spinning finger,

turning the spindle backwardly a predetermined amount,
engaging the thread at a point adjacent the thread guide on the

spindle side thereof and moving the engaged point of the

thread laterally away from the spindle axis, moving the en-

gaged point of the thread to the foot of the spindle opposite

the end of the spindle nearest the thread guide, again turning

the spindle backwardly whereby any thread between the said

engaged point and the draft bucket at the foot of the spindle

which is looped on the outer axial surface of the cop will drop
free of the cop thereby permitting the cop to be removed from
the spindle without breaking the thread between the thread

guide and the draft bucket and exposing the spindle to receive

an empty cop spool, releasing the thread at said engaged
point, and turning the spindle forwardly prior to winding the

new cop to eliminate slack in the thread.

3,841,075

OPENING-UP DRUM FOR AN OPEN END SPINNING
DEVICE

Gerhard Kutscher; Josef Droge; Rolf Wehling, and Rolf Neub-
ert, all of Bremen, Germany, assignors to Fried Krupp Ge-
sellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung, Essen, Germany

Filed Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 349,967
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 15, 1972, 2218321

Int. CI. DOlh 1112

U.S. CI. 57-58.91 5 Claims

1. In combination with a spinning turbine, a rotatable open-

ing-up drum on the circumferential surface of which the indi-

vidual fibers are movable jointly in circumferential as well as

in axial direction of said spinning turbine, said circumferential

surface of said opening-up drum being provided with helically

arranged elevations which when viewed in the direction of

rotation of said opening-up drum ascend in that axial direction

of said drum which is opposite to the direction of the axial

movement of the individual fibers on said drum.
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3,841,076

ROVING FEED STOP DEVICE
Maynard Ford, Fitchburg, Mass., and Charles D. Lee, Jr.,

Charlotte, N.C., assignors to Parks-Cramer Company, Fitch-

burg, Mass.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 201,303, Nov. 23, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,726,072. This application Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 331,053
Int. CI. Dolh 13116

U.S. CI. 57-83 5 Claims

1. In combination with a textile yarn spinning machine
having a plurality of drafting systems arranged in a series for

normally receiving a corresponding series of roving strands

and delivering a corresponding series of attenuated strands,

apparatus for stopping feeding of a roving strand to a drafting

system in the event of breakage of the attenuated strand issu-

ing therefrom, the apparatus comprising:

a plurality of roving feed stop members corresponding in

number to the number of said drafting systems, each of

said stop members being mounted on said spinning ma-
chine adjacent a corresponding drafting system for inde-

pendent movement between a first position withdrawn
from engagement with the corresponding roving strand

and a second position intersecting and engaging said

corresponding roving strand and further having roving

engaging surfaces converging to define a cusp into which

said corresponding roving strand enters on movement of

said stop member to said second position, and
means operatively connected with each of said roving feed

stop members and responsive to actuation thereof for

identifiably accumulating occurrences of supply strand

interruption over an interval of time and for thereby

facilitating identification of portions of the yarn forming

machine requiring corrective maintenance.

3,841,077

SPINDLE ARRANGEMENT
Paul Krauss, Ebersbach, and Gustav Fetzer, Gingen, both of

Germany, assignors to Zinser-Textilmaschinen GmbH,
Ebersbach, Germany

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,314

Claims priority, application Germany, June 9, 1972,

2228246
Int. CI. DOlh 7//

2

U.S.CL 57-135 10 Claims
1. A spindle arrangement, particularly useful in conjunction

with spinning machines, twisting machines and the like, com-
prising, in combination:

a. a spindle rail;

b. a bearing housing attached to said spindle rail, said bear-

ing housing including fiange means having an upper sur-

face above saic

abutment;

spindle rail, which surface serves as an

a spindle top rotatably mounted in said bearing housing,

said spindle top including a spindle shaft and a whorl, said

whorl having a lower surface positioned in the vicinity of

said upper surface of said fiange means and spaced there-

from by a given maximum distance;

a base-bearing located within said bearing housing, an

end of said spindle shaft being supported by said base-

bearing; and

e. resilient means located within said bearing housing in a

space greater in length then said given maximum distance

for resiliently supporting said base-bearing and allowing

downward movement of said spindle shaft and said base-

bearing;

whereby the flange means on the bearing housing serves as

the abutment to limit axial mobility of the spindle shaft in

the downward direction against the force of the resilient

means to the given maximum distance.

3,841,078

SLUB YARN AND METHOD OF FORMING A SLUB YARN
Dawes Coolidge Hartsog, Hockessin, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,441

Int. CI. D02g 3134

U.S.CL 57-139 4 Claims

1. A process for preparing slub yarn comprising:

a. blending synthetic fibers with bonded, nonwoven wafers

of synthetic fiber to form a fibrous sheet in the weight

percent of 85-98 weight percent staple fibers and 2-15

weight percent wafers,

b. passing the sheet through a carding machine and applying

sufficient energy to break the wafers into fibrous masses

of bonded fibers entangled with the staple fibers without

destroying all fiber bonds, thereby obtaining a carded

web, and

c. subjecting the carded web to staple spinning and drafting

operations whereby the web is processed into slub yarn.
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3,841,079
CARBON FILAMENTS CAPABLE OF SUBSTANTIAL

CRACK DIVERSION DURING FRACTURE
Michael J. Ram, West Orange, and John P. Riggs, Berkley

Heights, both of NJ., assignors to Celanese Corporation.
New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 28,545, April 14, 1970, Pat.
No. 3,657,409. This application Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No.

244,544
Int. CI. D02g 3102

U.S. CI. 57-140 R ,0 Claims

3,841,081
ELECTRONIC WATCH WITH A TIME DISPLAY

CORRECTING DEVICE
Shojiro Komaki, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha

Daini Seikosha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed July 10, 1973, Ser. No. 377,970

Claims priority, application Japan, July 10, 1972,47-68915
Int. CI. G04c 3100; G04b 27100

U.S. CI. 58-23 R 5 claims

1. An improved carbon filament comprising at least 90
percent carbon by weight having an unusually highlv devel-
oped microporous and fibrillar internal structure substantially
coextensive with the length of said filament capable of divert'-
ing a propagating crack during fracture therebv increasing the
amount of work required to break the filament as evidenced
by a mean apparent fracture surface energy of at least 50
joules per square meter.

3,841,080
WATCH DISPLAY SWITCH

Burton T. O Donald, 7805 S.W. 102 PI., Miami, Fla. 33143
Filed Nov. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 417,424
Int. CI. G04c 3100, 23/12; G04b 19/30

U.S. CI. 58-23 BA 5 claims

1. An electronic watch with a time display correcting device
for use in correcting the time display thereof comprising an
oscillator producing a signal of relatively high frequency, a
divider receptive of the signal from said oscillator for generat-
ing a time signal pulse train, means receptive of the time signal
pulse train from said divider for effecting a time display,
means for correcting the time display selectively switchable
into an advancing and a delaying mode comprising means for
developing and superposing an additional pulse onto said time
signal pulse train during a predetermined interval of time
when the correcting means is in the time display correction
advancing mode and for inhibiting a pulse from said time pulse
tram during said predetermined interval of time when said
correcting means is in the time display correction delaying
mode whereby the time display is advanced or delayed by said
predetermined interval of time to effect the time display cor-
rection, and switching means for selectively switching said
correcting means into one of said advancing and delavine
modes. ^

3,841,082

BINARY CLOCK
John W. Cuevas, 91 Rosaire PI., Cross-Creek Pkwy., Atlanta
Ca. 30327, and Harley W. Jones, 3783 N. Decatur Rd , De-
catur, Ga. 30341

Filed Jan. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 217,620
Int. CI. G04b 19/30

U.S. CI. 58-50 R 4 c,ai„,s

1. A wrist watch including in combination, a circuit com-
prising a sw itch means in series with a power source and a light
emitting means, said switch means including a fixed arm and
a movable arm, means mounting said movable arm and effec-
tive to close the switch means by moving the movable arm into
engagement with the fixed arm when the watch is in one
attitude and effective to open the switch means when not in
said attitude.

1. A clock comprising;

an open front enclosure;
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a translucent masking member closing the open front of said

enclosure which is dark in the absence of illumination

therebehind;

a first ordered array of four light sources mounted in said

enclosure behind said masking member corresponding to

the binary number of 1, 2, 4 and 8;

a second ordered array of four light sources mounted in said

enclosure behind said masking member corresponding to

the binary numbers of 1 , 2, 4, and 8, said first and second

arrays separated from each other and located along a

common circular path;

a third ordered array of four light sources mounted in said

enclosure behind said masking member corresponding to

the conventional arabic numbers of 1, 2, 3 and 4, said

third array arranged in a square about said first and sec-

ond arrays; and,

timing means for selectively illuminating said light sources

of said first array to indicate the hour by binary numbers

in each 12 hour interval of the day, illuminating said light

sources of said second array to indicate the 5 minute

interval by binary numbers within the hour, and illuminat-

ing said light sources of said third array to indicate the

minute bv arabic numbers within the 5 minute interval.

neous stepping, said mechanism comprising a date disc and

advancing means for shifting said date disc by a predeter-

mined number of steps once every 24 hours, said advancing

means including a main lever having at one end thereof an

advancing and locking mechanism for cooperation with said

date disc and further having a cam surface, a gudgeon respon-

sive to a dial train of the time-piece for coaction with said cam

3,841,083

SELF-ILLUMINATED LIQUID CRYSTAL TIMEPIECE
John M. Bergey, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to Time Computer

Inc., Lancaster, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 119,806, March 1, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,722,206, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 794,551,

Jan. 28, 1969, abandoned. This application Jan. 5, 1973, Ser.

No. 321,468

Int. CI. G04b 19/30

U.S. CI. 58-50 R 9 Claims

.1. A display for an electrical timepiece operable under

variable external lighting conditions comprising means for

displaying time information in digital form including a field

effect liquid crystal, a source of electrical timing signals,

means for applying said electrical timing signals to at least a

portion of said material to provide an electric field for display-

ing timing information under one external lighting condition,

and an auxiliary self-powered light source adjacent said liquid

crystal and providing light incident to said liquid crystal for

displaying timing information under a second external lighting

condition, said liquid crystal being positioned between a pair

of light polarizers.

3,841,084

CALENDAR MECHANISM FOR TIME-PIECES
Cyril Vuill Eumier, Bienne, Switzerland, assignor to Societe

Suisse pour L Industrie Horlogere Management Services SA,

Bienne, Switzerland

Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,623

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 5, 1972,

4947/72
Int. CI. G04b 19/24

U.S. CI. 58—58 8 Claims

1. A calendar mechanism for timepieces with date indica-

tion through an opening in the dial and changing by instanta-

surface once every 24 hours to set and then to release said

main lever, a month cam, a part of said main lever cooperating

with said month cam during release thereof from said gudgeon

for determining the displacement of said date disc by said

main lever according to the length of the month, and advanc-

ing means controlled by said date disc for advancing said

month cam at the end of every month.

3,841,085

WATERTIGHT WATCH CASE
Tatsuro Akahane, Suwa, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha

Suwa Seikosha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 413,292

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 8, 1972, 47-128619

Int. CLG04b J7/05

U.S. CI. 58-90 R 4 Claims

f8 '^^ »~

150. ^6*
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1. A water-tight watch case comprises a crystal, a frame

supporting said crystal, a first gasket between said crystal and

said frame for a water-tight joint there between, an inner case

frame and said inner case body for a water-tight joint there

between and means for biasing said crystal axially inwardly

toward said inner case body with an effective force for thereby

making said joints water-tight, said biasing means including an

outer case body and a compression spring cooperating there-

with, said compression spring acting radially on said outer

case body for biasing said outer case body cooperatively to-

ward said inner case body, said outer case body being ar-

ranged to bias said crystal simultaneously toward said inner

case body.
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3,841,086

TIME DISPLAY MECHANISM
Maurice Robin, 15 ter, Alice de la Pepiniere, 92 Suresnes,

France

Filed Nov. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 413,243
Claims priority, application France, Nov. 17, 1972,

72.40990

U.S. CI. 58-125 C
Int. CI. G04b 19102

10 Claims

1. A time display mechanism for use with a timepiece move-
ment having separate hour and minute drive shafts, said mech-
anism comprising:

a. a first display rotor having indicia thereon representing

hours and means for mounting said first display rotor on
said hour shaft for rotation therewith;

b. a second display rotor having indicia thereon represent-

ing to 60 minutes with a spacing between a sixty minute
mark and a zero minute mark equivalent to the spacing
between two successive hour markings on the first display

rotor and means for mounting said second display rotor

on said minute shaft for rotation therewith;

c. an indicator mounted over said first and second display

rotors to indicate the time in hours and minutes, said

indicator being mounted for movement between first and
second positions spaced apart by a distance equivalent to
said spacing between two successive hour markings; and
d. indicator moving means for moving said indicator in

the same direction as said first display rotor from said first

position to said second position during each hour and for

rapidly shifting said indicator from said second position
back to said first position at the end of each hour,
whereby the indicator is moved from said first position to
said second position at a speed which is a function of the
speed of the first display rotor to maintain said indicator

substantially on the same hour marking and is rapidly

shifted back to its first position at the end of each hour in

order to indicate the next following hour.

3,841,087

IN-OPERATION INDICATING DEVICE FOR CLOCKS
Tomio Kikuchi, Tokorozawa, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki

Kaisha Koparu, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,082

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 29, 1972, 47-

31436
Int. CI. G04b 47100

U.S. CI. 58-152H 6 Claims

W

1. An in-operation indicating device for a clock comprising
a disk member periodically moved by a clock device, a power

source battery for driving said clock device, a switch device
positioned adjacent to said disk member and operatively cou-
pled thereto for effecting periodically its switching action by
the rotation of said disk member, a light-emitting diode con-
nected to said power source battery through said switch de-
vice, and a capacitor connected in parallel to a series circuit

of said switch device and light-emitting diode and charged by
said power source battery when said light-emitting diode is

disconnected from said power source battery by said switch
device and discharged to make said light-emitting diode emit
light for an extremely short time at the moment when said
switch device is closed.

3,841,088
APPARATUS FOR FORMING WIRE LINKS

Thomas J. Crafford, East Providence, R.I., and John W. Craf-
ford, Rehoboth, Mass., assignors to Crafford Tool &. Die Co.,
Riverside, R.I.

Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,411
Int. CI. B21I //4

U.S. CI. 59-16 28 Claims
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1. Apparatus for forming a wire link and/or linking the wire
link to a preformed chain, comprising a base, a carrier

mounted for reciprocating vertical movement on said base, a

magazine mounted on said base and forwardly of said carrier

for receiving a plurality of wire elements formed in open-
ended configuration wherein the open portion of each wire
element faces upwardly, a lower die assembly located for-

wardly of said magazine and communicating therewith, said

lower die assembly having a wire element receiving portion
formed therein, and a lower die assembly vertically movable
therein for engaging a wire element for moving it upwardly to

a linking station, a head assembly located above said base and
including a forming head die that is mountable for vertical

movement for engagement by said wire element during a link

forming operation, said forming head die cooperating with
said lower die wherein a wire element is located therebetween
during the link forming operation, means for successively
feeding said wire elements through said magazine to said

lower die assembly, means for periodically moving said form-
ing head die downwardly for engagement with a wire element,
means operating in timed relation with respect to said feeding
means and said forming head die for lifting said lower die

member upwardly to move a wire element into engagement
with said forming head die thereby forming a link, and means
associated with said lifting means for adjusting the space
between said forming head die and said lower die member to

compensate for different size wire elements for forming links

of varying sizes.
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3,841,089

FUEL RECLAIMING SYSTEM
Herbert Clark, Dallas, Tex., assignor to LTV Aerospace Cor-

poration, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,850
Int. CI. F02c 9112

U.S. CI. 60-39,09 F 5 Claims
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1. In a system for collecting and disposing of fuel remaining

in a jet engine after shutdown wherein a dump tank, having

inlet and outlet openings, is provided for collecting fuel re-

maining in portions of the engine and wherein a fuel pump,
connected in series with the fuel line, is operative to supply

fuel to the engine, a fuel reclaiming system, comprising;

a dual-function check valve having first and second orifices,

the check valve, in use, being positioned externally of the

dump tank, the first orifice communicating with the inte-

rior of the dump tank through the outlet opening of the

tank, the check valve comprising means initially prevent-

ing passage of fuel or gasses from the dump tank and,

alternatively upon the occurrence of a predetermined

differential pressure across the check valve, allowing the

drainage of substantially all fuel present in the dump tank,

through the check valve from the first orifice through the

second orifice, but preventing gaseous flow through the

check valve from the first orifice and through the second
orifice;

an ejector pump having a supply flow inlet, a motive flow

inlet, and an outlet;

means providing communication between the ejector pump
supply flow inlet and the second orifice of the dual-

function check valve;

means providing communication between the ejector pump
motive flow inlet in the fuel line at a location on the fuel

line downstream of the fuel pump; and
means providing communication between the ejector pump

outlet and the fuel line at a location on the fuel line

upstream of the fuel pump.

3,841,090

JET ENGINE METHOD
Thomas H. Sharpe, 502 Dorr Ave., Belvedere, S.C. 29841

Division of Ser. No. 191,627, Oct. 22, 1971, Pat. No.
3,750,400. This application June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,571

Int. CI. F02k 1114

U.S. CI. 60-204 7 Claims

1. A method of operating an engine having a first stage

including a converging-diverging inlet, a fuel injector movable

from a first position to a second position, a combustion cham-
ber, and a converging exhaust opening where the inlet is

forward of the combustion chamber and air passing rear-

wardly through the inlet passes into the combustion chamber
and the exhaust gases passing rearwardly from the combustion
chamber pass through the exhaust opening comprising the

steps of:

a. heating the air within the combustion chamber to a pre-

determined temperature; and,

b. injecting fuel into the combustion chamber alternatively

from the first position rearwardly and axially through the

inlet into the combustion chamber to cause air to be

induced through the inlet into the combustion chamber
due to the jet pumping action of the injected fuel, and

from the second position rearwardly of the inlet.

3,841,091

MULTI-MISSION TANDEM PROPULSION SYSTEM
Donald Farley Sargisson, Cincinnati, and Dan Joseph Rundell,

MUford, both of Ohio, assignors to General Electric, Lynn,

Mass.

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,485
Int. CL F02k 3112

U.S. CI. 60-224 12 Claims
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1. A tandem variable cycle propulsion system comprising:

a forward turbofan engine having a fan, gas generator, and fan

turbine arranged in axially spaced serial flow relation;

a coaxially displaced downstream turbojet engine having a

compressor, combustor and turbine arranged in axially

spaced serial flow relation;

outer exhaust duct means for directing the exhaust stream

from the turbofan engine rearward around the turbojet

engine; and

variable cross-over valve means which may assume a first

subsonic mode whereby the flow exiting from the fan and

bypassed around the gas generator is directed to the outer

exhaust duct means while an inlet ambient airflow is

directed to the inlet of the turbojet and a seocnd tran-

sonic and supersonic mode whereby the flow exiting from

the fan and bypassed around the gas generator is directed

to the turbojet inlet.

3,841,092

REGENERATIVE RAM JET ENGINE
"W" "B" Driver, 19 Sheridan Rd., Arnold. Md. 21012

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336,233
Int. CI. F02k 7110

U.S. CI. 60-269 1 Claim
1. A regenerative ram jet engine comprising a tube coiled

so that one side of said tube will interface with the side oppo-
site of said side, the two said sides attached where the two said

sides interface, diagonal vent means through the two said sides

where the two said sides are attached, the intake end of the
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said tube faces in the direction the said engine will move, the
exhaust end of said tube faces in the direction opposite the
direction the intake end faces. Combustion means and fuel
mjection means in the coiled section of said tube, incoming air
flows into said tube through the intake end, fuel is injected
into and burned with the incoming air in the coiled section of
said tube, heated gas generated by the burning of fuel with the
incoming air flows from the coiled section of said tube out the
exhaust end of said tube, thrust is provided to said engine by
the heated gas flowing out the exhaust end of said tube, the
heated gas flowing along the inside wall of said tube where the
vent is located is vented through the diagonal vent means into
the mcoming air before fuel is injected into the incoming air,
preheating of the incoming air is accomplished by the vented
heated gas before fuel is injected into the incoming air, the

near its idling speed during the operation of the auxiliary
mechanism,

using the power from the engine at speeds near its idling
speed to supply a fluid under pressure for operating the
auxiliary mechanism, and

introducing the fluid under pressure to the auxiliary mecha-
nism to operate the auxiliary mechanism.

3,841,094
FLEXIBLE BAND BEARING FOR TORQUE CONVERTER

ELEMENT
Raymond P. Cobb, Washington, III., assignor to Caterpiller

Tractor Co., Peoria. III.

Filed June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,572
Int. CI. F16h 33/00

L.S. CI. 60-339 3 Calms

direction of flow of the vented heated gas approximates the
tlow direction of the incoming air in said tube, a low pressure
zone created by the direction of flow of the vented heated gas
IS located in said tube between the intake end and said vent
means and assists in drawing air into the intake end, ignition
of the fuel injected into the incoming air is sustained by the
vented heated gas after said engine has been started, a flame
holding action is accomplished by the vented heated gas flow-
mg into the incoming air, due to the said tube being coiled and
the interface between the two opposite sides, most of the
vented heated gas will not be revented when the vented heated
gas flows from the coiled section of said tube the second time
because most of the vented heated gas will flow along the
inside wall of said tube opposite the inside wall of said tube
where the vent is located and discharge through the exhaust
end.

3,841,093
NOISE REDUCTION APPARATUS AND METHOD

Fred T. Smith, Dearborn Heights, Mich., assignor to Sargeant
Industries Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 274,798, July 24, 1972. This application
Sept. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 401,199

Int. CI. F16h ^9/50
U.S. a. 60-327 „ Claims

1. A bearing assembly comprising
inner and outer members mounted together for relative

rotation,

an annular outer seating surface, deflned by a first diameter,
formed on said inner member,

an annular inner bearing surface formed on said outer mem-
ber to define an annular gap between said seating and
bearing surfaces, and

a stretchable endless band, composed of a plastic bearing
material and normally having an inner second diameter
slightly smaller than said first diameter when said endless
band is in its relaxed condition, stretched over and firmly
contracted onto the annular seating surface of said inner
member to have outer surface portions thereof disposed
in close bearing relationship with respect to the inner
bearing surface of said outer member,

said inner and outer members being rotatably mounted in a
torque converter.
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1. A method of reducing noise, including the following
steps:

providing for the operation of an auxiliary mechanism on a
vehicle where the mechanism provides an operation dif-

ferent from propulsion of the vehicle,

regulating the speed of an engine in the vehicle at speeds

3,841,095
MOTOR VEHICLE FLUID POWER CIRCUIT

James P. Baker, Parma Heights, Ohio, assignor to The Weath-
erhead Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,710
Int. CI. FI5b ////6, 1102

U.S. CI. 60-404 25 Claims
1. A motor vehicle fluid power circuit having a fluid pump

an accumulator, and a brake booster; said brake booster
comprising an input rod movable toward and away from a
deactuated position, a power piston slidably disposed in a bore
in axially aligned relation to said input rod, said power piston
and said bore defining a fluid power chamber on one side of
said power piston adjacent said input rod, an output rod on the
other side of said power piston, a first fluid inlet port hvdrauli-
cally connected to said fluid pump for receiving fluid from
said fluid pump and being in open fluid pressure communica-
tion with said fluid power chamber, a fluid outlet port, first
valve means movable by said input rod for opening and at least
partially closing fluid pressure communication between said
first inlet port and said outlet port through said fluid power
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chamber, said first valve means being open when said input

rod is in said deactuated position, a second fluid inlet port

hydraulically connected to said accumulator for receiving

fluid from said accumulator, and second valve means actuated

by said input rod for opening fluid pressure communication

between said second fluid inlet port and said fluid power

chamber only when said first valve means is completely

closed.

3,841,096

CONTROL AND REGULATOR DEVICE FOR A
LOAD-INDEPENDENT REGULATED HYDRAULIC

SYSTEM
Dirk Jan Koppen, Scheveningseweg 102 A, The Hague, and

Hendrik Theodoor Metz, Jonkerlaan 17, Appingedam, both

of Netherlands

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 267,206, June 28, 1972,

abandoned. This application Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,897

Claims priority, application Netherlands, June 29, 1971,

7108960
Int. CI. F15b Wllfy

U.S. CI. 60-462 27 Claims

1. In

2. the sum of consumer pressure, propagated from said

consumer ports through pilot bores, plus a regulating

valve spring acting on the other end of said spool valve;

and

E. supply and discharge means for said hydraulic medium
towards and away from said spool valve,

the improvement comprising a pressure-influencing valve

cartridge which interrupts at least one of said pilot bores.

hvdrau ic device for the control and load-

independent regulation of hydraulic consumers of a hydraulic

medium, said device comprising:

A. two consumer ports;

B. a pump channel and a return channel connected to said

consumer ports;

C. a control spool valve through which each said consumer

port can be selectively connected with said pump channel

or said return channel;

D. a pressure-regulating valve unit, for maintaining a con-

stant pressure difference between said pump channel and

said consumer ports connected thereto, comprising a

pressure-regulating spool valve forming a regulating

throttle orifice between said pump channel and said re-

turn channel as a result of:

1 . pump pressure acting on one end of said pressure-

regulating spool valve and

3,841,097

DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE FLUID MOTOR
Israel Siegel, 351 W. 71st St., New York, N.Y. 10023

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,974

Int. CI. F02g \m
U.S. CI. 60-517 20 Claims

I. A differential temperature fluid motor comprising a

warm chamber, adapted to keep fluid at relatively warm tem-

perature,

a cold chamber adapted for obtaining a mechanical advan-

tage from small bodies of rising fluid,

said cold chamber comprising a container rriember and a

body member disposed within said container member to

thereby provide a volumetric space between said body

and container,

said volumetric space comprising relatively small volume,

relative to the body,

means for permitting movement of one of said members
thereof in response to a buoyant force,

means for temporary restraining of movement of said mov-

ing member until activating fluid has risen to a predeter-

mined level between container and body,

force transmitting means operatively associated with said

movable member for translating said movement into

useful work,

a supply of activating fluid in said warm chamber and cold

chamber having liquid levels partitioning said warm and

cold chambers into a vapor chamber portion and a liquid

chamber portion,

a liquid conducting conduit interconnecting the liquid por-

tions of warm and cold chambers,

a vapor conducting conduit interconnecting the vapor por-

tions of warm and cold chambers,

means for cyclic opening and closing said vapor conducting

conduit to effect differences in vapor pressure between

warm chamber and cold chamber,

and means for obtaining a temperature differential between

warm chamber and cold chamber.
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3,841,098
HIGH EFFICIENCY POLLUTANT-FREE COMBUSTION

GAS GENERATOR
Milan Novakovich, 215 Apolena Ave.. Balboa Island, Calif,

92662

Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 325,171

Int. CI. FOlk 25100
U.S. CI. 60-647 28 Claims

cyclic nitrogen-containing hydrocarbon selected from the
group consisting of pyridine, 2-methyl pyridine, 3-methyl
pyridine, 4-methyl pyridine, 2,6-dimethyl pyridine, 1,2-

SIMPLIFIED FLOW DIAGRAM WITH WATER-HfRIDINE
AZEOTROPES AS WORKING FLUID IN BASIC

CYCLE SYSTEM

1. A highly efficient gas generator for providing motive
power to a motor, comprising

a cylindrical body, having concentric external and internal
walls in radially spaced relationship, said walls being
connected by top and bottom surfaces so as to form an
enclosed hollow chamber;

a beatable, nonflammable working liquid having low latent
heat, low specific heat, a low freezing point and a high
molecular weight contained in said hollow chamber;

inlet duck means connected to said hollow chamber for
providing working liquid to said hollow chamber;

outlet duct means connected to said hollow chamber for
conducting superheated working liquid from said hollow
chamber to a motor or the like;

a cylindrical mesh concentrically positioned radially in-

wardly of said body walls and laterally spaced therefrom;
a catalytic compound for producing a flameless radiant
heat dispersed on said mesh over substantially the surface
thereof which faces the internal wall of said hollow body
so as to superheat the working liquid and maintaining the
same in liquid form;

conduit means positioned adjacent said catalytic compound
for conducting combustable fuel to the surface of said
catalytic compound;

pressure sensor means connected to said hollow chamber
for maintaining a constant pressure therein;

temperature sensor means connected to said hollow cham-
ber for maintaining a constant temperature of said work-
ing liquid therein; and

insulation means surrounding the exterior surface of the
most laterally positioned external wall of said hollow
chamber for preserving the heat within said hollow cham-
ber.

3,841,099
WORKING FLUIDS FOR EXTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINES
George S. Somekh, New Rochelle, N.Y., assignor to Union
Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 100,699, Dec. 22, 1970,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

862,526, Sept. 30, 1969, abandoned. This application Oct. 17,

1973, Ser. No. 407,144
Int. CI. FOlk 25/06

U.S.CL 60-671 11 Claims
1. Method of converting heat energy to mechanical energy

which comprises heating an aqueous nitrogen-containing
hydrocarbon working fluid, to the vapor state, said working
fluid containing about 25 to 90 percent by weight of a mono-

PUMP HEZkT"BaLER ' CONDENSER
exponded satu^Qteo vopor

diazine, 1,3-diazine and 1.4-diazine, and utilizing the energy
of the vaporized working fluid to perform work.

3,841,100
CLOSED CYCLE GAS TURBINE SYSTEM

Peter Fortescue, La Jolla, and Corwin L. Rickard, Rancho
Santa Fe, both of Calif., assignors to General Atomic Com-
pany, San Diego, Calif.

Filed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,300
Int. CI. FOlk 25100

U.S. CI. 60-690 11 Claims

1. A closed cycle gas turbine system comprising, turbine
means, compressor means, means for circulating a gas for
expansion in said turbine means and compression in said
compressor means, a heat exchanger for cooling the gas after
expansion in said turbine means, and a coolant circuit for
circulating a coolant through said heat exchanger, said cool-
ant circuit including a delay reservoir having a capacity equal
to the amount of coolant required by said heat exchanger over
a substantial period of time, said coolant circuit further in-
cluding means for circulating coolant from said heat ex-
changer into said reservoir and from said reservoir to said heat
exchanger.

3,841,101
GUTTER COUPLINGS

Basil Henfrey, Kloof, South Africa, assignor tu Duropenta
Holdings (Proprietary) Limited

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 370,606
Claims priority, application South Africa, July 3. 1972

72/4540

Int. CI. E02b 9104: E04d 13106
U.S. CI. 61-14 9 Claims

1. A gutter coupling assembly comprising:
a support member; two lengths of channel-shaped plastic

guttering having ends thereof extending into said support
member from opposite sides of said support member, said
ends being cradled by said support member which con-
forms to the general cross-sectional shape of said gutter-
ing;
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two stiffening members, each generally conforming to the

cross-sectional shape of said guttering lengths and each

secured to one of said length ends; and

the level of water in said body and their number and size being

such that they materially inhibit water flow obstruction by the

airport and causeway and maintain water borne sediment flow

along the shore line past and through the airport and cause-

way, and power-actuated means for assisting the flow of water

through the first mentioned conduits and in the normal direc-

tion of water flow.

means on each istiffening member for thus securing the

stiffening members, said means being such that said ends

are stiffened when the stiffening members are secured

thereto.

3,841,102

METHOD OF IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF
LEACHATE FROM SANITARY LANDFILLS

Jesse R. Cinner, and Ronald J. Polosky, Pittsburgh, Pa., assign-

ors to Environmental Sciences, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 2, 1974, Ser. No. 429,972

int. CI. C02c 5102. 5106

U.S. CI. 61— 35 10 Claims

1. The method of improving the quality of leachate from

sanitary landfill material, comprising treating waste material

bv mixing with it an aqueous solution of an alkali metal silicate

and a silicate setting agent containing polyvalent metal ions to

cause said silicate and setting agent to chemically react with

each other and convert the mixture into a consolidated chemi-

cally and physically stable earth-like material substantially

insoluble in water and with its pollutants entrapped in the

solidified silicate, and disposing said landfill material and

treated waste material in contact with each other on land to

be filled and in such relation that said leachate will trickle

down through said treated waste material. .
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3,841,104

REMOVABLE DOCK
Billy K. Hufford, R.R. 1, Ansonia, Ohio 45303

Filed Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 395,428

Int. CI. E02b 3122

U.S. CI. 61-48 3 Claims

3,841,103

CURRENT STABILIZING MEANS FOR ISLAND AIRPORT
FOUNDATIONS

John W. Magill, Chicago, III.

Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 287,906

Int. CI. E02b 1100

U.S. CI. 61—46 3 Claims

1. In an island airport which projects outwardly from the

shore line of a large body of flowing water and is positioned

in a direction transversely of the normal direction of flow of

water along the shore line, an airport foundation embodying

a foundation fill which is bounded by structural piling rein-

forced by riprap, a narrow causeway connecting said founda-

tion to the shore line, a plurality of prestressed cast concrete

conduits projecting completely through said foundation, dis-

posed in spaced apart parallel relationship and extending

parallel to said shore line and generally in the direction of

water flow in the body of water, and a plurality of prestressed

cast concrete conduits projecting transversely through said

causeway, all of said conduits being disposed in the vicinity of

/A
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1. A removable boat dock comprising

an elongated gangplank adapted for on-shore storage when

disassembled and adapted when assembled to extend

between an on-shore support disposed adjacent the

shoreline of a body of water and a boat afloat therein, said

gangplank

having at the shore end thereof means readily detacha-

blyconnecting said end to said support when said dock is

assembled,

a plurality of support posts each having an upper end readily

detachably-connected to said gangplank at locations

spaced apart from said shore-end connecting means when

said dock is assembled and extending downwardly

through said water with the lower ends of individual posts

secured to the bottom formation of said body of water.

each of said posts having upper and lower post portions

pivotally connected together below the surface of the

water at a location between the upper and lower ends of

individual posts for relative rotational movement of said

post portions, and

means readily detachably-connecting and releasably main-

taining said upper and lower post portions in rectilinear

relation relative to one another when said dock is assem-

bled and permitting said relative rotational movement

and submerged in-water storage of said posts when said

dock is disassembled.

3,841,105

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ANCHORING
UNDERWATER PIPELINES

Glyn E. Cannon, P.O. Box 55263, Houston, Tex. 77055

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,272

Int. CI. F16I llOO; E02d 5180

U.S. CI. 61-72.3 7 Claims

1. A method of anchoring a submarine pipeline beneath a

body of water comprising the steps of:

a. lowering an anchor drive apparatus from a supporting

vessel at the surface to a position above the pipeline;
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b. connecting a pull-down means from the anchor drive ,«4, ,n,apparatus to the pipeline; and »,*r>v,r^
J,»41,107

c. urging the anchor drive apparatus downwardly by the Arthur C Cl^TAdJl^^^F^^^^^^™^
pull down means while simultaneously dril/ the^ ^^^P^^^r^!^:^

Filed June 20, 1 973, Ser. No. 37 1 ,9 1

7

20 Claims

anchors mto the bottom of the water body whereby any
upward force on the anchor drive apparatus is countered
by the downward urging of the pull down means.

3,841,106
PIPELINE ANCHORING SYSTEMS

Randolph Blumberg, 5533 Redstart, Houston, Tex. 77035
Filed Apr. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 352,357

Int. CI. F16I 1 100
U.S. CI. 61-72.3

,3 c,3i„,s

1. A magnetic refrigeration system comprising:
a first magnetocaloric thermal conductor;
a second thermal conductor serially connected to said first

thermal conductor;
a source of magnetic field, said field movable along said first
and said second thermal conductors to induce a thermal
flow in said conductors; and

thermal switching means adapted to regulate the thermal
tlow through said conductors.

3,841,108
POWER-REFRIGERATION APPARATUS FOR
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES AND THE LIKE

UA- \\rZ'''^'
Andover, Mass., assignor to Automatic

Radio Mfg. Co., Inc., Melrose, Mass.
Filed Dec. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 425.691

Int. CI. F25b 27/00
U.S. CI. 62-236

,4 ciain^s

Ok-

1. A system for anchoring an underwater pipeline at inter-
vals along Its length where the pipeline extends along a floor
under a body of water, comprising:
anchoring sled means which are submergible in water said

sled means being constructed and arranged to straddle an
underwater pipeline,

surface boat means adaptable for vertical alignment with
respect to said submergible anchoring sled means

pulley anchor means for location along the pipeline at a
relatively great distance from said boat means pulley
means coupled to said pulley anchor means;

cable means extending from said boat means, over said
pulley means and coupled to said anchoring sled means
for selectively moving said anchoring sled means along a
pipeline from one position to another position

vertically disposed cable guide means extending between
said boat means and said anchoring sled means;

anchor means having an inverted U-shaped configuration
anchor placement means slidably coupled to said cable
guide means for lowering an anchor means from said boat
to said anchoring sled means, said anchor placement
means including means for releasably coupling said place-
ment means to said anchor means.

\
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1. Apparatus for powering accessory equipment aboard a
vehicle having a main propulsion engine, comprising rotary
hydraulic pumping means driven by said engine at the site
thereof a rotary hydraulic motor having an output shaftmeans for supplying hydraulic fluid from said pumping means'
to said hydraulic motor and rotating said shaft, an electric
motor having an output shaft rotatable when said motor is
energized from an outside source, an auxiliary internal-
combustion engine having a rotatable output shaft,'accessorv-
powenng means including an electrical generator having a
rotatable input shaft and producing electrical power for acces-
sory equipment when said shaft thereof is rotated, a plurality
ot normally-disengaged mechanical clutches each having a
first clutch portion which, when rotated, extends radially into
driving engagement with a second cooperating driven clutch
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portion, means connecting the said first clutch portions for

rotation with the output shafts of said hydraulic motor, elec-

tric motor and auxiliary engine, respectively, and means me-

chanically connecting said second clutch portions in rotary

motion-transmitting relationship with said input shaft of said

generator, whereby each of said hydraulic motor, electric

motor and auxiliary engine automatically drives said generator

without restraint by the other when brought into operation

as a prime mover in said apparatus.

with said damper, said connecting means comprising a

one-piece polyester film strip having integrally formed

3,841,109

CHILLER APPARATUS
LyIe L. Cann, Peotone, III., assignor to Chemetron Corpora-

tion, Chicago, III.

Filed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 331,124

Int. CI. F25d 23/02

U.S. CI. 62-266 9 Claims

1. An apparatus for fast freezing with a cold gas comprising:

a longitudinal housing having passages at the ends thereof, the

interior of said housing having continuous concave side walls

a top panel, and a bottom channel joining said side walls;

conveyor means for moving products to be frozen through

said housing interior via said passages; means for supplying a

cold gas into said housing interior; and means for directing the

cold gas upon the products and toward said bottom channel,

said last mentioned means dividing the gas into substantially

two currents, each current moving upwardly 0004 la side wall

toward said top panel for repeated application to the products

to freeze same.

3,841,110

ROOM AIR CONDITIONER DAMPER DOOR OPERATING
ARRANGEMENT

Donald R. Schuster, and Theodore E. Tinsler, both of Colum-

bus, Ohio, assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 427,280

Int. CI. F25d / 7/06

U.S. CI. 62-427 6 Claims

1. In a self-contained room air conditioner having a room-

side section separated by a bulkhead from an outside-side

section, and provided with an operable damper for controlling

the exchange of air between said sections through an opening

in said bulkhead adapted to be closed by said damper:

means defining a control knob area at a face of said room-

side section;

manually operable damper control operating means located

at said control knob area; and

means connecting said damper control operating means

means at opposite ends for attachment to said operating

means and said damper.

3,841,111

ELASTIC ROTARY COUPLING FOR A CENTRIFUGAL
GOVERNOR OF AN RPM REGULATOR ASSOCIATED

WITH AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
Heinrich Staudt, Markgroningen; Eberhard Hofmann, Kirch-

berg Murr, and Ilija Djordjevic, Stuttgart-Vaihingen, all of

Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Ger-

many, by said Staudt and Hofmann
Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,415

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 21, 1972,

2213698
Int. CI. F16d 3/14

U.S. CI. 64-27 NM 4 Claims

1. In an elastic rotary coupling between a drive shaft and a

centrifugal weight carrier of a centrifugal governor, said elas-

tic rotary coupling being of the type that has (a) a primary or

driving part affixed to said drive shaft, (b) a secondary or

driven part including said centrifugal weight carrier, (c) a

cage formed jointly by said driving and said driven parts, (d)

elastic coupling elements disposed in said cage symmetrically

with respect to said drive shaft, said elastic coupling elements

transmitting the torque from said primary part to said secon-

dary part, the improvement comprising a bowl-shaped housing

forming part of said primary part and being secured to said

drive shaft, said centrifugal weight carrier being received in

said bowl-shaped housing, said bowl-shaped housing having a

wall portion including an inner cylindrical running face, said

inner cylindrical running face constituting an external bearing

for said centrifugal weight carrier.
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3,841,112
APPARATUS FOR HOLDING AND REMOVING A
KNITWORK IN A DOUBLE CYLINDER CIRCULAR

KNITTING MACHINE
Pavel Uhlir, and Jarmila Uhlirova, both of Eliasova, Czechoslo-

vakia, assignors to ELITEX, Zavody textilniho strojirenstvi

generaini reditelstvi, Liberec, Czechoslovakia
Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,897

Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia, June 2, 1971,
4036-71

Int. CI. D04b 15/88
U.S.a.66-14 6 Claims

3,841,113
METHOD OF KNITTING STOCKING TOE CLOSURE

Heinze Lucke, Rheine; Konrad Schredi, Lenting U/Ingolstadt,

and Peter Boy, Ingolstadt, all of Germany, assignors to Schu-
bert & Salzer Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ingol-

stadt, Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 137,236, April 26, 1971, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 769,459, May 15,

1968. abandoned. This application May 14, 1973, Ser. No.

360,111

Int. CI. D04b 9/56, 15/02
U.S. CI. 66-95 13 Claims

1. The method of making hosiery, which comprises com-
pleting knitting of the hosiery by knitting in sequence the welt,

body, heel, foot and toe portions of the hosiery, which toe
portion includes a finished toe. effectively closable without
further knitting, sewing or securing, on a circular knitting
machine having dial-carried pick-up means arranged to coop-
erate with a circle of needles in a needle cylinder including,

I following completing of knitting of the welt portion, body
portion, heel portion and foot portion, knitting a first toe
portion course on the entire circumference of the needle
cylinder and picking up such course by the dial-carried
pick-up means;

2. continuing the formation of the hosiery toe portion by
knitting a circular folded toe tube section following such
first toe portion course, encircling the foot portion and
including an earlier knit portion at one side of the fold, a
later knit portion at the other side of the fold and a last

toe portion course at the margin of the later knit portion
remote from the fold, such folded toe tube section having
a passage inwardly of the fold thereof through which the
foot portion of the hosiery extends;

3. while such last toe portion course is carried by the nee-
dles of the needle cylinder circle and the fold of the
folded toe tube encircles the foot portion, rotating such
first and last toe portion courses relatively through an
angle of at least 1 80° and thereby constricting without
closing the passage inwardly of the fold of the folded toe

/sc

1. A circular knitting machine comprising an upper and
lower needle cylinder aligned along a common axis and
spaced from each other to form a knock-over plane therebe-
tween, said cylinders defining a central bore in which a knit

work is formed during the knitting operation, a porous basket
comprising a cylindrical vessel having an opening coaxial with
said bore at one end and closed at its other end. said vessel

being secured at its open end to the upper end of said upper
cylinder for conjoint rotation therewith, an air tight housing
surrounding said basket forming a plenum thereabout, a

source of air under pressure and vacuum and means for selec-

tively circulating said air and vacuum through said bore, bas-

ket and plenum to withdraw said knit work upwardly above
said knock-over plane into said basket during the knitting

operation and to remove said knit work downwardly out of
said lower cylinder upon completion of said knitting opera-
tion.

tube section while the prior knit foot portion of the ho-
siery extends through such passage;

4. transferring such first toe portion course from the pick-
up means to the needles of the needle cylinder circle
holding such last toe portion course and interknitting
such first and last toe portion courses;

5. and forming a selvage beyond the last toe portion course
by knitting at least one additional course;

following completing of the knitting of the hosiery, removing
the hosiery from the knitting machine, and pulling the foot
portion of the hosiery through the passage inwardly of the fold
of the folded toe tube section to remove the foot portion of the
stocking from such passage, simultaneously inverting the
folded toe tube section and effectively closing the passage
inwardly of the fold of the folded toe tube section.

3,841,114

PROCESS AND DEVICE FOR DOUBLING ON A DOUBLE
NEEDLE BED, RIB END KNITTING MACHINE

Marcel A. Vandermeirsch, Victor, Braeckmanlaan, Belgium,
assignor to Fabrique National Herstal S.A. en abrege EN,
Herstal-lez-Liege, Belgium

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,229
Claims priority, application Belgium, June 29, 1972,

785562

Int. CI. D04b 9/40
U.S. CI. 66— 148 4 Claims

1. A process for making rib ends on a double needle bed rib
and knitting machine and transferring the rib ends onto a
magazine reed having a smaller width than said rib ends as knit
by means of a variable width transfer reed, comprising knitting
a rib end on selected needle bed needles, simulatneously
transferring groups of loops of one needle bed onto the free
needles of the other needle bed; racking said one needle bed
in relation to said other needle bed at least one needle spacing;
transferring the remaining loops from said one needle bed
onto the already laden needles of said other needle bed to
thereby make varied loops in said groups of loops; simulta-
neously picking up all the loops from said one needle bed in

a manner known per se by said transfer reed; bringing closer
together on said transfer reed the said groups of loops thus
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picked up until a distance of one needle spacing exists be-

tween any two varied loops; and transferring all the loops thus

2! 19 21 Id 22 f9 ^' IB 22 19 2' te

picked up and brought closer together onto the said magazine

reed from said transfer reed in a manner known per se.

3,841,115

METHOD OF KNITTING AN ANTI-LADDER STITCH
COURSE

Bohumil Kejnovsky; Jan Fikrie, both of Treble, and Antonin

Hobza, Rokytnice nad Rokytnou, all of Czechoslovakia,

assignors to ELITEX, Zavody textilniho strojirenstvi, gene-

raini reditelstvi, Liberec, Czechoslovakia

Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,895

Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia, June 7, 1971,

4124-71

Int. CI. D04b 9/48

U.S. CI. 66-172 R 8 Claims

1. The method of knitting anti-run loop courses in multifeed

circular knitting machines comprising the steps of dividing the

needles one by one into two groups, forming loops of at least

a single first yarn on the needles of one group, holding said

first yarn on auxiliary knitting instruments in the space above

the needles of the other group, the needles of the other group

being withdrawn below said knitting instruments, forming

loops of at least a single second yarn on at least the needles of

the other group while maintaining said first yarn on said auxili-

ary knitting instrument, said second yarn at least crossing the

loops formed on the needles of said one group, and thereafter

knocking over the loops of each group, said first yarn held on

said auxiliary knitting instrument being withdrawn through the

loops formed on the needles of said second group prior to

knock over.

control means for directing wash water and rinse water

through said conduits to the respective sumps; conduit means
including pump means for delivering water from said sumps to

said storage tanks, respectively; rinse water treating means in

said conduit means including means for filtering and removing

detergent from said rinse water prior to returning said rinse

water to said rinse water storage tank; and wash water treating

3,841,116

MULTIPLE AUTOMATIC WASHER SYSTEM
Lawrence N. Klein, Angola, N.Y., and William R. Wallens,

Pembroke Pine, Fla., assignors to Century-Niagara Corpora-

tion, Raleigh, N.C.

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,598

Int. CL D06f 31/00,39/10

U.S. CI. 68—12 R 22 Claims

1. In combination, a plurality of automatic washing ma-

chines, each of said machines having independent time con-

trol means for executing wash and rinse cycles each including

introduction of water to the machine and discharge of water

therefrom; a wash water storage tank and a rinse water storage

tank each serving the several machines in common; a wash

water sump and a rinse water sump; an outlet in each machine

having drain conduits leading to said sumps, respectively;

means in said outlet connected for operation by said time

^^V^..>r^-
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means in communication with said wash water conduit means
including means for chemically treating, precipitating solids

and sludge and removing the precipitated solids and sludge

from and filtering said wash water prior to returning the same

to said wash water storage tank whereby said rinse and wash

water are maintained separate from each other and suitable

for total recirculation for separate use in wash and rinse cy-

cles.

3,841,117

FRONT LOADING WASHING AND DRYING MACHINE
Jose Maria Roger Crivilles, Calle Elscuelas Pias, 9, Barcelona,

Spain

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,896
int. CI. D06f i9//4; F26b 11/04, 25/12

U.S. CI. 68-20 1 Claim

1. Front-loading washing and drying machine having a body

with a front, a perforated drum for containing the wash, a tub

within the body, the drum being rotatable within the tub. a

loading window for the drum at the front of the body, a clo-

sure member, the closure member being movable between

positions to close the window or open it for loading, an aper-

ture in the closure member registrable with the drum, and

duct means in the closure member for leading drying air to the

aperture, an orifice formed in a rear face of the closure mem-
ber, the said duct establishing communication between the

aperture for inflow of drying air into the drum and the orifice,

means for impelling and heating air, mounted to the body of

the machine, an outflow aperture for air from said impelling

and heating being means registrable with the said orifice, and
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means to seal the orifice to the aperture when the closure
member is in its window-closing position, the aperture for the
inflow of drying air within the drum having means for prevent-
ing flow-back of liquids into the duct, the said means for
preventing flow-back of liquids into the duct being a section
of the duct formed as an inverted syphon, the highest level of
which is located above the level attained by washing liquid in
the tub.

3,841,118

CABLE LOCK
Richard W. Stone, 7235 17th Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn.
55423

Filed Sept. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 401,567
Int. CI. E05b 67106. 73100

U.S. CI. 70-33 2 Claims

^^ y>^.^

at a predetermined height above the ground,
b. said elongated member having a plurality of attaching
means suspended downwardly therefrom, said attaching
means being longitudinally spaced along the length of
said elongated member,

c. means for securing a bicycle to said support means, said
securing means including a body having a pair of out-
wardly extending arms spaced from each other, said body
being fixedly attached to a portion of the frame of a
bicycle to be secured so that spaced arms may receive
one of the attachment means of said bicycle support
means, and

d. locking means for releasably enclosing said attachment
means within said spaced arms whereby said bicycle can
be secured to said support means to prevent unauthorized
removal.

3,841,120
MULTIPLE PART KEY FOR CONVENTIONAL LOCKS

Klaus W. Gartner, 5711 Ravenspur Dr., Palos Verdes Penin-
sula, Calif. 90274

Filed Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,562
Int. CI. E05b 19104

U.S. a. 70-395
, , Claims

1. A locking device for snowmobiles, motorcycles, outboard
motors and bicycles comprising

an elongated cable having stop knobs positively secured to
the ends thereof,

a pair of mating block sections having cooperating grooves
in opposed registration to receive and surround selected
portions of said cable,

a locking member positively securing said two sections
together to clamp the same around said cable,

said knobs prevent the cable ends from being removed from
the locked together sections,

the dimensions of said two sections being sufficiently large
to prevent the same from being received between the jaws
of a lever type cutting device.

3,841,119

BICYCLE SECURING DEVICE
Edward A. Kaufmann, 2785 N. Speer Blvd., Denver, Colo
80211

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,489
Int. CI. A47f 7100: E05b 73100

U.S. CI. 70-58 ,8 Claims

I. A bicycle securing device comprising
a. a bicycle support means having a single elongated mem-

ber and a pair of upright support legs located at each end
of said elongated member to hold said elongated member

1. In a multiple part key having a separate shank and hilt,

the shank including a first end which is suitably shaped for
insertion into a lock and an opposite end for insertion into the
hilt and having means thereon for engagement by cooperating
means in the hilt, the improvement in hilt construction com-
prising the provision of

a first hilt part for receiving said shank opposite end portion
and including said cooperating means, the latter having
resilient means for engaging said shank received therein,
said resilient means of said first hilt part being normally
in a non-engaging position relative to said shank opposite
end received in said first hilt part before assembly of said
hilt part; and

a second hilt part for assembly to said first hilt part and
including means for holding said resilient means in a
shank engaging portion upon assembly to said first hilt
part, said second hilt part being provided with means for
engaging and moving said resilient means into said shank
engaging position upon assembly of said hilt parts, said
shank being thereby retained in said hilt.
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3,841,121

MEANS FOR ATTACHING A KEY TAG TO KEY RING OR
CHAIN

Jack R. Shevin, 1227-1231 W. Loyola Ave., Chicago, III.

60626
Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 294,969

Int. CI. A47g 29110

U.S. CI. 70-456 R 1 Claim

1. Means for attaching a key tag to a key ring or chain

comprising, a separately formed single attaching strip of plas-

tic material which is molded to a preformed L'-shaped config-

uration in transverse section with spaced parallel sides con-

nected by an arcuate-shaped end portion having spaced sides

in the same plane as the spaced parallel sides, with a pre-

formed opening adjacent each of the opposite free ends of the

strip and with the openings alined, an annular embossed or

raised surface surrounding each of said openings, said arcuate-

shaped end portion positioned around a key ring or chain to

permit said key ring or chain to be freely manually rotated

within said arcuateshaped end portion, said free ends of the

strip being positioned on the opposite sides of a key tag with

the openings alined with the key tag opening, and a fastening

member extending through said openings and clinched at its

opposite ends to engage said annular embossed surfaces but

with the clinched ends inwardly of the outer plane of the

embossed surfaces to prevent engagement with a contacting

surface and for permanently fastening said strip to said key tag

and joining said key tag to said key ring or chain.

3,841,122

ROLLING MILL GAUGE CONTROL METHOD AND
APPARATUS INCLUDING FEEDBACK CORRECTION

Richard Q. Fox, Pittsburgh, and Donald J. Emberg, Vander-

grift, both of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corpo-

ration, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,722

Int. CI. B21bi7/00
U.S. CI. 72-6 8 Claims

reduce the gauge of a workpiece passed through said rolling

mill, said system comprising:

means for determining a present first gauge error of the

workpiece leaving said second roll stand.

means for determining a present second gauge error of the

workpiece leaving said second roll stand in accordance

with a predetermined relationship including said first

gauge error,

means for determining a correction for application to said

first roll stand during the passage of said workpiece in

accordance with a predetermined relationship including

said second gauge error of said workpiece, and
means for controlling the roll opening of said first roll stand

during the passage of said workpiece in accordance with

said correction.

3,841,123

ROLLING MILL GAUGE CONTROL METHOD AND
APPARATUS INCLUDING ENTRY GAUGE CORRECTION
Richard Q. Fox, and Andrew W. Smith, Jr., Pittsburgh, both

of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,721

Int. CL m\h 37102

U.S. CI. 72-8 9 Claims

1. A gauge control system for a rolling mill having at least

a first roll stand followed by a second roll stand operative to

1. A gauge control system for a rolling mill having at least

a first roll stand followed by a second roll stand operative to

reduce the gauge of a workpiece passed through said rolling

mill, said system comprising:

means for determining the delivery gauge error of said

workpiece leaving said second roil stand in accordance

with a first predetermined relationship including the

change in the screwdown position of said second roll

stand and the change in the roll force of said second roll

stand.

means for determiningjhe required adjustment of said first

roll stand for correcting said delivery gauge error in ac-

cordance with a second predetermined relationship in-

cluding the mill spring modulus of said second roll stand

and the workpiece plasticity in relation to said second roll

stand, and

means for controlling the roll opening of said first roll stand

during the passage of said workpiece in accordance with

said required adjustment.
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3,841,124
WIDTH CONTROLLING APPARATUS AND METHOD

FOR ROLLED STRIPS
Shigeru Shida, Hitachi, and Sukebumi Tsumura, Mito, both of
Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 295,830
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 11, 1971, 46-

79470; Oct. 11, 1971,46-79471
Int. CI. B2 lb J 7/06

U.S. a. 72-17 17 Calms

subjected on the one hand to the effect of a substantially
constant return force and on the other hand being connected
to a respective pump cylinder, a driving arrangement for
periodically reciprocating the pistons of the pump cylinders,
a transmitter which measures the actual position of each
forging saddle, an electrical controller for comparing the
measured values with a nominal value, a controllable filling
pump associated with each forging saddle and adapted to be
controlled by the electrical controller to adjust the dead posi-
tion of the operating cylinders so as to correspond to the
farthest extension of each forging saddle, said filling pump
bemg connected to the conduit system associated with the
respective operating cylinder and effecting the variation of the
filling capacity in the conduit system in response to a compari-
son between the measured value and the nominal value only
when the pressure in the conduit system is approximately zero
upon retraction of the operating piston, wherein the filling
pump for each forging saddle is a double acting compensating
cylinder having an adjustable piston separating two chambers
and a piston rod extending into a control chamber connected
to the connection line between the pressure side of the operat-
ing cylinder and the pump cylinder of the driving arrange-
ment.

1. A width controlling apparatus for rolled strips, for use in
a hot tandem rolling mill, comprising tensioning means for
applying tension to a hot rolled strip passing between the
forward rolling mill stands, looper means for maintaining the
tension of the rolled strip substantially constant which is pass-
ing between the rearward rolling mill stands after its width has
been controlled by said tensioning means, means for measur-
ing the width of the rolled strip, first means for generating a
signal representative of a predetermined strip width, second
means for generating a deviation signal upon comparing a
signal from said measuring means with the signal from said
first means, and means for adding said deviation signal to said
tensioning means as a compensation signal.

3,841,126
METHOD OF LUBRICATING A WORK. ESPECIALLY A

WIRE IN A WARM FORGING PROCESS
Toshihiro Minami, and Akito Shiina, both of Kobe, Japan,

assignors to Kobe Steel, Inc., Kobe, Japan
Filed Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 343,705

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 22, 1972. 47-
28807; Mar. 24, 1972, 47-29613

Int. CI. 82 Ij 3100
U.S. CI. 72-45 4 Claims

3,841,125
CONTROL DEVICE WITH HYDRAULIC

SYNCHRONISING CONTROL FOR FORGING MACHINES
Rudolf Siegfried Guse, Dusseldorf-Rath, Germany, assignor to

Maschinenfabrik Sack GmbH, Dusseldorf, Germany
Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,378

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 18, 1972.
2207717

p«jil£!-^ "

U.S. CI. 72-21
Int. CL B21bi7/05 1. A method of lubricating a workpiece, such as a wire in a

7 Claims ^a^m forging process at a temperature between 450 -gOCC,
• comprising the steps of: .-

preparing a mixture of oily lubricant and water, wherein
said oily lubricant is mixed with 5-20 times as much
water; and

spraying said mixture onto an engaging surface of said
workpiece, wherein said mixture is sprayed by being
compressed by an airless pump at a spraying pressure
within the range of 50-150 kg/cm^.

« ^--Q-SO

1. A control device with hydraulic synchronising control for
a forging machine having a plurality of forging saddles which
act upon a workpiece to reduce the cross section thereof by
lateral pressure respective operating piston and cylinder de-
vices associated with the forging saddles, each piston being

3,841,127
METHOD OF EXTRUDING CONSUMABLE ANODES
WITH ANODIZED CORE-CLADDING INTERFACE

John F. Pashak, Linwood, Mich., assignor to The Dow Chemi-
cal Company, Midland, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 92,305, Nov. 23, 1970, Pat. No. 3,723,282.
This application Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,881

Int. CI. B2 lb 45/00
U.S. CI. 72-47 10 Claims

1. A method to minimize core breakage during extrusion
which comprises passing a continuous metal core having a
light metal surface through a die of larger cross section than
the metal core and simultaneously extruding a light metal with
the metal core whereby an overcoating of light metal is ap-
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plied to the continuous metal core, the light metal surface of

the metal core having been anodized to produce a synthetic

continuously charging a stock wire into a high pressure

chamber through sealing means by utilizing the continu-

ous winding action of an intermediate winding means
provided within said high pressure chamber;

continuously winding said charged stock wire around said

oxide layer thereon prior to its passing through the extrusion

die, the light metals being aluminum alloys and magnesium
alloys.

3,841,128
PRESS FOR HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION OF TUBES

Jan Nilsson, Robertsfors, Sweden, assignor to Allamanna Sven-

ska Electriska Aktiebolaget, Vasteras, Sweden
Filed June 5, 1973, Ser. No. 367,106

Claims priority, application Sweden, June 12, 1972,
7688/72

Int. CI. B21c 25104
U.S. CI. 72-60 3 Claims
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1. Press for hydrostatic extrusion of tubes, comprising a

press stand, a pressure chamber constituted by a high-pressure

cylinder axially displaceable in the press stand, a die insertable

into the cylinder and a pressure-generating punch insertable

into the cylinder to generate the pressure necessary for the

extrusion process in a pressure medium enclosed in the pres-

sure chamber, said pressure medium surrounding a billet to be

extruded, a mandrel part which shapes the hole through the

tube, which includes a rod part passing slidably through the

pressure-generating punch, said mandrel part being supported

by said rod part, a first seal sealing between the high pressure

cylinder and the pressure generating punch and a second seal

sealing between the pressure generating punch and the man-
drel, said second seal being axially stationary in relation to the

first seal during the extrusion period of an operating cycle and

approximately in the same radial plane as said first seal.

3,841,129

CONTINUOUS, HYDROSTATIC EXTRUSION PROCESS
AND AN APPARATUS USING THE SAME

Masao Nishihara, Kyoto; Tatsu Fujita, Kobe; Yoshlhiro

Yamaguchi, Ashiya; Tomiharu Matsushita, and Masataka
Noguti, both of Nishinomiya, all of Japan, assignors to Kobe
Steel Limited, Kobe, Japan

Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,795

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 17, 1972, 47-

27222
Int. CI. B21c Ji/00

U.S. CI. 72-60 14 Claims

1. A continuous, hydrostatic extrusion process, character-

ized in that said process comprises the steps of:

intermediate winding means; and
continuously extruding said wound stock wire out of said

chamber through an extrusion die under the influence of

a hydrostatic pressure maintained within said chamber.

3,841,130

BALL BAT SYSTEM
Irvin C. Scott, Jr., and George F. Swenck, both of Richmond,

Va., assignors to Reynolds Metals Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed Nov. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 417,695
Int. CI. B21d 51116

U.S. CI. 72-70 4 Claims

1. The method of making a metal body for a ball bat com-
prising the steps of

a. providing a cylindrical hollow metal work piece;

b. machining post of the length of the outside of the work

piece, thereby reducing its wall thickness to a predeter-

mined extent; and,

c. swaging down most of the machined portion of the work
piece in successive swaging operations to form two abut-

ting tapering sections, thereby shaping the work piece

and increasing the thickness of the wall of the work piece

to a predetermined extent where it had been thinned by

machining, the offsetting effects of machining and swag-

ing being such as to provide a tapered metal bat body
having a predetermined wall thickness from one end to

the other.

3,841,131

WRAPPER ROLL AND SUPPORT ASSEMBLY FOR A
STRIP COILING MACHINE

John Gross; Andrew Kaloci, and La Verne H. Lutz, all of

Salem, Ohio, assignors to Gulf & Western Manufacturing
Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,794

Int. CI. B21c 47/00
U.S. CI. 72-148 17 Claims

1. A sheet metal coiling mechanism comprising, frame
means, a mandrel rotatable relative to said frame means about

an axis extending in a given direction, head means supported

by said frame means, wrapper roll means rotatably supported
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by said head means and cooperable with said mandrel to form 3 341 133

I'l^d m','nHrj^' H^
"" ''°" ^^

'^'"^V'"^^^'
»° ^' ^^^^^ around APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR SHAPING END TURNSsaid mandrel, and means releaseably mterengaging said head OF COILS IN DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE CORESmeans and frame means for removal of said head means and Kenneth T. Rice, Jr., Lima, Ohio, assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

3,841,132
METHOD OF FLATTENING METAL STRIP EXHIBITING
A DISCONTINUOUS YIELD POINT AND SUPPRESSING

THE DISCONTINUOUS YIELD POINT
Norbert Kuhn, Coal Point, and Geoffrey Frank Harvey, South

Wallsend, N.S.W., both of Australia, assignors to John Ly-
saght (Australia) Limited, Sydney, New South Wales, Aus-
tralia

Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 294,983
Claims priority, application Australia, Oct. 14, 1971.

6634/71

Int. CI. B21d 1/05
U.S. CI. 72-163 3 Claims

I. A strip flattening apparatus, comprising a work roll, a
first reaction roll with its axis parallel to the axis of the work
roll to define a first nip with said work roll, a second reaction
roll with its axis parallel to the axis of the work roll to define
a second nip with said work roll, means to draw a metal strip

to be flattened through said nips and about that portion of the
work roll between the nips while maintaining the strip under
tension, at least one pressure roll contacting the work roll and
loading it toward the two reaction rolls and means to control
the line of approach of the strip to the first nip such that the
strip enters the first nip at an angle to the tangent within the
range of from 2° to 20° in the sense required to bend the strip

about the work roll; the arrangement being such that there is

a greater reaction force between the work roll and the first

reaction roll than there is between the work roll and the sec-
ond reaction roll.

U.S.CK 72-168

Filed Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 387,994
Int. CI. 82 lb 15/00

15 Claims

wrapper roll means as a unit from said frame means, said
interengaging means including slidably interengageable guide
means and guidway means on said head means and frame
means extending in said given direction.

AW. ftC vtH^HG
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1. Coil end turn shaping apparatus, for wound cores such as
motor stators, comprising;

means for locating a wound core in a fixed position;
actuator means mounted to be axially movable in relation

to said fixed position;

shaping means connected with said actuator means and at
least partially movable therewith for forcing end turns
radially outward over an end face of a core upon a prede-
termined movement of said actuator means;

said means for locating comprising a fixed cylindrical post;
said actuator means comprising a member located axially
within said post; and said shaping means comprising at
least one element that has a first radial position when said
axial member is in a first axial position and has a second
radial position when said axial member is in a second
axial position.

3,841,134
METHOD OF MAKING PROFILED RAILS AND BODIES

COMPOSED THEREOF
Raimund Falkner, Roppen, Austria, and Heinz Grune, So-

lingen, Germany, assignors to RAPENA Patent- und Verwal-
tungs-AG, Vaduz, Liechtenstein

Filed Jan. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 324,213
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 19, 1972,

759/72; Dec. 15, 1972, 18266/72

Int. CI. B21d 5/08
U.S. a. 72-181 8 Claims

1. A method of making profiled rails and bodies composed
thereof by continuous forming of at least one metal band
characterized by the steps of:
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a. introducing initial undulations into parts of said band to

facilitate subsequent profiling of said band by bending it

at bending points between rotating pairs of forming rolls;

b. determining a directrix subdividing said metal band

into a first area extending from one exterior edge to said

directrix, and the second area extending from the other

exterior edge to said directrix, said directrix coinciding

with a marked longitudinal edge to be formed into said

metal band;

c. turning at least one of said areas about said directrix so

that the exterior edge associated with said area performs

a swinging motion while the transverse distance of said

associated exterior edge from said directrix is reduced

step-by-step throughout the continuous forming process,

thereby reducing accrued edge tensile stresses;

d. increasing said initial undulations of said parts of said

band until the enveloping lines of said parts transverse to

said metal band become longer than the enveloping lines

of the longitudinal profile contemplated for said parts

thereby leaving surplus width, whereby no thinning of the

band will occur during subsequent upsetting; and

e. transversely upsetting said metal band at said bending

points using the surplus width created by increasing said

undulations, and bending said metal band with a curva-

ture smaller than the band thickness into sharp-edged

profile structures.

3,841,135

NON-STRIPPING TYPE BAR DELIVERY SYSTEM
Richard E. Natzke, GrifTith, Ind., assignor to Inland Steel

Company, Chicago, III.

"

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,659

Int. CI. B2lh 4 1/00

U.S. CI. 72-227 5 Claims

9 V -A 4,6

I. A delivery guide for use in the production of a long thin

work piece wherein the work piece proceeds along from one

mill stand to another mill stand and is engaged by pairs of rolls

providing a plurality of selective roll passes, and said delivery

guide assists in guiding the work piece from one pair of rolls

to another pair of rolls, the improvement comprising:

a work piece delivery portion having a product receiving

portion and an adjacent longitudinally extending cham-

ber for guiding said work piece between successive roll

passes;

bracket support means carrying the work piece delivery

portion and having connecting means associated with a

threaded post;

a pair of spaced wing portions on said bracket support

means, each of said wing portions having aperture means

for positioning said support means about said associated

threaded post;

rotatable adjustment means operatively connected with the

connecting means of the bracket support means and with

the threaded post, whereby rotation of the adjustment

means produces movement of the work piece delivery

portion for alignment with a roll pass and also for selec-

tive movement of the work piece delivery portion from

one roll pass to another roll pass.

3,841,136

METHOD OF DESIGNING INTERNALLY RIDGED HEAT
TRANSFER TUBE FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE

James G. Withers, Jr.; Edward P. Habdas, and Michael W.
Jurmo, all of Dearborn, Mich., assignors to Universal Oil

Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

Division of Ser. No. 232,571, March 7, 1972, Pat. No.

3,779,312. This application June 29, 1973, Ser. No. 375.242
Int. CI. B21d 53/06

U.S. CI. 72-367 2 Claims

1. A method of making a heat transfer tube having a single

start helical ridge on its internal surface so that a single phase

fiuid flowing in the tube will have maximum heat transfer with

the tube wall, comprising the steps of:

a. selecting a plain metal tube of a suitable material diame-

ter and wall thickness;

b. corrugating at least a portion of said tube at a helix angle

and depth which will cause the outer diameter of the

corrugated portion to be approximately equal to the

initial outer diameter of the tube and define the helical

pitch "p" and the internal diameter, "J„" the depth, "e"

of such corrugations on the interior surface being se-

lected so that e''/Pd, will be euqal to about 0.365 x 10-2.

3,841,137

METHOD OF IMPROVING THE COLLAPSE STRENGTH
OF CONDUITS

Parviz Mehdizadeh, Ponca City, Okla., assignor to Continental

Oil Company, Ponca City, Okla.

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,202

Int. CI. B21d 3/02

U.S. CI. 72-367 7 Claims

I. A method of improving the hydrostatic collapse strength

of metal conduit which has undergone a first rotary straighten-

ing treatment comprising subjecting said metal conduit to a

second rotary straightening treatment.

3,841,138

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR FORMING AN
ELONGATED TUBULAR MEMBER

Frederick W. Zinnbauer, Dearborn, and Jack C. Ferner, De-

troit, both of Mich., assignors to Reynolds Metals Company,
Richmond, Va.

Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,643

Int. CI. B21d 9/03

U.S. CI. 72-369 13 Claims

1. A method of forming an elongated tubular member made
of a metallic material, said method comprising the steps of,

introducing a plurality of substantially spherical balls in said

member, said balls being made of a substantially non-

fracturable and non-crushable material having a stiffness and
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strength at least substantially equal to the stiffness and
strength of said metallic material, holding said balls confined
within said member in a compacted manner with end support
devices, and forming said member transversely to its elon-

gated dimension while holding said balls compacted therein.

said forming step being achieved while resiliently supporting
each of said end support devices with a predetermined force
of controlled magnitude applied substantially parallel to the
elongated dimension of and toward the center of said member
to maintain said balls in a compacted condition.

3,841,139
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE FORMING OF A

LONG WORKPIECE
Horst Bachmann, Rodental, Germany, assignor to Langenstein
& Schemann Aktiengesellschaft, Coburg, Germany

Filed Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No, 235,057
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar, 17, 1971,

2112643

Int. CI. B21j 13/10
U.S. CI. 72-420 2 Claims

1. An apparatus for the forming of a long workpiece com-
prising a press having upper and lower forming saddles, the
lower saddle being fixedly mounted, the upper saddle being
movable in an upward and downward direction relative to the
lower saddle, a manipulator arranged on one side of the press,

the manipulator being provided with a rotatable gripping
member for gripping and rotating a workpiece, means mount-
ing the gripping member for tilting movement about a hori-

zontal axis, whereby a parallel displacement of the workpiece
axis during the forming is not possible and the workpiece,
during each forming step, obtains a bend between the grip end
and the saddles, means pushing the workpiece gradually for-

ward between the saddles so that a bend which has developed
during one forming step is corrected during a consecutive
forming step with the rotation of the workpiece always being
made in the same direction thereby effecting a corrective
straightening force on the bent workpiece during each form-
ing step, and support means for the workpiece on the opposite

. side of the press, the support means including a control plate

attached to each saddle.

3,841,140
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR PRESS BRAKES AND THE LIKE
John F. Hryc, Chicago, III., assignor to Dreis & Krump Manu-

facturing Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,810
Int. CI. 82 Ij 7/46

U.S. CI. 72-441 10 Claims

1. In a press brake of the type having a frame, a bed, a ram,
and drive means on said frame for reciprocating said ram
along a defined operating path toward and away from said
bed, a control system comprising:

means comprising a first ram position sensing device posi-
tioned along said operating path for limiting the maxi-
mum upward travel of said ram;

means comprising a second ram position sensing device
positioned along said operating path for limiting the maxi-
mum downward travel of said ram, the position of said
second ram position sensing device being operator-
adjustable to effect changes in the downward travel limit

of said ram to accommodate variations in the thickness of
work pieces on said bed;

means comprising a third ram position sensing device posi-
tioned along said path for establishing a work stroke for
said ram wherein said ram is advanced toward said bed at
a reduced rate beyond a predetermined intermediate
location along said path; and

means for automatically repositioning said third ram posi-
tion sensing device as the position of said second ram
position sensing device is changed to maintain the length
of said work stroke substantially constant notwithstand-
ing said operator-initiated changes in the downward
travel limit of said ram.

3,841,141

DIE CHANGING APPARATUS
Stanley Rachwal, 7168 Miller, Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,574
Int. CI. B26d 7/26

U.S. CI. 72-446 15 Claims
1. Apparatus for removing dies from a vertical press having

a bed for receiving the dies, comprising support means, a die
support member carried by the support means and vertically
adjustable relative thereto, and having a die carrying upper
surface therein, means for vertically moving said die support
member relative to the support means whereby the die carry-
ing upper surface can be vertically aligned with the bed of the
press, a die moving member mounted on said support member
for reciprocating movement, means for reciprocating said die
moving member and push and pull means carried by said die
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moving member adapted to be connected by a tension mem-
ber to a die in the press whereby the die can be pulled by said

die puller onto said die supporting surface, or to directly

contact the die to push it onto the press.

3,841,142

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SETTING
SELF-MOVING BOLSTER IN PRESSES

Hisayoshi Aisuta; Teiji Ueda; Yokichi Koezuka, and Hiroshi

Asamoto, all of Komatsu, Japan, assignors to Kabushiki

Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 262,106

Int. CI. B21j 13/02

U.S. CI. 72-448 4 Claims

-2

15

(
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means on said probe means adapted for positioning said
housing directly into the flow stream through said conduit
so that when said probe is in place within said conduit the
flow stream will impinge directly onto said housing; and

means attached to said acoustical transducer means and
extending from said housing for providing an output of
said signal from said transducer.

3,841,145
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING
PARTICULATE EMISSIONS IN GAS FLOW

Richard W. Boubel, Corvallis, Oreg., assignor to Rader Com-
panies, Inc., Portland, Oreg.

Continuation of Ser. No. 198,779, Nov. 15, 1971, abandoned.
This application Aug. 3, 1973, S«r. No. 385,310

Int. CI. BOld 5J/30
U.S. CL 73-28 2 Claims

3L .,

^.2

1. A sampler for measuring particulate emissions in a gas
flow, comprising

an inlet nozzle adapted for insertion into a stack or like
conduit through which a gas is flowing;

pilot tube means attached to said nozzle and adapted for
insertion into said stack with said nozzle for measuring
the velocity of gas flowing through said stack;

filter means disposed downstream of said nozzle for collect-
ing particulate matter from said gas. said filtering means
comprising an upstream housing section and a down-
stream housing section, said upstream and downstream
housing sections being removably connected together at
least at one edge thereof to facilitate rinsing of the sam-
pler upstream of said downstream section, a screen sup-
port disposed between said upstream and

said downstream sections, and a sheet of filter material
supported on said screen support and removably disposed
between said upstream and downstream sections;

a substantially unobstructed cylindrical tube disposed be-
tween said inlet nozzle and said filter means for conduct-
ing all said gas directly from said inlet nozzle to said filter

means, whereby the entire flow of gas passing through
said inlet nozzle impinges on said sheet of filter material;
suction pressure applying means disposed at the down-
stream end of said sampler for causing a flow of gas from
said stack into said inlet nozzle and through said sampler;
tubular means disposed between said filter means and
said suction pressure applying means for conducting gas
through said sampler responsive to suction pressure ap-

plied by said suction pressure applying means, said tubu-
lar means comprising a rigid tubular section attached to
said filter means and a flexible tubular section disposed
downstream of said rigid tubular section and attached to
said suction pressure applying means, said flexible tubular
section being of a length sufficient to permit separation of
said suction pressure applying means from the rest of said
sampler to lighten and facilitate use thereof;

a flow-measuring orifice disposed in said rigid tubular sec-
tion;

a control panel mounted on said rigid tubular section;
means mounted on said control panel and associated with

said orifice for measuring the volume rate of gas passing
through said sampler;

means mounted on said control panel and associated with
said pitot tube means for measuring the velocity of gas
flowing through said stack;

temperature measuring means mounted on said control
panel and adapted to measure the temperature of the gas
passing through said rigid tubular section; and

control valve means disposed in said rigid tubular section
downstream of said orifice for adjusting the volume rate
of gas passing through said sampler to make the same
kinetically equivalent to said velocity of gas flowing
through said stack.

3,841,146
AUTOMATED VOLUME MONITORING SYSTEM

Newbold O. Cross, Berkeley Heights, and Jeffrey L. Thomp-
son, Hopatcong, both of NJ., assignors to Esso Research and
Engineering Company, Linden, England

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,993
Int. CI. GOlm 3/32

U.S. CI. 73-49.2 10 Claims

1. An automated volume monitoring system for a product
storage tank comprising:

a. a vertically adjustable tube for containing product at a
predetermined test level and adapted to be disposed in
the fill pipe of said storage tank;

b. thermal sensor means for sensing the average tempera-
ture of said product;

c. suction means operably disposed for contact with said
product surface substantially at said predetermined test
level within said tube;

d. a reservoir for containing a predetermined amount of said
product;

e. level maintenance means connected to said suction
means and said reservoir operable in response to a change
in said predetermined test level so as to maintain said test
level substantially constant;
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f. drain means connected between said reservoir and said

tube for supplying product from said reservoir to said

tube when said suction means loses contact with said

product surface until said predetermined test level is

obtained; and

g. load cell means operably associated with said reservoir

for measuring any weight change of the product therein.

3,841,147

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING THE
INHERENT VISCOSITY OF A LIQUID

Michael K. Coil, and Thomas W. Eder, both of Fairport, N.Y.,

assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,511

Int. CLGOln 11/00

U.S. CI. 73-56 7 Claims

1. A machine method for determining the inherent viscosity

of a liquid being processed in an extruder, said method com-

prising the steps of:

1. determining the value of actual power consumed by the

extruder at a selected time during the extrusion process,

and

2. converting the value of actual power into data represent-

ing the inherent viscosity of the liquid by

a. determining the value of the theoretical power con-

sumed by the extruder in extruding a liquid with a

predetermined value of inherent viscosity, and

b. comparing the value of the actual power consumed by

the extruder with the determined value of the theoreti-

cal extruder power.

3,841,148

TETRAHEDRAL STEREOTAXIC JIG

Edward B. Becker, New Orleans, La., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 427,196

Int. CI. GOlm 1/00

U.S. CI. 73-65 7 Claims

1. A stereotaxic jig of the character described, said jig

comprising:

a framework comprising six edge bars of substantially equal

length and cross sectional area, said six edge bars being

joined together substantially in the form of an equilateral

tetrahedron with each end of each edge bar being con-

nected to ends of two other edge bars substantially at

each vertex of said tetrahedron;

object holding means, mounted on said framework, for

securing an object in a selected position substantially

within said tetrahedron; and

means, disposed at predetermined locations on said frame-

work, for cooperation with support means during meas-

urements of physical constants of said jig in combination

with an object and of said jig alone.

3,841,149

TOOL WEAR DETECTOR
Allan I. Edwin; Thomas L. Vlach, and Melvin T. Bennett, all

of Ann Arbor, Mich., assignors to Interactive Systems, Inc.,

Ann Arbor, Mich.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 322,037
Int. CL GOln 29/00

U.S. CI. 73-71.4 10 Claims

'jy
.'j->
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1. Apparatus for detecting a tool wear condition compris-

ing: input means for obtaining signals representing discrete

values of the energy level of a signal quantity produced during

operation of the tool, first means for establishing a reference

value representing the energy of the tool in a first relatively

unworn condition, second means connected to said input

means for maintaining a running average of a predetermined

number N of said signals taken at substantially regular and

successive intervals during utilization of the tool, and output

means for producing an indication when said running average

varies from said reference value by a predetermined amount.

3,841,150

STRAIN GAUGE TRANSDUCER SIGNAL CONDITIONING
CIRCUITRY

Robert P. Pearson, Saint Paul, Minn., assignor to Honeywell

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Nov. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 412,134

Int. CL GO lb 7/18; GO II 9/04

U.S. CI. 73-88.5 R 9 Claims

1. In a strain gauge comprising a first resistor and a second

resistor carried by a substrate so that a variable strain is ap-
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phed to the resistors in response to changes in the environ-
ment, improved apparatus for determining the changes in the
environment by measuring the variations in an electrical prop-
erty of the resistors comprising in combination:

a first operational amplifier conprising a first noninverting
input, a first inverting input and a first output;

a second operational amplifier comprising a second non-
inverting input, a second inverting input and a second
output;

circuit means for connecting the first and second non-
mverting inputs to a current sink having a predetermined
voltage;

first means for connecting the first resistor between the first

output and the first inverting input so that the current
flowing through the first resistor remains constant in spite

with at least one wheel of a vehicle to be tested, an improved
surface coating located on at least a wheel engaging a portion
of at least one roller, said surface coating comprising molyb-
denum, ceramic, and stainless steel particles and character-
ized by a substantial degree of blending between said particles
to form a composite molybdenum-ceramic-stainless steel core
within said surface coating.

3,841,152

DRILLING CONDITIONS MONITOR
Robert J. Guest, Duncan, Okla., assignor to Halliburton Com-

pany, Duncan, Okla.

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,147
Int. CI. E21b 47/06

U.S. CI. 73-151 5 Claims
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of changes in the resistance of the first resistor;

second means for connecting the second resistor between
the second output and the second inverting input so that
the current flowing through the second resistor remains
constant in spite of changes in the resistance of the sec-
ond resistor;

a voltage source;

biasing means connected between the voltage source and
the first and second inverting inputs for adjusting the
quiescent current flowing through the first and second
resistors; and

differential means having inputs operatively connected to
the first and second resistors and an output for producing
a measurement voltage proportional to the difference in

voltage across the first and second resistors.

3,841,151
COATING FOR VEHICLE TEST BED ROLLERS

John Anthony Marten, Swan Lodge Hall, Holt, England
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 124,403, March 15, 1971,
abandoned. This application Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,906
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 17, 1970.

12867/70

Int. CI. GO II 5/13
U.S. CI. 73-117 4 Claims

1. Apparatus for indicating down hole well pressure condi-
tions in a wellbore containing pumping means for circulating
a drilling fluid down into and up out of said wellbore compris-
ing:

a housing having an interior chamber and adapted to be
mounted adjacent a pipe carrying drilling fluid;

means for communicatinjg the pressure of the drilling fluid
within the pipe to the interior chamber of said housing;

means for maintaining the housing interior chamber at a
constant temperature;

a linear pressure transducer located within the interior
chamber and adapted to sense the pressure of said drilling
fluid and to produce an electrical signal having an ampli-
tude related to the drilling fluid pressure;

means within the housing interior chamber for linearly
amplifying said electrical signal thereby to produce an
amplified analog electrical signal;

means for producing a digital signal having at least three
digits responsive to the amplitude of the analog electrical
signal; and

means for displaying one or more of the least significant
digits of the digital signal to provide a quickly readable
indication of the direction and rate of drilling fluid pres-
sure changes.

-r
24

I 13
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1. In a vehicle test bed having high speed capabilities and at
least one pair of spaced parallel rollers for driving engagement

3,841,153
GAGE FOR MEASURING THE TENSION IN EXTENSION

SPRINGS
Louis Michelson, Newton, Mass., assignor to Lion Precision

Corporation, Newton, Mass.
Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,328

Int. CI. GO II 1/04
U.S. CI. 73-161 4 Claims

1. A gage for measuring an indication of the intercoil ten-
sion in a coiled extension spring comprising:

sensing means including a fixed element on said gage and a
spaced apart confronting movable element forming a gap
therebetween;

a resilient spring member having one end fixed to said gage
and the other end coupled by cam means to the movable
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element, said movable element forming a deflecting tip

which deflects and causes a widening of said gap when a

force is exerted against it in a first direction;

a measuring means coupled to said fixed and movable ele-

ments, said measuring means providing an output signal

which varies with variation in said gap between said fixed

Spf.ng

Winding
Mochine

and movable elements, and means for urging a free end

of the coiled extension spring in said first direction into

contact with said deflecting tip whereby the force exerted

is such that the amount said deflecting tip deflects varies

with variations in the tension of said coiled extension of

said coiled spring.

3,841,154

BALLOON BORNE DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE
SENSOR AND TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Lawrence E. Mallery, San Jose; Theodore Arken, Sunnyvale,

and Henning C. Swenson, Jr., Los Gatos, all of Calif., assign-

ors to GTE Sylvania Incorporated, Mountain View, Calif.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,090

Int. CI. GOlw 1/08

U.S. CI. 73-170R 4 Claims

1. A system for continuously measuring differential temper-

ature from the ground level to the tropopause comprising

a gas-filled meteorological balloon and

measuring and transmitting apparatus supported by said

balloon during an ascending flight comprising

two substantially identical probes having resistances

which vary with temperature,

means for detecting relative changes in resistance of said

probes and producing an electrical signal having a

value corresponding to the difference in temperature at

said probes,

a radio frequency transmitter comprising

an oscillator,

modutor means for turning said oscillator on and off

to produce pulses having a repetition frequency, and

means for applying a signal proportional to said

differential temperature signal to said modulator

means for varying the pulse repetition frequency of

said oscillator at a rate corresponding to the value of

said differential temperature signal, and

receiver means on the ground adapted to receive said

pulses.

3,841,155

REACTION VESSEL FOR ISOTHERMAL CALORIMETRY
Waldemar Koehler; Oswald Riedel; Herbert Soberer, all of

Ludwigshafen, and Georg Schlereth, Limburgerhof, all of

Germany, assignors to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik

Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen, Germany
Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 308,998

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 25, 1971,

7144398
Int. CI. GOlk 17/00: GOln 25/22

U.S. CI. 73-190 R 5 Claims

^><9

1. A reaction vessel for isothermal calorimetry embodying
a hollow, heat-conducting, substantially cylindrical, heating

cup-shaped vessel having a heating coil about said heating

vessel, a container snugly and removably fitted in said heating

vessel, and temperature sensor means positioned in said vessel

adjacent said container, the improvement which comprises

two concentric, hollow, substantially cylindrical bodies snugly

fitted together to form said container with the outer wall of the

inner hollow body lying snugly against the inner wall of the

outer hollow body, the outer wall of said outer body lying

snugly against the inner wall of said vessel, a spiral groove in

at least one of said walls forming a spiral passage between

walls, passage means in one of said bodies for supplying a gas

to one end of said spiral groove, additional passage means in

one of said bodies for withdrawing gas from the other end of

said spiral groove, and a sample of powdered or granulated

solids in said spiral groove, whereby said spiral groove may be

filled with a weighed amount of said powdered or granulated

sample by vibrating said container apart from said heating

vessel, gas may be passed through the sample-filled spiral

groove after mounting of said container in said heating vessel

for isothermal calorimetric studies and said sample may be

cleansed from said spiral groove by removal of said container

and disassembly of said hollow bodies to expose said spiral

groove.

3,841,156

COMBINED DEPTH INDICATOR AND WATER SAMPLER
Court L. Wolfe, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Gulf Research &

Development Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,072

Int. CI. GOlf 2i/;6, GOln 1/10

U.S. CI. 73-291 8 Claims

1. Apparatus for sampling a fluid at a sampling location,

delivering the sample to a remote location vertically spaced an
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unknown distance from the sampling location and determin-
ing at the remote location the pressure at the sampling loca-
tion comprising a flexible conduit having a first end adapted
to be located at the remote location and a second end con-
nected to sampling apparatus adapted to be located at the
sampling location; said sampling apparatus comprising a sam-
pling conduit having one end connected to said second end of
the flexible conduit, a check valve in the sampling conduit and
adjacent the second end, said check valve being adapted to
allow flow only in one direction from the sampling conduit
through the second end and through the flexible conduit to the
first end, a pressure relief valve positioned adjacent the sec-
ond end having an inlet communicating with the sampling
conduit between the check valve and the first end and an
outlet for communicating with the other end of the sampling

-v^tzi-

conduit at the sampling location, said pressure relief valve
being set to be opened at a predetermined pressure and con-
structed and arranged to permit flow only from the first end
of the conduit through the pressure relief valve upon applica-
tion of a pressure at the first end of the conduit exceeding the
predetermined pressure for opening the valve; suction means
connected to the conduit at the first end for drawing a sample
through the sampling conduit from the samphng location,
pressure means connected to the conduit at the first end for
delivering a fluid of the same phase as the sampled fluid
through the flexible conduit at a pressure to overcome the
predetermined pressure setting of the pressure relief valve,
and means at the remote location for measuring the pressure
in the flexible conduit at the remote location.

3,841,157
DROP BL'LB PRESSUREMEASURING DEVICE

Charles B. W illock, 16222 S.E. Oatfield Rd., Milwaukie, Orec
97222

Filed May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,474
Int. CI. GOll 19100

U.S. CI. 73-389 ,2 claims

a container body for holding said quantity of liquid, said
body having an opening proximate the top thereof for
mgress of liquid and having an opening proximate the
bottom thereof for egress of liquid,

wherein said drip bulb is provided with at least one flexible
side wall,

and movement-responsive means adapted to detect move-
ment of said side wall as the result of pressure changes
within said drip bulb.

1. A diip bulb adapted to be supported in a vertical position
for providing the vertical dispensing of liquid droplets through
a gaseous region into a quantity of liquid contained in said drip
bulb, and adapted to be pressure-responsive, said drip bulb
comprising;

3.841,158
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSMITTER

OVERRANGE PROTECTION
Richard C. Hunter, Willoughby, Ohio, assignor to Bailey Meter
Company, Wickliffe, Ohio

Division ofSer. No. 2 14,677, Jan. 3, 1972, Pat. No. 3,756,085.
This application June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,321

Int. CI. GOli 7108
U.S. CI. 73-407 R e Claims

1. An overrange pressure limiting device for pressure sens-
ing instruments comprising:

an easily deflected bellows subjected to the pressure sensed
by the instrument;

a break-away coupler remaining intact and stationary up to
a predetermined force level by providing an equal but
opposite restoring force beyond which force level said

coupler becomes inoperative to exert a restoring force
including a magnetically coupled permanent magnet and
strike plate enclosed in said bellows; and

means for joining said break-away coupler to said bellows
to render said bellows rigid when said coupler is intact,

and render said bellow.^ free to deflect when said coupler
is inoperative, said joining means including a rod con-
necting said bellows to said permanent magnet to prevent
said bellows from deflecting while said magnet and strike

plate are magnetically coupled, said bellows changing in

volume in response to pressure to limit the pressure
thereby.

3,841,159
AUTOMATIC SAMPLER FOR FLOWING STAPLE FIBER
Marion Archer Wilder; Charles Spurgeon Ward, and Allen

Edens Ward, all of Columbia, S.C, assignors to Allied
Chemica! Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,325
Int. CI. GOln 1120

U.S. CI. 73-422 R 5 claims
1. An automatic sampler to remove samples of staple fiber

flowing through a transfer line comprising
a sample container sealed to withstand the pressure in said

transfer line and said container

communicating with said transfer line through a short con-
duit to an opening in said transfer line, said conduit being
sealed at said opening,

said container supporting within and near the top of said
container a catching means for flowing fiber connected to
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a means to thrust said catching means into said conduit

and said opening in said transfer line and return said

catching means to within said container, said catching

means prevented from rotating and arranged to release

caught fiber upon return to said container, and

means to remove said fiber from said container.

3,841,160

AUTOMATIC SAMPLER APPARATUS
Kumiry Roy Iwao, Lafayette, Calif., assignor to Varian Associ-

ates, Palo Alto. Calif.

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 337,802

Int. CI. GOln 1128

U.S. CI. 73-422 GC 3 Claims
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1. A fluid sample apparatus for injection into a chromato-

graph:

a. an injection syringe defined by a tubular syringe barrel,

a canula extending from said syringe barrel, a side-arm

defining a side arm location, and a plunger movably

supported in said barrel;

b. syringe barrel supporting structure;

c. plunger supporting structure;

d. an actuator connected between said syringe barrel sup-

porting structure and said plunger supporting structure

for reciprocating said syringe barrel and said plunger

relative to each other so that said plunger is movable into

and out of said syringe barrel; and

e. dosage stop means in operation reacting between said

syringe barrel supporting structure and said plunger sup-

porting structure for limiting relative motion of said

plunger into said syringe barrel to control volume of fluid

in said injection syringe when said plunger is between said

side-arm location and said canula;

f. said dosage stop means comprising:

i. a stop element movable between a first position wherein

said syringe barrel and plunger supporting structures

are freely movable with respect to each other and a

second position wherein said stop element reacts be-

tween said structures for limiting relative movement

therebetween; and

927 O.G.—32

ii. locating means for detachably connecting said stop

element to one of said supporting structures;

g. said dosage stop means supported on said one supporting

structure for adjusting movement relative to both of said

supporting structures to adjustably position said stop

element to control the dose in said syringe barrel and said

locating means effective to secure said dosage stop means

in said adjusted position wherein said actuator comprises

a doubleacting ram operable to move one of said struc-

tures to a position in engagement with said stop element

whensaid stop member is in said second position and to

maintain said one structure in said position without exert-

ing substantial force on said stop element, and further

comprising a stop element actuator for moving said stop

element to said first position from said second position.

3,841,161

OVERHEAD, EXTENSIBLE SAMPLING DEVICE
Fred R. Huntington, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to The

Galigher Company, Salt Lake City, Utah

Filed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 188,747

Int. CI. GOln 1108

U.S. CI. 73-424 14 Claims

1. An overhead, extensible sampling device for gathering

samples from the surface portions of bulk, solid, particulate

material comprising:

a. an elongated outer housing selectively movable over said

material and having an open sampling end positionable so

that said open end is in close proximity to the solid, par-

ticulate material to be sampled;

b. extensible sampling^eans enclosed within said outer

housing comprising a tvbular barrel of smaller diameter

and substantially shorter than said outer housing, said

barrel containing a fitted auger of substantially the same

length as said barrel and rotatable therein, said barrel and

auger being at least partially extensible as a unit beyond

the open end of said outer housing, said barrel having an

open collecting end through which the tip of said auger

projects slightly;

c. extending means attached to said tubular barrel to extend

at least a portion of said barrel and auger beyond said

open sampling end of said outer housing for forcing said

open collecting end of said barrel and the tip of said auger

into said solid, particulate material for extracting a sam-

ple therefrom;

d. retracting means to retract said barrel and auger from an

extended position to a retracted position substantially

within said outer housing; and

e. frame means for dependently supporting said outer hous-

ing.
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3,841,162

OPERATING APPARATUS FOR WATER SAMPLERS
Terry L. Duperon, Saginaw, Mich., assignor to Tripp«nsee

Corporation, Saginaw, Mich.

Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,498
Int. CI. coin IIIO

U.S. CI. 73-425.4 R 10 Claims

?•-

1. Water sampling apparatus comprising a hollow body
open at its opposite ends and adapted to be lowered to a
predetermined depth in a body of water; first closure means
for one end of said body; second closure means for the other
end of said body; means connecting said first and second
closure means for relative movements toward and away from
one another and toward and away from the associated ends of
said body to effect closure of said body; latch means carried
by said connecting means; a pair of clasp members; means
mounting said clasp members on one of said closure means for
linear movements toward and away from one another into and
out of engagement with said latch means for respectively
disabling and enabling said relative movements of said con-
necting means and said closure means; biasing means acting
on said clasp members and urging them toward one another;
and motion transmitting means fixed to each of said clasp
members and being spaced from one another, the spacing
between said motion transmitting means being such as to

accommodate therebetween a messenger operable to effect
movement of said clasp members away from one another
when said clasp members engage said latch means and thereby
effect the disengagement of said latch means by said clasp
members, whereby said closure members are enabled to effect
closure of said hollow body.

c. means embedded in said iliac-contoured surface for con-
tinuously sensing the existence or non-existence of forces

3,841,163
TEST DUMMY SUBMARINING INDICATOR SYSTEM

Roger P. Daniel, Dearborn, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,400
Int. CI. GOlf 75/06. GOlb 9100

U.S. CI. 73-432 SD 7 Claims
1. A test apparatus for indicating slippage under load of a

restraining belt relative to an iliac-contoured surface of an
anthropomorphic dummy and about which said belt sur-

rounds, said apparatus comprising:

a. means for decelerating said dummy along a path gener-
ally normal to the extent of said iliac-contoured surface,

b. means securing opposed ends of said belt so that a

plane containing the arcualely shaped belt passes through
said surface with the belt in engagement with said surface

to secure said dummy against deceleration, and

applied by said belt at specific elevations along said iliac

-

contoured surface.

3,841,164
TUNER DRIVE ASSEMBLY WITH NEUTRALIZED BIAS

FOR ENHANCED STABILITY
Carrol! R. Miner, Wilbraham, Mass., assignor to General

Instrument Corporation, Newark, N.J.

Filed Apr. 2, 1973. Ser. No. 347,221
Int. CI. H03j 1106; F16h 35118

U.S. CI. 74-10.54 6 Claims

^0

I. A tuner drive assembly having an actuating member, a
coarse tuning shaft, a fine tuning shaft and first and second
means connecting said shafts respectively to said actuating
member for operating the latter, said first means comprising
a pair of relatively movable parts which normally rotate to-
gether, said second means comprising a cam, and, situated on
one of said parts, a cam follower engaging said cam, said cam
being drivingly connected to said fine tuning shaft and move-
ment of said cam causing relative movement between said
parts, and biasing means operatively active on said cam fol-

lower to maintain an operable connection between said cam
and said cam follower, said biasing means being effective to
exert a resultant force substantially normal to the surface of
said cam for substantially all positions of said cam.

3,841,165

MOTION CONVERTER
James D. Layfieid, 3285 Chadbourne, Cleveland, Ohio 44120,

and WilUam M. Benzing, 7721 S. Coles Ave. South, Apt A,
Chicago, III. 60649

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,758
Int. CI. F16h 25108

U.S. CI. 74-56 16 Claims
1. A mechanism for converting between rotary and linear

motion comprising: wall means defining a cylinder and a
plurality of recesses within said wall means and located at
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circumferentially spaced intervals; a piston located within said

cylinder and having an axial passage extending therethrough,

and a continuous groove about the periphery thereof, said

groove defining a plurality of intersections with a plane trans-

versely intersecting the axis of said piston, at least the bottom

portion of said groove having a curved cross-section; an elon-

gated shaft extending into said axial passage along the axis of

said cylinder; rotary antifriction spline means extending longi-

-^^^g?V^w; -j-

?8 ?>1 ''-^ff

tudinally along said shaft and said piston for coupling said

shaft and piston together rotationally and providing rolling

contact between said shaft and said piston; and a plurality of

rotary antifriction guide means mounted within said cylinder

recesses and received within said groove for forcing said pis-

ton to reciprocate axially within said cylinder when said shaft

is rotated, or for forcing said shaft to rotate when said cylinder

is reciprocated, while minimizing friction.

3,841,166

VIBRATORY APPARATUS
Donald E. Gerberich, Aurora, III., assignor to Borg-Warner

Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262,386

Int. CI. F16h 33100

U.S. CI. 74-61 3 Claims

1. In a vibrating device having at least a pair of side-by-side

motors with eccentric weights attached to the ends of each

motor shaft and with the motor shafts rotating in opposite

directions to provide vibratory motion in one direction, the

improvement comprising a toothed sprocket connected to

each motor shaft, a timing belt engaging said sprockets in a

figure-8 configuration to insure synchronization of the rotat-

ing motor shafts, and means separating said belt at the cross-

over location to reduce frictional contact between the por-

tions of said belt at said location.

3,841,167

HINGED CLEAT FOR SNOWMOBILE DRIVE TRACK
Donald G. Reedy, Caro, Mich., assignor to Special Sports

Products Corporation, Caro, Mich.

Filed Aug. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 389,378

Int. CL F16g llOO; B62d 55108

U.S. CI. 74-231 R 8 Claims

1. An endless drive track for propelling a snowmobile and

the like comprising:

a central drive belt adapted to travel in an endless path;

a pair of generally coextensive, laterally outer, drive belts,

disposed on laterally opposite sides of, and in parallel

relation with, said central drive belt, said laterally outer

belts being adapted to travel in endless paths of travel;

a plurality of ground-engaging cleats mounted on and

spaced along said drive belts, each of said cleats including

a pair of transversely extending, ground-engaging cleat

sections spanning said central belt and said laterally outer

belts; and

means swingably connecting said cleat sections permitting

one of said cleat sections to swing relative to the other

cleat section so that said cleat sections can mate with the

surface being traversed.

3,841,168

TEMPORARY REPLACEMENT DRIVE BELT FOR
AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES

Donald H. Daniels, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to Roger Demchak,

Cambria, Calif., a part interest

Filed Sept. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 398,562

Int. CI. F16g im
U.S. CL 74-231 J 5 Claims

3A 31 30 37 32. 34
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1. A replacement drive belt for installation between a drive

wheel and a driven wheel which comprises:

a. an elastically extensible belt having first and second

opposing surfaces adapted to engage the drive wheel and

the driven wheel; said belt having first and second ends;

b. first and second grooves formed in said first and second

opposing surfaces respectively at least adjacent said first

and second ends thereof;

first and second holes formed in said first and second ends

respectively, said holes extending between the first and
second grooves formed in said belt, and

coupling means for securing the ends of said belt in

adjacent position, said coupling means extending through

said first and second holes and engaging the first and
second grooves in the opposing surfaces of said belt

whereby said coupling means resides within said grooves

and holes.

c.
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3,841,169

FLAT LINK CHAIN
Alfons Bisewski, Hagen, Germany, assignor to Ruberg & Ren-

tier GmbH, Hagen, Germany
Filed Jan. 10, 1973. Ser. No. 322,561

Int. CI. F16g 13/02
U.S. CI. 74-250 R 13 Claims

) r\(

1. A link chain comprising in combination outer chain link
means and inner chain link means, and pivot means respec-
tively extending transverse to and through said outer and inner
chain link means and pivotally connecting said inner and outer
chain link means to each other at pivot locations subject to
wear occurring positively and encountered for pulling load,
said inner and outer link means respectively including abut-
ment means located upon inner side of the chain during bend-
ing in a predetermined range and operable in straight pulling
condition of the pertaining chain link means to abut each
other in pairs along planes transverse to the straight longitudi-
nally extending chain portion comprising the respective abut-
ment means having surfaces that move toward each other
during bending, said abutment means when abutting each
other being spaced from each other by a distance equalling the
pitch of said chain thereby to avoid effect of change in cham
length by way of wear especially under pulling load.

3,841,170
MULTI-STEP TRANSMISSION WITH AN INDEXING DISK
Horst Lanzenberger, Munich, Germany, assignor to Friedrich

Deckel AktiengesellschafI, Munich, Germany
Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,640

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 11, 1972
2206671

Int. CI. G05g 9/00
U.S. CI. 74-473 R ,2 Claims

1. In a mechanical switching device for a gear transmission
having one or more control levers for shifting of gears and an
indexing disk adapted to be moved between a coupled condi-
tion and a disengaged condition with respect to said control
levers by axial movement thereof and preadjusted in said
disengaged condition by a rotation thereof, a movement of
said indexing disk when in said coupled condition effecting a
simultaneous shifting movement of the control levers, the
improvement comprising said control levers being pivotably

supported in a plane extending transversely to the direction of
said axial movement of said indexing disk, tripping pins are
mounted on one of said control levers and said indexing disk
and extending in a direction perpendicular to the plane of said
indexing disk, means defining centering cones mounted on the
other of said control levers and said indexing disk, the opening
width of said centering cone means encompassing the entire
shifting movement of the respectively associated control le-

vers, said indexing disk having an axial zone of movement
sufficient to permit said tripping pins to be adjusted from a
position which is completely free of engagement with said
centering cone means to a position centered on the associated
centering cone means.

3,841,171
SUPPORT FOR FLEXIBLE CONTROL DEVICE

Don L. Young, Jr., Florissant, Mo., assignor to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air
Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 392,383
Int. CI. FI6c 1/10

U.S. CI. 74-501 R 4 Claims

1. In a flexible push-pull device, adapted to transmit a con-
trol from a driver at one end to a driven member at the other
end, having a flexible housing; a load carrying member within
the housing; said load carrying member including means form-
ing a central race, a pair of outer race strips positioned adja-
cent said load carrying member; anchor members at the ends
of the control device for securing said outer race strips within
the housing; said anchor members having a channel therebe-
tween for the passage of the load carrying member; a plurality
of roller balls positioned on opposite sides of the load carrying
member, between the load carrying member and the outer
race strips; a ball separator positioned between the load carry-
ing member and each of the outer race strips; wherein move-
ment of the load carrying member within said housing leaves
a portion at the ends of the control device unsupported by the
balls and outer race strips; a support for the unsupported end
portion of the load carrying member: comprising a pair of
structural support members attached to each of said anchor
members and extending a predetermined distance along the
sides of said load carrying member adjacent the ends of the
control device; each of said structural support members hav-
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ing a projection thereon positioned adjacent the load carrying

member between the load carrying member and the outer race

strip; said ball separators having cut away portions adapted to

receive said support member projections.

3,841,172

FOOT PEDAL VALVE CONTROL FOR EARTH-MOVING
EQUIPMENT

John S. Pilch, Ware, Mass., assignor to Ware Machine Works,

Inc., Ware, Mass.

Filed Nov. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 414,118

Int. CI. G05g 1114

U.S.CL 74-512 11 Claims

1. Foot pedal mechanism for controlling the movement of

an actuating stem member ha)aiig a reciprocable path of

substantially linear travel with a neiitral position between the

ends of said path, said mechanism comprising,

a pivoted lever member having means mounted thereon for

attaching an actuator member radially of the axis of

rotation thereof, said lever being normally disposed in a

neutral position and rotatable at either side thereof,

a foot pedal member provided with means for limited hori-

zontal shifting movement laterally of each side of a neu-

tral central position thereof, and, when shifted away from

said neutral position, having means for movement in a

path perpendicular to said lateral motion,

said lever having surfaces engageable by said pedal and

located in angularly spaced relation at opposite sides of

the pivotal axis of said lever,

said foot pedal having laterally spaced lever engaging por-

tions projecting therefrom and when shifted towards one

of said limits of lateral movement carrying a projecting

portion into position for engaging a lever surface and

imparting rotary tilting movement to the lever by pressing

said projecting portion against the lever.

3,841,173

TURBINE DRIVE
Charles Edward Kraus, Austin, Tex., assignor to Excelermatic,

Inc., Leesburg. Va.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,795

Int. CI. F16h 3/74, 15/08

U.S. CI. 74-751 8 Claims

a compressor having a common shaft, said gas turbine engine

having an operational speed range between full speed and a

lower idle speed; a flywheel coupled to said gas turbine for

storage of energy; an infinitely variable speed transmission

disposed as a power transmission link between the gas turbine

engine and the flywheel for the exchange of energy between

said flywheel and the gas turbine engine; control means for

changing the transmission ratio of said infinitely variable

speed transmission such that the flywheel speed is decreased

as the gas turbine engine speed is increased and the flywheel

speed is increased as the turbine speed decreases; and means
operatively connecting said gas turbine engine to said variable

load.

3,841,174

APPARATUS FOR SHARPENING DIFFERENT TYPES OF
CIRCULAR SAWS, TOOLS AND OTHER CUTTERS

HAVING A WIDE RANGE OF DIAMETERS
James McEwan, 138 Stockton Ave., San Jose, Calif. 95126

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 35M06
Int. CI. B23d 63/12

U.S. CI. 76—41 15 Claims

1. In apparatus for sharpening different types of circular

saws, tools and other cutters having a wide range of diameters,

the combination comprising a grinder unit including a grind-

ing wheel and means driving said wheel, means positioning a

saw with respect to said grinding wheel, means supporting said

grinder unit including a substantially vertical post and said

means moving said grinding wheel into said saw comprises a

rack attached to said post and a gear engaging said rack and

a spring loaded lever rotating said gear and moving said post

up or down, said supporting means also comprising means
tilting said unit with respect to said saw, means traversing said

grinding wheel across said saw, and means adjusting said

grinding wheel laterally with respect to the direction of tra-

verse and means moving said grinding wheel into said saw.

1. A gas turbine drive for driving a rapidly variable load,

comprising: a gas turbine engine including a gas turbine and

3,841,175

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MODIFYING LOCK
KEYS

Alfred Louis Comtois, 4809 Atherton Ave., San Jose, Calif.

95130
Filed June 15, 1973, Ser. No. 370,350

Int. CI. B21k 13/00; B23d 67/00

U.S. CI. 76-110 5 Claims

1. Machine apparatus for modifying the barrel of a key such

that the key remains functionally operable to operate an in-

tended lock but is not compatible for making subsequent

duplicate keys capable of operating the same lock, the appara-

tus comprising, in combination:

a base support member;
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a cutting tool having a cutting edge, said tool being sup-

ported over the base member;
drive means engaged to the cutting tool for driving the

cutting tool with the cutting edge driven along a cutting

path within a cutting plane;

securing means for engaging and securing a key to be modi-

fied with the reference planar surface of the barrel facing

the cutting path of the cutting tool, said securing means
being movable relative to the cutting path along a first

lateral path which first lateral path intersects with the

plane of the cutting path of the cutting tool such that as

the securing means traverses along the first lateral path,

the reference planar surface of the barrel intersects the

cutting plane,

rod depressing the retaining pin end of the spring when
the tool is in use.

3,841,177
TORQUE-LIMITING GRIPPING DEVICE FOR A SCREW

MEANS
Paul Gunnar Watterback, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to
Arbman Development AB, Stockholm, Sweden

Filed Apr. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 352,032
Claims priority, application Sweden, Aue. 21 1972

8938/72

Int. CI. B25b
U.S. CI. 81-52.4 R 10 Claims

first guide track means engaged to said securing means for
guiding said securing means along the first lateral path;

second guide track means supported over the base member
for guiding said securing means laterally relative to the
cutting path of the cutting tool and laterally relative to the
first lateral path to control the depth of cut of the cutting
tool in the barrel of the secured key as said securing
means traverses along the first lateral path; and

a key alignment member supported laterally relative to said
securing means to align said key within said securing
means, the key alignment member including a reference
surface for aligning the horizontal reference plane surface
of the key relative to the securing means prior to said key
being secured in said securing means.

3,841,176
HAND TOOL FOR INSTALLING BRAKE SHOES

Adron Murphy, Farmington, Mich., assignor to The Raymond
Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y., a part Interest

Filed Sept. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 397,332
Int. CI. B25b

U.S.CI.81-3R 2 Claims

1. A torque-limiting gripping device for a screw or the like
comprising: a screw means having an inner working thread
and an outer thread, a gripping body having a thread which
engages the outer thread and also having external gripping
surfaces for receiving a tightening tool, a stop disposed on the
screw means against which the gripping body engages with a
predetermined pre-stress in the direction opposite to the di-
rection for tightening the screw means so that when the screw
means is tightened onto a screw by means of a tool engaging
the gripping surfaces, torque is transferred from the gripping
body to the screw means until the torque applied by the tool
overcomes the pre-stress between the gripping body and the
stop, whereafter the gripping body may be run down on the
outer thread without transferring torque.

3,841,178
FIXTURE AND METHOD FOR REPAIRING A WORN
BALL ON THE YOKE OF A UNIVERSAL JOINT

ASSEMBLY
Don A. Horwitz, Skokie, III., assignor to Wesco Products Com-

pany, Chicago, III.

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,788
Int. CI. B23b 5/00

U.S. CI. 82-34 R 5 claims

1. A hand tool used in installing brake shoes by hooking a
retaming pin over a hold down spring placed in a brake shoe
and then depressing the retaining pin end of the spring for
hook up of the retaining pin while holding the shoe firmly
against the backing plate, said tool comprising,
an elongated shaft having one end bent at right angles to the

body of the shaft and having a handle grip at the other
end, said shaft having a uniform circular cross section
with a first diameter, said one shaft end engaging the coil
of said spring when the tool is in use; and

a rod having a uniform circular cross section with a second
and smaller diameter, the rod being parallel to the bent
end and secured at one end to the shaft at a position
adjacent but spaced from the bent end, the rod extending
m the same direction as the bent end and being of like
length, the rod, shaft and bent end being coplanar, the

1. A lathe fixture for supporting and securing the yoke of a
universal joint of the type including a ball joined to and pro-
jecting axially endwise of the yoke, said fixture being adapted
for presenting the ball to a tool operable to cut the ball for
reshaping thereof, said fixture comprising, in combination,

a base adapted for supported securement on the bed of a
lathe-like machine for selectable positioning of the yoke
of the universal joint transversely of and longitudinally
along the machine in paths normal to and paraljeling a
way-like carriage thereof,

a shaft carried by and extending upwardly of said base and
normally of the carriage of the machine, said shaft being
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sized to pass through a pair of opposed openings formed
in upper and lower walls of the yoke of the universal joint

and to limit shifting thereof in horizontal planes,

yoke locking means carried by said shaft and shiftable axi-

ally thereon to abut the yoke at upper and lower walls

thereof and to support the yoke at selectable axial posi-

tions on said shaft and to preclude vertical displacement
of said yoke,!

whereby a cutting tool carried by a rotatable head of the

machine is presentable to the ball to remove stock there-

from to convert the ball to a stub shaft generally cylindri-

cal in form and coaxial with an axial centerline of the

yoke.

3,841,179

SHAVE TOOL HOLDER
Robert S. Brown, II, 224 S. Main St., Marine City, Mich.

48039
Filed Aug. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 389,180

Int. CI. B23b 29/00

U.S. CI. 82-35 10 Claims

/-/ 1 ,v'.
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1. A tool holder for machining a rotationally driven work-
piece including a base, a way member mounted on the forward

end of said base, a floating head slidably carried by said way
member, means on said head for supporting a cutter, pivot

means connecting said base and said way member, a pair of

projections on the rear of said way member, a pair of recesses

at the front end of said base receiving said projections in a

manner permitting limited pivotal adjustment of said way
member on said base, and scre.w means carried by said base

adjustably engaging said projections to control pivotal move-
ment of said way member about said pivot means.

"
3,841,180

DIVIDING ROLLED LENGTHS OF STOCK INTO
MERCHANT LENGTHS

Franz Gutlbauer, Essen; Meinert Meyer, Dusseldorf, and
Ciaus-Georg Schlanzke, Ratingen-Tiefenbroich, all of Ger-

many, assignors to Schloemann Aktiengesellschaft, Stein-

strasse, Germany
Filed Oct. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 402,015

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 30, 1972,

2248177

Int. CI. B23d 25//2.i//00
U.S. CI. 83— 15 4 Claims

1. A method of dividing rolled lengths of stock into mer-

chant lengths, comprising:

dividing each said rolled length of stock into a number of

multiple lengths;

cooling said multiple lengths in a cooling bed;

collecting into batches siid multiple lengths from a number
of said rolled lengths of stock; and

dividing said batches into said merchant lengths and at least

one discard length;

at least the last one of said multiple lengths being equal to

an integral multiple of said merchant length plus a discard

length and the remainder of said multiple lengths being

equal to an integral multiple of said merchant length, said

multiple length which includes said discard length being

longer by said discard length than the longest integral
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multiple length in the respective said batch, and all said

multiple lengths being respectively not greater than or

less than the maximum or minimum length permitted by

said cooling bed.

3,841,181

PRESS WITH MULTIPLE SHUTTLE FEED
Paul Vinson, 7821 N. 65th St., Scottsdale, Ariz. 85253

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,634
Int. CI. B26f 1/02

U.S. CI. 83-50 32 Claims

'20S

1. A press for performing work operations on stock com-
prising:

first and second shuttle members on opposite sides of the

stock;

means for moving the first and second shuttle members into

clamping relationship with the stock;

means for advancing said first and second shuttle members
from an initial position to an advanced position with the

first and second shuttle members being in clamping rela-

tionship with the stock to provide a first stock indexing

movement;
third and fourth shuttle members on opposite sides of the

stock;

means for holding the third and fourth shuttle members out

of clamping relationship with the stock at least when the

first and second shuttle members are being advanced
from the initial position to the advanced position;

means for moving the third and fourth shuttle members
from a first position to a second position during at least

a portion of the time that the first and second members
are being advanced;

means for moving the third and fourth shuttle members into

clamping relationship with the stock when the third and
fourth clamping members are at said second position;

means for moving the third and fourth shuttle members
from the second position to the first position with the
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third and fourth shuttle members being in clamping rela-

tionship with the stock to thereby provide a second stock

indexing movement;
means for holding the first and second shuttle members out

of clamping relationship with the stock at least when the

third and fourth shuttle members are moving from the

second position to the first position;

means for returning the first and second shuttle members
from the advanced position to the initial position during
at least a portion of the time that the third and fourth
shuttle members are being moved from the second posi-

tion to the first position; and
means for performing at least one work operation on the

stock at the termination of at least one of said stock

indexing movements.

3,841,182

BOOK TRIMMING MACHINE
James F. Cosgrove, Western Springs, and William E. Soong,

Westmont, both of III., assignors to McCain Mfg. Corpora-
tion, Chicago, III.

Filed July 30, 1973, Ser. No. 383,881
Int. Ci. B26d 1106

U.S. CI. 83-89 6 Claims

a rest position adjacent to and along substantially the length
of the shearing edge of the fixed blade in the path of the
movable blade and yieldably supported against downward
displacement by the movable blade during a shearing stroke,

mounting means attaching the work support member to a

frame of the machine, the mounting means permitting the
work support member to swing between an operative position
and a discharge position, and displacement means for swing-
ing the work support member between its operative position
and its discharge position while the work support member is

not urged downward by the movable blade.

3,841,184

TREATMENT OF GLASS FIBRES
Kenneth Cyril Thatcher, Billinge, near Wigan, England, as-

signor to Fibreglass Limited, St. Helens, England
Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 307,934

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 30, 1971,
55520/71

Int. Ci. B23d 25112; B26d 5108
U.S. CI. 83—346 4 Claims

1. A cyclically operable book trimming machine for sever-
ing two books joined head to foot by a medially located sepa-
ration margin and comprising: first and second knives at re-
spective first and second knife stations, said first knife making
a cut along one line of the separation margin to sever the
books, said second knife severing the separation margin as
waste paper, means to collect the waste paper, means to feed
the joined books along a predetermined path to the first knife,
means to feed one of the severed books out of the first knife
station along a path co-lineal with said predetermined path, a
reciprocal book transport for clamping the other book and
feeding it out of the first knife station along a path divergent
from the first-named path, and cyclically operable means for
reciprocating the book transport into and out of the first knife
station during repeated cycles of the machine repeatedly to
clamp and feed books severed by the first knife.

3,841,183

SHEARING MACHINE
Josias Van Zyl, Northcliff, South Africa, assignor to Inter-
menua (Proprietary) Limited, Johannesburg, South Africa

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,740
Int. CI. B26d 7/06

U.S.a. 83-157 3 Claims
1. A shearing machine comprising a fixed blade, a movable

blade movable over the fixed blade to set up a shearing action
along the shearing edges, a work support member located in
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circumscribing the tool and a plurality of spherical weights
held in the cage in a closely packed planar array extending in
both of the two coordinate directions and at each side of the
cutting tool; and a sheath also suspended above the work
surface within the periphery of the cage and interposed be-
tween the cutting blade and the array of spherical weights
extending in the two coordinate directions to capture the
weights in the region between the cage and the sheath and
separate the cutting tool and weights during relative move-
ment of the tool and sheet material in the two coordinate
directions.

3,841,189
CUTTING DIE AND PROCESS

Ernst Maximilian Spengler, Heusenstamm, and Rolf Karl
Stursberg, Haan, both of Germany, assignors to Martin
Miller Gesellschaft m.b.H., Vienna, Austria

Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,464
Int. CI. B26f 1144

U.S. CI. 83-660 3 claims

\L

1. A table saw comprising:

frame means,
a planar rigid table surface mounted on said frame means,

an elongate slot defined in said surface and extending
across a substantial portion of the width of said surface,
powered saw means including a cutting blade,

mounting means mounting said saw means beneath said
surface such that said cutting blade projects upward
through said slot and above said surface, said mounting
means including a pair of elongate spaced rods extending
parallel to said slot beneath said surface, said saw means
being longitudinally movable along said rods and the
length of said slot relative to the work to be cut, a pair of
first and second plate means each having complementary
interfitting arcuate ridges and grooves in adjacent facing
surfaces thereof, said first plate means of each said pair
being stationarily mounted to said frame means adjacent
opposite ends of said slot, said second plate means of
each said pair being mounted to said first plate means by
said interfitting arcuate ridges and grooves and support-
ing said elongate rods thereon, one of said ridges and
grooves being selectively movable relative to the other to
selectively vary the angle at which said cutting blade
projects through said slot about an axis parallel to said
slot, and

work holder means stationarily mounted to said surface for
positioning the work to be cut in the path of movement
of said cutting blade as said blade is moved along said
slot.

k

3,841,188
BENCH SAW

Joseph R. Wiater, 4933 N. Oconto, Harwood Heiehts, III.

60656
Filed Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 350,060

Int. CI. B27b 5118
U.S. CI. 83-471.3 6 Claims

\/i\/l\/l\,
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1. A cutting die comprising a longitudinally extending strip
steel die blade having a pair of longitudinally extending planar
first sides with approximately parallel surfaces and a longitudi-
nally extending second side relatively narrow compared to
said first sides and extending along one longitudinal edge of
the parallel side surfaces of said first sides, said second side
forming a cutting edge spaced between the extension of the
planes of said first sides and comprising a plurality of sawteeth
with each sawtooth having a pointed tip and a pair of first edge
portions extending in generally the direction of said first sides
and diverging from said pointed tip with each said first edge
portion being rectilinear and each said pair of edge portions
forming a V-shaped configuration, each said sawtooth having
at least one second edge portion extending transversely of said
cutting edge and tapering rectilinearly outwardly from said
pointed tip toward one of said first sides, each said sawtooth
IS pyramidally shaped and has planar sides extending from said
pointed tip and said first edge portion and toward the parallel
side surfaces of said die blade, said planar sides being spaced
wholly inwardly of the extension of the planes of said first
sides, each of said first sides having a continuous planar cham-
fered surface extending from the approximately parallel first
side surface and tapering inwardly toward the other first side
surface to said planar sides of said sawteeth, and the included
angle between said second edge portion and the extension of
the plane of said first side on the same side of said die with said
second edge portions is greater than the included angles be-
tween said chamfered surface and the plane of said first side
on the same side of said die blade as said second edge por-
tions.

3,841,190
APPARATUS FOR AN INFINITE CHANGE OF THE
VERTICAL MOVEMENT OF THE SPECIMEN IN
MICROTOMES AND ULTRAMICROTOMES

Hellmuth Sitte, Homburg/Saar, Germany, assignor to C. Rei-
chert Optische Werke AG, Vienna, Austria

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,618
Int. CI. B26d 1102, 7106

U.S. CI. 83-703 4 Cajms
1. Apparatus for use in a microtome comprising an elon-

gated rocker member adapted to pivot about an axis, means
connected to said drive shaft and adapted to move said rocker
member with an alternate motion, an adjustable carriage
carried on said rocker member, a linkage assembly pivotably
connected to said carriage, said carriage being fixably posi-
tionable along said rocker member to regulate the distance
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traversed by the linkage assembly during the cutting stroke, so 3,841,192
that the amount of alternate motion of a specimen holder CHORD TRANSPOSING AND FINGERING DIAL

Verna M. Leonard, 8701 Hwy. 41, Fresno, Calif.

Filed Feb. 22, 1974, Ser. No. 444,894

Int. CI. GlOb 15100

U.S. CI. 84—485 5 Claims

connected to the other end of the linkage assembly may be

adjusted.

3,841,191

APPARATUS FOR INSTALLING HAMMERS IN MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

Anthony Jaras, 3800 18th Ave., Kenosha, Wis. 53140
Filed Apr. 23, 1974, Ser. No. 463,404

Int. CI. GlOg 7/00

U.S. CI. 84-453 8 Claims

1. An apparatus for installing string-striking hammers in a

musical instrument, such as piano or the like, comprising:

a. an adjustable support member;

b. a first movable bar connected to said support member
and having means for releasable attachment to a portion

of the musical instrument;

c. a second movable bar connected to said first bar by

connecting means;

d. said first and second bars being movable with respect to

one another;

e. a guide element slidably mounted on said first bar and

having:

i. a plate for contacting the hammer being installed to

provide a guide for placing said hammer in position to

strike a predetermined point on the string of the musi-

cal instrument;

ii. a pin for contacting said hammer and providing a guide

for locating said hammer in position to strike said string

with a predetermined portion of said hammer.

1. Means for instant determination of polychords in differ-

ent keys and the normal breakdown into left hand and right

hand fingering of the polychords in any one key as well as

corresponding simultaneous determination and breakdown of

similar chords in other keys, said means comprising:

a panel having a smaller dial and a larger dial coaxially

mounted thereon for relative rotation, with the smaller

dial outermost so that peripheral portions of the larger

dial are visible;

said dials having the peripheral portions thereof divided into

sectors, said sectors indicating separate tone name arrays

for polychords and chords in different keys;

said panel having a scale degree array visible beyond the

said tone name arrays and readable in conjunction with

any one of said tone name arrays on one of said dials;

a left-hand fingering indicator and partial scale degree array

and a right-hand fingering indicator and partial scale

degree array, all on said panel and visible beyond said

dials;

whereby adjustment of one of said dials to dispose the tone

names for a particular key in juxtaposition with the first-

mentioned scale degree array indicates the tone name —
scale degree relationship for that particular key, and
whereby selective adjustment of both of said dials with

substantial juxtaposition with said partial scale degree

arrays indicates the fingering breakdown for correspond-

ing polychords in the same or other keys.

3,841,193
FASTENING DEVICE

Akira Ito, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Shibaura

Electric Company, Ltd., Kanagawa-ken, Japan
Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,041

Int. CI. F16b 35106

U.S. CI. 85-9 R 4 Claims

I. A fastening device comprising:

an elongated cylindrical bolt having first and second por-

tions of different diameters and having a circular flange

integrally formed therewith and extending radially out-

ward near one end of the bolt but spaced therefrom to

define said second diameter portion, said bolt being capa-

ble of insertion through two components to be fastened

together;
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first external thread means disposed upon said one end of
said elongated bolt adjacent said circular flange;

a first securement nut for threaded engagement with said
first external thread means;

an annular shoulder member having a flat edge at one end,
an inner diameter substantially equal to the diameter of
said circular flange and a radially inwardly extending end
face at its other end which is parallel to said flat edge, said
end face having a central opening of substantially the
same diameter as said first diameter portion of said bolt,
whereby upon insertion of the other end of said bolt
therethrough, said first securement nut may be tightened
to forceably engage the one flat edged end of said shoul-
der member to cause the opposite and parallel end face

^^^'^"^^

thereof to be secured against one of the said components
being fastened together;

annular fluid chamber means being defined by said first

diameter portion and one annular face of said circular
fiange of said elongated bolt and by said shoulder mem-
ber;

fluid passageway means located internally of said bolt at
said one end thereof and connected to an external source
of fiuid and being in communication with said fluid cham-
ber means for conducting fluid from said source into said
fluid chamber;

second external thread means disposed upon the other end
of said elongated bolt; and

a second securement nut for threaded engagement with said
second external thread means.

3,841,194

CONNECTOR PLATE
Walter G. Moehlenpah, 9906 Old W arson Rd., St. Louis, Mo.
63124

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,631
Int. CI. F16b 15100

IJ.S. CI. 85-13 iciaim

said teeth being constituted by a struck-out portion of the
plate vacating an elongate slot in the plate with each said tooth
projecting from one face of the plate at one end of its respec-
tive slot in the plate, said plate having between five and six
teeth per square inch of plate area, said teeth being arrayed on
the plate in a plurality of generally parallel transverse rows
and in generally parallel longitudinal columns, the teeth in
each adjacent row facing in opposite directions, each of said
teeth having a plurality of portions including a base portion
joined at one end thereof to said plate at said one end of its
respective slot and extending therefrom generally perpendicu-
larly of the plate, a shank portion and a tip portion, with
generally smooth transitions between said portions to facili-
tate penetration of the teeth into said wood members, the side
of said base and tip portions being substantially parallel to one
another thereby to enhance the resistance of the teeth to
withdrawal from the wood member, each tooth being gener-
ally V-shaped in cross section throughout its length with its
sides disposed relative to one another at an angel of about
120° and meeting at the central longitudinal plane of the
tooth, each tooth having a ratio of IIUA equal to about
1/1000 where / is the moment of inertia of the shank portion
of the tooth about an axis parallel to said plate extending from
one side of the tooth to the other, L is the length of the tooth
and A is the cross-sectional area of the shank portion of the
tooth, each tooth further having a ratio of its length to its
thickness squared equal to or greater than about 280, a ratio
of the length of the tip portion of each tooth to the width of
Its shank portion equal to about 3/2 thereby to facilitate entry
of the tip portion into the wood member so as substantially to
fix the tip portion relative to the wood member and thus
increase the resistance of each tooth to buckling as the shank
and the base portions thereof penetrate the wood member, a
ratio of the width of the tip portion of each tooth to the length
of Its tip portion equal to about 1/2 thereby to further facili-
tate penetration of the tooth tip portion into said wood mem-
ber, a ratio of the thickness of each tooth to the width of its
shank portion equal to about 1 1/25 thereby to facilitate fur-
ther penetration of the tooth into the wood member, a ratio
of the width of the tip portion of each tooth to the width of its
shank portion equal to about 147/200, and having a ratio of
the width of the base portion of each tooth to the width of its
shank portion equal to about 173/100, said ratios resulting in
the tooth having sufficient resistance to buckling and to bend-
ing over, so as to enable the tooth readily to penetrate the
densest commercially used lumber without buckling or bend-
ing over.

3,841,195
TWO-SIDED FASTENER

John Calvin Jureit, Coral Gables, Fla., assignor to Automated
Building Components Inc., Miami, Fla.

Filed May 15, 1973, Ser. No. 360,600
Int. CI. A43b 23120: F16b 15100

l^S- CI. 85-13 ,3 Claims

16 b l6o

16b 16a 16b I6a 34' 32 34 II

1. A connector for securing together adjacent wood struc-
tural members comprising a plate of mild commercial steel
having a thickness ranging between about 0.035 and 0.045
inches and having a plurality of elongate integral teeth extend-
ing generally perpendicularly from one face thereof, each of

1. A hidden fastener comprising:
two metallic plates, each of said plates having rows of teeth

struck therefrom and depending outwardly from the
plate, said teeth being at longitudinally spaced positions
along the plate with slots left by the striking of said teeth
extending away from the base uf said teeth, said plates
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being bonded together in back-to-back relation with teeth

extending from said plates in opposite directions.

3,841,196

QUICK-ACTING CLAMP
George August Tinnerman, 3600 Stewart Ave., Miami, Fla.

33133
Filed Oct. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302,599

Int. CI. F 1 6b i 7/04

II.S. CI. 85-36 R 7 Claims

^ -^

1. A one-piete, sheet metal quick-acting, rod-engaging

clamp comprising a sheet metal member having a supporting

element, a substantially horizontal plate element extending

from said supporting element and having an aperture therein,

and a lever element bent at an angle on one side of said plate

element upwardly and toward said opening, said lever element

having a tooth struck out from said lever and inclined up-

wardly and extending over the edge of said aperture to engage

a rod in said aperture, said lever element extending beyond

said tooth to form a lever arrti and being movable away from

said opening to withdraw said tooth from engagement with

said rod, the opposite side of said aperture being formed with

an inwardly directed edge to engage a rod in said aperture, the

width of said aperture between said inwardly directed edge

and the side adjacent said tooth being greater than the diame-

ter of the rod, so that when said tooth is withdrawn by move-

ment of said lever, the rod may be disengaged from the edge

of said aperture and moved relative to said clamp.

each other and receiving therethrough in partially supporting

relation only the opposite end portions of, and thereby provid-

ing limited dualend support for initially and only temporarily

positioning the said plurality of rocket tubes in preparation for

their subsequent and permanent disposition in the said prede-

termined cluster configuration; a relatively thick, relatively

lightweight, load-supporting, single, unitary and semi-rigid,

combined, main tube-and-pod structure-and-insulative sup-

port therefor entirely composed of an insulating foam material

and disposed as a combined supporting and foam insulating

means completely around and thus reinforcing the partial

support being initially given to the said tubes by said spacer

elements, and further completely enclosing and entirely sur-

rounding each of said plurality of rocket tubes and the spaces

normally existing therebetween along the entire length thereof

to thereby provide a main foam material-tube-support and

pod structure ensuring both the protection of the said plurality

of rocket tubes from the formation of local stress points there-

within by providing for the optimum load distribution

throughout the entire pod structure, and improved insulation

between individual rocket tubes in the event of the premature

and/or accidental ignition of a particular rocket; a relatively

thin, relatively rigid and separate reinforcing skin cover dis-

posed in circumferential and contacting relation to and

around the complete outer periphery of, and thereby both

further reinforcing the inherent strength afforded to the pod

structure by the said insulating foam material of the said

combined, main tube-and-pod structure-and-insulative-

support, and the protection thereof from externally-applied

damage; and means for bonding said separate reinforcing skin

cover to the outer periphery of the said insulating foam mate-

rial forming the said combined, main tube-and-pod structure-

and-insulatiye-support; said separate reinforcing skin cover

comprising multiple layers of high modulus fibers filament

wound completely around and throughout the entire length of

the combined, main tube-and-pod structure-and-insulative

support in separate and alternate layers of hoop and helical

windings for ensuring a more uniform load distribution

throughout the said pod structure into supporting lug sites

provided therefor; the insulating foam material of said com-

bined, main tube-and-pod structure-and-insulative support

being disposed in holding and supporting relation along and

completely housing the entire length of said plurality of rocket

tubes, thus distributing operational loads over the maximum
surface area thereof to both eliminate localized stress points

and improve the insulation thereof.

3,841,197

FOAM STRUCTURED ROCKET DISPENSER
Edward J. Morrisey, Dayton. Ohio, assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air

Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,621

Int. CI. F4 If J/04

U.S. CI. 89-1.816 2 Claims

1. A rocket launcher tube-pod structure including a plural-

ity of separate rocket tubes disposed in a predetermined clus-

ter configuration; a pair of relatively lightweight, substantially

non-loadsupporting and initially unsupported, oppositely-

disposed, and rigid rube-support and disc-shaped spacer ele-

ments, each incorporating a plurality of regularly-spaced and

transversely-extending openings in respective alignment with

3.841,198

GEAR CUTTING MACHINE WITH MEANS FOR
CONTINUOUSLY CONTROLLING THE POSITION OF

THE TOOL IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE POSITION OF
THE CARRIAGE

Arthur Selwyn Cornford, 561 Bobolink Rd., Clarkson, On-

tario, Canada
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 202,961, Nov. 29, 1971,

abandoned. This application Oct. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 402,793

Int. CI. B23f 5120, 5/22, 5124

U.S. CI. 90—4 10 Claims

1. A system for cutting gear teeth on a large annular work-

piece, comprising a stationary mounting structure defining a

vertical axis; means for securing the workpiece on the mount-

ing structure in coaxial relation therewith; a carriage guided

for movement along the face of the workpiece to be ma-

chined; means for propelling the carriage along the face of the

workpiece; a gear cutting tool mounted in the carriage; and

means for continuously controlling the position of the tool in

relation to the carriage in accordance with the position of the

carriage so as to ensure a predetermined path of movement of

the tool with respect to the workpiece face, said means for

continuously controlling the position of the tool comprising

motor means mounted on the carriage and connected to the
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tool for moving the tool in relation to the carriage, position , o., ,„«sens.ng means for sensing the posit.on of the carriage on the PRODUCTION OF^OdIes OF REVOLUTION
Charles William Berthlez, 5 Ave. Eglantine, Lausanne, France
Division of Ser. No. 50,422, June 29, 1970, Pat. No. 3,741,070

I his application Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No, 327 135
Claims priority, application France, June 30 1969

69.22059; Oct. 9, 1969, 69.34620
' '

Int. CI. B23c I/]2, J/14

- J^ ".
. A "Jiij

h 1
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a diaphragm seal having a center opening defined by an

annular axially extending inner lip having a frusto-conical

inner surface in free form, a radially extending disc body

operatively engaging said end wall, and an outer periph-

eral seal lip extending axially from the disc body in the

same axial direction as said lip and terminating in an

annular rolled edge contacting said cylinder side wall in

sealing relation;

and an annular seal expander having inner and outer periph-

eral flanges and a disc body joining said flanges, said inner

flange being frusto-conical and positioned in radially

outward spaced juxtaposed relation to said seal inner lip,

said outer flange extending axially to provide radially

outward acting support force holding said seal rolled edge

in sealing engagement with said cylinder side wall, said

outer flange terminating in a radially outward extending

section in axially spaced relation with said seal rolled

edge;

said cylinder side wall having a shoulder thereon adjacent

to and of a smaller diameter than said expander outer

flange radially outward extending section and normally

^ axially spaced therefrom on the side thereof opposite said

seal rolled edge and providing a limit stop against move-

ment of said seal expander in one direction.

3,841,206

MULTIPLE ZONE BUILDING STRUCTURE
Gershon Meckler, Atlanta, Ga., assignor to IS Incorporated

Systems Company, New York, N.Y., a part interest

Filed Sept. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 396,397

Int. CL F24f 13106

U.S. CI. 98—40 DL 1 Claim

3,841,205

ELECTROMECHANICAL DETECTOR SYSTEM AND
METHOD FOR CONTROLLING FLOW OF NEWSPAPER

BUNDLES
William R. Niehaus, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The E. W.

Scripps Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 350,087

Int. CI. B31b 1198; B65b 27108

U.S. CI. 93—93 M 17 Claims

5** ~^ COMPUTOW
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1. A method of controlling the delivery of a predetermined

number of articles from a conveyor to a discharge path leading

from the conveyor at a location therealong comprising, pro-

viding deflection means at said location, moving said articles

along the conveyor toward said location, wetting a surface of

the first of said number of articles, detecting said wetted

surface of said first article, actuating said deflecting means in

response to detecting said wetted surface of said first article

for said defiector means to deflect articles to said discharge

path, wetting a surface of the last of said number of articles,

detecting said wetted surface of said last article, and actuating

said deflecting means in response to detecting said wetted

surface of said last article to terminate the deflection of arti-

cles to said discharge path.

* . • _

:[•
-
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ond mold form being further adapted to nest within the
closed loop of perforated plates in alignment with the first
mold form to define a path of movement restricted to
essentially the vertical plane and means adapted to be
superimposed over the second mold form so as to urge
the mold forms together under the influence of gravity.

3,841,211
PIT BARBECUE APPARATUS

Clarence Eugene Ellis, 724 Monument Rd., Ponca City. Okla
74601

Filed Oct. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 406,960
Int. CI. A23b 1104

U.S. CI. 99-482 2 Claims

B. selectively engagable actuator means for forcing said first
and second jaw means to move in a direction toward each
other to crack a nut,

C. shield means movable into and out of a first position
wherem said shield means covers said cracking zone for
preventing portions of a nut from being propelled out of
said cracking zone, and

D. control means operatively associated with said shield
means and said actuator means and responsive to the
movement of said shield means to said first position to
cause operation of said actuator.

3,841,213
STRAPPING MACHINE FEED CONTROL

George F. Goodley, Media, Pa., assignor to FMC Corporation,
San Jose, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 198,862, Nov. 15, 1971, Pat. No.
3,759,169. This application Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,449

Int. CI. B65b 13104
U.S. CI. 100-4 7 Claims

1. A cooking apparatus comprising a housing having a
chimney means, a food supporting grill rack positioned within
the housing at an upper level therein, a fuel tray unit adapted
to support wood fuel positioned at a lower level in the housing
beneath said grill rack, a heating element within the housing
m the lowermost region thereof and positioned below the fuel
tray unit, said fuel tray unit comprising a shallow imperforate
sheet metal tray body having support legs, and bimetal support
sprmgs connected with said legs and being influenced by heat
changes in said housing to cause automatic raising and lower-
ing of the tray body relative to the heating element.

3,841,212
AUTOMATIC NUT CRACKER APPARATUS

Leroy H. Powell, 8647 Wingate, Dallas, Tex. 75209
Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,379

Int. CI. A47j 43i26
U.S. CI. 99-571 3 Claims

1. Article strapping apparatus of the type wherein revers-
ible, power driven strap transport wheel means feeds the strap
through an article receiving yoke and against a stop, the end
of the strap is gripped, the transport wheel means is reversed
to tension the strap; means for accommodating development
of a loop of strap at said transport wheel means after the end
of the strap has been stopped, means for sensing the devlop-
ment of said loop, and control means responsive to said sens-
ing means for reversing said transport.wheel means from the
strap feeding direction to the strap tensioning direction, the
improvement wherein said control means includes means for
stopping rotation of said transport wheel means when said
sensing means responds to removal of said loop, and means for
independently re-starting motion of said transport wheel
means in the strap tensioning direction for completion of the
tensioning operation.

I. An automatic nut cracker, comprising:
A. first and second jaw means mounted in a cracking zone

for contacting a nut,

3,841,214
COMPACTOR COMPARTMENT ARRANGEMENT

Einar O. Engebretsen, Troy, Ohio, assignor to The Hobart
Manufacturing Company, Troy, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 188,295, Oct. 12, 1971,

abandoned. This application Aug. 27, 1 973, Ser. No. 39 1 ,995
Int. CI. B30b 15130

CI. 100-215 17 Claims
A compactor comprising:

a compactor housing having a front and a rear,
a compaction receptacle,

means mounting said receptacle for movement between
a compacting position in said housing adjacent the rear
thereof and non-compacting positions displaced from
said compacting position,

a compacting ram positioned adjacent the rear of said

U.S.

1.

a.

b.

c.
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housing above said receptacle when in said compacting
position,

e. means mounting said ram within said housing for move-
ment into and out of said receptacle when said receptacle
is in said compacting position,

54 50 16 32 30 ze

12 38

f. a material receiving compartment positioned within said

housing adjacent said front thereof and above said recep-
tacle and in free communication with said receptacle in

a non-compacting position thereof, and

g. a door associated with said compartment for providing
selective access thereto.

3,841,215
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROL OF THE

SUPPLY OF INK FOR OFFSET DUPLICATING
MACHINES

Toru Hasegawa, Yabe-machi, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 299,596, Oct. 20, 1972,

abandoned. This application Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,862
Int. CI. B41I 25/00

U.S. CI. 101-148 26 Claims

1. A method of control of the supply of ink for offset dupli-

cating machines comprising the steps of producing read-out
pulses by scanning the image surface of a master plate and
reading image regions of the master plate, supplying said

read-out pulses to an AND circuit together with pulses of a

predetermined frequency produced by a transmitter, actuat-

ing a counter while the AND circuit is operative so as to count
the ratio of area of image regions of the plate to the whole area
of the plate, and automatically controlling the quantity of ink

supplied to the master plate in accordance with said ratio.

3,841,216
METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR CORRECTING
DEVIATIONS IN LENGTH AND REGISTRATION IN A

CONTINUOUS STRIP OF MATERIAL
Harold Walter Huffman, Fairfield, Ohio, assignor to The Ham-

ilton Tool Company, Hamilton, Ohio
Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 312,816

Int. CI. B41f 5/06
U.S. CI. 101-181 16 Claims

MAIM CR'«e SMAFT

1. The method of synchronizing the metering rate of a
continuous strip of material during its pass through a multi-
station device with register indicia previously applied to the
strip and of simultaneously correcting deviations in register at

each station, wherein the device includes an infeed means and
printing cylinders at the stations and drive means connected
with the infeed means and cylinders to drive them and feed the
web through the device, comprising the steps of: sensing the
rotational speed of the cylinders and obtaining a press-repeat
signal therefrom; sensing the spacing of the register indicia on
the strip as the strip passes through the device and obtaining
a register indicia signal therefrom; feeding the said signals to

a first controller and comparing the said signals and obtaining
an immediate correction signal therefrom; utilizing said imme-
diate correction signal to obtain a further signal which is a

function of the immediate correction signal; feeding said
further signal to a second controller and modifying said fur-

ther signal to obtain a long range correction signal which is

representative of the trend of the immediate correction sig-

nals; and controlling operation of said infeed means in depen-
dence on both the immediate correction signal and the long
range correction signal to thus obtain accurate registration

control and prevent sudden and erratic changes in the meter-
ing rate of the device.

3,841,217

REGISTERING DEVICE
Donald W. Hodges, 624 No. 2nd St., Atchison, Kans. 66002
Continuation of Ser. No. 166,181, July 26, 1971, abandoned.

This application May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,587
Int. CL 84 If 1/28

U.S. CL 101-413 1 Claim

77 Z
3/

1. A registering device for maintaining superposed sheets of

material in registration including:
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an elongated body member having slot means formed trans-

versely therethrough adjacent each end thereof;

flap means including hinge means attached to one edge of
the elongated body member, the flap member overlying
the body member and in juxtaposition to the body mem-
ber in a first position of the flap means, and being pivota-
bly away from the body member to a second position, said

flap means including a section of reduced thickness on
the other edge thereof, said reduced portion being de-
fined between the other edge and a wall means defining
the boundary between the reduced portion and the non-
reduced portion of the flap, said hinge means comprising
two blocks having aligned bores therein, a bore in said

one edge of said flap means being aligned with said bores
in said two blocks and a pin being received in the aligned
bores of said two blocks and said flap means to thereby
allow relative movement between said blocks and said
flap means;

first set means on said hinge means for adjustably position-

ing the hinge means and thereby the flap means along the
one edge of the elongated body;

pin means connected at one end to the section of reduced
thickness of the fiap means and terminating in a free end
at the other end of said pin means, which other end is

upwardly extending away from said elongated member in

the first position of the flap means, said wall means and
said pin means being for holding a first sheet of material
in a predetermined superimposed relationship with re-

spect to the body member in the first position of the flap

means;

adjustable positioning means slidable in the slot means and
including second set means for holding the adjustable
positioning means in a desired position relative to the
body member to adjustably position a second sheet trans-

versely with respect to said body member; and
abutment means including a raised portion extending above

the body member on each end of the elongated body
member for positioning a second sheet of material longi-

tudinally with respect to the body member.

3,841,218

LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING PLATES
Hirokazu Sakaki, Odawara-shi, Japan, assignor to Fuji Photo

Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan
Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,383

Claims priority, application Japan, July 23, 1971, 46-55015
Int. CI. B41n 1108

U.S. CL 101-459 8 Claims

rv'wwwvwwwvi 2

3 841 219
DECOY ROUNDS FOR COUNTER MEASURES SYSTEM
George H. Schillreff, Glendora, Calif., assignor to General
Dynamics Corporation, Pomona, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 389,525, Aug. 12, 1964. This application

Apr. 25, 1966, Ser. No. 555,641
Int. CI. H04k 3100

U.S. CI. 102-37.6 10 Claims

1. A decoy round adapted to be fired from a launcher com-
prising: a launch charge, a plurality of RF chaff bundles, a
bundle containing material capable of creating infrared en-
ergy, and a plurality of explosive charges for individually

dispersing said bundles.

3,841,220
SAFING AND ARMING APPARATUS FOR A MUNITION
John V. Murphy, Richmond, Ind., assignor to Avco Corpora-

tion, Richmond, Ind.

Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,529
Int. CI. F42c 151

U.S. CI. 102-70.2 R 8 Claims

1. A lithographic and offset printing plate comprising:
a. an aluminum support:

b. a substantially non-conducting porous anodic oxidation
film of aluminum on said support;

c. an electrically conductive intensified silver image formed
on and in the poresof a portion of said oxidation film; and
d. a copper image formed on said intensified silver image
and in correspondence thereto, said printing plate thus
presenting ink repellant areas of said anodic oxidation

film and an ink attractive copper image.

1. In combination: a munition having a reference axis and
a control system for said munition; said control system com-
prising air intake means for receiving ambient air as ram air,

an air conduit system for conveying said air from said air

intake means, a control apparatus for safing said munition
during normal handling and arming said munition under con-
ditions of sustained free movement through said air, said

apparatus comprising a fiuidic zero G sensor having inlet

means for receiving flow of said air from said air conduit
system and outlet means for said fluid, an air pressure regula-

tor operatively connected in said air conduit system for regu-
lating the pressure level of said ram air and maintaining its

output pressure at a substantially constant level thereby ren-

dering the performance of said zero G sensor independent of
said ram air inlet pressure, said apparatus employing the en-
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ergy of said air to provide a usable output from said outlet confines of said vehicle, a C-frame having two spaced arms.

means only under conditions of sustained free movement
through said air and an air-operated actuator operatively

connected to said outlet means, said actuator being actuated

by the energy of the air flowing through said outlet means to

thereby energize a circuit which arms said munition.

counterbalancing means attached to the distal end of the

support member for supporting said C-frame, a pressure oper-

ated cylinder supported on one arm of the C-frame and having

3,841,221

RAIL ANCHOR APPLICATOR WITH AUTOMATIC
CYCLE AND LOADING MECHANISM

Andrew M. Dieringer, Waterford, and Frank F. Katcha, Mil-

waukee, both of Wis., assignors to Rex Chainbelt Inc., Mil-

waukee, Wis.
1

1

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,561

Int. CL EOlb 29132

U.S. CI. 104-17 A 12 Claims

39 -55

-^-

'9 '^ '"''

a piston rod actuable to press a spike into a tie while the

reactive force of the cylinder on the other arm of the C-frame

exerts an upward force on the tie concurrently with pressure

exerted through the piston rod, on the head of the spike.

3,841,223

TRACKS ALONG WHICH GROUND-EFFECT MACHINES
IN PARTICULAR TRAVEL

Jean Henri Bertin, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France, assignor to So-

ciete De L' "Aerotrain", Puteaux, France

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,444

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 1, 1971, 71.43047

Int. CL B61b 13108

U.S. CI. 104-23 FS 5 Claims

1. A rail anchor applicator including:

a wheeled frame adapted to be moved along a railroad

• track,

a first rail anchor storage bin mounted on said frame and

accessible from the exterior of the frame,

a second rail anchor storage bin located adjacent said first

storage bin and within the reach of an operator riding on

said frame,

means to transfer at least a portion of said rail anchors in

bulk from said first storage bin to said second storage bin,

and

13

rail anchor app

rail,

said means for

icators adapted to apply said anchors to a

transferring at least a portion of said rail

anchors from said first storage bin to said second storage

bin including means pivotally mounting said first storage

bin along a side thereof adjacent said second bin, and

means for raising said first storage bin to pivot it about

said pivotal mounting to thereby discharge rail anchors

into said second storage bin.

i
3,841,222

APPARATUS FOR ASSEMBLING RAIL-TIE PANELS ON
ASSEMBLY TABLE

Harold E. Richeson, Downers Grove, III., assignor to L. B.

Foster Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,233

I

Int. CL EOlb 29/26

U.S. CI. 104-17 R 6 Claims

1. Apparatus for assembling rail-tie panels comprising sup-

port means for holding a plurality of ties in transverse parallel

elevated position with a pair of longitudinally arranged rails on
said ties, a wheeled vehicle travelable on said rails, a horizon-

tal support member pivotally supported at one end on said

vehicle and having its distal end shiftable in an arc outside the

1. A track structure designed for bearing and guiding mov-
able bodies by means of an elevated bearing track surface fast

with at least one guiding upright and borne by a web assembly
which is formed of a continuous succession of generally cylin-

drical tubular elements and which is supported on spaced

pylons above the ground, wherein the improvement com-
prises:

a multiplicity of generally planar solid strutting bracket

members interposed between said bearing track surface

and said web assembly and spaced along the span thereof,

said bracket members being of generally triangular shape

and having a substantially rectilinear flared end adjacent

said bearing track surface and extending crosswise

thereof and a substantially circular tapered end adjacent

said web assembly and encompassing the same; and
support means for said web assembly on said pylons, spaced

from said bracket members and comprising a baseplate

fitted on top of each pylon, and a strut section fast with

both said baseplate and said web assembly.
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3,841,224
VEHICLE CONTROLLED SWITCH SYSTEM

Erwin Hejj; Dieter Sigl; Hans Soddemann, and Dieter Zimek,
ail of Essen, Germany, assignors to Fried. Krupp Gesell-

schaft mit beschrankter Haftung, Essen, Germany
Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,090

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 9, 1971,
2150407

Int. CI. EOlb 25122
U.S. CI. 104-105 8 Claims

17-^

1. In combination with a guided transport vehicle and with
track means having separate supporting means and guiding
means for said vehicle and comprising a first track and at least

one second track branching off from said first track, a switch
which includes: a permanent magnet connected to said vehicle
in the vicinity of but in spaced relationship to that one side of
said track means from which said second track branches off,

said track means being provided with soft magnetic material
within the region where said second track branches off from
said first track for cooperation with said permanent magnet to

cause said vehicle to be pulled into said second track in re-

sponse to a predetermined magnetic interaction between said

permanent magnet and said soft magnetic material, and power
operable means arranged in said vehicle itself and operable
selectively from within said vehicle to make said permanent
magnet ineffective.

3,841,225

INERTIA SWITCHING
Ivan E. Johnson, Richardson, Tex., assignor to Docutel Corpo-

ration, Dallas, Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 7,675, Feb. 2, 1970, abandoned. This
application Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,576

Int. CI. EOlb 25128
U.S. CI. 104-130 18 Claims

plates with the arm in one of the two stable positions,
second divert means attached to the opposite side of said

divert arm in a position to engage another selected ar-
rangement of said divert plates with the arm in the second
of the two stable positions, and

actuating means attached to said divert arm to engage said
divert ramps to rotate the divert arm to one of the bistable
positions depending on the desired direction of the
wheeled vehicle.

1. Apparatus for guiding a wheeled vehicle around a track
layout having divert ramps and divert plates arranged at

change of direction locations, comprising:

a divert arm rotatably mounted to the undercarriage of said
vehicle along a longitudinal axis thereof and having two
stable positions,

divert means attached to one side of said divert arm in a
position to engage a selected arrangement of said divert

3,841,226
ON BOARD SWITCHING APPARATUS FOR TRACKLESS

AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
Richard L. Maison, San Diego, Calif., assignor to Rohr Indus-

tries, Inc., Chula Vista, Calif.

Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,364
Int. CI. B61b 13108

U.S.CL 104-130 5 Claims

9-T 8-T 7-T -r3

9-^3-^ 7-i-

1. A switching system for trackless air bearing vehicles
comprising;

a main guideway section having a substantially fiat top
surface with a reaction rail extending upwardly from its

top surface,

a pair of branch guideway sections each having a substan-
tially flat top surface with a reaction rail extending up-
wardly from its top surface,

said main guideway section being longitudinally spaced
from said pair of branch guideways,

a switch guideway section having a substantially flat top
surface positioned with one of its ends adjacent one end
of said main guideway and with its opposite end adjacent
one of the ends of each of said pair of branch guideways,
channel means formed in the top surface of said main
guideway section, said pair of branch guideway sections,
and said switch guideway sections, said channel means
being laterally offset from said reaction rails,

said channel means having a switch insertion section, a wall

discrimination section, a locking section, and a switch
junction section with them aligned in the same order that

they are enumerated,

a trackless air bearing vehicle having means on its under
surface for guidingly receiving an upwardly extending
reaction rail and also a retractable switch mechanism
mounted on the under surface of said vehicle with said

switch mechanism being laterally offset from said means
for guidingly receiving an upwardly extending reaction
rail, and

said retractable switch mechanism comprising air bearing
means which when lowered ride in said channel means to

guide said vehicle through the switching system, said air bear-
ing means being positioned in close proximity to the vertical

walls of said channel means whereby when air is supplied
under pressure to the orifices adjacent one of said vertical

walls, the air bearing means is drawn toward that wall of said

channel means causing said air bearing vehicle to be switched
to a predetermined branch guideway.
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3,841,227
SUSPENSION SYSTEM FOR A MAGNETIC SUSPENSION

RAILROAD
Hermann Fink, Davis, Calif., assignor to Siemens Aktiengesell-

schaft, Munchen, Germany
Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 399,949

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 13, 1972,
2250372

Int. CI. B61b 13108
U.S. CI. 104- 148 SS 15 Claims

8 13 17

1. A magnet system for the guidance and suspension of a

vehicle moving along a roadbed comprising:

a. two U-shaped guidance channels arranged in the direc-

tion of the roadbed and attached thereto, each compris-

ing upper and lower parts lying in planes substantially

horizontal and a lateral part substantially vertical, said

guidance channels being constructed so as to provide

eddy current paths in each of said upper, lower and lat-

eral parts;

b. a first plurality of magnet coils mounted in the vehicle

and lying in a horizontal plane which falls between the

upper and lower parts of the guidance channel; and

c. a second plurality of magnet coils arranged in a horizontal

plane above the horizontal plane containing said first

plurality of magnet coils, said plane being vertically above

the upper part of said guidance channels, whereby said

first plurality of coils will react with their respective lower

parts of said guidance channels to provide a normal flux

system for vertical suspension and said first and second

plurality of magnet coils will act in pairs with their respec-

tive upper parts of said guidance channels to form a zero

flux suspension system.

3,841,228

TRACTION DRIVE SUSPENSION SYSTEM FOR A RAIL
VEHICLE

Walter O. Hall, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 417,690

Int. CI. B61c 9100

U.S. CI. 105-108 8 Claims

1. In a suspension system for a rail vehicle truck having a

plurality of axles with wheels attached thereto, the combina-

tion comprising:

first and second bearing housings attached to said truck,

each including a plurality of bearings for rotatably receiv-

ing one of said axles;

a motor including a motor shaft, said motor being resiliently

mounted on said truck;

a gearbox assembly having a housing and an output shaft,

and including means for coupling the gearbox output
shaft to said motor shaft.

means for coupling the output shaft of said gearbox assem-

bly to said one axle; and
means for resiliently coupling the gearbox housing to said

first and second bearing housings.

3,841,229

PEDESTAL RETAINING KEYS FOR JOURNAL BOXES
Edward Payson Smith, Winnetka, and Rudolph E. Nadherny,

Naperville, both of III., assignors to Illinois Railway Equip-

ment Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 313,929
Int. CI. B61f 5/26, 15102, 15/20

U.S. CI. 105—221 K 11 Claims

1. In a railway car bearing construction having a roller

bearing assembly located between frame side walls and react-

ing upwardly against a bearing adapter underneath a frame
top wall and having a cylindrical housing, thrust block means
adjacent an under surface of said cylindrical housing having

an arcuate surface to limit movement thereof away from said

top wall, means pivotally mounting said thrust block means on
one of said side walls to swing toward and away from said

cylindrical housing, and removable means extending trans-

versely of said mounting means and reacting against said one
side wall to hold said thrust block means in operative position

relative to said cylindrical housing.

3,841,230

RETAINER KEY FOR PEDESTAL SIDE FRAMES
Erwin J. Hasten, Jr., Chicago, III., assignor to Illinois Railway
Equipment Co., Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 314,174
Int. CL B61f 5/28, 5/52, 15/20

U.S. CI. 105-221 K 4 Claims

1. In a railway car truck having pedestal jaw side frames
with a frame adapter in the downwardly opening jaw between
the outer and inner depending legs at each end of a side frame
and a roller bearing fitting underneath each adapter, the im-

provement which comprises, a thrust block roller bearing

retainer mounted on a depending leg at each end of a side

frame for preventing each roller bearing from becoming dis-

sassociated with respect to its adapter, each of said retainers

being entirely supported on the depending leg on which it is

mounted and having a concave curved surface generally con-

forming to the contour of the convex exterior of the adjacent
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roller bearing with said concave surface being juxtaposed to
a lower side portion of said bearing, each of said thrust block
roller bearing retainers having a pair of spaced upstanding legs
adapted to be pivoted to and fit on opposite sides of the de-
pending leg from which it is supported and a generally hori-

zontal foot portion interconnecting the lower ends of said
upstanding retainer legs, said horizontal foot portion having
said concave surface on one face and having a reverse face
adapted to thrustwise engage the inner surface of said depend-
ing leg so as to maintain said concave surface juxtaposed to
the exterior of said bearing.

3,841,231
SIDE FRAME KEY FOR RETAINING AN AXLE BEARING

ASSEMBLY IN A RAILWAY TRUCK
Emil J. HIinsky, Oak Brook, II!., assignor to Mac Lean-Fogg
Lock Nut Company, Mundelein, III.

Filed June I, 1973, Ser. No. 366,100
Int. CI. B61f 5/26

U.S. CI. 105-221 6 Claims

:'h /:'!

3,841,232
DAMPENED LOCOMOTIVE BOGIE AXLE

Hans Hess, Kassel, Germany, assignor to Rheinstahl Aktien-
gesellschaft, Essen, Germany

Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 243,972
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 28, 1971.

2120874

Int. CI. B61f 5130, 5138, 15/02
U.S. CI. 105-224 R i claim

^^^
wg:-^ 1

1. A locomotive with bogies including wheel sets, which
comprises: a bogie frame; axle springs, said axle springs form-
ing an axle spring system; axles supported relative to said
bogie frame; hydraulic damping means each fastened in a
vertical plane substantially in alignment above and coinciding
with the respective axle located intermediate a pair of said
axle springs parallel to each other on both sides of the respec-
tive axle, said hydraulic damping means at least in part collec-
tively damping said axle spring system, first bearing means
connecting each of said hydraulic damping means to the re-

spective bogie frame; axle bearing arrangements; second bear-
ing means connecting each of said hydraulic damping means
to the respective axle bearing arrangement; transversely

alined, opposed, spaced abutments on each said second bear-

ing means and on said bogie frame adjacent said axle bearing
arrangement; said hydraulic damping means being of such a

magnitude as to be able to serve during lifting of said locomo-
tive to proportionately absorb entirely the weight of said

wheel sets and the residual force of said axle springs when said

wheels are lifted, while said opposed abutments limit move-
ment of said axle transversely of said bogie frame.

W- 3o d2
Ml ~^i

3,841,233
DAMPENED RAILWAY CAR TRICK AXLES

Frederick William Sinclair, Gloucester, England, assignor to

Gloucester Railway Carriage & Wagon Company Limited,

Gloucester, England

Filed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,251
Int. CI. B61f 5/54, 5140, 5/52

U.S. CI. 105-224 R 10 Claims

1. In a side frame key, for retaining an axle bearing assembly
between spaced vertical pedestal legs which define an open-
bottomed jaw in a railway truck side frame, said key having a

body with a base portion having a bottom surface including
downwardly and outwardly facing shoulders defining an elon-
gated recess extending along a moment axis at the intersection

of said shoulders, said recess being engageable with a corner
on one of the pedestal legs extending along said moment axis

and said body having a retainer end portion extending in one
direction from said base portion relative to the recess engage-
able with the underside of an axle bearing assembly in the jaw
when said key is seated in a retaining position on said one
pedestal leg; the improvement comprising:

said body having a stabilizing end portion extending out-
wardly from said base portion in a direction opposite said

retainer end portion and having a downwardly and in-

wardly extending hooked end engageable with the under-
side of said one pedestal leg to resist rotation of said body
by thrust reaction about said moment axis and thereby
resist downward displacement of said retainer end por-
tion in response to downward force exerted thereon by an
axle bearing assembly within the jaw.

G ^ - -^ ^

1. A railway vehicle having frame means providing, at each
axle journal, spaced downwardly extending hollow pedestal
guide columns between which a saddle structure in which the
journal is supported can slide to accommodate vertical sus-
pension movement of the frame means relative to the axle
journal, friction damping means for engagement with the
saddle structure being mounted in at least one of the guide
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columns, and a pair of suspension springs each of which is

mounted within and surrounded by the associated column so
as to bear against an upwardly facing spring seat formed on
the saddle structure at a horizontal level lower than the jour-

nal axis, said at least one guide column containing spring

abutment means in the form of a wedge element having sur-

faces which are inclined to the horizontal and cooperate with

surfaces of the guide column in such manner that the suspen-
sion spring force loading the abutment means results in a

horizontal force urging the latter towards the saddle, which
horizontal force is applied to the damping means in that ped-
estal guide column so that the frictional damping force rises

with the load on the vehicle, the damping means being formed
separate from the wedge element and cooperating with means
formed by the guide column whereby said damping means is

restrained against vertical movement relative to the guide
column as a result of suspension movement of the abutment
means.

3,841,234

DUMPING CAR
Tullio J. Nicoletti, 2224 West Central Park, Davenpprt, Iowa
52804

Filed Jan. 9, 1974, Ser. No. 431,866
Int. CL B61d 9102

U.S. CI. 105-263 4 Claims

1. A railroad dumping car of the type having a mounting
platform supported on railroad trucks for guided movement
along conventional railroad tracks, the dumping car compris-
ing:

a pair of longitudinally extending rectangularly shaped open
topped box-like hoppers each having a content receiving

compartment formed therein adapted to carry the same
or different contents entirely separate from each other,

the hoppers disposed in side-by-side adjacent relationship

with each hopper having opposed end wall surfaces;

a pair of side-by-side aligned brackets disposed on each side

of said platform adjacent each associated end of said

associated hopper and extending upwardly from said

platform;

each mounting bracket having a bearing assembly mounted
at the top portion thereof;

each hopper having a pair of axially aligned trunnions af-

fixed to opposite end wall surfaces of the hopper and
projecting outwardly therefrom and adapted to be rotat-

ably received in an associated bearing for rotative support

of said hopper thereabout;

an upright vertically extending guiding post disposed inter-

mediate adjacent ends of said hoppers and having one
end affixed to said platform with said posts projecting

upwardly therefrom, a pair of horizontally spaced apart

vertically extending slots formed in a side member of said

post;

a pair of hydraulic cylinders and piston arrangements, each

of said arrangements associated with one of said guiding

post slots and disposed inwardly of said guiding posts,

each of said piston rods having its free end disposed in

alignment with the associated slot and reciprocally mov-
able therealong between the top and bottom ends of said

slot;

hydraulic means connected to said cylinders to effect the

operation thereof;

control means associated with said hydraulic means and
selectable for the independent or simultaneous operation

of said hydraulic means; and

linkage means interconnecting each of said free ends of said

piston rods to one of said hopper trunnions to effect the

tilting rotation of said associated hopper about its axis

when said piston rod moves upwardly along said slot to

the top end of the slot and wherein said hopper is re-

turned to its initial position upon said piston rod moving
downwardly of said slot to its initial position adjacent the

bottom of said slot.

3,841,235

WHEELED VEHICLE TIE-DOWN DEVICE
Claud R. Wheeler, Florissant, and Norbert E. Freebourn,

Bridgeton, both of Mo., assignors to Broderick & Bascom
Rope Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,301
Int. CI. B60p 7/08

U.S. CI. 105-368 T 13 Claims

1. A tie-down apparatus for securing a wheeled vehicle to

a supporting structure in a fixed position on the supporting

structure, said apparatus comprising: a winch supported on
the supporting structure and having a rotatable drum; idler

units fastened to the supporting structure near the sides of the

wheeled vehicle, two elongated tying elements wound around ^
the winch drum in the same direction so that when the winch
drum is turned both tying elements will either wind further

around the drum or pay out from the drum, depending on the

direction of rotation of the drum, one of the tying elements
being engaged with the idler unit at one side of the wheeled
vehicle and extending upwardly therefrom to the wheeled
vehicle to which it connects, the other tying element being

engaged with the idler unit at the opposite side of the wheeled
vehicle and extended upwardly therefrom to the wheeled
vehicle to which it connects, and means for equalizing the

forces applied to the tying elements, whereby when the winch
drum is turned such that the tying elements wind around it. the

wheeled vehicle is secured firmly to the supporting structure

with substantially equal tie-down forces applied thereto by the

tying elements.

3,841,236
CONTOUR UNDERGROUND MINE CAR

James C. Hammonds, St. Charles, and Walter E. O'Leary,
Creve Coeur, both of Mo., assignors to ACF Industries,

Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,747
Int. CI. B61d 11102

U.S. CI. 105—364 35 Claims
1. An underground mine car comprising: opposite end

sections supported by railway car trucks, and a center section
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having a bottom portion extending into the space between said
trucks;

said center section comprising spaced apart integral center
members comprising an at least partly curved side portion
having a radius of curvature within the range of from
about 6 to 60 feet and an at least partly curved bottom

.
portion having a radius of curvature within the range of
from about 10 to 30 feet; each of said spaced integral
center members having a bottom inward curve with a
radius of curvature of at least about three inches; said
spaced integral center members being joined together
along their respective bottom portions;

said opposite end portions comprising spaced apart integral
end members comprising an at least partly curved side
portion having a radius of curvature within the range of
from about 6 to about 60 feet; and an at least partly
curved bottom portion having a radius of curvature
within the range of from about 10 to 30 feet; each of said
spaced integral end members having a bottom inward
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stabilizer and support members, and a single rigid adjustable
length linkage member pivotally connected at its opposite
ends to the lowermost shelf and the lower end portion of said
stabilizer member, said stabilizer member being disposed in a
vertical plane normal to an upstanding plane containing the
axes of rotation of said shelves and spaced centrally between

Cvfs

curve having a radius of curvature of at least about 3
inches; said integral end members at each end being
joined together along their respective bottom portions;

at each end of the car a generally vertical end plate extend-
ing transversely between said spaced apart integral end
members; spaced apart generally vertical joining plates
joining the bottom portions of said center section with the
bottom portions of said end sections, said joining plates
extending transversely between said spaced apart integral
center members;

a chord extending longitudinally along each side of the car
affixed to said curved side portions on said integral cen-
tral members and to said curved side portions on said
integral end members; whereby lading loads applied to
said center and/or end members are resisted primarily in
tension, and whereby the car volume to mine volume
ratio is maximized without overstressing the inward curve
between the side and bottom portion of said center and
end members.

said spaced upstanding support members, said base including
an undersurface adapted to rest upon a horizontal support
surface and the lower end of said stabilizer member, when said
shelves are substantially horizontal disposed, being horizon-
tally aligned with said undersurface for also resting upon said
horizontal support surface.

3,841,238
VEHICLE TRACTION SYSTEMS

Michael AInley Thompson, Hasbury, and Brian Leslie Phillips,
Hollywood, both of England, assignors to Joseph Lucas
(Industries) Limited, Birmingham, England

Filed Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 220,925
Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Jan. 26. 1971

3153/71

Int. CL H02p5/y6
U.S. CI. 180-65

,6 Claims

U.S. CI.

1. A
spaced.

3,841,237
VARIABLE TILT COLLAPSIBLE SHELF ASSEMBLY

Clay D. Plymate, 3609 E. Sunshine, Springfield, Mo. 65804
Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,205

Int. CI. A47f 5/12
^^^-^

I Claim
multipurpose shelf assembly comprising a pair of
parallel upright support members, a plurality of

shelves pivotally supported between said upright support
members at points spaced vertically therealong for rotation
about parallel horizontal axes fixed relative to said shelves and
said support members, an upright stabilizer member, means
pivotally attaching vertically spaced points of said stabilizer
member to points on said shelves spaced equally from the
corresponding axes of rotation of said shelves for angular
displacement of said shelves relative to said stabilizer member
about axes paralleling the first mentioned axes and fixed rela-
tive to said shelves and said stabilizer member, whereby said
support members, said shelves and said stabilizer member
coact to define a parallelogram linkage assembly between said

1. A vehicle traction system for a vehicle having an acceler-
ator pedal comprising an electric drive motor for the vehicle
a control system for the drive motor, said control system'
comprising a function generator for effecting direct variation
of the motor armature current, the function generator receiv-
ing mlsut signals representing the position of the accelerator
pedal and the engine speed, said function generator compris-
ing means dependent on said input signals for establishing a
preselected output current range of minimum and maximum
allowable armature currents and for maintaining said range
the same as the position of the accelerator pedal is changed to
vary the speed of the vehicle.
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3,841,239

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THERMALLY
DECOMPOSING REFUSE

Takezo Nakamura, Amagasaki, and Yukio Iwasaki,

Takarazuka, both of Japan, assignors to Shinmeiwa Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha, Toyko, Japan

Filed June 15, 1973, Ser. No. 370,467
Claims priority, application Japan, June 17, 1972, 47-

60579; Sept. 7, 1972, 47-87872; Nov. 15, 1972, 47-114416;

Mar. 29, 1973, 48-36542

Int. CI. F23g 7100

U.S. CL 110-8 C 9 Claims

1. A method of pyrolizing and disposing of refuse compris-

ing the steps of ( A ) melting a solid material into a molten bath

by heating means in the lower part of a furnace closed from

the outside atmosphere in which said solid material comprises

vitreous matter as a component; (B) providing electrodes in

said molten bath and energizing the same with an electrical

current to maintain the molten state of the molten material;

(C) bringing mixed refuse into contact with said molten bath

and pyrolyzing the same; (D) removing a gas produced by

pyrolysis of refuse from said furnace; (E) and extracting com-

ponents of the refuse that have been reduced to a molten

material; (F) initially providing a plasma flame to keep said

molten material molten; and, next subjecting said molten

material to high frequency heating to maintain the molten

material molten.

3,841,240

CONTINUOUS FLUID BED WIRE BURN-OFF
APPARATUS AND METHOD

Hobart L. Wentworth, Barrington, III., and Karl H. Seelandt,

Contoocook, N.H., assignors to Sola Basic Industries, Inc.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed July 6, 1973, Ser. No. 377,131

Int. CI. F23g 5100

U.S. CI. 110-8 R 8 Claims

'^ ?5

TO SMOMl ABATOR OR
HALOGEN eilMINATOR
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1. In a continuous fluid bed industrial furnace system, the

combination of elongated first chamber means, an elongated

porous diffusion bottom member within said first chamber

having inlet and outlet means at the opposing ends thereof,

said inlet end being higher than the other end so as to be

inclined at a small angle, said inlet means introducing a fluidiz-

able bed of granular material at the higher end of said bottom

member to form a bed of granular material thereon, means for

directing a fluid upwardly through said bed of granular mate-

rial to fluidize the granular material and cause the fluidized

material to move downwardly along the inclined bottom mem-
ber, and means for heating said granular material, means for

introducing material to be treated onto the higher end of said

bottom member, an open ended cylindrical drum at the lower

end of said inclined bottom member, means for rotating said

drum, a second elongated chamber extending at an angle

below and from said drum rearwardly of said chamber means,

and conveyor means arranged at and extending vertically of

said chamber means and communicating with the outlet

means of said second chamber and the inlet means of said first

chamber whereby said granular material and material being

treated is separated by said drum and said granular material

is returned by said second chamber and said conveyor to said

diffusion bottom member to provide continuous treatment.

3,841,241

ASH REMOVAL SYSTEM FOR INCINERATORS
Ernest A. Dewey, Richmond, Va., and Richard F. Clements,

Charlotte, N.C., assignors to Environmental Control Prod-

ucts, Inc., Charlotte, N.C.

Filed July 12, 1973, Ser. No. 378,657

Int. CI. F23g 5100

U.S. CI. 110—8 R 12 Claims

1. In an incinerator including a combustion chamber for

burning waste material, means for charging the combustion

chamber with waste material, and an ash pit for receiving

burnt material, the combination therewith of means for auto-

matically removing the burnt material from said ash pit, said

means comprising

a. conveyor means communicating with said ash pit and

being operable to remove the burnt material therefrom,

b. drive means for imparting movement to said conveyor

means, and

c. control means for actuating said drive means for a prede-

termined period and in response to each operation of said

charging means.

3,841,242

APPARATUS FOR BURNING WASTE MATTER
Conrad Sigg, Ackermannstrauss 22, CH-8044, Zurich, Swit-

zerland

Filed Nov. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 419,865

Int. CI. F23g 5100

U.S. CI. 110—8 R 13 Claims

1. Apparatus for burning waste matter comprising:

a longitudinally inclined feed bed carrier (35) provided with

means (38) for vibrating said carrier;
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a plurality of hollow step-forming sections mounted in fixed
positions transversely on said carrier so as to present a
support surface for said waste matter that is substantially
continuous except for openings in the risers of said
stepped surface;

said step-forming sections being formed of overlapping
plates of fire-resistant material arranged with their long
dimension transverse to the longitudinal direction of said

feed bed carrier and being bent on a plurality of lines

substantially parallel to their said long dimension, and
having an obliquely rising rear extension (23) under the

overlap of the next higher plate for opposing flow of
waste matter from the stepped surface rearwardly into the
openings;

means for introducing combustion air into the space be-
tween said carrier and said stepped sections for supplying
said air through said riser openings to the combustion of
said waste matter, and

retaining side walls (36) mounted in fixed positions on said

carrier and extending above said stepped surface on
either side to prevent sideways excape of said waste mat-
ter.

3,841,243

PLANTING IMPLEMENT, J-STRAP
John M. Tye, Box 218, Lockney, Tex. 79241

Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,752
Int. CI. AOlc 5/06

U.S. a. 111-85 5 Claims

1. In an agricultural planter having

a. a frame,

b. at least one seed box,

c. planter discs.

d. means for feeding seed from said seed box to said planter

discs,

e. arms attached to said planting discs, each arm called a

planting disc arm,

f. said planting disc arms pivoted to the frame at their for-

ward end;

g. a packer wheel following the planting discs,

h. said packer wheel having a tread several times wider than
the furrow of said planting discs.

j. packer wheel arms extending from said packer wheel to
a pivot bolt having an axis,

k. said planter disc arms extending to said same axis
m. AN IMPROVED LOOSE CONNECTION FROM SAID
PACKER WHEEL ARMS TO SAID PLANTER DISC
COMPRISING:

n. a J-shaped hook,
o. the bottom bent portion of said J-shaped hook engaged

about a horizontal brace on said planter disc arm,
p. the upper portion of said J-shaped hook having a plurality

of holes therethrough;

q. said upper portion extending through an apperture in a
plate on said packer wheel arms,

r. a cotter extending through one of said holes above said
plate on said packer wheel arm

s. so that the depth of the planter discs are limited by said
packer wheel.

3,841,244
PLANTING IMPLEMENT, DRAG

John M. Tye, P.O. Address Box 218, Lockney, Tex. 79241
Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,753

Int. CI. AOlc 5/06
U.S. CL 111-85 1 Claim

1. In an agricultural planter having

a. an elongated frame with elongated horizontal beams,
b. means on the frame for moving the frame in a direction

of draft,

c. at least one seed box mounted on the frame,
d. a plurality of planter disc units for each seed box,
e. a chute from the seed box to each planter disc unit,

f. each of said planter disc units forming planter means for

opening a furrow and dropping seed therein, and
g. a press wheel attached to said planter means and trailing

therebehind,

h. said press wheel having an axle,

j. said press wheel having a tread width about equal to the
furrow made by said planter means,

k. an improved covering device comprising in combination:
m. a rigid drag,

n. said drag including two wings,

i. the forward portion of each wing is pivoted to the axle
at the press wheel on either side thereof,

ii. the middle portion of each wing extends parallel to the
direction of draft, and

iii. the rear portion of each wing angles inward to drag
covering soil over seed in the furrow,

o. a connecting strut extending traversely from one wing of
the drag to the other,

p. said strut attached to each wing at the rear of the middle
portion thereof,

q. a pintle extending upward from the strut, and
r. ring-shaped weights on said pintle.
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3,841,245

PLANTING IMPLEMENT, PRETILLING
John M. Tye, Box 218, Lockney, Tex. 79241

Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,754
Int. CI. AOlc 5100

U.S. CI.

said linkage and said tripping rod lever connecting said mov-
able portion of said presser device with said closed pattern

unit to initiate said step wise operation, wherein the improve-

ment comprises:

3 Claims

1. In an agricultural planter having

a. an elongated frame with elongated horizontal beams,

b. means on the frame for moving the frame in a direction

of draft,

c. at least one seed box mounted on the frame,

d. a plurality of planter disc units for each seed box,

e. a chute from the seed box to each planter disc unit,

f. each of said planter disc units forming planter means for

opening a furrow and dropping seed therein, and

g. a press wheel attached to said planter means and trailing

therebehind,

h. said press wheel having an axle,

j. said press wheel having a tread width about equal to the

furrow made by said planter means;

k. an improved covering device comprising in combination:

m. a rigid drag,

n. said drag including two wings,

i. the forward portion of each wing is pivoted to the axle

at the press wheel on either side thereof,

ii. the middle portion of each wing extends parallel to the

direction of draft, and

iii. The rear portion of each wing angles inward to drag

covering soil over seed in the furrow,

o. a connecting strut extending traversely from one wing of

the drag to the other,

p. said strut attached to each wing at the rear of the middle

portion thereof,

q. a pintle extending upward from the strut,

r. ring-shaped weights on said pintle, and

s. a preplant tilling implement attached to one of said beams
in front of said planter discs.

a. means associated with said linkage for indicating said

start position of said closed pattern unit, and,

b. means acting on said tripping rod lever when said lever

is in said stored position for causing said lever to initiate

the steps of said closed pattern unit required to arrange

said closed pattern unit in said start position.

3,841,247

SEMIAUTOMATIC BELT LOOP SEWING SYSTEM
Joseph W. A. Off; Darrel J. Wilbanks, and Waid O. Willcox,

all of Irving, Tex., assignors to Haggar Company, Dallas,

Tex.

Filed Sept. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 395,230

Int. CI. D05b 23100

U.S. CI. 1 12- 1 2 1 .27 22 Claims

"•n
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3,841,246

ONE STEP BUTTONHOLE OPERATING AND
INDICATING DEVICES

John W. Casner; James A. Transue, both of Elizabeth, and

John Skiba, Clark, all of N.J., assignors to The Singer Com-
pany, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 414,578

Int. CI. D05b J/24, 29112

U.S. CI. 112-77 3 Claims

1. In a sewing machine having a frame, a closed pattern unit

within said frame, said closed pattern unit operable in steps

from a start position to produce a closed pattern, a presser

device including a portion movable with a work fabric, a

mounting plate supported on said frame, and a linkage

mounted on said mounting plate and including a tripping rod

lever slidable to a stored position or to an operative position

to be actuated by said movable portion of said presser device.

1. A semiautomatic belt loop sewing system comprising:

a sewing machine including a sewing needle supported for

reciprocation along a fixed substantially vertically ex-

tending axis and a cloth plate positioned generally be-

neath the sewing needle for oscillation in a substantially

horizontally disposed plane;

a belt loop guide chute mounted on the cloth plate for

oscillation therewith;

means for advancing a belt loop along the belt loop guide

chute and into a sewing position wherein the axis of

reciprocation of the needle passes through the belt loop;

means for receiving the waistband of a garment and for

positioning the waistband on the cloth plate of the sewing

machine and in a sewing position wherein the axis of

reciprocation of the needle passes through the waistband;

whereby both the belt loop and the waistband oscillate

with the cloth plate as the belt loop is sewn to the wasit-

band under the action of the sewing needle.
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3,841,248
NEEDLE THREAD TENSIONING MODULE FOR LOCK

STITCH SEWING MACHINES
Kenneth D. Adams, Madison, and Robert G. Greulic, Cran-

ford, both of N.J., assignors to The Singer Company, New
York, N.Y.

Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,824
Int. CI. D05b 47100

U.S. CI. 112-254 4 Claims

1. A needle thread tensioning module for a lock stitch

sewing machine having a frame including a bracket arm
formed with an upwardly and forwardly open slot through
which a length of thread may be introduced transversely, said

thread tensioning module comprising a bracket adapted to be

secured within said sewing machine frame, a plurality of
thread tensioning discs, means adapted for supporting said

thread tensioning discs on said bracket on an axis transversely

of said slot, means on said bracket for applying spring pressure

to bias said discs together, an operator influenced regulator

for said spring pressure applying means shiftably supported on
said bracket and arranged to project outwardly through a

clearance slot beneath said sewing machine bracket arm, a

partition member secured on said bracket and extending from
a position adjacent to one side of said thread tensioning discs

to a free extremity disposed radially outwardly thereof, a

check spring shiftably supported on said bracket in spaced
relation to said partition member, said check spring including

a free extremity extending into a recess formed in said parti-

tion extremity, and stop means for limiting movement of said

check spring toward said thread tensioning discs so that said

thread tensioning module may be threaded simply by insertion

of a thread transversely into said sewing machine frame slot

over said tensioning discs and then beneath said partition

extremity.

3,841,249
FLOATING SYSTEMS OF THE BARGE TYPE,
ESPECIALLY FOR DRILLING IN DEEP WATER

Robert Vilain, Maisons-Alfont, France, assignor to Enterprise
D'Equipement Mecaniques & Hydrauliques E.M.H., Paris,

England

Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,684
Claims priority, application France, May 14, 1971,

71.17522

Int. CI. B63b 35144
U.S.Ci. 114-.5D 9 Claims

1. Floating system, of the barge type, said system having a

horizontal support and for its buoyancy, stability and cross-

bracing means consisting essentially of an assembly of two
groups of hollow tubular elements, a first said group of tubular
elements forming an annular shaped polygon base in a hori-

zontal plane, and a second said group of hollow tubular ele-

ments constituting piers rising obliquely from said base, said

assembly forming a cross-braced floating structure, said sec-

ond group of hollow tubular elements extending between said

base and said horizontal support.

3,841,250

ELECTRICAL CHLORINATOR
Paul Trevor Davies, Byfleet, and John Harold Morgan, Wok-

ing, both of England, assignors to Morgen Berkeley & Com-
pany Limited, Surrey, England

Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,361
Int. CI. B63b 35100

U.S. CL 114-.5R 11 Claims

22 W 19

1. An electrolytic chlorinator having an essentially flat

rectangular base portion of plastic material adapted to be
fitted on the inside of the wall of a sea-water conduit in a ship;

a plurality of vanes of plastic material moulded integrally with
the base portion each extending from end to end of the base
portion and upstanding therefrom, there being at least one
space between the vanes constituting at least one elongate
open-ended channel; and electrolysing electrodes extending
over the major parts of the vane surfaces which bound the
channel.

U

3,841,251

SAILBOAT
Russell W. Larson, Spring St., Block Island, R.I. 02807

Filed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 397,891
Int. CI. B63h 9100

CL 114-39 7 Claims
In a sailboat,

a deck presenting a forward portion and an aft portion,

b. a mast pivotally mounted on the forward portion of the

deck,

a boom having its forward end connected to said mast at

a point constituting the lower portion thereof and extend-
ing rearwardly therefrom,

a sail attached to said boom and said mast above the

boom,
a plurality of laterally displaced floats pivotally disposed

S.

1.

a.

c.

e.
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in spaced parallel relation on the underside of said deck
for arcuate movement relative thereto,

f. said floats being articulated to maintain constant vertical

orientation thereof as said sailboat inclines under the

effect of wind pressure on said sail, and

g. a single elongated rigid stabilizer strut pivotally intercon-

necting said floats directly vertically below the point at

which said floats are articulated to said deck.

TH(
3,841,252

METHOD OF BREAKING ICE
John D. Bennett, Denton, and Preston E. Chaney, Dallas, both

of Tex., assignors to Sun Oil Company (Delaware), Dallas,

Tex.

Filed Oct. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 77,481

Int. CI. B63b 35108
U.S.CI. 114—40 9 Claims

1. Method of breaking ice sheets floating on a body of water

comprising the steps of: injecting a gas under the ice sheet at

two locations to create two spaced raised portions of the ice

sheet and a resultant stressed depressed ice area therebe-

tween; and applying a force to the stressed depressed area of

ice to fracture the ice sheet.

3,841,253

HORIZONTAL SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR SHIP TANKS FOR
LOW TEMPERATURE LIQUEFIED GAS

Willis James Kircik; Elmer Weyman Rothrock, both of Hins-

dale, and Paul Richard Johnson, Oak Lawn, all of III., as-

signors to Chicago Bridge & Iron Company, Oak Brook, III.

Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,355
Int. CI. B63b 25108

U.S. CI. 114-74 R 14 Claims

1. In a ship having a cargo tank, with a circular horizontal

cross section, which expands and contracts in service, sup-

ported in a hold therein, the improved tank support system

comprising:

tank restraining means providing both vertical upward and
horizontal lateral support and including a plurality of

support columns depending downwardly from the tank

and providing primarily vertical support to said tank, and
further, said tank restraining means including a plurality

of both support keys attached to the side of the tank and

support blocks attached in the ship hold and adapted to

receive the associated tank mounted support key thereby

primarily restraining the tank from horizontal movement
induced from sea conditions yet allowing thermal expan-

sion and contraction of the tank,

each of said support keys having a pair of opposing spaced-

apart vertical key contact faces extending in a plane

forming an acute angle with a radius extending from the

cargo tank center to a midpoint between the spaced-apart

key contact faces,

said plurality of spaced-apart support blocks joined by

connecting means to the ship hold, said support blocks

being located around the periphery of the tank with a

support block opposite each support key, and

each support block having a pair of opposing spaced-apart

vertical block contact faces positioned at the same acute

angle as the key contact faces and positioned to have a

block contact face in mating contact with a key contact

face,

whereby upon expansion and contraction of the tank with

temperature change uniform horizontal slidable support

contact is maintained between mating key contact and

block contact faces.

ERRATUM
For Class 114—74 see:

Patent No. 3,841,269

3,841,254
VESSEL WITH REMOVABLE SECTIONS

Gerasimos Nicolaou Dragonas, Villa Sevigne, 15 Boulevard de

Suisse, Monte Carlo, Monaco, and Andrew George Spyrou,

Residence Bois Joli C, Avenue de la Gare, Cap D'Ail 06,

France

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,354
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 31, 1972,

4505/72

Int. CI. B63b 3108

U.S. CI. 114—77 R 10 Claims
1. A vessel comprising:

a. a skeleton part carrying propulsion and steering means,

comprising a bow section and a stern section connected
by a spine and defining a plurality of recesses between the

bow and stern sections and said spine, each said recess

being open at its top and bottom and laterally of said

vessel;

b. a plurality of individually floatable container portions;

c. means for releasably engaging said container portions in

said recesses intermediate said bow and stern sections

and laterally of said spine, said means comprising down-
wardly extending stationary tongue means on said skele-
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ton part and upwardly opening cavity means on said ends of the anchor externally of said shanic, secondary means
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container portions, said tongue means being engageable
in said cavity means by relative vertical movement of said
skeleton part and said container portions; and

3,841,255
NON-SNAG ANCHOR

Ray Mansfield, Route No. 1, Glasgow, Ky. 42141
Filed Sept. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 396,239

Int. CI. B63b 21146
U.S. CI. 114-206 R

1. An anchor comprising an elongated shank, a cylindrical
sleeve open at one end for reception over an end of said shank
adjacent one end of said anchor, said sleeve being closed at its

opposite end and carrying a hook projecting outwardly from
its closed end for securing an anchor line thereto, a plurality
of flukes carried by said shank adjacent the opposite end of
said anchor, each of said flukes including a rod bent interme-
diately to form two leg portions defining an acute angle there-
between, means securing a leg portion of each of said flukes
to the end of said shank at circumferentially spaced locations
thereabout and extending in a direction substantially parallel

to the axis of said shank, whereby the other leg portions of said
flukes project radially outwardly and in a direction toward the
one anchor end, means resiliently coupled between said sleeve
and the opposite end of said anchor for retaining said sleeve
on the end of said shank for anchor line forces of a magnitude
less than a predetermined magnitude acting on said sleeve at

the one anchor end, said coupling means being responsive to
anchor line forces equal to or greater than said predetermined
magnitude of force and in a direction away from said opposite
anchor end to permit removal of said sleeve from said shank
whereby the anchor line forces are transferred from said one
anchor end to said opposite anchor end, a second hook pro-
jecting from a side of said sleeve at a predetermined circum-
ferential location thereabout, and a third hook carried by said
shank adjacent the opposite end of said anchor, said coupling
means including a coil spring having opposite ends secured
respectively to said second hook on said sleeve and said third

hook on said shank, said spring extending between opposite

coupled between said first hook on said sleeve and the third
hook carried by said shank adjacent the opposite anchor end
to preclude separation of said sleeve and anchor upon removal
of said sleeve from said anchor, said secondary means includ-
ing a cable extending from said sleeve through the coils of said
spring to the opposite anchor end and having a slack sufficient
to permit the sleeve to be removed from the one anchor end.

means for controlling the buoyancy of said skeleton part;
and wherein said container portions, when engaged with
said skeleton part, define therewith the exterior hull
surface of the vessel.

3,841,256
DEVICE FOR TEMPORARILY SEALING HOLES IN

BOATS
Robert J. L. Etchelecou, 10311 Julio PL, Lakeside, Calif.
92040, and John J. Savel, 3144 32nd St., San Diego, Calif.
92104

Filed Nov. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 419,205
Int. CI. B63b 43116

IJ.S.CL 114-227 9 Claims

1 Claim

1. A device for temporarily sealing holes in boats compris-
ing,

a tube having an end for inserting through a hole in a boat.
said tube end having a first inflatable gas bag secured
thereto,

a second inflatable gas bag positioned inside of said first gas
bag and being connected to the end of said tube,

means for pressurized gas inflating said first and second air

bags,

and said tube end having valve means for selectively passing
pressurized gas to each of said first and second bags,
inflating both of said bags.

3,841,257
HIGH PERFORMANCE STERN DRIVE

Charles D. Strang, Lake Forest, III., assignor to Outboard
Marine Corporation, Waukegan, III.

Filed Feb. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 330,018
Int. CI. B63h 25142

U.S. CI. 115—35 17 Claims
1. A marine propulsion device comprising a mounting plate

adapted to be fixed to the hull of a boat, a mounting bracket,
means pivotally connecting said mounting bracket to said
mounting plate for vertical swinging movement about an axis
which is approximately horizontal when said mounting plate
is attached to the boat hull, a propulsion unit including a
rotatably mounted propeller, means pivotally connecting said
propulsion unit to said mounting bracket for common vertical
swinging movement of said propulsion unit with said mounting
bracket and for steering movement of said propulsion unit
relative to said mounting bracket about a steering axis extend-
ing rearwardly of said horizontal axis, a first drive shaft sup-
ported by said mounting bracket for rotation about an axis
extending perpendicularly to and vertically spaced from said
horizontal axis and perpendicularly to and in intersecting
relation to said steering axis, a second drive shaft drivingly
connected to said propeller and supported by said propulsion
unit for rotation about an axis perpendicular to said steering
axis and co-planar with the axis of said first drive shaft, means
for adjustably vertically swinging said mounting bracket and

said propulsion unit relative to said mounting plate through a 3,841,259
limited range about said horizontal axis, and a universal joint DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE INDICATOR
extending across said steering axis and connecting said first John Parkinson, Newark; Alfred Eibich, Parsippany, and

Thomas T. Ronald, Essex Fells, all of N.J., assignors to

Parmatic, Inc., Livingston, N.J.

Filed June 21, 1971, Ser. No. 154,835
Int. CI. GOll 19112

U.S. CL116—70 7 Claims

Oaza

3,841,258

HULL CONSTRUCTION
Chuichiro Odawara, No. 49-1, Aza Kami-ikarida,

Naganawashiro, Hachinohe-shi, Aomoui-ken, Japan
Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,144

nt. CI. B63h 5116

U.S.CL 115-39 3 Claims

1. In a ship, an elongated hull having a lower region formed
with a watercourse extending longitudinally through said hull

from a front bow region to a rear stern region of said hull, said

watercourse being situated centrally of said hull, propeller

means situated in said watercourse adjacent said stern end of

said hull for propelling water through said watercourse and
driving the water out of the latter at the stern end of the hull,

steering means carried by said hull at the stern end of said

watercourse for at least partly contributing to the steering of

the ship in response to issue of water out of said watercourse

at the stern end of said hull, and said hull having at the front

end of said watercourse an upwardly directed front wall por-

tion which extends forwardly and upwardly from said water-

course at the bow region of the ship for contributing to lift of

the ship during forward travel thereof, said front upwardly
directed portion of the hull at the front end of said water-

course forming a partition, said hull being formed with a

second watercourse above said partition extending rearwardly

from the bow of the hull only partly longitudinally along the

same and branching outwardly to opposite sides of the hull for

Tlirecting water through the upper watercourse and outwardly

toward the opposite sides of the hull, a second propeller

means situated in the second watercourse centrally of the hull

for drawing water in through the second watercourse and
impelling the water toward the opposite sides of the hull, and
a pair of rudders respectively situated at regions of opposed
outlets of the second watercourse at the opposite sides of the

hull for controlling the flow of water toward the sides of the

hull at the upper watercourse.

927 O.G.—33
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and second drive shafts notwithstanding vertical swinging

movement of said mounting bracket and said propulsion unit

relative to said mounting plate and steering movement of said

propulsion unit relative to said mounting bracket.

1. In a differential pressure indicator for a fluid system
including a moveable piston, said piston including a magneti-
cally attractable substance, said piston and said magnetically

attractable substance enclosed in said differential pressure

indicator, a high pressure fluid inlet from the outside of said

differential pressure indicator opening to one side of said

piston, a low pressure fluid inlet between the outside of said

differential pressure indicator opening into another side of
said piston, sealing means between said piston and said differ-

entia! high pressure and low pressure openings, said sealing

means to inhibit the flow of fluid past said high pressure and
low pressure side of said piston, a magnet in said differential

pressure indicator having a surface outside the differential

pressure indicator area of high pressure and low pressure fluid

intake, a button including a magnetically attractable sub-

stance, said button adjacent said magnet's surface outside the

differential pressure indicator's area of high pressure and low
pressure fluid intake, means normally biasing said button away
from said magnet, said button's magnetically attractable sub-

stance normally held to said magnet, said magnet including a

longitudinal portion of lesser size than the inside of said differ-

ential pressure indicator's area of high pressure and low pres-

sure fluid intake, said piston shaped to overlap said magnet's
longitudinal position when said piston is urged by said fluid

differential pressure towards said magnet, said piston then

drawing off magnetic flux releasing said button from said

magnet decreasing the magnetic flux to release the button
against its biasing.

3,841,260

DIET MANAGEMENT DEVICE
Vance R. Sharp, 109 Balsam Rd., Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830,
and Delbert L. Hollingsworth, Rt. 3, Box 12B, Leesburg, Fla.

32748

Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 400,569
Int. CL A63f 1118

U.S. CI. 116-136 4 Claims
1. A diet management device for use in programming meals

which comprises, in combination:

a. a container having a body portion and a cover portion,

b. a thin sheet member within said body portion wherein

located an array of aperatures apertures arranged in a

plurality of mutally perpendicular columns and rows,

c. indicia representing foodstuff groups arranged colum-
narly on the inner surface of said cover portion and
wherein extensions of said columns extend across said

sheet members and define specific foodstuff zones

therein, each of said columns being of a unique color.
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a multiplicity of removable, colored pegs conveniently
rounded to be rotatably secured in said aperatures aper-
tures, the pegs used in each of said columns being of the
same color as the respective column, whereby servings of
foodstuffs of known caloric value comprising the diet are
visibly represented by said pegs, and

3,841,262
APPARATUS FOR COATING TABLETS

Gregor Groppenbacher, Heddesheim; Peter Rieckmann,
Mannheim-Waidhof; Werner Rothe, Hockenheim; Heinz
Schalk, Mannheim, and Jurgen Schellkorn, Mannheim-
waldhof, all of Germany, assignors to Boehringer Mannheim
GmbH, Mannheim, Germany

Division of Ser. No. 152,797, June 14, 1971, abandoned. This
application June 7, 1972, Ser, No. 260,579

Claims priority, application Germany, June 18. 1970
2029839

Int. CI. B05c 5/00
U.S. CI. 118-19 4 Claims

e. indicia representing time zones arranged in rows on said
sheet member at right angles to and superimposed over
said foodstuff zones whereby space is provided for said
removable pegs to represent servings from any of said
foodstuff groups in any of said time zones.

3,841,261
SELF-ALIGNING ETCH-OLT SPRAY MASK

James L. Hudson, and Larry L. Jordan, both of Kokomo, Ind.,
assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,227
Int. CI. B05b 15/04

U.S. a. 118-505
1 Claim

1. An apparatus for coating tablet cores or the like with a
film, comprising a container for said cores, means for rotating
said container about a horizontal or inclined axis, fixed means
for introducing a gas into said container immediately adjacent
its bottom independently of the rotation of said container
thereby to be discharged into the mass of said cores and to
form a tablet-free gas space just beyond the point of gas intro-
duction, said container being provided with an outlet for said
gas, whereby gas introduced into said container traverses said
container on its way to said outlet, and means for spraying
hquid into said gas immediately adjacent said point of gas
introduction so that said sprayed liquid flows into said con-
tainer together with said gas and immediately contacts the
tablets surrounding the tablet-free gas space.

1. A spray mask which interlocks with a pattern of ridges on
a face of a semiconductor wafer to enable selective deposition
of wax on said wafer face prior to etching thereof, said mask
being of a magnetic metal and comprising intersecting por-
tions forming a grid having apertures, said apertures corre-
sponding to discrete dies to be made from said wafer, said grid
in a predetermined pattern generally corresponding to said
pattern of ridges on said wafer face, a peripheral rim portion
surrounding said intersecting portions and forming a rigid

unitary body having a continuous face, grooves in said face of
said unitary body corresponding to said pattern of ridges on
said wafer face, said grooves having a width and depth slightly
greater than the width and height of said ridges to permit
nesting of said ridges in said grooves and abutment of said
unitary body and wafer faces, wherein said nesting of said
ridges in said grooves interlocks said unitary body with said
wafer and aligns said apertures with portions of said semicon-
ductor wafer on which wax is to be deposited and wherein said
grooves are of a V-shaped cross-section subtending an angle
of about 60°.

3,841,263
SEED TREATING DEVICE FOR DRILL FILL AUGERS

AND THE LIKE
Bennett W. Rohloff, Box 572, Weyburn, Saskatchewan, Can-
ada

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 306,173
Int. CI. B05c 5/00

U.S. CI. 118-303
1 Claim

1. A seed treating device for liquid chemicals in conjunction
with a truck box or the like and a drill fill auger assembly
which includes an auger tube and a source of electrical power;
comprising in combination a supporting component, said
supporting component including a base and a vertical member
extending upwardly from said base, a liquid chemical con-
tainer mounted upon said base, a pump mounted on said
supporting component and being operatively connected to
said container, a conduit extending between the pump output
side and the associated auger tube, and a nozzle secured to
and extending through the wall of said tube intermediate the
ends thereof and being connected to said conduit, said sup-
porting component being pivotally supported by the upper
side of said vertical member, upon said truck box whereby
said supporting component remains in the same horizontal
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plane regardless of the angle of inclination of said truck box,

and means to connect/said source of power to said auger and

to said pump for simultaneous operation of said auger and said

seed treating device.

II

3,841,264

APPARATUS FOR APPLYING DUST PARTICLES BY
CONTACT TYPE ELECTRIC FIELD CURTAIN

Senichi Masuda, 40-10-605, 1-chome, Nishigahara, Kita-ku,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,553

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 29, 1971, 46-

76081
,

!
Int. CI. B05c 5/02

U.S. CI. 118-622
I

5 Claims

1. Apparatus by which finely divided particulate material

from a source thereof can be coated onto a cylindrical surface

of an elongated workpiece, said apparatus comprising;

A. an elongated tubular guide element of electrical insula-

tion material having a cylindrical surface which can op-

pose said surface of the workpiece all around the same so

that said guide element can be disposed in telescoping

relationship to the workpiece, said surface of the guide

element having a diameter such that said opposing sur-

faces are radially spaced apart when the guide element

and the workpiece are concentric to one another;

B. means for holding the tubular guide element and the

workpiece in concentric telescoped relatfonship to one
another and for effecting relative axial motion between

the guide element and the workpiece;

C. means for introducing finely divided particular material

from said source thereof into the interior of the tubular

guide element from one end thereof;

D. a plurality of electrodes extending circumferentially

around the tubular guide element and arranged in axially

spaced relation to one another; and
E. conductor means connecting each electrode with only

one terminal of an alternating voltage source, axially

adjacent electrodes being connected with different termi-

nals so that a varying potential difference exists between

each pair of axially adjacent electrodes to produce an

electric field that controls the motion of said material in

the direction lengthwise of the guide element.

3,841,265

DEVELOPER ASSEMBLY FOR ELECTROSTATIC
COPIER

David E. Howarth, Fairport; P. La Rue Teaney, and Edward
R. Glowach, both of Rochester, all of N.Y., assignors to

Zerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.
Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,215

Int. CI. G03g 13/00

U.S. CI. 118—637 7 Claims

J "

1. An electrostatic developer assembly comprising:

a developer housing forming a toner sump;

a highly porous sub-donor roll comprising an open cell foam
material disposed to move in juxtaposition to the bottom
of said sump, a lightly etched polymer coated donor roll,

and a fur developing brush mounted for rotary movement
within said developer housing with said sub-donor roll

positioned adjacent the bottom of said sump;
whereby said donor roll has surface contact with both said

sub-donor roll and said brush to transfer toner from one
to the other thereof;

means rotating said rolls and said brush in the same direc-

tion whereby the respective mating surfaces thereof move
in opposite directions at their points of tangency and

a resilient silicone rubber blade having edge contact with

said donor roll for stripping excess toner from said donor
roll prior to contact thereof with said brush.

3,841,266

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR ARTIFICIAL
CULTIVATION OF SHRIMP

Shohei Hoshino, Miyazaki, Japan, assignor to Asahi-Dow Lim-
ited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,626
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 6, 1972, 47-22231

Int. CI. AOlk bl/00

U.S. CI. 119—

2

9 Claims

1. A habitat mat for artificial cultivation of shrimp, which

comprises a porous composite having an interconnected
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three-dimensional reticular structure formed by the entangle-
ment of a synthetic fiber lock resistant to sea water, and sea-
weed-like plastic tapes which are planted on the composite to
provide one tape per 4 to 25 cm^ of said mat, said tapes having
a thickness of less than 0.1 mm. and a length of from 50 to 200
mm.

3,841,268
LIVESTOCK WATERING TROUGH

Richard E. Bunger, 5202 E. Washington St., Phoenix, Ariz.
85034

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,281
Int. CI. AOlk 7100

U.S. CI. 119-73 16 Claims

3,841,267

AQUARIUM ASSEMBLY
Jack Vernon Miller, Marietta, Ga., assignor to M & L Aquatics

Filed Sept. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 184,358
^ Int. CI. AOlk 64100

U.S.a.119-5 5 Claims

I. An aquarium construction comprising, in combination:
a. aquarium tank means, said aquarium tank means includ-

ing a base frame element, a top frame element connected
to said base frame element by a number of vertically
extending strut members, and wherein said aquarium
tank includes a bottom supported by said base frame
element and upright wall means supported by said frame
element, said top frame element and said vertically ori-
ented struts, and wherein said aquarium tank includes a
transparent top member supported thereon; and

b. light means supported on said aquarium, said light means
being operative for producing a lighting effect within said
aquarium tank, and wherein said light means is horizon-
tally adjustable relative to said aquarium tank for altering
the light effect produced within said tank,

c. said top member including a number of sections, said
sections being individually movable between closed
aquarium covering position and an aquarium access posi-
tion;

d. said aquarium tank top frame element including a hori-
zontal supporting surface, said light means being slidably
mounted on said horizontal supporting surface for effect-
ing said horizontal adjustment relative to said aquarium
tank,

e. said aquarium top being supported on said top frame
element horizontal supporting surface, and said light
means being adjustable horizontally relative to said
aquarium top; and

f. said light means including an elongated light housing
having a pair of end members, said housing being so
dimensioned that said end members are supported for
sliding movement on said top frame horizontal supporting
surface, said end members including inwardly directed
notches, with opposite side edges of said aquarium top
being slidably received within said notches, whereby said
light means is adjustable relative to said aquarium top
frame element and said aquarium transparent top means.

1. A trough for livestock comprising:

a molded plastic body member, the walls of which define an
elongated closed-ended concave cavity extending along
its length,

said walls of said cavity at the periphery of the opening
outlining said cavity being turned back on themselves to
define legs for supporting the trough,

said legs and the walls of said cavity forming between them
a pocket extending around the cavity,

insulating means substantially filling said pocket for aiding
in retaining the temperature of the substance placed in

said trough, and
a flange mounted adjacent the end of said legs extending

laterally and inwardly of said trough for supporting said
trough on the top of a platform.

3,841,269
BEARERS FOR SOLID OF REVOLUTION TANKS ON

BOARD SHIPS
Jose Rivacoba Urruela, Supelana, Spain, assignor to Tecnica
Sener Industriaiy V Naval, S.A., Las Arenas, Spain

Filed Apr. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 349,723
Claims priority, application Spain, Apr. 13, 1972, 401734

Int. CI. B63b 25114
U.S.CL 114-74 R 15 Claims

1. The combination comprising:

1. A cargo tank having a tank shell and a central vertical
axis, said cargo tank adapted to contain liquified gas and
including

a. continuous peripheral structure means having upper
and lower continuous stubs integrally connected with
upper and lower portions, respectively, of the cargo
tank shell thereby forming an annular portion of the
tank shell in the vicinity of the horizontal mid-plane of
the cargo tank, said continuous peripheral structure
means extending in a lateral sense with respect to the
vertical axis of the cargo tank and
1. defining two peripherally continuous protrusions
each laterally spaced from one of said portions of the
cargo tank shell, said two continuous protrusions
being spaced laterally relative to the vertical axis of
the cargo tank and with respect to one another,
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2. a first peripherally continuous bearing and coupling

member surrounding said one portion of the cargo tank

shell, laterally spaced outwardly with respect thereto, and

having a substantially vertical orientation,

a. One edge of the first peripherally continuous bearing

and coupling member being continuously and rigidly

connected to the protrusion nearer the vertical axis of

the cargo tank,

3. a second bearing and coupling member surrounding the

first bearing and coupling member, spaced laterally out-

wardly with respect thereto, and having a substantially

vertical orientation,

a. the upper and lower edges of said second bearing and

coupling member being continuous and one of said

edges being rigidly and continuously connected to the

peripherally continuous protrusion remote from the

vertical a*tt of the cargo tank,

4. supportii^ structural means for mounting the cargo tank

in a marine ve^iri for transportation thereby or for stor-

age adapted to be fixed to the structure of the marine

vessel, said supporting structural means rigidly and con-

tinuously interconnecting the other edges of said bearing

and coupling members at a location vertically spaced

from said peripheral structure means with said bearing

and coupling members vertically extending from said

peripheral structure means to said location free of inter-

connecting structure and vertically unstiffened, and

5. said peripheral structure means, said bearing and cou-

pling members and said supporting structural means
being constructed and arranged to interconnect the cargo

tank shell to a marine vessel and to co-act so that in

repose one of the bearing and coupling members is in

compression and the other bearing and coupling member
is in tension,

a. to check all movements of the tgnk relative to the

marine vessel,

b. to prevent high stresses being induced in the tank shell

or any bearing or supporting structure as a conse-

quence of dimensional changes of the tank shell due to

temperature differentials,

c. to reduce strongly bending moments in the tank shell,

and

d. to prevent stress concentrations from occurring where

the tank shell connects with support structure.

3,841,270

FLOW RESTRICTOR FOR AN EVAPORATOR
Peter F. Sokoiowski, Media, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,948

Int. CI. F22d 1106

U.S. CI. 122-7 R 1 Claim

through the boiler, an elongated restricting portion disposed

upstream of said serpentine portion, a converging portion

fluidly connected to the upstream end of said restricting por-

tion, and a tubular portion disposed upstream of the converg-

ing portion, said restricting portion having an opening which

is smaller than the opening in said serpenting portion and said

restricting portion being eccentrically disposed with respect to

said serpentine portion and so related thereto that a line defin-

ing the lower boundary of the restrictor portion and a line

defining lower boundary of the adjacent serpentine portion

are coincident and rectilinear, said converging portion being

generally frustoconically shaped, and having a major diameter

of said tubular portion, whereby said serpentine portion, re-

stricting portion converging portion and tubular portions are

cooperatively associated to provide non-trapping drainage of

said evaporator tube.

3,841,271

HEAT EXCHANGER HAVING A PLURALITY OF
MODULAR TUBE BUNDLES

William G. Harris, Jr., and Anthony A. Massaro, Jr., both of

Tampa, Fla., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corpora-

tion, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 120,423

Int. CI. F22b 1116

U.S. CI. 122-32 24 Claims

1. A boiler having an evaporator tube, said evaporator tube

comprising a plurality of portions which comprise a serpentine

portion disposed in communication with hot gases passing

1. A heat exchanger for transferring heat from a primary to

a secondary fluid, said heat exchanger comprising

at least one tube bundle having a head at each end thereof,

a long stem portion, and an arcuate portion extending

from said long stem portion,

a secondary fiuid port in each head of said tube bundle so

disposed to permit said secondary fluid to flow through

said tubes of said tube bundle,

a separate tubular shell portion enwrapping the long stem

portion of said tube bundle,

a primary fluid port disposed in said long stem shell portion,

a vessel having a primary fluid port therein,

said arcuate portion of said tube bundle being disposed in

said vessel, and
said tubular shell being in communication with said vessel

and arranged to permit flow of primary fluid along the

outer surface of said tubes in the long stem portion of said

tube bundle, when flow between said primary port in said

vessel and said primary port in said shell portion is estab-

lished.
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3,841,272
FLOW DISTRIBUTOR FOR A STEAM GENERATOR

Hans Mayer, Bubenreuth; Heinz Schroder, and Gerhard
Schucktanz, both of Eriangen, all of Germany, assignors to
Siemens Aktiengesellschafl, Munich, Germany

Filed July 13, 1973, Ser. No. 379,158
Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 4. 1972

2243402

Int. CI. F22b 1106
U.S. CI. 122-32 9 caims

a. a cylindrical fire-wall, including a longitudinally extend-
ing expansion joint;

b. a cylindrical housing;

c. means for mounting the cylindrical fire-wall within the
cylindrical housing, including means for spacing the fire-
wall from the housing, the cylindrical housing and the
cylindrical fire-wall defining a space therebetween for the
passage of air for cooling the jacket.

3,841,274
HIGH TEMPERATURE HEATER FOR FLUIDS

Marion W. Barnes, Glenview, III., assignor to Universal Oil
Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

Filed Nov. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 420,335
Int. CI. F22b 21124

U.S. CI. 122-356 5 claims

1. A steam generator which utilizes a primary fiuid to vapor-
ize feed-water to produce steam, said steam generator com-
prising a tubular shell, a plurality of U-shaped tubes disposed
in said shell, a tube sheet into which the tube ends are fas-
tened, said tubes being arranged to form a tube bundle having
a hot leg portion in which infiuent primary fluid flows and a
cold leg portion downstream of the hot leg portion, and a
perforated plate disposed adjacent and generally parallel to
the tube sheet, said perforated plate having flow distribution
openings so disposed to increase the fluid flow adjacent a
central portion of said hot leg portion of the tube bundle, said
flow distribution holes including at least one large opening in
said perforated plate, said opening encompassing a plurality of
tubes and being disposed adjacent said central portion of said
hot leg portion of said tube bundle.

3,841,273
MULTI-PASS HEATING APPARATUS WITH
EXPANDABLE AIR COOLED JACKET

John F. Finger, and Merle E. Pochop, both of Beresford, S.
Dak., assignors to Sioux Steam Cleaner Corporation, Beres-
ford, S. Dak.

Filed Sept. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 401,256
Int. CI. Vllh 27108

U.S. CI. 122-248 5 claims

'"^--n -^"l^Tb

1. A heater system for a fluid stream which comprises in
combination, a confined radiant heating chamber for accom-
modating high temperature combustion gases, a plurality of
tubular fluid conduits supported substantially vertically
throughout the central portion of said heating chamber, fluid
inlet and fluid outlet means for said fluid conduits, spaced
burner means along the top and bottom portions of said heat-
ing chamber that project both downward and upward streams
of flame and hot combustion gases to each side of said wluid
conduits and thereby impart high temperature radiant heating
thereto in an equiflux manner, and flue gas outlet means from
the intermediate portions of wall sections of said radiant heat-
ing chamber that are suitable to effect the uniform removal of
hot flue gases from the heating chamber.

^* 80.66

1. A jacket for heating apparatus, adapted to be air cooled,
comprising:

3,841,275
RAILROAD SHIPPABLE BOILER

Charles Bisbee, East Granby; Albert Girard Story, Bloomfield,
and Cesar Juan Servici, East Hartford, all of Conn., assign-
ors to Combustion Engineering, Inc., Windsor, Conn.

Filed Nov. 9, 1973. Ser. No. 414,487
Int. CI. F22bi 7/24

U.S.a. 122-510 6 Claims
1. In combination, a Schnabel-type vehicle having separate

opposing wheeled bolsters and structural means upstanding
from each of said bolsters for attaching a load therebetween
and a vapor generator operably connected for road shipment
between said structural means, said vapor generator compris-
ing:

a. an upper drum extending longitudinally between said
Schnabel car structural means;

b. at least one lower drum vertically spaced from said upper
drum and extending longitudinally between said Schnabel
car structural means;

c. a plurality of parallel tubes interconnecting said upper
drum and said lower drum defining a substantially closed
furnace cavity;

d. means forming a tensile connection between the ends of
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said lower drum and the adjacent Schnabel car structural trailing edge of the power piston; whereby, pressures from

means; and combustion within the power conversion device are directed

away from the leading edge of the intake piston.

3,841,277

INJECTION VALVE FOR AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINE

Manfred Schafer, Am Sonnenhang 25, 7056 Beutelsbach,

Germany
Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,693

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 6, 1971,

2149817
Int. CI. F02m 61114

U.S. CI. 123-32 R 9 Claims

e. means forming a compressive engagement between the

ends of said upper drum and the adjacent -Schnabel car

structural means.

3,841,276

ROTARY DEVICE
John S. Case, 1150 Gypsy Ln., Towson, Md. 21204

Filed Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330,188

Int. CI. F02b 55114

U.S. CI. 123-8.47 13 Claims
1. An injection valve arrangement for an internal combus-

tion engine, comprising: an injection valve secured at the

internal combustion engine, a heat-insulating sleeve means
interposed between said injection valve and the engine, said

heat-insulating sleeve means being provided with only a small

area contacting that part of the internal combustion engine at

which it is secured, an elastic ring means interposed between

said injection valve and said heat insulating sleeve means, said

heat-insulating sleeve means having no contact whatsoever

with the injection valve.

3341,278

ENGINE COOLING SYSTEM
Dieter Frehe, Avenue Edouard Herriot, Macon, Seine-et- Loire,

France

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 842,886, July 18. 1969,

abandoned. This application July 14, 1971, Ser. No. 162,717

Claims priority, application Germany, July 22, 1968, 1751747

Int. CLF02f/ /i2

U.S. CI. 123-41.61 7 Claims

1. A power conversion device, comprising, a casing; an

intake rotor and a power rotor intermeshing with each other

and mounted respectively for rotation in intersecting planes

within the casing; each of the rotors including a piston project-

ing from each rotor, the piston having a beveled leading edge,

a beveled trailing edge, and side faces joining the leading and

trailing edges; the leading and trailing edges of the pistons

engaging and sealing against each other during rotation of the

rotors; the casing mounting the rotors for rotation in close

fitting relation to the side faces of the pistons, the casing

including first and second circumferential spaces intersecting

at the intermeshing region of the rotors; a combustion cham-

ber defined in part by a first recess in a wall of the first circum-

ferential space of the casing and at a location adjacent adja-

cent to but spaced from the location of intersection of the

circumferential spaces, and defined in part by a second recess

in a side face of the piston of the intake rotor at a location

adjacent to but spaced from the leading edge of the intake

rotor piston, said second recess being between the leading and

trailing edges of the piston; the second recess of the intake

rotor piston opposing the first recess in the wall of the casing

during at least a portion of each revolution of the intake rotor

and communicating combustion pressures in the first recess to

the second circumferential space in a direction toward the

1. In an air-cooled engine of the multicycle internal

combustion type having a cylinder and a combustion cham-

ber, and including an intake and exhaust valve arranged

one behind the other relative to a stream of cooling air.

the improvement comprising means forming an intake chan-

nel in the head of said cylinder and an exhaust channel,

said channels being separated, one from the other, and

forming an air passageway therebetween and at one side

of said rearmost valve, and means for directing cooling air

around both the intake and exhaust valves, along a line gen-

erally parallel to the line of said intake and exhaust chan-
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nels, and means for dividing the stream of cooling air around 3,841 280
the rearmost valve to provide air flow through said passage- VALVE ROCKER ARM a'nD PIVOT ASSEMBLYway around said one side of said rearmost valve and around Robert E. Lussier, Clarkston, Mich., assignor to General Mo-
the other side of said rearmost valve, said divider element tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.
being positioned to provide a substantially equal flow of
air around each side of the rearmost valve, said intake
channel terminating with a charge receiving port, said
port facing in a direction generally perpendicular to said
line of cooling air flow.

Filed Aug. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 388,765
Int. CI. Foil 1118, 1/20

U.S. CI. 123—90.39 6 Claims

3,841,279
ENGINE WITH RADIALLY RECIPROCAL ROTOR

MOUNTED PISTONS
Cameron A. Burns, 5818 S. Central, Turlock, Calif. 95380

Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273,629
Int. CI. F02b 57/04

U.S. CI. 123-43 C 9 Claims

1. An engine including a casing having a generally cylindri-

cal cavity formed therein and opposite end wall means closing
the opposite ends of said cavity, a rotor journaled in said

cavity, said cavity including wall portions defining a pair of
ramp surfaces extending generally along circumferentially

spaced chords of said cavity with the adjacent ends of said

ramp surfaces spaced about the circumference of said cavity
and the mid-portions of said ramp surfaces spaced at least

slightly radially outwardly of said rotor, at least one cylinder
bore formed in said rotor generally paralleling a radius of said
rotor and closed at its inner end, a piston reciprocal in said

bore and including an outer roller rollingly engaged with the
inner surfaces, including said ramp surfaces, of said cavity, at

least one end of said rotor including at least one port means
formed therethrough opening into the inner end portion of
said cylinder bore, said end wall means including intake and
exhaust ports formed therethrough with which said rotor port
means is registrable, said exhaust port being disposed for

registry with said port means when said roller is engaged with
the approach end portion of one of said ramp surfaces and
said intake port being disposed for registry with said port
means when said roller is engaged with the departure end of
said one ramp surface, said cylinder bore being spaced later-

ally of said radius in the direction of intended rotation of said
rotor, said rotor including a guide bore closely adjacent and
paralleling said cylinder bore, a tongue rigid with and project-
ing outwardly from the outer end of said piston to a position
over the outer end of said guide bore, an elongated guide
member carried by the free end of said tongue and loosely
telescoped into the central portion of said guide bore, a com-
pression spring seated in the inner end of said guide bore,
disposed about said guide member and having its outer end
engaged against said tongue, said guide bore being disposed to

the rear of said cylinder bore relative to the direction of in-

tended rotation of said rotor.

1. A rocker arm and pivot assembly for an internal combus-
tion engine having a cylinder block with at least one cylinder
therein and a head closing the cylinder, a poppet valve in the
head and having a valve stem extending above the head and,
a hollow push rod having an apertured spherical end extend-
ing above the head, said rocker arm and pivot including a
rocker arm cover secured to the cylinder head and having a
domed wall extending over the poppet valve and push rod in

spaced relation thereto, said domed wall of said rocker arm
cover having an inverted U-shaped bearing pocket with an
upper bearing surface curved in an arc of predetermined
radius and extending between the poppet valve and the push
rod, and a rocker arm extending between and engaged at a
driving end with the push rod and at a power end with the
valve stem of the poppet valve, said rocker arm having a
curved intermediate upper bearing portion between said driv-
ing end and said driven end with an upper bearing surface and
opposed side bearing surfaces formed complementary to said
bearing pocket in said rocker arm cover, said rocker arm
being slidably and pivotally received in said bearing pocket for
pivotal movement in the vertical plane extending between the
poppet valve and the push rod while engaged therewith so that
reciprocable movement of the push rod is translated to the
poppet valve.

3,841,281

CARBURETOR
Stanley H. Mick, Mt. Clemens, Mich., assignor to General
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,563
Int. CI. F02m 7/12; F02d 9/00

U.S. CI. 123-97 B 3 Claims
1. For use with an internal combustion engine, a carburetor

comprising a mixture conduit having an air inlet and a mixture
outlet, a throttle disposed in said mixture outlet for controlling
flow therethrough, an air valve disposed in said air inlet,

means controlling said air valve to maintain a substantially
constant subatmospheric pressure in said mixture conduit
between said air valve and said throttle, a fuel bowl, a fuel
passage receiving fuel from said fuel bowl and discharging fuel
into said mixture conduit between said air valve and said
throttle, an air bleed passage for discharging air at substan-
tially atmospheric pressure into said mixture conduit between
said air valve and said throttle, a valve seat formed in said
bleed passage, a valve unit engageable with said valve seat to
restrict air flow through said bleed pasage, and valve operating
means for causing said valve unit to engage said valve seat
during open throttle operation and during closed throttle
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operation at speed oelow a selected level and for moving said

valve unit away from said valve seat during closed throttle

operation at speeds above said selected level to thereby permit

air to bleed into said mixture conduit between said air valve

and said throttle to increase the pressure therein, whereby fuel

flow to said mixture conduit is minimized during closed throt-

tle operation at speeds above said selected level.

3,841,282

AIR SUPPLY VALVE
Jerry B. Kogerson, Dearborn, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor

Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,594

Int. CI. F02m 23/04; F02d 33/02

U.S. CI. 123-97 B 2 Claims

•--

1. In an internal combustion engine having an induction

system for supplying a mixture of air and fuel to an intake

manifold thereof and a spark ignition system, the combination

comprising:

a. a duct supplying ambient air to said intake manifold,

b. means controlling admission of air through said duct only

during conditions of engine deceleration, said means

being effective to vary the quantity of ambient air so

admitted in proportion to the magnitude of said engine

deceleration, and

c. means responsive to de-energization of said spark ignition

system to override said proportioning means so that a

predetermined maximum amount of ambient air is admit-

ted through said duct.

3,841,283

APPARATUS FOR REDUCING SMOG PRODUCING
EMISSION FROM INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Henry P. Wood, 5770 Winfield Blvd., No. 3, San Jose, Calif.

95030
Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 296,828

Int. CI. F02m 77/18; F02b 75/10; F02m 7/00

U.S. CI. 123-119 R 5 Claims

. V

Jo .» < ?4

1. In apparatus for reducing the smog producing emission

from an internal combustion engine, the combination com-
prising an electrical resistor supported in exhaust pipe means
of the internal combustion engine, the electrical resistance of

said resistor varying with the thermal conductivity of the

exhaust gas passing through said exhaust pipe means, an elec-

tric motor, a carburetor having a valve through which fuel is

fed from the carburetor to the intake manifold of said engine,

mechanical means coupling said valve to said motor, and

electrical bridge circuit, said resistor being connected to form

one leg of said bridge circuit, a source of current supply con-

nected across said bridge circuit, the current from said source

heating said resistor to a predetermined temperature at which

the resistance of said resistor is such that said bridge circuit is

balanced, amplifying means comprising a pair of amplifiers,

means connecting the individual ones of said pair of amplifiers

to opposite sides of the output of said bridge circuit, said

amplifying means being responsive to the unbalancing of said

bridge circuit so that one of said amplifiers is activated when
the resistance of said resistor is increased by said exhaust gas

and the other of said amplifiers is activated when the resis-

tance of said resistor is decreased, means controlling the

energization of said motor connected to said amplifying

means, said motor controlling said valve and varying the feed-

ing of fuel to said carburetor in accordance with the thermal

conductivity of the engine exhaust gas.

3,841,284

EXHAUST GAS HEATED ENGINE INTAKE
MANIFOLDING AND FUEL VAPORIZER

Richard P. Krygowski, Livonia, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 343,745

Int. CI. F02m 33/00
U.S. CI. 123-122 A 6 Claims

1. An engine fuel vaporizer for use on an internal combus-

tion engine having an intake manifold, exhaust manifolding,

and a carburetor mounted on the intake manifold and having

one or more air/fuel induction passages aligned so as to dis-

charge an air/fuel mixture into the intake manifold, the intake

manifold having a number of inlet openings in one plane

corresponding to the number of carburetor induction passages

and aligned with the induction passages to receive an air/fuel
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mixture therefrom for transmittal to the engine cylinders, the
intake manifold also having in other planes essentially at
angles to the one plane and spaced therefrom a number of
air/fuel mixture outlets from the manifold corresponding to
the number of engine cylinders, the improvement comprising:
a hollow thin sheet metal heat transfer tube mounted in each
of the inlets and extending from the carburetor induction
passage towards the manifold outlets, the intake manifold
including an engine hot exhaust gas passage passing from one
side of the manifold to the other, the intake manifold also
including portions spaced from each other and interconnected

f^'

by portions of the heat transfer tubes, the said portions passing
through the exhaust gas passage whereby the gases pass
around the interconnecting portions of the heat transfer tubes
to transfer heat through the walls thereof to vaporize liquid
fuel therein,

each tube having a closed cup shaped lower end portion
with bottom and side walls and a number of openings in
the side walls thereof the openings being located axially
a distance above the bottom wall to form a liquid fuel
dam therebetween.

3 841 285
COMPOSITE CENTRIFUGALSPEED-DEPENDENT FUEL
CONTROLLER FOR FUEL INJECTION PUMPS AND

ELECTRIC SIGNAL TRANSDUCER
Rolf Muller, Stuttgart-Freiberg, and Heinrich Staudt,
Markgroningen-Talhausen, both of Germany, assignors to
Robert Bosch GMBH, Gerlingen, Germany

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,396
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 21, 1972.

7210770

Int. CI. F02m 39100; F02d 1104
U.S. a. 123-139 E 7 Claims

1. Composite centrifugal control for fuel injection pumps
for internal combustion engines comprising

drive shaft means (23);
a resilient coupling element (25) to dampen vibrations

transmitted by the shaft means;
a centrifugal weight carrier (16) in driven connection with

the resilient element (25);
movable weights ( 19, 20) swingably connected ( 17, 18, 26)

to the weight carrier (16);
means (21, 22) yieldingly restraining swinging movement of

the weights when the shaft rotates;

link means (17, 18; 26, 28, 31) connected to said weights
to provide output motion representative of shaft speed, as
a result of centrifugal extension of the weights upon
rotation of the shaft, movement of said link means con-
trolling the quantity of fuel being injected by the injection

pump;
and a shaft rotation-electrical signal transducer (33) includ-

ing a rotating element (32) in driven connection with the

resilient coupling element (25), mechanically coupled to
the centrifugal weight carrier (16) to provide an electri-

cal output signal representative of speed of the weight

carrier (16) and corresponding to speed of the shaft (23)
as damped by said coupling element (25) and the rota-
tional inertia of the weight carrier (16).

3,841,286
ENGINE RUNAWAY PREVENTING SAFETY MEANS
ASSOCIATED WITH A DISTRIBUTOR-TYPE FUEL

INJECTION PUMP
Franz Eheim, Stuttgart, Germany, assignor to Robert Bosch
GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 277,862
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 4, 1971

2138994

Int. CI. F02d 5100
U.S. CI. 123-140 R 4 claims

1. In a fuel injection pump delivering metered fuel to an
internal combustion engine and being of the type that has (a)
a distributor shaft, (b) a pump work chamber defined within
said distributor shaft, (c) piston means operating in said pump
work chamber, (d) a rotary component driven by. said engine
with an rpm that is a function of the engine rpm, ( e ) a movable
control throttle for determining, as a function of its position,
the fuel quantities to be injected, (f) rotary electromagnet
means coupled to said control throttle to position the same in
response to electric signals applied to said rotary electromag-
net means, the improvement comprising

A. a discharge channel formed as a longitudinal bore in said
distributor shaft and connected to said pump work cham-
ber,

B. a movable valve member adapted to assume a first posi-
tion obturating said discharge channel and a second posi-
tion opening said discharge channel for depressurizing
said pump work chamber and

C. centrifugal means mounted to said distributor shaft and
including said movable valve member for moving the
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latter into said second position beyond a predetermined

rpm, said distributor shaft being in turn coupled to said

rotary component.

3,84U87
IGNITION SYSTEM

Tage Nielsen, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Rite Autotronics

Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Int.CI. F02pi/06
U.S. CI. 123— 148 E 11 Claims

^ »^A^ -J B4
I- . J^n^ 1

IW II|0.C*TCH» JMT 102-

1. In an ignition system for supplying electrical energy

to a spark plug in an internal combustion engine when
the contacts of thje ignition system are open, said system

including:

a source of DC energy;

controlled oscillator means coupled to said source for

supplying oscillating electrical energy in response

to the DC energy, said oscillator means including an

output means and a controlled input means;

transformer means including a primary winding coupled

to the output means of said oscillator means, a sec-

condary winding, and a feedback control winding being

coupled to the control input means of said oscillator

means;

rectifier means coupled to the secondary winding of

said transformer for converting induced oscillating

signals to a DC signal, said rectifier means includ-

ing an output means;

energy storage means being coupled to the output means

of said rectifier means for storing the DC energy

from said rectifier means;

gating means being coupled to said energy storage means

for discharging the energy stored in said energy storage

means, said gating means including a gate input means
for gating said gating means on when the contact points

of said ignition system are open: and

adjustable feedback control means being coupled to the

feedback control winding of said transformer means

and to the output means of said rectifier means for

varying the amount of energy to the controlled oscil-

lator means and for selecting the energy level from said

oscillator means to said transformer means.

3,841,288

IGNITION SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINES

Aart Gerrit Korteling, Emmasingel, Eindhoven, Netherlands,

assignor to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 177,945

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Sept. 5, 1970,

7013168
11

II Int. CL F02p i/02

U.S. CI. 123-148 E 10 Claims

1. An ignition system for an internal combustion engine

comprising, a source of DC voltage, and ignition coil having

a positive temperature coefficient of resistance, a semicon-

ductor switching device connected in series with the coil

across the terminals of the DC voltage source, a control pulse

generator connected to said DC supply terminals and having

an output terminal coupled to a control electrode of the

switching device for supplying thereto a switching control

pulse for periodically switching the switching device on and

off, means including the engine contact-breaker for supplying

a control signal to said control pulse generator in timed rela-

tion to the engine, said pulse generator being responsive to the

control signal to generate said control pulse and including an

RC network that determines the time duration of the control

pulse, a first voltage reference element connected in said pulse

generator so as to cooperate with the RC network and the

supply voltage to determine the time duration of the control

pulse whereby the time duration of the control pulse varies

inversely to the DC supply voltage V^, the value V^ of the

reference voltage of the reference element being chosen rela-

tive to the value of the DC supply voltage so that, in coopera-

tion with the RC time constant of the RC network, the time

duration of the control pulse is substantially proportional to

RC In Vg/Vg — V„ and varies over the non-linear portion of

the exponential curve.

3,841,289

ENGINE CYLINDER HEAD GASKET
Willis G. Meyers, Madison Heights, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 334,044

Int. CI. F02f niOO; F16j 11/02

U.S. CI. 123- 193 CH 7 Claims

1. A composite cylinder head gasket for an internal combus-
tion engine, said gasket comprising

a sheet metal body having a plurality of spaced cylinder

openings adapted to register with the engine cylinders

and at least one additional opening adapted to register

with liquid containing cavities of the engine cylinder

block and head,

a layer of sheet graphite covering each of the opposite

surfaces of said metal body, said graphite having a density

less than its maximum and being compressible to approxi-

mately its maximum density,

said composite gasket having first annular sealing portions

surrounding said cylinder openings with edges of said

graphite exposed thereto and a second sealing portion

surrounding said at least one additional opening with

edges of said graphite exposed thereto, said first sealing

portions being substantially thicker than the remainder of

said gasket but compressible to a thickness substantially

less than the uncompressed thickness of said second
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sealing portion, whereby said gasket may be compressed
between opposing flat surfaces to a thickness at which the
graphite of said first seahng portions exposed to said
cylinder openings approaches its maximum density while
the graphite of said second sealing portion is compressed
to a substantially smaller extent.
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a signal in response to the engine reaching a predetermined
speed, and second time delay means connected between said
second signal supply means and a second input of said compo-
nent and operable in response to a signal of a predetermined
duration from said second signal supply means to supply a
control signal to said second input of said component whereby

3,841,290
BELLHOUSING BLOCK PLATE

Joseph J. Schubeck, Lakewood, Ohio, assignor to Scott and
Fetzer Company, Lakewood, Colo.

Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 287,619
Int. CI. F02f 7100

U.S. CL 123-195 A 14 c,ai„.

26

U /a] o^

>c28

1. A block plate for use with a bellhousing of the type for
enclosing the flywheel of an engine comprising,

a body,

mounting means on said body for mounting said block plate
on said bellhousing,

an opening in said body for receiving a portion of an engine
starter,

said body includes a removable portion adjacent said open-
ing for enlarging said opening to enable accomodation of
differently constructed engine starters, and

said removable portion is severed from the material of said
body and is attached to said body by pressured engage-
ment being adapted to be separated from said body by the
application of a force thereto.

3,841,291
CONTROL ARRANGEMENT, ESPECIALLY FOR DIESEL

ENGINE
Manfred Ludewig, Vellmar, and Hans-Konrad Romer, Karls-

ruhe, both of Germany, assignors to Rheinstahl AG, Essen
Germany '

Filed Dec. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 205,205
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 5. 1970

2060005 .
'u.

Int. CI. F02b 77108; FOlp 11114; FOlm 7///0
U.S. a. 123-198 DB g claims

1. A control device for automatically shutting off the fuel
supply to a Diesel engine in response to the failure of an
accessory thereof and comprising: electrically operable means
adapted upon energization to shut off the supply of fuel to the
engine, a component having an output connected to said
electrically operable means and having at least two inputs,
said component developing a signal at the output for energiz-
ing said electrically operable means when control signals are
simultaneously supplied to the said inputs thereof, first signal
supply means operated by said accessories and developing
signals upon the failure of an accessory, first time delay means
connected between said first signal supply means and a first of
said inputs and operable in response to a signal of predeter-
mined duration from said first signal supply means to supply
a control signal to a first input of said component, second
signal supply means operated by said engine and developing

said control device becomes effective only after said engine
has reached said predetermined speed, said second signal
supply means including an engine driven generator and a
blocking relay in the engine starting system and both of which
must supply signals to operate said second time delay means

3,841,292
HAND OPERATED CATAPULT TOY

John C. Hoffman, 37 Elm St., Delhi, N.Y. 13753
Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,138

Int. CI. F41b 3102
^•S- CI. 124-5

3 Cairns

Hi

1

r

Li

1. A toy comprising
a flexible wand having a handle grip on one end, and the

other or front end having surface irregularities to consti-
tute a frictional surface;

and a ball-shaped rubber-like mass having an axial opening
sized to permit the mass to be co-axially selectively fric-
tionally disposed on said frictional surface,

so said wand may be whipped to displace and project the
mass in selected direction and with selective force to
attempt to place said mass in a preselected area.
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3,841,293

CLAY PIGEON DISPENSING APPARATUS
Jean Michel Laporte, and Jean-Claude Laporte, both of Pont

de la Brague, 06600 Antibes, France

Filed July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,950

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 4, 1972, 72.42995

Int. CI. F41b 3104

U.S. CL 124-8 7 Claims

1. In an apparatus for throwing frangible targets, the appa-

ratus including a catapult arm having loading and unloaded

positions, the improvement comprising:

means for supporting a stack of targets, said supporting

means being provided with a central aperture through

which the targets pass, the catapult arm being in vertical

registration with said central aperture when in the loading

position;

pivotal latch means mounted for movement in a direction

generally transverse to the direction of movement of the

targets during delivery of the catapult arm, said latch

means being disposed below said supporting means be-

tween said supporting means and the catapult arm, said

latch means including at least a first latch having a first

end which defines a retractable stack supporting tongue

member, said tongue member normally extending into

partial vertical alignment with said supporting means

central aperture whereby a stack of objects will normally

be supported on said latch means;

means biasing said latch means into said normally extended

position;

a control arm extension on said first latch;

a projection on the catapult arm, said projection engaging

and operating said control arm extension to cause pivot-

ing of said control arm and its associated latch when said

catapult arm is moved into registration with said support-

ing means central aperture whereby the lowermost target

in the stack will be released for delivery to the catapult

arm;

retention means vertically displaced from said latch means,

said retention means being movable between a first posi-

tion wherein said retention means engages at least the

second target from the bottom of the stack to thereby

support the stack and a second position wherein said

retention means is withdrawn from contact with the stack

of targets; and

means operating said retention means in synchronism with

and in opposition to said latch means whereby said reten-

tion means will occupy said first position when said latch

means is retracted and will occupy said second position

when said latch means is in its normally extended posi-

tion.

3,841,294

SPRING TYPE BALL PROJECTINb DEVICE
Walter N. McGill, 5027 Maryland St., Gary, Ind. 46409

Filed May 17, 1973, Ser. No. 361,017

Int. CI. F41b 7100

U.S. CI. 124—16 3 Claims

1. A ball projecting device comprising:

means for supporting a ball:

a lever means pivotally supported on said device for project-

ing a ball, said lever means having an arm which moves

about an axis to engage a ball, and said lever means

having a shaft for supporting the lever means during

pivotal movement thereof, said lever means further com-

prising a torsion spring means for biasing the arm into

engagement with a supported ball, said spring means

having one end thereof being non-rotatably connected to

the device and the other end being connected to the arm,

the intermediate portion of the spring means being coiled

about the shaft;

a rod means for moving said arm to a cocked position under

pressure applied by a user, said rod means comprising a

link means adapted to move in response to the downward

thrust of the rod means to cause the arm to move to a

cocked position against the bias of the spring means;

means for locking the arm in a cocked position;

means for releasing the locking means to permit the arm to

pivot under the bias of the spring means.

3,841,295

COMPOUND ARCHERY BOW
Lafayette D. Hunter, Lowell, Oreg., assignor to Donald S.

Kudlacek, Longview, Wash.

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 390,106

Int. CI. F41b 5100

U.S. CL 124-24 R 8 Claims

1. A compound archery bow, comprising:

a. a handle member,
b. a pair of bow limbs projecting from opposite ends of the

handle member,

c. a pair of cam members, each said cam member being

mounted on one of said bow limbs and each said cam
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member being pivoted eccentrically adjacent the outer
end of each its associated limb,

d. a bow string for projecting an arrow, said bow string

spanning between said cam members and being secured
intermediate its ends to the pair of cam members and
forming an intermediate working stretch therebetween, a
pair of opposite end segments of said bow string extend-
ing from the cam members,

e. a pair of elongated levers mounted pivotally on the bow,
each said lever being positioned adjacent the inner end of
its associated limb, the outer end of each lever being
connected to the end segment of the bow string which is

secured to the cam member on the opposite limb, and
f. a pair of tension control cables, each said tension control

cable operatively interconnecting each said limb and its

associated lever and each said tension control cable being

positioned between the bow limb and the connection of
the bow string end segment to its associated lever.

21
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1. A device for dressing a peripheral surface of a grinding

wheel mounted upon a grinding machine, comprising:

a supporting base;

a feeding table slidably mounted upon said supporting base

so as to be movable toward and away from said grinding

wheel by means of a table feeding device;

a template member fixedly mounted on said feeding table

and having a profile face thereon;

a traverse table slidably movable upon said feeding table by

suitable drive means in a direction parallel to the axis of

said grinding wheel;

a main body fixedly mounted upon said traverse table;

a compensating ram means slidably mounted within said

main body and provided with a dressing tool for dressing

the outer periphery of said grinding wheel;

a profile ram means slidably disposed in tandem relation-

ship to said compensating ram means within said main
body;

a stylus fixedly attached to one end of said profile ram for

engageable co-operation with said template member;
actuating means provided within said main body and inte-

grally associated with said profile ram means for moving
said profile ram means together with said compensating
ram means toward said grinding wheel to thereby urge
said stylus to contact said template member; and

feeding means operatively connected with said compensat-
ing ram for compensating the position of the same rela-

tive to said profile ram.

3,841,297
MACHINE FOR CUTTING BRITTLE MATERIALS

Harold W. Mech, Chicago, III., assignor to Motorola Inc.,

Franklin Park, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 203,657, Dec. 1, 1971, abandoned.
This application July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 375,575

Int. CI. B28d 1108
U.S. CI. 125-12 - 13 Claims

3,841,296

DRESSING DEVICE
Hiroshi Ota, Kariya, Japan, assignor to Toyoda Koki Kabu-

shiki Kaisha, Kariya-shi. Aichi-ken, Japan
Filed Jan. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 324,127

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 18, 1972, 47-8337
Int. CI. B24b 53108

U.S. CI. 125-11 PH 4 Claims

1. An improved machine for cutting brittle materials com-
prising:

a. continuous wire supply means;
b. take-up means for used wire;

c. a plurality of wire guides defining a continuous wire path
between said wire supply means and said take-up means
and further defining a cutting area, at least some of said

wire guides including pulleys each having at lease one
wire receiving groove extending around an outer surface

thereof; and
d. at least some of said wire guides including a plurality of

elongated axles mounted in parallel, transversely spaced
apart relationship with each axle having pulley means
mounted thereon with a plurality of grooves around the

periphery thereof, each pulley means on each axle being
canted so that grooves in pulley means on one axle and
grooves in pulley means on another axle having portions

of wire extending therebetween are approximately
aligned along the longitudinal axis of the portion of wire

extending therebetween.

3,841,298

PORTABLE GRILL STAND
Thomas J. Sellors, Waukegan, III., assignor to Potlatch Corpo-

ration, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Jan. 2, 1974, Ser. No. 429,906
Int. CI. F24c 1116

U.S. CI. 126-9 A 9 Claims

1. A portable grill stand comprising, in combination,
- a panel formed with a reinforcing fiue, opposed end walls,

and opposed side walls,
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each of said elements being separated by fold lines there-

between,

four legs provided at the four intersections of the respec-

tive end panels and side panels,

the stand being characterized by isosceles trapezoidal

configuration in both the end panel constructio(i and side

panel construction,

whereby a plurality may be nested, and additional strength

imparted to the stanc

configuration

as a result of the isosceles trapezoidal

3,841,300

HEATING APPARATUS
John M. Kyffin Hughes, Solihull; Brian Harding, West Brom-

wich, and Graham Albert John Lake, Birmingham, all of

England, assignors to Parkinson Cowan Appliances Limited,

Stechford, Birmingham, England

Filed Dec. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 426,624

Int. CI. F24c 2m
U.S. CI. 126—91 A 9 Claims

3,841,299

PORTABLE OUTDOOR GRILL AND FIRE STARTER UNIT
Rioe Tomita, 47-126 Kaimalolo PI., Kaneohe, Hawaii 96744

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,718

Int. CI. A47j J 7/07; F24b ilOO

U.S. CI. 126-25 B 8 Claims

-f^^S^lLS^""

1. Heating apparatus for imparting heat to a fluid compris-

ing a heating unit formed from at least two bodies of heat

conducting material, each body having an elongated groove

wherein opposite longitudinal edges of the groove are defined

by a first and a second set respectively of spaced parallel walls

upstanding from a base and defining respectively two rows of

spaced parallel channels which communicate respectively

with said opposite longitudinal edges of said groove, the two

bodies being connected together with the walls of the first and

second sets of one of said bodies disposed respectively in the

channels defined between the first and second sets of the other

body, the thickness of the walls relative to the spacing be-y

tween adjacent walls of each set being such that when the two

bodies are connected together to form said heating unit the

walls of the first sets of the two bodies define a plurality of

inlet orifices through which a fuel/air mixture can enter a

combustion chamber formed by the two grooves of the two

bodies and the walls of the second sets of the two bodies

define a plurality of outlet passages through which products of

combustion can leave said combustion chamber.

1. A portable outdoor grill and fire starter unit comprising

a vertically oriented and centrally located relatively tall hol-

low lower body defining a fire starter box, the fire starter box

having a vertical wall, a bottom joined to a base of the wall,

closing the box at its bottom and forming an upward opening

fire starter box. a large opening in the wall adjacent the base,

through which crumpled paper or similar highly combustible

material is pushed into the fire starter box and is ignited, a

door connected to the wall adjacent the opening for moving

out of and into an opening closing position for permitting

insertion and ignition of paper and for controlling air draft

moving into the fire starter box through the opening, guides

mounted on the wall adjacent the large opening and extending

laterally therebeyond for connecting the door to the wall and

permitting selective uncovering of the opening by the door

and for holding the door in a selectively opened position, said

fire box having an open upper end portion, an upper body

attached to said upper end portion and defining a relatively

short grill body, means for attaching said grill body centrally

to the upper end portion of the fire box so that it upstands

therefrom in substantial vertical alignment with the interior of

the fire box, burner grate means transversely disposed with

respect to the interior of the fire box and arranged to close off

the open upper end thereof, said burner grate means being

arranged centrally in the grill body to support charcoal bri-

quets within the bottom of the grill body so that the charcoal

briquets are ignited by the combustion gases rising in the fire

box from the burning paper, said grill body having an upper

end portion, a foodstuff grid, and means provided on the

upper end portion of the grill body for supporting the grid in

a manner so that the grid closes off the upper end portion of

the grill body and overlies the ignited charcoal briquets.

3,841,301

HEAT EXCHANGER FOR WALL FURNACE
Albert B. Chamberlain, Stone Mountain, Ga., assignor to The

Atlanta Stove Works, Inc., Alanta, Ga.

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336,201

Int. CI. F24h 3108

U.S. CI. 126—110 R 5 Claims

««Ar» iiN£ TO na iB->
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combustion chamber, said draft hood assembly including
a relief opening for drawing fresh air into said flow of hot
flue gases and baffle means for deflecting said flow of hot
flue gases and fresh air downwardly into a secondary heat
exchanger to a point lower than said relief opening, said
secondary heat exchanger extending upwardly from said
point to provide a path for the flow of said flue gases to
a flue vent opening, said draft hood assembly including a
draft hood chamber positioned between said relief open-
ing and said secondary heat exchanger, said draft hood
assembly including a substantially horizontal bottom wall
extending rearwardly from the lowest margin of said relief
opening into partial overlapping relation only with re-
spect to the upper end of said flue gas duct of the combus-
tion chamber and terminating in a rear edge, said draft
hood assembly also including a top wall extending rear-
wardly beyond said rear edge of said bottom wall, and
said baffle means comprising a baffle plate extending
downwardly from said top wail of the draft hood assembly
and terminating in a lower edge disposed rearwardly of
and above said rear edge of the bottom wall to define an
opening between said rear edge and said lower edge
leading downwardly into said secondary heat exchanger,
said bottom wall and said baffle plate cooperating to
prevent spilling of hot flue gases back through said relief
opening; and

means for conveying air to be warmed in contact with the
outside of said wall defming said vertically extending
duct, the outside surface of said draft hood assembly, and
the outside surface of said secondary heat exchanger,
whereby heat from said hot flue gases will be transferred
to said air to be warmed as it passes over said combustion
chamber, draft hood assembly, and secondary heat ex-
changer.

d. a solar collector mounted in said pyramidal reflector for
receiving and converting solar energy focused thereon by
said pyramidal reflector when said movable reflective
panel is open.

3,841,303
PROTECTIVE GAS GENERATING HEATING SYSTEM

FOR ASPHALT TANKS
Charles K. Martin, Boonton, N.J., assignor to Kimar Corpora-

tion, Keyport, N.J.

Filed Aug. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 391,044
Int. CI. EOlc 19145

U.S. CI. 126-343.5 A ,o Claims

3,841,302
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM FOR A BUILDING

Gerald Falbel. Stamford, Conn., assignor to Wormser Scien-
tific Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Feb. 6, 1974, Ser. No. 439,968
Int. CI. F24j 3102

U.S. CI. 126-270 9 Claims

'-?

1. A protective gas generating heating system for asphalt
tanks comprising,

a. a tank,

b. heat generating means in the tank, the heat generating
means normally producing an exhaust gas capable of
significantly retarding the formation of a highly viscous
surface skin normally generated by the action of air on
asphalt,

c. an exhaust gas stack connected between the heat generat-
ing means and the exterior of the tank,

d. insulation means on the said stack within the said tank,
e. gas compressor means having a low pressure inlet and
a high pressure outlet, the low pressure inlet being con-
nected to the exhaust gas stack,

f. an exhaust gas accumulator tank connected to the high
pressure outlet of the compressor means, and

g. conduit means connected between the accumulator tank
and the interior of the first said tank.

'* 3i: ti if
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ca.ly would spring defining an open end distal extension of
said inner body and having proximal and distal ends, said
distal extension being formed with the coils thereof normally
separated whereby to provide normally open passages there-
between for fluid flow into or out of the lumen of said inner
body, said inner body being enclosed within an outer smooth
Hexible sheathing, firmly bonded thereto and formed from an
inert plastic material, said sheathing extending distally beyond

October 15, 1974

the distal end of said inner body to define a hollow tip for
containing said spring-defined distal extension, means for
closing the distal end of said distal extension, and a stylette
passing through the lumen of said inner body and having its
distal end affixed to said distal end closing means and having
Its proximal end extending proximally beyond the proximal
end of said inner body for proximally contracting said distal
extension to move the coils thereof into mutual contact,
whereby to close the normally open passages therebetween.

'

3,841,309
METHOD OF ANALYZING CEREBRAL ELECTRICAL

ACTIVITY
Andrew Salter, New York, N.Y., and Robert Fried, East Bruns-

wick, N.J., assignors to Andrew Salter, New York, N.Y
Continuation of Ser. No. 99,8 i 7, Dec. 21, 1970, abandoned.

This application Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336.539
Int. CI. A61b 5/04

U.S. CI. 128-2.1 B 14 Claims
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3,841,310
ELECTRODE INSERTION DEVICE FOR
NEUROELECTRICAL RECORDINGS

Seth R. Goldstein, Bethesda, Md., assignor to The United States
of America as represented by the Secretary Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,702
Int. CI. A61b 5104

U.S. CI. 128-2.1 E ,2 Claims

1. An electrode insertion device for atraumatically obtain-
ing single cell neuroelectrical recordings from an exposed
pulsating cortex, said device comprising:

an electrode adapted for insertion into the cortex of a pa-
tient;

an elongated holder means for supporting and positioning
said electrode therein such that said electrode protrudes
a selected distance from an end thereof, said selected
distance being representative of the desired depth of
penetration of said electrode into the cortex, said end of
said holder means defining a contact area for disposition
on the surface of the cortex;

a housing means for said elongated electrode holder means
adapted in use to be maintained in a relatively stationary
position with respect to the cranium of the patient above
the area of electrode insertion, said housing means having
bearing assembly means for supporting said electrode
holder means and said electrode therein in a substantially
frictionless manner for free up-and-down movement with
respect thereto along the longitudinal axis of said holder
means; and means for connecting the electrode to an
external device;

whereby said electrode means and said electrode therein
freely follow the pulsatile movement of the cortex during
recording.

1. The method of analyzing cerebral electrical activity com-
prising the steps of:

sensing the cerebral electrical outputs from selected loca-
tions on the head of a living subject;

comparing such outputs with more than one adjustable
predetermined value;

producing signals representing each time any one of said
outputs has a value which exceeds any one or more of
said adjustable predetermined values; and

determining the number of the signals so produced at each
of said adjustable predetermined values.

3,841,311
DENTAL PULP TESTER

Ronald W. Brown, 1034 Swingin Ln., Columbus, Ohio 43220
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 235,391, March 15, 1972.

This application Nov. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 412,352
Int. CI. A61b lOlOO

U.S. CI. 128-2.1 R 6 Claims
1. A hand-held dental pulp tester comprising:
a. a housing;

b. a rigid hollow tube mounted in said housing and extend-
ing therefrom and terminating in first and second tip
portions angularly displaced from each other;

c. a nozzle mounted in said first tip portion;
d. a pressurized container of vaporizable coolant mounted

in said housing;
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e. a conduit coup ed between said container and said noz-

zle;

f. a normally closed pressure release valve means coupled

between said conduit and said container;

g. cold actuator means mounted on said housing for opening

said valve means to permit cold coolant vapor to be

discharged through said conduit to said nozzle mounted
on said first tip portion;

h. electric heating means mounted in said first tip portion;

i. means for mounting a battery in said housing;

terminal means in said housing for making electrical

contact with a battery mounted in said housing;
J

taining said adhesive pad on said electrode below said retainer

means and above said base flange, said gel pad being main-

tained in contact with the base fiange of said electrode by

adherence between the outer peripheral portions of the gel

pad and the adhesive pad, the adhesive pad extending periph-

erally outwardly beyond the gel pad for adherence with the

skin of a patient, the upper end of said central post being

electrically exposed on the upper end portion thereof above

said retainer means so as to be adapted to be directly con-

nected with the electrode connector of an BEG or ECG sys-

tem.

k. normally open switch means connected between said

terminal means and said electric heating means;

1. heat actuator means mounted on said housing for closing

said switch means to energize said heating means and
heat the outer surface of said first tip portion;

m. high voltage generating means connected between said

terminals and said first tip portion;

h. a normally open high voltage switch connected between
said terminal and said high voltage generating means;

o. a high voltage actuator mounted on said housing for

closing said high voltage switch to apply high voltage to

said first tip portion; and

p. means for imparting a mechanical shock to a patient's

tooth through said second tip portion.

3,841,312

ELECTRODE ARRANGEMENT
Eugene Corasanti, New Hartford, N.Y., assignor to Consoli-

dated Medical Equipment Inc., Utica, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 346,154

Int. CL A61b 5104

U.S. CI. 128-2.06 E 5 Claims

1, An electrode arrangement for use as a probe for sensing

heart beats comprising, in combination, an electrode includ-

ing a generally circular base flange and a solid integral up-

standing central post, said base flange and solid integral up-

standing central post being coated with conductive silver, gel

pad means covering the bottom surface of the base flange and

extending outwardly beypnd the outer periphery of said

flange, an adhesive pad having a central aperture receiving

said central post, said adhesive pad being disposed adjacent

the upper surface of said base flange, and retainer means

having a central aperture receiving said central post and re-

3,841,313

STROKE VOLUME METER
Karel Hendrik Wesseling, and Benjamino De Wit, t>oth of

Utrecht, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation,

New York, N.Y,

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 346,054

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 5, 1972,

7204522
Int. CL A61b 5102

U.S. CI. 128-2.05 R 11 Claims
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A stroke volume meter comprising, input means adapted

to receive a signal that is proportional to the aorta blood

pressure, means for deriving a first signal determined by the

instant at which the blood pressure in the aorta reaches a first

minimum value corresponding to the end diastolic aorta pres-

sure and determined by the instant at which said blood pres-

sure reaches a second minimum value corresponding to the

incision, means responsive to the blood pressure signal for

deriving a second signal determined by the value of the end

diastolic aorta pressure, integration means responsive to the

blood pressure signal and the second signal and adapted to

integrate the blood pressure signal indicative exclusively of

the part of the blood pressure in the aorta which exceeds the

end diastolic aorta pressure from the instant at which this

pressure is reached until the instant at which the incision is

reached, and means for dividing the signal value obtained by

said integration by an adjustable constant.

3,841,314

PULSE ACTIVITY INDICATOR
Robert E. Page, 3427 Dumas St., San Diego, Calif. 92106

Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,508

Int. CI. A61b 5102

U.S. CI. 128-2.05 P 7 Claims

1. A cardiovascular instrumentation system for measuring

cardiovascular activity having a plurality of positive peaks

comprising:

sensor means for generating an electrical analog signal of

cardiovascular activity of a living subject;

a linear amplifier connected to said sensor means for in-

creasing the power of said electrical analog signal;

first logic circuit means connected to said linear amplifier

for producing a digital pulse signal having a pulse dura-
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tion corresponding to the time of cardiovascular activity;

second logic circuit means connected to said first logic

circuit means for producing a digital signal having a pulse

duration corresponding to the length of time from the

initiation of the cardiovascular activity to the first peak
thereof;

a first measuring circuit means connected to said second
logic circuit and to said linear amplifier for measuring the

value of said amplified cardiovascular analog signal in

response to the output of said second logic circuit means
and connected to said first logic circuit means for en-

abling said first measuring circuit means to measure suc-

ceeding pulses;

a first display means connected to said first measuring for

providing an indication of the measured value;

third logic circuit means connected to said first logic circuit

means for generating a digital signal having a pulse dura-
tion corresponding to the length of time from the initia-

tion of the cardiovascular activity to a second peak
thereof;

a second measuring circuit means connected to said third

logic circuit and to said linear amplifier for measuring the

value of said amplified cardiovascular analog signal in

response to the output of said third logic circuit means
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and connected to said first logic circuit means for en-
abling said second measuring circuit means to measure
succeeding pulses;

a second display means connected to said second measuring
circuit means for providing an indication of the measured
value;

a stabilized voltage source;

a trigger generator circuit connected to said first logic cir-

cuit means for generating a pulse in response thereto;

a first switch means connected to said trigger generator
circuit and to said stabilized voltage source for timely
switching said voltage in response to the trigger pulse;

a capacitor connected to said first switch to be charged to
the stabilized voltage upon operation of said first switch
means;

a plurality of resistances connected to said capacitor to

serve as a discharge path therefor;

a plurality of switch means, each connected to one of said

plurality of resistances and effectively connected to said

capacitor to complete the discharge path; and
fourth logic circuit means connected between said trigger

circuit means and said plurality of switches for sequential
energization of each switch.

3,841,315
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUSLY

MONITORING HEARTBEAT RATE
Keith A. Kopp, Bensenville, III., assignor to Eagle Monitor

Systems, Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 14, 1973, Scr. No. 341,158
Int. CI. A61b 5m

U.S. CI. 128-2.06 F 14 Claims
1. A cardiac rate monitor for continuously monitoring the

heartbeat rate of the wearer, said monitor including an alarm

device for alerting said wearer whenever a maximum desirable
heartbeat rate is exceeded, said monitor comprising:
means for monitoring said heartbeat of said wearer, said
means including pulse means for generating output pulses
substantially coincident with corresponding ones of said
heartbeats monitored by said monitoring means;

averaging means coupled to said pulse means for averaging
said output pulses to develop an averaged signal having
an amplitude level directly proportional to said heartbeat
rate;

comparator means coupled to said averaging means for
selectably establishing a maximum threshold level corre-

N0C9 <•-, OtJ "

F^T I

sponding to said maximum desirable heartbeat rate, said

comparator means applying a drive potential to said
alarm device whenever said averaged signal exceeds said

maximum threshold level; and
gating means having an input coupled to said pulse means
and an output coupled to said alarm device, said gating
means disabling said alarm device during intervals be-
tween said output pulses and enabling said alarm device
to generate an alarm signal responsive to said drive poten-
tial only during intervals corresponding to said output
pulses thereby causing said alarm device to generate a

repetitive alarm signal occurring at a rate coincident with
said heartbeat rate whenever said averaged signal exceeds
said maximum threshold level.

3,841,316
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE PSYCHOGALVANIC

REFLEX
Richard W. Meyer, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois,

Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,809

Int. CI. A61b 5/OJ
U.S. CI. 128-2.1 Z 1 Claim

12

34

^lTI
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,38
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30
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1. Apparatus having automatic meter overload protection
for measuring the psychogalvanic reflex in human beings
comprising, in combination:

a. a voltage source;

b. a switch connected in series with said voltage source;
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c. a first resistor connected in parallel with said voltage

source;

d. a second resistor, connected in series with said first resis-

tor and connected to said voltage source;

e. a third resistor connected in parallel with said first and
second resistors;

f. a variable resistor, connected in series with said third

resistor, having a variable voltage tap connection;

g. a transistor with a base, a collector and an emitter, having

its base connected to said variable voltage tap and its

emitter connected to said voltage source;

h. a fourth resistor, connected in parallel with said first and
second resistors and connected to the collector of said

transistor;

i. a galvanometer type meter connected between the collec-

tor of said transistor and a circuit node located between
said first and second resistors;

j. a fifth resistor connected between the collector of said

transistor and said meter; and

k. electrode means for engaging the skin of a person to

sense the resistance of the skin of said person and con-

nected to form a resistance in parallel with said third

resistor.

constructed of spring material so that said legs are resiliently

movable tb a generally parallel relationship without any per-

manent deformation, and said end wall including an arcuate

portion normally curved inward toward said legs in the un-

stressed condition, and said arcuate portion having an aper-

ture therethrough constituting means providing examination

and operating access.

3,841,319

3,841,317 METHOD FOR SEALING THE OESOPHAGUS AND
HEAT-INSULATING SHIELD FOR SPECULUM PROVIDING ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION

George M. Awais, 2300 Overlook Rd., Apt. 719, Cleveland Tantrimudalige Anthony Don Michael, SQ. 1044, Braim, Aba-

Heights, Ohio 44106 dan, and Edward Henry Lambert, SQ. 1697, Abadan, both

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,051 y of Iran

Int. CI. A61b im Division of Ser. No. 867,697, Oct. 20, 1969, Pat. No.

U.S. CI. 128—17 . 19 Claims 3,683,908. This application June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 266,514
Int. CI. A61m 16100

U.S. CI. 128-28 4 Claims

1. In combination, a medical speculum for dialating the

vagina of a patient during such procedures as cauterization of

the cervex, comprising a pair of dilatory blades having overly-

ing side edge regions and being coupled together for relative

movement between an insertion position wherein the blades

are positioned relatively closely together, and a dilation posi-

tion wherein the blades are relatively widely spaced one from

another, and heat insulating means including a heat insulating

material extending across the space between said overlying

side edge regions of the dilatory blades for minimizing the

radiant transfer of heat to regions of the patient which would

otherwise be exposed between the blades.

3,841,318

PAGINAL SPECULUM
Donald M. Olson, Oakland, Calif., assignor to Max Morris, San

Jose and Earl L. Kirkman, Felton, both of, Calif., part inter*

est to each

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,195

Int. CI. A61b 17102

U.S. CI. 128-20 9 Claims

1. A U-shaped vaginal speculum comprising a web end wall,

legs resiliently and integrally formed in one piece with said

end wall, said legs extending substantially transversely from

said end wall and normally diverging angularly each from the

other in the unstressed condition, said legs and end wall being

1. A method for applying artificial respiration while permit-

ting washing out, dosing or voiding the stomach,

said method comprising,

introducing into a patient's oesophagus an elongated ele-

ment having an expandible blocking means for blocking

the oesophagus with a tube coextensive with said elon-

gated element passing through said blocking means to the

patient's stomach and said elongated element having

means for supplying air for resuscitation through said

patient's mouth to the respiratory passages of said pa-

tient,

expanding said blocking means to block said oesophagus
supplying air to said respiratory passages for resuscitation

without passage of air to said stomach,

washing out, dosing or voiding said stomach by means of

said tube.

3,841,320

KINESITHERAPY APPLIANCE
James T. Brown, Jr., 3808 Harbour Dr., Orlando, Fla. 32806

Filed Aug. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 392,981

Int. CI. A61h im
U.S. CI. 128-33 7 Claims

1. A kinesitherapy appliance comprising a first vibrator

device having a casing for housing an electric motor which is
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energizable to impart vibratory motion to the casing, a second

vibrator device having a generally flat pad and a casing which
is secured to the pad and houses an electric motor that is

energizable to impart vibratory motion to the pad, a support

structure for the vibrator devices which includes a rigid base

panel member having opposite ends and a flat horizontally

arranged bottom portion therebetween, and a rigid end panel

member that is hinged to said base panel member for pivotal

movement about a horizontal pivot axis located at one of said

opposite ends, said pad being supported by and resting hori-

zontally upon said bottom portion, said end panel member

said speed control assembly for controlling the speed of the

motor and accessible for finger manipulation exteriorly of said

nose extension; and means for rigidly securing the tubular

flange of said cover part with the motor speed control circuit

assembled therein, to the free end of said container part.

3,841,322

APPLICATOR FOR PNEUMATIC THERAPY
Peter N. Spelio, P.O. Box 5857, Encino, Calif. 91413

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,121

Int. CI. A61h 1100

U.S. CI. 128-40 12 Claims

being pivotally movable between a first position at which said

pad is sandwiched between said end panel member and said

bottom portion, and a second position at which said end panel

is arranged generally upright with respect to said bottom
portion, said appliance further comprising means attached to

said end panel member for biasing said end panel member
toward its first position when the end panel member is at its

second position, and the casing of said first vibrator device
being rigidly secured to and pivotally movable with said end
panel member.

3,841,321
HAND MANIPULATED BODY MASSAGER

Robert W. Aibach, Dunkirk; Kenneth R. Mathers, Brocton,
and Reuben T. Carlson, Jamestown, all of N.Y., assignors

to Niagara Therapy Manufacturing Corporation. Village of

Brocton, N.Y.

Filed June 22, 1973, Ser. No. 372,609
Int. CI. A61h 1100

U.S. CI. 128—36 12 Claims

1. A therapeutic massager adapted to be held in the hand
and applied to selected portions of the human form which
includes, a container part having a tubular body wall closed at

one end by a hemispherical end wall, a vibration producing

motor fully contained and supported within said container

part; a separable cover part presenting a tubular nose exten-

sion having an outwardly flared end wall portion which merges
through a shoulder portion into a tubular flange, a solid state

motor speed control assembly contained in said cover part,

means for supporting said speed control assembly within the

tubular flange and tubular nose extension of said cover part,

detachable leads for connecting said speed control assembly

in series with one of the power input leads and one of the

winding input leads from the motor, an element connected to

1. A device for applying cyclic suction-relaxation manipula-

tive action to the skin comprising a generally frusto-conical

shell having major and minor diameter open ends; a plurality

of recesses in said shell extending between said ends; a conical

end portion on the minor diameter end of said shell, an open-
ing in the apex of said conical end portion; a nipple extending

outwardly from the periphery of said opening and connector

means on said nipple for connecting tubing to said shell; said

connector means comprising a sleeve having one end thereof

telescopingly housing and snugly engaging said nipple and a

reduced external diameter other end for insertion within said

tubing; and an outwardly and reversely curved peripheral

flange on the major diameter end of said shell to form a

rounded surface for contact with the skin.

3,841,323

MASSAGE APPARATUS
Dan T. Stoughton, 6220 Coldwater Canyon, North Hollywood,

Calif. 91606
Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,743

Int. CI. A61h IIOO

U.S. CI. 128-40 8 Claims

1. Massaging apparatus including: a base; a bellows

mounted on said base; a treadle mounted on said base in

engagement with said bellows; an electric motor mounted on
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said base and having a drive shaft; a crank linkage means
coupling the drive shaft of said electric motor to said treadle

to move said treadle reciprocally and cause said bellows cycli-

cally to compress and expand; a suction cup member; and a

tubular member intercoupling said cup member to the interior

of said bellows.

3,841,324

TRANSPORTER FOR CONVEYING LARGE LIVING
ORGANISMS UNDER SUBSTANTIALLY STERILE

CONDITIONS
Franciscus Josephus Kruiswijk, Delft, Netherlands, assignor to

Nederlandse Organisatie Voor Toegepast Natuurweten-

schappelijk Onderzoek Ten Behoeve Van De Volksgezonheld,

The Hague, Netherlands

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,311

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Dec. 24, 1971,

7117822

Int. CL A61b 19100; BOld 46/00

U.S. CL 128— 132 7 Claims

1. A transporter for conveying a large living organism under

substantially sterile conditions, in particular a germ free

stretcher for patients in serious condition, comprising

a. top, bottom, rear and side walls defining a space for

accommodating said organism; said space having, oppo-

site said rear wall, a front side through which said organ-

ism is movable into and out of said space;

b. fan means mounted on said transporter externally of said

space for generating an air stream;

c. means for filtering the air in said air stream;

d. means for directing said filtered air stream through said

top wall in a laminar flow across said space;

e. a horizontally disposed carrying plate having a front edge

and a rear edge; said carrying plate extending substan-

tially coextensively with and adjacent to said bottom wall;

f. guide means for horizontally slidably supporting said

carrying plate, whereby the latter is movable into and at

least partially out of said space through the front side

thereof; and

g. a folding bellows mounted between and attached to said

rear wall and the rear edge of said carrying plate.

3,8441325

PROTECTIVE E^ COVERING
Robert £. Pickard, 3730 Irvingt^ Ave., Miami, Fla. 33133

Filed Sept. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 184,047

Int. CL A61f 11100

U.S. CI. 128— 151 1 Claim
1. A protective ear covering to be applied over the ear after

ear surgery, said protective ear covering comprising an elon-

gated bag-like member of a flexible soft material impervious

to water, said elongated bag-like member including side and

end walls and closed at the inner end of the bag and open at

the opposite outer end, a generally D-shaped opening in one

of said side walls adjacent the closed inner end of the bag to

receive the outer ear and position the ear within the bag, the

inner edge of said D-shaped opening being flush, with its side

wall and with no portion of said inner edge extending into the

interior of the bag, the outside surface of the side wall adja-

cent the D-shaped opening having an adhesive surface config-

ured to the D-shaped opening, a D-shaped protective strip

removably covering said adhesive surface which when re-

£0^

moved permits the adhesive surface of the bag to be secured

against the area of the head surrounding the ear so that the

bag remains attached to the ear during the healing period, said

bag being so flexible and pliable as to permit it to be manipu-

lated so that the bag may be positioned at substantially right

angles to the ear and in direct alinement with the interior of

the ear to permit the attendant to examine the interior of the

ear with the bag attached to the ear, said outer open end of the

bag adapted to be closed during the healing period and capa-

ble of being opened for examination of the ear.

3,841,326

HARD HAT EAR PROTECTOR
Howard S. Leight, 16027 N. Field St., Pacific Palisades, CaliL

90272
Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 346,747

Int. CI. \6lt lllOO

U.S. CI. 128-152 4 Claims

N^ , lO 7

- 26 ,'

1. Protective apparatus comprising:

a helmet (14) with opposite sides and a rim (18);

a pair of mounts (22) mounted on either side of the helmet

at the inside surface thereof;

a pair of inner bars (42), each having an inner end (46)

pivotally mounted on one of said mounts and an outer

end (50);

a pair of outer bars (44), each having an inner end (48)

pivotally mounted on the outer end of a corresponding

inner bar, and each outer bar having an outer end (52);

and

a pair of earplugs (26), each mounted on the outer end of

a corresponding outer bar;

said mounts and bars constituting means permitting flexible

movement of said earplugs to permit the earplugs to move
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between a use position below the rim and against the ears, the link means relative to the frame such that the bumper
and a stowage position above the rim. engages the door and the needle is urged through the resilient

3,841,327
ANESTHESIA VENTILATOR APPARATUS

Wayne W, Hay, Madison, Wis., assignor to Airco, Inc., New
York, N.Y.

Filed July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 376,075
Int. CI. A61m 16100

U.S. CI. 128-188 5 Claims

1. In anesthesia ventilating apparatus of the type including
a patient breathing circuit; a bellows in said breathing circuit
adapted to expand and contract to cycle gas to the patient
circuit, a bellows chamber surrounding said bellows; a pneu-
matic powering system for cyclically pressurizing said cham-
ber to cause the expansion and contraction of said bellows;
and a highly flexible diaphragm mounted intermediate the said
patient circuit and said pneumatic powering system and
adapted to be displaced by a negative pressure signal from said
patient circuit to effect a negative pressure signal to said
pneumatic powering system for triggering cycling of said
pneumatic system; the improvement comprising a diaphragm
chamber containing said flexible diaphragm, said diaphragm
separating said chamber into first and second separate gas
spaces, said first gas space being located above said flexible

diaphragm and communicating with said pneumatic powering
system, and said second chamber being located below said
flexible diaphragm and communicating with said patient cir-

cuit whereby moisture within said patient circuit collects on
the bottom of said flexible diaphragm and drains downwardly
therefrom.

3,841,328
AIRPLANE HIJACKING INJECTOR

Jack Jensen, 6325 Woodbine Dr., Fort Worth, Tex.
Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 278,008

Int. CI. A61m 5120
U.S.CL 128-218 F g Claims

1. Injector apparatus comprising, a general frame; a rigid
sheet having an opening extending therethrough; means to
secure said rigid sheet to said frame; a door; means to movea-
bly secure said door to said rigid sheet; a resilient cushion
supported by said rigid sheet; link means pivotally secured
relative to the frame; bumper means on said link means to
move said door relative to said rigid sheet; a hypodermic
syringe having a plunger slidably disposed therein; a hollow
needle attached to said hypodermic syringe, said plunger
being arranged to force fluid through said hollow needle;
means securing the syringe to said link means; means to pivot

cushion; and means to move the plunger to eject fluid througl:
the hollow needle.

3,841,329
COMPACT SYRINGE

Fred M. Killinger, Portage, Mich., assignor to The Upjohn
Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 287,661
Int. CI. A61m 5124, 5122

U.S. CI. 128-220 4 claims

ing

1. A syringe for dispensing a liquid medicament, compris-

hollow cylindrical barrel means having a closed axial end
and an open axial end;

elastomeric piston means sealingly and slidably disposed
within said barrel means for movement lengthwise
thereof, said piston means having a central opening there-
through in a direction substantially parallel with the di-
rection of movement of said piston means;

closure means yieldably obstructing the flow of liquid from
said barrel means, said closure means comprising a mem-
brane integral with said piston means and extending
across said opening, said membrane having a slit there-
through;

elongated rod means having an end portion adjacent one
end thereof extending into and firmly held within said
opening in said piston means, said rod means having a
central passageway therethrough and being longer than
said barrel means, whereby said rod means projects out-
wardly through the open axial end of said barrel means;
one-way gripping means coacting between said end por-
tion and said piston means
1

.
for preventing relative rotation between said end por-
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tion and said piston means in one rotational direction

to thereby permit rotation of the rod means and the

piston means relative to the barrel means to break

loose any seizing that may occur between the piston

means and the barrel means and
2. for permitting axial insertion of said end portion into

said opening of said piston means while preventing said

end portion from being axially separated from said

piston means; said one-way gripping means including

projection means fixed to said end portion and project-

ing radially outwardly therefrom for distorting the

portion of said piston means defining the opening

therethrough, the axial end face of said projection

means which faces away from the other end of said rod

means being formed with an inclined surface thereon

which slopes downwardly and outwardly toward said

other end of said rod means to facilitate axial insertion

of said rod means into the opening formed in said

piston means, the other axial end face of said projec-

tion means extending outwardly substantially radially

relative to the longitudinal axis of said rod means for

preventing said rod means from being axially separated

from said piston means; and laterally projecting grip

means on said rod means near the other end thereof.

3,841,330

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR BATHING BODY
CAVITIES

Karl Storz, Hermannstrasse 14, 72, Tuttlingen, Germany
Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,654

Claims priority, application Germany, May 16, 1972,

2223760
1

1

"int. CI. A61m 1 100

U.S. CI. 128—230 1 Claim

1. In combinaticHi, an endoscope or similar apparatus for

operating in a body cavity comprising a substantially hollow

shaft having first and second conduit means extending be-

tween the proximal and distal ends respectively for the deliv-

ery and withdrawal of fiuid from said body, and tubular pump
means comprising a flexible hose extending respectively from
said delivery and withdrawal conduit means and a rotary

eccentric actuator acting thereon for simultaneously pumping
an equal volume ot fluid through said first and second conduit

means to and from said body.

3,841,331

SUCTION-PUMP ASSEMBLY FOR DRAWING BODY
FLUIDS

Joseph R. Wilder, 151 W. 86th St., New York, N.Y. 10024,
and Maurice S. Kanbar, 34 W. 13th St., New York, N.Y.

10011

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,459
Int. CI. A61m 7/00, 5120

U.S. CI. 128-278 4 Claims

1. A disposable pump assembly for evacuating fluid from
the body of a patient or for infusing fiuid into said body, said

assembly and the driver therefor comprising:

A. a bottle for containing a fiuid to be infused into the body
or for receiving fiuid evacuated from the body, said bottle

being provided with first and second inlets, said first inlet

communicating with an air space in said bottle, said sec-

ond inlet functioning with respect to infused or evacuated

fluid,

B. a pipe connected to said second inlet for coupling said

bottle to said body for infusion or evacuation;

C. a disposable, standard syringe functioning as an air pump
and constituted by a cylinder having an outlet and a

movable piston therein, said piston being actuated by an

axial stem connected thereto,

D. a powered driver having a stationary fitting and a mov-
able fitting which reciprocates with respect to said sta-

tionary fitting, said fittings including means effecting a

detachable coupling to said cylinder and to said stem

whereby said syringe may readily be coupled to said

fittings or withdrawn therefrom, and

E. pipe means having a reversible uni-directional valve

interposed therein coupling the outlet of the syringe to

said first inlet, said assembly being operative in the evacu-

ating mode when said valve functions in a predetermined
direction and being operative in the infusion mode after

the valve setting is reversed when said valve functions in

the reverse direction.

3,841,332

ENTEROSTOMY DRAINAGE APPLIANCE
Dennis L. Treacle, 7314 Beverly Dr., N.E., North Canton, Ohio
44721

Filed Nov. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 417,247

Int. CL A6 If 5/44

U.S. CI. 128—283 11 Claims
1. An enterostomy drainage appliance of the type having a

flexible bag with at least front and back walls forming a fluid

collection chamber therebetween, in which a stoma-receiving

opening is formed in the upper end of the back wall, and in

which means are provided for mounting the bag on the body
of a patient and for sealing the back wall opening with respect

to a stoma; the improvement including, flexible rib means
having a generally elongated inverted U-shaped configuration

mounted on the front bag wall and located within the collec-

tion chamber; said rib means comprising a pair of spaced

straight leg portions extending longitudinally within the col-
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lection chamber and terminating at their upper ends in an
integral curved portion to form the U-shaped configuration;

fluid drainage channel means being formed between and by

said leg and curved rib portions; the curved rib portion being

located adjacent the upper bag end substantially opposite the

stoma-receiving opening and substantially surrounding said

stoma-receiving opening when the front wall is pressed to-

?• y»

wards the back wall; and said stoma-receiving opening com-
municating with the channel means within the curved rib

portion when the rib means is pressed against the rear wall to

prevent sealing of the stoma-receiving opening by the bag
front wall and to provide a continuous open drainage channel
extending from the stoma-receiving opening generally

throughout the length of the collection chamber between the

straight leg portions.

3,841,333

MENSES COLLECTOR
Kazimierz Zaiucki, 7 Holyoke St., Easthampton, Mass. 02027

Filed Jan. 7, 1974, Ser. No. 431,543
Int. CI. A61f 13/20

U.S. CI. 128-285 18 Claims

1. A menses collector, comprising:

a. a plurality of superposed cups made of pliable material

dimensioned to fit within the vaginal cavity,

b. a central collecting conduit extending axially of the cups

and integrally connected thereto,

c. an inlet port associated with each of the cups to permit

the contents thereof to drain into the central collecting

conduit,

d. discharge valve means disposed at the lower end of the

central collecting conduit for permitting drainage of

menstrual fluid from the conduit while the collector is in

position within the vagina.

'-'^.^iS^ 1,334

EMERGENCY NEEDLE AIRWAY
Earl G. Wolf, 1750 N. Palafolx St., Pensacoia, Fia. 32501

Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,066
Int. CI. A61b 17/34; A61m 25/00; A61b 17/24, 19/02

U.S. CI. 128-305 8 Claims

/I :

73

1. An emergency airway kit for relieving laryngeal obstruc-

tion in human beings comprising in combination:

a. guide means including a plurality of passageways therein;

and

b. a hollow pointed open-ended needle slidably engaged in

each of said passageways.

3,841,335
PNEUMATIC RECIPROCATING SURGICAL SAW AND

FILE
John J. Tarsitano, USAF Hospital, Box 305, APO New York,

N.Y. 09220
Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,156

Int. CI. A61b 17/14

U.S. CI. 128-317 4 Claims

/

1. A hand-held, reciprocating and pneumatically-operated,

surgical instrument device for cutting, Hling and sectioning of

bone during surgical operations, comprising; a main, open-
ended and elongated, enclosure member grippable by the

human hand, and incorporating a plurality of bearing-

supporting means, a relatively enlarged cylinder positioned in

intermediate relation therewithin, and an elongated and axial-

ly-oriented passage having forward and rear passage portions

extending in opposite and communicating relation from said

cylinder to opposite open ends; a combined, elongated surgi-

cal instrument-supporting-and-operating rod member having

a pneumatically responsive, relatively thin and substantially

disc-like piston integrally formed in an upright relation

thereon and further extending radially outward in all direc-

tions from the axis of said rod member, and disposed for

adjustable reciprocatory movement in said cylinder and fur-

ther dividing said rod member into a first, forwardly-oriented,

rod member-portion extending in overlapping relation out of
a front end opening of said cylinder and rigidly supporting a

surgical instrument device on and as an extension of the front-

most end thereof, and a second, rearwardly-oriented, rod
member-portion extending to a rearmost end rigidly support-
ing thereon a relatively enlarged, spring-abutment and receiv-

ing element, said rod member being supported for slidable and
reciprocating movement only in said elongated and axially-

oriented passage by said bearing-supporting means; a rela-

tively enlarged, enclosure member-aft end portion having a

flexible, outer tube releasably attached thereto and being
common to, and adapted to house both compressed gas inlet

and exhaust gas outlet tubes in parallel relation to each other;
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first, pneumatically-operated, gas escapement-power means
including a first, relatively elongated, compressed gas inlet

passage formed in said main enclosure member-aft end por-

tion in open communication with the compressed gas inlet

tube for receiving compressed gas therefrom at the rear end
thereof and further extending in a forward direction in a

substantially parallel relation to the elongated, axially-

oriented passage to terminate in a relatively short and inward-

ly-turned, compressed gas-inlet passage portion and open end

adjacent to said rod member; an opening extending through

the diameter of said rod member comprising a second, rela-

tively short, compressed gas inlet passage disposed with one

end thereof in exact alignment and thus open communication

with the relatively short and inwardly-turned compressed gas

inlet passage portion of said first, relatively elongated, com-

pressed gas inlet passage when said rod member and piston are

in their forward stroke or rest position, and a third, relatively

elongated, compressed gas inlet passage extending in open

communication at one end thereof between said second, rela-

tively short, compressed gas inlet passage formed in said rod

member and the said cylinder forward of said piston to

thereby provide a compressed gas flow automatically acting

against the front side of said piston to drive it and the attached

rod member and surgical instrument device in a rearward

stroke-direction, and simultaneously therewith misaligning the

previously opened communication between said first and

second compressed gas inlet passages to cut off the flow of

compressed gas into the cylinder and forcing the gas on the aft

side of the piston out of the cylinder; a relatively elongated,

exhaust gas outlet passage formed in said main enclosure

member and the aft end portion thereof in substantially paral-

lel relation to said first-named, compressed gas inlet passage,

and in open communication between the exhaust gas outlet

tube at the rear end thereof and the cylinder at the front end

thereof to thereby automatically receive and exhaust the gas

being forced out of the cylinder by the rearward stroke of said

piston; and a second, resiliently-operated, gas escapement-

power means comprising; a return spring positioned in a cen-

trally-disposed chamber incorporated in said enclosure mem-
ber-aft end portion, and being restrained between a screw

adjustment means in the aft end wall of said enclosure mem-
ber and the spring-abutment and receiving element on the aft

end of the rod member, and further separating said first-

named, compressed gas inlet passage from said exhaust gas

outlet passage, and being automatically and initially com-

pressed and thereby energized by the compressed gas-

operated, rear stroke-movement of said rod member and

piston to immediately thereafter force and return the now-

compressed gas-freed, rod member, and attached piston and

surgical instrument device in a forward stroke-direction to

thereby force any air remaining in the cylinder on the forward

side of the piston around said piston for its exhaustion through

said exhaust gas outlet passage, the said rod member and

attached piston and surgical instrument device being thereby

continually reciprocated in the said rearward and forward-

stroke direction until the main compressed gas supply being

utilized is either exhausted or cut-ofT.

timing means for operating in repetitive cycles and including

means for resetting said first timing means following each of

said repetitive cycles, said second timing means being pow-

3,841,336

PACER BATTERY FAILURE DETECTION CIRCUIT
Richard F. Daynard, Chelmsford, Mass., assignor to American

Optical Corporation, Southbridge, Mass.

Filed Dec. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 425,036

Int. CI. A61n 1/36

U.S. CI. 128-419 D 8 Claims

1. An implantable heart pacer comprising a plurality of

serially connected batteries, electrode means for connection

to a patient's heart, pulser means for generating and applying

stimulating pulses to said electrode means, first timing means

for operating continuously and repetitively and for controlling

the generation of stimulating pulses at predetermined time

intervals after the resetting thereof, said batteries serving to

power said pulser means and said first timing means, second
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ered by said batteries when enabled and including means for

shortening its cycle of operation in proportion to the series

potential of said batteries, and means responsive to external

actuation for enabling said second timing means.

3,841,337

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A CIGARETTE MAKING
MACHINE OR THE LIKE

Donald E. Varner, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Industrial

Nucleonics Corporation, Columbus, Ohio

Filed Jan. 27, 1961, Ser. No. 85,426

Int. CI. A24b 05/34

U.S. CI. 131—21 B 2 Claims
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1. In an industrial processing system using compressible

material to form a product and including a conveyor for said

material, and means for feeding an amount of said material to

said conveyor in excess of that required to form the product,

the material on said conveyor having a free surface, a control

system for controlling the quantity of said material used in

forming said product, said control system comprising separat-

ing means for separating said material into a first portion of

predetermined cross section and a second portion containing

the excess, adjustable means comprising an air jet of adjust-

able magnitude for pressing the free surface of said material

with a pressure exceeding atmospheric pressure toward said

conveyor ahead of said separating means thereby controlling

the density of said material as conveyed to said separating

means, means for feeding said separated first portion to form

said product, detecting means for detecting the quantity of

said material in said product, and means responsive to said

detecting means for controlling said adjustable means in ac-

cordance with the quantity of said material detected to main-

tain said quantity constant.

3,841,338

TOBACCO-SMOKE FILTERS
Henry George Horsewell, and John Anthony Luke, both of

Southampton, England, assignors to British-American To-

bacco Company Limited, London, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 165,686, July 23, 1971, abandoned.

This application Aug. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 390,249

Int. CI. A24d 01/04; A24f 07/04

U.S. CI. 131-261 B 3 Claims

1. A cigarette filter for tobacco smoke comprising a porous

tube of thin-walled filter paper and an external supporting one

piece tubular case of plastics material, within which the tube
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extends longitudinally, the case being formed with longitudi-
nal internal ribs extending over substantially its whole length
by which the tube is directly contacted and supported
throughout its length in substantially annular spaced relation
with respect to the case, spaces within the tube and between
it and the case having closures at opposite ends, the closure at

one end being an annular seal between the rim of the case and
the rim of the tube which is constituted by an inturned lip

5^3) rl „

y'^"^^^

formed from the plastics material of the case and fused to the
tube, whereby smoke is prevented from passing between the
case and tube at one end, and the closure at the other end
being in the form of a plug mounted in the other end of the
tube to prevent smoke from passing through the outer end of
the tube so that smoke entering the filter at one end is con-
strained to pass substantially radially through the filter-paper

tube before reaching the other, outlet, end.

3,841,339

STACKABLE SAFETY ASH TRAY
J C Fox, 960 S. Arbutus, Lakewood, Colo. 80228, and Elbert

A. Delay, 10155 W. 74th PI., Arvada, Colo. 80004
Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 325,146

Int. CI. A24f 19114
U.S. CI. 131-235 R 5 Claims

1. A stackable safety ashtray comprising:

a. a generally dish-shaped body means having a substantially

flat base means and upwardly extending side wall ar-

ranged continuously around the outer perimeter of said
base means so as to form an open interior cavity within
said body means, the outer surface of said sidewall being
arranged generally perpendicular to said base means, said

sidewall having parallel upper and lower edges and the
upper edges of said sidewall lying in a plane which is

generally parallel to said base means,
b. a barrier means disposed across the interior cavity of said

body means and attached to the inside surface of said

sidewalls, the intermediate portion of said barrier means
being arranged to extend above the upper edges of said

sidewalls and including cigarette holding means for rest-

ing a lighted cigarette so that both ends are positioned
over the interior cavity of said body means to prevent the

cigarette from failing outside of the sidewalls of the ash-

tray, the end portions of the barrier means being sloped
downwardly so that the upper surface of said barrier

means intersects the sidewall at a point which is substan-
tially below the upper edge of said sidewall to prevent a

lighted cigarette from being positioned between the bar-

rier means and said sidewalls.

c. at least one cigarette snuffing means attached to the side
of the intermediate portion of said barrier means and
arranged for extinguishing a lighted cigarette which is

merely inserted therein, and
d. recessed means formed in the undersurface of said body
means to permit similar ashtrays to be stacked, said recess
means including means providing a recessed cavity
formed in the bottom surface of said base means and a
recessed notch formed around the perimeter of the lower
edge of said sidewalls, said recessed cavity means being
separated from said recessed notch means, said recessed
cavity means being shaped to receive the upper interme-
diate portion of the barrier means of a similar ashtray,
said recessed notch being sized to fit the upper edge of
the sidewall of a similar ashtray whereby a plurality of
ashtrays can be stacked with the edges of the sidewalls
telescoped to form a seal around the upper edge of the
body means of the lower ashtrays so that the interior
cavity of each of the lower stacked ashtrays is substan-
tially sealed to exclude air and extinguish any burning
materials that may be present in the interior cavities.

3,841,340
HAIR CLASP DEVICE

Nathan L. Solomon, Cedar Ln., Englewood, N.J. 07631
Continuation of Ser. No. 165,018, July 22, 1971, abandoned.

This application Nov. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 304,309
Int. CI. A45d 8124

U.S. CI. 132-48 A 4 claims

1. A hair clasp device comprising:
A. a unitary formed base unit, injection molded of a resilient

synthetic organic polymeric resin and including:
1. a longitudinally extending front base member,
2. first and second pairs of transversely spaced rearwardly

directed ears located proximate opposite ends of said
base member,

3. a first longitudinally extending cantilevered resilient

clamp arm positioned rearwardly of said base member
and having a fixed end integrally formed with said base
member at a point inwardly of said first pair of ears and
the other end freely extending between said second
pair of ears, and

4. a resilient cantilevered spring arm having an end inte-
grally formed with said base member between said first

clamp arm fixed end and said first pair of ears and
extending rearwardly and outwardly to between said
first pair of ears;

B. a second longitudinally extending arm having one end
pivoted between said second ears for swinging into and
out of clasping relationship with said first clamp arm and
terminating at its free end and in a locking element, said
free end of said first arm engaging said pivoted end of said

second arm for urging said second arm into a spaced
apart, non-clasping position with said first arm;

C. a locking member rotatably supported by and between
said second ears for rocking about a transverse axis to
lock and unlock positions respectively on opposite sides
of an intermediate equilibrium position and engaged and
alternatively urged by said spring arm toward said lock
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and unlock positions when disposed on corresponding

sides of said equilibrium position;

and

D. said base member pivotable about said junction with said

spring arm during said unlocking of said locking member.

3,841,341

COIN DISPENSING DEVICE
Gosta Roland Englund, Stockholm; Bjorn Sture Lundeii, Alv-

sjo, and Claes-Goran Lindelow, Taby, all of Sweden, assign-

ors to Svenska Dataregister AB, Solna, Sweden

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 262,062

Claims priority, application Sweden, June 24, 1971,

8223/71

Int. CI. G07d 1 100

U.S. CI. 133—4 4 Claims

racks in the chamber; means mounting the racks for move-

ment between washing and loading positions respectively in

and at least partially out of the wash chamber; and spray

means for distributing washing liquid toward the racks, the

spray means comprising a stand pipe, a spray conduit having

at least one upper and at least one lower spray opening provid-

ing generally oppositely directed spray paths, said lower spray

opening being preselectively located in said spray conduit

such that when washing liquid passes therethrough a restoring

moment is produced on said spray conduit to counteract, at

least in part, a similar moment produced when washing liquid

passes through said upper spray opening; means mounting the

spray conduit for generally vertical telescoping movement
relative to the stand pipe between upper spray and lower

inoperative positions in response to the delivery of pressurized

washing liquid to the conduit, and seal means operative in the

upper conduit position between the conduit and the stand pipe

for reducing liquid leakage therebetween.

1. A coin dispensing device comprising:

a plurality of coin tubes, each of which dispense one or

more coins per cycle of operation,

a plurality of coin dispensing means, one for each coin tube

and in operative relationship thereto, a portion of which

engages with said one or more coins to be dispensed, said

portions having a front vertical edge, each of said front

vertical edges being of the same height, and a single

adjusting fiat member, in cooperative rel<>tionship to all

of said coin tubes and all of said coin dispensing means,

on which the lowermost coin in each coin tube rests, for

varying the height of said portion of the coin dispensing

means which is in contact with said one or more coins.

II
3,841,342

DISHWASHER AND SPRAY SYSTEM THEREFOR
Donald S. Gushing, and Thomas E. Jenkins, both of Louisville,

Ky., assignors to General Electric Company, Louisville, Ky.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,614

Int. CI. B08b 3102

U.S.CL 134-144 11 Claims

381-^

3,841,343

TELESCOPIC UMBRELLA
Heinz Seitel, Solingen, Germany, assignor to Telesco Brophey

Limited, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Filed Oct. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 408,190

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 21, 1972,

2251773
Int. CI. A45b 19100

U.S. CI. 135—25 R 5 Claims

1. An umbrella having a frame, a stick, a crown at one end

of the stick, at least one runner slidable on the stick, the frame

including dome rib members, frame stretcher members con-

necting the rib members to the runner, a cover attached to the

crown and dome ribs, spreader means foldable outwardly

when the umbrella is being collapsed to spread and shape the

cover into a mushroom shape, said spreader means comprising

a first set of members pivotably connected to the crown, a

second set of members pivotably connected to the rib mem-
bers and each member of one of the first or second set of

members being pivotably connected to two members of the

other of the first or second set of members.

1. A dishwasher comprising a tub providing a wash chamber

having an opening therein; a door for closing the opening;

3,841,344

GAS MIXING SYSTEMS
Don S. Slack, Costa Mesa, Calif., assignor to Airco, Inc., New

York, N.Y.

Filed June 6, 1973, Ser. No. 367,599
Int. CI. G05d 11103; F16k 19100

U.S. CI. 137-88 14 Claims

1. A gas mixing system, comprising in combination:

a plurality of supply lines for different gases;

a metering valve in each supply line;
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a confluence downstream of said metering valves, whereat
said individual gases are mixed;

a controllable pressure regulator, positioned in each line

upstream of said metering valve;

a delivery line, for supplying mixed gas from said conflu-

ence to a utilization point;

a controllable back pressure regulator, positioned down-
stream of said confluence, to thereby control back pres-

sure across said metering valves;

07 it
u

an accumulator tank adapted to receive and contain a por-
tion of the mixed gases;

a pressure responsive switch connected to control the pres-

sure in said accumulator tank by controlling feed of the

mixed gases from said confluence to said tank to maintain
said pressure in said accumulator tank within selected

limits; and
control means connected to commonly control upstream

pressure regulators and said back pressure regulator.

3,841,345
PILOT OPERATED CONTROL VALVE

John R. Cryder, Joliet, III,, assignor to Caterpillar Tractor Co.,
Peoria, III.

Division of Ser. No. 163,866, July 19, 1971, Pat. No.
3,739,690. This application Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330,459

Int. CI. F16k lino
U.S. CI. 137-106 7 Claims

1. In a hydraulic valve for directional control of a hydraulic
motor,

a valve body, the body deflning a pair of axial bores each
reciprocably housing a spool therein, the body further
defining an inlet passage and an outlet passage, each
intersecting the bores in axially spaced apart relation, and
a pair of work ports for communication with the opposite
sides of the hydraulic motor;

the spools being movable between a normal spring biased
position blocking communication of the inlet and outlet

passages with the work ports and first and second posi-

tions for respectively communicating the supply passage

to one of the work ports and communicating the other
work port with the outlet passage.

a first actuating means for moving one of the spools to its

first position,

a second actuating means associated with the other spool
responsive to displaced fluid flow from the motor to move
the other of the spools to a position for unrestricted
communication of the other work port with the outlet
passage, the second actuating means being further re-

sponsive to flow of displaced fluid from the motor in

excess of a predetermined amount to move the other
spool out of its second position and progressively restrict

communication between the work port and the outlet

passage.

3,841,346
PIVOTABLE OUTLET INSERTABLE IN PLUMBING

Robert Amblank, Beinwil Am See, Switzerland, assignor to

Aktiengesellschaft Oederlin & Cie. Armaturenwerk Wettin-
gen, Wettingen, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,807
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 13, 1972,

3667/72

Int. CI. F16k 1100
U.S.CL 137-119 6 Claims

1

1

1. A plumbing fitting for use in tub and shower, or the like

use, comprising:

a body; an inlet to said body; a valve chamber in said body
to which said inlet is connected;

said body having a first outlet communicating with and
connected to said valve chamber; said body having a

separate second outlet communicating with and con-

nected to said valve chamber;
valve means in said valve chamber, including a valve ele-

ment for selectively blocking one of said first and said

second outlets; means for shifting said valve element for

said selective blocking;

said first outlet terminating in an outflow sleeve, which said

sleeve is supported on said fitting body and through which
said sleeve the liquid from said first outlet exits; said

sleeve having an exit outlet opening; said sleeve being
pivotally supported on said body to be pivotable with
respect to said body about a first axis; said sleeve outlet

opening being directed transversely to said first axis,

whereby pivoting of said sleeve redirects exit flow
through said opening;

said sleeve being connected with and comprising part of
said means for shifting said valve element; said sleeve

being shiftable with respect to said body, thereby to shift

said valve element;

whereby movements of said sleeve can control direction of
flow through said first outlet opening and can determine
through which of said first and said second outlets the exit

flow passes.
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3,841,347

ROTARY VALVE
Kazuhiko Kushida, 2454, Tazima, Urawa, Japan

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 314,007

Int. CI. F16k 5108

U.S. CI. 137-242 2 Claims

10, ,z

1. In a rotary valve, a sealing plate provided at the boundary
between a valve chamber containing a rotatable valve element

therein and a fluid inlet, said sealing plate comprising a rela-

tively thin elastic disc member welded to a relatively thick,

rigid disc member, both of said disc members having openings

therein, the inner peripheral edge of said elastic disc member
defining a circular opening having a cutting edge, said cutting

edge engaging the outer surface of said valve element when
said valve is closed, said elastic disc member being of a mate-

rial having sufficient hardness to effect a cutting of fibers or

the like between said cutting edge and said valve element.

3,841,348

FLUID PRESSURE CONTROL APPARATUS
Wilbur J. O'Neill, Severna Park, Md., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed June 12, 1969, Ser. No. 832,671

Int. CI. F16k 17100,21104

U.S. CI. 137-494 7 Claims
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pressure differential across the outlet port as long as
the cage remains in communication with the pressurized
source,

said valve cage having a minute passage by-passing
the seat in the outlet port for discharge flow from
the cage when the valve member is seated in the valve
seat of the outlet port; and

means defining at least one discharge passage having
a portion spaced radially outward from the inner cir-

cumferential surface of the valve cage, said discharge
passage leading downwardly from the outlet port and
the by-pass passage.

3,841,350
RAPID SHUTOFF SAFETY VALVE

Gerhard GriensteidI, Bluetenstrasse 10, 8000 Muenchen-
Karlsfeld, and Helmut Michel, Hauptstrasse 22, 73 Esslin-
gen-Sulzgries, both of Germany

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,584
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 13, 1971,

2140629

Int. CI. F16k 15100
U.S. CI. 137-516.27 23 Claims

1. An automatic rapid shutoff safety valve, especially for
gaseous media, comprising a valve housing having a central
axis, a first port in said housing, a second port in said housing,
said ports defining a first flow direction from said first port to
said second port for a first flow to be interrupted in response
to a given speed of sa.id first flow, said ports defining a second
flow direction opposite to said first flow direction for a sec-
ond, normal fiow, orifice means supported in said housing for
defining an aperture of given diameter through which said first

and second fiow normally pass, a closure disk having a first

surface facing said first flow and a second surface facing said
second flow, means for movably supporting said closure disk
in said housing upstream of said aperture as viewed in said first

flow direction whereby the first flow impinges substantially at
right angles on at least a portion of said first flow facing sur-
face of the closure disk which is axially movable relative to
said aperture, said orifice means including an outer ring por-
tion, said closure disk also including an outer ring portion, said
outer ring portions having a diameter substantially larger than
said given diameter of said aperture, said outer ring portions
forming a ring gap which is sealed when said outer ring por-
tions contact each other, said gap providing a sufficient spac-
ing between said orifice means and said closure disk to keep
the valve open under normal flow conditions and to close the
valve rapidly by the first flow exceeding said given speed, said
orifice means further including an inner ring portion located
between said outer ring portion and said aperture of said
orifice means, said inner ring portion facing said closure disk
and having such a shape as to form an orifice gap with the
closure disk, said orifice gap representing a Laval nozzle in

response to the speed of said first flow impinging upon said
closure disk.

3,841,351
VERSATILE REPLENISHMENT SYSTEM FOR

AUTOMATIC FILM PROCESSORS
Junji Shida, Kyoto, Japan, assignor to Log Electronics Inc.,

Springfield, Va.

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,361
Int. CI. G03d 3102

U.S. CI. 137-572 10 Claims
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respect to the pipe section and for the prevention of angular
pressure being applied to said sealing means, an expandable
cylindrical plug of resilient material secured to one end of the
tool rod and slidably disposed within the pipe section, said
plug having a plurality of spaced annular grooves around the
outer periphery thereof and a longitudinal centrally disposed
bore therethrough, and an operator means operably con-
nected between the expandable plug and the opposite end of
the tool for selective radial expansion and contraction of the
plug, said operator means including an elongated operator rod
slidably disposed within the tool rod and the expandable plug
bore, a first disc-shaped retainer plate rigidly secured to one
end of the operator rod for retaining the plug thereon, a sec-
ond disc-shaped retainer plate having a centrally disposed
aperture therein, said second retainer plate being slidably
disposed on the operator rod between the opposite end of the
plug and one end of the tool rod, a seal interposed between the
tool rod and the operator rod to prevent passage of Huid
therebetween, and a take-up operably connected to the opera-
tor rod on the end opposite the expandable plug which pro-
vides for reciprocal motion of the operator rod within the tool
rod and within the takeup, said take-up comprising an elon-
gated cylindrically shaped take-up nut having a centrally
disposed threaded bore therethrough, a thrust washer, and a
plurality of corresponding threads on the end portion of the
operator rod on the end opposite the expandable plug, said
end portion of the operator rod being threadedly journalled
within the take-up nut with the thrust washer being disposed
about the operator rod and interposed between the take-up
nut and the end of the tool rod; whereby, upon rotation of the
take-up nut in one direction relative to the operator rod. the
end of the operator rod opposite the take-up nut will be
moved in a longitudinal direction away from the thrust
washer, and upon rotation of the take-up nut in the opposite
direction relative to the operator rod. the end of the operator
rod opposite the take-up nut will be moved in a longitudinal
direction toward the thrust washer; and whereby the coupling
may be attached to the valve, the expandable plug passed
through the valve into the pipe upstream of the valve, the
operator rod retracted within the take-up to move the first

disc-shaped retainer plate closer to the second disc-shaped
retainer plate and thereby longitudinally compress the ex-
pandable plug to effectuate an expansion in the diameter of
the outer periphery of the expandable plug to close off the
pipe upstream of the valve, and the drain valve opened to
bleed pressure from the valve and to determine the complete-
ness of the seal of the expandable plug in the upstream pipe,
thereby permitting the removal of the pipe section and the
valve while leaving the expandable plug and the tool rod in
place to facilitate maintenance or replacement of the valve
with substantially no fluid loss.

a. a first strand of reinforcing material, such as steel wire or
rod, forming a first coil with axially spaced convolutions,
b. a longitudinally extending pair of strands disposed on
the top of the first coil at angular positions therearound
and in a configuration such that said pair forms right and
left hand helices,

c. a second like strand forming a second coil, the convolu-
tions of which are disposed between the convolutions of
the first coil, the tension therein being sufficient to distort
the longitudinally extending strands at the points of cross-
ing with both coils into generally sinusoidal form having
valleys therealong. the valleys forming locks to maintain
the two coils in axially spaced relationship, and

d. means securing the ends of the two coils together, form-
ing an end ring at each end of the cage.

3,841,357
PIPING BETWEEN A BUOY AND A STATIONARY

CONDUIT
Willem Jan Van Heijst, St. Leon, Monaco, assignor to N.V.

Industrie«le, Handelscombinatie, Netherlands
Filed Feb. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 334,214

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 10 1972
7203231

Int. CI. F16I moo
U.S. CI. 138-120 3 Claims

1. Piping between a buoy and a conduit anchored on the
ocean bottom or the like, comprising two rigid tubes the upper
of which is more nearly vertical than the lower, a cardan joint
between the buoy and the upper tube, a cardan joint between
the two tubes, a cardan joint between the lower tube and the
conduit, a joint flexible about a single axis at one end of the
lower tube, and flexible hoses connecting said tubes in the
region of said joints.

3,841,356

REINFORCING CAGE
Kenneth E. James, Denver, Colo., assignor to Stressed Pipe

Research, Inc., Englewood, Calif.

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,019
Int. CI. F16I 9108

U.S. CI. 138-175 n Claims

3,841,358
APPARATUS FOR FORMING LENO SELVEDGE

Vladimir Svaty, and Lubomir Taticek, both of Liberec,
Czechoslovakia, assignors to Elitex, Zavody testilniho stroji-
renstvi, generaini reditelstvi, Liberec, Czechoslovakia

Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 286,860
Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia, Sept. 10, 1971,

6472-71

Int. CI. D03c /;/00
U.S. CI. 139-54 9 Claims
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^' "om warp threads and added threads, said loom having a
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plurality of heald shafts, said heald shafts being capable of

movement in opposite reverse directions to form a shed, at

least one pair of heald shafts in which one shaft is located

behind the other, a plurality of heddles located on each of said

heald shafts, each of said heddles having an eyelet through

which a warp thread is fed. a carrier located on one of said

heald shafts in position corresponding to an eyelet of a certain

of said heddles of the other shaft, supply means located on

said carrier for supplying added thread and means for circu-

larly moving the carrier and the heddle through which said

warp thread is fed relative to each other to entwine said warp

and said added thread about each other.

3,841,359

WEFT STOP MOTION FOR SHUTTLELESS LOOMS
Adriano Gardeila, 24 B, Via Al Capo di Santa Chiara, Genoa,

Italy

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,961

Claims priority, application Italy, June 18, 1971, 12757/71

Int. CI. D03d5//J4
U.S. CI. 139-370 12 Claims

-::;_J
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1. A weft stop motion for shuttleless weaving looms opera-

tively arranged between the weft thread supply means and the

weft thread inserter, comprising:

a weft senser means,

a control means.

means for mounting said weft senser means for movement
relative to the control means between an inactive position

and an active position, the active position including an

actuating position in which the weft senser means actu-

ates the control means and a non-actuating position in

which actuation of the control means is excluded,

said seft senser means being movable into the path of the

weft as the weft senser means moves from the inactive

position to the active position, said weft senser means
being positioned such that as it moves from said inactive

position to said active position, (a) a moving thread en-

trains the weft senser means and moves it into said non-

actuating position and (b) if the thread is not running, the

weft senser means moves into said actuating position to

actuate the control means.

3,841,360

WIRE CAGE CUTTER
C. Warren Turner, Redmond, Wash., assignor to The Black

Clawson Company, Middletown, Ohio

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. N^3V4,165
Int. CI. B2 If 27/;^

U.S. CL 140-1
II

10 Claims

1. Wire cutting apparatus for use on a machine for making

wire cages for reinforcement of concrete structures, compris-

ing:

a. a support frame,

b. opposed wire cutter jaws,

c. means on said frame mounting said jaws for movement
into and out of a cutting position adjacent said frame.

d. means connected to said frame for moving said jaws into

and out of said cutting position, am^.

e. means connected to said frame for operating said jaws to

cut a wire therebetween when said jaws are in said cutting

position.

3,841,361

MACHINE FOR BENDING THE END PORTIONS OF
WIRES

John P. Kieronski, Charlotte, N.C., assignor to William F.

Leiendecker, Sr., Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,728

Int. CI. B21f im
U.S. CI. 140—73 26 Claims

1. A machine for bending the ends of wires to form articles

such as bale ties or the like comprising means for mounting a

plurality of elongate wires with the longitudinal axes thereof

parallel and spaced apart and for rotating the wires about an

axis parallel to and spaced from the wire axes thereby indexing

said wires sequentially through a plurality of spaced apart

stations with the end portions of said wires projecting freely

from said mounting and rotating means, loop forming means
operable at one of said stations to engage a projecting wire

end portion and bend said end portion reversely into the

general configuration of a loop, and loop bending means
operable at a station subsequent to said one station to engage

the loop configuration of a wire end portion and bend said

loop conflguration along an axis extending generally across

said loop configuration.
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3,841,362

DISPENSING OF VISCOUS MATERIAL
Albert H. Haller, Clark; John J. Larkin, Littleneck, and Rich-

ard P. Walters, Watchung, all of N J., assignors to Western
Electric Company Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 178,133, Sept. 7, 1971, Pat. No.

3,782,595. This application Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,706
Int. CI. HOlm 7100

U.S. CI. 141—32 6 Claims

1. Apparatus for dispensing a controlled quantity of viscous

material into an article, which comprises:

a hopper for the viscous material, said hopper having a grid

bottom with openings therein small enough to preclude
free flow of the material therethrough when the material

is statically held in the hopper, but with said openings
large enough to permit flow of said material when the

material is subjected to vibration;

means for engaging the bottom of the hopper with the

article which is to receive the controlled quantity of the

material;

means for vibrating the hopper;

means for operating the vibrating means for a predeter-

mined period of time during the engagement of the hop-
per bottom with the article to flow the material into the

article; and
means, operable after cessation of operation of the vibrating

means, for rotating the hopper about an axis extending

perpendicularly through the grid bottom to shear the

material remaining in the hopper away from the material

in the article.

3,841,363
CONTAINER FILLING MACHINE

Joseph T. Stigler, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Rostgo Interna-

tional Corp., Tonawanda, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 214,073, Dec. 30, 1971, abandoned.
This application May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 358,851

Int. CI. B65b 57102

U.S.CL 141-142 15 Claims
1. In a rotary type container filling machine having a source

of flowable product to be dispensed, pump means, valve

means having a first condition for placing said pump means in

flow communication with said source during a pump means
charging portion of the operational cycle of the machine and
having a second condition for placing said pump means in fiow

communication with a product discharge means during a

pump means discharge-container filling portion of said opera-

tional cycle, and means for disabling said valve means
whereby to prevent said valve means from placing said pump
means in flow communication with said product discharge

means when no container is positioned for receipt of said

product from said discharge means during said pump means
discharge-container filling portion of said operational cycle,

the improvement comprising in combination:

means for continuously biasing said valve means from said

first condition into said second condition;

means operable during said pump means charging portion

of said operational cycle for maintaining said valve means
in said first condition against said bias; and

/'«N.

r"T^^
said disabling means constrains said valve means in said first

condition against said bias during said pump means dis-

charge-container filling portion of said operational cycle

when no container is positioned for receipt of product
from said discharge means.

3,841,364

CONTAINER FILLING SYSTEM
Werner Heckmann, Gutenbergstrasse 59, 46 Dortmund; Heinz

Jordan, Wormsstrasse 13, 46 Do-Kome, and Heinrich
Wenker, Lothringhauser Strasse 86, 46 Do-Hombruch, all of

Germany
Filed Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 176,402

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 12, 1970,
2045159

Int. CI. B65b 3104

U.S. CI. 141-286 7 Claims

1. A filling system for filling liquid under pressure into a

container comprising a container having a neck portion pro-

vided with a cylindrical inlet opening of a predetermined
cross-sectional area and having an end face surrounding said

inlet opening and having a predetermined surface area; a

filling head having a cylindrical outlet opening of said prede-

termined cross-sectional area and adapted to be placed in

registry with said inlet opening; an annular sealing element
having a cylindrical central passage of said predetermined
cross-sectional area and an annular surface portion of said

predetermined surface area and sealingly interposed between
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said inlet opening and said outlet opening; and a centering

member on said filling head engaging said neck- portion and

said sealing element for centering said outlet opening and said

passage with reference to said inlet opening and for centering

said annular surface portion with reference to said end face,

to thereby obtain a cylindrical transition-less liquid-flow path

of constant cross-sectional area.

3,841,365

UNITARY RESILIENT SEALING VALVE
Harry L. Vaughan, Lawrenceville, Ga., assignor to Scripto,

Inc., Atlanta, Ga.

Division of Ser. No. 89,257, Nov. 13, 1970, abandoned. This

application Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,395

Int. CI. B65b 3104; B67c 3102

U.S. CI. 141-291 8 Claims

for introducing fuel into said reservoir, said fill port having an

inwardly facing valve seat surface adjacent its inner end, a

resilient and flexible valve means associated with said fill port,

said valve means including a poppet head positioned adjacent

said valve seat surface of said fill port and normally in sealing

engagement therewith, a base ring spaced from said poppet

head and connected to said fill port, and a plurality of longitu-

dinally projecting flexible posts connecting said base ring with

said poppet head and forming apertures between said posts

whereby introduction of a charging apparatus flexes said posts

and displaces said poppet head away from engagement with

said valve seat and allows the introduction of fuel into said

reservoir through said fill port and said apertures formed

between said flexible posts.

3,841,367

PLANING AND GROOVING MACHINE
Vito M. Vizziello, Hamden, Conn., and Charles A. Bouteiller,

Barrington, Mass., assignors to New England Log Homes,

Inc., New Haven, Conn.

Filed May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,690

Int. CI. B27c 9104

U.S. CI. 144-3 R 10 Claims
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ing parallel longitudinal indexing and support means thereon
adapted to positipn a work piece and provide a primary guide
for the tool to be used thereon, a tool platform adapted to
position and support the routing tool on said parallel means in
working contact with the work piece, a plate slidably con-
nected with said tool platform for relative movement there-
with, and a frame guided longitudinally by said parallel means
and adapted to retain said plate rotatable therewith whereby
the selective movement of said plate in said frame and said
platform with respect to said plate will cause the tool cutter to
operate in a given path with respect to the work piece surface.

c. means secured between said upper platform and support
carriage for directing eccentric lateral and parallel dis-
placement of said upper platform relative to said support
carriage.

3,841,369
SEAMLESS EDGE LAMINATION APPARATUS

Edward Noland Roche, 5 Hickory Hill Rd., Cockeysvilie. Md
21030

Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,122
Int. CI. B27d 1100; B27f 1100

U.S.a. 144-136 R 2 Claims

1. A tool for use in fitting high pressure laminate sheet
material to base sheet material, comprising structure defining
a supporting surface for sheet material, the supporting surface
having an aperture therein, drive means including a spindle
extending upwardly from the supporting surface aperture at
substantially a 45° angle to the supporting surface, a rotary
cutter having opposed axial faces with a cutting surface on
each and a peripheral-cutting surface forming therewith, in
section, respectively substantially right-angle corners; the
drive means spindle mounting the rotary cutter with the right
angle corner nearer to the drive means positioned for cutting
proximate the supporting surface, guide structure positioned
in a plane passing diagonally through the peripheral-cutting
surface on a line substantially tangent thereto, the guide struc-
ture including an aperture intermediate the length thereof, a
portion of the rotary cutter positioned in the aperture beneath
a portion of the guide structure, and means for adjustably
pivoting the drive means relative to the supporting surface
about an axis in parallel spaced relation with the axis of said
spindle, whereby the portion of the rotary cutter in the aper-
ture passes by said portion of the guide structure at a substan-
tially constant distance therefrom during said adjustable pivot-
ing.

3,841,370
FEED ASSEMBLY

Friedrich Peter Schell, 4313 San Bernardino Ave., Las Veeas
Nev. 89102

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 198,727, Nov. 15, 1971. This
application Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 314,131

Int. CI. B27c 5106
U.S. a. 144-144.5 38 Claims

1. A material feedmg and shaping assembly comprising:
a. a support carriage,

b. an upper platform mounted on said support carriage.

d. drive means for driving said support carriage reciprocally
along a substantially linear guide member, and

e. biasing means for urging said upper platform laterally.

3,841,371

LOCK NUT
Raymond L. Thurston, Flossmoor, III., assignor to Microdot

Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 748,859, July 30, 1968,
abandoned. This application May 8, 1970, Ser. No. 35,735

Int. CI. F16b 29100, 39/284
U.S. a. 151-21 R , Claim

1. In a lock nut in combination with an externally threaded
element of predetermined thread profile, pitch, pitch diameter
and hardness, the improvement comprising

a body portion of a material relatively softer than the mate-
rial of said threaded element so as to preclude cutting of
said threaded element by said lock nut,

said body portion having a central axis and a circular cylin-
drical opening extending therethrough coaxially with'said
central axis,

the opening in said body portion having three equally cir-
cumferentially spaced, radially outwardly extending relief
grooves on the periphery thereof,

the relief grooves in said body portion extending axially the
entire length of said opening and being of like arcuate
configuration and radial spacing from the central axis of
said body portion,

said relief grooves defining three equally circumferentially
spaced axially extending land sections therebetween re-
spectively,

said relief grooves and said land sections being of substan-
tially equal circumferential dimension, said land sections
being provided with a thread form having a pitch, sense
and profile similar to said threaded element,

the relief grooves in said body portion extending radially
outwardly to at least the root depth of the thread profile
on said land sections,
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the thread form on the lands of said nut, respectively, hav-

ing a pitch diameter relatively less than the pitch diameter

of the threads on said threaded element,

whereby the lands on the body portion of said nut are elasti-

cally defiectcd radially outwardly upon engagement with

said element to provide substantial surface-to-surface

contact between the threads of said nut and the threads

of said element as well as balanced pressure on each of

said lands.

rib extending outwardly of the tire at least as far as the region

of maximum width, exclusive of said rib, of the tire under load,

and said radially outer surface of said annular rib being in-

clined with respect to the axis of the tire at an angle in the

range of ten to fifty degrees when the tire is under load.

3,841,372

PNEUMATIC TIRES
Jacques Boileau, Clermont-Ferrand, France, assignor to Com-

pagnie Generate Des Establissements Michelin, raison sociale

Michelin & Cie, Clermonet-Ferrand, France

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,947

Claims priority, application France, May 27, 1971,

71.19407

Int. CI. B60c 11108

U.S. CI. 152-209 R;, 10 Claims

1. A tire comprising a radial carcass and a crown reinforce-

ment formed of a plurality of stacked plies belongmg alter-

nately to two groups, the plies of one and the same group

having their ends tiered, characterized by the fact that the

tread is cut into three zones composed of a central zone and

two side zones by means of two circumferential grooves lo-

cated in such a manner that their center line is between the

ends, located on one and the same side of the central plane of

the tire, of the two cfpwn plies whose edges are nearest to said

central plane.

3,841,373

PNEUMATIC TIRE
Arnold A. Gilreath, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Uniroyal, Inc.,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,481

Int. CI. B60c 13100

U.S. CI. 152-209 i 8 Claims

3,841,374

TIRES
Jacques Boileau, Clermont-Ferrand, France, assignor to Com-

pagnie Generale Des Establissements Michelin, raison sociale

Michelin & Cie, Clermont-Ferrand. France

Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,423

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 4, 1972, 72. 1 1838

Intel. B60c 11106

U.S. CI. 152-209 R 10 Claims

v::^-^

1. A pneumatic tire comprising sidewalls, shoulders and a

tread, at least one sidewall having an annular rib integral

therewith projecting laterally from the sidewall and having its

radially outer surface displaced radially inwardly from the

shoulder of the tire under load and having its region of maxi-

mum lateral projection displaced radially outwardly from the

I. In a tire for delivery trucks whose tread is composed of

a plurality of continuous circumferential ribs separated from

each other by relatively wide zigzag circumferential grooves,

said ribs being cut transversely by relatively narrow blind

grooves debouching into the zigzag circumferential grooves

and being cut by thin, deep lamellae, the improvement which

comprises the transverse grooves and the lamellae being lo-

cated on the borders of the circumferential ribs so as to define

in each circumferential rib a central zone of a transverse width

of between one-quarter and one-half of the transverse width

of the rib and which central zone is not cut in depth and

accordingly is rigid, and the transverse grooves which de-

bouch into the zigzag circumferential grooves having a fiared

shape and their edges form angles with the circumferential

direction which are definitely greater than the angles of the

edges of the zigzag circumferential grooves and accordingly

favoring the mobility of the borders of the ribs and the drain-

age of their entire surface.

3,841,375

PNEUMATIC TIRES
Reginald H. Edwards, Sutton Coldfield, England, assignor to

Dunlop Limited, London, England

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 279,239

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 21, 1971,

39343/71
Int. CI. B60c 9/04, 5/00

U.S. CI. 152-355 15 Claims

1. A radial ply pneumatic tire comprising a tread, a pair of

region of maximum width, exclusive of said rib, of the tire sidewalls each terminating in a tire bead and a carcass of

under load, said region of maximum lateral projection of said substantially radial cords extending from one tire bead to the
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other, each sidewall having a highly resilent region disposed
axially inwardly and axially outwardly of the carcass and
extending radially outwardly from a point radially inward of
the maximum width of the tire to the radially outer extremity
of the sidewall, the highly resilient region being formed of a
high resilient rubber compound having a rebound resilience of
at least 87 percent measured by the Lupke pendulum method
according to British Standard 903/1950 and a hardness in the
range of 45 - 65 Shore A.

3,841,376
PNEUMATIC TIRE AND METHOD OF RETREADING

Kenneth H. Paulin, Tallmadge, and Merritt W. Wolfe, Akron,
both of Ohio, assignors to The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,218
Int. CI. B60c 9118

U.S. CI. 152-361 R 9 claims

ing a stiffener of steel cords in each bead arranged on the
outside of the carcass, each stiffener comprising at least two
layers of crossed cords, extending between a point located

radially beyond the end of the carcass and a point located
along the base of the bead, and being spaced apart from the
carcass and bead ring a minimum distance in the region of the
heel of the bead.

3,841,378
PNEUMATIC TIRE HAVING FLEECE BEAD

REINFORCEMENTS
Wilhelm Hamacher, Bruchkobel, and Hubert Leinweber,
Hanau am Main, both of Germany, assignors to Dunlop
Limited, London, England

Division of Ser. No. 104,207, Jan. 6, 1971, Pat. No. 3,752,720.
This application May 17, 1973, Ser. No. 361,065

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 15. 1970
2001706

Int. CI. B60c 15100
U.S. CI. 152-362 R 5 claims

1. A method of providing a new tread on a pneumatic tire
of the type having a carcass and a reinforcing structure ex-
tending circumferentially about the carcass and terminating in
axial directions in the shoulder areas of the tire said method
comprising preparing the tread area of the tire to receive a
new tread, preparing a layer of square woven cord reinforced
fabric having a length greater than its width and coated with
a vulcanizable elastomeric material, providing a dentate con-
figuration along at least one of the long edges of said fabric,
and wrapping said fabric circumferentially about said tire such
that the dentate configuration, on at least one side thereof,
extends from a point axially inwardly of to a point axially
outwardly of axially outer edge of said reinforcing structure

3,841,377
RADIAL TIRE HAVING BEAD STIFFENER OF CROSSED

STEEL CORDS
Jean Bernard Montagne, Cebazat, France, assignor to Com-

pagnie Generale Des Establissements Michelin, raison sociale
Michelin & Cie, Clermont-Ferrand, France

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,361
Claims priority, application France, Mar. 9, 1972, 72.8332

Int. CI. B60c 15106
U.S. CI. 152-362 CS 7 claims

1. A tire comprising a carcass and a pair of beads each
formed with a heel and a toe edge and, in each bead, a single
bead ring, said carcass being formed of at least one ply com-
prising cords arranged in radial planes of the tire and folded
outwardly around the bead ring in each bead, further compris-

1. A pneumatic tire having at least one reinforcement sepa-
rate from the carcass plies in a bead region of the tire compris-
ing a rubberized fiber fieece, the fibers of which have a direc-
tion of preferential orientation which is substantiallv perpen-
dicular to the tire circumference.

3,841,379
DEVICE FOR SPOKING AND ALIGNMENT OF WIRE

WHEELS

^Ycwll^n
'^'""'^' ^^^^ ^""'*^ ^'*'* ^'- N^' Huntsville, Ala.

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,629
Int. CI. B21k 1134

^fC'- 157 1.5 2 Claims
1. A device for spoking and alignment of wire wheels com-

prising:

a supporting frame;
rim supporting means mounted on said frame;
hub mounting means for gripping and providing an axial

reference for the center of a hub of a wheel and compris-
ing:
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a threaded shaft shaft mounted on and extending from said
frame, and

means for axially adjusting the position of a said hub
mounted on said shaft with respect to said rim supporting
means and including two rim engaging members thread-
edly mounted on said shaft for engaging opposite sides of
a said hub;

said rim supporting means comprising:
at least three rim engaging members, said rim engaging
members each having a travel guide means connected
thereto;

said travel guide means being connected to said frame for

orienting, and adjustably and rigidly positioning, said rim
engaging members independently of each other along
equally angularly spaced radial linear lines in a plane
perpendicular to and intersecting the axial reference of
said hub, and

alignment scale means attached to said guide means for

precisely and adjustably aligning each of said rim engag-
ing members at the same selected distance from said axial

reference.

3,841,380
ADAPTER FOR PORTABLE POWER-OPERATED TIRE

REMOVING TOOL
Don J. Marshall, Box 410 Rt. 6, Edgewater, Md. 21037

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,313

Int. CI. B60c 25/06
U.S. CI. 157-1.26 14 Claims

1. An adapter for a portable power-operated tool for break-
ing the bond between a tire rim and the bead of a tire mounted
thereon, said rim comprising an annulus including a wheel
disk interiorly of said annulus and including at least one aper-

ture therein; said adapter comprising:

a beam for contacting a said rim and including an axially

extending slot therein;

axially slidable clamping means passing through said slot in

said beam and a said aperture in a said wheel disc and
including means to adjustably clamp said clamping means
to said beam to inhibit vertical and horizontal displace-

ment of said clamping means relative to said beam while

permitting said beam to freely rotate about the central

aperture of said wheel disk;

an offset portion extending from said beam and including a

yoke, and means for clamping said tool to said yoke.

3,841,381

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING AND RECOVERING
RUBBERY OR STICKY POLYMERS

Pierre Dassesse, Jemeppe-Sur-Sambre, and Marius Delwiche,

Auvelais, both of Belgium, assignors to Solvey & Cie, Brus-
sels, Belgium

Continuation of Ser. No. 874,581, Nov. 6, 1969, abandoned.
This application Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,492

Int. CI. BOld 1128, 1122, 1/26

U.S.CL 159-2 R 11 Claims

1. Apparatus for producing and recovering rubbery or

sticky polymers comprising a reactor for polymerizing one or
more monomers in a medium of volatile liquid hydrocarbon,
and a recovery system comprising a Hashing column compris-
ing a tower provided along a portion only of its height with

superposed diverging deflecting surfaces alternating with

converging deflecting surfaces in the general direction of flow,

means for conducting said polymers with said medium from
said reactor to the top of said tower and directing it onto the

uppermost of said deflecting surfaces, means for supplying

water to said tower to form an aqueous suspension of said

polymer, said tower having at its lower end below the lower-

most deflecting surface a chamber for collecting said suspen-

sion, a recirculation circuit including pump means for with-

drawing said aqueous suspension from said chamber and
conduit means for conducting it to the top of said tower and
directing it onto the uppermost of said deflecting surfaces

together with said polymer in said medium to direct said

suspension and polymer in a cascade down over successive

deflecting surfaces to said chamber at the lower end of said

tower, means for withdrawing from said system a selected

amount of said suspension corresponding in polymer content

to the polymer conducted to said tower from said reactor,

means for processing the withdrawn suspension to remove
separately the polymer and water therefrom, means for intro-

ducing into said system make-up water in an amount corre-

sponding to the amount of water withdrawn and means for

discharging vapor of said medium from the top of the tower.

3,841,382
GLYCOL REGENERATOR USING CONTROLLER GAS

STRIPPING UNDER VACUUM
Charles K. Gravis, III, and Robert A. Hodgson, both of Tulsa,

Okla., assignors to Maloney-Crawford Tank Corporation,

Tulsa, Okla.

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 341,990
Int. CI. BOld 1114; C07c 29/26, BOld 1/00, 53/02

U.S. CI. 159-16 R 6 Claims
1. Apparatus for the reconcentration of a relatively cool

liquid absorbent that is rich with solute acquired in the process
of drying a stream of gas comprising:
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a. reboiler means into which the rich absorbent stream is

introduced and including means to heat said absorbent to
a temperature below its point of disintegration;

b. means to remove from the reboiler water vapor and gas
which is released from the absorbent;

c. a flash chamber separated from said reboiler including:
means to apply vacuum at the top end thereof, means to
introduce dry hot gas into said chamber near the base

thereof, means to introduce the hot lean absorbent into
said chamber, and means to remove the reconcentrated
absorbent from the bottom of said flash chamber, said
relatively cool water-rich absorbent being heated by
indirect heat exchange with hot reconcentrated absor-
bent and said vacuum being generated by the flow of the
preheated water-rich absorbent stream thru a venturi
eductor prior to passing into said reboiler, the throat of
said venturi being connected to the vapor space of said

flash chamber.

3,841,383
METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING CURVED WALL

METALLIC OBJECTS
Akira Ujiie, Kobe, Japan, assignor to Mitsubishi Jukogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,761

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 25, 1971, 46-64365
int. CI. B22d 27102

U.S. CI. 164-52 1 Claim

1. A method for manufacturing at least one curved wall
metallic object, comprising:

a. establishing a mould constituted by an arcuate radially

outer side, an arcuate radially inner side, a metallic left

end of circular perimeter, a metallic right end of circular
perimeter and a metallic floor initially constituted by a
start piece, to define a hollow space having an arcuate,
generally rectangular horizontal transverse cross-
sectional shape;

b. continuously feeding metallic electrode elements and flux

into the hollow space along the whole length of said

hollow space, while coordinately rotating the mould left

end, right end and floor circularly through less than 360°
about a horizontal axis centered on said left and right

ends in an angular sense tending to make room in the
hollow space for accommodating more of said feeding;

'

while

c. leading a welding current through the slag bath in said
hollow space to continuously form deposited metal on the
floor and both said right and left ends by electro-slag
re-melting within said hollow space, thus connecting the
left and right ends together to produce a hollow metallic
object;

characterized in that

d. the left and right ends are part-spherical and wherein the
radially inner and radially outer sides of the mould are
circularly curved to complement the left and right ends,
whereby the metallic object formed by conducting steps
(a) and (b) and (c) is substantially spherical.

3,841,384
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MELTING AND

CASING METAL
Stanley C. Tingquist, Sparta, and Edward G. Laux, Wayne,

both of N J,, assignors to Howmet Corporation, Greenwich,
Conn.

Filed Feb. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 334,264
Int. CI. B22d 25/06

U.S. CI. 164-60 16 Claims

1. In an apparatus for producing castings wherein molten
metal is introduced into a preheated mold and the metal is

directionally solidified by withdrawing heat from the bottom
of the mold, the improvement wherein said mold defines a fiat

upper surface, a crucible having a fiat bottom wall supported
on said surface with said metal being contained in said cruci-
ble for melting of the metal while the crucible is supported on
said surface, an opening defined by the bottom wall of said
crucible, the engagement of said fiat upper surface and flat

bottom wall normally preventing passage of metal through
said opening, at least one passage defined by said mold and
communicating with said surface of the mold for the passage
of molten metal into the mold, and means for tipping said
crucible whereby molten metal therein passes through said
crucible opening into said top surface for passage into said
mold.

3,841,385
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TEEMING STREAM

PROTECTION
David L. Burk, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Allegheny Ludium

Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,797
Int. CI. B22d 21/02

U.S. CI. 164-66 11 Claims
1. In the method for teeming molten metal into a mold, the

steps of placing in a mold a consumable, vertically-extending
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and gas-tight metal sheath device including upper and lower

open-ended telescoping parts vertically movable with respect

to one another and which will isolate a teeming stream from

the surrounding air, then positioning a ladle containing molten

metal over said sheath and aligning a pouring nozzle in the

bottom of the ladle with the vertical axis of said sheath device,

raising said upper telescoping part into engagement with a seal

surrounding said nozzle while the bottom edge of the lower

telescoping part remains in contact with the bottom of the

mold and a portion of the upper telescoping part remains in

the mold, and thereafter discharging molten metal through

said nozzle with the seal and upper telescoping part in engage-

ment whereby the molten metal will fall through said sheath

device into said mold, the upper and lower telescoping parts

remaining in engagement with one another during their move-

ment with respect to one another, said molten metal causing

melting of the lower part of both telescoping parts as the

molten metal rises in the moid.

3,841,386

METHOD OF JOINING A BERYLLIUM WORKPIECE TO
LIGHT METALS

Itaru Niimi, 4-1205, Aza-Obasama, Ohaza-Takebari, Itaka-

cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya-shi; Kametaro Hashimoto, 29,

Takami-cho, 5-chome, Toyota-shi; Yasuhisa Kaneko, 10,

Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi; Yoshiro Komiyama, 48, Heiwa-cho

4-chome, Toyota-shi, and Kunihiko Hashimoto, 14, Miyuki-

hon-machi 6-chome, Toyota-shi, all of Aichi-ken, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 130,257, April 1, 1971,

abandoned. This application May 25, 1973, Ser. No. 360,645

Int. CI. B22d 19/04

U.S. CI. 164-75 I 6 Claims

BERYLLIUM

ALUMINIUM ALLOY

surface a layer of beryllium-copper-aluminum on the

beryllium workpiece;

c. setting the said solid workpiece alloy into a mold, and

d. pouring a molten light metal into the mold before the said

beryllium-copper-aluminum alloy on the surface of said

workpiece is solidified, thereby to form a light metal

casting together with said beryllium as one body.

3,841,387

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CASTING METAL
Hubert Martin, Richmond, Va., assignor to Texcell Corpora-

tion, Richmond, Va.

Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,223

Int. CI. B22d 23/00

VS. CI. 164—81 3 Claims

1. Method of manufacturing a light metal alloy casting from

a solid beryllium workpiece, comprising the steps:

a. dipping the solid beryllium workpiece in a molten bath of

copper or copper alloy and forming a layer of beryllium-

copper alloy on the surface of the solid beryllium work-

piece;

b. dipping the so-obtained beryllium workpiece in a molten

bath of aluminum or aluminum alloy and forming on said
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1. Apparatus for casting metal material comprising a feed

vessel having a controlled outlet, a virtually closed mold vessel

adapted to contain a carrier liquid on which said metal mate-

rial is to be cast, an inlet in said mold vessel positioned to

receive said metal material from said feed vessel and deliver

the same into said moid at below the normal surface level of

said carrier liquid, and one or more separators or indentors

positioned in said mold vessel to permit one or more castings

of said metal material at one time with varied surface configu-

rations, if desired.

3,841,388

EXTRACTOR ROLL DRIVE
Robert G. Williams, Birmingham, and R'chard M. Coolidge,

Lansing, both of Mich., assignors to General Motors Corpo-

ration, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,559

Int. CLB22d 11/12

U.S. CI. 164—282 5 Claims

r-y\\ ^r^:;n
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1. A continuous casting apparatus for ferrous metal of the

type wherein the bar issues in solid form from a fixed mold and

withdrawn by a roll spaced from the point of freezing of the

bar in a succession of forward step movements separated by

periods of dwell comparable in time to the time of the forward

movements, and in which a slight reversed movement is im-

parted to the bar at the point of roll engagement during the

dwell period, the mechanism comprising in combination:

means to impart successive forward bar-withdrawing rota-

tions to the roll to withdraw the bar in said forward steps,
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said means being characterized by inevitable and variable
lost motion effects;

a two-part mechanism in constant engagement, one part
being rigidly affixed to and rotatable with the roll and the
other part being mounted for movement in unison with
the first part under brake-engaging action, the other part
defining faces which move forward and backward, re-

spectively, as the roll withdraws or retracts the bar;
a fixed stop in the path of the forward facing face when the

roll rotates in the bar-withdrawing direction, and effec-

tive to arrest travel of said other part in response to the
brake action;

an adjustable stop in the path of the backward facing face
when the roll rotates in the direction of reversed move-
ment of the roll, and effective to fix adjustably the travel

of the said other part in the reverse direction;

and a resilient element effective to resist travel of the said

other part in response to roll rotation in the bar-

withdrawing direction, said element having force less

than the brake force so that (a) during forward stroke the
resilient element yields until the fixed stop is engaged and
thereafter the brake slips, (b) when forward bar motion
ceases, the resilient element instantaneously applies re-

verse torque to the roll through the brake, and (c) when
reversed roll movement causes seating against the adjust-

able stop, the brake action resists further reversed move-
ment.

3,841,389
CURVED ROLL-RACK FRAME CONSTRUCTION

John J. Anderton, 21 Glenwood Dr.; Max S. Dudzic, Sage Run
Rd., and VVilmer C. Wrhen, Pinoak Cir,, all of Oil City, Pa.
16301

Continuation of Ser. No. 265,379, June 22, 1972, abandoned.
This application Dec. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 426,293

Int. CI. B22d 11112
U.S. CI. 164-282 11 Claims

4 "

1. A frame section for use in a curved roll-rack, said section
comprising a pair of opposed side plates, transverse members
joined to said plates to form a rigid structure, each of said
plates having side faces and a concave edge, a plurality of pads
fixed to said plates along the concave edges thereof, and
reference pins carried by the respective pads and projecting
therefrom in a direction transverse with respect to the planes
of the side faces of said plates, said pads being adapted to
support respective roll clusters with the roll axes located on
the same radii of the concave edge as the respective pins, said

pins serving as references for positioning the roll clusters on
said pads.

3,841,390
CONTINUOUS MOLDING MACHINE

Frank DiBenedetto, 7 Pasco Dr., and Louis A. Viscolosi, Jr., 5
Pasco Dr., both of Johnston, R.I. 02919

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,305
Int. CI. B22d 5104

U.S. CI. 164-329 2 Claims

n n

1. A continuous casting machine comprising a stand,

a first pair of laterally spaced shafts rotatably supported on
said stand,

said shafts being positioned parallel to each other and being
vertically oriented,

a first closed loop belt having a plurality of mold cavities

formed in its outer face,

a first conveyor means mounted on said first pair of laterally

spaced shafts with said conveyor means supportably

mounting said first closed loop belt so that it passes
around said shafts,

a second pair of laterally spaced shafts rotatably supported
on said stand, said shafts being positioned parallel to each
other and being vertically oriented,

a second closed loop belt,

a second conveyor means mounted on said second pair of
laterally spaced shafts with said conveyor means support-
ably mounting said second closed loop belt so that it

passes around said shafts,

wherein said first conveyor means comprises sprocket gears
mounted on said first pair of shafts and having a chain
also passing around said sprocket gears, and wherein said

chain has a plurality of pressure plates mounted on its

outer face that contact the inner surface of said first

closed loop belt, and wherein said first closed loop belt is

made of elastic material, and wherein said mold cavities

are connected to a plurality of sprue cavities that extend
upwardly to the top of said belt and also said sprue cavi-

ties are connected to each other by runner cavities

thereby allowing multiple pieces to be cast in a continu-
ous piece of molded material, and wherein said stand
comprises a stationary plate in which said first pair of
laterally spaced shafts are rotatably supported and an
adjustable plate in which said second pair of laterally

spaced shafts are rotatably supported for varying the
lateral spacing between said stationary plate and said
adjustable plate.

3,841,391
HEATING AND COOLING METHOD

Karl F. Milde, Jr., 198 Baltic St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 794,645, Jan. 29, 1969,

abandoned. Division of Ser. No. 151,298, June 9, 1971, Pat
No. 3,777,809. This application Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No.

393,784
Int. CI. F21b 13100

U.S. CI. 165-2 20 Claims
1. A process for using apparatus comprising a semi-

permeable barrier-type filter means, arranged to receive a gas,
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for selectively passing molecules of said gas which have a

statistical distribution of molecular velocities which is differ-

ent from the statistical distribution of molecular velocities of

said gas, and pump means for establishing a pressure differen-

tial across said filter means; said process including the steps of

stream flows, first and second outlet channels respectively

coupled to said coil and bypass plenums and to which the

stream of pre-conditioned air flows, and a pair of control

channels through which air-pressure signals are selectively

directed against said pre-conditioned air stream to switch its

flow from one of said outlet channels to the other, said fluidic

control unit further including air-pressure means coupled to

said pair of control channels and operable in response to an

appropriate signal to cause an air-pressure signal to be applied

thereto to switch the flow of said pre-conditioned air stream,

and thermostatic apparatus to apply said appropriate signal to

said air-pressure means when the temperature in the room
reaches a pre-determined level.

pumping molecules of said gas through said filter means,

simultaneously separating said gas into respectively hotter and

colder component gases, and supplying the molecules which

are pumped through said filter means to a room, to thereby

change the temperature of the room.

3,841,392

INDUCTION TERMINAL UNIT FOR AIR-CONDITIONING
SYSTEMS

Gene W. Osheroff, Las Vegas, Nev., assignor to Fluidtech

Corporation, Inglewood, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 158,766, July 1, 1971. This application

Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 334,124

Int. CI. F24f 3100

U.S. CI. 165-22 14 Claims
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1. In an air-conditioning system in which pre-conditioned

air is ducted to each of a plurality of rooms, an induction

terminal system for each of said rooms that comprises: a

terminal unit having at least coil and bypass plenums through

which a mixture of the pre-conditioned and room air selec-

tively flows, said coil plenum including first and second air

inlet means to respectively permit entry of said pre-

conditioned and room air thereto, room air being induced to

enter and flow through said coil plenum only when pre-

conditioned air flows therethrough, first air outlet means to

permit said mixture of pre-conditioned and room air to dis-

charge directly into the room, and a coil for conditioning

room air mounted in said second air inlet means, said bypass

plenum including third and fourth air inlet means to respec-

tively permit entry of said pre-conditioned and room air

thereto, room air being induced to enter and flow through said

bypass plenum only when pre-conditioned air flows there-

through, and second air outlet means to permit said mixture

of pre-conditioned and room air to discharge directly into the

room, said coil and bypass plenums including additional

means to isolate one plenum from the other in such a manner

that air flowing in one will not mix with and will not affect air

in the other prior to discharge into the room; and a fluidic

control unit for switching the entire stream of pre-conditioned

air to a selected one of said plenums in response to air-

pressure signals, said fluidic control unit including a fluidic

amplifier arrangement that has no moving parts for switching

the stream of pre-conditioned air and that itself includes at

least an inlet channel into which the pre-conditioned air

3,841,393

AIR CONDITIONING APPARATUS
Theodore C. Gilles, Marshalltown, Iowa, assignor to Lennox

Industries Inc., Marshalltown, Iowa

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,042

Int. CI. F24f 3100

U.S. CI. 165—22 1 1 Claims
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1. An air processing system for an enclosed area compris-

ing, in combination:

a. a plenum;

b. temperature sensing means;

c. an air processing unit communicating with said plenum

and responsive to said temperature sensing means, said

air processing unit having an air intake;

d. processed air means for directing the flow of processed

air from said air processing unit to said enclosed area;

e. air passing light fixtures between said enclosed area and

said plenum for enabling air from said enclosed area to

pass in heat transfer relationship with said light fixtures

into said plenum;

f. room air means for directing the flow of fresh air outside

said enclosed area to said air intake of said air processing

unit;

g. fresh air means for directing the flow of fresh outside air

to said air intake;

h. plenum air means for directing the flow of air from said

plenum to said air intake;

i. control means for regulating said room air means, said

fresh air means, and said plenum air means, said control

means being responsive to said temperature sensing

means; and

j. exhaust means for exhausting air from said plenum said

control means being operable in a heating state for clos-

ing said room air means, variably controlling said plenum

air means, and variably controlling said fresh air means to

minimum fresh air, said exhaust means being off or opera-

tive at as being operable in a heating state for closing said

room air means, variably controlling said plenum air

means, and variably controlling said fresh air means to

minimum fresh air, said exhaust means being off or opera-

tive at minimum fresh air, operable in a first cooling state

for controlling said room air means, closing said plenum
air means, variably controlling said fresh air means to

one-hundred percent fresh air, said exhaust means being
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operative to one-hundred percent fresh air, and operable
in a second cooling state for variably controlling said
room air means, closing said plenum air means, and vari-
ably opening said fresh air means to minimum fresh air,
said exhaust means being operable to minimum fresh air!

3,841,394
MINIMUM AIR VOLUME CONTROL DEVICE

Robert M. Van Becelaere, Shawnee Mission, Kans., assignor to
Tempmaster Corporation, Kansas City, Mo.

Filed Aug. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 385,187
Int. CI. F24f 11104; GOSd 231275

U.S. CI. 165-30 4 Claims

blower means including a blower and two output ducts for
delivering, respectively, two air streams of different tem-
peratures, to a duct junction and including also means for
supplying said blower with fresh air;

main delivery duct means for delivering air from said duct
junction towards said air space;

mixing valve vane (20) means in or at said duct junction for
determining by its position the relative proportion of air
from said two air streams to be delivered by said main
delivery duct means;

1. In an air distribution system for delivering conditioned
airflow at a preselected substantially constant temperature to
a plurality of zones wherein the temperature at each of said
zones IS controlled by varying the volume of airflow to said
zone;

an air throttling means for varying the volume of condi-
tioned air delivered to said zone;

an electric motor operator coupled to said air throttling
means to drive the latter in opposite directions to increase
and decrease the volume of airflow;

a thermally responsive thermostat control switch disposed
to sense temperature in said zone and connected with said
motor operator for actuating the latter to vary airflow to
maintain substantially constant temperature in said zone;
a first override control switch connected to said motor
operator, said first override control switch effective when
actuated to override said thermostat control switch and
actuate said motor operator to stop further decrease in
the volume of airflow to thereby establish a minimum
volume of conditioned airflow delivered to said zone, said
first override switch including means for sensing the
volume of airflow to said zone and for actuating said first

override switch whenever said volume of airflow drops to
a predetermined minimum level;

an electrically controlled heat source in said zone; and
a second override control switch connected with said heat

source and operable to activate said heat source upon
being actuated by said airflow sensing means whenever
said volume of airfiow drops to a preselected level, said
preselected level of airflow being greater than said prede-
termined minimum level.

thermosensitive means (21 ) for positioning said vane means
in response to the temperature of the cooler of said air
streams and for decreasing, under increasing temperature
of said cooler stream, the proportion of said warmer
stream to be delivered through said main delivery duct
and for increasing, under decreasing temperature of said
cooler stream, the proportion of said warmer stream so
delivered, said thermosenstive means being in the form of
a positioning member connected to said vane means.

3,841,396
FINNED HEAT EXCHANGER AND SYSTEM

Thomas C. Knaebel, 405 Lindgate Dr., and Douglas G. Birk,
917 Mindy Ln., both of Kirkwood, Mo. 63122

Filed June 12, 1973, Ser. No. 369,225
Int. CI. 86 Id 27100

U.S. CI. 165-44 2 Claims

3,841,395
TEMPERATURE CONTROL FOR VEHICLE PASSENGER

SPACE
Helmut Steinmann, Baden-Baden, Germany, assignor to Ro-

bert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany
Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No". 323,515

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 3, 1972,

Int. CI. G05d 23100
U.S. CI. 165-35 10 Claims

1. A system for maintaining constant the temperature of an
air space comprising:

1. In combination with a water buoyant marine vessel incor-
porating an engine and cooling jacket capable of holding a
supply of cooling medium, a heat exchanger mounted to the
external surface of the hull of the vessel below its water line,
a pgir of fluid How means connecting the proximate ends of
said heat exchanger to the cooling jacket of the engine for use
in transfer of the cooling medium to and from said jacket, said
heat exchanger including a longitudinal member of a length to
provide for its connection in a direction approximately along
the length of the hull, said longitudinal member having at least
one passage formed therethrough, said longitudinal member
being approximately semicircular in cross section and formed
having a conic-like side and a flat surface, a series of radially
disposed longitudinal fins integrally formed from the conic-
like side of the longitudinal member and extending into the
ambient environment to enhance heat dissipation from the
cooling medium, said radial fins being formed having a ta-
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pered design and narrowing from their connection with and

extension from the conic-like side of the longitudinal member
of the heat exchanger, flanges integrally connecting to and

extending diametrically from either edge of the flat surface of

said heat exchanger along the length of its longitudinal mem-
ber, fastening means cooperating with said flanges to secure

said heat exchanger to the vessel hull, said flanges being pro-

vided with slots along their length to facilitate the positioning

of said fastening means, the combined flat surface of the heat

exchanger and the underside of said flanges being formed

having a recess therein to provide clearance for flush mount-

ing of said heat exchanger to the vessel hull, said heat ex-

changer including a pair of fittings at the ends of its longitudi-

nal member for hermetically sealing the exchanger at the

location where it connects interiorly of the hull for communi-

cating with the fluid flow means of said cooling jacket, con-

nectors provided for securement of said fittings to each end of

the longitudinal member, each connector inserting into the

end of said longitudinal member and also into the proximate

fitting, a sealing ring provided between said fitting and its

connector to hermetically seal the same together, both of said

connectors and the fittings have passages formed there-

through communicating with the passage of the longitudinal

member for accommodating the flow of the cooling medium

of the engine therethrough, additional connectors attaching

with the fittings and disposed for extending through the hull

of the vessel, a fastening ring cooperating with each said

additional connectors for hermetically sealing said heat ex-

changer to the vessel hull to prevent interior leakage of the

ambient water.
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3,841,398

LOCAL CONDITIONING INDUCTION-TYPE APPARATUS
EMPLOYING PRIMARY INLET AIR AS A POWER MEANS

FOR CONTROLLING TEMPERATURE
Angeio Serratto, C. S. Indipendenza, 5, Milan, Italy

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336,181

Claims priority, application Italy, Mar. 1, 1972, 21255/72

Int. CI. F24f 3104; F28f 13112

U.S. CI. 165— 123 9 Claims

3,841,397

HYDRODYNAMIC SORTING APPARATUS
Klaus Eimer, Ratingen, Germany, assignor to Ludwig Ta-

progge Reinigungsanlagen fur Rohren-Warmeaustauscher,

Dusseldorf, Germany
Filed Nov. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 414,099

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 8, 1972,

2254677
Int. CI. F28g 13100

U.S. CI. 165-95 19 Claims

?:
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1. A condenser syftem for steam turbines and the like com-

prising;

condenser elements,

cooling fluid circulation means extending through said

condenser elements,

a plurality of cleaning balls positioned in said circulation

means and entrainable by cooling fluid passing through

said circulation means so as to effect a cleaning action on

the condenser elements during circulation of cooling fluid

through said circulation means,

and hydrodynamic sorting apparatus interposed in the cir-

culation means for separating those of said cleaning balls

which have been worn to below a predetermined reduced

size from the remainder of said cleaning balls.

J ;
56 72
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1. An induction-type air conditioning system of the type

employing first heat exchanger means for cooling air, second

heat exchanger means for heating air and a respective pair of

pipes for each heat exchanger means to conduct temperature-

treated fluid to and from said heat exchanger means, said

system comprising:

a housing;

a source of primary air including: plenum means located in

said housing for conducting said primary air, and nozzle

means for issuing a primary air stream from said plenum

means;

means defining an air flow passage in said housing, said air

flow passage being positioned to receive the primary air

stream from said nozzle means and to direct said primary

air stream externally of said housing;

means defining an aspiration opening into said air flow

passage, said aspiration opening being oriented to permit

secondary air to be aspirated therethrough by said pri-

mary air stream flowing in said air flow passage;

means defining first, second and third air inlets into said

housing, said first heat exchanger means being positioned

in the path of said first air inlet to cool air entering said

housing via said first air inlet, said second heat exchanger

means being positioned in the path of said second air inlet

to heat air entering said housing via said second air inlet,

said third air inlet serving as a by-pass inlet to permit

entry of untreated air into said housing;

first actuable damper means movable between extreme

opened and closed positions to proportion air inflow

through said first air inlet and having a front surface

configured to block air flow through said first air inlet

when said first damper means is in its closed position, said

first damper means also including a rear surface;

first bias means for continuously urging said first damper

means towards its opened position;

a first actuator compartment located in said housing and

defined on at least one side by the rear surface of said first

damper means;

first inflatable and expansible actuator means disposed in

said first compartment for urging said first damper means

towards its opened position to a degree determined by the

degree of inflation of said first actuator means;
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second actuable damper means movable between extreme
opened and closed positions to proportion air inflow
through said second air inlet and having a front surface
configured to block air flow through said second air inlet
when said second damper means is in its closed position,
said second damper means also including a rear surface;
second bias means for continuously urging said second
damper means towards its opened position;

a second actuator compartment located in said housing and
defmed on at least one side by the rear surface of said
second damper means;

second inflatable and expansible actuator means disposed in
said second compartment for urging said second damper
means towards its opened position to a degree deter-
mined by the degree of inflation of said second actuator
means;

control means for controllably inflating and deflating said
first and second actuator means with primary air, said
control means including thermostatic valve means re-
sponsive to the temperature in an environment being
conditioned by said primary air stream for inflating one
and deflating the other of said first and second actuator
means with primary air;

third actuable damper means movable to two extreme
closed positions through an opened position to propor-
tion air inflow through said third air inlet;

linkage means for connecting said first and second damper
means to said third damper means such that said third
damper means is in its opened position and permits maxi-
mum air flow through said third air inlet when both of
said first and second damper means are closed.

means of each packer outwardly into engagement with the
wall of the well bore; said upper packer having first means in
said first passage for preventing fluid pressure from passing
from said first passage to said fluid operated means of said
upper packer, said lower packer having second means in said
corresponding passage for preventing fluid pressure from
passing from said corresponding passage to said fluid operated

- J

3,841,399
SECONDARY OIL RECOVERY

Roger C. Ryan, Chicago, III., assignor to Naico Chemical Com-
pany, Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,724
Int. CI. E2 lb 4.? /27

U.S. CI. 166-300 2 Claims
1. In a method of recovery of petroleum at an oil well, the

improvement comprising: pumping concurrently into a pro-
ducing well or an injection well an aqueous synthetic emulsion
copolymer consisting of acrylonitrile and ethyl acrylate, and
caustic which produces down-hole hydrolysis of the emulsion
copolymer.

means of said lower packer; and operating means movable
through said first tubular string selectively into engagement
with said first means and second means for selectively shifting
said first means and second means separately and sequentially
to positions permitting fluid pressure to pass from said first
passage and corresponding passage to the fluid operated
means of said upper packer and the fluid operated means of
said lower packer.

3,841,401
PROCESS FOR RECOVERING HYDROCARBON USING

POLYMER OBTAINED BY RADIATION
POLYMERIZATION

Alfred J. ResUino, and W illiam W . Bristowe, both of Wilming-
ton, Del., assignors to ICI America Inc., Wilmington, Del,

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,739
Int. CI. E21b 4i/22

U.S. CI. 166-247 16 claims

3,841,400
SELECTIVE HYDROSTATICALLY SET PARALLEL

STRING PACKER
Rudy B. Callihan, Houston, and Clyde S. Wainwright, Jr.,

Bellaire, both of Tex., assignors to Baker Oil Tools, Inc., Los
Angeles, Calif.

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,152
Int. CI. E21b 23106, 33/122

U.S. CI. 166-120 15 Claims
1. In apparatus adapted to conduct fluids through a plurality

of tubular strings extending to the top of a well bore: a plural-
ity of packers adapted to be disposed in the well bore; a tubing
extending between and secured to said packers to hold said
packers in longitudinally spaced relation, said packers includ-
ing an upper packer having substantially parallel passages
therethrough, a first of said parallel passages communicating
through said tubing with a corresponding passage in a lower
of said packers; a first tubular string secured to said upper
packer for lowering all of said packers in the well bore to
selected setting locations therewithin, said tubular string com-
municating with said first passage; said upper and lower pack-
ers each including normally retracted means and fluid oper-
ated means communicating with and responsive to the hydro-
static head of fluid in said first passage and corresponding
passage, respectively, for expanding said normally retracted

i-r f-)^' ccmt stc'o:
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1. A process for recovering hydrocarbon from a subterra-
nean reservoir having an injection means in fluid communica-
tion with a production means, the process comprising inject-
ing into the subterranean reservoir an aqueous solution com-
prised of a water-soluble polymer obtained by high energy
ionizing radiation polymerization of at least one monomer
selected from the group consisting of acrylamide and methac-
rylamide and at least one monomer selected from the group
consisting of acrylic acid, methacrylic acid, alkali metal acry-
late, and alkali metal methacrylate in concentrations of about
10 percent to about 60 percent by weight dissolved monomer
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in an aqueous medium, the radiation intensity is about 250 to

about 1 ,000,000 rads/hr. and the radiation dose is from about

500 rads to about 300,000 rads, and displacing the polymer

toward the production means to recover crude oil there-

through.

3,841,402

FRACTURING WITH RADIATION-INDUCED POLYMERS
Bruce L. Knight; John S. Rhudy, and William B. Gogarty, all

of Littleton, Colo., assignors to ICI America Inc., Wilming-

ton, Del.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,735

Int. CI. E21b 45/26

U.S. CI. 166—247 27 Claims

1, An improved process of fracturing a subterranean forma-

tion penetrated by at least one injection means and wherein a

fracturing fluid comprised of a high molecular weight polymer

is injected into at least a portion of the formation at sufficient

pressure and rate to fracture the formation, the improved

process comprising incorporating into the water phase of the

fracturing fluid of polymer obtained as a product of high

energy ionizing radiation polymerization of at least one mono-

mer selected from the group consisting of acrylamide, methac-

rylamide, acrylic acid, methacrylic acid, alkali metal acrylate,

and alkali metal methacrylate, in concentrations of about 10

to about 60 percent by weight dissolved monomer in an aque-

ous medium, the radiation intensity being about 250 to about

1 ,000,000 rads/hr and the radiation dose being about 500 rads

to about 300.000 rads, and thereafter injecting the fracturing

fluid into at least a portion of the formation at a sufficient

pressure and rate to fracture the formation.

3,841,403

MISCIBLE FLOOD PROCESS FOR OIL RECOVERY
USING A LEAN GAS

David B. Burnett, Houston, and Robert B. Alston, Missouri,

both of Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,946

Int. CI. E21b 43116

U.S. CI. 166-274 3 Claims

^'::.^
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a. injecting via said well a gas having limited solubility in

said oil and selected from the group of methane, natural

gas, separator gas and mixtures thereof in an amount
sufficient to establish in said formation in the vicinity of

said well a pressure differential that is capable of provid-

ing a driving force to drive said oil to said well on subse-

quent production;

b. thereafter injecting via said well a slug of carbon dioxide

into said formation in an amount sufficient to establish in

the vicinity of said well a zone of oil saturated with carbon

dioxide;

c. shutting-in said well;

d. thereafter producing said well and recovering said oil

from said formation.

3.841,407

COIL TUBING UNIT
John F. Bozeman, 12710 Old Oaks, Houston, Tex. 77024

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,051

Int. CI. E21b 33/03; B65h 75/00

U.S. CI. 166-315 26 Claims

1. Apparatus for running a continuous length of coiled

substantially inflexible tubing into a well, comprising a reel for

carrying said coiled tubing and tubing feeding means wherein
the improvement comprises

a curved track lying in a vertical plane, said track having an

inlet end opening toward said reel and an outlet end
extending substantially vertically downwardly,

powered tubing gripping means movable along said track

from said inlet end to said outlet end, and
pressure means overlying said track and having means

thereon to engage said tubing to urge said tubing into

gripping engagement with said tubing gripping means,

said pressure means comprising fluid pressure actuable

means adapted to provide substantially uniform pressure

of engagement of said gripping means with said tubing

from said inlet end to said outlet end.

to each other substantially radially toward and away from a

central area around which said elongated means extends, so

that said elongated means can expand and contract away from

and toward said central area in response to impact forces and

so that said elongated means can expand in conformity with

growth of the hoof to which said elongated means is attached,

said series of identical portions and pair of opposed free end

portions all of which are identically interconnected with each

3,841,408

HORSESHOES
Louis Bucalo, Hoibrook, N.Y., assignor to Shods, Inc., New

York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,861

Int. CI. AOll 1/04

U.S. CI. 168-7 7 Claims

1. A horseshoe comprising elongated means of substantially

U-shaped configuration adapted to be attached to a hoof, said

elongated means being composed of a pair of opposed free

end portions and a series of identical portions distributed

successively one after the other along said elongated means
from one of said free end portions to the other of said free end

portions, and said portions being directly interconnected in an

identical manner one to the next for movement with respect

other forming the entire horseshoe, said portions of said elon-

gated means being hingedly connected to each other, and said

portions of said elongated means overlapping each other and

being formed at their overlapping portions with aligned open-

ings, said elongated means including tubular hinge elements

extending through the aligned openings of said portions for

hingedly connecting them to each other while permitting nails

to extend through said hinge elements for fastening the elon-

gated means to a hoof

3,841,409

JUMP SEAT SAFETY BAR
William Rynsky, 230 Woodbury Rd., Syosset, N.Y. 11797

Filed Nov. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 414,283

Int. CLA62C 27/00

U.S. CI. 169—24 10 Claims

1. Apparatus, comprising:

a. a fire engine having a station for a fireman between a pair

of substantially vertical walls;

b. a sleeve connected to one of the vertical walls;

c. a bracket connected to the other of the vertical walls;

d. an elongated member slidable within said sleeve; and

e. coupling means fixed to an end of the elongated member
and engagable with the bracket for holding a section of

the elortgated member between the vertical walls.
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3,841,410

EARTH-MOVING AND PLANING MACHINE OPERABLE
ON THE SIDES OF HILLS AND MOUNTAINS

Vladislav losifovich Nikitin, Institutskaya ulitsa, 10, kv. 11,

Pushino Moskovskoi Oblasti, and Nikolai Pavlovich Eltsov,

ulitsa Kirova, 37, Moskovskaya Oblast, both of U.S.S.R.

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,222

Int. CL AOlb 33/02, 35/13

U.S. CI. 172—49 4 Claims

during rotation, said tine means including a tine having an

upper fastening portion secured to said support and a lower

straight soil-working portion being inclined and extending

downwardly in a trailing position with respect to the intended

direction of rotation, said soil-working portion having sides

comprising concave grooves and said sides having rounded

corners therebetween and terminating in a tip, said soil-

working portion being gradually flattened towards said tip, the

cross-section of said soil-working portion having two relatively

1. An earth moving and planing machine for working on

mountain slopes and the like to form a terrace thereon defin-

ing an upwardly inclined bank, a downwardly inclined bank

and a substcitially level surface therebetween, said machine

comprising:
|

a chassis provided with motive power means;

frame means cantilevered for movement at the front part of

said chassis;

work-performing means mounted on said chassis having a

rotatable first shaft with - nlurality of cutting teeth dis-

posed therealong for loosening ground to shape the level

surface of the terrace, and a screw conveyor means ar-

ranged between said cutting teeth for conveying the loos-

ened ground in a longitudinal direction of said first shaft

to one end thereof, to form the downwardly inclined bank

of the terrace, said teeth extending beyond the outermost

working edge of said screw conveyor means;

transmission means mounted on said frame means and

coupled to said motive power means for driving said

work-performing means;

a second shaft pivotally cbupled to the other end of said first

shaft for rotatable and inclinable movement therewith

and thereto respectively and having a plurality of cutters

for shaping the upwardly inclined bank of the terrace to

a predetermined inclination relative to the level surface

thereof;

a blade assembly rigidly mounted parallel to said first shaft

on said frame means rearwardly of said work-performing

means relative to the forward operating movements of

said machine when forming the terrace, said blade assem-

bly having a cutting edge having means for adjustably

mounting the same on said blade assembly for varying the

thickness of ground loosened by said work-performing

means and remaining on the level surface of the terrace

formed thereby.

3,841,411

CULTIVATOR AND TINES
Ary Van der Leiy, 10, Weverskade, Maasland, and Cornells

Johannes Gerardus Bom, 36, Esdoornlaan, Rozenburg,

Netherlands

Division of Ser. No. 172,511, Aug. 17, 1971, Pat. No.

3,774,689. This application Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,671

Int. CI. AOlb 33/06

U.S. CI. 172-111 3 Claims

1. A cultivator comprising at least one soil-working member
of said cultivator, said soil-working member comprising a

support on a shaft rotatable about an upwardly extending axis,

tine means secured to said support and depending down-

wardly towards the ground, sid tine means being offset from

said shaft and positioned to trace a circular path on the ground
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perpendicular diagonal measurements which vary from one

another along the length of said soil-working portion, one of

said measurements being progressively longer than the other

towards said tip, and said one diagonal measurement extend-

ing substantially tangentially with respect to a circle centered

upon the axis of rotation of said shaft, whereby said soil-

working portion is sufficiently strong to be moved through

hard soil and said tine prepares a strip of soil with a crumbled

surface during operation.

3,841,412

MULTIPLE-PIECE WING SECTIONS FOR CULTIVATOR
AND SELECTIVELY LOCKING MEANS FOR SAME

Harry Sosalla, Sac City, Iowa, assignor to Royal Industries,

Inc., Sac City, Iowa

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,231

Int. CL AOlb 15/14

U.S. CK 172^311 8 Claims

1. A farm implement of the foldable, sectional tow type

comprising a wheeled cart bearing a central tool supporting

section and mounting said centra! section for movement about

a generally horizontal axis between a work performing posi-

tion and a transport position; and a pair of tool supporting

wing sections, one on each side of said central section, each
wing section being hingedly connected to said central section

and movable therewith between said transport position and
said work performing position and having at least two differing

portions, each of said wing sections being flexible so as to

permit movement of at least one portion of each wing section

relative to another portion thereof to allow each wing section,

when in the work performing position, to fiex to conform to

the contour of the underlying terrain whereby the length of

each wing section can be maximized to thereby maximize the

width of swath of the implement when said central section and
said wing sections are in said work performing position, and

means for effectively rigidifying said wing sections to preclude

said portions of the same from oscillating relative to each

other when said wing sections are in said transport position.
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3,841,413
TRACTOR ATTACHMENT BAR ASSEMBLY WITH

RETRACTABLE PORTIONS
William M. Applewhite, Route 2, Batesville, Miss.

Filed May 25, 1973, Ser. No. 363,955
Int. CI. AOlb 63100

U.S. CI. 172-311 lOCtaims

tion having a cutting edge on the lower edge parallel to
the longitudinal dimension of the projection and facing
the handle, the plane surface of the projection forming an
angle of 135° with respect to the edges of the shaft, so that
the cutting edge is directed toward the handle, the projec-
tion having a pointed outer end formed from two inward-
ly-inclined edges meeting at the midpoint between the
upper and lower edges, the shaft and projection being
formed by bending a single piece of plate.

\

1. A tool-carrying attachment for a tractor comprising
transversely extending upstanding frame means, means to
connect said frame means to a tractor, a main tool bar, means
rigidly securing said main tool bar in parallel relation to said
upstanding frame means, transversely extending guide means
movably connected to said upstanding frame means, said
guide means extending substantially parallel to said main tool
bar, means mounted on said frame means to selectively raise
and lower said transversely extending guide means on said
upstanding frame means, a transversely extending support
member engaged with said guide means and having means for
constraining said support member to move parallel to said
main tool bar, a transversely extending auxiliary tool bar
rigidly secured to said support member, and means connected
to said guide means to selectively move said support member
in either direction along said guide means.

3,841,415
DRAFT VEHICLE AND HITCH STRUCTURE FOR
CONNECTING THE VEHICLE TO AN IMPLEMENT

Walter Koenig, Bergisch Gladbach, and Heribert Adams, Ros-
rath, both of Germany, assignors to Klockner-Humboldt-
Deutz Aktiengeselischaft, Kohn-Deutz, Germany

Filed May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 359,193
Claims priority, application Germany, May 13, 1972,

2223416

Int. CI. AOlb 0143
U.S. CI. 172-439 6 Claims

William

01520

3,841,414

GARDEN TOOL
Perkins, 64 A Sunnyside Ave., Holden, Mass.

Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,619
Int. CI. AOlb 1116

U.S. CI. 172-371

1. In a hitch device for hitching an implement to a draft
vehicle which has an axle and a frame spring mounted on the

1 Claim axle; said hitch device comprising; a generally horizontal
upper link having one end pivoted to the vehicle frame, and
the other end adapted for a pivotal connection to the imple-
ment, laterally spaced generally horizontal lower links each
having one end adapted for pivotal connection to the imple-
ment, generally horizontal connecting links each having one
end pivoted to the vehicle axle and the other end pivoted to
the other end of a respective said lower link, lift means pivot-
ally connected at the lower end to each said lower link be-
tween the ends thereof and extending upwardly therefrom and
adapted for pivotal connection at the upper end to the vehicle
frame, and further means connected between the vehicle
frame and said connecting links and transmitting vertical
movement of said frame on said axle to the pivotal intercon-
nection of said lower links with said connecting links.

1. A garden tool, comprising:

a. an elongated, plate-like shaft having a first end, a second
end, and a side surface,

b. a handle fixed to the first end, and
c. a plate-like projection fixed to and extending from the
second end of the shaft, the projection having upper and
lower edges and a plane surface facing the handle and the
longitudinal dimension of the projection being perpendic-
ular to the said side surface of the shaft, and the projec-

3,841,416
PORTABLE JIG-SAW AND SPINDLE SANDER

Herbert R. Pfister, Stony Brook, N.Y., assignor to The Black
and Decker Manufacturing Company, Towson, Md.

Filed Aug. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 280,745
Int. CI. B27b 1

1

100
U.S. CI. 173-31 3 Claims

1. A portable electric tool comprising a housing having a
rotary electric motor therein, a horizontal shoe plate sup-
ported upon said housing beneath said motor and adapted to
support said tool for movement over a workpiece, said hous-
ing including a generally horizontal handle disposed above
said motor, switch means associated with said handle for
control of said motor, and a power train within said housing
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aiiu interconnecting said motor and an output shaft, said

power train including manually operable selector means for

converting the motion of said output shaft from relatively high

105

speed reciprocation through a given stroke length to rotation

and relatively low speed reciprocation through said given

stroke length without requiring motor speed variation.

3,841,417

PLATE BORING DEVICE
Lawrence G. Crawford, Jr., 10104 Fernglen Ave., Los An-

geles, Calif. 91042
Filed July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,969

E21c 9/00, moo
U.S. CI. 173- 8 Claims

sleeve whereby a predetermined length of said inner

sleeve extends from and beyond said outer sleeve; and

alignment means secured to said inner sleeve length extend-

ing beyond said outer sleeve for registering with said

foundation bolt whereby said drill starts said hold at a

desired location.

3,841,418

HAMMER DRILLS
Horst Biersack, Ansbach, Germany, assignor to Firma "Impex-

Essen" Vertrieb von Werkzeugen GmbH, Ansbach, Ger-

many
Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,425

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 28, 1971,

2165066
Int. CI. B25d 1 1100

U.S. CI. 173-109 3 Claims

\

1. A hammer drill having a hollow spindle for receiving a

drilling tool, a drive shaft arranged to rotate the spindle and

extending parrallel thereto, a striker member receivable in the

spindle, and a ballistic cam on the drive shaft arranged to be

rotated thereby to cause the striker member to be cyclically

withdrawn against a spring and released to effect a striking

action; the striker member being arranged to advance beyond

the normal striking position on removal of the tool from a

workpiece and thereby prevent rotation of the ballistic cam;

said ballistic cam being rotatable and axially displaceable on

the drive shaft and urged by a second spring towards coupling

engagement with a coupling member having clutch dogs and

said ballistic cam having sides inclined at an angle to a plane

transverse to the drive shaft greater than the angle between

the plane and surfaces of the ballistic cam and of the striker

member which slidably engage during the withdrawal of the

striker member.

1. In a self locating drilling apparatus for

locating the drilling site of a hole in a work piece with

respect to a previously installed foundation bolt, the

combination comprising:

a powered drill motor having a chuck mechanism rotatably

mounted with respect to a fixed housing;

a drill having a fluted cutting drill end and a straight shank

at its other end detachably carried and rotated by said

chuck;

an outer sleeve fixedly carried on said housing and coaxial

with respect to said drill;

an inner sleeve slidably mounted within said outer sleeve

and disposed about said drill;

stop means cooperatively mounted between said outer and

said inner sleeves for limiting sliding movement between

said sleeves;

resilient means operably mounted between said sleeves

normally urging said inner sleeve away from said outer

3,841,419

CONTROL OF COLLIGATIVE PROPERTIES OF
DRILLING MUD

Kenneth L. Russell, Tulsa, Okla., assignor to Cities Service Oil

Company, Tuska, Okla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 211,566, Dec. 23, 1971,

abandoned. This application Sept. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 397,561

Int. CI. E21b 21104

U.S. CI. 175—40 16 Claims

1. A process for balancing osmolality of the aqueous phase

of a drilling mud with the osmolality of the interstitial aqueous

phase of a subterranean formation penetrated by a wellbore

which comprises solubilizing sufficient of a composition com-
prising a soluble carbohydrate having colligative properties
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into the aqueous phase of the drilling mud that osmotic differ-

ence between the aqueous phase of the drilhng mud and the

looxxx) 2oo£ioo 3oo;x» *xyxo

Willing muo SALiw^v.pe^ salt

3,841,420

DIRECTIONAL DRILLING MEANS
Michael King Russell, 3 Culross Close, Cheltenham, England

Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,458
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 24, 1972,

13796/72

Int. CI. E21b 7108

U.S. CI. 175-45 8 Claims

1. Drilhng means for directional drilhng in a borehole,
comprising a drill pipe and a drilling head the orientation of
which determines the direction of deviation of the borehole,

a bearing by means of which said head is rotatably carried by
the drill pipe for orientation, a tool-driving motor mounted in

said head and a drilling tool coupled to the motor to be driven
thereby so that, when the drilling tool is loaded in use, said

head is subject to a tool reaction torque tending to rotate the

head to change the orientation thereof, means for controllably

counteracting the tool reaction torque and control means
operative upon the counteracting means whereby the orienta-

tion of the head may be held at an adjusted setting.

3,841,421

APPARATUS FOR BORING A PIT
Kunijiro Matsushita, Toyokawa, Japan, assignor to Kumagai
Gumi Company Limited, Fukui-shi, Japan

Filed Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,806
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 11, 1972, 47-

112538

Int. CI. E21b2//00
U.S. CI. 175-212 2 Claims

interstitial aqueous phase of the subterranean formation is less

than sufficient to drive aqueous liquid from the drilling mud
into the formation.

1. An apparatus for boring a pit in earth comprising in

ccombination a cylindrical hollow body ( 10), a rotary cutting

means having a cutter head (12) projecting over the bottom
end of said hollow body and a drive shaft (14) coaxially ex-

tending through said hollow body from the center of said

cutter head, said drive shaft being rotably supported at the

lower portion thereof by bearing means (18) secured to said

hollow body, said cutte^r head having radially extending spider
arms (22) which supports a plurality of cutter blades (20),
motor means ( 16) connected to said drive shaft ( 14) to rotate

said cutter head, water spray nozzle means including a circular

tube (30) disposed at the adjacent upper area of said cutter

head and formed with a piruality of nozzle openings (24)
directed substantially downwardly for discharging a water jet

through said spider arms and water conduit means (28) dis-

posed in the interior of said hollow body for conducting saids

circular tube to a source of pressurized water disposed on the

ground, an air lift pipe (31 ) having one end open adjacent the

upper area of said cutter head and the other end communicat-
ing with a discharging spot on the ground, an air supply con-
duit (32) connected at one end to the lower portion of said air

lift pipe and at the other end to a source of pressurized air, and
a water supply pipe (34) for supplying water to the interior of

said hollow body.

3,841,422
DYNAMIC ROCK BIT LUBRICATION SYSTEM

Morgan LeVon Crow, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Dresser Indus-
tries, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,986
Int. CI. E21b 9108, 9/35

U.S. CL 175-229 4 claims
1. In an earth boring bit including a bit body with a bearing

pin extending from said bit body, a rotatably cutter mounted
upon said bearing pin, bearing means between said bearing pin
and said cutter, and a lubricant circulation system, compris-
ing:

a lubricant reservoir in said bit body;
first passage means for channeling lubricant from said lubri-

cant reservoir to said bearing means;
second passage means for channeling lubricant from said

bearing means to said lubricant reservoir;
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valve means for providing one-way flow of lubricant in said

first passage means and said second passage means, and

seal means betUten said cutter and said bit body for

providing a positive seal between said cutter and said bit

body.

3,841,423

HYDROSTATIC PROPULSION SYSTEM
Donald A. Holtkamp, and Willard L. Chichester, both of Battle

Creek, Mich., assignors to Clark Equipment Company,
Buchanan, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 220,281, Jan. 24, 1972, abandoned.
This application Oct. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 406,768

Int. CI. B60k 17130
U.S. CL 180-6.3 31 Claims

1. A hydrostatic power transmission system for a vehicle

having first and second pairs of selectively driveable wheels
comprising hydraulic fluid drive means, first and second pairs

of selectively driveable hydraulic motor means for driving

respective pairs of said wheels and adapted to be driven by
said fluid drive means, said fluid drive means also being
adapted to distribute the hydraulic fluid to drive said first and
second pairs of motor means when all said motor means are

driving said wheels, and control means operatively connected
to said fluid drive means for interrupting the flow of fluid to

one pair of said motor means and redirecting it to the other
pair of said motor means to effect a shift from four to two-

wheel drive without interrupting the flow of traction fluid to

said other pair of motor means, said control means including

transition control means operative to redirect to the low pres-

sure side of the system the fluid flow to said one pair of motor
means to facilitate smooth vehicle operation during the transi-

tion from four to two-wheel drive.

3,841,424
TRIANGULAR TRACK RESILIENT BOGIE SUSPENSION
Robert J^Purcell, Washington, and Kenneth E. Wehr, Pekin,

both of III., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Division of Ser. No. 212,396, Dec. 27, 1971. This application

June 22, 1973, Ser. No. 372,829
Int. CL B62d 65/12

U.S. CI. 180-9.5 14 Claims

-)^SuJ ^^^

1. A vehicle supporting and driving assembly for a vehicle

having an axle housing and a drive axle in the axle housing
comprising:

a main pivot shaft securable to said axle housing,

a track frame having an intermediate point secured to the

main pivot shaft for pivotal oscillation of the track frame
with respect to said axle housing, and having first and
second ends extending from said intermediate point,

idler support members at the first and second ends of the

track frame,

means pivotally and reciprocably securing the idler support
members to the track frame ends,

idlers rotatably mounted on the idler support members,
cushion means responsive to reciprocation of the idler

support members with respect to the track frame ends to

cushion recoil of the idlers,

a rotatable drive sprocket attachable to said axle housing
and positioned between the ends of said track frame and
above the idlers,

means driving the rotatable drive sprocket by the drive axle,

and

a track chain emcompassing the idlers and drive sprocket
and in driven engagement with the drive sprocket.

3,841,425
CONTROLLED VIBRATION ABSORBING MOUNTING

FOR ENGINES
Joseph R. Harkness, Germantown, Wis., assignor to Briggs &

Stratton Corporation, Wauwatosa, Wis.

Filed Oct. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 410,188
Int. CI. E02d 27/44

U.S. CI. 180—53 R 7 Claims

1. In combination with an implement such as a power lawn
mower, garden tractor or the like having a frame with a gener-
ally horizontal portion, and a vertical shaft engine which
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provides power for the implement, the engine having a base
with spaced apart mounting spots on its bottom, and having its

crankshaft projecting downwardly with power take-off means
thereon, vibration absorbing means mounting the engine on
said generally horizontal portion of the frame of the imple-
ment, comprising:

A. a soft mount connecting each of the spaced apart mount-
ing spots of the engine base with said generally horizontal
portion of the implement;

B. a plurality of resiliently flexible strips each rigidly con-
nected at one end to the engine base and projecting
th.refrom in spaced substantially parallel relationship to
said generally horizontal portion of the implement frame;
and

C. means rigidly anchoring each of said resiliently flexible
strips at a distance from its connection with the engine,
to said implement frame,
said resiliently flexible strips being elongated and substan-

tially flat and having greater width than thickness so
that they have edgewise stiffness and flatwise flexibility,

and said strips having their major surfaces facing up-
ward and downward so that said strips restrain lateral
displacement of the engine with respect to the imple-
ment frame but leave the engine free to move vertically
to the extent the soft mounts provide for such move-
ment,

whereby the location of the power take-off means with
respect to the implement is not objectionably altered
by the permitted movement of the engine.

the resultant force vector being equal in magnitude and
opposite in direction to a vector sum of the weight force
of the engine assembly and the static forces acting on the
engine assembly, the center of dynamic forces being that
point through which the resultant force vector must act
to balance both the weight force of the engine assembly
and the static forces acting on the engine assembly.

ERRATUM
For Class 180—65 see:
Patent No. 3,841,238

3,841,427
VEHICLE COLLISION PREVENTION DEVICE

Vito Di Vita, 9609 N. 34th Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. 85021
Filed Nov. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 417,399

Int. CI. B60t 7112
U.S. CI. 180-98 3 Claims
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3,841,426
ENGINE ISOLATION SYSTEM

Mark S. Nemschoff, Mequon, Wis., assignor to EMC Corpora-
tion, San Jose, Calif.

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 313,059
Int. CI. B60k 5100

U.S. CI. 180-64 R 7 claims
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1. An apparatus for supporting an engine assembly on a
chassis and for isolating and damping vibration between the
engine assembly and the chassis including:

an engine assembly having mass and subjectable to forces
exterior of the engine assembly from the output of power
from the engine assembly;

a chassis on which the engine assembly is mounted; and
a mounting means for supporting the engine assembly on

the chassis and for isolating and damping vibration be-
tween the engine assembly and the chassis,

a pulley and belt means driven by the engine assembly and
operatively connected to the chassis, the belt tension
causing a static force to act on the engine assembly,

said mounting means further including a plurality of resil-

ient elements disposed in a common generally horizontal
plane near the center of mass, said plane being normal to
a resultant force vector and passing through a center of
dynamic forces, each of said resilient elements being
spaced substantially equal distances away from said cen-
ter of dynamic forces.

I. A vehicle collision prevention device intended to be
mounted in a vehicle in a position having a clear line of vision
forwardly of the vehicle to detect the presence of a vehicle in

front of the protected vehicle and behind which the protected
vehicle is to travel, the device comprising a hollow box-like
housing including a front surface and a bottom surface, a
radar transmitting and receiving antenna mounted in said
housing immediately behind said front surface and adapted to
transmit electromagnetic radar waves in a direction forwardly
of the vehicle and to receive any such waves which strike the
forward vehicle and are bounced rearwardly therefrom, a
radar unit connected to said antenna and providing an electri-
cal voltage output signal proportional to the distance between
said forward vehicle and said protected vehicle, a distance
control manually settable by the vehicle driver to a desired
distance at which the vehicle driver wishes to follow the front
vehicle, the preset distance control providing an output volt-
age signal indicative of the preset distance selected by the
vehicle driver, a distance integrator circuit receiving said
radar unit output signal and said preset distance control out-
put signal in a manner to compare the same and provide a
proportional comparative output voltage signal, a difference
integrator circuit, said comparactive output signal from said
distance integrator being fed into said difference integrator
circuit, an electrical generator tachometer adapted to be
connected to a speedometer cable of said protected vehicle
for generating an electrical voltage indicative of the speed of
the vehicle at all times, said tachometer generator signal being
fed into said difference integrator circuit, means for applying
the braking system of the protected vehicle, and said differ-
ence integrator providing output signals proportional to the
difference between the tachometer generator signal and the
distance integrator comparative output signal to operate said
means in a manner to selectively apply and release the brake
system of the vehicle whereby said vehicle may be slowed to
automatically follow the forward vehicle at the selected preset
distance.
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3,841,428

AUXILIARY ELECTRIC DRIVE ATTACHMENT FOR A
VEHICLE

Norman Blaiek, 14 Broadview Rd., Westport, Conn. 06880
Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 209,519

Int. CL B62d 3/00

U.S. CI. ISO- IS Claims

1. An electric power drive attachment for a wheeled vehi-

cle, comprismg m combination:

a. a pair of separate and distinct electric motors disposed

end to end, having shafts arranged in axial alignment with

one another,

b. resilient means disposed between the adjacent ends of the

motors for interconnecting the motor shafts for simulta-

neous turning;

c. said resilient means further comprising a friction drive

roller being drivingly engageable with one wheel of the

vehicle.

3,841,429

DEVICE FOR A STRADDLE-CARRIER OR A SIMILAR
VEHICLE

Francesco Falcone, and Odd Peder Hunnes, both of Karlskoga,

Sweden, assignors to Aktiebolaget Bofors, Bofors, Sweden
Filed Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 186,111

Claims priority, application Sweden, Oct. 13, 1970,

13818/70

Int. CI. B60p 1102

U.S. CI. 180-77 S 3 Claims

1. A straddle earner comprising:

a vehicle having an elongate peripheral outline in the mov-
ing direction of the vehicle;

a driver's cab stationarily mounted on the top of said vehicle

lengthwise thereof, said cab occupying substantially the

length of the vehicle top and having observation windows
in its sides;

guide tracks within the cab extending lengthwise of the cab

and the vehicle;

a swivelling driver's seat supported on said guide tracks

movable along the length thereof in either direction;

a motor drive mounted on said driver's seat and coupled
with the same for driving the seat along the guide tracks

in either direction; and

circuit control means for controlling the driving of the seat

along the guide tracks and operation of the carrier.

h\

3,841,430

ROLL STRUCTURE CAB AND SEAT ARRANGEMENT
FOR TRACK-TYPE TRACTORS

John H. Babbitt, Jr.; Ronald G. Boyer, both of Peoria; Arthur
E. Olt, Jr., Pekin; Paul E. Schuck, Canton, and Sheldon L.

Stark, Eureka, ail of III., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor
Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,232
Int. CI. B62d 33/06

U.S. CI. 180-89 A 9 Claims

,4
'*. .n
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1. A vehicle roll protective structure having an integrated

operator platform comprising:

a plurality of vertically extending structural members defin-

ing a forward member and a rearward member for each

side of said structure;

a plurality of structural cross members tying said vertically

extending members together at the top thereof;

a seat support platform comprising an unitary cross frame

including forward and rearward cross members extending
" between and secured respectively to said forward and

rearward vertically extending structural members at the

bottom thereof and further including means defming a

seat platform with side portions extending upward and

secured to said vertically extending members at a position

spaced upward from said bottom; and,

said roll protective structure being pivotally mounted to a

tractor frame.

3,841,431

INSTRUMENT PANEL GUARD
James W. Russey, Decatur, III., assignor to Caterpillar Tractor

Co., Peoria, III.

Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,327

Int. CI. B60k 37/00

U.S. CI. 180—90 7 Claims

/a*

36
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1. An instrument panel guard for an instrument console

having a plurality of instruments mounted on an instrument

panel thereof comprising;
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cover means having opposite ends and a pair of arms indi-

vidually secured to said ends, said cover means including
a predetermined upper curved plate and a lower curved
plate with each of said plates having upper and lower
edges;

pivot means operatively attaching said arms of said cover
means externally to such instrument console for selective
pivotal movement of said curved plates between a closed
protective overlying position dependably enclosing such
instruments and a retracted open position permitting
unrestricted visual inspection of the instrument panel;
and

abutment means including an inwardly disposed hook
formed along the lower edge of said upper plate and an
outwardly disposed hook formed along the upper edge of
said lower plate to permit limited relative movement of
said curved plates to a nested overlapping retracted posi-
tion with said inwardly disposed hook being engageable
with said outwardly disposed hook to move the curved
plates as a unit toward said closed position,

said lower curved plate having an inwardly disposed flanged
lip formed along the lower edge of said lower curved plate
for abutment with the instrument console to limit the
pivotal movement of said lower plate in said closed posi-
tion.

3,841,432
SAFETY DEVICE FOR VEHICLES

Thomas Jones, 7134 Normal Blvd., Chicago, III. 60621
Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,769

Int. CI. B60r 27/06
U.S. CI. 180-91 4 Claims

3,841,433

GAS-CUSHION VEHICLES
Raymond William Dyke, Southampton, England, assignor to
Vosper Limited, Portsmouth, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 689, Jan. 5, 1970, abandoned. This
application Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,774

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 8, 1969.
1172/69

Int. CI. B60r 1102
U.S. CI. 180-116 3 Claims

1. A vehicle supported by a cushion of pressurized gas
comprising a hull, gas supply means for supplying gas under
pressure to said cushion, a duct in said hull connecting said gas
supply means with said cushion, and check valve means m said
duct actuated by reverse gas flow from said cushion into said

duct to a close position to at least partially seal said duct
against said reverse gas flow upon failure of said gas supply
means, said check valve means including at least one triangu-
lar valve segment of flexible material pivotally connected at all

three corners to the hull, two of said corners being adjacent
and substantially aligned to provide a common pivot axis
therefor, said segment being movable between a normal valve
open position during the time gas under pressure is supplied
to said cushion and an inverted closed valve position in re-

sponse to said reverse gas flow.

3,841,434

NOISE ATTENUATOR
Clifford Culpepper, Jr., Charlotte, N.C., assignor to Aero-

Dyne, Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,306
Int. CI. FOln 3106

U.S. CI. 181-36 R 1 Claim

1. In a vehicle, in combination:
a heavily padded member which in a first normal position

is disposed horizontally along the top of the instrument
panel and extends transversely to the direction of elonga-
tion of the vehicle;

a first generally L-shaped element lying in a vertical plane;
the element having a long horizontal arm extending from
the front bumper along said direction to the panel with a

vertical arm extending upward from the horizontal arm
and pivotally secured at its upper end to the member, said
vertical arm being heavily padded;

a first linkage pivotally secured at one end to a point on the
horizontal arm intermediate bumper and vertical leg, said
linkage extending inclinedly downward and being pivot-
ally secured at its other end to the vehicle at a position
belAv the horizontal arm;

a second linkage pivotally secured at a lower end to said
pivot point and extending upward;

a third linkage pivotally secured at its upper end to the
upper end of the second linkage and extending down-
ward, the third linkage being pivotally secured at its lower
end to the vehicle in a position normally above the hori-
zontal arm; and

a fourth linkage pivotally secured at its upper end to the
member in a position spaced from the vertical arm, the
fourth linkage extending downward and being pivotally

secured at its lower end to the upper ends of the second
and third linkages.

1. The combination, with a hood positioned adjacent a food
preparation area within a building and an air pollution control
system including an afterburner disposed outside the building
and in which particulate grease is burned and noise is gener-
ated and a duct extending between the hood and the after-
burner and through which airborne particulate grease is con-
veyed from the food preparation area, the duct including a
vertically rising portion and a horizontally directed portion
forming an ell with the vertically rising portion, of an arrange-
ment for attenuating noise otherwise transmitted from the
afterburner to the hood and comprising first and second noise
attenuating devices each comprising a grease impervious film
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bag, energy absorbmg means sealed within said bag for dissi-

pating by mechanically compressive absorption sonic energy

impinging on said bag, said bag precluding accretion of grease

on said energy absorbing means and thereby avoiding decay

itL-tbe—noke attenuation efficiency thereof, and means for

mounting saiobag^ithin said duct in exposure to sonic energy
being transmitted from the afterburner to the hood, said

mounting means disposing said first noise attenuation device

adjacent said ell for substantially direct, perpendicular im-

pingement of sonic energy thereon and mounting said second

noise attenuator device in predetermined spaced relation

within the duct from said first noise attenuator device.
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3,841,435

SWAGED TRI-FLOW MUFFLER
Theofore W. Hetherington, JacksoDTMich., assignor to Ten-

neco Inc., Racine, Wis. /
Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nti. 329,395, Feb. 5, 1973,

abandoned. This application Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,284
Int. CI. FOln 1108

U.S. CL 181-54 16 Claims

1. A muffier adapted for use in an internal combustion

engine exhaust system comprising an elongated tubular mono-
lithic shell having opposite ends reduced in diameter to form
inlet and outlet bushings respectively, a plurality of transverse

partitions located inside and supported on the wall of the shell,

three parallel longitudinally extending open ended gas flow

tubes supported in and structurally interconnecting the parti-

tions so that the partitions and tubes form a subassembly, first

and second of said tubes having offset portions extending

respectively into said inlet and outlet bushings and being

supported therein.

3,841,436

AERIAL PLATFORM WITH SIDE TO SIDE ROTATABLE
BASKET

John L. Grove, McConnellsburg, Pa., assignor to Fulton Indus-

tries, Inc., McConnellsburg, Pa.

Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 324,913

Int. CI. B66f 11104

U.S. CK 182-2
< 16 Claims

1. Aerial platform apparatus comprising:

a. a vehicle,

c.

a linearly extensible and retractable boom having a length

when extended substantially greater than the length

thereof when retracted,

means mounting said boom on said vehicle for swinging

movement in vertical and horizontal planes,

d. means for extending, retracting and swinging said boom,
e. load support means having a neutral position in which

an axis thereof is in line with the boom axis, and

f. means at the^^ree end of said boom for supporting said

load support means for pivotal movement between two

positions in each of which the rear portion of the load

support means is substantially adjacent a side of the boom
and in each of which said positions said load support

means axis is substantially perpendicular to the boom
axis,

g. whereby the portion of the load support means opposite

said rear portion has access to an extensive area of a wall

without movement of the vehicle by positioning said

opposite portion near a wall with the rear portion adja-

cent a side of said boom and said boom extended, then

swinging said boom and said load support means and

retracting said boom, and after the boom reaches a plane

perpendicular to said wall, continuing to swing said boom
and said load support means until the rear portion of the

load support means is substantially adjacent the opposite

side of said boom.

3,841,437

PORTABLE STEP STOOL
John W. Caughey, Elm Ave., Amherst, N.H. 03440

Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,520
Int. CI. E06c 11397; E04g 1128; A47c 9112

U.S. CI. 182-16 2 Claims

rr

IS !•

25

24

1. A stool, comprising, first and second generally rectangu-

lar upright side members disposed parallel to each other and
each having a bottom edge, a top edge, a front edge and a rear

edge, said bottom edges being adapted to be engaged and
supported by a flat surface, a generally rectangular top mem-
ber supported by said side members and fastened to the top

edges thereof, and an elongated roller mounted between said

side members for rotation about an axis parallel to said surface

and located above said bottom edges and forward of said rear

edges by first and second distances, respectively, both approx-

imately equal to the radius of said roller, so that no portion of

said roller projects substantially beyond said rear edges of said

side members, said side members each being formed with the

junction between said rear and bottom edges cut away suffi-

ciently so that as said stool is tilted backward said roller en-

gages said surface and said bottom edges become disengaged

therefrom, whereby said stool may be rolled along said surface

and whereby said stool may be stored in a space little wider

than the width of the stool and with said rear edges of said side

members substantially fiush against a wall.
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3,841,438

INJECTION LUBRICATOR
Sebastian David Tine, Lawrence, and Albert W. Dewberry,

Boxford, both of Mass., assignors to Watts Regulator Com-
pany, Lawrence, Mass.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,496
Int. CI. FOlm 1106; F16n 7114

U.S. CI. 184-7 D 12 Claims

^^^s:^

tion, means for attaching wires of the wire arrangement
to the said lower platform to both sides of pivot axis, and

Cv,^.^^s^v\KvW^'

1. A lubricator adapted to be positioned in a conduit for
dispensing metered amounts of lubricant to a pneumatically-
operated tool in response to changes in the air flow rate
through the conduit to the tool, which includes means defining
a lubricant system and means operatively associated therewith
defining a pneumatic sensing and actuating system for sensing
changes in the air flow rate and actuating said lubricant system
to deliver lubricant, wherein the improvement in said lubrica-
tor comprises providing in association with said lubircant
system, transparent means which define a portion of a lubri-
cant flow path through said lubricant system and indicator
piston means positioned in said transparent means, which
piston means is movable between a first seated closed position
and a second unseated fiow position in response to lubricant
now, said movement being visually detectable from without
said lubricator through said transparent means, wherein said
transparent means include an elongated, transparent, sleeve-
like member having a shaped bore and an elongated, cup-
shaped transparent cover member having at least one elon-
gated groove therein, said cover member adapted to receive
said sleeve-like member in telescoping relation so as to permit
lubricant flow in said groove, with said piston-like means
being disposed in said bore for movement from said first

seated position to said second unseated position.

3,841,439
SHIP S ACCOMODATION LADDER

Per Nilsson, Vastra Frolunda, and Bertil Bergstedt, Grabo,
both of Sweden, assignors to AB Welin, Askina, Sweden

Filed Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,435
Int. CI. B63b 27114

U.S. CI. 182-86 6 Claims
1. In a ship's accomodation ladder of the type including at

least one ladder portion, means for pivotably mounting said
ladder at an upper platform, level with the ship's deck, as well
as a wire arrangement connected to at least one davit for
carrying the lower end of said ladder portion, the improve-
ment of

a lower platform,

pivot means having a horizontal axis for the attachment of
said lower platform to the lower end of said ladder por-

an opening in said lower platform, for providing access
from below.

ERRATUM
For Class 184—7 see:

Patent No. 3,841,438

3,841,440
SAFETY DOOR MECHANISM

Elmer R, Weddendorf, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to B/W
Metals Company, Inc., Fairfield, Ohio

Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 365,980
Int. CI. E04h 3104

U.S. CI. 186-1 R 3 Claims

1. A safety door mechanism for a rotating cafeteria style
counter, that counter incorporating a counter top of generally
circular configuration adapted to rotate on top a fixed frame,
said safety door mechanism including

a tunnel defined in said support frame structure, said tunnel
being disposed beneath said counter top and providing
ingress to and egress from the interior area of said
counter,

an outer door mounted to the outer periphery of said sup-
port frame, said outer door selectively closing and open-
ing said tunnel as desired to access from the exterior of
said counter,

an inner door mounted to the inner periphery of said sup-
port frame, said inner door selectively closing and open-
ing said tunnel as desired to access the interior of said
counter, and
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a first switch and a second switch electrically connected in

series with said counter top's dhve means, said first

switch being spring loaded open and mounted to said

support frame in juxtaposition with said outer door, and
said second switch being spring loaded open and mounted
to said support frame in juxtaposition with said inner

door, whereby opening of one or both of said outer and

inner doors causes said counter top to stop rotation and
closing of both said outer and inner doors allows said

counter top to continue rotation.

' 3,841,441

APPARATUS FOR RAISING AND LOWERING HEAVY
LOADS

Karl Klinkhammer, Bielefeld, and Siegfried Bley, Enger-

Westerenger, both of Germany, assignors to Gebr. Dickert-

mann Hebezeugfabrik A.G., Bielefeld, Germany
Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 337,871

Claims priority, application Austria, Mar. 6, 1972, 1863/72

Int. CI. B66b 9104

U.S. CI. 187-1 R , 9 Claims

1. In an apparatus for raising and lowering heavy loads,

elongated upright guide wall means formed with openings

situated at different elevations along said guide wall means,

fluid-pressure raising-and-lowering means guided for up-and-

down movement by said guide wall means and having opposed

upper and lower end regions, said fluid-pressure means includ-

ing a cylinder and piston means for carrying out contracting

and expanding movements respectively decreasing and in-

creasing the distance between said end regions, a pair of

fluid-pressure holding means respectively situated at said end

regions and including parts of said end regions which are

formed with hollow chambers respectively having horizontal

axes and a pair of retractable piston means respectively mov-
able in said chambers and having outer holding ends movable

beyond said end regions into and out of said openings of said

guide wall means, said pair of fluid-pressure holding means
and said fluid-pressure raising-and-lowering means cooperat-

ing with each other for alternately displacing said piston

means of said pair of fluid-pressure holding means into and
out of openings of said guide wall means in timed relation with

said contracting and expanding movements of said fluid-

pressure raising-and-lowering means during stepwise move-
ment of the latter along said guide wall means, and support

means for carrying a load, said support means being opera-

tively connected with the upper end region of said fluid-

pressure raising-and-

upper end region.

owering means for movement with said

3,841,442

LIFT TRUCK UPRIGHT
Dennis E. Erickson, Battle Creek, and Harry L. Harrington,

Bellevue, both of Mich., assignors to Clark Equipment Com-
pany, Buchanan, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 226,636, Feb. 15, 1972, abandoned.

This application Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 398,055

Int. CI. B66b 9120

U.S. CI. 187-9 10 Claims

1. An upright structure for lift trucks comprising outer,

intermediate and inner mast sections in telescoping relation to

each other, a load carriage mounted on and movable along

said inner mast section, a first lift cylinder assembly supported

from the intermediate mast section and operatively connected

to the inner mast section and the load carriage for elevating

the load carriage on the inner mast section and the latter

section on the intermediate mast section from a zero lift posi-

tion to a positive lift position, and a second lift cylinder assem-

bly supported from the truck and operatively connected to the

intermediate mast section for lowering the intermediate mast

section, the inner mast section and the load carriage and first

lift cylinder assembly all as a unit with the intermediate mast

section lowered by the second lift cylinder assembly from a

zero lift position to a negative lift position.

3,841,443

ELEVATOR SYSTEM
Clyde A. Booker, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westinghousc

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 396,956

Int. CI. B66b 1118

U.S. CI. 187-29 R 14 Claims

tSii^

- ~ r" Shift 15** \ ^—l S^-ECTi

1. An elevator system comprising:

a structure having a plurality of landings,

an elevator car mounted in said structure to serve at least

certain of the landings,

call registering means for registering landing related calls

for elevator service,

first serializing means responsive to said call registering

means, said first serializing means serializing said landing

related calls to provide a first serial signal in which the

calls for elevator service appear according to the landings

to which they are related,

second serializing means responsive to said first serial sig-

nal, said second serializing means providing a second
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serial signal which is a higher speed image of said first

serial signal,

and means responsive to said second serial signal for con-
trolling said elevator car to serve the calls for elevator
service.

through said rectangular opening and interengaged with said
plate, said tabs facing each other and being effective to retain

3,841,444
DISC BRAKE WITH ANTI-RATTLE SPRING HOLD DOWN

MEANS
Heinz Baum, Dudweiler; Eckart Op Den Camp, Saarbrucken;
Gert Schrader, Kutzberg, and John Redvers Botteril, Saar-
brucken, all of Germany, assignors to Deutsche Bendix Aus-
rustungs GmbH

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 360,293
Claims priority, application Germany, May 12, 1972,

2223206; Oct. 25, 1972, 2252156; Jan. 25, 1973, 2303448;
Mar. 17, 1973, 2313346

Int. CI. F16d 55122
U.S. CI. 188-72.3 8 Claims

2r—

^

1. In a brake; a rotor having a pair of friction faces, a pair
of friction elements disposed adjacent said friction faces, a
caliper straddling said rotor and each of said friction faces,
said caliper including means for urging each of said friction
elements into braking engagement with a corresponding fric-

tion face when a brake application is effected, said caliper
defining an aperture to permit insertion and removal of said
friction elements, said caliper including a pair of pins extend-
ing through said friction elements for supporting the latter for
movement toward and away from said rotor, said caliper
having a projection extending into said aperture, and a gener-
ally U-shaped spring having a bridge portion and a pair of
arms extending therefrom generally parallel to said friction
faces, said bridge portion being supported by said projection,
said arms terminating in axiaiiy extending portions engaging
the edges of corresponding friction elements, said arms ex-
tending under one of said pins from the projection so that said
arms are stressed to exert a force urging the friction elements
in a direction parallel to said friction faces to prevent said
friction elements from rattling.

3,841,445
HOLD-DOWN ASSEMBLY FOR SLIDING CALIPER TYPE

DISK BRAKE
Kurt H. Rinker, Plymouth, Mich., assignor to Kelsey-Hayes
Company, Romulus, Mich.

Filed Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 280,079
Int. CI. F16d 65/02

U.S. CI. 188—73.5 4 Claims
1. A hold-down assembly for holding the caliper of a sliding

caliper type disk brake assembly comprising a generally rect-
angular shaped plate, said plate being formed with at least one
notch extending inwardly from one of its peripheral edges and
'a rectangular opening formed adjacent said notch, and a
spring, said spring having a first tab extending through said
notch and interlocked with said plate, a second tab extending

said spring relative to said plate, and a cantilevered portion
extending away from said plate, said cantilevered portion
terminating in an arcuate end adapted to engage the caliper.

3,841,446
DISC BRAKE CALIPER AND ANTI-RATTLE SUPPORT

Charles R. Gravel, Jr., South Bend, Ind., assignor to The
Bendix Corporation, South Bend, Ind.

Filed June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,706
Int. CI. F16d 65102

U.S. CI. 188-73.5 5 Claims

1. In a disc brake;

a fixed support member;
a caliper;

means slidably mounting said caliper on said support mem-
ber for transverse movement with respect thereto;

said mounting means including a pair of outwardly facing
recesses on opposite edges of said support member, a pair
of pins carried on opposite edges of said caliper and
extending transversely with respect to said recesses, each
of said recesses embracing a substantial arcuate portion
of the outer circumferential surface of its corresponding
pin, one of said pins cooperating with a corresponding
recess to define a gap between the outer circumferential
surface of said pin and the wall of its corresponding re-
cess, a clip having an arcuate portion located in said gap
and an arm portion extending from said arcuate portion
adjacent to the corresponding edge of said fixed support
when the arcuate portion is located in said gap, said
arcuate portion having inner and outer circumferential
surfaces, the inner circumferential surface of said arcuate
portion embracing at least the entire arcuate length of
said arcuate portion of the outer circumferential surface
of the corresponding pin embraced by said recess, and
means fastening said arm portion to said fixed support.
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3,841,447

SELF-ACTUATING BRAKE
William J. Schlapmann, Winneconne, and Dale Manteufel,

Hortonville, both of Wis., assignors to J. I. Case Company,

Racine, Wis.
|

•

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,727

Int. CI. F16d 49100

U.S. CI. 188-77 R 27 Claims

forcing band of high-tensile strength surrounding and embed-

ded on said outer surface of said shell drum adjacent said open

end. said reinforcing band being adjacent said open edge of

said drum and having an inner edge and an outer edge, a

radially outwardly extending Hange integrally connected to

the outer edge of said band, said band of sufficient thickness

and length for resisting breaking loads if the cast metal should

crack, said band having an outer surface extending between

said edges and being fiush with the outer surface of said shell

drum, and said shell drum having a radial fiangc between the

open edge of said drum and the radially extending flange of

said band.

1. A sclf-actualmg band brake for vehicles and the like,

comprising: a ncxiblc brake band having a center portion

received ansund a rotatabic brake dium and having opposed

free ends, a pair of levers, said levers having spaced fixed pivot

axes and each lever halving i» pivotal connection to a brake

actuating means, said brake actuating means adapted to ten-

sion said pivot connections upon actuation of the brake, said

opposed free band ends each pivotally connected to one of

said levers, between said fixed pivot axis and said pivotal

connection, and a stop means preventing rotation of said

levers about said fixed pivot axis in the direction of rotation

of the drum which would relieve the tension on said band ends

and permitting rotation in the opposite direction, wherebv the

friction of braking in one direction tensions the pivotal con-

nection of said band to one of said levers which is fixed by said

stop means and the opposed lever rotates about its fixed pivot

axis upon actuation of said brake to tension the opposed end

of said brake band around said drum and brake the vehicle.

3,841,448

REINFORCED BRAKE DRUM
Roy C. Norton, Jr., Birmingham, Mich., assignor to The Budd

Company. Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed June 14, 1973, Ser. No. 370,100

Int. CI. F16d 65IW
U.S. CI. 188-218 R

'//jv^

3 Claims

1. A cast brake drum comprising a radially extending web

having a central aperture for accommodating a wheel hub and

a plurality of stud holes formed therein radially spaced about

said central aperture for positioning and securing said brake

drum to the wheel hub. a shell drum having one edge inte-

grally connected to siiid web and extend axially therefrom and

the other edge thereof forming an open end of said brake

drum, said shell drum having an inner surface adaptable as a

brake surface and an outer surface, and a cast-in steel rein-

3,841,449

CLUTCH WITH VACUUM RELEASE MOTOR
James M. Coffey, El Segundo, and Clifford H. Lang, Los An-

geles, both of Calif., assignors to Cybergenics Inc., Los An-

geles, Calif.

Filed Aug. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 284,609

Int. CI. F16d 25m
U.S. CI. 192-3.59 14 Claims

^fc^^is

1. A supplemental and proportional clutch controller for an

internal combustion engine powered vehicle having a manu-

ally operated gear shift mechanism, a pedal-operated spring-

biased clutch, a clutch-operating pedal, and a carburator and

intake manifold connected by a manifold throat, comprising;

a gear shift lever operatively coupled to the manually operated

gear shift mechanism, a knob secured to one end of said gear

shift lever for control thereof, a push button slidably disposed

and movable within a slot in said knob and having double

V-shaped slot means at one end thereof within said knob, a

bell-crank lever pivotally secured to and within said knob and

having a first portion extending into said double V-shaped slot

means and a cable receiving portion and a cable secured to

said cable receiving portion and a cable sheath enclosing said

cable and adjustably secured to said knob, whereby depres-

sion of said push button causes movement of said cable to-

wards said knob;

a vacuum actuator comprising a pair of cylindrical cans,

each having end walls and mating side walls sealed to one

another to form a closed container, said end walls having

axially aligned opening means, a piston tube slidably

received in said opening means and having first and sec-

ond ends extending outside of said closed container, said

first end defining a first follower land seal and said second

end having a connector sealed therein, a pair of bushings

and seals disposed in said opening means and about said

piston tube, a pair of axially spaced hole means in said

tube, a second follower land seal secured to the interior

of said piston tube intermediate said hole means, a piston

secured to said piston tube within said closed container

and comprising a plate having a port therein and extend-

ing toward said cylindrical can side walls, a diaphragm

sealingly secured to said piston plate and to said cylindri-
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cal can side walls to separate, with said piston plate, said

closed container into first and second chambers, conduit
means secured to said piston tube at one of said hole

means and to said plate at said port to provide a commu-
nication between the interior of said piston tube and said

second chamber, the other of said piston tube hole means
communicating with said first chamber, a valve stem
disposed within said piston tube and having first and
second ends, said first valve stem end extending beyond
said first follower land seal on said piston tube, a first

leader bellows seal having a first portion affixed and
sealed to said first valve stem end and a second portion

extending towards and abuttable against said first fol-

lower land seal, a second leader seal secured to said valve

stem second end abuttable against said second follower

land seal of said piston tube in sealing engagement with

said second follower land seal to seal said piston tube hole

means and consequently said first and second chambers
from one another upon movement of said first valve stem
end away from said first follower land seal, a bell crank
arm pivotally secured to said closed container and having

first and second arms, said first bail crank arm secured to

said cable and said second bell crank arm secured to said

first valve stem end, and said cable sheath secured to said

closed container;

a clutch linkage mechanism comprising a pull-rod secured
at one end to said connector on said second piston tube

end, and a plate having three connector means, a first of

said connector means comprising a universal connector

securing said pull-rod at its other end to said plate, a

second of said connector means comprising means cou-
pling said clutch pedal to said plate, and a third of said

connector means securing said plate to said spring-biased

clutch; and
means for coupling said first chamber to the carburator at

the intake manifold comprising an inlet in said first cham-
ber, a conduit secured to said inlet, a check valve posi-

tioned in said conduit, and connection means securing

said conduit to the carburator at the intake manifold, said

connection means comprising fianges respectively on the

carburator and the intake manifold, said flanges having

opening means for the manifold throat and two pairs of

aligned bolt hole means, a gasket sealed between said

fianges and having slot means aligned with one pair of

said aligned bolt hole means and enlarge opening means
extending over said manifold throat opening means and
the other pair of said aligned bolt hole means, a cap
sealed to said other pair of said aligned bolt hole means
in communication with said manifold throat opening
means, and a pair of threaded fasteners in said bolt hole

means for securing said fianges and cap together, one of
said threaded fasteners at the other pair of said aligned

bolt hole means being relieved to enable communication
between said cap and said gasket opening means and said

conduit being secured to said cap.

3,841,450
SPRING APPLIED STEERING BRAKES CONTROLLED

BY TRANSMISSION CLUTCH PRESSURE
Gary A. Drone, and Roy C. Ross, both of Springfield, III.,

assignors to Fiat-Allis Construction Machinery Inc., Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser, No. 342,153
Int. CI. B60k 29100

U.S. CI. 192-4 C 6 Claims
1. In a crawler tractor having a power shift transmission

with forward and reverse clutches, right and left final drive

sprockets connected to the transmission output through right

and left hydraulically controlled steering clutches, respec-
tively, and right and left brakes operatively associated with

said right and left sprockets, respectively, hydraulic control
means comprising;

a first control system for said steering clutches and brakes
including

right and left fluid operated brake actuators connected to

said right and left brakes, respectively, and operable on
pressurization to disengage said brakes,

a pair of springs operatively associated with said right and
left brakes, respectively, urging the latter to their engaged
condition,

right and left clutch control valves, each having a control
element shiftable between clutch engaged and clutch

disengaged positions and each having a clutch port, a

supply port and a brake port,

a pair of passages operatively connecting said clutch ports
of said right and left clutch valves to said right and left

clutches, respectively,

a source of fluid pressure connected to each of said supply
ports,

a pair of brake passages connecting said brake ports of said
right and left clutch control valves to said pressure cham-
bers of said right and left brake actuators, respectively,

clutch pressure control means operatively associated with
each of said clutch control valves operable when said

valves are in their clutch disengaging position to permit
flow from said supply port to said brake port only when
the fluid pressure in said supply port is above a predeter-
mined minimum clutch disengaging pressure,

a bypass passage connected to each of said brake passages,
and

a brake pressure regulating valve in each of said bypass
passages and including

a shiftable flow control element having closed and open
positions, and

fluid actuator means operable on pressurization to bias

said flow control elements toward their closed position,

a second control system for said power shift transmis-

sion for establishing forward, reverse and neutral con-
ditions and having a circuit with fluid at a predeter-

mined low pressure when said transmission is in said

neutral condition and at a predetermined high pressure
when said transmission is in either of said forward and
reverse conditions, and

conduit means connecting said circuit to said fluid actuator

means, whereby said brakes are engaged in said neutral

condition of said transmission.

3,841,451

VISCOUS FLUID CLUTCH
Randall K. Saylor, Kettering, and Thomas J. Knab, Dayton,

both of Ohio, assignors to General Motors Corporation,
Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 386,368
Int. CI. F16d 35100

U.S. CL 192-58 B 4 Claims
1. A viscous fluid clutch comprising first and second rela-

tively rotatable drive means, said first drive means having an
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annular working chamber and an annular reservoir chamber,
fluid shear drive means formed on said first and second drive

means located in said working chamber and operable with a

fluid medium to provide a shear-type fluid drive between said

first and second drive means, said working chamber having

first and second outlet opening means at an outer portion

thereof and first and second continuously open inlet opening

means at an inner portion thereof, pump means formed on one

of said first and second drive means to pump said fluid me-
dium from said working chamber through said first outlet

opening means into said reservoir chamber, and an internally

mounted bimetallic valve for controlling the flow of said fluid

medium from said working chamber through said second

outlet opening means into said reservoir chamber in response

to changes in ambient temperature.

3,841,452

FRICTION PLATE ASSEMBLY
Roger L. Newsock, Centerville, and Warren W. Antrim, Day-

ton, both of Ohio, assignors to General Motors Corporation,

Detroit, Mich.

Filed July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,676
Int. CI. F16d 13160

U.S. CI. 192-107 R 3 Claims

1. A friction plate assembly for torque transmitting connec-

tion with a splined support comprising annular disc means of

friction material, carrier means disposed radially with respect

to said disc means for operatively connecting friction disc

means to said splined support, said carrier means comprising

a one-piece wire having a plurality of evenly spaced waves

therein, said wire having a plurality of evenly spaced arms

formed by predetermined waves in said wire which extend

radially in a first direction into the friction material of said disc

means, means for securing said first arms to said friction disc

means, said wire further having a plurality of evenly spaced

927 O.G.—35

arms formed by other predetermined waves in said wire which

extend radially in a second direction and into meshing engage-

ment with the splines of the support.

3,841,453

FRICTION COUPLINGS WITH SPRING CUSHIONED
OPERATORS

George W. Culbertson, Oconomowoc, Wis., assignor to FMC
Corporation, San Jose, Calif.

FUed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,403

Int. CI. Fl6d 67/04

U.S. CI. 192-109 A 4 Claims

1. In a clutch of the type having a drive member, a driven

member, a shaft in driven relation with one of said members,
two adjacent clutch elements surrounding the axis of said shaft

respectively and connected in drive engagement with said

members, one of said elements being mounted for movement
in a direction axially of said shaft between an engaged position

in gripping engagement with the other of said elements and a

release position spaced from said other element, resilient

means for urging said one clutch element away from said other

element, an actuating mechanism movable along said shaft for

applying a force to move said one element into engaged posi-

tion with said other element against the resistance of said

resilient means, spring means for applying a substantially

uniform pressure against said actuating mechanism in a direc-

tion to cause said mechanism to apply said force to said one
clutch element, the improvement which comprises transmis-

sion means operatively connected between said actuating

means and said spring means for transmitting the pressure of

said spring means to said actuating means, said transmission

means being adjustable in a direction longitudinally of said

shaft, adjustment in one direction being effective to lengthen

said transmission means and adjustably move said actuating

means and said one clutch element in a direction toward the

engaged position of said clutch elements.

3,841,454

CLUTCH LASH AND WEAR ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM
Donald M. Pionte, Washington, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed June 22, 1973, Ser. No. 372,520
Int. CI. F16d 11102, 13175

U.S. CI. 192-111 R 7 Claims

1. For use with a clutch pedal and a cable-controlled clutch

including a housing and a rotatable and axially movable
spring-loaded throwout bearing mounted in said housing, a

wear and lash adjustment mechanism comprising a threaded

opening formed in said housing, an externally threaded adjust-

ing nut having one end thereof threadedly mounted in said

threaded opening, a locknut mounted on said adjusting nut for

abutting against said housing, a collar adaptable for receiving
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a turning tool formed on the outer periphery of said adjusting
nut, an abutment surface formed on said adjusting nut, a
cable-retainer member concentrically freely mounted within
said adjusting nut, a flange formed on said cable-retainer
member at an intermediate point therealong and abutting
against said abutment surface, a first cable connected between
one end of said cable-retainer member and a predetermined

plate mounted on the driven shaft within the combined
flywheel and clutch housing, an axially movable pressure plate
within the combined flywheel and clutch housing between
which pressure plate and the flywheel the clutch plate can be
fictionally engaged, an engine lubricating oil conduit in the
crankshaft, means supplying oil under pressure to the conduit
from a sump, an orifice in that end of the crankshaft adjacent
the driven shaft which communicates with the conduit and is

co-axial with the crankshaft, an axial bore in that end of the
driven shaft adjacent the crankshaft for receiving a jet of oil

from the orifice, at least one radial hole in the driven shaft
communicating with the bore therein for centrifugally direct-
ing oil to a chamber bounded by said flywheel and said clutch
plate, at least one peripheral drain aperture in the combined
flywheel and clutch housing to permit oil to pass from said
chamber over said clutch plate and thence directly from the
periphery of said housing directly to said casing, and an open-
ing between the bottom of the clutch casing and the engine
sump to permit oil to return to the latter.

3,841,456
CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR VENDING AND OTHER COIN

CONTROLLED DEVICES
Joseph L, Levasseur, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to H. R. Electron-

ics Company, High Ridge, Mo.
Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,900

Int. CI. G07f 5122
U.S. CI. 194-1 N 27 Claims

point on the outer periphery of said throwout bearing, u sec-
ond cable operatively connected between the other end of
said cable-retainer member and said clutch pedal, and means
associated with said cable-retainer member and said second
cable for permitting said adjusting nut to be threadedly ad-
justed in said threaded opening without twisting said first and
second cables.

3,841,455
CLUTCH WITH ENGINE OIL COOLING

Thomas Eastwood, Huddersfield, England, assignor to David
Brown Tractors Limited, Huddersfield, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 197,703, Nov. 11, 1971, abandoned.
This application Nov. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 417,571

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 24. 1970
5529/70

Int. CL F16d 13172
U.S.CL 192-113 B 11 Claims

I

Vi^.--^

i

<*—@T—MC ^1

1. An engine/clutch combination including an engine crank-
shaft, a flywheel secured to the crankshaft, a clutch housing
secured to the flywheel for rotation therewith, a fixed clutch
casing enveloping the combined flywheel and clutch housing,
a driven shaft co-axial with the crankshaft, at least one clutch

1. A circuit for controlling a vending machine capable of
vending products and of refunding amounts deposited in ex-
cess of the vend price comprising a first counter circuit having
input, output and reset connections, means including a pro-
grammable clock circuit connected to the counter in and
operable to introduce input pulses for feeding thereto when
credit is introduced into the vending machine, said clock
circuit having a credit input, a refund input, an enable input,
an output and reset connection means, said clock producing
output pulses at its output connection means corresponding to
each credit and refund input received thereat, means con-
nected to the credit input of the clock to energize the clock
circuit according to an amount of credit to be entered into the
first counter, a second counter having an input, an ouput and
a reset terminal, price encoder means operatively connected
to the input to the second counter and including means for
transferring an established vend price from the price encoder
means to the second counter, means for comparing amounts
accumulated in the first counter circuit with the vend price
entered in the second counter including means to generate an
electric response to indicate which of the first and second
counter circuits has the greater accumulation therein, means
for enabling a vend operation to take place whenever the
amount accumulated in the first counter circuit at least equals
the vend price entered in the second counter circuit, payout
means operatively connected to the comparing means and
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energizable thereby to refund amounts in the first counter

circuit which exceed the vend price entered in the second
counter circuit, said payout means including means to add to

the vend price entered in the second counter circuit an
amount equal to the amount of each refund until the first and
second counter circuits have the same amount accumulated
therein, and means associated with the means for comparing
that are responsive to the occurrence of equal accumulations
in the first and second counter circuits to reset the said first

and second counter circuits and the payout means.

3,841,457

DEVICE FOR AUTOMATIC COLLECTION OF COINS IN
COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS

Sadao Kawasaki; Tadayoshi Kaneda, and Mitsuaki Tanaka, all

of Himeji, Japan, assignors to Glory Kogyo Kabushiki-

Kaisha, Hyogo-Ken, Japan
Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,658

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 1,

79242[U]; Nov. 24, 1971, 46-1 10070[U1; Nov.

46-110382[U]

Int. CI. G07f 1104

U.S. CI. 194-1 A

1971, 46-

25, 1971,

9 Claims

^3

32
Qx— -^ ^15 "^^

9 27 29

1. A coin collecting apparatus for use in rental lockers,

automatic vending machines, and the like which have a plural-

ity of coin-operated units disposed in a plurality of rows and
columns, said apparatus comprising in combination with said

coin-operated units:

a hollow base structure for mounting said plurality of coin-

operated units;

a plurality of members for fixing said coin-operated units

onto said base structure;

a plurality of chutes extending vertically along the respec-

tive columns of said coin-operated units for directing the

coins downwardly therethrough;

coin conveyor means extending horizontally within said

hollow base structure for carrying the corns discharged

thereon through said chutes toward one end thereof;

driving means for driving said conveyor means;

drive-control means for controlling the starting and stop-

ping of said drive means, said drive-control means includ-

ing a timer means for controlling the automatic operation

of said driving means at predetermined time intervals;

and

a coin receptacle disposed adjacent said one end of said

conveyor means for collecting therein the coins carried

by said conveyor means.

and later unlockable with the same key comprising: a lock

mechanism adapted to be locked or unlocked by said key;

indication means indicating the number of coins required for

locking or unlocking said lock mechanism; coin detection

means for detecting the coins actually dropped; control means
for controlling the lock mechanism in locking or unlocking; a

slidable plate operating through said control means when the

coin detection means detects coins of a number indicated in

said indication means to place the locking mechanism in a

tip

.24

3|H-23

29
A ,; 33 25 28 U'A 15

-10

-6

60 61 62 56 57

lockable state; an operating lever rotatable around a pivotal

point in cooperation with said slidable plate; and a coin num-
ber setting plate engaging with said operating lever at a posi-

tion selectively changeable, whereby when the coin number
setting plate is operated by an unlocking action of the user, the

operation is transmitted through said operating lever to said

slidable plate, whereby the coin number required for a rental

period can be changed by selectively changing the engaging
position of said indicator operating lever and said coin number
setting plate.

3,841,459

MOVABLE CARRIAGE ASSEMBLY AND INK RIBBON
CONTROL

Hans Buschmann, Bensberg-Refrath; Erwin Mehlhart, Porz-

Urbach; Emil Pomplun, Steinenbruck, and Alfred Schwibbe,

Cologne, all of Germany, assignors to Nixdorf Computer
AG, Paderborn, Germany

Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,504
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 24, 1972,

2119414
Int. CI. B41j 33144

U.S. CI. 197-161 6 Claims

3,841,458

RENTAL LOCKER SYSTEM
Yoshio Kinoshita, Himeji, Japan, assignor to Glory Kogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Hyogo-Ken, Japan
Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,160

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 24, 1972, 47-191 10

Int. CI. G07f 5100

U.S. CI. 194-32 13 Claims

1, A rental locker system of the type rendered lockable with

a key by dropping a required number of coins into a coin inlet

1. An assembly for mounting an ink ribbon for use with

mosaic printing devices and the like, said assembly compris-

ing:

a bar member and a pair of ink ribbon spools rotatably

mounted on said bar member in spaced positions;
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an ink ribbon mounted on said spools such that rotation of
one of said spools in one direction rolls said ribbon onto
said one spool and rotation of the other spool in an oppo-
site direction rotates said ribbon onto said other spool,

means reciprocably moving said bar member in a longitudi-
nal direction,

gear means operable when coupled to said spools to rotate
said spools in a direction winding said ribbon onto a
driven spool,

means converting movement of said bar member to move-
ment of said gear means,

means sensing the depth of the ribbon wound oi?to one of
said spools and engaging said gear means to th^ other of
said spools such that the direction of movement^of said
gear means is independent of the movement of said bar
member,

a slide member slidably mounted with respect to said bar
member and in which said gear means comprises:

a first pair of gear members mounted to said slide member
in meshing engagement with each other; and

a second pair of gear embers with one of said second pair
of gear members carried respectively by each of said
spools, a different one of said second pair of gear mem-
bers being in engagement with said first pair of gear
members at each spaced position of said slide member
whereby one of said spools is respectively driven by said
first set of gear members at each position of said slide

member.

3,841,460
PALLETIZED CARGO DISCHARGE APPARATUS FOR

CONVEYORS
Walter Suter, Buchs, Switzerland, assignor to Oehler-, Wyhl-

en-Lagertechnic, AG, Aarau, Switzerland

Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,160
Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 27, 1972

11575/71

Int. CI. E65g 47/00
U.S. CI. 198-20 R 1 Claim

mounted thereon for converting the rotary output of said
motor into linear reciprocating motion of said second
frame members; and,

chain conveying means associated with said lifting member
having a driven chain running along said rail means.

3,841,461

SINGULATOR
Jerald M. Henderson, Davis, and Bruce M. Shawver, Cuper-

tino, both of Calif., assignors to The Regents of the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, Calif.

Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273,518
Int. CI. B65g 47/26

U.S. CI. 198-30 4 Claims

1. A lifting rail mechanism for cargo discharge comprising:
a rigid support frame having parallel longitudinal beams and
vertical members at the ends thereof for lifting supporting
vertically displaceable rail means;

a rectangular second frame formed of spaced apart beams
and cross beams overlying said rigid frame;

toggle levers pivotally mounted on said vertical member of
said rigid frame, said toggle levers each having a short
arm adapted to lift the lifting rail means of the mechanism
and a long arm secured to the corner at each of the four
corners of said second frame;

lifting rail means having rails spaced apart which are pivot-
ally connected in their corners to the short arm of each
of said toggle means;

driving means reciprocating said second frame member
which includes a rotary motor and eccentric disc

1. A singulator for rollable or slidable articles of compact
configuration having known transverse dimensions and assem-
bled in a random array comprising a frame, means on said
frame having an upper surface for supporting said articles
adjacent a datum region, said surface sloping toward said
region, a pair of conveyors of the same length on said frame
and extending from said datum region side by side in approxi-
mately horizontal lines to a discharge end, separate means
defining on each of said conveyors a number of separately
movable top surface areas spaced apart along said lines,

means for separately moving said areas of each conveyor up
and down in timed relationship to each other within each
conveyor to approximate waves traveling along said line and
means for operating said conveyors with said waves of each
conveyor out of phase with said waves of the other conveyor
whereby articles on one conveyor are spaced longitudinally
from articles on the other conveyor and said articles are dis-
charged from said conveyors in single article sequence.

3,841,462
LENGTH MEASURER FOR ELONGATE MATERIALS

Hans V. Schmidt, 5218 Fairlawn Ave., Baltimore, Md. 21215
Filed June 22, 1973, Ser. No. 372,856

Int. CI. B65g 69/00
U.S. CI. 198-39 16 Claims

1. In an elongate-material lengthmeasuring machine having
a way, a carriage, a measuring reference on the carriage,
means for mounting the carriage movably along the way,
means for moving the carriage along the way, means for guid-

ing movement of the carriage along the way, means for fixing

the position of the carriage on the way, and means for indicat-

ing the position of the carriage along the way, the improve-
ment comprising: the way having a horizontally extending
flange and a pair of vertical parallel-opposed flanges with a
horizontal web connecting the parallel-opposed flanges, the

means for moving the carriage along the way including a pivot

on the carriage above the horizontally extending flange, a

bracket suspended from the pivot, driving means affixed to the

bracket, the driving means having an output shaft with a
resilient drivewheel, the drivewheel periphery in contact with

J
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the underside of the horizontally extending flange, whereby

rotation of the drivewheel in either direction tightens said

contact with the underside of the horizontally extending

flange, the means for guiding the carriage including a plurality

of resilient guide rollers respectively contacting said paral)

opposed flanges, the means for movably mounting the car-

riage including a plurality of resilient support rollers respec-

tively contacting portions of the way, and the means for fixing

the carriage position comprising a plurality of friction mem-
bers opposedly contacting said parallel opposed flanges.

end of said movable truss swingable in said plane, an elon-

gated, stiff but flexible and resilient support structure gener-

ally paralleling said plane and positioned with its opposite

ends overlapping the adjacent ends of said trusses, first sup-

port means supporting the opposite ends of said resilient

support structure from remote portions of said trusses spaced

therealong from the adjacent ends of said trusses and with said

opposite ends generally paralleling the corresponding truss

portions and supported therefrom for limited lengthwise

guided shifting longitudinally therealong; second support

means connected to and supported at least in part from said

trusses and supportingly engaged with predetermined portions

of said resilient support structure disposed at a plurality of

points spaced apart therealong between and from said oppo-

site ends and operative, in response to relative angular dis-

placement of said trusses, to support and automatically shift

said spaced predetermined portions of said support structure

to predetermined {wsitions along a substantially constant

radius path containing the opposite ends of said support struc-

ture during angular displacement of said movable truss rela-

tive to said stationary truss, and conveyor belt support means

supported from and closely spaced along said resilient support

structure and the remote end portions of said trusses on the

remote sides of said first support means for supporting a flexi-

ble conveyor belt in a path substantially paralleling the remote

end portions of said trusses and said resilient support structure

in order that the path of that portion of the supported con-

veyor belt extending between said remote end portions of said

trusses will comprise a substantially constant radius arc whose

opposite ends merge smoothly into the portions of the con-

veyor belt supported from said remote end portions.

3,841,463

STACKER CONVEYOR WITH FLEXIBLE SECTION
Guthrie B. Stone, Honeoye; Arthur Orloff, Nunda, and Guy J.

Wicksall, Fayette, all of N.Y., assignors to Stone Conveyor,

Inc., Honeoye, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 176,902, Sept. 1, 1971, abandoned.

This application Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 387,215

Int. CI. B65g4//00
U.S.CL 198-109 9 Claims

1. A conveyor assembly, said assembly comprising a station-

ary truss, a movable truss, mounting means pivotally support-

ing one end of said movable truss adjacent a first end of said

stationary truss with said trusses disposed in closely adjacent

end-to-end relation in generally the same plane and the other

3,841,464

HYDRAULICALLV FOLDING MATERIAL DISCHARGE
CONVEYOR

Larry D. Tome, Wauwatosa, Wis., assignor to Lippmann, Inc.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,346

Int. CI. B65g 2;//2

U.S. CI. 198-115 7 Claims

i
«<

-^

1. A hydraulically foldable discharge conveyor for a bulk

material processing plant having a supporting chassis, said

conveyor comprising an A-frame,

said A-frame being mounted on a supporting chassis,

a first conveyor section rigidly secured to said A-frame,

said first conveyor section extending angularly rearwardly

and upwardly from the chassis,

an intermediate conveyor section pivotally connected to the

first conveyor section,

a third conveyor section pivotally connected to said second

conveyor section, said second and third conveyor sec-

tions extending angularly rearwardly^and upwardly from

said first conveyor section.
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a first pair of hydraulic assemblies connected between said
A-frame and said second section for pivotally moving said
second section upwardly to a substantially vertical posi-
tion with respect to said first section,,

a conveyor belt supported on said first, second and third
conveyor sections,

a second pair of hydraulic assemblies connected between
said second conveyor section and said third conveyor
section for pivotally moving said third conveyor section
downwardly to a substantially horizontal position with
respect to said second conveyor section,

and a hydraulic circuit connected to said first and second
hydraulic assemblies for selectively moving said second
and third conveyor sections between operative and folded
positions.

for engaging the seat of the forming tube, a peripheral
surface tapering forward from the base-end toward a
forward-end and cutting means mounted on the periph-
eral surface of the ram head for breaking up feed of solids
discharged from the forming tube, said cutting means
being located to avoid interference with the seat of the
forming tube,

h. drive means for imparting rotation to said ram head about
its axis, and

i. drive means for biasing the ram head into engagement
with the seat of the solids forming tube to effect a sealing
thereof and capable of permitting reciprocal movement
of the ram head away from sealing engagement when
opposed by pressures from the discharged feed above a
pre-established pressure level.

3,841,465
SOLIDS FEED TO A PRESSURIZED REACTOR

3,841,466
MOISTURE-IMPERMEABLE PACKAGE

Louis S. Hoffman, Morristown, NJ., and Harry Spruyt, New
Clarence S. Miller, Jr., Kennett Square, and George A^Seely, p*"'''p ^'^" "'^'S""" *" ^cott Paper Company, Delaware

Chadds Ford, both of Pa., assignors to AWT Systems, Inc.!
'

r-. . .,

Wilmington, Del.
Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,704

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 231,873 „ ^ r^, ,n. ^I^^f^'
"^^'* "^^^'^^ ^^'^^' ^"^"^

Int. CI. B65g 33/00
^'^- *-'• 206-205 5 Claims

U.S. CI. 198-213 4 Claims

2«^J^^^

1. A device for delivering a solid feed into a reactor operat-
ing at elevated temperatures, wherein the pressure in the
reactor is controlled outside of the reactor hot zone, said
device having in combination:

a. a solids feed forming tube having a transfer zone and an
extrusion zone, said tube having a feed inlet-end, a feed
discharge-end, and a seat at the feed discharge-end of
said forming tube for receiving a seal means,

b. a first conveyor means extending axially of said forming
tube from the feed inlet-end of the forming tube to the
forward-end of the transfer zone,

c. an expansion chamber connected to and in communica-
tion with the discharge-end of the forming tube, and
having an outlet-end,

d. a reactor conveying tube having a solids feed inlet-end
and a solids feed discharge-end. the inlet-end of the reac-
tor conveying tube being connected to and in communi-
cation with the outlet-end of the expansion chamber, and
the discharge-end of the reactor conveying tube being in

communication with the reactor to be supplied with the
solids feed,

e. a second conveyor means extending axially through said
reactor conveying tube from the inlet-end to the dis-

charge-end thereof,

f. drive means connected to said first and second conveyor
means to impart, upon actuation thereof, rotation to said
first and second conveyors,

g. a ram having a ram head disposed within the expansion
chamber in axial alignment with the solids feed forming
tube, said ram having a base-end providing a seal means

1. A moisture-impermeable package comprising:
A. a container having a bottom wall, upstanding side walls
cooperating with said bottom wall for defining a compart-
ment to retain product, and an upper wall defining an
opening in communication with said compartment;

B. a lid member movable between a closed position overly-
ing said opening, and an open position exposing said
opening;

C. channel means integral with said container and circum-
scribing said opening, said channel means having an open
upper end defined by spaced upstanding ledge members;

D. a substantially air-impervious, thin, flexible plastic web
disposed in a substantially flat condition over the open
upper end of the channel means and the opening into the
container compartment, said plastic web being adhered
to the upstanding ledge members to provide a flexible,
substantially air-impervious closure for both said channel
and container compartment;

E. separation means associated with the plastic web for
permitting the formation of an opening through the plas-
tic web in a region overlying the opening into the con-
tainer compartment without disrupting the air-impervious
closure of the channel means; and

F. rib means projecting from the lid member in cooperative
relationship with the plastic web and the lid member is in
its closed position for engaging and flexing the plastic web
intermediate the upstanding ledge members of said chan-
nel means to thereby provide a substantially moisture-
impervious seal about the opening into the container
compartment after the opening through the plastic web
has been formed.
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3,841,467

PRODUCT AND PROCESS FOR MAKING IMPROVED
STRENGTH DENTAL AMALGAM

David A. Hansen, Columbia, Mo., assignor to The Curators of

the University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,619

Int. CI. B65d 81/32, 81/20

U.S. CI. 206-219 7 Claims

\
II M 10 a

1. In combination:

a closed container

a mass of a particulate alloy containing silver and tin in the

container for use in making dental amalgam, and

an inert atmosphere in the container.

3,841,468

MOLDED PLASTIC CONTAINER SECONDARY
OPERATIONS MACHINE

Noel B. Eggert, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois Inc.,

Toledo, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 93.069, Nov. 25. 1970. Patent No.

3,716,910. This application Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 310,010

nt. CI. B65g 25/08

U.S. CI. 198-221 5 Claims

I. Apparatus for transferring articles from station to station

comprising

a. article grasping members,

b. means for mounting said grasping members for lateral

movement between open and closed positions and for

reciprocal longitudinal movement, the longitudinal move-

ment in one direction being accomplished while said

grasping members are open and longitudinal movement

in the other direction being accomplished while said

grasping members are closed,

c. a rotary member interconnected with said mounting

means for effecting both lateral and longitudinal move-

ment of said article grasping members,

d. a contractible-extensible tie assembly means connecting

said rotary member to said mounting means for translat-

ing the rotary motion of said rotary member to a longitu-

dinal reciprocal stroke motion, the length of said recipro-

cal stroke being greater than the distance between sta-

tions,

e. said tie assembly means including a first connecting mem-

ber, a second connecting member, and yielding biasing

means linking said first and second connecting members

and holding said two connecting members in a predeter-

mined stationary position with respect to each other

during the translation of motion from said rotary member
to said mounting means between stations,

f. stop means positioned to contact said mounting means

before the end of each reciprocal stroke and hold said

mounting means at each station to define an index stroke

while said tie assembly contracts and extends in response

to said mounting means contact with said stop means,

thereby creating a dwell period at each station,

g. an annular cam rotatable with said rotary member, said

cam having first and second arcuate sections of smaller

and larger constant radii, respectively, and first and sec-

ond connecting sections interconnecting said arcuate

sections,

h. a cam follower engaging said cam and mounted on the

end of a bell crank to impart reciprocal movement

thereto when engaging the connecting sections of the

rotating cam and to cause the bell crank to dwell when

engaging said constant radii sections, and

i. means interconnecting said bell crank to said grasping

members to cause said grasping members to open when

the cam engages the first of said connecting sections and

to close when the cam engages the second of said con-

necting sections.

3,841,469

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CLEANING ROD
CONVEYORS

Donald C. Scott, deceased, late of Nueces County, Tex., and by

E. K. Jarrett, administrator. Corpus Christi, Tex., assignors

to Clayton Specialties, Inc., Corpus Christie, Tex.

Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,266

Int. CL B65g 45/00

U.S. CI. 198—229 15 Claims

1. A method for cleaning the hereafter defined cylindrical

portions of the flight rods of an endless rod conveyor having

a transporting surface formed by a plurality of flight rods at

least a portion of each of which is a straight, cylindrical por-

tion suspended transversely of and between endless chain

means which are parallel one to the other, the cylindrical

portions of the flight rods being parallel and uniformly spaced

one from another, said endless rod conveyor having driving

means for causing movement of said flight rods in a direction

transverse of the said cylindrical portions thereof, which

cleaning method comprises successively and continuously

engaging each of said cylindrical portions of said flight rods

with the tooth spaces of at least one spur gear which is rotated

and driven by said cylindrical portions in the manner of a rack

and pinion, and which spur gear, while being so rotated, dur-

ing each engagement with the cylindrical portion of a particu-

lar flight rod also simultaneously moves axially with respect to

the said cylindrical portion of said particular flight rod a dis-

tance of 0.25 to 2.0 times the diameter of said cylindrical
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portion, such that each of said tooth spaces while engaged
with a particular one of said flight rods provides a wiping
motion to a portion of the surface of the straight, cyhndrical
portion of such flight rod.

3,841,470
CLEANER FOR CONVEYOR BELT

Kazuo Meguro, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Nihon Tsusho Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Hiroshima-ken, Japan

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,186
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 20, 1972, 47-

47313; June 22, 1972, 47-75185; Aug. 22, 1972, 47-99555;
Dec. 30, 1972, 47-4518

Int. CI. B65g 45100
U.S. CI. 198-230 ^ 9 Claims

c. each of said feed surfaces being covered with a pile mate-
rial having flexible filaments uniformly inclined by about
5° to 25° from the vertical toward the direction of move-
ment of said objects along said feed surfaces;

d. said filaments having uniform length and thickness and a
sufficient density so that only the tips of said filaments
support said objects to be fed;

e. means for vibrating each of said feed surfaces in a gener-
ally reciprocal motion in the general direction of the
inclination of said filaments; and

f. said filaments being sufficiently resilient to flex under said
objects during upward movement of said feed surfaces in

said reciprocal motion to increase the feeding speed and
force of said feed surfaces in moving said objects.
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a. a substantially rectangular base portion having diagonal

corners and defined by first and second pairs of parallel
score lines and by a respective diagonal score line at each
corner;

b. first and second pairs of peripheral wall portions defined
by said first and second pairs of parallel score lines and
by the periphery of the blank;

c. a uniting portion and a wall corner portion defined at
each end of each of said first pair of peripheral wall
portions by the end of the peripheral wall portion, the
periphery of the blank, and a pair of parallel score lines,
the uniting portion being nearer the end of the wall por-
tion and said pair of parallel score lines being spaced
apart by a distance substantially equal to the length of the
diagonal score line;

d. a cut-out and a substantially rectangular strengthening
tab at each corner of the blank, said tab at each said
corner being defined by said diagonal score line at the
corner, the cut-out at the comer and a pair of cuts be-
tween said pair of parallel score lines defining said uniting
and wall comer portions at the associated corner, said
pair of cuts being substantially at right angles to one
another, and said cut-out at each corner being defined by
said tab at the corner, the end of the peripheral wall
portion of the second pair thereof at the comer and said
uniting portion at the comer;

said articles being disposed in an ordered array on said base
portion of said blank and said peripheral wall portions
being folded about said first and second pairs of parallel
score lines whereby they are erected around said articles;
said uniting and wall corner portions at each corner being
folded about said pair of parallel score lines defining them
such that said wall corner portions form diagonal wall
corners;

each said uniting portion being secured to an end of one of
said second pair of peripheral wall portions; and

each said strengthening tab being folded about said diagonal
score line defining it so that it is inside and adjacent to the
corresponding wall corner forming portion.
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each strip member extending between and integrally connect-
mg one side element to said base member at their adjacent
edges to facilitate repeated folding therealong, and at least
one band-like member extending around the ends of and over
the outer surfaces of said pair of lateral side elements to close
the open ends of the outer container and to hold said pair of
lateral side elements against said packages thus forming a
close, tightly packed arrangement of the plurality of packages
in the outer container, the ends of said at least one band-like
member being releasably affixed one to the other, said base
member, said side elements and said strip members having
substantially uniform, parallel inner and outer surfaces.

3,841,478
MERCHANDISE PACKAGING DEVICE

Charles A. Wells, Coshocton, Ohio; Robert A. O'Neil, and
Michael C. Wilson, both of Wheaton, III., assignors to Pretty
Products, Inc., Coshocton, Ohio

Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,185
Int. Ci. B65d 33/14, 75/00, 85/00

U.S. CI. 206-491 ,2 claims

3,841,477
OUTER CONTAINER FOR PACKING UNITS

Sven Olof Soren Stark, Rydsgard, and Jan-Erik Olsen, Lund,
both of Sweden, assignors to Tetra Pak International AB,
Lund, Sweden

Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,722
Claims priority, application Sweden, Aug. 6. 1971

10067/71

Int. CI. B65d 71/04
U.S. CI. 206-491 5 claims

1. A merchandise packaging device comprising a sheet of
material folded to form two superimposed portions for receiv-
ing a fiat configured article therebetween, said superimposed
side portions interconnected along a fold line defining a rigid
spine and having a notch formed in each of said side portions
in coextensive relationship when said side portions are folded
together, said notch having an enlarged area disposed a dis-
tance inwardly from a peripheral edge at which the notch
opens and configured to define a hanger hook adapted to
engage with a hanger rod and to permit passage of the hanger
rod therethrough, said side portions each including a reinforc-
ing tab interconnected with the respective side portion along
a fold line extending along the peripheral edge at which said
notch opens.

1. A reusable outer container for a plurality of packages
comprising a longitudinal substantially rectangular base mem-
ber of a rigid fiat plastic material supporting the packages, a
pair of lateral substantially rectangular side elements of the
same rigid material normally extending at substantial right
angles from the longitudinal edges of said base member, the
length and width of said base member being substantially the
same as the length and width of said plurality of packages
when in close, tightly packed relation, a pair of longitudinal
strip members of a plastic material more flexible than the rigid
material of said base member and said pairs of side elements.

3,841,479
CONTAINER AND CONTAINER BLANK

Richard R. Szatkowski, Western Springs, III., assignor to Con-
tinental Can Company, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,147
Int. CI. B65d 89/16, 81/02

U.S. CI. 206-524 n Claims
1. A new article of manufacture comprising a container

blank including a bottom portion and side portions integrally
connected to one another and to said bottom portion to define
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a container shape, said side portions each being defined by

dual walls of a thin flexible polymer material separated from
3,841,481

SIEVING, SCREENING, FILTERING OR WASHING
MACHINE

Albert Wehner, Willaringen, Germany, assignor to Hein, Leh-

mann Aktiengesellschaft, Dusseldorf, Germany
Filed Apr. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 352,178

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 24, 1972,

2220070
Int. CI. B07b 1/28

U.S. CI. 209-310 11 Claims

one another and defining a space therebetween, and said side

portions including means for folding said side portions against

said bottom portion for storage and shipment.

3,841,480

CARD SELECTION FOR A CARD RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
Nobuyuki Yanagawa, Kanagawa-ken, Japan, assignor to Ricoh

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,170

Claims priority, application Japan, June 21, 1972, 47-61402

Int. CI. B07c 5134

U.S. CI. 209—80.5 2 Claims

20

18

1. In a sieving, screening, filtering or washing machine, a

device comprising a length of yieldable sieve bottom, a plural-

ity of parallel spaced pivoted carriers forming at least one

section, at least one movable rod, means pivotally connecting

said rod with said carriers, to provide a uniform swinging

movement of said carriers, said sieve bottom extending along

said carriers and being connected to a lower edge of one

carrier and the upper edge of an adjacent carrier, then to a

lower edge of the following carrier and so on along all carriers,

whereby said sieve bottom forms sieving zones between said

carriers of variable shapes during the actuation of said carri-

ers.

3,841,482

SELF-CLEANING SCREEN ASSEMBLY
John B. Barrows, Troy, Mich., and Leslie T. Hansen, Lake-

wood, Calif., assignors to Sweco, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,084

Int. CI. B07b 1/28

U.S. CI. 209—323 15 Claims

1. A card selection device for selecting a desired card from

a randomly stacked set of cards each coded with a set of

coding bits at coding bit positions disposed along a side edge

of the card, each coding bit represented by either a notch or

the lack of a notch at its bit position, each set of coding bits

comprising n bits of which a subset comprising r bits are

represented by notches, comprising a set of selector bars equal

in number to the coding bits forming said set of coding bits

and adapted to cooperate with the notches in the cards to

select a desired card, a selector bar setting cam for moving

selected bars between operative and inoperative positions to

set selected bars at selected positions depending on the code

number of the card to be selected, said selector bar setting

cam having its peripheral surface divided into n cam elements

arranged axially along the setting cam, said n cam elements

having their peripheral surfaces divided into N cam zones

arranged peripherally of the setting cam so that each cam zone

is divided into n coding positions, r coding positions out of the

M coding positions of each cam zone being formed as either

elevated or depressed areas and the rest of the coding posi-

tions of each cam zone being formed as either depressed or

elevated areas respectively, whereby N cards can be selected

uniquely by selecting a desired angular position of said selec-

tor bar setting cam.

1. A self-cleaning screen assembly for use in a vibratory

separator comprising

a separator screen, said screen having infiuent and periph-

eral areas,

a support member located beneath said separator screen

and extending parallel thereto,

tension means for tensioning said separator screen about

the peripheral area thereof,

a plurality of sliders positioned between said separator

screen and said support member, said sliders being free to

move on said support members, and

retainer means positioned between said screen and said

support member for constraining said sliders from engag-

\
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ing at least one of said areas of said separator screen, said

retainer means being slidably positioned on said support
member.

3,841,483
WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEM

Clifton E. Overton, Northridge, Calif., assignor to Overton
Engineering, Billings, Mont.

Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,674
Int. CI. BOld 35106

U.S. CI. 210-87 IS Claims

1. A flow-through water purification apparatus for separat-
ing colloidal particles suspended therein comprising:

a body having an inlet at one end and an outlet at an oppo-
site end, said body defining at least one passage there-
through between the inlet and the outlet so that a flow of
water entering the inlet will pass through said body exit-

ing therefrom at the outlet;

a first set of mutually spaced plates disposed in the passage
through said body adjacent said inlet;

a second set of mutually spaced plates disposed in the pas-
sage to said body intermediate said first set and the outlet;

a third set of mutually spaced plates disposed in the pas-
sage through said body adjacent said outlet and down-
stream said second set of plates;

means carried by said apparatus for directing a flow of
water to be purified through the inlet, into the passage
and sequentially through the plates in said first, second
and third sets, and subsequently through the outlet;

means coupled to each of said plates for applying a prese-
lected electrical potential thereacross so that when said
fiow is directed through said plates the colloidal particles
therein will be subjected to a predetejmined ionizing
potential;

first valve means at the inlet for controlling the fiow admit-
ted thereto;

second valve means at the outlet for controlling the flow
exiting therethrough;

first sensor means at the inlet for producing a signal propor-
tional to the conductivity of the flow passing there-
through;

second sensor means at the outlet for producing a signal

proportional to the resistivity of the fiow therethrough;
means coupled to both of said valve and sensor means for

selectively opening and closing said valve means respon-
sive to predetermined signals from said sensors.

3,841,484
FLUID FILTER WITH COLOR INDICATOR

Keith Raphael Domnick, East Boldon, England, assignor to

Domnick Hunter (Engineers) Limited, Birtley, England
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 120,471, March 3, 1971,
abandoned. This application Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 346,773

Int. CI. BOld 35/02
U.S. CI. 210-95 IS Claims

1. In a filter device for fluids, a filter cartridge comprising
a housing means having opposed end regions and being
formed with a fluid inlet at one of said end regions and a fluid

outlet spaced from said inlet and situated at the other of said
end regions, a micro-fibre cylinder means supported within
said housing means for separating said fluid outlet from said
fluid inlet, said cylinder means having a hollow interior com-
municating with said inlet, and said housing means having a
side wall spaced from and surrounding an exterior side surface
of said cylinder means to define therewith a passage through
which fluid flows after passing from said inlet to the interior
of said cylinder means and through the wall thereof to said
passage before reaching said fluid outlet, said housing means
coacting with said cylinder means for rendering the latter

visible through said housing means, an adsorbent filter me-
dium packed within the cylinder means, diffuser means dis-

posed between said fluid inlet and the adsorbent medium for
distributing fluid entering through said fluid inlet to said filter

medium packed within said cylinder means, and oil-soluble
dye means distributed within the adsorbent medium for re-

sponding to the presence of oil in fluid which enters through
said inlet to release a dye having a color contrasting with that
of said cylinder means and carried with the fluid through said

cylinder means before reaching said passage, said cylinder
means coacting with the dye released by said dye means when
oil is present in the fluid to be discolored by said dye so that
when the discolored cylinder is seen through said housing
means it is known that oil is present in the fluid.

3,841,485
AUTOMATICALLY'bACKWASHED GRAVITY FILTER

William J. Maikin, Fort Lee, NJ., assignor to The Permutit
Company, Inc., Rochester, N.Y.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,012
Int. CI. BOld 23/24

U.S. CI. 210-104 7 Claims
1. In an automatically backwashed gravity filter including:

a filter compartment containing a bed of filter media,
a fluid inlet conduit vented to the atmosphere and con-

nected to the filter compartment,
an underdrain beneath the bed of filter media,
a backwash storage compartment located at a higher eleva-

tion than the bed of filter media and connected to the
underdrain by an open conduit, whereby filtered fluid

accumulates in the backwash storage compartment, and
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means for initiating a backwash cycle when the inlet

pressure in the filter compartment reaches a certain level;

the improvement comprising:

sensing means positioned on said backwash storage com-

partment for detecting changes in the fluid level in said

backwash storage compartment, and

chambers of the container being separated by a wall which

separates the container only in the lower portion thereof, and

a pump connected in series with said electromagnetic filter,

said pump being operated in dependence on the liquid level,

in one part of said container.

means responsive to said sensing means for increasing the

rate at which unfiitercd fluid is supplied to said fluid

inlet conduit as the fluid level in said backwash storage

compartment drops and decreasing the rate at which

unfiltcred fluid is supplied to said fluid inlet conduit as

the fluid level in the backwash storage compartment

rises

3,841,486

DEVICE FOR PURIFYING THE FEED WATER OF A
STEAM POWER INSTALLATION

Hans-Gunter Heitmann, Eriangen-Buckenhof; Gerhard Do-

nath, and Werner Beyer, both of Lrlangen, all of Germany,

assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Munchen and Ber-

lin, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 887,574, Dec. 23, 1969,

abandoned. This application Dec. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 213,207

Claims priority, application (Germany, Dec. 24, 1968,

1816859
Int. CI. BOld 23124. 35/06

U.S. CI. 210— 108 1 Claim

3,841,487

FILTER DEVICE
Guy Villette, 20, Rue des Marronniers 38, Grenoble, France

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,142

Claims priority, application France, May 14, 1971,

71.18525
Int. CI. BOld 23/02

U.S. CI. 210— 123 1 Claim

1. Device for cleansing the feed water of boilers from iron

oxides, which comprises an electromagnetic filter comprising

a cylindrical filter container, containing a filter bed of magne-

tizable particles and a coil for producing a magnetic field

surrounding the filter bed, the magnetizable particles consist-

ing of steel balls and the field intensity produced by the coil

is considerably above the saturation field intensity of the steel

balls, decaying alternating current means for regeneration and

rinsing of the filter by effecting demagnetization of the steel

balls, means for introducing rinse water from below upward at

such speed through the filter container that the steel balls are

whirled up, said filter container being connected in parallel

with a feed-water container, an inlet to the filter container

from a first chamber of the feed-water container and an outlet

of the filter container feeding into a second chamber, said

1. In combination, a swimming pool and a swimming pool

skimmer comprising, a body having a side opening for freely

allowing surface water of said pool to flow into said body, a

first strainer basket below the level of said opening disposed

for receiving the surface water flowing into said body through

said side opening and straining it, a second strainer basket

below the level of said first strainer for receiving strained

surface water from the first strainer, a float check valve dis-

posed for stopping flow of water from the first strainer basket

to the second strainer basket when the level of the water

within the body reaches a selected level corresponding to a

level in the vicinity of a level at which said float check valve

is disposed, means defining an inlet in the bottom of the pool

for flow into the second strainer of a supply of water other

than said strained surface water for straining thereof, means

for discharging from said second strainer through a common

discharge outlet all the strained surface and strained other

water for return to the swimming pool, and said float check

vale being disposed below the first strainer and above the

second strainer, said second strainer having an inlet on an

upper end thereof over which said float check valve seats, and

said float check valve seating entirely covering the last men-

tioned inlet when said level of the water obtains thereby isolat-

ing the first strainer from the second strainer and said inlet and

discharge outlet while continuing to strain said other water in

said second strainer.

3,841,488

AGITATING STRAINER FOR MACHINE TOOL
COOLANT SYSTEMS

Harry A. Yessaian, 1 1769 W. Parkway, Detroit, Mich. 48239

Filed Aug. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 389,321

Int. CI. BOld 33/00

U.S. CI. 210-168 5 Claims

1. In a machine tool having a rotating shaft and a cutting

tool coolant system having a coolant reservoir and a fixed

coolant supply pipe extended into the reservoir, the combina-

tion comprising:
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a. a coolant strainer operatively disposed in said reservoir;
b. means movably supporting said coolant strainer on said
fixed supply pipe for movement longitudinally of said
supply pipe, with said supply pipe extended into said
strainer; and.

3,841,490
REFRIGERANT FILTERDRIER

John E. Hoffman, Webster Groves, and Ardell J. Schelich,
Washington, both of Mo., assignors to Sparlan Valve Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 231,198, March 2, 1972, Pat.
No. 3,815,752. This application Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No.

386,650
Int. CI. BO Id 27/02

U.S. CI. 210-266 7 claims

— 2

-, a <!'^ -
3 c^n X'

c. means for oscillating said means for movably supporting
the strainer on said supply pipe to provide an oscillating
motion longitudinally of said supply pipe to said strainer
to prevent a build-up of dirt and the like on the outer
surface of said strainer.

3,841,489

FLUID FILTER
John F. Combest, and Ralph L. Kuss, both of Findlay, Ohio,

assignors to R. L. Kuss and Co., Inc., Findlay, Ohio
Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,301

Int. CI. BOld 35/06
U.S. CI. 210-223 31 claims

1. A filter-drier for refrigerator systems, comprising:
a. a housing having an inlet at one end and an outlet at the

other end,

b. a foraminous canister located in the housing, the canister
having one end engaging the housing adjacent the hous-
ing inlet to assure flow through the end of the canister

c. a loose granular adsorbent material bed engaging and
contained in the canister,

d. an elongate, hollow wire form disposed in the housing
downstream of the canister and adsorbent material bed,
the wire form having one end arranged toward the outlet
and its other end disposed toward the canister.

e. a filter media of inorganic fibrous material disposed in the
wire form and assuming substantially the shape of the
wire form, the wire form and filter media having one end
engaging the housing adjacent the housing outlet to in-
sure flow through the filter media, and

r the canister being peripherally spaced from the housing
downstream of the canister end engaging the housing to
provide a longitudinal flow channel therebetween to
increase flow capacity by having flow through the canis-
ter end and then through only a portion of the longitudi-
nal dimension of the adsorbent material bed in the canis-
ter and then into the flow channel and then through the
filter media.

2^, /^ 2S

1. A fluid filter comprising a case, said case defining an
upstream inlet fitting and a downstream outlet fitting, first
filtering means within said case for capturing foreign magnetic
particles within a flowing fluid in the line, second filtering
means for capturing other foreign particles within the fluid
means integral with said first filtering means for deflecting the
fluid from an axial path through said inlet radially outwardly
toward said second filtering means, and structural means for
retaining said first and second filtering means together within
said case.

3,841,491

DIALYSIS APPARATUS
Olov Hagstrom, Lund, and Gerhard Riede, Eslov, both of
Sweden, assignors to Gambro AG, Bern, Switzerland

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 346,820
Claims priority, application Sweden, Apr. 26, 1972,

Int. CI. BOld 3im
U.S. a. 210-321 4 Cairns

1. A dialysis apparatus comprising a plurality of stacked
supporting plates and a plurality of pairs of membranes, each
pair of membranes being disposed between a pair of plates and
in stacked relation therewith, said plates being provided with
grooves facing said pairs of membrances to permit passage of
a liquid to be purified between the membranes of each pair
and to permit passage of a purifying liquid between the outside
of each pair of membranes and the surface of the adjacent
plate, said stack of plates and membranes being provided with
holes therethrough forming a distributing passage extending
transversely of the stack of plates and membranes for intro-
ducing a purifying liquid, annular button-like distributing
members disposed in a recess provided in one side of each
plate, the center opening of each annular distributing member
coinciding with the transverse distributing passage, each mem-
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ber being provided with a continuously annular surface on one

side facing away from the recess and forming a seal with the

adjacent membrane, the other side of each member being

provided with radial grooves extending from the inner central

opening to the outer periphery thereof to provide passages for

the purifying liquid and spacing elements therebetween, said

T^ ^ m~m^

grooves and spacing elements facing the bottom of the recess

provided in the one side of said plate whereby purifying liquid

may be passed into said transverse distributing passage then

outwardly and radially through said radial passages to pass

between the outer surface of one of said pairs of membranes
and the adjacent plate.

3,841,492

PRODUCTION OF SEMIPERMEABLE
POLYBENZIMIDAZOLE MEMBRANES

Willard C. Brinegar, Morris Township, N.J., assignor to Celan-

ese Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 219,157, Jan. 19, 1972,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 28,940,

April 15, 1970, Pat. No. 3,720,607. This application June 29,

1973, Ser. No. 375,262Thc portion of the term of this patent

subsequent to Mar. 13, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. BOld 39116, 31/00

U.S. CI. 210-500
I

21 Claims

1. A process for producing an improved reverse osmosis

membrane of unusually high physical durability and chemical

stability comprising:

a. providing a solution of a polybenzimidazole polymer

consisting essentially of recurring units of the formula:

C-R'-

wherein R is a tetravalent aromatic nucleus, with the nitrogen

atoms forming the benzimidazole rings paired upon adjacent

carbon atoms of said aromatic nucleus, and R' is selected from

the group consisting of ( 1 ) an aromatic ring, (2) an alkylene

group having from four to eight carbon atoms, and (3) a

heterocyclic ring selected from the group consisting of (a)

pyridine, (b) pyrazine, (c) furan, (d) quinoline, (e) thiophene,

and (f) pyran, in a solvent capable of dissolving said polymer,

b. depositing a film of said solution upon a support,

c. evaporating an amount of solvent from said film sufficient

to allow the formation of a thin solid layer on the exposed

surface of said film having a density which is substantially

greater than that of the remaining portion of said film on

which said solid layer of increased density is formed, and

d. washing the resulting film with a non-solvent for said

polymer to remove residual solvent thereby producing a

semipermeable membrane suitable for a reverse osmosis

separation.

3,841,493

MOMENT MONITORING SYSTEM FOR
HYDRAULIC-PISTON TYPE CRANES

William E. Jackson, 3726 Ernst St., Omaha, Nebr. 68112, and

James M. Becker, 5112 N. 78th St., Omaha, Nebr. 68134

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 259,565, June 5, 1972, Pat.

No. 3,771,667. This application Sept. 28, 1973, Ser. No.

401,832

Int. CI. B66c 13/48

U.S. CI. 212—39 8 Claims

1. In a crane burden manipulation apparatus comprising a

weighty base member normally stably supported upon a suit-

able underlying substrate whereby at apparatus stable condi-

tions the base member extends vertically along an upright-

axis, said crane further comprising an elongate boom type

burden manipulation member having a tip end located re-

motely laterally outwardly offset from the apparatus base

member and also having a butt end pivotably attached at a

butt-pivot to the base member whereby the elongate boom is

supported by the underlying substrate through said weighty

base member, the crane apparatus also comprising a dual-

directional hydraulic-piston including a plunger portion sur-

rounded by and extendable from a casing with the plunger at

a plunger-pivot being pivotably attached to the boom laterally

outwardly from the butt-pivot and with the casing at a casing-

pivot being pivotably attached to the base member remote

from the boom, said crane apparatus including a pumpable

reservoir of hydraulic motive fluid controllably deliverable

through a first line and through a second line communicating

with the casing interior on opposite sides of the extendable

plunger thereby permitting selectable changes in the boom
angularity and in the resultant burden moment, the improve-

ment of burden moment monitoring system and including

compensation means for the progressive decrease in burden

moment critical-level as the boom angle becomes steeper with

respect to the underlying substrate and said system compris-

ing:

A. Hydraulic pressure differential sensing means comprising

a cylinder internally provided with a reciprocatable bar-

rier for motive hydraulic fluid, said first line and second

line sources of motive fluid communicating with the
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cylinder interior on the forward and the rearward sides
respectively of said reciprocatable barrier;

B. A hydraulic pump comprising a housing internally pro-
vided with a ram that is co-reciprocatable with said bar-
rier and located externally of the pressure differential
sensing means cylinder, the hydraulic pump housing
chamber being substantially filled with hydraulic meter-
ing fluid which is isolated from the hydraulic motive fluid;
C. A pressure-responsive device communicating with and
sensitive to the metering fluid of said hydraulic pump;

D. At least one transducer of the hydraulic-electrical type
and including said pressure-responsive device;

E. A warning indicator electrically connected to the trans-
ducer to caution the crane operator that some prescribed
subcritical-level pressure of metering fluid has been at-
tained whereby the crane operator might take corrective
action to decrease the burden moment by increasing the
boom angle through the dual-directional hydraulic-
piston; and

F. Yieldable resistance means bearing against the pressure-
responsive device to make said device less sensitive to the
hydraulic metering fluid and progressively less so at
steeper boom angles thereby providing compensation
means.

3,841,494
SEQUENCED CRANE BOOM

Paul A. Chaiupsky, and Oliver T. Nephew, both of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, assignors to FMC Corporation, San Jose,
Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 780,993, Dec. 4, 1968. This
application Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,186

Int. CI. B66c 23106
U.S. CI. 212-55 9 Claims

1. In a telescoping boom having an outer fixed section
movable intermediate and inner boom sections, means for
connecting a first power cylinder between the outer and inter-
mediate boom sections for extending the latter, means for
connecting a second power cylinder between the intermediate
and inner boom sections for extending the latter, each of the
cylinders including telescoping rod and case elements defining
cavities effective to cause extension and retraction of the
cylinders in response to fiuid pressure, fluid supply means for
directing fiuid under pressure successively through the first

and second cylinders, wherein the improvement comprises
piston means in the extension cavity of said first cylinder
having a first effective piston area exposed to fiuid pressure
from said supply means and an auxiliary piston, said second
cylinder having piston means of larger effective area than the
first area of said first cylinder for causing said second cylinder
and intermediate boom section to extend before said first

cylinder and inner boom section extend in response to fiuid
pressure, and valve means in said first cylinder piston means
for exposing the auxiliary piston area to fiuid pressure to
augment said first area and cause extension of said inner boom
section when the fiuid pressure reaches a predetermined value
after said intermediate boom section has been extended.

3,841,495
TRAVELING OVERHEAD CRANES

Lester Alexander Dronlck, Camp Hill, and Edwin Henry Zim-
merman, Harrisburg, both of Pa., assignors to Aycock, Inc..
Camp Hill, Pa.

* j , ,

Filed Mar. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 15,438
Int. CI. B66c 19100

U.S. CI. 212-125 4c,aims

1. A portable traveling overhead crane comprising parallel
spaced-apart runway girders, column means supporting said
runway girders at a predetermined level above ground level,
a truck on each of said runway girders, and a bridge beam'
extendmg between said runway girders and having its ends
supported on said trucks,

a hoist beam disposed beneath said bridge beam,
first and second bridge beam blocks removably mounted on

said bridge beam adjacent to said trucks,
first and second hoist beam blocks removably mounted on

said hoist beam adjacent to the ends thereof,
first and second cables reeved through said blocks whereby

said hoist beam is suspended from said bridge beam,
first and second cable drum means on said hoist beam, each

of said cable drum means comprising a pair of side-by-
side drums mounted on a common shaft, each of said
cables having one of its ends connected to one of said
drums of one of said cable drums means and the other
one of its ends connected to the other of said drums of the
same cable drum means,

each of said first and second bridge beam blocks and hoist
beam blocks comprising a compound block having a
plurality of larger diameter sheaves and a plurality of
smaller diameter sheaves, and an equalizer sheave adja-
cent to each of said hoist beam blocks, the said cable for
each of said sets of blocks extending from one of said
drums over an outside large diameter sheave of the asso-
ciated hoist beam block thence to the outside small diam-
eter sheave of the associated bridge beam block, thence
alternately over one half of the small diameter sheaves of
the said hoist beam blocks and bridge beam blocks,
thence being reeved outwardly over the larger diameter
sheaves of said bridge beam and hoist beam blocks and
extending to said equalizing sheave,

first and second drive means on said hoist beam for rotating
said drums, and

means on said hoist beam for engaging a load which is to
handled by said crane, whereby,

the provision of said cable drum means and said drive means
on said bridge beam permits disassembly of said hoist beam
from said crane at ground level by removal of said bridge
beam blocks from said bridge beam and two-blocking of said
bridge beam blocks and said hoist beam blocks; and permits
assembly of said hoist beam to said crane at ground level by
raising said bridge beam blocks to said bridge beam and secur-
mg said bridge beam blocks to said bridge beam.
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3,841,496

END OF CAR CUSHIONING DEVICE
Vaughn T. Hawthorne, Mechanicsburg, Pa., assignor to Key-

stone Industries, Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,194

Int. CI. B61g 9108, 9116

U.S. CI. 213—43 16 Claims

IC2
#-9 tf7
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loc '^ a<j 123

1. An end of car hydraulic cushioning device for a railway

car, including fixed and movable assemblies and a returr

spring assembly, said fixed assembly being adapted to be

secured to said railway car, and said movable assembly being

slidable relative to said fixed assembly and being adapted to

have a coupler secured to the front end of said movable as-

sembly, said return spring assembly cooperating with said

assemblies to force said movable assembly toward a normal

position relative to said fixed assembly, said return spring

assembly comprising an elongated rod having its rear end

operatively connected to the rear end of said movable assem-

bly and extending forwardly, said elongated rod having a

spring stop adjacent its forward end, an abutment fixed rela-

tive to the fixed assembly and located intermediate the front

and rear ends of said elongated rod, and a spring mounted on

said rod between said spring stop and said abutment to be

compressed therebetween in response to a buff impact on the

coupler and thereafter to force said movable assembly for-

ward toward its normal position relative to said fixed assem-

bly.

3,841,497

MOTION TRANSLATING APPARATUS AND CONTROLS
THEREFOR

Mario Cuniberti, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois,

Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,530

Int. CI. B66c 1102

U.S. CI. 214-1 BT 24 Claims

1. Apparatus for controlling relative motion of a plurality of

components comprising

a. an element to be selectively rotated;

b. carrier means for journally supporting said element;

c. means for moving said carrier means to cause said ele-

ment to travel along a predetermined path, said path

having a first portion along which said element is not to

be rotated and a second portion along which said element

is to be rotated;

d. means for rotating said element;

e. means for sensing the position of said element on said

path and providing a signal when said element is on one

of said portions;

f. means responsive to said sensing means signal for con-

necting said element rotating means to rotate said ele-

ment when said element is traveling along said second

portion of said path;

g. an indexing hub means journally supported in said carrier

means;

h. clutch means for selectively connecting said indexing hub

means to said element to be selectively rotated;

i. said carrier moving means reciprocating said carrier

means along a linear path;

j. means for actuating said clutch means to selectively con-

nect said indexinb hub means to said element to be selec-

tively rotated when said element is traveling in a first

direction along said path;

k. said carrier moving means reciprocating said carrier

means along a vertical linear path, in which said first

portion of said vertical path is the first upward vertical

movement of said carrier means, and in which said clutch

means is actuated to connect said rotatable element to

said indexing hub means when said rotatable element is

traveling in an upward direction;

1. said element rotating means being connected through said

rotatable element to rotate said indexing hub means 180°

during said second portion of vertical travel of said rotat-

able element;

m. means for maintaining said indexing hub means at its

rotated position during downward vertical travel of said

rotatable element;

n. a pair of arms mounted on said indexing hub means and

extending in opposite directions therefrom; and

o. article grasping means mounted on the end of each of

said arms.

3,8^ i,498

DEVICE FOR TURNING AND TRANSPORTING HEAVY
WORKPIECES

Klaus Heidrich, Netphen-Dreistiefenbach; Lothar Kietz,

Freudenberg-Lindenberg, and Werner Sziburies, Huttental-

Weidenau, all of Germany, assignors to Kabelschlepp Gesell-

schaft mit beschrankt Haftung, Siegen, Germany
Filed July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,179

Int. CI. B65g ni48
U.S. CI. 214—1 QC 3 Claims

1. A device for turning and transporting heavy workpieces,

which comprises a traverse, suspension means connected to
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said traverse at the central portion thereof for selectively
suspending said traverse on supporting means, two driving
rollers respectively arranged at each end of said traverse for
driving an endless belt adapted to support a workpiece, motor
means associated with said traverse, and shaft means drivingly
connecting said shaft means with said rollers, said driving
rollers being mounted on said shaft means in a semi-cardanic
manner.

3,841,499
WORK TRANSFER APPARATUS

Calvin Penfield Bullard, Wilbraham, Mass., assignor to Arm-
flex, Inc., East Longmeadow, Mass.

Filed Oct. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 411,330
Int. CI. B25j 3100

U.S. CI. 214-1 BD 11 Claims

1. Apparatus for the transfer of work between two mutually
spaced stations comprising:

a. a stationary main housing;
b. an operator shaft mounted in said main housing for rota-

tional movement between two angularly spaced positions;
c. a sweep arm extending in a plane substantially normal
to the axis of said operator shaft;

d. means connecting one end of said sweep arm to said
operator shaft for rotational motion therewith and for
linear movement longitudinally of said operator shaft;

e. a work gripper assembly including a work gripper tool
operatively connected to the other end of said sweep arm,
said assembly further including means for operating said
work gripper tool to engage a workpiece with said sweep
arm disposed in one of said angularly spaced positions
and to release said workpiece with said sweep arm dis-
posed in the other of said angularly spaced positions;

f. drive means operatively connected to said sweep arm and
said operator shaft to impart angular movement to said
sweep arm between said two angularly spaced positions
and linear movement to said sweep arm between two
longitudinally spaced positions along said operator shaft;

and

g. means for sequentially actuating said drive means to

locate said gripper tool at one of said stations during one
phase of its operating cycle and at the other of said sta-

tions during another phase of said operating cycle.

3,841,500
APPARATUS FOR STACKING FLAT FLEXIBLE

COMPONENTS
Toivo A. Helminen, Winneconne, Wis., assignor to Kimberly-

Clark Corporation, Meenah, Wis.
Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,699

Int. CI. G65g 57104
U.S. CI. 214-6 FS 8 Claims

1. Apparatus for stacking generally flat components each of
which have one end wider than the other and which are travel-
ing m two adjacent rows, one of said rows having the wider
end of each component leading in the downstream direction
and the second row having the shorter end of each component
leading in the downstream direction, comprising in combina-
tion:

a plurality of,/transversely extending first headers movable
about an endless loop and adapted to successively contact
the downstream leading end portions of the components
of said first row. said endless loop being elongated and
having generally flat upper and lower portions with said
loop upper portion being gnerally coplanar to the compo-
nents of said first row as said components are advanced
down stream into contact with said first headers, said
headers each having fluid passages,

means for communicating a reduced air pressure to said
first headers and the fluid passages therein for holding
said contacted components against said header,

means for advancing said first headers around said endless
loop whereby each said header and component held
thereby are inverted relative to their original position,

means for terminating said reduced air pressure of said first
headers at a predetermined position of each header to
release the component and thereby accumulate said com-
ponents in a first component stack,

a plurality of second headers movable around a second
endless loop adjacent said first loop, said second loop
being elongated and having generally flat upper and lower
portions with said second loop lower portion being gener-
ally coplanar with the components of said second row as
said components are advanced into contact with said
second headers, said second headers having fluid pas-
sages and being adapted to successively contact the
downstream leading end portions of the components of
said second row,

means for applying a reduced air pressure to said second
headers for holding the leading end portion of each of
said contacted components against said second headers,
means for advancing said second headers about said
second loop and terminating said reduced air pressure
applied to said second headers after each header has
carried a component held thereby to a predetermined
position so that said components are released and accu-
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mulated in a second component stack with the wide end shaft is rotatable or open, which locking arm is movable from
of each of the components in said second stack being engagement with the inner door shaft engagement means to
parallel to and on the same side of said component as are

the wide ends of the components of said first stack.

3,841,501

SHIP LOADING AND UNLOADING EQUIPMENT
Willem Jan Van Heijst, Monte Carlo, Monaco, assignor to N.V.

Industrieele Handelscombinatie Holland, Rotterdam, Neth-
erlands

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,347
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Nov. 18, 1971,

71.15916
II" Int. CI. B65g 67/55

U.S.CL 214-13 7 Claims

n • IS 4 19 S e 12 2 I IS 22 21 20

3,841,502
HOPPER WITH INTERLOCKED CHARGING DOOR

Donald B. De Noyer, Beloit, Wis., assignor to Beloit Corpora-
tion, Beloit, Wis.

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 305,921
Int. CI. B65g 65152

U.S. CI. 214-17 B 10 Claims
1. A storage and transfer hopper comprising an elongated

hollow body including a charging end and a discharging end,
an outer door at the charging end, and an interlocked inner

door spaced therefrom within the hollow body, wherein the

outer and inner doors are connected to rotatable generally

parallel shafts, each of said shafts having alignable engage-

ment means mounted thereon, a movable locking armengaga-
ble with the inner door shaft engagement means to prevent
rotation of the inner door and door shaft while the outer door

engagement with the outer door shaft engagement means to

prevent rotation of the outer door and door shaft while the

inner door shaft is rotatable or open.

3,841,503
MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEM

Edwin A. Hoilenbach, Paoli, Pa., assignor to Drexel Industries,

Inc., Horsham, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 160,600, July 8, 1971, Pat. No. 3,727,778.
This application Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,919

Int. CI. B60p 1144

U.S. CI. 214-75 R 1 Claim

1. Apparatus for transferring bulk materials to or from
vessels, comprising an at least partially L-shaped buoyant
body of variable buoyancy having an upright portion and a

horizontally extending portion adapted to engage respectively

with one side and the bottom of a said vessel, and material-

handling means mounted on said upright portion to transfer

bulk materials relative to the vessel, said body terminating

laterally outwardly away from said upright portion in said

horizontally extending portion and being open on the side

opposite said upright portion whereby said body can move
into material transfer position relative to said vessel by move-
ment of said body laterally relative to the longitudinal axis of

said vessel with said horizontally extending portion moving
laterally of said vessel beneath said vessel and said upright

portion moving laterally of said vessel into engagement with

said one side of said vessel.

I. A material handling fork lift vehicle for handling pallet-

ized loads in a room having a ceiling, said vehicle comprising:
a. a divided wheeled chassis having a forward section and a
rearward section spaced apart from each other;

b. a high-rise rack tower on said forward section of said

chassis;

c. said rack tower including a plurality of greater than three

receiving compartments arranged vertically one above
the other;

d. a high-rise mast of fixed height secured in fixed position

on said rearward section of said chassis and spaced rear-

wardly from said rack tower;

e. the upper end portion of said mast being connected by a
horizontal bridge portion to the upper end of said rack

tower, whereby said rack tower, mast and bridge portion

form an arch-like structure having a through opening
from the bridge portion down to the surface on which said

wheeled chassis is supported;

two horizontally disposed tie bars, each connected be-

tween one side of said mast and the corresponding side of

said rack tower, each tie bar being vertically adjustable to

provide structural support to said arch-like structure at

any selected vertical level;

f.
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g. roller means at said bridge portion adapted to cooperate
with guide rail means supported from the ceiling to pro-
vide lateral support for said high-rise rack tower and
mast;

h. a carriage arranged for vertical guided movement along
said mast, said carriage including an operator station

which projects outside of said mast from that side of said
mast which is opposite said rack tower;

i. hydraulic cylinder means for raising and lowering said

carriage;

j. an overhead protective guard for said operator station and
movable therewith;

k. a fork lift assembly supported on said mast and having
forks projecting therefrom;

1. said fork lift assembly including pivot means for pivoting
said fork through 180° to direct said fork toward either
side of said chassis or toward said rack tower;

m. said pivot means being mounted on said carriage and
positioned between said mast and said rack tower;

n. said fork lift assembly also including scissors-like exten-
sion and retraction means for moving said fork into and
out of any selected one of said rack tower compartments
and for moving said fork laterally outwardly to either side
of said chassis through said opening in said arch-like
structure, said arch-like structured chassis allowing said
fork to engage a load on either side of said chassis at the
level of the supporting surface for said wheeled chassis.

3,841,504

BALE LOADER
Paul Spasuik, Box 146, Unity, Saskatchewan, Canada

Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,306
Claims priority, application Canada, Feb. 1, 1972, 133657

Int. CI. B60p 1/48
U.S. CI. 214-78

1 Claim

releasable stop means carried by the forward end of said
platform structure and engaged with said hitch bar inter-

mediate the ends thereof for releasably retaining said
hitch bar in said bale lifting position so that approxi-
mately one-half of said platform structure is disposed
laterally outwardly of a pulling tractor when said platform
structure is pulled thereby with said hitch bar in said bale
lifting position,

a generally rigid bale lifting structure having a width less

than half the width of said platform structure disposed
within the aforesaid laterally outwardly disposed one-half
thereof,

means for pivotally connecting said bale lifting structure to

the forward end of said platform structure for pivotal

movement about a laterally extending horizontal axis

fixed with respect to said platform structure between a
first position wherein the bale lifting structure extends
downwardly and forwardly from the forward end of said

platform structure to engage the undersides of a bale on
the ground during forward movement of the platform
structure by a pulling tractor with said hitch bar in said
bale lifting position and a second position wherein said

bale lifting structure extends upwardly and forwardly of
the forward end of said platform structure so that a bale
engaged thereby as aforesaid falls rearwardly therefrom
onto the rearwardly adjacent area of the platform, and

means connected between said platform structure and said

bale lifting structure for effecting movement of the latter

between said first and second pc^sitions.

3,841,505

ROLL OFF CONTAINER
Joseph B. Kent, R.D. 2, Cambridge, N.Y. 12816

Filed Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330,215
Int. CI. B65f 3/00

U.S. CI. 214-83.3 9 Claims
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1. a first fluid actuated cylinder-plunger assembly con-

nected to said boom and to said frame to move said

boom relative thereto,

2. conduit means leading from said source of fluid under
pressure to the cylinder of said first fluid actuated

cylinder-plunger assembly,

3. valve means within said conduit to selectively direct

fluid under pressure to one end of said first fluid actu-

ated cylinder, when said valve is in one position, to

move the plunger thereof in one direction and to direct

fluid to the opposite end of said cylinder to move the

plunger thereof in the opposite direction, when said

valve is in another position, so as to move said boom
selectively outwardly and inwardly,

e. a pair of refuse container engaging arms on said boom
near the outer end thereof,

f. a second fluid actuated cylinder-plunger assembly
mounted near the outer end of said boom and having one

end thereof connected to said boom, the other end of said

second fluid actuated cylinder-plunger assembly being

connected to at least one of said arms to cause relative

movement therebetween to grip the refuse container,

4. valve means, which, when in one position, directs fluid

into one end of said second fluid actuated cylinder and
directs fluid outward from the opposite end thereof to

move at least one of said arms relative to said boom to

engage the refuse container and said valve means,
when moved to another position, directs fluid into the

opposite end of said second fluid actuated cylinder, and
out through the other end thereof to disengage said

arms from the refuse container,

g. tipping means associated with said boom to move said

arms about the longitudinal axis of said boom to invert

the refuse container, when said boom is in the inner-most
position.

3,841,509
APPARATUS FOR TRANSPORTING ONE VEHICLE BY

ANOTHER
Finis Laveil Chisum, Rt, 5, Woodcrest Height, Claremore,

Okla. 74017
Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,869

Int. CI. B60p 1128

U.S. CI. 214-506 8 Claims

1. In combination:

first and second semi-trailers and tractors, each of the semi-

trailers having an elongated load bed and support wheels
adjacent the rear end of the load bed, each tractor having
ground wheels, a fifth wheel for connection to the front
end of the respective semi-trailer, and an operator's cab,

and each semi-trailer and tractor having a wheel base
defined by the distance between said support wheels and
ground wheels;

an elongated track connected to the first tractor and ex-

tending longitudinally thereof, said elongated track hav-
ing said fifth wheel slidably connected thereto for move-
ment forwardly and rearwardly of the tractor whereby the
wheel base of the first semi-trailer and tractor can be
reduced to a length no greater than the length of the load
bed of the second vehicle, said elongated track sloping
upwardly whereby the forward end of the first semi-trailer

will be raised when the fifth wheel is moved forwardly
such that the underside of the first semi-trailer will clear

the rear end of the first tractor; and
means on one of the semi-trailers for raising the rear end of

the load bed of the first semi-trailer when the first semi-
trailer is positioned on the load bed of the second semi-
trailer sufficiently high to clear the cab of the second
tractor,

whereby the first semi-trailer and tractor can be transported

on the second semi-trailer and tractor.

3,841,510

AIRCRAFT CARGO WINCHING SYSTEM
Roger H. Walton, Dayton, and James W. Strayer, New Car-

lisle, both of Ohio, assignors to The United States of America
as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force, Washing-
ton, D.C.

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,822
Int. CI. B60p 3100; B41j 33110

U.S. CI. 214-516 7 Claims

1. A cargo towing cable or chain apparatus comprising; a
main, endless cargo towing, drive cable or chain mounted for
rotational, back-and-forth movement in a cargo compartment
and adapted to be power driven; a plurality of releasably-

engageable, cable or chain-attachment means positioned in

evenly-spaced relation along said main, endless, drive cable or
chain; first, intermediately-disposed cargo-towing means re-

leasably interconnected between a cargo load to be towed into

the cargo compartment and any selected one of the said cable
or chain-attachment means, and automatically operative on
the initial rotational movement of said main, endless, drive
cable or chain to move said cargo load into the cargo compart-
ment; and second, quick-release, cargo towing means releas-

ably mountable to the cable or chain attachment means of said

main, drive cable or chain in engaged relation with, and
thereby automatically operative to precisely move said on-
board cargo load forward or aft to a storage position in the
cargo compartment,' on the subsequent rotational movement
of said main, endless, drive cable or chain; each of said plural-

ity of releasably-engageable, cable or chain-attachment means
comprising a swaged ball element; and said first, intermediate-
ly-disposed cargo-towing means comprising an auxiliary cable
or chain; said auxiliary cable or chain incorporating a hook
member positioned on one end thereof and adapted for releas-

able attachment to the cargo to be loaded; and a combined
swaged ball element-engaging and main cable or chain-
receiving and supporting means positioned on the other end
thereof for releasable attachment to any selected one of the
said swaged ball elements, and for supporting said main cable
or chain in correct position therein to ensure retention of the
selected swaged ball element in said means.
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3,841,511
TRANSPORT SYSTEM AND APPARATUS THEREFOR

Jack B. Haun, 4348 Garden Dr., Salt Lake City, Utah 84117
Filed Nov. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 416,729

Int. CI. B62d 53106
U.S. CI. 214-516 10 Claims

1. Apparatus for transporting materials comprising

a modular shipping container having a bottom, spaced side

walls, spaced front and rear end walls interconnecting the

bottom and the side walls at opposite ends thereof, a top

interconnecting the side and end walls and a door provid-

ing access to the interior of the container through a wall

thereof;

a rear locking assembly on the undersurface of the bottom
at the end thereof adjacent the rear wall, said rear locking

assembly comprising a plate fixed to and spaced from the

bottom, a slot formed in the plate and extending from the

edge of the plate at the rear of the bottom towards the

center of the plate along the centerline of the bottom, and
a king pin comprising a post extending downwardly from
the plate on the centerline of the bottom, said pin being
positioned forwardly of said slot; and

a front locking assembly on the undersurface of the bottom
at the end thereof adjacent the front wall, said front

locking assembly comprising a plate fixed to and spaced
from the bottom, a slot formed in the plate extending
from the edge of the plate at the front of the bottom
towards the center of the plate, and lock means arranged
to extend into the slot to secure a king pin therein.

3,841,512

TAMPER-PROOF CLOSURE ARRANGEMENT
Albert L. Botkin, 3018 Hood Ave., Chicago, III. 60659
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1 82,073, Sept. 20, 1 97 1 , Pat.

No. 3,716,162. This application Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 331,065
Int. C . A61j llOOi B65d 55102

U.S. CI. 215-7 7 Claims

1. In a container having an open upper end and a neck
therebelow and having a cap to cover said open end while

extending over the outer perimeter thereof, tamper-proof

means comprising a plurality of flexible ears integral with and
distributed about the perimeter of the neck of said container,

extending outwardly therefrom and defining with said neck
and upwardly opening recess about said neck, said tamper-

proof means having a frangible portion whereby said ears may
be removed from said neck, said ears and said cap having

interlocking elements that engage each other when said cap is

placed in sealing engagement with said open upper end to

prevent removal of said cap without separating said frangible

portion from said container.

3,841,513

CONTAINER HAVING SAFETY CLOSURE
Ian A. O'Connor, 10447 S.W. 108 Ave., Apt. 102E, Miami,

Fla. 33156, and James A. O'Connor, 477 Harbor Dr.,

North, Indian Rocks Beach, Fla. 33535
Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,316

Int. CI. B65d 55102

U.S. CI. 215—9 9 Claims

/^5^^

M^

1. In a safety container:

a. a container body having an opening therein through

which the contents, including solid pills or liquid medi-

cines and chemicals, may be dispensed, said container

opening being provided with part of matching rotational

retaining means,

b. an insert having retaining means thereon matching with

and fitting said rotational retaining means in said opening,

said insert being thereby rotated in position in said open-

ing so that the top of said insert is substantially even and

flush with the top of said container opening whereby it is

not possible for a small child to grasp any significant part

of the insert with the fingers for removal from said con-

tainer opening, said insert being retained in said opening

by said matching retaining means and it requiring rotation

for removal therefrom,

c. a closure fitted on said container body and over said

insert when said insert is in said opening in said container

body, said closure having a through opening therethrough

whereby if said closure were placed on said container

body without said insert in place said container contents

would be exposed to the outside and the contents could

dispense therefrom, thereby to discourage the use of the

container without the insert and to encourage the re-

placement of the insert after removal,

d. an irregularly-shaped projection on said closure function-

ing as a tool providing the only ready means whereby the

insert which is at least substantially flush may be rotated

and removed,

e. and an irregularly-shaped recess in said insert compli-

mentary with and matching said projection in one and

only one position of said projection and recess, whereby
it is necessary to align and match the recess and projec-

tion in order to use the closure and projection as a tool

for turning and removing the insert thereby providing an
impendiment to the use by a small child.

3,841,514

SAFETY CLOSURER
Gary B. Montgomery, and Peter P. Gach, both of Evansville,

Ind., assignors to Sunbeam Plastics Corporation, Evansville,

Ind.

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,512
Int. CI. B65d 55102

U.S. CI. 215-9 10 Claims
1. A safety package comprising a container and a cap, said

container having a bottom, a sidewall, a neck and an annular
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shoulder extending between said neck and said sidewall, and
at least one lug recess in said shoulder, said cap having a top,

an inner wall depending from said top, cooperating threads on
said container neck and said inner wall for retaining said cap
in sealing position on said container, a liner on the underside

of said cap top, an outer skirt depending from said top in

concentric relationship to said inner wall, and at least one

depending lug on said outer wall having a lower portion ex-

tending below the bottom of said inner wall that is adapted for

engagement in said recess when said cap is turned to sealing

position, the trailing side of said lug engaging the back wall of
such recess to prevent said cap being unscrewed off of said

neck, and cooperating means on said cap and said container
for preventing the rotation of said cap onto said container
neck beyond such sealing position.

3,841,515

APPARATUS FOR THE PRESERVATION OF
BIOLOGICAL SUBSTANCES

Ralph E. Schwartz, Lindenhurst, N.Y., assignor to Redeco,
Inc., East Islip, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 757,195, Aug. 8, 1968, Pat. No. 3,579,999.
This application Apr. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 131,803

Int. CI. F25j 1100; B65d 53/00
U.S. CL 220-3 8 Claims

f7a> It

1. A vessel for the storage of blood comprising:
a housing of material having a modulus of elasticity, yield

point, thermal coefficient of expansion and thickness able
to withstand a selected internal pressure of up to 35,000
p.s.i. and temperature changes of between 4° and —21*^
without appreciable change in volume, said housing em-
bracing a blood storage cavity;

a piston mounted for slidable hermetic entry into said cav-
ity; and

leverage means for controlling the pressure within the con-
tainer by forcing said piston into said cavity, said piston

surface and internal surface of said housing at said cavity

being formed of a material inert to blood.

3,841,516

CONTAINER
Helmut Marz, Beilstein, Germany, assignor to Martin Fiala

KG, Korntal, Germany
Filed May 2, '972, Ser. No. 249,548

Claims priority, application Germany, May 3, 1971,
2121686

Int. CI. B65d 87100; E05c 19\00
U.S.CL 220-1.5 23 Cairns

1. In a container having top and bottom and side walls and
front and back end faces interconnected to form a container.

one said end face comprising wings forming a closure and
access gate for the container, hinge means near the top and
bottom of the outer edge of each wing comprising first parts
fixed to the container and second parts fixed to the wings,
diagonal support arms and positive coupling means near the

center of the inner edges of said wings for positively intercon-
necting with said diagonal support arms respectively as to the
inner edges of said wings when the wings are in closed posi-

tion, and means pivotally interconnecting each said first part

of a said hinge means to the second part thereof for relative

pivoted movement thereof on a vertical axis, said means pre-
venting relative movement between the said parts of respec-
tive hinge means of a diagonally oppositely located pair of said

hinge means in a respective direction of relative lateral move-
ment of said top and bottom walls of said container and per-
mitting relative movement therebetween in the other direction
of relative lateral movement of said top and bottom walls of
said container.

3,841,517

RECEPTACLE AND PLUG
John C. Lockwood, Atlanta, Ga., assignor to Scripto, Inc.,

Atlanta, Ga.

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,082
Int. CI. B65d 47/05

U.S. CI. 220-40 R 12 Claims

1. A receptacle and removable plug combination wherein
the receptacle comprises a body having a substantially cylin-
drical chamber extending from an orifice in an external sur-
face of said body and with the walls of said cylindrical cham-
ber having a chamber helical ramp facing said orifice; wherein
the removable plug comprises a head and a substantially cylin-

drical stem extending from said head with the surface of said

cylindrical stem having a stem helical ramp facing away from
said head adapted to engage and rotatably slide upon said
chamber helical ramp upon insertion of the plug into the
receptacle chamber; and wherein said combination further
comprises frictional engagement means for holding the plug
within the receptacle upon insertion therewithin.
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3,841,518

SAFETY LATCH FOR BOXES
Burgess W. Hines, Kirkland, III., assignor to Emerson Electric

Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,443

Int. CL A45j i6//0, E05c 19106

U.S. CI. 229-55 K 6 Claims

1. The combination of a box having an open side and a

cover to close said box side,

a bracket secured to the inside of said cover,

a latch secured to the inside of said box and having a mov-

able portion underlying said bracket and resiliently urged

in one direction to latching engagement with a comple-

mentary portion of said bracket to prevent opening of

said cover,

said bracket and said latch having aligned openings, and

said cover having an opening in line with said aligned

openings for free passage of a blade, whereby said blade

may be inserted through said cover opening with its tip

within said latch opening and a blade portion spaced from

said tip within said bracket opening and engageable with

a defining surface thereof to provide a fulcrum point,

tilting action of said blade in a predetermined direction

causing said blade tip to be forced against a defining

surface of said latch opening to move said latch movable

portion in an opposite direction against the urging force

and from latching engagement with said complementary

portion of said bracket, thereby permitting opening of

said cover.

3,841,519

CRATE
Per Sigmund Stromberg, Wesselsvei 1 1, 2000 Lillestrom, Nor-

way
Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,263

Claims priority, application Norway, Mar. 21, 1972, 933/72
Int. CI. B65d 7142

U.S. CI. 220-83 10 Claims

bottom wall, vertical columns extending upwardly from all

four corners thereof, horizontal beams interconnecting said

columns at the top and bottom thereof, at least one side of the

crate having an opening, a crossbar spanning said opening and

movable vertically thereof between a lowered locked position

and an upper position, said opening being of a size sufficient

for the removal of the goods therethrough when said crossbar

is moved out of its locked position, each of the crate walls

defined by said columns and said beams comprising a pair of

spaced plates having spacers located therebetween, and said

beams being U-shaped in cross-section.

3,841,520

FLAME ARRESTING VENT VALVE
Gerald T. Bryant, Corona, and James L. Mayfield, Garden

Grove, both of Calif., assignors to Airco, Inc., New York,

N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 813,574, April 4, 1969, Pat. No.

3,635,599. This application May 20, 1971, Ser. No. 145,572

Int. CI. B65d 25100

U.S. CI. 220-88 A 2 Claims

[ :^ " \^^M:iM^tMi*<'^M^f^-*^^^^^^ \ A

1. A safe vent valve comprising

a tubular plug adapted to be mounted in the wall of a con-

tainer,

said tubular plug having a passageway therethrough, one
end of said passageway being in communication with the

interior of the container, said tubular plug including a

valve seat surrounding said one end of said passageway,

a movable valve member centrally mounted in said tubu-

lar plug adapted to seat against said valve seat to close

said passageway,

spring means to bias said movable valve member away from
said valve seat, said movable valve member being respon-

sive to a predetermined minimum pressure within said

container to overcome the spring bias and seat against

said valve seat,

flame arrestor means affixed to said tubular plug and posi-

tioned at the other end of said passageway, said flame

arrestor means comprising a sintered metal disc having a

porosity and thickness adapted to prevent passage of a

fiame propagated within said container through said

arrestor means.

1. A crate for the storage and transport of goods such as

bottles and the like, comprising a substantially rectangular

3,841,521

REPEATING LIGATURE GUNS, MULTI-LIGATURE
CARTRIDGES AND PREFORMED LIGATURES

THEREFOR
Robert K. Jarvik, 17 Douglass Ave., Stamford, Conn. 06906

Division of Ser. No. 064,161, Aug. 17, 1970, Pat No.

3,887,138. This application Aug. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 283,773

Int. CI. B65g 33104

U.S. CI. 221-75 24 Claims

1. A ligature cartridge for carrying a plurality of preformed
ligatures and adapted for insertion and retention in a ligature

gun, comprising a cylindrical ligature carrier adapted for

rotation about the cylindrical axis thereof when inserted in the
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ligature gun, said carrier comprising an inwardly depending means in the base of said measuring tube, weigh scale means,
helical track about its periphery at its forward end for engage- said measuring tube being operatively connected to said weigh
ment by the ligating loops of a plurality of preformed ligatures scale means, and discharge means under said measuring tube

and a cam adapted for engagement with a reciprocating cam
actuator of the ligature gun for rotating said ligature carrier

one revolution for each reciprocation of said cam actuator.

3,841,522

AGRICULTURAL PLANTER SEED PLATE
John C. Hatcher, Charlotte, N.C., assignor to Cole Manufac-

turing Company, Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,181
Int. CI. B65g 65/48

U.S. CI. 221-265 10 Claims

1. A seed plate for an agricultural planter and which facili-

tates selection and discharge of seed to be planted, the plate

comprising an annular member having a plurality of circum-
ferentially spaced apart, radially extending fin means around
the periphery thereof, each of said fin means being symmetri-
cal about a radial line extending from the center of said mem-
ber and having sidewalis, opposing sidewalls of adjacent fin

means defining therebetween seed cells about the circumfer-
ence of said member and each pair of opposing sidewalls

converging toward said circumference at an included angle of
about 20° to a radius so as to aid reception in the seed cells of
predetermined quantities of seed.

3,841,523
DISPENSER FOR FEED GRAINS AND THE LIKE

Nicholas Friesen, Headingly, Manitoba, Canada, assignor to

Happy Horse-Feed Vendors Ltd., Winnepeg, Manitoba,
Canada

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,055
Int. CI. B67d 5/00

U.S. CI. 222-2 15 Claims
1. An automatic dispensing device for the dispensing of feed

grains and the like, operated from a source of power and
comprising in combination a measuring tube, means to convey
grain from a source of supply to said measuring tube, valve

to convey grain from said measuring tube to a discharge loca-
tion when said valve means opens and token operated means
operatively connected to said conveyor means and to said
valve means.

3,841,524
AUTOMATIC LIQUID DISPENSER FOR AN INVERTED

BOTTLE
Avard Joseph Easter, Modesto, Calif., assignor to Northwest

Sanitation Products, Inc., Fort Bragg, Calif.

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,213
Int. CI. E03d 9/03

U.S. CI. 222-57 3 Claims
/

1. A liquid dispenser for use to dispense liquid from an
inverted bottle having a neck into a tank at times when buoy-
ing water in the tank drops in level, including in combination:
a hollow annular stationary member having a neck-engaging
portion joined by an annular diaphragm to a central hollow
portion having a first cylindrical tube and a second cylindrical
tube of greater diameter than said first cylindrical tube con-
nected thereto, said second cylindrical tube having a cylindri-
cal inner surface and terminating in a sealing edge, said first

cylindrical tube having an entrance end with an inlet passage
provided by a cylindrical inner surface followed by a frusto-
conical passage leading in toward the axis to an inner surface
that is cylindrical and is smaller in diameter than said inlet
passage, and

a movable member comprising, successively, an axial stem
portion that is cylindrical and lies in and extends beyond
both ends of said first cylindrical tube, a first frustoconi-
cal portion lying within said second cylindrical tube, a
cylindrical portion having an outer periphery substan-
tially identical to the inner periphery of said second cylin-
drical tube and engaging it in sealing relationship in a first
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position of said movable member, and a second frusto-

conical portion flaring outwardly from said cylindrical

portion and engaged in said first portion by said sealing

edge of said second tube in sealing position,

said axial stem having at its distal end a cylindrical plug

which lies beyond said stationary member in said first

position and engages said inlet passage and said frusto-

conical passage in sealing relation in a second position of

said movable member, said cylindrical position and said

second frustoconical portion then being moved away

from said second cylindrical tube,

whereby in said first position of said movable member liquid

from said bottle enters said inlet passage and fills the

space between said movable member and said stationary

member above the seal made by said second cylindrical

tube on said cylindrical portion and said second frusto-

conical portion, and

liquid is dispensed when said movable member drops to its

second position, at which time said cylindrical plug seals

against said stationary member to prevent further dis-

pensing,

said movable member normally being held in said first

position by the buoying force of water in a said tank and

moving to said second position when the water level in

said tank drops and the buoying force is withdrawn.

3,841,525

AEROSOL SPRAY DEVICE WITH CAM ACTIVATOR
Norman H. Siegel, 2014 Wilson St., North Miami Beach, Fla.

33020
Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,539

Int. CI. G04b2i/y0
U.S. CI. 222-70 1 Claim

3,841,526

SIMULATED PISTOL SPRAY PROTECTION DEVICE
Ralph Newton Haskins, Cape Town, South Africa, assignor to

Wepron Products (Proprietary) Limited, South Africa

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 311,504

Claims priority, application South Africa, Dec. 3, 1971,

71/8103

Int. CI. A63h 3/18

U.S. CI. 222—79 3 Claims

70 U 2i

38

1. In a device for periodically operating an aerosol dispenser

can, including a timing circuit, and motor-driven camming
means positioned to repeatedly contact a spray nozzle to

operate a valve associated therewith, the improvement com-
prising: a casing element including first and second angularly

disposed outer walls, track means carried by said casing ele-

ment having a principal axis parallel to one of said walls, said

casing element defining an enclosure, a chassis element slide-

ably carried by said track means for adjustable movement
relative to the other of said walls, said motor-driven camming
means being carried by said chassis, said camming means
including at least one lobe having a substantially arcuate path

of motion, movement of said chassis serving to translationally

shift said arcuate path to vary the length of that portion of the

path during which said spray nozzle is contacted; means on
said chassis projecting outwardly of said casing element to

permit manual adjustment outwardly of said enclosure of the

position of said chassis element relative to said casing element

without opening the latter, said last mentioned means includ-

ing a projection on said chassis, and a lever pivotally con-

nected to said projection and a fixed point on said casing

element.

1. A protection device including in combination:

a. a pistol shaped housing having a handle grip and a hollow

barrel open at one end, the housing being provided with

at least one locking aperture in the barrel near its open

end;

b. a removable closure cap comprising a disc with a central

discharge hole, the disc having a diameter greater than

the internal diameter of the barrel of the housing for

abutting against the open end of the barrel of the housing;

a guide tube having a diameter smaller than the disc and
extending from the disc, the guide tube being adapted to

be inserted into the barrel of the housing; a number of

longitudinal cut-outs provided in the guide tube extend-

ing from its open end towards the disc; at least one out-

wardly extending clip element provided externally at the

open end of the guide tube to engage with the locking

aperture in the barrel of the housing when the guide tube

is inserted into the barrel of the housing; and an operating

tube extending from the discharge hole in the disc inside

the guide tube, and being adapted to abut against a bi-

assed discharge mechanism of a fluid repellent container

fitted in the barrel; and

c. a triggering mechanism comprising a slide element slid-

ably mounted in a guide in the housing; and a centrally

pivotted lever mounted in the housing; the slide element

being adapted to be moved in the guide to abut against

one end of the lever so as to pivot the lever causing its

other end to move a repellent fluid container placed in

the barrel against the action of its biassed discharge

mechanism towards the closure cap and against the oper-

ating tube for ejection of repellent fluid through the

discharge hole in the disc of the closure cap.

3,841,527

HOT MELT APPLICATOR AND METHOD
Warren N. Von Roeschlaub, 58 Morewood Oaks, Port Wash-

ington, N.Y. 11050
Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,418

Int. CI. B67d 5/62

U.S. CI. 222- 146 H 18 Claims

1. An apparatus for heating and dispensing a sealing mate-

rial comprising:

a heating tank,

a material storage tank, and

a heat exchange tube bank located within said heating tank,

said tube bank being connected at one end to a source of

sealing material and at the other end to the storage tank,

said heating tank being capable of retaining a heat ex-

change fluid in heat exchange contact with said tube

bank, and said storage tank being open to the atmosphere
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and of a size sufficient to provide a residence time of said

sealing material in said storage tank;

means for heating said heat exchange fluid;

means for dispensing said sealing material to an area of use;

pump means for moving said sealing material from said

source of supply through said tube bank in said heating

tank into said storage tank and from said storage tank to

and through said dispensing means; and
means for maintaining said sealing material within a pre-

scribed, predetermined temperature range when the ma-
terial resides in said tube bank located in said heating

tank and when said material resides in said storage tank.

3,841,528

CONTAINER FOR LIQUIDS HAVING HINGED LID
ALLOWING EASY STACKING

Harvey Eisenberg, 7 Demarest Rd., Livingston, N.J. 07039
Filed Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,693

Int. CI. B67d 5/60
U.S. CI. 222-143 5 Claims

1. A carafe comprising,

a. a body formed of foamed plastic and having an elongated
cross-sectional configuration, said body having a closed

bottom and tapered sidewalls,

b. a pouring lip formed integrally with said body and includ-

ing a flat surface portion lying in a plane substantially

parallel to the plane containing the top end wall of the

body, said flat surface portion being intersected by a

channel communicating with the interior of the body,
c. an elongated lid formed of foamed plastic and including

a flat portion which engages and overhangs the said flat

surface portion of the pouring lip when the lid is in the

closed position, said lid having a maximum width less

than the stack height of the carafe and
d. a hinge member formed integrally with the body and the

lid, said hinge member comprising a relatively thin, sub-

stantially rigid web portion which is connected to the

body by a first section of reduced thickness and to the lid

by a second section of reduced thickness, said lid includ-

ing circular edge portions located at opposite ends of the

web and concentric with the said second section of re-

duced thickness, the radium of the said edge portions

being greater than the width of the web.

3,841,529

AGRICULTURAL PLANTER
John C. Hatcher, Charlotte, N.C., assignor to Cole Manufac-

turing Company, Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Sept. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 288,283
Int. CI. AOlc 15/00

U.S. CI. 222-177 5 Claims

1. An improved seed dispensing means for an agricultural

seed planter having hopper means for receiving and contain-

ing seed to be dispensed and ground wheel means for engaging
the surface of ground over which the planter moves, the seed
dispensing means comprising:

drop plate means mounted on said hopper means for defin-

ing a seed drop opening through which seed is delivered,

stud means extending from said drop plate means into

said hopper means,

antifriction bearing means having an inner race engaging
said stud means and said drop plate means and an outer
race encircling said inner race,

drive plate means mounted on said bearing means outer
race for rotation relative to said drop plate means,

seed plate means mounted on said drive plate means for

rotation therewith, said drop plate means and said seed
plate means each defining a conical surface extending
upwardly from said stud means

said bearing means and said drive plate means cooperating
for mounting said seed plate means in predetermined
spaced relation to said drop plate means and accurately

positioning selected seed plate means installed in the seed
planter,

said seed plate means and said drop plate means cooperat-
ing on rotation of said seed plate means for selecting and
dispensing seed while avoiding rubbing contact between
said seed plate means and said drop plate means, and

adjustable clearance means penetrated by said stud means
and disposed in spaced relation from said drive plate

means for establishing an operating clearance for rotation

of said seed plate means with said drive plate means, for

restraining said seed plate means from disengagement
from said drive plate means, and for adjustably varying

the operating clearance as required for alternate seed
plate means.

3,841,530

POWDER FEEDER
Donald R. Janninck, 1811 N. Lowell Ave., Chicago, III. 60639
Continuation of Ser. No. 29,900, April 20, 1970, abandoned.

This application July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,205
Int. CI. B67d 5/58

U.S. CI. 222-189 18 Claims
1. Apparatus for feeding fine particulate material at an

accurately controlled uniform rate comprising a hopper for

storing such material and including a foraminous outlet mem-
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ber in its lower end, dispensing means including means for

sifting such material from said hopper through said forami-

nous member and causing material to fall from said dispensing

means in a dispersed state and at a predetermined rate, funnel-

shaped guide means having its larger end open upward and

subtending said dispensing means for receiving therein such

dispersed material falling from said dispensing means, said

guide means having a downwardly converging smooth contin-

uous inner surface terminating at a small outlet opening in its

lower end beneath said upwardly open end, means for direct-

ing a flow of gas along said inner surface and causing such gas

to flow downward through said guide means for entraining

such material as it falls into and through said guide means and

for immediately carrying such material out of said guide

means through said outlet opening entrained and dispersed in

such gas, and further means for preventing adherence or

accumulation of such material on said inner surface of said

guide means, such gas flow and said further means thereby

immediately and continuously moving such material down-

ward through said guide means as soon as received therein and

preventing any significant static accumulation or agglomera-

tion of said material in said guide means, to provide controlled

uniform feeding movement of such material from said guide

means in said gas.

3,841,531

SODA STRAW DISPENSER
John B. Merila, 6223 E. 127th St., Grandview, Mo. 64030

Filed Aug. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 384,961

Int. CI. B65g 65/48

U.S.CL 221-189 6 Claims

1 A soda straw dispenser comprising:

a fixed, generally cylindrical hollow container with its axis

disposed horizontally and adapted to contain a quantity

of straws therein parallel to the axis thereof, said straws

each being of a given length and diameter, and having a

downwardly and outwardly inclined chute communicat-

ing with the upper portion thereof, said chute being of

sufficient width to receive therein a straw parallel to the

container axisj

b. a cage disposed concentrically in said container and

rotatable therein,

c. manual means for rotating said cage,

d. an elongated straw carrier mounted in said cage eccentri-

cally to the axis thereof and operable by rotation of said

cage to pick up a straw from those carried in the con-

tainer and to transport said straw to the top portion of the

container, and

e. cooperating members carried respectively by said chute

and said carrier interiorly of said container and operable

by rotation of said cage to extract said straw from said

carrier and to discharge it into said chute.

3,841,532

DISPENSING PAN FOR AEROSOL CONTAINER
Kenneth W. Gores, 1026 112th N.E., Bellevue, Wash. 98004

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,212

Int. CI. B67d 5/06

U.S. CI. 222—205 1 Claim

1. In an aerosol dispenser container for fluid substance to be

dispensed by a pressurized propellant, wherein the container

includes a top closure element having a centrally located basin

including a ring mount surrounding in spaced relation a cen-

tral island within said basin, a discharge valve having an up-

standing hollow stem through which the fluid substance is

discharged when the valve stem is depressed and the valve is

actuated, the improvement comprising:

a transversely disposed element providing a shallow con-

cave, circular dispensing pan, the periphery of said pan

being convexly rounded and merging smoothly with an

integral annular skirt, said pan being substantially as

broad as said container and covering said basin in overly-

ing relation to the said top closure element;

said element on its underside being coupled to said hollow

stem and including a passageway in communication with

said stem and terminating in an orifice centrally located

in said pan; and

a collar depending from the underside of said element tele-

scopically fitted to said ring mount whereby said element

is guided and stabilized when pressure is applied to de-

press said pan; and

an annulus having a flared skirt bearing on said container at

its rim for support, said annulus slideably encircling said

depending collar in spaced apart relation with the under-

side of said element at a location spaced above said ring

mount, said annulus serving to guide said collar and limit

downward travel of said element.

3,841,533

SPRAY DISPENSER AND SHIELD
Albert Carroll, Hartsdale, N.Y., and Glen L. Beall, Gurnee,

III., assignors to Schmid Laboratories, Inc., Little Falls, NJ.
Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 30o 232

Int. CI. B65d 83/14

U.S. CI. 222—402.13 11 Claims

1. A dispenser system for administering fluid to a confined

location, such as the eye, comprising a spray nozzle having a
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head with an orifice, the head having at least one first aligning

means thereon, an eye shield having an opening at one end
thereof and a sleeve at the other, said sleeve being a closed

surface except for a keyway therein which is formed with a

shape substantially complementary to that of the head and at

least one second aligning means substantially transverse to the

longitudinal axis of the shield to mate with the first aligning

means on the head, said first and second aligning means posi-

tioned to align the orifice toward the shield opening when the

keyway of the sleeve is placed over the nozzle head with said

firsi and second aligning means in a mating relationship when
the shield is in a position of use to dispense fluid, the sleeve

also having formed thereon at least one third aligning means
substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the shield to

mate with the first aligning means on the head, said first and
third aligning means positioned to align the shield in a storage

position with a closed portion of the sleeve remote from the

keyway covering the orifice of the head when the nozzle head
is inserted into the shield through its said opening at one end
thereof.

3,841,534
DISPENSING DEVICE FOR BULK GOODS

Rudiger Hirdes, 4630 Bochum, Tippelsberger Str. 42, Bo-
chum, Germany

Filed July 6, 1973, S«r. No. 377,130
Claims priority, application Germany, July 6, 1972,

2233126
Int. CI. GOlf 11134

U.S. CI. 222-457 12 Claims

1. A dispensing device for bulk goods such device compris-
ing:

a. a closed container comprising a side wall, a top and a
bottom, said top being formed so that the bulk goods flow
toward the center thereof;

b. a first chamber formed within the container for receiving

the bulk goods;

c. flow holes communicating between the first chamber and
a second chamber formed by the remainder of the con-
tainer;

e.

a discharge pipe passing through the top of the container
wherein one end of the discharge pipe is in the first cham-
ber and the other end is on the exterior of the container;
and,

trap chamber means comprising an open end, a wall and
a closed tip wherein at least a portion of the wall is at an
acute angle with respect to the axis of the trap chamber
means, the trap chamber means forming the first chamber
with the top of the container wherein the tip of the trap
chamber means is positioned in line with the axis of the
discharge pipe and wherein the flow holes are formed
between the first and second chambers at the open end of
the trap chamber.

3,841,535
VALVES FOR CONTROLLING THE FLOW OF FINELY-

IVIDED MATERIAL FROM A HOPPER
Jean-Paul Taupin, Le Vivien 58 - Urzy, France
Continuation of Ser. No. 44,687, June 9, 1970, abandoned.

This application Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,107
Claims priority, application France, June 10, 1969,

69.19198

Int. CI. B65d 47120
L.S. CI. 222-502 8 Claims

1. A valve for controlling the flow of material from a flexible

hopper comprising:

two flexible triangular shutter flaps which form extensions

of the lower part of a hopper, said triangular flaps being

substantially congruent, and two edges of each of said

triangular flaps free to move toward and away from each
other,

a framework associated with said flaps, said framework
comprising a pair of elongate members, each one of said

members respectively attached to one of said triangular

flaps, each one of said elongate members having a plural-

ity of arms, resilient foam sleeves on said arms, two of
said arms having an included angle such that said arms
and said included angle are substantially congruent with

the free edges of a triangular flap and their included
angle, said arms attached to said edges of said flaps by
threading said arms in hems provided at said edges of said

flaps so that upon bringing the arms together the edges of
said flaps meet to prevent passage of material thereby,

and the arms of said elongate members which are at-

tached to said flaps are pivotally attached to each other
at their ends,

and said elongate members having third arms comprising
control means for varying the position of the shutter flaps.

3,841,536
ROTARY FLOW CONTROL VALVE FOR A COMBINE

GRAIN BIN
Arved Maiste, and Melvin F. Robertson, both of Brantford,

Ontario, Canada, assignors to White Motor Corporation of
Canada Limited, Brantford, Ontario, Canada

Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,377
Int. CI. B65d 47100

U.S. CI. 222—503 i Claim
1. In a combine grain tank having an elongated generally

horizontal, discharge auger housing at the bottom of a grain
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discharge hopper with panels diverging upwardly from the

opposing top edges of said housing and having an elongated

auger shield in said hopper mounted over said discharge auger

housing and the auger therein with the opposing bottom edges

of said shield being spaced in parallel alignment substantially

directly above and over said top edges of said housing so as to

provide generally vertical elongated grain inlet openings into

said housing, the improvement which comprises a rotary valve

member for said grain inlet openings comprising, elongated

strip members having a width and length approximately equal

to the height and length of said grain inlet openings, support

means for said strip members so that in the closed position of

said valve member said strip members are approximately

upright and substantially close off said elongated inlet open-

ings, bearing means for said support means whereby said

rotary valve member is rotatable about an axis extending

between said grain inlet openings and generally parallel

thereto, and means for turning said rotary valve member
between its said closed position and an open position, said

support means comprising a shaft mounted on said bearing

means substantially directly above and parallel to said auger

and said turning means comprising a crank arm secured to one

end of said shaft.

3,841,537

CALKING CARTRIDGE NOZZLES
Charies M. Marg, 15 Greenhill Ln., Philadelphia, Pa. 19151,

and Donald B. Marg, Mary Kay Ln., Glenview, III. 60025
Filed Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 391,346

Int. CI. B65d 41146

U.S. CI. 222-541 9 Claims

24 30^

1. In a calking cartridge nozzle of generally elongate, hollow

configuration which has a longitudinal axis and which is at-

tached at one end thereof to a calking cartridge, the combina-
tion of

A. a nozzle body of generally elongated configuration and
having an outer periphery,

1. said nozzle body defining a hollow interior channel,

2. said nozzle body terminating upwardly in a severable

end,

3. nozzle body being provided with an annular, periph-

eral, outwardly projecting ring,

B. a solid neck integrally extending from the severable end,

1. said solid neck upwardly closing the interior channel;

and

. a severable tip integrally extending from the solid neck,

1

.

said tip being fabricated of generally elongated conical

configuration,

2. said tip having an outer periphery defining an interior

construction,

3. said interior construction being formed of a size and

shape to tightly overfit the periphery of the nozzle body
when the tip is severed from the body at the severable

end,

4. said tip being severed from the nozzle body to expose

the interior channel,

5. the solid neck reclosing the interior channel after the

tip is severed, rotated through one hundred and eighty

degrees and reapplied over the nozzle body,

a. the severable tip contacting the outwardly projecting

ring for cartridge nozzle sealing purposes when the

severed and rotated tip is reapplied over the nozzle

body.

3,841,538

POSITIONING MECHANISM FOR LINEARLY SLIDABLE
MEMBERS

Charles H. Bode, Jr., Bethel Borough, Pa., assignor to United

States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 300,945

Int. CI. B22d 37100

U.S. CI. 222—561 3 Claims

1. The combination, with a vessel which has an outlet in its

bottom wall and a slidable member mounted on the bottom
wall and adapted to move into and out of alignment with said

outlet;

said slidable member including interconnected puller and

pusher bars, a refractory cup between said bars, and a

refractory pouring tube extending from a side wall of said

cup at an angle inclined to the horizontal;

of an improved mechanism for positioning said member,
said mechanism comprising:

a linear motion device;

means attaching said device to said vessel with the device

extending in a direction approximately parallel with the

side wall of said vessel; and
linkage means extending around the lower edge of said

vessel and mechanically connecting said device and said

member;
whereby up and down movement of said device moves said

member in a direction which extends at an angle less than

a straight angle to the direction of movement of said

device, and whereby said device can raise or lower said

pouring tube with respect to an inclined mold.
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3,841,539

COLLECTOR NOZZLE FOR SLIDABLE GATES
Earl P. Shapland, Jr., Champaign, III., and James T. Shapland,

Wilkins Township, Allegheny County, Pa., assignors to

United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa., by Earl P.

Shapland

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,251
Int. CL B22d 37100

U.S. CI. 222-561 7 Claims

II IS

^'\'V»\

l^;^^-'-S^\.k iCil :
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1. In a slidable gate which includes a refractory gate body
having an opening, and a collector nozzle mounted integrally

with said body and extending downwardly from said opening,
said nozzle comprising a tube of refractory which has a rela-

tively high thermal conductivity and which resists erosion
during teeming of liquid metal, a metal casing surrounding
said tube, and a layer of refractory cement between said tube
and said casing, the improvement which comprises a short-

length removable and replaceable tip and means attaching
said tip to the lower end of said tube, said tip being formed of
a ring of refractory of lower thremal conductivity than the

refractory of said tube and a metal casing surrounding at least

the upper portion of said ring, whereby said tip resists forma-
tion of bugs on the discharge end of said nozzle and can be
replaced when eroded without replacing the remainder of said

tube.

3,841,540

HANGER
Paul L. MacCone, 2801 Chillon Way, Laguna Beach, Calif.

92651

Filed July 30, 1973, Ser. No. 383,984
Int. CI. A47J5//096

U.S. CI. 223-87 3 Claims

'<L,

"
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3,841,545

AUTOMATIC TRACKING CONTROL FOR LOOPING
TOWER

George C. Gingher, Jr., Columbia, Md., assignor to Bethlehem

Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa.

Filed Feb. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 113,217

Int. CLB65h2J//6
U.S. CI. 226—1 23 Claims

1. A method of improving tracking of strip over the rolls of

a looping tower by varying the tension in the strip as it passes

through the looping tower comprising:

a. detecting the rate of change of any change in the amount
of strip accumulated in the looping tower, and

b. altering the tension in the strip in the looping tower in

proportion to the rate of change in the absolute amount
of strip accumulated in the looping tower as the rate of

change in the amount of strip accumulated in the looping

tower is detected.

3,841,546

SOLDERING MACHINE
Stephen Ozimec, South Laguna, Calif., assignor to Comtec

Economation, Santa Ana, Calif.

Filed Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292,398

Int. CI. B23k 1 100

U.S. CI. 228—6 31 Claims

1. A machine for attaching a wire member to a second
member comprising:

a supporting structure;

an endless flexible element;

means for mounting said flexible element on said supporting

structure for movement relative to said supporting struc-

ture in an endless path, said path passing through a first

station and a bonding station;

a head mounted on said endless flexible element for move-
ment therewith along said path and through said stations;

said head including a first set of jaws, said first set of jaws

including a first jaw and a second jaw adapted to have the

wire member therebetween, at least one of said first jaw
and second jaw being movable toward and away from the

other of said first and second jaws to facilitate loading of

the wire member into said first set of jaws, said head
including a second set of jaws for releasably holding the

second member, and means for urging said members into

close proximity at least when the head is at said bonding
station; and

a heat source at said bonding station for providing heat for

use in bonding said wire member and said second mem-
ber together.

3,841,547

AUTOMATIC WELDING ASSEMBLY
John E. Bartley, Aptos, Calif., assignor to Zeta International

Engineering, Inc., Santa Clara, Calif.

Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,026

Int. CI. B23k 27/00
U.S. CI. 228-29 7 Claims

1. A welding assembly adapted to be affixed to and sup-

ported on an end of a tubular member to be welded while

effecting a circumferential weld therearound at a position

disposed axially from said end thereof, comprising in combi-

nation:

support means adapted to receive and affix to said end of a

tubular member;
a table surmounting said support means;

means interconnecting said table and said support means
for rotatably mounting said table about a first axis sub-

stantially coincidental with the axis of the tubular mem-
ber;

a pair of elongate support members fixed to said table radi-

ally outwardly of said first axis and extending parallel to

said first axis;

an extensible carrier bar slidably received in each support

member to project beyond said table alongside the tubu-

lar member;
a carrier foot interconnecting those ends of said carrier bars

projecting beyond said table;

a carrier body mounted on said carrier foot about a tilting

axis lying in a plane transverse to the tubular member;
a welding head support member mounted on said carrier

body;

means for adjustably positioning said carrier body about

said tilting axis;

a welding head fixed to said welding head support member;
means supported from said table for feeding welding wire

to said welding head;

means for selectively extending said carrier bars to position

the welding head along the tubular member; and
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drive means carried by said table and reacting with said

support means to rotate said table about its axis thereby

to move said welding head circumferentially around the

tubular member

3,841,548

SHIPPING CONTAINER AND BLANK THEREFOR
William J. Curley, Marshalltown, Iowa, assignor to Packaging

Corporation of America, Evanston, III.

Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,748

Int. CI. B65d 5102

U.S. CI. 229-40 9 Claims

3,841,549

MANIFOLD ENVELOPE ASSEMBLY
William R. Wakeman, Ransom ville, N.Y., assignor to Moore

Business Forms, Inc., Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,824

Int. CI. B65d 27/10

U.S. CI. 229-69 1 Claim

1. A shipping container for an article thicker at one edge

than at a second edge opposite thereto, said container being

formed from a single blank of foldable sheet material and

comprising a bottom panel for subtending the back surface of

the article; an inner top panel for at least partially overlying

the front surface of the article; a first end panel for engaging

the one edge of the article, said first end panel foldably inter-

connecting said inner top panel and said bottom panel, said

inner top panel and said bottom panel extending convergently

from said first end panel; a second end panel for engaging the

second edge of the article, said second end panel being fold-

ably connected to an edge of the bottom panel disposed oppo-

site said first end panel; an outer top panel foldably connected

to an edge of said second end panel disposed opposite said

bottom panel, said outer top panel overlying and being se-

cured to the entire surface of said inner top panel, the distance

between the folding connections of said second end panel with

said outer top panel and said bottom panel being less than the

distance between the folding connections of said first end

panel with said inner top panel and said bottom panel; side

embracing panels foldably connected to opposite sides of said

inner top panel and cooperating therewith for partially em-

bracing the front, back and side surfaces of the article, each

side embracing panel having a first section foldably connected

to the inner top panel for engaging the adjacent side surface

of the article, and a second section foldably connected to said

first section for engaging the back surface of the article and

being sandwiched between said bottom panel and the article

back surface, the folding connection between said first and

second sections being interrupted by a tab struck out from

said first section and extending angularly outwardly from said

first section when said sections are engaging the side and back

surfaces of the article; tuck flaps foldably connected to oppo-

site ends of said first and second end panels and adapted to be

outwardly disposed relative to the side surfaces of the article;

first closure flaps foldably connected to said outer top panel

and outwardly disposed relative to the folded tuck flaps; and

second closure flaps foldably connected to said bottom panel,

corresponding closure flaps being secured to one another in

overlapping relation whereby the overlapped closure flap is in

abutting engagement with the outwardly protruding end of the

struck-out tab and retained thereby in a predetermined folded

position.

Ilo- ^3lQ

19
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1. A manifolding assembly, comprising a plurality of enve-

lopes series-connected and separable along transverse lines of

weakening provided thereon, each envelope comprising front

and back panels with insert material within each envelope,

means securing said panels together to form an envelope

pocket for said insert material, means for opening the enve-

lope pocket, said insert material including at least one insert

sheet connected at one marginal edge thereof to said panels,

a first elongated, closed slot provided in said sheet thereby

defining said one marginal edge, second slots spaced slightly

inwardly of and closely adjacent said first slot, said second

slots each slightly overlapping the opposite ends of said first

slot and each opening into marginal edges of said sheet lying

adjacent said one marginal edge, said second slots curving

inwardly toward said first slot from said marginal edges and

terminating closely adjacent said first slot, whereby the spac-

ings between each said second slot and said first slot define

connecting ties gradually decreasing in width from the ends of

said first slot toward the closed ends of said second slots, said

ties lying parallel to the direction of envelope extraction

through said opening means, whereby said ties are capable of

flexing before being gradually broken at said closed ends of

said second slots during envelope extraction to free said insert

sheet from said envelope, said second slots defining rounded

comers at said one marginal edge of said sheet upon extrac-

tion thereof.

3,841,550

THEFTPROOF COIN RECEPTACLE FOR
COIN-OPERATED APPARATUS

Tadayoshi Kaneda, and Mitsuaki Tanaka, both of Himeji,

Japan, assignors to Glory Kogy Kabushiki Kaisha, Hyogo-

ken, Japan

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,719

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 5, 1971, 46-103103

Japan, Nov. 5, 1971, 46-103105

Int. CI. G07b 15/00

U.S. CI. 232-15 5 Claims

1. A coin receptacle to be removably inserted into a hollow

space in a coin-operated apparatus for collecting coins

dropped thereinto, comprising a substantially boxlike casing.
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an opening formed through part of the upper surface of said
casing for admitting coins therethrough into said casing, a lid

for opening and closing said opening, lid-closing means for

automatically closing said opening by said lid when said casing
is drawn out of said hollow space, a first lock mechanism for

locking said casing in position within said hollow space, and
a second lock mechanism for automatically locking said lid

when said casing is drawn out of said hollow space, said lid-

closing means comprising a lever turnably mounted on the
upper wall of said hollow space, a first projection on the upper
surface of said lid cooperative with a first edge of said lever for
closing said opening by said lid when said casing is drawn out
of said hollow space, a second projection on the upper surface
of said casing cooperative with a second edge of said lever for

causing said lever to turn upon complete closure of said open-
ing to a first position where said first edge thereof becomes
uncooperative with said first projection, and lever-turning

means operated when said casing has been inserted into said

hollow space for causing said lever to turn to a second position

where said first edge thereof is ready for cooperation with said
first projection.

of said inlet passages at a temperature higher than said prede-
termined lower temperature and lower than a predetermined
higher temperature and said outlet passage is communicated
with only said one inlet passage at a temperature higher than
said predetermined higher temperature.

lOa ^0 lOb 15 13

I

1. A thermo-operation type transfer valve comprising a
casing defining therein a valve passage extending axially of
said casing, a cover means closing an end of said casing and
adapted to be disposed in heat conductive relationship to a
material the temperature of which is to be detected, a single

diaphragm disposed axially inwardly of said cover means and
extending generally transversely of the axis of said casing for

defining with said cover means a single, closed, variable vol-

ume chamber, a thermally expansive element which expands
as the temperature of the material to be detected rises, said

thermally expansive element being contained in said single

chamber and including two kinds of waxes having different

melting points, a valve member disposed in said va.ve passage
for axial movement by the thermal expansion of said thermally
expansive element, said valve passage being provided with a
fluid outlet passage and two fluid inlet passages, said outlet

passage and said inlet passages each being formed in the
peripheral wall of said casing and each being spaced axially

from one another, said valve member being provided with a
through-hole extending from one end thereof to a portion of
the periphery of said valve member between the ends thereof,

one of said inlet passages being provided with a branch pas-
sage connected thereto which opens into said valve passage at

a location axially spaced from the location where the inlet

passage having said branch passage is opened to said valve

passage, said location being spaced from said outlet passage
by at least the length of said through-hole, wherein said outlet

passage is communicated with only one of said inlet passages
at a temperature lower than a predetermined lower tempera-
ture, said outlet passage is communicated with only the other

3,841,552
MANIFOLD VALVE FOR DOMESTIC GAS OVENS

Howard R. Kinsella, and Carl A. Smith, both of St. Louis, Mo.,
assignors to Emerson Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 322,114
Int. CI. F23n 1100

U.S. CI. 236-99 2 Claims

3,841,551

THERMO-OPERATION TYPE TRANSFER VALVE
Nobuyoshi Ota, Kariya, Japan, assignor to Nippondenso Co.,

Ltd., Kariya-shi, Aichi-ken, Japan
Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,613

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 28, 1971, 46-
88370

Int CL G05d 23/02; F16k 3/26
U.S. CI. 236-86 7 Claims

I. A fuel flow control device for oven gas burners compris-
ing a body member having an inlet, a main burner outlet, a
pilot burner outlet, a thermoelectric safety valve controlling
said inlet, a pilot fuel passageway connecting said inlet with
said pilot burner outlet, a main fuel passageway connecting
said inlet with said main burner outlet, and an auxiliary pas-
sageway connecting said inlet with said main burner outlet, a
manual rotary valve between said inlet and said main burner
outlet controlling said main and auxiliary fuel passageways,
said rotary valve having a main port and an auxiliary port, said
rotary valve ports being arranged so that when said rotary
valve is rotated to one position flow through both main and
auxiliary fuel passageways is cut off, and when said rotary
valve is rotated in one direction from said one position
through a predetermined range fuel is permitted to flow
through said main passageway only, and when said rotary
valve is rotated further in the same direction to a position
beyond said predetermined range fuel is permitted to flow
through both said main and auxiliary fuel passages, a snap-
action on and off valve in said main fuel passageway between
said rotary valve and said main burner outlet controlling flow
through only said main burner passageway, adjustable thermo-
static means operatively connected to said snap-action valve,

and means rotating with said rotary valve and operative to

adjust said thermostatic means.

1

3,841,553
VACUUM CLEANING UNIT FOR VEHICLES

Alexander R. Taylor, N. Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada,
assignor to The Raymond Lee Organization, Inc., New York,
N.Y., a part interest

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,138
Int. CI. B60h 1/02

U.S. CI. 237-12.3 R 2 Claims
1. A combined air heating and air cleaning apparatus for use

in vehicles, comprising a blower for drawing air in through
either a fresh air intake, a heater intake, or a suction cleaning
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apparatus intake, said blower expelling the air through either

a defrost outlet or a heater outlet in the vehicle, with a dust

collection bag mounted in the cleaning intake line together

with means to attach a cleaning hose to the cleaning intake

line.

3,841,554

STABILIZED RAILWAY BED AND METHOD OF
CONSTRUCTION

Richard J. Bennett, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 249,775, May 3, 1972,

abandoned. This application Oct. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 404,917

Int. CI. EOlb I/OO

U.S. CI. 238—2 8 Claims

1. A method for stabilizing a railway road bed comprising:

a. laying a base section of particulate matter of sufficient

width and depth to support the weight of railway rolling stock;

b. consolidating the base section with an emulsion comprising

a thermoplastic elastomer, a resinous material and a polar

solvent;

c. placing a layer of loose ballast on the base section;

d. laying ties on the loose ballast;

e. laying track on the ties;

f. placing loose ballast, as a crib, between the ties beneath

the rails;

g. placing loose particulate matter above the base section at

the ends of the ties to produce a curb of height and width

sufficient to retain the crib; and

h. consolidating at least a part of the curb with said emul-

sion.

3,841,555

SPRAY APPARATUS AND METHOD
Duane F. Lilja, 2410 Central Ave., N.E., Minneapolis, Minn.

55413
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 280,476, Aug. 14, 1972, Pat.

No. 3,780,943. This application Nov. 8, 1973, Ser. No.

413,768

Int. CI. AOlg 25/02

U.S. CI. 239—8 24 Claims

1. An apparatus for the spraying of a spray product to

obtain a fine particulate spray at low pressure comprising:

a closed reservoir to contain the spray product;

a main air line adapted to receive a supply of air under low

pressure from an air supply means;

spray applicator means operable to concurrently discharge

air and a spray product in a fine particulate spray;

said main air line connected directly to the spray applicator

means to supply air under low pressure to the spray appli-

cator means;

an air pressure supply branch disposed between the main air

line and the reservoir to supply air under pressure to the

reservoir;

a one-way air valve disposed in said air passage supply

branch orientated to allow the free passage of air from the

main air line into the reservoir and restrict passage of air

from the reservoir to the main air line;

a product line disposed between the reservoir and the spray

applicator means to deliver spray product to the spray

applicator means;

said spray applicator means having sequential valving

means and actuator means to actuate the sequential valv-

ing means;

said sequential valving means operable to initiate flow of air

before flow of spray product upon commencement of

spraying, and terminate the flow of spray product before

termination of the flow of air upon completion of spray-

ing.

3,841,556

ROADBED ON WHICH ELECTRICALLY POWERED
VEHICLES CAN BE OPERATED

Robert J. Reynolds, 1543 Pine Valley, Ann Arbor, Mich.

48104, and Herman F. Deyerl, P.O. Box 3721, Santa

Monica, Calif. 90403
Division of Ser. No. 184,105, Sept. 27, 1971, Pat. No.

3,736,484. This application Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,309

Int. CI. A63h 18/12

U.S. CI. 238- 10 E 3 Claims

1. A track defining a roadbed and having continuous con-

ductors arranged to define spaced, transverse conducting

segments of alternate opposite polarity and strips of insulating

material positioned between said conducting segments, said

conducting segments being adapted to receive superimposed
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alternating and direct current signals from an external control-
ler means, said track including a plurality of interchangeable
sections mechanically and electrically engaged to form a
closed roadbed configuration, the opposite ends of each sec-
tion having complementary construction so that the one end
of any section can be connected to the other end of any other
section without interrupting the electrical continuity of said
conductors, said one end of each section terminating along the
edge of one transverse conductor segment and said other end
of each section terminating along the edge of said insulating
material that is positioned against the other transverse con-
ducting segment.
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system for supplying water to orifices adjacent each plant
from a water pressure control means coupled to a water sup-
ply, the water irrigation system containing a multiplicity of
intercommunicating orifices comprising supplying water at a
low pressure from the water pressure control means to the

3,841,557
COATING THICKNESS CONTROL AND FLUID

HANDLING
Edward S. Atkinson, Michigan City, Ind., assignor to NaUonal

Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,740

Int. CI. F23d 15/00
U.S. CI. 239-11 ,3 Claims

1. Coating control apparatus, comprising
elongated nozzle means for projecting a gaseous barrier

against a coated surface of a continuous substrate to wipe
excess molten coating material from the continuous sub-
strate to control the thickness of molten coating on the
surface of the continuous substrate,

the nozzle means including walls defining linearly extended
gas outlet means for projecting gas from the nozzle
means,

the gas outlet means having length in a direction along the
nozzle means,

the gas outlet means having width in a direction transverse
to the length and transverse to the direction of projection
of gas from the nozzle means,

heating means contiguous to the gas outlet means for con-
trolling the width of the gas outlet means by thermally
expanding at least a portion of the walls of the gas outlet
means, and

control means for the heating means,
the control means including
means for operating the heating means from a location
spaced remotely from the nozzle means.

3,841,558
ARRANGEMENT FOR IRRIGATING AND

CONTROLLING TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY OF
PLANTS

William Douglas Fowler, Terra Bella, and Paul Brookman,
Portervilie, both of Calif., assignors to W. D. Fowler & Sons
Corp., Terra Bella, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 196,978, Nov. 9, 1971, abandoned, which
IS a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 173,154, Aug. 19, 1971,
abandoned. This applicaUon Aug. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 385,317

Int. CI. B05b 1 7/04

^f-^^i-
239-11

5 Claims
1. I he method of selectively irrigating and controlling the

temperature and humidity of plants through a water irrigation

multiplicity of intercommunicating orifices of the irrigation
system to the plants in a small stream to irrigate the plants and
alternatively supplying water at a high pressure to the multi-
plicity of intercommunicating orifices of the irrigation system
to produce fine sprays of water adjacent the plants for temper-
ature and humidity control.

3,841,559
APPARATUS FOR FORMING HIGH PRESSURE PULSED

JETS OF LIQUID
James Michael Hall, Annapolis, Md., and Louis L. Clipp,
McLean, Va., assignors to Exotech, Incorporated, Gaithers-
burg, Md.

Filed Oct. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 407,496
Int. CI. B05b 3/14

U.S. CI. 239-101 4 Cairns

V ?« 50

-1 ACTUATOR

1. Apparatus for forming pulsed jets of liquid comprising
a nozzle block having a fluid discharge passageway there-

through;

a pressure cylinder cooperating with said nozzle block to
define a compressible chamber in fluid communication
with said nozzle block discharge passageway, said pres-
sure cylinder being capable of assuming a middle, latched
position relative to said nozzle block, a second, expanded
position in which said compressible chamber is in an
enlarged condition and a third, compressed position rela-
tive to said nozzle block in which said compressible
chamber is in a compressed condition;

one of said nozzle block and said pressure cylinder having
a fluid mlet passageway therethrough communicating
with said compressible chamber;

bias means for urging said pressure cylinder to assume the
second, expanded position;

latch nieans capable of assuming a latching condition in
which said latch means cooperates with said pressure
cylinder to retain said pressure cylinder in the middle
latched position and of assuming a non-latching conditionm which said pressure cylinder is free to assume the
second, expanded position under the urging of said bias
means;
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valve means connected to said fluid inlet pasageway and

adapted for connection to a liquid source, said valve

means capable of assuming a fill conditon in which liquid

is permitted to flow from the liquid source through said

valve means and said fluid inlet passageway to said com-

pressible chamber and of assuming a closed position in

which liquid is prevented from flowing through said valve

means;

impelling means for acting on said pressure cylinder to

compress said compressible chamber;

control means for controlling operation of said latch means,

said valve means and said impelling means to cause in

sequence:

a. said latch means to assume the latching condition pre-

venting said bias means from moving said pressure cylin-

der to the second, expanded position,

said valve means to assume the fill condition, permitting

liquid from the liquid source to pass through said valve

means and said fluid inlet passageway to said compress-

ible chamber;
| j

b. said latch means to assume the non-latching condition,

permitting said bias means to move said pressure cylinder

to the second, expanded position,

said valve means to assume the closed condition, preventing

liquid flow through said valve means;

c. actuation of said impelling means to move said pressure

cylinder to the third compressed position while compress-

ing said compressible chamber and expelling liquid from

said compressible chamber out said fluid discharge pas-

sageway as a pulsed liquid jet and to cause said latch

means to be released from non-latching position, thereby

permitting said latch means to assume the latching condi-

tion and retain said pressure cylinder in the middle,

latched position.

3,841,560

ANESTHETIC VAPORIZER
Ulrich Sielaff, McFarland, Wis., assignor to Airco, Inc., New

York, N.Y.

Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,506

Int. CI. B05b 1124; B44d 3/42

U.S. CI. 239— 136 8 Claims

let and a main

linear flow restrictors in each of said vaporizing passage

means and thermal bypass passageway,

said linear flow restrictors comprising a plurality of minute

capillary passages adapted to maintain a linear relation-

ship between the gas flow and pressure drop across said

flow restrictors.

3,841,561

CONTROLLABLE WATER TURBINE MOTOR FOR
IRRIGATION MACHINE

Edward H. Lacey, Box 796, Trent, S. Dak. 57065

Filed Aug. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 393,612

Int. CI. B05b 3/00

U.S. CI. 239-189 10 Claims

1. In a self-propelled irrigation machine having a pressured

water inlet and a discharge means, that improvement compris-

ing a water powered turbine assembly incorporated into the

flow path between the water inlet and discharge means for

powering the machine, said turbine assembly including a

tubular housing defining the flow path from the inlet to the

discharge means, a shaft rotatably disposed in the housing and

including one end extending outwardly of the housing for

powering the machine, turbine means fixed to the shaft for

rotating the shaft in response to axial flow of water in the flow

path, and means controlling the axial flow of water in relation

to the turbine means thereby controlling the output of said

shaft and enabling said shaft to be driven at a substantially

constant speed by utilizing only a portion of the power capable

of being produced by maximum water flow thereby enabling

constant output of the shaft even if water flow is reduced, said

means controllng water flow including means within said

housing enabling a controlled portion of the water in the flow

path to flow radially outwardly of the periphery of the turbine

means and then axially in the housing.

3,841,562

VARIABLE NOZZLE FOR POSITION CONTROL
Reinhard Behnert, Osterhagen-Ihlpohl, Germany, assignor to

Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke-Fokker Gesellschaft mit

beschrankter Haftung, Bremen, Germany
Filed Nov. 8. 1973, Ser. No. 414,157

Claims priority, .application Germany, Nov. 17, 1972,

2256438
Int. CI. B64c 9/38, 15/06

U.S. CI. 239-265.29 9 Claims

1. An anesthetic vaporizer ajiparatus, comprising in combi-

nation:

a vaporizer housing having a main gas

gas-vapor outlet,

a bypass passageway communicating between said gas inlet

and said gas outlet,

a vaporizing chamber in said housing for containing liquid

anesthetic and adapted to saturate gas passing through

said vaporizing chamber with anesthetic vapor,

vaporizing passage means adapted to direct a portion of gas

from said main inlet through said vaporizing chamber to

said outlet,

thermal bypass passageway communicating between said

gas inlet and said gas outlet and adapted to control the

flow of gas through said thermal bypass passageway in

accordance with the temperature within said vaporizing

chamber.

1. Control nozzle with variable opening comprising:

first means defining a nozzle chamber and having at least

one opening in a first particular plane;
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a pressure pipe disposed for feeding a pressurized medium
into the nozzle chamber and having an end opening in a
second plane extending at an angle to the first plane;

a deflection plate pivotally mounted in said chamber and
having an edge extending to said opening of the nozzle
chamber, said edge determining the effective area of said

nozzle opening for flow from said pipe and through the
effective area, said deflection plate pivoting on an axis
which extends transverse to said pipe; and

second means for determining the deflective position of said

plate.

3,841,563
AUTOMATIC RESET REVERSING MECHANISM FOR

SPRINKLERS
George H. Lockwood, 2125 N.E. 27th Dr., Wilton Manors, Fla.

Filed Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,015
Int. CI. B05b 3102

U.S. CI. 239-230 5 Claims

1. An adjustable path repetitive reversing sprinkler includ-
ing a movable nozzle for distributing fluid and a drive means,
wherein the improvement of the adjustable path repetitive
reversing sprinkler comprises:

a memory device connected to said sprinkler allowing said
nozzle to move outside of a preset repetitive adjustable
path, said memory device including means to return and
re-establish the sprinkler movement in said preset sprin-

kler nozzle path.

3,841,564
BARREL CLEANING APPARATUS

Robert C. Farrington, Saint Paul, Minn., assignor to Timeline
Inc., St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,245
Int. CI. B05b 15106

U.S. CI. 239-281 3 claims

I. In a device for cleaning the interior surface of an en-
closed vessel having a small orifice including means for sup-
plying fluid under pressure, a hose connected at one end to

said means to carry fluid therefrom, a nozzle connected to the
other end of said hose to receive fluid therefrom and deliver
the fluid in a plurality of spatially separated streams of fluid
and probe means to retractably advance said nozzle into the
vessel through the orifice and direct streams against the inte-

rior surface of the enclosed vessel wherein said probe means
comprises:

an inner cylindrical shell connected at one end to said hose
and at the other end to said nozzle, said inner cylindrical
shell having a spiral groove inscribed on its outer surface;
an outer cylindrical shell, coaxial with an enclosing said

inner cylindrical shell, said outer cylindrical shell slidably
coupled to said inner cylindrical shell by projections from
its inner surface which ride in the spiral grooves inscribed
on the outer surface of said inner cylindrical shell; and

means rotating said outer cylindrical shell about its axis

thereby said inner cylindrical shell to be advanced axially

because of the cooperative screw action between the
projections on said outer cylindrical shell and the spiral

groove inscribed on the outer surface of said inner cylin-

drical shell.

3,841,565
INJECTORS FOR INJECTING A LIQUID, IN

PARTICULAR A FUEL, INTO A HIGH TEMPERATURE
SPACE SUCH AS A COMBUSTION CHAMBER

Marc Francois Bernard Buisson, Le Mee-sur-Seine; Claude
Desire Foure, Courbevoie; Armand Jean-Baptiste LaCroix,
Itteville; Herve Alain Quillevere, Issy-les-Moulineaux, and
Gilbert James Rousseau, Brie-comte-Robert, all of France,
assignors to Societe Nationale d Etude et de Construction de
Moteurs d Aviation, Paris, France

Filed July 20, 1973, Ser. No. 380,979
Claims priority, application France, July 21, 1972,

72.26409

Int. CI. B05b 1114
U.S. CI. 239-488 9 Claims

1. A liquid manifold, in particular for fuel, comprising a
tube containing at least one row of injection ports, said tube
being divided by a twisted longitudinal partition into two
passages through which the liquid entering the manifold flows
along the whole of the manifold and is urged by centrifugal
force against the wall of said manifold, one of the passages
comprising a supply passage in which the liquid flows in one
direction and the other a return passage in which the liquid
flows in the opposite direction, said return passage communi-
cating with at least some of the injection ports.

3,841,566
DISTRIBUTION OF FLUIDS FROM PIPES

Ernest Wilford, Bingley, England, assignor to Associated Wea-
vers Limited, Bradford, Yorkshire, England

Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,630
Claims priority,. application Great Britain, July 19, 1972.

33846/72

Int. CI. B05b 1104
U.S. CI. 239-568 6 Claims

1. A fluid nozzle structure of extended length particularly
adapted to extend across the width of an endless web, said
fluid nozzle structure comprising

a head having a fluid discharge slot formed therein from one
end to the other.
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structure defining a bore on the interior of said head, said

bore extending the length of said slot and communicating

throughout its length with said slot,

a shaft located within said bore and extending from one end

thereof to the other,

screw threads on said shaft from one end to the other of said

shaft, said shaft being disposed within said bore such that

3,841,568

STREAMLINED FLOW IN FLUIDS
Bernard Henry Broad, Cornwall, England, assignor to English

Clays Lovering Pochin & Company Limited, St. Austell,

Cornwell, England

Filed Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330,399

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 7, 1972,

5659/72
Int. CI. B05b 1102

U.S. CI. 239-590 17 Claims

the crests of saia threads contact the surface of said bore

on each side of said slot adjacent said discharge slot,

thereby providing said fluid discharge nozzle with a multi-

plicity of outlets along the nozzle's extended length so as

to permit a substantially uniform fluid discharge along

that extended length.

3,841,567

EXTRUSION NOZZLE
Julius S. Drozek, Lorain; Richard A. Horvath, and Burton J.

Vilagi, both of Amherst, all of Ohio, assignors to Mardson

Corporation, Amherst, Ohio

Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,766

Int. CI. B05b 1130

1. A high-pressure hose comprising a nozzle and a conduit

and wherein there is interposed in a fluid flow path within the

conduit, for inducing streamlined flow in the fluid, a baffle

including a peripheral cylindrical tube to which there is se-

cured by at least one radial support at least one rigid element

which extends generally parallel to the direction of the flow

path and which in section perpendicular to the flow path is

concavely curved relative to the central axis of the conduit,

the baffle affording when viewed in axial planes from the

central axis of the conduit at least three flow paths separated

from each other in a radial direction by the baffle, and which

further includes at each axial end thereof an individual cylin-

drical tube of relatively small diameter located about the

central axis of the baffle, said individual cylindrical tubes

being spaced apart from one another.

U.S. CI. 239-570

3,841,569

SEPARATING MEAT FROM BONES
14 Claims John Nicol Engelhardt, Davenport, and Roy Settle Rousseau,

Bettendorf , both of Iowa, assignors to The Kartridg Pak Co.,

Davenport, Iowa

Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 307,959

Int. CI. B02c 19112

U.S. CL 241-4 7 Claims

1. An extrusion nozzle assembly for extruding viscous liquid

material at a pressure of at least 2.000 pounds per square inch,

said nozzle assembly being adapted to be removably secured

to the end of a fluid dispenser, said nozzle assembly including

a valve element and a valve seat, said valve element being

disposed in said dispenser and operatively cooperable with

said valve seat to control the flow of material through said

nozzle assembly,

a nozzle tip mounted below said valve seat and having a

through passage, said passage being in fluid communica-

tion at one end with said valve seat, said nozzle passage

terminating at the end opposite said one end in an outlet

orifice,

a minimum volume cavity adjacent to said valve element

and said valve seat of no greater than approximately 0.47

X 10"* in', and

said opposite end of said passage being surrounded by an

externally tapered surface of said nozzle tip which coop-

erates with said orifice to form a minimal end lip area of

no greater than approximately 27.7 x 10~* in*.

1. The method of separating attached meat from a mass of

bone pieces or small bones which comprises, compressing said

mass in a means providing a chamber essentially in a single

direction to a substantially reduced volume, collecting the

meat which extrudes from said mass through a means pro-

vided with a foraminous surface during said compression and

removing the resultant press cake the meat content of which

has been substantially reduced, only the bone pieces or small

bones at the surface of said press cake proximate to said

foraminous surface having direct engagement with said foram-

inous surface and with said engagement being essentially

normal to said foraminous surface without substantial working

action against said surface.
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3,841,570
CRUSHING PLANT

John N. Quinn, 3979 S. Plymouth Cir., Madison, Wis. 53704
Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,151

Int. CI. B02c 21102; B07b 1128
U.S. CI. 241-78 30 Claims

1. An elongated crushing plant having crushing means lo-
cated at front and rear stations, rear conveyor means extend-
ing upwardly and forwardly from the underside of the crushing
means at said rear station, and a delivery conveyor extending
forwardly and upwardly from the underside of the crushing
means at said front station, characterized by:

A. the crushing means at the rear station comprising pri-
mary and secondary crushers;

B. a material receiving and classifying unit located between
said stations and having means thereon for producing a
plurality of outputs each consisting of graded material
differing in size from the others;

C. said rear conveyor means conducting crushed material
from said rear crushing station to said material receiving
and classifying unit and comprising first and second con-
veyors having rear portions disposed to receive crushed
materials issuing from said primary and secondary crush-
ers, respectively;

D. means for conducting output material of finish grade
from said material receiving and classifying unit to said
delivery conveyor;

E. means comprising a conveyor member for conducting
output material of a grade larger than finish grade from
the receiving and classifying unit to the crushing means at
said front station;

F. an elevator to receive materials at a low level inlet and
to discharge the same onto said conveyor member from
a high level zone;

G. means for directing output material of a grade intermedi-
ate said larger and finish grades to said low level inlet of
the elevator;

H. and means for screening out larger than finish grade
material discharging from the crushing means at said
front station and for conducting the same into the low
level inlet of the elevator.

lar side wall and top wall defining a shredding chamber, trans-
port means for supporting the frame in horizontal position
slightly upraised above the ground, an engine mounted on the
top wall and having a drive shaft which extends into the cham-
ber, a blade mounted on the shaft having tip portions extend-
ing to the region of the side wall, a plurality of stationary
breaker members at spaced positions on the side wall and
having notches formed therein for registering with the tip
portions of the blade, means including a discharge conduit
penetrating the side wall for forcible discharge of the shredded
material, the top wall having a receptacle for feeding material
into the chamber, a housing arranged above the receptacle
and providing a front opening, a ramp of flaring construction
having side walls defining a wide outer end and a relatively
narrow throat registering with the front opening, the ramp
being horizontally hinged in the region of the throat for piv-
oted swinging movement between a lowered position in which
the ramp extends at an angle downwardly into ground engage-
ment and an upraised position in which the ramp is angled
upwardly to form a hopper, releaseable means for holding the
ramp is upraised position, a pivotally mounted guard member
extending across the throat of the ramp, means for swinging
the guard member to an out-of-the-way position, clear of the
throat, when the ramp is lowered, and means actuated by
raising of the ramp for causing the guard member to move into
throat-obstructing position to prevent ejection of missiles
through the receptacle from the blade.

3,841,572
A DEVICE FOR BREAKING UP COMPRESSED

MATERIAL PACKED IN A SACK
Gines Gascon Cordoba, Velazquez 157, Madrid, Spain

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,704
Claims priority, application Spain, Aug. 31, 1972, 183589

Int. CI. B02c 19116
U.S. CI. 241-202 6 Claims

20 'P 27 9fi 25, K „ 12.

3,841,571
SAFETY GUARD ARRANGEMENT FOR

SHREDDER.BAGGER
Douglas D. Dankel, and Lee R. Herscher, both of Kankakee,

111., assignors to Roper Corporation, Kankakee, III.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,130
Int. CI. B02c 23102, 23104

U.S. a. 241-101.7 11 Claims

23 il

1. In a shredding and bagging machine for yard usage, the
combination comprising a frame having a bottom wall, circu-

1. A device for breaking up by vibration impact compressed
material packed in a sack, said device comprising:

a base mountable on a foundation;
a vibrating tunnel assembly having an inlet and an outlet;
a plurality of supporting means including pairs of coil

springs and leaf springs for resiliently supporting said
vibrating tunnel assembly above said base in an inclined
manner with said outlet lower than said inlet;

vibrating means mounted on said base and connected to
said vibrating tunnel assembly for imparting a vibrating
motion thereto; and

said vibrating tunnel assembly comprising:
an upper tunnel forming member having a first longitudi-

nal length and a U-shaped concave transverse cross-
section;

a lower tunnel forming member having a second longitu-
dinal length greater than said first longitudinal length
and a U-shaped concave transverse cross-section;

said upper and lower members being joined with the
concavities thereof confronting each other;
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a roller freely rotatably positioned adjacent said outlet;

and
means attached to said upper member for mounting said

roller. i

means for operating each of the aforementioned means, and

pneumatic control means having pneumatically-operated

members which are (A) activated by a single pneumatic start-

ing pulse generated by said pneumatic control means to (a)

operate the pneumatic means of said bobbin-gripping means

to grip a bobbin, (b) operate the pneumatic means for said

bobbin drive-actuating means, and (c) operate the pneumatic

3,841,573

GRINDING APPARATUS FOR FIBROUS MATERIAL
Albrecht Kahmann, Weingarten, Germany, assignor to Escher

Wyss G.m.b.H., Ravensburg, Germany
Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 288,944

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 17, 1971,

2146547
lat. CI. B02c 7106, 7114

U.S. CL 241-245 3 Claims

^^^^^
1. A grinding device including a housing having two end

covers and containing a stator disc which is provided with a

central opening and which, with an adjacent one of said end

covers, bounds a space which is charged with stock during

operation of the grinding device, the stator disc being movable

axially relatively to a rotor disc with which it defines a grinding

gap and being connected with a cylindrical part which is

coaxial with that disc and the housing and projects from the

latter through a central opening in said adjacent end cover and

is sealed relatively thereto; a servomotor connected to the

cylindrical part and serving to effect axial movement of the

stator disc; and guideway means, including cooperating ele-

ments connected; respectively with the stator disc and the

housing, for guiding said stator disc for said axial movement;

and characterized in that there are a plurality of said guideway

means which are distributed equiangularly about the axis of

the cylindrical part and which are situated outside said space

charged with stock, whereby clogging of the guideway means

by the stock is precluded.

means for the braking means to release said braking means

and (B) activated by a single pneumatic stopping pulse gener-

ated by said pneumatic control means to (a') operate the

pneumatic means for the braking means to apply the braking

means, and (b') after the bobbin comes to a standstill, operate

the pneumatic means for the gripping means to release said

bobbin-gripping means.

3,841,575

STOCK SNAGGING MECHANISM FOR CONTINUOUS
WINDING MACHINE

David L. Pepe, Meriden; Theodore O. Palm, North Haven, and

Frank B. Johnson, Middletown, all of Conn., assignors to

Davis Electric Company, Wallingford, Conn.

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 311,527

Int. CI. B65h 54102

U.S. CI. 242—25 A 14 Claims

3,841,574

WINDING DEVICE FOR SYNTHETIC THREADS
Erich Lenk; Hansjochen Busch, both of Remscheid, and Man-

fred Greb, Huckeswagen, all of Germany, assignors to Bar-

mag Barmer Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Wupper-
tal, Germany

Filed Aug. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 175,227

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 1, 1970,

2043246
flit. CI. B65h 54120, 54/44

U.S. CI. 242—18 DD 14 Claims

1. A winding head for the continuous winding at high veloc-

ity of freshly spun or stretched, synthetic polymer filaments

onto a bobbin, which comprises rotatable chuck means having

bobbin-gripping means for releasably gripping a bobbin, a

drive roller for rotatably driving said bobbin and the winding

thereon, bobbin drive-actuating means for bringing said drive

roller and said bobbin into driving contact, releasable braking

means for braking said chuck means, respective pneumatic

1. In a machine for winding flexible stock material about a

take-up spool mounted on a rotatable support means for

rotation therewith and having snagging means for anchoring

the stock material relative to the take-up spool to permit

winding of the stock material as the spool rotates and selec-

tively operable means for moving the snagging means from a

closed position to an open position when the take-up spool is
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filled with stock material, the improvement in the snagging
means comprising:

a. a seating surface on the support means, said seating
surface having a tapered portion having a recess therein
defining edges on the seating surface; and

b. a gripping member comprising a pin element mounted on
the support means for rotational movement with the
spool and for linear movement with respect thereto in a
direction extending axially thereof between a closed
position where the pin element is received at least par-
tially in the recess of the seating surface with the edges on
the seating surface intersecting the pin element to define
therebetween a stock receiving groove operable to re-

ceive and anchor the stock material relative to the take-
up spool by a wedging action and an open position where
the pin element and seating surface are spaced apart by
a distance sufficient to permit release of the stock mate-
rial from said groove.

3,841,576

PAPER ROLL HOLDER
Oscar L. Farrer, 3888 Howe St., Oakland, Calif. 94611

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 301,183
Int. CL A47k 10/22

U.S. CL 242-55.2
1 claim

1. A paper roll holder comprising a base plate adapted to be
disposed vertically, first and second cylindrical bearing shells
on said base plate arranged with their axes in a vertical plane
and disposed at substantially 90° to each other to converge at

a point above said shells, first and second rods mounted for
rotation in said first and second shells respectively, each of
said rods having at its lower end an inwardly directed terminal
portion adapted to fit within the hollow center of a paper roll,

means for restraining said rods against axial movement in said
shells, and means for limiting rotational movement of said
rods in said shells to substantially 90°, said limiting means for
one of said rods including a bent rod end movable in a limited
slot in the wall of said shell extending to said base plate.

3,841,577
CONTINUOUS WINDING APPARATUS FOR WEB

MATERIAL
Richard W. Phelps, and Richard S. Tetro, both of Fulton, N.Y.,

assignors to The Black Ciawson Company, Middletown,
Ohio

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,472
Int. CI. B65h 19/20

U.S. CL 242-56 A 11 Claims
1. Apparatus for continuously winding web material into

rolls on successive cores, comprising:

a. a pair of spaced opposed end stands,

b. two roll supporting arms mounted for rotation on a com-
mon axis through 360° in both directions in each of said

end stand,

c. means coupling said arms in opposed pairs,

d. means establishing a core loading position for each said

pair of arms in a first quadrant of said rotation thereof.

e. means establishing a roll starting position for a core
supported by either of said pairs of arms in said first

quadrant of rotation thereof,

f. means establishing a final winding position for a roll

supported by either of said pairs of arms which lies on the
opposite side of said core loading position from said roll

starting position in a second quadrant of said rotation
thereof contiguous to said first quadrant and therefore
requires less than 1 80° rotation of said arms from said
starting position,

g. selectively operable means for severing the web from a
roll supported by one of said pairs of arms in said final

winding position and starting the resulting end of the web
on a core supported by the other said pair of arms in said

starting position, and
h. means for selectively driving each said coupled pair of
arms in either direction with respect to and independently
of the other said pair to provide for rotation of each said

pair successively from said core loading position to said

starting position and then to said final winding position at

predetermined controlled speed contemporaneously with
unloading of the roll from the other said pair and rotation
thereof from said final winding position to said core load-
ing position through the other two quadrants of said

rotation of said arms.

•3,841,578

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUSLY
REELING WEBS OF MATERIAL INTO INDIVIDUAL

ROLLS
Gerhard Walter Dorfel, Weilheim-Teck, Germany, assignor to

A. Ahlstrom Osakeyhtio, Noormarkku, Finland
Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 298,019

Int. CI. B65h ]7/08, 19/26
U.S. CI. 242—66 6 Claims

1. Apparatus for reeling webs of material into rolls which
comprises a pair of rollers disposed in opposite parallel spaced
relation, at least one of said rollers being rotatably driven, a
first reel positioning means, and a second reel positioning
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means, said first reel positioning means including means for

supporting a first reel upon which the web has been wound
into a roll and to position such roll for contact reaction with

said rollers at a first set of contact zones thereon, said second

reel positioning means including means for positioning a sec-

ond reel for contact with the web and for contact reaction

with said rollers at a second set of contact zones thereon, and

means to start winding of the web upon said second reel upon
termination of winding the web upon said first reel.

3,841,579

REELING DEVICE FOR INFORMATION CARRIER FILM
Franz Wingerter, Berlin, Germany, assignor to Beethold Foto-

type GmbH, Munich, Germany
Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,103

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 17, 1972,

2218490
Int. CI. B65h 17/02

U.S. CI. 242-67.4 12 Claims

1. The combination of a film cartridge having a pair of

rotatable film winding drums at a fixed center spacing from
each other; and a reeling device cooperable with said winding

drums so as to wind a length of film back and forth therebe-

tween; said winding drums each having torque transmitting

coupling means at its opposite ends, and said reeling device

comprising, a pair of rotary drive assemblies at the same
center spacing from each other as said winding drums and

detachably connectable, respectively, with said coupling

means of said winding drums the windmg drums can be ro-

tated by the respective drive assembly only in a first direction

and the other winding drum can be rotated by the other drive

assembly only in a direction opposite to said first, a reversibly

rotatable drive shaft, and a pair of one-way clutches opera-

tively interposed between said drive shaft and said drive as-

semblies so that rotation of said drive shaft in one direction

will be transmitted through one of said clutches to one of said

drive assemblies and so that rotation of said drive shaft in the

opposite direction will be transmitted through the other of

said clutches to the other of said drive assemblies.

3,841,580

APPARATUS FOR BRAKING A PLURALITY OF SLIT
STRIPS AS THE SAME ARE WOUND ON A REEL

Alexander Rodach, Pforzheim, Germany, assignor to Frau

Irma Ungerer, Arlingerstrasse, Germany
Filed Nov. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 418,467

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 20, 1973,

2342013
I

Int. CLB65h 23/70

U.S. CI. 242-75.2 8 Claims

1. Apparatus for braking a plurality of slit strips as the same
are wound on a reel, which apparatus comprises

at least one braking roll, which includes a rotatable braking

roll shaft, a braking roll shell, which is divided into a

plurality of braking rings, which are rotatably mounted on

said shaft, said roll further comprising bearing discs,

which are interposed between adjacent ones of said rings

and locked to said shaft for rotation therewith, first roll-

ing elements disposed between and in rolling contact with

adjacent ones of said braking rings and bearing discs,

second rolling elements disposed between and in rolling

contact with said braking rings and said shaft, and means
for maintaining said braking rings and bearing discs in

rolling contact with said first rolling elements and com-

prising first and second flanges mounted on said shaft smd

engaging opposite ends of said shell, said first flange being

power-operable to perform an axial movement relative to

the other flange so as to adjust the axial pressure and the

torque transmission between said braking rings and said

shaft.

3,841,581

LOCKING MECHANISM FOR A VEHICLE BODY
RESTRAINT BELT RETRACTOR

Theodore M. Salamon, Warren, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 361,946

Int. CI. A62b 35/02; B65h 63/00

U.S. CI. 242—107.4 3 Claims

/-H
*» ^
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1. In a vehicle body restraint belt retractor including a

housing adaptable to be mounted on a vehicle body, a belt reel

rotatably supported by the housing, spring means biasing the

reel in a belt winding direction, a belt normally wound on the

reel and unwound therefrom for positioning in an occupant

restraining position, circumferentially spaced locking surfaces

on the reel facing in the direction of unwinding belt move-
ment, a locking member mounted on the housing for move-
ment between a locked position where it is engageable with a

selected locking surface on the reel to prevent belt unwinding

and an unlocked position where these components are disen-

gaged so as to allow belt unwinding, and spring means biasing

the locking member to unlocked position, a mechanism for

actuating the locking of the retractor comprising the combina-

tion of:

an inertia member mounted on the retractor housing for

movement from a rest position to an intermediate posi-

tion under the impetus of vehicle deceleration forces

acting directly on the mass of the inertia member during
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forward vehicle deceleration of a predetermined abrupt-
ness;

annular driving means rotatable with the belt reel and en-
gageable with the inertia member as it moves to the inter-
mediate position so that reel rotation resulting from belt
unwmding as a belted occupant moves forwardly during
the vehicle deceleration causes the driving means to
move the inertia member to an actuated position; and

control portions on the inertia member and locking member
which are engaged as the inertia member moves to the
actuated position so as to move the locking member
agamst the bias of its spring means to locked position to
thereby prevent reel rotation and further belt unwinding.

3,841,582
GUIDE ELEMENTS FOR MAGNETIC TAPES WOUND OR

TO BE WOUND IN THE FORM OF PACKS ON
FLANGELESS SPOOLS

Norbert Schaeffer, Ludwigshafen; Horst Fitterer, Heiidelberg-
Hasenleiser; Karl Uhl, Frankenthal; Georg Schnell, Lud-
wigshafen, and Wiihelmus Andriessen, Wachenheim, all of
Germany, assignors to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik
Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen/Rheim, Germany

Filed Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,704
Int. CI. Glib 2J//0

U.S.CL 242^199 „ claims

a first motor and a tape take-up reel driven by a second motor,
the improvement comprising:

first control means responsive to the rotational speed of the
first motor and operative to maintain the rotational speed
of the first motor at a predetermined value during the first
half of a fast tape winding operation;

second control means responsive to the rotational speed of
the second motor and operative to maintain the rotational
speed of the second motor at the predetermined value

X4

durmg the second half of a fast tape winding operation
said second control means being automatically rendered
inoperative during the first half of the fast tape winding
operation when the rotational speed of the second motor
is below the predetermined value, and said first control
means being automatically rendered inoperative during
the second half of the fast tape winding operation when
the rotational speed of the first motor is below the prede-
termined value.

2 M

1

ing:

a

In a magnetic tape assembly, the combination compris-

a pair of tape-supporting flangeless spools rotatable to
unwind tape off a pack on one spool and wind tape onto
a pack on the other spool, said tape passing between the
packs around guide means in the form of a loop and

b. at least one guide element movable substantially radially
to one of said spools and in the plane of rotation of said
spools, at least part of said guide element being arranged
between the pack and the outermost winding generally at
a tangent to said pack, having a guide face which is sub-
stantially flat longitudinally of said outermost winding
thereby providing continuous surface contact over a
substantial length of said face between said face and the
inside of said outermost winding when said tape is in
motion, having adjacent that end of the guide face at
which said outermost winding merges with said pack a
margin which is at least as close to the pack as said face
so that said outermost winding is guided smoothly and
virtually tangentially to said pack at said margin and
having guide flanges extending outwardly above and
below said outermost winding.

3,841,584
VEHICLE ACTUATED PNEUMATIC TUBE SYSTEM FOR

MOTOR BANKING
Roland L. Robinson; Chadwick C. Boltz; Evan P. Everson all

of Cedar Rapids, and Douglas E. MacPherson, Marion, all of
Iowa, assignors to Walter Kidde & Company, Inc., Clifton,
Nebr.

Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 280,990
Int. CI. B65g 51/32

U.S. CI. 243-19
.Claims

-r.rr^ rrr r^rrr-rr

3,841,583
MAGNETIC TAPE DRIVING SYSTEM

Ryuichi Kawa, Yokohama, Japan, assignor to Ricoh Co. Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan

'

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,755
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 30, 1971, 46-1 166

Int. CI. BUb 15/32; G03b 1/04
VS. CI. 242-201 8 cuims

1. In a magnetic tape drive system for a magnetic recording
and reproduction device having a tape supply reel driven by

1. In a customer kiosk station for banking, the station hav-
ing a housing and portions of a pneumatic tube system includ-
ing a carrier sending tube and a carrier receiving tube the
sending tube having a carrier inlet and a sending valve down-
stream of the inlet with respect to the direction of travel of a
carrier therein, the sending valve being effective to close off
the inlet from the tube system except when a carrier is inserted
therein for sending through the tube, the receiving tube having
a carrier outlet and a receiving valve upstream of the outlet
with respect to the direction of travel of a carrier therein the
receiving valve being effective to close off the outlet from' the
tube system except when a carrier is received therefrom
through the outlet, the sending and receiving tubes being
pneumatically interconnected downstream of the sending
valve and upstream of the receiving valve with respect to the
direction of travel of a carrier in the sending and receiving
tubes for forced circulation of carrier moving air through the
system by a blower, and an electrical control circuit control-
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ling sending of a carrier through the tube system, the improve-

ment comprising: a carrier chamber in the kiosk station having

a pair of opposite side walls, an upright front door and a floor

inclining downwardly toward the door, the floor having a

forward portion for supporting a carrier in horizontal position

with its long axis alongside the inner face of the door, an

electrical motor in the control circuit operatively connected

to the door for opening thereof when the motor is energized

in one direction of rotation and for closing thereof when the

motor is energized in the opposite direction of rotation, the

receiving tube inlet being disposed in a rear portion of one of

the side walls above the floor so that a carrier received there-

from enters the chamber in a substantially horizontal position

and is halted by the opposite side wall, whereupon the carrier

rolls forwardly down the floor towards the door and onto the

forward floor portion, the carrier being thereafter manually

removable from the chamber when the motor is energized in

its door opening direction and the door is open, the sending

tube being generally vertically disposed with its inlet exposed

through an aperture in the floor disposed intermediate the

chamber side walls and immmediately behind the rear face of

the door, whereby the chamber forms no part of the path of

the air circulating through the tube system.

rotating portions of the control system which conprises: a

swashplate including a rotatable ring, a non-rotatable ring and

means to permit rotation connected to said rotatable ring and

to said non-rotatable ring; a first pair of opposed scissor links,

one end of each link being operably connected to said rotating

ring, the other end of each link being operably connected to

the rotor assembly; a second pair of opposed scissor links, one

3,841,585

CONSTANT BEARING COURSE HOMING MISSILE
Ernst T. Evers-Euterneck, Huntsville, Ala., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,476

Int. CI. F41g 7/00, 9/00, 11/00

U.S. CI. 244-3.15

>^'

/ t-<MO'0«

3 Claims

1. A homing missile having an elongated body with a longi-

tudinal axis and yaw and pitch control means and including:

optical sensor means including a wide-angle lens and a matrix

detector and means for supporting said lens and detector; a

first set of respective operators for said control means; logic

means connected to said detector for providing output control

signals as inputs to said operators; a pair of summers having

inputs connected to the inputs of said operators and each

having an output; and a second set of respective operators

attached between said body and said means for supporting and

having inputs connected to said outputs of said summer.

end of each link being operably connected to said rotating ring

so that each link is displaced approximately 90° from each of

the links of said first pair of scissor links, the other end of each

link of said second pair of scissor links being operably con-

nected to the rotor assembly means permitting said links to

angularly deflect with respect to the rotor assembly in the

plane of rotation.

3,841,587

VORTEX ARRESTOR AND VISUALIZATION SYSTEM
Lyie C. Freed, 5400 Pooks Hill Rd., Bethesda, Md. 20014

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 341,922

Int. CI. F15d 1/06; B64c 23/06

U.S. CI. 244-40 A 16 Claims

3,841,586

ROTOR SWASHPLATE ASSEMBLY
William D. Broadley, Lansdowne; Kenneth I. Grina, Media,

and Carlton H. Schaub, Newtown Square, all of Pa., assign-

ors to The Boeing Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,726

Int. CI. B64c 27/74, 27/76

U.S. CI. 244-17.25 9 Claims

1. In a rotorcraft having a rotatable rotor assembly includ-

ing a rotor connected to a rotorshaft; a control system includ-

ing a non-rotating portion connected to the aircraft and a

rotating portion connected to the rotor assembly; and a swash-

plate assembly interface between the rotating and non-

1. A method of arresting a vortex that develops under ambi-

ent conditions at a predetermined point of origin, including

the steps of: generating a source of gas under a static pressure

higher than ambient; accelerating flow of said gas in the direc-

tion of the vortex; controllably heating the gas to increase the

velocity thereof during acceleration to supersonic value; and

volumetrically expanding the gsis for discharge into the vortex

at a subsonic velocity.
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3 841 588
ASYMMETRIC AUGMENTATION OF WING FLAPS

Alison M. Arnold, Mercer Island; Donald W. Hapke, Issaquah,
and Frank J. Traeger, Jr., Bellevue, all of Wash., assignors
to The Boeing Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 391,374
Int. CI. B64c 15100

U.S. CI. 244-42 CC 6 Claims

3 841 589
ACTUATING ARRANGEMENTS FOR AIRCRAFT

CONTROL SURFACES
Brian Lawrence Appleby, Wolverhampton; Alan Malpass,

Dudley, and Kenneth Harold Ellis, Wolverhampton, all of
England, assignors to Lucas Aerospace Limited, Birming-
ham, England

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,534
Int. CI. B64c 13118

U.S. CI. 244-77 F 11 Claims

STWCMRO OlFfCBCxri.L CCNCMTORS

-

control apparatus, responsive to electrical control signals, for
the drive means, first and second transmissions between the
drive means and first and second control surfaces on the
respective wings, first and second generating means coacting
with the first and second transmissions respectively to provide
first electrical signals respectively dependent on the driven
positions of the said transmissions, third and fourth generating
means coacting with the first and second transmissions respec-
tively and responsive to said first electrical signals from said
second and first generating means respectively to provide
second electrical signals dependent on a difference between
the driven positions of the transmissions, and first and second
switch means operable in response to said second electrical
signals, said control apparatus being responsive to said second
electrical signals and being effective to arrest the said trans-
missions when both said switch means are operated.

1. An augmentation fiap and aileron mechanism for an
airplane having at least two propulsion units placed symmetri-
cally with respect to a longitudinal axis comprising: means for
blowing gas under pressure from at least one propulsion unit
to augment fiaps located on a contiguous wing, means for
simultaneously blowing a greater volume of gas under pres-
sure from the same propulsion unit to augment flaps and to
blow over upper surfaces of an aileron located on an opposite
wing, means for blowing gas under pressure from at least a
single second propulsion unit, located on an opposite wing
from the first propulsion unit, to independently augment flaps
located on a contiguous wing and means for simultaneously
blowing a greater volume of air under pressure from the sec-
ond propulsion unit to independently augment flaps and to
blow over upper surfaces of an aileron located on an opposite
wing to effect an asymmetric flap augmentation when one of
the engines fail.

3,841,590
HEAD RESTRAINT APPARATUS

Gordon A. Valentine, Denver, Colo., assignor to Stanley Avia-
tion Corporation, Aurora, Colo.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 165,238, July 22, 1971,
abandoned. This application May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 359,480

Int. CI. B64d ///(?0

U.S. CI. 244-138 R 11 Claims

1. An escape apparatus for removing an occupant from a
vehicle and comprising a rocket adapted to be carried by said
vehicle for flight away from said vehicle, flexible towline
means providing a motion transmitting connection between
said rocket and said occupant and being extendible to a taut
motion-transmitting condition by flight of said rocket away
from said vehicle, said rocket being effective upon flight away
from said vehicle to forcibly remove the occupant from said
vehicle through the connection provided by the extended
towline means, headgear adapted to be worn by said occu-
pant, an eyeshield mounted on said headgear for displacement
between a retracted position and an eye-shielding position,
and means conditioned by the extension of said towline means
to said taut condition for causing said eyeshield to be dis-
placed from said retracted position to said eye-shielding posi-
tion.

1. An actuating arrangement for lift control surfaces on
each of a pair of aircraft wings, comprising drive means, a

3,841,591
FABRIC AND METHOD FOR FORMING PIPE

REINFORCEMENT
Wilbur E. Tolliver, Holland, Mich., assignor to New York Wire

Mills Corp., Tonawanda, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,609

Int. CI. F16I 9108
^•S- CI. 245-1 ,3c,ai„„

1. Fabric for forming reinforcing cages for pipe, such cages
including a plurality of longitudinal strands, a plurality of
circumferential strands and a enlarged bell end, said fabric
comprising:

a plurality of longitudinal defining strands of material suit-
able for pipe reinforcing cages joined to a plurality of
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circumferential defining strands of material suitable for

forming reinforcing cages;

at least a pair of circumferential defining strands at the bell

forming end of said fabric being non-rectilinear;

.fo JO Jff

tie means, which are shorter in length than said longitudinal

defining strands, rigidly interconnecting only said non-

rectilinear circumferential defining strands between each
adjacent pair of longitudinal defining strands.

3,841,592

BAG HOLDER
Louis J. Witten, 47 Harland St., Milton, Mass. 02186

Fikd Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,212
Int. CI. B65b 67/72

U.S. CI. 248-101 11 Claims

1. A holder for a bag comprising;

a support bracket,

a hoop for supporting a bag,

means for securing a bag at its open end to said hoop,
a hinge means secured to an upper portion of said support

bracket and including an end secured to said hoop for

pivotally supporting said hoop from said bracket in either

a substantially horizontal useable position, perpendicular

to said support bracket, or a substantially vertical non-
useable position, parallel to and depending from s^id

support bracket, ^

a pair of spaced arms extending from a lower portion of said

support bracket and releasably engaging with opposite

sides of said hoop,

said hoop having means for receiving said arms and said

arms fixedly attached to said bracket but pivotal with

respect thereto^

a cover,

said hinge means including a pivotally mounted connecting

strip extending therefrom and connected to said cover,

said connecting strip having a length to permit said cover

to overlie and cover said hoop in both the useable and
nonuseable positions of said hoop.

3,841,593
SUPPORTING STRUCTURE FOR PRESSURE VESSEL

FOR NUCLEAR REACTORS
Kiyoshi Muto, and Toshihiko Hisada, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Kajima Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,258

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 19, 1972, 47-6921
Int. CI. G21c 13108

U.S. CI. 248-146 10 Claims

1. A cylindrical supporting structure connected integrally

with the lower portion of a prestressed concrete pressure

vessel for a nuclear reactor for supporting said pressure vessel

thereon, comprising a plurality of substantially equally radially

spaced circumferential separations extending through a sub-

stantial portion of said cylindrical supporting structure for

dividing same into a plurality of relatively movable concentric

cylindrical elements.

3,841,594

COLLAPSIBLE PROJECTION SCREEN
Robert W. Zinn, Addison, III., assignor to Knox Manufacturing
Company, Wood Dale, III.

Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,853

Int. CI. G03b 27/56

U.S. CI. 248— 169 9 Claims

\-/'^

/3

1. A projection screen structure, comprising,

a. an elongate standard,

b. a screen support adjustable along an intermediate portion

of the standard,

c. a screen casing mounted on the screen support,

d. a rolled screen in the casing,

e. a hanger on the upper end of the standard,

r a latch on the screen support for holding the support in

adjusted positions on the standard,

g. a stop lug on the standard normally engageable with the

latch for limiting downward movement of the support at

a position defining a storage position of the support on
the standard,
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h. means mounting the support on the sUndard for bypass-
ing the stop lug. and

i. means mounting the latch on the support for selectively

bypassing the stop lug to lower the support past the stop
lug.

3,841,595
REUSEABLE STEP AND PORCH FORM

William M. Brown, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Ultra Prod-
ucts, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,672
Int. CI. E04g 13106

U.S. CI. 249-14 8 Claims

upright panels corresponding respectively to the members of
the upper frame, each panel comprising a frame and attached
sheeting adapted to engage with its outer surface concrete to
be poured, each panel sheet having two upright edges, each
upright edge being adjacent to but spaced from the adjacent
upright edge of an adjacent sheet, first means coupling adja-
cent edges of adjacent sheets so as to present a substantially
continuous outer surface to the concrete to be poured, second

ii-^ to

1. In a combination metal porch/step form, a pair of side
panels and a pair of front panels having upper and lower
flanges providing the porch/step form with the forward ends
of the side panels abutting the front panels at a joint area and
extending rearwardly from the front panels at substantially
right angles thereto, bracket members overlying each of the
side panels and the upper and lower flanges of the front panels
at the joint therebetween, a pair of porch panel pins extending
vertically through the bracket members and the upper and
lower flanges of each of the front panels to secure a respective
front panel and side panel rigidly together at the joint area
therebetween, a pair of horizontally spaced upper and lower
outwardly flanged reuseable, one piece stringer members
extending forwardly from each front panel with spaced
aligned apertures therein at predetermined locations, a re-
spective second pair of vertically extending pins securing each
front panel to a stringer, each of said stringers having longitu-
dinally spaced vertical slots in the side wall thereof in opposite
alignment with a slot in the other stringer, risers having upper
and lower flanges with aligned apertures therein at spaced
predetermined locations and extending horizontally through
the slots of the stringers and of lesser height than said slots and
the flanges of less width than the slots to provide the step form
for holding concrete during its formation into steps, riser pin
bracket members secured beneath each slot on the outside of
each stringer and having an aperture therein vertically aligned
with an aperture in the upper flange of a respective stringer
and the apertures in the upper and lower flanges of the riser,
and riser pins extending through the apertures in the said
stringer and riser flanges and in each bracket to secure a riser
against the rear edge of a slot, and riser pins being readily
removable after the concrete has set for removal of the re-
spective risers through the slots within which the risers are
supported.

3,841,596
CONCRETE SHAFT FORMING UNIT

Alan Sidney Cull, 1 Marion Cres., Lapstone, New South Wales,
Australia (2773)

Filed Aug. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 387,281
Int. CI. E04g 11128

U.S. CI. 249-20 6 Claims
1. A concrete shaft forming unit comprising an upper hori-

zontal frame made up of three or more connected horizontal
members, a similar lower horizontal frame, a form box having

means for pivotally suspending the form box from the upper
frame, third means for supporting the form box on the lower
frame by knee action pivot means, fourth means for maintain-
ing a continuous relationship between the upper and lower
frames and fifth means on the lower frame for detachably
supporting the lower frame of a first abutment, said fifth

means being adapted to disengage the first abutment automat-
ically when the unit is lifted and to engage automatically a
second higher abutment when the unit is lifted sufficiently.

3,841,597
FLOOR FORM WITH CONNECTED TRUSS SUPPORTS

Ernest O. Butts, and John S. Hall, both of Ottawa, Canada,
assignors to Hambro Structural Systems Limited, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada

Division of Ser. No. 220,627, Jan. 25, 1972, abandoned, which
is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 872,017, Oct. 29, 1969,
abandoned, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 145,758,
May 21, 1971. This application July 24, 1972, Ser. No.

274,415
Claims priority, application Canada, Nov. 4, 1968, 034293

Int. CL E04g 11138
U.S. CI. 249-30 6 Claims

1 f \

1. In formwork for constructing a composite steel and con-
crete floor, the combination which comprises,

a steel joist having

top chord means,
a bottom chord, and
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web means joining and separating the top chord means

and the bottom chord;

said to chord means including:

a top portion generally horizontally disposed relative to

said web means,

a lower portion generally horizontally disposed relative to

and extending along the top of said web means, and

an intermediate portion connecting said top portion to

said lower portion, said intermediate portion extending

obliquely between the top and lower portions to con-

nect one edge of the top portion to the opposite edge

of the lower portion;

said joist having means extending vertically below the other

edge of said lower portion for connecting said top chord

means and web means;

at least an additional steel joist substantially alike the first-

mentioned steel joist, the additional steel joist being later-

ally spaced from and extending parallel to the first-

mentioned steel joist with the said intermediate portion of

each top chord means of both joists extending in the same

oblique direction so that the said opposite edges of the

respective lower portions of each top chord means extend

along the same side of the respective joists and the said

vertically extending means of each joist extends horizon-

tally along the corresponding other side of each said

joists; /~~^^

at least two spanner bars exfendin^Jaterally between and

being connected to said vertically extending means of

each of said first-mentioned and additional steel joists for

spacing said vertically extending means a predetermined

distance apart, the tops of said bars being a given height

below the said lower portioi\ of each steel joist; and

a substantially rigid pouring fprm having a thickness of

substantially said given heigh^said form being supported

directly by the spanner bars aK^ having a width of sub-

stantially said predetermined dis*(ance extending horizon-

tally substantially from said vertically extending means of

the first-mentioned steel joist substantially to said verti-

cally extending means of the additional steel joist with

one edge of said pouring foprt being underneath and held

down by the said lower poftion of the top chord means of

one of said joists whji^^being directly supported as afore-

said by said bars closely adjacent said one lower joist

lower top chord portion, so that a concrete slab may be

poured upon the form to embed the top chords down

adjacent the level of the lower portions thereof to create

a composite steel and concrete floor below which the web

means and lower chords of the steel joists depend, with

the aforesaid substantially rigid, horizontally extending

held down and directly supported pouring form contrib-

uting to the development of diaphragm action in and

hence lateral stability of said formwork both before any

concrete pouring and during the setting of a poured con-

crete floor.

at the closed bottom, which breaks under ram pressure and

movement for ejecting the hard button and an open top, the

z /.ZO

llo lib

volume of the mold being from about 5 to about 1 2 times the

volume of the lens which is to be cut above the bottom curved

portion of the button.

3,841,599

ANCHOR PLATE MEANS FOR REINFORCING RODS
Myers Van Buren, Cheriton, Va., assignor to Bayshore Con-

crete Products Corp., Cape Charles, Va.

Division of Ser. No. 151,284, June 9, 1971, Pat. No. 3,738,786,

which is a division of Ser. No. 8,139, Jan. 16, 1970, Pat. No.

3,652,756, which is a division of Ser. No. 639,371, May 18,

1967, Pat. No. 3,501,881. This application May 9, 1973, Ser.

No. 358,470

Int. CI. E04g n\lO
U.S. CI. 249-205 7 Claims

itAUo

1. An anchor plate arrangement for mounting reinforcing

rods inside concrete molds, said anchor plate arrangement

comprising an anchor plate, an anchor plate mounting means

adapted for detachably mounting said plate to a lateral mold

wall to protrude inwardly from said wall and means for fric-

tionally abutting said plate to releasably connect a reinforcing

rod to said plate in a manner permitting said plate to maintain

tension in said rod while permitting ready withdrawal of said

plate from said rod by sliding movement of said plate out from

said mold wall.

3,841,600

CONCRETE FORM TIE ROD ASSEMBLY
Eugene C. J. Aubee, Jr., Carpenter Rd., Hope, R.I. 02831

Filed Jan. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 322,234

Int. CLE04g 7 7/06

U.S. CL 249-213 10 Claims

3,841,598

A MOLD FOR dXsTING A HYDROPHILIC CONTACT
LENS BLANK

Bernard J. Grucza, 775 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y. 04203

Division of Ser. No. 290,376, Sept. 19, 1972, Pat. No.

3,807,398. This application Nov. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 419,245

Int. CI. B29c 5\00

U.S. CI. 249—61 1 Claim

1. Molding apparatus for molding a lens button in hard form

comprising a one-piece mold in cylindrical shape made of high

temperature-resistant plastic material selected from the group

consisting of high density j>olyethylene, polytetrafluorethylene

and room-temperature-vulcanized silicone rubber, said mold

having an inwardly curved closed bottom matching the cor-

neal shape and a frangible thinner annular portion surround-

ing the curved bottom forming a break-away circular portion

^ 'r

1. A concrete form tie rod assembly comprising an elon-

gated tie rod having gripping means formed adjacent at least

one or its ends, at least one anchor pin having a head and an

elongated body, means on the elongated body portion for

engaging the gripping means on ssid tie rod when the elon-
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gated tie rod and the elongated body of the anchor pin are
positioned parallel to each other with a portion of their longi-
tudinal sides in contact with each other, said head engaging
the inner form wall, tubular sleeve means slidable over the end
of said tie rod and the body portion of the anchor pin when
these two members are grippingly engaging each other,
means for locking the tubular sleeve means in a fixed posi-

tion after it has been slid over the end of the tie rod and
the body portion of the anchor pin comprising a member
slidably engaging an end of the sleeve and said pin.

3,841,602

VALVE
William D. Mildern, 8303 W. Sample Rd., Apt. 5, Coral

Springs, Fla. 33065
Filed Nov. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 420,229

Int. CI. B65d 83/14; F16k 21/00
U.S. CI. 251—353 14 Claims

3,841,601

FABRICATED BALL VALVE
Marvin H. Grove, and Kee W. Kim, both of Houston, Tex.,

assignors to M & J Valve Company, Houston, Tex,
Continuation of Ser. No. 135,309, April 19, 1971, abandoned.

This application May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,432
Int. CI. Fl6k 5/06, 27/10

U.S. CI. 251-315 3 Claims

1. In a valve of the rotary ball type, a valve body having flow
passages adapted to be connected to associated piping, a
rotatable ball valve member within the body having a port
adapted to register with the flow passages for open position of
the valve, the body including a main part in the form of a
cylindrical pressure resisting shell surrounding the ball and
generally annular in transverse section, the shell being formed
of a plurality of segments secured together by spaced longitu-
dinal parallel weld connections, one segment being a flat

mounting plate of uniform thickness disposed between the
longitudinal edges of two adjacent segments, said two adjacent
segments having a uniform wall thickness and being segments
of a cylinder; said plate extending the length of the shell and
having its longitudinal parallel edges welded to the edges of
the adjacent segments, aligned trunnion means on the ends of
the ball, bearing means carried by the mounting plate and
serving to journal one of said trunnion means within the shell,
additional bearing means for journalling the other trunnion
means, the body also including end portions secured to the
ends of the segments of the main body part for making con-
nection with associated piping, one of said end portions com-
prising an annulus secured to the corresponding end of the
shell, said annulus serving to mount sealing means forming a
fluid-tight valve seal between the ball and the body for closed
position of the valve, a conical shaped section having its large
end secured to the outer margin of said annulus by welding,
and a cylindrical pipe section disposed within the conical
section and having its one end secured to the small end of the
conical section by welding and having its other end secured to
the annulus by welding, said annulus having a pressure equal-
izing duct extending through the same to establish communi-
cation between the space surrounding the sealing means and
the space between the conical and cylindrical sections.

1. A valve for a pressurized aerosol dispensing container
which valve comprises

an axially movable, tubular valve body which includes
a cylindrical bore therethrough with a wall blocking the

bore and separating the bore into

an eduction passageway and
a discharge passageway,

an inlet orifice in said valve body in communication with
said eduction passageway,

an outlet orifice in said valve body in communication with
said discharge passageway, and

said inlet and outlet orifices being vertically spaced from
each other with said inlet orifice above said outlet
orifice;

a diaphragm integral with said valve body and urging said
valve body upwardly toward closure; and

an annular elastomeric sealing gasket
encompassing said valve body with its inner margin nor-

mally sealingly occluding both of said orifices to close
said valve and

overlying said diaphragm to provide an annular chamber
therebetween when said valve is open which chamber
communicates said inlet orifice with said outlet orifice;
the vertical spacing between said inlet and outlet ori-

fices providing occlusion of the inlet orifice before the
outlet orifice as the valve moves toward closure.

3,841,603
LIFTING APPARATUS

Kerry G. Lund, St. Paul, and Leo A. Porter, North St. Paul,
both of Minn., assignors to Pic-A-Tent-Top Carrier, Inc., St.
Paul, Minn.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,721
Int. CI. B66f 9/06

U.S. CI. 254-4 R 4 claims
I. A mobile crane for lifting or lowering bulky objects,

comprising:

a. a generally horizontally extending, generally planar base
frame means having a lifting and steering control end and
a second end, generally opposite said control end. said
base frame being mounted on wheels and including a
generally horizontal cross member intermediate said
control end and said second end;

b. a generally vertically extending, mast-like guide member
supported by said cross member;

c. a tracking means associated with said guide member for
generally up and down movement therealong;

d. a generally horizontally e itending, raisable and lowerable
lift arm having a free end and a supported end, said supported
end being operably associated with said tracking means and
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guided in its up and down movement by said tracking means
and said guide member;

e. a lifting platform attached to said free end of said lift arm;
r a support means, integral with said control end and
extending upwardly from the plane of said base frame
means and including a generally horizontal portion for

supporting a lifting control means above the plane of said

base frame means;

g. a lifting control means mounted on said horizontal por-

tion of said support means;

h. a housing means for the vertical portion of a tiller-like

steering element, said housing means extending generally

vertically downwardly from said horizontal portion of

said support means;

i. a moveable tiller-like steering element having a generally

vertically extending portion enclosed within said housing

means and including at least one steerable wheel operably

associated with the lower end of said vertically extending

portion; and

j. an elongated lifting element extending from said lifting

control means to said lift arm.

ERRATUM
For Class 254—^78 see:

Patent No. 3,842,426

b. a carriage mounted on said standard and movable along

the length thereof, said carriage having at least one aper-

ture formed therein which is selectively alignable with

each of the apertures of said standard by movement of

said carriage along said standard;

c. an interlock pin on said carriage for removable insertion

through the aperture of said carriage and into a selected

one of the apertures of said standard to prevent uninten-

tional movement of said carriage along said standard;

d. lifting hook means mounted on said carriage, said lifting

hook means engagable with the bottom portion of an

automobile bumper; and

e. securing hook means mounted on said carriage and enga-

gable with the upper portion of the automobile bumper
for demountably fixedly securing the bumper between
said securing hook means and said lifting hook means
when the bumper is positioned therebetween, said secur-

ing hook means comprises,

i. a first link pivotably connected on one end thereof to

said carriage,

ii. a second link pivotably connected on one end thereof

to the other end of said first link and longitudinally

movable with respect thereto,

iii. biasing means interconnecting said first link and said

second link for longitudinally urging said second link

toward said first link, and
iiii. a hook pivotably connected to the other end of said

second link.

3,841,605

MOVING APPARATUS FOR A LOAD
Masami Joraku, Tohkai-Mura; Seizi Vomekura, Hitachi, and

Shigeyoshi Kawano, Hitachiohta, all of Japan, assignors to

Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,773

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 22, 1971, 46-

104818
Int. CI. B66( i/00, 1/00

U.S. CI. 254—127 17 Claims

3,841,604

BUMPER JACK
Mary B. Haynes, 5322 W. Cambridge, Phoenix, Ariz. 85035

Filed July 30, 1973, Ser. No. 383,795

Int. CL B66f 1104,3/00

U.S. CL 254— 111 5 Claims

1. A bumper jack comprising in combination:

a. a standard having a plurality of apertures formed therein

in spaced increments along the length thereof;

I. A moving apparatus for moving a load comprising

lifting means including a motor for lifting a load,

speed control means for controlling the moving speed of the

load,

force control means for controlling the force applied from
said motor to said lifting means to correspond to the

weight of the load, and

first means for selectively stopping the operation of said

speed control means.
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3,841,606

SELF-TAILING WINCH
Maurice G. Declercq, 1143 Buckingham Rd., Grosse Pointe,

Mich. 48230
Filed Oct. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 410,229

Int. CI. B66d 1/30
U.S. CI. 254-150 R 10 Claims

s^ -»4

1. A self-tailing sailboat winch assembly comprising, in
combination:

a sailboat winch drum,
a rotatable pinch roller,

support means supporting the pinch roller for rapid lateral
shifting between a first position sufficiently remote from
the winch drum to allow rapid manual wrapping over one
end of the winch drum of several turns of line thereabout
and a second position closely adjacent the drum and
pinching the line thereagainst, and

quick release locking means for holding said pinch roller in
said second position.

3,841,607
HYDRAULIC MOTION COMPENSATING APPARATUS

Edward Larralde, and Glen Robinson, both of Santa Barbara,
Calif., assignors to Vetco Offshore Industries, Inc., Ventura.
Calif.

Filed July 25, 1972, Ser. No. 274,880
Int. CI. B66d 1128

U.S. CI. 254-172 15 Claims

1. An apparatus for maintaining a predetermined stress in
a running string disposed in a well bore and which is supported
by a rig, including a derrick and a suspension mechanism
supported from the upper portion of the derrick: comprising
a travelling block structure adapted to form part of the sus-
pension mechanism; a hook structure adapted to support the
running string therebelow; a motion compensating apparatus
disposed between and connected to said block structure and
hook structure; said motion compensating apparatus compris-
ing cylinder means coaxial of said hook sructure; piston means

slidable in said cylinder means and connected to said hook
structure; said travelling block structure being split and fixedly
mounted to said cylinder means on opposite sides of said
cylinder means substantially below the upper end of said
cylinder means and with said cylinder means disposed be-
tween said split block structure; and means for maintaining a
fluid medium under pressure in said cylinder means for exert-
ing an upward force on said piston means as said piston means
and cylinder means move longitudinally relative to one an-
other in both longitudinal directions.

3,841,608
MODULATING CONTROL VALVE FOR
HYDRAULICALLY OPERATED WINCH

James L. Schmitt, Washington, and David S. Ohaver, Canton,
both of III., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peona, III.

Filed Feb. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 334,353
Int. CI. B66d 1144

U.S. CI. 254-187 R 6 Claims

7H tJ 'i

J7

1. A hydraulically operated winch comprising
a rotatable winch drum,
a power train having a normally disengaged clutch being

hydraulically engageable for operatively coupling a
power input means with a winch drum drive shaft, a
normally engaged brake effectively securing the winch
drum drive shaft against rotation while being hydrauli-
cally releasable to permit rotation of the winch drum
drive shaft and a clutch normally coupling the winch
drum drive shaft with the winch drum while being hydrau-
lically disengageable to permit free-wheeling of the winch
drum,

a source of fluid under pressure, and
a modulating control vaive having a valve body defining an

inlet chamber in communication with the fluid source and
a bore, the bore being in communication with the inlet
chamber, an actuating chamber for releasing the nor-
mally engaged brake, an actuating chamber for engaging
the normally disengaged clutch and an actuating chamber
for disengaging the normally engaged clutch, a single
regulating spool being slidable in a bore with resilient
means urging the regulating spool into a centered position
in the bore wherein the spool communicates all of the
clutch and brake chambers with fluid drain means, the
single regulating spool being movable in a first direction
of travel from its centered position for variably communi-
cating both of the actuating chambers for the brake and
the normally disengaged clutch with the inlet chamber,
the regulating spool being movable in a second direction
of travel from its centered position for variably communi-
cating the brake actuating chamber with the inlet cham-
ber, the regulating spool being further movable in its

second direction of travel for communicating the actuat-
ing chamber of the normally engaged clutch with the inlet

chamber and means for selectively modulating fluid pres-
sure within the inlet chamber.
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3,841,609

PERIMETER GUARD RAIL SYSTEM
Malcolm K. Smith, P.O. Box 765, Ormand Beach, Fla. 32017

Filed Mar. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 235,686
Int. CI. E04h llil4

U.S. CI. 256—59 4 Claims

Hy-

1. A movable guard rail clamp system, comprising in combi-
nation:

an elongated post member having two ends and at least one
opening therethrough between said ends and means for

attaching a rail thereto to form a protective guard rail

between pairs of elongated post members when anchored
to a concrete slab;

clamp means located on said elongated member, said clamp
means having a pair of jaws extending from said elon-

gated member, each said jaw having resilient friction

gripping surfaces thereon to form the gripping surfaces of

said jaws, and at least one said jaw being movably
mounted on said elongated member and extending at an

acute angle between said elongated member and said

gripping surface of said movable jaw;

anchoring means for locking said clamp means to a slab

with said jaws attached to either side of the slab, said

anchoring means including a wedge-shaped member to

force said jaws into engagement with a concrete slab to

hold said elongated member in position on said slab by

driving said wedge shaped member into an opening in

said elongated member and against said movable jaw; and
said wedge shaped member being movably attached to

said clamp means, whereby said elongated member may
be rapidly attached to a flat surface between a pair of

jaws.

3,841,610

APPARATUS FOft CONTINUOUSLY AUTOMATICALLY
CONTROLLING THE WATER CONTENT OF KNEADED

VISCOUS MATERIALS
KeijI Hanzawa, Sapporo; Yoshiyuki Takahashi, Aikawa-

machi; Nobuyoshi Suga, Kawasaki; Tojo Kato, Atsugi;

Makoto Handa; Hiromichi Hayashi, both of Sapporo; Shini-

chi Taneya, and Toshimaro Sone, both of Tokyo, all of Ja-

pan, assignors to Snow Brand Milk Products Co., Ltd. and
Anritsu Electric Co., Ltd., both of Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,570

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 25, 1971, 46-

65006; Aug. 25, 1971, 46-65007

Int. CI. AOIj niOQ; A23d 3102; GOlr 21\26

U.S. CI. 259-7 4 Claims

1. An apparatus for continuously automatically controlling

the water content of a kneaded material, comprising a

kneader having a pressure-kneading portion for kneading a

feed material therein and a nozzle portion connected to said

pressue-kneading portion for discharging the kneaded feed

material therethrough as a kneaded material, water adding

means connected to said pressure-kneading portion and in-

cluding a water pump capable of suppling water in a varying

quantity, water content detecting means arranged in said

nozzle portion and including an electrode plate comprising a

single sheet of a substrate plate made of an electric insulator,

a pair of electrodes printed on said substrate plate and a thin
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vanes to the kneading teeth is not necessary on said screw
shaft;

means for rotating and simultaneously reciprocating said

screw shaft within said housing;

said worm thread being interrupted at least four times in

each turn of the shaft and the four mixing and kneading
vanes thus formed being movable along said teeth;

control means for the movement of the screw shaft compris-
ing a cam machined of rhombus form which is shaped to

complement the vane shape and to provide a substantially

plane interacting surface; and,

driving means for rotating and reciprocation of the shaft.

3,841,612
ALTITUDE AND TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED

CARBURETOR
Richard J. Freismuth, Mount Clemens, and Albert A. Pruchno,

Southfield, both of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Com-
pany, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,897
Int. CI. F02m 7120

U.S. CI. 261-23 A 7 Claims

1. A carburetor for an internal combustion engine,
said carburetor including a body having an induction pas-

sage formed therein.

a restriction element movable relative to said body con-
structed to vary the area of said passage,

means responsive to ambient air temperature and pressure
connected to said element to locate said element in a
position of corresponding restriction,

said induction passage including a venturi portion,

said restriction element being immediately adjacent the
minimum cross-sectional area of said venturi portion,

said restriction element comprising an elongate member
having a cylindrical portion,

a bore formed in said body opening into said passage slid-

ingly and sealingly receiving said cylindrical portion,

said restriction element being positionable to protrude from
said bore into said venturi portion to reduce the effective

area thereof,

said restriction element increasing its protrusion into said

venturi portion in response to a decrease in the ambient
air temperature or an increase in the ambient air pres-

sure,

a booster venturi positioned within said induction passage
substantially concentric with and adjacent to said first-

mentioned venturi portion,

said elongate member being protrudable to reduce the

effective area between an outer surface of the booster
venturi and the inner surface of the first-mentioned ven-

turi portion.

3,841,613
FUEL METERING DEVICE FOR INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINES
Konrad Eckert, Stuttgart, Germany, assignor to Robert Bosch
GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,099
Claims priority, application Germany, July 18, 1972,

2235146

Int. CI. F02m 7116
U.S. CI. 261— 36 A 15 Claims

1. In a fuel metering device for an internal combustion
engine wherein the fuel feed pressure of the device is deter-
mined by the static height of the fuel in a vessel from which
a fuel line leads to a suction tube, the improvement compris-
ing at least two vessels of different filling level, means for
feeding fuel into each of said vessels, valve means for connect-
ing said vessels alternatingly or simultaneously with said fuel
line, and control means for actuating said valve means in

dependence on characteristic data of said engine.

3,841,614
APPARATUS FOR PREHEATING STEEL INGOT OR

BLOOMS BY THE USE OF HIGH-SPEED JET STREAMS
AS WELL AS HEATING FURNACE USING THE SAME

Ryuzo Okuno, Kobe, Japan, assignor to Kawasaki Jukogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha, Kobe-shi, Hyogo, Japan

Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,523
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 6, 1971, 46-98908;

Jan. 11, 1972,47-5669

Int. CI. C21d 91100
U.S. CI. 266-5 7 Claims
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1. A preheating apparatus for treating substances such as
steel ingots, blooms, slabs, billets or the like to be treated in

a reheating furnace, the improvement comprising:
a casing defining a chamber having at a first end means

forming a high-speed jet zone of a hot fluid having a high
temperature which has been exhausted from said reheat-
ing furnace and at a second end a convection zone con-
nected with the said jet zone;

means for directing said exhaust gases from said reheating
furnace to said jet nozzles; and
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a conveyor which operates to successively feed the said

substances into the said casing and to successively extract

the thus treated substances from the casing,

wherein; heat transfer is conducted on the surface of the

said substances by a high coefficient of heat transfer

occurring on the said surface by the impingement of the

said hot jet streams.

3,841,615

INSTALLATION FOR EXTRACTION OF DUST FROM
FUMES EMITTED FROM A MIXER

Georges Delaire, Dunkerque, France, assignor to Creusot-

Loire, Paris, France

Filed Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 298,517

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 27, 1971,

71.38534
nt. CLF27d 17100

U.S. CI. 266—15 6 Claims

hm^^x^LL^-.

1. Process for extraction of dust from fumes from at least

one mixer comprising the steps of collecting the pouring

fumes from the jet of liquid metal poured from the mixer to

the ladle by a first hood positioned adjacent the ladle con-

nected to a fan and dust separator at a predetermined first

suction and simultaneously isolating a second hood positioned

at the mixer for collecting the charging fumes from the mixer

with respect to the fan and dust separator during the operation

of collecting the pouring fumes, collecting the charging fumes

at a predetermined second and different suction and simulta-

neously isolating the first hood with respect to the fan and dust

separator.

member adapted for' positioning on the rod, outer and inner

concentric members positioned on the base member and

forming a first chamber between the outer and inner members

3,841,616

PROTECTIVE ALLOY ADDITION APPARATUS
George Rocher, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Metallurgical

Exoproducts Corporation, McKees Rocks, Pa.

Filed Dec. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 422,990

Int. CI. C21c 7100

U.S. CI. 266-34 T 10 Claims

1. A ladle addition apparatus suitable for installation on a

refractory lined rod positioned in a ladle comprising a base

and a second chamber radially inward of the inner member,
a protecting first addition agent positioned in the first cham-

ber and a second addition agent to be protected positioned in

the second chamber.

3,841,617

ADJUSTABLE TUYERE FOR METALLURGICAL
VESSELS

Howard M. Fisher, and Harry T. Montgomery, both of New
Castle, Pa., assignors to Pennsylvania Engineering Corpora-

tion, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,780

Int. CLC21b 7116

U.S. CI. 266-41 17 Claims

1. A metallurgical vessel having a refractory lining and

constructed and arranged for being tilted about a generally

horizontal axis, said vessel having a second axis which is gen-

erally vertical when said vessel is in an untilted position,

at least one tuyere means,

the lower end of said vessel having an opening formed
therein and extending through said refractory lining, at

least the inner end of said opening being substantially

larger than the cross sectional area of said tuyere means,

tuyere support means mounted on the lower end of said

vessel and external of said refractory lining and adjacent

said opening,

said tuyere means being mounted on said tuyere support

means and extending through said opening and toward

the interior of said vessel,

said tuyere support means including a first portion mounted
on said vessel and a second portion mounted on said

tuyere, said portions being adjustably engageable relative

to said vertical axis,

means for securing said first and second portions in each of

a plurality of angular positions whereby said tuyere means
may be mounted in said opening in any one of a plurality

of angular positions relative to said vertical axis,

and refractory closing the remainder of said opening not

occupied by said tuyere means to affix said tuyere means
in its adjusted angular position and to seal said opening.
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3,841,618
ANCHORS FOR SPRINGS FOR FURNITURE

Alexander Solomons, Durban North, South Africa, assignor to
Grafton Furniture Manufacturers Limited, Durban, Natal,
South Africa

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,426
Int. CI. F16f 3100; A47c 23105

U.S. CI. 267-110 3 Claims

<^^ W^ 'V.'

3,841,619

WORKBENCHES
Ronald Price Hickman, Waltham Abbey, England, assignor to

Inventec International Limited, Guernsey, Channel Islands,
England

Division of Ser. No. 803,600, March 3, 1969, Pat. No.
3,615,086. This application Sept. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 177,123
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 4. 1968

10484/68

Int. CI. B25b ///O, B25h 114, 1 110
U.S. CI. 269-244 54 cuims

I. A collapsible worlcbench movable between collapsed and
erected conditions, and including a horizontally extending top
structure affording an upwardly facing work surface, a hori-
zontally extending base structure adapted to rest on a support-
ing surface and including a load-bearing platform upon which
a person can stand in front of the top structure in the erected
condition, front and rear intermediate structures each inter-
connecting the top and base structures with the front interme-

diate structure adjacent the platform, the front and rear inter-
mediate structures having hinge connections to the top and
base structures along four parallel hinge axes in such a manner
that the top structure folds forwardly over the platform in the
collapsed condition, and bracing means at each end to main-
tain the said top and intermediate structures with respect to
the base structure in the erected condition,

the top and base structures being capable of bearing tension
and compression loads in all directions within substan-
tially horizontal planes extending through those struc-
tures, and the front and rear structures each being capa-
ble of bearing tension and compression loads in all direc-
tions within a plane extending through that structure
through the respective upper and lower hinge axes of that
front or rear structure when in the erected condition.

1. An article of furniture comprising a structural member to
which is attached at least one coil tension spring under ten-
sion, the spring being attached to the structural member by
means of an attachment member of wire and in the form of a
U having a base and two arms extending from the base, the
arms being cranked at points equidistant from the base of the
U through angles not less than 90°, the free ends of the arms
being formed as hooks adapted to engage the spring, and the
portion of the attachment member comprising the base and
the arms up to the points at which they are cranked being
adapted to engage a slot formed in the structural member.

3,841,620
WEB FOLDING APPARATUS AND METHOD

Charies A. Lee; Warren R. Furbeck, and Horace N. Kemp, all
of Knoxville, Tenn., assignors to International Paper Com-
pany, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 114,994
Int. CI. B41I 1130

U.S. CI. 270-40 ,7 Claims

~A

1. In apparatus for longitudinally interfolding a plurality of
webs and for advancing the interfolded webs in a continuously
moving stack along a feed path, in combination;

a plurality of folding devices mounted in spaced relationship
with each other along the feed path, each of said folding
devices having an infeed surface and an outfeed surface
extending from and continuous with said infeed surface in
the direction of movement of the stack along the feed
path, said outfeed surface including a pair of gradually
curved diverging folding shoulders, at least one of said
folding shoulders extending at an angle from a portion of
the infeed surface adjacent the feed path obliquely across
at least a portion of the feed path, and outfeed surface
portions extending laterally from said folding shoulders
defming a concave surface, as viewed from the preceding
folding device, between the folding shoulders for con-
cavely folding the portion of a web drawn therebetween,
said folding devices being disposed along the feed path so
that the concave outfeed surface portion of each folding
device can receive the portion of the folded web from the
preceding folding device to be interfolded with the web
supplied to said folding device;

means associated with each of said folding devices for guid-
ing the portion of the folded web from the preceding
folding device to be interfolded with the web supplied to
said folding device into the concave outfeed surface
portion of said folding device so that the folding shoulder
which extends across the feed path is interposed between
said portion of the folded web to be interfolded and the
remainder of said folded web opposite said portion;

means for supplying a web to each of the folding devices;
and
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means for drawing the web supplied to each of the folding

devices over the infeed and outfeed surfaces of said fold-

ing device and into the stack so that said web is folded

concavely around the portion of the folded web from the

preceding folding device guided into the concave outfeed

surface portion of said folding device as said web passes

the outfeed surface of said folding device and so that a

portion of said web on the side of the fold adjacent the

interposed folding shoulder is gradually interposed be-

tween the folded surfaces of the web from the preceding

folding device by said interposed folding shoulder to

interfold said web and the web from the preceding folding

device, and a portion of the web on the other side of the

fold is positioned by the other folding shoulder for guid-

ing into the concave outfeed surface portion of the suc-

ceeding folding device.

3,841,621

APPARATUS FOR FOLDING LONG WEBS OR SHEETS OF
MATERIAL

Frank H. Brown, Norwich, N.Y., assignor to Automecha, Ltd.,

Oxford, N.Y.

Filed June 5, 1973, Ser. No. 367,146

Int. CI. B65h 45170

U.S. CI. 270-61 F 10 Claims

1. A folding apparatus for folding long webs or sheets of

paper or other material, comprising a pair of opposed, parallel

drive rollers for engaging opposite sides of a web of paper or

the like to feed it between the drive rollers, a pinch roller near

each drive roller and spaced closely adjacent thereto, said

pinch rollers disposed in parallel, spaced apart, opposed rela-

tionship to one another on opposite sides of the web, each

drive roller and associated pinch roller defming a folding zone

therebetween into which said web of paper or the like is fed

by said drive rollers, means adjacent the pinch roller and drive

roller on each side of the web for directing a stream of air

between the drive roller and pinch roller on each side of the

web and against opposite sides of the web, and means con-

nected with the pinch roller on each side of the web to move
the pinch rollers in a predetermined sequence of operation

against its associated drive roller to block the stream of air

from impinging against a selected side of the web so that the

stream of air impinging against the other side of the web
deflects a portion of the web into the folding zone between the

pinch roller and drive roller on said selected side, said pinch

rollers movable toward one another to engage said web on
opposite sides thereof to feed said deflected portion of said

web between said drive roller and pinch roller on said selected

side to effect folding of said web, said rollers actuatable to

effect feeding of said web at various speeds and folding of the

web at various intervals along its length and in alternate direc-

tions, as desired.

3,841,622

APPARATUS FOR DISPOSING THIN SHEET MATERIAL
IN A SHINGLED STREAM

Kermit E. Swanson, Naperville, III., assignor to R. R. Donnelly

& Sons Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 405,915

Int. CL B65h 3108, 5124

U.S. CL 271— 13 7 Claims

Jl

I. Apparatus for removing identical rectangular sheets from
a pile in a supply hopper and disposing them in a stream of

precisely shingled, aligned, individual sheets, said apparatus

comprising, in combination:

a sheet supply hopper which is adapted to accommodate a

small pile of sheets, said hopper having a floor, and a

front wall against which the leading end of the pile abuts,

there being a space between the floor and the front wall

so the leading end portion of the pile is unsupported;

a shaft which is beneath said hopper, parallel to said front

wall, and substantially in the vertical plane of the unsup-

ported forward end portion of the pile;

a transfer drum on said shaft, said drum being adapted to

receive sheets seriatim from the bottom of said pile at the

top of the cylinder of revolution of the drum and deposit

them at the bottom of said cylinder of revolution;

means for driving said shaft to rotate the drum so its surface

moves forwardly with respect to the hopper in the upper
portion of said cylinder of revolution;

means for withdrawing sheets seriatim from the bottom of

the pile by moving their leading end portions downwardly
into engagement with the drum;

sheet receiving endless belt conveyor means which has an
upper run immediately beneath the drum, said conveyor
means having a line of travel parallel to the drum shaft;

means for driving said conveyor means at a speed which
is so related to the rate of rotation of the drum that the

conveyor belts move a very small fraction of the length of

a sheet for each half revolution of the drum, whereby
successive sheets deposited on the upper run of the con-

veyor means trail one another by a distance equal to said

very small fraction;

fixed stop means alongside the conveyor means and posi-

tioned to be abutted by the leading ends of the sheets as

the sheets are deposited by the drum;
and jogger means for jogging the deposited sheets against

the stop means, whereby said sheets are precisely aligned

along the belt conveyor means.
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3,841,623
SHEET FEEDING AND LABELING APPARATUS

Charles J. McCarthy; Jerome P. McCarthy, and Robert F.
McCarthy, all of Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to The Proctor
& Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,022
Int. CI. B65h 1116, 3/06

U.S. a. 271-126 2 Claims

1. An apparatus for feeding articles such as knocked-down
containers, sheets or the like in spaced relationship from a
stack thereof comprising:

a. a frame;

b. a stop attached to said frame, adjacent one edge of said
stack, and adapted to engage a leading edge of each
article being fed;

c. a fluid pressure cylinder actuated means connected to
said frame for continuously elevating said stack at a pre-
determined constant rate thereby allowing said articles to
individually clear said stop, said rate being the only con-
trol of the feeding rate of like articles;

d. a controllable fluid pressure source connected to said
cylinder whereby said predetermined constant rate may
be established;

e. a resilient roll including a shaft, said roll being adapted to
rotate in contact with the uppermost article in said stack
as it rests against said stop and to frictionally engage and
feed said article as it rises above said stop; and

f. a means connected to said frame and said shaft for driving
said roll.

3,841,624

TICKET READER
Pierre G. Foret, Sudbury, and John William Donohoe, Natick,

both of Mass., assignors to Dennison Manufacturing Com-
pany, Framingham, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 56,281, July 20, 1970, Pat. No. 3,689,065.
This application Mar. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 236,510

Int. CI. B65h 29/00
U.S.CL 271-180 7 Claims

1. In a ticket reading system having a plurality of stations
one of said stations being an ejection station, a rotary turret
having a plurality of ticket receivers about a top surface
thereof, means for rotating said turret and stopping said turret

at said stations, each of said ticket receivers shaped to receive
a ticket for retention therein and each of said ticket receivers
having an opening therein extending from a bottom surface
thereof to a bottom surface of said turret, ejecting means
positioned at said ejecting station and having an ejecting head
positioned below said turret bottom and movable to extend
into said opening by first extending through the opening at the
turret bottom to engage a ticket supported by the bottom of
the ticket receiver, vacuum means coupled to each of said
ticket receivers for producing suction to retain tickets in said
receiver, hood means positioned at least in part above said
turret and at said ejecting station with a portion thereof lo-
cated so that a ticket receiver may be positioned therebelow
when the turret is stopped to position one of said ticket receiv-
ers at said ejecting station, means for deactivating said vac-
uum means to permit said ticket to be supported by said ticket
receiver bottom without suction applied thereto when said
ticket receiver is positioned and stopped at said ejecting sta-
tion, and control means providing an actuating signal to said
ejecting means after suction has been removed and said ticket
receiver is positioned and stopped at said ejection station to
cause said ejecting head to extend through said opening by
entering from the bottom of the turret to engage a surface of
a ticket supported by the bottom of the ticket receiver and
propel it into free flight against the hood thereabove so as to
deflect it away from said ticket receiver.

3,841,625
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DELIVERING SHEETS
Guy V. Carricato, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Miller Printing
Machinery Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 334,981
Int. CI. B65h 29/28

U.S. CL 271-182 7 Claims

1. A sheet delivery mechanism for delivering sheets from a
printing unit to a pile comprising,

a first endless conveyor having sheet engaging means
thereon,

an intermediate transfer cylinder rotatably mounted be-
tween said first endless conveyor and a pile of sheets, said
intermediate transfer cylinder having sheet engaging
means thereon,

said sheet engaging means includes sheet front edge engag-
ing devices and sheet tail edge engaging devices,

a second endless conveyor having sheet engaging means
thereon positioned adjacent to said intermediate transfer
cylinder and in overlying relation with said pile,

said first endless conveyor sheet engaging means arranged
to engage the front edge of a sheet and convey said sheet
from a printing unit to said intermediate transfer cylinder,
said intermediate transfer cylinder arranged to transfer
the front edge of the sheet from said first endless con-
veyor to said second endless conveyor sheet engaging
means,
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said second endl^$s conveyor sh«e4 engaging means ar-

ranged to engage the front edge of said sheet and convey
the sheet into overlying relation with said pile,

said intermediate transfer cylinder arranged to engage the

sheet front edge transferred from saiJTIrst endless con-

veyor sheet engaging means with said shejet front edge

engaging devices and transfer said sheet fnafnt edge to said

second endless conveyor sheet engaging means while said

sheet tail edge remains engaged by sai4intermediate

transfer cylinder sheet tail edge engaging devhjes, and
means to release said sheet front edge from sa)d second

endless conveyor sheet engaging means whUtf^said sheet

tail edge remains engaged by said intermediate transfer

cylinder sheet tail edge engaging means.

3,841,626

SHEET FEEDING APPARATUS
Willi Weisgerber, Johannisberg, Germany, assignor to Miller

Printing Machinery Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 336,967

Int. CL B65h 5/06, F16h 25/14

U.S.CL 271-268 7 Claims

1. In a sheet feeding apparatus the combination comprising,

a first shaft member rotatably supported in a frame portion,

a gear non-rotatably mounted on said first shaft and ar-

ranged to rotate said shaft at a preselected velocity,

a first cam member non-rotatably secured to said first shaft

for rotation therewith,

a second cam member non-rotatably secured to said first

shaft for rotation therewith,

a rack actuator positioned between said cam members and
arranged to reciprocate relative thereto,

said rack actuator having a first cam follower positioned in

overlying relation with a cam surface of said first cam
member,

said rack actuator having a second cam follower positioned

in overlying relation with a cam surface of said second

cam member,
means to urge both of said cam followers against said re-

spective cam surfaces of both of said cam members,
a second shaft member rotatably supported in said frame

portion with feed rolls non-rotatably mounted thereon,

said second shaft having a drive pinion non-rotatably

mounted thereon, and

a gear rack secured to and extending from said rack actua-

tor in meshing relation with said pinion gear so that upon
reciprocation of said rack actuator said pinion gear and

said second shaft oscillate said feed rolls.

3,841,627

PUSH PULL ROTATABLE WHEEL TYPE EXERCISING
DEVICE

Heinz Vetter, Hanover, Germany, assignor to Heimsport

GmbH, Hannover, Germany
Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,735

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 3, 1972,

2210249
Int. CL A63b2;/06, 2i/04

U.S. CL 272-79 R 11 Claims

3 t

1. A gymnastic apparatus comprising a closed housing, a

shaft journaled in said housing, a single weighted mass means
mounted on the shaft which offers resistance to rotation by an

exerciser, said shaft having a traction rope wound thereon,

said mass means being mounted on said shaft at one end
thereof, said shaft having a maximum diameter of 0.455
inches, the traction rope engaging with one of its ends the

opposite end of the shaft, the other end of the rope being

attached to the housing, an independent housing having

mounted therein a handle for gripping and pulling during an
exercise, said independent housing having at least one roller,

said rope being guided over said at least one roller, said shaft

being provided at one of it's ends with a collar which is larger

in diameter than the shaft, and the transition from the shaft to

the collar being substantially concave.

3,841,628

GAME APPARATUS AND METHOD
Adolph E. Goldfarb, 4614 Monarca Dr., Tarzana, CaliL 91356

Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,123
Int. CI. A63f 9/00

U.S. CI. 273-1 R 9 Claims

-0

1. A game comprising:

playing board means comprised of a plurality of differing

playing areas,

at least two playing elements each having a first portion

capable of being held by a player and a second portion

adjacent said first portion capable of removably adhering

to said board means when a player strikes said board

means with said second portion of said element, said

second portion of said element having a configuration

such that, when said second portion of one of said playing

elements adheres to said board means, a second portion

of another of said playing elements is capable of remov-
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ably adhering to said second portion of said one playing
element,

and separate means for randomly indicating the playing
areas of said board means.

3,841,629
GAME APPARATUS

Gordon A. Barlow, Skokie, III., assignor to Marvin Glass &
Associates, Chicago, III.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,334
Int. CI. A63f 9/00

U.S. CI. 273-1 R 16 Claims

of the member and having upper and lower horizontally
elongated edges shaped to define guides, the lower edge
being relatively thick; and

a thin vertical horizontally elongated rectangular resilient
flexible plastic plate detachably engaging the rubber
sheet and slidably held in place by the guides.

3,841,631
PORTABLE BASKETBALL BACKSTOP CONSTRUCTION
Edward M. Dolan, 458 Hawthorne St., Glendale, Calif. 91204

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,556
Int. CI. A63b 63/02

U.S. CI. 273-1.5 R 5 Calms

- I

1. Game apparatus comprising: a supporting frame struc-
ture including a central playing area; a plurality of indicating
means angularly disposed around the playing area each mov-
able generally radially between a first position substantially
withm said playing area and second position substantially
outside of said playing area representing indicating and non-
indicating positions, respectively; individual actuating means
for each of said indicating means; and means operatively
associating each actuating means with its respective indicating
means so as to always move the indicating means from one of
said rest positions back to the other whenever the respective
actuating means is selectively actuated by a player of the game
whereby each indicating means may be moved back and forth
between said positions on successive actuations of the respec-
tive actuating means.

X**
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3,841,630
HOCKEY PLAYER TRAINING DEVICE

Fernando Renna, Galt-Cambridge, OnUrio, Canada, assignor
to The Raymond Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y., a
part interest

Filed Jan. 14, 1974, Ser. No. 433,089
Int. CI. A63b 69/00, 71/08

U.S. CI. 273-1 B 3 Claims

iO

1. A base means for movable apparatus used in games and
physical training, comprising:

a frame means comprising a rigid plate having a curvilinear
periphery,

an upstanding hollow socket member secured to a central
area of said plate,

gusset members extending between said socket members
and plate for fracing said socket member,

said socket member providing an attachment means to a
piece of athletic equipment;

and a hollow container means of resilient material on said
plate and having an outer surface extending upwardly
from the peripheral edge of the plate and converging at
the top of the socket member,

said container means enclosing said socket and gusset mem-
bers,

the container means being adapted to be filled with liquid
to stabilize and fi)^ said base means and associated equip-
ment at a selected location,

the outer surface of the container means above the plate
being curvilinear, spaced from the gusset members, and
providing a resilient surface adapted to be contacted by
and yieldable under a players body without harm or injury
thereto.

I. A device used in training hockey players comprising:
a thin vertical horizontally elongated rectangular rigid plas-

tic member;
handle means secured to one major surface of the member;

a thin rubber sheet secured to the opposite major surface

3,841,632
BOWLING TYPE GAME

Carl Schwartz, 5123 Surf Ave. Sea Gate, Brooklyn. N Y
11224

'

Filed July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 376,104
Int. CI. A63d 1/00

U.S.CL 273-39 g ctaims
1. A game comprising an alley defining longitudinally ex-

tending flat topped base having distal and proximate sections
at opposite ends thereof, substantially coextensive banking
walls extending along opposite longitudinal edges of said base
and including similar confronting outwardly curved concave
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Inside faces, a plura ity of target elements resting on said base

distal section, a projectile propellable along said base from
said proximate section toward said distal section and an obsta-
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cle located on said base intermediate said banking walls and
delineating with said banking walls a pair of opposite passage-

ways of greater width than said projectile.

3,841,633

BOWLING BALL PATH INDICATOR
Richard David Walsh, York, and James Edward Baugher,

Biar, both of Pa., assignors to AMF Incorporated, White

Plains, N.Y.

Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,820

Int. CI. A63d 5/04

U.S. CI. 273-54 D 13 Claims

oc or • mmM Mu. mt>« i doct
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1. In a computerized optimum ball path indicator for bowl-

ing alleys including a pinspotter, a pinspotter mask having

selectively illuminated ball path arrows thereon, selective

control means for said arrows and computer means responsive

to pins left standing after the bowling of a first ball in a bowl-

ing frame to logically select one or more appropriate ball

paths to knock down the combination of standing pins from a

first plurality of appropriate ball paths, the improvement
comprising:

{

|

scan sequence selector means responsive to said appropri-

ate ball paths selected by said computer means;

said selector means having a first plurality of ball path

inputs equal in number to said first plurality of appropri-

ate ball paths for receiving an input signal corresponding

to those ball paths selected by the computer means;

a second plurality of intermediate ball path outputs repre-

sentative of a lesser number of optimum ball paths than

said first plurality of appropriate ball paths;

logic means interconnecting said first plurality of appropri-

ate ball path inputs with said second plurality of interme-

diate outputs, each of said first plurality of inputs having

a series connected sequencing switch between it and said

logic means;

a plurality of optimum ball path relay means corresponding

one to each of said second plurality of intermediate out-

puts;

a control output from said logic means common to said

inputs and a first control relay controlled thereby;

cancel and set sequence switch means and latching relay

means controlled thereby to unlatch and latch, respec-

tively;
1

1

computer call input means and a second associated control

relay means actuated in response to a call signal from said

computer means, said second control relay means selec-

tively interconnecting said SET SEQUENCE switch

means in circuit with said latching relay means;

third control relay means controlled by said latching relay

means, selectively completing a circuit between said

latching relay means, selectively completing a circuit

between said common control output and said first con-

trol relay means and selectively, in conjunction with said

first control relay means, enabling said optimum ball path

relay means;

fourth control relay means selectively initially controlled by

said latching relay means and subsequently held in by said

computer call input means in response to a call signal;

reset relay means selectively controlled by said latching and
fourth control relay means;

pinspotter reset output means selectively controlled by said

reset relay means;

optimum ball path output means corresponding in number
to said plurality of optimum ball path relay means and

corresponding one to each said ballpath arrows on said

pinspotter means; and

driving means sequentially closing and opening said se-

quence switch means continuously in predetermined

sequence to thereby scan, in each said sequence, each of

said first plurality of appropriate ball paths inputs, con-

strain said latching and control relay means to CANCEL
a present sequence and SET said scan sequence selector

means for a subsequent sequence, and effect energization

of one of said optimum ball path output means and its

associated ball path arrow in response to the first occur-

rence in said scan sequence of a said input signal on a said

one of said first plurality of ball path inputs.

3,841,634

BALL FIELD AND GAME EQUIPMENT
Dennis A. Mavrofrides, Haverhill, Mass., assignor to The Ray-

mond Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y., a part inter-

est

Filed Jan. 18, 1974, Ser. No. 434,597
Int. CL A63b 11/02

U.S. CI. 273-95 H 10 Claims

.
s m 10 ^'y ** y _*' ^.Lft f T T t *^ ^ f

^^T(5)7i3I5?5 ^ ^

1. A field game, comprising

a field area of substantially rectangular configuration en-

closed by a track path and divided into two courts;

a plurality of fling tubes, mitts, hard hats and body protect-

ing equipment one of each adapted to be used by a corre-

sponding one of the players;

a fling ball adapted to be thrown by the players via the fling

tubes;

six hurdles placed in the track at desired locations;

a loop at one point of the track to separate and reverse

runners;

a pair of buffers;

a pair of entrance corridors each for a corresponding court

and each leading runners from a buffer to the track and
from the track to the buffer of the opposing court;

a pair of dead zones each located between a corresponding

one of the buffers and the track;

a net stretched across the field area and dividing it into two
courts;
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a pair of spoiler zones each extending along a corresponding
side of the net; and

three spaced circular areas in each court.

3,841,635
TIP FOR TOY ARROWS

Rollin V. Wilson, 4205 Long Uaf Dr., Memphis, Tenn. 381 17
Filed Sept. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 397,395

Int. CI. A63b 65102; F41b 5102
U.S. CI. 273-106.5 A 5 Claims

vibratory means associated with the playing surface for
imparting vibrations thereto;

a plurality of playing pieces at least one for each player of
the game and adapted for movement over said playing
surface in response to the vibrations imparted thereto;
and

a plurality of individually operable upsetting devices
mounted on the support frame for operation by players of
the game and movable into positions relative to said
playing surface for upsetting an opposing player's playing
piece as it moves over the playing surface.

3,841,637
PLAYING CARD SELECTION APPARATUS

Nicholas F. Piazza, 13 Alpine Way, Huntington Station, N.Y.
11746, and Vincent Stano, 13 Leaf Ln., Levittown, N.Y.
11756

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,819
Int. CI. A63f 1106, 5/04

U.S. CI. 273-141 A 9 Claims

I. An improvement in a tip for a launchable toy of the type
having an elongated shaft including a rearward end for releas-
ably engaging propulsion means and a forward end with said
tip being attached thereto, and said tip including flexible
resilient suction cup means; wherein said improvement com-
prises anti-grip means for causing said suction cup means to
collapse inwardly when manually pinched while attempting to

pull said tip from said shaft, the perimeter of said suction cup
means being circular, said cup means including a concavo-
convex lip, said anti-grip means including an annular portion
of said concavo-convex lip defining concentric socket means
recessed into the concave surface thereof for weakening the
circular wall of said lip to cause said suction cup means to
readily collapse inwardly when manually pinched while at-

tempting to pull said tip from said shaft said tip including a
double tapered shank member integrally attached to said
suction cup means, said shank member being provided with a
tapered socket for receiving the tapered forward end of said
shaft and the exterior of said shank member being tapered
towards said tapered socket therein, and the convex surface of
said concavo-convex lip being frustro-conical in shape and
being angularly disposed with respect to said tapered exterior
of said shank member.

1. Apparatus for use in the selection of playing cards com-
prising a base, a card holder and a card indicator, said card
holder including equidistant circumferentially spaced means
for receiving a plurality of playing cards in a generally up-
standing attitude and being mounted for rotation in at least
one direction with respect to said base, said card indicator
including a designating end and being mounted for rotatio^ in
a direction opposite to said one direction with respect to ^id
base and being constructed and arranged with respect to said
card holder in a manner that said designating end passes
proximate to said playing card receiving means for use in

designating a playing card, and means for concurrently im-
parting opposite rotational motion to said card holder and said

. _ card indicator with respect to said base.

3,841,636
—

VIBRATORY GAME 3,841,638
Burton C. Meyer, Downers Grove, III., assignor to Marvin SLIDABLE BLOCK PUZZLE

Glass & Associates, Chicago, III. Franli W. Sinden, 106 Maple St., Summit, NJ. 07901
Filed Nov. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 419,960 Filed Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 341,077

Int. CI. A63f 9/00 Int. ci. A63f 9/08
U.S. CI. 273-110 6 Claims U.S. CL 273-153 S 9 Claims

1. A game apparatus, comprising:
a support frame;

a relatively stiff, resilient sheet member supported by the
frame defining a playing surface;

1. A mechanical puzzle comprising a plurality of blocks
contiguously contacting one another within a space greater
than that defined by said plurality; and a frame comprising
longitudinal members, each member having a longitudinal
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dimension and a width perpendicular to said longitudinal

dimension less than the maximum dimensional measurement
of any block, said members being disposed with their widths
covering edges where said blocks are in contact with one
another such that portions of said blocks away from said edges
are not obscured thereby.

3,841,639
GOLF BALL RETRIEVING CLUB

Frank D. Werner, Box S. R. 9, Jackson, Wyo. 83001
Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 284,746

Int. CI. A63b 53/04

U.S. CI. 273-162 E 2 Claims

1-2

1. A golf putter construction comprising a head and a shaft
attached to said head, said head having a golf ball engaging
face surface, a bottom surface, a cavity formed in said bottom
surface, said cavity being defined by a peripheral wall surface
of such size as to surround portions of a golf ball and being
open in direction to permit entry of a golf ball into said cavity
from the bottom of said head, a flexible, bendable, elastomeric
resilient tubular element positioned on a portion of said pe-
ripheral wall surface of said cavity, means mounting said
tubular element comprising an aperture located in said por-
tion of said peripheral wall surface and opening to said cavity,

said tubular element being retained partially in said aperture
with a portion of said tubular element projecting into said

cavity, said tubular element having open ends defined by a
bore extending from end to end, said bore having its longitudi-
nal axis positioned substantially parallel to a plane tangent to

the bottom of said head and normal to said golf ball engaging
face surface, said resilient tubular element being of such size

as to engage a golf ball inserted into said cavity, said resilient

tubular element being sufficiently resilient so the end thereof
projecting into the cavity flattens when a golf ball is inserted
into said cavity and said tubular element urges a golf ball in

the cavity to engage a portion of said peripheral surface on a
side of said cavity opposite from said resilient tubular element
to retain a golf ball in said cavity.

3,841,640
' GOLF PUTTER

Leo P. Gaulocher, Plioenix, Ariz., assignor to James T. Hunter,
Glendale, Ariz.

Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,807
Int. CI. A63b 53/04

U.S. CI. 273-164 6 Claims
1. In a golf putter, a head comprising:

a. a main solid body portion having an undersurface, a top

927 O.G.—37

surface, a rear segmental, cylindrical surface extending
between said top and under surfaces and defined by a

diameter substantially the same as that of a standard

putting green cup, a pair of spaced substantially flat,

coplanar face sections between which opens a recess

defined by a segmental, cylindrical surface of a diameter
substantially the same as that of a standard golf ball, a
flange extending forwardly of each of said face sections

and presenting a shoulder overhanging each of said sec-

tions, the top surface of said flanges being an extension of
said top surface of said body portion, and a hosel inte-

grally joined to said body at the top surface thereof;

b. an elongated substantially flat face plate having a finished

front face with a sweet spot and a rear flat surface, a pair

of wings, each of said wings having a top edge surface

which engages said overhanging shoulders, said rear flat

•31^

surfaces of each wing being in face-to-face engagement
with said face sections, and a central portion upwardly
extending from said top edge surfaces and upwardly
extending between said flanges and being flush with the

side surfaces of said flanges, said face plate and the front

surfaces of said flanges being substantially coplanar and
forming the front face of said putter;

c. a sole plate having a rear segmental, cylindrical surface

of the same diameter as that of the rear surface of the

body with which it aligns and a straight front edge surface

below said face sections, and
d. means securing said body portion, face plate and sole

plate in assembled relation,

said body and face plate being related so that a vertical plane
bisecting said segmental, cylindrical surfaces passes through
said sweet spot.

3,841,641

PUTTER
Richard C. Bennett, 7333 Armitage, Elmwood Park, III. 60635

Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,228
Int. CI. A63b 53/00

U.S. CI. 273—164 12 Claims

I. A putter for use on a putting green, comprising a shaft

having an axis, a head at one end of said shaft, said head
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including a front face for striicing a golf ball and two pivot

points opposite said front face, there being a first predeter-

mined angle between said front face and a straight line

through said pivot points, said head including a bottom sur-

face having a portion which is tangent to an imaginary surface

that coincides with the surface of the putting green when the

putter assumes a predetermined ball-addressing position,

there being a second predetermined angle between the axis of

said shaft and a normal to said imaginary surface, said first and

second predetermined angles being substantially equal and

being substantially greater than zero degrees, whereby said

putter is used by first positioning it in a prone position so that

said pivot points are on the green and said shaft is aligned with

a proposed direction of travel of a golf ball and then pivoting

said putter about said pivot points to said predetermined

ball-addressing position in which said bottom surface portion

is on the green, thereby automatically causing said front face

to be perpendicular to the proposed direction of travel of said

golf ball.

3,841,642

ROTARY MECHANICAL FLUID SEAL
Alton Everett Kirker, Jr., Narragansett, R.I., assignor to Sea-

lol. Inc., Warwick, R.I.

Filed May 28, 1971, Ser. No. 147,957

Int. CI. F16j 1 5140, 1 5154

U.S. CI. 277—40 2 Claims

3ia

3,841,643
SEAL FOR BEARINGS AND SIMILAR ROTATING

MEMBERS
Neil J. McLean, Rt. 3, Box 467B, Plymouth, Ind. 46563

Filed Jan. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 219,656
Int. CI. F16j 15140, 15/48

U.S. CI. 277—57 7 Claims

1. A rotary mechanical fluid seal, adapted to cooperate with

a rotating member, consisting of a housing having an inner

shell provided with a shaft opening, a spacing collar having a

front surface, means fastening said spacing collar to said inner

shell in fluid tight relationship, a primary sealing ring provided

with a sealing face, a circular recess, a wall and an axial bore,

means slidably fastening said primary sealing ring to said

housing, a secondary sealing ring having an outside surface

and a rear surface, means slidably engaging said outside sur-

face with said circular recess in fluid tight relationship, spring

means interposed between said wall and said secondary seal-

ing ring urging said rear surface into engagement with said

front surface in fluid tight relationship, in which said means
slidably fastening said primary sealing ring to said housing

consists of an outer shell having a pair of lugs fastened to said

outer shell, said sealing ring being provided with a plurality of

slots said pair of lugs slidably engaing a pair of slots selected

from said plurality of slots to removably fasten said sealing

ring to said housing said housing having a pair of detent slots,

a retaining ring having a central opening, a pair of prongs, with

each prong having a detent projection, said sealing ring face

projecting through said central opening with said pair of

prongs located in a pair of slots selected from said plurality of

slots and with said detent projections removably engaging said

detent slots to thereby provide a unitary structure.

1. A seal for use between components experiencing relative

revolving movement comprising a first seal part adapted to be

secured to one of the components and a second seal part

adapted to be secured to the other of the components, said

seal parts having confronting continuous faces with at least

one face being shiftable over the other face during revolving

movement of said components, the face of the first seal part

having a continuous groove formed therein, the face of said

second seal part including means cooperating with said groove

to form a continuous slot between said faces, an elongated

flexible strip positioned loosely between each of said seal parts

and fitting within and extending entirely around said slot, said

strip having overlapping ends and a width sufficient to overlap

portions of said first and second seal parts in all operative

positions of the seal.

3,841,644

LOW FRICTION SEALING RING
Charles S. White, 35815 42nd St. East, Palmdaie, Calif. 93550

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 316,844, Dec. 28, 1972,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 76,110, Sept. 28,

1970, abandoned. This application Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No.

332,419
Int. CI. F16j 75/00

U.S. CI. 277— 158 7 Claims

1. A low friction sealing ring comprising: an annulus having

a continuous peripheral edge formed of a continuous helical

winding of bondable low friction thread impregnated with a

bonding resin cured to a solidifed matrix bonding the thread

turns to each other, and said annulus having radially extending

corrugations rendering the annulus radially expansible and

contractible to closely conform to a cylindrical surface against

which the peripheral edge of the annulus is adapted to bear to

form a seal therewith.
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3,841,645

THROUGH HOLE MACHINE TOOL COLLET
Hubert J. Parsons, Horseheads, N.Y., assignor to Hardinge

Brothers Inc., Elmira, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 295,017
Int. CI. B23b 3/ /20

U.S. CI. 279—1 A 34 Claims

b.

c.

d.

1. A working gripping device for a machine tool spindle

comprising:

a. a collet for mounting on said spindle, said collet compris-

ing a tubular member having a plurality of longitudinally

extending furcations,

said collet having an axial passageway therethrough,

insert means mounted in said collet passageway,

said insert means having a work receiving passageway

therethrough substantially coaxial with said collet pas-

sageway,

e. said insert means including work engaging means forming

at least a portion of said work receiving passageway, and
f. spring means resiliently connecting said insert means
and said collet,

g. said insert means including spindle engaging abutment
means extending radially beyond said collet so that said

abutment means contacts said spindle when said collet is

closed,

h. said spring means being positioned radially outward from
said work receiving passageway.

I) 3,841,646

INTERCHANGEABLE TOOL MOUNTING DEVICE
Gene Lee Bennett, North Madison, Ohio, assignor to Genio

Tools, Inc., Mentor, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 183,090, Sept. 23, 1971, Pat
No. 3,754,767. This application Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No.

351,163The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Aug. 28, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. B23b 29100, 29/26

U.S. CI. 279-14 11 Claims

1. A tool holder comprising; an elongated substantially

cylindrical body member having opposite end portions and a

longitudinal axis, a bore extending substantially coaxially into

said body member from one of said end portions thereof,

mounting means on said body member for mounting said body

member to a machine, a plurality of substantially cylindrical

tool holders having longitudinal axes and opposite tool holder

end portions, tool holder bores extending substantially coaxi-

ally into said opposite tool holder end portions, each of said

tool holder bores having a different diameter, said tool holders

being receivable in said bore in said body member with said

longitudinal axis of said body member substantially coinciden-

tal with said longitudinal axes of said tool holders, each of said

tool holders having a substantially common predetermined

length and opposite ends, said bore in said body member
having a bottom, releasable securing means for securing one
of said tool holders in working position within said bore in said

body member with one of said ends of said one tool holder

extending outwardly from said bore in said body member and
the other of said ends positioned in said bore in said body
member, the distance from said other end of said one tool

holder to said bottom of said bore in said body member being

at least as great as said predetermined length of said tool

holders, said mounting means comprising an elongated ta-

pered mounting shank extending coaxially of said body mem-
ber from the other of said end portions thereof

3,841,647

SELF-CENTERING CHUCK MECHANISM
Cleveland N. Cooper, Kirkwood, Mo., assignor to The Pandji-

ris Weldment Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Jan. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 322,378

Int. CI. B23biy//6
U.S. CI. 279-110 8 Claims

9 9

1. In a chuck mechanism:

a. a frame including pivot means defining an axis,

b. a slide member being connected to a pivot means and the

slide member being rotatable about the axis of said pivot

means,

c. means on said frame for guiding said slide member,
d. said pivot means and said guide means cooperating to

support said slide member on the frame for reciprocative

and rotary movement relative thereto,

e. a jaw carried by the slide member,

f. an actuator mounted to the frame for oscillative move-
ment about the frame pivot means axis and including

pivot means defining a pivot axis spaced from the frame

pivot means axis, and

g. link means interconnecting said actuator pivot means to

said slide member pivot means or reciprocative move-
ment of the slide member and jaw toward and away from
the frame pivot means axis and for rotational movement
of the slide member and jaw about the slide member pivot

means axis as the actuator oscillates.

3,841,648
SKI TIE

Charles M. Meyer, Littleton, Colo., assignor to Colorado Ski

Area Equipment Company, Denver, Colo.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,448
Int. CI. A63c 11/02

U.S. CI. 280—11.37 A 1 Claim

1. A tie for binding a pair of skis to each other in bottom-

to-bottom spaced relationship comprising an elongate strip of

a material whose characteristics are fiexibility, inextensibility

and strength with said material remaining substantially con-

stant over the range of temperatures to which the skis would
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normally be subjected, said strip having a length equal to
approximately 3 Vz times the sum of the width plus thickness
of a typical ski with a first section being disposable between
the bottoms of said skis to be tied together to maintain the
same in spaced relationship to one another, first and second
substantially flat mating portions of a hook and loop-type
fabric fastening material, means securing the first fastening
material portion to one side of said strip at the end thereof

3,841,650
LUGGAGE CARRIER

Robert A. Miskelly, 10853 S. Harlem, Worth, III. 60482
Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 372,979

Int. CI. B62d 21118
U.S. CI. 280-37

10 Claims

3,841,649
SNOW AND WATER VEHICLE

Wayne W. McMullen, 1103 93rd Ln. N.W., Coon Rapids
Minn. 55433

'

Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,394
Int. CI. B62b 13100; B62m 27100

U.S. CI. 280-16 16 Claims

1. A vehicle for travel over snow and water including-
a buoyant hull;

a plurality of generally horizontal lifting support means
assembled to the hull to provide lifting support to the hull,
mcluding a pair of side lifting support members symmetri-
cally positioned on either side of the hull;

linkage means interconnecting the plurality of support
means;

first extension and retraction means associated with the
linkage means operable to selectively simultaneously
extend the lifting support means and retract the lifting
support means relative to the hull; and

second extension and retraction means associated with the
linkage means operable to selectively extend one side
liftmg support member relative to the hull and to retract
the other side lifting support member relative to the hull
to impart directional control to the vehicle.

opposite to said first section, and means securing the second
fastenmg material portion to the opposite side of said strip at
a location spaced from the opposite end of said strip by be-
tween one-third and one-half of the length of said strip so that
said second fastening means portion is outside said first sec-
tion of said strip disposable between said skis and can be
mated with said first fastening material portion in a substan-
tially flat unobstructive juncture on the top of one of said skis

1. A luggage carrier comprising four elongated strut-like
structural members, at least two of said members being of
equal length and at least one of different length than said two
equal length members, means for removably joining the ends
of said equal length members with the other two of said mem-
bers such that the other two of said members are in a spaced
parallel relationship to either form a dimensionally stable
symmetrical frame or a knock down kit for easy packing
means attached to each structural member for attaching said
carrier to only one of the sides of a piece of luggage, at least
two wheel means attached to at least one of said other struc-
tural members in positions for moving the luggage when the
assembled frame is in position on the one side of the luggage
and means whereby the silhouette of said luggage carrier is
reduced without removal from said side for shipment with the
luggage.

3,841,651
WHEEL MOUNTED, SUPPORT PLATFORM HAND

TRUCK
Stephen W. BIgney, Spring Valley, Star Rt., Mayer, Ariz.
86333

Filed July 19, 1973, Ser, No. 380,705
Int. CI. B62b H02

U.S. CI. 280-47.16 2 Claims

I. A wheel mounted, support platform hand truck for carry-
ing articles, such as building sheet material, comprising in
combination:

an elongated support plate forming a carrying surface of
said wheel mounted, support platform hand truck said
elongated support plate being a channel having first and
second elongated side portions depending therefrom
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a frame member secured to said first elongated side portion

of said elongated support plate, said frame member ex-

tending upwardly from said elongated support plate a

distance sufficient to allow building sheet material to be

transported thereby to have the upper edge thereof rest

against said frame member,

a primary journalled roller member secured beneath said

elongated support plate with the journal axis perpendicu-

lar to the sides of and substantially centered along the

length of said elongated support plate, said primary roller

member comprising a pair of wheels disposed on opposite

sides of said support plate, thereby providing means to

enable the transport of said wheel mounted, support

platform hand truck from place to place, and a terminal-

ly-hooked locking bar adjustably secured to a vertically-

slotted elongated guide member which is secured to said

frame member and to said first elongated side portion of

said support plate with the slot being in a vertical position

substantially directly above said primary roller member
when said elongated support plate is horizontal, said

locking bar being vertically movable in the slot of said

slotted guide member and adapted to be locked in place

at the desired elevation to hook the building sheet mate-

rial and thereby hold it firmly in place on the elongated

support plate and against said frame member, a pair of

spaced secondary roller members secured beneath said

elongated support plate and located substantially at the

terminating ends of said elongated support plate, the

lowermost points of said secondary roller members being

higher than the lowermost point of said primary roller

member when the carrying surface of said elongated

support plate is horizontal above a floor surface on which

said primary roller member rests, said secondary roller

members providing means for maintaining said wheel

mounted, support platform hand truck in an easily bal-

anced condition while moving a quantity of building sheet

material secured thereto.

3,841,652

TANDEM AXLE SUSPENSION ASSEMBLY
Roy C. Higginson, Poplar Bldg., Crystal Springs Apts. No. 204,

Atglen, Pa. 19365

Filed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,487

Int. CI. B60g 5/06

U.S. CI. 280-104.5 B 16 Claims

1. A spring suspension assembly for tandem axles, compris-

ing, in combination:

a. a pair of leaf springs, each arranged for mounting an axle;

b. a pair of spring hangers mountable on a vehicle frame

and arranged for receiving ends of said leaf spring; and

c. equalizer means arranged between said spring hangers for

receiving ends of said springs opposite those ends re-

ceived by said hangers for supporting a vehicle load ex-

erted through the springs and transmitting force applied

to one axle to the other axle, said equalizer means includ-

ing an equalizer beam receiving the spring ends and pro-

vided with a transverse hole, a pin arranged in said trans-

verse hole, and means for engaging said pin and prevent-

ing movement of said pin about an axis parallel to said

transverse hole and said pin, said equalizer means further

including an equalizer bracket mountable on a vehicle

frame, and means for removably connecting said beam to

said bracket, and wherein said means for preventing

includes at least one flat surface provided on a portion of

said pin which extends beyond said beam, and a means
mounted on said bracket for retainingly engaging said flat

surface when said beam and bracket are connected to-

gether.

3,841,653

STABILIZATION MEANS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
Gunther Strauff, Kaarst, Germany, assignor to Langen & Co.,

Dusseldorf, Germany
Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,098

Claims priority, application Germany, June 16, 1971,

2129846
Int. CI. B60g 27/06

U.S. CI. 280—124 F 9 Claims

ID
.»

Lis>^

u

.-1

T ^
1. A stabilization device for motor vehicles provided with a

hydro-pneumatic suspension system and a level-regulating

device which, depending on the distance between wheel sup-

ports and a vehicle body, in a first control position supplies

pressure medium from a pressure source into a working space

of at least one resilient element mounted between the wheel

supports and the vehicle body, and in a second control posi-

tion, removes pressure medium from the Working space, while

in a third control position which is in accordance with the

level position, blocks the working space, a hydraulic servo-

steering device provided with a pressure source, a control

valve and a servo-motor whereby a change-over valve with an

influencing effect on the level-regulation is activated during

operation of the steering device, the improvement comprising

said change-over valve being series-connected with the level-

regulating device so that in a first position in accordance with

driving along straight roads, the level-regulating device func-

tions normally while in a second position during driving along

curving or winding roads, the effect of the level-regulating

device is suspended whereby the switching of the change-over

valve from the first into the second position is effected hydrau-

lically via the assistance of the pressure-difference or the

pressure-increase which develops within the servo-steering

device during driving on curving or winding roads.

3,841,654

VEHICLE SAFETY SYSTEM
Donald J. Lewis, Troy, Mich., assignor to Allied Chemical

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 290,917

Int. CI. B60r2//0S
U.S. CI. 280- 150 AB 16 Claims

1. A vehicle safety system comprising:

a seat belt having an inflatable section thereof which is
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adapted to be positioned about a wearer when the wearer
is seated in a seat in the vehicle, said inflatable section

being in the form of a hollow tube normally longitudinally

folded and maintained in an uninflated state,

frangible fastening means normally maintaining said inflat-

able section in said uninflated state, said fastening means
being breakable in response to inflation to permit unfold-

ing of said inflatable section;

sensing means responsive to a preselected condition of the

vehicle;

inflating means capable of inflating said inflatable section;

electrical connecting means connecting said inflating

means and said sensing means;
said inflating means being responsive to actuation of said

sensing means and capable of inflating said inflatable

section prior to any substantial forward motion of the

wearer relative to his seat as a result of said preselected

condition; and
said inflatable section upon inflation, expanding radially

outward towards said wearer and contracting longitudi-

nally, whereby said wearer is pressed rearwardly in his

seat prior to any substantial forward motion.

3,841,655

SPRING SUSPENSION FOR MOTOR VEHICLE AXLES
Friedrich Schaeff, Benshein-Auerbach, Germany, assignor to

Otto Sauer Achsenfabrik, Keilberg uber Aschaffenburg,

Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 214,221, Dec. 30, 1971. This

application June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,007
Claims priority, application Germany, June 19, 1972,

2229663
Int. CI. B60g 11112

U.S. CI. 280-124 R U Claims

n-"^

II -i I

1. In a spring suspension for an axle of a motor vehicle

having a chassis and an axle body spaced therefrom, the spring

suspension comprising:

A. a hinge means secured to said chassis on either side of

the longitudinal central axis of the vehicle, each said

hinge means including a pivot pin defining an axis normal
to said central axis; and

B. an axle bracket situated on either side of the longitudinal

central axis of the vehicle and extending in the length

dimension thereof, each axle bracket having:

1

.

a first or conventional leaf spring of constant moment
of resistance along its effective length, said conven-
tional leaf spring forming at one end thereof an eye

which surrounds a respective one of said pivot pins, and
being attached through said eye to said hinge means for

pivotal motion about the normal axis associated with

said respective one of said pivot pins; and
2. a second or parabolic leaf spring of decreasing moment

of resistance along its length towards said hinge means,
said parabolic leaf spring forming at one end thereof an
eye which envelops the eye of its respective conven-
tional leaf spring in such a way that at least a horizontal

clearance is established, so that, in the length dimen-
sion of the vehicle, a shift of said parabolic spring in

said hinge means is permitted in response to torsional

forces acting about the length dimension of said axle

bracket, said parabolic spring transmitting in said hinge

means vertically directed forces,

the improvement in each axle bracket comprising sup-

port surfaces formed on the eye of said parabolic leaf

spring, with said support surfaces abutting against

the eye of said conventional leaf spring.

3,841,656
VEHICLE CABLE CUTTING DEVICE

Kenneth D. Kramb, and Walter J. Isabell, both of Kalamazoo,
Mich., assignors to K. I. C. Incorporated, Kalamozoo, Mich.

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 305,838
Int. CI. B60r 19/00, 21/00, 27/00

U.S. CI. 280—150 R 4 Claims

1. A vehicle safety device for the protection of vehicle

occupants against a strand of cable, lying across the path of

vehicle travel adapted to be mounted on a vehicle, comprising
an integral generally elongated body member having a base

and an arcuately curved upwardly-sweeping portion, snagging
means comprising an mtegral hook-type cutter having a cut-
ting edge at the inward part of the upwardly-sweeping extrem-
ity thereof, said base constituting mounting means for secur-
ing said safety device on a vehicle.

3,841,657
VEHICLE OCCUPANT-RESTRAINT ARRANGEMENTS

Bruno Ewert, and Gunter Stein, both of Russelsheim/Main,
Germany, assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit,

Mich.

Filed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 331,056
Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 15, 1972,

2207091

Int. CI. A62b 35/00
U.S. CI. 280- 150 SB 1 1 Claims

1. In a motor vehicle having a floor and a vehicle seat se-

cured to said vehicle floor, an occupant-restraint arrangement
comprising a support means secured to said floor adjacent an
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inboard side of said seat, a curved occupant-restraint member
having a free end and an end pivotally mounted to said sup-

port means about a pivot axis substantially parallel with the

longitudinal axis of the vehicle, said member being movable
about said pivot axis between an occupant-restraint position,

in which the free end of the member serves as a lap restraint

for an occupant of the seat, and a non-restraint position; a

flexible shoulder belt having one end attached to the free end

of the curved member and having another end attached to an

anchorage so that the bell is adapted to serve as a shoulder

restraint for said occupant when the curved member is in the

occupant-restraint position; and a locking device for locking

the curved member against pivotal movement from its occu-

pant-restraint position in response to shoulder belt tension

caused by forward movement of the occupant as the rate of

vehicle movement changes abruptly.

3,841,658

SEAT BELT SYSTEM
Harkrishan Singh, Dearborn Heights, Mich., assignor to Ford
Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Dec. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 428,528
Int. CI. B60r2///0

U.S. CI. 280- 150 S B 5 Claims

1. A seat belt system for a vehicle seat having a substantially

horizontal seat cushion, comprising:

grommet means flushly mounted in the seat cushion,

a buckle device having a latch mechanism,
boot means encasing the buckle device,

the encased buckle device in unbuckled condition of the

seat belt system being loosely held by its own weight

within the grommet means and being secured to one end
of a fixed length seat belt segment,

anchor means securing the other end of the fixed length seat

belt segment to a vehicle floor member beneath the seat,

the fixed length seat belt segment being of sufficient

length to provide a predetermined amount of slack

therein when the buckle device is contained within the

grommet means,

and an elongated tongue means carried on at least one seat

belt segment connected to a retractor mechanism,

the elongated tongue means being insertable into the grom-

met contained buckle device for latching engagement

therewith,

the buckle device when latched to the tongue means being

partially extractable from the grommet means in response

to retractor force transmitted through the retractor

mechanism connected seat belt segment,

the extent of buckle device extraction being controlled by

the slack in the fixed belt segment and being sufficient to

provide access to the buckle device latch mechanism for

release of the latter.

3,841,659

VEHICULAR THREE-POINT SEAT BELT SYSTEM
Richard E. Peel, Farmington Hills, and Harkrishan Singh,

Dearborn Heights, both of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Dec. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 428,529

Int. CI. B60n 2///0

U.S. CI. 280-150 SB 6 Claims

// /'-/_-

1. A vehicular three-point seat belt system comprising sepa-

rate shoulder and lap belt sections each having a looped termi-

nal end connected to a common tongue element,

the tongue element having a main plate portion and an

elongated buckle engageable portion,

the main plate portion having a multi-section aperture

therein comprising spaced slot sections connected at

corresponding terminal ends by an angular slot section,

the spaced slot sections extending laterally to a longitudinal

axis of the elongated buckle engageable portion,

in non-user position each belt section having its looped

terminal end encircling a wall of one of the respective slot

sections with the elongated buckle engageable portion of

the tongue element being substantially concealed within

one of the looped terminal ends,

and in user position the buckle engageable portion of the

tongue element being exposed for insertion into a buckle

upon relative movement of the one belt looped terminal

end to the angular slot section of the tongue element

aperture.

3,841,660
PICK-UP TRUCK RAIL ASSEMBLY AND TIE-DOWN

DEVICE
Bob R. Clark, 6641 Hammond, Long Beach, Calif. 90805

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,117
Int. CI. B60p 7/00

U.S. CI. 280-179 R 5 Claims
1. In combination with a hollow sidewall of a bed of a

pickup truck, which sidewall includes an upper elongate

flange in which a plurality of longitudinally spaced rectangular

openings are formed that are each partially defined by a trans-

versely spaced, longitudinally extending pair of downwardly
extending ribs, a rail assembly, that may be removably secured

in a longitudinally extending position to said flange, said as-

sembly including:

a. a rigid rail that has a generally U-shaped inverted trans-

verse cross section and includes two laterally spaced.
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downwardly extending sides, which on the lower free

ends thereof define two short first legs that extend in-

wardly towards one another, with said rail including an

upper portion in which a plurality of longitudinally

spaced first bores are formed that are vertically aligned

with said openings in said flange when said rail is disposed

in a longitudinal position thereabove;

b. first longitudinally extending means inside said rail that

removably rest on said legs, said first means having a

plurality of second bores formed therein longitudinally

aligned with said first bores;

c. a plurality of hollow, longitudinally spaced supports, each

of which supports have upper and lower edges, with a

portion of said upper edges of each of said supports abut-

ting against said legs, and with the hollow interior of each

of said supports being in vertical alignment with said

second bores;

d. second longitudinally extending means that rest on said

flange and have a plurality of third bores formed bores

therein vertically aligned with said second bores, said

second means being of greater width than that of said

openings;

e. a plurality of elongate threaded rods that have protuber-

ances on first ends thereof that are of greater transverse

cross section than that of said first bores, said protuber-

ances resting on said first means, and said rods extending

downwardly through said first, second and third bores to

below said flange, each of which protuberances include

tool engageable means thereon; and

f. a plurality of rectangular, rigid adapter plates of greater

width than said openings disposed in said sidewall below

said openings, each of said adapter plates having a pair of

spaced recesses therein that can engage said ribs, said

adapter plates having centered tapped bores therein that

engage said threaded rods, and with said rail assembly

being rigidly secured to said flange when each of said

threaded rods is rotated in a direction to force said first

means into pressure contact with said legs, said legs into

pressure contact with said supports, said supports into

pressure contact with said second means, said second

means into pressure contact with said flange, and said

adapter plate into pressure contact with said ribs.

3,841,661

CARGO TRANSPORTER HAVING DOOR-OPERATED
CARGO RETAINER

Donald J. Ehrlich, Monon, Ind., assignor to Monon Trailer,

Inc., Monon, Ind.

Filed May 23, 1973, Ser. No. 363,093

Int. CJ. B60p 7100

U.S. CI. 280—179 R 8 Claims

1. A cargo transporter having a body with a cargo space,

means defining an opening into said cargo space, a door for

said opening, said door being movable to and from a closed

generally vertical position across said opening to an open
generally horizontal position, said door having a plurality of

hinged together sections, trackway means movably mounting

said door sections, said door defining a boundary in said cargo

space along which the door moves during opening and closing

thereof, which boundary is at least in part spaced from the

door when the door is in its closed position, a cargo retainer

extending across at least -a substantial portion of the width of

the door, and means securing said cargo retainer in a cargo-

retaining position in said cargo space to prevent cargo in the

cargo space from encroaching said boundary when the door

is in its closed position and operable upon moving said door

from its closed position to its open position for shifting said

cargo retainer out of cargo retaining position to a position

over said cargo space.

3,841,662

BOAT-TRAILER
James A. Howell, 3152 Ford Rd., Memphis, Tenn. 38109

Filed Sept. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 399,628

Int. CI. B60p 3110; B63c 13100

U.S. CI. 280-414 A 10 Claims

1. A boat-trailer, comprising a boat hull having a bow and
having a substantially rectangular opening extending across its

bottom adjacent the stern of the hull; a built-in hitch project-

ing beyond the bow; a yoke horizontally pivoted on the hitch

and carrying a ground-engaging wheel adapted to be pivoted

to bring the wheel from lowered ground-engaging position

into raised inoperative position; means for preventing pivoting

of the yoke; a substantially rectangular watertight well within

the hull across said opening having front and rear walls respec-

tively; a U-shaped frame horizontally pivoted along the rear

wall of the well and having parallel legs which may be swung
from a position within the well to a position below the open-

ing; a horizontal axle journaled in the said legs; rear ground

wheels carried by the axle; articulated arms connecting the

front wall of the well with the legs respectively; and stiffening

sleeves slidable on said articulated arms adapted to be posi-

tioned over at least two adjacent articulations of the arms to

maintain the rear ground wheels in lowered ground-engaging

position, said sleeves when shifted to overlie only one of the

articulations permitting the arms to fold and foreshorten

whereby the frame, wheels and articulated arms may be raised

into housed position within the well.
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3,841,663

RETRACTABLE TRAILER TONGUE STAND
John D. Proffit, 1808 Dawson Rd., Clarksville, Tenn. 42240

Filed Jan. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 322,550

Int. CI. B60d 1114

U.S. CI. 280-475 7 Claims

3,841,665

SYSTEM FOR CONNECTION OF TWO IMMERSED
CONDUITS

Lucien Capot, Eysines, France, assignor to Subsea Equipment

Associates Limited (SEAL), Hamilton, Bermuda
Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,138

Claims priority, application France, June 9, 1972, 72.20868

Int. CI. F16I 35100

U.S. CI. 285-2 12 Claims

I. A retractable stand for trailer tongues, said stand com-
prising a mounting plate adapted to be fastened to a trailer

tongue, a pivot pin attached to said mounting plate and defin-

ing a pivotal axis, an elongated support member with longitu-

dinal peripheral surfaces and a longitudinal slot near one end,

said slot cooperating with said pivot pin, said support member
being movable selectively between first and second angular

positions about said pivot pin, and a pair of spaced stop mem-
bers affixed to said mounting plate and spaced apart from

each other to define a keyway of sufficient dimension to

snugly receive said support member therebetween when in

said first position, and said stop members each further snugly

engaging the longitudinal peripheral surfaces of a common
side of said support member when said support member is in

said second position, thus preventing movement when in said

first and second positions.

' 3,841,664

TRAILER HITCH GUARD
John H. Anderson, P.O. Box 254, Prior Lake, Minn. 55372

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,295

Int. CI. B60d 1106

U.S. CI. 280—507 4 Claims

1. A guard for shielding a trailer hitch ball mounted in

upright position on a draft bar at the rear of a draft vehicle

comprising, a U-shaped member having a horizontal bight

portion connecting a pair of upright guard plates, means for

integrally securing the bight portion to the draft bar with the

guard plates disposed one on each side of the hitch ball and

extending upwardly beyond the top of the hitch ball, the said

securing means being independent of the mounting of the

hitch ball on the draft bar, and the rear edges of the guard

plates being concavely curved to provide swinging clearance

for a trailer tongue connected to the hitch ball.

1. A coupling connector for joining a first conduit, such as

an immersed undersea well head, to a second conduit, such as

a riser, comprising:

a. a generally cylindrical skirt assembly surrounding and

connected to the second conduit and adapted to be low-

ered over the first conduit,

b. a locking coupling mounted within the skirt assembly,

and comprising:

1. upper and lower locking cam segments

2. first and second jack cylinder means mounted to the

skirt assembly and having reciprocable actuating arms,

3. a first ring member coupled to the actuating arms of

the first jack cylinder means,

4. means mounting the upper and lower cam segments to

the first ring member for rotation about generally hori-

zontal axes, and

5. a second ring member coupled to the actuating arms of

the second jack cylinder means and positioned to ro-

tate the upper cam segments upon movement through

actuation of the second jack cylinder means,

c. a camming surface on the skirt assembly positioned to

rotate the lower cam segments upon movement of the

first ring member through actuation of the first jack cylin-

der means,

d. a support surface on the first conduit positioned to be

engaged by the lower cam segments upon rotation

thereof, and

e. a support surface on the second conduit positioned to be

engaged by the upper cam segments upon rotation

thereof,

f. the upper and lower cam segments urging their respective

support surfaces in opposite, converging directions upon

rotation to thereby press the first and second conduits

together.

3,841,666

QUICK RELEASE HARNESS
John A. Gaylord, San Diego, Calif., assignor to H. Koch &

Sons, Inc., a division of Global Systems, Anaheim, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 187,803, Oct. 8, 1971, Pat. No. 3,767,143.

This application May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,811

Int. CI. F16I 35100

U.S. CI. 285—33 4 Claims

1. A separable oxygen connecting device of the character

described, including,

a hollow connector body.
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an oxygen supply tube connected to said hollow body,
one end of said hollow body being open and forming a

pocket,

a tubular connector plug insertable in said pocket and con-
nectable to a conduit leading to another conduit,

resilient means to normally urge said plug out of said
pocket.

3,841,667
NON-TAPPING SERVICE LINE CONNECTION FITTING
Robert E. Sands, Shelbyville. III., assignor to Mueller Co.,

Decatur, III.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,461
Int. CI. F16I 55100

U.S. CI. 285-39 12 Claims

^4

1. A fitting for coupling a service line to a fluid distribution
pipe having an opening therein, said fitting comprising a body
member having an inlet portion with an end for insertion into
the opening in said pipe and an outlet portion for connection
to the service line, said body member having a flow passage
extending therethrough between said inlet portion and said
outlet portion, a saddle member having a bore therethrough
and having an end surface surrounding said bore which is

complementary to the exterior surface of the pipe surrounding
the opening therein, said saddle member being carried on said
inlet portion for relative movement axially thereof, a counter
bore in the end surface of said saddle member, a cylindrical
sleeve having an exterior diameter less than the diameter of
the opening in the pipe and arranged to be received in said
counter bore, and expander means carried on the end of said
niet portion of said body member for flaring said sleeve out-
wardly when said inlet portion is moved axially outwardly of
said saddle member, said expander means being adjustably
carried on said inlet portion, said expander means being a
frusto-conical ring threadedly carried on the end of said inlet

portion and having a maximum diameter greater than the
interior diameter of said sleeve but less than the diameter of
the opening in said pipe.

3,841,668
PIPE COUPLING

Robert M. Williams, Davison, Mich., assignor to Genova, Inc.,
Davison, Mich.

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,065
Int. CI. F16I 55/00

U.S. a. 285-93 5 claims

a manipulable element in said body engageable with said
plug to secure said plug within said pocket,

pressure medium operated means for moving said manipu-
lable element out of engagement from said plug for per-
mitting said resilient means to eject said plug from said
pocket thereby to disconnect said oxygen connector.
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cylindrical tube inserted in said tube receiving bore when said
element is over center of said grip pin longitudinal axis toward
said biasing means whereby said biasing means tends to in-

crease the gripping force on a tube in said tube receiving bore
while displacing said tube toward said one end.

3,841,673
POSITIVE CLAMPING SERVICE UNIT

John E. Kohaut, West Orange, NJ., assignor to Raceway
Components, Inc., Linden, NJ.

Filed May 3, 1973, Ser. No, 357,011
Int. CI. F16I 5100

U.S. a. 285-210 5 Claims

1. A positive clamping service unit comprising a body mem-
ber to be clamped within an apertured portion of a structural
member on rotation of a bolt member freely in apertured stud
in said body member, said unit comprising:

a. a clamping tab having an elongated planar spring body
portion,

b. a lip portion extending from the upper end of the body
portion and angularly directed inwardly relative thereto,
c. a lower end portion depending from said body portion
and angularly inwardly directed relative thereto and de-
fining, with said planar body portion and said upper lip

portion thereof, means for registering a nut to be engaged
by said bolt on rotation of the bolt,

d. a clamping bar portion connected to the lower end of the
angularly directed inwardly extending portion of said
body member,

e. said bar portion having an inwardly extending lip portion
to be engaged by the .bolt member when the latter is

rotated in said apertured stud,

f. said bar having a further portion extending rearwardly of
said body portion,

whereby said rearward portion will be moved upwardly into
clamping relation with the structural member adjacent the
aperture, to clamp the unit body in said apertured portion of
the structural member on rotation of said bolt member and
engagement of said nut member therewith and engagement of
said plate portion of the tab therewith.

3,841,674

SLAM-LATCH
Robert H. Bisbing, Springfield, and James H. Vickers, Ridley

Park, both of Pa., assignors to Southco, Inc., Lester, Pa.
Filed May 23, 1973, Ser. No. 363,070

Int. CI. E05c IllO
U.S.a. 292-175 6 Claims

18 P F

a. a latch body having a shaped recess at its forward end for
receiving cooperatively the forward edge of the panel
opening;

b. said latch body having a flexible leg element at its rear-
ward end, the upper end of said leg element being spaced
from the main portion of said latch body and adapted to
flex forwardly during snap-in insertion of the latch body
into the panel opening and to thereafter snap back into a
position to retain the latch body in the panel opening;

c. said latch body having also a frame-engaging latching
portion at its forward end; and

d. spring means for biasing said latch body forwardly toward
latching position;

e. said spring means comprising an additional metallic
spring component carried by said latch body in the space
between said flexible leg element and the main portion of
said latch body, said metallic spring component being
shaped to engage the rearward edge of the panel opening.

3,841,675

DISHWASHER LATCH
Robert L. Mercer, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General Motors
Corporation, Detroit, Mich,

Filed Aug. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 386,960
Int. CI. E05c 3114

U.S, CI, 292-241 2 Claims

V

1. A latch of the sliding-action slam type for installation in

an opening in a door panel, said latch comprising:

1, A combination latch and switch actuating mechanism for
a dishwasher having a tub and a door hingedly mounted with
respect to said tub for closing an access opening in the tub,
said mechanism comprising an actuator plate adapted to be
affixed to said tub adjacent said access opening and a latching
assembly adapted to be affixed to said door, said actuator
plate having a tongue and a strike, said latching assembly
having a latch shaft rotatably mounted with respect to said
door, a latch handle affixed on one end of said shaft outside
said door for rotating said shaft, a latch cam affixed on the
other end of said shaft for rotation with said shaft, and a pawl
mounted for pivoting about an intermediate pivot point
thereof with respect to said shaft and said door and having a
switch actuator mounted thereon on one side of said pivot
point adjacent said latch cam and normally pivotally spaced
sufficiently therefrom when said door is open to prevent actu-
ation thereof, said pawl on the other side of said pivot point
adapted to engage the tongue of said actuator plate when said
door is closed thereby to pivot said pawl about said pivot point
in one direction to place said switch actuator in a position
sufficiently close to said latch cam to enable the actuation of
said switch actuator by said latch cam when said shaft is ro-
tated, said shaft having an annular groove and a locking chan-
nel thereon and said pawl having a lock pin thereon adjacent
said shaft, said lock pin pivotally movable between a position
in said groove to permit rotation of said shaft when said door
is closed and a position in said locking channel to prevent
rotation of said shaft when said door is open, said latch cam
having a first cam portion lockingly engageable with said
strike and a second cam portion actuatingly engageable with
said switch actuator when said door is closed and said shaft is

rotated.
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3,841,676

MANHOLE CLOSING ARRANGEMENT
Nils Th. Hover, Bygdoy Alle 98, Oslo, Norway

Filed Oct. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302,394
Int. CI. EOSc 15100

U.S. CI. 292-256.5 6 Claims

1. A closing arrangement for manholes and similar hatches

defined by a coaming, comprising a yoke extending across said

coaming, a cover suspended from said yoke and being adapted

to be pressed by said yoke downwardly against said coaming,

one end of said yoke being detachably connected with said

coaming by means of a horizontally pivotable catch, the other

end of said yoke being connected to said coaming by means
of a pair of interengaged sliding elements respectively con-

nected to said coaming and to said yoke, said elements being

vertically and angularly movable relative to one another

thereby permitting a raising, lowering ai.d angular movement
of said yoke and said cover.

3,841,677

COMBINATION LATCHING AND SWITCHING
MECHANISM

Lauren W. Guth, Louisville, Ky., assignor to General Electric

Company, Louisville, Ky.

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. He 254,863

Int. CI. E05c 5102

U.S. CI. 292-335 4 Claims

200

302

248

bolt operating means including a handle; means pivotally

mounting the handle on the door downwardly extending

from the horizontal over the front panel opening for

movement between latching and unlatching positions; the

link, operatively connected to the handle for movement
relative thereto, extending through the front closure

panel opening and operatively connected to the toggle

means for transmitting latching and unlatching movement
of the handle into corresponding movement of the bolt.

3,841,678

ENERGY ABSORBER HAVING EXTENSION JACK
William J. Clemens, Dearborn Heights, Mich., assignor to Ford

Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 94,364, Dec. 2, 1970, abandoned.

This application Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,435

Int. CI, B60r 19104

U.S. CI. 293-1 5 Claims

•M^ f
'̂/ -y7 ^

1. An energy absorber comprising first and second telescop-

ically related cylindrical members, energy absorbing means
interposed between said members, said cylindrical members
being displacable relative to each other from an extended

position to a collapsed position, said energy absorbing means
being constructed to absorb energy as said cylindrical mem-
bers move from said extended position to said collapsed posi-

tion, screw jack means constructed to move said cylindrical

members from said collapsed position to said extended posi-

tion, each of said cylindrical members having a closure mem-
ber, said screw jack means being interposed between said

closure members and threadedly engaging one of said closure

members, said screw jack means being rotatable whereby said

cylindrical members are displaced from said collapsed posi-

tion to said extended position.

3,841,679

RESILIENT BUMPER ASSEMBLY
George H. Muller, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 233,985

Int. CI. B60r /9/OS, E04c 2/44, E04f 19102

U.S, CI, 293-63 6 Claims

1, In a combination latching and switch operating mecha-
nism for a cabinet or the like of the type provided with an

access opening and a closure therefor having an air passage

therethrough and a front panel providing an opening to the air

passage, including a latching bolt on the closure and a strike

on the cabinet for cooperation therewith; toggle means

mounting the bolt for movement between latched and un-

latched positions relative to the strike; an electric switch

disposed in fixed position relative to the toggle means; means

for operating the switch to a certain electric circuit condition

upon predetermined movement of the toggle means in a latch-

ing direction; lockout means for securing the toggle means
against movement in the latching direction; means for operat-

ing the lockout means to effect securement thereof when the

bolt is withdrawn from the strike; and means for actuating the

lockout means to free the toggle means upon movement of the

bolt into a position relative to the strike permitting the bolt to

enter into latching relation therewith whereby the switch may
then be operated to its certain electric circuit condition; the

improvement comprising

— //

1, Means for retaining a flexible trim strip within a resil-

iently deformable bumper member,
a longitudinally extending track formed in an impact receiv-

ing side of said bumper member,
said track having a pair of substantially parallel longitudi>

nally extending side edges and a pair of longitudinally

separated ends determining the length of said track,
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said bumper member including lip means overlapping and

enveloping the side edges and ends of said track,

the inner periphery of said lip means defming a longitudi-

nally extending opening to said track,

said flexible trim strip being positioned between the side

edges of said track and retained in position by said lip

means,

portions of said flexible strip being covered by said lip

means, a remaining portion of said trim strip being ex-

posed and visible through said opening,

friction reducing means formed on the back of said track

means between said side edges,

said flexible trim strip being longitudinally displaceable

within said track upon deformation of said bumper mem-
ber.

3,841,680

RESILIENT BUMPER ASSEMBLY
George H. Mailer, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor

Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,090

Int. CI. B60r 19/08; E04c 2/44; E04f 19/02

U.S. CI. 293-63

'//

trol force in proportion to the initial value of the pressure m
the cylinder during initial jack compression, outlet conduit

means for fluid expulsion during jack compression, and throt-

tling means responsive to said control force for throttling the

5 Claims

1. A flexible strip and means for retaining said strip to a

second member comprising

track means formed in said second member having a pair of

substantially parallel side edges and lip means overlap-

ping and enveloping said side edges,

said flexible strip received in said track and retained therein

by said lip means,

said flexible strip received in said track and retained therein

by said lip means,

said flexible strip having a maximum transverse cross sec-

tional thickness through an intermediate section and a

reduced cross section thickness adjacent the side edges

thereof.

said flexible strip having a substantially flat front face when
uninstalled and having a convex front face when installed

in said track means, said convex front face being curved

about an axis extending in the longitudinal direction of

the flexible strip.

3,841,681

ENERGY ABSORBING DEVICE
Alain Dera, Rueil-Malmaison; Michel Fayolle, Paris, and Ro-

ger Maistrelli, Bougival, all of France, assignors to Regie

Nationale de lisines Renault, Biliancourt and Automobiles

Peugeot, Paris, both of, France, part interest to each

Filed June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,458
Claims priority, application France, June 14, 1972,

72.21439

Int. CI. B60r 19/02; F16f 9/10

U.S. CI. 293—70 8 Claims

1. An energy absorbing device comprising at least one

hydraulic jack having a cylinder, a piston slidable within said

cylinder to enable displacement from a starting position to-

ward a second position allowing the jack to compress under

shock load, force exerting control means for providing a con-

Se^<,S3sSa

escape flow of hydraulic fluid from the cylinder along said

conduit to maintain substantially constant pressure in said

cylinder during substantially all the subsequent travel of said

piston along said cylinder.

3,841,682

VEHICLE BUMPER RUB STRIP CONSTRUCTION
Herman S. Church, Cuyahoga Falls; James L. Hagener, Can-

ton, and Zach M. Scifres, III, Hartville, all of Ohio, assignors

to Teledyne Mid-America Corporation, Hartville, Ohio

Filed June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,770

Int. CI. B60r 19/08

U.S. CI. 293-71 R 5 Claims

1. Rub strip construction for mounting on a vehicle bumper
including, an elongated pad of resilient material; the pad
having front and rear surfaces, side edges, and a pair of flanges

formed integrally with the pad adjacent said side edges; the

flanges projecting laterally outwardly from the rear pad sur-

face and being adapted to engage a bumper when the strip is

mounted thereon; reinforcing ribs formed integrally with the

resilient pad and extending at spaced intervals between the

side edge flanges, and said ribs also extending transversely

across the rear pad surface between said flanges; stud means
formed on the pad and projecting from the rear pad surface;

said stud means including a longitudinally rigid portion having

head means embedded within the pad and projecting laterally

outwardly from the rear pad surface, and a resilient portion

formed integrally with the pad and bonded to the rigid por-

tion; said resilient stud portion being deformed upon longitu-

dinal insertion of the stud means through an opening in a

vehicle bumper; and shoulder means formed on one of said

rigid and resilient stud portions adapted to engage the rear

surface of a vehicle bumper when said stud means is inserted

through said bumper opening.
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3,841,683

SAFETY BUMPER
Anthony S. Toro, 6834 S.W. 15th St., Pembroke Pines, Fla

33023
Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,045

Int. CI. B60r 19/10

U.S. CI. 293-86

having spaced side edges, each having a transversely extend-

ing slot extending intermediate the top and bottom of said

strip and extending from one side edge inwardly but spaced

from the opposite side edge, whereby the two strips can be

connected together at their slots to form a pivoted connection

at said connected slots without the use of extraneous fastening

2 Claims means so that the two strips form tongs, each of said strips

having a jaw member at the lower end thereof, and each of

said strips having a cutout adjacent the top with the upper

portion of each of said strips forming a handle for manual
engagement so that same may be manually engaged and

moved towards each other to move the jaw members towards

each other so that the jaw members can grasp and hold the

material or matter to be engaged by the tongs.

1. A three stage safety bumper for a car comprising:

A. a steel bumper including a forwardly, inwardly extending

female peripheral bead;

B. a pneumatic bumper tire removably attached across the

outer face of said steel bumper, including,

1 . a male, flexible, peripheral sealing bead for removable

engagement within said female peripheral bead;

C. an inlet valve stem for inflating said pneumatic bumper
tire;

D. telescoping cylinder means attached to and extending

between the inner face of said steel bumper and one end

beam of the frame of a vehicle comprising,

1 . at least two outside cylinders, fixed relative to said steel

bumper, and at least two inside cyhnders, fixed relative

to said end beam in telescopic, sliding engagement with

the respective outside cylinders;

E. limiting means, within said telescoping cylinders, to limit

the maximum spacing between said steel bumper and

beam comprising,

1 . a bolt extending through each pair of inside and outside

cylinders, fixed relative to said outside cylinder, and a

nut, threaded onto said bolt, outwardly of said inside

cylinder, to determine the maximum spacing between

said steel bumper and end beam;

F. a pair of spaced apart rubber shock absorbers within each

pair of telescoping cylinders, circumposed about said

bolt; and

G. spring means, within each pair or telescoping cylinders

to normally maintain the maximum spacing between said

steel bumper and beam, comprising,

I . a heavy compression spring, circumposed about each

of said bolts.

3,841,685

LINE HANDLING DEVICE
Andrew S. Kolodziej, 1221 N.W. First Ave., Miami, Fla. 33132

Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,865

Int. CI. B63b 21/04

U.S. CI. 294- 19 R 8 Claims

!' 3,8'»A,684

DISPOSABLE TONGS
Seymour Fleishman, 856 W. Belden Ave., Chicago, 111. 60614

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,465

Int. CI. B25b 7/00

U.S. CI. 294-1 R 9 Claims

1. Disposable tongs formed of a pair of identically con-

structed strips formed of cardboard or like material, each

1. Apparatus for releasably supporting a loop to be engaged

with an object comprising;

a pair of arcuate flexible arms, said arms defining arcs of

substantially the same radii and of less than 180° length,

said arms being of tubular construction and being slotted

along their entire lengths;

means for supporting said arms in opposed relationship with

the slots therein facing toward the center of a discontinu-

ous circle thus defined by said arms whereby a loop may
be releasably held in said arms, said supporting means
including means for imparting a limited degree of rigidity

to said arms;

removable handle means; and

socket means for receiving said handle means, said socket

means extending from said supporting means.

3,841,686

PET WASTE PICKUP DEVICE
Joseph Gallo, and Lillian Fletcher, both of 73 Troutman St.,

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11206

Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,121

Int. CI. A47f 13/06

U.S. CI. 294-19 R 15 Claims

1. Pet waste pickup device comprising an elongate tubular

body; a handle provided at one end of said tubular body;

elongate control means extending through said tubular body

and beyond said handle; a yoke having a neck fixedly con-

nected to the other end of said tubular body, said yoke having

two spaced opposing shoulders on opposite sides of said tubu-

lar body each provided with an elongate slot directed in a

direction transverse to the elongate direction of said tubular

body, said slots being parallel to one another and disposed

substantially in a common plane normal to said tubular body;

two scooping sections hingedly connected to each other about

a common hinge pin for movement between closed positions,
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wherein said sections together define an enclosure adapted to

contain the waste, and open positions, wherein each section

defines a scoop adapted for picking up the waste; pivot pins

disposed in said respective slots in said shoulders, said pins

being limited to transverse movements within said slots to-

wards and away from each other within said common plane,

said sections being pivotally mounted on said yoke at points

remote from the point of connection to said common hinge
pin by means of said respective pivot pins, said elongate con-
trol means having pne end thereof coupled to said common

n

.

41
r n It

^

hinge pin for pivoting each of said sections about their respec-
tive pivot pins in response to axial displacement of the other
end of said elongate control means and said common hinge
pin while said pivot pins are displaced transversely to the axial

direction of movement of said elongate control means,
whereby said sections have two degrees of movement and can
be remotely and selectively opened and closed while holding
said handle by axially moving said elongate control means and
simultaneously displacing each of said pins while said scoop-
ing sections pivot about the latter.

3,841,687
CONTAINER HANDLING APPARATUS

John D. Banyas, Toledo, and Frederick L. Wallington, Perrys-
burg, both of Ohio, assignors to Owens-Illinois, Inc., Toledo,
Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 24,173, Mar. 31, 1970. This application

June 17, 1971, Ser. No. 154,038

Int. CI. B66c 1/02
U.S. CI. 294-64 R 3 claims

1. In a container handling apparatus for handling containers
having hemispherical bottoms; container chuck means com-
prising a hollow annular housing having an open recess at one

end and having an inlet passage extending from said recess
coaxially through the opposite end of said housing, means in

said recess at said one end of said housing defining an annular
seat adapted to engage the hemispherical bottom of a con-
tainer to locate the container in coaxial relationship with said
housing with the container bottom projecting a predetermined
distance into said recess, a flexible annular seal means
mounted in said housing in coaxial relationship with said seat
and located to sealingly engage the bottom of a container
before the container engages said seat and to maintain the
sealing engagement with the container bottom when the con-
tainer bottom is engaged with said annular seat, valve means
in said inlet passage having a valve seat within said inlet pas-
sage facing away from said recess of said housing, a valve head
slidably mounted in said inlet passage for movement into and
out of engagement with said valve seat and operable, when
engaged on said valve seat to block communication between
said inlet passage and recess, means in said inlet passage
normally biasing said valve head against said valve seat, a stem
on said valve head slidably received in said inlet passage and
projecting from said inlet passage into said recess, said stem
having a central passage extending partially therethrough
opening into said recess and a cross passage opening from said
central passage at a location between said head and said re-

cess, said cross passage being blocked when said head is

seated and being unblocked when said head is disengaged with
said seat the recess end of said stem being engageable by the
bottom of a container engaged by said annular seal to disen-
gage said valve head from said valve seat to thereby place said
inlet passage upstream of said seat in communication with said
recess via said cross and central passages, and supply means
in fluid communication with said inlet passage upstream of
said seat for selectively connecting said inlet passage to a
source of vacuum or to a source of air under pressure.

3,841,688

LIFTING DEVICE FOR BALES
Signar Karlsson, Sorberge, Sweden, assignor to Allmanna
Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget, Vasteras, Sweden

Filed Sept. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 394,828
Int. CI. B66c l/IO

U.S. CI. 294-67 R 4 Claims

.V.svV.V,>^j

1. Lifting device for lifting a bale (28), which bale is secured
by a band (27) surrounding the bale and forming a lifting loop

(26) of a magnetic material secured to the band at both sides

of the bale, the device comprising a magnet (18) to catch and
lift up said lifting loop and two grab members to grip under the

lifted loop and raise the whole bale, said grab members being
movable in the lifting device, in which said grab members
comprise swinging brackets (29) mounted in frames (12) and
being mutually movable in the longitudinal direction of the
lifting device, the swinging brackets being mounted in one
side of the frames and the frames at the other side being pro-
vided with locking devices (33) to grab the free end of each
swinging bracket and keep it in position during lifting.
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3,841,689

SEMICONDUCTOR WAFER TRANSFER FIXTURE
Robert William Hurlbrink, III, Sinking Spring, Pa., assignor to

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill,

Berkeley Heights, N.J.

Filed June 29, 1973, Ser. No. 375,020

Int. CI. B65b 5/08; B66c 1/48

U.S. CI. 294—87 R 3 Claims
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1. A wafer transfer fixture for transferring a batch of sub-

stantially circular semiconductor wafers between a deep-

walled, internally grooved container and a slotted, unwalled

platform-like carrier for holding a batch of wafers in substan-

tially parallel upright array, said fixture comprising

a wafer carrier having a series of parallel, transversely-

disposed, internal grooves for retaining said wafers in a

separated array, said carrier having an open top and being

split into two half portions by a vertical, longitudinally

disposed plane, said carrier having a bottom portion

arranged to enable a portion of each wafer to protrude

therefrom,

a support member for hingedly supporting the half portions

of the split carrier in clam-shell relation, and

camming means attached to said support frame and said

half portions for rotating each carrier half portion to

separate the carrier halves a distance greater than the

diameter of the wafer.

;ni

1

.

a pair of heavy duty sidewall sections convertible from

a compartment closure and cargo deck, when disposed

in a horizontal plane parallel to said truck bed to

sidewall sections ofa supplemental vehicle body, when

disposed in a vertical plane, in alignment with said

sidewall panels of said compartment;

2. hinge means, pivotably securing one end of each of said

sidewall sections to the upper portion of said sidewall

panels and providing means for movement of the free

end of said wall section through an arc from one plane

to another;

3. means for urging each of said sidewall sections from

the horizontal plane to a vertical plane which includes:

a. a first torsion bar extending essentially the length of

said compartment and fixedly mounted at one end to

said truck,

b. a torque arm operatively connected to said torsion

bar and to said sidewall section to apply torque to

said sidewall section for moving said section from a

horizontal plane to a vertical plane and which acts to

apply torsion to said torsion bar as said section

moves from said vertical plane to said horizontal

plane.

3,841,691

MOBILE HOUSING UNIT

Joseph I. Byer, 2896 Radisson Ave., Windsor, Ontario, Can-

ada

Division of Ser. No. 45,068, June 10, 1970, Pat. No. 3,774,955.

This application Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,701

Int. CI. B60p 3134

U.S. CI. 296-23 C 5 Claims

y
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3,841,690

COMPARTMEl^T CLOSURE AND SUPPLEMENTAL
VEHICLE BODY

Paul L. Piercy, 1630 Lucia Ave., Louisville, Ky. 40204

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,352

Int. CI. B62c 1106

U.S. CI. 296-10 21 Claims

^ m
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1. A door for a mobile housing unit having an upper part

and a lower part with an opening in each of said parts to define

an entrance to said mobile housing unit, said door comprising

at least two panels interconnected to allow for vertical move-

ment between an extended position with one panel being in a

contiguous relationship with respect to the other panel to a

telescopic nested position with one panel being received

within the other panel, said panels in an extended position

closing off the openings in the upper part and the lower part

and in a nested position said panels closing off only one of said

openings, said one panel being hingedly connected to said

mobile housing unit to allow for pivotal movement of said

door between open and closed positions so as to allow access

to said mobile housing unit.

1. For use with k pickup truck, having an open rear com-

partment, including:

A. a truck bed.

B. vertically disposed sidewall panels and a front wall panel,

and

C. a tailgate, pivotable between open and closed positions:

D. the improvement of a compartment closure and sup-

plemental vehicle body which comprises:

3,841,692

FORAGE WAGON
Lester H. Selfert, Park Ave., Kiel, Wis. 53042

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 290,692

Int. CI. B62d 33/08

U.S. CI. 296-26 6 Claims

1. A forage wagon having a box with side walls and an

elevatable roof, curtain walls depending from the roof and

adjacent the box side walls to bridge the gap between the side

walls and the roof when the roof is elevated, said curtain walls

having hinged connections to the roof on which the curtain

walls are free to swing with respect to said roof in the course
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of adjusting the roof with respect to the box, said box being 3 841 fiQ4provided with struts which project upwardly beyond the top of VEHICLE CAB MOUNTINC MFam«the box and means interconnecting the struts and roof i'n a R-.ph H. Mer^rBrfgh^io^n"Z'^S^^^
Corporation, Detriot, Mich.

Filed Nov. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 411,662
r-_ ..^s Int. CI. B62d 27/04

U.S. CI. 296-35 R 3 cui|„s

a y

JnT-
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substantially rigid assembly independently of the curtain walls,
said struts comprising a pair of struts pivotally connected to
the front of the box. said struts having projecting lever ends.

3,841,693
TILT CAB LATCH DEVICE

Roy Reynolds, Milwaukee, and Raymond Clark, Pewaukee,
both of Wis., assignors to Applied Power Inc., Milwaukee,
Wis.

Filed Oct. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 296,595
Int. CI. B62d 33106

U.S. CI. 296-35 R ,« claims

1. A mounting device for connecting a vehicle cab to a
supportmg vehicle frame and for cushioning relative move-
ment therebetween, said mounting device comprising a first
bracket member adapted to be rigidly secured to said vehicle
cab, a second bracket member adapted to be rigidly con-
nected to said vehicle frame adjacent the first bracket mem-
ber, one of said bracket members being formed with a block
member so when said first and second bracket members are
secured to the vehicle cab and the vehicle frame at least one
pair of opposed seating surfaces are provided above and below
a horizontal axis passing through the block member, an air
spring adapted to be located between each pair of opposed
seating surfaces, a manually controlled valve adapted to con-
nect the air springs located on one side of said horizontal axis
to a source of pressurized air for selectively varying the air
pressure therein, and a height control valve adapted to con-
nect the air springs located on the other side of said horizontal
axis to the source of pressurized air for maintaining the vehicle
cab at a fixed height relative to the vehicle frame.

3,841,695
STAKE POCKET ADAPTER

Ernest F. Woodward, 11 Circle Dr., Camp Hill, Pa. 17011
Division of Ser. No. 210,498, Dec. 21, 1971, Pat. No.

3,764,177. This application Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,578
Int. CI. B60p 7\06

U.S. CI. 296-43
5 Caims

1. In a tilt-cab vehicle having a cab pivotally mounted on a
vehicle chassis and movable between an over-the-road posi-
tion and a tilted position, a lift assembly for tilting said cab,
locking means for releasably latching said cab to said chassis
comprising: a latch pin mounted on one of said cab and chassis
and a latch assembly mounted on the other of said cab and
chassis and comprising: a member movable along a longitudi-
nal path in directions toward and away from said latch pin;
means for biasing said member in a direction away from said
latch pin; a camming plate pivotally connected to said mem-
ber at a pivot point and having a hook for releasable engage-
ment with said pin; said camming plate being provided with
linear and angular cam surfaces and being further provided
with a force application point laterally offset from the longitu-
dinal path of travel of said pivot point; a cam guide for guiding
engagement with said cam surfaces; and ram means movable
along a longitudinal path in a direction toward said latch pin
to apply force to said force application point to impart a rotary-
bias to said camming plate about said pivot point to effect
guiding engagement between said cam surfaces and said cam
guide and to initially move said hook linearly out of engage-
ment with said latch pin and to subsequently move said hook
laterally out of the path of movement of said latch pin.

L,

1. In a cargo carrier comprised of a platform provided with
vertical stake pockets,

the stakes each being provided with a longitudinally extend-
ing threaded opening,

means in the pocket for supporting a stake in upright posi-
tion comprising,
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a plate provided with a central opening extending across the

upper end of a pocket and forming a support for, the

lower end of the stake,

a resiliently compressible member in the pocket having an

opening aligned with that in the plate and stake,

and means having a portion extending through the opening

in the plate and member and cooperating with the

threaded opening in the stake to compress the member
against the plate to expand it laterally into firm engage-

ment with the pocket wall and to secure the stake in

upright position to the plate.

3,841,696

ADJUSTABLE TRACTOR SEAT
Robert J. Wagner, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Allis-Chalmers

Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,986

Int. CI. B60n 1102

U.S. CI. 296-65 R 10 Claims

1. A horizontally and vertically adjustable seat for a tractor,

including a tractor, a platform mounted on said tractor, steer-

ing control means, and seat structure mounted on said tractor

rearwardly of said steering control means defining an operator

station, said seat structure including, a seat mounting on said

tractor, rearwardly and upwardly inclined guide means

mounted inclined rearwardly upward on said seat mounting

for providing a vertical and horizontal adjustment of the seat

simultaneously, a horizontal guide means for providing a

horizontal adjustment of the seat, a seat mounted on said

horizontal guide means, an intermediate support connected

intermediate said inclined guide means and said horizontal

guide means for providing vertical adjustment of said seat

when moved forwardly and rearwardly relative to said seat

mounting and said seat, a horizontal latching means on said

horizontal guide means to lock said horizontal guide means in

its adjusted position, an inclined latching means on said in-

clined guide means to latch said inclined guide means in its

adjusted position, said horizontal guide means and said in-

clined guide means thereby providing adjustment and locking

of said guide means to adjustably position said seat vertically

or horizonta'ly when desired by the operator.

3,841,697

COVER FOR LOAD-HOLDING APPARATUS
William W. McFarland, Rt. 1, Cimarron, Kans. 67835

Filed Feb. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 334,208

Int. CI. B60p im
U.S. CI. 296-100 10 Claims

1. Apparatus for covering a load-holding structure, com-
prising, in combination:

a. a cover;

b. a plurality of supports attached to the cover and pivotally

mounted on load-holding structure at pivot points spaced

along a pivot plane arranged at an angle with respect to

an opening to be covered, the pivot plane being arranged

nearest to the opening at a point adjacent an end of the

opening and extending linearly away from the end and the

opening to be covered, the supports being of different

lengths directly proportional to the distance of a respec-

tive pivot point from the opening to be covered, with the

shortest of the supports being arranged nearest the open-

ing to be covered for causing all of the supports to raise

upwardly, away from the load, when moving between a

cover open position and a cover closed position, wherein

each support is a substantially U-shaped hoop pivotally

mounted on opposed sides of the load - holding structure,

and wherein each hoop has a pair of substantially parallel

legs, at least some of the legs having a guide and guide

wheel associated therewith and mounted thereon in op-

posed relationship to one another, each guide channel

arranged for receiving the guide wheel of an adjacent leg

when the hoops are in an opening - uncovered position

and for a portion of the time during the closing and cover-

ing operation, said guide channels and said guide wheels

of adjacent legs engage each other to aid in the closing

and covering of said load holding structure.

3,841,698

VEHICLE WITH RETRACTABLE GUARD
Harold A. Stammen, New Bremen, Ohio, assignor to Crown

Controls Corporation, New Breman, Ohio
Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,912

Int. CI. B60j 7100

U.S. CI. 296—107 11 Claims

1. In a materials handling vehicle including an operator's

station having vehicle controls adjacent thereto and accessible

therefrom, an operator safety guard comprising:

a. shield means for protecting said operator's station from
objects falling thereon,

b. support means including first and second upright means
projecting upwardly from said vehicle and permanently

attached to and between respectively the front and rear

portions of said vehicle and said shield means,

c. means for retracting and extending said first upright

means and thereby moving said shield means between a

substantially horizontal protective position over said

operator's station and a substantially vertical, lowered

position wherein the overall height of said vehicle is

reduced.
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d. a first edge of said shield means during movement thereof
moving with the extending end of said first upright means
while the opposite edge of said shield means pivots in an
arc about said first edge thereof

3,841,699
COMBINATION CHAIR AND TABLE

Morton I. Thomas, 125 South St., Monroe, N.Y. 07055
Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 272,050

Int. CI. A47b 39/00
U.S. CI. 297-174 5 Calms

3,841,701
CONNECTABLE LOUNGE CHAIRS

William H. Sullivan, Dallas, Tex., assignor to The Vecta Group,
Inc., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Filed Mar. 1, 1974, Ser. No. 447,070
Int. CI. A47c 15/00

U.S. CI. 297-248 9 claims

^'Zj!z!^'18^25
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1. In combination, a chair having side arms with a predeter-
mined lateral spacing therebetween, and a table for use with
said chair, said table comprising a table top and leg means
mounted on the underside of said table top, said table top
comprising a first portion having a width greater then the
spacing between said side arms and locatable adjacent and
across the chair immediately forward of the outer ends of the
side arms, a second portion integral with said first portion and
having a width somewhat less then the spacing between said
side arms locatable between the side arms of said chair and
projecting inwardly of the outer ends of said side arms for
disposition adjacent the abdomen of the user.

1. Lounge chair, serially connectable to form a lounge
system, which comprises

a self-supporting seat means;
a selfsupporting back means contiguous with said seat

means; and
a pair of spaced connector means each having a substan-

tially horizontal member and an upstanding leg member,
and joining said seat means and said back means;

each horizontal member of said connector means being
secured to said back means and to said seat means, and
each upstanding leg member being interposed between
said back means and said seat means.

3,841,700
SEMIFINISHED UNIVERSAL AUTOMOTIVE SEAT
COVER KIT FOR CUSTOM FITTED INSTALLATION

John Beck, 165 Coral Way, Broomfield, Colo. 80020
Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,329

Int. CKA47C 27/00
U.S. CI. 297-219 2 Claims

3,841,702

ARM REST
Clarence R. Johnson, 1002 Central Ave., Duluth, Minn.
5581 1, and Jay T. Kidder, 4920 Vallacher Ave., Minneapo-
lis, Minn. 55416

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 212,079, Dec. 27, 1971, Pat.
No. 3,729,753. This application Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No.

355,940
Int. CI. A47c 7/54, 13/38

U.S. CI. 297-416 12 Claims

'^-fd

44b

1. An automobile seat cover kit for covering all exposed
surfaces of the seat and back cushions of an automobile seat
comprising precut and presewn flat panel units of excess outer
dimensions for covering those cushions having either a single
exposed corner edge or two parallel exposed comer edges,
and separate precut flat individual panels for covering all
other exposed surfaces of those cushions having exposed three
surfaced corners, said separate precut individual panels being
of flat rectangular configuration and of overall dimensions
slightly exceeding the maximum longitudinal and transverse
dimensions of the respective cushion surfaces which the indi-
vidual panels are to cover.

1. An arm rest adapted to be removably mounted on an
upright support extended from a piece of seating furniture and
having opposed upright portions, said arm rest comprising:
frame means having interior spaced first upright members
adapted to be positioned adjacent said opposed portions of the
upright support, side panel means located between the first

upright members, a second cross member located across the
upper portions of the first upright members, said first upright
members and side panel means and second cross member
forming a pocket for receiving said upright support, said sec-
ond cross member, adapted to engage the upright support to
limit downward movement of the arm rest relative to the
upright support, and means covering the frame means.
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3,841,703

VEHICLE SEATS
Frederick G. Lowe, Northampton, England, assignor to Uni-

versal Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 345,034

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 11, 1972,

16547/72
Int. CI. A47c 7/00, 7/02

U.S. CI. 297—445 6 Claims

seat, back and arms and being segmented along the lines of

sharpest contour thereof including at least along the juncture

between the seat of the shell and back of the shell and along

the junctures between the arms of the shell and the seat and

back of the shell, such that said shell is compised of a plurality

of separate segments; each said segment being contoured

somewhat in accordance with a desired aesthetic design, but

being free of sharp angle contours whereby each segment can

be separately upholstered with unseamed upholstery seg-

ments; an unseamed upholstery segment covering the exterior

of each of said shell segments; attachment means joining said

shell segments togther to provide an upholstered exterior shell

for said chair.

1. A vehicle seat comprising a hollow seat shell and uphol-

stery secured to the front face thereof, said upholstery com-

prising foam padding mounted on a frame formed of a metal

strip extending around the periphery of the padding and cov-

ered by a facing material attached to the frame, the frame

being shaped to fit against the face of the seat shell and remov-

ably secured thereto by fastening means spaced apart around

the shell, said fastening means including hook members se-

cured to the seat shell which engage over the frame and lock-

ing devices each comprising a part fixed to the frame and a

part fixed to the seat shell, the two parts being capable of

interlocking by movement of the frame toward the seat shell

in a direction perpendicular thereto, but incapable of separa-

tion except by tilting of one part relative to the other, said

fastening means being inaccessible without deformation of the

upholstery or associated parts of the seat.

3,841,704

CHAIR
Warren Platner, New Haven; Ronald L. Whitewam, Caledo-

nia; Stephen B. Kolk, and Earl G. Ursul, both of Grand

Rapids, all of Mich., assignors to Steelcase Inc., Grand Rap-

ids, Mich.

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,851

Int. CI A47c 7/02

U.S. CI. 297—458 27 Claims

3,841,705

STIMULATION OF PRODUCTION WELL FOR IN SITU
METAL MINING

Lucien Girard, Boxboro, and Robert A. Hard, Lexington, both

of Mass., assignors to Kennecott Copper Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 401,484

Int. CK E21b 43/28

U.S. CI. 299—4 10 Claims

LEACHING

SOLVENT

1. An improved process for recovering metal values by in-

situ leaching an ore body located below the water table which

comprises:

a. forming a rubblized zone in an ore body whereby the

rubblized zone contains fractured metal bearing ore parti-

cles;

b. injecting a leach solution through one or more injection

wells located in the ore body adjacent to but outside the

rubblized zone, the leach solution solubilizing metal val-

ues in the ore body and in the rubblized zone; and

c. recovering a metal containing leach solution through one

or more production wells located in the rubblized zone.

I. In a contoured, molded plastic shell chair, the improve-

ment comprising: the exterior shell of said chair defining a

3,841,706

CONTROL ROD FOR LONGWALL MINING
INSTALLATION

Herbert Huttenbrauck, Hillering; Helmut Poklekowski,

Lunen; Mustafa Soliman, Lunen-Sud, and Berthold Ostrop,

Werne, all of Germany, assignors to Gewerkschaft Eisen-

hutte Westfalia, Westfalia, Germany
Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,559

Claims priority, application Germany, May 2, 1972,

2221478
Int. CI. E21c 27/35

U.S. CI. 299—34 16 Claims

1. In a mineral mining installation composed of a conveyor

and guide means for guiding a mineral winning machine for

movement along the conveyor; the improvement comprising

at least one control device for controlling the position of the
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guide means, said control device having an elongate rod ex-

tending beneath the conveyor with a head for slidably engag-

19 23 21 20

ing and moving between the floor of a working and the guide
means, and means for moving said rod axially to thereby effect

raising or lowering of the guide means.

3,841,707

CUTTER CHAIN WITH STAGGERED ROTARY BITS
Thomas J. Kniff, and Donald L. Leibee, both of Bedford, Pa.,

assignors to Kennametal Inc., Latrobe, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 130,209, April 1, 1971, abandoned.
This application Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,533

Int. CI. E21c 35118, 13/00; E02f 9/28

U.S. CI. 299-84 2 Claims

1. A cutter chain, especially for excavating operations com-
prising: a plurality of links pivoted together in end to end
relation to form an endless chain adapted for being supported
and driven in the direction of the length of the chain with both
reaches of the chain in a single plane, a block fixed to each
said link and projecting outwardly therefrom in the general
direction of said plane, bores in said blocks, pick type bits

each symmetrical about a respective longitudinal axis and
each having a rearward shank portion which is round in cross
section and a front portion which tapers inwardly to a point at

the front end of said bit, a sleeve rotatable in the bore in each
block and each bit having the shank portion thereof rotatably

mounted in a respective sleeve, each sleeve and block and
each bit and sleeve comprising interengaging elements of
abutment means for sustaining axial thrusts imposed on the

bits in operation, said blocks supporting said sleeves and bits

with the longitudinal axes of the bits diverging from said chain
in the forward direction when said chain is viewed from the

side, each block having a planar bottom surface engaging the

respective link of the chain, each said bottom surface being
disposed at a respective angle with respect to a central axial

plane of the block when viewed longitudinally of the chain for

supporting the blocks on the chain so that some of said blocks
are tilted on said chain in respective directions lateral to said

plane when said chain is viewed in lateral cross section, at

least said some of said blocks being positioned on the chain
with the longitudinal axes thereof disposed at an angle to the

said plane in which the reaches of the chain are disposed when
the chain is viewed from above so the longitudinal axes of the

respective bits therein diverge from said plane in respective

directions in the forward direction and at respective angles,

the said tilting of said blocks on said chain and the said angular

(>ositioning of the said longitudinal axes thereof relative to said

plane disposing the point ends of the bits therein in laterally

distributed relation with respect to the said plane in which the

reaches of the chain are disposed, said blocks and bits being
arranged in successive groups along said chain, an adjacent
pair of groups forming a sequence, the leading group of blocks
and bits in a sequence including a leading block whic presents
the bit therein with the longitudinal axis in said plane, the

other blocks of said groups presenting the bits carried thereby
at respective angles of inclination to said plane so the point
ends of the bits are disposed alternately on opposite sides of
said plane, each group terminating at the trailing end in blocks
disposed to support the bits therein with the point ends at the
extreme side edges of the path spanned by the point ends of
the bits of the sequence, the angle at which the axis of each
bit following said leading bit diverges from said plane in the
forward direction when viewed from above the chain increas-

ing from front to back in each said group, the point ends of the
bits of said groups being so disposed that when a sequence of
bits is viewed in the direction of movement of the chain, the

point end of each bit of the trailing group of the sequence
other than the terminal bits thereof is disposed about midway
between adjacent point ends of bits of the leading group of the

sequence.

3,841,708

EXCAVATING TOOL DEVICE
Thomas J. Kniff, Bedford, Pa.; Donald L. Leibee, Belfry, Ky.,
and Seibert S. Oaks, Everett, Pa., assignors to Kennametal
Inc., Latrobe, Pa.

Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,185
Int. CI. E21ci5/;S

U.S. CI. 299-86 11 Claims

1. A tool device for use with excavating equipment compris-
ing; yoke means having a leading end and a trailing end and
having a bottom side adapted for being fixedly mounted on a

driving member which is movable to drive the yoke means
toward the leading end thereof, said yoke means comprising
spaced support legs extending in the fore and aft direction and
projecting upwardly away from said member, block means
comprising an upper portion and at least one rib dependent
from said upper portion and extending in the fore and aft

direction and disposed in parallel adjacent and at least in part

coextensive relation to said support legs and also having lead-

ing and trailing ends, connector means extending transversely

through the legs on the yoke means and said rib detachably
connecting said block means to said yoke means, bore means
extending into said upper portion of said block means from
the leading end thereof in the fore and aft direction and so

inclined that the axis thereof diverges from the bottom side of

said yoke means in the direction of movement imparted to

said yoke means and block means by said member, tool means
having shank means receivable in said bore means and having
working end means concentric with said shank means and
protruding outwardly from the leading end of said bore means,
cooperating elements of abutment means on said tool means
and block means to sustain working loads imposed on said tool

means, keeper means retaining said tool means in said bore
means while permitting rotation of the tool means in said bore
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means, the side of said rib facing away from said upper portion

of said block means extending substantially parallel to the

direction of movement of the block means during working

operations, a rearwardly facing first abutment surface on the

rear end of said rib disposed in a plane substantially perpen-

dicular to the axis of said bore means in the block means, and

a forwardly facing second abutment surface on said yoke

means parallel to and engaging said first abutment surface.

with a heated unit that is cooled by the flowing material

through said conduit and heats to a predetermined tempera-

ture when solids cover said heated unit and adding a surfac-

3,841,709

EXCAVATING TOOL ARRANGEMENT
Thomas J. Kniff, Bedford, Pa., assignor to Kennametal, Inc.,

Latrobe, Pa.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,696

Int. CI. E21c 35/18

U.S. CI. 299—88 19 Claims

1. In an excavating tool; a support block having a bottom

surface and a forward face and a rearward face, a round bore

extending through the block and intersecting both of said

faces and diverging from said bottom surface in the forward

direction, said block being adapted for mounting on a driver

for driving said block in a direction parallel to said bottom

surface, a bit having a shank portion which is round in cross

section and slidably fitted in the bore in the block, said bit

having a forward working portion extending forwardly from

the forward face of the block and substantially coaxial with

said shank portion, said working portion being generally rect-

angular when viewed in plane and also when viewed in cross

section perpendicular to the axis of said shank with a greater

dimension parallel to said bottom surface of said block and a

smaller dimension, said working portion having cutting means

at the free end distributed thereon in the direction of the said

greater dimension, cooperating elements of key means on said

bit and said block operable to locate said bit in a rotated

portion in said block and to hold said bit in said rotated posi-

tion during working operations, and cooperating elements of

abutment means on said bit and block to sustain working loads

imposed on said bit when the bit and block are driven into a

formation by the driver on which the block is mounted.

.-^
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tant to said conduit in response to the rate of deposition to

reduce the frictional forces in said conduit with respect to said

solids being conveyed therethrough.

3,841,711

DUAL BRAKE SYSTEM HAVING BYPASS VALVE
William Stelzer, Milford, Mich., assignor to Kelsey-Hayes

Company, Romulus, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 661,415, Aug. 17, 1967,

abandoned. This application Nov. 29, 1968, Ser. No. 780,029

Int. CI. B60t 11/34

U.S. CI. 303—6 C 35 Claims

.«^ r'-\^^'
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3,841,710

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MOVING SOLIDS
FROM A REMOTE LOCATION

Thomas M. Boland, Orange, and Frank G. White, Newport

Beach, both of Calif., assignors to Shellmaker, Inc., Peta-

luma, Calif.

Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,042

Int. CI. B65g 53/30

U.S. CI. 302— 14 8 Claims

1. In a system for dislodging solids in a first remote location

and conveymg said solids in a conduit to another remote

location a substantial distance from said first remote location

by providing a floating unit having a pumping means mounted

thereon, said floating means being positioned in close proxirt-

ity of said first location and a substantial distance from said

another location and frictional forces in said conduit causes a

reduction in the amount of solids conveyed to said another

remote location; the improvement comprising sensing the rate

of deposition of said solids in the lower portion of said conduit

1. A brake system including a dual master cylinder having

means for separately pressurizing two fluid systems, front and

rear brakes, a pressure modulating device connected to said

rear brakes, a bypass valve arranged to receive fluid pressure

from said master cylinder and having a first path for the trans-

mission of fluid pressure from said master cylinder to said

pressure modulating device and a second path for the direct

transmission of fluid pressure from said master cylinder to said

rear brakes without going through said modulating device,

said bypass valve having a pressure responsive member ex-

posed to the pressure of the fluid in said two fluid brake sys-

tems on opposite sides thereof and valve means associated

with said pressure responsive member, said valve means nor-

mally maintaining said first path open and said second path

closed, said valve means being operable to close said first path

and open said second path in response to a movement of said

pressure responsive member occasioned by a loss of pressure

in the front brake system.
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3,841,712
ANALYZER FOR CONTROL SYSTEM WHICH

REGULATES VEHICLE BRAKING
Ronald L, Syria, Utica, Mich., assignor to Borg-Warner Corpo-

ration, Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 276,981
Int. CI. B60t 8112

U.S. CI. 303-21 AF 13 Claims

Tpst 3I~3
Select
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1. An aniyzer for use with a regulated braking arrangement
having a control system including a power line, at least one
sensor input for receiving a signal related to wheel velocity,
and a pressure relief signal output connection for coupling to
a solenoid winding to provide a signal which reduces braking
pressure and obviates wheel lock-up, which analyzer com-
prises;

a sensor resistance test circuit, having an input connection
for coupling to the sensor input in the control system,
operative to determine whether the sensor resistance
value is between predetermined upper limit and lower
limit values, including a reference resistor connected to
complete a voltage divider with the sensor under test, an
indicator circuit, including a first transistor series-
coupled with an indicator component, means including a
second transistor for turning on the first transistor when
the effective resistance of the sensor under test is below
the predetermined upper limit value, and means including
a third transistor for turning off the first transistor when
the effective resistance of the sensor under test is below
the predetermined lower limit value; and

a power supply stage, connected to receive power from the
control system and to energize the sensor resistance test

circuit.

3,841,713
LOADDEPENDENT BRAKE FORCE DISTRIBUTOR

Hermann Selp, Bad Vibel, Germany, assignor to ITT Indus-
tries, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 301,040
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 9, 1971

2155706
J , ,

Int. CI. B60t 8/22
U.S. CI. 303-22 R 4 cwms

1. A load-dependent brake force distributor connected
between a master cylinder and wheel brake cylinders compris-
ing:

a cylinder;

a stepped piston disposed in a longitudinal slidable sealed
relation in said cylinder;

an input prssure medium chamber formed between one end
of said cylinder and one side of said stepped piston;

an output pressure medium chamber formed between the
other end of said cylinder and the other side of said
stepped piston;

a first valve disposed concentrically of said stepped piston
to connect said input chamber to said output chamber in
its open position;

a first arrangement connected to said stepped piston re-
sponsive to a load-dependent control force to open and
close said first valve; and

a second arrangement associated with and actuated by said
piston to provide a direct connection between said input
chamber and said output chamber when said control
force fails;

said cylinder having a first diameter and including
a cylindrical projection extending therefrom having a

second diameter less than said first diameter;
said stepped piston including

a first portion spaced from said cylindrical projection
having a third diameter less than said first diameter,

a second portion adjacent said cylindrical projection
having a fourth diameter equal to said first diameter,
and

a third portion having a fifth diameter equal to said sec-
ond diameter slidably sealed to the inner surface of said
cylindrical projection;

said first arrangement including
a traction spring exerting a force dependent upon said

load,

a bar connected at one end to said cylindrical projection
and at the other end to said traction spring, and

a push rod connected between said bar and said third
portion of said stepped piston;

said cylinder including

a transverse closing wall spaced from the adjacent end of
said first portion of said stepped piston;

said first and second portions of said stepped piston includ-
ing

4?
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a cavity disposed concentrically of the longitudinal axis of
said stepped piston,

an aperture at each end of said cavity, one of said aper-
tures communicating with said input chamber and the
other of said apertures communicating with said output
chamber,

said first valve being disposed within said cavity, and
a valve spring disposed about said valve within said cavity

to assist in the control of said first valve;
said first valve including

a pin projecting from one end thereof through said other
of said apertures, said pin abutting said closing wall and
opening said first valve against the force of said valve
spring when a predetermined amount of said control
force is applied to said third portion of said stepped
piston;

said second arrangement including
a normally closed second valve which is open when said

control force fails by the movement of said stepped
piston away from said closing wall to cause said stepped
piston to engage and open said second valve;

said second portion of said stepped piston including
a bevelled surface disposed in said input chamber; and

said second valve is disposed in a perpendicular rela-
tion to the longitudinal axis of said stepped piston and
extending through a wall of said cylinder in said input
chamber;

said second valve including

a tappet extending therefrom to engage said bevelled
surface to open said second valve upon failure of said
control force.
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3,841,714

PARKING BRAKE CONTROL
Forrest O. E. Schultz, Owosso, Mich., assignor to Midland-

Ross Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,300

Int. CI. B60t 13122

U.S.CL 303-71 3 Claims

I

28 27

1. A parking brake control valve comprising a housing, a

first inlet port adatped for connection to a first source of air

under pressure, a second inlet port adatped for connection to

a second of air under pressure, a pressure outlet port adapted

for communication with a parking brake, an exhaust port open

to the atmosphere, a valve control means slidable in said

housing between a brake applied position and a brake released

position and including a first control valve closing said first

inlet port to said pressure outlet port when said control means

is in said brake applied position and opening said first inlet

port to said outlet port when said control means is in said

brake released position, a second control valve closing said

second inlet port to said outlet port and opening the latter to

said exhaust port when said control means is in said brake

applied position and closing said exhaust port and opening

said second inlet port to said outlet port when said control

means is in said brake released position, said valve control

means including a piston is said housing between said inlet

ports and separating said inlet ports from each other, biasing

means urging said control means to said brake applied posi-

tion, said valve control means being movable from brake

released to brake applied position in response to the presence

of pressure at said first inlet port and at one side of said piston

below a predetermined minimum and being manually movable

against the action of said biasing means to a brake released

position when the pressure at the other side of said piston is

below a predetermined minimum, and check valve means

between said outlet port and said second inlet port preventing

communication therebetween when said control means is in a

brake released position and the pressure at said second inlet

port is less than at said first inlet port.

3,841,715

IDLER MOUNTING MECHANISM AND TRACK
ADJUSTER

Glen S. Comer, Jr., and Ellis A. Stitton, both of Peoria, III.,

assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,517

Int. CI. B62d 55110, 55/30

U.S. CI. 305—10 6 Claims

1. In a tractor, a pair of track assemblies associated there-

with, one disposed on either side thereof, each track assem-

bly comprising:

a track frame comprising first and second generally parallel

box-like elongated beams of rectangular cross-sections;

a slidable member comprising a top portion extending

across the top portions of the rectangular beams, a first

downwardly extending portion extending from the top

portion and along the entire inner side of the first beam,

a first outwardly extending portion extending from the

first downwardly extending portion and along the bottom

side of the first beam, and a second downwardly extend-

ing portion extending from the top portion along the

outer side of the first beam, and a third downwardly

extending portion extending from the top portion along

the entire inner side of the second beam, a second out-

wardly extending portion extending from the third down-

wardly extending portion and along the bottom side of the

second beam, and a fourth downwardly extending portion

extending from the top portion along the outer side of the

second beam, to provide a pciitive placement of the

slidable member while allowing sliding of the slidable

member along the first and second beams;

a first rotatable member mounted on the slidable member
and movable therewith;

a second rotatable member fixed relative to the track frame;

a track disposed around and in engagement with the first

and second rotatable members; and,

resilient means associated with the track frame and slidable

member for allowing recoil of the first rotatable member
toward the second rotatable member, against the resil-

iency thereof.

3,841,716

LUBRICATED TRACK JOINT
Raymond E. Webber, Phoenix, Ariz.; Roger L. Boggs, East

Peoria, and Robert N. Stedman, Chillicothe, both of III.,

assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,553

Int. CI. B62d 55/20

U.S. CI. 305-11 1 Claim

1. An endless track assembly comprising a plurality of

ground engaging track shoes, and an articulated link assembly

connecting said shoes together comprising

a plurality of links,

pivot means pivotally interconnecting each pair of adjacent

links together, including

a cylindrical bushing.
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a tubular pin having a substantially constant outside diame-
ter throughout its entire length and pivotally mounted
within said bushing, said links comprising a first pair of
links secured to respective ends of said bushing and a
second pair of links secured to respective ends of said pin;
annular sealing means disposed between each end of said
bushing and a respective one of said second links and
circumferentially contacting said pin,

means forming a plurality of uniformly spaced and circum-
ferentially disposed bearing surfaces between said bush-
ing and said pin forming a plurality of lubricant retaining
and dispersing grooves therebetween; said bearing sur-
faces each constituting a diamond-shaped knurl formed
on said pin, two sets of said grooves formed between said
knurls with the grooves of each set formed in spiralled,

parallel relationship; said knurls and grooves being uni-
formly formed substantially along the entire axial length
of said pin and terminating short of the ends thereof; with
said grooves numbering from eight to 32 per linear inch,
and lubricant retaining passage means formed in said pin
and port means also formed in said pin for communicat-
ing lubricant from said passage means to said grooves.

3,841,717
TRACK SLIDE ASSEMBLY

Antonio Parisotto, Coniston, Ontario, and James Nemis, Sud-
bury, Ontario, both of Canada, assignors to Original Equip-
ment Manufacturing Limited, Sudbury, Ontario, Canada

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,507
Int. CI. B62d 55110

U.S. CL 305—25 4 Claims

1. In a snow-mobile track assembly including a pair of
horizontally spaced apart wheels;

a continuous flexible driving track movable about said
wheel;

the improvement which comprises at least one track slide

extending between said wheels to guide said track there-
about;

said track slide comprising a rigid metal member having an
outer surface and a strip of low-friction material secured
thereto, said strip comprising a laminate having a plural-
ity of lamina extending in the direction of travel of said
track.

3,841,718
AUGMENTED CRESCENT SEAL WITH COMPENSATING

LOAD RING
Harold L. Reinsma, Dunlap, liL, assignor to Caterpillar Trac-

tor Co., Peoria, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 116,157, Feb. 17, 1971,
abandoned. This application Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,817

Int. CI. F16j 15138
U.S. CI. 305-11 19 Claims

1. A seal assembly comprising
first and second axially spaced members mounted for rela-

tive rotation about a common axis, the first member
having a counterbore formed in one face, the second
member having an end face opposite the counterbore,

a seal ring of tough abrasion resistant material having a
crescent shape in cross-section disposed in the counter-

bore with the crescent shaped cross section defining an
annular groove facing the side wall of the counterbore, the
seal ring including a driving flange engaged in non-
rotative driving contact with the sidewall and an end wall
of the counterbore at the juncture of these walls, a sealing
flange engaged in annular face sealing rotative contact
with the end face of the second member, the driving said
sealing flanges being interconnected by a wall section of
substantially thinner cross section than that of the flanges,
the thin dimension imparting thereto a substantial lateral
flexibility while retaining a torsional modulus characteris-
tic of the tough abrasion resistant material, and

^ yW

a load ring of elastomeric material having substantia! spring
response characteristics, said load ring being disposed
within the annular groove of the crescent shaped seal ring
and engaging substantially the entire inner wall surface of
the sealing flange and being axially compressed between
the driving flange and the sealing flange,

the interconnecting thin wall section having a resiliency and
torsional modulus such that virtually all driving torque is

transmitted from said driving flange to said seal flange
therethrough, whereas virtually all of the seal flange face
load is derived from compression of said load ring.

3,841,719
SELF-CONTAINED VARIABLE FLUID BEARING FOR

SKIDDING HEAVY LOADS
George Rogers Smith, 3101 Lake Villa Dr., Metaririe, La.
70002

Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 265,087
Int. CL F16c 27/00

U.S.CL 308-5 3 Claims

1. A self-contained variable fluid bearing for skidding heavy
loads comprising: an upper skid plate with depending sides,

ends, and a transverse divider, intermediate said ends, which
in combination define a pair of bottom-opening pair of longi-
tudinally aligned enclosures with depending free ends and
oppositely disposed load supporting surface; a lower skid plate
adapted to supportively engage said depending free edges and
extend normal therebeyond for supporting said upper skid
plate in relative longitudinal movement therebetween, and to
define therewith longitudinally aligned closed chambers there-
between, said lower skid plate having upwardly extending
sides spaced transversely apart and adapted to guide said
upper skid plate in said longitudinally relative movement;
antifrictional and compressible sealing means recessed in the
free edges of said enclosures to reduce sliding friction between
said skidplates, and to compress under a load to seal each of
said longitudinally aligned chambers independently of each
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other for maintaining sealing in one of said chambers when

said upper skid plate is longitudinally moved less than said

transverse divider beyond said lower skid plate; and input

means for introducing pressure fluid in each of said closed

chambers to vertically raise said upper skid plate with respect

to the lower skid plate less than the compression of said seal-

ing means by said load for simultaneously maintaining sealing

while reducing the force of said load and hence the friction

between the meeting and supporting parts.

stepped internal and external diameter portions respectively,

whereby said roll head means and said bearing cartridge

means have complementary surfaces on either side of said

bearing means, said complementary surfaces engaging each

other and cooperating to frictionally retain said bearing car-

tridge means within said roll head means; and said stepped

internal and external diameter portions of said roll head

22 S2 if M

3,841,720

THRUST BEARING ASSEMBLY
James T. Kovach, Dearborn Heights, and Antoni Paluszny,

Ann Arbor, both of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Com-
pany, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,268

Int. CI. F16c /7//6

U.S. CI. 308-9 7 Claims

,./-
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I

1. A thrust bearing assembly comprising:

a first member rotatable about a given axis and having a first

bearing surface,

a second member being non-rotatable about said given axis

and having a second bearing surface slidingly engageable

with said first bearing surface,

an annular groove formed in said second bearing surface

spaced radial y inwardly from the outer periphery

thereof, }

a plurality of curved grooves formed in said second bearing

surface extending inwardly from said annular groove and

terminating on said second bearing surface at locations

radially spaced from said given axis,

one or more ports opening on said first bearing surface into

said annular groove,

said first member having means to supply a viscous fluid

lubricant to said one or more ports for discharge into said

annular groove.

means and said bearing cartridge means defining an annular

space therebetween located radially outward with respect to

said bearing means and extending axially a distance at least as

great as the width of said bearing means thereby preventing

the transfer of the forces caused by the frictional engagement

between said complementary surfaces of said roll head means

and said bearing cartridge means from being transferred to

said bearing means.

3,841,722

AUTOMATIC GUIDE FOR ROLL
Lasse Lehtonen, Tampere, Finland, assignor to Oy Tampella

Ab
Continuation of Ser. No. 235,241, March 16, 1972. This

application July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,051

Int. CI. F16c 29100

U.S. CI. 308-59 11 Claims

3,841,721

BEARUNG CARTRIDGE ASSEMBLY
Ralph W. Coutant, Ho-Ho-Kus, and Frederick Schlueter, Rah-

way, both of N.J., assignors to Litton Systems Inc., Passaic,

N.J.

Filed June 2, 1970, Ser. No. 42,623

1

1 Int. CI. F16c 35100

U.S. CI. 308-20 3 Claims

1. In a roll assembly having a roll shell, a bearing cartridge

assembly comprising: roll head means for retaining a bearing

cartridge means and for adapting said bearing cartridge means

to fit within the roll shell; bearing cartridge means, said bear-

ing cartridge means having bearing means mounted therein

and said bearing cartridge means having means which cooper-

ate with said bearing means to limit the axial movement of said

bearing means with respect to said bearing cartridge means;

said roll head means and said bearing cartridge means having

1. A roll support and adjustment mechanism, comprising:

a. journal bearing adapted to receive and to rotatably sup-

port one cylindrical end part of a roll;

b. support means for said bearing disposed completely to a

first side of a diametrical plane containing an axis of said

bearing, said plane defining first and second regions of

said bearing disposed on first and second sides of said

plane, respectively;

c. a mechanical linkage connecting said first region of said

bearing to said support means and disposed completely to

said first side of said diametrical plane; and

d. pneumatic motor means arranged to act between said

support means and said first region of said bearing and

disposed for the most part on said first side of said diamet-

rical plane, and effective to cause movement of said axis

in said diametrical plane; said mechanical linkage com-

prising links pivotally connected between said first region

of said bearing and said support means and of such

lengths that during this movement of said axis, said axis

remains in said diametrical plane.
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3,841,723
RAILWAY BEARING SEAL

Albert H. Kelso, Marblehead, Ohio, assignor to General Mo-
tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed May 22, 1973, Ser. No. 362,932
Int. CI. F16c 33176

U.S. CI. 308-187.1
1 Claim

transition elements, the ratio of the atomic radii of the largest
to the smallest transition elements being 1.05 -1.68, and
consisting of 10-100 volume percent of a hard phase and 0-90

a :: •»

1. In a railway journal box bearing assembly having an outer
race mounted on said journal box, an inner race mounted on
a rotatable shaft, antifriction elements between said races, and
a sealing ring having an opening for conveying lubricant to-
ward said elements mounted on the shaft, a seal comprising:
an outer case having an axially extending cylindrical sleeve
section connected at one end to the outer race and terminat-
ing at the other end with a radially inwardly extending annular
rim; a replaceable inner case having an elastomeric sealing
element, said inner case having an axially extending sleeve
section releasably engaging the inner surface of said sleeve
section of said outer case and engaging said rim of said outer
case; a radially inwardly extending annular rim on said inner
case axially spaced in assembly from said annular rim of said
outer case to define an inwardly opening annular channel, a
pair of converging frustoconical walls formed on the inner
surface of said sealing element adjacent said rim, said surfaces
defining a seal lip engageable with said sealing ring outboard
of said opening therein, a projecting cantilevered flexible
section extending from said seal lip terminating at the other
end with an annular heel compressively engaging said rim of
said outer case to fixedly position the other end of said sealing
element, an annular spring retaining groove in the outer sur-
face of said sealing element substantially axially aligned with
said seal lip, a helically coiled spring retained in said retaining
groove for radially inwardly biasing the seal lip against said
sealing ring to establish a sealing interface for retaining lubri-
cant at the biasing elements, said spring axially biasing said
heel against said rim of said outer case, an annular dust lip

formed on the inner surface of the element adjacent said other
end, said dust lip having an interference fit with said other
member, the engagement of said heel and said rim radially
supporting said other end of said sealing element to isolate the
dust lip from the resultant force of the spring.

volume percent of a matrix phase which is softer than the hard
phase, said hard phase containing a major fraction of Laves
phase in such amount as to provide at least 10 volume percent
thereof in the alloy.

3,841,725
MULTI-PURPOSE BUILT-UP SHELVING

Heinz Dorner, c/o Verkaufsburo der Eschmann AG, Thun
Seestrasse 25, 8702 Zollikon/ZH, Switzerland

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,180
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 17, 1971, 18523

Int. CI. A47b 87100
U.S.CK 312-107 6 Claims

3,841,724
WEAR RESISTANT FRICTIONALLY CONTACTING

SURFACES
Salvadore Joseph Calabrese, Troy, N.Y., assignor to E. I. Du-

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Oct. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 298,838
Int. CL F16c 33112

U.S. CI. 308-241 10 Claims
1. An improved mechanical system comprising a first part

presenting an aluminum surface, a second part presenting a
second surface in contact with the aluminum surface, and
means for inducing and maintaining the two surfaces in sliding

contact with each other, the improvement consisting of em-
ploying as the first surface an aluminum based surface and as
the second surface a metallic surface comprising an alloy
containing at least 60 atom percent of at least two heavy metal

1. In a shelving arrangement; at least one shelf unit having
a horizontal bottom wall, a vertical rear wall upstanding from
the rear edge of said bottom wall, a pair of vertical side walls
upstanding from the side edges of said bottom wall, the upper
edges of said side walls and back wall being disposed in the
same horizontal plane and said walls being integrally intercon-
nected along the contiguous edges thereof, first means on the
upper edges of said side walls and real wall for interfitting
locking engagement with complementary shaped means on
the bottom of an element which is the same size as the shelf
unit when viewed from above and placed on top of the shelf
unit, second means on the bottom of said bottom wall in
vertical alignment with said first means and complementary in
shape to said first means for interfitting locking engagement
with complementary shaped means on the top of an element
which is the same size as the shelf unit when viewed from
above and on which said shelf unit is placed, and at least one
upwardly opening recess formed in the upper edge of at least
one of said side walls, and a connecting member receivable in
said recess and having a pair of legs protruding upwardly
above the top of the upper edge of said side wall, said legs
adapted for interfitting locking engagement with the element
placed on said shelf unit and with a like element placed on a
second shelf unit which is disposed in side to side relation with
the first mentioned shelf unit.
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" 3,841,726

URN STORAGE ASSEMBLY
Andrew Andros, North Versailles, and Joseph Lukitsch, Pitts-

burgh, both of Pa., assignors to Jas. H. Matthews & Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,683

Int. CI. A47f 5100; F16b 12102

U.S.CL 312-111 10 Claims

integrally joined to said side walls, said side walls having top

edges and front edges, a plurality of complementary mounting

means formed in said top edges and front edges of said side

walls and the outside surface of said base wall and back wall

whereby said receptacles are selectively engageable by engag-

ing the complementary mounting means in selected front or

top edges of said side walls or selected outside surface of said

base wall or back wall of one receptacle with the complemen-

tary mounting means in selected front or top edges of the side

3>

38- -39

i. In an urn storage assembly for interring cremated remains

wherein said storage assembly includes a plurality of storage

units in a generally rectangular array, each of said storage

units having a generally rectangular cross section and having

spaced-apart side wall portions, a top wall portion, and a

bottom wall portion, the improvement comprising.

a lattice-like framework including a plurality of intersecting,

rigidly interconnected horizontal and vertical members,

each of said members having slots engaging and receiving

front edges of said wall portions of said storage unit

whereby said lattice-like framework forms a facial array

for said storage assembly;

each of said vertical members having recessed portions at

the point of intersection with the horizontal members;

each of said horizontal members having recessed portions

fitting the recessed portions of said vertical members

whereby said vetical and horizontal members are dis-

posed along the plane defined by the outer edge of said

wall portions; and

a plurality of elongated structural members each having a

plurality of longitudinal slots, said slots having their re-

spective center lines spaced 90° apart and receiving side

edges of said wall portions, each of said structural mem-

bers being rigidly connected to said lattice-like frame-

work perpendicular to both one of said vertical members

and one of said horizontal members and extending from

the intersection of said members, with said slots in said

structural members being coplanar with slots in the re-

spective vertical and horizontal members, whereby said

structural members secure said wall portions in a gener-

ally rectangular array.

walls or the outside surface of the base wall or back wall of the

other receptacle, at least one horizontal track means provided

on the inside surface of said side walls, said horizontal track

means being parallel to said base wall, at least one vertical

track means provided on the inside surface of said side wall,

said vertical track means being perpendicular to said horizon-

tal track means, and securing means formed on the outside

surface of said side walls operative for firmly securing said

receptacles in a fixed engagement.

3,841,728

COLLAPSIBLE BAR
Walter F. Petersen, and John B. Gittings, both of Racine, Wis.,

assignors to Gold Medal Inc., Racine, Wis.

Filed Sept. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 398,316

Int. CI. A47b 96118

U.S. CI. 312— 140.2 6 Claims

3,841,727

CONVERTIBLE MODULAR FURNITURE - LUGGAGE
UNITS

John Peng, 920 Forestwood Dr., Mississauga, OnUrio, Canada

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,075

Claims priority, application Canada, Aug. 10, 1972, 149089

Int. CI. A47b 77100; F16b 12100; A47b 47/00

U.S.CL 312-111 16 Claims

1. In a modular furniture-luggage unit having at least two

four-sided receptacles removably mounted together, wherein

each of said receptacles comprises a substantially square base

wall, two parallel side walls formed at two opposite side edges

of said base wall, and a back wall formed at one other side

edge of said base wall, said back wall being perpendicular and

1. A collapsible bar comprising a pair of normally upright

front walls, left sidewall and right sidewall, said walls all being

of generally similar construction, size and shape, said front

walls being hinged together at their adjacent edges and said

sidewalls being hinged to opposite and adjacent edges of said

front walls whereby said walls can all be folded together in

accordian fashion in a storage position, said walls each com-

prising a generally rectangular framework having an open

center, replacable panel members located in said rectangular

frames, said bar also including a generally horizontal one-

piece counter abuttable against the upper ends of said walls

for support thereby, means on the underside of said counter

for releasably holding said sidwwalls, whereby said counter
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can be lifted free of said sidewalls. guide rail means on the
underside of said counter for guiding and abutting against said
front walls, a one-piece interior shelf of a size and shape
complementing the interior configuration of said walls when
the latter are in assembled relationship with said counter
mterengaging means carried by said interior shelf and said
walls for releasably supporting said interior shelf against said
walls and for rigidifying the latter in respect to each other and
holdmg them in assembled relationship with said counter, said
interior shelf being of a width which is less than the width of
said counter and nestable in said counter when in said storage
position, and the width of said walls when folded in accordian
fashion relative to one another being generally the same as the
width of said counter.
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d. optical readout means disposed in said conjugate plane in
a matrix corresponding to said matrix of diffraction
means on said recording medium for developing signals in
response to diffracted rays of light incident thereon
thereby indicating which of said diffraction means repre-
sents a binary number having said information to be
retrieved.

3,841,730
IMAGE PRODUCING DEVICE

Judith Karelitz, 430 E. 86th St., New York, N.Y. 10028
Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,099

Int. CI. G02b 27108
U.S. CI. 350-5 a nx •

8 Claims

3,841,729
DATA RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

Shigeru Ando, and Takayuki Miyazawa, both of Amagasaki,
Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 18. 1973, Ser. No. 324,893
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 20, 1972, 47-7943

Int. CI. G02b 27/00
U.S. CI. 350-3.5 6 claims

215
2/7

243

245

2f

1. A data retrieval system comprising, in combination:
a. a planar recording medium having a plurality of diffrac-

tion means for diffracting light disposed thereon in a
matrix of rows and columns, each of said diffraction
means being illuminated in use by monochromatic light,
each of said diffraction means representing an n-bit bi-
nary numer and each of said diffraction means diffracting
siad monochromatic light incident thereon into n rays of
monochromatic light wherein each of said n diffracted
rays diffracted by each of said diffraction means is repre-
sentative of one bit of said /i-bit binary number;

b. a planar opaque mask disposed parallel to said planar
recording medium and receptive of said n diffracted rays
of light diffracted by each of said diffraction means, each
of said diffraction means having means diffracting rays
representative of corresponding bit positions of said n-bW
binary numbers in directions to strike said opaque maskm one of a pair of positions common to said rays repre-
sentative of said corresponding bit positions wherein one
of said pair of common positions corresponds to binary
zero and the other of said common positions corresponds
to binary one, said mask being provided with apertures
disposed to allow at selected ones of said common posi-
tions diffracted rays incident at said apertures to pass
through said mask thereby defining information to be
retrieved by allowing diffracted rays representative of
binary numbers having values defined by the positions of
said apertures to pass through said opaque mask;

c. optical focusing means focusing diffracted light rays
passin through said apertures in said opaque mask to a
plane optically conjugate to said planar recording me-
dium, thereby establishing a one-to-one correspondence
between said optically conjugate plane and said diffrac-
tion means on said planar recording medium; and

1. An image producing device comprising an elongate hol-
low member having arcuate internal means for causing inte-
rior refiection extending substantially the entire length
thereof, light transmitting objective means at one end of said
elongate member in light transmitting communication with
said interior refiecting means, and viewing means at the other
end of said elongate member communicating with said refiect-
ing means, said refiecting means comprising substantially the
entire inner surface of said elongate hollow member and being
formed of a spirally wound refiective sheet comprising a plu-
rality of turns of said sheet, with each successive turn overlap-
ping at least a portion of the previous turn and being tele-
scoped within the next successive turn.

3,841,731
IMPROVEMENTS IN OR RELATING TO LIQUID CORE

DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDES
John E. Midwinter, Woodbridge, England, assignor to The

Post Office, London, England
Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,527

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 14. 1972
27854/72 . » '^.

Int. CI. G02b 5114
U.S. CI. 350-96 WG 2 Claims
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for focusing and a relay lens, said zoom lens system compris-
ing a cam cylinder having two cam grooves formed thereon for
shifting the rear movable lens group along the optical axis
while holding the front movable lens group stationary at the
limit position for wide angle photographing, a fixed main
cylinder provided around said cam cylinder coaxially there-
with and having formed therein a cutout for controlling the
range of rotation of a zoom ring said zoom ring being provided
around said main cylinder coaxially therewith and sljdable
relative thereto, said zoom ring and said cam cylinder being
integrally connected by a pin provided through said cutout of
the main cylinder, said zoom ring being formed with a recess
at a suitable location of the inner wall thereof opposite to the
cutout of said main cylinder, and a locking member provided
in said recess and having a locking portion selectively rotat-
able between a position to project into said cutout and a
position not to project into said cutout.

3,841,737
LAMINATED MIRROR

Werner R. Rambauske, Carlisle, and John J. Grabowski, An-
dover, both of Mass., assignors to Raytheon Company, Lex-
ington, Mass.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,271
Int. CI. G02b 5/08

U.S. CI. 350-288 6 Claims

3,841,736
WIDE ANGLE OBJECTIVE LENS SYSTEM WITH LARGE

BACK FOCUS
Yasuo Takahashi, Tokyo, and Sadao Okudaira, Ranzan-machi,

both of Japan, assignors to Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,687
Claims priority, application Japan, May 11, 1972, 47-46604

Int. CI. G02b 9/00
U.S. CI. 350-214 2 Claims

1.

a.

2/

A mirror comprising:

a metallic base having one surface thereof optically

shape

c.

smooth and contoured to correspond with the
desired for the reflecting surface of the mirror;

.
a primary intermediate metallic layer fused to the opti-
cally smooth surface of the metallic base, the material of
such layer having a higher coefficient of thermal expan-
sion than the material of such base; and
a reflecting surface overlying the primary intermediate
layer.

^{cioa^u^^MtaW
3,841,738

CURVED PAPER PANEL REFLECTIVE STRUCTURE
Harry W. Caplan, 3397 E. Monmouth Rd., Cleveland Heights,
Ohio 441 18

Filed Oct. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 407,943
Int. CI. G02b 5/]0

U.S. CI. 350-293 7 Claims

1. A wide angle lens system comprising eleven lenses con-
secutively designated from the front lens on the object side to
the rear lens on the image side as the first to the eleventh lens,
the seventh and eighth lenses being joined at their confronting
mating faces to define a singly designated face and form a
doublet, said lenses having the following dimensions and rela-
tionships:

u
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a. exposing a first scene to be photographed on a limited
portion of said film strip while moving said film strip in
forward direction;

b. moving the film backward said limited portion, and
c. exposing a second scene to be photographed while mov-

ing the film forward;
the method comprising further:

applying torque to said take-up means in rewind direction
by drive means during exposure of the first scene and also
during the step of moving the film backwards, thereby
providing a relative movement between the take-up
means with its rewind stop and said drive means.

being comprised of slide change and lamp intensity control
signals for a first and a second slide projector comprising; first,

second, third and fourth oscillator means for producing first,

second, third and fourth frequency signals, respectively, each
of said first second, third and fourth frequency signals being
at a different frequency, said first and second oscillator means
being provided with switching means for enabling an output
from said first and second oscillator means to provide slide
change signals for said first and second slide projectors, re-
spectively, said third and fourth oscillator means being pro-

PLAYBACK
INPUT

3,841,743
CINEMATOGRAPHIC PROJECTOR

Jean A. Thevenaz, Grandson, Switzerland, assignor to Bolex
International SA, Saint Croix, Switzerland

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 293,150
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Sept. 27. 1971.

14147/71
'F.I,

Int. CI. G03b 21100
U.S. CI. 352-198 2 Claims
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1. A cinematographic projector capable of several modes of
projection including still projection and normal projection
having a light source, a dichroic reflector behind said light
source for transmitting a portion of the infra-red rays while
reflecting visible rays toward a film gate, means for advancing
the cinematographic film in front of the film gate, a filter in
front of said light source for removing an additional portion of
the infra-red rays, an objective lens for forming an image of
said cinematographic film on a projection screen, said objec-
tive lens tending to diffuse the light and infra-red rays from
said light source in an irregular pattern so that the intensity of
these rays in the central region of each film frame would be
stronger than that on the outer regions thereof, and control
means located between said light source and the film gate
arranged to intercept the central light and infra-red rays for
changing said irregular intensity pattern in such a manner that
the maximum of intensity is displaced from the central region
of each film frame to the outer regions thereof, said control
means comprising an opaque screen means fixedly positioned
in all modes of projection in the path of the central light rays
between said light source and the film frame whereby said
central light and infra-red rays are substantially blocked prior
to reaching said film frame such that the intensities of the
visible and infrared rays in said central region of each film
frame are between 40 and 90 percent of the intensities thereof
along said outer regions.

vided with means for varying their respective outputs to pro-
vide lamp intensity control signals for said first and second
slide projectors, respectively, mixer means for receiving the
outputs of said first, second, third and fourth oscillator means
and for providing a composite signal to be recorded on a single
track and first and second level detector and switch means for
receiving the output of said first and second oscillator means
to provide a slide change signal to said first and second slide
projectors during recording of the output of said first and
second oscillator means.

3,841,745
PORTABLE MICROFILM VIEWER

Morton Kaye, Stamford, Conn., and Marvin I. Radlauer, 2
Mistletoe Dr., MaUwan, N.J., assignors to said Radlauer, by
said Kaye

Division of Ser. No. 194,724, Nov. 1, 1971, Pat. No. 3,791,778.
This application Sept. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 396,418

Int. CI. G03b 27///, 2//i0
U.S. CI. 353-26 7 Claims

3,841,744
MULTIPLE SLIDE PROJECTOR CONTROL SYSTEM

Lawrence M. Rubin, Souderton, Pa.; Richard Eaton, Roches-
ter, and Peter L. Chapin, liion, both of N.Y., assignors to
Lawrence M. Rubin, Souderton, Pa.; Richard Eaton, Roch-
ester; Peter L. Chapin, Uion, both of, N.Y. and Stanley
Feingold, Lansdale, Pa., part interest to each

Filed Sept. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 176,958
Int. CLG03b jy/06

U.S. CI. 353—15 5 Claims
1. Apparatus for providing a composite signal for recording

on a single track of a recording medium, said composite signal

1. A control for a microfilm viewer comprising
a housing including a microfilm viewing port, said housing

being shaped to operatively support a cassette containing
microfilm bearing a plurality of image frames, and means
for driving the microfilm in the cassette past the film
viewing port.
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a film gate located alongside the film viewing port and

pivotally mounted to the housing for movement against

the film and away from the viewing port,

a film claw shaped to positively engage the microfilm, said

film claw being movably mounted to the housing and

coupled to the driving means for a repeatable motion

selected to advance the microfilm a distance correspond-

ing to a dimension of an image frame,

a single frame control wheel driven into rotation by the

driving means and having a stop,

a stop shaft disposed to normally engage the single frame

control wheel stop and mounted to the housing for move-

ment towards and away from the single frame control

wheel,

a control switch mounted adjacent the stop shaft for actua-

tion thereby upon release movement of the stop shaft

away from the single frame control wheel stop,

a single frame control lever projecting from the housing and

coupled to the stop shaft to initiate release movement and

enable said driving means to actuate the film claw for

single frame advancement thereof,

a continuous film advance control lever projecting from the

housing and disposed for movement towards and away

from the film claw and the film gate to separate the film

claw from the microfilm, said continuous film advance

control lever further being coupled to the stop shaft to

initiate a release movement thereof and actuation of the

control switch for a continuous advance of the microfilm

commensurate with the duration of the actuation of the

continuous film advance control lever.

3,841,746

CONTROL FOR SYNCHRONIZING PROJECTORS WITH
AN AUDIO PROGRAM

Arthur B. Chase, San Francisco, Calif., and Paul C. Miller,

South Euclid, Ohio, assignors to Arthur B. Chase, San Fran-

cisco, Calif, and Paul C. Miller, Euclid, Ohio, part interest

to each

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,653

Int. CI. G03b 5 7/06,2 ///6

U.S.CL 353-15 12 Claims
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1. A control unit for controlling a plurality of slide projec-

tors, each having a lamp, a blower and a slide change mecha-

nism, in response to slide change pulses and an off pulse

recorded on a magnetic tape and wherein the control unit is

constructed to be connected to the projectors and to the

output of a playback recorder which plays the tape,

said control unit comprising,

frequency sensing means for sensing each slide change pulse

and the off pulse,

a plurality of slide change relay means, each operatively

associated with the frequency sensing means for actuating

the slide change mechanism of a particular projector in

response to the sensing of a slide change pulse having a

frequency corresponding to that projector,

lamp relay means operatively associated with the frequency

sensing means for shutting off all of the projector lamps

immediately on the sensing of the off pulse,

blower relay means operatively associated with the fre-

quency sensing means for shutting off all of the blowers

on the sensing of the off pulse.

time delay means for delaying the actuation of the blower

relay means for a fixed period of time after the sensing of

the shutoff pulse to permit the blowers to cool the projec-

tor lamps, and

a line voltage relay means operatively associated with the

blower relay means and wherein the time delay means

includes a holding circuit which holds the line voltage

relay closed for said fixed period of time.

3,841,747

APPARATUS INCLUDING RANDOM ACCESS
POSITIONING MEANS

Donald C. Peroutky, and Charles R. Stein, both of Schenec-

tady, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company, Schenec-

tady, N.Y.

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,418

Int. CI. G03b 25/05

U.S. CI. 353-27 18 Claims

30

ferH:/:^

1. Apparatus for use with an object having a plurality of

areas within a two-dimensional coordinate system and identi-

fied by corresponding addresses along the respective dimen-

sions comprising:

a. means for providing area preselection signals representa-

tive of the address of a preselected one of said areas,

b. a fixed work station,

c. positioning means effective when actuated for moving

said object relative to said work station in the directions

of said dimensions to any one of a plurality of positions

in each of which a separate one of said areas is positioned

at said work station,

d. drive means effective each time when operated to actuate

said positioning means for initially moving said object

away from one of said positions to a reference reset posi-

tion and for automatically thereafter moving said object

away from said reference reset position towards another

of said positions which is predetermined by the address of

said preselected area,

e. said drive means including

i. an electric motor,

ii. coupling means for releasable engagement with said

motor for coupling said motor to said positioning

means, said coupling means being operable when in

engagement with said motor to actuate said positioning

means to move said object to said reference reset posi-

tion.

Hi. limit switch means positioned for actuation in re-

sponse to arrival of said object at said reference reset

position to effect disengagement of said motor and said

coupling means, and
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iv. spring means connected to said coupling means and
effective in response to disengagement of said motor
and said coupling means to actuate said positioning
means to move said object away from said reference
reset position,

f. means for initiating operation of said drive means,
g. means for generating and counting control signals in

response to movement of said object away from said
reference reset position to continuously identify the ad-
dresses of those areas arriving at said work station, and

h. control means for comparing said area preselection sig-

nals and said control signals and for automatically termi-
nating movement of said object upon its arrival at said
another position in response to occurrence of coinci-
dence between said area preselection signals and said
control signals to thereby position said preselected area
at said work station.

3,841,749
SLIDE PROJECTOR MAGAZINE POSITIONING MEANS
Reinhard Sobotta, Mascherode, Germany, assignor to Rollei-
Werke Franke & Heidecke, Braunschweig, Germany

Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 365,986
Claims priority, application Germany, June 12, 1972.

2228603

InL CI. G03b 23106
U.S. CI. 353-117 4 Claims

'1
A

3,841,748
PROJECTOR LAP DISSOLVE DEVICE

William P. Ewald, Webster, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed June 7, 1971, Ser. No. 150,484
Int. CI. G03b 21114, 21/28, 21/36

U.S. CI. 353—83 6 Claims

« //..
'-vr---

1. A slide projector for use with a circular slide magazine
rotatable with respect to the projector to bring successive
slides to a position to be transferred from the magazine to a
projection position within the projector, said projector com-
prising means for holding a circular magazine, and movable
detent means for engaging abutment means in the form of a
notch on the magazine when the magazine is rotated, to deter-
mine a particular position of rotational orientation of the
magazine with respect to the projector, wherein said detent
means includes a movable member ( 13) having a portion (8)
in position to drop into said notch (3) of said magazine when
said notch comes opposite said portion during rotation of said
magazine, a light spring (19) biasing said movable member
( 13) to a position wherein said portion (8) engages a surface
of said magazine in which said notch (3) is located, a stronger
spring (18) biased to overcome the force of said light spring
(19) and to keep said portion (8) disengaged from said sur-
face, and a manually operable member ( 15, 16) shiftable to a
position overcoming the force of said stronger spring ( 18) on
said light spring and thereby causing said light spring (19) to
move said portion (8) into engagement with said surface of
said magazine, and to enter said notch ( 3 ) upon turning of said
magazine to a desired position of orientation.

1. In projecting apparatus having ( 1 ) means defining first
second and third light paths, (2) means for supporting a film'

transparency in each of said first and.second light paths and
(3) optical means for forming a projected image of the sup-
ported transparencies in an image plane, a device for dis-
solving the projected image of one supported transparency
mto the projected image of the other supported transparency,
said device comprising:

illumination means for directing light rays along said third
light path;

first and second mirrors each having first positions occupy-
ing different portions of said third light path for respec-
tively reflecting a portion of said light rays along said first
and second light paths, whereby the projected images
from said pair of film transparencies are of substantially
equal brightness when said mirrors are both in their first

positions;

means for moving said first mirror to a second position
while said second mirror remains in its first position to ( 1

)

gradually block an increasing number of said light rays
from said second mirror and (2) reflect the blocked light

rays along said first light path; and
means for moving said second mirror to a second position

while said first mirror remains in its first position to ( I)
gradually block an increasing number of said light rays
from said first mirror and (2) reflect the blocked light
rays along said second light path.

3,841,750
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC TRANSFER-PRINTING

DEVICE
Kenji Isonaka, Tokorozawa; Saburo Hokari, Kawasaki; Tat-
suya Watanabe, Yokokama, and Masamichi Furukawa,
Kawasaki, all of Japan, assignors to Ricoh Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,508
Claims priority, application Japan, May 23, 1972. 47-5 1010

Int. CI. G03g 15/18, 15/00
U.S. CI. 355-3 R 10 claims

62 63 177 'g?

1. An electrophotographic transfer-printing device for
transferring an electrostatic latent image formed on a planar
photoconductive material layer of a photoreceptor onto a
dielectric material layer of a card material comprising: means
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for positioning the photoreceptor and the card material

against each other with the photoconductive material layer of

the photoreceptor facing the dielectric material layer of the

card material, a transfer-printing roller, means for moving the

transfer-printing roller in rolling motion over the combination

of the card material and the photoreceptor to press the card

material against the photoreceptor, said transfer roller starting

its rolling motion from an initial position at one end of the

combination of the card material and the photoreceptor, and
a resilient stripper continuously engaging the end of the card

material adjacent the initial position of the transfer roller and
continuously biasing the last recited end of the card material

in a direction away from the photoreceptor to gradually raise

the card material from the photoreceptor as the rolling motion

of the transfer-printing roller proceeds from the initial posi-

tion toward an end position, thereby gradually peeling off

from the photoreceptor the portions of the card material

which have received the transfer-printed latent image from

the photoreceptor.

3,841,751

ELECTROSTATIC COLOR REPRODUCTION METHOD
Vaidevutis C. Draugelis; William R. Hartman, Jr., both of

Rochester; Michael J. Langdon, Webster, and Alan F.

McCarroll, Rochester, all of N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corpo-

ration, Rochester, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 830,280, June 4, 1969, Pat. No. 3,724,943.

This application May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,130

Int. CI. G03g 15/00

U.S. 355-4 Claims

1. A method for producing a multi-color reproduction of an
original comprising the steps of:

sequentially forming a series of electrostatic latent images

of the original on the surface of a photoconductive plate

member adapted for movement along a predetermined

path, each of said images corresponding to a light pattern

of a different color,

sequentially developing said images by advancing each

image into contact with an applicator for developing

material having a color relative to the color of which the

respective image was formed, said advancement is per-

formed at a predetermined time relative to the formation

of the corresponding latent image, and
sequentially transferring the developed images to a support

material in unfused superimposed relationship.

3,841,752

LIGHT SOURCE FOR COPYING MACHINE
Yasuhiko Terajima, Chigasaki; Ryuzo Okada, Yamato, and

Kiyoshi Horie, Ebina, all of Japan, assignors to Fuji Xerox

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed June 6, 1973, Ser. No. 367,561

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 18, 1972,47-82105

Int. CI. G03g 15/04

U.S. CI. 355—4 9 Claims

1
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a fourth movable reflector means for scan-projecting the
image of said original reflected from said third movable
reflector means to said photosensitive member, and

means for synchronously moving said first, second, third
and fourth movable reflector means in the same direction
along paths parallel with respect to said original and
photosensitive member, wherein the rate of movement of
said second movable reflector means is half that of said
first movable reflector means in scanning said original,
and the rate of movement of said third movable reflector
means is half that of said fourth movable reflector means
for scanning the image of said original on to said photo-
sensitive member.

1. An improved duplex reproduction system producing
collated duplex copy sets comprising:

document feeding means for feeding a stack of documents
in seriatim to the platen of a copy processor,

copy processor means for copying each document a prede-
termined number of times,

sorter means including a plurality of trays each having an
associated gate at the inlet thereof for opening the tray to
receive copy sheets from said processor means,

and

circuit means for disabling said gates on the first pass of
copy sheets through said copy processor means to said sorter
means and then energizing said gates on the second pass to
distribute copy sets without rearranging documents or copy
sheets.

3,841,755
DOPPLER EFFECT TELEMETER INCLUDING

FREQUENCY SHIFTING
Hubert Debart, Meudon, France, assignor to Compagnie Gene-

rale D'Eiectricite, Paris, France
Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,007

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 3, 1971,
71.043503

Int. CI. GOlp 3136
U.S. CI. 356-28 5 Claims

I. A DOPPLER effect and modulated frequency telemeter
comprising:

a. scanning means for causing an alternate scanning signal

having an adjustable frequency to be propagated towards
a target capable of reflecting that scanning signal, by
sending back, towards the telemeter, a frequency shifted

response signal resulting from reflection of that scanning
signal;

b. modulation generator means for controlling said scanning
means by a modulation signal so as to create a variation
in the frequency of the said scanning signal according to
a predetermined variation law as a function of time;

c. receiving means, sensitive to the frequency shift between
said response signal and said scanning signal, for supply-
ing a speed indication signal proportional to that shift;

d. wherein said receiving means comprises a frequency
comparator supplying a pass signal each time the fre-

quency of the said response signal is equal to a predeter-
mined reference frequency, the said predetermined fre-

quency variation law being a periodic and alternate suc-

3,841,754
DUPLEX REPRODUCTION SYSTEM

Edward E. Drexler, Rochester, and Paul D. Norder, Fairport,
both of N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford,
Conn.

Filed Aug. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 392,582
Int. CI. G03g 13100

U.S. CI. 355-17 4 Claims

^ Time
compaaatoh

GENERATOR

cession of ramps of two different types, that is, of ramps
of two different slopes making the frequency df the said
scanning signal vary between a low frequency and a high
frequency, said reference frequency being chosen such
that the time interval between two successive passes of
the frequency of said scanning signal through that refer-
ence frequency be equal to the half-cycle of that succes-
sion of ramps;

e. time comparator means, receiving said pass signals for
supplying at least one interval signal representing the
value of a pass interval, that is. of a time interval between
two successive pass signals; and

f. speed indicator means for receiving said interval signal
and supplying a speed indication dependent on the value
of that interval signal.

3,841,756
APPARATUS FOR MILK PRODUCTION ANALYSIS

Peter S. Grochowicz, Puyallup, Wash., assignor to Clark M.
Runyan, Ellensburg, Wash., a part interest

Continuation of Ser. No. 141,758, May 10, 1971, abandoned.
This application Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,008

Int. CI. GO In 21124
U.S. CI. 356-72 12 claims

1. An apparatus for analyzing the milk production of a
plurality of cows being milked at a plurality of milk stations in
a milk parlor, wherein an individual cow's milk production is

collected through a respective containing transfer means, with
the milk from several transfer means being transferred to a
bulk tank, said apparatus comprising:
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a. a plurality of milk analyzing units at respective milking

stations and operatively connected to a respective trans-

fer means, each unit comprising:

1. a butterfat sensing device operatively connected to its

respective transfer means and arranged to provide a

voltage signal having a proportional relationship to

butterfat content of milk in its respective transfer

means,

2. a leukocyte sensing device operatively connected to its

respective transfer means and arranged to provide a

voltage signal having a proportional relationship to

leukocyte content of milk in its respective transfer

means, and

3. a quantity sensing device operatively connected to its

respective transfer means and arranged to provide a

voltage signal having a proportional relationship to

quantity of milk collected through its respective trans-

fer means,

b. a plurality of cow identification means, each at a respec-

tive milk station by which an individual identification of

a cow whose milk production is being collected can be

entered,

c. a master unit to receive informational inputs from each

of said analyzing units and each of said cow identification

means and to present an informational output including

each cow's identification with corresponding butterfat,

leukocyte content and quantity of each cow's milk pro-

duction,

d. means to transmit signals from said analyzing units and

cow identifying means to said master unit, and

e. activating means at each station, each of which activating

means is operatively connected to its respective cow
identifying means and also operatively connected to its

respective butterfat sensing device, leukocyte sensing

device and quantity sensing device in a manner that oper-

ation of said activating means causes transmission

through said transmitting means to the master unit the

correlated signals of its respective butterfat sensing de-

vice, leukocyte sensing device, quantity sensing device

and cow identifying means.

carbon bands and capable of being excited by a laser pulse,

said chemical substances being introduced into said graphite

at such a concentration that the macroscopic neutron absorp-

tion cross section remains small; and irradiating said fuel

elements intended for use in said reactor with laser pulses so

as to form a plasma focus and locating the same in the optical

beam path of a suitable spectrum analysis device.

3,841,757

METHOD OF DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN FUEL
AND/OR BREEDER ELEMENTS INTENDED FOR OR

INSERTED IN A NUCLEAR REACTOR
Theodor Overhoff, Niederzier, and Hermann-Josef Stupp,

Frechen, both of Germany, assignors to KemforschungsanU

age Julich Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung, Julich,

Germany
Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,463

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 26, 1971,

2158572 I,

I
' Int. CI. GOlj 3130

U.S. CI. 356-85 13 Claims

1. A method of characteristically distinguishing between

fuel elements intended for use in a nuclear reactor, said fuel

elements being held in a graphite covering, which includes the

steps of: introducing into the graphite of said covering chemi-

cal substances which are only slightly diffusible and at most

negligibly affect the neutron flow of the reactor, the spectral

lines of said chemical substances being undisturbed by the

3,841,758

ROTATION SENSITIVE RETARDER
John George Gievers, 245 Wimpole Dr., Rochester, Mich.

48063
Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 292,962

Int. CI. GO lb 9102; G02f 1124

U.S. CI. 356-106 LR 27 Claims

1. A rotation sensitive retarder system comprising

means for forming a beam of radiant energy,

a first polarizing beamsplitter for splitting said beam into

two orthogonal linear polarized components comprising

an ordinary ray and an extraordinary ray and for reunify-

ing said components,

a plurality of means defining reflective surfaces positioned

in a manner such as to provide an optical loop defining

identical closed paths for said components of light in

opposite directions,

said first beamsplitter being positioned in said paths,

means in said paths for changing the planes of polarization

of the emerging othogonal components by 90° for reunifi-

cation,

a second polarizing beamsplitter positioned exteriorly of

said closed paths for transmitting substantially only that

part of the reunified light which oscillates in the original

plane of zero input rate and directing substantially only

the light oscillating in the orthogonal plane due to an
input rate externally of the path of the beam and the loop,

the transmission axis of one of said beamsplitters being at

45° to the transmission axis of the other beamsplitter,

means in advance of the second beamsplitter for modulating

the polarization form of the reunified light passing to the

second beamsplitter.

3,841,759
VEHICLE HEADLAMP AIMING SYSTEM AND METHOD
Philip L. Turner, Southfield, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Aug. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 393,699
Int. CI. GOlb 11126

U.S. CI. 356—121 11 Claims
1. A system for determining the alignment of a motor vehi-

cle headlamp comprising:

platform means defining at least one surface for receiving

the load bearing wheels of a vehicle to be tested;

direction establishing means in cooperative association with

said surface operative to align the driving wheels of the

vehicle parallel to a first direction;
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laterally displaceable means in cooperative association with

said surface and spaced apart from said direction estab-
lishmg means for receiving the nondriving wheels of the
vehicle, movable perpendicularly to the first direction in
response to alignment of the driving wheels parallel to the
first direction whereby the vehicle chassis will be aligned
with the direction of travel of the vehicle parallel to the
first direction;

at least one movable arm means coupled to said platform-
at least one support means coupled to said arm means and
defining a line having a selected angular relationship with
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the first direction, said arm means movable to move said
support means to a large number of potential positions
representing possible headlamp locations while maintain-
ing said support means defined line at the selected angu-
lar relationship with the first direction; and

electromechanical aim evaluating means mounted on said
support means having an axis arranged at a predeter-
mined angle with respect to the first direction, coupleable
to a vehicle headlamp, and operable when so coupled to
generate an electrical signal indicative of the headlamp
alignment with respect to the first direction.

3,841,760
ZONAL FOCUS METHOD FOR DETERMINING THEAMOUNT OF ASTIGMATIC CORRECTION FOR AN

OPTICAL SYSTEM
David L. Guyton, 5505 Huntington Pky., Bethesda, Md. 20014

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336,324
Int. CI. GOlb 9100

U.S. CI. 356-124
7 Claims

1. A method tor determining the amount of astigmatic
correction necessary to be added by optical correcting means
in conjunction with spherical correction to an optical system
to cause the optical system to be optically corrected to be
anastigmatic for a specified pair of points comprising the steps

locating the principal meridians of said optical system-
aligning the principal meridians of said optical correcting
means with the principal meridians of said optical system
correcting the dioptric power of one meridian of said
optical system by said correcting means;

applying a principal-meridian-locating zonal focus test to
the combination of said optical system and said correct-
mg means, by applying said zonal focus test in a non-
principal meridian thereby imaging the parts of a test
image in a laterally displaced manner;

examining said test image;

maintaining the dioptric power correction of said one me-
ridian constant and simultaneously varying in other me-
ridians the power of said correcting means so as to re-
move the previously effected lateral displacement of parts
of said test image; and

noting the astigmatic component of said correcting means
whereby said astigmatic component represents the
amount of astigmatic correction necessary for said optical
system to be anastigmatic.

3,841,761
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DETECTING FAULTS

IN FABRIC
Paul J Selgin, Bethel, Conn., assignor to Neotec Corporation,

Rockville, Md.
Filed Oct. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 409,241

Int. CL GOln 21116, 21/30, 21/32
U.S. CI. 356-200

,0 Calms
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1. A method for detecting color and textural defects in a
Sheet of moving material comprising the following steps

subjecting a preselected inspection area of the sheet to
transmitted light incident to the sheet in a direction sub-
stantially perpendicular to the sheet;

detecting the light passing through the preselected area of
the sheet which varies according to excessive thinness or
thickness of the material in the area and producing a first
corresponding detection signal;

subjecting the preselected area of the sheet to light at an
acute angle of incidence for causing the refiection of light
from the area;

^

detecting the reflected light which varies in response to
color and textural faults in the area and producing a
second corresponding detection signal;

subjecting the preselected area of the sheet to light impine-
ing at a grazing angle;

detecting the grazing light which varies in response to tex-
tural obstructions present in the area and producing a
third corresponding detection signal

individually integrating the first, second and third signals-
and ^ '

summing the first, second and third signals, simultaneously
to produce an output signal corresponding to the color-
tactile impact of one or more detected defects in the
preselected area at a single time instant.

3,841,762
OPTICAL ARRANGEMENT FOR RECORDING AVARIABLE LIGHT ABSORBANCE IN OBJECTS ALSOHAVING A VARIABLE OPTICAL THICKNESS

Jarl Sune Pettersson, Goteborg, Sweden, assignor to Ingenjors-
firman Gradient, Birgit and Harry Rilbe, Goteborg, Sweden

Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,399

5469/7T
''"""*^' *"''''''*''*•" ^****«"' Apr. 26, 1972,

Int. CI. GOln 2 //06
U.S. CI. 356-203 ,- ^, .

I In o« . I
*' Claims

1. in an optical arrangement for measuring along a certain
coordinate axis (x) the light absorbance at a certain wave
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length (X) of an object in which not only the absorbance, but

also the optical thickness varies along said coordinate, com-
prising a light source, a holder for said object, means for

monochromatizing the radiation from said light source, a

light-sensitive device having a specific active area for receiv-

ing from said light source radiation that has passed through

said object and said monochromatizing means, a slit which is

narrow in the x direction and which limits the angular exten-

sion in said x direction of that radiation to subtend a first angle

which hits the active area of the light-sensitive device, and

5̂
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upper and lower hollow tubular portions and a radially en-
larged intermediate chamber portion between the tubular
portions, the chamber portion providing a fluid-holding cham-
ber and having means for introducing fluid into the chamber,
the plunger means being reciprocable within the tubular por-
tions of the outer casing, sealing means between the plunger
means and each of the upper and lower tubular portions of the
outer casing, the plunger means being provided with fluid-

3,841,767
FOLLOWER ROD LATCHING DEVICE

Carl H. LltUe, Jamestown, N.Y., assignor to Weber-Knapp
Company, Jamestown, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 399,187
Int. CI. B42f /J/00. 17116

U.S. CI. 402-61 8 Claims

holding means between the sealing means for holding a quan-
tity of fluid and being reciprocable between a first position in
which the fluid-holding means thereof is positioned within the
fluid-holding chamber of the outer casing and a second posi-
tion in which the fluid-holding means thereof is positioned
within one of the tubular portions of the outer casing whereby
fluid can be withdrawn from the fluid-holding chamber by the
fluid-holding means of the plunger means for analysis in said
one tubular portion.

3,841,766
LIGHT CURTAIN FOR ACCIDENT PREVENTION

Arthur Walter, Hindenburgstrabe 32, Denzlingen, Germany
Filed June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 374,004

Claims priority, application Germany, July 25. 1972
2236482

Int. CI. G02f 1134
U.S. CI. 356-256 lo Claims
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1. Light curtain apparatus for accident prevention compris-
ing: a pair of scanners disposed opposite one another, each
scanning a respective predetermined area around an axis
located in the scanner with a beam of light and each being
associated with a respective one of a pair of opposed reflectors
such that each beam of light is reflected back on itself inde-
pendently of the angle of incidence; each scanner having
mstalled therein a photoelectric transducer which, in the
absence of any obstacle in the path of the associated beam of
light, receives the light returned by the reflector and converts
it into an electrical signal, any interruption in the electrical
signal serving as an indication of an obstacle present in the
beam of light; the two scanning areas each being in the form
of a right-angled triangle and said triangles being contiguous.

1. In a card file drawer having front and tray sections; a
follower rod removably insertable rearwardly through an
opening in said front section, an externally accessible cavity
and into said tray section for stringing apertured cards within
said tray section, said follower rod having an inner end portion
of reduced cross section and an outer end portion of enlarged
cross section, said follower rod end portions being joined by
a rearwardly facing converging surface, and said outer end
portion having a transversely extending groove and being
slideably received within said front section opening to position
said groove within said cavity when said follower rod is in a
fully inserted position; and a latch device fixed within said
drawer cavity and having a manually operable member for
releasably retaining said follower rod latched in said inserted
position by seating engagement within said outer end portion
groove, said latch device additionally having a spring deform-
able by said converging surface upon movement of said fol-
lower rod rearwardly towards said inserted position and oper-
able upon manually induced follower rod releasing move-
ments of said latch device member to bias said outer end
portion forwardly from said inserted position, the improve-
ment wherein said latch device comprises in combination:

a housing having a stepped through opening with an en-
larged front end portion and a reduced rear end portion,
said rear end portion being dimensioned to loosely re-
ceive said inner end portion of said follower rod, said
housing defining first and second stops spaced trans-
versely of said housing opening;

means for attaching said housing within said cavity to posi-
tion said housing opening in at least substantial alignment
with said front section opening;

said latch device member is a manually operable latch lever
mounted on said housing for pivotal movement trans-
versely of said front end portion of said housing opening;
biasing means for normally biasing said latch lever for
pivotal movement into a first position determined by
engagement of said latch lever with said first stop, said
biasing means being resiliently deformable to permit
pivotal movement of said latch lever towards and into a
second position determined by engagement of said latch
lever with said second stop, said latch lever being engage-
able by said converting surface when said follower rod is

inserted thereby to force same to move from said first
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position against said biasing means towards said second

position, said biasing means serving to seat said latch

lever within said groove when said follower rod is in said

inserted position;

a spacer sleeve loosely fitted within said front end portion

of said housing opening, said spring being a coil spring

disposed intermediate said spacer sleeve and said rear

end portion of said housing opening for resiliently oppos-

ing movements of said spacer sleeve theretowards, said

coil spring being dimensioned to loosely receive said

inner end portion of said follower rod, said spacer sleeve

having a through opening including a portion dimen-

sioned to slideably receive said inner end portion of said

follower rod and a front end surface ix>rtion engageable

by said follower rod converging surface for effecting

compression of said coil spring upon movement of said

follower rod towards said inserted position, characterized

in that said loose fit of said spacer sleeve within said

housing opening permits follower rod induced transverse

and tilting movements of said spacer sleeve relative to

said housing as required to accommodate for misalign-

ments of said housing opening with said front section

opening and in that said latch lever when in said first

position blocks said front end portion of said housing

opening sufficiently to prevent axially directed forward

movement of said spacer sleeve outwardly therethrough.

3,841,769

ANGULARLY ADJUSTABLE BRACKET
William R. Bowerman, 1824 Mississippi St, Lawrence, Kans.

66044
Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,929

Int CLF16C 11/06

U.S. CI. 403—90 6 CUims

3,841,768

UNIVERSAL LOCK DEVICE FOR RIGHT HAND OR LEFT
HAND APPLICATIONS

Clarence Maurice Adams, Reed City, Mich., assignor to Swiss

Aluminum Ltd., Chippis, Switzerland

Filed June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 367,779

Int CI. F16c IIIIO

U.S. CI. 403-3 5 Claims

Pfcnr HAND
JHOCADS

LCFT HAND
THREADS

1. An angularly adjustable coupling, comprising

a. a relatively fixed first member,
b. a relatively movable second member, and

c. resilient means urging said members into releasable en-

gagement with one another including a relatively movable

sleeve telescoped over said first and second members and

a coil spring mounted within said sleeve and engaging one

of said members and said sleeve, said sleeve engaging the

other of said members,

d. one of said members being formed with a convex portion

and the other being formed with a cooperating seat por-

tion releasably engageable with said convex portion,

e. one of said seat portion and said convex portion being

formed with at least a plurality of protuberances and the

other being formed with spaced indents to releasably

receive said protuberances,

f. said members being free for temporary separation by

pulling said members apart against the force of said resil-

ient means whereby the angular relation of said member
may be altered.

3,841,770

LOCK BAR MECHANISM
Willard D. Childs, Olivenhain, Calif., assignor to The Rucker

Company, Oakland, Calif.

Filed Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 388,108

Int CI. E21b 19100

U.S. CI. 403— 106 7 Claims

1. A binding or lock device for limiting relative motion of

two members movable about a common axis comprising a pair

of relatively movable arms, a double ended stud received by

both arms defining the common axis, one end of said stud

being formed with right hand threads and the opposite end

being formed with left hand threads, a pair of cooperating

retainer nuts each in threaded engagement with a mating end

of said stud to retain said arms as an assembly, said stud being

received in a first arm with a pressed fit, a first retainer nut in

threaded engagement with its mating end and settable to a

fixed position relative to said first arm effective to exert a

tensile stress on said stud tending to withdraw said stud from

the first arm, the second retainer nut being slidably received

in and keyed to the second arm, said second arm being rotated

relative to the first arm about said common axis in a predeter

mined direction until said arms lock or bind temporarily pre-

cluding further rotation in said predetermined direction, said

arms retaining relative mobility in a direction opposite to said

predetermined direction effective to release said arms.

1. A lock bar mechanism for use with a drilling mechanism

comprising a main frame, a pair of main side plates on and

depending from said main frame in parallel relationship with

each other, a hook frame, a pair of hook side plates on and
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extending upwardly from said hook frame in parallel relation-
ship with said main side plates, means defining a pair of trans-
versely aligned openings in said main side plates, means defin-
ing a pair of transversely aligned apertures in said hook side
plates adapted to be moved into and out of transverse align-
ment with said openings in said main side plates, a support rod
mounted on said main frame and extending parallel to and
between said hook side plates, a transversely extending lock
bar journalled on said support rod and rotatable between a
first position with said lock bar extending through said open-
ings and said apertures and a second position with said lock
bar at least, out of said openings, and means interconnecting
said main frame and said lock bar for rotating said lock bar
between said first position and said second position.

3,841,772
JOINT CONSTRUCTION

Edward A. Snidar, Palm Harbor, Fla., assignor to Gulf &
Western Manufacturing Company, Southfield, Mich.

Filed May 25, 1973, Ser. No. 364,013
Int. CI. F16b 9100

U.S. CI. 403-224 7 claims

^O

3,841,771
TAPERED HINGE PIN ASSEMBLY AND REMOVAL

MEANS
Robert F. Shankwitz, Oswego, and Anthony L. Garman, Ste-

vensvilie, both of III., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co.,
Peoria, III.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,516
Int. CI. B23p 19104

U.S. CI. 403-163 6 Claims

1. A joint to serve in the capacity of a vehicle ball joint
comprising; an annular outer supporting member, an inner
supporting member received generally concentrically within
said outer supporting member with a generally annular space
therebetween, an annular web interconnecting said members
and extending through the annular space therebetween, said
web having flexible characteristics allowing cocking of said
members relative to each other while providing resistance to
said cocking in any direction, said annular web having an axial
dimension relatively smaller than the axial dimension of said
members, and annular fianges spaced radially from each other
and extending axially from said annular web to provide an
interference action which resists further cocking from a pre-
determined degree of generally axial cocking between said
members.

1. In a hinge structure comprising a bifurcated member
defining a pair of arms, an intermediate member located
between said arms of the bifurcated member, means defining
a bore through each arm and said intermediate member, said
bores being in concentric alignment, a hinge pin in said bores
having a generally cylindrical center portion fitted within the
bore m said intermediate member and having tapered end
portions, which tapered end portions are within and spaced
from the bores of said arms, a generally cup-shaped collar
defining generally cylindrical sidewalls and an end wall fitted
within each of the arm bores, the interior wall of the collars
being tapered so as to be in engagement with the tapered end
portions of said hinge pin, said tapered walls containing a
plurality of axially entending slots, axially disposed threaded
bores in each end of said hinge pin, an end wall opening
formed through the end wall of each collar, said opening being
m concentric alignment with a respective hinge pin bore, said
axially disposed threaded bores adapted to receive first bolt
means passing through each end wall bore in spaced relation
thereto and threadedly engaged in a respective hinge pin bore
and having head means thereon for contacting a respective
collar end wall whereby said collar is drawn toward said hinge
pin so as to wedge the end portions thereof in respective arm
bores when the first bolt means is tightened, and further in-
cluding threads formed within each collar end wall opening so
as to permit a second bolt means to be engaged therewith
subsequent to removal of said first bolt means thereby facili-
tating removal of said collar.

3,841,773
RELEASABLE CONNECTOR SUBASSEMBLY

Don L. Young, Jr., Florissant, Mo., assignor to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air
Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,818
Int. CI. F16c 19100

U.S. CI. 403-341
1 Claim

1. A releasable connector subassembly, adapted for use in
easily and rapidly disconnecting a load-transmitting control
assembly in a high density vehicle, wherein said control assem-
bly includes an end fitting having a control rod portion which,
in turn, includes a first control rod section having a first end
and a second end. and an aligned second control rod section
having a first end and a second end and also having an external
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surface with a peripheral groove therein, with said second end

of the first control rod section and said first end of the second

rod control section to be releasably engaged, comprising:

a. means for releasably engaging said second end of said

first control rod section with said first end of said second

rod control section, and with said second end of said first

control rod section releasably engaged with said first end

of said second control rod section, whereby a joint is

formed;

b. a sleeve member, essentially in the form of a tube with a

suitably located notch therein and therethrough, with said

sleeve member slideably movable on, and removably

fitted on and over, and peripherally surrounding and

abutting the joint formed by the releasably engaged said

first control rod section and said second control rod

section, whereby when said sleeve member is in such a

peripherally surrounding and abutting position, said en-

gaged first and second control rod sections cannot be

disengaged from each other;

c. and, means for releasably securing said sleeve member to

said joint, wherein said means includes:

1. a collar with longitudinal passageway therethrough,

slideably movable on, and removably fitted on and

over, and peripherally surrounding and abutting said

sleeve and indirectly surrounding said joint, and with

said collar also having a transverse passageway there-

through;

2. a bolt having a head and a shank portion with a far end

which is threaded, and with said shank portion passing

into, through, and out of the transverse passageway in

said collar, with said threaded far end of said shank

protruding from said transverse passageway of said

collar;

3. a spacer, in the form of a right circular cylinder, remov-

ably fitted over and abutting with said shank portion of

said bolt, and with said spacer interposed between said

shank portion and said transverse passageway of said

collar;

4. and, a nut threadedly and removably engaged with said

threaded far end of the shank portion of said bolt;

whereby said spacer abuts said sleeve member at the

notch thereof, and also abuts the external surface of

the said second control rod section at the peripheral

groove therein, thereby releasably securing said

sleeve member to said joint and concurrently permit-

ting said second control rod section to rotate within

said sleeve.

said key assembly comprising a first key part, a second key

part and an intermediate member interconnecting said

parts,

said first and second key parts each being of elongated

construction nd having a sloping surface,

said sloping surface of said first key part being in slidable

engagement with said sloping surface of said second key

part,

said first and second key parts each having an enlarged end

with a threaded axial bore,

said intermediate member having a first threaded portion

threadedly engaging the bore of said first key part and a

second threaded portion threadedly engaging the bore of

said second key part,

said intermediate member being constructed to be rotated

and to produce axial and of said first key part relative to

said second key part and concomitant transverse radial

displacement of said first key part relative to said second

key part.

3,841,775

MOVABLE TRAFFIC LANE DIVIDER
Robert Lee Pare, Turks Missippi BIdg., Providence, R.I. 02903

Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,254

Int. CI. EOlf 9100

U.S.CL 404-11 16 Claims

1. An automated traffic lane divider ensemble including:

a. a plural lane highway,

b. a plurality of traffic lane markers longitudinally spaced

along said highway,

c. means for moving said markers back and forth, trans-

versely across a portion of the width of said highway,

d. said means also partially supporting said markers and

extending between said lanes.

3,841,774

EXPANDABLE SHAFT KEY 3,841,776

Joel W. Maxey, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor Com- TRAFFICABLE SURFACE FOR MECHANICAL PARKING
pany. Dearborn, Mich. APPARATUS, RAMPS LIFTING PLATFORMS OR THE

Filed Dec. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 312,420 LIKE
Int. CI. F16d 1106 Kaspar Klaus, Schlachthofstrasse 46, Memmingen, Germany

U.S. CI. 403-358 6 Claims Fiied Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,350

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 5, 1972,

2205479; June 10, 1972, 2228366; July 22, 1972, 2236057
Int. CL EOlc 5116

U.S. CI. 404-41 7 Claims

1. An expandable key assembly constructed to interconnect

first and second members having aligned keyways,

said expandable key assembly having a generally rectangu-

lar cross section,

1. A trafficable surface to carry a road vehicle comprising

an assembly of substantially similar carriers having substan-
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tially similar profile, in which each carrier is of sheet metal
and of substantially U-shape, each carrier having a back wall
incorporating at least one upwardly projecting rib which ex-
tends the height of the carrier and increases the rigidity of the
carrier; downwardly-directed side walls integral with the back
wall; and edge strips at the lower edges of the side walls, which
edge strips are bent in similar directions, the outwardly di-
rected edge strips of the respective carriers being of channel
form and embracing the inwardly-directed edge strips of the
adjacent carriers.
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3,841,777
PAVING VIBRATORY FINISHING MACHINE HAVING A

DEVICE FOR CONSTANT COMPACTION OF THE
DEPOSITED LAYER

Domenico Domenighetti, via Nosetto 6, Bellinzona, Switzerland
Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 250,063

Claims priority, application Switzeriand, May 5. 1971
6673/71 ' ' '

Int. CI. EOlc 19/00
U.S. CI. 404-84 4 cuims

at least one pair of wheels joumaled on one end of said
frame for positioning said frame relative to a fixed object
along which said slab is to be laid for aiding in moving
said frame along said object,

a skid mounted on said frame for supporting said frame as
it moves across the surface of the ground,

a hopper mounted on said frame for receiving aggregate and
for discharging said aggregate out of an opening laterally
across the surface of the ground being traversed by the
machine,

a deck plate forming a part of said frame arranged longitudi-
nally of the bottom surface of said skid and in front of said
hopper in the direction of movement of the machine, and
means mounted on said deck plate for penetrating below
said skid for forming a trench below the surface of the
ground as the machine is moved for forming a footing
integral with the apron being laid by the machine.

1. An automatic finishing machine for depositing on a sub-
strate a layer having a smooth surface and substantially uni-
form density throughout the layer, comprising a vehicle
means operatively related to the vehicle for applying a said
layer of material to said substrate, said applying means com-
prising distributing means for said material and strike-off
means for levelling the distributed material, means operatively
related to the vehicle for applying compacting force to said
layer to smooth said layer, and means operatively related to
the vehicle and to said compacting means responsive to varia-
tions in the pressure between said layer and said compacting
means to vary the quantity of material deposited on said sub-
strate inversely as said pressure.

3 841 778
APRON LAYING DEVICE FOR LIVESTOCK FEEDING

TROUGHS
Richard E. Bunger, 5202 E. Washington St., Phoenix, Ariz.
85034

Filed Oct. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 406,255
Int. CI. EOlc 19/12

U.S. CI. 404-105 14 Cairns

1. A concrete slab lying machine comprising a combination
a frame.

3 841 779
LIQUID BLACKTOP SEALER MACHINE

Thelma L. Ray, 4915 Marion Ave., Norwood, Ohio 45212
Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,471

Int CL EOlc 19/16
U.S. a. 404-111

, Claim

J'

=3i.

-Ji> £1

J7 y/ '.^

1. A machine for spreading liquid blacktop sealer on a
blacktop surface comprising

a supply tank for the blacktop sealer mounted on a wheeled
suspension system that allows said tank to be rolled over
the blacktop surface to be coated, said wheeled suspen-
sion system including two main wheels for said supply
tank, and a swivel wheel located rearwardly of said two
main wheels in a plane substantially perpendicular to the
rotational axis of said main wheels, said plane lying on the
centerline of said supply tank,

a handle connected with the supply tank and wheeled sus-
pension system for manually moving the spreader as
desired on the blacktop surface to be coated,

a discharge manifold extending outwardly at substantially
right angles relative to a walking path of the machine's
user, said manifold being disposed beneath said supply
tank and connected to said supply tank at the bottom
thereof, and said manifold being adapted to discharge the
blacktop sealer directly onto the blacktop surface,

a flexible docter blade and a brush aligned parallel with the
manifold, and positioned rearwardly thereof and fixedly
connected to said suspension system, for smoothing the
blacktop sealer discharged onto the blacktop surface in a
relatively even coating, said docter blade being posi-
tioned immediately in front of said brush so that said
brush prevents undo rearward flexure of same as said
machine is pushed along the blacktop surface, and

a hand valve directly connected to said discharge manifold,
the flow of blacktop sealer through said discharge mani-
fold being manually regulated by use of said hand valve.
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3,841,780

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF CONNECTORS
FOR SPACE FRAMEWORKS OR THE LIKE

Max Mengeringhausen, Wurzburg, Germany, assignor to

Mero AG, Zug, Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 222,111, Jan. 31, 1972. This application

Feb. 6, 1974, Ser. No. 440,181

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 8, 1971,

2105824
Int. CI. B23b 35/00

3 Claims

bore, comprising support means, a ring rotatably mounted on

said support means for rotation about an axis (II), clamping

means adapted to engage such connector blank at each end of

the through bore along the longitudinal axis (I) thereof, said

clamping means being rotatably supported on said ring and

rotatable about the axis (I), a tool having a further axis (III)

of rotation disposed perpendicular to the first-mentioned axis

U.S. CI. 408-1

1

1. A process for the production of connectors for space

frameworks or the like, particularly polyhedral connectors,

wherein a connector blank is held in a clamping device and

provided with a plurality of tapped holes, the axes of which

intersect in the center of the connector, characterized by the

following process steps:

a. forming a through hole, preferably a tapped hole, extend-

ing at least through the approximate center of the con-

nector blank;

b. truncating or countersinking the connector blank at the

bore openings at right angles to the axis (I) of the said

through hole to accurately limit the length of the latter;

c. clamping the connector blank by means of the through

hole and along the through hole axis (1) in a clamping

device which is rotatable about two axes (I and II) in such

a manner that the two axes (I and II) intersect with a

further axis (III) of a tool, in the center of the connector

blank, under a variable angular ratio;

d. adjusting the connector blank to various predetermined

fixed spatial positions by rotation about the two axes (I

and II);

e. machining the blank in the fixed spatial positions along

the further axis (III) of a tool;

f effecting a relative motion between the clamping device

and the tools about a fourth axis (IV) common to the

tools and the clamping device; and

g. machining the connector blank by means of various tools

along the further axis (III), after effecting a predeter-

mined relative motion, while maintaining the original

clamping of the blank in the axis (I) of the through hole.

of rotation (II) of said ring, the two axes of rotation (I and II)

of said ring and clamping means being disposed to intersect in

a point with said further axis (III) of said tool, whereby the

connector blank may be oriented in space about its center to

thereby permit machining of the connector blank over sub-

stantially its entire peripheral area without requiring rechuck-

ing thereof

3,841,782

APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF CONNECTORS
FOR SPACE FRAMEWORKS OR THE LIKE

Max Mengeringhausen, Wurzburg, Germany, assignor to

Mero AG, Zug, Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 222,111, Jan. 31, 1972. This application

Feb. 6, 1974, Ser. No. 440,186

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 8, 1971,

2105824
Int. CI. B23b 39/20

U.S. CI. 408-50 8 Claims

3,841,781

APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF CONNECTORS
FOR SPACE FRAMEWORKS OR THE LIKE

Max Mengeringhausen, Wurzburg, Germany, assignor to

Mero AG, Zug, Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 222,111, Jan. 31, 1972. This application

Feb. 6, 1974, Ser. No. 440,184

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 8, 1971,

2105824
Int. CI. B23b 39/20

U.S. CI. 408—35 4 Claims

1. Apparatus for producing accurately spaced holes in

spherical and polyhedral connector blanks having a through

1. Apparatus for forming and producing accurately spaced

holes in spherical and polyhedral connector blanks compris-

ing, support means, a plurality of clamping means disposed

laterally in spaced relationship on said support means, each of

said clamping means adapted to engage a respective connec-

tor blank and having an axis (I) about which said clamping

means and its respective clamped blank are rotatable relative

to said support means, means connected to said support

means for rotating said support means about a further axis

(II), the axes (I) of the clamping means being disposed per-
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pendicular to the axis of rotation (II) of said support means
drive means for rotating said clamping means about the axes
of rotation (I), machining means positioned adjacent said
support means, said machining means including a plurality of
tools disposed laterally in spaced relationship corresponding
to the spacing of said clamping means, and each of said tools
having a rotational axes (III) intersecting the axis (I) of the
corresponding clamping means and axis of rotation (II) of the
support means at one point, whereby the connector blanks
may be oriented in space about their respective centers to
thereby permit machining of each connector blank over its
entire peripheral area without requiring rechucking thereof.

area without requiring rechucking thereof; said bearing block
being disposed on a table means, said table means having an
axis of rotation (IV), said tool being one of a plurality of tools
fixed in spaced relationship along a circular path adjacent the
periphery of said table means, said bearing block and associ-
ated clamping means rotatably movable past said plurality of
tools on rotation of said table means, and the axis of rotation
(IV) of said table means being congruent with the center of
said circular path.

3,841,783
APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF CONNECTORS

FOR SPACE FRAMEWORKS OR THE LIKE
Max Mengeringhausen, Wurzburg, Germany, assignor to
Mero AG, Zug, Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 222,111, Jan. 31, 1972. This application
6, 1974, Ser. No. 440,183
application Germany, Feb. 8, 1971,

Claims

2105824

Feb.

priority.

U.S. CI. 408-50
Int. CI. B23b 39120

3,841,784
APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF CONNECTORS

FOR SPACE FRAMEWORKS OR THE LIKE
Max Mengeringhausen, Wurzburg, Germany, assignor to
Mero AG, Zug, Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 222,111, Jan. 31, 1972. This application
Feb. 6, 1974, Ser. No. 440,187

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 8 1971
2105824 . '».

Int. CI. B23b 39120
U.S. CI. 408-50 4 Claims

4 Claims

I MS
I M6

a H6

1. Apparatus for producing accurately spaced holes in
spherical and polyhedral connector blanks, comprising a bear-
ing block, a head having a base plate rotatably mounted on
said bearing block for rotation about an axis (II), a pair of
arms diametrically connected to said base plate and projecting
substantially vertically therefrom, clamping means adapted to
engage a connector blank rotatably supported in said pair of
arms and rotatable about the axis (I), a tool having a further
axis (III) of rotation disposed perpendicular to the first-
mentioned axis of rotation ( II ) of said base plate, the two axes
of rotation (I and II) of said base plate and clamping means
being disposed to intersect in a point with said further axis
(III) of said tool, whereby the connector blank may be ori-
ented in space about its center to thereby permit machining of
the connector blank over substantially its entire peripheral

1. Apparatus for producing accurately spaced holes in
spherical and polyhedral connector blanks comprising sup-
port means, a ring rotatably mounted on said support means
for rotation about an axis (H). clamping means adapted to
engage such connector along the longitudinal axis (I) thereof
said clamping means being rotatably supported on said ring
and rotatable about the axis (I), a tool having a further axis
(III) of rotation disposed perpendicular to the first-mentioned
axis of rotation ( II ) of said ring, the two axes of rotation ( I and
II) of said ring and clamping means being disposed to intersect
in a point with said further axis (III) of said tool, whereby the
connector blank may be oriented in space about its center to
thereby permit machining of the connector blank over sub-
stantially Its entire peripheral area without requiring rechuck-
ing thereof; said support means and associated clamping
means being disposed on a table means, said table means
having an axis of rotation (IV), said tool being one of a plural-
ity of tools fixed in spaced relation along a circular path adja-
cent the periphery of said table means, said support means and
associated clamping means rotatably movable past said plural-
ity of tools on rotation of said table means, and the axis of
rotation (IV) of said table means being congruent with the
center of said circular path.
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3,841,785

BORING BAR
Karl G. Werther, 1409 Hinnen Ave., Hacienda Heights, Calif.

93307
Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,526

Int. CI. B23b 29/74

U.S. CI. 408— 197 6 Claims

r ^

SJ-*

#^

1. A boring bar for mounting in a boring machine and

adapted to carry a boring bit comprising a cylindrical body
member having a forwardly axially extending portion, said

forwardly axially extending portion having a longitudinal axis,

a continuous end portion and a transeverse channel extending

therethrough, said channel being positioned adjacent to and

enclosed by the continuous end portion of said forwardly

extendingly portion and being adapted to hold said boring bit

therein, a slot parallel to and passing through the longitudinal

axis of said forwardly extending portion and extending from

the upper portion thereof proximate said cylindrical body
member to said channel and merging therewith and means for

compressing said forwardly extending portion about said slot

thereby maintaining said bit within said channel, said means
being positioned rearwardly of said channel along said for-

wardly extending portion.

3,841,786

METHOD AND COOLING SYSTEM FOR COOLING
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

Dusan Florjancic, Winterthur, Switzerland, assignor to Sulzer

Brothers Ltd., Winterthur, Switzerland

Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,438

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 1, 1970,

9960/70

Int. CI. F04d 7100, 7/06, 9100

U.S. CI. 415-114 3 Claims

I. A centrifugal pump for the conveyance of hot fluids

wherein the formation of vapor bubbles in the hot fluids is

avoided, said pump comprising

a casing for flow of a fluid therethrough;

a suction branch adjoining said casing;

an internal casing part defining a central inlet;

a drive shaft journalled in said casing and within said casing

part on a longitudinal axis;

at least one radial flow impeller mounted on said drive shaft,

said impeller having at least one blade extending radially

of said shaft and transversely of the fluid flow, said blade

having a forward flow impinging edge and surfaces within

a pump zone adjacent said blade in which vapor bubbles

formation can raise, said edge extending at an angle to

said axis of rotation; and

a cooling system for cooling said zone, said system including

at least one bore extending through said blade, a plurality

of discharge ducts disposed in said blade in communica-
tion with said bore and extending to the surface of said

forward flow impinging edge, and means for supplying

coolant to said bore and said ducts to discharge the cool-

ant out of said blade over said blade surface in a fluid film

" into said zone.

3,841,787

AXIAL FLOW TURBINE STRUCTURE
Augustine J. Scaizo, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed Sept. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 394,599

Int. CI. FOld 25/26, 5108

U.S. CI. 415—136 4 Claims

rn- —n

1. An axial flow turbine comprising:

an outer generally cylindrical casing,

a generally coaxial inner casing, said outer and said inner

casings generally defining a plenum chamber therebe-

tween.

an annular array of stationary blades disposed within said

inner casing having an outer shroud portion,

a rotor having an array of rotatable blades on its periphery,

said rotatable blades being coaxial and adjacent said

stationary blades,

an array of arcuate blade ring segments disposed radially

outwardly of said rotatable blades,

said array of stationary blades comprising arcuate integral

vane segments thereof,

said stationary blades being supported from said inner cas-

ing by arcuate support segments, said arcuate support

segments and said inner casing having a track and chan-

nel interlock arrangement therebetween, said arcuate

support segments and said outer shroud portion of said

stationary integral vane segments having a track and
channel interlock arrangement therebetween, each arcu-

ate support segment being fixedly attached at one point

on its periphery to the inner casing to permit circumfer-

ential thermal expansion of said segments.
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said array of arcuate blade ring segments being supported
radially outwardly of said rotatable blades by arcuate

support segments having track and channel interlock

arrangements with the inner casing and also having a

track and channel interlocking support arrangement
between an edge of each of said ring segments and the

downstream edge of adjacent upstream stationary inte-

gral vane segments,

said inner casing being supported within said outer casing

by generally horizontal keying members, said keying
members being received in keyways within said outer

casing,

and at least two generally vertically disposed pins disposed

between each inner casing member and said outer casing

providing vertical alignment of said inner casing member
with respect to said turbine.

3,841,788

DEVICE FOR TURNING THE STATOR VANES OF
TURBO-MACHINES

Jury Evgenievich Sljusarev, Zaporozhie, ulitsa 8 marta 66, kv.

23; Boris Grigorievich Reznik, Zaporozhie, prospekt Lenina,

23, kv. 52, and Jury Aronovich Galperin, Zaporozhie, ulitsa

Voronikhina, 2, kv. 27, all of Zaporozhie, U.S.S.R.

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,184
Int. CI. FOld 17114

U.S. CI. 415-147 4 Claims

1. A device for turning the stator vanes of a guiding appara-

tus for a turbo-machine, comprising: a housing for said turbo-

machine; a synchronizing ring adapted to be turned about the

axis of said turbo-machine and simultaneously move along

said axis; a plurality of levers, each said lever being pivotably

connected at one end thereof with said synchronizing ring and
at the other end thereof being rigidly connected with the vanes

of said guiding apparatus; means mounted on said synchroniz-

ing ring for limiting the displacement of the latter in a plane

extending normal to the axis of said turbo-machine, said

means being formed of a plurality of rollers; kinematic links

being each connected at one end thereof with respectively

each of said rollers and at the other end thereof being each
connected to said ring, said links including pivotable means
allowing said roller to turn in response to interaction thereof

with said housing about an axis directed along the radius of

said ring and passing approximately through the axis of said

roller, and a carrier for turning said roller being adapted to

cooperate with said roller.

3,841,789

VARIABLE DIFFUSER
Leo A. Corrigan, and Esten W. Spears, Jr., both of Indianap*

oils, Ind., assignors to General Motors Corportion, Detroit,

Mich.

Filed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 397,764
Int. CI. F04d 29146

U.S. CI. 415-148 4CUims
1. A centrifugal machine comprising a rotor adapted to

impel a fluid and a stator adapted to receive and diffuse the

fluid impelled by the rotor; the stator comprising a body defin-

ing an annular array of diffusing passages extending generally

tangentially outward from adjacent the periphery of the rotor;

the machine being characterized by means for concurrently

varying the relation of cross-sectional area to distance from
the entrance to the passage throughout a substantial portion

of the length of each diffusing passage comprising, in combi-
nation, a tapering centerbody extending axially of each pas-

sage; a reciprocably mounted plunger fixed to and supporting
each centerbody; guide means on the body guiding each
plunger for reciprocating movement; and actuating means on
the body coupled to the centerbodies for concurrent move-
ment of the centerbodies.

3,841,790

COMPRESSOR FLOW FENCE
Wolfgang J. Stein, Milford, and Salvatore Straniti, Orange,

both of Conn., assignors to Avco Corporation, Stratford,

Conn.

Filed Nov. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 417,101

Int. CI. F02d 9114, 7/04; FOld 17/14

U.S. CI. 415—159 16 Claims

1. A flow control system for the annular inlet housing of a
compressor, said system comprising:

at least one split ring received in a circumferential recess in

said housing, said ring having adjacent free ends and a
circular reference diameter;

means connected between said housing and actuation
points adjacent each of the free ends of said ring for

displacing said free ends toward and away from one an-
other through a predetermined path thereby varying the
reference diameter of said ring; and
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guide means connected between said housing and said ring

at a point midway between the actuation points on said

rings, said guide means preventing circumferential move-

ment and permitting radial movement whereby the refer-

ence diameter of said ring is maintained substantially

concentric relative to said inlet housing irrespective of

the variation in said reference diameter.

and said blade root, and engaging the blade root disposed

therein by a pin member biasedly registered therebetween to

lock the blade in its axial position with respect to said locking

3,841,791

ADAPTOR AND FRAME FOR A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
John H. Doolin, New Providence, NJ., assignor to Worthington

Corporation, Harrison, NJ.
Filed May 30. 1972, Ser. No. 257,583

Int. CI. F04d 29/04, 29/42

U.S. 415-170 Claims
and sealing member, and each locking and sealing member
having portions extending on each side of the disc adapted to

secure said locking and sealing member axially in said groove

and to form a seal with the adjacent shroud.

3,841,793

MOTOR-PUMP SYSTEM FOR PREVENTING A VAPOR
LOCK

Daniel C. MacManus, Owosso, Mich., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 399,994

Int. CI. F04b 49/00

U.S. CI. 417—45 2 Claims

1. A two piece adaptor in combination with a frame includ-

ing a bearing cartridge for the driven shaft of a separately

coupled centrifugal pump having, a pump casing with an

impeller therein connected to and rotatable with the driven

shaft, said two piece adaptor includes:

a. an end cover and seal assembly about the driven shaft,

b. a connecting bracket independent of said end cover and

seal assembly and said frame dispose about the shaft and

spaced therefrom having a first connecting means at one

end for connecting the adaptor to the back end of the

casing, and at the end remote therefrom a second con-

necting means for connecting the connecting bracket to

the frame,

c. means forming a seal between said connecting means and

said end cover and seal assembly, and

d. the frame includes, support means for said connecting

bracket at the end remote from the connecting means to

support one end of said bearing cartridge in assembled

position.

3,841,792

TURBOMACHINE BLADE LOCK AND SEAL DEVICE
David J. Amos, Wallingford, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,700

Int. CI. FOld 5/20

U.S.CL 415-172 6 Claims

1. A turbomachine assembly having at least one rotatable

disc member having a plurality of generally axially disposed

grooves therein, a plurality of radial blades having root por-

tions engaged on said grooves, an annular array of stationary

radially directed vanes on each side of said disc, each of said

stationary arrays of vanes including a shroud joining the radi-

ally inner ends of the vanes, and a locking and sealing member

associated with each of said radial blades, each locking and

sealing member being disposed longitudinally within one of

said generally axially disposed grooves between said groove

I—/ ^t:
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1. In combination: aj)ump including a pump chamber hav-

ing an inlet and an outlet and a pump impeller rotatably

mounted within the chamber for drawing liquid into the cham-

ber through the inlet and for pumping liquid out of the cham-

ber through the outlet when the impeller is rotatably driven

such that the load on the impeller is directly related to the

density of the liquid which is substantially constant at a maxi-

mum level in response to the absence of vapor bubble forma-

tion and which decreases in response to the onset of vapor

bubble formation thereby decreasing the load on the impeller;

a motor including an armature shaft and an armature winding

for rotatably driving the armature shaft such that the current

through the armature winding is directly related to the load on

the armature shaft and such that the speed of the armature

shaft is directly related to the voltage across the armature

winding and is inversely related to the load on the armature

shaft, the armature shaft of the motor coupled with the impel-

ler of the pump for rotatably driving the impeller such that

when the load on the impeller is substantially constant at a

maximum level in response to the absence of vapor bubble

formation in the liquid the load on the armature shaft is like-

wise at a maximum level to maintain the current through the

armature winding at a maximum level and to maintain the

speed of the armature shaft at a minimum level and so that

when the load on the impeller decreases in response to the

onset of vapor bubble formation in the liquid the load on the

armature shaft likewise decreases to decrease the current

through the armature winding and to increase the speed of the
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armature shaft which in turn increases the speed of the impel-
ler thereby initiating a regenerative speed increase/load de-
crease reaction on the impeller which if left to continue would
lead to the development of a vapor lock condition about the
inlet of the pump chamber so as to prevent the entry of fuel

into the chamber; a resistor connected in series with the arma-
ture winding of the motor for reducing the voltage across the
armature winding when the resistor is not bypassed; means
responsive to the current through the armature winding of the
motor for bypassing the resistor when the current through the
armature winding is at a maximum level in response to the
absence of vapor bubble formation in the liquid to maintain
the voltage across the armature winding at a maximum level

and for not bypassing the resistor when the current through
the armature winding decreases due to the onset of vapor
bubble formation in the liquid to increase the speed of the
armature shaft which in turn decreases the speed of the impel-
ler thereby terminating the regenerative speed increase/load
decrease reaction on the impeller to prevent the development
of a vapor lock condition about the inlet of the pump chamber
so as to permit the entry of fuel into the chamber to increase
the load on the impeller back to the maximum level.

3,841,794
SNAP-ON LOCK FOR TURBOMACHINERY BLADES

Richard J. Bergmann, Vernon, Conn., assignor to United Air-
craft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Filed Mar. 6, 1974, Ser. No. 448,796
Int. CI. FOld 5/32

U.S. CI. 416—221 11 Claims

1. A turbomachinery rotor including in combination:
A. a support disc member concentric about an axis and

having:

1

.

a rim portion extending circumferentially around the
outer periphery of said disc member and having sub-
stantially radial surfaces at the axial ends thereof,

2. a plurality of substantially axially extending and cir-

cumferentially spaced disc slots in said disc rim portion
and extending for the full axial dimension of the
rimmed portion and opening into said radial surfaces
and being of selected cross-sectional shape to be
greater in circumferential dimension at a station nearer
the axis than at a station farther from the axis,

B. a plurality of blade members each received in one of said
disc slots and having:

1
.
a root section of substantially the same axial dimension
as said disc rim portion so that the axial ends of each
blade root section so positioned in its disc slot will

substantially align with the rim portion radial surfaces
and being of selected cross-sectional shape so as to be
matingly received in said disc slot to prevent radial
movement of the blade relative to the disc member and
having circumferentially spaced side surfaces when so
positioned in its disc slot,

C. stop means operative to prevent said blade member from
moving in a first axial direction within said disc slot,

D. a retaining slot defining member located at an axial end
of the blade root section and shaped to define a substan-
tially circumferentially extending retaining slot opening
toward the axis and being of selected axial dimension and
having a first wall thereof extending substantially radially
and in alignment with the rim portion radial surface at
that radial end of the disc rim portion and having a sec-
ond wall in selected axial spaced relation to the first wall
to define the retaining slot axial dimension therebetween,
and further being shaped to define circumferential pro-
jections radially outward of the slot.

E. a snap-on lock member shaped to snap over said circum-
ferential projections and to be wedged into said retaining
slot and to abuttingly engage the disc radial surface so as
to prevent movement of the blade within the disc slot in

an axial direction opposite to said first axial direction and
so that centrifugal force will apply a retaining force on the
snap-on lock member in said retaining slot during rotor
rotation. *

3,841,795
COMBINED ENGINE SPEED AND PRESSURE
RESPONSIVE CONTROL FOR VARIABLE

DISPLACEMENT PUMPS
Glenn E. Ferre, Peoria; Maurice F. Franz, East Peoria;
Kenneth R. Lohbauer, and William D. McMillan, both of
Joliet, ail of III., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria,
III.

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,408
Int. CI. F04b 23/08, 1 7/00, 49/08

U.S. CI. 417-216 8 Claims

1. A hydraulic power system for an excavator or the like,

said system comprising:

a plurality of variable displacement hydraulic pumps for
supplying power fiuid for said system;

prime mover means operatively connected to drive said
pumps;

means including a fixed displacement pump for providing a
source of pilot control fluid and underspeed valve means
responsive to the output of said fixed displacement pump
to generate a control signal that is a function of the speed
of said prime mover;

servo-control means responsive to said pilot control fluid to

adjust the displacement of said variable displacement
pumps as a function thereof; and,

pressure responsive summing valve means responsive to the
sum of the pressure of said power fluid from said plurality

of pumps to override said pilot control signal under over-
load conditions, said underspeed valve means and said

summing means being communicated by fluid communi-
cation means with said servo-control means.
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3,841,796

DIFFERENTIAL MOUNTED SINGLE STAGE
DIAPHRAGM OPERATED PUMP

Manfred P. H. Schlanzky, Frankenmuth, Mich., assignor to

General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,331

Int. CI. F04b 49/00

acting therewith, the pump piston working in a pump chamber
having an inlet opening and a delivery opening, a constant

displacement hydraulic accumulator connected to the pump
chamber to receive hydraulic fluid therefrom during the

power stroke of the engine and to return the fluid thereto

during the compression stroke of the engine, a first one-way
valve in the inlet opening and operable in response to the

U.S. CL 417—274 4 Claims

1. In a fluid compressor and drive assembly, rotatable drive

means for driving said compressor, a housing for said rotatable

drive means, said housing having an opening therethrough and

having cylindrical wall means fixed to said housing extending

from said opening, said compressor comprising a compressor

casing having an enlarged annular head portion and having

reduced diameter tubular extension mounted for sliding tele-

scopic movement with respect to said cylindrical wall means,

fastener means for releasably securing said tubular extension

to said wall means of said housing, piston means mounted for

reciprocal movement in said head portion and cooperating

therewith to provide an expandable and contractable chamber

therein, fluid supply means operatively connected to said

chamber for supplying fluid thereto in response to the expan-

sion of said chamber, fluid exhaust means operatively con-

nected to said chamber for exhausting fluid therefrom in

response to the contraction of said chamber, piston drive

means for stroking said piston means in said head portion to

expand and contract said chamber, said piston drive means

extending longitudinally through said tubular extension of said

compressor casing and said opening in said housing into en-

gagement with said rotatable drive means, support means

mounted in said tubular extension, said support means having

a cylindrical head portion fitted into said tubular extension of

said compressor casing adjacent to said piston means, said

support means further having bearing sleeve means radially

inwardly of said head portion for slidably supporting said

piston drive means, elongated helical spring means operatively

connected between said head portion and said piston drive

means providing a force for moving said compressor casing

linearly outwardly with respect to said housing so that said

casing can be subsequently fixed at a predetermined station

with respect to said housing by said fastener means and for

maintaining said piston drive means in contact with said rotat-

able drive means.

127^=126 ^

discharge of the accumulator to a predetermined minimum
level to admit hydraulic fluid to the pump chamber during the

compression stroke of the engine, and a second one-way valve

in the delivery opening and operable in response to the charg-

ing of the accumulator to a predetermined maximum level to

deliver hydraulic fluid under pressure from the pump chamber
during the power stroke of the engine.

3,841,798

ELECTROMAGNETIC SELF-PRIMING PUMP
Fred L. J. Rehfeld, Saginaw, Mich., assignor to O'Dell Manu-

facturing Inc., Saginaw, Mich.

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,076

Int. CI. F04b 35/04

U.S. CI. 417—419 35 Claims

3,841,797

POWER UNITS
William Maurice Bard Fitzgerald, R.R. 1, Claremont, Ontario,

Canada
Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,453

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 18, 1971,

53721/71
Int. CI. F04b 17/00; F02b 71/00

U.S. CI. 417—323 30 Claims

1. A power unit comprising a free piston engine having a

reciprocatory power piston and a hydraulic pump piston co-

c 28

1. An electromagnetically driven, liquid pump comprising:

housing means having an axial liquid passage with an inlet and"

an outlet;

pumping mechanism comprising a pair of axially aligned,

magnetizable, liquid pumping means received in said
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passage, at least one of said pumping means being
mounted for axial movement between a removed position
in which said pumping means are axially spread to pro-
vide a liquid receiving chamber therebetween for receiv-
ing liquid from said inlet, and a position in which said
pumping means are less spread to pump liquid from said
chamber to said outlet;

magnetic field producing means for magnetizing said pair of
liquid pumping means such that the axially adjacent ends
thereof are of opposite magnetic polarity and attracted
toward each other to move at least said one pumping
means toward the other;

said liquid pumping means comprising elements of magne-
tizable material disposed in axial prolongation of each
other in said passage;

said magnetic field producing means comprising electro-
magnetic coil means including means for establishing an
alternating flux which alternately magnetizes said ele-
ments in opposite directions to alternately reverse the
polarity of the elements so that the adjacent ends of said
elements are of opposite polarity and attracted to each
other each time the elements are magnetized; and

yieldable means reactable to store energy in response to
movement of said one liquid pumping means toward the
other to force said one liquid pumping means to said
removed position.

3 841 800
GEROTOR DEVICE WITH HYDRAULIC VALVE

COMPENSATING MEANS
Carl Verner Ohrberg, Nordborg, Denmark, and Carsten Ge-

org Otto Petersen, Waldenburg, Germany, assignors to Dan-
foss A/S, Nordborg, Denmark
Qivision of Ser. No. 226,658, Feb. 16, 1973, Pat. No.

3,77f;905. This application Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,974
Int. CI. FOlc 1102; F03c 3100; F04c 1102

U.S. CI. 418-61 B 6 Claims

3,841,799
MEDICAL CASSETTE PUMP

Dom Splnosa, Wantagh, L. I., and John M. Varga, Bayville,
both of N.Y., assignors to East/West Medical Products, Inc.
Syossett, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 174,019, Aug. 23, 1971, abandoned. This
application Jan. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 324,464

Int. CI. F04b 43108, 43/12, 45/06
U.S. CI. 417-477 2 CUIms

J? J8' ^4C'

1. A medical cassette pump comprising drive means; a fluid
drive assembly operatively coupled to said drive means for
rotation thereby about a principal axis, said fluid drive assem-
bly including at least two planetray rollers freely rotatably
mounted in space relation to said principal axis and to each
other, said planetary rollers being formed with a cylindrical
portion and a conical portion extending from one end of said
cylindrical portion; a fluid carrying tube; and displaceable
cassette means for releasably engaging said fluid carrying tube
against the cylindrical portion of at least one of said planetary
rollers for the displacement of said fluid therealong, said
cassette means being formed with a central opening therein
dimensioned to receive said fluid drive assembly, a portion of
the inner periphery of said central opening being defined by
a channel facing said principal axis dimensioned to receive
said fluid carrying tube with portions thereof extending later-
ally from said channel for the gradual riding on and compres-
sion of said fluid carrying tube by the conical portion of at
least one of said planetary rollers as said cassette means is

displaced along said principal axis until said channel is in
registration with said cylindrical portion of said planetray
rollers.

^4

1. A rotary piston machine comprising a housing, relatively
rotatable toothed members for forming expansible and con-
tractible chambers with at least one of said members being a
movable toothed member which is movable relative to said
housing, rotatable valve means, means maintaining said rotat-
able valve means in axially fixed relation relative to said hous-
ing, stationary valve means cooperable with said rotatable
valve means, shaft means connecting said movable toothed
member and said rotatable valve means, there being unavoid-
able circumferential play between said movable toothed mem-
ber and said rotatable valve means, and hydraulically operated
means for adjustingly rotating said rotatable valve means
relative to said movable toothed member to compensatingly
provide synchronous alignment and registration of the respec-
tive valve porting means between said movable and stationary
valve means.

3,841,801
GEROTOR TYPE MOTOR WITH PRESSURE BIASED

ROTARY VALVE
Leif Viggo Sturlason, and^Carl Verner Ohrberg, both of Nord-

borg, Denmark, assignors to Danfoss A/S, Nordborg, Den-
mark

Filed June 14, 1973, Ser. No. 369,928
Claims priority, application Germany, June 13. 1972.

2229649

Int. CI. FOlc 1/02; F03c 3/00; F16k 25/00
U.S. CI. 418-61 B 3 Claims

1. A gerotor type rotary piston machine comprising a casing
having a main axis, expansible chamber means having cycli-
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cally movable chamber forming means, rotatable shaft means
connected to said chamber forming means, an annularly

shaped valve mounted in said casing for rotation about said

main axis, said valve being in surrounding relation to said shaft

between the opposite ends thereof, fluid passages in said

casing between said valve and said expansible chamber means,

drive means connecting said rotatable shaft means and said

valve in driving relation, said valve having first and second sets

of circumferentially extending and alternately arranged inlet

and outlet ports cooperable with said casing passages, said

second set of valve ports being spaced from the inner and

outer circumferences of said valve, an annularly shaped pres-

sure plate in abutting engagement with said valve, said pres-

sure plate being rotationally fixed relative to said casing and

axially movable relative to said valve, said pressure plate

having first and second fluid passage means having fluid com-

munication with said first and second sets of valve ports, said

second fluid passage means being spaced from the inner and

outer circumferences of said pressure plate, first and second

annularly shaped channels in said casing having respectively

fluid communication with said first and second pressure plate

fluid passage means, said second annularly shaped channel

having the mouth thereof in radial registration with said sec-

ond fluid passage means, said pressure plate having first and

second surface portions respectively radially inwardly of said

first and second annular channels with at least one of said

surface portions being subjected to pressurized fluid in either

of said annular channels to axially bias said pressure plate into

abutting engagement with said valve.

3,841,802

ENERGY CONVERSION DEVICE
Gene Van Grecken, Sydney, Australia, assignor to Gvang

Motor Company Pty. Limited, Brookvale, New South Wales,

Australia

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,672

Claims priority, application Australia, Mar. 10, 1972,

39874/72
| i

Int. CI. F03c 3/00

U.S. CI. 418-66
,

2 Claims

,« a

1. An energy conversion device comprising

two opposed, in-line chambers, each generally cylindrical in

form, mounted in back-to-back relationship, each having

an axially extending pocket extending beyond its periph-

ery,

a common end wall separating said chambers,

a generally cylindrical piston member mounted eccentri-

cally within each chamber for orbital motion therein,

inlet and exhaust ports opening into each chamber, the

respective ports in each chamber being separated in the

direction of orbital motion of the piston member,

a partition member in the form of a tongue extending radi-

ally outwardly from the periphery of each piston member
and into said pocket within the circumferential wall of the

respective chambers and the partition members being

supported within the respective pockets for pivotal and

rectilinear movement, whereby, during any one orbital

cycle of the piston members, there is in each chamber at

least two zones of varying volume defined by the periph-

ery of the piston member, the circumferential wall of the

chamber and the partition member,

a crank shaft extending in a longitudinal direction through

the two chambers and through the common wall of the

chambers, the crank shaft having out-of-phase crank

axles which mount the piston members for said orbital

motion within the res|?ective chambers, and

motion translating members journaled within the opposed

end walls of the two chambers for rotation concentrically

with the axis of the chambers' circumferential walls, the

respective motion translating members each having ec-

centric journals therein which support and which are

engaged in driving relationship with end portions of the

respective crank axles of the crank shaft.

3,841,803

ROTARY ENGINE OIL METERING PUMP
Robert E. Morgan, and James D. Palma, both of Grand Rap-

ids, Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation, De-

troit, Mich.

Filed May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 357,072

Int. CI. F04c 29/02

U.S. CI. 428—84 10 Claims

1. A rotary engine comprising a housing, an output shaft

rotatably mounted in said housing, a rotor rotatably mounted
on said output shaft, gas seals mounted on said rotor and
engaging said housing, and a throttle for controlling delivery

of an air-fuel mixture to run said engine, an oil metering pump
comprising a pump body having a bore; a pump shaft mounted
in said bore for rotation about an axis; means drivingly con-

necting said output shaft to rotate said pump shaft; said pump
shaft having an axially extending cylinder open through one

end thereof and spaced from said axis; a piston mounted for

reciprocal movement in said cylinder; said piston and cylinder

cooperatively defining a chamber whose volume varies when
said piston is reciprocated in opposite expanding and con-

tracting directions; an inlet port in said pump body opening

through said bore for supplying oil to said chamber; an outlet

port in said pump body opening through said bore at an axial

location opposite said inlet port for receiving oil from said

chamber; a discharge passage in said pump body connected to

said outlet port; passage means for delivering oil from said

discharge passage to lubricate said gas seals; a timing port in

said pump shaft at the same axial location as said inlet and
outlet ports for alternately connecting said inlet and outlet

ports to said chamber during each revolution of said pump
shaft; a plate mounted in said pump body opposite said piston

for movement about an axis intersecting and at right angles to

said axis of said pump shaft; biasing means for biasing said

piston outward of said cylinder in said expanding direction

against said plate; plate control means mounted in said pump
body for tilting said plate about said plate axis from a position

perpendicular to said pump shaft axis whereby on turning of

said pump shaft said piston is caused to move m said contract-

ing direction and have a stroke that increases with increasing

tilting of said plate; means operatively connecting said throttle
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to said plate control means so that said plate control means is

effective to increase piston stroke with increasing throttle
opening; said inlet and outlet ports located on radially oppo-
site sides of said plate axis and relative to the tilting direction
of said plate with increasing throttle opening so that said inlet
port connects with said chamber during chamber expansion
and said outlet port connects with said chamber during cham-
ber contraction; and balance valve means mounted for recip-
rocal movement in said outlet port and acted on in opposite
directions by oil pressure in said outlet port and said inlet port,
respectively, for providing controlled valve connection be-
tween said outlet port and said discharge passage to establish
pressure balance between said inlet port and said outlet port
so that the oil being displaced by said piston is pumped at a
pressure equalling the pressure at said inlet port and oil is

supplied to said passage means at a rate which increases with
increasing output shaft speed and increasing throttle opening.

3,841,805
SCREW LINER

Albert A. Zaiis, Warren, Mass., assignor to Houdaille Indus-
tries, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,886
Int. CI. FOlc 1116, 21/00; F04c 1110

U.S. CI. 418-178 9 Claims

,7

3,841,804
FLOATING PLATE FOR END CLEARANCE SEAL ON

GEAR PUMPS
Gilbert H. Drutchas, Birmingham; Phillip B. Spencer, Royal
Oak, and John A. Hovanchak, Detroit, all of Mich., assignors
to TRW Inc., Warren, Mich.

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,867
Int. CI. FOlc 19/08; F04c 75/00, 27/00

U.S. CI. 418-131 5 Claims

1. A replacable flight liner for screw nights in screws of the
type adapted for pumping Huid-like material through a casing
member housing such screw, said night liner comprising —

A. a spirally extending, elongated rigid strip having —
1

.

generally radial symmetry with respect to a longitudi-
nal axis.

2. a longitudinal, axially extending average outer width
generally greater than the thickness thereof except at
opposite end regions thereof,

3. generally parallel, opposed inner and outer faces,
4. said inner face having a radius and a longitudinal,

axially extending average inner width adapted to make
said inner face be in face-to-face engagement with the
circumjacent flight surfaces of a pumping screw,

B. hard surfacing means integrally imbedded in said outer
face and continuously extending over the mid region
thereof generally between opposed, longitudinally adja-
cent, axially extending edge regions thereof, and

C. demountable mounting means secured to each longitudi-
nally opposite end portion of said strip and adapted to
secure said strip to the pumping screw in fixed spatial
relationship, said mounting means being radially posi-
tioned so as not to extend outwardly of said outer face.

1. In a gear pump,
a housing having a radial wall and having a gear pocket

cavity with a cavity wall of depth H„
a pair of gears in said gear pocket cavity having a gear

height Hj of lesser height than H„ thereby leaving a
drop-off A D between said radial wall and the side faces
of the gears,

a noating plate in said gear pocket cavity in freely Hoating
relation with peripheral clearance between the plate
perimeter and the adjoining cavity wall forming a gap,

a cover for closing said gear pocket cavity and havmg a
radial wall abuttingly engaging said radial wall of said
housing,

said cover having formed inwardly of said radial wall an
ovaloidal recess somewhat larger than said gear pocket
cavity and constituting spaced axially extending walls
terminating in a generally radially extending wall to
form a peripherally continuous channel,

deformable firm base means in said channel conforming in
shape to said channel and forming an elastically deform-
able bridging means to bridge the drop-off gap and A
between the housing radial wall and the floating plate

and pressure means including said channel behind said base
means and energized by pump-generated pressure to
provide transitory mechanical force through said base
means to said floating plate only in response to said
pump-generated pressure whereby said floating plate and
base means seal the side faces of the gears.

3,841,806
COMPRESSORS AND EXPANSION MACHINES OF THE

WORM AND PINION TYPE
Bernard Zimmern, c/o S. J. Rudy, 8 E. 44th St., New York

N.Y. 10017

Filed Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,159
Int. CI. F04f 5/36

U.S. CI. 418-195
2 Claims

zr

1. A compressor or expansion machine for gases comprising
a shaft which turns about an axis of rotation, a worm mounted
on said shaft and provided with a plurality of threads disposed
in a hehx and forming projections, the crests of said threads
being disposed on a surface of revolution about said axis a
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stationary casing surrounding said worm at least partially and

in substantially leak-tight contact with at least part of the crest

line of said threads, at least one pinion provided with teeth

which are disposed in meshing engagement with said threads

and rotate about an axis which is transverse with respect to the

axis of rotation of said shaft, that face of said teeth which is

exposed to the high pressure being disposed on a surface of

revolution about said transverse axis, at least one low-pressure

port being disposed on one side of said worm whilst a high-

pressure port is disposed on the opposite side in the immediate

vicinity of said pinion, said worm being provided on the same

side as the high-pressure port with an extension which is such

that the periphery thereof is disposed on a surface of revolu-

tion about the axis of rotation of said shaft and which cooper-

ates in substantially leak-tight manner with said casing, and

characterized in that the zone of said casing which cooperates

in substantially leak-tight manner with said extension has in

the direction parallel to the axis of rotation of said worm a

maximum width in the vicinity of said high-pressure port.

3,841,808

FILLING AN ANNULAR SPACE BETWEEN RADIALLY
SPACED COAXIAL TUBES WITH FOAMED CEMENT

Leon Hacker, Springfield, III., assignor to Armco Steel Corpo-

ration, Middletown, Ohio

Filed Jan. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 325,998

Int. CI. B28b 23/02

U.S. CI. 425— 110 5 Claims

3,841,807

MARBLEIZING APPARATUS
John B. Weaver, 111 Wellington Rd., Lancaster, Pa. 17603

Division of Ser. No. 87,068, Nov. 5, 1970. This application Oct.

10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,111

Int. CI. B29d 7/00

U.S. CI. 425-104 1 Claim

^••^C-:-«.

^^

1. An apparatus for producing a controlled and substantially

reproducible marbleized plastic sheet material comprising:

1. At least one receptacle for receiving and dispensing

plastisol compositions,

2. fluid access means in the upper portion of said receptacle

and a dispensing opening in the bottom thereof,

'

3. rotatable ball-shaped fluid-applicating means positioned

in the bottom opening in said receptacle,

4. means for feeding a plurality of streams of plastisols

having differing decorative characteristics to said recep-

tacle to form a heterogeneous mixture thereof,

5. a movable support means adapted to carry a substrate

having a non-adherent top surface,

6. means for mounting said receptacle above said substrate

and its support means with said fluid-applicating means

adapted to be moved into and out of contact with the

substrate,

7. means for moving said fluid-applicating means into and

out of contact with said substrate,

8. means for moving the substrate which thereby rotates the

fluid-applicating means when in contact therewith,

9. means for moving the fluid-applicating means in an irreg-

ular pattern on the surface of said substrate to form a

marbleized coating thereon,

10. means for gelling the marbleized coating,

1 1

.

means for applying a clear plastisol coating over said

marbleized coating,

12. means for fusing the marbleized and clear plastisol

coatings,

13. means for stripping the resulting clear coated, marble-

ized composite sheet from the non-adherent surface of

the substrate, and

14. control means on the means for feeding the plurality of

streams of plastisol to individually control the flow of said

plastisol streams to achieve different design characteris-

tics.

1. An apparatus for filling the annular cylindrical space

between coaxial tubes having bracing and spacing means

therebetween and constituting a double-walled pipe, compris-

ing a reservoir of foamed grout, a filling head in communica-

tion with said reservoir, said filling head having members

forming an annular passage in communication with said reser-

voir to accept one end of said pipe for guiding said grout into

said annular cylindrical space and means to seal the inside of

the inner one of said tubes and the outside of the outer of said

tubes thereagainst, support means for said pipe, a back-up

means for thrusting said pipe axially into position with respect

to said filling head, said back-up means leaving said annular

space open to atmosphere, means associated with said filling

head to control the admission of grout to said space, and

means to put said reservoir under pressure.

3,841,809

SEAL FOR RUBBER MOLDS
Alfred J. Tucker, Elgin, III., assignor to Chicago Rawhide

Manufacturing Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,228

Int. CI. B29h 9/00

U.S. CI. 425— 1 10 5 Claims

1. A mold unit for flashless molding of composite parts, said

mold unit including first and second mold assemblies, at least

one portion of said first assembly and one portion of said

second assembly having generally oppositely directed surface

portions defining the interior of a molding cavity in the closed

position of said mold, a land on a portion of said second

assembly for engaging a downwardly facing, radially extending

surface of a relatively rigid insert element constituting one of

said composite parts, means on said second assembly for
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receiving and supporting a portion of uncured rubber to be
forced into said molding cavity, said first assembly including
inner and outer concentrically disposed mold parts arranged
for axial movement relative to each other, a land on said first

assembly adapted to engage an upwardly facing portion of said
radially directed surface, axially extending means forming a
compressible, resilient connection between said relatively
movable mold parts, a circumferentially extending annular
seal ring support means in one of said movable parts, a lubri-
cous, stiff but resilient seal ring positioned on said support
means and having a working surface adapted to engage an
oppositely directed surface of said other movable part under
a given force to create a snug but sliding fit, means associated
with said one of said relatively movable mold parts for confin-
ing said seal ring on all the surfaces thereof except said work-
ing surface, and means for adjusting the confinement of said
seal ring in order to increase said given force.

synthetic material between said sheets while it is substantially
in its liquid phase, first means for shaping said synthetic mate-
rial, said first means being disposed in contact with each of
said facing sheets and having an outlet through which said
facing sheets pass, second means for shaping said synthetic
material, said second means comprising first and second con-
veyor bands which are disposed above and below said flow
path and which are in engagement with said upper and lower

3,841,810
APPARATUS FOR DETECTION OF SHIELD

IMPERFECTIONS IN ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS
Daniel E. Robinson, Metuchen, and Robert A. Schmidt, Den-

vllle, both of NJ., assignors to General Cable Corporation,
New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,641
Int. CI. B29f 3100

U.S. CI. 425-113 10 Claims

1. Apparatus for detecting imperfections in strand shields
on electrical cable conductors including in combination an
extruder that extrudes a layer of insulation over the strand
shield, the extruder comprising a die and a tip within the die
and forming with the die an outlet orifice through which the
insulation is extruded, the tip having an axial passage through
which the strand shielded conductor passes with continuous
motion, means for maintaining an electrical potential between
the tip and the conductor, and means for detecting changes in

current produced by said potential, from a normal current, as
a result of variations in resistance between the tip and conduc-
tor, an interior surface of the axial passage of the tip being
adjacent to the surface of the strand shield on the conductor.

3,841,811
EQUIPMENT FOR THE CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION OF

PANELS OF SYNTHETIC MATERIAL
Jean Marie Raymond Peille, Esperaza, France, assignor to

Societe Industrielle de Stratifies, Aude, France
Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,055

Int. CI. B29d 27100
U.S.CL 425-115 2 Claims

1. An apparatus for the continuous manufacture of panels
comprised of expanded synthetic material of the type where
a facing is applied to each side of the synthetic material com-
prising a flow path along which said panels are manufactured,
means for supplying said upper and lower facings in continu-
ous sheets along said flow path, means for depositing said

facing, said bands extending downstream from said outlet of
said first means so that as said synthetic material expands its

shape is maintained by said conveyor bands, and a flexible
mesh form belt, the downstream end portion of said belt being
deformable in all directions, said belt being applied to the
outer surface of the conveyor band above said flow path to
prevent the formation of pockets and folds between the fac-
ings sheets and the expanded synthetic material.

3,841,812
EXTRUSION APPARATUS

Donald R. Wright, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 96,897, Dec. 10, 1970, Pat. No. 3,764,043,
which is a division of Ser. No. 803,348, Feb. 28, 1969, Pat. No.
3,619,329. This application Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,354

Int. CI. B29f 3106
U.S. CI. 425-149 2 Claims
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1. A screw extruder particularly adapted and suited for
deposition of material on a fixed base or support, the extruder
comprising in cooperative combination

a barrel having

a feed end and
a discharge end, the barrel defining

a generally cylindrical cavity, the barrel having
a plurality of heating zones, each of the zones having
means to inductively heat the zone and
fluid heat transfer means associated therewith,
an extrusion screw disposed within said cavity,

means to rotate said screw at a variable rate,

a pressure sensing means disposed adjacent said discharge
end to sense the pressure of extruded material discharg-
ing from said cavity,

a control means in operative association with said pressure
sensing means and said means to rotate the screw to
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thereby maintain a generally constant output pressure,

a forming head positioned to receive an extrude from the

extruder and form the extrude to a desired configuration,

the forming head having in operative combination there-

with

means to detect a cross-sectional deviation of the extrude in

operative combination with

means to propel said head and extruder, to thereby maintain

a generally constant cross-section of said extrude.

3,841,813
WAX INJECTION NOZZLE WITH RELIEF RESERVOIR
Virgil V. Stanciu, Rocky River, Ohio, assignor to Tempcraft

Tool & Mold, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,492

Int. CI. B29f 1/03

U.S.CK 425-159 7 Claims

,xs/ Ml. In fii
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1. In apparatus for injecting molten wax or the like into a

mold or die having a gate, the combination of a storage reser-

voir of molten wax, means for controlling flow of said wax

from said reservoir to said gate including a nozzle housing

communicating with said reservoir, and having an outlet

adapted to be placed in communication with said gate and a

valve mounted in said housing for movement between a closed

and open position, a valve seat in said housing against which

said valve closes, there being a passageway connected with

and communicating between the wax in said storage reservoir

and said outlet through said housing and past said valve in its

open position, said valve and said housing providing an open-

ing through said passageway until said valve is fully closed, a

pressure relief reservoir mounted adjacent said outlet end of

said housing and having a bore always communicating with

said passageway through said housing adjacent said outlet in

position to receive hot wax propelled by said valve near the

end of its closing movement, pumping means drivingly associ-

ated with hot wax in said pressure relief reservoir for pumping
wax out of said bore into said passageway, said puping means
having means rendering it active when said valve is open and

moving toward closed position, said pumping means rendering

it inactive thereafter while said valve is still moving toward

closed position, whereby said pressure relief reservoir is

purged of the wax collected therein just before the final clos-

ing of said valve against its seat, means for forcing wax from

said storage reservoir into said passageway, and means for

causing opening and closing of said valve.

3,841,814

APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING PLASTIC MATERIALS
Hans A. Eckhardt, 55 Cresent Bend, Allendale, NJ. 07401

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,444

Int. CI. B29f 3i02

U.S. CI. 425-208 22 Claims

1. Apparatus for processing plastic material comprising

an increasing housing having an interior surface symmetric

to the center line thereof, said interior surface having an

interior circumference increasing from a first circumfer-

ence, the housing entrance circumference, to the large

housing circumference;

revolving member surrounded by said housing interior

surface in spaced relationship to define a processing

space therebetween, said member having a surface in-

creasing from a first circumference, the member entrance

circumference, to the large member circumference, the

member's increasing surface being symmetric to the

member's axis;

said member being mounted revolvably about said axis;

the center line of the increasing housing's interior surface

having a radial distance from said axis of revolution;

means for revolving said member;
means for introducing plastic material in said processing

space near said entrance circumference;

so that during each revolution every point of the revolving

member interior surface undergoes a change in distance

to the housing interior surface varying between a maxi-

mum and a minimum distance,

thus subjecting the plastic material to a circular and spiral

kneading and milling treatment.

3,841,815
MACHINE FOR PRODUCING PERFORATED SLEEVES

Maurice Labarre, 5 bis Ave. Pierre Grenier, 92 Boulogne,

France

Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,784
Claims priority, application France, Dec. 2, 1971, 71.43207;

Nov. 16, 1972, 72.40691

Int. CI. B29c 24100

U.S. CI. 425—290 27 Claims

•I
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1. In a machine for producing a tubular perforated sleeve by

extrusion of plastic material of the type having a cylindrical

extrusion head having an annular slot for forming a solid-

walled tubular sleeve during use, and means for enlarging

perforations by at least one of transverse or longitudinal draw-

ing of the sleeve, wherein the improvement comprises means
for perforating the sleeve comprising at least one toothed

roller mounted for rotation about an axis parallel to and
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spaced from the longitudinal axis of the cylindrical extrusion

head in that the roller teeth penetrate through the tubular

sleeve after the sleeve has issued from the extrusion head,

means mounting said roller for rotation about the longitudinal

axis of the extrusion head and means for effecting rotation of

said roller about both the longitudinal axis of the extrusion

head and its axis of rotation to perforate the sleeve with the

rotating teeth.

shaft rotatably mounted in the mixing chamber, a stationary

extrusion die in communication with the mixing chamber, at

least one extrusion roller mounted on the mixing shaft for

rotation therewith and operatively associated with the die, and

means on the mixing shaft for mixing said material and said

3,841,816

APPARATUS FOR EXTRUDING TUBING FOR FASTENER
BAGS

Andre Herz, Nesies-la-Vallee, France, assignor to Minigrip

Inc., Orangeburg, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 243,966

Claims priority, application France, June 30, 1971,

71.23943

Int. CI. B29d 23/04

U.S. CI. 425-326 R 15 Claims

nh
^

20

1. A mechanism for making a continuous plastic tube with

fastener profiles on the surface thereof for use in making
reclosable bags comprising,

a die head having an annular die opening for extruding

continuous tubing and having shaped profile die openings

for forming mating complementary interlocking rib and

groove profile elements on the tube surface, first plastic

delivery means for delivering tube forming plastic to the

die opening and having a plastic fiow channel,

second plastic delivery means for delivering profile forming

plastic to the profile die openings comprising a plastic

conduit separate from said flow channel leading to the

profile openings,

first control means for controlling the rate of flow of plastic

to said die,

second control means in said conduit for controlling the

rate of flow of profile forming plastic,

means for directing gas into the tube issuing from the annu-

lar die opening to form the plastic tube and determine its

diameter, third control means for controlling the flow of

gas to control the diameter of the tube,

said second control means controlled as a function of said

first and third means so that the size of the profiles will

remain constant with change of diameter or thickness

of the tube due to changes of said first and third control

means.

3,841,817

PELLETIZING APPARATUS
August J. Moldenhauer; Melvin A. Moldenhauer, and Richard

J. Moldenhauer, all of Menfro, Mo. 63765
Filed Sept. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 398,854

Int. CI. B29c 3102; B29f 31012; B30b 3102, 11/20

U.S. CI. 425—331 13 Claims

1. A pelletizing apparatus comprising a mixing chamber for

receiving the material to be pelletized and a fluid, a mixing

fluid and for feeding the mixed material and fluid to said roller

between the roller and die so that said roller will extrude the

mixed material and fluid through the die, said shaft being

substantially wholly supported by said roller engaging the die

so that no bearings are required for supporting said shaft.

3,841,818

EXTRUDER WITH FEED SYSTEM
Andrew C. Forschner, Middlefield, Ohio, assignor to The John-

son Rubber Company, Middlefield, Ohio
Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,183

Int. CI. B29f 3/02

U.S. CI. 425—376 8 Claims

jj

1. An extruder feed system comprising a source of uncured

elastomeric stock in ribbon form in which said ribbon is folded

back and forth in a stack of horizontally extending reaches, an

extruder laterally spaced from said source having a feed open-

ing and operable to pull said ribbon stock into said feed open-

ing, and a conveyor providing first non-driven guide means
positioned substantially above said source and operable to

guide said ribbon from said source in a generally vertical

direction and second non-driven guide means operable to

position said ribbon from said first guide means for movement
into said feed opening without sufficient contact with the sides

thereof to appreciably impair movement of said ribbon, opera-

tion of said extruder pulling said ribbon from said source and
through both of said guide means into said feed opening, said

conveyor including adjustable means operable to resist move-

ment of said ribbon stock into said feed opening with a force

which is adjustable to adjustably determine the rate of re-

moval of stock from said source.
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3,841,819

VACUUM FORMING MACHINE MODULAR CLAMPING
FRAMES

Harvey J. Diamond, Charlotte, N.C., assignor to Plasti-Vac

Inc., Charlotte, N.C.

Filed Oct. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 294,660

Int. CI. B29c 17/00

U.S. CI. 425—388 7 Claims

opening article-receiving cavities therein with each sur-

rounded by a generally planar surface for mating temporarily

with a superposed planar surface, each of said die plates hav-

ing a passageway therein communicating between a suction

opening in its said planar surface and the interior of said cavity

therein, and means cooperating with each of said die plates to

deform said lower web of film into the cavity therein and press

said lower web of film down onto the generally planar surface

surrounding said cavity, said means comprising: roll means

mounted for rotation above and adjacent to the head end of

said upper run with the axis of rotation thereof being horizon-

tal and extending transversely to the direction of travel of said

upper run, the longitudinal surface of said roll means having

a plurality of elongated flat sides each of which in its nadir

position constitutes a superposed planar surface that mates

1. In a vacuum forming machine for molding a thermoplas-

tic sheet about a suitable die and including a vacuum table

adapted to support a die thereon and heating means posi-

tioned above said table and defining an oven adjacent which

the plastic sheet is positioned for heating prior to forming; the

combination therewith of a clamping frame assembly for

securely supporting different sizes of thermoplastic sheets

therein, one at a time, during heating and forming; said clamp-

ing frame assembly comprising

a pair of complementary first and second substantially rect-

angular main clamping frames,

means pivotally interconnecting said main clamping frames

adjacent one edge portion thereof,

a pair of complementary first and second auxiliary clamping

frames within the respective first and second main clamp-

ing frames, said auxiliary clamping frames each compris-

ing a first pair of front and rear spaced substantially

parallel modular rails, and a second pair of spaced sub-

stantially parallel modular rails secured to and extending

transversely of and between said first pair of rails,

means releasably securing opposite ends of said first pair of

modular rails of said first auxiliary clamping frame to

opposite side portions of said first main clamping frame,

means pivotally connecting said rear modular rail of said

second auxiliary clamping frame to the adjacent rear

modular rail of said first auxiliary clamping frame so that

said second auxiliary clamping frame is movable about its

pivot relative to said first auxiliary clamping frame and

relative to both of said main clamping frames, and means

for releasably clamping said first and second auxiliary

clamping frames together for clampingly securing a ther-

moplastic sheet therebetween.

temporarily with the planar surface of one of said die plates,

each of said flat sides having an opening therein which regis-

ters in sealed communication with the suction opening in the

mating die plate planar surface, said roll means having pas-

sageways therein equal in number to said elongated flat sides

thereon with each passageway communicating at one end with

the opening in one of said flat sides and at the other end with

an opening in one end of said roll means with said end open-

ings being arranged in a circle concentric with said axis of

rotation, and a stationary suction plate mating over said one

end of said roll means and having a passageway therein pro-

viding communication between an exterior suction connec-

tion and each of said end openings as said end openings have

temporary communication with the suction opening in the

planar surface of one of said elongated lower die plates.

3,841,821

APPARATUS FOR THE ROTATIONAL MOLDING OF
THERMOPLASTIC ARTICLES

Stuart Pivar, Muttontown, L. I., N.Y., assignor to Rototron

Corporation, Farmingdale, N.Y.

Filed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 265,997

Int. CI. B29c 5/04

U.S. CI. 425—434 7 Claims

3,841,820

PACKAGING FORMING APPARATUS
Andrew H. Vedvik, Madison, and Melvin M. Layman, Wau-

nakee, both of Wis., assignors to Oscar Mayer & Co., Inc.,

Madison, Wis.

Filed June 15, 1973, Ser. No. 370,394

Int. CI. B29c 17/04

U.S. CI. 425—388 6 Claims

1. In apparatus for packaging individual articles or quanti-

ties of a material at least in part in cavities formed in a web of

packaging film that is at least temporarily in deformable con-

dition, in combination, an endless chain of die plates having

a generally horizontal upper run and which die plates when

moving in said generally horizontal upper run have upwardly

1. Molding apparatus comprising a plurality of at least

substantially parallel molds, means to engage the molds pe-

ripherally to support said molds in spaced relation and to

rotate the same about a single common axis, and a heat source

located below said molds and supplying a flow of heat between

and around said molds, said molds being open pan-shaped

molds.
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3,841,822
SEAMLESS ARTICLE MOLDING APPARATUS

Raymond M. Putzer, Racine, and William J. Maurino, Keno-
sha, both of Wis., assignors to Precision Flexmold Inc., Ra-
cine, Wis.

Division of Ser. No. 222,141, Jan. 31, 1972, Pat. No.
3,776,683. This application Oct. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 403,196

Int. CI. B28b 7106
\}S. CI. 425-440 2 Claims

second guide means connected to the movable die carrier

and engaging said second guide faces for clearance-free,
non-yielding guidance of the movable die carrier there-
against; and

means for transversely fine-adjusting the distance between
the second guide means and the second guide faces so as

to create a predetermined preload condition therebe-
tween.

3,841,824
COMBUSTION APPARATUS AND PROCESS

George Frazier Bethel, 3719 Park Green Dr., Corona Del Mar,
Calif. 91720

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,748
Int. CI. F23b 7100; F02ra 27104; FOln 3110

U.S. CI. 431-8 5 Claims

1. Apparatus for molding seamless articles comprising a
generally hollow, one-piece elastomeric flexible mold having
a side wall of sufficient thickness that it is self-supporting and
supports the weight of the material when being poured therein
without distortion of said mold, said mold side wall being of
varying thickness thereby forming undercut back draft por-
tions in said mold, means for injecting air pressure between
said mold and the article therein to thereby cause expansion
of said mold and permit removal of the article from the mold.

3,841,823
DIE CARRIER GUIDING DEVICE FOR INJECTION

MOLDING MACHINE
Karl Hehl, 7291 Lossburg, Wuerttemberg, Germany

Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,136
Claims priority, application Germany, July 26, 1971;

2137284

Int. CI. B29f 1100
U.S. CI. 425-450.1 9 Claims
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1. An apparatus for combustion comprising:
a combustion chamber;
means for providing a stream of air to said combustion
chamber;

means for electrically charging at least one of said streams
at a first potential;

means for initiating combustion; and,
an element in said combustion chamber in distal relation-

ship from where said stream stream are introduced to
attract the combustion materials thereto

means for providing a second potential different from said
first potential to said element

3,841,825
ELECTRICAL CONTROL SYSTEM

James S. Berry, P.O. 703 Patterson Rd., Savannah, Tenn.
38372

Filed July 18, 1973, Ser. No. 380,231
Int. CI. F23n 5120

U.S. CI. 431-66 16 Claims

KTuStCI
SUITCH

1. In an injection molding machine in which a rigid machine
frame supports, among other machine components, a station-
ary die carrier fixedly mounted on the frame, a movable die
carrier arranged for reciprocating opening and closing move-
ments along a central die axis in cooperation with the station-
ary die carrier, and a die actuating unit connected to both die
carriers and imparting to them said reciprocating movements,
the combination therewith of a die carrier guiding device
comprising:

a rigid guide frame mounted to the machine in a solidary
relationship with respect to the stationary die carrier and
extending in the direction of the movable die carrier;

first guide faces on said guide frame defining a primary
guide plane which is parallel to the die axis;

second oppositely facing guide faces on said guide frame
defining two parallel secondary guide planes which are
also parallel to the die axis and perpendicular to said

primary guide plane;

first guide means connected to the movable die carrier and 1. In a gas fired heater system of the type including a burner
engaging said first guide faces for supportive guidance of and valve means for controlling the fiow of fuel to said burner
the movable die carrier thereagainst; the improvement comprising:
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catalytic ignitor means including an element positioned to

contact fuel emerging from the burner;

circuit means including timing means, responsive to a signal

indicating that heating is desired, for causing current flow
through said ignitor means for a predetermined interval

of time shorter than the duration of said signal, the dura-
tion of said predetermined interval and the magnitude of
said current flow being less than that required to bring
said ignitor means to a heat where it will ignite said fuel

by said heat alone; and,

means for generating said signal indicating that heating is

desired.

3,841,826
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUSLY

ROASTING BEAN-LIKE MATERIALS
John W. Angstadt, Williamsville; Kenneth R. Enberg, Tona-

wanda; Edgar L. Kleindinst, Buffalo; Richard J. Ring,
Cheektowaga, and David B. Spence, Buffalo, all of N.Y.,

assignors to Blaw-Knox Food and Chemical Equipment, Inc.,

Buffalo, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 30, 1974, Ser. No. 437,984
Int. CI. F27b 7120

U.S. CI. 432-2 9 Claims

1. In a continuous roaster apparatus for bean-like materials

which comprises:

a. a heating section including burner means;
b. first conduit means for removing hot gaseous effluent

from said heating section and in gaseous communication
with said burner means;

c. a cooling section formed of at least two sub-cooling

sections;

d. a second conduit means for removing a gaseous effluent

from a first sub-cooling section and passing said gaseous
effluent to said first conduit means;

e. a third conduit means in fluid communication with said

first conduit means downstream of said second conduit
means for withdrawing a portion of the gaseous effluent

in said first conduit means; and

f. a second burner means for incinerating said withdrawn
portion of gaseous effluent.

3,841,827

TONER RELEASE OIL TRANSFER PAD
Taghulinga R. Thettu, Webster, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Cor-

poration, Stamford, Conn.

Filed June 11, 1973, Ser. No. 369,024
Int. CI. BOSc moo

U.S. CI. 432—60 4 Claims

1. In a heated pressure roll fusing system for fusing toner

images to copy sheets of an electrostatic copying machine in

which a heated fuser roll is coated with an oil to prevent toner

offset, an improved oil application pad comprising

an oil transfer pad member positioned in contact with a

heated fuser roll to apply oil received by said pad member
continuously to the surface of said heated fuser roll dur-

ing fusing of toner images to copy sheets.

said pad member having a working surface contacting said

heated fuser roll made of silicone rubber sponge material

which has an embossed pattern to resist visual and non-
visual offset accumulation on the surface thereof.

3,841,828
EXHAUST GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

Raymond Edward Cooper, Milford, Conn., assignor to Liberty

Industries, Inc., Berlin, Conn.
Filed Feb. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 224,444

Int. CI. F23I 9104
U.S. CI. 432-222 7 Claims

x^'

5
^ If i£ £S if)

ID

1. In a system for treating virus contaminated exhaust gas
prior to discharge into the atmosphere, the combination in-

cluding a work station having a high efficiency particulate air

filter; a combustion chamber spaced from the work station,

said chamber having a diverging flame zone; a conduit con-
necting the work station with the combustion chamber for the
passage of all exhaust gas through said chamber; exhaust gas
drive means for drawing said exhaust gas through the conduit
and toward the combustion chamber, said combustion cham-
ber including a fuel discharge port and an associated baffle for

confining all the exhaust gas conveyed through the conduit
and injecting the confined gas into the flame zone of the
combustion chamber to elongate the flame downstream within
the combustion chamber to effect the deactivation of all en-
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trained viral particles in the exhaust gas; and effluent dis- grate; and elongate upstanding side plate members at the
charge means connected to said combustion chamber for lateral edges of said chain grate, each of said side plate mem-
discharging the effluent from said combustion chamber.

3,841,829
TRAVELING GRATE FOR HEAT TREATING

MATERIALS
Reinhard Korting, Neubeckum, Germany, assignor to Polysius
AG, Neubeckum, Germany

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Sen. No. 393,809
Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 17, 1972,

7238025[UI
Int. CI. F23b 1122

U.S. CI. 432-245 6 Claims
1. Traveling grate for heat treating materials conveyed bers having slots threin open at their upper ends to accommo-

through a treatment chamber comprising a continuous chain date expansion and contraction.

CHEMICAL
3,841,830

BLENDING NEUTRAL DYEING 1:2 PREMETALLIZED
AZO DYED ACID MODIFIED ACRYLIC FIBER WITH THE
SAME FIBER UNDYED AND DISPERSE OR CATIONIC

DYEING THE BLEND
Takashi Shibukawa; Masanobu Hoten, both of Saidaiji; Naoki

Hayasaki, Hirakata, and Shigeo Mizutani, Mishino^ iya, all

of Japan, assignors to Japan Exian Company Limited,

Osaka, Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 654,054, July 18, 1967,

abandoned. This application June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,840
Int. CI. D06p 3182

U.S. CL 8-21 A jl 2 Claims

1. In a process tor preparing multi-colored acrylic fiber

textile material which comprises dyeing a first textile material

of an acrylic fiber containing an augmented number of acid

groups but no basic groups, combining the dyed textile mate-

rial with a second textile material of an undyed acrylic fiber

containing an augmented number of acid groups but no basic

groups by blending the dyed and undyed textile materials, and
thereafter dyeing the resultant material with a cationic or

disperse dye, the improvement according to which the dyeing

of the first textile material is conducted at a temperature of at

least 100° C in a first dye bath containing a dilute solution of

a neutral dyeing 1:2 type pre-metallized acid dye and 0.5-5.0

percent by weight, based on the weight of the dye bath, of at

least one salt selected from the group consisting of calcium

chloride, barium chloride, zinc chloride, magnesium chloride,

cadmium chloride, zinc sulfate, magnesium sulfate, zinc ni-

trate, cadmium nitrate and calcium thiocyanate.

3,841,831

PROCESS FOR DYEING POLYESTER FIBER
James E. Miller, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to CPC Interna-

tional Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,497

Int. CI. D06p 3182

U.S. CI. 8-21 C 27 Claims

1. A process for dyeing polyester fiber comprising the steps

of ( 1 ) forming an aqueous dye bath consisting essentially of a

small but effective amount up to 0.3 percent, by weight, dis-

perse dye, said dye bath being at a temperature between 25°C
to 100°C at atmospheric pressure; (2) immersing polyester

fiber in the dye bath for a period of at least about 10 minutes;

(3) rinsing the fiber with water; (4) drying the fiber; and (5)

exposing the dried fiber to dry heat at a temperature between

120°C to 230'='C.

3,841,832

PROCESS FOR TREATING CELLULOSIC MATERIAL
WITH FORMALDEHYDE IN LIQUID PHASE AND

SULFUR DIOXIDE
Ronald Swidler, Palo Alto, and Katherine W. Wilson, Newport

Beach, both of Calif., assignors to Cotton, Incorporated, New
York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 237,056, March 22, 1972,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

706,792, Feb. 20, 1968, abandoned, which is a continuation-

n-part of Ser. No. 239,361, March 29, 1972, abandoned. This

application Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,332The portion of the

term of this patent subsequent to Dec. 19, 1989, has been

I

disclaimed.

I Int. CI. D06m 13112

U.S. CI. 8— 116.4 11 Claims

1. A process for improving the dimensional stability, wrin-

kle resistance and smooth drying characteristics of a cellulose

fiber-containing fabric which comprises:

a. depositing water and formaldehyde in the fabric to pro-

vide therein an aqueous phase comprising formaldehyde

927 O.G.—39

and conditioning the fabric to give the cellulose fibers a

moisture content of between about 4 and 20 percent

based on dry weight of cellulose;

b. heating the conditioned moisture-containing and

formaldehyde-containing fabric in the presence of cata-

lyst-forming sulfur dioxide and water vapor in a reaction

zone at a temperature above about 65°C. for a time of

between about 10 seconds and 2 hours until formalde-

hyde in an amount equal to at least 0.3 percent by weight

of said cellulose fibers is durably deposited in the fabric

and the cellulose fibers become effectively crosslinked,

said heating being conducted while governing the amount
of water in the system to control the amount of moisture

in said fabric and thereby regulate the amount of strong

acid catalyst formed therein by the reaction of formalde-

hyde and sulfur dioxide, a reaction in which water is the

limiting factor, to provide a self-limiting reaction system;

and

c. heating the thus crosslinked fabric to dissipate water

vapor, residual catalyst and unbound formaldehyde

therefrom.

U.S.

1.

A

3,841,833

RECOVERABLE WARP SIZING
William H. Minkema, Maple Plain, and Paul D. Whyzmuzis,

St. Paul, both of Minn., assignors to General Mills Chemi-

cals, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,455

Int. CI. D06I 1114

CI. 8— 138 3 Claims

A process for sizing and desizing warp comprising:

. depositing from an aqueous sizing solution consisting

essentially of about 5 to 20 percen' amidification product

by weight and ammonium hydroxide equivalent to about

90 to 110 percent of the acid value of the amidification

product, said amidification product consisting essentially

of:

w. an adduct of rosin acid and an unsaturated dicarbox-

ylic acid or anhydride selected from maleic acid, ma-
leic anhydride and fumaric acid wherein the unsatu-

rated dicarboxylic acid is present in amounts of about
100 to 200 equivalent percent to 100 equivalent per-

cent rosin acid,

X. polymeric fat acid resulting from the polymerization of

unsaturated monocarboxylic acid having 16 to 18 car-

bon atoms,

y. a coacid selected from dicarboxylic acids having the

formula
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B. washing the warp with an organic solvent having a solu-
bility parameter of about 9.1 to 13.9 selected from the
group consisting of trichloroethylene, 1,1,2-
trichloroethane and methylene chloride, whereby dis-
solving the amidification product, and removing said
amidification product from the warp, and

C. distilling the solvent from the amidification product.

a second member engageable by said first movable member;
and

"^^7/9 30

3,841,834
AUTOMATIC PROTEIN ANALYSIS SYSTEM AND

METHOD
Niranjan R. Gandhi, and Gary H. Richardson, both of Logan,

Utah, assignors to Utah State University Foundation, Logan,
Utah

Filed June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,719
Int. CI. GOln 33104

U.S. CI. 23-231 3 Claims

1. A method for determining the protein content of milk
sample comprising the steps of:

a. sampling an effluent stream of an automatic milk butter-
fat analyzing system wherein said sample comprises a
mixture of milk and a first reagent, said first reagent
comprising ethylenedinitrilo tetraacetic acid, tetrasodium
salt, sodium hydroxide, and water,

b. mixing said sample with second reagent comprising acetic
acid and a wetting agent which does not interfere with the
absorbancy characteristics of ultraviolet light of a wave-
length of about 280 nanometers; and

c. measuring the ultraviolet light absorbance characteristic
of said mixed sample.

3,841,835
MEANS FOR PROVIDING AN INFORMATION SIGNAL OF

SAMPLE INTRODUCTION IN APPARATUS FOR
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Kenichi Kishimoto, Osaka; Hiroshi Miyauchi, Kyoto; Yasuhiko
Inagaki, Kyoto, and Joji Fujimoto, Kyoto, all of Japan,
assignors to Yanagimoto Seisakusho Co., Ltd., Kyoto, Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 161,447, July 12, 1971,

abandoned. This application Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,581
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 24, 1971, 46-

11624; July 15, 1970, 45-61881; Mar. 31, 1971, 46-23853
Int. CI. GOln 1114- B65b 1104

U.S. CI. 23-253 R 12 Claims
1. Apparatus for providing a signal indicating introduction

of a sample to be analyzed into a sample introduction section
of a sample analyzing system by a syringe having an injection
needle which punctures a plug covering the opening of the
sample introduction section, comprising:

a first member positioned adjacent the sample introduction
opening for engagement and movement with the syringe
when a sample is injected into the sample introduction
section;

means for producing an output signal in response to engage-
ment of said second member by said first member.

3,841,836
APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

CONDENSATION POLYMERS
Marvin C. Lunsford, Jr., Kingsport; David T. Bowers,
Chuckey; Sherwood M. Caldwell, Kingsport; Leonard P.
Davis, Kingsport, and Ted L. Roach, Kingsport, all of Tenn.,
assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,556
Int. CI. BO Id 19100; BOlj IjOO; C08g 17

m

U,S. CI. 23—253 A 9 Claims

1. Apparatus for the production of condensation polymers
having a predetermined final viscosity comprising

a. housing means having a polymer inlet and polymer outlet,
b. variable slope means for conducting a flow of polymer
in a descending path from said polymer inlet to said
polymer outlet, said variable means being adjustably
supported within said housing means,

c. adjustment means operably connected to said variable
slope means for adjusting the initial slope thereof,

d. polymer sensing means operably connected to said ad-
justment means for continuously sensing the viscosity of
the polymer and adjusting the slope of said variable slope
means in response thereto so as to maintain the residence
time of the polymer flowing over said variable slope
means for a period sufficiently long to prepare a polyester
having a predetermined final viscosity; and

e. weight responsive means operably connected to said
variable slope means for continuously sensing the weight
of the polymer on said variable slope means and increas-
ing the slope thereof whenever the weight of the polymer
thereon exceeds a predetermined weight and decreasing
the slope thereof whenever the weight of the polymer
thereon falls below a predetermined weight.
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II 3,841,837

OXYGENATOR
Sotlris Kitrilakis, and Thomas C. Robinson, both of Berkeley,

Calif., assignors to Tecna Corporation, Emeryville, Calif.

Filed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,175
Int. CI. A61m 1103

U.S. CL 23-258.5
, 3 Claims

1. An oxygenator comprising a stator having a disc-like

cavity defined by a pair of side walls and a peripheral wall; a

shaft; means for journalling said shaft in said stator; a rotor on
said shaft and having a rotor wall disposed in said cavity; first

support means permeable to gas in substantially all directions

and extending from said side walls; first membranes permea-
ble to gas but not readily permeable to liquid in contact there-

with and disposed against said support means on the side

thereof opposite said side walls; second support means perme-
able to gas in substantially all directions and extending from
said rotor wall on the side thereof toward said side wall; sec-

ond membranes permeable to gas but not readily permeable
to liquid in contact therewith and disposed against said second
support means on the side thereof opposite said rotor wall and
spaced from said first membranes to leave a passage therebe-

tween extending from adjacent the center of said cavity to the

periphery thereof; means in said stator for conducting gas into

said stator, through said first support means and out of said

stator; means in said rotor for conducting gas into said rotor,

through said second support means and out of said rotor; inlet

means in said stator for conducting liquid into said cavity and
into said passage adjacent the center of said rotor; and outlet

means in said periph^pl wall for conducting liquid out of said

cavity.

3,841,838
CENTRIFUGE CUPS FOR AUTOMATIC CHEMICAL

ANALYZER
Samuel Natelson, Chicago, III., assignor to Rohe Scientific

Corp., Santa Ana, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 845,992, July 30, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,722,790, and Ser. No. 253,167, May 15, 1972,. This
application Nov. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 303,500

Int. CI. BOII 3100
U.S. CI. 23-259 19 Claims

1. In a container for use in an automated centrifuge arrange-

ment whereby said container may be rotated on its substan-

tially vertical axis so as to separate materials of different

density, said container having a flanged neck forming a cylin-

der around said vertical axis, suitable for insertion of a stop-

per, an upper outer wall continuous with sajd neck at the

lower end of the cylinder, said upper wall making an angle

greater than 90 degrees but less than 1 80 degrees with said

cylinder, said upper wall having a section meeting and contin-

uous with a lower inner wall so that said container is formed
with a side chamber between portions of said outer and inner

wall at least partially surrounding said central axis, the im-

provement therein comprising, a plurality of baffles attached

to one wall of said outer or inner walls, said baffles being

disposed at intervals in said side chamber and extending par-

tially between the walls of said side chamber so as to permit

passage of and even distribution of the sediment on centrifug-

ing but to prevent remixing of the sediment on decelerating.

3,841,839

CATALYTIC CONVERTER
Robert F. Wiley, Corning, N.Y., assignor to Corning Glass

Works, Corning, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,462
Int. CI. FOln 3114; BOlj 9\04

U.S. CI. 23-288 F 4 Claims

21 19

1. A catalytic converter comprising, in combination;

A. a partly cylindrical core member of a refractory ceramic
material having a myriad of passages extending there-

through from one planar end thereof to the other, such
core member including an annular collar portion periph-

erally surrounding the core member with the brims of the

ends of such collar portion being evenly beveled or cham-
fered and the walls of said passages having an oxidation

catalyst deposited thereon;

B. first and second oppositely disposed and generally funnel

shaped metallic casings whose large open ends have a

diameter somewhat greater than the maximum diameter

of said core member and which include radially inwardly

extending flange portions which taper at angles conform-
ing to said beveled brims of the ends of said collar portion

of the core member, said large open ends of said first and
second casings surrounding and in firm contact with the

beveled brims of the first and second ends respectively of

the collar portion of the core member;
C. a generally cylindrical casing surrounding and com-

pletely enclosing said large open ends of said funnel

shaped casings and said collar portion of said core mem-
ber with an annular space provided between the cylindri-

cal casing and the funnel shaped casings and the core

member, the ends of the cylindrical casing bent radially

inwardly to contact the large ends of the funnel shaped
casings; and

D. means joining the ends of said cylindrical casing to the

large ends of said funnel shaped casings to maintain said

cylindrical casing under tension and the funnel shaped
casings and the collar portion of the core member under
compression, the smaller ends of the funnel shaped cas-

ings forming inlet and outlet conduits for the exhaust

gases from an internal combustion engine.
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3,841,840

ELECTROSTATIC FILTER
Eckhard Hundhausen, Margarethenstrasse 21, 6242 Schlon-

berg Taunus; Claus Christian Cobarg, Rossertstrasse 28,
6374 Steinbach Taunus, and Hans-Georg Boehm, Keiler-
grundweg 13, 6242 Kronberg Taunus, ail of Germany

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,685
Claims priority, application Austria, July 28, 1971,6576/71

Int. CI. B03c 3100, 3101, 9100
U.S. CI. 23-284 8 claims

iCTi/E SueST4M:£

1. An electrostatic filler comprising:

a pair of spaced-apart electrodes with confronting faces
energized with opposite polarity;

circulation means for driving a flow of air to be purified
through the space between said electrodes; and

a foil-shaped insert disposed between said electrodes with
major surfaces parallel to the direction of said flow, said
major surfaces defining with said confronting faces a
plurality of substantially unobstructed parallel channels,
said insert being laden with a purifying agent exposed to
the air flow along said major surfaces.

3,841,841
CATALYTIC CONVERTER MUFFLER ASSEMBLY

Ashod Torosian, West Bloomfield, and John B. Giacoletti,

Utica, both of Mich., assignors to General Motors Corpora-
tion, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 311,516
Int. CI. BOlj 9102- FOln 3100, 3/14

U.S. CI. 23-288 F 4 Claims

1. An exhaust muffler comprising: a substantially hollow
muffler shell having an exhaust gas inlet and an exhaust gas
outlet; a catalyst retaining means comprising apertured bot-

tom and top plates within said shell having a catalyst therein;

a plurality of spaced apart parallel baffle plates also within
said shell forming acoustic chambers, a plurality of conduit
members between the baffle plates that are adapted to direct
exhaust gases from said inlet through said baffle plates and
acoustic chambers through said catalyst in said catalyst retain-

ing means to the outlet; and a bypass valve positioned between
adjacent baffle plates; whereby said bypass valve is adapted to

open an aperture in one baffle plate to direct gas to said

catalyst retaining means during a conversion mode, and is

further adapted to close the aperture and open a second aper-

ture in the adjacent baffle plate to direct exhaust gases around
said catalytic retaining means during a bypass mode.

3,841,842

CATALYTIC CONVERTER
Robert F. Wiley, Corning, N.Y., assignor to Corning Glass
Works, Corning, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 313,764
Int. CI. FOln 3/14; BOlj 9/04

U.S. CI. 23-288 F 9 Claims

1. A catalytic converter comprising in combination; a cylin-
drical core member of a refractory ceramic material, a cylin-
drical metallic casing surrounding the outer periphery of said
core member and greater in length than such member with an
annular space provided between the inner peripheral surface
of the casing and said outer periphery of the core member,
and first and second oppositely disposed and generally funnel
shaped metallic casings, such casings having large open ends
attached to the ends of said cylindrical casing and smaller
open ends forming inlet and outlet conduits for the exhaust
gases from an internal combustion engine; means for support-
ing said core member within said cylindrical casing to com-
pensate for differences in thermal expansion of the core mem-
ber and said casings when exhaust gases fiow from an internal
combustion engine through the converter from said inlet
conduit to said outlet conduit, said means comprising;

A. a pair of first and second fiat metallic rings correspond-
ing in outer periphery to said inner peripheral surface of
said cylindrical casing and snugly and slidably disposed in
first and second ends thereof with a first flat surface of
said first and second rings in contact with outer annular
portions of first and second ends, respectively, of said
core member;
a pair of first and second bimetal annuluses each com-
prising a pair of joined inner and outer metal parts having
substantially dissimilar temperature coefficients of ther-
mal expansion and each annulus including a cylindrical
portion fixedly attached to the inner surface of said cylin-
drical casing adjacent first and second ends thereof, re-
spectively, and portions which extend radially inwardly
towards the centers of each respective annulus to firmly
contact the second surface of said flat ring in the respec-
tively associated end of the cylindrical casing, said metal
part which is said outer metal part of each said annulus
having a lower temperature coefficient of thermal expan-
sion than said metal part which is said inner metal part of
each said annulus.

B.
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II 3,841,843

APPARATUS FOR FLUIDIZED CATALYTIC CRACKING
OF HYDROCARBONS

Dale Williams, and Dorrance P. Bunn, Jr., both of Houston,

Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,769
Int. CI. BOlj 9/16; F16I 55/00, 59/16

U.S. CI. 23—288 S 2 Claims

^o
i i

a ;

s •

with a conjugated alkadiene in the presence of dispersed

catalyst to produce mainly mono-adduct product, which com-
prises:

a. reactor means provided with means for stirring a liquid

reaction mixture therein;

b. means for introducing alkylaromatic hydrocarbon con-

taining dispersed catalyst to said reactor means;

c. a supply line for introducing conjugated alkadiene to the

reactor, said supply line extending into the reactor means

1. In a fiuidized catalytic cracking reactor vessel comprising

an enclosed, vertically elongated shell defining a lower zone

for fiuidized catalyst and an upper zone for separation and

recovery of hydrocarbon vapors, an elongated riser conduit

extending vertically into the lower portion of said reactor

vessel forming an upwardly directed confined cracking path,

an elongated downcomer conduit, open at each end, vertically

disposed around the upper portion of said elongated riser

conduit forming a downwardly directed annular cracking path

communicating at the lower end with the interior of said

reactor vessel, and flow reversahneans communicating with

the interior of said riser conduit and the annular space be-

tween said riser conduit and said downcomer conduit at the

upper end thereof; improved flow reversal means which com-
prise:

II

a. a vertical cylinaer body enclosing the upper end of said

riser conduit and the upper end of said downcomer con-

duit;
II

b. a bottom ring, wherein the outer edge of said ring is

attached to the lower edge of said verticnlcylinder body

and the inner edge of said ring is attacheottr-the upper

edge of said downcomer conduit, thereby spacing the wall

of said vertical cylinder body from the wall of said down-

comer conduit and forming a vapor tight seal therebe-

tween;

c. a cover plate attached to the upper end of said vertical

cylinder body, having an opening of substantially the

same diameter as the riser conduit and concentric there-

with;

d. a hollow cylindrical member surrounding the opening in

said cover plate; and

e. a top plate covering the upper end of said hollow cylindri-

cal member, wherein the plane surface of said top plate

is perpendicular to the vertical axis of said riser conduit.

3,841,844

SYSTEM FOR REACTING ALKYLAROMATICS WITH
ALKADIENES

Richard E. Mitchell, Boothwyn. Pa., assignor to Sun Research

and Development Co., Marcus Hook, Pa.

Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 287,138

Int. CI. BOlj 9/08, 4/00

U.S. CI. 23-288 E 1 Claim

1. A system for reacting liquid alkylaromatic hydrocarbon

ALKYLAROMAT
- CATALYST
DISPERSION

with its outlet end adjustably movable from a position

within the liquid reaction mixture therein to a position

above the liquid mixture;

d. an outlet line for removing reaction mixture from the

reactor means;

e. means for supplying an inert gas in place of conjugated

alkadiene to said supply line;

f. and vent means for removing inert gas from the reactor

means.

3,841,845

FOR USING SONIC VIBRATIONS TO PRODUCE A
RADIALLY UNIFORM RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTIC

IN A SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTAL
Wolfgang Keller, Munich, Germany, assignor to Siemens Ak-

tiengesellschaft, Berlin and Munich, Germany
Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,320

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 27, 1971,

2143112
Int. CI. BOlj 17/00

U.S. CI. 23-301 SP "^ 11 Claims

3 mJ

1. In a method of producing a monocrystal semiconductor

rod having a substantially uniform radial resistance character-

istic by the crucible-free zone melting process which includes

supporting a stock semiconductor rod at its ends by a pair of

substantially vertically aligned opposing rod mounting means,

generating a melt zone on an annular section of said rod by an
annular induction heating means surrounding said rod, and
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moving said melt zone along the length of said rod from one
end thereof to the other end, the improvement comprising:

generating sonic vibrations in a longitudinal direction sub-
stantially parallel to the axis of said rod by a magnetic coil

activated with an alternating current; and
transmitting said axially directed sonic vibrations to at least

one of said pair of rod mounting means.

3,841,846
LIQUID PHASE SINTERED MOLYBDENUM BASE

ALLOYS HAVING ADDITIVES AND SHAPING MEMBERS
MADE THEREFROM

Earl 1. Larsen, Indianapolis, Ind., and Richard H. Krock,
Weston, Mass., assignors to P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., Indi-
anapolis, Ind.

Filed Jan. 25, 1970, Set. No. 109,121
Int. CI. C22c 27/00

U.S. CI. 29-182 19 Claims
1. A sintered Mo base alloy consisting essentially of about

80 wt. percent or more Mo. two metallic elements forming an
alloy which when molten dissolves an appreciable amount of
Mo, and a property improving element, the two metallic ele-

ments forming the alloy selected from one of the following
groups consisting of (a) Mn and an additional element se-
lected from the group consisting of Ni, Fe, Cu, Ti, Zr, U. Si

and Co, (b) V and an additional element selected from the
group consisting of Ni, Fe, Co, Mn and Cr, (c) Si and an
additional element selected from the group consisting of Ni,
Fe, Co, Cu and V, (d) B and an additional element selected
from the group consisting of Ni, Fe, Co, Cr. V, Nb and/or Ta,
(e) Ni and an additional element selected from the group
consisting of Fe, Co, Cr and Cu, and (f) Fe and Co, and the

property improving element being different from the two
metallic elements, the property improving element selected

from the group consisting of up to 10 wt. percent Re, up to 5
wt. percent Mn, Ti, Zr, Hf, Ta and Nb, and up to 2 wt. percent
Si, and B.

3,841347
CHROMIUM ALLOYS CONTAINING YO, AND

ALUMINUM OR SILICON OR BOTH
Rodney Charles Jones, and Alan Abraham Hershman, both of

London, England, assignors to The British Non-Ferrous
Metals Research Association, London, England

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,232

Int. CI. B22f 1 100

U.S. CI. 29-182.5 3 Claims
1. A chromium-based alloy consisting of (apart from impu-

rities):

the group consisting of Mn, Al and V, the percentage by
weight of TiN being from 50 to 95, of Mn being 0.5 to 10, of
Al being 0. 1 to 8 and of V being 0.1 to 10 with Ti constituting
the remainder.

3,841,849
PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING FUEL BRIQUETTES

Franz H. Beckmann, Stettiner Strasse 10, Alsdorf, Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 75,645, Sept. 25, 1970, abandoned.

This application Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,978
Int. CI. CIOI 5/00, 5//0, 5140

U.S.CL 44-10 H 7 Claims
1. A process for manufacturing fuel briquettes from a mix-

ture of (a) solid particles of a material which, if compressed
alone in said process, would not briquette because of their
relative inertness to the heat and pressure used in the process,
and (b) particles of an operative binder material for the solid

particles, the binder material consisting essentially of caking
coal containing naturally occurring volatiles, including those
which vaporize at temperatures in excess of 430°C., said pro-
cess comprising:

compressing an about 73:27 percent mixture of at least one
material (a) chosen from the group consisting of anthra-
cite, low-volatile coal, low-temperature carbonization
coke, coke breeze, and iron ore, and at least one material
(b) chosen from the group consisting of caking coal,

high-volatile coal, gas coal, and open burning coal, into

briquettes at a temperature of 430°-540°C. tempering the
hot briquettes thus formed, without raising the tempera-
ture thereof;

the minimum duration of the tempering in minutes (0 and
the mean tempering temperature in °C (7") being deter-
mined in accordance with the relation

f = 2,000/(7-390).

chromium
yttrium

aluminium
silicon

provided that:

at least 70% by weight
up to 18% by weight
up to 18% by weight
up to 5% by weight
up to 8% by weight

yttrium -h Y^, at least 0.01% by weight
aluminium ¥ „„„, at least 0.01% by weight
yttrium -I- Y2O3 -¥ aluminum -(- silicon

not more than 30% by weight.

3,841,848
HARD WATCH CASE COMPRISING TIN, T, AND AT

LEAST ONE OF MN, AL AND V
Masami Kasai, and Motoki Kishida, both of Nagano, Japan,

assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha, Tokyo, Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 110,959, Jan. 29, 1971,

abandoned. This application Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,661
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 30, 1970, 45-7675

Int. CL C22c 7/04, G04b 37100; C22c 7/05, 29100
U.S.CL 29-182.5 10 Claims

1. A watch case resistant to mechanical defacement and
corrosion, having an external pressed and sintered component
comprising TiN, Ti and at least one binder metal selected from

3,841,850
HYDROCARBON OIL CONTAINING ETHYLENE

COPOLYMER POUR DEPRESSANT
Colin Aaron, Wantage, England; Alan Harold Edwards, Brus-

sels, Belgium, and Keith Campbell Tessier, Scotch Plains,

N.J., assignors to Esso Research and Engineering Company,
Linden, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 779,592, Nov. 27, 1968, abandoned.
This application Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,792

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 30, 1967,
54631/67

Int. CI. CIOI 1118
U.S. CI. 44-62 9 Claims

1. A hydrocarbon-containing composition comprising a
major proportion by weight of oil selected from the group
consisting of crude oil and fuel oil of which at least 60 percent
by weight boils above 500''F. at atmospheric pressure, said

fuel oil being selected from the group consisting of a residua-
containing fuel, and a flash distillate fuel, and 0.0005 to 0.5
percent by weight of an oil-soluble copolymer having a num-
ber average molecular weight in the range of about 4,000 to
about 20,000 and having pour point depressing ability in said
oil, said copolymer comprising a lower alkyl ester of an unsat-
urated mono- or dicarboxylic acid and about 86 to about 97
mol percent ethylene.

3,841,851
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR THE GASIFICATION

OF ORGANIC MATTER
Elmer Robert Kaiser, 7 Kaateskill PI., Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583

Filed Feb. 12, 1974, Ser. No. 441,762
Int. CI. ClOj i/00

U.S. CI. 48-111 26 Claims
1. In a process for converting solid fuel to useful gaseous

products by providing a substantially vertical reactor contain-
ing a deep bed of prepared solid fuel, and feeding a solid fuel

mixture containing organic matter in a manner to minimize
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the inHltration of air or exfiltration of gas and deliver the fuel

in a loose condition into the upper portion of said reactor, the

improvement which comprises feeding oxygen-enriched gas

centrally into the bottom of said fuel bed and upwardly
through said bed thereby to maintain combustion in said fuel

bed and to form a central cavity maintained at combustion
temperatures in the fuel bed and to form combustible product

gases which flow from the top of said bed, forcing radially

inwardly the lower portions of the bed by external mechanical

means thereby to control and limit the size of said cavity,

combusting the carbonized fuel at and near the surface of said

cavity, thereby producing hot gases that flow upwardly and

outwardly through passages between the fuel particles thus

imparting heat to the particles and thermally decomposing the

organic matter into gases and vapors, and contouring the top

of the bed by mechanical means to a generally dome shape

thereby to provide for more uniform flow of gases upwardly

through said bed.

3,841,852

ABRADERS, ABRASIVE PARTICLES AND METHODS
FOR PRODUCING SAME

Arthur G. Wilder, and Harold C. Bridwell, both of Salt Lake

City, Utah, assignors to Christensen Diamond Products

Company, Salt Lake City, Utah

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,351

Int. CI. B24d 3106

U.S. CI. 51-295 24 Claims

I -t-

1. A shaped abrader comprising a continuous phase of a

metal matrix, primary abrasive particles and secondary abra-

sive particles, said primary and secondary abrasive particles

being of different densities, the primary abrasive particles

having a hardness more than 2,000 kg/mm^, and said secon-

dary abrasive particles having a hardness of above about 1 ,250

kg/mm^ and less than the hardness of the primary abrasive

particles, the particles of lower density, being encapsulated in

a metal envelope, the densities of said encapsulated particles

of lower density being greater than the density of the unencap-

sulated particles of lower density, said encapsulated particles

having a density more than 30 percent of the density of highest

density, and said particles being substantially uniformly dis-

tributed in said metal matrix.

3,841,853

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCTION OF THERMOPLASTIC
MATERIALS

James M. Higginbotham, Newark, Ohio, and William G.
Wardlaw, Sr., Anderson, S.C., assignors to Owens-Coming
Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,503
Int. CI. C03b 37102

U.S. CL65— 12 3 Claims

// ^
J

/^.

I
/fi

iiMM^ffi^fMg^^^r
'

nol
M^ VZ

-/4.

1. Apparatus for producing filaments of glass, comprising:

a container for molten glass having rows of orifices formed in

an elongated wall from which streams of molten glass may
flow, the orificed wall tending to develop regions at its ends of

greater temperature that promotes discharge of hotter streams

from orifices in these regions during filament formation;

means for attenuating the streams from the orifices to form
fine filaments; and

side-by-side thin longitudinal shield members spaced fronjK^

the orificed wall and aligned with the rows of orifices such

that the shield members will subdivide the total number
of streams into smaller groups, shield members adjacent

the hotter stream emitting orifices in the end regions of

the orificed wall being located in closer spaced relation-

ship with such wall than the other shield members outside

the end regions to even out thermal conditions and

thereby promote streams having substantially the same
filament forming temperature characteristics in all re-

gions of the orificed wall during filament attenuation.

3,841,854

APPARATUS FOR HEATING A GLASS FIBER FORMING
SPINNER

Douglas Marion Periat, Toledo, and David Lawrence Oster,

Whitehouse, both of Ohio, assignors to Johns-Manville Cor-

poration, Greenwood Village, Colo.

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,548

Int. CI. C03b 57/02

U.S.CL 65-12 4 Claims

38 ^AJfi

1. An apparatus for heating a spinner in a fiber producing

process wherein molten glass is dehvered to the interior of the
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spinner at a location on a bottom disc of the spinner spaced
outward from the center of the spinner and the molten glass
flows out through orifices in a peripheral wall of the spinner
to form fibers comprising:

a generally arcuate manifold which extends for at least 270°
and is discontinuous to permit the delivery of the molten
glass to the spinner,

a plurality of burners carried by the manifold, the burners
being directed radially outward and downward from the
manifold toward an outer portion of the spinner and
having centerlines extending at an angle of about 45°with
respect to the vertical whereby both the bottom disc and
the peripheral wall of the spinner are heated, and

support means for supporting the manifold above the disc
of the spinner.

3,841,855
GLASS TEMPERING CONTROL SYSTEM

William S. Montgomery, Jr., Norristown; William E. Marceau,
Horsham, and William G. Bates, Sellersville, all of Pa., as-
signors to Selas Corporation of America, Dresher, Pa.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 322,028
Int. CI. C03b 27/00

U.S.CL 65-29 9 Claims

als of sand, limestone, chalk, clay and broken glass and form-
ing a glass melt having a composition of SiOz, CaO, MgO,
AI2O3 and NazO, heating said melt to temperatures from'
1 ,4 10°C. to 1 ,450°C. and opacifying said melt by phase demix-
ing, forming a glass band of said melt, heating said glass band
to a temperature from 1,050°C. to 1,080°C. at a rate of 5°C.

TT
^ ''''''''

I i-r~r

I _ 3 5 I !• c : 5 ; • a ;

to 10°C. a minute and crystallizing said glass band, curing said
glass band for a period of time not exceeding 1 hour, cooling
said glass band to the vitrification point and forming a white
devitrified glass, and said crystallizing, curing and cooling
taking place in a single stage.

^^ -
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0.25-3 inches and having a ratio by weight of carbon to the
said exothermic substance between about 1:4 and 3:2, the
manganese and iron being present in the said plurahty of
briquettes in a combined amount of at least 25 percent of the
total weight of carbon and the said exothermic substance and
in an amount to increase the specific gravity sufficiently
whereby the briquettes sink into the said melt of steel, the melt
of deoxidized and recarburized degassed steel having a carbon
content substantially higher than would be present in the
absence of the addition agent and the final oxygen content
being sufficiently low whereby it may be continuously cast,
and thereafter continuously casting the melt of steel.

about 3.1 normal to about 7.8 normal nitric acid solution to
dissolve said lead and said contaminant, and thereafter sepa-

3,841,862
COOLING, CONDENSATION AND PURIFICATION OF

VAPOURS AND GASES
Frank George Simon Benatt, Clevedon, and Michael William
Gammon, Bristol, both of England, assignors to Metallurical
Processes Limited, Nassau, Bahamas and ISC Smelting Lim-
ited, London, England

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,554
Int. CI. C22b 17100, 19/04

U.S. CI. 75-71 6 Claims

GAS
STREAM

1. A method of condensing a vapour selected from the
group consisting of zinc vapour and cadmium vapour, com-
prising: producing a spray of molten lead droplets by causing
at least two continuous streams of molten lead to mutually
impinge on each other, and passing the vapour through the

lead spray thus produced.

PI MATERIAL WITK
Pw 0» U COMT«H(N*NTS

M«*T -
* OlSSOLUTlOh
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support having a photoconductive layer applied thereon com-
prising an organic photoconductive compound dispersed in a
resin binder, said photoconductive compound having one of
the following formulas:

[Q,=(C=)„=Q,]

R

R

Q.=(C=)i-<^

X

Qi(=C).

C(=C)„=Q,

Qi(=C)

R

i-

R

(!;(=C)„=Qj

where x is alkyl, halogen, hydrogen or nitro, n is an integer

from 1 through 6; O, and O2 are selected from the group
consisting of:

Ri

Rj

indene, or fluorene;

R is selected from the group consisting of lower alkyl, aryl or
hydrogen; R, and R2 can be aryl, substituted aryl or thienyl;
and wherein O, and Q2 or R, and Rj can be the same or differ-

ent.

3,841,872
HYDROPHILIC-COLLOID SILVER HALIDE EMULSION
HARDENED WITH A BISVINYLSULFONYL COMPOUND
Donald M. Burness, and Robert A. Silverman, both of Roches-

ter, N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N.Y.

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,698
Int. Ci. G03c 1130

U.S.CL 96-67 8 Claims
1. A photographic element comprising a support and at

least one radiation-sensitive hydrophilic colloid layer contain-
ing silver halide and at least one hydrophilic colloid layer
hardened with a compound having two vinylsulfonyl radicals

coupled through a divalent hydrocarbon radical chosen from
the group consisting of:

a. an unsubstituted alkyl or an unsubstituted alkylene radi-

cal having from 1 to 6 carbon atoms,
b. —X—Y—X— in which X is an unsubstituted alkylene
group having I or 2 carbon atoms and Y is an unsubsti-

tuted phenylene group, and
c. phenyl-substituted methylene.

3,841,873
COBALT (III) COMPLEX AMPLIFIER BATHS IN COLOR

PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESSES
Rowland George Mowrey, and Glenn Richard Wilkes, both of

Rochester, N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester, N.Y.

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 361,926
Int. CI. G03c 7/16, 7/00, 5/54, 5/32, 5/30

U.S. CI. 96-22 17 Claims
1. In a process of developing an imagewise-exposed photo-

graphic element comprising a support and at least one image

dye-providing layer unit thereon which contains a light-

sensitive silver halide emulsion having associated therewith a

color coupler, which process includes development of the

imagewise-exposed silver halide emulsion to provide an im-
agewise distribution of metallic silver and imbibition of a

color-developing agent in said photographic element, and
then contacting said photographic element with an amplifier
composition which represses substantially additional net silver

development, wherein said amplifier solution contains a co-
balt(III) metal complex having a coordination number of 6
and said amplifier solution is maintained in contact with said
photographic element under conditions which reduce said
cobaltdll) to cobaltdD and in turn oxidize said color-
developing agent to provide an increase in dye density with
dye produced from said coupler in the areas corresponding to
the imagewise distribution of said metallic silver, the improve-
ment comprising including in said amplifier composition a
compound which is an alkali metal salt of a peracid or of
ferricyanide.

3,841,874
METHOD FOR IMPROVING THE PHOTOGRAPHIC

CHARACTERISTICS OF VESICULAR PHOTOGRAPHIC
MATERIALS

Akio Nishino, Los Gates, Calif., assignor to Xidex Corporation,
Sunnyvale, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 124,584, March 15, 1971,
abandoned. This application Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 346,202

Int. CI. G03c 5/04, 5/18
U.S. CI. 96-27 R 13 claims

1. In the method for improving the photographic character-
istics of vesicular film comprising a synthetic hydrophobic
vehicle substantially resistant to physical degradation by lower
alkanol solvents coated and dried on a support, said vehicle
being of the type adapted to serve as the vehicle for a light-
sensitive material to form vesicular images, a light-sensitive
material substantially uniformally dispersed in said vehicle,
said light-sensitive material being decomposable to form nitro-
gen gas upon imagewise exposure to actinic radiation, said
film being heat developable to form vesicles in the exposed
areas, the improvement comprising immersing the film prior
to imagewise exposure in a fiuid phase alkanol having up to
three carbon atoms, and thereafter equilibrating said im-
mersed film prior to said imagewise exposure to permit release
of alkanol from the film so that less than about 1 percent is

retained therein, the time and temperature of said immersion
and the time of said equilibration being sufficient to increase
the photosensitivity of the film.

3,841,875
METHOD FOR GRADING THE SCREEN OF A COLOR

TUBE
Yong S. Park, Hanover Park, and Raymond J. Pekosh, Niles,

both of III., assignors to Zenith Radio Corporation, Chicago,

Division of Ser. No. 248,751, April 28, 1972, Pat. No.
3,762,289. This application June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,397

Int. CI. G03c 5/00
U.S.a. 96-36.1 12 Claims

l^In the formation of a screen for a color cathode ray tube,
a method for exposing a photosensitive coating on a cathode
ray tube faceplate comprising illuminating the coating with
radiation actinic to said coating emanating from an effective
point source through a shadow mask disposed adjacent to said
coating having a predetermined pattern of apertures formed
therein so as to impress on the coating a corresponding pat-
tern of latent aperture images, said method including altering
the energy distribution pattern impressed on the coating
through the mask by shading said coating as a function of (i)

time, (ii) the radial distance of latent images from faceplate
center, and (iii) the azimuthal angle of latent images on the
faceplate, such that there is defined on the faceplate coating
a plurality of non-circular loci wherein each said non-circular
locus consists of latent images which receive an equal time of
exposure, wherein said shading comprises casting two shadow
patterns on said mask which move with time across said mask
in substantially orthogonal directions, each of said shadow
patterns comprising first and second portions moving with
time along the same axis in opposite directions.
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3,841,876

METHOD FOR MAKING A PHOSPHOR SCREEN OF A
CATHODE-RAY TUBE

Takeo Takemoto; Yoshifumi Tomita, both of Mobara; Ichiro

Ijichi, and Sajiro Maeda, both of Toyohashi, all of Japan,

assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed June 19, 1973, Ser. No. 371,569

Claims priority, application Japan, June 30, 1972, 47-65000

Int. CI. G03c 5/00

U.S. CI. 96-36.1 5 Claims

1. In a method for making a phosphor screen of cathode-ray

tube comprising the steps of providing a transparent layer on

that surface of a shadow mask which faces the phosphor

screen within said cathode-ray tube, said shadow mask being

carried by a supporting frame, said transparent layer being

capable of attenuating light passing therethrough, providing a

photosensitive layer on said transparent layer said photosensi-

tive layer upon exposure to light being removable by washing

with a detergent solution, exposing said photosensitive layer to

light through said shadow mask and transparent layer to form

light-exposed portions smaller in diameter than the shadow

mask openings in said photosensitive layer, developing said

photosensitive layer with a light absorbing material that ad-

heres to the unexposed portions to form, in accordance with

the shadow mask openings, a pattern of effective light-

transmissible holes in said photosensitive layer thereby obtain-

ing a shadow mask assembly, and forming a pattern of phos-

phors using said shadow mask assembly, the improvement

comprising the fact that prior to the formation of the phosphor

pattern, said shadow mask assembly is washed with a deter-

gent solution to remove said light-exposed portions of said

photosensitive layer.

3,841,877

DEVELOPMENT OF EXPOSED PHOTOGRAPHIC SILVER
HALIDE ELEMENTS

Josef Frans Willems, Wilrijk; Antoon Leon Vandenberghe,

Hove; Robert Joseph Pollet, Vremde; Raymond Albert

Roosen, Gravenweze, and Herman Adelbert Philippaerts,

Edegem, all of Belgium, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert N.V.,

Mortsel, Belgium

Filed Nov. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 303,406

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 10, 1971,

52288/71
Int. CI. G03c 7/00,5150, 1/06

U.S. CI. 96—56 17 Claims

1. A method of producing a photographic image, which

comprises developing an image-wise exposed photographic

material having a support bearing a silver halide emulsion

layer, in an alkaline medium in the presence of a 2,3— or

2,5—dihydroxyphenylbenzotriazole.

3,841,878

HIGH TEMPERATURE PROCESSING OF
PHOTOGRAPHIC SILVER HALIDE ELEMENTS

Robert Joseph Pollet, Vremde; Antoon Leon Vandenberghe,

Hove, and Hubert Vandenabeele, Mortsel,all of Belgium,

assignors to Agfa-Gevaert N.V., Mortsel, Belgium

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289,093

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 17, 1971,

43518/71
Int. CI. G03c 5/30, 1/06, 1/34

U.S. CI. 96-66.3
i I

9 Claims

1. Method of producing photographic images, which com-

prises developing an exposed photographic element compris-

ing a support and at least one photographic silver halide emul-

sion, at a temperature above 30°C, wherein the said develop-

ment is carried out in the presence of at least one nitrile

compound selected from the group consisting of:

(a) benzene compounds carrying at least 2 cyano groups on

the benzene nucleus

(b) TT-deficient heterocycles carrying at least 1 cyano group

on the heterocyclic nucleus, and

(c) compounds carrying at least one cyano group on an

olefinic group, which correspond to the formula:

NC
\
C=CHRi

R^

wherein:

R, is a cyano group or a 7r-deficient heterocycle, and
R2 is an aryl group or a heterocycle.

3,841,879

DIFFUSION TRANSFER PROCESSING COMPOSITION
CONTAINER WITH COLLOIDAL SILICA VISCOSITY

INCREASING AGENT
Edwin H. Land, Cambridge, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Cor-

poration, Cambridge, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 247,025, April 24, 1972, Pat. No.

3,776,726. This application June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 374,253

Int. CL G03c 5/30, 1/48

U.S. CI. 96-76 C 10 Claims

1. A rupturable container for use in diffusion transfer film

units adapted to provide color transfer images viewable by

reflected light, said rupturable container releasably holding an

aqueous alkaline processing composition comprising a water-

soluble, film-forming polymer, a light-reflecting pigment and

colloidal silica.

3,841,880

SILVER HALIDE EMULSION CONTAINING
KETOMETHYLENE PHOTOGRAPHIC

COLOR-FORMING COUPLERS
Stanley S. Kertel, Webster, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 347,609
Int. CI. G03c 1/40

^1,5^. 96—100 21 Claims

lT>\ light-sensitive photographic element comprising a

photographic support having coated thereon at least one

photosensitive silver halide emulsion layer containing at least

one color coupler capable of forming a yellow dye when
reacted with oxidized primary amino color developing agent;

said color coupler being represented by the formula:

(1) ^ ^
/V/S

(Z)n-
N-R

V^;.J-

o

CHj-C—0—

Y

or

(2) o o

(Z).
N-R O R'

V^NJ-CH:-C-N

k-

wherein

R is defined as hydrogen, or an alkyl group containing up to

1 5 carbon atoms;

Y is defined as an alkyl or an aryl group;

R' is hydrogen or an alkyl group containing 1-5 carbon

atoms;

R" is an alkyl or an aryl group; and

Z is individually defined at each occurrence as a halo group,

an alkoxy group or an alkyl group containing 1-18 carbon
atoms; and

n is 0-2.
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3 841 881
METHOD FOR ELECTROLESS DEPOSITION OF METAL

USING IMPROVED COLLOIDAL CATALYZING
SOLUTION

Nathan Feldstein, Kendall Park, N.J., and Thomas Stephen
Lancsek, Morrisville, Pa., assignors to RCA Corporation.
New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,777
Int. CI. C23c 3102

U.S. CI. 106-1 8 Claims
1. A colloidal catalytic solution for catalyzing a substrate

prior to electroless metal deposition thereon, said catalyst
comprising the solution resulting from the admixture of an
acid soluble salt of a catalytic metal selected from the group
consisting of gold, and the platinum family of metals, hydro-
chloric acid, a stannous salt soluble in aqueous solution, said
stannous salt being in excess of the amount necessary to re-
duce said metal salt to colloidal metal, and a quantity of a
solution of stannic chloride which has been separately aged
for the equivalent of at least 4 days at room temperature prior
to admixture, said stannic compound being present in a con-
centration of about 0.01 to 0.5 molar in said catalytic solution.

3 841 882
CLADDING GLASS COMPOSITIONS FOR LIGHT

TRANSMITTING GLASS FIBERS
Warren W. Wolf, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Corning

Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 113,688, Feb. 8, 1971, abandoned. This

application Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 298,128
Int. CI. C03c 13100; G02b 5114

U.S. CI. 106-50
1 Claim

1. A light transmitting glass fiber comprising a core glass
surrounded by a cladding glass;

said core glass having an index of refraction greater than
said cladding glass; and

said core glass consisting essentially by weight of:

SiOj
AljOj
B1O3
KtO
BaO
SbjO,

Percent

23-,,

7-10

2.5-,,

up to to
34-59
up to 0.05

and wherein the improvement comprises said cladding glass
consisting essentially by weight of:

SiO,

AljOj
Bj03
Na.,0

Li,0

64-„
8-,

11-,,

13-15
2-3

3,841,883

BiiOr, CONTAINING PbO-ZnO-BO^ LOW
TEMPERATURE SEALING GLASS

Thomas A. Sherk, West Hurley, and Rao R. Tummala, Wap-
pingers Falls, both of N.Y,, assignors to International Busi-
ness Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed July 31, 1973, Ser. No. 384,314
Int. CL C03c 3110, 3112, 3/30

U.S. CL 106—53 6 Claims
1. A sealing glass composition having a thermal coefficient

of expansion (from room temperature to 300°C) in a range of
80-83x10"' per °C consisting essentially of the following
ingredients in the following proportions:

3,841,884
HIGH ALUMINA REFRACTORY

Robert E. Farris, Pleasanton, and Maurice E. Green, Jr., Liv-
ermore, both of Calif., assignors to Kaiser Aluminum &
Chemical Corporation, Oakland, Calif.

Filed Aug. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 385,428
Int. CI. C04b 35/10, 35/14

U.S. CI. 106-65 16 Claims
1. A refractory composition consisting essentially of from

about 35% to 50% by weight of a fine fraction all passing a 65
mesh screen, from about 40% to 55% by weight of a coarse
fraction all retained on a 28 mesh screen, and from about 5%
to 20% by weight of an intermediate fraction passing a 28
mesh screen and retained on a 65 mesh screen, characterized
in that (a) at least 90% of the fine fraction is (i) from 3% to
7% by weight, based on the total weight of the composition,
silica passing a 325 mesh screen and (ii) alumina containing
at least 95% AI2O3, at least 40% of the alumina passing a 325
mesh screen, the balance of the fine fraction being calcined
flint clay, (b) at least two-thirds of the coarse fraction is sized
calcined flint clay, the balance being alumina containing at
least 95% AI2O3, and (c) the intermediate fraction consists
essentially of material selected from the group (i) calcined
flint clay and (ii) alumina containing at least 95% AljOj.

3,841,885
CEMENTITIOUS ROOFING AND SIDING

Gus R. Jakel, Glendale, Calif., assignor to California Cement
Shake Co., Inc., Alhambra, Calif.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,677
Int. CI. C04b 7/02

U.S. CI. 106-93 9 Claims
1. In the process of making a lightweight, fireproof and

waterproof construction slab, the steps that include:
a. combining Portland cement, perlite, glass fiber, cellulose

pulp, a sub-mix and water to form an aqueous admixture,
and

b. forming and curing the slab from said admixture, said
forming including subjecting the formed slab to pressur-
ization to squeeze water therefrom,

c. said sub-mix having been preliminarily prepared by com-
bining quick lime and water to form a mix reacting exo-
thermically, and adding fatty material to the reacting mix.
and in^the relative amounts
between 45 and 55 pounds of quick lime
between 25 and 30 gallons of water
between 1.5 and 2.5 gallons of fatty material

d. the constituents of the admixture being present in the
relative amounts:

between about 180 and 195 pounds of cement
between about 72 and 90 pounds of perlite

between about 38 and 46 gallons of aqueous cellulose
pulp containing said glass fiber, and

between about 7 and 9 gallons of said sub-mix
e. the pulp and glass fiber being present in the relative

amounts:

between 40 and 48 pounds of cellulose
between 2 and 4 pounds of glass fiber.

Lead oxide
Boric oxide
Zinc oxide
Silicon oxide
Copper oxide
Bismuth oxide

(PbO)
(B1O3)

(ZnO)
(SiO,)

(CuO)
(BijOj)

Per cent by weight
60.5 - 64,0
14.5

14.5-
1.0-
3.0-
1.3 -

17.5

15.2

3.0

4.5

2.5

3,841,886
REFRACTORY CEMENT INCORPORATING FLUXING

COMPONENT
Harley W. Burr, Santa Ana, CaliL, assignor to Motus Chemi-

cal, Inc., Las Vegas, Nev.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 243,787, April 13, 1972,
abandoned. This application Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,712

Int. CKC04b 11/00,35/14
U.S.CL 106-109 7 Claims

1. A structural member, comprising, exclusive of HjO.
about 60-90 weight percent calcium sulfate and about 40-10
weight percent fiux and grog material, said calcium sulfate
containing water of hydration, said fiux and grog material
comprising about 0.2 to about 50 weight percent primary
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fluxing component and about 99.8 to about 50 weight percent
grog component, and an amount of HjO sufficient to form said

structural board, said fluxing component being present in

sufficient amount to provide at least 2 weight percent based
on the content of said calcium sulfate in said composition.

3,841,887
DYESTUFF COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING LIGNIN

SURFACTANTS CARBOXY SUBSTITUTED
Sten I. Falkehag, Mount Pleasant, and Carl W. Bailey, III,

Charleston, both of S.C., assignors to Westvaco Corporation,
New York, N.Y.

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,535
Int. CI. C08h 15/02

U.S. CL 106-123 LC 6 Claims
1. A dyestuff composition comprising a disperse dye cake

and from 1 percent to 75 percent by weight of said dye cake,

of the derivative of a lignin-based material, said derivative

containing from 1 to 20 moles per 1 ,000 grams of a carbox-

ymethylated lignin and made by reacting lignin with a halo-

gen-containing methane carboxylate wherein the methane is

halogen substituted.

3,841,888

AQUEOUS PIGMENT DISPERSIONS
Horst Belde; Knut Oppenlaender; Ewald Daubach, and Rolf

Fikentscher, all of Ludwigshafen, Germany, assignors to

Badische Anilin- and Soda-Fabrik Aktiengeselischaft, Lud-
wigshafen/Rhine, Germany

Filed Nov. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 303,624
Int. CI. C08h 17/02; C09c 3/02

U.S. CI. 106-288 Q 8 Claims

1. An aqueous pigment dispersion which does not flocculate

in a cellulose-ether-containing emulsion paint or distemper

which contains, with reference to the total weight of ( a ) -I- ( b

)

+ (c):

(a) from 20 to 55 percent by weight of a finely divided

pigment;

(b) from 5 to 25. percent by weight of a water-soluble sur-

factant or mixture of surfactants obtained by reaction of

(a) an amine of the formula

HjN- ( 1")
-\R-N/n-H

in which

R is saturated alkylene of 2 to 6 carbon atoms,

R' is hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, cyclohexyl

or phenyl, and

n is one of the integers from 1 to 5 and when n is equal

to 1 the group NHR' may be combined with the other

amino group, or

{(3) an aromatic or cycloaliphatic diamine; with from 3 to

50 moles of propylene oxide per equivalent of reactive

amino hydrogen and then with from 2 to 70 moles of

ethylene oxide per equivalent of reactive amino hydro-

gen; and

(c) from 40 to 75 percent by weight of a mixture of water

and a water-retaining agent.

3,841,889

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF EASILY LAKED
AZO PIGMENTS

Klaus Schrempp, Ludwigshafen, Germany, assignor to Badis-

che Anilin- and Soda-Fabrik Aktiengeselischaft, Ludwig-

shafen/Rhein, Germany
Filed Jan. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 322,204

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 18, 1972,

2202143
Int. CI. COSh 17/04, 17/66

U.S. CI. 106-289 9 Claims

1. In a process for the production of a laked azo pigment

obtained by coupling an aromatic amine bearing an acid group

with an aromatic compound capable of coupling followed by

laking of the coupling product, the improvement for obtaining

a more easily dispersable pigment which comprises carrying

out the laking step in the presence of:

a. from 5 to 30 percent by weight (based on the coupling

product) of a water-soluble salt of polymerized abietic

acid; and

b. from 5 to 15 percent by weight (based on the coupling

product) of a water-soluble salt of a dialkyi sulfosuccinate

of 5 to 15 carbon atoms per alkyl group.

3,841,890
PLASTICIZER SYSTEMS FOR POLYVINYL BUTYRAL

INTERLAYERS
Anthony W. M. Coaker, St. Louis; Joseph R. Darby, Webster

Groves, and Thomas C. Mathis, St. Louis, all of Mo., assign-

ors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 313,151

Int. CI. C08k 1/36; C08f 45/50
U.S. CI. 106-316

\
7 Claims

4. A plasticizer system for polyvinyl butyral interlayers used

in laminated safety glass which plasticizer system comprises a

blend of ( 1 ) at least one phosphate plasticizer and (2) at least

one adipate plasticizer; wherein the phosphate plasticizer

corresponds to the following general formula:

R3PO4
wherein R is selected from the group consisting of aryl, alkaryl

wherein the alky! group contains from 1 to 3 carbon atoms,

alkyl of from 1 to 1 2 carbon atoms, alkoxyalkyl of from 1 to

9 carbon atoms and cycloalkyl, with the proviso that when all

of the radicals represented by R in a given compound are alkyl

radicals each alkyl radical must have 4 or more carbon atoms;

wherein the adipate plasticizer is selected from the group
consisting of dihexyl adipate and a C^-Cg adipate; wherein the

phosphate plasticizer and the diester plasticizer have vapor

pressures of less than 10 millimeters (mm) at 175°C.; and

wherein the ratio of phosphate plasticizer to diester plasticizer

is in the range from 80:20 to 20:80.

3,841,891

METHOD OF PRODUCING COLORED ALUMINUM
Jon W. Pallant, Palnesville, Ohio, assignor to Metalphoto Cor-

pc.atlon, Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,439

Int CI. B44d 1/52

U.S.CL 1 17-8.5 4 Claims

[
H3' ,.of*- "c'e 'cP"c'opoi*'ne':acif Mo'c ;
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exposing the photopolymerizable material to a pattern of
suitable radiation sufficient to effect the polymerization
of areas exposed to said radiation;

developing the resulting resist by applying a solvent for the
unpoiymerized, photopolymerizable material, to the sur-

face of the article after said exposure step;

leaching the dye from the resulting bare areas of said sur-

face;

rinsing the article;

coloring the bare areas from which the dye has been
leached;

stripping the polymerized areas from said article;

and thereafter sealing the resulting colored article.

3,841,892
METHOD FOR TRANSFERRING DEVELOPED IMAGE

K. A. Krause, Mountain View, and Yaqub Moradazeh,
Saratoga, both of Calif., assignors to International Business
Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 92,038, Nov, 23, 1970, Pat. No. 3,691,993.
This application Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,428

Int. CI. G03g 13116, 15/16
U.S. CI. 117-17.5 3 Claims

1. The method of transferring a developed image compris-
ing electrostatically charged developer particles from an im-

age forming surface to a web of transfer material comprising
the steps of:

forming a developed image on an image forming surface;

placing over the developed image a web of transfer mate-
rial;

rotating a brush means comprising a plurality of conductive
fibers;

producing a constant potential difference between said

brush means and said image forming surface; and
producing relative motion between the brush means and the

image forming surface so that the tips of the fibers move
the web of transfer material into abutting contact with

said image forming surface whereby said potential is

operative to transfer the developed image to said web of

transfer material.

3,841,893
CHARGE CONTROL AGENTS FOR LIQUID

DEVELOPERS
Satoru Honjo, Tokyo; Hajime Miyatuka, Asaka, and Sadao
Osawa, Kawaguchi, all of Japan, assignors to Rank Xerox,
Ltd., London, England
Division of Ser. No. 121,537, March 5, 1971, Pat. No.

3,729,419. This application Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 298,721
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 12, 1970, 45-

20984

Int. CI. G03g 9/04, 13/10
U.S. CI. 117-37 LE 6 Claims

1. A method of developing an electrostatic latent image of
negative polarity present on an imaging surface comprising

contacting said imaging member with an electrostatographic
liquid developer comprising an insulating carrier liquid and
uniformly dispersed therein finely divided positively charged
electroscopic marking particles, said liquid developer further
comprising an amount of a charge control agent which is

soluble in said carrier liquid and present in an amount of from
about 0.5 to about 2.0 percent by volume of the developer,
said agent being selected from the group consisting of vinyl-

triethoxysilane, -y-glycidoxy-propyltrimethoxysilane, and /3-

(3,4-epoxycyclohexyl)ethylitrimethoxysilane and mixtures
thereof sufficient to provide a stable positive charge on the
electroscopic marking particles.

3,841,894
MINIMIZING CRAZING OF HOT-DIP ALUMINUM

COATINGS
Ralph W. Leonard, Plum Borough, Pa., assignor to United

States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,612
Int. CI. C23c 1/08

U.S.CL 117-50 5 Claims

^S!X,

r ff'gt.' Bttta

1. In the method for hot-dip aluminizing of ferrous sub-

strates to produce a protective coating thereon, which com-
prises; cleaning said substrate and thereafter passing said

substrate through a bath of molten aluminum consisting essen-

tially of from about 4 to I 1% Si, from about 0.1 to about 3.0%
Fe,

the improvement which comprises, adding Mn to said mol-
ten bath in an amount sufficient to maintain a concentra-

tion of from about 0.2 to about 1.5 percent.

3,841,895
FLEXIBLE HYDROCARBON RUBBER SUBSTRATE
FINISHED WITH A THERMOSETTING ACRYLIC

ENAMEL
Robert M. Hick, Springfield, Pa., assignor to E. I. du Pont de
Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,897
Int. CI. B41m ///<?; B44c 3/02: B44d 1/02

U.S.CL 117-72 16 Claims

1. A flexible hydrocarbon rubber substrate finished with
0.1-10 mil thick finish of a cross-linked thermosetting acrylic

enamel; wherein the film-forming constituents of the enamel
comprise:

A. 70-95 percent by weight, based on the weight of the
film-forming constituents, of an acrylic polymer consist-

ing essentially of

1. 19-44 percent by weight, based on the weight of the
acrylic polymer, of an alkyl methacrylate having one to

four carbon atoms in the alkyl group or styrene, or a
mixture thereof:

2. 50-75 percent by weight, based on the weight of the
acrylic polymer, of an alkyl methacrylate having 6-12
carbon atoms in the alkyl group or an alkyl acrylate
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having 2-12 carbon atoms in the alkyl group or a mix-

ture thereof;

3. 5-20 percent by weight, based on the weight of the

acrylic polymer, of a hydroxy alkyl acrylate or a hy-

droxy alkyl methacrylate or a mixture thereof having

two to four carbon atoms in the alkyl groups; and

4. 1 to 20 percent by weight, based on the weight of the

acrylic polymer, of an a,/3-ethylenically unsaturated

carboxylic acid;

B. 5-30 percent by weight, based on the weighl of the

film-forming constituents, of a compatible alkylated mel-

amine formaldehyde having one to eight carbon atoms in

the alkyl group or a polyisocyanate;

wherein the flexible hydrocarbon substrate comprises a sur-

face activated saturated or unsaturated hydrocarbon rubber

from the group of ethylene-propylene copolymer rubber,

ethylene-propylene-diene copolymer rubber, styrene-

butadiene copolymer rubber, polybutadiene rubber, polyiso-

prene rubber and butyl rubber.

CORROSION IN

3,841,896

HIBITED, COATED METAL ARTICLE
Wilburn A. Boggs, Smyrna, and Robert N. Miller, Atlanta,

both of Ga., assignors to Lockheed Aircraft Corporation,

Burbank, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 124,461, March 15, 1971, Pat. No.

3,730,937, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 515,31 1,

Feb. 13, 1967, abandoned. This application Nov. 13, 1972,

Ser. No. 306,362

InL CI. B32b 15/08; C09d 3/48

U.S. CI. 117—75 4 Claims

1. A coated article comprising a metal substrate covered at

least in part by a coating and sealing material to a thickness

of up to about 3 mils, said material consisting essentially of a

resilient, curable elastomeric polysulfide polymer and a corro-

sion-inhibiting, soluble chromate compound in a quantity

sufficient to assure an available amount thereof of at least

about two percent by weight of the polymer when cured

whereby to yield at least about a 10^^ Molar concentration of

chromate ions concurrently with the appearance of aqueous

corrosive fluids.

3,841,897

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
Kaoru Okazaki; Aira Higuchi, and Naoki Imaeda, all of Otsu,

Japan, assignors to Toray Industries, Inc., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,449

Int. CI. B44d 1/14

U.S. CI. 117-76 T 25 Claims

1. Artificial leather comprising a fibrous substrate having a

thickness of about 0.3 to 3.0 mm, said substrate comprising a

fabric impregnated with a polymer, and coating layers (III),

(11) and (1) adhered in that order to the surface of said sub-

strate,

a. the coating layer (III) having a thickness of about 0. 1 to

3.0 mm, and comprising a wet coagulated polymer com-

position which contains about 50 to 300 parts by weight

of inorganic particles per 100 parts by weight of polymer,

said inorganic particles having a mean particle diameter

of about 0.03 to 5.0 micron and being essentially insolu-

ble in water, and the polymer in this polymer composition

consisting of at least about 60 percent by weight of poly-

urethane,

b. the coating layer (II) having a thickness of about 0.01 to

0.3 mm, and comprising a wet coagulated polymer com-

position which contains about to 50 parts by weight of

inorganic particles per 100 parts by weight of polymer,

said inorganic particles having a mean particle diameter

of about 0.03 to 5.0 micron and being essentially insolu-

ble in water, and the polymer in this polymer composition

consisting of at least about 80 percent by weight of poly-

urethane, and

c. the coating layer (I) having a thickness of about 0.001 to

0.1 mm and having a 20 percent modulus of about 5 to

100 kg/cm^, and comprising a dry-coagulated polymer

composition, consisting essentially of at least about 80

percent by weight of polyurethane.

3,841,898

PROCESS FOR IMPARTING AN ANTIFELTING FINISH

TO ANIMAL FIBRES

Josef Hefele, Grafelfing, Germany, assignor to Kufner Textil-

werke K.G., Munich, Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 139,132, April 30, 1971, abandoned.

This application June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,115

Claims priority, application Germany, May 14, 1970,

2023671
Int. CI. B44f //OS

U.S. CI. 117—76 T 6 Claims

1. A process for imparting an antifelting finish to animal

fibres which comprises a first step of applying to the fibers at

least one compound selected from the group consisting of

aliphatic and cycloaliphatic diamines and polyamines from an

aqueous solutioii thereof and a second step of applying an

aqueous soluti<<n of a salt of a synthetic resin base to the

resulting fibers and heating the fibers to condense the syn-

thetic resin base from the applied solution onto the fibers said

synthetic resin base salt being selected from the group consist-

ing of polyurethane sulphonium halides and water-soluble

polyamidoamine salts of organic or inorganic acids.

3,841,899

TREATING MILL AND CALENDER ROLLS IN RUBBER
COMPOUNDING

Roy W. Siedenstrang, Stow, Ohio, assignor to Phillips Petro-

leum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,900

Int. CI. B05b 13/06

U.S. CI. 117—94 12 Claims

1. In a process of rubber compounding wherein at least one

elastomeric stock is contacted by roll surfaces, the improve-

ment which comprises treating said roll surfaces with at least

one roll release agent which is an alkanolamine, alkylene

glycol, or mixture, in an amount sufficient to act as a release

agent toward said elastomeric stock.

3,841,900

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR OBTAINING UNIFORM
COATING THICKNESS

Calvin E. Parker, Sr., Walnut Creek, Calif., assignor to Bethle-

hem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 223,535, Feb. 4, 1972, Pat. No. 3,773,013.

This application Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,396

Int. CI. B05c 11 110

U.S. CL 117—102 M 5 Claims

1. An improvement in the method of controlling the thick-

ness of a metal coating on a vertically moving strip as it leaves

a bath of molten coating metal, comprising directing a narrow

stream of fluid angularly downwardly across the face of said

strip on each side thereof, the streams on opposite sides of said
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strip being in registry, the height of the point of impingement
of said nuid increasing and the force per unit area of said fluid

3,841,903
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING PAPER-LIKE SYNTHETIC

RESIN FILM
Ching Yun Huang, and Rokuro Fujita, both of Osaka, Japan,

assignors to Japan Gas-Chemical Company, Inc., Tokyo,
Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. II 4,6 1 2, Feb. 1 1 , 1 97 1 , abandoned.
This application Feb. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 332,166

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 16, 1970, 45-12610
Int. CI. B44d 1144, 5/04

U.S. CI. 117-138.8 F 10 Claims

decreasing as said point of impingement progresses from one
edge of the strip to the other.

V.V -',-V//.^ ; ^ /'{^^^ J -' J.' ; -»/ / .'y^i^jj

:-^.\-,-:,-. tzz^zz,

3,841,901
ALUMINUM-AND MOLYBDENUM-COATED NICKEL,
COPPER OR IRON CORE FLAME SPRAY MATERIALS
Edward Robert Novinski, Mineola, and John H. Harrington,
Warwick, both of N.Y., assignors to Metco, Inc., Westbury,
N.Y.

Filed July 6, 1973, Ser. No. 377,151
Int. CI. B05b mo

U.S.CL 117-105.2 20 Claims
1. A flame spray material in the form of a composite suit-

able for flame spraying comprising components of aluminum,
molybdenum and at least one metal selected from the group
consisting of nickel, copper and iron, based on the total weight
of nickel, copper, iron, aluminum and molybdenum the nickel
plus copper plus iron being present in about 66 to 97.5 per-
cent, the aluminum in about 2 to 1 8 percent and the molybde-
num in about 0.5 to 16 percent.

3,841,902
DURABLE FIRE RETARDANT FABRICS MADE USING
ORGANIC SOLVENT SYSTEMS OF BROMINATED

PHOSPHATE MONOMERS
James M. Thompson, Salisbury, N.C.; Carmine P. lovine,

Somerset, and Dilip K. Ray-Chaudhuri, Somerville, both of
N.J., assignors to National Starch and Chemical Corpora-
tion, Plainfield, N.J.

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,341
Int. CI. B44d 1150

U.S. CI. 117-136 10 Claims
1. A method of producing a textile product having durable

fire retardancy and durable press properties which comprises:
A. providing a substantially anhydrous solution in a volatile
organic solvent of the following ingredients in the weight
percentages indicated of the total solution:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

bis-( 2.3-clibromopropyl ) acryloxyethyl
phosphate
diallyl phthalate
polymethoxy methyl melamine
dimethylol allyl carbamate
organic peroxide catalyst
aryi sulfonyl chloride catalyst

10-50<*

1-10%
1-15%
1-15%
0.1-5%
0.1-3%

B. applying said anhydrous solution to a fabric in such
quantity that the weight ratio of said ingredient (a) ap-
plied to the dry weight of the fabric is between 1:10 and

C. evaporating substantially all volatile organic solvent from
the fabric resulting from step B, and

D. heating the solvent-freed fabric to a temperature of 80°
to 200°C. for between about I to 60 minutes to cure and
set mgredients (a), (b), (c) and (d) upon the fabric

1. A process for producing a paper-like film, which com-
prises dissolving a copolymer selected from the group consist-
ing of methacrylic acid-styrene, acrylic acid-styrene, meth-
acrylic acid-methyl methacrylate, acrylic acid-methyl metha-
crylate-butyl acrylate, vinyl pyrrolidone-styrene-methyl meth-
acrylate, acrylic acid-vinyl acetate-acrylonitrile-butyl acry-
late, acrylic acid-styrene-acrylonitrile-butyl acrylate, /3-

hydroxyethyl methacrylate-maleic anhydride-methyl metha-
crylate, methacrylic acid-N-methylol acrvlamide-methyl
methacrylate, acrylic acid-N,N-dimethylaminoethyl metha-
crylate-styrene and acrylic acid-acrylamide-styrene copoly-
mers or a hydrolysis product of vinyl acetate-styrene copoly-
mer in a solvent which is at least one member selected from
the group consisting of methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, n-
butanol, ethylene glycol monomethyl ether, ethylene glycol
monoethyl ether, dioxane, tetrahydrofuran, acetone, methyl
ethyl ketone, cyclohexanone, methyl acetate and ethyl ace-
tate, the concentration of copolymer in the resulting solution
being 7-50 percent by weight, coating the resulting solution
on a synthetic resin substrate film and drying the coated syn-
thetic resin film in an atmosphere having a temperature of at
least 10° C and a relative humidity of at least 50 percent,
thereby whitening said copolymer.

3,841,904
METHOD OF MAKING A METAL SILICIDE-SILICON

SCHOTTKY BARRIER
Yuen-Shenk Chiang, Trenton, N.J., assignor to RCA Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 314,002
Int. CI. HOlc 7100; B44d U20

U.S. CI. 117-200 5 Cairns

Cl£« SlWK£
i/f
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1. A method of producing a metal silicide layer on a surface
of a body of silicon comprising the steps of:
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applying a 10-50% HP solution to a cleaned surface of said

body to remove any oxides thereon,

adding, to said HP solution, a solution of 37% hydrogen

chloride and a metal salt, the metal of said metal salt

being selected from the group consisting of osmium,

iridium, platinum, and mixtures thereof to react with said

body of silicon at room temperature, said solutions being

in the proportion of between 0.3-1.0 ml of said 37%
hydrogen chloride solution and between 1.0 and 10 ml of

said 0.1% metal salt solution to 10-30 ml of said HP
solution, whereby to form said metal silicide layer on said

surface, and

removing said solutions from said layer.

naphthenate, baking the brush blank at a temperature in the

temperature range of from 1 80° to 200'<: thereby reducing the

3,841,905

METHOD OF PREPARING PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
WITH TERMINAL TABS

Charles H. Dixon, III, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to RBP
Chemical Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 90,908, Nov. 19, 1970,

abandoned. This application Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 322,040

Int. CI. G23f 1102

U.S.CL 117-212 2 Claims

1. The method of preparing terminal tabs for a printed

plastic circuit board of the type having terminal tabs for con-

nection to circuits not on the circuit board including the steps

of: laminating a copper foil sheet to a fiber-glass base board,

applying a layer of resist to the copper foil, applying a layer of

metal from the group of tin and lead-tin solder in the spaces

between the resist and on the copper foil, removing portions

of the resist layer, etching paths between portions of the cop-

per foil to form copper terminal portions covered by a layer

of the solder or tin, removing the solder layer from the copper

terminal portions by exposing the solder to a composition

comprising ammonium bifiuoride in the range of 10 percent

to 25 percent by weight, hydrogen peroxide in the range of 1

percent to 5 percent by weight and water in the range of 89

percent to 70 percent by weight for a period sufficient to strip

the solder and rinsing the composition when the solder is

stripped to prevent adverse reaction to the copper and the

plastic board.

1 1 4 1 1 1 * 1 1 * 1
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amount of zinc naphthenate in the brush blank to 4 to 6 weight

percent of the brush blank weight.

3,841,907

FERROMAGNETIC CHROMIUM DIOXIDE CRYSTALS
AND MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIUM CONTAINING

SAME
Bernd Leutner. Maxdorf; Matthias Schwarzmann, Limburger-

hof, and Manfred Ohiinger, Ludwigshafen, all of Germany,

assignors to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik, Aktiengesell-

schaft, Ludwigshafen/Rhine, Germany
Filed Apr. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 245,271

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 24, 1971,

2120206
Int. CI. COlg i 7/02

U.S. CI. 117-234 2 Claims

1. Stabilized ferromagnetic chromium dioxide which com-

prises chromium dioxide crystals in which the surface of said

crystals is coated with from 0. 1 to 30 percent by weight of the

chromium dioxide of a substantially water-insoluble com-

pound selected from the group consisting of

1

.

the oxides, hydroxides, sulfides and silicates of divalent

lead;

2. the sulfates and silicates of calcium, strontium and bar-

ium;

3. the salt of an alkane carboxylic acid having six to 24

carbon atoms and a metal cation selected from the group

consisting of divalent lead and mercury; and

4. the chromates of divalent lead.

3,841,908

AUXILIARY SCREW CONVEYORS
Jorgen Giersing, Stege, Denmark, assignor to Aktieselskabet

De Danske Sukkerfabrikker, Copenhagen, Denmark

Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,494

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 25, 1971,

49496/71
Int. CL C13d im

U.S. CI. 127-5 3 Caims

3,841,906

METHOD OF TREATING A CARBON CURRENT
COLLECTION BRUSH BLANK AND BRUSH RESULTING

THEREFROM
Albert L. Grunewald, Stroudsburg, Pa., and George H.

Gunnoe, Schenectady, N.Y., assignors to General Electric

Company, Lynn, Mass.

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289,173

Int. CI. B44d H20, 1/46

U.S. CI. 117-228 9 Claims

1. A method of treating a carbon current collection brush

blank which comprises providing a carbon current collection

brush blank, contacting the brush blank with a solution of zinc

1. A lixiviating apparatus comprising an inclined trough, at

least two screw conveyors rotatable about parallel axes
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mounted in said trough for transporting disintegrated material

from the lower end of the trough towards its upper end in

countercurrent with hxiviating Hquid, means for introducing

disintegrated material into the lixiviating trough at its lower
end, means for discharging lixiviated disintegrated material
from the trough at its upper end, means for introducing lixivi-

ating liquid at the upper end of the trough and means for

discharging enriched lixiviating liquid from the trough at its

lower end, characterized in that is further comprises auxiliary

means of transportation extending parallel to said screw con-
veyors and being adapted to transport in the longitudinal

direction of said screw conveyors material which is pressed
out of each of said screw conveyors towards the lower end of
the trough.

3,841,909

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REMOVING GREASE
FROM ANIMAL BONES

Yoshihiro Nonaka, and Jozo Nakanishi, both of Osaka, Japan,
assignors to Nitta Gelatin Kabushiki Kaisha, Yao City,

Osaka Pref., Japan
Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 277,865

Int. CI. B08b 3106; C09h 1102: CI lb 1114

U.S. CI. 134-5 2 Claims

n

1. A method for removing grease from animal bones com-
prising the steps of placing said bones in a drum, slowly revolv-
ing said drum and raking up said bones from the bottom of
said drum for gravity descent in said drum thereby constantly
agitating said bones, and subjecting said bones to jets of boil-

ing water at high pressure by pipes inside and attached to and
revolving with the drum, said boiling water impinging against
the bones in a direction opposite to that of rotation of the

drum, said bones being subjected directly to said jetted boiling

water when said pipes pass through said bones in the bottom
of said drum.

3,841,910
LIQUID EXTRACTING APPARATUS AND METHOD

Donald Brooks Baker, Foxboro, Mass., assignor to Bird Ma-
chine Company, Inc., South Walpole, Mass.

Continuation of Ser. Nos. 27,714, April 13, 1970, abandoned,
and Ser. No. 266,124, June 26, 1972, abandoned. This

application Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 339,972
Int. CL B08b 5102; D21f 1132

U.S. CL 134-15 12 Claims
1. A method for extracting liquid from a traveling porous

web comprising the steps of:

directing into the web at one face thereof a jet of gas under
pressure at one side of a wall, said jet and wall extending

across the web and said jet being directed into the web at

an angle to the plane of the web and opposite to the

direction of web travel;

causing the jet to be reflected back from adjacent the oppo-
site web face to and out said one web face at an opposite

angle and at the opposite side of said wall, carrying ex-

tracted liquid therewith;

tensioning said web against the edge of said wall to form a
seal preventing lateral flow of said jet between said wall

ed^tf and the web; and

collecting the liquid discharged by said jet in a chamber at

the opposite side of said wall from said jet.

3,841,911
METHOD FOR REMOVING HEAT DEGRADABLE

TEXTILE WASTE MATERIAL FROM APPARATUS USED
IN TEXTILE OPERATIONS

James H. Henderlite, III, Charlotte, N.C., assignor to Air
Knife, Inc., Charlotte, N.C.

Division of Ser. No. 233,107, March 9, 1972,. This application

Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,899
Int. CI. B08b 5102

U.S. CL 134-37 3 Claims

2D-

1. A method of removing, from apparatus used in textile

operations, tenaciously adhered heat degradable textile waste
material comprising the steps of:

transporting a manually portable housing to a location at

which textile waste material is to be removed,
delivering through the manually portable housing a flowing

stream of air at a volume rate of flow of at least about 0.4
cubic feet per minute,

passing the flowing stream of air from the housing through
an elongate flexible conduit to a manipulable handle,

passing the flowing stream of air through an electrical resis-

tance heater extending from the manipulable handle and
heating the flowing stream of air to a temperature of at

least about 1,000° F. while it passes there-through,

controUably delivering electrical current to the heater
through the housing and through conductors extending
between the housing and the handle,

preventing delivery of electrical current through the hous-
ing and energization of the heater in the absence of the
flowing stream of air and thereby protecting the heater
against failure otherwise possibly occurring due to energi-
zation thereof while no air is flowing therethrough, and
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manipulating the handle to direct the heated air against the

waste material to be removed at a velocity of at least

about 8,000 feet per minute.

3,841,912

SODIUM SULFUR STORAGE BATTERY
Hiroshi Kagawa, and Keiji Senoo, both of Osaka, Japan, as-

signors to Yuasa Battery Company Limited, Osaka, Japan
Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 346,805

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 9, 1972, 47-90726;

Sept. 9, 1972, 47-90727

Int. CI. HOlm 43100
U.S. CI. 136-6 FS 3 Claims

1. A sodium su fur storage battery comprising in combina-

tion: a sealed casing; a solid electrolyte arranged within said

casing; sulfur or sodium polysulfide acting as a cathodic reac-

tant arranged outside of said solid electrolyte; sodium acting

as an anodic reactant arranged within said solid electrolyte; a

sodium reservoir arranged adjacent to said solid electrolyte

and having a jointing surface therewith; said sulfur or sodium

polysulfide being positioned adjacent to said jointing surface

and having its upper level always above the jointing surface of

said solid electrolyte and sodium reservoir irrespective of the

charged or discharged state.

^
[um

ik-.^

downwardly crimped upper inside wall, wherein a portion of

the carbon cathode rod protrudes beyond the open top end of

the container anode, the improvement comprising a unitary

conductive spring metal cathode cover having:

A. a raised terminal cap portion which envelopes at least the

end portion of the carbon rod protrusion, said cap portion

having an open bottom end;

B. a disc portion extending outwardly from the open end of

said cap;

C. an outer rim portion; and

D. a wall portion depending downwardly from the disc

portion to the outer rim portion,

wherein the vertical axis of the terminal cap portion of the

cathode cover corresponds generally to the vertical axis of the

carbon cathode rod and wherein:

a. in a first position, prior to assembly into the battery, the

angle between the disc portion and the terminal cap

portion of said cathode cover is an acute angle; and

b. in a second position, upon assembly into the battery, the

upper inside wall of the outer container is crimped down-

wardly over the outer rim portion of the cathode cover so

as to exert a downward compressive force on said cover

and
i. the angle between the disc portion and the terminal cap

portion of said cathode cover is greater than the angle

prior to assembly into the battery, and

ii. the carbon cathode rod is axially compressed between the

cathode cover and the bottom end of the container an-

ode.

3,841,913

UNITARY CATHODE COVER
Charles E. Anderson, Monona, Wis., assignor to ESB Incorpo-

rated, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,301

Int. CL HOlm 1102

U.S. CI. 136-107 3 Claims

1. In a battery comprising an inner cylindrical metal con-

tainer anode closed at its bottom end and open at its top end;

a carbon cathode rod positioned inside the container anode

and along its vertical axis, said cathode rod being electrically

insulated from the bottom of said anode; an electrolyte be-

tween said anode and said cathode rod; a vented conductive

cathode cover, and an outer cylindrical container having a

3,841,914

SOLID STATE BATTERY STRUCTURE
Gerard H. Boyle, West Concord; James Epstein, Sharon, and

Charles C. Liang, Andover, all of Mass., assignors to P. R.

Mallory & Co. Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 254,996

Int. CI. H01m2//00
U.S. CI. 136-111 6 Claims

1. A solid state battery assembly comprising:

a plurality of stacks of solid state cells, the cells of each

stack connected in series, and the stacks connected in

parallel, each cell consisting of anode and cathode com-

ponents and a solid electrolyte therebetween, all of said

component elements being in solid self-supporting state

and in flat disc form and disposed in co-axial arrange-

ment;

a first insulating cylinder encircling said stack of cells to

insulate said cell components from inter-stack electrical

connectors;

inter-stack electrical connectors disposed between adjacent

terminal discs of the same polarity and extending through

and along the wall of said first insulating cylinder such

that all of the respective negative terminals of the several

cell stacks are connected to one electrode terminal of the

battery and all of the respective positive terminals of the
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several cell stacks are connected to the other electrode
terminal of the battery;

a second insulating cylinder encircling said inter-stack con-
nectors to insulate said connectors from an external con-
tainer;

at least one initially stress-energized resilient wave-type
spring in annular form disposed at least at one end of the
stack to compress the stack of component elements of the
battery and to maintain them in operative condition and
in electrical connection;

and an outer container to house said assembly, said con-
tainer comprising a metallic can initially open at its top
end and closed at its bottom end, said top end embodying
an annular seat and a concentric rim edge, said top end
being closed by means of a terminal assembly comprising:
a metallic disc plate resting upon the uppermost wave-
type spring;

a coaxial insulating disc coextensive with and resting upon
said metallic disc plate, said insulating disc having a cen-
trally located coaxial opening;

an annular top header resting upon said insulating disc and
secured to the inner concentric rim edge of said metallic
can to thereby seal the battery, said header comprising a
central ceramic disc having a centrally disposed coaxial
opening and a circular metallic annular ring bonded to
the periphery of said ceramic disc, the diameter of said
metallic annular ring substantially coextensive with the
diameter of the inner rim edge of the metallic can to seat
tightly therewithin;

and an axial conductor physically connected to said metallic
disc plate and extending through said insulating disc and
said central ceramic disc of said header to serve as one
terminal for the battery.

extremities to connect cell plates at said portions extending
above said upper extremities, said unitary cover being config-
ured to define openings for said portions of cell plates extend-
mg above said upper extremities, and weldment means secur-
ing said connecting to said cell plates.

3,841,915
BATTERY, COMPONENTS, AND METHOD OF MAKING
William J. Eberle, Reading, Pa., assignor to General Battery

Corporation, Reading, Pa.

Filed Aug. 31, 1972. Ser. No. 285,460
Int. CI. HOlm 1102

U.S. CI. 136-134 R 13 Claims

3,841,916
METHOD OF RECLAIMING ELECTROLYTE FOR REUSE

IN BATTERIES
Roland A. Marchetti, 2780 N.W. North River Dr., Miami, Fla
33142

Filed Sept, 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,599
Int. CI. HOlm 47100

U.S. CI. 136-165 2 Claims
I. The method of reclaiming battery fiuid from old batteries

for use as electrolyte for new batteries comprising the steps of
collecting said battery fiuid into a settling tank that is impervi-
ous to sulfuric acid, permitting the settling of said fiuid for a
period not less than twenty-four hours, pumping only a por-
tion of said fiuid from a position above the bottom of said tank
whereby those impurities that are heavier than the fiuid and
those that are fioating thereon remain in said settling tank and
only the relatively clear fiuid is collected in a second tank
impervious to sulfuric acid, the adding of concentrated sulfu-
ric acid to said fiuid whereby said fiuid is brought up to a
predetermined strength for use in new storage batteries, per-
mitting the cooling of said fiuid over a period of substantially
thirty-six hours and filtering said cooled fiuid thereby readying
said fiuid as electrolyte for use in new batteries.

3,841,917
METHODS OF MANUFACTURING SEMICONDUCTOR

DEVICES
John Martin Shannon, Salfords, England, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,456

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 6, 1971.
41462/71

Int. CI. HOll 7154
U.S. CI. 148-1.5 15 Claims

I. A battery of the multiple cell type comprising a casing
having upper extremities and partition plates separating adja-
cent cells, a plurality of positive and negative battery plates
alternately disposed in each cell, each of said plates having a
lug portion extending above said upper extremities and above
said partition plates, a unitary cover extending across said
upper extremities and closing upper ends of said cells, and
means connecting battery cell plates in a given cell of one
polarity with cell plates of opposite polarity of an adjacent
cell, said connecting means being totally above said upper

LL_L / / / r
19 16 17

T^r~^
12

2: ^

I. In a method of manufacturing a semiconductor device
wherein in a semiconductor body comprising a boundary
between a higher doped region and a lower doped region
radiation enhanced diffusion of impurity is effected across the
boundary from the higher doped region into the lower doped
region to form in the lower doped region a further region the
lateral extent of which is substantially constant, said radiation
enhanced diffusion being effected by directing a beam of
energetic particles towards the boundary from the side thereof
at which the lower doped region is present to produce damage
of the crystal structure in the lower doped region at least in the
vicinity of the boundary, the improvement comprising orient-
ing the semiconductor body with respect to the incident beam
and imparting energy to the beam particles in such manner as
to produce channelling of the semiconductor body crystal
lattice by the particles with a channelling range in the lower
doped region which extends at least to but not substantially
beyond the said boundary.
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3,841,918

METHOD OF INTEGRATED CIRCUIT FABRICATION
Jorge Agraz-Guerena, Whitehall; Paul Alexander Gary, Eas-

ton, and Martin Paul Lepselter, Hanover Township, North-

ampton County, all of Pa., assignors to Bell Telephone Labo-

ratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 311,289

Int. CL HOll 7154

U.S. CI. 148-1.5 14 Claims

1. In a method for fabricating a semiconductor integrated

circuit device including a transistor, comprising the steps of

forming into the surface of a body of semiconductive material

of a first conductivity type a first pattern comprising a plural-

ity of zones of a second conductivity type, and forming an

epitaxial layer of the first conductivity type over the surface

of the body,

the improvement being the steps of:

ion implanting^into the epitaxial layer a second pattern of

zones of impulities of the second conductivity type regis-

tered with zones of the first pattern;

heating in a manner sufficient to diffuse the impurities

through the epitaxial layer and simultaneously to oxidize

selectively the surface of the epitaxial layer above the

second pattern of impurities;

ion implanting a buried base zone beneath and separated

from the surface of the epitaxial layer; and

forming an emitter zone extending inward from the surface

of the epitaxial layer to the base zone.

3,841,920

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING AN INFRARED
RADIATION SOURCE

James R. Martin, Willesley, Mass., assignor to Block Engineer-

ing, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 159,686, July 6, 1971, Pat. No. 3,737,625.

This application Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,096

Int. CI. H05b 3110

U.S. CI. 148—6.35 5 Claims

3,841,919

ALUMINUM-SILICON-MAGNESIUM TERNARY
SUPERPLASTIC ALLOY AND METHOD FOR

MANUFACTURE THEREOF
Takashi Hasegawa, and Takashi Oikawa, both of Tokyo, Ja-

pan, assignors to Showa Denko Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,429

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 28, 1971, 46-65578

Int. CI. C22f im
U.S. CI. 148-2 10 Claims

V

At 2

1. A superplastic alloy consisting of a composition falling

within an area enclosed with straight lines drawn to connect

Point A (89.8% Al, 9.7% Si, 0.5% Mg), Point B (78.6% Al,

14.1% Si, 7.3% Mg), Point C (78.5% Al, 16.6% Si, 4.9% Mg)
and Point D (86.3% Al, 13.2% Si, 0.5% Mg) in a phase dia-

gram of the ternary sMoy Al-Si-Mg system, said alloy having

a microtriplex structuK wherein two precipitated phases com-

posed of primary crj«als of Si and precipitated crystals of

Mg2Si each having an werage particle diameter of 2-3 /x are

uniformly distributed tlwughout the mother phase of alumi-

num composed of aluminl^ crystals hajfing an average parti

cle diameter of up to 5pi.

1. The method of manufacturing an infrared radiation

source comprising:

coiling a wire of relatively high electrical resistance around

a threaded metal core having a relatively high corrosion

resistance to form a coil having a multiplicity of turns

engaged in the threaded groove of said core and sepa-

rated from adjacent turns;

rotating said core relative to said coil to at least partially

withdraw said core from said coil and disengage turns

thereof from said core;

concurrently heating said core and said coil in an oxidizing

environment, and while said coil is being oxidized, rotat-

ing said core relative to said coil to progressively engage

all of the turns thereof with said threaded groove.

3,841,921

PROCESS FOR TREATING COPPER ALLOYS TO
IMPROVE CREEP RESISTANCE

Eugene Shapiro, Hamden, and Jacob Crane, Woodbridge, both

of Conn., assignors to Olin Corporation, New Haven, Conn.

Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,310

Int. CI. C21d H04
U.S. CI. 148—11.5 R 19 Claims

1. A process for improving the creep resistance and the

stress relaxation resistance of copper base alloys having low

stacking fault energy without significantly degrading tensile

properties consisting essentially of:
"

a. providing a copper base alloy having a stacking fault

energy of less than 30 ergs per square centimeter consist-

ing essentially of a first element selected from the group

consisting of about 2 to 12 percent aluminum, about 2 to

6 percent germanium, about 2 to 10 percent gallium,

about 3 to 12 percent indium, about 1 to 5 percent sili-

con, about 4 to 1 2 percent tin, about 8 to 37 percent zinc,

and the balance essentially copper;

b. cold working said alloy from abo^t 10 to 97 percent;

c. forming said alloy into a desired final article;

d. heating said alloy without significantly degrading tensile

properties to a temperature of from about 200° to 360"C
for at least 1 minute; and

e. cooling said alloy to room temperature.

thereby improving the creep resistance and the stress relax-

ation resistance of said article.
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3,841,922
PROCESS FOR THE ANNEALING OF PRECIPITATION

HARDENING ALLOYS
Jean R. De Jarnett, Port Clinton, Ohio, assignor to Brush
Wellman Inc., Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 341,972
Int. CI. C22f 1102

L.S. a. 148-13.2 6 Claims

\ 86

3,841,924
METHOD FOR PRODUCING A HIGH MAGNETIC FLUX
DENSITY GRAIN ORIENTED ELECTRICAL STEEL

SHEET
Akira Sakakura; Fumio Matsumoto, and KiyoshI Ueno, all of
Eukuoka-ken, Japan, assignors to Nippon Steel Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,876
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 5, 1972, 47-34051

Int. CI. HOlf 1104
U.S. CI. 148-111

, Claim
1. A method for producing a high magnetic flux density

gram oriented electrical steel sheet comprising a step of hot
rollmg a continuously cast slab containing not more than
0.085 percent of carbon, 2.0^.0 percent of silicon and
0.010-0.065 percent of acid-soluble aluminum, a step of
annealmg the hot rolled steel sheet at a temperature between
950° and 1 ,200°C and rapidly cooling the steel sheet to precip-
itate AIN, subjecting the steel sheet to a one-stage cold rolling
at a reduction rate betwen 8 1 and 95 percent to obtain a fmal
sheet thickness, a step of decarburization annealing of the
cold rolled steel sheet, and a step of final annealing said
continuously cast slab being 150 to 600mm thick, and being
heated at a temperature below 1 ,300°C and subjected to a
break-down rollong at a reduction rate between 30 and 70
percent in the slab thickness direction before the hot rolling
step, more than 80 percent of the grains of the slab after the
reheating for hot rolling being less than 25mm in average grain
diameter. ^

1. A process for annealing a rolled sheet of precipitation
hardening copper beryllium alloy with minimum distortion
which comprises the steps of;

a. solutionizing a strip of a precipitation hardenable copper-
beryllium alloy at a temperature of from 1 450°F to
1,700°F; and

b. quenching said strip rapidly to a temperature below about
250°F by passing said strip through a nonoxidizing gas
quenching zone between a multitude of oppositely di-
rected gas jets impinging on the respective surfaces of
said strip, the inlet temperature of said gas being below
about 100°F.

3,841,925
MAGNESIUM OXIDE STEEL COATING COMPOSITION

AND PROCESS
John F. Steger, Crystal Lake, III., assignor to Morton-Norwich

Products, Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Sept. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 396,346
Int. CI. C22c 39146; B23b 15104; HOlf 1104

U.S.a. 148-113 ,0 Claims
1. A magnesium oxide composition for coating silicon-

containing steel sheet, said composition comprising a major
proportion of a sintered magnesia having a citric acid activity
of from about 30 to about 85 seconds and a pore volume of
from about 0.02 to about 0. 1 cc, per gram, and based on said
magnesium oxide:

I. a chloride contributor selected from the group consisting
of magnesium chloride, barium chloride and chromous
chloride, said chloride contributor providing from about
4 X io-» to about 60 x lO"" moles of chloride ion per
square centimeter of steel surface; and

n. sodium metasilicate in a concentration at least about
stoichiometrically equal to said chloride contributor.

3 841 923
FLUX FOR ACCOMPLISHING WELDING-TYPE

ELECTROSLAG PROCESS
Daniil Andreevich Dudko, pereulok, Mechnikova, 3, kv. 7;

Nikolai Yakovlevich Scherbina, ulitsa Gorkoya, 98, kv. 15;
Igor Ivanovich Suschuk-Sljusarenko, ulitsa Vyborgshova,
80/17, kv. 94; Anatoly Ivanovich Chvertko, bulvar Lesi-
Ukrainki, 2, kv. 39; Viktor Mikhailovich Khrundzhe, bulvar
Likhacheva, 3, kv. 72, and Nikolai Konstantinovich Bizik,
ulitsa Geroev-sevastopolya. all of Kiev, U.S.S.R.

Continuation of Ser. No. 157,717, June 28, 1971, abandoned.
This application Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,395

Int. CI. B23k 35134
U.S. CI. 148-26

1 Claim
I. A flux for performing an electroslag process of the types

including, welding, building up and remelting, containing, in

percent by weight:

boron oxide: 10-20

potash: 15-20

melted borax: 10-20, up to 5 percent by weight of cryolite,

and sodium fluoride being the balance.

3,841,926
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT FABRICATION PROCESS

Richard Raymond Garnache, South Burlington, and William
Michael Smith, Jr., Williston, both of Vt., assignors to Inter-
national Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,394
Int. CI. Hon 7134

U.S. CI. 148-188 14 Claims

1. An integrated circuit fabrication process, which com-
prises:
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A. depositing a first oxide layer containing a desired dopant

on a semiconductor substrate,

B. removing the first oxide from all areas of the substrate

except where a diffusion of the dopant is desired,

C. thermally growing a second oxide layer over the sub-

strate and remaining portions of the first oxide layer,

simultaneously diffusing the desired dopant from the first

oxide inio areas of the substrate beneath the remaining

first oxide,

D. removing the first and second oxide layers from the

substrate,

whereby a step is formed afouhd the diffusions to facili-

tate mask alignment for subsequent process steps, and

E. carrying out further prd[cess steps to complete the

integrated circuit.

ALUMINUM M
3,841,927

lETAPHOSPHATE SOURCE BODY FOR
DOPING SILICON

Jack M. Florence, and William E. Smith, both of Sylvania,

Ohio, assignors to Owens-Illinois, Inc., Toledo, Ohio

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,548

Int. CL HOll 7144

U.S. CI. 148-189 13 Claims

1. A method for manufacturing a semi-conductor silicon

wafer comprising the steps of contacting at least a portion of

the surface of a silicon wafer with P2O5 vapors at an elevated

temperature sufficient to permit the reaction of the P2O5

vapor with at least a portion of the surface of the silicon wafer

and for a sufficient period of time to permit the diffusion of

phosphorous into at least a portion of the surface of the silicon

wafer, wherein the source of the P2O5 vapor is solid aluminum

metaphosphate.

3,841,928

PRODUCTION OF SEMICONDUCTOR PHOTOELECTRIC
CONVERSION TARGET

Iwao Takemoto, 3-1 Higashikoigakubo, Kokubunji-shi, Tokyo-
to; Ichiro Miwa, 1699, Tamagawa-cho, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo-

to, and Takashi Tokuyama, 3-3-102-303, Hibarigaoka,,

Hoya-shi, Tokyo-to, all of Japan

Division of Ser. No. 44,015, June 8, 1970, abandoned. This

application Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 305,675

Claims priority,application Japan, June 6, 1969. 44-44010

Int. CL HOll 7144

U.S. CI. 148—190 10 Claims
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1. A method of making a semiconductor photoelectric

conversion target comprising the steps of:

a. preparing a semiconductor substrate of a first conductiv-

ity type, which has one major surface;

b; forming a first insulating layer including a first impurity

of the first conductivity type of predetermined concentra-

tion on the major surface of said substrate;

c. depositing a second insulating layer over said first insulat-

ing layer;

d. making apertures in array fashion in said two insulating

layers to expose desired surface portions of the semicon-

ductor substrate through said apertures;

e. diffusing a second impurity of a second conductivity type

opposite to said first conductivity type into the substrate

from said exposed surface thereof through the apertures,

whereby an array of second conductivity regions is

formed by said diffusion of the second impurity into said

major surface thereof and a high impurity concentration

layer of said first conductivity type is simultaneously

formed by diffusion of said first impurity included in said

insulating layer into the surface of the substrate beneath

said insulating layers during the diffusion of the second
impurity; and

f. providing a signal electrode to said substrate so as to apply

a desired potential to said substrate.

3,841,929

SOLID PROPELLANT CONTAINING STRONTIUM
CARBONATE-CALCIUM CITRATE BURNING RATE

DEPRESSANT
John M. Craig, Waco, Tex., assignor to Rockwell International

Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed July 12, 1963, Ser. No. 294,812
Int. CI. C06d 5106

U.S. CI. 149-17 9 Claims
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1. A solid propellant matrix having therein the combination
of calcium citrate and strontium carbonate in sufficient quan-
tity to reduce the burning rate of the propellant.

3,841,930
FLUIDIC MASKING

Harold Arthur Hetrich, Reading, Pa., assignor to Western
Electric Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Original application June 7, 1971, Ser. No. 150,345, now
Patent No. 3,701,705. Divided and this application Aug.
16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,261

Int. CI. HOll 7/50
U.S. CL 156—16 4 Claims

1. A method of masking a workpiece having a face

and backside, comprising:

depositing a fluid in a cavity of a device;

positioning the face of the workpiece on the fluid to

leave no space between the face of the workpiece

and the fluid; and
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retaining the workpiece in the cavity with an apertured
member, whereby the face and a portion of the

backside of the workpiece opposite the face are

masked by the fluid and the member.

3 841 931
MILD ACID ETCH FOR TUNGSTEN

Donald Morley MacArthur, Berkeley Heights, and Peter
Kenny Skurkiss, Bloomfield, NJ., assignors to Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill and
Berkeley Heights, NJ.

Filed July 23, 1973, Sen No. 381,984
Int. CI. C23b 3/02; C23f 1/00

U.S. CI. 156—18 7 Claims

the front panel to form a liquid reservoir with an
open top and adapted to have a liquid level therein
to permit the liquid to flow into the highest point
of the crack and through which open top and liquid
within the reservoir the crack may be observed,

(b) filling said reservoir to said level with a relatively
\q^ viscosity liquid pre-polymer polymerizable by
actinic radiation to form a transparent polymer prod-
uct,

(c) applying pressure with a hand-held pointed probe
to the apex of the cone in a direction normal to its

base, applying like pressure angularly to its base in
all angular positions therearound and continuously
changing directions to thereby cause the cone to gy-
rate within its surrounding crack,

(d) observing the cracked locus through the liquid in
the reservoir until the cracked locus is invisible, and

(e) applying actinic radiation to the locus of the crack
until the pre-polymer polymerizes and hardens.

3,841,933
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUC-

TION OF CONTINUOUS RANDOM WEBS
Heinz Fleissner, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, assignor

to Vepa AG, Basel, Switzerland
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 802,975,

Feb. 27, 1969. This application Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No.
283,298

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 28, 1968,
P 16 35 727.0

Int. CI. D04h 3/03, 3/10, 3/12
U.S. CI. 156—148 14 Claims

1. A method of etching tungsten comprising contact-
ing a tungsten surface with an aqueous solution of an
organic acid buffer at a pH below 7.0 while exposing
said surface to an agency providing an oxidation potential
between 0.1 and 0.6 volts when measured with respect
to the saturated calomel electrode.

3 841 932
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REPAIRING

CRACKS EN WINDSHIELDS
C. Richard Forler, 7642 S. Ames Way, Littleton, Colo.

80123, and Conrad F. Heins, 1310 S. Race St., Denver,
Colo. 80210

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,540
Int. CI. B32b 35/00

U.S. CI. 156-94 8 Claims

1. A method of repairing a windshield disposed in up-
right position, the windshield being of the type having
front and rear glass panels secured together by an inter-

mediate plastic lamination, the front panel having a crack
of generally conical form with air therein, the apex of
the cone being adjacent the exposed surface of the front
panel and the base of the cone being disposed adjacent
the lamination, the apex also forming a small indentation
in the front panel, comprising the steps of:

(a) applying a dam of pliable moldable material to

1. A process for the production of a continuous
random web of continuous endless filaments which com-
prises feeding a plurality of individual continuous end-
less filaments downwardly by free fall onto the curved
rotating surface of a first sieve drum means subjected to
a suction draft sufficient to maintain said filaments there-
on, the feeding speed of the filaments being higher than
the conveying speed of the rotating sieve drum means,
thereby depositing said filaments in a plaited, random
arrangement across the curved surface of said sieve drum
means to form a random continuous web thereon, main-
taining the continuous random web on said curved sur-
face with said suction draft until said web is turned
over by the the rotation of said curved surface,
passing the continuous random web from the sieve
drum means directly onto a subjacent planar conveying
surface which supports said web in its random arrange-
ment and which introduces the random web into a heated
treatment chamber and onto a curved rotating surface
of a second sieve drum means subjected to a suction
draft suflUcient to maintain said web in its random arrange-
ment thereon, said conveying surface extending in a hori-
zontal plane located between said curved surfaces, the
suction draft applied to the curved surface of the first

sieve drum means being interrupted immediately prior
to passing the continuous random web from the first

sieve drum means whereby said random web is released
in its random arangement onto said planar conveying sur-
face, applying a bonding agent to said endless filaments
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before the random web enters siad heated chamber, draw-

ing ..a heated gaseous treatment medium through the

random web on the curved surface of said second sieve

drum means to consolidate and bond the web in its

random arrangement and thereafter removing said con-

solidated and bonded web of continuous endless filaments

from the treatment chamber.

3 841 934
METHOD OF SPLICING AND IDENTIFYING

A WEB
Robert S. Rosborough, Jr., and Luther M. Wright,

Rochester, N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester, N.Y.

AppUcation Mar. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 125,841, now Patent

No. 3,725,168, which is a division of application Ser.

No. 854,886, Sept. 3, 1969, now Patent No. 3,634,171.

Divided and this application Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No.
321,167

Int. CI. B65h 19/00
U.S. CI. 156—157 2 Claims

i '^ -'J%=^
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1. The method lof splicing and identifying two webs

comprising the stejis of aligning and holding two web ends

in splicing relationship at an applicator station, present-

ing a web identifier to said applicator station, applying an

indicia-bearing member first to said web identifier at said

applicator station and then applying a corresponding

indicia-bearing member to said web ends at said applicator

station to splice them together, and after both said indicia-

bearing members have been applied moving said web ends

from said applicator station.

(c) placing said laminating surfaces in engagement

with one another and cooling the webs while main-

taining the laminating surfaces in engagement with

one another to bond the laminating surfaces to one

another and thereby form said laminate.

3,841,936
METHOD OF SEALING OPEN-ENDED ENVELOPES

FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM OR THE LIKE
Berthold Fergg and Wolfgang Zahn, Munich, and Fried-

rich Hujer, Gninwald, Germany, assignors to Agfa-

Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,126

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 30, 1971,

P 21 21 499.3

Int. CI. B31d 1/02; B32b 31/04
U.S. CI. 156—216 4 Claims

3,841,935
METHOD FOR FORMING A LAMINATE

Peter D. J. Dicks, Kitchener, Ontario, and William M.
Hill, Ayr, Ontario, Canada, assignors to Spraymould
(Bahamas) Limited, Nassau, Bahamas

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,903
Int. CI. B3 If i/25

U.S. CI. 156—210 3 Claims

1. A method of forming a laminate consisting of at

least two webs of plastics material comprising the steps of

(a) forming a first web having a first laminating sur-

face by applying an electrically charged powdered

plastics material to a mold and heating the powdered

plastics material to fuse the powdered plastics ma-

terial to form a continuous web on the mold,

(b) forming a second web having a second laminating

surface by applying an electrically charged powdered

plastics material to a mold, heating the powdered

plastics material to fuse the powdered plastics ma-

terial to form a continuous web on the mold, and

1. A method of sealing open-ended envelopes for photo-

graphic film and/or photographic prints with labels of

the type having an adhesive-coated first portion, a non-

adherent second portion and an elongated weakened por-

tion extending between the first and second portions, com-

prising the steps of applying data to one side of the sec-

ond portion of a label; providing said first portion with a

fold line so that said first portion includes two parts lo-

cated at opposite sides of said fold line; bonding the first

portion of such label to an envelope so that the first por-

tion forms a closure for the open end thereof, said bond-

ing step including pressing the two parts of the first por-

tion so as to adhere them to the opposite exposed sides

of the envelope at the open end thereof to thus confine

the contents of the envelope; and separating the second

portion from the first portion along the weakened portion

of the label while the first portion continues to confine

the contents of the envelope.

3 841 937
PREPARATION OF PLASTIC-METAL PRODUCTS
INCLUDING LAMINATES, COMPOSITE TUBES
AND THE LIKE
Ransome W. Erwin, Houston, Tex., assignor to Austral-

Envin Engineering Co., Houston, Tex.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 41,375,

May 28, 1970. This application Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No.
311,137

Int. CI. B29c 77/00
U.S. CI. 156—286 31 Claims

1. The method of adhering a preformed continuous

pliable film of polymeric fluorocarbon plastic material
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to a metal surface which comprises heating a layer of conformity with the cone of the bores of said last men-
the plastic material, superposed upon a metal surface tioned tube connecting plate while welding said last men-
lamma in an environment of reduced atmospheric pres- tioned tube ends to said last mentioned tube connecting
sure, sufficiently to soften the plastic film and bond the plate.

same to the metal surface without application of com-
pressive pressure to the outer surface of the plastic film,
to form a bonded metal-plastic laminate without entrap-
ment of air.

3,841,938
METHOD OF FORMING HEAT EXCHANGER

Werner Grosse-HoIIIng, 50a Von-Moller-Strasse, D-4812
Brackwede, Germany; Jobst Hapke, 64 Tulpenweg,
p-468 Wanne-Eickel, Germany; Wilhelm Hohenhinne-
busch, 50 Zur WoIIenbok, I>-43 Essen-Hcidhausen,
Germany; and Helmut Schreiber, 67 Cranachstrasse,
D-43 Essen, Germany

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,751
Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 29, 1972,

P 22 04 167.4
Int. CI. B32b 31/00; B29c 19/00

U.S. CI. 156-293 2 Claims
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1. A method of making a heat exchanger comprising
a distributing container with a first tube connecting plate,
a collecting container with a second tube connecting
plate, and a nest of tubes interconnecting said tube con-
necting plates and thereby said containers, which includes
the steps of: preparing two tube connecting plates of syn-
thetic material with bores therethrough, preparing a nest
of unheated tubes of synthetic material, heating the
marginal areas of the bores in said tube connecting plates
to welding temperature, slightly conically widening the
bores in said tube connecting plates so that the bores of
each tube connecting plate will taper toward the intended
inside of the container pertaining to the respective tube
connecting plate, inserting one end of the tubes of the
nest of tubes, into the heated bores of one of said tube
connecting plates and subsequently widening the said tube
ends in conformity with the respective cone while welding
the last mentioned tube ends to said last mentioned tube
connecting plate, thereafter inserting the other end of said
nest of tubes into the bores of the other tube connecting
plate, and then widening the last mentioned tube ends in

3,841 939
METHOD OF BONDING URETHANE ELASTOMERS

Basil P. Gray, Negley, Ohio, assignor to
Commercial Shearing, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,103
Int. CI. C09j 5/00; B32b 27/40. 27/38

U.S. CI. 156—330 8 Claims
1. The method of pressure-bonding together bodies of

urethane elastomers incorporating an aniline derivative
comprising applying to at least one of the bonding sur-
faces a dilute aqueous solution of polyethylene oxide resin
having a molecular weight of at least several hundred
thousand, and holding the bonding surfaces together un-
der pressure.

3,841,940
APPARATUS FOR APPLYING ADVERTISING
BANDS ON CYLINDRICAL CONTAINERS

Anthony RubinJchi, 103—33 102nd St.,

Ozone Park, N.Y. 11417
Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,370

Int. CI. B32b 31/00
U.S. CI. 156—367 14 Claims

1. Apparatus for automatically applying identification
bands upon the external peripheral surface of product
containers comprising
means for fixedly positioning said bands,
said bands being of the distendable type,

said positioning means being capable of receiving said
product containers in predetermined relationship
with respect to said bands, and comprising a housing
including

a fixed lower portion, and
a movable upper portion,

said upper portion being movable in predeter-
mined relationship with respect to said lower
portion,

said positioning means also including a source of
vacuum,

means for connecting said vacuum source to said hous-
ing,

said vacuum source being operable upon the applica-
tion of a band to the lower housing portion to open
said distendable band to a predetermined geometrical
configuration,

said upper housing portion being operable after the
initial opening of said band to move upwardly to

cause distention of said band, and
releasing means operable to deactivate said vacuum

source to cause said band to return to its undistended
state and in conformal engagement with said product
container outer peripheral surface.

3,841,941
APPARATUS FOR SERVICING A TIRE

BUILDING MACHINE
Jean Leblond and Guy Danneels, Compiegne, and Maurice

Lambert, Machemont, France, assignors to Uniroyal,
Neuilly-sur-Seine, France

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,954
Claims priority, application France, Sept. 9, 1971,

7132573
Int. CI. B29h 17/02, 17/14

U.S. CI. 156—406 9 Claims
1. An apparatus for servicing a pneumatic tire building

drum with tire building elements comprising
means for supplying a plurality of tire building ele-

ments;

a first pliu-ality of conveying means for receiving a re-

spective one of said tire building elements;
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a second like plurality of conveying means juxtaposed

adjacent the feed end of the first conveying means

for receiving each respective building element from

a respective one of the first conveying means;

means for driving the first and second conveying means

together;

means for selectively independently driving the second

conveying means; and

a transfer means for receiving the tire building elements

from the second conveying means, said transfer

means including movable means for successively con-

tacting each of the plurality of second conveying

means to receive each of the respective tire building

elements and successively contacting the building

drum for application thereon of each of the respec-

tive tire building elements.

3 841 942
APPARATUS FOR FOWVflNG A COMPOSITE

METALLIC PREFORM TAPE
Robert G. Carlson and Carl A. Steinhagen, Cincinnati,

Ohio, assignors to General Electric Company
Original application Apr. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 133,207, now

Patent No. 3,719,538. Divided and this application

Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 311,814
Int. CI. B32b 31/06, 31/20; B65h 54/00

U.S. CI. 156—436 3 Claims

1. Apparatus for continuously producing metallic pre-

form tape comprising:

first supply means for providing a pair of substantially

continuous metallic foils, each foil having an inner

and an outer surface; /

means to move each of the pair of foirsat a given rate

in a given direction;

second supply means for providing a plurality of sub-

stantially continuous filaments;

means for aligning each of the filaments in a single

plane disposed between the pair of metallic foils;

means to move each of the filaments at a given rate in

the given direction;

third supply means for providing at least one substan-

tially continuous, plastically deformable, strippable

film along at least one foil outer surface;

means to move the film at the given rate in the given

direction; and
pressing means to press concurrently the film and foil

toward and in contact with the filaments with a

pressing force sufficient to deform plastically both

the film and the foil around at least a portion of the

filament outer surface.

3 841 943
APPARATUS FOR MAKING SYNTHETIC PAPER

Masanori Takashi and Mitsuo Yoshiyasu, Ibaraki-ken,
Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Petrochemical Company
Limited, Tokyo-to, Japan

Application Nov. 11, 1971, Ser. No. 197,757, which is a
continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 809,629,
Mar. 21, 1969, both now abandoned. Divided and this

application Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 350,166
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 26, 1968,

43/19,204
Int. CI. B29b 3/02; B32b 31/00

U.S. CI. 156—494 1 Claim
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1. Apparatus for manufacturing a paper-like laminate

comprising, in combimtion, first extruder means extrud-

ing a base film layer made of a thermoplastic resin, first

heating means for heating the extruded thermoplastic

resinous base film layer, first stretching means stretching

the base film layer longitudinally about at least 1.3 times

its original longitudinal dimension to orient the resin

of said base film layer, second extruder means extruding

a paper like film layer made of a thermoplastic resin

having from about 0.5% to about 65% by weight of

particles of a fine inorganic filler dispersed therein sub-

stantially uniformly, said particles being no less than 0.3

microns in diameter, laminating means laminating the

paper-like film layer on the base film layer to form a

laminate, second stretching means stretching the laminate

transversely at least 2.5 times its transverse dimension

to develop stresses in conjunction with said filler particles

effective to develop microvoids in said paper-like film

layer which open to a surface thereof free of said base

layer and microvoids internally thereof distributed with

fiber-like portions of the resin among the microvoids

interiorly of the paper-like film layer to define therein

a cellular fibrous structure.

3,841,944
WEB SPLICING APPARATUS

WilUam W. Harris, Jr., Tumersville, NJ., asdgnor to

Harris-Intertype Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio
Filed June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,721

Int CI. B65h 19/08
U.S. CI. 156—504 5 aaims

1. Apparatus for splicing a web from a reserve roll

to a web of a supply roll comprising means for support-

ing a reserve roll and a supply roll, a frame associated

with said supporting means and at an elevation there-

above, first and second carriages *novably supported by

said frame for movement toward and away from each

other, each carriage including at least one idler roller

around which a web from one of the rolls may extend,

an accumulation means for accumulating a supply of a

web fed from one of the rolls, means supported by said

frame independently of and below an anvil on said first

carriage to sever the web being fed, and means on the

second carriage for selectively moving the leading edge
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of a web from a reserve roll relative to said second car- mon to both screws for effecting rotation thereof in the
nage into contact with and for securement to the web same direction, first manually operable means connected

with said common drive means operable to rotatably ad-
just the helices of the screws in consonance about their

being fed substantially at the same time the web being
fed is severed.

3,841,945

"^^J^^S^^^^ ^^^ ASSEMBLING GLUECOATEDWOOD VENEER SHEETS INTO A COxXTINUOUS
LINEARLY EXTENDING STACK

'^'^^'^"'^V.'
'^•^9"*°"' John R. Russell, Alan W. Johnson,

and Clifford R. Johnson, Boise, Idaho, assignors to Tnis
Joist Corporation, Boise, Idaho

Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,898
Int. CI. B32b 31/04; B65h 9/00

U.S. CI. 156-538 22 Claims

axes relative to said station and second manually operable
means connected with said common drive means operable
to rotatably adjust the helices of one of the screws rela-
tive to the other.

1. Apparatus for assembling sheets of material into a
contmuous, linearly extending stack comprising:

(a) lineal conveyer means,
(b) means for arranging a first stack of sheets above

the conveyer with the sheets progressively lapped by
predetermined increments in the direction of move-
ment by the conveyer,

(c) means for depositing the bottom-most sheet of the
stack on the conveyer,

(d) drive means connected to the conveyer for advanc-
ing it stepwise in predetermined linear travel incre-
ments, and

(e) sheet placement means arranged for placing the
first sheet of a second stack on the conveyer with its
leading end lapping the trailing end of the sheet from
the first stack already deposited thereon.

3 841 947
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTINUOUS
WELDING OF PLASTICS SHEETS, IN PARTICU-
LAR FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF
EXPLORATORY BALLOONS

Maurice Henri Bocquet, Massy, and Michel Chatain,
Bourg-Ia-Reine, France, assignors to Centre National
d'Etudes Spatiales, Paris, France

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 868,559,
Oct. 22, 1969, which is a continuation-in-part of appli-
cation Ser. No. 626,595, Mar. 28, 1967, now Patent
No. 3,533,865. This application Mar. 20, 1972, Ser.
No. 236,330
Claims priority, application France, Oct. 24, 1968,

171,293
Int. CI. B32h 31/08, 31/16

U.S. CI. 156—580 6 Claims

3,841,946
HELICAL FEED SCREWS FOR CONTAINER

PROCESSING MACHINERY
Sidney T. Carter, Shrewsbury, Mass., assignor to

A-T-O Inc., Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,795

wTc ^. ... Int. CI. B65c 9/06

1. Apparatus compnsmg m combination with a sta-
tion at which there are instrumentalities for applying
labels to containers, a conveyor for moving the contain-
ers to the station and a pair of spaced parallel side-by-side
helical screws supported above the conveyor for rotation
about horizontal axes in longitudinally spaced fixed bear-
ings, the helices of said screws cooperating to arrange the
containers on the conveyor at a predetermined spacing as
they travel along with the conveyor, drive means com-

1. A device for continuously ultrasonically welding to-

gether overlapping edges of very thin films of thermo-
plastic material, comprising a first operative component
in the form of an anvil, a second operative component
in the form of an ultrasonic welding head with a welding
tool opposite and adjacent said anvil, said operative com-
ponents being movable relative to each other towards and
away from each other, means for guiding said edges in
overlapping longitudinal relation between said operative
components, yieldable clamping means responsive solely
to gravity for continuously and flexibly urging one of
said operative components towards the other with a con-
stant force in order to uniformly and continuously clamp
the overlapping edges between said operative components,
means for continuously supplying power to said welding
tool in order to weld together the clamped overlapping
edges, an enclosure in which said power supply means is
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housed, means for circulating coolant liquid through said

enclosure and over said power supply means immersed
therein to keep the temperature of said tool constant, and
drive means for continuously driving at uniform speed the
welded overlapping edges longitudinally away from said

operative components.

3,841,948
STAND FOR HOLDING AND PROTECTING

FLEXIBLE TRASH BAGS
Lauri A. Stenwall, 28 White Terrace,

Ramsey, N.J. 07446
FUed Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,366

Int. CI. A47g 29/00
U.S. CI. 161—23 8 Claims

1. An outdoor stand for holding flexible trash bags at

elevated position for ready collection thereof, comprising
in combination:

an elevatable standard securable at the base end thereof
to the ground;

a plurality of receiving hooks at the upper end of said
standard for receiving flexible cords secured about
and closing the necks of said trash bags; and

a plurality of artificial shrubbery branches secured to
at least the lower portions of said standard, and ex-
tending in generally radial fashion therefrom, to
render said stand imitative of a natural plant object,
and to protect and repel animals from the periphery
of said stand, to thereby protect suspended trash bags.

3 841 949
composite'FRICTION PLATE

James W. Black, Roscoe, El., asagnor to Twin Disc,
Incorporated, Racine, Wis.

Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,501
Int. CI. B32b 5/16, 25/02; F16d 13/60, 69/00

U.S. CI. 161—42 5 Claims
1. A friction plate comprising a flat steel core having

plane, parallel outer surfaces at its opposite sides; a flat

coating of heat resistant synthetic rubber bonded to each
of said outer surfaces of said core, said coatings pre-
senting plane outer surfaces, respectively, parallel to said
outer surfaces of said core; and two layers of sintered
metal particles, one layer embedded in one of said coat-
ings flush with said outer surface thereof and being of
less thickness than said one coating; and the other layer
embedded in the other of said coatings flush with said
outer surface thereof and being of less thickness than
said other coating.

I 3,841,950
GLASSES AND GLASS-CERAMICS AND PRODUCTS

MADE THEREFROM
Jerry L. Planchock, Toledo, Daniel R. Stewart, Maumee,

and Thomas W. Brock, Toledo, Ohio, assignors to
Owens-Illinois, Inc.

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
146,664, May 25, 1971. This application Feb. 28, 1972,
Ser. No. 229,959

Int. CI. B32b 5/12
U.S. CI. 161—55 6 Claims

1. In a recuperator matrix comprising an assembly of
integrally fused tubes arranged in a plurality of layers
of tubes superimposed one above the other in successive
parallel planes, the tubes within each plane being essen-
tially parallel to each other and transverse to the tubes
in adjacent layers, the tubes in each layer forming a series
of longitudinal parallel passageways through the matrix,
wherein the walls of said passageways

(1) have essentially zero porosity, and
(2) consist essentially of an inorganic crystalline
oxide ceramic material, and

wherein the inner diameter of said passageways is at
least 3 times the wall thickness through portions of said
walls common to adjacent fused tubes, wherein the open

frontal or cross-sectional area of each face of the matrix
containing passageways is at least 32 percent of the cross-

sectional area across such face,

the improvement whereby such recuperator matrix can
withstand temperatures of 1500° F. for at least 1000
hours and said matrix will have a dimensional stabil-

ity of less than 250 p.p.m. and will retain its strength,

comprising having said inorganic crystalline oxide

ceramic material of said matrix consist essentially of

the glass-ceramic formed by thermally in situ crys-

tallizing a glass consisting essentially of the follow-

ing ingredients:

Ingredients: Weight percent

SiOa 52-78.4

AI2O3 12.8-27.5

LiaO 2.4-7

ZnO 0.25-6.7

Nucleating agent 3-9

Wherein said nucleating agent is selected from the

group consisting of T1O2, ZrOa and a mixture of

TiOj and ZrOa .nnd when said nucleating agent is

Ti02, it is present in an amount of at least 3.2 per-

cent and when said nucleating agent is Zr02 or the

mixture, the ZrOa is present in an amount not in

excess of 3% by weight, wherein the

ZnO+LijO/AlzOa

molar ratio is <1, and wherein the SiOa/AlaOa molar
ratio is from 4 to 9 and

(a) when the SiOa/AlaOa molar ratio is from 4

to less than 5, the LiaO/AlaOs molar ratio is

from 0.55 to 0.91, and the ZnO/LizO molar
ratio is from 0.06 to 0.5;

(b) when the SiOa/AlaOa molar ratio is from 5

to 8, the LiaO/AlaOs molar ratio is from 0.55

to 0.93, and the ZnO/LiaO molar ratio is from
0.04 to 0.5;

(c) when the SiOa/AlaOs molar ratio is from
more than 8 up to 9, the LiaQ/AlaOs molar
ratio is from 0.8 to 0.93, and the ZnO/LiaO
molar ratio is from 0.04 to 0.5; and

(d) the glass and resulting glass-ceramic contains

in weight percent no more than 0.2 K2O, or 0.2

NaaC or 0.2 (Na20-f K2O),
said glass-ceramic having a coefficient of linear

thermal expansion of —12 to +12x10-'' (0-

700° C).

3 841 951
NONWO'VEN FABRICS

Charles W. Kim, Wilmington, Del., assignor to Hercules
Incorporated, Wilmington, Del.

Application Dec. 16, 1969, Ser. No. 885,595, now Patent
No. 3,713,942, which is a continuation-in-part of appli-

cation Ser. No. 843,561, July 22, 1969, now Patent

No. 3,705,070. Divided and this application Oct. 10,

1972, Ser. No. 296,374
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Dec. 5, 1989, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. D04h 3/14
U.S. CI. 161—57 3 Claims

1. A nonwoven fabric comprising a first open net-

work having a plurality of substantially parallel con-

tinuous synthetic thermoplastic polymer monofilaments

in a single layer in spaced apart side-by-side relationship

with adjacent monofilaments being interconnected by a

plurality of fibrils, and a second open network having a

plurality of substantially parallel continuous synthetic

thermoplastic polymer monofilaments in a single layer

in spaced apart side-by-side relationship with adjacent

monofilaments being interconnected by a plurality of

fibrils, said second network being cross-laid on at least

one surface of said first network so that the plurality of
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monofilaments of .said second network are disposed at an
angle of 90° to the plurality of monofilaments of said first

network, said first plurality of monofilaments being
bonded to said second plurality of monofilaments at their

head, contacted with stream of hot gas at said die
head in order to attenuate the extruded resin in a
direction away from the die openings to form fibers
and collecting said fibers at a distance between from
1 to 30 inches from the die openings, said fibers hav-
ing average diameters of from 0.5 to 5 microns,
wherein each fiber comprises a blend of a major por-
tion of said fiber-forming thermoplastic resin and at
least one other component selected from the group
consisting of dyes suitable for coloring said blend,
non-fiber forming thermoplastic resins and combina-
tions of the foregoing, wherein said blend comprises
not more than 10 wt. percent of said dyes based on
the total blend, wherein said mat is free of shot and
rope and wherein said one other component is gen-
erally dissimilar in chemical properties from said
fiber-formmg thermoplastic resin.

cross-over points to form a multi-layer nonwoven fabric,
each layer of which has a uniform thickness substantially
equal to the thickness of a single monofilament in said
layer.

3 841 952
fusible'INTERLINING

Ryuichi Kimura, Kyoto, Kiyoshi Fukui, Ujl, Takno Morti-
moto, Kyoto, Takashi Higuchi, Hikone, and Katsuyoshi
Yamauchi and Zenji Yoshida, Moriyama, Japan, as-
signors to Firma Carl Freudenberg, Hohnerweg, Ger-
many
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,916
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 21, 1972,

47/28,370

„„ ^. Int. CI. A41d 27/02
U.S. CI. 161_88 14 Claims

1. in a fabric fusible mterlining with terpolymeric resin
as a thermoplastic adhesive, the improvement wherein
lOO^'c of the terpolymer consists of 3 to 30% by weight
styrene, 20 to 40% by weight acrylonitrile, 20 to 77%
by weight alkylacrylate having C1-C4 alkyl radical, said
terpolymer having an intrinsic viscosity in the range be-
tween^O.3 and 0.7 dl./g. determined in dimethylformamide
at 30° C. and melting in the range of 60 to 150° C.

3,841,953
NONWOVEN MATS OF THERMOPLASTIC

BLENDS BY MELT BLOWING
Dwight Theodore Lohkamp, Baytown, Tex., and James

l». rrentice, Shorewood, III., assignors to Esso Research
and Engineering Company

Filed Mar. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 231,521

,,„ ^. Int. CI. D04h i/7^
U.S. CI. 161-150 7 Claims

^^„^^ 3,841,954
COMPRESSED RIGID LAMINATED MATERIALINCLUDING STITCHING REINFORCEMENT
Harry A. Lawler, Youngstown, N.Y., assignor to The

Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Original application Mar. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 124,079, now
?^ o?,^c • 3'719,545. Divided and this application Dec.
4, 1972, Sen No. 311,607

iTc r^. SV CI. B32b 7/05, 27/05; B29c 27/00
U.!>. CI. 161—50 5 Claims

1. A compressed rigid laminated material comprising
multiple layers of initially flexible material and including
stitching reinforcement with a heat shrunk filament, the
layers of said flexible material having been compressed
and rigidified, said rigid laminated material being rein-
forced and held in compression by said heat shrunk stitch-
ing.

1. A nonwoven mat which comprises solely of:
a plurality of randomly dispersed superfine discontinu-

ous fibers which fibers have been prepared from a
melt-blowing process in which two or more com-
ponents, one of which is a thermoplastic fiber-form-
mg resin, are blended together, extruded in their
molten state through a row of die openings in a die

3 841 955
PLASTICIZED POLYVINYL BUTYRAL

INTERLAYERS
Antony W. M. Coaker, St. Louis, Joseph R. Darby,

Webster Groves, and Thomas C. Mathis, St. Louis,
Mo., assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis, Mo.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 313,152

Int. CI. B32b 17/10; C08f 45/36
U.S. CI. 161-199 16 Claims

1. An interlayer for laminated safety glass which com-
prises a compatible mixture of a polyvinyl butyral resin
and a plasticizer wherein the plasticizer is a blend of ( 1

)

at least one phosphate plasticizer and (2) at least one
adipate plasticizer; wherein the phosphate plasticizer cor-
responds to the following general formula:

R3PO4

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of aryl,
alkaryl wherein the alkyl group contains from 1 to 3
carbon atoms, alkyl of from 1 to 12 carbon atoms, alk-
oxyalkyl of from 1 to 9 carbon atoms and cycloalkyl, with
the proviso that when all of the radicals represented'by R
in a given compound are alkyl radicals each alkyl radi-
cal must have 4 or more carbon atoms; wherein the
adipate plasticizer is selected from the group consisting
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of dihexyl adipate and a C7-Cg adipate; wherein the phos-

phate plasticizer and the adipate plasticizer have vapor

pressures of less than 10 millimeters (mm.) at 175° C;
and wherein the ratio of phosphate plasticizer to adipate

plasticizer is in the range from 80:20 to 20:80.

3,841,956
BONDED WEATHER RESISTANT DECORATIVE
LAMINATE WITH SLIGHTLY GRAINED ACRYL-
IC SURFACE

Salvatore E. Palazzolo, Hampton, S.C., and Richard R.
Hetrick, Balnbridge, N.Y., assignors to Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 94,848,
Dec. 3, 1970. This application Oct. 24, 1972, Ser.

No. 300,006
Int. CI. B32h 27/42; C09j 5/02

U.S. CI. 161—248 9 Claims
1. A unitary, heat and pressure bonded weather resist-

ant decorative laminated article comprising:

(a) a rigidity imparting core layer comprising a plu-

rality of sheets impregnated with phenolic resin,

(b) a print sheet layer impregnated with amino-
triazine-aldehyde resin bonded to the core layer, and

(c) a top methyl methacrylate protective sheet layer

consisting essentially of methyl methacrylate homo-
polymers having average molecular weights from
about 320,000 to 550,000. said protective sheet being

a pre-formed film having a slightly grained surface

before bonding, said slightly grained surface being

directly bonded to said print sheet layer without ihe

use of a separate adhesive layer, the slightly grained
surface being eflfective to permit gas bleed off between
the print sheet and the protective sheet during bond-
ing of the article.

3,841,957
FILLED COMPOSITION AND ARTICLE CONTAIN-

ING PERFLUORINATED SURFACTANT
Gerhard R. Sprengling, Blairsville, Pa., assignor to West-

inghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,214

InL CI. B32b 15/08, 15/04
U.S. CI. 161—186 9 Claims

'te^

1. An article comprising

(A) a flat board which comprises

(1) about 15 to about 70% of a hardened, sjm-
thetic, organic resin;

(2) about 30 to about 85% non-conductive filler;

and

(3) about 0.001 to about 1.0% of a surfactant

having a perfluorinated chain at least three car-

bon atoms long at one end and a polar group
at the other end, said surfactant possessing the

property of lowering the surface energy of said

resin by freely migrating to the surface of said

resin and to its interfaces with said filler after

said resin is hardened; and
(B) a conducting circuit bonded to at least one side

of said flat board.

927 o.(;.—liC

3 841 958
REINFORCED STRUCTURAL ELEMENT AND

METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME
Richard L. Delorme, 916 Pickett Lane,

Newark, Del. 19711
Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.

177,895, Sept. 2, 1971. This application Aug. 14, 1972,
Ser. No. 280,532

Int. CI. B32b 3/26, 3/30
U.S. CI. 161—161 7 Claims

1. A structural member having a thickness dimension

defined by opposite faces comprising:

an integral lattice-like framework of web-like elements

formed of a rigid organic polymer plastic material

defining voids,

a Hghtweight organic polymer foam material filling said

voids and intimately bonded to said framework, and

a longitudinal portion of each of said elements extend-

ing continuously through the thickness dimension of

said filling material.

3,841,959
INSULATING TAPE FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
AN INSULATING JACKET FOR ELECTRIC CON-
DUCTORS IMPREGNATED WITH A THERMO-
SETTING EPOXY RESIN-ACID ANHYDRIDE
CURING MIXTURE
Willi Mertens, Berlin, Germany, assignor to Siemens

Aktiengesellschaft, Munich, Germany
Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,384

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 20, 1971,
P 21 42 571.8

Int. CI. B32b 5/16 .

U.S. CI. 161—163 16 Claims

1. An improvement in an insulating tape for the manu-
facture of an insulating jacket, said insulating tape being

adapted for use on the winding conductors and coils of

electric machines where said insulating tape is wound
on said winding conductors and coils and then impreg-

nated with a thermosetting epoxy resin-acid anhydride

mixture, said insulating tape comprising:

(a) a flexible substrate;

(b) an areal, inorganic material of high dielectric

strength applied to said substrate;

(c) a binder which cements said areal, inorganic ma-
terial to said substrate;

(d) an accelerator in mixture with said binder, said

accelerator acting to stimulate the curing reaction

of the impregnating epoxy resin-acid anhydride mix-

ture, said binder-accelerator mixture forming a self-

curing system at the curing temperature of the im-
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pregnating resin, using cycloaliphatic epoxy resins
with an epoxy-equivalent weight of under 180, in
which the epoxy groups have been produced through
oxygen attachment at double bonds in the ring, said
binder-accelerator mixture additionally comprising:

(e) adducts of vinyl cyclohexenedioxide and secondary
amines, in which the secondary nitrogen atom is a
member of a hydrogenated ring, with the molar ratio
of 1:1; and

(f) adducts of vinyl cyclohexenedioxide and imid-
azoles not substituted in the 1-position, with a molar
ratio of 1:1,

wherein said binder-accelerator mixture, comprises
about 60 to 80% by weight of said cycloaliphatic
epoxy resin, about 19 to 39% by weight of said
adduct of vinyl cyclohexenedioxide and secondary
amines, and about 1 to 15% by weight of said adduct
of vinyl cyclohexenedioxide and imidazoles.

drogen sulphide in said fresh green liquor solution as bi-
sulphide; maintaining a temperature favorable to the

3,841,960
LAMINATES BONDED WITH ADHESIVE OFAQUEOUS EMULSION OF INTERPOLYMER
^LYJ^^^ ACETATE, N-METHYLOL ACRYL-AMIDE AND ACRYLIC ACID

John G. lacoviello, Somerville, N.J., assignor to Air
Products and Chemicals, Inc., Allentown, Pa.

. R^^^2"^- 0"g'"a' application May 3, 1971, Ser. No.
139,828, now Patent No. 3,770,680. Divided and this
application June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,403

^"*'Ci' cost 1/13.29/42
U.S. CI. 161—251 n Claims

1. A laminate comprising at least two superimposed
layers of solid material bonded together by a cured ad-
hesive comprising an aqueous emulsion of a thermosetta-
ble mterpolymer of additively combined units of vinyl
acetate, N-methylol acrylamide, and acrylic acid, said
mterpolymer containing about 5 to 20 weicht percent of
polymerized N-methylol acrylamide, about^l to 3 weight
percent of polymerized acrylic acid, and a balance consist-
mg essentially of polymerized vinyl acetate, said emulsion
contammg about 40 to 60 weight percent of water, and
said emulsion being substantially devoid of solid particles
having a size larger than 150 mesh (U.S. Sieve Series)

reactions in the range of about 25° to 40° C; removing
carbonated solution from the tower.

3,841,961

^^TH?S YP^™E CARBONATION OF SULPHIDE-CONTAINING GREEN LIQUOR SOLUTIONS
Lnk Viktor Saiha, Heinola, Finland, assignor to Oy

Tampella AB, Tampere, Finland

ilfl°^^5'*'?;'"'P^'^ °^ abandoned applications Ser. No.

?27^ '^.^**''- P' .^'^^' ^"^^ S^^- ^^o- 62,098, Aug. 7,
1970. This apphcation Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,786

vs. a. HzJ^-
"''''' """>'"''

, Claims
1. A method for the carbonation of sulphide-contain-

ing green liquor solutions obtained from the recovery sys-
tems of pulp mills using sodium base digestion comprising
passing green liquor solution through an obsorption tower
counter-currently to a flow of carbonation gas containing
at least twice the amount of carbon dioxide that the green
hquor is capable of absorbing feeding said carbonation
gas into a lower portion of said tower packed with con-
tact surface increasing packing, contacting said carbona-
tion gas with said green liquor in said lower portion, said
amount of gas being sufficient to convert the sulphide con-
tent of said solution to bisulphide, carbonate and bicar-
bonate while liberating a minor portion only of said
sulphide content as hydrogen sulphide allowing un-
absorbed carbon dioxide and said liberated hydrogen sul-
phide to pass upward into an unpacked upper portion of
said tower, spraying further fresh green liquor solution
from above so that fine droplets of green liquor solution
contact the gases rising in the unpacked upper tower por-
tion, selectively reabsorbing substantially all of said hy-

3,841,962
HYDROGEN SULFIDE PRETREATMENT OF
LIGNOCELLULOSIC MATERIALS IN ALKA-
LINE PULPING PROCESSES

Alan R. Procter, North Vancouver. British Columbia,
Garrick E. Styan, Bumaby, BriHsh Columbia, and
Magnus G. Vinje, Nanaimo, British Columbia, Can-
ada, assignors to MacMillan Bloedel Limited, Van-
couver, British Columbia, Canada

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
276,853, July 31, 1972. This application May 21, 1973,
Ser. No. 362,009
Claims priority, application Canada, Aug. 16. 1972,

149,799
Int. CI. D21c 3/00, 11/12

U.S. CI. 162—30 10 Claims
1. In an alkaline pulping process in which lignocellu-

losic material is pre-treated with hydrogen sulfide, in
which the pre-treated material is digested under heat and
pressure in an alkaline digesting liquor comprising a
sodium based digesting agent to form a pulp, in which
the digested pulp is separated from the digesting liquor
after digestion, and in which the digesting liquor is proc-
essed for recovery of the alkaline digesting agent, the
improvement which comprises:

providing from the digesting liquor processed for re-
covery of the alkaline digesting agent, a high sul-
fidity liquor containing at least one member selected
from the group consisting of sodium sulfide and
.sodium hydrosulfide and having a sulfidity of about
75% to 200% and a weight ratio of sulfur to sulfur
plus sodium of from about 0.35-0.58;

contacting the lignocellulosic material with said high
sufidity liquor in a pre-treatment vessel prior to
alkaline digestion;

introducing carbon dioxide gas into said high sulfidity
liquor in said vessel, in an amount in excess of stoi-
chiometric to generate hydrogen sulfide from said
high sulfidity liquor;

maintaining the temperature in said pre-treatment vessel
within the range of about 120 to 165° C. for about
20 to 200 minutes and under a partial pressure of
hydrogen sulfide gas of about 10 to 80 p.s.i. to effect
reaction between hydrogen sulfide and the lignocel-
luIo,sic material in said pre-treatment vessel to in-
crease pulp yield over that obtained by an alkaline
pulping process in which the lignocellulosic mate-
rial is digested in said alkaline digesting liquor;

separating pre-treated lignocellulosic material from' the
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pre-treatment liquor present in said pre-treatment

vessel;

.separating hydrogen sulfide gas from the separated

pre-treatment liquor; and
recycling at least a portion of said hydrogen sulfide gas

separated from said pre-treatment liquor to said pre-

treatment vessel for treatment of additional ligno-

cellulosic material introduced thereto, whereby the

need for adding make-up hydrogen sulfide for said

pretreatment from an external source is eliminated.

3,841,963
APPARATUS FOR SATINIZING FIBROUS WEBS

Jurgen Schlunke, Krefeld, Germany, assignor to Kleine-
wefers Industrie-Companle Gesellschaft mit besch-
rankter Haftung

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 160,217, July

6, 1971, which is a continuation of application Ser. No.
878,772, Nov. 21, 1969, both now abandoned. This
application May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 356,745

Int. CI. B30b 3/04. 9/100; D21a 1/00
U.S. CI. 162—362 9 Claims

1. A calender fir satinizing fibrous webs directly with

only two roller pairs arranged in a plane above each other
in vertical alignment, comprising:

a first metallic satinizing roll, having a relatively hard
rough surface for satinizing;

a first backup roll in first nip defining relationship with
only said first metallic satinizing roll, having a resil-

ient smooth surface comprising a synthetic material
formed by polymerization of one or more materials;

a second metallic satinizing roll; having a relatively

hard rough surface for satinizing;

a second backup roll in second nip defining relationship

with only said second metallic satinizing roll, having
a resilient smooth surface comprising a synthetic ma-
terial formed by polymerization of one or more ma-
terials, and

fibrous web support means for continued feeding of
said web first through said first nip in one direction
of entry and thereafter through said second nip in

substantially the same direction of entry, said first

and second metallic satinizing rollers having upper-
most and lowermost locations remote from each
other and said first and second backup rollers direct-

ly adjoining each other in location intermedaite said

first and second metallic satinizing rolls with looping
angle amounting to 180° around one backup roll re-

sulting in web exit in direction substantially opposite
to direction of entry and alternately for continued
feeding of said web in just the opposite way.

3,841,964
DEVICE FOR HANDLING THE ELEMENTS OF A

NUCLEAR REACTOR CORE
Raymond Dumayne, Paris, France, assignor to Commis-

sariat a TEnergie Atomique, and Societe Creusot-Loire,
both of Paris, France

Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,635
Claims priority, application France, Jan. 20, 1972,

7201863
Int. CI. G21c 19/02

U.S. CI. 176—30 5 Claims

1. A device for handling the elements of a nuclear

reactor core and comprising, mounted within a shield slab

which closes the reactor core containment vessel, a first

rotating plug of large diameter which is centered on the

axis of said reactor core, a second rotating plug mounted
eccentrically with respect to the axis of said first plug,

and a third rotating plug mounted eccentically with re-

spect to the axis of said second plug, the eccentric dis-

placement of the second plug with respect to the first being

equal to the eccentric displacement of the third plug with

respect to the second plug so that when the first and third

plugs are in coaxial relation, a core lid which is suspended

beneath the third plug can be placed strictly above and
in axial alignment with the reactor core during operation

of the reactor, wherein the second and third plugs are

provided through the shield slab with access openings to

the interior of the containment vessel and wherein the

second plug is fitted with a fourth rotating plug mounted
eccentrically with respect to the axis of said second plug,

said fourth plug being in turn provided with an excess

opening to the interior of said containment vessel.

3,841,965
METHOD OF, AND APPARATUS FOR, SUPPORT-
ING THE MODERATOR STRUCTURE OF A
NUCLEAR REACTOR

Rolf Degen and Max Zimmermann, Untersiggenthal,
Switzerland, assignors to BBC Brown Boveri & Com-
pany Limited, Baden, Switzerland

Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,286
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 15, 1971,

15,096/71
Int. CI. G21c 5/06. 5/10

U.S. CI. 176—87 4 Claims
1. A method of supporting the moderator structure in

the reactor vessel of a gas-cooled graphite-moderated

nuclear reactor having vertical adjacent columns com-
posed of blocks, the columns resting on a sectional

mounting plate the sections of which are supported by at

least one support tube on the bottom of the reactor vessel,
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according to which the support tubes pass through the
bottom of the reactor vessel and are provided at the outer
end with at least one plug which acts as a radiation shield
and a cooling-gas seal, in which the support tube (8) is
fixed in a sleeve tube (3) by means of a locking plate
(5, 6) such that between the support tube (8) and the
sleeve tube (3) there is an annular gap (11) containing
an auxiliary tube (12) which is movable in the axial

morph is formed by said acylase simultaneously with
the forming of a corresponding amount of the salt of
said acyl derivative of the other enantiomorph of
said amino acid;

(b) contacting said aqueous medium containing said
acylase and the salt of said acyl derivative of the
other enantiomorph with crystals of the salt of said
acyl derivative of said racemic form until an amount
of salt of said acyl derivative of said one enantio-
morph is dissolved from said crystals into said
medium, and the residual crystals are enriched with
the salt of said acyl derivative of said other enantio-
morph; and

(c) recovering said one enantiomorph from said
medium in substantially pure form,

( 1 ) the solubility in water of said salt of said acyl
derivative of the racemic form of said amino
acid being greater than the solubilities of said
salts of the acyl derivatives of the optically active
enantiomorphs of said amino acid,

(2) said acylase being capable of selectively de-
acylating said salt of said acyl derivative of said
other enantiomorph,

(3) the base moiety of said salt being free of
deleterious influence on the deacylating effect of
said acylase.

direction of the support tube (8) and which while the
reactor is in operation is supported on the locking plate
(5,6), and while the reactor is shut down is supported on
the sleeve tube (3) by means of a pawl device (14), the
length of travel of the auxiliary tube (12) being such'that
when the pawl device is in operation the support tube (8)
is at least partly relieved of the weight of the moderator
column.

3,841,966METHOD OF PREPARING AN OPTICALLY ACTTVFAMINO ACID FROM A SALT OF AN ACYL DERIVATIVE THEREOF IN THE RACEMIC FoSS
Soichiro Asai Shoichi Ishii, and Tsutomu Tabira, Kawa-

saki, and Eigo Tsuchiya and Hideo Tazuke, Tokyo.
Japan, assignoR to Ajinomoto Co., Inc., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,430
Claims pnority, application Japan, Aug. 31, 1972.

47/87,419

US CI 195-2 '"*• C'- C12b 7/00
D.!». CI. 195—2

g Claims

Acylose- beoring oqueous
solutton of N-ocyl-OL-
oiriino ocid salt

(Selective hydrolysis of

)

(N-QCyl-L-omino ocid )

L-ommo acid

crystals HMother

liquor

N-ocyl-OC-omrno

ocid sQlt crysioia

3,841,967
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF

ZEAXANTHIN
Jaroslav Dasek, Yverdon, David Shepherd, Morges, and

Knut Rude Traelnes, Renens, Switzerland, assignors to
Societe d'Assistance Technique pour Produits Nestle
S.A., Lausanne, Switzerland
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 298,528
Claims priority, application Sweden, Oct. 27, 1971,

15,626/71; May 24, 1972, 7,664/72
Int. CI. C12d 7/00

U.S. CI. 195-29 18 Claims
1. A process for preparing zeaxanthin by culture of a

zeaxanthin-producing microorganism of the Flavobacter
genus in which:

(a) the microorganism is first cultured in a nutrient
medium therefor until cells in a state of growth and
zeaxanthin production are obtained and

(b) the cells are then cultured, at a temperature of 22
to 25° C. and with sufficient oxygenation, in an aque-
ous nutrient medium therefor containing at least one
carbohydrate, at a level of 15 to 35 mg./ml., as as-
similable carbon source and at least one source of
assimilable amino nitrogen containing free amino
acids, during the culture the respective amounts of
carbon and nitrogen source present in the medium
are maintained in a substantially constant ratio by
adding these substances, and culture is continued
until a substantial amount of zeaxanthin is accumu-
lated in the medium.

(5*l*ctlvt dittolution of

)

(N-ocyl-L-omino ocid soil

)

Cryst N-ocyl-D-
omtno ocid $oit

Mother

liquor

1. A method of preparing one optically active enantio-
morph of an amino acid from a salt of an N-acyl deriva-
tive of the racemic form of said acid which comprises:

(a) contacting said salt in an aqueous medium with an
effective amount of acylase until said one enantio-

3,841,968
FERMENTATIVE PREPARATION OF

L-ISOLEUCINE
Ichiro Chibata, Suita, Masahiko Kisumi, Kobe, Saburo

Komatsubara, Kyoto, and Masaki Sugiura, Osaka,
Japan, assignors to Tanabe Seiyaku Co., Ltd.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica«
tion Ser. No. 201,400, Nov. 23, 1971. This appUcation
Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,284

Int. CI. C12d 7i/0<5
U.S. CI. 195—29 10 Claims

1. A process for preparing L-isoleucine which com-
prises cultivating an isoleucine hydroxamate-resistant
mutant or an isoleucine hydroxamate- and a-amino-
butyric acid-resistant mutant of Serratia marcescens in a
nutrient medium under aerobic conditions to produce a
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fermentation broth, and recovering accumulated L-iso-

leucine from the fermentation broth.

3,841,969
PREPARATION OF IMMOBILIZED ENZYMES

Anthony Nicholas Emery, Sidney Alan Barker, and Julio

Maggioly Novais, Birmingham, England, assignors to

Ranks Hovis McDougall Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Filed Fefc. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223,302

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 10, 1971,

4,3Ti/71 ^_^—

^

Int. CI. cvr^j/m^
U.S. CI. 195—63 26 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of a water-insoluble,

active enzyme which process comprises reacting a poly-

saccharide, nylon, glass or a polysaccharide derivative

selected from the group consisting of microcrystalline

cellulose, diethylaminoethyl cellulose, carboxymethy cel-

lulose, sawdust, wood chips, paper, cotton, cross-linked

dextran and cross-linked starch with an aqueous solution

of a metal salt selected from the group consisting of the

halides and sulfates of titanium, tin, zirconium or iron to

form a mixture, thereafter drying the resulting mixture

at a temperature of about 20° €-60° C, washing the re-

sulting metallic derivative free from unreacted salts, and

reacting the metallic derivative with said enzyme at pH 3

to 7 at a temperature not below about 0° C. and not so

high as to inactivate the enzyme.

" 3,841,970
IMMOBILIZED ENZYMES

Joseph S. Matthews, Ohara Township, Pa., assignor to

Gulf Research & Development Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 316,452
Int. CI. C07g 7/02

U.S. CI. 195—63 5 Claims
1. A method for the preparation of an immobilized en-

zyme which comprises reacting an aqueous solution of an

enzyme with an epoxy containing polymer prepared by

the reaction of a solid polymeric diglycidyl ether of bis-

phenol A having an average of at least about one repeat-

ing unit with a stoichiometric excess of a nitrile reactant

selected from acrylonitrile and methacrylonitrile.

3,841,971
SYNERGISTIC ENZYMES ADSORBED WITHIN

POROUS INORGANIC CARRIERS
Ralph A. Messing, Horseheads, N.Y., assignor to

Coming Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 332,804

Int. CI. C07g 7/02
U.S. CI. 195—63 4 Claims

1. An immobilized enzyme composite comprising two
synergistic enzymes adsorbed to the internal surface of

a high surface area, porous titania body, the porous titania

body having an average pore diameter at least as large

as the largest dimension of the larger enzyme but less

than 1000 A., and the two synergistic enzymes selected

from the group consisting of glucose oxidase and catalase,

galactose oxidase and catalase, D-amino acid oxidase and
catalase, chymotrypsin and trypsin, and papain and Strep-

tococcus peptidase A.

in a fermenter and in contact with an oxygen-containing

gas, said culture medium containing an inoculum of said

microorganism, an aqueous mineral salt nutrient, and a

liquid hydrocarbon substrate, the improvement for con-

trolling the formation of foam in said culture medium
during growth of said cells of said microorganism com-
prising circulating said culture medium over a solid, unit

body having a minimum dimension of 0.001 inch of a

polymer having a molecular weight above 25,000 selected

from the group consisting of polyethylene, polypropylene,

polybutylene, and polystyrene, said solid, unit body being

in the form of a filament, a distinct shape, or an indi-

scriminate shape.

3 841 973
APPARATUS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL SAMPLING
Judd R. Wilkins and Stacey M. Mills, Hampton, Va.,

assignors to the United States of America as repre-

sented by the Administrator of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration

Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,198
Int. CI. C12k7/70

U.S. CI. 195—127 10 Claims

3 841 972
CONTROL OF Fo'am'DURING GROWTH

OF A MICROORGANISM
Nai Yuen Chen, Titusville, N.J., Richard L Leavitt, Mor-

risville, Pa., and Vernon F. Coty, Trenton, N.J., as-
signors to Mobil Oil Corporation
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,689

Int. CI. C12b 7/75
U.S. CI. 195—107 22 Claims

1. In a process for the growth of cells of an aerobic

microorganism in an agitated culture medium contained

1. An automatic mechanical swabbing apparatus for

microbiologically sampling surfaces using cotton swabs

comprising an independently movable transport device,

drive means mounted on said device for propelling said

device and swabbing means mounted on said device for

imparting a predetermined controlled swabbing motion

to a swab supported thereby during the movement of

said transport device, said transport device comprising a

wheeled cart and said drive means comprising a drive

motor for propelling said cart.

3 841 974
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

CHARCOAL
Philip S. Osborne, Oklahoma City, Okla., assignor to The
Oklahoma Publishing Company, Oklahoma Cit>', Okla.

Filed Sept. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 288,462
Int. CI. ClOb 53/08

U.S. CI. 201—2.5 6 Claims

' SHqEDDt:)
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1. A continuous process for the manufacture of char-

coal from fibrous material selected from the group con-
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sisting of paper, paper board, wood particles, and cloth,
comprising the steps of; pulping said fibrous material with
a water base pulping solution comprised of gluten con-
taining binders and lignosulfonate dispersing agents to re-
duce the fibrous material to a homogeneous fibrous mass
in a saturated pulp having a liquid content of approxi-
mately 90%-99% by weight, compressing said saturated
pulp to form a compacted pulp having a fiber content of
at least approximately 50% by weight and which is sub-
stantially uniform in density, pyrolyzing said compacted
pulp in a pyrolysis zone where preliminary pyrolysis oc-
curs^ at temperatures between approximately 500° F. to
600° F. and exothermic pyrolysis occurs at temperatures
between approximately 500° F. to 700° F. and high tem-
perature pyrolysis occurs at temperatures above approxi-
mately 800° F., thereby forming a non-fibrous charcoal
and a liquid condensate byproduct containing tars, oils,
and water soluble fractions, cooling said charcoal 'to at
least approximately 350° F., storing the cooled charcoal in
an oxygen free atmosphere until temperature below com-
bustion is reached, returning said liquid condensate by-
product to said water base pulping solution so that said ho-
mogeneous fibrous mass is impregnated with said byprod-
uct, whereby said liquid condensate byproduct which has
been impregnated in the fibrous structure of the pulp
causes said fibrous structure to break down during the
pyrolysis of said compacted pulp thereby producing char-
coal having a non-fibrous structure.

and air are admixed in the flues to provide a rela-
tively elongated flame, and

said vertical heating flues adjacent said coke side of said
coke oven having base portions with mixing jet burn-
ers therein, said mixing jet burners having separate
passageways for separately introducing combustion
gas and air into said burner, said mixing jet burners
having a chamber therein, said passageways opening
into said chamber so that combustion gas and air are
premixed in said chamber within the burner and
Ignited adjacent the base portion of the flue to pro-
vide a relatively shorter flame than the flame pro-
duced in said flues having parallel flow burners.

3,841,976

DISTILLING SEA WATER DIFFUSED THROUGH
A MEMBRANE

Harold W. Scott, Ridgefield, Conn., and Russell A. Ever-
sole, Purdy Station, N.Y., assignors to Basic Sciences,
Inc., Bethel, Conn. *

Filed Nov. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 199,245

int. CI C02b 1/06
U.S. CI. 202-236 jq Claims

3,841,975

HORIZONTAL COKE OVEN WITH VARIABLE
BURNERS ALONG THE FLUE LENGTH

Wilhelm Jakobi and Arnulf Schuffler. Essen, and Hein-
nch Schurhoff, Essen-Heisingen, Germany, assignors
to Heinrich Koppers Gesellschaft mit beschrankter
Haftung, Essen, Germany

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 300,879

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 4. 1971.
P 21 54 702.4

IntCLClOh 1/06.5/02
U.S. CI. 202-139 5 claims

1. In a horizontal coke oven battery having a plurality
of transversely extending coke oven chambers increasing
m width from the pusher side of the coke oven battery
to the coke side of the coke oven battery comprising,

a transversely extending heating wall between a pair
of said coke oven chambers, said heating wall having
a plurality of vertical heating flues extending from
said coke oven battery pusher side to said coke oven
battery coke side,

said vertical heating flues adjacent said pusher side
of said coke oven battery having base portions with
parallel flow burners therein, said parallel flow burn-
ers having separate passageways extending there-
through for separately introducing combustion gas
and air into the flues so that said combustion gas

1. A still apparatus adapted to be placed in contact with
a source of liquid solvent having a concentration of dis-
solved solids therein and from which the solvent is to be
obtained, said apparatus comprising a frame, means in
said frame defining an enclosed chamber and including a
first osmotic membrane forming a peripheral portion of
said chamber and located in said frame to be in contact
with the liquid in said source and a second membrane at
least partially formed of an osmotic material defining an-
other peripheral portion of said chamber; and a liquid
solution in said chamber having a higher concentration of
solids than said source whereby an osmotic pressure is

produced causing liquid solvent to pass by osmosis from
said source to said chamber creating a pressure therein
while the dissolved solids in said source remain in the
source; an evaporator lens mounted in said frame opposite
said second membrane in position to be exposed to electro-
magnetic radiation when said first osmotic membrane is in
contact with said source and cooperating with said second
membrane to form an evaporation chamber wherein said
lens evaporates liquid solvent on the side of said second
membrane opposite said chamber, whereby said pressure
in said chamber forces liquid solvent through the portion
of said second membrane formed of an osmotic material
by reverse osmosis as said solvent is evaporated and con-
denses on said lens, and means for collecting the con-
densed solvent from said lens.
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3 841 977
APPARATUS FOR CLEANING THE ASCENSION

PIPES OF COKE OVENS
Walter Stanke, Werner Wortberg, and Karl Otto Fuckert,

Essen, Germany, assignors to Heinrich Koppers Gesell-

schaft mit beschrankter Haftung, Essen, Germany
Filed June 5, 1973, Ser. No. 367,238

Claims priority, application Germany, June 21, 1972,
P 22 30 278.9

Int. CI. ClOb 43/06
U.S. CI. 202—241 6 Claims

« S^, 50 44

'iz^p:.

1. Apparatus for cleaning the ascension pipes of a coke

oven battery comprising,

support means mounted on the coke oven battery

above the ascension pipes associated with the coke

oven, said support means being movable longitudi-

nally along said coke oven battery,

a tubular telescopic rod member rotatably mounted on
said support means, said telescopic rod member
having a plurality of sections of decreasing outer

dimensions so that said sections telescope within

each other,

means non-rotataby connecting said plurality of sec-

tions, a cleaning tool connected to the bottom section

of said telescopic rod member,
a cable member extending downwardly through a

passageway in said tubular telescopic rod member
and connected at one end to the lower end of the bot-

tom section, said cable member other end connected

to a winch member positioned above said tubular

telescopic rod member,
means to unwind said cable from said winch and ex-

tend said plurality of sections of said telescopic rod
member within said ascension pipe, and

means to rotate said tubular telescopic rod member so

that said cleaning tool removes carbonaceous or
graphitic deposits from the inner surface of said

ascension pipe.

3 841 978
METHOD OF TREATING A TITANIUM ANODE

San-Cheng Lai, Edmond, Okla., assignor to Kerr-McGee
Chemical Corp., Oklahoma City, Okla.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 313,851
Int. CI. COlb 13/14

U.S. CI. 204—29 3 Claims
1. A method for the electrodeposition of manganese

dioxide which comprises:

pretreating a titanium anode by providing an aqueous
electrolyte containing at least 25 gm./l. fluoride

ions and from about 800 to 1200 gm./l. of at least

one other compound selected from the group consist-

ing of acetic acid, ethylene glycol and a mixture of

nitric acid and phosphoric acid;

placing said titanium anode in contact with said elec-

trolyte;

placing a cathode in contact with said electrolyte;

electrolyzing said electrolyte at an anodic current den-

sity of at least 10 amps/ft.^; placing the treated

titanium anode in an electrolytic cell for the electro-

deposition of manganese, said cell containing an elec-

trolyte comprising an aqueous solution of manganous
ion in a concentration of from about 15 to 50 gm./l.

and from about 10 to 25 gm./l. sulfuric acid, effect-

ing the electrodeposition of manganese dioxide on the

anode at an anodic current density of from about 8

to 25 amp/ft.2 and recovering said electrodeposited

manganese dioxide.

3,841,979
METHOD OF PREPARING SURFACES FOR

ELECTROPLATING
Donald A. Arcilesi, Detroit, Mich., assignor to M & T

Chemicals Inc., Greenwich, Conn.
No Drawing. Original application Aug. 20, 1971, Ser. No.

173,645, now Patent No. 3,751,289. Divided and this

application Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 343,730
Int. CI. C23f 17/00

U.S. CI. 204—38 B 1 Claim
1. A process for electrodepositing bright copper from

aqueous acidic baths comprising bufling a metal surface;

immersing said pretreated metal surface in organic sol-

vent; then electrolytically cleaning said surface in an alka-

line solution, rising said surface, immersing said surface

in acid, rinsing said surface thereby obtaining a bright,

clean metal surface; depositing on said surface a coating

of copper from a solution containing: 0.01 grams per liter

to 10 grams per liter of CUSO4 -51^20; 0.1 grams per liter

to 500 grams per liter of nonoxidizing acid; and 0.1 grams

per liter to 100 grams per liter of a polyether containing

at least 5 ether oxygen atoms per molecule; and electro-

depositing on said strike coating a relatively thicker layer

of bright, strongly leveled, ductile copper from a copper

plating bath.

3 841 980
ELECTROLYTIC DEPOSITION OF PLATINUM,

IRIDIUM AND THEIR ALLOYS
Jean Grosbois, Montreuil-sous-Bois, Jean-Claude Zimmer,

Cbatillon-sous-Bagneux, and Maurice Leroy, St.-Ger-

main-en-Laye, France, assignors to Rhone-Progil, Paris,

France
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,884
Claims priority, application France, Dec. 2, 1971,

7143265
Int. CL C23b 5/24, 5/32

U.S. CI. 204—43 N 14 Claims
1. Baths, which are aqueous and acidic and substan-

tially bromide-ion free, for the deposition by electrolysis

of platinum and/or iridium, characterized by the fact that

they are formed of compounds of platinum and /or

iridium giving in aqueous solution primarily the bro-

moiridic and bromoplatinic anions, and of at least one

acid selected from the group consisting of nitric, sulfuric,

perchloric and bromic acids, and in which the platinum

and/or iridium concentrations are between about 0.1

gram and 60 grams per liter and the said acid is present

in an amount of between about 0.05 and 1 equivalent per

liter of bath.

3,841,981
HYDROGENATION OF TAR SAND BITUMEN

Edwin T. Layng, Summit, NJ., assignor to Hydrocarbon
Research, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,799
Int. CI. ClOg 1/00. 9/16, 23/00

U.S. CI. 208—48 Q 10 Claims
1. In a process for refining a tar sand derived material

selected from the group consisting of a natural tar and
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bitumen, which refining process includes the steps of
passing the feed substantially in the liquid phase through
a reaction zone in the presence of particulate contact
material and a hydrogen containing gas under tempera-
ture in the range of 700 to 850° F. and hydrogen partial
pressure in the range of 400 to 2000 p.s.i. wherein the
contact material is maintained in an ebullated state by

and Rg is hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms or
phenyl.

Tli

3 841 983
SURFACE PREPARATIOn'pROCESS FOR RECOAT-
ING OF USED COATED METALLIC ELECTRODES
Reiichi Itai and Hideo Kanai, Maebashi, Japan, assignors

to The Japan Carlit Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,115

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 28, 1972.
47/85,281

Int. CI. BOlk 1/00
U.S. CI. 204-146 12 Claims

'"^^^u
ii

^-r 40
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the passage of fluids through the reaction zone and an
effluent is removed from the reaction zone and passed
to a separation zone and wherein the effluent is separated
into at least a light oil fraction and a heavy oil fraction,
the improvement which comprises quenching the effluent
with a compatible oil fraction to a temperature below
coking at a point prior to the separation of the effluent
into its fractional components.

3,841,982
METHOD TO IMPROVE THE BRIGHTNESS OF
ZINC FROM AN ALKALINE ZINCATE ELEC-
TRODEPOSITION BATH
Gim Yee, Southfield, Mich., assignor to Oxy Metal

Finishing Corporation, Warren, Mich.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

244,938, Apr. 17, 1972. This appUcation Feb. 20, 1973,
Ser. No. 333,927

Int. CI. C23b 5/70. 5/^/6
U.S. CI. 204-55 R 35 Claims

1. An aqueous alkaline electroplating bath comprising
inc oxide, alkali metal hydroxide, polyethyleneimine hav-
ing a molecular weight of from 1,000 to 400,000 and
bemg present in a concentration of 0.2 to 100 grams per
liter and a zinc brightening amount of a nitrogen hetero-
cyclic compound of the formula:

'iME iMiNuTESi f

1. A surface preparation process for recoating of a
used coated metallic electrode coated with one or more
platinum group metals or iron group metal oxides, com-
prising using said electrode as an anode and passing a
current at about 1 to 100 A./dm.2 of anode current den-
sity between said anode and steel cathodes, in an elec-
trolytic bath containing an aqueous solution containing
about 5 to 70 percent by weight of a salt selected from
the group consisting of a sulfate, a nitrate, a perchlorate,
a chlorate, a persulfate and a mixture thereof, at a tem-
perature of about to 50° C, for a period of time suffi-
cient to effect removal of coating remaining on said
used electrode.

3,841,984
ELECTRO-EXTRACTION PROCESS

Thomas G. Barnes, El Paso, Tex., assignor to Globe
Universal Sciences, Inc., Houston, Tex.
Filed Jan. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 324,447

Int. CI. C02c 5/72
U.S. CI. 204-149 29 Claims
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A is independently selected from the group consisting of'I II
-CNdtj):; -C==S; -C-S(R,); -C=NR, and -CH;

« is or 1; when /; is 0, nitrogen is doubly bonded to
carbon m A; with the proviso that when « is O, A is

I
1

!-CN(R,)2; _C-S (R), or —CH;

Ri and Rj are independently selected from the group
consisting of hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbons,
phenyl; and may be joined to form a six membercd
aromatic carbocyclic ring which may be substituted

1. A process for removing ions from an ionized aqueous
solution comprising the steps of:

externally applying an electric field to extract ions out
of the surface of the solution and to transport the
ions away from the solution;

electrically neutralizing the extracted ions into un-
charged elementary chemicals separately related to
the ions; and

collecting separate resulting chemical products outside

of the solution.
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3,841,985
IRRADIATED COMPOSITION FOR SOFT

CONTACT LENS
Kenneth F. O'Driscoll, Williamsville, and Allan A. Isen,

Buifalo, N.Y.; said Isen assignor to Warner-Lambert
Company, Morris Plains, N.J.

Original application Nov. 30, 1969, Ser. No. 880,828, now
Patent No. 3,700,761. Divided and this application

Aug. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 283,778
Int. CI. BOlj 1/10

U.S. CL 204—159.16 1 Claim
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1. A hygroscopic polymerized and irradiated composi-

tion adapted to be swollen by water to make a soft

contact lens consisting essentially of 20-45% of a high

molecular weight solid polyvinyl pyrrolidone onto which

is graft polymerized 80-55% of monomethacrylate ester

of a glycol selected from the group consisting of ethylene

glycol, propylene glycol, diethylene glycol and dipropyl-

ene glycol, there being present less than 1 % methacrylic

acid and less than 0.2% dimethacrylate as impurities in

said ester which is initiated in static condition at 40-60°

C. for 4-24 hours with low temperature free-radical

initiator selected from the group consisting of disecondary

butyl peroxy dicarbonate, pyrrolidone acetyl peroxide and
cyclohexanone peroxide in a concentration of about 0.1%
by weight of said ester and polyvinylpyrrolidone and

further polymerized at 90-120° C. for V2 to 2 hours with

medium temperature free-radical initiator selected from
the group consisting of benzoyl peroxide, diethyl peroxide,

azoisobutyronitrile and orthotolyl peroxide in a con-

centration of about 0.1% by weight of said ester and
polyvinyl pyrrolidone, said composition being substan-

tially irradiated under high energy 250 watt ultraviolet

radiation of wavelength 2000-4000 angstroms for Vi to

4 hours of X-rays at a dosage of IC roentgens for 15

minutes to 1 hour or under gamma rays in a dosage of

5 to 95 megarads for 5 minutes to 1 hour.

3,841,986
ELECTROPHORETIC DEPOSITION OF CERAMIC

COATINGS
Richard G. Rion, Parma Heights, and Louis J. Gazo, Jr.,

Independence, Ohio, assignors to Ferro Corporation,
Cleveland, Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,140

Int. CI. BOlk 5/00
U.S. CI. 204—181 9 Claims

1. A process for electrophoretically depositing a
ceramic coating on an iron-containing workpiece, com-
prising contacting said workpiece with an aqueous solu-

tion of a water-soluble salt of a metal below iron in the

electromotive series to deposit chemically a layer of said

metal on the iron-containing workpiece, electrophoreti-

cally depositing a ceramic coating on said metal layer

from a dispersion of ceramic particles, and maintaining

an alkaline pH in said dispersion of at least 1 1 to provide

greater throwing power without discoloring the resulting

ceramic coating.

3 841 987
ELECTRO-CHEMICAL OXYGEN SENSOR, PARTIC-
ULARLY FOR USE IN THE EXHAUST SYSTEM
OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Karl-Hermann Friese and Heinz Geier, Leonberg, Rudolf
Pollner, Kornwestheim, and Heino Schallert, Stuttgart,

Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch GmbH, Gerlingen-
Scbillerhohe, Germany

FUed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,008
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 10, 1972,

P 22 11 585.1
Int. CI. F02b 1/100; GOln 27/46

U.S. Ci. 204—195 S 13 Claims

1. Electro-chemical oxygen sensor, particularly for

oxygen content determination in the hot exhaust gases

of internal combustion engines, which is an oxygen con-

centration cell comprising

a tube of ion conductive solid electrolyte material (10)

closed at one end and having a thickened collar (11)

at its other, open end;

an electron conductive layer (12) located at the outer

surface of the electrolyte material and extending

thereover into the region of the collar (11);

an inner electrode (13) in the hollow interior of the

tube of electrolyte material;

a metal socket (14) and retaining means (15) formed
thereon;

an electrically conductive heat resistant sealing mass
which maintains its electrical conductivity and seal-

ing characteristics at operating temperatures of be-

tween about 350° C. and 450° C. (16) connecting

the collar (11) of the electrolyte tube (10) to the

socket, said sealing mass filling the space between

the tube and the socket to form a gas-tight seal and
an electrical contact between the conductive layer

(12) and the socket (14).

3,841,988
CONTROL FOR IMPRESSED CURRENT
CATHODIC PROTECTION SYSTEMS

James D. Gleason, Cucamonga, Calif., assignor to Lock-
heed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, Calif.

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 339,747
Int. CI. C23f 13/00

US. CI. 204—196 9 Claims
1. A modular cathodic protection system comprising:

(A) a structure to be protected immersed in an elec-

trolyte, and functioning as a cathode;

(B) a plurality of impressed current modules located

on the structure, each module consisting of:

(1) an anode insulatingly mounted on the struc-

ture,

(2) a rectifier power supply for providing a direct

current between the anode and the structure,

(3) a reference cell and a control circuit for sens-

ing the polarization of the structure and con-

trolling the rectifier;
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(C) a master control circuit coupled to each module;
and

(D) a reference cell in the electrolyte, remotely lo-
cated from the modules and connected to the master
control circuit;

^13

number of anodes being greater than the number of cath-
odes, and said anodes being arranged in groups with
each group of anodes being distributed around a single
cathode, and said groups of anodes adjoining each other
and defining between themselves predetermined spaces
in which the bath is adapted to flow in one diretcion which
is generally parallel to the anodes and cathodes while
in the interiors of said groups the bath is adapted to
flow in an opposite direction along said cathodes to pro-
vide continuous circulation of the bath with respect to
the anodes and cathodes.
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with particulate hot heat carriers in a retort zone to gas
and oil products, particulate spent shale, and an organic
combustible deposition on at least a portion of said heat
carriers, said heat carriers having been heated in a depo-
sition burning zone to a retort zone inlet temperature of
between 1000° F. and 1400° F. mainly by combustion
of a combustible carbon-containing deposition on said
heat carriers, said heat carriers being in an amount suffi-
cient to provide at least 50 percent of the heat required
to vaporize a major portion of the carbonaceous matter
from said oil shale and to heat said crushed oil shale
from its retort zone inlet temperature to a retort zone
outlet temperature of between 800° F. and 1150° F., and
wherein said gas and oil producs are separated and re-
covered, the improvement wherein said heat carriers are
comprised of particulate heat bodies and pellets in a size
range between about 0.055 inch and 0.5 inch, said heat
bodies having a low surface area less than 0.1 square
meter per gram of said heat bodies, said pellets having
a relatively high surface area at least as great as 20
square meters per gram of said pellets, said heat carriers
containing between 10 and 90 percent by weicht of said
heat bodies and between 90 and 10 percentV weight
of said peilets. and the combined average surface area of
said heat bodies and said pdlets in said heat carriers
being between 10 and 150 square meters per gram

a major portion of the carbonaceous matter from said
oil shale and to heat said crushed oil shale from its retort
zone inlet temperature to a retort zone outlet temperature
of between 800° F. and 1150° F., and wherein said gas
and oil products are separated and recovered, the improve-
ment comprising passing at least a portion of said pellets
from said separation zone to a supplemental deposition
zone and at the same time passing at least a portion of said
oil products to said supplemental deposition zone into con-
tact with said pellets in said supplemental deposition zone
to deposit additional combustible carbon-containing de-
position on said pellets in said supplemental deposition
zone, and thereafter passing said pellets with said addi-
tionally deposited combustible deposition from said sup-
plemental deposition zone to said pellet deposition burning
zone.

ERRATUM
For Class 208—48 see:

Patent No. 3,842,122

3,841,994
RETORTING OIL SHALE WITH SPECIAL PELLETSAND SUPPLEMENTAL DEPOSITION
Donald K. Wunderlich and James L. Skinner, Richardson,

Tex., assignors to Atlantic Richfield Company, Los
Angeles, Calif.

'

'

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 304,074, Nov.

c Z ' SlSlli^ ? continuation-in-part of appIicaHon
Ser. No. 284,288, Aug. 28, 1972, both now abandoned.
This application Oct. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 410,098

^^t. a. ClOh 53/06
U.S. CL 208-11 43 claims

3 841 995
TVVO-ZONE HYDROGENATION PROCESS FOR THE
PRODUCTION OF COLORLESS MINERAL OIL

Ralph J. Bertolacini, Chesterton, and Paul Donald Hop-
kins and Roland L. Menzl, Hammond, Ind., assignors
to Standard Oil Company, Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 183,615, Sept. 24, 1971. This application
June 12, 1973, Ser. No. 369,209

Int. CL ClOg 25/0^
U.S. CI. 208-89 10 Claims

1. A process for the production of a colorless mineral
oil, which process comprises contacting a dewaxed min-
eral lubricating oil distillate or a dewaxed and solvent-
extracted mineral lubricating oil distillate of reduced
aromatic hydrocarbon content in a first reaction zone
with a sulfactive hydrogenation catalyst in the presence
of hydrogen and under hydrogenation an desulfurization
conditions to produce a hydrogenated and desulfurized
product: contacting said hydrogenated and desulfurized
product in a second reaction zone with a second catalyst
comprising a Group VIII noble metal deposited upon a
large-pore-diameter alumina having a surface area of
about 150 square meters per gram to about 500 square
meters per gram and an average pore diameter of about
100 A. to about 200 A. in the presence of hydrogen and
at a temperature of at least 450° F., a LHSV of about
0.25 to about 1 volume of hydrocarbon per hour per
volume of catalyst, a hydrogen addition rate of about
1.500 SCFB to about 7,000 SCFB, and a hydrogen par-
tial pressure of at least 500 p.s.i.g., said temperature in
said second reaction zone having a maximum value of
500° F.; and recovering said colorless mineral oil from
the effluent from said second reaction zone.

1. In a method for retorting crushed oil shale contain-
ing carbnoaceous organic matter and mineral matter
wherein oil shale is retorted by contacting said oil shale
with hot pellets in a retort zone to gas and oil products, a
combustible deposition on said pellets, and particulate
spent shale, said pellets having been heated in a pellet
deposition burning zone to a retort zone inlet temperature
of between 1000° F. and 1400° F. mainly by combustion
of a combustible carbon-containing deposition on said
pellets, said pellets being in an amount sufficient to pro-
vide at least 50 percent of the heat required to vaporize

/

3,841,996
HYDRODESULPHURIZATION PROCESS

Andreas Christian Jacobsen, Charlottenlund, Denmark,
assignor to Haldor Frederik Axel Topsol, Fryden-
lundsvej, Vedbaek, Denmark

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,503
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 28, 1971.

45,200/71
Int. a. ClOg 13/02, 37/02

U.S. CI. 208-112 10 Claims
1. In a process for the catalytic hydroconversion at

elevated temperature and pressure of crude oils and heavy
petroleum fractions, the improvement comprising the
steps of

(a) in a reaction loop, maintained at hydroconversion
conditions of elevated temperature and pressure and
provided with inlets, outlets, mixing devices, and a
circulation pump, first forming and thereafter main-
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taining a reacting three-phase dispersion consisting of

a gaseous hydrogen containing phase, a liquid phase

of the oil to be hydroconverted, and a solid phase of

the hydroconversion catalyst in particulate form rang-

ing in size from 0.02 to 0.5 mm., measured by the

J

.

.1

r
n

mesh-width "of sieves that retain the particles and let

them pass, respectively, said reacting three-phase

dispersion occupying all cavities of the reaction loop

and being substantially free of concentration gradi-

ents in all parts of the reaction loop;

(b) while maintaining the three-phase dispersion and

the temperature and pressure conditions for hydro-

conversion, continuously introducing into the reac-

tion loop feed streams of measured amounts of the

hydrogen-containing gas, the liquid oil feed and the

particulate hydroconversion catalyst;

(c) simultaneously herewith continuously allowing a

corresponding amount of a product stream having

substantially the same composition as the reacting

three-phase dispersion to flow from the reaction loop;

and
(d) separating the product stream thus flowing from

the reaction loop into a hydrogen-containing gas, a

product oil and a concentrated slurry or paste of the

particulate hydroconversion catalyst in oil.

3 841 997
DUAL AERATION AND FILTRATION SYSTEM

WITH RECYCLING
Albert L. McGee, Rio Vista Road,

Pocatello, Idaho 82301
Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 346,817

Int. CI. C02c 1/12
U.S. CI. 210—15 5 Claims

(b) aerating fluid waste in the chambers by intermit-

tingly passing an aerating fluid through intercon-

nected diffusers arranged in the lower portion of

chambers, the diffusers in the chambers being inter-

connected by a conduit extending between the

chambers at a lower portion thereof;

(c) filtering the waste alternately with the aerating step

(b) by passing fluid in the chambers through the

diffusers and into a subsequent one of the chambers

whenever passage of the aerating fluid into the cham-

bers is interrupted, the passing of the fluid between

the chambers being caused by the difference in the

level of the fluid in the chambers; and

(d) discharging treated fluid from the last one of said

plurality of chambers.

3 841 998
AEROBIC wastewater' TREATMENT PROCESS
WITH PARTIAL REUSE AND INFREQUENT
DOSING TO SOIL

Robert Paul Farrell, Jr., Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to

Environment/One Corporation, Latham, N.Y.
Original application Mar. 11, 1970, Ser. No. 18,682, now

abandoned. Divided and this application Dec. 7, 1972,

Ser. No. 312,984
Int. CI. C02c 1/00

U.S, CI. 210—16 11 Claims

1. A method for treating fluid waste, comprising the

steps of:

(a) introducing fluid waste into a first of a plurality of

separate chambers, transferring said fluid from the

first chamber to a subsequent chamber and establish-

ing in said subsequent chamber a fluid level lower

than the fluid level in the first chamber;

I
« >•

-zJ~

^-1 ;-5
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1. A method for treating waste material received from

a dwelling unit having a recycled water supply in a plu-

rality of treatment and storage tanks comprising the

following steps in order: collecting fluid waste to be

treated over an interval of time in a holding tank; trans-

ferring the fluid waste to a treatment tank; aerobically

treating the quantity of waste material collected in the

treatment tank and aerating said quantity of waste mate-

rial for a period of time to enhance the aerobic treat-

ment; admitting a flocculating substance into the treat-

ment tank and mixing the flocculating substance into the

aerobically treated waste material; providing a sufficient

quiescent period of time following admission and mixing

of the flocculating substance for settling and separating

of said waste material with an effluent to the top and

sludge to the bottom of the treatment tank; drawing off

a substantial quantity of effluent from the upper portion

of the treatment tank and passing said effluent to an

effluent storage tank where a portion of said effluent is

supplied to said recycled water supply and another por-

tion is supplied to a drainage system in infrequent doses;

removing a portion of the sludge in excess of a predeter-

mined quantity from the lower portion of the treatment

tank and passing the removed sludge to a digester; treat-

ing the sludge in the digester and providing a settling

quiescent period for the removed sludge and any carried

liquid to separate the carried liquid from sludge; and

thereafter returning the separated carried liquid back to
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said holding tank for repeated aerobic treatment in said
treatment tank.

3,841,999
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR PURIFYING AND

AERATING AQUACULTURE POOLS
John P. Bennett, Portola Valley, and George D. Bliss,

Palo Alto, Calif., assignors to Syntex (U.S.A.) Inc.,
Palo Alto, Calif.

FUed Dec. 18, 1972, Sen No. 315,995

. „ Int. CI. E04h 3/20
U.S. CI. 210-17 15 Claims

3,842,000
PROCESS FOR REMOVAL OF AMMONIA FROM

AQUEOUS STREAMS
Gaynor W. Dawson, Richland, Wash., assignor to Battelle

Development Corporation, Richland, Wash.
Filed Oct. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 187,468

iTc ^,
^,,I°1-CI. B01d75/W;C02ci/^4

U.S. CI. 210-23 12 Claims

1. A purification and aeration apparatus, adapted to
be positioned in an aquaculture pool, comprising an elon-
gated container means having elongate wall means and
a bottom wall means closing said elongate wall means
thereby defining an elongate container chamber closed
on three sides and open at the top, container passage
means positioned in said elongate wall means generally
adjacent to said bottom wall means for supplying con-
taminated water to the bottom of said chamber; con-
tamer air supply means for supplying an air stream to
the lower portion of said container chamber at a point
above said container passage means; an air distribution
means positioned in said container chamber for dispers-
mg and distributing air supplied via said container air
supply means; a sump means positioned in said container
chamber for receiving purified water; a filter bed of ag-
gregrate located in said container chamber extending
from said bottom wall means throughout the heretofore
unoccupied space in said container chamber and generally
surrounding at least a major portion of said sump means
to a level near the top of said elongate container wall
said aggregate being composed of a material having a hard
smooth surface having relatively few surface pores and
low absorption capacity; sump inlet means for supplying
purified water to said sump means; whereby contaminated
water is drawn through said container passage means into
said filter bed and is air lifted therethrough whereby small
particle organic contaminants are entrapped by said filter
bed and aerobically biodegraded and excess air and gase-
ous products of the biodegradation are vented from the
water and whereby the water passing through said filter
bed IS purified and passes into said sump means via said
sump inlet means; sump discharge conduit means posi-
tioned in said sump means for discharging said purified
water from said sump means, sump air supply means for
supplying air near the bottom of said sump means where-
by said purified water in said sump means is aerated and
air lifted through said sump discharge conduit means
and discharged therefrom.

POifcER

SOURCE

C^

:di

,8-rj

1. A process for separating ammonia in the non-ionic
state from aqueous streams, comprising:

(1) adjusting the stream to pH 9-12 so that a substan-
tial amount of ammonia in the stream is in the ex-
changeable, non-ionic form, and

(2) contacting the stream with a water-insoluble ion
exchange material having metal cations firmly bound
in its matrix to prevent any substantial leaching of
the metal cations from the ion-exchange material,
the metal cations having a positive ammine complex
formation constant and forming ammonia complexes
by attachment of non-ionic ammonia to the metal
cations, thereby removing the non-ionic ammonia
from the aqueous stream.

3,842,001
METHOD FOR EXTRACTING RETAINED OIL AND
SOLIDS FROM A FILTER MEDIA AND SEPARAT-
ING THE SAME
Howard F. Keller, Jr., Fullerton, Calif., assignor to

GBK Enterprises, Inc., Placentia, Calif.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,285

Int. CI. BOld 25/2^/
U.S. CI 21(^23 12 Claims

1. In the filtration method for resolving fluid dispersions
containing oil, water and particulate solids, wherein the
fluid dispersion is filtered through a finely divided fil-

ter media whereby oil and particulate solids are retained
by the filter media and the effluent therefrom is clarified
water or an oil-water mixture which readily separates into
oil and clarified water, the improvement which comprises
extracting and removing the oil and particulate solids
from the filter media and separating the same by the fol-
lowing sequential steps:

(a) agitating the filter media in the presence of a first

aqueous medium containing a nonionic surfactant
for the oil to extract the oil from the filter media and
form an emulsion of the oil with the first aqueous
medium, said agitation being carried out at a tem-
perature below the cloud point of the nonionic sur-
factant, said nonionic surfactant having an HLB
value between about 7 and about 30, and the concen-
tration of said nonionic surfactant in the first aqueous
medium being from about 0.0 1 to about 10.0 percent,
by weight, based on the weight of said first aqueous
medium, and said nonionic surfactant having a cloud
point, under use conditions, below the boiling point
of water,

(b) backwashing the filter media with a second aqueous
medium to remove the emulsion and particulate

solids from the filter media and to obtain a back-
washing composition containing the emulsion and
particulate solids; and
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(c) heating the backwashing composition to a tempera-

ture above the cloud point of the nonionic surfactant

whereby said backwashing composition is resolved

into (a) an upper layer containing solids-free oil, (b)

a middle fluid layer containing useable water and (c)

a lower fluid layer containing oil-free solids.

1

1

3,842,002
METHOD FOR REMOVING SULFATE AND BICAR-
BONATE IONS FROM SEA WATER OR BRACKISH
WATER THROUGH THE USE OF WEAK ANIONIC
EXCHANGE RESINS CONTAINING AMINO
GROUPS OF THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY
TYPE

Gianfranco Boari, Rome, Italy, assignor to Consiglio
Nazionale Delle Ricerche, Rome, Italy

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
54,255, July 13, 1970. This application Mar. 29, 1973,
Ser. No. 346,111
Claims priority, application Italy, July 14, 1969,

38,657/69; July 3, 1970, 51,892/70
Int. CI. BOld 15/04

U.S. CI. 210—32 5 Claims

1. A method for removing sulfate and bicarbonate
ions from sea water or brackish water prior to being sub-

jected to desalination in a conventional desalination

plant, which compises:

permitting said sea water or brackish water to pass

through a bed containing the chloride form of a
weak anionic resin having amino functional groups
of the primary and secondary type, said chloride
form of said resin being expressed as R—CI, thus
permitting the sulfate ions in said sea water or
brackish water to be exchanged for the chloride ions

of said resin by the following equation:

R4^CI+S04=->R—SO4+CI- (1)

said bicarbonate ions in said sea water or brackish
water being eliminated by the hydrolysis of said

resin according to the following equations:

R—Cl+HzO^R—OH-fH++Cl- (2)

HC03--fH+-^C02+H20 (3)

and subsequently, regenerating said resin to the chloride

form, when said resin is exhausted, by permitting

the brine solution discharged from the desalination

procedure and having a salt concentration of at least

1.5 times greater than that of said sea water or
brackish water to circulate through said bed con-
taining said resin having said amino functional

groups of the primary and secondary type,

the chloride/sulfate ratio of said brine solution being

at least 3 times greater than that of said sea water
or brackish water treated, and

the pH of said brine solution being between 4 and 5

to displace reaction (2) above, to the left.

3,842,003
PROCESS FOR REMOVING PROTEINS AND DE-
COMPOSITION PRODUCTS THEREOF FROM
WASTE WATER

Per Nettii, Asker, Norway, assignor to A/S Apothekemes
Laboratorium for Specialpraeparator, Oslo, Norway
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,275

Int. CI. BOld 21/01
U.S. CI. 210—43 2 Claims

1. In a process for removing proteins and any decom-
position products thereof, especially polypeptides and
amino acids, from waste water containing such substances

by precipitating the proteins under acidic conditions with

an organic sulphuric acid derivative as a precipitant where-

by any emulsion of fat and/or oil present in the waste

water to be purified is broken down, and whereafter the

precipitated product is removed and if desired can be

further processed, especially into cattle feed, the improve-

ment comprising precipitating said proteins and decom-
position products thereof from said waste water with a

precipitating agent comprising at least one esterification

product of a sugar with sulphuric acid, said esterifica-

tion product having a molar weight of at least 200.

3,842,004
FLOTATION MACHINE

Tatsuya Nagahama, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Mitsui
Mining & Smelting Co., Ltd., Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 324,199
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 22, 1972,

47/8 432
Int. CI. B63d 1/00

U.S. CI. 210—44 9 Claims

1. A froth apparatus comprising side and bottom wall

means defining a cell for holding a flotation liquid to be

treated, feed means for feeding said liquid into said cell,

discharge means for discharging said liquid from the cell

after said liquid has been subjected to flotation therein,

froth removal means at the upper end of the cell for

discharging froth from the cell, an upright impeller shaft

extending downwardly into the cell for circulating the

flotation liquid around the circumference of the cell,

and means for supplying gas into said cell in the vicinity

of said impeller shaft for mixing the gas with the flota-

tion liquid to generate in the cell a froth enriched with

a selected component of said flotation liquid, which froth

rises to the surface of the liquid and is discharged from the

cell by said froth removal means, wherein the improve-

ment comprises: said feed means is a feed opening in

the side wall of the cell, disposed close to the bottom
wall thereof and opening into the cell in a direction

substantially tangential to the direction of movement of

the flotation liquid in the cell; and
said discharge means is a discharge opening in the

side wall of the cell at a location circumferentially

spaced from said feed opening and opening into the

cell in a direction substantially tangential to the di-

rection of movement of the flotation liquid in the

cell, said discharge opening being located on said

side wall at a position not higher than the position

of said feed opening.
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3,842,005
PROCESS OF FLOCCULATING AQUEOUS SUSPEN-

SIONS WITH CATIOMC STARCH ETHERS
Kenneth B. Moser and Frank Verbanac, Decatur, III., as-

signors to A. E. Staley Manufacturing Company, De-

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
51,605, July 1, 1970. This application Jan. 24, 1972.
Ser. No. 220,386

Int. CI. C02b 1/20; C02c 3/00; BOld 21/01
U.S. CI. 210-47 9 Claims

1. The process of flocculating material from an aqueous
suspension comprising treating said aqueous suspension
with a gelatinized, non-crosslinked quaternary ammonium
starch ether having a D.S. of at least 0.7 and having a
structure selected from the group consisting of:

(b) said particles comprising discrete particles of sin-
tered polyvinyl chloride having a particle size range
of from about 6 to about 60 mesh, a bulk density of
from about 18 lbs. per cubic foot to about 30 lbs.
per cubic foot, and a porosity of from about 25 per-
cent to about 55 percent;

(c) said particles comprising intermixed filter media
of at least two different specific gravities; and

(d) there being at least 10 percent by weight of a
media of each specific gravity present.

on Ri

S t-O-CH.—cn-CH^-N-R,X-
I

R3

wherein St is starch, X- is an anion, and the substituents
Ri, Rj and R3 are selected from the group consistinc of
alkyl of up to 12 carbon atoms, such that when the three
substituents are the same, none has more than 6 carbon
atoms, and when any ..ubstituent has more than 6 carbon
atoms, the other two substituents are alkyl of up to 2
carbon atoms: and R3 is a lower alkyl of up to 4 carbon
atoms, said starch ether having a charge density of about
2.61x10-3. and having at least 200 anhydroclucose units
per starch ether molecule, said starch ether beinc sub-
stantially free of residual crosslinking agents inchidinc
polyfunctional starch ctherifying agents and dihalo or""-

ganic crosslinker reaction by-products and about ^.^5
lbs. said starch ether being capable of flocculating about 1

ton of clay from an aqueous suspension of 320 p.p.m.
of a kaolin coating clay predispersed with approximately
0.30% by weight of tetrasodium pyrophosphate, based
on the weight of clay, said aqueous suspension having
an initial turbidity of about 530 J.T.U., to a final turbidity
of less than about 40 J.T.U.

3,842,007

FIBROUS CELLULOSE ACETATE
FILTER MATERIAL

Arthur Caputi, Jr., and Thomas C. Wong, Modesto, Calif.,
assignors to E. & J. Winery, Modesto, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,640

,,^ _ Int. CI. BOld i7/00
U.S. CI. 210-65 ,0 Claims

1. A fibrous cellulose acetate resembling asbestos in
fibrous structure and comprising rod-shaped fibers inter-
mingled with flufl^y filaments said fibers and filaments
having diameters of about 0.5 microns to about 50
microns, and a surface area of about 35 m.Vg. to about
55 m.Vg., said fibrous cellulose acetate being wet with
at least about 70Cc by weight nonsolvent for cellulose
acetate.

3,842,006

THERMOPLASTIC FILTER MEDIA AND
FILTERING PROCESS

William E. Burt. Baton Rouge, La., assignor to
Ethyl Corporation, Richmond, Va.

Original application May 22, 1970, Ser. No. 39,702, nowabandoned Divided and this application Feb. 15, 1972,
3cr. i>o. 226,557

iTc r.. -,.«
Int. CL BOld i7/00

U.S. CI. 210-65
6 Claims

3,842,008

GREASE COMPOSITIONS
Warner T. Carman, Morrisville, Pa., assignor to

Mobil Oil Corporation
No Drawing. Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,717

US n -„ '"J-
CI. ClOm 5/76, 5/25, 7/52

u.!>. CI. 252—18 20 Claims
1. A grease composition comprising an oil of lubricat-

ing viscosity, as a vehicle, and a thickening agent compris-
ing a boric acid complex of alkaline earth metal salts of
aliphatic long chain monocarboxylic and aliphatic dicar-
boxylic acids.

3,842,009
MOLYBDENUM DISULFIDE CONTAINING

LUBRICANT

"^^"^^^^^r^ ^"*^ C^'"'" ^' Hallada, Ann Arbor, and
Fred W. Moore, Plymouth, Mich., assignors to Ameri-
can Metal Climax, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 19, 1970, Ser. No. 82,166

US CI ^-^t: CI. ClOm 7/72, i/26, ;/i2
LJ.S». CI. 252—25 9 Claims

1. A lubricant composition consisting essentially of a
base oil containing from about 0.25% to about 30%
molybdenum disulfide particles less than about 3 mi-
crons in size suspended therein and a dispersant present
in an amount of from about 0.2 to about 0.8 parts dis-
persant per part molybdenum disulfide present, said dis-
persant consisting of a copolymer of a methacrylate ester
and N-vinyl pyrrolidone of an averaee molecular weight
of about 350,000 to about 600,000 corresponding to the
formula:

rH:C-
I

\ /
N H
-i-i-

-cHj n
I

c=o
1. In a process for removing solids from a liquid passed

through a filter media consisting of discrete particles the
improvement comprising passing said liquid through a
filter comprising:

(a) a bed having a continually increasing number of wherein-

fhrou'i'h tSrbed''
"'' '" ''' '"''''°" °' ^"^''" ^^^ '''=^" ^"^y' ^^^'"' °f C, to C,,; andmrougn ttie bed,

j^^^i^ of m : «= 1 : 5 to 1 : 1 5.

R'-O

H C=0
I I

c—c
I I

LH CHj Jli
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lanthanides comprising preparing a mixture of a poly-

crystalline powder of at least one of said oxides and from

0.1 to 2 mol per mol of said oxides of at least one car-

bonate of an alkali metal selected from the group con-
James J. Pappas, Parsippany, Norman Jacobsen, East

^^^^ ^^ sodium, potassium, rubidium and cesium and
Brunswick, and Edward N. Kresge, Watchung, N.J.,

^^^^^^^ ^^j^ ^j^^^^^ ^^ ^ temperature of about 1000' C.

3,842,010

OIL AND FUEL COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
EPOXIDIZED TERPOLYMER DERIVATIVES

assignors to Esso Re.search and Engineering Company
Linden, NJ. I

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 235,439, Mar. 16, 1972. This application

Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,460

Int. CI. ClOm 7/i2. 7/i8
U.S. CI. 252—51.5 R 6 Claims

1. A composition comprising a major amount of a

hydrocarbon fuel or lubricating oil and .001 to 45 wt.

percent of an oil soluble adduct of an epoxidized ter-

polymer, useful as a lubricant or fuel additive, said ter-

polymer having a molecular weight in the range of 10,000

to 1,000,000 viscosity average molecular weight and com-

prising in the range of about 30 to 85 mole percent ethyl-

ene, about 14.5 to about 69.5 mole percent of a C3 to

Cs alpha monoolefin and about 0.5 to about 20 mole per-

cent of a C5 to Ci4 non-conjugated diolefin, wherein about

10 to 100% of the double bonds in the terpolymer have

been epoxidized, and about 10 to 100% of the epoxidized

groups have been reacted with a Ci to Cia amine which

contains 1 to 8 nitrogen atoms to form said adduct.

to 1400° C.

3,842,011

PROCESS FOR PREPARING FERROMAGNETIC
CHROMIUM DIOXIDE

Yasuhiko Fukuda, Chiba, and Isao Osada, Kanagawa,
Japan, assignors to Nippon Chemical Industrial Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 47,891, June 19, 1970. This application Jan. 31,

1973, Ser. No. 328,167

Claims priority, application Japan, June 20, 1969,
44 48,288, 44 48,289, 44/48,290, 44/48,291,
44/48,292, 44/48,293, 44/48,294

Int. CI. C04b i5/72, COlg 37/02
U.S. CI. 252—62.51 12 Claims

1. -A process for preparing a ferromagnetic chromium
dioxide having a rutile-type crystal structure, said process

producing said ferromagnetic chromium dioxide inde-

pendently of the pressure existing during said process,

said process comprising calcining a dry mixture which

consists essentially of chromium oxide and at least 0.01

mole per mole of said chromium oxide of a nitrate selected

from the group consisting of calcium nitrate, strontium

nitrate, lead nitrate and mixtures thereof at a temperature

of from 350 to 500 C. at atmospheric pressure, the chro-

mium of said chromium oxide having an average valence

of greater than 4, to thereby produce said ferromagnetic

chromium dioxide.

3,842,012

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING AN OXIDE OF
YTTRIUM AND/OR LANTHANUM AND/OR THE
LANTHANIDES

Johannes Josephus Marie Hoppenbrouwers, Eromasingel,
Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor to U.S. Philips Cor-
poration, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 314,942

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Dec. 27, 1971,
7117857

Int. CI. C09k 1/10
U.S. ei. 252—301.4 R 7 Claims

1. A method of preparing a monocrystalline oxide of

increased particle size of at least one element selected

from the group consisting of yttrium, lanthanum and the

3,842,013

POLYELECTROLYTE FLLTDIZED AQUEOUS
SUSPENSIONS

Robert Ben Booth, Stamford, Conn., assignor to American
Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.

Application July 27, 1970, Ser. No. 58,338, now Patent

No. 3,741,641, which is a continuation-in-part of appli-

cation Ser. No. 179,287, Mar. 7, 1962, now Patent No.
3,524,682, which in turn is a continuation-in-pari of

application Ser. No. 698,429, Nov. 25, 1957. Divided

and this application Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,664

Int. CI. BOlj 13/00
U.S. CI. 252—315 4 Claims

1. A fluidized resuspendable mineral suspension pulp

containing solids larger than 65 mesh and fines smaller

than 325 mesh and substantially homogeneous throughout

in which the fines are integrated with the coarse material

by from 0.005 to 5 pounds per ton of solids of a water

soluble polyelectrolyte, which is an ampholytic linear car-

bon chain vinyl polymer consisting essentially of recurring

carbamylethylene and carboxyethylene linkages and not

more than a minor amount of nitriloethylene linkages and

salts thereof, having a weight average molecular weight in

excess of 100,000, thereby producing a .suspension which

is of uniform characteristics, from which the solids drop

out as an unclassified readily resuspendable thixotropic

material, said polymer increasing the viscosity of the

aqueous phase, insuring laminar flow at higher velocities,

thereby reducing pumping power requirements, and simul-

taneously stabilizing the suspension, so that during inter-

ruptions in agitation, the suspension remains fluidized, and
in pumpable condition.

3,842,014

GRAPHITE PELLETS
Gordon Charles Friend, Richmond, Charles John Geacb,

Shepperton, and Aleksander Jerzy Groszek, London,
England, assignors to The British Petroleum Company,
Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,835

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 28, 1971,
45,046/71

Int. CI. ClOg 25/00
U.S. CI. 252—447 3 Claims

1. Graphite/alumina pellets consisting essentially of

a gas or vacuum ground graphite of surface area 50-2000
square metres per gram, and, as a binder, alumina of

pseudoboehmite structure of crystalline size less than IC

nanometres and of surface area 200-600 square metres

per gram.

3,842,015

ALUMINATE SUPPORTED CATALYTIC COMPOSI-
TION AS AN EXHAUST GAS CATALYST

Wilhelm Vogt, Hurth-Efferen, Hermann Glaser, Lecbe-
nich, and Helmut Dyrschka, Kottingen, Germany, as-

signors to Knapsack Aktiengesellschaft, Knapsack,
near Cologne, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,586

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 20, 1971,
P 21 57 625.0; Dec. 29, 1971, P 21 65 241.5

Int. CI. BOlj 11/40
U.S. CI. 252—455 R 9 Claims

1. A carrier-supported catalyst, wherein the active in-

gredients consist essentially of oxides of copper, manga-
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nese, nickel and optionally cobalt and wherein the atomic
proportions of copper to manganese to the sum of nickel
and cobalt are between 0.2-5, 0.2-5 and 0.1-2, the cata-
lyst containing as the carrier an aluminate of at least one
alkaline earth metal selected from the group consisting
of barium, strontium, calcium and mixtures thereof.

TiOj and Ge02, and an additive consisting of of 0.5 to

10% by weight of BijOg based on said basic composition.

ERRATUM
For Class 252^55 see:
Patent No. 3,842,114

3,842,016

THERMALLY ACTIVATED CRYSTALLINE
ALUMINOSILICATES

Dean Arthur Young, Yorba Linda, Calif., assignor to
Union Oil Company of California, Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 72,351,
Sept. 15, 1970, which is a continuation-in-part of appli-

!^**i?"^^''-
^°- 17,974, Mar. 9, 1970, now Patent No.

3,706,694, which is a continuation-in-part of applica-
tion Ser. No. 761,321, Sept. 20, 1968, which in turn
IS a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 681,561,
Nov. 11, 1967, both now abandoned. This application
Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,179

Int. CI. BOlj 11/40
U.S. CI. 252-455 Z 17 claims

1. The method of preparing a hydrocarbon conversion
catalyst containing an aluminosilicate zeolite character-
ized by increased hydrocarbon conversion activity includ-
ing the steps of thermally activating an unactivated form
of said zeolite by heating from a temperature below about
500° F. to a temperature above about 900° F. within
about one-half hour or less and retaining said zeolite at
a temperature in excess of about 900° F. for a period of
at least about 10 minutes sufficient to thermally activate
said zeolite in the substantial absence of hydrocarbons.

3,842,019

USE OF SULFONIC ACID SALTS IN CATIONIC
POLYMERIZATION

James E. Kropp, Maplewood, Minn., assignor to Minne-
sota Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul,
Minn.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
216,744, Jan. 10, 1972, which is a continuation-in-part
of application Ser. No. 813,758, Apr. 4, 1969, both
now abandoned. This application Mar. 1, 1973, Ser.
No. 336,939

Int. CI. C08g 23/14
U.S. CI. 260—2 EP 23 Claims

1. The process comprising the steps of mixing cationic
sensitive monomer with a catalyst consisting of sulfonic
acid salt and heating the resulting mixture at 120 to 425"
F. to effect cure thereof in the absence of halide promoter,
photoreducible ketone, or without requiring actinic light,

wherein said monomer is an ethylenically unsaturated hy-
drocarbon, an ethylenically unsaturated compound hav-
ing an oxygen or nitrogen atom attached to one of the
carbon atoms of a carbon-to-carbon double bond or is

polymerizable by ring opening of cyclic groups contain-
ing a hetero oxygen or nitrogen ring atom, and is selected
frorn the group consisting of vicinal epoxides, vinyl ethers,
N-vinyl compounds, aziridines, ethylenically unsaturated
hydrocarbons and acetals and said sulfonic acid salt has
the formula (RrS03)nM, where R, is fluoroalkyl having
1 to 18 carbon atoms, M is ammonium cation, quaternary
ammonium cation, cation of amine, or cation of metal
selected from Groups I to V and VIII, subgroups VI-B
and VII-B, and lanthanide and actinide series of metals
of the Periodic Table, and n is an integer equal to the
valence of M.

3,842,017
PROCESS FOR DEPOSITING NOBLE METAL

CATALYSTS ON OXIDE CARRIERS
WilUam H. Armistead and Thomas H. Elmer, Coming,
and Ivan E. Lichtenstein, Big Flats, N.Y., assignors to
Cormng Glass Works, Coming, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,704

U.S. CI. 252—474 3 claims
1. In a process for depositing a noble metal catalyst

on a refractory metal oxide carrier which comprises the
step of contacting the refractory metal oxide carrier with
a solution containing a formic acid reductant and noble
metal ions selected from the group consisting of platinum,
palladium, rhodium, gold, silver and mixtures thereof, the
improvement which comprises the addition of urea to the
solution in an amount ranging about 1-10% by weicht
thereof.

3,842,018
OXIDE VARISTOR COMPOSITION CONSISTING OF
ZnO, SbaOa AND/OR SbsOs, ZrOa, TiO^ AND/OR
GeOa, AND BizOj

Noboru Ichinose, 1826-2 Mutsuura-cho, Kanazawa-ku,
Yokohama-shi, Japan, and Yuhji Yokomizo, 57-10, 2-
chome, Komazawa, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,713

,, „ ^. Int. CI. HOlc 9/00
U.S. CI. 252—520 1 claim

1. An oxide varistor comprising a basic composition
(totaling 100 mol percent) consisting of 87 to 12 mol
percent of ZnO, 1 to 30 mol percent of antimony oxide
selected from the group consisting of SbaOa, SbaOg and a
mixture thereof and 12 to 87 mol percent of at least one
metal oxide selected from the group consisting of ZrOj,

3,842,020

METHOD OF EXPANDING A RESOLE RESIN
CONTAINING EXPANDABLE THERMOPLASTIC
MICROSPHERES AND PRODUCT OBTAINED
THEREFROM

Walter L. Garrett, Freeland, Mich., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 196,746, Nov. 8, 1971. This application
June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,083

Int. CI. C08g 53/10; BOlj 13/02
U.S. CI. 260—2.5 B 20 Claims

1. A method for the preparation of thermoset syn-
thetic resinous resole foam compositions, the steps of the
method comprising

providing in intimate admixture (a) a resole resin hav-
ing a viscosity of from 300 to 100,000 centipoises at
25° C. when the water content of the resin is 15
percent by weight, (b) a catalyst for the resole resin,
the catalyst comprising a strong inorganic or organic
acid, (c) a plurality of synthetic resinous thermo-
plastic expandable microspheres, the microspheres
comprising a synthetic resinous thermosplastic shell
of a polymer containing at least 50 percent by weight
vinylidene chloride and at least one ethylenically un-
saturated monomer copolymerizable therewith, hav-
ing encapsulated therein a volatile liquid foaming
agent,

confining the mixture within a mold of desired con-
figuration, and

curing the mixture until the mixture has hardened to
a self-supporting mass containing a plurality of
closed, gas-filled cells having diameters from 10 to

100 microns.
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3,842,021
THERMOSETTING POLYESTER POWDER

COATING COMPOSITIONS
Peter M. Grant, Robert B. Taylor, and Winston J. Jack-

son, Jr., Kingsport, Tenn., assignors to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,872

Int. CI. C08b 21/08; C08g 37/34
U.S. CI. 260—15 10 Claims

1. A thermosetting coating composition in the form of

a powder having an average particle size range of from

about 10 to about 300 microns comprising

(a) a polyester derived from a dicarboxylic acid com-
ponent, at least 50 mole percent of which is tere-

phthalic acid or isophthalic acid, a glycol compo-
nent, at least 50 mole percent of which is neopentyl

glycol, and from about 2 to about 10 mole percent

of a polyol containing from 4 to 16 carbon atoms

and having at least 3 primary hydroxyl groups,

(b) from about 2 to 15 phr. by weight of a melamine
cross-linking agent, and

(c) from about 0.1 phr. to about 3.0 phr. by weight of

the reaction product of an acid and a compound con-

taining oxirane groups,

said polyester being free of appreciable crosslinking.

a C4-C8 diolefinic hydrocarbon compound, a major pro-

portion of molecules of said polymer being characterized

by the presence of two separated and terminally located

allylic bromide groups within their structure, (b) a liquid

epoxy compound having an equivalent weight in the range

of about 170 to 210, and (c) a polyfunctional amine

terminated polyamide having an amine equivalent weight

of about 130 to 160, said olefinically unsaturated liquid

polymer and said liquid epoxy compound being present

in said mixture in the weight ratio of (a) to (b) of from

30:70 to 70:30, and wherein there is from about one to

five parts of said amine terminated polyamide for each

five combined parts of said polymer and epoxy compound.

3,842,022
POLYMERIC ACRYLIC ACID-UREA COMPLEXES

AND PREPARATION
Samuel S. M. Wang, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to The

Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.
Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 386,243

Int. CI. A61k 27/00; C08b 25/00; C08f 27/08;
C08g 22/02

U.S. CI. 260—17.4 SG 4 Claims

I-

fvrcHfh. rirjN or uRi/t with CfjfffiO-

u^H^i) e-/>nis c p»ao

1. An inclusion compound of urea and a colloidally

water-soluble polymer of acrylic acid crosslinked with

approximately 1% of a polyhydroxy compound having at

least 3 and preferably not more than about 8 hydroxyl

groups, wherein the hydrogen atoms of at least 3 hydroxyl

groups are replaced with allyl groups, the inclusion com-

pound having a molar proportion of urea to polymer mer
units of about 12.8 to 1.

3,842,023
POLYMERIC SOLDER COMPOSITION

Taki J. Anagnostou, Livonia, Norman B. Dixon, Grosse
Isle, and Gundu M. Sastry, Trenton, Mich., assignors

to Chrysler Corporation, Highland Park, Mich.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 188,506, Oct. 12, 1971. This application

June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,573
Int. CI. C08g^7/0^

U.S. CI. 260—23.7 H 6 Claims
1. A sealant composition produced by heating to a

minimum temperature of about 190° F. a mixture com-
prising (a) an olefinically unsaturated liquid polymer of

3,842,024
POLYEPOXYETHER AND BITUMEN

COMPOSITIONS
Jean Philippe Rieux, Decines, and Jean Lehureau, Lyon,

France, assignors to Rhone-Progil, Courbevoie, France

No Drawing. FUed June 7, 1971, Ser. No. 150,743

Claims priority, application France, June 5, 1970,

7020658
Int. CI. C08gi0/02, 57/52

U.S. CI. 260—28 8 Claims

1. A solvent-free hardened composition consisting

essentially of:

(1) 10-50 percent by weight, based on the weight of

the composition, of bitumen having a penetrability

index of from 20 to 300;

(2) 29 to 59 percent by weight, based on the weight

of the composition, of a polyepoxyether having reac-

tive epoxy end groups consisting of the condensation

product of {n-\-\) moles of a diepoxy compound
with n moles of a polyol, said diepoxy compound
being a condensation product of a diphenol with an

epihalohydrin and having an epoxidic oxygen content

of from 50 to 100 percent of the theoretical value;

and

(3) 16 to 32 percent by weight, based on the weight

of the composition, of a hardener capable of hard-

ening the composition selected from the group con-

sisting of amines, aminoamides, an amidoamine of

polymerized linoleic acid and a hydrolysable imine.

3,842,025
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF LOW-
VISCOSITY, LOW-ODOROUS STYRENE/BUTA-
DIENE POLYMER DISPERSIONS CONTAIN-
ING CARBOXYL GROUPS

Herbert Schliiter, Marl, Germany, assignor to Chemische
Werke Huls AG, Marl, Germany

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 106,908, Jan. 15, 1971. This appUcation Apr. 9,

1973, Ser. No. 349,194
Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 19, 1970,

P 20 02 094.4

Int. CI. C08f 27/08
U.S. CI. 260—29.7 PT 12 Claims

1. In a process for the preparation of a polymer by

polymerizing in an aqueous dispersion a mcnomeric mix-

ture consisting essentially of on a weight percent basis,

20-80 of a conjugated diolefin, 15-80 of a vinyl mono-
mer, and 0.5-8 of a carboxylic acid having ethylenic un-

saturation a to the carboxy group and copolymerizable

with the vinyl or conjugated diene monomer, said polym-

erization being conducted at an initial pH of about 1.5-3.6

and at a temperature no greater than 100° C, and there-

after raising the pH of the polymer dispersion by the addi-

tion of a base thereto, the improvement which comprises

conducting the polymerization for 6-12 hours, after the

polymerization, neutralizing from 15-55% only of the

carboxyl group of the thus produced polymer with the

base, and then agglomerating the dispersion of partially
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neutralized polymer, thereby producing a relatively odor-
less, low viscosity aqueous polymeric dispersion.

3,842,026

AROMATIC PART-CURED POLYIMIDE
MOULDING POWDERS

David Rodney Dixon, Dunstable, England Cecil Nigel
Turton, Darien, Conn., and Ian Gabriel Williams,
Welwyn Garden City, England, assignors to Imperial
Chemical Industries Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

??° ^^^\^SX y2,185, Apr. 7, 1971. This applicaHon
Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 236,975

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 17. 1970
18,473/70; June 18, 1970, 29,625/70; Nov. 4, 1970
52,446/70; Feb. 16, 1971, 4,725/71; Aug. 16 1971
38,289/71; Canada, Mar. 30, 1971, 109,141

'

iTc r.. ,
1°^- CI. C08g 20/52,57/^^.57/^5

U.S. CI. 260-30.8 R 14 claims

1. A process for the manufacture of a part-cured poly-
imide prepolymer having an "available weight loss" be-
tween 2 and 15% comprising heating (a) a mixture of at
least one aromatic acidic monomer with at least one aro-
matic amino compound or (b) an aromatic amino carbox-
ylic compound at a temperature of at least 200° C. in the
presence of a dipolar aprotic solvent having a boiling
pomt of at least 200° C. and a melting point of at least
0° C. until the "available weight loss" of the product is
between 2 and 15%, thereafter discontinuing said heat-
mg and granulating said part-cured polyimide prepoly-
mer, wherein said aromatic acidic monomer comprises (i)
an aromatic tetracarboxylic acid or the corresponding tet-
racarboxylic dianhydride or di- or tetra-esters derived
therefrom or (ii) an aromatic tricarboxylic acid or the
corresponding tricarboxylic anhydride or the mono-, di-
or tn-esters derived therefrom, said tetracarboxylic acid
havmg its carboxylic groups arranged in pairs with each
pair of carboxylic groups being attached to adjacent nu-
clear carbon atoms or being in a peri relationship to one
another and said tricarboxylic acid having two of its car-
boxyl group in ortho or peri relationship, said aromatic
ammo compound has the general formula

Z—CO—NH—Ri—NH—CO—Z'

and wherein said aromatic aminocarboxylic compound has
the general formula

mixtures thereof, the monomers being present in said ter-
polymer in amounts of about from 78 to 88/11 to 19/0.1
to 3 weight percent respectively.

3,842,028

PROCESS FOR PREPARING SPINNING SOLUTIONS
OF POLYHYDRAZIDES

Frank Dobinson, Gulf Breeze, and Chris A. Pelezo, Pensa-
cola, Fla., assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis,

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

t?" ?!.'t2?; i^^'l^.''
•'"'>' ^^' 1'72. This applicationMay 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,456

Int. CI. C08g ii/0^
U.S. CI. 260-326 NA 4 claims

1. A polymer spinning solution having a viscosity be-
tween 1,000 and 40,000 poise consisting essentially of a
solvent selected from the group consisting of N,N-dimeth-
ylacetamide, N-methylpyrrolidone or mixtures thereof
containing at least 3.0 percent by weight of a polymer hav-
ing an inherent viscosity of at least 3.0, and 2 to 7 percent
of weight of lithium chloride, said polymer having recur-
ring units of the formula

wherein R' is selected from the group consisting of

o o
" JI-XnNHC-CNIINII-.

—R
R-

R—
I

I J'
"W

A-
R—

and

-R—

Z—CO—NH—RH/
\

COOH
wherein the bonds of each

COOH

or is the corresponding dianhydride, mono- or di-ester
thereof; in which formulae Ri is a bivalent radical of aro-
matic character, R" is a tervalent radical of aromatic
character with carboxyl groups in ortho or peri relation-
ship, —CO—Z and —CO—Z' are acyl groups or Z and
Z are groups of the formula —ORi" wherein R"i is a
monovalent aliphatic or aromatic radical free from termi-
nal or pendent methylene groups.

3,842,027

VINYL CHLORIDE POLYMER POWDERS
Stanley Hamilton Richardson, Millington, N.J., assignor

to Union Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,842

.Tc ^. .,.«
Int. CI. C08f 75/iO, ^5/i5

U.S. CI. 260-31.8 R 4 claims
1. A free flowing powder comprising from 75 to 82

parts by weight of a vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate/maleic
acid terpolymer and from 18 to 25 parts by weight of a
plasticizer ditridecyl phthalate. triisodecyl trimellitate, or

radical are meta or para oriented to one another, R is

o

—Nil— or —NUNHC-

,

n is zero or one and X is a .covalent bond or a divalent
radical selected from the group consisting of

Clla o

-0-. -CH,-. -C-. —S-. -I-.

CHj O
O

VTTr' . 11 II-NILS— and -NIIC—CNII-,

6

with the proviso that at least 90 mole percent of said poly-
mer units are of the formula

o o o
II /^^N II II-C-< >-C-NIINIIC-

O
II

—CNIINH—
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3,842,029

SYNTHETIC RESIN COMPOSITIONS
Kunio Saito, Yokohama, Tatsuo Ishii, Suita, and Shige-

toshi Seta, Nobeoka, Japan, assignors to Asahl Kasei
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,292

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 29, 1972,

47/20,136

Int. CI. C08g57/0'/
U.S. CI. 260—37 N 4 Claims

1. An improved synthetic resin composition compris-

ing: I

(I) 10-150 parb by weight based on 100 parts of the

total amount of (11) -(-(III) of glass fiber,

(II) 99-50 parts by weight based on 100 parts of the

total amount of (ll)-f (III) of at least one polyamide

resin selected from the group consisting of nylon 6,

nylon 7, nylon 11, nylon 12, nylon 66, nylon 610 and

nylon 612, and
(III) 1-50 parts by weight based on 100 parts of the

total amount of (11)-}- (III) of thermoplastic block

copolymer of conjugated diolefin-monovinyl aro-

matic hydrocarbon having the general formula of

(B—S)n,

(B—S)„-B
or

(S—B)n-
wherein, B is substantially conjugated diolefin poly-

mer block, S is monovinyl aromatic hydrocarbon
block, and n is a whole number of from 2 to 5, the

molecular weight of said block copolymer being from
5,000 to 500,000 and the content of said vinyl aro-

matic hydrocarbon being from 10 to 70 weight per-

cent.

wherein Y is hydrogen or chlorine; R represents hydrogen,

alkyl or hydroxyalkyl, Rj represents

-A-Xi

-<z.X
B-X2

D-B-X:

Xs
I

D-N-B-X2
X,

I

-N-D-B-X2

or

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

wherein A represents alkylene connected to Xi, Xi repre-

sents hydroxyl, amino or alkylamino, B represents an

alkylene group connected to X2, X2 represents hydroxyl;

D represents—SO2— or —CO— , X3 represents hydrogen,

alkyl or hydroxyalkyl, X4 represents amino, alkylamino

or hydroxyl substituted alkyl amino, R2 represents hydro-

gen or alkyl, R3 represents alkyl or alkylamino; x repre-

sents an integer from 1-4; y represents or an integer

from 1-3 and x+y is 1,2, 3, or 4.

3,842,030

PROCESS FOR PREPARING COLORED
SYNTHETIC LEATHER

Shigeo Maeda, Minoru Ozutsumi, Isao Niimura, and
Hideo Okazaki, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Hodogaya
Chemical Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,365

Claims priority, application Japan, July 26, 1972,

I

47/74,162

Int. CI. C08g57/6<5
U.S. CI. 260—37 N 10 Claims

1. In a process for preparing a colored polyurethaVie

leather by reacting a polyisocyanate with a polyol or a

pblyurethane, the improvement which comprises reacting

said polyisocyanate with a copper phthalocyanine dye hav-

ing the formula

3,842,031

FRICTION MATERIAL
John B. Lumb, Bradford, and Michael Edwards, Leeds,

England, assignors to BBA Group Limited, Cleckhea-
ton, Yorkshire, England

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Sen No.
133,765, Apr. 13, 1971, now Patent No. 3,723,382.

This application Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 310,001

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 29, 1971,

55,315/71

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Mar. 27, 1990, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. C08g57/0'/
U.S. CI. 260—38 15 Claims

1. A compacted friction material comprising nickel sul-

--f)hide formed in situ from 15% to 85% by weight of finely

divided nickel and 5% to 65% by weight of antimony

sulphide, and 5% to 45% by weight of at least one ma-
terial selected from the group consisting of fillers and

friction modifiers.

CuPc
/
(SO}NRR,)» -I

\/ e/ e® \
/ SO3NHR2RJ \

(SO2NRR1).

/ ee \
/ S0|NHR2Rj 1

V ^ ).

3,842,032

METHOD OF COLORING UNSATURATED POLY-
ESTER RESIN SHAPED ARTICLE

Katsuo Sato and Yoshio Imae, Hiratsuka, Japan, assignors

to Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Company, Inc., Tokyo,
Japan

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Sen No. 287,021

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 7, 1971,
46/68,490

Int. CI. C08g57/(?4
U.S. CI. 260—40 R 7 Claims

1. A method of coloring an unsaturated polyester resin

shaped article, which comprises coloring a low-shrinkage

unsaturated polyester resin with a carbon black-polymer

composition produced by reacting carbon black with a

vinyl monomer compatible with the unsaturated polyester

resin in the presence of a free radical polymerization

initiator.
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3,842,033

FLAME RETARDANTS FOR POLYMERS
Donnie G. Brady, Ernest A. Zuech, and Roy A. Gray,

Bartlesyille, Okla., assignors to PhUUps Petroleum Com-
pany, Bartlesville, Okla.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

iTa «"';J??c'*^'^T^^f*"y 2^*' *^71- ™s application
Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 386,576

iot-ClCOSf 45/46
U.S. CI. 260-45.75 B jq Claims

1. A polymeric composition comprising:
(a) a polymer selected from the group consisting of

polyolefins, polyamides, and polystyrenes; and
(b) 0.5 to 15 parts by weight per 100 parts by weight
of said polymer of a compound having the general
formula

-O-R
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wherein R is a 2,3-dibromo alkyl radical containing 3-10
carbon atoms, and R' and R" are hydrogen or alkyl radi-
cals having 1-6 carbon atoms.

^JJ.^^^'^ POLYURETHANE-ISOCYANURATES

N^^V^Llk^R^E^S^Sf
^^''^^ CONDEN^S^?^^!

^
23^8l?8° Mari?"'iW"-P'^ S^

application Ser. No.

Thifll' I- J" ^l' ^^li' "°^ P^^«n* No. 3,723,367.This apphcahon Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328 369
TTc r^. ,.«

Int. CI. C08g 22/7^, ii/{?2
U.S. CI. 260—47 CB 5 f^^^

1. A normally solid, fusible composition capable of
being transformed into a thermoset composition by sub-
jectmg said fusible composition to heat, wherein said fusi-
ble coinposition comprises the reaction product of (a)an alkylene oxide condensate of a novolak, (b) a stoichio-
metric excess of an organic polyisocyanate, and (c) a
catalytically effective quantity of a catalyst for promot-
ing the formation of isocyanurate from isocyanate, where-

;he:mos:rst:ge."
'"^""^'^' '' ^°°''"^ ^^^°- --h-s

3,842,034

RUBBER COxMPOSmONS

^S°*° ^'ST'b ^'"2^^' ^°'''»"' Noboru Kusakabe,Muneo Matsubara, Masaru Ito, and Yutaka Baba

frJ!?l°:i^P^'
assignors to Bridgestone Tire Company

Limited, Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,603
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 24. 1972

47/28,899
*

TTc r.. ,^« .
Int. CI. C08c 77/52

U.S. CI. 260—45.8 N 7 claims
1. A vulcanizable composition comprising
a rubber having unsaturated double bonds in the

molecule and
a nitroso-quinoline compound having the general for-
mula

NO R,

R«-|- R,

R» R« Rj

Wherein R„ R2, R3, R,. r^, and R, may be the same or
different and are selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen, hydroxyl group, alkyl, aralkyl, cycloalkyl and
aminoalkyl radicals having up to 15 carbon atoms.

3,842,035
POWDER COATING COMPOSITION

Comelis H. J. Klaren, Delft, Netherlands, assignor to
Shell Oil Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 292,205
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 1. 1971

45,791/71

„„ ^. lot- CI. COSg 30/14
U.S. CI. 260-47 EN 9 claims

1. A heat curable powder coating composition which
cures to a matt finish comprising (A) one part by weight
of a powder composition comprising a polyepoxide hav-
mg more thane one oxirane group and a latent epoxy
cunng agent, said composition having a gel time of from
6 to 30 minutes and (B) from 0.5 to 5 parts by weight of
a powder composition comprising a polyepoxide having
more than one oxirane group, a latent epoxy curing agent
and a curing accelerator, the ratio of the gel time of (A)
to (B) being no more than 20.

3 842 037
'^^.^^^^ ^^^ PREPARING HIGHER MOLECULARWEIGHT POLYEPOXIDE PRODUCTS BY CONDENSING LOWER MOLECULAR WEIGHT POLYEPOXIDE WITH POLYHYDRIC PHENOLS
teije H. Sinnema Amsterdam, Netheriands, assignor to

T».T ^ ." "'' Company, New York, N.Y.No Drawing. Filed May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,675
Claims priority, appUcation Netheriands, June 8. 1972

7226794

WTO ^. « Int. CI. C08g iO/0^
U.S. CI. 260-47 EP

^
g claims

1. In a process for preparing higher molecular weight
resinous polyepoxides by condensing a lower molecular
weight polyepoxide having more than one vicinal epoxy
group with a polyhydric phenol in the presence of an
alkaline condensation catalyst wherein the ratio of epoxide
groups to phenolic hydroxyl groups is from about 1.05
to about 10, the improvement which comprises adding
an inorganic acid having a pKa below about 4 in amount
to neutralize said catalyst when at least 85% of the phe-
nolic hydroxyl groups present in the starting materials
have been converted.

3,842,038
PHOTOCONDUCTTVE POLYMERIC CONDENSA-
TION PRODUCTS OF FORMALDEHYDE WITH
^^.^^^"•^^CLE^'* CARBOCYCLIC ARO-MATIC COMPOUND

Bernd Lohr, Wiesbaden, and Heinz Herrmann, Wies-
baden-Biebrich, Germany, assignors to Kalle Aktien-
gesellschaft, Wiesbaden-Biebrich, Germany

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,725
Int. CI. C08g 7/00

U.S. CI. 260—67 A 10 Claims
1. A photoconductive polymer condensation product,

of formaldehyde or para-formaldehyde and at least one
multi-nuclear, carbocyclic aromatic compound, composed
of recurrent, non cross-linked units of at least one of the
following formulae

Xi CHj

and

L Jn

-Z\/\
X4

I X7\y Jn
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wherein

Xi and X 2 are selected from the group consisting of hy-
drogen, alkyl or alkoxy with 1 to 4 carbon atoms each,

or halogen,

X3 and X4 are selected from the group consisting of alkyl

or alkoxy with 1 to 4 carbon atoms each, or halogen,

and
n is an integer between about 6 and 10,

said product being soluble in tetrahydrofuran at room
temperature.

3,842,039

THREE STAGE PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION
OF RESINS FROM UREA AND FORMALDEHYDE

Silvio Yargiu, Sesto San Giovanni, and Giorgio Mazzoleni
and Ugo Nistri, Milan, Italy, assignors to Societa
Italiana Resine S.I.R. S.p.A., Milan, Italy

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No 318,793

Claims priority, application Italy, Dec. 27, 1971,
32,957/71

Int. CI. C08g 9/70
U.S. CI. 260—69 R 6 Claims

1. Process for the continuous preparation of urea form-
aldehyde resins characterised:

in a first stage of reaction, by the supply of urea and
formaldehyde in molar ratios of formaldehyde to

urea of 2:1 to 2.7:1 and in that stage working at

temperatures of 60 to 95° C. with the pH of the

aqueous reaction medium ranging from 8 to 9.5,

the contact time being from 15 to 50 minutes;
by supplying the product from the first stage to a second

stage of reaction together with formic acid and, in

the said second stage, working at temperatures of
60 to 95° C. with a pH in the aqueous reaction

medium of 4.0 to 5.5, the contact time being from
4 to 10 minutes;

by neutralising the product discharged from the second
stage to a pH of 6.8 to 7.5;

by supplying the said neutralised product to a third

stage of reaction together with urea and working in

that third stage with molar ratios of formaldehyde
to urea of 1.40:1 to 1.65:1, at temperatures of 60
to 95° C. with a pH in the reaction medium of 5.7

to 6.8 and the contact time being between 60 and
240 minutes;

by cooling the urea formaldehyde resin discharged from
the third stage and bringing its pH value to approx-
imately 8.

3,842,040

MANUFACTURE OF POLYESTERS
Anthony Arthur Briarly Browne and James Eric Mclntyre,

Harrogate, England, assignors to Imperial Chemical In-
dustries Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,184

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 21, 1972,
34,202/72; Nov. 14, 1972, 52,551/72

Int. CI. C08g 17/003
U.S. CI. 260—75 M 20 Claims

1. A process for the manufacture of a poly (alkylene
arylene dicarboxylate) wherein an aromatic dicarboxylic
acid in the particulate solid state is reacted with an
ester-forming derivative of a diol having no free hydroxyl
groups to form a poly (alkylene arylene dicarboxylate),
wherein reaction conditions are so controlled that through-
out the reaction a major part of the reaction mass forms
a particulate solid phase.

3,842,041

SOLID STATE MANUFACTURE OF POLYESTERS
Anthony Arthur Briarly Browne and James Eric Mclntyre,

Harrogate, England, assignors to Imperial Chemical In.
dustries Limited, London, England

No Drawing. Filed July 13, 1973, Ser. No. 378,937

Int. CI. C08g 17/003
U.S. CI. 260—75 M 20 Claims

1. A process for the manufacture of poly (alkylene ary-
lene dicarboxylate) wherein an aromatic dicarboxylic
acid in the particulate solid state is reacted with a diol or
a diol monoacylate to form a poly(alkyIene arylene di-

carboxylate), wherein reaction conditions are so con-
trolled that throughout the reaction a major part of the
reaction mass forms a particulate solid phase.

3,842,042

FILM FORMING POLYURETHANES
John C. Wilson and Frederick Hamb, Rochester, N.Y.,

assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No.
194,506, now Patent No. 3,769,264. Divided and this

application Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,623

Int. CI. C08g 22/76
U.S. CI. 260—77.5 AP 5 Claims

1. A film forming polyurethane comprising a polymer
having the structure:

R« R»

O

C-O-H2C-I-S

R4

/X o

S CH,O C-NH-R«-NH-

\x
R^ ' /\ ' "R«

Ri RJ

-O

C—O—R«—O—C-NH-Rio-NH-T-,1

wherein;

n is a mole fraction and is a positive number less than or

equal to 1;

m is a mole fraction and equals 1 — n;

R' and R3 are independently selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrogen and alkyl radicals, of from 1 to 6
carbon atoms;

R2 is an alkyl radical from 1 to 6 carbon atoms;
R^, R5, R6 and R'' are independently selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen, aryl radicals, halogen
atoms, nitro radicals, cyano radicals, amino radicals,

and alkoxy radicals;

R8, R9 and R^o are independently selected from the group
consisting of alkylene radicals of from 2 to 10 carbon
atoms, arylene radicals, arylenebisalkylene radicals

wherein the alklylene portion has 1 to 6 carbon atoms,

cycloalkylene radicals, alkylenebisarylene radicals

wherein the alkylene portion contains 1 to 12 carbon
atoms, alkylidenebisarylene radicals wherein the alky-

lidene portion contains 1 to 12 carbon atoms, arylene-

alkylene radicals; units having the formula:

Ri R«

and the units having the formula:

RI8 R20 RII

I

/v<
R"

x/\
Rl»
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wherein R^^ and R'^ are independently selected from
the group consisting of hydrogen atoms, aryl radicals,

halogen atoms, nitro radicals, amino radicals, cyano
radicals and alkoxy radicals and R^o and R^i are inde-

pendently selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen atoms, alkyl radicals, of from 1 to 16 carbon atoms,

cycloalkyl radicals of from 4 to 6 carbon atoms, aryl

radicals having from 6 to 20 carbon atoms and where-

in R20 and R^i taken together with the carbon atom
to which they are attached can represent a monocyclic,

polycyclic or heterocyclic moiety having from 4 to 15

atoms in the ring system.

3,842,043

PROCESS FOR PREPARING POLYESTERS IN THE
PRESENCE OF AN IMPROVED POLYCONDENSA-
TION CATALYST

Kazuya Chimura, Kazuo Ito, Shunichi Takashima, and
Masao Kawashima, Otake, Japan, assignors to Mitsu-
bishi Rayon Company, Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
10,260, Feb. 10, 1970. This application Mar. 14, 1973,
Ser. No. 340,996

Int. CI. C08g 17/015
U.S. CI. 260—75 R 6 Claims

1. A process for preparing polyesters comprising poly-

condensing at least one glycol terephthalate in the pres-

ence of a polycondensation catalyst which is prepared
by dissolving germanium dioxide in a glycol solvent in

the presence of a solubilizing agent selected from the

group consisting of calcium, magnesium, strontium and
zinc, and formates, acetates, benzoates, linear polyphos-
phates, citrates, oxalates, methoxides, ethoxides, propox-
ides, butoxides and ethylene glycoxides of the above-
mentioned metals, in a ratio of 0.25 to 2.0 atoms of the
solubilizing agent metal per atom of germanium.

3,842,044

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING SULTONE- OR HY-
DROXYALKANESULFONATE-MODIFIED POLY-
AMIDES
James W. Cleary, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

PhilUps Petroleum Company
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,262

Int. CI. C08g 20120, 20/38
U.S. CI. 260—78 R 3 Claims

1. In producing a fiber forming polyamide consisting
essentially of the fiber forming aliphatic polycarbonamide
product of a dicarboxylic acid and a diamine, or a salt of
a dicarboxylic acid and a diamine, a method for improv-
ing the dyeability of the resultant polymer comprising
incorporating into said polyamide from about 0.05 to
about 5 mole percent 1,3-propanesultone.

3,842,045
AMORPHOUS POLYAMIDES FROM BIS(4.AMIN0-

c^o K9Sf^^^ '^^^'^^^^NE AND A MIXTURE OFSTRAIGHT CHAIN DICARBOXYLIC ACIDS
Robert W. Campbell, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company
No Drawing. Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,095

WTO ^. -,
Int. CI. C08g 20/20

U.S. CI. 260-78 R g claims
1. A substantially amorphous, optically clear solid

polyamide resin consisting essentially of the polymeric
condensation reaction product of (a) bis(4-aminocyclo-
hexyl) methane of 40-54 percent trans,trans configuration
and (b) a mixture of 50-70 mole percent dodecanedioic
acid and 50-30 mole percent suberic acid or a mixture of
50-70 mole percent dodecanedioic acid and 50-30 mole
percent azelaic acid.

3,842,046
POLYAMIDES OF TRIMETHYLHEXAMETHYLENE-
DIAMINE CYCLOALIPHATIC DICARBOXYLIC
ACID AND CARBOCYCLIC AROMATIC DICAR-
BOXYLIC ACID

Karl Schmitt, Heme, Fritz Gude, Wanne-Eickel, and
Siegfried Brandt, Heme, Germany, assignors to VEBA-
Chemie Aktiengesellschaft, Gelsenkirchen-Buer, Ger-
many

No Drawing. Original application June 26, 1969, Ser. No.
836,950, now Patent No. 3,692,749. Divided and this
application July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,896

Int. CI. C08g 20/20
U.S. CI. 260—78 R 3 Claims

1. Polyamide consisting essentially of polymeric con-
densation product of (1) 2,4,4-trimthylhexamethy'enedi-
amine, 2,2,4-trimethylhexamethylenediamine. or a mix-
ture thereof, (2) 1,4-cyclohexane dicarboxylic acid, 1,3-

cyclohexane dicarboxylic acid or a mixture thereof, and
(3) benzene dicarboxylic acid, the cyclohexane and ben-
zene dicarboxylic acids being in the molar ratio of 25:75
to 75:25, said polyamide having a numerical average
molecular weight greater than 15 000 as determined by
measuring the reduced viscosity of said polyamide in a
1% solution in pure formic acid at 20° C.

3,842,047
HYDROGEN TRANSFER POLYMERIZATION OF 2-

PYRROLIDONE WITH ANIONIC CATALYST
Stephen F. Pusztaszeri, P.O. Box 1181,

Port Chester, N.Y. 10573
No Drawing. Continuation-m-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 237,173, Mar. 22, 1972. This application
Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 344,036

Int. CI. C08g 20/18
U.S. CI. 260-78 P 12 Claims

1. Process for the polymerization of substantially pure,
substantially anhydrous 2-pyrrolidone which comprises

-

the steps of:

(a) mixing the 2-pyrroIidone with a substantially an-
hydrous alkaline reactant selected from the group
consisting of alkali metals, alkali metal hydroxides
and alkali metal bicarbonates in a mole ratio of from
about 10:1 to 27:1;

(b) heating said mixture under vacuum to a temper-
ature of from 100° to 120° C. to react the alkaline
reactant with the 2-pyrrolidone and form a mixture
comprising 2-pyrrolidone and the alkali metal salt
of 2-pyrrolidone and to distill off the water formed
in the reaction mixture;

(c) cooling the reaction mixture to room temperature;
(d) bubbling a dry gas selected from the group con-

sisting of carbon dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and sulfur
dioxide through the previously cooled reaction mix-
ture in an amount sufl^cient to react with substan-
tially all of the metal in the 2-pyrrolidone salt;

(e) mixing the mixture of step (d) with between about
1-5% by weight, based upon the weight of the re-

action mixture, of an inert drying agent; and
(f) heating to a temperature of from 48° C. to 52° C.

for at least about 40 hours to produce a filament
forming polymer.

3,842,048
FIRE RETARDANT CROSSLINKED COPOLYMERS

Jung II Jin, Irvington, N.Y., assignor to Stauffer
Chemical Company, Westport, Conn.

No Drawing. Original applicaHon Oct. 28, 1970, Ser. No.
84,871, now Patent No. 3,726,839, dated Apr. 10,
1973. Divided and this application Sept. 21, 1972, Ser.
No. 291,128

Int. CI. C08f 3/62
U.S. CI. 260—78.5 BB 8 Claims

1. A solid crosslinked copolymer of (1) from about
2-60%, by weight of the total copolymer, of at least one
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monomer containing two or more polymerizable, ethyl-

enically unsaturated bonds; (2) from about 3-98% by
weight of at least one bis (hydrocarbyl) vinylphosphonate
having the structure:

CHa=

X O OR-,
11/
-p

;

\
0R--

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of hydro-

gen, halogen, cyano, aryl, and haloaryl, Ci-Cja alkyl and
haloalkyl, and

o Ri-
ll /—

p

\
R-

wherein R and R, are hydrocarbyl and substituted hydro-
carbyl groups having non-interfering substituents, said

hydrocarbyl and said substituted hydrocarbyl groups con-

taining up to about 18 carbon atoms, inclusive, with the

proviso that R and Rj can be the same, different or con-

joint; and (3) the remainder being at least one mono-
functional vinyl comonomer selected from the group con-

sisting of the vinyl halides, the vinyjidene halides, the

alpha-olefms, the vinyl esters of carboxylic acids, the

C1-C20 alkyl esters of acrylic and methacrylic acid, the

arylhalo and nitro-substituted benzyl esters of acrylic and
methacrylic acid, the ethylenically unsaturated monocar-
boxylic acids, the ethylenically unsaturated dicarboxylic

acids, their anhydrides and their Ci-C2° mono- and di-

alkyl esters, the amides of ethylenically unsaturated car-

boxylic acids, the vinyl aryl compounds, and the C1-C20
alkyl vinyl ethers, said monofunctional vinyl comonomer
being present in an amount up to about 90% by weight.

3,842,049

METHOD OF PRODUCING AN IMPROVED POLY-
CARBONAMIDE BY INCORPORATING THEREIN
A CHLOROHYDRIN ETHER OR DERIVATIVE
THEREOF

'

IJ
1, Suita,Isao Kimura, ^uita, Fumimaro Ogata, Osaka, and

Koichiro Ohtomo, Takatsuki, Japan, assignors to
Kanebo, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
120,313, Mar. 2, 1971, which is a continuation-in-part
of applicaHon Ser. No. 777,864, Nov. 21, 1968, both
now abandoned. This application June 12, 1973, Ser.

No. 369,284

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 29, 1967,
42/76,921; Sept. 5, 1968, 43/63,937

Int. CI. C08g 20/38
U.S. CI. 260—78 R 5 Claims

1. A method of producing an improved fiber-forming

linear polycarbonamide having excellent hydrophilicity

which comprises adding to

(a) at least one of fiber-forming linear polycarbon-

amide-forming reactants selected from the group
consisting of lactams, w-aminocarboxylic acids and
salts of a dicarboxylic acid selected from the group
consisting of adipic acid, sebacic acid, terephthalic

acid and isophthalic acid with hexamethylenediamine
(b) at least one polyoxyalkylene glycol derivative se-

lected from the group consisting of polyoxyalkylene
glycol-bischlorohydrin ethers of the formula

HOCHCHj-(OR)a-OCHjCHOH

CHjCl CHjCl

polyoxyalkylene glycol-monochlorohydrin ethers of
the formula

R'-(OR)n-OCHjCHOH

CHjCl

polyoxyalkylene glycol-bisglycidyl ethers of the for-

mula

CHjCHCHj-(0R)n-0H2CHriI,V V
polyoxyalkylene glycol-monoglycidyl ethers of the

formula

R'-(OR)„-OCHjCHCH,
\/
o

polyoxyalkylene glycol-bisaminohydrin ethers of the

formula

H0CHCH3-(0R)n-0CHjCH0H,

CHjNR"(CHs)2NHR" CH2NR"(CH2)2NHR"

and polyoxyalkylene glycol-monoaminohydrin ethers

of the formula

R'-(OR)„—ocnjCHon

CH2NR"(CH2)2NnR"

wherein R is ethylene or propylene, R' is hydrogen,

methyl, ethyl, propyl, phenyl, methylphenyl or ethyl-

phenyl, R" is hydrogen or methyl and /; is an integer

from 4 to 454. the amount of component (b) being

from 0.5% to 20% by weight of component (a)

either before, during or after polycondensation of

said fiber-forming linear polycarbonamide-forming

reactants and then reacting the component (a) with

the component (b) at a temperature of 200-280° C.

for at least 5 minutes.

3,842,050

MALEIC ACID HALF ESTER TERMINATED POLY-
STYRENE MACROMOLECULAR MONOMERS
HAVING A SUBSTANTIALLY UNIFORM MOLEC-
ULAR WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Ralph Milkovich, Naperville, and Mutong T. Chiang,
Palos Heights, III., assignors to CPC International Inc.

No Drawing. Application Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,099,
now Patent No. 3,786,116, which is a continuation-in-

part of application Ser. No. 244,205, Apr. 14, 1972,
which in turn is a continuation-in-part of application

Ser. No. 117,733, Feb. 22, 1971, now abandoned. Di-
vided and this application July 2, 1973, Ser. No.
376,029

Int. CI. C08f 7/04, 27/12, 27/00
U.S. CI. 260—78.4 D 18 Claims

1. A copolymerizable macromolecular monomer having

a substantially uniform molecillar weight distribution such

that its ratio Jlw/JIn is not substantially above about

1.1, wherein Mw is the weight average molecular weight

of the macromolecular monomer, and Mn is the number
average molecular weight of the macromolecular mono-
mer, said macromolecular monomer being represented by

the structural formula:

R

- -CHaC
'1 o

II

CHjCHaOC
\
CH
CH

HOC=0
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wherein R is lower alkyl and R' is either hydrogen or
methyl, and n is a positive integer having a value of at
least about 20, and alkali metal salts thereof.

3,842,051

PHOTOPOLYMERIZABLE COPOLYMERIC
COMPOSITIONS

Richard J. Himics, Lake Hiawatha, N.J., assignor to Sun
Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Sen No.
44,534, June 8, 1970, now Patent No. 3,759,942. This
application Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,920

Int. CI. C08f 19/00; C09d 11/10; C09j 7/02
U.S. CI. 260-78.5 E 18 Claims

1. A photopoiymerizable film-forming crosslinking co-
polymer that consists essentially of (a) about 1-99 per-
cent by weight of units derived from an ethylenically un-
saturated monomer and (b) about 1-99 percent by weight
of units derived from a compound having the structure

o

.XY

R» HjC "CHRi

RO-(i)a— ^- ^
-C-N

R« n,C CHR2

o

wherein R is

-C(0)CH=CH,. -(O)C-CH,, -(0)CHjC=CHj.

CHi COOH
-(0)CH=CH

, -C(0)^^_—coon, or

COOH \ /
o

R' HsC CHRi
-C(0)cu=cncoo(6)„—

'

\ /
o

[RJ

R\ R2, R3, R4 ,s each —H, CgHs, an alkyl group of
1 to 20 carbon atoms, an aryl or an alkyl group having
halogen, mercaptan, disulfide, alkene, peroxy, carbonyl,
amide, amme, carboxyl, or hydroxyl substitution and may
be the same or different, n is an integer of to 20; XY may
be absent, or X may be —H, an alkyl group of 1 to 20 car-
bon atoms, phenyl, benzyl, substituted phenyl, or substi-
tuted benzyl and Y may be —CI, Br, —I, —SO,C.H,CH,
-OQH,(N03)3, -HSO„ -H3PO,, or -NO3: or Y may
be absent and X may be BF3, FeClg. or AICI3.

process being carried out in one stage at atmospheric pres-
sure comprising:

(a) feeding a hydrocarbon solution of the polymer
which contains hydrocarbon solvent having a boiling
temperature below water, the polymer and un-re-
acted monomer into a solvent-removal vessel con-
taining water and forming a suspension of said hy-
drocarbon solution in said water;

(b) while feeding said hydrocarbon solution, treating
said suspended solution by feeding live steam into
said suspension to keep said suspension agitated and
vigorous stirring said suspension and regulating said
live steam feed so as to maintain the temperature

r^

^

=j-,V
Or

at a temperature between 70° C. and 75° C. and the
pressure at atmospheric pressures;

(c) stopping the feed of the hydrocarbon solution of
the polymer into said vessel when a value of the
water/polymer ratio in said vessel from about 20/1
to about 6/1 has been reached;

(d) after the feed of said hydrocarbon solution into
said vessel is stopped, feeding more live steam into
said vessel so that the temperature in said vessel
reaches a value very near the boiling temperature
of the water in said vessel in the process conditions
while the pressure in said vessel is maintained at
atmospheric pressure whereby the solvent still pres-
ent in the polymer is less than 0.5% by weight based
on the polymer;

(e) subjecting the suspension at such temperature
near the boiling temperature of the water to a filtra-
tion and separating polymer crumbs and hot water
and recycling said hot water to the solvent-removal
vessel until a polymer-water ratio not higher than
l/IOO is reached in said solvent-removal vessel.

3,842,052

PROCESS FOR REMOVING THE SOLVENT FROMSOLUTIONS OF GUMMY POLYMERS
Silvano Gordini and Sergio Noe, San Donato Milanese.

Italy, assignors to Snam Progetti, S.p.A., Milan, Italy

^JSln"-^'?"
«f aPP««^ation Ser. No. 81,476, Oct. 16,1970. This application Dec. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 316,572

iTc r>. -,.«
Int. CI. C08d 5/(?0

U.S. CI. 260-80.78
,2 Claims

I. Batch process for removing the solvent from gummy
solutions of polymers selected from group consisting of
polybutadiene. polyisoprene and olefin terpolymers said

3,842,053

PERFLUOROALKYL IODIDE MODIFIED
POLYBUTADIENE RESINS

Jose L. Villa, Hightstown, and Hyman Iserson, Trenton,
N.J., assignors to Thiokol Chemical Corporation,
Bristol, Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

Xl\^f''^^®' -^"'y ^' ^'73- This application Dec. 28.
1973, Ser. No. 429,478

Int. CI. C08d 5/0^
U.S. CI. 260-83.3 19 claims

1. A perfluoroalkyl iodide modified functionally-ter-
minated butadiene polymer prepared from the reaction
of perfluoroalkyl iodide and a functionally-terminated
polymer containing pendent vinyl groups wherein at least
some of said pendent groups are reacted with said per-
fluoroalkyl iodide in a solvent under refluxing conditions
at a temperature of from 50 to about 130° C. and in the
presence of a catalyst.
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3,842,054
VINYL-TYPE ADDITION POLYMERS CONTAINING
A PLURALITY OF TERTIARY NITROGENS
QUATERNIZED WITH AN EPIHALOHYDRIN

Gerald I. Keim, West Grove, Pa., assignor to Hercules
Incorporated, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 131,399, Apr. 5, 1971. This application
Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,626

Int. CI. C08f 7/12, 15/02
U.S. CI. 260—86.1 N 14 Claims

1. A method which comprises reacting in an aqueous
medium maintained at a pH of from about 7 to about 9.5

and at a temperature of from about 30° C. to about 80°

C. (1) an epihalohydrin and (2) an addition-type polymer
of an ester monomer of the formula

]IjC:

R O

-c- -0-A-N
\

R'

R'

wherein R is hydrogen or methyl; R' is methyl or ethyl;

R" is methyl or ethyl; and A is a C2-C6 aikylene having

at least 2 carbon atoms between the adjoined oxygen and
nitrogen, at least about 20% of the polymer weight being

attributable to the ester monomer.

3,842,055
PROCESS FOR DISPERSION POLYMERIZATION
OF VINYL CHLORIDE WITH LOW POLYMER
DEPOSITION

Richard Gabriel, Thomas Balwe, Johann Bauer, Kurt
Fendel, and Rupert Kaczerofsky, Burghausen, Germany,
assignors to Wacker Chemie GmbH, Munich, Germany

Filed June 13, 1973, Ser. No. 369,497
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 14, 1972,

P 22 39 942.4
Int. CI. C08f 7/77, 7/95

U.S. CI. 260—87.1 7 Claims

^.-.42:1

1. In the freel-i-adical polymerization process for the

production of polymerizates in an aqueous dispersion con-
taining at least 60% of polyvinyl chloride, with low poly-
mer deposits, which comprises the steps of mixing (1)
monomers selected from the group consisting of vinyl

chloride and mixtures of vinyl chloride with up to 40%
by weight of olefinically mono-unsaturated compounds
copolymerizable with vinyl chloride, (2) a free-radical-

forming polymerization catalyst, (3) dispersion stabil-

izers selected from the group consisting of protective col-

loids, emulsifiers and mixtures thereof, and (4) water,

heating said mixture under agitation to a polymerization
temperature of between 0° C. and 80° C. and recovering

said polymerizate, the improvement which consists in

conducting said polymerization in a confined space and
spraying a fine spray of water in a total amount of from
20% to 100% by volume of the volume of said mono-
mers, onto the exposed surfaces of said confined space

during the period of said polymerization and during any
distillation of unreacted monomers from the polymerizate
dispersion, whereby a polymerizate is recovered with low
polymer deposits.

3,842,056
METHOD FOR PRODUCING POLYVINYL

CHLORIDE
Masataka Torigoe, Masami Wada, and Kazuaki Nakano,

Minamata, and Shiro Aruga, Tokyo, Japan, assignors
to Chisso Corporation, Osaka, Japan

Filed July 27, 1971, Ser. No. 166,415
Claims priority, application Japan, July 31, 1970,

45 67.095
Int. CI. C08f 7/09

U.S. CI. 260—92.8 W 2 Claims

a
UJz

Li 50
0:

Q:
UJ
tj 40
o

^
^

20-

10 •

OHh
800 1000 1400 1800

AVERAGE POLYMERIZATION DEGREE

1. In the well known method for producing polyvinyl-

chloride by polymerizing vinyl chloride monomer in an
aqueous dispersion medium utilizing a suspension stabi-

lizer, an initiator, and conventional temperatures, pres-

sures, and reaction times, the improvement which com-
prises utilizing as the suspension stabilizer, 0.01-2.0% by
weight of a polyethylene oxide and 0.01-2.0% by weight

of a nonionic surfactant based upon the weight of the

monomer, the weight average molecular weight of said

polyethylene oxide being within the range of

4xl04-1.2xl0«.

3,842,057
VINYL ESTER TERMINATED MACROMOLECULAR
MONOMERS HAVING A SUBSTANTIALLY UNI-
FORM MOLECULAR WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING SAME

Ralph Milkovich, Naper>ille, and Mutong T. Chiang,
Palos Heights, III., assignors to CPC International Inc.

No Drawing. Application Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,099,
now Patent No. 3,786,116, which is a continuation-in-
part of application Ser. No. 244,205, Apr. 14, 1972,
which in turn is a continuation-in-part of application
Ser. No. 117,733, Feb. 22, 1971. Divided and this

appUcation July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 376,082
Int. CI. C08f 7/04, 27/00

U.S. CI. 260—93.5 A 10 Claims
1. A copolymerizable macromolecular monomer having

a substantially uniform molecular weight distribution such

that its ratio of Hw/lTn is not substantially above about

1.1, wherein Mw is the weight average molecular weight

of the macromolecular monomer, and Mn is the number
average molecular weight of the macromolecular mono-
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mer, said macromolecular monomer being represented by monomer, said macromolecular monomer being repre-
the structural formula: sented by the structural formula:

/A.
R-

R- -CH,-CC CH^C-CH,-C—O C Ilr

I

/X
^CII,

-CHa

O
II

-CHjCHjOC—C^CHj
I

R"

—III

wherein R is lower alkyl and R' is hydrogen or methyl,
and n is a positive integer having a value of at least

about 20.

wherein R is lower alkyl and R' and R" are each either
hydrogen or methyl, and /; is a positive integer having a
value of at least about 20.

3,842,058
VINYL ETHER TERMINATED POLYSTYRENE
MACROMOLECLL.AR MONOMERS HAVING
A SUBSTANTIALLY UxMFORM MOLECULAR
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Ralph Milkovich, Naperville, and Mutong T. Chiang,
Palos Heights, III., assignors to CPC International Inc.

No Drawing. Application Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,099,
now Patent No. 3,786,116, which is a continuation-in-
part of application Ser. No. 244,205, Apr. 14, 1972,
which in turn is a continuation-in-part of application
Ser. No. 117,733, Feb. 22, 1971, now abandoned.
Divided and this application July 2, 1973, Ser. No.
376,083

Int. CI. C07c 41/00; C08f 7/04, 27/00
U.S. CI. 260—93.5 A 10 Claims

1. A copolymerizable macromolecular monomer hav-
ing a substantially uniform molecular weight distribution

such that its ratio ofJ\ln/7In is not substantially above
about 1.1, wherein .Mw is the weight average molecular
weight of the macromolecular monomer, and Mn is the
number average molecular weight of the macromolecular
monomer, said macromolecular monomer being repre-
sented by the structural formula:

3,842,060
ETHYLENE POLYMERIZATION PROCESS

George K. McDonald, Park Ridge, Robert M. Douglas,
Harrington Park, and Irving Leibson, Wvckoft. N.J.,
assignors to Dart Industries, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 388,306

Int. CI. C08f 1/60, 1/82, 3/04
U.S. CI. 260—94.9 R g Claims

1. In a process for the continuous polymerization of
monomer comprising ethylene in the presence of a free
radical initiator employing a reaction system comprising
an indirectly cooled tubular reactor wherein monomer
is introduced at least to the inlet of the reactor and fresh
monomer make-up gas is provided to th^' reaction system,
the polymer product is separated from unrcacied mono-
mer and unreacted monomer is recycled to the reactor,
the improvement which comprises continuously adding
hydrogen to the reactor in amounts corresponding to be-
tween 10 and 150 p.p.m. by volume of the fresh monomer
make-up gas to the reaction system.

R-

R'

-CIIj-C-

_Jn

-CIljCir,-0-C=CHj
I

R"

wherein R is lower alkyl, R' and R" are each either hy-
drogen or methyl, and /; is a positive integer having a
value of at least about 20.

3,842,059
ACRYLATE AND METHACRYLATE TERMINATED
POLYSTYRENE MACROMOLECULAR MONO-MERS HAVING A SUBSTANTIALLY UNIFORM
MOLECULAR WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Ralph Milkovich, Naperville, and Mutong T. Chiang,
Palos Heights, III.

No Drawmg. Division of application Ser. No. 282,099,
Aug. 21, 1972, and a continuation-in-part cf applica-
tion Ser. No. 244,205, Apr. 14, 1972, which is a con-
tinuation-m-part of application Ser. No. 117,733, Feb.

Tn;,l^' ."*•'* abandoned. This application July 2,
1973, Ser. No. 376,106

^^^^^^Q^i 7/04, 27/00
U.S. CI. 260-93.5 A lo Claims

1. A copolymerizable macromolecular monomer hav-
ing a substantially uniform molecular weight distribution
such that its ratio o^.MwMn is not substantiallv above
about 1.1, wherein Mw is the weight average molecular
weight of the macromolecular monomer, and Mn is the
number average molecular weight of the macromolecular

3,842,061
METHOD FOR ISOLATION OF ANTITHROMBIN
FROM ANIMAL TISSUE MATERIALS BY AD-
SORPTION ON SULFATED CARBOHYDRATE
GEL

Lars-Olof Andersson, Knivsta, and Maggie Miller Anders-
son, Jakobsberg, Sweden, assignors to AB Kabi, Stock-
holm, Sweden
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,732
Claims priority, application Sweden, Sept. 8, 1971,

11,350/71
Int. CI. C07g 7/00

U.S. CI. 260—112 B 10 Claims
1. The method of isolating antithrombin from an anti-

thrombin-containing blood material, which comprises con-
tacting a water-insoluble cross-linked sulfated polysaccha-
ride gel matrix adsorbing agent with the anti-thrombin-
containing blood material in liquid form, with the adsorb-
ing agent being present in an amount sufficient to adsorb
from at least about the major part of the antithrombin
content of said blood material to about substantially its

enire content thereof, and for a time sufficient for that
range of antithrombin to be adsorbed on said adsorbing
agent; and separating the adsorbed antithiombin from
said adsorbing agent.

3,842,062
WATER-SOLUBLE COMPLEXES OF PROTEIN AND
ANIONIC POLYELECTROLYTES SUCH AS SODI-
UM CARBOXYMETHYL CELLULOSE

Ernest Francis Eastman, Wilmington, Del., assignor to
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,
Del.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,611
Int. CI. A23c 5/00; A23j 1/20

U.S. CI. 260—112 R 4 Claims
1. A method of preparing a water-soluble, essentially

chemically neutral complex which comprises neutralizing

a water-insoluble complex, formed by reacting (1) pro-

tein which is at least dispersible in water with C2) sodium
carboxymethylcellulose. the weight ratio of protein to
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sodium carboxymethylcellulose being 2:1 to 8:1, in an
acidic aqueous medium at a pH below the isoelectric point

of the protein, by reacting said water-insoluble complex
with a water-soluble hydroxide in a solvent/water medium
containing 55 to 99% by weight of water-miscible organic

solvent and 1 to 45% by weight of water, and recovering

the resulting water-soluble complex.

3,842,063
POLYPEPTIDES FROM BOVINE, OVINE, HUMAN

AND PORCINE PANCREAS
Ronald E. Chance, Westfield, and William E. Jones,

Indianapolis, Ind., assignors to Eli Lilly and Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 149,852, June 3, 1971. This application
Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,281

Int. CI. A61k 27/00; C07c 103/52
U.S. CI. 260—112.5 5 Claims

1. A polypeptide of the formula:

.\la-X-LfU-(ilii-I'ro-Y-Tyr-I'ro-(il.v-Y'-Y"-Ala-Tlir-l>ro-Z-(ilii-.Met-
1 '1 12 13

Ala-Glii-T\T-Ab-Ala.;t'-Lou-.\rg-Arg-Tyr-Ik'-Asn-Moi-Lou-Tlir-Arg-
18 21 i^ 3U

I'ro-Arg-Tyr-NII;
63

which mets at le.iit one of the definitions that

X=Pro, Y=G n, Y'=Asp, Y"=Asp, Z=Glu, Z'=Glu,
or

;

X=Pro, Y=VaI, Y'=Asp, Y"= Asp, Z= Glu, Z'=Glu,
or

X=Ser, Y=G
or

X=Pro, Y=VJtf, Y'=Asx, V'-Asx, Z=Glx, Z'=Aps,

wherein

Asx represents "Asp or Asn; and
Glx represents Glu or Gin,

with the proviso Ithat one and only one Asx and Glx can
be Asn or Gin a^ any one time.

ri, Y'=Asp, Y'V.Asp, Z=.GIu, Z'^-^Glu,

3,842,064
PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGICALLY ACTIVE TETRA-,

PENTA-, HEXA-, AND HEPTA-PEPTIDES
Hendrik Marie Greven, Heesch, Netherlands, assignor to

Akzona Incorporated, Asheville, N.C.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,338

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 31, 1972,
7204422

Int. CI. A61k 27/00; C07c 103/52
U.S. CI. 260—112.5 5 Claims

1. A peptide of the formula:

A-L.GIu(X)-L-His-L-Phe-Q-Y

in which A is selected from the group consisting of
H-L-Met, H-D-Met, H-L-Met (^O), H-D-Met (^O),
H-L-Met (-^Oz), H-D-Met (-^Oz), desamino-Met, des-
amino-Met (->0), desamino-Met (-^Oa), and the moiety:
K^N-B-CO-, in which B is alkylene having 1-6 carbon
atoms,

I

X is selected from the group consisting of OH and
NHa,

Q is selected from the group consisting of D-Lys and
D-Arg, and Y is selected from the group consistin>? of
OH, L-Trp-OH, L-Phe-OH, L-Trp-Gly-OH, L-Phe-Gly-
OH, (N-phenyl-alkyl)-amino of the formula

Ir
NH-Alk-

R
and a (N-;3-indolyl alkyl) amino moiety of the formula

H

in which Alk is alkylene with 1-6 carbon atoms, and R is

selected from the group consisting of hydrogen and hy-
droxy, and functional derivatives of said peptide selected

from the group consisting of pharmaceutically acceptable
acid addition salts, derivatives in which one or more free

amino groups are substituted by acyl derived from an
aliphatic carboxylic acid with 1-6 carbon atoms, unsub-
stituted amides or lower alkyl (1-6 C) substituted amides
of those peptides having a free carboxyl group, esters

derived from aliphatic or araliphatic alcohols with 1-8
c;irbon atoms, and metal coimplexes thereof.

3,842,065
HOMO-(TYR5')-LRF AND THR^-LRF AND

INTERMEDIATES
Richard W. Rees, Bryn Mawr, Pa., assignor to American

Home Products Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. FUed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,794

Int. CI. A61k 27/00; C07c 103/52; C07g 7/00
U.S. CI. 260—112.5 6 Claims

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of
L - p - Glu - L - His - L - Trp - L - (X) - L - Tyr - Gly-
L-Leu-L-Arg-Pro-Gly-NHa

(I)

and

R6 - L - p - Glu - L - His(N"" - R) - L - Trp - L - (Y) - L-
Tyr(Ri)-Gly-L-Leu-Arg(NG-R2).L-Pro-Gly-R3

(U)

and its non-toxic salts; wherein

X is selected from the class consisting of -Thr- and Ser-

L-Tyr;

Y is selected from the class consisting of -Thr(R*)- and
-Ser(R5)-L-Tyr(Ri)-;

R is a protecting group for the nitrogen atoms of the imi-

dazole ring selected from the class consisting of tosyl,

benzyl, trityl, 2,2,2-trifluoro-l-benzyIoxycarbonylamino-

ethyl and 2,2,2-trifluoro-l-/e'/r-butyloxycarbonylamino-

ethyl or R is hydrogen;
Ri is a protecting group for the phenolic hydroxyl group

of tyrosine selected from the class consisting of acetyl,

tosyl, benzoyl, /c/v-butyl, trityl, benzyl and benzyloxy-

carbonyl or
Ri is hydrogen;

R- is a protecting group for the N*, N"', and N"' nitrogen

atoms of arginine selected from the class consisting of

nitro, tosyl, benzyloxycarbonyl, adamantyloxycarbonyl

and trityl; or R2 is hydrogen;

R-^ is selected from the class consisting of NH2 and —O

—

(lower) alkyl;

R* and R^ are protecting groups for the alcoholic hydroxy

group of threonine and serine and arc selected from the

class consisting of of acetyl, tosyl, benzoyl, /frr-butyl,

trityl, benzyl and benzyl oxycarbonyl or R* and/or R^

is hydrogen; with the proviso that at least one of R, R^
R2, R* and R^ is always a protecting group; and

Rs is selected from the class consisting of hydrogen or an

a-amino protecting group.

3,842,066
(A1A3, AIAi^-SRIF AND INTERMEDIATES

Wayne A. McKinley, Wallingford, and Dimitrios Saran-

takis, Audubon, Pa., assignors to American Home Prod-

ucts Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,213

Int. CI. A61k 27/00; C07c 103/52
U.S. CI. 260—112.5 4 Claims

1. A compound selected from those of the formula:

L - Ala - Gly - L - Ala - L - Lys - L - Asn - L - Phe - L -

Phe-L-Trp-L-Lys-L-Thr-L-Phe-L-Thr-L-Ser-L-Ala-OH (I)

and

R - L - Ala - Gly - L - Ala - L - Lys(Ri) - L - Asn - L -

Phe - L - Phe - L - Trp - L - Lys(Ri) - L - Thr(R2) - L -
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(11)Phe-L-Thr ( R2 ) -L-Ser ( R3 ) -L-Ala-X
and the non-toxic salts thereof, wherein:

R is selected from the class consisting of H and an a-

amino protecting group;
Ri is selected from the class consisting of hydrogen or a

side chain amino protecting group;

R2 and R3 are protecting groups for the alcoholic group

selected from the class consisting of acetyl, tosyl,

benzoyl, tert-huty\, trityl, benzyl, benzyloxycarbonyl

or hydrogen; with the proviso that at least one of

R, R', R2 and R^ is other than hydrogen;

X is selected from the class consisting of hydroxy, meth-

oxy and

where R is —CHR2SR3 where R' is hydrogen or lower-
alkyl, R3 is loweralkyl and Rj is hydrogen or lower-
alkanoyl and;

Formula II

CII3

Rzcn

O—CHj—^- / resin i

VsupprotJ

wherein the resin support is polystyrene.

3,842,067
SYNTHESIS OF (DES-Asn5)-SRIF AND

INTERMEDIATES
Dimitrios Sarantakis, Audubon, Pa., assignor to American

Home Products Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed July 27, 1973, Sen No. 383,420

Int. CI. A61k 27/00; C07c 103/52
U.S. CI. 260—112.5 5 Claims

1. A compound selected from those of the formula:

II-Ala-Oly-Cys-Lys-Phc-Phe-Trp-Lys-Thr-Phe-Thr-Ser-Cys-OH,

II-Ala-Gly-Cys-Lys-Phe-Phe-Trp-Lys-Thr-Phe-Thr-Ser-Cys-OII

and the non-toxic acid addition salts thereof, said amino
acid residues having an asymmetric a-carbon atom being
of the L-form.

3,842,068
8-EPI-ERYTHROMYCINS

John Soloman Tadanier, Chicago, and Jerry Roy Martin,
Waukegan, HI., assignors to Abbott Laboratories, North
Ciiicago, III.

No Drawing. Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,088
Int. CI. C07c 47/18

U.S. CI. 260—210 E 4 Claims
1. An erythromycin derivative selected from the group

consisting of 8-epi-10,l 1-anhydroethythromycin B, 8-epi-

11,12-epoxyerythromycin A 6,9-hemiacetaI, 8-epi-erythro-

mycin B and S-epi-lO.ll-anhydroerythromyciiTA.

where R^ and R2 are as before defined.

3,842,070
FILTERING MATERIAL

Alfred Joseph Harendza-HaHnxma, Lawrenceville, N.J.,
assignor to Samuel A. La Paglia, Dean W. Merry, and
Peter J. Catanese, fractional part interest to each

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 210,043, Dec.
20, 1971, which is a continuation of application Ser.
No. 69,760, Sept. 4, 1970, both now abandoned. This
application June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,442

Int. CI. A24b 15/02; C08b 15/00
U.S. CI. 260—212 22 Oaims

1. A fluid filter which comprises a complex metallic
product resulting from reacting cellulose with an inor-
ganic nitrate of the formula Me(N03)n where Me rep-
resents a metal atom selected from the group consisting
of manganese, nickel, aluminum, calcium, iron, sodium,
zinc, and copper and n is a number corresponding to the
valence number of the metal atom.

3,842,069
4"-DEOXY-4"-OXOERYTHROMYCIN

B DERIVATIVES
Peter Hadley Jones, Lake Forest, Jerry Roy Martin,
Waukegan, James Bruce McAlpine, Libertyville, Jeanne
Marie Pauvlik, Waukegan, and John Soloman Tadanier,
Chicago, III., assignors to Abbott Laboratories, North
Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,387
Int. CI. C07c 729/75

U.S. CI. 260—210 E 5 Claims
1. A 4"-deoxy-4"-oxoerythromycin compound selected

from the group consisting of

3,842,071
METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF

STARCH PHOSPHATE ESTERS
Martin M. Tessler, Edison, NJ., assignor to National

Starch and Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed July 11, 1973, Ser. No. 378,159

Int. CI. C08b 19/04
U.S. CI. 260—233.5 13 Claims

1. A method for the preparation of starch phosphate
esters comprising the steps of:

(a) reacting a starch base with a salt of an N-acylphos-
phoramidic acid corresponding to the general struc-

tural formula:

o H O 09

R—C—N—

P

\
Oe
[^]

Formula I

CHi

N(C 113)2

wherein R represents a radical selected from the
group consisting of a halogen substituted methyl
group, a halogen substituted phenyl group in which
said halogen is any one of the following: fluorine
or chlorine or bromine; a phenyl group; an alkyl sub-
stituted phenyl group, an alkoxy substituted phenyl
group; said alkyl and alkoxy groups having from 1-6
carbon atoms; and M is a cation, and n represents

the valence number of M;
(b) isolating the resulting starch product

wherein said reaction is conducted in an aqueous
medium at a pH level of from 2.5-13, and

wherein said reaction is conducted at a tempera-

ture of from about 68-203° F. for a period of

from 1 to 24 hours.
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3,842,072

CERTAIN 2a-(2.HYDROXYMETHYL - 2 - PROPYL-
MERCAPTO) - 3 - AMINO-AZETIDIN - 4 - ONE
COMPOUNDS

Karl Heusler, Basel, Switzerland, and Robert Burns
Woodward, Cambridge, Mass., assignors to Ciba-Geigy
Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 843,236, July 18, 1969. This application

Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 341,203

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 23, 1968,
10,998/68; Dec. 11, 1968, 18,510/68

Int. CI. C07d 25/02
U.S. CI. 260—239 A

3,842,075

ETHERS OF THE PREGNANE SERIES

Rinaldo Gardi, Carate Brianza, Milan, and Romano
Vitali, Monza, Milan, Italy, assignors to Warner-
Lambert Company, Morris Plains, N.J.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 385,385

Claims priority, application Italy, Aug. 7, 1972,
27,956/72

Int. CI. C07c 173/00
U.S. CI. 260—239.55 D 18 Claims

1. Disteroidyl ethers having the structure:

7 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

O^C—
I

CH-

R-NH

-NH
I

-CH CH3

"S—C-CHa-OH
I

CH3 (I)

in which R is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of a hydrogen atom, phenylacetyl, phenyloxyacetyl

and lower alkoxycarbonyl, and 0-esters of such a com-
pound, in which the esterifying group is a member se-

lected from the group consisting of lower alkanoyl, lower
alkoxycarbonyl and 2-haIogeno-loweralkoxy-carbonyl.

y^i fit'

/ v
CHa-0

I

CO

L

wherein the broken line indicates the presence of a dou-
ble bond between the carbon atoms in position 2': 3' or
3':4'; St is a steroid moiety belonging to the pregnane
series and St' is a steroid moiety belonging to the andro-
stane or pregnane series or a corresponding 18-homo and
19-nor-derivative thereof.

3,842,073

RACEMIZATION PROCESS FOR ALPHA-AMINO-
CAPROLACTAM AND LYSINE AMIDE

Robert Fuhrmann, Morris Plains, Fred W. KoflF, Clifton,
and Stylianos Sifniades, Parsippany, N.J., assignors to
Allied Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.

3,842,076

NOVEL TRIAZASPIRO[4,5]DECAN-4.0NE
DERIVATIVES

Willem Soudijn, Tumhout, Ineke van Wijngaarden,
Beerse, and Paul Adriaan Jan Janssen, Vosselaar, Bel-

gium, assignors to Janssen Pharmaceutica N.V., Beerse,
Belgium

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,847

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser. U.S. CI. 260—240 TC
No. 165,379, July 22, 1971. This appUcation Apr. 5,
1973, Ser. No. 348,366

Int. CI. C07c 103/118; C07d 53/06
U.S. CI. 260—239.3 R 7 Claims

1. In a method for the racemization of optically active

material of the group consisting of a-aminocaprolactam
and lysine amide and mixtures thereof by heating in the

presence of a strong base, the improvement which com-
prises employing anhydrous ammonia as solvent and heat-

ing said material in solution therein at concentration of at

least 10 percent by weight.

Int. CI. C07d 29/26
3 Claims

1. A triazaspiro[4,5]decan-4-one derivative having the

formula:

<3
1; j>=CH—CHj—

I

<z>

/
-N
\

-NH

N-

3,842,074

18-METHYLENE-STEROIDS OF THE
PREGNANE SERIES

Georg Anner and Jaroslav Kalvoda, Basel, Switzeriand,
assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

V
wherein the dotted line represents an optional double
bond.

3,842,077

CEPHALOSPORANIC ACID DERIVATIVES

784,492, Dec. 17, 1968, now Patent No. 3,584,016.
Divided and this application Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. No Drawing. Original application Dec. 17, 1970, Ser. No.
318,813

- -- _ ... - ...

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 22, 1967,
18,119/67; Nov. 25, 1968, 17,513/68

Int. CI. C07c 173/00
U.S. CI. 260—239.55 C 12 Claims

1. Process for the manufacture of 18-methylene steroids

of the pregnane and androstane series, the corresponding
19-nor-derivatives thereof, wherein an N-oxide of a
tertiary 18-aminomethyl-steroid is heated at the decom- sporanic acid and its non-toxic alkali metal, and alkaline
posing temperature. earth metal salts.

99,276, now Patent No. 3,813,385. Divided and this

application Jan. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 324,627

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 18, 1969,
61.841/69

Int. CI. C07d 99/76, 99/24
U.S. CI. 260—243 C 2 Claims

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of

7-[(l - phenylethylidene)iminooxycarbonamido]-cephalo-
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3,842,078
DIPHENYL-IMIDAZOLYL-ACETIC

ACID MORPHOLIDE
Karl Heinz Biichel, Werner Meiser, Manfred Plempel,
and Carl Metzger, Wuppertal-Elberfeld, Germany, as-
signors to Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,
Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Original application May 18, 1970, Ser. No.
38,531, now Patent No. 3,732,242, dated May 8, 1973.
Divided and this application Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No.
283,576

Claims priority, application Germany, May 21, 1969,
P 19 25 894.0

Int. CI. C07d 87/38
U.S. CI. 260—247.5 R 2 Claims

1. Diphenyl-imidazolyl-acetic acid morpholide or the
hydrochloride salt thereof.

wherein Rq is selected from the group consisting of hydro-
gen, methyl, hydroxymethyl, and —COORg in which Rg
is hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, inclusive;
wherein Rj is selected from the group consisting of hydro-
gen, hydroxy, acetoxy, propionoxy, or succinyloxy alkyl
esters in which alkyl is defined as above; and wherein
R2, R3, R4. and R5 are selected from the group consisting
of hydrogen, halogen, nitro, cyano, trifluoromethyl, and
alkyl, alkoxy, alkylthio, aikylsulfinyl, alkylsulfonyl, and
alkanoylamino in which the carbon moiety is of 1 to 3
carbon atoms, inclusive, and dialkylamino in which alkyl
is defined as above, the pharmacologically acceptable acid
addition salts thereof. The N-oxides thereof.

3,842,079
NITROSO ARYLOXY QUATERNARY

AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS
Joseph B. Michaelson, 6732 Coldwater Canvon Blvd.,

North Hollywood, Calif. 91606'
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

119,350, Feb. 26, 1971, which is a continuation-in-part
of application Ser. No. 659,321, Aug. 9, 1967, both
now abandoned. This application June 29, 1972, Ser.
No. 267,671

Int. CI. C07d 87/32
U.S. CI. 260-247.7 C n Claims

1. A compound of the formula

[Q]+ [O—Ar—NO—]-

in which the —O—Ar—NO— moiety is selected from
the group consisting of p-nitroso phenate in which Ar is

p-phenylene, and p-nitroso naphthenate in which Ar is
naphthalene; and the Q moiety is selected from the group
consisting of:

dodecyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium;
dodecyl benzyl isoquinolinium;
myristyl methyl pyrrolidinium;
coco methyl pyrrolidinium;
lauryl ethyl piperidinium;
l-(3,4 - dichlorobenzyl) - 1 - hydroxyethyl - 2 - stearyl
imidazolinium;

lauryl alpha picolinium;

lauryl trimethyl ammonium; and
coco methyl morpholinium groups where Ar is a

p-phenylene group; and
coco dimethyl benzyl ammonium when Ar is naphtha-

lene.

3,842,081
PREPARATION OF AMINOCARBOXYLIC ACIDS

FROM AMINOALCOHOLS
Heinz Schuize and Edward Thomas Marquis, Austin, Tex.,

assignors to Jefferson Chemical Company, Inc., Hous-
ton, Tex.
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 173,316

Int. CI. C07d 5//70
U.S. CI. 260-268 R n Clauns

1. An aquous process for preparing aminocarboxvlic
acid salts comprising the steps of heating an aminoalcohol
m the presence of at least a stoichiometric quantity, based
upon the aminoalcohol employed, of sodium hydroxide,
cadmium salts, and sufl^icient water to maintain the com-
ponents in the reaction medium in solution, said amino-
alcohol being represented by the following formula:

R"
\_

/
R'

x-cn2-cii2on

3,842,080
7.PHENYLPYRIMIDO[l,2-a][l,4]BENZODIAZEPIN.

, ^ ^ 1(5H)-0NES
Jacob Szmuszkovicz, Kalamazoo, Mich., assignor to The

*.T ^ 'JPJohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.No Drawing. Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,766
'"*• CI. C07d 5i/06

U.S. CI. 260—256.4 F 13 Claims
1. A 7-phenylpyrimido[I,2-a][1.4]benzodiazepin-l

(5H)-one of the formula:

wherein R' represents hydrogen or a group selected from—CH2CH2OH, a Ci to C,5 alkyl, or an aminoalkyl group
having two to three carbon atoms; and R" represents
hydrogen or a group selected from phenyl, a Cj to C15
alkyl substituted phenyl, or a Ci to C15 alkyl; and wherein
each R' and R" can also represent methylene groups or
lower Ci to C3 alkyl suc)stituted methylene groups, such
that when taken with N—CHaCHoOH they comprise a
portion of an N-substituted piperazine compound which
compound can be further represented by the following
formula:

C-R"

R"'-N N-CH.>-ClI:On
\ /
C—R'

wherein R'" represents hydrogen, or a group selected
from a Cj to C4 alkyl or —CH2CH2OH; and wherein said

heating is conducted at a temperature in the range of
about 250° C. to 300° C. for a time in the range of about
5 to 45 minutes under a pressure sufficient to maintain
the water in liquid phase.

3 842 082
4-PIPERAZINYL-i6h.THIENO[3,2-c]

[1]BENZAZEPINES
Fritz Hunziker, Bern, Switzerland, assignor to Wander

Ltd. (also known as Wander AG), Bern, Switzerland
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 307,924

Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Nov. 26, 1971,
17,225/71

Int. CI. C07d 57/70
U.S. CI. 260—268 TR 14 Qaims

1. A compound of the formula,

-Ri
N N-Rj

y^—

^

//6\/5 4\

Ri

-Y/\'c»ijr^s
!>
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wherein
(

|

Ri is hydrogen, fluorine, chlorine or bromine, or alkyl,

alkoxy or alkylthio of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and

R2 is hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, hydroxy-

alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon

atoms mono-substituted with acetyl, or alkoxyalkyl

of 2 to 6 carbon atoms in the aggregate thereof,

or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

3,842,083

DYES OF THE PERYLENETETRACARBOXYLIC
ACID DIIMIDE SERIES

Fritz Graser, Ludwigshafen, and Gerhard Kilpper, Mann-
heim, Germany, assignors to Badische Anilin- & Soda-
Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Ger-
many

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,567
Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 15, 1971,

P 21 46 027.5

U.S. CI. 260—281
Int. CI. C07d 39/00

6 Claims

1. A perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid diimide dye

of the formula

A-,,—

1 L^^^>-<3-^
I

K

\
N-

l^i_>-<_>Y
r

in which: A and A' are hydrogen or methyl; and R and R'

are primary or secondary alkyl of one to twelve carbon

atoms; phenyl which is unsubstituted or which bears a

substituent selected from the group consisting of chlorine,

bromine, methyl, ethyl, methoxy and nitro; phenylalkyl of

seven to ten carbon atoms which is unsubstitiuted or

which bears up to two substituents in the phenyl moiety
selected from the group consisting of chlorine, bromine,

methyl, ethyl, methoxy and one nitro; or a heterocylic-sub-

stituted methyl selected from the group consisting of fur-

furyl, a-picolyl and 7-picolyl.

3,842,084

BIS-(DIMETHYL.METASULFONAMIDOPHENYL)-
IMIDES OF PERYLENES

Fritz Graser, Ludwigshafen, Germany, assignor to
Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft,
Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Germany

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,609

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 21, 1971,
P 21 47 024.6

Int. CI. C07d 39/00
U.S. a. 260—281 1 Claim

1. The perylene-3, 4, 9, 10-tetracarboxylic diimide dye
of the formula:

\=y \c-/ \ / Vr/H3C

H3C

\ \
N-OjS

/

927 O.G.—4:

f-^>—C_>v

CHj

^3
\ /
SO:-N

\

3,842,085

SUBSTITUTED PYRANO[2,3-b]PYRANS AND
PROCESS FOR THEIR PRODUCTION

Max von Strandtmann, 47 Erie Ave., White Meadow
Lake, Rockaway, NJ. 07866; Marvin P. Cohen, 420
Luhman Drive, New Milford, NJ. 07646; and John
Shavel, Jr., Yardley Place, Mendham, NJ. 07945

No Drawing. Original application Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No.
112,830, now Patent No. 3,752,830. Divided and this

application Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 311,025

Int. CI. C07d 33/46
U.S. CI. 260—289 R 2 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

Rt

/w/^
Ri

El Ri Rs

wherein Ri is a disubstituted lower alkyl amino, and R2
and R3 taken together with the aromatic ring form quino-

line ring systems.

3,842,086

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF SUBSTI-
TUTED OR UNSUBSTITUTED PYRIDINES

Robert E. Manning, Mountain Lakes, N.J., assignor to
Sandoz-Wander, Inc., Hanover, N.J.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 115,825, Feb. 16, 1971. This application

Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,816

Int. CI. C07d 29/38
U.S. CI. 260—290 H 6 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of a product of the

formula

(Ri).

/X

H

which comprises treating in the lower alcohols, glycols,

glyme, di-glyme or water solvent at a temperature of

from —15° to 60° C, a salt of a compound of the for-

mula:

(RO.

\n/
i

I

CHi
IA

CHj with an alkali metal borohydride

where Ri is lower alkyl having 1 to 6 carbon atoms, and

CHj n is 0, 1, 2 or 3.
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3,842,087

l,8.NAPHTHyRroiNE COMPOUNDS
Haydn Windsor Richard Williams, Dollard des Oimeanx,
and Clarence Stanley Rooney, Beaconsfield, Quebec,
Canada, assignors to Merdc Sharp & Dohme (I.A.)
Corporation, Rahway, NJ.

No Drawing. FUed May 22, 1973, Ser. No. 362,994

Claims priority, application Canada, Jane 16, 1972,
144,973

Int a. C07d 31/42, 31/44
UA CL 260—295 N 6 Claims

1. A 1.8-naphtbyridln-2(lH)-one-8-oxide having struc-
ture!:

3,842,089

4-[a-(PHENYL)K)-TOLYL].4H-l,2,4.TRIAZOLES

Jackson B. Hester, Jr., Galesburg, and Martin Gall, Kala-
mazoo, Mich., assignors to The Upjohn Company,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 172,918, Aug. 18, 1971. TTiis application
Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,141

Int. CI. C07d 55/06, 57/00UA CI. 260—296 R 6 Oafans

1. A 4-[a-(phenyl)-o-tolyl] - 4H-l,2,4-triazoie of the
formula V

B*

A/V /X

"'\.A«A°H
4

wherein R» represents hydrogen, lower alkyl, trifluorometh-
yl, pentafluoroethyl, phenyl, thienyl or naphthyl; R' rep-
resents lower alkyl, trifluoromethyl or pentafluoroethyl.

3,842,088

suBynruTED naphtho pyrazoles

wherein R, is selected from the group consisting of hy-
drogen, alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, inclusive, cyclo-
aikyl of 3 to 8 carbon atoms, inclusive, phenyl, and 2-,

3-, and 4-pyridyl and wherein Rj, R3, R4, and R5 are
selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, halogen,
nitro, alkyl, and alkoxy, in which the carbon chain moiety
is of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, inclusive.

Dletmar A. Habeck, Heidelberg, Germany, and William
J. Houlihan, Mountain Lakes, NJ., assignors to Sandoz-
Wander, Inc., Hanover, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,402

^*- CI. C07d ii/^2UA CI. 260—296 T
1. A compound of the formula

3,842,090

CERTAIN l-AMINOMETHYL-6-PHENYL 4H.s-
TRIAZOLO[4,3-a][l,4]BENZODIAZEPINES

^*5J**°
^"**» Kalamazoo* and Jackson B. Hester, Jr.,

3 Claims Galesburg, Mich., assignors to The Upjohn Company,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

No Drawing. FUed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,293

Int CI. C07d 57/02, 99/02UA CI. 260—247.1 n claims

1. A process for the production of l-[ (substituted ami-
no)methyI] - 6 - phenyl-4H-s-triazolot4,3-a3[l,4]benzo-
diazepines of formula VTI:

\

R^
m-c

where ring A represents the structures

li
Ar
H

(la) (lb) do)

n is 1 or 2;

Ri represents straight chain lower alkyl having 1 to 4
carbon atoms; and

Aris

vn
wherein R' is selected from the group consisting of hy-
drogen and alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, inclusive, where-
in R" is alkyl as defined above, or, together

V
N-

or pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

is pyrroHdino, piperidino, morpholino, 4-methyl- or 4-

phenylpiperazino; and wherein the rings A and B are
unsubstituted or substituted by one or two substituents

selected from the group consisting of halogen, nitro, cyano,
trifluoromethyl, and alkyl, alkoxy, alkylthio, alkylsulfinyl.

alkylsulfonyl, alkanoylamino in which the carbon moiety
is of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, inclusive, and dialkylamino in
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which the alkyl group is defined as above, which com-
prises the steps:

(1) heating to a temperature of 100-150° C. a mix-
ture of a 2-(4H-l,2,4-triazol-4-yl)benzophenone of

the formula I

wherein A and B have the significance of above, with

formaldehyde to obtain the corresponding 2-[3-(hy-

droxymethyl ) -4H- 1 ,2,4-triazol-4-yl ] benzophenone of

formula II

CH?-OH

II

wherein A and B have the significance of above;

(2) treating II with phthalimide, triphenylphosphine

and diethyl azodicarboxylate for 2-36 hours at be-

tween 0-40° C. to obtain the corresponding 2-[3-

(phthalimidomethyl)-4H-l,2,4-triazol - 4 - yl] benzo-
phenone of formula III

m
wherein A and B have the significance of above;

(3) treating III with formaldehyde at 100 to 150° C.
to obtain the corresponding 2-[3-(phthalimidometh-
yl)-5-(hydroxymethyl) - 4H-l,2,4-triazol-4-yl] benzo-
phenone of the formula IV:

IV

wherein A and B have the significance of above;

(4) treating IV with a halogenating agent selected

from thionyl chloride and phosphorus tribromide to

obtain the corresponding 2-[3-(phthaliminomothyl)-

5-(halomethyl)-4H-l,2,4 - triazol - 4 - yl] benzophe-
none of formula V:

wherein A and B have the significance of above, and
wherein X is chloro or bromo;

( 5 ) treating V with an amine of the formula

R'
\
NH

B'<:

wherein R' is alkyl defined as above, or hydrogen,
wherein R" is alkyl defined as above or together

R'
\NH

is pyrrolidino, piperidino, morpholino, 4-methyl- or
4-phenylpiperazino, in the presence of an alkali

iodide, to give the corresponding 2- [5- [(substituted

amino) methyl] - 3 - (phthalimidomethyl)-4H-l,2,4-

triazol-4-yI] benzophenone VI:

R'

N-CH N

<
CH2-

1^°
B

VI

wherein R', R", A and B have the significance as

defined above; and
(6) heating VI with hydrazine hydrate to give the

compound of formula VII above.

3 842 091
DIBENZOXIRENAZEPINE DERIVATIVES

Kenya Kawashima and Toshihiro Ishiguro, Osaka, Japan,
assignors to Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd., Osaka,
Japan
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,627
Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 30, 1971,

46/76,971; July 24, 1972, 47/74,448; July 28,
1972, 47/76,324

Int. CI. C07d 41/08
U.S. CI. 260—348 C 12 Claims

1. A compound represented by the formula:

/\A\/\

CONH—

R

wherein R stands for a hydrogen atom, a lower alkyl

group, a lower alkyl amino lower alkyl group, a phenyl
C1-C3 alkyl group, a phenyl, tolyl or xylyl group or an
amino group or its pharmaceutically acceptable salt.
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3,842,092
SESQUICILLIN

Berthold Thiele, Hirscbthal, and Hans Tscherter, Neuall-
schwil, Switzerland, assignors to Sandoz Ltd., Basel,
Switzerland
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Sen No. 346,586

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 5, 1972,
4,954/72; Nov. 8, 1972, 16,250/72

Int. CI. C07d 7/06
U.S. CI. 260—343.5 i claim

1. Sesquicillin, which is 3-[5/3, 8a/3-dimethyl-6-acetoxy-
2-methylene - 5 - (4-methyI - 3 - pentenyl)-l^,2,3,4,4aa,5,
6a,7,8,8a - decahydro - 1 - naphthylmethyl]-5,6-diniethyl-
4-hydroxy-2H-pyran-2-one of the formula,

HaC-

H3CJ

/O^O H,C
6^21

5 3

2 4

^
-

.

V CH,| CH3

OH 6
Is 6| iHj
\^o

CO

CHi

3,842,093
CHROMAN-3.OLS

John Richard Collier, Birmingham, and Alan Sidney
Forter, Halesowen, England, assignors to Albright &
Wilson Limited, London, England
No Drawing. Filed June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,425

,Tc ^, Int CI. C07d 7/2-/
U.S. CI. 260—345.2 20 Claims

1. A process for the production of chroman-3-ol com-
pounds comprising oxidizing an allyl ether of the formula

^^O—CH2—CH=CH2
wherein ,(> is phenyl substituted with at least one sub-
stituent selected from the group consisting of methyl, and
methoxy, groups, at least one position ortho to the

—OCH2CH=CH2
group being unsubstituted; by contacting said allyl ether
with a thallium III salt in an aqueous solution containing
an acid selected from the group consisting of sulphuric,
nitric, fluoroboric, perchloric and trifluoroacetic acids.

3,842,095
SULFONIC ACID PURIFICATION

Edward W. Heffem, Schaumburg, Dennis G. Petrille,
Naperville, and Robert E. Karll, Batavia, HI., assignors
to Standard Oil Company, Chicago, III.

No Drawing. FUed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,841
Int. CI. C07d 89106

U.S. CI. 260—327 S 4 Claims
1. The process for separating a mixture of (a) oil-

soluble alkenyl sulfonic acids wherein the alkenyl moiety
is a propene or butene polymer having a number average
molecular weight of about 250 to about 500 and (b) oil-
soluble sultones of said polymer from a sulfonation prod-
uct mixture obtained by continuously treating a viscous
liquid propene or butene polymer having a number aver-
age molecular weight of about 250 to about 500 with
gaseous sulfur trioxide in a falling-film reactor or in a
static reactor having interfacial surface generating means,
which process comprises:

admixing said sulfonation product mixture with about
0.25 to about 1.25 volumes of a water-immiscible
inert liquid hydrocarbon solvent per volume of said
product mixture and about 3 to about 20 weight per-
cent of water based on said product mixture and
holding with agitation the aqueous mixture at a tem-
perature of about 70° to 175° F. for about 0.25 to
about 2 hours; thereafter separating the aqueous and
hydrocarbon solvent phases, and recovering the hy-
drocarbon solvent phase containing said mixture of
oil-soluble sulfonic acid and polymer sultones.

3,842,096
PROCESS FOR PREPARING 2-IMINO-

1,3-DITHIETANES
William W. Brand and Milon Walker Bullock, Hopewell,

N.J., assignors to American Cyanamid Company, Stam-
ford, Conn.
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,644

Int. CI. C07d 69/00
U.S. CI. 260—327 M 4 Claims

1. A process for the prei>aration of a compound having
the formula:

'^-k;>

3,842,094
2.(N.PROPARGYL).PHTHALIMDOACETAMIDO.

c^u J „ . 5-HALOBENZOPHENONES
Ctirad Podesva, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, and Kitty

Vagi Fort Lauderdale, Fla., assignors to Delmar Chem-
icals Limited, Ville La Salle, Quebec, CanadaNo Drawing. Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,369

TTc ^. -..«
Int. CI. C07d 27/52

U.S. CI. 260-326 N 2 Claims
1. A 2-phthalimdoacetamido-benzophenone compound

having the formula:

wherein X, Y and Z each represent a member selected
from the group consisting of hydrogen, halogen, R(A)n,
hydroxy, phenyl, phenoxy, monohalophenoxy, nitro, tri-
halomethyl, cyano, carb(iower)alkoxy C1-C4, RiS(0)m,
di(lower)alkylamino, mono (lower) alkylamino, 1,3-dithi-
etanylideneamino; R is alkyl Cs-Cg, alkenyl Cr-Cg; A isO or S; n is an integer selected from and 1; Rj is lower
alkyl C1-C4; m is an integer selected from 1 and 2, and
when two of X, Y and Z are taken together on adjacent
carbons, they form a benzo group which comprises the
steps of: reacting at a temperature ranging from 0° C.
to 60° C. a compound having the formula:

.A/

CH^C=CH
N-CO-CH,-N

R
^^\=0

CI

'—N=CI

CI

and —N=C=S

]

wherein R represents halogen.

wherein X, Y and Z are as defined above, with a sulfide
havmg the formula: Ha'SM(2_a'), wherein a' represents
an integer selected from the group consisting of 0, 1 and
2; M represents a radical selected from the group con-
sisting of an alkali metal, ammonium and a primary-,
secondary-, tertiary- and quatemary-alkyl (C1-C4) am-
monium, in the presence of or subsequent addition to
from 1.0 to 3.0 equivalents of methylene bromide, and
a base selected from the group consisting of an alkali
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metal hydroxide, an alkali metal carbonate, an alkali

metal bicarbonate, ammonia and a C1-C4 alkylamine in

a polar aprotic solvent or a mixture of water and said

polar aprotic solvent, the solvent being selected from the

group consisting of pyridine, dimethylsulfoxide, dimeth-

ylformamide, acetonitrile, a lower alkyl (C1-C4) ali-

phatic ketone, ethylene glycol dimethyl ether, sulfolane

and an esterified lower alkanol and wherein the number

of equivalents of said base relative to said sulfide equals

at least the equivalents of hydrogen, a', in the said sulfide

reactant.

wherein ring A has 0-2 substituents selected from the

group consisting of alkoxy of up to 4 carbon atoms, alkyl

of up to 4 carbon atoms, and halogen, ring B may have a

carbon-to-carbon double bond between the positions of

C-4 and C-5, and R represents a hydroxyl group, a halo-

gen atom or a cyano group.

'

'

3,842,097
2-(PHEN0XYALKYLTHI0)IMIDAZ0LES

AND CONGENERS
Robert C. Tweit, Wilmette, HI., assignor to

G. D. Searle & Co., Chicago, HI.

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,223

Int. CI. C07d 49/36
U.S. CI. 260—309 15 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

X'-

R"-

X'

\-Z-Alk-0=<^ \

wherein R' represents hydrogen or lower alkyl; R" re-

presents hydrogen or methyl; X' represents hydrogen or

nitro; X" represents hydrogen, bromo, nitro, cyano,

formyl or carboxyl; Z represents thio, sulfinyl, or sulfonyl;

and Alk represents lower alkylene.

'

'

3,842,098
PRODUCTION OF 2-MERCAPTOBENZIMIDAZOLE
BY REACTING o-PHENYLENE DIAMINE AND
CARBON DISULFIDE

Bemd Scherhag, Eliahu Koppelmann, and Hermann Wolz,

Leverkusen, and Marc Francque, Monheim, Rhineland,

Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-

kusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,118

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 18, 1972,

P 22 02 204.4
Int. CI. C07d 49/38

U.S. CI. 260—309.2 5 Claims

1. A process for producing high purity 2-mercapto-

benzimidazole which comprises reacting o-phenylene di-

amine with carbon disulfide in benzothiazole or in alkyl-

benzothiazole having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms in the

alkyl moiety, extracting resulting 2-mercaptobenzimid-

azole containing solution with dilute aqueous alkali metal

hydroxide solution, precipitating extracted 2-mercaptoben-

zimidthiazole from resulting aqueous alkali metal hydrox-

ide solution containing the same by acidification and re-

covering precipitated 2-mercaptobenzimidazole.

3,842,100
BENZANTHRACENE DERTVATTVES

Arthur D. Sill, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Richardson-

Merrell Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,145

Int. CI. C07c 93/20
U.S. CI. 260—364 3 Claims

1. A bis-basic ester of 7H-benz[de]anthracen-7-one

having the general formula:

Ri-

(^ V-C-0-A-N :

\r''

/\/\/\
B

CHa—

R

\r\y

/^/s/\
Ri
\
/-^-^-^^v^\yx/

fi

wherein A is a straight or branched alkylene chain having

from 2 to 6 carbon atoms; R and Ri are each selected from

the group consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl having

from 1 to 6 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl having from 3 to

6 carbon atoms, alkenyl having from 3 to 6 carbon atoms

in which the unsaturation is in a position other than in

the 1 -position of the alkenyl group, and when R and Ri

are taken together with the nitrogen atom to which they

are attached represent the pyrrolidinyl, piperidino or

morpholino radicals; and the pharmaceutically acceptable

acid addition salts thereof.

3,842,101
BLUE ANTHRAQUINOID ACID DYES

Fritz Graser, Ludwigshafen, Germany, assignor to

Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft,

Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Germany
No Drawing. Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,898

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 19, 1972,

23,798/72
Int. CI. C09b 1/34

U.S. CI. 260—372 4 Claims

1. A blue anthraquinoid acid dye obtained by sulfonat-

ing a compound of the formula

/
Rt

3 842 099
NAPHTHO(2,l-d)Is6xAZOLE DERTVATTVES

Yasushi Suzuki, Yokohama, Toshihisa Itaya and Nobii-

yoshi Minami, Kawasaki, Masaaki Tarutani, Tokyo,
Tokutaro Miki, Hachioji, and Katsuhiko Miyasaka,
Kawasaki, Japan, assignors to Teikoku Hormune Mfg.
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Original application Oct. 6, 1969, Ser. No.
864,163, now abandoned. Divided and this application

Jan. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 217,632
Int. CI. C07d 55/22

U.S. CI. 260—307 D 10 Claims
1. A compound of the formula

-N

/\
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—CHr-, —CHa—CHy—, —CHCCHs)— or—C(CH3)2-;
phenylalkyl of seven to ten carbon atoms;

H, H

\

H

H
-CHA

H

\y

at a temperature in the range of from 70 to 85° C, in
an aqueous reaction medium having a pH of at least 5
and in the presence therein of an acid binding agent and
copper povi'der or copper sulfate or a mixture thereof,
and recovering from the reaction mixture the correspond-
ing dyestuff of formula I

H,
^>

O NHj

S O3-M+

and alkyl of one to five carbon atoms which bears a
phenyloxy or phenylthio as a substituent wherein said
phenyloxy or phenylthio may be substituted by alkyl or
alkoxy of one to four carbon atoms or halogen;

R2 is hydrogen or lower alkyl;

R is selected from the group consisting of phenyl, naphthyl
and

^-^-<3
—S—, —CH,wherein X is a direct bond, —O-

—CHy—CH2—
,

I

—SO:

—C(CH3)2— and wherein said R radical may bear
from one to four identical or different substituents se-
lected from the group consisting of alkyl, alkoxy, alkyl-
thio of one to four carbon atoms or halogen and in
which one hydrogen or two hydrogens in the ring B may
be replaced by hydroxy or chlorine.

3,842,102
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ACID

ANTHRAQUINONE DYES
Peter HindennanD, Bottmingen, and Hubert Meindl,

Riehen, Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel,
Switzerland

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Sen No.
715,990, Mar. 25, 1968, now Patent No. 3,778,453,
dated Dec. 11, 1973. This appUcation Jan. 4, 1972,
Ser. No. 215,673

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 5. 1967.
4,892/67

,T« ^. Int. CI. C07c i^i/55; C09b i/i^
VS. CI. 260—374 5 claims

1. A process for the production of acid anthraquinone
dyestuffs, comprising the steps of reacting an anthra-
qumone compound of formula II

S 0»*M*

^
(II)

wherein

M+ represents the sodium or potassium cation, andY represents halogen,

with an amine of formula lU

wherein M+, Rj and R2 have the aforesaid meanings.

3,842,103
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF LEUCO

CRYSTAL VIOLET LACTONE
Geoffrey Smith, 36 Dorset Ave., Moss Side, and Thomas

Marley, Ashton New Road, Clayton, both of Manches-
ter, England
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 199,365

Clamis priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 18, 1970,
54,820/70

Int. CI. C09b 11/10
VS. CI. 260-391 8 Clahns

1. A method for the preparation of 2-[4,4'-bis-(di-
metbylamino) - benzohydryl] - 5 - dimethylaminobenzoic
acid, wherein an aqueous solution of tetramethyl-4,4'-
diaminobenzohydrol having a temperature of 10° C. to 25°
C. and a pH of 1.5 to 2.0 is added to an aqueous solution
of m-dimethylaminobenzoic acid having a temperature of
60° C. to 100° C. and a pH of 1.5 to 2.0.

3,842,104
17-ALPHA-PROPADIENYL.SUBSTnTJTED

STEROIDS
Imre Bacso, Morristown, and Robert V. Coombs, Chat-
ham, N.J., assignors to Sandoz-Wander, Inc., Hanover,
NJ.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 69,929, Sept. 4, 1970. This application
Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,889

Int. CI. C07c 769/22
U.S. CI. 260-397.4 12 Clahns

1. A process for the preparation of a 3-keto-compound
of the formula

OH

y\jH^--CH=C=CH,

CHt

SO,N
\
R« on)

wherein

Ri represents a substituent selected from methyl, ethyl
propyl, ^-hydroxyethyl, 7-hydroxypropyl, 7-methoxy-
propy], ^-hydroxyethoxyethyl and /S-methoxyethoxy-
ethyl, and

Ra represents hydrogen or a substituent selected from
methyl, ethyl, propyl and /3-hydroxyethyl,

wherein R» is alkyl having from 1 to 3 carbon atoms;

which comprises

(a) reacting a 17a-ethynyl-substituted compound of the
formula

OH

^,H;-C^CH

HO

October 15, 1974

wherein R» is as defined above

with a dialkylamino-methanol of the formula

CHEMICAL 1167

HO-CHi-N
/
\.

wherein each of R' and R" is, independently, alkyl

having from 1 to 3 carbon atoms; and R' and R"
may be joined to form, in conjunction with the

nitrogen atom, a ring having from 4 to 6 carbon

atoms in the presence of cuprous ions and acetic

acid at temperatures of from about 10° to 80°

C,
in an inert organic solvent;

to obtain a 17o-dialkylamino propynyl-substituted com-
pound of the formula

OH R'

HO

wherein R» R' and R" are as defined above;

(b) which dialkylaminopropynyl-substituted compoimd
is then reacted with a compound of the formula

R'"—

Y

wherein R'" is alkyl having from 1 to 3 carbon

atoms; and Y is an anionic residue of a mineral

acid other than a fluoride ion, or residue of a

sulfonic acid,

to obtain a quaternary salt of the formula

OH R'

^Vv-C=C-CHr-N—R" Y©

(^Y]

H^^^^^
wherein R*, R', R" and R'" and Y are as defined

above;

(c) which quaternary salt is reduced with a complex
hydride to obtain a diol compound of the formula

HO

OH
-OH=Os=CHi

in which

M represents an aluminum, gallitmi or boron atom,

Z represents an alkali metaJ or alkaline earth metal

atom, and
Wj, W2 and W3 which may be the same or dif-

ferent, each represents a hydrogen atom, or an

alkyl or alkoxy containing up to 6 carbon atoms,

or an alkoxyalkoxy radical wherein the alkyl

and alkylene portions each contain up to 6 car-

bon atoms
and compounds of formula

Wi

Wi-M-H

in which

M is as defined above, and

W4 and Wg, which may be the same or diflferent,

each signifies a hydrogen atom or an alkyl

radical containing from 1 to 6 carbon atoms,

(d) which diol compound is then oxidized at the 3-

position to the 3-keto compound, as defined above,

in the presence of an oxidizing agent which is

selected from the group consisting of p-benzo-

quinone, chloranil, 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyanobenzo-

quinone and activated manganese dioxide, at from
10° to 50° C, in an inert solvent

3,842,105
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF

16,17.UNSATURATED STEROIDS
Helmut Hofmeister, Henry Laurent, Klaus Prezewowsky,

and Rudolf Wiechert, Berlin, Germany, assignors to
Schering AktiengeseUschaft, Berlin and Bergkamen,
Germany
No Drawing. FUed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 331,060

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 11, 1972,
P 22 07 420.0

Int CI. C07c 169/20, 169/32
VS. CI. 260—397.45 7 Claims

1. A process for the production of A*"-ll^-hydroxy-

3,20-diketo-21-acyloxy steroids of the formula

—ORi
=0

HO-/V\-R.

^=VT
\dierein

C|ss£&Ct and CeaauC;

each represent a saturated or unsaturated carbon-to-car-

bon bond, Ri is H or methyl in the a- or ^-position when

C6»£&Cr

wherein R* is as defined above;

and the complex hydride is a hydride ion source is a single bond, or fluorine, chlorine, bromine or methyl

selected from the group consisting of compounds when
of formula

w,
J.Wi—mS-

1.

is a double bond, R2 is H or lower alkyl, R3 is lower

alkanoyl is of 1-5 carbon atoms and Y is hydrogen or
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fluorine, which comprises heating at a temperature from
about 80° C. to the boiling point of the reaction solvent
a non-esterified 11^,17,21 - trihydroxy-20-keto-pregnane
of the formula

CHO
-0R3

HO-

wherein

X

Bt

Cl^C2, C»=^C7,

'Rj

3,842,107

PHOSPHINE OR PHOSPHITE GOLD COMPLEXES
OF THIOBENZOIC ACID AND SUBSTITUTED
THIOPHENOLS

Blaine M. Sutton, Hatboro, and Joseph Weinstock, Phoe-
nixville, Pa., assignors to Smithkline Corporation,
Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. FUed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,832

Int. CI. C07f 1/12
U.S. CI. 260—430 8 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

AuS—Y—/^N
(R1)3P ,

Ri, R3 and Y have the above-indicated meanings and R2
stands for hydrogen or lower alkyl, in a polar organic
solvent, in the presence of an alkali or alkaline earth salt

of a lower alkanoic acid of 1-5 carbon atoms, of a car-
bonic acid, or of an aromatic carboxylic acid to form
said 21-acyloxy steroid.

in which:

R' is lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, phenyl or phenpxy
with each alkyl or alkoxy having from one to three
carbon atoms;

Y is a carbon-sulfur single bond or C=0;
R2 is hydrogen, amino or COOM when Y is C=0,

or amino or COOM when Y is a carbon-sulfur single
bond; and

M is hydrogen or an alkali metal cation.

3,842,106

COMPOSITION CONTAINING HIGHER
FATTY ACIDS

Anatoli Onopchenko, Monroeville, and Johann G. D.
Schuiz, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to Gulf Research &
Development Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed June 5, 1973, Ser. No. 367,177

Int. CI. C08h 7 7/i6
U.S. CI. 260-413 5 Claims

1. A composition containing a mixture of carboxylic
acids falling within each of the following general struc-
tures:

CHj
I

(cir2).-„-2

CII3-C—COOH
I

(CIIj)„-2

CHi

wherein .r is a number from 18 to 30 and n is the integer
2, 3, 4 up to x/2 for even integers between 18 and 30 and
2, 3, 4 up to

x+\
2

for odd integers between 18 and 30, and

CHa
I

(CHOx-n-I

H-C-COOH
I

(CH2).-,

CHj

wherein x is a number from 18 to 30 and n is the integer
2, 3, 4 up to x/2 for even integers between 18 and 30 and
2, 3, 4 up to

x+\
2

for odd integers between 18 and 30.

3,842,108

LARGE RING GOLD-SULFUR-PHOSPHINE
CHELATES

Blaine M. Sutton, Hatboro, and Joseph Weinstock, Phoe-
nixville. Pa. assignors to Smithkline Corporation,
Philadelphia, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 1, 1973, Sen No. 384,665

Int. CI. C07f 1/12
U.S. CI. 260—430 3 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

RiRjP-(CH2)n-S
i I

An An

S-(CH,)„-PRiR»
in which:

Ri and R2 are each lower alkyl of from one to three
carbon atoms, phenyl, phenyl substituted with a mem-
ber selected from the group of alkyl, alkoxy or halo-
gen, each alkyl or alkoxy having from one to three
carbon atoms, or, when lower alkyl, are joined to-

gether with the phosphorus atom to which they are
attached to form a ring; and

n is two to four.

3,842,109

PREPARATION OF BETA-HALOGENOALKYL
ISOCYANATES

Klaus-Dieter Kampe, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, as-
signor to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vor-
mals Meister Lucius & Bruning, Frankfurt, Germany

No Drawing. Application Nov. 4, 1970, Ser. No. 86,981,
now abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of
application Ser. No. 727,347, May 7, 1968, now Patent
No. 3,644,458, dated Feb. 22, 1972. Divided and this
application Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 298,805

Claims priority, application Germany, May 9, 1967,
F 52,364

Int. CI. C07c 119/04
U.S. CI. 260—453 P 6 Clauns

1. A process for the preparation of a /3-haloalkylisocya-
nate of the formula

R3 Ri

X—c—C—N=C=0
R4 Rj (I)
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herein X is chlorine or bromine and Ri, R2, R3 and R4, pound of the formula MczS^ wher^ Me is ammonium,
alkali metal or an alkaline earth metal and hal is a halo-

gen of atomic weight 35 to 127.
taken alone, are hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 13 carbon atoms,

alkenyl of 2 to 13 carbon atoms, chloroalkyl of 1 to 13

carbon atoms, bromoalkyl of 1 to 13 carbon atoms, cyclo-

alkyl of 5 or 6 carbon atoms, or phenyl, and wherein Rj,

R2, R3, and R4, taken pairwise, are alkylene or alkenylene

of 3 to 6 carbon atoms or part of a bicyclic or tricyclic

3,842,112
HYDROXYALKENYLSILOXANE RIGID

URETHANE FOAM STABILIZERS

carbocyclic saturated or mono-unsaturated ring system of George M. Omietanski and Vincent T. ChuangM^^^

up to 13 carbon atoms, which process comprises contact-
Oh.o, assignors to Un.on Carb.de Corporation, New

ing, at a temperature of about —30° C. to about -f 250°

C, a lactam of the formula

R2 R3

Ri—c—c—Ri

x-i!i-(!:=o (II)

wherein X, Ri, R2, R3 and R4 are as defined above, with

from 0.002 to 1.5 mol percent, per mole of lactam, of a

free-radical forming catalyst and with from 0.2 to 3

mols, per mol of lactam, of a co-catalyst selected from

the group consisting of olefins and acetylenes free of iso-

cyanate-reactive functional groups.

York, N.Y.
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,786

Int. CI. C07f 7/08
U.S. CI. 260—448.2 B 9 Claims

1. A hydroxyalkyenylsiloxane consisting essentially of

(A) at least one hydroxyalkenylsiloxane unit having the

formula:

rH0(R).R'C2Hr-|-

R
I

SiO
4-(b-|-c)

3,842,110

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING OCTAPHENYLTETRA-
CYCLOSILOXANE

John S. Razzano, Troy, N.Y., assignor to General
Electric Company, Waterford, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 405,310
Int. CI. C07f 7/08

U.S. CI. 260—448.2 E 11 Claims
1. A process for producing octaphenyltetracyclicsilox-

anes comprising (a) contacting (C6H5)2SiX2, where X
is halogen and which compound has trace amounts of the

other halogen sUanes with an ingredient selected from the

class consisting of an alcohol of the formula, ROH, and

a mixture of water and an alcohol where up to 50 mole

percent of the mixture can be water, where R is selected

from monovalent hydrocarbon radicals and halogenated

monovalent hydrocarbon radicals of up to 8 carbon atoms

to form substantially a reaction product of the formula of aliphatic carbon to carbon multiple bonds and having

wherein R is a divalent hydrocarbon group free of ali-

phatic carbon to carbon multiple bonds, R' is an arylene

group, a cycloalkylene group that has no hydrogen bonded

to the carbon atom attached to the C2H2 group and that

is free of aliphatic carbon to carbon multiple bonds or a

divalent —CR2"— group, R" and R" are each mono-
valent hydrocarbon groups free of aliphatic carbon to car-

bon multiple bonds and having from 1 to 10 inclusive car-

bon atoms, C2H2 is a —CH=CH— or a

—Cr=CH2
I

group, each hydroxyalkenylsiloxane group has no more
than 20 carbon atoms, a has a value of or 1, b has a

value of 1, 2 or 3, c has a value of 0, 1 or 2, and {b-\-c)

has a value of 1, 2 or 3; and (B) at least three hydrocarbyl-

siloxane units represented by the formula:

R°°<iSiO, ^4—

g

2

wherein R°° is a monovalent hydrocarbon group free

(C6H5)2Si(OR)2- (b) removing any acid that is formed;

(c) adding water, a water-immiscible organic solvent and

an alkaline rearrangement catalyst to the reaction product

of (a) and (b); and (d) heating the resulting mixture

from 40° C. to below 80° C. to form the desired product.

3,842,111
SULFUR CONTAINING ORGANOSILICON

COMPOUNDS
Eugen Meyer-Simon and Werner Schwarze, Frankfurt,

Friedrich Thurn, Grossauheim, and Rudolf Michel,
Sombom, Germany, assignors to Deutsche Gold- und
Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 277,043

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 17, 1971,
P 21 41 159.6, P 21 41 160.9; Mar. 14, 1972,
P 22 12 239.0

Int. CI. C07f 7/10. 7/18
U.S. a. 260—448.2 E 33 Claims

1. A process of preparing a compound having the for-

mula Z—alk—Sn—alk—Z, in which Z is

from 1 to 10 inclusive carbon atoms and d has a value of

1, 2 or 3, the molecular weight of the siloxane portion of

the hydroxyalkenylsiloxane being from about 250 to about

1300 inclusive, and, when dihydrocarbylsiloxane units,

R2°°SiO units, are present, the ratio of hydroxyalkenyl-

siloxane units to dihydrocarbylsiloxane units is at least

0.5 to 1.0.

Ri
/

hSi-Ri,

Rj

(1)

Ri Rj
/ /—Si—Rj or —Si—Rj
\ \
Rj Rj

(2) (3)

wherein Rj is alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms or phenyl and

R2 is alkoxy of 1 to 8 carbon atoms, cycloalkoxy with 5

to 8 carbon atoms or alkylmercapto with 1 to 8 carbon

atoms, alk is a divalent hydrocarbon of 1 to 18 carbon

atoms and n is an integer of 2 to 6 comprising reacting

a compound of the formula Z—alk—hal with a com-

3 842 113
CATALYST FOR REDUCING CARBON DIOXIDE
Masaru Ichikawa, Tokorozawa, Shuichi Naito, Toshihiko

Kondo, and Kohei Kawase, Sagamihara, and Kenzi
Tamani, Kamakura, Japan, assignors to Sagami Chem-
ical Research Center, Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Original application Sept. 30, 1971, Ser. No.
185,370, now abandoned. Divided and this application

Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,575
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 25, 1970,

45/103,263
Int. CI. C07c 1/12, 27/06

U.S. CI. 260—449 R 7 Oaims
1. In a process for reducing carbon dioxide wherein car-

bon dioxide is reacted with hydrogen in the presence of a

catalyst, the improvement which comprises conducting

said reaction at a temperature of from 250° C. to 400° C.

in the presence of an electron donor-acceptor complex

catalyst consisting essentially of

(a) an alkali metal,

(b) a chloride of a transition metal of Group VIB or

VIII of the Periodic Table, and

(c) graphite, and

wherein the weight ratio of said chloride to graphite

is 0.001-10: 1 and of said alkali metal to graphite and said

chloride is 0.1-10:1.
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3,842,114

ISOMERIZATION CATALYST ACTIVATION
PROCESS

Swan T. Sie, Amsterdam, Netherlands, assignor to Shell
Oil Company, Houston, Tex.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Scr. No. 338,111

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 25, 1972,
7205564

Int. CI. BOlj 11/40
U.S. CI. 252—455 Z 7 Claims

1. A process for activating a catalyst comprising one
or more platinum-group metals supported on H-mordenite
for isomerizing aliphatic saturated C4-C6 hydrocarbons at
temperatures between 200° C. and 300° C. which com-
prises :

hydrating a catalyst containing up to 5% wt. water at
a temperature of not more than 150° C. to a water
content between 5 and about 21% wt.;

and subsequently dehydrating said catalyst at tempera-
tures below 300° C. to a water content of 2-3% wt.
by contacting said catalyst with a flowing gas stream
while raising the temperature under such conditions
that

(C) distilling off the liquid mixture to recover the puri-
fied diaminomaleonitrile.

3,842,116

15.HYDROXYPROST.13-ENOIC ACID
DERIVATIVES

Kiyoshi Sakai, Takashi Yusa, Masaaki Sasaki, Shigeo
Amemiya, Mitsuo Yamazaki, and Koichi Kojima,
Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Sankyo Company Limited

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.
No. 180,453, Sept. 14, 1971. This application Apr. 3,
1973, Ser. No. 347,577

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 19, 1970,
45/82,238; Sept. 28, 1970, 45/84,800

Int. CI. C07c 61/32, 69/74
U.S. CI. 260—468 D 5 Claims

1. A compound having the formula

AXB
<90,

where A represents the catalyst water content in per-
cent wt. before the temperature is raised, B represents
the heating-up rate in ° C./hour and C represents the
space velocity of the gas in liters of gas/liter of cata-
lyst/hour, and at temperatures above 150° C. said
space velocity is at least 5.

wherein A represents a straight or branched alkylene
group having from 4 to 8 carbon atoms, R' represents a
straight or branched alkyl group having from 3 to 7 car-
bon atoms, and R2 represents a hydrogen atom or a
straight or branched alkyl group having from 1 to 5 carbon
atoms.

3,842,115

PROCESS FOR PURIFYING
DIAMINOMALEONITRILE

Yoshito Hamamoto, Nakajyo-machi, and Tomio Okada,
Yamato, Japan, assignors to Kyowa Gas Chemical In-
dustry Co., Ltd., and Sagami Chemical Research Cen-
ter, both of Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. FUed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,026

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 14, 1972,
47/15,886, 47/15,887

Int. CI. C07c 121/20
U.S. CI. 260—465.5 R 5 ciafans

1. In a process for the production of diaminomaleonc
trile prepared by tetramerizing hydrogen cyanide in a di-
methyl formamide or dimethyl sulfoxide solvent in the
presence of an alkali catalyst, the improvement compris-
ing recovering purified diaminomaleonitrile by:

(A) mixing the entire reaction mass of the above prep-
aration (containing diaminomaleonitrile, high boil-
ing point by-products, dimethyl formamide or di-
methyl sulfoxide, and an alkali catalyst) with at least
one liquid selected from the group consisting of:

(1) an aliphatic chlorinated hydrocarbon which
is methylene chloride, chloroform, 1,2-dichloro-
ethane, ethylene dichloride, trichloroethylene, or
tetrachloroethane;

(2) an aliphatic carbon chloride which is carbon
tetrachloride; and

(3) an aromatic hydrocarbon which is benzene,
toluene, xylene or 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene

with the provisos that the amount of liquid is 3 to 20
times by volume of the volume of the entire reac-
tion mass and the mixing temperature is at least
room temperature;

(B) separating the mixture into a solid component con-
taining undesirable impurities and a liquid mixture;
and

3,842,117

15-OXOPROST.13.ENOIC ACID DERIVATIVES
Kiyoshi Sakai, Takashi Yusa, Masaaki Sasaki, Shigeo
Amemiya, Mitsuo Yamazaki, and Koichi Kojima,
Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Sankyo Company Limited.
Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

?L°,\^o^'^'*^' ^*P*- 1^' 1^71. This application Apr. 3,
1973, Ser. No. 347,576

'

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 19, 1970,
45/82,238; Sept. 28, 1970, 45/84,800

Int. CI. C07c 61/36, 69/74
U.S. CI. 260—468 D 5 Claims

1. A compound having the formula

wherein A represents a straight or branched alkylene group
having from 4 to 8 carbon atoms, R' represents a straight
or branched alkyl group having from 3 to 7 carbon
atoms, and R2 represents a hydrogen atom or a straight
or branched alkyl group having from 1 to 5 carbon atoms.

3,842,118

15.METH0XY PGEj
Frank H. Lincoln, Jr., Portage, Mich., assignor to The

Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.
No Drawing. Original application May 4, 1971, Ser. No.

140,252, now Patent No. 3,781,325. Divided and this
appUcation Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,643

Int. CI. C07c 61/36, 69/74
U.S. CI. 260—468 D 4 claims

1. An optically active compound of the formula

COOR,

^/\r\y\^\y
HO OCH,
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or a racemic compound of that formula and the mirror

image thereof, wherein Rj is hydrogen, alkyl of one to 8

carbon atoms, inclusive, or a pharmacologically accept-

able cation.

wherein the weight ratio of said chloride to graphite is a

0.001-10:1 and of said alkali metal to graphite and chlo-

ride is 0.1-10:1.

3,842,119

HYDROXYPROPANE SULFONATES OF
C21-CYCLOALIPHATIC ACIDS

Alan M. Bills, Snmmerville, S.C., assignor to Westvaco
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. FUed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,551

Int. CI. C07c 143/22
U.S. CI. 260—468 K 2 Oaimt

1. Bis-hydroxypropane sulfonates of the formula

CH—CH OH
/ \ I

CH3(CH2)x-CH CH-(CH2)y—COOCH2CHCIl2S03Na

CH—CH
I I

z z

wherein x and y are integers from 3 to 9, ar and y together

equal 12, and one Z is H and the other Z is

COOCHzCHCHsSOsNa.
I

OH

3,842,120

2-METHYL - 2.[p.(N-PHENYLF0RMIMID0YL)
PHENOXY]PROPIONIC ACID ESTERS AND
CONGENERS
William K. Sprenger, Des Plalnes, HI., assignor to

G. D. Searle & Co., Chicago, 111.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,143

Int. CI. C07c 101/44
U.S. CI. 260—471 R 10 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

CHs

\—Oceo O-lower alkyl

CHs

wherein Ph represents phenyl optionally substituted by
halogen of atomic number greater than 9 and less than

33, hydroxyl, or fewer than 4 lower alkoxys.

3,842,122

TREATING TAR SANDS BITUMEN
Ronald H. Wolk, Trenton, and Michael C. Chervenak,

Pennington, N.J., assignors to Hydrocarbon Research,

Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,315

Int. CI. ClOg 1/00. 9/16, 23/00
U.S. CI. 208—48 Q 1 Claim

1. In a process for refining a tar sand derived material

selected from the group consisting of natural tar and

bitumen, which refining process includes the steps of pass-

ing the feed substantially in the liquid phase through a

reaction zone in the presence of a hydrogen-containing

gas under temperature in the range of 700 to 950° F. and

hydrogen partial pressure in the range of 200 to 1500

p.s.i. wherein the effluent is removed from the reaction

zone and passed to a separation zone and wherein the

effluent is separated into at least a vapor fraction and a

liquid fraction, the improvement which comprises:

(a) maintaining a temperature in the separation zone in

the range of 500° F. to 800° F.;

3,842,121

CATALYST FOR REDUCTION OF CARBON
MONOXIDE

Masaru Ichikawa, Tokorozawa, Shuichi Naito and Kohei
Kawase, Sagamihara, and Kenzi Tamaru, Kamakura,
Japan, assignors to Sagami Chemical Research Center,
Tokyo, Japan

1

1

No Drawing. Orig^al application Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No.
184,907, now abandoned. Divided and this application
Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,720

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 2, 1970,
45/85,896; Dec. 11, 1970, 45/109,362

Int. CI. C07c 27/06, 1/04
U.S. CI. 260—449 R 7 Claims

1. In the synthesis of hydrocarbons by reaction of
carbon monoxide and hydrogen in the presence of a cata-

lyst, the improvement which comprises conducting said

reaction at a temperature of from 250° C. to 400° C. in

the presence of an electron donor-acceptor complex cata-

lyst consisting essentially of

(a) an alkali metal,

(b) graphite, and
(c) a chloride of a transition metal selected from the

group consisting of Groups IVB, VB, VIB, VIIB
and VIII of the Periodic Table, and

Gas Oil.

^/«ii^r Mopootpao^

Ak/mfy Oi. ^/f30r

(b) maintaining the superficial linear velocity of the

downflowing liquid in separation zone in the range

of 0.006 to 1.0 foot per second the lower temperature

requiring the lower velocity;

(c) the range of temperature versus liquid velocity

being a substantially linear relation of temperature

versus a log-log scale of downflow liquid velocity;

(d) the space velocity of the feed through the reaction

zone and the temperature being such that at least 50

percent of the feed boiling above 975° F. is con-

verted to material boiling below 975° F.;

(e) and thereby avoiding coking of the separator.

3,842,123

METHYLENETETRACYCLEVE FORMATE ESTER
Luigi Bemardi, Via Pinerolo 30; Roberto de CastigUone,

Via Domenichino 38; and Vincenzo Colonna, Via C.
Farini 72, all of Milan, Italy

No Drawing. FUed June 29, 1970, Ser. No. 50,908

Claims priority, appUcation Italy, Aug. 8, 1969,

20,699/69; Sept. 4, 1969, 21,624/69

Int. CI. C07c 103/28
U.S. CI. 260—490 1 Claim

1. 6 - demethyl-6-deoxy-6-methylene-5-formyloxy-tetra-

cycline.
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3,842,124
ORALLY ADMINISTERED CONTRAST AGENTS

FOR CHOLECYSTOGRAPHY
Ernst Felder and Davide Pitre, Milan, Italy, assignors to

Bracco Industria Chimica, Societa per Azioni, Milan,
Italy

Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Sen No. 202,381
Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Dec. 15, 1970,

18,621/70
Int. CI. C07c 101/72

U.S. CI. 260-501.11 6 Claims
1. A compound which is a 3-[(3-acylamino-2,4,6-tri-

iodophenoxy)-alkoxy]-2-aIkylpropionic acid of the for-
mula

I-

0-(CH2)„-0-CH2—CH-COOII

3 842 127
PROCESS FOR PREPARING FLUOROPERHALO-

AZAOLEFINS
Cyril Woolf, Morristown, Bryce Clifford Oxenrider, Flor-
ham Park, and Wilhelmus Maria Beyleveld, VVhippany,
N.J., assignors to Allied Chemical Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

'

No Drawing. Original application Feb. 26, 1970, Sen No.
14,652, now Patent No. 3,705,917. Divided and this
application Sept. 28, 1972, Sen No. 293,266

Int. CI. C07c 119/00
U.S. CI. 260—566 R 9 Claims

1. A process for preparing fluoroperhaloazaolefins hav-
ing the formula

Y, Y,

F-C-N=i
I

Y2 Yj

or a water-soluble salt of said acid with a physiologically
tolerated metal or amine, in said formula R being acetyl
or propionyl, R' being methyl or ethyl, and n being an in-
teger between 2 and 4.

3,842,125
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
(+)-TRANS.CHRYSANTHEMIC ACID

Fukashi Horiuchi and Akio Higo, Nishiinomiya, and Hiro-
suke Yoshioka, Ikeda, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo
Chemical Company, Limited, Higashi-ku, Osaka, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Sen No. 319,705
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 7, 1972.

47/4,821
Int. CI. C07c 61/04

U.S. CI. 260—514 H 4 Claims
1. A process for isolation of (+)-trans-chrysanthemic

acid, which comprises dissolving (±)-trans-chrysanthemic
acid or (±)-cis, trans-chrysanthemic acid in a solvent
selected from the group consisting of water, lower alkyl
alcohols, lower alkyl ethers, dioxane, tetrahydrofuran,
lower alkyl ketones and a mixture thereof, adding (— )-«-
{l-naphthyl)-ethylamine to the solution, cooling the re-
sulting homogeneous solution to deposit crystals of the
amine salt of (+ )-trans-chrysanthemic acid, decompos-
ing the salt by an acid or an alkali, and recovering (+ )-
trans-chrysanthemic acid.

wherein Y, and Yj are independently fluorine or fluoro-
perhaloalkyl radicals having either the formula

CFaXCCFX)^—
wherein X is fluorine, chlorine or bromine and m is to
6, or the formula —CF(CFX)n wherein X is fluorine,
chlorine or bromine and n is 3 to 5, which process com-
prises reacting, under substantially anhydrous conditions
at a temperature below 200° C, a carbonyl compound
having the formula

\
/

Zj

c=o

wherein Zi is Yj as defined above or chlorine, bromine
or iodine, with an ionizable fluoride salt capable of form-
ing an alcoholate salt with the carbonyl compound and
being selected from the group consisting of potassium
fluoride, rubidium fluoride, cesium fluoride^ silver fluoride,
and tetradower alkyl) ammonium fluorides, in the pres-
ence of an aprotic, polar, liquid reaction medium, there-
after reacting said alcoholate salt with a cyanogen halide,
and wherein less than 1 mole of cyanogen halide is added
to the reaction mixture for each mole of carbonyl com-
pound and fluoride salt employed and separating the re-
sulting fluoroperhaloazaolefin from the reaction mixture.

3,842,126
CATALYTIC PRODUCTION OF POLYHALO-

«;.... . ^ KETO-ALKENOIC ACIDS
William A. Erby, Alburtis, and James F. Tompkins, Allen-

town, Pa., assignors to Air Products and Chemicals,
Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

^^'^^^^il^f^f^P^^^^^^'^" of abandoned applicaHon Sen

wTc ^, ^, Int. CI. C07c 59/75
U.S. CI. 260-539 R 9 claims

1. A method for producing C5 to Cio polychlorinated
or polybrominated 4-keto-alkenoic acids, which comprises
the steps of direct combined catalytic halogenation and
dehydrogenation of C5 to Cio 4-keto monocarboxy al-
kanoic acids with elemental chlorine or bromine in the
presence of a catalyst amount of at least one cation se-
lected from the group consisting of aluminum, zinc
titanium, cobalt, magnesium and calcium, wherein *he
reactionis mitiated at substantially ambient temperature
and during said tmie period the temperature is gradually
raised to a final temperature of from 170' C. to 210° C
the reaction being controlled by the rate of chlorine or
bromine sufficient to prevent the temperature exceeding

3,842,128
ARTHROPOD MATURATION INHIBITORS

Meyer Schwarz, Kensington, Philip E. Sonnet, Bowie, and
Nobel Wakabayashi, New Carrollton, Md., assignors to
the Um'ted States of America as represented by the
Secretary of Agriculture

No Drawing. Original application Jan. 7, 1971, Sen No.
104,781. Divided and this application Apn 6, 1973,
Sen No. 348,552 p » .

Int. CI. C07c 49/20
U.S. CI. 260—593 R 2 Claims

1. A compound of the general formula

CHj CHj

CHiC=CH(CH2)?-C= =CH(CH2)j

CH3

-C^CHC—CHi

3 842 129
ORGANIC PEROXIDES

Yun Ger Chang and Philip S. Bailey, Austin, Tex., as-
signors to Reichhold Chemicals, Inc., White Plains,
N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application Aug. 10, 1971, Sen No.
170,621, now Patent No. 3,755,454, dated Aug. 28,
1973. Divided and this application Nov. 29. 1972.
Sen No. 310,560

Int. CI. C07c 49/04
U.S. CI. 260—594 2 Claims

1. An organic peroxide namely 6-t-butylperoxy-2,6-di-
methyl-2-hepten-4-one.
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3,842,130

PROCESS FOR PREPARING 2,3,5.TRIMETHYL
HYDROQUINONE

Takuo Kawaguchl and Takashi Nishida, Kurashiki,

Yoshiaki Ohmura, Okayama, Masahisa Tanomura,
Kurashiki, Kozo Nakao, Okayama, and Toshiaki

Takagi, Yoichi Ninagawa, and Kazuo Itoi, Kurashiki,

Japan, assignors to Kuraray Co., Ltd., Kurashiki, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Sen No. 303,912

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 5, 1971,

46/88,436, 46/88,437

Int. CI. C07c 37/00
U.S. a. 260—621 H 7 Claims

1. A process for producing pure white, crystalline 2,3,

5-trimethyl hydroquinone which comprises contacting 2,3,

5-trimethyl benzoquinone, dissolved in a carboxylic acid

ester having the fo lowing formula:

I
RCOOR'

wherein R is hydrogen or an alkyl radical having from 1

to 6 carbon atoms, and R' is an alkyl radical having from

1 to 8 carbon atoms, provided that the total number of

carbon atoms is not more than 12, the weight ratio of car-

boxylic acid ester to benzoquinone being in the range of

from about 3:1 to 50: 1 with hydrogen gas in the presence

of a hydrogenating catalyst selected from the group con-

sisting of platinum, palladium and nickel, at a tempera-

ture within the range of 0° C. to 150° C, and a hydrogen

gas pressure within the range of 1 to 200 atmospheres,

precipitating the 2, 3,5-trimethyl hydroquinone from solu-

tion, and recovering the 2,3,5-trimethyl hydroquinone.

3,842,132

DEHYDROGENATION OF OLEFINIC
HYDROCARBONS

Ching-Tsan Lo, Joe Jed Miller, and Norbert Francis

Cywinski, Odessa, Tex., assignors to EI Paso Products

Company, Odessa, Tex.

No Drawing. Filed Apn 9, 1973, Sen No. 349,327

Int. CI. C07c 5/U
U.S. CI. 260—669 R 12 Claims

1. A method for the dehydrogenation of olefinic hy-

drocarbons to form olefins and/or diolefins without the

addition of air or oxygen comprising contacting said ole-

finic hydrocarbons with a dehydrogenation catalyst com-

prising a vanadate of a Group IV-A and/or V-A metal

optionally promoted by a compound of Group V-B, VI-B,

or VIII of the Periodic Table of the Elements.

3,842,131

PROCESS FOR CONDUCTING A DIELS-
ALDER REACTION

Yoshihiro Watanabe, Seiji Suzuki, Tooru Tokumani, and
Hiroshi Yoshihara, Osaka, and Takeshi Yamahara,
Hyogo, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Chemical Com-
pany, Limited, Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Filed May 22, 1973, Sen No. 362,706

Int. CI. C07c 13/54
U.S. CI. 260—666 PY 4 Claims

1. In a process for conducting a Diels-Alder reaction

by reacting a conjugated diolefin represented by the fol-

lowing structural formula:

3,842,133

METHOD FOR MAKING A POLYMERIC FUSION
ADHESIVE PRACTICALLY FREE OF ORGANIC
SOLVENTS AND WHICH IS MELTABLE AND
SOLUBLE IN ORGAMC SOLVENTS

Horst Dalibor, Harksheide, Richard Gutte, Oststeinbek,

and Gunter Stenzel, Hamburg, Germany, assignors to

Reichhold-AIbert-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft, Hamburg,

Germany

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Sen No.

95,796, Dec. 7, 1970. This application Jan. 16, 1973,

Sen No. 324,181

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 8, 1969,

516,607/69

Int. CI. C08f 1/00, 15/40, 27/18

U.S. CI. 260—80.73 8 Claims

(

R3 Ri Rs

C = -M^c=c
/

R«

wherein Rj, R2, R3, R4, R5 and Re each represents a

hydrogen atom, an alkyl group, an aryl group, an aralkyl

group, an alkoxy group, an acyl group, or an oxycarbonyl

group, with an olefin having an activated double bond
represented by the following structural formula:

Rs R»
I I

R7—C=C—Rin

wherein R7, Rs, Rg and Rio may be the same or diff"erent,

R7 represents an alkenyl group, an aryl group, an aralkyl

group, an alkoxy group or a carbonyl-containing group

and Rs, Rg and Rio each represents a hydrogen atom, an

alkyl group, an alkenyl group, an aryl group, an alkoxy

group or a carbonyl-containing group to form the Diels-

Alder reaction product by the 1,4-addition of said olefin

to said conjugated diolefin, the improvement of suppress-

ing the formation of by-product thereby increasing the

yield of the Diels-Alder reaction product which comprises

feeding dividedly the conjugated diolefin or the olefin

incrementally through at least two inlets into a tubular

reactor.

1. A method for making a polymeric fusion adhesive

practically free of organic solvents and which is meltable

and soluble in organic solvents and the liquid melt of

which can be worked satisfactorily, which consisting essen-

tially of

( 1 ) heating a mixture of

(a) 1 to 20% by weight of acrylonitrile,

(b) 1 to 20% by weight of acrylamide,

(c) 40 to 97% by weight of 2-ethylhexylacrylate,

(d) 1 to 30% by weight of methyl methacrylate

in an organic solvent to a temperature of about

100° C. to 140° C;
(2) adding a polymerization initiator to said heated

mixture, and

(3) removing organic solvent from said mixture after

samples of the resulting polymeric mixture indicate

that the polymer has the viscosity of 100 to 600 DIN
6 seconds measured at 20° C. as 50% strength by

weight in xylene solution and showing good adhesive

properties in the temperature range of 0° to 50° C.
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3,842,134
POLYMERIZATION PROCESS

Robert E. Pratt, Costa Mesa, Calif., assignor to Bray Oil
Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed June 9, 1972, Sen No. 261,514
Int. CI. C07c 3/18

U.S. CI. 260—683.15 B 7 Claims
1. A process for the controlled polymerization of linear

alpha olefines containing from 6 to 12 carbon atoms into
polymer oils containing high percentages of trimeric and
tetrameric products possessing low pour points, low vis-

cosities, high viscosity indexes, and high flash points, said
products being suitable for the formulation of light lubri-
cating oils and hydraulic fluids, said process comprising
the following steps

:

(a) reacting a linear alpha olefine of 6 to 12 carbon
atoms at a temperature between 180° and 250° F.,

with a catalyst comprising a mixture of anhydrous
aluminum chloride with a mononitroalkane having
one to three carbon atoms in a ratio of 1 to 6 mols of
mononitroalkane to each mol of aluminum chloride,
and

(b) removing catalyst from the polymer oil product
and fractionating the oil to recover therefrom an oil

fraction composed of the desired polymers of the
alpha olefine starting material.

by weight sulfuric acid in an absorption zone to form
an isoamylene-fat acid extract which is then contacted with
an inert hydrocarbon solvent extractant having a different
boiling range than isoamylene in a reversion zone to
separate the isoamylenes from the acid and form a lean
acid which is then in part purged and replenished by make-
up acid and then recycled to the absorption zone, the
improvement which comprises adding the make-up acid
as two separate components, a 90% by weight or greater
concentration sulfuric acid addition to the lean recycle
acid and a water addition to the isoamylene-fat acid
extract in an amount sufficient to dilute said added acid
essentially to the concentration of the purged acid; where-
by the concentration of sulfuric acid in the absorption
zone is greater than said acid concentration in the re-
version zone.

3,842,135
CATALYTIC ISOMERIZATION OF

ALPHA-PINENE
Curry Beach Davis and Joseph J. McBride, Jr., Panama

City, Fla., assignors to Arizona Chemical Company.
New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,844

Int. CI. C07c 13/00; C09f i/02
U.S. CI. 260—675.5 4 Claims

1. A process for the isomerization of a pinene-contain-
ing feed material which consists in heating said material in
an inert atmosphere at temperatures between 75° C. and
175° C. in contact with catalyst consisting essentially of a
carbonate-activated carbon whereby camphene is re-
covered in good yield.

3 842 137
SELECTIVE HYDROGENATION OF C.

ACETYLENIC HYDROCARBONS
Roland Libers, Dickinson, and Claude W. Smalling, Jr.,

Alvin, Tex., assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis,
Mo.
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,431

Int. CI. C07c 7/00
U.S. CI. 260—681.5 R 10 Claims

1. A process for the selective hydrogenation of C4
acetylenes in admixture with butadiene in the liquid phase
which comprises reacting said C4 hydrocarbon mixture
with a stream of hydrogen diluted to not more than 25
mole percent hydrogen in inert gas in cocurrent upflow
reaction over a Group VIII noble metal supported catalyst
at a temperature of from 40° to 175° F. and under a
pressure sufficient to maintain the C4 hydrocarbon mix-
ture substantially in liquid phase, said inert gas being inert
to the hydrogenation reaction and not acting as a poison
to said catalyst.

3,842,136
ISOAMYLENE EXTRACTION

Theodore A. Wandstrat, Houston, Tex., assignor to
Shell Oil Company

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
158,331, June 30, 1971. This appUcation May 10.
1973, Ser. No. 359,161

Int. CI. C07c ii/Oa
U.S. CI. 260-677 A 3 Qaims

3,842,138
METHOD OF CRACKING HYDROCARBONS
UNDER HYDROGEN PRESSURE FOR THE
PRODUCTION OF OLEFINS

Edgar Chahvekilian and Jean Marc Plichon, Paris, France,
assignors to Pierrefitte-Auby, Paris, France

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,693
Claims priority, application France, Dec. 21, 1971,

7145824; Oct 24, 1972, 7237583
Int. CI. C07c 3/40; ClOg 13/28

U.S. CI. 260—683 R H Claims
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1. In a continuous process for the recovery of iso-

amylenes from a mixture consisting essentially of other
five-carbon hydrocarbons wherein the hydrocarbon mix-
ture containing isoamylenes is contacted with 50-75%

1. A process for thermally cracking a hydrocarbon
feedstock to convert it into lower molecular weight prod-
ucts containing large proportions of olefins comprising
conducting said process in a heated reactor under super-
atmospheric pressures, ranging from about 10 bars to
about 70 bars read at the reactor outlet, in the presence
of hydrogen used in such amounts that its molar con-
centration in the effluent from the cracking section be not
lower than 20%, at reactor outlet temperatures higher
than about 625° C. to about 1100° C. and with residence
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times within the reaction section shorter than about 0.5

second down to about 0.005 second, adjusting said resi-

dence time in a decreasing manner with an increase of the

cracking temperature, and providing an efficient means

to control the extent of the destructive and hydrogenating

action of hydrogen under pressure as well as the correlated

heat effect, so that coking and useless over-hydrogenation

of primary cracking products into paraffins are avoided,

while obtaining controlled heat release capable of sub-

stantially reducing the over-all heat requirements of the

cracking process.

3 842 139
DEHYDROGENATION OF PARAFFINS OVER A
PLATINUM MAGNESIUM ALUMINATE SPINEL

William L. Kehl and Raymond J. Rennard, Jr., Pittsburgh,

Pa., assignors to Gulf Research & Development Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Sen No. 340,030

Int. CI. C07c 5/20

U.S. CI. 260—683.3 15 Claims

1. A process which comprises:

contacting a charge stock comprising at least one

acyclic saturated hydrocarbon having from three to

six carbon atoms per molecue and from 10 to 1000

p.p.m. of a sulfur containing compound selected

from the group consisting of H2S and an organic

sulfur containing compound capable of forming H2S

under the conditions of reaction in the vapor phase

under dehydrogenation conditions including a tem-

perature from 300° C. to 700° C. and in the pres-

ence of added hydrogen
with a catalyst consisting essentially of platinum on a

support consisting essentially of a magnesium alu-

minate spinel having a surface area from about 10

to about 250 m.^/g.

an amount to be effective as an activator or modifier for

the HF catalyst and wherein said admixture is defined by

the trapezoidal area indicated in the 3-component diagram

of the figure which area represents substantially the exist-

ence of a 2-phase system.

3 842 141

SILICONE-EPOXY COPOLYMERS AND MOLDING
POWDERS OBTAINED THEREFROM

Charles A. Fetscher, Olean, and John J. Sparapany,

Allegany, N.Y., assignors to The Dexter Corporation,

Windsor Locks, Conn.
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 228,236, Feb. 22, 1972. This application Jan. 31,

1973, Ser. No. 326,174
Int. CI. C08g 45/16, 47/10

U.S. CI. 260—824 EP 17 Claims

1. A solid, homogeneous silicone-epoxy resm copoly-

mer, said copolymer consisting essentially of a hydroxy

terminated poly-functional methyl phenyl silicone inter-

mediate, and an epoxy resin having at least one hydroxyl

group and a molecular weight of about 624 to 2000, the

amount of said silicone intermediate being within the range

of 15 to 40% by weight of said copolymer, and the pro-

portions of said epoxy resin and silicone intermediate be-

ing such that the epoxy resin supplies at least the same

number of epoxy hydroxyl groups as there are hydroxyl

groups, reactive at 120° C, present in said silicone inter-

mediate.

3,842,140
HF ALKYLATION OF ISOPARAFFIN WITH OLEFIN
HEAVIER THAN ETHYLENE WITH ETHYL
FLUORIDE AS REACTION IMPROVER

Thomas Hutson, Jr, and Cecil O. Carter, Bartlesville,

Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company
Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 217,665,

Jan. 13, 1972. This appUcation Sept. 22, 1972,

Ser. No. 291,372
Int. CI. C07c 3/54

U.S. CI. 260—683.51 12 Oaims

c-ioo*iCTHYL FLUonice

I.AU. POINTS AT I00*F

2. COMPOSITIONS IN WT Vo
INC OLCftN PRESENT)

I1. A process for the alkylation of at least one isoparaf-

fin with at least one olefin wherein an admixture consist-

ing essentially of HF catalyst, ethyl fluoride, and a hydro-

carbon comprising a major portion of isoparaffin and a

minor portion of olefin is subjected to alkylation employ-

ing in the alkylation reaction system the ethyl fluoride in

3 842 142
UNSATURATED POLYESTER COMPOSITIONS

Michael A. Harpold, St. Albans, and Kenneth E. Atkins,

South Charleston, W. Va., assignors to Union Carbide

Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273,547

Int. CI. C08f 43/08
U.S. CI. 260—862 H Claims

1. A composition comprising an unsaturated poly-

ester which is the condensation reaction product of a

mixture consisting essentially of an unsaturated, dicar-

boxylic acid or anhydride thereof, an aromatic dicar-

boxylic acid or anhydride thereof in an amount of about

5 to 30 percent by weight, based on the combined weight

of the imsaturated, dicarboxylic acid and the aromatic

dicarboxylic acid, and a glycol having the formula:

ho-^chA-c-^chj^oh
V /m I \ y V

wherein the sum of m-fp is at least one and R* and R'

are hydrogen or alkyl having 1 to 20 carbon atoms; and a

thermoplastic copolymer, in an amount of about 10 to

about 85 percent by weight based on the weight of said

unsaturated polyester, of vinyl chloride and vinyl acetate

having a combined vinyl chloride content of about 35 to

about 45 percent by weight.

3 842 143

PROCESSABLE POLYIMlbES AND POLYAMIDE-
IMIDES CONTAINING POLYOLEFINIC UN-
SATURATED IMIDES

Roland A. E. Winter, Armonk, N.Y., assignor to Ciba-

Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 303,299

Int. CI. C08g^i/04
U.S. CI. 260—857 PA 17 Claims

1. A composition of matter comprising

(a) a polyimide resin having the formula

/•CO "N

I h

H,N-R' t/ ^R« N-R' NH,

C C
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or a polyamide-imide resin having the formulas

HjN_Ri—N-f;
N-R>- -NHj

wherein

R^ is an alkylene group containing from 2 to 12 carbon
atoms; cycloalkylene group containing from 4 to 6
carbon atoms, a xylylene group, an arylene group se-

lected from phenylene, tolylene, biphenylene, naph-
thylene, a substituted arylene group of the formula

and

HjN-Ri- -

-<o>-w<oy

Oil IC-N-Rio^N-C

H
I

H

N-Ri- NHi

wherein W is sulfur, carbonyl, —NH, N— (lower)alky!,—O—, —N—phenyl, sulfonyl, an alkylene group of from
1 to 3 carbon atoms, Rs and R' are independent and each
is hydrogen, chloro, or bromo, (lower)alkyl of from 1

to 5 carbon atoms, (lower) alkoxy containing from I

to 5 carbon atoms, or a group having the formula

wherein

R' is a tetravalent aliphatic, cycloaliphatic, aromatic
or heterocyclic radical containing at least 2 carbon
atoms;

Ri and R^" are the same or different and each is an
alkylene group containing from 2 to 12 carbon
atoms; a cycloalkylene group containing from 4 to 6
carbon atoms; a xylylene group, an arylene group
selected from phenylene, xylene, tolylene, biphenyl-
ene, naphthylene, a substituted arylene group of the
formula

R. R,

-<io>-<o>-

where Y is a covalent bond or —NH, and R8 is phenyl,
piperidino, hydrogen, diphenylamino or di(lower)alkyl-
amino; D is a divalent radical containing olefinic unsat-
uration having the formula

—C-R»

A'
R« Hi- '^'

wherein W is sulfur, carbonyl, —NH, —N— (lower)
alkyl, —O—, —N— phenyl, sulfonyl, an alkylene group
of from 1 to 3 carbon atoms, R6 and R' are independent
and each is hydrogen, chloro, or bromo, (lower) alkyl
containing from 1 to 5 carbon atoms, (lower) alkoxy
containing from 1 to 5 carbon atoms, or

Ri

N

wherein Y is a covalent bond or —NH, and Rs is phenyl,
piperidino, H, diphenylamino or di(lower)alkyl amino;
and n is an integer of from 1 to 100; and

(b) from about 0.5 to about 5.0 mole equivalents per
mole of (a) of a polyolefinic unsaturated imide com-
pound of the formula

r o ^

D N R'

I 4 J

wherein

R3 is hydrogen, methyl, bromo or chloro;

R* is hydrogen, bromo or chloro;

R5 is hydrogen or methyl, and
X is oxygen or methylene.

or

D D D
0=C C=0 0=C C=0 0=C^ \=0V V v-/

I

/\A
o -CHi-

\y
O -CHr-

\/

N

A
oV

3 842 144
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING BLENDS OF VINYL

CHLORIDE RESIN COMPOSITION
Takashl Tanaka, Hanihiko Yusa, and Susumu Chubachi,

Iwaki, Japan, assignors to Kureba Kagaku Kogyo Kabu-
shiki Kalsha, Tokyo-to. Japan
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Sen No. 295,577
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 7, 1971,

46/78,996; May 22, 1972, 47/50,549
Int. CI. C08f 15/00, 14/00

U.S. CI. 260—876 R 7 Claims
1. A method for producing vinyl chloride resin com-

position having excellent impact strength, weather re-

sistance, and processability which consists essentially of
uniform blending:

95 to 70 parts by weight of a vinyl chloride poly-
mer selected from the group consisting of homo-
polymer of vinyl chloride, and copolymers of vmyl
chloride containing therein more than 70% by weight
of vinyl chloride; and

5 to 30 parts by weight of a multi-component type
resin consisting of (a) 50 to 75 parts by weight of a
cross-linked copolymer rubber which is an emulsion-
polymerizate of a monomer mixture [selected from
the group] consisting essentially of a mixture of 60
to 95% by weight of acrylic acid alkyl ester, 40 to
5% by weight of butadiene, and 0.01 to 3% by
weight of a cross-linking agent, and (b) 50 to 25
parts by weight of monomer mixture consisting of 10
to 90% by weight of styrene and 90 to 10% by
weight of methylmethacrylate and 0.01 to 3% of a
cross-linking agent, the monomer mixture being graft-
polymerized upon said cross-linked copolymer rub-
ber.
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3 842 145
POLYMERIZATION OF UNSATURATED MONO-
MERS WITH MULTILITHIUM INITIATORS
Henry L. Hsieh, Bartlesviile, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company
No Drawing. Original application Jan. 21, 1971, Ser. No.

108,612, now Patent No. 3,725,488. Divided and this

appUcation Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,160
Int. CI. C08d 1/32; C08f 19/06

U.S. CI. 260—879 23 Oalms
1. A polymerization process which comprises polym-

erizing at least one polymerizable monomer comprising
a polymerizable conjugated diene, polymerizable mono-
vinyl-substituted aromatic compound, or both, in the pres-

ence of the multilithium polymerization initiator prepared
by the process comprising admixing in the presence of a

hydrocarbon diluent (I) at least one organomonolithium
compound which is sec-alkyllithium, tert-alkyllithium, or

cycloalkyllithium compound with (II) multimethyl aro-

matic hydrocarbon compound containing up to 5 carbo-

cyclic rings and only aromatic rings per molecule wherein
said multimethyl aromatic hydrocarbon compound con-
tains 2 to 10 methyl groups and a total of 8 to 30 carbon
atoms per molecule and in addition thereto can contain
hydrocarbyl substituents in addition to said methyl groups
selected from the group consisting of alkyl, cycloalkyl,

and aralkyl, containing 2 to 10 carbon atoms per group.

3,842,146
POLYMERIZABLE DIBLOCK MACROMOLECULAR
MONOMERS HAVING A SUBSTANTIALLY UNI-
FORM MOLECULAR WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
AND THEIR PREPARATION

Ralph Milkovich, Naperville, and Mutong T. Chiang,
Palos Heights, III., assignors to CPC International Inc.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
282,099, Aug. 21, 1972, which is a continuation-in-part
of appUcaHon Ser. No. 244,205, Apr. 14, 1972, which
in turn is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
117,733, Feb. 22, 1971, now abandoned. This appli-
cation Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,116

Int. CI. C08f 15/00
U.S. CI. 260—879 28 Claims

1. A polymerizable diblock macromolecular monomer
of the formula: A—B—X wherein A is a polymerized
monoalkenyl substituted aromatic hydrocarbon, B is a
polymerized conjugated diene, and X is a polymerizable
end group containing either a vinyl moiety, a vinylene
moiety or an epoxy moiety, said diblock macromolecular
monomer having a molecular weight in the range of from
about 5,000 to about 150,000 and having a substantially

uniform molecular weight distribution such that its ratio

of Hw/Vn is less than about 1.1, said diblock macro-
molecular monomer being further characterized as having
no more than one vinyl moiety, vinylene moiety or epoxy
moiety on the terminal portion per linear copolymer chain.

3,842,147
CRYSTALLINE POLY-ALPHA-OLEFINE COMPOSI-

TION HAVING IMPROVED DYEABILITY
Toshiharu Tomatu, Otake, and Tadao Iwata, Iwakuni,

Japan, assignors to Mitsui Petrochemical Industries,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 303,513

Int. CI. C08f 37/18
U.S. CI. 260—897 B 8 Oauns

1. A crystalline poly-a-olefine composition comprising
a blend of:

(A) a crystalline poly-a-olefine, and
(B) a water-insoluble modified poly-a-olefine compris-

ing a random copolymer of a-olefine units and units
of the following formula

R
I

-[JH»-C-
I

COO(CHj)„SOiM (1)

wherein R is a hydrogen atom and/or methyl group,

M is an alkali metal, and n is an integer of 3 to 4;

said units of formula (1) being derived from a

monomer selected from the group consisting of:

(a) acrylic acid, methacrylic acid or the alkali

metal salts thereof further reacted with a sul-

tone; and
(b) sulfonalkyl ester of acrylic acid, methacrylic

acid or the alkali metal salts thereof, the amount
of said units of formula (1) is 0.001 to 1.5

Meq. per gram of said composition.

3 842 148
METHOD OF MAKING AN INTEGRAL MAGNETIC

ROTOR AND GEAR
Robert J. Loubier, 1811 N. Glendale,

Fort Wayne, Ind. 46804
Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,130

Int. CI. B06b 1/02; B29f 1/00
U.S. CI. 264—24 5 Claims

3Z f3S

'^(Z

3C

1. The method of fabricating an integral rotor assem-

bly for a dynamoelectric machine, said rotor assembly

including a rotor and a force-transmitting element, said

assembly being molded of a mixture of thermoplastic and
permanently magnetizable particles, said rotor having a

magnetized peripheral portion, said element being spaced

radially inwardly from said peripheral portion and not

being magnetized; comprising the steps of mixing prede-

termined quantities of thermoplastic and magnetizable

particles, injection molding said assembly of said mixture,

said molding step including the melting of said thermo-

plastic and permitting it to cool and thereby solidify, mag-
netically orienting said particles by passing flux lines ra-

dially through said peripheral portion diu"ing the period

when said thermoplastic is molten, shunting the flux lines

away from said force-transmitting element, and causing

said thermoplastic to solidify thereby securing said parti-

cles in said peripheral portion in magnetically oriented

position.

3 842 149
METHOD FOR BLOW PIN ACTUATION IN

INJECTION BLOW MOLDING
Gary L. Vollers, Upland, Calif., assignor to Trans

Container Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 153,689,
June 16, 1971. This application Apr. 11, 1973, Ser.

No. 349,954
Int. CI. B29c 17/07

U.S. CI. 264—97 2 Claims
1. In the method of rapidly forming plastic containers

using a blow pin containing flow porting for passing blow
gas through the pin for application to the article, the pin

including first and second sections that are relatively

movable to valve control the porting, the second section

being tubular and having a bore and the first section
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including a tubular plunger slidable within said bore and
a portion projecting from and second portion, said port-
ing having radial extent between said sections, the steps
that include

(a) forming a plastic parison about said projecting
portion of the first section and about said porting
at the periphery of the second section thereby effect-
ing relative movement of said sections to fully col-
lapsed condition and reduction in cross-sectional
area of said porting radial extent, and positively
blocking at the porting said section relative move-
ment to prevent complete closure at all times of
said porting radial extent to allow gas flow radially
inwardly from the periphery of the second section
to the interior of the plunger, said forming step being
carried out by relatively inserting the pin into an
injection mold cavity prior to said injection form-
ing, said injection forming being carried out to fill

the cavity about the pin with injected plastic material
under pressure and to an extent overlying the partly
open porting at the pin exterior, said relative move-
ment being carried out by transmitting force to said
first section from said injected plastic material, said
porting communicating with the exterior of the blow
pin being maintained in such near closed position
by maintenance of said sections in said collapsed
condition that plugging thereof by the injected plas-
tic is precluded, and

face expandable against the inner surface of the side wall
of a tire cavity, comprising the steps of:

(a) centering the preformed tire band about an expand-
able bladder within the tire cavity,

(b) expanding the bladder under an initial pressure to
move the outer surface of the tire band to a position
adjacent to but spaced from the inner surface of the
tire cavity side wall,

(c) exhausting air from the space about said tire band
through air passages in the tire cavity side wall hav-
ing terminal ends open to the inner surface of said
side wall to provide a subatmospheric pressure in said
space,

(d) closing said terminal ends to maintain the subat-
mospheric pressure in said space concurrently with
forming a smooth surface ctmtinuous with the innei
surface of the cavity side wall;

(e) expanding the bladder into said space under a final

pressure to move the outer surface of the tire band
into conforming engagement with the inner surface
of said cavity side wall,

(f ) curing the tire band under said final pressure for a
predetermined time period, and then

(g) releasing said final pressure and removing the
formed tire from the tire cavity.

(b) withdrawing the pin and formed plastic parison
thereon from the injection mold cavity and relatively
inserting the pin with a formed plastic parison there-
on into a blow mold cavity, and while the sections
remain in said fully collapsed condition, and there-
after applying blow gas pressure to said first section
plunger to effect relative movement of the first sec-
tion from fully collapsed to extended position rela-
tive to the second section thereby increasing the
opening of said porting, and continuing said blow
gas pressure application to flow through the pin via
the increasingly opened porting to the pin exterior
to expand the parison into container shape, the sec-
tions during said forming and withdrawal steps and
prior to said blow pressure application being main-
tained free for said relative movements under the
influence of pressures exerted by blow gas and in-
jected plastic parison material.

3,842,151
METHOD FOR PREPARING FIBERS FROM

POLYMER SOLUTIONS
Vladimir Stoy, Artur Stoy, Josef Kucera, Jaroslav Prokop,
and Renata Urbanova, Prague, Czechoslovakia, as-
signors to Ceskoslovenska Akademie Ved, Prague,
Czechoslovakia

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,006
Oaims priority, application Czechoslovakia,

Dec. 22, 1971, 8,911/71
Int. CI. DOlf 7/00

U.S. CL 264—203 4 Claims

3,842,150
METHOD FOR FORMING A TERE

Rnssell W. Carter, Des Moines, Iowa, assignor to Com
States Metal Fabricators, Inc., Des Moines, Iowa

FUed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,041
InL CI. B29h 5/02

U.S. CI. 264—102 3 Claims
1. The method for forming a tire wherein shaping pres-

sure and heat are applied to a preformed tire band cen-
tered within a closed tire cavity and having an outer sur-

1. A method of spinning a solution containing poly-
mer dissolved in a solvent therefor, into fibrous filaments
from a spinneret, comprising the steps of extruding said
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polymer solution from said spinneret, passing said ex-

truded polymer solution through a field of gaseous me-
dium held at subatmospheric pressure, into which a portion

of said solvent is removed from said polymer solution,

continuously supplying gaseous medium to said field and
simultaneouly exhausting gaseous medium carrying said

solvent therefrom and thereafter passing said remaining
polymer solution into a liquid coagulating bath and co-

agulating said remaining solution to form filaments, said

field of gaseous medium being maintained at a pressure

less than that of said liquid coagulating bath and while

at least part of the surface of said liquid coagulating bath

is in direct contact with said field of gaseous medium,
the level of that part of the surface of said coagulating

bath being dependent on the pressure of said gaseous
medium thereon.

3,842,152

EMBOSSED POLYESTER FILM PREPARATION
Harold B. Witfield, Jr., Circleville, Ohio, and Thomas P.

Bentley, Wilmington, Del., assignors to L. I. du Pont
de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 65,291, Aug.
19, 1970, which is a continuation-in-part of application
Ser. No. 985, Jan. 6, 1970, both now abandoned. This
application Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,817

Int. CI. B29d 7/24
U.S. CI. 264—210 R 8 Claims

1. A process including the steps of:

extruding a molten film-forming polymer onto a cool

quenching surface;

stretching the film in the machine direction;

embossing one surface of the film after machine di-

rection stretching and before transverse direction

stretching in a manner whereby to permanently de-

form one surface of such film by
(a) heating the film to a temperature range R,

between the second order transition tempera-

ture and about 60 centigrade degrees above the

second order transition temperature,

(b) bringing only such one surface of the film

into momentary contact with an embossing sur-

face having a surface roughness of about from
30 to 500 microinches, A.A., and at a pressure

of at least about 50 pounds per lineal inch, the

embossing surface being heated to at least tem-

perature range R, and

(c) quenching the embossed film to below the

second order transition temperature; and
stretching the permanently deformed film up to about

4.2X in the transverse direction whereby to prepare

a biaxially oriented film having one smooth and one
irregular surface, such irregular surface having a
pattern of flat ridges thereon resulting from the

transverse orientation of the film after embossing
whereby to improve winding properties of such film.

3,842,153

POLYPROPYLENE
William J. Owen and Bryan Ewart Cooper, Glamorgan,

Wales, assignors to Midland Silicones Limited, ReaiUng,
England

No Drawing. Original application July 20, 1970, Ser. No.
56,659, now Patent No. 3,723,402, dated Mar. 27,
1973. Divided and this appUcation Apr. 26, 1972, Ser.

No. 247,656
Int. CI. C08f 29/02

U.S. CI. 264—211 4 Claims

1. A process for the production of a shaped article by
the melt extrusion of thermally degraded isotactic poly-

propylene wherein the thermal degradation of the poly-

propylene is carried out in the presence of from 0.01 to

5 percent by weight, based on the weight of polypropylene

of (a) an organosilicon compound which is an organosil-

ane or organosiloxane having therein at least one siliccm-

bonded group of the general formula —CH2NR2, wherein
each R represents a hydrogen atom or a monovalent hy-
drocarbon radical, (b) an organosilicon compound of the

general formula

OH

R'

i'"

wherein R', R" and R'" each represent a hydrogen atom,
an alkyl radical having up to 18 carbon atoms, an aralkyi

radical having up to 18 carbon atoms or a QsSiCHa

—

group, wherein Q represents an alkyl, alkenyl or aryl radi-

cal having up to 18 carbon atoms at least one of R', R"
and R'" being the QsSiCHj— group, or (c) mixtures of
(a) and (b).

3,842,154

FABRICATION PROCESS FOR MULTIPHASED
PLASTICS

Robert D. Lundberg, Somerville, and Henry S. Makow^,
Scotch Plains, N.J., assignors to Esso Research and
Engineering Company

No Drawing. Original application Nov. 17, 1971, Ser. No.
199,799. Divided and this appUcation Feb. 12, 1973,
Ser. No. 331,628

Int. CI. B29b 3/02 )

U.S. CI. IfiX—l^A 3 Claims

1. A process for fabricating an article from a thermo-
plastic composition, said composition being a thermo-
plastic ionomer; i.e., a polymer having a thermoplastic

backbone possessing ionic groups pendent thereto, said

groups being capable of forming ionic domains, which
comprises:

(a) adding a nonvolatile preferential plasticizer to

said ionomer incorporated in said composition in the

amount 0.1 to 50 mole per mole of ionic group; said

plasticizer dispersible but not completely molecular

soluble having a melting point substantially above
the softening point of the thermoplastic backbone
and which exhibits a bond moment whose absolute

value is at least 0.6 Debyes;

(b) heating said ionomer to a temperature above the

melting point of said plasticizer but below the de-

composition temperature of said ionomer;

(c) forming said ionomer in a first desired shape at

the temperature specified in part (b)

;

(d) re-forming to a second desired shape the former
ionomer of part (c) at a temperature between that

of the softening point of the thermoplastic backbone
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and the melting point of the nonvolatile plasticizer;

and
(e) cooling the re-formed ionomer to a temperature
below said softening point.

3,842,155

TREATMENT OF WASTE MATERIALS GENER-
ATED IN THE CONVERSION OF UFg TO UO,
BY THE AUC ROUTE

Henricus Muller, Hanau (Main), Hans Pirk, Dornigheim,
and Karl Hackstein, Hanau (iVlain), Germany, assignors
to Nukem, GmbH, Hanau (Main), Germany

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 835,509, June
23, 1969, now Patent No. 3,758,280. This application
Nov. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 200,857

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 23, 1969,
P 19 20 479.6; Nov. 25, 1970, P 20 57 966.2

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to
Sept. 10, 1990, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. coif 15/00; COlg 43/00
U.S. CI. 423—15 12 Claims

1. In a process for the simultaneous recovery of NH3,
CO2 and fluoride from NH4+, €©3= and fluoride contain-
ing filtrate from the precipitation of tetraamonium uranyl
tri carbonate the improvement comprising in a first phase
of a circulatory process reacting said filtrate with a
strongly acid aqueous solution of ammonium fluoride and
ammonium hydrogen fluoride, liberating carbon dioxide
and binding ammonia and reducing the acidity by such
reaction, removing the liberated carbon dioxide from the
filtrate, in a second phase of the circulatory process con-
tinuously evaporating the weakly acid and carbonate free
solution so formed and thereby setting free ammonia,
removing the ammonia set free and thereby regenerating
the strongly acid solution, maintaining the fluoride con-
tent of the circuit constant by withdrawing from the cir-

cuit sufficient of the stream of strongly acid solution to
prevent increase in fluoride, precipitating uranium from
the said withdrawn stream by adding ammonia and hy-
drogen peroxide and removing fluoride ions from the re-
maining withdrawn stream by precipitating the fluoride as
insoluble calcium fluoride by adding a calcium com-
pound which is calcium oxide or calcium hydroxide.

3,842,156

NOVEL CATALYTIC PROCESS FOR THE PREPARA-
TION OF POLYHALOHYPOCHLORITES

David E. Young, Denville,, Douglas E. Gould, Boonton,
Lowell Ray Anderson, Parsippany, and WilUam B. Fox,
Morris Township, Morris County, NJ., assignors to
Allied Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 21, 1968, Ser. No. 777,920

Int. Ci. COlb 17/45; C07c 60/00, 71/00
U.S. CI. 423—466 9 Claims

1. In the process for preparing hypochlorites compris-
ing reacting a starting compound selected from the group
consisting of SOF4 and a compound containing at least

4 atoms and having one of the following formulae:

O 00
R'—C—R' or F—C—X—C—

F

wherein R' is fluorine or an open-chain perhaloalkyl
group and X is an open chain perhaloalkylene group and
wherein the minimum number of fluorine atoms is at

least equal to one half the total number of halogen
atoms, with GIF; the improvement which consists of cat-

alyzing the reaction by introducing catalytic amounts of
a compound selected from the group consisting of gase-

ous HF, gaseous BF3, gaseous AsFs and SbFs,

3,842,157

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF SODIUM
CARBONATE MONOHYDRATE FROM A SODIUM
HYDROXIDE SOLUTION PRODUCED ACCORD-
ING TO THE DIAPHRAGM PROCESS

Ulrich Neumann, Kiefemweg, West Germany, assignor to

Chemiebau Dr. A. Zieren GmbH u. Co. KG, Cologne,
Germany

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,024

Claims priority, application West Germany, Feb. 12, 1971,
P 21 06 786.7

U.S. CI. 423—188
Int. CI. cold 7/00

13 Claims

1. In a process for producing sodium carbonate mono-
hydrate by carbonating at 70-110° C. in a single stage,

a diaphragm process aqueous sodium hydroxide solution

concentrated to 45-55% NaOH and contaminated with

from 0.2 to 5% by weight of NaCl, with a C02-containing

gas to form said monohydrate and simultaneously evapo-

rate water from said solution, separating particulate mono-
hydrate from its mother liquor, and recycling clarified

mother liquor to the carbonation stage, the improvement
comprising:

(a) dividing said clarified mother liquor into a first

portion and a second portion;

(b) recycling the first portion comprising from about

60 to 95% by volume of said clarified mother liquor

to said carbonation stage;

(c) passing the second portion comprising from about

40 to 5% by volume of said clarified mother liquor to

an evaporator stage;

(d) evaporating said second portion to remove about

15 to 50% by volume of the mother liquor water con-

tent therefrom, thereby precipitating solid sodium
carbonate monohydrate; and

(e) separating said monohydrate from said inorganic

salt in a solution phase of the evaporation mixture.

3,842,158

EXHAUST GAS CONVERSION PROCESS AND
CATALYST

Rowland C. Hansford, Yorba Linda, Calif., assignor to
Union Oil Company of California, Los Angeles, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 245,741

Int. CI. BOld 53/00
U.S. CI. 423—213.5 3 Claims

1. A method for converting nitrogen oxides in engine
exhaust gases selectively to elemental nitrogen, which
comprises passing said exhaust gases at elevated conver-
sion temperatures and under net reducing conditions

through a catalyst composite in which the active compo-
nents are essentially cobalt oxide and copper oxide in in-

timate admixture, or reduced forms thereof, the copper
content of said catalyst being at least about 2% by weight
as CuO, the cobalt content being at least about 6% by
weight as C02O3, and wherein the equivalent weight ratio

of CUO/C02O3 is between about 1/6 and 1/1.

3,842,159

METAL CATALYSTS AND METHOD
Leonard M. NiebylskI, Bu-mingham, and Peter A.
Immethun, Femdale, Mich., assignors to Ethyl Corpo-
ration, Richmond, Va.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 211,732, Dec. 23, 1971. This application
June 21, 1972, Ser. No 264,907

Int. CI. BOld 53/34
U.S. CI. 423—213.5 7 Claims

1. A method for reducing the amount of nitrogen
oxides, hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide in internal
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combustion engine exhaust gas, said method being espe-

cially adapted for use with an engine operating at an

air/fuel ration above stoichiometric, said method com-
prising contacting at engine exhaust temperatures said

exhaust gas produced by operating said engine at an air-

fuel ratio up to about 15.5 with massive nickel having

a surface deposit thereon of a catalytic promoter quan-

tity of a noble metal and of an alkali metal compound.

stage from the mother liquor by filtration, returning the

mother liquor to the first stage and recovering potassium

3,842,160

PROCESS FOR REDUCING EMISSION OF HYDRO-
GEN SULFIDE WHEN WASHING SULFUR-DI-
OXIDE-CONTAINING WASTE GASES OBTAINED
FROM THE BURNING OF CELLULOSE WASTE
LIQUOR

Rolf Carl August Brannland, Husum, Bengt Goran Hult-
man, Domsjoverken, and Bertil Valdemar Hubert, Krist
Inehamn, Sweden, assignors to Mo Och Domsjo Aktie-
bolag, Ornskoldsvik, Sweden

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,837

Int. CI BOld 53/34
U.S. CI. 423—242 12 Claims

1. In the continuous process for absorbing sulfur diox-

ide in waste gases from the combustion of cellulose pulp-

ing waste liquors by scrubbing the gases with an aqueous
washing liquor initially containing sulfide ion, at least

part of which is capable of being released as hydrogen
sulfide, the improvement which comprises inhibiting the

emission of hydrogen sulfide by contacting the gases with

an aged washing liquor having a pH within the range from
about 6 to about 7, and scrubbing the gases therewith,

blending the resulting liquor with an amount of an aque-

ous alkaline liquor containing sulfide ion to maintain the

pH of the washing liquor within the range from about 6

to about 7 and ageing the resulting liquor while maintain-
ing the pH within said range after the scrubbing and be-

fore recycling the resulting liquor into contact with addi-

tional sulfur dioxide-containing waste gases.
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fluoride solution as a product from the solution obtained

by clarification after the first stage.

3,842,161

METHOD OF REFINING THE FLUORINE OB-
TAINED AS A BY-PRODUCT IN THE FERTIL-
IZER INDUSTRY

Rolf Hyoky, Pori, Finland, assignor to

Kemira Oy, Helsinki, Finland

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No 310,512

Claims priority, application Finland, Dec. 13, 1971,
3,446

Int. CI. COlb 33/12
U.S. CI. 423—339 6 Claims

1. In the method of processing the fluorine obtained as

a by-product in the fertilizer industry, by treating potas-

sium silico fluoride with a hot solution containing a
multiple molar quantity of potassium hydroxide, to form
a potassium fluoride solution and a silica precipitate, the

improvement comprising in a first stage mixing potassium
hydroxide solution with solid potassium silico fluoride at

a molar ratio of 2.5 to 3.5, a pH of 7.5 to 9.5 and a tem-
perature of 75 to 85° C. whereby principally potassium
fluoride solution and silica precipitate still containing some
undissolved potassium silico fluoride are formed, separat-

ing pure potassium fluoride solution from the first stage

by clarification, treating the precipitate in a second stage

with such a quantity of potassium hydroxide solution that

the ratio of the total molar quantity of the potassium
hydroxide portions used in both treatment stages to the

molar quantity of the potassium silico fluoride introduced
will be 4 and a pH of 9.5 to 10.5 and a temperature of
80 to 90° C, separating the silica in the second treatment

3,842,162

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
NITRONIUM PERCHLORATE

Edward A. Fishkin, New York, N.Y., and Harry W. Wil-

son, Valencia, Pa., assignors to Mine Safety Appliances

Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 30, 1963, Ser. No. 320,608

Int. CI. COlb 27/52
U.S. CI. 423—386 2 Claims

1. A method of producing nitronium perchlorate,

NO2CIO4, in a Venturi tube reactor which comprises con-

tinuously introducing and intermixing in the throat of a

Venturi tube reactor a first stream of ozone entrained in

an inert carrier gas and a separate stream of nitrogen

dioxide and chlorine dioxide entrained in a second inert

carrier gas having a molar ratio of chlorine dioxide to

nitrogen dioxide of from about 1.0 to about 1.3, whereby

said ozone, nitrogen dioxide and chlorine dioxide react

to produce solid nitronium perchlorate entrained in the

gas stream leaving said reactor, said first ozone-contain-

ing stream being heated prior to introduction to the re- "^

actor to a temperature sufficient to produce a resultant

temperature of between about 55° C. to about 75° C. in

the intermixture of the two said gas streams introduced

into the reactor.

3,842,163

PRODUCTION OF ALUMINUM CHLORIDE
Allen S. Russell, New Kensington, Noel Jarrett, Lower

Burrell, and Philip T. Stoup, New Kensington, Pa., as-

signors to Aluminum Company of America, Pittsburgh,

Pa.
Filed Sept. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 178,080

U.S. CI. 423—496
Int. CI. C22b 1/08, 1/10; COlf 7/60

27 Claims

1. Process for the production of aluminum chloride

which comprises reacting chlorine at a temperature of be-

tween about 450°-800° C. with alumina having an aver-

age alpha alumina content of less than about 5% by

weight and an average surface area of at least about 10

m.2/g., said alumina being intermixed with carbon and

compositely having an average hydrogen content of less

than about 0.5% by weight and an average carbon content

of about 15-24% by weight based on the total alumina.
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carbon and hydrogen contents present, to form a gaseous
etfluent containing aluminum chloride and carbon oxides
in which at least about 25% by weight of such carbon
oxides ,s carbon dioxide, and recovering the aluminum
chloride from the gaseous effluent.
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RnhPJI? w^^ HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN
Robert H. Wentorf, Jr., Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to

General Electric Company
Filed Feb. 1 ,1973, Ser. No. 328,758

U.S. CI. 423-579
5 daims

MANUFACTURE OF GRAPHITE BODIES FROM
f . ^ t ^ . . HIGH SULFUR COKE '"'''"^

^Ji*.^™!?**^' E'i^abethton, Tenn., and Mack P.
Whittaker, Stamford, Conn., as^ignoR to Great Lak^Carbon Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

U.S. CI. 423-448
'°'-"""'^'^''*

„ Claims
1. In a method for the manufacture of graphite bod'iJs

from an early puffing needle-type coke which comprises
admixing the coke with a pitch binder, mechanically form-
ing the body, and carbonizing and graphitizing the formed
bodies, the improvement which consists of combining into
a mixture in an amount of from about 5 to 67 percent of
the early puffing needle-type coke with a regular puffing
needle type coke and an effective amount of a puffing in-
hibitor to prevent puffing of said body during graphitiza-
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR TESTING FOR THF
Y^r^.^^^T'S^^^ MICRO-oSSSlSlJs^'^

™^
Loms Bucalo, Holbrook, N.Y., assignor to Microbyx

Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Feb 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,862

fT« m ^^^ «
Int. CI. GOln iZ/OO

U.S. a. 424-9
g Claims

3J^

er,**i»*^C(,
I

^^34^

aoiLf«^tef»f^0

1. A process for the generation of hydrogen and oxy-
gen comprising the steps of:

(a) reacting ferrous halide selected from the group
consisting of ferrous chloride and ferrous bromide
with steam at a temperature in excess of about 350°
C. to produce solid iron oxide and a first gaseous
mixture containing hydrogen, the respective hydrogen
halide and steam,

(b) removing and cooling said first gaseous mixture,
(c) brmging the cooled first gaseous mixture into con-

tact with the iron oxide formed to bring about dis-
solution thereof and produce a second gaseous mix-
ture similar to said first mixture with reduced hydro-
gen halide content,

(d) separating and collecting hydrogen gas from said
second gaseous mixtiire,

(e) removing the solution of ferrous halide, the respec-
tive ferric halide, water and hydrogen halide resulting
from said dissolution,

(f) extracting ferric halide from said solution,
(g) recovering ferrous halide, water and hydrogen halide
mixture from the ferric halide-depleted mixture,

(h) recirculating and heating the ferrous halide, water,
hydrogen halide mixture for the conduct of step (a)i

(1) thermally decomposing the extracted ferric halide at
a temperature of about 300° C. to produce ferrous
hahde and the respective halogen, said ferrous halide
being added to the heated ferrous halide, water,
hydrogen halide mixture being recirculated,

(j) reacting the halogen with water and magnesium
hydroxide in the presence of a catalyst for decom-
position of the water and

(k) recovering and collecting oxygen gas produced
thereby.

1. In a method of testing for the presence of micro-
organisms in a living being, the steps of introducing a
culture medium, which is exposed and carried by a carrier
means, into a cavity of the living being where the presence
of micro-organisms is suspected, leaving the culture me-
dium in the body cavity for a time sufficient for the sus-
pected micro-organism to grow at the culture medium and
under the same conditions as those which prevail in the
body cavity, removing the carrier means with the culture
medium from the body cavity and then examining the
removed culture medium to determine whether or not
micro-organisms are present.

3,842,167

.^ „. TOOTHPASTE
D •^^^'S'

?"5"o°' »nd Charles Andrew Watson,
Rmslip, England, assignors to Lever Brothers CompanyNew York, N.Y. '

No Drawing. Filed Oct 20, 1972, Ser. No. 299,578
Claims pnonty, application Great Britain, Oct 22, 1971,

wTc ^. »<..
IntCI.'A61k7/i5

f ?• -^V, . 2 Claims
1. A visually clear dentifrice consisting essentially of
(a) about 5% to about 30% by weight of a solid phase
comprising a particulate abrasive material having a
refractive index of about 1.44 to 1.48 and an average
particle size of 1 to 65 microns; and

(b) a liquid phase of substantially the same refractive
index as the solid phase and comprising

(i) at least about 25% by weight of the liquid
phase of a liquid humectant material selected
from the group consisting of glycerine and
sorbitol syrup; and
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(ii) an aqueous solution of maltodextrins con-

taining about 50% to about 70% by weight of

maltodextrins, the amount of maltodextrins

being at least about 10% by weight of the

liquid phase of the dentifrice.

I
' 3,842,168

METHOD OF PREPARING STABLE DENTIFRICE
Daniel Colodney, Green Brook, NJ., assignor to Colgate-

Palmolive Company, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 126,922, Mar. 22, 1971. This appUcation Jan. IS,

1973, Ser. No. 323,668
Int CI. A61k 7116

cne glycol, 1,4-butanediol, 1,5-pentanediol, 1,2-hexanediol,

1,3-hexanediol, 1,4-hexanediol, 1,5-hexanediol, 1,6-hcx-

anediol, glycerine, 1,2,3-butanetriol, 1,2,4-butanetriol,

1,2,3-pentanetriol, 1,2,4-pentanetriol, 1,2,5-pentanetriol,

1,2,3-hexanetriol, 1,2,4-hexanetriol, 1,2,5 - hexanetriol,

1,2,6-hexanetriol, 1,3,4-hexanetriol, 1,3,5 - hexanetriol and

1,3,6-hexanetriol, and wherein said blocking group is se-

lected from the group consisting of formyl, acetyl, pro-

t-butoxy, phenoxy, tolyloxy, xylyloxy, 1-naphthoxy, 2-

naphthoyl, phenylacetyl, phenyl-3-propionyl, phenyl-4-

butyryl, methoxy, ethoxy, propoxy, isopropoxy, butoxy,

t-butoxy, phenoxy, tolyloxy, xyloxy, 1-naphthoxy, 2-

naphthoxy, phenylmethoxy, phenylethoxy, phenyl-3-pro-

poxy, phenyl-2-propoxy, phenyl-2-butoxy, wherein atU S CI. 424—52 9 Claims _ _

*l! A method of preparing a stable dentifrice comprising least one of the protons of the OH groups of the poly-

adding a water-soluble non-toxic acid addition salt of 1,6- hydric alcohol is replaced with said blocking group, such

di-(p-chlorophenyl biguanido)hexane in amounts of about

0.01-5% by weight of the free base thereof and water to

a non-aqueous blend of about 0.2-10% by weight of an

alkali metal carboxymethyl cellulose and a humectant,

then adding a surface-active agent to form a gel and then

adding to said gel a dentally acceptable water-insoluble

polishing material; said percentages being based on said

dentifrice composition.

that transesterification between said polyhydric alcohol

and said acetylsalicyclic acid is hindered.

3,842,169
COMPOSITION AND METHOD FOR TREAT-
MENT OF PATHOLOGICAL CALCIFICA-
TION IN ANIMALS

Herbert D. Schneyer, Our Lane, Stevenson, Md. 21153

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of aiH>Ucation Ser. No.

72,216, Sept 14, 1970, now Patent No. 3,709,989,

which is a continuation of application Ser. No. 871,666,

Nov. 10, 1969, which is a continuation of appUcation

Ser. No. 586,947, Oct. 17, 1969, both now abandoned,

which is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
318,779, Oct. 22, 1963, now Patent No. 3,279,997,

which is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
124,305, July 10, 1961, which in turn is a continuation-

in-part of application Ser. No. 836,174, Aug. 26, 1959,

both now abandoned. This application Jan. 5, 1973,

Ser. No. 321,395
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Jan. 9, 1990, has been disclaimed

Int CI. A61k 27100
U.S. CI. 424—232 6 Claims

1. A method for treating animals for pathological

calcification and preventing the formation thereof com-

prising administering daily to said animals a medication

comprising, in combination, from 65 parts to 972 parts

by weight enteric coated calcium lactate, from 16 parts

to 194 parts by weight enteric coated aspirin, from 10

parts to 60 parts by weight thiamine hydrochloride, and

from 10 parts to 60 parts by weight of an antihistamine.

3 842 171
METHOD OF COMBATING FILARIASIS IN DOGS

Ernst Albert Hermann Friedbeim, 5 Avenue Marc
Monnier, Geneva, Switzerland

No Drawing. FUed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,843
Int CI. A61k 27100

U.S. CI. 424—245 6 Claims

1. A method of combating filariasis due to D. immitis

in dogs, comprising orally administering to an infected

dog a pharmaceutically effective amount of a compound
of the formula I

wherein Z is oxygen or a group of the formula

—S—CH-CH»OH
-S-CHi

or Z represents two groups of the formula

CHj NHi

-8—i-CH
CHj

CHi

Ri is

COOH

NHt

NHt

and Rj is hydrogen, —NHa or —NHCOCH3.

3,842,170
SOLUBILIZED ASPIRIN

Loois Anthony Luzzi, Clyde Weydell Whitworth, and
Hung Won Jan, Athens, Ga., assignors to Research

Corporation, New York, N.Y.
FUed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,716

Int CI. A61k 27/00
VS. CI. 424—234 7 Claims

1. A stabilized aspirin composition which comprises

the admixture of from 60 to 0.1 percent by weight acetyl-

salicylic acid and from 40 to 99.9 percent by weight of a

blocked polyhydric alcohol wherein said polyhydric al-

cohol is selected from the group consisting of polyethylene

glycol, polypropylene glycol, polybutylene glycol, poly-

isobutylene glycol, polyamylene glycol, poly (1,3) propane-

diol, poly(l,4) butanediol, poly ( 1,3 )isobutylenediol, poly

(l,5)-pentanediol, poly(l,4)-pentanediol, poly(l,3)-pen-

tanediol, poly(l,6) - hexanediol, poly(l,5) - hexanediol,

poly(l,4)-hexanediol, poly (1,3) -hexanediol. ethylene gly-

col, propylene glycol, 1,3-propanediol, butylene glycol, iso-

butylene glycol, 1,4-butanediol, amylene glycol, isoamyl-

3 842 172
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPOSITIONS CONTAIN-
ING A 4 - SUBSTITUTED - 2 - (3 - PYRIDYL)
THIAZOLE AND METHODS OF USING SAME

Zaven S. Ariyan, Middleroad, Conn., and WiUiam A.
Harrison, Guelph, Ontario, Canada, assignors to Uni-

royal, Inc., New Yoric, N.Y., and Uniroyal Ltd., Mon-
treal, Quebec, Canada
No Drawing. FUed Oct 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,503

Int CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—263 24 Claims

1. A method of preventing or inhibiting aggressive be-

havior in an animal subject characterized by the exhi-

bition of aggressive behavior, said method comprising ad-

ministering to an animal subject a thiazole compound [se-

lected from the group consisting of compounds] of the

formula:
N ^^B'

^/
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formula wherein R' is methyl,

o o

—C—NHj, or —C—NHCHj;
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orally or parenterally to said animals an antiprotozoally
effectve amount of a nitroamidazole of the formula:

and wherein R is hydrogen,

O o

-C-N-(CH,CH3)2, -C-

O2N-I

-N N ^N

CH}

•0-cyclohexyl, —C=N- OH, or —NO2; i ^^^r
or a pharmaceuticaily acceptable acid addition salt thereof,
said thiazole compound or salt being administered in an
amount which is effective to prevent or inhibit aggres-
sive behavior in an animal subject.

3,842,173
PHARMACEUTCAL COMPOSITIONS AND METH-
ODS OF INHIBITING GASTRIC ACID SECRETION
Martm Brenner, Upper Darby, and Bernard Loev, Broom-

all, Pa., assignors to Smithkline Corporation, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
236,593, Mar. 21, 1972, now Patent No. 3,740,409.
This appUcation Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,489

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424-263 10 Claims

1. A pharmaceutical composition having gastric acid
secretion inhibitory activity, in dosage unit form com-
prising a pharmaceutical carrier and a gastric acid secre-
tion inhibiting amount of a thioacetamide compound of
the formula:

s

Ri—CH-C-Ri
(CH2)„

1

N

R2 Rj
in which:
m isOor 1;

Ri is a 2-pyridyl ring, said ring being optionally sub-
stituted by halogen, lower alkyl or lower alkoxy;

R2 and R3 are lower alkyl or taken together with the
nitrogen atom to which they are attached form a
piperidino, pyrrolidine or N-lower alkylpiperazino
ring;

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of lower
alkyl, hydroxy lower alkyl, lower alkanoyloxy lower
alkyl and benzyl; X is selected from the group consisting
of oxygen and sulfur; and

Ri

\
R2

taken together is selected from the group consisting of 1-

imidazolyl and 1-pyrrolidinyl, or physiologically accept-
able salts thereof.

3,842,175
N-TRITYLIMIDAZOLES AS ANTIFUNGAL AGENTS
Erik K. Regel, Wuppertal-Kronenberg. Karl-Heinz Buchel,

Leverkusen, and Manfred Plempel, Wuppertal-Elber-
feld, Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,
Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Application Oct. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 187,814,
which is a division of application Ser. No. 873,098,
Oct. 31, 1969. Divided and this application June 22,
1973, Ser. No. 372,806

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 5, 1968,
P 18 06 995.9

Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424-273 23 Claims

1. A pharmaceutical composition useful for treating
fungal infections pathogenic to humans or animals which
comprises an antifungal amount of a compound of the
formula

-N

\n/

,^-f^
R. is NV

»•
/N^

B«

or NH-(CH2)n-cycloalkyl, said cycloalkyl having
3-6 carbon atoms;

R5 and Rg are hydrogen or lower alkyl and
n is or 1

or a pharmaceuticaily acceptable acid addition salt
thereof.

o,r«« 3,842,174
SUBSTITUTED NTTROIMIDAZOLYLTfflADI-
AZOLES AND OXADIAZOLES AS ANTI-PROTOZOAL AGENTS

Gerald Berkelhammer, Princeton, and Goro Asato, Titus-
viIie,N.J., assignors to American Cyanamid Company,
Stamford, Conn.

No Drawing. AppUcation Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217 709now Patent No. 3,740,434, which is a division of applil

?<Sl!?«?n'''
^o. 30,944, Apr. 22, 1970, now Patent No.

J,6ftG,860, which IS a continuation-in-part of abandoned
apphcation Ser. No. 814,160, Apr. 7, 1969, which is

?A*^*ln^^"^^°° °^ application Ser. No. 659,596, Aug.
10, 1967, now Patent No. 3,452,035, which in turn is
a continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser.No. 604,158, Dec. 23, 1966. Divided and this appli-
cation Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,129

Mrc ^. ..
Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—270 4 claims
1. A method of inhibiting the growth of protozoa in

warm-blooded animals which comprises administering

—

N

wherein
Ri is hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms;
w is 2 and n is and one X is fluorine, chlorine, bro-

mine or iodine and other X is NOj, ON, alkyl of 1
to 4 carbon atoms, alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms,
thiomethyl or CF3; or

m is 1 and n is 1 and X is fluorine, chlorine, bromine,
or iodine and Y is NO2, CN, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon
atoms, alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, thiomethyl or

or a pharmaceuticaily acceptable non-toxic salt thereof,
m combination with a pharmaceuticaily acceptable non-
toxic inert diluent or carrier.

3,842,176
N-TRITYLIMIDAZOLES AS ANTIFUNGAL AGENTS
Erik K. Regel, Wuppertal-Kronenberg, Kari-Heinz Buchel,

Leverkusen, and Manfred Plempel, Wuppertal-Elber-
feld, Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,
Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Application Oct. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 187,814,
which IS a division of appUcation Ser. No. 873,098,
Oct. 31, 1969. Divided and this appUcaHon June 22.
1973, Ser. No. 372,814

'

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 5. 1968.
P 18 06 995.9

Int CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424-273 25 Claims

1. A pharmaceuticaily composition useful for treating
fungal infections pathogenic to humans or animals which
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comprises an antifungal amount of a compound of the wherein Z is selected from the group consisting of alkenyl

formula

-N

>-K
-R>

-N

wherein

Ri is hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms;

X and Y are NO2; and

m is 0, 1 or 2 and n is 1 or 2; or

m is 1 or 2 and n is 0, 1 or 2;

or a pharmaceuticaily acceptable non-toxic salt thereof,

in combination with a pharmaceuticaily acceptable non-

toxic inert diluent or carrier.

3,842,177

CERTAIN CYCLOPROPANE CARBOXYLIC ACID
ESTERS AS INSECTICIDES

Jacques Martel, Bondy, and Jean Buendia, Bois, France,

assignors to Roussel-UCLAF, Paris, France

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned appUca-

tion Ser. No. 306,404, Nov. 14, 1972, which is a divi-

sion of application Ser. No. 48,488, June 22, 1970, now
Patent No. 3,714,153. This appUcation Feb. 5, 1973,

Ser. No. 329,847

Int. CI. AOln 9/12, 9/22, 9/24
U.S. CI. 424—274 14 Claims

1. An insecticidal composition comprising an in-

secticidally effective amount of a compound selected from

the group consisting of optically active and racemic mix-

tures of a compound of the formula

CHi

\-
/ \

CHj

H
-C-COOR

O^H
CH

H2C c=o
I I

H2C X

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of oxygen

and sulfur and R is selected from the group consisting of

alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, a radical of the formula

-CHj
-c
4-CH2-
c

\ /
o

Y,

wherein Y3 is phenyl, and a radical of the formula

CHj

-Hi
\ /
CHi

/
=C

i=0

of 2 to 7 carbon atoms and alkadienyl of 4 to 7 carbon

atoms; and an inert carrier.

3,842,178

XANTHENYL SEMICARBAZIDES AS GASTRIC
ANTISECRETORY AGENTS

Stewart Sanders Adams, Bernard John Armitage, Norman
William Bristow, and Bernard Vincent Heatbcote, Not-
tingham, England, assignors to The Boots Company
Limited, Nottingham, England

No Drawing. AppUcation Sept. 15, 1969, Ser. No. 858,183,

now Patent No. 3,686,218, which is a continuation-in-

part of application Ser. No. 662,987, Aug. 23, 1967,

now Patent No. 3,644,420. Divided and this appUcation

Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,410

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 2, 1966,

39,384/66; Apr. 5, 1967, 15,692/67; Sept. 27, 1968,

46,085/68
Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—283 13 Claims

1. A therapeutic composition which comprises an anti-

secretory effective amount of an active ingredient selected

from the group consisting of

(a) a compound of Formula I
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3,842,180

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR STARTING AN
ELECTRIC GLASS MELTING FURNACE

Magnus L. Froberg, Granville, and John F. Maddux, Heath,
both of Ohio, assignors to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corpo-
ration, Toledo, Ohio

Filed Jan. 21, 1974, Ser. No. 435,043
Int. CI. C03b 5102

U,S. CI. 13—6 43 Claims
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I. An electric furnace for resistive heating of molten glass,

comprising:

a chamber for containing glass constituents;

a source of alternating current;

first and second electrodes positioned within said chamber
a first distance apart and adapted to engae the constitu-

ents to define therein relatively short electrical current
paths therebetween;

a third electrode positioned within said chamber a second
distance greater than said first distance from said first

electrode and adapted to engage the constituents to de-
fine therein relatively long electrical current paths be-
tween said first and third electrodes;

switching means for connecting said current source selec-

tively between said first and second electrodes and be-

tween said first and third electrodes.

3,842,181

FURNACE
Fokke Cornelius Dijkstra, Maastricht; Theodonis Maria

Groothuizen, Schtpluizen; Hermanus Johannes Pasman,
Wassenaar, and Tonny Van de Putte, De Lier, all of Nether-
lands, assignors to Nederlandse Organisatie Voor Togepast-
Natuurweten-Schappelijk Onderzoek Ten Behoeve Van De
Rijksverdediging, The Hague, Netherlands

Filed Aug. I, 1973, Ser. No. 384,569
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 2, 1972,

7210578
Int. CI. F27b 5108; F27d H/02

VS. CL 13-22 1 Claim

14—[raiwl

1. A furnace, comprising, a hollow metal housing for con-
taining a sample in its cavity, a first electric heating mantle

sdrrounding said housing, a second electric heating mantle
surrounding said first mantle, a heat-insulating intermediate
layer disposed between said mantles, means for regulating
flow of heat in said layer, a third electric heating mantle hav-
ing an external heat insulating layer thereon surrounding said
second mantle, another heat-insulating layer disposed be-
tween said second and third mantles, said second and third
mantles being electrically connected in series, wherein the
power excitable per unit of surface in said second mantle and
in said third mantle is substantially equal, means for control-
ling the flow of heat in said intermediate layer, each such
power being controlled by said control means, and the supply
voltage of said first mantle being independent of the supply
voltage of the series connection.

3,842,182
ARPEGGIO SYSTEM

David A. Bunger, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to D. H. Baldwin
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,246
Int. CI. GlOh 7/02

U.S. CI. 84-1.03 23 Claims

A^ 1 T 1 1 lilt 1 ? ?

i.

1. An arpeggio generator for an electronic organ, compris-
ing an array of at least two octaves of keys, means responsive
to simultaneous actuation of any plurality of said keys from 2
to 5 for calling forth tones corresponding with all said plurality
of said keys sequentially in an arpeggio sequence of equal time
intervals.

3,842,183
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT PROVIDED

WITH DEVICES FOR INDICATING PRESET STATE OF
RESPECTIVE VOICES

Eiichiro Aoki, Hamamatsu, Japan, assignor to Nippon Gakki
Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha, Hamamatsu-shi, Japan

Filed Nov. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 420,322
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 30, 1972, 47-

120035; Nov. 30, 1972, 47-120036
Int. ClGlOh 3100

U.S. CI. 84-1.12 5 Claims
1. An electronic musical instrument comprising:
tone generators:

keyboard means for selectively keying tone signals gener-
ated by said tone generators;

a plurality of tone coloring filters each connected to receive
the tone signals from said keyboard means;

a plurality of pre-setting units each connected to the output
sides of each of said tone coloring filters, each of said
pre-setting units including a plurality of means equal in

number to the number of said filters one connected to
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receive musical tone signals from each of said tone color-

ing filters respectively to preset and mix the amplitude
levels of each of the musical tone signals;

means for generating signals proportional to each of the

preset amplitudes of said musical tone signals;
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visual indicating means equal in number to the number of
said filters; and

switching means connected to selectively energize said

indicating means with a desired one of said signals pro-

portional to the preset amplitudes of said musical tone

signals.

' 3 842 184

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT HAVING AUTOMATIC
ARPEGGIO SYSTEM

Alberto E. Kniepkamp, Arlington Heights, and William Wan-
gard, Maywood, both of III., assignors to Chicago Musical

Instrument Co., Lincolnwood, III.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,164
Int. CI. GlOh 1100, 5100

U.S. CI. 84— 1.01 19 Claims

1. A musical instrument comprising:

a. generator means for producing a series of signals corre-

sponding to a plurality of musical tones;

b. a keyboard;

c. a set of key-operable switches operable by the keys of

said keyboard;

d. a series of control gates for selectively interconnecting

the key-operable switches in circuit with said generator

means for producing tones in response to operation of

said gates;

e. scanning means for sequentially scanning said key-

operable switches and for operating said control gates in

response to operated ones of said key-operable switches;

and

f. control means connected with said scanning means for

successively halting the operating of said scanning means
at operated ones of said key operated switches.

3,842,185
ALUMINIUM ALLOY CONDUCTOR WIRE

Peter Michael Raw, Harrow, and Rees Jenkln Llewellyn,

Twickenham, both of England, assignors to British Insulated

Callenders Cables Limited

Filed Nov. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 420,592
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 9, 1973,

37870/73

Int. CI. HOlb 1102

U.S. CI. 174—23 R 11 Claims

1. A conductor wire composed of an aluminium alloy con-
sisting of between 98.0 and 99.5 weight percent aluminium;
between 0.3 and 1.0 weight percent iron; between 0.08 and
1 .0 weight percent copper; a maximum of 0. 1 5 weight percent
silicon; and trace quantities of conventional impurities.

3,842,186
STATIC PLATE FOR POWER TRANSFORMERS

Gary M. Hall, Farmland, Ind., assignor to Westinghouse Elec-

tric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,960
Int. CI. H05k 9100

U.S. CI. 174-35 CE 9 Claims

1. A static plate for electrical inductive apparatus, compris-

ing:

first and second relatively rigid insulating members;
first and second relatively flexible insulating members each

having first and second sides;

an electrically couductive member having first and second
sides;

the first side of said conductive member being tightly

bonded to the first side of said first flexible insulating

member by an adhesive;

the second side of said conductive member being tightly

bonded to the first side of said second flexible insulating

member by an adhesive;

the second side of said first flexible insulating member being

relatively loosely bonded to the first rigid insulating mem-
ber; and

the second side of said second flexible insulating member
being relatively loosely bonded to the second rigid insu-

lating member.
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^. ^ 3,842,187 and second parts, means fastening said parts toeether saidELECTRIC BUS WITH JOINT FOR ACCOMMODATING first casing part having a U-shaped rib straddled by U-shaped
EARTHQUAKE-PRODUCED MOTION OF PARTS end walls, web means connecting said end walls and said U-

Phihp Barkan, Media, Pa., assignor to General Electric Com- shaped rib, said second casing part having a rectaneularlv
pany, Philadelphia, Pa. ° ^ e, & j

Filed Nov. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 419,849
Int. CI. H02g 15/24, 5100

U.S. CI. 174-38 6 Claims

r^vA/vfT >rvy

1. An electric bus section comprising:
a. a pair of adjacent bus portions, each comprising a tubular

metal sheath and a conductor within said sheath extend-
ing longitudinally of said sheath in spaced, electrically-
insulated relationship with respect to said sheath,

b. a current-carrying joint electrically connecting said con-
ductors in series and comprising:
i. two current-carrying ball and socket connections elec-

trically connected in series with each other, each com-
prising a conductive ball part, a conductive socket part
defining a socket receiving said ball part in a manner
that permits relative angular movement between said
parts, said conductive socket part comprising a plural-
ity of segments, and means biasing said segments into
firm engagement with said ball part,

ii. and a sliding connection electrically in series with said
ball and socket connections for allowing relative move-
ment between said conductors in a direction longitudi-
nally thereof,

c. a tubular enclosure for said joint radially spaced there-
from, and means providing a seal between the respective
opposite ends of said enclosure and said tubular sheaths,
said enclosure being constructed to allow for axial, trans-
verse, and rotational movement of said sheaths with re-
spect to each other.

3,842,188
DEVICE FOR HOLDING AND CONTACTING

THERMALLY LOADED CERAMIC RESISTORS IN A
CASE

Poul Petersen, Nordborg, Denmark, assignor to Danfoss A/S,
Nordborg, Denmark

Filed Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,119
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 14. 1972

2255664

Int. CI. HOlc 1102, 1/08
U.S. CI. 174-52 R 1 Claim

1. A device for holding and contacting a thermally loaded
disc shaped ceramic resistor comprising a casing having first

shaped rib aligned with said U-shaped rib to form a resistor
cavity therebetween, and a pair of resilient electrical contacts
disposed on opposite sides of said cavity for resiliently engag-
ing the opposite sides of a resistor when disposed in said cavity
and for resiliently engaging said end walls.

3,842,189
CONTACT ARRAY AND METHOD OF MAKING THE

SAME
Peter David Southgate, Princeton, NJ., assignor to RCA Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,801
Int. CI. H05k 5/00

U.S. CI. 174-52 S 5 Claims

1. An electrical device comprising
a substrate, and
a contact on a surface of said substrate, said contact includ-

ing two superimposed metal films and having a first end
portion extending along and attached to said surface of
the substrate and a second end portion projecting from
and out of the plane of said surface to engage another
device, at least one of said metal films being of a metal
having internal stresses which causes the second end
portion to curl away from the surface of the substrate.
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3,842,190

WIRE ROUTING SYSTEM
LeRoy Dean Towell, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Computer Indus-

tries, Inc., Sherman Oaks, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 885,025, Dec. 15, 1969, Pat. No.

3,643,133. This application Sept. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 182,916

Int. CI. H05k 1/02, 3/32

U.S. CI. 174—68.5 4 Claims

1. A wire routing printed circuit board for use with an NC
reflow wiring machine having a capillary which is adapted to

handle, locate and reflow solder insulated wire to selected

areas and to support electronic components, said circuit board

comprising:

a printed circuit board base having at least one group of

wire land areas printed on the one side thereof for provid-

ing electrical connections with portions of said insulated

wire, said group of wire land areas being aligned in a

single longitudinal row and having a quantity of electri-

cally conductive solder material mounted on each wire

land area;

a plurality of integrated circuit pads having a quantity of

electrically conductive solder material mounted on each

pad and located on said base for receiving the terminal

legs of a plurality of electronic components, said inte-

grated circuit pads comprising at least a pair of longitudi-

nal rows of integrated circuit pads with a respective row

of integrated circuit pads being on either side of said wire

land area row, each integrated circuit pad being electri-

cally connected to a respective one of said wire land area

located in said single longitudinal wire land row, said wire

land areas and said integrated circuit pads being arranged

in a coordinate system on said base, said printed circuit

board further having space to receive alignment means

for aligning lengths of said insulated wire to extend in

accordance with a predetermined design between said

wire land areas to provide a known and repeatable insu-

lated wire route for facilitating the programming and

inspection of the finished circuit.

3,842,191

INSULATED WIRE SPLICE
Dory J. Neale, Sr., St. Petersburg, Fla., assignor to The Na-

tional Telephone Supply Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Dec. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 425,508

Int. CI. H02g 15/08

U.S. CI. 174—88 R 8 Claims

1. An electrical wire splice comprising:

a. a body member having spaced apart side walls and a web
therebetween and having opposed ends with openings

sized for receiving a wire therethrough;

b. a clamp member disposed between said wall walls being

movable toward said web;

c. an anchor member received between said member having

opposite ends adjacent the opposite ends of said body and

having conductor means cooperating therewith;

d. wire members each extending through a respective one

of said body openings and reversely bent around a respec-

tive end of said anchor member with said wires electri-

(27 ^19

cally engaging said conductor means effecting electrical

continuity therebetween;

e. cooperating means on said body and said clamp member
holding the same in clamping engagement with said wires

and said anchor member and holding said wires in electri-

cal contact with said conductor means.

3,842,192

DUAL INSULATED MAGNET WIRE
George D. Hilker; Charles E. Doehrman; Verne H. Lausen;

Harold P. Mowery, and Mike T. Sutton, all of Fort Wayne,

Ind., assignors to Phelps Dodge Industries, Inc., New York,

N.Y.

Filed May 17, 1973, Ser. No. 361,121

Int. CI. HOlb 7/02

U.S. CI. 174—120 SR 9 Claims

1. A dual coated magnet wire having surprising thermal

characteristics, improved abrasion resistance and slip proper-

ties, improved moisture resistance, and improved electrical

insulating value comprising an elongated magnet wire conduc-

tor, an elongated strip of insulating material, said strip extend-

ing longitudinally of said conductor and being tightly wrapped

around said conductor to overlap longitudinally extending

portions of said strip adjacent the opposite peripheral edges

thereof and to exclude air therefrom thereby forming a base

insulation, an adhesive only between said overlapped portions,

and a layer of resinous material superimposed on said base

insulation forming an overcoat thereon, said insulated con-

ductor being able to withstand temperatures in windings for

short times greatly in excess of the temperature at which said

resin material loses its strength without said strip unwrapping.
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3,842,193 3,842 195
GLASS INSULATED MAGNET WIRE MULTI-COLOR RECORDING METHOD AND

Daniel B. Johnson, Muskegon, Mich., assignor to The Ana- APPARATUS THEREFOR
conda Company, New York, N.Y. Tsunehiko Takahashi, and Aklra Nabara, both of Asakashi,

Filed July 6, 1973, Ser. No. 377,163 Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanasawa,
Int. CI. HOlb 7102 Japan

U.S. CI. 174-120 C 2 Claims Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 311,598
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 3, 1971, 46-97727

Int. CI. H04n 1146

y-24
U.S. CL 358-75

1. An elongated insulated conductor for winding into coils,

said conductor being of a length sufficient for winding a plu-
rality of said coils comprising:

A. a metal magnet wire,

B. a first helical serving of tape covering said wire and in

contact therewith with a preselected direction of lay, and
C. a second serving of tape directly covering said first

serving with a direction of lay opposite to said direction
of lay of said first serving,

D. said tape comprising a plurality of ctintinuous glass fibers

laid parallel and free from any crossing fibers and a coat-

ing of baked insulating enamel surrounding each of said

fibers and bonding said fibers together, said wire being
free from enamel adherent thereto.

3,842,194

INFORMATION RECORDS AND
RECORDING/PLAYBACK SYSTEMS THEREFOR

Jon Kaufmann Clemens, Princeton, N.J., assignor to RCA
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 126,772
Int. CI. Glib 3144, 25/04; H04n 5/76

U.S. CI. 178-6.6 A 27 Claims

6 Claims

1. Apparatus for recording multicolor images from an origi-

nal comprising an original reading means for generating a
signal which varies in accordance with the colors of the origi-

nal, a laser source emitting a light beam of a single wave-
length, a signal converter means for converting the signal from
said original reading means to a signal representing the color
of the original, and light amplitude modulator means coupled
to said signal converter means for amplitude modulating the

laser beam stepwise to one of a plurality of intensity levels in

accordance with the signal supplied from said signal converter
means, a recording material which yields different colors in

response to the intensity of light irradiated thereon, and means
for directing the amplitude modulated laser means on said

material, whereby said light beam is modulated in accordance
with the colors of the original and a multicolor image is re-

corded on said material.

1. An information record, adapted for use with a playback
stylus to effect recovery of signals occupying a bandwidth of
at least several megahertz when relative motion at a desired

rate is established between said record and said stylus; said

record comprising:

a disc having a continuous conductive surface, and having
a spiral groove in said continuous conductive surface;

said groove dimensioned for reception therein of said play-

back stylus and containing an information track consti-

tuted by variations in the geometry of the bottom of said

groove; said groove bottom geometry variations including

variations of adequate fineness of dimension to accom-
modate recovery of signals of said bandwidth upon estab-

lishment of said relative motion at said desired rate and
a dielectric coating of substantially uniform thickness

overlying said conductive surface.

3,842,196
SYSTEM FOR TRANSMISSION OF AUXILIARY

INFORMATION IN A VIDEO SPECTRUM
Bernard D. Loughlin, Centerport, N.Y., assignor to Hazeltine

Research, Inc., Chicago, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 302,333, Oct. 30, 1972, abandoned.
This application Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,202

Int. CI. H04n 7/08, 9/00

U.S.CL 358-12 20 Claims
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1. A system for compatibly transmitting and receiving both
a TV signal and an add-on signal within the frequency band
occupied by the TV signal alone, comprising:

means for supplying a TV signal occupying a predetermined
frequency band and containing video information occur-
ring during time successive line intervals;

means for generating an add-on signal located within a
portion of said frequency band lying between the normal
location of the luminance and chrominance carrier fre-

quencies, said add-on signal being of a selected polarity
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during portion of alternate ones of said line intervals and
of an opposite polarity during like portions of remaining
line intervals, and said add-on signal containing one ele-

ment of add-on information for each alternate line inter-

val portion which is identically repeated during the re-

maining like line interval portion whereby said add-on
signal is intentionally made redundant and of an opposite
polarity during pairs of time successive line interval por-
tions;

means for combining and transmitting both said add-on and
said TV signals;

means for receiving said combined signal, whereby the

intentionally redundant and opposite polarity add-on
information tends to visually cancel during said pairs of
line interval portions when said combined signal is dis-

played;

and means responsive to said received combined signal for

processing said signal during pairs of line interval portions
to tend to cause redundant video information therein to

cancel and redundant add-on information elements
therein to reinforce, thereby developing an output signal

primarily representative of said add-on information and
occurring at a rate of one add-on element for each pair

of line interval portions employed.

3,842,197
FLEXIBLE HOLOGRAPHIC RECORD DISC

REPRODUCING SYSTEM
Georges Broussaud, and Erich Spitz, both of Paris, France,

assignors to Thomson-CSF, Paris, France
Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,121

Claims priority, application France, Feb. 8, 1971, 71.04134
Int. CI. H04n 5/86; Glib 7/00

VS. CI. 178-6.7 A 12 Claims

1. An electro-optical reproducing system for producing an
electrical signal from a fiexible record disc having two faces
and carrying on at least one of said faces stored information
relating to an electrical signal, said stored information being
in the form of holographic print in relief occupying a circular

area of said disc, said print comprising a mosaic of holograms
capable of producing by diffraction of a monochromatic radi-

ation directed thereon at least one fixed image which is con-
tained in a plane parallel to the face of said disc opposed to

said one face and comprises a track extending in the form of
a spiral about a centre and forms a unidimensional distribution

of radiation intensities representative of the form of said elec-

trical signal; said reproducing system comprising: a deck in the
form of a roof having two sloping faces defining a ridge ex-
tending along a line, a driving spindle extending through said

deck and mounted to rotate about an axis intersecting said line

of said ridge, mechanical connecting means for combining
said disc with said spindle so as to be rotated by said spindle,
means for rotating said disc and said spindle at constant speed
relative to said deck about said axis, means for emitting a
monochromatic radiation for illuminating a zone of the print

of said disc located above said ridge, a diaphragm provided

with an orifice, photoelectric means disposed to receive
through said orifice a portion of the energy diffracted by the
illuminated zone of said print, and mechanical means for

displacing said diaphragm along said line of said ridge in

synchronism with the rotation of said spindle, whereby the
orifice of said diaphragm coincides at each instant with the
axis of the spiral track projected by said disc.

3,842,198
SOUND DEMODULATOR AND AFC SYSTEM

James C. Martin, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to Warwick
Electronics Inc., Chicago, III.

FUed Sept 7, 1973, Ser. No. 39S«286
Int. CI. H04n 5/50

U.S. CI. 178—5.8 AF 9 Claims
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1. In a television receiver having an IF audio channel for
processing an IF audio signal which is frequency modulated
above and below a desired IF audio carrier center frequency
the improvement comprising:

detector means responsive to said IF audio signal for deriv-
ing a wideband AFC signal and an audio output signal,

input means for coupling said IF audio signal to said detec-
tor means,

said detector means and said input means having a band-
width extending at least 1 MHz above and I MHz below
said desired IF audio carrier center frequency.

an AFC amplifier having a bandwidth extending at least 1

MHz above and 1 MHz below said desired IF audio car-

rier center frequency and coupled to said detector means
for amplifying the wideband AFC signal, and

an audio amplifier coupled to said detector means for am-
plifying the audio output signal.

3,842,199
TELEPHONE IMAGE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

John James Gibson, Princeton, NJ., assignor to RCA Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,412
Int. CI. H04n 7/12

U.S. CI. 178-6.8 8 Claims

SIGNALS PRCVOtO FOR OffWilUTKW STOMH
UWT. TV CAMERA. MC MONITOA

1. An image transmission system comprising:

first means for generating video signal information repre-
sentative of an object scene scanned under the control of
applied line and field rate deflection signals;
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an audio frequency communications link having a predeter-

mined bandwidth and accommodating a given signal

sampling rate less than said line scanning rate;

second means coupled to an input of said communications
link for generating frequency modulated signals over a

range of frequencies within the bandwidth of said link;

third means for applying said video signal information into

said generator means at a rate comparable to said signal

sampling rate for converting successive video samples to

frequency modulated audio frequency signals to be trans-

mitted by said communications link from one location to

another location; and
fourth means for receiving said sample transmissions for

reproduction by an image display device, also controlled

by line and field rate deflection signals;

with said third means including means to reduce the rate of

field control deflection signals in generating said video

signal information by one-half the ratio between said

given signal sampling and line scanning rates, in transmit-

ting successive samples of said video signal information

via said generator means and said audio frequency com-
munications link from said first to said other location.

3,842,201

BEAM CURRENT LIMITER
Sanjar Ghaem-Maghami, Chesapeake, and Howard E. Hol-

shouser, Hobson, both of Va., assignors to General Electric

Company, Portsmouth, Va.

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,650
Int. CI. H04n 5/44

U.S. CI. 178-7.5 R 4 Claims

c. ^
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electro-acoustic transducer at different positions thereof, and
a rotary sound interrupting member disposed relatively closely
between said sound radiating surface of the electro-acoustic
transducer and said plurality of the acousto-electric transduc-
ers, said rotary sound interrupting member periodically inter-

rupting, in accordance with the revolution thereof, sound
paths leading from said electro-acoustic transducer to said

plurality of acousto-electric transducers, so as to provide
fade-m and fade-out effects and different frequency band
characteristics for the sounds picked up by the respective
acousto-electric transducers; and means for giving rotation to

said rotary sound interrupting member at a required speed.

3,842,206
TRANSPONDER FOR METER READING

TELEMETERING SYSTEM
John Anthony Barsellotti; Federico Riccardo Laliccia, and
John Fraser Litster, all of Guelph, Ontario, Canada, assign-
ors to International Standard Electric Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 308,973
Claims priority, application Canada, Dec. 16, 1971, 130329

Int. CI. H04m 11 100
U.S. CI. 179-2 A 7 Claims

* fori-.

1. A telemetering transponder for transmitting data to a
trunk line, said transponder comprising: means operable by a
meter for providing periodic monitoring signals indicative of
periodic changes in the meter reading, continuously active
memory means responsive to said signals for storing a a con-
tinuously up-dated indication of the reading of said meter,
means responsive to an initiating signal received over said

trunk line for enabling the non-destructive read-out of said
stored indication from said memory means to a temporary
storage means, said temporary storage means normally inac-
tive and activated responsive to said initiating signal, encoding
means, said encoding means activated by and responsive to

said initiating signal to read-out data stored in said temporary
storage means and to code said data into a message comprised
of a predetermined number of bits representative of said

stored indication, means for transmitting said message from
said encoding means to said trunk line as a series of pulsed bits

and means responsive to the end of transmission of the prede-
termined number of bits of said message for terminating the

activation of said temporary storage means, said encoding
means and said read-out means.

3,842,207
DATA SET CONTROL LOGIC

Richard D. Fretwell, Grove City, Ohio, assignor to MP, In-
corporated, Columbus, Ohio

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336,278
Int. CI. H04m 11106

L.S. CI. 179-2 DP 10 Claims
1. A control logic circuit for a modem of the type connected

to a direct access arrangement including RI, DT, DR, DA and

OH terminals, the modem having a modulator, a demodulator
and a carrier detector for shifting from a first to a second
output level when a carrier is received, the logic circuit com-
prising:

a. an originate latching means having a first output level for
an originate state and a second output level for an answer
state, the originate latching means having a set input
connected to a manual switch for switching to the origi-

nate state, and a reset input for switching to the answer
state;

b. a ring detector means having its input connected to said
RI terminal and having an output for shifting from a first

to second ring-indicating level in response to a ring signal

input;

c. an abort timer means having originate and answer timing
cycles and an output which shifts from a first on hook
level to a second off hook level during a timing cycle, the
abort timer means having a first input connected to the
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output of said ring detector for initiating an answer timing
cycle in response to a ring signal, the abort timer emans
also having a second input connected to said output of
said originate latching means for initiating said originate
timing cycle when said originate latching means switches
to its said originate state, said abort timer means further
having a reset input connected to said carrier detector for
resetting said timer means in response to the receipt of a
carrier;

d. an OH driver means connected to the output of said abort
timer means for generating an off hook output condition
during a timing cycle, said driver means having an output
connected to said OH terminal and to said reset input of
said originate latching means for resetting said originate
latching means in response to a transition from an off-

hook state to an on hook state, the driver means also
having an input terminal connected to said carrier detec-
tor for generating said off hook output condition when a
carrier is being received.

3,842,208
SENSOR MONITORING DEVICE

Theodoros G. Paraskevakos, Athens, Greece, assignor to
Paraskevakos Electronics & Communication, Inc., Wilming-
ton, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 260,5 1 1 , June 7, 1 972, which
is a continuation of Ser. No. 76,436, Sept. 29, 1970, and a
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 125,705, March 18, 1971.

This application July 11, 1972, Ser. No. 270,637
Claims priority, application Greece, Apr. 25, 1972, 45068

Int. CI. H04m 11104
U.S. CI. 179-5 R 16 Claims

1. A monitoring device for direct electrical connection to a
telephone line, which device automatically generates signals
for accessing a predetermined remote telephone receiver
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through direct connection with the telephone line in response
to the triggering of an input sensor and which thereafter auto-
matically generates further identifying and data digital pulse
signals for transmission to the remote receiver, said monitor-
ing device comprising:

input terminals adapted for respective connection to corre-
sponding input sensor circuits,

output terminals adapted for direct electrical connection to

said telephone line,

activation means connected to said input terminals for

activating said device and for reliably seizing control of
the telephone line even if then being used by first electri-

cally closing said telephone line, then electrically opening
said telephone line for a predetermined delay period
sufficient to insure that the telephone line is restored to

^"n
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a non-busy condition and then subsequently electrically

closing said telephone line thus reliably seizing control of
same all in response to the triggering of any of said input
sensor circuits,

first signal generating means connected to respond to the

output of said activation means by automatically generat-

ing a predetermined sequence of signals at said output
terminals for accessing said predetermined remote tele-

phone receiver during a first time interval, and
second signal generating means connected, to automatically

generate and multiply transmit a predetermined sequence
of identifying digital pulse signals and data digital pulse
signals at said output terminals during a second subse-
quent time interval representing the identity of said de-
vice and of the triggered input sensor circuit.

3,842,209
TELEPHONE ANSWERING INSTRUMENT AND SYSTEM

WITH REMOTE CONTROL
Francis A. Foresta, Paramount, and Elmer C. Bonsky, Long

Beach, both of Calif., assignors to T.A.D. Avanti, Inc., Para-
mount, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 321,695, Jan. 8, 1973, abandoned,
which is a division of Ser. No. 238,470, March 27, 1972,

abandoned. This application Sept. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 399,153
Int. CI. H04m 1164

U.S. CI. 179-6 E 1 Claim

comprises an announcement storage means and a message
storage means and respective associated transducers, and first

and second means for driving said announcement sf^rage
means and said message storage means respectively relative to

said transducers for producing a recorded announcement for

the announcement storage means in response to an incoming
telephone call and for subsequently recording a message from
the calling party on said message storage means, the combina-
tion of: an input/output circuit coupled to the telephone line

for receiving signals from the telephone line and for transmit-

ting signals to the telephone line; first control circuit means
connected to said input/output circuit for activating said an-
nouncement storage driving means in response to said incom-
ing telephone call to introduce signals to said input/output
circuit corresponding to said recorded announcement for

transmission to the calling party; second control circuit means
coupled to said announcement storage means for actuating

said message storage driving means at the termination of said

announcement so as to initiate the recording of the aforesaid

message from the calling party on said message storage means,
so that successive messages are recorded on said message
storage means corresponding to a succession of received
telephone calls; third control circuit means including a relay,

said third control circuit means having its input connected to

said input/output circuit and responsive to a tone signal of a
particular frequency received over the telephone line for

energizing said relay, said third control circuit means includ-

ing a section activated by said relay for returning said message
storage means to its origin f)osition, fourth control circuit

means connected to said message storage driving means for

causing said message storage driving means after it has re-

turned to its origin position to move forward and introduce
signals to said input/output circuit thereby to transmit the

successive messages recorded thereon over the telephone line;

and fifth control circuit means activated by said relay and
connected to said fourth control circuit means for stopping
said message storage means in response to a second tone
signal of said particular frequency distinct from the first-

mentioned tone signal, said second tone signal being received
over the telephone line while said message storage driving
means is moving forward under the control of said fourth

control circuit means.

3,842,210
OPTIONAL PREPAY COIN OPERATED TELEPHONE

SYSTEM
Charles E. Dawson, Lakeland, Fla., assignor to Telephone

Corporation of America, Lakeland, Fla.

Filed Feb. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 99,727
Int. CI. H04m 17102

U.S. CI. 179-6.3 R 75 Claims

. 51

1. In a telephone answering system for responding to tele-

phone messages received over a telephone line and which

r
1. In coin control apparatus for use in connection with a

coin operated telephone system wherein a station employing
a hook arm and handpiece and including a hopper enclosed in

a housing wherein vane means and releasable coin trap means
are adapted to be positioned to refund or collect coins held in
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escrow within the hopper, the invention comprising, in combi-
nation a coin trap latch for maintaining the coin trap means
for escrow of the coins or for releasing the coin trap means for
collection or refund of the coins; a mechanical connection
from the hook switch hanger arm for insuring positioning of
the vane means and coin trap latch in positions for refund
while the handpiece is in the on-hook condition and for en-
abling latching of the coin trap latch when the handpiece is in

the off-hook condition; electro-mechanical sequencing means
operative in response to electrical signal energy received at

the telephone station in accordance with answer supervision
for insuring that the vane means is positioned in position to
collect the coins and then releasing the coin trap means via the

latch to drop the coins; said coin trap means comprising a coin
trap, pivot means and an extension extending from the pivot
means in a direction different from the coin trap means; said

latch comprising a pivotally mounted trigger adapted to en-
gage the extension and maintain the coin trap in a coin holding
position until disengaged by the sequencing means in response
to said signal and said vane means comprising a vane pivotally

mounted for movement through an arc.

nally at the frequency of said pilot signal and having a
staircase waveform and a square waveform during alter-
nate half cycles,

and detector means responsive to the pilot signal of said
composite signal and to the frequency divided output of
said controlled oscillator and coupled to said oscillator to
lock the frequency thereof to said given frequency,

said frequency dividing means comprising flip-flop means
having main switch means, gate switch means, clock
switch means responsive to the signal generated by said
oscillator, and current source means for said main switch
means and said gate switch means, said main switch
means having first and second output current paths, each
output current path conducting gate switch means cur-
rent and main switch means current for one half cycle of
the oscillator signal and main switch means current alone
for the other half cycle during alternate conduction peri-
ods of said main switch means, all under the control of
said clock switch means.

3,842,211

MONOLITHIC STEREO DECODER
John G. Metro, Liverpool, N.Y., assignor to General Electric
Company, Syracuse, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 122,769, March 10, 1971. This application
Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,066

Int. CI. H04h 5/00
U.S. CI. 179-15 BT 3 Claims

3,842,212
TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER RECORDED

ANNOUNCEMENT SYSTEM
Harlan E. Miller, Old San Juan, P.R., assignor to International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Nutley, NJ.

Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 307,908
Int. CI. H04g 1/24

U.S. CI. 179-91 R 4 Claims
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1. In a monolithic integrated circuit for deriving first and
second stereophonically related audio frequency signals from
a composite signal including frequency components in the
form of the sidebands of a difference combination of said first

and second audio frequency signals amplitude modulated on
a suppressed carrier wave of given frequency, a sum combina-
tion of said first and second audio frequency signals lying in
a frequency band lower in frequency than said sidebands and
separated therefrom by a frequency gap, and a pilot signal at
a frequency equal to one half that of said suppressed carrier
wave and which lies in said frequency gap, a phase-locked
loop for reconstituting said suppressed carrier comprising,

a controlled oscillator adjusted to oscillate nominally at the
frequency of said suppressed carrier,

frequency dividing means responsive to the signal generated
by said oscillator for producing an output signal nomi-
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1. An improved system for connecting recorded messages to
telephone subscriber's lines for application on the main dis-

tributing frame of the central office telephone equipment of
the type having an isolation plug-jack arrangement and a
recorder distribution block wherein the improvement com-
prises a cut-off plug having;

a. a first plug member for disconnecting an out-of-service
subscriber's line from the central office equipment by
separating a first pair of contacts within said jack, said
first plug member including a first jumper for coupling
one of said out-of-service subscriber's contacts to a first

recorded message when said plug is coupled with said
jack; and

b a second plug member for disconnecting an incoming
caller's line from the central office equipment by separat-
ing a second pair of contacts within said jack, said second
plug member including a second jumper for connecting
one of said incoming caller's contacts to a second re-

corded message and means for activating a central office
ring cut-off relay whereby said out-of-service subscriber
becomes connected with said first recorded message
when attempting to place a call on said central office
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equipment, and said incoming caller becomes connected
with said second recorded message when attempting to

place a call to said out-of-service subscriber.

3,842,213
TELEPHONE ANSWERING INSTRUMENT AND SYSTEM

WITH DISCONNECT BY SILENCE OR TONE
Francis A. Foresta, Paramount, and Elmer C. Bonsky, Long

Beach, both of Calif., assignors to T.A.D. Avanti, Inc., Para-
mount, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 238,470, March 27, 1973,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 52,636,
July 6, 1970, abandoned. This application May 29, 1973, Ser.

No. 364,729
Int. CI. H04m / 7/02

U.S. CI. 179-6 R

-JIZ
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1. In a telephone answering system for responding to tele-

phone calls received over a telephone line and which com-
prises an announcement storage means and a message storage

means and respectively associated transducers, and first and
second means for driving said announcement storage means
and said message storage means respectively relative to said

transducers for producing a recorded announcement from the

announcement storage means in response to an incoming
telephone call and for subsequently recording a message from
the calling party on said message storage means, the combina-
tion of: first control circuit means for activating said an-
nouncement storage driving means in response to said incom-
ing telephone call to reproduce said recorded announcement
for transmission to the calling party; second control circuit

means coupled to said announcement storage means for acti-

vating said message storage driving means so as to initiate the

recording of the aforesaid message from the calling party on
said message storage means at the termination of the transmis-
sion of the announcement; third control circuit means for

de-activating said message storage driving means so as to

terminate the recording of the aforesaid message on said

message storage means; and a further circuit means for receiv-

ing discontinuous audio signals corresponding to said message
and for developing a control signal in response to said discon-
tinuous audio signals for application to said third control

circuit means to maintain said third control circuit means
ineffective as long as said message continues, said further

circuit means including a first network having means respon-
sive to said discontinuous audio signals for developing a charg-
ing current in the form of pulses only in the presence of said

discontinuous audio signals; a second network connected to

said first network and including means to be charged by the
charging current pulses developed thereby so as to develop
said control signal only in the presence of said charging cur-

rent pulses, said means in said second network including

rectifier means for rectifying said pulses, and said means in

said second network further including a capacitor for receiv-

ing the rectified pulses from said rectifier to be charged
thereby and across which said control signal is developed, and
a third network connected to said second network including

means for discharging said second network in the absence of
said charging current.

3,842,214

PATH FINDING SYSTEM
Otto Altenburger, Rochester, and Alton Dorazio, Jr., East

Rochester, both of N.Y., assignors to Stromberg-Carlson
Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Oct 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302,458
Int. CI. H04q 3/42

U.S. CI. 179—18 EA 31 Claims

5 Claims

1. In combination with a switching network having a plural-

ity of input inlets and a plurality of output inlets arranged in

grids, said grids connected via at least one of a plurality of
links, with each link having a unique path to any one input and
any one output inlet of said grids connected thereby, a path
finding system for interconnecting a marked input inlet with

a single one of one or more marked output inlets comprising:

first scanning means for identifying a link having an available

path to the marked input inlet and to at least one marked
output inlet;

second scanning means for selecting a marked output inlet

having an available path to the identified link, and
circuit means for applying an energizing potential to the

marked input inlet and the selected output inlet via the

identified link.

3,842,215
PRIVATE BRANCI^ EXCHANGE OPERATOR TRUNK

GROUP SELECTION MEANS
Stanley L. Russell, Webster; Klaus Gueldenpfennig. Penfield,

and Uwe A. Pommerening, Webster, all of N.Y., assignors to

Stromberg-Carlson Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,561

Int. CI. H04m 3/00
U.S. CI. 179-27 D 5 Claims

LC^,c|3i;i:. fe j;aj
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any one of a plurality of operator consoles, each console

having an individual control circuit for controlling connec-
tions thereto under the control of a common control means
which detects operator service request signals via request

leads from the trunk circuits, there being one signal generated

at a time, the common control means applying each detected

signal to the control circuits to enable the requesting trunk to

be connected thereto, operator trunk group selection means
for affording console operators selectivity in servicing trunk

circuits, comprising:

means for arranging the trunk circuit request leads in ser-

viceable groups to provide an individual request lead for

each group for passing on service request signals from any
trunk lead within the group;

a plurality of gating circuit means for each control circuit,

each gating circuit means being connected to a different

one of the group request leads for receiving request sig-

nals thereon, and

a plurality of keys for each console, each key being associ-

ated with a different gating circuit means of the associ-

ated control circuit for applying an enable signal thereto,

only when actuated, to permit said gating circuit means
to pass request signals on its connected group request

lead for enabling said associated control circuit to re-

spond to operator service request signals from trunks in

the corresponding group via the common control means.

3,842,216
FREQUENCY-SELECTIVE RINGING CURRENT SENSOR

FOR TELEPHONE LINE
James Owen, Milwaukie, and El Don L. Hoven, Lake Oswego,

both of Oreg., assignors to Ford Industries, Inc., Portland,

Oreg.

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,217
Int. CI. H04m 1126

U.S. CI. 179-84 L 6 Claims

1. Apparatus for sensing the presence of AC ringing current
in a telephone line, where such current has a frequency no less

than a certain frequency, said apparatus comprising
an electric light source,

a circuit for connecting said source to such a line to ener-
gize the former with AC current flowing in the latter

whereby the intensity of light emitted by the source varies

at the same frequency as that of such current,

a light-responsive circuit optically coupled to said source,
operable to produce an electrical-intensity-varying signal

having the same frequency as that of light-intensity varia-

tions in the source, and

a digital frequency filter operatively connected to said light-

responsive circuit, operable to produce a responsive
output signal for said apparatus only in the event that the

frequency of a signal produced by said light-responsive

circuit is no less than said certain frequency.

3,842,217
RECORD FABRICATION OF A CAPACITIVE TYPE

STORAGE MEDIUM
John Kaufmann Clemens, Princeton, NJ., assignor to RCA

Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 126,772, March 22, 1971. This application

Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,334
Int. CI. Glib 11112

U.S. CI. 179-100.4 C 8 Claims
1. A recording method comprising the steps of:

1 . coating a spiral groove in the surface of a disc with a

material of a character exhibiting a difference in its resis-

tance to dissolution in a developing fluid of a given type

after subjection to electron beam bombardment;
2a. intruding successive regions of the coated groove bot-

tom along said spiral on said disc surface in the path of a

beam of electrons, while simultaneously

2b. alternating the intensity of said beam of electrons, be-

tween a first intensity level substantially equal to zero and
a second intensity level appreciably greater than zero,

under the control of signals to be recorded; and
3. subjecting said disc surface, after said intrusion of said

coated groove bottom regions in said path, to a flow of
developing fluid of said given type whereby to provide a

disc having successive groove bottom regions of differing

depths representative of said signals.

3,842,218
AUTOMATED TELEPHONY TESTING AND POLLING

APPARATUS
Paul V. DeLuca, Port Washington; Vincent F. Santulli, Man-

hasset; John J. Gazzo, Jr., Commack, all of N.Y.; George
Manos, Bridgeport, Conn., and John Mickowski, Maple-
wood, N.J., assignors to Porta Systems Corporation, Roslyn,

N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 270,058, July 10, 1972, Pat.

No. 3,752,940. This application Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No.

313,817
Int. CI. H04b 3146

U.S. CI. 179-175.3 R 25 Claims

1. In combination, digital processing means, at least one
input source means connected to said processing means, said

input source means including means for supplying to said

processing means telephone subscriber identification number,
said processing means including means for determining the

operation desired by said input source means for said sub-

scriber number, plural special trunks each adapted to not
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cause subscriber ringing when a subscriber is accessed there-

over, subscriber access means responsive to information en-
tered in said processing means for accessing a selected tele-
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phone subscriber via a selected one of said special trunk

means, test circuit means, and means for automatically con-

necting said test circuit means to said selected special trunk

means.

3,842,219

METHOD OF USING GANG CONNECTOR AND
PATCHING CABLE ASSEMBLY

Karl R. Anderson, Pasadena, Calif., assignor to John T.

Thompson, Los Angeles and George W. Gillemot, Santa
Monica, both of, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 175,281, Aug. 26, 1971, Pat. No.

3,781,758. This application May 2, 1973, Set. No. 356,456
Int. CI. H04m 3/22

U.S. CI. 179-175.25 5 Claims

fi
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1. That method of maintaining uninterrupted telephone
service in a telephone system while changes are being made
therein and which system includes central office equipment
utilizing spaced apart first and second sets of terminal boards
each including an elongated rectangular main body supporting

a multiplicity of pairs of closely spaced terminal lugs arranged

in rows extending lengthwise from end to end thereof and
normally connected by individual conductors to respective

terminal lugs of a terminal board in the other set thereof, said

method comprising providing a long flexible patching cable

assembly long enough to reach between any selected terminal

board in said first and second sets of terminal boards and the

ends of which patching cable assembly include a respective

gang connector having a multiplicity of pairs of closely spaced
contactors alignable and in direct contact with respective

pairs of terminal lugs of said terminal boards and each of

which contactors is connected to a separate conductor of said

patching cable, clamping said gang connectors firmly in place

over the terminal lugs of said first and second sets of terminal

boards having their terminal lugs interconnected by conduc-
tors of the existing telephone system thereby to establish a

duplicate set of connections between said selected terminal

boards in parallel with said existing telephone system connec-

tions, and maintaining said temporary patching cable connec-
tions intact while service operations are being performed on
said existing telephone system connections.

3,842,220
METHOD FOR DETECTING FAULTS IN
REGENERATORS IN A PCM-SYSTEM

Juho Arras, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to Telefonaktiebola-

get LM Ericsson, Stockholm, Sweden
Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,919

Claims priority, application Sweden, Jan. 27, 1972, 915/72
Int. CI. H04b 3146

U.S. CI. 179-175.31 R 5 Claims
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3,842,221
CIRCUIT BREAKER WITH AUTOMATIC ICE REMOVAL

MEANS ON CONTACT BAR
Jacques Dayet, Lyon; Pierre Bastide, Vllleurbanne, and Marcel

Besson, Lyon, all of France, assignors to Delle-Alsthom,
Vllleurbanne, France

Filed Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,908
Claims priority, application France, Oct. 20, 1972

72.37319

Int. CI. HOlh 9100, 1160
U.S. CI. 200-52 R 3 claims

the shearable flange member being coupled to the housing
by being held on the die nut by a clamp nut,

the shearable flange member being shearable by the shear-
ing means and permitting axial movement of the piston
and piston rod assembly relative to the housing in reac-
tion to an impact force on the energy absorbing apparatus
in excess of a predetermined value,

and a crushable switch means mounted between the shear-
able flange member and a base portion of the die nut in
the path of movement of the shearable flange member
and adapted upon being crushed by the latter to close an
actuating circuit.

1 10

1. In an ice-breaking device for an electrical equipment
separation device including; a mobile contact supported for
movement and provided with fingers engageable with a fixed
contact bar, the improvement comprising studs provided on
the periphery of the bar, and means for driving, said studs in
rotation about the bar axis in response to movement of said
mobile contact.

3,842,223
LEVER OPERATED SWITCH HAVING ADJUSTABLE

CONTACT GAP
Stephen James Bird, Burnley, England, assignor to The Lucus

Electrical Company Limited, Birmingham, England
Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,707

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 18. 1972
23309/72

'

Int. CI. HOlh 3116; B65h 25114
U.S. CI. 200-61.58 B 3 claims

3,842,222
IMPACT SENSOR ASSEMBLY

Keith C. Hogland, Plymouth, Mich., assignor to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,658
Int. CI. B60r 21102

U.S. CI. 200-61.44
1 Claim
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1. A motor vehicle energy absorbing apparatus having a
cylindrical housing adapted to be mounted on a vehicle frame
member,

a sleeve member telescopically slidable within the cylindri-
cal housing from one end of the latter,

a piston and piston rod assembly projecting into the sleeve,
the piston being mounted on one end of the piston rod]
passageways in the piston providing communication be-
tween both sides thereof,

a compressible material located within the sleeve and capa-
ble of passing from one side to the other of the piston as
the sleeve telescopes within the cylindrical housing under
vehicle impact conditions,

and anchor means fixedly coupling the piston and piston rod
assembly to the other end of the cylindrical housing,

characterized in that:

the anchor means comprises ? shearable flange member
threadedly mounted on the other end of the piston rod,
a shearing means comprising a die nut threadedly an-
chored in the housing in abutting relation to the shearable
flange.

1. A lever operated electrical switch comprising, a body an
operating lever, said operating lever being defined by a con-
ductive strip, means pivotally mounting said strip on said body
with a first portion within said body, and a second portion
projecting from said body, a movable electrical contact on
said first portion of said strip, a fixed electrical contact carried
by the body, and engageable by said movable contact to com-
plete an electrical circuit through the switch, a first terminal
member on the body, a conductive, resilient member electri-
cally interconnecting said first terminal member and said
conductive strip, and urging said conductive strip to pivot
relative to the body to a position wherein said movable
contact is spaced from said fixed contact, and, screw adjust-
ment means associated with said fixed contact, whereby the
position of said fixed contact on the body can be altered so as
to adjust the displacement of said second portion of said
conductive strip which is necessary to engage said movable
contact with said fixed contact.

3,842,224
PRESSURE SWITCH WITH DIAPHRAGM FOR LIQUID

BEARING SOLIDS
Franli G. Wels, Kansas City, Mo., assignor to Ecodyne Corpo-

ration, Chicago, III.
^

Filed June 13, 1973, Ser. No. 369,638
Int. CI. HOlh 35134

U.S. CI. 200-81.9 R 6 claims
1. A pressure switch for use in direct contact with a liquid

bearing solids line; comprising:
a. a substantially vertical connecting pipe having a lower
end in fluid communication with said liquid bearing solids
line so as to receive liquid under pressure therefrom;

b. a control valve means in fluid communication with said
connecting pipe for control of liquid flow therethrough,
said control valve means having a passageway there-
through defined by substantially vertical side walls;
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c. a housing positioned above said control valve means
having a substantially vertical opening therethrough de-
fined by substantially vertical side walls;

d. a diaphragm means, positioned within said housing in

closing relationship to said opening, adapted to deflect

under varying degrees of pressure of the liquid in said
opening;

e. switch means positioned above said housing responsive to

the deflection of said diaphragm means; and
f. said connecting pipe, said passageway and said opening

are substantially in vertical alignment with one another
and are of substantially the same diameter so as to elimi-

nate flat surfaces where solids may settle.

3,842,225
HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUIT BREAKER UTILIZING
INSERTION OF A FIXED RESISTANCE DURING

OPENING AND CLOSING
Winthrop M. Leeds, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 324,949
Int. CI. HOlh 33116

U.S. CI. 200-144 AP 6 Claims

L_
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1. A high voltage alternating current circuit breaker, com-
prising:

a housing;

main contact means disposed in said housing, movable
between an open and a closed position;

means for opening and closing said main contact means;
a damping resistor;

resistor insertion means disposed in parallel with said main
contact means for synchronously connecting said damp-
ing resistor around said main contact means at a voltage

zero of the alternating current wave just prior to main
contact closing, and for connecting said damping resistor

around said main contact means as said main contact

means move to the open position during circuit interrup-

tion; and

damping resistor current interruption means for interrupt-

ing the current flowing through said damping resistor

after said main contact means are open and current

through said main contact means is substantially zero.

3,842,226
CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER USING A DOUBLE-THROAT

NOZZLE
Kue H. Yoon, 5806 5th Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15232
Continuation of Ser. No. 9374, Feb. 6, 1970, abandoned. This

application Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 319,078
Int. CI. HOlh 33170

U.S. CI. 200-148 R 8 Claims
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3 842 227
CmcUIT-BREAKER HAVING DIELECTRIC LIQUID

UNDER PRESSURE
Jean Louis Gratzmuller, 66 Blvd. Maurice Barres. 92 NeuiUv

«ur Seine, France
'

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,291
Claims priority, application France, Sept. 30. 1971

71.35197
*^ • '

Int CI. HOlh 33168
U.S.CL 200-150 R 10 Claims

means slidably mounting the longitudinal edges of the
wedge to the side walls of the housing for moving the
wedge forward between the contacts to open the contacts
and retracmg the wedge rearwardly to allow the contacts
to close;

the slidable mounting means also making electrical closure
along the paths of slidable engagement with the edges of
the wedge so that arcing between the contacts is cut off
when the wedge opens the contacts;

means for receiving the forward end of the wedge and
makmg an electrical closure path which joins said paths

1. A circuit breaker comprising:
a circuit interrupting chamber enclosing an elastically com-

pressible and partially compressed dielectric liquid body;
a fixed contact member disposed in said liquid body;

a cylindrical contact member which is axially movable
relative to the fixed contact member between a closed
circuit position and an open circuit position and having a
portion thereof entering said liquid body so as to addi-
tionally compress the same during movement of the mov-
able contact member from said open circuit position to
said closed circuit position;

releasable actuating means operable to move the movable
contact member from its open circuit position towards
and maintain it in its closed circuit position against the
sole action of the increased counterpressure created in

said liquid body by said additional compression thereof,
and means for releasing said actuating means and thereby
allow said increased counterpressure to move the mov-
able contact member from its closed circuit position to its

open circuit position.

3,842,228
CIRCUIT BREAKER ASSEMBLY WITH INTERPOSEDWEDGE NON-CONDUCTOR AND COMPLEMENTARY

HOUSING ARC-PREVENTION STRUCTURE
James H. Green, Sierra Madre, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 391,923
Int. CI. HOlh 9132, 33/06

U.S. CI. 200-151
5 Claims

1. A compact non-arcmg switch comprising:
a housing which is constructed of dielectric material-
a pair of electrical contacts mounted within the housing
wherem at least one of the contacts is mounted for move-

, ment between open and closed positions with respect to
the other contact;

means for biasing at least one of the contacts to the closed
position;

an elongated wedge which is constructed of dielectric mate-
rial;

£'4 40

of slidable engagement of the slidable mounting means
with the sides of the wedge so that forward movement of
the wedge will open the contacts and insulate the contacts
from electrical arcing along three closure paths therebe-
tween; and

said wedge having an abutment which makes slidable con-
tmuous engagement with the side and bottom walls of the
housmg so as to provide a fourth electrical closure path
which joins the other three closure paths to completely
isolate the contacts from one another when they are
opened.

3,842 229
KEYBOARD PUSHBUTTON SWITCH

Henry J. Boulanger, Cumberland, R.I., assignor to Texas In-
struments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,779
Int. CI. HOlh 13152

^t ^': 2«;->f
R 10 Claims

1. A keyboard switch comprising:
an electrically insulative base having opposed first and
second surfaces, and having a plurality of apertures ex-
tending from the first to the second surfaces;

a pair of electrically conductive U-shaped members each
member having two legs joined by a bight portion, each
of the legs received in a respective aperture in the base
with the bight portion disposed on the first surface

a keybody having a force receiving end and a force trans-
mitting end;

a housing disposed over the pair of U-shaped members, the
housing having guide means aligned with the U-shaped
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members, the keybody received in the guide means and

movable toward and away from the U-shaped members;

means normally biasing the keybody away from the U-

shaped member;
a movable electrically conductive bridge member in contin-

uous pivotal contact with the bight portion of one U-

shaped member and pivotably movable into and out of

engagement with the bight portion of the other U-shaped

member; and

means operatively connecting the keybody and the conduc-

tive bridge member so that the bridge member moves into

engagement with the bight portion of the other U-shaped

member when the keybody moves toward the U-shaped

member and moves out of engagement with the bight

portion of the other U-shaped member when the keybody

moves away from the U-shaped member.

'

'

3,842,230

PUSHBUTTON SWITCH WITH COIL SPRING CONTACT
Yukio Kashio, Tokyo, and Hiroshi Ishii, Sagamiko-machi, both

of Japan, assignors to Casio Computer Co., Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,843

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 9, 1972, 47-23607

Int. CI. HOlh y/06. 13152

U.S. CI. 200-276 18 Claims

a coil spring made of a conductive material having one end

always in contact with one of the first and the second

electrodes and the other end spaced from the remaining

electrode when not depressed and in contact with the

remaining electrode when depressed so as to electrically

connect both electrodes when said coil spring is de-

pressed;

an actuator coupled to said coil spring to depress said other

end of said coil spring so as to cause said coil spring to

electrically connect the first and the second electrodes

when depressed and to be spaced from said one of the

electrodes when released; and

a frame carrying said actuator and defining a linear stroke

of said actuator to selectively depress said coil spring.

3,842,231

CONTACT SPRING SET FOR AN ELECTROMAGNETIC
RELAY

Helmut Schedele, Hoegling, and Werner Bosch. Munich, both

of Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin

and Munich, Germany
Filed Apr. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 348,683

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 10, 1972,

2217218
Int. CI. HOlh 1126, 9102

U.S. CI. 200-283 17 Claims

1. A switching device comprising:

an insulation substrate having a nearly plain first surface;

a first nearly plain electrode mounted on said first surface

of said insulation substrate;

a second nearly plain electrode mounted on said first sur-

face of said insulation substrate and around said first

electrode at a specified distance from the first electrode;

a first leadout means coupled to and leading out the first

electrode from the surface of the insulation substrate

opposite said first surface, said first leadout means ex-

tending through said insulation substrate;

a second leadout means on said first surface of said insula-

tion substrate coupled to and leading out the second

electrode from said first surface of said insulation sub-

strate;

1, A contact spring set for an electromagnetic relay com-

prising a plurality of electrical contact elements, and a block

formed of insulating material and comprising first and second

insulating members adapted to support said contact elements,

said first insulating member being formed of thermoplastic

material and said second insulating member being formed of

an inherently stable plastic material, said block having a recess

formed therein, said electrical contact elements having their

contact-making parts supported within said recess, one of said

contact elements having a portion interposed between said

two insulating members, said two insulating members bearing

against said one contact element to maintain it in fixed posi-

tion relative to said second member.

3,842,232

OVEN TEMPERATURE LIMITER
George B. Long, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Sept. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 401,589

Int. CI. H05b 1102

U.S. CI. 219-513 2 Claims

1. An oven having an oven temperature control assembly

comprising: a circuit extending between electrical input termi-

nals to oven-heating elements for energizing the same; means

in said energizing circuit for sensing oven temperature to

selectively energize said oven-heating elements for maintain-

ing a preselected temperature within the oven; said sensing
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means including a curved Bourdon tube having a pressurized
interior filled with a thermally expansive material to cause
straightening of the tube with increasing oven temperatures;
a contact pair operably controlled by movement of said Bour-
don tube to cause said contacts to close only when said ther-
mally expansive material leaks from said Bourdon tube, thus
permitting it to assume a fully relaxed operative position
which is more curved than the position assumed at room
temperature and pressure; circuit breaking means in said

said selector switch means being operable in cyclical manner
for providing current to said means for coupling via said cur-
rent limiting means, then bypassing said current limiting
means to provide maximum current to said means for cou-
pling, and then interrupting current to said means for cou-
pling, whereby at the initiation of each energization cycle of
the high-frequency generator said current limiting means
protects the same from current surges.

3,842,234
INDUCTOR FOR INDUCTIVELY HEATING METAL

WORKPIECES
Richard F. Seyfried, Parma Heights, Ohio, assignor to Park-
Ohio Industries, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Jan. 10, 1974, Ser. No. 432,142
Int. CK H05b 5/06

U.S. CI. 219-10.79 12 Claims

energizing circuit adapted to terminate the energization of
said heating elements when the circuit breaker is opened; the
terminals of said contact pair being connected respectively to
one input terminal of said energization circuit and to one side
of said circuit breaking means to produce a shortcircuit ex-
tending through said contact pair and said circuit breaking
means when said contact pair is closed, whereby an excessive
current opens said circuit breaking means to terminate oven
energization.

3,842,233
MICROWAVE OVEN DEFROST CIRCUIT

John T. Lamb, Mansfield, Ohio, assignor to The Tappan Com-
pany, Mansfield, Ohio

Filed May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,409
Int. CI. H05b 9/06

U.S. CI. 219-10.55 6 Claims
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1. An energization circuit for a microwave oven in which
cooking and defrosting functions are accomplished by high-
frequency energy emitted by a high-frequency energy genera-
tor, comprising means for connecting the energization circuit
to a source of electric energy, means for coupling energy in
the energization circuit to the high-frequency energy genera-
tor for energization of the same, selector switch means for
coupling the energization circuit in a first configuration to
provide a cooking function and in a second configuration to
provide a defrost function, and cyclical switch means coupled
to said selector switch means and energized thereby when the
energization circuit is coupled in the defrost configuration for
cyclically providing current to said means for coupling for
effecting cyclical energization of the high-frequency energy
generator, said cyclical switch means comprising current
limiting means for limiting the current to said means for cou-
pling, and said cyclical switch means upon energization by

1. An inductor for inductively heating a metal workpiece
comprising, a tubular conductor including spaced apart gener-
ally parallel first and second conductor portions having corre-
sponding opposite ends and at least one bridging conductor
portion interconnecting corresponding ones of said opposite
ends, each of said conductor portions being linear between
said opposite ends, said conductor having terminal ends con-
nectable across a source of alternating current for energizing
said conductor, said first and second conductor portions being
spaced apart for a workpiece to be supported therebetween in
magnetically coupled relationship therewith and having op-
posed conductor faces facing said workpiece, and means
selectively operable to vary the current concentration in cor-
responding axially adjacent areas of said conductor faces of
both said first and second conductor portions when said con-
ductor is energized, said selectively operable means including
electrically conductive generally planar plate means separate
from said tubular conductor and having a length in the direc-
tion between said opposite ends equal to the lengths of one of
said corresponding areas, said plate means being generally
parallel to and overlying and spanning the space between said
first and second conductor portions, and motor means to
displace said plate means into and out of magnetically coupled
relationship with respect to said first and second conductor
portions.

3,842,235
METHOD OF ELECTRIC SEAM RESISTANCE WELDING
Paul Opprecht, im hinteren Bernold, 8953 BergdieUkon, Swit-

zerland

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,007
Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Feb. 18 1972

2387/72 .
^^'-t,

Int. CI. B23k 11/06
U.S. CI. 219-83 26 Claims

1. In a method of electnc seam resistance welding by means
of a single-wire electrode in contact with two electrode sup-
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port rolls, the improvement wherein the wire electrode is

prehardened by drawing or rolling the wire, before said wire

runs onto the first electrode support roll, to an extent such

that substantially no further permanent deformation occurs

under the subsequent welding pressure of the electrode sup-

port rolls and at the welding temperature applied, and wherein

said wire has a cross section in the shape of a sector having

straight or convex Hanks.

3,842,236

PROCESS TO CONTROL THE MOVEMENT OF A
WORKPIECE WITH RESPECT TO A BEAM OF A STOCK
PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATING BY MEANS OF

CONTROLLABLE POWER IRRADIATION
Alfred Von Walter, Munich, Germany, assignor to Steigerwald

Strahltechnik GmbH, Munich, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 128,811, March 29, 1971,

abandoned, This application Jan. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 324,885

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 28, 1970,

2015078
II
" Int. CI. B23k 75/00

U.S. CI. 219-121 EM 3 Claims

4vy£%^

continuously comparing said electrical signals identifying

said actual position of said workpiece at any given mo-

ment during said machining cycle with said desired posi-

tion in an electrical comparator to develop a difference

signal representing any difference between said actual

position at that given moment and said desired position,

selectively adjusting the point of incidence of the beam of

radiant energy on the workpiece relative to the workpiece

responsive to said difference signal such that said electron

beam is deflected to impinge upon the desired position on

said workpiece, and

moving said workpiece to the desired position represented

by said desired position identifying signals to obviate any

difference between the actual and desired workpiece

positions thereby returning said beam of radiant energy to

an underflected position.

3,842,237

WELDING METHOD EMPLOYING INCLINED
PARALLEL GROOVE

Akira Ujiie, Kobe, Japan, assignor to Mitsubishi Jukogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,056

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 28, 1972, 47-85295

Int. CI. B23k 9/00

U.S.CL 219-135 10 Claims

1. A process for arc welding together the ends of two metal-

lic members which have front sides and back sides, which ends

are defined, in part, by end surfaces which are correspond-

ingly obliquely inclined in a thickness sense, comprising:

so arranging the two members that they extend generally

vertically, one above the other, with said sides corre-

sponding and said end surfaces substantially parallel and

in vertical adjacency but spaced one above the other to

define a groove which extends obliquely upwardly from

a first opening at the back sides to a second opening at the

front sides;

positioning a backing strip securely against said back sides

to bridge across said first opening;

successively arc welding each of a plurality of beads in said

groove, each bead extending along the length of the

groove, the beads being deposited in a series preceding

from the lower, first opening of the groove to the upper,

second opening thereof, to substantially fill the groove.

1. A method for performing work on a workpiece by utiliz-

ing a controllable beam of radiant energy comprising the steps

of

supplying electrical signals which continuously identify a

desired position for the workpiece at any given moment
during a machining cycle from working track parameters

stored in information storage means,

generating electrical signals which characterize the actual

position of the workpiece at any given moment during

said machining cycle, said signals forming the output of

position sensor means.

3,842,238

METHOD OF SEALING NUCLEAR FUEL ELEMENTS BY
ELECTRIC WELDING

Eugene S. Boyko, Monroeville; Joseph Campbell, Pittsburgh,

and Roger J. Wiggins, Allison Park, all of Pa., assignors to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 8, 1970, Ser. No. 96,153

Int. CI. B23k 9/00

U.S. CI. 219—137 6 Claims

1. The method of constructing a pressurized nuclear fuel

unit in which a predetermined quantity of nuclear fuel is
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inserted into a thin-wall elongated metal tube, said tube hav-
ing a metal plug sealing one end of the metal tube and another
metal plug having an axial opening sealing the other end of the
metal tube to form a container having electroconductive
walls, the axial opening constituting the only communicative
path between the interior and exterior of the container and in
which at least the metal plug having the axial opening is dis-
posed within a sealed chamber which is thereafter pressurized

iNCRT

with an inert gas to establish a predetermined pressure within
the container, the improvement of steps comprising, position-
mg a fusible welding electrode within the axial opening to
make essentially line contact with the wall of the end plug
having said axial opening, directing sufficient electrical cur-
rent through said electrode, line contact and end plug to fuse
the electrode by resistance heating, and continuing said fusion
of the electrode by arc discharge welding until the axial open-
mg IS closed sealing the container under pressure.

3,842,239
POWER CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR RESISTANCE

HEATING MOVING CONDUCTORS
Edgar A. Eilinghausen, and George B. Johnson, both of Crystal
Lake, III., assignors to Interstate Drop Forge Co., Milwau-
kee, Wis.

Continuation of Ser. No. 313,500, Dec. 8, 1972, abandoned,
which IS a conUnuation-in-part of Ser. No. 203,581, Dec. 1,
1971, Pat. No. 3,739,132. This application Aug. 24, 1973, Ser

No. 391,128
Int. CI. C21d 9162

U.S. CI. 219-155 8 Claims

1. In apparatus for resistance heating an elongated electrical
conductor which is continuously moved between spaced elec-
trical contacts, an improved circuit for controlling electrical
power applied to the conductor through the contacts compris-
ing, in combination, means for applying alternating current
power through the contacts to the conductor for heating the
conductor by the Joule effect, means generating a signal pro-
portional to the speed of the conductor, means generating a
signal proportional to the square of the current applied to the
conductor through the spaced contacts, and means for con-
trolling the power applied to the conductor in response to a
comparison of said speed signal and said current square signal.

3,842,240
SOLDER REMOVING APPARATUS

Katumasa Waklta, Yokohama; Issei Yunoki, and Mitunari
Yoshida, both of Tokyo, ail of Japan, assignors to Stanley
Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,562
Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 17, 1971, 46-

84514; Oct. 4, 1971,46-91013; Jan. 13, 1972, 47-6428; Sept.
27, 1971, 46-75310

^

Int. CI. H05b 1100; B23k 3104
U.S. CI. 219-230 4 claims
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1. A solder removing apparatus, comprising:
a hollow bit with an inlet opening through which solder is

drawn and an exit through which solder is adapted to exit
into a hollow tube;

a hollow tube having an inlet connected with said bit exit,
and an exit connected with a solder receiving chamber;

a heater surrounding said hollow tube; said heater compris-
ing an enclosed hollow housing within which is positioned
said hollow tube and a heater coil, said heater coil being
positioned adjacent to said tube to heat it; said heater
being connected to heat said bit through connection of
said hollow tube with said bit;

a solder receiving chamber connected with said hollow tube
exit; said solder receiving chamber having an air exit
connected with an air passage;

a hand grip supporting said receiving chamber, said hollow
tube and said bit; an air passage extending through said
hand grip, which passage communicates at one end with
said air exit of said receiving chamber thereby to create
suction in that said chamber and in said hollow tube and
said bit;

a vacuum pump communicating with the other end of said
air passage;

an air stop valve in said hand grip and located in said air
passage for being operated to selectively open and close
said air passage; a trigger external to said hand grip and
connected to said valve for operating same for opening
and closing said air passage;

a solder stopper being provided at said exit of said solder
receiving chamber for blocking exit of solder into said air
passage, and filter for blocking solder while permitting air
to pass thereby is provided on said solder stopper;

said solder receiving chamber being a separate removable
element provided within a hollow support tube and that
said support tube is attached to said hand grip and is

positioned between said heater and said hand grip, and
said solder receiving chamber is made of glass.

3,842,241
ELECTRICALLY HEATED AQUARIUM TANK

Louis Isaacson, Lexington, and Richard Herrin, Framingham,
both of Mass., assignors to Biozonics Corporation, Canton,
Mass.

Filed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 330,987
Int. CI. AOlk 63100; H05b 3120

U.S. a. 219-311
2 Claims

1. In combination, an aquarium tank that may be filled with
water, having at least one nonmetallic transparent wall, a
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temperature controller having means for sensing water tem-

perature in the tank, means for providing power to said tem-

perature controller, a thin plate-heater, means for coupling

heat generating power from the temperature controller to the

heater, and adhesive means for affixing the heater to an out-

side surface of a nonmetallic wall of the tank, said heater

comprising a rigid holder constructed of a plastic material and
including means forming a cavity having a flat bottom surface

and means defining a peripheral edge therearound, said means

h X

for affixing disposed between said edge and said outside wall

surface, a thin metal reflective layer coextensive with and

disposed contacting the bottom surface of said cavity, a ther-

mal insulating board coextensive with and contacting the

reflective layer and a unitary heating element coextensive in

size with said board and including an electrically conductive

element and an encapsulating sheet, means for securing said

layer, board and surface of the heating element in a sandwich

arrangement in the cavity with the heating element contacting

the wall surface when the holder is fixed to the tank surface.

pins are advanced from position to position including a dip-

ping position and a holding position immediately preceding

said dipping position, comprising a thermally insulating con-

tainer a mass of generally spheroidal particulate heat transfer

material, being disposed in said container, means in said con-

tainer for heating said heat transfer material, and means for

cyclically moving said container of heat transfer material with

respect to said array of forming pins in said holding position

whereby said heat transfer material first surrounds said pins

along a substantial part of their length and then is withdrawn

with respect to said pins.

3,842,242

APPARATUS FOR HEATING CAPSULE FORMING PINS
Douglas S. Chisholm, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow
Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Feb. 1, 1974, Ser. No. 438,912

Int. CLF27d 11 100

U.S. CI. 219-385 10 Claims

1. Apparatus for preheating capsule forming pins in a cap-

sule forming machine in which successive arrays of forming

3,842,243

TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
PROPORTIONAL ELECTRIC HEATING

Robert O. Gregory, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Solitech, Inc.,

Saint Louis, Mo.
Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,208

Int. CI. H05b 1102

U.S. CI. 219-497 10 Claims
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1. A temperature control system for proportional control of

at least one electrically energized heating element, compris-

ing:

a gate-triggerable semiconductor current switching device

adapted for being gated to energize said heating element

from a source of a.c. voltage;

a thermistor for sensing the temperature in a zone to be

heated by said heating element, said thermisor having a

resistance which varies as a predetermined function of

the temperature in said zone;

means interconnected with said thermistor for providing a

sense voltage which varies as a function of the resistance

of said thermistor;

means for providing a periodically varying voltage;

comparator means for comparing the instantaneous magni-

tudes of said sense voltage and periodically varying volt-

age and adapted to provide a signal for causing gating of

said switching device when there is a predetermined

relationship between the magnitudes of said sense voltage

and periodically varying voltage;

fail-safe means interconnected with said comparator means
and said thermistor for preventing said signal for causing

gating from being provided if said thermistor is either

open-circuited or short-circuited, whereby energization

of said heating element is proportionally controlled in

response to the temperature sensed in said zone through

normal operation of said thermistor.
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3,842,244
MODULAR INSULATED HEATING ELEMENT SUPPORTS
Winfield L. Kelley, 1803 Granada Blvd., Coral Gables, Fla
33134

Filed Mar. 28, 1974, Ser. No. 455,907
Int. CI. H05b 3102

U.S. CI. 219-550 5 claims

1. Apparatus for supporting resistance wire heating coil
elements for use in electric heaters, comprising;

a plurality of resistance wire insulating support members,
each member having an elongated cross section, a hole,
large enough to accommodate a resistance wire heating
element, formed in and passing through said member in
a direction substantially normal to the plane of said elon-
gated cross section and offset to one side of the center of
said member, the periphery of said hole being circumfer-
entially completely surrounded by the body of said sup-
port member, and an elongated slot passing through said
member in a direction substantially parallel to the plane
of said cross section and offset to the opposite side of the
center of said member from said hole;

a frame; and
a mounting member extending through said elongated slots

in said support members, said mounting member having
respective end portions fixed to said frame for fixedly
mounting said support members to said frame;

wherein each support member is mounted on said mounting
member independently of each other support member to
permit relative longitudinal and lateral movement be-
tween adjacently mounted support members, said support
members being disposed on said mounting member such
that the resistance wire accommodating holes in adjacent
support members are located on opposite sides of the
longitudinal axis of said mounting member.

3,842,245
ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEM FOR PUNCH-TYPE

ENCODER
Edward M. Schneiderhan, Buffalo Grove, III., assignor to
Cummins-Allison Corp., Glenview, III.

Filed Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,683
Int. CI. G06k 15100, 5/00

U.S. CI. 235-61.1 ,3ctai„s
1. In a document processing system having a reading station

and a perforating station positioned along a single document
processing line, said reading station including means for pro-
ducing electrical data signals representing the data on docu-
ments passed therethrough, and said perforating station in-
cluding means responsive to electrical data signals for record-
ing data on documents passed therethrough by perforating

said documents, the improvement comprising the combina-
tion of:

a. memory means operatively connected to said reading
station for receiving and storing the electrical data signals
produced by said reading station, said memory means
including a plurality of memory units each of which is
capable of storing all the data from any given document
said memory means further including gating means inter-
posed between the reading station and the memory units
for loading successive groups of electric signals represent-
ing data read from successive documents sequentially in
successive ones of the memory units.

b. document sensing means for generating an electrical
control signal in response to the arrival of a document at
said perforating station.

c. and retrieval means coupled to said memory means and
responsive to said control signal for retrieving the data
signals representing data read from the arriving document
and coupling said data signals to the perforating station
for actuating said perforating station to re-record the read
data on said document by perforating the document, said
retrieval means including means for retrieving the data
signals stored in one of said memory units while another
group of data signals is being loaded into one of the other
memory units.

3,842,246
RECOGNITION AND IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM WITH

NOISE REJECTION CAPABILITIES
Robert D. Kohler; David P. Sidlauskas, both of San Jose, and

Charles A. Walton, Los Gatos, all of Calif., assignors to
Proximity Devices, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.

Filed Sept. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 401,434
Int. CI. G06k 7/08

U.S.CL 235-61.11 H 12 Claims

1

1. An improved electronic recognition and identification
system for identifying electrically coded passive objects and
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generating contro signals responsive to the code of the pas-
sive objects recognized, the system comprising

a coded external passive electrical identification object
having a coded resonant frequency and adapted to be
brought within an external sensing zone;

an active electrical signal generation network including a
first sensing coil, frequency signal source means repeat-

edly sweeping through a range of frequencies and joined
to said sensing coil to excite said first sensing coil and
produce electromagnetic field signals within said external

sensing zone for inductive coupling with the external

passive object when said object is within said external

sensing zone, first detector means engaged to said sensing

coil for detecting perturbations in the envelope of the

signal across said first sensing coil as the frequency of said

electromagnetic field in said external sensing zone ap-

proaches said coded resonant frequency of the external

passive object and producing condition pulse signals

responsive to the time of said perturbations;

an internal sweep reference signal generator means adapted
to produce reference pulse signals of a predetermined
timing during each sweep;

time position comparator means engaged to said detector

means and said reference signal generator means for

receiving said condition pulse signals and said reference

pulse signals and generating a first comparator signal in

the event there is time coincidence between said condi-

tion pulse signals and said reference pulse signals and a

second comparator signal if said reference pulse signals

are not coincident with said condition pulse signals; and
a first integrator network having input terminal means
engaged to said comparator means for receiving said first

and second comparator signals, said first integrator being

adapted to generate a first output control signal respon-

sive to a succession of said first comparator signals and to

inhibit generation of said first control signal responsive to

the existence of said second comparator signals.

3,842,247

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MEASURING
ENVELOPE DELAY UTILIZING tt-POINT TECHNIQUE
Theodore Carl Anderson, Middletown, N.J., assignor to Bell

Telephone Laboratories Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 298,478
Int. CI. G06f 7/38

U.S. CI. 235-152 23 Claims
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1. Apparatus for obtaining a measure of envelope delay of
a transmission facility which comprises:

a test circuit path having an input and an output, said test

circuit path including means for accommodating a facility

to be evaluated;

a reference circuit path having an input and an output;

controllable signal generator means for supplying a test

signal at test frequencies simultaneously to the input of

said test path and said reference path;

controllable attenuator means connected in said reference

path for inserting a loss into said reference path substan-

tially equal to the loss experienced by said test signal in

a facility being evaluated at said test frequencies;

summing means having an input and an output, said input

being in circuit with the outputs of said test and reference

paths for algebraically summing signals propagated
through said test and reference paths;

means for obtaining a measure of the signal level of a signal

developed at the output of said algebraic summing means;
and

control means for generating signals to control said signal

generator means, said attenuator means and said level

measuring means, wherein said signal generator means is

responsive to selected ones of said control signals selec-

tively to step the frequency of said test signal at a first

frequency increment through a predetermined measure-
ment frequency interval and wherein said measured sig-

nal level values at said first frequency increments are

supplied to said control means to obtain a count of the

number of amplitude nulls occurring within said measure-
ment frequency interval, said null count and said meas-
urement frequency interval being utilized to obtain a

measure of envelope delay over the measurement fre-

quency interval.

3,842,248
UTILITIES METER READOUT SYSTEM

Neil K. Yarnell, 238 N. Broadoaks, Monrovia, Calif. 91016,
and Leiand S. Prince, 9014 Charloma Dr., Downey, CaliL
90240

Filed Aug. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 281,387
Int. CI. G06f 7/39

U.S. CI. 235— 156 16 Claims
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1. A calculating and printing apparatus for preparing a
print-out said apparatus having computing means for calculat-

ing output data signals and comprising:

a housing,

a plurality of input register means within said housing each
input register means having indicia bearing projections
for printing input data on said print-out,

a first plurality of register setting means connected to each
of said plurality of input register means for positioning

various ones of said projections,

a plurality of output register means within said housing each
output register means having indicia bearing projections
for printing output data on said print-out,

a second plurality of register setting means connected to

each of said plurality of output register means for posi-

tioning various ones of said projections,

means for sensing the position of said input register means
for providing input data signals to said computing means,
and

means for indicating said output data signals from said

computing means.
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3,842,249
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM WITH PROGRAMMED

COMPUTER CONTROL AND MANUALLY INITIATED
CONTROL MEANS

Manvel A. Geyer, Lima, Ohio; Franit J. Gordon, Baltimore;
Richard C. Lyman, Eilicott City, both of Md., and Larry W.
Thaxton, Lima, Ohio, assignors to Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 190,623, Oct. 19, 1971, abandoned.
This application July 24, 1973, Ser. No. 382,263

Int. CI. G06f 15/56
U.S. CI. 235— 151.21 6 Claims
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I. A load management system, for a plurality of electrical
loads including switching means associated with each load for
the selective application of power from an electrical bus.
comprising: data entry and display means having selection
means for selecting an individual load and display means for
displaying an identifier of a selected load, first indicator means
responsive to the condition of a switching means to indicate
upon request whether the switching means associated with the
selected load is open or closed, means to change the switching
means associated with the selected load from one state to the
other, second indicator means to indicate whether any of said
switching means are tripped, and third indicator means to
indicate whether any of said loads are shed; a distribution
control center comprising a programmable digital computer
including a program operative to control load functions, said
functions including switching means resetting, load sequenc-
ing and load shedding according to programmed priorities and
time delays; data transmission and reception means associated
with said switching means, said data entry and display means,
and said distribution control center for producing, transmit-
ting, and receiving signals representing conditions of said
switching means, signal representing requests made at said
data entry and display means, and control signals from said
computer.

c. means for applying corresponding bits of two n-bit oper-
ands individually to the first and second operand input
terminals of said n full-adder stages;

d. logic means responsive to the bit permutations of the
least significant bits of the operands and to a signal deter-

3,842,250
CIRCUIT FOR IMPLEMENTING ROUNDING IN

ADD/SUBTRACT LOGIC NETWORKS
Bruce M. Anderson, New Brighton, Minn., assignor to Sperry
Rand Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 392,721
Int. CI. G06f 7/50

U.S. CI. 235-175 8 Claims
1. An add/subtract circuit for a digital computer compris-

ing:

a. n full-adder stages each having first and second operand
input terminals, a carry input terminal, a sum output
terminal and a carry output terminal;

b. means connecting said full-adder stages in tandem with
the carry output terminal of a lower order stage con-
nected to the carry input terminal of its adjacent higher
order stage;
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minative of the arithmetic operation being performed, for
producing a control signal; and

e. means for applying said control signal to the carry input
terminal of the lowest order full-adder stage such that the
result of said arithmetic operation developed at said sum
output terminals approaches a perfectly rounded result.

3,842,251
RADAR DATA MAP CORRELATOR

Joseph William Powers, Jr., Los Angeles, and George H.
Towner, Palos Verdes Peninsula, both of Calif., assignors to
Northrop Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,042
Int. CI. G06g 9/00; HOlj 29/06

U.S. a. 235-181 6 Claims

. STNTHtTlC

1. A correlator device for converting holographic video
signals to a form useful for a map type display comprising:

an electron storage screen,

means for directing an electron beam for use in writing
signals onto said storage screen,

means for scanning said storage screen with an electron
beam for use in reading signals stored thereon,

means for modulating one of said beams with holographic
video signals,

electron mask means for modulating at least one of said
beams in accordance with an image corresponding to an
elemental video unit of the holographic video signals, said
mask means being positioned in the path of said one of
said beams, and

means connected to said screen for providing an output
signal when the image corresponding to the elemental
video unit corresponds to an image in accordance with
said holographic video signals.

f
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3,842,252

OPTICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
Eric Jakeman, Birtsmorton, near Malvern; Robin Jones, Mal-

vern; Christopher John Oliver, Malvern, and Edward Roy
Pike, Malvern, all of England, assignors to National Re-

search Development Corporation, London, England
Continuation of Ser. No. 22,601, March 25, 1970, abandoned.

This application May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,355
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 26, 1969,

15959/69

Int. CI. G06f 15/34; G06g 7/19

U.S. CI. 235— 181 5 Claims
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1. A digital correlator comprising an input to which digital

electrical pulses may be supplied, clock means for establishing

a plurality of successive time intervals, means responsive to

said input pulses and to said time interval establishing means
for providing an output whenever a predetermined number of

input pulses is exceeded in each of said time intervals, delay

means for delaying said output signal, said delay means and
said means for providing an output being operatively con-

trolled by the clock signals from said clock means for estab-

lishing a plurality of successive time intervals, gate means for

multiplying the digital pulse signals received by the input of

the correlator with the delayed signals from said delay means,

and recording means for receiving digital signals from the

multiplying gate means to generate data representative of the

correlation of digital signals applied to the correlator.

3,842,253

ILLUMINATING SYSTEM FOR CONTACT LENS
OPHTHALMOMETER

Terence Walker, and Joseph C. Dianetti, both of East Aurora,

N.Y., assignors to American Optical Corporation, South-

bridge, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 310,504, Nov. 29, 1972, Pat. No.

3,791,720. This application Aug. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 392,694
Int. CI. G02b 23/00; F21m

U.S. CI. 240-41 R 2 Claims
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1. A device for illuminating an object to be viewed with

either of two different modes of illumination, a diffused mode
and an undiffused mode comprising:

an eye piece for viewing the object;

a light source for illuminating the object, said light source

comprising an incandescent bulb, a diffuser positioned

over said incandescent bulb, said diffuser having an aper-

ture therethrough for admitting a stream of undiffused

light to pass through said diffuser;

an elliptical reflector positioned to reflect light from said

light source which passes through said diffuser toward the

object to be illuminated;

a reflector having a reflecting surface for directing said

stream of undiffused light on to the object to be viewed;

a movable shutter movably mounted for positioning in

two alternate rest positions, a first rest position blocking

the optical path between said aperture and the object,

and a second rest position blocking the optical path be-

tween said diffuser and said elliptical reflector; and
means for moving said shutter from said first position to said

second position and vice versa to illuminate the object

with either diffused light or undiffused light.

3,842,254
ILLUMINATING SYSTEM FOR CONTACT LENS

OPHTHALMOMETER
Joseph C. Dianetti, East Aurora, N.Y., assignor to American

Optical Corporation, Southbridge, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 310,505, Nov. 29, 1972, Pat. No.
3,778,135. This application Aug. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 392,839

Int. CI. G02b 23/00; F21m
U.S. CI. 240-41 R 1 Claim
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1. A device for illuminating an object to be viewed with
either white or ultraviolet light comprising:

an eye piece for viewing the object;

a light source for illuminating the object to be viewed, said

light source comprising an incandescent bulb, a diffuser

positioned over said incandescent bulb, said diffusing

having an aperture therethrough for admitting a stream of

undiffused white light to pass through said diffuser;

a reflector having reflecting surface for directing said

stream of light on to the object to be viewed; and
an interference type ultraviolet filter movably mounted for

positioning into and out of said stream of light, said inter-

ference ultraviolet filter blocking a substantial amount of
non-ultraviolet light and permitting ultraviolet light to

pass therethrough to illuminate the object with ultraviolet

light when said interference type ultraviolet filter is posi-

tioned in said stream of light, said object being illumi-

nated with white light when said interference type ultravi-

olet filter is positioned out of said stream of light.

3,842,255

SENTINNEL APPARATUS
John C. Fortis, 62 Vryland Ave., Clifton, N.J. 07011

Filed Aug. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 170,049
Int. CI. G03b 21/14, 21/26; F21m 7/00

U.S. CI. 240-49 9 Claims
1. A security device comprising:

a light source,

a figurine simulating the appearance of a person mounted
for movement with respect to the light source,

variable programming means mounted for independent
movement with respect to the light source for determin-

ing the operation of the light source.
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drive means coupled to the figurine and to the programming
means for imparting movement to both and

switch means coupled to the light source and periodically

activated by the programming means as it is driven by the
drive means to periodically operate the light source in a
predetermined manner and project an image of the mov-
ing figurine simulating the presence of a person.

3,842,256
MECHANISM FOR THE OPERATION OF RAILROAD

TRACK SWITCHES
Louis Crutsch, 12, Chemin du Tour des Bois, Le Vesinet,

Yvelines. and Bernard Ducassou. 73 rue Gambetta. Suresnes
Hauts de Seine, both of France

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,612
Claims priority, application France, Nov. 25. 1971

71.42215

Int. CI. B61i 1 7100; EOlb 7100
U.S. CI. 246-258 g claims

i

t «»

a light transmitter means within said housing for converting
electrical energy into light rays.

a light receiver means within said housing for converting
light rays into electrical energy,

electrical oscillator means within said housing having an
output electrically connected to said light transmitter
means and an input electrically connected to said light
receiver means to thereby control the presence or ab-
sence of electrical oscillatory signals at the oscillator
output in dependence upon the presence or absence
respectively of a predetermined amount of light feedback
from said light transmitter to said light receiver,

said light transmitter means and said light receiver means
being disposed side-by-side in a common plane within
said housing at a predetermined distance behind said
aperture.

, , CIRCUIT
I / BOARD

a separating platelet disposed between said light transmit-
ting means and said light receiving means to prevent
direct light feedback therebetween, and

a lens obliquely disposed within said aperture for transmit-
ting light therefrom and for receiving light thereinto,

said obliquely disposed lens being inclined sufficiently to
define an elliptical focal area at said common plane which
elliptical focal area encompasses both said light transmit-
ter means and said light receiver means thereby insuring
that an external reflection of the transmitted light will fall

upon the light receiver means while at the same time
insuring that an internal reflection of the transmitted light
will be harmlessly deflected away from the light receiver
means.

vs :s :<)

3 842 258
PHOTO RELAY COMPRISING LIGHTTRANSMITTING

PLATE ALSO USED AS A CIRCUIT BOARD
Raymond J. Shaw, Westboro, Mass., assignor to MEKontrol,

Inc., Northboro, Mass.

Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,031
Int. CI. HOlh 47124

U.S. CI. 250-209 3 claims

I. A railroad switch operating mechanism essentially char-
acterized by the novel combination of a reversible rotary
electric motor, a volumetric pump coupled thereto and a
double-acting hydraulic jack adapted to actuate the switch
stem by means of a bell crank axially mounted on a sealed
housing containg oil, said oil serving as lubricant for the mech-
anism and as fluid for the operation of the hydraulic jack.

3,842,257
ALTERNATING LIGHT BARRIER

Friedrich Kohler, Ulm Donau, Germany, assignor to Hans
LingI Aniagenau und Verfahrenstechnik KG, Neu-Ulm,
Germany

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,642
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 19 1973

2320094; May 5, 1972,2222119
Int. CI. GOld 21/00; G08b 13/00

U.S. CI. 250-206 6 claims
1. An alternating light barrier apparatus comprising:
a housing having an aperture for light rays to exit from and

enter into,

1. A switch, sensitive to beams of light from a source of light
comprising:

a. a housing having an opening,
b. a light transmitting plate in the housing, the plate also

being used as a circuit board,
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c. a first light-sensitive element mounted on the plate, the
opening in the housing allowing beams of light which
approach it from a certain direction to impinge on the
light-sensitive element,

d. a set of electrical contacts,

e. electrical circuitry associated with the light-sensitive
element and the contacts for changing the condition of
the contacts when the beam of light ceases to impinge on
the light-sensitive element, and
a second light-sensitive element adapted to make said
electrical circuitry operable when said source of light is

generating beams of light to a predetermined degree.

f

3,842,259
HIGH VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER

John Henry Bruning, Brookside, NJ., assignor to Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 400,066
Int. CL HOlj 39/12

U.S. CI. 250-213 A 12 Claims
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with the length of one transmissive increment — opaque
increment cycle being S,;

b. a second reflective plate side having thereon periodic
markings of alternating reflective and non-reflective in-

crements, with the length of one reflective increment —
non-reflective increment cycle being equal to one-half S,
to satisfy diffraction theory;

c. a radiation source for producing radiation having a mean
wavelength X and for directing the radiation through said
first transmissive plate onto said second reflective plate
where it is reflected and directed back through said first

transmissive plate, with relative movement between said

first plate and second plates causing modulation of the
radiation;

d. a detector means for detecting the modulation of radia-
tion by said first transmissive and said second reflective

plates; and
e. means for optimally positioning said first and second

plates in accordance with diffraction theory and including
means for positioning said first plate relative to said sec-
ond plate with a gap (Z) between them substantially
satisfying the following equation, Z = n5,V2X wherein S,
and X have already been defined and n equals an integer
of 1 or greater.

3,842,263
MOLDED OPTO-ELECTRONIC TRANSDUCER

William P. Kornrumpf, and John D. Harnden, Jr., both of

Schenectady, N.Y,, assignors to General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,529
Int. CI. G02b 5/14

U.S. CI. 250-239 7 Claims

3,842,262
HIGH SPEED PHOTODIODE MOUNT

James M. Heitman, and Earl F. Starr, Jr., both of Dayton,
Ohio, assignors to The United States of America as repre-
sented by the Secretary of the United States Air Force, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,856
Int. CI. HOlj 5102

U.S. CI. 250-239 5 claims

1. A mount for a photodiode comprising:
a. a first flanged member having means for electrically

connecting to a coaxial cable;

b. a second flanged member having means for supporting
said photodiode;

c. an electrically conductive retaining member retaining the
said photodiode and making electrical contact with the
said photodiode and the said second flange member, and
having an aperture for communicating light to said photo-
diode;

d. an electrically insulating member positioned between the
said first flanged member and the said second flanged
member forming a capacitance coupling between the said
first and said second flange members;

e. means for attaching said flange members to a supporting
surface; and

f. means for applying a voluge across said photodiode.

I. An active opto-electronic transducer comprising:
a molded body having a pair of depressions extending from

a first surface of said body for a portion of the thickness
thereof and a plurality of channels extending from a
second surface opposite said first surface of said body
into each of said depressions therein, said channels each
having a cross section dimension substantially smaller
than the corresponding cross section dimension of said
depressions;

a semiconductor light source in a first of said depressions,
said semiconductor light source having a pair of electrical
leads connected thereto and depending through a pair of
said channels; and

a photoresponsive device in a second of said depressions,
said photoresponsive device having a pair of electrical
leads connected thereto and depending through a pair of
said channels;

at least the portion of said molded body between said de-
pressions being optically opaque and of sufficient height
to prevent direct illumination of said photoresponsive
device by said semiconductor light source;

whereby said semiconductor light source and said photore-
sponsive device with said connected leads may be easily
inserted into said molded body after the pretesting of said
semiconductor light source and said photoresponsive
device.

3,842,264
RADIOLOGICAL WELL LOGGING METHODS AND
APPARATUS FOR REDUCING THE EFFECT OF
ACTIVATION FROM THE DETECTOR CRYSTAL

Dan M. Arnold, and Robert W. Pitts, Jr., both of Houston,
Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 102,743, Dec. 30, 1970, Pat.
No. 3,733,486. This application Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No.

291,869The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to
May 15, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. GOlv 5/00
U.S. CI. 250-264 7 Claims

1. A method of radioactivity well logging to investigate
subsurface earth formations traversed by a borehole, compris-
ing passing a logging instrument through said borehole, bom-
barding said formations with a plurality of discrete bursts of
high energy neutrons emitted from said instrument during a
preselected irradiation time interval occurring during a first

portion of the operating cycle to produce a succession of
discrete thermal neutron populations in said borehole and
formations, detecting radiation at said instrument resulting
from capture of said thermal neutron populations during
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preselected portions of said first portion of the operating

cycle, after termination of the first portion of the operating

cycle including said irradiation interval and after said thermal

neutron populations in said formations have declined to negli-

gible portions, detecting during a preselected subsequent

detection time interval other radiations, produced primarily

within a component of said logging instrument as a result of

said high energy neutrons are emitted from unstable isotopes

1,

H I ^Cfl 1

background gamma rays caused by other than inelastic neu-

tron scattering events comprising the steps of:

repetitively irradiating the earth formations surrounding the

well bore with relatively short duration pulses of fast

neutrons;

detecting, just prior to each such pulse of fast neutrons, the

background gamma radiation in the borehole and storing

counts representative thereof in counter memory means;

detecting, during each such pulse of fast neutrons, gamma
radiations due to the inelastic scattering of neutrons by

materials comprising the earth formations in the vicinity

of the borehole together with background gamma radia-

tions and making counts representative thereof; and

subtracting said stored background counts from said inelas-

tic plus background counts and storing the resultant

corrected counts in memory register.

v

"J !•

comprising material of the logging instrument, deriving a first

electrical indication generally related to the occurrence of

said resulting radiations detected during said first portion of

the operating cycle, deriving a second electrical indication

generally related to the occurrence of said radiations detected

during said subsequent detection interval, and deriving from

said first and second electrical indications a corrected repre-

sentation of a characteristic of the earth material bombarded

by said high energy neutrons.

'- -^LC
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3,842,267
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING, BY
IONIZATION, THE FLUX OF VAPOUR EMITTED

DURING VACUUM VAPORIZATION
Pierre Genequand, Geneva, Switzerland, assignor to Batelle
Development Corporation, Columbus, Ohio

Filed Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330,537
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 9, 1972.

1918/72

Int. CI. HOlj 39/34
U.S. CI. 250-291 ,3 claims

Z7I-.

1. A method for measuring the flux of vapour emitted by a
substance subjected to vacuum vaporization, comprising the
steps of

directing a portion of the vapour in the form of a jet through
a selected region,

producing, in a volume crossed by the vapour jet, an essen-
tially uniform magnetic field directed essentially perpen-
dicularly to the vapour jet, so that a section of the vapour
jet is permanently immersed in the magnetic field;

ionizing the particles contained in a delimited volume situ-

ated within this section by applying at least one pulse of
electrons in a beam intersecting this volume, so that the
ionized particles constitute a package of ions describing,
under the influence of the magnetic field, a circular tra-

jectory; and
measuring the amplitude of the induced signal which the
package of ions generates in the course of its revolutions
along the circular trajectory in an electrode situated
externally adjacent to this trajectory, whereby this ampli-
tude forms the measure of the flux of said vapour.

3,842,268
DRIVE SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC METER READER

Edward P. Cornell, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 397,936
Int. CI. GOld 5134

U.S. CI. 250-231 SE 8 Claims

po-y:<r !

1. A remotely reading meter register comprising
optical encoder means for producing a remotely readable

electrical output signal indicative of the rotational posi-
tions of a plurality of coupled meter register indicator
shafts.

said optical encoder means comprising a light source
mounted at least partially within a reflector member
shaped to project collimated light, and a rotatable aper-
tured scanning disc operable selectively to transmit the
collimated light to a photosensor means in the form of a
train of read-out light pulses which are converted by said
photosensor means into said electrical output signal, and
a scanning disc drive system comprising a hollow core
hysteresis motor which includes an annular stator closely
surrounding said reflector member and scanning disc and
driving a rotor provided by a portion of said scanning
disc.

3,842,269
MASS SPECTROMETER OF HIGH DETECTION

EFFICIENCY
Helmuth Liebl. Eching, and Klaus Rasskopf, Munich, both of
Germany, assignors to Max-Planck-Gesellschaft zur For-
derung der Wissenschaften e.V., Gottingen, Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 292,332, Sept. 26, 1972, abandoned.
This application Dec. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 427,490

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 5, 1971.
2149716

Int. CI. HOlj 39134
U.S. CI. 250-298 6 Claims
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1. A mass spectrometer of high detection efficiency com-
prising:

an ion source (20) including a chamber in which a rarified
gas to be analyzed is adapted to be ionized, a metallic
open helix (22) surrounding a portion of said chamber, a
source of electrons (21) outside said helix, open grids
(23, 24) adjacent to and obstructing the two ends of said
helix (22), a first diaphragm (25) spaced from one end of
said helix (22) centered axially thereto, an open grid
(25a) across the opening of said first diaphragm, each of
the aforesaid grids (23, 24, 25a) perpendicular to the axis
(22a) of said helix (22), and means for applying electric
potential (16) so as to make said grid (23) adjacent the
end of said helix (22) farthest from said first diaphragm
(25) most positive, said grid (24) adjacent the other end
of said helix (22) slightly less positive, said helix (22) at
a potential intermediate that of said end grids (23, 24),
said electron source (21) considerably less positive, and
said first diaphragm (25) and its grid (25a). most nega-
tive, the voltage between said end grids (23, 24) of said
helix being less than 5 percent of the acceleration voltage
between the said open grid (24) at the end of said helix

(22) nearer said first diaphragm (25) and the open grid
(25a) across said first diaphragm;

means for producing a substantially steady magnetic field

(11, 28, 29) directed at right angles to the axis (22a) of
said helix (22) of said ion source (20) including two pole
pieces (11) having diverging pole faces (11a, Mb) lying
in planes intersecting in a line (10) parallel to the axis
(22a) of said helix (22) of said ion source (20) and each
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having also first and second mutually perpendicular sides

(lie. \\d) forming edges with said pole faces (11a. life),

said first sides ( 1 Id) being perpendicular to the axis (22a)
of said helix (22) and said second sides (lie), being
parallel to the line of intersection (10) of said pole face
planes and respectively intersecting said diverging pole
faces (11a. life) in lines defining their edge of nearest
approach and hence also defining the throat of the space
enclosed by said diverging faces, and

a second diaphragm (12) in the form of a slit bisected by
said line of intersection ( 10) of said pole face planes, said

second diaphragm (12) being at a distance Ao from a
boundary plane comprising said second sides (lie) of
said pole pieces which is parallel to said line of intersec-

tion (10) as aforesaid, being also offset by a distance of
substantially 1.35 Aq from a plane comprising said first

sides ( 1 \d) of said pole pieces, and being further offset by
a distance of substantially 2.10 Ag from said axis (22a) of
said helix (22).
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3,842,271
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE

Alan E. Gee, Needham, and Eiias Snitzer, Wellesley, both of
Mass., assignors to American Optical Corporation, South-
bridge, Mass.

Filed Apr. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 354,039
Int. CI. HOlj 37126

U.S. CI. 250-310 8 Claims
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3,842,270
PRESSURIZED OIL-IN-WATER MONITOR

M. Duane Gregory; James E. Stolhand, and Marvin E. Yost, all

of Ponca City, Okla., assignors to Continental Oil Company,
Ponca City, Okla.

Filed Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,850
Int. CI. GO In 2 //34

U.S. CI. 250-301 13 Claims

1. An apparatus for monitoring in an aqueous base fluid an
oleaginous material which fluoresces when irradiated by ultra-

violet light comprising:

a. a vertically positioned tubular housing means for receiv-

ing a stream of fluid to be monitored, said tubular housing
means having an upper portion having an internal diame-
ter greater than the diameter of the stream of fluid to
provide an air annulus therebetween, a bottom section of
reduced diameter in which the stream of fluid collects

before passing out of the housing and a first and second
sealed transparent windows at the same horizontal level

in the upper portion of the lateral sidewall of the housing,

b. means for introducing a stream of fluid into the upper
portion of said tubular housing means so that such fluid

falls through said upper portion without touching the
lateral sidewall thereof,

c. means for introducing a beam of ultraviolet light through
one of the said sealed windows and into the falling stream
of fluid.

d. means for detecting fluorescence radiation mounted
outside said tubular housing means opposite the other of

the said sealed windows,
e. a supply of gas at a pressure above the pressure in the

tubular housing connected to the upper portion of the
tubular housing.
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mine said spurious beam deflection at predetermined beam
positions, means for generating beam scan correction signals

complementary to said spurious beam deflection, means for

applying said beam correction signals to said means for scan-
ning said beam whereby said spurious beam scanning distor-

tion deflection may be detected and a function correction to

eliminate said distortion may be generated and applied to said

scanning means to cause said beam to track over said speci-

men in substantially said predetermined raster pattern.

means for providing a source of minority carriers in a sub-
strate;

means for providing a drain for said minority carriers;

gating means disposed between said source providing means
and said drain providing means for regulating the flow of
said minority carriers from said source providing means
to said drain providing means; and,

photoresponsive control means connected to said gating
means for controlling the regulating function of said

gating means.

3,842^73
CORONA GENERATOR CLEANING APPARATUS 3,842,275

Warren T. Van Buskirk, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Xerox LIQUID CRYSTAL IMAGING SYSTEM
Corporation, Stamford, Conn. Werner E. L. Haas, Webster; James E. Adams, Jr., Ontario,

Filed July 18, 1973, Ser. No. 380^2 and John B. Flannery, Jr., Webster, all of N.Y., assignors to

U.S. CI. 250-324
Int. CI. HOlj 37126 Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

28 Claims Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,725
Int. CI. GOlt 1116

U.S. CI. 250-331 16 Claims

"^
'" -Aw
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1. A cleaning apparatus for a corona generating device
comprising at least one stationary discharge electrode wire
and means for cleaning said wire, the improvement wherein
said cleaning means comprises: an element having at least one
edge which is operative to deflect and scrape said wire to

remove contamination therefrom, means for traversing said

element in operative engagement along said wire between a
home position and an end of travel position and means for

disengaging said edge from said wire at said home position.

3,842,274
PHOTOCONDUCTIVELY ACTIVATED GATED,

INFRARED CHARGE COUPLED IMAGING DEVICE
(PAGIRCCD)

Richard F. Greene, Bethesda; Richard B. Schoolar, Silver

Spring, and K. Peter Scharnhorst, Beltsville, all of Md.,
assignors to The United States of America as represented by
the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 416,300
Int. CI. GOlj 5100

VS. CI. 250-330 9 Claims

asr-

1. An imaging method comprising the steps of:

a. prviding a layer of a liquid crystalline imaging composi-
tion which exhibits the optical properties of the choles-
teric liquid crystalline mesophase and providing said
imaging composition at a temperature within its liquid

crystalline mesomorphic temperature range;
b. applying an electric field uniformly across said imaging
composition layer of strength sufficient to place said
imaging composition in a light scattering state;

c. removing said electric field and applying energy capable
of producing a thermal effect in said imaging composition
to said layer in imagewise fashion, wherein the tempera-
ture of said imaging composition in portions of said layer
receiving said energy is raised above the isotropic transi-

tion temperature of said imaging composition; and
d. cooling the imaged portions of said imaging composition

layer to a temperature within the liquid crystalline meso-
morphic temperature range of said imaging composition,
wherein the imaged portions of said layer assume a light

scattering state having a different diffuse scattering den-
sity than the background areas of said layer thereby pro-
viding a visible image.

LOAD
RESrSTOR

PMOTO-
CONDUCIivE
RESISTOR

DRAIN N^

INSULATING
OXIDE

1. An infrared charge coupled image device for detecting
infrared images comprising:

3,842,276
THERMAL RADIATION DETECTOR

Peter David Southgate, Princeton, NJ., assignor to RCA Cor-
poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 15, 1973, Ser. No. 370,479
Int. CI. GOlt 1124

U.S. CI. 250—336 7 Claims
1. A radiation detector comprising a body of a radiation-

sensitive, homogeneous material having a pair of opposed
surfaces,

a first set of spaced electrodes on one of said opposed
surfaces.
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a second set of spaced electrodes on the other of said op- 3,842,278
posed surfaces, LIQUID SCINTILLATION UNIT WITH LOW

each of the electrodes of one of said sets overlapping two BACKGROUND NOISE
electrodes of the other of said sets, with each pair of John E. Noakes, Rte. 3, Bar H Estates, Athens, Ga. 30601

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,682

Int. CL GOlt HOC
MS. CI. 250-369 9 Claims

overlapping electrodes forming an individual detector

element in said body with all of said individual detector

elements being connected in a series arrangement be-

tween said sets of electrodes through and along said body.

3,842,277

INFRARED SCANNING APPARATUS USING A
PLURALITY OF PARALLEL DETECTORS

Yemmanur Jayachandra, Bolingbrook, III., assignor to West-

em Electric Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,348

Int. CI. GOlt 4116

U.S. CI. 250-341 15 Claims
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1. In a liquid scintillation coincidence counting apparatus

having a sample counting chamber with event detecting pho-

todetectors in optical communication therewith, with said

event detecting photodetectors connectd to a coincident pulse

detection and registration circuit, the improvement compris-

ing radiation guard circuit employing a solid scintillating ma-

terial and connected in anti-coincident arrangement with said

coincident pulse detection and registration circuit, said coinci-

dent pulse detection and registration circuit having a timing

discrimination means including means associated with each of

said event detecting photodetectors for shaping and amplify-

ing pulses from said photodetectors to represent the time

interval between pulses from respective photodetectors, and

conversion means responsive to said shaping means for gener-

ating an information pulse whose amplitude varies as a func-

tion of said time interval, whereby pulses induced in said

photodetectors due to scintillations from a liquid scintillator

in said sample may be discriminated from pulses induced in

said photodetectors by other radioactive events.

3,842,279

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ALIGNING A
CHARGED PARTICLE BEAM

Berthold W. Schumacher, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 87,474, Nov. 6, 1970, Pat. No. 3,718,367.

This application Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,177

Int. CI. HOlj 37100; GOln 23100

U.S. CI. 250-397 9 Claims

1. In a noncontacting apparatus for detecting a characteris-

tic of an article;

means for transferring heat to an incremental area of a

surface of the article to heat the area;

at least two heat detector means, each for detecting the

thermal radiation response in the same range of radiation

wavelengths of a separate one of at least two discrete

incremental areas of the surface externally of the heated

area, and for generating a signal in accordance therewith;

means for scanning the heat transfer means and the heat

detector means in unison with each other and over the

surface of the article to generate signals from the heat

detector means which vary in accordance with the ther-

mal radiation responses, in the same range of radiation

wavelengths, of the scanned incremental areas, and

output indicator means for receiving the signals from the

heat detector means.

1. Apparatus for aligning a beam of charged particles with

a section of an elongated passageway provided with a trans-

verse wall having a beam aperture through which said beam
passes, said wall being effective to emit X-rays when impinged

by said charged particles, said beam alignment apparatus

comprising: a set of X-ray detectors with collimators, said

collimators being so aligned as to pass X-rays only if they

come from certain portions of said wall with which said colli-
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mators are aligned, and signal processing means which com-
pares the signals from the various X-ray detectors to ascertain
which edge portion of the beam aperture is impinged by an
excessive amount of said charged particles and therefore
emitting an excessive amount of X-rays, and beam deflecting
means responding to said signal processing means so as to
equalize the signal strength received by all of said X-ray detec-
tors thereby to align said beam in said aperture.

3 842 281
COUNTERFEIT DOCUMENT DETECTOR

Robert S. Goodrich, 27901 S. Golden Meadow Dr., Palos
Verdes Peninsula, Calif. 90274

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,456
Int. CI. GO Id 7106

U.S. CI. 250-461 4 Cai^s

3,842,280
PROTECTIVE CIRCUIT FOR LIMITING THE INPUT

POWER APPLIED TO AN X-RAY TUBE AND METHOD OF
OPERATION

Norman A. Herrick, Mentor, Ohio, assignor to Piclter Corpo-
ration, Cleveland, Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 101,127, Dec. 23, 1970, abandoned.
This application Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,439

Int. CI. H05g 1160
U.S. CI. 250-401 10 Claims

UvCc

1. An X-ray tube protective system for preventing the sub-
stantially instantaneous input power applied to an X-ray tube
from exceeding a predetermined level and comprising:

first continuously variable circuit means for applying a
voltage signal of a preselected value to an X-ray tube;

second continuously variable circuit means for applying a
current signal of a preselected value to the X-ray tube;

voltage monitoring circuit means for developing a first

signal having a value representative of the value of the
applied voltage signal;

current monitoring circuit means for developing a second
signal having a value representative of the value of the
applied current signal;

multiplying circuit means coupled to said voltage monitor-
ing circuit means and said current monitoring circuit
means for developing an output signal having a value
representative of the value of the power represented by
the mathematical product of said first and second signals;
compensating circuit means coupled to said multiplying
circuit means for developing a control signal indicating
when said output signal exceeds a predetermined value
indicating the predetermined power level; and.

actuatable circuit means coupled to said compensating
circuit means for, in response to said control signal, limit-
ing the value of one of the current and voltage signals
applied to the X-ray tube to a level sufficiently low to
prevent input power in excess of said predetermined
power level from being applied to said X-ray tube, while
still permitting adjustment of the level of said limited
signal within a range less than said sufficiently low level.

1. A device for checking the validity of a document com-
prising:

a casing having a first portion thereof shaped to form a light
shield, and a second portion thereof shaped to form an
easel for supporting a document to be examined,

an ultraviolet lamp mounted in said casing adjacent to and
behind said light shield, said light shield having a part
thereof which wraps around said lamp,

said easel portion extending at a slant angle from opposite
said lamp away from the lamp to a line above the edge of
the wrap-around part of said light shield, said light shield
directing the light from said lamp towards said easel
portion, and

means for selectively energizing said ultraviolet lamp,
whereby a document to be examined can be placed on said

easel such that the bottom portions thereof lie opposite
said lamp and shielded by said light shield to receive a
substantial portion of the light output of the lamp, yet
viewable from above.

3 842 282
CASSETTE FOR X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHY

Noboru Shimoda, and Sadaaki Koba, both of Kanagawa, Ja-
pan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa,
Japan

Filed Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,830
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 19, 1972, 47-39469

Int. CI. GOln 2//i4
U.S. CI. 250-468 3 claims

1. In a cassette for X-ray photography comprising:
1. a body comprising a face and front, rear, and side edges

integrally mounted thereon;
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2. a cover hingedly mounted on the rear edge of said body;
and

3. a latching mechanism for latching said cover in closed
position on said body, the improvement wherein:
a. said body has:

i. a pair of latch grooves on the inside of the front edge;
ii. a pair of wedge-shaped upper lips on the inside of
the front edge, one of said pair of wedge-shaped
upper lips being located above each of said pair of
latch grooves; and

iii. a guide opening located between the pairs of latch

grooves and wedge-shaped upper lips, said guide
opening extending clear through the front edge of
said body and

b. said latching mechanism comprises:

i. a pair of latch members movably mounted on the

front edge of said cover, said latch members being
positioned so that one will cooperate with one of said

pair of latch grooves and the other will cooperate
with the other of said pair of latch grooves when said

cover is in closed position, said latch members hav-
ing wedge-shaped front edges shaped to complement
said wedge-shaped upper lips;

ii. a latch releasing member integrally connected to

said latch members, said latch releasing member
being positioned to cooperate with said guide open-
ing when said cover is in closed position; and

iii. biasing means urging said pair of latch members and
said latch releasing member towards the front of said

cover, whereby,

when said cover is swung shut, said latch members
will first be forced towards the rear of said cover
against the urging of said biasing means by the

contact of the wedge-shaped front edges of said

pair of latch members with said pair of wedge-
shaped upper lips and will then engage said pair of

latch grooves after said latch members have passed

said wedge-shaped upper lips and
said cover may be opened by means of the insertion

of an appropriate cover-opening means into said

guide opening, forcing said latch releasing mem-
ber, and thus said pair of latch members as well,

towards the rear of said cover against the urging of

said biasing means.

3,842,283
METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE PROPORTION OF
BROKEN PARTICLES IN THE FUEL COMPACTS
EMPLOYED IN HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTORS

Pierre Chenebault, Grenoble, and Marie-Louise Pointud, Seys-
sinet, both of France, assignors to Commissariat A L'Energie
Atomique, Paris, France

Filed May 30, 1973, Ser. No. 365,111
Claims priority, application France, June 7, 1972, 720494

Int. CI. GOlt llOO
U.S. CI. 250-492 9 Claims

1. A method for determining the proportion of broken
particles before, during and after irradiation in compacts
which are formed in each case by a graphite matrix and by
particles each consisting of a kernel of fissile material pro-
vided with a coating which is impervious to fission products,
wherein said method consists in placing in a neutron fiux the

compacts to be tested and the reference compacts containing
a known number of kernels of fissile material which are not
provided with an impervious coating, in entraining in an inert

gas stream or in a vacuum the fission gases which are released
from the broken particles and from the uncoated kernels, in

trapping said fission gases, in measuring the quantities of said

gases by comparing the results obtained in the case of the
reference compacts and in the case of the compacts to be
tested and in deducing the proportion of broken particles

therefrom.

3 842 284
RADIOACTIVE PREIONIZATION METHOD AND

APPARATUS FOR PULSED GAS LASERS
Michael A. Berta, Altadena, Calif., and Claude R. Jones, Albu-

querque, N. Mex., assignors to The United States of America
as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force, Washing-
ton, D.C.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,744
Int. CI. HOls 3100

U.S. CL 250-493 5 Claims

1. The method of radioactive preionization for a gas laser
having a gas-laser active volume comprising locating a radio-
active source exclusively in the region of said gas-laser active
volume with continuous and permanent emissions therefrom
creating a constant, uniform preionization in the laser gas, and
pulsing an electrical discharge in said gas laser to produce a
population inversion resulting in a laser pulse in response
thereto.

3,842,285
METHOD AND A DEVICE FOR THE MECHANICAL

MODULATION OF A PARTICLE FLUX
Jean-Claude Edeline, and Justin Lavergne, both of Orsay,

France, assignors to Commissariat A L'Energie Atomique,
Paris, France

Filed May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 359,406
Claims priority, application France, May 19, 1972,

72.18201

Int. CL G21f 5100
U.S. CI. 250-497 5 claims

1. A method of mechanical modulation of a particle flux,

comprising the steps of causing particle-emitting sources and
non-emitting sources or dummy sources to move past periodi-
cally and in alternate sequence in front of the location receiv-
ing a modulated flux, and creating inhomgeneities by said
dummy sources during the movement of said sources of the
same type as those produced by said emitting sources but
relatively displaced by one half-period.
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3,842,286
APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING OZONE

Pavel Imris, Konigsbergerstrasse 4, D-3213 Eldagsen, Ger-
many

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,257
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 29, 1971,

2165249

Int. CI. COlb 13/12
U.S. CI. 250-535 5 Claims

ator pedal is depressed and for detecting the current supplied
to the motor as well as the speed of the motor, and ratio
control circuit means responsive to said detecting means and
said main circuit means and coupled to said coupling means
for controlling the connection between said battery and said
generator by changing the coupling means between one condi-
tion and the other in response to the degree of depression of
the accelerator pedal and the motor speed.

1.

2.

3.

3,842,287
HYBRID ELECTRIC CAR

Kazumasa Nakamura, Toyota, Japan, assignor to Toyota Jido-
sha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaislia, Toyota-shi, Japan

Filed June 11, 1973, Ser. No. 368,483
Claims priority, application Japan, June 12, 1972,47-57679

Intel. B60I 11/02
U.S. CI. 290-16 12 Claims

so
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c.

a. a waveguide modulator electrically coupled to said oscil-
lator and having a control winding thereon for receiving
bias currents for varying the attenuation of microwave
power passing therethrough,

b. detection means coupled to said waveguide modulator
and providing a detection voltage proportional to the
level of microwave power propagated through said wave-
guide modulator,

c. differential amplifier means having one input thereof
connected to said detection means for receiving said
detection voltage and the other input thereof connected
to a variable threshold reference voltage, whereby said
voltages are compared to generate an error signal, and

d. means connecting the output of said differential amplifier
means to a point on said control winding for thereby
coupling said error signal to said modulator and providing
closed loop feedback control of the microwave power
propagated through said modulator.
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trodes presented towards the rear faces of the members, as
well as electrodes presented towards the front faces, the for-
mer being situated between the pulley means of the pulley
assemblies.

3,842 294
ELECTROMECHANICAL TRANSDUCER COMPRISING A

PAIR OF ANTIPARALLEL POLED RECTANGULAR
PIEZOELECTRIC CERAMIC PIECES

Kikuo Doi, and Takehiro Futami, both of Tokyo, Japan, assign-
ors to Nippon Electric Company, Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 413,718
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 8, 1972, 47-1 12359

Int. CLH04r 17100
U.S. CI. 310-9.5 5 Claims

3,842,293

ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR
William Douglas Allen, Quirang Burcot, near Abingdon, and

Michael Morris, Frodsham, both of England, assignors to
Science Research Council, London, England
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 297,838, Oct. 16, 1972,

abandoned. This application Feb. 28, 1974, Ser. No. 446,955
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 28. 1971

50287/71

Int. CI. H02n 1 100
U.S. CI. 310-6 7 Claims
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1. A torsional mode electromechanical transducer including
a first substantially rectangular piezoelectric ceramic piece
having a pair of principal surfaces and a pair of electrodes
attached to said principal surfaces, respectively, wherein the
improvement comprises a second substantially rectangular
piezoelectric ceramic piece having a pair of principal surfaces
and a long side surface attached to one of the long side sur-
faces of said first ceramic piece, the principal surfaces of said
first and second ceramic pieces forming common principal
surfaces, said first and second ceramic pieces being poled
substantially longitudinally and antiparallel, said electrodes
being attached also to the respective principal surfaces of said
second ceramic piece.

r:ir"irc£^
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3 842 295
SINGLE STROKE TOOL AND MEANS FOR STORING

ENERGY THEREIN
Norman R. Doherty, 870 Main St., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,643
Int. CI. H02k 4/ /OO

U.S. CI. 310-12 4 c,.i„,s

1. For electrostatically charging a high voltage terminal, the
combination comprising a series of electrically conductive
members each presenting front and rear faces extending be-
tween lateral edges and each having a dimension measured
across the faces in the lateral direction which is greater than
that measured across the faces in the other direction, hinge
means situated symmetrically relative to the lateral edges to
form electrically insulating mechanical interconnections be-
tween each pair of consecutive members in the series thereby
to link the members in an endless chain, said hinge means
allowing rocking articulation normal to the faces of the mem-
bers and maintaining them in an edge to edge spaced relation-
ship in a manner similar to a caterpillar track, a first induction
electrode means for charging the members, a second induc-
tion electrode means for the transfer of charge from the mem-
bers to the high voltage terminal, at least two pulley assem-
blies defining a path of travel of the endless chain from the
first electrode means to the second electrode means, each
pulley assembly being adapted to make tracking engagement
with the endless chain along spaced apart track lines, and the
first and second induction electrode means comprising elec-

Ln-.^iro:^^c

1. The combmation of a single stroke tool having an axially
displaceable magnetizable core, a housing having a bore
therem, a coil-like member positioned within said housing
concentrically with said bore and arranged to removably
receive said magnetizable core, said coil-like member being
adapted to be connected to a source of electrical energy and
switch means connected in series with said coil-like member.
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3,842,296
ADJUSTABLE ROTATION-CONTROLLING DEVICE FOR

SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
Hermann Gerber, Courgevaux, Switzerland, assignor to SAIA
A.G. Fabrik elektrischer Apparate, Canton of Fribourg,
Switzerland

Filed June 19, 1973, Ser. No. 371,383
Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 30, 1972,

9820/72

Int. CI. H02k TilO

U.S. CI. 310-41 14 Claims

3,842,297
RECEPTACLE FOR SECURING A SENSING ELEMENT

WITHIN ELECTRICAL WINDINGS
Bernard J. Pleiss, Jr., Dayton, and Theodore J. Surmacz, Troy,

both of Ohio, assignors to A. O. Smith Corporation, Milwau-
kee, Wis.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 241,775, April 6, 1972,
abandoned. This application Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,074

Int. CI. H02k lim
U.S. CI. 310-68 C 14 Claims

portion, and an inner portion with said outer portion
folded at said first fold upon said intermediate portion,

said intermediate portion folded at said second fold and
.positioned opposite to said second portion with said outer
portion positioned opposite to said inner portion of said

first portion so that the pair of spaced openings becomes
aligned to receive the sensing element.

1. In a receptacle adapted for insertion within electrical

windings to secure a sensing element therein and insulate the

element from the windings, comprising
a sheet-like flexible material disposed in a folded position to

provide oppositely located first and second portions later-

ally extending with respect to each other, said first por-
tion including first and second spaced folds adjacent the

outer end thereof and a pair of spaced openings each
adapted to receive the sensing element, said first and
second folds defining an outer portion, an intermediate

927 O.G.—43

3,842,298

SUBMERSIBLE ELECTRIC MOTOR
Schaefer, Bluffton, Ind., assignor to Franklin Elec-

Inc, Bluffton, Ind.

Filed Apr. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 348,766
Int. CI. H02k 5il2

U.S. CI. 310-87 16 Claims

Edward J.

trie Co.

1. In a synchronous motor having a locking device acting
onto the rotor, wherein said device is adjustable into two
operating positions, running of the rotor in one of its rotating

directions being locked for each of said operating positions of
the locking device, the improvement wherein said rotor has a

locking toothing uniformly distributed round its circumfer-
ence and for each operating position a locking member is

coupled by torque transmitting means with the rotor and is

capable of being rotated into a locking position in engagement
with said locking toothing by rotation of the rotor in one of its

rotating directions.

1. In an electric motor adapted to be suspended from the

lower end of a liquid carrying pipe with an electric power
cable for the motor extending within the pipe, the improve-
ment of an end bell member for the motor comprising a gener-

ally transversely extending wall portion, means on the upper
end of said wall portion adapted to be connected to an adaptor
which is secured to the pipe, said wall portion further being
adapted to be secured to the stator of said motor, bearing
support means formed on the underside of said wall portion
for supporting a bearing of the motor, electrical connector
means fastened to the upper side of said wall portion and
forming a detachable electrical connection with said cable,

electrical conductor means connected to said connector
means and extending through said wall portion and adapted to

be connected to windings of said motor stator, and said wall

portion having a passage therethrough permitting pumped
liquid to flow upwardly from a passage in the motor to the

interior of said pipe.

3,842,299
DEVICES FOR SENSING THE SPEED AND POSITION OF

AN ENGINE FLYWHEEL
Glaude Edmond Lombard, Billancourt, France, assignor to

Regie Nationale Des Usines Renault, Billancourt and Auto-
mobiles Peugeot, Paris, both of, France

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,423
Int. CI. H02k 19120

U.S. CI. 310-168 3 Claims
1. A speed and position sensing device mounted in a casing

in front of the flywheel of an internal combustion engine
having a crankcase, said flywheel having on one side of its

periphery a plurality of projections constituting a first kind of
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abrupt changes in the periphery and on the other side of its

periphery at least one other kind of abrupt change, and the
sensing device comprising at least two sensing members pref-
erably of the variable reluctance type, said device comprising
a body having at least two active portions each enclosing a
respective one of said at least two sensing members, each of

3,842,300
LAMINATED ROTOR STRUCTURE FOR A

DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE
Theodore W. Daykin, Dearborn, and Anthony S. Ryff, St. Clair

Shores, both of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Company,
Dearborn, Mich.

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 356,000
Int. CI. H02k 1/00

U.S. CI. 310-216 18 Claims

1. A dynamoelectric machine comprising a housing, an
armature rotatably received within said housing, means for
producing a magnetic field positioned about said armature
and coupled to said housing, said armature comprising a stack
of closely axially spaced laminated members, each member
comprising a substantially circular core section and having a
plurality of generally outwardly directed finger elements, the
members of the stack being arranged so that the finger ele-
ments of adjacent members are axially aligned as a winding
receiving portion, each finger element including a fiux collect-
ing portion at its radially remote free end whereby the flux
collecting portions are positioned adjacent said magnetic field
producing means, said armature further comprising means
defining armature windings spaced in proximity to the core
sections of the lamination members, said armature windings
comprising at least one electrical conductor extending in a
first axial direction between the first pairs of radially adjacent
aligned finger elements and in an opposite axial direction
between second pairs of radially adjacent finger elements, the
axial length of the stack of laminations at the flux collecting
portion is substantially greater than the axial length of the
stack of laminations at the winding receiving portion.

3,842,301
SLIP RING ASSEMBLIES FOR ROTARY ELECTRIC

MACHINES
Roger Victor Frederick Smith, Great Barr, England, assignor

to The Lucas Electrical Company Limited, Birmingham,
England

Filed Dec. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 429,289
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 23, 1973.

3391/73

Int. CI. HOlr 39/14
U.S. CI. 310-232 8 Claims

said portions being located radially outwardly of a respective
one of said kinds of abrupt changes in the periphery of said
flywheel and being parallel to the axis of said flywheel, said
body being adapted to penetrate through holes into at least
one casing fixed to said engine, the axes of said holes being
parallel with the axis of rotation of said flywheel.

1. A slip ring assembly for a rotary electric machine, com-
prising an electrically insulating body, a pair of slip rings
carried on the body, in spaced relationship, said body having
an axial bore therein adapted to receive one end of a rotor
shaft of a rotary electric machine, and resilient clip means
carried by said body and adapted to engage, in use. behind a
shoulder on said rotor shaft.

3,842,302
ELECTRICAL SNAP-IN TERMINAL AND BRUSH

HOUSING AND METHOD OF ASSEMBLY
Theodore G. Apostoleris, Ann Arbor, Mich., assignor to Ford
Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,628
Int. CI. HOIr 39/38

U.S. a. 310-239 11 Claims

- -';' J\

1. An electrical terminal for a snap-in brush box comprising
a unitary blade member having a conductor receiving portion
and a brush biasing wall portion, the blade member having a
longitudinal dimension and a width dimension with the con-
ductor receiving portion and the brush biasing wall portion
bemg longitudinally separated, the conductor receiving por-
tion having a width dimension larger than the width dimension
of the brush biasing wall portion, the brush biasing wall por-
tion including a plurality of finger elements longitudinally
directed toward the conductor receiving portion and having
free ends extending away from the brush biasing wall portionm proximity to the conductor receiving portion and arranged
to be on opposite sides of the blade member so that the free
ends of a portion of the finger elements are directed generally
away from the free ends of the other finger elements.
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3,842,303

STATOR COIL BRACING
Leonard B. Simmonds, Monroeville, and Charles R. Ruffing,

Pittsburgh, both of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,815
Int. CI. H02k 3/46

U.S. CI. 310—26Q 7 Claims

discharge vessel and comprising a black or dark-grey material

having a high melting point and a low vapor pressure, and of

1. A stator for dynamoelectric apparatus,

said stator having a plurality of spaced coil slots therein, a

plurality of electrical conductors disposed in said spaced
coil slots, said electrical conductors having spaced end
turn portions projecting beyond the ends of said coil slots,

and, means for rigidly supporting said end turn portions,

said means comprising a first and a second bracing mem-
ber disposed in the space between adjacent end turn

portions of said electrical conductors, said first bracing

member and said second bracing member each having a

toothed notch therein,

said first and said second bracing members being displace-

able relative to said electrical conductors X% engage said

notch on said first bracing member with said notch on
said second bracing member,

the engagement of said first bracing member and said sec-

ond bracing member providing a self-locking relationship

between said first bracing member and said second brac-

ing member, said first and said second bracing member
exerting a predetermined force on the electrical conduc-
tors abutting said engaged first bracing member and said

second bracing member.

3,842,304

HIGH-PRESSURE GAS DISCHARGE LAMP
Louis Benjamin Beyer; Gerardus Antonius Petrus Maria

Cornelissen; Antonius Jozephus Gerardus Cornells Driessen;

Cornells Adrianus Joannes Jacobs, and Gerardus Henricus

Maria Siebers, all of Emmasingel, Eindhoven, Netherlands,

assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,905
Claims priority, application Netherlands, May 16, 1972,

7206559
Int. CI. HOlj 61/52

U.S. CI. 313—44 7 Claims

1. In a high-pressure gas discharge lamp comprising a dis-

charge vessel provided with materials which during operation

of the lamp are present in a gaseous and/or vapor state, at least

one of said materials during operation of the lamp supplying

a saturated vapor, said lamp provided with an electrode

placed at one end of the discharge vessel, the discharge vessel

at said end being provided with an external coating, said

coating consisting of a first film located on the wall of the

a second film located on the first film and comprising a white

or substantially white material having a high melting point and

a low vapor pressure.

3,842,305

X-RAY TUBE ANODE TARGET
Martin Braun, Stamford, Conn., assignor to The Machlett

Laboratories Incorporated, Stamford, Conn.
Continuation of Ser. No. 320,804, Jan. 3, 1973. This

application Jan. 2, 1974, Ser. No. 429,611

Int. CL HOlj 35/10

U.S. CI. 313-60 18 Claims

60O.

1. An X-ray tube comprising an envelope, an anode struc-

ture rotatably supported in one end of the envelope, a cathode
structure supported in the opposite end of the envelope, said

anode structure including an axially extending shaft, a cup-
shaped target carried by said shaft for rotation therewith, said

target comprising a connecting portion secured to the shaft, a

wall portion extending axially from the periphery of the con-

necting portion, and a focal track ring disposed on the inner

surface of said wall portion, the cathode structure including an

electron-emitting, device disposed to emit an electron beam
toward said focal track ring, said wall portion being of a mate-
rial having heat storage capacity per unit weight greater than

that of the material from which the focal track ring is formed,

and an intermediate ring disposed between said wall portion

and said focal track ring.

3,842,306
ALUMINA COATINGS FOR AN ELECTRIC LAMP

David C. Henderson, Chagrin Falls, and Kenneth M. Maloney,
Shaker Heights, both of Ohio, assignors to General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,069
Int. CI. HOlk 1/32

U.S.CL 313-116 11 Claims
1. A light diffusion coating for an electric lamp which com-

prises a thin layer of vapor-formed spherical alumina particles
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having an individual particle size range from approximately 3 §42 308
400 A to 5,000 A in diameter, said layer scattering at least 99 GAS DISCHARGE PANeL WITH APERTURED CENTER

PLATE HAVING AN OXIDIZED SURFACE
Johannes Van Esdonk, and Jacobus Hubertus Jacobs, both of

Emmasingel, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to U.S.
Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y,

Continuation of Ser. No. 204,460, Dec. 3, 1971, abandoned.
This application July 26, 1973, Ser, No. 382,896

Int. CI. HOlj 61135
U.S. CI. 313— 188 4 Claims

3,842,307
HIGH PRESSURE MERCURY VAPOR DISCHARGE LAMP

WITH METAL HALIDE ADDITIVES
Alexander Dobrusskin, and Helmut Leyendecker, both of Truf-

kirchen, Germany, assignors to Patent-Treuhand-
Gesellschaft fur elektrische Gluhlampen mbH, Munich,
Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 224,708, Feb. 9, 1972, abandoned.
This application Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,609

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 11. 1971
2106447

Int. CI. HOlj 61112
U.S.CL 313-184 13 Claims

mg
1. A high pressure mercury vapor discharge lamp compris-

a quartz glass discharge tube;

electrodes of refractory metal protruding into the discharge
tube and spaced by a distance which is a multiple of the
discharge tube diameter;

an envelope surrounding the discharge tube; metal halides
and an inert gas as additive fill to the mercury, contained
in the discharge tube;

the improvement wherein
the discharge tube contains halides of at least three ele-
ments which have essentially similar median excitation
energy, and which comprise dysprosium and at least two
other rare earth metals, said dysprosium and at least two
other rare earth metals being present in a total amount of
from 0.3 to 1.2 mg/cm of arc length which during opera-
tion of the lamp provide a saturated vapor pressure and
a wall loading of between 8 and 20 W/cm*.

AAAAAAu^
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percent of the incident visible radiation with minor lumen loss
when deposited directly upon the clear internal surface of the
lamp glass envelope.

1. A gas discharge panel for displaying pictures comprising
a base plate, an upper plate of a light-pervious material and an
intermediate plate having a thickness less than 0.5 mm her-
metically sealed between said upper and base plates, said,
intermediate plate having a plurality of apertures therein filled
with an ionizable gas and consisting of a metal covered with
an adherent oxide layer having a thickness which is between
1 and 50 percent of that of the metal whereby the coefficient
of thermal expansion is determined by the oxide layer to
substantially match those of the upper and base plates, and a
plurality of strip-shaped electrodes between each of the inter-
mediate plate and base and upper plates respectively and
electrically insulated from the intermediate plate, said elec-
trodes each extending over a number of the apertures in the
intermediate plate.

3,842,309
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A STORAGE CATHODE
AND CATHODE MANUFACTURED BY SAID METHOD

Antonius Johannes Alberta Van Stratum; Franciscus Johannes
Verest, and Wilheim Ernst Paul Parchen, all of Emmasingel,
Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 88,643, Nov. 12, 1970, abandoned.
This application Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,864

Int. CI. HOlj 1114, 19/06, 19/06
U.S. CI. 313-346 DC g Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a storage cathode comprising
the steps of

a. providing a holder defining a cavity portion;
b. forming in said cavity portion a first layer comprising a

loose mixture of coarse and fine granulated particles
containing electron emissive material, only one of said
coarse and fine granulated particles comprising a reduc-
ing agent;
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c. depositing on said first layer a second layer consisting

essentially of loose particles of refractory metal;

d. compressing at least said first and second layers simulta-

neously in said holder, and, then,

e. heating the compressed said layers at a temperature

below the fusion temperature of said electron emissive

material, thereby to sinter said layers and form a unitary

body of porous said first and second layers in said holder.

3,842,310

MULTIPLYING INTEGRATOR CIRCUIT
Kenneth Gert Harf, Vestal, N.Y., assignor to The Singer Com-

pany, Binghamton, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 130,076, April 1, 1971,

abandoned. This application Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,248

Int. CI. HOlj 29/70

U.S. CI. 307—228 6 Claims
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1. Included in apparatus for continuously generating a ras-

ter on the viewing surface of a CRT wherein first and second

repetitive sweep signals direct the electron beam of said CRT
along two mutually perpendicular dimensions of said viewing

surface such that for each raster generated a plurality of

spaced parallel lines are traced across said viewing surface,

said parallel lines being traced in response to a series of said

first sweep signals and said spacing of said lines being in re-

sponse to a single one of said second sweep signals; circuitry

for providing a correction signal suitable for adjusting selected

ones of the sweep signals, said correction signal being propor-

tional to the product of a selected uncorrected sweep signal

and a selected power of a selected uncorrected sweep signal

comprising:

pulse means tor providing sync pulses, each sync pulse

corresponding to a single sweep of one of said repetitive

sweep signals;

means for providing an input signal proportional to a se-

lected one of an uncorrected repetitive sweep signal

raised to a selected power; and

integrating means for integrating said input signal during the

time period between two successive sync pulses for pro-

ducing an output signal from said integrating means cor-

responding to the product of said input signal and an

uncorrected sweep signal for which said sync pulses cor-

respond, said output signal suitable for use as a correction

signal for selected sweep signals.

deflection wave generating means for generating a linear

recurrent deflection wave of given frequency,

an amplifier for applying said recurrent deflection wave to

said vertical deflection windings in modified form,

first feedback means responsive to deflection winding cur-

rent to degeneratively control the transfer characteristic

TUNER
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IF AMP
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a
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VIDEO AMP
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of the intelligence signal in a selected functional relation
productive of a transfer characteristic which is compensat-
mgly matched to that of the remainder of the transmission
path, switching the intensity of the transducing beam alter-
nately between two selected intensity levels at the occurrence
of consecutive signal state transitions to thereby effect modu-
lation of the transducing beam, and maintaining the intensity
of the transducing beam at each of the two selected intensity
levels for a time equal to the interval between the signal state
transition at the occurrence of which the intensity of the
transducing beam is switched to the selected intensity level
and the following signal state transition.

October 15, 1974

ties of electrodes external to said cells arranged so that each
cell IS interposed between an electrode of said first plurality
and an electrode of said second plurality, a driving circuit
comprising:

generating means for supplying a group of alternating polar-
ity pulses to the electrodes associated with a selected cell.

3,842,313
MULTIPLE CHARACTER GAS DISCHARGE DISPLAY

DEVICE
Henri Jean Gerard Marie Van Daelen; Adrianus Anthonius
Maria Hendriks, and Willem Johannes Jozef Koteris. all of
Emmasmgel, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to U.S.
Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,216
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Dec. 28, 1971,

Int. CI. HOSb 37100
U.S.a. 315-169 TV 6 Claims

the voltage of said pulses being less than four times and
greater than two times for firing voltage of said cell; and
means for superposing a direct current on said group of
alternating polarity pulses whereby the initial discharge
delay of the cell is reduced and spurious discharges are
prevented.

-i. •';;•=

3,842,315
ELECTROSTATIC FLOCKING EQUIPMENT

Arno H. Wirth, Am Heilbrunnen 67-75, 741 Reutiingen, Ger-
many

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,850
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 29 1971

2165387
' '

Int. CI. B05b 5/02
U.S. CI. 317-3 9 Claims

. c. Xi.
'i

1. A multiple-character gas discharge display device com-
prising an envelope filled with an ionizable gas, a plurality of
narrow strip-shaped cathode elements arranged in a plurality
of juxtaposed matrix groups for displaying characters by a
cathode glow discharge, a plurality of stacked connection
strips connecting corresponding cathode elements in each
matrix group, strips of insulating material between and sepa-
rating said cathode connection strips, said strips having aper-
tures therein through which said cathode matrix groups are
visible, a continuous conductive strip constituting an anode at
the base of said stacks, a grid-like auxiliary anode between
each matrix group and said anode, and an insulation strip
between the auxiliary anodes and the conductive strip anode

Ir
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3,842,314
DRIVING CIRCUIT FOR PLASMA DISPLAY PANEL
COMPRISING MEANS FOR PLACING PEDESTAL ON

ALTERNATING FIRING PULSES
Tsunekiyo Iwakawa, and Akira Yano, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Nippon Electric Company, Limited, Tokyo
Japan

*

Filed Jan. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 328,055
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 4, 1972, 47-13016

Int. CI. H05bi 7/00
U.S. CI. 315-169 TV 2 Claims

I. For a discharge display apparatus including a coplanar
array of similar gas discharge cells and first and second plurali-

1. An electrostatic flocking equipment comprising, in com-
bination: a dosing system for dispensing flocks; an electrode
system disposed between said dosing system and a product to
be nocked, said electrode system being laterally disposed with
respect to a substantially central fiocking zone through which
the nocks pass, and including at least one pair of main elec-
trodes to which a potential is being applied, and at least one
pair of grounded control electrodes; means for applying an
electrostatic charge to the flocks dispensed from said dosing
system, thereby to accelerate them toward the product which
IS grounded; and means behind the flocking zone when
viewed m the direction of flocking from said dosing system
toward the product, for introducing a stray field into the
nocking zone, and for bundling the flocks as they pass from
said dosing system to the product; wherein the distance be-
tween said main electrodes and the product is smaller than
that between the same electrodes and said dosing system the
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flocking zone being kept substantially free from the electro-

static charge, thereby avoiding chain and streak formations on

the finished flocked product.

3,842,316

TRANSITION PROGRAMMER
Peter A. Godinez, West Covina, and Robert R. Shepard, Lake-

wood, both of Calif., assignors to Genisco Technology Corpo-

ration, Compton, CaliL

Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,644

Int. CI. H02p 5/28

U.S. CL 317-5 8 Claims
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3 842 318
SHIELDED METAL ENCLOSED ELECTRICAL

EQUIPMENT
Tohei Nitta, Amagasaki, Japan, assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Continuation of Ser. No. 296,716, Oct. 11, 1972, abandoned.

This application June 19, 1973, Ser. No. 371,446
Int. CI. H02h 9106

U.S. CI. 317-62 7 Claims

3,842,320
PREFABRICATED INSULATED WALL WITH

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT COMPONENTS HOUSED
THEREIN

Casper Kiesling, Glendale, N.Y., assignor to The Raymond Lee
Organization, Inc., New York. N.Y., a part interest

Filed Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 386,713
Int. CI. H02b 1104; H05k 7106

U.S. CI. 317-99 4 Claims

1. In combination, a grounded metal enclosure, an electrical
device enclosed in said enclosure and adapted to have a high
voltage applied thereto, said enclosure containing an insulat-
ing gas, an asymmetrical conducting shield at least partially
surrounding said device to control the voltage distribution to
ground across the device, and means encircling the device
inside said shield to maintain a symmetrical field within the
device.

3,842,319

GAS IGNITER
Richard L. Perl, Mansfield, Ohio, assignor to The Tappan
Company, Mansfield, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 223,451, Feb. 4, 1972,

abandoned. This application Sept, 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,256
Int. CI. F23q 7100

U.S. CI. 317-98 5 Claims

1. The improvement in high temperature gas igniters having
discrete spaced-apart terminal parts for connection to a
source of electric energy, which comprises a plurality of elec-
trical leads positioned in conductive engagement with respec-
tive ones of said terminal parts, said electrical leads extending
from said terminal parts for such connection of the igniter and
said electrical leads being of low electrical resistance relative
to that of the igniter, and respective metallized coatings hav-
ing a coefficient of expansion approximating that of the termi-
nal parts about the respective leads and terminal parts in such
conductive engagement bonding the former to the latter re-
spectively, while maintaining the spaced and hence electri-
cally insulated relation thereof.

1. A prefabricated wall structure, comprising electrical
insulation material and electrical circuitry supported by the
insulation material in mutually insulated relation, the circuitry
including a plurality of electrical conductors, a plurality of
outlet means providing different voltages, a plurality of jack
means for a plurality of different facilities, further outlet
means, switch means, and a plurality of electrical equipment
and electrical appliances connected to corresponding ones of
the conductors, the insulation material comprising sheets of
substantially juxtaposed plastic material, a first of the sheets
having the electrical conductors embedded therein and a
second of the sheets having a window formed therein, a modu-
lar member removably inserted in the window and housing the
outlet means and the jack means, and connector means and
thermostat means housed in the modular member.

3,842,321
ELECTRICAL SWITCHGEAR WITH PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY SWITCH MEANS ASSOCIATED WITH

CURRENT TRANSFORMER
George Caton, Illkley, England, assignor to Yorkshire Switch-

gear and Engineering Co. Limited, Yorkshire, England
Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,263

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 16. 1972
12482/72

Int. CI. H02b 11106
U.S. a. 317-103 ,7 Claims

1. Electrical switchgear, comprising:
a. a stationary housing containing current inlet and outlet
conductors forming elements of a primary high voltage
circuit, transformer means, at least one secondary circuit
fed by the transformer means and secondary switch
means for controlling said secondary circuit;

b. a movable housing containing primary switching means
for said primary circuit, said primary switching means
including contacts movable between open and closed
positions;

c. mating primary supply contacts on said stationary hous-
mg and said movable housing, said primary supply
contacts mating with each other when said movable hous-
mg IS in an operative position relative to said stationary
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housing to connect said inlet and outlet conductors to

said primary switching means;

. movable mechanical transmission elements projecting

from said movable housing;

means coupling said transmission elements to said mov-

able contacts for controlling the position of said transmis-

sion elements in accordance with the open and closed

positions of said movable contacts of said primary switch-

ing means;

bus bars and having means for securing relatively larger cur-

rent capacity circuit breakers with side projecting plug-on

jaws in electrical contact with the bus bars, wherein the

mounting device comprises

a. a base;

b. retaining means for mechanically retaining a small cur-

rent capacity circuit breaker in removably fixed position

with respect to said base; and

c. a plurality of terminal buses secured to said base, each

said terminal bus including

1

.

a plug-on conductive jaw for making electrical contact

with one of the panelboard bus bars, and

2. jaw receiving means for making electrical contact with

the plug-on jaw of a small current capacity circuit

breaker, said jaw receiving means including an elon-

gated conductive portion,

said terminal bus plug-on jaws extending in a first plane and

said elongated conductive portions extending in a second

plane perpendicular to said first plane, each said elongated

conductive portion being positioned with its longitudinal axis

perpendicular to said first plane to make electrical and me-

chanical contact with the rear projecting plug-on jaw of a

small current capcity circuit breaker.

f movable mechanical sensing elements projecting from

said stationary housing and linked to operate said secon-

dary switch means;

g. said sensing elements being juxtaposed with and engage-

able by said transmission elements when said movable

housing is in said operative position whereby said secon-

dary switch means is controlled in accordance with the

open and closed positions of said movable contacts of

said primary switching means through said transmission

elements and Sensing elements.

• 3,842,322

PLUG-ON DISTRIBUTION PANEL WITH RETAINING
MEANS FOR BOTH SMALL AND LARGE CIRCUIT

BREAKERS
James H. Leonard, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Square D Com-

pany, Park Ridge, III.

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,207

Int. CI. H02b
U.S. CI. 317-119 4 Claims
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3,842,323

OPERATION AND RELEASE DELAY CIRCUIT
Joseph E. Harris, and William E. Shaffer, Rochester, both of

N.Y., assignors to Stromberg-Carlson Corporation, Roches-

ter, N.Y.

Filed June 22, 1973, Ser. No. 372,887

Int. CI. HOlh 47118

U.S. CI. 317—141 S 5 Claims

1. A mounting device for securing a small current capacity

circuit breaker having at least one rear projecting plug-on jaw

within a panelboard assembly of the type having a plurality of

1. An electrical delay circuit for delaying, for predeter-

mined periods of time, the operation and release from opera-

tion of a device which is arranged to be operated by the appli-

cation of an electrical current therethrough, the delay circuit

comprising:

a direct current source comprising a first and second poten-

tial wherein one of said potentials is ground, first switch-

ing means interposed between the device and said source,

having operated and unoperated conditions and being

effective to prevent a control signal from operating the

device unless the first switching means is in its operated

condition, said first switching means including a control

input lead;

biasing means connected to the input lead, being effective

upon the application of an electrical control signal to

maintain the first switching means in its unoperated con-

dition for a first predetermined period of time and there-

after to permit the first switching means to change to its

operated condition;

second switching means connected between the input and

the control signal and being responsive to the operation

of the device to disconnect the biasing means from the

control signal, the biasing means being effective upon
disconnection from the control signal to return the first

switching means to its unoperated condition after a sec-

ond predetermined period of time, and
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said biasing means including resistive voltage dividing
means operable to provide a third potential to the first

switching means during the time said switching means
remains unoperated and a control signal is applied.

3,842,324
INDUCTION-KEYED CONTROL CIRCUIT WITH KEYING

NETWORK HAVING VARIABLE RESONANT
FREQUENCY

Carl E. Atkins, Montclair, N.J., assignor to Wager Electric
Corporation, Parsippany, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 145,308, May 20, 1971, abandoned.
This application Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,438

Int. CI. HO Ih 47/22
U.S. CI. 317-146 ,2 Claims

i_| -̂M..#

1. An induction-keyed control circuit comprising:
1. passive keying network means including a tuned circuit
having a current- and voltage-controlled variable capaci-
tance, and operative to vary the resonant frequency of
said tuned circuit between upper and lower limits when
coupled to

2. keyable circuit means normally operative when con-
nected to a source of direct-current power to generate a
first, constant output signal and operative in response to
the coupling of said keying network means thereto to
generate a second, modulated output signal.

3,842,325
FUSED CATHODE ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

Harold T. Callins, and William H. Doster, both of Greenfield,
Tenn., assignors to Whitehall Electronics Corporation. Rich-
ardson, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 259,920, June 5, 1972, Pat. No. 3,789,502.
This application Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 397,627

Int. CI. HOlg 9/00
U.S. CI. 317-230 4 claims

ing edges of the dielectric sheets at one end of the roll, and
said end of the roll having a pattern of rectilinear narrow
width, elongated trough depressions therein formed in the
protruding cathode foil edges of adjacent convoluted turns
completly spanning said end along trough axes paralleling
plural diameters of the roll extending crosswise of each other,
said trough depressions having continuous trough walls
formed of thermally fused-together contiguous edge portions
immediately bordering on the trough depressions of all the
mutually adjacent protruding cathode foil edges at said end,
said protruding cathode foil edges being fused together only
along the mutually touching edge portions bounding the
trough depressions.

3,842,326
VELOCITY CONTROL SYSTEM FOR REEL-TO-REEL

WEB DRIVE
Herman Walter Stocker, Ventura, Calif., assignor to Bur-
roughs Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,335
Int. CI. H02p 5116

U.S. CI. 318-7 ,5 Claims
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1. A web velocity control system for a reel-to-reel web
drive, having an electric motor for driving the take-up reel of
a take-up reel, supply reel pair, comprising:
means for generating signals indicative of the time errors
between the occurrences of an actual web velocity signal
and a desired web velocity signal;

means, responsive to said time error indicating signal gener-
ating means, for generating web velocity correction sig-
nals that are proportional, in amplitude, to the voltage
bemg supplied to drive the take-up reel motor and equal,
in duration, to the time errors indicated by the time error
indicating signals;

means, responsive to the voltage being supplied to drive the
take-up reel motor, for dynamically storing its instanta-
neous value; and

means for combining the web velocity correction signals,
from said web velocity correction signals generating
means, and the instantaneous value of the voltage being
supplied to drive the take-up reel motor, from said dy-
namically storing means, the combined voltage being
supplied to drive the take-up reel motor.

1. An electrolytic capacitor comprising a capacitor car-
tridge in the form of a roll comprising a spirally wound set of
layers of elongated alternately superposed metallic foil and
dielectric strips, the metallic foil strips forming an anode foil
of narrower width than the dielectric strips in insulated rela-
tion therebetween and a cathode foil positioned with one of its

edges protruding in exposed relation beyond the correspond-

3,842,327
SOLID STATE START AND CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR A

C. MOTOR
Joseph S. Wexler, Wilmette, III., assignor to North American

Philips Corporation, Skokie, III.

Filed Oct. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 409,423
Int. CI. H02p 1144

U.S. CI. 318-221 E 7 Caims
I. A circuit for controlled starting of an a.c. driven motor

having a two-terminal start winding and a two-terminal run
winding comprising:

a first bilateral controllable semiconductor switch having
first and second main electrodes and a control electrode,
said first main electrode adapted to being coupled to one
terminal of said start winding of said motor, said control
electrode adapted to being connected to one terminal of
said run winding;
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means connected between the control electrode of said first

switch and the second main electrode of said first switch

responsive to the current through the run winding for

developing a voltage inversely related to the speed of the

motor;

a second bilateral controllable semiconductor switch having
first and second main electrodes and a control electrode,

said second electrode being coupled to the second elec-

trode of said first semiconductor switch;

LOW LEVEL •-I-}

CONTROL
I \

SIGNAL •—

'

HIGH LE
MOTOR EXCITATION

SIGNAL

MOTOR

means for coupling a first terminal of a high level a.c. signal

source to the other terminals of said start and run wind-

ings and for coupling a second terminal of said high level

signal source to the first main electrode of said second
semiconductor switch; and

a low-level, controlled switch for coupling the control elec-

trode of the second semiconductor switch with the sec-

ond main electrode of said second semiconductor switch.

3,842,328

SPEED CONTROL DEVICE WITH INDEPENDENT SPEED
CONTROL AND ON-OFF OPERATING MEMBERS

Ignacy Supel, and Hermann E. Braun, both of Wheeling, III.,

assignors to Skil Corporation, Chicago, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 230,645, March 1, 1972, abandoned.
This application June 15, 1973, Ser. No. 370,320

Int. CI. H02p 5116
U.S. CI. 318-249 2 Claims

1. In a speed control device for a portable electric tool or

the like, the improvement comprising:

a. a casing adapted to be operatively mounted within such

power tool or the like;

b. means within said casing defining a speed control circuit

of the type which includes a linear variable resistor and
an associated movable element whereby the speed of the

tool motor may be varied in response to changes in the

resistance of said variable resistor resulting from move-
ment of said element;

c. a manually operable, elongated, speed control member
mounted by said casing for reciprocal sliding movement
and engaged with said movable element of said variable

resistor for moving the latter in response to movement of

said member;
d. on-off switch means including a movable contact associ-

ated with said circuit for opening and closing the same;

e. a manually operable, on-off, elongated control member
mounted by said casing adjacent said speed control mem-
ber for reciprocal sliding movement along a path parallel

with the path of movement of the latter, said on-off con-

trol member being engaged with said movable contact for

operating said on-off contacts in response to movement
of said on-off control member, said speed control mem-
ber and said on-off control member being slidably en-

gaged with each other for independent sliding movement;
f. said speed control member including a series of gear

teeth forming a rack;

said casing mounting a pinion gear engaged with said

rack; and

h. a manually operable wheel engaged with said pinion gear

thereby to impart reciprocal movement to said speed

control member in response to rotation of said wheel.

g

3,842,329

CONTROL FOR ELECTROMECHANICAL BRAKE
HAVING TRANSISTORIZED TIMING RESET MEANS

Robert E. Mierendorf, Greendale, Wis., assignor to Har-
nischfeger Corporation, W. Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,214
Int. CI. HO Ih 47/04

U.S. CI. 318-372 10 Claims

-^T-^
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1. A static brake controller for an electromechanical brake
having a brake coil energizable to release said brake, compris-
ing: a first full-wave rectifier having a controlled rectifier in at

least one leg thereof for applying a direct current voltage to

said brake coil to release said brake; a second full-wave recti-

fier for applying a reduced direct current voltage to said brake
coil to hold said brake coil released; means including a relax-

ation oscillator having a unijunction transistor and an emitter

capacitor connected thereto, said unijunction transistor being
actuatable for applying gating pulses to said controlled recti-

fier to effect release of said brake, said means further compris-
ing a first transistor for controlling said emitter capacitor;

oscillator disabling means including a timing capacitor dis-

chargeable a predetermined interval after said relaxation

oscillator is actuated to disable said relaxation oscillator, said

oscillator disabling means further including a second transis-

tor for controlling said timing capacitor, whereby said con-
trolled rectifier is deactuated and said second full-wave recti-

fier applies said reduced direct current voltage to said brake
coil to maintain said brake released; and reset means operable

upon deenergization of said brake coil to operate said second
transistor to short-circuit said timing capacitor and thereby
reset the timing circuit means and to operate said first transis-

tor to short-circuit said emitter capacitor to disable said relax-

ation oscillator.
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3,842,330
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR NUMERICAL

CONTROL OF MEMBERS INDEPENDENTLY MOVABLE
ALONG COINCIDENT AXES

Norbert C. Kolell, c/o GIddings & Lewis, Inc., Fond Du Lac
Wis. 54935

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 279,232
Int. CI. G05b 19/22

U.S. CI. 318-574 „ Claims

X*

1. The method of controlling the successive positioning of
a part relative to a tool member which are both independently
movable along a common axis relative to a base, and wherein
successive values of a signaled command number (W) call for
movements of the part to make the positions of the member
measured m part coordinates from a first origin on the part
agree with such values, said method comprising

a. signaling a first number (w^CP) whose value represents
the desired part coordinate position of said member,

b. signaling a second number (ZTM) whose value dynami-
cally changes and always represents the position of said
member in base coordinates measured from a second
origin on the base,

c. in response to signaling of a new value of the command
number (W), changing said first number (kzCP) by an
amount equal to the difference between the new and the
previous values of the command number,

d. changing said first number by an amount equal to the
change in the value of said second number when said
member is moved, and

e. moving said part along the base to keep its position in
base coordinates equal to said first number but offset by
an amount equal to the value of said second number.

3,842,331
DIGITAL STEPPING MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM

Kenneth E. Hendrickson; Warren A. Lopour, both of Roches-
ter. and Larry F. Matison, Pine Island, all of Minn., assign-
ors to International Business Machines Corporation, Ar-
monk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 319,065
Int. CI. G05b im

U.S.CL 318-685 j, Caims
1. In combination,

an electric motor of the stepping type having a stator with
a set of discrete poles and a rotor having a set of discrete
poles with electrical windings on one of said sets of poles
so that said rotor has a plurality of natural detent posi-
tions in which said rotor poles are aligned with poles of
said stator or are between poles of said stator in a sym-
metrical relationship therewith when various of said
windings are energized,

means for energizing said windings to apply torque on said
rotor in a forward direction when supplied with a forward
energization signal,

means for energizing said windings to apply torque on said
rotor in a reverse direction when supplied with a reverse
energization signal.

an emitter driven by said rotor for producing output signals
as said rotor moves through successive increments each
of Z° after passing through its desired or home position in
the forward direction and producing the same output
signals at the same rotor positions as the rotor moves
back in the reverse direction from a maximum point X of
oscillation in the forward direction in which X is equal to
or more than (Y X Z°) but is less than (X +Z°) where Y
IS an even integer greater than or equal to 4 and Z is a
constant,
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means under the control of said emitter for providing said
reverse energization signal when said rotor passes
through its home position moving in said forward direc-
tion until the point of maximum oscillation and then until
the rotor returns to a point of S-Z° measured from home
position where S is a switch point equal to (X + 2Z°)/2,
and

means under the control of said emitter for providing said
forward energization signal at said switch point S and said
rotor is moving back in the reverse direction toward
home position from its point of maximum oscillation.

3 842 332
FIVE-PHASE STEPPING MOTOR SYSTEMS

Gunter Heine; Carsten Droge, and Bruno Borgonovi, all of
Lahr, Germany, assignors to Gerhard Berger Fabrik Elek-
trischer Messgerate, Lahr, Germany

Filed Oct, 4, 1972, Ser. No. 294,787
Int. CI. G05b 19140

U.S. CI. 318-696 ,7 claims

1. A five-phase stepping motor system, comprising a step-
pmg motor having five untapped stator windings connected in
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series with each other to form a pentagonal loop having five

connecting points, a permanent magnet rotor, and control

means connected to said five connecting points for sequen-
tially energizing a different set offour of said windings simulta-

neously so as to step the motor, said control means forming
with said windings damping means for damping the operation

of the rotor after each step, said damping means including

switching means in said control means for sequentially short

circuiting the unenergized one of said windings during each

sequential energization of four of the windings.

3,842,333

NON-POLLUTION MOTOR UNITS
Harold L. Boese, and Thomas R. Hencey, Jr., both of 1615

Ave., A, Galveston, Tex. 77550

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 106,651, Jan. 15, 1971,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 94,8 14,

Dec. 3, 1970, Pat. No. 3,681,609. This application July 21,

1972, Ser. No. 273,684

Int. CI. FOlk 15102

U.S. CI. 320-2 9 Claims
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1. A non-polluting power generating system, comprising a

source of liquefied gas under pressure having a boiling tem-

perature less than ambient temperature of the atmosphere, a

gas motor, electrodynamic means driven by the gas motor for

producing a mechanical output, fluid circuit means for con-

ducting said liquefied gas from the source in heat exchange

relation to the electrodynamic means to cool the same, evapo-

rating means conducting the liquefied gas from the electrody-

namic means in heat exchange relation to the atmosphere at

said ambient temperature for supply of evaporated gas to the

gas motor, means connected to the gas motor for exhausting

said evaporated gas to the atmosphere, said electrodynamic

means including a generator driven by the gas motor to pro-

duce an electrical alternating current output, insulated hous-

ing means enclosing the generator in heat transfer relation to

the fiuid circuit means, and control means for controlling the

amount of liquefied gas passed into heat transfer relation to

said generator.

3,842,334

OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT FOR PROVIDING A
FAILSAFE DIRECT CURRENT VOLTAGE OUTPUT IN

RESPONSE TO A PERIODIC SIGNAL INPUT
James H. Franz, Jr., Murrysville, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 359,572
Int. CI. H02m 3122

U.S. CL 321-2 2 Claims

1. A failsafe driver comprising:

means for providing a periodic signal;

a detector for providing a first direct current signal in re-

sponse to the provision of said periodic signal;

an oscillator comprising first and second transistors, each

having base, emitter and collector electrodes, with the

base electrode of each being connected to a first refer-

ence potential and one of the emitter or collector of each

being connected together and also being connected to

said detector for receiving said first direct current signal;

third and fourth transistors each comprising an amplifier,

and each having base, emitter and collector electrodes,

with the base electrode of the third being connected to

the remaining one of the emitter or collector electrode of

said first transistor, and the base electrode of the fourth

being connected to the remaining one of the emitter or

collector electrode of said second transistor, and one of

the emitter or collector electrode of said third and fourth

transistors each being connected to a second reference

potential;

a transformer having primary and secondary windings with

each winding having at least first and second terminals,

with the first terminal of the primary winding being con-

nected to the remaining one of the emitter or collector

electrode of said third transistor, and with the second

terminal of the primary winding being connected to the

remaining one of the emitter or collector electrode of said

fourth transistor;

first and second diodes each having cathode and anode
electrodes, with one of the cathode and anode electrodes

of each being connected together, and the remaining one

of the cathode and anode electrode of the first diode

being connected to the first terminal of the secondary

winding of said transformer, and the remaining one of the

cathode and anode electrode of the second diode being

connected to the second terminal of the secondary wind-

ing of said transformer; and

a signal feedback path and timing network including a

capacitor connected between the remaining one of the

emitter or collector electrodes of said fourth transistor

and the base electrode of said second transistor for con-

trolling the timing of said oscillator.

3,842,335

STATIC CURRENT CONVERTER WITH BYPASS
MEMBERS

Carl Ingvar Boksjo, deceased, late of Gothenburg, Sweden (by

Stina Boksjo, petitioner), assignor to Allmanna Svenska

Elektriska Aktiebolaget, Vasteras, Sweden
Filed May 15, 1973, Ser. No. 360,539

Claims priority, application Sweden, May 18, 1972,6517/72
Int. CI. H02m 1 100

U.S. CI. 321— 13 7 Claims

S /2
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A

1. Current converter comprising a three-phase rectifier

bridge ( 1-6) having a plurality of rectifiers in each phase and
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a member (11) arranged in parallel with the bridge to bypass
the DC side thereof, means for transferring current from said
by-pass member (11) to two series-connected rectifiers (2 5)m one phase of the bridge so that they may act as by-pass
rectifiers for the current converter, said means comprising a
control circuit (7) for said series-connected rectifiers (2,5) to
Ignite such rectifiers and means to facilitate ignition of the two
bypass rectifiers when the bypass member is opened in con-
nection with a reconnection of the converter, comprising a
firing device for at least one additional rectifier (6) of the
bridge to Ignite such additional rectifier, said firing device
having such a delay angle that the internal direct voltage of the
rectifier bridge will be positive seen in the conducting direc-
tion of the rectifiers, said current transferring means operating
before deblocking of the current converter to connect said
control circuit (7) to said two series-connected rectifiers
(2.5), then to actuate said firing device (9) to ignite said
rectifier (6) thereby causing current to fiow through said
bypass member in a direction opposite to the current therein
to reduce the current substantially to zero, and then to open
said bypass member (11).
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3,842,337
THYRISTOR RECTIFIER HAVING A DEVICE FOR
SELF-IGNITION OR RECOVERY PROTECTION

;^ke Ekstrom; Lars-Erik Juhlin, and Karl-Erik Olsson, ail of
Ludvika, Sweden, assignors to Allmanna Svenska Elektriska
Aktiebolaget, Vasteras, Sweden

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 370,753
Claims priority, application Sweden, July 10, 1972 9080/72

Int. CI. H02m 7148
U.S. CI. 321-27 R

g Claims
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3,842,336
BALANCING ASSEMBLY FOR PARALLELLED

RECTIFIERS

•^''m*! I*;.^.^""'*''^'
'^*^ Baltimore, Mich., assignor to Oxy

Metal Finishing Corporation, Warren, Mich.
Filed Oct. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 404,097

Int. CI. H02m 7100
U.S. a. 321-27 R 20 Claims

"N'^

I. Thyristor rectifier for high voltage comprising a numberof series-connected thyristors (13-ln) each provided with a
control device ( I ). and a control circuit (23,8,9) for the whole
rectifier, a control pulse transmitter (8,9) in the control cir-
cuit for controlling the control devices, each control device
including means (12) for emitting an indicating pulse when
the voltage over the corresponding thyristor in the conducting
direction amounts to a certain value, and the thyristor rectifier
being provided with a device for self-ignition protection for
the thyristors, said protection device including means to emit
a signal for ignition of the whole rectifier through the control
pulse transmitter if a voltage grows in the conducting direction
of the rectifier at a time when only an insufficient number of
thyristors have regained their blocking ability, said self-
ignition protection comprising a memory circuit (10) and a
counter (5) to register said indicating pulses from the signal
emitting means ( 12) of the control devices ( 1 ) and an output
circuit (7 or 25 or 105) for the protection device connected
between said counter (5) and said control pulse transmitter
(8,9), said output circuit including means to emit a signal for
Ignition of the whole thyristor rectifier in dependence on a
pre-determmed number of indicating pulses.

3,842,338

f J^D^SfV.^^"^**^^ ^^^^^ CONTROL OF INVERTER
John P Walden, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Schenectady, N.Y
Division of Ser. No. 212,295, Dec. 27, 1971. This application

Apr. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 352,880
Int. CI. H02m 7/52

^•^•C'- 321-43
.Claims

1. In a power converter system for converting an alternating
source of electrical energy for use by a direct current load the
converter system having a plurality of rectifier elements con-
nected in a finite system of parallel legs connected between
said source and load, the improvement comprising means for
equalizing the fiux created by the self impedance of each leg
having currem fiow including an alternating current buss
connected to the source for feeding energy to the rectifier
system, a distribution buss connected to the alternating cur-
rent buss at one point thereof and connected to the rectifier
elements at various points along the length thereof, and a
collection buss connected to the load at one point thereof and
to the rectifier elements at various points along the length
thereof, said alternating current buss, said distribution buss
and said collection buss forming an isosceles triangle when
viewed axially of said busses.

MAIN GATING
CONTROL CIRCUIT

(VARIABLE
REPETITION RATE)

USER
i CONTROL

1. A wide range output power inverter connected betweena pair of unidirectional voltage input terminals comprising
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a series resonant circuit comprising a commutating capaci-

tor and a pair of alternately conducting main power de-

vices which are operated at a variable frequency within a

selected frequency range to generate a train of oscillatory

pulses with a variable delay interval therebetween, to

thereby achieve high output power control,

a reset transformer having inductively coupled primary and

secondary windings, said primary winding being opera-

tively connected to said series resonant circuit and input

terminals to store energy during conducting intervals of

said main power devices and discharge energy during the

delay intervals between consecutive oscillatory pulses

that serves to recharge said commutating capacitor and

sustain circuit oscillation, and

low output power control means for obtaining a plurality of

low output power levels while operating within said se-

lected frequency range by controlling the amount of

energy discharged by said primary winding and thereby

variably recharging said commutating capacitor, said low

output power control means comprising a circuit includ-

ing said reset transformer secondary winding and a series

connected auxiliary thyristor device that is selectively

rendered conductive at a variable time during said delay

intervals.

3,842,340

GENERATOR FOR PRODUCING ULTRASONIC
OSCILLATIONS

Rune Lennart Brandquist, Vaestra, Sweden, assignor to U.S.

Phillips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 16, 1970, Ser. No. 11,674

Claims priority, application Sweden, Feb. 20, 1969, 2321/69

Int. CI. H02m 7100; HOlv 7100, H02b 9/00

U.S. CI. 321—45 R 10 Claims

INVERTERi 3,842,339

)R A LOAD HAVING A PARALLEL
RESONANT CIRCUIT

Manfred Hoffman, Eriangen, Germany, assignor to Siemens

Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin & Munich, Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 1 19,157, Feb. 26, 1972, abandoned.

This application June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 260,016

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 2, 1970,

2015673
Int. CI. H02m 7/48

U.S. CI. 321-44 6 Claims

1. An inverter comprising

an input comprising a cource of direct voltage;

a first controllable converter valve;

a second controllable converter valve connected in series

with the first converter valve;

first power storage means comprising a first capacitor;

second power storage means comprising a second capaci-

tor, the first and second capacitors being connected in

series with each other and the series connection of the

first and second converter valves being connected in

parallel with the series connection of the first and second

capacitors;

a load circuit comprising a parallel resonant circuit con-

nected between a common point in the connection be-

tween the first and second converter valves and a com-

mon point in the connection between the first and second

capacitors, the parallel resonant circuit comprising out-

put means for connecting a load thereto, a capacitor, an

inductance including the inductance of the load, and at

least two alternately controllable valves connected in

anti-parallel with each other;

and firing means which fire said first and second controlla-

ble converter valves at approximately maximum current

in said parallel resonant circuit.
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1. A generator for producing ultrasonic oscillations, com-

prising a resonant circuit and a transducer coupled thereto to

receive the output energy thereof, a direct current source

coupled in circuit to two switching devices controlled by

means of a controllable oscillator so as to convert the DC
current into an alternating current, means for applying said

alternating current to said resonant circuit, means connected

to said switching devices and to said controllable oscillator for

modulating said alternating current, a comparison device

connected to said modulating means and to a parallel resistor

included in the alternating current circuit, said resistor deriv-

ing a signal that exhibits an amplitude response to the fre-

quency variations which determines the sign of the derivative

of the current with respect to the current frequency, said

comparison device providing an output signal whose polarity

is determined by the phase relationship between the signal

derived across the resistor and the signal received from said

modulating means, and means for applying said output signal

as a control signal to said controllable oscillator thereby to

vary the frequency thereof in a direction tending to optimize

the energy transfer to the transducer.

3,842,341

RINGING CHOKE INVERTER WITH COMMUTATION
CIRCUIT

Jacob Goldberg, Newtonville, Mass., assignor to United States

Scientific Instruments Inc., Watertown, Mass.

Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,401

Int. CI. H02m 3/32

U.S. CI. 321-45 C 5 Claims

1. A ringing-commutation system having, in combination,

an inverter circuit comprising a ringing choke connected with

a direct current source of power in a first circuit loop contain-

ing first switching means which, when rendered conductive,

enables the storage of energy from said source in said ringing

choke through said first circuit loop; a commutation circuit

connected across the ringing choke comprising a series reso-

nant charging circuit including storage capacitor means

chargeable by such series resonance and a second circuit loop

including said storage capacitor means and further switching

means; a load coupled to the ringing choke; first pulse gener-

ating means for rendering the first switching means conduc-
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tive to enable said storing of energy in the ringing choke and , « . , ,^,

assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh!

U.S. CI. 324-21

Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 401,096
Int. CI. GOlr i//22

I V

r.

16 Claims

loTX! r'"'
'"°' '^"'"^*" '""^^^'"g '^' ^^-"^ conductive

to enable the commutation discharge of the capacitor meansthrough said ringing choke.

•1' "

3,842,342

r . ,
;fOLTAGE STABILISING ARRANGEMENTS

Erich Siegfried Friedlander, Sutton Coldfield, and Hemesh
Laxmidas Thanawala, Stafford, both of England, assignors
to Associated Electrical Industries Limited, London, En-
gland

Filed June 12, 1973, Ser. No. 369,191

37799/72''"*"""^' *PP''''"''°" ^'*«' B"««'"' Aug. 14, 1972,

Int. CL H02j 3/12
U.S. a. 323-124
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^'"'"'"g arrangement for alternating current

supplies of the kind incorporating at least one saturated reac-
tor and designed for stabilising the voltage in a high voltage

l.t?.H?h'*"'
''"' ^""'"^ ' '°*" ^°'^^g^ f^ed conductor con-nected thereto via a step-down transformer, wherein the satu-

rated reactor is connected to the feed conductor, and theatrangement incorporates a first series capacitor associated

of rhJ' ,

'^'
''f

*°'' ^^"^ ^'^"^P^n^ating the slope reactance

with the transformer for compensating the leakage reactanceof the latter, with the capacitors chosen so that together they
provide slope compensation for maintaining a substantially
constant voltage in the transmission line, and a by-pass filtersystem connected in parallel with the slope compensating
capacitors for suppressing instability-producing harmonics o7
sub-harmonics which may be generated within the arrange-

1. An indicator light circuit comprising-
a plurality of indicator lights;

terminal means connected to a power supply means forsupplying power to each of said plurality of ind^ator

a plurality of switch means, one of said switch means dis-posed m series with each of said indicator lights, and eachof said switch means being switchable from a non-

^nA!^Vf T^ P^reventing current fiowing through said
indicator light and a conductor state allowing currentflow through said indicator light;

a plurality of operating signal circu'it means, each one con-nected to one of said plurality of switch means for switch-
ing said associated switch means to a conducting state inresponse to an external operating signal

test circuit means connected to all of said plurality of switchmeans for switching all of said switch means to a conduct-
ing state m response to a manually originated operabilitycheck of the indicator lights and

^

isolating means for preventing current flow from any of saidoperating signal circuit means into said test circuit means.

3,842,344
BRIDGE CIRCUIT FOR MEASURING DIELECTRIC

PROPERTIES OF INSULATION
Edmund H^ Povey, Medford, Mass., assignor to Doble Engi-neering Company, Belmont, Mass.

^

Filed Jan. 10, 1974, Ser. No. 432 192
^"^^-C^'GOlr 27/26, 31/14

U.S. CI. 324-54
,4 ^,^.

1. Apparatus to be used in conjunction with a sourceTf
alternating test voltage for measuring the capacitance andpower factor of a test specimen, said apparatus'comprismg

a standard resistor, ^ ^
a mutual inductor having first and second windings, said

first winding being connected in series with said standard
resistor such that the current through said first winding
resulting from application of said test voltage to said
apparatus, IS substantially determined by said standard
resistor and is in phase with said test voltage, said mutual
inductor constructed such that the voltage induced in said
second winding is substantially in quadrature phase rela-
tion with said test voltage.
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a current source responsive to the voltage induced in the

second winding of said mutual inductor, which produces

an output current substantially in phase with said induced

voltage.

means for controlling the magnitude of the current output

of said current source with no significant effect on the

current in the first winding of said mutual inductor,

"l" ..;

o

terminal means for connecting said test specimen across

said source of test voltage, and

detection means responsive to the difference in phase and

magnitude between the output current of said current

source and that of the current through said specimen

resulting when said specimen is connected to said termi-

nal means with said test voltage applied.

3,842,345

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OBTAINING
ACCURATE READOUT OF BREATH TESTERS

Kenneth W. Padgitt, Arlington Heights, and Donald H. Ward,
Glen Ellyn, both of III., assignors to Borg-Warner Corpora-

tion, Chicago, III.

Filed Nov. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 197,407

Int. CI. GOln 27/00; A61b 5/00

U.S. CI. 324-71 R 7 Claims

1. In a breath tester of the type that includes a detector

which produces time varying d.c. output electrical signals

having a peak amplitude representative of gaseous content,

which signals vary during a period of detecting, the improve-

ment comprising:

memory means for producing and holding a peak signal,

coupled to the output of said detector and responsive to

the detector's peak output signal;

variable signal means (331) for producing selectively vari-

able output signals;

readout means (233) coupled to the variable signal means
for giving a readout proportional to the signal output of

said variable signal means; and

an indicator (227) coupled to receive and compare the

output signals of said memory means and said variable

signal means for indicating when those signals reach a

predetermined relationship;

whereby said variable signal means may be adjusted to

reach said predetermined relationship and an accurate

readout of the detected gaseous content may be obtained

and stored on said readout means.

3,842,346

CONTINUITY TESTING OF SOLID STATE CIRCUITRY
DURING TEMPERATURE CYCLING

Charles R. Bobbitt, 2536 E. Dahlia, Phoenix, Ariz. 85032
Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,796

Int. CI. GOlr 15/12

U.S. CI. 324—73 R 8 Claims
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1. A method of inspecting a plurality of electronic devices,

each device containing a like number of circuits, each of said

circuits being electrically connected between at least two

conducting means, said conducting means being located on

said devices and being arranged for electrically connecting

said devices to external electrical circuit means, said method
comprising the steps of:

a. mounting said devices on a support means,

b. testing a first one of said circuits in each of said plurality

of devices for electrical conduction continuity in said first

circuit by sequentially applying two different electrical

potentials between two conducting means to which said

one circuit is connected, said electrical potentials being

of such magnitudes that the application of one electrical

potential causes current to flow in one direction through

said circuit and the application of the other electrical

potential causes current to flow in the opposite direction

through said circuit, and detecting whether the electrical

conduction continuity of said one circuit is broken or now
broken during the application of said electrical potentials

to said conducting means,

c. providing an indication of a lack of electrical conduction

continuity for each device in which the electrical conduc-

tion continuity between the conducting means connected

to said first circuit is determined to be broken,

d. testing a second one of said circuits in each of said plural-

ity of devices for electrical conduction continuity in said

second circuit between two conducting means to which it

is connected in the manner provided in step (b).

e. providing an indication of a lack of electrical conduction

continuity for each device in which the electrical conduc-

tion continuity between the conducting means connected

to said second circuit is determined to be broken.

f. testing in turn each of the remaining circuits of said de-

vices, providing indications of any lack of electrical con-

duction continuity for those devices in which the electri-
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cal conduction continuity between the conducting means
is determined to be broken,

g. subjecting said devices to a temperature cycle of approxi-
mately one to five minutes time duration and approxi-
mately 75° to lOO'C. temperature range as steps (b)
through (f) are performed, said temperature cycle being
of sufficient time duration to permit each circuit of each
said device to be tested at least once during said tempera-
ture cycle.

i*'^**-' .-A-*-^Z>
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1. A rate measurement circuit comprising:
means for measuring each elapsed time interval between

successive events and for storing a first count indicative
of each elapsed time in a storage memory;

time reference means for producing signals for a predeter-
mined duration;

first counter means electrically coupled to said time refer-
ence means for counting the signals from said time refer-
ence means; and

comparator means coupled to said storage memory and said
first counter means for comparing the first count in said
storage memory with the count in said first counter and
for providing an output pulse when the first count equals
the count in said first counter means, the sum of the
output pulses being the rate of the successive events

means responsive to said passing current for indicating
current usage on the power line above the threshold, and
an mtegrating circuit between the rectifier and the gating

V'f?%^
L^lPi

-/J

3,842,347
RATE MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT

William H. Terbrack, Tustin, Calif., assignor to Gardner-
Denver Company, Quincy, III.

Filed July 3, 1973, Ser. No. 376,187
Int. CI. GOlr 23102

U.S. CI. 324-78 D g Claims
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3,842,348
DEVICE FOR MONITORING EXCESS CURRENT USAGE

BASED ON COULOMETRIC CELL
Allyn N. Goshy, 813 Queens Ln., Anoka, Minn. 55303

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,888
Int. CI. GOlr yy/44, 19116

U.S. CI. 324-94 ,3 ^x^^^
1. A device for monitoring current usage above a given

threshold comprising
a current transformer having a primary winding for connec-

tion to a power line to be monitored,
a rectifier including a winding on the transformer,
gating means connected to the output of the rectifier for

passing current when the voltage at the rectifier output
exceeds a predetermined level.

-^- ^ ii -<~S T

means for providing momentary delays during which
current surges in the power line may pass without causing
the gating means to become conducting.

3,842,349
AUTOMATIC AC/DC RMS COMPARATOR

Louis G. Cox; Norbert L. Kusters, and Malcolm P. MacMartin,
all of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, assignors to Canadian Pa-
tents and Development Limited, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Filed Aug. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 386,407
Int. CI. GOlr 17/02, 15/10, 5/22

U.S. CI. 324-98 ,6 claims
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1. An apparatus for comparing a first voltage to a second
voltage comprising:

a differential thermal converter means having a first and a
second heater;

first switch means for alternately connecting the first volt-
age and the second voltage to the first heater;

first amplifier means coupled to the thermal converter;
integrator-inverter means coupled to the first amplifier
means;

means for summing the outputs of the amplifier means and
the integrator-inverter means;

means for coupling the summing means to the second
heater;

first and second sample-and-hold means;
second switch means for alternately connecting the first and
second sample-and-hold means to the integrator-inverter
means output in synchronism with said first switch means
and

means coupled to the first and second sample-and-hold
means for providing the difference between the two sam-
ple-and-hold outputs.
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3,842,350

COMBINED LAND LINE AND SATELLITE
COMMUNICATION SWITCHING SYSTEM

William B. Gross, Havertown, Pa., assignor to General Electric

Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,298

Int. CI. H04b 1/20

U.S. CI. 325—4 3 Claims
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1. A primary office earth station comprising

a. directive antenna means connected to

b. transmitter means to amplify without frequency change

and transmit to the directive antenna means a plurality of

modulated signals separated from each other in fre-

quency but all lying within the transmission band of the

transmitter means, which plurality it receives from

c. transmitting frequency converter means to receive the

said modulated signals at separated intermediate frequen-

cies lying within a common intermediate frequency band

and to translate them in frequency to lie within the trans-

mission band of the transmitter means;

d. a plurality of transmitting intermediate frequency means

each connected to receive signals from an access line and

to convert them to a modulated signal at one of the said

separated intermediate frequencies, and to transmit the

said modulated signal to the transmitting frequency con-

verter means and to receiving intermediate frequency

means, comprising:

1

.

modulator means;

2. controllably programmable oscillator means program-

mable by control signals to oscillate at a frequency

effective to produce the said modulated signal at an

intermediate frequency determined by the said control

signals;

3. controllable switching means controllable by control

signals to selectively connect the transmitting interme-

diate frequency means to the transmitting frequency

converter means and to a plurality of receiving inter-

mediate frequency means;

e. receiver means to receive from the directive antenna

means a plurality of modulated signals separated in fre-

quency but lying within the transmission band of the

receiver means, amplify them without frequency change,

and transmit them to

r receiving frequency converter means to receive the said

modulated signals and translate them to lie within the

intermediate frequency band, and transmit them to

g. a plurality of receiving intermediate frequency means

each connected to receive separated modulated signals in

the common intermediate frequency band from receiving

frequency converter means and from a plurality of trans-

mitting intermediate frequency means and to demodulate

a separated modulated signal and transmit the demodu-

lated signal to an access line, comprising:

1

.

demodulator means;

2. controllably programmable oscillator means program-

mable by control signals to oscillate at a frequency

effective to cause the demodulator means to demodu-

late a signal at an intermediate frequency determined

by the said control signals;

3. controllable switching means controllable by control

signals to selectively connect the receiving intermedi-

ate frequency means to the receiving frequency con-

verter means and to a plurality of transmitting interme-

diate frequency means;

h. a plurality of supervision and control means, one of which

is uniquely associated with each access line, a transmit-

ting intermediate frequency means and a receiving inter-

mediate frequency means being also uniquely associated

with said access line, comprising:

1. address means permanently connected to gate signals

from the routing controller which include identification

of the access line to

2. means to receive coded signals thus gated and, respon-

sively thereto, to generate oscillator control signals to

control the frequency of the controllably adjustable

oscillator means of the transmitting intermediate fre-

quency means associated with the said access line and

the controllably adjustable oscillator means of the

receiving frequency means associated with the said

access line, and to control the controllable switching

means of the same transmitting intermediate frequency

means and to control the controllable switching means

of the same receiving frequency means; and to transmit

to the access line functional signals reresented by the

said coded signals;

3. means to receive coded signals representing functional

information from the access line and to transmit them

to the routing controller;

i. routing controller means comprising:

1. means to receive the said coded signals recited in h)3)

and to transmit them to

2. controller transmitting intermediate frequency means

permanently connected to said transmitting frequency

converter means, and adapted to receive coded signals

and produce signals in a fixed intermediate transmitting

frequency modulated to represent the said coded sig-

nals;

3. supplemental identification signal means to produce

coded signals supplementary to the said coded signals

recited in 03) and to transmit them to the said control-

ler transmitting intermediate frequency means;

4. controller receiving intermediate frequency means

permanently connected to said receiving frequency

converter means, and adapted to receive therefrom

signals at a fixed intermediate receiving frequency

modulated to represent coded signals and to demodu-

late them to produce the said coded signals, and con-

nected to transmit them to the function table and stor-

age and shift register means recited in i)2).

3,842,351

CONFERENCE CIRCUITS FOR DELTA-MODULATED
DIGITAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

Hugh Sherwood Field-Richards, Ringwood, England, assignor

to The Secretary of State for Defence in Her Brittanic Majes-

ty's Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Northern Ireland, Whitehall, London, England

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,580

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 27, 1972,

14238/72

Int. CI. H03k 13/22

U.S. CI. 325—38 B 5 Claims

1. A signal combiner, for combining a plurality of delta-

modulation encoded representations of analogue signals to
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form an equivalent of a delta-modulation encoded representa-
tion of a combination of the analogue signals, which includes
a plurality of concurrently operative slope detector circuit
means for deriving an output signal representing a slope of a
separate one of the analogue signals from a comparison of two
or more consecutive bit signals in its delta-modulation en-
coded representation, summing circuit means for receiving
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fifth and sixth transmission lines connected to the output of
said demultiplexer to receive delayed demultiplexed sig-
nals,

"

a third time delay means disposed in said fourth transmis-
sion line,

means for combining the signals on said fourth and fifth
transmission lines,

a seventh transmission line connected to receive the com-
bined signals of said fourth and fifth transmission lines.

a fourth time delay means disposed in said seventh transmis-
sion line, said third and fourth time delay means being
adapted to bring the demultiplexed signals on said fourth,
fifth and sixth transmission line into time coincidence,
and

means for combining the signals on said sixth and seventh
transmission lines.

the output of the slope detector circuit means and for deriving
an output dependent on the sum of the slopes represented by
the said output signals, and pulse generating circuit means
controlled by the output of the summing circuit, for generat-
ing pulse sequences to form a stream of signals equivalent to
a delta-modulation encoded representation of an analogue
signal having a slope indicated by the instantaneous output of
the summing circuit means.

3,842,352
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM HAVING SINGLE RF

CHANNEL DIVERSITY MEANS
Walter E. Cote, Rome, N.Y., assignor to The United States o?
America as represented by the Secretary of the United States
Air Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,944
Int. CI. H04b 7102

U.S. CI. 325-56
5 Caims

3,842,353
PHOTOELECTRIC TRANSDUCER

David John Stewart, Wokingham, England, assignor to Na-
tional Research Development Corporation, London, England

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,1 1

1

Int. CI. GOld 5134; GOll 9100; GOlr 29122
U.S. CI. 324-109 20 Claims

'U
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1. A communications system comprising at a transmitting
station;

a signal source,

first, second and third transmission lines, each said trans-
mission line being connected to receive simultaneously
signals generated by said signal source,

a first time delay means disposed in said second transmis-
sion line,

a second time delay means disposed in said third transmis-
sion line,

a multiplexer adapted to multiplex the signals on each trans-
mission line onto a signal RF carrier; and

a communications transmitter connected to the output
thereof for transmitting said multiplexed signals to a
remote receiving station, and

at said remote receiving station,

a communications receiver adapted to receive said trans-
mitted multiplexed signals,

a demultiplexer connected thereto,
a fourth transmission line connected to the output of said

demultiplexer to receive undelayed demultiplexed sig-
nals.

1. An electro-optical device comprising an electrically con-
ductive and optically refiective membrane; a source of radia-
tion; a pair of detectors; a lens system for focussing the radia-
tion and for imaging the focussed radiation onto said pair of
detectors, said pair of detectors being displaced with refer-
ence to one another on either side of the image plane of the
focussed radiation; a beam splitter for splitting the imaged
radiation reflected by said membrane onto said pair of detec-
tors, so that movement of the membrane creates output sig-
nals from said detectors which differ in phase; electrical
means for deriving from the outputs of the pair of detectors an
electrical signal the sign of which is dependent on the direc-
tion of displacement of said membrane and the magnitude of
which is dependent on the amount of displacement; and at
least one electrostatic electrode mounted adjacent to said
membrane for driving the membrane toward its null positionm response to a negative feedback signal proportional to said
electrical signal.

3,842,354
DIGITAL SWEEP FREQUENCY GENERATOR

EMPLOYING LINEAR SEQUENCE GENERATORS
Michael P. Dunne, Hudson, N.H., assignor to Sanders Associ-

ates, Inc., Nashua, N.H. ^
Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,715

Int. CI. H03b 19/00
U.S.a. 328-14

2 Claims
1. A sweep frequency generator comprising
a timing source for producing first and second clock signals
where the frequency of the second clock signal is lower
than the frequency of the first clock signal;

a first linear sequence generator responsive to the first clock
signal and to a start value to produce a set of values
indicative of a signal having a frequency proportional to
the start value; and
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means responsive to the second clock signal for modifying
the start value by equal increments in every cycle of the

^

second clock signal such that the outputs values of said

first sequence generator represent a signal the frequency
of which sweeps from said start value.

3,842,355
SIGNAL PROCESSING CIRCUIT FOR WHEEL SLIP

CONTROL SYSTEMS
Joseph E. Fleagle, Overland, Mo., assignor to Wagner Electric

Corporation, Parsippany, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 218,378, Jan. 17, 1972. This application

Mar. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 340,735-

Int. CI. H03k 5118
U.S.CL 328-114

. 10 Claims

1. A signal-processing circuit comprising:
1

.

first circuit means operative to receive an input signal and
to generate a signal representative of the first derivative
of said input signal, and further operative to generate a
first variable-width pulse whenever said signal representa-
tive of the first derivative of said input signal exceeds a
first reference signal; and

2. second circuit means operative to receive said input
signal, said signal representative of the first derivative of
said input signal, and said first variable-width pulse from
said first circuit means, and further operative to generate
a second variable-width pulse whenever said input signal

falls below a second, variable reference signal after initia-

tion of said first variable-width pulse.

3,842,356

PEAK DETECTOR
Abram Batenburg, Greensburg, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Feb. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 330,162
Int. CI. H04q 7 7/00

U.S. CI. 328-150 6 Claims
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ing and trailing edges being separated in time by a sub-
stantially constant amplitude portion,

differentiating circuit means operatively connected to said
generating circuit means to receive such a first wave
form, operable, on receiving the same, to differentiate it

and produce a bipolar second electrical voltage wave
form having a first-in-time rectangular pulse with one
polarity, and one amplitude which is directly proportional
to the value of the slope of said leading edge of said first

wave form, and a second-in-time rectangular pulse with
the opposite polarity, and another amplitude which is

directly proportional to the value of the slope of said
trailing edge of said first wave form, said two pulses being
separated by a constant zero-voltage portion of said sec-
ond wave form, which portion corresponds in time to said
constant amplitude portion of said first wave form, and

output means for coupling said first and second wave forms
to such a monitoring instrument whereby proper opera-
tion of said instrument is verified by said constant zero-
voltage portion of said second wave form.

3 842 358
VOLTAGE STANDING WAVE RATIO DETECTING AND

ADJUSTING APPARATUS
Melvin A. Frazier, Marion, Iowa, assignor to Collins Radio
Company, Dallas, Tex.

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,099
Int. CI. H03d 3110

U.S. CI. 329-129 3 Claims

1. Hysteresis type ratio detector apparatus comprising, in
combination:

differential amplifier means including first and second input
means and output means;

first and second apparatus signal input means for supplying
two variable amplitude signals the ratio of which is to be
compared;

means connecting said first and second apparatus signal
input means to the first and second input means of said
amplifier means, respectively;

apparatus output means for providing an output signal when
the ratio of signals supplied by said first and second appa-
ratus input signals exceeds a first given ratio in one direc-
tion of voltage change from a reference potential and the
output signal continuing until the input signals exceed a
second given ratio in a direction of voltage change oppo-
site said one direction;

variable impedance means, including control means, for
varying in impedance in response to a control signal;

means connecting said variable impedance means to said
first input means of said amplifier means for altering
applied signal levels to said amplifier means to change
from one given ratio to the other given ratio when the
impedance of said variable impedance means changes;
and

means connecting said output means of said amplifier
means to said apparatus output means and to said control
means of said variable impedance means.

3 842 359
BALANCED PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER

Lawrence E. Dickens, Baltimore, Md., assignor to Westing-
house Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 420,481
Int. CI. H03f 7104

U.S. CI. 330-4.9 11 Claims

1. A parametric amplifier including a signal circuit, a pump
circuit, and an idler circuit with varactor diode means located
at the junction of the signal circuit and the pump circuit,
comprising in combination:

a section of microwave waveguide having a cavity;
said pump circuit supplying pump energy from an external

source to one end of said section of waveguide and in-
cluding, dielectrically loaded parallel strip transmission
line means terminating at one end in said waveguide
cavity, a waveguide to parallel strip transmission line
transition coupling the other end of said parallel strip
transmission line means to said external pump source,
said parallel strip transmission line terminating in said
transition, and first inductive reactance means selectively
positioned with respect to said varactor diode means in
said parallel strip transmission line means for matching
said varactor diode means to the pump energy;

said signal circuit commonly coupling a signal from an
external signal circuit to and from the other end of said
section of waveguide and including, suspended substrate
stripline transmission line means located in said wave-
guide cavity for transforming the impedance of the exter-
nal signal circuit and the varactor diode means to a com-
mon point of relatively low impedance and for obtaining
a double tuned gain-bandpass characteristic, said sus-
pended substrate stripline transmission line means com-
prising, a first stripline portion of selected geometry for
reducing the magnitude of the external load resistance
provided by said external signal circuit to a predeter-
mined magnitude, a second stripline portion of selected
geometry adjacent said first stripline portion and acting as
a resonant circuit tuned to the frequency of said signal
coupled to said signal circuit, a third stripline portion
coupled to said first and second stripline portions, being
of selected geometry and acting as a relatively low reac-
tance section that parallely resonates with the reactance
of the varactor diode means and forming said common
point of relatively low impedance thereby, and a fourth
stripline portion of selective geometry adjacent said third
stripline portion and acting as an impedance inverter of
the reactance of the reactor diode means to said common
point of relatively low impedance;

said varactor diode means being coupled between said
fourth stripline portion and the other end of said dielectri-
cally loaded parallel strip transmission line means and
located in a gap therebetween; and

said idler circuit circulating an idler current and including
said first inductive reactance means, second inductive
reactance means selectively positioned with respect to
said varactor diode means in said fourth stripline portion,
and the parallel strip and suspended substrate stripline

transmission line means segments lying between said first

and second inductive reactance means on either side of
said varactor diode means.
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3,842,360

PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER
Lawrence E. Dickens, Baltimore, Md., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 420,480
Int. CI. H03f 7104

U.S. CI. 330-4.9 12 Claims
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1. A balanced parametric amplifier including varactor diode
means, comprising in combination:

a planar substrate of dielectric material;

an electrically conductive film on one side of said substrate;

a pump circuit for supplying pump energy to said varactor

diode means from an external source, formed on said one
side of said substrate and being characterized by a slot

transmission line of a selected length formed in said film

and having a discontinuity intermediate said length for

exhibiting an inductive reactance characteristic in said

slot line to match the impedance of the external pump
source coupled to said slot line to said varactor diode
means;

a signal circuit for commonly coupling a signal to and from
said varactor diode means and transforming the imped-
ance of an external signal circuit coupled thereto and said

varactor diode means to a common point of relatively low
impedance and for obtaining a double tuned gain-

bandpass characteristic, being characterized by, ( 1 ) a

co-planar transmission line formed in said conductive
film on said one side of said substrate and having one end
electrically coupled to said slot line to form a hybrid
junction and having a length substantially equal to one
quarter wavelength of the signal to be amplified for ef-

fecting an impedance inversion of impedance of said

varactor diodes to said common point of relatively low
impedance, (2) co-planar to microstrip transition means
formed through said substrate to the opposite side thereof
at the other end of said co-planar transmission line, said

transition effectively embodying said common point, and
( 3 ) a microstrip transmission line formed on said opposite
side of said substrate and including a first line portion of
selected geometry for reducing the magnitude of the load
impedance provided by said external signal circuit to a
predetermined magnitude, a second line portion of se-

lected geometry providing a resonator tuned to the input
signal frequency, and a third line portion located at said

transition means being of a selected geometry for provid-

ing a relatively low reactance that parallely resonates with
the reactance of said varactor diode means as trans-

formed by the impedance inverting action of said co-
planar transmission line to said transition means;

said varactor diode means comprising a pair of varactor
diodes located at said hybrid junction in balanced circuit

relationship;

an idler circuit including an area of conductive film on said

one side of said substrate coupling said pair of varactor

diodes for permitting an idler current to flow therebe-
tween; and

an idler filter circuit comprising planar circuit means
formed on said substrate adjacent said varactor diodes for

preventing the idler current to flow to said pump circuit

and said signal circuit.

3,842,361

MICROWAVE AMPLIFIER
John Benjamin Quirk, Owensboro, Ky., assignor to General

Electric Company, Owensboro, Ky.

Filed Oct. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 406,201
Int. CI. H03f 3160

U.S. CI. 330—56 10 Claims

1. A microwave frequency amplifier comprising:

a. a conductive shell having a main body and at least one
end wall, said main body having a longitudinal axis of

symmetry intersecting said at least one end wall;

b. a controlled charge carrier device for operation at micro-

wave frequencies supported within said shell, said device

having first, second, and third terminals;

c. an RF input terminal supported in said shell electrically

coupled to said first terminal;

d. means in said shell defining a first resonant cavity be-

tween the second and third terminals of said device radi-

ally of said axis and a second resonant cavity between said

third terminal and said at least one end wall radially of

said axis;

e. coupling means for transmitting electromagnetic energy
from said first to said second cavity; and

f. a double-tuned radial resonant circuit being provided by

the electromagnetic coupling of said cavities upon RF
energy being supplied to the RF input, thereby energizing

said device and said cavities to operate at microwave
frequencies.

3,842,362

ADJUSTABLE PARALLEL-T NETWORK
Donald F. Dimon, Palatine, III., assignor to The Hallicrafters

Co., Rolling Meadows, III.

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,906
Int. CI. H03f 1136

U.S. CI. 330-103 7 Claims
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1. An active bandpass filter with an adjustable parallel-T

network, comprising:

a high gain amplifier having an amplifier input, and an
amplifier output which corresponds to the output of the
bandpass filter;

a reference source of potential fixed with respect to signals

at said amplifier input and amplifier output;
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feedback means connected in shunt between said ampIiHer

input and said amplifier output including a first branch
havmg two resistive means in series and a capacitive
means connected in shunt to said reference source, a
second branch having two capacitive means in series and
a resistive means connected in shunt to said reference
source, a third branch including resistive means and
capacitive means, center frequency adjustment means
connected with said first and second branches and having
an element variable to adjust the center frequency of said
bandpass filter, damping adjustment means connected
with said third branch and having an element variable to
adjust the bandpass of said bandpass filter;

an input terminal for signals to be coupled to the filter;
first impedance means for connecting said input terminal to

a junction between said damping adjustment means and
said third branch; and

second impedance means coupling said junction to said
amplifier output of said high gain amplifier.

3,842,363
CHEMICAL LASER NOZZLE SYSTEM

Arthur Dobrzelecki, Albuquerque, N. Mcx., and Richard C.
Buggein, Montgomery, Ala., assignors to The United States
of America as represented by the Secretary of the United
States Air Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,002
Int. CL HOls i/22

U.S. CI. 331-94.5 G 2 Claims

October 15, 1974

active material, the improvement comprising the use of per-
fluoromethyl iodide as the active medium and an additive of
hexafiuoroazomethane to said active material so that both said
active material and said additive are photolyzed simulta-
neously by the operation of said optical pump.

3,842,365
PULSE GLOW GENERATION FOR LASER SYSTEMS

Richard L. Hundstad, Pittsburgh, Pa., and Owen Parish,
Bearsden, Glasgow, Scotland, assignors to Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 30, 1973, Ser. No. 365,388
Int. CI. HOls i/09

U.S. CI. 331-94.5 6 Claims

1. In a nozzle system for use in a chemical laser having at
least one nozzle and in which said chemical laser a first gase-
ous reactant, a second gaseous reactanl, and a diluent gas
flow, the improvement comprising

a plurality of hollow conduits disposed both in a transverse
attitude to said nozzle, and also downstream of said noz-
zle, wherein each conduit of said plurality of hollow
conduits is compartmentalized internally, one compart-
ment having a first plurality of orifices for admitting one
of said reactants into said flow, and

a second compartment having a second plurality of orifices
for introducing said diluent into said flow.

3,842,364
PHOTOCHEMICAL IODINE LASER

Rangaswamy Srinivasan, Ossining, N.Y., assignor to Interna-
tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,407
Int. CL HO Is i/22

U.S.CL 331-94.5
, ^laim

1. A high pressure gas laser apparatus and circuit for use in
producing a laser output comprising.

an elongated envelope containing a gas medium at high
pressure suitable for supporting a glow discharge,

first and second electrode means positioned within said
envelope and spaced apart one from the other to define
a uniform field discharge gap therebetween;

bias circuit means including an energy storage clement
connected between said first and second electrode means
for maintaining a low current glow discharge therebe-
tween;

said bias circuit further including charging means con-
nected to said storage element for transferring energy to
said storage element;

pulse generating means connected between said first and
second electrode means for generating a pulse voltage
and

switching means responsive to said pulse voltage for selec-
tively and electrically connecting said energy storage
element to said discharge gap for transferring energy to
said glow discharge during said pulses and isolating said
energy storage element from said pulse generating means
at all other times.

-"AH ?f>f35;j(!ES A3

1. A photochemical laser including an active material in a
lasing cavity and optical pumping means for exciting said

3,842,366
DOUBLE DISCHARGE, LARGE VOLUME EXCITATION

GAS LASER
Richard Lee Gordon, Richland, and Errol V. Allen, Benton

City, both of Wash., assignors to Battelle Memorial Institute
Columbia, Ohio '

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,541
Int. CI. HOls 3/09

U.S. CI. 331-94.5 -,nni •

t r> 1 20 Claims
1. Gas laser apparatus in which the improvement comprises

an anode;

a cathode including at least one electron emitting element-
an intermediate electrode supported in spaced relation-
ship between said anode and said cathode;

gas means for providing a starter gas in a first discharge
space between said cathode and said intermediate elec-
trode, and for providing a laser gas in a second discharge
space between said intermediate electrode and said an-
ode, said laser gas being of a different composition than
said starter gas; and

discharge means for producing a first electrical discharge
between said cathode and said intermediate electrode
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Jthrough said starter gas, and for producing a second 3,842,368
electrical dipcharge between said intermediate electrode HYBRID LASER STRUCTURES

John D. Myers, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois, Inc.,

1
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and said anode through said laser gas to cause the laser

apparatus to produce a laser light beam output.

3,842,367
TECHNIQUE AND APPARATUS FOR STABILIZING THE

FREQUENCY OF A GAS LASER
Howard Schlossberg, Lexington, Mass., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air
Force, Washing:ton, D.C.

Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,263
Int. CI. HOls 3H0

U.S.CL 331-94.5 5 Claims
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1. An apparatus for stabilizing the output of a laser at a

desired frequency comprising an absorption cell in optical

alignment with said laser output, means operably connected to

said laser and to said absorption cell for passing said laser

output twice through said absorption cell, said cell containing

a gas and a pair of plates therein, an RF voltage source and an
AF voltage source electrically connected together and to said

plates for subjecting said gas to an RF field and an AF field in

order to induce DC absorption sidelobes in said gas, said gas
exhibiting a first order Stark effect, having an absorption line

centered near the desired frequency for the laser output and
having a pressure sufficiently low that (a) the absorption line

of said gas is Doppler broadened and (b) the linewidth of said

gas is substantially less than the RF frequency applied thereto,

a phase sensitive detecting system operably connected to said

AF voltage source and to the output emanating from said

absorption cell after being twice passed therethrough, and
means operably connecting said phase sensitive detecting

system to said laser for varying said laser output in accordance
with a signal from said phase sensitive detecting system
whereby by applying said RF field at a frequency which is the

difference between the desired operating frequency for the

laser output and the frequency of the center of the absorption

line of said gas said laser output can be locked to said desired

frequency.

Toledo, Ohio
Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,350

Int. CL HOls 3120
U.S. CI. 331-94.5 8 Claims
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1. A hybrid laser structure, in combination,

A. a plurality of lasable plate elements each spaced from its

neighbor and in a path along the optical axis of said laser

structure, and including means for maintaining said plate

elements in said spaced relation, and
B. a lasable cooling liquid filling the spaces between said

plate elements.

3,842,369
DIAZO CHEMICAL TRANSFER LASER

Nathan T. Melamed, and David C. Phillips, both of Pittsburgh,

Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Filed July 20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,181
Int. CL HOls 3122

U.S. CI. 331-94.5 14 Claims

20 ifc 19 i^ 23

1. A chemical transfer laser capable of producing stimu-
lated laser emission, comprising:

a. an optical resonant laser cavity;

b. a laser gas selected from the group consisting of CO and
CO2 and mixtures thereof;

c. diazo gas;

d. means for mixing the laser gas with the diazo gas to form
a gas mixture;

e. means for introducing said gas mixture into the resonant
laser cavity; and

f. means for supplying excitation energy to the diazo gas of
the gas mixture, to form an active laser medium compris-
ing vibrationally excited laser gas by means of energy
transfer by vibrationally excited nitrogen gas molecules
formed by decomposition of the diazo gas.
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3,842,370
COAXIAL TRAPATT OSCILLATOR OPERABLE AT A
FIXED FREQUENCY AND AT A HIGH EFFICIENCY

Timothy T. Fong, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Hughes
Aircraft Company, Culver City, Calif.

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,551
Int. CI. H03b 7114

U.S. a. 331-101 6 Claims

3 ^:T->J- to ,_J: U

a signal comparator connected to said ramp signal genera-
tor for comparing said ramp signal with a predetermined
reference signal, said comparator being operative to
produce an intermediate signal on the occurrence of
equality between said ramp signal and said reference
signal;

a pulse former connected to said comparator and respon-
sive to said intermediate signal to produce an output
pulse on the occurrence of each such intermediate signal;

a ramp signal generator resetting capacitor, means for
charging said resetting capacitor to a predetermined
charge;

switch means operable in response to said output pulse for
connecting said resetting capacitor to said ramp signal
generator to reset said ramp signal generator.

1. An improved TRAPATT oscillator including in combina-
tion:

a. an inner conductor surrounded by a hollow outer conduc-
tor, said conductors being mounted in a predetermined
spaced-apart relationship,

b. a TRAPPATT diode electrically connected to said outer
conductor,

c. an impedance matching step transformer connected
directly between said TRAPPATT diode and said inner
conductor, said step transformer being substantially coax-
ial with said inner conductor and having a radial dimen-
sion thereof greater than the corresponding radial dimen-
sion of said inner conductor, said step transformer being
operable to match the impedance of said TRAPATT
diode with that of an oscillator load, as well as establish
an optimum delay angle, 0rf, for the shock wave generated
by said TRAPATT diode, said step transformer further
establishing a relatively high gap capacitance, C„, for
handling large displacement currents flowing in said
TRAPATT diode, and

d. a plurality of tuning stubs slidably mounted between said
inner and outer conductors for establishing a low pass
filter section of said oscillator, the positions of said stubs
establishing a particular value of impedance seen by said

TRAPATT diode which corresponds to a preselected
frequency for said oscillator when operating at a maxi-
mum DC-RF conversion efficiency, said efficiency deter-
mined by the diode's internal electrical characteristics,

the impedance of said step transformer, said gap capaci-
tance C„ and said delay angle d^.

3,842,372
EXTREMELY FAST GASEOUS STARK FIELD LIGHT
MODULATORS AND Q-SWITCHED LASER FOR THE

INFRARED WAVELENGTH REGION
Yoh-Han Pao, Cleveland Heights, and Paul C. Claspy, Mid-

dleburg Heights, both of Ohio, assignors to Data Optics
Corporation

Continuation of Ser. No. 54,713, Aug. 14, 1970, abandoned.
This application Aug. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 282,821

Int. CI. H01si//(>
U.S. CI. 332—7.51 14 Claims

'-^^- 4>51

3,842,371
VOLTAGE TO FREQUENCY CONVERTER

Thomas P. Kelley, Cornwells Heights, Pa., assignor to Honey-
well Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 405,811
Int. CI. H03k 3102

U.S. a. 331-143 7 Claims

1. A Stark effect infrared light gas modulator for intensity
modulating a substantially monochromatic infrared light beam
at a frequency greater than 0.5 MHz comprising:

a. a volume of molecular gas having non-linear molecules
with permanent dipole moments, said gas having a pres-
sure-broadened natural absorption line,

b. means for directing through said volume of gas an infra-
red light beam, and

c. means for exciting said gas with a varying electric field
having a frequency greater than 0.5 MHz and no greater
than the pressure-broadened bandwidth of the natural
absorption line, whereby the intensity of said light beam
is modulated by said electric field, and the intensity mod-
ulation is non-dispersive and is linear with respect to the
strength of said field.

ri
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1. A voltage to frequency converter comprising
a ramp signal generator for producing a ramp signal the

slope of which is a function of the magnitude of an input
voltage signal;

3,842,373
RADIATION CAMERA AND DELAY LINE READOUT

Victor Perez-Mendez, Berkeley, Calif., assignor to The Regents
of the University of California, Berkeley, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 176,009, Aug. 31, 1971, Pat. No.
3,772,521. This application July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,504

Int. CI. H03h 7130
U.S. CI. 333-31 R 6 Claims

1. A position indicating delay line having distributed signal
access along its length in which the delay of the signal is

proportionate to the distance from the point of signal applica-
tion to at least one end thereof, comprising an elongate insu-
lating plug having uniform cross-section throughout its length,
a plurality of spaced parallel longitudinal conductive strips
extending along the length of the plug to form a ground plane,
a closely spaced conductive winding helically wrapped about
said plug and nearly normal to said ground plane conductive
strips to form an inductive winding thereon, a plurality of
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spaced parallel elongate strips positioned adjacent said wind-
ing and at an angle thereto, means forming a plurality of

spaced conductors having portions positioned in closely

spaced relation to said helical windings and generally running
in the same direction as said windings, means for terminating

the end of said ground plane and said helical winding in a

characteristic imfjedance at each end thereof

3,842,374

FEEDTHROUGH FILTER WITH NON-LINEAR
RESISTIVE DIELECTRIC

Heinz M. Schlicke, Fox Point, Wis., assignor to Allen-Bradley

Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,569
Int. CI. H03h 7114

U.S. CI. 333-79 5 Claims
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1. In a filter the combination comprising:

a feedthrough lead;

a dielectric encircling said lead having a first portion com-
prised of a titanate and a second portion comprised of a

metal oxide varistor material with a high dielectric con-

stant;

an electrode on one face of each of the dielectric portions

in electrical connection with said feedthrough lead, and
a second electrode on an opposite face of each of said

dielectric portions adapted for connection to a conductor
in shunt relation to the feedthrough lead.

3,842,375

ELECTRICALLY HELD THREE POSITION CUTOUT
SWITCH

Richard L. Collette, Hoffman Estates, III., assignor to Guard-
ian Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 4, 1974, Ser. No. 431,142
Int. CI. HOlh 9120

U.S. CI. 335—164 10 Claims
1. An improved switch device comprising, in combination:

a coil;

a biased armature pivotally mounted to pivot about a first

axis with respect to said coil for movement toward and

away from said coil in response to current and lack of
current respectively through said coil; and

push button means pivotally mounted about a second axis

parallel to the first axis, one of said push button means

\

and said armature having a cooperative cam and the

other having a cam follower projection, said cam and cam
follower projection coacting to drive said armature about
the first axis in a sense opposite the operated sense of said

push button means.

3,842,376
FASTENER AND CIRCUIT BREAKER CASE

Charles Mune, Trenton, N J., assignor to Heinemann Electric

Company, Trenton, NJ.
Division of Ser. No. 168,320, Aug. 2, 1971. This application

Nov. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 413,777
Int. CL HOlh 71102

U.S. CI. 335—202 10 Claims
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1. In a molded case circuit breaker,
a case of electrical insulating material,

a linkage mechanism and an electromagnetic device for

actuating said linkage mechanism on predetermined
overloads,

a movable contact and a stationary contact,

said linkage mechanism including a movable arm carrying
said movable contact into and out of engagement with
said stationary contact,

said electromagnetic device comprising
a frame having a leg,

a spool supported upon said leg, and
a tube,

said tube extending through said spool and said leg,

the improvement comprising

an upstanding tapered fiange on said spool,

a pole piece attached to and overhanging said tube,

said spool being disposed between said pole piece and
said leg, and

a spring fastener frictionally engaging a portion of said

tube and abutting said leg, whereby said pole piece is

held against said flange and said spool is held against

said leg.
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3,842,377 engagement with the other of the axially spaced members, said

nu , u n, .
MAGNETIC SWITCH armature being dimensionally restricted in an axial direction

Charles H. Barndt, Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to Clemence
G. Martin, Salt Lake City, Utah, a part interest

Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,358
Int. CI. HOlh 21/00

U.S. CI. 335—207 2 Claims

1. A magnetic switch comprising
a closed housing formed of non-magnetic material, said

housing having a top and a bottom and side wails inter-
connecting said top and said bottom;

parallel, contact members extending through a wall of the
housing and into a plane in the lower portion of the hous-
ing;

a first magnet in the housing extending fully beneath the
parallel contact members;

an electrically conductive ball of material attracted to the
first magnet and adapted to simultaneously rest on the
parallel contact members;

an arm;

a pivot shaft extending outwardly of the housing from a wall
of the housing;

means mounting the arm on the pivot shaft to pivot along-
side the housing in a plane transverse to the plane of the
contact members;

a second magnet mounted on the arm. between the arm and
the housing whereby when said arm is pivoted between
extreme raised and lowered positions, the second magnet
is moved from a position wherein it does not attract the
ball to a position wherein the ball is attracted there-
towards and is raised out of contact with at least one of
said parallel contact members.

to substantially confine the magnetic fields between the axially
spaced members to the common flux path through the arma-
ture.

3 842 379
FOLDABLE OUTER EXTENSIONS OF A LAMINATED

CORE STRUCTURE
Gerald J. Bamett, Washington Township, N.J., assignor to
Gem Electro-Magnetics Company, Inc., Fairfield, N.J.

Filed Aug. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 392,181
Int. CI. HO If J/00

U.S. CI. 335-297 9 claims

3,842,378
DOUBLE CLUTCH FOR VEHICLE AIR CONDITIONING

COMPRESSOR
William C. Pierce, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Pitts Industries,

Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed July 20, 1973, Ser. No. 380,985
Int. CI. HO If 7/08

U.S. CI. 335—220 13 Claims
1. In combination with a pair of axially spaced members and

an armature axially displaceable into engagement with said
members alternatively, torque transmitting control means
comprising a pair of magnetic fiux emitting devices respec-
tively establishing mutually repelling magnetic fields extend-
ing from said axially spaced members on opposite axial sides
of said armature, means respectively mounting said flux emit-
ting devices within the axially spaced members for establishing
a flux path through said armature common to both of said
magnetic fields, and means for selectively collapsing one of
the magnetic fields extending from one of the axially spaced
members to effect axial displacement of the armature into

1. A magnetic cort •;ftructure which comprises a magneti-
cally permeable laminar member, and a protective extension
for said structure attached to said member and foldable with
respect thereto, wherein said laminar member is the outer
most member of a stack of laminations and said extension is

foldable against the edges of the inner laminations.

3,842,380
COMBINED CUT-OUT SWITCH AND CIRCUIT BREAKER
Jean Granson, Saint Quentin, and Jean Hennemann, Hom-

blieres, both of France, assignors to UNELEC, Paris, France
Filed Oct. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 405,212

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 10. 1972
72.35880

Int. CI. HOlh 85/00
U.S. CI. 337-6 ,2 Claims

1. In a combination cut-out switch and circuit-breaker
including a manipulation element having removable plunger-
type fuses respectively connected up in series, each with a
pole of a disjunctor and co-operating with an auxiliary mecha-
nism, the improvement wherein said mechanism comprises
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two main parts, one forming a latch, the other a repeater, said

latch having a position dependent on the state of the circuit-

breaker and which ensures the locking of the position of the

manipulation element of the said cut-out switch, when the said

element has been brought to a position corresponding to an

opening, whatever the original position may be.

3,842,381

INTEGRAL FUSE AND SWITCirSUPPORT FOR METAL-
NCLOSED SWITCH GEAR

Joseph Bernatt, Arlington Heights, and Edward J. Rogers,

Chicago, both of, III., assignors to S & C Electric Company,
Chicago, III. 1

1

Filed Aug. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 393,289
Int. CI. HOlh 85/00

U.S. CI. 337-7

/5

27 Claims

means for electrically interconnecting said guide means
and said switch contact means so that an electrical

circuit is completed between the feeder circuit connec-
tor and the load connector when said fuse is engaged
by said stationary contact means and said guide means,
and said isolator switch means is closed.

3,842,382

ELECTRO-THERMAL RELAY ACTUATOR
Lon E. Bell, Altadena, Calif., assignor to Technar Incorpo-

rated, Arcadia, Calif.

Filed July 19, 1973, Ser. No. 380,841

Int. CI. HOlh 6 7/02

U.S. CI. 337-107 18 Claims
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1. An actuator mechanism comprising a bimetal strip, the

bimetal strip including two contiguous sections having oppo-
site bending action with change in temperature, a thin coating

of electrical insulation bonded to a portion of the surface of

the strip, a thin electrically resistive heater layer bonded to the

surface of the coating and being positioned on only one of said

sections of the bimetal strip, the insulation coating being

sufficiently thin to provide good thermal conductivity between
the resistive layer and the bimetal, means for connecting a

source of electrical current across the resistive layer, and
means supporting the strip at one end in cantilever fashion,

the other end of the strip being movable with bending of said

one section by the resistive layer.

3,842,383
ELECTRIC CONTROL DEVICE

Paul T. Anderson, and James B. Ramsey, both of Beaver, Pa.,

assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,241
Int. CL HOlh 7//20

II.S. CL 337— 151 6 Claims

1. In a metal-enclosed circuit switching arrangement com-
prising feeder circuit conductors for providing a source of

electrical power, load circuit conductors to an electrical load,

a metal housing enclosing said conductors, whereby the im-

provement comprises:

a fuse having first and second ends;

a stationary fuse contact means mounted in the housing for

disengageably engaging the first end of the fuse, a load

circuit conductor being connected to said stationary fuse

contact means;

isolator switch means mounted in the housing, a feeder

circuit conductor being electrically connected to said

isolator switch means;

"a molded plastic insulator strut comprising:

first and second hollow turrets, said first turret being

essentially aligned with said stationary fuse contact

means;

guide means within said first turret for electrically engag-

ing the second end of said fuse when the first end of

said fuse engages said stationary fuse contact means;

switch contact means within said second turret for engag-

ing and supporting said isolator switch means;

1. An electric control device comprising a plurality of pole

units, a stationary contact, a movable contact, a movable
contact mounting member biasing the contacts in a closed

position, means for actuating the contacts to the open position

and comprising a cam shaft having a first arm for each pole
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unit and rotatable between latched and unlatched positions
corresponding respectively to the closed and open positions of
the contacts and being biased in the latched position, means
responsive to an overload current and associated with each of
the pole units for actuating at least one first arm of the cam
shaft to the unlatched position when an electric overload
occurs in at least one of the pole units, reset means operativelv
connected to the cam shaft for rotating the cam shaft to the
latched position, the reset means comprising a manually oper-
ated reset rod movable between retracted and resetting posi-
tions, the cam shaft having a second arm in the path of move-
ment of the reset rod. and the reset rod being biased in the
retracted position and movable against the second arm to
rotate the cam shaft in one direction opposite that of the first
arm.
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3,842,384
DROP-OUT FUSE STRUCTURE WITH LEAF SPRING INHINGE ASSEMBLY FOR PROVIDING A KICKOUT

FORCE
Harold L. Miller, West Elizabeth, and Woodrow G. Shaw

Export, both of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Cor-
poration, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,468
Int. CL HOlh 71110

U.S. a. 337-171
2 Claims

ment with said pivot member of said second ferrule of
said fuse means including:

an electrically conducting member disposed in said 'sec-
ond bracket means to electrically interconnect another
portion of said external electrical circuit and said sec-
ond ferrule,

a resilient spring member disposed adjacent a portion of
said second bracket means, said resilient spring mem-
ber having a generally fiat portion and adjacent thereto
a generally arcuate portion having a predetermined
radius of curvature, said flat portion being the portion
disposed adjacent said second bracket means and being
fastened thereto, said resilient spring member not being
significantly electrically conductive to said external
electrical circuit when compared with the conductance
of other parallel conductive paths of said second
bracket means and said second ferrule, said spring
member being chargeable by said second-ferrule force
transmitting member and residing thereagainst while
said fuse is disposed in said fuse assembly in a position
to protect said external circuit, said arcuate portion
being disposed closer to said support member after said
charging of said resilient spring member than when said
resilient member is in an unchanged state, said radius
of curvature of said arcuate portion being larger than
said predetermined value as a result thereof, said spring
member being dischargeable against said second-
ferrule force transmitting member after fusing to thus
move said second-ferrule force transmitting member to
thus rotate said second ferrule to thus disengage said
first ferrule from said first bracket means and thereby
provide an electrically insulating gap between said first
and said second bracket means.

1. A fuse drop-out assembly, comprising:
A. a support member for supporting parts of said fuse drop-

out assembly;

B. a fuse means including:

a fusible element,

a fuse holder in which said fusible element is disposed,
a first electrically conducting ferrule disposed on a first

portion of said fuse holder and electrically connected
to a first portion of said fusible element,

a second electrically conducting ferrule disposed on an-
other portion of said fuse holder, spaced from said first

portion of said fuse holder and electrically connected
to a second portion of said fusible element spaced from
said first portion of said fusible element, and including
as part thereof a second-ferrule force transmitting
member, a pivot member disposed on said secondary
electrically conducting ferrule, said pivot member
being adapted to allow said interconnected first and
second ferrules, and said fuse holder to rotate there-
about;

C. a first bracket means disposed on said support member,
and adapted to engage said first ferrule of said fuse means
when said fuse means is disposed in said fuse drop-out
assembly in a manner to protect an external electrical
circuit, said first bracket means including an electrically
conducting member disposed in said first bracket to elec-
trically interconnect a portion of said external electrical
circuit and said first ferrule when said fuse is disposed in
said fuse assembly to protect said external circuit; and

D. a second bracket means disposed on said support mem-
ber and spaced from said first bracket means in engage-

3,842,385
HIGH PERFORMANCE TRANSDUCER

Herbert H. Ast, Pacific Palisades, Calif., and Wilson Bradley
Jr., 180 S. Lake Ave., Pasadena, Calif. 91101, assignors to
said Bradley, by said Ast

Filed Sept. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 396,744
Int. CI. HOlc 7116

U.S. CI. 338-32 R ,9 Claims
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1. In a transducer for providing an electrical output that
varies as a function of a displacement input, the combination
comprising

a. spaced poles of opposite polarity,
b. a magnetic flux transmitting armature relatively movable

longitudinally toward and away from the poles to increase
and decrease, respectively, the fiux transmission bv the
armature, ^

c. a flux responsive element carried by the armature to pass
said flux, said element characterized as having electrical
impedance which varies as a function of the intensity of
the flux passed by the element, and
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d. the armature having an overall range of movement be-

tween limits at one of which the flux transmission by the

element is at a maximum, and there being means cooper-
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--at

SJa^,

^6
:

-fia

- .m
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y

ating with the armature to cause the flux passed by said

element to drop to near zero when the armature is at the

other of said limits.

1. A load bearing hinge for mounting a a door in a door
frame and for passing electrical current between the door and
frame through a concealed and tamper-proof electrical wire

comprising a pair of adjacent flat hinge leaves of substantially

uniform thickness having front and rear exterior surfaces,

openings in the leaves to secure them to the door and frame

with their rear surfaces abutting the door and frame, at least

two axially aligned and closely spaced hinge knuckles, one of

said knuckles extending from each adjacent leaf edge, at least

one hinge pin axially received in said knuckles to secure them
in axial alignment while permitting relative pivotal movement
about said aligned axes, means providing a recess within at

least one of the knuckles, a concealed tunnel in each leaf

generally parallel to the front and rear exterior surfaces

thereof and extending through the knuckle associated with the

leaf to said recess, an opening in the rear exterior surface of

each hinge leaf communicating with the corresponding tunnel

in the leaf, the openings in the rear exterior surfaces of the

leaves being sufficiently spaced from their respective knuckles

by said tunnels to permit the openings to be hidden from view

by the door and door frame when the hinge is installed on the

door and door frame, the hinge when installed giving the

outward appearance of a conventional load bearing door

hinge, a continuous and concealed passage from the rear

exterior surface of one hinge leaf to the rear exterior surface

of the other hinge leaf being formed by the two openings in the

hinge leaves, the tunnels in the leaves and the recess, and at

least one electrical wire threaded through the continuous

passage for conducting electrical current through the hinge

and concealed from view and protected from damage by the

hinge leaf material and knuckle material when the hinge is

mounted on the door and door frame.

3,842,387

ADAPTOR FOR SPARK PLUG WIRES TO DISTRIBUTOR
CAP

Carmine A. Santangelo, 85 Ann St., Apt. 2B, Staten Island,

N.Y. 10302
Filed Mar. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 345,282

Int. CI. HOlr 13154

U.S. CI. 339—26 1 Claim

3,842,386
HINGE FOR PASSING ELECTRICAL CURRENT

Charles R. Suska, Roxbury, Conn., assignor to The Stanley

Works, New Britain, Conn.
Continuation of Ser. No. 273,483, July 20, 1972, abandoned.

This application Nov. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 418,022
Int. CL H02g lllOO

U.S. CI. 339—4 6 Claims

/6
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tional plugs and receptacles, each said receptacle having a
female cavity, a male contact fixed in said cavity and a latch-
ing window in one side wall of said cavity and each said plug
having a female receptacle contact mounted therein, said
connector plug comprising:

an elongated body of resiliently deformable material having
central bore extending between forward and rearward
end portions, a locking lance receiving aperture in a side
wall of said bore for fixedly retaining said female contact
therein, and at least said forward end of said body having
a profile adapted to be received within said cavity,

latching means hingedly connected to said forward end of
said body and extending in general alignment with and
along said body, said latching means including a latching

mediate the two axial ends of said groove and the other
O-ring positioned beyond and in intimate contact with
one end of said groove, said one of said O-rings forming
a seal with said housing portions.

3,842,390
LOW COST HIGH VOLTAGE CONNECTOR

Douglas Wade Glover, Harrisburg, and Henry Otto Herrmann,
Jr., Mt. Joy, both of Pa.? assignors to AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 390,142
Int. CI. HOlr 3106; H014 13152

U.S. CI. 339-14 R 10 Claims
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lug extending outwardly of said latching means at a point
in general alignment for engagement with aid latching
window,

a protuberance extending outwardly from said body adja-
cent the hinged connection of said latching means and
adapted to engage said latching means,

resiliently deformable locking means on the free end of said
latching means, said locking means encircling opposite
sides of the rearward end of said body and holding said
latching means resiliently deformed about the protuber-
ance for relative movement toward the plug against inher-
ent biasing of the latching means caused by its deforma-
tion, whereby a predetermined displacement of said
latching means is sufficient to allow the latching lug to be
inserted into and withdrawn from said latching window.

3 842 389
FIELD REPAIRABLE HIGH VOLTAGE CONNECTOR

Douglas Wade Glover, Harrisburg, and Kenneth Oscar Kopen-
haver, Hershey, both of Pa., assignors to AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Aug. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 390,810
Int. CI. HOlr 13152

U.S. CI. 339-60 M i6 Claims

1. A high voltage electrical connector which comprises, in
combination,

a. a barrel of electrically insulating material, said barrel
including a central groove and a hollow mterior, said
hollow interior including sections of differing cross-
section and a shoulder therebetween,

b. a threaded cap having an aperture positioned in said
groove,

c. an O-ring positioned in said groove within said cap and
d. a threaded housing positioned over said barrel and
threadable with said cap to place said O-ring in compres-
sion between said cap and said housing.

3,842,391
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR TAB RECEPTACLE

Helen Dechelette, Saint Cloud, France, assignor to AMP Incor-
porated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,852
Claims priority, application France, Aug. 30. 1972

72.30768

Int. CI. HOlr 27/00
U.S. CI. 339-32 R 3 claims

1. A high voltage connector which comprises,
a. a socket including a pair of mating housing portions, each
housmg portion having plural sets of grooves which mate
with plural sets of grooves in the other housing portion,
b. a resilient boot positioned in a mating pair of said
grooves, said boot including a pair of spaced O-rings
integral therewith, one of said O-rings positioned inter-

1. An electrical connector comprising a generally channeK
shaped receptacle having a base from which extend two up-
standing side walls, the side walls each having an extension
bent back inwardly of the channel towards the base to present
a free edge spaced from the base for gripping resiliently a male
terminal between the free edges and the base, each bent-back
extension being arranged generally fiat against the associated
side wall, a portion of each side wall and bent-back extension
being removed along the bend of the side wall and extension
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intermediate the two axial ends of the side wall, and each free

edge projecting further towards the base at an intermediate

portion corresponding to the removed portion.

3,842,392

PRE-LOADED ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS, ASSEMBLY
APPARATUS AND METHOD

Lionel Dennis Aldridge, Seminole, and Edward Dennman Bun-
nell, Palm Harbor, both of Fla., assignors to AMP Incorpo-
rated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,505
Int. CI. HOlr 9108

U.S. CI. 339-47 R 12 Claims

1. First and second electrical connectors, said connectors

being pre-loaded with electrical contact terminals to which
conductors can be attached, said connectors being mateable
with each other,

said first and second connectors each comprising an insulat-

ing, housing having a mating face and a rearward face,

said mating faces being against each other when said

connectors are coupled, a plurality of contact receiving

cavities extending into said housing from said mating

face, said cavities being in side-by-side relationship and
forming a row,

an electrical contact terminal in each of said cavities, each

of said contact terminals comprising a contact portion

and a conductor-receiving portion,

each of said conductor-receiving portions having a conduc-

tor receiving slot means extending inwardly in a direction

normal to said mating face, said slot means being side-by-

side in said row and each slot means being adapted to

receive a conductor which extends across said mating

face and across said row upon movement of said conduc-

tor laterally of its axis towards said mating face and into

said slot means,

each of said contact portions having contact surfaces which
are proximate to said mating face and which are adapted

to engage, and form an electrical connection with, com-
plementary contact surfaces upon relative movement of

said complementary contact surfaces towards said mating

face and into engagement with said contact surfaces,

said contact surfaces of said contact terminals in one of said

connectors being complementary to said contact surfaces

of said contact terminals in the other one of said connec-

tors whereby,

predetermined conductors can be connected to said terminals

in said first and second connectors by positioning said first and

second connectors adjacent to each other with their mating

faces in side-by-side relationship and facing in the same direc-

tion, locating said conductors with their axes extending across

said mating faces and in alignment with said conductor-

receiving slot means of each of two corresponding terminals

in said first and second connectors, moving said conductors

laterally of their axes into said slot means, and cutting out the

portion of each conductor which is between each correspond-

ing pair of terminals.

927 O.G.—44

3,842,393

MICROMINIATURE MULTI-PIN CONNECTOR
Douglas Wade Glover, Harrisburg; Kenneth Oscar Kopen-

haver, Hershey, and Ralph Larry Geib, Elizabethtown, all of

Pa., assignors to AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Aug. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 390,811
Int. CI. HOlr 13152

U.S. CI. 339—60 M 12 Claims

21

.19

25

1. A microminiature mutli-pin high voltage connector
which comprises,

a. a receptacle, said receptacle including plural electrical

connecting terminals, each of said terminals being en-

cased in a rigid material of substantially circular cross-

section, and
b. a socket, said socket including a rigid outer body with a

resilient insert bonded therein, said insert including plural

apertures and an electrical terminal in each said aperture

for mating with the terminals of said receptacle, said

apertures being defined by an undulating surface having

ridges and valleys, the diameter of said rigid material of

circular cross-section being intermediate the cross-

section through said ridges and said valleys.

3,842,394
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR FOR PLATE ELECTRODE
Lee R. Bolduc, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Medical Plas-

tics, Inc., Minnetonka, Minn.
Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,455

Int. CI. HOlr 11122

U.S. CI. 339—75 R 51 Claims

1. A plate electrode for engaging the surface of a body and
an electrical connector comprising: a plate electrode having
an electrically conductive means, said electrically conductive
means having a substantial surface area for surface engage-
ment with the surface of the body to make a large surface

electrical contact between the electrically conductive means
and the body, and an electrical connector releasably attached
to said plate electrode, said electrical connector having elec-

trical conductor means located in substantial surface engage-
ment with the electrically conductive means, first jaw means
located on one side of said plate electrode, and second jaw
means located on the opposite side of said plate electrode,

said electrical connector means being attached to at least one
of said jaw means, and releasable lock means operable to a

first position to move the first and second jaw means together

to thereby clamp the electrical conductor means in surface
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engagement with the electrically conductive means and mov-
able to a second position to release the first and second jaw
means to thereby release the clamp of the electrical conductor
means from the electrically conductive means, said releasable
lock means including first means mounted on the first jaw
means and projected through holes in the first and second jaw
means, said first means including a first member and a second
member adjustably connected to the first member, cam means
pivotally connected to said first means and engageable with
the second jaw means, and second means secured to the cam
means operable to move the cam means to a first position to
locate the first and second jaw means in a clamped position
whereby the electrical conductor means is held in surface
engagement with the electrically conductive means, said cam
means being movable to a second position to release the first
and second jaw means whereby the plate electrode can be
separated from the electrical connector.

3,842,395
JACK OR PLUG RECEPTACLE

Council A. Tucker, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to American
Telecommunications Corporation, El Monte, Calif.

Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,609
Int. CI. HOlr 13138. 13/54

U.S. CI. 339-91 R ,4 Claims

1. A plug receptacle for a multistab plug with each stab of
the plug having an electrical blade contact, the receptacle
comprising:

a. a base;

b. means on the base for defining a slide guide;
c. means on the base for defining a tongue guide aligned

with the slide guide;

d. means on the base for defining latch well between the
slide guide and the tongue guide, and opening into the
slide guide and tongue guide, the slide guide, tongue
guide and latch well defining a translational path, the
latch well having walls substantially parallel to the path;
e. a latch disposed for translation along the translational
path and being selectively operable to accept and firmly
hold a cooperating catch of the plug to secure the plug
and the plug receptacle together, the latch including:

i. a body having first and second opposite ends and being
slidably disposed in the latch well between the slide
guide and the tongue guide;

ii. a slide extending from the first end of the body into the
slide guide;

iii. a tongue extending from the second end of the body
into the tongue guide;

iv. means for contacting the walls of the latch well to
maintain angular stability of the latch;

f. a plurality of receptacle contacts mounted in the base for
each receptacle contact to engage a separate associated
one of the blade contacts of the plug; and

g. a cover on the base, the cover having an elastically de-
formable roof for bearing on and displacement by the
plug for the stationary engagement of the receptacle con-
tacts by the blade contacts.

3,842,396
CLUSTER BLOCK HOUSING AND PIN RECEPTACLE

Billy Erik Olsson, New Cumberland, Pa., assignor to AMP
Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 354,961
Int. CI. HOlr 9/08

U.S. CI. 339-217 S 4 claims

M 60 62 38 /
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1. A disengagable electrical connector for use with a plural-
ity of closely spaced parallel contact pins disposed in a cup-
like mounting member, said connector comprising:

a unitary block of insulating material having a plurality of
parallel cavities extending therethrough, each of said
cavities being open at both ends and having a throat
portion defined by a pair of side walls converging towards
one another to merge with a pair of parallel walls which
terminate in sharp shoulders extending transversely out-
wardly of the cavity, an abutment extending transversely
across said cavity spaced from said shoulders, and a pin
aperture formed in one wall of each cavity,

a terminal connector received in each said cavity, each said
connector having, from back to front, first and second
ferrule portions adapted to be crimped onto electrical
cable and a channel shaped receptacle portion including
two spaced side walls resiliently integrally connected by
one edge to a central web, an aperture in said central
web, and a locking lance rigidly projecting from an upper
portion of each side wall, each said lance projecting out
of the plane of its corresponsing side wall and away from
the other said side wall, said side walls of said connector
located between said parallel walls of said housing as said
locking lances abut said shoulders, retaining said connec-
tor in said housing, said pins adapted to engage with
interference fit in opposing sides of said connector aper-
ture and between the side walls of said receptacle portion.

3 842 397
ULTRASONIC DISTANCE DETECTION FOR VEHICLES
Thomas Sindle, 15 Roosevelt St., Staten Island, N.Y. 10304

Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 391,087
Int. CI. GOls 9/68

U.S.a. 340-1 R 5 Claims
1. An ultrasonic distance determining device for use on

vehicles and the like comprising:
a plurality of ultrasonic transducers each located along the

sides of the vehicle;

transmitter means having its input coupled to each of said
transducers, said transmitter means comprising an indi-
vidual transmitter coupled to the input of said transduc-
ers; receiver means coupled to each of said transducers,
said receiver means comprising an individual receiver
coupled to the output of each of said transducers;

switch means coupled to the input of said transmitter means
and said receiver means so as to selectively operate said
transmitter means for each of said transducers and then
operate said receiver means for a predetermined time
interval; and

indication means comprising a plurality of indicating lamps
wherem each of said lamps are connected to the output
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of each of said receivers for providing an indication of the

proximity of external objects located a predetermined

•^J 9 -^ f I

' -tt^

'^,

distance frorri the vehicle corresponding to the predeter-

mined time interval of the receiver for each of said trans-

ducers.

3,842,398

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR DEPLOYMENT OF
EXPENDABLE VELOCIMETER TO ELIMINATE

DOPPLER SHIFT ERROR IN THE MEASUREMENTS
Donald P. Massa, Cohasset, Mass., assignor to Massa Division,

Dynamics Corporation of America, Hingham, Mass.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,383

Int. CI. H04b 11/00

U.S. CI. 340—5 S 8 Claims

6 6 9-

3,842,399

REPETITIVE BYTE RECOGNITION CIRCUIT
Joseph George Kneuer, Fair Haven, and William Joseph Law-

less, Middletown, both of N.J., assignors to Bell Telephone

Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, Berkeley Heights,

NJ.
Filed Jan. 2, 1974, =Ser. No. 429,563

Int. CI. H04I 1/08

U.S. CI. 340-146.1 BA 10 Claims

/Lac (.Olh-
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1. A circuit for recovering multibit data bytes encoded into

successive groups of n repetitive data bytes, comprising,

means for selecting every n'" one of the encoded data bytes;

means for detecting mismatches in corresponding bits of

successive encoded data bytes; and

means repsonsive to the mismatch detection for aligning, in

time, the operation of the selecting means.

3,842,400

METHOD AND CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR
DECODING AND CORRECTING INFORMATION
TRANSMITTED IN A CONVOLUTIONAL CODE

Gustav Liefeld, and Charles Kurvin, both of Ottobrunn, Ger-

many, assignors to Messrschmitt-Bolkow-blohm GmbH,
Munich, Germany

Filed Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 311,383

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 18, 1971,

2163105
Int. CI. G06f 11/12

U.S. CI. 340—146.1 AQ 12 Claims
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1. In a system for directly measuring the sound velocity vs.

depth profile along a vertical axis in a body of water, velocim-

eter means responsive to the velocity of sound in the immedi-

ate vicinity of said velocimeter for generating an acoustic

signal in said water, said signal having a frequency which is

proportional to said velocity of sound, signal pickup means
including a length of electrical cable towing a hydrophone for

converting said acoustic signal into an electrical signal, means
for releasably securing said velocimeter in close proximity to

said hydrophone during said tow, and means responsive to a

command signal for releasing said securing means to drop said

velocimeter from the point where said hydrophone is located

at the instant of drop.
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l.A method of decoding and correcting a data sequence

expressed in a convolutional code, and transmitted as two
sequences of parity bits generated, from the information to be

coded, by respective generator matrices and which sequences

are formed by modulo-2-adders at selected places of a shift

register adjusted to the constraint length of the code, the

sequence differing at only one place of the shift register, said
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method compnsing the steps of combining successive received
parity bits by modulo-2-addition to form pairs of parity bits in
a data Sequence D; thereafter decoding, wite a time delay the
two parity bits of each pair to form respective data sequences
A and B; the parity bits belonging to the information to be
coded due to the time delay, standing at the same place in
each of the data sequences A, B and D; comparing the data
sequences A. B and D to derive a data sequence D' containing
the uncoded information; and transmitting the data sequence
D', bit by bit. in accordance with the conditions-

1 whenever A = B = D, D' = D
2 whenever A = B D, D' = D
3, whenever A B, D' = D;

where the condition "2" signifies a correction.
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h. a positive error gate connected to said first circuit said
positive error gate being connected to said positive
counter gate for producing an error signal in response to
said first signal and a subsequently received positive
ternary pulse;

i. and a negative error gate connected to said second circuit
said negative error gate being connected to said negative
counter gate for producing an error signal in response to
said second signal and a subsequently received negative
ternary pulse.

3,842,401
TERNARY CODE ERROR DETECTOR FOR A
TIME-DIVISION MULTIPLEX, PLLSE-CODE

MODULATION SYSTEM
James S. Smith, Jr., and James W. Williams, both of Lynch-

burg, Va., assignors to General Electric Company. Lynch-
burg, Va.

• J J

Filed Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 395,833
Int. CI. H04b 1/66; G08c 25/00; H03k 13/32

U.S. a. 340-146.1 AB ^ Claims

3,842,402
BAYESIAN ONLINE NUMERIC DISCRIMINATOR

Allen Harold Ett, Bethesda, and Walter Steven Rosenbaum,
Silver Spring, both of Md., assignors to International Busi-
ness Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 409,526
Int. CI. G06k 9/00

U.S. a. 340-146.3 S 2 Claims
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1. For use in a time-division multiplex, pulse-code modula-
tion system using a ternary code, an error detector for indicat-
ing that the net positive ternary pulse count exceeds a selected
limit and for indicating that the net negative ternary pulse
count exceeds a selected limit, said error detector comprising
a. a first circuit adapted to be connected to said system for
responding lo positive ternary pulses;

b. a second circuit adapted to be connected to said system
for responding to negative ternary pulses;

c. a counter having a positive input, a negative input a
plurality of normal outputs, and a plurality of inverted
outputs;

d. a positive counter gate having a plurality of inputs respec-
tively connected to selected ones of said counter outputs
for producing a first signal in response to a selected posi-
tive count in said counter;

e. a negative counter gate having a plurality of inputs re-
spectively connected to selected ones of said counter
outputs for producing a second signal in response to a
selected negative count in said counter;

f. a positive control gate connected between said first circuit
and said positive input of said counter for applying posi-
tive ternary pulses thereto, said positive control gate
being connected to the output of said positive counter
gate for blocking said positive ternary pulses in response
to said first signal;

g. a negative control gate connected between said second
circuit and said negative input of said counter for apply-mg negative ternary pulses thereto, said negative control
gate being connected to the output of said negative
counter gate for blocking said negative ternary pulses in
response to said second signal;

1. An apparatus for discriminating the alphabetic or num-
eric character of a character field scanned by an optical char-
acter recognition machine, comprising;

an optical character recognition machine adapted to se-
quentially scan the characters in a character field, analyze
the features of each character scanned, compare the
features of each character scanned with a first matrix of
stored features of alphabetic characters, output on a first
output line the alphabetic character whose stored fea-
tures most nearly match the features of each character
scanned, for all characters scanned, compare the features
of each character scanned with a second matrix of stored
features of numeric characters and output on a second
output line in synchronism with said output on said first
Ime, a numeric character whose stored features most
nearly match the features of the character scanned, for
each character scanned;

a first shift register connected to said first OCR output line
for sequentially loading and storing the alphabetic field
which IS the OCR alphabetic interpretation of the
scanned character field, outputted on said first line;

a second shift register connected to said second OCR out-
put line, for sequentially loading and storing the numeric
field which is the OCR numeric interpretation of the
scanned character field, outputted on said second line

a first storage address register connected to said first OCR
output line for sequentially storing each alphabetic char-
acter in the alphabetic field outputted on said first OCR
output line;

a second storage address register connected to said secondOCR output line for sequentially storing each numeric
character in the numeric field outputted on said secondOCR output line;

a first storage means connected to said first and second
storage address registers, having stored therein the condi-
tional probabilities that a certain alphabetic character
was inferred by the OCR given that a certain numeric
character was scanned, for all combinations of alphabetic
characters with numeric characters, said first storage
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means being accessed by the contents of said first and

second storage address registers to yield the conditional

probability that the numeric character stored in the sec-

ond storage address register was misread by the OCR as

the alphabetic character stored in the first storage address

register;

a second storage means connected to said first and second

storage address registers, having stored therein the condi-

tional probabilities that a certain numeric character was

inferred by the OCR given that a certain alphabetic char-

acter was scanned, for all combinations of alphabetic

characters with numeric characters, said second storage

means being accessed by the contents of said first and

second storage address registers to yield the conditional

probability that the alphabetic character stored in the

first storage address register was misread by the OCR as

the numeric character stored in the second storage ad-

dress register;

a first storage output register connected to said first storage

means for sequentially storing each conditional probabil-

ity value accessed from said first storage means by said

first storage address register;

a second storage output register connected to said second

storage means for sequentially storing each conditional

probability value accessed from said second storage

means by said second storage address register;

a first multiplier means connected to said first storage out-

put register for calculating the product of all the condi-

tional probabilities accessed from said first storage

means, said product being a first total conditional proba-

bility that all numeric characters stored in the second

shift register were misread by the OCR as the alphabetic

characters stored in said first shift register;

a second multiplier means connected to said second storage

output register for calculating the product of all the con-

ditional probabilities accessed from said second storage

means, said product being a second total conditional

probability that all the alphabetic characters stored in the

first shift register were misread by the OCR as the nu-

meric characters stored in said second shift register;

a comparator connected to said first and second multiplier

means for comparing the magnitudes of said first and

second total conditional probabilities and outputting an

indication that a scanned character field is alphabetic if

said second total conditional probability, is greater than

said first total conditional probability, or is numeric if said

first total conditional probability is greater than said

second total conditional probability.

3,842,403

OPTICAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM
John G. Konopka, Mundelein, III., assignor to Warwick Elec-

tronics, Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,318
Int. CL H04q 1/00; G08b 13/18

U.S. CI. 340-170 8 Claims

Ml

signal during an interval of time corresponding selectively to

either the positive going or negative going portion of said

alternating current power, said transmitter including radiation

means, first and second diodes, and switch means connected

in circuit with said first and second diodes and said radiation

means whereby either said first or said second diode may be

connected in series with said radiation means; and a receiver

connected to said power supply to have phase correlation with

the transmitter and having means for detecting the transmitted

signal and means providing selectively different outputs corre-

sponding to the time at which said signal is transmitted, said

receiver including a pair of electronic switches, one switch

being responsive to a signal transmitted during an interval of

time corresponding to the negative going portion of said alter-

nating current power to provide a first output and the other

switch being responsive to a signal transmitted during an

interval of time corresponding to the positive going portion of

said alternating current power to provide a second output, and

means for causing operation of one or the other of said

switches.

3,842,404

DATA DISPLAY
Keith Jeremy Crook, Hitchin, England, assignor to Interna-

tional Computers Limited, London, England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 219,737, Jan. 21, 1972. This

application Sept. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 400,676

Int. CI. G06f 3/14

U.S. CI. 340—172.5 5 Claims

1. A remote control for use with a power supply providing

alternating current power, comprising: a transmitter con-

nected to said power supply having means for transmitting a

1. In a data display system comprising a data processor and
a plurality of high speed repetitive display units, means for

interconnecting said processor and said units comprising:

timing means for producing sequencing signals for selecting

each of said display units in turn;

a plurality of signal channels from said processor, one for

each display unit, each channel comprising separate com-
. mand and data signal paths;

data signal storage means, common to all said data signal

paths;

first switching means, responsive to said sequencing signals,

for connecting the data signal path corresponding to the

currently selected display unit to the data storage means;

second switching means, responsive to said sequencing

signals, for applying data from the data storage means to

the currently selected display unit for updating the dis-

play provided by that unit;

a plurality of command signal storage means respectively

connected to said command signal paths, each command
storage means thus being capable of having command
signals written into it from its corresponding command
signal path during periods when the corresponding dis-

play unit is not selected;

third switching means, responsive to said sequencing

signals, for selecting command signals from the command
storage means corresponding to the currently selected

display unit; and
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control means responsive to the command signals so se-
lected by said third switching means to control read in

and read out of data to and from said data storage means.

3,842,405
COMMUNICATIONS CONTROL UNIT

Brian D. Key, Winchester; Michael L. Kingdom Hockings;
Michael N. G. Lovelace, both of Chandlers Ford; Howard C.
Rankin, Southampton, and Jonathan B. Stredwick, Chan-
dlers Ford, all of England, assignors to International Busi-
ness Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 226,441
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 2, 1971,

5880/71

Int. CI. G06f 9116
U.S. CI. 340-172.5 6 Claims

.
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corresponding group to transfer data between said one
line and a location in the store holding a data field of the
data service instruction, and

means responsive to the processor signals for transferring
data between the processor and the location in the store
holding the data field of the data service instruction.

.

/ 3,842,406
CYCLIC RECORDING SYSTEM BY THE USE OF AN

ELASTOMER IN AN ELECTRIC FIELD
Nicholas K. Sheridon, Fairport, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Corpo-

ration, Stamford, Conn.
Division of Ser. No. 101,729, Dec. 28, 1970, Pat. No.

3,716,359, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 23,649, March
30, 1970, abandoned. This application Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No

309,379
Int. CI. G03g 13122

U.S.CL 340-173 R 50 Claims
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sembly and an alarm buzzer within said housing, a plunger
assembly within said housing and including a plunger disposed
to project through said base wall opening and a rocker lever
pivotally mounted at its intermediate portion within said hous-
mg, said plunger extending away from one arm of said rocker
lever, spring means urging said plunger outwardly of said
housing and into engagement with said mounting plate when
said base wall is in said alarm ready position, and said primary
switch assembly including primary switch closing means for
energizing said alarm buzzer disposed to be actuated by the
other arm of said rocker lever upon outward movement of said
plunger when said base wall is swung out of said alarm ready
position away from said mounting plate.
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3,842,411
DRIVING CIRCUIT FOR A DISPLAY DEVICE

Okito Naito, Suwa, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa
Seikosha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 203,104
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 25, 1970, 45-

Int. CI. G08b 5136
U.S. CI. 340-332 4 Caims

HldH i/CLTAdC
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1. A driving circuit for selectively coupling a display device
to a source of high voltage in response to a relatively low
voltage comprising switching circuit means formed from MOS
transistors for selectively coupling said source of relatively
high voltage to said display device in response to the applica-
tion thereto of said relatively low voltage, said MOS transis-
tors including two pairs of MOS transistors, the MOS transis-
tors of each pair being connected in series along their respec-
tive source-drain paths through a connecting point, each pair
of series-connected MOS transistors being further connected
in series with said source of high voltage, the gate electrode of
a first of the MOS transistors of each of said pairs being cou-
pled to said relatively low voltage for switching thereby, the
gate electrode of the second of the MOS transistors of each
pair being connected to the connecting point of the other pair
of said MOS transistors, said display device being connected
to one of said connecting points in parallel with the source-
drain path of the first transistor in series with said one con-
necting point.

the improvement for providing a current generator which
develops a very small current without requiring the use of
an excessively large resistor, comprising:

first and second transistors;

means connecting the bases of said transistors together;

means connecting the emitters of said transistors together;
a resistor connected between said emitters and a supply
voltage line to produce a flow of current through both of
said transistors and said resistor when the two transistors
are switched on;

switch means responsive to one bit of a digital input signal
and including means to activate both of said transistors
together; and

means connecting the output of said first transistor to said
current supply terminal to furnish thereto a fractional
portion of the total current flowing through both of said
transistors.

3,842,413
ANALOG-DIGITAL CONVERTER OF THE

RE-CIRCULATION TYPE
Jean-Louis Lagarde. Arpajon, France, assignor to Compagnie

Industrielle Des Telecommunications Cit-Alcatel, Paris
France '

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,369
Claims priority, application France, Nov. 17 1971

71.41171
' '

Int. CI. H03k 13100
U.S. CI. 340-347 AD ,3 c,ai„.

•,qD • .^> O <^,

3,842,412
HIGH RESOLUTION MONOLITHIC
DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTER

Walter R, Spofford, Jr., Bedford, Mass., assignor to Analog
Devices, Incorporated, Norwood, Mass.

Filed Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308,687
Int. CI. H03k 13104

U.S. CI. 340-347 DA 25 Claims
I. In an IC digital-to-analog converter, wherein a plurality

of individual switchable current generators are connected to
a common current supply terminal to furnish weighted current
contributions thereto when selectively activated by a digital
input signal, each of said current generators having a control
terminal to which a switch signal is supplied to activate the
associated current generator;

;0

1. An analog-to-digital convertor of the re-circulating type
for compression law coding having a coding characteristic
formed by n sections whose successive slopes decrease ac-
cording to binary law, comprising clock means for supplying
clock pulses, at least one amplifier having a gain of 2 for
amplifying a level to be coded applied to an input of the
amplifier, first threshold comparator means connected to said
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amplifier for comparing amplified positive levels to be coded
with a predetermined threshold and providing an output indic-

ative thereof, second threshold comparator means connected
to said amplifier for comparing amplified negative levels to be
coded with a predetermined threshold and providing an out-

put indicative thereof, said first and second threshold compar-
ator means having an operating rhythm controlled by the

clock pulses, counter means for counting clock pulses starting

with an original pulse, shift register means, and logic switching

means for controlling the application of clock pulses to said

counter means and to said shift register means, said logic

switching means being responsive to an output of said first or

second threshold comparator means indicating that a thresh-

old has been exceeded for a first time for blocking the count-

ing of pulses by said counter means and for enabling the

application of clock pulses to said shift register means,
wherein the complete coding is formed by a first series of bits

supplied by said counter means indicating the order of the

section of the coding characteristic and a second series of bits

supplied by said shift register means indicating the position of

the level of the section.

3,842,414
BINARY CODED DECIMAL CONVERSION APPARATUS
Tien Chi Chen, San Jose, Calif., and Irving Tze Ho, Pough-

keepsie, N.Y., assignors to International Business Machines
Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,004
Int. CI. H03k 13124; H04I 3100

U.S. CI. 340-347 DD 14 Claims
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1. Apparatus for encoding multidigit binary-coded-decimal
numbers, each of a predetermined first quantity of bits, into

encoded numbers each having a second quantity of bits less

than said predetermined quantity, said apparatus comprising:

means for selecting a set from a class of sets of bit symbols
with each set corresponding to a respective combination of

the bits in the most significant position of each of the four-bit

groups representing the respective digits of the binary-coded-

decimal number to be encoded; said selected set being the set

corresponding to said respective combination and determin-

ing certain of the bits of the multi-digit binary-coded-decimal

number to be encoded and leaving undetermined the other

bits of said multi-digit binary-coded-decimal number to be
encoded; register means having a plurality of bit positions

equal to said second quantity, means for transmitting said bit

symbols of said selected set to respective predetermined posi-

tions in said register means, and means for transmitting said

undetermined other bits of said multi-digit binary-coded-

decimal number to other respective predetermined positions

in said register means, whereby said register means will store

an encoded number representing and having fewer bits than

said multi-digit binary-coded-decimal number.

3,842,415

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER WITH ADAPTIVE
FEEDBACK

Paul Wray Osborne, Neptune, N.J., assignor to Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, Berkeley Heights,

NJ.
Filed Nov. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 413,918

Int. CL H03k 13116
U.S. CI. 340—347 AD 10 Claims
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1. An encoder for encoding analog samples into digital

representations comprising an encoder input terminal for
receiving each of said input analog samples, a multiplier con-
nected to said input terminal to multiply each successive
sample at the input of said multiplier by a predetermined
factor betweeen predetermined time intervals, at least one
level detector connected to said multiplier to compare the
output of said multiplier with a predetermined threshold at the
end of each of said time intervals, said at least one level detec-
tor producing a first digit at the end of each of said time
intervals when the output of said multiplier is less than said

threshold, and a second digit at the end of each of said time
intervals when the output of said multiplier is greater than said

threshold, network means connected to said multiplier and
said at least one level detector to change the output of said

multiplier by a constant value at the end of each of said time
intervals when the output of said at least one level detector is

said second digit, and means connecting an encoder output
terminal to said at least one level detector to receive the

digital word formed by the successive digits produced by said

at least one level detector, said multiplier comprising the

combination of a parallel interconnected capacitor and nega-
tive resistor means to produce exponential signals in response
to each of said input samples, the product of the values of said

capacitor and negative resistor means being such that the
absolute magnitude of each of said exponential signals in-

creases by said predetermined factor between said predeter-
mined time intervals.

3,842,416
INTEGRATING ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER

Tetsutaro Eto, 16-14, Kamisoshigaya-3, Tokyo, Japan
Filed May 9, 1972, Ser. No. 251,678

Claims priority, application Japan, May 1 1, 1971, 46-31371
Int. CI. H03k 13/20

y,S. CI. 340-347 NT 6 Claims
1. An analog to digital converter comprising in combina-

tion:

a. an integrating amplifier means,
b. a source of clock pulses,

c. a timing signal generator that produces timing pulses that

define for each conversion cycle a series of time intervals

the first and second of which are selected portions of a
conversion cycle and each of the remainder of which is

half the preceding interval,
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d. means for applying a signal of unknown amplitude and 3 842 418polanty to said integrating amplifier only during the first RADAR CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENT APPARATUSfmmg mterval of each conversion cycle to obtain an Herbert W. Lorber, 14755 P^aXos Ct San Dk^o Canfamplifier output representative of the unknown signal 92129
renasquiios ct., San Diego, Calif.

e. means for applying signals of known amplitude and polar- Filed Feb 8 1973 Ser No ^^n ^7«
.ty to said amplifier during the second and each of the i„7 CI Gots b/02

U.S. CI. 343-5 SA 4 claims

following time intervals to reduce the amplifier output
toward zero, and

f. means for counting the clock pulses during those time
intervals following the second interval and during only
those time intervals in which the polarity of the amplifier
output at the start of the interval is the same as the polar-
ity of the amplifier output at the end of said first time
interval.

3,842,417
BISTATIC RADAR SYSTEM

Frederick C. Williams, Topanga, Calif., assignor to Hughes
Aircraft Company, Culver City, Calif.

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 225,804
Int. CI. GOls 9102; HOlg 3126

U.S. CI. 343-5 R 7 Claims

_ _ t
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a function of the output of said integrator; providing said time
varying signal to the integrator and providing the output of the

a,/

(£>'!
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3,842,424
EXPOSURE CONTROL DEVICE IN SINGLE-LENS

REFLEX CAMERA
Tokuichi Tsunekawa, Yokohama; Solchi Nakamoto, and Goro
Hasegawa, both of Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to Canon
Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 11, 1973, Set. No. 350,195
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 20, 1972, 47-39753

Int. CI. G03b im
U.S. CI. 354-31 14 Claims

integrator to the variable gain circuit; and recording the out-
put of the variable gain circuit in positional relationship with
the trace of said time varying signal.

3,842,423

EXPOSURE CONTROL APPARATUS
Loren J. Craig, Springwater, and William T. Hochreiter, Roch-

ester, both of N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 407,375
Int. CI. G03b 7//4, 7120

U.S. CI. 354-29 6 Claims

105

1. In a camera of the type having adjustable diaphragm and
shutter means, lens means which is selectively adjustable to
one of a plurality of focal lengths and light responsive means
for automatically controlling said diaphragm and shutter
means to effect a photographic exposure according to a prede-
termined program, the improvement comprising:

adjustable program control means, operatively associated
with said diaphragm and shutter means, for varying said
predetermined program of photographic exposure; and

means, operatively associated with said lens means and said
program control means, for adjusting said program con-
trol means in response to adjustment of said lens means
so as to provide a more optimum relationship between
shutter speed and depth of field for a focal length selected
for said lens means.

1. An exposure control device in a singlelens reflex camera
for metering light which has passed through the picture-taking
lens of the camera to automatically effect a shutter speed
control, said device comprising:

light receiving means disposed so as to receive, before
release of the shutter, at least part of the light which has
passed through the picture-taking lens and also to re-
ceive, after the release of the shutter, light reflected by a
film surface, said means having a relatively slow response
characteristic to permit high speed shutter control by
utilizing said characteristic of said means, while also
enabling low speed shutter control by the light reflected
by the film surface;

optical means for directing at least part of the light which
has passed through said picture-taking lens to said light

receiving means, said optical means being movable out of
the picture-taking optical path to interrupt, during pic-
ture-taking, the direction by said optical means to said
light receiving means of said light which has passed
through said picture-taking lens;

control means connected to said light receiving means to
control the opening and closing of the shutter of the
camera, said control means including:

a time limit circuit electrically connected with said light

receiving means;
a switching circuit connected with said time limit circuit;

and

actuator means for closing the shutter connected with
said switching circuit and adapted to actuate the shut-
ter to close in response to reversal of said switching
circuit.
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3,842,425

APPARATUS ENLARGING THE RANGE OF EXPOSURE
TIME CONTROL

Kiyoshi Kitai, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Haisha

Lattari Tokerten, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 168,216, Aug. 2, 1971, abandoned.

This application June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,277

Claims priority, application Japan, July 31, 1970, 45-66507

Int. CI. GOlj im
U.S. CI. 354-51 6 Claims

I. For use in a camera having a shutter, a built-in automatic
exposure time control apparatus for controlling the exposure
time of a shutter in a camera comprising, detector means
having means detecting when in use the brightness of a subject

being photographed and brightness-level determining means
for determining whether the brightness of said subject is above
a given level or below said given level, said detector means
comprising a detecting circuit including a photoconductive
element for sensing said brightness and said brightness-level

determining means comrpising a comparator comparing a

given voltage and a variable voltage under control of said

photoconductive element varying in dependence upon said

brightness, signal-developing n^eans coactive with said detec-

tor means developing an output signal for closing said shutter

after opening thereof to determine exposure time comprising
first means for determining the exposure time as a function of
said brightness of said subject and second means connectable
to said first means including capacitor means, said brightness-

level determining means further including means for connect-

ing said second means to said first means when said brightness

is below said given level to augment said first means and to

jointly therewith vary said output signal, and means receptive

of said output signal for use as a command to close said shut-

ter.

3,842,426

LATCHING OVER-CENTER TYPE LOAD BINDER
Ralph A. Ratcliff, and Bruce E. Ratcliff, both of P.O. Box 543,

Belmont, Calif. 94002
Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,906

Int. CI. B66f 3m
U.S. CI. 254-78 13 Claims

thereof and a manually graspable handle portion at the

other end thereof,

B. a first clevis member pivotally connected with said lever

adjacent said one end thereof, including

1 . structure thereon for operatively connecting said

binder to a first load hold down element,

C. a second clevis member operably connected with said

lever and movable between predetermined positions

along said offset portion, whereby variable mechanical
advantage features are imparted to said binder as the

same is moved between an open or load unbinding posi-

tion and a closed or load binding position, said second

clevis member including

1 . structure therein for operatively connecting said binder

to a second load hold-down element;

D. said lever having a curved bearing surface in said offset

portion thereof over which said second clevis member
rides during load binding and unbinding,

E. a pin operatively connecting said second clevis member
with said lever which is ridable over said bearing surface

thereon as said lever moves between said load unbinding

and binding positions,

F. latching structure on said first clevis member with which
said pin is engageable as said lever is moved into the

dead-center position during load binding, and

G. means on said lever engageable with said pin to positively

urge the same from engagement with said latching struc-

ture when said lever is moved from said load binding

position toward said load unbinding position,

1. said means comprising a tongue at the end of said lever

which is opposite said handle portion,

2. said tongue normally being spaced from said pin when
said pin is engaged with said latching structure so that

said lever may be moved a substantial distance from
said load binding position toward said load unbinding

position before said tongue engages said pin to posi-

tively urge said pin out of engagement with said latch-

ing structure.

3,842,427

PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA HAVING AN INTEGRAL
MECHANICALLY POWERED ELECTRIC GENERATOR
William E. Shoupp, 343 Maple Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15218,
and Walter V. Bratkowski, 3314 Idaho Ave., McKeesport,
Pa. 15132

Filed July 17, 1973, Ser. No. 380,180

Int. CI. G03b 1 5103
U.S. CI. 354-135 15 Claims

1. An over-center type latching load binder comprising

A. an operating lever having an offset portion at one end

1. In combination with a photographic camera having a

shutter that is controlled by a shutter-actuating mechanism,
means for energizing and operating an electrical device associ-

ated with said camera comprising;

an electric generator comprising a stationary permanent
magnet having a pair of spaced pole pieces that extend
from said permanent magnet and together therewith

define a single magnetic circuit, means movable to and
from bridging relationship with said pole pieces and oper-

ative when so moved to change the reluctance of said

magnetic circuit, a wire coil in inductive relationship with

said magnetic circuit and oriented to generate a voltage

pulse in response to changes in the reluctance of the
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magnetic circuit produced by the movement of said
bridging means,

a spring coupled to said bridging means and arranged, when
tensioned and then controllably released, to rapidly shift
the position of said bridging means relative to the pole
pieces and cause said wire coil to generate a voltage
pulse,

latch means operative to hold said bridging means in spring-
loaded position and, in response to the operation of said
shutter-actuating mechanism, subsequently release it, and
electric circuit means connected to said wire coil for
delivering the generated voltage pulse to an electrical
device that is associated with the camera.

3,842,428
CAMERA FLASH CONTROLS WITH INTERNAL LIGHT

DETECTION
Masahiro Kawasaki, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Asahi Kogaku
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 337,872
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 8, 1972, 47-23163

Int. CI. HOSb 41100
U.S. CI. 354-145 9 Claims

ter blades comprising a slit-forming shutter blade having a
straight edge and actuated with said straight edge substantially
normal to a plane transversely to the exposure aperture and
transverse to the direction of movement of the slit-forming
shutter blade and a plurality of other shutter blades; means
mounting said first group of shutter blades; and means mount-
mg said second group, of shutter blades, each mounting means
comprismg a pair of actuating levers comprising a selectively
driven operating main lever and an auxiliary lever, pivotal

1. In a camera, flash means for providing first preparatory
fiash illumination prior to film exposure and then main flash
illumination during film exposure, preparatory control means
operatively connected with said flash means for controlling
the duration of preparatory flash illumination, timing circuit
means including memory means operatively connected with
said preparatory control means for detecting and storing an
electrical quantity representing the time duration of the pre-
paratory flash illumination, and main control means opera-
tively connected with said flash means and with said timing
circuit means for determining the duration of main flash illum-
ination at least in part in accordance with said electrical quan-
tity.

•
3,842,429

FOCAL PLANE SHUTTER BLADE ARRANGEMENT AND
SUPPORT

Kiyoshi Kitai, Tokyo; Eiichi Onda, Saltama; Mitsuo Koyama,
Chiba; Shinji Nagaoka, Chiba, and Tadashi Nakagawa,
Chiba, all of Japan, assignors to Seiko Koki Kabushiki Kai-
sha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 359,875
Claims priority, application Japan, May 15, 1972, 47-47830

Int. CI. G03b 9110
U.S. CI. 354-250 5 claims

1. For use in a focal plane shutter, a shutter blade arrange-
ment and support comprising; means defining an exposure
aperture; a first group of shutter-opening shutter blades opera-
ble from an operative position closing the exposure aperture
when the shutter is cocked to an operative position opening
the exposure aperture for the taking of a photograph; a second
group of shutter-closing shutter blades operable from an oper-
ative position spaced from the exposure aperture to an opera-
tive position jointly closing the exposure aperture subsequent
to the opening of said exposure aperture; each group of shut-

means pivotally connecting one end portion of the main and
auxiliary levers to the slit-forming shutter blade on axes dis-
posed in a line parallel to said straight edge, means pivotally
connecting the auxiliary lever to the main lever intermediate
the ends of both, means pivotally mounting the other end
portions of both levers for pivotal movement about axes dis-
posed in a line parallel to said straight edge and means mount-
ing the remaining shutter blades in the group for sequential
movement in response to the movement of said main lever.

3,842,430
FOLDING CAMERA WITH LOW COST BELLOWS

William Hudspeth, Norwell, Mass., assignor to Polaroid Corpo-
ration, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Dec. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 429,092
Int. CI. G03b 17104, 19/20

U.S. a. 354-187 22 Claims

1. A folding camera comprising:
a housing including at least first and second housing sec-

tions mounted for relative movement between a compact
folded position and an extended position wherein said
first and second housing sections define a space therebe-
tween;

optical means for transmitting image-bearing light along an
optical path in said space, when said first and second
housing sections are located in said extended position;

a collapsible and erectable bellows formed of a flexible,
light-opaque material of the type having oriented stretch
characteristics whereby said material has minimum
stretch along a first set of orthogonal axes and maximum
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stretch along a second set of orthogonal axes disposed at

a predetermined angle of rotation with respect to said

first set of axes;

said bellows being coupled to said first and second housing

sections for movement therewith between a compact

collapsed position when said first and second housing

sections are in said folded position and an erected posi-

tion, when said first and second housing sections are in

said extended position, wherein said erected bellows

defines symmetrical opposing light-blocking walls in said

space symmetrically disposed with respect to a plane of

symmetry of said optical path for excluding extraneous

light from said optical path;

said bellows and said first and second housing sections being

operatively associated such that said first and second

housing sections apply tension forces to said erected

bellows and said bellows being configured such that said

flexible material has one of its axes of maximum stretch

oriented in the general direction of said tension forces;

and
means for directing said tension forces along a pair of pre-

determined lines on each of said opposing bellows walls

such that said lines are substantially parallel with said one

axis of maximum stretch to define a pair of fold lines in

each opposing wall along which said opposing walls fold

to assume said collapsed position of said bellows as said

first and second housing sections move towards said

folded position

3,842,431

EYECAP FOR A COMPACT CAMERA
Kotaro Sakuma, No. 48-12, Higashu-Ogu 6-chome, Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Oct. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 403,609

Claims priority, application Japan, May 1, 1973, 48-521 16

Int. CI. G03b 11/04

U.S. CI. 354-287 2 Claims

finder without interference from stray light rays which

could otherwise enter his vision from between his eye and

the finder;

said eyecap portion being resiliently foldable from a rear-

wardly flaring condition of use, to an at least partially

inside out condition to cause the camera including the

eyecap to become more compact for carrying and stor-

age.

ERRATA
For Classes 358—75 and 358—12 see:

Patents Nos. 3,842,195 and 3,842,196

3,842,432

MAGNETIC TAPE TRANSDUCING SYSTEM
Jerome H. Lemelson, 85 Rector St., Metuchen, N.J. 08840

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 295,807, Oct. 10, 1972, which

is a continuation of Ser. No. 224,131, Feb. 7, 1972, Pat. No.

3,699,266, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 142,748,

Aug. 28, 1961, Pat. No. 3,646,258, which is a division of Ser.

No. 515,417, June 14, 1955, Pat. No. 3,003,109. This

application Mar. 11, 1974, Ser. No. 449,602

Int. CI. Glib 5/54, 19/20

U.S. CI. 360—105 4 Claims

1. For a compact camera having a generally rectangular

back with a viewer sight therein, an eyecap comprising:

a frame having a back and three peripheral sidewalls which

extend forwardly at the top, bottom and one end thereof;

means defining an opening through the frame, positioned

to overlie the camera viewer when the frame back is in

place against the camera back with the three frame side-

walls respectively engaging the top, bottom and one end

of the camera;

resilient plate means secured to and lining the first two of

said sidewalls of the frame and the forward side of the

back of the plate from adjacent said opening to adjacent

the opposite end of said frame, said resilient plate means

including adhesive means for securing the eyecap to the

camera; and

a cap member of resilient material, including a base portion,

having means defining an opening therethrough, and a

flaring tubular eyecap portion;

means securing the base of the cap member to the frame

with said openings through each in axial alignment so that

the eyecap portion flares rearwardly from around the

opening through the base, whereby a photographer may

press his face, peripherally of his eye, against the rear of

the eyecap portion to permit him to view through the

1. A record tape transducing apparatus comprising in com-

bination:

a magazine containing record tape and including supply

take-up means for a length of elongated record tape.

said magazine having side walls and end walls surrounding

said tape.

an opening in an end wall of said magazine.

means for guiding a portion of said tape in a fixed path past

said end wall opening.

a first cylindrical member rotatably supported behind said

portion of said tape which is guided in said fixed path,

a second cylindrical member,
a scanning transducer.

a common support for supporting said second cylindrical

member and said scanning transducer.

a base having means for removably supporting said maga-

zine at a location therein whereby said second cylindri-

cal member and said scanning transducer are in direct

alignment with said end wall opening in said magazine,

means for guiding said common support in movement to-

wards and away from said magazine along a path wherein

said scanning transducer may be operably positioned

with respect to said portion of said tape disposed at said

end wall opening from a distance away from said maga-

zine wherein said transducer is out of operative relation

with said tape of said magazine.
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means for driving said common support from a first loca-
tion wherein said second cylindrical member is out of
operable contact with said tape and is disposed awayfrom said magazine to a second location wherein said
second cylindrical member is engaged against said tapeand forces said tape against said first cylindrical member
and wherein said scanning transducer moves with saidcommon support towards said magazine and become op-
eratively disposed for scanning said portion of said tape
aligned with said opening in said end wall of said maea-
zine, and °

means for power rotating one of said first and second cylin-
drical members when said first and second cylindrical
members are engaging said tape therebetween to drive
said tape between said supply and said take-up means

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

., ^ 3,842,433
MAGNETIC TAPE DRIVE AND TRANSDUCING METHODJerome H Lemelson, 85 Rector St., Metucben, N.J. 08840
Contmuation-.n-part of Ser. No. 295^07, Oct. 10, 1972, which

3 6^Ti:r'^i f ^"' ''"• '^^''^»' ^''*- 7' »972, p;t. no.

: ',o '
*"'*^'' ^^ " continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 142 748

"i' 'l\ V^h
*'"'• ''"• '''^'2^«' -^•'^•' - - divisL of Ser

No. 515,417, June 14, 1955, Pat. No. 3,003,109. This
application Mar. 11, 1974, Ser. No. 449,601

Int. CI. Glib 5/54, 19/20
U.S. CI. 360-105 «^, .

1 A ^ .u J r .
8 Claims

1. A method of transducing information relative to a mag-
netic tape comprising: ^

guiding a length of elongated magnetic tape in a fixed path
which path is located closely adjacent to a first rotatable
cylindrical member disposed on one side of said tape at
a location whereby said cylindrical member is capable of
engaging said tape,

movably supporting a common mount for a transducer
adjacent said fixed path, which transducer is operable for
magnetically transducing signals relative to said tapewhen in engagement with said tape, and

October 15, 1974

rotatably supporting a second cylindrical member on saidcommon support towards said magazine and become op-
eratively disposed for scanning said portion of said tape

tirst disposing said common mount for said transducer and
said second cylindrical member at a first location to
provide said transducer away from but in direct alignment
with a free length of said tape disposed along said fixed

path with said second cylindrical member located by saidcomrnon mount in direct alignment with said first cylin-
drical member and just off said tape

moving said common mount for said transducer and saidsecond cylindrical member a predetermined distance
towards said tape to cause said transducer to engage andbecome operatively coupled to said tape and to simulta-
neously cause said second cylindrical member to engageand pinch said tape against said first cylindrical member
and '

power rotating one of said first and second cylindrical mem-
bers while said tape is pinched therebetween and the
other cylindrical member to drive said tape past said
transducer so as to permit transducing operations to be
performed relative to said tape.

DESIGNS
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233,186
SHIRT

Jeiry J. Calhoun, Sr., 393 Lewis Blvd. SE.,
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33705

FUed May 23, 1972, Ser. No. 256,204
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2r-02
U.S. CI. D2—208

233,189
CUFF LINK RETAINER

Eugene A. Lakos, 201 E. 66th St,
New York, N.Y. 10021

Filed May 18, 1972, Ser. No. 254,823
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CL D2—03
VS. CL D2—405

233,187
Sia BOOT

Alden B. Hanson and Chris A. Hanson, Boulder, Colo.,
assignors to Hanson Industries, Inc., Boulder, Colo.

FUed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,349
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D2—04
U.S. CL D2—276

233,190
ORGAN BENCH

Hubert S. Shearin and Charies Riley, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignors to Manual Arts Furniture Company, Cincin-
nati, Ohio

FUed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,513
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—01
U.S. CL D6—32

233,188
SKI BOOT

Alden B. Hanson and Chris A. Hanson, Boulder, Colo.,
assignors to Hanson Industries, Inc., Boulder, Colo.

Filed Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,698
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CL D2—04
VS. a. Til—116

233 191
COMBINED GAME TABLE AND SEATING UNIT
Caine Turner, 938 W. 46th St 90037, and Connie Marie

Turner, 1926 W. 66th St 90047, both of Los Angeles,
Calif.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,550
Term of patent 14 years

Int CL D6—03
U.S. CL D6—45

1273
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233,192
SOFA

Morris F. Fisher, Carmel, Ind., assignor to Jadcson
Chair Company, Inc., Danville, Ky.
Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,476

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—(7i

VS. CI. D6—63

233,193

»* _, „ CHAIR
Morris F. Fisher, Carmel, Ind., assignor to Jaclison

Chair Company, Inc., Danville, Ky.
Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,477

Term of patent 14 years

.TO ^. 1,.
Int. CI. D6—0/

VS. CI. D6—69

233,194

m„ _. „ CHAIR
Morris F. Fisher, Carmel, Ind., assignor to Jackson

Chair Company, Inc., Danville, Ky.
FUed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,475

Term of patent 14 years
'°*- CI. D6—Oi

U.S. CI. D6—71

233,195
SHIRT DISPLAY RACK

Romie L. Le Fever, Irving, Tex., assignor to Self Serv
Fixture Co., Inc., Dallas, Tex.

FUed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,557
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D6—04
VS. CI. D6—85

233,196
TOILET BOWL BRUSH HOLDER

James C. Fry, Wooster, Ohio, assignor to Rubbermaid
Sales Corp., Wooster, Ohio

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 278,934
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D7—99
U.S. a. D6—85

X

233,197
SOAP DISPENSER

James R. Findlay, 4861 Arvilla Drive S. 43623, and
James C. Lower, 4729 Corey Road 43623, both of
Toledo, Ohio

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,759
Term of patent 14 years

WTO ^ ,.
Int CI. D23—(?2

U.S. a. D6—95
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233,198
TABLE

Warren D. Petersen, St. Charies, III., assignor to
Interiake, Inc., Chicago, Dl.

Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,621
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D6—05
U.S. CI. D6—177

233,201
SERVING TRAY FOR PIZZA
Brian C. Egan, 230 E. Ontario,

Chicago, m. 60611
Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,443

Term of patent 7 years
Int CI. D7—07

U.S. CL D7—21

^

n

\

233,199
FLOWER RACK

John E. Monet 7416 Deep Run Lane, Birmingham, Mich.
48024, and Frederick P. Brunette, Farmington, Mich.;
said Brunette assignor to said Monet

FUed Oct 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,678
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D6—04
U.S. CI. D6—183

233,202
PLATTER

John A. Chemak, Bedford Heights, Ohio, assignor to
TomUnson Industries, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio

FUed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,416
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D7—01
VS. a. D7—21

233,200
MASSAGE CUSHION

Alfred W. Madl, Glendale, Wis., assignor to Oster
Corporation, MUwaukee, Wis.

Filed Oct 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,371
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D6—09
VS. CI. D6—201

233,203
FISH CLEANING BOARD

Ernest Wade Hughes, Rte. 1, Box 290A,
Breckenridge, Tex. 76024

nied Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 336,947
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D7—0^
U.S. CI. D7—46
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233,204

FOOD GRATER
Kenneth F. Fisher, Roseland, N.J., assignor to Acme

Metal Goods Manufacturing Company
FUed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,308

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D7—04

U.S. CI. D7—47

October 15, 1974

233,207
LAUNDRY BASKET

Charles F. Molzen, Wooster, Ohio, assignor to
Rubbermaid Sales Corp., Wooster, Ohio
Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 278,933

Term of patent 7 years

WTO ^. '•»• CI. D7—05
U.S. CI. D7—163

233,205
JIGGER

Lawrence R. Wagner, 5539 E.
Anita A. Hendricks, 6932 E.
73129, both of Tulsa, Okla.

Filed Jan. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 322,766
Term of patent 14 years

FTC r^. T^. J°^' ^'- D7—07; DIO—04
U.S. CI. D7—50

47th St. 73129, and
15th Place, Apt. 119

233,208
FOLDING ADJUSTABLE GRILL

Saul Epstein, 5015 Varna Ave.,
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 90067

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,215
Term of patent 7 years

,To ^. I°t. CI. D7—02
U.S. CI. D7—107

_ 233,206
INSULATED JUG OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Thomas W. Kaufman, 420 W. Main St.,
Carrollton, Ohio 44615

FUed Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 298,620
Term of patent 14 years

.Tc ^. «- Int. CI. D7—07
U.S. CI. D7—61

233 209
STEAMING AND BRUSHING APPLIANCE FOR

UNCREASING TEXTILES
Marc Terraillon, Gaillard, France, assignor to

Terson S.a.r.l., Annemasse, France
Claims priority, application Switzerland Nov. 24, 1972

FUed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,721
Term of patent 14 years

^"*- CI. D15—05
U.S. CI. D7—164
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" 233,210
REFUSE COMPACTOR CABINET

Charles S. Bassin, Longmeadow, Mass., assignor to The
Compactor Corporation, Chicopee, Mass.
Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 287,910

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D7—07

U.S. CI. D7—194

233 212
HAND SAW CONSTRUCTION

Raymond C. Dreier, Chicago, III., assignor to Dreler
Brothers, Inc., Chicago, III.

FUed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,513
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—Oi
U.S. CI. D8—96

233,213
VACUUM INLET

James F. Anderson, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to
Ander-Mel, Incorporated, Wyoming, Mich.

Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,706
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—99
U.S. CI. D8—187

233,211
PNEUMATIC CRUSHING MACHINE

Alexandr Alexandrovich Vikhlyaev, ulitsa Parkovaya
16-a; Georgy Mikhailovich Nosikov, ulitsa Gogolya
17, kv. 48; Nikolai Ivanovich Semenov, ulitsa Vetluzh-
skaya 14, kv. 7; and Alexandr Inokentievich Fedulov,
uUtsa Michurina 17, kv. 5, all of Novosibirsk, U.S.S.R.

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,865
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—07
U.S. CI. D8—67

233,214
FLOW CONTROL CLAMP

Edward T. Sanelli, Buffalo Grove, 01., assignor to
Redmer Plastics, Inc., Franklin Park, III.

Term of patent 14 years
Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,180

Int. CI. D8—05; D24—99
U.S. CI. D8—229
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233,215
SPRING FASTENER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Sigurd Walter Bengtsson, Bruksgatan 17,
Goteborg, Sweden

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,655
Claims priority, application Sweden May 18, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. DS—08

U.S. CI. D8—264

233 218
PACKAGING CONTAINER OR THE LIKE

Elmer C. Lynn, 405 Kimberiy Lane,
Des Moines, Iowa 50317

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,483
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—Oi
U.S. CI. D9—219

3^P

233,216
BOTTLE

Nicolas Medina Cachero, Cadiz, Spain, assignor to
Cnadores, Almacenistas y Distribudores de Jeres,
S.A., Cadiz, Spain

Filed July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,393
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9--01
U.S. CI. D9—111
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233,226
PNEUMATIC TIRE TREAD AND BUTTRESS
Carl F. Smajd, St. Clair Shores, Mich., assignor to

Uniroyal, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 15, 1973, Sen No. 388,508

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D12—75

U.S. CI. D12—149

233,228
PNEUMATIC TIRE TREAD AND BUTTRESS
Monte D. Mehring, Femdale, Mich., assignor to

Uniroyal, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 385,218

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D12—75

U.S. CI. D12—151

233,227
PNEUMATIC TIRE TREAD AND BUTTRESS
Carl F. Smajd, St. Clair Shores, Mich., assignor to

Uniroyal, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,670

Term of patent 14 years

WTO ^. Int. CI. D12—75
U.S. CI. D12—151

233 229
MOBILE HOME HITCH COVER

Lloyd R. Hershberger, Rte. 1, Bremen, Ind. 46506
Filed Oct. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 403,529

Term of patent 7 years

wTc ^ ,.
Int. CI. D12—70

U.S. a. D12—162
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233 230
VENETIAN SHUTTER

Takeo Hashiba, 74-31 Shirahatanishi-machi,
Yokohama, Japan

Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,864
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D25—02
U.S. CI. D13—1 M

^
1

233,231
COMBINED MEMO PAD AND PEN HOLDER
Chuzo Mori, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Carl
Manufacturing Company Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,280
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D19—02
U.S. CI. D19—78

233 232
HANDLE FOR HUNTING KNIFE
Rudolf Koppe, 27 Kennlnghall Blvd.,

Streetsville, Ontario, Canada
Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,128

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D22—02; D8—05

U.S. CI. D22~l

233,233
AEROBIC SEWAGE TREATMENT TANK

Patrick J. Murray, Exton, and John Robert Barry,
Downingtown, Pa., assignors to Nayadic Sciences, Inc.,
Eagle, Uwcbland, Pa.

Filed Apr. 12, 1972, Ser, No. 243,537
Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D23—07
U.S. CI. D23—

2

233,234
COMBINED SPOUT AND DIVERTER VALVE FOR

A SHOWER OR THE LIKE
Dennis Charies Arbon, Boughton-on-the-Water, En^nd,

assignor to Walker Crosweller & Company Limited,
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, England

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,257
Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct. 23, 1971

Term of patent 14 years
Int CI. D23—07

U.S. CI. D23—20
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233,235
FAUCET

Dennis Charles Arbon, Boughton-on-the-Water, England,
assignor to Wallier Crosweller & Company Limited,
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, England

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Sen No. 247,255
Clamis priority, application Great Britain Oct. 23, 1971

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D23—07

U.S. CI. D23—23

233,237
HUMroiFIER RESERVOIR

Burton Shaflfer, Lincolnwood, and Arthur A. Morgan.
Arhngton Heights, III., assignors to Hamilton Humi^ty
Inc., Chicago, III.

"
Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,649

Term of patent 14 years

WT« ^ Int. CI. D23—04
U.S. CI. D23—146

\ ,o
©
D!

233,236
FAUCET

Dennis Charles Arbon, Boughton-on-the-Water, England,
assignor to Walker Crosweller & Company Limited,
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, England

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,256
Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct. 23, 1971

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D23

—

01
U.S. CI. D23—23

SI?

r flo,

233 238
ANTHROPOMETRIC MODEL

John Edward Reid, Warwick, and Richard Joseph Cos-
pove and Christopher David Mathews, Coventry, Eng-
land, assignors to Chrysler United Kingdom Limited,
London, England

Filed Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,840
Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain May 22, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D19—07

U.S. CI. D25—1 R
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233 239
ELECTRICAL TERMINAL

David E. Welsh, Arcadia, Calif., assignor to Scanbe
Manufacturing Corporation, El Monte, Calif.

Filed Mar. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 233,393
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. B13—03
U.S. CI. D26—1 E

233,242
MILITARY PLAQUE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Morley Brotman, Tacoma, Wash., assignor to Morley
Studios, Tacoma, Wash.

Filed Sept 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,408
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll—02
U.S. CI. D29—23 A

233,240
PLUNGER SWITCH

Francis C. Schmidt, Berkley, Mich., assignor to Sorenson
Manufacturing Company

FUed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 360,122
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D13—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—13 R

233,243
COMBINED CROSS AND PEACE SYMBOL

Marvin Le Croy Hicks, 22 Melville Ave.,
Greenville, S.C. 29605

Filed Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 349,964
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dll—02
U.S. CI. D29—23 A

,
233,241

CIRCUIT BREAKER CASE
Charles Mune, Trenton, NJ., assignor to Heinemann

Electric Company, Trenton, NJ.
Original design application Aug. 2, 1971, Ser. No.

168,534, now Patent No. 230,275. Divided and
this application Feb. 4, 1974, Ser. No. 439,588

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D13—03

U.S. CI. D26—13 R

,'7?^'i,V -

233,244
LABORATORY MIXER

Robert Stannis Quandt, Deerfield, III., assignor to Sybron
Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,916
Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. D24—02
U.S. CI. D32—

2

lti UU t]Q'iJ''UiJ'UULl"l]PB |—

1
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233,245
EDUCATIONAL GAME BOARD
Walter Hesener, 66 Rue de la Prulay,

Geneva, Switzerland
Filed July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,426

Claims priority, application Switzerland Jan. 17, 1972
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—0/
U.S. CI. D34—5 SS

233,248
CHARM OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Bernard Bernstein, 3224 Bronx Blvd.,

Bronx, N.Y. 10467
Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,186

Term of patent 14 years
lot. CI. Dll—01

U.S. CI. D45—17

233,246
SHUTTLECOCK

Frank William Popplewell, Saffron Walden, England,
assignor to Dunlop Limited, Erdington, Birmingham,
England

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 301,214
Claims priority, application Great Britain Apr. 29, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D21—02

U.S. CI. D34—5 SH

233 249
multibulb'lamp tree

Remer Lubge, 271 Warren St., New York, N.Y. 11201
and Herbert LubaUn, 1024 W. Broadway, Woodmere,

Filed Mar. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 345,909
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—05
U.S. CI. D48—20 A

233,247
SWIMMER'S FOOT FIN

Kazuo Tabata, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki
Kaisha Tabata (also known as Tabata Co., Ltd.). Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 289,100
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—02
U.S. CI. D34—44

,^

\

8

233,250
PORTABLE FLUORESCENT LANTERN

Darren J. Lowrance, Tulsa, Okla., assignor to Lowrance
Electronics, Inc., Tulsa, Okla.

Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 286,858
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—02
U.S. CI. D48—24 R

8
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233,257
ADJUSTABLE-HEAD ELECTRONIC FLASH UNIT

Wilfried Holtje, Braunschweig, Germany, assignor to
Rollei-Werke Franke & Heidecke, Braunschweig, Ger-
many

Filed July 16, 1973, Sen No. 379,559
Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 18, 1973

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D16—05

U.S. CI. D61—1 F

233 258
ADJUSTABLE-HEAD ELECTRONIC FLASH UNIT

Claus Prochnow and Werner Steinbock, Braunschweig,
Germany, assignors to Rollei-Werke Franke &
Heidecke, Braunschweig, Germany

Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,560
Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 18, 1973

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D16—05

U.S. CI. D61—1 F

233,260
PUMP

Harry J. Sadler, St. Paul, and Ramon Pareja and John
Leschisin, MnneapoUs, Minn., assignors to Lear Sieeler.
Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of abandoned design application Ser.

.J^^Jl^'^^"*' ^"^- 2» 1971. This application May 24,
1972, Ser. No. 256,633

'

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D15—02

U.S. CI. D65—1 R

233,261
DESK TOP MEMO STAND

WilUam Macowski, Caldwell, N.J., assignor to Ketcham
& McDougall, Inc., Roseland, N.J.

Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,584
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D19—02
U.S. CI. D74—1 C

233,259
ADJUSTABLE-HEAD ELECTRONIC FLASH UNIT

Claus Prochnow and Werner Steinbock, Braunschweig,
and Jochen Kramer and Hans Schdnfeld, Wolfsburg,
Germany, assignors to Rollei-Werke Franke &
Heidecke, Braunschweig, Germany

Filed Oct. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 410,250
Claims priority, application Germany May 9, 1973

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D16—05

U.S. CI. D61—1 F
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233,267
SHOE DISPLAY TREE

Robert C. Smith, Camden, N.Y., assignor to Rocliester
Shoe Tree Co., Inc., East Rochester, N.Y.
FUed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,883

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D7—99

U.S. CI. D86—10 D

233,268
BAKERY TRAY OR THE LIKE

Hugh B. Eraser and Gale S. Roush, Bartlesville, Okla.,
assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company
Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,489

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D3—99

U.S. CI. D87—1 R

cc --'-'> ;-Lv ,:^l2^^X^_

^:y^^ic^^^^nnt^ >

jt^^^g^-^r^NP^r^

233 269
SOFT SURFACE FLOOR COVERING

Gerald E. White, Albertson, N.Y., assignor to
Congoleum Industries, Inc., Kearny, NJ.
Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,308

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6

—

04
U.S. CI. D92—4 R

233,270
PORTABLE BEVERAGE DISPENSER

Thomas M. McTigue, St. Matthews, Ky., assignor to
Tempus, Inc., Jefferson County, Ky.
Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,993

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D15—(?S

U.S. CI. D94—3 B
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233,271
JUICE DISPENSER OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Donald E. Holcomb, Brooklyn Center, Minn., assignor to
The Cornelius Company, Golden Valley, Minn.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,866
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIS—05
U.S. CI. D94—3 A

233 273
AUTOMOTIVE EMBLEM

John Matosian, 1222 Feather St,
Anaheim, Calif. 92802

FUed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,687
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D20—Oi
U.S. CI. D96—12 R

233 272
COMBINED SIGN AND FOUNTAIN

William D. King, Jr., Glendale, Calif., assignor to Pan
Nova, Inc., Santa Fe Springs, Calif.
Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,305

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D20—<?i; D23—Oi

U.S. CI. D96—12 N 233,274
LUGGAGE IDENTIFICATION TAG
William S. Klitzner, 1 Umberland Drive,

Lincoln, R.I. 02865
FUed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,491

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D19—(75

U.S. n. D96—13



LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

Patents were issued on the i 5th day of October, 1 974
Note—Arranged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name ( in accordance with city and

telephone directory practice).

A. Ahlstrom Osakeyhtio: See—
Dorfel, Gerhard Walter, 3,84 1 ,578.

A. O Smith Corporation: See—
Pleiss, Bernard J., Jr , and Surmacz, Theodore J , 3,842,297

A-T-0 Inc: See-
Carter, Sidney T.. 3,84 1 ,946.

A/S Apothekernes Laboratorium for Specialpraeparator: See—
Nettii, Per, 3,842,003.

Aaron, Colin; Edwards. Alan Harold; and Tessier, Keith Campbell, to
Esso Research and Engineering Company. Hydrocarbon oil contain-
mg ethylene copolymer pour depressant 3,84 1 ,850. CI. 44-62,000

AB Kabi: See—
Andersson, Lars-Olof; and Andersson, Maggie Miller, 3,842,061

AB Welin: See-
Nilsson. Per; and Bergstedt. Bertil. 3,84 1 ,439
Nilsson, Per; and Bergstedt. Bertil. 3,84 1 .539

Abbott Laboratories: See-
Jones. Peter Hadley; Martin. Jerry Roy. McAlpine, James Bruce;

Pauvlik, Jeanne Marie; and Tadanier. John Soloman. 3.842.069
Tadinier. John Soloman; and Martin. Jerry Roy, 3,842.068

Absher, Larry R ; and Woodie, Richard M. Air treating apparatus
3,841,063, CI. 55-228.000.

ACF Industries, Incorporated: See-
Hammonds, James C ; and O'Leary, Walter E., 3,84 1 ,236.

Acomb, Byron Hillen, to Union Carbide Corporation. Anti-surge ox-
ygen cylinder valve 3,84 1.353, CI. 137-630.000.

Acushnet Company: See—
Jepson, John W.; Lyon, Herbert W ; and Brown, Robert A..

3.841.199.

Adams. Clarence Maurice, to Swiss Aluminium Ltd.. mesne. Universal
lock device for right hand or left hand applications 3,841,768. CI
403-3.000.

Adams. Heribert: See—
Koenig. Walter; and Adams, Heribert, 3.841,415.

Adams, James E., Jr.: See-
Haas, Warner E. L.; Adams, James E., Jr.; and Flannery, John B

Jr, 3,842,275.

Adams, Kenneth D.; and Greulic, Robert G., to Singer Company, The
Needle thread tensioning module for lock stitch sewing machines
3,841.248. CI. I 12-254.000.

Adams. Stewart Sanders. Armitage. Bernard John; Bristow. Norman
William; and Heathcote, Bernard Vincent, to Boots Company
Limited. The Xanthenvl semicarbazides as gastric antisecretory
agents 3.842. 178. CI. 424-283.000.

Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation: See—
Blanchette. Robert G, 3,84 1 ,87 1

.

Aero-Dyne: See—
Culpepper. Clifford. Jr.. 3.84 1 .434.

AGFA-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Fergg. Berthold; Zahn. Wolfgang; and Hujer. Friedrich

3.841,936.
Agfa-Gevaert N.V : See—

Pollet. Robert Joseph; Vandenberghe. Antoon Leon; and Van-
denabeele, Hubert, 3,841,878

Willems, Josef Frans; Vandenbergh, Atoon Leon; Pollet, Robert
Joseph; Maeda, Sajiro; Roosen. Raymond Albert; and Philip-

paerts, Herman Adelbert, 3,84 1 ,877.

Agraz-Guerena, Jorge; Gary, Paul Alexander; and Lepselter, Martin
Paul, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated. Method of in-

tegrated circuit fabrication. 3.84 1 .9 1 8, CI. 148-1 .500.

Aida Engineering, Ltd.: See—
Harada, Suguru;and Kuroyanagi, Moritaka, 3,841,143.

Air Knife, Inc.: See—
Henderlit, James H., IH, 3,84 1 .9 1 1

.

Air Pollution Industries, Incorporated: See-
Pike. Daniel E. 3.841 ,061

.

Air Products and Chemicals. Inc.: See—
Erby, William A; and Tompkins. James F., 3.842,126.
lacoviello, John G., 3,84 1 ,960

Airco, Inc.: See-
Bryant, Gerald T.; and Mayfield, James L., 3,84 1 ,520.

Hay, Wayne W, 3.841,327.
Sielaff,Ulrich. 3,841,560.
Slack, Don S. 3,841,344.

AjinomotoCo., Inc.: See—
Asai, Soichiro; Ishii, Shoichi; Tabira, Tsutomu; Tsuchiya, Eigo;
and Tazuke, Hideo, 3,84 1 ,966.

Akahane. Tatsuro, to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha Watertight
watch case. 3,841,085. CI. 58-90.00r.

Akashi. Naotomo. to Nippon Sheet Glass Co . Ltd Apparatus for
producing a ribbon-like glass having a metal oxide coating formed
thereon. 3.84 1 ,858. CI. 65- 1 8 1 .000.

Aktiebolaget Bofois: See-
Falcone, Francesco; and Hunnes, Odd Pedcr. 3,84 1 .429

Aktiengesellschaft Oederlin & Cie. Armaturenwerk Wettingen: See—
Amblank. Robert. 3,84 1 ,346

Aktieselskabet de Danske Sukkerfabrikker: See—
Giersing, Jorgen, 3,841,908

Akzona Incorporated: See—
Greven. Hendrik Marie. 3.842.064

Albach. Robert W ; Mathers. Kenneth R ; and Carlson. Reuben T . to
Niagara Therapy Manufacturing Corporation Hand manipulated
bodymassager 3.84 1.32 1. CI 128-36.000.

Albertassi. James H.: See-
Tufts, Wesley M ; and Albertassi. James H . 3.840.914.

Albright & Wilson Limited: See-
Collier, John Richard; and Porter, Alan Sidney, 3.842,093

Aldridge, Lionel Dennis, and Bunnell, Edward Dennman, to AMP In-

corporated Pre-loaded electrical connectors, assembly apparatus
and method. 3,842,392, CI. 339-47.00r.

Allamanna Svenska Electriska Aktiebolaget: See—
Nilsson, Jan, 3,84 1.1 28

Allegheny Ludlum Industries. Inc.: See—
Burk. David L. 3.841,385.

Allen, Errol v.: See-
Gordon, Richard Lee; and Allen, Errol V , 3,842,366

Allen. Walter E.. to Paul. Peter. Electronics Compensating plunger for
solenoid valve and method of making. 3.840.959. CI 29-157 1 Or

Allen. William Douglas; and Morris, Michael, to Science Research
Council. Electrostatic generator. 3,842.293. CI. 310-6.000

Allen-Bradlev Company: See—
Schlicke', Heinz M.. 3.842.374.

Allied Chemical Corporation: See

—

Fuhrmann. Robert; Koff. Fred W.; and Sifniades, Stylianos.
3,842,073.

Lewis, Donald J. ,3.84 1.654.

Wilder, Marion Archer; Ward, Charles Spurgeon; and Ward,
Allen Edens. 3.841.159

Woolf. Cyril; Clifford. Bryce, and Beyleveld. Wilhelmus Maria.
3.842.127.

Young David E.; Gould. Douglas E.; Anderson, Lowell Rav; and
Fox. WiliamB. 3.842.156.

Allis-Chalmers Corporation: See-
Wagner. Robert J.. 3,84 1 ,696.

Allmanna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget; See—
Boksjo, Carl Ingvar, 3.842,335.
Karlsson, Signar, 3.84 1 ,688.

Allmanna Svenska Elektriska Aktiegolaget: See—
Ekstrom. Ake; Juhlin, Lars-Erik; and Olsson, Karl-Erik.

3,842,337.
Alston, Robert B.: See-

Burnett. David B.; and Alston. Robert B.. 3,84 1 ,403.
Altenburger, Otto; and Dorazio, Alton, Jr., to Stromberg-Carlson Cor-

poration Path finding system. 3.842,214, CI. 179-18.0ea.
Aluminum Company of America: See-

Russell, Allen S.; Jarrett, Noel; and Stoup. Philip T.. 3,842,163.
Amblank, Robert, to Aktiengesellschaft Oederlin & Cie. Arma-
turenwerk Wettingen. Pivotable outlet insertable in plumbme
3,84 1,346. CI. 137-119.000.

Amemiya, Shigeo: See—
Sakai, Kiyoshi; Yusa, Takashi; Sasaki, Masaaki; Amemiya. Shigeo;

Yamazaki, Mitsuo; and Kojima. Koichi, 3.842,1 16.

Sakai, Kiyoshi, Yusa. Takashi; Sasaki, Masaaki; Amemiya, Shigeo;
Yamazaki, Mitsuo; and Kojima Koichi, 3,842, 117.

American Cyanamid Company: See—
Berkelhammer, Gerald; and Asato, Goro, 3,842,1 74.
Booth, Robert Ben, 3,842,01 3.

Brand, William W; and Bullock, Milon Walker. 3.842,096.
American Home Products Corporation: See—

Henniger, Peter Wolfgang, 3,842,077.
McKinley, Wayne A.; and Sarantakis, Dimitrios, 3,842.066
Rees, Richard W., 3.842,065.
Sarantakis, Dimitrios, 3.842,067.

American Metal Climax, Inc.: See-
Barry, Henry F.; Hallada, Calvin J.; and Moore. Fred W

3,842,009.
American Optical Corporation: See—
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Coates. Vincent John, Welter. Leonard M . and Gold. James J

3.842.272.

Daynard. Richard F.. 3,841,336.
Dianelti. Joseph C, 3,842,254.

Gee. Alan E.; and Snilzer, Elias. 3,842,271.

Walker. Terence, and Dianetti. Joseph C. 3.842.253.
American Telecommunications Corporation: See-

Tucker. Council A , 3.842.395
AMF incorporated: See-

Walsh, Richard David; and Baugher, James Edward. 3.841.633.
Amoco Production Company: See—

Mootc. Truman P , and Vandaveer, Roscoe F., 3,841,405.
Amos, David J., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Turbomachine

blade lock and seal device. 3,84 1 ,792, CI. 415-1 72.000.
AMP Incorporated: See—

Aldridge, Lionel Dennis, and Bunnell, Edv^ard Dennman
3,842.392.

Coller. James Ray. 3.840.962.
Dechetette, Helen, 3,842.391.
Glover. Douglas Wade; and Kopenhaver, Kenneth Oscar

3.842,389
Glover. Douglas Wade; and Herrmann, Henrv Otto, Jr

3,842,390.
Glover. Douglas Wade; Kopenhaver. Kenneth Oscar; and Geib

Ralph Larry, 3.842.393.
Harwood. Robert George; and Hoover. Charles Donald.

3.842,388.
Long. Alden Owen, Jr.. 3,840,964.
Olsson, Billy Erik, 3,842,396.

Ampex Corporation: See—
Emmons. Lawrence D, 3,842,312.

Amtel, Inc.: See—
Koppelmann, Eldo K., 3,840,957.

Amtmann, Hans H , and Macken, Thomas, to General Atomic Com-
pany Concrete pressure vessel. 3.84 1 ,035, CI. 52-2 1 .000.

Anaconda Company, The: See-
Johnson, Daniel B., 3,842,193.

Anagnostou, Taki J.; Dixon, Norman B ; and Sastry, Gundu M . to
Chrysler Corporation. Polymeric solder composition. 3,842.023 CI
260-23. 70h.

.
.

.^>.

Analog Devices, Incorporated: See—
Spofford, Walter R., Jr., 3,842,4 12.

Anderson, Bruce M , to Sperry Rand Corporation. Circuit for imple-
menting rounding in add/substract logic networks. 3,842,250 CI
235-175.000.

Anderson, Charles E , to ESB Incorporated. Unitary cathode cover
3,84 1,9 I 3, CI. 136-107.000.

Anderson, John H. Trailer hitch guard. 3,84 1 ,664, CI. 280-507.000.
Anderson, Karl R., to Thompson, John T. and Gillemot, George W
Method of using gang connector and patching cable assembly
3,842,2I9,CI. 179-175.250.

Anderson, Lowell Ray: See-
Young David E.; Gould, Douglas E ; Anderson. Lowell Ray; and

Fox, WiliamB, 3,842, 156
Anderson, Paul T ; and Ramsey, James B., to Westinghouse Electric
Corporation Electric control device. 3,842,383. CI. 337-151.000.

Anderson. Theodore Carl, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incor-
porated Apparatus and method for measuring envelope delay utiliz-
ing -point technique. 3,842,247, CI. 235- 1 52.000.

Andersson. Lars-Olof; and Andersson, Maggie Miller, to AB Kabi.
Method for isolation of antithrombin from animal tissue material by
adsorption on sulfated carbohydrate gel. 3,842,061. CI 260-
112.00b.

Andersson, Maggie Miller: See—
Anders.son, Lars-Olof; and Andersson, Maggie Miller, 3,842,06 1

.

Anderton, John J ; Dudzic, Max S.; and Wrhen, WilmerC. Curved roll-

rack frame construction. 3,841.389. CI. 164-282.000.
Ando, Shigeru; and Miyazawa. Takayuki. to Mitsubishi Denki

Kabushiki Kaisha. Data retrieval system, 3.84 1 ,729, CI. 350-3.500.
Andriessen, Wilhelmus: See—

Schaeffer, Norbert; Fitterer, Horst; Uhl, Karl; Schnell, Georg; and
Andriessen, Wilhelmus, 3,84

1

,582
Andros, Andrew; and Lukitsch, Joseph, to Matthews, Jas., H., & Com-
pany Urn storage assembly 3,84 1,726, CI 312-11 1.000

ANF Frangeco S.A.: See—
Pealabon, Andre E.. 3.842,290.

Angstadt, John W.; Enberg, Kenneth R.; Kleindinst, Edgar L.; Ring,
Richard J , and Spence, David B , to Blaw-Know Food and Chemical
Equipment, Inc Process and apparatus for continuously roasting
bean-like materials. 3,841 ,826. CI. 432-2.000.

Anner, Georg, and Kalvoda, Jaroslav, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. 18-

Methylcne-steroids of the pregnane series. 3.842,074, CI 260-
239.55c.

Anritsu Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Hanzawa, Keiji; Takahashi. Yoshiyuki; Suga, Noboyoshi; Kato,

Tojo; Handa, Makoto; Hayashi, Hiromichi; Taneya. Shinichi;
Sone. Toshia; Taneya, Shinichi; and Sone, Toshimaro,
3,841,610.

Antrim, Warren W.: See—
Newsock, Roger L; and Antrim, Warren W., 3.841,452.

Aoki, Eiichiro, to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha. Electronic
musical instrument provided with devices for indicating preset state
of respective voices. 3,842,183, CI. 84-1.120.

Apostoleris. Theodore G , to Ford Motor Company. Electrical snap-in
terminal and brush housing and method of assetnblv. 3 842 30'' CI
310-239.000.

Appleby, Brian Lawrence; Malpass, Alan; and Ellis. Kenneth Harold,
to Lucas Aerospace Limited. Actuating arrangements for aircraft
control surfaces. 3,84 1, 589, CI. 244-77.OOf

Appleby, Paul E ; Braden, William D.; and Vandale. Leonard A . to
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. The Tire manufacturine
3.84 1.033. CI. 51 289.00r.

'

Applewhite. William M. Tractor attachment bar assembly with
retractable portions. 3.84 1.4 I 3. CI 171.311 000.

Applied Power Inc.: See-
Reynolds. Roy; and Clark. Raymond, 3.841,693.

Arbman Development AB: .Vee—
Watterback. Paul Gunnar. 3.84 1.177

Arcilesi, Donald A., to M&T Chemicals Inc. Method of preparing sur-
faces for electroplating 3.84 1.979. CI. 204-38. 00b.

Arff. Uwe F.; and Edwards. Gordon J , to Outboard Marine Corpora-
tion. Saw chain lubrication means. 3,840,991 . CI. 30-383.000.

Argyle. Bernell E ; and Di Stefano. Thomas H . to International Busi-
ness Machines Corporation. Inductive sensor for magnetic bubble
domain detection. 3.842.407, CI. 340-l74.0tf

Ariyan. Zaven S ; and Harrison. William A . to L'niroyal. Inc and
Uniroyal Ltd Pharmaceutical compositions containing a 4-sub-
stituted-2-(3-pyndyl)thiazoleand methods of using same. 3.842 172
CI. 424-263.000.

Arizona Chemical Company, mesne: See-
Davis, Curry Beach, and McBridge. Joseph J , Jr, 3,842.135

Arken. Theodore: See—
Mallery. Lawrence E , Arken, Theodore, and Swenson, HennmB
C, Jr., 3,841,154.

Armco Steel Corporation: See

—

Hacker, Leon. 3,841,808.
Armflex. Inc.: See—

Bullard. Calvin Penfield. 3.84 1 .499.

Armistead. William H.; Elmer. Thomas H ; and Lichtenstein. Ivan E..
to Corning Glass Works. Process for depositing noble metal catalysis
on oxide carriers. 3.842,01 7. CI. 252-474.000.

Armitage, Bernard John: See-
Adams, Stewart Sanders, Armitage, Bernard John; Bristow, Nor-
man William; and Hcathcote, Bernard Vincent, 3,842,178.

Arndt, Walter R., to United States of America Passive ranging inter-
ferometer system. 3,842,419, CI 343-1 12 OOd.

Arnold, Alison M ; Hapke, Donald W ; and Traeger. Frank J . Jr.. to
Boeing Company, The. Asymmetric augmentation of wing flaps
3,841,588, CI. 244-42.0CC.

Arnold, Dan M.; and Pitts, Robert W , Jr . to Texaco Inc Radiological
well logging methods and apparatus for reducing the effect of activa-
tion from the detector crystal. 3.842.264. CI. 250-264.000.

Arras, Juho, to Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson. Method for detect-
ing faults in regenerators in a PCM-system 3,842.220, CI 179-
175.31r.

Aruga, Shiro: See—
Torigoe, Masataka. Nakano. Kazuaki; and Aruga. Shiro

3.842.056.

Asahara. Yoshiyuki. and Izumitani. Tetsuro. to Hoya Glass Works. Ltd.
Use of Cu-As-Se glass to transmit long waveleneth radiation
3,841,739, CI 350-320.000.

Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Saito, Kunio; Ishii, Tatsuo; and Seta, Shigetoshi, 3.842,029

Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kawasski, Masahiro, 3,842,428.
Takahashi, Yasuo; and Okudaira, Sadao. 3,841,736.

Asahi-Dow Limited: See—
Hoshino. Shohei. 3.84 1 .266.

Asai. Soichiro; Ishii. Shoichi; Tabira. Tsutomu; Tsuchiya. Eigo; and
Tazuke. Hideo, to Ajinomoto Co.. Inc Method of preparing an opti-
cally active amino acid for a salt of an acyl derivative thereof in the
racemicform. 3.841.966. CI. 195-2.000

Asato. Goro: See

—

Berkelhammer. Gerald; and Asato. Goro. 3,842. 1 74.
Associated Electrical Industries Limited: See—

Friedlander. Eirch Siegfried; and Thanawala, Hemesh Laxmidas
3.842.342.

Associated Weavers Limited: See—
Wilford, Ernest, 3.841,566.

Ast, Herbert H ; and Bradley, Wilson, Jr , said Ast assor. to said
Bradley. Wilson. Jr High performance transducer 3.842.385 CI
338-32.00r.

Ateliers de la Haute-Garonne Etablissements Auriol & Cie: See—
Auriol. Jean Marc. 3.840.980.

Atkins. Carl E.. to Wager Electric Corporation. Induction-keyed con-
trol circuit with keying network having variable resonant frequency
3.842.324. CI. 317-146.000.

Atkins. Kenneth E.: See—
Harpold. Michael A.; and Atkins. Kenneth E.. 3.842.142.

Atkinson. Edward S.. to National Steel Corporation. Coating thickness
control and fluid handling 3.84 1 .557. CI. 239- 1 1 .000.

Atlanta Stove Works, Inc.: See-
Chamberlain. Albert B , 3,84 1 .30 1

.

Atlantic Richfield Company: See—
Wunderlich, Donald K.; and Skinner, James L, 3,84 1 ,993.
Wunderlich, Donald K.; and Skinner. James L.. 3,84 1 ,994.
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Atsuta, Hisayoshi; l|eda. Teiji; and Koezuka. Yokichi. to Kabushiki
Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho. Method and apparatus for setting self-

moving bolster in presses. 3.841 .142. CI. 72-448.000.
Aubee. Eugene C. J., Jr Concrete form tie rod assembly. 3,841,600,

CI. 249-213.000.

Auriol, Jean Marc, to Ateliers de la Haute-Garonne Etablissements
Auriol & Cie High strength rivetted plate joint. 3,840,980, CI. 29-
522.000.

Austral-Erwin Engineering Co , mesne: See—
Erwin,RansomeW., 3,841,937.

Automated Building Components, Inc.: See—
Jureit, John Calvin, 3,841,195.

Automatic Radio Mfg. Co.. Inc.: See—
Pierrat. Michel A. 3.841,108.

Automccha. Ltd.: See-
Brown. Frank H.. 3,841 ,62

1

Automobiles Peugeot: See—
Dera, Alain; Fayolle, Michel; and Maistrelli, Roger, 3,841.681 .

Lombard, Claude Edmond, 3,842,299.
Avco Corporation : See-

Murphy, John v., 3,841,220.
Stein, Wolfgang J ; and Straniti. Salvatore. 3.84 1 .790

Awais. George M. Heat-insulating shield for speculum. 3.841.317 CI
128-17.000.

AWT Systems. Inc.: See—
Miller. Clarence S . Jr . and Seely. George A.. 3.84 1 .465.

Aycock. Inc.: See—
Dronick, Lester Alexander; and Zimmerman. Edwin Henry.

3.841.495.
B/W Metals Company. Inc.: See—

Weddendorf. Elmer R, 3.841.440
Baba. Yutaka: See—

Fujimori, Makoto, Yoshii, Hiroshi; Kusakabe, Noboru; Matsub-
ara, Muneo; Ito, Masaru; and Baba, Yutaka, 3,842,034.

Babbitt. John H . Jr.; Boyer. Ronald G ; and Olt. Arthur E.. Jr.. to
Caterpillar Tractor Co. Roll structure cab and seat arrangement for
track-type tractors. 3.84 1 .430. CI. 1 80-89.00a.

Baber, James R See-
Bennett. Ronald W.; and Baber. James R. 3.841 .204.

Bachmann. Horst, to Langestein & Schemann Aktiengesellschaft.
Method and apparatus for the forming of a long workpiece
3, 841, 139, CI 72-420.000.

Bacso, Imre. and Coombs. Robert V.. to Sandoz-Wander. Inc 17-

Alpha-propadienyl-substituted steroids. 3.842.104. CI. 260-397.400.
Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Belde, Horst; Oppenlaender, Knut, Daubach, Ewald, and
Fikcntscher, Rolf, 3,84 1 ,888.

Graser, Fritz, and Kilpper, Gerhard, 3,842.083.
Graser. Fritz. 3.842,084.
Graser, Fritz. 3.842.101.
Koehlcr. Waldemar; Riedel. Oswald; Scherer. Herbert; and

Schlereth. Georg, 3,841.155.
Leutner. Bernd; Schwarzmann, Matthias; and Ohiinger, Manfred

3,841.907.

Schaeffer, Norbert; Fitterer, Horst; Uhl, Karl; Schnell, Georg; and
Andriessen, Wilhelmus, 3,84 1 ,582.

Schrempp, Klaus, 3,84 1 ,889.

Bailey, Carl W, III: See-
Falkehag, Sten I ; and Bailey , Carl W., Ill, 3.84 1 ,887.

Bailey Meter Company: See-
Hunter. RichardC, 3,841,158.

Bailey, Philips See-
Chang, Yun Ger; and Bailey, Philip S., 3,842,1 29.

Baker, Donald Brooks, to Bird Machine Company, Inc. Liquid extract-
ing apparatus and method. 3.841,910. CI I34-|'5 000.

Baker, James P , to Weatherhead Company. The Motor vehicle fluid
power circuit. 3,84 1 ,095, CI 60-404.000.'

Baker Oil Tools, Inc.: See—
Callihan, Rudy B.and Wamwright. Clyde S . Jr . 3.841.400

Balamuth. Lewis; Rutten. Michael R.. and Meyer. Robert, to Ul-
trasonic Systems. Inc. Ultrasonic toothbrush applicator. 3.840,932,
CI. I5-167.00r.

Baldwin, D H, Company: See—
Bunger, David A.. 3,842,1 82

Baldwin, Willett F , to Mobil Oil Corporation. Sand detection probe.
3,841, 144, CI. 73-6l.00r.

Balwe, Thomas: See-
Gabriel, Richard; Balwe, Thomas; Bauer, Johann; Fendel. Kurt;
and Kaczerofskv, Rupert, 3.842,055.

Bando Kiko Co., Ltd.: See—
Bando. Shigeru. 3.841.027.

Bando. Shigeru. to Bando Kiko Co.. Ltd. Glass plate edge grinding
machine. 3.84 1 .027. CI. 5 1 - 1 1 0.000.

Bantel.Otto: See-
Berg, Rudolph; Bantel, Otto; and Taylor, Howard D., 3,840,937.

Banyas, John D ; and Wallington, Frederick L., to Owens-Illinois, Inc.

Container handling apparatus. 3,84 1 ,687, CI. 294-64.00r.
Baran, Miroslav, to Bata Shoe Co , Inc Electromagnetic cutting ap-

paratus particularly for use, etc. 3,84 1 , 1 85. CI. 83-364.000.
Barber-Colman Company: See—

Townsend. Franklin L.. 3.840.95 I

.

Barkan. Philip, to General Electric Company. Electric bus with joint

for accommodating earthquake-produced motion of parts.

3.842.1 87. CI. 174-38.000.

Barker. Roger M.: See-
Garner. Derek H.; Bosworth. George H.; and Barker. Roger M .

3.840.929.
Barker. Sidney Alan: See-

Emery. Anthony Nicholas; Barker. Sidney Alan; and Novais. Julio

Maggioly, 3.841.969.
Barlow. Gordon A., to Marvin Glass & Associates. Game apparatus.

3.84 1.629. CI. 273-1.OOr.
Barmag Barmer Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Lcnk. Erich; Busch. Hansjochen. and Greb. Manfred. 3.841.574.
Barndt. Charles H . 80^ interest to Martin. Clemence G. Magnetic

switch. 3.842.377. CI. 335-207.000.
Barnes. Marion W.. to Universal Oil Products Company High tem-

perature heater for fluids. 3.84 1. 274. CI. 122-356.000.
Barnes. Thomas G.. to Globe Universal Sciences. Inc. Electro-extrac-

tion process. 3.84 1.984. CI. 204-149.000.
Barnett, Gerald J., to Gem Electro-Magnetics Company, Inc. FoldabIc

outer extensions of a laminated core structure. 3.842.379. CI. 3 3S.

297.000.
Barrows. John B.; and Hansen. Leslie T.. to Sweco. Inc Self-cleaning
screen assembly. 3,84 1,482, CI. 209-323.000

Barry, Henry F ; Hallada. Calvm J ; and Moore. Fred W.. to American
Metal Climax. Inc. Molybdenum disulfide containing lubricant
3.842.009. CI. 252-25.000'.

Barselloti. John Anthony; Laliccia. Fedcrico Riccardo; and Litstcr.
John Eraser, to International Standard Electric Corporation. Trans-
ponder for meter reading telemetering system. 3.842.206. CI 179-
2.00a.

Bartley. John E.. to Zeta International Engineering. Inc. Automatic
welding assembly. 3.84 1.547. CI. 228-29.000.

Barwise. Robert D. Load handling apparatus. 3.841.507. CI. 214-
92.000.

Basic Sciences. Inc.: See-
Scott. Harold W.; and Eversole. Russell A . 3.841 .976.

Bastide, Pierre: See—
Dayet. Jacques. Bastide. Pierre, and Besson, Marcel. 3,842.22 1

.

Bata Shoe Co., Inc.: See

—

Baran, Miroslav, 3,841,185.
Batenburg, Abram. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Peak detec-

tor. 3.842.356. CI. 328-150.000.
Bates. William G: See-

Montgomery. William S.. Jr.; Marceau. William E.; and Bates.
William G.. 3,841.855.

Battelle Development Corporation: See—
Dawson, Gaynor W., 3,842,000.
Genequand, Pierce, 3,842.267.

Battelle Memorial Institute: See-
Gordon. Richard Lee; and Allen. Errol V.. 3.842.366.

Bauer. Johann: See

—

Gabriel, Richard; Balwe, Thomas; Bauer, Johann, Fendel, Kurt;
and Kaczerofsky, Rupert, 3,842,055.

Baugher, James Edward: See-
Walsh, Richard David; and Baugher, James Edward, 3,841.633.

Baum, Heinz; Camp, Eckart Op Den, Schrader, Gert; and Botteril,
John Redvers. to Deutsche Bendix Ausrustungs GmbH. Disc brake
with anti-rattle spring hold down means 3.84 1.444. CI. 188-72.300.

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Regel. Erik K.; Buchel. Karl-Heinz; and Plempel. Manfred.

3.842.175.

Regel, Erik K.; Buchel, Karl-Heinz; and Plempel, Manfred,
3,842.176.

Scherhab. Berng; Koppelmann. Eliahu; Wolz. Hermann; and
Francque. Marc. 3.842.098.

Bayshore Concrete Products Corp.: See-
Van Buren. Myers. 3.84 1 .599.

BBA Group Limited: See—
Lumb. John B.;and Edwards. Michael. 3.842.031.

BBC Brown Boveri & Company Limited: See—
Degen. Rolf; and Zimmermann. Max. 3,841 .965.

Beall, Glen L: See-
Carroll, Albert; and Beall, Glen L.. 3.841 .533.

Beck, Gerhard; Beck, Richard; Muller, Alfred; Muller, Hermann; and
Gluck, Eberhard, to Lechler Apparatebau KG. Tool holder for
lathes. 3,840,928, CI. 10-89.00h.

Beck. John. Semifinished universal automotive scat cover kit for
custom fitted installation. 3.84 1, 700. CI. 297-219.000.

Beck. Richard: See-
Beck. Gerhard; Beck. Richard; Muller. Alfred; Muller. Hermann
and Gluck. Eberhard. 3.840.928

Becker. Edward B.. to United States of America. Navy. Tetrahedral
stereotaxic jig. 3.84 1. 1 48. CI. 73-65.000.

Becker. James M.: See-
Jackson. William E.; and Becker. James M.. 3.84 1 .493.

Becker. Kurt; and Seidel. Hans-Georg. to Heye. Hermann. Apparatus
for feeding gobs of molten vitreous or plastic material into molds of a
machine for forming bottles or similar containers. 3,84 1 ,859 CI 65-
207.000.

Beckmann. Franz H. Process of manufacturing fuel briquettes
3.841.849. CI. 44-lO.OOh.

Becton. Dickinson and Company: See—
Eyster, Charles U., 3,840,901

.

Behnert, Reinhard, to Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke-Fokker
Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung. Variable nozzle for position
control. 3,841.562, CI. 239-265.290.
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Boldc. Horst, Oppenlaender. Knut, Daubach. Ewald: and Fikentscher,
Rolf, to Badische Anilm- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft Aque-
ous pigment dispersions. 3.84 1 .888. CI. 106-288.OOq.

Bell. Lon E . to Technar Incorporated. Electro-thermal relay actuator
3.842,382. CI. 337-107.000.

Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated: See—
Agraz-Guerena. Jorge; Gary. Paul Alexander; and Lepselter. Mar-
tm Paul, 3.841.918.

Anderson. Theodore Carl. 3.842.247.
Bruning, John Henry, 3,842,259.
Hurlbrink, Robert William, III, 3,84 1,689
Kneuer, Joseph George; and Lawless. William Joseph, 3,842,399
Mac Arthur, Donald Morley; and Skurkiss, Peter Kenny

3.841,931.

Osborne, Paul Wray, 3,842.4 1 5.

Bcloit Corporation: See—
De Noyer, Donald B.. 3.841.502.

Benait. Frank George Simon; and Gammon. Michael William, to
Metallurgical Processes Limited and ISC Smelting Limited Cooling,
condensation and purification of vapours and gases 3 841 862 CI
75-71000. '

Bendix Corporation. The: See—
Gravel, Charles R.. Jr , 3.841 ,446,

Bennett, Gene Lee. to Genio tools. Inc. Interchangeable tool mounting
device. 3.84 1.646, CI. 279-14.000.

Bennett, John D.; and Chaney, Preston E , to Sun Oil Company
(Delaware) Method of breaking ice. 3,841,252. CI. 1 14-40.000.

Bennett. John P ; and Bliss, George D.. to Syntex (USA ) Inc., mesne
Process and apparatus for purifying and aerating aquaculture pools
3,841,999, CI. 210-17.000.

Bennett, Melvin T : See-
Edwin, Allan I , Vlach, Thomas L., and Bennett, Melvin T

3,841.149.
Bennett, Richard C. Putter. 3.841 ,641, CI. 273-164.000.
Bennett, Richard J , to Phillips Petroleum Company. Stabilized railway
bed and method of construction 3,841,554, CI 238-2.000.

Bennett, Ronald W ; and Baber, James R , to General Motors Corpora-
tion Combination end cover seal arrangement. 3,841 204 CI 92-
86.000.

. ^

Benoit, Roland A.; and Duprey, Richard H . to Interroyal Corporation.
Hospital bed with selector mechanism. 3,840.91 1,CI 5-68.000

Bentley, Thomas P See—
Witfield, Harold B , Jr ; and Bentley, Thomas P . 3.842.152.

Benzing, Willaim M., and Layfield, James D Motion converter
3,841,165, CI. 74-56.000.

Berg, Rudolph, Bantel, Otto; and Taylor. Howard D , to Linker
Machines. Inc. Separator mechanism with cutter sensor for ligature
connected frankfurters. 3,840,937, CI. 17-l.OOf.

Berger, Gerhard, Fabrik Elektrischer Messgerate: See-
Heine, Gunter; and Borgonovi, Bruno, 3,842.332.

Berger. Irvin E Bumper mounted rack. 3.84 1 ,544, CI. 224-42.03b
Bergey, John M , to Time Computer. Inc.. mesne. Self-illuminated

liquid crystal timepiece. 3,84 1 ,083. CI. 58-50. OOr.
Bergmann, Richard J., to United Aircraft Corporation. Snap-on lock

for turbomachinery blades. 3,84 1 ,794. CI. 4 1 6-22 1 .000
Bergstedt. Bertil: 5ee—

Nilsson. Per;and Bergstedt, Bertil, 3.841,439.
Nilsson, Per, and Bergstedt. Bertil. 3,841 ,539

Berkelhammer. Gerald; and Asato, Goro. to American Cyanamid
Company. Substituted nitroimidazolylthiadiazoles and oxadiazoles
as antiprotozoal agents. 3.842, 1 74. CI. 424-270.000

Bernardi. Luigi, De Castiglione, Roberto; and Colonna. Vincenzo.
Methylenetetracycline formate ester 3.842,123. CI. 260-490.000.

Bernatt, Joseph; and Rogers, Edward J , to S & C Electric Company
Integral fuse and switch support for metal-enclosed switch gear
3.842.38I,C1. 337-7.00fr.

^

Berry. James S. Electrical control system. 3.84 1 ,825. CI. 43 1 -66.000.
Berta. Michael A ; and Jones. Claude R.. to United States of America.

Air Force Radioactive preionization method and apparatus for
pulsed gas lasers. 3.842,284. CI 250-493.000.

Berthiez, Charles William Production of bodies of revolution
3.841.200.CI. 9-l5.00r.

Berthold Fototype GmbH.: See—
Wingerter. Franz. 3.84 1 .579.

Bertin,IraL.:See—
Bertin. Mannie; and Bertin. Ira L.. 3.841.209.

Bertin. Jean Henri, to Societe De L" "Aerotrain" Puteaux Tracks
along which ground-effect machines in particular travel 3 841 223
CI. l04-23,Ofs.

Bertin, Mannie; and Bertin, Ira L. Diffusers for conditioned air
3,84 1,209, CI. 98- 12 1.00a.

Bertolacini. Ralph J.. Hopkins. Paul Donald, and Menzl, Roland L., to
Standard Oil Company. Two-zone hydrogenation process for the
production of colorless mineral oil. 3.84 1 .995. CI. 208-89.000.

Besson, Marcel: See—
Dayet. Jacques; Bastide, Pierre; and Besson, Marcel, 3,842.22 1

.

Bethel, George Frazier. Combustion apparatus and process. 3.84 1 .824
CI. 431-8 000

Bethlehem Steel Corporation: See—
Gingher, George C . Jr , 3.84 1 .545.
Parker, Calvin E.. Sr.. 3,84 1 ,900.

Beyer, Louis Benjamin; Cornelissen, Gerardus Antonius Petrus Maria;
Dricssen. Antonius Jozephus Gerardus Cornells; Jacobs. Cornells

Adrianus Joannes; and Siebers. Gerardus Henricus Maria, to U.S.
Philips Corporation. High-pressure gas discharge lamp. 3,842304
CI 313-44.000.

Beyer, Werner: See—
Heitmann, Hans-Gunter, Donath, Gerhard; and Beyer, Werner

3,841.486.
Beyleveld. Wilhelmus Maria: See—

Woolf, Cyril; Clifford. Bryce. and Bevleveld. Wilhelmus Maria
3.842.127.

Bialek. Norman. Auxiliary electric drive attachment for a vehicle
3.841.428. CI. 180-74.000.

Biersack. Horst. •"Impcx-Essen" Vertrieb von Werkzcugen GmbH. Fir-
ma. Hammer Drills. 3.841.418. CI. 173-109.000.

Bigncy. Stephen W Wheel mounted support platform hand truck
3.841.651. CI. 280-47.160

Bills. Alan M . to Westvaco Corporation Hvdroxypropane sulfonates
of Cj,-cycloaliphatic acids 3.842,1 19, CI 260-468.00k.

Biozonics Corporation: See-
Isaacson, Louis; and Herrin, Richard, 3,842,24 1

.

Bird, Arthur P Vehicle headlamp wiper assembly. 3,840.934 CI 15-
250.300.

Bird Machine Company, Inc.: See-
Baker, Donald Brooks, 3 ,84 1 ,9 1 0.

Bird, Stephen James, to Lucas Electrical Company Limited. The
Lever operated switch having adjustable contact gap 3 842 2''3 CI
200-61. 58b.

.

.»-

BIrk, Douglas G.: See—
Knaebel, Thomas C and BIrk, DouglasG.. 3,841.396.

Bisbee, Charles; Story, Albert Girard; and Servicl, Cesar Juan, to Com-
bustion Engineering, Inc Railroad shippable boiler. 3,841 275 CI
122-510 000

Bisblng. Robert H.; and VIckers, James H, to Southco, Inc Slam-latch
3,84 1.674, CI. 292-175.000

Bisewskl. Alfons. to Ruberg & Renner GmbH Flat link chain
3,841.169, CI 74-250.00r.

Bivens. David J . to Bivens Klinchester Corporation Drive through car
wash with double pivoted spring connected side brush arrangement
3,840.931, CI 15-21.00d.

Bivens Klinchester Corporation: See—
Bivens. David J.. 3.840,93 1

.

Bizlk. Nikolai Konstantinovich: See—
Dudko, Danlll Andreevlch, Scherblna, Nikolai Yakovlevlch;

Suschuk-Sljusarenko. Igor Ivanovich; Chvertko. Antoly
Ivanovich; Khrundzhe. Viktor Mikhailovlch, and Bizik, Nikolai
Konstantinovich. 3.841,923.

Black and Decker Manufacturing Company. The: See—
Pfister. Herbert R , 3,841.416.

Black Clawson Company. The: See—
Phelps, Richard W ; and Tetro, Richard S., 3,84 1 ,577.
Turner. C. Warren, 3,841.360

Black, James B., to Twin Disc, Incorporated. Composite friction plate
3.84 1,949, CI 161-42 000

Blanchette, Robert G.. to Addressograph-Multlgraph Corporation Cu-
mulene-resin binder photoconductive elements. 3.841.871 CI 96-
1.600.

Blaw-Know Food and Chemical Equipment. Inc : See—
Angstadt, John W , Enberg, Kenneth R ; Kleindlnst. Edgar L.;

Ring, Richard J , and Spence, David B , 3,84 1 .826.
Bley, Siegfried: See—

Kllnkhammer, Karl; and Bley, Siegfried, 3,841,441.
Bliss, George D.: See-

Bennett, John P ; and Bliss, George D , 3,84 1 .999.
Block Engineering Inc.: See

—

'

Martin. James R, 3.841,920.
Block, Max; and Watson. Charles Andrew, to Lever Brothers Com-

pany. Toothpaste. 3.842. 1 67. CI. 424-49.000
Blodgett. Monte R : See—

HItchlner. Joseph A ; Brown. Lawrence H.; and Blodgett. Monte
R. 3.841.064.

Blodgett. Norman S.: See—
Wakeen. Nicholas P.. 3,84 1 .066.

Blumberg, Randolph Pipeline anchoring systems. 3.841.106, CI. 61-

Boari, Glanfranco. to Consiglio Nazionale Delle Ricerche. Method for
removing sulfate and bicarbonate Ions from sea water or brackish
water through the use of weak anionic exchange resins containing
amino groups of the primary and secondary type. 3.842 002 CI ''10-

32.000.

Bobbitt, Charles R. Continuity testing of solid state circuitry during
temperature cycling. 3,842.346. CI 324-73.00r

Bocquet, Maurice Henri; and Chatain, Michel, to Centre National
d'Etuder Spatiales. Method and apparatus for continuous welding of
plastics sheets, in particular for use In the manufacture of explorato-
ry balloons. 3.84 1,947. CI. 156-580.000.

Bode, Charles H., Jr , to United States Steel Corporation Positioning
mechanism for linearly slldable members. 3.841,538 CI 222-
561.000.

Boehm, Hans-Georg: See—
Hundhausen, Eckhard; Cobarg, Claus Christian; and Boehm
Hans-Georg, 3.841,840.

Boehringer Mannheim GmbH: See—
Groppenbacher Gregor; Rieckmann, Peter; Rothe. Werner;

Schalk. Heinz; and Schellhorn.Jurgen. 3.841.262.
Boeing Company: See—
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Broadley, Williarti D.; Grina, Kenneth I.; and Schaub, Carlton H..

3,841,586.

Boeing Company, The: See—
<Arnold, Alison M ; Hapke, Donald W.; and Traeger. Frank J.. Jr..

3.841.588.

Boese. Harold L.; and Hencey, Thomas R.. Jr. Non-pollution motor
units. 3,842,333, CI. 320-2.000.

Boggs, Roger L : See—
Webber, Raymond E., Boggs. Roger L.; and Stedman, Robert N.,

3.841,716.

Boggs, Wilburn A.; and Miller, Robert N., to Lockheed Aircraft Cor-
poration. Corrosion inhibited, coated metal article. 3,841.896. CI
117-75.000.

Boice. G. Newton. Glazing framing method in modular wall construc-
tion. 3.84 1 .049. CI. 52-74 1 .000.

Boileau. Jacques, to Compagnle Gcnerale des Establissements
Michelin, raison sociale Michelin & Cic. Pneumatic tires. 3.84 1 .372.

CI. 152-209.00r.
Boileau, Jacques, to Compagnle Generale des Establissements

Michelin, raison sociale Michelin & Cie. Tires. 3.841.374, CI. 152-

209.00r.

Boksjo, Carl Ingvar, deceased ( by Boksjo, Stina ), to Allmanna Svenska
Elektriska Aktiebolaget. Static current coverter with bypass mem-
bers. 3,842,335, CI. 321-13.000.

Boksjo, Stina: See—
Boksjo, Carl Ingvar, 3.842.335.

Boland, Thomas M . and White, Frank G., to Shellmaker, Inc. Method
and apparatus for moving solids from a remote location. 3,841,710,
CI. 302-14.000.

Bolduc. Lee R.. to Medical Plastics. Inc. Electrical connector for plate
electrode 3,842,394, CI. 339-75.00r.

Bolex International SA: See—
Thevenaz, Jean A . 3,841.743.

Bolton. Anita M Infant carrier. 3.841,543, CI. 224-6.000.
Boltz.ChadwickC See-

Robinson, Roland L.; Boltz, Chadwick C, Everson, Evan P., and
Mac Pherson. Douglas E, 3.841,584.

Bom, Cornells Johannes Gerardus: See-
van der Leiy, Ary, and Bom, Cornells Johannes Gerardus,

3,841,411.
Bondarev. Konstantin Timofeevich, Tykachinsky, Isai Davidovlch;

Pavlushkin, Nikolai Mikhaiovich, Kataeva. Gallna Vasilievna;
Kozlovsky. Vikto Stepanovich; Romanovsky. Mark Bentsionovich;
Pyatnitskaya, Varvara Vasilievna; and Rud, Svetlana Ivanovna
Method f production of white divitrified glass material. 3.841.856.
CI. 65-33 000.

Bonsky, Elmer C : See—
Foresta, Francis A.; and Bonsky, ElmerC , 3.842,209.
Foresta. Francis A., and Bonsky, Elmer C, 3.842,2 1 3.

Booker, Clyde A . Jr , to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Elevator
system. 3.841,443, CI. 187-29. OOr.

Booth. Robert Ben, to American Cvanamid Company. Polyelectrolvte
fluidized aqueous suspensions. 3,842,0 13, CI 252-315.000.

Boots Company Limited, The: See-
Adams, Stewart Sanders; Armitagc, Bernard John; Bristow. Nor-
man William; and Heathcote. Bernard Vincent. 3.842.1 78.

Bordenca. Carl; and Dorschner. Kenneth P . to SCM Corporation.
Antimicrobial diaralkylaminoalkvl ethers and process for protecting
plants. 3.842.179. CI. 424-330.000.

Borg-Warner Corporation: See—
Gerberlch, Doanld E.. 3.841 .166

Padgitt. Kenneth W ; and Wade. Donald H.. 3.842.345.
Syria. Ronald L ,3.841.712.

Borgonovi. Bruno: See-
Heine. Gunter; and Borgonovi. Bruno. 3.842.332.

Bosch, Robert, GmbH See—
Eckert.Konrad. 3.841,613.
Eheim, Franz, 3,841,286.
Friese, Karl-Hermann; Geier. Heinz; Pollner, Rudolf; and Schal-

lert.Heino, 3,841.987.

Mattes. Bernhard; and Feigl. Erich. 3.842.3 1 7.

Muller, Rolf; and Staudt, Heinrich. 3,84 1 ,285.

Staudt, Heinrich; Hofmann, Ebcrhard; and Djordjevic, Ilija (said

Staudt and said Hofmann assors. to), 3.841.1 1 1.

Steinmann, Helmut. 3.841 .395.

Bosch. Werner: See—
Schedele. Helmut, and Bosch. Werner. 3,842.23 1

.

Bosworth, George H.: See-
Garner, Derek H.; Bosworth. George H.; and Barker, Roger M.,

3,840,929.

Botkin, Albert L. Tamper-proof closure arrangement. 3.841.512. CI.

215-7.000.

Botteril, John Redvers: See—
Baum. Heinz; Camp. Eckart Op Den; Schrader. Gert; and Botteril.

John Redvers. 3.841.444.

Bottoms, Harry Simister, to Joseph Lucas (Industries) Limited. Ap-
paratus for connecting pipes to an aircraft engine. 3.841.670. CI.

285-101.000.
Boubel. Richard W.. to Rader Companies. Inc. Method and apparatus

for measuring particulate emissions in gas flow. 3,841.145. CI. 73-

28.000.

Boulanger. Henry J., to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Keyboard
pushbutton switch. 3,842,229, CI. 200- 159. OOr.

Bouteiller, Charles A.: See—
VIzziello. Vito M.; and Bouteiller. Charles A., 3.84 1.367.

Bowerman. William R Angularly adjustable bracket. 3.841.769. CI
403-90.000.

Bowers. David T: See—
Lunsford. Marvin C . Jr.. Bowers. David T.. Caldwell. Sherwood
M; Davis. Leonard P . and Roach. Ted L.. 3.841.836

Boy. Peter: See—
Lucke. Heinz; Schredl.Konrad; and Boy. Pcier. 3.841 .1 13

Boyce, Walter A.: See—
Hasell, Richard F.; Bovcc, Walter A.; and Smith. Chrisman O .

3,840,954.
Boyer, Ronald G.: See-

Babbitt, John H., Jr.; Boyer. Ronald G ; and Olt. Arthur E.. Jr..

3.841,430.

Boyko, Eugene S . Campbell. Joseph, and Wiggins. Roger J., to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Method of scaling nuclear fuel

elements by electric welding. 3.842.238. CI. 2 19-137.000
Boyle. Gerard H ; Epstein. James; and Liang. Charles C . to Mallor\ . P
R . & Co. Inc Solid state battery structure 3.841.914. CI 136-

1 1 1 .000.

Bozeman.John F Coll tubing unit 3.84 1.407. CI. 166-315.000.
Bracco Industria Chimlca. Societa per Azioni. See—

Felder. Ernst; and Pure. Davide. 3.842. 1 24
Braden. William D.: See—

Appleby, Paul E., Braden, William D ; and Vandale. Leonard A..
3.841.033.

Bradley. Wilson. Jr.: See—
Ast. Herbert H; and Bradley . Wilson. Jr. 3.842.385

Bradshaw. Darrell L.. to Dole Refrigerating Company Blower motor
control circuit. 3.842.288. CI. 307-lO.OOr.

Brady. Donnie G.; Zuech. Ernest A., and Gray, Roy A , to Phillips

Petroleum Company Flame retardants for polymers. 3,842.033. CI.

260-45. 75b.
Brand, William W , and Bullock, Milon Walker, to American
Cyanamid Company. Process for preparing 2-imlno-l .3-dlthletanes.

3.842.096, CI. 260-327.00m.
Brandquist, Rune Lennart, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Generator for

producing ultrasonicoscillations. 3,842.340. CI. 321-45.00r.
Brandt. Siegfried: See—

Schmitt, Karl.Gude. Fritz; and Brandt. Siegfried. 3.842.046
Brannland. Rolf Carl August. Hultman. Bengt Goran, and Hubert,

Bertil Valdemar. to Mo Och Domsjo Aktiebolag Process for reduc-
ing emission of hydrogen sulfide when washing sulfur-dioxide-con-
taining waste gases obtained from the burning of cellulose waste
Iquor. 3.842.160. CI. 423-242.000.

Bratkowski. Walter V.: See—
Shoupp. William E. and Bratkowski, Walter V.. 3.842,427.

Braun. Hermann E.: See—
Supel. Ignacy. and Braun. Hermann E . 3.842.328.

Braun. Martin, to Machlett Laboratories Incorporated. The. X-ray
tube anode target. 3.842.305. CI. 313-60.000.

Bray Oil Company: See—
'Pratt. Robert's.. 3.842.1 34.

Brenner. Martin; and Loev. Bernard, to Smithkline Corporation. Phar-
maceutical compositions and methods of Inhibiting gastric acid
secretion. 3.842.1 73. CI. 424-263 000.

Briddell. Charles D.; and Thompson. John W Oyster braker.
3.840.940. CI. 17-74.000.

Bridgestone Tire Company Limited: See-
Fujimori. Makoto; Yoshii. Hiroshi. Kusakabe. Noboru; Matsub-

ara. Muneo; Ito. Masaru; and Baba. Yutaka. 3.842.034.
Bridweil. Harold C: See-

Wilder. Arthur G.; and Bridweil. Harold C. 3,84 1 .852.
Briggs & Stratton Corporation: See—

Harkness, Joseph R . 3,841.425
Brinegar, Willard C , to Celanese Corporation Production of
semipermeable polybenzimldazole membranes 3.841 ,492. CI. 210-
500.000.

Bristow. Norman William: See-
Adams, Stewart Sanders; Armitagc. Bernard John; Bristow. Nor-
man William; and Heathcote. Bernard Vincent. 3.842,1 78.

Bristowe. William W.: See—
Restalno. Alfred J.; and Bristowe. William W.. 3.84 1 .401

.

British Gas Corporation: See—
Templeman. John Joseph. 3.84 1 .058

British Insulated Callerder's Cabes Limited: See-
Raw. Peter Michael; and Llewellyn. Rees Jenkln. 3.842.185.

British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association. The: See-
Jones. Rodney Charles; and Hershman. Alan Abraham.

3.841.847.
British Petroleum Company. Limited. The: See-

Friend. Gordon Charles; Gcach, Charles John; and Groszek. Alek-
sanderJerzy. 3,842,014.

British Steel Corporation: See—
Davies, Emrys. and Rippon, John Roy, 3,841,867.

British-American Tobacco Company Limited: See—
Horsewell. Henry George; and Luke. John Anthony, 3.841.338.

Britz. Stanley M.: See

—

Scicchltano. Patsy A ; Malarbi, Anthony. Jr.; Britz, Stanley M.,
and McCarthy, James R. 3,841 ,046.

Broad, Bernard Henry, to English Clays Lovering Pochin & Company
Limited. Streamlined flow in fluids. 3.84 1 ,568, CI 239-590.000

Broadley, William D.; Grina, Kenneth I ; and Schaub. Carlton H . to
Boeing Company. Rotor swashplate assembly. 3.841.586, CI 244-
17.250.

Brock, Thomas W.: See—
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Planchock, Jerry L.; Stewart, Daniel R.; and Brock, Thomas W
3,841.950.

Broderick & Buscom Rope Company: See-
Wheeler. Claud R.; and Freebourn. Norbert E.. 3,841,235.

Brog. Larry R Cheese processing. 3,841,210, CI. 99-456.000.
Brookman, Paul; See-

Fowler, William Douglas; and Brookman, Paul. 3,841,558.
Broussaud, Georges; and Spitz, Erich, to Thomson-CSF. Flexible holo-

graphic reproducing system record disc. 3,842, 197, CI. 178-6. 70a
Brown. David. Tractors Limited: See-

Eastwood, Thomas, 3,84

1

,455.
Brown, Frank H., to Automecha, Ltd. Apparatus for folding long webs

or sheets of material. 3,841,621, CI. 270-61 OOf
Brown, James T., Jr. Kinesitherapy appliance. 3,841,320. CI 128-

33.000.

Brown, Lawrence H.: See—
Hitchiner, Joseph A.; Brown, Lawrence H.; and Blodeett, Monte
R, 3,841,064.

Brown, Martin M.; and Krawczak, Lawrence, to Robin Products
Resilient buffer assembly. 3,84 1 ,044, CI. 52-7 1 6.000.

Brown, Richard L. Apparatus for pneumatically securing backing to
sheet material ancillary to folding or other operational treatment
3,840.961. CI. 29-200.00J

Brown. Robert A : See—
Jepson, John W.; Lyon. Herbert W.; and Brown. Robert A

3.841.199.
Brown, Robert S., II. Shave tool holder. 3,84 1 , 1 79, CI. 82-35 000
Brown, Ronald W. Dental pulp tester. 3,84 1 .3 1 1 , CI. 1 28-2. lOr.
Brown. William M.. to Ultra Products. Inc. Reuseable step and proch

form. 3.841.595. CI. 249-14.000.
Browne. Anthony Arthur Briarly; and Mclntyre. James Eric, to Imperi-

al Chemical Industries Limited. Manufacture of polvesters
3.842,040,CI. 260-75 00m.

Browne, Anthony Arthur Briarly; and Mclntyre, James Eric, to Imperi-
al Chemical Industries Limited. Solid state manufacture of
polyesters. 3,842,04 1, CI. 260-75.00m.

Bruce, Glenister Stuart, to Ricardo & Co. Engineers (1927) Limited.
Reciprocating-piston engines and compressors. 3,841,203, CI. 92-
/ 3.UUU.

Brumlik, George C. Gripping fastening surface and method of making
same. 3,840,945, CI. 24-204 000.

Bruning. John Henry, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated
High voltage amphfier. 3.842,259, CI. 250-2 1 3.00a.

Bryant, Gerald T.; and Mayfield, James L.. to Airco, Inc. Flame arrest-
ing vent valve. 3,84 1,520, CI. 220-88.00a.

Bucalo, Louis, to Shods, Inc. Horseshoes. 3,84 1,408, CI. 168-7.000.
Bucalo, Louis, to Microbyx Corporation. Method and device for test-

ing for the presence of micro-organisms. 3,842, 166, CI. 424-9.000.
Buchel, Karl Heinz; Meiser, Werner; Plempel, Manfred; and Metzger,

Carl, to Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Diphenyl-
imidazolyl-acetic acid morpholide. 3,842,078, CI. 260-247 500

Buchel, Karl-Heinz: See-
Regel. Erik K.; Buchel. Karl-Heinz; and Plempel. Manfred

3,842,175.
Regel, Erik K.; Buchel. Karl-Heinz; and Plempel. Manfred

3,842,176.
Budd Company, The: See-

Norton, Roy C, Jr.. 3,84 1 ,448.
Buendia, Jean: See—

Martel, Jacques; and Buendia. Jean, 3,842. 1 77.
Buggein, Richard C : See—

Dobrzelecki, Arthur J.; and Buggein, Richard C, 3,842,363.
Buisson, Marc Francois Bernard; Foure, Claude Desire, Lacroix, Ar-
mand Jean-Baptiste, Quillevere, Herve Alain; and Rousseau, Gilbert
James, to Societe Nationale d'Etude et de Construction de Moteurs
d'Aviation. Injectors for injecting a liquid, in particula a fuel, into a
high temperature space such as a combustion chamber. 3,841,565
CI. 239-488.000.

Bullard. Calvin Penfield, to Armflex. Inc. Work transfer apparatus
3,841,499, CI. 214-1. Obd.

Bullock, Milon Walker: See-
Brand, William W.; and Bullock, Milon Walker, 3,842.096.

Bunger. David A., to Baldwin. D H.. Company. Arpegeio system
3.842. 182, CI. 84-1.030.

^' 66 j

Bunger, Richard E. Livestock watering trough. 3,841,268 CI 119-
73.000.

Bunger, Richard E. Apron laying device for livestock feeding trouehs
3,841,778. CI. 404-105.000,

Bunn. Dorrance P., Jr.: See-
Williams, Dale; and Bunn, Dorrance P., Jr.. 3.84 1 ,843.

Bunnell, Edward Dennman: See—
Aldridge, Lionel Dennis; and Bunnell, Edward Dennman

3,842.392.
Burbidge, George W., to Reystone Consolidated Industries, Inc
Gabion connector. 3,840,947. CI. 24-261.Owl.

Burg-Mobel Dieter Ruddies: See—
Metz, Werner, 3,841.052.

Burk, David L., to Allegheny Ludlum Industries, Inc. Method and ap-
paratus for teeming stream protection. 3,841, 385, CI. 164-66.000.

Burness, Donald M.; and Silverman, Robert A., to Eastman Kodak
Company. Hydrophilic-colloid silver halide emulsion hardened with
a bisvinylsulfonyl compound. 3,84 1 ,872, CI. 96-67.000.

Burnett, David B.; and Alston, Robert B., to Texaco Inc. Miscible flood
process for oil recovery using a lean gas. 3.841.403. CI. 166-
274.000.

Burnett, David B., to Texaco Inc. Single well oil recovery method using
carbon dioxide. 3,84 1 ,406, CI 1 66-305. OOr.

Burns, Cameron A. Engine with radially reciprocal rotor mounted
pistons. 3,84 1 ,279, CI. 1 23-43. OOc.

Burr, Harley W., to Motus Chemical. Inc. Refractory cement incor-
porating fluxing component. 3. 841.886. CI. 106-109.000.

Burroughs Corporation: See—
Stocker. Herman Walter. 3,842.326.

Burt, William E., to Ethyl Corporation Thermoplastic filter media and
filtering process. 3,842,006, CI. 2 10-65.000.

Busch, Hansjochen: See—
Lenk, Erich; Busch, Hansjochen; and Greb. Manfred. 3.84 1 .574

Buschmann. Hans. Mehlhart. Erwin; Schwibbe. Valfred; and Pomplun.
Emil. to Nixdorf Computer AG Movable carriage assembly and ink
ribbon control. 3.84 1.459. CI. 197-161 000

Buss AG: See—
Ronner. Fritz. 3.84I.6I I.

Butts. Ernest O.; and Hall. John S . to Hambro Structural Systems
Limited. Floor form with connected truss supports 3 841 597 CI
249-30.000. -

.

"^

Byer. Joseph 1. Mobile housing unit 3,841 ,691 . CI. 296-23.OOc.
C & C Products. Inc.. mesne: See-

Carlson. Franklin J.. 3.840.938.
C. Reichert Optische Werke AG: See—

Sitte.Hellmuth. 3.841.190.
C&D Valve Manufacturing Company, a joint Venture See-

Olson. John W. 3.840.967
Calabrese. Salvadore Joseph, to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I . and Com-

pany. Wear resistant frictionally contacting surfaces. 3.841.724 CI
308-241.000.

Caldwell. Carroll E.; and Ficklin. Ann C . to United States of America.
Atomic Energy Commission. Purification of platinum. 3.841 863 CI
75-83.000.

"

Caldwell. Sherwood M.: See—
Lunsford. Marvin C. Jr.; Bowers. David T.; Caldwell. Sherwood

M.; Davis. Leonard P.; and Roach. Ted L.. 3.84 1 .836
California Cement Shake Co.. Inc.: See—

Jakel.GusR. 3.841.885.
California Institute of Technology: See—

Yariv. Ammon; and Somekh. Sasson R . 3.842.289.
Callihan. Rudy B.; and Wainwright. Clyde S.. Jr . to Baker Oil Tools.

Inc. Selective hydrostatically set parallel string packer. 3.841 400
CI. 166-120.000.

Callins. Harold T.; and Doster. William H . to Whitehall Electronics
Corporation. Fused cathode electrolytic capacitors 3.842 3'>5 CI
317-230.000.

Camp, Eckart Op Den: See—
Baum. Heinz; Camp, Eckart Op Den; Schrader, Gert; and Botteril
John Redvers, 3.841.444

Campbell. Joseph: See—
Boyko, Eugene S.. Campbell. Joseph; and Wiggins. Roger J

3.842,238.
66 6 •

Campbell, Robert W.. to Phillips Petroleum Company Amorphous
polyamides from bis(4-aminocyclohexyI) methane and a mixture of
straight chain dicarboxylic acids 3.842.045. CI. 260-78 OOr

Canadian Patents and Development Limited: See-
Cox. Louis G ; Kusters. Norbert L.; and MacMartin. Malcolm P

3.842.349.
Cann. Lyie L.. to Chemetron Corporation Chiller apparatus

3,841, 109, CI. 62-266.000
^

Cannon, Glyn E. Method and apparatus for anchoring underwater
pipelines. 3.841 .105. CI. 61-72.300

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Tsunekawa. Tokuichi; Nakamoto, Soichi; and Haseeawa, Goro

3,842,424.
Caplan, Harry W. Curved paper panel reflective structure 3 841 738

CI. 350-293.000.
Capot. Lucien. to Subsea Equipment Associates Limited (SEAL).

System for connection of two immersed conduits 3 841 665 CI
285-2.000. "

Cappel. Marie-Luise: See—
Frohlich. Alfons; Cappel. Marie-Luise; and Stubieer Ernst

3.840.946.
Caputi. Arthur, Jr.; and Wong. Thomas C. to E. & J. Winery. Fibrous

cellulose acetate filter material. 3.842.007. CI. 2 10-65.000.
Carborundum Company. The: See—

Lawler. Harry A.. 3.84 1 .954.

Carlson. Franklin J,, to C & C Products. Inc.. mesne. Poultry picking
machines. 3.840.938. CI. 17-1 1.1 Or

Carlson. Reuben T.: See—
Albach. Robert W.; Mathers. Kenneth R.; and Carlson, Reuben T

3.841.321.
Carlson, Robert G.; and Steinhagen, Carl A., to General Electric Com-

pany. Apparatus for forming a composite metallic preform tape
3,84 1,942. CI. 156-436.000.

Carlyon, Richard A., Jr. Display apparatus for potted plants
3,841.023, CI. 47-38.000.

Carman, Warner T.. to Mobil Oil Corporation. Grease compositions
3,842.008. CI. 252-18.000.

Carpenter Technology Corporation: See—
Hamjian. Harry J, 3.84 1 .870.

Carricato, Guy V., to Miller Printing Machinery Co. Method and ap-
paratus for delivering sheets. 3,841,625, CI. 271-182.000.

Carroll, Albert; and Beall, Glen L., to Schmid Laboratories, Inc.,
mesne. Spray dispenser and shield. 3,84 1,533, CI. 222-402.130.
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Carter, Cecil O.: See—
Hutson, Thomas, Jr.; and Carter. Cecil O.. 3.842, 1 40.

Carter, Russell W.. to Corn States Metal Fabricators. Inc. Method for
formingatire. 3.842, 150. CI. 264-102.000.

Carter. Sidney T.. to A-T-O Inc. Helical feed screws for container
processing machinery. 3.841,946, CI. 156-566.000.

Case, J. I., Company: See—
Schlapmann, William J; and Manteufel, Dale, 3,841.447.

Case, John S. Rotary device. 3,84 1 ,276, CI. 1 23-8.470.
Casio Computer Co., Ltd.: See—

Kashio, Yukio; and Ishii, Hiroshi, 3,842,230.
Casner, John W.; Transue, James A.; and Skiba. John, to Singer Com-

pany. The. One step buttonhole operating and indicating devices.
3.841.246. CI. 1 12-177.000.

Catanese, Peter J.: See—
Harendza-Harinxma. Alfred Joseph. 3.842.070.

Caterpillar Tractor Co.: See-
Babbitt. John H.. Jr.; Boyer. Ronald G.; and Olt. Arthur E., Jr.,

3,841.430.
Purcell. Robert J; and Wehr, Kenneth E., 3,841 ,424.

Shank witz, Robert F; and Garman, Anthony L., 3,84 1 ,77 1

.

Caterpillar Tractor Company: See—
Cobb, Raymond P., 3,84 1 ,094.

Comer, Glen S., Jr.; and Sitton. Ellis A.. 3.84 1 ,7 1 5.

Cryder.JohnR. 3.841.345.
Ferre. Glenn E.. Franz, Maurice F.; Lohbauer. Kenneth R.; and
McMillan. William D.. 3.841 .795.

Howarth. Richard C; and Wilson, Eugene M., 3.841,007.
Reinsma. Harold L. 3.84 1 .7 1 8.

Russey. James W.. 3.841.431
Schmitt. James L.; and Ohaver. David S.. 3,84 1 ,608.
Webber. Raymond E.; Boggs. Roger L.; and Stedman. Robert N..

3.841.716.
Caton. George, to Yorkshire Switchgear and Engineering Co. Limited.

Electrical switchgear with primary and secondary switch means as-
sociated with current transformer. 3.842.321, CI. 317-103.000.

Cebal: See—
Vandrebeck. Roger. 3.84 1 ,056.

Celanese Corporation: See—
Brinegar, Willard C, 3,841 .492.

Ram. Michael J.; and Riggs. John P.. 3.84 1 ,079.
Centre National d'Etuder Spatiales: See—

Bocquet, Maurice Henri; and Chatain, Michel. 3.841 .947.
Centre Technique Industriel dit: Institut Textile de France: See—

Neveu. Jean-Louis, 3,840.941

.

Century-Niagara Corporation: See-
Klein. Lawrence N.;and Wallens. William R, 3,841.1 16.

Ceskoslovenska akademie ved: See—
Stoy. Vladimir; Stoy Artur; Kucera. Josef; Prokop. Jaroslav; and
Urbanova.Renala. 3.842.151

Chahvekilian. Edgar; and Plichon. Jean Marc, to Pierrefitte-Auby.
Method of cracking hydrocarbons under hydrogen pressure for the
production of olefins. 3.842.1 38. CI. 260-683 OOr

Chalupsky. Paul A ; and Nephew. Oliver T.. to FMC Corporation.
Sequenced crane boom. 3.841 .494. CI. 212-55.000.

Chamberlain. Albert B.. to Atlanta Stove Works. Inc Heat exchanger
for wall furnace. 3.841. 301. CI. 126-1 lO.OOr.

Chance. A. B.. Company: See—
Grannis, Charles O , III, 3.84 1 .032.

Chance. Ronald E.; and Jones. William E.. to Lilly, Eli. and Company.
Polypeptides from bovine, ovine, human and porcine pancreas.
3.842.063. CI 260-112.500.

Chancy. Preston E.: See-
Bennett, John D.;andChaney. Preston E. 3.841.252.

Chang. Yun Ger; and Bailey. Philip S . to Reichhold Chemicals. Inc.

Organic peroxides. 3,842.1 29. CI. 260-594.000.
Chapin, Peter L.: See-

Rubin, Lawrence M.; Eaton. Richard Rochester; and Chapin,
Peter L. 3.841,744.

Character Novelty Company. Inc.: See—
Georgen. Robert T.; and Dolgen. Igor E., 3,840.974,

Chase, Arthur B: See-
Chase, Arthur B ; and Miller, Paul C, 3,841 ,746.

Chase, Arthur B.; and Miller. Paul C. 75^ to Chase, Arthur B. and
25'5t to Miller, Paul C. Control for synchronizing projectors with an
audio program. 3,841.746. CI. 353-15.000.

Chatain, Michel: See

—

Bocquet. Maurice Henri; and Chatain. Michel, 3.84 1 .947.
Chemetron Corporation: See—

Cann. LyleL. 3.841.109.

Chemiebau Dr. A. Zieren GmbH u. Co. KG: See-
Neumann. Ulrich. 3.842,157.

Chemische Werke Huls, AG.: See—
Schluter, Herbert, 3,842,025.

Chen, Nai Yuen; Leavitt, Richard I.; and Coty, Vernon F., to Mobil Oil
Corporation. Control of foam during growth of a microorganism.
3.841.972, CI. 195-107.000.

Chen, Tien Chi; and Ho, Irving Tze, to International Business Machines
Corporation. Binary coded decimal conversion apparatus.
3,842,414, CI. 340-347.0dd.

Chenebault, Pierre; and Pointud, Marie-Louise, to Commissariat a
I'Energie Atomique. Method for determining the proportion of
broken particles in the fuel compacts employed in high temperature
reactors. 3,842,283,01. 250-492.000.

Cheng, Albert Shu Lok, to Chiap-Hua Comalco Limited. Sliding win-
dow. 3.84 1 .024. CI. 49- 1 30.000.

Chervenak. Michael C: See—
Wolk. Ronald H.; and Chervenak. MichaelC 3,842,122.

Chiang, Mutong I.: See—
Milkovich. Ralph; and Chiang. Mutong I.. 3.842.146.

Chiang, Mutong T.: See—
Milkovich. Ralph; and Chiang. Mutong T.. 3,842,050.
Milkovich. Ralph; and Chiang. Mutong T.. 3.842,057.
Milkovich. Ralph; and Chiang. Mutong T.. 3.842.058.
Milkovich. Ralph; and Chiang. Mutong T.. 3.842.059.

Chiang. Yuen-Shenk. to RCA Corporation. Method of making a metal
silicide-silicon schottky barrier. 3.84 1 .904. CI 1 1 7-200.000

Chiap-Hua Comalco Limited: See-
Cheng. Albert Shu Lok. 3.84 1 .024.

Chibata. Ichiro; Kosumi. Masahiko; Komatsubara. Saburo; and Sugiu-
ra. Masaki. to Tanabe Suaku Co.. Ltd. Fermentative preparation of
L-isoleucine. 3.84 1.968. CI. 195-29.000.

Chicago Bridge & Iron Company: See—
Kircik. Willis James; Rothrock. Elmer Wcyman. and Johnson.

Paul Richard. 3.841.253.
Chicago Metallic Corporation: See—

Jahn. Reinhardt H.. 3.841.048.
Chicago Musical Instrument Co.: See—

Kniepkamp. Alberto E.; and Wangard. William. 3.842.1 84.

Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing Company: See

—

Tucker. Alfred J. 3.84 1 .809.

Chichester. Willard L. See—
Holtkamp. Donald A., and Chichester. Willard L.. 3.841 .423.

Childs. Willard D.. to Rucker Company. The. Lock bar mechanism.
3.841.770. CI. 403-106.000.

Chimura. Kazuya; Ito. Kazuo; Takashima. Shunichi; and Kawashima.
Masao. to Mitsubishi Rayon Company Limited. Process for prepar-
ing polyesters in the presence of an improved polycondensation
catalyst. 3.842.043. CI. 260-75.00r.

Chisholm. Douglas S.. to Dow Chemical Company. The. Apparatus for

heating capsule forming pins. 3.842.242. CI. 2 1 9-385.000.
Chisso Corporation: See—

Torigoe. Masataka; Nakano. Kazuaki; and Aruga. Shiro.

3.842.056.
Chisum. Finis Lavell. Apparatus for transporting one vehicle by

another. 3.84 1 .509. CI. 2 1 4-506.000.
Chow. Sui-Wu; and Matzner. Markus. to Union Carbide Corporation.

B-staged polyurethane-isocyanurates from alkylene oxide conden-
sate of novolak resins. 3.842.036. CI. 260-47.0cb.

Christensen Diamond Products Company: See-
Wilder, Arthur G; and Bridwell. Harold C. 3.841.852.

Christensen. Jeffrey P.; and Helsene. Larry E., to Hormel. Geo. A , &
Co. Safety device for bacon press. 3,842,260, CI. 250-22 1 .000

Chrysler Corporation: See—
Anagnostou, Taki J.; Dixon, Norman B.; and Sastry. Gundu M .

3.842.023.

Chuang. Vincent T.: See—
Omietanski, George M; and Chuang, Vincent T., 3,842. 1 12.

Chubachi. Susumu: See—
Tanaka, Takashi; Yusa, Haruhiko; and Chubachi. Susumu.

3,842,144
Church, Herman S.; Hagener. James L.; and Scifres. Zach M., III. to
Teledyne Mid-America Corporation Vehicle bumper rub strip con-
struction. 3.84 1.682. CI 293-71.OOr.

Chvertko. Antoly Ivanovich: See—
Dudko. Daniil Andreevich; Scherbina. Nikolai Yakovlevich;

Suschuk-Sljusarenko. Igor Ivanovich; Chvertko. Antoly
Ivanovich; Khrundzhe. Viktor Mikhailovich; and Bizik. Nikolai
Konstantinovich. 3,841.923.

Ciba-Geigy AG: See—
Hinde'rmann. Peter; and Meindl. Hubert. 3.842.102.

Ciba-Geigy Corporation: See—
Anner. Georg; and Kalvoda. Jaroslav. 3.842.074.
Heusler. Karl; and Woodward. Robert Burns, 3,842,072.
Winter. Roland A. E., 3.842,143.

Cicci, George B.; See—
Scarnato, Thomas J.; Cicci, George B.; and Mever. Martin H..

3.841,070.
Cities Service Oil Company: See-

Russell, Kenneth L., 3,841 ,419.

Clad Metals Corporation: See-
El Bindari, Ahmed, 3,840.972.

Clark. Arthur C. to United States of America, Navy. Magnetic
refrigeration. 3.841.107, CI. 62-3.000.

Clark. Bob R. Pick-up truck rail assembly and tie-down device
3.84I.660.CI. 280-179.00r.

Clark Equipment Company: See—
Erickson. Dennis E.; and Harrington. Harry L., 3.841 .442.

Holtkamp, Donald A.; and Chichester. Willard L.. 3.841 .423.
Clark. Herbert, to LTV Aerospace Corporation. Fuel reclaiming

system. 3,84 1 ,089, CI. 60-39.090.
Clark, Larry G. Portable window-service counter unit. 3,841,037, CI

52-36.000.
Clark, Raymond: See-

Reynolds. Roy; and Clark. Raymond. 3,841,693.
CIaspy,PaulC.:See—

Pao, Yoh-Han; and Claspy.Paul C. 3.842.372.
Clauer. Egon F.: See—
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Gray, B\ron Everett; and Ciauer. Egon P.. 3,841,004,
Cla\ton Specialties. Inc.: See—

'
Scott. Donald C, deceased, 3,84 1 .469.

CIcary. James W , to Phillips Petroleum Company. Process for produc-
ing sultone- or hydroxyalkanesulfonate-modified polyamides
3.842,044, CI. 260-78.00r.

Clemens, John Kaufmann. to RCA Corporation Record fabrication of
a capacitive type storage medium 3.842.21 7. CI. 179-100.40c.

Clemens. Jon Kaufmann. to RCA Corporation. Information records
and recording/playback systems therefor. 3.842.194, CI. 178-6. 60a.

Clemens. William J., to Ford Motor Companv. Energy absorber having
extension jack. 3,841.678. CI. 293-1.000.

Clements. Richard F.: See—
Dewey. Ernest A ; and Clements, Richard F . 3,841,241.

Clifford, Bryce: See—
Woolf, Cyril; Clifford. Brvce; and Bevlcveld. Wilhelmus Maria.

3.842.127.

Clipp. Louis L.: See—
Hall. James Michael; and Clipp. Louis L., 3.841 .559.

Coaker, Anthony W M . Darby, Joseph R ; and Mathis. Thomas C. to
Monsanto Companv. Plasticizer systems for polyvinyl butvral inter-
layer 3.S41. 890. CI. 106-316.000.'

Coaker. Anthony W M . Darby. Joseph R ; and Mathis. Thomas C. to
Monsanto Company Plasticized polyvinyl butvral interlavers
3.841.955. CI 161-199.000.

...
Coale. Edgar B . to Levy. Max. & Co . Inc Combination of a transmis-

sive diffractive phase-grating and a television picture-tube in opera-
tive juxtaposition to each other. 3.842.202. CI. 178-7.850.

Coates. Vincent John. Welter. Leonard M ; and Gold. James J. to
American Optical Corporation Scanning charged particle
microprobe with external spurious electric field effect correction
3.842.272. CI. 250-311.000.

Cobarg. Claus Christian: See—
Hundhausen, Eckhard; Cobarg. Claus Christian; and Boehm

Hans-Georg. 3.841.840.
Cobb. Raymond P . to Caterpillar Tractor Company. Flexible band

bearing for torque converter element. 3.84 1 ,094. Cl' 60-339.000.
Cockman, Arthur G: 5ft"—

Pinkham. Jesse R , Cockman. Arthur G.; and Joyce. Jerry Rav
3,841.071. • '

Coffey. James M . and Lang, Clifford H., to Cvbergenics Inc Clutch
with vacuum release motor 3,841.449. CI. 192-3.590

Cohen. Marvin P.: See—
Von Strandtmann, Max. Cohen, Marvin P.. and Shavel. John Jr

3.842.085.
Cohen. Saul J., and Hochman. Jack M.. to Esso Research and En-

gineering Company. Coal conversion process. 3.841.991. CI 208-
8.000.

Coil. Michael K , and Eder, Thomas W.. to Eastman Kodak Company
Method and apparatus for determining the inherent viscosity of a
liquid. 3.84 1. 147. CI 73-56.000.

Cole Manufacturing Companv: See—
Hatcher. John C. 3.841.522.
Hatcher.JohnC..3.84l.529

Colgate-Palmolive Companv: See—
Colodney, Daniel. 3.842. 168.

Coller. James Ray. to AMP Incorporated Mechanical analogue com-
puter in a wiring machine. 3.840.962. CI. 29-203 00b.

Collette, Ricahrd L.. to Guardian Electric Manufacturing Company
Electrically held three position cutout switch. 3.842,375, Cl. 3 35-
164.000.

Collier. John Richard; and Porter. Alan Sidney, to Albright & Wilson
Limited Chroman-3-ols. 3,842,093, Cl. 260-345.200.

Collins Radio Company: See—
Frazier. Melvin A.'. 3.842.358.

Colodney, Daniel, to Colgate-Palmolive Company. Method of prepar-
ing stable dentifrice. 3.842,1 68. Cl. 424-52.000!

Colonna. Vincenzo: See—
Bernardi. Luigi; De Castiglione, Roberto; and Colonna. Vincenzo.

3.842.123.
Colorado Ski Area Equipment Company: See—

Meyer. Charles M.. 3.841,648.
Combest, John F.; and Kuss. Ralph L., to Kuss, R. L., and Co , Inc

Fluid filter. 3.84 1 .489. Cl 2 10-223.000.
Combustion Engineering. Inc : See—

Bisbee. Charles. Story. Albert Girard; and Servici, Cesar Juan.
3.841,275.

Groves, Malcolm D., 3,841 ,202
Comer, Glen S , Jr., and Sitton, Ellis A., to Caterpillar Tractor Com-

pany Idler mounting mechanism and track adjuster. 3.841,715. Cl
305-10.000

Commercial Shearing, Inc.: See—
Gray,BasilP, 3,841,939

Commissariat A L Energie Atomique: See—
Edeline, Jean-Claude, and Lavergne, Justin. 3,842.285.

Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique: See—
Chcnebault, Pierre; and Pointud. Marie-Louise. 3,842.283.

Commissasiat a I'Energie Atomique: See—
Dumayne. Raymond. 3.84 1 .964

Compagnie Generale d'Electricite: See—
Dcbart. Hubert. 3.841.755.

Compagnie Generale des Establissements Michelin. raison sociale
Michclin & Cic: See—

Boileau. Jacques. 3.841,372.
Boileau. Jacques. 3.841.374,

Montagne, Jean Bernard. 3,84 1 ,377.

Compagnie Industrielle des Telecommunications: See—
Lagarde, Jean-Louis. 3.842.413.

Computer Industries, Inc.: See—
Towell. Leroy Dean, 3.842.190.

Comtec Economation: See—
Ozimec. Stephen. 3.841,546

Comtois, Alfred Louis. Method and apparatus for modifying lock kevs
3.841. 175. Cl. 76-110.000.

Conner. Jessee R ; and Polosky. Ronald J., to Environmental Sciences.
Inc. Method of improving the quality of leachate from sanitary land-
fills. 3.84 1.1 02. Cl. 61-35.000.

Consiglio Nazionale Delle Ricerche: 5ee—
Boari. Gianfranco. 3.842.002.

Consolidated Medical Equipment Inc.: See—
Corasanti. Eugene, 3.84 1 .3 1 2

Continental Can Company. Inc : i'ee-
Szatkowski. Richard R. 3.84 1 .479.

Continental Oil Company : See—
Gregory. M. Duanc; Stolhand, James E.; and Yost, Marvin E

3,842,270.

Harmon. Richard A , 3,841,404
Mehdizadeh. Parviz, 3,841.137.

Coolidge, Richard M: See-
Williams. Robert G. and Cool idge. Richard M.. 3.841.388.

Coombs. Robert V.: See—
Bacso. Imre; and Coombs. Robert V, 3.842.104

Cooper. Bryan Ewart: See-
Owen. William J ; and Cooper. Bryan Ewart. 3.842.153.

Cooper. Cleveland N , to Pandjiris Weldment Co , The Self-centering
chuck mechanism. 3.84 1 ,647, Cl. 279-1 10 000

Cooper. Raymond Edward, to Liberty Industries. Inc. Exhaust gas
treatment system. 3.84 1 .828. Cl 432-222.000.

Corasanti. Eugene, to Consolidated Medical Equipment Inc Electrode
arrangement. 3.841 .3 12. Cl. 128-2 06e.

Cordoba, Gines Gascon Device for breaking up compressed material
packed in a sack. 3,841 ,572. Cl. 241-202.000

Corn States Metal Fabricators. Inc : See-
Carter. Russell W.. 3.842.150.

Cornelissen. Gerardus Antonius Petrus Maria .See-
Beyer. Louis Benjamin. Cornelissen. Gerardus Antonius Petrus

Maria; Dricssen. Antonius Jozephus Gerardus Cornells; Jacobs.
Cornelis Adrianus Joannes; and Siebers. Gerardus Henricus
Maria. 3.842.304.

Cornell. Edward P.. to General Electric Companv Drive system for au-
tomatic meter reader. 3.842.268. Cl. 250-23 l.Ose.

Cornford. Arthur Selwyn Gear cutting machine with means for con-
tinuously controlling the position of the tool in accordance with the
position of the carriage. 3.84 1.1 98. Cl 90-4.000.

Corning Glass Works: See—
Armistead. William H., Elmer, Thomas H,. and Lichtcnstein. Ivan
E, 3,842,017.

Messing, Ralph A , 3,84 1 .97

1

Wiley, Robert F , 3.84 1 .839.

Wiley. Robert F.. 3.841 .842.

Corrigafl. Leo A ; and Spears, Esten W , Jr., to General Motors Cor-
poration. Variable diffuser. 3.84 1, 789, Cl. 415-148.000.

Cosgrove, James F ; and Soong, William E.. to McCain Mfg Corpora-
tion Book trimming machine. 3,841 .182, Cl. 83-89.000.

Cote, Walter E , to United States of America, Air Force Communica-
tions system having single RF channel diversity means 3,842.352
Cl. 325-56.000.

Cotton, Incorporated: See—
Swidler, Ronald, and Wilson. Katherine W , 3,841,832.

Coty. Vernon F.: See-
Chen. Nai Yuen; Leavitt. Richard I.; and Cotv. Vernon F

3,841.972
Coutant. Ralph W.. and Schlueter. Frederick, to Litton Systems Inc

Bearing cartridge assembly 3.84 1 .72 I . Cl 308-20.000.
Cox. Ivan E Metatarsal pad mounting for weight distributing shoe

shank. 3.84 1 .005. Cl. 36-76.00c.
Cox. Louis G ; Kusters. Norbert L.; and MacMartin. Malcolm P . to
Canadian Patents and Development Limited. Automatic AC/DC
RMS comparator. 3.842,349. Cl 324-98 000

CPC International Inc.: See—
Milkovich, Ralph; and Chiang. Mutong T . 3.842.050
Milkovich. Ralph; and Chiang. Mutong T . 3.842.057.
Milkovich. Ralph; and Chiang, Mutong T . 3,842,058.
Milkovich, Ralph; and Chiang, Mutong T , 3,842,059.
Milkovich, Ralph; and Chiang, Mutong I , 3.842,146.
Miller. James E., 3.841,831

Crafford,John W.:See-
Crafford,Thomas J ;andCrafford, John W . 3,841.088

Crafford, Thomas J , and Crafford. John W., to Crafford Tool & Die
Co Apparatus for forming wire links 3.84 1 ,088, Cl 59- 1 6 000

Crafford Tool & Die Co.: See—
Crafford, Thomas J ; and Crafford, John W.. 3.84 1 ,088.

Craig. John M . to Rockwell International Corporation. Solid propel-
lant containing stronium carbonate-calcium citrote burning rate
depressant. 3.841,929. Cl. 149-17.000.

Craig. Loren J.; and Hochreiter. William T., to Eastman Kodak Com-
pany. Exposure control apparatus. 3,842,423. CI. 354-29.000.

Crane. Jacob: See-
Shapiro. Eugene; and Crane. Jacob, 3,841,921.

Crane Packaging Company: See—
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Katzke, Ernest F.. 3,84 1.028.

Crawford. Lawrence C. Jr. Plate boring device. 3,841,417, Cl 173-
3 1 .000.

Crayton, John W.: See-
Miller. Robert G; Crayton, John W.; Farmer, Charles G.; and Sat-

zler, Ronald L.. 3.840.979.
Creusot-Loire: See—

Delaire, Georges, 3.841.615.
Criswell, Homer C. Curtain wall gasket system. 3,841.045, Cl. 52-

395.000.

Crivilles. Jose Maria Roger. Front loading washing and drying
machine. 3.841.1 17, Cl. 68-20 000

Croan. Kenneth F. Method of recovering honey from artificial

honeycombs. 3.840.925. Cl. 6-2.00r.

Crook, Keith Jeremy, to International Computers Limited. Data dis-

play. 3,842,404. Cl. 340-172,500,
Cross, Newbold O.; and Thompson, Jeffrey L., to Esso Research and

Engineering Company. Automated volume monitoring system.
3,841, 146, Cl. 73-49.200.

Crow. Morgan LeVon. to Dresser Industries. Inc. Synamic rock bit

lubrication system. 3.841,422, Cl. 175-229,000.
Crown Controls Corporation: See—

Stammen. Harold A.. 3,841.698.
Crutsch. Louis; and Ducassou. Bernard Mechanism for the operation

ofrailroad track switches. 3,842,256. Cl. 246-258.000.
Cruz. Luxmi S Body shirt for men. 3.840.900. Cl. 2-77 000.
Cryder. John R . to Caterpillar Tractor Company Pilot operated con-

trol valve. 3, 84 1, 345, Cl. 137-106 000.
Cuevas. John W ; and Jones. Harlev W Binary clock. 3.841.082. Cl

58-50.00r
Cughey, John W Portable step stool 3,841.437, Cl. 182-16.000,
Culbertson. George W , to FMC Corporation. Friction couplings with

spring cushioned operators 3,841 ,453, Cl. 192-I09.00a
Cull. Alan Sidney Concrete shaft forming unit 3,841,596, Cl 249-

20.000.

Culpepper, Clifford. Jr. to Aero-Dyne Noise attenuator 3.841.434.
Cl. 181-36.00r.

Cummins-Allison Corp.: See—
Schneiderhan. Edward M . 3.842.245.

Cuniberti. Mario, to Owens-Illinois. Inc Motion translating apparatus
and controls therefor. 3,841 .497. Cl. 214-1 Obt

Curators of the University of Missouri, The: See—
Hansen, David A , 3,841,467

Curley, William J., to Packaging Corporation of America Shipping
container and blank therefor. 3,841.548, Cl 229-40.000

Currer, John T.: See—
Kielman, Ervin J., and Currer, John T . 3,840,98 1

.

Cushing. Donald S.; and Jenkins, Thomas E . to General Electric Com-
pany Dishwasher and spray system therefor. 3.841.342. Cl. 134-
144.000.

Custick, William L . to Mar-Wil Enterprises Ltd Stretcher frame
3.841.008. Cl. 38-102.910

Cybergenics Inc.: See—
Coffey, James M.; and Lang, Clifford H . 3,84 1 ,449.

Cywinski, Norbert Francis: See—
Lo, Ching-Tsan; Miller, Joe Jed; and Cywinski, Norbert Francis,

3,842,132.
Dale Products, Inc : See—

Simonton, Robert D ; Schultz. Carl D.; and Stiger. Clyde W ,

3,841,672.
Dalibor, Horst, Gutte, Richard; and Stenzel. Gunter, to Reichhold-AI-
bert-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft Method for making a polymeric fu-

sion adhesive practically free of organic solvents and which is melta-
ble and soluble in organic solvents 3,842, 133, CI. 26080.730.

Damico. Frank M.. to Joerns Furniture Company. Control mechanism
for electrically operable bed. 3.840,9 1 0.CI. 5-66.000.

Danfoss A/S: See—
Ohrberg, Carl Verner. and Petersen, Carslen Georg Otto.

3.841,800.

Petersen, Poul, 3,842.188
Sturlason, LeifViggo; and Ohrberg, Carl Verner, 3,841,801.

Daniel. Roger P.. to Ford Motor Company. Test dummy submarining
indicator system. 3,841.163. Cl. 73-432.0sd.

Daniels. Donald H , 509t to Roger Demchak. Temporary replacement
drive belt for automotive vehicles 3.841. 168. Cl. 74-23 l.OOj.

Dankel, Douglas D.; and Herscher, Lee R , to Roper Corporation.
Safety guard arrangement for shredder-bagger. 3,841,571, Cl. 241-
101.700.

Danneels, Guy: See—
Leblond, Jean, Danneels, Guy; and Lambert, Maurice. 3,84 1 ,94 1

.

Darby, Joseph R.: See—
Coaker, Anthony W M.; Darby. Joseph R.; and Mathis. Thomas
C. 3.841.890.

Coaker. Anthony W. M.; Darby, Joseph R.; and Mathis, Thomas
C, 3.841.955.

Dart Industries, Inc.: 5«e—
McDonald. George K.; Douglas, Robert M.; and Leibson. Irving,

3,842,060.
Dasek, Jaoslav; Shepherd, David; and Traflnes, Knut Rude, to Societe

d'Assistance Technique pour Produits Nestle S.A. Process for the
production of zeaxanthin. 3,84 1,967, Cl. 195-29.000.

Dassesse, Pierre; and Delwiche, Marius, to Solvey & Cie. Apparatus for
producing and recovering rubbery or sticky polymers. 3,84 1 ,38 1 , Cl.

I59.2.00r.

Data Optics Corporation, mesne: See-

Rao, Yoh-Han; and Claspy.Paul C. 3,842.372
Datson. David Pender: See-

Luke. William George; and Datson. David Pender. 3.841.669.
Daubach. Ewald: See—

Belde. Horst; Oppcnlaender. Knut; Daubach. Ewald. and
Fikentscher. Rolf. 3.84 1 .888.

Davies. Emrys; and Rippon. John Roy. to British Steel Corporation. Al-
loying steels. 3.84 1 .867. Cl 75-1 29 000.

Davies. Paul Trevor; and Morgan. John Harold, to Morgan Berkeley &
Company Limited Electrical chlorinator. 3.841 .250. Cl. 1 14- 50r.

Davies. Terrence Ardern. to Square D Company Method of making
light-duty electrical contacts composed of silver and ruthenium diox-
ide. 3.84 1 ,869. Cl. 75-206.000.

Davis. Curry Beach; and McBridge. Joseph J., Jr., to Arizona Chemical
Company, mesne. Catalytic isomerization of alpha-pinene.
3,842. 1 35. Cl. 260-675.500.

Davis Electric Company: See—
Pepe, David L.; Palm, Theodore O.; and Johnson, Frank B..

3.841,575.
Davis, Leonard P.: See—

Lunsford, Marvin C, Jr.; Bowers, David T.'; Caldwell, Sherwood
M., Davis, Leonard P.; and Roach, Ted L., 3.84 1 .836.

Dawson. Charles E.. to Telephone Corporation of America. Optinal
prepay coin operated telephone system. 3.842.2 10. Cl. 1 79-6. 30r.

Dawson. Gaynor W . to Battelle Development Corporation. Process for

removal of ammonia from aqueous streams. 3.842.000. Cl 210-
23000

Dayet. Jacques; Bastide. Pierre; and Besson. Marcel, to Delle-Alsthom
Circuit breaker with automatic ice removal means on contact bar
3.842.221. C1.200-52.00r

Daykin. Theodore W ; and Ryff. Anthony S . to Ford Motor Company.
Laminated rotor structure for a hynamoelectnc machine. 3.842,300,
Cl 310-216 000.

Daynard. Richard F . to American Optical Corporation Pacer battery
failure detection circuit. 3.84 1 ,336, Cl. 1 28-4 19.00p

De Castiglione. Roberto: See—
Bernardi, Luigi; De Castiglione. Roberto; and Colonna. Vincenzo.

3,842.123.
De Nover. Donald B . to Beloit Corporation. Hopper with interlocked

charging door. 3.841. 502. Cl.2l4-I7.00b.
De Wit, Benjamino: See—

Wesseling, Karel Hendrik, and De Wit, Benjamino, 3.84 1 ,3 1 3.

Deane, Graham, to National Research Development Corporation. En-
doprosthetic knee joint. 3.840,905, Cl. 3-1.000.

Debart, Hubert, to Compagnie Generale d'Electricite. Doppler effect
telemeter including frequency shifting. 3.84 1 .755, Cl. 356-28 000.

Dechetette, Helen, to AMP Incorporated. Electrical connector tab
receptacle 3,842,391,C1. 339-32.OOr

Declerco. Maurice G Self-tailing winch. 3,84 1 .606, Cl 254- 1 50.00r
Degen. Rolf; and Zimmermann. Max. to BBC Brown Boveri & Com-
pany Limited. Method of. and apparatus for. supporting the modera-
tor structure of a nuclear reactor 3.841 ,965 , Cl. 176-8 7 000.

Delaire, Georges, to Creusot-Loire Installation for extraction of dust
from fumes emitted from a mixer 3,84 1 ,6 1 5 . Cl. 266- 1 5.000.

Delay. Elbert A: See-
Fox J. C; and Delay. Elbert A.. 3.84 1 .339

Delle-Alsthom: See—
Dayet. Jacques; Bastide. Pierre; and Besson. Marcel. 3.842.221.

Delmar Chemicals Limited: See

—

Podesva. Ctirad; and Vagi. Kitty. 3,842.094
Delorme, Richard L. Reinforced structural element and method of
making the same. 3.84 1,958, Cl. 161-161.000.

Delsa, Marcel; deceased; and Guilluni, Philips Jeannine Electrolytic
cell including a plurality of anodes grouped around each cathode for
increased electrolyte circulation in the cell. 3,841.989, Cl. 204-
212.000.

Deluca, Paul V.; Santulli, Vincent F.; Gazzo, John J., Jr., Manos.
George; and Mickowski. John, to Porta Systems Corp Automated
telephony testing and polling apparatus. 3.842,218, Cl. 1 79-175. 30r.

Delwiche, Marius: See—
Dassesse, Pierre; and Delwiche. Marius. 3.84 1 .38 1

.

Demerin, Francois, lo Fabriques De Produits Alimentaires Les Fils De
William Saurin. Machine for cutting meat joints; specially breasts of
pork. 3.841. 1 86. Cl. 83-404.200.

Dennison Manufacturing Company: See—
Foret. Pierre G ; and Donohoe. John William. 3.84 1 .624.

Dentsply Research & Development: See-
Wolf. Donald Timothy, 3.84 1 .860.

Dera. Alain; Fayolle, Michel; and Maistrelli. Roger. 1/2^ to Regie Na-
tionale de Usines Renault and 1/2^ to Automobiles Peugeot. Energy
absorbing device. 3,84 1 .68 1 . Cl. 293-70.000.

Detko. Mildred A.. 20^ to Lee. Raymond. Organization. Inc.. The
Mattress support. 3.840,909. Cl. 5-64.000.

Deutsche Bendix AusrustungsGmbH: See—
Baum. Heinz; Camp, Eckart Op Den; Schrader. Gert; and Botteril.

John Redvers. 3,841.444.
Deutsche Gold und Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler: See—

Meyer-Simon, Eugen; Schwarze. Werner, Thurn, Friedrich; and
Michel. Rudolf, 3,842,111.

Dewberry, Albert W.: See-
Tine, Sebastian David; and Dewberry, Albert W, 3,841.438.

Dewey. Ernest A.; and Clements, Richard F.. to Environmental Con-
trol Products. Inc. Ash removal system for incinerators. 3,841,241.
Cl. 1 IO-8.00r.

Dexter Corporation: See—
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Fctscher. Charles A.; and Sparapany . John J.. 3,842, 14 1

.

Deyerl. Herman F.: See—
Reynolds. Robert J.; and Deyerl. Herman F . 3,84 1 ,556.

Di Benedetto. Frank; and Viscolosi, Louis A., Jr. Continuous moldine
machine. 3,841. 390, CI. 164-329.000.

Di Stefano, Thomas H.: See—
Argyle, Bernell E.; and Di Stefano. Thomas H., 3.842,407.

Dorazio, Alton, Jr.: See—
Altenburger, Otto; and Dorazio, Alton, Jr., 3,842.2 1 4.

Dorfel. Gerhard Walter, to A. Ahlstrom Osakcyhtio Method and ap-
paratus for continuously reeling webs of material into individual
rolls. 3.84 1,578, CI. 242-66.000.

Dorner. Heinz. Multi-purpose built-up shelving 3 841 725 CI 3P-
107.000.

, .. ^ . .
I-

Di Vita, Vito. Vehicle collision prevention device. 3,841,427, CI. 180- Dorschner, Kenneth P.: See-
98,000

_, . ,, . .
Bordenca. Carl; and Dorschner, Kenneth P 3 84'' 179Diamond, Harvey J., to Plasti-Vac, Inc. Vacuum forming machine Doster, William H Sff-

Diren"i'7olrhr^^'"'"'"
^-^^

' -^ •''• ^' '»25-388.000. Callins, Harold T.; and Dosler, William H., 3.842.325.Diane^ti Joseph C. See- Douglas. Robert M.: See-
Walker. Terence; and D.anetti, Joseph C. 3.842.253. McDonald. George K ; Douglas. Robert M ; and Lcibson IrvineDianetti. Joseph C, to American Optical Corporation. Illuminating 3 84-' 060

Ltioson. irving.

system for contact lens ophthalmometer. 3.842,254, CI. 240-4 1 OOr. Dow Chemical Company The- See-
Dickens, Lawrence E.. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Chisholm. Douglas S 3 84-' ->4->

Balanced parametric amplifier. 3,842,359. CI. 330-4.900. Garrett Walter L 3 84^0^0 ~
Dickens, Lawrence E.. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation Knox.GeoreeP 3 841 Vng

Parametric amplifier. 3.842,360, CI 330-4.900. Pashak John F 3 841 P7
Dicks, Peter D. J.; and Hill, William M.. to Spraymould (Bahamas) Wang, Samuel S M 3'842 02'>

210 000
"'"'^ ^°' forming a laminate. 3,841,935, CI. 156- Wright, Donald R, 3,841,81

2"

r>i!i,;„-.>, A_j »j J i^ u r- . r-
Dragonas, Gerasimos Nicolaou; and Spvrou, Andrew GcorBo VosselDieringer, Andrew M.; and Katcha, Frank F.. to Rex Chainbelt Inc. with removable sections. 3,841,254 CI 1 14-74 OOr

3 8ir2'2 rcT 1 m'ITn1[)?
""•"'"""^ '^y*^'^ ^"^ '°=''^'"8 mechanism. Draugelis, Vaidevutis C; Hartman." William R., Jr ; Langdon, Michael

Dii^kstra Fokke rnrni in. rr^^^ XV, ^ .. „
J; and Mc Carroll, Alan F, to Xerox Corporation. Electrostatic

Hp m;n I h
*^°'"^''"*- Groothuizen, Theodorus Maria; Pasman, color reproduction method. 3,84 1 ,75 1 , CI 355-4 000Hermanus Johannes; and Van De Putte, Tonny, to Nederlandse Or- Dravo Corporation See-

ganisatie Voor Toegepast-Natuurweten Schappelijk Onderzoek Ten Krish Kris S 3 841865
Beh^e^ve Van de R.jksverdediging. Furnace. 3,842,181, CI. 13- Dreis & Krump Manufacturing Company: 5e^-

Dimitracopoulos, Panayotis C. Method of making molds for molding or DresserYndustnrs" ilic^ Sel-
casting optical parts and the hke. 3.840.977. CI. 29-460.000. Crow Morgan LeVon 3 841 4->->

Dimon Dona d F to Hallicrafters Co . The. Adjustable parallel-T net- Drexel ?ndu7trieOnc :

5°"-

Dirz^Cran^ ¥ - "^^''^^ ^^^ Hollenbach. Edwin A . 3,841,503

Martin ofisM 3 84insn
Drexler, Edward E; and Norder, Paul D, to Xerox Corporation.

Dixon AarVesH 'in ,^RRP r-K ir^ wu Duplex reproduction system. 3.84 1 ,754. CI 355- 1 7.000

n?.; A
° RBP Chemical Corporation. Method of Driessen, Antonius JozephusGerardusCornelis iV*--

uTllllm
'"'"" '°"'' "'" '"''"'"'' '"'" '•'"•''''• ^' ^*^>'-'^- L-- Benjamin, Cornelissen GeraSus Antonius Petrus

Dixon David Rodnev TMrtnn r^^ii wi„»i ,„^ WM i /-. .

Maria; Dricssen, Antomus Jozephus Gerardus Cornelis; Jacobs.

oLScrraSs^ilSfrSxTotr'^a™^^^^^^^^^^ S"™'? slfioT
""""" "" '^"•"="- '''""•'' "'"""'

Anagnostou, Taki J.; Dixon. Norman B.; and Sastry, Gundu M.. Droge. Josef: 5e<-—

Djordjevfc^See- "^

Rolf"'8?r?7^5'*'
^'°^*'' ^°^^' '^''^^"'^' '*°'^- ^"'^ ^''""'""•

^TsJ'l m""''*''
"°^'"^""- Eberhard; and Djordjevic. Ilija. Drone. Gary" A; and Ross. Roy C. to Fiat-Allis Construction Machin-

Dobinso'n Frank inH Poi^trr. rhric a , x* r-
^^- '"'^ Spring applied steering brakes controlled by transmissionuoDinson, hrank, and Pelezo. Chris A., to Monsanto Company. clutch pressure. 3.841 .450 CI 192-4 00c

3T42 028 CI ?^^^?'^L
'"'""'"^ '°'"'*°"' °^ Polyhydrazides. Dronick. Lester Alexander; and Zimmerman, Edwin Henrv. to

DoMe1n"gmeSing^ompan;"5e.- f^^sTo'd
'"" ''"^^""^ ""'^^' "^"" '^''''''- ^' -'-

nohr.«k>;^lT""'']^-^'^^^-''*'*- . . „ Drozek, Julius S; Horvath, Richard A; and Vilagi, Burton J to Nord-

h.„H r .; ^^^^fr- "Tt ^'l'"^f^!'- ""''""*• '° P3«^"'-Treu- son Corporation. Extrusion nozzle. 3,84 1,567. CI 239 570 000hand-Gesellschaft fur elektrische Glukhampen mbH. High pressure Drutchas, Gilbert H ; Spencer, Phillip B ; and Hovanchak John A to

n42?07'cr313r84 0^' '""" *"' '"''" ''^''^ ^'"^"" TRW Inc. Floating &ate for end' clearance seal on gear pumps
r. u . i^ . u . . „ 3.84 1.804. CI. 418-131.000.

f> v v

Dobrzelecki. Arthur J.; and Buggeln. Richard C, to United States of Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company See-
V^'^^Qd sn

'" Chemical laser nozzle system. 3.842,363. CI. Calabrese, Salvadore Joseph, 3.84 1 .724

r»^ . ir^ ^ c Eastman. Ernest Francis. 3,842.062

tl^hn
^'^7

c^ ^'V7^ -,-,«
"^f'^og- Dawes Collidge. 3.841.078.

Johnson, Ivan E 3 841,225. Hick, Robert M, 3,841,895.

hTJI r^nl?. r. rT K .^u . c . .
Witfield, Harold B, Jr.; and Bentlev, Thomas P., 3,842,152Hilker, George D; Doehrman, Charles E; Lausen, Verne H.; Ducassou, Bernard Sef-

Mowery. Harold P.; and Sutton, Make T., 3,842,192.
nr.h»,t., w- ,™o- D c 1 . I -. .

Crutsch, Louis; and Ducassou, Bernard, 3.842.256.

therlin 3 sT? "qs ri"! m o nnn°°
^"'^ """"' ^°' ''"""^ •=""«> ^'"^^^- '*°"=*''^ ^ '

'^°'""°''- ^^^^'- ^"^ Tesk. John A., to Howmedica.
n'i if L ' ;. c . X ?°° ., ^ Nickelalloys. 3,84 1.868. CI. 74-171.000

T'.mi,.H pf"^ ^ ?'• Talcehiro to Nippon Electric Company. Dudko. Daniil Andreevich; Scherbina. Nikolai Yakovlevich Suschuk-L.m.ted Electromechanical transducer comprising a pair of an- Sljusarenko. Igor Ivanovich; Chvertko. Antoly Ivanovich

Doi

Khrundzhe. Viktor Mikhailovich; and Bizik. Nikolai Konstan-
tinovich. Flux for accomplishing welding-type electroslag process.

tiparallel poled rectangular piezoelectric ceramic pieces 3 842 294
CI. 310-9.500.

Dolan, Edward M. Portable basketball backstop construction. 3,841,92 CI 148-26 000

_3-l'*':"''^'^^e^"'^'^' Dudzic.MaxS.:5«.e-
Dolch Volker. to Scanner. Inc. Contrast processing of cideo signals Anderton. John J.; Dudzic, Max S.; and Wrhen Wilmer Cwithselfadjustmgreference.3.842.200,CI. 178-7.100. 3 841389 -^

.
<"" "men. wiimer «_..

""""B^raSh'aw D"a'rSl7'"3'842'2'i8
Dumayne Raymond to Commissasiat a lEnergie Atomique. Device

Georgen, Robert T.; and Dolgen. Igor E.. 3.840.974. Dunlop Limited: See—
Domenighetli. Domenico. Paving vibratory finishing machine having a Edwards Reginald H 3 841 375

STnd^sI nnn"'*"*
compaction of the deposited layer. 3.841.777. Hamacher. Wilhelm; and Leinweber. Hubert. 3 841 378

r>,rm,nr:i;'uMn,»r / c„ w .^c Dunne, MichacI P., to Sanders Associatcs, Inc. Digital swecp frcquencv

''°ToL"c7,'KVitXh-i.'riis?^- xr^r ^"'^'^^'"^ """^ ^^'^"^"" «^"^^"°" ^•«^^-^'^- ^' ^2«-

'^°pT"!fri.''^'"lK'^^f''^^'v'° '^°?*o^l^ il?i?,'
'Engineers) Limited. Duperon, Terry L., to Trippensee Corporation. Operating apparatusFluid filterwithcolorindicator. 3.841,484. CL 210-95.000. for water samplers. 3.841 162, CI 73-425 4Gr

K «»PParaius

Donath. Gerhard: i^-e- Duprey, Richard H: 5ee-

i"s4'i"4BA
^"*" ^"'^^' '^°"^*''' Gerhard; and Beyer, Werner. Benoit, Roland A ; and Duprcv, Richard H., 3,840 91

1

non^iuv B D *, c n c
Duropenta Holdings (Proprietary )'Limited;5<'f-

Donelley,R. R & Sons Company: See- Henfrey, Basil, 3.841.101.

DonohTZ;„w.ni'I^-c'^'*'"^ ^>''^- R=»'"0"d William, to Vosper Limited. Gas-cushion vehicles.Donohoe. John William: S*'^- 3.841.433. CI. 180-116.000.
Foret, Pierre G; and Donohoe. John William. 3,84 1 ,624. Dyrschka, Helmut See—

Doolin, John H, to Worthington Corporation. Adaptor and frame for a Vogt, WilheJm; Glaser, Hermann; and Dyrschka Helmutcentrifugalpump. 3,841,791, CI. 4I5-I70.00a. 3 842.015.
»^ji»i.niid. neimui.
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E. & J. Winery: Se^
Caputi, Arthur, Jr.; and Wong.ThomasC, 3,842,007.

Eagle Monitor Systems: See—
Kopp, Keith A., 3,841,315.

East/West Medical Products, Inc., mesne: See—
Spinosa, Dom;and Varga, John M., 3,841.799.

Easte. Avard Joseph, to Northwest Sanitation Products. Inc. Automatic
liquid dispenser for an inverted bottle. 3.841 ,524. CI. 222-57.000.

Eastman. Ernest Francis, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company.
Water-soluble complexes of protein and anionic polyelectrolytes
such as sodium carboxymethyl cellulose. 3,842,062, CI. 260-
Il2.00r.

Eastman Kodak Company: See—
Burness, Donald M.;and Silverman, Robert A.. 3,841,872.
Coil, Michael K.;and Eder, Thomas W., 3.841,147.
Craig. Loren J ; and Hochreiter, William T., 3,842,423.
Ewald. William P.. 3.841.748.
Grant, Peter M.; Taylor, Robert B.; and Jackson, Winston J., Jr.,

3,842,021.
Kertel, Stanleys. 3,84 1,880.

Lunsford, Marvin C, Jr.; Bowers, David T.; Caldwell. Sherwood
M.; Davis. Leonard P.; and Roach. Ted L.. 3.84 1 .836.

Mowrey. Rowland George; and Wilkes. Glenn Richard,
3,841,873.

Rosborough, Robert S, Jr.;and Wright, Luther M., 3,841,934.
Wilson, John C ; and Hamb, Fredrick, 3,842,042.

Eastwood, Thomas, to Brown, David, Tractors Limited. Clutch with
engine oil cooling. 3,841.455, CI. 192-1 13.00b.

Eaton, Richard: See-
Rubin, Lawrence M.; Eaton, Richard Rochester; and Chapin.

Peter L, 3,841,744.
Eaton. Richard Rochester: See-

Rubin. Lawrence M.; Eaton, Richard Rochester; and Chapin.
Peter L, 3,841,744.

Ebeling, Ernest C: See—
Ebcling, Franklin D ; and Ebeling, Ernest C, 3,84 1 ,508.

Ebeling, Franklin D.; and Ebeling, Ernest C. Refuse vehicle with a
semi-automated refuse container pick-up and unloading device
3,841,508. CI. 214-302.000.

Eberle, William J., to General Battery Corporation. Battery, com-
ponents, and method of making. 3,84 1 ,9 1 5, CI. 1 36- 1 34.00r.

Ebersole, John F., to Itck Corporation. Optical waveguide system for
producing a line of modulated radiation data. 3,841,733. CI. 350-
160 OOr.

Eckert, Konrad, to Bosch. Robert, GmbH. Fuel metering device for in-

ternal combustion engines. 3 .84 1 ,6 1 3, CI. 26 1 -36.00a.
Eckhardt, Hans A. Apparatus for processing plastic materials.

3.841.814, CI. 425-208,000
Ecodyne Corporation: See—

Weis, Frank G. 3,842,224.
Edeline, Jean-Claude; and Lavergne, Justin, to Commissariat A L

Energie Atomique. Method and device for the merchanical modula-
tion of a particle flux. 3,842,285, CI. 250-497.000.

Eder. Thomas W.: See-
Coil, Michael K., and Eder, Thomas W., 3,841.147.

Edgcome Steel Company: See—
Hitchiner. Joseph A.; Brown. Lawrence H., and Blodgett, Monte
R, 3,841,064.

Edwards, Alan Harold: See-
Aaron, Colin; Edwards, Alan Harold, and Tessier, Keith Camp-

bell. 3,841 ,850.

Edwards, Gordon J.: See—
Arff. Uwe F ; and Edwards, Gordon J , 3,840,991

.

Edwards, Michael: See—
Lumb, John B .and Edwards, Michael, 3,842,031.

Edwards, Reginald H., to Dunlop Limited. Pneumatic tires. 3.841.375.
CI. 152-355.000.

Edwin, Allan I,; Vlach, Thomas L.; and Bennett, Melvin T., to Interac-
tive Systems, Inc Tool wear detector. 3.84 1 , 1 49, CI. 73-7 1 .400.

Eftex-Texmato GmbH & Co.: See—
Feische, Josef. 3,840,913.

Eggert. Noel B., to Owens-Illinois. Inc. Molded plastic container secon-
dary operations machine. 3.84 1 ,468. CI. 198-22 1 .000.

Eheim, Franz, to Bosch, Robert. GmbH. Engine runaway preventing
safety means associated with a distributor-type fuel injection pump.
3.84I.286.CI. I23-I40.00r.

Ehrlich, Donald J., to Monon Trailer, Inc. Cargo transporter having
door-operated cargo retainer. 3 ,84 1 ,66 1 , CI. 280- 1 79.00r.

Eibich, Alfred: See-
Parkinson, John; Eibich, Alfred; and Ronald, Thomas T.,

3,841,259.
Eimer, Klaus, to Ludwig, Taprogge Reinigungsanlagen fur Rohren-
Warmeaustauscher. Hydrodynamic sorting apparatus. 3.84 1 ,397, CI.

165-95.000.

Eisenberg, Harvey. Container for liquids having hinged lid allowing
easy stacking. 3,84 1 ,528, CI, 222- 1 43,000,

Ekstrom, Ake; Juhlin, Lars-Erik; and Olsson, Karl-Erik, to Allmanna
Svenska Elektriska Aktiegolaget. Thyristor rectifier having a device
for self-ignition or recovery protection. 3,842,337, CI. 32 1 -27. OOr.

El Bindari, Ahmed, to Clad Metals Corporation. Method for inserting

rods into coiled tubes. 3,840,972, CI. 29-433.000.
El Paso Products Company: See—

Lo, Ching-Tsan; Miller, Joe Jed; and Cywinski, Norbert Francis,

3,842.132.
EIco Corporation: Sfc—
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Fuller. Ross; Munshower, Kenneth; and Lightkep. William E.,

3,841,472.

Elford, Peter Ellice. Cartons, trays and the like. 3.841.476. CI. 206-
427.000

Elitex. Zavody textilniho strojirenstvi generaini reditelstvi: See—
Svaty. Vladimir; and Taticek, Lubomir, 3.841 ,358.

Uhlir, Paveh and Uhlirova, Jarmila. 3,84 1 . 1 1 2.

ELITEX-Zavody Textilniho Strojirenstvi Generaini reditelstvi: See—
Kejnovsky, Bohumil; Fikrie, Jan;and Hobza. Antonin. 3.841.1 15

Ellinghausen. Edgar A., and Johnson. George B , to Interstate Drop
Forge Co. Power control circuit for resistance heating moving con-
ductors. 3,842.239. CI. 219-155.000.

Ellis. Clarence Eugene. Pit barbecue apparatus. 3.841.211, CI. 99-

482,000,
Ellis, Kenneth Harold: See—

Appleby, Brian Lawrence; Malpass, Alan; and Ellis, Kenneth
Harold, 3.841.589,

Ellis. Shirley Russell, to Jester Company Limited. The, Packages of
bobbins, 3.841 .475. CI, 206-391,000,

Elmer, Thomas H: See—
Armistead, William H,; Elmer, Thomas H.; and Lichtenstein. Ivan
E. 3.842.017.

Eltsov, Nikolai Pavlovich: See—
Nikitin, Vladislav losifovich; and Eltsov, Nikolai Pavlovich.

3,841,410.
Emberg, Donald J,: See-

Fox, Richard Q.; and Emberg, Donald J., 3,841.122.
Emerson Electric Co.: See—

Hines, Burgess W., 3,84 1 ,5 1 8.

Kinsella, Howard R; and Smith, Carl A., 3,84 1 .552.

Emery, Anthony Nicholas; Barker. Sidney Alan; and Novais. Julio
Maggioly, to Ranks Hovis Mc Dougall. Limited. Preparation of im-
mobilized enzymes. 3.84 1,969. CI 195-63.000.

Emmons. Lawrence D.. to Ampex Corporation. Method of modulating
a beam of electromagnetic radiation. 3.842.3 1 2. CI. 3 1 5-30.000.

Enberg. Kenneth R.: See—
Angstadt, John W.; Enberg. Kenneth R.. Kleindinst. Edgar L.;

Ring. Richard J.; and Spence. David B.. 3.84 1 .826.

Enekes. Sandor: See—
Giflo. Henrik; Enekes. Sandor; Zambo. Pal; and Vamosi. Jozsef.

3.841,866.

Engebretsen, Einar O , to Hobart Manufacturing Company, The. Com-
pactor compartment arrangement. 3,841,214, CI. 100-215 000.

Engeler. Paul, to SIG Schweizerische Industrie-Gcsellschaft. Device for

feeding wrappers in a packaging machine. 3.841.057. CI. 53-
389.000.

Engelhardt. John Nicol; and Rousseau. Roy Settle, to Kartridg Pak Co..
The. Separating meat from bones. 3,84 1 .569, CI. 24 1 -4.000.

English Clays Lovering Pochin & Company Limited: See-
Broad, Bernard Henry, 3,841,568.
Luke, William George; and Datson, David Pender. 3.84 1 .669.

English, Vergil R Dental hygiene device. 3.840,992, CI. 32-40.00r.
Englund, Gosta Roland; Lundell. Bjorn Sture; and Lindelow. Claes-
Goran, to Svenska Dataregister AB. Coin dispensing device.
3.841.341. CI, 133-4,000,

Entreprise d'Equipement Mecaniques & Hydrauliques EM H,: See—
Vilain, Robert. 3,841.249.

Environment/one Corporation: See—
Farrell. Robert Paul, Jr.. 3,84 1 ,998

Environmental Control Products, Inc.: See—
Dewey, Ernest A; and Clements, Richard F., 3.841,241.

Environmental Sciences, Inc.: See-
Conner. Jessee R,; and Polosky, Ronald J, 3,84 1 , 1 02.

Epstein, James: See-
Boyle, Gerard H.; Epstein, James, and Liang. Charles C.

3.841.914.
Erby. William A.; and Tompkins. James F, to Air Products and Chemi-

cals, Inc. Catalytic production of polyhalo-keto-alkenoic acids
3,842,1 26, CI. 260-539,00r,

Erickson, Dennis E.; and Harrington, Harry L., to Clark Equipment
Company. Lift truck upright. 3.84 1,442, CI. 187-9.000.

Erwin. Ransome W.. to Austral-Erwin Engineering Co., mesne.
Preparation of plastic-metal products including laminates, composite
tubes and the like. 3.84 1 .937, CI. 1 56-286.000,

ESB Incorporated: See-
Anderson, Charles E. 3.84 1 ,9 1 3.

Escher Wyss G.m.b.H..: See—
Kahmann. Albrecht, 3.84

1

.573.

Espeel. Frans Joris, to Gebruder Buehler A.G. Pneumatic control
system for air filter cleaning apparatus. 3,84 1 .065. CI. 55-284.000.

Esso Research and Engineering Company: See-
Aaron. Colin; Edwards. Alan Harold; and Tessier. Keith Camp-

bell. 3,841 ,850.

Cohen, Saul J.; and Hochman, Jack M., 3.841 ,991

.

Cross, NewboldO.; and Thompson, Jeffrey L., 3,841,146.
Lohkamp, Dwight Theodore; and Prentice, James S,, 3.84 1 ,953,
Lundberg, Robert D,; and Makowski, Henry S,, 3,842,154.
Pappas, James J.; Jacobson, Norman; and Kresge, Edward N

3.842.010.
Etchelecou. Robert J. L.; and Savel. John J. Device for temporarily

sealing holes in boats. 3,84 1,256. CI. 114-227.000.
Ethyl Corporation: See—

Burt, William E.. 3,842,006.
Niebylski, Leonard M,;and Immethun. Peter A., 3,842.159.
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Eto, Tetsutaro Integrating analog-to-digital converter 3 842 416 CI
340-347.0nt.

'

Ett. Allen Harold; and Rosenbaum, Walter Steven, to International
Business Machines Corporation Bayesian online numeric dis-
criminator. 3,842.402, CI. 340-146. 30s.

Evers-Euterneck, Ernst T , to United States of America, Army. Con-
stant bearing course homing missile. 3,841,585, CI. 244-3.150

Eversole, Russell A.: Sff—
Scott, Harold W; and Eversole, Russell A., 3,841,976.

Everson. Evan P Sfe—
Robinson. Roland L., Boltz. Chadwick C; Everson, Evan P and
Mac Pherson, Douglas E., 3,841.584.

Ewald, William P., to Eastman Kodak Company. Projector lap dissolve
device. 3.841,748, CI. 353-83.000.

K >"
c

Ewert. Bruno; and STein. Gunter. to General Motors Corporation
Vehicle occupant-restraint arrangements. 3,841,657. CI 280-
I50.0sb.

Excelermatic, Inc.: See—
Kraus. Charles Edward. 3.841.1 73.

Exotech. Incorporated: See-
Hall. James Michael; and Clipp. Louis L.. 3,841,559

Eyster. Charles U.. to Becton. Dickinson and Company Pocket as-

3^8"40.90*i^a V247 W)0
"*""' ^°' attachment to a garment.

Fabrique National Herstal S.A. en abrege EN: See—
Vandermeirsch. Marcel A . 3.841.1 14.

Fabriques De Produits AlimentairesLes Fils De William Saurin See—
Demerin. Francois. 3.84 1 , 1 86.

Falbel. Gerald, to Wormser Scientific Corporation Solar enercv
system for a building. 3.841,302. CI 126-270.000

Falcone. Francesco; and Hunnes. Odd Peder, to Aktiebolaget Bofois
Device for a straddle-carrier or a similar vehicle. 3.841 .429. CI. 1 80-
' /.OOs.

Falkehag. Sten I.; and Bailey. Carl W.. Ill, to Westvaco Corporation
Dyestuff compositions containing lignin surfactants carboxy sub-
stituted. 3,841 .887. CI. 106-123.0lc.

Falktier. Raimund; and Grune. Heinz, to RAPENA Patent- und Ver-
waltungs-AG Method of making profiled rails and bodies composed
thereof 3.841. 134. CI. 72-181 000.

Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Buchel. Karl Heinz; Meiser. Werner; Plempel. Manfred: and

Metzger. Carl. 3. 842,078
Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius &

Bruning: See—
Kampe. Klaus-Dieter. 3.842.109.

Parish. Owen: See—
Hundstad. Richard L ; and Parish. Owen. 3.842 365

Farmer. Charles G: See-
Miller. Robert G.; Crayton, John W ; Farmer. Charles G.; and Sat-

zler. Ronald L.. 3.840.979.
Parnsworth. Philo T.. III. Modular vertex structure. 3,841.039, CI. 52-

o 1 .000.

Farrell. Robert Paul. Jr.. to Environment/one Corporation. Aerobic
wastewater treatment process with partial reuse and infrequent dos-
mgtosoil. 3.841.998. CI. 210-16.000

Farrer. Oscar L Paper roll holder. 3.841.576. CI 242-55 200
Farrington Robert C. to Timeline Inc. Barrel cleaning apparatus

3.841.564, CI. 239-281.000.
kf-^-'u*

Fams. Robert E.; and Green. Maurice E.. Jr.. to Kaiser Aluminum &
Chemical Corporation. High alumina refractory. 3,841.884, CI. 106-
65 .000.

Payolle. Michel: See—
Dera. Alain; Payolle. Michel; and Maistrelli. Roger. 3 84 1 68

1

Feigl. Erich: See-
Mattes. Bernhard; and Feigl. Erich. 3.842.3 1

7

Feingold. Stanley: See-
Rubin. Lawrence M ; Eaton, Richard Rochester; and Chapin

Peter L, 3,841.744. ^ '

Feische. Josef, to Eftex-Texmato GmbH & Co Relating to a net for
upholstered furniture. 3.840,9 1 3 . CI. 5- 1 9 1 .000

Felder. Ernst, and Pitre, Davide. to Bracco Industria Chimica. Societa
per Azioni. Orally administered contrast agents for cholecvsto£-
raphy. 3. 842. 124. CI. 260-501.110.

Feldstein. Nathan; and Lancsek. Thomas Stephen, to RCA Corpora-
tion Method for electroless deposition of metal using improved col-
loidal catalyzing solution. 3.84 1 .88 1 . CI. 106- 1 00 000

Fendel. Kurt: See-
Gabriel. Richard; Balwe. Thomas; Bauer. Johann; Fendel Kurt
and Kaczerofsky. Rupert. 3.842.055.

Fergg. Berthold; Zahn. Wolfgang, and Hujer, Friedrich. to AGFA-
Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft. Method of sealing open-ended en-
velopes for photographic film or the like. 3.841.936, CI. 156-
2 16.000.

Ferner. JackC: See—
Zinnbauer. Frederick W.and Ferner. JackC. 3.841.138.

Ferrand. Marcel Cultivation pot for seedlings and plants. 3.841 021
CI. 47-1.200.

Ferre. Glenn E ; Franz, Maurice F . Lohbauer, Kenneth R.; and McMil-
lan. William D.. to Caterpillar Tractor Company. Combined engine
speed and pressure responsive control for variable displacement
pumps. 3.84 1 .795. CI 417-21 6.000.

Ferro Corporation: See—
Rion. Richard G.; and Gazo. Louis J.. Jr., 3.84 1 ,986.

Fetscher, Charles A.; and Sparapany. John J., to Dexter Corporation
Sihcone-epoxy copolymers and molding powders obtained
therefrom. 3,842, 1 41. CI 260-824.0ep.

Fetzer. Gustav: See—
Krauss. Paul; and Fetzer. Gustav. 3.841.077.

Fiat-Allis Construction Machinery, Inc.: See-
Drone, Gary A.; and Ross, Roy C, 3,84 1 ,450

Pibreglass Limited: See-
Thatcher, Kenneth Cyril, 3,84 1 , 184.

Picklin, AnnC: See—
Caldwell, Carroll E.; and Picklin. Ann C, 3,841 .863

Pield-Richards. Hugh Sherwood, to United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland. Secretary of State for Defense in Her Britan-
nic Majesty's Government of the Conference circuits for delta-
modulated digital telecommunications systems. 3.842.351. CI. 25-
38.00b.

Fikentscher. Rolf: See—
Belde. Horst; Oppenlaender. Knut; Daubach. Ewald. and

Fikentscher. Rolf. 3.841 .888.
Fikrie. Jan: See—

Kejnovsky. Bohumil; PikHe. Jan; and Hobza. Antonin. 3 84 1 IIS
Finger. John P.. and Pochop. Merle E.. to Sioux Steam Cleaner Cor-

poration. Multi-pass heating apparatus with expandable air cooled
jacket. 3.84 1.273, CI. 122-248.000.

Fink, Hermann, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Suspension system for
a magnetic suspension railroad. 3.841.227, CI. 104-148 550

Fischer. Jacob G. Folding bed 3.840.9 1 2. CI. 5- 1 1 1 .000
Fisher. Howard M.; and Montgomery. Harry T.. to Pennsylvania En-

gineering Corporation. Adjustable tuyere for metallurgical vessels
3.84 1,6 17. CI. 266-41 000.

Fishkin. Edward A., and Wilson. Harry W.. to Mine Safety Appliances
Cornpany. Process for the production of nitronium perchlorate
3.842. 162. CI. 423-386.000

Fitterer. Horst: See—
Schaeffer. Norbert; Fitterer. Horst. Uhl. Kari; Schnell. Geore and

Andriessen. Wilhelmus. 3.84 1 .582.
FiUgerald. Mack A.. Jr.; Scott. Carl W.; and Scott. Carl W.. Jr to

^jI n
^''*'^'"*- '"'^ Carpet cleaning machine. 3.840.935. CI. 15-

Pitzgerald. William Maurice Bard. Power units. 3.841,797. CI. 417-

Plannery. John B.. Jr.: See-
Haas. Warner E. L.; Adams. James E . Jr ; and Plannery. John B

Jr.. 3,842,275.
Pleagle, Joseph E.. to Wagner Electric Corporation Signal processing

circuit for wheel slip control systems. 3.842.355. CI. 328-1 14 000
Fleishman. Seymour. Disposable tongs. 3.841.684, CI 294-1 OOr
Pleissner. Heinz, to Vepa AG. Process and apparatus for the produc-

tion of continuous random webs. 3.841.933. CI 156-148 000
Fletcher. Lillian: See—

Gallo. Joseph; and Fletcher. Lillian, 3,84 1 ,686
Florence, Jack M.; and Smith. William E . to Owens-Illinois. Inc. Alu-
minum metaphosphate source body for doping silicon. 3.841,927.

Plorjancic. Dusan, to Sulzer Brothers Ltd. Method and cooling system
for cooling centnfugal pumps 3.84 1 ,786. CI. 4 1 5- 1 1 4 000

Fluidtech Corporation: See—
Osheroff, Gene W., 3.84 1 .392.

PMC Corporation; See—
Chalupsky.Paul A ;and Nephew. Oliver T, 3.841.494
Culbertson. George W. 3.84 1 .453.
Goodley. George P.. 3.84 1 .2 1 3.

Nemschoff. Mark S. 3.84 1 .426
Pong, Timothy T.. to Hughes Aircraft Company. Coaxial trapatt oscil-

Ford Industries. Inc.: See-
Owen. James; and Hoven. El Don L., 3,842 216

Ford, Maynard; and Lee, Charles D., Jr., to Parks-Cramer Company
Roving feed stop device. 3,841,076. CI. 57-83.000

Ford Motor Company: See—
Apostoleris. Theodore G.. 3.842.302.
Clemens. William J.. 3.84 1 .678.
Daniel. Roger P. 3.84 1 . 1 63.
Daykin, Theodore W.; and Ryff. Anthony S.. 3.842.300
Freismuth.Richard J.;andPruchno. Albert A 3 841 612
Hogland. Keith C. 3.842.222.
Kovach. James T; and Paluszny.Antoni. 3.841 720
Krygowski, Richard P., 3,84 1 ,284
Maxey. Joel W.. 3,84 1 ,774.
Muller, George H. 3.84 1 .679.
Muller. George H.. 3.84 1 .680
Peel. Richard E. and Singh. Harknshan, 3,84 1 .659
Rogerson. Jerry B.. 3,841 ,282.
Ryff, Anthony S., 3,840,983.
Singh. Harkrishan. 3.84 1 ,658.
Slessor, John M., 3,840,975.
Turner, Philip L., 3.841 .759.

Poresta Francis A.; and Bonsky. Elmer C. to TAD. Avanti. Inc

3,842 2°oT a T7"-6*00r'"'"^"*
^"'^ '^**^'" ****' '^"""'^ ''°"''°'-

Poresta Francis A.; and Bonsky, Elmer C, to TAD, Avanti, Inc
Telephone answenng instrument and system with disconnect bv
silence or tone. 3,842,2 1 3. CI. I79-6.00r.
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Foret. Pierre G.. and Donohoe. John William, to Dennison Manufac-
turing Company. Ticket reader. 3.84 1 .624. CI. 27 1 -1 80.000.

Forler. C. Richard; and Heins. Conrad F. Method and apparatus for

repairing cracks in windshields. 3,84 1 .932. CI. 1 56-94.000.

Pormanek. Victor: See—
Rey. Maurice, and Formanek. Victor, 3.84 1 .864.

Forschner. Andrew C. to Johnson Rubber Company. The. Extruder
with feed system. 3,84 1 .8 1 8. CI. 425-376.000.

Fortescue. Peter; add Rickard. Corwin L.. to General Atomic Com-
pany. Closed cycle gas turbine system. 3.84 1.1 00. CI. 60-690.000.

Portis. John C. Sentinnel apparatus 3.842.255. CI. 240-49.000.

Foure. Claude Desire: See—
Buisson. Marc Francois Bernard; Foure. Claude Desire. Lacroix,

Armand Jean-Baptiste; Quillcvcre. Herve Alain; and Rousseau.
Gilbert James. 3.841,565.

Fowler, W. D.. & Sons Corp.: See-
Fowler. William Douglas; and Brookman. Paul. 3.841.558

Fowler, William Douglas, and Brookmari. Paul, to Fowler. W. D., &
Sons Corp. Arrangement for irrigating and controlling temperature
and humidity of plants. 3,841 .558. CI. 239-1 1.000.

Fox J. C; and Delay. Elbert A Stackabic safety ash tray. 3,84 1 ,339. CI.

13l-235.00r.

Fox, Richard 0.; and Emberg, Donald J., to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation Rolling mill gauge control method and apparatus in-

cluding feedback correction. 3.841 .1 22, CI. 72-6.000.

Pox, Richard 0-, and Smith. Andrew W.. Jr., to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation. Rolling mill gauge control method and apparatus in-

cluding entry gauge correction. 3.84 1 . 1 23. CI. 72-8.000.

Fox. Wiliam B.: See-
Young David E ; Gould. Douglas E.; Anderson. Lowell Ray. and

Fox. Wiliam B. 3.842.156.
Francque. Marc: See^

Schcrhab, Berng, Koppclmann, Eliahu; Wolz, Hermann; and
Francque. Marc, 3.842.098.

Franklin Electric Co . Inc.: See—
Schaefer. Edward J.. 3,842,298.

Franz. James H . Jr , to Westinghouse Electric Corporation Oscillator

circuit for providing a failsafe direct current voltage output m
response to a periodic signal input 3,842.334. CI. 321-2.000,

Franz. Maurice F.: See—
Ferre. Glenn E ; Franz, Maurice P.; Lohbauer. Kenneth R,; and
McMillan. William D. 3.841.795.

Prau Irma Ungerer: See—
Rodach. Alexander, 3.841.580.

Frazier, Melvin A., to Collins Radio Company. Voltage standing wave
ratio detecting and adjusting apparatus. 3.842,358, CI, 329-1 29,000.

Preebourn. Norbert E : See-
Wheeler. Claud R : and Preebourn. Norbert E . 3,84 1 ,235.

Freed. Lyie C. Vortex arrestor and visualization system. 3,84 1 ,587. CI.

244-40.00a.
Frehe, Dieter Engine cooling system. 3.841.278. CI 123-41.610.

Freiling. Albert J. Detachable rear sight for shotguns having flat sided

receivers. 3.840.995. CI. 33-233.000
Preismuth, Richard J , and Pruchno. Albert A . to Ford Motor Com-

pany. Altitude and temperature compensated carburetor. 3.841.612,
CI. 261-23.00a.

Fretwell, Richard D , to Ml-. Incorporated. Data set control logic.

3.842.207. CI. I 79-2.0dp.
Freudenberg, Carl. Firma: See—

Kimura. Ryuichi, Fukui, Kiyoshi, Mortimoto. Takuo; Higuchi.

Takashi; Yamauch. Katsuyoshi; and Yoshida. Kenji. 3.841 .952.

Fried. Krupp Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung: See—
Hejj. Erwin; Sigl, Dieter; and Soddcmann. Hans. 3.84 1 .224.

Pried. Robert: See—
Salter. Andrew; and Fried. Robert. 3.841.309,

Friedell. Peter E, Subepidermal cannular instrument and method for

automated determination of bleeding time and blood loss.

3.841,307, CI. 128-2.00g.

Friedheim, Ernst Albert Hermann. Method of combating filariasis in

dogs. 3.842, 171. CI. 424-245.000.

Priedland. Jacques; and Habib. Pierre. Tank for a swimming pool or

the like. 3.84 1 .04 1 . CI. 52- 1 69.000.

Friedlander. Eirch Siegfried; and Thanawala. Hemesh Laxmidas. to As-

sociated Electrical Industries Limited. Voltage stabilising arrange-

ments. 3.842.342, CI. 323-124.000.
Friend. Gordon Charles; Geach. Charles John; and Groszek. Alek-

sander Jerzy. to British Petroleum Company. Limited. The. Graphite
pellets. 3.842.014. CI. 252-447.000.

Priese. Karl-Hermann; Geier. Heinz; Pollner. Rudolf; and Schallert.

Heino. to Bosch. Robert. GmbH Electro-chemical sensor, particu-

larly for use in the exhaust system of internal combustion engines.

3.841.987. CI. 204-195.00S.

Priesen. Nicholas, to Happy Horse-Feed Vendors Ltd. Dispenser for

feed grains and the like. 3.84 1 .523. CI. 222-2.000.

Froberg, Magnus L.; and Maddux, John P., to Owens-Corning
Piberglas Corporation. Apparatus and method for starting an electric

glass melting furnace. 3.842. 1 80. CI. 13-6.000.

Frohlich, Alfons; Cappel. Marie-Luise. and Stubiger. Ernst, to Opti-

Holding AG. Slide fastener with coupling coils on knitted tapes.

3.840.946. CI. 24-205. 10c.

Fuckert. Karl Otto: See—
Stanke. Walter; Wortberg. Werner; and Fuckert. Karl Otto.

3.841,977.

Fuhrmann, Robert, Koff, Fred W.. and Sifniadcs. Stvlianos. to Allied

Chemical Corporation. Racemization process for alpha-aminocapro-
lactam and lysine amide. 3.842.073. CI. 260-239. 30r.

Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd.: See—
Sakaki.Hirokazu.3,841.218

Shimoda. Noboru. and Koba. Sadaaki. 3.842.282.

Takahashi,Tsunehiko;and Nabara, Akira, 3,842,195.

Fuji Xerox Co.. Ltd.: See—
Terajima. Yasuhiko; Okada, Ryuzo; and Horie. Kiyoshi.

3.841.752.

Fujimori. Makoto; Yoshii. Hiroshi, Kusakabe. Noboru; Matsubara.
Muneo; Ito. Masaru; and Baba. Yutaka. to Bridgestonc Tire Com-
pany Limited. Rubber compositions. 3.842.034. CI. 260-45. 80n.

Fujimoto. Joji: See—
Kishimoto. Kenichi. Miyauchi. Hiroshi; Inagaki. Yasuhiko. and

Fujimoto. Joji. 3.841.835.
Fujita. Rokuro: See-

Huang. Ching Yun. and Fujita. Rokuro. 3.841 .903.

Fujita. Tatsu: See—
Nishihara. Masao. Fujita. Tatsu; Yamaguchi. Yoshihiro; Mat-

sushita. Tomiharu; and Noguti. Masataka, 3.84 1 . 1 29

Fukuda. Yasuhiko; and Osada. Isao. to Nippon Chemical Industrial

Co.. Ltd. Process for preparing ferromagnetic chromium dioxide.

3.842.01 I. CI. 252-62.510.

Fukui, Kiyoshi; See—
Kimura. Ryuichi. Fukui. Kiyoshi. Mortimoto. Takuo. Higuchi.

Takashi; Yamauch. Katsuyoshi; and Yoshida. Kenji. 3.841.952.

Fuller. Ross; Munshower. Kenneth; and Lightkcp. William E.. to EIco

Corporation. Pm-terminal carrier strip. 3,84 1 .472. CI. 206-329 000
Fulton Industries. Inc.; See—

Grove. John L. 3.841.436.

Purbeck. Warren R : See-
Lee. Charles A.; Purbeck. Warren R.; and Kemp. Horace N..

3.841.620.
Furukawa, Masamichi; See—

Isonaka. Kenji. Hokari. Saburo; Watanabc. Tatsuya. and Furu-

kawa. Masamichi. 3.841.750,
Futami. Takehiro: See—

Doi. Kikuo: and Futami. Takehiro. 3.842.294.

Gabriel. Richard; Balwe. Thomas. Bauer. Johann; Fendel. Kurt; and
Kaczerofsky, Rupert, to Wackie Chemie GmbH. Process for disper-

sion polymerization of vinyl chloride with low polymer deposition.

3.842,055, CI. 260-87.100.'

Gabriel. William L.. to Signode Corporation. Fastener stack and
fasteners having bodies of foam. 3.84 1.473. CI. 206-338.000,

Gach, Peter P: See-
Montgomery, ary B,;andGach. Peter P,. 3.841.514,

Galigher Company, The: See—
Huntington. Fred R . 3.841. 161.

Gall. Martin: See

—

Hester. Jackson B . Jr : and Gall. Martin. 3.842.089.

Gall. Martin; and Hester. Jackson B.. Jr.. to Upjohn Company. The
Certain l-aminomethyl-6-phenvl 4H-s-triazolo (4,3.a) (1.4)

benzodiazepines. 3.842.090. CI. 260-247.100.
Gallo. Joseph; and Fletcher. Lillian Pet Waste pickup device

3.84 1.686. CI. 294-1 9.00r.

Galloway. James H., to Oxv Metal Finishing Corporation. Balancing as-

sembly for parallelled rectifiers. 3.842.336, CI 32 I -27.OOr
Galp)erin. Jury Aronovich: See—

Sljusarev, Jury Evgenievich; Reznik. Boris Grigorievich; and Cial-

perin. Jury Aronovich, 3.841.788
Gambro AG: See—

Hagstrom. Olov, and Riede. Gerhard. 3.84 1 .49 1

.

Gammon. Michael William: See—
Benatt. Frank George Simon; and Gammon. Michael William.

3.841,862.

Gandhi. Niranjan R , and Richardson, Gary H., to Utah State Universi-

ty Foundation. Automatic protein analysis system and method
3.84 1.834. CI. 23-231.000.

Garcia Corporation. The: See

—

Gregory. Francis J.. 3.841.015.

Gardella. Adriano. Weft stop motion shuttleless looms 3.841.359, CI
139-370.000.

Gardi. Rinaldo; and Vitali. Romano, to Warner-Lambert Company.
Ethers of the pregnane series. 3.842.075. CI. 260-239. 55d

Gardner-Denver Company; See—
Terbrack. William H.'. 3,842.347.

Garman. Anthony L.: See—
Shankwitz. Robert P.; and Garman. Anthony L., 3.84 1 .77 1

.

Garnache. Richard Raymond; and Smith. William Michael. Jr.. to In-

ternational Business Machines Corporation. Integrated circuit fabri-

cation process. 3,84 1 .926, CI. 1 48-1 88.000.

Garner. Derek H ; Bosworth. George H . and Barker. Roger M.. to

USM Corporation Pulling and lasting machines 3.840.929. CI 12-

10.100.

Garrett, Walter L.. to Dow Chemical Company, The. Method of ex-

panding a resole resin containing expandable thermoplastic micro-
spheres and product obtained therefrom 3,842.020. CI 260-2. 50b.

Gartner. Klaus W. Multiple part key for conventional locks. 3.84 1. 1 20,
CI. 70-395.000.

Gary. Paul Alexander: See—
Agraz-Guerena. Jorge; Gary. Paul Alexander; and Lepselter. Mar-

tin Paul. 3.841,918.
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Gaulocher, Leo P . to Hunter. James T. Golf putter 3 841 640 CI

273-164.000.
j.oti.oHu, s^,.

Gaylord. John A to H Koch & Sons. Inc.; a division of Global

3?8ir666X?28Vt3.S!)r"
^°'"''^"^ ^"'^^ '^'"^ ^^""^

Gazo. Louis J., Jr.: See—
Rion, Richard G.; and Gazo. Louis J.. Jr.. 3.84 1 ,986

Gazzo, John J. Jr.: 5ef—
Deluca. Paul V.; Santulli. Vincent F.; Gazzo. John J.. Jr.; Manos
George; and Mickowski. John, 3,842.218.

GBK Enterprises. Inc.: See—
Keller. Howard F, Jr., 3,842,001.

Geach, Charles John: See-
Friend, Gordon Charles; Geach. Charles John; and Groszck. Alek-
sanderJerzy, 3.842,014.

«*.. /mch

Gebr. Dickertmann, Hebezeugfabrik A.G.: See—
Klinkhammer, Karl; and Bley, Siegfried 3 841 441

Gebruder Buehler AG: 5ee—
EspeeLFrans Joris, 3,841,065.

Gee, Alan E.; and Snitzer. Elias. to American Optical Corporation
Scanning electron microscope. 3.842.27 1 . CI. 250-3 1 000

Geib, Ralph Larry: See—
Glover Douglas Wade; Kopenhaver. Kenneth Oscar; and Geib

Ralph Larry. 3.842,393.
Geier, Heinz: See—

Friese, Karl-Hermann; Geier, Heinz; Pollner. Rudolf; and Schal-
lert. Hemo. 3.841.987.

Geiger. David H. Roof construction. 3.84 1 .038. CI 52-80 000Gem Electro-Magnetics Company. Inc See—
Barnett. Gerald J , 3,842,379

Genequand, Pierce, to Battelle Development Corporation. Method andapparatus for measunng. by ionization, the flux of vapour emitteddurmgvacuum vaporization 3.842.267. CI 250-291 000
General Atomic Company: See—

Amtmann, Hans H ; and Macken, Thomas, 3.841 035
Fortescue. Peter; and Rickard.CorwinL. 3,84 1 100

General Battery Corporation: See—
EberlcWilliamJ, 3,841,915.

General Cable Corporation: See—
Robinson, Daniel E; and Schmidt, Robert A 3 841810

General Dynamics Corporation: See—
Schillreff, George H, 3,84 1 ,2 1 9.

General Electric Company: See—
Barkan. Philip. 3.842.187.
Carlson. Robert G; and Steinhagen. Carl A 3 841 942
Cornell. Edward P.. 3.842.268.
Gushing, Donald S; and Jenkins, Thomas E., 3,84 1 ,342
Ghaem-Maghami, Sanjar; and Holshouser, Howard E 3 842 20

1

Gross, William B, 3,842,350.
Grunewald, Albert L.; and Gunnoe, George H 3 84 1 906
Guth, Lauren W, 3,841,677.

=.....
Henderson. David C; and Maloney. Kenneth M.. 3.842 306
Knox. James D. 3.842.31 1.

Kornrumpf. William P.; and Harnden. John D . Jr 3 842 263
Metro. John G. 3.842.21 I.

...
Peroutky. Donald C; and Stein. Charles R. 3 84 1 747
Quirk. John Benjamin. 3.842.36 1

.

Razzano. John S.. 3.842. 1 1 0.

Sargisson, Donald Farley; and Rundell, Dan Joseph. 3.84 1.09

1

Smith. James S, Jr.; and Williams, James W, 3 842 401
Walden, John P., 3,842,338.
Wentorf, Robert H., Jr , 3,842,1 64.

General Instrument Corporation: See-
Miner, Carroll R, 3,84 1 , 1 64

General Mills Chemicals, Inc.: See—
Minkema, William H.; and Whyzmuzis, Paul D , 3 84 1 833

General Motors Corporation: See-
Bennett, Ronald W.; and Baber. James R., 3.841 .204
Corrigan. Leo A.; and Spears. Esten W. Jr.. 3.841 .789
Ewert. Bruno; and STein. Gunter. 3.841.657.
Hudson. James L.. and Jordan. Larry L.. 3,841 261
Kelso. Albert H, 3.841.723.
Long. George B.. 3.842.232.
Lussier. Robert E., 3.84 1 .280.
MacManus. Daniel C. 3.84 1 .793.
Mercer. Robert L.. 3,841.675.
Merkle. Ralph H. 3.84 1 .694.
Meyers. Willis G.. 3.84 1.289.
Mick. Stanley H. 3,841.281.
Morgan. Robert E.; and Palma. James D.. 3.84 1 .803
Newsock. Roger L; and Antrim, Warren W., 3.841 452
Pionte. Donald M.. 3.841.454.
Salamon. Theodore M, 3.84 1 .58 1

.

Saylor. Randall K.; and Knab. Thomas J., 3.841 45

1

Schlanzky. Manfred PH.. 3,84 1 ,796.
Torosian, Ashod; and Giacoletti, John B.. 3,84 1 84

1

Walker, Frank H, 3,841,671.
Williams, Robert G.; and Coolidge, Richard M.. 3.84 1 388

Genio tools. Inc.: See-
Bennett. Gene Lee, 3,84 1 ,646.

Genisco Technology Corporation: See—
Godinez, Peter A.; and Shepard. Robert R.. 3,842.3 16

Genova, Inc.: See-
Williams, Robert M., 3.841 .668.
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Georgen Robert T ; and Dolgen. Igor E.. to Character Novelty Com-
pany. Inc. Method for manufacturing toy Tigures. 3,840.974. CI. 29-

Gerber Garment Technology. Inc.: See—
Gerber. Heinz Joseph; and Pearl. David Raymond. 3.841 1 87

Gerber. Heinz Joseph; and Pearl. David Raymond, to Gerber Garment

{ 841 ?fi7^^/^i o*", "il^'
n^.''"'' apparatus for holding sheet material.

J.8'»i.i8/,t.l. 83-451 .000.
Gerber Hermann, to SAIA AG FAbrik elektrischer Apparate Ad-

'3"4t!2%6S'5^r4?Sa"' '"'" '°' synchronous motor.

Gerberich, Doanid E., to Borg-Warner Corporation. Vibratory ap-
paratus. 3,84 1 , 1 66, CI. 74-6 1 .000.

'

Gewerkschaft Eisenhutte Westfalia: See—
Huttenbrauck. Herbert; Poklekowski. Helmut; and Soliman

Mustafa. 3.841.706.
Geyer. Manvel A.; Gordon. Frank J.; Lyman. Richard C; and to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Electrical system with pro-

3'842T4Vcr23?'l572"'''
''"** '"^""^"> '"'''ated control means.

Ghaem-Maghami. Sanjar; and Holshouser. Howard E.. to General
Electric Company. Beam current limitcr. 3.842.201 CI 178-7 50r

Giacoletti. John B: See—
Torosian. Ashod; and Giacoletti. John B . 3 841 841

Gibson. John James, to RCA Corporation. Telephone image transmis-
sion system. 3.842. 1 99. CI. 1 78-6.800

Giersing. Jorgen. to Aktiesclskabet de Danske Sukkerfabrikker Aux-
iliary screw conveyors. 3.84 1.908. CI. 127-5.000.

Gievers. John George. Rotation sensitive rctarder. 3.841 758 CI 356-
I06.01r.

Giflo. Henrik; Enekes. Sandor; Zambo. Pal; and Vamosi. Jozscf to
Lenin Kobaszati Muvek. High-strength atmosphere corrosion re-
sistant plate steel. 3.84 1.866. CI. 75-124.000

Gillemot, George W : See-
Anderson. Karl R.. 3.842,2 1 9.

Gilles. THeodore C. to Lennox Industries. Inc Air conditioning ap-
paratus. 3.84 1.393. CI. 165-22.000.

Gilreath, Arnold A., to Uniroyal Inc Pneumatic tire. 3.841.373. CI

Gingher. George C . Jr.. to Bethlehem Steel Corporation Automatic
tracking control for looping tower. 3.841. 54S ci '''>6-1000

Giovanni. Sesto S: See—
Vargiu. Silvio; Giovanni. Sesto S.. Mazzoleni. Giorgio; and Nistri
Ugo. 3.842.039.

Girard. Lucien; and Hard, Robert A., to Kennecott Copper Corpora-

3T4l,70rcf°9"9-?000'^"'''°" """ '"' '" '''" ""''"' "*"'"«

Gittings, John B: See—
Petersen, Walter F ; and Gittings. John B.. 3.84 1 .728

Glaser. Hermann: See—
Vogt Wilhelm; Glaser. Hermann; and Dyrschka. Helmut

3,842,015.
Gleason, James D., to Lockheed Aircraft Corporation. Control for im-
P^"^"" current cathodic protection systems. 3.841.988. CI. 204-

Globe Universal Sciences, Inc.: See-
Barnes. Thomas G.. 3.84 1 .984.

Glory Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kaneda. Tadayoshi; and Tanaka. Mitsuaki. 3.84 1 .550
Kawaski. Sadao; Kaneda. Tadayoshi; and Tanaka. Mitsuaki

3.841.457.
Kinoshita. Yoshio. 3.84 1 .458.

Gloucester Railway Carriage & Wagon Company: See—
Sinclair. Frederick William. 3.84

1

.233
Glover, Douglas Wade; and Kopenhaver, Kenneth Oscar, to AMP In-

,,!?^«^^^*^ '''^''' ""^PaTable high voltage connector. 3,842.389. CI
339-60.00m.

Glover. Douglas Wade; and Herrmann. Henry Otto. Jr.. to AMP Incor-
porated. Low cost high voltage connector. 3.842 390 CI 339
I4.00r.

Glover. Douglas Wade; Kopenhaver. Kenneth Oscar; and Geib Ralph

3.84T.393'ci'3S9^6o'oOm^'^
Microminiature multi-pin connector

Glowach. Edward R.: See—
Howarth. David E.; Teaney. P La Rue; and Glowach. Edward R

3.841.265.
Gluck. Eberhard: See-

Beck. Gerhard; Beck. Richard; Muller. Alfred; Muller. Hermann
and Gluck. Eberhard. 3.840.928

Godinez. Peter A.; and Shepard. Robert R.. to Genisco Technology
Corporation. Transition programmer. 3.842.3 1 6. CI 317-5 000

Gogarty. William B.: See—

^"^^ol\ P.T^ ^ •
'**'"**y- '°''" S

• '""^ Gogarty. William B..
3,84 1,402.

Gold, James J.: See—

^%^^oh Yi"""* •'°''"- ^«"^^- Leonard M.; and Gold, James J
3,842,272.

Gold Medal, Inc.: See—
Petersen. Walter F. ; and Gittings. John B . 3 84 1 728

Goldberg, Jacob, to United States Scientific Instruments. Inc Rineine
choke inverter with commutation circuit. 3.842.34 1 , CI. 32 1 -45 00c

Goldfarb, Adolph E. Game apparatus and method. 3.841 628 CI 273-
I OOr.
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Goldstein. Seth R , to United States of America, Health. Education and
Welfare. Electrode insertion device for neuroelectrical recordings.

3.84I.3I0.C1. 128-2. lOe.

Goodley. George F.. to FMC Corporation. Strapping machine feed

control. 3.841.213, CI. 100-4.000.

Goodrich, Robert S. Counterfeit document detector. 3.842.281, CI.

250-461.000.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company: See—

Paulin, Kenneth H.; and Wolfe. Merritt W.. 3.841 .376.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. The: See—
Appleby. Paul E.: Braden, William D.; and Vandale. Leonard A..

3,841,033.
McDonald, Edward A., 3,840,97 1

Gopperton, ARdath A., to Paymaster Corporation, The. Alarm ap-

paratus for cabinets and the like. 3,842.4 10. CI. 340-274.000.
Gordini, Silvano; and Now. Sergio, to Snam Progetti. S.p.A. Process for

removing the solvent from solutions of gummy polymers. 3.842.052.
CI. 260-80.780.

Gordon. Frank J.: See—
Geyer. Manvel A.; Gordon, Frank J.: Lyman, Richard C; and ,

3,842,249.
Gordon, Richard Lee; and Allen, Errol V., to Battelle Memorial In-

stitute. Double discharge, large volume excitation gas laser.

3.842.366. CI. 331-94.500.
Gores. Kenneth W. Dispensing pan for aerosol container. 3.841.532.

CI. 222-205.000.
Goshv. Allyn N. Device for monitoring excess current usage based on

coulometric cell. 3.842.348. CI. 324-94.000.
Gould. Douglas E.: See-

Young David E.; Gould, Douglas E.; Anderson. Lowell Ray; and
Fox. WiliamB. 3.842.156.

Grabowski. John J.: See—
Rambauske, Werner R ; and Grabowski. John J.. 3.841 .737.

Grafton Furniture Manufacturers Limited: See-
Solomons, Alexander. 3.841 .618.

Grannis. Charles O., III. to Chance, A. B., Company. Article and screw
anchor-supported, load-bearing pad therefor. 3.841,032, CI. 52-
27.000.

Granson. Jean; and Hennemann. Jean, to UNELEC. Combined cut-out
switch and circuit breaker. 3,842,380. CI. 337-6.000.

Grant, Peter M.; Taylor, Robert B.; and Jackson, Winston J , Jr., to

Eastman Kodak Company. Thermosetting polyester powder coating
compositions. 3.842.02 1 . CI. 260- 1 5.000.

Graser. Fritz; and Kilpper, Gerhard, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik
Aktiengesellschaft. Dyes of the pervlenetetracarboxylic acid diimide
series. 3,842,083, CI. 260-28 1.000.'

Graser, Fritz, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft.

Bis-(dimethyl-meta-sulfonamidophenyl)-imides or pervlenes.

3.842.084. CI. 260-281.000.
Graser, Fritz, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft

Blue anthraquinoid acid dyes. 3,842.101 . CI. 260-372.000.
Gratzmuller. Jean Louis. Circuit-breaker having dielectric liquid under

pressure. 3.842.227. CI. 200-150.00r.
Gravel. Charles R , Jr . to Bendix Corporation, The. Disc brake caliper

and anti-rattle support. 3,841,446, CI. 188-73.500.
Gravis, Charles K., Ill; and Hodgson, Robert A , to Maloney-Crawford
Tank Corporation. Glycol regenerator using controlled gas stripping

under vacuum 3,84 1 ,382, CI. 1 59-1 6.00r.

Gray, Basil P.. to Commercial Shearing. Inc. Method of bonding
urethane elastomers. 3.84 1.939, CI 156-330.000.

Gray. Byron Everett; and Clauer, Egon F. Instep guard for safety foot-

wear. 3.84 1.004. CI. 36-72.00r.

Gray. Roy A.: See-
Brady. Donnie G; Zuech. Ernest A.; and Gray. Roy A.. 3.842.033.

Great Lakes Carbon Corporation: See—
Grindstaff. Lloyd I ;and Whittaker. Mack P.. 3.842.165.

Greb. Manfred: See—
Lenk. Erich; Busch. Hansjochen; and Greb. Manfred. 3.841.574.

Green. James H., to United States of America. Navy. Circuit breaker
assembly with interposed wedge non-conductor and complementary
housing arc-prevention structure. 3.842.228. CI. 200- 1 5 1 .000.

Green. Maurice E. Jr.: See—
Farris. Robert E. and Green, Maurice E. Jr.. 3,841.884.

Greene, Richard F.; Schoolar. Richard B.; and Scharnhorst. Peter, to

United States of America. Navy. Photoconductively activated gated.

infrared charge coupled imaging device (Pagirccd). 3,842.274. CI.

250-330.000.
Greene, Samuel. Octagonal swimming pool. 3,840,908, CI. 4-1 72. 190

Gregory. Francis J., to Garcia Corporation. The. Fishing line.

3.841.015. CI. 43-44.980.

Gregory. M. Duane; Stolhand, James E.; and Yost. Marvin E.. to Con-
tinental Oil Company. Pressurized oil-in water monitor. 3.842.270.

CI. 250-301.000.

Gregory, Robert O.. to Solitech. Inc. Temperature control system for

proportional electric heating. 3.842.243. CI. 2 1 9-497.000.

Gresley. James E. Accessory attaching device. 3.840.944. CI. 24-

73.00r.

Greulic. Robert G.: See-
Adams. Kenneth D.; and Greulic. Robert G.. 3.84 1 .248.

Greven. Hendrik Marie, to Akzona Incorporated. Psychopharmacolog-

ically active tetra-. penta-. hexa-, and hepta-peptides. 3,842,064, CI.

260-112.500.

Griensteidl, Gerhard; and Michel, Helmut. Rapid shutoff safety valve.

3,841,350. CI. 137-516.270.

Griffis. William T. Knife sheath assembly. 3,84 1.541. CI. 224-2.00d.

Grina. Kenneth I.: See—
Broadley. William D.; Grina. Kenneth I.; and Schaub. Carlton H..

3.841.586.

Grindstaff. Donald A.; Steinreich. Joseph S ; and Post. Leo B.. to

Stauffer Chemical Company Process for drying mineral containing

aqueous protein solutions. 3.840.996, CI. 34-9 000.

Grindstaff. Lloyd I.; and Whittaker. Mack P.. to Great Lakes Carbon
Corporation. Manufacture of graphite bodies from high sulfur coke.

3.842.165, CI. 423-448.000.
Grochowicz, Peter S.. 40'i to Runyan. Clark M. Apparatus for milk

production analysis. 3.84 1,756. CI. 356-72.000.

Groningen. Jan Bos. Ventilating cover or mat. 3.840.923. CI. 5-

354.000.
Groothuizen. Theodorus Maria: See—

Dijkstra. Fokke Cornelius; Groothuizen. Theodorus Maria;

Pasman. Hermanus Johannes; and Van Dc Putte. Tonny.
3.842.181.

Groppenbacher Gregor; Rieckmann. Peter; Rothe. Werner; Schalk.

Heinz; and Schellhorn. Jurgen. to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH. Ap-
paratus for coating tablets. 3.84 1 .262. CI. 118-1 9.000.

Grosbois. Jean; Zimmer. Jean-Claude; and Leroy. Maurice. Rhone
Progil Electrolytic deposition of platinum, iridium and their alloys

3.84 1.980. CI. 204-43.00n.
Gross. John; Kaloci. Andrew; and Lutz. La Verne H.. to Gulf X

Western Manufacturing Company. Wrapper roll and support ,is-

sembly for a strip coiling machine. 3.84 1 . 1 3 1 . CI. 7 2- 1 48.000.

Gross. William B.. to General Electric Company. Combined land line

and satellite communication switching system. 3.842.350. CI. 325-

4.000.

Grosse-Holling. Werner. Hapke. Jobst; Hohenhinnebusch. Wilhelm;
and Schreiber. Helmut. Method of forming heat exchanger.

3.841.938. CI. 156-293.000.
Groszek. Aleksander Jerzy: See-

Friend. Gordon Charles; Geach. Charles John; and Groszek. Alek-
sander Jerzy. 3.842.014.

Grove. John L.. to Fulton Industries. Inc. Aerial platform with side to

side rotatable basket. 3.84 1.436. CI. 182-2.000.

Grove. Marvin H.; and Kim. Kee W.. to M & J Valve Company.
Fabricated ball valve. 3.841.601. CI. 251-315.000.

Groves. Malcolm D.. to Combustion Engineering. Inc. Control valve

and method. 3.84 1 .202. CI. 91-471 .000.

Grucza. Bernard J. Mold for casting a hydrophilic contact lens blank.

3.841.598. CI. 249-61.000.

Grune. Heinz: See—
Falkner, Raimund; and Grune. Heinz. 3.841.134.

Grunewald. Albert L.. and Gunnoe. George H.. to General Electric

Company. Method of treating a carbon current collection brush
blank and brush resulting therefrom. 3.84 1 .906. CI. 1 1 7-228.000.

GTE Sylvania Incorporated: See—
Mallery. Lawrence E.; Arken. Theodore; and Swenson. Henning
C. Jr.. 3.841.154.

Guardian Electric Manufacturing Company: See—
Collelte. Ricahrd L. 3.842.375.

Gude. Fritz: -See—

Schmitt, Karl; Gude. Fritz; and Brandt. Siegfried. 3.842.046.
Gueldenpfenning. Klaus: See-

Russell. Stanley L.; Gueldenpfenning. Klaus; and Pommerening.
Uwe A. 3.842.215.

Guest. Robert J., to Halliburton Company. Drilling conditions monitor.

3.841, 152. CI. 73-151.000.
Guilluni. Philips Jeannine: See—

Delsa. Marcel; and Guilluni. Philips Jeannine. 3.84 1 .989.

Gulf& Western Manufacturing Company: See-
Gross. John; Kaloci, Andrew; and Lutz. La Verne H.. 3.841.131.
Snidar. Edward A.. 3,84 1 .772.

Gulf Research & Development Company: See

—

Kehl. William L.; and Rennard. Raymond J.. Jr.. 3.842.1 39.

Matthews. Joseph S.. 3.841 .970.

WoIfe.CourtL. 3.841.156.
Gulf Research Development Company: See

—

Onopchenko. Anatoli; and Schulz. Johann G. D., 3.842.106.
Gunnoe. George H.: See—

Grunewald. Albert L ; and Gunnoe. George H.. 3.84 1 .906.

Guse. Rudolf Siegfried, to Maschinenfabrik Sack GmbH. Control
device with hydraulic synchronising control for forging machines.
3.841. 125. CI. 72-21.000.

Guth. Lauren W.. to General Electric Company. Combination latching

and switching mechanism. 3.841 .677. CI. 292-335.000.
Gutlbauer. Franz; Meyer. Meinert; and Schlanzke. Claus-Georg. to
Schloemann Aktiengesellschaft. Dividing rolled lengths of stock into
merchant lengths. 3.841. 180. CI. 83-15.000.

Gutte. Richard: See—
Dalibor. Horst; Gutte, Richard; and Stenzel. Gunter. 3.842.133.

Guyton. David L. Zonal focus method for determining the amount of
astigmatic correction for an optical system. 3.841.760. CI. 356-
124.000.

Gvang Motor Company Pty. Limited: See-
Van Grecken. Gene. 3.84 1 .802.

Gwiazdon. Rodney K.: See

—

Reid. Francis R.; and Gwiazdon. Rodney K.. 3.840.966.
H. Koch & Sons. Inc.; a division of Global Systems, a Gulf & Western
Company: See—

Gaylord. John A., 3,84 1 .666.

H. R. Electronics Company: See—
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Levasseur. Joseph L., 3.84

1

,456.

Haas. Warner E L . Adams, James E., Jr.; and Flannery , John B. Jr., to
Xerox Corporation. Liquid crystal imaging system 3,842,275 CI
250-331.000.

Habdas, Edward P : See—
Withers, James G., Jr , Habdas, Edward P.; and Jurmo, Michael
W. 3.841.136.

Habeck. Dietmar A.; and Houlihan, William J., to Sandoz-Wander, Inc.
Substituted naphtho pyrazoles. 3.842.088. CI. 260-296.001.

Habib, Pierre: See—
Friedland. Jacques; and Habib, Pierre. 3,84 1 ,04 1

.

Hacker, Leon, to Armco Steel Corporation. Filling an annular space
between radially spaced coaxial tubes with foamed cement
3.841.808.C1. 425-1 10.000.

Hackstein. Karl: See—
Muller, Henricus; Pirk, Hans; and Hackstein. Karl. 3.842.155

Hagener. James L : See-
Church. Herman S ; Hagener. James L ; and Scifres, Zach M III

3,841,682.
Haggar Company: See-

Off. Joseph W. A.; Wilbanks. Darrel J.; and Willcox, Waid O
3,841.247.

Hagood. Jerry W.; Shelton. Joe; and Norman, Ralph L. Method for
producing a field effect control device 3,840,955. CI. 29-25.180.

Hagstrom, Olov, and Riede, Gerhard, to Gambro AG Dialvsis ap-
paratus. 3.84 1 .49 1 . CI. 2

1

0-32 1 .000.
Haldor Frederik Axel Topsoe: See—

Jacobsen. Andreas Christian. 3.841,996.
Hall, Gary M., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Static plate for
power transformers. 3,842,186, CI. 1 74-35.Oce.

Hall, James Michael; and Clipp. Louis L . to Exotech. Incorporated.
Apparatusfor forming high pressurd pulsed jets of liquid 3 841 5S9
CI 239-101.000. "

Hall. John S:5«'e—
Butts. Ernest O.; and Hall. John S.. 3.84 1 .597.

Hall, Walter O , to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Traction drive
suspension system for a rail vehicle. 3,841 ,228, CI. 105-108 000

Hallada. Calvin J.: See-
Barry, Henry F., Hallada, Calvin J ; and Moore Fred W

3,842,009.
Haller, Albert H ; Larkin, John J ; and Walters, Richard P . to Western

Electric Company, Incorporated Dispensing of viscous material
3.841.362, CI. 141-32.000.

Hallgren. Richard C . to Iowa State University Research Foundation.
Inc. External inductive neural stimulator system 3.84 1 .305. CI 1 28-

Hallgren. Richard C . to Iowa State University Research Foundation.
Inc. Implantable, non-contacting nerve stimulating transducer
3,841.306, CI. 128-1.500.

Halliburton Company: See-
Guest. Robert J.'. 3.841,152.

Hallicrafters Co. , The: 5ee—
Dimon, Donald F., 3,842.362.

Hamacher. Wiihelm; and Leinweber. Hubert, to Dunlop Limited
Pneumatic tire having fleece bead reinforcements. 3.841 378 CI
152-362.00r.

Hamamoto. Yoshito; and Okada, Tomio, to Kyowa Gas Chemical In-
dustry Co., Ltd and Sagami Chemical Research Center Process for
purifying diaminomaleonitrile. 3.842.1 1 5. CI. 260-465.50r

Hamb, Fredrick: See-
Wilson, John C, and Hamb, Fredrick. 3,842.042.

Hambro Structural Systems Limited: See-
Butts, Ernest O , and Hall. John S.. 3.84 1 .597

Hamilton. Frank. Combination clock, bed lamp, radio and tape olaver
3.840.924. CI. 5-317. OOr.

f f
}

Hamilton Tool Company. The: See-
Huffman. Harold Walter. 3.84 1 .2 1

6

Hamjian. Harry J . to Carpenter Technology Corporation. Method of
making articles from powered material requiring forming at high
temperature. 3.84 1 .870, CI. 75-2 1 4.000.

Hammonds. James C. and O'Leary. Walter E.. to ACF Industries, In-
corporated Contour underground mine car. 3,841,236 CI 105-
364.000.

Handa, Makoto: See—
Hanzawa, Keiji; Takahashi, Yoshiyuki; Suga. Noboyoshi; Kato,

Tojo; Handa, Makoto; Hayashi. Hiromichi; Taneya. Shinichi;
Sone. Toshia. Taneya. Shinichi. and Sone. Toshimaro
3.841.610.

Hans Lingl Aniagenau: See—
Kohler. Friedrich. 3.842.257.

Hansen. David A . to Curators of the University of Missouri. The.
Product and process for making improved strength dental amalgam
3.84 1.467. CI. 206-219.000.

Hansen. Leslie T.: See-
Barrows. John B.; and Hansen. Leslie T.. 3.84 1 .482.

Hansford. Rowland C. to Union Oil Company of California. Exhaust
gas conversion process and catalyst. 3.842. 1 58. CI. 423-213.500.

Hanzawa. Keiji; Takahashi. Yoshiyuki; Suga. Noboyoshi; Kato, Tojo;
Handa, Makoto; Hayashi, Hiromichi, Taneya, Shinichi; Sone,
Toshia; Taneya. Shinichi; and Sone, Toshimaro, to Snow Brand Milk
Products Co., Ltd. and Anritsu Electric Co.. Ltd. Apparatus for on-
tinuously automatically controlling the water content of kneaded
viscous materials. 3.841,610, CI. 259-7.000.

Hapke, Donald W: See-

Arnold, Alison M ; Hapke. Donald W.; and Traeger, Frank J Jr
3.841,588.

Hapke, Jobst: See—
Grosse-Holling, Werner, Hapke, Jobst; Hohenhinnebusch. Wii-

helm; and Schreiber, Helmut. 3.84 1 .938.
Happy Horse-Feed Vendors Ltd.: See—

Friesen. Nicholas. 3.84

1

.523.
Harada. Suguru; and Kuroyanagi. Moritaka. to Aida Engineering. Ltd
Apparatus for controlling the actuation of an accessory device in an
oil pressure actuated press. 3.84 1.1 43. CI 72-453 000

Harcuba. Siegfried, to Transglas Patent- und Lizenzverwertungs AG.
Method for the continuous production of glass, especially glass pos-
sessing a substantially band-shaped gross-sectional configuration
3.841.857. CI. 65-94.000.

Hard. Robert A See—
Girard. Lucien; and Hard. Robert A.. 3.841.705.

Harding. Brian: See-
Hughes. John M Kyffin; Harding. Brian; and Lake. Graham Al-

bert John. 3.841.300
Hardinge Brothers. Inc.: See-

Parsons. Hubert J.. 3.841.645
Harendza-Harinxma. Alfred Joseph. 10*7, to LaPaglia. Samuel A.. 10*?

to Merry. Deane W. and 109, Catanese. Peter J Filtering material
3.842.070. CI 260-212.000.

Harf. Kenneth Gert. to Singer Company. The. Multiplying integrator
circuit. 3.842. 310. CI. 307-228.000

Harkness. Joseph R.. to Briggs & Stratton Corporation. Controlled
vibration absorbing mounting for engines. 3.841.42S CI 180-
5 3. OOr.

Harmon. Richard A . to Continental Oil Company. Subsidence control
process for wells penetrating permafrost 3.841.404, CI 166-
292 000.

Harnden. John D . Jr : See—
Kornrumpf. William P , and Harnden, John D , Jr , 3,842,263.

Harnischfegcr Corporation: .SVe—
Mierendorf. Robert E.. 3,842,329.

Harpold, Michael A ; and Atkins. Kenneth E . to Union Carbide Cor-
poration. Insaturated polyester compositions 1.842 142 CI "•60-

862.000.
' • -

Harrell. Melvin R : See-
Thompson. James K. and Harrell. Melvin R.. 3,841,054.

Harrington, Harry L.: See—
Erickson, Dennis E.;and Harrington, Harry L.. 3,841,442.

Harrington, John H : See—
Novinski, Edward Robert; and Harrington, John H., 3,84 1 .90 1

.

Harris, Joseph E ; and Shaffer. William E , to Stromberg-Carlson Cor-
poration Operation and release delay circuit 3.842 ^2^ CI 317-
141.00s.

•
Harris. William G. Jr ; and Massaro. Anthony A.. Jr , to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation Heat exchanger having a plurality of modular
tube bundles. 3.841.271. CI. 122-32.000.

Harris. William W.. Jr . to Harris-lntertype Corporation. Web splicing
apparatus. 3.84 1 ,944. CI. 1 56-504.000.

Harris-lntertype Corporation: See-
Harris, William W . Jr . 3.84 1 .944

Harrison. William A : See—
Ariyan.ZavenS.and Harrison. William A . 3.842,172.

Hartful, David Carlton Casderbera .See—
Mack, Gary Lee, and Hartful, David Carlton Casderbera

3,840.903.

Hartman. Jack E : See-
Ryan. John W ; Kossoff. Joseph; and Hartman. Jack E . 3,841 020

Hartman. William R., Jr.: See—
Draugelis, Vaidevutis C . Hartman. William R , Jr ; Langdon.
Michael J; and Mc Carroll, Alan F., 3.84 1 .75 1

.

Hartsog. Dawes Collidge. to Du Pont de Nemours. E I . and Company.
Slub yarn and method of forming a slub yarn. 3.841 078 CI 57-
139.000.

' ' "

Harvey. Geoffrey Frank: See—
Kuhn. Norbert;and Harvey. Geoffrey Frank. 3.841.132.

Harwood. Robert George; and Hoover. Charles Donald, to AMP Incor-
porated. Latching system for an electrical connector plug and as-
sembly. 3,842.388. CI. 339-59.00r.

Hasegawa. Goro: See—
Tsunekawa. Tokuichi; Nakamoto. Soichi; and Hasegawa Goro

3.842,424. * • " ".

Hasegawa. Takashi. and Oikawa. Takashi. to Showa Denko Kabushiki
Kaisha. Aluminum-silicon-magnesium ternary supcrplastic alloy and
method for manufacture thereof. 3.84 1 .9 1 9. CI. 1 48-2.000

Hasegawa. Toru. to Ricoh Co.. Ltd. Method and apparatus for control
of the supply of ink for offset duplicating machines. 3.841.215 CI
101-148,000.

Hasell, Richard F.; Boyce. Walter A.; and Smith, Chrisman O., to
Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Method of manufacturing and
assembling an electric lamp base. 3,840,954. CI. 29-25. 1 50.

Hashimoto, Kametaro: See—
Itaru, Niimi; Hashimoto, Kametaro; Kaneko. Yasuhisa;
Komiyama, Yoshiro, and Ha.shimoto, Kunihiko. 3.84 1,386.

Hashimoto, Kunihiko: See—
Itaru, Niimi; Hashimoto, Kametaro; Kaneko. Yasuhisa;
Komiyama, Yoshiro; and Hashimoto, Kunihiko, 3,84 1 .386.

Hashimoto. Nobuyoshi, to Olympus Optical Company, Limited. Ap-
paratus for manufacturing flexible image transfer bundles
3,840,963. CI. 29-203.00p,
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Haskins. Ralph Newton, to Wepron Products (Proprietary) Limited.

Pistol spray protection device simulated. 3,84 1 ,526. CI. 222-79.000.

Hasten. Erwin J., Jr , to Illinois Railway Equipment Co. Retainer key
for pedestal side frames. 3.841.230, CI. I05-221.00k.

Hatcher, John C, to Cole Manufacturing Company. Agricultural

planter seed plate. 3,84 1.522. CI. 22 1-265.000.

Hatcher, John C, to Cole Manufacturing Company. Agricultural

planter. 3.841,529, CI. 222-177.000.
Haun. Jack B. Transport system and apparatus therefor. 3.841,51 1,CI.

214-516.000.
Hauser, Raimund: See—

von Belvard, Peter Revy, 3.841 ,742.

Hawkins. Harold R. Oil well tooling positioning apparatus and method.
3.840.970. CI. 29-406.000.

Hawthorne. Vaughn T , to Keystone Industries, Inc. End of car
cushioning device. 3,84 1 .496, CI. 2 1 3-43.000.

Hay. Wayne W., to Airco. Inc. Anesthesia ventilator apparatus.

3,841,327, CI. 128-188.000.

Hayasaki, Naoki: See—
Shibukawa, Takashi, Hoten, Masanobu; Hayasaki, Naoki; and

Mizutani. Shigeo. 3,84 1 .830.

Hayashi, Hiromichi: See—
Hanzawa, Keiji, Takahashi, Yoshiyuki; Suga, Noboyoshi; Kato,

Tojo, Handa, Makoto, Hayashi, Hiromichi; Taneya, Shinichi;

Sone, Toshia; Taneya, Shinichi; and Sone, Toshimaro,
3,841.610.

Haynes.MaryB.Bumperjack. 3, 84 1.604. CI. 254-111.000.
Hazeltine Research, Inc.: See—

Loughlin. Bernard D., 3,842,196.
Heathcote, Bernard Vincent: See-

Adams, Stewart Sanders; Armitage, Bernard John; Bristow, Nor-
man William; and Heathcote, Bernard Vincent, 3.842.178.

Heble, Steven J., ic??: to Lee, Raymond, Organization, Inc., The.
Portable coin operated bank. 3,84 1,01 7, CI 46-4.000.

Heckmann. Werner; Jordan. Heinz; and Wenker. Heinrich. Container
filling system. 3.841.364, CI. 141-286.000.

Hefele. Josef, to Kufner Textilwerke KG Process for imparting an anti-

felting finish to animal fibres. 3.84 1 ,898. CI. 1 1 7-76 OOt.

Heffern, Edward W.; Petrille, Dennis G ; and Karll, Robert E , to Stan-
dard Oil Company Sulfonic acid purification. 3,842,095, CI. 260-
327.00s

Hehl. Karl. Die carrier'^uiding device for injection molding machine.
3,841,823, CI. 425-450.100.

Heidrich, Klaus; Kietz, Lothar; and Sziburies. Werner, to Kabelschlepp
Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung Device for turning and trans-

porting heavy workpieces. 3,84 1,498, CI. 214-I.Oqc.
Heimsport GmbH: See—

Vetter, Heinz, 3,841,627
Hein, Lehmann Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Wehner, Albert, 3,841,481.
Heine, Gunter; and Borgonovi. Bruno, to Berger, Gerhard, Fabrik

Elektrischer Messgerale. Five-phase stepping motor systems.

3,842,332. CI. 318-696 000.
Heinemann Electric Company: See—

Mune, Charles. 3.842.376.
Heinrich Koppers Gesellschaft mit beschrankter: See—

Jakobi, Wiihelm; Schuffler, Arnuif; and Schurhoff, Heinrich,

3,841,975.
Heinrich Koppers Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung: See—

Stanke, Walter; Wortberg, Werner; and Fuckert, Karl Otto,

3,841,977.

Heins, Conrad F.: See—
Forler, C. Richard; and Heins, Conrad F.. 3,84 1 ,932.

Heitman, James M ;and Starr, Earl F. Jr.. to United States of America,
Air Force. High speed photodiode mount. 3,842.262, CI. 250-
239.000.

Heitmann. Hans-Gunter; Donath. Gerhard; and Beyer, Werner, to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Device for purifying the feed water of a

steam power installation. 3.841,486. CI. 210-108.000.

Hejj, Erwin; Sigl, Dieter; and Soddemann, Hans, to Fried, Krupp
Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung. Vehicle controlled switch

system. 3,841.224. CI. 104-105.000.

Held. Gerhard R, Tread grinding wheel. 3.84 1 .034, CI. 5 1 -356.000.

Helminen. Toivo A , to Kimberly-Clark Corporation. Apparatus for

stacking flat flexible components. 3.84 1.500, CI 2I4-6,0fs.

Helsene, Larry E.: See—
Christensen, Jeffrey P.; and Helsene, Larry E.. 3.842,260.

Hencey, Thomas R., Jr.: See—
Boese, Harold L.; and Hencey, Thomas R., Jr., 3,842,333.

Henderlit, James H., Ill, to Air Knife, Inc. Method for removing heat

degradable textile waste material from apparatus used in textile

operations. 3,84 1,91 1, CI. 134-37.000.

Henderson, David C.; and Maloney, Kenneth M., to General Electric

Company. Alumina coatings for an electric lamp. 3,842,306, CI.

313-116.000.
Henderson, Jerald M.; and Shawver. Bruce M., to Regents of the

University of California. The. Singulator. 3.84 1.46 1. CI. 198-30.000.

Hendrickson, Kenneth E.; Lopour, Warren A.; and Mattson, Larry F..

to International Business Machines Corporation. Digital stepping

motor control system. 3,842,33 1 , CI. 3 1 8-685.000.

Hendriks, Adrianus Anthonius Maria: See-
Van Daelen, Henri Jean Gerard; Hendriks, Adrianus Anthonius

Maria; and Koteris, Willem Johannes Jozef, 3,842,313.

Henfrey, Basil, to Duropenta Holdings (Proprietary) Limited. Gutter
couplings. 3,841, 101. CI. 61-14.000.

Hennemann. Jean: See

—

Granson. Jean, and Hennemann, Jean, 3.842.380.
Henniger. Peter Wolfgang, to American Home Products Corporation.
Cephalosporanic acid derivatives. 3.842.077. CI. 260-243.00c.

Hercules Incorporated: See—
Keim. Gerald I, 3,842,054.
Kim. Charles W, 3,841,951.

Hermann Maschinenbau GmbH: See—
Mahn. Hermann, 3,840,958.

Herrick, Norman A., to Picker Corporation. Protective circuit for

limiting the input power applied to an X-ray tube and method of
operation 3,842,280, CI 250-401.000.

Herrin, Richard: See-
Isaacson. Louis; and Herrin. Richard, 3,842,241.

Herrmann, Heinz: See—
Lohr. Bernd; and Herrmann. Heinz. 3.842,038.

Herrmann. Henry Otto, Jr.: See-
Glover, Douglas Wade; and Herrmann. Henry Otto. Jr.

3,842,390.
Herscher. Lee R.: 5ee—

Dankel. Douglas D ; and Herscher. Lee R., 3,84 1 .57 1

.

Hershman, Alan Abraham: See-
Jones, Rodney Charles; and Hershman, Alan Abraham,

3.841,847,
Herz, Andre, to Minigrip, Inc. Apparatus for extruding tubing for

fastener bags. 3.84 1 .8 1 6. CI. 425-326.00r.
Hess. Hans, to Rheinstahl Aktiengesellschaft. Dampened locomotive

bogie axle. 3.841,232, CI. I05-224,00r
Hester, Jackson B., Jr : See-

Gall, Martin; and Hester, Jackson B . Jr.. 3.842.090.
Hester. Jackson B., Jr.; and Gall, Martin, to Upjohn Company. The. 4-

(a(Phenyl)-0-tolyIl-4H-I,2,4-triazoles. 3,842.089. CI. 260-296.00r.

Hetherington. Theofore W., to Tenneco Inc. Swaged tri-flow muffler

3.841.435, CI. 181-54.000.

Hetrich, Harold Arthur, to Western Electric Company, Incorporated
Fluidic masking. 3,84 1 .930. CI 1 56- 16 000

Hetrick, Richard R.: See—
Palazzolo. Salvatore E; and Hetrick, Richard R.. 3.841 .956.

Heusler, Karl; and Woodward, Robert Burns, to Ciba-Geigy Corpora-
tion. Certain 2a-( 2-hydroxymethyl-2-propyImercapto)-3-amino-
azetidin-4-one compound's. 3,842,072. CI. 260-239.00a.

Hexdall, Andrew M. Packing cutter. 3,840.989. CI. 30-23 1 .000.

Heye. Hermann: See-
Becker. Kurt; and Seidel. Hans-Georg. 3.84 1 .859

Hick, Robert M, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Flexible

hydrocarbon rubber substrate finished with a thermosetting acrylic

enamel. 3.84 1,895. CI. 117-72.000.

Hickman. Ronald Price, to Inventec International Limited. Work-
benches. 3,841,619, CI. 269-244 000.

Higginbotham, James M.; and Wardlaw, William G., Sr., to Owens-
Corning Fiberglas Corporation. Apparatus for production of ther-

moplastic materials. 3.84 1,853, CI. 65-12.000.
Higginson, Roy C. Tandem axle suspension assembly. 3,841.652. CI

280-104. 50b.
Higo. Akio: See—

Horiuchi, Fukashi; Higo. Akio; and Yoshioka. Hirosuke.
3,842,125.

Higuchi, Aira: See—
Okazaki, Kaoru; Higuchi, Aira; and Imaeda. Noaki, 3.841.897.

Higuchi, Takashi: See—
Kimura, Ryuichi; Fukui, Kiyoshi, Mortimoto, Takuo; Higuchi,

Takashi; Yamauch, Katsuyoshi; and Yoshida, Kenji, 3,841,952
Hilker, George D.; Doehrman, Charles E.; Lausen. Verne H.; Mowery,
Harold P.; and Sutton, Make T., to Phelps Dodge Industnes. Inc.

Dual insulated magnet wire. 3,842.192. CI. I74-I20.0sr.
Hill, William M: See-

Dicks, Peter D. J.; and Hill. William M., 3.841 .935.

Hiiti Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Maier.Elmar. 3.841,474.

Himics. Richard J., to Sun Chemical Corporation. Photopolymerizable
copolymeric compositions. 3,842.05 I . CI. 260-78. 50e.

Hindermann. Peter, and Meindl. Hubert, to Ciba-Geigy AG. Process
for the production of acid anthraquinone dyes. 3.842.102. CI. 260-
374.000.

Hines. Burgess W.. to Emerson Electric Co. Safety latch for boxes.
3.841,518, CI. 220-55.00k.

Hirdes, Rudiger. Dispensing device for bulk goods. 3,841.534, CI. 222-
457.000.

Hirokawa, Hideo: See—
Izumi. Tadayoshi; Hirokawa, Hideo; and Tsutsui, Toshihiro,

3,840,994.

Hisada, Toshihiko: See—
Muto. Kiyoshi; and Hisada. Toshihiko. 3.841.593.

Hitachi, Ltd.: .See-

Joraku. Masami; Yonekura, Seizi; and Kawano. Shigeyoshi,
3,841,605.

Shida, Shigeru; and Tsumura. Sukebumi, 3,84 1 ,1 24.

Takemoto, Takeo; Tomita, Yoshifumi, Ijichi, Ichiro, and Maeda.
Sajiro. 3,841.876.

Hitchiner, Joseph A.; Brown, Lawrence H.; and Blodgett, Monte R., to

Edgcome Steel Company. Aftercooler. 3,84 1 ,064, CI. 55-259.000.
HIinsky, Emil J., to MacLean-Fogg Lock Nut Company. Side frame

key for retaining an axle bearing assembly in a railway truck.

3.841.231. CI. 105-221.000.

Ho, Irving Tze: See—
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Chen. Tien Chi; and Ho. Irving Tze, 3,842.414.
Hoad Engineers, Incorporated: See—

Hoad. John G, 3.841,060.
Hoad. John G . to Hoad Engineers. Incorporated. Gas washer ap-

paratus. 3.84 1 .060, CI. 55-220.000.
Hobart Manufacturing Company. The: See—

Engebretsen, EinarO., 3,841,214.
Hobza, Antonin: See—

Kejnovsky. Bohumil; Fikrie, Jan;and Hobza, Antonin, 3.841.1 15
Hochman, Jack M.: See—

Cohen.Saul J.;andHochman, JackM.,3,841,991.
Hochreiter, William T.: See—

Craig. Loren J ; and Hochreiter. William T., 3,842,423.
Hodges. Donald W Registering device. 3.841,217, CI. 101-413.000
Hodgson. Robert A.: See—

Gravis. Charles K.. Ill; and Hodgson. Robert A., 3,84 1 ,382.
Hodogaya Chemical Co.. Ltd.: See—

Maeda. Shigeo; Ozutsumi. Minoru; Niimura. Isao; and Okazaki
Hideo. 3.842,030.

Hoffman, John C. Hand operated catapult toy. 3,841,292, CI 124-
5.000.

Hoffman. John E.; and Schelich. Ardell J., to Sporlan Valve Company
Refrigerant filter-drier. 3.84 1 .490, CI 2 10-266.000.

Hoffman, Louis S.; and Spruyt, Harry, to Scott Paper Company
Moisture-impermeable package. 3,841 ,466, CI. 206-205.000.

Hoffman, Manfred, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Inverter for a load
having a parallel resonant circuit. 3,842,339, CI. 321 -44.000.

Hoffman, Norman H., to Technical Ordnance, Inc. Suspension strap
cutting apparatus. 3,840,988, CI. 30-180.000.

Hofmann, Eberhard: See—
Staudt, Heinrich, Hofmann, Eberhard; and Diordjevic lliia

3.841,111.
'

Hofmeister, Helmut; Laurent, Henry; Prezewowsky. Klaus; and
Wiechert. Rudolf, to Schering Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the
preparation of I6.l7-unsaturated steroids. 3.842,105. CI. 260-
397.450.

Hogensen, Philip C. Jr. Ski carrier strap device. 3,841,542. CI 224-
5.00z.

Hogland, Keith C. to Ford Motor Company. Impact sensor assembly
3.842.222. CI. 200-61.440.

r
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Hohenhinnebusch. Wilhelm: See—
Grosse-Holling. Werner; Hapke. Jobst; Hohenhinnebusch. Wil-

helm; and Schreiber. Helmut. 3,841,938.
Hokari, Saburo: See—

Isonaka, Kenji; Hokari, Saburo; Watanabe, Tatsuya; and Furu-
kawa, Masamichi, 3,84 1 ,750.

Hollenbach. Edwin A., to Drexel Industries, Inc. Material handling
system. 3,84 1 ,503, CI. 2 l4-75.00r.

Hollingsworth, Delbert L.: See-
Sharp, Vance R.; and Hollingsworth, Delbert L., 3.84 1 .260.

Holshouser, Howard E.: See—
Ghaem-Maghami, Sanjar; and Holshouser, Howard E., 3,842,20 1

.

Holtkamp, Donald A.; and Chichester, Willard L.. to Clark Equipment
Company. Hydrostatic propulsion system. 3.841.423. CI. 180-6.300.

Honeywell Inc.: See-
Kelly. Thomas P. 3.842.37 1

.

Pearson, Robert P.. 3,84 1 , 1 50.
Honjo, Satoru; Miyatuka, Hajime; and Osawa, Sadao, to Rank Xerox.

Ltd.. mesne. Charge control agents for liquid developers. 3,84 1 893
CI. I17-37.0lf.

Hoover. Charles Donald: See—
Harwood, Robert George; and Hoover, Charles Donald

3,842,388.
Hopkins, Paul Donald: See—

Bertolacini, Ralph J.; Hopkins, Paul Donald; and Menzl. Roland
L. 3,841,995.

Hoppenbrouwers, Johannes Josephus Marie, to U.S. Philips Corpora-
tion. Method of manufacturing an oxide of yttrium and/or lanthanum
and/or the lanthanides. 3,842.0 1 2, CI. 252-30 1 .40r.

Horie, Kiyoshi: See—
Terajima, Yasuhiko; Okada, Ryuzo; and Horie, Kiyoshi,

3,841,752.
Horiuchi, Fukashi; Higo, Akio; and Yoshioka, Hirosuke, to Sumitomo
Chemical Company, Limited. Process for the production of ( )-

trans-chrysanthemicacid. 3,842. 1 25. CI. 260-5 I4.00h
Hormel. Geo. A , & Co : See—

Christensen, Jeffrey P.; and Helsene, Larry E., 3.842,260.
Horsewell, Henry George; and Luke, John Anthony, to British-Amer-

ican Tobacco Company Limited. Tobacco-smoke filters. 3,841,338,
CI. 1 31-26 1.00b.

Horvath, Richard A.: See—
Drozek, Julius S.; Horvath, Richard A.; and Vilaei, Burton J ,

3,841,567.
Horwiiz, Don A, to Wesco Products Company. Fixture and method for

repairing a worn ball on the yoke of a universal joint assembly.
3,841, 178, CI. 82-34.00r.

Hoshino, Shohei. to Asahi-Dow Limited. Apparatus and method for ar-
tificial cultivation of shrimp. 3.84 1,266, CI. 1 19-2.000.

Hoten. Masanobu: See—
Shibukawa. Takashi; Hoten, Masanobu; Hayasaki. Naoki; and

Mizutani, Shigeo, 3,84 1 ,830.
Houdaille Industries, Inc.: See—

Zalis. Albert A. 3.84 1.805.

Houlihan. William J.: See—
Habeck. Dietmar A.; and Houlihan. William J., 3.842.088.

Hovanchak. John A.: See—
Drutchas. Gilber* H.; Spencer. Phillip B.. and Hovanchak. John
A. 3,841,804.

Hoven, El Don L.: See—
Owen, James; and Hoven, El Don L., 3,842.2 1 6.

Hover. Nil Th. Manhole closing arrangement. 3,841.676, CI 292-
256.500.

Howard. Byron W. Drill bit grinder and refacer. 3,841,026, CI S|-
71.000.

Howarth, David E.; Teaney. P. La Rue; and Glowach, Edward R.. to
Xerox Corporation. Developer assembly for electrostatic copier
3,841.265. CI. 118-637 000.

Howarth. Richard C; and Wilson. Eugene M.. to Caterpillar Tractor
Company. Detachable cutting edge and tip adapter for loader
buckets. 3.841.007. CI. 37-14l.00r

Howell. James A. Boat-trailer. 3.84 1.662. CI. 280-4 14.00a.
Howmedica: See—

Dudek. Ronald P.; Kosmos. Peter; and Tesk. John A.. 3.84 1 .868.
Howmet Corporation: See—

Tingquist. Stanley C; and Laux. Edward G, 3,84 1 .384.
Hoya Glass Works, Ltd : See—

Asahara, Yoshiyuki; and Izumitani. Tetsuro, 3,84 1 .739.
Hryc. John F.. to Dreis & Krump Manufacturing Company. Control

system for press brakes and the like. 3.84 1 . 1 40, CI 72-44 1 000
Hsieh, Henry L . to Phillips Petroleum Company. Polymerization of un-

saturated monomers with multilithium initiators. 3.842.145 CI 260-
879.000.

Huang. Ching Yun; and Fujita, Rokuro, to Japan Gas-Chemical Com-
pany. Inc. Process for producing paper-like synthetic resin film.
3,841.903. CI. 1 17-138.80r

Hubert. Bertil Valdemar: See—
Brannland, Rolf Carl August; Hultman, Bcngt Goran, and Hubert,

Bertil Valdemar. 3.842.160.
Hudson, James L ; and Jordan, Larry L.. to General Motors Corpora-

tion Self-aligning etch-out spray mask. 3,841 ,261 , CI. 1 18-505.000.
Hudson. John Colin, to McConnel. F. W., Limited. Method and ap-

paratus for cutting sugar cane. 3.84 1 .072. CI 56-5 1 .000
Hudspeth. William, to Polaroid Corporation Folding camera with low

cost bellows. 3,842,430, CI. 354- 1 87.000.
Huffman. Harold Walter, to Hamilton Tool Company. The Method of
and apparatus for correcting deviations in length aiid registration in a
continousstripof material. 3.84I.2I6.C1. 101-181.000.

Hufford. Billy K. Removable dock 3.841.104, CI. 61-48 000.
Huggins, James A., to Med-Pak Corporation. Disposable bedpan.

3,840,906,CI. 4-1 12.000.
Hughes Aircraft Company: See—

Fong, Timothy T , 3,842,370.
Kuno, Hiromu John. 3,842,292.
Williams, Frederick C, 3,842,417.

Hughes, John M. Kyffin; Harding, Brian; and Lake, Graham Albert
John, to Parkinson Cowan Appliances Limited. Heating apparatus
3,841,300, CI. 1 26-9 1.00a

Hujer, Friedrich: See—
Fergg, Berthold, Zahn, Wolfgang; and Hujer, Friedrich,

3.841,936.
Hultman. Bengt Goran: See—

Brannland, Rolf Carl August; Hultman, Bengt Goran; and Hubert
Bertil Valdemar, 3,842,160.

Hundhausen, Eckhard; Cobarg, Claus Christian, and Boehm. Hans-
Georg. Electrosutic filter. 3,84 1 ,840. CI. 23-284.000.

Hundstad. Richard L ; and Parish. Owen, to Westinghouse Electric
Corporation. Pulse glow generation for laser systems. 3,842,365 CI
331-94.500.

Hunnes,Odd Peder: See-
Falcone, Francesco; and Hunnes, Odd Peder, 3,84 1 ,429.

Hunter, James T.: See—
Gaulocher. Leo P., 3,84 1 ,640.

Hunter. Lafayette D.. to Kudlacek, Donald S. Compound archery bow
3,841,295. CI 124-24.00r.

Hunter, Richard C, to Bailey Meter Company. Differential pressure
transmitter overrange protection. 3,841 ,1 58, CI. 73-407 OOr.

Huntington, Fred R., to Galigher Company, The. Overhead, extensible
sampling device. 3.84 1 , 1 6 1 . CI. 73-424.000.

Hunziker, Fritz, to Wander Ltd.; a/k/a Wander AG. 4-Pipera2inyI-IO
H-2 hieno(3,2-cl. 3,842.082, CI. 260-268-tr.

Hurlbrink, Robert William, III. to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incor-
porated. Semiconductor wafer transfer fixture. 3.841.689 CI 294-
87.00r.

Hutchins. Alma A. Method of piercing holes in sandine discs
3.840,976, CI. 29-445.000.

Hutchins, Thomas B.. IV. Calibration of electrical blood-pressure
monitoring equipment. 3.842.357. CI. 328-1 88.000.

Hutson. Thomas, Jr.; and Carter. Cecil O.. to Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany. HF alkylation of isoparaffin with olefin heavier than ethylene
with ethyl fluoride as reaction improver 3,842,140. CI 260-
683.510.

Huttenbrauck. Herbert; Poklekowski, Helmut; and Soliman, Mustafa,
to Gewerkschaft Eisenhutte Westfalia. Control wall for longwall
mining installation. 3,84 1 ,706, CI. 299-34.000.

Huyge, John, to Susan Shoe Industries, Limited. Manufacture of shoes
3,841,003, CI. 36-11.500.

Hydrocarbon Research. Inc.: See—
Layng. Edwin T., 3,84 1 ,98 1

.

Wolk. Ronald H.; and Chervenak, Michael C. 3,842, 1 22.
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Hvoky, Rolf, to Kemira Oy. Method of refining the fluorine obtained as

a byoproduct in the fertilizer industry. 3,842,1 61 , CI. 423-339.000.

lacoviello. John G.. to Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Laminates
bonded with adhesive of aqueous emulsion of interpolymer of vinyl

acetate, N-methvloI acrylamide and acrylic acid. 3,841,960, CI. 161-

251.000.

Ichikawa. Masaru; Naito. Shuichi; Kondo. Toshihiko; Kawase. Kohei;

and Tamaru. Kenzi, to Sagami Chemical Research Center. Catalyst

for reducing carbon dioxide. 3,842. 1 1 3. CI. 260-449.00r.

Ichikawa. Masaru; Naito. Shuichi; Kawase. Kohei; and Tamaru. Kenzi,

to Sagami Chemical Research Center. Catalyst for reduction of car-

bon monoxide. 3,842, 121. CI. 260-449.00r
Ichinose. Noboru; and Yokomizo. Yuhji. Oxide varistor composition

consisting of ZnO; SbjOj and/or SbjOj; ZrOi. TiOj and/or GeOi; and
Bi,0., 3,842.0 1 8. CI. 252-520.000.

ICI America Inc.: See-
Knight, Bruce L.; Rhudy, John S.; and Gogarty, William B..

3.841.402.
Restaino. Alfred J.; and Bristowe. William W., 3.84 1 .401

.

Ijichi, Ichiro: See—
Takemoto, Takeo; Tomita, Yoshifumi; Ijichi, Ichiro; and Maeda,

Sajiro, 3,84 1,876.

Ikegai Tekko Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Izumi. Tadavoshi; Hirokawa, Hideo; and Tsutsui. Toshihiro,

3,840,994.'

Illinois Railway Equipment Co.: See-
Hasten, Erwin J , Jr., 3,84 1 ,230.

Illinois Railway Equipment Company: See-
Smith, Edward Payson; and Nadhcrny, Rudolph E , 3,84 1 ,229

Imae, Yoshio: See—
Sato, Katsuo; and Imae, Yoshio, 3,842,032.

Imaeda, Noaki: See—
Okazaki, Kaoru; Higuchi, Aira; and Imaeda. Noaki, 3,841 ,897.

Immethun. Peter A.: See—
Niebylski, Leonard M.;and Immethun, Peter A., 3,842,159.

Imodco, Inc.: See—
Rcid, William R., Jr . 3.840,927.

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited: See-
Browne, Anthony Arthur Briarly; and Mclntyre, James Eric.

3,842,040.

Browne, Anthony Arthur Briarly; and Mclntyre, James Eric,

3.842,041.
Dixon, David Rodney; Turton, Cecil Nigel; and Williams, Ian

Gabriel, 3,842.026.

Imris. Pavel Apparatus for producing ozone. 3,842,286. CI. 250-

535.000.

Inagaki, Yasuhiko: See—
Kishimoto, Kenichi. Miyauchi. Hiroshi; Inagaki. Yasuhiko; and

Fujimoto.Joji. 3.841.835.

Industrial Nucleonics Corporation: See—
Varner. Donald E.. 3.841.337.

Ingenjorsfirman Gradient. Birgit and Harry Rilbe: See

—

Pettersson. Jarl Sune. 3.84 1 ,762.

Inland Steel Company: See—
Natzke, Richard E., 3.841,135.

lnoue,Toshiyuki: See—
Katagiri, Toru; Ito, Akio; and Inoue. Toshiyuki, 3,84 1 .735.

Interactive Systems, Inc.: See-
Edwin, Allan I ; Vlach, Thomas L.; and Bennett, Melvin T.,

3,841,149.

Intermenua ( Proprietary) Limited: See-
Van Zyl, Josias, 3.841,183.

International Business Machines Corporation: See

—

Argyle, Bernell E., and Di Stefano, Thomas H., 3,842,407.

Chen, Tien Chi; and Ho. Irving Tze. 3.842.414.

Ett. Allen Harold; and Rosenbaum. Walter Steven. 3.842.402.

Garnache. Richard Raymond; and Smith. William Michael. Jr.,

3,841,926.

Hendrickson. Kenneth E.; Lopour. Warren A.; and Mattson, Larry

F, 3,842,331.

Key, Brian D.; Kingdom Hockings, Michael L.; Lovelace. Michael

N. G.; Rankin. Howard C; and Stredwick. Jonathan B..

3.842,405.

Krause. K. A.; and Moradazeh. Yaqub. 3.84 1 .892.

Lynch. John R.; Otten. Leonard E.; and Wenskus, Herbert,

'3,840,978.

Sherk. Thomas A.; and Tummala. Rao R.. 3.84 1 .883.

Srinivasan. Rangaswamy, 3.842.364.

International Computers Limited: See-
Crook. Keith Jeremy, 3,842.404.

International Harvester Company: See—
Scarnato, Thomas J.; Cicci. George B.; and Meyer. Martin H..

3.841.070.

International Paper Company: See-
Lee. Charles A.; Furbeck. Warren R.; and Kemp. Horace N..

3.841.620.

International Standard Electric Corporation: See—
Barselloti. John Anthony. Laliccia, Federico Riccardo; and

Litster, John Eraser, 3.842.206.
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation: See-

Miller. Harlan E, 3.842,212.
Rabow, Gerald, 3.842,420.

Interroyal Corporation: See—
Benoit. Roland A.; and Duprey, Richard H., 3,840.91 1.

Interstate Drop Forge Co.: See—
Ellinghausen, Edgar A.; and Johnson. George B.. 3.842.239.

Inventec International Limited: See—
Hickman. Ronald Price. 3,84 1 ,6 19.

lovine. Carmine P.: See-
Thompson, James M.; lovine. Carmine P.; and Ra>-Chaudhuri,

DilipK .3.841.902
Iowa State University Research Foundation. Inc.: See

—

Hallgren. Richard C. 3.841.305.

Hallgren. Richard C. 3.84 1 .306.

IS Incorporated Systems Company: See—
Meckler. Gershon. 3,84 1 .206

Isaacson. Louis; and Herrin. Richard, to Biozonics Corporation. Elec-

trically heater aquarium tank. 3,842,24 1 , CI. 2 1 9-3 1 1 .000.

Isabell, Walter J: See—
Kramb, Kenneth D.; and Isabell, Walter J., 3.84 1 .656.

ISC Smelting Limited: See—
Benatt. Frank George Simon; and Gammon. Michael William,

3.841,862.
Isen. Allan A.: See—

O'Driscoll. Kenneth F.. and Isen. Allan A . 3.841 ,985.

Iserson, Hyman: See—
Villa.'jose L; and Iserson, Hyman. 3.842.053.

Ishibashi. Akichika: See—
Okada, Katsuto; Yamanami. Shoichi; Ishibashi. Akichika; and

Watanabe. Hirotaka. 3.841.352.

Ishiguro. Toshihiro: See—
Kawashima. Kenya; and Ishiguro. Toshihiro. 3.842.09 1

.

Ishii. Hiroshi: See—
Kashio. Yukio; and Ishii. Hiroshi. 3.842.230.

Ishii. Shoichi: See—
Asai. Soichiro; Ishii, Shoichi; Tabira. Tsutomu; Tsuchiya. Eigo;

and Tazuke, Hideo. 3,84 1 .966.

Ishii. Tatsuo: See—
Saito. Kunio; Ishii. Tatsuo: and Seta, Shigctoshi. 3.842.029

Isonaka. Kenji; Hokari. Saburo; Watanabe. Tatsuya; and Furukawa.
Masamichi. to Ricoh Co., Ltd. Electrophotographic transfer-printing

device. 3,84 1,750. CI. 355-3.00r.

Itai. Reiichi; and Kanai. Hideo, to Japan Carlit Co., The. Surface

preparation process for recoaling of used coated metallic electrodes.

3,841,983, CI. 204-146.000.

Itaru, Niimi; Hashimoto, Kametaro; Kaneko, Yasuhisa; Komiyama,
Yoshiro; and Hashimoto. Kunihiko. Method of joining a beryllium

workpiece to light metals. 3.84 1 .386. CI. 164-75.000.

Itaya. Toshihisa: See-
Suzuki. Yasushi; Itaya. Toshihisa; Minami. Nobuyoshi; Tarutani.

Masaaki; Miki. Tokutaro; and Miyasaka. Katsuhiko. 3.842.099.

Itek Corporation: See—
Ebersole. John F. 3.841.733.

MacGovern. Alan J.; and O'Brien. John A.. 3.842.261

.

Ito. Akio: See—
Katagiri, Toru; Ito, Akio; and Inoue, Toshiyuki, 3,841.735.

Ito. Akira. to Tokvo Shibaura Electric Company. Ltd. Fastening

device. 3.84 1. 1 93, CI. 85-9.00r.

Ito, Kazuo: See—
Chimura, Kazuya; Ito. Kazuo; Takashima. Shunichi; and

Kawashima. Masao. 3.842.043.

Ito. Masaru: See-
Fujimori. Makoto; Yoshii, Hiroshi; Kusakabe. Noboru; Matsub-

ara, Muneo; Ito, Masaru; and Baba. Yutaka. 3.842.034

Itoi. Kazuo: See—
Kawaguchi, Takuo; Nishida. Takashi; Ohmura. Yoshiaki;

Tanomura, Masahisa. Nakao. Kozo; Takagi. Toshiaki:

Ninagawa. Yoichi; and Itoi. Kazuo. 3.842.1 30.

ITT Industries, Inc.: See—
Seip, Hermann, 3.841.71 3.

Iwakawa. Tsunektyo; and Yano. Akira, to Nippon Electric Company.
Limited. Drive circuit for plasma display panel comprising means for

placing pedestal on alternating firing pulses. 3.842.314. CI. 315-
169.0tv.

Iwao. Kumiry Roy. to Varian Associates. Automatic sampler ap-

paratus. 3.841. 160, CI. 73-422.0gc.
Iwasaki, Yukio: See

—

Nakamura, Takezo; and Iwasaki. Yukio. 3.84 1 .239.

Iwata, Tadao: See—
Tomatu, Toshiharu; and Iwata, Tadao, 3,842,147.

Izumi. Tadayoshi; Hirokawa. Hideo; and Tsutsui. Toshihiro. to ikegai

Tekko Kabushiki Kaisha. Method and device of automatic measure-
ment for use with a numerically-controlled lathe. 3.840.994. CI. 33-

I74.0pc.

Izumitani. Tetsuro: See—
Asahara. Yoshiyuki; and Izumitani. Tetsuro. 3.84 1 .739.

Jackson. William E.; and Becker, James M., to Moment monitoring
system for hydraulic-piston type cranes. . 3.841.493. CI. 212-39.000.

Jackson. Winston J., Jr.: See-
Grant, Peter M.; Taylor. Robert B.. and Jackson, Winston J., Jr.,

3,842.021.
Jacobs, Cornelis Adrianus Joannes: See

—

Beyer, Louis Benjamin; Comelissen. Gerardus Antonius Petrus

Maria; Driessen, Antonius Jozephus Gerardus Cornelis; Jacobs,
Cornelis Adrianus Joannes; and Siebers, Gerardus Henricus
Maria, 3,842,304.

Jacobs, Jacobus Hubertus: See-
Van Esdonk, Johannes; and Jacobs, Jacobus Hubertus, 3.842.308.
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Jacobsen. Andreas Christian, to Haldor Frederik Axel Topsoe.
Hydrodesulphurization process. 3. 84 1,996, CI 208-1 12.000.

Jacobson. Norman: See—
Pappas, James J.; Jacobson. Norman; and Kresge. Edward N

3.842,010.

Jahn, Reinhardt H . to Chicago Metallic Corporation. Concealed erid
system. 3.841.048. CI. 52-732.000.

Jakel. Gus R . to California Cement Shake Co . Inc. Cementitious roof-
ing and siding 3.841.885. CI. 106-93.000

Jakeman. Eric; Jones. Robin; and Oliver, Christopher John, to National
Research Development Corporation Optical signal processine
3.842.252.CI. 235-181 000.

^ f "«-"!, ng.

Jakobi, Wilhelm; Schufner, Arnulf; and Schurhoff, Heinrich, to Hein-
rich Koppers Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Horizontal coke oven
with variable burners along the flue lenghl. 3,841,975. CI. 202-

James, Kenneth E., to Stressed Pipe Research, Inc. Reinforcing cage
3.841.356. CI. 138-175.000.

Jannmck. Donald R Powder feeder 3.84 1 .530. CI. 222-1 89.000
Janssen. Paul Adriaan Jan: See—

Soudijn, Willem; van Wijngaarden, Ineke; and Janssen. Paul
Adriaan Jan, 3,842,076.

Janssen Pharmaceutica N.V : See—
Soudijn. Willem. van Wijngaarden. Ineke; and Janssen Paul
Adriaan Jan. 3.842,076.

Japan Carlit Co , The: See—
ltai.Reiichi;and Kanai, Hideo, 3,841,983.

Japan Exian Company, Limited: See—
Shibukawa, Takashi; Hoten, Masanobu; Havasaki, Naoki and

Mizutani, Shigeo, 3,841.830.
Japan Gas-Chemical Company. Inc : Sef—

Huang. Ching Yun;and Fujita. Rokuro. 3,841.903.
Jaras, Anthony Apparatus for installing hammers in musical instru-

ment. 3.841, 191, CI. 84-453.000
Jarrett. E. K: See-

Scott. Donald C. deceased, 3.84 1 .469.
Jarrett. Noel See-

Russell. Allen S ; Jarrett. Noel; and Stoup. Philip T.. 3.842. 163.
Jarvik. Robert K. Repeating ligature guns, multi-ligature cartridges and

preformed ligatures therefor. 3.841.521 , CI. 221-75.000.
Jayachandra. Yemmanur. to Western Electric Company, Incorporated.

Infrared scanning apparatus using a plurality of parallel detectors
3,842,277. CI. 250-341.000.

Jefferson Chemical Company. Inc.: See—
Schuize, Heinz; and Marquis. Edward Thomas. 3.842.081.

Jenkins, Thomas E 5ee—
Cushing, Donald S ; and Jenkins, Thomas E., 3,841.342.

Jennings. LureeC Infant support 3,840,916. CI. 5-327.000
Jensen. Jack. Airplane hijacking injector. 3.841 .328. CI. 128-218 OOf
Jepson. John W ; Lyon, Herbert W.; and Brown. Robert A . to Acush-

net Company. Golf ball dimple milling apparatus. 3.841.199 CI 90-
13.00c.

Jester Company Limited. The: See-
Ellis. Shirley Russell. 3.841,475.

Jewell. Edward S : See—
Rootsey. James V.. 3.842.42 1

.

Jin. Jung II. to Stauffer Chemical Company Fire retardant crosslinked
copolymers. 3.842.048, CI. 260-78. 5bb.

Joerns Furniture Company: See—
Damico, Frank M, 3,840,910. "

John Lysaght ( Australia) Limited: See—
Kuhn, Norbert; and Harvey. Geoffrey Frank, 3,84 1 . 1 32.

Johns-Manville Corporation: See—
Periat, Douglas Marion; and Oster. David Lawrence, 3,84 1 ,854

Johnson. Alan W: See—
Troutner. Arthur L.. Russell. John R.. Johnson. Alan W ; and
Johnson. Clifford R.. 3.84 1 .945.

Johnson, Clarence R.;and Kidder, Jav T. Arm rest. 3,84 1,702. CI 297-
416.000.

Johnson, Clifford R : See—
Troutner, Arthur L ; Russell, John R ; Johnson, Alan W.; and

Johnson. Clifford R.. 3.84 1 .945.
Johnson. Daniel B.. to Anaconda Company, The Glass insulated mag-

netwire. 3.842. 193. CI. I74-120.00C.
Johnson. Frank B.: See—

Pepe. David L.; Palm. Theodore O.; and Johnson. Frank B
3.841,575.

Johnson, George B : See—
Ellinghausen, Edgar A ; and Johnson, George B , 3.842.239.

Johnson. Ivan E.. to Docutel Corporation. Inertia switching 3 841 225
CI. 104-130.000.

Johnson. Jesse Ronald. Trailer deck. 3.841.036. CI. 52-28.000
Johnson. Paul Richard: See—

Kircik. Willis James; Rothrock. Elmer Wevman, and Johnson
Paul Richard, 3,84 1.253.

Johnson Rubber Company. The: See—
Forschner, Andrew C. 3.841.818

Jones. Augustin. Inflatable leakage inhibitor. 3,84 1 .304, CI. 1 28- 1 .OOr
Jones, Claude R.: See—

Berta. Michael A.; and Jones. Claude R . 3.842,284.
Jones. Harley W: See—

Cuevas, John W ; and Jones. Harley W.. 3.84 1.082.

Jones. John B . Jr.; and Reeves. Adam A . to Paraho Corporation.
Method for retorting hydrocarbonaceous solids. 3.841.992 CI ''08-

11.000.

Jones. Peter Hadley; Martin. Jerry Roy; McAlpine, James Bruce;
Pauvlik, Jeanne Marie; and Tadanier, John Soloman. to Abbott
Laboratories. 4"-Deoxy-4"-oxoerythromycin B derivatives
3.842.069. CI. 260-2 lO.OOe.

Jones. Robin: See—
Jakeman. Eric; Jones. Robin; and Oliver. Christopher John

3.842.252.
Jones. Rodney Charles; and Hershman. Alan Abraham, to British Non-

Ferrous Metals Research Association. The. Chromium alloys con-
taining YjO, and aluminium or silicon. 3,84 1 ,847. CI. 29- 1 82.500.

Jones. Thomas. Safety device for vehicles. 3.84 1,432, CI. 180-91 000
Jones. William E.: See-

Chance. Ronald E.; and Jones. William E.. 3.842,063.
Joraku. Masami. Yonekura. Seizi; and Kawano. Shigeyoshi. to Hitachi.

Ltd. Moving apparatus for a load. 3.84 1 .605. CI. 254- 1 27.000.
Jordan, Heinz: See—

Heckmann. Werner; Jordan. Heinz; and Wenker. Heinrich
3.841.364.

Jordan. Larry L.: See-
Hudson. James L.; and Jordan. Larry L., 3.84 1 .261

.

Joseph Lucas (Industries) Limited: See-
Bottoms. Harry Simister. 3.841.670
Thompson. Michael Ainley. and Phillips. Brian Leslie. 3.841.238

Joyce. Jerry Ra\ : See—
Pinkham. Jesse R . Cockman. Arthur G ; and Joyce. Jerry Ray

3.841,071.
Juhlin. Lars-Erik: See—

Ekstrom. Ake. Juhlin. Lars-Erik; and Olsson, Karl-Erik
3,842,337.

Jun, Hung Won: See—
Luzzi. Louis Anthony; Whitworth. Clyde Weydell; and Jun. Hung
Won. 3.842.170.

'

Jureit. John Calvin, to Automated Building Components. Inc. Two-
sided fastener 3.841. 195, CI. 85-13.000.

Jurmo, Michael W: See-
Withers, James G.. Jr.; Habdas, Edward P ; and Jurmo Michael
W, 3,841,136.

K. I. C. Incorporated: See—
Kramb. Kenneth D , and Isabell, Walter J , 3.84 1 .656.

Kabelschlepp Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung: See—
Heidrich. Klaus; Kietz. Lothar. and Sziburies, Werner. 3.841 .498.

Kabushiki Kaisha Daini Seikosha: See—
Komaki. Shojiro, 3.84 1 .08 I

Kabushiki Kaisha Hattori Tokeiten See—
Kitai.Kiyoshi, 3.842.425.

Kabushiki Kaisha Komatsu Seisakusho: See—
Atsuta. Hisayoshi; Ueda. Teiji; and Koezuka. Yokichi. 3.841 142

Kabushiki Kaisha Koparu: See—
Kikuchi.Tomio. 3.841.087.

Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha: See—
Akahane. Tatsuro. 3.84 1 ,085
Kasai. Masami; and Kishida. Motoki. 3.84 1 ,848
Naito.Okito. 3.842.41 1.

Kaczerofsky. Rupert: See-
Gabriel. Richard. Balwe. Thomas; Bauer. Johann; Fendel Kurt
and Kaczerofsky. Rupert, 3,842,055

Kagawa. Hiroshi; and Senoo, Keiji, to Yuasa Battery Company,
Limited Sodium sulfur storage battery 3.841 .912. CI. 136-6 Ofs

Kahmann. Albrecht. to Escher Wyss GmbH.. Grinding apparatus for
fibrous material. 3.84 1 .573. CI. 24 1 -245.000.

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation: See—
Farris. Robert E ; and Green. Maurice E.. Jr.. 3.84 1 .884

Kaiser. Elmer Robert. Process and apparatus for the gasification of or-
ganic matter. 3.841.851. CI. 48-1 1 1.000.

Kajima Corporation: See—
Muto. Kiyoshi; and Hisada.Toshihiko. 3.841.593

Kalle Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Lohr. Bernd. and Herrmann. Heinz. 3.842,038.

Kaloci, Andrew: See-
Gross, John; Kaloci, Andrew; and Lutz. La Verne H. 3.841,13

1

Kalvoda. Jaroslav: See—
Anner. Georg; and Kalvoda, Jaroslav. 3.842.074

Kampe. Klaus-Dieter, to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vor-
mals Meister Lucius & Bruning. Preparation of beta-halogenoalkvl
isocyanates. 3.842. 109. CI. 260-453.00p.

Kanai. Hideo: See

—

Itai. Reiichi; and Kanai, Hideo. 3.84 1 .983.
Kanbar. Maurice S : See-

Wilder. Joseph R.; and Kanbar. Maurice S. 3.84 1 331
Kanebo. Ltd.: See—

Kimura. Isao; Ogata. Fumimaro; and Ohtomo. Koichiro
3.842.049.

Kaneda. Tadayoshi: See—
Kawaski. Sadao; Kaneda. Tadayoshi; and Tanaka. Mitsuaki,

3.841.457.
Kaneda. Tadayoshi; and Tanaka. Mitsuaki. to Glory Kogyo Kabushiki

Kaisha. Theftproof coin receptacle for coin-operated apparatus
3.841.550. CI. 232-15 000

'^^

Kaneko. Yasuhisa: See—
Itaru. Niimi; Hashimoto. Kametaro; Kaneko. Yasuhisa;
Komiyama, Yoshiro; and Hashimoto. Kunihiko. 3,84 1 ,386.
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Kansas State University Research Foundation: See-
Lambert, Jack L ;andTschorn. Reginald R.. 3.841.765.

Karelitz. Judith Image producing device. 3,841,730, CI 350-5 000
Karll. Robert E: See—

Heffern. Edward W.; Petrille. Dennis G.; and Karll, Robert E
3.842.095.

Karlsson. Signar. to Allmanna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget. Lifting
device for bales. 3.84 1.688. CI. 294-67.OOr

Kartridg Pak Co . The: See—
Engclhardt. John Nicol; and Rousseau. Roy Settle. 3.841 .569.

Kasai. Masami; and Kishida. Motoki. to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa
Seikosha Hard watch case comprising TiN. T. and at least one of
Mn. Aland V. 3.841 .848. CI. 29-182.500.

Kashio. Yukio; and Ishii. Hiroshi, to Casio Computer Co.. Ltd. Push-
button switch with coil sprint contact. 3.842.230. CI. 200-276.000.

Katacva.Galina Vasilievna: See—
Bondarev. Konstantin Timofeevich; Tykachinsky. Isai Davidovich;

Pavlushkin. Nikolai Mikhaiovich; Kataeva. Galina Vasilievna;
Kozlovsky. Vikto Stepanovich; Romanovsky, Mark Bent-
sionovich; Pyatnitskaya, Varvara Vasilievna; and Rud. Svetlana
Ivanovna. 3.841.86.

Katagiri. Toru; Ito, Akio. and Inoue. Toshiyuki. to Sankyo Kogaku
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Zoom lens system operable for extremely
short distance photographs 3.84 1,735,'CI. 350-187.000

Kalcha. Frank F: See-
Dieringcr. Andrew M . and Katcha. Frank F.. 3.841.221.

Kato. Satoru. and Tayama. Isamu. to Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki
Kaisha. Electric vacuum cleaner. 3.84 1.067. CI. 55-300.000

Kato. Tojo: See

—

Hanzawa. Keiji; Takahashi, Yoshiyuki. Suga. Noboyoshi, Kato.
Tojo. Handa. Makoto. Hayashi, Hiromichi; Taneya, Shinichi;
Sone, Toshia; Taneya, Shinichi; and Sone, Toshimaro
3,841,610.

Katzke, Ernest F., to Crane Packaging Company Apparatus for han-
dling workpieces to be polished. 3,84 1 ,028, CI. 5 I - 1 25 000.

Kaufmann. Edward A Bicycle securing device 3 841 119 CI 70-
58.000.

'
.

. •

Kawa. Ryuichi. to Ricoh Co.. Ltd. Magnetic tape driving system
3.841.583. CI 242-201.000. 6 >

Kawaguchi. Takuo. Nishida, Takashi; Ohmura. Yoshiaki. Tanomura.
Masahisa; Nakao, Kozo; Takagi, Toshiaki. Ninagawa. Yoichi. and
Itoi. Kazuo. to Kuraray Co.. Ltd. Process for preparing 2 3 5-
trimethyl hydroquinone. 3.842, 1 30, CI. 260-62 1 OOh.

Kawano. Shigeyoshi See—
Joraku. Masami. Yonekura. Seizi, and Kawano. Shigeyoshi

3.841.605.
'

Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Okuno. Ryuzo. 3,841,614.

Kawase. Kohei: See—
Ichikawa. Masaru. Naito. Shuichi. Kondo. Toshihiko; Kawase.

Kohei. and Tamaru. Kenzi. 3.842.1 13.

Ichikawa. Masaru; Naito. Shuichi; Kawase. Kohei, and Tamaru
Kenzi. 3.842.121.

Kawashima. Kenya; and Ishiguro. Toshihiro. Dibenzoxirenazepine
derivatives 3.842.091. CI. 260-348.00c.

Kawashima, Masao See—
Chimura, Kazuya. Ito. Kazuo. Takashima, Shunichi; and

Kawashima. Masao. 3.842.043.
Kawaski. Sadao; Kaneda. Tadayoshi. and Tanaka. Mitsuaki. to Glory
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Device for automatic collection of coins in
coin-operated apparatus. 3.841 .457. CI. 194- 1.00a.

Kawasski. Masahiro. to Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha.
Camera flash controls with internal light detection. 3.842 428 CI
354-145.000.

Kayc. Morton, and Radlauer. Marvin I., said Kaye assor. to said
Radlaucr, Marvin I Portable microfilm viewer. 3.841.745. CI 353-
26.000.

Kearney & Trecker Corporation: See—
Kielman. Ervin J.; and Currer. John T.. 3.840.98 1

.

Kearnev National Inc.: See—
Landis, Alfred R.. 3,840,969.

Kehl, William L , and Rennard, Raymond J., Jr., to Gulf Research &
Development Company Dehydrogenation of paraffins over a
platinum magnesium aluminate spinel. 3,842.1 39, CI. 260-683.300.

Keim, Gerald I., to Hercules Incorporated Vinyl-type addition
polymers containing a plurality of tertiary nitrogens quaternized with
an epihalohydrin. 3,842,054, CI. 260-86.'lOn.

Kejnovsky, Bohumil; Fikrie, Jan; and Hobza. Antonin, to ELITEX-
Zavody Textilniho Strojirenstvi Generaini reditelstvi. Method of
knitting an anti-ladder stitch course. 3,841.1 15. CI. 66-l72.00r.

Keller. Howard F . Jr.. to GBK Enterprises. Inc. Method for extracting
retained oil and solids from a filter media and separating the same
3.842.00L. CI. 210-23.000.

Keller. Wolfgang, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Using sonic vibra-
tions to produce a radially uniform resistance characteristic in a
semiconductor crystal. 3.841 .845. CI. 23-30 l.Osp.

Kelley. Winfield L. Modular insulated heating element supports
3,842.244. CI. 219-550.000.

Kellogg. Walter J See-
Taylor. Glenn R.; and Kellogg. Walter J.. 3.842.343.

Kelly. Thomas P.. to Honeywell Inc. Voltage to frequency coverter
3.842.371. CI. 33M43.0dO.

Kelsey-Hayes Company: See—
Rinker. Kurt H. 3.841.445.
Stelzer, William. 3.841.711.

Kelso. Albert H . to General Motors Corporation. Railway bearing seal.
3.841.723. CI. 308-187.100.

KemiraOy: See—
Hyoky. Rolf. 3.842.161.

Kemp. Horace N.: See-
Lee. Charles A.. Furbeck. Warren R.; and Kemp. Horace N..

3.841.620.
Kennametal Inc.: See—

Kniff. Thomas J.; and Leibee. Donald L.. 3.84 1 .707.
Kniff. Thomas J ; Leibee. Donald L.; and Oaks. Scibert S .

3.841.708.
Kniff, Thomas J .3.841.709

Kennecott Copper Corporation: See

—

Girard. Lucien. and Hard. Robert A.. 3.84 1 .705
Kent. Joseph B. Roll off container 3.84 1.505. CI. 214-83.300
Kermode. David W.. to United States of America. Navy. Optical con-

trast enhancement system. 3.84 1 .734. CI. 350- 1 66 000.
Kernforschungsanlage Julich Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung

See—
Overhoff. Theodor. and Stupp. Hermann-Josef. 3.84 1 .757.

Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation: See

—

Lai. San-Cheng. 3,84 1 ,978.

Kertel. Stanley S., to Eastman Kodak Company Silver halidc emulsion
containing ketomethylene photographic color-forming couplers
3,841,880. CI. 96-100.000.

Key. Brian D.; Kingdom Hockings. Michael L ; Lovelace. Michael N.
G ; Rankin. Howard C ; and Stredwick. Jonathan B . to International
Business Machines Corporation Communications control unit
3,842,405. CI. 340-172.500.

Keystone Industries. Inc.: See-
Hawthorne. Vaughn T . 3,841,496.

Khrundzhe, Viktor Mikhailovich: See—
Dudko, Daniil Andreevich; Scherbina, Nikolai Yakovlevich,

Suschuk-Sljusarenko, Igor Ivanovich. Chvertko, Antoly
Ivanovich; Khrundzhe, Viktor Mikhailovich. and Bizik, Nikolai
Konstantinovich. 3.841.923.

Kidder. Jay T: See-
Johnson. Clarence R ;and Kidder. Jay T. 3.841.702.

Kielman. Ervin J.; and Currer. John T.. to Kearney & Trecker Corpora-
tion. Tool change arm grip. 3.840.98 1 , CI. 29-568.000.

Kieronski, John P , to Leiendecker. William F.. Sr. Machine for bend-
ing the end portions of wires. 3.84 1 .36 1 . CI 1 40-73.000

Kiesling. Casper. 20'7f to Lee. Raymond. Organization. Inc.. The
Prefabricated insulated wall with electrical circuit components
housed therein. 3.842.320. CI. 3 1 7-99.000.

Kietz. Lothar: See—
Heidrich. Klaus; Kietz. Lothar; and Sziburies. Werner. 3.841,498

Kikuchi. Tomio, to Kabushiki Kaisha Koparu. In-operation indicating
device for clocks. 3,841.087. CI. 58- 152.OOh

Killinger. Fred M . to Upjohn Company. The. Compact syringe
3.84 1.329. CI 128-220.000.

Kilpper. Gerhard: See—
Graser. Fritz; and Kilpper. Gerhard. 3,842,083.

Kim. Charles W . to Hercules Incorporated Nonwovcn fabrics
3.841.951. CI 161-57 000.

Kim. Kee W: See-
Grove. Marvin H.;and Kim, Kee W, 3.841.601

Kimar Corporation: See-
Martin. Charies K. 3.841 .303.

Kimberly-Clark Corporation: See—
Helminen. Toivo A.. 3.84 1 .500.

Kimura. Isao. Ogata, Fumimaro; and Ohtomo. Koichiro, to Kanebo,
Ltd. Method of producing an improved polycarbonamide by incor-
porating therein a chlorohvdrin ether or derivative thereof
3,842,049, CI. 260-78.00r.

Kimura, Ryuichi; Fukui. Kiyoshi; Mortimoto, Takuo; Higuchi, Takashi;
Yamauch, Katsuyoshi; and Yoshida, Kcnji. to Freudenberg. Carl
Firma. Fusible interlining 3.841.952. CI 161-88.000

Kimura. Yoskio: See—
Sato. Jutaro. 3.840.936.

Kingdom Hockings. Michael L.: See-
Key. Brian D ; Kingdom Hockings. Michael L.; Lovelace. Michael

N. G.; Rankin. Howard C; and Stredwick. Jonathan B
3,842,405.

Kinney. Gary W. Device for spoking and alignment of wire wheels
3.84 1. 379. CI. 157-1.500

Kinoshita. Yoshio. to Glory Kog\o Kabushiki Kaisha Rental Locker
system 3.84 1,458. CI 194-32 000

Kinsella, Howard R ; and Smith. Carl A., to Emerson Electric Co.
Manifold valve for domestic gas ovens 3.84 1.552. CI. 236-99 000

Kircik. Willis James; Rothrock. Elmer Weyman. and Johnson. Paul
Richard, to Chicago Bridge & Iron Company Horizontal support
system for ship tanks for low temperature liquefied gas 3.841 253
CI. 115-74.00r.

Kirker. Alton Everett. Jr.. to Sealol, Inc. Rotary mechanical fluid seal
3.84 1.642. CI. 277-40.000.

Kirkman. Earl L.: See—
Olson. Donald M.. 3.841.318.

Kiselev. Valentin Dmitrievich: See—
Mironov. Ivan Antonovich; Nikitin. Vladislav losifovich; and

Kiselev. Valentin Dmitrievich. 3.84 1 .006.
Kishida. Motoki: See—

Kasai. Masami; and Kishida, Motoki, 3,84 1 .848.
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Kishimoto, Kenichi; Miyauchi, Hiroshi; Inagaki. Yasuhiko; and Fu-
jimoto. Joji, lo Yanagimoto Seisakusho Co.. Ltd. Means for provid-

ing an information signal of sample introduction in apparatus for

chemical analysis 3.84 1.835. CI. 23-253.00r.

Kitai. Kiyoshi. to Kabushiki Kaisha Hattori Tokeiten. Apparatus en-

larging the range of exposure time control. 3.842.425, CI. 3S4-
51.000.

Kitai. Kiyoshi; Onda, Eiichi; Koyama, Mitsuo; Nagaoka, Shinji; and
Nakagawa, Tadashi. to Seiko Koki Kabushiki Kaisha. Focal plane
shutter blade arrangement and support. 3.842.429, CI. 354-250.000.

Kitrilakis, Sotiris, and Robinson. Thomas C, to Tecna Corporation.
Oxygenator. 3,841.837. CI. 23-258 500.

Kiwalle. Jozef; Merrilt. Paul H.; and Sluetz, Edward J., to Production
Technology Inc. Method and apparatus for flash removal from heat
and pressure welded articles. 3.841 ,201. CI. 90-24. 00a.

Klaren, Cornclis H J. to Shell Oil Company. Powder coating composi-
tion. 3.842.035. CI. 260-47.0en.

Klaus. Kaspar. Trafficable surface for mechanical parking apparatus.
ramps lifting platforms or the like. 3.84 1 .776, CI. 404-4 1 .000.

Klein. Lawrence N ; and Wallens. William R., to Century-Niagara Cor-
poration. Multiple automatic washer system. 3,841,116, CI. 68-
I2.00r.

Kleindinst, Edgar L.: See—
Angstadt, John W.; Enberg, Kenneth R.. Kleindinst, Edgar L.,

Ring. Richard J.; and Spence. David B . 3.841.826.
Kleinewefers Industrie-Companie Gesellschaft mit bcschranktcr Hag-

tung: See—
Schlunke, Jurgen. 3,84 1 ,963.

Klinkhammer, Karl; and Bley, Siegfried, to Gebr. Dickertmann, Hcbe-
zeugfabrik A.G Apparatus for raising and lowering heavy loads
3,84 1,441, CI. 187-l,00r.

Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz Aktiengesel!schaft:'5f«'—

Koenig, Walter; and Adams. Heribert. 3.841,415.
Knab, Thomas J.: See—

Saylor, Randall K ; and Knab, Thomas J., 3,841.451.
Knaebel, Thomas C; and Birk, Douglas G. Finned heat exchanger and

system. 3,84 1 ,396, CI. 1 65-44.000.
Knapsack Aktiengesellschaft: See-—

Vogt, Wilhelm, Glaser, Hermann; and Dyrschka, Helmut,
3,842.015.

Kneuer, Joseph George; and Lawless, William Joseph, to Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Repetitive byte recognition
circuit. 3,842,399. CI. 340-146. Iba

Kniepkamp, Alberto E.; and Wangard, William, to Chicago Musical In-

strument Co. Musical instrument having automatic arpeggio svstem
3,842. 184, CI. 84-1.010.

Kniff. Thomas J.; and Leibee, Donald L.. to Kennametal Inc Cutter
chain with staggered bits. 3,841 .707, CI. 299-84.000.

Kniff, Thomas J.; Leibee, Donald L ; and Oaks, Seibert S , to Ken-
nametal Inc. Excavating tool device. 3,84 1 ,708, CI. 299-86.000

Kniff, Thomas J., to Kennametal Inc. Excavating tool arrangement.
3,841,709. CI. 299-88.000.

Knight. Bruce L.; Rhudy. John S.; and Gogarty. William B.. to ICI
America Inc. Fracturing with radiation-induced polymers
3.841.402, CI. 166-247.000.

Knox, George P., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Apparatus for
dispersing effluent gas into the atmosphere. 3,841,208, CI. 98-
58.000.

Knox, James D., to General Electric Company. S-corrected vertical

deflection circuit. 3,842,31 1, CI. 3I5-27.0td.
Knox Manufacturing Company: See—

Zinn, Robert W, 3,841,594.
Koba. Sadaaki; See—

Shimoda. Noboru; and Koba. Sadaaki. 3,842.282.
Kobe Steel, Inc.: See—

Minami, Toshihiro; and Shiina, Akito. 3.84 1 . 1 26.

Kobe Steel. Limited: See—
Nishihara, Masao; Fujita. Tatsu; Yamaguchi, Yoshihiro; Mat-

sushita. Tomiharu; and Noguti. Masataka. 3.841,129.
Koehler, Waldemar; Riedel, Oswald; Scherer, Herbert, and Schlereth,
Georg, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Reac-
tion vessel for isothermal calorimetry. 3,841,155. CI. 73-l90.00r

Koenig, Walter; and Adams, Heribert. to Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz
Aktiengesellschaft. Draft vehicle and hitch structure for connecting
the vehicle to an implement. 3.84 1 ,4 1 5, CI. 1 72-439 000.

Koezuka. Yokichi: See—
Atsuta. Hisavoshi; Ueda. Teiji; and Koezuka, Yokichi, 3.841 ,1 42.

Koff. Fred W : 5ee-
Fuhrmann, Robert; Koff. Fred W.; and Sifniades, Stylianos,

3,842,073.

Kohaut, John E., to Raceway Components, Inc., mesne. Positive

clamping service unit. 3,84 1 ,673, CI. 285-2 10.000.

Kohler, Friedrich, to Hans LingI Aniagenau and Verfahrenstechnik
KG. Alternating light barrier. 3,842.257, CI. 250-206.000.

Kohler, Robert D.; Sidlauskas, David P ; and Walton, Charles A., lo

Proximity Devices, Inc. Recognition and identification system with
noise rejection capabilities. 3,842,246. CI. 235-61.1 Ih.

Kojima. Koichi; See—
Sakai, Kiyoshi; Yusa, Takashi; Sasaki, Masaaki; Amemiya, Shigeo;

Yamazaki. Mitsuo; and Kojima, Koichi, 3,842,1 16.

Sakai, Kiyoshi; Yusa, Takashi; Sasaki, Masaaki; Amemiya. Shigeo;

Yamazaki, Mitsuo; and Kojima, Koichi, 3,842, 1 1 7.

Kolell, Norbert C. Method and apparatus for numerical control of
members independently movable along coincident axes. 3,842,330.
CI. 318-574.000.

Kolk. Stephen B.:5e<'—

Platner. Warren; Whitwam. Ronald L.: Kolk. Stephen B.; and Ur-
sul. Earl G. 3.84 1,704

Kolodziej, Andrew S. Line handling device 3.841.685, CI. 294-19.00r.
Komaki. Shojiro. to Kabushiki Kaisha Daini Seikosha. Electronic
watch with a lime displav correcting device. 3.841.081. CI. 58-
23.00r.

Komatsubara. Saburo: See—
Chibata. Ichiro; Kosumi. Masahiko; Komatsubara. Saburo; and

Sugiura. Masaki, 3,84 1 ,968.

Komiyama, Yoshiro: See—
Itaru, Niimi; Hashimoto. Kamelaro; Kaneko. Yasuhisa;
Komiyama. Yoshiro; and Hashimoto. Kunihiko. 3,84 1 ,386.

Kondo, Toshihiko: See—
Ichikawa. Masaru; Naito, Shuichi; Kondo, Toshihiko; Kawasc,
Kohei;andTamaru, Kenzi, 3.842.1 13

Konopka. John G.. to Warwick Electronics. Inc. Optical remote con-
trol system. 3.842.403, CI. 340- 1 70 000.

Kopenhaver. Kenneth Oscar: See-
Glover, Douglas Wade; and Kopenhaver, Kenneth Oscar,

3,842,389.
Glover. Douglas Wade; Kopenhaver. Kenneth Oscar; and Geib.

Ralph Larry. 3,842,393.

Kopp, Keith A., to Eagle Monitor Systems. Method and apparatus for
continuously monitoring heartbeat rate 3,84 1. 3 15, CI 128-2.06f.

Koppelmann, Eldo K.. lo Amtel, Inc Self-sizing furnishing tool
3,840.957, CI. 29-90.00r.

Koppelmann, Eliahu: See—
Scherhab. Berng; Koppelmann. Eliahu; Wolz. Hermann; and

Francque. Marc. 3.842.098
Koppen. Dirk Jan; and Metz. Hendrik Theodoor. Control and regulator

device for a load-independent regulated hvdraulic svstem
3.841.096, CI. 60-462.000

Kornrumpf, William P.; and Harnden, John D . Jr.. to General Electric
Company. Molded optoelectronic transducer 3.842.263. CI 250-
239.000.

Korteling. Aart Gerrit, to US. Philips Corporation Ignition svstem for
internal combustion engines 3. 84 1. 288, CI. I23-I48.00c

Korting, Reinhard. to Polvsius AG Traveling grate for heat treating
materials. 3,841,829.CI.'432-245.000

Kosmos, Peter: See—
Dudek, Ronald P ; Kosmos, Peter; and Tesk. John A., 3,84 1 .868.

Kossoff. Joseph: See—
Ryan. John W.; Kossoff. Joseph; and Hartman, Jack E. 3.84 1 ,020

Kosumi, Masahiko: See—
Chibata. Ichiro; Kosumi, Masahiko, Komatsubara, Saburo; and

Sugiura, Masaki, 3,841,968.
Koleris, Willem Johannes Jozef: See—

Van Daelen. Henri Jean Gerard; Hendriks. Adrianus Anthonius
Maria, and Koteris, Willem Johannes Jozef. 3.842.3 I 3

Kovach. James T ; and Paluszny. Antoni. to Ford Motor Companv
Thrust bearing assembly. 3,841.720. CI. 308-9 000

Koyama. Mitsuo: See—
Kitai. Kiyoshi; Onda, Eiichi; Koyama. Mitsuo; Nagaoka. Shinji;

and Nakagawa. Tadashi. 3.842.429
Kozlovsky, Vikto Stepanovich: See—

Bondarev, Konslantin Timofeevich; Tykachinsky, Isai Davidovich;
Pavlushkin. Nikolai Mikhaiovich; Kataeva. Galina Vasilievna,
Kozlovsky. Vikto Stepanovich; Romanovsky. Mark Bent-
sionovich; Pyatnitskava. Varvara Vasilievna; and Rud. Svetlana
Ivanovna. 3.841,86.

Kramb, Kenneth D.; and Isabell. Walter J., to K I. C. Incorporated
Vehicle cable cutting device 3.84 1 ,656. CI. 280- 1 50.00r.

Kraus. Charles Edward, to Excelermatic, Inc. Turbine drive
3.841, 173. CI. 74-751.000.

Krause, K. A., and Moradazeh. Yaqub, to International Business
Machines Corporation Method for transferring developed image
3,841,892, CI. 117-17.500.

Krauss, Paul; and Fetzer, Gustav. to Zinser-Textilmaschinen GmbH
Spindle arrangement. 3.841.077. CI. 57-135.000.

Krawczak. Lawrence: See-
Brown. Martin M.;and Krawczak. Lawrence. 3,841,044

Kresge, Edward N.: See—
Pappas, James J.; Jacobson, Norman; and Kresge, Edward N ,

3,842,010.
Krish, Kris S., to Dravo Corporation. Method for precipitating copper

3.841.865. CI. 75-109.000.
Krock. Richard H.: See—

Larsen, Earl I.; and Krock, Richard H.. 3,84 1 ,846.
Kropp, James E., to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.
Use of sulfonic acid salts in cationic polymerization. 3,842,019, CI
260-2.0ep.

Kruiswijk, Franciscus Josephus, to Nederlands Organisatie voor
Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek ten behoeve van Nij-
verheid. Transporter for conveying large living organisms under sub-
stantially sterile conditions. 3,84

1

,324, CI. 1 28- 1 32.000.
Krupp, Fried. Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung: See—

Kutscher, Gerhard; Droge. Josef; Wehling, Rolf; and Neubert,
Rolf, 3,841,075.

Wachendorf, Friedrich; Winkler, Alois; Twillman, Dieter; and
Neubert, Rolf. 3.841,074.
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Krygowski, Richard P., to Ford Motor Company. Exhaust gas healed
ermine intake manifolding and fuel vaporizer. 3,841,284, CI 123-
m.OOa.

Kucera, Josef: See—
Stoy, Vladimir; Stoy Artur; Kucera. Josef; Prokop, Jaroslav; and

Urbanova, Renata, 3,842,1 5 I

.

Kudlacek, Donald S.: See-
Hunter, Lafayette D., 3,841.295.

KufnerTextilwerke KG: See—
Hefele. Josef. 3.841,898.

Kuhn, Norbert; and Harvey. Geoffrey Frank, to John Lysaght (Aus-
tralia) Limited. Method of flattening metal strip exhibiting a discon-
tinuous yield point and suppressing the discontinuous yield point
3.841. 132, CI. 72-163.000.

Kumagai Gumi Company Limited: See-
Matsushita, Kunijiro, 3,841,421.

Kuno. Hiromu John, to Hughes Aircraft.Company. Microwave power
modulator/leveler control circuit. 3.842.292. CI. 307-27 1 .000.

Kuraray Co., Ltd.: See—
Kawaguchi. Takuo; Nishida. Takashi; Ohmura, Yoshiaki;
Tanomura, Masahisa; Nakao, Kozo; Takagi. Toshiaki;
Ninagawa, Yoichi; and Itoi, Kazuo, 3,842,1 30.

Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Tanaka, Takashi; Yusa, Haruhiko; and Chubachi. Susumu.

3,842,144.
Kuroyanagi, Moritaka; See—

Harada.Suguru;and Kuroyanagi. Moritaka. 3.841.143.
Kurvin. Charles: See—

Liefeld. Gustav; and Kurvin, Charles, 3,842,400.
Kusakabe, Noboru: See-

Fujimori. Makoto; Yoshii. Hiroshi; Kusakabe. Noboru; Matsub-
ara, Muneo, Ito, Masaru; and Baba. Yutaka, 3,842,034.

Kushida, Kazuhiko Rotary valve. 3,84 1.347. CI 137-242.000
Kuss, R. L , and Co . Inc.: See—

Combest, John F ; and Kuss. Ralph L . 3.84 1 .489.
Kuss. Ralph L.: See—

Combest. John F ;and Kuss. Ralph L., 3,841,489.
Kusters, Norbert L.: See-

Cox, Louis G.; Kusters, Norbert L . and MacMartin, Malcolm P .

3,842,349
Kutscher, Gerhard; Droge, Josef; Wehling, Rolf; and Neubert, Rolf, to

Krupp. Fried Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung Opening-up
drum for an open end spinning device. 3,841 .075. CI. 57-58.910.

Kyowa Gas Chemical Industry Co.. Ltd.: See—
Hamamoto, Yoshito; and Okada. Tomio, 3.842, 1 1 5.

L B Foster Company : See—
Richeson. Harold E. 3.841.222

La Bianco. Richard A. Water bed and support therefor 3.840.921 CI
5-348.0wb.

Labarre. Maurice. Machine for producing perforated sleeves
3.84 1.8 I 5, CI. 425-290.000.

Lacey. Edward H Controllable water turbine motor for irrigation
machine. 3.84 1 .561. CI. 239-189.000.

Lacroix. Armand Jean-Bapiiste: See—
Buisson. Marc Francois Bernard; Fourc. Claude Desire; Lacroix.
Armand Jean-Baptiste; Ouillevere. Herve Alain, and Rousseau,
Gilbert James, 3,841,565

Lacy, Mount, Enterprises Inc.: See-
Lacy, Mount Leo, 3,841,740.

Lacy, Mount Lee. to Lacy. Mount, Enterprises Inc. Changeable fluid

filter eyeglasses. 3,84 1,740, CI. 351-44.000.
Lagarde. Jean-Louis, to Compagnie Industrielle des Telecommunica-

tions Analog-digital convenor of the re-circulation type 3.842.413.
CI. 340-347. OOd.

Lai, San-Cheng, to Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation Method of
treating a titanium anode. 3,84 1 ,978, CI. 204-29.000.

Lake, Graham Albert John: See-
Hughes. John M. Kyffin; Harding. Brian; and Lake. Graham Al-

bert John. 3.841.300.
Laliccia. Federico Riccardo: See—

Barselloti. John Anthony; Laliccia. Federico Riccardo; and
Litster. John Eraser. 3.842.206

Lamb. John T.. to Tappan Company. The. Microwave oven defrost cir-

cuit. 3,842.233. CI. 219-10.550.
Lambert. Edward Henry: See-

Michael, Tantrimudalige Anthony Don; and Lambert. Edward
Henry. 3,84 1, 3 19

Lambert, Jack L.; and Tschorn, Reginald R.. to Kansas State University
Research Foundation Microdiffusion cell. 3.841.765. CI. 356-
246.000.

Lambert. Maurice: See—
\

Leblond. Jean; Danneels.Guy;and Lambert. Maurice, 3,841.941.
Lancsek, Thomas Stephen: See—

Feldstein, Nathan; and Lancsek, Thomas Stephen, 3,84 1 .88 1

.

Land, Edwin H., to Polaroid Corporation Diffusion transfer processing
composition container with colloidal silica viscosity increasing agent.
3,84 1,879, CI. 96-76.00C.

Landis, Alfred R., to Kearney National Inc. Clamp stick. 3,840,969. CI.
29-278.000.

Laner. Gary J. Pipe plugging tool. 3,84 1 ,355, CI. 1 38-89.000.
Lang.ChffordH.See-

Coffey, James M; and Lang, Clifford H., 3,84 1 ,449.
Langdon, Michael J.: See—

Draugelis, Vaidevutis C; Hartman, William R., Jr.; Langdon,
Michael J; and Mc Carroll, Alan F., 3,84 1 ,75 1

.

Langen & Co.: See—
Strauff, Gunlher. 3,84 1 .653.

Langeslein & Schemann Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Bachmann.Horst. 3.841.139

Langwell. John D Reversible locking paper clip. 3.840.943. CI 24-
67.900.

Lanzenberger. Horst. Multi-step transmission with an indexing disk.
3.84 1.1 70. CI. 74-473.00r.

LaPaglia. Samuel A : See—
Harendza-Harinxma. Alfred Joseph. 3.842.070

Laporte. Jean Michel; and Laportc. Jean-Claude. Clav pigeon
dispensing apparatus. 3.84 1 .293. CI I 24-8 000.

Laporte. Jean-Claude: See—
Laporte. Jean Michel; and Laporte. Jean-Claude. 3.84 1 .293.

Larkin. John J : See—
Haller. Albert H.; Larkin. John J.; and Wallers. Richard P..

3.841.362.
Larralde. Edward; and Robinson. Glenn, to Vetco Offshore Industries.

Inc. Hvdraulic motion compensating apparatus. 3.841.607. CI. 254-
172.000.

Larsen. Earl I.; and Krock. Richard H . to Mallory. P R . & Co.. Inc.
Liquid phase sintered molybdenum base alloys having additives and
shaping members made therefrom. 3.841.846. CI 29-182 000

Larson. Russell W Sailboat 3.84 1.251. CI 1 14-39.000.
Laszlo. Andrew. Sharpener device. 3.84 1.030. CI. 51-170.0pt.
Laurent. Henry: See—

Hofmeister, Helmut; Laurent, Henry; Prezewowskv. Klaus; and
Wiechert. Rudolf. 3.842.105.

Laurenti. Italo Marco Levi. Multi-thickness plastic handjed scissors.

3.840,990. CI. 30-341.000.
Lausen. Verne H : See—

Hilker. George D.; Doehrman. Charles E.; Lausen. Verne H.;
Mowery. Harold P.; and Sutton. Make T, 3,842.192

Laux. Edward G.: See—
Tingquist. Stanley C; and Laux. Edward G.. 3.84 1 .384.

Lavergne. Justin: See—
Edeline. Jean-Claude; and Lavergne. Justin. 3.842.285.

Lawler. Harry A., to Carborundum Company. The. Compressed rigid

laminated material including stitching reinforcement. 3.84 1 .954. CI.
161-50.000.

Lawless. William Joseph: See—
Kneuer. Joseph George; and Lawless. William Joseph. 3.842.399.

Layfield. James D : See—
Benzing. Willaim ^lt ;and Layfield. James D.. 3.841.165.

Layman, Melvin M : See—
Vedvik, Andrew H ; and Layman, Melvin M., 3.84 1 .820.

Layng. Edwin T . lo Hydrocarbon Research. Inc. Hvdrogenation of tar
sand bitumen 3.84 1.98 1, CI. 208-48.00q

Le Nickel: See—
Rey. Maurice; and Formanek. Victor. 3.841.864

Leavitt, Richard I : See-
Chen, Nai Yuen; Leavitt. Richard I.; and Coty, Vernon F.,

3.841.972.

Leblond, Jean; Danneels. Guy; and Lambert. Maurice, to Uniroval.
Apparatus for servicing a tire building machine. 3.84 1 .94 1 . CI. 156-
406.000

Lechler Apparatebau KG: See-
Beck. Gerhard; Beck. Richard; Muller. Alfred; Muller. Hermann
and Cluck. Eberhard. 3,840,928.

Lee. Charles A ; Furbeck. Warren R.; and Kemp. Horace N.. to Inter-
national Paper Company. Web folding apparatus and method
3.841,620. CI. 270-40.000.

Lee. Charles D.. Jr.: See-
Ford. Maynard; and Lee. Charles D.. Jr.. 3.84 1 .076.

Lee, Raymond, Organization, Inc., The: See—
Detko, Mildred A., 3,840,909
Heble, Steven J, 3,841.017.
Kiesling. Casper. 3.842.320.
Middlelon, Kenneth. 3.840.9 1 9.

Renna. Fernando, 3.84 1 .630.

Taylor. Alexander R . 3.84

1

.553.

Leeds. Winthrop M . lo Westinghouse Electric Corporation. High volt-
age circuit breaker utilizing insertion of a fixed resistance during
opening and closing. 3.842,225, CI. 200-144.0ap.

LegElronics Inc.: See—
Shida.Junji, 3,841.351.

Lehtonen. Lasse. to Ov Tampella AB. Automatic guide for roll
3.84 1.722. CI. 308-59.000.

Lehureau. Jean: See—
Rieux. Jean Philippe; and Lehureau. Jean. 3.842.024.

Leibee, Donald L: See—
Kniff, Thomas J.; and Leibee. Donald L.. 3,84 1 ,707.
Kniff. Thomas J.; Leibee. Donald L ; and Oaks. Seibert S

3.841.708.
Leibson. Irving: See—

McDonald. George K ; Douglas. Robert M.; and Leibson. Irvine
3.842.060.

Leiendecker. William F.. Sr.: See—
Kieronski. John P., 3,84 1.361.

Leight. Howard S. Hard hat ear protector. 3.841.326. CI. 128-152.000.
Leinweber, Hubert: See—

Hamacher, Wilhelm; and Leinweber, Hubert, 3,841,378
Lemelson, Jerome H. Magnetic tape transducing system. 3,842 432

CI. 360-105.000.
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Lcmelson. Jerome H Magnetic tape device and transducing method
3,842.433X1.360-105.000.

Lenin Kobaszati Muvek: See—
Gino. Henrik. Enekes. Sandor; Zambo, Pal; and Vamosi Jozsef

3.841.866.

Lenk. Erich; Busch. Hansjochen; and Grcb. Manfred, to Rarmag
Barmer Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft Winder device for
synthetic threads. 3.841 .574. CI. 242- 18.Odd

Lennox Industries. Inc.: See—
Gilles. Theodore C. 3.84

1

,393.

Leonard. James H . to Square D Company Plug-on distribution panel
with retaining means for both small and large circuit breakers
3.842,322, CI. 317-119.000.

Leonard. Ralph W . to United States Steel Corporation. Minimizing
crazmg of hot-dip aluminum coatings. 3.841 .894. CI. I 17-50.000.

Leonard. Verna M. Chord transposing and fingering dial 3 841 19'>

CI. 84-485.000. ' "
" "'

Lepselter. Martin Paul: See—
Agraz-Guerena. Jorge; Gary. Paul Alexander; and Lepselter Mar-

tin Paul, 3,841,918.
Lerov, Maurice: See—

Grosbois, Jean; Zimmer. Jean-Claude; and Lerov Maurice
3.841.980.

Leslie. Donald J. Pulsato generation system. 3.842.204. CI. 179-l.OOj.
Leutner. Bernd; Schwarzmann. Matthias; and Ohiinger. Manfred, to

Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Ferromagnetic
chromium dioxide crystals and magnetic recording medium contain-
ing same. 3,84 1,907, CI. I 17-234.000.

Levasseur, Joseph L., to H. R. Electronics Company. Control circuit
for vending and other coin controlled devices. 3.841.456 CI 194-
l.OOn.

Lever Brothers Company: See-
Block. Max; and Watson. Charles Andrew. 3.842.167.

Levy, Max, & Co . Inc : See—
Coale. Edgar B. 3.842.202.

Lewis. Donald J . to Allied Chemical Corporation. Vehicle safetv
system. 3.84 1,654, CI. 280- 150.Oab.

Lewis. Robert E., to Timelapse. Inc Method and apparatus for moni-
toring and correlating visible environmental contamination
3.841,763. CI. 356-207.000

Leyendecker. Helmut: See—
Dobrusskin. Alexander; and Leyendecker. Helmut 3 842 307

Liang.CharlesC : Sff—
Boyle, Gerard H , Epstein. James; and Liang. Charles C

3.841.914
Libers. Roland; and Smalling. Claude W.. Jr . to Monsanto Company

Selective hydrogenation of C acetylenic hvdrocarbons 3 842 1 37
CI. 260-68 1. 50r.

' .-.•-.

Liberty Industries. Inc.: See-
Cooper. Raymond Edward. 3,84 1 .828

Lichtenstein. Ivan E.: See—
Armistead. William H.; Elmer. Thomas H.; and Lichtenstein Ivan

E.. 3.842.01 7.

Liebl. Helmuth. and Rasskopf, Klaus, to Max-PIanck-Gesellschaft zur
Forderung der Wissenschaften e. v. Mass spectrometer of high de
tection efficiency. 3,842.269. CI. 250-298.000.

Liefeld, Gustav; and Kurvm. Charles, to Mes.serschmitt Bolkow-Blohm
GmbH. Method and circuit arrangement for decoding and correcting
information transmitted in a convolutional code. 3.842,400. CI 340-
146 I aq.

Lightkep. William E : See-
Fuller. Ross; Munshower, Kenneth; and Lightkep. William E

3.841.472.
Lilja. Duane F. Spray apparatus and method 3.84 1.555. CI 239-8 000
Lilly. Eli. and Company See-

Chance. Ronald E.. and Jones, William E.. 3,842,063
Lincoln. Frank H.. Jr . to Upjohn Company. The. 15-methoxv PGE.

3,842,1 1 8, CI. 260-468.00d.
Lindelow

, Claes-Goran: See—
Englund. Gosta Roland; Lundell, Bjorn Sture; and Lindelow
Claes-Goran. 3.841.341

Linker Machines. Inc.: See-
Berg. Rudolph; Bantel. Otto, and Taylor, Howard D.. 3,840.937.

Lion Precision Corporation: See—
Michelson, Louis. 3.841.153.

Lipe Rollway Corporation: See-
Mead. Dennis E. 3.84 1 .47 1

,

Lippmann. Inc.: See-
Tome. Larry D.. 3.841 .464.

Lipps. Edwin Alvin. Method of making a magnetic recording head
3.840.984, CI. 29-603.000.

Litster, John Eraser: See—
Barselloti, John Anthony; Laliccia, Federico Riccardo; and

Litster. John Eraser. 3,842,206
Little, Carl H , to Weber-Knapp Company. Follower rod latching

device. 3,84 1 .767. CI, 402-6 1 000.
Litton Systems Inc See—

Coutant. Ralph W
; and Schlueter. Frederick, 3,841,721

Llewellyn, Rees Jenkin: See-
Raw, Peter Michael, and Llewellyn. ReesJenkin, 3.842.185.

Lo. Ching-Tsan; Miller. Joe Jed; and Cywinski. Norbert Francis, to El
Paso Products Company Dehydrogenation ofolefinic hvdrocarbons
3.842.1 32. CI 260-669.00r.

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation: See—

Boggs, Wilburn A; and Miller, Robert N.. 3.841.896.
Gleason. James D.. 3.841.988.

Lockwood. Geroge H. Automatic reset reversing mechanism for sprin-
klers. 3.84 1.563. CI. 239-230.000.

Lockwood. John C . to Scripto. Inc. Receptacle and plug 3 841 SI

7

CI. 220-40.00r.
"

'

Loev. Bernard: See-
Brenner, Martin; and Loev, Bernard. 3.842.1 73.

Lohbauer, Kenneth R.: See—
Ferre, Glenn E.; Franz, Maurice F.; Lohbauer, Kenneth R.; and

McMillan, William D., 3,841,795.
Lohkamp, Dwight Theodore; and Prentice. James S , to Esso Research
and Engineering Company Nonwoven mats of thermoplastic blends
by melt blowing. 3.841 .953. CI. 161-150.000.

Lohr. Bernd; and Herrmann. Heinz, to Kalle Aktiengesellschaft
Photoconductive polymeric condensation products of formaldch\de
with a multi-nuclear carbocvclic aromatic compound 3.842 038 CI
260-67.00a. •

Lombard, Claude Edmond, to Regie Nationale Des Usines Renault and
Automobiles Peugeot. Devices for sensing the speed and position of
an engine flywheel. 3,842,299. CI. 310-168.000.

Long. Alden Owen. Jr . to AMP Incorporated Bobbin terminal inser-
tion machine. 3.840.964. CI. 29-203.OOd.

Long. George B . to General Motors Corporation. Oven temperature
limitcr. 3.842.232. CI. 219-5.300

Lopour. Warren A.: See—
Hendrickson. Kenneth E ; Lopour. Warren A ; and Mattson. Larr\
F. 3.842,33 I.

Lorber, Herbert W Radar cross-section measurement apparatus
3,842,4 18, CI. 343-55.00a

Lorenzo, Phyllis Kay Snowman feature and accessory svstcm
3.84 1,01 9, CI. 46-16.000. ' ''

Loubier, Robert J Method of making an integral magnetic rotor and
sear 3.842. 148. CI 264-24 000

Loughley, William A: See—
Weathcrhead, Albert J. ,111; and Loughles. William A , 3,841.053.

Loughlin, Bernard D , to Hazeltine Research,' Inc. System for transmis-
sion of auxiliary information in a video spectrum ^ 84'' 196 CI
358-12.000.

Lovelace. Michael N G See—
Key. Brian D . Kingdom Hockmgs. Michael L.; Lovelace. Michael

N. G.; Rankin. Howard C; and Stredwick. Jonathan B
3.842.405.

Lowe. Frederick G , to Universal Oil Products Company Vehicle
seats. 3.84 1,703. CI. 297-445.000.

LTV Aerospace Corporation: See-
Clark, Herbert, 3,841 ,089.

Lucas Aerospace Limited: See—
Appleby. Brian Lawrence; Malpass. Alan, and Ellis. Kenneth

Harold. 3.841.589.
Lucas Electrical Company Limited. The: See-

Bird. Stephen James.'3,842.223
Smith. Roger Victor Frederick. 3.842,301

Lucas, Jean Louis Apparatus for wrapping stacked compressible
materials in a thermo-shrinkable plastics film 3,840 997 CI ^4-
66.000.

Luckc, Heinz. Schredl. Konrad; and Boy. Peter, to Schubert & Salzer
Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Method of knitting stocking toe
closure. 3,84 1 . 1 1 3, CI. 66-95 000.

Ludewig, Manfred; and Romer, Hans-Konrad, to Rheinstahl AG Con-
trol arrangement, especially for diesel engine. 3.841.291 CI ''3-
198.0db.

Ludwig, Taprogge Reinigungsanlagen fur Rohren-Warmeaustauschcr:
See

—

Eimer. Klaus. 3.841.397.
Ludwig, Vernon A , to Valmat Signs & Signals Ltd Liquid filled dis-

play apparatus. 3,84 1 ,0 10. CI. 40- 1 37.000.
Luke. John Anthony: See—

Horsewell, Henry George; and Luke, John Anthony , 3,84 1 ,338.
Luke. William George; and Datson. David Pender, to English Clays

Lovering Pochin & Company Limited Swivel joints for Dioe's
3.841,669, CI. 285-98.000. '

^^
Lukitsch, Joseph: See—

Andros, Andrew; and Lukitsch, Joseph, 3,841,726
Lumb, John B.; and Edwards, Michael, to BBA Group Limited Fric-

tion material. 3.842.03 1 . CI. 260-38.000.
Lund. Kerry G ; and Porter, Leo A., to Pic-A-Tent-Top Carrier Inc

Lifting apparatus. 3.841 .603. CI. 254-4. OOr.
Lundberg. Robert D.; and Makowski, Henry S., to Esso Research and

Engineering Company Fabrication process for multiphased plastics
3,842. 1 54. CI. 264-294.000.

Lundell. Bjorn Sture: See—
Englund. Gosta Roland; Lundell. Bjorn Sture. and Lindelow
Claes-Goran. 3.841,341.

Lunsford, Marvin C, Jr ; Bowers, David T.; Caldwell. Sherwood M .

Davis. Leonard P.; and Roach. Ted L . to Eastman Kodak Company!
Apparatus for the production of condensation polymers 3 841 836
CI. 23-253.00a. "

'

Lussier. Robert E.. to General Motors Corporation. Valve rocker arm
and pivot assembly 3.84 1.280. CI 123-90.390

Lutz. La Verne H: See-
Gross, John; Kaloci. Andrew; and Lutz. La Verne H. 3.84 1 ,1 3

1

Luzzi. Louis Anthony; Whitworth. Clyde Weydell; and Jun. Hung
Won. to Research Corporation. Solubilized aspirin. 3,842 170 CI
424-234.000.
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Lyman, Richard C: Sre—
Geyer, Manvel A.; Gordon, Frank J.; Lyman, Richard C; and

3,842,249
Lynch, John R.; Otten. Leonard E.. and Wenskus. Herbert, to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation. Method for positioning and
bonding. 3,840,978. CI. 29-493.000.

Lyon. Herbert W.See-
Jepson. John W ; Lyon, Herbert W.; and Brown. Robert A..

3,841,199.
Lysaght, John ( Australia) Limited: See-

North, Mark, 3,840.952.

Lytle, Walter J.: See-
Schuster, Marvin A ; and Lytle, Walter J , 3,840,982.

M & J Valve Company: See-
Grove, Marvin H., and Kim, Kee W., 3,84 1 ,601

.

M&L Aquatics: See—
Miller. Jack Vernon. 3,841 ,267.

M&T Chemicals Inc.: See—
Arcilesi, Donald A , 3,841,979

Mac Arthur, Donald Morley; and Skurkiss, Peter Kenny, to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Mild acid etch for tungsten.

3,841.931, CI 156-18.000.
Mac Millan Bloedel Limited: See-

Procter, Alan R ; Styan, Garrick E.; and Vinje, Magnus G..
3.841,962

Mac Pherson, Douglas E : See-
Robinson, Roland L., Boltz, Chadwick C; Everson, Evan P.; and
Mac Pherson, Douglas E. 3,841,584.

MacCone, Paul L Hanger. 3,841 ,540, CI. 223-87.000.
MacGovern, Alan J.; and O'Brien. John A . to Itek Corporation Opti-

cal encoder using diffraction imagery in a reflective mode
3,842,261. CI. 250-231.0se.

Machlett Laboratories Incorporated, The; See—
Braun, Martin. 3.842,305.

Mack, Gary Lee; and Hartful, David Carlton Casderbera. Belt.

3,840,903, CI. 2-338 000.

Mackcn, Thomas: See—
Amtmann, Hans H, and Macken. Thomas, 3,841 ,035.

MacLean-Fogg Lock Nut Company: See—
HIinsky.Emil J. 3.841,231

MacManus, Daniel C , to General Motors Corporation. Motor-pump
system for preventing a vapor lock. 3,841,793, CI. 417-45 000

MacMartin, Malcolm P.: See-
Cox, Louis G , Kusters. Norbert L ; and MacMartin, Malcolm P ,

3,842,349. i,

Maddux, John F.: SeeH-
Froberg, Magnus^ L; and Maddux, John F., 3,842,1 80.

Macda, Riichi Deflector for abrasive-accelerator in blasting machine.
3,841,025, CI. 51-9.000.

Maeda, Sajiro See—
Takemoto, Taken, Tomita, Yoshifumi; Ijichi, Ichiro; and Maeda,

Sajiro, 3,84 1,876

Willems, Josef Frans; Vandenbergh, Atoon Leon; Pollet, Robert
Joseph, Maeda, Sajiro; Roosen, Raymond Albert; and Philip-

paerts, Herman Adelbert, 3,84 1 ,877

Maeda. Shigeo. Ozutsumi. Minoru, Niimura. Isao; and Okazaki. Hideo,
to Hodogaya Chemical Co., Ltd. Process for preparing colored
synthetic leather 3.842,030, CI 260-37.00n.

Magill, John W. Current stabilizing means for island airport founda-
tions 3. «4 1, 103, CI 61-46.000.

Mahn. Hermann, to Hermann Maschinenbau GmbH. Calender rolls.

3,840.958. CI 29-110.000.

Maier. Elmar. to Hilti Aktiengesellschaft Nail holder assembly.
3.84 1.4 74. CI 206-346 000.

Maison, Richard L., to Rohr Industries, Inc. On board switching ap-

paratus for trackless air cushion vehicle. 3,841,226. CI. 104-

1 30.000
Maiste. Arved; and Robertson, Melvin F., to White Motor Corporation

of Canada Limited. Rotary flow control valve for a combine grain

bin 3,841,536, CI 222-503.000.

Maistrelli. Roger: See—
Dera. Alain, Fayolle, Michel; and Maistrelli. Roger, 3,84 1 ,68 1

.

Makowski, Henry S See—
Lundberg, Robert D and Makowski, Henry S.. 3,842,154.

Malarbi. Anthony. Jr : See—
Scicchitano. Patsy A ; Malarbi. Anthony. Jr.; Britz. Stanley M.;

and McCarthy, James R.. 3.84 1 ,046.

Maled, Christopher T. Eccentric motion fishing lure. 3,841,012, CI.

43-26.200.

Malkin. William J., to Permutit Company Inc., The, mesne. Automati-
cally backwashed gravity filter. 3,84 1 ,485, CI. 2 10- 104.000.

Mallery, Lawrence E.; Arken, Theodore; and Swenson, Henning C,
Jr , to GTE Sylvania Incorporated. Balloon borne differential tem-
perature sensor and transmission system. 3,841,154, CI. 73- 170.OOr.

Mallory, P. R., & Co.. Inc.: See-
Boyle, Gerard H.; Epstein, James; and Liang, Charles C,

3,841,914.
Larsen, Earl 1; and Krock, Richard H.. 3.84 1 ,846.

Maloney. Kenneth M.: See-
Henderson, David C; and Maloney, Kenneth M., 3,842,306.

Maloney-Crawford Tank Corporation: See—
Gravis, Charles K.. Ill; and Hodgson. Robert A., 3,841,382.

Malpass, Alan: See—
Appleby, Brian Lawrence; Malpass, Alan; and Ellis. Kenneth

Harold, 3,841,589.

Manning. Robert E.. to Sandoz-Wander. Inc. Process for the prepara-

tion of substituted or unsubstituted pyridines. 3.842.086. CI. 260-

290.OOh.
Manos. George: See—

Deluca. Paul V . Santulli. Vincent F ; Gazzo. John J . Jr . Manos.
George, and Mickowski, John, 3,842,218.

Mansfield, Ray Non-snag anchor. 3,841 ,255, CI. 114-206. OOr.

Manteufel. Dale: See—
Schlapmann. William J.; and Manteufel, Dale, 3,84 1 .447.

Mar-Wil Enterprises Ltd.: See—
Custick, William L.. 3.841.008.

Marceau. William E.: See-
Montgomery, William S., Jr.; Marceau, William E , and Bates.

William G. 3.841.855.

Marchetti. Roland A Method of reclaiming electrolyte for reuse in bat-

teries. 3.841.916. CI 136-165.000.
Marcussen. Henry, to Whirlpool Corporation Removable clothers

basket for dryer. 3.840.998. CI. 34- 1 28 000.

Marg. Charles M.; and Marg. Donald B. Calking cartridge nozzles.

3.84I.537,CI. 222-541 000.

Marg, Donald B See—
Marg, Charles M, and Marg. Donald B. 3,84 1 .537.

Marine Construction & Design Co.: See—
Tison. Kenneth F. 3,841.011.

Maringer. Albert, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Circuit for the sup-

pression of interference pulses. 3.842.291. CI. 307-236 000.

Marks. Alvin M. Dipolar electro-optic structures and method.
3.841.732. CI. 350-160.00r.

Marley. Thomas: See-
Smith. Geoffrey; and Marley. Thomas. 3.842.103.

Marquis. Edward Thomas: See—
Schulze. Heinz; and Marquis. Edward Thomas. 3.842.081

.

Marshall. Don J. Adapter for portable power-operated tire removing
tool. 3. 84 1.380, CI. 157-1.260.

Martel. Jacques; and Buendia. Jean, to Roussel Uclaf. Certain
cyclopropane carboxvlic acid esters as insecticides. 3,842,177, CI.

424-274.000.

Marten. John Anthony. Coating for vehicle test bed rollers. 3,841 .151.

CI. 73-1 17.000.

Martin, Charles K.. to Kimar Corporation Protective gas generating

heating system for asphalt tanks. 3.841.303, CI 126-343 50a
Martin, Clemence G.: See—

Barndt, Charles H., 3,842.377.

Martin Falal. KG: See

—

Marz. Helmut. 3.841.516
Martin. Hubert, to Texcell Corporation. Method and apparatus for

casting metal. 3,841,387, CI 164-81 000
Martin. Jack, to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Method of assem-

bling a filament-mount for a single-ended incandescent lamp.

3.840,953, CI. 29-25.150.

Martin, James C, to Warwick Electronics Inc. Sound demodulator and
AFC system. 3,842, 198, CI. 178-5.8af.

Martin, James R., to Block Engineering Inc Method of manufacturing
infrared radiation source. 3,84 1,920. CI. 148-6.350.

Martin. Jerry Roy: See-
Jones. Peter Hadley; Martin. Jerry Roy; McAlpine. James Bruce;

Pauvlik. Jeanne Marie; and Tadanier. John Soloman. 3,842.069
Tadinier, John Soloman; and Martin. Jerry Roy. 3.842.068.

Martin. Otis M.. to Ditz-Crane. Method of fabricating, shipping and in-

stalling a building exterior, panel closure. 3.84 1,050. CI. 52-745 000
Marvin Glass & Associates: See-

Barlow. Gordon A. 3.84 1 ,629.

Meyer, Burton C, 3,84 1 .636.

Marz. Helmut, to Martin Falal. KG Container 3.841,516. CI. 220-
1.500.

Maschinenfabrik Sack GmbH: See—
Guse. Rudolf Siegfried. 3,841,125

Mason. Alfred L , and Mason. Pauline E.; executrix of said Mason. Al-

fred L . deceased Hydraulic slip joint pipe puller 3,840.968. CI. 29-

237.000.

Mason. Pauline E: See-
Mason. Alfred L ; and Mason. Pauline E.. 3.840.968.

Massa Division. Dynamics Corporation of America: See—
Massa. Donald P.. 3.842.398.

Massa, Donald P., to Massa Division, Dynamics Corporation of Amer-
ica. Apparatus and method for deployment of expendable velocime-

ter to eliminate doppler shift error in the measurements 3.842.398,
CI. 340-5.00S.

Massaro, Anthony A. Jr.: See-
Harris, William G., Jr., and Massaro, Anthony A., Jr., 3,841 ,271 .

Masuda, Senichi. Apparatus applying dust particles by contact type

electric field curtain. 3,84 1 ,264. CI. 1 1 8-622.000
Mathers, Kenneth R.: See—

Albach, Robert W.; Mathers. Kenneth R.; and Carlson. Reuben T.,

3,841,321.
Mathis, Thomas C: See—

Coaker. Anthony W. M.; Darby. Joseph R.; and Mathis. Thomas
C. 3,841.890.

Coaker. Anthony W. M., Darby. Joseph R.; and Mathis. Thomas
C. 3,841,955.

Matsubara, Muneo: See-
Fujimori, Makoto; Yoshii, Hiroshi; Kusakabe, Noboru, Matsub-

ara. Muneo; Ito, Masaru; and Baba. Yutaka, 3,842.034.

Matsumoto, Fumio: See—
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Sakakura, Akira, Vlatsumoto. Fumio; and Ueno Kivoshi
3.841.924

'

Matsushita. Kunijiro. to Kumagai Gumi Company Limited Apparatus
for boring a pit. 3,84 1 ,42 I

.
CI. 1 75-2 1 2.000.

Matsushita, Tomiharu: See—
Nishihara. Masao; Fujita, Tatsu: Yamaguchi, Yoshihiro; Mat-

sushita, Tomiharu; and Noguti, Masataka. 3.84 1 . 1 29.
Mattel. Inc., mesne: 5^e—

Ryan, John W
, Kossoff. Joseph; and Hartman, Jack E., 3,841,020

Mattes, Bernhard; and Feigl, Erich, to Bosch, Robert, G.m.b.H. Pro-
tected semiconductor control circuit. 3,842,3 17, CI. 317-33 Osc

Matthews. Jas. H, & Company: ife—
Andros, Andrew; and Lukitsch. Joseph, 3,84 1 .726.

Matthews. Joseph S.. to Gulf Research & Development Company Im-
mobilized enzymes. 3.841 .970. CI. 195-63.000.

Mattson. Larry F : See—
Hendrickson. Kenneth E.; Lopour. Warren A., and Mattson. Larry

Matzner. Markus: See-
Chow, Sui-Wu; and Matzner. Markus. 3.842,036

Maurino, William J.: See—
Putzer, Raymond M; and Maurino, William J., 3 841 822

Mavrofridcs, Dennis A., lO'/c Raymond Lee Organization. Inc.. The
Ball field and game equipment. 3.84 1,634, CI. 273-95 OOh.

Max-Planck-Gesellschaft zur Forderung der Wissenschaften e v
See—

Liebl, Helmuth; and Rasskopf, Klaus, 3.842,269.
Maxey, Joel W.. to Ford Motor Company Expandable shaft key

3.841,774, CI. 403-358.000.
^

Mayer. Hans; Schroder. Heinz; and Schucktanz, Gerhard, to Siemens

?,84l"f7TcU22-32'!S)0
'^'''^'''"'*^^ ^"^ ^ '''-"^ g'-"ncrator.

Mayer, Oscar, & Co , Inc.: See—
Vedvik, Andrew H; and Layman, Melvin M., 3.84 1 .820

^V'a[\ ^^^" " • ^" IJn'tec. Inc. Ionization detector apparatus
3.842.409. CI. 340-228 100.

kh-"»"'>

Mayfield. James L.: See-
Bryant. Gerald T; and Mayfield. James L.. 3.84 1 .520.

Mazzoleni. Giorgio: See

—

Vargiu. Silvio; Giovanni, Sesto S., Mazzoleni, Giorgio, and Nistri
Ugo. 3.842.039.

Mc Carroll. Alan F.: See—
Draugelis. Vaidevutis C ; Hartman. William R.. Jr.. Langdon
Michael J.; and Mc Carroll. Alan F.. 3.84 1 .75 1

McAlpine. James Bruce: See-
Jones. Peter Hadley; Martin. Jerry Roy; McAlpine. James Bruce;

.„ r. .f^"^'"''
'*^^""^'^^f'e; and Tadanier. John Soloman. 3.842 069

McBridge, Joseph J, Jr.: See-
Davis, Curry Beach; and McBridge, Joseph J., Jr., 3.842.1 35.

McCabe. William C Compressed and thermostated air regulated gas
liquid chromatography oven with simultaneously operated multiple
chromatography columns. 3.84 1.059, CI. 55-197 000

McCain Mfg. Corporation: See—
Cosgrove. James F. and Soong, William E. 3,84 1 , 1 82.

McCarthy, Charles J.; McCarthy, Jerome P.; and McCarthy Robert F
to Proctor & Gamble Company, The. Sheet feeding and'labeline ap-
paratus. 3,841 ,623, CI. 27 1-126.000.

*^

McCarthy, James R.: See—
Scicchitano, Patsy A.; Malarbi. Anthony. Jr . Britz, Stanley M
and McCarthy. James R.. 3.84 1 .046.

McCarthy. Jerome P : See-
McCarthy. Charles J.; McCarthy, Jerome P.. and McCarthy
Robert F. 3.841.623.

McCarthy. Robert F.: See-
McCarthy. Charles J ; McCarthy. Jerome P.; and McCarthy
Robert F. 3.841.623.

McConnel. F. W.. Limited: See-
Hudson, John Colin, 3,84 1 ,072.

McDonald, Edward A., to Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, The.
Method of making a sand mold for casting tread rings utilized in tire
molds. 3.840.97 1 . CI. 29-407.000

McDonald. George K ; Douglas. Robert M.; and Leibson. Irving, to
Dart Industries. Inc Ethylene polymerization process. 3.842.060 CI
260-94. 90r.

McDonnell. Roy Edward. Flow regulating device. 3,841,354, CI. 138-
43.000.

McEwan. James. Apparatus for sharpening different types of circular
saws, tools and other cutters having a wide range of diameters.

McFarland. William W. Cover for load-holding apparatus 3 841 697
CI. 296-100.000. '

'

McGee. Albert L. Dual aeration and filtration system with recvcline
3,841.997, CI. 210-15 000.

McGill. Walter N. Spring type ball projecting device. 3.841,294. CI
124-16.000.

Mclntyre, James Eric: See-
Browne. Anthony Arthur Briarly; and Mclntyre. James Eric

3.842.040.

Browne. Anthony Arthur Briarly; and Mclntyre, James Eric,
3.842.041.

McKinley, Wayne A.; and Sarantakis. Dimitrios. to American Home
Products Corporation. (Ala 3. Ala 14)-SRIF and intermediates
3,842.066. CI. 260-112.500.

McLean, Neil J. Seal for bearings and similar rotating members
3,84 1 ,643, CI. 277-57.000.

McMillan, William D.: See—
Ferre, Glenn E ; Franz. Maurice F.; Lohbauer. Kenneth R.; and
McMillan, William D , 3.841 .795.

McMullcn. Wayne W Snow and water vehicle. 3.841.649. CI 280-
1 6.000.

McNeill. Charles F. Safety belt for motorcycles 3 840 90'» CI >-

311.000. . -. ^1. -

Mead. Dennis E.. to Lipe Rollway Corporation. Feeder and oricntcr
3.84 1.471. CI. 198-289.000.

Mech. Harold W.. to Motorola. Inc Machine for cutting brittle materi-
als. 3.841.297, CI. 125-12.000.

Meckler, Gershon. to IS Incorporated Svstems Company Multiple
zone building structure. 3.84 1 .206. CI. 98-40. Odl.

Med-Pak Corporation: See—
Huggins. James A.. 3.840.906

Medical Evaluation Devices & Instruments Corp See—
Tate. Thomas E.. 3.841.308

Medical Plastics. Inc.: See—
Bolduc. Lee R . 3,842,394.

Meguro, Kazuo, to Nihon Tsusho Kabushiki Kaisha. Cleaner for con-
veyor belt. 3,84 1,470, CI. 198-230.000.

Mehdizadeh, Parviz. to Continental Oil Companv .Method of improv-
ing the collapse strength of conduits. 3,841.137, CI. 72-367 000

Mehlhart, Erwin: See—
Buschmann, Hans; Mehlhart, Erwin; Schwibbe. Valfred and Pom-

plun,Emil, 3,841,459.
Meiklejohn, I G., & Co., Limited: See-

Meiklejohn. Ian Goodhall, 3,840.965
Meiklejohn. Ian Goodhall, to Meiklejohn, I G., & Co . Limited Ap-

paratus for manufacture of spoke wheels. 3,840,965 CI ''9-''08 OOd
Meindl, Hubert: See—

Hindermann, Peter; and Meindl, Hubert, 3.842,102
Meiser, Werner: See—

Buchel, Karl Heinz; Meiser, Werner, Plempcl. Manfred, and
Metzger, Carl, 3.842.078.

Mekontrol. Inc : See-
Shaw. Raymond J.. 3.842.258

Melamed. Nathan T., and Phillips, David C, to Westinghouse Electric
Corporation. Diazo chemical transfer laser. 3.842 369 CI 331-
94.500.

" "

Mengeringhausen, Max, to Mero AG. Process for the production of
connectors for space frameworks or the like 3.841.780. CI 408-

Mengeringhausen, Max. to Mero AG. Apparatus for the production of
connectors for space frameworks or the like. 3.841.781. CI. 408-

Mengeringhausen. Max. to Mero AG. Apparatus for the production of
connectors for space frameworks or the like. 3,841,782. CI 408-

Mengeringhausen. Max, to Mero AG. Apparatus for the production of
connectors for space frameworks or the like 3,841 78 3 CI 408-
50.000.

"

Mengeringhausen Max, to Mero AG. Apparatus for the production of
connectors for space frameworks or the like 3,841 784 CI 408-
50.000. ' •'-'•""

Menzl, Roland L.: See—
Bertolacini. Ralph J., Hopkins, Paul Donald; and Menzl. Roland
L. 3.841.995.

Mercer. Robert L.. to General Motors Corporation Dishwasher latch
3.84 1.675. CI. 292-241.000.

Merck Sharp & Dohme ( I A ) Corp See—
Williams. Haydn Windsor Richard; and Rooney. Clarence Stanley

3.842.087.
''

Merila. John B. Soda straw dispenser. 3.84 1.53 1. CI 222-189 000
Merkle. Ralph H.. to General Motors Corporation. Vehicle cab mount-

ing means. 3.841,694, CI. 296-35 OOr
Mero AG: See—

Mengeringhausen, Max, 3,84 1 ,780.
Mengeringhausen, Max. 3.84 1 .78 1

.

Mengeringhausen. Max. 3,84 1 ,782.

Mengeringhausen, Max, 3,841,783.
Mengeringhausen Max, 3,84 1 ,784

Merritt, Paul H: See—
Kiwalle,Jozef;Merritt, Paul H; and Sluetz, Edward J 3 841 201

Merry, Deane W: See—
Harendza-Harinxma, Alfred Joseph, 3,842,070.

Mertens, Willi, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Insulating tape for the
manufacture of an insulating jacket for electric conductors im-
pregnated With a termosetting epoxy resm acidanhydride curine mix-
ture. 3,841,959, CI. 161-163.000.

*

Messerschmitt Bolkow-Blohm GmbH: See—
Liefeld, Gustav; and Kurvin, Charles, 3,842,400.

Messing, Ralph A., to Corning Glass Works. Synergistic enzymes ad-
sorbed within porous inorganic carriers. 3,84 1,971. CI. 195-63 000

Metallurgical Exoproducts Corporation: See—
Rocher. George. 3.84 1 .6 1 6.

Metallurgical Processes Limited: See—
Benatt. Frank George Simon; and Gammon. Michael William

3.841,862.
Metalphoto Corporation: a subsidiary of Horizons Research Incor-

porated: See—
Pallant. Jon W, 3,841.891.

Metco, Inc.: See—
Novinski, Edward Robert; and Harrington, John H, 3,841 901

Metz, Hendrik Theodoor: See—
Koppen, Dirk Jan; and Metz, Hendrik Theodoor, 3 84 1 096Metz, Werner, to Burg-Mobel Dieter Ruddies. System for joining furni-ture panels. 3,841 ,052. CI. 52-753 00k

«" joining lurni-

Metzger. Carl: See—

'
Mttzge'.^CarLT842'27r^-

^""^^^ "'^'"P^'- ^^^^^^^ -<^

""^S .'636X1.^73"; l^S"
^'^" * ^"°'^'"" ^'^"'-> «--

'^?84lX'cf28i°n37"'°
'"' ^'^^ '""'P'"^"' ^^-P-y Ski tie.

Meyer. Martin H.: See—

Meyer. Meinert; See—
^^"3

M^Tso'"''*"''
^^^^'' '^^'""'' '*"'* S'^'^'^"'''^- Claus-Georg.

^ZL^l*'^''l ^•' «o P^e"s-Illinois. Inc Apparatus for measuringthe psychogalvanic refiex. 3.84 1, 3 1 6, CI 128 1 lOz
"'"='"""g

Meyer, Robert: See—

^1T40,932''''*"'
'*""*'"• '^'^^^^' ^' ^"'^ ^^y"- ^°^^''-

"^Mf/h^rD^ Fr"^''?;
Schwarze, Werner; Thurn, Friedrich and

Roessler S, rr
• '° ""'"''''' ^"^ """ Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals

260-448 20e
^""'^'"'"^ organosilicon compounds. 3,842,1 1 1 , CI.

Meyers, Willis G., to General Motors Corporation Engine cylinderheadgasket. 3,841,289, CI 123-193 Och
""• engine cylinder

'^'£hl;H^r'""'r'*^"l'
^"'^°"y '^°"- =^"'^ Lambert, Edward Henry

^oTniZntc^ i5ir/°oa^^"^
^"'^ '""'''-' -^"-'-^

''pt^^i?T,8S^Vci.^r?47?r^ ^"^'""-> ^—
"^ --

Michel, Helmut: See—

M .^"^"^'«-''dl. Gerhard, and Michel, Helmut, 3,841,350
Michel, Rudolf: See—

''Sr;herRudolf"'3^842'
m""- ^^""^ ^''"^"' '"''"^'- -'^

Michelson, Louis, to Lion Precision Corporation. Gage for measuringthe tension in extension springs. 3,84 1 , 1 53, CI. 73- 1 6 1 000

3l4i?8"',^^l.V23-9°7.0?r"'
''"'"^^ ^°^°^^"''" ^-^~

Mickowski, John: See—
DcMuca, Paul v.. Santulli, Vincent F.; Gazzo, John J., Jr.; ManosGeorge;and Mickowski, John, 3,842 218

• -vianos,

Microbyx Corporation: See—
Bucalo, Louis, 3.842,166.

Microdot Inc : See—
Thurston, Raymond L, 3,841 371

'^Comhm;^^"?"''^'
^^^' '° Lee," Raymond, Organization, Inc., The

34Todo ^ ^^'"^ ^^ ^"'' inflatable tent. 3,840,919, CI. 5

Midland Silicones Limited: See—

M hi^'^^'d
^'"'^'" •'- '«"d Cooper, Bryan Ewart, 3.842,153

Midland-Ross Corporation: See—
Schultz. Forrest O. E. 3,841 714

Midwinter, John E., to Post Offic;, The. Improvements in or relating toliquid core dielectnc waveguides. 3,84 1 ,73 1 , CI 350-96 Owe
lr«r-K '"'."I

^- '° ^"'PP'- E W Company, The Elec-tromechanical detector system and method for cont'rolling flow ofnewspaper bundles. 3,841 ,205. CI 93-93 00m
Mierendorf. Robert E to Harnischfeger Corporation. Control forelec-

r8T2,329"'S3f"572.000."^
•""^'^"""'^ '""*"« --' --^-

Miki,Tokutaro: See—

^"m
''*•

T^'w'^J' ii^r-
Toshihisa; Minami, Nobuvoshi; Tarutani

M.M» ^^^ft'"'r''j','^°''"'^''°-'*"dMiyasaka,Katsuhiko, 3,842,099
'

2 060
Heating and cooling method. 3,841,391, CI. 165-

Mildern, William D Valve. 3,84 1 .602, CI 251-353 000

Mat^-.HH^'h fr"'^
?*""« ^"'""S T., to CPC International Inc.

m^l«^ K
^'^ "'!' '^^"""'^'ed polystyrene macromolecular

ir°3"'4l,S,"^l%^t;rS^
""'"" "'^'^'^"'^^ ^^'«''' '^'^»"^"-

^vZ]''^ '^^'P^-.^"'* f'"^"g- Mutong T., to CPC International IncVinyl ester termmated macromolecular monomers having a substan-

mg'iar3742":olT,'i^t^27ot3' 5ta'^"'"'°"
^"^ "^"""'"^ P^P-

Milkovich, Ralph; and Chiang, Mutong T., to CPC International Inc

s..h.,=.Sl" r P°'>'''yf^"^, macromolecular monomers. having a

260-93 50a
"" '"o'ecu'ar weight distribution. 3,842,058. CI.

'^ic^rviar; ^X fh*^
^^''"«' "^"'""S "^

' '° CP^ International Inc

Z!nr.T »,

•"^'^'^^^y'^'^ terminated polystyrene macromolecular

r:°374i5r9,"^i^^6t53"S^
""''°™ •"^'""'^^ -'«^' '''^'"''"

'^Po?Jmi';i,^hi'"'H Kr*^5'''^"«-
'^"'°"« ' .

to CPC International Inc.Polymerizable diblock macromolecular monomers having a substan-

S!r2.utc72To'm^Oo"'''
"""'"'°" '"'' '''" P^^P^"'-"
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^ • ''

•
^"** Seely. George A., to AWT Systems. Inc.boiids teed to a pressurized reactor. 3.841.465. CI 198-'>I3 000

tion'" T 'f" u-
*° '"'""^'*o"al Telephone and Telegraph Corpora-

3 842.2ltcM79-9r.or'"'
"'°'''' announcement sys^-m.

'^Srni!^^^'*^ S^-
^"'^

^''r-
Wo«d^o^ G.. to Westinghouse Electric

s;&^s^Lj^.rEri-?3S^cr 3^1'r^r^gs

-

3.r41,267'cMr9°5000
''''^ ^''""'" ^''"^"^'"•" --»">

Miller, Joe Jed: See—

^°3,842T3?''"'
'^"'"' '°^ ^^*^' ""** Cywinski. Norbert Francis,

Miller, Paul C: See-
Chase, Arthur B ; and Miller, Paul C , 3 841 746

Miller Printing Machinery Co.: See—
Carricato, Guy V., 3,84 1 ,625
Weisgerber, Willi, 3,84 1 ,626.

Miller, Robert C., to Safeway Products, Inc. Method of making waterbed heater. 3,840,985. CI. 29-61 1 000
'"aK>ng water

Miller. Robert G^; Crayton, John W.; Farmer, Charles G., and Satzler

laratnmen^
Production Technology Inc., mesne. Method for angu

470 300
'"^ °^ friction welded parts. 3,840,979, CI. 29-

Miller, Robert N: See—
Boggs, Wilburn A.; and Miller, Robert N., 3,84 1 .896

Mills. Stacey M; ,9ee—
Wilkins. Judd R; and Mills. Stacey M 3 84 1 973

fornl'^"!-
^°^''}- 'o National Steel Corporation. Addition agentfor deoxidizing and recarburizing degassed steel and method ernploying the same. 3.841.861. CI. 75-53 000

memoa cm
Minami. Nobuyoshi: See—

^"mJ''' 1''^k!^J' i^^^^-
To'^hihisa; Minami. Nobuyoshi; Tarutani.Masaaki, Miki.Tokutaro; and Miyasaka. Katsuhiko. 3.842 099

IS J°'^'*'"''-
^"d Shiina. Akito. to Kobe SteeJ. Inc. Method of

3"84rSc\ 7^1s.So^^'^"^ ' ^'^*= " ^ -- ^-^'"^ P-«°
Mine Safety Appliances Company: See—

Fishkin, Edward A; and Wilson. Harry W 3 84'' I6'>
Miner. Carroll R.. to General Instrument Corporation: Turner drive as-

7710 5^0
"^"''^"^^'^ ^'^' ^°' enhanced stability. 3.84 1. IM? CI.

Minigrip. Inc.: See—
Herz. Andre. 3.841.816.

Mmkema. William H.. and Whyzmuzis. Paul D.. to General MillsChemicals Inc. Recoverable warp sizing. 3.84 1 .833. CI 8- 1 38 000Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company See-
'^« """•

Kropp,JamesE., 3,842,019.
Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Ogawa, Masaya. 3,841,753
Mironov, K^n Antonovich; Nikitin, Vladislav losifovich; and KiselevValentin Dmitrievich. Excavating and grading machine with adiustable rotary cutting head. 3,84 1 ,006, CI. 37- 108 OOr

^

M.'fS'
^o*'^^'"' A^Luggage carrier. 3,84 1 ,650, CI. 280-37.000.

for 1 /^^^'''ii.^r
'° ^"" ^^'^^'''^ ^"'^ Development Co. System

288 OOe^"^
^"'ylaromatics with alkadienes. 3:841,844, CI 2.V

Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ando, Shigeru; and Miyazawa, Takayuki, 3,841 729
Kato, Satoru; and Tayama,lsamu, 3.841 067

Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Company. Inc.: See-
Sato. Katsuo; and Imae. Yoshio. 3 842 032

Mitsubishi Jikogyo Kabushiki Kaisha See—
Ujiie. Akira. 3.842.237.

Mitsubishi Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha See—
Ujiie, Akira, 3,841,383.

Mitsubishi Petrochemical Company Limited See-
KM. u^l^*]l'

'^^^"ori; and Yoshiyasu, Mitsuo, 3,841 943
Mitsubishi Rayon Company Limited See—

Chimura Kazuya; Ito, Kazuo; Takashima, Shunichi andKawashima, Masao, 3,842,043
"'•«.ni. ana

Mitsui Mining & Smelting Co., Ltd.; See—
Nagahama, Tatsuya, 3,842,004

Mitsui Petrochemical Industries, Ltd.: See—
Tomatu,Toshiharu;andlwata,Tadao 3 842 147

Miwa, Ichiro: See—

^t8TL9°28.'*^°*
^'"^^^ '^''*™' ^""^ Tokuyama, Takashi.

Miyasaka, Katsuhiko: See—

^"m.«J^ml'- V^i^'
Toshihisa; Minami, Nobuyoshi; Tarutani.

Miv..Mt; u • c'-
T^°''"'^''o; and Miyasaka, Katsuhiko, 3,842.099Miyatuka. Hajime: See—

^.^^-'

M.vn!!S°H^^T'c^'^^'"''^- "^J""^- ^"^ ^^^3- Sadao. 3.84 1 .893Miyauchi. Hiroshi: See—
Kishimoto. Kenichi; Miyauchi. Hiroshi; Inagaki. Yasuhiko andFujimolo.Joji, 3.841.835.

^unmo. ana

Miyazawa. Takayuki: See—
Ando. Shigeru; and Miyazawa. Takayuki 3 841729

Mizutani, Shigeo: See—
...

Shibukawa, Takashi; Hoten, Masanobu; Hayasaki. Naoki; andMizutani, Shigeo, 3,841,830.
Ml', Incorporated: See—
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Fretwell. Richard D . 3.842,207.
Mo Och Domsjo Aktiebolag: See—

Brannland. Rolf Carl August; Hultman. Bengt Goran; and Hubert
BertilValdemar, 3,842,160.

Mobil Oil Corporation: See-
Baldwin, WillettF., 3,841,144.
Carman, Warner T.. 3.842.008.
Chen, Nai Yuen; Leavitt, Richard I.; and Coty Vernon F

3,841,972.

Moehlenpah, Walter G. Connector plate. 3,841. 194, CI. 85-13.000.
Mohrlok. Werner. Advertising display device. 3,841,009, CI. 40-

126.00a.

Moldenhauer. August J ; Moldenhauer, Melvin A.; and Moldenhauer,
Richard J. Pelletizing apparatus. 3,841,817, CI. 425-331.000.

Moldenhauer, Melvin A.; See—
Moldenhauer, August J.; Moldenhauer, Melvin A ; and Mol-
denhauer, Richard J.. 3,841,817.

Moldenhauer, Richard J : See—
Moldenhauer, August J.; Moldenhauer, Melvin A ; and Mol-
denhauer, Richard J., 3,841,817.

Moment monitoring system for hydraulic-piston type cranes: See-
Jackson, William E.;and Becker, James M, 3.841.493.

Monon Trailer. Inc.: See—
Ehrlich, Donald J., 3.841,661.

Monsanto Company: See—
Coaker. Anthony W M.; Darby. Joseph R.; and Mathis, Thomas
C, 3.841,890.

Coaker, Anthony W. M.; Darby, Joseph R.; and Mathis, Thomas
C .3,841,955.

Dobinson, Frank; and Pelezo, Chris A.. 3.842,028.
Libers, Roland; and Smalling, Claude W Jr 3 842 137
Walsh, Robert J. .3.841.031.

Montagne. Jean Bernard, to Compagnie Generale des Establissements
Michehn, raison sociale Michelin & Cie. Radial tire having bead stif-
fener of crossed steel cords. 3,84 1 .377, CI. I 52-362 Ocs

Montgomery, ary B.; and Gach, Peter P., to Sunbeam Plastic Corpora-
tion. Safety closurer. 3,841,5 14, CI. 215-9.000

Montgomery, Harry T.: See-
Fisher. Howard M.;and Montgomery. Harrv T . 3 841 617

Montgomery. William S , Jr.; Marceau. WilliamE ; and Bates. William
G., to Selas Corporation Glas tempering control system. 3.84 1 .855.

Moore Business Forms. Inc.: See—
Wakeman. William R.. 3.841 ,549

Moore, Fred W : See-
Barry, Henry F.; Hallada, Calvin J ; and Moore. Fred W

3.842.009.
Moote. Truman P ; and Vandaveer. Roscoe F . to Amoco Production
Company Subsurface formation treatment. 3,841,405, CI. 166-

Moradazeh, Yaqub: See—
Krause. K A, and Moradazeh, Yaqub, 3,841,892.

Morgan Berkeley & Company Limited: See—
Davies, Paul Trevor; and Morgan, John Harold, 3,841 250

Morgan, John Harold: See—
Davies, Paul Trevor; and Morgan, John Harold, 3.841.250.

Morgan, Robert E.; and Palma, James D , to General Motors Corpora-
tion. Rotary engine oil metering pump 3,84 1 .803. CI 4 1 8-84 000

Morinaga Milk Industry Co. Ltd.: See—
Okada. Katsuto; Yamanami, Shoichi; Ishibashi, Akichika and
WatanabcHirotaka. 3.841,352.

Morris, Max: See-
Olson. Donald M, 3,841.3 18.

Morris, Michael: See—
Allen, William Douglas; and Morris, Michael, 3,842,293

Morrisey. Edward J . to United States of America. Air Force Foam
structured rocket dispenser 3.841 .197, CI. 89-1,816.

Morrison, Richard L ; and Webb. Venard C. to Thermo-Flex Inc
Landing cushion for falling objects 3.840.922, CI. 5-350.000

Morrison, Richard L ; and Webb, Benard C, to Thermo-Flex, Inc
Landing cushion for falling objects. 3,841 ,922, CI. 5-350 000

Mortimoto, Takuo: See—
Kimura, Ryuichi; Fukui, Kiyoshi; Mortimoto, Takuo; Higuchi.

Takashi; Yamauch.Katsuyoshi;and Yoshida, Kenji 3 841 952
Morton-Norwich Products, Inc : See—

Steger, John F, 3,841,925.
Moser. Kenneth B.; and Verbanac. Frank, to Staley. A. E.. Manufac-

turing Company. Process of flocculating aqueous suspensions with
cationic starch ethers. 3,842,005. CI 210-47.000.

Motorola, Inc.: See—
Mech, Harold W., 3,841.297.

Motus Chemical, Inc.: See-
Burr. Harley W, 3.84 1 ,886.

Mowery, Harold P : See—
Hilker. George D.; Doehrman. Charles E.; Lausen. Verne H .

Mowery. Harold P.; and Sutton. Make T.. 3.842.192
Mowrey, Rowland George; and Wilkes. Glenn Richard, to Eastman
Kodak Company. Cobalt (III) complex amplifier baths in color
photographicprocesses. 3,841,873. CI. 96-22.000

Muller. Alfred: See-
Beck, Gerhard; Beck. Richard; Muller, Alfred; Muller, Hermann
and Gluck, Eberhard. 3,840,928.

Muller, George H., to Ford Motor Company. Resilient bumper as-
sembly. 3.84 1 .679. CI. 293-63.000.

Muller, George H.. to Ford Motor Company. Resilient bumper as-
sembly 3.841,680. CI 293-63.000.

Muller, Henricus; Pirk, Hans; and Hackstein, Karl, to Nukem, GmbH
Treatment of waste materials generated in the conversion of UF« to
Uoj by the AUC route. 3,842,

1

55, CI. 423-15.000.
Muller. Hermann: See-

Beck. Gerhard; Beck. Richard; Muller. Alfred; Muller. Hermann
and Gluck. Eberhard. 3.840.928.

Muller. Rolf; and Staudt. Heinrich. to Bosch. Robert, GmbH. Com-
posite centrifugal speed-dependent fuel controller for fuel injection
pumps and electric signal transducer 3,841 ,285, CI. 123-1 39 OOe

Mune, Charles, to Heinemann Electric Company Fastener and circuit
brakercase. 3.842,376, CI. 335-202.000.

Munshower. Kenneth: See-
Fuller, Ross; Munshower, Kenneth; and Lightkep, Wilham E..

3.841,472.
Murphy. Adron. 20<^ to Raymond Lee Organization. Inc.. The. Hand

tool for installing brake shoes. 3,84 1 . 1 76. CI 8 1 -3.00r.
Murphy. John V.. to Avco Corporation. Safmg and arming apparatus

for a munition. 3,84 1 .220, CI. 1 02-70 20r.
Muto, Kiyoshi; and Hisada, Toshihiko. to Kajima Corporation. Sup-

porting structure for pressure vessel for nuclear reactors 3 841 593
CI. 248-146.000.

Myers. John D.. to Owens-Illinois. Inc. Hybrid laser structures
3.842.368. CI. 331-94.500

Nabara. Akira: See—
Takahashi,Tsunehiko; and Nabara, Akira. 3,842.195.

Nadherny. Rudolph E.: See-
Smith, Edward Payson; and Nadherny, Rudolph E.. 3,841,229.

Nagahama. Tatsuya. to Mitsui Mining &' Smelting Co.. Ltd. Flotation
machine. 3.842.004. CI. 210-44.000.

Nagaoka. Shinji: See—
Kitai. Kiyoshi; Onda. Eiichi; Koyama. Mitsuo; Nagaoka. Shinji
and Nakagawa. Tadashi. 3.842.429

Naito. Okito. to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha Driving circuit for a
display device. 3.842,41 I . CI 340-332.000

Naito. Shuichi: See—
Ichikawa. Masaru; Naito. Shuichi; Kondo. Toshihiko; Kawase.
Kohei;andTamaru. Kenzi. 3.842,1 13.

Ichikawa, Masaru; Naito. Shuichi; Kawase. Kohei; and Tamaru
Kenzi. 3.842.121.

Najarian. Nishan J. Reading-training devices. 3,841.002, CI. 35-
35.00b.

Nakagawa, Tadashi: See—
Kitai. Kiyoshi; Onda, Eiichi; Koyama, Mitsuo; Nagaoka, Shinji
and Nakagawa. Tadashi. 3.842.429.

Nakamoto. Soichi: See—
Tsunekawa. Tokuichi; Nakamoto. Soichi; and Hasegawa. Goro.

3.842.424.
Nakamura. Kazumasa. to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha

Hybrid electric car. 3.842.287. CI 290-16 000
Nakamura. Takezo; and Iwasaki. Yukio. to Shinmeiwa Kogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha Method and apparatus for thermally decomposine
refuse. 3.84 1.239, CI llO-S.OOc

'

Nakano. Kazuaki: See—
Torigoe. Masataka; Nakano. Kazuaki; and Aruija Shiro

3.842.056. *

Nakao, Kozo: See—
Kawaguchi, Takuo; Nishida, Takashi; Ohmura, Yoshiaki;
Tanomura, Masahisa; Nakao, Kozo, Takagi, Toshiaki'
Ninagawa, Yoichi;and Itoi. Kdzuo. 3.842.130.

Naico Chemical Company: See-
Ryan. Roger C, 3.84 1 ,399.

Nankanishi, Jozo: See—
Nonaka, Yoshihiro; and Nankanishi, Jozo, 3,84 1 ,909.

Natelson, Samuel, to Rohe Scientific Corp. Centrifuge cups for auto-
matic chemical analyzer 3,84

1

.838, CI 23-259.000.
National Research Development Corporation: See—

Deane, Graham. 3.840.905.
Jakeman, Eric; Jones, Robin; and Oliver. Christopher John

3.842,252.
Stewart, David John. 3,842,353

National Starch and Chemical Corporation: See—
Tessler, Martin M., 3,842.07 1

.

Thompson. James M.; lovine. Carmine P.; and Ray-Chaudhuri
DilipK, 3,841.902.

National Steel Corporation: See-
Atkinson. Edward S.. 3,841,557
Miltenberger. Robert S.. 3.841 .86 1

.

National Telephone Supply Company. The: See—
Neale, Dory J. Sr. 3.842.19 1.

Natzke. Richard E., to Inland Steel Company. Non-sthpping type bar
delivery system. 3,841 , 1 35. CI. 72-227.000.

Nautron Corporation: See-
Tufts. Wesley M ; and Albertassi. James H , 3.840,914.

Neale, Dory J , Sr , to National Telephone Supply Company, The Insu-
lated wire splice. 3.842, 1 9 1, CI. 1 74-88. OOr.

Nederlands Organisatie voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk On-
derzoek ten behoeve van Nijverheid: See—

Kruiswijk,Franciscus Josephus, 3,841,324.
Nederlandse Organisatie Voor Toegepast-Natuurweten Schappelijk
Onderzoek Ten Behoeve Van de Rijksverdediging: See—
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Dijkslra. Fokke Cornelius; Groothuizen, Theodorus Maria;
Pasman, Hermanus Johannes; and Van De Putte, Tonny,
3,842,181.

Nemis. James: See—
Parisotto, Antonio; and Nemis. James, 3.841.717.

Nemschoff. Mark S . to FMC Corporation Engine isolation system.
3.841.426, CI. 180-64.00r.

Neotec Corporation: See—
Selgin,PaulJ., 3,841,761.

Nephew, Oliver T.: See—
Chalupsky, Paul A; and Nephew, Oliver T.. 3,841,494.

Netta. Louis A , to Thomas & Betts Corporation. Protective device for
apowertool. 3,840.987, CI. 30-90.100.

Nettli, Per, to A/S Apothekernes Laboratorium for Specialpraeparator.
Process for removing proteins and decomposition products thereof
from waste water. 3.842.003. CI. 2 10-43.000.

Neubert, Rolf: See—
Kutscher. Gerhard; Droge, Josef; Wehling, Rolf; and Neubert.

Rolf. 3.841.075.
Wachendorf, Friedrich; Winkler. Alois; Twillman. Dieter; and

Neubert. Rolf, 3.841,074.
Neumann, Ulrich, to Chemiebau Dr A Zieren GmbH u. Co. KG.

Process for the preparation of sodium carbonate monohydrate from
a sodium hydroxide solution produced according to the diaphragm
process. 3,842,1 57. CI. 423-188.000.

Neveu, Jean-Louis, to Centre Technique Industriel dit: Institut Textile
de France Method and apparatus for making a lap of fibres
3,840,941, CI. I9-65.00t.

New England Log Homes. Inc.: See—
Vizziello. Vito M.; and Bouteiller. Charles A.. 3.84 1 .367.

New York Wire MillsCorp : See-
Tolliver.WilburE. 3.841.591.

Newsock. Roger L., and Antrim, Warren W.. to General Motors Cor-
poration. Friction plast assembly. 3,841.452, CI. 192- 1 07. OOr.

Niagara Therapy Manufacturing Corporation: See—
Albach, Robert W ; Mathers, Kenrteth R.; and Carlson, Reuben T ,

3.841,321.
Nicholson. Bruce Heywood Models representing molecular structure

3.841.001. CI. 35-18.00a.
Nicoletti.Tullio J Dumping car. 3,841 .234. CI. 105-263.000.
Niebylski, Leonard M ; and Immethun. Peter A., to Ethyl Corporation

Metal catalysts and method 3.842.1 59. CI. 423-2 1 3.500.
Nielsen. Tage, to Rite Autotronics Corporation Ignition system.

3.841.287. CI. I23-I48.00e.
Nihon Tsusho Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Meguro. Kazuo. 3.84 1 .470.

Niimura. Isao: See—
Maeda. Shigeo; Ozuisumi. Minoru; Niimura, Isao; and Okazaki,

Hideo, 3,842.030.
Nikitin. Vladislav losifovich: See—

Mironov, Ivan Antonovich; Nikitin. Vladislav losifovich; and
Kiselev. Valentin Dmitrievich. 3.841.006.

Nikitin. Vladislav losifovich; and Eltsov. Nikolai Pavlovich Earth-
moving and planing machine operable on th&sides of hills and moun-
tains. 3.841,410. CI. 172-49.000.

Nilsson, Jan, to Allamanna Svenska Electriska Aktietolaget, Press for
hydrostatic extrusion of tubes. 3.84 1 . 1 28. CI. 72-60.000.

Nilsson. Per; and Bergstedt. Bertil. to AB Welin. Ship's accommoda-
tion ladder. 3.84 1 .439, CI. 1 82-86.000

Nilsson, Per, and Bergstedt, Bertil, to AB Welin Ship's accomodation
ladder. 3,841,539.CI. 182-86.000.

Ninagawa, Yoichi: See—
Kawaguchi. Takuo; Nishida. Takashi; Ohmura. Yoshiaki;
Tanomura. Masahisa; Nakao. Kozo; Takagi. Toshiaki;
Ninagawa. Yoichi; and Itoi. Kazuo. 3,842,130.

Nippon Chemical Industrial Co , Ltd.; See—
Fukuda, Yasuhiko; and Osada, Isao, 3,842,01 1.

Nippon Electric Company, Limited: See—
Doi, Kikuo; and Futa'mi, Takehiro. 3.842.294.
Iwakawa. Tsunektyo, and Yano, Akira, 3,842,3 1

4

Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Aoki,Eiichiro, 3,842,183.

Okamoto, Eisaku, 3,842,205.

Nippon Sheet Glass Co., Ltd.: See—
Akashi.Naotomo. 3.841.858.

Nippon Steel Corporation: See—
Sakakura. Akira; Matsumoto. Fumio; and Ueno. Kiyoshi,

3,841,924.
Nippondenso Co., Ltd.: See-

Ota, Nobuyoshi. 3,841 ,55 1

.

Nishida, Takashi: See—
Kawaguchi, Takuo; Nishida, Takashi; Ohmura, Yoshiaki;
Tanomura. Masahisa; Nakao. Kozo; Takagi. Toshiaki;
Ninagawa, Yoichi; and Itoi, Kazuo. 3,842.130.

Nishihara, Masao; Fujita, Tatsu; Yamaguchi, Yoshihiro; Matsushita.
Tomiharu; and Noguti. Masataka. to Kobe Steel. Limited. Continu-
ous, hydrostatic extrusion process and an apparatus using the same.
3,841, 129, CI. 72-60.000.

Nishino, Akio, to Xidex Corporation. Method for improving the photo-
graphic characteristics of vesicular photographic materials.

3,841,874. CI. 96-27.00r.
Nistri. Ugo; See—

Vargiu. Silvio; Giovanni, Sesto S.; Mazzoleni, Giorgio; and Nistri.

Ugo. 3.842.039.

Nitta Gelatin Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Nonaka. Yoshihiro; and Nankanishi. Jozo. 3.841.909

Nitta. Tohei. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation Shielded metal en-
closed electrical equipment. 3.842.3 1 8. CI. 3 1 7-62.000.

Nix. Ronald George: See—
Toulson, Ronald Garnett; and Nix, Ronald George. 3.84 1.040.

Nixdorf Computer AG: See—
Buschmann, Hans; Mehlhart, Erwin; Schwibbe, Valfrcd; and Pom-

pIun.Emil. 3.841.459
Noakes. John E. Liquid scintillation unit with low background noise.

3.842,278. CI. 250-369.000.
Noguti. Masataka: See—

Nishihara. Masao; Fujita. Tatsu; Yamaguchi. Yoshihiro; Mat-
sushita. Tomiharu; and Noguti. Masataka. 3.84 1 . 1 29

Nonaka. Yoshihiro; and Nankanishi. Jozo. to Nitta Gelatin Kabushiki
Kaisha. Method and apparatus for removing grease from animal
bones. 3.841.909. CI. 134-5.000.

Norder. Paul D.: See—
Drexler. Edward E ;and Norder. Paul D, 3,841,754.

Nordson Corporation: See—
Drozek. Julius S.; Horvath. Richard A.; and Vilagi. Burton J..

3.841.567.
Norman. Ralph L.: See—

Hagood. Jerry W.; Shelton. Joe; and Norman. Ralph L..

3.840.955.
North American Philips Corporation: See

—

Wexler. Joseph S.. 3.842.327
North. Mark, to Lysaght. John (Australia) Limited. Method and ap-

paratus for making expanded metal sheets. 3.840.952. CI 29-6 200.
Northrop Corporation: See-

Powers. Joseph William. Jr.; and Towner. George H.. 3.842.25 I

.

Northwest Sanitation Products. Inc.: See—
Easte. Avard Joseph. 3.841.524.

Norton. Roy C. Jr.. to Budd Company. The. Reinforced brake drum.
3.841.448. CI. 188-218.00r.

Novais. Julio Maggioly: See-
Emery. Anthony Nicholas; Barker. Sidney Alan; and Novais, Julio

Maggioly, 3,841.969.
Novakovich, Milan. High efficiency pollutant-free combustion gas

generator. 3,84 1 ,098, CI. 60-647.000.
Novinski, Edward Robert, and Harrington, John H , to Metco. Inc.

Aluminum-and molvbdenum-coated nickel, copper or iron core
flame spray materials. 3,841,901, CI 1 17-105.200.

Now, Sergio: See—
Gordini, Silvano; and Now. Sergio. 3.842.052.

Nukem. GmbH: See—
Muller, Henricus; Pirk, Hans; and Hackstein, Karl. 3.842.155.

N.V. Industrieele Handelscombinatie Holland: See-
van Heijst, Willem Jan, 3,841.357.
Van Heijst. Willem Jan. 3.84 1 .501

.

Oaks. Seibert S.: See—
Kniff. Thomas J., Leibee. Donald L.. and Oaks. Seibert S..

3,841,708.
O'Brien, John A.: See—

MacGovern, Alan J.; and O'Brien, John A.. 3.842.261

.

O'Connor, Ian A.; and O'Connor, James A. Container having safety
closure. 3,84 1,5 1 3, CI 215-9.000.

O'Connor, James A.: See-
O'Connor, Ian A; and O'Connor. James A.. 3.841.513.

Odawara.Chuichiro. Hull construction. 3.841.258. CI. 1 15-39.000.
O'Dell Manufacturing. Inc.: See

—

Rehfeld. Fred L. J, 3.841.798.
O'Donald, Burton T Watch display switch. 3.84 1 .080. CI. 58-23.0ba.
O'Driscoll. Kenneth F.; and Isen. Allan A., said Isen assor. to Warner-

Lambert Company, mesne. Irradiated composition for soft contact
lens. 3.84 1 .985. CI. 204- 1 59. 1 60.

Oehler-Wvhien-Lagertechnik AG: See—
Suter. Walter. 3,841.460.

Off. Joseph W A.; Wilbanks. Darrel J.; and Willcox. Waid O.. to Hag-
gar Company. Semiautomatic belt loop sewing system. 3.841.247.
CI. 112-121.270.

Ogata. Fumimaro: See—
Kimura. Isao; Ogata. Fumimaro; and Ohtomo. Koifhiro.

3,842.049.
Ogawa, Masaya, to Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Scanning

system. 3.84 1,753, CI. 355-8.000.
Ohaver. David S.: See

—

Schmitt. James L. and Ohaver. David S.. 3,841.608.
Ohlinger. Manfred: See—

Leutner. Bernd; Schwarzmann. Matthias; and Ohlinger. Manfred.
3.841.907.

Ohmura. Yoshiaki: See—
Kawaguchi. Takuo; Nishida. Takashi; Ohmura. Yoshiaki;
Tanomura. Masahisa; Nakao. Kozo; Takagi. Toshiaki;
Ninagawa. Yoichi; and Itoi. Kazuo, 3,842.1 30.

Ohrberg, Carl Verner: See—
Sturlason, Leif Viggo; and Ohrberg, Cari Verner, 3,84 1 ,80 1

.

Ohrberg, Carl Verner; and Petersen, Carsten Georg Otto, to Danfoss
A/S. Gerotor device with hydraulic valve compensating means.
3.841,800. CI. 418-61.00b.

Ohtomo. Koichiro: See—
Kimura. Isao; Ogata. Fumimaro; and Ohtomo, Koichiro.

3.842.049.
Oikawa, Takashi: See—

Hasegawa, Takashi; and Oikawa, Takashi, 3.841.919.
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Oka, Michio: Set—
Sasaki. Toshiro; Oka. Michio; and Washio, Yoshiaki. 3.84 1 .990.

Okada, Katsuto; Yamanami. Shoichi; Ishibashi. Akichika; and
Watanabe, Hirotaka. to Morinaga Milk Industry Co.. Ltd. Com-
pound aseptic valve. 3.841.352. CI. 137-614.190.

Okada. Ryuzo: See—
Terajima, Yasuhiko; Okada. Ryuzo; and Horie. Kiyoshi.

3,841.752.

Okada. Tomio: See—
Hamamolo. Yoshilo; and Okada. Tomio. 3.842.1 15.

Okamoto. Eisaku, to Nippon Gakki Seize Kabushiki Kaisha. Tremolo
effect producing acoustic filter system. 3.842.205. CI. 1 79-1 OOj.

Okazaki. Hideo; See—
Maeda, Shigeo; Ozutsumi. Minoru; Niimura. Isao; and Okazaki.

Hideo, 3.842,030.
Okazaki. Kaoru; Higuchi. Aira; and Imaeda. Noaki. to Toray Indus-

tries, Inc. Artificial leather. 3,84 1.897. CI. 1 17-76.00t.
Oklahoma Publishing Company. The: See—

Osborne. Philip S.. 3,84 1 ,974.

Okudaira. Sadao: ^ee-
Takahashi. Yasuo; and Okudaira. Sadao. 3,84 1 ,736.

Okuno, Ryuzo, to Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Apparatus for
preheating steel ingot or blooms by the use of high-speed jet streams
as well as heating furnace using the same. 3.84 1 ,6 1 4. CI. 266-5 000

OLeary, Walter E: See-
Hammonds, James C; and O'Leary. Walter E.. 3.841 .236.

Olin Corporation: See-
Shapiro, Eugene; and Crane. Jacob. 3,841 .92 1

.

Oliver, Christopher John: See—
Jakeman, Eric; Jones, Robin; and Oliver, Christopher John

3.842.252.
Olsen. Jan-Erik: See-

Stark, Sven Olof Soren; and Olsen. Jan-Erik. 3.84 1 .477.
Olson, Altin J.: See-

Schwab, Albert J.; and Olson, Altin J.. 3.840.933
Olson, Donald M., 33 1/3^ each to Morris, Max and Kirkman. Earl L.

Vaginal speculum. 3.84 1 .3 1 8. CI. 1 28-20.000
Olson. John W, to C&D Valve Manufacturing Company, a joint Ven-

ture. Method and apparatus for maintaining and servicing a pres-
surized refrigeration system or the like. 3.840.967, CI. 29-2 1 3.000.

Olsson. Billy Erik, to AMP Incorporated. Cluster block housing and pin
receptacle. 3.842.396. CI. 339-2 17.00s.

Olsson. Karl-Erik: See—
Ekstrom. Ake; Juhlin. Lars-Erik; and Olsson. Karl-Erik

3.842.337.
Olt. Arthur E. Jr.: See-

Babbitt. John H.. Jr.; Boyer. Ronald C; and Olt, Arthur E.. Jr
3.841,430.

Olympus Optical Company, Limited: See-
Hashimoto, Nobuyoshi, 3,840,963.

Omietanski, George M ; and Chuang, Vincent T.. to Union Carbide
Corporation. Hydroxyalkenylsiloxane rigid urethane foam stabil-
izers. 3.842.1 1 2. CI. 260-448. 20b.

Onda.Eiichi: See—
Kitai. Kiyoshi; Onda. Eiichi; Koyama. Mitsuo; Nagaoka. Shinji;
and Nakagawa. Tadashi. 3.842.429.

O'Neil, Robert A: See-
Wells. Charles A., O'Neil. Robert A.; and Wilson, Michael C ,

3.841,478.
O'Neill. Wilbur J., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Fluid pres-

sure control apparatus. 3,84 1 .348. CI. 1 37-494.000.
Onopchenko. Anatoli; and SchuIz, Johann G. D.. to Gulf Research
Development Company. Composition containing higher fatty acids
3.842. 106.CI. 260-413.000.

Oppenlaender. Knut: See—
Belde, Horst; Oppenlaender. Knut; Daubach. Ewald; and

Fikentscher, Rolf. 3.84 1 .888.

Opprecht, Paul. Method of electric seam resistance weldine.
3.842.235. CI. 219-83.000.

Opti-Holding AG: See—
Frohlich. Alfons; Cappel. Marie-Luisc; and Stubiger. Ernst,

3.840.946.
Original Equipment Manufacturing Limited: See—

Parisotto. Antonio; and Nemis. James, 3,841,717.
Orloff. Arthur: See-

Stone. Guthrie B; Orloff. Arthur; and Wicksall, Guy J., 3,84 1 ,463.
Osada. Isao: See—

Fukuda. Yasuhiko; and Osada. Isao. 3.842,01 1

.

Osawa. Sadao: See—
Honjo. Satoru; Miyatuka. Hajime; and Osawa. Sadao. 3.841 .893.

Osborne. Paul Wray. to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated.
Analog-to-digital converter with adaptive feedback. 3,842.415. CI
340-347.0ad.

Osborne, Philip S., to Oklahoma Publishing Company. The. Process for
the manufacture of charcoal. 3.841.974, CI. 201-2.500.

Osheroff, Gene W., to Fluidtech Corporation. Induction terminal unit
for air-conditioning systems. 3.84 1 ,392, CI. 1 65-22.000.

Oster, David Lawrence: See—
Periat. Douglas Marion; and Oster, David Lawrence, 3,84 1 ,854.

Ota, Hiroshi, to Toyoda Koki Kabushiki Kaisha. Dressing device
3,841.296. CI. 125-1 1.Oph.

Ota. Nobuyoshi, to Nippondenso Co.. Ltd. Thermo-operation type
transfer valve, 3.84 1 .55 1 . CI. 236-86.000.

Otten. Leonard E.: See-

Lynch. John R.; Otten. Leonard E.; and Wenskus, Herbert.
3.840,978.

Otto Sauer, Achsenfabrik: See—
Schaeff. Friedrich. 3.84 1 .655.

Outboard Marine Corporation: See—
Arff. Uwe F.; and Edwards. Gordon J.. 3.840.991

.

Strang. Charles D.. 3.84 1 .257.

Overhoff. Theodor; and Stupp. Hermann-Josef, to Kernforschungsan-
lage Julich Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung. Method of distin-
guishing between fuel and/or breeder elements intended for or in-

serted in a nuclear reactor. 3,84 1 ,757. CI. 356-85.000.
Overton. Clifton E.. to Overton Engineering. Water purification

system. 3,84 1.483. CI. 210-87.000.
Overton Engineering: See—

Overton. Clifton E.. 3.84 1 .483.

Owen. James; and Hoven. El Don L.. to Ford Industries, Inc. Frequen-
cy-selectrive ringing current sensor for telephone. 3.842.216. CI.
179-84.001.

Owen. William J.; and Cooper, Bryan Ewart. to Midland Silicones
Limited. Polypropylene. 3.842. 1 53, CI. 264-21 1.000.

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation: See—
Froberg. Magnus L.; and Maddux. John F.. 3.842,180.
Higginbotham. James M.; and Wardlaw. William G.. Sr..

3.841.853.
Wolf. Warren W. 3.84 1 .882.

Owens-Illinois. Inc.: See—
Banyas. John D.; and Wallington, Frederick L. 3.84 1 .687.
Cuniberti. Mario. 3.841.497
Eggert. Noel B, 3.841,468.
Florence, Jack M.; and Smith, William E.. 3,841.927.
Meyer. Richard W., 3.841.316.
Myers. John D. 3.842.368.
Planchock. Jerry L.; Stewart. Daniel R.; and Brock. Thomas W..

3.841.950.
Oxy Metal Finishing Corporation: See-

Galloway. James H., 3.842.336.
Yee.Gim. 3.841.982.

Oy Tampella AB: See—
Lehtonen, Lasse. 3.841,722.
Saiha. Erik Viktor, 3.84 1 .96 1

.

Ozimec. Stephen, to Comtec Economation. Soldering machine.
3.84 1.546, CI. 228-6.000.

Ozutsumi. Minoru: See—
Maeda. Shigeo; Ozutsumi. Minoru; Niimura, Isao; and Okazaki.

Hideo, 3,842,030.
Packaging Corporation of America: See—

Curley, William J, 3,841,548.
Padgitt. Kenneth W.; and Wade. Donald H.. to Borg-Warner Corpora-

tion. Method and apparatus for obtaining accurate readout of breath
testers. 3.842. 345. CI. 324-7 l.OOr.

Page. Robert E. Pulse activity indicator 3, 84 1,3 1 4, CI. 128-2.50p.
Palazzolo, Salvatore E.; and Hetrick, Richard R., to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation. Bonded weather resistant decorative laminate
with slightly grained acrylic surface. 3.841 ,956, CI. 161-248.000

Pallant, Jon W., to Metalphoto Corporation: a subsidiary of Horizons
Research Incorporated. Method of producing colored aluminum
3,84 1,89 1, CI. 117-8.500.

Palm. Theodore O.: See—
Pepe. David L.; Palm, Theodore O.; and Johnson. Frank B .

3,841,575.

Palma, James D.: See-
Morgan, Robert E.; and Palma. James D.. 3.84 1 .803.

Paluszny, Antoni: See—
Kovach, James T.; and Paluszny. Antoni. 3.84 1 .720.

Pandjiris Weldment Co.. The: See-
Cooper. Cleveland N.. 3.84 1 .647.

Pao. Yoh-Han; and Claspy.Paul C. to Data Optics Corporation,
mesne. Extremely fast gaseous stark field light modulators and O-
switched laser for the infrared wavelength region. 3.842 372 CI
332-7.510.

Pappas. James J.; Jacobson. Norman; and Kresge. Edward N.. to Esso
Research and Engineering Company Oil and fuel compositions
epoxidized terpolymer or derivative. 3.842.010. CI. 252-51. 50r.

Paraho Corporation: See-
Jones. John B. Jr.; and Reeves. Adam A. 3.841.992.

Paraskevakos Electronics* Communication. Inc.: See—
Paraskevakos. Theodores G. 3.842.208.

Paraskevakos. Theodores G.. to Paraskevakos Electronics & Commu-
nication. Inc. Sensor monitoring device. 3.842.208. CI. 1 79-5. OOr.

Parchen. Wilheim Ernst Paul: See-
Van Stratum, Antonius Johannes Alberta; Verest, Franciscus
Johannes; and Parchen, Wilheim Ernst Paul, 3.842.309.

Pare. Robert Lee. Movable traffic lane divider. 3.841.775 CI 404-
11.000.

Parisotto. Antonio; and Nemis. James, to Original Equipment Manu-
facturing Limited. Track slide assembly. 3.84 1.7 17. CI. 305-25.000.

Park. Yong S.; and Pekosh. Raymond J., to Zenith Radio Corporation.
Method for grading the screen of a color tube. 3.841,875, CI 96-
36.100.

Park-Ohio Industries, Inc.: See—
Seyfried, Richard F.. 3,842.234.

Parker. Calvin E.. Sr.. to Bethlehem Steel Corporation. Apparatus and
method for obtaining uniform coating thickness. 3,84 1 ,900, CI 117-
102.00m.
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Parkinson Cowan Appliances Limited: See-
Hughes, John M. Kyffin; Harding. Brian; and Lake. Graham Al-

bert John. 3.841.300.
Parkinson. John; Eibich. Alfred; and Ronald. Thomas T.. to Parmatic.

Inc. Differential pressure indicator. 3.84 1,259, CI. 1 16-70.000.
Parks-Cramer Company: See-

Ford. Maynard; and Lee. Charles D.. Jr.. 3.84 1 .076.
Parmatic. Inc.: See-

Parkinson. John; Eibich. Alfred; and Ronald. Thomas T..

3.841,259.
Parsons, Hubert J , to Hardinge Brothers. Inc. Through hole machine

tool collet. 3.841.645. CI. 279-1.00a.
Pashak. John F.. to Dow Chemical Company. The. Method of extrud-

ing consumable anodes with anodized core-cladding interface
3.841. 127, CI. 72-47.000.

Pasman. Hermanus Johannes: See—
Dijkstra. Fekke Cornelius; Groothuizen. Theoderus Maria;
Pasman. Hermanus Johannes; and Van De Putte. Tonny.
3.842.181.

Patent-Treuhand-Gesellschaft fur elektrische Glukhampen mbH: See—
Dobrusskin. Alexander; and Leyendecker. Helmut. 3.842.307.

Paul, Peter. Electronics: See-
Allen. Walter E., 3,840,959.

Paulm. Kenneth H.; and Wolfe. Merritt W.. to Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Company Pneumatic tire and method of retreading.
3.841. 376. CI. I 52-361.OOr.

Pauvlik. Jeanne Marie: See-
Jones. Peter Hadley; Martin. Jerry Roy; McAlpine. James Bruce;

Pauvlik. Jeanne Marie; and Tadanier. John Soloman. 3.842.069.
Pavlushkin. Nikolai Mikhaiovich: See—

Bondarev, Konstantin Timefeevich; Tykachinsky. Isai Davidovich;
Pavlushkin. Nikolai Mikhaiovich; Kataeva, Galina Vasilievna;
Kozlovsky. Vikto Stepanovich; Romanovsky. Mark Bent-
sionevich; Pyatnitskaya, Varvara Vasilievna; and Rud, Svetlana
Ivanovna, 3,841,86.

Paymaster Corporation, The: See—
Gepperton, ARdath A., 3,842,4 10.

Pealabon, Andre E., to ANF Frangeco S A. Protection system for
turbo-generator starters. 3.842.290. CI. 307-1 16.000.

Pearl. David Raymond: See—
Gerber. Heinz Joseph; and Pearl. David Raymond. 3.84 1. 1 87.

Pearson, Robert P . to Honeywell Inc. Strain gauge transducer signal
conditioning circuitry. 3.841.150. CI. 73-88. 50r.

Peel. Richard E ; and Singh, Harkrishan. to Ford Motor Company.
Vehicular three-point seat belt system. 3.841.659. CI. 280-l50.0sb.

Peilie, Jean Marie Raymond, to Seciete Industrielle de Stratifies.

Equipment for the continuous production of panels of synthetic
material. 3,841,81 I , CI. 425-1 15.000.

Pekosh, Raymond J : See-
Park, Yong S; and Pekosh, Raymond J.. 3.841 .875.

Pelezo. Chris A.: See—
Dobinson, Frank; and Pelezo. Chris A.. 3.842.028.

Peng. John Convertible modular furniture-luggage units. 3.841,727.
CI. 312-11 1.000.

Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation: See-
Fisher, Howard M.;and Montgomery, Harry T., 3,841,617.

Pcnzl, Reinhold; See—
Schmidtke, Martin; Reuttenauer, Winfried; and Penzl, Reinhold,

3.840.986.
Pepe, David L ; Palm. Theodore O ; and Johnson. Frank B . to Davis

Electric Company. Stock snagging mechanism for continuous wind-
ing machine. 3.841,575. CI. 242-25.00a.

Perez-Mendez. Victor, to University of California. The Regents of the.

Radiation camera and delay line readout. 3.842.373. CI. 333-3 1 OOr.
Periat. Douglas Marion; and Oster. David Lawrence, to Johns-Manville
Corporation. Apparatus for heating a glass fiber forming spinner.
3.841,854. CI. 65-12.000.

Perkins, William L. Garden tool. 3,84 1 .4 1 4. CI. 172-371 .000.

Perl, Richard L . to Tappan Company, The. Gas igniter. 3.842,319, CI.
317-98.000.

Permutit Company Inc., The, mesne: See—
Malkin, William J. ,3,841,485.

Peroutky, Donald C ; and Stein, Charles R., to General Electric Com-
pany Apparatus including random access positioning means
3.841,747, CI. 353-27.000.

Petersen, Carsten Georg Otto: See

—

Ohrberg. Carl Verner; and Petersen. Carsten Georg Otto.
3.841,800.

Petersen, Poul, to Danfoss A/S. Device for holding and contacting ther-
mally loaded ceramic resistors in a case. 3.842.188. CI. 1 74-52. OOr.

Petersen. Walter F.; and Gittings. John B.. to Gold Medal. Inc. Collap-
sible bar. 3.84 1.728. CI. 3 12-140.200.

Pctrille, Dennis G.: See—
Heffern, Edward W ; Petrille. Dennis G.; and Karll. Robert E..

3.842.095.

Pettersson. Jarl Sune. to Ingenjorsfirman Gradient. Birgit and Harry
Rilbe. Optical arrangement for recording a variable light absorbance
in objects also having a variable optical thickness. 3.841,762. CI.

356-203.000.
Pfister, Herbert R., to Black and Decker Manufacturing Company,
The. Portable jig-saw and spindle Sander. 3,84 1,4 16, CI. 173-31.000.

Phelps Dodge Industries, Inc.: See—
Hilker. George D.; Doehrman. Charles E.; Lausen. Verne H.;

Mowery. Harpid P.; and Sutton. Make T.. 3,842. 192.
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Phelps. Richard W.; and Tetro. Richard S.. to Black Clawson Com-
pany. The. Continuous winding apparatus for web material.

3.841.577. CI. 242-56.00a.
Philco-Ford Corporation: See—

Rootsey. James V. 3.842.42 1

.

Philippaerts. Herman Adelbert: See—
Willems. Josef Frans; Vandenbergh. Atoon Leon; Pellet. Reben

Joseph; Maeda. Sajiro; Reosen, Raymond Albert; and Philip-

paerts. Herman Adelbert. 3.84 1 .877
'

Phillips. Brian Leslie: See-
Thompson. Michael Ainley; and Phillips. Brian Leslie. 3.841.238.

Phillips. David C: See—
Melamed. Nathan T.; and Phillips. David C. 3.842.369.

Phillips Petroleum Company: See-
Bennett. Richard J.. 3.84 1 .554.

Brady. Donnie G ; Zuech. Ernest A.; and Gray. Roy A.. 3.842,033.
Campbell. Robert W.. 3.842.045.
Cleary, James W., 3.842.044.
Hsieh. Henry L. 3,842, 145

Hutsen. Thomas. Jr.; and Carter. Cecil O.. 3.842.140.
Siedenstrang. Roy W . 3,841.899
Thompson, James K.; and Harrell. Melvin R.. 3.84 1 .054.

Piazza. Nicholas F.; and Siane. Vincent. Playing card selection ap-
paratus. 3.841,637, CI. 273-141.00a.

Pic-A-Tent-Top Carrier, Inc.: See-
Lund, Kerry G.; and Porter. Leo A.. 3.84 1 .603.

Pickard. Robert E. Protective ear covering. 3.841.325. CI 128-
151.000.

Picker Corporation: See—
Herrick. Norman A.. 3.842.280.

Pierce. William C. to Pitts Industries. Inc. Double clutch for vehicle air

conditioning compressor. 3.842.378. CI 335-220.000.
Piercy. Paul L. Compartment closure and supplemental vehicle body.

3.84 1.690. CI. 296-10.000.
Pierrat. Michel A., to Automatic Radio Mfg. Co.. Inc. Power-refrigera-

tion apparatus for recreational vehicles and the like 3.841.108. CI.

62-236.000.

Pierrefitte-Auby: See—
Chahvekilian. Edgar; and Plichon. Jean Marc. 3.842.1 38.

Pike. Daniel E.. to Air Pollution Industries. Incorporated. Gas cleaning
apparatus. 3.841.061. CI. 55-223.000.

Pilch, John S . to Ware Machine Works. Inc Foot pedal valve control
for earth-moving equipment. 3.84 1.172. CI. 74-5 1 2.000.

Pillsbury Company. The: See—
Reid. Francis R.; and Gwiazden. Rodney K.. 3.840.966.

Pinkham. Jesse R.; Cockman. Arthur G.; and Joyce. Jerry Ray. to
Reynolds. R. J.. Tobacco Company. Tobacco harvester. 3.841.071.
CI. 56-27.500.

Piente. Donald M.. to General Motors Corporation. Clutch lash and
wear adjustment mechanism. 3.84 1 .454. CI. 1 92- 1 1 1 OOr.

Piot. Jacques Claude Michel. Non polutting chimney. 3.841.207. CI.
98-58.000.

Pirk, Hans: See—
Muller. Henricus; Pirk. Hans; and Hackstein. Karl. 3.842.1 55.

Pitre. Davide: See—
Felder, Ernst; and Pitre. Davide. 3.842.124.

Pitts Industries. Inc.: See-
Pierce. William C. 3.842,378.

Pitts, Robert W, Jr. See-
Arnold, Dan M.; and Pitts, Robert W., Jr., 3,842.264.

Pitts. Robert W.. Jr.. to Texaco Inc. Pulsed neutron well logging
techniques with background radiation removal. 3.842.265. CI. 250-
270.000.

Pivar. Stuart, to Rototron Corporation. Apparatus for the rotational
molding of thermoplastic articles 3.84 1 .82 1 . CI. 425-434.000.

Planchock. Jerry L.; Stewart. Daniel R.; and Brock. Thomas W.. to
Owens-Illinois. Inc. Glasses and glass-ceramics and products made
therefrom. 3.841.950. CI 161-55 000.

Plasti-Vac. Inc.: See-
Diamond. Harvey J.. 3.84 1 .8 1 9.

Platner. Warren; Whitwam. Ronald L.; Kolk. Stephen B.; and Ursul.
Earl G. to Steelcase Inc. Chair. 3.84 1 .704. CI. 297-458.000.

Pleiss. Bernard J.. Jr.; and Surmacz. Theodore J., to A. O. Smith Cor-
poration. Receptacle for securing a sensing element within electrical
windings. 3.842.297. CI. 3 10-68.00c.

Plempel. Manfred: See—
Buchel. Karl Heinz; Meiser. Werner;

Metzger. Carl. 3.842.078.
Regel. Erik K.; Buchel. Karl-Heinz;

3.842.175.
Regel. Erik K.; Buchel. Karl-Heinz;

3.842.176.
Plichon. Jean Marc: See—

Chahvekilian. Edgar; and Plichon. Jean Marc. 3.842.138.
Plymate.Clay D. Variable tilt collapsible shelf assembly. 3,841,237 CI

108-6.000.

Pochop, Merle E.: See-
Finger. John F.. and Pochop. Merle E.. 3.84 1 ,273.

Podesva. Ctirad; and Vagi. Kitty, to Delmar Chemicals Limited. 2-( N-
Propargul)-phthaIimdoacetamido-5-halobenzophenones. 3.842,094
CI. 260-326.00n.

Pointud, Marie-Louise: See—
Chenebault. Pierre; and Pointud. Marie-Louise. 3.842.283.

Poklekowski. Helmut: See—

Plempel. Manfred; and

Plempel. Manfred.

Plempel. Manfred.

and

and
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Joseph S.; and Post, Leo B.,

Huttenbrauck. Herbert; Poklekowski. Helmut; and Soliman
Mustafa, 3.841,706.

Polaroid Corporation: See—
Hudspeth, William, 3.842.430.

Land. Edwin H, 3,841,879.

Pollet. Robert Joseph: See—
Willems, Josef Frans; Vandenbergh, Atoon Leon; Pollet. Robert
Joseph; Maeda. Sajiro; Roosen. Raymond Albert; and Philip-
paerts. Herman Adelbert, 3.84 1 .877.

Pollet. Robert Joseph; Vandenberghe. Antoon Leon; and Van-
denabeele. Hubert, to Agfa-Gevaert N.V. High temperature
processing of photographic silver halide elements. 3.84 1 .878, CI 96-
66.300.

Pollngi. Rudolf: See-
J Kriese. Karl-Hermann; Geier, Heinz; Pollner. Rudolf; and Schal-

lert.Heino. 3,841.987.
Polosky. Ronald J : See—

Conner. Jessee R , and Polosky, Ronald J . 3.84 1 ,102.
Polysius AG: See—

Korting, Reinhard. 3.84 1 .829.

Pommcrenmg. Uwe A : See—
Russell. Stanley L.; Gueldenpfenning, Klaus; and Pommerenine
Uwe A, 3,842.215.

Pomplun. Emil: See—
Buschmann. Hans; Mehlhart. Erwin; Schwibbc. Valfred; and Pom-

plun. Emil, 3.841.459.
Porta Systems Corp.: See—

Deluca. Paul V.; Santulli. Vincent F.; Gazzo. John J . Jr.; Manos.
George, and Mickowski. John. 3.842.218.

Porter. Alan Sidney: See—
Collier. John Richard; and Porter, Alan Sidney. 3,842.093.

Porter. Leo A.: See-
Lund, Kerry G; and Porter, Leo A., 3,841.603

Post. Leo B See—
Grindstaff. Donald A.; Steinreich

3.840.996.

Post Office, The: 5ff—
Midwinter, John E.. 3.84 1,731

Potlatch Corporation: See—
Sellors, Thomas J., 3,84 1 ,298.

Potter. Peter Rex. Transparency viewing cassette unit. 3,840 973 CI
29-434.000.

Povey. Edmund H , to Doble Engineering Company Bridge circuit for
measuring dielectric properties of insulation. 3.842,344, CI 324-
54.000.

Powell, Leroy H. Automatic nut cracker apparatus. 3,841 212 CI 99-
571.000.

Powers. Joseph William, Jr.; and Towner, George H.. to Northrop Cor-
poration Radar data map correlator. 3.842.25 1, CI. 235-181.000.

Pratt. Robert E.. to Bray Oil Company. Polymerization process
3.842.1 34. CI. 260-683. 1 5b.

Precision Flexmold. Inc.: See—
Putzer, Raymond M and Maurino. William J., 3,841.822.

Prentice. James S.: See—
Lohkamp. Dwight Theodore; and Prentice, James S.. 3.84 1 .953

Pretty Products. Inc.: See—
Wells. Charles A.; O'Neii^Robert A.; and Wilson. Michael C

3,841.478.
Prezewowsky. Klaus: See—

Hofmeister. Helmut; Laurent. Henry; Prezewowsky. Klaus; and
Wiecherl, Rudolf, 3,842.105.

Prince, Leiand S.: See—
Yarnell. Neil K.; and Prince. Leiand S., 3.842.248

Procter. Alan R; Styan. Garrick E.; and Vinje. Magnus G.. to Mac Mil-
Ian Bloedel Limited Hydrogen sulfide pretreatment of lignocellu-
losic materials in alkaline pulping processes. 3,841,962. CI 162-
30.000.

Proctor & Gamble Company. The: See—
McCarthy. Charles J.; McCarthy. Jerome P.; and McCarthy.

Robert F. 3.841,623.
Production Technology Inc.: See—

Kiwalle, Jozef , Merritt. Paul H.; and Sluetz. Edward J.. 3.84 1 .20

1

Production Technology Inc., mesne: See-
Miller, Robert G.; Crayton. John W.; Farmer. Charles G.; and Sat-

zler. Ronald L. 3.840.979
Proffit. John D. Retractable trailer tongue stand 3.841,663. CI 280-
475000.

Prokop, Jaroslav: See—
Stoy. Vladimir; Stoy Artur; Kucera. Josef; Prokop, Jaroslav; and

Urbanova. Renata. 3.842.15 1

.

Proximity Devices. Inc : See—
Kohler, Robert D.; Sidlauskas, David P.; and Walton, Charles A

3,842,246.
Pruchno. Albert A.: See—

Freismuth, Richard J; and Pruchno, Albert A, 3,841,612.
Purcell, Robert J.; and Wehr, Kenneth E., to Caterpillar Tractor Co

Triangular track resilient bogie suspension. 3,841,424, CI 180-
9.500.

Pusztaszeri, Stephen F. Hydrogen transfer polymerization of 2-pyr-
rolidone with anionic catalyst 3,842,047, CI. 2'60-78.00p.

Putzer. Raymond M ; and Maurino. William J., to Precision Flexmold.
Inc. Seamless article molding apparatus. 3.841.822, CI 425-
440.000.

Pyatnitskaya. Varvara Vasilievna: See—

Bondarev. Konstantin Timofcevich; Tykachinsky. Isai Davidovich.
Pavlushkin. Nikolai Mikhaiovich; Kataeva. Galina Vasilievna;
Kozlovsky. Vikto Stepanovich; Romanovsky. Mark Bent-
sionovich; Pyatnitskaya. Varvara Vasilievna; and Rud. Svctlana
Ivanovna. 3.841.86.

Quaker Oats Company. The: See—
Reiling. Victor c!. Jr.. 3.841.018.

Ouillevere. Herve Alain: See—
Buisson. Marc Francois Bernard; Fourc. Claude Desire; Lacroix.
Armand Jean-Baptiste; Ouillevere. Herve Alain; and Rousseau.
Gilbert James. 3.841.565.

Ouinn. John N. Crushing plant, 3.841 .570. CI. 241-78.000.
Ouirk. John Benjamin, to General Electric Company. Microwave am-

plifier. 3,842.361, CI. 330-56.000.
Rabow. Gerald, to International Telephone and Telegraph Corpora-

tion. Step tacking system. 3.842.420. CI. 343-1 17.00r
Raceway Components. Inc.. mesne: See—

Kohaut, JohnE.,3,841,673
Rachwal, Stanley Die changing apparatus. 3.841.141 , CI. 72-446.000.
Rader Companies. Inc.: See—

Boubel. Richard W. 3.84 1 , 1 45.
Radlauer. Marvin I.: See—

Kaye. Morton; and Radlauer. Marvin 1 . 3.841.745.
Rakestraw. Robert H Method and apparatus for orienting and harvest-

ing tobacco leaves. 3.84 1,068, CI. 56-1.000.
Ram, Michael J ; and Riggs, John P., to Cclanese Corporation Carbon

filaments capable of substantial crack diversion during fracture
3,841.079. CI. 57-140.00r.

Rambauske. Werner R.; and Grabowski. John J . to Raytheon Com-
pany. Laminated mirror. 3.84

1

.737. CI. 350-288.000.
Ramsey. James B.: See-

Anderson. Paul T ; and Ramsey. James B . 3.842.383.
Rank Xerox. Ltd.. mesne: 5ee—

Honjo. Satoru; Miyatuka. Hajime, and Osawa. Sadao. 3.84 1 .893.
Rankin. Howard C: See-

Key. Brian D.; Kingdom Hockings. Michael L.; Lovelace. Michael
N. G.; Rankin. Howard C ; and Stredwick. Jonathan B .

3.842.405.
Ranks Hovis Mc Dougall. Limited: See-

Emery. Anthony Nicholas; Barker. Sidney Alan, and Novais. Julio
Maggioly.3.841,969

RAPENA Patent- und Verwaltungs-AG: See—
Falkner, Raimund; and Grune, Heinz, 3.84 1 . 1 34.

Rasskopf, Klaus: See—
Liebl. Helmuth; and Rasskopf Klaus. 3.842.269.

Ratcliff. Bruce E: See—
Ratcliff Ralph A ; and Ratcliff Bruce E.. 3,842.426

Ratcliff Ralph A., and Ratcliff. Bruce E. Latching over-center type
load binder. 3.842,426. CI. 254-78.000.

Raw, Peter Michael; and Llewellyn, Rees Jenkin. to British Insulated
Callerder's Cabes Limited Aluminium allov conductor wire
3.842.1 85. CI. 174-23.00r.

Ray. Thelma L. Liquid blacktop sealer machine. 3,841.779, CI 404-
111.000.

Ray-Chaudhuri. Dilip K.: See-
Thompson. James M.; lovine. Carmine P ; and Ray-Chaudhuri

Dilip K .3.841,902.
Raymond Lee Organization. Inc.. The: See—

Mavrofrides. Dennis A.. 3.84 1 ,634.

Murphy. Adron. 3.84 1 . 1 76.

Raytheon Company: See—
Rambauske. Werner R.; and Grabowski. John J.. 3.841 .737.

Razzano. John S.. to General Electric Company. Process for producing
octaphenyltetracyclosiloxane. 3.842.1 10, CI.' 260-448. Oze.

RBP Chemical Corporation: See—
Dixon.CharlesH .111.3.841.905.

RCA Corporation: See-
Chiang, Yuen-Shenk, 3,841,904.
Clemens. John Kaufmann. 3.842.2 1 7.

Clemens. Jon Kaufmann. 3.842.194
Feldstein. Nathan; and Lancsek. Thomas Stephen. 3,84 1 ,88 1

.

Gibson, John James, 3.842,199.
Southgate. Peter David. 3.842.1 89.

Southgate. Peter David. 3.842.276.
Redeco. Inc., mesne: See-

Schwartz, Ralph E., 3,84 1 ,5 1 5.

Redy-Tow, Inc.: See-
Smith, William M., 3,841,506.

Reedy, Donald G., to Special Sports Products Corporation. Hinged
cleat for snowmobile drive track. 3.84 1.1 67, CI 74-231 OOr

Rees, Richard W.. to American Home Products Corporation. Homo-
(Tyr'')-LRF and Thr*-LRF and intermediates. 3.842.065. CI 260-
112.500.

Reeves. Adam A.: See-
Jones. John B. Jr.; and Reeves. Adam A . 3.841.992.

Regel. Erik K.; Buchel. Karl-Heinz; and Plempel. Manfred, to Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft. N-tritylimidazoles as antifungal aeents
3.842.1 75, CI. 424-273.000.

Regel, Erik K.; Buchel, Karl-Heinz; and Plempel, Manfred, to Bayer
Aktiengesellschaft. N-tritylimidazoles as antifungal aeents
3.842. 176, CI. 424-273.000.

Regents of the University of California, The: See-
Henderson, Jerald M.; and Shawver, Bruce M., 3,841 ,461

.

Regie Nationale de Usines Renault; See—
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Dera, Alain; Fayolle, Michel; and Maistrelli, Roger. 3.84 1 ,68 1

.

Regie Nationale Des Usines Renault: See-
Lombard, Claude Edmond, 3,842,299.

Rehfeld Fred L. J , to O'Dell Manufacturing, Inc. Electromagnetic

self-rimingpump. 3,84 1,798, CI. 417-419.000.

Reichhold Chemicals. Inc.: See-
Chang, Yun Ger; and Bailey, Philip S., 3,842. 1 29.

Reichhold-Albert-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Dalibor. Horst; Gutte. Richard; and Stenzel. Gunter. 3.842.1 33.

Reid. Francis R.; and Gwiazdon, Rodney K.. to Pillsbury Company.

The Apparatus for inserting pressfit cups into can bodies

3.840.966. CI. 29-208.00b.

Reid, William R, Jr., to Imodco, Inc. Swivel unit for mooring and cargo

transfer system. 3,840,927, CI. 9-8.00p.

Reiling, Victor G , Jr., to Ouaker Oats Company, The. Toy building

with flight deck and rotatable baggage platform. 3.841,018, CI. 46-

12.000.

Reinsma, Harold L . to Caterpillar Tractor Company. Augmented
crescent seal with compensating load ring. 3.841.718, CI. 305-

11.000.

Renna, Fernando, 20^ to Lee. Raymond, Organization, Inc., The

Hockey player training device. 3,841 ,630, CI. 273- 1.00b.

Rennard, Raymond J ,Jr: See—
Kehl. William L.; and Rennard, Raymond J., Jr., 3,842,1 39.

Research Corporation: See—
Luzzi. Louis Anthony; Whilworth. Clyde Weydell; and Jun. Hung
Won. 3,842.170.

Restaino. Alfred J.; and Bristowe. William W . to ICl America Inc

Process for recovering hydrocarbon using polymer obtained by

radiation polymerization. 3.841.401 .CI. 166-247.000.

Reutlenauer. Winfried: See—
Schmidtke. Martin; Reuttenauer. Winfried; and Penzl, Reinhold.

3.840.986.

Rex Chainbelt Inc.: See—
Dieringer. Andrew M ; and Katcha. Frank F., 3.841,221.

Rey. Maurice; and Formanek. Victor, to Le Nickel and Societe

Miniere et Metallurgique de Penarroya Method for producing

nickel by segregation of nickel oxide ores. 3.841.864. CI. 75-

101. OOr.'

Reynolds Metals Company: See—
'

Scott. Irvin C. Jr ; and Swenck, George F., 3.84 1 .1 30

Zinnbauer. Frederick W.and Ferner. Jack C, 3,841,138.

Reynolds. R J . Tobacco Company: See—
Pinkham. Jesse R.; Cockman, Arthur G.; and Joyce. Jerry Ray.

3.841,071.

Reynolds, Robert J ; and Deyerl, Herman F Roadbed on which electri-

cally powered vehicles can be operated. 3,841 ,556. CI. 238-lO.OOe

Reynolds, Rov; and Clark, Raymond, to Applied Power Inc. Tilt cab

latch device. 3,841,693. CI. 2'96-35.00r.

Reystone Consolidated Industries. Inc.: See—
'

Burbidge. George W. 3,840.947.

Reznik, Boris Grigoricvich: See—
Sljusarev, Jury Evgenievich; Reznik, Boris Grigorievich; and Gal-

perin. Jury Aronovich, 3,84 1 ,788.

Rheinstahl AG: See—
Ludewig. Manfred; and Romer. Hans-Konrad, 3,84 1 ,29 1

.

Rheinstahl Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Hess, Hans, 3,841,232

Rhone-Progil: See—
Rieux, Jean Philippe: and Lehureau, Jean, 3,842,024.

Rhudy. John S : See-
Knight. Bruce L.; Rhudy, John S.; and Gogarty. William B..

3,841,402.

Ricardo & Co Engineers (1927) Limited: See-
Bruce, Glenister Stuart, 3,84 1 .203.

Rice. Kenneth T . Jr . to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Ap-

paratus and method for shaping end turns of coils in dynamo-electric

machine cores. 3.841.1 33. CI. 72-168.000.

Richardson. Gary H : See-
Gandhi, Niranjan R.; and Richardson. Gary H.. 3.84 1 .834.

Richardson. Stanley Hamilton, to Union Carbide Corporation. Vinyl

chloridepolymerpowders. 3.842.027. CI. 260-31. 80r.

Richardson-Merrell Inc.: See-
Sill. Arthur D, 3.842.100.

Richeson, Harold E.. to L. B. Foster Company. Apparatus for assem-

bling rail-tie panels on assembly table. 3.841 .222. CI. 104-17.00r

Rickard. Corwin L ; See—
Fortescue, Peter; and Rickard. Corwin L, 3,841,100.

Ricoh Co., Ltd.: See—
Hasegawa,Toru. 3.841.215.

Isonaka. Kenji; Hokari. Saburo; Watanabe. Tatsuya; and Furu-

kawa. Masamichi. 3.84 1 ,750.

Kawa,Ryuichi. 3,841,583.

Yanagawa, Nobuyuki, 3,84 1 .480.

Rieckmann. Peter: See—
Groppenbacher Gregor; Rieckmann. Peter; Rothe. Werner;

Schalk, Heinz; and Schellhorn.Jurgen. 3.841.262.

Riede. Gerhard: See—
Hagstrom, Olov; and Riede, Gerhard. 3.841.491.

Riedel. Oswald: See—
Koehler. Waldemar; Riedel. Oswald; Scherer. Herbert; and

Schlereth.Georg,3,841,155.
Rieux, Jean Philippe; and Lehureau, Jean, to Rhone-Progil. Polyepox-

yether and bitumen compositions. 3,842,024, CI. 260-28.000.

Riggs, John P.: See-

Ram. Michael J.: and Riggs. John P . 3.841 .079.

Ring. Richard J: See—
Angstadt, John W.. Enberg, Kenneth R ; Kleindinst. Edgar L.;

Ring. Richard J.; and Spence. David B.. 3.84 1 .826.

Rinker. Kurt H.. to Kelsey-Haves Company. Hold-down assembly for

sliding caliper typedisk brake. 3. 841.445. CI. 188-73.500.

Rion. Richard G.; and Gazo. Louis J.. Jr.. to Ferro Corporation. Elcc-

trophoretic deposition of ceramic coatings. 3,841.986, CI. 204-

181.000.

Rippon, John Roy: See—
Davies, Emrys; and Rippon. John Roy. 3.841.867.

Rite Autotronics Corporation: See-
Nielsen. Tage. 3.84 1 .287.

Ritter. Nicholas H. Routing device. 3.84 1.368. CI. I44-I34.00r.

Roach. Ted L.: See—
Lunsford. Marvin C. Jr.. Bowers. David T.; Caldwell. Sherwood

M ; Davis. Leonard P.; and Roach. Ted L.. 3.841 .836.

Robertson. Melvin F.: See—
Maiste. Arved; and Robertson. Melvin F.. 3.841.536.

Robin. Maurice. Time display mechanism. 3.841 .086. CI. 58- 1 25.00c.

Robin Products: See-
Brown. Martin M.; and Krawczak. Lawrence. 3.841 .044.

Robinson. Daniel E.; and Schmidt. Robert A., to General Cable Cor-

poration. Apparatus for detection of shield imperfections in electri-

cal conductors. 3.84 1 .8 10. CI 425-1 1 3.000.

Robinson. Glenn: See—
Larralde. Edward; and Robinson. Glenn. 3.84 1 .607.

Robinson. Roland L.; Boltz, Chadwick C; Everson. Evan P ; and Mac

Pherson. Douglas E.. to Walter Kidde & Company. Inc Vehicle ac-

tuated pneumatic tube system for motor banking. 3.841.584. CI.

243-19.000.

Robinson. Thomas C: See—
Kitrilakis. Sotiris; and Robinson. Thomas C. 3.841 .837.

Roche. Edward Noland. Seamless edge lamination apparatus.

3.841,369, CI. 144-136.00r.

Rocher. George, to Metallurgical Exoproducts Corporation. Protective

alloy addition apparatus. 3,84 1,6 1 6, CI. 266-34.00t.

Rockwell International Corporation: See—
Craig. John M. 3.841.929.

Rodach. Alexander, to Frau Irma Ungerer. Apparatus for braking a

plurality of slit strips as the same are wound on a reel. 3.841,580, CI.

242-75.200.

Roger Demchak: See-
Daniels. Donald H.. 3.841,168.

Rogers. Edward J.: See—
Bernatt. Joseph; and Rogers. Edward J.. 3.842.38

1

Rogerson. Jerry B., to Ford Motor Company. Air supply valve.

3.841.282. CI. 123-97.00b.

Rohe Scientific Corp : See—
Natelson. Samuel. 3.841.838.

Rohloff Bennett W. Seed treating device for drill fill augers and the

like. 3.84 1.263. CI. 118-303.000.

Rohr Industries. Inc.: See—
Maison. Richard L.. 3.841 .226.

Rollei-Werke Franke & Heidecke: See—
Sobotta. Reinhard. 3.84 1 .749.

Rolling Systems. Inc.: See-
Fitzgerald. Mack A , Jr.; Scott, Carl W.; and Scott, Carl W.. Jr..

3,840.935.

Romanovsky. Mark Bentsionovich: See—
Bondarev. Konstantin Timofeevich; Tykachinsky. Isai Davidovich;

Pavlushkin. Nikolai Mikhaiovich; Kataeva. Galina Vasilievna;

Kozlovsky. Vikto Stepanovich; Romanovsky. Mark Bent-

sionovich; Pyatnitskaya. Varvara Vasilievna; and Rud. Svetlana

Ivanovna. 3.841.86.

Romer. Hans-Konrad: See—
Ludewig. Manfred; and Romer. Hans-Konrad. 3.841.291.

Ronald. Thomas T.; See—
Parkinson, John; Eibich, Alfred; and Ronald. Thomas T..

3.841.259.

Ronner. Fritz, to Buss AG. Mixing and kneading device. 3,841,61 1, CI.

259-102.000.

Rooney, Clarence Stanley: See-
Williams. Haydn Windsor Richard; and Rooney. Clarence Stanley.

3.842.087.

Roosen. Raymond Albert: See—
Willems. Josef Frans; Vandenbergh. Atoon Leon; Pollet. Robert

Joseph; Maeda. Sajiro; Roosen. Raymond Albert; and Philip-

paerts. Herman Adelbert. 3,84 1 .877.

Rootsey. James V.. to Jewell. Edward S. and Philco-Ford Corporation.

Multiple band frequency selective reflecotrs. 3.842.421. CI. 343-

909.000.
Roper Corporation: See

—

Dankel. Douglas D.; and Herscher. Lee R.. 3.841 .57

1

Rosborough. Robert S.. Jr.; and Wright. Luther M.. to Eastman Kodak

Company. Method of splicing and identifying a web. 3.841.934. CI.

156-157.000.

Rosenbaum, Walter Steven; See—
Ett, Allen Harold; and Rosenbaum, Walter Steven, 3.842,402.

Ross, Roy C: See-
Drone. Gary A.; and Ross. Roy C. 3.841 .450.

Rostgo International Corporation, mesne: See—
Stigler. Joseph T.. 3.84 1 .363.

Rothe, Werner: See—
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Groppcnbacher Grcgor; Rieckmann. Peter; Rothe, Werner
Schalk. Heinz; and Schellhorn. Jurgen, 3,84 1 ,262.

Rothrock. Elmer We\man: See—
Kircik, Willis James; Rothrock, Elmer Weyman; and Johnson

Paul Richard, 3.841,253.

Rototron Corporation: See—
Pivar, Stuart, 3,841.821.

Rousseau. Gilbert James: See—
Buisson, Marc Francois Bernard; Foure, Claude Desire; Lacroix.
Armand Jean-Baptiste; Ouilleverc, Herve Alain; and Rousseau
Gilbert James. 3.841.565.

Rousseau. Roy Settle: See—
Engelhardt. John Nicol; and Rousseau. Roy Settle. 3,841 .569.

RousKcl Uclaf: See—
Martel. Jacques, and Buendia. Jean. 3,842,177.

Royal Industries, Inc.: See—
Sosalla. Harry, 3,841,412.

Ruberg & Renner GmbH: See—
Bisewski, Alfons, 3.841.169.

Rubin. Lawrence M : See-
Rubin. Lawrence M ; Eaton. Richard Rochester; and Chapin

Peter L .3.841,744
Rubin, Lawrence M ; Eaton, Richard Rochester; and Chapin, Peter L .

25'7f to Rubin. Lawrence M . 25'7f to Eaton. Richard. 25*7^ to Chapin!
Peter L and 25'7f to Feingold. Stanley Multiple slide projector con-
trol system. 3.84 1.744. CI. 353-15.000.

Rubinich. Anthony Apparatus for applying advertising bands on cylin-
drical containers. 3.84 1 ,940. CI. 1 56-367.000.

Rucker Company. The: See—
Childs,WillardD., 3,84 1,770.

Rud, Svetlana Ivanovna: See—
Bondarev, Konstantin Timofeevich; Tykachinsky, Isai Davidovich;

Pavlushkin, Nikolai Mikhaiovich; Kataeva, Galina Vasilieyna;
Kozlovsky, Vikto Stepanovich; Romanovsky, Mark Bent-
sionovich; Pyatnitskaya, Varvara Vasilievna; and Rud, Svetlana
Ivanovna. 3,841.86.

RutTrng. Charles R : See—
Simmonds. Leonard B; and Ruffing. Charles R.. 3.842.303.

Rundell, Dan Joseph: See—
Sargisson, Donald Farley; and Rundell, Dan Joseph, 3.841.091.

Runy an. Clark M : See—
Grochowicz. Peter S. 3.841,756.

Russell, Allen S , Jarrvtt. Noel; and Stoup. Philip T . to Aluminum
Company of America Production of aluminum chloride 3.842 163
CI 423-496 000

Russell. John RAVe—
Troulner, Arthur L , Russell, John R.; Johnson, Alan W and

Johnson. Clifford R.. 3.841,945.
Russell. Kenneth L , to Cities Service Oil Company. Control of colliga-

tive properties of drilling mud. 3,841.419. CI. 175-40 000.
Russell. Mtch;iel King Directional drilling means. 3.841.420. CI 175-
45 (MM)

RusNcl! Stanley L . Gueldenpfenning. Klaus; and Pommerening. Uwe
A

.
to Stromberg-Carlson Corporation Private branch exchange

operator trunk group selection means 3.842.2 15. CI. 179-27.00d.
Russey. James W . to Caterpillar Tractor Company. Instrument panel
guard 3. 84 1.43 I. CI. 180-90.000.

Rutten. Michael R.: See—
Balamuth. Lewis; Rutten. Michael R ; and Mever Robert

3.840.932.

Ryan, John W.; Kossoff, Joseph; and Hartman. Jack E.. to Mattel. Inc .

mesne. Facial animating means for a figure toy 3.841.020 CI 46-
118.000.

Ryan. Roger C . to Naico Chemical Company. Secondary oil recovery
3.84 1.399. CI. 166-300.000.

Ryff. Anthony S : See—
Daykin. Theodore W ; and Ryff, Anthony S., 3,842.300

Ryff. Anthony S . to Ford Motor Company. Method of manufacture of
a dynamoelectric machine laminated armature structure 3.840 983
CI. 29-598.000.

Rynsky. William. Jump seat safety bar. 3.84 1 .409. CI. 1 69-24.000.
S & C Electric Company: See—

Bernatt. Joseph; and Rogers. Edward J.. 3.842.38 I

.

Sabagonis, Walter J. Fishing accessory 3,841,01 3, CI. 43-43.150.
Saeki, Haruji, to Shionogi & Co., Ltd. Apparatus for chamfering

tablets. 3,84 1 ,029, CI. 5 1 - 1 28.000.
Safeway Products, Inc.: See-

Miller, Robert C. 3.840.985
Sagami Chemical Research Center: See—

Hamamoto. Yoshito; and Okada. Tomio. 3.842. 1 1 5.

Ichikawa. Masaru. Naito. Shuichi; Kondo. Toshihiko; Kawase.
Kohei;and Tamaru. Kenzi. 3.842.1 13

Ichikawa. Masaru; Naito. Shuichi; Kawase. Kohei; and Tamaru
Kenzi. 3.842.121.

SAIA AG FAbrik elektrischer Apparate: See—
Gcrber. Hermann. 3.842.296.

Saiha. Erik Viktor, to Oy Tampella AB Method for the carbonation of
sulphide-containing green liquor solutions 3.841.961. CI 162-
29.000.

Saito. Kunio; Ishii, Tatsuo; and Seta, Shigetoshi. to Asahi Kasei Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Synthetic resin compositions 3.842.029. CI 260-
3700n.

: Sakai. Kiyoshi; Yusa. Takashi; Sasaki. Masaaki; Amemiya. Shigeo;
Yamazaki. Mitsuo; and Kojima. Koichi. to Sankyo Company
Limited. I 5-Hydroxyprost-l3-enoic acid derivatives. 3.842.1 16. CI
260-468.00d.

Sakai. Kiyoshi; Yusa. Takashi; Sasaki. Masaaki; Amemiya. Shigeo.
Yamazaki. Mitsuo; and Kojima. Koichi. to Sankyo Company
Limited. 15-Oxoprost-13-enoic acid derivatives. 3. 842!l I 7 CI ''60-

468.00d.
Sakaki. Hirokazu. to Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd. Lithographic printing

plates. 3.84 1.2 18. CI. 101-459.000
Sakakura. Akira; Matsumoto. Fumio; and Ueno. Kiyoshi. to Nippon

Steel Corporation. Method for producing a high magnetic flux densi-
ty grain oriented electrical steel sheet. 3.84 1 .924. CI. 1 48- 1 1 1 .000.

Sakuma. Kotaro. Eyecap for a compact camera. 3.842.431 CI 354-
287.000.

Salamon. Theodore M . to General Motors Corporation. Locking
mechanism for a vehicle body restraint belt retractor 3 84 I 58 1 CI
242-107.400.

Salter. Andrew : See—
Salter. Andrew; and Fried. Robert. 3.841.309.

Salter. Andrew; and Fried. Robert, to Salter. Andrew Method of
analyzing cerebral electrical activity. 3.84 1 .309. CI. 1 28-2.1 Ob

Sanders Associates. Inc.: See-
Dunne. Michael P . 3.842.354.

Sandoz Ltd : See—
Thiele. Berthold; andTscherter. Hans. 3.842.092.

Sandoz-Wander. Inc : See—
Bacso. Imre; and Coombs. Robert V.. 3.842.104.
Habeck. Dietmar A . and Houlihan. William J.. 3.842.088.
Manning. Robert E.. 3.842.086

Sands. Robert E Non-tapping service line connection fittine
3.841.667. CI. 285-39.000.

Sankyo Company Limited: See—
Sakai. Kiyoshi; Yusa. Takashi; Sasaki. Masaaki; Amemiva. Shigeo.

Yamazaki. Mitsuo; and Kojima. Koichi. 3.842. 116
Sakai. Kiyoshi. Yusa. Takashi; Sasaki. Masaaki. Amemiya. Shigeo.

Yamazaki. Mitsuo; and Kojima. Koichi. 3.842. 117
Sankyo Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Katagiri, Toru, Ito, Akio; and Inoue, Toshiyuki, 3.84 1 .735.
Santangelo. Carmine A. Adaptor for spark plug wires to distributor

cap. 3,842.387. CI. 339-26.000.
Santulli. Vincent F.: See—

Deluca. Paul V.; Santulli. Vincent F.; Gazzo. John J . Jr ; Manos.
George; and Mickowski. John. 3.842.2 1 8.

Sarantakis. Dimitrios: See—
McKinley. Wayne A . and Sarantakis. Dimitrios. 3.842.066.

Sarantakis. Dimitrios. to American Home Products Corporation.
Synthesis of (Des-Asn)-SRIF and intermediates 3.842.067. CI 260-
112.500.

Sargent Industries. Inc.: See-
Smith. Fred T. 3.84 1 .093

Sargisson. Donald Farley; and Rundell, Dan Joseph, to General Elec-
tric Company Multi mission tandem propulsion system 3 841 091
CI. 60-224.000.

' •
• •

Sasaki. Masaaki: See—
Sakai. Kiyoshi; Yusa. Takashi; Sasaki. Masaaki; Amemiya. Shigeo;
Yamazaki. Mitsuo; and Kojima. Koichi. 3.842. 1 1 6.

Sakai. Kiyoshi; Yusa. Takashi; Sasaki. Masaaki, Amemiva, Shigeo;
Yamazaki, Mitsuo; and Kojima, Koichi, 3.842. 1 1 7.

Sasaki. Toshiro; Oka. Michio. and Washio. Yoshiaki. to Toyo Kogyo
Co

. Ltd Apparatus for simultaneously electroplating inside surfaces
ofannularbodies. 3.84 1.990. CI. 204-224. OOr.

Sastry. Gundu M : See—
Anagnostou. Taki J.; Dixon. Norman B.; and Sastry. Gundu M

3.842.023.
Sato. Jutaro. to Tanaka. Yutaka and Kimura. Yoskio Hinee

3.840.936. CI. 16-76.000.
Sato. Katsuo; and Imae. Yoshio. to Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Company.

Inc. Method of coloring unsaturated polyester resin shaped article
3.842.032. CI. 260-40.00r.

Satzler. Ronald L : See-
Miller. Robert G ; Crayton. John W.; Farmer. Charles G.; and Sat-

zler. Ronald L.. 3.840.979.
Savel. John J.: See—

Etchelecou. Robert J L; and Savel. John J.. 3.841.256.
Saxena. Usha. Ready to wear sari. 3.840.899. CI. 2-74.000.
Saylor. Randall K.; and Knab. Thomas J., to General Motors Corpora-

tion. Viscous fluid clutch. 3.84 1 .45 I . CI. 1 92-58.00b.
Scahfer. Manfred Injection valve for an internal combustion eneine

3.841.277. CI. 123-32.00r.
Scalzo. Augustine J., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Axial flow

turbine sturcture. 3.84 1 .787. CI. 4 I 5- 1 36.000.
Scanner. Inc.: See—

Dolch. Volker. 3.842.200
Scarnato. Thomas J.; Cicci. George B.; and Meyer. Martin H.. to Inter-

national Harvester Company Windrow placement device and har-
vesting method. 3.84 1 ,070. CI. 56- 1 4.400.

Schaefer, Edward J , to Franklin Electric Co., Inc. Submersible electric
motor. 3.842.298. CI. 310-87.000.

Schaeff. Friedrich. to Otto Sauer. Achsenfabrik. Spring suspension for
motor vehicle axles. 3.84 1.655. CI. 280-124.00r.

Schaeffer. Norbert; Fitterer. Worst; Uhl. Karl; Schnell. Georg; and An-
driessen. Wilhelmus. to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktien-
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gesellschaft. Guide elements for magnetic tapes wound or to be
wound in the forra of packs on flageless spools. 3.841.582. CI.242-
199.000.

Schalk. Heinz: See—
Groppcnbacher Gregor; Rieckmann. Peter; Rothe. Werner;

Schalk. Heinz; and Schellhorn. Jurgen. 3.841 .262.

Schallert. Heino: See—
Friese, Karl-Hermann; Geier. Heinz; Pollner. Rudolf; and Schal-

lert. Heino. 3.841 .987.

Scharnhorst. Peter: See-
Greene. Richard F ; Schoolar. Richard B.. and Scharnhorst. Peter.

3.842.274.

Schaub. Carlton H : See—
Broadley. William D.; Grina. Kenneth I.; and Schaub. Carlton H .

3.841,586.

Schedele. Helmut; and Bosch. Werner, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft.
Contact spring set for an electromagnetic relay. 3.842.23 1 . CI. 200-
283.000.

Schelich. Ardcll J.: See-
Hoffman. John E.; and Schelich. Ardell J.. 3.84 1 .490.

Schell. Friedrich Peter. Feed assembly 3.841. 370. CI. 144-I44.00s.
Schellhorn. Jurgen: See—

Groppcnbacher Gregor; Rieckmann. Peter; Rothe. Werner;
Schalk. Heinz; and Schellhorn. Jurgen. 3.84 1 .262.

Scherbina, Nikolai Yakovlevich: See—
Dudko. Daniil Andreevich; Scherbina. Nikolai Yakovlevich.

Suschuk-Sljusarenko. Igor Ivanovich. Chvertko. Antoly
Ivanovich; Khrundzhe. Viktor Mikhailovich; and Bizik. Nikolai
Konstantinovich. 3.841.923.

Scherer. Herbert: See—
Koehler. Waldemar; Riedel. Oswald; Scherer. Herbert; and

Schlereth. Georg, 3.841.155.
Schcrhab. Berng; Koppelmann. Eliahu. Wolz. Hermann; and Francque.

Marc, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Production of 2-mercap-
tobenzimidazole by reacting o-phenvlene diamine and carbon disul-

fide. 3,842,098, CI. 260-309.200.
Schering Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Hofmeister, Helmut, Laurent, Henry; Prezewowsky, Klaus; and
Wiechert, Rudolf. 3.842.105

Schillreff. George H . to General Dynamics Corporation. Decoy rounds
for counter measures system 3.84 1 .2 1 9, CI. 102-37.600,

Schlanzkc. Claus-Georg: See—
Gutlbauer. Franz; Meyer. Meinert; and Schlanzke. Claus-Georg.

3.841.180.

Schlanzky. Manfred P H. to General Motors Corporation. Differential

mounted single stage diaphragm operate. 3.841.796. CI. 417-
274.000.

Schlapmann, William J ; and Manteufel. Dale, to Case. J. I.. Company.
Self-actuating brake. 3, 84 1.447. CI. 188-77. OOr.

Schlereth. Georg: See—
Koehler. Waldemar; Riedel. Oswald; Scherer. Herbert; and

Schlereth. Georg. 3.841,155.

Schlicke, Heinz M.. to Allen-Bradley Company. Feedthrough filter

with non-linear resistive dielectric. 3.842.374. CI. 333-79.000.
Schloemann Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Gutlbauer. Franz. Mever, Meinert; and Schlanzke, Claus-Georg.
3.841,180

Schlossberg, Howard, to United States of America, Air Force
Technique and apparatus for stabilizing the frequency of a gas laser

3,842,367, CI. 331-94.500.

Schlueter, Frederick: See—
Coutant, Ralph W ; and Schlueter, Frederick. 3.84 1 .72 1

.

Schlunke. Jurgen. to Kleinewcfers Industrie-Companie Gesellschaft

mit beschrankter Hagtung. Apparatus for satinizing fibrous webs.
3,84 1.963, CI. 162-362.000.

Schluter. Herbert, to Chemische Werke Huls. AG. Process for the

preparation of low-viscosity, low-odorous styrene/butadiene
polymer dispersions containing carboxyl groups. 3.842.025. CI. 260-
29.7pt.

Schmid Laboratories. Inc.. mesne: See-
Carroll. Albert; and Beall. Glen L.. 3.84 1 ,533.

Schmidt. Hans V Length measurer for elongate materials. 3.841.462.
CI. 198-39.000.

Schmidt. Robert A : See-
Robinson, Daniel E.; and Schmidt, Robert A., 3,841,810.

Schmidtke, Martin; Reuttenauer, Winfried; and Penzl. Reinhold. to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Method of producing micro-electronic
circuits. 3.840.986. CI. 29-625.000.

Schmitt. James L.; and Ohaver. David S . to Caterpillar Tractor Com-
pany. Modulating control valve for hydraulically operated winch.
3.841.608. CI. 254.187.OOr.

Schmitt. Karl; Gude, Fritz; and Brandt. Siegfried, to VEBA-Chemie
Aktiengesellschaft. Polyamides of trimethylhexamethylenediamine
cycloaliphatic dicarboxvlic acid and carbocvclic aromatic dicarbox-
ylic acid. 3.842.046. Cl.'260-78.00r.

Schneiderhan, Edward M.. to Cummins-Allison Corp. Electronic con-
trol system for punch-type encoder. 3.842.245. CI. 235-6 1 . 1 00.

Schnell. Georg: See—
Schaeffer. Norbert; Fitterer. Horst; Uhl. Karl; Schnell. Georg; and

Andriessen. Wilhelmus. 3.84 1 .582.

Schneyer. Herbert D. Composition and method for treatment of
pathological calcification in animals. 3,842.169. CI. 424-232.000.

Schoolar. Richard B.: See-

Greene. Richard F.; Schoolar. Richard B.; and Scharnhorst. Peter.

3.842.274.

Schrader. Gert: See—
Baum. Heinz; Camp. Eckart Op Den; Schrader. Gert; and Botteril.

JohnRedvers.3.841.444
Schredl. Konrad: See—

Lucke. Heinz; Schredl. Konrad; and Boy. Peter. 3.841.1 13.

Schreiber. Helmut: See—
Grosse-Holling. Werner; Hapkc. Jobst; Hohcnhinncbusch. Wil-

helm; and Schreiber. Helmut. 3.84 1 .938.

Schrempp. Klaus, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktien-
gesellschaft. Process for the production of easily lakcd azo pigments.

3.841.889. CI. 106-289.000.
Schroder. Heinz: See—

Mayer. Hans; Schroder. Heinz; and Schucktanz. Gerhard.
3.841.272

Schubeck. Joseph J . to Scott and Fetzer Companv; d/b/a Lakewood
Industries, division of Scott and Fetzer Co Bellhousing block plate.

3.841.290. CI. 123-195.00a.
Schubert & Salzcr Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Lucke. Heinz; Schredl. Konrad; and Boy. Peter. 3.841,1 13

Schucktanz, Gerhard: See—
Maver, Hans; Schroder. Heinz; and Schucktanz. Gerhard.

3.841.272.
Schuffier. Arnulf: See—

Jakobi. Wilhelm; Schuffier. Arnulf; and Schurhoff. Hcinrich.
3.841.975.

Schultz. Carl D: See—
Simonton. Robert D . Schultz. Carl D ; and Stiger. CIvde W ,

3,841,672.

Schultz. Forrest O E . to Midland-Ross Corporation Parking brake
control. 3.84 1.7 14. CI. 303-71.000.

Schulz. Johann G. D.: See—
Onopchenko. Anatoli; and Schulz. Johann G. D.. 3.842.106.

Schuize, Heinz; and Marquis. Edward Thomas, to Jefferson Chemical
Company. Inc. Preparation of aminocarboxvlic acids from aminoal-
cohols. 3.842.08 1 . CI. 260-268.00r.

Schumacher. Berthold W.. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
Method and apparatus for aligning a charged particle beam.
3.842.279. CI. 250-397.000.

Schurhoff. Heinrich: See—
Jakobi. Wilhelm; Schuffier. Arnulf; and Schurhoff. Heinrich.

3.841.975.

Schuster. Donald R.; and Tinsler. Theodore E . to Westinghouse Elec-

tric Corporation. Room air conditioner damper door operating ar-

rangement 3.841.1 10. CI. 62-427.000.
Schuster. Marvin A.; and Lytic. Walter J., to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation. Contacts for semiconductor devices, particularly in-

tegrated circuits, and methods of making the same 3.840.982. CI.

29-578.000.
Schwab. Albert J.; and Olson. Altin J. Scraping apparatus for rollers.

3.840.933. CI. 15-236.000.
Schwartz. Carl. Bowling type game. 3.84 1 .632. CI. 273-39.000.
Schwartz. Ralph E.. to Redeco. Inc.. mesne. Apparatus for the preser-

vation of biological substances. 3.84 1.5 15. CI. 220-3.000.
Schwarz. Meyer; Sonnet. Philip E.; and Wakabayashi. Nobel, to United

States of America. Agriculture. Arthropod maturation inhibitors.

3.842. 128. CI. 260-593.00r.
Schwarze. Werner: See—

Meyer-Simon. Eugen; Schwarze. Werner; Thurn. Friedrich. and
Michel. Rudolf. 3.842.111.

Schwarzmann. Matthias: See—
Leutner. Bernd; Schwarzmann. Matthias; and Ohiinger. Manfred.

3.841.907.
Schwibbe. Valfred: See—

Buschmann. Hans; Mehlhart. Erwin; Schwibbe. Valfred; and Pom-
plun.Emil. 3.841.459.

Schwinn Bicycle Company: See—
von Heitlinger. Eugene, 3.840.956

Scicchitano. Patsy A . Malarbi. Anthony. Jr.; Brilz. Stanley M.; and
McCarthy. James R Wall form 3.841 .046. CI 52-650.000'.

Science Research Council: See-
Allen. William Douglas; and Morris. Michael. 3.842.293.

Scifres. Zach M.. Ill: See-
Church. Herman S.. Hagener. James L.; and Scifres. Zach M., III.

3.841.682.
SCM Corporation: See—

Bordenca. Carl; and Dorschner. Kenneth P.. 3.842.179.
Scott and Fetzer Company; d/b/a Lakewood Industries, division of

Scott and Fetzer Co.: See—
Schubeck. Joseph J. 3.84 1 .290.

Scott. Carl W: See-
Fitzgerald. Mack A . Jr ; Scott. Carl W.; and Scott. Carl W . Jr .

3.840.935.

Scott. Carl W. Jr.: See-
Fitzgerald. Mack A.. Jr.; Scott. Carl W ; and Scott. Carl W . Jr .

3.840.935.

Scott. Donald C. deceased (by Jarrett. E. K.; administrator), to
Clayton Specialties. Inc. Method and apparatus for cleaning rod con-
veyors. 3.84 1.469. CI. 198-229.000

Scott. Harold W.; and Eversole. Russell A . to Basic Sciences. Inc
Distilling sea water diffused through a membrane. 3.841.976. CI
202-236.000.
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Scott. Irvin C, Jr.; and Swenck, George F., to Reynolds Metals Com

pany. Ball bat system. 3.84 1 , 1 30. CI 72-70.000
Scott Paper Company: See-

Hoffman, Louis S.; and Spruyt. Harry, 3.84 1 ,466.
Scripps, E. W. Company, The: See—

Miehaus. William R , 3,841.205.
Scripto, Inc.: See—

Lockwood, John C, 3,84 1 ,5 1 7.

Vaughan, Harry L, 3,841.365.
Vaughan, HarTy L, 3,84 ! .366.

Sealol, Inc.: 5ee—
Kirker. Alton Everett, Jr.. 3.84 1 .642

Searle.G.D.,&Co.:5ee—
Sprenger, William K.. 3,842.120.
Tweit, Robert C, 3.842,097

Seelandt, Karl H.: 5ee—
Wentworth, Hobart L.; and Seelandt, Karl H.. 3.841.240

Seely. George A.: See-
Miller, Clarence S., Jr.; and Seely, George A. 3.84 1 .465.

Sei. Swan T., to Shell Oil Company Isomerization catalyst activation
process. 3,842,1 14, CI. 252-455. OOz.

Seidel, Hans-Georg: See-
Becker, Kurt; and Seidel. Hans-Georg. 3,84 1 .859

Seifert. Lester H Forage wagon. 3,84 1 ,692. CI 296-26 000
Seiko Koki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Kitai Kiyoshi; Onda, Eiichi; Koyama, Mitsuo; Nagaoka, Shinji
and Nakagawa,Tadashi, 3,842,429.

Seip, Hermann, to ITT Industries. Inc Load-dependent brake force
distributor 3,84 1 ,7 1 3, CI. 303-22 OOr

^T84l"343".'cU3lSSr.^'°''''''
^""'''*' telescopic umbrella.

Selas Corporation: See-
Montgomery, William S., Jr.. Marceau, William E.; and Bates

William G, 3,841,855.
Selgin. Paul J., to Neotec Corporation. Method and apparatus for de-

tecting faults in fabric. 3,841 ,761. CI. 356-200 000

't°84-..j98°.Cri26-iVa°''''*^'
Corporation Portable grill stand.

Senoo. Keiji: See—
Kagawa, Hiroshi; and Senoo, Keiji, 3.841 .9 1 2.

Serratto. Angelo Local conditioning induction-type apparatus employ-

3l47,mVl ril-[2".oVo°"''
""''"' '°' '°"'^'"""« temperature.

Serta. Inc : See-
Simon. Leroy J, 3,840.915

Servici. Cesar Juan: See—

^'fo!', ^!}f
'"• Story. Albert Girard; and Servici. Cesar Juan

3,841,275.
Seta, Shigetoshi: See—

Saito, Kunio; Ishii, Tatsuo; and Seta, Shigetoshi, 3 842 029
Seyfried Richard P.. to Park -Ohio Industries. Inc. Industor for induc-

tively heating metal workpieces 3.842 234 CI ''19-10 790
Shaffer, William E: See-

Harris, Joseph E.; and Shaffer, William E 3 842 323
Shankwitz, Robert F.; and Garman. Anthony L . to Caterpillar Tractor

403 163*^000
*""^^ *"" ^^^"''''y ^"'^ removal means. 3.841.771, CI.

Shannon, John Martin, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Methods of manu-
facturing semiconductor devices. 3,84 1 ,9 1 7. CI. 1 48- 1 .500

Shapiro. Eugene; and Crane. Jacob, to Olin Corporation. Process for
treating copper alloys to improve creep resistance 3 841 9'>l CI
148-1 l.50r. '

•
- •

Sharp. Vance R.; and Hollingsworth, Delbert L Diet management
device. 3.841.260, CI. 1 16-136.000.

Sharpe. Thomas H. Jet engine method 3.84 1 ,090. CI 60-204 000
Shave. Robert C. Therapeutic pillow. 3,840,91 8, CI 5-338 000
Shavel, John Jr.: See—

Von Strandtmann. Max; Cohen. Marvin P.; and Shavel, John Jr..

Shaw, Raymond J., to Mekontrol. Inc. Photo relay comprising light-
t^ransmitting plate also used as a circuit board. 3,842,258, CI. 250-

Shaw, Woodrow G.: See—
Miller, Harold L ; and Shaw, Woodrow G.. 3.842 384

Shawver. Bruce M: See-
Henderson. JeraldM; and Shawver, Bruce M., 3.841 461

Shell Oil Company: See—
Klaren, Cornells H. J., 3,842,035
Sei, Swan T, 3.842.1 14.

Sinnema. Feije H., 3,842,037.
Wandstrat. Theodore A.. 3.842. 136.

Shellmaker. Inc.: See—
Boland, Thomas M; and White. FrankG. 3.841 710

Shelton. Joe: See—
Hagood. Jerry W.; Shelton. Joe; and Norman. Ralph L..

Shelton Metrology Laboratory, Inc., mesne: See—
Shelton, Russell S., 3,840.993.

Shelton Russell S.. to Shelton Metrology Laboratory. Inc., mesne
Coordinate measuring machine. 3.840.993. CI 33-1 OOm

Shepard. Robert R: See—
Godinez. Peter A; and Shepard, Robert R., 3,842 3 1

6

Shepherd, David: See—
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Dasek. Jaoslav; Shepherd. David; and Traflnes, Knut Rude,

Sheridon, Nicholas K . to Xerox Corporation C\clic recording system
by the use of an elastomer in an electric field. 3.842 406 CI 340-
1 73.OOr.

Sherk. Thomas A.; and Tummala. Rao R . to International Business
Machines Corporation. Bi,.0., containing PbO-ZnO-B,0, low tcm-
peraturesealingglass. 3,841, 883, CI 106-53 000

Shevin Jack R Means for attaching a key tag to key ring or chain
-i,8'» I , I .,i 1 . j_l. /u-456.00r.

Shibukawa, Takashi; Hoten. Masanobu; Havasaki, Naoki; and Mizu-
tani, Shigeo, to Japan Exian Company, Limited Blending neutral
dyeing

1 ;2 premetallized azo dved acid modified acrylic fiber with

3 84T8'3o"cr8"2"foot
'*"*^ ^''^P'^"^ °' cationic dyeing athe blen

Shida. Junji. to LegEtronics Inc Versatile replenishment system for au-
tomatic film processors. 3.84 1 .35 1 . CI. 1 37-572.000

Shida Shigeru; and Tsumura. Sukebumi. to Hitachi, Ltd. Width con-
trolling apparatus and method for rolled strips. 3.841.124. Cl. 72-

Shiina, Akito: See—
Minami, Toshihiro; and Shiina. Akito. 3.84 1 . 1 26

Shimoda. Noboru; and Koba. Sadaaki. to Fuji Photo Film Co Ltd
Cassette for X-ray photography. 3.842.282, CI 250-468 000

Shmmeiwa Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Nakamura. Takezo; and Iwasaki. Yukio. 3 84 1 >39

Shionogi & Co., Ltd.: See—
Saeki, Haruji, 3,841 ,029

Shods, Inc.: See—
Bucalo, Louis. 3.84 1 ,408

Shoupp, William E.; and Bratkowski. Walter V Photographic camera

5'8T2^427"ci'"3.54'l35.000.^'"'"''-'^°""''^ ""'"' g'-'n^-'^-tor

Showa Denko Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Hasegawa. Takashi; and Oikawa. Takashi. 3.84 1 .9 19

Siano. Vincent: See-
Piazza. Nicholas F., and Siano, Vincent, 3,84 1 .637

Sidlauskas, David P.: See—
Kohler Robert D ; Sidlauskas, David P ; and Walton, Charles A

3,842,246.
Siebers, Gerardus Henricus Maria: See—

Bey^er, Louis Benjamin; Cornelissen, Gerardus Antonius Petrus
Maria; Dnessen. Antonius Jozephus Gerardus Cornelis; Jacobs
Cornells Adrianus Joannes, and Sicbcrs. Gerardus Henricus
Maria. 3.842.304.

Siedenstrang. Roy W.. to Phillips Petroleum Company. Treating mill
and calender rolls in rubber compounding 3,841.899, CI. 117-

''?8iK04Tci''52-t3S.-
'"'"'"""• '"" '''"'=' """"^ """''''^

Siegel, Israel Differential temperature fluid motor 3 841097 CI 60
517.000.

•."7,.v.i. Du

Siegel. Norman H. Aerosol spray device with cam activator 3 84 1
5'>5

CI. 222-70.000.
.o-»i.--J.

Sielaff. Ulrich. to Airco. Inc. Anesthetic vaporizer 3.841.560. CI. 2 39-
I 36.000.

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Fink. Hermann, 3.84 1 ,227
Heitmann. Hans-Gunter, Donath. Gerhard; and Beyer, Werner,

3,841 ,486.

Hoffman, Manfred. 3.842.339.
Keller, Wolfgang, 3,841,845.
Maringer. Albert, 3,842,291.

^3*841 "^"'' ^''*^^°^^'- "^'"'- ""'^ Schucktanz. Gerhard.

Mertens. Willi, 3,84 1 ,959
Schedele. Helmut; and Bosch, Werner, 3 842 ''^1

^''t"?!.*^!«1,.^'"'""-
Reuttenauer. Winfned; and Penzl, Reinhold,

3,840,986.
Sifniades, Stylianos: See—

''"^J^fn"-;,'*"'^''-
*^°^^- ^''''^ ^ =>"d Sifniades, Stylianos,

3.842,073.
SIG Schweizerische Industrie-Gesellschaft See—

Engeler, Paul, 3.84 1,057
Sigg, Conrad. Apparatus for burning waste matter. 3,84 1 .242. CI. 1 10-

o.Uur.

Sigl. Dieter: See—
Hejj. Erwin; Sigl. Dieter; and Soddemann, Hans. 3.84 1 224

Signode Corporation: See-
Gabriel. William L.. 3.84

1

.473

'V:?Zo'':^2%''T6'^^'''"''
'"'^ Benzanthracene derivatives.

Silva. Manuel F. Lobster trap. 3.84 1 .01 6. CI. 43- 1 00 000
Silverman. Robert A: See—

Burness. Donald M; and Silverman. Robert A 3 841 87'>
Simmonds. Leonard B.; and Ruffing. Charles R., to Westin'gho'use Elec-

trie Corporation. Stator coil bracing. 3,842,303, CI. 3 10-260 000
Simon.Leroy J.toSerta. Inc. Foundation spring unit. 3,840,915 ci 5-

261 .000. •
. , .

Simon. Warner H. Reel closure. 3.84 1 ,000, CI 34-242 000
Simonton, Robert D.; Schultz, Carl D.; and Stiger. Clyde W to Dale

Products. Inc. Tube coupling for smooth walled tubes. 3,84 1 .672. Cl.
2o3- 1 75.000.
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Sinclair. Frederick Wi liam, to Gloucester Railway Carriage & Wagon
Company. Dampened railway car truck axles. 3.841.233. Cl. 105-

224.00r.

Sinden, Frank W. Slidable block puzzle. 3, 841.638. Cl. 273-1 53.00s.

Sindle, Thomas. Ultrasonic distance detection for vehicles. 3,842,397,

Cl. 340-1.OOr.

Singer Company, The: See-
Adams, Kenneth D; and Greulic, Robert G, 3,841,248.

Casner, John W.; Transue, James A.; and Skiba, John, 3.841 .246.

Harf. Kenneth Gert, 3,842,3 10.

Singh, Harkrishan: See-
Peel, Richard E.; and Singh, Harkrishan, 3,841 ,659.

Singh, Harkrishan, to Ford Motor Company. Seat belt system.

3,841.658, C1.280-I50.0sb.

Sinnema, Feije H., to Shell Oil Company. Process for preparing higher

molecular weight polyepoxidc products by condensing lower

molecular weight polycpoxide with polyhydric phenols. 3,842,037,
Cl. 260-47.0ep.

Sioux Steam Cleaner Corporation: See-
Finger, John F.; and Pochop, Merle E.. 3.841,273.

Sitte. Hellmuth, to C. Reichert Optische Werke AG. Apparatus for an
infinite change of the vertical movement of the specimen in

microtomes and ultramicrotomes. 3,841,190, Cl. 83-703.000.
Sitton, Ellis A: See-

Comer, Glen S., Jr.; and Sttton, Ellis A, 3.84 1 .7 1 5.

Skiba. John: See—
Casner, John W, Transue, James A ; and Skiba. John, 3,841,246.

Skil Corporation: See—
Supel. Ignacy; and Braun. Hermann E., 3,842,328.

Skinner, James L.: See—
Wunderlich, Donald K ; and Skinner, James L, 3,84 1 ,993.

Wunderlich, Donald K ; and Skinner, James L, 3.84 1 .994.

Skurkiss, Peter Kenny: See-
Mac Arthur, Donald Morley; and Skurkiss, Peter Kenny.

3.841.931.

Slack, Don S., to Airco, Inc. Gas mixing systems. 3,841.344, Cl. 137-

88.000.

Slessor, John M., to Ford Motor Company. Method of making an
elastomeric energy absorber. 3.840.975, Cl. 29-436.000.

Sljusarev, Jury Evgenievich; Reznik, Boris Grigorievich; and Galperin,

Jury Aronovich. Device for turning the stator vanes or turbo-

machines. 3,841,788. Cl. 415-147.000.
Sluetz. Edward J.: See—

Kiwalle. Jozef, Merritt, Paul H ; and Sluetz, Edward J , 3,841 ,201

Smalling, Claude W, Jr : See-
Libers, Roland; and Smalling. Claude W , Jr., 3,842,137.

Smith, Andrew W, Jr. See-
Fox. Richard Q, and Smith, Andrew W. Jr. 3,841,123.

Smith, Carl A.: See—
Kinsella, Howard R; and Smith, Cari A. 3,84 1 .552.

Smith, Chrisman O.: See—
Hascll, Richard F.; Boyce, Walter A.; and Smith, Chrisman O..

3.840,954.

Smith. Edward Payson; and Nadherny, Rudolph E.. to Illinois Railway
Equipment Company. Pedestal retaining keys for journal boxes.

3,841,229, Cl. 105-22l.00k.

Smith, Fred T., to Sargent Industries, Inc. Noise reduction apparatus

and method. 3.841,093. Cl. 60-327.000.

Smith, Geoffrey; and Marley, Thomas. Process for the preparation of

leuco crystal'violet lactone. 3,842, 103, Cl. 260-39 1 .000.

Smith, George Rogers. Self-contained variable fluid bearing for

skidding heavy loads. 3,84 1 ,7 1 9, Cl. 308-5.000.

Smith, James S., Jr.; and Williams, James W., to General Electric Com-
pany. Ternary code error detector for a time-division multiplex,

pulse-code modulation system. 3,842.40 1. Cl. 340- 146. lab.

Smith, Malcolm K Perimeter guard rail system. 3,841,609, Cl. 256-

59000.
Smith, Roger Victor Frederick, to Lucas Electrical Company Limited,

The. Slip ring assemblies for rotary electric machines. 3.842.30 1 . Cl.

310-232.000.

Smith, William E.: See-
Florence, Jack M.; and Smith, William E., 3,84 1 ,927.

Smith, William M., to Redy-Tow, Inc. Tow trailer for vehicles.

3,84I,506,CI. 2l4-86.00a.

Smith, William Michael, Jr.: See—
Garnache, Richard Raymond; and Smith, William Michael, Jr..

3.841,926.
Smithkline Corporation: See-

Brenner, Martin; and Loev, Bernard, 3,842,173.

Sutton, Blaine M.;and Weinstock. Joseph, 3,842,107.

Sutton, Blaine M.;and Weinstock. Joseph, 3,842.108.

Snam Progetti, S.p.A.: See—
Gordini, Silvano; and Now. Sergio, 3,842,052.

Snell, Leonard Stanley; and Vivian, William Edward Dennis, to United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Secretary of State

for Defence in Her Britannic Majesty's Government of the, mesne.
Intrascope. 3,84 1 ,764, Cl. 356-24 1 .000.

Snidar, Edward A., to Gulf & Western Manufacturing Company. Joint

construction. 3,841.772, Cl. 403-224.000.
Snitzer, Elias: See-

Gee, Alan E ; and Snitzer. Elias, 3.842,27 1

.

Snow Brand Milk Products Co., Ltd.: See—

Hanzawa. Keiji; Takahashi, Yoshiyuki; Suga. Noboyoshi, Kato.

Tojo; Handa. Makoto; Hayashi. Hiromichi; Tancya. Shinichi;

Sone. Toshia; Taneya. Shinichi; and Sone. Toshimaro.
3,841,610.

Sobotta, Reinhard. to Rollei-Werke Franke & Heidecke. Slide projec-

tor magazine positioning means. 3.841.749. Cl. 353-1 17.000.

Societa" Italiana Resine SIR.. S.p.A.: See—
Vargiu. Silvio; Giovanni, Sesto S.; Mazzoleni. Giorgio; and Nistri.

Ugo, 3.842.039.

Societe d'Assistance Technique pour Produits Nestle S.A.: See—
Dasek, Jaoslav; Shepherd, David, and Traflnes, Knut Rude.

3.841,967.

Societe De L' "Aerotrain" Puteaux: See—
Bertin. Jean Henri. 3.841 .223.

Societe Industrielle de Stratifies: See—
Peille, Jean Marie Raymond. 3.84 1 .8 1 1

.

Societe Miniere et Metallurgique de Penarroya: See—
Rey. Maurice; and Formanek. Victor. 3.841 .864.

Societe Nationale d'Elude et de Construction de Moteurs d'Aviation:

See

—

Buisson. Marc Francois Bernard; Foure. Claude Desire; Lacroix.

Armand Jean-Baptiste; Ouillevere. Herve Alain; and Rousseau.

Gilbert James. 3.841.565
Societe Suisse pour I'lndustrie Horlogerc Management Services SA:

See

—

Vuilleumier. Cyril. 3,841.084.

Soddemann. Hans: See—
Hejj. Erw in; Sigl. Dieter; and Soddemann. Hans. 3.84 1 .224.

Sokolowski. Peter F., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Flow
restrictor for an evaporator. 3.84 1 .270. Cl. 1 22-7.00r.

Sola Basic Industries. Inc.: See—
Wentworth. Hobart L.; and Seelandt. Karl H.. 3.841 .240.

Soliman, Mustafa: See—
Huttenbrauck. Herbert; Poklekowski. Helmut; and Soliman.

Mustafa. 3,841,706.

Solitech. Inc.: See-
Gregory. Robert O., 3.842.243.

Soioman. Nathan L Hair clasp device 3.841.340, Cl. 132-48 00a.

Solomons, Alexander, to Grafton Furniture Manufacturers Limited.

Anchors for springs for furniture. 3.84 1 .6 1 8. Cl. 267- 1 1 0.000.

Solvey & Cie: See—
Dassesse. Pierre; and Delwiche, Marius, 3.84 1 .38

1

Somekh. George S.. to Union Carbide Corporation. Working fluids for

external combustion engines. 3.84 1 ,099. Cl. 60-67 1 .000.

Somekh, Sasson R.: See

—

Yariv, Ammon; and Somekh. Sasson R.. 3.842.289.

Sone, Toshia: See—
Hanzawa, Keiji; Takahashi, Yoshiyuki; Suga, Noboyoshi; Kato.

Tojo; Handa. Makoto; Hayashi. Hiromichi; Taneya. Shinichi;

Sone. Toshia; Taneya. Shinichi; and Sone. Toshimaro.
3.841.610.

Sone, Toshimaro: See—
Hanzawa. Keiji; Takahashi, Yoshiyuki; Suga, Noboyoshi; Kato,

Tojo, Handa, Makoto; Hayashi, Hiromichi; Taneya, Shinichi;

Sone, Toshia; Taneva. Shinichi; and Sone. Toshimaro.
3,841,610.

Sonnet, Philip E.: See—
Schwarz, Meyer; Sonnet. Philip E.; and Wakabayashi, Nobel.

3.842.128.

Soong. William E.: See—
Cosgrove, James F.; and Soong, William E., 3,841.182.

Sosalla. Harry, to Royal Industries, Inc. Multiple-piece wing sections

for cultivator and selectively locking means for same. 3,84 1 ,4 1 2. Cl.

172-311.000.

Soudijn, Willem; van Wijngaarden, Ineke; and Janssen, Paul Adriaan
Jan, to Janssen Pharmaceutica N.V. Novel triazaspiro(4,5)decan-4-

one derivatives. 3,842,076, Cl. 260-240.00r.
South Seas International ( NZ) Limited: See—

Toulson. Ronald Garnett; and Nix. Ronald George. 3.841,040.

Southco, Inc : See—
Bisbing. Robert H.; and Vickers, James H.. 3.84 1 ,674.

Southgate, Peter David, to RCA Corporation. Contact array and
method of making the same. 3.842. 189. Cl. I74-52.00s.

Southgate. Peter David, to RCA Corporation. Thermal radiation detec-

tor. 3,842.276. Cl. 250-336.000.
Sparapany, John J.: See—

Fetscher, Charles A.; and Sparapany. John J.. 3.842. 14 1

.

Spasuik. Paul. Bale loader. 3,84 1 ,504, Cl. 2 1 4-78.000.

Spears, Esten W., Jr.: See—
Corrigan, Leo A.; and Spears, Esten W, Jr., 3,84 1 ,789.

Special Sports Products Corporation: See

—

Reedy. Donald G. 3.84 1 , 1 67.

Spelio, Peter N. Applicator for pneumatic therapy. 3.841,322, Cl. 128-

40.000.

Spence, David B.: See—
Angstadt, John W.; Enberg. Kenneth R.; Kleindinst, Edgar L.;

Ring, Richard J ; and Spence, David B., 3.841.826.

Spencer, Phillip B.: See—
Drutchas. Gilbert H.; Spencer, Phillip B.; and Hovanchak. John
A, 3,841.804.

Spengler. Ernst Maximilian; and Stursberg. Rolf Karl. Cutting die and
process. 3, 84 1. 1 89. Cl. 83-660.000

Sperry Rand Corporation: See-
Anderson, Bruce M, 3,842,250.
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Spinosa. Dom; and Varga, John M , to East/West Medical Products.

Inc . mesne. Medical cassette pump. 3.841 .799. CI. 4 1 7-477.000

Spitz. Erich: See—
Broussaud. Georges; and Spitz. Erich. 3.842.197

Spofford. Walter R.. Jr.. to Analog Devices. Incorporated. High resolu-

tion monolithic digital-to-analog converter. 3,842.412. CI, 340-

347.Oda.

Sporlan Valve Company; See-
Hoffman. John E.; and Schelich. Ardell J.. 3,84 1 ,490.

Spraymould ( Bahamas) Limited: See-
Dicks. Peter D J ; and Hill, William M , 3,841 ,935.

Sprenger. William K.. to Searle. G D.. & Co. 2-Methyl-2-[p-(N-phen-

ylformimidoyDphenoxyl propionic acid esters and congeners.

3.842.1 20. CI. 260-47 l.OOr.

Sprengling. Gerhard R . to Westinghouse Electric Corporation Filled

composition and article containing pcrfluorinated surfactant.

3.841.957. CI. 161-186.000.

Spruyt. Harry: See-
Hoffman. Louis S.; and Spruyt. Harry, 3.84 1 .466

Spyrou, Andrew George: See

—

Dragonas, Gerasimos Nicolaou; and Spyrou. Andrew George.
3,841.254.

Square D Company: See—
Davies, Terrence Ardern, 3,84 1 .869.

Leonard. James H.. 3.842.322.
Srinivasan. Rangaswamy. to International Business Machines Corpora-

tion. Photochemical iodine laser. 3.842,364. CI. 33 1-94. 50g.
Staley. A. E., Manufacturing Company: See—

Moser. Kenneth B ; and Verbanac. Frank. 3.842.005.
Stammen. Harold A., to Crown Controls Corporation. Vehicle with

retractable guard. 3.841 .698. CI. 296-107.000.
Stanciu, Virgil V.. to Tempcraft Tool & Mold, Inc. Wax injection noz-

zle with relief reservoir. 3.84 1 ,8 1 3. CI. 425- 1 59.000.
Standard Oil Company: See—

Bertolacini. Ralph J ; Hopkins. Paul Donald; and Menzl, Roland
L. 3.841,995.

Heffern, Edward W ; Petrille, Dennis G ; and Karll, Robert E ,

3,842,095.

Stanke, Walter; Wortberg. Werner; and Fuckert, Karl Otto, to Hein-
rich Koppers Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung Apparatus for

cleaning the ascension pipes of coke ovens. 3.841,977, CI 202-
241.000.

Stanley Aviation Corporation: See-
Valentine. Gordon A. 3.841,590.

Stanley Electric Co., Ltd : See—
Wakita, Katumasa; Yunoki. Issei; and Yoshida, Mitunari.

3.842.240.
Stanley, Robert K.. to Textured Yarn Co., Inc. Strand treatment ap-

paratus. 3,840.950. CI. 28-1 13.000.

Stanley Works. The See—
Suska. Charles R. 3,842,386.

Stark, Sven Olof Soren, and Olsen. Jan-Erik, to Tetra Pak International

AB. Outer container for packing units. 3,84 1 ,477, CI. 206-49 1 .000
Starr, Earl F . Jr : See—

Heitman. James M.;and Starr, Earl F, Jr., 3,842,262.
Staudt, Heinrich: See—

Muller. Rolf; and Staudt. Heinrich, 3.841 .285.

Staudt. Heinrich; Hofmann. Eberhard; and Djordjevic. Ilija. said Staudt
and said Hofmann assors to Bosch. Robert. GmbH Elastic rotary

coupling for a centrifugal governor of an RPM regulator associated

with an internal combustion engine. 3.841.1 1 1. CI.64-27.Onm.
Stauffer Chemical Company: See—

Grindstaff. Donald A.; Steinreich, Joseph S ; and Post, Leo B .

3.840.996.

Jin.Jung II. 3.842.048.
Stedman. Robert N: See-

Webber. Raymond E.. Boggs. Roger L.; and Stedman. Robert N..

3.841,716.
Steelcase Inc.: See—

Platner, Warren; Whitwam, Ronald L.; Kolk, Stephen B.; and Ur-

sul.EarlG, 3,841.704.
Steger, John F.. to Morton-Norwich Products, Inc. Magnesium oxide

steel coating composition and process. 3,84 1,925, CI. 148-1 13.000.

Steigerwald Strahltechnik GMBH: See—
Von Walter. Alfred. 3.842.236.

Stein. Charles R.: See—
Peroutky. Donald C; and Stein, Charles R.. 3.84 1 .747.

STein.Gunter: See—
Ewert, Bruno; and STein,Gunter, 3,841,657.

Stein. Wolfgang J; and Straniti. Salvatore, to Avco Corporation. Com-
pressor flow fence 3.84 1 .790, CI. 4 1 5- 1 59.000.

Steinhagen.Carl A.: See—
Carlson, Robert G., and Steinhagen,Carl A., 3.841 .942.

Steinmann, Helmut, to Bosch. Robert. GmbH. Temperature control for

vehicle passenger space. 3.841 .395, CI. 165-35.000.
Steinreich. Joseph S.: See—

Grindstaff, Donald A.; Steinreich. Joseph S.; and Post, Leo B..

3.840,996.
Stelzer, William, to Kelsey-Hayes Company. Dual brake system having

bypass valve. 3.84 1 ,7 1 1 , CI. 303-6.00c.
Stenwall. Lauri A. Stand for holding and protecting flexible trash bags.

3.841.948. CI. 161-23.000.
Stenzel. Gunter: See—

Dalibor. Horst; Gutte. Richard, and Stenzel, Gunter, 3,842,1 33.

Stewart, Daniel R: See—

Planchock. Jerry L.; Stewart. Daniel R.; and Brock. Thomas W..
3,841.950.

Stewart. David John, to National Research Development Corporation.

Photoelectric transducer. 3.842.353. CI. 324-109.000.

Stiger. Clyde W.: See—
Simonton. Robert D ; Schultz. Carl D.; and Stiger. CIvdc W .

3.841.672.
Stigler. Joseph T.. to Rostgo International Corporation, mesne. Con-

tainer filling machine. 3.84

1

.363. CI. 1 4 1 - 1 42.000.

Stocker. Herman Walter, to Burroughs Corporation. Velocity control

system for reel-to-reel web drive. 3.842.326. CI. 3 1 8-7.000.

'

Stoeberl. Helmut Boat hull. 3.840.926. CI. 9-6.000.

Stolhand. James E : See-
Gregory, M. Duane; Stolhand. James E.; and Yost, Marvin E.,

3,842.270.
Stone Conveyor. Inc.: See-

Stone. Guthrie B ; Orloff. Arthur; and Wicksall. Guy J.. 3.84 1 .463

Stone. Guthrie B.; Orloff. Arthur; and Wicksall. Guy J., to Stone Con-
veyor. Inc. Stacker conveyor with flexible section. 3.841.463, CI.

198-109.000.

Stone. Richard W Cable lock. 3.841.1 18. CI. 70-33.000.

Story, Albert Girard: See—
Bisbee, Charles; Story. Albert Girard; and Servici. Cesar Juan.

3.841.275.
Storz. Karl. Method and apparatus for bathing body cavities.

3.841.330. CI. 128-230.000.

Stoughton.DanT Massage apparatus. 3,841. 323, CI 128-40.000.

Stoup, Philip T.: See-
Russell, Allen S.; Jarrctt. Noel; and Stoup. Philip T . 3.842. 163.

Stoy Artur: See—
Stoy. Vladimir; Stoy Artur; Kucera. Josef; Prokop. Jaroslav; and
Urbanova. Renata. 3.842. 1 5

1

Stoy. Vladimir; Stoy Artur; Kucera. Josef; Prokop. Jaroslav, and Ur-

banova. Renata. to Ceskoslovenska akademie ved. Method for

preparing fibers from polymer solutions. 3,842.151. CI. 264-

203.000.

Strang, Charles D., to Outboard Marine Corporation. High per-

formance stern drive. 3.841,257. CI. 1 15-35 000
Straniti. Salvatore: See-

Stein. Wolfgang J.; and Straniti. Salvatore, 3.84 1 .790.

Strauff. Gunther. to Langen & Co. Stabilization means for motor vehi-

cles. 3. 84 1.653. CI. 280-124.00f.
Strayer. James W.: See-

Walton. Roger H. ; and Strayer, James W., 3,84 1.510.

Stredwick. Jonathan B.: See-
Key. Brian D.; Kingdom Hockings. Michael L.; Lovelace. Michael
N G.; Rankin. Howard C; and Stredwick, Jonathan B..

3.842.405.
Stressed Pipe Research. Inc.: See-

James. Kenneth E., 3.841 .356

Stromberg. PerSigmund.Crate. 3,84I,5I9.CI. 220-83.000.
Stromberg-Carlson Corporation: See—

Altenburger. Otto; and Dorazio. Alton. Jr . 3.842.2 1 4.

Harris. Joseph E.; and Shaffer. William E. 3,842.323,

Russell. Stanley L., Gucldcnpfenning. Klaus; and Pommerening.
Uwe A. 3.842.215.

Stubiger. Ernst: See—
Frohlich. Alfons; Cappel. Marie-Luise; and Stubiger. Ernst,

3,840.946.
Stupp. Hermann-Josef: See—

Overhoff. Theodor. and Stupp. Hermann-Josef, 3.841.757.

Sturlason. Leif Viggo; and Ohrberg. Carl Verner. to Danfoss A/S.
Gerotor type motor with pressure biased rotary valve. 3,84 1 .801 . CI.

4 18-6 1.00b

Stursberg, Rolf Karl: See—
Spengler, Ernst Maximilian, and Stursberg, Rolf Karl, 3,841.189

Styan. Garrick E.: See-
Procter. Alan R.; Styan, Garrick E., and Vinje. Magnus G..

3.841,962.
Subsea Equipment Associates Limited ( SEAL ): See—

Capot.Lucien. 3.84 1.665.

Suga. Noboyoshi: See—
Hanzawa. Keiji; Takahashi. Yoshiyuki; Suga, Noboyoshi; Kato,

Tojo; Handa. Makoto; Hayashi, Hiromichi; Taneya. Shinichi;

Sone, Toshia; Taneya, Shinichi, and Sone. Toshimaro,
3.841.610.

Sugiura. Masaki: See—
Chibata. Ichiro; Kosumi. Masahiko; Komatsubara. Saburo; and

Sugiura. Masaki. 3.841.968.

Sullivan. William H.. to Vecta Group, Inc.. The. Connectable lounge
chairs. 3,841.701. CI. 297-248.000.

Sulzer Brothers Ltd. : See—
Florjancic. Dusan, 3.84 1 .786.

Sumitomo Chemical Company. Limited: See—
Horiuchi. Fukashi; Higo. Akio; and Yoshioka. Hirosuke.

3.842,125.
Watanabe. Yoshihiro; Suzuki. Seiji, Tokumaru. Tocru; Yoshihara.

Hiroshi; and Yamahara. Takeshi, 3.842. 1 3 1

.

Sun Chemical Corporation: See—
Himics. Richard J.. 3.842.05 1

.

Whelan, Edward J., 3,840,999.
Sun Oil Company ( Delaware): See-

Bennett. John D.; and Chaney, Preston E.. 3.841 ,252.

»

Sun Research and Development Co.: See-
Mitchell. Richard E, 3,841,844.

\
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Sunbeam Plastic Corporation: See-
Montgomery, ary B; and Gach, Peter P. 3,841,514.

Sundberg. Hardy Mikael. Compost toilet. 3,840.907. CI. 4-133.000.

Supel, Ignacy; and Braun. Hermann E. to Skil Corporation. Speed con-
trol device with independent speed control and on-off operating

members. 3.842.328, CI. 318-249.000.
Surmacz. Theodore J,: See—

Pleiss. Bernard J.. Jr.; and Surmacz. Theodore J.. 3.842,297.
Susan Shoe Industries. Limited: See—

Huyge. John. 3.841.003.

Suschuk-Sljusarenko. Igor Ivanovich: See—
Dudko. Daniil Andreevich; Scherbina, Nikolai Yakovlevich;

Suschuk-Sljusarenko. Igor Ivanovich; Chvertko, Antoly
Ivanovich; Khrundzhe. Viktor Mikhailovich; and Bizik. Nikolai

Konstantinovich. 3.841.923.

Suska. Charles R . to Stanley Works. The Hinge for passing electrical

current, 3.842.386, CI. 339-4.000,

Suter. Walter, to Oehler-Wyhlen-Lagerlechnik AG, Palletized cargo
discharge apparatus for conveyors 3.84 1.460, CI, l98-20,00r

Sutton. Blaine M,; arKi Weinstock, Joseph, to Smithkline Corporation,
Phosphine or phosphite gold complexes of thiobenzoic acid and sub-

stituted thiophenols. 3.842.107. CI. 260-430,000
Sutton. Blaine M,; and Weinstock. Joseph, to Smithkline Corporation,

Large ring gold-sulfur-phosphine chelates. 3.842,108, CI. 260-
430.000.

Sutton. Make T,: See—
Hilker. George D,; Dochrman. Charles E ; Lausen. Verne H,;

Mowery. Harold P.; and Sutton. Make T . 3.842. 192
Suzuki. Seiji: See—

Watanabe, Yoshihiro; Suzuki, Seiji, Tokumaru. Tooru; Yoshihara.
Hiroshi; and Yamahara. Takeshi. 3.842,1 3 1

.

Suzuki. Yasushi; Itaya. Toshihisa; Minami. Nobuyoshi; Tarutani.
Masaaki; Miki.Tokutaro; and Miyasaka. Katsuhiko. toTeikoku Hor-
mone Mfg Co, Ltd. Naphtho(2.1-d) isoxazole derivatives.

3,842.099. CI. 260.307.OOd.
Svaty. Vladimir; and Taticek. Lubomir, to Elitex. Zavody textilniho

strojirenstvi generalni reditelstvi Apparatus for forming leno sel-

vedge, 3.84 1.358. CI, 139-54,000.
Svenska Dataregister AB: See—

Englund. Gosta Roland; Lundell. Bjorn Sture; and Lindelow.
Claes-Goran. 3,841.341,

Swanson. Kermit E.to Donelley. R R,. & Sons Company Apparatus
for disposing thin sheet material in a shingled stream, 3.84 1 .622. CI.

271-13.000.

Sweco. Inc.: See-
Barrows. John B-.; and Hansen, Leslie T , 3.84 1 .482.

Swenck, George F.: See—
Scott. IrvinC. Jr ;and Swenck, George F, 3,841,1 30.

Swenson. Henning C. if.. See—
Mallery, Lawrence E., Arken, Theodore, and Swenson. Henning
C. Jr. .3.841.154.

Swidler. Ronald; and Wilson. Katherine W.. to Cotton. Incorporated.
Process for treating cellulosic material with formaldehyde in liquid

phase and sulfur dioxide. 3.841 .832. CI. 8-1 16.400.

Swiss Aluminium Ltd., mesne: See

—

Adams. Clarence Maurice. 3.841,768.
Svntex (U.S.A. ) Inc.. mesne: See-

Bennett. John P ; and Bliss. George D.. 3,84 1 ,999.

Syria. Ronald L.. to Borg-Warner Corporation. Analyzer for control
system w hich regulates vehicle braking. 3.84 1 .7 I 2. CI. 303-2 1 .Oaf.

Szatkowski, Richard R,. to Continental Can Company, Inc. Container
and container blank. 3.84 1 .479. CI. 206-524.000.

Sziburies. Werner: See—
Heidrich. Klaus; Kietz. Lothar; and Sziburies. Werner. 3.841.498.

Szmuszkovicz. Jacob, to Upjohn Company. The. 7-Phenvl-
pyrimido(l,2-al | 1.41. 3.842,080. CI. 260-256.40f.

Tabira, Tsutomu: See

—

Asai. Soichiro; Ishii, Shoichi; Tabira. Tsutomu; Tsuchiya, Eigo;

and Tazuke. Hideo. 3.84 1 .966.

TAD. Avanti. Inc.: See—
Foresta. Francis A., and Bonsky. ElmerC. 3.842,209.
Foresta. Francis A.; and Bonsky. ElmerC 3.842,213.

Tadanier. John Soloman: See-
Jones, Peter Hadley; Martin. Jerry Roy; McAlpine, James Bruce;

Pauvlik. Jeanne Marie; and Tadanier. John Soloman. 3.842.069.

Tadinier. John Soloman; and Martin. Jerry Rov. to Abbott Laborato-
ries and 8-Epi-erythromycins. . 3.842.068. Cl.'260-210.00e.

Takagi. Toshiaki: See—
Kawaguchi. Takuo; Nishida. Takashi; Ohmura, Yoshiaki;

Tanomura, Masahisa; Nakao, Kozo; Takagi, Toshiaki;

Ninagawa. Yoichi; and Itoi. Kazuo. 3.842.1 30.

Takahashi. Tsunehiko; and Nabara. Akira, to Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd.

Multi-color recording method and apparatus therefor. 3.842.195. CI.

358-75.000.

Takahashi. Yasuo; and Okudaira. Sadao. to Asahi Kogaku Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha. Wide angle objective lens system with large back
focus. 3.84 1.736. CI. 350-214.000.

Takahashi, Yoshiyuki: See—
Hanzawa, Keiji; Takahashi, Yoshiyuki; Suga. Noboyoshi; Kato.

Tojo; Handa. Makoto; Hayashi. Hiromichi; Taneya, Shinichi;

Sone, Toshia; Taneva, Shinichi; and Sone. Toshimaro,
3.841,610.

Takami. Masaho. Package binding machine. 3.841,055, CI. 53-

198.00r.

Takashima. Shunichi: See—

Chimura. Kazuya; Ito. Kazuo; Takashima. Shunichi. and
Kawashima. Masao, 3.842.043.

Takemolo. Iwao; Miwa. Ichiro; and Tokuyama. Takashi. Production of
semiconductor photoelectric conversion target. 3,841,928. CI. 148-

190.000.

Takemoto. Takeo; Tomita, Yoshifumi; Ijichi, Ichiro: and Maeda,
Sajiro. to Hitachi. Ltd. Method for making a phosphor screen of a

cathode ray tube. 3.84 1 .876. CI. 96-36. 1 00
Taksahi. Masanori; and Yoshiyasu. Mitsuo. to Mitsubishi Petrochemi-

cal Company Limited. Apparatus for making synthetic paper.

3,84 1.943. Ci. 156-494.000.
Tamaru. Kenzi: See—

Ichikawa. Masaru; Naito. Shuichi; Kondo. Toshihiko; Kawase.
Kohei; and Tamaru. Kenzi. 3.842.1 I 3.

Ichikawa. Masaru; Naito. Shuichi. Kawase. Kohei. and Tamaru.
Kenzi. 3,842,121.

Tanabe Suaku Co., Ltd.: See—
Chibata. Ichiro; Kosumi. Masahiko; Komatsubara. Saburo, and

Sugiura. Masaki. 3,841 .968.

Tanaka. Mitsuaki: See—
Kaneda. Tadayoshi; and Tanaka. Mitsuaki. 3.84 1 .550.

Kawaski. Sadao; Kaneda, Tadayoshi. and Tanaka. Mitsuaki.

3.841.457.

Tanaka. Takashi; Yusa. Haruhiko; and Chubachi. Susumu, to Kureha
Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Process for producing blends of
vinyl chloride resin composition. 3.842. 144. CI. 260-876. OOr.

Tanaka. Yutaka: See

—

Sato. Jutaro. 3.840.936
Taneya. Shinichi: See—

Hanzawa. Keiji; Takahashi. Yoshiyuki; Suga. Nobtoyoshi; Kato.
Tojo; Handa. Makoto. Hayashi. Hiromichi. Taneya. Shinichi;

Sone. Toshia; Taneva. Shinichi; and Sone. Toshimaro.
3.841.610.

Tanomura, Masahisa: See

—

Kawaguchi. Takuo, Nishida. Takashi; Ohmura. Yoshiaki;

Tanomura. Masahisa; Nakao. Kozo. Takagi. Toshiaki;

Ninagawa. Yoichi. and Itoi, Kazuo, 3,842,130.
Tappan Company. The: See

—

Lamb, John T. 3.842.233.
Perl. Richard L. 3,842,3 19.

Tarsitano, John J. Pneumatic reciprocating surgical saw and file.

3.84 1,335. CI. 128-317.000.
Tarutani. Masaaki: See—

Suzuki. Yasushi; Itaya. Toshihisa; Minami, Nobuyoshi, Tarutani,

Masaaki; Miki. Tokutaro; and Miyasaka. Katsuhiko. 3.842.099
Tate, Thomas E., to Medical Evaluation Devices & Instruments Corp.

Distallyvalved catheter device. 3.84 1,308. CI. 128-2.00m.
Taticek. Lubomir: See—

Svaty, Vladimir; and Taticek. Lubomir. 3.841 ,358,

Taupin, Jean-Paul, Valves for controlling the flow of finely-divided

material from a hopper. 3.84

1

,535. CI. 222-502.000.
Tayama, Isamu: See

—

Kato. Satoru.and Tayama. Isamu. 3.841,067
Taylor. Alexander R.. 20*^ interest to Lee, Raymond, Organization,

Inc.. The. Vacuum cleaning unit for vehicles. 3,841.553, CI. 237-

12.30r.

Taylor. Glenn R . and Kellogg. Walter J . to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation Remote press to test indicating light circuit 3.842.343.
CI. 324-21.000.

Taylor. Harry E. Foldable bed guard rail. 3.840.91 7. CI. 5-33 1 .000.

Taylor. Howard D.: See-
Berg. Rudolph; Bantel. Otto; and Taylor. Howard D.. 3.840.937.

Taylor. Robert B.: See-
Grant. Peter M ; Tavlor. Robert B ; and Jackson. Winston J.. Jr..

3.842,021.
Tazuke. Hideo: See

—

Asai. Soichiro; Ishii, Shoichi; Tabira. Tsutomu; Tsuchiva. Eigo;
and Tazuke. Hideo. 3.84 1 .966.

Teaney. P La Rue: See—
Howarth. David E ; Teanev. P. La Rue; and Glowach, Edward R..

3,841,265.
Technar Incorporated: See-

Bell. Lon E.. 3.842.382.

Technical Ordnance. Inc.: See-
Hoffman. Norman H.. 3.840.988.

Tecna Corporation: See—
Kitrilakis. Sotiris; and Robinson. Thomas C.. 3,84 1 .837.

Tecnica Sener. Industrialy y Naval. S.A.: See—
Urruela. Jose Rivacoba. 3.841.269

Teikoku Hormone Mfg. Co.. Ltd.: See

—

Suzuki. Yasushi; Itaya. Toshihisa; Minami. Nobuyoshi; Tarutani.
Masaaki; Miki. Tokutaro; and Miyasaka. Katsuhiko. 3.842.099.

Teledyne Mid-America Corporation: See-
Church. Herman S . Hagener. James L.; and Scifres. Zach M . III.

3.841.682.

Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson: See-
Arras. Juho. 3.842.220.

Telephone Corporation of America: See—
Dawson. Charles E . 3.842.210.

Telesco Brophev Limited: See—
Seitel. Heinz. 3.841.343

Tempcraft Tool & Mold. Inc.: See—
Stanciu. Virgil v., 3.841.813.

Templeman. John Joseph, to British Gas Corporation. Method for the

purification of natural gas 3.841 .058, CI. 55-33.000.
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Tcmpmastcr Corporation: See-
Van Becelacre, Robert M . 3.841.394.

Tenncco Inc.: See—
Hetherington.Theofore W .3.841.435.

Terajima. Yasuhiko; Okada. Ryuzo; and Horie. Kiyoshi, to Fuji Xerox
Co.. Ltd Light source for copying machine. 3.841.752. CI. 35S-
4.000.

Terbrack. Wilham H.. to Gardner-Denver Company Rate measure-
ment circuit. 3.842.347. CI. 324-78.OOd.

Tesk. John A : See—
Dudek. Ronald P.; Kosmos. Peter; and Tesk. John A.. 3.84 1 .868

Tes.sicr. Keith Campbell: See-
Aaron. Colin; Edwards. Alan Harold; and Tessier. Keith Camp-

bell. 3.841 .850.

Tessler. Martin M . to National Starch and Chemical Corporation.
Method for the preparation of starch phosphate esters 3 842 071
CI. 260-233.500. •

. .

Tetra Pak International AB: See-
Stark, Sven OlofSoren, and Olsen. Jan-Erik. 3.841 477

Tetro. Richard S.: See—
Phelps, Richard W.; and Tetro. Richard S.. 3.84 1 .577.

Texaco Inc.: See-
Arnold. Dan M . and Pitts. Robert W . Jr., 3.842.264.
Burnett. David B.;and Alston. Robert B.. 3.841 403
Burnett. David B.. 3.84 1 .406.
Pitts. Robert W.. Jr . 3.842.265.
Williams, Dale; and Bunn, Dorrance P., Jr., 3.84 1 .843.

Texas Instruments Incorporated; See—
Boulanger. Henry J., 3.842.229.

Texcell Corporation: See-
Martin. Hubert. 3.841. 387.

Textured Yarn Co.. Inc.: See-
Stanley. Robert K.. 3.840.950.

Thanawala. Hemesh Laxmidas: See—
Friedlander, Eirch Siegfried; and Thanawala. Hemesh Laxmidas

3.842.342.
Thatcher. Kenneth Cyril, to Fibreglass Limited. Treatment of glass

fibres. 3.84 1 .1 84. CI. 83-346.000.
Thermo-Flex. Inc.: See-

Morrison. Richard L ; and Webb. Venard C. 3.840.922.
Morrison. Richard L ;and Webb. BenardC. 3.841.922.

Thettu. Taghulinga R.. to Xerox Corporation. Toner release oil
transfer pad. 3,84 1 ,827, CI. 432-60.000.

Thevenaz, Jean A., to Bolex International SA. Cinematographic pro-
jector. 3,841,743. CI. 352-198.000.

Thiele. Berthold; and Tscherter. Hans, to Sandoz Ltd. Sesguicillin
3.842.092. CI. 260-343.500.

Thiokol Chemical Corporation: See-
Villa. Jose L.; and Iserson. Hyman. 3.842.053.

Thodos, George, to Thomas. James E. Lawn edging device 3 841 0''"'

CI. 47-33.000. '

"
Thomas & Belts Corporation: See—

Netta. Louis A.. 3.840.987.
Thomas. Frank: See-

Thomas. Thomas A.. Jr.; and Thomas. Frank. 3.84 1 .014.
Thomas. James E.: See—

Thodos. George. 3,84 1 ,022.
Thomas, Morton I Combination chair and table. 3,841 699 CI ''97-

174.000. "

Thomas, Robert W., to United States of America, Air Force. At-
mospheric sampling probe for a mass spectrometer. 3.842 266 CI
250-288.000.

Thomas. Thomas A.. Jr.; and Thomas. Frank. Fishsaving device
3.84I.0I4. CI. 43-43.160.

Thomason. Walter A.. Jr Web control apparatus. 3.840 942 CI 19-
150.000.

Thompson. James K.; and Harrell. Melvin R . to Phillips Petroleum
Company Method and apparatus for automatically capping carton
with lids. 3.84 1,054. CI. 53-38.000.

Thompson. James M.; lovine. Carmine P.; and Ray-Chaudhuri. Dilip
K . to National Starch and Chemical Corporation Durable fire retar-
dant fabrics made using organic solvent systems of brominated
phosphate monomers. 3.841.902. CI. I 17-136.000.

Thompson. Jeffrey L.: See-
Cross. Newbold O; and Thompson. Jeffrey L., 3.84 1. 1 46.

Thompson. John T.: See-
Anderson. Karl R.. 3.842.2 1 9.

Thompson. John W : See—
Briddell. Charles D ; and Thompson. John W . 3.840.940.

Thompson. Michael Ainley; and Phillips. Brian Leslie, to Joseph Lucas
(Industries) Limited. Vehicle traction systems 3.841.238 CI 180-
65.000.

Thomson-CSF: See—
Broussaud. Georges; and Spitz. Erich. 3.842. 1 97.

Thurn, Friedrich: See—
Meyer-Simon, Eugen; Schwarze. Werner; Thurn. Friedrich; and

Michel. Rudolf, 3.842.1 I 1

Thurston. Raymond L., to Microdot Inc. Lock nut. 3,841 371 CI 151-
2I.00r.

Tiffany Industries. Inc.: See—
Siegal. Burton L. 3.841.042,

Time Computer. Inc.. mesne: See—
Bergey. John M. 3.841.083.

Timelapse. Inc.: See-
Lewis, Robert E.. 3.841 .763.

Timeline Inc.: See—
Farrington. Robert C. 3.84 1 .564.

Tine. Sebastian David; and Dewberry. Albert W.. to Watts Regulator
Company. Injection lubricator. 3.84 1 .438. CI I 84-7 OOd.

Tingquist. Stanley C ; and Laux. Edward G.. to Howmet Corporation.
Method and apparatus for melting and casing metal. 3.841.384. CI
164-60.000.

Tinncrman. George August. Quick-acting clamp. 3.84 1. 1 96. CI 85-
36.000.

Tinsler. Theodore E.: See—
Schuster. Donald R. and Tinsler. Theodore E.. 3.841.1 10

Tison. Kenneth F . to Marine Construction & Design Co Long-line
setting, baiting and hauling system and apparatus 3.841.01 1 CI 4^-
4.000.

Todd. Theodore J Trickle rate fluid outlet 1.841 349 CI 137-
513.500

...
Tokumaru. Tooru: See—

Watanabe. Yoshihiro; Suzuki. Seiji; Tokumaru. Tooru; Yoshihara.
Hiroshi;and Yamahara. Takeshi. 3.842.13 1.

Tokuyama. Takashi: See—
Takemoto. Iwao; Miwa. Ichiro; and Tokuvama. Takashi

3.841.928.
Tokyo Shibaura Electric Companv. Ltd : See—

Ito.Akira. 3.841.193
Tolliver. Wilbur E.. to New York Wire Mills Corp. Fabric and method

for forming pipe reinforcement 3.84 1.591. CI 245-1 000
Tomatu. Toshiharu; and Iwata. Tadao. to Mitsui Petrochemical Indus-

tries. Ltd. Crystalline poly-alpha-olefinc composition having im-
proved dyeability. 3.842.147. CI. 260-897.00b.

Tome. Larry D . to Lippmann. Inc Hvdraulicallv folding material
discharge conveyor. 3.84 1,464. CI. 1981 15.000.

Tomita. Rioe Portable outdoor grill and fire starter unit 3 841 ">99

CI. 126-25.00b.
"

Tomita. Yoshifumi: See—
Takemoto. Takeo; Tomita, Yoshifumi; Ijichi. Ichiro, and Macda

Sajiro. 3.841.876.

Tompkins. James F : See—
Erbv

.
William A; and Tompkins. James F.. 3.842.1 26.

Toray Industries. Inc.: See—
Okazaki. Kaoru; Higuchi. Aira; and Imacda, Noaki, 3.841 .897

Torigoe. Masataka; Nakano. Kazuaki; and Aruga. Shiro. to Chisso Cor-
poration. Method for producing polyvinyl chloride 3.842 0S6 CI
260-92. 80w.

6 K / . . . .
V .

Toro. Anthony S. Safety bumper 3.84 1.683. CI. 293-86.000.
Torosian. Ashod; and Giacoletti. John B . to General Motors Corpora-

tion. Catalytic converter muffler assembly. 3.841.841 CI ""l-

288.00f.
'

. —
Toti. Andrew J. Apparatus for forming a structural unit. 3.840.960 CI

29-200.00b.
Toulson. Ronald Garnett; and Nix. Ronald George, to South Seas Inter-

national (NZ) Limited. Building structures. 3.841 040 CI 5''-

92.000.

Towell. Leroy Dean, to Computer Industries. Inc. Wire routing system
3.842. 1 90. CI. 174-68.500.

'

Towner. George H : See—
Powers. Joseph William. Jr . and Towner. George H . 3.842.25 1

Townsend. Franklin L . to Barber-Colman Company. Double Thread
detector. 3.840.95 I. CI. 28-43.000.

Toyo Kogyo Co.. Ltd.: See-
Sasaki. Toshiro; Oka. Michio; and Washio. Yoshiaki. 3.84 1 .990

Toyo Seikan Kaisha. Ltd : See—
Yamanashi. Norio. 3.840.939.

Toyoda Koki Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Ota. Hiroshi. 3.841 .296

Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Nakamura. Kazumasa. 3.842.287.

Traeger. Frank J. Jr.: See-
Arnold. Alison M. Hapke. Donald W and Traeger Frank J Jr

3.841.588. "

Traflnes. Knut Rude: See—
Dasek. Jaoslav; Shepherd. David: and Traflnes. Knut Rude

3.841.967.
Trans Container Corporation: See—

VoIIers, Gary L..3.842.I49
Transglas Patent- und Lizenzverwertungs AG See—

Harcuba. Siegfried. 3.84

1

.857
Transidyne General Corporation: See—

VandenBroek. Jan A.; and Wilfong. William L.. 3.842.422.
Transue. James A : See—

Casner. John W.; Transue. James A.; and Skiba. John, 3.841 .246.
Treacle. Dennis L. Enterostomy drainage appliance 3 841 332 CI

128-283.000.
'

.
.

Trippensee Corporation: See—
Duperon. Terry L.. 3.84 1 .1 62.

Tronzo. Raymond G. Acetabular cup prosthesis. 3.840.904 CI 3-
1.000.

"

Troutner. Arthur L.. Russell. John R.; Johnson. Alan W.; and Johnson.
Clifford R.. to Trus Joist Corporation. Apparatus for assembling
glue-coated wood veneer sheets into a continuous linearly extendine
stack. 3.841.945. CI. 256-538.000.

^

Trus Joist Corporation: See—
Troutner. Arthur L ; Russell. John R.; Johnson. Alan W and

Johnson. Clifford R . 3.841.945
TRW Inc.: See-
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Drutchas. Gilbert H.; Spencer. Phillip B.; and Hovanchak. John
A. 3.841.804.

Tscherter. Hans: See—
Thiele. Berthold; and Tscherter. Hans. 3.842.092.

Tschorn. Reginald R : See-
Lambert. Jack L ;andTschorn. Reginald R.. 3.841.765.

Tsuchiya. Eigo: See

—

Asai, Soichiro; Ishii. Shoichi; Tabira. Tsutomu; Tsuchiya. Eigo;

and Tazuke. Hideo. 3,841 .966.

Tsumura. Sukebumi: See—
Shida. Shigeru; and Tsumura. Sukebumi. 3.841.124.

Tsunekawa. Tokuichi; Nakamoto. Soichi; and Hasegawa. Goro. to

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha. Exposure control device in single-lens

renex camera. 3.842,424. CI. 354-31.000.
Tsutsui.Toshihiro: See—

Izumi. Tadayoshi; Hirokawa. Hideo; and Tsutsui. Toshihiro.

3.840.994.

Tucker. Alfred J., to Chicago Rawhide Manufacturing Companv. Seal

for rubber molds. 3.841.809. CI. 425-1 10.000.

Tucker. Council A., to American Telecommunications Corporation.

Jack or plug receptacle. 3.842.395. CI 339-91 OOr.

Tufts. Wesley M.; and Albertassi. James H.. to Nautron Corporation.
Marine toilet with dispenser. 3.840,914. CI. 4-224.000.

Tummala, Rao R.: See

—

Sherk, Thomas A., and Tummala. Rao R. 3.841.883.
Turner. C. Warren, to Black Clawson Company. The. Wire cage cutter.

3.K4 1.360. CI. 140-1.000.

Turner. Philip L.. to Ford Motor Company. Vehicle headlamp aiming
system and method 3.841.759. CI. 356-121.000.

Turton, Cecil Nigel: See—
Dixon. David Rodney. Turton. Cecil Nigel; and Williams. Ian

Gabriel. 3.842.026.

Tweit. Robert C. to Searle. G. D. & Co. 2-(Phenoxyalkylthio)
imidazoles and congeners. 3.842.097. CI. 260-309.000.

Twillman. Dieter: See—
Wachendorf. Friedrich; Winkler. Alois; Twillman. Dieter; and

Ncubert. Rolf. 3.841.074.
Twin Disc. Incorporated: See-

Black. James B. 3,841 ,949

Tye.John M Planting implement. J-strap 3,84 1.243. CI. I 1 1-85.000.

Tye.JohnM Planting implement, drag. 3.841 .244. CI. 11 1-85.000.

Tye. John M. Planting implement, pretilling. 3.841,245. CI. 111-

85.000.

Tykachinsky. Isai Davidovich: See—
Bondarev. Konstantin Timofeevich, Tykachinsky. Isai Davidovich;

Pavlushkin. Nikolai Mikhaiovich; Kataeva. Galina Vasilievna;

Kozlovsky. Vikto Stepanovich; Romanovsky. Mark Bent-
sionovich; Pyatnitskava. Varvara Vasilievna; and Rud. Svetlana
Ivanovna. 3.841.86.

Ueda. Teiji: See—
Atsuta. Hisayoshi; Ueda. Teiji; and Koezuka. Yokichi. 3.841.142.

Ueno. Kiyoshi: See—
Sakakura. Akira; Matsumoto. Fumio; and Ueno. Kiyoshi.

3.841.924
Uhl.KarlSee-

Schaeffer. Norbert; Fitterer. Horst; Uhl. Karl; Schnell.Georg; and
Andriessen. Wilhelmus. 3.84 1 .582.

Uhlir. Pavel; and Uhlirova. Jarmila. to Elitex. Zavody textilniho

strojirenstvi generaini reditelstvi Apparatus for holding and remov-
ing a knitwork in a double cylinder circular knitting machine.

3.841.1 12. CI. 66-14.000.

Uhlirova. Jarmila: See—
Uhlir. Pavel; and Uhlirova. Jarmila. 3.841.112.

Ujiie. Akira. to Mitsubishi Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Method for

manufacturing curved wall metallic objects. 3.841.383. CI. 164-

52.000.

Ujiie. Akira, to Mitsubishi Jikogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Welding method
employing inclined parallel groove 3.842,237. CI. 219-135.000.

Ultra Products. Inc.: See-
Brown. William M.. 3.84

1

.595.

Ultrasonic Systems. Inc : See—
Balamuth. Lewis; Rutten. Michael R.. and Meyer. Robert.

3.840.932.

UNELEC: See-
Granson. Jean; and Hennemann. Jean. 3.842.380.

Union Carbide Corporation: See—
Acomb. Byron Hillen. 3.84

1

.353.

Chow, Sui-Wu. and Matzner. Markus. 3.842.036.

Harpold. Michael A.; and Atkins. Kenneth E.. 3.842.142.

Omietanski. George M.andChuang. Vincent T.. 3.842.1 12.

Richardson. Stanley Hamilton. 3.842.027.
I Somekh. George S.. 3.84 1 .099.

Union Oil Company of California: See—
Hansford. Rowland C. 3.842.1 58.

Young. Dean Arthur. 3.842.016.

Uniroyal: See—
Leblond. Jean; Danneels. Guy; and Lambert. Maurice. 3.84 1 .94

1

Uniroyal, Inc.: See—
Ariyan, Zaven S.; and Harrison, William A., 3,842,1 72.

Gilreath. Arnold A.. 3.841 .373.

Uniroyal Ltd.: See—
Ariyan, Zaven S.; and Harrison, William A., 3,842,172.

Unitec, Inc.: See-
Mayer. Ronn H. 3,842.409.

United Aircraft Corporation: See—
Bergmann. Richard J.. 3.84 1 .794.

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Secretary of

State for Defense in Her Britannic Majesty's Government of the:

See—
Field-Richards. Hugh Sherwood. 3.842.35 1

Snell. Leonard Stanley; and Vivian. William Edward Dennis.

3.841.764.

United States of America
: See—

Arndt, Walter R. 3.842.419.
Walton. Roger H ; and Straver. James W.. 3.841 .5 10.

Young. DonL. Jr. .3.841. 171

Agriculture: See—
Schwarz. Mcver; Sonnet. Philip E.; and Wakabavashi. Nobel.

3.842.128.'

Air Force: See—
Berta. Michael A . and Jones. Claude R.. 3.842.284.

Cote. Walter E. 3.842.352.
Dobrzelecki. Arthur J ; and Buggeln. Richard C. 3.842.363.

Hcitman. James M.; and Starr. Earl F.. Jr . 3.842.262.

Morrisev. Edward J . 3.84

1

.197.

Schlossberg. Howard. 3.842.367.

Thomas. Robert W . 3.842.266
Young. DonL .Jr.. 3.841.773.

Army: See—
Ev'ers-Eutemeck. Ernst T.. 3.84 1 .585.

Atomic Energy Commission: See

—

Caldwell. Carroll E.; and Ficklin. Ann C. 3.84 1 .863.

Health. Education and Welfare: See-
Goldstein. Seth R.. 3.841 .3 10.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration: See—
Wilkins. Judd R ; and Mills. Stacey M . 3.84 1 .973.

Navy: See-
Becker. Edward B. 3.841. 148.

Clark. ArthurC. 3.841.107.

Green. James H.. 3.842.228.

Greene. Richard F ; Schoolar. Richard B ; and Scharnhorst.

Peter. 3.842.274.

Kermode. David W.. 3.841 .734.

United States Scientific Instruments. Inc.: See-
Goldberg. Jacob. 3.842.34 1

.

United States Steel Corporation: See-
Bode. Charles H.. Jr.. 3.84

1

.538.

Leonard. Ralph W. 3.84 1 .894

Universal Oil Products Company: See-
Barnes. Marion W.. 3.84 1 .274.

Lowe. Frederick G. 3.841.703.
Withers. James G . Jr . Habdas. Edward P.; and Jurmo. Michael

W.. 3.841.136.
University of California. The Regents of the: See

—

Perez-Mendez. Victor. 3.842.373.

Upjohn Company. The: See-
Gall. Martin'; and Hester. Jackson B . Jr.. 3.842.090.

Hester. Jackson B . Jr ; and Gall. Martin. 3.842.089.

Kilhnger. Fred M. 3.841.329.

Lincoln. Frank H.. Jr.. 3.842.1 18.

Szmuszkovicz. Jacob. 3.842.080.
Urbanova. Renata: See—

Stov. Vladimir; Stoy Artur; Kucera. Josef: Prokop. Jaroslav; and
Urbanova. Renata. 3.842. 1 5 1

.

Urruela. Jose Rivacoba. to Tecnica Sener. Industrialy y Naval. S.A.

Bearers for solid of revolution tanks on board ships. 3.84 1 .269. CI.

Il4-74.00r.

Ursul. Earl G.: See—
Platner. Warren; Whitwam. Ronald L.; Kolk. Stephen B.; and Ur-

sul. Earl G. 3.841.704.

U.S. Philips Corporation: See-
Beyer. Louis Benjamin; Comelissen. Gerardus Antonius Petrus

Maria; Driessen. Antonius Jozephus Gerardus Cornelis; Jacobs.

Cornelis Adrianus Joannes; and Siebers. Gerardus Henricus
Maria. 3.842.304.

Brandquist. Rune Lennart. 3.842.340.

Hoppenbrouwers. Johannes Josephus Marie. 3.842.012.
Korteling. Aart Gerrit. 3.84 1 .288.

Shannon. John Martin. 3.84 1 .9 1 7.

Van Daelen. Henri Jean Gerard; Hendriks. Adrianus Anthonius
Maria, and Koteris. Willem Johannes Jozef. 3.842.313.

Van Esdonk. Johannes; and Jacobs. Jacobus Hubertus. 3.842.308.
Van Stratum. Antonius Johannes Alberta; Verest. Franciscus
Johannes; and Parchen. Wilheim Ernst Paul. 3.842.309.

Wesseling. Karel Hendrik. and De Wit. Bcnjamino. 3.84 1 .3 1 3.

USM Corporation: See-
Garner. Derek H.. Bosworth. George H., and Barker. Roger M..

3.840.929.

Utah State University Foundation: See-
Gandhi. Niranjan R.; and Richardson. Gary H.. 3.841 .834.

Vagi. Kitty: See—
Podesva.Ctirad;and Vagi. Kitty. 3.842.094.

Valentine. Gordon A., to Stanley Aviation Corporation. Head restraint

apparatus. 3.84 1.590. CI. 244-1 38.00r.

Valmat Signs & Signals Ltd.: See

—

Ludwig. Vernon A. 3.841.010.

Vamosi. Jozsef: See—
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Giflo. Henrik; Enekcs, Sandor; Zambo, Pal; and Vamosi Jozsef
3,841.866.

Van Becelaere. Robert M.. to Tempmaster Corporation. Minimum air
volume control device. 3.84 1 .394. CI. 1 65-30.000.

Van Buren. Myers, to Bayshore Concrete Products Corp Anchor plate
means for reinforcing rods 3.841 .599. CI. 249-205.000.

Van Buskirk, Warren T.. to Xerox Corporation. Corona generator
cleaning apparatus. 3.842.273. CI. 250-324.000.

Van Daelen, Henri Jean Gerard; Hendriks. Adrianus Anthonius Maria;
and Koteris. Willem Johannes Jozef. to U.S Philips Corporation!
Multiple character gas discharge display device. 3.842.313 CI 315-
169.0tv

Van De Putte. Tonny: See—
Dijkstra. Fokke Cornelius. Groothuizen. Theodorus Maria;
Pasman. Hermanus Johannes; and Van De Putte Tonnv
3.842.181.

van der Lely. Ary; and Bom. Cornelis Johannes Gerardus Cultivator
and tines. 3.841.41 1 . CI. 172-1 1 1.000.

van der Lely. Cornelis. Implements for the displacement of crop lying
on the ground. 3.84 1.073. CI 56-370.000.

Van Esdonk. Johannes; and Jacobs. Jacobus Hubertus. to U.S. Philips
Corporation Gas discharge panel with apertured center plate having
an oxidized surface. 3.842.308. CI. 313-188.000.

Van Grecken. Gene, to Gvang Motor Company Ptv. Limited Enerev
conversion device. 3.84 1 .802. CI. 4 1 8-66.000.

van Hcijst. Willem Jan. to N V Industrieele Handelscombinatie Hol-
land. Piping between a buoy and a stationary conduit 3.841 357 CI
138-120.000.

' .
..j-'.^^i.

Van Heijst. Willem Jan. to N V. Industrieele Handelscombinatie Hol-
land. Ship loading and unloading equipment 3 841 501 CI >I4.
13.000.

6 1 K -. .--Wl. V.1. _!•

Van Stratum. Antonius Johannes Alberta; Verest. Franciscus
Johannes; and Parchen. Wilheim Ernst Paul, to U.S. Philips Corpora-
tion. Method of manufacturing a storage cathode and cathode manu-
factured by said method 3.842.309. CI. 3 1 3-346.Ode

van Wijngaarden. Ineke; See—
Soudijn. Willem; van Wijngaarden. Ineke; and Janssen Paul
Adriaan Jan. 3.842.076.

Van Zyl. Josias. to Intermenua (Proprietary) Limited Shearing
machine. 3.841. 183. CI. 83-157.000.

Vandale. Leonard A.: See—
Appleby. Paul E ; Braden. William D ; and Vandale. Leonard A

3,841.033.
w.uiurt..

Vandaveer. Roscoe F : See—
Moote. Truman P.; and Vandaveer. Roscoe F . 3.841.405.

Vandenabeele. Hubert: See—
Pollet. Robert Joseph; Vandenberghe. Antoon Leon; and Van-
denabeele. Hubert. 3.841,878.

Vandenbergh. Atoon Leon: See—
Willems. Josef Frans; Vandenbergh. Atoon Leon; Pollet. Robert
Joseph; Maeda. Sajiro; Roosen. Raymond Albert; and Philip-
paerts. Herman Adelbert. 3.84 1

.877.'

Vandenberghe. Antoon Leon: See—
Pollet. Robert Joseph; Vandenberghe. Antoon Leon; and Van-
denabeele. Hubert. 3.84

1

.878.
VandenBroek. Jan A.; and Wilfong. William L., to Transidyne General
Corporation Method and apparatus for recording signals
3,842.422. CI. 346-1.000 ^ ^

Vandermeirsch. Marcel A . to Fabrique National Herstal S.A. en
abrege EN. Process and device for doubling on a double needle bed
rib end knitting machine. 3.841.1 14. CI. 66-148.000.

Vandrebeck. Roger, to Cebal. Head for crimping metal caps on con-
tainers. 3.84 1 .056. CI. 53-33 1 .000.

Varga. John M : See—
Spinosa. Dom;and Varga. John M . 3.841.799

Vargiu. Silvio; Giovanni. Sesto S.. Mazzoleni. Giorgio; and Nistri Ugo
to Societa' Italiana Resine SLR.. S.p.A Three stage process for the
preparation of resins from urea and formaldehyde. 3.842.039. CI
260-69. OOr.

Varian Associates: See—
Iwao. Kumiry Roy. 3.84 1 . 1 60.

Varner. Donald E . to Industrial Nucleonics Corporation. Control
system for a cigarette making machine or the like. 3.841.337. CI
131-21 OOb.

Vaughan. Harry L.. to Scripto. Inc. Unitary resilient seahng valve
3.841.365. CI. 141-291.000.

'

Vaughan, Harry L.. to Scripto. Inc. Unitary resilient sealing valve
3.841.366.CI. 141-291.000.

VEBA-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Schmitt. Karl; Gude. Fritz; and Brandt. Siegfried. 3.842 046

Vecta Group. Inc . The: S*"*-—

Sullivan. William H . 3.841.701.
Vedvik. Andrew H., and Layman. Melvin M.. to Mayer. Oscar. & Co

Inc Packaging forming apparatus 3.84 1 .820. CI 425-388 000
Vepa AG : See—

FIcissner. Heinz. 3,841,933.
Verbanac. Frank: See—

Moser. Kenneth B. and Verbanac, Frank. 3.842.005
Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke-Fokker Gesellschaft mit

beschrankter Haftung: See—
Behnert. Reinhard. 3.841.562.

Verest. Franciscus Johannes: See—
Van Stratum. Antonius Johannes Alberta; Verest. Franciscus
Johannes; and Parchen. Wilheim Ernst Paul, 3.842.309.

Verfahrenstechnik KG: See—
Kohler. Friedrich. 3.842.257.

Vertrieb von Werkzeugen GmbH. Firma: See—
Biersack. Horst. 3,841.418.

Vetco Offshore Industries. Inc : See—
Larralde. Edward; and Robinson. Glenn. 3.84 1 .607.

Vetter. Heinz, to Heimsport GmbH Push pull rotatable wheel type ex-
ercising device. 3.84 1 .627. CI. 272-79.00r.

Vickers. James H : See—
Bisbing. Robert H ; and Vickers. James H.. 3.84 1 .674

Vilagi. Burton J.: See—
Drozek. Julius S ; Horvath. Richard A ; and Vilagi. Burton J

3.841.567.
*

Vilain. Robert, to Entrcprise d'Equipement Mecaniques & Hvdrau-
liqucs E.M.H Floating systems of the barge type, especially for
drillingindecp water. 3.84I.249.C1. I 14- 50d

Villa. Jose L.; and Iserson. Hyman. to Thiokol Chemical Corporation.
PerfluoroalkyI iodide modified polybutadiene resins. 3.84'' 0S3 CI
260-83.300.

'
. -- .-^i.

Villette.Guy Filter device. 3.841 .487. CI. 210-123.000.
Vinje. Magnus G: See-

Procter. Alan R.; Styan. Garrick E.; and Vinje. Magnus G
3.841.962.

Vinson. Paul. Press with multiple shuttle feed ?.841 181 CI 83-
50.000.

Vischer. Alfred. Jr. Eyeglass frame. 3.84 1 .74 1 . CI. 35 I - 1 20.000
Viscolosi. Louis A.. Jr : See—

Di Benedetto. Frank; and Viscolosi. Louis A. Jr.. 3.841,390.
Vitali. Romano: See—

Gardi. Rinaldo. and Vitali. Romano. 3.842.075.
Vivian. William Edward Dennis: See—

Snell. Leonard Stanley; and Vivian. William Edward Dennis
3,841.764.

Vizziello. Vito M ; and Bouteiller. Charles A., to New England Log
Homes, Inc. Planing and igrooving machine. 3.841.367 CI 144-
3.OOr.

^

Vlach, Thomas L: 5ef— '

Edwin. Allan I.; Vlach. Thomas L ; and Bennett. Melvin T
3.841.149.

Vockenhuber. Karl: See—
vonBelvard. Peter Revy. 3.841.742.

Voelker. Walter Daniel Adjustable mattress for pregnant mothers
3.840.920. CI 5-348.0wb.

Vogt. Wilheim; Glaser. Hermann; and Dyrschka. Helmut, to Knapsack
Aktiengesellschaft Aluminate supported catalytic composition as an
exhaust gas catalyst. 3.842.015. CI. 252-455. OOr.

Vollers. Gary L.. to Trans Container Corporation. Method for blow pin
actuation in injection blow molding. 3.842.149. CI 264-97 000

von Belvard. Peter Revy. to Vockenhuber. Karl and Hauser. Raimund
Method for preparing a limited film length 3.841 74"' CI 3S->.
91.000. .

V
. ...

von Heitlinger. Eugene, to Schwinn Bicycle Company. Wheel rim strip
assembly. 3.840.956. CI. 29-33.500. '

'

Von Roeschlaub. Warren N Hot melt applicator and method
3.841.527. CI. 222-146.00h.

Von Strandtmann. Max; Cohen. Marvin P ; and Shavel. John Jr Sub-
stituted pyrano(2.3-b)pyrans and process for their production
3.842.085, CI. 260-289.00r.

Von Walter. Alfred, to Steigerwald Strahltcchnik GMBH Process to
control the movement of a workpiece with respect to a beam of a
stock processing machine operating by means of controllable
3.842.236.CI. 219-121 Oem.

Vosper Limited: See-
Dyke. Raymond William. 3.841.433

Vuilleumier. Cyril, to Societe Suisse pour I Industrie Horlogerc
Management Services SA Calendar mechanism for time-pieces

Wachendorf. Friedrich; Winkler. Alois; Twillman, Dieter; and Neu-"
bert. Rolf, to Krupp. Fried Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung
Ring spinning machine and method of operation 3,841 074 CI 57-
34.0tt.

Wackie Chemie GmbH: See-
Gabriel, Richard; Balwe. Thomas; Bauer. Johann; Fendel Kurt
and Kaczerofsky. Rupert. 3,842 OSS

Wade. Donald H: See—
Padgitt. Kenneth W.. and Wade. Donald H.. 3.842.345.

Wager Electric Corporation: See-
Atkins. Carl E. 3.842.324.

Wagner Electric Corporation: See—
Fleagle. Joseph E . 3.842.355

Wagner. Robert J., to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Adjustable tractor
seat. 3. 84 1.696. CI 296-65 OOr

Wainwright. Clyde S.. Jr : See—
Callihan. Rudy B; and Wainwright. Clyde S., Jr., 3.841 400

Wakabayashi. Nobel: See—
Schwarz. Meyer; Sonnet. Philip E.; and Wakabayashi. Nobel.

Wakeen. Nicholas P.. SO-^t to Blodgett. Norman S. Gas cleaning ap-
paratus. 3.841.066. CI. 55-290 000.

Wakeman. William R.. to Moore Business Forms. Inc Maniford en-
velope assembly. 3.84 1 .549. CI. 229-69 000

Wakita. Katumasa; Yunoki. Issei; and Yoshida. Mitunari. to Stanley
Electric Co.. Ltd. Solder removing apparatus 3 842 240 CI 7Iq'
230.000.
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Walden. John P.. to General Electric Company. Extended output
power control of inverter. 3.842.338. CI. 321-43.000.

Walker. Frank H . to General Motors Corporation Coaxial fluid lines
with plug-in connector assemblies. 3.841 .67 1. CI. 285- 13 3.OOr.

Walker. Terence; and Dianetti. Joseph C . to Amer.can Optical Cor-
poration. Illuminating system for contact lens ophthalmometer.
3.842.253. CI. 240-41.00r.

Wallcns. William R: See-
Klein. Lawrence N ; and Wallens. William R. 3.841.1 16.

Wallington. Frederick L.: See—
Banyas. John D.; and Wallington. Frederick L.. 3.84 1 ,687.

Walsh. Richard David; and Baugher, James Edward, to AMF Incor-
porated. Bowling ball path indicator. 3.84 1 .633. CI. 273-54.OOd.

Walsh. Robert J., to Monsanto Company Process for polishing thin
elements. 3.84 1 .031 . CI. 51-283.000

Walter. Arthur Light curtain for accident prevention. ^.841.766 CI
356-256.000.

Walter Kidde & Company. Inc : See-
Robinson. Roland L ; Boltz. Chadwick C; Everson. Evan P ; and
Mac Pherson. Douglas E .3.841.584.

Walters. Richard P.: See—
Haller. Albert H.; Larkin. John J ; and Walters. Richard P .

3.841.362
Walton. Charles A.: See—

Kohler, Robert D.. Sidlauskas. David P . and Walton. Charles A .

3.842.246.
Walton. Roger H ; and Strayer. James W . said Strayer assor to United

States of America. Aircraft cargo winching system. ^.841 Sjo CI
214-516.000.

Wanddell. Robert E. Dockboard 3.840.930. CI. 14-71.000.
Wander Ltd.; a/k/a Wander AG: See—

Hunziker, Fritz. 3.842.082.
Wandstrat. Theodore A . to Shell Oil Company Isoamvlene extraction

3.842.1 36. CI 26O-677.00a.
Wang. Samuel S M.. to Dow Chemical Company. The Polymeric

acrylic acid-urea complexes and preparation. 3.842.022. CI 260-
17.4sg.

Wangard. William: See—
Kniepkamp. Alberto E.. and Wangard. William. 3.842.1 84.

Ward. Allen Edens: .See—
Wilder. Marion Archer; Ward. Charles Spurgeon, and Ward.

Allen Edens. 3.841.159.
Ward. Charles Spurgeon: See— *

Wilder. Marion Archer. Ward. Charles Spurgeon; and Ward
Allen Edens. 3,841.159.

Wardlaw. William G.. Sr : See—
Higginbotham. James M.. and Wardlaw. William G.. Sr .

3.841.853.
Ware Machine Works, Inc.: See-

Pilch, John S, 3.841,172.
Warner-Lambert Company : See—

Gardi, Rinaldo; and Vitali. Romano. 3.842.075.
Warner-Lambert Company, mesne: See—

ODriscoll. Kenneth F ; and Isen. Allan A (said Isen assor. to).
3.841.985.

Warwick Electronics. Inc.: See—
Konopka. John G.. 3.842.403.
Martin. James C, 3.842.198.

Washio. Yoshiaki: See—
Sasaki. Toshiro; Oka. Michio; and Washio. Yoshiaki. 3.84 1 .990.

Watanabe. Hirotaka: .See—
Okada. Katsuto; Yamanami. Shoichi. Ishibashi. Akichika; and

Watanabe, Hirotaka. 3.841.35 2.

Watanabe. Tatsuya: See—
Isonaka. Kenji; Hokari. Saburo. Watanabe. Tatsuya; and Furu-
kawa. Masamichi, 3.841 .750.

Watanabe. Yoshihiro; Suzuki. Seiji; Tokumaru. Tooru. Yoshihara.
Hiroshi. and Yamahara. Takeshi, to Sumitomo Chemical Company.
Limited. Process for conducting a diels-alder reaction. 3.842,131.
CI. 260-666. Opy.

Watson, Charles Andrew : .See-
Block, Max, and Watson, Charles Andrew. 3.842.1 67.

Watterback. Paul Gunnar. to Arbman Development AB. Torque-limit-
ing gripping device for a screw means. 3.841 .1 77. CI. 81-52.40r.

Watts Regulator Company: See—
Tine. Sebastian David, and Dewberry, Albert W., 3.841.438.

Weathcrchem Corporation: See—
Weathcrhead, Albert J.. Ill; and Loughley. William A . 3.841.053

Weatherhead. Albert J. Ill; and Loughley. William A., to
Weatherchem Corporation. Method and apparatus for displaying
product. 3,84 1,053. CI. 53-23.000.

Weathe.'head Company . The: See-
Baker. James P .

3'.84 1.095
Weaver. John B Marbleizing apparatus. 3.841.807. CI. 425-104.000.
Webb. Benard C : See-

Morrison. Richard L.and Webb. Benard C. 3.841.922.
Webb. VenardC: See-

Morrison. Richard L ; and Webb. Venard C. 3,840.922.
Webber. Raymond E ; Boggs. Roger L.; and Stedman. Robert N.. to

Caterpillar Tractor Company Lubricated track joint. 3.84 1 .7 1 6. CI
305-11.000.

Weber-Knapp Company: See-
Little. Carl H. 3.841.767.
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Week. Manfred, to Wolf-Gerate GmbH Electrically driven lawn
mower. 3.841 .069. CI. 56-10.500.

Weddendorf. Elmer R . to B/W Metals Company. Inc. Safety door
mechanism. 3. 84 1.440. CI. 186- 1.OOr.

Wehling. Rolf: See-
Kutscher. Gerhard; Droge. Josef; Wehling. Rolf; and Ncubcrt.

Rolf. 3.841.075.
Wehner. Albert, to Hein. Lehmann Aktiengesellschaft. Sieving, screen-

ing, filtering or washing machine 3.84 1 .48 1 . CI. 209-3 10.000.
Wehr. Kenneth E: See—

Purcell.Robert J ;and Wehr. Kenneth E . 3.841.424
Weinstock. Joseph: See—

Sutton. Blaine M ; and Weinstock. Joseph. 3.842.107
Sutton. Blaine M.and Weinstock. Joseph. 3.842.108

Wcis, Frank G.. to Ecodync Corporation Pressure switch with
diaphragm for liquid bearing solids. 3.842.224. CI 200-81 9(»r

Weisberg. Jack Public address s\stem with horn speakers arrayed
around and facing inward toward a common point 3.842.20^. C"l

179-1.Oat.

Weisgerber. Willi, to Miller Printing Machinery Co. Sheet feeding ap-
paratus. 3.84 1 .626. CI. 27 1 -268.000.

Wells. Charles A.. ONeil. Robert A., and Wilson, Michael C . to Pretty
Products. Inc. Merchandise packaging device. 3.841.478. CI 2(16-

491.000.
Wells. Richard C Remote indicator system 3.842.408. CI 340-

216.000.
Welter. Leonard M.: See—

Coates. Vincent John; Welter. Leonard M.; and Gold. James J .

3.842.272.
Wenker. Heinrich: See—

Heckmann. Werner; Jordan. Heinz; and Wenker. Heinrich.
3.841.364

Wenskus. Herbert: See-
Lynch. John R ; Otten. Leonard E.; and Wenskus. Herbert.

3.840.978
Wentorf. Robert H . Jr . to General Electric Company. Closed-cycle
thermochcmical production of hydrogen and oxygen. 3.842.164. CI
423-579.000.

Wentworth. Hobart L.. and Seclandt. Karl H . to Sola Basic Industries.
Inc Continuous fluid bed wire burn-off apparatus method
3.841.240. CI. Il0-8.00r.

Wepron Products ( Proprietary ) Limited: See—
Haskins. Ralph Newton. .3.84 1 .526.

Werner. Frank D Golf ball retrieving club. 3.841.639. CI 273-
!62.00e.

Werther, Karl G Boring bar. 3.84 1 .785. CI. 408- 1 97.000
Wcsco Products Company: See—

Horwitz. Don A . 3.841.178.
Wesseling. Karel Hendrik; and De Wit. Benjamino. to US Philips Cor-

poration. Stroke volume meter. 3.84 1 .3 1 3. CI. 1 28-2.05r.
Western Electric Company, Incorporated: See—

Haller. Albert H.; Larkin. John J.; and Walters. Richard P..

3.841.362.

Hetrich. Harold Arthur. 3.841.930
Jayachandra. Yemmanur. 3,842,277.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation: See-
Amos. David J.. 3.841.792.

Anderson. Paul T.; and Ramsey. James B.. 3.842.383.
Batenburg. Abram. 3.842.356.'

Booker. Clyde A . Jr. 3.84 1 .443.

Boyko. Eugene S ; Campbell. Joseph; and Wiggins. Roger J .

3.842.238.
Dickens. Lawrence E . 3.842.359.
Dickens. Lawrence E.. 3.842.360.
Fox. Richard and Emberg. Donald J . 3.841.122
Fox, Richard O . and Smith. Andrew W. Jr.. 3.84 1.123.
Franz. James H.. Jr.. 3.842.334
Geyer. Manvel A.. Gordon. Frank J . Lvman. Richard C . and

3.842.249.
Hall. Gary M. 3.842.186.
Hall. Walter O. 3.841.228.
Harris. William G.Jr. and Massaro. Anthony A .Jr . 3.841.271
Hasell. Richard F.; Bovce. Walter A ; and Smith. Chrisman O..

3.840.954.

Hundstad. Richard L.; and Farish. Owen. 3.842.365.
Leeds. Winthrop M.. 3.842.225.
Martin. Jack. 3.840.953.

Melamed. Nathan T ; and Phillips. Dovid C. 3,842,369.
Miller, Harold L , and Shaw. Woodrow G.. 3.842.384.
Nitta.Tohei. 3.842.3 18.

O'Neill. Wilbur J. .3.841. 348.
Palazzolo. Salvatore E.;and Hetrick. Richard R.. 3.841.956
Rice. KennethT . Jr.. 3.841.133.
Scalzo. Augustine J.. 3.841 .787.

Schumacher. Berthold W.. 3.842.279.
Schuster. Donald R . and Tinsler. Theodore E.. 3.841.1 ID.
Schuster. Marvin A.; and Lytic. Walter J . 3.840.982.
Simmonds. Leonard B . and Ruffing. Charles R.. 3.842.303.
Sokolowski. Peter F.. 3.84 1 .270.
Sprengling. Gerhard R.. 3.841.957.
Taylor. Glenn R ; and Kellogg. Walter J.. 3.842,343.

Westvaco Corporation: See-
Bills. Alan M. 3.842.1 19.

Falkehag, Sten I; and Bailey. Carl W.. III. 3.841.887.
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Wexler. Joseph S.. to North American Phihps Corporation. Solid state

start and control circuit for A C. motor 3 842 S"*? CI 318
22I.OUe.

Wheeler, Claud R : and Freebourn. Norbert E., to Broderick &
Bascom Rope Compan> Wheeled vehicle tie-down device
3,841.235. CI. 105-368.001.

Whelan. Edward J . taSun Chemical Corporation. Apparatus for radia-
tion-curing of coating on multi-sided object. 3,840 999 CI 34-
105.000.

.
.

V.I.

Whirlpool Corporation; See—
Marcussen, Henry, 3,840,998.

White, Charles S Low friction sealing ring 3.841 644 CI '>77-

I5S.000. ' ^ -'

White.FrankG Sef-
Boland.Thomas M ;and White. Frank G. 3.841,710.

White Motor Corporation of Canada Limited: See—
Maiste, Arved. and Robertson. Melvin F.. 3,84 1 ,536.

Whitehall Electronics Corporation: See—
Callins. Harold T ; and Doster. William H , 3 842 3'>5

Whittaker, MackP.:5f<—
Grindstaff. Lloyd I.; and Whittaker, Mack P , 3.842,165.

Whitwam, Ronald L : See-
Plainer. Warren; Whitwam, Ronald L.; Kolk, Stephen B and Ur-

sul. Earl G, 3.841,704.
Whitworth. Clyde Weydell; See—

Luzzi. Louis Anthony; Whitworth, Clyde Weydell; and Jun Hune
Won, 3,842,170.

'
" ^

Whyzmuzis, Paul D.: See—
Minkema, William H; and Whvzmuzis, Paul D., 3.841 833

Wiater, Joseph R. Bench Saw. 3.84 i. I 88. CI. 8 3-471 300
Wicksall, Guy J : iff—

Stone, Guthrie B;Orloff, Arthur; and Wicksall, Guy J ,3 841 463
Wiechert, Rudolf: Sff— ' '

Hofmeister, Helmut; Laurent, Henrv; Prezewowskv. Klaus and
Wiechert. Rudolf. 3.842.105.

Wiggins. Roger J.: See—

^^3
84'2^3r"*^

S.; Campbell. Joseph; and Wiggins, Roger J,

Wilbanks, DarrelJ.:5fe—

°^!</ff^P'^ ^ ^ ^•"'=>"'«s. Darrel J.; and Willcox. Waid O .

3,84 1 ,247.

Wilder. Arthur G . and Bridwell. Harold C. to Christensen Diamond
Products Company. Abraders. abrasive particles and methods for
producing same. 3.84 1 .852. CI. 5 I -295.000.

Wilder. Joseph R
. and Kanbar. Maurice S. Suction-pump assembly for

drawing body fluids. 3.84 1 .33 1 . CI. I 28-278 000
WHder. Marion Archer; Ward. Charles Spurgeon; and Ward. Allen

bdens. to Allied Chemical Corporation. Automatic sampler for flow-
ing staple fiber. 3.841,159. CI. 73-422 OOr

^3Sl.'^839'ci 23-2'88Sr"'"^
^^""" ^°"'' ^'*''^''' '°"''""

'^3'8il.'^84?'ci 13-2^88 Or*"^
^'''^ ^'''^' ^''"''' "°"''^*'"

Wilfong!wmiamL.:5f<'-
VandenBroek. Jan A ; and Wilfong. William L.. 3.842.422

Wilford. Ernest, to Associated Weavers Limited. Dist'ributioVof fluids
from pipes. 3.84 1.566. Cl. 239-568.000

Wilkes. Glenn Richard: See—

'^^V.'-7o,?°*'^"''
George; and Wilkes. Glenn Richard.

3.841 .873.

Wilkins. Judd R . and Mills. Stacey M.. to United States of America
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Apparatus for
microbiological sampling. 3.841.973. Cl 195-P7 000

Willcox. Waid O.: See-
Off. Joseph W A.; Wilbanks. Darrel J.; and Willcox. Waid O .

Willems. Josef Frans; Vandenbergh. Atoon Leon; Pollet Robert
Joseph; Maeda. Sajiro. Roosen. Raymond Albert; and Philippaerts
Herman Adelbert. to Agfa-Gevaert N V Development of exposed
photographic silver halide elements. 3.841.877. Cl. 96-56.000.

Williams. Dale; and Bunn. Dorrance P . Jr.. to Texaco Inc. Apparatus
for fluidized catalytic cracking of hydrocarbons. 3.841.843 Cl 23-
288.00s.

"J • }. v.1. ij

Williams. Frederick C. to Hughes Aircraft Company. Bistatic radar
system. 3.842.4 17, Cl.343-5.00r.

'

Williams, Haydn Windsor Richard; and Rooney, Clarence Stanley to
Merck Sharp & Dohme ( I.A ) Corp 1 ,8-Naphthyridine compounds
3.842,087, Cl. 260-295.00n.

Williams, Ian Gabriel: See—
Dixon, David Rodney; Turton, Cecil Nigel; and Williams Ian

Gabriel, 3,842,026.
Williams, James W : See-

Smith, James S , Jr ;and Williams, James W , 3,842,401.
Williams, Robert G ; and Coolidge, Richard M , to General Motors
Corporation. Extractor roll drive. 3.841 ,388, Cl. 164-282.000.

Williams. Robert M . to Geneva. Inc Pipe coupling 3.841.668. Cl.
.-85-93 .000.

Willock. Charles B. Drop bulb pressure-measuring device. 3.841,157.

Wilson. Eugene M : See—
Howarth. Richard C; and Wilson, Eugene M 3 84 1 007

Wilson. Harry W.:5ee-
...

Fishkin. Edward A ;and Wilson. Harry W.. 3.842.162.
Wilson. John C ; and Hamb. Fredrick, to Eastman Kodak Company
Film forming polyurethanes. 3.842.042. Cl. 260-77.Sap.
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Wilson. Katherinc W.: See—
Swidler. Ronald; and Wilson. KatherineW 3 841 83'

Wilson. Michael C: See-
Wells. Charles A.; ONeil. Robert A.; and Wilson. Michael C.

J .o4 1 .4 / o

.

Wilson. Rollin V. Tip for toy arrows. 3.84 1 .635, Cl. 273- 1 06.50a.
Winfrey, Lewis L. Embalmer's instrument 3,840,948 Cl ''7-'' I 000
Wingerter. Franz, to Berthold Fototype GmbH. Reeling device for in-

formation carrier film. 3.84 1.579. Cl 24''-67 400
Winkler. Alois: See—

Wachendorf, Friedrich; Winkler. Alois; Twillman. Dieter; and
Neubert. Rolf. 3.841.074.

Winter. Roland A E . to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Processable polyi-
mides and polyamide-imides containing polvolefinic insaturat'ed
imides. 3.842. 143. Cl. 260-857.0pa.

'

Wirth. Arno H Electrostatic nocking equipment. 3.842.315. Cl. 317-

Witfield. Harold B . Jr ; and Bentlev. Thomas P.. to Du Pont de

3 842"i"2 ^Cl'
"264'^-'^*""'"*"^ Embossed polyester film preparation.

Withers. James G . Jr.; Habdas. Edward P.; and Jurmo. Michael W to
Universal Oil Products Company Method of designing internally
ridged heat transfer tube for optimum performance. 3.841.136. Cf
72-367.000.

Witten. LouisJ. Bag holder. 3,84 1.592. Cl. 248-101 000
Wolf. Donald Timothy, to Dentsply Research & Development Dental

alloy. 3.84 1. 860. Cl. 75-. 50r.
Wolf. EarlG. Emergency needle airway. 3.841. 334. Cl 128-^0^ 000
Wolf, Warren W

. to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation. Cladding
glass compositions for light transmitting glass fibers 3.841.882. Cl.
106-50.000.

Wolf-Gerate GmbH: See—
Week. Manfred. 3.84 1 .069

Wolfe. Court L . to Gulf Research & Development Company. Com-
bined depth indicator and water sampler 3.841.1 56 Cl 73-'>'9| 000

Wolfe. Merritt W: See—
Paulin. Kenneth H ; and Wolfe. Merritt W.. 3.841.376

Wolk, Ronald H
; and Chervenak, Michael C, to Hydrocarbon

Research, Inc. Treating tar sands bitumen 3 842 P"* Cl ""OS-
48.00q.

~

Wolz, Hermann: See—
Scherhab, Berng; Koppelmann, Eliahu; Wolz, Hermann; and

Francque, Marc. 3.842,098.
Wong. Thomas C : See—

Caputi. Arthur. Jr.; and Wong. Thomas C. 3.842.007.
Wood. Henry P Apparatus for reducing smog producing emission from

internal combustion engines. 3.841.283. Cl 123-1 19 OOr
Woodie. Richard M: See—

Absher. Larry R.. and Woodie. Richard M . 3.84 1.063
Woodward. Ernest F. Stake pocket adapter. 3 841695 Cl ''96-

43.000.
. .. »-i. -vo

Woodward, Robert Burns: See—
Heusler, Karl; and Woodward. Robert Burns. 3.842 072

Woolf. Cyril; Clifford. Bryce. and Beyleveld. Wilhelmus M'aria to Al-
lied Chemical Corporation Process for preparing fluoroper-
haloazaelefins. 3.842. 127. Cl. 260-566 OOr

'^
'^ ^

^

Wormser Scientific Corporation: .See—
Falbel. Gerald. 3.841.302.

Wortberg. Werner: See—
Stanke. Walter; Wortberg, Werner; and Fuckert. Karl Otto,

3,841,977.
Worthington Corporation: See—

Doolin, John H, 3,841.791
Wrhen. WilmerC.See-

Anderton. John J ; Dudzic. Max S ; and Wrhen. Wilmer C.

Wright. Donald R.. to Dow Chemical Company. The. Extrusion ap-
paratus. 3.841 .812. Cl. 425-149.000

Wright. Luther M: See—
Rosborough. Robert S . Jr ; and Wright, Luther M 3 841 934

Wunderhch. Donald K , and Skinner, James L . to Atlantic Richfield

?8TiT93.cS-nq?o°'' '*'"' ""^ 'P""' ''"' "'""^'

Wunderlich. Donald K ; and Skinner. James L . to Atlantic Richfield
Company. Retorting oil shale with special pellets and supplemental
deposition. 3.84 1.994. Cl 208-11.000.

FK«;"«:"iai

Xerox Corporation: See—
Draugelis. Vaidevutis C; Hartman. William R . Jr ; Langdon
Michael J; and Mc Carroll. Alan F. 3.84 1 .75 1

.

Drexler. Edward E ;and Norder. Paul D.. 3.841.754.
Haas. Warner E. L ; Adams. James E.. Jr ; and Flannerv John B

Jr., 3.842.275.
Howarth. David E.; Teaney. P. La Rue; and Glowach. Edward R..

3.841,265.
Sheridon, Nicholas K , 3,842,406.
Thettu, Taghulinga R , 3,84 1 .827.
Van Buskirk. Warren T. 3,842,273.

Xidex Corporation: See—
Nishino,Akio, 3,841,874.

Yamaguchi, Yoshihiro: See—
Nishihara, Masao; Fujita, Tatsu; Yamaguchi, Yoshihiro; Mat-

sushita, Tomiharu; and Noguti. Masataka 3 841 129
Yamahara. Takeshi: See—

Watanabe. Yoshihiro; Suzuki. Seiji; Tokumaru. Tooru; Yoshihara
Hiroshi; and Yamahara. Takeshi. 3.842, 131.
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Yamanami. Shoichi: See—
Okada. Katsuto; Yamanami. Shoichi; Ishibashi. Akichika and

Watanabe. Hirotaka. 3.84 1,352.
Yamanashi. Norio. toToyo Seikan Kaisha. Ltd. Method and apparatus

for cutting and removing red meat offish bodies. 3.840 939 Cl 17-
52.000.

Yamauch. Katsuyoshi: See—
Kimura. Ryuichi, Fukui, Kiyoshi; Mortimoto. Takuo; Higuchi,
Takashi; Yamauch, Katsuyoshi; and Yoshida, Kenji. 3,84 1 ,952.

Yamazaki. Mitsuo: See—
Sakai. Kiyoshi; Yusa. Takashi; Sasaki. Masaaki; Amemiya. Shigeo
Yamazaki. Mitsuo; and Kojima. Koichi. 3,842. 1 1 6.

Sakai. Kiyoshi; Yusa. Takashi; Sasaki. Masaaki; Amemiya. Shigeo;
Yamazaki. Mitsuo; and Kojima, Koichi, 3,842,1 17.

Yanagawa, Nobuyuki, to Ricoh Co., Ltd. Card selection for a card
retrieval system. 3,84 1 ,480. Cl. 209-80.500.

Yanagimoto Seisakusho Co., Ltd.: See—
Kishimoto. Kenichi; Miyauchi. Hiroshi; Inagaki. Yasuhiko and

Fujimoto.Joji. 3.841.835.
Yano. Akira: See—

Iwakawa, Tsuneklyo; and Yano. Akira. 3.842,3 1 4.
Yariv, Ammon; and Somekh, Sasson R., to California Institute of
Technology Thin film waveguide with a periodically modulated non-
linear optical coeficient. 3.842.289, Cl. 307-88. 300!

Yarnell. Neil K.; and Prince. Leiand S. Utilities meter readout system
3,842,248, Cl. 235-156.000.

Yee,Gim, to Oxy Metal Finishing Corporation. Method to improve the
brightness of zinc from an alkaline zincate electrodeposition bath
3,841,982, Cl.204-55.00r.

Yessaian. Harry A Agitating strainer for machine tool coolant systems
3,841,488, Cl. 210-168.000.

Yokomizo, Yuhji: See~
Ichinose. Noboru; and Yokomizo. Yuhji. 3.842,0 1

8

Yonekura. Seizi; See—
Joraku, Masami; Yonekura. Seizi; and Kawano. Shigeyoshi.

3,841,605.
Yoon, Kue H Circuit interrupter using a double-throat nozzle

3,842,226. CI.200.I48.00r.
Yorkshire Switchgear and Engineering Co. Limited See—

Caton. George. 3.842,32 I

Yoshida. Kenji: See—
Kimura, Ryuichi; Fukui. Kiyoshi; Mortimoto, Takuo; Higuchi

Takashi; Yamauch. Katsuyoshi; and Yoshida, Kenji. 3,841.952
Yoshida, Mitunari: See—

Wakita, Katumasa; Yunoki, Issei; and Yoshida, Mitunari
3,842,240.

Yoshihara, Hiroshi: See—
Watanabe, Yoshihiro; Suzuki, Seiji; Tokumaru. Tooru; Yoshihara

Hiroshi; and Yamahara. Takeshi. 3.842,1 3 1

.

Yoshihiro, Imura. Method and apparatus for forming variegating pro-
jecting on a length of cloth. 3.840.949. Cl. 28- 1 OOr.

Yoshii. Hiroshi: See-
Fujimori. Makoto; Yoshii. Hiroshi; Kusakabe, Noboru; Matsub-

ara. Muneo; Ito, Masaru; and Baba. Yutaka. 3,842.034.
Yoshioka. Hirosuke: See—

Horiuchi. Fukashi; Higo. Akio; and Yoshioka. Hirosuke
3.842,125.

Yoshiyasu, Mitsuo: See—
Taksahi. Masanori;and Yoshiyasu. Mitsuo. 3,841,943.

Yost. Marvin E.: See-

Gregory, M Duane; Stolhand, James E.; and Yost, Marvin E .

3,842,270.
Young David E.; Gould, Douglas E.; Anderson. Lowell Ra\. and Fox.
Wiliam B.. to Allied Chemical Corporation Novel catalytic process
for the preparation of polvhalohvpochlorites. 3.842.1^6. Cl 423-
466.000.

Young. Dean Arthur, to Union Oil Company of California Thermally
activated crystalline aluminosilicates. 3.842.016. Cl 252-455 OOz

Young. Don L. Jr.. to United States of America Support for flexible
control device. 3.84 1 . 1 7 1 , Cl. 74-50 1 OOr.

Young. Don L.. Jr.. to United States of America. Air Force. Releasable
connector subassembly. 3.84

1

.773. Cl. 403-34 1 000.
Yuasa Battery Company. Limited: See—

Kagawa. Hiroshi; and Scnoo. Keiji, 3.84 1 .9 1

2

Yunoki. Issei: See—
Wakita. Katumasa; Yunoki, Issei; and Yoshida, Mitunari.

3,842,240.
Yusa, Haruhiko: See—

Tanaka, Takashi; Yusa, Haruhiko. and Chubachi. Susumu.
3,842,144.

Yusa, Takashi: See—
Sakai. Kiyoshi; Yusa. Takashi. Sasaki, Masaaki; Amemiya, Shigeo;

Yamazaki, Mitsuo; and Kojima, Koichi. 3.842. 116.
Sakai, Kiyoshi; Yusa, Takashi; Sasaki, Masaaki; Amemiva, Shigeo;

Yamazaki, Mitsuo; and Kojima, Koichi, 3,842, 117.
Zahn, Wolfgang: See—

Fergg, Berthold; Zahn, Wolfgang; and Hujer, Friedrich.
3.841.936.

Zaiis. Albert A., to Houdaille Industries. Inc Screw liner ^ 841 80"^

Cl. 418-178.000.
Zalucki. Kazimierz. Menses collector. 3,841,333. Cl 128-285.000.
Zambo. Pal: See—

Giflo, Henrik; Enekes. Sandor; Zambo. Pal; and Vamosi. Jozsef
3.841.866.

Zenith Radio CorpHjration: See-
Park. Yong S.; and Pekosh. Raymond J. 3.84 1 .875.

Zeta International Engineering. Inc.: See—
Bartley. John E. 3.841.547.

Zimmer. Jean-Claude: See—
Grosbois. Jean; Zimmer. Jean-Claude; and Leroy. Maurice

3.841.980.
Zimmerman. Edwin Henry: See—

Dronick. Lester Alexander; and Zimmerman. Edwin Henry
3.841.495.

Zimmermann. Max: See—
Degen. Rolf; and Zimmermann. Max. 3.841,965

Zimmern. Bernard. Compressors and expansion machines of the worm
and pinion type. 3,841 ,806, Cl. 418-195.000.

Zinn, Daniel L. Wall construction. 3,84 1 ,043. Cl. 52-243.000
Zinn. Daniel L. Studs. 3.841 .047. Cl. 52-720.000.
Zinn. Daniel L. Method of making walls. 3.84 1.05 I, Cl. 52-747.000.
Zinn, Robert W., to Knox Manufacturing Company. Collapsible pro-

jection screen. 3,84 1 ,594, Cl. 248- 1 69.000.
Zinnbauer, Frederick W . and Ferner, Jack C, to Reynolds Metals
Company. Apparatus and method for forming an eloiigated tubular
member 3,84 1,1 38, Cl. 72-369.000.

Zinser-Textilmaschinen GmbH: See—
Krauss, Paul, and Fetzer, Gustav. 3,841.077.

Zuech. Ernest A.: See-
Brady. DonnieG.;Zuech. Ernest A; and Gray. Rov A . 3.842,033.
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Abildgaard, William H.. and C. T. Groswith III, to Velo-

?Ao •iA"?-^-\°'^r,^°'"."^f*^
of plastic strips and studs. Re. 28,-

..u.., lu— 10— (4, CI. 'JSi—21.
Aktiebolaget lOlectrolux : See—

Hughes, George L. Re. 28,201
American C.vanamid Co. : Sec—

Deb, Satyendra K.. and Shaw. Re. 28,199.
Benckier. John A., G.m.b.H. : See—

Schiilz, Guenther. Re. 28,203

^'pwtH.^'^fV'^'/- ^ ^'S^\F'
""""^ ^- ""'• Wright, to Guardian

2SS 10-15-^4 crsiO— 1*° ^"^^^ ^'^""^ generator. Re.

Cash, David R., to James Cash Slachine Co. Dual head for amuln-needle sewing machine. Re. 28,204, 10-15-74, CI.

Cash. James, Machine Co. : See—
Cash, David R. Re. 28,204.

Clish. Clyde A. : .See—

r. K ^o'l^' ^'j'""^/, E., Sonsek. and Clish. Re. 28.200.

Cn vZnfri''' H- ,^"/ ? ^u
S^'"^^' t° American Cyanamid

S: 2'^!!9yiT^Sr' a'l55^o-^^^^^
'''''''' '^^"^'^>--

Dobras, Bruce W., to Monarch Marking Systems, Ino Codedrecord and methods of and apparatus for encoding anddecoding records. Re. 28,198, 10-15-74. Cl. 235—61 11ICguchi, Tamotsu : See— 01.11.

Ohfuji. Yoshio. and Eguchi. Re. 28,197.
Groswith. Charles T., Ill : See—

Abildgaard, William H., and Groswith III. Re. 28 202.

Guardian Electric Mfg. Co. : See

—

T,
Britton, Leon R., Vojlr, and Wright. Re. 28,205

Hughes. George L., to Aktiebolaget Electrolux. End closure

Ku'r^arfi'^cT Ltd'":' See^
""'• '''°'' ^O-l^-^*. Cl- 55-367.

Ohfuji, Yoshio, and Eguchi. Re. 28,197.
Monarch Marking Systems, Inc. : See—

Dobras, Bruce W. Re. 28,198.
Ohfuji Yoshio, and T. Eguchi, to Kuraray Co., Ltd. Process

,Jt M}^ production of aromatic polybenzimidazoles. Re. 28.-
197. IO-I0-74, Cl. 260—78.4

Patecell, Theo<lore C. Flat tire safety roller and warning in-
dicator. Re. 28,196, 10-15-74, Cl. 152—158.

Schulz, Guenther, to John A. Benckier, G.m.b.H. Process ofproducing citric acid. Re. 28,203, 10-15-74, Cl. 204—180.
Shaw. Robert F. : See

—

Deb, Satyendra K., and Shaw. Re. 28,199.
Sousek. Eugene .V. : See—

Witt. Wilmer E.. Sousek. and Clish. Re. 28,200.
Velo Bind, Inc. : See

—

Abildgaard, William H., and Groswith IIL Re. 28,202.
Vojir. Frank S. : See

—

Britton. Leon R., Vojlr, and Wright. Re. 28,205.
Witt, Wilmer E., E. A. Sousek. and C. A. Clish.' Sharpenersfor cutting reels. Re. 28,200, 10-15-74, Cl. 51—249
Wright, William W. : See

—

Britton, Leon R., Vojir, and Wright. Re. 28,205.

LIST OF PLANT PATENTEES
^'Y(V15-?4!'c^.'29°

'^"^''^^ "• "*" ^*'- ^""^^ P'^"*- 3'639.
Funk, Cyril' R..'j"r.': See—
If,, -H*'^''*'?'^-.,^*'^;!"

J- ^^^ Funk. 3,643.
Hill, Joseph H., Co. : See

—

Byrum. Roy L. :i.639.

10-15-7? Cl ^cs^'^*"™
Properties. Inc. Peony plant. 3,641.

'^^10-\".-.-?4'
ci.^CS^'^^"'

Properties, Inc. Peony plant. 3,642,

Klehm Proi)erties, Inc. : see
Klehm, Carl G. 3,641.
Klehm, Carl G. 3,642

Kriloff, Michel. Rose plant. 3,640, 10-15-74, Cl. 11.
McKenzle, Donald W., to Stark Bros. Nurseries & Orchard CoApple tree. 3,637, 10-15-74, Cl. 34.
McVlegh^ Kevin J and C. R. Funk, Jr. Bluegrass plant. 3,643.

Mikkelsen^ James C., to Mlkkelsens. Inc. Begonia plant. 3.638.i"—io-,4, d. 68.

Mlkkelsens, Inc. : See

—

Mikkelsen, James C. 3,638.
Stark Bros. Nurseries & Orchard Co • See

McKenzie, Donald W. 3,637.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
'"'2lhii.'fS'-hS:i.lfD%^i ""'S'""""- Candle n,„,d.

•Vcme Metal Goods Mfg. Co. : See—
Fischer, Kenneth F. 233,204

Ander-Mel, Inc. : See

—

Anderson, James F. 233 213

lor^;^".* .'^''^"i^® "^u-
to Ander-Mel, Inc. Combined vacuum in-let and h.nndle therefor. 233,213, 10-15-74 CI DS— 187Arbon. Dennis C, to Walker Crosweller & Co. Ltd Combined

iri5:?4^ Cl'' D23-oY' ^'' ^ ^^"^'" °^ the like 233 234,

"233".23'?."i^!li-7r C?d'o|"-¥3
'''''''"• * ^^^ ^*^- ^«"^^*-

•''2^l23'6.^t-15-7^°ff°D23-23
''"•'"•

"" ^°- '^'^- ^^"«*-
Associated Mills, Inc. : See

—

Grube, Cllflford E. 233,263.
Barry. John R. : See

—

Murray, Patrick J., and Barry. 233 233

^^c^i?ne^.'l&fo: W-ltflTl'Tl'Jil?- ^^^"^^ '^''"'^''='''

BernstHn.^Bernar^d. Charm or similar article. 233,248, 10-15-

Bierbusse, James H to Unlroyal, Inc. Pneumatic tire treadand buttress. 233,225, 10-15-74, Cl. D12—146

Brunette. Fredrick P. : See

—

Monet, John E., and Brunette. 233,199.
Cachero Nicolas M.. to Crladores Almacenlstats Y Dlstrlhul-

dores de Jeres. S.A. Bottle. 233.216. 10-15-74, Cl. D9—111.

Sail Mfg.'cTlfd: ^'see-''-
'''''''• '^-'^''^ ^'^ ^2-208.

-Mori, Cmizo. 233,231.

202.''lb-lt-74^.Cl.*'D7-2l"'''°
I°<^"stries. Inc. Platter. 233.-

^'•rv^'er United Kingdom Ltd. : See

—

Reld, John Ed., C.osgrove. and Mathews. 233 238

'^'iO-IS-S'VlD^o-Ss'''^"''^^'^
^^"°''' *^P^ ^"^^^ 233,221.

Compactor Corp., The : See—
Bassln, Charles S. 233,210.

Congoleum Industries Inc. : See—
White, Gerald E. 233,269.

Cornelius Co., The : See—
Holcomb, Donald E. 233,271.

Cosgrove, Richard J. : See

—

Reld, John E., Cosgrove, and Mathews. 233,238.
Criadores Almacenistas y Dlstribuldores de Jeres S • See—Cachero, Nicolas M. 233,216.
Dreler Brothers, Inc. : See

—

Dreler, Raymond C. 233,212.

'''!iZcl'r&?2. iv^a^ cL*£F-!:96""
'"'"•^ ^^" ''''

Dunlop Ltd. : See

—

Popplewell. Frank W, 233,246.
Egan,^Brlan^ C. Serving tray for pizza. 233,201, 10-15-74.

Emanuele R(n-. ^oblle server for Ice cream cabinets. 233,220.10-lo-(4. Cl. D12—22.

Enrianuele Roy. to Institutional Maintenance Corp. Mobile
hot food server. 233,253, 10-15-74, Cl. D55—1.

^'cf^D7-^107
^°^*^*°^ adjustable grill. 233,208. 10-15-74,
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Fedulov, Alexandr I. : See—
Vikhlyaev, Alexandr. A., Nosltkov. Semenov. and Fedulov.

Findlay, James R., and J. C. Lower. Soap dispenser. 233,197,
10-15-74, Cl. D8—95.

Finegan, Jack R., and J. K. Wasenko, to General Motors Corp.
Automobile. 233,222, 10-15-74. Cl. D12—91.

Fischer, Kenneth F., to Acme Metal Goods Mfg. Co. Food
grater. 233,204, 10^15-74, Cl. D7—47.

Fisher, Morris F., to Jackson Chair Co.. Inc. Sofa. 233.192,
10-15-74, Cl. D6—63.

Fisher, Morris F.. to Jackson Chair Co.. Inc. Chair. 233,193,
10-15-74, Cl. D6—69.

Fisher, Morris F., to Jackson Chair Co.. Inc. Chair. 233,194,
10-15-74. Cl. D6— 71.

Fraser, Hugh B., and G. S. Roush, to Phillips Petroleum Co.
Bakery tray or the like. 233.208, 10-15-74. Cl. D87—1.

Fry, James C, to Rubbermaid Sales Corp. Toilet bowl brush
holder. 233,196. 10-15-74, Cl. D6—85.

General Motors Corp. : See

—

Finegan, Jack R., and Wasenko. 233,222.
Geracl, James L., and D. L. Walchle, to Xomox Corp Combina-

tion myringotomy tube Inserter and aspirator. 233,264 10-
lo-i4, Cl. D83— 12.

Grube, Clifford E.. to Associated Mills. Inc. Hydrotherapeutic
pad. 233.263, 10-15-74, Cl. D83— 1.

Hall, Peter J., to Microfilm Recording Co., Ltd Microfiche
viewer. 233,255. 10-15-74. Cl. D61— 1.

Hamilton Humlditv, Inc. : See

—

Shaffer. Burton, and Morgan. 233,237.
Hanson, -Mden B., and C. A. Hanson, to Hanson Industries,

Inc. Ski boot. 233.187, 10-15-74, CI. D2—276.
Hanson. Alden B.. and C. A. Hanson, to Hanson Industries.

Inc. Ski boot. 233.188. 10-15-74, Cl. D2—276.
Hanson, Chris A. : See

—

Hanson, Alden R.. and C. A. 233,187.
Hanson, Alden B.. and C. A. 233,188.

Hanson Industries, Inc. : See

—

Hanson, Alden B., and C. A. 233.187.
Hanson, Alden B., and C. A. 233,188.

Hasliiba, Takeo. Venetian shutter. 233.230. 10-15-74. Cl.
I>13— 1.

Heinemann Electric Co. : See

—

Mune. Charles 233,241.
Henricks. .\nlta A. : See

—

Wagner, Lawrence R.. and Henricks. 233.205.
Herrln. R. Glenn. Toupee comb. 233,266, 10-15-74, Cl.

Hershberger, Lloyd R. Mobile home hitch cover. 233,229 10-
15-74, Cl. D12—102.

Hosener, Walter. Educational game board. 233,245, 10-15-74.
Cl. D34—5.

Hicks. Marvin L. Combined cross and peace svmbol. 233,243,
10-15-74, Cl. D29—23.

Holcomb, Donald E., to The Cornelius Co. Juice dispenser or
similar article. 233.271, 10-15-74. Cl. D94—3.

Holtjo, Wllfried, to RollclWerke Franke & Heldecke. Adjust-
able head electronic flash unit. 233,257, 10-15-74, Cl.
D61— 1.

IIughes._ Ernest W. Fish cleaning board. 233,203, 10-15-74,
Cl. D7—46.

Humlong, Robert F. : See^
Paw.^at, Carlton P., and Humlong. 233,223.

Humlong. Robert F-. to Wald Mfg. Co., Inc. Reflective blcvcle
pedal. L'33,224, 10-15-74. Cl. D12—125.

Institutional Maintenance Corp. : See

—

Enianuele. Roy. 233.253.
Interlake. Inc.: Sec-

Peter.-en, Warren D. 233,198.
Jackson Chair Co., Inc. : See

—

Fisher. Morris F. 233,192.
Fisher, Morris F. 233,193.
Fisher. Morris F. 233,194.

Kabushlkl Kaisha Talmta a/k/a Tabata Co., Ltd. : See

—

Tabata, Kazao, 233,247.
Kaufman, Thomas W. Thermos jug. 233,206. 10-15-74, Cl.D7— 61.

Ketcham & McDougall. Inc. : See—
Macowskl, William. 233,261.

King. William D.. Jr., to Pan Nova, Inc. Combined sign and
fountain. 233.272, 10-15-74, Cl. D96—12.

Klltzner, William S. Luggage identification tag. 233,274 10-
l.)-74, Cl. D96—13.

Koppe. Rudolf. Handle for hunting knife. 233,232, 10-15-74,

Kramer, Jochen : See

—

Prochnow, Claus, Stelnbock, Kramer, and Schonfeld.
233,259.

Lakos, Eugene A. Cuff link retainer. 233,189, 10-15-74 Cl.
D2—405.

Lear Slegler. Inc. : See

—

Sadler, Harry J., Pareja, and Le.schisin. 233,260.
Le Fever, Romle L., to Self Serv Fixture Co., Inc. Shirt dis-

play rack. 233,105, 10-15-74, Cl. D6—85.

Loschisin, John : See—
Sadler, Harry J., Pareja, and Leschlsln. 233,260.

Lower. James C. : See—
Findlay, James R., and Lower. 233,197.

Lowrance. Darrell J., to Lowrance Electronics. Inc. Portable
fluorescent lantern. 233,250, 10-15-74, Cl. D48—24.

Lowrance, Darrell J., to Lowrance Electronics. Inc Combina-
tion fluorescent and Incandescent lantern. 233,251 10-15-
74, Cl. D48—24.

Lowrance Electronics, Inc. : See—
Lowrance, Darrell J. 233,250.
Lowrance, Darrell J. 233,251.

Lubalin, Herbert : See

—

Lubge, Reiner, and Lubalin. 233,249.
Lubge, Reiner, and H. Lubalin. Multiple lamp tree. 233.249,

10-15-74, Cl. D48—20.
Lynn, Elmer C. Packaging container or the like. 233.218. 10-

15-74, Cl. D9—219.
Macowskl, William, to Ketcham & McDougall, Inc. Desk top
memo stand. 233,261, 10-15-74. Cl. D74— 1.

Madl, Alfred W.. to Oster Corp. Massage lounger. 233,200,
10-15-74, Cl. D6—201.

Manual Arts Furniture Co. : See—
Shearin, Hubert S., and Riley. 233,190.

Mathews, Christopher D. : See

—

Reid, John E.. Cosgrove. and Mathews. 233.238.
-^I'^oslan. Jo.in. Automotive emblem. 233,273. 10-15-74. Cl.

Mattlla. Walter J. : See—
Tersch, James R., and Matllla. 233,262.

McTigue, Thomas M.. to Tempus, Inc. Portable beverage dis-
penser. 233,270, 10-15-74, Cl. D94—3.

Mehrlng, Monte D., to Unlroyal, Inc. Pneumatic tire tread
and buttress. 233,228, 10-15-74, Cl. D12— 151.

Mettler Instrumente .A.G : See—
rtzlnger, DIethelm. 233.252.

Microfilm Recording Co.. Ltd. : See—
Hall, Peter J. 233,255.

Molzen, Charles F., to Rubbermaid Sales Corp. Laundry
basket. 233.207, 10-15-74, Cl. D7—163.

Monet, John E.. and F. P. Brunette, to said Brunette assor to
said Monet. Flower rack. 233,199, 10-15-74, Cl D6—183.

Morgenstern. Stanley W. : See—
Abiiza, Zachary P., and Morgenstern. 233,254.

Mori, Chuzo, to Carl Mfg. Co. Ltd. Combined memo pad and
pen holder. 233,231, 10-15-74. Cl. D19—78.

Morley Studios : See—
Brotman. Morley. 233,242.

Mune. Charles, to Heinemann Electric Co. Circuit breaker
case. 233,241, 10-15-74, Cl. D26—13.

Murra.v Patrick J., and J. R. Barry, to Nayadlc Sciences, Inc.
^eroblc sewage treatment tank. 233,233. 10-15-74, Cl.

Na.vadlc Sciences. Inc. : See—
Murray, Patrick J., and Barry. 233,233.

Nostikov, Georg M. : See

—

Vikhlyaev, Alexandr A., Nosltkov. Semenov. and Fedulov.

^^33 "19" 10-?---4^*0
*''^" '^'°^'^'°^ ^^^^ ^^^ forearm testing.

Oster Corp. : See

—

Madl. Alfred W. 233,200.
Pan Nova, Inc. : See

—

King, William D., Jr. 233,272.
Pareja. Ramon : See—

Sadler, Harry J., Pareja, and Leschlsln. 233,260.
Pawsat, Carlton P., and R. F. Humlong, to Wald Mfg

Inc. Reflective bicycle pedal. 233.223. 10-15-74.

Peasley, Curtlss M. Slide projector. 233.256, 10-15-74,
D61—1.

Petersen, Warren D., to Interlake, Inc. Table. 233,198. 10-15-
74, Cl. D6— 177.

Phillln.s! Petroleum Co. : See

—

Eraser, Hugh B., and Roush. 233,268.
Popplewell, Frank W., to Dunlop Ltd. Shuttlecock 233,246,

10-15-74. C\. D34—5.

Prochnow, Clans, and W. Stelnbock, to Rollel-Werke Franke &
Heldecke. Adjnstable-head electronic flash unit. 233,258.
10-15-74, Cl. D61— 1.

Prochnow. Clans. W. Stelnbock, J. Kramer, and H. Schonfeld.
to Rollel-Werke Frnnke & Heldecke. Adjustable head elec-
tronic flash unit. 233.259, 10-15-74, C1.'D61—1.

Procter & Gamble Co., The : See

—

Blocksom. Durro, Jr. 233.217.
Qi.Tndt. Robert S.. to Svbron Corp. Laboratory mixer. 233,244.

10-15-74, Cl. D32—2.

Redmer Plastics, Inc. : See

—

Sanelll. Edward T. 233,214.
Reld. John E.. R. J. Cosgrove. and C. D. Mathews, to Chrysler

T'nlted Kingdom Ltd. .Anthropometric model. 233,238 10-
15-74. Cl. D25—1.

Riley. Cliarles : See

—

Shearin, Hubert S., and Riley. 233,190.
Rochester Shoe Tree Co.. Inc. : See—

Smith, Robert C. 233,267.
Rollei-Werlce Franke & Heldecks : See—

Holrjp, Wll fried. 233,257.
Prochnow. Claus, and Stelnbock. 233,258.
Prochnow, Claus, Stelnbock. Kramer, and Schonfeld.

233,259.

Roush, Gale S. : See

—

Fraser. Hugh B.. and Roush. 233,268.
Rubbermaid Sales Corn. : See

—

Frv. James C. 23."^. 196.
Molzen, Charles F. 233,207.

Sadler. TIarrv J., R. Pareja. and J. Leschlsln,
Inc. Pump. 233,200, 10-15-74, Cl. D65— 1.

Sanelll. E'lward T.. to Redmer Plastics, Inc.
clamp. 233.214, 10-15-74, Cl. D8—229.

Scanbe Mfg. Corp. : See

—

Welsh, David E. 233,239.

Co.,
Cl.

Cl.

to Lear Slegler,

Flow control
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LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES

Sclionfeld, Hans : Sec—
^'^.%":i'?3>o'

^''^"'' Steinbock. Kramer, and Schoenfeld.

St'lf Serv Fixture Co., Inc. : See

—

Le Fever, Romie L. l'33,195.
Semenov, Xikolai I. : Sec—

^''^•33^11' '^^^^^°'^'" '^' ^•'ositkov, Semenov, and Fedulov.

Sliaffer. Burton : Sec—
e. «.^''''^'IP'"'

Burton, and Morgan. 233,237.
•Shaffer, Burton, and A. Morgan, to Hamilton Humidity Incnunudifier reservoir. 233,237. 10-15-74, CI. D23—140sheann, Hubert S.. and C. Riley, to Manual Arts Furniture

< o. Adjustable or;;an bench. 233,190, 10-15-74 CI Do - 3 '

''";Sr^r!i&:^^.VS^4'^ri5S^^^*^ "^^ ''''''^ ^'^^

Sorenson Mfg. Co. : See—
Schnudt, Francis C. 233,240

Steinbock, Werner : Sec—
Prochnow, Claus, and Steinbock. 233 258
233"59' ^''^"^' ^'^^°^«^^^' Kramer, and Schonfeld.

Sybron Corp. : See—
Quandt, Robert S. 233,244.

Tabata, Kazuo, to Kabus iki Kalsha Tabnta a/k/a Tabata

D3'4-44
^'''"^"^^'' s foot fin. 233,247. 10-15-74: CI

Tempus. Inc. : See—
McTigue. Thomas M. 233 270

Terraillon, .Marc, to Terson S.a.r.L. Steaming and brushing

n7— 1";4'' "icreasing textiles. 233,209 10-15-74 CI

''"'s.nd'TiTnh ^u-
*''."'' fvli ^^^^^l^^-

to said Mattlla assor. to

10-15^74 Ci i)S3—
i' "^ ^"° tanning. 233,262.

Terson S.a.r.L. : See

—

Terraillon, Marc. 233,209.
lomhn;on Industries. Inc. : See

Chernak, John A. 233,202
Turner, Caine. and C. M. Turner. Combined game tabl«- andseating unit. 233,191. 10-15-74, CI. D6—45Turner, Connie M. : See—

Turner. Caine, and C. M. 233,191
Lnlroyal, Inc.: See

—

Bierbusse, James H. 233 225
Mehring, Monte D. 233 228
Sma.id, Carl F. 233 226*
Smajd. Carl P'. 233,227

"*^Sn^S^'i;kS:?^!ffi^_^^S"-t^AG. Electronic

'''lO-15-S a' ^-50^"'' '^- "" "^"'^'^«- J'gear. 233.205.

'''2U5!^!'of?5:'^4'^C,.'°DS'-12.
'''"' ^'^^'^^'^^o^y ^nlfe. 233.-

Wald Mfg. Co.. inc. : See—
Hnmlong. Robert F. 223 224
Pawsat. Carlton P.. and Humlong. 233,223

Walker Crosweller & Co. Ltd. : See
Arbon. Dennis C. 233.234
Arbon, Dennis C. 233,235.
Arbon. Dennis C. 233,236.

Wasenko, John K. : See
Flnegan, Jack R., and Wasenko. 233.222.

''23S:2S:7i&7!r iriiii^\''-
^^p- ^-'^'^^a^ ^--'^ai.

^'t;!:^r '^SL^oilS^'S^lt^^^^- Soft surface

Xomox Corp. : See—
Oerari James L., and Walchle. 233.204
Walchle, David L. 233.265.

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED OCTOBER 15, 1974

'<IOTE.— First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

74

77
247
311
338

I

112

133

172.19

224

64
66
68
III

191

261

317R
327R
331

338
343
348WB

350
354

2R

2IA
21C

I 16.4

138

6

8P

89H

lU I

6
-it

71

2ID
I67R
236
250.3

322

CLASS 2

3,840,899
3,840,900
3.840.901

3,840.902

3.840,903

CLASS 3

3.840.904
3,840,905

CLASS 4

3,840,906
3,840,907

3,840,908
3,840,914

CLASS 5

3.840.909

3.840.910
3.840,911

3.840.912
3.840,913

3,840.915
3,840.924
3.840,916
3.840,917

3.840.918

3.840.919
3,840.920

3,840,921

3.840.922
3.840.923

CLASS 6

3.840.925

CLASS 8
3.841,830
3.841.831

3.841,832

3.841.833

CLASS 9
3.840.926

3,840.927

CLASS 10

3.840,928

CLASS 12

3.840.929

CLASS 13

3,842,180
3.842.18!

CLASS 14

3,840,930

CLA.SS 15

3.840.931

3.840.932
3.840,933
3,840.934
3.840,935

CLASS 16

76 3,840.936

CLASS 17

IF 3,840,937
II.'IR 3,840,938
52 3.840.939
74 3.840,940

CLASS 19

65T 3.840.941
150 3.840.942

CLASS 23
231 3.841.834
253A 3,841.836
253R 3.84 1.835

258.5 3.841.837
259 3,841,838
284 3,841,840
288E 3,841,844
288F 3,841,839

3,841,841

3,841,842
288S 3,841,843
30ISP 3.841,845

CLASS 24
67.9 3,840,943
73R 3,840,944

204 3,840,945
205. IC 3,840,946
26IWL 3,840,947

CLASS 27
21 3,840,948

CLASS 28
IR 3.840,949
1.3 3,840,950

43 3,840,951

CLASS 29
6.2

25.15

25.18
33.5

90R
110
157 IR
182

182.5

200B
200J
203B
203D
203P
2088
208D
213
237
278
406
407
433
434

436
445
460
470.3

493
522
568
578
598
603
611

625

90 I

180

231

341
383

40R

3,840,952
3.840,953
3,840,954

3,840,955
3,840,956

3,840,957
3,840,958

3,840,959
3,841,846
3,841,847
3.841,848

3,840,960
3,840,961

3,840,962
3.840,964
3,840.963
3.840.966
3.840.965

3.840.967
3.840.968

3.840,969
3,840,970

3,840,971

3,840,972
3,840,973
3,840,974
3,840,975

3,840,976
3,840,977
3,840,979
3.840.978

3,840.980
3.840.981

3.840.982
3.840.983
3,840.984
3.840.985

3,840.986

CLASS 30
3.840,987
3,840,988
3,840,989
3,840,990
3,840,991

CLA.SS 32
3,840.992

CLASS 33
IM 3.840.993

I74PC 3.840.994
233 3.840,995

CLA.SS 34
3.840.996
3.840.997
3.840.999
3.840.998
3.841.000

9

66
105
128

242

I8A
358

CLA.SS 35
3.841.001

3.841.002

CLASS 36
11.5 3.841.003
72R 3.841.004
76C 3.841.005

CLASS 37
108R 3.841.006
14 I R 3,841,007

CLASS 38
102.91 3.841,008

CLASS 40
126A 3.841,009
137 3,841.010

CLA.SS 43
4 3.841.011

26 2 3,841.012
43.15 3,841,013
43.16 3,841,014
44.98 3,841,015
100 3,841,016

CLA.SS 44
I OH 3,841.849
62 3,841,8.50

CLA.SS 46
4 3,841,017
12 3,841,018
16 3,841,019

118 3,841,020

CLASS 47
12 3,841,021

33 3,841,022
38 3,841,023

CLASS 48
111 3.841,851

CLASS 49
130 3,841,024

CLASS 51
9

71

1 10

125

128

I7()PT

249
283
289R
295
356

21

27
28
36
80
81

92
169

239
243
395
650
716
720
732
741

745
747
75 3J

3,841,025
3,841,026

3,841,027
3,841,028
3,841,029
3,841,030
Re 28,20<)

3,841,031
3,841,033

3,841,852
3,841,034

CLASS 52
3,841,035
3,841,032
3,841,036
3,841,037

3,841,038
3,841,039
3,841,040
3,841,041

3,841,042
3,841,043

3,841,045
3,841,046
3,841,044
3,841,047
3,841,048
3,841,049
3,841.050
3,84 1 ,05 I

3,841,052

23
38
I98R
331

389

CLASS 53
3,841,053
3,841,054

3,841,055
3.841,056

3,841.057

CLA.SS 55
.It



PI 50 CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
CLASS 116

70 3,841,259
136 3,841,260

CLASS
8.5

175
37LE
50
72

75

76T

94
I02M
105.2

136

138.8F
200
212
228
234

117

3,841.891

3,841,892

3,841.893

3,841.894

3,841,895

3,841,896
3.841.897

3,841,898

3,841,899
3.841,900

3,841,901
3,841,902
3.841.903
3.841,904

3.841.905
3,841.906

3.841.907

CLASS 118
19 3.841.262

303 3.841.263
505 3,841,261
622 3,841,264
637 3,841,265

CLASS 119
2 3,841.266
5 3.841.267

73 3,841.268

CLASS 122

3.841,270
3,841,271

3,841,272

3.841.273
3.841,274

3,841,275

285
305
317
4I9P

3.841.333

3.841,334

3,841,335
3,841,336

CLASS 131

21B 3.841,337
235R 3,841.339
261B 3,841,338

CLASS 132
48A 3,841.340

CLASS 133
4 3.841,341

CLASS 134
5 3.841,909

15 3,841.910
37 3.841.911
144 3.841.342

CLASS 135
25 3,841.343

CLASS 136
6FS 3.841,912

107 3,841,913
111 3,841,914
I34R 3,841.915
165 3.841.916

566
580

3.841,946
3,841.947

7R
32

248
356
510

CLASS
8 47

32R
41 61

43C
90 39

97B

II9R
I22A
I39E
I40R
I48E

I93CH
1 95A
I980B

123
3,841,276

3,841,277
3.841.278
3,841.279

3,841,280

3.841.281

3.841.282

3.841.283
3.841.284
3.841.285

3.841.286
3.841.287

3.841.288
3.841.289

3.841.290
3.841.291

CLASS 124
5 3.841.292
8 3.841.293

16 3.841.294
24R 3.841.295

CLASS 125
IIPH 3.841.296
12 3.841.297

88
106
119
242
494
513.5
516.27
572
614.19
630

CLASS 137
3.841.344
3.841.345
3.841.346
3.841.347
3.841.348

3.841.349
3.841.3.50

3.841,351

3,841,352
3,841.353

43
89
120
175

CLASS 138
3.841.354
3.841.355
3.841.357

3,841.356

9A
258
9IA
IIOR
270
343 5A

CLASS 126
3.841.298
3.841.299
3.841.30(1

3,841.301

3.841.302
3,841,303

CLASS 127

3.841,908

CLASS
IR
1.3

15
2G
2M
2 05P
2 05R
2.06E
2 06F
2

2

2

2

17

20
28
33
36
40

132

151

152
188

2I8F
220
230
278
283

IB
IE

IR
IZ

128
3,841.304
3.84 1.305

3,841.306
3.84 1.307

3.841.308
3.841.314

3.841,313
3.841.312
3.841.315
3.841.309
3.841.310
3.841,31 I

3.841.316
3.841.317
3.841.318

3.841.319
3.841.320
3.841.321
3.841.322
3.841.323
3.841.324

3.841.325
3,841,326
3,841,327

3,841,328
3,841,329
3,841,3.30

3,841,331

3,841.332

CLASS 139
54 3.841.358

370 3.841.359

CLASS 140
I 3.841.360

73 3.841.361

CLA.SS 141
32 3.841.362

142 3.841.363
286 3.841.364
291 3.841.365

3.841.366

CLASS 144
3R 3,841.367

I34R 3.841.368
I36R 3.841.369
144 5 3.841.370

CLA.SS 148
3.841.917

3.841.918
3.841.919
3,841.920
3,841.921
3.841.922
3.841.923
3.841.924

3.841.925
3.841,926
3.841.927
3.841,928

CLA.SS 149
3.841.929

CLA.SS 151

3.841.371

1.5

6 35
II 5R
13.2

26
111

113

188
189
190

17

2IR

|S8

209R

CLASS 152

209
355
36 1

R

362CS
362R

Re 28.196
3,841.372
3.841,374
3,841,373
3,841,375
3,841,376
3,841,377
3,841,378

CLA.SS 156
16 3,841.930
18 3.841.931
94 3.841.932
148 3,841.933
157 3.841.934
210 3.841.935
216 3.841.936
286 3.841.937
293 3.841.938
330 3.841.939
367 3.841,940
406 3.841.941
436 3,841.942
494 3,841,943
504 3.841,944
538 3,841,945

CLA.SS 157
126 3,841,380
15 3,841,379

CLASS 159
2R 3,841,381
I6R 3,841,382

CLA.SS 161

3,841.948

3.841.949

3.841.954
3.84 1 ,950

3,841,951

3,841,952
3,841,953

3,841,958
3,841,959

3.841,957
3,841.955

3.841.956
3.841.960

CLASS 162

3.841.961
3.841.962
3.841.963

CLA.SS 164
3.841.383
3.841.384
3.841,385
3,841,386
3,841,387

3,841,388
3,841,389
3,841,390

CLA.SS 165

3,841,391

3,841,392
3,841,393
3,841,394
3,841,395
3,841,396

3,841,397
3,841,398

CLA.SS 166

3,841,400
3,841,401

3,841,402
3,841,403

3,841,404
3,841,405

3,841,399
3,841,406
3,841,407

23
42
50
55
57
88
150
161

163

186
199
248
251

29
30

362

52
60
66
75

81

282

329

2

22

30
35
44
95
123

120
247

274
292
294
300
305 R
315

5R
6E
6R
6 3R
I5BT
I8EA
27D
84L
9IR

l()().4C

175.25

175.3R
175 31R

3,842,208

3.842,209

3,842,213
3,842,210
3,842,211

3,842,214

3,842,215
3,842,216

3,842,212

3,842,217
3,842,219
3,842,218

3,842,220

6.3

9 5

53R
64 R
65
74

77S
89A
90
91

98
116

36R
54

CLASS 180

3,841,423

3,841,424
3,841,425
3,841,426

3,841.238
3.«4 1.428

3.841.429
3.841.430
3.841.431

3.841.432

3.841.427
3.841.433

CLA.SS 181

3.841.434
3.841,435

2

16

86

CLA.SS 182
3,841,436
3.841,437

3,841,438

CLA.SS 184
7D 3,841.439

CLA.SS 186
IR 3.841.440

CLA.SS 187

3.841.441
•* 3.841.442
29R 3.841.443

CLA.SS 188
72.3 3.841.444
73.5 3,841,445

3,841.446
77R 3.841,447

2I8R 3,841,448

CLASS 192

CLA.SS 168
7 3,841,408

CLA.SS 169
24 3,841,409

CLA.SS 172
49 3,841.410
III 3,841,411
311 3,841.412

3.841.413
371 3.841.414
439 3.841.415

CLASS 173
31 3,841,416

3,841,417
109 3,841,418

CLA.SS 174
23R
35CE
38
52R
52S
68.5

88R
I20SR
1 20C

3,842.185
3,842,186
3,842,187
3,842,188
3,842,189
3.842,190
3,842.191

3.842.192
3,842.193

40
45

212
229

CLA.SS 175

3.841.419
3.841.420
3.841.421
3.841.422

CLA.SS 176
30 3.841.964
K7 3.841.965

CLA.SS 178
5 8AF
66A
6 7A
6 8

7 1

75R
7.85

3.842.198
3.842.194
3.842.197
3.842.199
3.842. 2(N)

3.842. .201

3.842.202

CLA.SS 179
I AT 3.842.203
IJ 3.842.204

3,842.205
2DP 3.842.207
2A 3.842.206

3 59
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18

19

20

21

22

23
24

25

3,842,381

3,842,403

3,842,410

3,840,944

3,841,012

3,841,037

3.841.135
3,841,220

3.841.261

3.841,294
3,841,446

3.841.514

3,841.557
3.841.643

3.841.661

3.841,789
3.841,831

3.841.846
3,841,995

3,842,022

3.842,063
3,842,148
3.842.186

3,842.192

3,842,198
3,842,298
3,841.234
3,841,305

3,841,306
3,841.393
3,841,412
3,841,494
3.841,548

3,841,569
3,841,584
3,842,150
3,842,358

3,840,922
3,841.059

3.841.217
3,841,394
3,841.697

3,841.765
3,841.769
3.842.409
Re 28.204
3.840.993
3.841,255

3.841,342
3.841,677

3.841.690
3.842.361

3.841,148
3.841,719
3.842,006

3.841,209
3,840.982
3,840.995
3,841,019
3,841,076
3,841.107

3.841.276
3.841.310
3.841,348
3.841,369

3,841,380
3,841,462
3.841.559
3.841.587
3.841.760
3.842,128
3.842,169

3,842.274
3.842.359
3.842,360
3,842,402
3,840,907
3,840,914
3,840,972
3.841.013
3.841,016
3.841.043
3,841.066
3.841.108
3.841.153
3.841.164
3.841.172
3.841.199
3,841,333
3,841,336
3,841,414
3,841,438

3.841.499
3.841.592
3,841,624
3,841.634
3.841.705
3.841,733
3,841,737
3,841,805
3,841,879
3,841,910
3,841,914
3,841.920
3,841.946
3,842.241

26

27

3.842,258

3.842.261

3.842.271

3,842,341

3.842,344

3,842,367

3.842,398
3.842,412

3.842.430
3.840,918
3,840.924

3.840.975

3.840.983
3.840.998

3.841.034

3.841.044
3.841.047

3.841.051

3.841.060
3.841.093

3.841.127
3,841,136
3,841,138

3,841,141

3,841,149
3.841,162

3,841,163
3,841,167
3,841,176
3,841,179

3,841,208
3,841,280
3,841,281

3,841,282
3,841,284
3,841,289
3,841,329

3,841,373
3,841,388

3,841,423
3,841,435
3,841,442

3,841,445
3,841.448
3.841.454
3.841.482

3.841,488
3.841.556
3.841.581

3,841.591

3.841,606
3,841,654

3,841,656
3,841.658
3.841.659
3.841.668
3,841,671

3,841,678
3,841,679
3,841,680
3,841.694

3,841.711

3.841,712
3.841.714
3.841,720
3,841.758

3.841.759
3.841.768
3.841,774
3.841,793
3.841,796
3,841.798

3,841,803
3,841.804

3,841.812
3.841.841

3.841.979
3,841.982
3,842,009
3,842,020
3.842.023
3.842.080
3.842.08'J

3.842.090
3.842.118

3.842.159
3.842.193
3,842,222
3,842,242
3,842.-300

3.842.302
3.842.336
3.842.422
3.840.933
3.840.966
3,840,988
3,840,996
3,841.(M)7

3,841,1 18

3,841,150
3.841.307

3.841.507
3.841.555
3,841,564
3.841.603
3.841.649

28
29

30
31

32

33

34

3,841,664

3,841,702

3,841,833

3.842.019
3.842.250
3.842.331

3,842.348
3,842,394

3,842.408

3,841,413

3,841,004

3,841,005

3,841,031

3,841,032

3,841,054

3,841,092
3,841,171

3,841,194

3,841,235
3,841.236

3,841.237
3,841,304
3,841,396
3,841,456
3,841,467
3.841.490

3,841,531

3,841,552
3,841.647
3,841,773

3,841,817
3,841.890
3.841,955

3,842,224
3,842.243
3,842,322
3,842,355
3,841,026
3,840,961

3,841,017
3.841.493
3.841.023

3,841,370
3,841,392
3,841,437
3,842,354

3,840,908
3.840,937

3.840,945
3,840,953
3,840,954
3,840,987

3,840,990
3,840,992
3,840,999

3,841.002
3,841,061

3,841,079
3.841.146
3.841.246
3.841.248

3,841.259
3.841,303
3.841.340
3,841,362
3,841.384

3,841,466
3,841.485
3.841.492
3.841.528
3.841,638
3,841,673

3,841,721

3.841,791

3.841.810
3.841,814
3.841.850
3.841.881
3.841.904
3.841.931
3.841.944
3.841,948
3.841,960
3,841.972
3.841.981

3,841.991

3.842.010
3.842.027
3,842,036
3,842,051

3,842,053
3,842,060
3,842.070
3.842.071

3,842.073
3,842,085
3,842,086
3,842,096
3,842,104

3,842,122
3,842.127

3.842.154
3.842.156
3.842,168
3.842,174
3,842,189

35
36

3,842,194

3.842.199
3.842.217

3,842.247
3,842,255

3,842,259
3,842,276
3.842.324
3.842.376
3.842.379
3,842,399
3,842,415

3,842,420
3,842,432

3,842.433

3,842,363
Re.28,196
3.840,902
3,840,909

3,840,912

3,840,932
3,840,943
3,840,978

3.841,008

3,841,018
3,841,030
3,841,038
3,841,097
3,841,099
3,841.147

3.841,265
3,841,292

3,841,308

3,841,309
3,841,312
3,841,321

3,841,331

3,841,363
3,841,391

3,841,408

3,841,409
3.841.416
3,841,463
3,841,471

3,841,505
3.841.515

3.841,527
3,841,533

3,841,549
3,841,577
3,841,598
3,841.621

3,841,632
3,841,637
3.841,645
3.841,686
3.841.699

3.841,724
3,841,730
3,841.732
3.841.747

3.841.748
3,841.751

3.841.754
3,841,767
3.841,799

3.841,821
3,841,826
3,841.827
3.841,839
3,841,842
3,841,851

3,841,872
3,841,873
3,841,880

3,841,883
3.841,901
3,841.934
3,841,940
3.841,954
3,841.961

3.841.971

3.841,985
3,841.998
3.842,017
3,842,042
3,842,047
3,842,048
3,842,110
3,842,141

3,842,143
3,842,162
3.842,164
3,842,166
3,842,196
3.842,203
3,842,211
3,842,214
3,842,215

3,842,218
3.842,253

3,842,254
3.842,262
3,842,263
3,842.266
3,842,268

37

38
39

40

3.842.273

3.842.275

3.842.295

3,842,310
3,842,320
3,842,323

3.842.338
3,842.352

3.842,364

3,842,387

3,842,397

3,842,406
3.842.407

3.842.419

3,842.423

3,840,930

3,840,942

3,841,063
3,841,071

3,841,361

3,841,434
3,841,522
3.841,529

3,841.819

3,841,902
3,841,911

3.841,601
Re. 28, 198

3,840,948
3,840,971

3,841.033
3,841,053

3,841,072

3,841,091
3,841,095

3,841,104
3,841,110
3,841,131

1841,133
3,841,158
3,841.197
3,841,204

3,841,205
3.841,214
3.841,216
3,841.290

3.841.311
3.841.316
3,841.317
3.841.332
3,841.335
3.841.337
3.841,376
3,841.440
3.841.451

3.841.452
3.841.468
3.841.489
3,841,497
3,841.510
3,841,567

3.841,623
3,841.646

3,841,672
3,841,675
3,841,682

3,841.687
3,841,698
3,841.723
3,841,738
3,841.779
3.841.813

3,841.818
3,841.853
3,841,854

3,841,871
3,841.882
3.841,891
3,841,899
3,841,922
3,841.927
3.841.939
3,84 1 ,942

3,841,950
3,841,986

3,842,100
3,842,1 12

3,842,152
3,842,180
3,842,182
3,842,207
3,842,232

3,842,233
3,842,234

3,842,249
3,842.280
3.842,297
3,842,306
3,842,319

3,842,368
3,842,372

3,841,137
3,841,152
3,841,211
3,841,355
3.841,382

41

42

3,841,404

3,841,405
3,841,419

3,841.509
3.841,554
3,841,974

3,841,978
3,842,033
3,842,044
3,842.045
3,842,140
3.842.145
3,842.270
3.841,145

3,841,157

3,841,295
3.841,543
3,842,216
3,842,357

3,840,904
3,840,920
3,840,940
3,840,950
3,840,962

3,840.964
3,841,046
3,841,049
3,841,062
3,841,064
3,841,083

3,841,102
3,841,122

3,841,123

3.841,156
3,841,213
3,841,228
3,841,270
3,841,385
3,841,389
3,841,436
3,841,443
3,841,465

3,841,472
3,841,495
3,841,496
3,841.503

3.841.537
3,841,538

3,841,545
3,841,586
3,841.616
3.841.617

3.841,625
3.841,633
3,841,652

3,841,674
3,841,689

3,841,695
3,841,707
3,841.708
3.841,709
3.841,726
3.841.744
3,841,787

3,841.792
3.841.807

3,841.844
3.841,855
3.841,865
3,841,870
3.841,894

3,841,895

3.841.906
3.841,915
3,841.918

3.841.930
3.841.957
3.841.970
3,842,008
3,842,054
3,842,065

3,842,066
3,842,067

3,842,106
3,842,107

3,842,108
3,842,126
3,842,139
3,842,163
3,842,173

3,842,187
3,842,202
3,842,212
3,842,225

3,842,226
3,842,238
3,842,279
3,842.303
3,842,334

3,842,343
3,842,350
3,842,356
3,842,365

3,842,369
3,842,371

3,842,383
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October 22, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE

PATENT OFFICE NOTICES
Registration to Practice

The following list contains the names of persons applying
for registration to practice before the United States Patent
Office. Information tending to affect the eligibility of said
applicant on moral, ethical, or other grounds, should be fur-

nished the Commissioner of Patents on or before November
15, 1074.

Karnes. Richard M., 1 Minturn Rtiad. Bronxville, X.Y. 10708
Ilarbprt, Paul, 67 Yonge St.. Suite 812, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada

Laudenslager, Lucie H., 1391 Sprlnghouse Road, Allcntown.
Pa. 1S104

Oyen, Gerald O. S., P.O. Hox 434, Sta. A, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada

Sadilv, Achnied X.. Northern Electric Co. Ltd., Garland Bldg.,

P.O. Box 3511, Sta. C, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Sher, Richard J.. 933G Kite St., Burke, Va. 22015
Wendel, Helen R., 1455B N. Van Dorn St., Alexandria, Va.

22304

LUTRELLE F. PARKER,
Chairman, Committee on Enrollment.

Removal From Register

Pursuant to the provisions of Rule 347 of the Rules of
Practice of the United States Patent Office In Patent Cases,
a letter was directed on July 16, 1974, to Mr. Walter .T. Jag-
min at 1607 Main Street, Dallas. Texas. 75201, the last pnst
office address furnished by him to the Committee on Enroll-
ment. No reply was received within the period of thirty days
therein set. Accordingly, his name is being removed from the
Register of Attorneys.

LUTRELLE F. PARKER.
Sept. 24, 1974. Chairman, Committee on Enrollment.

Patent Suits

Notices under 35 U.S.C. 290 ; Patent Act of 1952

2.729,551, C. C. Cohn, SURFACE TREATMENT OF ALUMI-
NUM AND ITS ALLOYS, filed .Tan. 10. 1974. DC. Del. (Wil-
mington), Doc. C.A. 74-4, Colonial Alloys Comimnri v. Tex-
tron Inc. Same, filed Feb. 1. 1974, B.C. Del. (Wilmington),
Doc. 74-22, Colonial Alloiin Companii v. Indian Ileail. Inc.

Same, filed Feb. 27, 1974, D.C. Del. (Wilmington). Doc. 74-
32, Colonial Alloi/.'i Compan}/ v. Ilaijes-.llhion Corporation.
Same, filed Mar. 4, 1974. D.C. N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc.
74c602. Colonial Alloys Company, etc. v. Kinkcad Industries.

Inc.

3,122,610, A. Csicsatka, CIRCUITRY FOR MT'LTIPLEX
TRANSMISSION OF FM STEREO SIGNALS WITH PILOT
SIGNAL, filed Apr. 15, 1971, D.C. S.D.N.Y.. Doc. 71-C-insS,
General Electric Company v. Philco Distributors, Inc. Stipu-
lation and order of discontinuance without prejudice and
without costs, Apr. 15, 1974.

3,134,58.^, R. W, Wilson. APPARATUS FOR BI'LK CURING
TOBACCO

: .3.244.445. same. APPARATUS FOR SUPPORT-
ING TOBACCO LEAVES IN BULK FORM FOR CURING.
filed Mar. 22, 1974. D.C, W.D.N.C (Charlotte), Doc. C C-
74-65, Oa8 Fired Products, Inc. v. Roice Corporation and
Powell Manufacturing Company.

3,241,876, W. S. Saunders, APPARATUS FOR REDUCING
LINEAR AND LATERAL WIND RESISTANCE IN A TRAC-
TOR TRAILER COMBINATION VEHICLE : .3.309,131, same,
MEANS FOR REDUCING LINEAR WIND RESISTANCE IN-

SINGLE CHASSIS TYPE VEHICLES, filed Apr. S. 1974.

D.C. N.D. Ind. (South Bend). Doc. S74-81, ^V. Slelden Saun-
ders and Rudkin-Wiley Corporation v. Vic A. Stror/anoff,

doing business ns Civic Slales and Holland Motor Express, Inc.

Same, filed Apr. 8, 1974, D.C. N.D. Ind. (South Bend). Doc.

74-82, ir. Selden Saunders and Rudkin-Wiley Corporation v.

I.R.C. d D Motor Freight, Inc. Same, filed Apr. 8, 1974, D.C,
N.D. Ind. (South Bend), Doc. 74-83, W. Selden Saunders and
Rudkin-Wiley Corporation v. Air-Flo Company et al.

1292

3,244,445. (See 3,134,583.)

3,252,181, J. Hureau, APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUC-
TION OF PROFILED PIECES SHOWING A LACUNAR OR
RETICULATED STRUCTURE ; 3,349,434, same, EXTRUSION
OF ARTICLES WITH RIBBED FULL WALLS; 3,381,337,

same, APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PRO-
FILED I'lECES SHOWING A LACUXAR OR RETICULATED
STRUCTURE : 3,496,965, same, EXTRUDED PLASTIC TUBU-
LAR STRUCTURE IIAVIXG A RECTAXGULAR MESH AP-
ERTURED WALL, filed Jan. 10, 1974, D.C. Minn. (Minne-
apolis), Doc. 4-74-C 20, Coniced Corporation v. Nortenc S.A.

et al.

3,286,923, Jackson and Braucksiek, THER:M0STATIC CON-
TROL DEVICE FOR XORMAL AXD ABXORMAL COXDI-
TIOXS, filed Dec. 9, 1969, D.C, CD. Calif. (Los Angeles).

Doc. 69-2434-CC, Robcrtshaw Controls Co. v. Branncn Pipe

if Supply et al. Filed stipulation of dismissal without preju-

dice and order thereon, Apr. 18, 1974.

3,309,131. (See 3,241,876.)

3,313.339, T. D. Coe, HEAT TRAXSFER APPARATUS, filed

Apr. 15, 1074, D.C.X.H. (Concord), Doc. 74-96, Wakefield
Engineering Incorporated v. Aai:id Engineering Inc.

3.349.434. (See 3,252.181.)

.3,381,337. (See 3,2.^)2,181.)

3.4.)9.302, David S. Ross. APPARATUS AXD METHOD OF
FILTERIXG SOLIDS FROM A LIQUID EFFLUEXT. filed

Apr. 3, 1970, D.C, S.D. Ohio (Cincinnati). Doc. 7463. Hydro-
Clear Corp. v. Aer-0-Flo Corp. Order of dismissal—complaint
is dismissed as to Claims 3, 5, and 6, as to any subsequent
action against defendant for claimed infringement of claims.

Cciunterclaim of the defendant Is dismissed without prejudice,

Apr. 25, 1974.

.3.496.965. (See 3.252.181.)

3.508.T08, Caparone and Dykzeul, PRESSURE REGULA-
TOR COXSTRUCTION, filed Aug. 18, 1970, D.C, CD. Calif.

(Lo* Angeles), Doc. 70-1834-IH, Robertshair Controls Co.

V. Brannen Pipe <f- Supply, A. O. Smith Corp. and Emerson
Electric Co. Filed stipulation for dismissal without prejudice,

Apr. IS. 1974.

3,537.130, R. L. McDonnell, HIDE PULLING PROCESS,
filed Apr. 16, 1074, D.C. M.D. Pa. (Scranton), Doc. 74-

297-C. Armour d Company v. Edirards Bros. Packing Co.

3..-.6.5,083, S. J. Popeil, METHOD FOR SETTING HAIR,
filed Apr. 23. 1071, D.C, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 71c97S.

Popeil Brothers, Inc. v. Associated Mills, Inc. Order that this

cause be and the same is hereby dismissed, Apr. 25, 1974.

.3,.595.362, W. H. Wolowltz. TYPE WRITER BACKSPACE
AXD RIBBOX-FIELD COXTROL. filed Mar. 27. 1074. Court
of Claims (District of Columbia), Doc. 9.3-74, Tri7/iam H.
M'oloicit:: and Frnllrn, Inc. v. The United States.

.3,611,910, J. S. Hughes, CORX POPPER, filed Jan. 24, 1074,

D.C, X.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 74c204, Ropat Corporation v.

Mirro Aluminum Company. Same, filed Jan. 24, 1074, D.C,
X.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 74r206, Ropat Corporation v. Seo-

vill Mfg. Co. Memoran'Jum opinion and order, the motion to

dismiss because of improper venue is granted, Apr. 25, 1974.

.3,671.006. I. L. Berkowitz. REFRIGERATOR WALL PAX-
ELS WITH PAXEL FASTEXERS AXD APPARATI'S FOR
MAKIXG SAID PAXELS. filed July 23, 1973, D.C, CD.
Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. 7.3-1688-R, Kason Hardware Cor-

poration v. Consolidated Tooling Inc., Roy F. Smith and Lois

Smith. Filed consent judgment and order thereon permanently
enjoining defendants from infringing plaintiff's patent, Apr.

24, 1074.

3.675.247, J. O. Ferrell. METHOD FOR FABRICATING
PANTY HOSE, filed Mar. 7, 1974, D.C, W.D.N.C. (States-

vlUe), Doc. St-C-74-6, Tights, Inc. v. Ridgeview Hosiery

Mill Company. Consent order—action dismissed, Apr. 19,

1974.

3,7.>4,279. Valentl and Follett. THERMAL RECORDER HAV-
ING ANALOGUE STYLUS AND PRINT HEAD, filed Apr.

24, 1974, D.C Mass. (Boston), Doc. 74-1467-S. Gulton In-

dustries, Inc. V. General Electric Company and Mechanics

for Electronics Corp.

3.765,122. R. English, FLYING TOY, filed Apr 22 1974 D C
Oreg^ (Portland), Doc. C-74-315, Roy L. English v. North
Pacific Productt, Inc.

or^V.*f^^'
^- ^- ^°''' DIRIGIBLE HEADLIGHT, filed Mar

-7, 1974, D.C, S.D. Fla. (Miami), Doc. 74-384-C-CF Mar,,
Macintosh Sccices, Inc. v. Irwin M. Robbins and Robbins
Originals, Inc. and Macintosh Services, Inc., of Florida.

iot!' ^''r®'
^^" ^^- ''°''"«°"' -^OCA' CRUSHER, filed Apr. 16

1J74, D.C, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 74cl058. Louis W. John-
son V. Barber-Oreen Company.

I A
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«. 197,341, J. E. Cornish, INFANT'S RIDING TOY filedOct. 24 1973, D.C.NJ. (Trenton), Doc. 1532-73, Jud^onE

me7ll\Zl974^"'''''''
''°°''°' '"'^'"'°* dismissing action

1). 225,569. Burrls and Maulbetsch, RIFLE-SCOPE filedAug 22 1973, D.C Colo. (Denver), Doc. C-5293, Outdoor

wZY '"''"*'""*' '^"^- ^- ^- ^- 'f^oolu>orth Co. and Bems
Wholesale Sporting Goods Co.

dp' l'n*"i,^^i"
^^^'•^''<^«. BATHTUB, filed Apr. 17, 1974.

i^.c. S.D. Ha. (Fort Lauderdale), Doc. (FL)74-111-C-NCR
(.ruber Systems, Inc. and Synthetic Innovations, Inc vMarmoreal Products et al.
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3,126.786

3,517,957

3,548.489

3,575,170

3,578,612

3,584.015

3,615,767

3,619,646

3,624,392

3,635,637

3,636,174

3,656,833

3,658,870

3,658,901

3,675,204

3,682,066

3,693,223

3,693,887

3,709,786

3,711,547

3,711,548

3,720,069

3,721,328

3,726,661

3,728,342

3,731,987

3,732,209

3,734,454

3,734,732

3,736,992

3,738,386

3,743,275

3,744,116

3,750,009

3,750,411

3,751,481

3,753,228

3,753.492

3,753.552

3,753,975

3,754,118

3,755,111

3,755,374

3,758,277

3,758,396

3,758.465

3.759,388

3,759,637

3,759,817

3,759,845

3,760,819

3,762,423

3,763,640

3,764,577

3,765,603

3,765,767

3,765,833

3,765,901

3,765,986

3,766,022

3,766,635

3,766,877

3,767,621

3,767,686

3.767,711

3,767.938

3.768.611

3.768.957

3.769,280

3,770,771

3.771.136

3.771.463

3.772.405

3,772,789

3,772,927

3,773,859

3,773,949

3,776,688

3,776,882

3,777,023

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

Disclaimer

3,553,251.

—

Hartmut Hauth, Rlehen, and Dietrich Stauffacher,

Reinach, Basel, Switzerland. ALICYCLIC COMPOUNDS.
Patent dated Jan. 5, 1971. Disclaimer filed Aug. 30, 1974,

by the assignee, Sandoz Ltd. (also known aa Sandoz AG).

Hereby enters this disclaimer to claims 17, 18 and 19 of

said patent.

Certificates of Correction for the Week of Oct. 22, 1974

October 22, 1974

3,778.473

3,778,715

3,779,265

3,779,471

3,779,672

3,779,956

3,780,134

3,780,558

3,781,725

3,782,209

3,782,870

3,783,016

3,785,135

3,785.801

3,786,065

3,786,131

3,786,141

3,786,333

3,787,350

3,787,361

3,787,428

3,787,435

3.787,471

3,787,508

3,788,850

3,789,121

3,790.452

3,790,470

3,790,529

3,790,548

3,790,660

3,790,913

3,791,163

3,791,388

3,791,699

3.792,025

3.792,033

3,792,065

3,792,093

3,793.091

3,793,183

3,793,283

3,793,313

3,793,521

3,793,655

3,793,695

3,793.867

3.794,032

3.794,164

3,794,286

3,794.352

3.794.403

3.794,576

3,794,626

3,794,634

3,794,732

3.795,137

3.795,533

3,795,978
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3,801,595

3,801,602

3,801,708

3,801,712
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3,802,533

3,802,559

3.802,607
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3,803,167

3,803,186
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3,803,578

3,804,181
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3,804,884

3,805,044

3,805,164

3,805,195

3,805,691

3,805,870
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3,806,637
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3,809,024
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Matter enclosed In heavy brackets [ 3 appears In the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification : matter
printed in italics indicates additions made by reissue.

28 206
CONTINUOUS process' FOR THE PRODUCTION

OF ETHYLENE COPOLYMERS
Irwin J. Gardner, Scotch Plains, and Charles Cozewith,

Westfield, N.J., assignors to Exxon Research and Engi-
neering Company

Original No. 3,718,632, dated Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No.
81,895, Oct. 19, 1970. AppUcation for reissue Sept.
28, 1973, Sen No. 401,707

Int. CI. C08f 15/40
U.S. CI. 260—80.78 11 Claims

1. In a continuous process for the production of elasto-

meric copolymers of ethylene and a higher C3 to Cg
alpha-olefin, which may additionally have polymerized
therewith an acyclic or alicyclic nonconjugated diolefin,

comprising a staged-reactor system in series, the first

reactor having added thereto:

ethylene, a higher Cj to Cg alpha-olefin, or additionally

an acyclic or alicyclic nonconjugated diolefin, a
Ziegler-Natta catalyst composition consisting of a
transition metal component and an organoaluminum
cocatalyst at a mole ratio of aluminum compound to

transition metal component ranging from 2 to 20,
and a solvent; the polymerization therein being con-
ducted at an essentially uniform temperature of from
about -50° C. to 80° C. and a pressure at least

equal to the combined vapor pressure of the solvent

and reaction components;

the improvement which comprises:

(a) feeding to the second reactor the effluent polymer
cement from the first reactor, [additional higher C3
to Cs alpha-olefin,] at least one of the mono-olefin
monomers added to the first reactor, additional or-

ganoaluminum cocatalyst. and a reactivator compris-
prising a halo-sulfonyl or /io/o-sulfinyl compound
having the general formula

R—SOn—

Y

wherein R represents a C2 to C12 alkyl, aryl, alkaryl,

arylalkyl or cycloalkyl [hydrocarbons] hydrocarbon,
n is an integer equal to 1 or 2, and Y is a halogen
having an atomic number equal to or greater than 17;

(b) subjecting the contents of the second reactor to the
same reaction conditions as in the first reactor, for a
time sufficient to form a final polymer cement in said

second reactor;

(c) transferring said final polymer cement from said

second reactor to a quench tank;

(d) quenching said final polymer cement with an in-

activating medium for said catalyst components; and
(e) recovering the polymer from said quenched
cement.

28,207
POTATO PLANTER

Jack H. Wigham, 4206 NE. 15th St.,

Amarillo, Tex. 79107
Original No. 3,570,424, dated Mar. 16, 1971, Ser. No.

37,495, May 21, 1970, which is a continuation of aban-
doned application Ser. No. 716,740, Mar. 28, 1968.
Application for reissue Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 341,271

Int. CI. AOlc 7/18
U.S. CI. 111—78 10 Claims

1. In a potato planter for attachment to a tractor having
a rearwardly extending vertically hinged three [way] point

1296

hitch, said potato planter being of the conveyor chain de-

livery type having an upwardly and rearwardly slanting

conveyor tube, a plow unit mounted on the planter at the

bottom thereof and in front of said tube, upper and lower
idler sprockets adjacent the top and bottom of said tube,

a first drive sprocket on a transverse shaft outwardly of

said tube and beneath the upper said idler sprocket, a con-

veyor chain on said sprockets and operatively connecting

said three sprockets and including a portion thereof ex-

tending through the length of said tube, a hopper sur-

rounding the upper rear portion of said chain outwardly

of said tube, a transverse bar rigidly mounted on the

front of said planter and extending substantially across the

width thereof, means connecting said bar with the rear-

wardly exfending end of said three way hitch, at least one
hinge block clamped on said [boar] bar, a lever extending

rearwardly from said hinge block, a bull wheel on the

extending end of said lever, a second drive sprocket driven

by said bull wheel, a driven sprocket on said shaft and a

drice chain means connecting the last said drive sprocket

with the last said driven sprocket[.], said driven sprocket

in driving connection with said transverse shaft and said

first drive sprocket thereon.

28,208
DIRECT POSITIVE FOGGED SILVER HALIDE
EMULSION SENSITIZED WITH A CYCLO-
HEPTATRIENE CYANINE DYE

Akira Sato, Minoru Sonoda, Keisuke Shiba, Masanao
Hinata, and Tetsuo Nozoe, Minami-ashigara-machi,
Kanagawa, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co.,

Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan
No Drawing. Original No. 3,687,674, dated Aug. 29, 1972,

Ser. No. 90,070, Nov. 16, 1970. Application for reissue

Feb. 20, 1974, Ser. No. 444,229
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 14, 1969,

44/91,238
Int. CI. G03c 1/36

U.S. CI. 96—101 16 Clauns
17. A direct positive silver halide photographic emul-

sion comprising fogged silver halide grains and at least

one dye of the formula:

Li=L

^

Zs

(CH-CH)=N+

i (X-).

xAz.
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wherein Z3 is a troponoid substituent on the cyclohepta-
triene ring said substituent being a member selected from
the group consisting of a lower alkyl {Ci-Ci) group, a
halogen atom, a lower alkoxyl group, an aryl group, an
alkylaryl group and a nitroaryl group; Zi is a member
selected from the group consisting of an oxygen atom and
a N-H group; Zi is an organic substituted or unsubsti-
tuted atomic group necessary to complete a 5 or 6 mem-
bered heterocyclic ring selected from the group consisting

of the oxazoline series, oxazole series, benzoxazole series,

naphthoxazole series, thiazoline series, thiazole series,

benzothiazole series, naphthothiazole series, selenazole
series, benzolselenazole series, naphthoselenazole series,

2-pyridine series, 4-pyridine series, 2-quinoline series, 4-
quinolinc series, imidazole series, benzimidazole series,
and naphthoimidazole series; R is a member selected from
the group consisting of a lower alkyl group, a hydroxy
(lower) alkyl group, a lower alkoxy alkyl group, a sulfa
(lower) alkyl group, a carboxy (lower) alkyl group, an
acetoxy (lower) alkyl, a vinyl methyl group, an aralkyl
group, and a sulfo aralkyl group; Li and Lz are a group
from the methine series, said L2 capable of forming a
methylene chain together with said R group; X is an
anion and m and n each is or U providing that n is

when the dye forms an intramolecular salt, said dye being
present in a sensitizing amount.

said crank on the inboard side of a transom, a trans-
versely extending arm on said projecting portion of said
lower housing section, and means drivingly connecting
said crank to said arm.

28 210
RECLINING CHAIR

Frank Manuel Re, Holyoke, Mass., assignor to Dual
Manufacturing and Engineering, Incorporated, Holyoke,
Mass.

Original No. 3,758,151, dated Sept. 11, 1973, Ser. No.
222,563, Feb. 1, 1972. AppUcation for reissue Jan.
22, 1974, Ser. No. 435,461

Int. CI. A47c 1/02
U.S. CI. 297—83 5 Claims

II 28,209
MARINE PROPULSION DEVICE WTTH ACUTE

ANGLE DRIVE
William J. ShImanckas, Waukegan, ni., assignor to

Outboard Marine Corporation, Waukegan, III.

^'i^^^.U^'";
3,<^05,678, dated Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No.

S'^fkl^J'c''"'^'
2'*» ''^^- Application for reissue Sept.

5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,148
^ *^

Int. CI. B63h 5/72
U.S. CI. 115-35 7 Claims

5. [The device of claim 1, wherein said means for
rotating said second part of said drive shaft housing about
the axis of said drive shaft to afford steering of a boat
hull comprises] A marine propulsion device comprising
a drive shaft housing having first and second parts, a drive
shaft rotatably extending in said first and second housing
parts, means for rotatably supporting said drive shaft
housing for vertical swinging movement about a horizontal
tilt axis located aft of the boat hull and relative to a nor-
mal running position in which said drive shaft extends
downwardly and forwardly relative to said horizontal tilt

axis, and means for rotating said second part of said drive
shaft housing relative to said housing first part about the
axis of said drive shaft to afford steering of a boat hull
and comprising a projecting portion on said second part,
said projecting portion extending through and rotatably
supported in said first part, a crank, means for mounting

1. A reclining chair adapted to be positioned in close
adajacency to and forwardly of a room wall when in the
upright sitting position and yet so structured as to allow
ready assumption of a reclined position without physi-
cal contact with the same room wall, the reclining chair
comprising, a base, a chassis, a body-supporting unit and
a leg-supporting unit, means mounting the body-support-
ing unit on the chassis for movement betwen upright and
reclining positions, means mounting the chassis on the
base for linear movements relative to the base as the body-
supporting unit is moved, means mounting the leg-support-
ing unit on the body-supporting unit for movements be-
tween retracted and extended positions concomitant with
movements of the body-supporting unit, and means opera-
tively-connecting the body-supporting unit and base for
moving the chassis forwardly and progressively away from
the wall and the body-supporting unit relative to the wall
as transition is made from upright sitting position to posi-
tion of reclination, and for moving the chassis rearwardly
and progressively toward the wall and the body-support-
ing unit relative to the wall as transition is made from
position of reclination to upright sitting position.

28 211
FORCED CLOSURE DIPOLAR ELECTRO-OPTIC

SHUTTTER AND METHOD
Alvin M. Marks, 153—16 10th Ave.,

Whitestone, N.Y. 11357
Original No. 3,527,525, dated Sept. 8, 1970, Ser. No.

556,113, June 8, 1966. Application for reissue Sept.
5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,041

Int. CI. G02f 1/34
U.S. CI. 350-267 17 Claims

-^-W-*!, I :
'!";"( "1 ('

'
''1 P, • ,'(. , '

'II-.,' •,
' .

111..., I'Ji . I','.'. ''I'l'l >,. ;, ' »*i,^

1. A light controlling device comprising a pair of spaced
transparent sheets, a transparent suspending medium be-
tween said sheets, a layer comprising a plurality of elon-
gated dipoles [dipole members] freely carried within the
suspending medium, each said dipole having a first dimen-
sion in a [the] direction of elongation on the order of
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one-half the wavelength of light and a second dimension

normal to the direction of elongation substantially

smaller than said first dimension [and], said dipoles pre-

senting a cross-section to electromagnetic radiation which
is a function of their orientation, whereby light trans-

mission through the layer is at a maximum when the di-

rection of elongation of said dipoles are oriented parallel

to [the] a light path and at a minimum when said dipoles

are in random directions, a first series of spaced wire-like

electrodes straight line parallel to each other lying in a

plane along one of the sheets and carried by one of the

transparent sheets, a second series of spaced wire-like

electrodes straight line parallel to each other lying in a
plane parallel to the plane of the first series along the

other transparent sheet, all of said electrodes being
parallel to each other, electrical interconnecting means
combining selected electrodes into a plurality of sets for

each sheet and electrical circuit means to selectively ap-

ply electrical alternations to the sets whereby electric

field patterns are created within the dipole suspension to

control the disposition of the dipoles within the suspen-

sion.

PATENTS
GRANTED OCTOBER 22, 1974

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
cpi iii^rnl „„

portions extending over said indents on said central portion at

Ju.n„. E. N.P.., 21640 U Mi!; Rd S.. Clr Sho«s. Mich. ^oTt'n'
'"""" """""" """ '"'"'"" "'"""' -'" ''"""'

4o0o 1

Filed May 11, 1972, Ser. No. 252,488
Int. CI. A41d 27/12

U.S. CI. 2-61
1 Claim

3,842,435
COLLAR CONSTRUCTION

Richard Williams, Cressona, and Dominic Riotto, Barnesville.
both of Pa., assignors to Phillips-Van Heusen Corporation
New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 322,297
Int. CL A4 lb J/00

U.S. CI. 2-132 10 Claims

1. A collar stay comprising an elongate strip of flat flexible
sheet material having a central portion extending longitudi-
nally over a major portion of the length of said strip; indents
formed by tapered parts on said central portion the edges of
which converge towards each other, terminating at a point
spaced from the end of said strip; end portions on said strip
one on each end of said central portion extending from the
pomt of termination of said tapered parts on said central
portion, said end portions being narrower than said central
portion; tapered ends on said end portions providing an entry
tip on said end portions; and a hook portion on said end

3,842,436
METHOD OF FORMING A POCKET IN THE

MANUFACTURE OF NECKTIES
David Hirschson, 25 Lindsfield Dr., Johannesburg, South

Africa

Filed Apr. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 137,446
Claims priority, application South Africa, Apr. 24, 1970,

Int. CI. A41d 25/00, 25/16

1. An ankle splash guard in the form of a heel fitting open
cup, said cup including a generally semi-circular bottom wall,
and arcuate edge of which is integral with a vertical upward
extending semicylindrical side wall which at its upper edge is

integral with a radially outwardly extending flange or rim of
substantial width, said rim being generally horizontal with a
slightly upward inclined toward its outer peripherial edge, said
rim being approximately of equal width at a rear and the
opposite sides of said cup, the opposite side corners of said rim
being rounded with a curved arc that starts at an end edge of
said semi-cylindrical side wall, said ankle splash guard extend-
ing substantially forwardly of a breast face of a conventional
heel of a shoe in order to extend upon an arch of said shoe.

/9 n

1. In a method of forming a pocket in the manufacture of
neckties comprising the steps of

locating an end of a strip of tie material containing heat
fusible fibers on a supporting surface,

forming a pleat along the longitudinal axis of said strip of tie

material,

placing a lining over said end of the strip of material to
extend across said pleat and over the edges of the pointed
end of the material, and

heat fusing the lining and material together along two lines
diverging from said pleat to form a pointed end of the
lining and the material.

3,842,437
NARROW ELASTIC WAISTBAND

Roger G. Campbell; Richard E. Goff, Jr., both of Harrington,
and Normand D. Guay, Woonsocket, all of R.I., assignors to
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,903
Int. CI. A41f 9/02

U.S. CI. 2-237 7 Claims
I. A tubular narrow elastic waistband having an inner layer

and an outer layer, said inner layer having a concave surface
and a convex surface, said inner layer comprising, a plurality
of monofilament filling yarns running in the transverse direc-
tion of the waistband, a plurality of elastic warp yarns running
m the longitudinal direction of the waistband, said elastic warp
yarns being woven under tension with non-elastic warp means
running m the longitudinal direction of the fabric, said elastic
and non-elastic warp yarns being woven with said monofila-
ment filling yarns in a leno weave with the elastic warp yarns
on the concave surface and the non-elastic warp yarn on the
convex surface of the layer to provide a transverse concave
configuration in the layer, and an outer layer disposed on the
concave surface of the inner layer and comprising a plurality

1299
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of synthetic texturized warp yarns running in the longitudinal

direction of the waistband and intermittently tied to the mono-
filament filling yarns to produce a smooth surface on the

waistband.

below the surface of the delineated area and looping the

sutures above the surface of the delineated area; and

3,842,438

NARROW ELASTIC FABRIC
Roger G. Campbell, Sr.; Richard E. Goff, Jr., both of Barring-

ton, and Normand D. Guay, Woonsockel, all of R.I., assign-

ors to Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ.
Division of Ser. No. 186,364, Oct. 4, 1971, Pat. No. 3,788,366.

This application May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,799
Int. CI. A41f 9100

U.S. CI. 2-237 2 Claims

1. In a pair of trousers made from stretchabie material, said

trousers having an inwardly folded edge portion about the

waist thereof, a waistband attached to said folded edge com-
prising a narrow elastic fabric having transversely extending

monofilament filling yarns having a denier of from 400 to

2,000. woven with a set of longitudinally extending warp
yarns, said set of warp yarns having longitudinally extending

center portion and two longitudinally extending edge portions,

said center portion having a plurality of elastic yarns having a

spandex core wrapped with a yarn that is set in its wrapped
configuration, at least some of said elastic yarns being leno

woven with nonelastic warp yarns with the leno woven elastic

yarns on the face surface and the leno woven nonelastic yarns

on the back surface of the fabric whereby the fabric has a

transverse concave configuration, said center portion also

having nonelastic yarns woven in a plain weave, said edge

portions of said fabric comprising texturized yarns whereby
the fabric has smooth and soft longitudinal edges, said fabric

having from 5 percent to 50 percent elongation in the longitu-

dinal direction, a uniform modulus of elasticity of from 1 to 5

pounds per inch of width at 15 percent elongation and said

fabric having less than 3 percent shrinkage when washed and
dry cleaned.

3,842,439
METHOD OF REPLACING HAIR

David M. Connelly, Fayetteville, and Victor Villani, Syracuse,
both of N.Y., assignors to David M. Connelly, M.D., Fayette-
ville and Victor Villani, Syracuse, both of N.V.

Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,957
Int. CI. A61f 1100, A61b 17104

U.S. CI. 3-

1

3 Claims
1. A method of replacing hair in a delineated area of a living

human body which has been surgically prepared comprising
the steps of:

embedding a series of sutures in a concentric ring pattern in

the delineated area by inserting the sutures into the body

directly attaching wefts of replacement hair to the loops

formed by the sutures thereby substantially covering the

delineated area with hair.

3,842,440

IMPLANTABLE LINEAR MOTOR PROSTHETIC HEART
AND CONTROL SYSTEM THEREFOR

Eskil L. Karlson, 43 Westover Ln., Stamford, Conn. 06902

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,749

Int. CI. A61f 1124

U.S. CI. 3-1 7 Claims

'a ^Ot^t *

1. A prosthetic heart adapted to be implanted within the

body of a human being or other animal, and a system for

operating it, comprising, a single collapsible chamber, having
inlet and outlet ports, adapted to be connected respectively to

a vein and an artery, means for opening the chamber to re-

ceive fluid from a vein to which it is adapted to be connected,
means for closing the chamber and expelling pulses of fiuid

from it into an artery to which it is adapted to be connected,
means for controlling the expelling means so as to provide in

the artery predetermined changes in pulse pressure, amplitude
and frequency, a source of electric power adapted to be dis-

posed within the body, and circuitry for connecting it to the
prosthetic heart for operating it, a source of electric power to

be located outside the body, and circuitry including, leads

adapted to be implanted within the body, and connected to
said source of power to be located within the body, leads
connected to the source of power outside the body, and sepa-
rable contact members connected to said leads respectively
and adapted when physically brought together to connect the
source of electric power outside the body directly to the
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source of electric power to be implanted within the body to
recharge the latter from the former, said separable contact
members mcluding at least a first set of contact members
adapted to be disposed on teeth of the body, and another set
of contact members are sized and shaped for mounting on
teeth of the body adapted to carry said first set of contacts,
and the said leads adapted to be implanted within the body are
adapted to extend from said first set of contacts through the
root canals of the teeth intended to carry said contacts, and
the other set of contacts are connected to the said leads which
are disposed outside the body and extend to the said source of
power outside the body.

3,842,441
A TEMPORARY IMPLANT AND METHOD FOR TENDON

SURGERY
Anthony J. Kaiser, 200 Carmen Ave., East Meadow, N.Y.

11554

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 297,145, Oct. 12, 1972,
abandoned. This application Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,581

Int. CI. A6If \124
^•S- CI. 3-1 27 Claims

I. A temporary implant for tendon surgery which comprises
a generally cylindrical tube of a continuous yieldable filamen-
tary material, said cylindrical tube having openings on the
surface thereof defined by said filamentary material, said
cylindrical tube being in the shape of an alternating and re-
versing helix which has a diameter between ^ and V4 inch and
a length between 1 and 4 inches.

3,842,442
ENDOPROSTHETIC SHOULDER JOINT

Reinhard Kolbel, Berlin, Germany, assignor to National Re-
search Developnnent Corporation, London, England

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,247
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 4. 1972

40969/72

Int. CI. A6If U24
13 ClaimsU.S. CI. 3-1

I. An endoprosthetic shoulder joint device comprising a
scapular component and a humeral component; the scapular
component including a generally Y-shaped structure having
two Y-arms and a Y-stem, said Y-arms being first fixation
members, and said Y-stem being a first bearing member termi-
nating at its free end in a substantially part-spherically shaped
bearing surface; and the humeral component including a
second bearing member having a substantially part-spherically

shaped second bearing surface in mutual articulatory bearing
engagement with said first bearing surface, and a second
fixation member extending from said second bearing member
remotely from said second surface.

3,842,443
RESILIENT PIVOT JOINT FOR AN ARTIFICIAL LEG

Albert L. Weber, Appleton, N.Y., assignor to Lloyd J. Watkins,
Lockport, N.Y., a part interest

Filed Aug. 30. 1972, Ser. No. 284,974
Int. CI. A61f im, 1104

l^S- CI. 3-2 7 Claims

c.

d.

e.

1. A pivot joint for an artificial limb, comprising, in combi-
nation:

a. first and second joint segments;
b. means connecting the first and second joint segments

together for pivotal movement relative to one another
about a pivot axis;

a bearing member;
a recess provided in one of the first and second joint
segments and arranged for receiving the bearing member,
the bearing member being arranged in the recess;
resilient means including a sleeve arranged around the
first and second joint segments for restoring same to a
predetermined relationship with respect to one another
following the application of a torsional force to the seg-
ments; *

f. means for attaching the first and second joint segments to
respective sections of a member to be pivotally joined
together;

. g. first and second clamping elements arranged for clamping
the resilient means to the first and second joint segments
respectively; and

h. the first and second joint segments being provided with
aligned apertures, the connecting means having a bolt
arranged in these apertures and a nut threadingly engag-
ing the bolt for retaining same, one of the joint segments
having at least one slot provided in a wall thereof and
communicating with an aperture provided in the joint
segment, the aperture being dimensioned to receive an
end of a length of tubing, and means arranged about the
wall adjacent the slot for clamping the tubing in the aper-
ture, the apertures provided in the joint segments each
having two sections, the aperture section arranged closest
to the other joint segment having a smaller area than the
other aperture section of the same joint segment, and a
shoulder being formed at the junction of the sections, and
further including a hollow element provided with a flange
and arranged in the smaller diameter aperture section
with the flange abutting the shoulder.
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3,842,444

BI-FLUSH TOILET APPARATUS
Henry W. A. Gruenhagen, 2030 Ebers St., San Diego, Calif.

92107
Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 361,974

Int. CI. E03d 1134, 5/02
U.S. CI. 4-67 A 8 Claims

^
1. In an apparatus for producing a high volume flush and a

low volume flush in toilets having a flush tank, flush control
handle and flush ball valve, wherein the improvement com-
prises:

barrier means comprising a vertically extending water im-

pervious sleeve for surrounding said flush ball valve and
sealing against the bottom of said tank excluding a por-
tion of the water in said tank from passing through said

flush ball valve,

said barrier means is buoyant when immersed in water,

support means for permitting limited guided vertical move-
ment of said barrier under the influence of the buoyancy
of said barrier to lift said barrier out of sealing engage-
ment with the bottom of said tank and permitting substan-
tially all of the water in said tank above the level of said

valve to pass under said barrier and through said valve,

latch means on said barrier for releasably securing said

barrier in said sealing position.

3,842,445
FRESH WATER FLUSH PORTABLE TOILET

Sterling B. Jones, 858 Duff Ave., West Covina, Calif. 91790
Filed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,280

Int. CI. E03d 11/10,5/00
U.S. CI. 4-78 8 Claims

^ ^l-^.^^^

I. A fresh water flushing portable toilet, comprising:

a rigid commode having a hollow lower portion serving as

a holding tank for sewage, and an upper portion formed
with a toilet seat and provided with a depending bowl
having an outlet to discharge into the holding tank;

a collapsible container for fresh water mounted within the

holding tank;

and pump means to withdraw fresh water from the con-
tainer and discharge it into the bowl to flush the latter;

the container being adapted to collapse as the fresh water

is withdrawn to provide displacement volume for the

sewage and permit both fresh water and sewage to occupy
the holding tank simultaneously without being intermin-

gled.

3,842,446
DEVICE FOR DISTRIBUTING SUBSTANCES IN BATHING

WATER OF A BATHING TUB
Hugo Hunhausen, Seelbachsecke 26, 5905 Freudenberg, and

Vinzens Anton Ax, Marburgerstr. 49, 5901 Wilnsdorf-
Gernsdorf, both of Germany

Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,814
Int. CI. A47k 3/00

U.S. CI. 4-180 11 Claims

116 128 120

- 152

lOib^*-*'*' 103
106a 103b,

()3(, ,08 ,0^3

1. A device for distributing air in the water retained in a

bathtub having a bottom, sides, and ends, said device compris-
ing a lattice-like assembly adapted to removably set on the

bottom of the bathtub, the lattice-like assembly comprising a
plurality of tubes having fine bores, at least one bellows and
means detachably mounting said bellows to one of the ends of
the bathtub to be manipulated by the feet of a bather, said

bellows being connected to said tubes by conduit means and
valve means connected intermediate said bellows and said

tubes, said valve means including a first valve part being oper-
able to open upon said bellows being compressed to permit air

to be pumped from said bellows to said tubes and a second
valve part operable to close upon expansion of said bellows to

prevent water from being drawn through said tubes to said

bellows.

3,842,447

DEVICE FOR THE INTRODUCTION OF FLUENT
MEDIUM INTO A MAIN FLOW OF LIQUID PASSING
ALONG A CLOSED PASSAGE, SUCH AS A PIPE

George William Usher, 41 Harlech Rd., Leeds LSI 1, England
Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,367

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 21, 1971,
10524/71

Int. CI. E03d 9/03
U.S. CI. 4-226

1 Claim

I. A device for introducing a fluent medium into water
flowing to a washing shower, the device comprising a tube
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having connection means at each end whereby the tube can be
connected into the supply pipe through which water flows to
the exit port of the shower, a casing surrounding the tube and
spaced therefrom whereby a mixing chamber is formed be-
tween the casing and tube, deflection means on the tube
adapted to divert some of the water flowing in the supply pipe
mto the mixing chamber, the deflection means having a plural-
ity of bleed off apertures in the tube, a portion of the tube wall
adjacent to each aperture being indented relative to the re-
mainder of the tube wall whereby some of the water flowing
through the tube is diverted into the mixing chamber by the
indented wall portion, the tube having at least one other aper-
ture downstream of the deflection means which permits liquid
in the mixing chamber to enter the tube and be entrained in
the water flowing to the exit port of the shower, and means
having a one way valve for permitting the fluent material to be
injected through the valve into the mixing chamber.

closet, the one legs of said bows being pivoted to said lifting
device, horizontal bars extending transversely to the longitudi-
nal direction of said litter to support same and being attached

3,842,448
APPARATUS FOR RECYCLING A FLUID FOR USE IN A

DENTAL CUSPIDOR
Stuart L. Kahn, and Carl G. Langbert, both of 308 Raritan

Ave., Highland Park, NJ. 08904
Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 345,976

Int. CI. A61c 17/04
U.S. CI. 4-263 9 Cairns

with their one ends to the ends of the other legs of said bows,
said bars extending in line with the pivots of the connection
between the bows and the lifting device.

j^ ......

3,842,450
OSCILLATING FURNITURE AND PLAYTHINGS

Mohammad Reza Pad, Nader St. Forooshgahe, Asady-
Opposite Javid Garage, Shiraz, Iran

Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,645
Claims priority, application Iran, Apr. 3, 1972, 11051

Int. CI. A47d 9/02; HOlf 7/12
U.S. CI. 5-109 4 Claims

rO-

J

IU7

I. Apparatus for recycling a fluid for use in a dental cuspi-
dor comprising a cuspidor bowl, a drain in said bowl, means
for separating sedimentary material from said fluid, and sepa-
rating means being in fluid communication with said drain,
means for filtering said fluid, means for storing the filtered
fluid under pressure and a cuspidor faucet in fluid communi-
cation with said pressure means for introducing the recycled
fluid into said bowl.

3,842,449
TRANSPORT APPARATUSES FOR BEDRIDDEN

PERSONS
Johannes Theodorus Geurtsen, and Theodorus Johannes Anto-

nius Geurtsen, both of Twello, Netherlands, assignors to
Geurtsen B. V., Twello, Netherlands

Filed Aug. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 386,316
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Sept. 9, 1972,

' Int. CI. A47b 83/04
U.S.CI.5-81R

7 Claims
I. An apparatus for the transport of a bedridden person,

notably for the transport of a person from the bed to a bath
or a shower closet and back to the bed, said apparatus com-
prising a carriage, a lifting device mounted on said carriage,
a litter for carrying a person in a lying position, U-shaped bows
adapted to be straddled on the longitudinal part of the brim of
a bathing tub or the upper edge of a heightened splasher which
IS provided in the entrance opening of a relatively wide shower

1. A piece of oscillating furniture comprising at least one
device imparting an oscillating movement thereto, said device
including first and second parts movable relative to one an-
other, the first part comprising an electromagnet including a
body and a hollow coil support, the second part comprising a
core of ferromagnetic material engaged within and disposed
axially of said coil support, an outer sheath of patent leather
on said core, a glass lining on an inner surface of the coil
support, said sheath being in frictional engagement with said
lining, means for intermittently supplying electric current to
the electromagnet after a change in the direction of oscillation
of the piece of furniture to provide an impulse tending to
oscillate it in a new direction of oscillation, said means com-
prising a blade switch, an oscillating control arm mounted on
said piece of furniture, a member pivotally mounted on said
arm towards a free end thereof and engageable with said blade
switch, elastic return means acting on said member, said mem-
ber being pivotable in one direction against the action of said
elastic return means and a stop member limiting pivotal move-
ment of said member relative to said arm in the other direc-
tion, said piece of furniture further comprising a chassis,
bearings on said chassis, pivot means supported by said bear-
ings, an oscillating body suspended by said pivot means, said
pivot means actuating said oscillating control arm of the
switch, one of said parts of the oscillating movement device
being connected to said body and the other to said chassis.
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3,842,451 3 842 453
MATTRESS SUPPORT ASSEMBLY POSTURE PILLOW

Robert A. McCormick, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to McCor- Nadine Redfield, 1911 Ganyard, Houston, Tex. 77043
mick Lumber Company, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. pjied Aug 15 1972 Ser No 280 828

Continuation of Ser. No. 230,734, March 1, 1972, abandoned. int. CI. A47c 27122 A61f 5100
This application July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,827 U.S. CI. 5-340

'

± ri«!mc
Int. CI. A47c 19100

^'*""*

U.S. CI. 5-200 R 13 Claims

mg:

c^- ..-^ -;:
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3,842,458

WIRE CUTTER BAYONET OR KNIFE
Russell E Bauer. Grosse Pointe Shores, Mich., assignor toBauer Ordnance Company, Warren, Ohio

Filed May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 356,779
Int. CI. B25f 1104

October 22, 1974

wardly; dust collecting compartments disposed in front of and

rlnh """l^
"['* ^°"" ''^"^'^' ^ ^^'^°"d roller brush

ro ler hnr""'"?
^'^^m said housing body adjacent said Hrst

roller brush said second roller brush having short bristlesclose
y implanted on the surface and inclined in the amedirect-on along the circumference thereof; a first dust removmg member haymg short bristles closely implanted onThesurface and mclmed in the same direction and being posi^

oTr brth'i
'"'

"h^^"^
'" -n,.%^r..n^ with said fecond

roller brush a second stationary, dust removing memberpositioned within said housing body adjacent said^rs'dus

shnr^r^r"",""'.'"''
'''°"^ ^"^^ ^^'"°^'"g '"^'"ber havingshort bristles closely implanted on the surface and inclined inthe same direction, the bristles on said first dus, removingrnember being engageable with the bristles on the second dustremoving member, and the bristles on said second rolle

mel' "nl"''
'""7*"« '"^'"^^^ ^"^ ^^^°"d dust removingmember all being inclined in the same direction.

l.^ln combination a bayonet and a scabbard for carrying
said bayonet comprising a handle portion and a blade portion
said blade portion having a relatively shallow notch formed at
a relatively thick edge thereof proximate the end of said blade
an aperture through said blade in close proximity to said
notch, said scabbard being in the form of a sheath having an
open end and a closed end. a metallic elongated flat mentber
having a portion projecting beyond an end of said sheath and
having a face at least flush with a side surface of said sheath
a lateral relatively deep notch formed at a side edge of the
projecting portion of said fiat member, a pivot pin member
projecting from said face of said fiat member in close proxim-
ity with said notch, whereby by removing said bayonet from
"

uk". u^
^""^ pivotally linking said bayonet and said

scabbard by means of said pivot pin engaged in said aperture
in said blade a cutter is formed for cutting a wire by engage-
ment of said wire through said notches and by manual pres-
sure applied on the handle portion of said bayonet and on the
opposite end of said sheath such as to pivot said sheath and
tJayonet in opposite directions.

3,842,460
HYDRAULIC WINDSHIELD WIPER ACTUATING

MECHANISM

48L^0
**' ^""' "^ ^^^^^^^ G^»»* Pointe Park, Mich.

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,155

12 Claims

3,842 459
ROTARY TYPE SWEEPER

^*.?^" Tsuruzawa; Isamu Ohta, both of Suita; Muneyuki
Ueda, Nishinomiya, and Kazuyuki Shimiiu, Osaka, all of
Japan, assignors to Nippon Seal Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,446
Claims priority, application Japan, May 2, 1972, 47-43873

Int. CI. A47i 11132
^•^- ^'- »5-^«

5 Claims

I. A rotary type sweeper, comprising: a housing body a first
conventional roller brush mounted within said housing body
and being rotatable in engagement with the surface to be
cleaned when the sweeper is moved forwardly and back-

sou;
'

nf^
wndshield wiper actuating mechanism, asource of power, at least one pair of opposed hydraulica ly

non-interconnected hydraulic drive cylinders of identicalvolume, a shaft connected to said source and interconnecting
a Id drive cylinders, reciprocating drive means connected toad shaft, at least one pair of opposed hydraulically non
nterconnected hydraulic slave cylinders of identical volumeto said drive cylinders, a shaft connecting said slave cylindeTseach of said slave cylinders connected by a hydrauhc Ime toa dnve cylinder, said pair of slave cylinders adapted to eciprocally drive a pivotally mounted windshield wiper assembly.

3,842,461

Wiif H A
'i'^^^STRIAL VACUUM APPARATUS

1 wVl' v"'"'
'^'"«"" *"""*' 0"'«"«- Canada, assignorto Walkee Vacuum Services Ltd., Ontario, Canad^

I » />. o«^
*** ^^^ *^' *''3' Ser. No. 360,538

Int. CI. BOld 50100; B04c 51185; BOld 47100 B04c 9100-
BOld 46/00

U.S. CI. 15-326
1. A mobile vacuum unit, comprising a mobile framTacollection box mounted on said mobile frame, a snorkel commun,ca ing with said collection box and adapted to draw a^rand entrained materials into said box through suctidn saidbox being adapted at intervals to dump material contained.here.n,^an outlet from said box leading to a two-way sep "^t

a first conduit leading from said valve to the intake of a

;"ncles"m at;"?
""" '^^ ^^P'"""« --'--dparticles in a rotating stream of liquid, the outlet from
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said swirler unit leading through a second conduit to the
tangential inlet to a demister unit having an exhaust outlet

for gas at the top and a collection chamber for liquid at

the bottom, pump means for recirculating liquid from
said collection chamber to said swirler unit to enter said

rotating stream of liquid, a third conduit from said ex-
haust outlet to one inlet of a two-way combining valve;

a fourth conduit leading from said two-way separating valve

to the inlet of a bag filter unit, a fifth conduit leading from

the outlet of said bag filter unit to the other inlet of said

two-way combining valve, the outlet of said two-way

combining valve being in communication with the inlet to

a screen filter unit, the outlet of said screen filter unit

communicating with the suction inlet of an air-pump, the

outlet of said air pump exhausting through muffling

means to the atmosphere, and means for powering said

air-pump.

3,842,462

DEFLECTION COMPENSATING UNIFIED TWO PART
TRACK FOR SLIDING DOOR AND METHOD OF MAKING

SAME
Cecil Bainbridge, La Mesa, Calif., assignor to Rohr Corpora-

tion, Chula Vista, Calif.

Filed Sept. 28, 1970, Ser. No. 75,972

Int. CI. A47h 1/04

U.S. CI. 16-94 7 Claims

1. A unified tWo part track for suspending a sliding door of
known weight by a pair of hangers riding on, and spaced apart
lengthwise of, the track for approximately straight line move-
ment along one of the two track parts, said track comprising
a first long narrow track part,

seat means extending lengthwise of the first track part and
bowed by an amount calculated to compensate for deflec-
tion of the two part track caused by bowing forces ex-
erted by such door suspended by its hangers from the
track during movement between open and closed posi-
tions of such door along the track,

a second long, narrow track part shaped to receive the
hangers for door supporting movement therealong and
secured in seated relation to the seat means of the first

track part whereby said second track part is bowed

thereby an amount calculated to compensate for such
deflection, and

mounting means at each end of the track for supporting the

track at its ends only to a supporting structure with said

track extending transversely across an upper portion of,

and at least at one end thereof laterally beyond, a door
opening in such structure.

3,842,463

SPRING HINGE STRUCTURES
William C. Wehner, Inkster, Mich., assignor to Howard E.

Crawford, Dearborn and Robert C. Hauke, Holly, both of
Mich., part interest to each

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,358
Int. CI. E05d n/08

U.S.a. 16-142 16 Claims

1. A spring hinge comprising a unitary plate separated into

adjacent portions by a thin flexible joining section extending
along a selected bend line for relative hinge motion of said

plate portions around the axis of said bend line, said flexible

joining section being interrupted by at least one partially

cut-out tab formed integrally with one plate portion and sev-

ered from the other plate portion and extending across said

bend line, said hinge having means cooperatively engaging
said tab and said other plate portion to bias said plate portions
toward a selected angular relationship.

3,842,464

MEAT TENDERIZING APPARATUS
John B. McCord, Evanston, III., assignor to Hollymatic Corpo-

ration, Park Forest, III.

Filed July 18, 1973, Ser. No. 380,153
Int. CI. A22c 9/00

U.S. CI. 17-25 5 Claims

u

{r"

\J'

1. A yieldable-knife meat tenderizing apparatus particularly

for meat that contains bones, comprising: a plurality of closely
spaced, force yieldable sets of elongated knives with each
knife having a sharp meat penetrating and meat severing
sloped end, each said set comprising a reciprocable piston and
a plurality of said knives on the piston with the knives in each
set being substantially parallel to each other and to their said
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piston and with the meat penetrating ends of the knives of
each set being adjacent to but separate from each other; and
force yieldable means independently retaining each said set of
elongated knives in meat penetrating position.

3,842,465
APPARATUS TO FORM FIBROUS LAPS FROM WEBS

Argo Aleksandrovich Sillaots, Ekhitayate tee, 86 - 24; Nikolai
Ivanovich Kuus«, bulvar Sypruse, 5 - 168; Toenu Romano-
vich Randmaa, Julemiste tee, 7 - 6, and Villo Johannesovich
Loo, Tammsaare tee, 107 - 96, ail of Tallin, U.S.S.R.

Continuation of Ser. No. 93,282, Nov. 27, 1970, abandoned.
This application Jan. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 322,194

int. a. D04h 11104
U.S. a. 19-163

, Claim

elongated passage extending in axial direction of the tubular
member from one end thereof in said wall, said passage open-
ing at the mner end thereof into the interior of the tubular
member so as to form at its inner end an abutment face; and
a U-shaped clip having a long and a short leg and provided
spaced from the free end of the latter with at least one trans-

2

ir-
-i

N»N%

verse slit partly separating therefrom a tongue inclined to the
remamder of the short leg and forming at the slit an engaging
face, said short leg being inserted in said passage, the length
of which corresponds to the length of the short leg minus the
width of said tongue so that the clip is anchored in said pas-
sage by engagement of said engaging face with said abutment
face.

1. An apparatus for continuously forming a fibrous lap from
webs, comprising; a delivery conveyor for said webs mounted
on a pair of rotatable drums, said drums being located in
spaced relationship in a common horizontal plane and Hxed
against Iranslational movement; a pair of vertical conveyors
having the upper ends thereof positioned adjacent the outlet
end of said delivery conveyor, said vertical conveyors having
a predetermined clearance therebetween so as to facilitate
passage therethrough by said webs; a further conveyor located
below said vertical conveyors for withdrawing the formed lap
of said webs conveyed between said vertical conveyors; an
oscillating frame mounting said vertical conveyors and being
rockable relative to an axis laying in the plane of the geometri-
cal axes of said drums at a tangent to the outlet end of said
delivery conveyor and along said withdrawing conveyor for
laying said webs on said last-mentioned conveyor in the
logitudinal direction thereof; a pair of positively rotated com-
pacting rolls; carriage means mounting said compacting rolls
for horizontal movement below said vertical conveyor; hinge
means having a projecting portion being fastened to the lower
end of said oscillating frame, said carriage means having a
generally vertically extending slot formed therein for receiving
said projecting portion so as to hingedly connect said carriage
means to said oscillating frame whereby, during rocking mo-
tion of said frame about said axis there is relative vertical
movement between said carriage means and the lower end of
said vertical conveyors and said carriage means is movable in
the same direction as said withdrawing conveyor.

3,842,467
HELICAL ELEMENTS FOR A LINE CONDUCTOR

Motoyasu Konishi, 3-4-18 Nakata, Tarumi-ku, Kobe, Japan
Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,664

Int. CKF16g 11/00
U.S. CI. 24-131 C 9 Claims

1. A helical element for supporting a line conductor, com-
prising:

a linear element which is U-shaped at one end and has two
prong members spaced substantially parallel to each
other;

a plurality of helixes having undulating helical portions
formed m both of said prong members; and

a single projecting spur of continuous form formed alone
the inner surface of said undulating helical portions of at
least one of said prong members and adapted to intersect
the axis ot said line conductor when the helical element
is wrapped around said line conductor, said projecting
spur undulating longitudinally along said undulating heli-
cal portions.

3,842,466
CLIP ATTACHMENT FOR WRITING INSTRUMENTS OR

THE LIKE
Otto Katz, Schwabach, and Werner Kranich, Rosstal, both of
Germany, assignors to A. W. Faber-Castell, Nurnberg, Ger-
many

Filed July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,446
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 2, 1972

2237946

Int. CI. B43k 25/00; B29f 1/00
U.S.a. 24-11 F 4 Claims

1. In a writing instrument or the like, a combination com-
prising a tubular member provided in the wall thereof with an

3,842,468
METHOD AND APPARATUS TO PREVENT MELTED
YARN WHEN STOPPED IN A HIGH TEMPERATURE

YARN TEXTURING JET
David Malcolm Harrison, Chester, Va., assignor to Allied
Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,278
Int. CI. D02g 1/16

U.S.a. 28-1.4 .f...
, . . ^ 4 Claims
1. A method to prevent melted yarn when stopped in high

temperature yarn texturing jet device having a high tempera-
ture nuid flowing across the yarn entry comprising

sensing yarn stoppage with a sensor, and
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actuating a valve in a high pressure fluid conduit communi-
cating with an orifice opposite said yarn entry in said

texturing jet device, and

diverting and diluting any undiverted said high temperature
fluid flowing across said yarn entry out of said texturing

s s s .s s s..\..,\ s ^
' ^^X^ ^

r
' » Al
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by means of a force-fit, said supporting wall members applying nal surface and the edge of the side flange, to form the bearing

a compressive force to said rolling ring member which is with the arcuate shape without slipping between the rollers

sufficient to cause the rolling ring member to rotate with the

inner member during shaping of material.

3,842,472

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ASSEMBLING BALL
BEARINGS

Walter Rottacker; Frieder Kordowich, both of Stuttgart, and

Karl Hettich, Wolfsolten, all of Germany, assignors to SKF
Industrial Trading and Development Company B. V., Am-
sterdam, Netherlands

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,203

Claims priority, application Germany, July 7, 1972,

2233378
Int. CI. B23p 11100, 19/04

U.S. CI. 29- 148.4 A 10 Claims

I. Method for assembling ball bearings comprising the steps

of supporting the inner and outer race rings of a ball bearing

one within the other, shifting one ring eccentrically with re-

spect to the other to form a crescent-shaped space between

the rings, and feeding a plurality of balls from beneath the

bearing rings to the crescent-shaped space.

3,842,473

BEARINGS
Neale S. Couper, Darvel, Scotland, assignor to The Glacier

Metal Company, Limited, Middlesex, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 210,963, Dec. 22, 1971, abandoned.

This application July 31, 1973, Ser. No. 384,262

Int. CI. B21d 53/10, 5/08

U.S. CI. 29- 149.5 C 1 1 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing an arcuate plain bearing

having a journal surface and a side flange comprising feeding

a metal blank between a pair of rollers contoured to form the

flange, the rollers being driven at speeds such that part of one

roller corresponding to the edge of the flange and part of the

other roller corresponding to the journal surface move at

respective linear speeds in proportion to the radii of the jour-

and respective contacting surfaces of the edge of the flange

and the journal surface.

3,842,474

HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN SOLIDS AND FLUIDS
UTILIZING POLYCRYSTALLINE METAL WHISKERS

Hermann J. Schladitz, 74 Plaentschweg, Munich, Germany
Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,433

Int. CI. B21d 53/02; B23p 15/26

U.S. CI. 29-157.3 A 12 Claims

1. A method of improving the heat transfer between a solid

and a fluid medium comprising, providing a solid having a

surface cooperating in defining a path for conducting the fluid

medium, attaching polycrystalline metal whiskers of great

strength in a heat conducting manner to the surface of the

solid coming in contact with the fluid medium to thereby

increase the heat emitting and absorbing surface area of the

solid, and penetrating the boundry layer of the fluid by the

whiskers as the fluid is conducted over the surface of the solid

with the strength of the whiskers being capable of withstand-

ing the pressure of the flowing medium.

3,842,475

METHOD OF MAKING A TRACK IDLER WHEEL
Thomas Clasper, Belmont; Wilfred H. Hutton, Ryton-on-Tyne,

both of England; Orville E. Kessinger, Jr., Mackinaw; Victor

Randour, Aurora, and Fred E. Simpson, Oswego, all of III.,

assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Division of Ser. No. 191,597, Oct. 22, 1971, Pat. No.

3,771,843. This application July 12, 1973, Ser. No. 378,677

Int. CI. B21d 53/26; B21k 1/28

U.S. CL 29— 159 R 7 Claims

1. A method of making a heavy-duty track idler wheel

including two formed discs that have integrally formed outer

rims and inner bosses concentrically abutting each other and

joined by circumscribing weld joints comprising the steps of:

making a wheel disc in the general shape of a wheel half with

axially extending outer rim and inner boss portions, and a

generally radially directed wall joining the rim and boss por-

tions.

II
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repeatmg the step to produce a second wheel disc, the assembly operation; the die having a platform with anplacmg sa.d first and second wheel discs in side-by-side elongated recess for receivmg a partially bent strap and recesabu tmg relationship w.th the nm and boss portions in ses for receiving the shell halves at either end of the strap, the
°" ^*^ ' platform being supported on springs, each shell half recess

having a base supported portion for staking the tongues, the
elongated recess having a spaced pair of members at its cen-
ter; the punch having press portions for forcing the shell
halves against the die and a ram portion for forcing a wedging
nut at the center portion of the strap down between the spaced
members for bending the strap U-shaped, the punch being
adapted to be carried by a press for forcing the shell halves
against the die and then for withdrawing the press portions,
independent motor means for advancing the ram portion
against the wedge nut for forcing it down and then withdraw-
ing the ram portion, the independent motor means being
secured to the press portion of the punch, and means for
automatically initiating operation and withdrawal of the sec-
ond motor means upon withdrawal of the press portion of the
punch.

machining a centrally disposed wheel bore through said first

and second wheel discs,

forming chamfers on said wheel discs prior to and in order
to facilitate welding,

and welding said wheel discs together at their points of
contact in said chamfers.

3,842,477
CUTTER BLADE CHANGING APPARATUS

Ernst J. Hunkeler, Fairport, N.Y., assignor to The Gleason
Works, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 391,710
Int. CI. B23p 19/00, 19/04

U.S. CI. 29-200 D 16 Claims

3,842,476

MULTI-OPERATIONAL PUNCH
John F. Prince, 6136 Crestview Dr., North Syracuse, N.Y.

13212

Filed June 12, 1973, Ser. No. 369,267
Int. CI. B21d 53/36; B23p 11/00

U.S. CI. 29-200 B
1 Claim

. i ^ Ti

p^:j^^m- %

2> ©

1. A punch and die combination for performing a plurality
of operations assembling a mine bolt expansion shell, the shell
having a half secured at either end of a connecting strap and
a wedge nut. the strap being bent substantially U-shaped on
either side of the nut for holding the shell together, the shell
halves having tongues bent over by a staking operation to
secure them to the straps and requiring trueing by a coining
operation, the bending into U-shape of the strap constituting

1. A combination for changing blades in a face-mill type
cutter head, said blades being removably held in cartridges,
and said cutter head having mounting means

for receiving a plurality of said cartridges, and
for holding the cartridges so that the cutting edges of said

blades extend above the face surface of the cutter head
and are oriented in predetermined precisely-spaced rela-
tionship, said combination including a blade-changing
device comprising:

a base member;
a plurality of supporting means spacially oriented on said

base member, said supporting means being adapted to
receive and support said cartridges in a spaced relation-
ship corresponding to the relationship in which said car-
tridges are held on said cutter head; and

alignment means for cooperatively engaging said cutter
head when moved into properly-oriented contact there-
with to position said supporting means in predetermined
relationship to the mounting means of the cutter head,

whereby, when said blade-changing device is in properly-
oriented contact with the cutter head, cartridges sup-
ported by respective ones of said supporting means may
be slipped, without reorientation, from said supporting
means onto the mounting means of said cutter head.
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3,842,478

DEVICE FOR REMOVING COMPONENTS CONNECTED
TO A CIRCUIT BOARD

Karl Schreckeneder, Muenchen, Germany, assignor to Siemens
Akteingesellschaft, Berlin, Munich, Germany

Filed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 397,885
Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 22, 1972,

2246732
Int. CI. H05k 13104; B23p 19104; B25b 27/02

U.S. CI. 29—203 B 10 Claims

31 13

= =l=t--i£3['---

?6
31 25 13 30

1. In a device for removing a component of small dimen-
sions from a carrier plate, the component being connected to

the carrier plate by connecting elements which project

through openings in the carrier plate and are attached to

conductors thereon by solder joints, said device comprising a

tong-like tool having a pair of legs interconnected at a pivot

point, means for gripping a component disposed on an end of
one of said pair of legs and a heating head being disposed on
an end of the other of the pair of legs and having bores in a

face for receiving the solder joints applying heat to the solder

joints of the component, the improvement comprising the
means for gripping including a housing, at least one pair of
gripping elements mounted on opposite surfaces of the hous-
ing adjacent one end surface thereof with a free end of each
element extending passed the end surface for engaging the

component to be removed from the carrier plate, at least one
member mounted on said housing with the end of each mem-
ber being movable between a first position extending passed
the free ends of the gripping elements to a second position

adjacent the free ends, and means biasing said member to said

first position so that when the pair of gripping elements en-
gages a component and the solder joints connecting the con-
necting elements of the component to the carrier plate are

liquefied by the heating head and said member engages the

surface of the carrier plate, said biasing means acting on said

member urges the housing away from the carrier plate to

withdraw the connecting elements of the components from
the openings in the carrier plate.

c. providing a collar assembly comprising a breakable collar

retaining a metal collar and placing the collar assembly

on the projecting shank portion of said rivet;

d. applying a force axially of the rivet to upset the projecting

shank portion of said rivet and break said breakable

collar.

3,842,480

METHOD OF MAKING GUIDE FOR
ELECTROCHEMICAL DRILLING

Walter E. Mikulski, Glastonbury, Conn., assignor to United

Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,610
Int. CI. B23p / 7100

U.S. CI. 29-423 3 Claims

1. In the manufacture of a guide block for electrodes in

electrochemical drilling, the steps of:

positioning a plurality of pins in spaced walls of a mold in

predetermined relation to one another and a mounting
fitting on the base of the mold between said spaced walls,

casting a plastic block between said walls and around the

pins and the mounting fitting, said pins forming passages

therein,

removing the pins from the block and the walls,

removing the cast block from the walls and positioning

dielectric tubes in the passages formed by the pins for

guiding electrodes therein.

3,842,479

COLLAR ASSEMBLY FOR USE WITH A RIVET AND
METHOD OF ASSEMBLING A JOINT

Glenn R. Willey, Santa Ana, Calif., assignor to Standard

Pressed Steel Co., Jenkintown, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 883,755, Dec. 10, 1969, Pat. No.

3,733,958. This application Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,529
Int. CI. B23p / 7100

U.S. CI. 29-423 5 Claims

I. A method of forming a joint comprising:

a. providing a stack of structural members having aligned

apertures therein;

b. inserting a rivet in said apertures so that a shank portion

of the rivet projects beyond the outer surface of an outer-

most one of said structural members;

3,842,481

METHOD OF MAKING PLANETARY CARRIER
ASSEMBLY

James Morrison Laing, Longmead, England, assignor to Borg-
Warner Limited, Hertfordshire, England

Division of Ser. No. 37,795, May 15, 1970, Pat. No. 3,667,324.
This application Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,218

Int. CI. B23p 19100
U.S. CI. 29-434 2 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a planetary carrier compris-
ing the steps of ( 1 ) forming a plate member, a spacer member
and a support plate of sheet metal; (2) welding said sheet

metal plate member to said sheet metal spacer at one end of
said spacer; (3) welding said support plate to said spacer at the

other end thereof; (4) forming aligned apertures through said

spacer member, plate member and support plate; (5) assem-
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bling pinion supporting shafts on which are mounted planetary 3 842 483

SlfmhiJlfn^''''^'"'''^' ^'i^^^
'^'^"""^ ''''"^ ^^"^'' '" METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MOUNTING A SLEEVEsaid assembly b> deforming said sheet metal plate member in ON A COMBINED FERRULE AND ELECTRICAL

CONDUCTOR
William H. Cramer, 1598 N.E. 104th St., Miami Shores, Fla.
33153

^^^^ Filed Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 396,120
'^^^"^ Int. CI. B23p / 9/02

/o-^

U.S. CI. 29-450 5 Claims

the area near the ends of said shafts to provide portions of said
sheet metal plate on either side of said shafts which overlie the
ends of said shafts.

3,842.482
METAL FITTINGS TO THERMOPLASTIC COMPONENTS
Ronald Bertram Stephens, Beverley, England, assignor to
Armstrong Patents Co. Limited, Yorkshire, England

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,556
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 16. 1972

7060/72
1

1

Im: CI. B23p 1

1

102; B23q 7110
U.S. CI. 29-447 8 claims

I. A method for applying metal fittings to thermoplastics
components, comprising the .steps of forming a metal fitting
with at least one reduced end region constituting a leading end
intended for offering to a thermoplastics component, preform-
ing a pilot hole in the thermoplastics component to a trans
verse dimension or dimensions capable of accepting and pre-
liminarily locating the leading end of a metal fitting therein,
introducing said end of such fitting into said pilot hole with the
opposite end of the fitting upstanding from said thermoplastics
component, applying heat directly to said fitting to effect a
local softening of the thermoplastics material around said
hole, exerting a mechanical pressure on said fitting sufficient
to cause at least the region of said fitting adjoining said leading
end to penetrate into said component, and thereafter cooling
or allowing the softened thermoplastics material to cool and
harden thereby securing said fitting in said component.

37^37r

1. The method of mounting a resilient sleeve on a ferrule
secured to the end of an electrical conductor comprising
gripping said metal ferrule and said conductor at various
positions along their length, placing said sleeve in substantial
axial alignment with said ferrule, pushing said sleeve toward
said ferrule, expanding said resilient sleeve by fluid under
pressure, continued pushing of said sleeve over said ferrule
and causing said individual gripping forces to swing away from
said ferrule and said conductor onto said sleeve in sequence
as said sleeve slides over said ferrule and said conductor and
discontinuing the flow of fluid under pressure whereby said
sleeve resumes its normal size to become firmly positioned on
said ferrule and said conductor.

3,842,484
METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING A MOVABLE BULKHEAD
Robert Stark, 735 N.E. 198th, Seattle, Wash. 98155

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,627
Int. CI. B23p 2 //OO

U.S. CI. 29-469 5 claims

1. A method of constructing submersible bulkheads for
swimming pools comprising

forming an elongated open-top open-ended box of resin
material,

adding end-supporting hardware to the ends of the box,
forming a transverse shelf along the length of the box

spaced closely from the closed bottom of the box.
adding a top to the box to close the open-top,
adding ends to close the open ends, and inverting the box

for installation into a swimming pool.

3,842,485
METHOD OF MAKING AN EXPLOSIVELY WELDED

SCARF JOINT
Laurence J. Bement, Newport News, Va., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Administra-
tion of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,681
Int. CI. B23k 2 //OO

U.S. CI. 29-470.1 10 Claims
I. A method of joining metal members in a scarf joint with
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minimum edge overlap without attendant difficulty in shaping,
alinement and preparation of the part which consist of:

providing two members to be joined;

placing said members so that«ach has one surface overlap-
ping a surface of the other member at the area to be
bonded;

applying directed forces from opposite sides of said over-
lapped members in the area of overlap;

partially offsetting said directed forces to cause a portion
but not all of each force to counteract the other;

thereby bonding the members together metallurgically
while bending the two overlapping members to form the
major portions of the members into one plane.

3,842,486
METHOD OF INSTALLING ATTACHMENT FITTINGS IN

CELLULAR MATERIAL
Milan E. Gerard, Chula Vista, Calif., assignor to Rohr Indus-

tries, Inc., Chula Vista, Calif.

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, S«r. No. 386,068
Int. CL B23k 3 1 102

U.S. CI. 29-481 ,0 Claims

/^^
/<^^

yH'tf J^S

1. A method of installing attachment fittings in a cellular
material sandwich which comprises: forming a hole in said
material to receive said attachment fitting; placing a fitting

into said hole, said fitting having an outside diameter corre-
sponding to the diameter of said hole, and said fitting being
coated on its exterior surface with a thermoplastic material;
and melting said coat to form fillets which connect said fitting

to said cellular material sandwich.

3,842,487
TERMINATING OF ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS

Marvin E. Hartz, Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich., assignor to

Essex International, Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 189,980
Int. CI. HOlr 5104; B23k 35112

U.S. CI. 29-503 10 Claims

INSULATION

STRIPPING
FUSING

WIRE ENDS

I

j

ULTRASONIC

H VIBRATION
ANO TINNING

TERMINATING

of said strands are engaged with one another over the length
of said conductor, said method comprising fusing the ends of
the strands to form a solid tip at least at one end of said con-
ductor; immersing said one end of said conductor in a bath of
molten, electrically conductive metal having a temperature
lower than the melting temperature of the metal of said
strands; vibrating said one end of said conductor at a fre-

quency sufficient to abrade oxides from the immersed end of
said conductor and to coat the immersed end of said conduc-
tor with said molten metal; removing the coated end of said
conductor from said bath; and solidifying the metal of the
coating.

3,842,488
PROCESS FOR INLAYING POURED METAL IN WOOD
Byron V. Mitchell, 17554 Meekland Ave., Hayward, Calif.
94541

Filed July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 375,895
Int. CI. B23p / 7104

U.S. CL 29-527.6 11 Claims

HOT METAL
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1. A process for inlaying molten metal in a prepared but
uncoated wood surface cavity consisting of:

a. forming a cavity in the surface of a wood member;
b. placing a quantity of RTV material outside said cavity
and against the wood surface adjacent said cavity suffi-

cient to prevent contact of molten metal with said wood
surface and having sufficient thickness to rapidly absorb
enough heat to prevent charring or burning of the surface
of said wood, said RTV material being capable of with-
standing temperatures well in excess of 700° F;

c. pouring molten metal having a pour temperature of ap-
proximately 700*^. or less into said cavity and permitting
said metal to cool and solidify; and

d. sanding said wood and metal and wood surface until both
are at the same elevation.

3,842,489

PROCESS FOR TREATING THERMOPILE
Thomas Stratton Bustard, Ellicott City, Md., assignor to Nu-

clear Battery Corporation, Columbia, Md.
Filed Oct. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 189,841

Int. CI. Boij nm
U.S. CI. 29-575 5 Claims

39

1. A method of terminating an electrical conductor formed
of a bundle of strands of conductive metal twisted so that all

1. A process for treating a high resistance thermopile to
reduce its terminal-to-terminal resistance, said thermopile

October 22, 1974 GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
being composed of a plurality of small cross section, elon-
gated, parallel, semiconductor elements, each element being
separated from its adjacent element by means of a thin electri
cally insulating film, adjacent ends of selected pairs of adja-
cent elements being electrically connected to one another bymeans of a wire weld brazed to said adjacent ends, said plural-
ity of thermoelectric elements forming a single series electri-
cal circuit said thermopile including terminal wires weld
brazed to the ends of the two thermoelectric elements on the
outside of the series circuit, said thermoelectric elementsmade from materials selected from the group consisting of
Bizrej. SbjTea, Bi^Se,, Sb^Se, and solid solutions and alloys
thereof said wires and terminal wires made from a material
selected from the group consisting of palladium, gold, nickel
gold-plated nickel, and gold 92 percent-palladium 8 percent'
said process comprising applying pressure to the ends of the
thermopile and simultaneously applying across the terminal
wires of the thermopile a capacitance discharge pulse the
extent of the pressure and the length and duration of the
capacitive discharge pulse being sufficient to substantially
heal the defects and irregularities in the pile.
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3,842,491
MANUFACTURE OF ASSORTED TYPES OF LSI DEVICES

ON SAME WAFER
Arthur H. Depuy, Essex Center, Vt.; Leonard F. Johnson, and

Stanley Scheinberg, both of Poughkeepsie, N.Y., assignors to
International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk,

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,366
Int. CKBOlj 17100; HOW 5100

U.S. CI. 29-580
3 Cai^^
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1. In a method for fabricating a structure on a surface of a
semiconductor body of one conductivity type, providing a first
layer of a Hrst material having a first etch rate on the surface
of the body, providing a second layer of a second material
having a second etch rate on said first layer, forming an etch
resistant mask over said second layer having a pattern of
openings therein exposing areas of said second layer through
said openings, applying an etch through said openings which
attacks said first and second materials to form openings in said
first layer exposing the surface of the semiconductor body and
so that said openings are defined by side walls in the first layer
having an angle of less than 70° with respect to said surface
removing said mask and said second layer of said second
material, forming through a» least one of said openings on said
first layer a region of opposite conductivity type in said semi-
conductor body to thereby produce a FN junction in said
semiconductor body and forming contact metallization in said
openings and on said sloped side walls adjacent to said one
opening whereby the thickness of the metallization is rela-
tively uniform throughout.

3,842,490
SEMICONDUCTOR STRUCTURE WITH SLOPED SIDE

WALLS AND METHOD
Alan Seales, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Signetics Corporation.

Sunnyvale, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 135,893, April 21, 1971, abandoned.
This application Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,904

Int. CI. BOlj 17100

13 Claims

1. A method of efficiently making predetermined quantities
of each of a plurality of distinct types of differently structured
LSI device units from a segmented wafer of predetermined
lorm and composition comprising:

preparing a layout, representing a mapping of multiple
devices of each said type upon a specific surface portion
of said wafer having substantially uniform yield charac-
teristics throughout the area thereof, said mapped devices
arranged in a predetermined intermixed distribution of
said types;

processing and segmenting said wafer in accordance with
said layout to yield plural devices of each said type in-
cluding both operative and inoperative devices; the antic-
ipated yields of operative devices of each said type being
equal to or in excess of predetermined requirement num-
bers pre-specified for the respective types due to said
intermixed distribution.

3,842,492
METHOD OF PROVIDING CONDUCTOR LEADS FOR A

SEMICONDUCTOR BODY
Djuurd Anne Geertruid Kamerbeek, and Johannes Theodoras
Van De Water, both of Mollenhutseweg, Netherlands, assign-
ors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.V.

Filed Dec. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 204,114
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Dec. 17, 1970,

Int. CI. BOlj 17100
U.S. CI. 29-588

7 Claims
I. A method of providing conductor leads for a semicon-

ductor body, comprising:
forming a spaced pattern of conductor leads having a first

supporting strip connecting the ends of said leads in-
tended to be remote from the semiconductor body and
having a second supporting strip connecting the other
ends of said strips intended to be electrically connected
to said semiconductor body;

severing said second supporting strip into segments, each
segment thereof being connected to an individual con-
ductor lead, thereby forming widened ends for said con-
ductor leads to assure rigid support for said other ends of
said leads upon encapsulation thereof;
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increasing the physical separation between adjacent edges

of adjacent widened ends formed by said severing by

moving at least one of each of said adjacent edges relative

to the other of said adjacent edges;

positioning said widened ends adjacent said semiconductor

body and electrically connecting conductive wires from

said widened ends to desired locations on said semicon-

ductor body; and

encapsulating said widened ends and said connecting con-

ductive wires to said semiconductor body in an insulating

encapsulant.

3,842,493

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A STATOR CORE FOR
ROTARY ELECTRIC MACHINES

Yasushi Ohuchi, Hitachi; Toshiyuki Ebine, Katsuta; Takefumi
Ohwada, Hitachi, and Ryozo Tomozaki, Hitachi, all of Ja-

pan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,154

Claimspriority, application Japan, July 30, 1971,46-56746
Int. CI. H02k 15100

U.S. CI. 29-596 - 3 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a stator core for rotary elec-

tric machines comprising the steps of:

stamping a steel strip to form equally spaced slots on one
side thereof to define a plurality of equally spaced teeth,

each of said teeth including a stem portion and a head
portion at a free end of said stem portion, and to form a

plurality of equally spaced notches at the corresponding

opposite portions on the other side thereof to said respec-

tive teeth, said slots including additional notches formed
on opposite sides of the stem portion of said respective

teeth to serve to minimize plastic deformation of the

teeth;

helically and closely winding said steel strip with said teeth

to be directed inwards; and
coining said helically and closely wound steel strip into a

substantially geometrically circular form, said notches
formed on the stem portion of said teeth serving to mini-

mize plastic deformation stresses induced at the time of
winding said steel strip and at the time of performing the

coining treatment.

3,842,494

MULTICHANNEL MAGNETIC FERRITE HEAD AND A
METHOD FOR MAKING THE SAME

Hiroyuki Chiba, Neyagawa; Ellchi Hirota, Sakai, and Shoji

Nakamura, Hirakata, all of Japan, assignors to Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., oisaka, Japan

Filed Feb. 26, 1970, Ser. No. 14,499
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 11, 1969, 44-

19676; Mar. 12, 1969, 44-19701; Sept. 1, 1969, 44-70422;
Sept. 1, 1969, 44-70423

Int. CI. Glib 5/26, 5/42
U.S. CI. 29-603 3 Claims

1. A method of making a multichannel magnetic head com-
prising forming two hollows in each of a pair of ferrite blocks,

a laterally opening hollow opening out of one surface of each
block and a hollow opening out of a surface of each block

which is perpendicular to said one surface; polishing the pairs

of surfaces on opposite sides of said laterally opening hollows

in each block; bonding the pair of said hollowed and polished

ferrite blocks by glass bonding the corresponding polished

surfaces to each other so as to form two magnetic gaps; form-
ing a plurality of grooves through the bonded blocks trans-

versely to the bonded surfaces so as to form a plurality of head
tips, said plurality of grooves being substantially equidistantly

spaced along the blocks and each having the same size; heat-

ing the bonded blocks having said plurality of grooves formed
therethrough; filling said plurality of grooves with molten glass

to form a plurality of glass spacers; cutting one side of said

bonded blocks in a plane parallel to the bottom face of said

plurality of grooves to leave a series of head elements sepa-

rated by glass spacers and each having an inner leg and an
outer leg on each side of the plane of the magnetic gaps;

shaping the side of the bonded blocks opposed to said one side

so as to have a convex surface which acts as a tape engaging
surface; dividing the shaped blocks into multichannel mag-
netic head elements, each of which includes a plurality of head
tips; attaching to an inner leg on one side and an outer leg on
the other side of each head tip a back-core having windings

wound thereon; and attaching the back-cores in adjacent head
tips in positions offset from each other transversely of said

hollows.

3,842,495

CONTROL OF RATE OF CHANGE OF RESISTANCE AS A
FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE IN MANUFACTURE OF

RESISTANCE ELEMENTS
Kenneth R. Bennett, San Diego, and Joseph W. Crownover, La

Jolla, both of Calif., assignors to GTI Corporation, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,430
Int. CI. HOlc 7100, 17/00

U.S. CI. 29-620 12 Claims
1. The method of improving the temperature stability of an

electrical resistance element in film form and which has been
fired at relatively high temperature in air, the element selected

from the group consisting of noble metals and oxides thereof,

that includes:

a. heating said element at relatively high temperature be-

tween about 650°C and 750°C and while the element is

exposed to a gaseous environment containing nitrogen in

greater percentage than found in air, and
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b. continuing Said heating for a time interval characterized
in that the rate of change of resistance of the element as

ja —
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end thereof to said frame member and having the opposite end
thereof in contact with the other pole of said battery, and a

case enclosing said frame member and the components se-

cured thereto which form an integral internal mechanism
independent of the case, said case being constituted by a first

cylindrical section closed at one end for housing said battery

and threaded at the other open end thereof and a second

section comprising two connected together halves divided in

the axial direction of the razor, one part of said second section

of said case housing said driving means and another part of

said section having a cylindric configuration housing said

motor and terminating in an open threaded end which is screw

connected to the threaded open end of said first cylindrical

section, said first cylindrical section together with said cylin-

drically configured part of said second section of said casing

establishing a gripping portion having its axis extending in a

plane parallel with the sliding direction of said movable blade.

3,842,500

WIRE-CUTTING TOOL PROVIDED WITH HOLDING
MEMBER

Klaus Cassel, Solingen, Germany, assignor to Werkzeug-Union
GmbH, 56 Wuppertal-Cronenberg, Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 17,177, March 6, 1970, abandoned.

This application Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,724
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 11, 1969,

1912254

Int. CI. B26b 17104

U.S. CI. 30-124 3 Claims

I3b >
W

^ 3,842,499

RAZOR BLADE ASSEMBLY
Francis W. Dorion, Jr., Hingham; Paul W. Douglass, Winches-

ter; Warren I. Nissen, Topsfield, and Roger L. Perry, Lynn-
field Center, all of Mass., assignors to The Gillette Company,
Boston, Mass.

Filed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,515
Int. CI. B26b 2//54,2//22

U.S. CI. 30-50 21 Claims

1. A razor blade assembly comprising:

a. a frame in the form of a spacer member, said spacer

member having an elongated central base portion and a

ramp portion on each side thereof, said ramp portions

having a pair of surfaces thereon and being permanently
inclined at an angle of 13°- 1

6° relative to said base por-

tion,

b. a planar first blade disposed on one surface cf each of

said ramp portions and having a first cutting edge extend-

ing beyond an edge of said frame,

c. a planar second blade disposed on the other surface of
each of said ramp portions and having a second cutting

edge extending a second distance beyond said edge of
said frame,

d. said surfaces having a maximum separation of 0.006-0.02

inch,

e. at least one said blades having a cutting edge such that a

bisector of an angle defined by surfaces of the cutting

edge is disposed at an angle to the plane of such blade.

1. In a wire-cutting tool including a pair of plier arms inter-

connected for relative rotation in a swing plane about a pivotal

axle, said arms having rearwardly extending shanks and for-

wardly extending jaws with sloping faces which terminate in

respective cutting edges meeting along a straight line in a

closure position, and a holding member secured to one of said

arms for joint swinging to grip a cut-off wire end between itself

and the opposite jaw upon closure of said jaws, the improve-

ment wherein said holding member is a flat integral resilient

strip longitudinally subdivided into three portions, namely:

a rear portion parallel to said swing plane traversed by said

pivotal axle and rigidly anchored rearwardly of said axle

to the shank of said one of said arms;

a substantially triangular intermediate portion perpendicu-

lar to said swing plane overlying a transverse land of said

one of said arms adjoining the sloping face thereof; and
an inclined front portion substantially coextensive with

said sloping face of said one of said arms and overlying

same with limited relative slidability against the torsional

resistance of said intermediate portion, said front portion

having a straight edge extending along substantially the

full length of the cutting edge of said one of said arms.

3,842,501

KNIFE
Akira Honma, 552, Oaza-Takayama, Tokamachi, Japan

Filed May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,811

Claims priority, application Japan, May 15, 1972, 47-

056685
Int. CI. B26b 9102, 29102

U.S. CL 30— 286 2 Claims

3 2b 2 2a

I. A knife comprising a blade with a cutting edge having a

series of non-cutting portions projecting outwardly beyond
said cutting edge and a series of concave portions recessed

from said cutting edge, the projecting portions and the con-

cave portions being disposed in alternate arrangement along
said cutting edge, each of said recessed portions forming an
individual cutting edge, a series of parallel elongated ribs

formed on one side surface of said blade and extending trans-
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versely of said cutting edge over a substantial transverse width
of said surface, each said rib having one end at the cutting
edge forming a respective said projecting portion, said ribs
being raised from the remainder of said one side surface of the
blade and having said one ends thereof rounded to form the
non-cutting portions.

3,842,502
SHAVING UNIT FOR SAFETY RAZOR

Ward S. Hagan, Morristown, N.J., assignor to Warner-
Lambert Company, Morris Plains, N.J.

Filed Dec. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 427,180
Int. CL B26b 21/54,21/22

U.S. CI. 30-346.58

1. A shaving umt for a safety razor, said shaving unit com-
prising:

a. a first member including a pair of opposite sides, each one
of the first member opposite sides having a cutting edge;

b. a second member including a pair of opposite sides,
each one of the second member opposite sides having a
cutting edge, said second member being positioned above
said first member with the cutting edges of said second
member being positioned upwardly and inwardly of the
cutting edges of said first member;

c. a third member including a pair of opposite sides, each
one of the third member opposite sides having a cutting
edge, said third member being positioned below said first

member with the cutting edges of said third member
being positioned downwardly and inwardly of the cutting
edges of said first member; and

d. means for permanently connecting said first member,
said second member and said third member together.

3,842,503
METHOD FOR ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT

Alexander J. Wildman, Eugene, Oreg., assignor to Silverado
Industries Inc., Napa, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 51,411, May 27, 1970,
abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 857,351, Sept. 12,
1969, Pat. No. 3,578,744. This application Aug. 29, 1973, Ser.

I

No. 392,483
I Int. CI. A61c 7/00

U.S.CL32-14A 4 Claims
I. In a method of orthodontry for positioning teeth in de-

sired tooth positions the steps comprising,
affixing, to the teeth in a patient's mouth, brackets which

are to be fixed to arch wires,

making an impression of the teeth with the brackets
thereon,

simulating the position of each tooth in an ideal model and
the position of the brackets thereon,

forming arch wires in said ideal model so as to conform to
the desired tooth positions on said model,

removing said arch wires from said model and attaching said
wires to the brackets on the teeth in a patient's mouth.

3,842,504

HYDRAULIC CONTROL DEVICE
Melvin D. Ricks, 1017 N. Pacific Ave., Glendale, CaUf. 91202
Continuation of Ser. No. 77,939, Oct. 5, 1970, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 769,218, Oct. 21,

1968. This application Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 287,820
Int. CI. A61c l/IO

VS. CI. 32-27 ,7 Claims

16 Claims

1. A control device for a tool comprising:
a tool work head;
a supply line connected to said workhead;
pressure-responsive means for controlling said supply line;

handle means for manually gripping said tool during its

operation;

a hand-actuated pliant chamber on said handle means; and
first conduit means connecting said hand-actuated cham-
ber with said pressure-responsive means whereby manip-
ulation of said hand-actuated chamber controls said sup-
ply line.

3,842,505
PREFORMED DENTAL MATRIX BAND

Wilmer B. Fames, 3898 Sable Dr., Stone Mountain, Ga. 30083
Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 334,004

Int. CL A61c 5/12
U.S. CI. 32-63 5 Claims

\

/

1. In a dental matrix band construction wherein the band
comprises a central tooth-surrounding portion defining an
inner tooth engaging surface, and arms at the opposite ends of
the central portion for holding the band in position on a tooth
the improvement wherein said central portion defines a lower
edge and an upper edge, said central portion being substan-
tially straight in the lower part of the band which extends
upwardly from said lower edge, and said central portion then
bending inwardly in the upper part of the band whereby said
tooth engaging surface is curved to define a concave configu-
ration, said lower part extending angularly upwardly and
outwardly from the lower edge of the band for about two-
thirds of the height of the central portion, and said upper part
bending upwardly and inwardly in the upper one-third of the
central portion.
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3,842,506

SPACING MEANS AND METHOD FOR TYPING PAPER
Don F. Pascua, Carson, and Harold C. Stearns, Hermosa

Beach, both of Calif., assignors to Space Paper Products,

Hermosa Beach, Calif.

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 288,961
Int. CI. GOlh 3/10

U.S. CI. 33— 1 B 1 Claim
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3,842,512

DEVICES FOR SENSING DEVIATIONS FROM A
HORIZONTAL PLANE

Andries Johannes Stoltz; Nicolaas Johannes Cornelius Snyders,

and Elin Pickard, all of Pretoria, South Africa, assignors to

Monres ( Proprietary ) Limited, Johannesburg, South Africa

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336,343

Claims priority, application South Africa, Mar. 13, 1972,

72/1697

Int. CI. GOlc 9106

U.S. CI. 33-366 8 Claims

1. A device for sensing deviation from a horizontal plane

which comprises

a pair of spaced chambers each partially filled with a liquid;

a tube interconnecting the lower parts of the chambers to

permit flow of liquid between the chambers;

a structure comprising a first float, a second float, and a rod

connecting the two floats, there being a float in each

chamber and said rod passing through the tube and being

pivotally connected thereto thereby to prevent both floats

rising simultaneously; and
sensing means for detecting the position of said structure

with respect to said chambers and tube and for producing

electrical output signals in dependence on the detected

position of said structure.

3,842,513

LEVELING INSTRUMENT
Edward S. Clark, 3210 Guido St., Oakland, Calif. 94602

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,153

Int. CI. GOlc 5/04, 9/22

U.S. CI. 33-367 14 Claims

V"

T-

, T "
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peripheral extent of said ski boot, said flange being joined
to said sole by said stitching;

d. an insole disposed adjacent said interface; and

e. the entire periphery of at least one lamina of said upper

being folded inwardly under said insole at said interface.

3,842,519

DEODORIZER SHEET MATERIAL
Herbert Lapidus, Ridgefield, Conn., assignor to Combe Incor-

porated, White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,757

Int. CI. A43b 13/38

U.S. CI. 36-44 6 Claims

1. A shoe insert for absorbing odors resulting from perspir-

ing feet comprising a cured sheet of opencelled foam, at least

one side of the sheet having a relatively smooth skin formed

during curing which is impervious to passage of charcoal

particles, said foam containing homogeneously distributed

through the solid part thereof fmely divided activated char-

coal particles in an amount effective to absorb odors when
said sheet is subjected to contact with foot perspiration and to

passage of odor-filled air through interstitial spaces within said

foam, said charcoal particles having been incorporated prior

to frothing and curing of said foam.

3,842,520

PROTECTOR CLEAT FOR HEELS AND TOES OF SOLES
OF BOOTS, SHOES AND THE LIKE

Paul M. Heptig, 2707 Kansas Ave., McKeesport, Pa. 15132
Filed Dec. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 420,939

Int. CI. A43b 13/22

U.S. CI. 36-74 3 Claims

/ /
/ /

/

/
JiyV

,\

the heels and soles of such boots and shoes, the cleat compris-

ing:

a head portion have a flat bottom surface adapted to be
mounted flush with the wear surface of the heel or sole;

an exterior top wear surface on said head portion;

an outer peripheral edge extending completely about the

peripheral edge of the head portion flat bottom surface

and projecting slightly outwardly from the plane thereof

to define a shoulder like annular rim or penetrating into

the wear surface of the heel or sole when the head portion

bottom surface is disposed flush thereto;

a plurality of angularly spaced apart outwardly projecting

pointed flange members mounted on the head portion
bottom surface and projecting outwardly therefrom in a

direction normal thereto for engaging in a penetrating

manner the heel or sole wear surface upon the head
portion bottom surface being disposed flush thereto,

there being a total of four flange members each spaced
ninety degrees apart from each other, each of the flange

members being spaced radially inwardly from the periph-

eral edge of the head portion bottom surface to define a

circle concentric with said peripheral edge, each of said

flange members being of a flat general configuration
disposed along a radial axis of the circular head portion;

an aligning and driving slot extending diametrically

through the exterior top wear surface of the head portion

adapted for use in assisting in aligning the cleat with the

wear surface of the heel or sole and then driving the cleat

thereinto;

a cylindrical base member disposed concentric with said

head portion bottom surface and formed integrally there-
with and projecting axially outwardly therefrom terminat-
ing in an outer end;

an elongated cylindrical shaft member of a diameter less

than the diameter of said base member being formed
integrally with said base member and concentric there-

with and extending axially outwardly from said base
member outer end and terminating in an outer end;

a conically shaped pointed terminal member formed inte-

grally with said outer end of said shaft member and hav-
ing the base thereof formed concentric with the project-

ing outer end of said shaft member and having its apex
defining a pointed terminal end, the diameter of the base
of the conical member being substantially equal to the
diameter of said conical base member; and

a series of longitudinally spaced apart radially extending
disc members formed integrally with said shaft member
and concentric therewith and extending radially out-
wardly therefrom, the diameter of each disc member
being substantially equal to the diameter of said cylindri-

cal base member, said disc members being disposed com-
pletely along said shaft member intermediate said outer
end of said cylindrical base member and said base of said

terminal conical member with the disc members engaging
the interior of the wear surface of the heel or sole when
the cleat is driven thereinto so as to resist any withdrawal
or movement tendencies of the cleat relative to the heel

or sole wear surface.

-? .rT JO

^^

1. A protective type cleat intended for use with shoes, boots
and the like and adapted to be driven into the wear surface of

3,842,521

SUBMERSIBLE DREDGING PUMP AND SHOVEL
ARRANGEMENT WITH SUSPENSION AND TOWING

MEANS THEREFOR
Giovanni Faldi, Via Forese Donati 27, Firenze, Italy

Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,976
Int. CI. E02f 3/92. 3/94

U.S. CI. 37-57 4 Claims
I. A dredging plant of the type comprising a submerged

pump disintegrating and conveying shovel assembly, and a rig

arranged to support said submerged assembly at an adjustable

depth and to move it along a dredging trajectory, in which said

submerged pump comprises three cylinders arranged for fill-

ing with the dredged material and to pump the dredged mate-
rial which periodically fills them in sequence by means of
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compressed air supplied to the cylinders from a compressor by
way of a distributor, wherein each of said cylinders is con-
nected to a corresponding dredging shovel having a front
cutting edge and formed from two plates which are slightly
mclined to a horizontal plane and diverge forwardly from each

3J

3-;

other and are connected by lateral plates so as to define a
cavity for collecting the dredged material, the lower of the two
plates being provided with cutting means which are inclined
downwards and have a tendency to sink into the bed which is

dredged.

3,842,522
METHOD FOR HVDRAULICALLV RAISING ORE AND

OTHER MATERIALS
Kurt Holzenberger, Frankenthal/Pfalz, and Otto Schiele,

Neudtadt/Weinslrasse, both of Germany, assignors to Klein,
Schanzlin & Becker Aktiengesellschaft, Frankenthal, Pfalz,
Germany

Division of Ser. No. 195,920, Nov. 5, 1971, Pat. No. 3,753303.
This application Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,119

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 10, 1970.
2055132

Int. CI. E02f 3/88
U.S. CI. 37-195 3 Claims

1. A method of hydraulically raising material, such as ore.
from the bottom of the sea through a riser conduit having
upper and lower conduit portions, comprising the steps of
providing a distributing station between said lower and upper

riser conduit portions including a plurality of vertical conduit-
shaped containers; providing a main pump means and a flush-
ing pump means, providing connecting conduit means includ-
ing a plurality of lower connecting conduits connecting the
upper ends of said lower riser conduit portions with the lower
ends of said conduit-shaped containers; providing connecting
means between the inlet of said main pump means and said
conduit-shaped containers; providing connecting means be-
tween the outlet of said flushing pump means and said con-
duit-shaped containers; providing valves in each of said con-
necting means; reducing the pressure in at least one of said
containers via said main pump means while venting said con-
tainer to the atmosphere for producing a pressure differential
between said one container and the respective lower conduit
portion of said riser conduit; opening the valve provided in the
connecting means between the respective upper end of said
riser conduit portion and the lower end of said one container
while closing the valve in the connecting means between said
main pump means and said one container so that a mixture of
said material and water rises into said container through the
respective lower conduit portion of said riser conduit without
entering said main pump; controlling communication between
said containers by producing a pressure differential in one of
said containers while effecting flushing of said mixture with
clear water from another of said containers by said flushing
pump means so that said mixture is flushed through said upper
conduit portion of said riser conduit to the sea surface without
flowing through either of said pump means, said steps being
carried out cyclically with the respective containers, so that
the flow of the flushed material in said upper conduit portion
to the sea surface level is substantially continuous.

3,842,523
VARIABLE PICTURE DEVICE

Hirokazu Vumoto, No. Ml, 2.chome, Sumida, Sumida-ku,
Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 176,481, Aug. 31, 1971, abandoned.
This application Aug. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 399,318

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 11, 1970. 45-
123670

Int. CI. G09f /;/iO
U.S. CI. 40-65 4 Claims

T7
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chamber, each of said members having a length extending

substantially the full length of said uninterrupted chamber,
second means lying and movable in a second plane parallel to

the first within said chamber and comprising a second plural-

ity of movable elongate rectangular planar members bearing

indicia for displaying said indicia through said display win-

dows as said second plurality of members are moved in said

second plane within said chamber, said second plurality of

members being one less in number than said predetermined
number, and being of like shape as said first plurality of mem-
bers, said second plurality of members being disposed in side-

by-side relation in said chamber in the same orientation as said

first plurality of members and in superposed and sliding en-
gagement therewith, said first and second plurality of mem-
bers having opposite sides, each bearing indicia in regions

corresponding to the locations of said display windows in the

bases of each receptacle, said display windows being oriented
along a diagonal of each base, said first and second plurality

of members being laterally incrementally displaceable in said

chamber within their respective planes in a predetermined
number of steps, greater than two, by supporting said casing
with the bases horizontally disposed and by manually rotating

said casing thus disposed 1 80° about an axis extending parallel

to the length of said bases, said casing prior and subsequent to

said rotation thereof being supported on a planar horizontal

supporting surface with one of its bases in engagement there-

with and with the other base subject to view by a user of the

display device.

3,842,524

DISPLAY DEVICE
Fred Drueck, Jr., Chicago, III., assignor to National Creative

Merchandising Corp., Mount Prospect, III.

Filed July 8, 1971, Ser. No. 160,678

Int. CI. G09f 7118

U.S. CI. 40- 145 14 Claims

1. A display device adapted for elevated mounting on an
upright pole, comprising: a pair of arms each having an inner
end and an outer end; a mounting member; means pivotally

mounting at least one of said inner arm ends to said mounting
member adjacent each other to swing from a juxtaposed posi-

tion to a spread apart position while maintaining the configu-

ration of the individual arms; a flexible display element having
a first end retained by said outer end of one arm and a second
end retained by the outer end of said second arm and having
a length between said first and second ends substantially equal
to the spacing between said arm outer ends when said arms are

swung to the spread apart position; means for releasably hold-

ing said arms in said spread apart position; and securing means
adapted to secure said device to an upright pole with said

display element spread between said arm ends in said spread
apart position thereof, said arms having a substantially hori-

zontal top edge and an upwardly, outwardly inclined lower
edge and said display element portions defining correspond-

ingly tapered means slidable onto the tapered arms.

3,842,525

PICTURE FRAME AND PLAQUE
William J. Deau, Manitowoc, Wis., assignor to Contemporary,

Inc., Manitowoc, Wis.

Filed July 20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,012

Int. CL G09f IIW
U.S. CI. 40-159 11 Claims

1. An article comprising a plaque having a predetermined
thickness and an opening therein, front and rear frame mem-
bers positioned within said opening in said plaque and held in

a space parallel relationship by abuttment against opposite
sides of said plaque, the front member having an opening for

exposing to view a graphical display, the rear member having
a panel with a guide slot formed therein, said guide slot being
positioned to enable the insertion and removal of a graphic
display into the frame and in the space between the front and
back panels.

3,842,526
SAFETY WARNING SYSTEM FOR FIREARMS

William G. Dixon, 409 Atkinson St., Henderson, Ky. 42420
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 273,850, July 21, 1972,

abandoned. This application Aug. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 385,416
Int. CLF41C 27/00

U.S. CI. 42-1 A 8 Claims

1. A safety warning system for a firearm comprising
a safety switch on said firearm linearly movable between a

first safety ON position and a second safety OFF position,

an electrical warning circuit, and
a control element separate and distinct from and connected

to said switch and pivotally movable relative to said fire-

arm in response to the linear movement of said switch, for

energizing said circuit when said switch is in said second
position, and for de-energizing said circuit when said
switch is in said first position.

3,842,527

FIREARM WITH EXCHANGEABLE BARRELS
Garth R. Low, 766 Princeton Dr., Midvale, Utah 84047

Filed Dec. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 421,194
Int. CI. F41c 2 //00,2i/00

U.S. CI. 42-75 B 7 Claims
1. A firearm comprising:

stock means;

means mounted to the stock means for receiving and firing

a cartridge, including trigger means, said mounted means
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comprising an axial threaded bore at the distal end
thereof;

removable and exchangeable barrel means having an axial
reduced diameter threaded proximal end, sized and
shaped to be matingly connected to the mounting means
by the threads of the bore at the distal end thereof, the
stock means comprising recess means supporting the
barrel means adjacent said threaded connection, at least
a portion of the barrel means being exteriorly forwardly

convergently tapered and supported by the recess means
of the stock means;

said stock means further comprising a biased depressible
section defining at least part of the recess means and
depressible respecting the remainder of the slock means
to permit axial movement of the barrel means to accom-
modate said tapered exterior barrel means surface during
removal and connection of the barrel means to the
mounted means.

a container for enclosing a bait substance;
a metallic anode member comprising at least a portion of

the said container, said anode member having at least a
partially exposed surface and a substantially high galvanic
activity when immersed in seawater;

a metallic cathode member attached to the said container
and electrically coupled to the said anode member, .said

LOBSTER
TRAP

cathode member having at least a partially exposed sur-
face which IS relatively noble galvanically when immersed
in seawater, said anode and cathode members thus com-
prising a galvanic couple characterized by the relatively
rapid disintegration of the said anode member so that the
said container becomes open after a predetermined pe-
riod of immersion in seawater.

3,842,530
FISHHOOK AND TROTLINE HOLDER AND DISPENSER

«„h"b Jf^Jf"*'
R»- »' Box 354, Wagoner, Okla. 74467,and Roy O. Vaughn, Rt. 5, Box 640, Benton, Ark. 72015

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,130
Int. CI. AOlk 97106

U.S. CI. 43-54.5 A ^^^

3,842,528
FISHING LINE WEIGHTS

Ralph Riley Hish, 129 Spruce St., Wood Dale, III. 60191
Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,711

Int. CI. AOIk 95100
U.S. CI. 43-43.13 II Claims

5-5

1. A sinker weight for fishing lines comprising a body mem-
ber with a tail member affixed thereto, said tail member hav-
ing a plurality of apertures aligned in a plurality of longitudi-
nally extending rows formed therein whereby pivoting or
rotation of said weight during movement of said weight
through water during a trolling operation is substantially elimi-
nated.

3,842,529

DELAYED BAIT DISPENSER
Joseph D. Richard, 3613 Loquat Ave., Miami, Fla. 33133

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,707
Int. CI. AOlk 97102

U.S. CI. 43-44.99 g Claims
1. A dispenser for releasing bait in a submerged trap after

a predetermined time interval comprising:

1. A fishhook and trotline holder and dispenser for a trotline
having a plurality of spaced leaders attached thereto, each
leader having a fishhook attached to the free end thereof, and
each fishhook being of substantially the same size and shape
and being composed of a shank portion, an eye at one end of
the shank portion for attachment to the leader, a curved
portion attached at one end to the other end of said shank
portion and a barb on the other end of said curved portion
comprising;

an elongated casing formed by
a narrow elongated and horizontal top wall having a pair of

opposite and narrow end edges and a pair of opposite and
elongated side edges,

a narrow elongated bottom wall disposed below and parallel
with said top wall and having a pair of opposite and nar-
row end edges and a pair of opposite and elongated side
edges,

the side edges of said top wall being of substantially the
same length as the side edges of said bottom wall, the end
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edges of said top wall being wider than the end edges of

said bottom wall,

an elongated and vertical side wall connected from one side

edge of said top wall to one side edge of said bottom wall,

an elongated and vertical lip connected to and extending

downwardly from the other side edge of said top wall

substantially parallel to and substantially coextensive with

said side wall,

an elongated and vertical intermediate wall having a length

substantially equal to that of said vertical side wall and
connected to and extending upwardly from the other side

edge of said bottom wall and terminating in an upper side

edge spaced below and parallel with said top wall, said

intermediate wall being disposed between and parallel

with said side wall and said lip, the upper side edge of said

intermediate wall having a rounded end adjacent one end
of said casing,

the vertical distance from the upper side edge of said inter-

mediate wall to said other side edge of said bottom wall

being no greater than the distance from the center of the

curved portion of the fish hook to the eye portion thereof,

whereby said eye portion will be disposed below said

other edge of said bottom wall when said curved portion

is received on said upper side edge of said intermediate

wall, and

the horizontal distance between said lip and said intermedi-

ate side wall being less than the distance from the center
of the curved portion of the fishhook to the shank portion
thereof, whereby the fishhook must be inserted and re-

tained in said casing in such manner that the plane of the

curved portion is at an acute angle with respect to the

plane of said intermediate side wall.

3,842,531

AMUSEMENT DEVICE
Carroll D. Sloan, 310 Waldheim Dr., Ambler, Pa. 19002

Filed July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,893
Int. CI. A63h 29110

U.S. CI. 46-41 15 Claims

1. An amusement device comprising;

a. a housing forming an enclosed chamber having at least an
upper zone and a lower zone, said lower zone including

a first lower zone and a second lower zone;

b. a figure mounted to a platform dividing said first lower
zone from said second lower zone within said chamber in

said lower zone of said housing, said platform having at

least one opening to permit passage of liquid from said

second lower zone to said first lower zone; and,

c. liquid flow means within said upper zone of said housing
for directing said liquid being maintained within said

liquid flow means to said figure and to said first lower
zone through said platform, said flow means being verti-

cally displaced from and positioned above said figure,

said first lower zone being of sufficient volume size to

substantially accomodate all of said liquid being directed

to said figure.

3,842,532
TOY VEHICLE WITH TRANSVERSE ENERGY

DISTRIBUTION MEANS
Edwin Nielsen, Oceanside, N.Y., assignor to Ideal Toy Corpo-

ration, Hollis, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 175,851
Int. CI. A63h 1 7100

U.S. CI. 46-202 12 Claims

1. A toy comprising:

A. A support structure;

B. A plurality of road wheels attached to said support struc-

ture and having fixed, substantially parallel axes of rota-

tion; and
C. A weight loosely coupled to said structure ahead of the

center of gravity thereof and movable in a direction sub-

stantially transverse to the direction of movement of said

toy in response to sudden acceleration of said toy in a

direction having a substantially opposite transverse com-
ponent to impact said structure and transfer energy from
said weight to said support structure.

3,842,533

POTTING AND REPOTTING MACHINE
Georg Mayer, Bahnhofstrasse 60, Heidenheim-Mergelstetten,

Germany
Continuationof Ser. No. 37 1,656, June 19, 1973, abandoned.

This application Jan. 10, 1974, Ser. No. 432,164
Claims priority, application Germany, July 28, 1970,

203,7408

Int. CI. AOlg 1104

U.S.CI.47-1 20 Claims

1. In a potting and repotting machine having a conveying
mechanism for flowerpots, said flowerpots having a rim struc-

ture adjacent the top projecting radially outwardly therefrom

and a sidewardly facing surface thereon, said sidewardly fac-

ing surfaces on each of said pots in said stack defining a con-
tinuous surface with practically no discernable dividing space
between said pots and support means for supporting a vertical

stack of said flowerpots, the improvement comprising;

dispensing means secured to said support means adjacent

the bottom of said vertical stack and above said pot con-
veying mechanism and adapted to dispense said flower-

pots one at a time onto said pot conveying mechanism,
said dispensing means comprising vertically spaced first
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and second holders and guide means for supporting said
first and second holders for reciprocatory movement
between positions engaging and spaced from said vertical
stack said first holder consisting of a generally flat, hori-
zontally arranged first plate, one edge of which being
adapted to engage, when said first plate is in said engaging
position, the bottom-most pot beneath the rim structure
thereof to support the weight of said vertical stack and
having means defining a first slot therein extending at a
first angle to the direction of movement of said first plate
said second holder consisting of a generally flat second
plate parallel to said first plate and having engaging
means thereon for engaging, when said second plate is in
said engaging position, said sidewardly facing surface of
said rim structure of the next pot positioned vertically
above said bottommost pot in said vertical stack to fric-
tionally engage said next pot positioned vertically above
said bottommost pot, said second plate having means
defining a second slot therein extending at a second angle
to the direction of movement of said second plate, said
first slot and said second slot extending at a third anele
with respect to each other; and

plate actuating means for effecting said reciprocatory
movement of said first and second plates, said plate actu-
ating means consisting of pin means received in said first
and second slots and supported for reciprocal movementm a first direction transverse to the direction of move-
ment of said first and second plates and transversely to
each of said first and second slots and drive means for
moving said pin means.

the spacing between said angular bottom members pro-
viding a multiplicity of slots adapted to expose the base
of the contents of the tray to ambient conditions, and

nesting means seated in the top and bottom openings of said
tubular legs and adapted to nest in slip-resistant relation
with corresponding nesting means on the legs of other
corresponding trays when said trays are used in stacked
relationship.

3,842,535
METHOD OF GROWING PLANTS HYDROPONICALLY

Gerald J. Lahr, 2664 S5th, San Diego, Calif. 92105
Continuation of Ser. No. 271,140, July 12, 1972, abandoned.

This application Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,329
Int. CI. AOlq J//02

^•S- CI. 47-1.2 5c,ai„«

3,842,534

MUSHROOM TRAY
Armon J. Walters, 39 Haverhill Rd., and Peter A. Banis 27

Preston Rd., both of Trumbull, Conn. 06611
Filed June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,354

Int. CI. AOlg 1104
U.S. CI. 47-1.1

5 Claims

^j %

1. A hydroponic growing system comprising:*
a main pipe line;

a plurality of branch pipe lines connected to said main pipe
line, said branch pipe lines having a plurality of spaced
apart apertures on the top surfaces thereof and container
support means extending peripherally therefrom

a plurality of containers having a bottom surface each of
said containers having at least one aperture in its bottom
surface;

said containers being positioned over said branch pipes lines
so that apertures in said containers match with corre-
sponding apertures in said branch pipe lines; and

fluid-tight sealing means of compressible material posi-
tioned between the bottom surface of each of said con-
tainers and said support means, and surrounding the
matched apertures of said containers and pipe lines

I. A tray for use in stacked relationship and adapted for the
growth of mushrooms comprising:

four upright tubular aluminum legs defining the corners of
a rectangle,

two opposed aluminum side panels and two opposed alumi-
num end panels connected to corresponding areas of said
legs to define a rectangular enclosure having the legs
extending beyond said panels, each of said end panels
having a bottom flange which extends inwardly of said
container at a right angle to said panel a sufficient dis-
tance to provide connection means for bottom members
adjacent the ends of said bottom members,

a plurality of spaced angular aluminum bottom members,
each of which is connected adjacent each end thereof to
the bottom flange of said opposed end panels, to provide
a rigid discontinuous support for the contents of said tray,

3,842,536
METHOD OF PROTECTING VEGETATION

John W. Schick, Cherry Hill, NJ., assignor to Mobil Oil Cor-
poration. New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 1 1 ,3 1 5, Feb. 1 3, 1 970, which
IS a continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 762, 1 56, Sept. 24 1 968
abandoned, and Ser. No. 607,907, Jan. 9, 1967. which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 471,720, July 13 1965

^n.^^^c**^"*'
'^'''*^'' " " continuation-in-part of Se'r. No.

'

ii;n «' ^' ^«c*c5?'
«'»»"<'«'>«'• This application Oct. 30,

1970, Ser. No. 85,527. The portion of the term of this patent
subsequent to Apr. 10, 1990, has been disclaimed.

„ o ^ '"'• *^'- ^^^^ ^^1^^' ^^'06; CIOI 5/02
U.S. CI. 47—2

25 CI
•

1. A method of protecting trees in orchards and other v*e'ge*
tation including blossoms, fruits, limbs and stems thereof from
cold and frost for relatively short critical periods of time
usually extending from about three to about five hours be-
tween about midnight and dawn, which comprises positioning
a series of relatively small closely spaced high intensity radia-
tion combustible units immediately adjacent to said trees and
vegetation to be protected from cold and frost, initiating a
heating step by igniting an easily ignitable fibrous cap section
formed as a part of each unit to thereby produce a rapidly
substantially immediate, emission of radiant heat with an
elevation of the temperature in the trees and vegetation con-
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tinuing to effect said heating substantially solely thereby for a
substantial portion of the said critical period without destruc-
tive overheating of the trees and vegetation and affecting

ignition of a second combustible section of each of said units

by continued burning of the cap section with said second
section to produce the combined emission of radiant heat b6
the units and the heating of the trees and vegetation for an-
other portion of the critical period, and thereafter continuing
to effect said heating for the major portion of the critical

period substantially solely by the burning of the said sections

of the units which sections are comprised of two separate
bodies formed principally of petroleum coke having an igni-

tion temperature above about 2000T. with the separate bod-
ies having a vertically arranged burning interface therebe-
tween which produces in the units a substantially flameless
glow and emits radiant heat such as to continue the heating of
the trees and vegetation at the desired level during said second
sections sole heating portion of the said critical period.

3,842,537
PLANT GROWTH COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE

Virgil M. Bishop, c/o Bishop Floral Co. P.O. Box 728, Alexan-
der City, Ala. 35010

Filed Oct. 19, 1973, S«r. No. 407,788
Int. CI. AOlg 9102

U.S. CI. 47—37 10 Claims

1. A growth composition comprising in combination: coco-
nut-husk pulp in particulate form, and severed coconut-husk
fibers, the pulp being of two predetermined particle size

.ranges and the fibers being severed and of predetermined fiber

length, and the pulp and fibers being admixed with one an-
other.

3,842,538
METHOD OF PRODUCTION OF HYBRID SEED-GRAIN

Zoltan Barabas, Szeged, Hungary, assignor to Gabonatermesz-
tesi Kutato Intezet, Szeged, Hungary

Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,654
Claims priority, application Hungary, Mar. 13, 1972, GA

1082

Int. CI. AOlh 1102

U.S. CI. 47-58 6 Claims
1. A method of producing hybrid seed-grain by cytoplasmic

male sterility, comprising introducing into one of the parents
of the hybrid to be produced a color gene, comingling the
parent seeds one of which contain said color gene, sowing the

comingled seeds and growing plants therefrom, harvesting and
threshing the grains from said plants thereby to produce co-

mingled hybrid grains and pure grains, and thereafter separat-

ing the hybrid grains from the pure grains according to color.

3,842,539
METHOD AND DEVICE FOR INCREASING THE LIFE OF

CUT FLOWERS
John Nicholes Sacalis, P.O. Box 231 College of Agriculture &

Environmental Science Dept. of Horticulture & Forestry
Rutgers University, East Brunswick, NJ. 08903

Filed Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 414,729
Int. CI. AOlg 5106; AOln 3102

U.S. CI. 47-58 5 Claims

Sss^

1. In the method wherein the stem of a cut flower is im-
mersed in water to preserve and/or increase the life of the cut
flower, the improvement which comprises introducing the cut
end of the flower stem into contact with water under condi-
tions such that substantially all of the water enters the cut end
only after passage through a mass of anion exchange resin or
a mixed bed of anion exchange resin and cation exchange
resin.

3,842,540

WINDOW STRUCTURE
Richard N. Anderson, Owensboro, Ky., assignor to V. E. An-

derson Mfg., Co., Owensboro, Ky.
Division of Ser. No. 718,052, April 2, 1968, Pat. No.

3,643,377. This application Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 227,898
Int. CI. E05d 15122

U.S. CI. 49-181 6 Claims

1. Pivot structure including a cam member and a lock mem-
ber pivotally mounted on said cam member, said cam member
including means for securing the cam member to a window
sash or the like extending from one side thereof and a cylindri-

cal camming portion extending from the other saide thereof
having pivot means thereon, and the lock member including
means for mounting the lock member on the pivot means and
means for securing the lock member to a counterbalance or
the like.
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3,842,541
WINDOW REGULATOR MECHANISM FOR A VEHICLE
Shoichi Koike, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor Com-

pany, Limited, Yokohama City, Japan
Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,388

Claims priority, application Japan, July 6, 1972. 47-79198-
July 6, 1972, 47-49199

Int. CI. EOSf n/52

reception of the door guide and hinge lever, the said support
bracket including a roller assembly above the bracket for
cooperating with the said hinge lever, and counterbalance
spring means fixed at one end and connected at the other end
to the hinge lever; the invention comprising anti-wobble resil-
ient means between the door guide and door guide sleeve at
both the top and bottom thereof to cause a tight fit between

U.S. CI. 49-227
8 Claims

1. A window regulator mechanism for raising and lowering
a curved window pane of a motor vehicle having a door inner
panel, comprising a horizontally extending guide rail attached
to said window pane, a horizontally extending auxiliary guide
rail attached to said door inner panel, a base plate attached to
said door inner panel, a regulator arm pivotally connected at
Its one end to said base plate through a pivot shaft mounted
on said base plate and carrying at its other end guide roller
rollably received in said guide rail, said regulator arm includ-
ing an extension having a sliding surface, an auxiliary regula-
tor arm pivotally connected to said regulator arm and carrying
at Its both ends guide rollers rollably received in said guide rail
and said auxiliary guide rail respectively, driving means
mounted on said base plate and operatively connected to the
one end of said regulator arm for actuating the same to raise
and lower said window pane, and a guide ridge provided on
said base plate between said pivot shaft and said driving means
and having the general shape of an annular segment, a spring
washer disposed between said regulator arm and said base
plate about said pivot shaft, said spring washer holding said
regulator arm at a height from said base plate, at the pivot
connection thereto, which is different from the height of said
guide ridge, the sliding surface of said extension of said regula-
tor arm being held by said spring washer in sliding contact
with said guide ridge, whereby the distance between the cen-
ter of said pivot shaft and a point of sliding contact between
said sliding surface of said extension and said guide ridge
varies in dependence on the angular position of said regulator
arm, and the other end of said regulator arm moves in a path
substantially parallel to the curvature of said window pane

3,842,542
REMOVABLE OVEN DOOR HINGE SYSTEM

James A. White, Louisville, and Peter Nowosielski, Middle-
town, both of Ky.. assignors to General Electric Company,
Louisville, Ky.

Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,005
Int. CI. E05f 1/10

U.S. CI. 49-386
2 Claims

1. A vertical door frame forming a door opening, a door
adapted to be hinged to the door frame and movable between
a horizontal open position and a vertical closed position, a pair
of hinge mechanisms mounted on the door frame, the said
door being removably mounted upon the hinge mechanisms,
each hinge mechanism comprising a support bracket, a door
guide pivotally supported from the support bracket, a hinge
lever pivotally connected to the door guide, and slot means in
the door frame through which the support bracket and hinge
lever extend, a door guide sleeve mounted in the door for
receiving the said door guide, and slot means in the door for

these two members and retard wobble action of the door on
the hinge mechanisms in the front to back direction of pivotal
movement of the door the said anti-wobble resilient means
comprises an inwardly directed spring tab on the door guide
sleeve adjacent the top thereof and a vertically offset out-
wardly directed spring tab on the door guide adjacent the
bottom thereof so that the anti-wobble means serves to take
up the clearance between the two members.

3,842,543
GRINDING MACHINE

Frederick A. Hohler, Holden, and Edmund E. Wlodyka, Sax-
onville, both of Mass., assignors to The Heald Machine Com-
pany, Worcester, Mass.

Continuation of Ser. No. 85,777, Oct. 30, 1970, abandoned,
and a continuation of Ser. No. 710,123, March 4, 1968,

abandoned. This application Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,832
Int. CI. B24b 7/00, 9/00, 17/00

^-^C\.S\-S 6 Claims

1. A grinding machine, comprising
a. a workhead for holding and rotating a workpiece having

a portion which is to be formed with a surface of revolu-
tion of non-cylindrical form,

b. a wheelhead for holding and rotating a first abrasive
wheel having a surface of the same non-cylindrical form
and a second abrasive wheel, the two wheels being in
axially spaced relationship, the surface of the second
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abrasive wheel duplicating a special portion of the surface

of the first abrasive wheel, which portion is to be finished
with a better quality than the remainder,

c. feed means to move the workhead and wheelhead relative

to one another to introduce the abrasive wheel to the
workpiece for a plunge grind with a predetermined con-
trolled force,

d. a dresser having an operative surface of the same non-
cylindrical form located adjacent the workhead and
wheelhead, the dresser being provided with a wheel hav-
ing a surface of revolution of non-cylindrical form similar

to that of the wheel, the wheel being rotatably driven
about the major axis of the surface of revolution, the
wheel consisting of a matrix in which are embedded a
number of diamonds,

e. a second dresser axially spaced from the first abovemen-
tioned dresser for dressing the second abrasive wheel, and
f. means serving to introduce the rotating abrasive wheel
to the dresser while rotating the dresser in the opposite
direction to that of the wheel for restoring the abrasive
wheel accurately to the said non-cylindrical form after

the said plunge grind.

3,842,544

FIXTURE FOR LAPPING AND POLISHING
SEMICONDUCTOR WAFERS

Carl Ralph Paola, Westfield, NJ., assignor to Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

Filed Nov. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 415,946
Int. Cr. B24b 7/00, 47102, 1 100

U.S. CI. 51-129 8 Claims

1. Apparatus for removing material from a major surface of
a semiconductor wafer comprising:

a. an abrasive disk;

b. means for rotating the disk;

c. a work holder assembly mounted above the surface of the
disk; and

d. means for moving the assembly reciprocally across the
surface of the disk, the work holder assembly comprising:
a. a disk-shaped pad having:

1

.

at least one opening through its thickness;

2. a sleeve portion around the opening; and
3. a surface, at least a portion of which defines a plane

parallel to the plane of the wafer that is to result upon
removal of the material; and

b. a cylindrical piston, to which the wafer may be secured,
slidably mounted in the sleeve portion so as to bring the
major surface of the wafer in contact with the abrasive
disk,

characterized m that the pad includes means for introducing
a fluid between the surface of the pad and the rotating abra-
sive disk at a pressure sufficient to maintain the pad above the
disk at a gap equal to at least 2.5 times the particle size of the
abrasive, the means for introducing the fluid including:

a. a plenum chamber within the pad;

b. an opening in the pad for introducing the fluid into the
plenum chamber; and

c. a multiplicity of openings in the bottom surface of the pad
for introducing the fluid between the surface of the pad
and the disk.

3,842,545
CONTROL METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR A MACHINE

IN PARTICULAR FOR A GRINDING MACHINE
Mario Possati, Bologna, Italy, assignor to Finike Italiana Mar-

poss, Bentivoglio, Italy

Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,758
Claims priority, application Italy, Dec. 7, 1971, 3585/71

Int. CI. B24b 49102
U.S. CI. 51-165.71 8 Claims

1. A method for use with a machine tool apparatus having
means for machining a workpiece and means for measuring
the dimensions of the workpiece being machined comprising:
generating a measurement signal depending on the dimensions
of the workpiece being machined;

controlling withdrawal of the measuring means at a point of
the machining cycle before said measurement signal

reaches the value corresponding to the required final

dimensions of the workpiece;

processing the values of the measurement signal generated
at the time of withdrawing the measuring means, for

generating a control signal varying thereafter with a law
analogous to that of said values of the measurement signal

generated at the time of withdrawing;

utilizing said control signal for automatically controlling the

completion of the machining of the workpiece.

3,842,546
METHOD OF RE-SHARPENING PINION TOOLS

Pierre A. Ramond, Billancourt, France, assignor to Regie Na-
tionale des Usines Renault, Billancourt Hauts de Seine,

France

Division of Ser. No. 39,969, May 25, 1970, Pat. No. 3,720,989.
This application Feb. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 330,065

Claims priority, application France, June 16, 1969,
69.19904

Int. CL B24b 1 100, 3112
U.S. CI. 51-288 2 Claims

1. A method of re-sharpening pinion tools, comprising:
grinding the pinion tool using a grinding wheel having the
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shape of a pair of conical frustums havmg a common major
base, the leadmg face of a tooth of said pinion tool being
ground with one of the conical faces of said wheel while the
other conical face of said wheel forms a continuous connect-
mg face with the next adjacent tooth of said pinion tool, and
a radius of the major base of the wheel is linearly coincident
with the radius of the pinion tool which passes through the
apex of one of the edge angles of the tooth bottom of the
pinion tool which is being ground.

3,842,547
HINGE TYPE HLL UNIT WITH INTEGRAL PIN

CONSTRUCTION FOR CYLINDRICAL HUB UNITS
James A. Belanger, Livonia, Mich., assignor to Belaneer Inc.,

Northville, Mich.

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,630
Int. CI. B24b 9102

U.S. CI. 51-334 10 Claims

piece and extending throughout the area of said body piece at
one side thereof and having a face for presenting a backing
support for a sheet lying across said platen portion, the two
ends of said body piece at opposite sides thereof being up-
turned ends extending offset from the plane of said face to
present the two outer legs of the W shape and to engage the
opposite ends of a sheet which is extending across said platen
and IS draped over said two ends, a handle portion included in
said body piece and extending centrally thereon to present the
center section of the W shape, and a U-shaped clip releasably
disposed on each of said two legs and being positionable over
the respective opposite draped ends of the sheet for holding
the sheet to said body piece.

3,842,548
RELEASABLE SHEET HOLDER

Edwin B. Stonebumer, Racine, Wis., assignor to Printing De-
velopments, Inc., Racine, Wis.

Filed Nov. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 411,834
Int. CI. B24d 1 5100

U.S. CI. 51-392 12 Claims

1. A releasable sheet holder comprising a body piece of
generally a W shape a platen portion included in said body

3,842,549
SANDPAPER HOLDER BLOCK

James R. Johnston, 6665 Brooklyn Ave., San Diego, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 300,449, Oct. 25, 1972, abandoned.
This application Mar. 1, 1974, Ser. No. 447,169

Int. CI. B24d 15104
U.S. CI. 51-392

2 Claims

I. A finishing unit comprising fill material to be mounted in
a position radially outwardly of the axis of a rotary driver
structure, and a unitary member for supporting and so mount-
ing said fill material on such structure, said member being in
a solid cross-section throughout in a plane at 90° to said axis
as thus mounted and presenting a radially outer portion se-
cured to said material, a radially inner, axially extending and
transversely enlarged bead-like mounting portion integral with
said outer portion and adapted for a mating engagement with
said driver structure, and an intermediate neck portion inte-
grally connecting said bead-like and radially outer portions,
said neck portion having at least one opening between integral
axially spaced neck elements thereof to afford clearance for
a free swing of said unitary member on said driver structure
about said bead-like portion as an axis.

1. A sandpaper holder block comprising:
first and second mating sections, each of said first and
second mating sections defining a contiguous head por-
tion and handle portion;

first and second recesses in the head portions of said first

and second mating sections, said first and second recesses
cooperating to define an anvil groove when said first and
second mating sections are assembled;

an anvil having a protuberance extending therefrom dimen-
sioned for and being received by said anvil groove;

coupling means coupled to the head portions of said first

and second mating sections for coupling said first and
second mating sections together and clamping and hold-
ing said protuberance within said anvil groove; and

first and second clamp blades carried by said head portion
and dimensioned for receiving sandpaper between said
head portion and said clamp blades and around said anvil.

3,842,550
AIR SUPPORTED METAL ROOF AND METHOD OF

RAISING AND LOWERING
William L. Duquette, P.O. Box 583, Newark, Calif. 94560

Filed Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,51

1

Int. CI. E04b 11345
U.S. CI. 52-2 10 Claims

1. A building structure comprising:
a. an air impermeable floor;

b. a pair of parallel substantially planar air impermeable
side walls;

c. a metal membrane forming the roof and end walls dimen-
sioned to register with and form a sliding relatively air
tight seal with said side walls in forming an enclosed
building space;
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d. said metal membrane consisting of a plurality of channel- 3,842,552
shaped side ribbed, elongated panels arranged with their BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION USING PRECAST CURB AND
longitudinal axis parallel to said side walls and having an EDGE BEAM
unbroken length equal to the length to said roof and end William D. Hudson, c/o C. W. Matthews Company Drawer
walls; 970, Marietta, Ga. 30060

e. said panels having parallel upstanding sides terminating Filed Aug. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 393,221
in outwardly and downwardly curved flanges of dissimilar Int. CI. EOld 7100
radii; U.S. CI. 52-174 3 Claims

12 II / 12 II )

6/ 26

6/ 26--'
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f. said panels being mechanically joined at their sides by
positioning said curved flanges one within the other and
mechanically reducing the radii of &aid larger flange until

said flanges are in interlocking relationship; and
g. means for raising the pressure inside said building above

the outside pressure sufficient to raise said membrane
above said floor and maintain said membrane above said

floor.

3,842,551

DRYWALL JOINT SYSTEMS AND METHOD FOR
MAKING THE SAME

John D. Shull, Jr.; Richard E. Smith, both of Tonawanda;
Joseph W. Schneller, Williamsville, and William R. Burke,
Tonawanda, a;l of N.Y., assignors to National Gypsum Com-
pany, Buffalo, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 844,306, July 24, 1969, Pat. No.
3,576,091. This application Jan. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 106,169

Int. CI. E04b 2172
U.S. CI. 52-127 8 Claims

1. In a bridge construction:

a. a bridge support substructure to elevate the bridge,

b. a transverse bridge support structure extending trans-

versely across the substructure,

c. a precast exterior beam on one side of said bridge extend-
ing longitudinally therealong and including a precast curb
and a projecting ledge to support a concrete slab to be
poured thereon,

d. an interior beam extending parallel to and co-extensively

with said exterior beam and having a ledge precast
thereon and extending longitudinally along the edge
thereof and offset portions on each end,

e. a transverse precast edge beam positioned in the offset

portions of said exterior beam and interior beam and
having an upstanding edge therewith to determine the

edge of the concrete slab poured therein,

f. there being precast edge beams spaced from each other
on opposite ends of said exterior and interior beams to

define a space for the slab, and

g. a slab form positioned on the ledges defined by said

exterior beam, said interior beam and said precast edge
beams.

1. A wallboard for forming a simulated monolithic wall

comprising a generally rectangular panel having a substan-
tially flat front surface and edge surfaces substantially perpen-
dicular to said front surface and a layer of a set thermoplastic
adhesive substantially completely covering each longitudinal
edge surface of said panel, said thermoplastic adhesive form-
ing substantially 90° corners at the junctions of said front
surface and each of said perpendicular edge surfaces, said

generally rectangular panel consisting of a set gypsum core
enclosed on its two opposite sides and two longitudinal edges
by a paper facing layer, said paper being free of said thermo-
plastic adhesive throughout a major portion of said front
surface.

3,842,553
AIRLINE PASSENGER BUILDING

Karl Lennart Billgren, Stockholm, Sweden, and Hans Hansson,
Hantverkargatan 11, S-112 21 Stockholm, Sweden, assign-
ors to Said Hans Hanson, by said Karl L. Billgren

Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,603
Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 20, 1972,

3562/72

Int. CI. E04h 6100
U.S.CL 52-175 16 Claims

1. An air passenger building having an arrival hall and a
departure hall, said building comprising docking places for
airplanes distributed substantially along the whole outer pe-
riphery of said building, a plurality of gate sections extending
substantially along said outer periphery which include en-
trances leading radially inwardly from said airplane docking
places to said departure hall, said departure hall and said
arrival hall being on different levels and each having adjacent
traffic loops associated therewith disposed substantially along
said whole outer periphery, wherein a check-in area is located
centrally of said building and extends upwardly to the roof
thereof to provide a light shaft, passenger passport and cus-
toms control points and baggage claim points being arranged
circumferentially in said building so that all passenger move-
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ments will occur essentially in radially extending directions,- 3,842,555
first inwardly towards said departure hall and then outwardly PARTITION CONNECTOR SYSTEM

Donald D. Korell, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to Steelcase
Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 370,976
Int. CI. E04b 2182

U.S. CI. 52-238 13 Claims

away from said departure hall, the movements occuring essen-
tially in the center of said building.

3,842,554
CURTAIN WALL AND MOUNTING CLIP THEREFORE
Edwin Grant Swick, Bartlett, III., assignor to Illinois Tool
Works Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,808
Int. CI. E04b 2188, 1/40

U.S. CI. 52-235 6 Claims

1. A structure including a support means, panel means to be
disposed in angular relationship to said support means and
load-bearing means for supporting said panel in such angular
relationship, including and L-shaped angle iron having its base
secured to said support means and its upstanding flange angu-
larly disposed relative to the base thereof, one-piece clip

means having first and second planar elements disposed in

spaced parallel relationship and interconnected at their adja-
cent ends by substantially rigid integral means, the first planar
element having means for engaging and being fixed to said

panel and abutment means for engagement with the free edge
of said upstanding flange, said abutment means includes co-
planar means extending axially from said first planar element
in the direction of said second planar element and positioned
on opposite sides of said connecting means for engaging the
free edge of said flange at spaced points, said panel being
adapted to be juxtaposed to one face of said upstanding flange
while the second planar element of said clip engages the oppo-
site face of said flange to retain the panel in supported and
laterally restrained relationship to said angle iron.

1. An apparatus for connecting panels in a modular office
system including male and female connector members
adapted for mating engagement to secure adjoining panels,
said male connector comprising:

an elongated body member, said body member having an
upper and lower surface and adapted for connection to a
first panel;

a flange extending outwardly at one end of said body mem-
ber from said lower surface; and

a tapered boss extending upwardly from said flange; said
female connector including an elongated body member
adapted for connection to a second panel and having an
outwardly extending flange thereon, said flange having a
tapered opening therein adapted to receive said boss
whereby said male and said female connectors may be
secured together to thereby connect adjacent panels.

3,842,556
PARTITION MADE OF FOAM MATERIAL

Thomas Brendgord, Erie, Pa., assignor to General Partitions
Mfg. Corporation, Erie, Pa.

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,965
Int. CI. E04b 2172; E04c 2/38

U.S. CI. 52-239 3 claims

1. A partition comprising integral panels,

said panels being relatively thin wall sections and having a
flange integrally attached at their front edges,

said flange extending generally at right angles to said wall
sections and forming a door jamb,

means for hinging a door to the distal edge of said flange,

said flange having a recess receiving the back part of said

door.
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and gusset means integrally attached to said flange and to
the upper edge of said wall sections disposed generally
perpendicular to said flange and integrally attached to
said wall sections and perpendicular thereto and said
flange being generally flush with the upper edges of said
wall sections,

and second gusset means underlying said flange and under-
lying said wall sections, and underlying said door whereby
said door is supported.

3,842,557

MODULAR BUILDING FACADE
Loren W. Brown, 3013 N. Flanwill Blvd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716

Filed May 25, 1973, S«r. No. 363,865
Int. CI. E04c 3136

U.S. CI. 52-301 10 Claims

1. A modular facade for circumscribing roof supports and
extending upwardly to a supported roof beam to provide an
aesthetically attractive appearance to the roof support and the
junction between the roof support and roof beam, said facade
comprising in combination:

a. a multi element sleeve circumscribing each roof support
to hide the roof support from view, said multi element
sleeve being dismantleable to receive the roof support;

b. locking means forming a part of each element of said
sleeve for retaining the elements of said sleeve secured to
one another about the post support, said locking means
being disposed within said sleeve and concealed from
view;

c. a multi element junction member for providing an aes-
thetically pleasinjg transition from said sleeve to the roof
beam, said junction member including a lower part cir-

cumscribing the roof support about its longitudinal axis
and an upper part extending lateral to the roof support for
attachment to the roof beam;

d. said junction member including further locking means for

retaining said junction member juxtaposed with the upper
part of the adjacent one of said sleeves; and

e. attachment means for securing said junction member
adjacent the roof beam; whereby, said sleeve and said

junction member can be attached to existing roof sup-
ports supporting a roof beam to alter the aesthetic value
of the roof supports and the roof beam.

''

upright position end to end to form the walls of the structure,
a plurality of weld plates, each of which is cast in place at a
remote end of a horizontal edge of the upright panels, each
weld plate having a web portion joining two opposing flange
portions and having means for rigidly mounting said weld
plates to said concrete panels so that said webs are substan-
tially parallel to one another yet integrally joined to said

3,842,558
WALL ATTACHMENT SYSTEM

Ray John Scholz, and Thomas Patrick Fuller, both of Los
Altos, Calif., assignors to Printex Concrete Products, Santa
Clara, Calif.

Filed May 30, 1972, S«r. No. 257,569
Int. CI. E04c 2106; E02d 27100

U.S. CI. 52-293 6 Claims
1. A wall attachment arrangement comprising a plurality of

precast concrete panels, said panels supported on edge in an

mounting means, so that when said mounting means are em-
bedded in said panel internal columnar support is provided for
said weld plates;

a plurality of connecting plates, each of said connecting
plates weldably joined to and in substantial parallel align-
ment with the web portions of weld plates mounted on
adjacent upright panels.

3,842,559

GLASS-FIBER.REINFORCED GYPSUM ROOF DECK
Harold J. W. Payne, Wirral, England, assignor to H. H. Rob-

ertson Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, S«r. No. 293,331
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 1, 1971,

45719/71

Int. CI. E04c 2104, 2110
U.S. CI. 52-309 15 claims

,^^^#^F^^r:
T^ ^

310-^

1. A roof deck structure comprising a plurality of tray units
of glass-fiber-reinforced gypsum, and decking units also of
glass-fiber-reinforced gypsum mounted above and secured
thereto, the decking units each have an effective width twice
the width of a tray unit and each comprises a substantially flat

web, a central pedestal constituted by a thickened region of
said web, and end connection portions; the connection por-
tion at one end comprising a terminal shoulder extending
horizontally from and beneath the flat web, and a channel
extending lengthwise of the tray unit between said web and
said terminal shoulder; and the connection portion at the
other end comprising a thickened rib integral with the web, a
tongue extending horizontally from said thickened rib and
terminating with a depending rib which engages in a channel
of the adjacent decking unit with said tongue resting upon the
terminal shoulder of the adjacent decking unit.
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3,842,560
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

Henry Fred Campbell, Belleville, Mich., assignor to Campbell
Research Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Apr. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 352,904
Int. CI. E04b 1140

U.S. CI. 52-468 •
5 Claims

1. The combination comprising a plurality of substantially

identical panels in side-by-side array,

each said panel comprising spaced flat sheets and a plurality

of spaced trusses bonded to said sheets,

each said truss comprising spaced channels and an undulat-
ing member comprising alternating apices connected by
leg members with the apices bonded to the channels,

each said channel having a base portion and flange portions,
each said panel having a truss along a longitudinal edge
thereof such that the flanges of adjacent channels of the
trusses of adjacent panels extend parallel to one another
in side-by-side relation,

and means defining a seal joint between adjacent panels
comprising a member which has a generally T-shaped
section including a web extending between the flanges of
adjacent panels and engaging the free edges of said

flanges of said adjacent channels and arms extending
laterally outwardly and engaging the outer surfaces of the
sheets of said panels.

"
3,842,561

ADJUSTABLE CEILING STRUT
Mynin Wong, 251 Upland Rd., Redwood City, Calif. 94062

Filed June 14, 1973, Ser. No. 370,132
Int. CI. E04b 5155

U.S.CK 52-484
| 4 Claims

I. In a false ceiling comprising a grid formed of a plurality
of inverted T-shaped runners, a plurality of ceiling panels
insertable in the grid and supported thereby, and wires sus-
pending the grid from a true ceiling, the improvement com-
prising:

a telescopic strut comprising a hollow cylindrical rod having
an upper end adapted to abut the true ceiling and a hol-

low square sleeve adapted to end fit slideably over the

lower end the rod in continuous frictional contact there-

with, said sleeve having a slot spanning the width of the

lower end thereof and adapted to engage one of the

runners; and

means for fixing the length of the telescopic strut after

engaging the runner with the slot,

whereby vertical translation of the false ceiling during seis-

mic disturbances is prohibited.

3,842,562
INTERLOCKING PRECAST CONCRETE SLABS

John P. Daigle, Trumbull, Conn., assignor to The Veggo F.

Larsen Co., Hamden, Conn.
Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,683

Int. CI. E04c 2106
U.S. CI. 52-583 14 Claims

Z\ 21 Jl 3\ Z7 ,Z\
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1. In a precast concrete slab for connection with other said
slabs to form a generally horizontal, stable, load bearing sur-
face, the improvement which comprises a plurality of rods
firmly embedded in said slab and a plurality of cavities in the
lower face of said slab and spaced from the adjacent edges
(hereof, said rods providing a plurality of first hooked end
portions projecting beyond a first end wall of said slab adja-
cent the plane of said lower face and a plurality of second
hooked end portions projecting beyond an opposing end wall
of said slab also adjacent the plane of said lower face, said end
walls corresponding to said adjacent edges, said hooked end
portions being adapted to lie beneath a peripheral edge por-
tion and to be received in said cavities of an adjacent slab
having similar hooked end portions and cavities, said cavities
and said hooked end portions of each slab corresponding in

number, whereby a plurality of said slabs are interlockable
end to end by a scissor action to form a strip of slabs.

3,842,563

EXTENSIBLE SCAFFOLD
Knud Rasmussen, Koge, Brogade 16, Denmark

Filed Nov. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 306,186
Claims priority, application Denmark, Nov. 17, 1971.

5639/71

Int. CI. E04g 1118
U.S. CI. 52-645 5 claims

1. A telescoping scaffold comprising
a. a number of scaffold sections including a base section, at

least one intermediate section, and a top section, each
section comprising a number of upright tubular corner
posts, and each intermediate and top section being tele-

scopically arranged within a lower adjacent section with
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a loose fit so as to provide a transverse clearance between
adjacent corner posts of such adjacent sections,

b. pulley means mounted at the upper end of said base
section and at the lower and upper ends of said intermedi-
ate section or sections.

c. lift cable means extending about said pulley means and
through said corner posts and connected to the lower end
of said upper section,

d. means mounted on said base section and connected to
the lower ends of said cable means for manually pulling
each of said cable means uniformly about said pulley
means thereby to move one or more of said top and
mtermediate sections upwardly to extend the scaffold
and

e. means for selectively and releasably locking adjacent
sections together in various mutual positions.

engagmg said polygonally shaped nuts, said bolts
cooperating with said engaged groove and comple-
mentary surface for retaining said rigid supporting
member m a selected position on said mounting
brackets.

3,842,564
SHOCK ABSORBING RAIL ASSEMBLY

Russell L. Brown, P.O. Box 14546, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,480

Int. CI. E04f 19102; E04h 17124
U.S. CI. 52-716 8 Claims

- \^
'S ^}2

1. A rail assembly comprising:
a hollow, elongated, rigid supporting member having at

least one bumper strip receiving channel on one side
thereof, having an elongated groove in another side
thereof and extending substantially parallel to the bumper
strip receiving channel, and having formed therein, a
nut-receiving channel for slidably receiving nuts, said
nut-receiving channel having a slot opening thereinto
through said rigid supporting member and extending over
the length of said nut-receiving channel, said supporting
member completely enclosing said nut-receiving channel
except for said slot opening thereinto;

a plurality of polygonally shaped nuts slidably positioned in

said nut-receiving channel in a position preventing rota-
tion of said nuts in said channel;

a resilient bumper strip mounted in and protruding from
each of said bumper strip receiving channels;

a plurality of mounting brackets for positioning said sup-
porting member in spaced relation to a wall, said mount-
ing brackets each including:

a base portion adapted for securement to a wall;
a mounting portion adapted for securement to said rigid

supporting member; and
web means extending between and interconnecting said

base portion and said mounting portion;
said mounting portion being further characterized in

including:

a flange having a bolt aperture therethrough for receiv-
ing a bolt extending through said slot into said nut-
receiving channel; and

a surface complementary in configuration to said elon-
gated groove for mating with and detachably engag-
ing said groove; and

bolts extending through said bolt receiving apertures in
the mounting portions of said mounting brackets and

3,842,565
RESILIENT BUFFER ASSEMBLY

Martin M. Brown, Birmingham, and Lawrence Krawczak,
Detroit, both of Mich., assignors to Robin Products Com-
pany, Warren, Mich.

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,638
Int. CI. B60r 19108; E04c 2144; E04f 19102

U.S. CI. 52-716 ,3 Cairns

1. A trim and panel assembly, comprising, in combination,
a panel support having a predetermined thickness, a rectangu-
lar aperture in said panel, a resilient polymeric trim member
having a base overlying one face of said panel and an integral
hollow tubular connector disposed within said aperture and
retaining said trim member to said panel, said connector
having generally parallel side walls, parallel to the side edges
of said rectangular aperture and inwardly concave end walls
integral with said side walls, and locking projections on each
of said side walls, each of said locking projections having a
camming face inclined outwardly from the distal end of said
connector and a locking face overlying said trim member, said
locking face engaging said side edges of the aperture on the
opposed face of said panel, said concave walls of said hollow
tubular connector sufficiently resilient to resiliently collapse
inwardly upon biasing inwardly of said locking projections,
whereby said camming faces of said hollow connector engage
the opposed side edges of said aperture, resiliently collapsing
said concave walls inwardly to receive said locking faces
against the opposed edges of said aperture, retaining said trim
member to said panel.

3,842,566
SERIAL HOUSING UNITS CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

Robert A. Demanet, rue Miserque 9, 6419 Marbaix-la-Tour,
Belgium

Filed Aug. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 390,233
Claims priority, application Belgium, Aug. 22. 1972

787817
6 ' B ,

I:"-*,

Int. CL E04g 2 //22
U.S. CI. 52-747 6 Claims
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1. Serial housing units construction process characterized in
that it substantially consists in determining the exact layout of
a housing unit by means of a mobile gage; in attaching sup-
ports on the periphery of the site thus defined and in fitting.
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on these supports, a U-shaped straight section frame; infilling
tne space limited Dy said frame with a tilling that will torm tne
circulation area; in fitting into said frame the guide partitions
whose face turned towards the inside of the housing unit will
limit the surface of the outer walls to be set up; in setting up
said walls by means of joined blocks arranged in superposed
continuous rows; in forming continuous joints by pouring a
generally cement-based compound continuously along each
row of blocks by means of an appropriate distributor system;
m previously fitting in appropriate places, against the inner
face of said guide partitions, the mountings or frames for
doors and windows and in assuring, while setting up the walls
a solid fixation between these walls and said frames or mount-
ings; finally, in placing and fitting the roof generally fabri-
cated close to the housing unit and in bringing said roof into
correct position by means of an appropriate hoisting device.

3,842,567

iVlULTIPLE PANE UNITS
Jacob Zwart; Hugo-Guido Wielockx, both of Balen-Neet, and
Gaston-Hugo Guens, Mol, all of Belgium, assignors to Gla-
verbel S.A., Watermael-Boitsfort, Belgium

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,551
Claims priority, application Luxembourg, June 18, 1971,

63369

Int. CI. B65b 3\m
II Claims

U.S. CL53-7

1. A method of conditioning the internal pressure in a multi-
ple panel unit composed of at least two spaced sheets, each
composed of glass, plastic or vitrocrystalline materia!, and
sealing means which includes at least one spacer connected to
margins of the sheets for enclosing the interior space between
each adjacent pair of sheets, comprising temporarily exerting
a Hexing force on at least one of the sheets via mechanical
means in contact with a face of such sheet constituting an
external face of the unit, the force being directed toward the
mterior of the unit so as to reduce the volume of at least one
interior space and. during the period of time for which such
sheet is held elastically Hexed, placing the at least one interior
space m communication with a gaseous medium which is
outside the unit under pressure and temperature conditions
such that gaseous medium Hows from the space to the region
outside the unit to bring the pressure in the space to a required
lower value, such communication being established at least
during said step of exerting a flexing force, and terminating
such communication before removing such force.

portion of the reeled bag and moving the same transverse
to said path to clear said path and thereafter releasing the
grip thereon, and tamping said reeled bag into a case by move-
ment parallel to said path, said mandrel having air passages
confronting the leading edge portion of the bag and which

3,842,568

METHOD OF PACKAGING FLEXIBLE PLASTIC BAGS
Harvey J. Spencer, Green Bay, Wis., assignor to Paper
Converting Machine Company, Green Bay, W is.

Filed Apr. 24, 197i, Ser. No. 246,554
Int. CI. B65b 63104

U.S.a.53-21FW 11 Claims
1. A method of packaging flexible plastic bags comprising

the steps of sequentially advancing bags along a predeter-
mined path, reeling each bag upon itself about a mandrel
disposed generally tangent to said path, gripping an edge

portion develops the inner convolution of said reeled bag,
and which further includes reducing the air pressure in said
passages below atmospheric at the beginning of said reeling
and thereafter just prior to said transverse moving increasing
the air pressure in said passages to above atmospheric.

3,842,569
CARROT BAGGING APPARATUS AND METHOD

Etheridge R. McClelland, Livermore; Henry L. Spence, Pleas-
anlon; Henry R. Vierra, Hayward, and Thomas J. White,
San Ramon, all of Calif., assignors to Filper Corporation,
San Ramon, Calif.

Filed June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 367,733
Int. CI. B65b 5106

U.S. CI. 53-37 20 Claims

I. The method of packaging carrots and the like comprising
the steps of:

a. supporting a plurality of carrots on their sides for continu-
ous movement along a horizontally extending path of
travel with their longitudinal axes in indiscriminate ar-
rangement, and so moving said carrots;

b. discharging carrots from said plurality laterally from said
path at a point along the latter;

c. moving the carrots so discharged from said path away
from the latter and at the same time orienting them to
align their longitudinal axes in the same direction; and
thereafter
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d. conducting the carrots so oriented one after the other on
their sides along a path extending at a right angle to their

said axes to an accumulating point;

e. accumulating said carrots, one at a time, in side-by-side

relation at said accumulating point in a group of a prede-

termined minimum weight with their said axes extending

horizontally; then

f. discharging said group from said accumulation point

under the influence of and in response to said predeter-

mined minimum weight for falling by gravity from said

point and orienting the group during falling from said

point to position the said axes of the carrots of said group
to vertically extending positions;

g. receiving said group in a vertically elongated bag of

greater length than the maximum height of said group
below said accumulation point and supporting said bag
with the carrots of said group upright therein and sup-

ported on the bottom of said bag for movement along a

horizontally extending path to a sizing station;

h. reducing the carrots of said group to an approximately

uniform height at said sizing station by removing the

upper portion of any carrot in said group projecting

above a predetermined maximum level; and then

i. gathering the upper portion of said bag above the carrots

of said group and securing said upper portion closed over
said group.

3,842,570

HIGH SPEED TRAY FORMER AND LOADER
Alfred C. Monaghan, Warren, N.J., assignor to Monaghan
Automated Systems Inc., Green Brook, NJ.

Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 325,086
Int. CI. B65b 11108,35/30

U.S. CI. 53-26 1 1 Claims

1. In apparatus for erecting tray blanks and filling trays with

articles and wherein groups of articles spaced longitudinally

from each other are moved longitudinally on a fixed course,
a tray erecting form means,

means for longitudinally moving the tray erecting form
means

means positioning said tray erecting form means below a

group of articles, a tray blank being positioned on said

tray erecting form means,

article depressing means for moving longitudinally with the
group of articles, and

driven pusher means carried by said article depressing
means and being movable vertically downwardly of the

apparatus, such pusher means being adapted to engage
the articles and force them and their supporting tray

blank downwardly into said tray erecting form means.

3,842,571

APPARATUS FOR FILLING CARTONS AND THE LIKE
WITH OBJECTS, FOR EXAMPLE BOTTLES

Heinz-Hermann Focke, and Kurt Willy Liedtke, both of Vet-
den/Aller, Germany, assignors to Focke & Pfuhl, Verden-
/Aller, Germany

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336,131
Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 28, 1972,

2209370
Int. CI. B65b 21/06, 43/30, 7/20

U.S. CI. 53-186 17 Claims
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1. In a device for packing groups of articles, for example,
bottles in containers of foldable material, more particularly

cartons open at the bottom and having closing flaps to close
the same, said device including a horizontal conveyor on
which the groups of articles to be packed are located during

introduction into the containers; means for moving the con-
tainers and the groups of articles to be packed relative to one
another during introduction of the groups bottles into the

containers; a magazine for storing flat, collapsed containers

located above the horizontal conveyor; means for removing
containers from the magazine and unfolding same; a station-

ary filling platform for a group of articles in the plane of the

horizontal conveyor; the improvements comprising: (a) a

stationary supporting part; (b) a movable supporting part (37)
of the stationary filling platform (25) corresponding at least to

the size of a rearward bottom flap (15) of said carton and
facing towards the same; (c) means to fold the rearward bot-

tom fiap (15) against the underside of the supporting part

(37); (d) means to move said supporting oart from its support-

ing position into a position which is remote from the rearward
bottom fiap (15) in such a way that the entire surface of the

bottom fiap (15) may be thrust against the underside of the

group (11) of article to be packed; (e) means to transport

packed groups of articles from said stationary filling platform
to a storage station; and (f) a lowering conveyor which trans-

ports unfolded containers from the magazine to the groups of
article to be packed.

3,842,572

BANDING MACHINES
Anthony R. Burge, Watford, England, assignor to Crosfield

Business Machines Limited, Watford, England
Filed Jan. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 324,161

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 18, 1972,
2394/72

Int. CI. B65b 27/05
U.S. CI. 53-198 R 5 Claims

1. A document banding machine for banding a sequence of
documents comprising a rotatable vacuum drum for feeding

the documents one by one into a banding station to form a

stack or bundle of documents, a continuous banding strip

extending across the banding station, a device movable from
a first position in which the device peels documents away from
the periphery of the vacuum drum to a second position in

which the device holds the bundle of documents against a rigid
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backing member, an acutator for moving the device from its

first position to its second position after a predetermined
number of documents have been stripped from the drum, the
movement of the device urging the bundle of documents
across the path of the continuous banding strip such that a

f

!T
i
\

N

portion of the strip is deflected out of its path around the front
of the bundle, a reciprocating guide member movable from a
first position to a second position to guide the strip around the
back of the bundle and to reunite the strip along the path, and
a bonding device for bonding the resulting overlapped por-
tions of the strip to one another.

3,842,573
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PACKAGING COINS

Robert K. Price, Peachtree City, Ga., assignor to Currency
Systems, Inc., Atlanta, Ga.

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,822
Int. CI. B65b 1/04, 57/18, 19/04

U.S. CI. 53-35 8 Claims

.,-^'

1. A method of placing approximately cylindrical packages
of coins or the like in containers comprising the steps of ar-
ranging the packages in parallel relationship with respect to
one another along an approximately horizontal path extending
across the length of the packages, moving the packages along
the approximately horizontal path to an inclined path, trans-
ferring the packages from the approximately horizontal path
to the inclined path, moving the packages up the inclined path
toward the upper end of a hopper while maintaining the pack-
ages parallel to one another, arranging the packages horizon-
tally and in parallel relationship with respect to one another
in the hopper, continually dropping the packages from the
lower end of the hopper to a transfer station, moving alternate
ones of the packages dropped to the transfer station in oppo-
site lateral directions toward containers, counting the pack-
ages as they move from the transfer station to a container,
terminating the dropping and moving of the packages to one
of or both of the containers after a predetermined number of
packages moved toward the container have been counted.

3,842,574
METHOD FOR APPLYING A CONTAINER CLOSURE

John J. Dickey, Richmond, Ind., assignor to Aluminum Com-
pany of America, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Division of Ser. No. 212,235, Dec. 27, 1971, Pat. No.

3,771,683. This application July 18, 1973, Ser. No. 380,207
Int. CI. B65b 7/28

U.S. CI. 53-42 3 Claims

1. A method of sealing a closure on a container comprising
in sequence the steps of

providing a container having an entrance mouth with clo-
sure retaining means thereon and an outwardly projecting
circumferential bead below said retaining means,

positioning a closure on the entrance mouth, said closure
having a top end wall, a depending peripheral skirt ex-
tending therefrom including an upper portion, a land
directed outwardly from the bottom of the upper portion
and a band depending from an outer edge of the land,

said closure further having a sealing material disposed
therein overlying the upper surface of said containe-
bead,

forming said closure skirt against said retaining means on
the container mouth,

applying substantially downward pressure against said clo-
sure skirt overlying the container bead to press the sealing
material against the container bead, and

turning at least a portion of the band on the closure skirt
under said container bead to hold the sealing material in
the closure skirt pressed against the container bead.

3,842,575
ADJUSTABLE STONE SHOE FOR CROP HARVESTER

CUTTER BAR
George B. Cicci, Broadview, and Thomas J. Scarnato, Barring-

ton, both of III., assignors to International Harvester Com-
pany, Chicago, III.

Filed Sept. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 399,208
Int. CI. AOld 55/14

U.S. CI. 56-307 5 claims

1. For a crop harvester cutterbar of the type having cutting
means and having at least a pair of ground-engaging gauge
shoes located respectively approximate each end thereof, an
adjustable stone shoe comprising a laterally elongated plate-
like member having means for pivotally connecting one edge
adjacent the front edge of the cutterbar, said plate-like mem-
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ber extending rearwardly under said cutterbar and extending
laterally substantially the entire distance between said gauge
shoes, and selectively vertically adjustable means for attaching
the rear portion of said plate-like member to the rear side of
said cutterbar.

3,842,576

METHOD AND APPARATUS OF MAKING CRIMPED
YARN

Nathan Rosenstein, deceased, late of 66 Foxcroft Rd., West
Hartford, Conn. 061 19 (by Rachael Rosenstein, administra-
tor)

Filed Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,694
Int. CI. D02g 1100

U.S.CI.57-1R 24 Claims

r7

1. A method of making crimped yarn comprising the steps

of sewing settable yarn into a backing layer in a manner to

form the yarn into regularly spaced sharp bends, setting the

yarn in that condition on the backing layer, and then removing
the yarn from the backing layer.

3,842,577

APPARATUS FOR POSITIONING. STOPPING AND
LOCKING OF A SERVICE CARRIAGE MECHANISM OF A

TEXTILE YARN PROCESSING MACHINE
Gustav Franzen, Krefeld, Germany, assignor to Palitex Project

Company GmbH, Krefeld, Germany
Filed Oct. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 409,032

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 5, 1973,
2317052

Int. CL DOlh 15100, 9/14
U.S. CI. 57-34 R 23 Claims
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1. In a textile yarn processing machine, such as a twister,
spinning frame or the like, having a plurality of spindle assem-
blies mounted in side-by-side relationship longitudinally of
said machine and which individually require servicing in the
event of yarn breakage, exhausting of a supply package of

yarn, etc.; the combination therewith of a movable service
carriage mechanism carrying means for selectively servicing
desired individual spindle assemblies, means mounting said
service carriage mechanism for movement longitudinally
along the front of said machine and said spindle assemblies,
and means for positioning, stopping and locking said service
carriage mechanism in a predetermined desired location at the
front of a selected spindle assembly for servicing thereof, said
positioning, stopping and locking means comprising:

a first locking component comprising a rotatably mounted
roller;

a second cooperating locking component comprising at
least one elongate member extending longitudinally of
said machine and including a depression therein medially
thereof for receiving said roller and cooperating there-
with for stopping and locking said service carriage mech-
anism, and inclined guide surfaces extending longitudi-
nally outwardly from said depression and forming gener-
ally an obtuse angle from said depression for contacting
and guiding said roller into said depression or positioning
said service carriage mechanism;

one of said first and second locking components being
mounted stationary on said machine at each of said spin-
dle assemblies in a predetermined position and the other
of said first and second locking components being mov-
ably mounted on said service carriage mechanism for
movement between an inoperative position away from
contact with said stationary locking component when
positioning, stopping and locking of said service carriage
mechanism is not desired and an operative position for
contact with said stationary locking component when
positioning, stopping and locking of said service carriage
mechanism is desired; and

selectively operable means carried by said service carriage
mechanism for resiliently moving said movable locking
component into the operative position.

3,842,578
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THREADING YARN
INTO A STRETCH AND FALSE TWIST CRIMPING

MACHINE
Heinz Schippers, Remscheid, Germany, assignor to Barmag
Barmer Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Wuppertal,
Germany

Filed Nov. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 303,086
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 9, 1971,

2155514

Int. CI. D02g 1/02
U.S. CI. 57-34 HS 11 Claims
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1. A method of threading an apparatus for the simultaneous
stretching and false-twist crimping of a yarn composed of
synthetic thermoplastic filaments wherein the yarn is continu-
ously conducted for stretching in a normal operating path
between a stretch feed point and a stretch draw point while
simultaneously being subjected to a heat treatment by direct
contact with an elongated heating surface in said normal
operating path and also imparting a false twist to the heat
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treated yarn by means of a rotating false-twist spindle before
the yarn reaches said stretch draw point, which process com-
prises:

first threading the yarn from said stretch feed point to said
stretch draw point through said false-twist spindle and
also through a movable guide point adjacent one end of
said elongated heating surface, said guide point being
initially maintained in a position such that the yarn runs
in a preliminary operating path which is free of contact
with said heating surface;

then conducting the yarn through said preliminary path
while the speed of the false-twist spindle is substantially
smaller than its normal operating speed;

thereafter moving said guide point to bring the yarn into its

normal operating path in contact with said heating sur-
face, the movement of said guide point being such that
the yarn length between said stretch feed point and said
stretch draw point remains substantially constant; and

subsequently increasing the speed of the false-twist spindle
up to its normal operating speed.

I

'

3,842,579

APPARATUS FOR TEMPORARILY STORING THREAD IN
A SPINDLELESS SPINNING MACHINE

Gerhard Bartling, Burgstall/Murr, Germany, assignor to SKF
Kugellagerfabriken GmbH, Schweinfurt, Germany

Filed Apr. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 353,109
Int. CI. DOlh 13/16

U.S. CI. 57-34 R 9 Claims
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1. Apparatus for temporarily storing excess lengths of
thread formed on the turbine of a spindleless spinning ma-
chine for subsequent winding on a spool, comprising a hollow
chamber located between the turbine and the spool having an
opening located adjacent the path of the thread, a source of
suction connected to said chamber, the magnitude of said
suction being selected so that when the tension on said thread
falls below a predetermined value, the thread is caused to be
drawn as a loop into said chamber.

3,842,580
SUCTION MECHANISMS FOR YARN PROCESSING

MACHINES
Gustav Franzen, Dusseldorf, Germany, assignor to Palitex

Project-Company GmbH, Krefeld, Germany
Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,767

Claims priority, application Germany, July 28, 1972
2237126 II

I 'int. CI. DOlh 15/00
U.S. CI. 57-34 R ,3 claims

1. In a textile yarn processing machine, such as a twister,
spinning frame or the like, having a plurality of spindle assem-

blies positioned in side-by-side relationship for the processing
of yarn; the improvement of:

suction conduit means mounted on said machine and ex-
tending generally horizontally along the front of said
spindle assemblies and having a negative air stream there-
through, said suction conduit means having a plurality of
apertures along the length thereof with one of said aper-
tures being positioned at each of said spindle assemblies
for causing a suction through each of said apertures;

a yarn knotter mechanism for knotting together two ends of
broken or otherwise separated yarn and including means
mounting said knotter mechanism on said machine for
generally horizontal movement along said suction conduit
means for positioning said knotter mechanism in front of
a selected said spindle assembly for a yarn knotting oper-
ation, said mounting means comprising a carriage mecha-
nism carrying said knotter mechanism and mounted on
said conduit means for movement therealong, said knot-
ter mechanism further including suction threading means
forming a part thereof for mating communication with
said aperture of said conduit means at said selected spin-
dle assembly for creating a suction through said knotter
mechanism threading means by the negative air stream in

said conduit means for pulling and threading the sepa-
rated yarn ends at said selected spindle assembly into and
through said knotter mechanism; and

continuous elongate flexible belt means covering said plu-
rality of apertures in said conduit means not in mating
relation with said knotter mechanism threading means to
prevent loss of suction in said conduit and for moving in

cooperation with and by engagement of said knotter
carriage mechanism for uncovering said aperture at said
selected spindle assembly as said knotter mechanism is

positioned by said carriage mechanism at said selected
spindle assembly for allowing the mating communication
between said uncovered aperture and said knotting mech-
anism threading means.

3,842,581
FALSE TWIST CRIMPER FOR TEXTURING SYNTHETIC

FIBERS
Wolfgang Schedler, Reutte, Tirol, Austria, assignor to
Schwarzkopf Development Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,475
Claims priority, application Austria, Dec. 9, 1971, 10561/71

Int. CI. D02g 1/06: B22f 1/00
U.S. CI. 57-77.3 12 Claims

1. In a false twist crimping device for texturing synthetic
textile fibers, the improvement which comprises a cemented
carbide twist tube constructed principally of a sintered alloy
comprising between about 43 and 89 parts by weight of a first

metal carbide component having at least a major proportion
of titanium carbide; between about I and 45 parts by weight
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of a second metal carbide component containing at least a

substantial proportion of material of the group consisting of
molybdenum carbides, vanadium carbide and mixtures
thereof; and between about 6 and 30 parts by weight of a

binder metal component containing at least a substantial

proportion of material of the group consisting of iron, nickel,

cobalt and mixtures thereof for cementing said carbide com-
ponents.

3,842,582
APPARATUS AND PROCESS FOR IMPARTING TWIST TO

FILAMENTARY MATERIAL
Hans H. Richter, Warwick, R.I., assignor to Leesona Corpora-

tion, Warwick, R.I.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,242
Int. CI. DOIh 7192; D02g 1108. 1104

U.S. CI. 57-77.4 13 Claims

I. Apparatus for imparting twi.st to filamentary material
comprising:

a pair of members,
each of said members provided with parallel projections

along a surface thereof,

a section of each of said member surfaces adjacent to and
in partial overlapping relationship to each other to define
an area of overlap between said member surfaces
whereby projections of each member are in meshed inter-

digitative relationship with each other within a portion of
said overlapping area, said projections being spaced apart
from each other at their points of closest opposition by a
distance at least equal to the thickness of said filamentary
material, said portion defining a zone of filamentary
contact, and

a plurality of said projections contacting said filamentary
material at spaced location on opposite sides thereof
within said zone,

means for directing filamentary material across said projec-
tions and generally normal thereto within said zone and
means for moving said member surfaces through said
zone, said member surfaces further being disposed to
each other so that planes respectively disposed normal to
the direction of travel of each said member surface
through said zone are disposed in non-parallel angular
relationship to each other and

the projections of each of said members in angular relation

to the respective plane normal to the direction of travel

of the surface of its respective member.

3,842,583
YARN AND INFLATABLE BAG MADE THEREFROM

Thomas Barton Gage, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 268,021
Int. CI. D02g 3144: B60r 21108

U.S.CK 57-140 R 5 Claims
1. A synthetic, multifilament, continuous filament yarn of

poly(hexamethylene adipamide) having
a. a toughness of at least 1.5 gm. cm./den. cm..
b. a tenacity of at least 4.0 gm./den. (gpd),
c. an initial modulus of less than 25 gpd, and
d. an elongation (at break) of at least 45 percent.

3,842,584
STRAND FOR A WIRE CABLE OF SYNTHETIC WIRES

AND SYNTHETIC FIBRES
Hans-Richard Schmittman, Leverkusen, Germany, assignor to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
Filed June 13, 1973, Ser. No. 369,690

Claims priority, application Germany, June 29, 1972.
2231968

Int. CI. D07b 1106
U.S. CI. 57-146 14 Claims

1. A strand for a wire cable which comprises a core com-
prising a bundle of untwisted synthetic fibres, a layer of coarse
synthetic wires spirally surrounding the core and at least one
other layer of coarse wires concentrically and spirally sur-

rounding the core, in which a layer of synthetic fibre bundles

is arranged between the layers of coarse wires.

3,842,585

WATCH
Peter John Lupoli, Hamden, Conn., assignor to Benrus Corpo-

ration, Ridgefield, Conn.
Filed May 22, 1973, Ser. No. 362,736

Int. CI. G04c 3100: G04b 37100
U.S. CI. 58-23 R 1 Chiim
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1. Shock resistant wrist watch having upper and lower gen-
erally horizontal faces, said watch having a crystal over its
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upper face, strap fasteners at its far and near edges for secur-
ing a wristlet that will extend below the plane of its lower face,
whereby said watch has high probability of some cushioning
against impact when it falls in all solid angle orientations
except the solid angle nearest the transverse horizontal axis,
said watch having a quartz crystal frequency generator, said
quartz crystal having its greatest dimension disposed substan-
tially parallel to the watch's transverse horizontal axis, and
said quartz crystal being supported by fine resilient metal lead
wires, said lead wires comprising arms and wrists angled rela-

tive to each other and both the arms and the wrists lying
substantially in a plane perpendicular to the transverse hori-

zontal axis of the watch, the arms being substantially parallel
to each other, and the wrists meeting the quartz crystal sub-
stantially perpendicular to its opposite side faces and termi-
nating in butt joints securing the wrists to said faces, the rela-
tive orientations of the recited parts being such that the least

vulnerable orientation of the quartz crystal assembly coincides
with that orientation of the watch that is externally least pro-
tected from shock.

1

1

3,842,586

CRYSTAL ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECE
Shamll Akhmetovich Sharyapov, ulitsa Ketcherskaya, korpus

1, kv. 39; Boris Nikolaevich Konshin, Abelmanovskaya
ulitsa, 29, kv. 12; Viktor Alexandrovich Ilin, ulitsa Gorkogo,
6, kv. 330; Vladimir Ivanovich Kalashnikov, ulitsa Dybenko,
38, kv. 51; Vladimir Alesandrovich Shpolyansky, 1 Ambula-
torny proezd, 5, korpus 2, kv. 28, and Konstantin Petrovich

Chirkin, Onezhskaya ulitsa, 28, kv. 85, all of Moscow,
U.S.S.R.

ContlnuationofSer. No. 313,878, Dec. 11, 1972, abandoned.
This application Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 412,822

Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., Dec. 9, 1971, 1721461
Int. CI. G04c 3100: H03k 21104, 21/18

U.S. CI. 58-23 A 1 Claim

I yPn: ti.' L^ . T '7 rV̂7

1. A crystal electronic timepiece comprising a crystal oscil-

lator; a multistage frequency divider electrically connected to

said crystal oscillator, each stage of said multistage frequency
divider having a multivibrator circuit with two transistors of
different types of conductivity in the first and second arms
thereof; transistors operating as a switch, each of said transis-

tors operating as a switch being connected to the input of each
said stage respectively in a common-emitter circuit, the col-

lector of each said transistor operating as the switch being

connected to the base of the transistor of the same type of
conductivity switched into the first arm of said multivibrator

circuit which has said transistor operating as the switch con-
nected thereto; a first group of resistors each switched into

each said multivibrator circuit respectively so that each said

resistor of said first group is connected at one end to the base
of said transistor switched into the first arm of said multivibra-

tor, as well as to the collector of said transistor operating as

the switch connected to the input of said multivibrator circuit,

the other end of each said resistor being connected to the

collector of said transistor switched into the second arm of the

same said multivibrator circuit; timing RC-circuits corre-

sponding in number to said stages, each RC-circuit being
switched into the base circuit of each said transistor switched

into the second arm of each said multivibrator; a supplemen-
tary group of resistors; coincidence circuits each of which

having one transistor, at least one of said coincidence circuits
being connected to the output of each said stage respectively
in a common-emitter circuit, the collector of said transistor of
each said coincidence circuit being connected to that of said
transistor of a preceding said coincidence circuit via a resistor

of said supplementary group of resistors if said preceding
coincidence circuit is even, or directly if said preceding coin-
cidence circuit is odd; a second group of resistors one of which
is connected at one end to the base of said transistor of said
coincidence circuit and, at the other end, to the collector of
said transistor switched into the second arm of said multivibra-
tor circuit, similar connections including all said resistors of
said second group and corresponding in number to said stages;
a third group of resistors one of which is connected at one end
to the collector of said transistor of said coincidence circuit

and, at the other end, to the base of said transistor operating
as the switch connected to the input of the stage following said
coincidence circuit, similar connections including all said
resistors of said third group and corresponding in number to
said stages; a resistor of said supplementary group connected
at one end to the collector of said transistor of said coinci-
dence circuit connected to the output of said first stage and,
at the other end, to the input of said first stage; a pulse shaper
connected to the output of said coincidence circuit of said last

stage of said multistage frequency divider; and an actuating
device comprising a current time indicating device connected
to the output of and controlled by said pulse shaper.

3,842,587
ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED PHOTOGRAPHIC

CAMERA
Karl-Peter Strauss, and Wilhelm Roller, both of Braunschweig,
Germany, assignors to Rollei-Werke Franke & Heidecke,
Braunschweig, Germany

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 386,379, Aug. 7, 1973. This
application Feb. 13, 1974. Ser. No. 442,261

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 19, 1972,

2240920; Nov. 13, 1973, 2356523; Nov. 13, 1973, 2356530
Int. CI. G03b 7100

U.S. CI. 354—30 61 Claims
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1. A photographic camera with electronic control means,
comprising a central electronic process controller having:

a. a step-by-step switch having a series of different step

positions and a series of output connections correspond-
ing to the respective step positions;

b. means for providing an electric signal to an output con-
nection corresponding to a given step position different

from an electric signal then provided to output connec-
tions corresponding to other step positions;

c. a control and program part;

d. a plurality of individual camera elements including a
shutter movable between closed and open positions, a
diaphragm movable to various aperture positions, and
operating means for said shutter and said diaphragm;
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e. means for introducing instantaneous values indicating
operating conditions of various individual camera ele-
ments into said control and program part;

f. feed-back means for feeding values from said control and
program part into said step-by-step switch; and

g. means for feeding electric signals from the respective
output connections of said step-by-step switch to said
individual camera elements.

3,842,588
ELECTRIC TIMEPIECE

Heinz Meitinger, Theodor-Heuss-Str. 16, D-7075 Mutlangen,
Germany

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,072
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 30. 1971

2159190

Int. CI. G04b 29100
U.S. CI. 58-28 B 8 Claims
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1. In an electric timepiece,

a rotatably oscillatable balance wheel movable about an
axis and having a coil thereon,

magnet means located adjacent the balance wheel and
adjacent the coil,

means mounting said magnet means and including a frame
plate,

a rotatably oscillatable balance staff having first and second
ends and having the same axis as said balance wheel and
mounting the balance wheel for oscillation therewith, the
first end of the balance staff being rotatably carried by the
frame plate,

an electric driving circuit to control the current to said coils
and being connected to the frame plate.

a hairspring hub encompassing the balance staff, and con-
ductive connecting means insulated from the balance
staff securing the hairspring hub to the balance staff for
rotable oscillation therewith,

conductors respectively connecting the coil to the balance
staff and to said conductive connecting means for con-

. nection to said hairspring hub,
a first hairspring encompassing the balance staff and means

connecting one end of the hairspring to the balance staff,

the other end of the hairspring being connected to the
frame plate to thereby provide electrical continuity from
the driving circuit and frame plate, to the balance staff.

coil and hub,

a rigid bearing bridge confronting the frame plate in fixed
relation therewith and rotatably carrying the second end
of the balance staff, the bearing bridge also being con-
nected to said driving circuit,

means mounting the bearing bridge in fixed relation to the
frame plate and in electrically insulating lelation thereto,
a second hairspring encompassing the balance staff and
having one end connected to the hairspring hub,

and means securing the other end of the second hairspring
to the bearing bridge for completing electrical continuity
from the hub and spring to the bearing bridge and driving
circuit for supplying current to the coil.

3 842 589
ELECTRONIC TIMEPIECES

Nunzio A. Luce, Trenton, and George A. Graham, Mercerville
Township, Mercer County, both of N.J., assignors to Optel
Corporation, Township of South Brunswick, N.J.

Filed June 6, 1973, Ser. No. 362,176
Int. CI. G04d 19130; G04c 3100

U.S. CI. 58-50 R ,0 Claims

1. In an electronic timepiece of the type employing a rela-
tively stable oscillator and associated frequency dividers for
providing at outputs thereof respective signals of frequency
rates necessary for time keeping operations, said timepiece
including a low voltage supply and a liquid crystal display
adapted for efficient operation at a given bias level in excess
of said low voltage supply, the combination therewith of appa-
ratus for converting said low voltage supply to said given bias
level, comprising:

a. an inductor having a relatively high quality factor, said
inductor having a first terminal coupled to a terminal of said
low voltage supply and a second output terminal,

b. switching means, having an output electrode, a common
electrode and a control electrode, said switching means capa-
ble of being in a first state indicative of a low impedance
between said output and common electrodes, and in second
state indicative of a high impedance between output and
common electrodes, said states selected according to the
magnitude of a control signal applied to said control elec-
trode, said output electrode of said switching means coupled
to said second output terminal of said inductor,

c. control means having an input responsive to one of said
signals at one of said frequency rates provided by said dividers
and an output coupled to said control electrode of said switch-
ing means for selectively causing said inductor to conduct
current via said low voltage supply through said switch in said
first state, and

d. utilization means coupled to said second output terminal
of said inductor and responsive to said second state to develop
any energy previously stored in said inductor during said first

state into said given bias level necessary to operate said liquid
crystal efficiently.

U

3,842,590

CALENDAR TIMEPIECE
Toshitake Kato, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Citizen Watch Com-
pany Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,314
Int. CI. G04b 19124

S. CI. 58-58 3 Claims
1. A calendar timepiece comprising:
a casing having a dial thereon;
said dial having hour indicia regularly spaced about the

periphery thereof, a first window, a second window, and
weekday indicators fixed on said dial adjacent said sec-
ond window designating in order Sunday through Satur-
day;

a month disc viewable through the first window having
indicia thereon designating the months of the year;
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a calendar disc having indicia thereon designating the dates
of a month, said calendar disc indicia being located such
that when the first date is positioned adjacent the corre-
sponding weekday indicator, a complete monthly calen-
dar is viewable through said second window with each
date aligned with the proper corresponding weekday
indicator;

/

setting means mounted on said casing for manually setting

said month disc and said calendar disc;

a timepiece movement;
hour, minute, and second hands driven by said timepiece
movement overlying said dial;

and a day disc driven by said timepiece movement having
means coacting with said date indicia for indicating auto-
matically the day of the month.

II 3,842,591

CHRONOGRAPH TIMEPIECE
Gerald Dubois, and Francois Berthoud, both of Le Lieu, Swit-

zerland, assignors to Ebauches S.A., Neuchatel, Switzerland
Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,299

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. !5, 1972,
760/72

Int. CI. G04f 7104

14 ClaimsU.S. CL 58-77

/ O;

50x-5O^J
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1. A chronograph timepiece comprising, a timepiece move-
ment including a frame and a gear train, a chronograph mech-
anism mounted at a first driven end thereof in derivation on
the gear train for driving the chronograph mechanism, a
chronograph coupling device and a locking device positioned
on the chronograph mechanism at said driven end, the chron-
ograph coupling device and the locking device comprise a
common control element, the coupling and locking devices
being arranged such that the control element is operable
between a first working position in which a driven element is

coupled and released and a second working position in which
the driven element is disconnected and locked, and a braking
device positioned on the chronograph mechanism at the ter-

minal end thereof opposite said driven end thereof, whereby
upon disconnection of the movement from the mechanism the
gear train of the mechanism is held at both ends by said lock-
ing and braking devices to prevent any slippage of gears in the
gear train.

3,842,592
ARRANGEMENT FOR SECURING THE HAIRSPRING

STUD ON A WATCH FRAME PART
Urs Giger, Solothurn, Switzerland, assignor to Eta A.G.

Ebauches-Fabrik, Grenchen, Switzerland

Filed Jan. 8, 1974, Ser. No. 431,778
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 12, 1973,

452/73

Int. CI. G04b / 7/32
U.S. CI. 58-115 5 Claims

9 6 19 IS 9

1. In a watch set composed of a frame part and a hairspring
stud being adjustably carried by and having an axis perpendic-
ular to said frame part, the provision of an arrangement for

securing the hairspring stud in adjusted position on said frame
part, said arrangement comprising, in combination, a pair of
resilient arms on said frame part and an annular groove in said

stud being provided therearound, said groove having a plane
side face perpendicular to the stud axis of a frusto-conical side
face extending inwardly toward said plane side face, said
frame part having overall substantially the same thickness and
being integrally made with said arms out of a good springy
material, each one of said arms having two plane side faces
perpendicular to the stud axis, the plane side faces of said

arms being coplanar in pairs, a guiding slot being defined by
said arms sand extending therebetween substantially in a
radial direction with respect to the hairspring, said slot having
parallel side faces on said arms, rectilinear edges being formed
between each one of said side faces of the guiding slot and the
plane side faces of the corresponding arm, said stud being
inserted in and adjustable along and within said guiding slot

thereby bending said arms by urging them slightly away from
one another in a direction substantially perpendicular to the
stud axis, said arms thus exerting a clamping action on said
stud and securing it in that way in adjusted position, said

clamping action occurring through the rectilinear edges of said
arms lying in a first pair of coplanar side faces thereof and the
second pair of coplanar side faces, the rectilinear edges lying
in said first pair of coplanar side faces engaging said fmsto-
conical side face of the stud groove thereby exerting forces on
said stud having components along the stud axis thus causing
said plane side face of the stud groove to be pressed on said
second pair of coplanar side faces of said arms.
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3,842,593

CLOSED RANKINE CYCLE POWER PLANT
Lucien Y. Bronicki, and Amnon Yogev, both of Rehovoth,

Israel, assignors to Ormat Turbines (1965) Ltd., Yavne,
Israel

Filed Aug. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 391,163
Claims priority, application Israel, Sept. 5, 1972, 40299

Int. CI. FOlk 25100
U.S. CI. 60-36 3 Claims

REJfCTEO «E»T

ing; a support arranged in the housing and defining a space
contained in the cover, said support having an upper part and
a lower part; electromechanical elements contained in the

housing and supported by the lower part of said support in

such manner as to be immersed in the fuel bath; mechanical
connections connecting said hydromechanical elements to
said electromechanical elements; electronic elements sup-
ported by the upper part of said support in the said space in

such manner as to be immersed in the fuel bath; and electrical

connections connecting the electromechanical elements to
the electronic elements.

3,842,595
MODULAR GAS TURBINE ENGINE

James Smith, Topsfield, and John Kenneth Baxter, Jr., Mar-
blehead, both of Mass., assignors to General Electric Com-
pany, Lynn, Mass.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,179
Int. CI. F02c 3106, 7/06, 7120

U.S. CI. 60-39.36 8 Claims

1. A closed Rankine cycle power plant of the type compris-

ing a boiler for vaporizing a high molecular weight working
fluid, a turbine for expanding the vapor and driving a load

such as an electrical generator, a condenser for converting the

turbine exhaust vapors to a liquid at a lower temperature and
pressure than that in the boiler, and means for feeding con-

densed liquid in the condenser into the boiler at a high pres-

sure wherein the working fluid is a mixture of ortho-

dichlorobenzene and meta-dichlorobenzene such that the

composition of the liquid in the condenser is in the range 2:3

to 3:2 of ortho-dichlorobenzene and meta-dichlorobenzene
when the power plant is in steady state operation at which the

composition of liquid in the condenser is the same as the

composition of vapor in the boiler.

3,842,594

GOVERNORS FOR GAS TURBINES
Wilhelm Grunert, Dammarie-Les-Lys, France, assignor to So-

ciete Nationale d 'Etude et de Construction de Moteurs
d 'Aviation, Paris, France

Filed Apr. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 352,288
Claims priority, application France, Apr. 19, 1972,

72.13746

Int. CI. F02c 9108, 9110

U.S. CI. 60-39.28 R 7 Claims

I ffe 'S. >J ., 55 1
I I

'.' 5*

1. A governor for controlling the fuel feed of a gas turbine
and in particular an aviation turbojet engine, comprising a
housing having a removable cover and containing a fuel bath;
hydromechanical elements contained in the housing and im-
mersed in said fuel bath, said hydromechanical elements hav-
ing fuel return and leakage orifices opening into the said

housing; a pumping device for feeding said hydromechanical
elements with fuel; a return conduit for fuel leaving said hous-

I. A modular gas turbine engine comprises:

a cold module which includes a casing open at one end to

provide an inlet and extending rearwardly to form a com-
bustor outer casing, a frame disposed within the cold
module, a shaft journaled for rotation within the frame by
bearings located entirely within the cold module, and a
compressor which receives and pressurizes an inlet air-

flow;

a combustion liner assembly for receiving the pressurized

airflow from the compressor, together with an inlet flow
of fuel within the high pressure air and fuel mixture is

ignited to produce a high energy gas stream;

a nozzle diaphragm assembly for receiving and directing the
high energy gas stream from the combustion chamber
wherein the nozzle diaphragm includes a plurality of
arcuate segments assembled on a circumferential support
ring to form a flow annulus which may be attached to the
engine frame by a first plurality of circumferentially
spaced apart bolts which pass through and engage the
support ring; and

a turbine module which receives the high energy gas stream
from the nozzle diaphragm assembly and is driyably con-
nected to the compressor through the shaft wherein the
turbine module includes at least one rotor disc which is

maintained in axially spaced engaged relation to the aft

end of the shaft by a second plurality of circumferentially
spaced apart bolts which pass through the entire turbine
module thus facilitating ready access to the second plural-

ity of bolts from the aft end thereof in order to permit
intact removal and replacement of the turbine module
from the aft end of the engine without removing a bearing
or any portion thereof and wherein torque is transmitted
from the turbine module to the shaft through an intercon-
necting toothed coupling,
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and wherein the turbine module includes a forward and an
aft rotor disc maintained in axially spaced abutting rela-

tion by a third plurality of circumferentially spaced apart
elongated bolts extending therethrough in interspaced
relation to the second plurality of bolts with torque trans-
fer between the forward and aft rotor discs accomplished
through an interconnecting tooth coupling.

3,842,596
METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR HEAT TRANSFER IN

ROTATING BODIES
Vernon H. Gray, 28517 W. Oakland, Bay Village, Ohio 44140

Filed July 10, 1970, Ser. No. 53,898
Int. CI. F02c 7112

U.S. CI. 60-39.66 6 Claims

9 •

CONOE « lER
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CONDENSATE RETURN

EVAPORATOR

I

1. A combustion turbine engine comprising a housing;
an elongated body mounted for rotation about its longitudi-

nal axis in said housing, said body being provided with an
interior sealed elongated cavity coaxial with said longitu-
dinal axis of said body, said cavity having a first portion
locating at one end of said body, and said cavity having
a second portion locating at the opposed end of said

body, said second portion having generally conical walls
with its larger diameter adjacent said first portion, said

first portion having a diameter not less than the larger

diameter of said second portion, every point on the coni-
cal walls defining said second cavity portion having a
slope and radial distance from the axis which, when the
body rotates at operational velocities, produces a centrif-

ugal pumping acceleration in excess of IG in a thin film

of liquid located at such point;

a liquid inventory sealed in said cavity, said inventory being
sufficiently large to form a substantially uniform annulus
in said elongated body when said body rotates at said

operational velocities, said liquid inventory being suffi-

ciently small to be contained substantially within said first

cavity when said annulus is formed;
a plurality of hollow vanes projecting radially from said

body radially outwardly of said first cavity portion;

means for producing hot combustion gases to blow past said

vanes in said housing and drive said body in rotation at

operational levels of angular velocity; and ducts commu-
nicating between the hollow in each of said vanes and said

first cavity portion, a portion of said liquid inventory in

said body cavity flowing outwardly into said hollow vanes
via said ducts when said liquid annulus is formed,
whereby said vanes are cooled by such liquid; and

a jacket surrounding the body exterior radially outwardly of
said second cavity portion, said jacket provided with a
fuel inlet leading from a source of fluid fuel, said jacket
further provided with a fuel outlet leading to said hot
combustion gas producing means, so that fuel from said

fuel source may flow through said jacket across the adja-

cent exterior surface of said body to absorb heat there-
from prior to entering said combustion gas producing
means.

3,842,597
GAS TURBINE ENGINE WITH MEANS FOR REDUCING
THE FORMATION AND EMISSION OF NITROGEN

OXIDES
Frederic Franklin Ehrich, Marblehead, Mass., assignor to

General Electric Company, Lynn, Mass.
Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,041

Int. CI. F02c 7/18, 7/22
U.S. CI. 60-226 R 5 Claims

1. In a gas turbine engine having a compressor, combustor
and turbine in serial flow relation, means for reducing the
formation of oxides of nitrogen within the combustor com-
prise:

means within said combustor defining a primary combus-
tion zone, a secondary combustion zone, and a dilution

zone;

means for bleeding a portion of the airflow pressurized by
the compressor;

means for cooling the airflow bled from the compressor;
means for directing the unbled portion of compressor dis-

charge airflow to the primary combustion, secondary
combustion, and dilution zones of the combustor in order
to support combustion in the primary combustion zone;
and means for introducing the cooled compressor bleed
airflow into the primary combustion zone of the combus-
tion in order to reduce the flame temperature

3,842,598

ROCKET POWER PLANT
Irving Forsten, West Orange, N.J., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 9, 1966, Ser. No. 594,313
Int. CI. F02k 9/02

U.S. CI. 60-259 3 Claims

J Burst a»spf^ra9-n l2

Flexible conrs,ner o''
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1. A rocket assembly having a prepackaged power plant
encompassed therein comprising: pressure activating means
comprising a gas, connecting means extending laterally
thereof to a flexible container constructed of a self-sealing
material and having an oxidizer positioned therein, a pressure
regulation and burst diaphragm positioned on said means
between the pressure activating means and the flexible con-
tainer, said flexible container positioned within the fuel tank
means, said fuel tank means having a monopropellant posi-
tioned therein, additional connecting means extending later-
ally from said tank to a thrust chamber, a second burst dia-
phragm positioned on said additional connection means be-
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tween the tank and thrust chamber, whereupon activation of

the prepackaged power plant, gas passes through the pressure

regulator and burst diaphragm into the flexible container,

whereby the increased pressure therein burst said container

and mixes the oxidizer by gravitation with the monopropel-
lant, whereby the resultant increased pressure in the fuel tank

opens the second burst diaphragm and the propellant is there-

after fed to the thrust chamber for propulsion of the rocket.

port means fashioned through a wall of said tubular member
for providing fluid communication between the interior

of said tubular member and the interior of said chamber
means; and

an exhaust conduit connected into said chamber means for

permitting exhaust gas to escape from said chamber
means.

3,842,599

EXHAUST SYSTEM FOR A TWO-CYCLE ENGINE
Jack William Ehien, Torrance, Calif., assignor to McCulloch ^^„ . ,,^^ ^, ^ , .,..,^

' '^^^

Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.
EXHAUST CLEANING APPARATUS FOR INTERNAL

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,850
COMBUSTION ENGINES

U.S. CI. 60-273
Int. CI. FOln 1108; F02b 27104

Yasuo Nak^ima; Shin-Ichi Nagumo; Tom Yoshimura, and

12 Claims
Saburo Usui, all of Yokosuka, Japan, assignors to Nissan
Motor Company Limited, Yokohama City, Japan

Filed Mar. 21, 1973, S«r. No. 343,261
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 22, 1972, 47-

28843; Mar. 22, 1972, 47-28844

Int. CI. F02b 75110

U.S. CI. 60-276 9 Claims

r
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3,842,604

BOOSTER UNIT FOR VEHICLE HYDRAULIC BRAKE
SYSTEMS

Norman Henry Hackett, Bondi, New South Wales, Australia,

assignor to Norman Hackett Patents Holdings PTY. Limited,

Sydney, New South Wales, Australia

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,366
Int. CI. F15b 7100

U.S. CI. 60-563 12 Claims

1. A booster unit for a brake system of the type described;

comprising: an operating cylinder having an inner end portion

adapted for pipe connection to the master cylinder of the

system and an outer end portion adapted for pipe connection
to the brake applying means of the system, a first piston in said

operating cylinder disposed between said end portions, a

piston rod which at one end carries said first piston and at its

other end is formed as a second piston, a second cylinder
inside said operating cylinder, said second piston extending
into said second cylinder and engaging the circumferential

inner wall thereof to form a closed air chamber, and a by-pass

valve so associated with said first piston as to permit fluid

communication between said end portions during an initial

portion of a brake application and to prevent fluid communi-
cation between said end portions during the remainder of that

application and to permit such communication when the

brakes are not being applied.

3,842,605

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR REGENERATIVE
HEATING IN THERMAL POWER PLANTS

Edward K. Tegtmeyer, 33 Grandview PI., North Caldwell, NJ.
07006

Filed Feb. 25, 1971, Ser. No. 118,621

Int. CI. FOlk 7138
U.S. CL 60-678 10 Claims

COOLING AATER

1. The method of operating a vapor-liquid cycle power plant

for the production of energy output at high efficiency com-

prising a turbine cycle of low and high pressure and a vapor
generator comprising:

extracting vapor from a relatively low pressure source of the
vapor-liquid cycle,

compressing such extracted vapor to produce a high pres-
sure and a high temperature vapor,

and supplying such high pressure and high temperature
vapor to the vapor-liquid cycle power plant by returning
it to the vapor generator.

3,842,606

BEACH-PROTECTORS
Wade Stiles, P.O. Box 151, Palm City, Fla. 33490, and George

V. R. Dunan, 4170 Raynolds Ave., Miami, Fla. 33133
Continuation of Ser. No. 788,495, Feb. 4, 1969, abandoned.

This application Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,446
Int. CI. E02b 3112

U.S. CI. 61-38 9 Claims

1. A beach-protector, comprising a plurality of used pneu-
matic type automobile tires arranged in horizontal and vertical

rows, those tires in the vertical rows having contact with the

beach to be protected, those tires in the horizontal rows being
slightly elevated above the beach; all of said tires being inter-

locked with each other to form a mat with spaces between the

rows, and means for anchoring the mat to the beach.

3,842,607

ARCTIC ISLANDS
Ray M. Kelseaux, and Jerry W. Biles, both of Tulsa, Okla.,

assignors to Cities Service Oil Company, Tulsa, Okla.

Filed July 13, 1973, Ser. No. 379,139
Int. CI. E02d 21100

U.S. CI. 61-46 38 Claims
1. In a process for building an artificial permafrost island in

Arctic sea waters wherein sand and gravel are dredged from
the floor of the sea and are redeposited on the sea floor at a

location where an island is desired and until the height of the
sand and gravel extends above the surface of the water, the

method of consolidating silt with the sand and gravel of the

island being built which comprises mixing a slurry thickener

with a slurry of silt in sea water, and depositing the resulting

thickener-slurry mixture on the island being built.

3,842,608

METHOD AND MEANS FOR INSTALLING LOAD
BEARING PILES IN SITU

Lee A. Turzillo, 2078 Glengary Rd., Akron, Ohio 44313
Filed Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 310,049

Int. CI. E02d 5136, 7124

ViS. CI. 61-53.52 4 Claims

1. A method of installing a reinforced cast-in-place, load-

bearing pile in an earth situs, comprising: the steps of drilling

into the earth of the situs with an elongated, rigid core having
exterior screw means thereon, while supplying a pressurized

fluid medium through passage means in the core to mix with

the drilled earth, to facilitate upward discharge of earth along
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said screw means, until a pile cavity of requisite depth and 3 842 610
girth IS formed; further rotating said pile core in place within MINE ROOF DRILLING, BOLTING AND PLATINGthe formed cavity while pumping fluid, self-hardenable, ce- MArHINF

ELATING
mentitious material through said passage means to force ce- Farl r u/iiiic u«-,: k u j o . ^

Louis, Mo.
Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,116

Int. CL E21c 11102; E21d 20100, 21/00
U.S. CL 61-63

3,842,609
PILING METHODS

Gordon Henry Gilberd, Auckland, New Zealand, assignor to
Gilberd Hadfield Pile Company, Limited, Mt. Roskill, Auck-
land, New Zealand

Filed Oct. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 406,359
Claims priority, application New Zealand, Oct. 20, 1972,

168757

Int. CI. E02d 5/44

4 Claims
U.S. CI. 61-53.6

1. A method of casting a pile in situ comprising the steps of
casting a concrete plug in an end of a former and while the
plug is in a semi-hardened state, driving the former with the
plug lowermost into a site by the use of a driving monkey
acting on the plug, providing a counterweight on the plug,
mounting a vibrator extractor on the former, and operating
the extractor at a frequency that will free any bond between
the former and plug and then withdrawing the former part-
way up the plug, removing the counterweight, inserting rein-
forcing cementious mixture into the former to form a pile and
using a vibrator extractor to extract the former at a rate com-
mensurate to the hardening rate of the cementious mixture.

14 Claims

large the girth of the pile cavity, and form a generally tubular
body about the rigid core; and allowing said formed generally
tubular body to set and harden in the cavity with said rigid pile
core anchored therein, as a composite, formed-in-place, pile
body of correspondingly increased load-bearing capacity.

36- 4?

1. In a machine for installing a plate on a mine roof,
a chassis having means supporting the same for movement

along the ground,
a first boom,
means mounting one end of said first boom on said chassis

for raising and lowering movement of the other end
thereof relative to the chassis,

means for raising and lowering said other end of said first
boom,

a plate support comprising a platform member having an
aperture therethrough for permitting an anchor bolt to
pass generally vertically therethrough,

means mounting said platform on said other end of said first
boom,

a second boom,
means mounting one end of the second boom on said chas-

sis below the mounting of the first boom thereon for
raising and lowering of the other end of the second boom
relative to the chassis and the first boom,

means for raising and lowering said other end of the second
boom independently of the raising and lowering of the
first boom,

and a drill chuck on the other end of the second boom, said
drill chuck being disposed below and in vertical align-
ment with the aperture in the plate support.

3,842,611
DIVER'S PACK

Robert L. Anderson, 2522 E. Pearson Ave., Fullerton. Calif
92631

Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,473
Int. CI. B63c / 1/02

U.S.a.61-70 4 Claims

'1

=tJ-V
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1. In a diver's pack, the combination comprising:
a. an upright frame including a back plate, and a pair of

diver's shoulder hooks each having removable attach-
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ment to the plate, the hooks being substantially rigid to

hook over and support the pack on a vessel rail,

b. holder means on the frame to support air tank structure,

c. structure on the frame to releasabiy retain auxiliary

weight means for selective release thereof by the diver,

said structure including a chamber for reception of ballast

particles, the chamber having a bottom closure and there
being a manually operable release connected with the
closure to open the closure enabling free dropping of the
ballast particles from the chamber, the closure located
below the level of hook attachment to the frame, and

d. straps extending between the frame and end terminals of
said hooks, to fit under the diver's arms, each strap in-

cluding two sections and quick release connections there-
between for disconnecting the sections at the option of
the diver, there also being fittings removably connecting
the strap sections closest to the respective hook end
terminals to said terminals which are tubular,

e. said chamber attached to the back plate and spaced
below the level of said hooks, with the back plate extend-
ing at one side of the chamber, there being a rigid enclo-
sure directly above the chamber and attached to the back
plate, said holder means attached to the back plate via
said enclosure at the side thereof opposite the back plate,
the enclosure having an openable top closure accessible
adjacent the rear side of the plate, there being a wall
between and separating the interiors of the chamber and
enclosure.

3,842,613
SYSTEM FOR THE DISCHARGING OF A TRANSPORT

RECEPTACLE FOR LIQUEFIED GAS
Rudolf Becker, Munich, Germany, assignor to Linde Aktien-

geseilschaft, Wiesbaden, Germany
Filed Oct 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,271

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 22. 1971.
2152774

Int. CI. F17c 7102
U.S. CI. 62-50 2 Claims

3,842,612
PIPELINE RECOVERY TOOL AND METHOD

James Flinnoy Arnold, Houston, Tex., assignor to Hydrotech
International Inc., Houston, Tex.

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,455
Int. CI. F16I 1100, 35/00

U.S.CL 61-72.1 11 Claims

y

1. In apparatus for releasabiy closing the end of a pipe, the
combination comprising:

a releasable housing arranged for co-axial telescopic mount-
ing with the end of said pipe;

means supported by said housing for releasabiy engaging
said pipe and holding said housing against axial move-
ment relative thereto;

seal means supported by said housing and cooperative
therewith for releasabiy engaging and sealing the end of
said pipe against fluid flow therethrough;

hydraulic actuating means for effecting movement of said
holding means and seal means to said respective engaging
position;

hydraulic release means operably connected to said holding
means for positively urging said holding means to the
release position therefor, with consequent release of said
seal means, whereby said housing can be removed from
said pipe;

and means for applying pressurized hydraulic fluid to said
hydraulic activating means and said hydraulic release
means for engaging and subsequently disengaging said
housing with said pipe.

^i<-
-ti—rij—

^
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1. A system for the transport of liquefied gas, comprising a
pressurizable receptacle for the liquefied gas; a first pressure-
relief valve connected to said receptacle and displaceable
therewith between a filling location and a discharge station for
relieving the buildup of pressure within said receptacle above
a predetermined transport pressure; means for generating a
discharge pressure greater than said transport pressure in said
receptacle at said discharge station; means communicating
with said receptacle for leading liquefied gas therefrom upon
development of the discharge pressure; and a second pressure-
relief valve located at said discharge station and releasabiy
connectable in line and in series with said first pressure-relief
valve for venting said receptacle upon the development of a
pressure therein exceeding to a predetermined degree said
discharge pressure, said second pressure-relief valve being so
constructed and arranged as to vent said receptacle upon the
pressure therein exceeding to a predetermined degree the sum
of said discharge pressure and said transport pressure, said
receptacle being a tank mounted in a seagoing vessel and said
liquefied gas being liquid methane, said tank having a siphon
tube reaching to the bottom thereof and terminating, exter-
nally of said tank, in a first shutoff valve and a first connector,
said means for generating said discharge pressure in said
receptacle including a vent line communicating with said tank
at an upper portion thereof, a second shutoff valve connected
to said line and a second connector in line with said second
shutoff valve, said first pressure-relief valve communicating
with said vent line and being formed with a third connector
matingly engageable with a corresponding connector at said
discharge station in line with said pressure-relief valve, said

discharge station being provided with a gas-pressure line re-

leasabiy connectable through said second connector with said
tank and a liquefied-gas withdrawal line releasabiy coupled
with said first connector.

3,842,614

CRYOGENIC COUPLING ASSEMBLY
Thomas D. karcher. Rocky River, and Harry H. Hammond,

Middleburg Heights, both of Ohio, assignors to The Hansen
Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Oct. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 405,797
Int. CI. F25d

U.S. CI. 62-56 7 Claims
1. An apparatus for use in handling fluids at cryogenic

temperatures in an environment in which ice forms on the
apparatus during the handling of the fluids, said apparatus
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comprising first conduit means for conducting fluids at cryo-
genic temperatures, second conduit means for conducting
fluids at cryogenic temperatures, and coupling means for
connecting said first and second conduit means in fluid com-
munication, said coupling means being operable manually
against the influence of the ice formed thereon from an en-
gaged condition interconnecting said first and second conduit
means to a disengaged condition in which said coupling means
is ineffective to interconnect said first and second conduit
means, said coupling means including a plug element having
an axially extending passage for conducting fluid at cryogenic
temperatures and socket means for receiving said plug ele-
ment, said socket means including a socket wall which at least
partially defines an axially extending cavity for receiving said
plug element, first surface means for defining a first plurality
of openings extending through said socket wall into said cav-
ity, said first plurality of openings being disposed in a generally
circular array about said socket wall and having central axes
extending transversely to the central axis of said cavity, a

plurality of locking elements disposed on said socket wall,
each of said locking elements being associated with one of said
first plurality of openings and movable between a release
position and a retaining position extending through the associ-
ated one of said openings into engagement with said plug
element to hold said plug element against axial movement
relative to said socket means, and second surface means for
defining a second plurality of openings extending through said
socket wall into said cavity to receive ice formed when said
coupling means is in the engaged condition, said second plu-
rality of openings being interspersed with said first plurality of
openings and being unrestricted by said locking elements to
enable said second openings to receive ice formed during the
flow of fluid at cryogenic temperatures through said coupling
means and to enable said coupling means to be manually
actuated from the engaged condition to the release condition
against the influence of the ice.

3,842,615

EVAPORATIVE COOLER
Stanley A. Reigel, Overland Park, Kans., and Charles D. Doyle,

Kansas City, Mo., assignors to Standard Havens Inc., Kansas
City, Mo.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 304,076
Int. CI. F28c ii06

U.S. CI. 62-171 2 Claims
1. In an evaporative cooler for cooling hot process gas, a

control system for regulating water flow thereto comprisitig:
first temperature sensing and transmitting means to sense the
temperature of the outlet process gas discharged from said
evaporative cooler and to generate signals in response to
temperature fluctuations of said outlet gas;

a first controller for receiving signals from said first temper-
ature means, comparing said signals with a preselected set
point temperature of said outlet gas, and generating sig-

nals in proportion to the difference between the set point
temperature and the temperature of the outlet gas sensed
by said first temperature means;

927 O.G.—50

second temperature sensing and transmitting means to
sense the temperature of the inlet process gas delivered
to the evaporative cooler and to generate signals in re-
sponse to the rate of change in temperature fluctuations
of said inlet gas; and

r

...-rJ

J.

L,:

J. -.^
a second controller for receiving signals generated by said

first controller and proportionately regulating the water
flow to said cooler in response thereto, and for receiving
signals from said second temperature means and deriva-
tively regulating the water flow to said cooler in response
thereto.

3,842,616
REFRIGERANT EXPANSION DEVICE

G. Bradley Orbesen, Tully, N.Y., assignor to Carrier Corpora-
tion, Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 2, 1974, Ser. No. 430,368
Int. CL F2Sb4lJ04

U.S.CL 62-225 4 claims

1. A refrigerant expansion device for a compression refrig-
eration system, said device comprising:

a body member;
an inlet for admitting high pressure refrigerant into said

body member;
an outlet for discharging expanded low pressure refrigerant
from said body member;

means defining a refrigerant flow path between said inlet
and said outlet;

expansion means comprising a first valve seat and a valve,
said valve being movable relative to said valve seat for
cooperating with said valve seat to define a variable size
orifice in said refrigerant flow path for expanding refrig-
erant flowing through said orifice and said valve being
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engageuble with said valve seat for sealing said orifice,

and said valve including refrigerant passage means ex-

tending through said valve for equalizing the refrigerant

pressure across said valve when said valve is engaged with

said valve seat; and

refrigerant flow preventing means including:

a second valve seat;

a check valve, said check valve being movable between
a closed position wherein said check valve engages said

second valve seat to close said flow path and an open
position wherein said check valve disengages said valve

seat;

means for moving said check valve to the open position

when the refrigeration system is started up; and

means for moving said check valve to the closed positior

when the refrigeration system shuts down.

3,842,617

DISPOSABLE REFRIGERATED CONTAINER AND
REFILLABLE REFRIGERANT SUPPLY VESSEL

Harold E. Chase, 334 Minorca, Coral Gables, Fla. 33134, and

Charles R. Woods, 8895 S.W. 129th St., Miami, Fla. 33156
Filed Jan. 28, 1974, Ser. No. 437,041

Int. CI. F25d 3110

U.S. CI. 62-294 6 Claims

1. A disposable refrigerated container and a refillable refrig-

erant vessel, the combination comprising;

A. a container including,

1. a cylindrical sidewall,

2. a bottom end closure crimped to the the bottom pe-

riphery of said container sidewall,

3. a top end closure crimped to the top periphery of said

container sidewall,

4. a heat exchanger fixed therein,

5. an inlet port through said container bottom closure to

said heat exchanger, and
6. an exhaust port through said container bottom closure

from said heat exchanger;

B. a refillable refrigerant vessel comprising,

1. a cylindrical sidewall,

2. a bottom end closure crimped to the bottom periphery
of said vessel sidewall,

3. a top end closure crimped to the top periphery of said

vessel sidewall,

4. a discharge valve and nozzle means fixed in said vessel

top wall,

5. a refill valve means fixed in said vessel bottom wall;

C. a peripheral connector means for removable attachment
lo a bead formed by the crimped top periphery of said

vessel, and including,

I . means for detachable connection to a bead formed by
the crimped bottom periphery of said container
whereby said vessel discharge valve and nozzle means

engages in said container inlet port and is activated to

permit the liquid refrigerant in said vessel to escape
into said heat exchanger, to expand and vaporize to

cool the contents of said container by the heat ex-

change principal,

. vent means through said detachable connection means
to vent the expanded gas from said exhaust port to the

atmosphere.

3,842.618

ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION APPARATUS OF THE
INERT GAS TYPE

Oemetre Kouremenos, Athens, Greece, assignor to Sarlab

Aktiengesellschaft, Zurich, Switzerland

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,385
Claims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 22, 1971,

16461/71

Int. CI. F25b 15110
U.S. CI. 62-490 29 Claims

c.

d.

1. In an absorption refrigeration system employing an inert

gas as a pressure equalizing agent,

a. a circuit for circulation of absorption solution including

a generator and an absorber and a heat exchanger there-

between having several passageways,

b. said generator including a pump for raising liquid by
vapor-liquid lift action with vapor expelled from solution

by heating to circulate solution in said circuit,

a part in said circuit for holding a column of solution,

the solution being raised in said pump under the influence

of a reaction head formed by the column of liquid in said

part,

e. said absorber including means providing an elongated
path of flow for absorption solution and a vessel which
receives solution from the elongated path,

f. said heat exchanger being disposed at a level lower than

the liquid surface level in said absorber vessel,

g. said circuit comprising conduit means including a first

heat exchanger passageway and said part for conducting
absorption solution rich in refrigerant from said absorber
vessel to said generator,

h. a condenser,

i. a vapor line for conducting from said generator to said

condenser gaseous fluid including inert gas and vapor
expelled at an elevated temperature from solution at said

generator,

j. said vapor line including at least one of said heat ex-

changer passageways for transferring heat to rich absorp-
tion solution, and

k. means comprising a section of said conduit means con-
structed and formed to receive gaseous fluid diverted

from said vapor line and to produce therein during nor-

mal operation of the system a gaseous obstruction respon-
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sive to receiving such gaseous fluid for restricting flow of
rich absorption solution for said absorber vessel to said
part sufficiently to lower the liquid surface of the liquid
column in said part to a level lower than the liquid surface
m said absorber vessel and maintain the reaction head for
said pump.

3,842,619
REVERSIBLE KELLY SYSTEM FOR ROTARY DRILLING
Antoine Bychurch, Sr., 2648 Mercedes Blvd., New Orleans,

La. 70114

Filed Aug, 16, 1972, Ser. No, 280,986
Int. CI. F16d 3106

U.S. CI. 64-23.5 7 Claims

V

1. A reversible Kbily sub-system for use in a drive system for
rotary well drilling which includes an upper section of discrete
elements (such as a swivel block, a Kelly cock and one or
more adaptors) and in a lower section a Kelly unit, all screwed
together during use, comprising,

an elongated, reversible Kelly having identical, screw joint
connections at both ends whose direction of threading is

opposite that of the discrete elements with which it is to

be used;

a Kelly sub element having at one end a screw joint connec-
tion threaded in the same direction as that of the discrete
elements for connection with the lower-most one of the
discrete elements, and at its opposite end a Kelly screw
joint connection threaded in the opposite direction for
connection with either end of said reversible Kelly;
whereby, the Kelly can be used in either driving direction
and quickly and easily reversed in direction.

3,842,620
TORQUE TRANSMISSION DEVICE

Milton V. Scozzafava, Rowland Heights, Calif., assignor to
Addmaster Corporation, San Gabriel, Calif.

Filed Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,961
Int. CI. F16d 7102

U.S. CI. 64-30 C 8 Claims
1. A torque transmission device comprising
a pair of spaced members relatively rotatable about an axis,

a friction element engageable with a first one of said

members,
said element having an at least substantially conical surface

facing the other of said members,
means forming a slide bearing supporting said element for
movement toward and away from said first member, and

an toroidal spring member tensioned over and surround-
ing said conical surface and engaging said other member

25-79^

Z 12 27' Z

whereby to urge said friction element into frictional en-
gagement with said first member.

3,842,621

SEALING BOOT AND COVER
Philip J. Mazziotti, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Dana Corpora-

tion, Toledo, Ohio
Filed June 15, 1973, Ser. No. 370,259

Int. CI. FI6d 3184
U.S. CI. 64-32 F 7 Claims

^6,, *0, 52

1. An improved sealing arrangement for a universal joint

including:

a first member,
a second member having a shaft extending therefrom,
drive means connecting the first and second member to

transmit torque therebetween,
the improvement comprising:

a. a flexible boot including an angularly disposed loop resil-

iently urged outwardly and an integral annular external
lip extending outwardly therefrom said boot having one
end connected to the first member and the opposite end
connected lo said shaft,

b. a hollow rigid cover surrounding at least a portion of the

periphery of said boot and having first and second ends
and an internal sealing surface in said first end,

c. said first end of said cover being spaced from said one end
of said boot,

d. said external lip on said boot being in constant engage-
ment with said internal sealing surface in said cover, and
e. means supporting the second end of said cover for
maintaining the same co-axial with the axially stationary
relative to the shaft.
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3,842,622
JACQUARD PATTERN DRUM WITH REMOVABLE

PATTERN HOLDING ELEMENTS
Wolfgang Muhlhausler, Tubingen, and Hermann Volimer,

Rottenburg, both of Germany, assignors to Fouquet-Werk
Frauz & Planck, Rottenburg am Neckar, Germany

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,708
Claims priority, application Germany, June 21, 1971,

2130620

Int. CI. D04b 15166
I.S. CI. 66-50 B 11 Claims

in synchronism with the actuation thereof and also arranged
to be changed at the end of each movement along the row of
needles in one direction from its original position to a position
appropriate for its movement in the opposite direction, said
machine comprising:

a. a support to carry said presser foot. b. means for moving
said support to and fro along said row of needles to carry
said presser foot in said directions along said row, the
travel of said support in each direction being such as to
cause said presser foot to overrun the point at which the
presser foot is required to be operative, and

1. Cylindrical Jacquard pattern carrier drum for circular
knitting machines comprising

a generally cylindrical body structure having a stem ( 1,22),
a base (4) and means providing for rotation of the body
structure;

a plurality of individual, separable elongated holding bars
(6, 26, 28, 60) secured to said stem and spaced radially
from the axis thereof and extending essentially parallel to
the axis at the outside of the circumference of the pattern
carrier;

means engaging the top and bottom end portions of the
holding bars (5, 9, 10) to secure said separable holding
bars to the cylindrical body structure (6) in circumferen-
tial radially spaced position surrounding the body struc-
ture to form at least a surface portion of the cylindrical
carrier, and to rotate conjointly with the body structure,
and further to locate the individual bars on the body
structure with respect to a radial datum (A, B) on the
body structure;

the bars being formed on opposite side surfaces with inter-

engaging, matching recess and projection means ( 15, 16)
to hold the bars in place against radial movement and in
locked engagement with each other;

and projecting Jacquard control elements (11) projecting
from said separable bars radially with respect to said
stem.

3,842,623

KNITTING MACHINES
John Flavell, Coventry; Keith Jeffcoat, Nuneaton, and Max
W illiam Betts, Coventry, all of England, assignors to Cour-
taulds Limited, London, England

Filed May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,648
Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 12, 1972

22330/72

Int. CI. D04b 7104
U.S. CI. 66-64 2 Claims

1. In a knitting machine in which sequential operation of
needles takes place in successively opposite directions along
at least one row of needles, said machine having at least one
presser foot, arranged to be moved along said row of needles

means mounting said presser foot on said support for
changeover movement between a position it occupies for
movement along said row of needles in one direction and
a position it occupies for movement along said row of
needles in opposite direction, the improvement compris-
mg means for causing said changeover movement of said
presser foot arranged to effect part of said changeover
movement during overrunning movement of said support
along said row of needles beyond a point at which the
presser foot must be operative, and to effect part of said
movement during return movement of the support over
the overrun distance.

3,842,624
STRAIGHT-BAR KNITTING MACHINES

Emil Fess; Kurt Beitzinger, and Werner Koblitz, all of Ingol-
stadt, Germany, assignors to Schubert & Salzer Maschinen-
fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ingolstadt, Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 141,580, May 10, 1971, abandoned.
This application June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,107

Claims priority, application Germany, May 29, 1970,

Int. CI. D04b moo
II.S. CI. 66-82 R ,0 c,ai,„s

1. A straight bar knittmg machine having a plurality of
knitting divisions with the individual rows of needles extend-
ing lengthwise across each knitting division of the machine,
yarn carriers for delivering a yarn to such needles, yarn carrier
control means to control the path of said yarn carriers, select-
ing means selectively cooperating with any needle in such a
row for selecting which of such needles participate in lace
fashioning operations, decorative pattern control means in-
cluding a first program-carrying element having control mem-
bers, first reading means for sensing said control members
carried on said first program-carrying element, first connect-
mg means interconnecting said first reading means with the
selecting means for actuating the selecting means to selec-
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lively cooperate with such needles in response to sensing of
control members by said first reading means, and selvedge
control means separate from said pattern control means and
including a second program-carrying element having control
members, second reading means for sensing said control mem-
bers carried on said second program carrying element and
second connecting means for interconnecting said second
reading means with said yarn carrier control means to selec-
tively change the path of said yarn carriers in response to

sensing of control members by said second reading means, the
improvement comprising third connecting means for intercon-
necting said second reading means with said first connecting
means for controlling said first connecting means and the
selecting means independently of said pattern control means
and in response to sensing of control members of said second
program-carrying element by said second reading means, the
selecting means further being operable to select which of such
needles participate in pressing operations.

3,842,625
DOUBLE NEEDLE ROW WARP KNITTING MACHINE

AND METHOD OF OPERATING THE SAME
Rainer Apken, Rheydt, and Egon Fritz, Monchengladbach,

both of Germany, assignors to W. Schlafhorst & Co., Mon-
chengladbach, Germany

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,027
Claims priority, application Germany, July 9, 1971,

2134279

Int. CI. D04b 23102
L.S. CI. 66-87 12 Claims

X jr (0 Si W> igo '40 'U 'V!M2Pa?i,i 2fO 290X103!)M3J&.1JV

1. In a method of operating a double needle-bar warp knit-
ting machine having a main drive shaft and a plurality of guide
bars operatively connected thereto, at least one of the guide
bars forming stitches on both of the needle bars, the steps of
displacing the guide bars in a single oscillating movement into
operative relationships with both the needle bars for one
rotation of the main drive shaft, and moving said needle bars
to accommodate said displacing motions of said guide bars.

3,842,626
NEEDLE FOOT SHOE FOR KNITTING NEEDLE

Edward C. Stivers, Atherton, and Christopher L. Fischer,
Sunnyvale, both of Calif., assignors to Raychem Corpora-
tion, Menio Park, Calif.

Filed Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 221,906
Int. CI. D04b 35104

U.S. a. 66- 123 8 Claims

1. A knitting machine needle of the type which has a hook
at one end, a shaft extending from the hook and a needle foot
extending outwardly from the said shaft and adapted to ride
in a needle foot guide channel having sidewalls wherein the
improvement comprises shoe means positioned over at least

that portion of said foot which contacts the side walls of said

needle foot guide channel, wherein said shoe means comprises
an outer layer of metal and an inner layer of polymer and has
a shear modulus of at least 1,000,000 pounds per square inch
and a loss tangent of at least 0.01

.

3,842,627
MEANS FOR ROLLING UP TUBULAR FABRIC

PRODUCED BY A CIRCULAR KNITTING MACHINE
Rudolph G, Bassist, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to Travis Mills

Corp., New York, N.Y., a part interest

Continuation of Ser. No. 845,143, July 28, 1969, abandoned.
This application May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,179

Int. CI. D04b 15m
U.S. a. 66-151 » 11 Claims

ii • ' - n J .
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1. For use with a circular knitting machine which produces
a fabric tube, the machine having a stationary frame and drive
means for rotating parts of the machine with respect to the
frame about its vertical axis, the fabric tube being rotated
about its longitudinal axis while the machine is in operation:
a. take-up means for rolling up the flattened fabric tube,

b. means for supporting said take-up means, said support
means being outside of the knitting machine frame and
being completely independent of and unsupported by the
knitting machine frame.
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c. drive means for rotating said support means and hence
said take-up means about an axis parallel to the longitudi-

nal axis of the fabric tube as it leaves the machine, said

drive means (c) being operable independently of the
machine drive means, and

d. means responsive to movement of a rotating part of the

machine for adjusting the speed of drive means (c) so that

the latter rotates support means (b) in synchronism with
rotation of the tube about its longitudinal axis, whereby
the tube remains untwisted between the machine and said

take-up means.

3,842,628

INDUSTRIAL TAPES
James Bennett, and Ashby Parva, both of Nr. Rugby, England,

assignors to Specialized Tapes Limited, Hinckley, England
Filed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,337

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 28, 1971,
50407/71

Int. CI. D04b2///4
U.S. CI. 66-193 7 Claims

ps<
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1. A warp knitted industrial reinforcement tape having a
knitted structure comprising:

a. chains of warp-knitted stitches formed of warp threads;

b. at least one backing thread laid into the knitted structure

beneath the chains of warp-knitted stitches;

c. at least one carbon filament tow laid into the knitted
structure over the chains of warp-knitted stitches; and

d. at least one holding thread laid into the knitted structure
over the chains of warp knitted stitches and the carbon
filament tow to hold the tow in the tape.

3,842,629

REMOTELY PROGRAMMABLE LOCK
Jerome Pazer, Dix Hills, and Michael C. Bach, Stony Brook,

both of N.Y., assignors to Instrument Systems Corporation,
Jericho. Long Island, N.Y.

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,074
Int. CI. EOSh 47104

t.S.CL 70-264 22 Claims

^'•-^^i'—i
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shaft and having peripheral teeth meshed with sphned teeth

formed on a spindle member having said arbor member con-
nected thereto at one end thereof, abutments projecting re-

spectively on the upper surface of said driven gear wheel and
fittably mounted at the inner side of the peripheral teeth

thereof, and abutment secured to the under surface of said

driven gear wheel, stoppers abutted respectively with said

abutments on said driven gear wheel and guided by the ma-
chine frame, a friction clutch consisting of friction discs re-

spectively mounted on said main shaft and said driven gear
wheel which slip upon engagement of stoppers with abutments
so as to repeat continuously the winding, dwelling, releasing

and dwelling of said arbor by way of said driven gear and
splined teeth of said spindle member.

3,842,635

TUBE ROLLING MILL FOR PRODUCING TUBING WITH
VARIOUS EXTERNAL CONFIGURATIONS

Fred W. Bibighaus, Wapakoneta, Ohio, assignor to Superior
Tube Company, Norristown, Pa.

Filed Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 298,617
Int. CI. B21b 17106

U.S. CI. 72-208 2 Claims

the outer surface of the tube to have flat sides as formed
by the at least one flat portion of the tube contacting
surface of each roll of the second plurality of rolls to
produce the desired flat sided externally configurated
tubing.

removing all of the rolls from contact with the tube at the
end of the reciprocation, and

advancing the tube an incremental amount along the man-
drel while maintaining the same rotational position of the
tube.

3,842,636
ROLLS DRIVING GEAR FOR THE STAND OF PIPE

COLD-ROLLING MILL
Sergei Nikolaevich Kozhevnikov, ulitsa Vystavochnaya, 3, kv.

73, Kiev; Arkady Semenovich Tkachenko, prospekt
Gegarina, o3, kv. 22; Igor Vasilievich Murash, ulitsa Mos-
kovskaya, 14, kv. 108, both of Dnepropetrovsk, and Anton
Antonovich Shvedchenko, ulitsa Pestelya, 4, kv. I, Nikopol,
all of U.S.S.R.

Filed Nov. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 418,076
Int. CI. B21b 17110

U.S. CI. 72-208
1 Claim

:^\
[-3

I. A method of producing flat sided externally configurated

tubing from cylindrical tubing by cold rolling comprising the

steps of:

positioning a mandrel within a cylindrical tube, the mandrel
having a taper between spaced locations along its axis

I defming a working zone.

surrounding the tubing by tube contacting surfaces of a first

plurality of rolls and a second plurality of rolls at spaced
locations within the working zone along the axes of the

tube and mandrel, the axes of rotation of the rolls at each
of the spaced locations lying in common planes that are

perpendicular to the axes of the tube and mandrel, the

rolls in the second plurality each having at least one flat

portion for contacting and shaping the outer surface of
the tube,

reciprocating all of the rolls longitudinally of the tube
through the working zone between a first position and a

second position,

guiding the first plurality of rolls along a predetermined
path through the working zone concurrently to move the
rolls of the first plurality toward the axis of the tube and
into contact with the outer surface thereof as the rolls

proceed from the first position to the second position
during reciprocation thereby concurrently exerting force
from all sides on the tube and against the mandrel to
cause metal in the wall of the tube to flow whereby the
inside diameter and wall thickness of the tube are re-

duced,

guiding the second plurality of rolls along a predetermined
path through the working zone concurrently to move the
rolls of the second plurality toward the axis of the tube
and into contact with the outer surface thereof as the rolls

proceed from the first position to the second position
during reciprocation thereby concurrently exerting force
on the tube from all sides and against the mandrel to

cause metal in the wall of the tube to flow thereby causing

I. A driving gear of rolls of stand of a pipe cold-rolling mill,

comprising; cranks set on necks of said rolls; a mechanism for
imparting reciprocating motion to said stand, kinematically
coupled with the main drive of said mill; connecting rods
hinged, with one end each, to said cranks, a slide block hinged
to the other ends of said connecting rods and adjusted for

reciprocating motion parallel to the rolling axis during the
reciprocating travel of said stand; guides for the reciprocating
motion of said slide block, secured on the housing of said
stand; a device kinematically coupled with the main drive of
said mill for moving said slide block at a speed permitting the
turn of said rolls with a circumferential speed equal to the rate

of metal creep within a deformation source during rolling.

3,842,637

COMBINE DRIVE TORQUE SENSING
Ronald E. Wilson, Lee's Summit, Mo., assignor to Allis-

Chalmers Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,956
Int. CI. F16h ///06

U.S. CI. 74-230.17 M 10 Claims
I. A torque sensing variable diameter V-belt transmission

assembly comprising:

a first sheave structure having

a central sleeve adapted at its inner diameter to slide onto
one end of a power transmitting shaft and adapted to

connect to said shaft so as to rotate therewith and
a first V-belt sheave section rigidly secured to and extend-

ing radially outward from one end of said central
sleeve,

a second sheave structure having

a sleeve part rotatably and axially slidably mounted on
the radially outer diameter of said central sleeve and

a second V-belt sheave section rigidly secured to and
extending radially from said sleeve part.
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a first cam member connected in axially separable torque
transmitting relation to said central sleeve and presenting
a first axially extending cam part.

a second cam member connected in axially separable
torque transmitting relation to said second sheave struc-
ture and presenting a second axially extending cam part
in axially shiftable torque transmitting engagement with
said first cam part.

compression spring means between said cam members
urging the latter axially away from one another, and

a retainer having portions in axial thrust transmitting rela-

tion to said cam members operable to limit relative axial

movement of said cam members away from one another
whereby said cam members and spring means are main-
tained together as a unitary package separable from said
sheave structures.

3,842,638

ROLL-PIERCING MILLS
Paul Schmitt, Saarbruecken, and Gunter Bathge, Mersch-

weiler, both of Germany, assignors to Wean United, Inc.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,194
Claims priority, application Germany, June 30, 1972,

2233078
1

1

' Int. CI. B21bi//0(S
U.S. CI. 72-239 10 Claims
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an arbor received in said housing having a portion extending

from said housing,

said workpiece guide disc carried by said arbor portion,

means for adjusting said arbor to adjust said workpiece

guide disc relative to a workpiece,

a power means having a first portion connectable to said

extending portion of said arbor arranged to urge said disc

into forcible contact with said arbor in a first direction

coaxial to the axis of said arbor, and a second portion for

applying a force to said arbor in a direction opposite said

first direction and coaxial to the axis of said arbor to

thereby forceably hold said disk in its operative position,

a restraining means having surfaces engageable with said

power means and said disc for holding said disc against

said arbor after said power means has established said

forcible contact and its power has been discontinued.

3,842,641

POSITIONING MEANS AND METHOD FOR CONTAINERS
OF A PRESS

Francis J. Kent, Wailingford, Pa., assignor to Wean United

Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 27, 1973, S«r. No. 355,234

Int. CI. B21c 23100

L.S. CI. 72-263 4 Claims

I. In combination with a press having a number of billet

containers and a number of working stations to which the

containers are selectively brought,

common support means for supporting said containers,

means for supporting said common support means in a

manner that the containers can be rotated from station to

station, and

power means having a member drivenly connectable to said

common support means, said member having a finite

linear working stroke whereby said containers can be

rotated a definite and accurate distance for their accurate

registry in said stations.

3,842,642

DRIVING MEANS FOR CONTAINERS OF EXTRUSION
PRESS

Francis J. Kent, Wailingford, and George Jaworski, Narberth,

both of Pa., assignors to Wean United, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,748

Int. CI. B21c 23100

U.S. CI. 72-263 5 Claims

1. In combination with a press having one or more work-

piece containers and means for moving said container in an

axial direction towards and away from the die of said press

incident to positioning the container in at least two selected

positions relative to said die during various phases of the

operation of said press, comprising:

means for supporting said container in a manner that the

container is free to move in both an axial and arcuate
manner towards and away from said die,

said press having at least one tension column, and wherein
said means for supporting said container includes a shaft

member mounted concentric to said tension column,
a driving clutch member,
a driven clutch member,
means for mounting said driving clutch member on said

shaft member so as to allow said driving clutch member
to rotate relative to said shaft member but held against

axial movement.

I
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3,842,647

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MAKING BUILDING
PANELS

Gary A. Knudson, 7485 Upham Ct., Arvada, Colo. 80002
Filed 6ct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,936

Division of Ser. No. 226,173, Feb. 14, 1972, abandoned.

This application Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,936

Int. CI. B2Id 13104

U.S. CI. 72-177 5 Claims

means being movable in a perpendicular direction to a line

through the two outside flattened sections and each said out-

side means being freely movable in the direction of said line;

maintaining a pressure grip on each of the flattened sections

with said outside means and said central means; moving said

central means perpendicular to said line for a predetermined
distance; simultaneously with the moving of the central

means, allowing said outside means to be pulled towards each
other along said line by said tubular member and controllably

J-
99

64

1. In apparatus for forming arched building panels using a

generally U-shaped basic panel having a bottom portion and
a pair of spaced upright side portions projecting upwardly
from said bottom portion, the combination comprising:

a pair of cooperating tapered side corrugating rollers

adapted to receive each side portion of the panel, each
said roller having radially extending, circumferentially

spaced fingers meshing with fingers of the associated

roller of each pair whereby as the side portions are passed

between the pairs of rollers alternate transverse grooves

and ridges are formed therein,

upper and lower corrugating rollers auapted to receive the

bottom portion of the panel, one of said upper and lower
rollers having a convex contour and the other of said

upper and lower rollers having a concave contour, said

upper and lower rollers having a plurality of radially

extending circumferentially spaced fingers with the fin-

gers of the upper roller meshing with those of the lower
rollers,

drive means to simultaneously drive said side corrugating
rollers and said bottom corrugating rollers,

said drive means including a drive motor and a drive train

between the drive motor and said side and upper and
lower corrugating rollers, the drive train to said side

corrugating rollers including a cam clutch which permits
the side rollers to be driven directly from the drive motor
until the panel enters between the upper and lower corru-
gating rollers at which time the side rollers rotate as a
result of the panel being pulled through the side corrugat-
ing rollers by the rotation of the upper and lower corru-
gating rolkrs.

3,842.648
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR BENDING A TUBULAR

MEMBER
Walter Schwartz, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, assignor to

Dominion Bridge Company Limited, Montreal, Quebec,
Canada

Filed Mar. 14. 1973, Ser. No. 341,081
Claims priority, application Canada, Dec. 5, 1972, 158276

Int. CL B2Id 11107
U.S. CI. 72-383 9 Claims

1. A method of bending a tubular member into a zig-zag

configuration comprising the steps of flattening three sections

of the tubular member at two outside locations and one cen-
tral location with two outside flattening and gripping means
and one central flattening and gripping means, respectively,

thereby forming two outside flattened sections, said central

^^.:^A^•iS ^ \!O^I J'-i ^ S^J+T-j/i'^
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assisting the moving of said outside means, and hence the

movement of said outside flattened sections, with fluid actu-

ated means by controlling the flow of fluid to said fluid actu-

ated means such that said assistance alone is unable to move
the two outside flattened sections, thus forming a v-shaped
configuration in the tubular member; releasing the pressure

grip from the flattened sections; moving the tubular member
to a new location wherein one of the outside flattened sections

just formed is positioned in the place of the other outside

section just formed and repeating the above steps.

3,842,649

RIVET SETTING TOOL FOR BLIND RIVETS
Anthony E. Di Maio, Georgetown, Mass., assignor to Marson

Corporation, Chelsea, Mass.
Filed Jan. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 110,912

Int. CI. B21j 15/38

U.S. CI. 72-391 12 Claims

1. In a rivet setting tool having a body, selectively operable

actuating means, support means for pivotally mounting the

actuating means on the body and rivet setting means within

the body responsive to pivotal movement of the actuating

means, the improvement wherein said support means com-
prises:

a. a pin-like element; and
b. a member supporting the pin, said member having a

polygonal-shaped bearing surface; and
c. a polygonal-shaped surface carried by the body disposed

in substantially surface-to-surface mating relationship
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with respect to said first mentioned polygonal shaped
surface.

3,842,650
HAND LEVER METAL PUNCH

Ruben J. Hartmeister, 1034 Sixth St., Golden, Colo. 80401
Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 370,988

Int. CI. B2\d 43/28
U.S. CI. 72-409 9 claims

3,842,651

TOGGLE PRESS
Frank E. Shaffer, 113 B Clearbrook Ln., Costa Mesa, Calif.

92626
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 204,153, Dec. 2, 1971,

abandoned. This application May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,885
Int. CI. B21j 9/18

U.S.CL 72-451 11 Claims

1. A light weight high pressure toggle press comprising:
a frame;

relatively stationary die jaw means mounted on said frame;
movable die jaw means carried from said frame for move-

ment from a closed position adjacent said stationary die
means to an open position spaced from said stationary die
jaw means and formed on its side opposite said stationary
jaw means with a first bearing surface;

a lever arm formed with a second bearing surface;
pivot means pivotally carrying said lever from said frame;
a toggle link projecting between said first and second bear-

ing surfaces and formed on its opposite extremities with
third and fourth bearing surfaces, confronting said re-
spective first and second bearing surfaces; and

first and second floating bearings disposed between said
respective first and third and said second and fourth
bearing surfaces, said toggle link being of sufficient length
to rotate said link upon rotation of said lever arm to cause
said link to be moved into substantia! alignment between
said pivot means and said first bearing surface as said
movable jaw is shifted to its closed position to thereby
provide a high mechanical advantage while applying only
compressive forces to said bearing means.

1. A hand lever metal punch capable of cutting or deform-
ing heavy gauge metal comprising

a. a head casting fixedly mounting on a handle.
b. a die holder pivotally mounted in the head casting,
c. a die mounted in one end of the die holder.
d. punch mechanism mounted on the head casting for coop-

eration with the die on the die holder,

e. a manually operable lever handle pivotally connected to
the head casting.

f. a cam pmned to the lever handle and pivotally connected
to the head casting.

g. means on the die holder engaged by the cam when the
lever handle is moved toward the head casting handle to
move the die into contact with the punch mechanism on
the head casting, and

h. means on the die holder engaged by the cam when the
lever handle is moved away from the head casting handle
to raise the die carrying end of the die holder and space
it from the punch mechanism on the head casting.

3,842,652

SCREW PRESS
Toshiya Vonezawa, and Tadahiko Inuki, both of Kitayshu,

Japan, assignors to Nippon Steel Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,683

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 28. 1971, 46-
471280; Dec. 28, 1971,46-471281; Dec. 28, 1971,46-471279

Int. CI. B21j 9/18
U.S. CI. 72-454 5 claims

1. A screw press comprising, in combination, a frame, a
saddle fixedly mounted relative to said frame, a slider element
adapted to be driven into abutment with said saddle, a screw
shaft rotatable about a fixed axis and having said slider ele-

ment operatively connected thereto, said shaft being thread-
edly engaged upon said frame to impart a driving force to said
slider element upon rotation of said shaft about said axis,

electrical motor means including a stator and a rotor con-
nected to produce a driving force for said press, said rotor
being arranged as a flywheel of said press and being fixedly
mounted upon said screw shaft to rotate therewith, and means
mounting said stator for movement relative to said frame in

directions parallel to said axis but constraining said stator to
prevent rotative movement thereof about said axis, whereby
said stator and said rotor move together in a fixed relationship
relative to each other in directions parallel to said axis during
rotation of said shaft.

3,842,653
REVERSING, THROTTLE AND BRAKE CONTROLLER

WITH INTERLOCKS
George W. Blonn, Sr., Downers Grove, III., assignor to General

Motors Corporation, Detroit, MicM
Filed Feb. 19, 1974, Ser. No. 443,474

Int. CL B60k 29/00, 21/00
U.S. CL 74-878 6 claims

1. A locomotive controller comprising a housing, a pair of
control members mounted in said housing for oscillating
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movement about a common axis, locking means carried on

one of said control members and engagable with the other of

said members and with said housing at predetermined relative

positions thereof to lock said control members against move-

ment in said housing, and operating handles for each of said

control members, the handle for said one control member
being removable and cooperating with said locking means

y •

.y-

such that removal of said handle from said one member en-

gages said lockmg means with said housing and said other

control member while reinstallation of said handle causes

disengagement of said locking means from said housing and
said other control member, said locking means being arranged

to prevent removal of said handle from said one member
except when said lockmg means is engaged.

3.842,654

APPARATUS FOR THE DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF
THERMAL STRESSES

Thomas F. Bechtel, Greenville. S.C.. assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air

Force. Washington. D.C.

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,539
Int. C\. coin 3/08, 25/00

U.S. CI. 73-15.6 2 Claims
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positioned in the space between and in contact with said rigid

member and said second upstanding support, said rigid mem-
ber being constrained from movement by said second up-
standing support member and said measuring means, thereby
transmitting compressive forces from said sample to said

measuring means for the measurement of the compressive
forces to indicate direct thermal sterss line load and thermal
stress moment in the sample, simultaneously.

3,842,655

FLUID DENSITY SENSING SYSTEMS
Gerald Lance Schlatter, and Charles Eveleigh Miller, both of

Boulder, Colo., assignors to International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 187,948

Int. CI. GO In 9/00, 9/36

U.S. CI. 73-32 37 Claims
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I. In a vibration densitometer, the combination comprising:

a structure including a vibratable member immersible in a

fluid; a magnetostrictive driver mounted on said structure

including a coil and a magnetostrictive body, said body being

mounted in a position to vibrate said member; a detector

mounted on said structure to produce an alternating output

signal of a frequency equal to the frequency at which said

member is vibrated; and means connected from said detector

to impress a level shifted alternating voltage on said coil which
is in phase with the output signal of said detector, said alter-

nating voltage having an average value larger than zero and of

an amplitude sufficient to keep the current in said coil flowing

in one direction only.

3,842,656

DETERMINING PARTICLE DENSITY USING KNOWN
MATERIAL HUGENIOT CURVES

John D. Di Battista, Newport News, Va., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Administrator of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washing-
ton, D.C.

Filed June 5, 1973, Ser. No. 367,294

Int. CI. GO In 9/00

U.S. CL 73-32 R 2 Claims

1. An apparatus for the direct measurement of thermal
stresses in a constrained sample, said apparatus comprising an
elongated rigid base member, a first upstanding support at one
end of said base member, a second upstanding support at the

other end of said base member, a rigid member vertically

positioned between said upstanding supports and spaced
therefrom, the constrained sample being disposed in the space
between said first upstanding support and said rigid member,
means for applying heat to the constrained sample, and means
for measuring the stresses in the constrained sample caused by
changes in temperature therein, said measuring means being

^J

1. A method to determine the density of unknown material

particles wherein the closing velocity is known between the
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impacting particles and a plate of known material comprising:
determining the material velocity that would be produced in

the plate by the unknown material particle of known closing
velocity;

determining the material velocity that would be produced in

the plate by various known material particles having the
same known closing velocity upon impact with the plate;

deriving the unknown particle material density by making
use of the facts that material velocity in the plate is or-
dered on impacting particle density alone with all other
variables held constant and that similar density impacting
particles having the same density produce the same mate-
rial velocity in the same material plate;

by comparing the material velocity said unknown particle
produced in the known material plate and the material
velocities that were produced in the plate by the various
known different material particles upon impact,

obtaining a coincidence between the unknown particle
material velocity in the plate and a known particle mate-
rial velocity in the plate; and,

measuring the plate material by:

measuring the velocity of material exiting from the plate
opposite the particle impact side by recording (with a
photomultiplier or photon tube) the initial particle plate
impact flash,

starting a time counter;

recording the exiting plate material impact flash on a back-
stop (with a photomultiplier or photo tube), stopping the
time counter, dividing the recorded time into the known
distance between plate and backstop to obtain the exiting
material velocity and dividing the exiting material veloc-
ity by two to obtain the plate material velocity.

3,842.657
LEVEL DETECTOR USING FLUID EJECTION FROM
BORES COMMUNICATING WITH A VARIABLE

PRESSURE CHAMBER
Tatsuo Ide. Fukuyama. Japan, assignor to Nippon Kokan

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo. Japan
Filed Apr. 26," 1973, Ser. No. 354,761

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 19, 1973, 48-8312
Int. CI. GOlb 13/00; GOIf 23/10

U.S. CL 73-37.5 6 Claims

I .
A level detector device for detecting the level of powdery

or particulate material, comprising:

a detector body;

a constant pressure fluid source coupled to supply fluid

under substantially constant pressure to said detector
body;

a variable pressure chamber, having a horizontal axis,

formed within said detector body and receiving said fluid

from said source, said chamber including a reduced Ven-
turi-type portion and an expanded generally conically
shaped portion downstream of said reduced portion;

a pressure detecting opening communicating with said re-

duced portion of said chamber;
a plurality of fluid ejecting bores formed in the downstream

side of said detector body and which communicate with

said chamber, said fluid ejecting bores being arranged
radially with respect to the horizontal axis of said cham-
ber; and

means coupled to said pressure detecting opening to detect
a variation of pressure within said chamber, said variation
of pressure being representative of a rate of closure of
said fluid ejecting bores by the action of the material
whose level is to be detected.

3,842,658
HONING AND PLATING APPARATUS AND METHOD

EMBODYING BORE GAUGING MEANS
Myron P. Ellis, and Karl H. Kaake, both of Detroit, Mich.,

assignors to Micromatic Industries, Inc., Detroit, Mich.
Division of Ser. No. 172,121, Aug. 16, 1971, Pat. No.

3,772,164. This application June 29, 1973, Ser. No. 376,401
Int. CI. GOlb 13110

U.S. CI. 73-37.9
I Claim
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1. A method of gauging the cross-sectional dimension of a
bore in a workpiece with a tool havmg a gauging portion
thereon comprising the steps of filling said bore with a fluid,

advancing said tool including said gauging portion into said

fluid filled bore, and measuring the pressure of said fluid in

said bore ahead of said gauging portion as said tool is ad-
vanced into said bore.

3,842,659
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TESTING THE HELIUM

TIGHTNESS OF TUBULAR BODIES
Marcel Andre B&croix, Pont-A-Mousson, France, assignor to

Pont-A-Mousson S.A., Nancy, France
Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,821

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 30, 1971,
71.47620; Oct. 9, 1972, 72.35703

Int. CL GOlm 3/22
U.S. CI. 73-40.7 13 claims

1. A method for testing the heliumtightness of a tubular
body of a series of tubular bodies comprising the steps of
creating a vacuum inside said body, subjecting said body to a
flow of helium directed onto the outer surface of the body by
displacing axially of the body an annular helium supply region
surrounding the body and, at the same time, drawing off,

isolating, and accumulating any helium which has passed
through the wall of said body, and only said any helium, the
accumulation being effected at optimum pressure and concen-
tration for detection in a chamber connected to a helium
detector, and detecting the accumulated helium, the helium
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supply region being maintained at a distance from the two
ends of the tubular body while the tubular body which has just

been tested is being replaced by a new tubular body of said

series of tubular bodies.

3,842,660

TROUGH APPLICATOR
Henry Charles Van Buskirk, 1278 Forest St., Denver, Colo.
80222

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,596
Int. CI. coin 1/00,31/08

U.S. CI. 73-61.1 C 5 Claims

1. A quantitative micro serum applicator device to apply a
quantitative volume of serum quantitatively on electropho-
resis paper comprising:

a thin, flat, generally rectangular handle member having a

top end, a bottom end, opposed parallel side edges, and
opposed parallel flat top and bottom surfaces;

the top end extending normal to the longitudinal axis of the
handle completely between the opposite side edges
thereof;

a trough extending longitudinally through the handle top
end completely between the opposite side edges thereof,

the ends of the trough opening out of the side edges, the
trough being of a concave cross-sectional configuration
when viewed along a plane normal to the handle and
extending through the trough, the trough extending in-

wardly of the handle with its outermost edges disposed
equal distance inwardly from the adjacentmost top and
bottom surfaces of the handle; a pair of flat thin edges
defined along the handle top end, the first edge extending
between the handle top surface and the adjacentmost
outermost edge of the trough, the second edge being of
the same identical size and configuration as the first edge
and extending between the handle bottom surface and the

adjacentmost outermost edge of the trough;

the surfaces of each of the flat edges being highly polished
and smooth;

the surface of the concave trough having a fine textured -

matte like finish extending completely thereover to insure

complete adherence of liquid serum samples thereto

when placed thereon when the trough is placed in an
inverted position;

whereby inversion of the handle to invert the trough to
apply the serum on electrophoresis paper provides en-
gagement of the flat edges with the paper which, under
light pressure, effects a pair of spaced apart depressions
along the paper with the paper material between the
depressions being embossed upwardly to blot and absorb
all of the serum sample and with the knife edges leaving
a slight imprint on the paper after being so lifted to mark
the placement of the sample thereon.

3,842,661
SHOCK SPECTRUM ANALYSIS METHOD AND

APPARATUS
Philip Marshall, Lexington, and William C. Stevens, Jr.,

Chelmsford, both of Mass., assignors to Marshall Research
and Development Corporation, Burlington, Mass.
Division of Ser. No. 715,399, March 22, 1968, Pat. No.

3,659,456. This application Mar. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 128,698
Int. CI. GOlh J/00

U.S. CI. 73-67.1 9 Claims
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b. a reaction piston slidably contained in the pressure vessel tions and forming a meniscus; and a scale means mounted
at the base of the back pressure chamber and adjacent to adjacent to said meniscus for determining change in position
the propeilant chamber;

c. a force piston shdabiy contained within the pressure

vessel and in proximity to the propeilant chamber at the

opposite extreme of the reaction piston;

d. means for securing the specimen in proximity to the force
'' "

piston;

e. a pressure plate in the form of a stepped incline plane
positioned beneath the specimen; and

f. a base anvil positioned under the pressure olate. «

3,842,666

MECHANICAL FORCE GAUGE
Warren E. Greenwald, West Chester, Pa., assignor to Vishay

Intertechnology, Inc., Malvern, Pa.

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,529
Int. CI. GO II 1104

U.S. CI. 73-141 A 4 Claims
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I. A self-contained load sensing mechanical force gauge
comprising:

a fixed end beam which is fixed at both ends and which is

deformable in the direction of loading upon application

of a load;

a member connected to the center portion of the fixed end
beam, said member having a cam surface which passes
through a contact point located at three neutral axes of
the fixed end beam; and

an indicating instrument having a probe which engages the

cam surface at the contact point for measuring the defor-

mation of the fixed end beam at said contact point.

of said meniscus in response to a change in spacing between
adjacent convolutions of said spring.

3,842,668
DEVICE FOR CHECKING MOVING WEBS OF PAPER OR

THE LIKE. RELATIVE TO FLAWS
Paul Lippke, Waller-Rathenau-Str. 14, 5450 Neuwied, Ger-
many

Filed Dec. 8. 1971, Ser. No. 205.891
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 10, 1970,

2060696

Int. CI. B65h 25114: GOll 5/06
U.S. CL 73-159 7 Claims

3,842,667

DISPLACEMENT INDICATOR MEANS FOR COIL
SPRINGS

Carl J. Alexander, Moore Park, and Robert J. Boudeman,
Hickory Corners, both of Mich., assignors to Wells Manufac-
turing Corporation, Three Rivers, Mich.

Filed Sept. 24. 1973. Ser. No. 400,265
Int. CI. GOll 1104

U.S. CI. 73-141 AB 12 Claims
1. In combination with a coiled spring having a plurality of

convolutions, a displacement indicator means for said spring
which comprises a flexible tube closed at one end, situated

between adjacent convolutions of said spring and in an abut-
ting relationship therewith; a liquid in said flexible tube, filling

at least a portion of said flexible tube between said convolu-

1. A device for checking of a web of paper, or the like, to

detect the presence of flaws therein and comprising; a ma-
chine frame, guide means in the frame to engage a web being
checked on one side to guide the web in a predetermined
plane, and checking means in the frame on the other side of
web in opposed relation to said guide means, said checking
means comprising a beam parallel to said plane and extending
transversely to the direction of travel of said web, a plurality

of adjustable feelers rotatably journalled to said beam having
two opposite ends connected to shaft means which are rotat-

ably journalled in said machine frame in side by side relation
on an axis parallel to the beam and having feeler elements
thereon to engage the web being checked, a pair of contact
means electrically connected to signal means and biased nor-
mally closed under the control of said feelers whereby move-
ment of a feeler upon engagement of a flaw in the web by the
feeler element on the respective feeler will release said
contact means to signal the presence of flaws, bearings in the
frame rotatably supporting the ends of the beam in the frame,
first means for adjusting said bearings in the frame in a diMc-
tion perpendicular to said plane, second means for adjusting
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said bearings in said frame in the direction of the length of said trode means and for passing a trigger signal to the pulse gener-
plane, third means connected to said beam for rotation ator every time such changes are detected, and output means
thereof about the axis of said bearings, and cooperating ele-

ments of abutment means operatively connected to said beam
and to said frame to stop said beam in the checking position

of said feelers.

'

'

3,842,669
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING QUANTITIES OF HEAT
USED IN HOT-WATER HEATING INSTALLATIONS

Poul Christian Carlos Iversen, Nordborg, Denmark, assignor

to Danfoss A/S, Nordborg, Denmark
Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,183

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 22, 1972,
2213760

Int. CLGOlr 171 16

U.S. CL 73-193 R 4 Claims

1. Apparatus fdr measuring quantities of heat used in hot

water heating installations comprising a unit for receiving

heated water having an inlet and an outlet, inlet and outlet

pipes connected to said inlet and outlet of said unit, a differen-

tial amplifier having an input and an output, two temperature

sensors respectively in said pipes in the vicinities of said inlet

and outlet and being electrically connected to said input of

said amplifier, an inductive flow meter having an input coil

and output means for providing an electrical output signal

which comprises an electrode gap disposed at right angles to

the fluid flow and magnetic field, said input coil of said flow

meter being electrically connected to said output of said am-
plifier to provide a field strength for said meter proportional

to the output current of said amplifier, and an integrator

connected to said output means of said flow meter.

3,842,670

IMPROVEMENTS IN MEASURING THE VELOCITY OF
GASES

Thomas John Stirrat Brain, Hamilton, Scotland, assignor to

National Research Development Corporation, London, En-
gland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 21,940, March 23, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,688,106. This application Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No.

284,065

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 16. 1971,

43220/71; Mar. 28. 1969, 16537/69The portion of the term of

this patent subsequent to Aug. 29, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. GOlf 1100

U.S. CL 73-194 F 17 Claims
1. A meter for making measurements related to gas flow,

including ionizing means for ionizing at least part of a gas

flowing along a duct, first and second electrode means for

collecting ions spaced apart in the duct, a pulse generator

adapted to apply, on receipt of a trigger signal, a pulse to the

first electrode means to change the number of ions collected

by the first electrode means, means for detecting resultant

changes in the number of ions collected by the second elec-
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for providing an output signal related to the occurrence of the

trigger signals.

3,842,671

FLOWMETER
William G. Frizelle, Florissant, Mo., assignor to Emerson Elec-

tric Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 350.106

Int. CI. GOlf 1100

U.S. CI. 73-209 5 Claims
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1. In a flowmeter, a rigid elongated injection molded body
member of transparent thermoplastic material having a ta-

pered float bore formed therein coextending with an interme-
diate portion of the length thereof and counierbores extending
from the ends of said tapered bore to the ends of said body,
a flow rate indicating float in said bore, and said intermediate

portion of said body being fluted to substantially reduce the

cross-sectional area thereof whereby the cross-sectional area
of said body is reduced throughout its length while maintain-
ing its rigidity, a pair of transverse opposed and axially aligned
screw-threaded bores in each end of said body intersecting

said counterbores, a conduit connector and a flow control
valve mounted in screw-threaded engagement in said pair of
transverse screw-threaded bores at one end of said body, a

closure plug and a conduit connector mounted in screw-
threaded engagement in said pair of transverse screw-
threaded bores at the other end of said body, said conduit
connectors having surfaces engaged by said control valve to

control the flow through said tapered bore, and said flow

control valve and said closure plug having similar screw-
threaded portions whereby they may be interchangeably
mounted at the ends of said body.
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3.842.672
FLOW PROFILER FOR HIGH PRESSURE ROTARY

METERS
George W. Schneider. Jr.. Huntingdon Valley. Pa., assignor to

The Singer Company, New York, N.Y.
Filed May 9. 1973, Ser. No. 358,784

Int. CI. GOl f 3/08

V.S. CI. 73-253 12 Claims

therebetween to vary the resistance of the circuit extending
through said pivotal member, said resistor and said stationary

1. In a rotary meter, the combination of:

a. a housing having an inlet and outlet therein,

b. a housing having a chamber means formed therein,

c. a rotor journaled in the chamber means,

d. a rotor including a plurality of vanes,

e. a gate rotatively mounted in the chamber means to pre-

vent fluid from the inlet from directly flowing to the

outlet,

f. the gate having an open space adapted to receive succes-
sive vanes therein,

g a transmission means interconnecting the rotor and the

gate to rotate the gate in timed relation with the rotor and
in the same direction whereby each vane is moved
through the open space of the gate in its path of rotational
travel within the chamber means, and

h. a profiler means connected in the inlet to increase the
veloc'ty of the flow and to concentrate the flow in the
area of the gate by directing the flow thereto to produce
an increase in the rotational speed thereof.

3.842,673
TANK LEVEL UNIT WITH WAVE POTENTIOMETER
AND TRANSVERSE COIL SPRING DEFLECTION

John W. Riddel. Fenton. Mich., assignor to General Motors
Corporation. Detroit. Mich.

Filed Aug. 20. 1973. Ser. No. 389.962
Int. CI. GOlf 23/10

U.S. CI. 73—313 3 Claims
1. A liquid level responsive sending unit for fuel tanks or the

like comprising: a coil spring support within the tank interior;

a first end of said coil spring supported by a tank wall; the

second end of said coil spring attached to one end of an elon-

gated pivotal member; an elongated stationary member having
a portion extending generally in side-by-side relation with
respect to said pivotal member and supported in the tank; an
elongated wire-wound resistor supported by one of said mem-
bers and having an end of said resistor electrically connected
thereto; insulation means between said resistor and said one
member for providing an electrical circuit extending through
said one member, said connected end of said resistor and
through said resistor; float in the tank interior movable as the
level of liquid therein changes; means on said float operably
engageable with the other end of said pivotal member to pivot

said pivotal member by lateral deflection of said free end from
the unstressed axis of said coil spring whereby relative move-
ment between said resistor and the other of said members
causes a sliding engagement and an electrical connection

member caused by axial movement of said member along said
elongated resistor.

3.842.674
REMOTE AIR TEMPERATURE INDICATOR

Robert L. Wilbur, and Arthur C. Stickney, both of Portland,
Maine, assignors to The Eastern Company. Naugatuck.
Conn.

Filed May 1. 1972. Ser. No. 249.369
Int. CI. GO Ik 7/24

U.S. CI. 73-362 AR i Claim
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1. A remote temperature indicator comprising in combina-
tion:

a. a temperature sensing network connected with a supply

voltage and including a thermistor element mounted at a

remote point on a ship or the like and a zero adjust means
connected between said network and actual ground
wherein said adjust means is adjusted to set the output
voltage of said network to equal a reference signal ground
voltage when said thermistor element is at -40°F
(-40°C),

b. a first operational amplifier connected as an inverting

amplifier wherein said output voltage of said network is

connected to the negative inverting input and said refer-

ence voltage is connected to the positive non-inverting
input of said amplifier whereby said output voltage is

inverted and amplified.
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c. a meter connected to the output of said first operational
amplifier whereby the meter reading is directly propor-
tional to said output voltage of said network,

d. a calibration means for said meter connected in series

between said output of said first operational amplifier and
said meter whereby said calibration means is adjusted to

insure that said meter reads 120^ (55°C) when said

thermistor is at said temperature,

e. a reference voltage generator comprising a voltage di-

vider connected between said supply voltage and said

actual ground to produce a signal ground voltage therebe-
tween, said voltage connected to the positive non-
inverting input of a second operational amplifier operat-
ing as a non-inverting voltage follower whereby the out-

put of said second amplifier is said reference signal

ground voltage,

f. a first capacitor connected between said output voltage of
said network and said reference signai ground voltage,

g. a second capacitor connected between said reference
signal ground voltage and said actual ground, and

h. a third capacitor connected to said output voltage of said

network and in parallel with said thermistor element
whereby,

i. any strong electrical interference to said output voltage of
said network and to said thermistor element will be effec-

tively bypassed to said actual ground, permitting said

indicator to function in the immediate vicinity of a high
power radio transmitter

3.842,675

THERMOMETER
George D. Hunt, Springfield, Ohio, assignor to The Ohio Ther-
mometer Co.. Springfield. Ohio

Filed Dec. 26. 1972. Ser. No. 318,366
Int. CI. GOlk 5/64

U.S. CI. 73-363.9 5 Claims

1. A plug-in thermometer comprising an elongated shaft, an
indicator drum fixed to one end of said shaft, an elongated
tubular stem housing the opposite end of said shaft, plug
means closing said stem at the end thereof remote from said
drum, the opposite end of said stem being fixed in a socket
formed by a hollow cylindrical body portion in a transversely
disposed disc member, a forward end of said body portion
having a small central cylindrical bore therein providing an
aperture through which said shaft extends to connect to said
drum, a cup-like cover member for said drum, said one end of
said shaft terminating within said cover member, said disc
member being fixed within the open end of said cover member
to enclose said drum and provide a bearing means for said

shaft; said cup-like member, said disc member, said stem and
said plug means being interconnected to provide a sealed

enclosure for said drum and said shaft, a bimetallic element
mounted within said stem to have one end thereof in connec-
tion with said enclosure and its other end in connection with
said shaft, said shaft being mounted in a bearing relation to
said plug means and said disc member for a balanced rotative

movement and axial shift thereof under the influence of said

bimetallic element in correspondence with changes in the
temperature of its environment, and a temperature scale ap-
plied to the periphery of one of said indicator drum and said
cup-like cover member and a cooperating indicator applied to
the other to provide for a precise readout of the temperature
of the environment to which the thermometer is applied.

3,842.676
ALTITUDE COMPUTER APPARATUS

Charles H. Brown, and Robert W. Robinson, both of Phoenix,
Ariz., assignors to Sperry Rand Corporation, New York,
N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 104.374. Jan. 6. 1971.
abandoned. This application May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 357,056

Int. CI. GO II 7/08, 9/10
U.S. CI. 73-3^4 7 Claims
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near the bottom thereof, a lower cut-off valve at said

bottom opening, and another opening to said container
and another cut-off valve at said opening, and

ii. a rigid walled second chamber extending upwardly
from a third valve, an upper outlet in said chamber at

the upper end thereof, a lower orifice in said second
chamber at the bottom thereof, differential valve
means in said upper outlet having a passage for passing
gas freely therethrough but preventing free passage of
liquid therethrough and movable to seal passage of
liquid therepast;

b. the fluid flow control subassembly comprising,
i. a constant output pressure output valve connected to a

first conduit for connection to said fluid source,
ii. a first valve with a first inlet connected to the output
of said constant pressure valve, a first spool in said first

valve and first spool positioning means in said first

valve resiliently yet firmly holding said spool in a first

position with the first outlet of said first valve being
operatively connected to the first inlet of a second
valve, and disconnected from a second outlet of said

first valve, said second outlet of said first valve con-
nected to the upper cut-off valve of said another cut-

off valve of said sample receiver subassembly.
iii. a second valve with a first inlet connected to said first

outlet of said first valve, a second spool in said second
valve, spool positioning means in said second valve

connecting said inlet of said second valve tp a blocking
means,

iv. a bottom coupling connected to said sample receiver

bottom cut-off valve;

sphere, and said third spool means in said third valve

blocking connection between said lower orifice of said

second chamber and said atmosphere when said con-
trol means moves said third spool in said third valve to

said second position to connect said lower orifice of
said second chamber to said lower outlet of said first

sample container, and
ii. at a second step, through said time delay means, move

said first spool in said first valve means to connect the
first inlet of said first valve and the outlet of the con-
stant pressure valve to the other cut-off valve of said

sample receiver assembly.

3,842,678

ISOKINETIC SAMPLING SYSTEM
Kenneth W. De Baun, and Robert W. Noll, both of Santa Rosa,

Calif., assignors to Air Monitor Corporation, Santa Rosa,
Calif.

Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 365,847
Int. CI. coin 1122

U.S. CI. 73-421.5 A 15 Claims
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V. a third valve with one inlet connected to said bottom
coupling through a flexible constant volume conduit
and an orifice therebetween and a second inlet con-
nected to the lower orifice in said second chamber,
third spool means in said third valve, third spool hold-

ing means in said third valve holding said third spool
means in a first position whereat the second inlet

thereof is connected to a second outlet and said second
outlet is connected to the atmosphere and said second
inlet and said one inlet are disconnected from each
other;

timer means operatively connected to the spool means of
said second and third valves and to a time delay means
connected to said first valve means spool, said control
means operative to

i. at a first step, simultaneously move said second spool in

said second valve to connect the first inlet of said sec-

ond valve to the atmosphere, and move said third spool
in said third valve means to a second position to con-
nect said first inlet of said third valve and the bottom
cut-off valve and the one inlet connected to the lower
orifice of said second chamber and disconnect the

lower orifice of said second chamber from the atmo-

1. An isokinetic sampling system for measuring the amount
of contaminant carried per unit volume of fluid flowing
through a fluid conduit including;

fluid flow velocity equalizer means arranged in said conduit
for producing substantially equal fluid flow velocities

over the cross-sectional area of said conduit,
a fluid flow measuring station having a plurality of sensors

aligned in a sensing plane, said station being positioned in

said conduit immediately adjacent to and downstream of
said fluid flow velocity equalizer means for sensing fluid

flow velocity and flow rate through said conduit,
isokinetic sampling means positioned in said duct near said

sensing plane and having a plurality of inlets distributed
over the cross-sectional area of said conduit for receiving
a sample of fluid and contaminant flowing through said
conduit,

sample sensing means for sensing the velocity of said sample
flowing into said isokinetic sampling means, and

control means responsive to the fluid flow velocity sensed
by said measuring station and to the sample flow velocity
for regulating the sample flow velocity relative to said

. fluid flow velocity.

3,842,679
AUTOMATIC SAMPLER APPARATUS OF MODULAR

CONSTRUCTION
Kumiry Roy Iwao, Lafayette, and Brent Earl Wadsworth,
Concord, both of Calif., assignors to Varian Associates, Palo
Alto, Calif.

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 337,803
Int. CI. GOld 11124, 11/30; GOln 1/12

U.S. CI. 73-423 A 2 Claims
1. In a system for injecting fluid samples into a fluid re-

ceiver;

a. a fluid sample storage module comprising:
i. a sample fluid support for a plurality of separate fluid

samples.
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ii. sample fluid extraction means defining a station along
said sample fluid support at which fluid is extracted
from said sample fluid support; and

iii. laterally spaced side walls having a corner intersec-
tion, eaich said side wall defining first and second
spaced access means located in the vicinity of said
extraction station, said first access means being a hole
in said side wall and said second access means being a
slot extending to the edge of said side wall;

b. an injection module for receiving sample fluid from said
storage module and comprising;
I. sample fluid injection means for directing a quantity of

fluid into an analyzer;

ii. actuating means for controlling operation of said injec-
tion means; and

iii. at least a wall defining an access opening;
structure defining a fluid sample conduit extending be-
tween said modules for directing sample fluid from said
storage module to said injection module through said
second access means in a said side wall of said sample
storage module and through said injection module access
means; and

connecting means for detachably connecting said mod-
ules together with said third access opening aligned with
one of said first or second access openings, said conduit
structure extending between said modules through said
aligned access openings.

3,842,680
GAS BLAST WIPING COLLAR FOR CLEANING

PIPETTES
Carlisle N. Vollick, and Stanley J. Williams, both of London,

Ontario, Canada, assignors to Bach-Simpson Limited, On-
tario, Canada

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 278,977
Int. CI. BOll 3/02: B08b 5/02

U.S. CI. 73-425.4 P 5 Claims

fOLSCO
AIR
JET

1. In a pipette construction wherein the pipette is immersed
in a liquid during use, the improvement in means for cleaning
the pipette comprising a gas dispensing means attached to the
pipette, means for supplying gas to said dispensing means, said
dispensing means comprising a member attached to the body

of the pipette in a position spaced from the end of the pipette
through which liquid passes into and out of the pipette, said
member comprising a first tubular portion defining a central
passage approximating the exterior configuration of said pi-
pette, said first tubular portion being attached onto said pi-
pette for maintaining the tubular portion in spaced relation-
ship relative to the end of the pipette, and a second tubular
portion threaded onto said first tubular portion thereby form-
ing an orifice surrounding the pipette body and opening in a
direction toward said end of the pipette, and including means
for adjusting the size of said orifice, said orifice being defined
between the tubular portions and being adjustable upon rela-
tive rotation of the tubular portions, and operation of said
dispensing means applying a gas stream through the orifice to
the exterior surface of said pipette thereby removing liquid
particles from the pipette surface.

3,842,681

ANGULAR RATE SENSOR
Clarence D. Mumme, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor to Sperry Rand

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed July 19, 1973, Ser. No. 380,629
Int. CI. GOlc 19/56

U.S. CI. 73-505 8 Claims

0-

I. An instrument for measuring angular rate of rotation of
an object about at least a first axis comprising:

torsion rod means rigidly secured at each end thereof to said
object and extending along a second axis normal to said
first axis for torsional oscillation thereabout,

first and second oppositely extending balanced vibratory
cantilever means rigidly secured to said torsion rod means
between said ends, said first vibratory cantilever means
including electrically responsive vibration driver means
for applying torsional oscillations to said torsion rod
means,

said second vibratory cantilever means including vibra-
tion pick-off means for providing an alternating electri-
cal output signal of frequency proportional to the fre-

quency of said torsional oscillations, and
opposed cooperative radially extending vibratory electri-

cally responding sensor means rigidly secured to said
torsion rod means between said ends, angularly spaced
from said first and second oppositely extending bal-
anced vibratory cantilever means in a common plane
and responsive to angular rate of rotation about said
first axis for generating an output electrical signal rep-
resentative in polarity and amplitude of said angular
rate of rotation about said first axis.
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3,842,682

SPEED RESPONSIVE GOVERNOR MECHANISM
Joseph Louis Bloom, Droitwich, England, assignor to Joseph

Lucas (Industries) Limited, Birmingham, England
Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 278,012

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 4, 1971,
36626/71

Int. CI. GOlp 3116; G05d 13138, 13166
U.S. CI. 73-509 14 Claims

^l^iS

1. A speed-responsive governor arrangement comprising a

body, a governor mechanism rotatably mounted in said body
and including an output member movable relative to said

body, a first lever pivotally mounted on the body and movable
by said output member in response to changes in the speed of

a shaft which provides a drive for the governor, said first lever

having thereon a cam surface, a second lever pivotally

mounted on the body and movable in response to a first pa-

rameter, a third lever pivotally attached to said body and
pivotally mounted on the second lever for movement in re-

sponse to a second parameter, a fourth lever pivotally

mounted on said third lever and having a cam surface spaced
from, and directed towards the cam surface on the first lever,

a support mounted in said body and engaging said fourth lever

at a location thereon spaced from the pivotal mounting
thereof, whereby the cam surface on the fourth lever is mov-
able relative to the cam surface on the first lever in response
to said first and second parameters, a device angularly mov-
able relative to the pivotal axis of the first lever and a spring
carried by said member and acting to urge said cam surfaces
apart, whereby angular movement of said device varies the
moment of the spring force on the first lever in accordance
with the position of the fourth lever.

thereby to establish ten different equally spaced detent posi-

tions for said selector shaft a units dial member mounted on
and rotatable with said selector shaft, a tens dial member
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concentric with said selector shaft, means interconnecting

said tens and units dial members so that said tens dial member
is changed one tens digit position for each rotation of said
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units dial member, gear means interconnecting said selector

shaft and said main tuning shaft, and means for spring loading
said gear means against said detent wheel so that the position
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3,842,683

UHF TUNER ARRANGEMENT
Alarico A. Valdettaro, Bloomington, Ind., assignor to Sarkes

Tarzian, Inc., Bloomington, Ind.

Continuation of Ser. No. 174,722, Aug. 25, 1971, abandoned.
This application Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,742

Int. CI. F16hi5//5
U.S. CI. 74- 10.4

1

36 Claims

1. The combination of, a UHF tuner having a continuously

variable main tuning shaft rotation of which is effective selec-

tively to receive signals from all television stations in the UHF
television band, a selector shaft, a detent wheel secured to said

selector shaft and having ten indentations in the periphery

thereof, spring biased detent means adapted to engage the

indentations of said wheel as said selector shaft is rotated.

of said main tuning shaft is precisely determined by said detent

wheel for all of the UHF television stations in the UHF televi-

sion band.

3,842,684

BICYCLE TRANSMISSION
Leroy P. Lozier, P.O. Box 43, Mesille, N. Mex. 88046

Filed May 17, 1973, Ser. No. 361,307
Int. CI. FI6h 11104; B62m 5100

U.S. CI. 74-217 B 4 Claims
1. In a bicycle transmission, the combination of a gear box

mounted in place of a pedal crank, said gear box containing
gear train arrangements, said gear train arrangement on an
idler shaft to other gears and returns to a sprocket and trans-

mitted to a rear bicycle wheel by means of a chain, and a lever
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arm for gear selection being mounted at handle bars of the
bicycle for changing gears by an operator, said lever arm being

attached to selector forks inside transmission for changing to
a desired gear ratio.

3,842,685
TRANSMISSION UNIT

Arthur Philpott, Ferndale, VVhittaker Ln., Little Eaton, and
Regmald Samuel Fuher, 7 Boulton Dr., Alvaston, both of
England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 295,950, Oct. 10, 1972,
abandoned. This application Feb. 5, 1974, Ser. No. 440,060
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 9 1971

47123/71

Int. CI. F16h 9104, 3/52, 3/44
U.S. CI. 74-217 C ,9 Claims
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1. A transmission unit having an input shaft, an output shaft
in co-axial alignment with the input shaft, a sprocket wheel
carrying member secured to the input shaft and extending
generally radially therefrom, a first sprocket wheel co-axially
mounted on the output shaft, at least one drive sprocket wheel
assembly mounted on the sprocket wheel carrymg member,
each drive sprocket wheel assembly at least including a pri-
mary and a secondary sprocket wheel, at least one drive
sprocket assembly in which the primary and secondary
sprocket wheels are adapted to be releasably locked in a
desired rotational position relative to one another, a chain
extending about the first sprocket wheel and the primary
sprocket wheel of the or each individual drive sprocket wheel
assembly, a second sprocket wheel rotatably received on the
output shaft, a further chain extending about the second
sprocket wheel and the secondary sprocket wheel of the or
each individual drive sprocket wheel assembly, and means for
controlling the speed of rotation of said second sprocket
wheel to control the speed of rotation of said output shaft.

3,842,686
FLOATING-NUT MOUNTING

Bruno Dressier, Billancourt, France, assignor to Regie Na-
tionale des Usines Renault, Billancourt (Hauts de Seine),
France

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,174
Claims priority, application France, Mar. 7, 1972, 72.07847

Int. CI. F16h 1/18
U.S. CI. 74-424.8 A 6 Claims

1. A floating nut mounting for a screw and nut mechanism
controlling the movements of a machine-tool or like element,
comprising a case containing the nut, a first member driven by
the nut, a second tubular member having one end secured to
said case and the other end secured to said driven member,
said second tubular member including two spaced sets of four
transverse slots opposed by pairs in parallel adjacent planes
and shifted perpendicularly to each other between adjacent
pairs so as to form between these slot planes two ring portions
acting as universal flexible couplings.

3,842,687
BALLISTICALLV TOLERANT BELLCRANK/ROD-END

John David Fansler, Newtown, and Stanley F. Okarma,
Huntington, both of Conn., assignors to United Aircraft
Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Filed Dec. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 424,987
Int. CI. G05g 1/02

U.S. CI. 74-469 8 claims

1. In an aircraft control system,
a bellcrank, and
at least one control rod connected to said bellcrank,
said connection including,

first means attaching an end of said control rod to said
bellcrank and providing a primary pivot

second means adjacent said first means attaching the end of
said control rod to said bellcrank and providing a secon-
dary pivot.

and means permitting limited relative motion between said
bellcrank and said control rod about said primary pivot.
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3,842,688

FOOT RETAINING DEVICE FOR A BICYCLE PEDAL
Martin R. Baginski, Austinburg Twp., Ohio, assignor to Ashta-

bula Bow Socket Company, Ashtabula, Ohio
Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,439

Int. CI. G05g 1 114
U.S. CI. 74-594.6 2 Claims

. /

1. An apparatus comprising a bicycle pedal and a foot

retaining device to retain a cyclist's foot on said bicycle pedal
and provide for quickly releasing the cyclist's foot from said

pedal, said foot retaining device comprising an elongated
resilient strap member having first and second strap portions,

said bicycle pedal having a plurality of pedal frame members
having inboard, outboard and side portions, said inboard and
outboard portions of said frame members having openings
therethrough for receiving said strap member therein and
securing said strap member thereto, said first elongated resil-

ient strap portion having at least one aperture therein, said

first and second strap portions movable between a locked
position in which position the cyclist's foot is retained on said

pedal and a released position in which position the cyclist "s foot

is released from being retained on said pedal by said first and
second strap portions, said second strap portion having guide
means for reslraming relative movement between said first

and second strap portions when in the locked position, a

protrusiion posilionable in said one aperture of said first strap

portion to prohibit relative movement in a lateral direction
be'ween said first and second strap portions when in the
locked position, and retainer means for retaining said first and
second strap portions in the locked position and releasable
upon exertion of a force on one of said strap portions in a

direction other than a lateral direction to allow for a quick
release of the cyclist's foot, said retainer means including
opposing extensions, at least one of said extensions movable
upon movement of said first and second strap portions be-
tween the locked and the released position, said second strap

portion having means defining apertures adjacent to each of
said opposing extensions to allow said extensions to fiex upon
movement of said first and second strap portions between the
locked and released position and wherein said extensions
include a surface coacting with a surface of said first strap

portion to retain said first and second strap portions in the
locked position.

3.842,689

MULTIPLE STATION CONTROL SYSTEM
Nils Oiof Manus Bagge, Gothenburg, Sweden, assignor to AB

Volvo Penta, Goteborg, Sweden
Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,582

Int. CI. G05g 5106
U.S. CI. 74-479 6 Claims

I. In a two station control system, two operating slides

connected for operation from respective said stations, a con-
trol slide, each said slide having a neutral position, latch

means carried by one of said operating slides for operatively

engaging said control slide when said one slide is moved from
its neutral position, and means responsive to said movement

of said one slide to dog the other said operating slide in its

neutral position.

3,842,690

AUTOMATICALLY DISENGAGEABLE MANUAL
CONTROL

Ronald A. Gulick, Sugarland, Tex., assignor to Research Engi-
neering Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 359,113
Int. CI. F16h 25100

U.S. CL 74-625 IQ Claims

1. In a device for controlling a further member, wherein said
device includes an external power supply for exercising said

control and also includes back-up means for exercising said

control, the addition of means for automatically engaging and
disengaging said back-up means as a function of said external
power supply to said device, said automatic means including;
means releasably coupling said back-up means to said further

member, said coupling means including;

linearly movable piston assembly, means for causing
movement of a linkage means, said movement causing
means being movable with said piston assembly, and
linkage means including a gear and a cam member, said

cam member being so positioned as to cause said en-
gagement or disengagement as a function of the posi-

tion of said gear.

3,842,691

PLANETARY TRANSMISSION
Dennis W. Shea, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Dana Corporation,

Toledo, Ohio

Filed May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,755
Int. CI. F16h 57110. 3/44; F16d 41/24

U.S. CI. 74-768 25 Claims
1. A transmission comprising, in combination;
a. input and output means for such transmission with said

input means being adapted for rotation in both a forward
and a reverse direction for driving said output means in

a forward and reverse direction, respectively.
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b. at least two selectable power paths for drivingly connect-
ing said input and said output means,

c. control means for selecting the desired one of said power
paths and

m^•IS^T
•.T-^

d. cam means responsive to reverse rotation of said input
means for selecting a predetermined one of said power
paths and for maintaining said power path during contin-
ued reverse rotation.

3,842,692
OPERATION CONTROL METHOD FOR A SPLITTYPE

HYDROSTATIC POWER TRANSMISSION
Takayuki Miyao; Hiroaki Maeda, both of Toyota, and

Masanori Sato, Nagoya, all of Japan, assignors to Aisin Seiki

Co. Ltd., Aichi-ken, Japan
Filed Apr. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 348,537

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 7, 1972, 47-35408
Int. CI. F16h 3/44

U.S. CI. 74-786 5 Claims
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1. An operation control method for a split-type hydrostatic
power transmission connecting an input shaft to an output
shaft through a differential hydrostatic unit, and selectively

connecting another hydrostatic unit, connected to said differ-

ential hydrostatic unit by means of a hydrostatic circuit, to one
of said input shaft and said output shaft by a switch connecting
means, which comprises the steps of;

measuring the relation between the ratio of the displace-

ment of said another hydrostatic unit to the displacement
of said differential hydrostatic unit under liquid leakage

conditions, and the ratio e of the rotary speed of said

output shaft to the rotary speed of said input shaft, in

each case wherein said another hydrostatic unit is con-
nected to one of said input shaft and said output shaft;

and

switching the connection of said another hydrostatic unit

from said one of said input shaft and said output shaft to

the other of said input shaft and said output shaft at the
time when said rotary speed ratio attains a variation value
which is less than that of a reference speed ratio of zero
of the rotary shafts associated with said differential hy-
drostatic unit.

3,842,693
HYDRAULIC CONTROL DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING

DOWNSHIFT OF AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Gerd Oberpichler, Braunschweig, Germany, assignor to Volk-
swagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft, Wolfsburg, Germany

Filed July 20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,148
Claims priority, application Germany, July 31, 1972,

2237351

Int. CI. B60k 21/06
U.S. CI. 74-864 3 Claims

1 . Hydraulic control apparatus for controlling the automatic
shifting of planetary gear means driven by an engine when
down-shifting an automatic transmission comprising;

clutch means associated with a higher gear of the transmis-
sion, said clutch having a clutch piston with an applica-
tion end;

pressure reservoir means having a double-ended reservoir
piston with a spring load on one end and transmission
servo pressure on the other end. a conduit connecting the
chambers containing the application end of the clutch
piston and the spring-loaded end of the reservoir piston;

brake means associated with a lower gear of the transmis-
sion, said brake means comprising a double-ended brake
piston with an application end and a release end, servo
pressure being applied to the application end of the brake
piston through a brake throttle;

main slide valve means comprising a piston that moves as a
function of control pressures derived from the vehicle
velocity and engine load, said main slide valve means
connecting a main valve conduit to the servo pressure
when the vehicle is in the higher gear and connecting it

to the atmosphere during a shift to a lower gear, the main
valve conduit being directly connected to the release side
of the brake piston, and to the application end of the
clutch piston and the spring-loaded end of the reservoir
piston through a clutch throttle and a clutch conduit in

series; and

control slide valve means having a double-ended control
valve piston, the position of the control valve piston
controlling the passage of hydraulic fiuid through a by-
pass conduit which bypasses the clutch throttle, the con-
trol valve piston having the pressure in the clutch conduit
applied to one end and a vehicle-velocity-dependent
pressure applied to the other end, whereby a change to a
lower gear causes said main slide valve means to vent the
pressure in the main valve conduit, causing application of
said brake means in a fixed period of time and allowing
the clutch means to remain engaged by causing the pres-
sure in the clutch conduit to decrea;se slowly through the
clutch throttle until said pressure reservoir has been
drained by the opening of the bypass conduit when the
velocity-dependent pressure on said control slide valve
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exceeds the slowly decreasing pressure in the clutch

conduit, characterized in that;

the control valve piston is a stepped piston with the end in

contact with the velocity-dependent control pressure

being larger in area than the opposite end in contact with

the clutch conduit pressure by such an amount that the

control valve piston is moved to open the bypass conduit

when the clutch conduit pressure and the velocity-

dependent pressure are equal.

3,842,694

HYDROMECHANICAL TRANSMISSION AND CONTROL
Jerry R. Marlow, Greenwood, Ind., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 359,764
Int. CI. B60k , F16h 47104

IJ.S. CI. 74-867 6 Claims

«'
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can further move into a plane generally parallel to said

bottom platelike member,
and fence means on said bottom platelike member adapted

to hold a board in selected angular relation to said upper
platelike member,

16 '^ 13 r,
'9

. n

and a saw guide adjustably supported on said upper plate-

like member for guiding a saw for cutting a board sup-

ported between said platelike members.

3,842.701

ELECTRONIC ORGAN WITH RHYTHM ATTACHMENT
EMPLOYING SELECTIVE OPERATION OF
CONVENTIONAL OR RHYTHMIC SOUNDS

John V/. Robinson, Jasper, and Arthur W. Ross, Ferdinand.

both of III., assignors to Jasper Electronics Manufacturing

Company, Jasper, Ind.

Continuationof Ser. No. 121,727, March 8, 1971, abandoned.

This application Nov. 29. 1972, Ser. No. 310,394

Int. CI. Gl Oh 1100.5100

U.S. CI. 84-1.03 10 Claims
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1. The method of operating an electronic organ having solo

and accompaniment manuals and a pedal clavier and an elec-

troacoustic system supplied thereby which comprises, con-

necting a respective gate having a voltage sensitive control

terminal between the output side of each of said accompani-
ment manual and pedal clavier and said electro-acoustic sys-

tem, supplying steady state gate opening voltage to the control

terminal of each said gate for conventional organ playing and
during which organ sounds are produced continuously while

corresponding keys of the accompaniment manual and pedal

clavier are depressed, and selectively interrupting said steady

state opening voltage supply and instead supplying respective

trains of pulses of gate opening voltage to the respective con-

trol terminals of said gates according to selected predeter-

mined repeated and respective rhythm patterns for playing of

the organ with depressing of keys of the accompaniment
manual and pedal clavier producing sounds which are inter-

mittent in conformity with the patterns of pulses supplied to

the control terminals of the respective gates.

3,842,702
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT WITH

VARIABLE FREQUENCY DIVISION
Masahiko Tsundoo, Osaka-fu, Japan, assignor to Matsushita

Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366.020

Claims priority, application Japan, June 3, 1972, 47-55303
Int. CI. G10h5/06

U.S. CI. 84-1.01 7 Claims

a.
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1. An electronic musical instrument with variable frequency
division, comprising:

a high frequency generator for generating high frequency
pulse signal;

a variable divider coupled to said generator for dividing the

frequency of said high frequency pulse signal generated
by said generator by one of a plurality integral number
factors according to one of a plurality of logic code sub-

sets containing a plurality of bits applied to program
terminals thereof, said logic code subsets corresponding
to said number factors for producing tone signals corre-

sponding to tones of a musical scale;

an encoder coupled to said variable divider for generating

said logic code and supplying a logic code subset to the

program terminals of said variable divider;

control means coupled to said encoder for supplying to said

encoder an input musical-scale-control signal for causing

said encloder to generate a logic code subset correspond-
ing to the control signal; and

a memory means coupled to said encoder for memorizing
the logic code subset which is supplied to said program
terminals of said variable divider so as to cause said vari-

able divider to continue to produce a tone signal in re-

sponse to said musical-scale-control signal, even after

said musical-scale-control signal ceases and until a suc-

ceeding musical-scale-control signal is supplied.

3,842.703

EXPRESSION CONTROL OF ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT

Shimaji Okamoto, and Isutomu Ishii, Hamamatsu, both of

Japan, assignors to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha,

Hamamatsu-shi, Japan
Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 300,591

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 26, 1971, 46-

99745; Oct. 26, 1971, 46-99746; Oct. 26, 1971, 46-99747
Int. CL GlOh 1102

U.S. CI. 84-1.27 10 Claims
1. An expression control circuit for an electronic musical

instrument comprising a light-sensitive variable resistor for

regulating the level of an electrical signal passing there-

through, a light source positioned so as to be directed onto
said light-sensitive variable resistor and kept lit up during
operation of the electronic musical instrument, at least one
other light source also positioned so as to be directed onto said

light-sensitive variable resistor and kept unlit during normal
operation of the first mentioned light source, means for vary-

ing the intensity of light incident on said light-sensitive vari-
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able resistor from the first mentioned light source to corre-
spondingly vary the resistance by said light-sensitive variable
resistor to the passage therethrough of said electrical signal,

said means being also capable of varying the intensity of light

incident on said light-sensitive variable resistor from the sec-

ond mentioned light source when the same is lit up, a detec-

tion means coupled to said first mentioned light source for

detecting failure of said first mentioned light source and
switching means for lighting up the second mentioned light

source upon failure of the first mentioned light source.

3,842,704

GAS CHAMBERED MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
Robert Joson Prochilo, 100 Davison Ave., Lvnbrook, N.Y.

11563
Filed Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,714

Int. CI. GlOd im
U.S. CI. 84-267 6 Claims

1. In a musical instrument having strings and an apertured
resonant chamber the improvement comprising adding to said

chamber in substitute relationship a plastic container for

retaining gas and adapted to engage the resonant chamber
wall surfaces in continous laminated relationship.

3,842,705

STRINGED INSTRUMENTS WITH IMPROVED STRINGS
DUE TO IRRADIATION AND PROCESS FOR PRODUCING

THE SAME
Dudley H. Woodard, 1801 E. 12th St., Cleveland, Ohio 441 14,

and Dudley G. Woodard, 9900 Georgia Ave., Silver Spring,

Md. 20902
Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,666

Int. CI. GlOd 3100, BOlj ///O

U.S. CI. 84-297 S 14 Claims
I. A stringed musical instrument comprising

a support; and
nylon strings attached to said support, said strings exhibiting

superior brilliance and true fretting for a long interval of
playing time, said strings having been exposed to high

intensity ionizing irradiation to achieve said superior

brilliance and true fretting for long intervals of playing

time, the total dose of absorbed radiation varying from
about 0.01 to about 100 megarads.

3,842,706

.MUTE HAVING MEANS FOR ELIMINATING
UNRESPONSIVE NOTES IN BRASS INSTRUMENTS

Samuel Thomcs Beversdorf, Rt. 12 Cedarcrest, Bloomington,
Ind. 47401

Filed Feb. 27, 1974, Ser. No. 446,159
Int. CI. GlOd 9m

U.S. CI. 84-400 5 Claims

/ li

1. A mute for a brass musical instrument comprising:
a tapering, hollow, tubular body being closed at the large

end and open at the small end;

spacer means fixed to the exterior of said body adjacent said

small end for frictionally securing said body to the bell of
said instrument when said mute is inserted therein, said

spacer means forming a plurality of wind passages defined

by said bell, said body, and said spacer means; and
sound absorbing means affixed to the exterior of said body

adjacent one end of each of said wind passages.

3,842,707

CHORD INVERSION FINDER
Verna M. Leonard, 8701 Highway 41, Fresno, Calif. 93721

Filed Feb. 22, 1974, Ser. No. 444,893

Int. CI. G09b 15102

U.S. CI. 84-474 5 Claims

1. A chord inversion finder, comprising:

a first dial having a plurality of spaced segments adjacent to

the periphery thereof;

each of said segments having a display of indicia therein
indicating tone names in regular diatonic chord sequence
for a particular key signature, and this sequence repeated
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within the same segment to include the same sequence in

the next octave;

a second dial mounted on the first dial coaxially therewith

and manually rotatable relative thereto;

said second dial having a diameter smaller than the first dial

to expose said indicia; and

said second dial having at least one array thereon selectively

shiftable into registration with one of the segments on the

first dial;

said array having positional indicators to point out the tone

in said one segment of an inversion of said diatonic chord,

said positional indicators being labeled with the root and

degrees of the chord tones in the sequence of the particu-

lar inversion.

3,842.708

KEYBOARD FINGERING GUIDE
Verna M. Leonard, 8701 Hwy. 41, Fresno, Calif. 93721

Filed Feb. 22, 1974, Ser. No. 444,892

Int. CI. G 10b 15/00

U..S. CI. 84-485 3 Claims

1. A keyboard fingering guide, comprising:

a base having an upright rear panel and an upright front

panel;

said panels defining therebetween a pocket with an open
top;

a disc mounted on said base for rotative adjustment with a

lower portion of the disc within said pocket and behind
said front panel;

said disc having in peripherally arranged segments, a plural-

ity of arrays of indicia naming scale tones in a like number
of key signatures;

said rear panel having a portion extending radially out-

wardly from said disc and having numerals of a fingering

sequence individually juxtaposable with the scale tone

naming indicia in a selected single key signature on said

disc;

said front panel having an array of interval indicators

spaced therealong substantially according to diatonic

scale intervals and the spacing of the keys on a piano
keyboard; and

a plurality of scale tone naming strips mounted on said base
and capable of being exposed one at a time alone with

said indicators on the front of said front panel, each strip

having thereon the names of the scale tones in one of said

key signatures.

3,842,709

PUSH-IN FASTENER
Lloyd T. Fuqua, Fortville, Ind., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,721

Int. CI. F16b 13108
U.S. CI. 85-5 R 5 Claims

^'f.a<} I

1. A push-in fastener adapted for insertion through an aper-

ture in a support panel to secure a component thereto, said

fastener including a fastener body having a head portion and
a stud extending therefrom, said stud having a first portion

adjacent to said head portion of a diameter to be slidably

received in the aperture of the support panel and a second
portion of a reduced diameter with a radial extending flange

at its free end, an expander having a flanged tubular body
portion slidably encircling said second portion of said stud and
having flexible fingers extending axially therefrom toward said

first portion and normally extending radially outward there-

from, a coil spring encircling said second portion with one end
of said spring abutting against said radial extending flange and
its other end abutting against said flanged tubular body por-

tion of said expander and. a flanged retainer ring having a hub
portion slidable axially on said first portion of said stud and
positioned to releasably encircle and retain said flexible fin-

gers in a radial inward position and a flange portion adapted
to be in interference with the surface of the support panel as

said stud of said fasteners is inserted into the aperture in the

support panel.

3,842,710

REMOVABLE RIVET
Oug^esa Jules Poupitch, La Jolla, Calif., assignor to Illinois

Tool Works Inc., Chicago, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 179,378, Sept. 10, 1971, abandoned.

This application Oct. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 401,007

Int. CI. F16b 19104

U.S. CI. 85-37 9 Claims

IS 16

1. A preassembled removable rivet unit comprising a first

bolt-like element including a radially enlarged head portion at

one end thereof and a threaded shank portion at the other end
thereof, a second element comprising a deformable sleeve

member including a blind bore of a length at least as great as

that of the threaded portion of the shank, the sleeve member
telescopically retained in threaded association with the

threaded shank portion of the bolt, a solid extremity of the

sleeve opposite the bore being of substantial length and ex-

tending axially beyond the terminal portion of the bolt ele-

ment to enable said extremity to be formed into a rivet head
by upsetting, the sleeve member having a substantially uni-

form diameter throughout its axial extent, said uniform diame-
ter being less than the diameter of the enlarged head portion.

3,842,711

ARMING DEVICE FOR ROCKET TYPE PROJECTILE
LAUNCHING TUBE

Gaston Jean Olivier Bodinaux, Angleur, Belgium, assignor to

Les Forges de Zeebrugge S.A., Herstal-lez-Liege, Belgium
Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,365

Claims priority, application Belgium, Sept. 16, 1971,
772649

Int. CI. F41f im
U.S. CI. 89-1.807 4 Claims

1. In an arming device for a rocket launcher including a

launch tube having an aperture feature in the tube wall, a

rocket withholding-release means, and a rocket firing means
spaced axially rearwardly on the launch tube with respect to

said rocket withholding-release means; the improvement com-
prising

a. a unitary support means for the rocket withholding-
release means and the rocket firing means, said support
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means being removably secured to said launch tube in the
area of the said aperture feature in the launch tube, said
rocket withholding-release means and said firing means
extending radially into the launch tube through the said
aperture feature;

b. said rocket withholding-release means comprising a mul-
ti-iobed catch element pivotally mounted on said unitary
support means for rotation about a central axis outside^
the rocket launch tube and radially extending into said
tube for positively engaging a rocket to be launched when
said catch means is rotated in a first rocket securing
direction, said catch means having a first lobe for posi-
tively engaging a rocket to be launched in said tube, and
a second lobe;

c. a releasable catch retaining means comprising a rigid
finger element movably mounted on said unitary support
means and means normally resiliently biasing said finger
element in an extended position towards the catch means
and engageable in a positive manner with said second
lobe for preventing rotation of said catch means in a
second reverse rocket release direction; and

d. a rocket thrust gas pressure responsive actuator element
supported by said unitary support member and extending
radially into said launch tube, said actuator element being
subject to rocket thrust gas pressure and operably con-
nected to said finger element for causing retraction
thereof away from engagement with said catch means for
thereby relea.sing said catch means for rotation in a
rocket releasing direction upon firing of the rocket by
said firing means.

3,842,712
MACHINE TOOL WITH AUTOMATIC TOOL CHANGING

MEANS
Dale J. Bondie, Fowlerville; Robert S. Sutton, Franklin, and
James D. Lewelling, Birmingham, all of Mich., assignors to
Ex-Cell-O Corporation, Troy, Mich.
Division of Ser. No. 166,886, July 28, 1971, Pat. No.

3,789,500. This application Apr. II, 1973, Ser. No. 350,291
Int. CI. B23c 5126

U.S.a.90-llD
1 Claim

I. In a machine tool, the combination comprising;
a. a machine base;

927 O.G.—51

>. a pair of laterally spaced columns mounted on said base;
:. a tool spindle assembly including:

1. a rotatable, horizontally disposed tool spindle movably
mounted on vertical ways on said columns;
a. said tool spindle is a tubular spindle in which is

rotatively mounted a draw bar provided with a draw
bolt on its front end for clamping a tool in the spin-
dle;

2. an orbit fluid motor for rotating said draw bar;
3. a splined coupling means for connecting the orbit fluid
motor to said draw bar;

4. an electric clutch operatively connecting said orbit
fluid motor to said splined coupling means;

5. a spring means for normally biasing said draw bar
forwardly toward an operative engagement with a tool
holder mounted in said tool spindle;

6. said spindle assembly further includes a pressure oper-
ated switch means operatively connected to said orbit
fluid motor for de-energizing said electric clutch when
the fluid pressure in said motor rises to a predeter-
mined level when the draw bar is rotated for clamping
a tool holder in the tool spindle;

7. a gear drive means operatively connected to said tool
spindle;

8. a drive motor operatively connected to said gear drive
means;

9. a spindle position sensing means operatively connected
to said tool spindle; and

power drive means operatively connected to said spindle
assembly for moving said spindle assembly along said
vertical ways, said gear drive means, drive motor and
spindle position sensing means being movable as a unit.

3,842,713

ASPHERIC LENS GENERATOR
Vern E. Hamilton, Palos Verdes Estates, and Eugene K. Thor-

burn, Santa Ana, both of Calif., assignors to McDonnell
Douglas Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,843
Int. CI. B23c 3104, 5112

U.S. CI. 90-11 C 10 Claims

1. A method of generating an aspheric surface of revolution
with a line cutting element operating on a blank that is nor-
mally supported horizontally and rotated about a vertical axis,
which comprises the steps of:

driving said cutting element so that its cutting edge is moved
along a noncircular locus including at least a predeter-
mined noncircular portion which is maintained in a plane
that intersects with said blank and is angularly adjustable
with respect to horizontal; and

adjusting said plane to a selected angle with respect to
horizontal so that said cutting edge cuts said blank along
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at least a part of said predetermined noncircular locus

portion which is maintained in said plane whereby said

aspheric surface of revolution can be generated on said

blank with rotation thereof about said vertical axis.

3.842.714

COMBINE HYDRAULIC VALVE
Martin W. Coleman. Independence, Mo., assignor to Allis-

Chalmers Corporation, Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973. Ser. No. 325.957

Int. CI. F15b ]3I044

U.S. CI. 91-459 2 Claims

met LIFT AuGtB SMnN&

1. In combination in a self-propelled combine harvester

having a control console positioned at an operator's station,

said combine being provided with a hydraulic system includ-

ing a pumpand a sump, the improvement comprising;

a double acting hydraulic cylinder,

a hydraulic manifold having a main passage connected in

fluid receiving relation to said pump and in fluid delivery

relation to said sump and having a pair of supply passages

operatively connecting opposite ends of said cylinder to

said main passage, said manifold being positioned m
remote relation to said console and proximate to said

pump and sump to provide a minimum passage of hydrau-

lic fluid between said pump and sump when said hydrau-

lic cylinder is not being operated,

a normally open solenoid valve mounted on said manifold

and connected to said main passage, said normally open
solenoid valve having an open position permitting hy-

draulic fluid to pass from said main passage to said sump
and a closed position blocking fluid from flowing from

said main passage to said sump,

a first pair of normally closed solenoid valves mounted on
said manifold and connected respectively in controlling

relation to said supply passages, said first pair of normally

closed solenoid valves opening when energized to permit

fluid flow in said supply passages, respectively, between
said main passage to said cylinder, said first pair of nor-

mally closed solenoid valves being operative when not

energized to prevent flow of fluid through said supply

passages from said cylinder to said main passage.

a second pair of normally closed solenoid valves connected
respectively to said supply passages and operable to con-
trol flow of fluid therefrom to said sump, said second pair

of normally closed solenoid valves when opened being
operative to pass fluid from said cylinder to said sump
without it passing through said main passage, and

a plurality of switches positioned in said control console for

controlling said solenoid valves and so connected to the

latter whereby upon closing of selected switches on said

console said normally open solenoid valve will be closed
permitting buildup of hydraulic pressure in said main
passage and upon subsequently opening one of said first

pair of normally closed solenoid valves associated with

one of said supply passages and opening the one of said

second pair of normally closed solenoid valves associated

with the other of said supply passages, fluid is delivered

to one end of said cylinder and exhausted from the other.

3,842,715

PISTON FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Rudolf Maier, Aufliausen, (Germany, assignor to Mahle (imbH.

Stuttgart. Germany
Filed Jan. 2. 1973, Ser. No. 320,620

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 12, 1972,
2201299

Inl. CI. FOlb 3/00

U.S. CI. 92-31 6 Claims

1. In an internal combustion engine a piston including a
seat, a piston pin mounted in the seat, a piston skirt mounted
on said seat and means interconnecting the piston seat and
skirt for providing progressive rotation between said piston

seat and skirt about the longitudinal axis of the piston, the

provision of a stepping ring with internal teeth affixed relative

to the internal surface of the piston skirt, a curved leaf-type

spring having one end affixed to the seat while the other end
engages the teeth of the stepping ring, and control means by
which the curved leaf-type spring is deflected in a direction

corresponding to the straightening of the spring in accordance
with the operating cycle of the engine to effect said rotation

of the piston skirt.

3,842,716

DOUBLE DIAPHRAGM BRAKE OPERATOR
IMPROVEMENTS

Kenneth D. Swander, Jr., Prairie Village, Kans.. assignor to
Certain-Teed Products Corporation, Valley Forge, Pa.
Division of Ser. No. 148,942, June 14, 1971, Pat. No.

3,730,056. This application Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,197
Int. CI. FOIb 7/00

U.S. CI. 92-63 5 Claims
1. A brake actuating device having operable connection

with the braking mechanism of a vehicle, comprising,

a closed housing divided into inner and outer compart-
ments.
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a pair of flexible diaphragms peripherally secured in the
outer compartment,

a first pressurized fluid input between the outboard one of
said diaphragms and the outboard end of the outer com-
partment,

a first spacing ring between said diaphragms,
a second pressurized fluid input between said two dia-

phragms through the spacing ring therebetween,
a brake operating rod surmounted by a diaphragm abut-

ment plate extending axially through the inner and outer
compartments and having attachement to the braking
mechanism,

a movable wall mounted within the inner compartment
equipped with a tubular axial extension surrounding and
having abutting engagement at its inner end with said rod,
an annular member forming the partition between the
inner and outer compartments.

a power compression spring unit between the said annular
member and movable wall,

a rod return compression spring between the diaphragm
abutment plate and movable wall,

an air inlet for introducing compressed air to the inner
compartment between the movable wall and the inner
end of the housing wherein the improvement comprises
a diaphragm retaining ring encircling the peripheries of
said diaphragms and first ring spacing same.

the width of said retaining ring at least equal to the com-
bined thickness of the two diaphragms, in clamped state,
with the first spacing ring clamped therebetween, and
said retaining ring positioned inward of a clamp band
circumferentially gripping all of said diaphragms, said
first spacing ring and said retaining ring therewithin.

3,842,717

PISTON SEAL
Norman F. Prescott. Wenham, Mass., assignor to Atwood &

Morrill Co., Salem, Mass.

Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,381
Int. CI. FOlb 31/00; F16j 9/00

U.S. CI. 92-162 R 5 claims
1. In combination a piston and cylinder comprising;
a cylinder having a cylinder head and a cylinder wall, said

cylinder wall having a first cylindrical portion, said first

portion being of a first inside diameter over its entire
length and an axially disposed second cylindrical portion,
said second portion being of a secon(* inside diameter
over its entire length, said second inside diameter being
less than said first inside diameter, a piston, a groove
encircling said piston, a seal ring mounted in said groove,

said seal ring having an inside diameter greater than the
inside diameter of said groove, a sealii.g surface at the
outer periphery of said seal ring, said sealing surface
having an outside diameter less than that of said first

inside diameter but substantially equal to .said second
inside diameter, whereby when said piston moves axially

a .(-*-> 3t
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in said cylinder away from said cylinder head portion
said sealing surface does not engage with said cylinder
wall while said sealing surface is adjacent to said first
portion but may move laterally slightly to completely
engage against said second portion of said cylinder wall
as said sealing surface slides over said second portion to
thereby provide a seal.

3,842,718
BOLTED CONNECTION INCLUDING A STUD

Wmiam^A. Malchow, 1385 N. Castle Rd.. Sonoma, Calif.

Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,334
Int. CI. F16g H/04

^•^^'•'^-"
6 Claims

L J
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3,842,719

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING A DENSE
SHINGLED ARRAY OF SIGNATURES

Victoriano Fernandez-Rana, Easton; Paul R. Simon, Allen-

town, and James E. Peserik, Lansdale, all of Pa., assignors

to Harris-Intertype Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,124

Int. CI. B31b 1196

U.S. CI. 93-93 M 33 Claims

1. Apparatus for providing a dense shingled array of signa-

tures on a tray with the signatures inclined relative to the

surface of the tray on which they are supported, said appara-

tus comprising means for supporting a tray at a dense shingling

location, conveyor means for delivering signatures in a loose

shingled stream to said dense shingling location, means at the

dense shingling location for forming the dense shingled array

and for locating same on the tray, and means for removing
said tray from said dense shingling location with said shingled

array of signatures thereon.

3,842,720

JET PUMP FOR AIRCRAFT CABIN PRESSURIZATION
SYSTEM

Lewis Herr, Mill Hall, Pa., assignor to Piper Aircraft Corpora-
tion, Lock Haven, Pa.

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 346,218
Int. CI. B64d 13104

U.S.CL 98-1.5 9 Claims
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1. A pressurization system for an aircraft comprising the

combination of an engine including a source of air under
pressure, a jet pump for pressurizing the cabin in the aircraft,

said jet pump including a primary nozzle in communication
with the air under pressure from the engine, a secondary

nozzle in communication with ambient air, a tube in commu-
nication with said nozzles on the downstream side thereof for

receiving and mixing the air issuing from said nozzles, a diver-

gent section at the opposite end of said mixing tube for receiv-

ing the mixed air from said nozzles and communicating it to

the aircraft cabin, said mixing tube having a length to width
ratio within a range of about 8 to 14, said jet pump being
effective per se to provide an acceptable air flow rate for

pressurizing the cabin throughout the full altitude range of the

aircraft.

3,842,721

COMBINATION INSULATED FLUE AND
THERMOSYPHON CHIMNEY

George H. Cardiff, Santa Cruz, Calif., assignor to Metal Fab
Inc., Wichita, Kans.

Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,000
Int. CI. E04h 12128

U.S. CI. 98-60 3 Claims
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1. A combination insulated flue and thermosyphon chimney
comprising an inner flue conduit, a first liner member sur-

rounding said conduit forming an air inner annulus therebe-

tween, a second liner member surrounding said first liner

member to form an air outer annulus between said first and
said second liner and means for insulating said inner flue

conduit from said air inner annulus, a shell member attached

to said inner conduit and enclosing said means for insulating

and separating said air inner annulus therefrom, means for

attaching said first liner to said shell member, means for at-

taching said second liner to said first liner, said inner flue

conduit being essentially cylindrical and said insulating means
substantially covering the circumferential exterior surface of

said inner conduit, said first liner being substantially cylindri-

cal and concentrically positioned with respect to said inner

conduit and said first liner generally traversing the entire

length of said inner conduit, said second liner being essentially

concentrically positioned with respect to said inner flue con-

duit and including a plurality of cylindrical members, each
cylindrical member including a structure defining a plurality

of elongated generally rectangular protrusions positioned on
the internal circumferential area thereof and in proximity to

one end and a plurality of channels positioned on the exterior

surface thereof at the opposite end, said channels including a

top whose width is essentially the length of said rectangular

protrusions and a base whose width is essentially that of said

protrusions, said rectangular protrusions and said channels
enabling each of said cylindrical members to lock with each
other when said rectangular protrusions of one cylindrical

member is inserted into said tops of said channels of another
cylindrical member and twisted when said protrusions are

aligned with said base to lodge and lock said rectangular

protrusions of one of said cylindrical member into said base of
said channels of another cylindrical member, said channels
delineating essentially L-shaped protrusions situated on the

interior surface of each of said cylindrical members, said first

liner being shorter than said second liner enabling said air

outer annulus to be in communication with said air inner
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annulus, at least one end of said shell member being attached
to said inner conduit such as to prevent communication with
the outside atmosphere, and a combustible material in direct
contact with said second liner.

3,842,722
Venting apparatus

Theodore R. Smith Miller, P.O. Box 394, Bedford, N.Y. 10506
Filed July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,659

Int. CI. F23I / 7/02
U.S. CI. 98-119 14 Claims

1. Venting apparatus comprising, in combination:
a discharge conduit having an open end;
enclosure means disposed about the open end of the dis-

charge conduit and defining an enclosed space having an
opening for discharging fluid; and

shutter means positioned within said enclosed space for

movement relative to the enclosure means between an
open position and a closed position, the shutter means
including a first portion for intercepting the flow of fluid

through the discharge conduit and a second portion for
blocking said opening when the shutter means is m its

closed position, said first portion defining an unob-
structed passage for equalizing fluid pressure on opposite
sides of the first portion when the shutter means is closed,
the second portion of the shutter means unblocking said
opening upon movement to said open position to dis-

change said fluid.

3,842,723
' WHISKEY BARREL

Armand R. Boucher, Stamford, Conn., assignor to Joseph E.
Seagram & Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 10, 1969, Ser. No. 797,995
Int. CI. B65d 9/04

U.S. a. 99-277.1 14 Claims

proof container for containing new alcoholic liquor and aging
same to a fully aged or truly aged condition through prolonged
exposure to repeated heating and cooling cycles, a series of
spaced contours formed over at least a portion of the inner
surface of said barrel and containing alternating raised and
depressed areas whereby to increase the area of the red cara-
mel layer beneath said char and to increase the breathing
effectiveness of said barrel for liquid aging purposes.

T
2

1. In an internally charred wooden barrel including a plural-

ity of staves and heads combined to form a substantially leak-

3,842,724
APPARATUS AND PACKAGE FOR USE IN HEATING OR
COOKING OF FOOD BY ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION

THROUGH THE FOOD
Abraham L. Korr, 8712 Hickory Dr., Philadelphia, Pa. 19136;
James F. Mahoney, 55 Lakeside Dr. N., Kinnelon, N.j!
07405, and Bernard T. Svihel, 7812 Cobden Rd., Laverock,
Pa. 19118

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,609
Int. CI. A23b 1/06; A47j 27/62, F24c 7/08

U.S. CI. 99-358 7 Claims

1. Apparatus for the heating or cooking of food packaged
in a container, comprising:

indicia reading means for producing current-control signals

in response to machine-readable indicia on said container
representing current-control information characteristic

of said packaged food;

means for applying a voltage across said food in said con-
tainer to pass a current through said food to heat or cook
said food; and

means supplied with said current-control signals for auto-
matically varying said current while said heating or cook-
ing is taking place, through values of current determined
at least in part by said current-control signals.

3,842,725

FRYING APPLIANCE
Yoshiaki Sano; Yoshitaka Hirose, and Yasumasa Miki, all of

Osaka, Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial

Company, Osaka, Japan
Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,754

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 17, 1972, 47-38839
Int. CI. A47j . E24c

U.S. CI. 99-403 7 Claims
1. A frying appliance comprising: a container for holding

frying oil; closure means for fluid-tightly sealing said con-
tainer; a heating arrangement adjacent the lower portion of
said container for applying heat to the frying oil; a fume ab-
sorber to vent fumes and odors arising from foodstuff and
frying oils during a frying operation comprising a housing
member provided with inlet for connection to a water source
and outlet open ends in axial alignment with said inlet for
admitting a stream of water therethrough, a fume inlet open-
ing on the side wall thereof and means located above said
opening in said side wall and extending across said housing
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member in the path of said stream of water for producing
bubbles in the water in said housing; and vent means providing

communication between the space inside said container and
said fume inlet opening such that said fumes and odors are

scrubbed with said water.

3.842,726

GROOVED GRIDDLE
Howard C. Fautz, Long Beach. Calif., assignor to Wolf Range
Company, Baltimore. Md.

Filed Aug. 20. 1973, Ser. No. 390,163

Int. CI. A47j 37110
U.S. CI. 99-425 6 Claims

I. A grooved griddle for grilling foods, said griddle compris-
mg:

a non-apertured. thick metal grill plate adapted to overlie a
heat source, said plate having a sloping uncovered upper
surface to allow vaporized fats to be carried upwardly
past food disposed thereon, and which includes a plurality

of sloping, generally parallel grooves and intermediate
ridges defining a continuous, unapertured cooking area
whereby liquified food fats from said food thereon are

unable to drop through said plate to said heat source, the

move elevated extremities of the sloping said grooves
terminating short of the upper edge of said plate to define

an edge margin to act as a barrier for said food fats, the

depth of said grooves being less than half the thickness of
said plate and defining a substantial metal mass below
said grooves; and

a plurality of heat sensors disposed in close proximity to said

metal mass below said grooves for sensing temperature

drops across said metal mass.

3,842,727

FRUIT SLICING APPARATUS
John G. Glenn, Cucamonga; Walter Ziegler, Riverside, and
Ned C. Carter, Chine, all of Calif., assignors to Sunkist
Growers. Inc., Sherman Oaks, Calif.

Filed Dec. 6, 1971, Ser. No. 204,957
Int. CI. A23n 7108; A23p 1100; A47j 171 16

U.S. CI. 99-592 30 Claims

i
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I. In an apparatus of the character described to cut slices of
fruit, for example slices of oranges, the combination of:

an upright cylmdrical knife,

a cage below the cylindrical knife to receive a fruit pulp
core;

reciprocable plunger means movable downwardly to force

the fruit axially onto the cylindrical knife from above to

divide the fruit into an outer skin-laden sleeve and an
inner axial pulp core having skin-laden opposite ends, and
to force the axial pulp core from the interior of the cylin-

drical knife into the cage;

knife means movable into and out of the cage to cut the
axial pulp core into a stack of slices including skin-laden
caps at opposite ends of the core and intermediate skin-

free fruit slices;

means below the cage to support the axial pulp core before
the cutting operation by the knife means and to support
the stack of slices after the cutting operation, said support
means being movable to permit the fruit slices to drop out
of the bottom of the cage;

means to remove each of the opposite skin-laden caps from
the stack of slices before the fruit slices drop out of the
cage; and

conveyor means under the support means to receive the
fruit slices from the cage, said conveyor means travelling

transversely of the cage at a rate to cause the slices of the
stack to be distributed in a row across the conveyor.

3,842,728
DEVICE FOR TYING COILS OF WIRE

Hubert Elineau, 9 rue Exelmans, Versailles, France
Filed Apr. 6, 1973, ,Ser. No. 348,617

Claims priority, application France, May 23, 1972, 72.8273
Int. CI. B65b 13/28

U.S. CI. 100-7 ,4 Claims
1. A device for tying coils of wire and comprising means for

placing a tie-wire around a coil and means for twisting and
knotting said tie-wire, wherein the means for twisting the
tie-wire comprise at least one mandrel which is capable of
both translational and rotational motion and is provided with
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means for receiving the two ends of the tie-wire, and at least

one back-plale for holding the tie-wire in position during
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rotation of the mandrel, said back-plate being placed opposite
to the head of said mandrel.

3,842.729

REFUSE COMPACTOR
Jorgen Mandrup. Eagle Rock, Calif., assignor to .Matador

Industries. Inc.. Temple City. Calif.

Filed Aug. 14. 1972. Ser. No. 280,533
Int. CI. B30b 1/18. 15/14

U.S. CI. 100-229 A 5 Claims

4j

1. An improved refuse compactor comprising:
a. a cabinet; i

b. receptacle mean»> in the cabinet for receiving refuse;
c. means for kcess to the receptacle means for placing

refuse ther« |n and for removing compacted refuse there-
from;

a ram in the cabinet for compacting refuse having:
i. a compactor head for engaging and compacting refuse

in the receptacle means;
ii. first and second sets of parallel and spaced apart panto-

graphic linkages, each of the linkage sets having upper
arms and lower arms, the lower arms of the linkage sets

carrying the compactor head such that the lower arms
of each linkage set can travel towards and away from
each other;

iii means for mounting the upper arms of the linkage sets

to the cabinet including first and second trunnions
pivotally carrying the upper arms of the first and sec-
ond sets of pantographic linkages, each of the trun-

nions having a bore ending in a shoulder on the interior

end thereof;

iv. first and second nuts for the first and second trunnions,
respectively, each of the nuts being received in the bore
of its associated trunnion; and

V. first and second means for mounting the nuts on the
respective trunnions for the transmission of a drive
force in either direction along the axes of the nuts, for

selective removal of the nuts from the trunnions, and to
prevent rotation of the nuts, each of the mounting
means including a plate removably secured to its a.sso-

ciated trunnion and cooperating with the interior

shoulder of the bore of such trunnion to keep the nut
associated with such trunnion in such bore; and

. drive means for extending and retracting the pantographic
linkage sets and to thereby extend and retract the com-
pactor head into and out of the receptacle means, the
drive including first and second oppositely threaded
drive screws threadably receiving the first and second
nuts such that with rotation of the screws in one direc-
tion the nuts travel towards each other to extend the
pantographic linkage sets and rotation of the screws in

the opposite direction of the screws in the opposite direc-
tion the nuts travel away from each other to retract the
pantographic linkage sets.

3,842,730
MACHINE FOR LOADING, STACKING AND UNLOADING

CROPS
Allen A. White. Peabody; Harold Keith Garrison, Newton, and
Dean P. Brooks, Hesston, all of Kans., assignors to Hesston
Corporation, Hesston, Kans.

Division of Ser. No. 1 39,39 1 , May 3,1971, Pat. No. 3,69 1 ,74 1

.

This application June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,346
Int. CI. B30b 1/32, 15/06

U.S. CI. 100-245 II Claims

I. A stacker including:

a container adapted to receive a crop to be stacked;
a vertically reciprocable press carried by the container for

forming the crop in the container in a compact stack;
a U-shaped lift having a pair of arms embracing the press
and mounted on the container for swinging movement
about a horizontal axis; and

means for each arm respectively coupling the same with the
press for reciprocating the latter in response to swinging
of said lift;

said coupling means each including a pair of rollers on the
press remgte from said axis and having the corresponding
arm disposed therebetween.

3,842,731
PRESS FOR USE IN BOOKBINDING AND THE LIKE

Clarence L. Anderson, Penfield, N.V.. assignor to Magnama-
trix Corporation, Rochester, N.V.

Filed Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,546
Int. CI. B30b 7/00

U.S. CI. 100-264 3 Claims
1. Press apparatus comprising:

a. a horizontal base member;
b. a first vertical compression member mounted on said

base for extensive bi-directional sliding motion along a
first axis;

c. a second vertical compression member parallel to said
first member and mounted on said base for limited bi-

directional sliding motion along said axis between a first
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e.

and a second position, said second member having a
slanted camming surface whereby application of a force
to the surface along a line normal to the plane of the base
plate will cause said second member to move toward said
first member;

d. means movable between a first and a second vertical

position, said means positioned to contact said camming
surface so that downward motion of said means will cause
said second member to move toward said first member;
means including a handle parallel to said first and
second members coupled to said first member so that

movement of said last mentioned means along said first

a gate movable on said container into and out of closing
relationship to said end;

means releasably holding the gate in said closing relation-
ship; and

structure operably coupling said gate with said apparatus
and shiftable during each actuation of the latter,

said structure controlling movement of the gate only when
said holding means is released.

3,842,733
TWO-COLOUR PRINTING MACHINES USING THE

SILK-SCREEN PROCESS
Louis Gilbert Dubuit, 60 Rue Vitruve, 75020 Paris, France

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,327
Claims priority, application France, May 30, 1972,

72.19317; Jan. 11, 1973, 73.00814
Int. CI. B41f 17122

U.S.a. 101-38 A 16 Claims

axis will move said first member therewith, said last men-
tioned means also being slideably coupled to said mov-
able means for motion along said axis but in such a man-
ner as to transmit a force along said line normal when the
handle is pushed down, whereby the article to be pressed
may be placed between said first and second members,
said second member moved to loosely grip the article

between said first and second members and said handle
pressed down to push said second member toward said
first member thereby compressing the article.

3,842,732
TAILGATE CONTROL FOR STACKERS

John Dale Anderson, Canton, Kans., assignor to Hesston Cor-
poration, Hesston, Kans.

Filed May 17, 1973, Ser. No. 361,194
Int. CI. B30b 1108

U.S. CL 100-270 18 Claims

1. A machine for printing in two colours by the silk-screen
process on objects such as tubes, cases, small fiasks of syn-
thetic material and the like, comprising, conveying means
carrying at uniformly-spaced intervals an odd number of rotat-

able mandrels each adapted to receive an object to be printed,
driving means for effecting a forward step-by-step movement
of said conveying means with a step which is an even multiple
of said interval, and two printing stations disposed along said
conveying means and spaced apart from each other by a
distance which is an odd multiple of said interval, each print-
ing station comprising a silk screen movable in translation and
a squeegee, where said conveying means comprises a star-

plate rotatably mounted about a horizontal axis, said mandrels
extending horizontally from said star-plate, and wherein the
screens of said printing station are oblique with respect to
each other.

1. A stacker including:

a container adapted to receive a crop to be stacked;
apparatus including a reciprocable compressor associated

with the container for periodically compacting the crop
into a stack conforming substantially in size and shape
with the container,

said container having an open end through which the stack
passes during unloading;

3,842,734

PRINTER
Yoshifumi Gomi, Chino, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha
Suwa Seikosha, Chuo-ku, Tokyo and Shinshu Seiki Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Suwa-shi, Natano-ken, both of, Japaii

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,438
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1971, 46-728;

Dec. 29, 1971,46-729

Int. CI. B41j 7108
U.S. CI. 101 -93.34 6 Claims

1. In a printer having a plurality of print columns, each
column having print hammers displaceable between a rest and
a print position; a deformable elastic body maintained in a
deformed condition by the associated print hammer at said
rest position; improved magnetic circuit control means for
selectively holding the associated hammer at a rest position
and releasing same for displacement to a print position includ-
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ing a permanent magnet common to at least two of said col-
umns, a first hammer-hold magnetic circuit portion including
a portion of the associated print hammer, and a second re-
lease magnetic circuit portion associated with each print
hammer including release coil means, said first and second
magnetic circuit portions being connected in parallel to each
other, said parallel connection being connected to said
permanent magnet for receiving magnetic flux therefrom.

each of said magnetic circuit control means being adapted
to hold the associated hammer at said rest position and to
release said associated hammer upon the application of a
signal to the associated release coil means in a direction so
as to decrease the magnetomotive force applied to the as-
sociated hammer, the energy stored in the associated de-
formed elastic body displacing the associated hammer from
said rest position to said print position upon said decrease in
said magnetomotive force.

3,842,735
LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING APPARATUS AND WASH-UP

DEVICE
Donald L. Southern, Brecksville, and John Marshall Gaffney,

Cleveland Heights, both of Ohio, assignors to Harris-
Intertype Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,723
Int. CI. B41f 7140, 35104

U.S. a. 101-145 2 Claims

the dampening solution on the surface of said dampener form
roll means, and dampener throw-off means for moving said
dampener form roll means between a printing position in

which said dampener form roll means is disposed in rolling
engagement with the lithographic printing plate and a ihrown-
off position in which said dampener form roll means is spaced
from the lithographic printing plate and in which said dampen-
ing solution flow path is interrupted to prevent the transfer of
solution from the source of dampening solution to said damp-
ener form roll means and to prevent the transfer of solution
from said dampener form roll means to the source of dampen-
ing solution, said inker means including inker throw-off means
for moving said ink form roll means relative to said plate
cylinder means from a printing position to a thrown-off posi-
tion and from a thrown-off position to a wash-up position, said
ink form roll means being disposed in rolling engagement with
the lithographic printing plate when said ink form roll means
is in the printing position, said ink form roll means being
spaced apart from both the lithographic printing plate and said
roll means in said dampener means when said ink form roll

means is in the thrown-off position to prevent the transfer of
ink from said ink form roll means to the lithographic printing
plate and to said dampener means, said ink form roll means
being disposed in rolling engagement with said ink distributing
roll and with at least one of said roll means of said dampener
means when said ink form roll means is in said wash-up posi-
tion and said dampener form roll means is in its thrown-off
position, said ink form roll means being operable to effect the
transmittal of wash-up solution from said ink distributing roll

to said dampener form roll means when said ink form roll

means is in its wash-up position, said dampener distributing
roll means including a rider roller having a rolling contact
engagement with said dampener form roll means when said
dampener form roll means is in its printing and thrown-off
positions, said rider roller being disposed in rolling contact
engagement with said ink form roll means when said ink form
roll means is in said wash-up position and said dampener form
roll means is in its thrown-off position, and means for driving
said rider roller independently of the surfaces of said ink form
roll means and said dampener form roll means, said rider
roller having a peripheral surface which when said dampener
form roll means is in its thrown-off position and when said ink
form roll means is located in its thrown-off position provides
driving force to the surface of said dampener form roll means
independently of other roll means of said inker and dampener
means.

1. A lithographic printing press comprising plate cylinder
means for carrying a lithographic printing plate during a print-
ing operation, inker means for transmitting ink from a source
of ink to the lithographic printing plate during a printing
operation, said inker means including an ink distributing roll

and ink form roll means for receiving ink from said ink distrib-

uting roll and applying ink to the lithographic printing plate,
and dampener means for transmitting dampening solution
from a source of dampening solution to the lithographic print-
ing plate during a printing operation, said dampener means
including dampener form roll means for applying dampening
solution to the lithographic printing plate during a printing
operation, distributing roll means for transmitting dampening
solution along a flow path from the source of dampening
solution to said dampener form roll means and for distributing

3,842,736
PRINT HAMMER REGISTRATION CONTROL

Richard Lyman Gilbert, Endicott; Michael David Hryck, End-
well, and John Mako, Vestal, all of N.V., assignors to Inter-
national Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,133
Int. CI. B4Ij 5122

U.S. CI. 101 -93.34 5 Claims

10

I. In printing apparatus having a type carrier with a plurality
of type characters thereon movable to present said type char-
acters to different print positions along a print line of a docu-
ment and having electromagnetically operated print hammer
means disposed to be energized from a source of electrical
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energy for impacting the document and selected ones of said
type characters to print on said document, said electromag-
netically operated print hammers having a flight time which
varies with the voltage of said source;

the improvement which comprises connecting a pulse oper-
ated motor whose speed varies with the frequency of the
applied pulses to drive said type carrier, and

connecting a voltage responsive variable frequency device
whose frequency varies with the applied voltage to be
energized from said source to generate pulses and con-
necting said device to said motor to thereby vary the
speed of said motor for driving said motor, whereby
changes in the flight time of said electromagnetically
operated prmt hammer means with variations in source
voltage are compensated for by corresponding changes in

the speed of said type carrier so as to maintain proper
registration under varying source voltage conditions be-
tween said print hammer means and type characters when
impacting said document and selected type characters to
print.

3,842,737

PRINTER
Yoshifumi Gomi, Chino, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha
Suwa Seikosha and Shinshy Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha, Naga-
no-ken, Japan

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,198
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 24, 1972, 47-

19234; Mar. 30, 1972, 47-32071

Int. CI. B41j 7108
II.S. CI. 101-93.34 4 Claims

1. In a printer having respective control means for print

hammers which are arranged in a plurality of columns and
each of which is displaceable between a rest position and a
print position, and having respective deformable elastic bodies
maintained in deformed condition by the associated print

hammers in the rest position, improved magnetic circuit con-
trol means associated with each of said columns for holding
each said print hammer at said rest position and selectively

releasing said print hammers for displacement to said print
position, a permanent magnet common to each of the col-

umns, a first hammer hold magnetic circuit portion associated
with each hammer including a portion of the associated print

hammer and a second release magnetic circuit portion associ-

ated with each hammer including release coil means, said
release coil means including means for applying signals
thereto, said first and second magnetic circuit portions being
connected in parallel with said permanent magnet, each of
said magnetic circuit control means being adapted to hold said
respective hammer at said rest position and to release said
respective hammer upon application of a signal to its release
coil means by said signal applying means in a direction so as
to decrease the magnetomotive force applied to said hammer,
the energy stored in the respective deformed body displacing
said respective hammer from said rest position to said print
position upon said decrease in said magnetomotive force, said

release coil having applied thereto a further signal by said

signal applying means when said associated hammer is dis-

placed from its rest position and at least one other hammer
associated with said common permanent magnet is to be
released from its respective rest position so that the operating
point of said common permanent magnet is substantially re-
turned to the original operating point before said at least one
other print hammer is released from a rest position.

3,842,738

CONVERTIBLE GRAPHIC PRESS
Ronaido M. Terrazas, 1745 E. 14th St., Oakland, Calif. 94606,
and Stanley Washburn, Berkeley, Calif., assignors to said
Terrazas by said Washburn

Filed Aug. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 389,123
Int. CI. B41f 3130, 3/36, 1106

U.S. CI. 101-146 3 Claims

^<>

I. In an interchangable graphic press set up for lithography,
a pair of unitary complimentary side members having in co-
planar arrangement V-shaped front and rear legs, horizontal
side rails with inturned track flanges and parallel upstanding
hollow posts two on each side member open at the top and
extending above and below said side rails, cross bracing be-
tween said side rails determining the width of said press, a
solid roller with its end shafts removably mounted in suitable
bearings transversely of said press and between said posts at

either side below said side rails with the perimeter of said
roller in level engagement with the undersurface of a bed, a
bed for said press having attached rollers at its outer end for
horizontal movement guided by said inturned flanges and
resting at its inner end on said solid roller in the preliminary
position, a yoke assembly transversely mounted at either side
between the parallel upstanding posts and resilienlly mounted
with spacers, said yoke having an internally mounted eccen-
tric for exerting great vertical pressure in small increments, a
scraper box with a scraper blade mounted therebelow in pre-
cise axial transverse alignment with said solid roller, a wheel
for positioning the scraper box, and speed control means for
driving said solid roller.

3,842,739
METALLIC MOLTH FOR A PLASTIC CARTRIDGE CASE
John J. Scanlon, Monore; Thomas G. Owen, Fairfield, and
Raymond A. Anderson, Easton, all of Conn., assignors to
Remington Arms Company, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

Filed May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,590
Int. CI. F42b 5126, 5130, 9/30

U.S. CI. 102-43 P ,0 Claims
1. In a cartridge case having a plastic body with an inwardly

tapered forward end portion, the improvement comprising a
tubular mouth member having a generally cylindrical projec-
tile-receiving portion and a generally frusto-conical interlock-
ing portion, the mouth member being secured within the
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plastic body with the inwardly tapered forward end portion of
the plastic body engaging the interlocking portion of the

mouth member and with the projectile-receiving portion ex-
tending forwardly of the plastic body.

3,842,740
HAND GRENADE DETONATOR

Albert Mirlesse, Geneva, Switzerland, assignor to Interep Asso-
cies S.A., Geneva, Switzerland

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 360,077
Claims priority, application Luxembourg, May 18, 1972,

65387
I

Int. CI. F42b 27/00; F42c 15/02
U.S. CI. 102-64 4 Claims

•1'

1. A hand grenade detonator including spring-controlled
means for actuating a striker, safety means for maintaining the
striker actuating means in a pre-armed position and, in the
absence of an acceleration resulting from a throwing move-
ment, for automatically returning the striker actuating means
to a safety position, and when this acceleration occurs, for
movmg the striker actuating means into an armed position,
characterized by a spring-urged detent, a spring-urged inertia
block reacting to the acceleration of throwing, means for
automatically returning the detent to a safety position in the
absence of an acceleration which moves the inertia block, and
means for freeing the inertia block after production of the
acceleration so as to move it from the pre-armed position to
the armed position in a manner such that said striker actuating
means moves the striker into a detonation position.

il 3,842,741
SUBPROJECTILE LAUNCHED FROM TELESCOPIC

TUBES
Jack Brothers, Panama City, Fla., and Jerry Pentel, Flanders,

NJ., assignors to The United States of America as repre-
sented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 367,911
Int. CI. F42b 13/50

U.S. CI. 102-69 7 Calms
I. A projectile, adapted to be launched from a barrel or

other full caliber launch tube at a given velocity, comprising:

a. at least two concentric tubular members of substantially
the same axial length, each of said tubular members hav-
ing a rearwardly-facing internal shoulder at the forward
end thereof, each of said tubular members except the
outermost one having a forwardly-facing external shoul-
der at the rear end thereof, said outermost tubular mem-
ber being adapted to slidably engage the bore of said full

caliber launch tube;

b. a base member closing the rear end of said outermost
tubular member;

c. an elongated generally cylindrical subprojectile concen-
trically disposed within said tubular members and adja-
cent to said base member, said subprojectile having an
axial length at least equal to that of the next adjacent
tubular member and having a forwardly-facing external
shoulder on the rear end thereof; and
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said ceramic means is formed as a ceramic ring,

said ceramic ring being disposed in a tip of a shell and
having an upper annular surface,

an annular pressure piece,

a pressure transmission tube provided in said tip of said shell
and resting on said annular pressure piece,

said pressure piece being seated flat on said upper annular
surface of said ceramic ring,

another ring supporting said ceramic ring from a bottom of
the latter,

a safety device,

a wire means fastened to said another ring for producing an
electrically conductive connection with said safely de-
vice, and

said pressure piece having a milling forming an inner sup-
porting edge for the inserted end of said pressure trans-
mission tube.

3,842,743
AIR-DRIVEN TURBINE SAFE AND ARM ARRANGEMENT

FOR A FREE-FALLING ORDNANCE DEVICE
Cyrus M. Zittle, 7723 E. Vernon St., Scottsdale, Ariz. 85257

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,996
Int. CI. F42c 15112

U.S. CI. 102-81.2 ,0 Claims

I. Fail-safe fuze apparatus for a free-falling ordnance device
wherein energy extracted from the air stream may be utilized
for the arming thereof, said apparatus including in combina-
tion:

an air turbine energized by the air stream during free-fall of
the ordnance device;

a helical torsion spring;

means for coupling said air turbine to said torsion spring to
effect the continuous winding thereof and consequent
storage of a certain amount of energy therein during a
first time interval;

timing means for releasing the stored energy in said torsion
spring following a second time interval which encom-
passes at least said first time interval;

arming means utilizing said torsion spring stored energy to
effect arming of the ordnance device; and

clutch means for totally disengaging said arm turbine and
couplmg said torsion spring to said arming means prior to
the release of said torsion spring by said timing means.

3,842,744
SYSTEM FOR CONTROLLING THE MOVEMENT OF A

VEHICLE OR OBJECT ALONG A PATH
Willem Uyzers Vis, 16, Drechtstraat, L«iden, Netherlands

Filed Feb. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 334,429
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Feb. 21, 1972,

7202261

Int. CI. B61I 1108
U.S. CI. 104-88 ,6 Claims

1. A system for controlling the direction of a vehicle mem-
ber along a path comprising:

at least two code scanning switch members positioned in
juxtaposition transverse to the direction of movement of
the vehicle;

a group of selecting switches connected to said code scan-
nmg switch members in accordance with a code deter-
mining the direction to be taken by said vehicle and
forming a control circuit for initiating a path-controlling
signal;

*

code activating members and at least one position activating
member positioned in juxtaposition transverse to the
direction of the movement of said vehicle along the path
for actuating said code scanning switch members to initi-
ate said path-controlling signal for a particular combina-
tion of said code activating members;

selecting switching systems having a number of outputs-
memory means switchable from a first condition to' a
second condition, said memory means constituting
a number of control circuits;
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said code scanning switch members are connected to the
inputs of said selecting switching systems and to said
memory means whereby memory means constituting a
given control circuit are switched from said first condi-
tion to said second condition by a memory control signal
supplied via a representative code scanning switch mem-
ber and a selecting switching system for generating a path
control signal;

a memory control signal source;
position scanning switch members interconnecting said
memory control signal source and the mutually corre-
sponding output connections of said selecting switching
systems, said position scanning switch members are ar-
ranged with respect to said code scanning members to be
energized by at least one of said position activating mem-
bers with movement of said code scanning switch mem-
bers past said code activating members.

3,842,745
FENCE PAINT HOLDER

Richard Lloyd Jones, III, 1754 E. 30th St., Tulsa, Okla. 741 14
Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 361,970

Int. CI. EOlb 25122
U.S. Ci. 104-93 11 Claims

1. A roll-along type of pamt container carriage comprising:
a. an inverted U shaped sheet frame having a top, a back wall
and a front wail;

b. at least one pair of spaced rollers mounted to the internal
surface of each wall of said frame, all rollers having their
axes perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the frame.
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the frame adapted to be supported in an inverted position
by the rollers on a substantially horizontal rail;

c. a paint container removably supported on the outside
surface of the front wall.

3,842,746

PROPORTIONAL THRUST CONTROL FOR LEVITATED
VEHICLES

Lowell A. Kleven, Bloomington, Minn., assignor to Uniflo
Systems Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,314
Int. CI. B61b 13108

U.S. CI. 104-147 R 11 Claims

op^in
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1. A proportional propulsive power control system for vehi-

cles moving along a track under propulsive power comprising
means dividing said track into a plurality of sections including
vehicle detectors at each of said sections, means for timing the
traversing of said vehicles between two of said vehicle detec-
tors, and control means responsive to passage of a selected
vehicle past one of said vehicle detectors for supplying a
variable control signal for controlling propulsive power to said
selected vehicle in a selected track section, said signal being
variable in proportion to the elapsed time subsequent to a
selected time period required for said selected vehicle to move
from said one vehicle detector to a second vehicle detector.

to

3,842,747

ELECTROMAGNETIC SUSPENSION AND GUIDE
SYSTEM FOR VEHICLES ADAPTED TO SWITCH

TRACKS
Peter Schwarzler, Furstenfeldbruck, Germany, assignor

Krauss-Maffei Aktiengesellschaft, Munich, Germany
Filed Jan. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 324,135

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 17, 1972,
2201984

1

1

' Int. CI. B61b 13108
U.S. CL 104-148 MS 14 Claims

1. In a suspended-vehicle system comprising a track and a
vehicle adapted to travel along said track, the improvement
which comprises:

at least two rows of electromagnets extending in the direc-
tion of vehicle travel and mounted on said vehicle in

spaced-apart re ationship; and

armature rails cooperating with the electromagnets of said

rows and mounted on said track for magnetically support-
ing said vehicle, said armature rails and said electromag-
nets being constructed and arranged so as to close mag-
netic paths between each electromagnet and the respec-
tive rail on either side of each of said rows, each of said
rows of electromagnets including a plurality of electro-

magnets each having a core and a coil wound on said

core, said cores being symmetrical about respective verti-

cal planes and having flanges extending therefrom in

opposite directions for closing magnetic paths with arma-

ture rails disposed in mirror-symmetrical relationship
with reference to the respective plane, each of said cores
being of double-T profile and including a vertical web and
upper and lower flanges extending laterally fiom said
web, said coil being would around said web, said arma-
ture rails being of recumbent generally U-profile, each of
said rails having a base connected to a generally vertical
flank of said track and a pair of flanges reaching toward
the respective row of electromagnets and cooperating
with the flanges thereof to form a pair of air gaps with
each electromagnet, disposed one above the other.

3,842,748
ELECTROMAGNETIC SUSPENSION AND GUIDE

SYSTEM PARTICULARLY FOR VEHICLES
Peter Schwarzler, Furstenfeldbruck; Gerhard Bohn, and Hel-
mut Schauberger, both of Munich, all of Germany, assignors
to Krauss-Maffei AG, Munchen, Germany

Filed Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 280,074
Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 15, 1971

2146142

Int. CI. B61b 13108
U.S. CI. 104- 148 MS 12 Claims

I. An electromagnetic suspension or guide system compris-
ing a support, an armature rail fixed to said support and an
electromagnet juxtaposed with said rail, said electromagnet
including a generally U-section elongated core having a web
and a pair of lateral shanks extending from said web toward
said rail, said shanks being of diminishing thickness away from
said web toward respective pole faces formed on said shanks
to maintain the magnetic flux density substantially constant in
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transverse cross-sections through said shank from said web
toward said pole faces, and a coil composed of turns of a light
metal or a light-metal alloy wound upon said web, said shanks
being formed with extensions longitudinally of said core along
said pole faces in opposite directions beyond said coil.

a reaction element of a conductive nonmagnetic material
disposed in said field of said magnetic loop between said

3,842.749
TRANSPORT SYSTEM WITH MAGNETIC-SUSPENSION

VEHICLE
Peter Schwarzler. Furstenfeldbruck, Germany, assignor to

Krauss-Maffei Aktiengesellschaft, Munchen, Germany
Filed Jan. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 324,151

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 18, 1972.
2202275

Int. CI. B61b 13108
L.S. CI. 104-148 MS 11 Claims

1. A transport system comprising a track formed by at least
one substantially continuous load-supporting member includ-
mg an armature rail and an electromagnetically suspended
and guided vehicle travelling along said track, said vehicle
mcludmg a body member and at least one row of electromag-
nets extending in the direction of vehicle travel on said body
member, said armature rail being generally of U-section with
a substantially vertically oriented web mounted on said mem-
ber and substantially horizontally oriented shanks projecting
codirectionially from said web. said shanks of said armature
rail being turned downwardly at their free ends thereby form-
ing substantially vertically oriented pole pieces, said electro-
magnets including respective magnet cores of generally U-
section juxtaposed with said armature rail across airgaps
spanned by magnetic fields, and electrically excitable coils for
inducing magnetic fields in said cores, said magnet cores each
being formed with a substantially vertically disposed web and
substantially horizontally disposed shanks extending codirec-
tionally from the web of the respective magnet core, said
shanks of each core being turned upwardly at their free ends
to form substantially vertically disposed pole pieces defining
said airgaps with respective downwardly turned pole pieces of
said armature rail.

3,842,750
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SYSTEM FOR THE GLIDED

SUSPENSION OF A MOVABLE VEHICLE
Jurgen Miericke, Nurnberg, Germany, assignor to Siemens

Aktiengesellschaft. Munchen. Germany
Filed Jan. 18. 1973. .S«r. No. 324,812

Int. CL B61b 13108
U.S. a. 104-148 SS 3 Claims

1. An electromagnetic system for the guided suspension of
a movable vehicle comprising

a superconductive magnetic loop for generating a magnetic
field;

a ferromagnetic element of U-shaped profile di.sposed about
and connected to said magnetic loop, said ferromagnetic
element having a pair of legs disposed on opposite sides
of .said magnetic loop; and

legs of said ferromagnetic element and in parallel relation
to said magnetic loop.

3,842,751
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM EMPLOYING AN

ELECTROMAGNETICALLY SUSPENDED. GUIDED AND
PROPELLED VEHICLE

Richard D. Thornton, Concord, and Henry H. Kolm, Wayland,
both of Mass., assignors to Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Cambridge, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 165,616, July 23, 1971, Pat. No.
3,768,417. This application May 1, 1973, Ser. No. 356,242

Int. CL B61b 13108
U.S. a. 104-148 SS 5 Claims

A

1. For use in a transportation system employing magnetic
susjbension, a passive vehicle having a cylindrical lower sur-
face and carrying a plurality of superconducting coils distrib-

uted longitudinally within the vehicle and adjacent said lower
surface at close-spaced intervals, the superconducting coils
being contoured to the shape of the vehicle lower surface and
being adapted, when energized with a persistent supercurrent,
to generate a magnetic dipole field having an intensity at least

of 1 .000 to 3,000 gauss at a distance of approximately twenty-
five centimeters outward from the vehicle lower surface, first

container means surrounding each superconducting coil to
hold liquid helium, and second container means surrounding
the first container means to hold another cryogenic fiuid. the
first container means being nested within the second container
means and separated therefrom by a narrow vacuum space,
each super-conducting coil being rigidly mechanically secured
to Its associated first container means and each first container
means being connected to its associated second container
means through a plurality of tension spokes each of which has
associated therewith compressible washers to absorb shock
loads, the spokes being adapted to transmit forces that origi-
nate in the superconducting coils to the second container
means without undue transmittal of heat therebetween.
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3,842,752

SPEED CONTROL
Warren J. Harwick, Racine, Wis., assignor to Rex Chainbelt,

Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,060
Int. CL B6Ib 13100; B6Ik 7118

U.S. CI. 104-166 4 Claims

1. A device for controlling the speed of a car which is driven
by the frictional interaction of a propulsion wheel and a reac-
tion wheel, one of which wheels is rotatably mounted on a
bearing on the underside of said car and the other of which
wheels is rotatably mounted in a trackway over which said car
is driven, said device comprising:

1. a pivot means permitting the one of said wheels which is

mounted on the underside of said car to rotate about an
axis which is perpendicular to the body of the car;

2. a probe which is slidably mounted relative to the body of
said car and laterally spaced from the axis of pivot means;
3. a linkage arm operatively connecting said probe to said

pivot means, said linkage arm being integrally connected
to said pivot means intermediate the ends of said linkage
arm and having a slot therein located where said said

linkage arm is connected to said probe to permit lost

motion as said probe moves linearly and said linkage arm
rotates about said pivot means; and

4. a spring connecting said linkage arm to said car on the

side of said linkage arm opposite from said probe so as to

bias said linkage arm in a direction which in turn biases
said probe to normally extend in front of the body of said

car,

whereby the linear movement of said probe causes the rota-

tional movement o said wheel about said pivot means.

3,842,753

SUSPENSION DAMPENING FOR A SURFACE SUPPORT
VEHICLE BY MAGNETIC MEANS

Charles Theodore, Coronado, and James A. Ross, La Jolla,

both of Calif., assignors to Rohr Industries, Inc., Chula
Vista, Calif.

Filed Aug. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 385,364
Int. CI. B61d 1100

U.S. CI. 105-157 R II Claims
I. A vehicle magnetic dampening apparatus for dampening

the displacement between the sprung and unsrpung portions
of a vehicle comprising:

a pair of electro-magnetic force field members fixedly at-

tached to said sprung portion;

a ferro-magnetic member carried by said unsprung portion
positioned between said pair of electro-magnetic force
field members and normally spaced from each of said pair

of electro-magnetic force field members, between said

members;

suspension means positioned between and attached to said

sprung and unsprung portions of said vehicle for suspend-
ing said sprung portion from said unsprung portion in an
average spaced apart position; and

control means responsive to a change in relative positions

of said ferro-magnetic member and said electro-magnetic

force field members from said average spaced apart posi

tion to a non-average spaced apart position, said control

means is active to vary the energizing power of the force

^/6

fields of said pair of electro-magnetic force field members
so as to damp any vertical displacement of said unsprung
portion and said control means is effective to return said

ferro-magnetic member to said average spaced apart

position any time the vehicle encounters a force which
produces a non-equilibrium position.

3,842.754

VEHICLE HOLDDOWN
Roland P. Jones, Westland, Mich., assignor to Cast Metal

Industries, Inc., Farmington, Mich.

Filed Sept. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 397,138
Int. CL B60p 7108

U.S. CL 105- 368 T 7 Claims

—
» P-i , LuHtx L^

1. A vehicle holddown comprising:

a hollow, box-like body having a bottom wall and a top wall

spaced therefrom, and an open front end for access to the

space between the walls;

a vertically axised shaft arranged within the body and hav-
ing its lower end rotatably journalled within an opening
formed in the bottom wall, whereby an end of a flexible

holddown element may be extended into the body
through the open end thereof and engaged with the shaft

for winding around the shaft;

a co-axial, annular ring, of considerably larger diameter

than the shaft, formed on the upper end of the shaft, with
said ring being rotatably journalled within a correspond-
ingly sized opening formed in the body top wall;

a co-axially arranged gear-like toothed ratchet wheel
formed upon the upper surface of the ring, with the wheel
being of a smaller diameter than the ring so that the lower
portion of the wheel is surrounded by an annular border
formed by the ring;

a horizontally swingable pawl arranged upon and pivotally

connected to the top wall of the body, and having a
ratchet engaging pawl end portion engaged with at least

one tooth of said ratchet wheel and simultaneously over-
lapping the portion of said ring forming border adjacent
to and extending radially outward of said engaged tooth
for thereby simultaneously holding the wheel against.
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rotation in one direction and holding the shaft against

upward axial movement for locking the shaft within the

body.

"
^'

3,842,755
FREIGHT BRACING AND LOADING APPARATUS

George W. Carr, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Pullman Incor-

porated, Chicago, III.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,252
Int. CI. B61d 45100

U.S. CI. 105-480 9 Claims

1. In a container for a vehicle or the like a side wall con-
struction for lading control including;

an upright generally U-shaped exterior side post,

an upright lading attachment panel carried at the post and
substantially flush with the interior of the container.

said upright panel being provided with a plurality of verti-

cally spaced logistic slots for receiving lading control

elements,

a side wall covering the panel and apertured to expose the

logistic slots and having fastening means attaching the

wall to the post, and
said exterior post having a pair of flanges on each end of the

post and extending inwardly of the post toward one an-

other to form a pair of spaced slots to provide a track to

receive said panel.

3,842,756
LADING TIE ANCHOR FOR RAILWAY FREIGHT CAR

Walter J. Marulic, Gary, Ind., assignor to Pullman Incorpo-

rated, Chicago, III.

Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,461
Int. CI. 86 Id 45/00

U.S. CI. 105 - 480 4 Claims

I

15 22
K 16

1. A railway vehicle adapted to restrain transported cargo
with both flexible straps and transversely disposed rigid mem-
bers and including a wall unit comprising a plurality of longitu-

dinally spaced vertical wall posts interconnected by wall
sheets and having a generally hat-shaped cross section with
laterally extending flanges for attachment of the wall sheets
and having an open portion disposed inwardly of the railway

vehicle, the improvement comprising:

a strap anchor strip connected over the open portion of at

least one of the vertical wall posts to form an enclosed
vertical box beam,

said strip including vertically spaced integral pairs of open-
ings,

each of said pairs of openings being laterally spaced relative

to each other and forming therebetween an integral strap

anchor post portion,

said post portion having laterally spaced vertical edges
defining first sides of said openings.

each of said first sides including integral flanges substan-
tially the same width as said strip and extending the height
of said openings,

said flanges each having an arcuate portion curved out-
wardly with respect to said strip and being disposed
within said wall post and said integral flange portion
further including terminal edges facing each other out-

wardly of said anchor post portions to rigidify the same,
each of said openings also including second vertical sides

spaced laterally with respect to said first sides,

said second sides including vertical curved edge portions
facing outwardly within said wall posts,

and belt rail attaching openings provided between said

vertically spaced strap anchor post portions, said attach-
ing openings having a contour for removably retaining

belt rail fastening means.

3,842,757

SUSPENDIBLE LOAD SPACER
William P. Kinnune, Jr., Portland, Oreg., assignor to Western

Kraft Corporation, Portland, Oreg.

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,502
Int. CI. B61d 45/00

U.S. CL 105- 486 4 Claims

1. A suspendible load spacer for holding apart a pair of
adjacent laterally spaced loads comprising

spacing means removably placeabic between such loads,

means adjacent the top of said spacing means defining an
aperture which opens to laterally opposite sides of the

spacing means, and
an elongated, unitary, relatively rigid suspension member

removably insertable into and through said aperture to a
vertically captured position therein, wherein its opposite
ends extend beyond said opposite sides of the spacing
means, said suspension member, when so inserted, and
with said spacing means placed between a pair of loads,

being adapted to rest with each of its opposite ends seated
on a different one of the loads, thus to suspend and retain
the spacing means between the loads,

said suspension member being adjustable in said aperture to

an infinite number of different angular and projecting

positions relative to said spacing means, adjustment of the

position of said suspension member relative to said spac-
ing means simultaneously adjusting the positions of its

said opposite ends relative to such loads.
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3,842,758
^ER DRAWER HEAD SUPPORT

Michael J. Armstrong, and Richard L. Houtman, both of
Grand Rapids, Mich., assignors to Steelcase, Inc., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Filed Aug. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 277,681
Int. CI. A47b 57/00

U.S. CI. 108-98 ,8 Claims

^/77y/:.V~^7A.^:^T7)

3,842,759

TABLE
Morton I. Thomas, 125 South St., Monroe, N.Y. 07055
Division of Ser. No. 272,050, July 14, 1972.. This application

Aug. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 386,866
Int. CI. A47b U/00

U.S. CI. 108-161
, Claim

1. For u.se with a chair having side arms with a predeter-
mined lateral spacing therebetween, a table comprising a table
top and leg means mounted on the underside of said table top,
said table top comprising a first portion having a width greater
then the spacing between said side arms and for location
adjacent and across the chair immediately forward of the
outer ends of the side arms, a second portion integral with said
first portion and having a width somewhat less then the spac-
ing between said side arms locatable between the side arms
of said chair for projecting inwardly of the outer ends of
said side arms for disposition adjacent the abdomen of the
user.

3,842,760
REFRACTORY COMPOSITION AND SHAPED ARTICLE

CONTAINING CARBON AND SILICON
Joseph R. Parsons, Park Forest, and Harold L. Rechter, Chi-

cago, both of III., assignors to Chicago Five Brick Comoanv
Chicago, III.

^ "
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 241,785, April 6, 1972,. This

application Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 278,038
Int. CI. C04b 35/52

U.S. CI. 106-56
, Claim

1. The method of producing a high strength oxidation resis-
tant shaped article which comprises forming a composition
consisting essentially of 20-80 percent by weight of amor-
phous carbon or graphite. 5-30 percent silicon or ferrosilicon
and the balance of clay, grog, alumina, bentonite. bauxite"
zircon or mixtures thereof to shape, and heating the shaped
composition through a temperature of 800°F-2.500°F in no
more than four hours and then heating at above 2 500°F for
at least three hours.

1. An over drawer head support for joining a typewriter
table or the like to a desk or the like having at least one drawer
or the like, said support comprising:

a bracket including suspension means for suspending said
support over a drawer head of a drawer;

clamping means operably connected to said bracket at a
point spaced from said suspension means and adjacent a
drawer handle on said drawer and including means coop-
erating with said drawer handle for securing said support
thereto whereby said support is tightly clamped to said
drawer; and attaching means on one of said bracket and
said clamping means for attaching a table to said support.

3,842,761
WALL MOUNTED SECURITY BOX

Stephen A. Bloom, Miami, Fla., assignor to Maximum Security
Systems International, Inc., Miami, Fla.

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,816
Int. CI. E05g 3/00

U.S. CI. 109-59
3 c„i,,

12-

1. A security receptacle comprising a box having a rectan-
gular access opening in a wall thereof, a frame delineating said
opening and including a pair of opposite side legs and a pair
of opposite end legs, a first of said side legs having an inwardly
facing first channel therein and a second of said side legs and
each of said end legs having forwardly facing second channels
.therein, a rectangular closure member removably and separa-
bly registering with said access opening and including a rect-
angular plate having a border along a first side edge thereof
separably transversely slidably and swingably engaging said
first channel and rearwardly directed flanges along the oppo-
site side edge and along the opposite end edges of and inte-
grally formed with said plate releasably separably engaging
respective second channels, said closure member being swing
able about said first channel to retract said rearwardly di-
rected flange along said plate opposite side edge from the
frame second side leg second channel, lock means including
a latching arm supported by said closure member and spaced
rearwardly thereof and swingable between a lock position in
proximate registry with the rear face of said frame second side
leg and a release position out of registry therewith, and key
actuated means on said closure member for manipulating said
latching arm.

3,842,762
APPARATUS FOR DISPOSING OF SOLID WASTES

Edward A. Sargent, Brookville, N.Y., and Arthur J. Doner,
Kearny, N.J., assignors to Grumman Ecosystems Corpora-
tion, Bethpage, N.Y.

Filed July 13, 1973, Ser. No. 379,190
Int. CI. F23g 5/06

U.S. CI. 110-14 n ni •

1 A . 7 _ ' Claims
1. Apparatus for disposing of solid waste material compris-

ing:
^
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a cylindrical kiln having a feed end and a discharge end and
rotatable about its axis, mounted such that the feed end
is somewhat higher than the discharge end;

means for feeding compacted solid waste material into the
kiln through the feed end thereof;

first sealing means for sealing the feed end of the kiln from
the ambient environment such that a compacted slug of
solid waste material may be fed to the kiln without break-
ing the seal;

second sealing means for sealing the discharge end of the
kiln from the ambient environment;

means for rotating the kiln;

3,842,764
SYSTEM FOR DISPOSING OF SEWAGE SLUDGE

Wilham J. Bauer, 422 S. Park Rd., La Grange, III. 60525
Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,380

Int. CI. AOlc 23102
^•^•^'•"•-^

10 Claims

means for burning the solid waste material in the kiln;

means for introducing combustion supporting gas such as
air into the kiln to thereby promote the burning of the
solid waste material in the kiln;

a secondary combustion chamber mounted at the discharge
end of the cylindrical kiln for incinerating those combus-
tibles which pass through the kiln;

a stack connected to the secondary combustion chamber
for removing the exhaust gases; and

collecting means for collecting solid ash which is ejected
from the discharge end of the cylindrical kiln.

1. A method of disposing of sewage sludge comprising
conveying a concentrated aqueous sewage sludge to a fixed
supply outlet located in the vicinity of a field, traversing said
field with an implement having an element for opening a
furrow in the soil, continually opening a furrow in the soil of
such field with said implement during each such traverse,
continually conveying said sludge from said fixed supply outlet
to said implement through a flexible closed conduit and con-
tmually depositing said sludge from said implement into such
furrow immediately behind said earth-opening element during
each such traverse, and closing said furrow with soil over such
deposited sludge immediately behind such implement during
each such traverse.

3,842,765

FRINGE-MAKING DEVICE
Herman Mllstein, 3525 Bowling Green, Irving, Tex. 75060

Filed May 17, 1973, Ser, No. 361,295
Int. CI. D05b 23100

U.S. CI. 112-9 7 Claims

3,842,763

TRAVELING GRATE
Reinhard Korting, Neubeckum, Germany, assignor to Polysius
AG, Neubeckum, Germany

Filed Aug. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 393,648
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 5, 1972.

7244502

Int. CI. F23b 1122
U.S. CI. 110-40 C 6 Claims

1. A traveling grate having an upstanding side plate at least
at one side thereof; a stationary grate casing adjacent said side
plate and havmg a slide rail; vertically spaced flanges carried
by said side plate, the lower one of said flanges engaging said
rail; a sealing strip carried by said casing in engagement with
the upper one of said flanges; and spring means acting on said
strip and yieldably urging it toward said upper one of said
flanges.

1. A device adapted to hold multiple loops of a continuous
strand of textile material in the form of a winding for coopera-
tion with an auxiliary joining apparatus for facilitating the
making of fringe, comprising: a textile strand winding core
means hvaing a longitudinal body portion terminating in longi-
tudinally spaced opposite ends and with said longitudinal body
portion having opposed transversely spaced side edges extend-
ing substantially between said longitudinally spaced ends, said
body portion including said transversely spaced side edges
thereof, and an intermediate part of said body portion be-
tween said transversely spaced side edges thereof, comprising
a textile strand winding receiver cooperable for receiving and
having wound therearound, in the form of a flattened helical
winding, a continuous length or strand of textile material, and
with said winding extending a desired length in a longitudinal
direction along the length of said body portion between said
opposite longitudinally spaced ends, said body portion having
a longitudinal textile strand joining recess extending in a longi-
tudinal direction from at least one of said ends of said body
portion along the length of said body portion at a predeter-
mined transversely spaced location between said transversely
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spaced side edges of said body portion to a recess terminus
adjacent to the opposite end of said body portion, said oppo-
site end of said body portion being rigid whereby to effectively

rigidify and maintain the relative positions of side parts of said
body portion on each side of said textile strand joining recess
at said recess terminus; said textile strand joining recess hav-
ing an entry opening at one of said ends of said body portion
to allow removal of textile strand junction means previously
formed longitudinally along the length of said recess in and
across corresponding portions of a plurality of loops of a
continuous strand of textile material previously transversely
wound around said body portion comprising said textile strand
winding receiver and extending transversely across said longi-
tudinal recess; said entry opening defined by said one end of
said longitudinal body portion at said corresponding end of
said textile strand joining recess being of sustantially narrower
width in a transverse direction than the width of said end of
said longitudinal body portion and being provided with a
completely physically separate entry-opening-rigidifying entry
gate and keeper means, which is similarly transversely of
substantially narrower width in a transverse dimension thi i

the width of said end of said longitudinal body portion and of
a very slightly narrower width than the width of the corre-
sponding entry opening and which is controllably insertible to
a predetermined degree into said entry opening in firm posi-
tive edge tongue-in-groove rigidifying engagement with in-

wardly directed side edges of said longitudinal body portion
on each side of and defining said entry opening in a manner
positively and effectively forming a temporary end bridge
across and entirely between said side edges of said longitudi-
nal body portion defining said entry opening and positively
rigidifying same in a manner producing great transverse rigid-

ity across said entry opening and to the corresponding entire
end of said longitudinal body portion having said narrower
entry opening defined therein, and with said entry-opening-
rigidifying entry gale and keeper means being controllably
slidably temporarily completely removable from said tongue-
in-groove rigidifying engagement with said immediately out-
wardly adjacent side edges of said longitudinal body portion
defining said entry opening to allow said removal from the
previously closed longitudinal joining recess of said textile

strand junction means previously formed longitudinally along
the length of said recess in and across corresponding portions
of a plurality of loops of a continuous strand of textile material
previously transversely wound around said body portion com-
prising said textile strand winding receiver and extending
transversely across said longitudinal recess.

3,842,766
DRIVE FOR PROGRAMMABLE SEWING APPARATUS

William R. Conner, Jr., Shelbyville, Tenn., assignor to Stahl-
Urban Company, Brookhaven, Miss.

Filed Nov. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 411,777
Int. CI. D05b 21100: F16h 21116

U.S.CL 112-121, 2 30 Claims

S^^rt-^
^23 18^ ^Zi ^ '/7

I

I. A drive for linearly moving a driven member in incre-

ments along an axis under control of a programmer compris-
ing a rotary power shaft, means for continuously driving said

shaft, a plurality of rollers carried by the driven member, each
roller having its axis of rotation disposed for rolling contact of
the roller With said shaft, means mounting each roller on the
driven member for pivotal movement about an axis in a plane
perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the roller, each roller

being pivotally movable about its pivotal axis from a neutral
position in which its axis of rotation is parallel to the axis of
the shaft for rotation of the roller by the shaft without traverse

of the driven member along the shaft to an angled position in

which its axis of rotation is skewed with respect to the axis of
the shaft for linear movement of the driven member along the
shaft, and means operable by said programmer for pivotally
moving said rollers about their respective pivotal axes to effect
movement of the driven member in one direction or the other
along said shaft, said means being interconnected with said
rollers to cause the rollers to return to their neutral position
in response to movement of the driven member.

3,842,767
APPARATUS AND METHOD TO TUFT PILE FABRICS

Joe T. Short, West Point, Ga., assignor to Deering Milliken
Research Corporation, Spartanburg, S.C.

Int. CL D05c 15114
U.S. a. 112-266 4 Claims

1. A method to produce a tufted pile fabric on a tufting

machine having front feed rolls and back feed rolls comprising
the steps of: providing a supply of pile fabric backing material,
supplying the fabric to the front feed rolls, tufting the backing
material, supplying the tufted fabric to the back feed rolls and
placing the backing material under a tension higher than the
tension of the backing material between the front and back
feed rolls prior to supplying the backing material to the front
feed rolls.

3,842,768
CELLULAR FLOTATION STRUCTURE

Michel Antoine Jules Maistre, 19 rue d'Austerlitz, 33 Bor-
deaux-Cauderan, France

Filed Mar. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 235,537
Claims priority, application France, Mar. 18, 1971,

71.09587

Int. CI. B63g 8104
U.S. CI. 114-16 R 13 Claims

1. A buoyant cellular structure for deep immersion in water
having a high resistance to implosion relative to the overall
density thereof when immersed, comprising a plurality of
water-tight cells of identical hollow rhombododecahedral
shape and arranged in juxtaposed relation, each wall of juxta-
posed cells constituting a common wall there-between to
eliminate intermediate voids, said cells being arranged in at
least two superposed layers, each of said cells being formed of
two semi-cells, each in the form of a semi-
rhombododecahedron having free edges surrounding an aper-
ture, a pair of said semi-cells being joined together along their
free edges to form a cell, said free edges and apertures lying
in median planes of said cells, a plurality of semi-cells being
arranged as panels in which the apertures of said semi-cells
face outwardly on at least one of said panels and a plurality of
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said panels are assembled in stacked relation, each of the
semi-cells on the at least one surface of one panel forming
with each facing semi-cell of an adjacent panel, a layer of

water-tight cells, the common walls of said cells having a

thickness between about one/twentieth and about one/fourth

of the diameter of the rhombododecahedral cells.

3,842,769
SLIP COUPLING FOR SUBMARINE DECKS

Arthur W. Maynard, Norwich, Conn., assignor to William E.
Bonafede, Yantic, Conn., a part interest

Filed May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 358,741
Int. CI. B63g 8100

U.S.CL 114-16 R 8 Claims

n I \ 46 80 50
74 L,-J

1. In a submarine having a hull and at least one internal,
generally horizontal deck supported by said hull, the improve-
ment which comprises coupling said deck to said hull with a
plurality of coupling devices, each of said coupling devices
comprising

a bearing member having a bottom bearing surface gener-
ally hemispherical in shape and a top bearing surface
which is generally flat,

a generally horizontal arm member one end thereof being
pivotally connected to said hull and the other end thereof
having a generally hemispherically shaped socket in the
top side thereof, said socket being adapted to receive the
hemispherically-shaped surface of said bearing member
in rotational relationship therewith, and

a slide member having one end there fixedly connected to

said deck and including a generally horizontal slot in the
upper part thereof adapted to receive the flat surface of
said bearing member in slideable relationship therewith.

a body portion;

hydrodynamic lift producing means attached to said body
portion in such a manner as to produce a dynamic force
in response to movement through said aqueous medium
such as to act on said body portion in a direction gener-
ally at right angles to the direction of travel thereof for
causing movement between said boundary surfaces;

attitude control means attached to said body portion in such
a manner as to alter the angular attitude thereof relative

to its direction of movement, so as to alter the angle of
attack between said hydrodynamic lift producing means

and the aqueous medium for altering the dynamic lift

produced thereby; and
control circuit means carried within said submarine vehicle
and effectively attached to said attitude control means for

movement thereof in response to detected changes of
position with respect to a selected one of said upper and
lower boundary surfaces and additionally responsive to

detected positional changes in excess of a predetermined
amount with respect to the nonselected one thereof for

self-contained guidance of said controlled submarine
vehicle in said aqueous medium.

3,842,771

SHIPS LINES
Yoshiaki Murata, 2-17-19 Ofuna Kamakura, Kanagawa Pre-

fecture, Japan
Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,510

Int. CI. B63b 1132

U.S. CI. 114—56 2 Claims

3,842,770
VARIABLE DEPTH MOORED SWEEP

Edward J. Hedbawny, Panama City; Cecil N. Goff, Maitland,
and Aubrey G. Holston, Panama City, all of Fla., assignors
to The United Slates of America as represented by the Secre-
tary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 7. 1969, Ser. No. 851,140
Int. CI. F42b 19104: B63b 17100, 35/00

U.S. CI. 114-20 B 10 Claims
1. A controlled submarine vehicle adapted for movement

within an aqueous medium having upper and lower boundary
surfaces, said vehicle comprising in combination:

1. A hull for a ship configured to define a vertical longitudi-

nal center plane and a full load water line, said hull comprising
a pair of opposed side shell platings having lower portions
slanted relative to said vertical longitudinal center plane and
directed from said full load water line toward said vertical

longitudinal center plane at an angle to lower the metacenter
when the draft of the ship is reduced such that metacentric
height is maintained substantially constant as the draft varies,

said side shell platings having upper portions slanted relative

to said vertical longitudinal center plane and directed from
said full load water line away from said vertical longitudinal
center plane to form a protruding flared structure for a mid-
ship section of the ship, the included angle between each of
said upper portions of said side shell platings and said vertical

longitudinal center plane being greater than the included
angle between each of said lower portions of said side shell
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platings and said vertical longitudinal center plane but less
than 90°.

3,842,772
SEMISUBMERGED SHIP WITH BOW IMPACT

ALLEVIATOR
Thomas G. Lang, San Diego, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,509
Int. CI. B63b 3/00

U.S. CL 114—61

23^
24^'

K 15

V23
24
14,

I. In a semisubmerged ship having at least one elongate hull

completely disposed beneath the water's surface, and a plat-
form joined to the elongate hull and carried above water's
surface by at least one water-surface piercing strut dependent
from the platform, an improvement therefor is provided com-
prising:

means carried on the semisubmerged ship above the water's
surface for reducing the effects of impact when waves
higher than the length of at least one water-surface pierc-
ing strut approach the platform, the impact reducing
means includes a plurality of dependent cusp-shaped
members forming the underside of said platform in a
juxtaposed relationship and the impact reducing means
further includes a plurality of pairs of oppositely extend-
ing members mounted in a vertically spaced relationsi^ip

on each forwardly disposed strut.

' 3,842,773
HULL CONSTRUCTION METHOD EMPLOYING HULL

CONSTRUCTION WORK UNITS
Hisayuki Kurose; Akira Kawase, both of Yokohama; Kazuo

Aoyagi, Kamakura, and Noboru Uchiyama, Ayase, all of
Japan, assignors to Ishikawajima-Harima Jukogyo Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 11, 1971, Ser. No. 152,353

1
1 Int. CI. B63b 3/00

U.S. CI. 114-65 ft 7 Claims

1. A method for constructing a hull having center and wing
tanks formed from prefabricated blocks which comprises
assembling adjacent wing and*enter tank blocks; deploying a
lower work unit in the form of a gantry with legs to straddle
a wing tank block and a contiguous wall of a center tank block
with one of said legs within the center tank block and the
other outside of said blocks; securing said wing and center

tank blocks from work stages on said lower unit; moving said
lower work unit longitudinally of the hull to a new work site;

disposing rails upon upper structural elements of said wing
and center tank blocks secured by said lower work unit;
mounting an upper work unit on said rails for movement
therealong, said upper work units comprising work platforms
movable between extended, operable positions and retracted,
transport positions; completing upper hull structures from said
work platforms in said operable positions; moving said plat-
forms to said retracted positions and advancing said upper
work units to a different work site within the hull.

5 Claims

3,842,774
REMOTELY CONTROLLED MOBILE SEAGOING

SENSOR PLATFORM
Floyd A. Kinder, China Lake, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 397,532
Int. CI. B63b 1/26

U.S. a. 114-66.5 H 6 Claims

1. For use as a remotely controllable self-propelled seagoing
platform vehicle; the combination comprising:
an elongated tubular hull;

a power plant attached to said hull at one end thereof desig-
nated as the aft end;

propulsion means associated with said power plant at said
aft end effective to propel said vehicle through water;

first hydrofoil means extending from said aft end;
second hydrofoil means spaced from said first hydrofoil
means and positioned near the forward end of said hull;

and

air supply means communicating with said power plant and
opening near said forward end of said vehicle;

said first hydrofoil means including at least one hydrofoil
unit comprising a plurality of planar members, at least
two of which intersect in a line parallel to and spaced
from said hull and extending into the water when the
vehicle is underway;

said second hydrofoil comprising at least one planar hydro-
foil member extending from said hull with the mid plane
of the planar member passing through the longitudinal
axis of said hull; and

a plurality of hydrofoil vanes extending angularly from said
planar member of said second hydrofoil.

3,842,775
TANK FOR STORING FLUIDS ON A SHIP OR THE LIKE

AND TIE DOWN MEANS THEREFOR
Norman W. Edwards, Sewickjey; Michael Petro, Coraopolis,

both of Pa.; Jacques Guilhem, La Haver, and Pierre Jean,
Montervilliers, both of France, assignors to Pittsburgh-Des
Moines Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,373
Int. CI. B63b 25/08

U.S. a. 114-74 R 21 Claims
1. In combination, a tank and tie down means therefor, for

containing and transporting low temperature fluid in a ship or
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the like, comprising a support for the tank in a bottom portion

of a ship or the hke, load bearing insulation on said support,

said tank supported at its bottom on said load bearing insula-

tion, each extending circumferentially in a direction generally

parallel to the curvative of the tank and a plurality of cir-

cumferentially spaced apart tie down plates a depending,

annular skirt fixed to a lower outer surface portion of the tank

and comprising fixed at an upper edge thereof to said tank at

circumferentially spaced locations on a lower, outer surface

portion of said tank and depending from said tank and con-

nected at a lower edge portion thereof to an inner bottom
portion of the ship or the like to hold the tank downwardly
against the insulation and prevent both overturning move-
ment of the tank and vertical upward movement of the tank,

the circumferential spacing of the plates and their points

of attachment to the tank reducing stresses on the tank from
the tie down means due to circumferential expansion and
contraction of the tank and the attachment of the plates to

a lower portion of the tank reducing stresses on the tank
from the tie down means due to vertical expansion and con-
traction of the tank.

3.842,776

ANCHORING SYSTEM
Donald J. Wudtke, Burlington, Wash., assignor to Skagit Cor-

poration, Sedro-Woolley, Wash.
Filed Nov. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 419,760

Int. CI. B63b2//50
U.S. CI. 114-206 R II Claims

I. An anchoring system for anchoring a structure compris-
ing

an anchor,

a chain attached to said anchor,
an end connector attached to said chain of generally frusto-

conical configuration with a convex curvilinear surface at

its larger end and means in said larger end for receiving
and retaining a link of said chain,

a wire rope having one end secured within the smaller
diameter end of said end connector, and

a fairlead shave supported on said structure, said sheave
including an inner groove for receiving said wire rope, an

intermediate groove, and an outer groove having inner
surfaces substantially mating with said convex curvilinear
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surface, said grooves being concentric along radii of said

sheave.

3,842,777
MARINE VESSEL ROLL STABILIZER APPARATUS

Everett P. Larsh, 1001 E. Ridge Ln., Miami, Fla. 33157
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 79,240, Oct. 8, 1970, Pat. No.
3,687,100. This application July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,331

Int. CI. B63b 39106
U.S. CI. 1 14- 126 16 Claims

1. Marine vessel roll stabilizer apparatus comprising:
a fin member carried by the vessel and pivotally movable

with respect thereto,

a first rotary motor and a second rotary motor, each of the
rotary motors being adapted to be in continuous opera-
tion,

a first electrical!) operable clutch member,
a second electrically operable clutch member,
means connecting the first clutch member to the fin mem-

ber for pivotal movement thereof, means connecting the
second clutch member to the fin member for pivotal
movement thereof,

the first motor being connected to the first clutch member,
the second motor being connected to the second clutch
member,

the motors operating in opposed directions of rotation so

that when the first clutch means is energized the fin mem-
ber pivotally moves in one direction and when the second
clutch means is energized the fin member pivotally moves
in the opposite direction.

roll sensor means carried by the vessel and operable with
roll movement of the vessel,

means joining the roll sensor means to the clutch members
for operation thereof with roll movement of the vessel,

the roll sensor means comprising control mechanism, which
includes a pendulum,

first switch means, actuator means, for operation of the
switch means,

means joining the actuator means to the pendulum, for
operation of the first switch means with relative rotative

movement between the pendulum and the vessel,

second switch means.
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means for operation of the second switch means with piv-

otal movement of the fin member.

3,842,778

PARACHUTE EQUIPMENT
Jitsu Shibata; Naohumi Murao; Haruhiko Mishina, and Keii-

^
chi Nakayama, all of Nagasaki, Japan, assignors to Mit-
subishi Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,616
Int. CI. B63b2//4<S

U.S. a. 114-209
, Claim

3f

1. A parachute equipment comprising a box body having
formed therein a parachute storage compartment provided
with an openable door and a cocoon-shaped parachute cable
storage compartment, a parachute stored in said parachute
storage compartment in a folded form to be ejected therefrom
outboard as said door is opened, and a parachute cable stored
m said parachute cable storage compartment in the form of a
stack of turns each in the shape of numeral 8 along grooves
formed in the inner wall of said compartment and having one
end connected to said parachute and the other end to an
anchor stud provided on the deck of a ship.

'

3,842,779
BOAT MOORING AND GUARD DEVICE

Harry E. Jaynes, 616 N. Old Rand Rd., Lake Zurich, III

60047
Filed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 188,892

Int. CI. B63b2//00
U.S.a. 114-230 6 Claims

I. A device of the character de.scribed comprising a frame
member of a generally bow-shaped configuration in which the
opposite ends of the frame member are in vertical alinement,
a fiexible cable or the like stretched taut between and secured
to the opposite end of the frame member, said frame so con-
structed that the opposite ends will flex slightly and will be
pulled inwardly in a direction towards each other when said
flexible cable is tensioned, means for securing the frame mem-

ber in a vertical position to a dock or the like so that the cable
is vertically positioned and extends outwardly of the dock
substantially the same distance along the length of the cable,
a tubular member vertically slidable on said cable along sub-
stantially the length of said cable, a flexible connector at-
tached to said tubular slidable member, said tubular slidable
member being attachable to a boat by means of said flexible
connector whereby when the boat moves in the water due to
the action of the water it will through said flexible connector
move toward and away from said slidable tubular member and
said flexible vertical cable, and when the boat bears against
any portion of said tubular slidable member the tubular slid-
able member will move up and down relative to the cable with
the movement of the boat and prevent scuffing and damage to
the contacting surfaces of the boat, and the frame member
and cable will be tensioned to absorb the shock and impact
produced by the contacting boat.

3,842,780
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR BUOYING THE END OF A

WIRE MOORING LINE
Grant H. Aliens, and Billie L. Perkins, both of Los Angeles,

Calif., assignors to Global Marine Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,460
Int. CI. B63b2//00

U.S. a. 114-230 15 Claims

I. Apparatus for buoying a cast off mooring line comprising
a receptacle defining a conical bore therethrough of minimum
diameter greater than the diameter of the mooring line for
loosely fitting around the mooring line to allow normal in and
out movement therethrough of the mooring line relative to the
vessel through the receptacle bore,
means for connecting a buoy to the receptacle,
a collar member arranged for surrounding the mooring line

and, when disposed to surround the mooring line, for
defining a bore therethrough of minimum diameter
greater than the diameter of the mooring line for loosely
fitting around the mooring line to allow normal in and out
movement of the mooring line relative to the vessel
through the bore in the surrounding collar member, and
a clamping member insertable into the bore of the collar
member, when disposed to surround the mooring line, to
cooperate between the mooring line and the collar mem-
ber for fixing the collar member to the mooring line,

the collar member being sufficiently small in diameter to
pass, when fixed to the mooring line by the clamping
member, through a fairlead, chock or the like with the
mooring line,

the collar member, when disposed to surround the mooring
line, having a conical exterior configuration arranged in
•ooperation with the conical configuration of the recep-
tacle bore for self-engagement of the collar member in
the receptacle bore, irrespective of the angular relation-
ship between the collar member and the receptacle, in
response to the mooring line being payed out through the
receptacle bore after the collar member is fixed to the
mooring line by the clamping member.
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3,842,781

APPARATUS FOR LASHING A PUSHER WITH A BARGE
Keizo Kikui, Chiba, Japan, assignor to Mitsui Shipbuilding and

Engineering Co., Ltd., Chuoitu, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. II, 1973, Ser. No. 423,698

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 14, 1972, 47-
143385

int. CI. B63b2//00
U.S. CI. 114-230

1 Claim

1. An apparatus for lashing a pusher with a barge compris-
ing a pair of arms provided on board sides of said pusher, each
of said arms being supported to be rotated about a horizontal
shaft, having a sliding rod, and having a hydraulic cylinder to
project said sliding rod from the end of the arm, means for
rotating said arm about the horizontal shaft, a pulley provided
on the end of said sliding rod, an actuating rope passing
through said pulley, a winch provided on the arm for winding
the actuating rope, a weight connected to the end of the
actuating rope, a lashing rope connected to said weight, means
on the pusher for winding said lashing rope, and a bitt for
engaging said weight on the barge.

3,842,782

INTERCONNECTION OF TWO CRAFT
Luigi Cutlica, Via Vittoria Veneto 19, La Spezia, Italy

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 233,971
Claims priority, application Italy, Mar. 15, 1971, 12572/71

Int. CI. B63b2//56
U.S. CI. 114-235 R 7 Claims

8' /

1. An assembly of two craft comprising:
a. a pair of craft, one being a pusher craft and the other

being a barge,

b. said barge having a cavity being formed by a bow portion,
a pair of sides extending rearwardly of said bow portion
and a bottom, said cavity being open at the stern end of
said barge, and bem^, of a size sufficient to accommodate
a front end portion of the pusher craft, the pusher craft
having a transverse wall portion extending outwardly
from the sides and bottom thereof at substantially amid-
ships, said front end portion of said pusher craft resting
firmly on the bottom of the cavity,

c. positioning tanks in at leas; one of the craft for facilitating
joining the two craft,

d. means for water sealing the two craft together relative to
the surrounding sea, the sealing means being positioned
at the stern end of the barge and comprising a surface at
the extreme rearward end of each of the pair of sides and

the bottom, said surface being transverse to the open end
of the cavity, and abutting said transverse wall portion of
said pusher craft when said front end portion of said
pusher craft is within said cavity,

e. means for draining the residual water in the cavity after
the joining of the craft to obtain increased adherence
between the two craft.

3,842,783
OCEAN GOING INTEGRATED TUG-BARGE

CONNECTION SYSTEM
David B. Waller, 10611 Cypresswood Blvd., Houston, Tex.
77070, and Raymond A. Forker, 915 Water Ave., Savannah.
Ga. 31404

Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 321,355
Int. CI. B63b2//00

U.S. a. 114-235 R 3 Claims
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3,842,787
WATER JET IMPELLOR UNIT HAVING A STEERING

CONTROL DEVICE
Dante Giacosa, Turin, Italy, assignor to Sira Societa Industrial

Ricerche Automotorische, Turin, Italy

Filed May 8, 1973, Ser. No. 358,231
Claims priority, application Italy, May 15, 1972,68514/72

Int. CI. B63h llllO
U.S. CI. 115-16 5 Claims

1. In a water jet impellor unit for an outboard motor, of the
type comprising a duct, and
means for impelling water along the said duct, the improve-
ment comprising:

an angularly adjustable nozzle at the downstream end of the
said duct,

means pivotally mounting the said nozzle for angular move-
ment about a substantially vertical axis,

a main nozzle outlet at the downstream end of said nozzle

and two subsidiary nozzle outlets, one on either side, at

the upstream end of said nozzle,

a baffle movably mounted on said nozzle and means for

controlling the position of said baffle between a first

position, where it substantially closes said main nozzle
outlet and a second position where said main nozzle
outlet is substantially unobstructed,

said downstream end of said duct having side surfaces in-

clined with respect to the longitudinal axis of said duct,

said subsidiary nozzle outlets being inclined with respect
to the longitudinal axis of said main nozzle outlet and
disposed adjacent to said inclined side surfaces on said

duct whereby the cross section of each of said subsidiary

nozzle outlets is variable in dependence on the angular
position of said nozzle so that when said baffle is in said

first position the resultant thrust from the water passing
out through said subsidiary nozzle outlets is aligned with
said longitudinal axis of said main nozzle outlet and in the
reverse direction when said nozzle is in the straight ahead
position and has a lateral component when said nozzle is

inclined at an angle with respect to said straight ahead
position.

3,842,788

REVERSIBLE TRANSMISSION
Raymond A. Kroll, Kenosha, Wis., assignor to Outboard Ma-

rine Corporation, Waukegan, III.

Filed Aug. 30. 1973, Ser. No. 393,008
Int. CI. B63h 5//2, F16h 3138

U.S. a. 115-34 R 10 Claims
1. A marine propulsion device comprising a lower unit

having a rotatably mounted drive shaft provided with a driving

gear, a propeller shaft rotatably mounted in said lower unit

and carrying a propeller, a drive gear rotatably carried on said

propeller shaft and disposed in meshing engagement with said

driving gear, a propeller shaft drive means carried on said

propeller shaft for axial movement relative to said propeller
shaft and for common rotation with said propeller shaft, a
clutch dog mounted on said propeller shaft drive means for
rotation relative thereto and for common axial movement with
said propeller drive shaft means into a position drivingly con-

necting said clutch dog with said drive gear for common rota-
tion, means for selectively moving said propeller shaft drive
means axially on said propeller shaft to move said clutch dog
relative to said position, and means for connecting said clutch
dog to said propeller shaft drive means for rotation of said
drive means in response to rotation of said clutch dog.

3 842 789
HYDRAULIC TRIM/TILT SYSTEM FOR OUTBOARD

PROPULSION UNITS
Karl Abdon Bergstedt, Goteborg, Sweden, assignor to AB

Volvo Penta, Goteborg, Sweden
Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 317,062

Claims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 21, 1971,
16407/71

Int. CI. B63h 5il2
U.S. a. 115-41 HT 8 Claims

^60

--^

1. A hydraulic system for trimming and tilling of outboard
drive units for boats, comprising pump means adapted to
deliver hydraulic liquid from a liquid sump to a double acting
cylinder-piston assembly, said cylinder-piston assembly being
arranged between said tillable drive unit and the boat or a
stationary part of the drive, characterized by a valve unit, said
valve unit being adjustable between a first position and a
second position and comprising means for connecting said
pump means to the chamber at the piston rod end of the
cylinder and to the chamber at the piston end of the cylinder
when said valve unit is in said first position to tilt said drive
unit and for disconnecting said chamber at said piston rod end
of said cylinder from said chamber at the piston end of said

cylinder and for connecting said chamber at said piston rod
end of said cylinder with said sump when said valve unit is in

said second position to trim said drive unit, and manual con-
trol means for adjusting said valve unit between its said posi-
tions.
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3,842,790

CONTAINER CLOSURE
James A. Clark, Mendon, N.Y., assignor to Bausch & Lomb

Incorporated, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 270,905

Int. CI. B65d 39104, 39/16

U.S. CI. 215-228 6 Claims

IC

1. An article having a generally cylindrically shaped open-

ing extending from a lip to an internal shoulder and a closure

member formed of material having elastic properties for seal-

ing said opening, said closure member having an axis and

including a cap portion having a first diameter and an integral

neck portion having a second diameter, said first diameter

being greater than said second diameter, said cap portion

including a top surface and a lip engaging portion, said top

surface being axially spaced from said lip engaging portion,

said neck portion extending along said axis from said lip en-

gaging portion to a bottom surface, said closure member
further including an outwardly extending endless bead and an

open ended cavity, said bead located on said neck portion

between said lip engaging portion and said bottom surface,

wherein said improvement comprises:

said bead being axially spaced from said lip engaging por-

tion a distance which is less than the distance from said

lip to said shoulder, said cavity extending from said top

surface into said neck portion to the approximate axial

position of said bead to thereby provide said closure

member with a closed bottom extending from the approx-

imate axial position of said bead to said bottom surface,

the relationship between said bead and said closed bot-

tom permitting, when said closure member is properly

received within said opening, at least a portion of said

neck portion to be in tension to thereby hold said bead in

engagement with said shoulder and said lip engaging

portion in engagement with said lip.

second means having a second passage for carrying fluid;

connecting means joining the first means with the second

means, said connecting means comprising a housing having an

inside wall surrounding a chamber open to the first passage

and a second passage w hereby fluid and particles flow through

said chamber, said housing having an inlet opening in commu-
nication with the first passage and an open end opposite the

inlet opening, said inside wall of the housing tapers outwardly

whereby the chamber increases in size as a function of dis-

tance from the inlet opening into the chamber, particle sens-

ing means located across the open end of said chamber oppo-

site the inlet opening for producing audio signals related to the

amount of particles which hit the sensing means, said sensing

means comprising a member having at least one enclosed cell,

a first particle impaction surface located adjacent one side of

and facing the chamber whereby said first surface does not

interfere with the flow of fluid and particles through said

chamber, a portion of said particles flowing through said

chamber hit said first particle impaction surface producing the

audio signals, and a second surface located outside the cham-

ber, said enclosed cell being located between said first surface

and said second surface.

3.842,791

PARTICLE FLOW MONITOR
Robert J. De Brey, 4502 Browndale Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

55424
1

1

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 37,157, May 14, 1970, Pat.

No. 3.674,316. This application July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,538

Int. CI. G08b 3/02

U.S.CL 116-67 R 17 Claims

/^J

1. An apparatus for sensing particles in a flowing fluid

comprising: first jmeans having a passage for carrying fluid;

3,842,792

SEAL WEAR INDICATING MECHANISMS
Louis C. Souther, 429 York St., Canton, Mass. 02021

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,382

Int. CI. GOld 2//00

U.S. CI. 1 16— 1 14 Q 9 Claims

1. A mechanism for determining the apex seal wear of the

rotor of a rotary internal combustion engine comprising:

means, incorporated in the wearing surface of said apex seal,

for indicating the accumulated wear thereof; said means being

so located in said apex seal that, upon removal of one of the

engine spark plugs and aligning said apex seal with the result-

ing hole in the rotor housing, said means becomes visible

through said hole.

3,842,793

NON JAMMING BAFFLED COATING HOOD
Michael A. Novice, Elmira, and Arthur D. Heller, East Horse-

heads, both of N.Y., assignors to Dart Industries Inc., Los

Angeles, Calif.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,377

Int. CL B05c 11/16

U.S. CI. 118-4 15 Claims

I. In a coating hood adapted to minimize fluid movement

between an enclosed coating area and the environment sur-

rounding same, said hood being provided with imperforate

sidewalls, an imperforate top wall extending therebetween and

opposite end sections including end walls having appropriate

openings to accommodate the passage therethrough of articles

to be coated and a central section defining a coating area, said

hood further being movably positioned immediately above a

conveyor for transporting articles thereto and therethrough
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and so positioned by lifting means located above and con-
nected to the hood, said lifting means comprising a supporting
frame member and a support means affixed to said hood such
that vertical movement may be imparled thereto, said hood

further including a plurality of fins positioned internally

thereof and along the sidewalls of each section thereof, said
fins extending inwardly from said sidewalls in a direction
substantially transverse to such sidewalls.

3,842,794
APPARATUS FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE

SEMICONDUCTOR PROCESSING
Paul W. Ing, Poughkeepsie, N.Y., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Filed June 29, 1973, Ser. No. 375,190

Int. CI. C23c 13108
U.S. CI. 118-49 8 Claims

(^ «Pr:t)>%;

1. A furnace for processing semiconductor wafers compris-
ing:

A. a rectangular quartz tube having opposed top and bot-

tom horizontally planar walls transparent to radiant heat
with

a. the internal height between said walls being in the
range of about 3/16 to about I inch,

b. the internal width between the side walls of said tube
being in the range of about I V?. to about 20 inches, with

B. a support plate opaque to radiant heat slidably insert-

able and removable into and from said tube in parallel

relationship to said top and bottom walls and having a
vertical thickness in the range from about one sixteenth
to about one fourth inches for supporting said wafers
planariy equidistant from said top and bottom with
a. the top surface of said wafers disposed in parallel re-

lationship to said top and bottom walls and at a dis-

tance in the range of about one eighth from said top
wall to about three fourths inch;

b. the ratio of said distance to said width being in the
range of about I : I to about I : 25;

C. gas inlet means for injecting a processing gas in said
tube;

D. gas diffuser means for constraining an injected gas in

even flow through and across said tube having at least one
said wafer disposed therein on said support;

E. first and second planar radiant heat diffuser means juxta-

posed externally in parallel relationship on respective

ones of said top and bottom walls;

F. means for heating said first and second diffuser means to

radiant heat;

G. an insulating mass of about 15 to about 34 pounds sur-

rounding said tube and said elements E and F with said

mass having a thermal conductivity of in the range of
about 0.08 to about 0.1 I Btu/Hr-Ft-° F.

3,842,795
SEALING AND TRANSPORT MEANS FOR CORRUGATED

PAPERBOARD IMPREGNATING APPARATUS
Gunther Lau, Glogauer Str. 22, 8541 Katzwang; Edmund

Bradatsch, Huttenwerkstr. 5, 8481 Weiherhammer, and
Hermann J. Brandl, Virchowstrasse 33, 85 Nurnberg, all of

Germany
Filed Jan. 8. 1973, Ser. No. 321,839

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 14, 1972,
2201741

Int. CI. B05b 13106
U.S. CI. 118-50 8 Claims

i -^^

>T-

12 II
L 13

1 m
6

1. Apparatus for impregnating horizontally transported
corrugated paperboard containing a succession of transversely
extending fiutes, comprising

a. impregnate supplying means (3) for supplying impreg-
nate to the ends of the paperboard fiutes along a first

longitudinal edge of the advancing paperboard, said im-

pregnate supplying means including first edge sealing

means (23) for .sealingly engaging the upper and lower
surfaces of the paperboard immediately adjacent said

impregnate supplying means, said first edge sealing means
being transversely displaceable to the direction of ad-
vance of the paperboard to accommodate paperboard of
varying widths:

b. suction means (4) for creating a vacuum in the paper-
board fiutes by sealingly connecting the ends of the pa-
perboard along a second longitudinal edge of the paper-
board with a source of vacuum, said suction means in-

cluding edge sealing means (36) for sealingly engaging
the upper and lower surfaces of the paperboard immedi-
ately adjacent the second longitudinal edge of the paper-
board, said second edge sealing means being displaceable
transversely to the direction of advance of the paper-
board to accommodate paperboard of varying widths;
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c. sealing and transport means (5) for sealing predeter-
mined portions of the upper and lower surfaces of the

paperboard to inhibit air from being drawn into the pa-
perboard flutes and for advancing the paperboard relative

to and in sealing engagement with said impregnate sup-
plying and suction means; and

d. displacement means for displacing said sealing and trans-

port means transversely to the direction of advance of the

paperboard to maintain the spacing between said sealing

and transport means and said second edge sealing means
below a predetermined maximum, whereby the amount
of air drawn into the flutes adjacent the edge sealing

means is maintained below a predetermined amount
regardless of the width of the paperboard being impreg-
nated.

3,842,796

APPARATUS FOR TREATING MATERIALS
Edward Austin Hilditch, Frome, and Charles Arnold Nightin-

gale, Bognor Regis, both of England, assignors to Cuprinol
Limited, Somerset, England

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,460
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 7, 1972,

5676/72

Int. CI. B05c lino
t.S. CI. 118-50 5 Claims

•vi

1. Apparatus for the treatment of wood, textiles, rope and
cordage, which apparatus comprises: a treatment chamber
having a lower part for containing a treating liquid, and an

upper part; a support for material to be treated; means con-

nected to said support for moving said support from the upper
to the lower part of the treatment chamber, so as to immerse
material on the support in a treating fluid entrained in the

lower part of the treatment chamber and for returning the

support to the upper part of the treatment chamber; a port in

said treatment chamber for access to the upper part of the

treatment chamber for loading material onto and unloading
material from, the support when the support is in the upper
part of the treatment chamber; means coupled to said treat-

ment chamber for altering the pressure within the treatment

chamber relative to ambient pressure; a holding tank for

holding a reserve supply of treatment liquid; and an amplifying

vessel coupled between the holding tank and the treatment

chamber, said amplifying vessel being of small horizontal

cross-section relative to the treatment chamber, and having a

capacity at least equal to the largest volume of treatment

liquid to be consumed in a single operation of said apparatus;

means operalively coupled for transferring a measured
amount, within said largest volume, of treatment liquid from
said holding tank through said amplifying vessel and into said

treatment chamber; means operalively coupled for transfer-

ring, after completion of the treating operation, the remainder

of said measured amount from said treatment chamber to said

amplifying vessel; and means operalively associated with said

amplifying vessel for indicating the amount of liquid con-

sumed by said treating operation.

3,842,797

CODE LABELING DEVICE
Carl D. Hellenberg, Racine, Wis., assignor to Poreion, Inc.,

Racine, Wis.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,143
Int. CI. BOSc 1102

U.S.CL 118-222 10 Claims

1. A device for coding package labels of the type having

ink-applying elements for placing inked indicia on labels, said

device comprising:

a base;

means attached to said base for gripping a stack of labels,

said means including clamp elements defining parallel

planes of stack contact to orient a slack of labels surface-

to-surface with evenly aligned edges, said means defining

an access opening iherealong through which a tight, flat

surface of edges may be exposed;

means attached to said base for holding said ink-applying

elements at said access opening, said holding means hav-

ing a plurality of holding locations spaced along its length,

across said access opening, for said ink-applying ele-

ments;

a lesser plurality of said ink-applying elements arranged

along substantially the entire length of said holding means
at certain of said holding locations according to code,

each of said ink-applying elements secured at one of said

holding locations, said ink-applying elements being across

said access opening;

an ink impregnated ink supply structure mounted to said

base in position to contact said ink-applying elements to

supply ink thereto;

means to facilitate relative movement of said ink-applying

elements in contact with said ink supply structure; and
means to facilitate relative movement of said stack gripping

means with respect to said ink-applying elements, said

relative movement being in a direction transverse said

planes and said edges,

whereby labels may be marked with coded indicia which are

clearly discernible to those aware of their presence yet are

inconspicuous to those unaware of their presence.

3,842,798

SHROUD FOR SPRAYING APPARATUS
Albert F. Gerlovich, Fanwood, N.J., assignor to Rheem Manu-

facturing Company, New York, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 126,201, March 19, 1971, Pat. No.

3,741,149. This application Jan. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 324,201
Int. CI. BOSc 1100

U.S. CM 18-326 9 Claims
1. A shroud for engagement over the end of a body being

sprayed comprising inner and outer shells radially spaced and
having transverse partitions between them to define a fluid

space, a suction conduit with an outlet from said fluid space,

fluid passage means connecting the area around the body end
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to said fluid

ings through
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space including a plurality of spaced flow open-
one of said transverse partitions, said openings

progressively increasing in size in the direction away from said
outlet.

3,842,799
APPARATUS FOR THE APPLICATION OF LIQUID

CORROSION-PREVENTIVE COMPOUND TO THE INNER
SURFACE OF PIPES

Evgeny Nikolaevich Podkletnov, Smolensky bulvar, 6-8, kv.
144, Moscow, U.S.S.R.

FMed Mar. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 233,550
Int. CI. B05c lino

U.S. CI. 118-408 3 Claims

a transfer roller assembly mounted for rotation within said
machine, said assembly including end members each
having groove means formed therein, a transfer roller

rotalably mounted to said end members, a mounting shaft
parallel to said transfer roller and rotatably mounted to
said end members, bearing means for mounting said
mounting shaft within said machine, said assembly being
adapted to rotate about the axis of said mounting shaft,
said transfer roller being disposed adjacent said photo-
conductive member,

means for placing said transfer roller in pressure contact
with said photoconductive surface, said placing means
including a locking shaft rotatably mounted parallel to
said transfer roller, a handle connected to said locking
shaft for rotating the same, an arm mounted on each side
of said handle, each of said arms being mounted to rotate
with respect to said locking shaft and having means for
engaging one of said groove means, and a spring mounted
on each side of said handle, each of said springs being
disposed around said locking shaft and having one end
fixed so as to rotate with said locking shaft when the latter

rotates while the other end is affixed to one of said arms

I. A device for the application of a layer of a liquid corro-
sion-preventive compound to the inner surface of a pipe com-
prising: means for holding the pipe in an inclined or vertical
position, a container provided with a liquid corrosion-
preventive compound; means connecting said container with
the lower end of the pipe; a driven hoisting mechanism opera-
bly coupled to said container for moving said container up and
down with relation to the pipe; and a float valve accommo-
dated inside the pipe and means linking said float valve with
the drive of said hoisting mechanism, the arrangement being
such that said valve switches the drive for lowering said con-
tainer as soon as the valve is acted upon by the liquid com-
pound rising inside the pipe.

3,842.800
TRANSFER ROLLER ASSEMBLY

Daniel Hoffman, Rochester, and Thomas Meagher, Webster,
both of N.V.. assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford,
Conn.

Filed Dec. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 214,289
Int. CI. G03g 13100

U-S. a. 118-637 2 Claims
I. An improved electrostatographic machine having a pho-

toconductive member, the improvement comprising:

3,842,801
ELECTRON RADIOGRAM DEVELOPER WITH IMAGE

FIELD SCREEN
Ray W. Larson, Santa Monica; Arthur Lee Morsell, Tarzana;

Eric P. Muntz, Pasadena, and Murray S. Welkowsky, Los
Angeles, all of Calif., assignors to Xonics, Inc., Van Nuvs.
Calif.

'

Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,311
Int. CI. G03g 13100

U.S.a. 118-638 4 Claims

1. In a powder cloud developer having a developing cham-
ber, means for producing a cloud of charged toner powder
particles in the chamber, and means for supporting in the
chamber a receptor sheet having an electrostatic image, the
improvement comprising in combination:

an apertured image field plate mounted in said chamber
adjacent said receptor sheet;
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a charge selection electrode mounted in said chamber, with
said particle cloud produced between said plate and
electrode;

means for producing an electric field between said plate and
electrode for attracting particles of one polarity to said
electrode and particles of the opposite polarity to said
plate, with the charge on said sheet attracting said parti-
cles of opposite polarity through the plate apertures to
said sheet;

a shutter mounted in said chamber between said plate and
electrode and adjacent said plate; and

means for moving said shutter between a closed position
blocking said cloud of particles from said plate and an
open position permitting movement of particles to said
plate.

3,842,802
MARKER FOR USE IN THE DETECTION OF OESTRUS IN

ANIMALS
Douglas R. Lang, and Graeme K. Hight, Whatawhata Country,

both of Hamilton, New Zealand
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 822,266, May 6, 1969,

abandoned. This application May 22, 1973, Ser. No. 362,763
Claims priority, application New Zealand, May 10, 1968

Int. CL AO Ik 67/00
L.S. CI. 119-1 9 Claims

^,
-

9 ^

^;-«
.;.^';X'^--

1. A marker for iise in the detection of oestrus in animals,
including a closed container for holding a marking substance!
said container havmg an outlet opening, a means for effec-
tively sealing said opening and transferring said marking sub-
stance including a ball mounted for rotation in the opening,
and a spring means biasing the ball in position in the opening
yet allowing the ball to be rotated in the opening, means for
mounting said container on a male animal in position for
transferring said marking substance comprising a harness
having a base member for attachment to a male animal, means
attaching the container to the base member, adjustable strap
means on the base member, one of said strap means encircling
the animal's head rearwardly of the mouth and the other strap
means behind the ears, with the base member and container
being located on the throat area below the animal's chin,
whereby during copulation or at about the time of copulation
with a female animal, the ball will contact an appropriate part
of the female animal's body for causing marking substance in
the container to be transferred therefrom onto the skin or hair
of the female animal.

3,842,803

PET COMMODE
Franklin Temel, 1050 N.E. 9 1st Ter., Miami Shores, Fla.
33138

Filed July 3, 1973, Ser. No. 376,224
Int. CI. AOIk 29100

U.S. CI. 119-1
1. A pet commode comprising in combination:
a. a housing having opposed front and rear walls, opposed

side walls, and a bottom recessed below the upper ex-
tremities of said side walls and provided with an outlet
passage;

b. means located in said housing and defining a fioor for
supporting a pet and receiving its bodily waste products, said
floor being mounted for pivotal movement about a substan-
tially horizontal axis for permitting waste products deposited
on said floor to fall onto said housing bottom surface;

c. water spray means located in said housing for directing
water sprays against said floor, whereby the surface of
said floor which receives waste products is struck by such
sprays when said floor undergoes such pivotal movement;

--^--J

d. controllable water delivery means connected to «;aid

spray means for delivering water thereto;
e. controllable drive means connected to said floor for

imparting such pivotal movement thereto; and
f. control means connected to said water delivery means
and to said drive means and responsive to the departure
of a pet from said floor for causing said delivery means to
deliver water under pressure to said spray means and for
causing said drive means to impart such pivotal move-
ment to said floor.

3,842,804

FISH-REARING FACILITY
Bernard J. Christensen, Bellevue, and Harry H. Chenoweth,

Kirkland, both of Wash., assignors to Hill, Ingman, Chase &
Co., Seattle, Wash.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,528
Int. CI. AOlk 63100

l^S- CI. 119-3 8 Claims

U^

17 Claims

1. In fish-rearing apparatus, including rearing pond means,
a filter tank interconnected therewith, and means mounted on
the apparatus for transferring water from the rearing pond
means to the filter tank and returning it to the rearing pond
means, the improvement comprising biological filter means
mounted in the filter tank, below the top thereof, and being
substantially entirely submerged in water, said filter means
including a plurality of tubular passages having their lengths
extending upright, and means for supplying flow of water from
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the rearing pond means upwardly through said tubular pas-
sages of said biological filter means for return to the rearing
pond means, said biological filter means being spaced above
the bottom of the filter tank for forming a lower chamber to
receive debris sloughed from the walls of said tubular pas-
sages.

3,842,805
OVERHEAD FEEDER CONVEYOR HAVING

DOUBLETAPERED BED, REVERSIBLY DRIVABLE
CHAIN-FLITE ASSEMBLY

Paul Patz, Pound, Wis.

Filed Sept. 26, 1973, S«r. No. 400,944
Int. CI. AOIk 05/02

U,S. CI. 1 19-52 B 5 Claims

1. A conveyor for distributing feed along a feed bunk lo-
cated therebelow comprising: a double-tapered bed which
narrows widthwise in opposite directions toward opposite
ends of said conveyor from a location intermediate said con-
veyor ends where feed is deposited on said bed; first means
comprising a plurality of spaced apart interconnected fiites
extending transversely over said bed and movable in unison
alternately in either direction along substantially the entire
length of said bed; and second means for selectively moving
said fiites in either direction to move feed deposited on said
bed at said intermediate location along said bed toward either
end of said conveyor from whence it is deposited in said bunk.

3,842,806
PREDATOR PROTECTION COLLAR FOR LIVESTOCK

Roy T. McBride, P.O. Box 725, Alpine, Tex. 79830
Filed Oct. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 409,103

Int. CI. AOlk 27/00
U.S. a. 119-106

7 Claims

3,842,807
SECTIONAL BOILER FOR FLAMELESS COMBUSTION

OF GASEOUS FUELS
Edvin Sittek, Novy Bohumin; Jaroslav Katolicky, Detmarovice;

Jaroslav Kuba, Skrecen, and Edmund Dvorok, Novy Bohu-
min, all of Czechoslovakia, assignors to Hutni druhovyroba,
generalni reditelstvi, Praha, Czechoslovakia

Filed Nov. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 414,094
Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia. Nov. 15 1972

7718-72

Int. CI. F22b 7/00
U.S. CI. 122-225 R 4 c^ms

mg
. An animal collar containing a liquid substance compris-

means for fastening the collar to the animal;
a sheath attached to said fastening means and having an

outer covering resembling the natural surface of the
animal in color and feel; and

a closed vessel to confine said liquid substance therein
adapted to remain within said sheath until ruptured by a
predator.

1. A sectional boiler for fiameless combustion of gaseous
fuels, comprising in combination:

a. at least two hollow boiler sections having cavities formed
in at least one of their surface,

b. a water jacket constituted by said hollow boiler sections.
c. reaction chambers formed by said cavities in the juxta-

posed boiler sections,

d. ceramic filling inserted in said reaction chambers,
e. an air duct, a gas duct and an air-gas mixing device for

supplying gaseous fuel mixture to the boiler, arranged in
front of the latter,

f. a fuel supply pipe leading from the mixing device to the
boiler,

g. a fuel distributor connected to said fuel supply pipe and
provided in the fuel inlet part of the boiler,

h. a porous refractory diaphragm in said fuel distributor,
1. a combustion space behind the refractory diaphragm,
j. a spark member for igniting the gaseous fuel in the com-

bustion space and
k. a refractory block provided with apertures accommo-

dated behind said combustion space and in front of said
reaction chambers.

3,842,808
REGENERATIVE STEAM IGNITION INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINE
Roy S. Cataldo, Birmingham, Mich., assignor to General Mo-

tors Corporation, Detroit, Mich.
Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,591

Int. CI. F02m 25/02; F02p 23/00
U.S. CI. 123-25 P 2 Claims

1. An internal combustion engine comprising means defin-
ing a variable volume working and combustion chamber,

first admission means connected with said chamber and
operable to admit air-fuel mixture to said chamber for
compression and burning therein,

second admission means connected with said chamber and
operable to admit superheated steam thereto upon com-
pression of said mixture, to ignite the compressed air-fuel
mixture therein,

exhaust means connected with said chamber and operable
to exhaust burned gases therefrom.
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an exhaust heat boiler connected with said second admis-
sion means to supply superheated steam thereto, said

boiler also being connected with said exhaust means to

receive exhaust gases therefrom for heating condensate in

said boiler to form steam,

a condenser connected with said boiler to receive exhaust
gases therefrom for condensation of the water vapor in

said exhaust gases, and
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a condensate pump connected between said condenser and
said boiler and operative during engine operation to

pump condensate from said condenser to said boiler, said

components being operative to supply said superheated
steam to said chamber near its smallest working volume
in sufficient quantity and at a temperature capable of

igniting and causing combustion of the compressed lead

air-fuel mixtures therein.

3,842,809
FLUID FLOW METERING VALVE FOR INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINE
John A. King, Mentor, Ohio, assignor to Cleveland Electronics,

Inc., Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Oct. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 294,661
Int. CI. F02b 3/00; F02m 39/00; ¥l6k 3 1/02

U.S. CI. 123-32 AE 1 Claim

1. The combination of a combustion engine having a fuel

conduit means, an electric generating means responsive to

conditions of engine operations determining rate of fuel flow
to the engine for generating a continuous electrical signal

proportional to the magnitude of said conditions, and a fuel

metering valve in said conduit means; said valve comprising a
casing having two portions, one portion having an inlet port
and an outlet port, a valve member controlling flow through
said portion; an electro-dynamic motor for actuating said

valve member located in the other portion, said motor com-

927 O.G.—52

prising an annular pole piece element, an annular magnetic

means element positioned concentrically with said pole piece

element and spaced therefrom to form an air gap, and a

moving coil located within said air gap; means connecting said

valve member to said moving coil, said connecting means
being positioned concentrically with said annular pole piece

element and magnetic means element and passing through one
of said elements; and a conductor means connecting said

moving coil to said electric generating means.

3,842,810

CARBURETOR
Shizuo Yagi, Asaka, and Minoru Atsumi, Kautagoe, both of

Japan, assignors to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,744

Int. CL F02b /9/W, 19/16, 19/18
U.S. CI. 123-32 R 11 Claims

1. A carburetor assembly for use with an internal combus-
tion engine having at least one main combustion chamber and
an auxiliary combustion chamber connected thereto by a

torch nozzle, said carburetor assembly having, in combina-
tion: a main primary passage having a main throttle valve, an
auxiliary passage having an auxiliary throttle valve, a support-
ing shaft for the auxiliary throttle valve, means for connecting
the main primary passage to deliver a lean mixture to the main
combustion chamber of the engine, means connecting the

auxiliary passage to deliver a rich mixture to the auxiliary

combustion chamber of the engine, a cam connected to turn

in accordance with turning movement of the main throttle

valve, a stationary member, a lever pivotally mounted on said

stationary member and having a follower cooperating with

said cam, and additional cam and follower means whereby
turning movement of the auxiliary throttle valve is controlled

by pivotal movement of said lever.

3,842,811

ELECTRIC FUEL INJECTION CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Kazuo Shinoda, Toyota, and Kunio Endo, Anjo, both of Japan,
assignors to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha,

Toyotacho, Toyota-shi and Nippondenso Co., Ltd., Kariya-

shi, Aichi-ken, Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 53,821, Aug. 10, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,719,176. This application Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,543
Claims priority, application Japan, July 29, 1969, 44-

59801; July 29, 1969, 44-59802

Int. CI. F02d 5/02

U.S. CK 123—32 EA 4 Claims
1. An electrical fuel injection control system for an internal

combustion engine having electromagnetic means for operat-
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ing fuel injection valves of the engine and operative to inject

fuel in response to injection pulses each having a pulse width
varying as a function of parameters indicative of the condition
of said engine comprising:

a permanent magnet signal generator having a permanent
magnet linked to the throttle of the engine and an arma-
ture coil electromagnetically coupled with said perma-
nent magnet for producing an output voltage responsive

to the movement of said permanent magnet;
first circuit means connected between said armature coil

and second circuit means for rectifying said output volt-

age of said armature coil and supplying a current depend-
ing on said rectified output voltage to said second circuit

means when said output voltage, exceeds a predeter-
mined level;

said second circuit means having a capacitor adaptable to

store electricity by said current supplied thereto and a
resistor adaptable to discharge said stored electricity for

producing a voltage variable signal with discharging of
said stored electricity;

j^;
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pressure signal generating means responsive to the pressure

of engine intake manifold of said engine for generating a

voltage signal indicative of said pressure;

third circuit means connected to said second circuit means
and said pressure signal generating means and including

an operational amplifier to add the signal derived from
said second circuit means to the signal derived from said

pressure signal generating means to produce a signal

which varies as a function of the superposition of said

voltage variable signal produced by said second circuit

means and said voltage signal of said pressure signal

generating means;

fourth circuit means connected to said third circuit means
for producing a fuel injection pulse signal whose pulse

width" is determined by said signal produced by said third

circuit means;

fifth circuit means connected to said fourth circuit means
and said electromagnetic means for driving said electro-

magnetic means for an interval corresponding to the

pulse width of said fuel injection pulse signal.

3,842,812

FOUR-CYCLE INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
WITHOUT A CAMSHAFT

Ernst Marcus, Casilla 258, La Paz, Bolivia

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, S«r. No. 297,928
Int. CI. Foil 9/02. 25/06

U.S. CI. 123-75 RC 5 Claims
I. In a four-cycle internal combustion engine having at least

one cylinder, a piston reciprocable within said cylinder and
defining a chamber above said piston and within said cylinder
undergoing the intake, compression, power, and exhaust
strokes, and a valve configuration designed to operate without
a camshaft,

a first chamber upstream from and adapted to communicate
with the space within said cylinder beneath said piston for

conducting a fresh charge of an air and fuel mixture to
said cylinder and into the space beneath said piston,

a second chamber downstream from and adapted to com-
municate with the space within said cylinder beneath said

piston,

first reed valve means between said upstream chamber and
space in said cylinder beneath said piston operable in

response to differential in gas pressures in said down-
stream chamber and cylinder below said piston during the
compression and exhaust strokes of the operating cycle of
said engine for admitting a fresh charge of said fuel and
air mixture into said cylinder below said piston during the

compression and exhaust strokes of the operating cycle of
said engine,

second reed valve means between said downstream cham-
ber and space in said cylinder beneath said piston opera-
ble in response to the differential in gas pressures in said

cylinder below said piston and downstream chamber
during the intake and power strokes of the operating
cycle of said engine for transferring the fresh charge of
said fuel and air mixture introduced into the space in said

cylinder beneath said piston during the compression and
exhaust strokes of the operating cycle of said engine into

said downstream chamber during the intake and power
strokes of the operating cycle of said engine.
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inlet valve means in said cylinder above said piston in com-
munication with said downstream chamber operative in

response to a first gas pressure differential between said

downstream chamber and cylinder above said piston
during the intake stroke of the operating cycle of said
engine for admitting the fresh charge of air and fuel

mixture introduced into said downstream chamber during
the previous intake and power strokes of the operating
cycle of said engine into said cylinder above said piston,

outlet valve means in said cylinder above said piston in

communication with said downstream chamber operative
in response to a second gas pressure differential between
said downstream chamber and cylinder above said piston
during the exhaust stroke of the operating cycle of said
engine for expelling a burnt charge from said cylinder
above said piston,

an exhaust passage in communication with said outlet valve
means for receiving said burnt charge expelled from said
cylinder, and

a normally closed pressure valve means between said ex-
haust passage and cylinder adapted to open in response
to the pressure in said cylinder at the conclusion of the
power stroke of said piston for relieving the gas pressure
within said cylinder sufficiently to enable said second gas
pressure differential in said downstream chamber to open
said outlet valve means in preparation for the scavenging

stroke of the engine cycle.
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3 842 813
FUEL INJECTION APPARATUS FOR EXTERNALLY

IGNITED INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
OPERATING ON CONTINUOUSLY INJECTED FUEL

Konrad Eckert, Stuttgart-Feuerbach, Germany, assignor to

Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

\
Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,841

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 17, 1971.
2146506

I

U.S. CL 123-119 R
Int. CI. F02m 69/00

3 Claims

1. In a fuel injection apparatus for the continuous injection

of fuel into the suction tube of an internal combustion engine,

said suction tube containing an arbitrarily operable butterfly

valve, said apparatus being of the known type that has

a. an air sensor member forming part of an air sensor means
disposed in said suction tube spaced from said butterfly

valve, said air sensor member being deflected by the flow

of intake air as a function of the intake air quantities,

b. lever means forming part of said air sensor means and
being attached to said sensor member,

c. means generating a return force affecting said air sensor
means and opposing the deflecting force of the air flow,

said return force being independent from the deflected

position of said air sensor member, said means including

a pressure chamber filled with pressurized liquid supply-
ing said return force,

d. a fuel metering and distributor valve having a movable
valve member exposed to the pressure of said liquid and
operatively connected to said lever means to be displaced

thereby against said return force to an extent proportion-
ate to the deflection of said air sensor member for main-
taining constant the fuel-to-air ratio for any given return

force,

. a control valve means varying said return force, said

control valve means having a movable valve member
loaded by a primary spring and
means varying the bias of said primary spring as a function
of at least one engine parameter, the improvement com-
prising a secondary spring connected to said movable
valve member of said control valve means and means for

varying the bias of said secondary spring as a function of
the air ratio in the exhaust gas of said internal combustion
engine, wherein said control valve means is formed as a

flat seat valve and its movable valve member is consti-

tuted by a diaphragm, and wherein said primary spring
exerts a force on one side of said diaphragm and said

secondary spring exerts an opposing force on the other

side of said diaphragm.

e.

Colt

3,842,814

EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION SYSTEM
Kenneth C. Bier, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., assignor to

Industries Operating Corp., New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,346
Int. CI. F02m 25/06

U.S.CL 123-119 A 12 Claims
1. An exhaust gas recirculation system for an internal com-

bustion engine having first conduit means for conducting from
said engine at least part of the exhaust gases generated by said

engine and second intake conduit means controlled by a vari-

ably openable throttle valve for conducting therethrough a
flow of atmospheric air to said engine for supporting the

combustion process within said engine, said system compris-
ing passage means interconnecting and communicating be-
tween said first and second conduit means, variably position-

able valve means for controlling the flow of said exhaust gases
from said first conduit means through said passage means and
into said second conduit means, vacuum responsive motor
means operatively connected to said variably positionable
valve means for causing said variably positionable valve means

Ai^^

to move in an opening direction in response to an actuating
vacuum being communicated to said vacuum responsive mo-
tor means, a source of vacuum, third conduit means communi-
cating with said source of vacuum and said vacuum responsive
motor means, and variably openable control valve means
communicating between a source of ambient pressure and
said vacuum responsive motor means, said variably openable
control valve means being openable generally in accordance
with the degree of opening of said throttle valve, said control
valve means being positioned in accordance with the position
of said variably openable throttle but free of connection
thereto such that sticking of said control valve means in one
position could cause sticking of said throttle valve in a corre-
sponding position.

3,842,815
CENTRIFUGAL GOVERNOR FOR CONTROLLING THE
RPM OF INJECTION TYPE INTERNAL COMBUSTION

ENGINES
Herbert Bechstein, Esslingen; Eberhard Hofmann, Kirchberg,
Murr; Hans-Jurgen Jaenke, Ditzingen; Rolf Muller, Stutt-
gart-Freiberg; Ernst Ritter, Stuttgart, and Heinrich Staudt,
Markgroningen-Talhausen, all of Germany, assignors to
Robert Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,303
Claims priority, application Germany, May 20. 1972

2224756

Int. CI. F02d J/04
U.S.CL 123-140 R 5 claims

1. In a centrifugal governor for controlling the rpm of an
injection type internal combustion engine, having a regulating
member which is adjustable dependent on the rpm and
adapted to have its regulating displacements transmitted to
the fuel delivery control means of an injection pump of said
engine via at least one intermediary lever, while said member
acts upon a force-transmitting lever which is pivotally
mounted in a housing of said governor and which is supported
on an adjustable abutment means fixedly provided in said
housing, and is biassed by means of a regulator tension spring
being attached, at its one end. to a first spring seat in said
governor housing and engaging, at its other end, a second
spring seat provided at said force-transmitting lever, the im-
provement comprising

a bearing bolt rotatably mounted in said governor housing
and having a helicoidal groove serving as said first seat of
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said regulator tension spring, said second seat of said
regulator tension spring being adjustable, thereby render-

ing the bias of said regulator tension spring relative to said
force-transmitting lever variable.

3,842.816
ALTERNATING CURRENT CAPACITOR DISCHARGE

IGNITION SYSTEM
Robert J. Vargas, Arlington Heights, III., assignor to Motorola,

Inc., Franklin Park, III.

Filed July 14, 1971, Ser. No. 162,579
Int. CI. F02p 1 100

U.S. CI. 123-148 E
, Claim
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1. In a capacitor discharge ignition system for an internal
ombustion engine having an ignition capacitor, trigger means

for discharging said ignition capacitor in synchronism with the
engine to produce ignition pulses, a semiconductor controlled
rectifier having a gate, an anode and a cathode, a power
transistor for charging said ignition capacitor, said power
transistor having control and output electrodes, a transformer
having first, second and third inductively coupled windings
with the output electrode of said power transistor being cou-
pled to said first winding, circuit means for connecting said
second winding to said control electrode of said power transis-
tor with increasing current in said first winding increasing
current in said second winding and driving said power transis-
tor into saturation with said ignition capacitor being charged,
a first diode and said third winding connected in series and
coupled across said ignition capacitor with pulses of one po-
larity induced in said third winding charging said ignition

capacitor, an enabling transistor having control and output
electrodes with said control electrode being coupled to said
anode of said semiconductor controlled rectifier for activating
said transistor, a high voltage transformer having primary and
secondary windings and being connected to said cathode of
said semiconductor controlled rectifier, a capacitor coupled
between said output of said enabling transistor and said con-
trol electrode of said power transistor for initiating said power
transistor with said enabling transistor being activated, a sup-
ply potential coupled to said power and enabling transistors
a zener diode connected between said output electrode of said
enabling transistor and a reference potential and poled to
prevent changes in magnitude of said supply potential from
initiating said power transistor, first diode means coupled
between said ignition capacitor and said anode of said semi-
conductor controlled rectifier for preventing said ignition
capacitor from delaying the activation of said power transis-
tor, a capacitor connected between said input of said semicon-
ductor controlled rectifier and said reference potential to
filter out turnoff spikes resulting from said power transistor
becoming saturated, said filter preventing damage to said
semiconductor controlled rectifier, the combination including
second diode means coupled between said output of said
semiconductor controlled rectifier and said ignition capacitor
and poled to create a ringout oscillation between said ignition
capacitor and said high voltage transformer thereby causing
an alternating current to appear across the spark gap

3,842,817
CAPACITIVE DISCHARGE IGNITION SYSTEM

Marion Mallory, Jr., Carson City, Nev., assignor to Mallory
Electric Corporation, Carson City, Nev.

Filed Aug. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 282,654
Int. CI. F02p 3106

U.S. CI. 123-148 E 3c,ai„,s
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1. A capacitive discharge ignition system for an internal
combustion engine comprising a magneto including a winding,
a capacitor having one side connected to the magneto winding
to be charged thereby, an ignition coil having a primary wind-
ing and a secondary winding, the primary winding of the coil
being connected between ground and the other side of the
capacitor, a controlled rectifier connected between the capac-
itor and ground from a point on said one side of the capacitor
whereby the controlled rectifier, capacitor and primary wind-
ing of the coil form a series circuit, a time delay circuit com-
prising a transformer including primary and secondary wind-
ings, said transformer primary winding being connected to the
magneto winding, the transformer secondary winding be con-
nected to the gate electrode of the controlled rectifier, the
output of said magneto acting to charge the capacitor and pass
through the transfor-mer primary winding to develop an elec-
trical field therearound. switch means to start the flow of
current from the magneto through the transformer primary
winding at a selected point in the operation of the magneto
whereby the electrical field thereabout will induce an emf in
the transformer secondary winding which will provide a signal
to the gate electrode to trigger the controlled rectifier into a
conducting state, thereby causing the capacitor to discharge
through the primary winding of the coil to induce an emf in
the coil secondary winding for ignition purposes, the creation
of the signal from the transformer secondary winding being
delayed a sufficient time as a consequence of the time neces-
sary for it to be induced to permit desired additional charging
of the capacitor after actuation of said switch means.
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3,842,818

IGNITION DEVICES
Timothy Anton Turton Cowell, and Dennis Cockburn Brown,

both of Leamington Spa, England, assignors to Associated
Engineering Limited, Warwickshire, England

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,067
Int. CI. F02p im, 23100; HOlt 13128

U.S. CI. 123-169 MG 6 Claims

1. An ignition device for an internal combustion engine
including a body of insulating material, a first electrode, a
second electrode, said body together with .said first and second
electrodes defining a substantially closed chamber, said first

electrode closing one end of said chamber and being formed
with an orifice therethrough, said second electrode being
rod-shaped and extending part-way towards said first elec-

trode, whereby to define a first gap between said first and
second electrodes, a first source of electrical potential con-
nected across said first and second electrodes, said potential
being insufficient to cause electrical breakdown of said first

gap, and means, including a second source of electrical poten-
tial, at a substantially higher potential than said first source, to
apply said substantialy higher potential across at least part of
said first gap, whereby to ionize said part of said first gap and
thereby to cause the lower potential from the first source to
be discharged across said first gap, the energy of the discharge
being such as to cause a plasma arc to occur and rapidly heat
up and expand the gas within said substantially closed cham-
ber, thereby causing a plasma arc flame to project through
said orifice.

3,842,819

IGNITION DEVICES
Francis J. Atkins, and Keith Waterson, both of Leamington

Spa, England, assignors to Associated Engineering Limited,
Warwickshire, England

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,069
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 16, 1971,

53252/71

Int. CI. F02f llOO: F02p 23100: HOlt 13128
U.S. CI. 123-169 MG 1 1 Claims
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1. An ignition device for an internal combustion engine
having means for providing first and second potential differ-

ences, said ignition device comprising:

a chamber having a wall perforated by a hole through which
said chamber is in communication with a medium to be
ignited, and

means to produce a plasma flame which projects through
said hole to ignite said medium, said means including

first and second electrodes defining therebetween a first gap
transverse to said hole and having a breakdown potential
too great to break down when only said first potential
difference is applied across said electrodes, and

a third electrode defining between itself and one of said first

and second electrodes a second gap having a breakdown
potential such that it breaks down when said second
potential difference is applied across it, thus causing
ionization in said first gap when said first potential is

simultaneously applied across said first gap, with a conse-
quent electrical discharge across said first gap which
causes said plasma flame to occur.

3,842,820
DEVICE FOR SUPPLYING THERMAL ENERGY TO ONE

OR MORE PLACES TO BE HEATED
Albertus Peter Johannes Michels; Roelf Jan Meijer, and Hen-

ricus Cornells Johannes Van Beukering, all of Emmasingel,
Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corpora-
tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 113,520
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 6, 1970,

7003199

Int. CI. F28d 7100
U.S. a. 126-110 R 3 Claims

J
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opening into said front and rear chambers, a base, said hous-
ing being supported from said base for rotation relative

thereto about an upstanding axis, an upper upstanding smoke
pipe, and rotary coupling means rotatably connecting said

smoke outlet opening to the lower end of said smoke pipe for

rotation of the latter relative to the former about a second
upstanding axis coinciding with the first mentioned axis, said

partition isolating said rear chamber from said smoke outlet

opening, said supplemental heating means comprising an
electrical resistance heater, said base and housing including

coacting brush and contact means operative to establish a

rotatable electrical connection between said base and housing
for said electrical resistance heater, said brush and contact
means including means operating to automatically interrupt

said electrical connection when said housing opening is ro-

tated to a predetermined angular position relative to said base.

3,842,822

DYSMETRIC DYSLEXIA SCREENING PROCEDURE
Harold N. Levinson, 15 Lake Rd., Great Neck, N.Y. 11020,
and Jan Frank, 45 E. 82nd St., New York, N.Y. 10028

Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,771
Int. CI. A61b 5100

U.S. CI. 128-2 R 8 Claims

Srr

1. A group diagnostic screening procedure for identifying

those in said group possibly having the condition of dysmetric
dyslexia, which is based on the discoveries of a cerebellar-

vestibular dysfunction and resulting sub-clinical eye oscilla-

tion indicative of said condition, said procedure comprising
the steps of inducing an eye oscillation of a selected extent
which is normally below the threshold level producing blurred
vision, but which, when in additive relation to said sub-clinical

eye oscillation, is above said threshold level, and automati-
cally identifying those experiencing blurred vision as possibly

being dysmetric dyslexic.

3,842,823

HYDROMASSAGE UNIT FOR TUB MOUNTING
Roy A. Jacuzzi, Moraga, and Peter L. Kosta, Lafayette, both

of Calif., assignors to Jacuzzi Research Inc., Berkeley, Calif.

Filed Sept. 28, 1973, S«r. No. 401,861
Int. CI. A61h 9/00

U.S. CL 128-66 6 Claims

35., "»i

1. A hydromassage unit of the type adapted to straddle a
wall of a tub for removable installation thereon comprising a
power unit including a housing, a pump jet head assembly
including a housing, a hollow bridge connecting said power
unit housing and said pump and jet head assembly housing,
drive means coupling said power unit to said pump through
said bridge, bumper means on that wall of said power unit

housing which faces the mounting wall of a tub when said

hydromassage unit is installed, and adapted to contact such
mounting wall, a clamping bracket assembly including means
for supporting same from said bridge for movement longitudi-

nally of said bridge, and means for locking said clamping
bracket assembly at selected positions therealong.

3,842,824
NOTCHED SURGICAL PIN AND BREAKING TOOL

THEREFOR
Alonzo J. Neufeld, 1650 Parkway Dr., Glendale, Calif. 91206

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,442
Int. CI. A61f 5/04

U.S. CI. 128-92 BA 9 Claims

1. A surgical pin for use in joining bone section, said pin
being formed of a rigid material capable of fracturing when
exposed to localized bending forces of predetermined magni-
tude and being of circular cross section along substantially its

entire length, said pin having a pointed forward end, and
having first, second and third sections, said first section ex-
tending from said pointed end to said second section, said

second section extending from said first section to said third

section, said third section extending from said second section
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to the rearward end of said pin, said first section including a
threaded portion adjacent said pointed end and otherwise
being uninterrupted along its length, said third section also
being uninterrupted along its length, said first and third sec-
tions being at least as long as said second section, said second
section being interrupted by a series of longitudinally spaced
transverse notches, the bottom of each notch defining a chord
of the circular cross section and the notch reducing the mass
of the pin opposite the notch forming a weakened section,

each notch having a maximum depth to said chord less than
the radius of said pin, whereby localized bending force at any
selected notch of said series causes break off of said pin gener-
ally along the weakened section of said selected notch, said

third section being of a length accessible outside the bone
surface of a patient in the region where the pin is installed for

manipulation and discarding after break off, said third section
having a diameter throughout its length no greater than that

of said second section whereby said second and third sections
are adapted to receive a break off tool.

3,842,825

HIP FIXATION DEVICE
Richard F. Wagner, 62 San Jacinto Way, San Francisco, Calif.

94127
Filed Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 414,711

Int. CI. A61f 5/04
U.S. CI. 128-92 BB 9 Claims

1. A hip fixation device comprising:

a. a spoon-shaped plate comprising an elongated handle
portion adapted to extend laterally along and conform to
the upper portion of the shaft of a femur and a bowl
portion adapted to conform to the lower portion of the
greater trochanter of said femur;

b. a plurality of spaced bores transversing the bowl portion
said bores being adapted to receive hip screws there-

through in substantially parallel relationship to each
other;

c. a flat plate surface surrounding the outer opening of each
of the bores, against which the heads of the hip screws are

adapted to seat;

d. a cover plate adapted to be attached over the outer side

of the bowl portion and against the heads of said hip

screws;

e. a raised portion on the inner side of the cover plate

adapted to fit between the heads of said hip screws and
prevent rotation thereof; and

f. means for attaching the cover plate over the outer side of
the bowl portion whereby pressure is exerted against the

heads of the screws to keep them from loosening from the

femur.

3,842,826

INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE DEVICE AND
INSERTER THEREFOR

John L. Nolan, c/o Hollister Incorporated, 211 E. Chicago
Ave., Chicago, III. 60611

Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,748
Int. CI. A61f 5/46

U.S.CL 128-130 7 Claims
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1. A combined assembly including an intrauterine contra-

ceptive device and inserter therefor comprising,

a. an intrauterine contraceptive device including a central

elongated stem and a pair of outwardly extending resilient

wings at each end thereof collapsible into linear align-

ment with the stem,

b. an elongate tube positionable in a uterine cervix and
having an interior passage at one end thereof to receive

the collapsed contraceptive device,

c. an elongate rod reciprocable in the tube having one end
adapted to engage the contraceptive device in collapsed

linear form for ejecting the device and an opposite end
projecting from the tube for manual access,

d. a pair of opposed apertures in opposite sides of said tube
adjacent said one end thereof for receiving a pair of
resilient wings at one end of said stem extending out-

wardly in relaxed condition while the resilient wings at

the opposite end of the stem extend outwardly from said

one end of the tube, so that the contraceptive device may
be stored in relaxed condition,

e. a string connecting the contraceptive device and said one
end of the rod said tube being of resilient material and
having an opening therein spaced from said opposed
apertures, and

f. a lateral protrusion on said rod positionable in said open-
ing for maintaining the rod in a position in which the
string prevents complete removal of the contraceptive
device from the tube, whereby said device may be pulled

outwardly toward said one end of the tube to linearly

align the first-mentioned pair of resilient wings, the de-
vice rotated 90° to misalign the said pair of wings with the
apertures whereupon said rod may be moved outwardly
of the tube to draw said device into said tube to align all

of the wings linearly and position the device for insertion

in the uterus.

3,842,827

ENDOCERVICAL CONTRACEPTIVE DEVICE
Edith Hope Jacobs, 402 Mohawk Dr., Jeffersonville. Ind.

47130
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 240,367, April 4, 1972,

abandoned. This application June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,621
Int. CI. A61f 5/4t

U.S. CL 128-131 II Claims
1. A contraceptive device comprising an elongated stem

including an enlarged head at a first end thereof and at least

one pair of endwise outwardly divergent and back-turned
resilient legs at the other end, a sleeve constructed of shape
retentive but at least somewhat flexible and resilient material
slidably disposed on said stem intermediate said head and the

base end of said legs for extension over said legs from the base
ends thereof for retraction of the legs into the adjacent end
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portion of said sleeve with said legs bent toward each other at

their free ends and disposed generally parallel and within said

sleeve, said sleeve being of a length adapted to correspond
with the length of the cervical canal of the user, said stem
including a diametrically enlarged portion thereof adjacent

the base ends of said legs wedgingly telescoped into the adja-

cent end of said sleeve, said sleeve being shiftable toward and
into abutted engagement with said head, said enlarged portion

including a generally conical seating surface tapering toward
said head and at least partially wedgingly seated in the end of
said sleeve when said sleeve is abutted against said head,

whereby the resiliency of said material, in conjunction with

the taper of said seating surface, tends to cam said sleeve

toward said head into tight abutted engagement therewith, the

seated engagement of said seating surface in the end of said

sleeve remote from said head seaiingly closing that end of the

sleeve.

3,842,828

PEDIATRIC VENTILATOR
Forrest M. Bird, 212 N.W. Cerritos, Palm Springs, Calif.

92262
Filed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,416

Int. CI. A6Im 16100

U.S. CI. 128-145.8 30 Claims
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I. In a ventilator for use with a source of gas under pressure

generally in the range of 50-75 p. si. and having an inhalation

phase and an exhalation phase in its operative cycle, an inlet

adapted to be connected to said source of gas, a breathing

circuit adapted to be connected to the patient, flow regulating

means for adjusting the rate of flow of gas from the inlet,

nebulizing means coupled to the breathing circuit and having
main jet flow means and auxiliary flow means and flow divider

means connected to the flow regulator means and using said

gas having a pressure ranging from 50-75 p.s.i., said flow

divider means having one outlet coupled to the main jet flow
means of the nebulizing means so that at least a portion of the
inlet gas is supplied to the nebulizing means and an additional

outlet coupled to the auxiliary flow means of the nebulizing
means, said flow divider means including adjustable flow
splitting means in the auxiliary flow path for controlling the
flow of gas through the additional outlet whereby precise
control over the operation of the nebulization means can be
obtained by directing a precise portion of the inlet gas to the

main jet flow means of the nebulizing means without substan-
tial change to the pressure and rate of flow of the gas being
supplied to the patient.

3,842,829

EAR PROTECTIVE DEVICE
Charles A. Ellis, 501 Point Rd., Marion, Mass. 02738

Filed Nov. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 199,908
Int. CI. A61f ///02

U.S. CI. 128-152 2 Claims

1. A device for protecting the ear comprising:

first and second cylindrical elements, each of said elements
including an axial sound passageway therethrough and a

concentric diaphragm support surface at one end thereof

formed substantially flat within a plane normal to the

longitudinal axis of said elements; and a diaphragm sup-

ported between said support surfaces;

said first element further including a portion of the outer

diameter reduced adjacent the end having the support

surface and an elastomeric disc mounted annularly about
the opposite end thereof; an inner cylindrical member
telescopically adjustable to said first cylindrical element
as by interfitting threads, together with frictional holding

means in the form of a wave washer for maintaining
selected positions of said inner member relative to said

first element; said inner member constuting a concentric

diaphragm stop surface formed substantially flat and
within a plane normal to the longitudinal axis of said

member; whereby when the inner member is adjusted to

its innermost position relative to the first cylindrical ele-

ment, the slop and support surfaces will lie in the same
plane, and when adjusted away from this limit position

the stop and support surfaces will lie in separated and
parallel planes;

said second element further comprised of a unitary cylindri-

cal member including a concentric recess at the end
adjacent the said support surface adapted to receive in

fitting relation the reduced diameter portion of said first

cylindrical element, and a concentric diaphragm stop

surface at the same end thereof formed substantially flat

in a plane normal to the longitudinal axis of said element;
said stop surfacellying inward, radially and longitudinally

of said second element with respect to the said support
surface; a circumferential groove adjacent the end oppo-
site that containing said recess and adapted for engage-
ment as by finger-nails; whereby in assembled position,

the stop surfaces are adapted to contact a portion of the

central half of the area of the diaphragm that vibrates in

response to sound of a predetermined limiting intensity
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and tne viscous drag of air between the stop surfaces and
diaphragm may be used to control the damping charac-

teristics of the diaphragm for sound levels below the limit

intensity established.

3,842,830

SURGICAL DRESSING AND METHOD OF FORMING THE
SAME

Thomas S. Hargest, 1078 Winslow Dr., Charleston, S.C. 29412
Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,856

Int. CI. A61I 15103

U.S.CL 128-155 4 Claims

1. A method of arresting bleeding and forming a thermally

insulating dressing in situ, comprising the steps of applying a

quantity of ceramic microparticles directly to the site of in-

jury, such microparticles having a specific gravity greater than

1 .0 and a size within the range of 30 to 1 50 mesh, and continu-

ing such application until the quantity of microparticles ex

ceeds the volume of blood and other fluid at said site.

3,842,831

CELLULAR SKIN PATCH
Arthur A. Beisang, St. Paul, and Robert A. Ersek, Minneapolis,

both of Minn., assignors to Genetic Laboratories, Inc., Rose-

ville, Minn.

Division of Ser. No. 301,426, Oct. 27, 1972, Pat. No.

3.793,103. This application Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,910
Int. CI. A6II 15104

U.S. CI. 128-155 2 Claims

1. Cellular skin patches arranged for cryogenic storage and
comprising:

a. a skin patch consisting of an integral cohesive natural

cellular skin layer having substantial length and width

dimensions; and
b. scrim means secured to one surface thereof and compris-

ing a generally loose woven thread scrim having less than

about 64 openings per square inch.

3,842,832

DISPOSABLE LAMINATE PRODUCT AND METHOD OF
1

1

MAKING IT

Harold .A. Wideman, and Ronald H. Wideman, both of Mena-
sha, Wis., assignors to Poly Wide, Inc., Menasha, Wis.

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,471

Int. CI. A61f 13100

U.S. CI. 128-16? 8 Claims

1. A disposable elongated laminated stretch bandage in-

cluding:

an outer layer of nonwoven material on opposite sides of

said bandage, and
a layer of longitudinally stretchable foam material located

between said outer layers of nonwoven material,

said layers being adhered together over the entire extent in

laterally extending undulations.

3,842,833

NEB-U-PACK
Robert Walter Ogle, Newport Beach, Calif., assignor to IMS

Limited, El Monte, Calif.

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 314,030

Int. CI. A61m 15100

U.S.CL 128-194 3 Claims

1. A novel combination comprising a medicament injector

comprising: a cylindrical vial having an open end and a closed

end, a resilient plug adapted to be inserted at least partially

through said open end of said vial; a plurality of outwardly

extending rings upon said plug engaging the walls of said vial

with a press fit; a cylindrical member having one closed end,

said cylindrical member holding a needle extending inwardly

into said cylindrical member and having a sharpened inner

end; and said cylindrical member having a tip extending out-

wardly therefrom, said tip being an elongated member of

generally circular cross-section and having a central fluid

passage extending substantially the length of the tip, said

central fluid passage being in fluid communication with said

needle, said tip having three zones, the first of which is cylin-

drical, the second or intermediate which is tapered, and the

third or outlet zone which is cylindrical but of smaller external

diameter than said first zone, interlocking means on said

cylindrical member and cooperating interlocking means on
said plug, whereby upon interlocking of said plug with said

cylindrical member said vial is first held in an assembled but

non-operating position and upon further interlocking of said

plug with said cylindrical member, said plug is adapted to be

pierced by said sharpened inner end of said needle and said

needle communicated with said vial without the application of

substantial axial pressure on said plug and said plug is locked

securely to said cylindrical member to permit aspiration upon
withdrawal of said vial or to permit expulsion of the contents

of said vial upon exertion of pressure on said vial through said

tip; and a nebulizer comprising an air inlet, an air outlet

adapted to lead to the patient, means for forcing air through
said nebulizer, means within nebulizer for evaporating and
forming particles of liquid medicament for inhalation therapy

in the air stream passing through said nebulizer and a medica-

tion introduction port opening into the interior of said nebu-
lizer above the liquid medication level within said nebulizer,

said tip being at least partially received in said port and con-
tacting said port to form a seal therewith whereby liquid medi-
cation can be introduced into said nebulizer by the exertion of

pressure on said vial.

3,842,834

ADJUSTABLE RECTAL APPLICATOR WITH FLUID
DISTRIBUTING AND DRAINING NOZZLE

Alexander A. Vass, 309 E. 87th St., New York, N.V. 10028
Filed Jan. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 324,797

Int. CI. A61m 3100

U.S. CI. 128-245 15 Claims

1. A nozzle head for an applicator, of the character de-

scribed, comprising a hollow body having a substantially
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dome-shaped proximal portion and a substantially spheroidal

distal portion, wherein the proximal portion defines a cavity
of lesser diameter than that of said distal portion, said body
having an inlet openmg formed in said distal portion and a

44 54-, 44

plurality of spaced outlet openings formed in said proximal

portion, and a tubular stem portion connected to said distal

portion, surrounding said inlet opening and adapted to be

separably connected to a fluid conduit.

3.842,835

Patent Not Issued For This Number

3,842,836

MULTI-MIX
Robert W. Ogle, Newport Beach, Calif., assignor to IMS Lim-

ited, El Monte, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 195,886, Nov. 4, 1971, which is a division

of Ser. No. 83031 1 , June 4, 1969, Pat. No. 3,674,028.

This application Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 331,187
Int. CI. A61j 1100

L'.S. CI. 128-272 6 Claims

1. A two compartment rigid mixing vial comprising a first

compartment having a closed end. generally cylindrical walls,
a second compartment having generally cylindrical walls, said
first and second compartments having a common center line

and being separated by an inwardly extending annular ring in

the vial wall, a resilient imperforate first stopper in said second
compartment, said first compartment being larger in diameter
than said second compartment and said first stopper being
receivable in said first compartment, a second resilient stop-
per sealing the end of said second compartment opposite said
first stopper, said first stopper comprises an upper portion
having one or more sealing rings forming a seal o.t the inside
walls of said second compartment, and a lower portion com-
prising a series of generally vertical interruptions around the

periphery of the lower portion, and an annular indentation

immediately above said interruptions, said indentation being
complementary in shape to said annular ring and receiving

said ring to form a seal, said interruptions, when said sealing

rings are held beyond the end of said second compartment by
said interruptions, forming a force compression fit with the
walls of said second compartment and the spaces between the
interruptions being adapted to provide a gas passage from the
interior of said first compartment to the exterior.

3,842,837

BABY DIAPERS
Ruba J. Sward, 828 K, Galveston, Tex. 79720
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 650,569, June 28, 1967,

abandoned. This application Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,322
Int. CI. A61f 13116

U.S. CI. 128-284 5 Claims
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1. An article of manufacture comprising a diaper consisting

of two united wings, each comprised of at least two overlaying

sheets of a soft resilient material having a soft padding there-

between, said two united wings being disposed in end to end
assembly to provide inwardly converging side edges for each
wing and a narrow area adjacent the joinder area of said wings
adapted to fit under the crotch of an infant, means for grasp-

ing and holding the diaper comprising at least one of said

wings having at least one additional sheet partially overlaying
a sheet portion of one of said wings transversely thereof from
edge to edge of the wing and attached thereto by stitching

along at least one edge of said additional sheet, said additional

overlaying sheet being comprised of a material having a planar
width across the width of said wing of at least approximately
one and one-half times said width of said wing to which said

overlaying sheet is attached said additional overlaying sheet
having a portion spaced from and unattached to said at least

one wing by being gathered along the stitched edge so as to

approximately conform to the said width of said wing and
define a grasping portion.

3,842,838

REMOVABLE DIAPER TOPSHEET PORTION FOR
DISPOSAL OF SOLID WASTES

Dale A. Gellert, Aurora, Ind., assignor to The Proctor & Gam-
ble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 222,065, Jan. 31, 1972,

abandoned. This application Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 313,079
Int. CI. A6If 13116

U.S. CL 128-284 11 Claims
1. A disposable diaper having sides aligned substantially

parallel to its longest dimension and ends aligned substantially

parallel to its shortest dimension, said diaper being suitable for

securement about the wearer's waist by the application of
tension in a direction substantially parallel to said shortest

dimension at the ends of said diaper, said diaper comprising
a liquid-absorbent pad and a liquid-pervious topsheet secured
along its entire periphery in superposed relation to said liquid-

absorbent pad, a centrally-located portion of said topsheet
defining a liquid pervious feces-receiving sheet portion sepa-
rable from said topsheet, said feces-receiving sheet portion
being defined by means of a continuous line of weakness in

II
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said topsheet, the periphery of said feces-receiving sheet por-

tion being completely located within the perphery of said

topsheet so as to provide an imperforate border, whereby the

portions of said topsheet located at the ends of said diaper

I2b
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constant current source means for providing a constant

value of current despite changes in load;

means for connecting said constant current means to the

living being, such connection acting to produce current

flow into said fracture or defect,

said connecting means including further means for appli-

cation internally of said living being at the fracture or

defect site,

said constant current being a selected value within a

predetermined microampere range so as to promote
bone formation at the fracture or bone defect site and
avoid fibrous tissue formation in other areas of the

living being

3,842,842

LONG LIFE IMPLANTABLE CARDIAC PACER
GENERATOR AND METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION

John Kenny, 4 Hobb's Way, and Alan Wilds, 36 Newfields,

both of Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, England

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, S«r. No. 291,358

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 24, 1971,

44741/71

Int. CI. A61n 1136

L.S. CI. 128-419 P 10 Claims

1. An implantable cardiac pacer generator comprising a

housing formed of two pre-moulded sections of plastic mate-

rial, sealing means sealing the two sections by a surface seal

at the interface, the sealed housing defining at least one cavity,

a pulse generating means housed within the at least one cavity,

an electrode and an electrode connecting block positioned so

that exterior electrical connections may be established

thereby, connectors sealed in the sections and making electri-

cal connections between the electrode and the electrode

connecting block and the pulse generating means, and a

source of electric current housed within the at least one cavity

and connected to power the pulse generating means.

3,842,843

BIOGALVANIC POWER SUPPLY DEVICE AND METHOD
Michel Mourot, 11, rue de L'Abbe Gridel; Bernard Dodinot,

15, rue Bois-le-Pretre; Daniel Burnei, 9, rue Saint Fiacre;

Regis Freschard, 3, rue du General Duroc, and Guy Fon-

lenier, 23, rue du Sergent Bobiliot, all of Nancy, France

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,583

Int. CI. A61n 1136

U.S. CL 128-419 P 22 Claims

1. A power supply for use implanted in use in a body for

providing power to an apparatus comprising, a biogalvanic
cell implantable in a body and comprising a cathode means
implantable endocardially in said body and an anode means
implantable in subcutaneous tissue of said body at a distance
from said cathode means, said cathode means comprising
platinum and having a smooth surface coacting electrochemi-
cally in use with biological substances in the body and said

anode means comprising a material consumed by galvanic

action when implanted in said subcutaneous tissue of said

body and means electrically connecting said anode means and
said cathode means for flowing a current flow therethrough in

dependence upon an electric potential between said anode

means and said cathode means, said distance between said

anode means and said cathode means being a distance effec-

tive to preclude inhibiting the action of said cathode means as

said anode means is progressively consumed.

3,842,844

ELECTROMEDICAL PULSE GENERATOR WITH
CONTINUOUS PULSE WIDTH ADJUSTMENT

CIRCUITRY
Clifton A. Alferness, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Med-

tronic, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Filed June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 267,935

Int. CI. A6 In 1136

U.S. CI. 128-422 4 Claims
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1. In electrical medical apparatus including pulse generator

means adapted to provide stimulation pulses to means adapted

to be connected to a body, and including power supply means
for providing voltage to the pulse generator means, the im-

provement comprising; pulse width timing circuit means con-

nected to the pulse generator means; the pulse width timing

circuit means including fixed time constant means; and means
connected to the timing circuit means for substantially in-

creasing the pulse width of the stimulation pulses in response

to decreases in voltage from the power supply means, to main-

tain the total energy of the stimulation pulses above a prede-

termined level over a range of decreasing voltage levels.

^

3,842,845

TOBACCO REPLACEMENT MATERIAL
William Francis Cartwright, Charlotte, N.C., assignor to Cel-

anese Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 224,997, Feb. 9, 1972, Pat. No. 3,812,864.

This application Oct. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 409,568
Int. CI. A24b 15100

U.S. CL 131-2 3 Claims
1. A process for preparing an improved tobacco substitute

comprising mixing

1. 15-85 percent by weight of a combustible material se-

lected from the group consisting of vinyl methyl ether:

maleic anhydride copolymer and the hydrolyzed or salt

forms thereof;

2. 15-85 percent by weight of a particulate inorganic mate-
rial selected from the group consisting of limestone; dolo-

mite diatomaceous earth; perlite; magnesite; vermiculite;

and salts having a cation selected from the group consist-

ing of zinc, titanium, magnesium, calcium, aluminum and
iron and an anion selected from the group consisting of

the carbonate, oxides, hydroxides, sulphates, phosphates,
aluminates, silicates and alumino-silicates; and

3. 0-40 percent by weight of a secondary combustible mate-
rial selected from the group consisting of tobacco dust,

sodium gluconates, pectin, natural gums, cellulose, cellu-

lose ethers and esters, and oxidized cellulose; casting a
film of the mixture in aqueous state, and drying said film.
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3,842,846

MICROWAVE EXPANSION OF TOBACCO
iibor S. Laszio, Richmond, Va., assignor to Philip Morris
Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,594
Int. CI. A24b 3118

U.S.CL 131-140 P 12 Claims

1. A process for puffing tobacco which comprises treating

tobacco leaf with d water impregnant to provide said tobacco

leaf with a moisture content in the range of about 20 percent

to about 60 percent by weight of the total weight of the im-

pregnated tobacco leaf, introducing said impregnated tobacco
leaf into a treating zone, flowing steam through said treating

zone to saturate said zone with water vapor to give a partial

pressure of at least 40 percent and subjecting said tobacco
while in said zone to a microwave field to vaporize the water

in said tobacco leaf at a rate and pressure which expands the

cell walls of said tobacco causing puffing of the same.

3,842,847

SHAMPOO COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD FOR
TREATING THE HUMAN HAIR AND SCALP EMPLOYING

CERTAIN ASTRINGENT SALTS
Gordon Trent Hewitt, Upper Montclair, and Henry Paul Fur-

gal, Bernardsville, both of N.J., assignors to Colgate-

Palmolive Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr'. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 136,274

Int. CI. A61k 7/06

U.S. CI. 132-7
I

9 Claims

1. An aqueous shampoo composition useful for treating hair

on the scalp to cleanse and decrease static charges and soiling

characteristics consisting essentially of about 0.5 percent to 8

percent by weight of a water-soluble astringent salt of alumi-

num, hafnium, zinc, or zirconium wherein the salt-forming

anion is selected from the group consisting of halides, sulfates,

sulfamates, halohydrates, and oxyhalides; about 1 percent to

20 percent by weight of a higher alkyl di-lower alkyl amine
oxide or mixture thereof; and about 1 percent to 20 percent

by weight of an N-higher alkyl, N,N-di-lower alkyl aminopro-

pane sulfonate or N-higher acylamido-lower alkyl, N,N-di-

lower alkyl aminopropane sulfonate or mixture thereof in an

aqueous medium; said higher alkyl and higher acyl groups

containing from 10 to 18 carbon atoms and said lower alkyl

groups containing from I to 4 carbon atoms; said shampoo
having a pH of 3 to 6.5, being free of anionic detergent, and

being effective to reduce static charges on the hair and to

decrease the rate of re-soiling of the hair.

KERATIN POLY
3,842,848

rPEPTIDE HYDROLYZATES AS HAIR
TREATING AGENTS

Sulo A. Karjala, Chicago, III., assignor to Wilson-Sinclair Co.,

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Filed May 27, 1971, Ser. No. 147,622

Int. CL A61k 7//0

U.S. CI. 132-7 2 Claims

1. A method of treating hair fibers to provide a permanently

bonded protective and conditioning content of disulfide-

containing proteinuceous agent comprising contacting the

hair with an effective amount of an aqueous composition

containing water having dissolved therein from 4 percent to 8

percent by weight of ammonium thioglycolate reducing agent

and from 5 percent to 25 percent by weight of a water soluble

keratin polypeptide hydrolyzate having an intact disulfide unit

content in the range between 1 5 and 49 moles of disulfide

linkages per 100,000 grams of hair, said hydrolyzate being

produced by hydrolyzing keratin-containing hair at

100°-I60°C. in the presence of phosphoric acid having a

concentration of 4 percent to 85 percent until the disulfide

content is in the range specified while maintaining a pH less

than 4 throughout the hydrolysis reaction, draining off said

aqueous composition, and then contacting said hair with an
effective amount of an aqueous solution of an oxidizing agent.

3,842,849

PONY-TAIL HOLDER
Jacob Goodman, New York, N.Y., assignor to H. Goodman &

Sons, Inc., Kearny, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 212,595, Dec. 27, 1971, abandoned.
This application Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,176

'nt. CI. A45d 8100

U.S. CI. 132-46 R 18 Claims
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1. An ornamental pony-tail holder, including a pont-tail ring

and a decorative clamp for cooperative assembly to a wearer's

pony-tail, said pony-tail ring having at least one turn encircling

the pony-tail when applied thereto, said decorative clamp
embracing the pony-tail ring when assembled thereto on a

pony-tail, said decorative clamp including a resilient member
adapted to extend incompletely around a pony-tail and having

end portions spaced apart so as to leave a gap for admitting a

pony-tail laterally, the extent of said member being suffi-

ciently more than half-way around a pony-tail for retention

thereof on the pony-tail, and said member including portions

converging toward said gap, said end portions extending from

said converging portions and having diverging surfaces for

promoting entry of a pony-tail into the clamp when the clamp
is being pressed, gap foremost, against a pony-tail, and said

clamp having means adapted to cooperate with the pony-tail

and the pony-tail ring thereon for restraining the decorative

clamp against shifting around the pony-tail and against shifting

along the pony-tail out of position embracing the pony-tail

ring, said restraining means including at least one tooth pro-

jecting from said member toward said gap for penetrating into

a pony-tail close to a pony-tail ring thereon.

3,842,850

BRUSH ASSEMBLY
Willis W. Sanders, 524 15th St., Santa Monica, Calif. 90402

Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 296,988

Int. CI. A45d 44II8

U.S. CI. 132-84 B 5 Claims
1. A brush assembly comprising:

an elongated shank;

a brush having a plurality of bristles connected at one end
of said shank, connecting means attached to the other

end of said shank, said connecting means includes a

recess located within said shank, at least one longitudinal

ridge is formed upon said shank and extends within said

recess, said recess being inwardly tapered;

a container having an interior chamber to hold a supply of

a dentifrice, said container having an aperture therein to
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permit discharge of said dentifrice from said container,

said container being formed of a flexible material to

permit squeezing of said container and discharge of said

dentifrice; and
first means formed upon said container and located about

said aperture, said first means comprising a plurality of

longitudinal grooves formed on a tapered member, said

longitudinal ridge of said connecting means to be posi-

tioned between an adjacent pair of said longitudinal

grooves of said first means to lock together said shank
and said container and prevent relative rotational move-
ment therebetween, with said connecting means engaging
said first means said shank closing said aperture to the

ambient.

3,842,851

COMPACT PORTABLE TOOTHBRUSH
Joseph Pipitone, 3314 Garnet Rd., Baltimore, Md. 21234

Filed Aug. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 390,952
Int. CI. A45d 44/18

U.S. CI. 132-84 A 7 Claims

1. A compact portable toothbrush comprising:

an elongated hollow tubular handle member closed at one
end and open at the opposite end;

a compartment defined in said handle member accessible
through said open end thereof and adapted to carry a

tube of toothpaste and the like therein;

a toothbrush member having a short shank portion, a brush
head mounted on one end of said shank, the opposite end
of said shank adapted to be detachably mounted on the
closed end of the handle member and extend outwardly
therefrom;

an elongated hollow tubular cover member closed at one
end and open at the opposite end;

a compartment defined in said cover member extending the

complete length thereof and accessible through said open
end thereof, the compartment being of a size and configu-
ration adapted to hold completely therein the intercon-

nected toothbrush member and handle member; and
a cap member detachably attached to the open end of the

cover member simultaneously closing both the cover
compartment and the handle compartment and permit-

ting selective simultaneous access thereinto for removal
and replacement of the various members within the cover
member, with the cap in the closed position sealing the

cover member compartment to prevent contaminants,
dirt and the like from entering into the cover member
compartment.

3,842,852

DISASTER VALVE
Clyde F. Bair, 408 E. 46th Si., Long Beach, Calif. 90807

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,626
Int. CI. F16k 17/36

U.S. CI. 137-39 4 Claims

1. In a disaster valve assembly including a spring loaded
shut-off valve having an axially movable valve stem main-
tained in the open position by a yoke assembly comprising a

yoke operatively connected to the valve housing, a weighted
collapsible column operatively disposed between an extreme
member of said yoke at one end thereof and adapted to com-
press at the other end thereof the valve stem, and fusible

structural connections included in said yoke, the improvement
comprising:

an arcuate intermediate member adapted to extend from
said valve along any one selected azimuth relative the

central axis of said valve stem and adapted to connect to

said yoke at the other end thereof;

a rocker plate centrally disposed to pivot from the interior

of the arc of said arcuate member abutting at one end
thereof said valve stem; and

a follower slidably disposed in the other end of said member
abutting the other end of said rocker at one end thereof
and extending to the interior of said yoke to be com-
pressed against said column at the other end thereof.

3,842,853

FIRE SAFETY VALVE
Warner M. Kelly, Houston, and John V. Fredd, Dallas, both of

Tex., assignors to Otis Engineering Corporation, Dallas, Tex.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 25,976, April 6, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,659,624. This application Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No.

248,499

Int. CI. FI6k 17/38
V.S. CI. 137-75 9 Claims

1. A heat-responsive cap assembly for use with a valve
having a valve housing and a longitudinally movable stem to
lock the stem at a first position and release the stem for move-
ment to a second position responsive to a temperature in

excess of a predetermined value, said assembly comprising:
cap means engageable with said valve housing at the free end
of said stem of said valve; and fusible means in said cap means
between said stem and said cap means retaining said cap
means in engagement with said housing whereby said cap
means holds said valve stem at said first position, said fusible

means being adapted to release said cap means from engage-
ment with said valve housing responsive to a force applied by
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said valve stem when the temperature of said fusible means
exceeds a predetermined value, said fusible means comprising
a body of fusible material within said cap assembly and having

a surface engageable with an end face of said valve stem and
said fusible material being extrudable from said cap assembly
above said predetermined temperature to relea.se said stem for

movement to said second position.

3,842.854
HEAT RESPONSIVE SAFETY DEVICE FOR MANUAL

GATE VALVE OPERATORS
Charles H. Wicke, Richmond, Tex., assignor to ACF Indus-

tries, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 16. 1973, Ser. No. 351,736

Int. CI. F16k 17/38
U.S. CI. 237-77 3 Claims

._ IV .

1. A gate valve structure comprising, a valve body, a gate

valve movable between open and closed positions in said

body, a cylindrical housing on the valve body having a piston

mounted therein to provide a fiuid actuator, a stem connected

to said piston and said gate valve and movable therewith, a

threaded extension on said cylindrical housing having a center

opening therein receiving the valve stem, an outer sleeve

threaded on said extension, means continuously biasing the

piston and stem toward a closed position of the valve, a man-
ual override structure connected to said outer sleeve for man-
ual operation of the gate valve to open position independently

of the fluid actuator, said manual override structure including

a movable operator shaft operatively connected to the stem,

a handwheel operatively connected to the operator shaft and
effective upon rotation thereof to actuate the operator shaft

and move the gate valve to open position, releasable locking

means between the override structure and the outer sleeve

releasable upon an outward movement of the override struc-

ture as a unit relative to the sleeve to permit detachment of the

override structure from the outer sleeve, a fusible material

destructible at a predetermined high temperature between the

override structure and outer sleeve, at least one metering

opening tor the fusible material provided adjacent the fusible

material, said fusible material being under compression from
the outward thrust of said stem when the override structure is

actuated and is maintaining the gate valve in an open position

and upon reaching a predetermined high temperature fusing

and flowing through said metering opening to permit said

outward movement of the override structure relative to the

sleeve, said releasable locking means being released upon said

outward movement of the override structure to provide de-

tachment of the override structure from said sleeve under the

thrust of the valve stem and movement of the gate valve to a

closed position.

3,842,855

HYDROSTATIC FLOW-AMPLIFIER
Ivan Jaroslav Cypheily, 8128 Hinteregg, Switzerland

Filed May 28, 1969, Ser. No. 828,476
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Oct. 30, 1968,

16194/68; June 27, 1968, 9616/68
Int. CI. GOSd 16/00

U.S. CI. 137-85 13 Claims

1. A hydrostatic flow-amplifier with a poppet valve as the

throttling means comprising housing means defining a space;

a throttling disc forming the poppet of said valve; said disc

being received in said space and being reciprocal therein, said

disc defining with said housing a first pressure area, a second
pressure area, and a third pressure area, first intake means
communicating with said first pressure area; outlet means
communicating with said second pressure area, second intake

means communicating with said third pressure area; a first

seat for said disc formed in said housing, said seat separating

said first and third pressure areas; a second seat for said disc

formed in said housing, said second seat including an annular
surface concentric with said first seat and separating said first

and second pressure areas, said first and second seats con-

fronting the same side of said disc, control means for establish-

ing effective positions of displacement of said disc simulta-

neously with respect to said first and second seats, said control

means including a source of fluid at adjustable reference

pressure, passage means connecting said source and said

second intake means of said third pressure area, adjustable

valve means disposed intermediate said source and said third

pressure area, said first pressure area is a high pressure area,

said second pressure area is a load pressure area, said third

pressure area is an intermediate pressure area, and wherein
said first seat is a control seat, said second seat is a load seat,

said control seat defining with said disc a control throttling

gap and said load seat defining with said disc a load throttling

gap-

3,842,856
COMBINED GAS TRAP AND LIQUID SEPARATOR

Abraham C. Miselem Asfura, Tecualiapan No. 60-22, Mexico
21, D.F., Mexico

Filed Jan. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 322,491
Claims priority, application Mexico, Aug. 14, 1972, 137745

Int. CI. F16t 1/30

U.S. a. 137-179 9 Claims
1. A combined gas trap and liquid separator, comprising a

hollow body including a cover and defining an internal cham-
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ber, an inverted bucket vertically movable inside said cham-
ber, said cover having an outlet opening for liquid discharge

from said chamber, means including a lever movably connect-
ing said bucket to a part of said body, a valve operated by said

lever and determining the closed condition of the outlet open-
ing for a predetermined elevated position of said bucket, and
determining an open condition of the outlet opening for

bucket elevations below said position, an inlet connection for

admitting fluid ana comprising a first fixed conduit extending

upwardly within said bucket to an elevation which is substan-

tially offset from the upper end of said bucket and which is

within said bucket for all possible bucket positions, and a

gas-extraction outlet connection including a second fixed

conduit extending upwardly within the bucket to an elevation

which has a lesser offset from the upper end of said bucket,

said second conduit extending externally of said body and
inlet connection for conduct of extracted gas; whereby the

difference in elevation for the respective offsets of said con-

duits from the upper end of said bucket serves to isolate vapor

from liquid and to assure discharge of vapor substantially free

of liquid in said second conduit, regardless of the extent to

which the bucket may be called upon to buoyantly actuate

said valve to control liquid discharge via the opening in said

cover.

3,842,857

METERING VALVE CONSTRUCTION
Robert R. McCornack, 980 N. Broad St., Galesburg, III. 61401

Filed Apr. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 348,515
Int. CI. Fl6k 3III43

U.S. CI. 137-242 13 Claims

1. In a metering valve for disposition in a tubular section

between inlet and outlet portions of said section, said valve

comprising a sleeve defining an open end and an open side

wall, a piston assembly reciprocally movable in said sleeve and
having a first piston head adapted to close said open end to

prevent flow through said valve, and an actuating means for

shifting said piston assembly to displace said first piston head
and thereby open communication between inlet and outlet

portions of said valve, said piston assembly defining an inter-

nal passage and a second piston head at the end of said pas-

sage, said second piston head forming a movable wall of a

chamber into which fluid from said passage is adapted to flow,

and a separate valve in said internal passage adapted to be
opened by said actuating means whereby fluid enters said

chamber to shift said second piston head, a metering orifice

associated with said second piston head, resilient and pressure
means for imparting return movement to said piston assembly
whereby the fluid in said chamber is slowly discharged
through said orifice to accomplish gradual return of said first

piston head to seated position, the improvement comprising a

bearing means situated within said sleeve slideably disposed
within the side wall thereof, said bearing means defining a
cylindrical opening with said piston assembly being received
within said opening for reciprocal movement relative to the

bearing means, said bearing means serving as a support for

said piston assembly and for said resilient means thereby
maintaining alignment of the piston assembly relative to said

sleeve, a portion of the side wall of said sleeve consisting of

spaced-apart web members to provide an outlet opening in the
side wall, said bearing means comprising at least one element
having a tubular section defining said cylindrical opening, and
an externally formed flange portion extending outwardly from
said tubular section, said flange portion being disposed within

said sleeve.

3,842,858

GAS VALVE
Frank E. Bobo, 212 Algee St., Tiptonville, Tenn. 38079

Filed Dec. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 424,157
Int. CI. F16k 17/24

U.S. CL 137-458 10 Claims

-tii.

* ^ -<h
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1. A valve means for closing a pressurized gas line when
there is a sudden change in pressure of a substantial amount
in the gas line, said valve means comprising:

a. body means for mounting intermediate the gas line, said

body means having first and second passageways and an
internal cavity for allowing gas to pass therethrough;

b. flexible diaphragm means mounted in said internal cavity

of said body means for dividing said internal cavity into

first and second portions;

first equalization means located between said first and
second portions of said internal cavity for allowing re-

stricted equalization of slow pressure change between
said first and second portions of said internal cavity;

first and second flap means mounted in said first portion
of said internal cavity for movement between first posi-

tions away from said first and second passageways to

allow gas to flow through said valve means and second
positions adjacent said first and second passageways to

prevent gas from flowing through said valve means;
activating means mounted on said disphragm means for

causing said first and second flap means to move from
said first positions to said second positions when the
pressure in said first portion of said internal cavity sud-

c.

e.
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denly changes a substantial amount causing said dia-

phragm to dilate.

3,842,859

IRRIGATION PIPE GATE VALVE WITH FLOW
CONTROL

Richard F. Reinke, Box 480, Deshler, Nebr. 68340
Filed Jan. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 321,039

Int. CI. E02b 13100

U.S. CI. 137-504 15 Claims

6B 6T^O-64 30 f.—^

-24

1. In an irrigation pipe having a discharge opening therein

for discharging water, a flow gate for controlling the rate of

discharge of water for maintaining a substantially constant

volume of discharge from the pipe during pressure variation

of the water in the pipe, said flow gate comprising a valve

associated with the opening in the pipe for controlling dis-

charge through the opening, means biasing said valve to an

open position to enable maximum flow of water from the

interior of the pipe to the exterior thereof, and means opera-

tively associated with the valve for moving the valve toward a

closed position against the resistance of the biasing means in

response to volume of flow of water from the pipe for control-

ling the position of the valve in response to volume flow of

water from the interior to the exterior of the pipe, said means

operatively associated with the valve including a flow respon-

sive member positioned in the flow path of the water on the

downstream side of the valve, said flow responsive member
including a plate in position for engagement by flowing water

on the downstream side of the valve, means connecting the

plate to the valve for moving the valve in accordance with

movement of the plate, said plate being in the form of a piston,

a cylinder receiving said piston, one end of the cylinder having

an inlet opening, said valve being positioned in said inlet

opening, said means connecting the piston and valve including

a rod member rigidly interconnecting the piston and valve for

moving the valve with the piston when water engages the

piston and moves it longitudinally in the cylinder in response

to volume flow.

3,842,860

THREE-WAV VALVE FOR FLUIDS
Harald Stampfli, Geneva, Switzerland, assignor to Lucifer

S.A., Carouge-Geneva, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 345,851

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 4, 1972,

4886/72
Int. CI. F15b 131044

U.S. CI. 137-596.17 4 Claims

1. A three-way valve within an enclosure and adapted to

control a further mechanism through an output channel fed

with an operative fluid through an input channel or connected

with an exhaust channel, said valve comprising a central tubu-

lar member, an axially bored closure member at each end of

the opposite ends of said tubular member, each said closure

member provided with a seat at its inner end. the bore in one

of said closure members comprising said exhaust channel, the

bore in the other of said closure members communicating with

said input channel, a single ferromagnetic disc extending

across and out of the tubular member and provided with an

opening permanently ensuring the passage of the fluid through

the tubular member, two magnetic cores slidably fitted inside

the tubular member on the corresponding sides of the ferro-

magnetic disc, a valve member carried by each core on the

side thereof facing outwardly, said valve members adapted to

selectively close the corresponding seats with reference to the

output channel, two electric windings surrounding the tubular

member and in registry with the corresponding cores, each of

said windings selectively producing a magnetic field through

said ferromagnetic disc moving the corresponding valve out of

operative contact with the related cooperating seat and a

passageway for the fluid, said passageway opening into said

tubular member between said two seats.

3,842,861

DOUBLE DISC SEAL VALVE
Frank J. Jandrasi, and Howard A. Purvis, both of Houston,

Tex., assignors to Tapco International, Inc., Houston, Tex.

Filed Sept. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 401,508

Int. CLF16k 1 9100

U.S. CI. 137-628 5 Claims

1. A valve comprising,

a body having a flow passage extending therethrough,

a pair of disc valves arranged for movement to close and

open the flow passage,

said disc valves being spaced apart from one another in the

direction of flow in the flow passage thereby providing an

intermediate pressure chamber between the discs when

the discs are in closed position,

means for opening and closing the disc valves.
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pressure-sealing means to seal the disc valves relative to the
flow passage when the discs are in closed position, and

means for providing pressure to the pressure-sealing means
and to the intermediate pressure chamber.

3,842,862
DIGITALLY TLNEABLE FLUIDIC OSCILLATOR

Robert F. O'Keefe, Trumbull, Conn., assignor to Automatic
Switch Company, Florham Park, N.J.

Filed June 14, 1973, S«r. No. 370,122
Int. CI. ¥\Sc 3/04, 4/00

U.S.a. 137-814 12 Claims

an elastic envelope within the vessel connected to a single
external opening and containing liquid;

a rigid perforate tubular member within the vessel extend-
ing along the vessel length and containing said envelope;
gas under pressure in a cavity between the vessel walls
and the tubular member; and a gas pressure control valve
for introducing gas through the vessel wall whereby gas
pressure on the outside of the envelope is transmitted
there through to the liquid to maintain the pressure
thereof.

3,842,864
STOPPING APPARATUS FOR PIPE LINES

Peter S. Riegel; Ronald Legue, both of Columbus; Leslie F.
Nikodem, Grove City, and VV illard Slay, Worthington, all of
Ohio, assignors to American Gas Association, Inc., Arling-
ton, Va.

Continuation of Ser. No. 193,662, Oct. 29, 1971, abandoned.
This application Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,235

Int. CL F16I 55//

2

U.S. CL 138-93 16 Claims

1. A system responsive to various fluidic logic signals for
providing a periodic fluidic signal, comprising:

a. a fluidic bistable device having two input ports and an
output port;

b. means responsive to the logic signals for providing fluidic

control signals, said responsive means including at least a
pair of inverters responsive to the logic signals, and a
plurality of NOR gates coupled to the inverters for pro-
viding the control signals; and

c. means, coupling the output port to the input ports, for

sensing the binary slates of the output port and applying
fluid signals to the input ports to change the sensed state,

thereby providing a periodic fluidic signal, said coupling
means being responsive to said control signals for varying
the rate at which fluid signals are applied to the inputs.

3,842,863
AUTOCLAVE TANK FOR HYDRAULIC LIFTING PLANTS
Renzo Ghiotto, 90 Via Matteotti, Montecchio Maggiore (Vi-

cenza), Italy

Filed Nov. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 306,379
Claims priority, application Italy, July 11, 1972, 85596/72

Int. CI. F 161 55/04
U.S. CI. 138-30

1. A round pressure tank vessel comprising:
inner and outer vessel walls;

1. A line-stopper comprising: an inflatable bag having a

1 Claim "ormally collapsed configuration permitting insertion and
withdrawal through a lateral port in a pipe and having an
expanded configuration for engaging the inside of the pipe to
block fluid flow therethrough, a hollow elongated insertion
tube slidably receiving the bag in its collapsed configuration,
a plunger slidably contained in said insertion tube, means
connected to one end of said plunger to displace the plunger
in opposite directions in the tube for inserting and withdraw-
ing said bag, means providing a rigid extension on said bag,
knuckle means coupling said rigid extension to the other end
of the plunger and mounting said extension to pivot on an axis
transverse to the path of movement of the plunger between
one position coaxial with the insertion tube when said bag is

collapsed and said knuckle means is in said insertion tube and
another position aligned with the pipe when the knuckle
means is in the pipe and the bag is disposed inside the pipe,
and means providing fluid communication through said
knuckle means between said bag and a source of pressure
fluid, whereby the bag may be inserted in proper operating
relation with respect to the pipe upon axial movement of the
plunger relative to the insertion tube.
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" 3,842,865 3,842,867

EXPANSION COMPENSATOR FOR LA^GE ANGULAR WEFT INSERTING CARRIER

J I MOVEMENTS Richard L. Voipe, Hopedale, Mass., assignor to Rockwell Inter-

Paolo Torricelll, Pinto Torinese, Turin, Italy, assignor to Com- national Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

pagnia Italiana Tubi Metallici Flessibili S.p.A., Turin, Italy Filed Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 343,797

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,290 Int. CI. D03d 47/22

Claims priority, application Italy, July 22, 1972, 69394/72 U.S. CI. 139-122 N 2 Claims

Int. CI. F16I 27//0,5//02

U.S. CL 138-12 5 Claims

1. Compensator for large angular movements, comprising:

a deformable bellows-shaped member, the walls of which are

undulatory such as to form a series of ridges and grooves of

substantially sinusoidal configuration, and the ends of which

are integrally connected with sleeves;

a plurality of annular members, each annular member encir-

cling a different one of said grooves of said bellows-

shaped member and each provided with two diametrically

opposed projections, said projections having a centrally

disposed slot formed therein and the cross-sectional con-

figuration of each projection decreasing from the slot

towards the side ends, said annular members being dis-

posed so that a diametric plane, passing through the

centroidal axis of said compensator, will pass through all

said slots;

a pair of flexible and inextensible means disposed in a dia-

metrically opposite position with respect to each other

and each comprising a continuous element provided with

two central parallel and contiguous sections disposed

inside said slots and with two curved end sections con-

necting said central sections, there being disposed inside

said end sections means for anchoring said flexible means
to said sleeves, said flexible and inextensible means pro-

viding a constraint for said compensator in order to allow

the axes of the sleeves of said bellows-shaped member,
subjected to an internal pressure, to form an angle with

respect to each other, solely in the plane perpendicular to

said diametrical plane passing through said slots, and that

the axis of said compensator is disposed solely along a line

having a constant curvature in said perpendicular plane.

I
3,842,866

ELASTIC WELDED TUBE
Norman K. Miller, Concordville, Pa., assignor to Miller Broth-

ers, Concordville, Pa.

Filed June 11, 1973, Ser. No. 368,747

Int. CI. F16I ///06

U.S. CI. 138-128 5 Claims

1. In a polypropylene container, the improvement compris-

ing a pair of polypropylene sheet portions in facing relation,

and a quantity of vinyl interposed between and welded to said

sheet portions.

23 10
II 17

1. For a shuttleless loom of the type for inserting single

picks of weft yarn into separate sheds formed by warp threads,

a weft inserting carrier which comprises front and rear side

walls with a top planar surface interconnected therewith, a

weft guide means in said rear side wall through which the weft

yarn passes, said weft guide means being effective to guide the

weft between said first and second locations and a weft receiv-

ing and clamping means carried by said front wall for clamp-

ing the weft end when the weft is being inserted into the warp

shed, said clamping means including a guide finger fixed to

said front wall, a laterally extending lip forming a part of the

latter, and a weft engaging member carried by said guide

finger, biasing means formed integrally with said weft engag-

ing member to urge said member into yieldable contact with

said lip in a manner such that the weft is subjected to increas-

ing pressure upon insertion between said member and said lip.

3,842,868

SHUTTLE-REVERSING MEANS
Walther Filter, Langenhagen, Germany, assignor to Vereinigte

Osterreichische Eisen-und Stahlwerke-Alpine Montan Ak-

tiengesellschaft, Vienna, Austria and Establissement Wan-
derfield & Co., Schaan, Liechtenstein

Filed Sept. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 395,298

Claims priority, application Austria, Sept. 15, 1972,

7913/72
Int. CI. D03d 49/44, 49/54

U.S. CI. 139-134 10 Claims

1. In a flat weaving machine which comprises an electrically

operable travelling-field race and a gripper-type shuttle, which

is reciprocable along said race, the provision of means for

reversing the movement of said shuttle at each end of said

race, said means comprising

two energy-storing spring devices disposed at opposite ends

of said race, each of said energy-storing spring devices

comprising a torsion bar, which extends in a plane that is

normal to said race, and a radial stressing arm, which is

connected to said torsion bar and has a free end, said

torsion bar being adapted to be stressed by a pivotal

movement of said stressing arm in a predetermined sense.
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to be in an unlocked condition when stressed, and to relax
so as to impart to said stressing arm a pivotal movement
in a sense opposite to said predetermined sense,

two buffer guides extending in the longitudinal direction of
said race,

two buffers, each of which is freely slidably guided by one
of said buffer guides along the same and contacts the free

end of one of said stressing arms and is engageable by said

shuttle and adapted to transmit force from said shuttle to

said stressing arm to impart to the same a pivotal move-
ment in said predetermined sense, and

two resilient stops, each of which is adapted to be engaged
by one of said buffers under the force transmitted to said

buffer by the associated torsion bar through the stressing
arm connected thereto.

3,842,870
QUICK-DISCONNECT MANIFOLD ASSEMBLY

William R. Burgess, El Paso, Tex., assignor to Continental
Water Conditioning Corporation, El Paso, Tex.

Continuation of Ser. No. 56,549, July 20, 1970, abandoned.
This application May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,478

Int. CI. B65b 3/18
U.S. CI. 141-286 33 Claims

W4TER
our

3,842,869
TAPEGUIDE RACEWAY FOR RAPIER LOOM

Ralph R. Champagne, Woonsocket, R.L, assignor to Rockwell
International Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,151
Int. CI. D03d 49/60

U.S. CI. 139-188 4 Claims

^1^

1. An improved guide raceway for use on shuttleless looms
of the type where weft insertion into the warp shed is accom-
plished by yarn carriers that are moved into and withdrawn
from the shed by reciprocating flexible tapes: said raceway
comprising;

a. an elongated body portion for mounting on the loom lay;

b. a first series of elements extending upwardly from said
elongated body at spaced intervals along the length of
said elongated body, said elements including,

1. means forming a pair of opposed shoulders that define
the lateral limits of the raceway for receiving the tape,
and

2. means defining an individual tape supporting surface
adjacent each of said pair of shoulders, and

c. a second series of elements extending upwardly from said
elongated body at spaced intervals alternating with the
elements of said first series of elements, the elements of
said second series including;

1. means forming a shoulder defining the lateral limit of
the raceway for receiving the tape on one side only, and
2. means defining a tape supporting surface that ex-

tends from said shoulder a distance sufficient to pro-
vide support for the tape and for the yarn carriers.

1. A quick disconnect manifold assembly for a tank in which
a fiuid may be treated, which manifold assembly is adaptable
to a variety of operating functions and which comprises:

a. manifold means adapted to be sealably attached to the
tank through a single opening therein, at one end thereof,
and having only an inlet opening and an outlet opening
which extend through said manifold means and open into
the interior of the tank;

b. a first substantially rigid reusable adaptive means releas-
ably disposed in an adjustable position in the inlet open-
ing for establishing a How path into the interior of the
tank;

c. sealing means for sealing said first substantially rigid

reusable adaptive means in said inlet opening;
d. a second adaptive means sealably disposed in an adjust-

able position in the outlet opening for establishing a
second flow path from the interior of the tank;

e. fiuid conduit means connected to said manifold and
communicating with said outlet opening, said fluid con-
duit means extending substantially to the other end of the
tank for channelling fluid from within the tank into the
outlet opening and the second adaptive means; and

f. retaining means extending through the manifold means
and engaging said first adaptive means for releasably
retaining said first adaptive means in one of a number of
selected positions within the inlet opening.

Arthur

Mich

3,842,871
TREE STUMP SPLITTING ASSEMBLY

A. Jureiwicz, 7244 Robindale, Dearborn Heights,
48127

Filed Aug. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 385,079
Int. CI. B27c 9/00; A47j 49/02

U.S. CI. 144-2 N 8 Claims

n* 5

- 5 '2

1. The combination with a vehicle having a power source,
and a tool carrier carried by said vehicle for at least up and
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down travel thereon, and a power transmission from said

power source to said carrier to effect such travel, of a tree

stump splitting assembly, including,

a blade, adapted to be mounted on said carrier to be opera-

bly carried in said up and down travel,

at least one ear secured to said blade,

a hole formed in said ear,

a hole formed in said carrier, registrable with said hole in

said ear, and

a connecting pin or the like received in said holes.

3,842,872

DELIMBER ASSEMBLY FOR TREE HARVESTING
MACHINES

Raymond L. Moser, Tremont, and Dorrance Oldenburg, Peo-

ria, both of III., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria,

III.

Continuat'on-in-part of Ser. No. 211,300, Dec. 23, 1971,

abandoned. This application Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,814

Int. CLAOlg 2i/05

U.S. CI. 144-3 D 21 Claims

1. A vehicular mounted tree processing machine comprising

an elongated frame pivotably mounted on a vehicle for rota-

tion about a horizontal axis, a shear mechanism being ar-

ranged toward one end of the frame, a drive mechanism ar-

ranged on a midportion of the frame for moving a tree along

a processing path through the tree processing machine, and a

delimber assembly arranged toward the other end of the frame

in operating alignment with the drive and shear mechanisms,

the delimber assembly including an elongated flexible blade

means supported at its center by the frame, spring means
being operatively coupled between the frame and the respec-

tive free ends of the elongated blade means, the spring means
tending to urge the free ends of the elongated blade mean
away from the frame, a pair of arms pivotably mounted at

respective sides of the frame, each having an impact shearing

blade at the free end thereof, and motor means effectively

coupled between the frame and arms for moving the arms into

a first position to provide an opening therebetween for receiv-

ing a tree against the elongated flexible blade means and for

urging the arms toward each other, thereby allowing the im-

pact shearing blades and elongated flexible blade means to

encircle and engage the tree.

3,842,873

CUTTER HEAD FOR A BARK REMOVING MACHINE
Antti Tapani Valo, 08100 Lohja 10, Finland

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,498

Claims priority, application Finland, Mar. 9, 1972, 629/72

Int. CI. B27g 13/00

U.S. CI. 144-218 6 Claims
1. A cutter head for a bark removing machine having a

ring-shaped hole-rotor through which logs to be debarked are

passed longitudinally, the cutter head comprising a plane

ring-shaped supporting disc to be fastened at the input side of

the rotor and provided with at least one and preferably several

mutually spaced cutter blades projecting from the disc, each

being provided with a support surface associated with the

blade, characterized in that the cutter head comprises sepa-

rate, mutually spaced guiding elements fastened to the plane

ring-shaped supporting disc and forming separate support

surfaces located on a conical surface and facing the approach-

ing log to be debarked, said guiding elements further being

separated from each other by slits in which said cutter blades

are mounted and through which the chips are removed.

3,842,874

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRESHAPING RAW
LOGS

Nagaoka Noriyuki, and Niimi Haruo, both of Aichi, Japan,

assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Taihei Seisakusho aka Taihei

Machinery Works, Inc., Nagoya-shi, Japan

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 271,201

Claims priority, application Japan, July 13, 1971, 46-

51480; July 15, 1971, 46-52549

Int. CI. B27I 5/02

U.S. CI. 144-309 R 3 Claims

1. A method of preliminarily shaping a raw log into colum-
nar shape for subsequent economical rotary cutting thereof to

produce veneer pieces having a definite rectangular shape,

which comprises detecting that point in each of the intersec-

tions between the outer surface of said log and plurality of

longitudinal sections passing through the center axis of the log

which is nearest said center axis and cutting away the outer

surface part of the log along element lines each alined in

parallel to the center axis and passing through a respective one
of said detected points while carrying out profiling based on
said detected points thereby to preshape the log into a colum-

nar shape of substantially the same planar shape in any cross

section thereof.
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3,842,875

SCREWDRIVER
Ugo Tascone, 76b Hickory Rd., Port Washington, Long Island,

N.Y. 11050
Filed Oct. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 299,161

Int. CI. B25b 15100

U.S. CI. 145-50 C 3 Claims

1. A screwdriver adapted to engage and support a screw
which comprises an elongated rod-like member, a tongue
disposed at the screw engaging end of said rod-like member
for engaging the slot in the head of a screw, said tongue being

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of said rod-like member
and being characterized in that it is of a length sufficient to

protrude into at least one-half of the depth of the slot in the

screw, and a pair of abutting shoulders disposed adjacent the

area where said tongue is connected to said rod-like member
and located at different distances from the free end of said

tongue, each of said abutting shoulders being adapted to

engage the head of the screw supported by said tongue so as

to hold the screw at the desired angle with respect to the

longitudinal axis of said rod-like member when held in a sub-

stantially horizontal position and because of being located at

different distances from the free end of said tongue cause a

screw in engagement therewith to have its longitudinal axis

with respect to said longitudinal axis of said rod-like member
at a different angle than that of a screw engaged with the other

respective shoulder.

3,842,876

COMPARTMENTAL ADAPTERS FOR GOLF BAGS
Joseph Cristelli, 85 Ruckman Rd., Hillsdale, N.J. 07642

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,212
Int. CI. A63b 55100

U.S. CI. 150-1.5 R 10 Claims

1. In a golf bag having a predefined internal volume for

accommodating golf clubs and of the type having an opened
top end for inserting said golf clubs and a closed bottom end,
said opened top end including at least one rod-like separator
Ihereacross, the combination therewith of apparatus for fully

dividing the club containing volume of said bag into a plurality

of compartments comprising:

a. a longitudinal, cylindrical frame member having a cross-

section relatively congruent with the cross-section of said

bag as defined by the area enclosed between the periph-

ery of said bag and said rod-like separator, said frame
member having an open top end and a closed bottom end,
and

a cover member adapted to cover the major outside

surface of said frame member to thereby form a compos-
ite member therewith, such that when said composite
member is inserted into said golf bag, said internal vol-

ume is divided into at least two distinct volumetric areas

each of which is capable of accommodating a plurality of

clubs less than the total necessary to participate in the

sport of golf.

3,842,877

QUICK FASTENING SCREW DEVICE
Alton M. Andrews, 1522 San Pablo Ave., Lafayette, Calif.

94612
Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,753

Int. CI. F16b 39130
U.S. CI. 151-14 R 4 Claims

as" zir ,4 2 7

3S-^22 36 36'

1. A combination of a screw member and a female member
having a bore for receiving said screw member; said screw
member comprising a shank having a duality of threaded
sectors and a duality of flat surfaces extending longitudinally

of said shank and being chords which cut off cylindrical por-
tions of said shank between said threaded sectors; said bore
having a duality of threaded sectors with internal threads
complementary to and engageable by the threads of said

shank, and a corresponding duality of unthreaded sectors

interposed between and alternating with said threaded sectors,

said unthreaded sectors extending longitudinally of said bore;

said bore of the female member having a long diameter and a
short diameter to form an oval in cross section, said un-
threaded sectors extending longitudinally along said bore at

the long diameter thereof, and said threaded sectors being
positioned along the short diameter of said bore, the shank of
said screw being insertable into said bore with the threaded
sectors of said screw being aligned transversely with the long
diameter of said bore and without engagement between the
threads of the shank and threads of the bore, the transverse
length of the shank being greater than the shorter diameter of
the bore to the extent that rotation of the shank in the bore
will be limited when the threaded portions of the members are
engaged with each other; said threaded sectors of the female
member being of greater arcuate width than the threaded
sectors of the shank and being spaced from each other circum-
ferenlially sufficient to permit the threaded portions of the
same member to pass longitudinally therebetween; said

threaded portions of both members have threads with their

transverse ends beveled along the upper and lower surfaces of
each thread, the upper and lower bevels formed thereby meet-
ing at a radially extending relatively sharp edge.

3,842,878

THREAD LOCKING MEANS
Morris J. Duer, 4157 Mar-Moor Dr., Lansing, Mich. 48917
Continuation of Ser. No. 191,198, Oct. 21, 1971, abandoned.

This application May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 358,854
Int. CI. F 16b J9/02

U.S. CI. 151-21 C 3 Claims
1. A lock nut comprising a metallic body member, an inte-

gral lock portion formed at one end of said body member, said
lock portion having outside dimensions less than the corre-
sponding outside dimensions of said body member, said body
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member and lock portion defining a bore provided with an
internal thread extending throughout the length of said body
member and said lock portion and adapted to be applied to a
mating threaded member, and an externally threaded portion
on said body member having an external thread extending
throughout the length of said body member, said internal

./JT

thread being of one helix angle and said external thread being
of a larger helix angle, said external thread being adapted to
receive an internally threaded tool member effective to de-
form said lock portion of said nut beyond the elastic limit

thereof so as to reduce permanently the pitch diameter of said
internal thread in said lock portion of said nut upon rotation
of said tool member relative to said lock nut.

3,842,879

PNEUMATIC TIRES
Anthony Mark Mills, Sutton Coldfield; William Wortley, Erd-

ington, and Grahame John Barton, Curdworth, all of En-
gland, assignors to Dunlop Holdings Limited, London, En-
gland

Continuation of Ser. No. 110,974, Jan. 29. 1971, abandoned.
This application Nov. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 304,399

Int. CI. B60c lim
U.S. CI. 152-209 R 13 Claims

1. A pneumatic t re having a tread comprising a plurality of
spaced-apart ground-contacting blocks, the blocks nearer the
tread crown region having a longer transverse ground-
contacting dimension a shorter circumferential ground-
contacting dimension and a greater depth, measured from the
ground-contacting surface of the blocks to the radially outer-
most surface of the tire carcass, than the blocks closer to the
tread shoulder region.

3,842,880
VEHICLE TIRE INTENDED TO BE FITTED WITH ANTI-

KID DEVICES AND TIRE MATRIX FOR
MANUFACTURING SAME

Sulo Paavo Johannes Keinanen, Nummela, Finland
Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,064

Claims priority, application Finland, Aug. 27. 1971
2399/71

Int. CI. B60c 11116
U.S. CI. 152-210 24 Claims

1. A vehicle tire the tread of which has a purposeful number
of openings (2,5,6) formed by respective walls in said tread

and projecting substantially perpendicularly inwards from the
tread and shaped for accommodation of anti-skid devices ( 17)
that have a flange extension ( 18) at their bottom end, wherein
each of said walls comprises:

a section (7,10,11) extending inwardly from the tread sur-

face,

a lateral extension (12,15,16) at the bottom end of said
section and inwardly extending therefrom a predeter-

mined distance for breadth and depth-wise accommodat-
ing the said flange extension of the device,

and underneath the said extension, viewed longitudinally in

direction of the opening, continued inward extension
means ( 13,24,14) in said wall for forming at least one air

pocket (19,22,23) so that when the flange of the said
device is located in position in the said lateral extension
( 12,15,16) said air pocket extension means forms at least

one air cushion underneath the flange.

3,842,881

TIRE CHAIN
Anton Muller, Unterkochen; Hubert Konig, Aalen, and Ludwig

Strobel, Unterkochen, all of Germany, assignors to Eisen-
und Drahtwerk Eriau Aktiengesellschaft, Aalen, Germany

Filed July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,308
Claims priority, application Germany, July 7, 1971.

2133801

Int. CI. B60c 2 7//2
U.S. CI. 152-213 A 14 Claims

1. In an antiskid chain for vehicle tires: a running portion
adapted to engage the tread of the tire, an inner ring portion
connected to one side of said running portion and adapted to
be disposed on the axially inner side of the tire, an outer ring
portion connected to the other side of said running portion
and adapted to be disposed on the axially outer side of the tire,

an arcuate assembly member forming a part of said inner ring
portion, pairs of cooperating elements of detachable connec-
tor means on the ends of said assembly member and on the
ends of the other part of said inner ring portion, and said outer
ring portion including means for adjusting the diameter
thereof, said running portion including flexible elements ex-
tending angularly to the plane of the tire and connected to
circumferentially spaced points on said inner and outer ring
portions, said points on the axially outer side of the tire falling

substantially on a circle, said outer ring portion comprising a
flexible ring element on the order of a third longer than the
circumference of said circle and connected to the said points
on the outer side of the tire.
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3 842 882
PNEUMATIC TIRE HAVING SIDEWALLS OF UNEQUAL

LENGTH
Vernon E. Gough, Croyde, and Roy E. S. Waller, Sutton Cold-

field, both of England, assignors to The Duniop Company
Limited, London, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 858,957, Sept. 18, 1969, abandoned.
This application Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 180,182

Int. CI. B60c 5100
U.S. CI. 152—352 5 Claims

8>
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ity of holes, nozzle means for spraying hydrated liquid mate-
rial into said body, means for effusing hot drying gas through
said holes to countercurrently flow against said hydrated

liquid material to dry said liquid material into dry particulate

form, said body having a top provided with a mouth wherein
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said drying gas exits, a bottom provided with an outlet where-
from said dry particulate material is removed, a cylindrical

tube extending through said top and having a discharge open-
ing that is adjustable to any pre-set height level within said

body between said holes and said nozzle means and a feeding

means for feeding dry solids into said cylindrical tube.

3.842,889
IMPROVEMENTS IN OR RELATING TO WINDOW
BLINDS, ESPECIALLY FOR AIRCRAFT PASSENGER

CABINS
David Walter Jones, Sholton, Wales, assignor to Hawker

Siddeley Aviation Limited, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey,

England

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,163
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 8, 1972,

5887/72

Int. CI. E06b 9/08

U.S. CI. 160-26 1 Claim

8 J

I. A roller-less blind assembly for a vehicle window, com-
prising a flexible blind made up of numerous cross slats con-

nected edge to edge by interwoven longitudinal tapes, with a

lightweight spring strip bonded along each longitudinal side

margin of said blind thereby further connecting the slats,

antifriction material, such as polytetrafluorethylene, covering
said spring strips, side guide rails having channels within which
the blind side margins including said spring strips are con-
strained to slide, said spring strips having a naturally coiled

configuration such that where the blind runs out of the side

guide rails at one end it is caused to roll up by the springs, and
a blind box at said one end to receive said rolled up portion
of the blind, with arcuate resilient brackets in said blind box
encircling said rolled-up portion at opposite ends thereof, to

retain said rolled-up portion in predetermined position in said

blind box without the provision of a blind roller, and wherein
said springs have a constant spring rate and friction pads are

provided in said guide rails to act on said blind side margins
such that the blind remains stably in any position of extension

to which it is manually adjusted.

3,842,890

COILABLE CLOSURE DEVICE
Hyman Kramer, 30 Jupitor St., St. Colonia, NJ. 07067

Filed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 330,953
Int. CI. A47h 1/124; E06h 9/08

U.S. CI. 160-26 4 Claims

1. A storagable closure device for a door opening compris-
ing:

a. a frame connected across the door opening,
a storage chamber formed on one side of the frame,
c. a top guide member pivotally connected to the frame.
d. a plastic closure member coilably stored in the storage

chamber,

e. the closure member having a slanted top with a folded
portion formed on at least one side of the top whereby on
coiling of the closure member the folded portion is on the
slant and out of the way of the coil to permit a tight roll,

and
f. the folded portion is received into the guide member and
on closure of the closure member will cause the guide
member to pivot to conform to the angle of the slanted
top of the closure member.

3,842,891

SHUTTER-BLIND DEVICE
Samuel F. Kinnroth, 351 W. 24th St., Apt. 20-A, New York,

N.Y. 10011, and Irving I. Friedman, 100-22 Erdman PL,

Bronx, N.Y. 10475
Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 391,969

Int. CI. E06b 9/00

U.S. CI. 160—35 24 Claims
1. A shutter-blind device comprising in combination: a

shutter strip extending axially length-wise in a plane and hav-

ing opposite edges one of which defines a substantially blunt

abutment and the other of which is arcuate curving circularly

beneath the strips main body between the opposite edges, and
spaced from the arcuate edge and extending from the strip's
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underside there being joining means extending substantially

downwardly for joining with a substantially similar shutter

strip structure in an inverted position such that a curved edge

to a second relative position to allow said latch bars to

engage to prevent precipitous descent of a rolling door on

said roll cylinder.

3,842,893

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING LOW
PRESSURE DIE CASTING

Stuart Eric Booth, Surrey, England, assignor to The British

Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association, London, England

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,516

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 28, 1971,

50207/71

Int. CI. B22d / 7/32

U.S. CI. 164-4 7 Claims

of one strip is adjacent and space from a blunt edge of the

other strip structure and that the remaining blunt edge of the

one strip is adjacent and spaced from a curved edge of the

other strip structure.

3,842,892

ROLLING DOOR OPERATING MECHANISM
Frank R, Stieler, Warren, Mich., assignor to RCM CorporaA-^

tion, Warren, Mich.

Filed July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,125

Int. CI. E06b 9/08

U.S. CI. 160-133 6 Claims

^J

I

fo^

1. In a casting method, the steps of:

introducing a molten casting material into a die cavity

through an inlet passage by applying gaseous pressure

thereto;

sensing the temperature of the casting material by measur-

ing the temperature of the casting material at at least one

location in said inlet passage and at at least one location

in said die cavity;

generating a signal in response to the sensing of predeter-

mined temperature conditions in said casting material,

said predetermined temperature conditions comprising

the situation when each of the measured temperatures

has fallen below a predetermined level; and

using the generated signal to terminate the application of

said gaseous pressure to the molten casting material.

1. In a rolling door operating mechanism including reliable

interlocked slats mountable for movement between raised and
lowered positions and counterbalance means providing a bias

against movement of the door to its lowered position, includ-

ing a roll cylinder mounted to support said door in various

positions, a shaft to drive said cylinder and a drive means, that

improvement which comprises:

a. a pair of blocks on said shaft positioned axially adjacent

each other,

b. means to limit circumferential motion of said blocks

relative to each other wherein rotative driving of a first of
said blocks will effect a rotative driving of the second of

said blocks and a driving of said shaft,

c. a plurality of latch bars extending tangentially over said

blocks adapted to cooperate with a plurality of stop reces-

ses formed in said second blocks, and
d. a plurality of radial protuberances on said first block to

cam said latch bars away from said stop recesses in a first

relative position of said blocks and to allow said latch bars

to engage said recesses in a second relative position,

wherein a driving force on said first block will maintain said

blocks in said first position, and a driving force on said

second block from the roll cylinder will shift said blocks

3,842,894

AUTOMATIC MEANS FOR REMOTE SWEEP-SCANNING
OF A LIQUID LEVEL AND FOR CONTROLLING FLOW

TO MAINTAIN SUCH LEVEL
Glen R. Southworth, Boulder, Colo.; Peter M. Robbins, Pata-

gonia, Ariz., and Frank Wills, Mattituck, N.Y., assignors to

American Metal Climax, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 324,321

Int. CI. B22d / 7/32

U.S. CI. 164-4 24 Claims

1. The method of using a radiation-responsive device to

automatically control level of molten material in an upstand-

ing tubular mold open at upper and lower ends, said device

having means regulating supply of molten material to the

upper end of the mold and extraction of molded product from

the lower end of the mold, which method comprises scanning

with said radiation-responsive device a selected generally

vertically extending and laterally restricted field comprehend-
ing only a limited fraction of molten-material surface and
adjacent mold-wall surface, such scan being from a fixed

location external to and offset from the mold, the scan includ-

ing a generally vertical recurrent sweep of radiation selected

in a spectral-response region for which the molten material

and adjacent mold-wall surface produce contrasting levels of

electrical signal in said device, whereby an electrical-signal

change will occur for each sweep at a time in the sweep re-

fiecting instantaneous level of molten material, utilizing said
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signal change to generate an electrical control signal indica- 3,842,896
live of the time in the sweep at which signal change occurs, METHOD FOR PRODUCING COMPOSITE METAL WIRE

Emerick J. Dobo, Cary, N.C., assignor to Monsanto Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed June 4, 1973, S«r. No. 366,920
Int. CI. B22d 11112

U.S. CL 164-86 6 Claims

and utilizing said control signal and therefore the observed
time in the sweep to impart a corrective adjustment of said

regulating means.

•J)

3,842,895
METAL ALLOY CASTING PROCESS TO REDUCE

MICROSEGREGATION AND MACROSEGREGATION IN
CASTING

Robert Mehrabian, Cambridge, and Merton C. Flemings,
Lexington, both of Mass., assignors to Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, Cambridge, Ma^s.
Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,818

Int. CI. B22d 11/02,27/02
U.S. CI. 164-49 3 Claims

i L'QUID
MEL'
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1. A method of reducing segregation in metal alloy castings

in a continuous-casting process, that comprises, introducing a

molten liquid metal of said alloy into a mold, withdrawing heat
from one region of the liquid metal in the mold to effect

solidification thereof, simultaneously adding heat in a con-
trolled manner to the liquid metal, and internally controlling
flow of said heat through the liquid metal to retard the velocity

of the liquidus isotherm while maintaining substantially the

velocity of the solidus isotherm, thereby reducing the width of
liquid-solid mushy zone that exists between the liquidus and
solidus isotherms and hence reducing both short range and
long range segregation, the liquid metal being heated by su-

perheating the molten metal prior to introduction to the mold
to provide the necessary added heat and said flow of the heat
being controlled by retarding convection of the liquid metal
within the mold.

1. A method for producing aluminum-clad steel composite
wire comprising the steps of:

a. forming a clad of molten aluminum about a preheated
strand of steel wire by moving the steel wire directly

through the center of a melt extrusion orifice while simul-
taneously extruding molten aluminum through said ori-

fice, said steel wire having been preheated to a tempera-
ture proximate to that of the molten aluminum before
contact therewith;

b. causing a protective film to form about said molten alu-

minum clad by contacting same with a reactive ga.seous

atmosphere immediately upon exit from said melt extru-
sion orifice; and

c. cooling the molten aluminum-clad steel wire to effect a
solidification of the aluminum cladding.

3,842,897
APPARATUS FOR ELECTROSLAG REMELTING OF

METALS AND ALLOYS
Boris Evgenievich Paton, ulitsa Kotsjubinskogo, 9, kv. 21; Boris

Izrailevich Medovar, Bulvar Lesi Ukrainki, 2, kv. 8; Jury
Vadimovich Latash, Vozdukhoflotsky prospekt, 81, kv. 14,
and Vitaly Mikhailovich Baglai, ulitsa Semashko, 10, kv.
54/3, all of Kiev, U.S.S.R.

Continuation of Ser. No. 42,911, June 3, 1970, abandoned.
This application Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,888

Int. CI. B22d 27/02
U.S. CI. 164-252 4 Claims

1. An apparatus for the electroslag remelting of metals and
alloys comprising in combination: a cooled mold for casting an
ingot therein, said mold having side walls, an upper end and
an open bottom end, a pan on which the open bottom end of
the cooled mold is mounted, a means for bottom gate pouring
of slag into the mold, a mechanism for feeding consumable
electrodes into the mold via the upper end thereof, and means
mounting the feeding mechanism directly on the side walls of
the mold, said pan being provided with a recess, and a dummy
bar positioned in the recess, and further comprising a means
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for transversely clamping the dummy bar in the pan, said

clamping means including a slide movable horizontally in the

recess in the pan and said slide having an upper surface flush

with the upper surface of the pan.

3,842,898

APPARATUS FOR ELECTROSLAG REMELTING
Boris Evgenievich Paton, ulitsa Kotsjubinskogo, 5, kv. 21:

Boris Izrailevich Theddvar, bulvar Lesi Ukrainki, 2, kv. 6:

Jury Vadimovich Latash, Vozdukhoflotsky prospekt, 81, kv

14; Leonty Vasilievich Chekotilo, ulitsa Scherbakovke,49a

kv. 10; July Georgievich Emelyanenko, ulitsa Darvina, 5, kv

5; Vasily Ivandvich Us, ulitsa Saxaganskogo, 58, kv. 12

Vitaly Mikhailovich Baglai, ulitsa Semashko, 10, kv. 54/3

Viktor Mikhailovich Martyn, ulitsa Vernadskogo, 65, kv

102; Viktor Leonidovich Artamonov, ulitsa Sovskaya, 9, kv

4; Oleg Petrovich Bondarenko, ulitsa Kreschatik, 15, kv. 34
Georgy Alexandrovich Boiko, ulitsa VI.Libedskaya, 16, kv

106; Anatoly Konstantinovich Tsikulenko, ulitsa Babush
kine, 23, kv. 38; Vasily Vladimirovich Ivon, Darnitskoe

shosse, 107/2, kv. 16, and Leonid Viktorovich Pavlov, Bor-

schagovskaya ulitsa, 234, kv. 6, all of Kiev, U.S.S.R.

Division of Ser. No. 125,744, March 18, 1971, Pat. No.

3,776,294. This application Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,070
Int. CI. B22d 27/02

U.S. CI. 164-252 4 Claims

I. A mould for electroslag remelting of consumable elec-

trodes employing agents fed to the melt therein for improving
the quality of formed ingots and comprising: at least one
nozzle at least at one first level in the slag portion of the melt

and at least one nozzle at least at one second level in the metal

portion of the melt, which nozzles at said first level and said

second level are used for injection of the agents which im-

prove the quality of the ingot, into said melt and are made in

the form of pipe branches mounted into the side wall of said

mould, the longitudinal axis of said pipe branches being di-

rected tangentially to the wall of said mould.

3,842,899

APPARATUS FOR CARRYING OUT FULL-FORM
CASTING PROCESS

Hans-Ulrich Hauser-Lienhard, Watt, Switzerland, assignor to

Grunzweig & Hartmann Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen
am Rhein, Germany
Division of Ser. No. 133,538, April 13, 1971, Pat. No.

3,741,281. This application Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 310,096
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Apr. 20, 1970,

5869/70

Int. CL B22d 27/16
U.S. CI. 164-253 5 Claims

1. A casting apparatus, comprising:

a plurality of mold flasks, each provided with at least one
gas-permeable wall separating a casting chamber from a

plenum chamber;
a horizontal endless conveyor band for intermittently ad-

vancing said mold flasks along a closed transport path;

and

means selectively communicating with said plenum cham-
bers of said flasks at selected stations of advance of said

flasks along said path for pressurizing said flasks to fluid-

ize <r mold-forming medium therein and for subjecting

said flasks to suction to compact said medium about a

platen, said means selectively communicating with said

plenum chamber being so constructed and arranged as to

alternately subject each of said flasks to pressurization

and suction as said flasks are advanced along said path,

said plenum chambers being provided with gas fittings,

said means selectively communicating with said plenum
chambers including mating fittings adjacent said path and
engageable with the fittings of plenum chambers of flasks

registering therewith, said mating fittings being mounted
upon a support member; and

means for shifting said support member transversely to said

path.

3,842,900
DEVICE FOR AUTOMATICALLY CASTING OF MOLTEN

MATERIAL
Alois Noisser, Bergfeld, and Gerhard Nowak, Wien, both of

Austria, assignors to Gravicast Patentverwertungsgesell-

schaft m.b.H.

Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,829
Claims priority, application Austria, Apr. 7, 1972, 3039/72

Int. CI. B22d 5/02

U.S. CI. 164-326 5 Claims
1. A device for automatically casting molten material, com-

prising a pouring station having a pouring nozzle, carrier

means for at least two molds having ingates successively mov-
able into said pouring station, common for all carrier means,

at least one further station for discharging and preparing each

mold for the following casting operation, said carrier means
comprising two carrier members for said molds stepwisely
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guided between said pouring and further stations along two
circular pathes of travel, each of said carrier members being
rotutable around a vertical pivotal axis and comprising at least

two cantilever arms relatively dephased for equal angles and
radially extending from said axis for carrying the mold, the
radius of the enveloping line of the circular pathes of the

molds and the cantilever arms being smaller than the distance

between said two axes, each carrier member being arranged

for rotation in only one sense of rotation, said two carrier

members being arranged for timed rotation in opposed senses
of rotation, wherein the pathes of travel of the ingates of said

molds intersect one another at two intersecting points, said

pouring station being arranged at the area of one of said

intersecting points, whereas said further operating station is

arranged at the area of the other of said intersecting points,

said cantilever arms alternately passing said both intersecting

points.

3,842,901

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM AND METHOD
Alden I. McFarlan, 691 Dorian Rd., Westfield, N.J. 07090
Division of Ser. No. 50,874, June 29, 1970, Pat. No. 3,670,806.

This application June 20, 1972, S«r. No. 264,544
Int. CI. F24t 3100

U.S. CI. 165-2 2 Claims

P

M \ ^ M-« '• I4-« "4 2«-4
.-.i^..

.^

1. The method for maintaining comfort conditions within a

plurality of zones or spaces wherein one or more of the zones
or spaces requires cooling when another requires heating, the

steps of, producing separate streams of chilled liquid and
heated liquid by staged heating and cooling steps with refriger-

ation units having the flow path therethrough for the heated
liquid by which the heat is discharged from the refrigeration

units in series relationship opposite to the series relationship

of the flow path therethrough for the chilled liquid, supplying
said streams of chilled liquid and heated liquid as is required
to handle the respective heating and cooling loads in the

various zones or spaces and returning the liquid to the refrig-

eration units as return liquid, whereby heat is removed from
one of said zones or spaces and is delivered by the return

liquid to the refrigeration units and through said refrigeration

units to the stream of heated liquid and is utilized to heat an
exterior zone or space, discharging heat from the system when
there is an excess, and controlling the discharge of heat from
the system to maintain the stream of heated liquid at a temper-
ature within the range of 90°F to 1 35°F when one of said zones
or spaces requires heating with a progressively increasing

temperature within said range as the heating load increases.

3,842,902

LABYRINTHIAN FAN
Warren P. Poslusny, Jackson, Mich., assignor to Hayes-Albion

Corporation, Jackson, Mich.

Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,692
Int. CI. F28f 13106

U.S. CI. 165-51 5 Claims

1. In an automotive cooling system the combination com-
prising:

a heat exchanger and an automotive engine mounted for

both axial and radial movement with respect to each
other;

a fan rotatably mounted to said engine and having a plural-

ity of blades and including sealing means for creating a
labyrinth seal; and

a shroud mounted to said heat exchanger and encircling
said fan, said shroud having means for coacting with said

sealing means on said fan to form a labyrinth seal in the
gap between said shroud and said fan;

said means on said fan and said shroud which form said

labyrinth seal being disposed such that relative axial and
radial movement therebetween does not interfere with
the rotation of said fan.

3,842,903
NOVEL HEATING, VENTILATING AND

AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM
Rafael Rubinstein, 2 Coventry Ct., Englishtown, NJ. 07726

FUed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,662
Int. CI. F24hi/y;6

U.S.CL 165-122 6 Claims
1. In a structure having at least one unit characterized by a

common access point and a plurality of rooms defined by
interior walls, a system for comfort-conditioning the air in said
unit comprising

a. in a central room of said unit means for cooling, filtering

and ventilating the air in said unit while venting exhaust
air to the atmosphere through an exterior wall of said unit

and
b. located adjacent a first opening in at least one wall be-
tween said central room and a second room of said unit

not having air-cooling means, a casing with associated
damper means housing a combination of forced air-

transfer means and a heat exchanger;
whereby cooler air can be drawn by said forced air-transfer
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means from said central room through said first opening,

casing, and heat exchanger and passed in into said second
room, and an equivalent amount of air can pass from said

second room to said central room through a second opening

in a wall between said second room and said central room or

an area communicating therewith, and said damper means can
direct part of said air drawn into said first opening and heal

exchanger back into said central room; said heat exchanger

being operatively connectable to a heat energy source.

3,842,904

HEAT EXCHANGER
Hugh E. Gardenier, Tullahoma, Tenn., assignor to Aronetics,

Inc., Tullahoma, Tenn.

Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,201

Int. CI. F28f 7/0^

U.S. CI. 165-145 15 Claims

1. A heat exchanger module for transferring heat from a hot

solid particle-containing gas to a secondary liquid, the heat

exchanger module comprising: a plurality of vertically ori-

ented substantially parallel flat rectangular plates, each plate

having first and second substantially fiat surfaces, a passage

for the flow of said secondary liquid between said surfaces and
a substantially smooth exterior to permit the unobstructed

passage of said solid particle-containing gas thereby, said

passage comprising an array of at least one liquid-conducting

tubular conduit having a diameter confined within the bound-

aries of said first and second surfaces and a length substan-

tially in excess of the perimeter of its fiat rectangular plate,

lying in a pattern extending substantially through the entire

area of its fiat rectangular plate and having an inlet opening

and an outlet opening; shell means surrounding said plurality

of flat plates and forming a gas flow path having a gas inlet end

and a gas outlet for the passage of said solid particle-

containing gas, said gas flow path enabling said gas to inti-

mately flow by said plurality of flat plates in a direction paral-

lel thereto, and to transfer heat to said secondary liquid flow-

ing through said tubular conduits; supply means to supply said

secondary liquid to the inlet opening of each flat p'ate; with-

drawal means to convey heated secondary liquid away from
the exit opening of each flat plate; and gas supply means for

supplying said hot solid particle-containing gas to the gas inlet

end of said gas flow path.

3,842,905

OIL WELL CEMENTING PLUG
O. L. Morrisett, and Gail M. Boehm, both of Duncan, Okla.,

assignors to Halliburton Company, Duncan, Okla.
Filed Apr. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 136,928

Int. CI. E21b 33116, 33/126
U.S. CI. 166-155 26 Claims

1. An oil well cementing plug, which comprises:

a. an elongated housing having a fluid pressure relief pas-

sageway therethrough;

b. a rod slidably and sealingly positioned in said passageway;

c. frangible retaining means between said rod and said

housing and arranged to maintain said rod in a sealing

relationship with said housing until said frangible retain-

ing means are sheared; and

d. said rod adapted to move out of sealing contact with said

housing upon shearing of said frangible retaining means.

3,842,906
WELL BORE CLEANER CONSTRUCTION

Edwin L. Paramore, and Tom W. Howe, both of Duncan,
Okla., assignors to Halliburton Company, Duncan, Okla.

Filed Oct. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302,434
Int. CI. E2 lb 37/02

U.S.CL 166-172 11 Claims

IK 10

1. Apparatus for cleaning well bores of drilling mud filler-

cake buildup comprising:

a cylindrical sleeve of generally larger inner diameter than

the outer diameter of casing in the well bore;

said cylindrical sleeve having a plurality of apertures

through the wall thereof around the periphery of said

sleeve;
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a plurality of braided cables;

each end of said braided cable having a bell-ended socket

assembly swaged thereto, and each said bell-ended socket

assembly having an initially cylindrically extending por-

tion extending into one of said apertures in said sleeve

and bradded over on the inside of said sleeve, thereby

permanently attaching said cables to said sleeve;

each said cable being of sufficiently greater length than the

distance between said apertures to which it is connected,
thereby forming a stiff outwardly extending cable loop on
the outer surface of said sleeve; and

means for securing said sleeve fixedly to a section of well

casing.

3,842,907

ACOUSTIC METHODS FOR FRACTURING SELECTED
ZONES IN A WELL BORE

Billy Eugene Baker, and Edward M. Galle, both of Houston,
Tex., assignors to Hughes Tool Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,471
Int. CI. E21b 43/25, 43/26, 43/27

U.S. CI. 166-249 2 Claims

"rf

1. An acoustical method for fracturing selected zones in a
well bore comprising the steps of
pumping a fluid down a well bore through a first conduit;
oscillating the pressure in said fluid within the well bore;
coupling the resulting fluid pressure oscillations with the

bore hole wall at a selected depth;

isolating the fluid pressure oscillations to a selected zone to

be fractured;

returning the fluid flow between the first conduit and a
second conduit formed at least partially by the wall of the
well bore;

increasing the density of the fluid to control the fiuid pres-

sure in the well bore to initiate fracture in the selected
zone.

3,842,908

OPEN FLOW PRODUCTION SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR
RECOVERY OF SHALLOW OIL RESERVOIRS

John P. Thomas, 2 Tudor City Ln., New York, N.Y. 10017,
and Shih-LIn Chu, 16 Rustic Gate Ln., Dix Hills, N.Y. 1 1742

Filed Jan. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 320,863
Int. CI. E21b 43/00, 43/20

U.S. CI. 166-268 9 Claims
1. A process of recovering flowable oil from a relatively

shallow, porous oil-bearing formation which outcrops at or
near the surface, comprising the steps of

a. locating, excavating and installing an oil production sys-

tem at the uppermost portion of the formation at the

outcrop or near the surface thereof said system commu-
nicating at its upper end with the surface and being en-
tirely open at its bottom end in said formation;

b. injecting a fiuid underpressure into the down structure

position of said formation in a region thereof spaced from
said production system, said fluid driving said oil up-
wardly through said formation to said production system.

the latter by virtue of its size operating at essentially

atmospheric pressure, the reduction of hydrostatic head
and said open bottom providing in effect a large, open
well bore thereby greatly increasing production capacity
and reducing friction losses resulting from movement of
the oil upwardly through the formation, and
removing the thus collected oil from said production
system.

3,842,909
METHOD OF POLYMER FLOODING

John S. Rhudy, Littleton, and Gerald W. Haws, Denver, both
of Colo., assignors to Marathon Oil Company, Findlay, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 127,483, March 24, 1971,
Pat. No. 3,726,342. This application Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No.
309,824The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Apr. 10, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. E21b 4i/22
U.S. CI. 166-275 15 Claims

5

"S
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connecting a second tubing string through the closed upper
packer bore to the volume defined between the upper and
lower areas, and

applying weight on the first string of tubing while introduc-
ing a fluid to the upper strata through the second string
of tubing.

3,842,913
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR A SUBSURFACE

SAFETY VALVE OPERATING WITH DIFFERENTIAL
ANNULAR PRESSURE

James D, Mott, Houston, Tex., assignor to Hydril Company,
Houston, Tex.

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 359,758
Int. CI. E21b 43112

U.S. CL 166-314 19 Claims

1. A subsurface safety valve apparatus for connecting in a
production tubing positioned in a well casing and sealed to the
well casing by a packer for directing the flows of fluids pro-
duced by a well through a flow passage of the production
tubing including,

a flow housing having a bore therethrough adapted for
connection in the production tubing to form a portion
thereof with said bore in communication with a flow
passage of the production tubing for enabling flow of fluid
through said bore;

bore closure means disposed in said bore for movement to
and from an open position for enabling flow of fluid
through said bore and to and from a closed position
blocking flow of fluid through said bore;

means with said flow housing for effecting a fluid seal be-
tween said flow housing and the well casing to divide the
annular area between the production tubing and the well
casing above the packer into a lower reservoir below the
fluid seal and an upper reservoir above the fluid seal; and
means with said flow housing for effecting movement of
said bore closure means to and from the open and closed
position in response to the fluid pressure differential
between said upper reservoir and said lower reservoir
wherein the safety valve is operated.

3,842,914
SAFETY JOINT METHOD AND APPARATUS

James D. Mott, Houston, Tex., assignor to Hydril Company,
Houston, Tex.

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 359,753
Int. CI. E2Ib 43100; E21c 15100

U.S. CI. 166-315 12 Claims
1. A safety joint for well conduits, including:

a. a first tubular member having a bore therethrough
adapted for connection at a first end to a well conduit and

having a surface with a locking recess formed therein;
b. a second tubular member having a bore therethrough
adapted for connection at a first end to another section
of the well conduit with said bores of said first tubular
member and said second tubular member communicating
therebetween;

c. lug means mounted with said second tubular member for
movement relative to said second tubular member to an
engaging position within said locking recess for connect-
ing said first and said second tubular members and to a
free position spaced from said locking recess enabling
separation of said first and said second tubular member;

d. piston means operably connected with said lug means
for movement to a locking position to retain said lug
means in said locking recess and to a release position
enabling said lug means to move to said free position, said
piston means moving to the release position when a pre-
determined pressure urges thereon; and

e. means operably engaging said lug means for effecting
release of said lug means from said locking recess when
said first and said second tubular members are rotated
relative to each other wherein the safety joint is releas-
able by relative rotation or the urging of a predetermined
fluid pressure.

3 842 915
BEAN HARVESTING MACHINE AND METHOD

Albert Henry, Sr., 1311 Faith Dr., Salina, Kans. 67401
Filed July 13, 1973, Ser. No. 378,928

Int. CI. AOld 29100
U.S. CI. 171-1 16 Claims

1. A harvester for row plants comprising:
a pickup provided with plant-gathering mechanism and

adapted for advancement across a field having plants to
be harvested thereon; and

a series of laterally spaced-apart shovels on said pickup for
the plant rows traversed by the pickup.
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said shovels having digging heads spaced forwardly from

said mechanism in leading relationship thereto to define

a space between the mechanism and the heads,

said heads being normally disposed lower than said mecha-
nism for subsurface advancement beneath and along the

plant rows aligned therewith for successively uprooting

the plants into said space and onto the ground, and said

ground supported plants being removed therefrom by

said trailing mechanism.

independent flow of water into the evacuated portion of the

chamber with its principal component of energy and motion

3,842,916

ELECTRIC MOTOR HAMMER
Hikoitsu Watanabe, No. 5-13, 1-chome, Ebara-cho, Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Dec. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 423,098

Int. CI. E21b 1100; E02d 7100

U.S. CI. 173-53 7 Claims

1. An electric motor hammer comprising a support having

at least one motor and hoist means fixedly mounted thereon

in balanced positions and provided with vertically aligned

holes; and an upright guide rod passing through said holes and

having clamp means in a position adjacent the upper end to

which one end of a length of wire rope to be wound on said

hoist means is anchored and a striking cap at the lower end,

said striking cap being adapted to receive the upper end of an

object to be driven by said motor hammer, whereby when said

motor is driven, the entire support is lifted along said guide

rod to a predetermined position whereupon the motor is

stopped and the support is released so as to allow the entire

support to drop by its own weight to deliver a high striking

impact to said object.

3,842,917

PUMPED EVACUATED TUBE WATER HAMMER PILE
DRIVER

Serge S. Wisotsky, Sharon, Mass., assignor to Orb, Inc., Mar-

ion, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 163,422, July 16, 1971,

abandoned. This application June 30, 1972, Ser. No. 267,741

Int. CI. E02d 7/02

U.S. CI. 173-90 18 Claims

1. Pile driving apparatus for use in an ambient fluid includ-

ing water or air, comprising an evacuatable elongated cham-

ber with rigid side walls and a rigid barrier at one end; pump-
ing means connected with the chamber for evacuating the

chamber of at least a portion of any water, gases and vapors

present therein; means, including valve means connected with

the chamber wails, for maintaining said chamber closed

against the entry of ambient fluid at least during said evacua-

tion and for suddenly releasing a substantially load-velocity-

along the longitudinal axis of the chamber toward the barrier

for impacting against same.

3,842,918

COILED SPRING WELL INSTRUMENT POSITIONER
Piero Wolk, Houston, Tex., assignor to Dresser Industries, Inc.,

Dallas, Tex.

Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,695

Int. CI. E2 lb 49/04

U.S. CI. 175-4 5 Claims

1. An apparatus for performing a well operation in an earth

borehole, comprising;

a body portion adapted to be transported through said

borehole;

means for performing a well operation mounted in said

body portion; and

a coiled spring affixed to said body portion, said coiled

spring including a coiled spring body having a first end

attached to said body portion and a second end portion

attached to said body portion.

3,842,919

APPARATUS FOR VENTING GASES FROM AN
ENCLOSED PERFORATING CARRIER

Raymond W. Dermott, Houston, Tex., assignor to Schlum-

berger Technology Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 399,657

Int. CLE2 lb 4i///6

U.S. CI. 175-4.54 15 Claims
1. Perforating apparatus adapted for perforating earth for-

mations traversed by a well bore containing pressured gases

and comprising:

a carrier including a body member having an interior cham-
ber for receiving at least one perforating device and at
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least one opening therein providing access to said cham-
ber, and a closure member in said access opening and
sealingiy coupled to said body member for blocking the
entrance of well bore liquids into said chamber;

a venting passage arranged on at least one of said members
for communicatmg said chamber with the exterior of said
carrier; and
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3,842,920

PERCUSSION TOOLS
Eduardo Barnetche-Gonzalez, Culliacco 123, despachos 1307
and 1308, Mexico 11, D.F., Mexico

Filed Sept. 12, 1973, Set. No. 396,610
Claims priority, application Mexico, Feb. 19, 1973, 141655

Int. CI. E21b 1/06
U.S. CI. 175-299 4 c,ai„,.

1. A percussion tool suitable for drilling a geological forma-
tion, and comprising a means for hoisting said tool; a tool
body; a bit means at the lower end of said body; means for
rotatmg said bit attached thereto; a rupturing device carried
by said tool at the lower end thereof; and an energy storing
means, carried interiorly of said tool;

characterized in that said tool body is formed by a solid
upper column, separatedly connected to a hollow inter-

mediate column, within which said energy storing means
is located;

a shaft means axially movable inside said hollow column;
said intermediate column being separatedly connected to'

a

lower heavy body, connected in turn in a removable
manner to said bit portion;

whereby all the components of said tool body are adapted
to be changed in order to equate the weight and length of
said tool to the specific needs of its application;

said shaft means being separatedly connected to said rup-
turing device to transfer thereto the energy stored in said
energy storing device, as well as the strength imparted by
said body when knocking on the upper end of said shaft

3,842,921
BORONIZED DRILL BIT CUTTERS

Herbert C. Dill, and Stanley R. Scales, both of Houston, Tex
assignors to Hughes Tool Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Aug. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 387,565
Int. CI. E2Ib 13/00

U.S. CI. 175-374 7 claims

valve means normally blocking communication through
said venting passage and cooperatively arranged for
movement from a normal passage-closing position to a
passage-opening position in response to a pressure in said
chamber greater than the pressure exterior of said carrier
for venting whatever pressured well bore gases may have
entered said chamber.

^m
1. In an earth boring drill bit, an improved rotatable cutter

comprising:

a carburized case on the cutter exterior;
a boronized case on said carburized case;
said carburized case being heat treated such that the boro-

nized case has a strong and tough supporting base that
resists deformation.

3,842.922

VEHICLE WEIGH SCALE
Earle Reid Fagin, Mississauga, Ontario, and Charles Franklin

Latter, Brampton. Ontario, both of Canada, assignors to
Magnatech Ltd.. Scarborough. Ontario, Canada

Filed Apr. 8, 1974, Ser. No. 458,515
Int. CI. GOlg 19/04, 19/02

^f
CKI77-I 4 Claims

1. A truck weigh scale comprising
a weigh platform for a truck;

a weigh scale for said weigh platform;
detector means for truck axles on said platform;
axle configuratiorf selector means responsive to predeter-
mined programming for arranging the axles of a truck in
a series of predetermined axle configurations as its axles
are detected by said detector means; and

weight register means responsive to said axle configuration
selector means to register weight on said weigh scale,

said weight register means comprising a first memory regis-
ter for weight on said weigh platform having an updating
time base, a logic control, a calculating network, a data
interface and an information recorder, said logic control
being responsive to said axle configuration selector
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means to operate said calculating network to accept the

weight information in said first memory register upon the

operation of said logic control, said time base being less

than the time between entry of succeeding axle configura-

tions in use. a second memory register adapted to accept

and record the weight information transferred to said

calculating network when said calculating network IS

operated by said logic control for use by said calculating

network at the next following time of operation of said

logic control, said calculating network being adapted to

calculate the difference between the weight information

on said memory registers at the lime of operation of said

logic control and transmit it to said data interface for use

by said inforniation recorder.

3,842,923

OVERHEAD TRACK SCALE
Fred Lahira Moore, Petaluma, Calif., assignor to National

Controls, Inc., Santa Rosa, Calif.

Filed Nov. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 416,187

Int. CL GOlg 2 //22.2i/26

U.S. CI. 177-I63i 7 Claims

1. In a scale for weighing a load carried by an overhead

track, a base adapted to be mounted on an overhead support

such as the structure from which the track is suspended, a pair

of axially aligned elongated levers extending in a direction

generally parallel to the track, first generally planar vertically

extending flexure plates connecting the remote ends of the

levers to the base, second flexure plates spaced from and

generally parallel to the first flexure plates, the upper portions

of the second flexure plates being affixed to the remote ends

of the levers, depending hanger brackets affixed to the lower

portions of the second flexure plates, a rail carried by the

hanger brackets adapted to replace a section of the overhead

track when the scale is installed whereby a load can be moved
freely between the rail and the remainder of the track, flexible

means connecting the proximate ends of the levers together,

an output transducer carried by the base for delivering an

output signal corresponding to the force applied thereto, and

means connecting the proximate end of one of the levers to

the output transducer.

3,842,924

DAMPING ARRANGEMENT FOR A BALANCE
Albert Schmitter, Gruningen, and Ernst Strickler, Wolfhausen,

both of Switzerland, assignors to Mettler Instrumente AG,
Greifensee-Zurich, Switzerland

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,204
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 25, 1972,

2715/72

Int. CL GOlg 2///7

U.S. CI. 177—184 10 Claims

22 23

J& 17

C.

16a

1. A balance arrangement comprising, in combination:

a. a balance having a normally stationary support, a weigh-

ing pan movable relative to said support under an applied

load, and indicating means for indicating the magnitude
of the applied load;

b. a cylinder member having an axis and an inner, axially

extending annular face;

a piston member received in said cylinder member for

relative movement of said members having a predomi-

nant component in the direction of said axis while said

piston member is spaced from said face transversely of
said direction;

d. fastening means fastening one of said members to said

support;

e. motion transmitting means connecting the other member
to said weighing pan for simultaneous movement; and
a piston ring mounted on said piston member for free

movement relative to said piston member transverse to

said axis.

I . the outer circumference of said ring and said face being

dimensioned to define therebetween an annular gap
narrower than the spacing of said piston member from

said face.

f

3,842,925

DEVICE FOR RAISING WEIGHTS IN PRECISION
BALANCES

Carlo Crespi, Via Sordello 10, Milan, Italy

Filed Oct. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 294,736
Claims priority, application Italy, Oct. 5, 1971, 53269

Int. CL GOlg 1/28, 1/26

U.S. CI. 177-248 6 Claims

1. A device for raising and lowering the weights in precision

balances of the type having a balance beam, a support mem-
ber suspended at one end of said balance beam, a plurality of

annular weights supported by said support member concentri-

cally to each other in a substantially horiziontal plane, and
manually operable control means for controlling the raising

and lowering of said weights, the device comprising a base for
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removable connection to said balance below said support
member, guiding means provided over said base and extend-
ing below said weights substantially radially thereto, a plural-
ity of pusher elements including pins slidable within said guid-
ing means substantially perpendicularly to the plane of said
weights for raising and lowering said weights, means for oper-
ating said pins including rotatable annular disc members ar-
ranged concentrically to each other in the same plane below

said guiding means and having an upper face provided with
cam means for engaging said pins and a lower face provided
with operating means for independent rotation of said disc
members, said operating means being operatively connected
to said manually operable control means of the balance,
whereby operation of said control means causes rotation of
said disc members and raising and lowering of said weights
according to a program defined by said cam means.

3,842,926

WALKING WHEELED VEHICLE
Joseph Williams, St. Clair Shores; Clifford D. Bradley, Madi-

son Heights, and Howard C. Mottin, Warren, all of Mich.,
assignors to The Lnited States of America as represented by
the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 32,877, April 29, 1970,

abandoned. This application Nov. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 198,250
Int. CI. B62d 57102

U.S. CI. 180-8 R 4 Claims

1. A vehicle comprising a hull; at least four wheels arranged
on transverse axles for moving said hull in at least the forward
direction; and a suspension means interposed between each
wheel and the hull; each suspension means comprising a first

powered member operable to raise and lower the associated
^.ection of the hull relative to the associated wheel, and a
second powered member operable to reciprocate the axle of
the associated wheel forwardly and rearwardly relative to the
hull; said powered members being independently movable to
provide various different combinations of hull elevations and
wheel axle positions of reciprocation; each of said first pow-
ered members comprising a first crank arm pivotally con-

nected to the hull, and each of the second powered members
comprising a second crank arm pivotally connected to the first

crank arm; the associated wheel having its axle journalled on
the second crank arm so that the crank arms are interposed in

series between the wheel and hull.

3,842,927
BUS WITH REPLACEABLE POWER UNIT

Keith W. Tantlinger, Coronado, Calif., assignor to Rohr Indus-
tries, Inc., Chula Vista, Calif.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,63'*

Int. CI. B60k 5110
U.S. a. 180-11 11 Claims

1. In combination with a bus body having a downwardly
open power unit compartment in the rear end thereof, struc-
tural side wall elements on opposite sides of the bus body
defining the two sides of the compartment, and a structural
bulkhead comprising the rear end wall of the bus body spaced
forwardly from the design rear end of the bus body, and defin-
ing the forward end of, the compartment, a removable power
unit comprising:

a power unit support, frame fitted between the two sides of
the compartment,

means releasably, structurally connecting the power unit
support frame to the two sides of the compartment,

a rear drive wheel and axle assembly located forwardly of
and below the level of the power unit support frame,

suspension means interposed between the power unit sup-
port frame and the wheel and axle assembly and resil-

iently supporting upon the wheel and axle assembly, the
power unit support frame and the bus body to which it is

connected,

a thrust and drag transmitting extension on the wheel and
axle assembly extending forwardly therefrom,

hitch means pivotally, releasably connecting the forward
extension of the wheel and axle assembly to a structural
element of the bus body, and

a power package including a propulsion engine mounted on
the power unit support frame, within the compartment,
and in power driving relation with the drive wheel and
axle assembly.

3,842,928
VEHICLE FOR A CHILD

Yoshihiro Kishi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Asahi Toy Com-
pany, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 15, 1972, Ser. No. 263,284
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 21, 1971, 46-

75144; Aug. 23, 1971, 46-76045
Int. CI. B62d 61108

U.S. CI. 180-26 R 5 claims
1. A vehicle for a child comprising:
a vehicle body having a seat at the rear part thereof;
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right and left rear wheels and a front wheel for movably

supporting said body, said front wheel being disposed on

a line substantially lying on the longitudinal center of the

vehicle;

a handle for turning said front wheel in selected directions;

a gear reduction mechanism connected with said front

wheel;

a motor for driving said gear reduction mechanism;

a battery power source; and ^

means for connecting said power source to said motor

comprising a manually operated lever for performing

switching operations between said power source and said

motor for controlling the operation of said vehicle.

at least three terminals being arranged along a circular line

on said vehicle body, with a first of said terminals being

connected to one side of said motor and a second of said

terminals being connected to the other side of said motor,

a pair of arcuate electrodes disposed on an extended

portion of said lever so that said electrodes lie in substan-

tially the same circular line as said terminals, with one of

said electrodes being connected to one side of said bat-

tery and the other of said electrodes being connected to

the other side of said battery and in all positions of opera-

tion of said lever being in contact with a first of said

terminals, and

said terminals and said electrodes being arranged so that in

a neutral position of said lever a second and third of said

at least three terminals are not contacted by said elec-

trodes, in a second position of said lever said one of said

electrodes engages said second terminal while the other

electrode engages said third terminal, and in a reverse

position of said lever on the opposite side of said neutral

position said one electrode engages said third terminal

while said other electrode engages said second terminal,

whereby said lever is operative to control the vehicle for

respectively maintaining the same in a neutral driving

condition, in a forward driving condition and in a reverse

driving condition.

3,842,929

AUTOMATIC SEAT BELT APPLYING DEVICE
Akihiro Wada, Chiryu; Fumio Sugiura, Aichi, and Masaki

Ooka, Toyota, all of Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidosha

Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Aichi-ken, Japan

Filed Feb. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 330,082

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 8, 1972, 47-13759

Int. CI. B60r2//02

U.S. CI. 180-82 C 4 Claims

1. An automatic seat belt applying device for use in a vehi-

cle, comprising:

a shoulder belt for confining the shoulder of an occupant;

a shoulder belt drive assembly comprising a first guide rail

set in place along the roof side rail of a vehicle, a first wire

having such rigidity as enables the first wire to be pushed

and pulled and set in place in said first guide rail, a first

driving gear set in place on said roof side rail and opera-

tively connected with said first wire for reciprocating the

first wire in said first guide rail, a first couple of limit

switches arranged at both ends of said first guide rail, and

a first slide member fixed on said first wire and loosely

supporting said shoulder belt;

a lap belt for confining the occupant on the waist;

a lap belt drive assembly comprising a second guide rail set

in place diagonally on the interior surface of a door facing

the position for confining the occupant, a second wire

having such rigidity as enables said second wire to be

pushed and pulled and set in place in said second guide

rail, a second driving gear set in place on said interior

surface of the door and operatively connected with said

second wire for reciprocating said second wire in said

second guide rail, a second couple of limit switches ar-

15 15

ranged adjacent to the both ends of said second guide rail,

and a second slide member fixed on said second wire and

loosely supporting said lap belt;

said shoulder belt drive and lap belt drive assemblies being

assembled respectively into one single entity; and an

electric circuit for operating each of said first and second

driving gears comprising a line having a door switch

arranged on the grounding side of each one of said first

and second limit switches, a line having each of said first

and second limit switches connected in parallel to the

power source line for said each driving gear, and a plural-

ity of relays set in place for each and every one of said

first and second limit switches.

3,842,930

COLLISION SENSOR
Ernst Fiala, Braunschweig-Querum, Germany, assignor to

Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft, Wolfsburg, Germany
Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,788

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 24, 1971,

2120075
Int. CLB60r 2//00

U.S. CI. 180-91 2 Claims

1. An improved collision sensor for vehicles comprising a

sensor located at the end of a rod adapted to extend the sensor

beyond the bumper and main body of the vehicle for a dis-

tance dependent upon the speed at which the vehicle is travel-

ing, said sensor being responsive^ contact pressure for acti-

vating a safety mechanism that secures a passenger to his seat

within the vehicle, and means for controlling the displacement
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of the rod so as to extend the sensor beyond the bumper and
body of the vehicle as a function of the vehicle's speed to

permit early activation of the safety mechanism in the event

of a collision.

3,842,931

VEHICLE VACUUM LINE PRIORITY VALVE
Rudolf Andres, Sindelfingen, Germany, assignor to Daimler-
Benz Aktiengesellschaft, Stuttgart-Unlerturkheim, Germany

Filed Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,843
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 25, 1971,

2114589

Int. CI. B60t 15118
U.S. CI. 180-103 34 Claims

I. A motor vehicle driven by an internal combustion engine
having a suction pipe for producing a vacuum auxiliary force,
the vehicle including at least two adjusting mechanisms of
unequal rank for the maintenance of the operating safety

which are actuated by the auxiliary force, comprising: a line

interconnecting the at least two adjusting mechanisms, a con-
trol means provided in said line leading to the respective

subordinate adjusting mechanism, said control means includ-

ing a housing having an upper and lower space, and means for

interrupting the auxiliary force when the characteristic magni-
tude of said force reaches a predetermined value still suffi-

cient for the satisfactory operation of the next-higher ranking
adjusting mechanism, said last-mentioned means including a
diaphragm shifting means, said diaphragm shifting means
including a diaphragm disposed in said upper space, a plunger
connected with said diaphragm by way of a plate, a valve plate

means disposed in said lower space selectively actuated by
said plunger in dependence on prevailing vacuum force, said

control means further including means provided in said

plunger for communicating said upper space with said lower
space.

3.842,932

SOUND-TRAP MUFFLER
Stephen J. Gibel. 5846 Edgerton Rd., North Royalton, Ohio
44133

Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,758
Int. CI. FOln 1110, 1/24

U.S.CL 181-50 5 Claims

^^ ^^ .jr

1. M muffler for a low-volume exhaust comprising a casing
having end closures therefor, each closure having an opening

into the interior of said casing and at least one such opening
permitting connection to an exhaust outlet, a plurality of
adjacent axially concentric ring structures within said casing,
said ring structures having alternate larger and smaller inner
diameters, the axial thicknesses and inner diameters of said
ring structures defining alternate large and small volume
chambers, the cross-sectional areas of said chambers being
aligned with said casing openings and the cross-sectional area
of the smaller chambers being at least as large as the cross-
sectional area of either of said casing openings to provide a
bore through said muffler, and a partition located within each
of the larger chambers and closing off said bore thereat and
means to support said partitions so as to provide a passageway
around each partition having a total cross-sectional area not
less than the cross-sectional area of said bore but whereby the
mean free path through said muffler is longer than the axial
length of said bore through said chambers, said chambers
having surface portions of substantially anechoic acoustic
material whereby said chambers provide traps for sound
waves therewithin.

ERRATA
For Classes 181—50 and 181—33 see:
Patents Nos. 3,842,940 and 3,842,942

3,842,933

AERIAL PLATFORM
Albert L. Clark, Rt. 4, West Bend, Wis. 53095

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 147396, May 27, 1971,
abandoned. This application June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,436

Int. CI. B66f ///04
U.S. CI. 182-2 6 Claims

^^^

1. An aerial platform adapted to be mounted on the chassis

of a vehicle, comprising

a. four bar linkage including:

i. a frame adapted to be fixed to the chassis;

ii. a driver link pivotally connected at its lower end to said

frame;

iii. limited length means positioned below said driver link

and pivotally connected at its lower end to said frame
at a point spaced from said pivotal connection of said

driving link to the frame;

iv. a floating link pivotally connected to the upper ends
of said driver link and said limited length means so that,

upon upward movement of said driver link and said

limited length means, a forward portion of said floating

link pivots downwardly in respect to its connection to

said driver link;

b. said floating link having an extended lever section, which
extends beyond the connection between said floating link

and said driver link and, which pivots upwardly in respect
to said driver link as the driver link and said limited length
means are moved upwardly;

c. platform means connected to said extending lever sec-

tion;
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hydraulic cylinder means connected between said frame
and said driver link and adapted to move said linkage
between a collapsed position in which said platform
means is at its lower most position and an expanded
position in which said platform means is moved above
said upper ends of said driver link and said limited length

means and wherein said platform means is pivotally con-
nected to said lever section, and including means for
maintaining said platform section generally horizontal

during movement of said linkage, said means including an
elongated member with flexible portions having one end
connected to said platform, said elongated member ex-
tending along said floating link, and the other end of said
elongated member being wrapped around the end of said
driver link and connected to said driver hnk.

3,842,934
APPARATUS FOR LAYING ROOFING MATERIALS ON A

SLOPING ROOF
Billy G, Bartlett, 310 Maple St., Big Stone Gap, Va. 24219

Filed Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,456
Int. CI. E04g i\12, 5/04

1 ClaimU.S. CI. 182-37

1. Apparatus comprising

A. a first elongated load supporting member,
B. a plurality of slidable support means adapted to support

the first elongated load supporting member in spaced-
apart relationship to a sloping roof, the slidable support
means being adapted to be slid along the first elongated
load supporting member and locked in a desired location,

C. a first hook means hingably attached to an end of the

first elongated load supporting member, the first hook
means being adapted to extend over the gable of the

sloping roof and contact the opposite sloping roof sa^s
to restrain the first elongated load supporting member
from sliding down the sloping roof when placed thereon,
D. a first load supporting carriage riding on the first

elongated load supporting member,
E. a means to incrementally advance the first load support-

ing carriage along the first elongated load supporting
member,

F. a second elongated load supporting member, the second
elongated load supporting member being located in the

same plane as the first elongated load supporting mem-
ber, spaced apart from the first elongated load supporting
member and oriented parallel to the first elongated load

supporting member,
G. a plurality of slidable support means adapted to support

the second elongated load supporting member in spaced-
apart relationship to the sloping roof, the slidable support
means being adapted to be slid along the second elon-

gated load supporting member and locked in a desired

location,

H. a second hook means tmigably attached to an end of the

second elongated load supporting member, the second
hook means being adapted to extend over the gable of the

sloping roof and contact the opposite sloping roof so as

to restrain the second elongated load supporting member
from sliding down the sloping roof when placed thereon,

I. a second load supporting carriage riding on the second
elongated load supporting member,

J. a means to incrementally advance the second load sup-

porting carriage along the second elongated load support-

ing member,
K. a third elongated load supporting member having one

portion of the member residing on one load supporting

carriage and another portion of the load supporting mem-
ber residing on the other load supporting carriage;

the cross-section of the first and second elongated load sup-

ported members comprising

1

.

a first rectangular section having a substantially greater

width than height, the axis of the longer dimension of
the first rectangular section being oriented parallel to

the plane wherein the first and second elongated load

supporting members reside, and
2. a second rectangular section having a substantially

rectangular section being attached to the first rectangu-

lar section at the center of the longer dimension side of
the first rectangular section so as to orient the axis of
the longer dimension of the second rectangular section

perpendicular to the axis of the longer dimension of the

first rectangular section, thereby forming a tee cross-

section;

the first and second load supporting carriages each compris-
ing a member having therein a channel having a cross-

section corresponding in size and shape to the second
rectangular section so as to allow the carriage to be dis-

posed over the second rectangular section and allow the

second rectangular section to reside within the channel,
the carriage further comprising a plurality of wheels
adapted to allow the carriage to roll along the top of the

fir^t rectangular section;

the top of the second rectangular section of the cross-

section being a rack; and
the means to advance the first and second carriages com-

prising in combination a jacking member and a restrain-

ing member, the jacking member being pivotally attached
to the carriage and arranged so as to engage a tooth of the

rack and advance the carriage when rotated from a rest

position to a carriage advance position, the restraining

member being arranged so as to engage a tooth of the
rack and restrain the carriage in the advanced position.

3,842,935

COVERING AND STAIR ACCESS FOR OPENINGS IN
CEILINGS, ROOFS AND SIMILAR WALL STRUCTURES
Wilhelm Frank, Leinfelden, Germany, assignor to Wilh. Frank
GmbH, Leinfelden, Germany

Division of Ser. No. 127,311, March 23, 1971,. This
application Jan. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 324,231

CI. E06c 9/06Int.

U.S. CI. 182-81 18 Claims

1. A covering for openings in ceilings, roofs and similar
structures, comprising a frame adapted to be fitted into the
opening with its outer periphery sealed with the structure
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surrounding the opening and adapted to extend above and seal

the top over the opening, and to extend at least flush with the

lower part of the material surrounding the opening, a top

cover panel closing the upper end of said frame and being
pivoted to said frame adjacent one side thereof, and being
movable to open and close the frame in order to ventilate and
or to open the space through said frame, a foldable stairs

having an upper end pivotally connected to said frame and
being pivotal upwardly into said frame in a folded position for

storage and downwardly to lower an opposite end of said stairs

to the ground to define a stair passageway upwardly through
said frame to the roof, a bottom panel connected to said frame
closing the opening of said frame below said stairs, said panel

having openings for the passage of air therethrough and means
elastically connecting said panel to said stairs, said stairs hold-

ing said panel against said frame when said stairs are in a

folded withdrawn position.

3,842,936

COMPARTMENTALIZED ACCESSORY TRAY
ASSEMBLY FOR LADDERS

Paul V. De Luca, Port Washington, N.Y., assignor to Porta
Systems Corp., Roslyn, N.Y.

Filed May 10, 1971, S«r. No. 141,740
Int. CI. E06c 5132, 7/14

U.S.CL 182-129 27 Claims

865 /,' f4 I-
fa

fO

1. An accessory tray assembly comprising

a housing, and

a tray member,
said housing comprising

a top wall,

a rear wall, and

a pair of side walls depending downwardly from said top

wall,

said tray member comprising

a bottom wall,

a front wall member,
a rear wall, and

a pair of side walls extending upwardly from said bottom
wall,

means pivotally interconnecting the respective housing side

walls and said tray member side walls to permit slidable

movement of said tray member with respect to said hous-

ing,

means interconnected between said housing and said tray

member to normally bias said accessory tray assembly in

its closed position wherein said tray member is substan-

tially positioned inwardly within said housing,

said front wall member including means for slidably moving
said tray member substantially outwardly from said hous-

ing against the force exerted on said tray member by said

biasing means, and

said tray member in the fully open and fully closed positions

of said tray assembly being disposed in coplanar relation-

ship.

3,842,937
CIRCULATION OF LUBRICANT OF AN INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE PRIOR TO START-UP

Raymond R. Lippay, 702 E. 19th Ave., Munhali, Pa. 15120,
and Walter A. Kolas, Lebanon Rd., West Mifflin, Pa. 15122

Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,280
Int. CL FOlm 1102

U.S. CI. 184-6.3 14 Claims

1. In an internal combustion engine having an internal

lubricant pump coupled to said engine for operation thereby,

the improvement comprising a lubricational tool insertable

into said engine for operating said pump to lubricate said

engine prior to engine start-up, said tool including a body
member, a shaft rotatably extended through said body mem-
ber, said shaft terminating in a slip-joint for engagement
within said engine with said pump, said body member being

shaped for extension of said shaft spacedly through an opening

in a block of said engine, and means for rotating said shaft in

operative engagement with said pump to lubricate said engine
prior to said start-up.

3,842,938

PISTON COOLING AND/OR SMALL-END BEARING
LUBRICATION ARRANGEMENT FOR I.C. ENGINES

Howard William Barnes-Moss, Brighton, England, assignor to

Richardo & Co., Engineers ( 1927) Limited, Shoreham-by-
Sea, Sussex, England

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,478
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 30, 1971,

60852/71

Int. CI. FOlm //OO, F16c 1124, 33/00
U.S. CI. 184-6.5 5 Claims

\—-f-
,>.-*—

--f
-

i»

^-t:^

1. In an internal combustion engine of the piston type and
including a piston reciprocable in a cylinder, a rotary crank-

shaft having an oil passage therein, a crank with a crankpin
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formed as a part of the crankshaft, a connecting rod having a

big end and a small end, a big-end bearing by which the big

end of the connecting rod is journalled on the crankpin, the

big-end bearing having upper and lower half-cylindrical bear-
ing shells carried by the big end of the connecting rod, a

small-end bearing by which the small end of the connecting
rod is pivotally connected to the piston, a lubrication system
comprising a pressurized oil supply for supplying pressurized

oil to the oil passage in the crankshaft, a longitudinal oil sup-
ply passage formed lengthwise in the connecting rod and
extending between its ends, a big-end oil feed passage formed
in the crank and crankpin and communicating with the oil

passage in the crankshaft, the big-end oil feed passage termi-

nating in a big-end bearing lubrication hole located in the

leading quadrant of the crankpin surface ahead of its top-

dead-center point, an auxiliary oil supply passage formed in

the crankpin and also communicating with the oil passage in

the crankshaft, said auxiliary oil supply passage terminating in

an auxiliary lubrication hole located in the crankpin surface in

its half-side remote from the top-dead-center point of the

crankpin, said big-end bearing having an internal part-circum-
ferential groove formed therein, the greater part of the length
of the groove formed in the big-end bearing being formed in

the bearing surface of the lower bearing shell remote from the

piston, the auxiliary lubrication hole being in alignment with

the groove so as to open into the groove during a part of each
complete cycle of rotation of the crankshaft, and the groove
communicating with the end of the connecting rod longitudi-

nal oil supply passage remote from the piston, the auxiliary

lubrication hole and groove being offset to one side of the
big-end bearing lubrication hole in the direction of the axis of
the crankpin whereby communication between the groove
and the big-end bearing lubrication hole is prevented through-
out the cycle of rotation of the crankshaft.

3,842,939
GREASE BOX FOR DISPENSING LUBRICANT

Roland Satzinger, Euerdorf, Germany, assignor to Gebhard
Satzinger Metallwarenfabrik, Bad Kissingen, Germany

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,315
Claims^ priority, application Germany, Aug. 9, 1971,

2139771

Int. CI. F16n 5/00; B67d 5/44
U.S. CI. 184-39 6 Claims

1. In a grease box comprising a casing having a closed
expandable hollow body therein, said hollow body containing
electrolytic fluid into which a galvanic element is advanceable
to produce gas under pressure to effect expansion of said

hollow body which, in turn, effects dispensation of a lubricant

out of a chamber in said grease box, the improvement which
comprises a slidingly displaceable insert within said casing
comprising a gas tight lip seal, said lip seal disposed between
a portion of said expandable hollow body and said casing,

means to maintain said lip seal in sliding position within said

casing, said insert engageable by the expandable wall of said

hollow body and movable in response to forces of expansion
on the walls of said hollow body.

3,842,940

SILENCER FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Leszek Bonikowski, Krakow, Poland, assignor to Wytwornia

Silnikow Wysokopreznych Prezedsie-biorstwo Panstwowe,
Andrychow, Poland

Continuation of Ser. No. 28,470, Aug. 14, 1970, abandoned.
This application Nov. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 304,429

Claims priority, application Poland, Apr. 17, 1969, 132996
Int. CI. FOln I/IO

U.S. CI. 181-50 2 Claims

I. A silencer for an internal combustion engine comprising:

a plurality of sets of pipes, each set comprising two bowed
symmetrical pipes each having an inlet and an outlet and being
perforated along their lengths,

a connector for the pipe inlets of each set comprising a pair

of oppositely extending arms to each of which an inlet of

a said pipe is axially connected, and inlet arm means
extending transversely of said oppositely extending arms,

a connector for the pipe outlets of each set comprising a

pair of oppositely extending arms to each of which an
outlet of a said pipe is axially connected, and outlet arm
means of said last mentioned connector extending trans-

versely of said arms thereof,

the outlets of the pipes of one set being connected to the

inlets of the pipes of a succeeding set by a said connector
having two pairs of coplanar oppositely extending arms
transverse to each other,

a housing for said pipes and connectors, and sound absorb-

ing material occupying the space in said housing around
said pipes and connectors.

3,842,941

SOUND-DAMPING INSTALLATION FOR RUNNING-UP
AIRCRAFT

Oskar Gerber, Stuttgart-Degerloch, Germany, assignor to

Oskar Gerber Schall-u. Schwingungstechnik GmbH, Stutt-

gart-Degerlock, Germany
Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,603

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 17, 1971,

2141689
Int. C!. E04b 1/342

U.S. CI. 181-33 HB 2 Claims

1. A structure for housing an aircraft during engine run-up
and being particularly adapted to abate the noise resulting

from such run-up comprising,
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a rotatable floor element on which the aircraft may be
positioned,

a roof element rotatable with said floor element,
and a plurality of screen elements extending vertically be-

tween said floor element and said roof element,
at least some of said screen elements being rotatable about

a vertical axis.

3,842.942

CONSTRAINED LAYER DAMPER AND NOISE
SUPPRESSOR FOR A ROCK DRILL STEEL

James W. Jensen, Rolla, and Aarne Visnapuu, Vida, both of

Mo., assignors to The United States of America as repre-
sented by the Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 402,560
Int. CI. F16f 7100; E21c 13100

U.S. CI. 181-33 A 5 Claims

2^~

1. A combined constrained layer damper and noise suppres-
sor for a rock drill steel shaft comprising:

an elongated drill steel shaft;

a drill bit rigidly fixed at the front end of said shaft;

a viscoelastic layer damping medium bonded around said

steel shaft rearward of the drill bit and extending substan-
tially along its entire length; and

a smooth, rigid constraint tube bonded to the outer surface
of said medium and coextensive therewith along substan-
tially its entire length, said tube having a wall thickness
much less than said medium and less than one tenth its

outer diameter.

3,842,943

HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR
Ichiro Nakamura, Katsuta; Fumio Fujisawa, Mito; MItsuaki

Takenoshita, and Hiroshi Yumino, both of Katsuta, all of
Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,372
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 15, 1972, 47-

25700

Int. CI. B66b 1124
L.S. CI. 187-28 20 Claims
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downwardly during discharge; variable capacity pump means
for supplying fluid under pressure into said expansible cham-
ber during upward movement of the elevator through means
for conducting said fluid from said pump means; means driv-

ingly connected to said pump means for controlling the flow
rate of fluid pumped through controlling the capacity of said

pump means to control the speed of ascent of the elevator;

throttle means for throttling the flow of fluid from said expan-
sible chamber; means for discharging fluid from said expansi-
ble chamber, said discharging means including means for

controlling the speed of descent of the elevator through con-
trolling the flow of fluid discharged from said expansible
chamber, which means for controlling the speed of descent
comprises said pump means, said means for controlling the

flow of fluid and said throttle means.

3,842,944

SHOCK ABSORBER FOR AUTOMOBILES
Shigeo Shiotani; Harumi Magusa, and Tadaaki Oiwa, all of

Nagoya, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Chemical Company,
Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,339
Claims priority, application Japan, June 9, 1 972, 47-58055

Int. CI. F16f 7//2

U.S.CL 188-1 C 2 Claims

1. A shock absorber for automobiles which comprises a

steel hollow structure which is filled with a foamed product of
aluminum or its alloys.

3,842,945

VISCOELASTIC DAMPER
James L. Potter, 108 Sherwood Dr., Edinboro, Pa. 16412

Division of Ser. No. 142,953, May 13, 1971, , which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 84,003, Oct. 26, 1970,

abandoned. This application June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,591

Int. CI. FI6f 7108

U.S.CL 188-1 B 5 Claims

70 66
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1. A hydraulic elevator comprising: a load support for al-

lowing persons or objects to be carried thereby; expansible
chamber means being drivingly connected to said load support 1. A viscoelastic damper comprising an elongate body of
for moving said load support upwardly during expansion and viscoelastic material, an elongate nonextensible inner plate
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embedded centrally within and bonded to said body and ex-
tending longitudinally thereof substantially the entire length
thereof, said inner plate having one end extending outwardly
beyond said body, pivotal connection means carried by said

one end of said inner plate, separate elongate nonextensible
outer plates bonded to opposite sides of said body substan-
tially the entire length thereof in spaced apart parallel relation

to each other and to said inner plate, the elongate axis of said

plates being orieivted in the same direction as that of said

body, means rigidly interconnecting said outer plates for si-

multaneous movement relative to said inner plate and pre-
loading said body between said inner and outer plates in com-
pression perpendicular to its longitudinal axis, said outer plate

interconnecting means being spaced from said body and inner
plate means, and pivotal connection means carried by said

outer plates, the axis of each of said pivotal connection means
being perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of said damper.

3,842,946

BRAKING SYSTEM
Bertram G. Blevens, 3206 5 Oaks PI., Louisville, Ky. 40205

Filed Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 343,890
Int. CI. B62i 1 100; B60t 7112

U.S. CI. 188-24 2 Claims

I—

e

1. For use with a bicycle, including a frame and wheel forks,

wheels rotatably mounted in said wheel forks and means for

imparting rotation to said wheels for propelling the bicycle,

the combination therewith of an improved braking system,

which comprises:

A. brakes mounted near the periphery of each of said

wheels for application of braking effort to the peripheral

portion of each of said wheels:

B. means for applying effort to a first brake:

C. the improvement of motion transmission means for trans-

lating vehicular momentum to linear movement for appli-

cation of effort to the other of said brakes, comprising:

I. a movable mounting means for said first brake;

a. said mounting means comprising a sliding mecha-
nism including:

1. a supporting structure for said sliding mechanism
fixedly mounted to the frame of said bicycle, and,

2. a mounting member slidably mounted thereon,

said mounting member being movable in the direc-

tion of rotation of said wheels in response to the

motion of said wheels and the braking effort of the

brake in engagement with one of said wheels;

3. the further improvement in which said supporting

structure is a post and said mounting member is a

sleeve slidably mounted thereon, and;

2. linkage means in operative relation with said movable
mounting member and said other brake for transmit-

ting motion from said movable mounting member to

said other brake and for application of brake engaging
effort to said other brake.

3,842,947

ARRESTING DEVICE
Detlef Hofmann, Eutinger Strasse, 7531 Kieselbronn bei pforz-

heim, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 59,451, July 30, 1970,

abandoned. This application Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,922
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 1, 1969,

1939207

Int. CI. B62c /i02

U.S. CI. 188-69 9 Claims

1. In combination on an arresting device; first and second
members which are relatively moveable in a predetermined
direction, said members having portions in adjacent parallel

relation and parallel to the direction of relative movement of
said members, each said portion having at least one groove
means therein opening toward the other of said portions and
extending at an angle to said direction, a groove means in one
of said portions registering with a groove means in the other
of said portions when said members are in a predetermined
relative position, each groove means having side walls which
converge in a direction away from the other said groove
means, said groove means when in registration defining a
passage having four angularly related walls all extending at an
angle to said direction, ball means of predetermined diameter
receivable in said passage in simultaneous engagement with all

of said four angularly related walls to arrest said members in

said positions, said ball means being insertable into and with-

drawable from said passage at one end of the passage, and a
ball control element on one of said members located for

movement thereof in the longitudinal direction of the groove
means in the said portion of the respective member, said ball

control element including means engaging said ball means and
being movable for inserting the ball means into said passage
and for withdrawing the ball means from said passage, said

groove means being inclined relative to each other to cause
said passage to diminish in cross section in a direction away
from said one end thereof, said ball means engaging on the

side thereof which faces directly away from the said one end
of the passage.

3,842,948

DISC BRAKES
Ralph Nigel Douglas Fredrick, Bromsgrove, England, assignor

to Girling Limited, Birmingham, England
Continuation of Ser. No. 106,738, Jan. 15, 1971, abandoned.

This application Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,563
Claims priority, application Grei^t Britain, Jan. 28, 1970,

4033/70

Int. CI. F16d 55104
U.S. CI. 188-71.4 4 Claims

1. A disc brake of the kind in which friction discs rotatable

in both directions are brought into engagement with opposed
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surfaces in a stationary housing by axial separation of co-

operating pressure plates located between the friction discs

and maintained in parallelism in the off position of the brake,

balls being housed in complementary inclined recesses in the

adjacent faces of the pressure plates, and on application of the

brake the pressure plates move angularly with the friction

discs until one plate is arrested by a stop, the other plate

continuing to move angularly to produce a servo action, at

least two rotatable friction discs on each side of said pressure

plates and at least one intermediate disc location between

J7 38 37

a
V r f

adjacent friction discs on each side of said pressure plates,

means affording an operative connection between all of said

intermediate discs selectively to each of said pressure plates

depending on the direction of rotation of the friction discs,

said means being constructed and arranged that all of said

intermediate discs on both sides of said pressure plates trans-

mit torque in both directions of rotation of the friction discs

to whichever pressure plate is acting as the servo plate while
allowing relative rotational movement between said interme-
diate discs and whichever pressure plate is arrested by its stop
according to the direction of rotation of the friction discs.

3,842,949

DISC BRAKES
Charles Newstead, Tyseley, England, assignor to Girling Lim-

ited, Birmingham, England
Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,019

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 28, 1972,
9147/72

Int. CI. F16d 55I1S
U.S. CI. 188-170 9 Claims

^^ 'SfK,! h* .—I. . —1-

1. In or for a vehicle wheel disc brake having a rotatable

disc, a spring brake actuator which comprises a friction pad

assembly for frictionally engaging said disc to apply the brake,

a thrust transmitting assembly acting on said pad assembly in

a brake-applying direction, and a fluid pressure motor includ-

ing spring means, a pressure responsive member operable to

oppose said spring means and mechanical stop means limiting

movement of said pressure responsive member in said brake
applying direction, said thrust transmitting assembly compris-
ing a strut of adjustable length having a first part fast with said

pressure responsive member, and a second part manually
adjustable axially relative to said first part, between an opera-
tive position in which said second part has simple abutting
engagement with said pad assembly and holds said first part
clear of said pad assembly and an inoperative position in

which said second part is released from simple abutting en-
gagement with said pad assembly, said first part being held
clear of thrust transmitting engagement with said pad assem-
bly either by the application of fluid pressure to said pressure
responsive member of said motor, or by engagement of said
pressure responsive member of said motor with said mechani-
cal stop means under the action of said spring means.

3,842,950
AUTOMATIC PARKING OR EMERGENCY BRAKE

SYSTEM FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
John G. Fontaine, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., assignor to Fail Safe

Brake Corporation, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Division of Ser. No. 135,193, April 19, 1971, abandoned. This

application May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,556
Int. CI. F16d 7/ /02

U.S. CI. 188-170 7 Claims

1. In a vehicle brake mechanism, a cylinder, a shaft axially

movable through the cylinder, a piston carried by the shaft,

said shaft being connected to brake-applying mechanism,
means including a hydraulic pump and hydraulic line means
connected to the cylinder for supplying hydraulic fluid therein

and against one face of the piston to thereby cause the shaft

to move in a direction to produce brake release, spring means
contained within the cylinder and producing a pressure

against the second face of the piston in opposition to the

hydraulic pressure to thereby cause application of the brakes,
valve means effective to retain the brakes in a released condi-
tion, and a normally open valve in the hydraulic line means,
said normally open valve being operable to momentarily re-

strict hydraulic fiuid, thereby increasing the pressure of said

hydraulic fluid and diverting a portion of said increased pres-

surized hydraulic fluid to the brake cylinder, charging said

cylinder and releasing said brakes, and means operable after

said brakes are released for closing said valve means to hold
the increased fluid pressure in said cylinder and for opening
said normally open restrictive valve.
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3,842,951
TWO WAY AUTOMATIC BRAKE ADJUSTER

Luciano Farello, Turin, Italy, assignor to Wabsco Westing-
liouse S.P.A., Turin, Italy

Filed Dec. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 423,600
Int. CI. F16d 65/66

188-202 8 Claims

1. In a single nut type brake adjuster adapted to form a part
of a railroad car brake rigging as a force transmitting device,

and including a rod member provided with a screw portion at

one end thereof and means adjacent the other end thereof for

securing into the rigging, a housing member mounted in tele-

scoping relation to the rod member screw portion at one end
thereof and including means adjacent the other end thereof
for securing same into the rigging, resilient means for biasing

said members in a slack take up direction from an extended
relation to a contracted relation in which said rod member is

withdrawn inside said housing member a suitable amount, a

nut threadedly received on said screw portion of said rod

member and disposed within a portion of said housing mem-
ber, said housing member portion carrying a stop clutch as-

sembly including spaced seats adapted to be engaged by op-

posing clutch surfaces of said nut, and means for actuating

said nut during operation of the brake rigging to rotate in slack

take up and let out directions as required to maintain the

stroke of the rigging brake cylinder of substantially uniform
length, including slack take up controlling means comprising
an actuator including a member mounted on said housing
member for relative shifting movement therebetween and
longitudinally thereof in response to brake cylinder over-

travel, and means for utilizing said relative shifting movement
to effect biasing of said nut to rotate in a slack take up direc-

tion, the improvement wherein:

said housing member portion is secured to said other end
portion thereof for rotational movement relative thereto,

a rotatable casing received over said housing member
portion for shifting movement longitudinally of the ad-
juster and extending over said rod member at one end of
said casing and over said housing member one end at the

other end of said casing,

said resilient means engaging between said housing member
portion and said casing for frictionally keying them to-

gether for rotation in unison,

said casing incluamg an abutment structure for acting on
said nut under the biasing action of said resilient means
to draw said nut against one of said seats to preclude

rotation thereof with respect to said rod member in the

riding relation of the adjuster,

a take up compression spring interposed between said hous-

ing member one end and said nut,

with said nut being biased against one of said seats by said

resilient means in the riding relation of the adjuster,

said utilizing means comprising said actuator member being

applied to said casing other end in response to brake

cylinder overtravel to shift said casing to relieve said nut

of the biasing action of said resilient means whereby said

compression spring is operative to rotate said nut in a

slack take up direction,

said nut being drawn against the other of said seats to trans-

mit thrust forces through said adjuster on application of

forces to said adjuster in opposition to said resilient

means,

whereby, in the riding relation of said adjuster said nut, said

housing member portion and said casing are locked to-

gether as one rotatable unit relative to said rod member.

and manual rotation of said casing will rotate said nut
relative to said rod member to adjust the position of said

nut relative to said rod member, and on operation of said

actuator member on brake cylinder overtravel, said resil-

ient means acts as an overtravel spring.

3,842,952

TRANSMISSION BANDS
William R. Cook, Jr., 3006 Ridge Rd. N.E., Cortland, Ohio
44410

Filed Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 311,350
Int. CI. F16d 65/04

U.S. CI. 188-249 3 Claims

1. A band construction for an automatic transmission, com-
prising:

a circular steel band provided with a brake lining on its

inner surface, said band being of the slit type to provide
two adjoining free ends,

an anchor portion, comprising a body conforming to the

curvature of said steel band and overlying the outer sur-

face of the latter at one of said free ends, and fixed

thereto,

said body having a front portion extending crosswise of and
projecting beyond the said one free end, said front por-

tion being radially and outwardly off-set with respect to

the remainder of said body,

said body having an opening therethrough, formed by lanc-

ing and then displacing radially outwardly a central part

of said body to form a rigid tongue and to define a rear

edge of said front portion, said tongue and said front

portion being outwardly off-set substantially the same
amount from said body, the free lip of said tongue being

spaced from and parallel to said rear edge of said front

portion,

a clip attachable to said anchor portion, including a body
slightly less in width than the opening in said anchor
portion body, and having a head at its forward end, said

head having a cross-slot,

the body of said clip being projectable into the opening in

said anchor portion body to be disposed between said

tongue and the outer adjacent surface of said steel band,
the marginal portion defining the rear edge of said front

portion being seated within said cros.s-slot in said head.

3,842,953
WHEEL-MOUNTED LUGGAGE

Paul Ferdinand Royet, Chanteloire, Aurec, France

Filed Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330,258
Int. CI. A45c 5//4

U.S. CI. 190-18 A 1 Claim
1. A wheel-supported carrier comprising:

a casing of generally rectangular parallelipedal configura-
tion with a broad base defined by a pair of longitudinal

edges and a pair of transverse edges;

a pair of bushings mounted on said base parallel to and
adjacent to each said longitudinal edge

a pair of wheels each connected to a cylindrical rotatable

sleeves and mounted on said base about respective piv-

otal axes generally parallel to said longitudinal edges

whereby the axes of said wheels can assume a retracted
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position perpendicular to said base and an operative

position generally parallel thereto upon pivotal move-
ment of said sleeves about their relative axes;

said sleeves fixed to said casing along said base in said

bushings, each sleeve having an end portion of larger

diameter than the remainder of said sleeve each bushing

and the respective end portion of said sleeve having cam-
ming engagement confronting faces, one of the confront-

ing faces being formed with a recess defined between a

steep flank and an inclined flank and the other confront-

ing face being formed with a projection generally comple-
mentary to said recess and formed between a steep flank

and an inclined flank whereby the steep flanks of the

confronting faces abut one another in said operative

position to limit further rotation of each sleeve in the

sense tending to swing the respective wheels of its re-

tracted position while the inclined flanks of the confront-

ing faces mutually engage to prevent opposite rotation of

the respective sleeve in the absence of relative axial dis-

thrust bearing, said pressure spring being of such dimen-
sions that for all operating conditions of the clutch it

ensures a connection between said lever means and the

pressure plate in the direction of a common axis of said

release bearing, said pressure rod and said pressure plate.

placement of each bushing and the respective sleeve; and
a cross member fixing said bushings to said casing and
extending parallel to one of said pairs of edges;

a respective handlebar member received in each sleeve and
axially disph'^eable therein;

cooperating formations on each handlebar member and
sleeve for operatively coupling same to rotate said sleeves

and the larger end portion connected thereto to swing the

respective wheels out of their retracted positions and into

their operative positions upon axial telescoping with-

drawal of the handlebar members from the respective

sleeves; and

means for mounting said bushing on said casing for axial

movement relative to the respective sleeves to permit

reverse rotation of said larger end portions of said sleeves

to the retracted position upon telescoping of said handle-

bar members into said sleeves upon unloading of said

wheel and the camming engagement of the inclined Hanks
of the confronting faces.

3,842,954

CLUTCH WITH CENTRAL PIN RELEASE BEARING
Rudolf Honemann, Flechtorf Sudetenring, Germany, assignor

to Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft, Wolfsburg. Germany
Filed Mar. 8, 1973, S«r. No. 339,363

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 10, 1972,

2211521

Int. CI. F16d 2i//2
U.S. CI. 192-96 8 Claims

1. Apparatus for mechanical operation of a clutch that is

arranged between an engine and a transmission, said appara-
tus comprising:

a pressure rod having its first end in friction contact with
that pressure plate of the clutch which is rotating at en-
gine speed;

a clutch throw-out lever means for enabling mechanical
operation of the clutch; and

a clutch release bearing located between said lever means
and said pressure rod, said release bearing comprising a
support element against which said lever means bears, a
thrust bearing, a pressure spring located between the
support element and the thrust bearing and a rotating
element with one side in contact with the second end of
said pressure rod and the other side in contact with the

said support element being in the shape of a housing for

the other elements of said release bearing and having an
entrance opening for said pressure rod of such a dimen-

sion as to retain the elements of said release bearing in

one unit prior to incorporation of the release bearing in

said apparatus.

3,842,955

DOT PRINTER
Kyuhachiro Iwasaki, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Ricon Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,873
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 20, 1971, 46-93487

Int. CI. B41ji/50
L.S. CL 197-1 R 8 Claims

I.

25 27

A dot printer comprising:

a plurality of plungerless electromagnets of the clapper

type each comprising a yoke formed of flat sheet mate-

rial, a core secured to said yoke, a coil wound on the core,

an armature having a base and an opposite free end, and
non-resilient means for pivotally connecting the armature

base to the yoke to allow pivotal movement of the arma-

ture toward and away from the core but to prevent move-
ment of the armature transversely of the core axis, said

base overlapping the yoke and maintaining contact with

a continuous line thereof at all times, said opposite free

end of the armature tapering in going from the base

toward the free end, said armature being disposed sub-

stantially transversely of the core axis, said plurality of

electromagnets being disposed radially to form a circle

with the free ends of the armatures being disposed toward

the center of the circle, said core having a triangular

cross-section with an apex pointing to the center of the

circle,

a plurality of needes for performing dot printing corre-

sponding in number to the plurality of electromagnets,

each of said needles having a free end and a base, and the

needles being respectively operatively connected at their

bases to the free ends of the armatures of the respective

electromagnets.
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. resilient means for urging the armatures of the electro-

magnets to move away from the cores when the electro-

magnets are inoperative, and
. guide means for guiding the needles to cause the free

ends thereof to be aligned with one another and disposed

in a row in face-to-face relationship with a recording

sheet, said electromagnets being selectively magnetized
and rendered operative for selective actuation of the

needles to perform dot printing on the recording sheet by

selective passage of current to the coils of the electromag-

nets respectively associated with the needles to be selec-

tively actuated.

3,842,956

CXRD ENCODING MACHINE
Richard J. Reilly, and Glen L. Merrill, both of St. Paul, Minn.,

assignors to Cytec Development Inc., Ramsey, Minn.

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 301,198

Int. CI. 84 Ij 1122

U.S. CI. 197-6.4 5 Claims

1. Apparatus to impress on a card a code pattern of dots

corresponding to selected letters and numerals comprising:

a base;

an anvil on said base;

a guide block above said anvil having a series of holes

therein with a plurality of spring biased pins in the holes

so as to be guided toward said anvil;

card carrying means on said base adapted to carry the card

onto a first plurality of successive positions between said

anvil and said guide means;

a code member having a plurality of groups of irregularities

thereon, each group corresponding to a selected charac-

ter, said code member comprising a generally disc shaped

member disposed at least partly above said guide means,

and slideably movable along and rotatable about a shaft

positioned generally perpendicular to said base, said

groups of irregularities spaced about the rim of said disc

shaped member; and

a moving means supported by said base on the opposite side

of said code member from said anvil and adapted to move
the code member against said plurality of pins to selec-

tively move some of the pins against the card, the selected

pins depending on the pattern of the irregularities in the

group positioned proximate the pins said moving means
including a cam means which comprises a lever pivoted

in a frame extending up from said base, said lever having

a roller at one end, said roller bearing against an interme-

diate member, said intermediate member mounted for

vertical movement along a pair of guide shafts, movement
of said lever operable to depress the intermediate mem-
ber against spring means so as to move the code member
an exact predetermined distance down against said spring

biased pins.

3,842,957

ELECTRICALLY HEATABLE SELECTIVE MARKING
APPARATUS

William G. Wilkin, Oak Park; Charles J. Wintergreen, Chi-

cag», and James H. Stade, Elk Grove, all of III., assignors to

Norman M. Shapiro, Chicago and William G. Wilkin, Oak
Park, both of. III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 1 17,970, Feb. 27, 1971, abandoned.

This application Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,576
Int. CI. B41j 1132, 19142, 19/40

U.S. CI. 197-6.4 152 Claims

1. A marking device having reciprocating, drive shaft means
for lowering and raising piston means for carrying marking
means for marking a work piece, reciprocating piston means
operatively connected to a lower portion of said drive shaft

means so that during the reciprocating downstroke and up-

stroke of said drive shaft means said drive shaft means both

actuate said piston means in a reciprocating manner and after

so actuating said piston means reciprocate to some extent

independently of said piston means, said piston means having

collar means operatively connected to said piston means and
positioned in spaced relationship to an upper portion of said

piston means, said collar means having a collar opening for

receiving said drive shaft means, said drive shaft means includ-

ing a vertically extending, reciprocating drive shaft and mark-
ing regulator means for adjustably controlling or regulating

the marking time and the pressure exerted on the work piece

during the marking operation, said marking regulator means
including at least one spring-biased, laterally slidable, detent
pin for actuating said piston means positioned in said drive

shaft, and said detent pin being urged laterally outwardly of
said drive shaft to its extended position for actuating said

piston means by resilient spring means, being moved inwardly

of and through said collar opening when the outer end of said

detent pin is so directed during the marking operation, and
being moved outwardly to its extended position both below
and above at least part of said collar opening by said spring

means during the marking operation.

3,842,958

SHIFT MECHANISM
Manfred Link, Nuernberg, Germany, assignor to Triumph
Werke Nuernberg A.G., Nuernberg, Germany

Filed May 30, 1973, Ser. No. 365,253
Claims priority, application Germany, July 6, 1972,

2233169
Int. CI. B41j 23/04

U.S.CL 197-18 4 Claims

1. In a single element typewriter having a type element with

upper and lower case characters arranged on different por-
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tions and rotatable to present the upper and lower case type
characters for printing, and rotating means including a shift
lever pivotally movable for controlling the rotation of the type
element, the improvement comprising:

a shift crank supported for rotational movement.
a crank pin secured to said shift crank at a location radially

spaced from the axis of rotation of said shift crank and
extending therefrom in an axial direction,

a band,
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3,842,960
LOW INERTIA IMPACT PRINT HEAD

"^927^5^" ^*"^' ^^"^^^ ^ihthrope St., Santa Ana, Calif.

Filed June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 373,971
Int. CI. B41j 1132

U.S. CI. 197-53
7 Claims

means connecting said band between the shift lever and the
crank pin for pivoting the shift lever in response to the
rotational movement of the shift crank, and

drive means operable with each actuation for rotating the
shift crank substantially 180° to rotate the type element
to present a different case of type characters for printing.

3,842,959
TYPE HEAD FOR TYPEWRITING MACHINE

Alfred Bauer, Rue Maujobia 95 2000, Neuchatel, Switzerland
Filed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 398,167

Int. CI. 84 Ij 1160
U.S. CI. 197-52 4 Claims

1. A type head for a typewriting machine having a grooved
shaft adapted to mount the type head, said type head compris-
mg. a generally spherical body, the body having a central
passageway for receipt of the shaft, a generally U-shaped
sprmg positioned on the body and substantially surrounding
an openmg of the passageway, the spring having a pair of
return-bent arms positioned respectively on both sides of the
openmg and extending partially thereacross to bite on the
central passageway and secure the head to the shaft by en-
gagement of the arms in the groove when the spring is at rest
the head mcluding a pair of converging inclined planes en-
gaged between the arms of the spring, whereby when a force
IS exerted on the median portion of the spring the same will be
moved radially towards the axis of said hole and the arms will
be separated one from the other by said planes to release the
arms from the groove.

tf-/ A/6

1. A print head, comprising in combination:
a print wheel;

character-bearing permanently magnetized fonts magneti-
cally retained at the periphery of said wheel;

a stationary hammer periodically magnetically coupled to
the fonts for selectively releasing said fonts;

an individual non-permanently magnetizable member, one
said member associated with each of the fonts, which is

radially attached to the print wheel and intermediately
positioned between the hammer and fonts periodically
during rotation of the print wheel, each of the fonts exhib-
iting reduced moment of inertia during magnetic release
from its associated member; and

leans integral with said wheel for enabling selection of a
particular font.

3,842,961

VARIABLE SPEED HANDRAIL
Richard D. Burson, Highland, Md., assignor to The Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md,

Filed May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,708
Int. CI. B66b 9112

U.S. CI. 198-16 R 11 Claims
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1. A variable speed handrail comprising:
a longitudinally deformable sleeve member having a surface

for reception of the hands of users of the handrail and
which surface is movable at differing speeds at various
points thereon;

means for deforming the sleeve member longitudinally of its

length so as to cause selected spaced points on the afore-
said surface of the sleeve member to move at differing
speeds;

carriage members joined to the sleeve member at spaced
points along its length, said carriage members being
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driven by the aforesaid means at differing speeds at pre-

determined positions along the sleeve member so as to

deform said sleeve member longitudinally of its length,

thereby causing spaced points on the surface of the sleeve

member to move at differing speeds; and,

chain means reieasably connected to the carriage members
for moving said carriage members along portions of the

handrail, the chain means comprising a link chain having

pivotable ratchet-like members connected to selected

links of said chain, one each of the ratchet-like members
engaging one each of the carriage members to provide

releasable connection between the chain and the carriage

members.

3,842,962

APPARATUS FOR CONVEYING PIECE ARTICLES,
PARTICULARLY STACKS OF NEWSPAPERS, IN

PERPENDICULAR DIRECTIONS
Leonid Pavlovich Grachev, ulitsa Serafimovicha, 2, kv. 181;

Nikolai Ivanovich Anikanov, Bolshaya Bronnaya ulitsa, 2/6,

kv. 6, both of Moscow; Grigory losifovich Zaks, ulitsa Mech-

nikova, 14a, kv. 24, Kiev; Grigory Avramovich Radutsky,

16 Parkovaya ulitsa, 49, korpus 2, kv. 68, Moscow, and

Rafail Efimovich Kheifets, Brest-Litovsky prospekt, 162, kv.

30, Kiev, all of U.S.S.R.

Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,432

Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., Dec. 22, 1971,

1729194
Int. CI. B6Sg 47/00

U.S. CI. 198-25 , 2 Claims

1. An apparatus for conveying stacks of newspapers and the

like in mutually perpendicular directions comprising in combi-

nation:

a roUerway for conveying the stacks therealong in a first

direction;

a series of rotatable rollers of said rollerway disposed rela-

tive to one another to define a series of clearance spaces

between each adjoining one of said rollers;

a plurality of rotatable driving shafts disposed under said

rollerway so that the axis of rotation of each shaft is

perpendicular to the axesiof rotation of said rollers;

a plurality of discs fixedly mounted on each of said driving

shafts and disposed along the shafts such that respective

ones of said discs on respective ones of said shafts are

successively interposed in said clearance spaces, the discs

on adjoining shafts overlapping one another in respective

ones of said clearance spaces to define a checkered-

pattern disposition of discs on said rollerway, each of said

discs having a segment-shaped cutaway portion whose

• surface is lower than the top generatrix of said rollers so

that the stacks may move unimpeded along said rollers in

said first direction;

stop means adjustably disposed immediately rearwardly of

said checkered-pattern disposition of discs for preventing

movement of the stacks at a zone of deflection of the

stacks, which zone defines a position on said rollerway

when the stacks, from being conveyed in said first direc-

tion, are stopped by said stop means and deflected to

move in a succeeding direction selectable from the two

directions perpendicular to said first direction;

said stop means being pivoted in a vertical plane to be

hideably disposed in grooved portions provided in said

rollers to permit uninterrupted passage of the stacks

beyond said stop means in said first direction;

pickup means operatively associated with said stop means

for determining the position of the stacks at said zone of

deflection and providing a response output representative

thereof;

selectably-directional driving means operatively responsive

to said response output for rotating said driving shafts

with the discs in selectably respective predetermined

opposed directions whereby when said stack is to be

deflected in said zone of deflection said stop means stops

said stacks therein and said pickup means provides said

output response to said driving means whereupon said

discs are rotated on said shafts in a predetermined direc-

tion to cause deflection of the stacks from movement in

said first direction to movement in a second direction

selected from the two directions perpendicular to said

first direction depending upon said predetermined direc-

tion of rotation of the shafts by said selectably-directional

driving means.

3,842,963

APPARATUS FOR TRANSPORTING A PLURALITY OF
ELEMENTS

Kate Kemper, Lange Strasse 8-10, D-4835 Rietberg 2, Ger-

many ^
Filed Feb. 24^, 1972, Ser. No. 228,851

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 27, 1971,

2109363
Int. CI. B65g 47/26

U.S. CI. 198-31 AC 14 Claims

oooo ^
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1. An apparatus for transporting a plurality of articles,

comprising in combination:

a. a first, endless conveyor having an overall width sufficient

to support a plurality of discrete articles in aligned spaced

relation transversely to its direction of travel;

b. means for driving said first conveyor;

c. a second, linear conveyor positioned adjacent to and

extending transversely to said first conveyor;

d. means for placing the articles uniformly spaced in a row
on said second conveyor, said row extending transversely

to said first conveyor;

e. means for driving said second conveyor, whereby the

articles are carried by said second conveyor transversely

to said first conveyor;

f. charging means for periodically and simultaneously

dumping all the articles laterally off said second conveyor

onto said first conveyor;

g. means for driving said charging means;

h. control means for periodically actuating said charging

means as a predetermined number of said articles on said
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second conveyor is periodically brought adjacent said
first conveyor; and

I. arbitrarily settable means connected to said control means
for altering the rhythm of actuation of said charging
means, whereby the number of articles adjacent said first

conveyor at the moment of each actuation of said charg-
ing means is variable so that the number of articles
dumped simultaneously onto said first conveyor from said
second conveyor is arbitrarily selectable.

3,842,964
RESILIENTLY MOUNTED SWINGABLE SIDE PLATES

FOR LOADING MACHINES AND THE LIKE
Haim J. Kamner, Palatine, III., assignor to Goodman Equip-
ment Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,812
Int. CI. B6Sg 37/00

U.S. CI. 198-95 8 Claims

I. In a loading machine or the like having a main frame and
a swing frame connected to said main frame for pivotal move-
ment about a generally vertical axis adjacent one end of said
main frame, said main frame and said swing frame each having
laterally spaced generally upstanding side panels defining
channel means therebetween along which material may pass,

said side panels having adjacent end surfaces spaced apart a
first distance when the swing frame is disposed in one pivotal
position relative to the longitudinal axis of the main frame and
being spaced apart a second lesser distance when the swing
frame is disposed in an opposite pivotal position relative to

said main frame; the combination therewith of relatively rigid

side plates, and mounting means including at least one elon-
gated spring fixedly secured to each of said side plates and
resiliently mounting each of said side plates in upstanding
relation between said main and swing frames such that each
side plate is positioned to substantially close off and prevent
passage of material through the space between the adjacent
end surfaces of the associated side panels throughout the full

range of pivotal movement of said swing frame relative to said
main frame, said elongated springs being disposed between
each of said side plates and said main and swing frames that
loads impacting said side plates as material passes through said

channel means are substantially absorbed by said resilient

mounting means.

3,842,965

SHEET PILE FEEDING DEVICE
Ernst PfafHe, Neuffen, Germany, assignor to Hans Sickinger
Company, Pontiac, Mich.

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,124
Int. CLB65gi 7/00

U.S. a. 198-103 8 Claims
1. A sheet pile feeding device comprising a plurality of

transversely spaced endless belts, means continuously driving
said belts in one direction, the receiving ends of the belts being
accessible to placement of sheet piles thereon with random
spacing, at least one sheet pile separating finger disposed
between two of said belts, means for reciprocating said finger
between a lower position below the level of said belts so as to
permit a sheet pile to be carried by the belts past the fingers,
and an upper position in obstructing relation with the next
sheet pile, said last-mentioned means causing ascent of the
finger under the rear portion of the first sheet pile so that it

will stop the next sheet pile even though it abuts the preceding
pile, a pusher assembly reciprocably mounted above said belts
between forward and retracted positions, said pusher assem-
bly comprising a carriage and at least one pusher movably
mounted on the carriage, means for successively raising said
pusher, retracting said carriage, lowering said pusher behind
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a sheet pile released by the fingers, and advancing said car-
riage, said last-mentioned means being synchronized with the
means for raising and lowering said finger, and a work holding
carriage for receiving sheet piles delivered by said pusher
assembly, and means for indexing said work holding carriage
in synchronism with the reciprocating pusher assembly move-
ment.

3,842,966
TRAVELLING MINE ROOF SUPPORT WITH SCRAPER
CONVEYOR FOR USE WITH MECHANICAL MINING

APPARATUS
Guenter Blumenthal, Westerholt, and Reinoid Krohm, Heme,

both of Germany, assignors to Kloeckner-Werke AG, Duis-
burg, Germany

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,891
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 7, 1972.

2210897

Int. CI. B65g2///2
U.S. CI. 198-126 21 Claims

1. A travelling mine roof support comprising, in combina-
tion, frame means for said mine roof support, said frame
means having a base plate adapted to engage the floor of a
mine gallery; a slide in form of U-shaped upwardly open
trough having a spaced side walls and a bottom wall and being
arranged at that side of said base plate which in operation
faces the mine face of the gallery; fluid operated cylinder and
piston means connected to said frame means and said slide for
moving said frame means and said slide relative to each other
towards and away from said mine face; a scraper conveyor
having an upper and a lower run; and conveyor channel means
arranged in said trough for guiding said upper and said lower
run of said scraper conveyor, said conveyor channel means
comprising a guide member for guiding said upper run of said
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scraper conveyor and having a pair of transversely spaced side
wall profiles connected at the bottom ends thereof by a trans-

verse wall upwardly spaced from said bottom wall of said

trough, hinge means for hingedly connecting one of the side
wall profiles of said guide member to one of said side walls of
said trough tiltable about a substantially horizontal axis be-
tween a working position in which said transverse wall extends
substantially parallel to said bottom wall and a raised position
in which said transverse wall is upwardly tilted, and releasable

locking means for connecting the other side wall profile to the
other wall of said trough, the lower run of said scraper con-
veyor being guided in the space between said transverse wall

of said member and said bottom wall of said trough.

3,842,967
ROTATABLE DISTRIBUTOR-FEEDERS TO TRAVELING

RECEPTACLES
Richard A. Davis, 115 S. H St., Oxnard, Calif. 93030

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,548
Int. CI. B65g /7//2

U.S. CI. 198-140 8 Claims

1. A distributor-feeder for supplying particulate material by
gravity to a series of spaced receptacles during movement
along an arcuate path in a virtually vertical plane, said dis-

tributor-feeder comprising;

a cylinder having a closed end and mounting means con-
nected to said closed end for rotation of said cylinder

about a horizontal axis concentric with the arcuate path
of a series of spaced receptacles moving below said cylin-

der;

a frusto-conical guide with its base connected to the other,

open end of said cylinder, the small end of said guide
being adapted to receive a conduit associated with a

source of particulate material;

a plurality of elongated, horizontally extending, spaced
feeder ports in the cylindrical wall of said distributor,

each port including a nozzle provided with walls extend-
ing outwardly of said cylinder.

3,842,968

SNAP-ON ATTACHMENT
Robert W. Owens, Blue Island, III., assignor to Velten & Pulver

Inc., Chicago Ridge, III.

Filed Nov. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 416,734
Int. CI. B65g 17/00, J 5/30

U.S. CI. 198-189 7 Claims
1. An attachment for carrying articles on an articulated

chain conveyor having a plurality of chain links joined to-

gether by pin links with a recess in at least one edge thereof,

said attachment comprising a base having a first thickness and
providing a support surface to carry articles on the associated
conveyor, spaced apart legs depending from said base oppo-
site said support surface and substantially normal thereto for

mounting said attachment on the associated conveyor, said

base having an area of reduced thickness between said legs to

accommodate flexure of the free ends of said legs for mount-
ing said attachment on the associated conveyor, and a rein-

forcing member on said area of reduced thickness opposite

said support surface extending between said legs and having
a limited width for reinforcing said base during flexure

thereof, a recess in the inner surface of each of said legs

shaped complementary to the associated pin link for receiving

a pin link therein, each of said legs having a projection shaped
complementary to the recess in the pin link and extending into

said leg recess to fit within the recess in the pin link for trap-

ping the pin link, whereby said legs and the recesses therein

are normally spaced apart a distance sufficient to accommo-

date an associated pair of the pin links therebetween with said

projections in position to engage and trap the associated pair

of pin links in said leg recesses, bending deformation of said

base in a direction away from said legs resulting in the free

ends of said legs being moved apart a distance sufficient to

permit said legs to be positioned astride an associated pair of
pin links for engagement and trapping of the pair of pin links

by said legs and said projections, subsequent bending defor-

mation of said base in a direction away from said legs resulting

in the free ends of said legs being moved apart a distance

sufficient to disengage said legs and said projections from the

associated pair of pin links previously engaged and trapped
thereby.

3,842,969

CONVEYOR BELT
Maynard R. Euverard, Clarendon Hills, III., assignor to Velten

& Pulver Inc., Chicago Ridge, III.

Filed Apr. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 348,650
Int. CI. B65g 15/30, 15/48

U.S. CI. 198-193 7 Claims
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1. A conveyor belt to be driven by a toothed sprocket and
comprising a plurality of interconnected individual links, each
link including a rod shaped to provide an article conveying
portion having at each end thereof an inwardly directed drive

engaging portion joined thereto by an integral bight portion,

the article conveying portions of the links forming a planar
conveying surface and the drive engaging portions being
spaced away from said planar conveying surface, each drive

engaging portion having a hook near the inner end thereof for

engagement with an adjacent drive engaging portion of an
adjacent link, thereby loosely to interconnect adjacent links at
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said drive engaging portions with said drive engaging portions
being entirely spaced apart from said article conveying por-
tions of said conveyor belt to prevent contact between articles

conveyed on the planar conveying surface and said drive
engaging portions.

3,842,970

SLAT CONVEYOR
Lawrence A. Brenner, 1423 Stallion Ln., Westchester, Pa.

19380, and Charles H. Scholl, 233 W. Main St., Adamstown,
Pa. 19501

Filed May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,160
Int. CI. B65g 15130; H03k 19108

U.S. a. 198-195 8 Claims

IS conveyed by the flight and spaced outwardly of the housing
wall a distance greater than said first roller; an endless flexible
element drivingly trained around said first and second rollers
and having drive and return runs, the drive run lying on a line
angled away from the housing wall in the direction in which
material is conveyed by the flight; drive means connecting the
auger and the endless flexible element for driving the latter so
that the drive run thereof moves along said line in the direc-
tion in which material is conveyed by the flight as'the :<uger
rotates; a plurality of paddles each having a material-engaging
face and leading and trailing edges, said paddles being
mounted on the endless flexible element so that the trailing

^^ v̂vv>'-^
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I. In combination with a slat conveyor assembly comprising
a plurality of linked wheeled segments including support
wheels mounted on opposed ends of a non-rotatable support
shaft, parallel pairs of linking means extending between the
support shafts of succeeding wheeled assemblies, the linking
means of each pair spaced apart and mounted on opposed
ends of the support shaft inwardly from the support wheels,
and article support means mounted on the linking means, the
wheeled assemblies being adapted to be coupled to drive
means for advancing the conveyor assembly, the improvement
comprising an improved support wheel having a non-rotatable
generally cylindrical inner race fitted on the end of the sup-
port shaft, said inner race extending inwardly along the sup-
port shaft in abutting relationship with the linking means, said
mner race having a grooved exterior surface portion, serving
as a raceway, bearing means fitted within the raceway, and an
annular rotatable outer wheel portion overfitting the non-
rotatable inner race and spaced therefrom by the bearing
means, with the outer surface of the rotatable outer wheel
portion riding upon a conveyor support surface.

edges of adjacent paddles are spaced at a uniform pitch di-
mension which is greater than the pitch dimension of the flight
means for moving the paddles being movable with the endless
flexible element so that the material-engaging faces of the
paddles on the drive run extend through the housing wall
between axially spaced portions of the flight and are with-
drawn outwardly from the housing as the portion of the end-
less flexible element forming the drive run is moved along said
line, said means moving the paddles with sufficient speed so
that the distance between the trailing edge of each paddle and
the adjacent material-engaging surface of the flight increases
as the paddle is moved through the housing.

3.842,971
AUGER AND PADDLE CONVEYOR APPARATUS

Richard Wayne Hook, Des Moines, Iowa, assignor to Deere &
Company, Moline, III.

Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 325,177
Int. CI. B65g 33100

U.S. CI. 198-213 „ Claims
1. In material-conveymg apparatus mcluding an elongated,

rotatable auger having a core with a helical flight secured
thereto, the flight having a helical outer edge and a continuous
leadmg material-engaging surface with axially spaced por-
tions, the flight further having a substantially uniform pitch
dimension so that axially aligned portions thereof are uni-
formly spaced, and an elongated housing having an arcuate
wall portion at least partially enclosing the auger and disposed
adjacent and substantially concentric to the outer edge of the
flight, the flight being operative to engage and convey material
along the housing when the auger is rotated, paddle means
cooperable with the auger to assist in conveying material, said
paddle means comprising: a first roller disposed adjacent to
and spaced outwardly of the housing wall; a second roller
spaced from said first roller in the direction in which material

3,842,972

CONVEYOR MEANS
Joseph A. Amori, 1270 Pine Dr., San Jose, Calif. 95125
Division of Ser. No. 93,071, Nov. 27, 1970, Pat. No. 3,717,087.

This application July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 272,014
Int. CI. B65g 27/05

U.S. CI. 198-220 CB
i claim

1. A conveyor system comprising a bed, pairs of hanger
arms supporting the bed for back and forth movement, a shaft,

a first pair of eccentrics on said shaft, pitman arms intercon-
necting said eccentrics and said bed operable to impart back
and forth movement to the bed through rotative movement of
the shaft, a pair of separate, laterally spaced, elongated coun-
terweights located in vertically spaced relation to the bed and
laterally outwardly therefrom, pairs of hanger arms supporting
said counterweights for back and forth movement along a path
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generally parallel to that of said bed, a second pair of eccen-
trics on said shaft, and pitman arms interconnecting said

second pair of eccentrics and said counterweights operable to

impart conjoint back and forth movement to said counter-
weights through rotative movement of the shaft, said pairs of
eccentrics being positioned 180° out of phase with each other
whereby said counterweights are moved in a direction oppo-
site to that of said bed.

3,842,973

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TREATING KNIT
GOODS, PARTICULARY HOSIERY MADE OF

SYNTHETIC MATERIAL
Horst Rothert, Berlin, Germany, assignor to Karl Fischer

Apparate-und Roheleitungsbau, Berlin, Germany
Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,484

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 2, 1971,
2110487

Int. CI. B65g 41124; D06c 5100
U.S. CI. 198-240 16 Claims

1. Apparatus for transporting knit goods through the differ-

ent stages of a treating installation, comprising in combina-
tion:

a frame;

a runner;

means for movably mounting said runner on said frame;

a form member over which the knit goods are drawn;
a supporting arm;

means for rotatably mounting said form member to said

supporting arm;

means for pivotally fastening said arm to said runner;
drive means for displacing said runner along said frame in

a continuous manner; and
means for intermittently rotating said form member as said

runner is beipg displaced along said frame by said drive

means.

3,842,974

PLASTIC BOX
Robert K. Jacobsen, 3121 N. Nagel Ave., Chicago, III. 60634

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,422
Int. CI. B65d 1136. 43102

U.S. CI. 206-45.34 8 Claims

provement which comprises: said base member having a bot-

tom, a pair of opposed upstanding side walls each of which

extend along the long side of said bottom, and corner forming

and card retaining end wall means at each end of each side

wall, each of said end wall means being transverse to said side

wall and said bottom and relatively short with respect to the

length of said end so that a cut-away type space is defined at

each end of the base between the ends of the end wall means
along that end; and said cover member having a top of a size

to overlie the upper edges of said side walls and said corner

forming wall means, a pair of opposed end wall means depend-
ing from said top and of a size and shape to fit within the

cut-away-type space, and tab means on the inner side of each
depending end wall adjacent the lowermost edge thereof for

releasable locking cooperation with the underside of the bot-

tom of said base so as to firmly hold the top against the upper

edges of said walls, and said cover being of a flexible material

so that either of said depending walls can be flexed so as to

effectuate releasable locking cooperation.

3,842,975

COMBINATION FOOD CONTAINER AND EATING
UTENSIL

Henry M. Chang, Bronx, N.Y., assignor to First Dynamics,

Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 290,975

Int. CI. B65d 1134, 43/04

U.S. CI. 206-72 4 Claims

1. A food container substantially rectangular in outline

including a surrounding wall and a bottom wall, said surround-

ing wall tapering toward said bottom wall and having an end-

less inwardly extending shelf lying in a plane parallel with both

the perimeter of said surrounding wall and said bottom wall

and positioned substantially equidistantly between said perim-

eter and said bottom wall, the portion of the surrounding wall

above said shelf having in the four sides thereof spaced in-

wardly extending depressions the lowermost edges of which lie

in a common plane parallel with and spaced a short distance

above said shelf whereby said lowermost edges and said shelf

provide a series of spaced narrow grooves, a snap-in cover of

flexible material having a thickness substantially equal to the

distance between said shelf and said edges and dimensioned to

have its four side edges register frictionally in said grooves,

said shelf having one of the four corner portions thereof wid-

ened inward to form a platform on which a corresponding

corner portion of said cover rests when the said cover edges

register in said grooves as aforesaid, said portion of said sur-

rounding wall above said cover providing a finger grip for

grasping said container.

1. In a rectangular plastic box for playing cards having a

card-receiving base member and a removable cover, the im-

3,842,976

CARRIER
Joseph W. Dea, 969 Dixon Ave., Croydon, Pa. 19020

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,991

Int. CI. B65d U26, 85/62

U.S. CI. 206-203 1 Claim
1. A carrier of the tote box type which comprises

an outer rigid unitary housing of synthetic plastic and of

box-like configuration open at the top and closed at the

bottom.
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said housing having vertical panels consisting of a front

panel, a rear panel, and spaced side panels, and a horizon-

tal bottom wall panel, and having

perpendicular centrally disposed vertical panels joining the

front, rear, bottom and side panels and separating the

interior of the housing into four con)partments,

one of said central vertical panels extending upwardly
above the upper margins of the other vertical panels,

said one of said vertical panels having a horizontally elon-

gated opening therein for a hand hold, and

each of said compartments having a shock resistant and
moisture resistant container of horizontal cross section

complemental to that of each of the compartments and in

snug fitting engagement in each compartment,
each of said containers having a closure and a measuring

dispenser removably engaged with the closure and in

covering relation to a major portion of the top of the

container and providing a portion for gripping for re-

moval of a container from its compartment.

3,842,977

DISPLAY-CARRYING PILLOW-ENCLOSING CASING
Leo L. Hollander. 317 New St., Newark, N.J. 07103

Filed Jan. 9, 1973, S«r. No. 322,117

Int. CI. B65d 77/00; A45c 3100

U.S. CI. 206-407 4 Claims

1. A packaged rolled pillow comprising in combination: an
elongated tubular casing having side walls and having one
closed end and having an opposite openable end with closure

means for the opening and for secure closing of the openable
end, said openable end including a lid structure with a tubular

flange and the flange at at-least one point along the tubular

flange is pivotably connected to a side wall along the length of

the tubular casing and other points along the tubular flange

being detachably secured to the remaining circumscribing side

wall of the length of the casing, thereby providing for pivotal

opening of the openable end of the casing, the tubular flange

having a casing openable-end portion mounted across an edge
of the tubular flange as a partially circumscribing slit along

which is mounted the fastening means, the casing having a

predetermined cross-section transversely across the casing

longitudinal axis of the casing, the casing having a major
portion of the side walls substantially translucent sufficiently

for discernment of pillow color and designs of a packaged

pillow; and a foam pillow of predetermined length and width
campactly and tightly rolled along its length such that the
pillow width continues to extend along substantially a linear

pillow-width axis in the rolled state; said compactly rolled

foam pillow being inserted within said tubular casing with the
pillow's width axis extending about parallel with the casing's

longitudinal axis; and a handle means mounted on the casing
on an outer wall thereof, the handle means including a strap

attached to opposite sides of the tubular casing at the closed
end of the tubular casing.

3 842 978
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING SAND

FROM BOTANICAL MATERIALS
Thomas Wade Summers, Fern Creek, Ky., assignor to Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corporation, Louisville, Ky.

Filed Mar. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 236,693
Int. CI. B03b 4108

U.S. CI. 209-469 4 Claims

1. An apparatus for the dry separation of sand particles

from botanical fines in which substantially all of the sand
particles and fines have a size which is less than about 100
mesh comprising

a. a substantially enclosed chamber;
b. supports means positioned at the bottom of said chamber

for permitting the discharge of sand from said chamber,
said support means including a plurality of substantially

spherical bodies having a diameter of 2 to 5 mm and a
tolerance of ± 20 percent and constrained into substan-
tially three-center close packing;

c. first means for supplying a mixture of sand and botanical

fines having a size less than about 100 mesh into said

chamber above said support means;
d. second means for moving an upwardly flow of gas

through said support means into said chamber at a steady

velocity sufficient to fluidize the mixture of sand and
botanical fines above the support means; and

e. vibrating means for vibrating said support means.

3,842,979
TABLE TENNIS PADDLE AND BALL RACK

Harold S. Doelcher, 16801 Maiden Ln., Granada Hills, Calif.

91344
Filed Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 277,677

Int. CI. A47f 7100

U.S. CI. 211-14 6 Claims
1. A table tennis paddle and ball rack comprising:

a base member,
a pair of ball receptacles converging inward and downward,

each comprising a pair of flanges mounted on and extend-
ing from said base member, two of said flanges defining

cooperatively with said base member a paddle receiving.
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abutting and retaining means therebetween to support the
paddles, and retainer means upon said two flanges and

positioned to restrain removal of paddles from between
said ball receptacles.

3,842,980

MAGNETIC SUPPORTING MEANS
Marlene Kushner, 4122 Barberry Dr., Lafayette Hill, Pa.

19444

Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,885
Int. CI. \47g 21/14

U.S. CI. 211-60 T 2 Claims

1. A magnetic supporting means comprising a holder which
is an elongated channel of U-shaped cross section composed
of magnetically conductive material having bottom and side
portions, a unitary elongated magnetic source member re-

ceived within and substantially coextensive with the channel
of said holder proximate to its bottom and side portions,
means secured with the bottom portion of said holder for

attaching said holder to a supporting surface, the channel of
said holder having a bottom portion and a pair of upstanding
leg portions and said member comprising an elongated strip of
flexible plastic material with permanently magnetized ferrite

particles embedded therein received within and in contact
with the bottom and leg portions of said holder, the leg por-
tions of said holder each having an elongated edge extending
beyond said member, the bottom portion of said channel
having an elongated outer surface, said means for attaching
said holder to a supporting surface comprising an elongated
adhesive material secured with the outer surface of the bottom
portion of said holder, said holder being made of a steel mate-
rial and said plastic strip being substantially equal in length to
said holder and is in close contact therewith, the strip of said
member being of substantially rectangular cross section with
a pair of flat top and bottom surfaces and a pair of side sur-
faces, the bottom surface of said strip contacting the bottom
portion of said holder while the top surface of said strip faces
outwardly, and said side surfaces of said strip each contact a

respective leg portion of said holder, the edges of the leg

portion of said holder each extending beyond the top surface
of said strip, said member has anisotropic properties with
permanently magnetized ferrite particles with the direction of
magnetization being between the top and bottom surfaces of
said strip and a thin cover strip of non-metallic material with
an exposed top surface secured over the top surface and about
the ends of said member, the edges and leg portions of said
holder each extending beyond the exposed top surface of said
cover strip.

3,842,981

APPARATUS FOR REMOVABLY HOLDING A LIQUID
BEVERAGE CONTAINER

Thomas H. Lambert, 406 Monterey Rd., South Pasadena,
Calif. 91030

Filed May 17, 1973, Ser. No. 361,296
Int. CI. A47b 73/00; B60n 3/10

U.S. CI. 211-74 10 Claims

1. A portable apparatus for removably holding a liquid
beverage container in a vibratory environment created by a
moving vehicle, said apparatus comprising:

a. a base wall,

b. a plurality of enclosing side wall sections integrally con-
nected to each other forming an enclosing side wall pro-
jecting from said base wall and forming a chamber with
an open top portion,

c. a first of said side wall sections in said partially enclosing
side wall being cut away thereby forming an open access
portion permitting introduction into and removal of a
liquid beverage container from said chamber.

d. a reinforcing wall member located in said chamber in

juxtaposition to a second of said side wall sections of said
partially enclosing side wall and being rigidly secured
thereto to reinforce said last named side wall section,

e. at least one retaining member having an encircling wall
sized to removably retain said beverage container.

f. at least one gimbal structure operatively attachably con-
nected to said reinforcing wall member and the second
side wall section of said partially enclosing side wall and
said retaining member, said gimbal structure permitting
swingable movement of said retaining member in a pair
of substantially perpendicular vertically located planes to
maintain said container in a relatively vertically disposed
position, whereby the retaining member and the liquid
beverage container retained therein adjustably compen-
sates for vibratory movement of said vehicle,

g. a plurality of spaced apart legs integral with and extend-
ing downwardly from said base wall so that said apparatus
may be disposed on a supporting structure,

h. and means forming a plurality of apertures extending
through the reinforcing wall member and the second of
said side wall sections to receive hooks, whereby said
apparatus may be suspended on a different supporting
structure through said hooks.
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3,842,982

STACKABLE STORAGE BIN WITH INTERLOCK
James E. Joyce, 878 Darien Cir., Rochester, Mich. 48063

Filed Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 279,916
Int. CI. A47f 3/14; B65d 21/00: A47j 47/00

U.S. CI. 211-126 9 Claims

60 iV

1. A storage bin or like article comprising the integral com-
bination of a bin portion having a bottom, a rear wall, and a
back member extending vertically above and defining a verti-

cal continuation of said back wall, a vertical slot extending
laterally across the bin to accommodate the upper portion of
the back member of a similar bin whereby two or more bins

may be disposed in a vertically-stacked array with the back
member of a lower bin extending upwardly into the vertical

slot of the next upper bin, and means for positively intercon-
necting the bins for permitting said stacked array to be carried
as a unit, said means for positively interconnecting the bin

including a projecting member on the upper portion of the
back member of each bin and receiving means adjacent the
slot of each bin, said projecting member and said receiving

means being cooperable only when the back member of one
bin projects into the vertical slot of another bin to lock the
bins together upon a predetermined degree of relative lateral

displacement therebetween.

3,842,983
ARTICULATED JIB FOR CRAWLER TRACTORS AND

THE LIKE
Claudio Dolza, 66 corso Francia, Turin, Italy

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,691
Claims prioritv, application Italy, June 9, 1972, 68842/72

Int. CI. B66c 23/00
U.S. CI. 212-8 R 9 Claims

1. A crawler tractor comprising:

a cantilevered lifting jib directly articulated on the tractor

for pivotal movement in a vertical plane which is trans-

verse relative to the tractor;

pivot means having a pivot axis substantially parallel to said

transverse plane to support the lifting jib for pivotal

movement in a longitudinal plane which is substantially

parallel to the longitudinal axis of the tractor in response
to the inclination of the tractor, and

jack means located in a common plane with the jib for

moving the jib in said longitudinal plane, so as to displace

the lifted load in relation to the centre of gravity of the

tractor substantially parallel to the said longitudinal axis

so that the overall centre of gravity of the lifted load and
machine is retained within the ground-contacting track of
the machine.

3,842,984
CRANE COUNTERBALANCING TRAILER ASSEMBLY

Archer W. Brown, Mendota Heights, and James L. Montgom-
ery, St. Paul, both of Minn., assignors to American Hoist &
Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 102,500, Dec. 29, 1970,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 767,670, Oct. 15, 1968,
abandoned. This application Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 313,762

Int. CI. B66c 23/16
U.S. CL 212-49 10 Claims

*/ j»

1. In a load lifting machine having a crane carrier supported
with respect to a generally horizontal supporting surface, a
crane deck rotatably mounted on a generally vertical axis with
respect to said crane carrier, an upstanding mast and an up-
standing boom both pivotally mounted on a forward portion
of the deck for movement in a vertical plane passing through
the axis of rotation of the crane deck with respect to the
carrier, a first linkage between an upper portion of said mast
and an upper portion of said boom, means for varying the

length of said first linkage, a second linkage between an upper
portion of said mast and a rear portion of said deck, means for

varying the length of said second linkage, a load line extending
over the point of said boom, means for rotating said deck,
means for powering the load line, and a load handling device
supported by the load line hanging from the point of the

boom; the improvement including:

A. an independent counterbalancing trailer assembly
spaced and separated from the rear of the crane deck,
said trailer assembly including: a counterweight trailer

and a plurality of wheel assemblies with wheels to support
the weight of the trailer assembly on said supporting

surface independent of the support of the deck of the load

lifting machine, said wheel assemblies including means to

support said wheels so that they are capable of supporting
movement of the counterbalancing trailer in an arc about
the axis of crane deck rotation;

B. coupling arms pivotally connecting the counterweight
trailer to the rotatable crane deck to permit vertical

movement of the trailer with respect to the deck but to

cause the trailer to rotate with the deck as the deck ro-

tates on the carrier about its generally vertical axis; and
C. a third linkage from the counterweight trailer to the
top end of the mast, whereby the length of the second
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linkage can be varied with respect to the length of the
third linkage so that substantially the entire counterbal-
ancing load of the counterweight trailer acts on the mast
through the third linkage before further counterbalancing
load is applied to the crane deck through the second
linkage.

'

3 842 985
MEANS FOR EXTENDING AND RETRACTING CRANE

BOOM SECTION
George E. Svede, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, assignor to Harnischfe-

ger Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,584
Int. CI. B66c 23/04

U.S. CI. 212-55
1 Claim

I
*«<^

1. In a mobile crane; a vehicle, a telescopic boom pivotally
mounted on said vehicle and comprising a base section, a first

section telescopable within said base section; a second section
telescopable within said first section, a third section telescop-
able within said second section and having two longitudinally
spaced apart forward and rear pin holes therein, a fourth
section telescopable within said third section; an extendable
and retractable operating cylinder connected between said
base section and said first section for extending and retracting
said first section; a first extendable and retractable cylinder
connected between said first section and said second section
for extending and retracting said second section, said first

cylinder having a pin hole therein; a second extendable and
retractable cylinder connected between said second section
and said third section for extending and retracting said third
section; means to extend and retract each of said cylinders; a
rearward remotely operated pinning means mounted on the
interior of said fourth section and having a rear pin extendable
for releasable engagement with said pin hole in said first cylin-
der; a forward remotely operated pinning means mounted on
the interior of said fourth section forwardly of said rearward
pinning means and having a forward pin extendable through
a hole in said fourth section and releasably engageable with
either of said pin holes in said third section; each of said
forward and rearward pinning means comprising a solenoid
for extending and retracting its pin and wherein the solenoid
for said rearward pinning means is deenergizable to retract its

pin and the solenoid for said forward pinning means is deener-
gizable to extend its pin, said rear pin normally being retracted
and disengaged from said pinning hole in said first cylinder
while all said sections are telescoped, said forward pin nor-
mally being extended and releasably engaged with said rear
pin hole in said third section while all said sections are tele-
scoped; said second cylinder being extendable to effect exten-
sion of said third section and said fourth section pinned
thereto; means to remotely operate said forward and rearward
pinning means while said third and fourth sections are ex-
tended to extend said rear pin into releasable engagement with
said pin hole in said first cylinder and to retract said forward
pin from engagement with said rear pin hole in said third
section; said second cylinder being retractable to effect retrac-
tion of said third section while said fourth section is main-
tained extended by being pinned to said first cylinder; and
means for energizing or deenergizing said solenoids simulta-
neously to remotely operate said forward and rearward pin-

ning means while said third section is retracted to retract said
rear pin from engagement with said pin hole in said first cylin-
der and to extend said forward pin into releasable engagement
with said forward pin hole in said third section.

3,842,986
DEVICE FOR ACCURATELY POSITIONING A BODY

SUSPENDED FROM CABLES
Leonard Hupkes, Heemstede, Netherlands, assignor to Werf
Conrad & Stork Hijsch N.V.

Filed Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,361
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jan. 29, 1971,

1224/71

Int. CI. B66c 19/00
U.S.CL 212-125 2 Claims

Kl'^i, .-

1. Apparatus for suspending a body, comprising a trolley, a
single drum means supported on said trolley, at least two pair
of cables positively connected to said single drum means and
said body and each cable of each pair extending at a substan-
tial angle to the vertical and in non-parallel relation to the
other cable of the pair and converging at said body, said drum
means being drivable in rotation to cause said cables to raise
and lower the body respectively at the locations where the
cables are connected to said body, a plurality of pivotal sup-
port members mounted on the trolley, an equal plurality of
sheaves each being supported on a respective support member
for pivoting therewith, one cable passing on each sheave and
being connected to the drum means and to the body, means
acting on said pivotal support members to move each of the
same and the respective sheaves supported thereby and means
controlling the last said means to operate the same and move
the plurality of pivotable support members for cancelling any
difference in elongation of the cables and thereby obviate any
tilting or eccentric movement of the body.

3 842 987
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR PORTION FOR

AUTOMATIC RAILWAY COUPLERS
Cesare Prada, Turin, Italy, assignor to Compagnia Italiana

Westinghouse Freni e Segnali, Turin, Italy

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 346,128
Claims priority, application Italy, Mar. 31, 1972, 68029/72

Int. CI. B61g 5/06
U.S.CL 213-1.3 12 Claims

1. An electrical connector device for an automatic coupler
mating head for railway vehicles, said connector device com-
prising a cylindrical support casing fixedly mounted on the
mating head and having a longitudinal groove formed inter-

nally and parallel to the axis thereof, a multiple contact unit

including a cylindrical housing coaxially slidably mounted in

said support casing and connected to an axially aligned bush
having a radial projection formed thereon for riding in said

groove for accommodating sliding movement of said contact
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unit within said support casing, said contact unit having a

plurality of electrical contact elements arranged thereon to

make respective electrical connections with correspondingly

arranged electrical contact elements of a counterpart electri-

cal connector device carried on a counterpart mating head
when the latter head is thrust against the former, and a spring

interposed between said support casing and said contact unit

for resiliently cushioning thrust impact between the two
contact units during coupling action of the mating heads.

3,842,988

APPARATUS ACCOMMODATING PANEL
CONSTRUCTION

Carl D. Russell, Tulsa, Okla., assignor to Aquarius, Inc., Law-
ton, Okla.

Division of Ser. No. 94,100, Dec. 1, 1970, abandoned, which is

a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 56,833, July 21, 1970,
abandoned. This application June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,925

Int. CI. B25j 3100
U.S. CI. 214-1 SW 5 Claims

^

I. Fluid orienting, and alignment apparatus for locating an
orientable base in a desired position relative to a fixed base
comprising, in combination a pedestal connection extending
between the bases; a universal joint connecting the pedestal to

one of the bases, and said pedestal being fixed to the other of
said bases; a plurality of cylinders carried by the fixed base; a

piston in each cylinder; a piston shaft for each piston extend-
ing upwardly to contact the orientable base respectively at

different locations; a pair of valves each comprising a piston

and cylinder; interconnections from a first one of said valves

to a first side of the pistons in the cylinders carried by the fixed

base; further interconnections from the other of said valves to

the second side of the last mentioned pistons; and means for

opening and closing said valves to enable fiuid distribution to

the pistons to locate the orientable base in the desired posi-

tion.

3,842,989
APPARATUS FOR REVERSING ELONGATED BODIES

Atushi Nakamura, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Nittan Kohki
Kabushiki Kaisha a/k/a Nittan Kohki Co., Ltd., Sakai
Osaka, Japan

Filed Feb. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 332,167
Claims priority, application Japan, May 22, 1972, 47-

51061; June 27, 1972, 47-64616
Int. CI. B65g 7100

U.S. CI. 214-1 QD 5 Claims

I. A reversing apparatus for reversing an elongated body,

said apparatus comprising a support member having a bore

extending through the center thereof, said bore being of a

larger diameter than the diameter of the elongated body, a

rotary disk rotatably mounted on said support member, said

rotary disk having a square hole through which said elongated
member may be inserted, the member being supported

therein, a nip-holding member support plate having a penetra-

tion hole extending therethrough, substantially with the same
shape as a section of the elongated body and mounted on the

peripheral portion of the square hole of the rotary disk, a pair

of oppositely positioned nip-holding members detachably

mounted on said rotary disk by means of said nip-holding
member support plate, the penetration hole of said nip holding

member support plate communicating with the hole of said

rotary disk, the elongated body being rotated together with

the rotary member by lifting the support member.

3,842,990

SYSTEM FOR LOADING A STACK OF SHEETS INTO A
PLATEN PRESS

Manfred Posselt, Viersen, Germany, assignor to G. Siempelk-

amp & Co., Krefeld, Germany
Filed Feb. 28. 1973, Ser. No. 336,716

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 1, 1972,

2209901

Int. CI. B66c 1142

U.S.CK 214-1 BB 5 Claims

M l1-_-^ =-_^_

;
^1 II I/I II II I

1. An apparatus for displacing a stack of at least two sheets
from a pickup station in a heated-platen press, said apparatus
comprising:

a carriage displaceable horizontally between said station

and said press;

a pair of jaws on each side of said carriage, said jaws being
elongated in the displacement direction of said carriage

and dimensioned to extend over substantially the entire

lengths of opposite edges of said stack;
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means for closing said jaws on said opposite edges of said
stack;

means for displacing said carriage from said station to said
press with said jaws closed on said edges;

means for displacing said jaws transverse to said displace-
ment direction;

a plurality of suction lifters spaced along opposite sides of
said carriage downstream of said jaws; and

means for swinging said suction lifters on said carriage, said
suction lifters advancing said stack after consolidation of
said press.

a plurality of triangular shaped doors disposed in said first
partition positioned so that each of the doors communi-
cates with one of said passageways and when opened,
bulk material from said upper section of said enclosure is

caused to flow by gravity through said doors and said

3 842 991
WfETAL COIL SPACER

Thomas P. Koebel, Homewood, III., assignor to Zegers, Incor-
porated, Lansing, III.

Filed July 11, 1973, Ser. No. 378,169
Int. CI. B65g 1114

U.S. CI. 214-10.5 R 9 Claims

3,842,992
APPARATUS FOR SELECTIVELY DISTRIBUTING BULK

MATERIALS
Robert R. Herold, Forth Worth, Tex., assignor to Thomas
Conveyor Company, Fort Worth, Tex.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,131
Int. CI. B65g 65132

U.S. CI. 214-16 R 5 Claims
1. Apparatus for selectively distributing bulk materials into

a multiple compartment storage bin comprising:
an enclosure having a top, an open bottom and closed sides,

the top including a scalable inlet connection disposed
therem and the bottom including a flange adapted to be
sealmgly connected to said multiple compartment storage
bin;

a first partition formed in the shape of an inverted polyhe-
dron disposed within the enclosure separting the enclo-
sure into upper and lower sections;

second partition means disposed within the lower section of
said enclosure dividing the lower section into a plurality
of separate passageways, each of which sealingly commu-
nicates with the open bottom of said enclosure and with
a storage compartment in said multiple compartment
storage bin;

passageways into said multiple compartment storage bin;
means for selectively opening and closing said doors
attached thereto and to said enclosure; and

means for remotely indicating the open or closed position
of each of said doors attached to said enclosure.

1. A spacer member forming one or more supports between
stacked coils of metal comprising a formed hollow metal
section having top and bottom horizontal load bearing walls of
substantially equal area, one or more vertical load supporting
walls connecting said load bearing walls, one of said load
bearing walls comprising spaced-apart horizontal sections
each connected to the other load bearing wall by a vertical
load supporting wall, said spaced-apart horizontal sections
extending m respectively opposite directions outwardly of the
respectively associated vertical load supporting wall, and the
distance between said spaced-apart horizontal sections is less
than the width of said other load bearing wall.

3 842 993
i ICE RAKE FOR ICE MAKING APPARATUS

Willikm F. Hagen, Argyle, Tex., assignor to Turbo Refrigerat-
ing Company, Denton, Tex.

Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,327
Int. CI. B65g 65142

U.S. a. 214-17 DB 3 Claims

A.,,

EEC

1. An ice rake mechanism comprising an elongate frame
member, endless drive means movably mounted on the frame
member to be rotatable about the frame member, and a plu-
rality of horizontal flites fixed to the drive means for move-
ment therewith, said flites including U-shaped channel mem-
bers extending transversely to the frame member in a horizon-
tal plane, each of the channel members including (at least one
flange member extending away) spaced parallel flange mem-
bers upstanding from the frame member, and a plurality of
teeth fixed to (the) each flange member extending parallel
thereto, with the teeth fixed to each flange (members) mem-
ber (of adjacent flites) being staggered relative to each other,
with said means being adapted to advance the flites relative to
the frame member.
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3,842,994

TRAIN OF FREIGHT CARS
Josef Theurer, Vienna, and Karl Folser, Linz-Urfahr, both of

Austria, assignors to Franz Plasser Bahnbaumaschinen-

Industriegesellschaft m.b.H., Vienna, Austria

Filed Nov. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 417,894

Claims priority, application Austria, Jan. 12, 1973, 284/73

Int. CI. B65g 67108

U.S. CI. 214-41 19 Claims

1. A train of at least two like freight cars arranged in succes-

sion, each of the freight cars comprising a storage bin defining

a top opening dehmited by two end edges spaced apart in the

direction of the elongation of a track whereon the train is

adapted to move, a conveyor having two ends and means
bridging the lop opening in said direction, the conveyor means
having a plurality of conveyor portions including an endless

conveyor band mounted for traveling in a conveying path

extending in said direction, means for driving the endless

conveyor band in reversible directions in said path, at least

some of the conveyor portions being mounted for movement

so that a selected one of its ends projects beyond a respective

one of the end edges of the top opening and into overlapping

relationship with an adjacent end of the conveyor means of an

adjacent one of the successively arranged freight cars, and

drive means for so moving the conveyor portions.

3,842,995

SHEET SQUARING APPARATUS
James Edward Dooley, Bridlington, England, assignor to T.

Dooley & Co. Limited, Durham, England

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 311,902

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 2, 1971,

55905/71

Int. CI. B65h 31140

U.S. CI. 214-6 S 4 Claims

1. A sheet metal squaring apparatus comprising in combina-

tion: support means providing a pivot means on which a car-

rier means may be attached and pivoted; a carrier means

including a base support structure receivable of a flat surface

of a metal sheet bottom face for support of such metal sheet;

the carrier means further including two separate flat-faced

sides each extending uprightly from a plane in which the

carrier means base support structure extends, and each flat-

faced side extending laterally in a direction substantially per-

pendicular to the plane of the other flat-faced side; said carrier

means being positioned and pivotably attached to the pivot

means such that the base support structure is pivotable be-

tween alternate horizontal and substantially upright plane

positions and such that when pivoted into the substantially

upright position of the base support structure, the perpendicu-

lar planes are both pointed substantially angularly down-

wardly; clamp means mounted on the carrier means at a point

such that stacked metal sheets are firmly clampable between

the clamping means and the base support structure, the

clamping means being adjustably clampable and releasable of

a stack of metal sheets supported on the base support struc-

ture; and vibrator means mounted on the carrier means for

.selectively vibrating simultaneously the two separate flat-

faced sides, the vibrator means including two separate vibra-

tors one mounted fixedly on one of the two separate flat-faced

sides and the remaining other vibrator mounted fixedly on the

remaining other flat-faced side, and the vibrator means further

including a micro-switch means for automatically activating

the two separate vibrators when the carrier means is pivoted

such that the base support structure extends in the substan-

tially upright plane, and for automatically deactivating the

vibration when the carrier means is pivoted to remove the

base support structure from the substantially upright plane

state.

3,842,996

LONG LOAD-NARROW AISLE TRUCK
Walter M. Shaffer, Chesterland, Ohio, assignor to Towmotor

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 759,323, Sept. 12, 1968, abandoned.

This application June 24, 1970, Ser. No. 56,053

Int. CI. B60p 1144

U.S. CI. 214-75 G 10 Claims

1. In a lift truck having a body and a mast assembly support-

ing at least a pair of lifting forks for engaging a load, means

pivotally mounting said mast for movement relative to said

body, a first load support member fixed on said body adjacent

one end thereof for supporting a portion of a load substantially

longitudinally parallel to said body, a second load support

member including means movably mounting said second load

support member adjacent a second end of said body for sup-

porting another portion of said load, said mounting means

moving said second load support member from said position

adjacent said second end to a second position between said

pair of lifting forks when said mast is moved to the same side

as said support members, and means for transferring the load

from said forks to said second load support member.
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3,842,997

LIFTING DEVICE
Gerrit W. J. Sprikkelman, Apeldoorn, Netherlands, assignor to
Avo Intern Transport B.V., Apeldoorn, Netherlands

Filed Oct. 31, 1973. Ser. No. 411,395
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Nov. 1, 1972.

7214777

Int. CI. B60p 1148
U.S. CL 214-77 h 7 Claims

1. In a lifting device, for instance fitted as lifting platform
assembly to a truck, a lifting platform, one or more pafallelo-
gram-shaped articulated rod-systems, by which rods or arms
this platform is directly or indirectly pivolingly connected to
a carrying structure fitted to the truck chassis, one parallelo-
gram arm being capable of telescoping, and the platform being
driven and controlled by a hydraulic power system, the plat-
form having four positions: lifted approximately vertically at
maximum height; lifted horizontally at maximum height; low-
ered horizontally on ground; and lowered in downward slop-
ing position on ground and. in doing so. three different mo-
tions, a single power cylinder means being applied to perform
all three motions, the pivot point of the lower parallelogram
arm being connected to the carrying structure through a rock-
ing lever, and the power cylinder means being pivotingly
attached at one end to this rocking lever, characterized in that
the power cylinder means is single acting and pushing, and the
fixed pivot point of the rocking lever on the carrying structure
is located between the point of connection of the lower paral-
lelogram arm and the point of connection of the power cylin-
der means on the rocking lever.

3,842,998

BOAT TRAILER
Otis C. Borum, Jacksonville, Fla., assignor to Farenwald En-

terprises, Inc., Lancaster, Pa.

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 359,891
Int. CI. B60p 3110

U.S. CI. 214-84 13 Claims

^:L.:^
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surfaces of said rail members being vertically raised relative to
the upper surface of said keel supporting means, the relative

vertical distance between said upper surfaces of said rail mem-
bers and said upper surface of said keel supporting means
gradually and uniformly increasing from said rear end of said
frame toward said front end of said frame.

1. A boat trailer including a frame having a rear end and a
front end, keel supporting means disposed on said frame and
extending longitudinally along the central portion of said
frame from said rear end toward said front end, and a pair of
upstanding rail members disposed on said frame and extend-
ing longitudinally along said frame substantially parallel to and
on opposite sides of said keel supporting means, the upper

3.842.999

DEMOLITION BUCKET
Edward G. Asbury. Delmont, Pa., assignor to Asbury Univer-

sal, Inc.. Murrysville, Pa.

Filed Jan. 19. 1973. Ser. No. 324.995
Int. CI. E02f 3170

U.S. CI. 214-145 9 Claims

1. In a material handling apparatus, the combination com-
prising.

a bucket having a curved rear portion engaged in abutting
relation with a pair of parallel spaced side walls and a
bottom portion having a cutting edge extending forwardly
thereof,

said bucket having an open forward end portion.
a clamp device pivotally connected in overlying relation

with said bucket, said clamp device having a reinforced
concave forward end portion and parallel spaced rib
sections.

said parallel spaced rib sections rigidly support said clamp
device forward end portion at opposite ends thereof,

striking means secured to the top and bottom of said clamp
forward end portion for imparting impact forces to a
stationary object,

pivot connecting means for removing said clamp device
from connection to said bucket,

piston cylinder means for angularly moving said clamp
device to a first preselected position spaced from contact
with said bucket and to a second position with said clamp
forward end portion in abutting relation with said bucket
forward end portion such that an enclosure is formed
between said clamp device and said bucket,

said piston cylinder means positioned rearwardly of said
bucket, and

retaining means provided on said bucket rear portion for
securing said piston cylinder means to said bucket and for
maintaining said piston cylinder means in static operation
when said clamp device is removed from connection to
said bucket.

3.843.000

PAINTERS WHEEL SPINNER
Vern B. Bennett. 4601 Lake Rd., West Sacramento, Calif.

95691

Filed June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368.018
Int. CI. B65g 7100

U.S. CI. 214-340
, Claim

1. In a painters wheel spinner, a base plate, a plate circular
in form supported on a plurality of spaced roller bearings
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carried by said base plate, said circular plate being secured to

the base plate by an axial vertical pivot, a frame member
having a flat bottom wall with a pair of opposed side walls

extending integrally upwardly therefrom in spaced parallel

relation, said side walls having horizontal flanges integrally

secured to their upper edges and laying in a horizontal plane,

a screw member threaded through the bottom wall and circu-

lar plate for engaging the base plate to lock the circular plate

against rotation with respect to the base plate, a horizontal

idler roller extending between the side walls and journalled in

bearings, a horizontal drive roller extending between and

supported in said side walls, said drive roller having a sprocket

gear secured to one end thereof, a rotary pneumatic motor

mounted on a side wall and having a sprocket forming a part

thereof, a drive chain trained over said sprockets, a ramp

detachably mounted on pins on the side walls by means of

slots formed in side edges of the ramp, a vertical socket

mounted on each flange, and each socket having a set screw

threaded therein, a tubular frame including a pair of legs

respectively engaging in the sockets, sleeves vertically slidably

mounted on the legs and clamped in position thereon, posts

secured to said sleeve, a horizontally adjustable shaft mounted

in one of said sleeves and said shaft having bores for selec-

tively receiving a pin, a yoke secured to the shaft and having

a vertically arranged roller journalled therein, and said last

named rollers being arranged in spaced parallel relation and

being adjustable to the sleeves.

3,843,001

RAMP LOADING MOTORCYCLE CARRIER RACK
Howard R. Willis, 2710 Fairmount Ave., San Diego, Calif.

92105
Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,577

Int. CI. B60n 9110

U.S. CI. 214-450 3 Claims

1. A carrier and loading device for motorcycles including an

elongated base portion with means for attachment across the

rear end of a motor vehicle and wherein the improvement

comprises;

elongated tiltable means carried on said base portion in-

cluding means enabling movement of said tiltable means

longitudinally along said elongated base portion and

rotation about a horizontal, transverse axis with respect

to said elongated base portion, said elongated tiltable

means serving as a carrier when disposed horizontally and

serving as a ramp means when inclined,

said elongated tiltable means including a rotation stop mem-
ber, and including means for receiving the wheels of a

motorcycle,

said tiltable means being rotatable about said axis which is

substantially centered along the length of said tiltable

means,

said base portion including means for preventing rotation of

said tiltable means except when said tiltable means is

laterally displaced,

said means for preventing rotation comprises a horizontal

• flange on said base portion engaging said rotation stop

member on said tiltable means,

said horizontal flange having an opening sized to pass said

stop member and positioned to be aligned with said stop

member when said tiltable means is moved out of align-

ment with the rear end of said vehicle,

whereby a motorcycle may be rolled onto said inclined

ramp means, tilted to a horizontal orientation, and slid

into alignment with the rear end of a motor vehicle.

3,843,002

BOAT AND TRAILER LOADING DEVICE
Carl O. Pihigren, Box 4, Wadsworth, Nev. 89442

Filed July 11, 1972, Ser. No. 270,685

Int. CI. B60r 9108

U.S. CL 214-450 4 Claims

1. An apparatus for mounting a boat trailer, which carries

a boat thereon, on the rear bed of a truck comprising:

a post member rigidly mounted to said rear bed having at

the top thereof two spaced apart plates defining a space

therebetween, each plate having a transverse aperture

therein,

a roller mounted between said plates below said apertures,

a locking pin movable through said apertures,

a pair of spaced rod members,
pivotal mounting means for pivotally mounting said rod

members to said rear bed,

reinforcing rod means for interconnecting said rod mem-
bers,

U-shaped portions mounted on said rod members for engag-

ing said boat trailer,

a winch means mounted on said post member having a cable

wound thereon,

said boat trailer including an elongated central support bar

having a depending means located substantially midway

along said support bar for engaging said winch means,

and

a transverse hole located in said support bar spaced from

said depending means.
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said winch means being operative to wind said cable to pull

said support bar into said space and over said roller so

that said transverse hole and said apertures are aligned

and further to swing said rod members from a first posi-

tion substantially parallel to said rear bed to a second
position substantially perpendicular to said rear bed, and
said locking pin being engageable through said apertures
and said transverse hole to lock said trailer onto said

truck.

3,843,003

EXTENDED REACH MECHANISM FOR A TRUCK
Gary D. Frank, Battle Creek, Mich., assignor to Clark Equip-

ment Company, Buchanan, Mich.

Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,855

Int. CI. E02f 3186

U.S. CL 214-762 10 Claims

1. An extended reach mechanism for a lift truck having a

frame with a forward end and a rearward end, comprising a

substantially vertical post pivotally connected at its lower end
to the rearward end of the truck frame, a boom pivotally

connected to the upper end of said post and extending toward
the forward end of the truck frame, a load attachment at the

forward end of said boom, a first power means connected to

said post for pivoting said post forwardly and rearwardly for

extending and retracting said boom, a control means for said

first power means, a second power means spaced forwardly

from said post and being extensible and retractable for pivot-

ing said boom upwardly and downwardly to raise and lower a

load on said attachment, a first control means for controlling

said second power means, a second control means operated
electrically for said second power means, and an electrical

means responsive automatically to the pivoting movement of

said post for actuating said second control means to extend or

retract said second power means to maintain the forward and
rearward movement of the forward end said boom on a sub-

stantially constant horizontal plane for any given elevation of

said forward end.

3,843,004

LOADING TOOL CONTROL APPARATUS FOR LOADING
VEHICLES

Osamu Kambe, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Toyo Umpanki Co.,

Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed July 20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,135

Int. CI. B66f 9100

U.S. CL 214-763 5 Claims

1. A loading tool control apparatus for use with a loading

vehicle, said apparatus comprising: a lift arm having its front

end hinged to a lower portion at the rear of the loading tool

and its rear end hinged to a main body of the loading vehicle

for swinging thereabout to raise and lower the loading tool; a

tilting cylinder mechanism having its one end attached to a

center portion of said lift arm by means of a holding member
and the other hinged to an upper rear portion of the loading

tool, said tilting cylinder mechanism including a cylinder.

front and rear pistons slidably accommodated in said cylinder

for defining front, intermediate and rear cylinder chambers,
and front and rear piston rods respectively secured to said

front and rear pistons, the foremost end of said front piston

rod forming the one end of said tilting cylinder mechanism
and the rear end of said cylinder forming the other end of said

tilting cylinder mechanism for controlling tilt of said loading

tool; a boom cylinder mechanism having its one end hinged to

the main body of the loading vehicle and the other hinged to

that portion of said lift arm which is positioned close to the

main body of the loading vehicle, for raising and lowering said

lift arm; a level cylinder mechanism having its one end hinged

to the main body of the loading vehicle and the other hinged

to a central portion of said lift arm and extendible and con-

tractible in response to rise and fall of said lift arm; an oil

pump for supplying oil to said tilting, boom and level cylinder

mechanisms; an oil reservoir in fluid communication with said

oil pump; and an oil pressure change-over valve assembly

interposed between said tilting and level cylinder mechanisms

no 06
6 ^^

and said oil pump and oil reservoir and formed with first and
second oil ports, the front cylinder chamber of said tilting

cylinder mechanism and a front cylinder chamber of said level

cylinder mechanism being in fluid communication with each
other by way of an oil conduit and with the first oil port of said

oil pressure change-over valve assembly, the intermediate
cylinder chamber of said tilting cylinder mechanism being in

fluid communication with the second oil port of said oil pres-

sure change-over valve assembly by way of an oil conduit, the
rear cylinder chamber of said level cylinder mechanism and
the rear cylinder chamber of said tilting cylinder mechanism
being in fluid communication with each other by way of an oil

conduit, and the front and rear pistons and the front and rear
piston rods of said tilting cylinder mechanism being concur-
rently brought into sliding movement by contact therebetween
in the cylinder of said tilling cylinder mechanism in response
to the extension and the contraction of said level cylinder

mechanism, whereby the loading tool is maintained horizontal
during the raising and lowering of said lift arm.

3,843,005

BLOWN PLASTIC CONTAINER
Albert R. Uhlig, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois, Inc.,

Toledo, Ohio

Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,449

Int. CL B65d 1102, 1/40, 1142

U.S.CL 215-1 C 5 Claims

1. In a blown plastic container having a finish and integral

side walls, the improvement of an integral pressure bottom
support configuration including an arcuate bottom wall inte-

gral with said side walls, an outwardly flaring peripheral skirt

integral with said bottom wall, and a second outwardly flaring

peripheral skirt integral with said side wall and encompassing
the skirt of said bottom wall, said skirts being joined integrally

to one another at their bottom extremities to form a support

927 O.G.—54
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edge for said container and skirts being integrally and continu-

ously heat sealed to one another adjacent said support edge to

define a multiple thickness support wall, said side walls, said

bottom wall and both of said skirts having the same thermal

history.

3,843,006

SAFETY BOTTLE CAP
Hisao Naito, Osaka; Kiyoshi Nakabayashi, Kawanishi, and

Terumi Matsuda, Hyogo, all of Japan, assignors to Takeda

Chemical Industries Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,829

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 25, 1971, 46-2399

Int. CI. B65d 43102

U.S. CL 215-9 6 Claims

1. A safety bottle cap comprising a screw cap having a

tubular body topped by a roof and threaded internally with

threads for engaging detachably with the external threads of

the bottle neck of a bottle, a ratchet secured on the roof of the

screw cap, and having flexible ratchet teeth in its outer periph-

ery engaging in the threading direction of the screw cap, and

fitting portions in its upper surface, and an outer cover which

covers the screw cap with the ratchet, and has at its bottom an

inwardly turned rim which latches onto the bottom of the

screw cap, toothed portions at the upper part of the inside

thereof which engage the ratchet teeth of the ratchet in the

threading direction of the screw cap, and on lower surface on

the roof of which are provided fitting portions and a flexible

spacer element or elements extending downward in sliding

contact with the upper surface of the ratchet during its rota-

tion, the outer cover being normally held raised by the elastic

force of the spacer elements so as to keep the fitting portions

of the outer cover disengaged from the fitting portions of the

ratchet, but, the former being able to engage with the latter

when the outer cover is pressed down against the elastic force

of the spacer elements.

3,843,007

COMBINATION LOCK SAFETY CAP
Karl A. Meyer, 171 N. Atlantic Ave.; Apt. 27, Cocoa Beach,

Fla. 32931
Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,900

Int. CI. A61j 1100

U.S. CI. 215-206 10 Claims

1. A container closure structure and container used in

conjunction therewith, comprising:

a container for receiving a given quantity of material to be

restricted from use by small children;

a neck portion formed on said container to function as an

access opening for filling said container and for removing

said material therethrough;

radially outwardly directed tab means formed about the

exterior periphery of said neck portion;

a closure assembly fashioned firmly to fit said neck portion

to seal the container and prevent said material from being

removed from said container, said closure assembly in-

cluding;

a cap to fit over said neck portion and form a seal about the

mouth of said neck portion;

an integral peripheral depending flange portion associated

with said cap, said integral peripheral depending flange

portion having a dimension and configuration freely to fit

over said radially outwardly directed tab means of said

neck portion;

a retainer means formed about the inner peripheral portion

of said integral peripheral depending flange portion, said

retainer means extending inwardly a distance to underly

said tab means of said neck portion when said closure

assembly is in position on said container;

first notch means formed on said retaining means, said first

notch means being sized and configurated to accept said

tab means when said closure assembly is positioned over

said neck portion;

locking means associated with said closure assembly, said

locking means being movably secured between said cap

and said retaining means;

second notch means formed in said locking means, said

second notch means being sized and configurated to

accept tab means when said closure assembly is posi-

tioned over said neck portion; and

positioning means associated with said locking means to

enable manual relative movement of said locking means
with respect to said retaining means and said cap means,

to allow alignment of said first and second notch means
of said retaining means and said locking means, respec-

tively, for easy application and removal of said closure

assembly from said neck portion, whereby misalignment

of said first and second notch means prevents inadvertent

removal of said closure assembly from said neck portion.

3,843,008

SAFETY CLOSURES FOR CONTAINERS
Alfred S. Colella, West Covina, Calif., assignor to J. Carroll

Baisch, Whittier, Calif., a part interest

Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,753

Int. CI. B65d 55102, 85/56; A61j 1/00

U.S. CL 215-215 6 Claims

I. A safety closure for containers comprising:

a closure member with threadable attachment to a threaded

part of a container;
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a safety cover ttieans disposed over said closure member to
protect said closure member from being inadvertently
unscrewed from a container to which it is attached, said
safety cover means normally being rotatable relative to
said closure member;

a closure member comprising an inner cap and the safety
cover means comprising an outer cap having an inside
diameter somewhat greater than the outside diameter of
the inner cap, each cap comprising a cylindrical skirt
part, and an end wall part at one end of the skirt part, the
other end of the cylindrical skirt part being open, the
inner cap having internal threads for reception on the
external threads on a part of a container, the end wall part
of the closure member having at least one external dia-
metrically extending groove;

means for rotatably retaining the outer cap on the inner cap;
the end wall part of the safety cover means having an
opening extending diametrically therethrough, and oppo-
sitely arranged diametrical slots extending from the open-
ing to the respective outer and inner sides of the end wall
of the safety cover means;

and a key having the same cross-sectional shape as the
opening through the end wall of the outer cap, and a
flange extending outwardly from one side of the key and
longitudinally of said key, said key being slidable in said
opening in the end wall of the outer cap with the flange
thereof in one of the slots, said flange being disposed in
the inner slot and groove in the end wall of the inner cap
when said caps are oriented so that the inner slot registers
with the groove of the inner cap.

ERRATUM
For Class 215—228 see:

>atent No. 3,842,790

3,843,009
SHALLOW PACKING TRAY

Roy W. Emery, 1 Donino Ct., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,168

Int. CI. B65d 25/02, 81/00, 85/00
U.S. CL 217-26.5 11 Claims

1. A molded packing tray having a plurality of downwardly
dished article receiving pockets, disposed in rows and having
a pitch center axis extending diagonally of said tray, each
pocket being shortened and dished with a relatively steep
curvature in a first horizontal direction and being elongated
and dished with substantially less curvature in a second hori-

zontal direction transverse to said first horizontal direction,
the said first horizontal direction having an angle of inclina-

tion in the range of 0° to 10" to said pitch center axis of said
tray.

3,843,010
METAL LINED PRESSURE VESSEL

William George Morse, and Thomas Edward Timberlake, both
of Lincoln, Nebr., assignors to Brunswick Corporation, Sko-
kie. III.

Filed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 188,862
Int. CI. F25J

U.S. CI. 220-3 9 Claims

1. A pressure vessel comprising:

1 a composite structural housing defined by a metal inner
liner substantially surrounded by a resin impregnated
filament formed reinforcing layer, the housing having a
polar end and an opening therein;

2. a boss having a flange portion mounted within the hous-
ing at the polar end opening adjacent a portion of the
inner liner;

3. means providing a resilient low modulus interface biasa-
ble seal between the flange portion and the inner liner
portion;

4. said seal permitting relative movement between the hous-
ing and the boss while maintaining the seal.

3,843,011
CONTAINER WITH ATTACHED CLOSURE

Walter Merton Perry, 76 Locust Hill Rd., Darien, Conn. 06820
Filed Mar. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 231,124

Int. CI. B65d / 7/00, 43/02
U.S. CI. 220-47 13 Claims

1. An improved container top made of ductile metal mate-
rial and having an easy opening means therein, in which said
means comprises a downwardly hingeable integral segment
cut from said top to form an opening, and with said segment
positioned just below said container top to bridge said open-
ing, and with said opening smaller than said segment, and with
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frangible sealing means between said segment and said top to

resist internal pressure in said container and make said con-

tainer top airtight, and in which said segment remains at-

tached to said container top by an uncut section of the periph-

ery of said segment after said segment has been pushed in to

open said container.

the improvement comprising, a swing locking arm rotatably li.S. CI. 220—55 K

3,843,013

METER BOX
Frank M. Brooks, Jr., San Marino, Calif., assignor to Brooks

Products inc.. El Monte, Calif.

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,128
int. CI. B65d 45100

3 Claims

/J?

mounted on an integral rivet formed from the material of

said segment, and with said arm arranged to rotate so one
end extends into locking position with said container top

to prevent downward movement of said segment, and
such that said arm can be rotated away from contact with

said container top when said segment is to be pushed
inwardly to open said container.

3,843,012

EASY OPEN CAN END/AND HINGED OPENING TAB
Omar L. Brown, Kettering, Ohio, assignor to Ermal Co. Fraze,

Dayton, Ohio

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,745
Int. CI. B65d 17120

U.S. CI. 220- 269 24 Claims

1. An easy open can end construction comprising:

a tear portion circumscribed by a primary line of weakness;

a tab having a body including a nose portion, a lifting end
and a support strip;

said support strip connected to the tear portion by a front

connection positioned adjacent the tab nose and a rear-

ward connection positioned between the front connec-
tion and the lifting end.

said front and rearward connections lying on about the

centerline of the tab with the nose portion of the tab

positioned in rupturing proximity to said line of weakness;

said support strip defmed by a slit in the tab body, with

the slit beginning at a point adjacent the front connection,

extending rearwardly around the rearward connection

and then extending forwardly to end at a point adjacent

the front connection with the ending point spaced trans-

versely from the beginning point of the slit and with the

beginning and end portions of said slit including tear

retarding portions;

the beginning and ending of said slit positioned with respect

to said front connection to define a tab bend line which
lies rearward of the front connection when the lifting end
of the tab is raised to rupture the line of weakness through

contact with the tab nose, and
said rearward connection providing support for said front

connection through said support strip during rupturing of

the line of weakness.

5 *! 4

1. A meter box, comprising:

a. a meter box member having an open upper end bordered
by an outwardly extending horizontal ledge terminating in

an upwardly extending rim. the rim having opposed por-

tions, and a keeper rib on the inner surface of each of said

opposed portions;

b. a cover member of resilient material including a down-
wardly extending peripheral flange resting on the ledge

and confronting the upwardly extending rim, the flange at

one end of the cover including a flexible portion con-
fronting one of said keeper ribs and capable of deflection

away from the rib;

c. a first latch boss at the end opposite from the flexible

portion engageable with the corresponding keeper rib

and disengageable therefrom upon pivotal movement of
the cover about an axis coinciding with first latch boss;

d. a second latch boss carried by the flexible portion of the

cover flange, the second latch boss having sloping cam
surfaces engageable with the corresponding keeper rib to

deflect the flexible portion for camming over the corre-

sponding keeper rib upon forcibly pivoting the cover

member in either direction about said axis; and
e. tool engageable means with said cover adjacent said

second latch boss for forcible pivoting of said cover to

open position.

3,843,014

CONTAINER COVER
Jean Cospen, Cachan, and Jean Schiavi, Paris, both of France,

assignors to Pechiney Ugine Kuhlmann, Paris, France

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,270

Int. CI. B65d 7142

U.S. CI. 220-66 4 Claims

1. A cover for a container whose contents are under pres-

sure comprising a substantially flat central portion, said cen-
tral portion including a removable panel, a crimping flange

portion, a peripheral neck having a radius of curvature within

the range of 0.5 to 1.2 mm, a substantially rectilinear portion
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of continued section without break in continuity integral with
and connecting the neck with the central portion, a portion
integral with and connecting the crimping flange portion and
the neck, with the portion connecting the crimping flange

portion with the neck forming an angle X with a line perpen-
dicular to the plane surface of the neck at most 20° and form-
ing with the rectilinear portion an angle Y within the range of

up to 34°, said angles x and Y being selected in such a manner
that for a high value of X the value of Y will be as low as

possible and vice versa.

"
3,843,015

SCREW CAP FOR CONTAINERS
Werner Blau, and Theo Gerdes, both of Langenfeld/Rheinland,
Germany, assignors to Blau KG Fabrik Fuer Kraftfahrzeug-

teile, Langenfeld, Germany
Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,096

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 28, 1972,
2204088

Int. CI. B65d 41104
U.S. CI. 220-288 5 Claims

1. A screw cap for containers, comprising a cap part and a
threaded part, said cap part being mounted on and rotatable
with respect to said threaded part, said cap part having a
pressed-out hand grip arranged thereacross, means for cou-
pling together said cap part and said threaded part comprising
a bridge part, bearing limbs provided on said bridge part and
spring means biasing said bridge part, said threaded part in-

cluding grooves therein for guiding said bearing limbs, said
spring means being located between said bridge part and said
threaded part and urging said bridge part against said cap part
and acting in such a manner that, on reaching a predetermined
tightening torque of said threaded part in a thread, automatic
decoupling of said parts occurs thereby preventing excessive
tightening of said threaded part.

3,843,016

DISPOSABLE ASPIRATOR
Walter J. Bornhorst, Acton, and Steven J. Coleman, Bilierica,

both of Mass., assignors to Thermo Electron Corporation,
Waltham, Mass.

Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 278,054
Int. CI. B65d 41118, 47106- A61m 1100

U.S. CI. 220-306 9 Claims
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1. A vacuum operated fluid collection container comprising
in combination a receptacle and a unitary mating lid; said
receptacle comprising adjacent its open end an abutment

extending substantially normal to the receptacle sidewall from
the inner surface thereof, wall means extending approximately
orthogonally from said abutment; said mating lid comprising
peripheral sealing ring means defining a wall complimentary
to said receptacle wall means for surface-to-surface contact
therewith when said lid is operatively mounted upon said
receptacle, a lid abutment at the inner end of said lid wall for
engaging said receptacle abutment when said lid is operatively
installed upon said receptacle and vacuum applied thereto to

prevent said lid from being drawn down into said receptacle,
a plurality of stiffening ribs extending inwardly from said
sealing ring means, a diaphragm passing through said ribs and
intersecting said sealing ring means along a plane substantially
parallel to the plane of said lid abutment whereby, when said
lid is operatively mounted upon said receptacle and vacuum
is applied to said container, said abutments are drawn into
firm engagement and said diaphragm deflects downwardly to
press said lid wall into sealing engagement with said receptacle
wall means.

3,843,017
DISPENSING TREATED TOWELETTES

Thomas S. Harrison, New Canaan, Conn., assignor to Sterling
Drug Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,784
Int. CI. B65h IjOO

U.S. CI. 221-63 15 Claims

^

>

1. A dispenser for a web of perforated tissue-like material
comprising a container including a wall, an opening in the
wall, said opening including a fixed edge portion, means
within the container normally substantially closing said open-
ing, the web passing through the opening between the edge
portion and the closing means, the edge portion and the clos-
ing means applying friction to the web to apply tension to the
web as it is pulled from the container, the tension causing the
web to separate at the perforations leaving a leading tip ex-
posed exteriorly of the container,

said edge portion overlying the closing means and prevent-
ing motion of the latter past the edge portion, said closing
means being movable to uncover the opening, providing
for easy initiation of the passage of the web therethrough.

3,843,018
PNEUMATIC METERING DEVICE

Robert G. Holmes, Gary, and Roger P. Rohrbach, Raleigh,
both of N.C., assignors to Research Corporation, New York,
N.Y.

Filed June 26, 1970, Ser. No. 50,186
Int. CI. B65g 47114

U.S. CI. 221-211 6 Claims
1. Apparatus for metering discrete particulate materials in

a one by one successive fashion comprising, wall means defin-
ing a materials conveying cavity; means for directing a low
volume, high velocity gas stream to said cavity, means for
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moving said wall means in a sequential manner through a zone
of the particulate material wherein one of said particles is

picked up by and retained in the cavity by the gas stream, and
then to a discharge zone, and means for overcoming the re-

taining power of the gas stream to release said cavity retained

particle from the cavity at the discharge zone, wherein the
means for releasing said cavity retained particle comprises
directing a second gas stream into the cavity substantially at
right angles to the first named gas stream when the cavity is

at the discharge zone.

3,843,019

DENESTING APPARATUS
Roger L. Medendorp, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to Kirk-

hof Manufacturing Corporation, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,326

Int. CI. B65h 5100
U.S. CI. 221-225 24 Claims

1. An apparatus for sequentially removing an article from a
stack of articles and for controlling its motion to a location
remote from the stack comprising:

retainer means for retaining a plurality of stacked articles in

a predetermined orientation;

separating means for selectively separating an end article

from said stack of articles;

movable holding means positioned adjacent said separating
means and movable between article holding and article
releasing positions for selectively holding and releasing a
separated end article;

a pair of carriage means positioned on opposite sides of said
retaining means and movable between said retainer
means and a predetermined location remote therefrom;

gripping means coupled to each of said carriage means and
movable therewith for alternately gripping and releasing
opposite sides of a separated article; and

means coupling said carriage means to said separating and
holding means to synchronize the movement of said grip-
ping means with said separating and holding means.

3,843,020
AUTOMATIC LIQUID DISPENSING APPARATUS

William Milton Bardeau, Unit 33, Four Winds Dr., Downs-
view, Ontario, Canada, and Frank Welty, Youngstown,
Ohio, assignors to said Bardeau, by said Welty

Filed Aug. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 388,948
Int. CI. B67d 5108

U.S. CI. 222-58 23 Claims

1. In apparatus for dispensing a liquid derived from two
liquid components to be stored within the apparatus and to be
delivered separately from their sources through a conduit
system to confluence downstream before discharge, the com-
bination of a first stationary vessel for storing one liquid com-
ponent, a base resilient support means upstanding from said
base in spaced relation to said stationary vessel for supporting
a selected applied load above said base in the form of a dis-

placeable vessel adapted to contain a measured quantity of a

second liquid component, said resilient support means being
extensible, substantially vertically in response to an increment
of change in the weight of a selected applied load and cali-

brated in relation to such load that the liquid level established

upon initial loading of said resilient support means is substan-
tially maintained as the load is diminished, a first conduit
section terminating downstream in a discharge orifice and
adapted for connection upstream with one of said liquid
sources, and a second conduit section adapted for connection
upstream to the other of said liquid sources and terminating
downstream in an orifice defining a flow path intersecting with
the flow path defined by said discharge orifice of said first

conduit section.

3,843,021

DISPOSABLE RESERVOIR PACKAGE FOR
LIQUID-DISPENSER HAVING FLOAT-OPERATED

VALVE
Warren J. Schieser, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Corco Inc.,

Worthington, Ohio
Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,271

Int. CI. B65d 35156
U.S. CI. 222-105 6 Claims

1. A package assembly for use as a disposable reservoir in
a liquid dispensing unit comprising an outer protective box
and an inner flexible bag disposed within and protected by the
outer box. said box having a substantially flat wall adapted to
rest on a support surface when in dispensing position on the
dispensing unit with the bag filled with liquid, said bag having
a neck which is adjacent said flat wall with the bag filled, a
valve member on the neck for controlling discharge of liquid
through said neck in cooperation with a valve seat on the
neck, said valve member comprising a stem slidably mounted
on the neck for axial movement between seated and unseated
positions relative to said seat, said valve stem extending axially
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outwardly of the neck, said substantially flat box wall having

an opening through which the valve stem and neck can

project, means for locking the neck in said opening in a posi-

tion such that the axis of the slidable valve stem will be sub-

stantially normal to the flat wall and the neck will be locked

in fixed axial position, said valve member seating on said valve

seat when moved axially inwardly but dropping downwardly

by gravity when the box with the filled bag is resting on said

flat wall in dispensing position with the valve stem projecting

below the flat wall, said means for locking the neck in said

opening comprising a locking panel at said flat wall having a

keyhole slot at said opening, said neck having a radially out-

wardly opening locking groove on its exterior, said keyhole

slot having a wide portion through which the neck can pass

axially and a conimunicating narrow portion into which the

neck can be moved laterally to lock it axially at said locking

groove, said locking panel being part of an adapter which is

adapted to support the box on the support surface of the

dispensing unit which is substantially horizontally disposed,

said panel of the adapter having a flat surface providing said

flat support surface on which the flat wall of the box rests, said

panel having said keyhole slot formed therein, and locating

means extending from said flat support surface of said panel

for locating the flat wall of the box on said flat support surface

of the panel to locate said opening in said box wall in coopera-

tion with said keyhole slot in said adapter panel.

3,843,022

DISPENSING DEVICE FOR HEATED FLUENT PRODUCTS
Remington Radcliffe, and Meyric K. Rogers, both of Lancaster,

Pa., assignors to Schick Incorporated, Lancaster, Pa.

Filed July 20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,048

Int. CI. B67d 5/62

U.S. CI. 222-146 HA 7 Claims

1. A dispensing device for dispensing a heated fluid product

from a container having a discharge nozzle at one end, said

device comprising, in combination:

a base portion comprising a heating probe and a base for

supporting said heating probe in a vertical upstanding

position;

a body portion comprising a housing having top, bottom and

side faces, means for receiving said product container on

said top face, a dispensing port for delivering said product

to a user on said side face, and a recess on said bottom

face for slidably receiving said heating probe to render

said body portion removable from said base portion;

and

means comprising a plurality of communicating channels, at

least two of which extend longitudinally along the inside

surface of said probe-receiving recess, and a heat-

conductive s eeve inserted into said probe-receiving re-

cess over said channels for forming passageways for con-

veying said product from said container to said discharge

nozzle in close proximity to said probe whereby said

product is heated prior to being discharged.

3,843,023

MIXING AND DISPENSING APPARATUS HAVING
NOZZEL CLEANER

David H. Vroom, 4550 N. Flowing Wells Rd., Lot 225, Tucson,

Ariz. 85705
Filed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 398,000

Int. CI. B67d 5154

U.S. CI. 222-136 12 Claims

1. A mixing and dispensing apparatus adapted to hold, mix,

and dispense first and second materials therefrom, compris-

ing:

a. a first housing means having a first material therein,

b. a second housing means having a second material therein,

c. a material control means having a mixing chamber
operably connected to said first housing means and said

second housing means to receive the first and second
materials therein for mixing purposes,

d. said material control means having an actuation control

means connected to said first housing means and said

second housing means to selectively force the first and
second materials into said mixing chamber, and;
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e. said material control means including a control housing
having a mixer and wiper means therein extended within

said mixing chamber, said actuator control means opera-

bly connected to said mixer and wiper means; operable
under one set of conditions to force the first and second
materials into said mixing chamber for thorough agitation

into a mixed material combination and operable under a

second set of conditions to cease movement of the first

and second materials and to seal said mixing chamber
from air and to remove therefrom the mixed material

combination.

3,843,024

LIQUID EXPULSION SUBSYSTEM HAVING
ORIENTATION RESPONSIVE PUMP

Hartley E. Barber, Sylmar, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air

Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 301,029
Int. CL B67d 47134

U.S. CI. 222-207 3 Claims

1. A liquid expulsion subsystem, comprising:

a. a tank made of liquid-impervious material, for containing
a liquid which is to be expelled from said tank, wherein
said tank includes a top surface, a bottom surface, and an
internal surface, and with said tank having therein an
upper portion and a lower portion, and also with said tank
having a first closeable inlet to permit the inflow of the

liquid into the tank, a second inlet, and an outlet to per-

mit the outflow of the liquid from the tank, with said

outlet located in the said lower portion of the tank;

b. a source of gas under high pressure, with said surface

having an outlet;

c. a first hollow conduit having two ends, with one end
connected to the outlet of said source of gas under high

pressure, and with the other end connected to the second
inlet of said tank;

d. valving means, disposed between the outlet of said source
of gas under high pressure and the second inlet of said

tank, and connected to said first hollow conduit, for

controlling the flow of the gas from said gas source,
through said first hollow conduit, and into said tank;

e. and, a liquid expulsion assembly, positioned within the

said lower portion of said tank and above said outlet of
said tank, comprising:

1. a lip seal ring having a periphery, with said periphery

abutting with, and sealingly attached by suitable means
to, the internal surface of said tank;

2. a perforated ring having a periphery and positioned

below of, and essentially parallel to, said lip seal ring,

with said periphery abutting with, and sealingly at-

tached by suitable means to, the internal surface of said

tank;

3. a seal ring, smaller in size than said perforated ring, and
having an inner peripheral surface, with said seal ring

disposed between said perforated ring and said lip seal

ring, and with said seal ring abutting with, and attached

to, said perforated ring;

4. a flexible diaphragm having an upper surface, a lower
surface, a periphery, and a centrally located opening,
with said periphery abutting with, and attached by
suitable means to, the inner peripheral surface of said

seal ring;

5. and, a float ring attached to the upper surface of said

diaphragm and surrounding said central opening of said

diaphragm.

3,843,025
METHOD OF PREPARING PLASTIC CONTAINERS

William G. Holt, Raynham, Mass., assignor to Hercules Incor-

porated, Wilmington, Del.

Filed June 22, 1973, Ser. No. 372,576
Int. CI. B65d 35110

U.S. CI. 222-207 3 Claims

>'^'^^%

>,

1. A blow molded thermoplastic container comprising inte-

gral bottom, top and side walls, and an elongated fluid transfer

member embedded in a vertical position in a side wall, said

member including an elongated vertical flat portion having a
pair of substantially parallel elongated ridges projecting there-
from toward said side wall, said ridges being spaced apart and
positioned in abutting relationship to said side wall to form an
enclosed vertical passageway, the top of said passageway
being in communication with the exterior environment, the

bottoms of each ridge being enlarged and flared inwardly
toward the side wall and having an arched portion intercon-
necting the ridges to define an enlarged tapered inlet cham-
ber, the side wall of said container extending at least partially

into the inlet chamber and having an opening therein whereby
the interior of the container is in communication with the
vertical passageway.

3,843,026

PRESSURIZED MORTAR POT APPARATUS
Frank V. Giovannozzi, Tulsa, Okla., assignor to Stacker Sys-

tem, Inc., Tulsa, Okla.

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,483
Int. CI. B62d 5154

U.S. CI. 222-389 10 Claims
1. Apparatus for applying mortar, comprising: a pressure

vessel adapted to receive a charge of mortar; a piston recipro-

cally mounted within said pressure vessel, said piston being
mounted on one end of a piston rod, the other end of said

piston rod being slidingly engaged within a housing carried by
said pressure vessel, and extending through the exterior wall

of said pressure vessel, said piston rod having an axial bleed
passage extending therethrough for bleeding trapped gas from
between the front face of said piston and said mortar charge;
means for selectively closing the outer end of said bleed pas-
sage; an annular gasket mounted on the periphery of said
piston, said gasket being in sliding engagement with the wall
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of said pressure vessel, and including an upstanding peripheral
lip portion on the rear side of said piston adapted to form a
pressure seal with the said pressure vessel when the region
behind said piston is pressurized, and a depending lip portion
on the front side of said piston adapted to engage the wall of
said pressure vessel and wipe mortar therefrom as said piston
advances whereby to provide a clean surface for said upstand-
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ing peripheral lip portion to slide upon; means for supplying
gas pressure to the region behind said piston within said pres-
sure vessel whereby to force said piston toward said mortar
charge; and discharge means on said pressure vessel in front
of said piston, and adapted to receive mortar forced there-
through by movement of said piston toward said mortar
charge.

3,843,027
FLUID DISPENSING CONTAINER CONSTRUCTION

Calvin L. Wilson, and John H. Fox, Jr., both of Richmond, Va.,
assignors to Reynolds Metals Company, Richmond, Va.
Continuation of Ser. No. 213,433, Dec. 29, 1971. This

application July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,906
Int. CI. B67d 1106

U.S. CI. 222-400.7 10 Claims

1. A fluid dis{)ensing container comprising; a container
body having a chamber therein for storing said fluid, a dis-
pensing unit for dispensing said fluid from said chamber to the
exterior of said container body; said dispensing unit having a
plate and a bore in said plate; and means for permitting an
external charging source to charge said chamber with a pro-

pellant to provide a dispensing force for said fluid in said
chamber, said means comprising a retainer fixed in said bore,
said retainer having a cylindrical inside surface defining a
longitudinal opening therethrough, a needle-like tubular
member extending through said longitudinal opening and
being carried by said retainer, said needle-like tubular mem-
ber having an outside surface sealed against said cylindrical
inside surface, said needle-like tubular member having an
outer projecting part arranged outwardly of said retainer and
having a passage therein provided with an inlet externally
located relative to said container body and said retainer with
said outer projecting part of the needle-like tubular member
and said inlet being in a protected position within said bore,
and said needle-like tubular member having an outlet located
in said chamber, said container body having an encasing one-
way check valve disposed within said chamber and about said
outlet to separate said outlet from said chamber.

3,843.028

CONTAINER CLOSURES
James Lee Whitehead, 1336 South G St., Elwood, Ind. 46036

Filed Feb. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 332,202
Int. CL B65d 5172

U.S. CI. 222-494 2 Claims

1. A self sealing cap adapted to connection to squeeze type

containers, comprised of an assembly of three parts, said parts

being a substantially rigid cap body, having a generally cylin-

drical surface shape, hollow and open at both ends, said cap
having an upper face, one opening being inclined at an angle
to a longitudinal axis, the plane of said opening extending
from a point on the cylindrical surface to the upper face,

bisecting this face, said opening being substantially of a

rounded triangle shape, the upper face of the cap body being

at an angle to the plain of this opening, said cap body having
a vent tube as an integral part of it, said vent tube being a
passage from the outside of said cap, with an inner inclined

opening into the interior of the container, positioned substan-

tially parallel to the longitudinal axis of said cap body; an
elastic diaphragm sleeve of the same general cylindrical con-
figuration as said cap body, said diaphragm sleeve is adapted
to fit over the cap body in such a manner as to cover the
inclined opening, sealing it; and an inner diaphragm sleeve
adapted to fit over said inner inclined opening, said assembly
utilizing the pressure transmitted through the contents of the
container, when said container is squeezed, to cause the dia-

phragm sleeve to open, said diaphragm sleeve utilizing its own
natural resiliency to resume its normal shape, resealing said
inclined opening, this being its normal shape in this assembly,
the inner diaphragm sleeve utilizing the partial vacumm
caused by the intended discharge of a portion of the contents
of said container to open, venting the interior of the container
to the atmosphere, and the natural resiliency of the inner
diaphragm sleeve to reseal the inner inclined opening, this

being its normal shape in this assembly.
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3,843,029

SPREADING SPOUT FOR FERTILIZER SPREADING
MACHINES OF THE SWINGING TUBE TYPE

Carlo Bezzecchi, 3, Via dei Tigli, Campagnola, Italy (42012)
Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,663

Claims priority, application Italy, Aug. 9, 1972, 46906/72

Int. CI. AOlc 15100

U.S. CI. 222-533 5 Claims

1. In a particle spreader comprising a hopper, an outlet duct
for said hopper mounted for swinging motion in a substantially
horizontal plane, and a spreading spout fixed to the outlet end
of said outlet duct, the improvement according to which said
spout fans outwardly from said duct in a substantially horizon-
tal direction and is provided with a bottom which is concave
as seen from above and rims at the sides of said bottom and
at the end thereof remote from said duct, which rims slope
upward at an angle to said bottom.

3,843,030

MULTIPLE PURPOSE NOZZLE
Lewis A. Micallef, New York, N.Y., assignor to Leeds and

Micallef, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 278,997

Int. CI. B05b ///2

U.S. CI. 222-554 10 Claims

1. A multiple purpose nozzle comprising a tubular member
having a bore therethrough and through which material to be
dispensed is adapted to pass, an adjustable cap associated with

the tubular member and adapted to assume a first position at

which it seals off the bore to prevent the material from being

dispensed, the cap adapted to assume at least one other posi-

tion at which the material to be dispensed is adapted to pass

in a selected predetermined discharge pattern, the cap includ-

ing a discharge orifice that is radially offset in relation to the

axis of the bore of the tubular member and surfaces of the

tubular member and cap define a passageway from the bore

to the orifice when the cap is in the other position, the tubular
member having an end wall, and the cap having an outer flat

closed wall having the discharge orifice and a tubular skirt

disposed around the end wall, the end wall of the tubular
member and the flat closed wall of the cap cooperating to

form between them a laterally extending portion of said pas-

sageway when the cap is in the other position, the end wall

including a cavity of predetermined configuration at the other
position which cooperates with the orifice in producing the

selected discharge pattern, the cap including a boss extending
from the flat wall inwardly within and coaxial with the skirt

and being disposed within the bore of the tubular member, the
boss having a slot in its free end and the end wall of the tubular
member having at least one peripheral slot communicating
with the bore and the cavity, said slot in the cap boss commu-
nicating with the bore and the peripheral slot in defining the
passageway when the cap is in the other position, the boss
being adapted to close off the bore and its communication
with the peripheral slot when in the first position, and coupling
means for associating the cap with the tubular member
whereby the cap may be shifted between the first and other
position.

3,843,031

MANNEQUIN HEAD
Donald Sungjik Oh, 7208 Exeter St., and Jung Kun Park,
7229 Mz Exeter St., both of Paramount, Calif. 90723

Filed May 20, 1974, Ser. No. 471,332
Int. CI. D06c 15/00

U.S. CI. 223-66 10 Claims

/^ J'ii

1. A mannequin human head suitable for displaying wigs
and other wearing apparel designed to be worn on or around
a person's neck or head, said mannequin head comprising:

a foundation member having the shape of the rear half of a
skull, a chin, a neck and an upper torso portion adjoining
the base of said neck, said rear half of said skull being
formed with walls defining an interior cavity, said chin,
neck and upper torso being substantially solid to have the
weight of said foundation member concentrated at the

base thereof provided by said upper torso portion; and
a frontal member having the shape of a face and further

including a frontal neck portion and a frontal upper torso
portion, said frontal member covering the front half of
said foundation member when mounted thereon, said
frontal member including a base portion extending be-

neath the front of the bottommost surface of said founda-
tion member, the interior surface of said chin, frontal

neck and upper torso portions of said frontal member
conforming to the configuration of the surface of said

foundation member that is covered thereby when said

frontal member is mounted on said foundation member.
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3,843,032

CANTEEN
Richard L. Moran, 5826 Tujunga, Apt. 4, North Hollywood,

Calif. 91601, and Carl O. Swenson, 22376 Algunas Rd.,
Woodland Hills, Calif. 91364

Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,511
Int. CI. A45f 3/16

U.S. CI. 224-5 W 4 ciaimr.

1. In a canteen for support across the back of a wearer in
the region of the waist line;

a molded canteen body to extend horizontally across the
back of the wearer, generally above the waist line, said
canteen body including an inner side wall to confront the
wearer's back, said inner side wall being provided at its

extremities with end area portions shaped and spaced to
engage and fit the wearer's back at two points spanning
approximately two-thirds to three-quarters the width of
the wearer's back, said side wall being contoured between
its said end area portions to clear the wearer's back, said
body including also

end walls joining and forming corners at opposite ends of
said inner side walls, and walls forming a top, a bottom,
and a rearward side wall,

belt tunnels integrally molded in said canteen body for a
body-encircling belt at said corners, said tunnels opening
inwardly through said inner side wall adjacent to said end
area portions of said inner side walls and outwardly
through said end walls, the stretch of belt between said
tunnels being adapted to be tautened across and in
contact with the back of the wearer, and there being
clearance space between the so-tautened belt and the
portion of said inner side wall between said tunnel open-
ings.

3,843,033
Tite AND WHEEL CARRIER

Robert A. Wirth, Sr., 905 - 13th Ave., Nebraska City, Nebr.
68410

Filed June 12, 1973, Ser. No. 369,269
Int. CI. B62d 43/08

U.S. CI. 224-42.24 e Claims

r/s

^ /•

1. A carrier for mounting a wheel having an axial opening
therethrough and a tire mounted thereon which carrier is

mounted in the rack of a pick-up truck having a sidewall and
a floor, the carrier comprising:

base means securable to the floor;

upright means adjustably secured at one end to said base
means and having a horizontally disposed slot formed
therethrough;

a top element secured to said upright means other end and
securable to the sidewall;

a shaft adjustably secured to said upright means and having
a free end projecting outwardly therefrom, said shaft
having a threaded end disposed through said slot and a
pair of nuts threadably mounted on said threaded end
with said nuts disposed on opposite sides of said upright
means for securing said shaft thereto;

a bifurcated arm,^ecured to said shaft free end and project-
ing outwardly 'therefrom and having a pair of bifurcations;
a pin interconnecting said bifurcations;

an offset bar removably mounted between said bifurcations
and having a pair of opposed bosses projecting outwardly
thereof thus permitting said offset bar to be positioned
between said bifurcations with each boss disposed on one
of said bifurcations; and

a cam lever pivotally mounted on said pin and coactable
with said offset bar;

wherein one side of the wheel and tire are mountable
against said upright means with said shaft projecting
through the axial opening in the wheel and said offset bar
being disposed against the other side of the wheel thus
securely holding the tire and wheel to said upright means
when rotation of said cam lever causes said offset bar to
move toward said shaft threaded end.

3,843,034
DEVICE FOR SEVERING A PREFERABLY MOISTENED

TISSUE WEB
Klaus Lewandowsky, Bietigheim, Germany, assignor to Dr.
Kurt Walker, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,265
Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 31, 1972,

2209191; Feb. 26, 1972, 2204402
Int. CI. B26f 3/02

U.S. CI. 225-43 29 Claims

1. Dispensing arrangement for preferably moistened tissue

web comprising:

container means for housing a supply of tissue web,
a dispensing slot in said container means for accomodated

withdrawal of said web out of said container means,
and a clamping mechanism spaced from said slot and in-

cluding means for severing the web into individual sheets
after the web has been withdrawn through said slot,

said clamping mechanism including a blade member dis-

posed at one side of said web and a contact member
disposed at the other side of said web,

said contact member including means for enhancing the

severance of the tissue web by said blade member,
said means for enhancing the severance of the tissue web

including relatively resilient material portions in said

contact member, said resilient portions accommodating
inward engagement of said blade member to assure pene-
tration of said blade member through said web.
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3,843,035
GUIDE ELEMENT FOR MAGNETIC TAPES

Horst Fitterer, Heidelberg; Karl Uhl, Frankenthal; Friedrich
Guenther, Willstaett; Kurt Scmidts, Kehl, and Dieter Gaiser,
Diersheim, all of Germany, assignors to Badische Anilin- &
Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen/Rhein, Ger-
many

Filed Jan. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 324,675
Int. CI. B65h 23108

U.S. CI. 226-195 8 Claims

1. A tape guide element for winding tape on or off a tape
pack in magnetic tape cartridges, said element being of non-
magnetizable material and having a guide surface for the back
of the turn of tape approaching or leaving the tape pack, said

guide surface exhibiting a surface roughness with a center line

average value R„ of at least 0.28/1 to about 3.15/1.

3,843,036

APPARATUS FOR BONDING A BEAM-LEAD DEVICE TO
A SUBSTRATE

Jack J. Monahan, .Allentown, and Fred J. Scheider, Catasau-

qua, both of Pa., assignors to Western Electric Company,
Incorporated, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 188,272, Oct. 12, 1971, Pat. No.

3,793,710. This application Oct. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 403,588
Int. CI. B23k 1100

U.S. CI. 228-6 13 Claims

I. An apparatus for bonding a semiconductor device to a
predetermined area of a substrate, which comprises:

a bonding station including, a bonding tip positioned on and
movable along a bonding axis, and a bonding support

located in normally spaced relation to the bonding tip in

alignment with the bonding axis;

means for feeding a semiconductor device into alignment
with the bonding axis;

means for locating a substrate with a predetermined area
thereof in alignment with the bonding axis;

means for transferring the device from the feeding means to

the bonding tip;

means for transferring the substrate from the locating

means to the bonding support;

means for positioning the substrate locating means in u
preload position away from the bonding station to allow
access for loading a substrate for a subsequent bonding
operation; and

means for effecting a bond between the semiconductor
device and the substrate in alignment with the bonding
axis while the locating means is in the preload position.

3,843,037

CARTON SPOUT
Rinnousuke Susuki, Tokyo; Hiroshi Hoshi, Narashino; Shinichi

Araki, Tokyo; Shinzo Miyamoto, Soka, and Masao Ishii,

Yachiyo, all of Japan, assignors to Lion Fiat and Oil Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 3, 1971, Ser. No. 139,777
Claims priority, application Japan, May 15, 1970, 45-

48214; May 15, 1970, 45-48215; May 15, 1970, 45-48216;
May 15, 1970,45-48217

Int. CI. B65d 5174
U.S. CI. 229-7 R 1 Claim

I. A structure of a dispensing spout built in a side wall of a

carton, comprising: an attached plate stuck on the inside of
said side wall; a dispensing spout flap being adapted to be
opened and closed freely, and being defined by a perforation
line which is formed on a predetermined region of said side
wall, the lip of said flap overlapping said plate so that when the
flap is opened the attached plate has an edge disposed within
the opening defined by opening the flap, said flap consisting
of first and second compressed score lines on the outside of
said flap, said first compressed score line being formed at the
base of said flap so that when said flap is opened and closed,
the flap hinges about said first compressed score line, and said

second compressed score line being formed on the outer
surface of the tip of said flap and being positioned adjacent
and generally parallel to said edge of said attached plate, said

flap thereby being adapted to be folded along said second
compressed score line solely in the outward direction by resis-

tance of said attached plate and then forced into said carton,
so that the tip of said flap is caused thereby to be held in

contact with the inside of said attached plate, whereby said

first compressed score line is formed substantially at right

angles to said second compressed score line.
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3,843,038

CORNER PROTECTOR CONSTRUCTION
Alan M. Sax, Schaumburg, III., assignor to Redi Container

Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,986
Int. CI. B65d 1136, 3/24, 81/00

U.S.CL 229-14 C 5 Claims

0

1. A blank for use in forming a construction used for pro-

tecting the exposed corners of objects during shipping and
handling, said blank comprising a substantially rectangular

corrugated sheet, a first foldline extending approximately

along one cenierline of the sheet, sacond, third and fourth

foldlines extending parallel with the first foldline. said second,

third and fourth foldlines all being located on one side of said

first foldline. a fifth foldline extending parallel with said first

foldline, said fifth foldline being located on the opposite side

of said first fol<jl|ine and a sixth foldline extending approxi-

mately along the centerline of the sheet and extending perpen-

dicular to the other foldlines, said blank being foldable about

said parallel foldlines to a configuration wherein the outer

blank portion between said sixth foldline and an outer edge of

the blank is positioned at 90° relative to the blank portion

between said first foldline and said sixth foldline, and wherein

the blank portion between said second and fourth foldlines is

positioned in underlying relationship relative to said outer

blank portions at an angle of 90° relative to the remaining
blank portions on said one side of the first foldline, said outer

portion being divided into two sections on opposite sides of

said sixth foldline, and including locking tabs defined by said

sections whereby the blank can be folded about said sixth

foldline to bring said tabs into locking engagement.

3,843,039

CONTAINER PARTITIONS
Philip H. Brown, Zionsville, and Robert E. Reeves, Indianap-

olis, both of Ind., assignors to Inland Container Corporation,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,790

Int. CI. B65d 5/48

U.S. CI. 229-28 R 8 Claims
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a. wall portions defining a container having a closed end and
an open end:

b. a cuff portion on said container and in overlying relation

with the wall portions adjacent the open end of said

container;

c. an insert having wall portions defining a tubular member
having one end thereof positioned within the open end of

said container, said insert wall portions extending from
within the container with outer portions overlying the

cuff portion adjacent the open end of the container

whereby the insert wall portions protect the container

open end and cuff from contact with a non-sterile article

moved through the insert and into the container; and

d. means on said container for releasably holding the one

end of said insert in the open end of said container, said

means being operative to seal the container whereby a

non-sterile article moved through said insert and into said

container may be sealed therein after separation of said

insert from said container to thereby provide a sterile

package of a non-sterile article which may be safely intro-

duced into a sterile area.

3,843,042

MAILING DEVICE
David R. Mayne, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Datamation
Communications, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Mar. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 233,270

Int. CI. B65d 27/06
U.S. CI. 229-73 1 1 Claims

said first sheet has a top edge spaced a fixed distance from

said first fold indicator, said sending envelope has an

interior length not less than said distance and approxi-

mately equal thereto preventing excessive lengthwise

shift of said first sheet and movement of said sender

section and receiver section with respect to said second
window and said third window.

3,843,043

LOCKING COVER FOR COIN BOX
August M. Sciortino, 1838 Weeg Way, Park Ridge, III. 60068

Filed May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 357,002

Int. CI. G07b 15100

U.S. CI. 232-15 14 Claims

I. A mailing device comprising:

a packet originally including a first, second and third paral-

lel paper sheet each having a top stub portion originally

attached together with said second sheet originally dis-

posed between said first and third sheet, said first sheet

having a sender section and a receiver section, said sec-

ond sheet being removed therefrom subsequent to infor-

mation being written on said first sheet and transferred to

said second and third sheet, said first sheet having first

fold indicator for said first and third sheets to be folded

thereat positioning said third sheet inward of said first

sheet and said sender section and said receiver section on
the same side of the fold;

a return envelope positionable inward of said first sheet

subsequent to said second sheet being removed from said

packet and with said first and third sheet being in a folded

condition, said envelope having a first window in registry

with said sender section when said stub portion of said

first sheet is removed therefrom and said first sheet is

removed from said third sheet and folded at said indicator

and inserted in said envelope; and,

a sending envelope for containing said first and third sheet

in said folded condition and said return envelope posi-

tioned inward of said first sheet, said sending envelope

having a second and third window in registry respectively

with said sender section and said receiver section when
said first sheet and said third sheet are in said folded

condition and inserted in said sending envelope;

1. A coin box adapted to be introduced inlo a coin-operated

vending machine having a receptacle for receiving the coin

box, a back wall in the receptacle and a coin-accepting con-

duit leading to the top of said receptacle, said coin box com-
prising:

A. a boxlike body open at its top,

B. a cover locked in place to close the top and removable

from the box body and including a top wall fully closing

off the top from external access but for a window formed

therein and located in a position which will vertically

align with the coin-accepting conduit when the coin box

is in installed condition in said receptacle,

C. a first slidable plunger mounted to the cover below the

top wall and arranged to move between window obstruct-

ing and window uncovering positions between the ends of

said cover,

D. a second slidable plunger mounted to the cover below
the top wall arranged parallel with the first plunger and
coupled thereto for reverse movement simultaneously

therewith, and having an extension protruding to the rear

of said cover,

E. spring means biasing the plungers so that the first moves
forward to said window obstructing condition while the

second moves rearward,

F. the cover having latching means accessible only from the

bottom thereof including a first arm, a second arm and
cooperating engaging structure on one plunger, the first

arm being biased to move away from said cooperating

engaging structure and the second arm being biased to

move toward said cooperating structure, said engaging

structure being movable with sliding of said one plunger
to align with the respective arms,

G. the cover adapted to be locked to the body with the first

arm previously having been manually moved against its

bias to latch with said engaging structure, the plungers
being manually forced to move against the spring-biasing

means to align the engaging structure with the first arm
while said first plunger is in window uncovering condi-

tion, the box adapted to be installed in the receptacle and
the extension pressed against said back wall slightly to

move the plungers and causing release of said first arm
from said engaging structure but said back wall prevent-

ing substantial movement of said plungers, but upon
removal of the box from the receptacle the extension and
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plungers being free to move whereby the first plunger will

move forward to window obstructing condition and the

second plunger will move to the rear, said one of said

plungers moving the cooperating structure to align with

the second arm whereupon said second arm automati-

cally will latch therewith preventing any substantially

movement of said plungers unless said second arm is

manually unlatched.

3,843,044

CENTRIFUGE
Johann Peter Quetsch, Berghausen, Germany, assignor to

Ernst Heinkel Maschinenbau KG, Karlsruhe, Germany
Filed Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,918

Int. CI. B04b 1116

U.S. CI. 233-20 R 14 Claims

* .« '*

1. A continuous y operating centrifuge for separating solids

from liquids, comprising a centrifuge drum including two
axially adjacent substantially conical drum sections having

respective end portions of widest diameter which are located

adjacent one another; a discharge control ring sealingly inter-

posed between said end portions and provided with aperture

means connecting the exterior of said drum with the interior

thereof; drive means for rotating said drum sections at a first

speed, and for rotating said control ring at a different second
speed with reference to said drum sections; and closure means
responsive to said first and second speeds for selectively open-
ing and closing said aperture means to different extents.

3,843,045

CENTRIFUGE ROTOR
William L. Schmidt, Boulder, Colo., and Herschel E. Wright,

Santa Clara, Calif., assignors to Beckman Instruments, Inc.,

Fullerton, Calif.

Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,364
Int. CI. B04b 7106

U.S. CI. 233-27 5 Claims

1. A rotor for a centrifuge apparatus comprising

a rotatable bowl having a base and a substantially cylindri-

cal sidewall forming a chamber having an open side sub-

stantially coextensive with said cylindrical sidewall;

a cover for closing said open side of said chamber;
means for securing said cover to said sidewall of said rotat-

able bowl; and

a resilient lip attached to said sidewall and overhanging said

chamber, said lip having an upper surface engaging the

lower surface of said cover, said lip having sufficient

resiliency to permit it to move and follow movement of

said cover thereby maintaining sealing contact with said

cover during centrifugation of liquid products within said

chamber.

3,843,046

ROTORS AND ROTOR CORES FOR CONTINUOUS FLOW
CENTRIFUGES

John E. Joyce, 22 Nelson Rd., Weymouth, Mass. 02190
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 129,055, March 29, 1 97 1,

abandoned. This application Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,673
Int. CI. B04b 11102

U.S. CI. 233-32 11 Claims

1. The method of particle separation that comprises the

steps of forming in a centrifugal field a gradient layer substan-

tially 360° in extent of uniform thickness throughout, holding

said gradient layer captive in said field, providing said layer

with closely spaced but positively separated leading and trail-

ing ends, flowing a sample of a lesser density than the gradient

into the field at said trailing end along the inner side of the

gradient layer substantially as a concentric band and away
from said gradient layer at said leading end, and establishing

a relationship between the flow rate of the sample and the

volume of its band such that at the leading end of the gradient

layer the sample is substantially free of heavy particles with

such heavy particles held in said gradient layer but separated

therein in accordance with their density.

3,843,047

WRITING INSTRUMENT WITH COUNTER
Kouichi Otsuka, Chiba, and Yukio Fujimi, Narashino, both of

Japan, assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Daini Seikosha, To-

kyo, Japan

Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,763
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 16, 1972, 47-

18413; July 7, 1972, 47-67522

Int. CI. B43k 29108

U.S. CI. 235-64 3 Claims

^^
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I. A portable writing instrument comprising a casing, recip-

rocable means in said casing reciprocable therein in response
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to each writing operation, sensing means to sense reciprocable

movement of said reciprocable means, counter means in said

casing actuated by said sensing means to count and indicate

the reciprocable movements of said reciprocable means
thereby to count said writing operations, and means for actu-

ating said counter independently of said writing operations for

counting therewith independently of said reciprocable means.

3,843,048

RULER DEVICE FOR DECIMAL-OCTAL CONVERSION
Kurt H. Haase, 148 Standish Rd., Watertown, Mass. 02172

Filed Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 412,857

Int. CI. G06g 1102

L'.S. CI. 235-84 3 Claims

an electrical power source, a temperature variable resistor

responsive to the temperature of the water being heated con-
nected across said power source, first amplifying means opera-
tive to amplify resistance change in said resistor, first circuit

means including switching means responsive to an initial slight

amplified resistance change in said resistor to connect said

electromagnetic winding across said power soorce. transistor

amplifying means, second circuit means including the output
of said transistor amplifier means connecting said solenoid

winding across said power source, and means including the

output of said first amplifying means operative to increase the

forward bias of said transistor amplifier means with increasing

change in the resistance of said resistor.

1. A ruler device for decimal-octal conversion of numbers
used in computer work comprising a fiat disc having a central

axis with a series of scales imprinted therearound, one of said

scales being the main scale comprising a 360° circle divided

into 100 parts, a first outer scale positioned outside said main

scale and concentrically therewith, said first outer scale being

marked in periodic repetition of 7 to represent the remainder

in some selected cases, a second outer scale positioned outside

said first outer scale and concentrically therewith, said second

outer scale being marked in periodic repetition of 7 shifted in

phase by 4 from said first outer scale to represent the remain-

der in other selected cases, and a pivotablc radially disposed

indicator arm mounted on said fiat disc for rotation around

the central axis thereof, said indicator arm having a radial

index line passing through all of the scales imprinted on said

disc such that reference to the proper outer scale will indicate

the octal number corresponding to the decimal number on the

main scale under the index line.

3,843,050

IN-LINE FUSE HOLDER
Simeon A. Melugin, Capistrano Beach, Calif., assignor to Lam-

cor Incorporated, Anaheim, Calif.

Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 400,259
Int. CI. HOlh 85150

U.S. CI. 337-213 15 Claims

3,843,049

BURNER CONTROL SYSTEM
Robert L. Baysinger, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Emerson

Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Dec. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 427,019

Int. CI. F23n 1108; G05d 23124
U.S. CL 236-1 E 12 Claims

1. In a control system for a gas-fired water heater, a burner,
a fiow control device comprising a biased closed, fiuid pres-

sure-opened main valve controlling the flow of gas to said

burner, a biased closed auxiliary valve controlling the applica-

tion of operating pressure acting to move said main valve

openward, electromagnetic means including a winding opera-
tive when energized to open said auxiliary valve, a variably

biased pressure regulator operative to vary the operating
pressure in accordance with the bias thereon, and a biasing

solenoid operative to variably bias said pressure regulator in

accordance with the rate of current flow through its winding;

1. An in-line holder for a fuse having a conductive end
portion coupled to a fuse body, comprising:

a conductor having an electrically conductive portion and
an insulating portion disposed about said electrically

conductive portion;

a conductive fuse end holder means electrically connected
to said electrically conductive portion of said conductor,

said fuse end holder means adapted to receive and electri-

cally couple the conductive end portion of the fuse; and
a flexible member disposed about a part of said insulating

portion of said conductor, and about said conductive fuse

end holder means and about the entire conductive end
portion of the fuse, said flexible member forming an
aperture allowing the insertion of a portion of the fuse

including the conductive end portion, into electrical and
mechanical contact with said fuse end holder means, said

flexible member forming a resilient lip means which en-

gages a rim at the junction of the conductive end portion

and the fuse.
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3,843,051

HIGHWAY RAILWAY CROSSING
Jacob Oscar Whitlock, 301 Cartwright Dr., Springfield, III.

62704
Filed June 15, 1973, Ser. No. 370,300

Int. CI. EOlb 2100

U.S. CI. 238-8 11 Claims

ijf«j^r^!r'W&

4%)f.

1. A highway railway crossing comprising a pair of spaced,

substantially parallel rails; a plurality of elongated ties sub-

tending and supporting said rails and being disposed trans-

versely thereof; means for securing said rails to said ties; and

an elongated unitary composite member overlying a plurality

of said ties and spanning the distance between said rails and

having a height substantially the same as that of said rails; said

composite member including a one-piece upper lamina of

resilient moisture-proof material having elongated compress-

ible side edges recessed from the upper exposed surface of

said lamina and in resilient sealing engagement with upright

web portions of said rails, said lamina having the exposed

upper surface thereof provided with a plurality of laterally

spaced elongated drain grooves terminating at least at one

edge of said lamina; a plurality of elongated reinforcing ele-

ments arranged in laterally spaced relation and affixed to the

underside of said lamina, each element being disposed angu-

larly of and overlying a plurality of said ties; resilient pad

means affixed to the underside of each reinforcing element

and in contact with a portion of a lie aligned therewith; and

means securing said composite member to said ties.

3,843,052

PNEUMATICALLY ASSISTED HYDRAULIC SPRAY
COATING APPARATUS

Philip L. Cowan, Morris Plains, N.J., assignor to Electrogasdy-

namics, Inc., Hanover, N.J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 120,444, March 3, 1971, abandoned.

This application Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,207

Int. CI. B05b 5100

U.S. CI. 239-3 11 Claims

^^^ : ?C 18 10 22 !» ?6 76 80 96

means for directing auxiliary gaseous jets into impinging

relation against the essentially planar defining surfaces of

said high velocity expanding coherent fan shaped liquid

film to modify the locus of atomization thereof.

3,843,053

SPOTTER FOR USE IN THIN LAYER
CHROMATOGRAPHY AND METHOD OF FORMING

DROPS THEREWITH
John Thoden, Vineland, N.J., assignor to Kontes Glass Com-

pany, Vineland, N.J.

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 345,975

Int. CI. B05b / 7104

U.S.CL 239-11 14 Claims

I. A spotter for use in thin layer chromatography for auto-

matically spotting a solution containing a specimen to be

analyzed onto a thin layer chromatographic plate comprising

means for storing a selected amount of specimen-containing

solution, means for forming a series of drops of the specimen-

containing solution, said drop means being in fluid communi-
cation with said storage means and means external of said

drop means for directing a flow of gas closely past the exterior

of said drop means in the direction of drop movement there-

from, thereby causing said gas to affect said drops as they

form, the rate at which the drops are formed by the drop

means thus being dependent on the flow of said gas.

3,843,054

POWDER APPARATUS
Ronald R. Kendall, and Richard O. Probst, both of Indianap-

olis, Ind., assignors to Ransburg Electro-Coating Corp.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Continuation of Ser. No. 126,621, March 22, 1971,

abandoned. This application Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,594

int. CI. B05b 5102

U.S.CL 239-15 31 Claims

1. An apparatus for spray-coating an article comprising

a liquid atomizing head including a selectively shaped ori-

fice for transforming coating liquid delivered thereto into

a thin high velocity expanding coherent and essentially

planar flattened fan shaped liquid film which is atomiza-

ble into a spray at its forward edge independent of inter-

action of high velocity air therewith,

means for delivering liquid to said selectively shaped orifice

for said film forming emission there-through and

1. An apparatus for coating an article with particles of

powder entrained in a gas including means having an orifice

adapted to receive and project powder entrained in a gas,

means spaced from the orifice and in the path of powder flow

from the orifice for deflecting outwardly the powder projected

from the orifice, a non-rotating surface adjacent the means for
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deflecting the powder, the deflected powder traveling across
the surface, means adjacent the surface across which the
powder is traveling allowing gas to be aspirated so as to pro-
vide an additional volume of gas to assist in conveying the
powder outwardly from an extremity of the surface and to the
article to be coated with sufficient momentum to carry sub-
stantially all of the powder to the vicinity of the article, and
means providing a high voltage gradient at the extremity of the
surface for charging powder adjacent the extremity.

3,843,055

SPRAY NOZZLE
Eric T. Nord; Alvln A. Rood, both of Ob«rlin, and Burton J.

Vilagi, Amherst, all of Ohio, assignors to Nordson Corpora-
tion, Amherst, Ohio

Filed July 18, 1973, S«r. No. 380^85
Int. CI. B05b 1/04

U.S. CI. 239-599 35 Claims

from said supply source over the ground, a pump including an
electrical motor actuating means and having an outlet and an
inlet, conduit means placing said inlet in flow communication
with said supply source, conduit means placing said outlet in
flow communication with said field, an electrical power
source, a first switch connecting said power source to said
motor actuating means and having an "on" position causing
said motor actuating means to be activated and an "off"
position causing said motor acuating means to be deactivated,
a second switch connecting said power source to said motor
actuating means and including means responsive to the rate of
water flow through said pump for deactivating said motor
actuating means with said first switch in its "on" position
when said water flow drops below a selected rate, and means
for deactivating said second switch when said first switch is

first shifted into its "on" position until there is water flow
through said pump from said water supply source.

3,843,057
CIRCULAR BURNER FOR THE VACUUM-TIGHT
PINCHING OF LIGHT SOURCES HAVING QUARTZ

TUBES
Lorinc Geiszler, deceased, late of Budapest, Hungary ( by Hen-

riette Geiszler, heiress); Tibor Simon, Goedalso; Mihaly
Varga, and Agoston Tolnay, both of Budapest, all of Hun-
gary, assignors to Egyesutt Izzolampa es Villamossagi Res-
zenytarsasag, Budapest, Hungary

Filed June 13, 1973, Ser. No. 369,721
Int. CI. B05b 15/00, 1/06, 1/14

U.S. a. 239-132.3 6 Claims

1. A spray nozzle for spraying a pattern with an uneven
distribution of material throughout the pattern, said pattern
having a site of maximum flow located a distance spaced from
the middle of the pattern and having generally smooth grada-
tions of flow from said site of maximum flow to the ends of the
pattern, said nozzle comprising a body having a central axis,

an approach passage and a domed blind end in the passage,
said domed blind end of said passage being positioned asym-
metrically relative to said central axis, said asymmetrically
positioned domed blind end being intersected by a single slash
cut through said nozzle body to define an orifice having cus-
ped places of minimum opening at the ends thereof and a
maximum opening located nearer to one of said ends than to
the other end.

3,843.056

TRICKLE IRRIGATION SYSTEM
John R. Nye, 3574 Hollywood Rd., St. Joseph, Mich. 49085

Filed Nov. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 420,626
Int. CI. AOlg 25/02

U.S. CI. 239-64 7 Claims

1. A trickle irrigation system comprising a water supply
source, a field of water discharge means for dispensing water

7 8

1. A circular burner for pinching quartz tube bulbs of light

sources, comprising a burner body having an internal diameter
1

.
2 to 1.6 times the diameter of the quartz tube to be pinched,

cylinder jacket constituted by comb plates provided with
outlet openings and placed between inlet rings, the jacket
being equipped on both ends with cooling fluid circulating
covering plates, the volume ratio of the mixing chamber of the
burner to the outlet channels being in the range 1:8 to 1:16.

3,843,058
DIRECTION CONTROL SYSTEM WITH LEVER VALVE

CONTROL
Walter J. Koinzan, Elgin, Nebr. 68636

Filed Aug. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 392,886
Int. CI. B05b 3/02

U.S. a. 239-177 7 Claims

I. For use in conjunction with water motor powered field

irrigation equipment, a control system, said system comprising
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a main water pipe, a pair of hoses extending from said pipe,

a valve connecting each hose to the pipe and controlling the

flow of water from the pipe to the hose, means for selectively

simultaneously opening either valve and closing the other

valve, said hoses being adapted for operative engagement with

a water motor so as to, in response to the selective opening

and closing of the valves, effect a selective driving of the water

motor in either of two directions, said means for selectively

opening and closing the valves including a valve lever fixed to

each valve and movable in one direction to effect an opening

of the corresponding valve, each valve lever being movable in

a second direction to effect a closing of the associated valve,

a reversing member movably mounted on the pipe, said re-

versing member, in a first position thereof, having a first valve

cable connected thereto and extending therefrom to a first

valve lever in a moved position opening the associated valve,

and a second valve cable connected to the reversing member
and extending therefrom to the second valve lever in a moved
position closing the corresponding valve, said reversing mem-
ber being movable between said first position and a second

position wherein the first valve cable effects a valve closing

movement of the corresponding lever and the second valve

cable effects a valve opening movement of the corresponding

lever.

DEVICE FOR
3,843,059

•POSITIONING IRRIGATION PIPES AND
ATTACHING RISERS THERETO

Yuval Segev, 27 Arlosoroff St., Hod Hasharon, Israel

Filed Aug. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 386,963

Int. CI. B05b 3/02, 13/02, 15/06

U.S. CI. 239-273 4 Claims

3,843,060

RECLAMATION OF FABRIC SUPPORTED
THERMO-PLASTIC SHEET SCRAP

James R. Colburn, Columbus, Miss., assignor to The General

Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,786

Int. CI. B02c 19/12

U.S. CI. 241-24 14 Claims

I. A device for permanently positioning irrigation pipes,

said device made of plastic material and comprising:

A. means for attaching a riser to the device,

B. a base plate having a peripheral rim including cut-outs in

diametrically opposite positions for receiving an irriga-

tion pipe,

C. a first half-shell clamp part integrally cast with the base

plate in the center thereof, said first clamp part having

longitudinal walls extending upwardly,

D. a second half-shell clamp part,

E. means on the second clamp part for engaging and locking

the longitudinal walls of the first clamp part,

F. a connector member integrally connected with said sec-

ond clamp part including means for attaching a riser

thereto, and

G. said second clamp part having a bore extending at a right

angle to the axis thereof, and constructed to communi-
cate with said connector member and the irrigation pipe,

wherein the irrigation pipe when laid in said cut-outs may
be locked between the first and second clamp parts.

I. A method of producing thermoplastic chips being of

essentially fiber-free thermoplastic material from a sheet in-

cluding a layer of thermoplastic material having a fabric back-

ing attached thereto, the method comprising:

a. chopping the sheet into a first particulate mixture com-

prising respectively said thermoplastic chips, chopped

fabric, lint and fly;

b. separating a major portion of said lint and fly from said

first particulate mixture, leaving a second particulate

mixture comprising primarily said thermoplastic chips

and said chopped fabric;

separating substantially all of said chopped fabric from

said thermoplastic chips by means of a moving stream of

air; and

. conveying said chopped fabric away from said thermo-

plastic chips, said thermoplastic chips being heavier and

falling through said stream of air to be collected, thereby

yielding a mass of said thermoplastic chips usable with

and instead of virgin thermoplastic material.

c.

3,843,061

APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING RUBBER FROM
EMBEDDED REINFORCEMENTS

Paul Hammelmann, 474 Oelde/Westf., Zum Sundern 17, Ger-

many
Filed Aug. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 282,627

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 27, 1971,

2142979
Int. CI. B02c 19/00

U.S. CI. 241-38 10 Claims

I. In an apparatus for separating rubber, particularly vehicle

tire rubber, from embedded reinforcements, a combination

comprising at least one nozzle for ejecting a spray of high-
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pressure liquid against a workpiece; support means for sup-
porting at least a portion of said workpiece opposite said
nozzle during impingement of said portion by said spray so
that the latter can effect separation of the rubber from the
embedded reinforcements and at the same time reduce the
rubber to rubber particles; collecting means for collecting the
rubber particles; and moving means for effecting relative
movement of said nozzle and support means.

3,843,062

PUMP
Georg NeidI, Im Bisch 664, Schaan, Liechtenstein

Division of Ser. No. 71,351, Sept. 11, 1970, Pat. No.
3,737,110, which is a division of Ser. No. 822,342, Feb. 18,
1969, Pat. No. 3,640,474, which is a division of Ser. No.

452,502, May 3, 1965, Pat. No. 3,502,274. This application
Dec. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 314,331

Int. CI. B02c 131 13
U.S. CI. 241-46.11 8 Claims

edges providing a generally planar deflbering zone, a substan-
tially dome-shaped hub on said rotor, a plurality of blades
extending from said hub. each blade having a predetermined
height and including a substantially flat forward work surface
extending perpendicular to said bedplate and forming an
oblique angle with a radius of said rotor away from the direc-
tion of rotation, the trailing surface of each blade further
defining a concave downward slope along a portion thereof
from the rear edge of top face for drawing material down into
an intermediate location on the working face of a succeeding
blade, the bottom faces of said blades extending in a surface
parallel to and spaced slightly from said bedplate, and defining
a plurality of bars each providing a straight shearing edge, said
blades including a first set of blades of a first predetermined
height spaced symmetrically about said axis of rotation and a
second set of blades of a second predetermined height less
than said first height and spaced symmetrically about said axis.
the ratio of the number of blades in said second set to the
number of blades in said first set being in the range of 2-4 to

3,843,064 ;
CRUSHER BLADES OF A SINTER DISCHARGE PART OF

A SINTERING MACHINE
Masao Suzuki, Aichi-Ken, Japan, assignor to Nippon Steel

Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,508

Claims priority, application Japan, July 12, 1971,46-51067
Int. CL B02c 13106, 13126

U.S. a. 241-67 7ciain,s

1. A pump and strainer assembly comprising a stationary
pump housing formed by walls defining a pump chamber
therein, an impeller rotating in said housing, a drive shaft for
said impeller extending axially into said pump housing, said
impeller being secured to said shaft for rotation in planes
mclined to said shaft, a shell enclosing at least part of said
pump housing said shell forming with the walls of said en-
closed pump housing a separate chamber, strainer passages
connecting said pump chamber and said separate chamber, an
inlet for said pump chamber, and individual outlets each for
said pump chamber and said separate chamber, said housing
bemg conical and the inclined impeller being equipped at both
ends with shoes sweeping along said conical inner periphery
of the housing.

3,843,063
SHREDDING AND DEFIBERIZING MACHINE

Robert Blakeley Honeyman, Carmel, Calif., assignor to Mor-
den Machines Company, Portland, Oreg.

Filed Feb. 6. 1973. Ser. No. 330,081
Int. CI. B02c /J/76

U.S. CI. 241-46.11 9 Claims

1. In the sinter discharge part of a sintering machine com-
prising an axially elongated rotating shaft and crusher blades
mounted on said shaft for rotation therewith for crushing
sinters to a suitable grain size for feeding into a blast furnace,
wherein the improvement comprises a case laterally enclosing
said rotating shaft and secured thereon for rotation therewith,
individual said blades attached to and extending outwardly
from said case and spaced apart in the axial direction of said
shaft, a cooling medium supply pipe connected to said case,
a cooling medium exhaust pipe connected to said case, said
case having at least one How passage therethrough for the
cooling medium, each said blade having a fiow passage there-
through communicating with said at least one fiow passage in
said case for circulating the cooling medium in turn through
said blades and case for maintaining said blades within a
desired temperature range.

3,843,065
LABYRINTH SEAL RING FOR PULP REFINER

Anton J. Horstman, and William M. McNeil, both of Spring-
field, Ohio, assignors to The Bauer Bros. Co., Springfield,
Ohio

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,177
Int. CI. B02c 7111

U.S. a. 241-244 8 Claims
1. A disc refiner including a housing, a pair of relatively

1 A m-.^h.n^ r.r u A^ i A ^u
opposed refiner discs mounted for rotation within a chamber

1 A machine for shredding and defiberizmg paper-making defined in said housing, one of said refiner discs including atmaterial including a rotor means for rotating said rotor about least one feed passage for material to move between said discsan axis, a stationary bedplate formed into a surface of revolu- to be refined thereby and discharged therefrom, said hous ngtion about said axisof rotation and definingaplurality of shear having means defining an inlet to said chamber and fuS
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means defining an outlet therefrom, said means defining said

inlet and said one disc including complementary ring means
forming a flow channel for directing the material to be refined

to move to and through said disc feed passage, one of said ring

means forming an axial extension of the other, adjacent faces

of said ring means being in a closely spaced relation, means
providing a passage for directing fluid under pressure to move
through one of said ring means and exit from one of said

adjacent faces into the space between said faces to produce a

fluid joint therebetween extending generally radially of said

ring means, said fluid joint opening at one extremity to said

flow channel and at the other extremity to said chamber, said

passage through one of said ring means being directed to open

to said joint intermediate its extremities at a location to pro-

vide that the fluid exiting therefrom under pressure will flow

within said joint in respectively opposite directions to exert a

blocking and cleansing influence in said joint.

3,843,066

WASTE DISPOSER APPARATUS
Lauren W. Guth, and Mahlon T. Roy, both of Louisville, Ky.,

assignors to General Electric Company, Louisville, Ky.

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,090

Int. CI. B02b 7102

U.S. CI. 241-100.5 2 Claims

I. In a waste disposer apparatus of the type normally sus-

pended beneath the drain opening of a sink:

a. an annular support structure adapted to be securely fixed

to the sink substantially in line with the drain opening,

said annular support structure comprising:

i. a first hinge member; and

ii. a first locking means having a slot located therein;

b. a mounting ring arranged for cooperation with said annu-

lar support structure, said mounting ring comprising:

i. a second hinge member engaging said first hinge mem-
ber; and

ii. a second locking means comprising a tab integral with

said mounting ring, said tab having an aperture therein

and cooperating with said first locking means; and

c. independent securing means including a finger extending

through said aperture of said tab thereby forming a prying

member for forcing said annular support structure and

said mounting ring into assembled relationship and there-

after cooperating with said slot of said first locking means
for holding said annular support structure and said

mounting ring in assembled relationship.

3,843,067

ICE CRUSHER
Luis E. Prada, Louisville, Ky., assignor to General Electric

Company, Louisville, Ky.

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 348,867

Int. CL B02c 13106

U.S.CL 241-190 4 Claims

1. An ice crusher comprising:

rotatable spaced crusher blades;

stationary anvil means in the path of said crusher blades

including stationary spaced arms extending between adja-

cent crusher blades and spaced to provide coarse crushed

ice;

anvil means including spaced arms having upper surfaces

wider than said stationary arms and each being movable

to an operative position below, adjacent, and extending

along a respective stationary arm, said movable arms

being spaced closer together than said stationary arms to

provide finely crushed ice.

3,843,068

GYRATORY CRUSHER FRAME AND METHOD OF
MAKING SAME

Frank M. Allen, Bayside; Ronald B. De Diemar, Brown Deer,

and Kenneth C. Ehlert, Glendale, all of Wis., assignors to

Barber • Greene Company, Aurora, III.

Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,508
Int. CL F16m 1108

U.S. CL 241-285 R 6 Claims

1. A gyratory crusher main frame comprising, a tubular

central hub, an adapter plate having a central opening there-

through; a tubular countershaft housing welded at one end to

one side of said adapter plate and in alignment with said

central opening, vertical arms welded between said hub and

the other side of said adapter plate, tubular arms welded at

their inner ends to said hub and extending therefrom, a tubu-
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lar inner shell concentrically arranged around said hub and

said arms and welded thereto, said arms protruding through

and radially beyond said inner shell and terminating in free

ends, said inner shell also being welded to said adapter plate

to thereby form an annular space between said hub and inner

# 'T^

a^
r#

shell, a tubular outer shell arranged concentrically around said

inner shell and having openings for receiving said free ends,

said free ends being welded in their opening, and a base plate

located at the lower edge of said tubular outer shell and

welded thereto, said base plate also embracing and welded to

said counter shaft housing.

3,843,069

YARN FEEDING AND STORAGE DEVICE FOR TEXTILE
PRODUCING MACHINE

Jose Castillo Deniega, Elmhurst, and Edward M. Tellerman,

Woodmere, both of N.Y., assignors to Wesco Industries

Corporation, Plainview, N.Y.

DivUion of Ser. No. 184,527, Sept. 28, 1971, Pat. No.

3,780,958. This application June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 374,250

Int. CI. B65h5//20

U.S. CI. 242-47.12 3 Claims

yarn windings which advance toward the other end of the

storage member, said yarn being withdrawn from said

yarn package in response to the rotation of said yarn,

winding means,

e. said winding means having sleeve means extending axially

of said storage member and adapted to cover said yarn

windings on said storage member, said yarn guide means

being located at one end of said sleeve means,

f. means for detecting a predetermined quantity of yarn

wound onto said storage member comprising a light

source and a photocell mounted internally of said storage

member, said drum being provided with a pair of aper-

tures positioned relative to said light source and said

photocell so that light emanating from said light source

passes through one of said apertures, is reflected off the

inner surface of said sleeve means, passes through the

other of said apertures, and impinges on said photocell,

whereby said photocell is energized when neither of said

apertures is covered by the yarn wound onto the drum,

and

h. control means responsive to said detecting means for

controlling the rotation of said winding means.

3,843,070

PACKAGING COILS
Geoffrey Ronald Reed, Ham, and Barry Edward Knox, New

Addington, both of England, assignors to The British Iron

and Steel Research Association, London, England

Filed Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 310,148

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 10, 1971,

57501/71
Int. CI. B65h 75124

U.S. CI. 242-55 6 Claims

1. A device for feeding yarn from a yarn package to a textile

producing machine, comprising:

a. a frame adapted for securement to said machine,

b. a yarn storage member,

c. support means fixedly mounted on said frame means and

having secured thereto said storage member with one of

its ends proximate to said frame member and the other of

its ends distal thereto, whereby said storage member is

fixed against rotation relative to said frame member,

d. yarn winding means mounted for rotation on said support

means between said frame member and said storage

member, and having yarn guide means for winding said

yarn about said storage member adjacent said one end

thereof, for forming on said storage member a plurality of

1. In a method of packaging an annular coil of sheet mate-

rial having a plurality of laps defining a central eye. the steps

of: inserting a radially expandable member into the central eye

of the coil, inserting expandable locking means between said

member and the central eye of the coil, radially expanding

said member so that said locking means grips at least a part of

the innermost lap of the coil, procuring relative rotation be-

tween said member and said locking means together with

respect to the outer laps of the coil so as to tighten the inner

laps of the coil and enlarge said central eye until the locking

means expands to a locked condition within the central eye of

the coil to retain said inner laps in that tightened condition,

and removing said expandable member from the central eye

of the coil.

3,843,071

STRIP MATERIAL CONTAINER AND DISPENSER
Tom L. Graham, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Tom L. Graham,

Jr., Bellbrook, Ohio
Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,068

Int. CI. B65d 651672; B65h 19100

U.S. CI. 242-55.53 4 Claims

I. A device for containing a roll of paper-like strip material

and from which the strip material is dispensed, comprising:
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an upright shell including vertical annular side walls and a
floor at the bottom thereof, the side walls being provided
with a portion having a vertically extending slot therein,

a circular base within the shell and resting horizontally

upon the floor, but unattached thereto and engaging the

internal surface of the side walls to position the base
within the shell,

a stem integral with the base at the central part thereof and
extending vertically upwardly therefrom,

a removable circular cover member, the cover member
having a horizontal portion having a lower surface resting

upon the upper end of the shell and having a downwardly
extending vertical annular flange encompassing the upper
part of the shell.

a downwardly extending stem attached to the lower surface

of the horizontal portion of the cover member at the

central part thereof and being coaxial with the stem
which is attached to the base,

a knob attached to the upper surface of the horizontal

portion of the cover member for movement of the cover
member from the shell for placing a roll of paper-like

strip material into the shell and for re-positioning the

cover member upon the shell, the roll of strip material

encompassing the stem which is attached to the base and
the stem which is attached to the cover member, a por-

tion of the roll of strip material extending from the shell

through the vertically extending slot in said portion of the

side walls of the shell.

3,843,072

METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR COILING WIRE
Wilson Parker Rayfield, Levittown, Pa., assignor to Western

Electric Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 331,448, Feb. 12, 1973,. This

application Dec. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 418,691
Int. CI. B21c 47100

U.S. CI. 242-82 18 Claims

1. Apparatus for continuously coiling wire having an initial

axial velocity into a circular coil of predetermined radius, said

apparatus comprising:

a. a laying tube having an inlet end adapted to receive the

moving wire and an outlet end adapted to discharge the

wire in the form of a circular coil;

b. means to rotate said laying tube about an axis of rotation

aligned with the longitudinal axis of the laying tube
through the inlet end thereof and in such direction that

the outlet end of the laying tube trails the body of the

laying tube;|

c. the longitudinal axis of the laying tube through the outlet

end thereof lying in a plane perpendicular to the axis of

rotation of the laying tube and being tangent to a circle

having its center lying on said axis of rotation and with

radius equal to the distance between said axis of rotation

and the longitudinal axis of the laying tube through the

outlet end thereof, the radius of said circle being equal to

the radius of said circular coil.

3,843,073

SPINDLE CONTROL MECHANISM
Donald Earl Day, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed July 25, 1973, Ser. No. 382,620
Int. CI. G03b 1100

U.S. CI. 242-204 9 Claims

1. A mechanism for selectively driving and brakmg a rotat-

able spindle of a web transporting apparatus, the mechanism
comprising:

a. a cylindrical drum member operatively coupled to said

spindle;

b. drive means including a pulley and a belt, said belt being
movable into engagement with said drum member for

rotatably driving said spindle;

c. brake means movable into engagement with said drum
member for braking said spindle; and

d. means for supporting said pulley and said brake means
for conjoint movement between ( 1 ) a first position

wherein said pulley positions said belt into engagement
with said drum member for driving said spindle, (2) a

second position wherein said brake means restrains said

spindle from rotating, and (3) a third position wherein
said belt and said brake means are disengaged from said

drum member.
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3,843.074

APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING TIRE CASINGS
Myron D. Tupper, Rt. 3, Box 158, Sandy, Oreg. 97055
Continuation of Ser. No. 202,967, Nov, 29, 1971, Pat. No.
3,731,884. This application May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,591

Int. CI. B26d 1128

U.S. CI. 241-222 5 Claims

[t=

I. In apparatus for preparing fragments from tire casings
including clamp means for holding a tire casing by clamping
onto the bead region of the casing, such clamp means being
adjustable to conform to different diameters of bead regions
in said casings,

tire casing confining means spaced radially of the axis of a

tire casing held in said clamp means operable to confine
a tire casing by bearing against opposite sides of a tire

casing held by said clamp means,
means increasing and decreasing the spacing of said casing

confining means relative to the axis of a tire casing held

by said clamp means with adjustment of said clamp means
to conform to larger and smaller diameters of said bead
regions, respectively, and

means for cutting fragments from a tire casing confined by
said confining means.

3,843,075

ROLL RATE CONTROL SYSTEM
T. Jerome Weber, Livermore, and Clifford T. Yokomizo, Dub-

lin, both of Calif., assignors to The United States of America
as represented by the United States Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, Washington, D.C.

Filed June 11, 1973, Ser. No. 369,017
Int. CI. F42b 15116: F42g 9/00. F42b 15102

U.S. CI. 244-3.15 2 Claims

1. A roll control system for an aerodynamics body having
control fins extending therefrom comprising first and second
rotatable means carried by said body at opposite ends of a

diameter for rotatably supporting respective first and second
of said fins for changing their orientation with respect to said

body; actuator means for each of said fin supporting means,
each actuator means including a housing having two chambers

together with fluid responsive means for increasing the size of
one of said chambers simultaneously with decreasing the size

of the other chamber together with a mechanical means inter-

connecting said fluid responsive means and said fins for rotat-

ing said fins with said chamber size variation; fluid displacing
means including first and second housings carried by said
body, with each housing having a sensing mass dividing said

housings into inward and outward portions and movable gen-
erally radially thereof in opposite directions inwardly and
outwardly along a radius of said body in response to centrifu-

gal force acting on said body for displacing fluid proportional
to said centrifugal force from said inward and outward por-
tions of said housings, and means for biasing said sensing
masses to initial positions within said housings; coupling
means including conduits for hydraulically interconnecting
the outward portions of each of said fluid displacing means
housings to a chamber of a separate one of the actuator means
housing and the inward portion of each of said fluid displacing
means housings to the other chambers of the opposite actua-
tor housing means to provide an essentially constant-volume
in each interconnected actuator means housing chamber, fluid

displacing means housing portion, and conduit during sensing
mass movement for rotating said first and second fins propor-
tional to said fluid displacement and said centrifugal force;
and an essentially noncompressible fluid filling each of said
chambers, housing portions and conduits.

3,843,076

PROJECTILE TRAJECTORY CORRECTION SYSTEM
Robert E. King, Palos Verdes Peninsula; Wayne A. Massey,
Garden Grove, and John M. Smith, Torrance, all of Calif.,

assignors to TRW, Redondo Beach, Calif.

Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 214,879
Int. CL F42b 15118

U.S. CI. 244-3.16 6 Claims

1. The method of correcting the terminal portion of the
trajectory of a projectile in free fall and rotating about its axis,

the projectile being directed toward a target, said method
comprising the steps of:

a. illuminating the target;

b. detecting the light reflected from the target within a
predetermined hollow cone extending between the rotat-

ing projectile and the ground as the projectile approaches
the target;

c. applying a single lateral impulse to the projectile in accor-
dance with the image of the light reflected from the tar-

get; and

d. determining the polar coordinates of the image of the
target received at the projectile, thereby to determine the
instant of time when the single lateral impulse is applied
to the projectile, whereby the direction of the impulse
applied to the projectile and the instant the impulse is

applied is determined by the polar coordinates of the
target image.
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3,843,077
AUTOMATIC APPROACH LANDING AND GO-AROUND

ROLL AXIS CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AIRCRAFT
Jimmie H. Boone, Bellevue; Gary A. Chenkovich, Seattle, both

of Wash.; Brian F. Corcoran, Bettendorf, Iowa; Arley C.
Marley, III, Renton, and Robert D. Simpson, Bellevue, both
of Wash., assignors to The Boeing Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,007
Int. CI. B64c 13118

U.S. CI. 244-77 A 13 Claims
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1. In combination in an aircraft having a roll axis control

system and having an output terminal: first means coupled to

said output terminal for storing a constant signal representa-
tive of commanded ground track error;

second means coupled to said output terminal for generat-

ing a further signal representative of change in ground
track thereby providing a signal to null or cancel said

commanded ground track error signal or providing

ground track referenced control during go-around,; and
wherein said first means comprises: sensor means provid-

ing a signal representative of aircraft ground track error;

integrator circuit means connected in feedback circuit

around said output terminal; second switching means
connected in series circuit between said sensor means and
said control system output terminal; third switching

means connected in series circuit between said control

system output terminal and said integrator circuit means
and switching simultaneously with said second switching

means.

'

'

3,843,078

DEVICE FOR SECURING FLEXIBLE FUEL TANKS IN AN
AIRCRAFT

Volker Schon, Munich. Germany; Bernd R. Walter, Kirkland,
Wash., and Peter Zipperling, Poing, Germany, assignors to

Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm GmbH, Munchen, Germany
Filed Nov. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 414,093

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 18, 1972,
2256744

Int. CI. B64d 37100
U.S. CI. 244-13^ B 3 Claims

1. Device for securing flexible fuel tanks in an aircraft,

which consists of two flexible legs which are arranged on one

wall of the aircraft structure, which legs are placed around the

shaft of a locking pin which is guided through the wall of the

aircraft structure, comprising the improvement wherein the

flexible legs (6, 7) consist of a U-shaped spring wire (5) which
is arranged in a plane parallel to the wall ( 1 ) of the aircraft

structure, and that in the zone of the open side of the spring

wire (5) a longitudinal opening (2) is provided in the wall ( 1 ),

which longitudinal opening permits the passage of a tapered
locking pin (12) having a neck portion, said locking pin being

secured to the fuel tank, for engagement between the legs (6,

7), whereby the longitudinal opening (2) extends so far over
the open side of the spring wire (5) that the locking pin.

through a longitudinal movement in this zone (17), can be
released from an embracing engagement by the flexible legs

(6,7).

3,843,079

FLAG STANDARD
David Charles Reisling, 614 Western Ave., Mingo Junction,

Ohio 43938
Filed Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,410

Int. CI. F16m 13100

U.S. CI. 248-44 4 Claims

1. A flag standard intended for receiving and holding a flag

staff having a flag attached thereto in a display position, com-
prising a truncated hemi-spherical base member having hemi-
spherical side surfaces, a horizontally extending top surface;

a hollow open ended cylindrical socket member formed inte-

grally with the base member on the top surface thereof and
disposed concentric with the base member, the top outermost
end of the socket member projecting axially outwardly of the
top surface of the base member; a cylindrical bore extending
thVough the socket member concentric with the axis of the
base member; a cylindrical bore disposed inwardly of the base
member in axial alignment with the socket cylindrical bore
and in communication therewith through the top surface of
the base member, the base member cylindrical bore terminat-
ing in an inverted conical hollow configuration having the
apex thereof terminating along the axis of the base member in
a position adjacent the bottom surface of the base member; a
plurality of circumferally spaced apart radially extending
internally threaded openings spaced about the side walls of the
socket member and extending radially therethrough; a plural-
ity of fastener means, each fastener means associated with one
of the threaded openings and adapted to be threadedly en-
gaged therein in a manner to project into or be withdrawn
from the socket member cylindrical bore depending upon the
direction of rotation of the fastener means about its axis, the
innermost ends of each of the fastener means adapted to
frictionally engage the side walls of a flag staff inserted into
the socket member; the bottom end of the flag staff engaging
the interior conical surface of the bottom of the base member
cylindrical bore in a manner to seat the flag staff concentri-
cally of the base member; and a plurality of rod members
formed integrally with the base member and extending verti-

cally downwardly from the bottom surface thereof, each of the
rod members having a pointed outermost projecting end
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adapted to assist the rod members in penetrating a ground
type surface into which they are adapted to be inserted, the
rod members being spaced equally about the base member
bottom surface in positions disposed a slight radial distance
mwardly from the outer peripheral edge of the bottom surface
such that the rods may be driven into a ground surface until
the base surface engages the ground surface to thus firmly and
securely maintain the base member in the desired location
with the desired stability for displaying a flat therefrom.

3,843,080
MOUNTING DEVICE FOR DEPENDING STRUCTURAL

MEMBERS FROM DECK PLATE OR THE LIKE
Hiroshi Imai, and Momoki Nakagawa, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to ITT Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed June 18. 1971, Set. No. 154,324

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 25, 1971. 46-
10952;May 7, 1971,46-14942

Int. CI. F16I 3100
U.S. CI. 248-58 7 Cajms

3,843,081
ADAPTORS FOR ANCHORING STRAPS

William A. Meier, Hoffman Estates, and Edward P. Johnson
Arlington Heights, both of III., assignors to Signode Corpora-
tion, Glenview, III.

Filed May 12, 1972, Ser. No. 252,872
Int. CI. B60p 7108; 86 Id 45100; B65i 1122

U.S. CI. 248-223 4 c,a|,„s

A'A.

Z?^

1. A mounting device for depending structural memf.rs
from deck plate or the like, the deck plate adapted to have
concrete poured onto the upper surface thereof to anchor the
device to said deck plate, which comprises:

A. a bolt having projecting means thereon.
B. a spring fitted to said bolt below said projection means
and having the upper end stopped by said projection
means.

C. a generally cylindrical member engaged with the lower
end of the bolt,

D. resilient expandable means associated Aith said cylindri-
cal member and located at least at the upper end of the
cylindrical member,

E. said cylindrical member and expandable means adapted
to be pushed axially through a hole in the said deck plate
from the upper surface thereof by pressing down on the
upper end of the bolt and thereby bringing the edge of the
hole into constricting engagement with said expandable
means to enable passage of said expandable means and
cylindrical member, but said expandable means adapted
to expand after passing the hole to the bottom surface of
said deck plate,

F. said spring adapted to be compressed between said pro-
jection means and said upper surface while said bolt is

being pressed downward and serving upon release of said
bolt to bias the bolt to move upward.

G. said expandable means having structure adapted to en-
gage the lower surface of said deck plate to maintain the
bolt erect on account of the action of said spring while
resisting withdrawal of said bolt through said hole from
above said deck plate.

H. means on said cylindrical member for coupling of a
depending structural member to the bottom end of said
bolt.

1. An adaptor for anchoring a strap in position relative to
a support defining a plurality of spaced openings, said adaptor
being rigidly constructed and generally U-shaped with one
rigid leg being longer than the other and each of said legs
having rigid hook portions at its outer ends, the shorter of said
leg being disposed normal to its respective hook portion and
adapted to receive the strap in its loaded condition and the
longer of said legs being disposed at an acute angle to its

respective hook portion and adapted to receive the strap to
permit removal of the adaptor from its support, said adaptor
being constructed and arranged whereby the leg end portions
extend through said spaced openings and the hook portions
are disposed generally parallel to and abut said support on the
side of said support opposite to where the strap is located to
prevent removal of said adaptor from said support during
normal loading of said adaptor, but which permits removal of
the adaptor from its support when the strap is disposed about
the longer leg and the adaptor is rotated in excess of 90° from
the loading direction with the shorter leg being moved in the
direction of its hook portion.

3,843,082
HOLDER FOR GASOLINE LANTERN

Billy R. Garrett, 5336 Conroy St., Fort Worth, Tex. 76134
Filed Jan. 28, 1974, Ser. No. 436,935

Int. CI. F16m lilOO
U.S. CI. 248-226 E 2 Claims

1. In a device for displaying a lighted gasoline lantern from
a small pleasure boat, usually powered by an outboard engine,
having gunwales of hollow construction characterized by a
broad top surface and having inner and outer wall surfaces
extending downwardly from the top surface, the combination
of a cylindrical receptacle, comparatively short relative to its

diameter, which in use is disposed vertically and has the bot-
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torn of a lantern received bodily therein, and an elongated
metal strip, characterized by its inherent spring tension but
soft and easily bent, which is bent substantially 180° interme-
diate its ends and in use has portions thereof in overlying
engagement with the top surface and the adjacent inner and
outer wall surfaces of a gunwale, in yieldable, frictional en-
gagement therewith, the last mentioned portion extending
downwardly a substantial distance below the top surface and
having means removably and adjustably connecting it to the
receptacle, to support the receptacle on the gunwale at a
predetermined distance below the top thereof, and detent
means, rigidly and removably connected to a middle portion
of the strip and adjustable longitudinally relative thereto, for

selective engagement by the bail or handle of a lantern having
its bottom in place in the receptacle, to prevent accidental
displacement thereof

3,843,084

COLUMN-MOUNTED SHORING BRACKET ASSEMBLY
FOR OVERHEAD FORMWORK

R. Kirk Gregory, Barrington, and Robert J. Flathau, Palatine,

both of III., assignors to Symons Corporation, Des Plaines,

III.

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,434
Int. CI. A47f 5110; A47h 33\\0; E04g 11116

U.S. CI. 248-295 7 Claims

3,843,083
MOUNTING APPARATUS FOR PORTABLE DEVICE

Rene M. Angibaud, Vernon, France, assignor to Societe Les
Piles Wonder, Saint Ouen, France

Filed Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,554
Claims priority, application France, Nov. 9, 1972, 72.39751

Int. CL F16b 2100; F21I I5m
U.S. CI. 248-229 4 Claims

1. An improved adjustable mounting apparatus for adjust-
ably mounting a portable device on a support, comprising

a mounting bracket for engaging the portable device;
a ball fixedly attached to said bracket; and
clamping means for partially surrounding said ball and a

portion of the support and for holding the ball in a plural-

ity of orientations relative to the support, said clamping
means including

first and second substantially identical jaw members each
having

a spherically shaped recess dimensioned to mate with a
portion of said ball;

a generally cylindrically shaped recess, the recesses open-
ing toward a common plane;

longitudinal reinforcing ribs;

means defining a transverse central opening, between
said ribs and perpendicular to said plane, through
which a fastener can pass; and

a convex surface portion around said opening and be-
tween said ribs; and

threaded fastener means for retaining said jaw members in

facing relationship to clamp said ball between said spheri-

cal recesses and said support between said cylindrical

recesses,

said fastener rneans including a washer having a concave
surface for mating with the convex surface of one of said

Jaw members,

a nut; and

a bolt having flat portions engagable with the ribs on the

other one of said jaw members to prevent rotation thereof
when said nut is threaded thereon.

1. A shoring bracket adapted to support a horizontal
stringer forming a part of a concrete-receiving, pallet-type
formwork used in the erection of a multi-story building, said
bracket comprising a horizontal base frame having means
whereby it may be fixedly secured to a vertical column of the
building, a vertically elongated carriage mounted with respect
to the base frame so that it is slidable vertically between a
raised and a lowered position, a loadbearing roller on the
upper end of said carriage, a vertical jack screw having its

upper end swivelly connected to the base plate and depending
therefrom, and means establishing a threaded connection
between said jack screw and the lower region of the carriage,
whereby rotation of the jack screw in opposite directions will

effect raising and lowering of the carriage and formwork with
the intervening region of the jack screw between such
threaded connection and base frame supporting the carriage
and formwork under tension.

3,843,085
SUPPORTING STRUCTURE FOR DISPOSABLE TISSUE

DISPENSER
Mario de la Vega Castro, Anaxagoras 1308, Mexico 13, D. F.,
Mexico

Filed Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,360
Claims priority, application Mexico, Sept. 14, 1973, 146187

Int. CI. F16m 13102
U.S. CI. 248-311

, Claim

T^«

T^.

1. A supporting structure resiliently pressed against the
ceiling of a vehicle to hold a disposable tissue dispensing box
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in the frame and pressed against said vehicle ceiling, wherein
said supporting structure comprises a substantially rectangular
frame having side and end walls with a perpendicular projec-
tion at the lower edge of said side and end walls towards the

interior of said frame conforming a supporting flange to sup-
port a disposable tissue box having its outlet turned down-
ward; said frame being attached by an integral flexible hinge
means to a fastening channel member having an inner projec-
tion to which is fixed the end of a spring means having its other
end fastened to the upper edge of one of said frame and walls;

wherein said frame end wall to which said spring means is

coupled and said channel member includes reinforcing sheet-
metal caps and wherein said channel member includes holes
through which screw means are passed to clamp said channel
member to the bosses or projections of an adapter, which
adapter comprises a semi-rigid cover with side, bottom and an
end walls, said end wall including a perpendicularly inwardly
projecting flange which engages a base of a rear-view mirror,
and said adapter having two projecting tabs located at the
ends of said sidewalls opposite the end wall with flange, said
tabs having each a hole through which a bolt is passed to
clamp said adapter onto the upper portion of the rod of said
rear-view mirror.

3,843,086

SUSPENSION FASTENER
Wilbur F. Plak, Middleburg Heights, Ohio, assignor to Fast-
way Fasteners, Inc., Lorain, Ohio

Filed Mar. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 126,413
Int. CI. E04b 5152; E06b 3154

U.S. CI. 248-317 4 Claims

I. A suspension fastener adapted to be secured to a T-bar,
said fastener comprising a resilient one-piece member having
divergent leg portions, and flanges adapted to overlap each
other and underlie a portion of said T-bar when said leg por-
tions are moved toward each other, one of said fastener
flanges being provided with a pair of transversely spaced
recesses each extending inwardly from the side edges of said
fastener flange and each having at least one edge extending
substantially perpendicular to said side edges and constituting
a shoulder or stop, the other of said fastener flanges including
a pair of transversely spaced tongues formed by slitting the
metal of said other fastener flange inwardly from each of the
side edges of said other fastener flange and bending the metal
adjacent one side of the slit out bt the plane of said other
fastener flange, whereby when said fastener flanges are moved
into overlapping relationship with each other, said tongues
initially separate said flanges and subsequently resiliently

enter said recesses and engage said shoulders or stops to

impede inadvertent separation of said fastener flanges from
each other, and a supporting screw secured to and depending
from one of said fastener flanges.

3,843,087
SEAT SLIDE CATCH MECHANISM

Albert John Adams, Fetcham, England, assignor to A. W.
Chapman Limited, London, England

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 359,783
Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 6, 1972.

26245/72

Int. CI: B60m 1108
U.S. CI. 248-430 4 Qaims

IS. 3S 2* ISP 26 35 27 26 3e

1. A seat slide mechanism comprising
a. a rail securable to a floor so as to be fixed thereto;
b. a slide securable to a seat so as to be fixed thereto;
c. means providing parallel track surfaces on said rail and
means providing parallel track surfaces on said slide, the
rail and the slide being .so disposed that one of the track
surfaces on said rail is in vertical register with one of the
track surfaces on said slide and that the other of the track
surfaces on said rail is in vertical register with the other
of the track surfaces on said slide;

d. two rollers in contact with said one track surfaces and
spaced from one another longitudinally of said rail and
said slide, and two additional rollers in contact with said
other track surfaces and spaced from one another longi-
tudinally of said rail and said slide;

e. a catch lever having two ends and an intermediate por-
tion;

f. a catch lever operating handle having two ends;
g. first means establishing a pivotal connection between said

operating handle and said slide;

h. a slot in said slide and second means extending through
said slot and establishing a pivotal connection between
corresponding one ends of said catch lever and said oper-
ating handle;

i. third means establishing a pivotal connection between the
other end of said catch lever and said slide;

j. at least two prongs formed in said intermediate portion of
said catch lever;

k. a rack on said rail, said rack being engageable by said
prongs to effect a releasable connection of the slide to the
rail;

I. spring means connected between said slide and said oper-
ating handle and tending at all times to urge said prongs
into engagement with said rack.

3,843,088

MOULDING APPARATUS
Noel Peter McLoughlin, and James Livingstone Taylor, both of

Victoria, Australia, assignors to Tupperware of Australia
Pty. Ltd. and Knox Schlapp Pty. Ltd., both of Victoria,

Australia

Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,819
Claims priority, application Australia, Feb. 1, 1972,

7811/72

Int. CI. B29c 7/00, 11100. B29d 23102; B29f 1114
U.S. a. 249-144 3 Claims

1. Moulding apparatus including an outer moulding means
expandable away from the article moulded, said outer mould-
ing means being comprised by a plurality of trai\sversely slid-

able outer moulding members supported on a mould base and
an expandable and collapsible core located within said outer
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moulding means, said core being expandable to provide a

moulding gap between said core and said outer moulding
means in which an article to be produced may be moulded and
collapsible to facilitate removal of the moulded article there-
from, said core being comprised of at least three separate core
members combining when said core is in its expanded position
to provide an outer moulding surface, at least one of said core
members being a transversely slidable core member movable

inwardly perpendicularly with the core axis and at least two of

two core members being longitudinally slidable core members
slidable in a generally longitudinal direction at an angle to the

actual longitudinal axis of the moulding core so that on sliding

from an expanded moulding position to a retracted position

the surface portions of the moulding surface provided by each
of the longitudinal members also moves inwardly of the

moulding core and wherein each of said core members is

provided with cooling means within its structure.

3,843,089

TEXTURED CONCRETE MOLD CONSTRUCTION FOR
VERTICALLY POURING CONCRETE SLABS

Ray John Scholz, and Thomas Patrick Fuller, both of Los
Altos, Calif., assignors to Printex Concrete Products, Santa
Clara, Calif.

Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,406
Int. CI. B28b li02

U.S.CL 249-158 3 Claims

1. An adjustab e, reusable mold for forming concrete slabs,

comprising: a first concrete impervious form member; a con-
crete impervious base member having an upper surface;

means for fixedly supporting said first form member in a

generally upright position on the upper surface of said base

member; a second concrete impervious form member; means
for supporting said second member in a generally upright

position and for mounting said second member for movement
toward and away from said first fixed member along a path

generally parallel to said upper surface of said base member
wherein said path comprises a plurality of rails and said sup-

porting and moving means comprises a wheeled carriage

adapted to roll on said rails; means for releasably coupling said

second member at a predetermined distance from said first

member on said base member; a pair of concrete impervious
side members moveable into closing relationship to the side

opening defined by said first and second members; and means
for retaining said pair of side members in fluid-tight engage-
ment with said first and second upright members and said base

member, and said base member is provided with a plurality of
slots into which respective of said plurality of rails extends, the

fixedly supporting means for said first member including first

engagement means, said carriage including a plurality of sec-

ond engagement means adapted to be extended through said

slots and interlock with said first engagement means.

3,843,090

DAMPER
Heinz Schneider, Lendersdorf, and Josef Becker, Ober-

maubach, both of Germany, assignors to Zimmerman &
Jansen GmbH, Duren, Germany

Filed Jan. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 322,876
Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 15, 1972,

2201940; June 2, 1972, 2226986
Int. CL F 16k i//52

U.S. CI. 251-215 20 Claims

1 A damper, comprising:

a tubular housing having an intermediate internal annular
seat,

a damper plate mounted within the housing for swinging
movement about a transverse shaft from a first position
wherein its periphy engages the seat to a second position
removed from the seat,

an actuating lever connecting the plate to the shaft for
providing pressure of the damper plate against the seat,

d. guide means independent of the actuating lever for

regulating the motion of the damper plate from the first

position to the second position in such a way that the
movement adjacent the first position is primarily trans-

verse motion in the direction of a line at a right angle to

the plane of the seat and in such a way that the part of the
motion adjacent the second position is primarily swinging
movement about an an axis spaced from and parallel to
the said plane of the seat,

wherein the length of the actuating lever (8, 37) of the
damper plate (3, 30) is shorter than the radius of the
plate and a hub (10, 38) of the shaft lies within the
space enclosed by the tubular housing (1, 28), and

wherein the shaft ( 1 1, 39) of the actuating lever is guided
on both sides in bearings (14, 18, 43, 44) that project
outwardly of the housing and are mounted in the wall
of the housing.
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3,843,091
BALL VALVE FOR HIGH TEMPERATURES

Jean Gachot, 26, avenue de Paris, Soisy sous Montmorency,
France

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,544
Claims priority, application France, Apr. 25. 1972.

72.14620

int. CI. F16k 5106
U.S. CI. 251-315 8 Claims

—

O

rt

^"CP^V

1. A ball valve to resist high temperatures, comprising a
hollow valve body limited by two flanges and containing a
rolatable ball with a passageway for the fluid, means to rotate
the ball, a sealing ring of hot-flowing resin between said ball
and at least one of said flanges, the ball in the closed position
of the valve having freedom of displacement within the valve
body relative to said valve rotating means in the downstream
direction, the flange which is downstream in the fluid flow
direction having an annular groove including lateral groove
walls, the sealing ring being partially disposed in said groove,
said groove having a residual hollow volume which is at least
equal to the volume of that portion of the sealing ring which
is located outside the groove, in order to permit said groove
to receive the whole of the material of the sealing ring which
is located outside the groove, said downstream flange having
opposite to the ball and in the vicinity of the groove a metallic
seat to receive the ball in the event of elimination of the
sealmg rmg material at high temperatures, the sealing ring
having at its end remote from the ball a tubular extension
tightly fitted over one of the lateral groove walls.

3,843,092
PULL TRAILER AND LOAD LIFT MEANS

Carl W. Oehler, 1664 S.E. 4th Ct., Deerfield Beach, Fla. 33441
Division of Ser. No. 110,486, Jan. 28, 1971, Pat. No.

3,752,502. This application Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,463
Int. CI. B66f 3124

U.S. CI. 254-93 HP 7 cuims

1. A load lifting and supporting device, comprising:
a rectangular base;

a rectangular top plate located above the base and adapted
to engage and support the load;

an inflatable enclosure positioned between the base and the
top plate, the enclosure supporting the top plate;

a plurality of first hinge leaves, one leaf being hinged to
each side of the top plate and extending generally down-
wardly therefrom; and

a plurality of second hinge leaves, one leaf being hinged to
each side of the base and extending generally upwardly
therefrom, the lower end of each first leaf being hinged
to the upper end of the second leaf on the corresponding
side of the base to form hinges each having an axis paral-
lel to the side of the base to which the second hinge leaf
thereof is secured.

3,843,093

PORTABLE HOIST
James G. Thompson, and Edgar M. Reynolds, both of Indialan-

tic, Fla., assignors to I. I Incorporated, Melbourne, Fla.
Filed Jan. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 322,227

Int. CI. B66c 23160
U.S. CI. 254-139.1 4 Claims

1. A portable hoist and disabled vehicle towing trailer com-
prising:

a first frame, said frame having a plurality of first frame
members connected together in a common plane;

a pair of wheels, each wheel rotatably connected to said first

frame;

a vehicle hitching means connected at one end to said first

frame;

a second frame, said second frame having a plurality of
second frame members rigidly connected together in a
common plane, said second frame coupled above and
adjacent to said first frame;

means to rotatably connect said second frame to said first

frame;

a winch connected to one end of said second frame;
a pair of vertical support arms rigidly connected to said
second frame and disposed vertically above said second
frame;

a vertical cross-member connected to the upper ends rigidly
to said vertical support arms;

a pulley centrally disposed and rotatably connected to said
cross-members;

a pivotal support frame;

means for connecting said pivotal support frame to said
second frame;

a vehicle attaching means connected to a free end of said
pivotal support frame;

a boom;
means attached to said second frame for removably cou-

pling said boom to said second frame;
means for connecting a midportion of said boom to said

cross-members;

a cable connected to said winch and said pulley and engage-
able with said pivotal support frame.
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3,843,094

tRACTION DEVICE
Robert H. Watts, P.O. Box 90302, Cincinnati, Ohio 53202

Filed Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,294

Int. CI. B66d 1136

U.S. CI. 254-150 R 7 Claims

1. A traction device comprising:

a drum having a generally cylindrical surface,

means for rotating the drum in either direction,

a generally cylindrical housing enclosing the drum and

having an internal helical groove positioned close enough

to the drum so as to engage and confine therein a rope

wound directly on said drum surface whereby the rope

must follow the groove and is, therefore, forced axially

over said surface,

an aperture in one end of the housing in alignment with the

corresponding end of the helical groove to permit rope to

be entered into the groove and fed around the drum
following the groove,

an aperture in the other end of the housing in alignment

with the other end of the helical groove to permit egress

of the rope from the housing.

3,843,095

HYDRAULIC CROWD CABLE TAKE-UP SYSTEM
Robert J. Rupert, South Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Bucynis-

Erie Company, South Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Dec. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 210,709

Int. CI. B66d 1148

U.S. CI. 254- 173 B 4 Claims

1. In a crowd mechanism of an excavator of the type that

utilizes a crowd cable about sheaves to act upon a handle and

having at least one sheave on a linearly adjustable mounting

for taking-up slack in said crowd cable, the combination with

said one sheave of

a single acting linear hydraulic actuator mounted between

an excavator structure and said linearly adjustable

mounting of said sheave to linearly adjust said sheave and

having a cylinder bore with a blind end and a rod end, a

piston reciprobably mounted in said cylinder bore with a

piston rod projecting from said rod end of said cylinder;

a reservoir of operating fluid connected to a source of

pressurized air to maintain said operating fluid under

pressure;

a slack take-up stop valve connected by conduit between

said operating fluid under pressure and said blind end of

said cylinder bore, said slack take-up stop valve being

normally closed;

and a controller for opening and closing said slack takeup

stop valve at predetermined times to connect and discon-

nect said blind end of said cylinder bore with said operat-

ing fluid under pressure.

3,843,096

TRACTION DRUM WINCH WHICH EXERTS A
PREDETERMINED CONSTANT TENSION ON A CABLE
John Hart Wilson, deceased, late of Wichita Falls, Tex. ( Evelyn

Egan Wilson, executrix); J. N. Sherrill, Jr., and Virginia

Wilson Hulver, both of Wichita Falls, Tex. (executors),

assignors to Evelyn Egan Wilson; J. N. Sherrill, Jr. and

Virginia Wilson Hulver

Division of Ser. No. 78,854, Nov. 7, 1970, abandoned, which

is a division of Ser. No. 788,256, Dec. 31, 1968, Pat. No.

3,606,257. This application Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,628

Int. CI. B66d 1148

U.S. CI. 254-173 R 4 Claims

1. An apparatus for drilling a well in the floor of a body of

water from a drill ship or the like having an upright supporting

derrick structure thereon, which apparatus comprises:

a. a tension controlled traction drum winching mechanism

for a drilling rig mounted on the drill ship and being

associated with the upright supporting derrick structure,

b. a prime mover connected in driving relation with the

traction drum winching mechanism,

c. said prime mover being so connected through a fluid

actuated clutch interposed between said prime mover and

said tension controlled traction drum winching mecha-

nism, which clutch is adapted to slip continuously,

d. a crown block, including sheaves, mounted on the upright

supporting derrick structure, near the upper end thereof,

e. a cable associated with and being common to said

drilling rig and said tension controlled traction drum

winching mechanism and passing over the sheaves of said

crown block to form a loop therebelow,

1

.

a traveling block supported in the loop of said cable

within the upright supporting derrick structure to sup-

port drill pipe therebelow,

2. said crown block having a portion of its weight sup-

ported on a pivotable lever located on the derrick.
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f. a transducer weight sensing mechanism having a piston

element thereon in contact with said lever to determine
the load on said crown block, and

g. pressure control sensing actuator means associated with

said transducer weight sensing mechanism to regulate
fluid, under pressure, to said fluid actuated clutch to

cause engagement of the clutch in direct relation to the

load applied to the crown block.

3,843,097

TWO-DRUM WINCH, WITH BUILT-IN REDUCTION
GEAR

Jean Noly, La Clayette, France, assignor to Potain, Larue,
France

Filed Aug. 2, 1972, S«r. No. 277,329
Claims priority, application France, Aug. 9, 1971, 71.29791

Int. CI. B66d 1/22

U.S. CI. 254-184 4 Claims

:^

9 f

P

1. A hoisting winch, comprising:

a drive motor having a drive shaft;

a first and a second drum;
a differential reduction gear means connected to said motor
and to said drums for causing one drum to rotate when
the other is locked and vice versa, said differential reduc-
tion gear means comprising an epicycloidal train includ-

ing a sun gear, a planet gear and a crown wheel wherein
said sun gear is connected to said drive shaft, said planet
gear is connected to said first drum and said crown wheel
is connected to said second drum; and

locking means for holding either of said two drums fast,

whereby locking of said first drum causes said crown
wheel and accordingly said second drum to rotate and
locking of said second drum causes said planet gear and
accordingly said first drum to rotate.

3 843 098
FLUID LAYERING ASSEMBLY FOR ATTACHMENT TO A

JET OR SPINNERET FOR PRODUCTION OF
SIDE-BY-SIDE AND SHEATH-CORE FIBERS

Bobby M. Phillips, and Hal O. Jones, both of Kingsport, Tenn.,
assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,760
In» n. BO If 5/00

U.S. CI. 259-4 2 Claims

U3:
i-.'r-f.T/a-C

>L-

^rr

1. Fluid layering assembly for attachment to a jet or spin-

neret for spinning from flows of fiber forming solution or melts
side-by-side and sheath-core bicomponent fibers, said assem-
bly comprising:

three concentric cylindrical pipes;

a breaker plate means;
each pipe having inlet and outlet means for receiving into

and dispensing from the pipe a flow of fiber forming
solution or melt;

the inner concentric pipe having attached at its outlet
means the breaker plate means;

the breaker plate means having formed therein a central
opening and a plurality of openings arranged radially
around the central opening, the central opening being in

communication with the outlet means of the inner con-
centric pipe and the plurality of openings being in com-
munication with the outlet means of the middle concen-
tric pipe; and

means defining a chamber that is downstream of and in axial
alignment with the three concentric cylindrical pipes and
the breaker plate means for receiving and combining the
flows from the outer as well as the inner and middle pipes
and the breaker plate means, and an outlet means for the
combined flows from the chamber to the orifices of the
jet or spinneret which may be attached to the outlet
means.

3,843,099
INSTANTANEOUS RATIONING MEANS

Robert J. Duncan, Magnolia, Mass., assignor to USM Corpora-
tion, Boston, Mass.

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,541
Int. CI. B28c 7/04

U.S. CI. 259-23 3 Claims

a

10
ji^KlaV *

1. In apparatus for dispensing a multicomponenl composi-
tion provided by the mixing together of at least two compo-
nents in predetermined ratio in a mixing chamber including
means for supplying a first component to said chamber, means
for supplying a second component to said chamber, means for

metering said first component supplied to said chamber, and
means for metering the second component supplied to said

chamber, a component ratioing control means comprising:
a. means driving said first component supply means at a

predetermined value;

b. means generating a signal directly proportional to said

metered first component;
c. means generating a signal directly proportional to the

predetermined ratio of said first component to said sec-

ond component;
d. means biasing said second component metering means

with said predetermined ratio signal;

e. means for generating a signal directly proportional to said

ratio biased, metered second component;
f. means for directly comparing said first component meter-

ing signal and said second component ratio biased meter-
ing signal;

g. means for generating an error signal directly proportional
to the difference between said compared signals; and

h. means for driving one of said component supply means
responsive to said error signal in a manner which tends to

reduce said error to zero.
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3,843,100
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MIXING SOLIDS AND

LIQUIDS
James Lynn Haas, Aliquippa, Pa., and Paul A. Goodridge,

Granville, Ohio, assignors to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Cor-
poration, Toledo, Ohio

Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,422
Int. CI. BO If 7102

U.S. CI. 259-25

of said lower plate, having a radial length less than the
radial length of said vanes and having a lateral thickness
adjacent the outer edge greater than adjacent the inner
edge thereof.

3,843,102
HEAT TREATING APPARATUS

12 Claims Harry Bradshaw, Cordele, Ga., and Barney R. Powell, Mont-
gomery, Ala., assignors to Standard Forge and Axle Com-
pany, Incorporated, Montgomery, Ala.

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,190 ^

Int. CI. C21d 9130

./^ U.S. CI. 266-4 E 42 Claims

3,843,101
FLOTATION MACHINE AND IMPELLER THEREFOR

Charles A. Green, Apartado 82, Chihuahua, Mexico
Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,883

Int. CI. BOlf 5//6
U.S. CI. 259-96 ,6 claims

1. A rotatable impeller for a flotation machine, comprising:
a circular lower plate;

a circular upper plate concentric with and spaced from said
lower plate, said upper plate having a circular central
opening therein;

a series of vanes extending generally radially and disposed
between said upper and lower plates, said vanes being
constructed and arranged to pump pulp and the like from
said central opening of said upper plate and discharge the
same from the periphery of the space between said plates;
and

a series of fingers spaced around the periphery of said lower
plate and depending therefrom, said depending fingers
being equally spaced about the periphery of the underside

927 O.G.—55

^nT^n

1. A method of mixing particulate solid material with liquid
components which, when mixed together, form a foamable
mixture, said method comprising mixing the foamable liquid
components together, subsequently supplying the mixed liquid
to a first, central zone, supplying the particulate solid material
to a second zone surrounding the first zone, directing the
mixed liquid outwardly from the first zone toward the second
zone, and mixing together the solid material and the mixed
liquid.

1. An apparatus for heat treating an end portion of an
elongated workpiece comprising a quenching tank, a frame
assembly, a carrier assembly partially submerisible in a
quenching medium disposed in said quenching tank, mounted
on said frame assembly for rotation about a longitudinally
disposed axis, means disposed on said carrier assembly, cir-
cumferentially spaced relative to said axis, for detachably
mounting a plurality of said elongated workpieces on said
carrier assembly, means for rotatably indexing said carrier
assembly to position an elongated workpiece mounted in one
of said detachably mounting means of said carrier assembly in
a loading and unloading station, a heat treating station and at
least one quenching station disposed beneath the surface of a
quenching medium disposed in said quenching tank, means
disposed on said frame assembly for producing a heated zone
of predetermined temperature at said heat treating station,
means for extending and retracting said carrier assembly along
the longitudinal axis thereof to correspondingly extend into
and retract from said heating zone the end portion of an
elongated workpiece mounted on said carrier assembly and
positioned at said heat treating station, and control means for
operating said carrier assembly indexing means and said ex-
tending and retracting means.

3,843,103
HEAVY PLATE CUTTING APPARATUS

Kazuo Sekine; Michio Mimura, both of Yokohama; Yasuhiko
Oniki, Tokyo, and Nobushige Koyano, Yokohama, all of
Japan, assignors to Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Dec. 18, 1972. Ser. No. 316,002
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 21, 1972, 47-8142

Int. CI. B23k 7102, 7110
U.S. CI. 266-23 M llChiims

1. A heavy plate cutting apparatus comprising:
a floating carriage movably supported above a steel plate to

be cut,

a floating arm and a plate cutting torch attached to said
floating carriage.
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plate thickness detecting means mounted on one end of said 3,843,105
floating arm and extending below the lower surface of APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONTACTING
said plate, and MOLTEN METAL WITH GAS

torch controlling means responsive to output signals of said Yi-Chung Chang, Murrysville, Pa., assignor to Berry Metal
plate thickness detecting means for moving said torch in Company, Harmony, Pa.

Filed Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,350
Int. CI. F27d 23100

U.S. CI. 266—34 L 24 Claims

I U I
AM I

1. Top distributor for a shaft furnace, in particular a cupola
furnace, comprising furnace walls forming an upwardly ex-
tending shaft having a lower portion arranged to contain a
charge and an upper portion located above the charge, said
upper portion forming a charging aperture, wherein the im-
provement comprises a gas inlet port formed in one side of
said upper portion, a gas outlet port formed in said upper
portion on the opposite side thereof from said inlet port and
in alignment with said inlet port, a thrust generator located
exteriorly of said shaft, a duct connected to said generator and
said inlet port for supplying a flow of gas to said inlet port, a
suction device located exteriorly of said shaft, a pipe con-
nected between said outlet port and said suction device so that
the flow of gas directed into said shaft from said inlet port
traverses said shaft perpendicularly to the gas rising in the
shaft and flows outwardly through said outlet port, and the
cross-sectional area of said inlet port at its connection to said
shaft is smaller than the cross-sectional area of said outlet port
at its connection to said shaft.

:rirW-'----ffe^:::r>>

Ljiil'ija/ 'S jC* '-J-'Jl.i
>^^''_ ifcfc

|

/;,',. . /.'/h.i.'n, ,,,,• , 1,1,1,1 1 lU

a direction which is substantially perpendicular to the

direction of movement of said torch during a cutting

operation, whereby the beveled edge of said steel plate

extends in a straight line.

3,843,104

FURNACE-TOP DISTRIBUTOR FOR SHAFT FURNACES
Hans Burger, Schaffhausen, Switzerland, assignor to Georg

Fischer Aktiengesellschaft, Schaffhausen, Switzerland

Filed Aug. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 384,411
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 11, 1972,

11909/72

Int. CI. F27b HIO
MS. CI. 266-27 10 Claims

1. An oxygen injection lance having a substantially upper
elongated section and an immersible nozzle tip section for

submersion in the molten bath in a high temperature furnace,
said nozzle tip section being at the lower end of the lance and
comprising:

a longitudinally extending oxygen passage extending in each
section,

oxygen orifice means in the nozzle lip section communicat-
ing with the oxygen passage,

coolant passageway means in the nozzle tip section,

said nozzle tip section having a generally outer annular side

surface portion for submersion in the molten bath for

injecting oxygen from said orifice means within said bath
while cooling said nozzle surface portion by coolant in

said coolant passageway means,
skull-forming prevention means carried on the nozzle tip

section that is submerged in the molten bath whereby the
formation of a frozen band of steel about the coolant-
cooled nozzle tip section is prevented, said skull-forming
prevention means comprising a plurality of raised gener-
ally vertically elongated circumferentially spaced thermal
ridge means mounted on the outer surface of the nozzle
tip section to define vertically extending crest and trough
areas, whereby molten metal runs off the crest areas
which are at higher temperatures than the trough areas
where the metal solidifies preventing the formation of a

continuous band of metal or skull around the submerged
nozzle tip section,

each ridge means having on its crest area a substantially

thick layer of refractory material to insulate the crest area
of the ridge means from the interior cooling effect of the
coolant within the submerged nozzle tip section thereby
allowing the ridge crest area to remain warmer in the bath
to prevent solidification of metal on the crest area.

3,843,106

FURNACE
Toshio Nanjyo, and Masayuki Aoshika, both of Yokohama,

Japan, assignors to Ishikawajima-Harima Jukogyo Kabu-
shiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 351,855
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 28, 1972, 47-

42912; May 30, 1972, 47-64168; May 30, 1972, 47-64167;
Feb. 8, 1973, 48-17032

Int. CI. F27d \\12

U.S. CI. 266-43 7 Claims
1. A furnace wall construction for metal heating furnaces,

comprising

a. a furnace bottom wall (6) containing a cavity for receiv-

ing molten metal; and
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b. a furnace side wall (I) supported on said bottom wall
above the level of the molten metal, said side wall includ-
ing

1. at least 6ne cast metal main body (4); and
2. a plurality of cooling tubes (2) cast integral with said
main body or conducting a cooling fluid therethrough,
each of said cooling tubes including horizontal portions

contained in said main body, the internal surface of
said main body being corrugated to define for each
horizontal tube portion a convex surface arranged
coaxially therewith, thereby to produce a uniform
cooling effect on the side wall internal surface for
permitting a protective layer of splash metal to be
formed thereon.

3,843,107
ADJUSTABLE DUAL ACTION SHOCK ABSORBER

Douglas R. Atkins, 74 Wayside Dr., San Antonio, Tex. 78213
Filed Feb. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 224,651

Int. CI. F16f 9144
U.S. CI. 267-64 R 2 Claims

I. An adjustable dual action shock absorber consisting of;

a. an adjustable top cap attached to an outer cylinder, said top
cap being separated from the top of an inner cylinder located
centrally within said outer cylinder by a baffle plate con-
structed on the bottom of said top cap to form a baffle gap,
said baffle gap opens or constricts by adjusting said top cap to

control resistance of hydraulic fluid between an inner cham-
ber and an outer chamber, said inner and outer chambers
being the areas formed within said inner cylinder and between
said outer cylinder and said inner cylinder respectively,

b. an adjustable base cap attached to the lower end of said

outer cylinder, the inner part of said base cap being fitted

around and within the base of said inner cylinder, said

inner cylinder having constructed therein base jet open-

ings to communicate between said inner chamber and
said outer chamber, that part of said base cap fitted

around said inner cylinder being constructed to allow
partial blockage of said base jet openings to control resis-

tance of hydraulic fluid between said inner chamber and
said outer chamber, said base cap being externally con-
structed for attachment to an axle assembly,

c. said inner cylinder being attached to said outer cylinder
by interconnecting screws allowing said inner cylinder to
move simultaneously with said outer cylinder, rotation of
said outer cylinder allows said inner cylinder to alter the
orifice of said base jet openings thus permitting adjust-
ment when said base cap is firmly affixed to a vehicle,

d. a spring slat valve within a sleeve fitted around said inner
cylinder to open when hydraulic fluid is entering said
inner chamber and to close when hydraulic fluid is

forced from within said inner chamber into said outer
chamber, closing and opening of said slat valve is re-
lative to the movement of a piston, said inner and outer
chambers being suitably filled with a damping substance
such as hydraulic fluid,

e. a screw threaded nut within said top cap having an open-
ing through which a piston rod extends outwardly, said
nut having within multiple washers forming a seal, the
area beneath said nut being void of hydraulic fluid in the
amount of the volume displaced by said piston rod and
allowing for coefficient of volume expansion, said piston
rod being externally constructed for attachment to a
chassis,

f. said piston rod being attached to a piston within said inner
chamber, said piston rod being constructed with an inter-
nal longitudinal air compression chamber, a rod being
affixed to said base cap within said inner chamber, said
affixed rod being inserted into said longitudinal chamber
of said piston rod, said affixed rod at its upper end being
provided with a series of washer type rings to provide an
airtight seal preventing a mixture of air with said hydrau-
lic fluid within said inner chamber, an air valve within
said base cap, said air valve being in communication with
the lower end of said affixed rod, an air passage through
said affixed rod being in communication with said longi-
tudinal air compression chamber, said affixed rod as an
alternate may be constructed as a cylinder, the longitudi-
nal center permitting compression of air there within, to
allow for a relatively light weight shock absorber for large
vehicles, said air compression assembly permits an in-
crease or decrease of air pressure within said air compres-
sion chamber to assist or to form a spring action,

g. said piston rod on a downward movement compresses air
within said air compression chamber, said piston simulta-
neously forces said hydraulic fluid from within said inner
chamber into said outer chamber through said adjustable
base jet openings, said hydraulic fluid simultaneously
enters the upper part of said inner cylinder,

h. said piston rod on an upward movement allows air expan-
sion within said air compression chamber, said piston
simultaneously forces said hydraulic fluid from within
said inner chamber into said outer chamber through said
adjustable baffle gap, said hydraulic fluid simultaneously
enters the lower part of said inner chamber.

3,843,108
VIBRATION AND SHOCK ISOLATED GYROSCOPE

ASSEMBLY
Walter J. Krupick, Succasunna, and Theodore J. McDonough,

Bloomfield, both of N.J., assignors to The Singer Company
Little Falls, NJ. * k j.

Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328389
Int. CI. F16f 1104

U.S. a. 267-137 8 Claims
I. In a gyroscope assembly, or the like, a drive shaft rotat-

able about a spin axis; a rotatable rotor coaxial with said spin
axis; and a mechanism for intercoupling said drive shaft and
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said rotor to provide isolation and damping of relative move-
ment between the drive shaft and the rotor, said mechanism
including:

a sleeve member coaxial with said spin axis and affixed to

said drive shaft for rotation thereby, said sleeve member
having an end extending into telescoped concentric radi-

ally spaced relationship around a portion of said rotor;

a first ring coaxial with said spin axis telescoped into said

end of said sleeve member and surrounding said portion
of said rotor;

^4 ^J4

a second ring surrounding said portion of said rotor in

concentric relationship therewith and afixed thereto;

interconnecting means including a third ring concentrically
disposed within said first ring and in radial facing relation-
ship with said second ring and having elastomer sections
disposed between said first and third rings and between
said second and third rings, said means interconnecting
said first ring and said second ring.

3,843,109

WORKHOLDING AND POSITIONING SYSTEM
Donald Bogosh, 2646 Willow, Franklin Park, III. 60131

Filed May 15, 1972, S«r. No. 253,344
Int. CI. B23q 3108; B23b 31130; FOlb 25100

U.S. CI. 269-22 16 Claims

1, In a workholding system operating from a source of fiuid

pressure and particularly adapted to securely maintain a work-
piece firmly and in a desired position to allow different opera-
tions to be easily performed upon said workpiece, and includ-

ing a workholding means having a hollow sleeve with an elas-

tomeric lining which surrounds and acts upon the surface of
the workpiece to grasp and hold it, the improvement compris-
ing pressure pump and control means having chamber means,
piston means defining an expansion volume and a pressure
pumping volume within said chamber means, said piston
means being movable within said chamber means in response
to a first pressurized fluid transmitted to said expansion vol-

ume of said chamber means by said source of fluid pressure,

and biasing means adjustable to urge said piston means with

a constant force to move in a direction opposite to that in

which said piston means is urged by said first pressurized fluid,

said chamber means having a second imcompressible fluid

contained within said pumping volume thereof, said second
fluid being transmitted therefrom through a second conduit
means, by movement of said piston means, to said workholder
means to apply a pressure controlled by said biasing means to

said elastomeric lining in said workholder means to move said

elastomeric lining to surround and hold said workpiece.

V,' 3,843,110

HAND VISE
James J. Smith, 502 North Puget, Olympia, Wash. 98501

Filed Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 355,116
Int. CI. B25b 1120, F16I 3100

U.S. CI. 269-254 R 6 Claims

1. A vise, comprising:

an upstanding, substantially M-shaped framework having a
pair of leg portions which are inclined centrally from their

respective lowermost terminal ends, and jaw portions
joined at their respective uppermost terminal ends to the
uppermost terminal ends of said leg portions, said jaw
portions being inclined centrally from their uppermost
terminal ends and being joined to each other at their

lowermost terminal ends;

mounting leaves disposed in a horizontal juxtaposition from
said lowermost terminal ends of each of said leg portions;
and

means disposed on the upper side surfaces of said frame-
work, for providing fractional gripping force on an object

disposed between said jaw portions.

3,843,111

MULTIPLE STOP
Norbert Neuhold, 16 Oaklawn PI. S.W., Calgary, Alberta,
Canada (T2V3Z1)

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 380,689
Claims priority, application Canada, Sept. 7, 1972, 151 1 13

Int. CI. B23q 3/18
U.S. CI. 269-317

, Claim

1. A gauge for use with machines for duplicating a plurality

of different lengths or locations in material per set up, com-
prising in combination a length of channel including an open
front side, a plurality of pinguides slideably engageable within

said channel, a set screw in said pinguide reacting between

II
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said pinguide and front side of channel to detachably and
adjustably clamp said pinguides in said channel, said pinguides
include at least one retractable pin mounted therein, a spring
in said pinguide for said pin, normally biasing said pin to a
position extending from said front side of channel but permit-
ting said pin to move into said pinguide by compressing said
spring when material is pushed against said pin, said pins
reposition themselves automatically when material is re-
moved, said pinguides being rotatable through 360 degrees
within said channel for position adjustment of said pins.

3,843,112
SURGICAL PATIENT SUPPORT

Robert Louis McDonald, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Sybron
Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,594
Int. CI. A61g 13/00

U.S. CI. 269-322 3 Claims

I. A mobile sui'gical patient support for use in an operating
room or the like, comprising:

a. a service console adapted for movement along a floor
surface, said console having a plurality of outlets for
utility services and the like;

b. a horizontal support arm having one end pivoted to said
console to permit movement of said support arm in a
horizontal plane;

c. a surgical table pivotably supported from said console in

cantilever fashion on the outwardly extending end of said
support arm, said support arm being pivoted to the bot-
tom of said table adjacent an edge thereof to permit
movement of said surgical table in a horizontal plane
about said support arm and console to various adjusted
positions about said console;

d. a radial arm having one end journaled adjacent floor
surface and a second end pivotally connected to said
console, said console being movable along the floor sur-
face through an articulate path of travel of a radius of
which is said radial arm and said console being movable
in a horizontal plane about said radial arm second end to

various adjusted positions with respect to said radial arm
and

e. a plurality of utility service lines extending through said

radial arm for delivering utilities from a source remote
from said radial arm to said outlets on said console.

3,843,113
MULTI-PAGE SIGNATURES AND APPARATUS AND

METHOD FOR PRODUCING SAME
Robert H. Schaffer, Mystic, Conn., assignor to Harris-

Intertype Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio
Continuation of Ser. No. 161,758, July 12, 1971, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 27,568, April 13,
1970, abandoned. This application Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No.

385,983
Int. CI. B65h 45/00

U.S. CI. 270-61 3 Claims

afc

1. A method of producing a multi-page sheet material prod-
uct comprising the steps of: •

advancing unslit sheet material to a slitting station,

forming a first transverse row of short, closely spaced paral-
lel slits in the sheet material, which slits are angled to the
direction of advance of the sheet material with first ends
of the slits in the material lying on a first line transverse
to the direction of advance of the material,

leaving a longitudinally extending unslit area adjacent the
first tranverse line,

forming a continuous fold in the unslit area of the sheet
material closely adjacent to and spaced from the first

ends of the slits,

said step of forming a continuous fold including the step of
folding the unslit area along a line extending parallel to
and spaced from said first line and forming an uninter-
rupted and slit-free first folded edge extending between
opposite edge portions of the sheet material and spaced
from all slits in the sheet material,

advancing the sheet material with said uninterrupted and
slit-free folded edge leading,

engaging said continous uninterrupted and slitfree folded
edge with register stops to register the material at a sec-
ond folding station, and

creating a second fold at right angles to said continuous
unslit first transverse folded edge while said continuous
unslit first transverse folded edge is maintained against
the register stops.

3,843,114
APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATIC TAKEUP AND RELEASE

OF SHEETS
Togo Kojima, and Shinobu Utashiro, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co.. Ltd., Kawasaki-
shi, Japan

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,371
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 11, 1972, 47-

24429; Sept. 19, 1972, 47-93853
Int. CI. B65h 5/12

U.S. CI. 271-3 15 Claims
1. An apparatus for automatic takeup and release of sheets

which comprises:

a base frame;

a main shaft rotatably supported on said base frame;
means for driving said main shaft;

a sheet takeup drum coaxially fixed to said main shaft and
rotatable about the axis of said shaft;
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first sheet holding means disposed close to the outer periph-

eral surface of the drum to hold the forward end of the

sheet on the drum surface when said sheet is taken up
thereon, and to release said forward end when the sheet

is taken off the drum;

second sheet holding means provided in proximity to the

outer peripheral surface of the drum to press the sheet

tightly to the drum sheet and then hold the rear end of the

sheet on the drum surface when the sheet is taken up
thereon and to release said rear end when the sheet is

removed from the drum;

said first and second sheet holding means being first and

second bars extending parallel with the axis of said drum;

pairs of first and second bar supports for supporting said

first and second sheet holding bars at both ends of said

drum, respectively, said supports being movable in the

radial direction relative to said shaft and also rotatable

independently of said drum about said shaft;

means for urging said first and second bar supports toward

one side of said drum in said radial direction for pressing

said first and second sheet holding bars against the outer

peripheral surface of said drum;

a shift mechanism for moving said first and second bar

supports toward the opposite side of said drum in said

radial direction for releasing said first and second sheet

holding bars from said drum; and

means for delivering the sheet from the drum.

3,843,115

ELEVATOR APPARATUS
Anthony P. Di Fulvio, and Matthew J. Russel, both of Roches-

ter, N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N.Y.

Filed Nov. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 418,704

Int. CI. B65h IH4
IJ.S. CI. 271-147 7 Claims

1. Apparatus for raising and lowering a platform guided for

movement in a predetermined orientation along a predeter-

mined path, said apparatus including:

lift means movable along a path spaced from and generally

parallel to the predetermined path of said platform; and

coupling means for transmitting movement of said lift

means to said platform, said coupling means comprising

an elongated member pivotally connected to said lift

means, said elongated member having a first portion

readily detachably engageable with said platform for

transmitting a lifting force thereto upon movement of said

lift means, and a second portion, spaced from said first

portion, readily detachably engageable with said platform

for limiting the pivoting movement of said member rela-

tive to said lift means tending to result from the applica-

tion of such lifting force.

3,843,116

APPARATUS FOR THE ADJUSTMENT OF PAPER
SHEETS

Jaroslav Jiruse, Blansko, Czechoslovakia, assignor to Ada-
movske Strojirny, narodni podnik, Adamov, Czechoslovakia

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,486
Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia, May 24, 1972,

3536-72

Int. CI. B65h 9114, 31136
U.S. CI. 271-183 7 Claims

1. Apparatus for positioning sheets on a pile after printing

in a printing press comprising a continuous conveyor for

carrying successive sheets to said pile, a frame mounted adja-

cent said pile and said conveyor, at least one perforated drum
located in said frame adapted to be connected to a source of

vacuum for braking said conveyed sheets, a front layer

adapted to engage the edge of said conveyed sheet and drive

means for synchronously rotating said drum and oscillating

said front layer to brake successive sheets and adjust their

position on said pile comprising a first shaft journaled in said

frame, means connecting said conveyor to rotate said first

shaft jointly on movement of said conveyor, a pin extending

axially from one end of said first shaft eccentric to the longitu-

dinal axis thereof, a forked member linked to said front layer

surrounding said eccentric pin and oscillating on rotation

thereof, a second shaft extending freely through said drums
and journaled in said frame, means connecting said first and

second shafts for conjoint rotation, bearing means for freely

mounting said drum about said second shaft, means intercon-

necting said second shaft and the periphery of said drum for

causing rotation of said drum conjointly with the rotation of

said second shaft and a four bar linkage supporting said front

layer, one of said bars being movable by said forked member
enabling the reciprocation of said front layer in a parallel

arrangement on movement of said forked member.

3,843,117

EXERCISING METHOD FOR REDUCING VOLUME OF
HUMAN TISSUE IN REGIONS OF THE ABDOMEN

Lorene M. Johnson, Rt. 4, Hereford, Tex. 79046
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 196,958, Nov. 9, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,756,592. Tnis application July 16, 1973, Ser. No.

379,255
Int. CI. A63b 23/02

U.S. CI. 272-57 R 6 Claims

1. Process for reducing the volume of human subcutaneous

extramuscular semi-fiuid tissue in umbilical and hypogastric
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regions of the abdomen which comprises the steps of repeat-
edly and continuously applying to the hands at elbow level
with the forearms bent inwardly at an angle to their respective
upper arms and the hands at elbow level alternating leftward
and rightward sharp impact while the feet and neck and collar-

"\l>

''/u^
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said member for stabilizing the target member on the surface

of a pool table, said base means being so dimensioned that the

equator of said target is spaced from said surface a distance

equal to the radius of said cue ball, no portion of said appara-
tus projecting outwardly in a horizontal direction from the

geometric center thereof a distance greater than the radius of
said cue ball, a powder receiver chamber formed in said mem-
ber, depending powder dispenser orifice means formed on the

under surface of said target member in predetermined relation

to the vertical center thereof, and means for conveying pow-
der from said chamber to said orifice responsive to manipula-
tion of said member while the latter is supported on said

surface, thus to form powder marks on said surface in registry

with said orifice means.

3,843,121
RACKET WITH REPLACEABLE STRING FRAME

Thomas B. Ediefsen, 1315 N. June St., Hollywood, Calif.

99028
Division of Ser. No. 129,059, March 29, 1971, Pat. No.

3,707,288. This application Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 298,999
Int. CI. A63b 51/00

U.S. CI. 273-73 L 4 Claims

,10

1. A racket having a replaceable string-frame, said racket
including a shank, a handle at one end of said shank and a

racket-frame at the opposite end of said shank and fixed

thereto, said racket-frame being configured to hold said

string-frame, said string-frame carrying a string playing sur-

face, said string-frame having substantially the same configu-
ration as said racket-frame, said racket-frame having an up-
wardly extending flange means substantially perpendicular to
the plane of said playing surface and an ir vardly extending
flange means, the inner periphery of said ; .xket-frame defin-

ing an opening therein, said inwardly extending flange ex-
tending into said opening to receive said string-frame, and
retaining means to secure said string-frame within said racket-
frame, said retaining means being removably located on said

upwardly extending flange means and extending inwardly
therefrom and being opposite said inwardly extending flange
means and spaced therefrom a distance substantially equal
to the thickness of said string-frame.

3,843,122

GOLF PUTTER HEAD
Raymond J. Florian, 14440 Elwell, Belleville, Mich.

Filed Dec. 27. 1971, Ser. No. 211,954
Int. CI. A63b 53/02, 53/04

U.S. CI. 273-81 A 8 Claims
1. A golf putter including a putter head and an axially ex-

tending shaft having a grip portion at the upper end and an
inwardly extending passage located at the lower end, said

putter head having an upper surface, a sole surface, toe and
heel portions and comprising a core structure including a

sleeve of generally rectangular shaped cross-section having an

upper wall, a lower wall, end portions and two side walls and
having an internal passage which extends completely there-
through between said end portions, means for filling said

internal passage including a block.having a cross-section con-
forming to the cross-section of said internal passage and lo-

cated therein, said block being o^a light density material, first

and second spaced inserts in said internal passage on opposite
ends of said block and corresponding to said end portions of
said sleeve, said inserts each being of a preselected weight to

provide a predetermined weight to said putter head, said

inserts being of substantially greater density than said block,
weighting means located in the upper end of said shaft for

counter-balancing said predetermined weight of said putter
head and providing a weight balance point in proximity to the

lower end of said grip portion, said core structure further

including a downwardly extending, vertically inclined passage,
said inclined passage being located substantially centrally

between both said spaced inserts and said side walls of said

sleeve and extending through the upper wall of said sleeve and

at least partially into said block, a rod formed from a thermally
conductive material and having a first end supported in said

downwardly extending passage and an opposite end extending
outwardly from the upper wall of said sleeve and connectably
and telescopically located in said inwardly extending passage
formed in said shaft, a plastic shell formed substantially en-
tirely about said core structure and including a neck formation
formed on the upper surface of said shell and at least a portion
of said rod, said neck formation including a shoulder spaced
between said upperiiurface of said shell and said opposite end
of said rod for axially locating said lower end of said shaft
relative to said rod, said neck formation and said shaft being
located substantially centrally of said head in both a longitudi-
nal and transverse direction, said head being substantially
symmetrically configured about the neck, rod and shaft as-
sembly in both a longitudinal and transverse direction, and a
resilient striking face connected to at least one side surface of
said shell.

3,843,123
RACETRACK AMUSEMENT DEVICE

Yukio Masuda, Sumiyoshi 1-7-7, Soka, Japan
Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,467

Int. CI. A63f 9/14

U.S. CI. 273-86 B 5 Claims
1. As amusement device, comprising:

a frame, a plurality of bands, means mounting said bands
within said frame permitting same to move in spa.ced

relationship to each other, each of said bands being pro-
vided with a magnet, operating means associated with
each of said bands for individually moving same compris-
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mg an arm,'rtieans mounting said arm to said frame trans-

versely of said band to move from side to side, and a
wedge element mounted to rotate about an axis on said

arm and means normally urging said wedge element into

engagement with said band such that as said arm is moved
In one direction said wedge element tightly grips said
band moving same while during the return movement of
said arm in the opposite direction the grip of said wedge

element is released at which time said band remains
stationary, said axis being parallel to the plane of the
surface on said band at the point of engagement of said

band by said wedge;
a top mounted upon said frame; and
a plurality of figurines corresponding to said members and

resting upon said top, each of the figurines being provided
with a magnet positioned above said magnet of its corre-
sponding band.

II 3,843,124
INFLATABLE TARGET AND FOLDABLE SCORING

APPARATUS
Billy W. Davis, 1703 Trussell Rd., Alex City, Ala. 35010

Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,500
Int. CI. A63b 71/02

U.S. CI. 273-95 R 3 Claims

1. A bucket ball game comprising in combination: an up-
right receptacle having an opening defined therein for receiv-
ing tossed objects; a plurality of tossable objects each of a size

receivable into said opening; at-least two sets of a plurality of
numbered cards each having differing numerals, each of said
sets being a duplicate of the other set, said numbered cards of
each set being arranged from low to high, each consecutive
card being representative of an additional scoring by success-

fully having tossed at least one of said objects into the recepta-
cle opening, said numbers ranging from zero upwardly and in

which larger ones of said numerals are multiples of the small-
est real-number numeral greater than zero; said objects being
visually distinctive and corresponding in number to the num-
ber of said sets of cards; a card-mounting board means onto
which each of said sets of cards is separately mounted for
flipping over from its respective set while remaining mounted
in the flipped state on the board means; said receptacle being
an inflatable element; and said board being foldable and lock-
able into an enclosing container state in which said tossable
objects, said mounted sets, and said receptacle in a deflated
stale can be stored.

3,843,125
GAME HAVING MAGNETICALLY COOPERATING

PROFECTILES AND FLOATING SCORING ELEMENTS
Randy J. Loose, and George Spector, both of c/o 3615 Wool-

worth BIdg., 233 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10007
Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,162

Int. CI. A63b 71/02
U.S. CI. 273-95 R 3 Claims

I. A sticky pitch game comprising a tray having a transpar-

ent top plate with raised surrounding edges, including a com-
partment below said plate partially filled with liquid having a

surface parallel to and spaced from the plate, in combination
with a plurality of magnetic surface elements having numbers
thereon disposed to be viewed through said transparent plate,

said elements being buoyantly supported in the liquid wherein
the elements project into space betweeen the plate and liquid

to be closely adjacent the plate including a magnetic piece
that is tossed on to the plate for attracting the most proximate
element to said piece.

3,843,126
TETHERED BALL AND RESILIENT COVERING FOR

BOTH RIGHT AND LEFT HANDS
Leon D. Bandy, 1722 E. Dobbins Rd., Phoenix, Ariz. 85040

Filed Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 412,683
Int. CI. A63b 71/02

U.S. CI. 273-95 A 2 Claims

I. An exercise and recreational device comprising in combi-
nation:

a glove formed of resilient material for covering only the
palm and back of a hand,

said glove comprises an elongated, open-ended, cylindri-

cally shaped, resilient member having two openings at

diagonally positioned points for thumb holes, one of
which is used with a right-handed user and the other of
which is used with a left handed user,

a rubber band attached at one end to the palm of the glove,
and

a rubber ball attached to the other end of the rubber band,
whereby

the user may grasp freely with his gloved hand the ball and
throw it for movement away from him in or out of his line

of sight with freedom of the fingers of the gloved hand to
catch the tethered ball at will.
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3,843,127

WATER qUNS AND WATER EMITTING TARGET
Junes E. Lack, 1828 Theiborn, Apt. No. 15, West Covina,

Calif. 91722
Filed Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 388,327

Int. CI. A63b 71102

U.S. CI. 273-101 14 Claims

1. A game toy comprising:

a plurality of units to be positioned at different first loca-

tions and adapted to be controlled by different players

respectively and operable to emit individual first streams

of water from said locations toward a predetermined

other location;

a remotely controlled water emitting target structure to be

positioned essentially at said other location; and
means mounting said target structure for rotary movement

between positions in which it aims water generally toward
said different units respectively;

said target structure having a portion positioned to be hit by

said first streams in a manner causing rotary movement of

said structure between said positions of aim toward said

two units respectively in accordance with the control of
said first streams by the players.

3,843,128

TARGET GAME
Gunars Licitis, Lombard, and Marvin I. Glass, Chicago, both

of Hi., assignors to Marvin Glass & Associates, Chicago, 111.

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,764
Int. CI. F4Ij 9100

U.S. CI. 273-101.2 49 Claims

JO JM^2_;

1. A target game, comprising: means defining a housing
having a sighting area and a target area spaced therefrom; a

sighting and firing assembly including an aiming portion lo-

cated at said sighting area; a target field located at said target

area; at least one target located adjacent to the target field and
mounted for movement through a path of travel across the

target field, said target being mounted on a movable target

support including a movable retaining member, being mov-
able between a support position, wherein said target support

is held in a first position, to movement away from said support

position, wherein said target support is free to move away
from said first position through a path of travel simulating

target intercept; a missile firing mechanism associated with

said sighting and firing assembly and including a missile as-

sembly having a target engaging portion, said missile assembly
being mounted for movement from a retracted position to
movement to a target intercept position wherein said target
engaging portion generally intercepts the path of travel of the
target in the area of the target field, engagement of said missile
engaging portion by said target engaging portion causing
movement of said retaining member, thereby permitting
movement of said yieldable support through a target intercept
path of travel; and target reorientating means in the target

path of travel for returning said target support to said first

position and returning said retaining member to said support
position, said target reorienting means including an upwardly
inclined track having a lower and an upper end, and wherein
said target support is mounted for generally vertical to and fro

movement with the target being mounted for movement
across said track from the lower and toward the upper end
during which said support is moved upwardly to the first

position.

\

BOARD GAME WITH GRAVITY PROJECTOR AND
PROJECTILE THEREFOR

Wilson G. Dietrich, Rt. 5, Faribault, Minn. 55021
Filed Nov. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 200,117

Int. CI. A63f 7/02. 7/10

L'.S. CI. 273-120 R 4 Claims

*-r ^^ - ai M » IB
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first electrical means positioned under respective squares of

a game board, for sensing removal of game pieces from
and replacement of game pieces on the squares and for

developing successive signals indicative of removal, re-

placement and square location;

second electrical means coupled with said first electrical

means, for identifying specific moves defined by rules of

the game from the successive signals developed by said

first electrical means, and developing further signals

indicative of the identified moves; and
printing means coupled with said second electrical means

for producing a readable record of the moves of the

game.

3,843,133

GAME APPARATUS FOR PLAYING AND RECORDING
SUCCESSIVE PLAYS IN A GAME

Paul Douglas Brown, 1011 N.E. 14Ist, North Miami, Fla.

33161

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,219

Int. CI. A63f 3102

U.S. CI. 273- 136 R 13 Claims

1. A game apparatus for playing and recording successive

plays in a game comprising, in combination:

a. a game-board (28) having playing areas (40 & 42)
marked thereon,

b. said game-board including contact means (46 & 48)
providing game-board playing areas identifying and re-

cording indicia located on the bottom thereof,

c. a vertical opening (44) located in each playing area for

receiving a playing piece (30),

d. playing pieces (30) each having an identifying head
portion (52) disposed above the game-board and reduced

shank means (50) to extend down through one of said

vertical openings (44), each said vertical opening having

a diameter smaller than said identifying head portion

(52).

e. said shank means (50) including a contact means (54 &
56) providing identifying and recording indicia located
on the bottom thereof,

f. cover means (32) removably mounted (34, 36) on said

board (28) to hold said playing pieces (30) in their lower-
most position with their recording indicia (54, 56) and
said game-board recording indicia (46, 48) in the same
plane permitting said game-board recording indicia and
said pieces recording indicia (54, 56) to simultaneously
engage with an ink pad means (26) or a recording sheet

(20).

3,843,134

KNOT UNTYING STRING PUZZLE
Amadeo T. Vallejo, Trinidad, Colo., assignor to The Raymond

Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 4, 1974, Ser. No. 447,544

Int. CI. A63f 9108
U.S. CI. 273-153 R 4 Claims

I. A puzzle comprising:

a simulated human figure having a head, body and legs are

not removable;

overalls detachably secured to the body having individual

trouser legs, a front bib extending upward from the waist

and rear disposed straps which extend upward and over
the shoulders to be detachably secured to the top of the

bib; and

an elongated length of string having a knot disposed in front

of the waist with one end secured to the head and the

other end secured to a trouser leg, the purpose of the

puzzle being to remove the knot without disconnecting
the string at either end or removing the overalls.

3,843,135
GOLF CLUB WITH SHIFTABLE MERCURY MASS

Harry E. Andrews, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., assignor to L. P.

Andrews & Co., Incorporated, Hunington Woods, Mich.
Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,696

Int. CI. A63b 53108
U.S. CI. 273-170 1 Claim

1. A golf club comprising an elongated shaft and a head at

one end of said shaft, an elongated passage extending length-

wise within said shaft and terminating in said head, mercury
disposed in said passage and capable of moving freely from
one end to the other under the influence of gravity and centrif-
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ugal force, and a mercury deflector at the end of said passage

in said head, said deflector being in the form of a pin of inte-

gral one-piece construction having a cylindrical base portion

substantially filling said passage at the head end thereof and
a projection portion emanating from said base portion for a

length greater than said base portion, said projection portion

being of substantially cone-shape having a substantially uni-

form concave tapering from said base portion toward the end
of said passage opposite said head to a substantially sharp

point on the longitudinal center line of said passage so as to

deflect and disperse the mercury laterally in all directions.

3,843,136

GOLF PRACTICE AND AMUSEMENT APPARATUS
Frederick L. Buenzle, 735 Foresteria Dr., Apt. 1, Lake Park,

Fla. 33403
Filed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 398,244

Int. CI. A63b 69136

U.S. CI. 273- 176 F 3 Claims

1. A portable and compact golf practice and amusement
apparatus wherein the players use regular golf balls and con-
ventional type golf putters, comprising:

an elongated playing mat of flexible resilient material hav-

ing an upper surface defining a putting surface having

characteristics simulating an actual putting green as to

drag and resistance to the rolling of a golf ball there-

across, and a bottom surface adapted to be laid atop a

floor, carpet, lawn and the like, the mat having a front

edge, a back edge parallel to and longitudinally spaced
from the front edge, and a pair of transversely spaced
apart longitudinally extending side edges interconnecting

the opposite ends of the front and back edges respec-

tively; 11

a first opening located in the back end portion of the mat,

centrally thereof, and extending completely there-

through, the opening spaced a slight distance inwardly

from the back edge of the mat;

a second opening located in the front end portion of the

mat, centrally thereof, extending completely there-

through, and spaced inwardly from the front edge of the

mat;

a first golf ball trapping and receiving cup adapted to fit into

and be retained in the first opening, the first cup having

cylindrical vertically extending side walls of a length less

than the thickness of the mat and terminating in a closed

bottom end and an open top end, the exterior diameter of

the side walls being less than the diameter of the first

opening such that the cup may be axially inserted there-

into, and an annular ring like flange extending completely

about the cup side wall top edges and projecting out-

wardly therefrom to support the cup in the first opening
with the flange portion and cup opening lying substan-

tially in the plane of the upper mat surface to permit the

entry of a properly aimed golf ball which is properly

putted along the upper surface thereinto without affect-

ing the course of travel of the golf ball into the cup;

a second golf ball trapping and receiving cup adapted to fit

into and be retained by the second opening, the second
cup having vertically extending cylindrical side walls

terminating in an open topped end and a closed bottom
end, the side walls extending for a length less than the

thickness of the mat. the exterior diameter of the side

walls being less than the diameter of the second opening
such that the cup may be axially inserted into the second
opening, and an annular ring like flange member extend-

ing completely about and connected to the top edge of

the side walls and projecting outwardly therefrom to

support the second cup in its respective second opening
with the flange member and cup opening lying substan-

tially in the plane of the upper mat surface to permit the

entry of a properly aimed golf ball which is properly

putted along the upper surface thereinto without affect-

ing the course of travel of the golf ball into the cup;
the first cup being of a smaller inner diameter than the inner

diameter of the second cup with the first cup being lo-

cated nearer the back edge of the mat than the second
cup is to the front edge of the mat in order to increase the

difficulty in putting a golf ball into the first cup without
the golf ball going off of the mat and the player being

penalized accordingly;

the depth of both the first cup and the second cup being
shallow relative to the diameter of a conventional golf

ball to permit a putted golf ball to run through the cup
rather than be trapped therein should the golf ball be
putted too hard by the player for the distance to the cup;
a first plurality of longitudinally spaced apart first shot

tee-off position markers disposed intermediate the sec-

ond opening and one side edge of the mat and extending
in longitudinal alignment from a position nearest the mat
front edge to a position on the opposite side of the second
opening;

a second plurality of longitudinally spaced apart first shot

tee-off position markers disposed intermediate the sec-

ond opening and the second side edge of the mat, the

markers disposed in longitudinal alignment and extending
from a position nearest the mat front edge to a position

on the opposite side of the second opening;
the second plurality of first shot tee-off position markers
each being transversely aligned with an associated one of
the first plurality of spaced apart first shot tee-off position

markers;

a further first shot tee-off position marker disposed cen-
trally of the mat upper surface intermediate the first and
second plurality of position markers and spaced slightly

rearwardly of the second opening;

each of said first shot tee-off position markers simulating

various tees of a real golf course;

each of said first shot tee-off position markers being appro-

priately identified by numerical marking indicia defining

a predetermined numerical sequence of use of a player of

each marker;

a plurality of transversely extending longitudinally spaced
apart lines formed integrally on the upper mat surface

dividing the complete back end portion of the mat into

four adjacent regional sections each being disposed at a

successively longer distance from the second opening;
and

marking indicia associated with each of the regional sec-

tions and formed integral with the upper mat surface to

identify each regional section to permit a player to posi-

tion a golf ball on a selected first shot tee-off position

marker and proceed to putt on the mat in a competitive

or practice manner utilizing the first and second cup and
the marking lines and regional sections to simulate play

of the game of golf
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3,843,137

SOL'NDRECORDING APPARATUS
Antoinette Froidevaux, 5, rue Etienne-Dumont, Geneva, Swit-

zerland

Filed June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262,314
Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 18, 1971,

8897/71

Int. CI. Glib 13100,5180
U.S. CI. 274-1 R

a weld effective in said gap to close the cross section, said

weld extending for the circumferential length of the ring,

sealing across the gap and sealing off the closed shell air

tight.

3,843,139

OIL SEAL
1 Claim Edward J. Messenger, Longview, Tex., assignor to Garlock

Inc., Palmyra, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 100,924, Dec. 23, 1970,
abandoned. This application July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,161

Int. CI. F16c 33176
U.S. CI. 277-37 4 Claims

I. Musical instruction and entertainment apparatus com-
prising in combination, a two channel sound reproducing
device one of said channels reproducing only the vocal part of
a musical composition, the other of said channels reproducing
only the instrumental accompaniment, outlet means con-
nected to each of said channels, a sound recording device
including two inlet members, a microphone connected to one
of said inlet members, the other of said inlet members con-
nected to said outlet means of the channel reproducing only

the musical accompaniment, a pair of earphones, one of said

earphones connected to the outlet means of the channel re-

producing only the vocal part of the musical composition, the

other of said earphones connected to the outlet means repro-

ducing only the instrumental accompaniment, whereby the

user of the apparatus can listen to the vocal part of the musical
composition through one earphone and the instrumental part

of the musical composition through the other earphone and
sing into the microphone so that the recording device receives

both the instrumental part of the composition and the singing

of the user simultaneously, thus permitting the user to substi-

tute his own voice for the voice of the original vocalist.

3,843,138
SHEET METAL COMPRESSION RING

David A. Cobb, Hazelcrest, III., assignor to International Har-
vester Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,035
'

Int. CI. F16j 9/22
U.S. CI. 277-22 13 Claims

1. Split piston ring of hollow construction for internal com-
bustion piston engines, comprising a closed shell of sheet

metal bent into a tubular generally uniform cross section;

said shell presenting respective thin side walls at the face, at

the back, and at the top and bottom sides, and having a

nearly closed gap in the bent sheet metal located in one
of said sides; and

\ 68 70 74
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1. In a seal including a sealing element, a relatively rigid,

inner annular shell including a radially outwardly extending
flange, a less rigid outer annular shell that is a slip fit over the
inner shell, an auxiliary O.D. resilient gasket positioned on the
O.D. of the inner shell and confined thereon between said

flange and said outer shell, said gasket being radially expand-
able when the outer shell is clamped axially onto the inner
shell, the improvements wherein the sealing element is bonded
to the relatively more rigid inner shell, wherein the O.D.
gasket and the sealing element are both bonded to said inner
shell, and wherein said outwardly turned flange comprises a
plurality of spaced-aparl nibs with grooves therebetween.

3,843,140

COOLED MECHANICAL SEAL
Ehrhard Mayer, and Michael Steigenberger, both of Euras-

burg, Germany, assignors to Firma Feodor Burgmann, Jr.,

Wolfratshausen, Germany
Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,006

Claims priority, application Germany, July 7, 1972,
2233381; Nov. 24, 1971, 2158126

Int. CI. F16j 15/40
U.S. CI. 277-67 8 Claims

1. A shaft sealing assembly with a rotatable shaft and a
pump device for circulating a coolant liquid medium, a hous-
ing stationary relative to said shaft and provided with a wall

having a bore, said housing being provided with openings for

admission and discharge of said medium, said shaft extending
through said bore; sealing means comprising a slide-ring unit

coaxially surrounding said shaft within said bore and arranged
for movement axially of said shaft under resilient pressure; a

counter-ring unit similar to said slide ring unit but prevented
from axial movement relative to said shaft when in operating
position; one of said ring units being mounted for rotation with
said shaft and the other being fixedly supported on the hous-
ing, and each of said ring units having an end face for mutual
contact under said resilient pressure to form a sealing inter-

face with an annular outside edge,

a ring channel with a portion passing over the outside edge
of said interface and interconnecting said admission and
discharge openings.
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means located in said channel for propelling said medium
through said channel, and

a portion of said channel immediately ahead of the outside
edge of said interface being defined between a fully annu-

i]
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lar convex inner wall and fully annular concave outer wall

as a converging channel for accelerating said coolant
liquid flow and directing the increased velocity flow radi-

ally inwardly toward said outside edge of the interface.

3.843,141

FLAT SEALING JOINT FORMING IN PARTICULAR A
CYLINDER HEAD GASKET FOR AN

INTERNAL-COMBUSTION RECIPROCATING-PISTON
ENGINE

Karl Walter Kuhn, Saint-Germain-En-Laye, France, assignor
to Societe D'Etudes De Machines Thermiques Saint-Denis,
France

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,903
Claims priority, application France, Oct. 28, 1971,

71.38764

Int. CI. F16j 15/08
U.S. CI. 277-209 4 Claims

1. An internal combustion piston engine of the type em-
bodying at least a cylinder head, a cylinder water jacket, a

cylinder barrel, and outer flange means on said barrel resting

upon an edge of said cylinder water jacket, said cylinder head
and said barrel having confronting surfaces in a zone located
radially inwardly with respect to said outer flange means of
said cylinder barrel, and the improvement comprising a gasket

dimensioned to lie between said confronting surfaces and
consisting of a substantially flat metal sealing packing cover-

ing substantially the whole of said confronting surfaces of said

barrel with said cylinder head and said gasket consisting of a
pair of adjacent respectively radially aligned outer and inner

annular portions, said outer portion having a substantially

smooth face, said inner portion being more easily deformable
than said outer portion upon being clamped between said

confronting engaging surfaces and having a greater radial

width than the outer radial portion, said inner portion being
further characterized in that said inner portion is provided
with a series of concentric alternate grooves and projections

provided on at least one of the faces of said gasket and are

comprised of radially disposed flute-like formations, the crests

of which are substantially flat and in substantially parallel

relation to such face.

3,843,142
SEALING APPARATUS FOR GAS VAPOR CONTAINER
SUBJECTED TO ABOVE OR BELOW ATMOSPHERIC

PRESSURES FOR PRODUCT WEBS TO BE
CONTINUOUSLY TREATED

Karl Peter Lopata, Krefeld, and Gunter Heinz Schiffer, Kre-
feld-Bockum, both of Germany, assignors to FA Kleinewef-
ers Industrie-Companie GmbH, Krefeld, Germany

Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,407
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 20, 1972,

2262324

Int. CI. F16j 15/54
U.S. CI. 277-237 8 Claims

1. A sealing apparatus for mounting in an opening in gas
containers having pressures which differ from the atmosphere
for transferring a web of material therethrough comprising: a
cylindrical roll journaled for rotation positioned adjoining said

opening; an endless seal strip of resilient material held in

contact with the roll and having two straight portions arranged
parallel to the roll axis and two circular portions connecting
the straight portions; a hood, made of rigid material, in

contact with the seal strip for holding it against the cylindrical

roll, the outer edges of said hood sealed to the container
opening; and means for passing the web through an opening
in the hood and between the sealing strip and the surface of
the roll.

3,843,143

CHUCK ADAPTER
Thomas Earl Laxson, 211 Lakeridge Rd., San Antonio, Tex.
78229

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 136,945, April 23, 1971,
abandoned. This application Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,502

Int. CI. B23b5y//2
U.S.CI. 297-1 A 10 Claims

1. For use with a chuck having an end face onto which
opens a threaded socket, a chuck adapter comprising:

a. a threaded stem having an end portion adapted to be
screwed into said threaded socket and another end por-
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tion projecting from said end face after the first men-
tioned end portion is screwed into the threaded socket;

b. an adapter body having a pair of opposed end faces;

c. a series of threaded bores of different diameters opening
onto one of said end faces with the bore of the largest

diameter being at said end face and the remaining bores

arranged in decreasing diameter away from said bore of
largest diameter, one of said bores receiving an end por-

tion of said threaded stem;

d. said adapter body being formed in the region adjacent to

said threaded bores, with structural elements adapted to

cooperate with a small hand tool in tightening said body
on said stem and the stem in said threaded socket;

e. a series of non-circular sockets of different cross-

sectional areas opening onto the other of said end faces,
with the socket of the largest cross-sectional area at the
end face and the remaining sockets decreasing in cross-

sectional area away from said socket of largest cross-

sectional area, each of said sockets being adapted to

receive the driving head of a hand wrench, and
f. structural elements on said adapter body in the region of

said non-circular sockets adapted to cooperate with a
manual tool in applying torque to said adapter body.

3^3,144
AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINE TOOL HOLDER

Chester S. Zajac, 8010 Sierra Oval, Parma, Ohio 44130

Filed Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 245,770

Int.CLB23bi//20
U.S. CI. 279-51 1 Claim

i. An automatic screw machine tool holder comprising;

a tool holder body having an open-ended bore; an elongated

sleeve having one end disposed in the open-ended bore,

whereby the sleeve is secured to the body and extends

outwardly therefrom; said sleeve having a longitudinal

tool-receiving bore therein; a collet operatively disposed in

the tool-receiving bore for gripping an associated elongated

tool in operative position therein; a hollow cylindrical

sleeve insert slidably disposed in the open-ended bore out-

wardly of the insert and contacting the same; and a lock

stud threaded into the outer end of the open-ended bore and

contacting the insert; the open-ended bore longitudinal wall

and the collet outer longitudinal wall having coacting ta-

pered surfaces enabling the collet to grip the tool when the

collet, with the tool therein, is forced into operative position

in the open-ended bore by the insert and stud, the stud

having a threaded longitudinal bore, and further including a

bolt threaded into such stud bore and passing through the

insert and operatively contacting the tool, whereby the tool

may be secured in preselected longitudinal position in the

collet, said collet being formed of coacting sets of radially

flexible fingers at each end of the collet which function to

grip the tool throughout the length of the collet, there being

two sets of said coacting tapered surfaces enabling the sets of

flexible fingers at each end of the collet to independently

grip the tool.

3,843,145
TRICYCLE DRIVE TRAIN WITH COASTER BRAKE

Raymond E. Templeton, 11144 Kolina Ln., Sun City, Ariz.

85351

Division of Ser. No. 313,987, Dec. 1 1, 1972,. This application

Feb. 4, 1974, Ser. No. 439,621
Int. CI. B62ni 1102, 1106

U.S. CL 280-7.15 1 Claim

1. A unitary drive train attachment for converting a conven-

tional bicycle to a tricycle having a front steering wheel and
two pedal-controlled rear wheels to selectively and evenly

provide driving, free-wheeling and braking action at both of

said rear wheels in response to pedal action, said attachment

comprising:

a. a central housing member adapted to be received be-

tween the rear-wheel fork of said bicycle and secured

thereto without modification thereof by bolts extending

through the fork members in place of the conventional

rear-axle stubs;

b. a pair of rear-axle housing members having inner ends

thereof secured to and extending laterally from said cen-

tral housing member;
c. a pair of rear-axle half-shafts, each journaled for rotation

within a respective one of said rear-axle housing mem-
bers, the outer ends of said shafts extending laterally from

said housing members and the inner ends thereof extend-

ing into said central housing;

d. differential means substantially enclosed within said

central housing member for transmitting motive and

braking power to said inner ends of said half-shafts;

e. a pair of frame members, each extending laterally from

a respective outer end of one of said rear-axle housing

members;
r a pair of coaster brake means, each journaled in a respec-

tive said frame member;

g. a pair of conventional rear bicycle wheels, each fixed to

and rotatably carried by a respective said coaster brake

means; and

h. drive chain - sprocket means for transmitting motive and
braking power from the pedal crank of said bicycle to said

differential means and from the outer ends from said

rear-axle half-shafts to said respective coaster brake

means,

said elements constituting a unitary drive train attachment for

converting a bicycle to a tricycle by attaching said housing to

said rear fork.

3,843,146

ROLLER SKATE CONSTRUCTION
Kunio Hiraki, No. 18-1, 1-Chome, Tenjin-Cho, Nagata-ku,

Kobe, Japan

Filed July 18, 1973, Ser. No. 380,265

Int. CL A63c 17/14
U.S. a. 280-11.2 9 Claims

1. A roller skate comprising a shoe forming an instep cover-

ing having a bottom wall, a metal strut extending downwardly
from said bottom wall along a major portion of the length

thereof and having at least two longitudinally spaced down-
wardly extending wheel brace projections, a sole joined to said

instep and covering said strut and defining a wheel bearing
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threaded receiving socket below each wheel brace projection,

and a threaded wheel bearing member threaded into each of

said receiving sockets and having at least one wheel rotatably

supported thereon ,

3,843,147

PALLET TRUCK
Yngve Albin Fritiof Fredricson, Kaimar, Sweden, assignor to

AS Hill & Co., Kaimar, Sweden
Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,486

Claims priority, application Sweden, Dec. 2, 1971, 15420/71

Int. CI. B66f 5104

U.S. CI. 280-43.12 9 Claims

1. A pallet truck comprising fork means for supporting a

load, wheels mounted at both ends of said fork means for

engaging a base, hydrualic jack means in a housing mounted
on an axle supporting one of said wheels for raising and lower-

ing said fork means with respect to said base, said jack means
including a first piston for engaging said fork means and a

two-piston unit having second and third hydraulic pistons for

hydraulically actuating said first piston, a change-over device

mounted on and within said housing having three positions for

controlling operation of said two-piston unit, drawbar means
for the truck and handle means in said drawbar means includ-

ing means for engaging and setting said change-over device to

any selected one of its three positions wherein (a) with said

change-over device set in its first position hydraulic fluid is

unobstructedly supplied by the second and third pistons to the

first piston for raising the fork means with full power, (b) with

the change-over device set in its second position the hydraulic

fluid flow from one of the second and third pistons to the first

piston becomes inactive, while the flow of hydraulic fluid from

the other of the second and third pistons to the first piston

causes the fork me^ns to be raised with reduced power, and

(c) with the change-over device set in its third position the

hydraulic fluid from the second and third pistons to the first

piston becomes inactive concurrently with hydraulic fluid that

has previously actuated the first piston having a free outlet so

as to unload the first piston for setting the latter in its quies-

cent position.

3,843,148

OVERLOAD AXLE ASSEMBLY
Jerry L. Wright, Mesa, Ariz., assignor to Scranton Manufac-

turing Company, Inc., Scranton, Iowa

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,941

Int. CI. B60g 11102

U.S. CL 280-124 R 8 Claims

1. An overload axle assembly comprising:

a pair of spring hanger brackets, each having a forward and

a rearward downwardly depending means including a

plurality of vertically spaced spring-positioning holes

therein;

a spring means carried by each of the spring hanger brack-

ets;

an axle having a wheel-supporting spindle at each end
thereof; and

means attaching each of said spring means to said axle and

having four plates and a plurality of bolts, one of said

plates being placed against the upper surface of each of

said spring means intermediate the ends of said spring

means, and one of said plates being placed against the

bottom surface of said axle inwardly from said spindles

and directly below each of said spring means, said bolts

connecting said plates against said spring means with said

plates against said axle.

3,843,149

HOT DIP GALVANIZED TORSION BAR SUSPENSION
SYSTEM

William P. Whitley, Jr., 4525 E. 10th Ln., Hialeah, Fla. 33103
Division of Ser. No. 232,677, March 8, 1972,. This application

May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,148

Int. CI. B60b 35/08

U.S.CL 280-124 B 1 Claim

1. A torsion bar suspension system for trailer wheels and the

like comprising, in combination, a metal supporting frame-

work adapted to be secured to the undercarriage of a trailer,

a pair of spaced, parallel, torsion bars longitudinally-fitted and
secured with lespect to said supporting framework, said tor-

sion bars each having end portions extending outwardly at

each end of said supporting framework, a first pair of laterally-

opposed moment arm members secured to one end each of

one of said pair of torsion bars, a second pair of laterally-

opposed moment arms secured to one end each of said other

of said pair of torsion bars, the outer ends of each of said

moment arms being formed with hub portions, a spindle ex-

tending outwardly of each of said hub portions and being

intergrally formed therewith and extending outwardly of each
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end of said metal supporting framework, said spindles being
machine-finished and said torsion bar suspension system being
hot dip galvanized over all exterior surfaces except the ma-
chined surface areas of said spindles.

3,843,150
RAPIDLY INFLATABLE IMPACT CUSHIONING DEVICE

FOR HIGH-SPEED TRAVELLING VEHICLE
Ikuo Harada, Tokyo; Masafumi Hamasaki, Nob«oka; Isao
Maeda, Nobeoka, and Nobuyuki Izawa, Nobeoka, all of
Japan, assignors to Asahl Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha,
Osaka, Japan

Filed Nov. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 201,332
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 1, 1971, 46-10004;

Nov. 26, 1970, 45-103696; Nov. 24, 1970, 45-102724
Int. CI. B60r2//0S

U.S. CI. 280-150 AB 4 Claims

1. A rapidly-inflatable impact cushioning device for use on
a high-speed travelling vehicle, said device comprising

a. a rapidly-inflatable cushioning bag member fixedly posi-
tioned on a support member, said cushioning bag member
being provided with an air passage communicating with
the atmosphere;

b. at least one unfoldable inflating bag member positioned
within said rapidly-inflatable cushioning bag member and
provided with a gas discharging outlet, said unfoldable
bag member further being provided with gas-providing
inflating means and being adapted to be inflated and
unfolded when gas is received from said inflating means;
said cushioning bag member being capable of receiving
air from the atmosphere upon inflation of said unfoldable
bag member, thereby permitting rapid and simultaneous
inflation of both bag members when gas is received by
said unfoldable bag member; and

c. the hydraulic diameter of said air passage in said rapidly
inflatable cushioning bag member and the hydraulic di-

ameter of said gas discharging outlet in said unfoladable
inflating bag member have the relationship expressed
below:

-2/i5MD + 58 TD - 7/18 MD+ 105,
wherein TD stands for the hydraulic diameter of the gas dis-
charging outlet in the unfoldable inflating bag member ex-
pressed in mm, and MD stands for the hydraulic diameter of
the air passage in the main bag member expressed in mm.

3,843,151
PARTICLE ENGAGING SCREEN DEVICE FOR

PVRO-TECHNIC SYSTEM
Donald J. Lewis, Troy, Mich., assignor to Allied Chemical

Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,630

Int. CI. B6Cr 21108
U.S.CL 280-150 AB 6 Claims

1. In an air cushion inflation apparatus including a gas
generator made up at least partially of a pyro-technic material
which burns to produce a gas and an air bag to which said gas
is directed, the improvement comprising: a gas impurity
screen means interposed between said gas generator and said
air bag, said gas impurity screen means being contained en-
tirely within said bag, both before and after actuation of said

inflation apparatus, and said gas impurity screen means being
adapted to engage impurities, said gas impurity screen means
being porous to the passing of said gas therethrough and mto
the bag for inflation thereof; and a manifold for distributing

PYRO.
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ment, a slot formed in said rail assembly and a slot formed in
said rail extension, said pair of slots being in alignment with
one another when said rail extension is secured to said rail

assembly, a chock assembly slideably mounted within said slot
in said rail assembly, said chock assembly being made up of a
pair of wedge-shaped elements, first means for slideably secur-
ing said pair of wedge-shaped elements within said slots in said
rail assembly and said rail extensions, second means for slide-

ably securing each of said wedge-shaped elements to said first

securing means for adjustable movement of said pair of
wedge-shaped elements with respect to one another and
means for fixedly securing said chock assembly within said rail

assembly whereby upon release of said means for fixedly
securing said chock assembly said chock assembly may be
easily slid from said rail assembly onto said rail extension to
facilitate in the unloading of said trailer.

3,843,157

HAND-PROPELLED TOY VEHICLE
Dennis G. VVyman, 4 Crestline Ct., Owings Mills, Md. 21117

Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,485
Int. CI. B62r 9102

U.S. CI. 280-249 3 Claims

from said first mounting frame, pivot support means support-
ing said second frame from said first frame for pivotal move-
ment about a generally vertical axis, and passageway means

communicating the interior of said towing vehicle with the
interior of said trailer vehicle for permitting passage of per-
sons therebetween.

3,843,159
FIFTH WHEEL SLIDER SUPPORT

Charles N. Hood, II, Deerfield, III., assignor to Amstead Indus-
tries Incorporated, Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 408,194
Int. CI. B62d 53106

U.S. CI. 280-407 9 Claims

I. A toy vehicle comprising a rigid frame including a seat
and back, wheels supporting said frame for movement over
the ground, means for driving at least one of said wheels
including a relatively large ring rotatably supported longitudi-
nally of said frame and having an exposed portion above and
forwardly of said occupant, said ring including internal periph-
eral apertures engaging a sprocket wheel drivingly engaging
said at least one wheel whereby said occupant can grasp and
pull forwardly and downwardly on said ring to propel said
vehicle.

3,843,158
TRAILER COUPLING WITH PASSAGEWAY

Robert D. Schwellenbach, Box 246, Pierre, S. Dak. 57501
Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,685

Int. CI. B60d 5100
U.S. CI. 280-403 10 Claims

1. In combination with trailer and towing vehicles each
having an interior for carrying passengers or the like, a cou-
pling comprising a first mounting frame attached to said tow-
ing vehicle, a second mounting frame attached to said trailer
vehicle, said second mounting frame being vertically spaced
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1. A slider support for mounting a load carrying member on
the frame of a highway vehicle, said support comprising a base
adapted to be attached to said frame, laterally spaced and
longitudinally extending guide rods mounted on said base,
carrier blocks having means to support an associated fifth
wheel, said blocks mounted for lengthwise movement on
respective guide rods, a plurality of lock washers slidable on
each of said guide rods and engageable with one of said carrier
blocks, said lock washers being tiltable on said guide rods
between a locked position resisting lengthwise movement on
said guiding rods and an unlocked position permitting sliding
movement on said guiding rods, and resilient means disposed
between said lock washers to divide said lock washers into
groups and operative to urge said groups of lock washers to
said locked position to resist buff and draft forces imposed on
said member whereby said carrier blocks in engagement
therewith are locked against lengthwise movement of said
guide rods.
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3,843,160

CLEVIS HITCH ASSEMBLY
George Victor Frushour, and Marvin Lee Nafziger, both of

Albany, Ga., assignors to Lilliston Corporation, Albany, Ga.

Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,636
Int. CI. B60d 1/02

U.S. CI. 280-415 A 16 Claims

1. A hitch adaptor for displacing the pivotal connection

between a drawbar of a towing vehicle and the tongue of a

towed vehicle rearwardly of such drawbar, comprising in

combination:
|

.

upper and lower horizontal hitch plates disposed in verti-

cally spaced relation to accept a drawbar between for-

ward ends thereof, said hitch plates having vertically

registered openings at said forward ends thereof to align

with a drawbar opening and accept a vertical pin connect-

ing the adaptor to a drawbar, said hitch plates also having

vertically aligned openings at their rearward ends to align

with openings in a tongue of a trailing vehicle and accept

a vertical clevis assembly establishing pivotal connection

between the hitch adaptor and a tongue of a trailing

vehicle, said clevis assembly including a bearing sleeve

received in said openings at the rearward ends of the

hitch plates and a retainer plate fixed to the upper end of

said bearing sleeve, said bearing sleeve being of a length

greater than the spacing between the upper surface of

said upper hitch plate and the lower surface of said lower

hitch plate and said retainer plate having a depending

flange for cooperation with a draft tongue to prevent

rotation of the bearing sleeve relative to such draft

tongue;

an elongate transverse bumper bar between said hitch plates

and projecting transversely on opposite sides thereof, said

bumper bar being rigidly connected to said hitch plates

between the forward and rearward ends thereof and

presenting forward bumper faces beyond the opposite

sides of said hitch plate which are located a distance

behind the openings in the forward ends of said hitch

plates which is selected to engage a rear surface of a

certain size drawbar and prevent any appreciable pivoting

of the adaptor about the vertical pin connecting the adap-

tor to such drawbar.

3,843,161

TRAILER COUPLER ASSEMBLY
John I. Hastings, 3830 Minor Rd., Copley, Ohio 44321

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 311,696
Int. CI. B62d 53/06

U.S. CI. 280-423 R 4 Claims

1. A trailer coupling assembly for interconnecting a towed
vehicle having a standard V-shaped hitch on its front end to

a towing vehicle, comprising;

A. a main body portion having first and second ends;

B. V-shaped first support means

1

.

depending from said main body portion adjacent said

first end and

2. having its legs releasably secured to the legs of said

V-shaped hitch;

C. second support means
1. depending from said main body portion inwardly of

said first end and

2. being releasably secured to said V-shaped hitch of said

towed vehicle; and

D. third support means including

1. a king pin depending from said main body portion

adjacent said second end thereof and pivotally sup-

ported thereby for swinging about the longitudinal axis

thereof, and

2. a fifth wheel assembly mounted on said towing vehicle

3. said king pin being releasably secured to said fifth

wheel assembly on said towing vehicle at a point for-

ward of the rear axle thereof and

4. being swingable about the vertical axis of said king pin.

3,843,162
LOAD DAMPING FRAME HITCH FOR VEHICLES

TOWING A TRAILER
John C. Abromavage, Tempe, and James W. Ryden, Phoenix,

both of Ariz., assignors to Amerco, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.
Filed Aug. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 384,764

Int. CI. B60d n06
U.S. CI. 280-486 g claims

1. A vehicle frame hitch of the type used for hitching and
pulling trailers comprising:

A. a hitch platform secured at its forward end to the vehicle

frame and extending rearwardly;

B. a hitch ball secured to a slidmg housing at the rear end

of said hitch platform;

C. a bumper adapter bracket ^ccured to the automobile

bumper and with linkage extending downwardly to mov-
ably support said hitch platform; and

D. compression means supported upon said hitch platform

and interposed between said hitch ball and said hitch

platform so as to absorb forward thrust of said hitch ball.
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3,843,163
ADJUSTABLE TRAILER HITCH

B. Hale, 1203 Box Elder St., Casper, Wyo. 82601
Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 327,754

Int. CI. B60d 1106
280-490 R 5 Caims

«'
26

I. A selectively adjustable hitch apparatus for a towed
vehicle having a normally horizontal main frame and a fol-
lower hitch coupling forwardly positioned thereon, compris-
ing

auxiliary frame means attached to such normally horizontal
main frame rearwardly of such follower hitch coupling for
pivotal movement relative to such main frame about a
horizontal axis,

follower hitch means on said auxiliary frame means for
cooperative engagement with a complementary towing
hitch coupling on a towing vehicle,

towmg hitch means for cooperative engagement with such
follower hitch coupling on such towed vehicle,

vertically adjustable means for mounting said towing hitch
means at a selectable relatively fixed position below said
auxiliary frame means intermediate the length thereof,
and

retaining means on said auxiliary frame means engaging said
adjustable mounting means for retaining said mounting
means in a selected vertical position relative to said auxil-
iary frame means, whereby the vertical adjustment of said
adjustable mounting means effects pivotal movement of
said auxiliary frame means in a vertical plane to a selected
position which will permit the main frame of such towed
vehicle to remain horizontal irrespective of the height of
the hitch means of a towing vehicle.

3,843,164
BICYCLE CART CONNECTOR

Michael W. Flegel, P.O. Box 506, Elgin, III. 60120
Filed Jan. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 328,099

Int. CI. B60d 1116
U.S. CI. 280-492

1 Claim

extends at right angles to each of the axes of said two axis
universal connection,

each side of said two axis universal connection including a
clevis and a sleeve rotatably mounted on a clevis pin the
sleeve of one side of the connection being fastened tan-
gentially to the sleeve of the other side of the connection
said pivotal connection of said universal connection to
said bicycle having means to adjustably clamp said two
axis universal connection to said bicycle, said means
including a sleeve fastened at one end to the base of one
of said clevis, a threaded bolt extending through said
sleeve and extending outward beyond the free end of the
sleeve, a pair of plates mounted on said bolt and movable
along the length thereof, a pair of nuts mounted on said
bolt and engaging the non-facing sides of said plates, said
plate being adaptable to clamp the opposite sides of a pair
of bicycle frame members when the bolt is extended
between the frame members.

3,843,165

DRAW BAR
Martin H. Mathisen, Sun Valley, Calif., assignor to Eaz-Lift

Spring Corporation, Sun Valley, Calif.

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,327
Int. CI. B60d 1114

U.S. CI. 280-495
g claims

I. A draw bar for a load transferring hitch for positioning
under a towmg vehicle, said draw bar comprising a member
having socket means at its rear end, means at its front end for
hooking onto a first part carried by said towing vehicle and
means^in the region of its rear end for bolting to a second partearned by the towing vehicle, said draw bar being assembled
with the towing vehicle by first attaching the hooking means
to said first part, then, without tilting the draw bar about its
longitudinal axis, pivoting the draw bar upwardly about said
hooking means and then bolting the said means for bolting to
said second part, further comprising a pair of corrugated
sheets, the corrugations of each sheet running longitudinally

1. A connector for attaching a tow bar of a cart to a bicycle
including:

a two axis universal connection,
one side of said universal connection being rigidly fastened

to said tow bar,

the other side of said universal connection being pivotally
connected to said bicycle for rotation about an axis which

3,843,166
DEVICE FOR REMOVABLE ATTACHMENT TO A WALL

MOUNTED TELEPHONE
Anthony P. Barone, 1540 Hubbard Rd., North Madison, Ohio
44057

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 234,143, March 13, 1972,
abandoned. This application May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,439

Int. CI. B42d 5/00
U.S. CI. 281-15 B 11 Claims

1. A device for removable attachment to a wall phone which
phone has a back plate with means for mounting the back
plate to a wall and a front cover Tor said phone which when
attached to said back plate surrounds the periphery of said
back plate, said device comprising a planar sheet of material,
said material having an opening therein which opening is

adapted to permit the sheet to be mounted adjacent a wall and
be located by said back plate, said opening being of such size
and arrangement that when the phone cover is engaged with
said back plate said cover overlies said sheet material to con-
ceal said opening and said mounting means, said sheet mate-
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rial further comprising means for the reception of indicia

including means to removably receive sheets of paper and also

including flange means extending forward from said sheet

material disposed to support a permanently bound book.

3,843,167

HVDRAULICALLY ACTUATED PIPE COUPLING
Bo Gronstedt, 1540 Hubbard Rd., Pasadena, Tex. 44057

Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,395

Int. CI. F 161 55/00

U.S. CI. 285-18 9 Claims

1. A hydraulically actuated pipe coupling including:

an elongate, generally cylindrical, tubular body,

the body adapted to receive in at least one end a piece of

pipe to be coupled thereto,

the inside diameter of the body being larger than the outside

diameter of the pipe,

an elongate recess within the body,

the recess being tapered to the inside diameter of the body
adjacent the end adapted to receive the pipe,

first and second ports within the body communicating with

the recess,

first and second valves hydraulically communicating with

the first and second ports respectively,

an annular hollow inflatable bladder mounted within the

recess,

inflation tubes extending from the bladder into the first and

second ports whereby hydraulic communication is estab-

lished between the valves and the interior of the inflatable

bladder,

an annular wedge member within the recess slidingly engag-

ing the tapered portion of the recess,

the inside diameter of the bladder and the wedge being

substantially the same as the inside diameter of the body,

a plurality of independent serrated slips imbedded inter-

mediate the ends of the wedge,

the serrated surface of the slips arranged about the pipe

when inserted into the body, and

the wedge and bladder being formed of an elastic deform-

able material, whereby fluid injected into the bladder

serves to inflate the bladder to seal about the pipe and to

force the wedge into contact with the pipe so that the slips

grip the pipe.

3,843,168

CLAMP CONNECTORS
Charles D. Morriil, Bellaire; David P. Herd, Houston, both of

Tex., and Thomas W . Childers, Mandeville, La., assignors to

Esso Production Research Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Aug. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 389,055

Int. CI. F16I 35/00

U.S. CI. 285-24 13 Claims

"3 ._ 61
'

a'

1. A clamp connector for use in clamping two hub members
together comprising:

two clamp halves surrounding said hub members;
two spaced apart plates secured to one of said hub members
on opposite sides thereof for engaging guide means on
said other hub member;

a screw member having oppositely directed threads at each

end thereof and supported by each of said plates and
extending through bores formed in each clamp half;

a threaded nut mounted in each bore of each clamp half,

each threaded end of each screw member mating with the

threads of one of said nuts;

said bore in each clamp half being larger than said screw

member extending therethrough to permit limited move-
ment of said clamp halves relative to said nuts; and

rotations of said screw members in one direction causing

said clamp halves to move to engagement with said hub
members and clamp them together and rotations of said

screw members in an opposite direction from said one
direction causing said clamp halves to move to disengage-

ment from said hub members.

3,843,169
COUPLING FOR HOSE, PIPE, TUBING OR THE LIKE

Carleton H. Wise, K. O. Machine & Tooling Co.; 324 S. Kidd
St., Whitewater, Wis. 53190

Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,269
Int. CI. F16I 35/00

U.S. CI. 285-39 18 Claims

1. In a coupling for a yieldable fluid conduit, housing means
integrally molded of resilient material, said housing means
including a central portion having a central fluid passageway

of predetermined diameter extending therethrough and an

end portion extending from said central portion and having an
end fluid passageway extending therethrough, said central and

said end passageways being coaxially aligned, a cylindrical

insert having substantially greater rigidity than said housing

having an outer diameter substantially equal to the inner

diameter of said fluid conduit and disposed within said central

fluid passageway, the inner diameter of said central fluid
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passageway being substantially equal to the outer diameter of
said insert whereby said insert is retained against axial move-
ment within said central fluid passageway, said insert extend-
ing outwardly into said end portion, said end portion having
an inner diameter substantially equal to the outer diameter of
the fluid conduit whereby the fluid conduit fitsover said insert

within said end portion, the outer surface of said end portion
being threaded, a locking member having a threaded central
aperture, said threaded central aperture being adapted to

engage the threaded surface of said end portion, said threaded

^9-

portion and said threaded aperture having a tapered relation-

ship whereby tightening said locking member onto said end
portion compresses said en^ portion and resiliently deforms
said fluid conduit between said end portion and said insert,

said locking member having a radially extending flange por-

tion extending inwardly from the distal portion of said locking
member, said flange portion having an inner diameter gener-
ally equal to the outer diameter of said fluid conduit, and
means on said insert gripping and retaining the yieldable fluid

conduit against longitudinal movement of the fluid conduit
relative to the housing means.

3,843,170

JOINTS FOR CONDUITS HAVING A CONTINUOUS
CORROSION.RESISTANT LINING

Luigi Bagnulo, Via Alessandro Volta 18, Milan, Italy

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,571
Claims priority, application Italy, July 9, 1971, 26857/71

Int. CI. F16I 9114

U.S. CI. 285-55 5 Claims

2 9 3 7, 6 llftlS^IO,, 12'o. S',. 3" 9' 2'

I. An arrangement for connecting the opposite ends of said

pipe sections to form a continuous conduit adapted to convey
corrosive liquids, said arrangement comprising two metal pipe
sections provided with a corrosive-resistant coating at the
inner surfaces thereof which covers also end faces of the pipe
sections and part of the outer surface thereof adjacent said

end faces; a pair of sockets one for each pipe section, each
socket having at one end an inner diameter substantially equal
to that of the outer diametei of the respective pipe section and
being fixedly connected at said one end with the respective
pipe section spaced from the end faces of the latter and pro-
jecting with the remainder thereof having a greater diameter
than that at said one end beyond said end face of the respec-
tive pipe section; a sleeve at each end face of said pipe sec-

tions, said sleeve af a material resistant to heat and to the

corrosive influence of the liquid to be conveyed between the

end faces of said pipe sections; connecting means including a

connecting member between said sleeves and said other ends

of said sockets connected to said pipe sections, said connect-

ing member having an outer tubular wall portion of a diameter
substantially equal to that of said other ends of said sockets
and inner tubular wall portions connected to said outer tubu-
lar wall portion and having a diameter substantially equal to
that of said pipe sections, and a pair of weld seams serving to
connect said outer tubular wall portion at opposite ends to
said other ends of said sockets with said inner tubular wall
portions abutting against said sleeve, each of said sleeves
having a portion located inwardly of the respective weld seam,
whereby during forming of the weld seam damage to the
coating by heat is prevented.

3,843,171

CRYOGENIC TRANSFER SWIVEL
James A. Hewlett, Forest Park, Ohio, assignor to KDI Corpo-

ration, Cincinnati, Ohio
Filed Jan. 26, 1973, S«r. No. 326,656

Int. CI. F 161 ]7/00
U.S. CI. 285-98 8 Claims

1. A swivel connection assembly for rotatably and detach-
ingly connecting two insulated fluid conveying conduits to-

gether while allowing rotational movement of the conduits
relative to each other comprising, a first and a second connec-
tor each of said first and second connectors having a passage
formed therethrough for connection with said insulated con-
duits, said first and second connectors adapted for sealing
engagement with each other to communicate the passages
fromed therein, said first and second connectors being rigidly

mounted within a first and a second housing, respectively, in

spaced-apart relationship therewith, each of said first and
second housings being open at one end and having a passage
formed through the walls thereof for sealing connection with
the exterior surfaces of said first and second insulated fluid

conveying conduits, respectively, clamping means for retain-
ing said first and second housings in assembled relationship
and bearing means for effecting relative rotational movement
between said housings, first dynamic sealing means formed
between first and second connectors at the area of engage-
ment with each other and surrounding the passages there-
through for maintaining a sealed connection therebetween
and second dynamic sealing means formed between said sec-
ond connector and an end surface of said first housing to form
a sealed chamber surrounding said first and second connec-
tors at the area of engagement therebetween.

3,843,172
KEG TAPPING DEVICE HAVING IMPROVED SEALING

MEANS
Frederick F. Stevens, Jr., Fairfield, Conn., assignor to Hoff-

Stevens, Inc., Ansoiiia, Conn.
Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 401,026

Int. CI. F16I 39/00
U.S. CI. 285-137 R 8 Claims

1. In a keg tapping device the combination comprising a
first unit adapted to be mounted in the tapping opening of a
keg and having a first bearing surface exposed externally of
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the keg and two side-by-side passageways passing there-

through and opening through said first bearing surface for

communicating with the interior of the keg, a second unit

movable between connected and disconnected positions rela-

tive to said first unit and having a second bearing surface

thereon and two passageways passing therethrough and ar-

ranged to communicate respectively with the two passageways

in the first unit when the second unit is in its connected posi-

tion relative to said first unit, caid second unit having a pair of

generally cylindrical tubular probes projecting in parallel

side-by-side relation from said second bearing surface, each of

said probes communicating with an associated one of said

passageways in said second unit and being insertable into and

axially slidable relative to an associated one of said passage-

ways in said first unit as said second unit is moved into its

connected position relative to said first unit, said first and

second bearing surface being disposed in parallel relation to

each other when said second unit is in its connected position

relative to said first unit, means for maintaining a minimum
predetermined distance between said first and second bearing

surface when said second unit is in its connected position

relative to said first unit, a unitary elastomeric seal member
assembled with said second unit in bearing engagement with

said second bearing surface and including a pair of generally

annular portions integrally connected in adjacent relation to

form a generally figure-eight shaped configuration, each of

said generally annular portions having a generally cylindrical

aperture receiving an associated one of said probes there-

through, said seal member having an axis of symmetry inter-

secting the axes of said probes and dividing each of said annu-

lar portions into two symmetrical portions, each of said gener-

ally annular portions having a generally ellipsoidal peripheral

configuration and a major axis extending transversely of said

axis of symmetry; said sealing member in assembly with said

second unit and before said second unit is moved into said

connected position having an axial thickness greater than said

minimum predetermined distance, said sealing member in said

connected position being in sealing engagement with said first

and said second bearing surface, and means for moving said

second unit to and retaining it in said connected position.

3,843,173

T-TYPE LOCKER HANDLE
Bob G. Harrell, Greenwood, Miss., assignor to Jackes-Evans

Manufacturing Company, LeFlore, Miss.

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,207

Int. CI. E05b U/08, 65/02

U.S. CI. 292-7 11 Claims

1. A locker assembly including a frame, a door hingedly

mounted on said frame for opening and closing movement
with respect thereto, handle bearing means mounted on said

door, handle means being mounted in said handle bearing

means for rotation relative to said door about a central axis,

said handle means being used in latching, unlatching and

opening and closing said door, and latching means mounted

on said handle means and movable on rotation thereof with

respect to said door to engage and disengage said frame and

thereby latch and unlatch said door from said frame, at at least

one point on said frame, said handle means and said handle

bearing means being formed with cooperative openings in

each to receive a locking means to prevent relative movement

therebetween, said handle means comprising an integrally

formed, generally T-shaped member having a gripping portion

joined to a generally cylindrical stem portion, and disposed

generally transverse thereto, said central axis of rotation of

said handle means being disposed longitudinally and centrally

through said stem portion, said stem portion and said gripping

portion being rotatable about said central axis relative to said

door, said gripping portion being offset from said central axis

thereby to allow a locking means having a shackle disposed

through an opening formed in said stem portion to be pivoted

upwardly adjacent said gripping portion to provide access to

the back of said locking means to open said locking means or

obtain information therefrom.

3,843,174

ANTI-THEFT DOOR-LOCKING APPARATUS
Ronald A. Bogunovich, San Lorenzo, and Joseph V. Boguno-

vich, San Leandro, both of Calif., assignors to Henrietta A.

Bogunovich, San Leandro, Calif., by said Joseph V. Boguno-

vich

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,377

Int. CI. E05b 65/16

U.S. CI. 292-166 8 Claims

1. Anti-theft door-locking apparatus for the access door to

the freight compartment of an automotive van, railway car, on

the like vehicle comprising: support structure adapted to be

fixedly secured to such vehicle adjacent an access door to the

freight compartment thereof, a locking pin carried by said

support structure for reciprocal displacements between an

active extended position in cooperative association with such

door to constrain the same in the closed position thereof and

an inactive retracted position releasing such door for move-

ment; plunger means carried by said support structure for

reciprocal movement between operative and inoperative posi-

tions respectively corresponding to the active and inactive

positions of said locking pin and being connected therewith to
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control the position of said locking pin; operating means for

displacing said plunger into the operative position thereof;

selectively operative energizing means requiring greater than

manual force for displacing said plunger into the inoperative

position to effect movement of said locking pin into its inac-

tive position and thereby releasing the door for movement;
and operative inhibiting means for holding said locking pin in

its inactive position when such door is open.

3,843,175

SPRING ACTUATED LOCK FOR USE WITH MOTOR
VEHICLE DOOR

Horst Klebba, Weyhausen, Germany, assignor to Volkswagen-

werk Akt., Wolfsburg, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 270,288, July 10, 1972,

abandoned. Continuation of Ser. No. 125,963, March 19,

1971, abandoned. This application Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No.

325,041

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 21, 1970,

2013690

Int. CI. E05c 3126

U.S. CI. 292-216 8 Claims

1. A spring actuated lock for use with a motor vehicle door
assembly including a frame structure and a door structure

comprising:

a trap lever mounted on one of said structures for move-
ment between first and second positions;

a bolt element mounted on the other of said structures, said

boll element and said trap lever being relatively shiftable

along a predetermined path of travel and being disposed

for interengagement during said relative shifting,

said bolt element being disposed relative to the trap lever

for contacting the latter and moving the trap lever from
its first position and into its second position during said

relative shifting;

operating lever means carried by the trap lever for move-
ment therewith between said first and second positions;

control lever means mounted for movement between pri-

mary and secondary dispositions;

means coupled with the control lever for yieldably biasing

the latter toward its secondary disposition and away from
its primary disposition;

a locking mechanism including a shiftable member operably

coupled to the operating lever means for shifting by the

latter when the operating lever means moves between its

said positions, said mechanism including respective coop-
erable parts on said member and on said control lever

means, which parts are disposed in interengagement

when the trap lever and therefore the operating lever

means are in said first position and the control lever

means is in its primary disposition for holding the control

lever means in said primary disposition against the bias of

the yieldably biasing means,

said parts being disposed in disengagement when the oper-

ating lever means is in said second position whereby the

control lever means is released to permit movement of
the latter from its primary disposition to its secondary
disposition under the influence of the yieldably biasing

means,

said trap lever being disposed in blocking relationship rela-

tive to the path of relative shifting of the trap lever and
the bolt element when the trap lever is in its second
position,

said locking mechanism including means for preventing

movement of the operating lever means from said second
position to said first position when the control lever

means is in its secondary disposition whereby the relative

shifting of the bolt element and the trap lever is pre-

vented; and
an operator mechanism for shifting said control lever means

from its secondary dispostion to its primary disposition to

release the operating lever means for movement from its

second position to its first position whereby to release the

trap lever and the bolt element for said relative shifting.

3,843,176

LOCKING DEVICE FOR A SAFETY GRILL
Alfredo Gonzalez-Cuzan, 631 S.W. 23rd Rd., Miami, Fla.

33129
Filed Sept. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 396,543

Int. CI. E05c 3104

U.S. CI. 292-218 7 Claims

1. A locking device for a safety grill of the type used to

protectively enclose a wall opening in a building structure

such as a doorway or window comprising:

A. an outer tube extending through the building wall in a

fixed relation therewith;

B. an inner tube, rotatably mounted in said outer tube;

C. a latch bar pivotally connected at its outer end to the grill

and including an inner latch end for slidable engagement
through the outer end of said outer tube into said inner

tube;

D. manual control means fixed to said inner tube, extending
inwardly of said outer tube, to selectively rotate said inner

tube between first and second positions;

E. means within the inner tube, adjacent the outer end
thereof, to engage said latch end when said inner tube is

in said first position to lock the grill relative to the wall

opening and to disengage said latch bar when said tube is

in said second position to permit the grill to open relative

to the wall opening.

3,843,177

DOOR LATCH CONSTRUCTION
Russell W. Waldo, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to Ideal Security
Hardware Corporation, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Nov. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 414,364
Int. CI. E05c 3104

U.S. CI. 292-254 3 Claims

1. In a door latch mechanism:

a. a rigid latch hook having a base portion adapted to be
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mounted on one side of a door for common movements
therewith;

|

b. a cooperating strike element adapted to be mounted on
a door frame in the path of travel of the latch hook, said

strike element being yieldingly urged into said path of

travel of the latch hook and retractable transversely out

of said path;

c. said latch hook having a strike engaging cam portion and
a strike engaging hook portion, the strike being engaged

by said cam portion and retracted thereby during closing

movements of said door and urged into engagement with

said hook portion, when the door is fully closed;

d. a handle-equipped release member pivotally mounted on
said latch hook for swinging movements toward and away
from engagement with said strike, when the strike is in

engagement with said hook portion;

e. stop means on said latch hook limiting movements of said

release member in a direction away from engagement
with said strike, said release member being urged toward
engagement with said stop means by said strike, when the

door is fully closed;

f. a locking element mounted for oscillatory movements
between a release member engaging position, wherein
said release member is blocked from engagement with

said strike, and a release member disengaging position;

an operating lever mounted for limited pivotal move-
ments on said latch hook and having an inner end por'ion

engaging said locking element to impart said oscillatory

movement thereto, and a second portion selectively mov-
able into and away from a position to engage said strike

upon closing movements of the door and responsive to

movement of said lever to a release member engaging

position of said locking element, to positively prevent

closing of the door;

and a yielding element frictionally engaging said inner

end portion of the operating lever to frictionally hold the

lever at the limits of said pivotal movement thereof.

g

3,843,178
OVERHEAD HAND OPERATED DOOR LOCK

Alexander Eskoff, 4214 Euclid Ave., East Chicago, III. 46312
Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,804

Int. CI. E05c 17104

U.S. CI. 292-262 2 Claims

1. A hand operated door locking device intended for use

with a sliding overhead type door of the type commonly found

on garages and the like, the door being slidable between an

open horizontal position and a closed vertical position relative

to a door frame defining a door opening, the door having a

front surface facing the door opening, a rear surface, a top

edge, and a bottom edge, the lock comprising:

bracket means adapted for mounting on the door frame

above the top edge of the vertically closed door and

projecting horizontally outwardly therefrom in a manner

to overlap the thickness of the door;

a locking plate removably mounted on the bracket means
adapted to project therefrom to a position adjacent the

top edge portion of the back surface of the vertically

closed door in the normal door trajectory when being

opened in a manner to engage the top edge of the door

upon any attempt to slide the door upwardly to its open

horizontal position so as to prevent the opening of the

door;

the bracket means comprising a first U-shaped member
including a body portion and two spaced apart parallelly

extending leg portions extending outwardly in the same

direction from opposed ends of the body portion; a sec-

ond U-shaped member having a body portion disposed

parallel to the body portion of the first member and

having a pair of parallel spaced apart leg portions extend-

ing outwardly from respective top and bottom ends of the

body portion in planes parallel to each other; a series of

openings spaced along the pair of leg portions of the first

member with respective openings in each leg portion

being in axial alignment with each other, the axis of the

openings being substantially parallel to the axis of the first

member body portion; a series of spaced apart openings

extending along the pair of leg portions of the second

member with each of the respective openings in each leg

portion being in axial alignment with each other and with

the axis of the openings extending substantially parallel to

the axis of the second member body portion; the first

member leg portions adapted to be placed in juxtaposi-

tion with the respective second member leg portions and

to be telescoped relative thereto in an adjustable manner
with the selected telescope position of the respective first

and second members being retained by the alignment of

respective openings in the different leg portions and

axially inserting bolts through the respective aligned

openings to secure the first and second members in the

adjusted telescoped positions; the outermost surface of

the second member body portion being provided with a

pair of spaced apart pins projecting outwardly therefrom

in a perpendicular manner thereto adapted for removable

engagement with the locking plate, each pin projecting a

distance slightly greater than the thickness of the associ-

ated locking plate, with each pin provided with an en-

larged head portion thereon for utilization in retaining the

locking plate in proper position on the bracket means;

and

the locking plate is of an elongated rectangular configura-

tion, the top portion of the locking plate provided with a

pair of spaced apart L-shaped slots therein, the spacing

between the L-shaped slots being substantially identical

to the spacing between the pin projections on the second

member body portion, each slot having a leg portion

extending longitudinally of the locking plate with the

bottom end of each leg portion connected to a foot por-

tion of the slot which extends substantially perpendicular

to the respective leg portion and opens out of one edge

of the locking plate, the width of the foot and leg portions

of each of the slots being slightly greater than the diame-

ter of the pin projections and less than the diameter of the

enlarged pin heads whereby the slots may be slidingly

engaged onto the respective projecting pins and locked

thereon in the leg portions of the slots for removable
connection of the locking plate to the bracket means with

the bottom end portion of the locking plate extending

into the plane of opening and closing travel of the door
in a manner to block the path of travel of the door and
prevent opening of the same until after the locking plate

is removed from the bracket.

3,843,179

SAFETY DEVICES FOR WINDOWS AND DOORS
Svend Christian Reck, Karlebo, 2980 Kokkedal, Denmark

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,897
Int. CI. E05c / 7132

U.S. CI. 292-263 l Claim
1. A safety device for use with a window and window-frame,

a ringscrew mounted in each of said window and said window-
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frame, said device comprising a system of two rigid bars, each
bar having a first hook and a second hook, each of said second
hooks having a tip defining an open beak, a rivet pivotally

connecting the two bars to each other, said rivet passing

through each bar between said first and second hooks, each
said tip extending through one of said ringscrews, said bars

pivoting between two positions, the first hook of each bar
extending from the rivet to the tip of the other bar in a first

position, thereby blocking each open beak, the first hook of
each bar pivotally removed from the tip of the other bar in a

second position, thereby allowing each said tip to be inserted

or removed from said ringscrews.

3,843,180

SAFETY BUMPER
Willie L. Alexander, Lima, Ohio, assignor to C. A. McCullen,
Lima, Ohio, a part interest

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,526
Int. CI. B60r 19104

U.S. CI. 293-74 9 Claims

1. For use on a motor vehicle, a safety-type bumper com-
prising a main body section of a length capable of spanning the
associated body portion of said vehicle, and complemenlal
spring-biased end sections pivotally mounted on the respec-
tive end portions of said body section, said end sections being
normally and cooperatively aligned with said body section,
being pressure responsive, and adapted to yieldingly pivot
relative to said body section and ( 1 ) momentarily swing to a
displaced position and (2) automatically spring back to and
assume a normal position, said end sections being designed
and adapted upon striking a relatively stationary obstruction
to yield and swing in a horizontal plane on a vertical pivoting
axis and are capable of swinging either forwardly or rear-
wardly relative to said main section depending upon the im-
pact encountered.

3,843,181

ENERGY ABSORBING BUMPER
Alain Dera, and Daniel Besseau, both of Billancourt (Hauts de

Seine), France, assignors to Regie Nationale Des Usines
Renault, Billancourt, France; Automobiles Peugot, Paris,

France
Filed Mar. 26, 1974, Ser. No. 454,999

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 3, 1973, 73.1 1934
Int. CI. B60r 19106; F16f 9128

U.S. CI. 293-86 6 Claims

1. Energy-absorbing bumper for motor vehicles, which
comprises a buffer-forming bar and a pair of hydraulic shock-

absorbers extending at right angles to said bar and spacea
from each other, each shock-absorber comprising two main
members movable in relation to each other, one member
being connected to said bar and the other being adapted to be
secured to the vehicle, and at least one conduit adapted to

contain hydraulic fluid contained in the system between said

members and forced therethrough in case of shock, this as-

sembly being characterized in that at least one conduit of
each shock-absorber opens tangentially and in opposition to

each other into a chamber of substantially tapered configura-
tion having an outlet orifice adjacent its top and constituting

the seat of a whirling motion in the fluid in case a state of
unbalance develops between the pressures of the fluid deliv-

ered by the shock-absorbers, whereby the shock-absorbing
capacity of the assembly is substantially independent of the
point of impact of the shock along the bumper.

3,843,182

IMPACT CUSHIONING APPARATUS
Harold D. Walls, and Robert S. McGaughey, both of White

Township, Pa., assignors to McCreary Industrial Products

Co., Indiana, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 258,753, June 1, 1972,

abandoned. Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 331,328, Feb. 9,

1973, abandoned. This application July 2, 1973, Ser. No.

375,542

Int. CI. B60r 19110

U.S. CL 293-88 21 Claims

1. Impact cushioning apparatus comprismg a mounting
member adapted to be attached to the article to be cushioned,
a contact member adapted to receive impact and be moved
toward the mounting member thereby, one of those members
being U-shaped in vertical cross section with the open end of
the U facing the other member, and elastomeric means inter-

posed between the contact member and the mounting mem-
ber and affixed to the U-shaped member so that those means
are stretched over the other member by that movement of the
contact member towards the mounting member and retard

that movement by that stretching, those means comprising a
plurality of slabs of elastomer spaced from each other and
positioned in planes parallel to said vertical cross section of
the U-shaped member.
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3,843,183

VACUUM PICK-UP INSTRUMENT
Clifford L. Hutson, 1860 Idlewood Rd., Glendale, Calif. 91202

Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,139

Int. CI. B66c 1102

U.S. CI. 294-64 R| 17 Claims

1. In a vacuum-actuated pick-up instrument to be held in

the hand of an operator for handling small objects, which

instrument has an elongated body with a pick-up nozzle ex-

tending forwardly from the forward end of the body and a

valve on said body for controlling vacuum at said nozzle,

the improvement comprising:

at least the tip portion of said nozzle being continuously

rotatable;

a manually rotatable control member on said body adjacent

said valve;

and means drivingly connecting said manually operable

control member to said tip portion of the nozzle for rota-

tion thereof by remote control from the instrument body.

3,843,184
UNDERWATER SEARCH AND SALVAGE SYSTEM

Edward E. Horton, III, 85 Vanderlip Dr., Portugese Bend,
Calif. 90274

Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 271,064
Int. CL B63c 11148

U.S. CL 294-66 A 5 Claims

1. An underwater search and salvage system for locating

and returning objects from the sea floor comprising

a pipe string extending downwardly from a surface ship;

a support;

a pointed member at the lower end of said support for

penetrating the sea floor;

means for limiting the depth of penetration of said pointed

member,
a vertically slidable coupler means between said pipe string

and said support for reducing the effect of vertical sea

surface movements of said ship but which transmits ro-

tary movement to said support from said pipe string;

mounting means for a search and salvage device;

linkage means connected to said support for adjustably

supporting said mounting means for vertical and horizon-

tal movement with respect to said support;

actuating means for moving said linkage means horizontally

and vertically relative to said support;

whereby said mounting means is rotationally positioned by

a rotation of said pipe string and horizontally and verti-

cally positioned by action of said linkage means and said

drive means therefor.

3,843,185

POWER ASSEMBLY REMOVAL TOOL
William R. James, Sunset View, and Charles J. Hardy, Cum-

berland, both of Md., assignors to The Chesapeake and Ohio

Railway Company, Cleveland, Ohio and The Baltimore and

Ohio Railroad Company, Baltimore, Md.
Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,336

Int. CI. B66c 1122

U.S. CI. 294-67 AA 4 Claims

1. An apparatus for removing a power assembly from a

locomotive comprising:

a C-shaped boom member,
means pivotably attached to one end of said boom member

for attaching to said power assembly, including a first

plate, means for pivotably attaching said first plate to said

boom, a second plate having curved portions for engaging

upwardly extending portions of the power assembly and

extending parallel to said first plate and overlying said

first plate, means for attaching said second plate to said

first plate and means for attaching said second plate to

said power assembly, and

hydraulic piston means pivotably attached between said

boom member and said first plate and attached to said

first plate at a location separated from the point of attach-

ment of said boom member to said first plate for causing

said first and second plates to pivot about said point of

attachment to said first plate to permit positioning or

aligning said power assembly to effect removal of a power
assembly attached to said second plate.

3,843,186

HOIST CLAMP
Martinus Bernardus Van de Wetering, Zeist, Netherlands,

assignor to Interproduct N.V., Driebergen, Netherlands

Filed Apr. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 245,071

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 19, 1971,

715257; Feb. 1, 1972,721281
Int. CI. B66c 1148

U.S.CL 294-101 5 Claims

1. A hoist clamp for clampingly gripping plate-shaped

pieces to be hoisted, the clamp comprising a toggle lever

system operatively connected with a hoisting eye and co-
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operating with a wedge that is adjustable in the direction of
the thickness of the plate material to be gripped, said wedge
co-operating by means of toothed faces, with a stationary

block and being arranged to be urged under the influence of
spring pressure in the direction of the smallest thickness of
said plate material after a locking mechanism acting upon the
toggle lever system has been released; said locking mechanism
comprising: a first pivotable lock member active for locking
the wedge in its non-clamping condition, and a second pivot-

able lock member arranged to pivot in dependence upon
pivoting movement of the first lock member, said first lock

finger in a manipulator having a hand-type grasping device
and comprising:

A. A support bracket;

B. A finger element mounted for limited movement on the
support bracket;

member and said second lock member having a common pivot
axis, said second lock member in its locking position acting
upon the toggle lever system to lock this system in its most-
folded condition in which the clamp is in its non-clamping
condition, and a spring of the toggle lever system arranged to

be active in the sense of straightening the toggle lever system
and applying clamping force to the second lock member at

such a point that the line of action of this spring in said most-
folded condition is disposed on one side of said common pivot
axis and such that upon pivoting of the lock members to
unfold the toggle lever system the spring is further tensionea
and said line of action passes to the other side of said common
pivot axis.

3,843,187

DEMI-DISCONNECTABLE FINGER
Hans F. Schaefer, Jr., and David W. France, both of West
Newbury, Mass., assignors to USM Corporation, Boston,
Mass.

Filed Mar. 9, 1973, S«r. No. 339,597
Int. CI. B25j 75/00

L.S. CI. 294-106 4 Claims

1. Apparatus for releasably mounting an article engaging

C. A restraining clamp engaging the finger element to limit

movement thereof;

D. Spring biased disconnecting means on the restraining
clamp operatively connected to the finger element to

release said finger element from the restraining clamp
when excessive forces are applied to said finger element.

3,843,188
ROTATIONAL VIBRATION DAMPENING ASSEMBLY

Francis Kirschner, East Hills, N.Y., assignor to The Soundcoat
Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 322,885
Int. CI. B60b 7104, 17/00; F16h 55/14

U.S. CI. 295—7 6 Claims

f'^ ,0,

1. An assembly damped to reduce vibrations upon rotation
comprising a ring of vibration damping material having spokes
extending inwardly from said ring, said ring and spokes being
adhered to a surface of a rigid structure that undergoes rota-
tion, each of said spokes being comprised of segments par-
tially overlapping each other, the overlapping one of said
segments forming a continuation of the overlapped one of said
segments.

3,843,189

VEHICLE ASSEMBLY KITS
Peter James Duff, Poole, and Denis Toomey, High Wycombe,

both of England, assignors to Caravans International (moto-
rised) Limited, Dorset, England

Filed Aug. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 171,145
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 14, 1970,

39333/70

Int. CI. B62d 27/00
U.S. a. 296-IR 4 Claims

1. For use in the assembly of a standardized vehicle body
onto one of a number of vehicle chassis having driving com-
partments of different shape, with access openings provided in

the front wall of said body and the rear wall of said driving

compartment in register, a kit of parts comprising a make-up
unit for disposition between said compartment and said body,
said make-up unit having portions shaped on opposite faces to
engage snugly against respective contours of the portions of
said compartment and said body which bound the sides and
top of said openings, slots in said make-up unit, a number of
clamping devices each receivable in one of said slots to secure
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said body and compartment portions together with said make-
up unit in a rigid and weather-tight structural connection, and

retainer clips including generally parallel inner and outer

legs joined by a bight portion so as to partially encompass

the panel edge, an opening in said bight portion, and

further including an edge clamping means comprising an

a masking infill securable to the peripheral portions of said

body, compartment and make-up unit around said access

openings.
edge clamp having elongated leg inserted through said

opening and having a lip portion thereof contacting said

edge retainer clip, whereby said panels may be easily

removed and installed by removing said retainer clip

W3,190 „eans.
TENT

Eric William Julian, Willowbrook Cottage, 10 Oundle Rd.,

Weldon, England 3,843,192

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,221 STANDING PASSENGER SUPPORT STRUCTURE FOR A
Int. CL B60p 3/34 MOVING VEHICLE

U.S. CI. 296—23 % 10 Claims Edgar A. Morgan, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor to Arrow Devel-

opment Co., Inc., Mountain View, Calif.

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,795

Int. CI. B60n 3/02

U.S. CI. 296-64 7 Claims

23

1. A self supportmg tent comprising a roof, sidewalls, and

legs, said roof consisting of two sections, each section being

shape-retaining and non-collapsible in itself and the sections

being hinged together to define a container dimensioned to

receive said walls and legs when said sections are swung to-

gether, means for connecting said legs to said roof in a posi-

tion supporting said roof when said sections are swung apart,

and means for connecting said walls to said roof.

3,843,191

CLIP-RETAINED, NOISE-SUPPRESSION MATERIAL FOR
VEHICLE CABS

John R. Rediger, Washington, and David D. Hansen, Pekin,

both of III., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,950

Int. CI. B62d 33/06

U.S. CI. 296-39 A 9 Claims

1. In a vehicle cab having a plurality of walls defining gener-

ally planar surfaces with edges therearound joined to form

corners and supported by a plurality of horizontal and vertical

beam members, generally planar panels contactingly posi-

tioned against said walls and similarly having edges there-

around in juxtaposed relationship with the wall edges,

the improvement comprising a plurality of retainer clip

means for releasably securing said panels in their contact-

ing positions,

wherein said clip means comprise generally U-shaped edge

1. A movable passenger vehicle comprising a rigid structure

associated with a fioor for supporting standing passengers

against movement in at least two generally orthogonal hori-

zontal directions, said structure comprising a surface sup-

ported in a position substantially perpendicular to the floor an

elevated distance therefrom in the region of human hips by

rigid posts extending between the floor and the surface at its

ends, said surface undulating in a direction along its length in

a projection on the floor, the undulations including a plurality

of continuous full cycles symmetrically positioned about an
imaginary axis extending between said two supporting posts,

the resulting undulations being broad enough to receive a

standing human body shape at least a partial way therein.

3,843,193

WINDSHIELD MOUNTING
Hans Krings, Aachen; Hans-Dieter Peetz, and Richard Crum-

bach, both of Richterich, all of Germany, assignors to Saint-

Gobain Industries, Neuilly sur Seine, France

Filed July 21, 1972, Ser. No. 273,870

Claims priority, application France, July 28, 1971,

71.27589
Int. CI. B60j 1/02

U.S. CI. 296-84 K 6 Claims
1. A windshield mounting for releasably retaining a pane in

an opening of a vehicle body, said mounting comprising first
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means releasably retaining the pane in the opening, and sec-

ond means operable to release the pane in response to impact
effective thereon, said second means including a strip of tex-

tile longitudinally folded a predetermined number of times to

form layers, and a plurality of rows of stitching in and longitu-

dinally along the strip, each said row extending through and

interconnecting a number of said layers one less than the

number connected by the next subjacent row, and means

attaching the edges of the strip to and along the periphery of

the opening in the vehicle body, and the periphery of the pane,

respectively.

3,843,194

VEHICLE BODY COWL
Kazuo Yamada, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nissan Motor Com-

pany, Limited, Yokohama City, Japan
Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,391

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 17, 1971, 46-
107584

int. CI. B60j 1102; B60s 1104
U.S. CI. 296-84 R 2 Claims

50 74

1. A body for a vehicle comprising, in combination, a rear-
wardly inclined windshield, a cowl structure having a trans-
versely extending well therein disposed forwardly and beneath
the lower edge of said windshield, said well having an access
opening and including an upwardly inclined wall portion lying
adjacent the lower edge of the windshield and a bottom wall
portion and sloping downwardly toward the outside of said
vehicle, said bottom wall portion of said well having formed
therein a hole, an oscillatable pivot shaft disposed in said well
and supported by said upwardly inclined wall portion of said
well, a wiper arm drivingly connected to said pivot shaft within
said well, a wiper blade carried by said wiper arm at an outer
end of said wiper blade and movable between a substantially
horizontal rest position and an operating position in engage-
ment with said windshield, said wiper blade substantially hori-
zontally extending slightly above the lower edge of said wind-
shield when said wiper blade is pivoted to said rest position,
and a cowl top grill detachably secured on said upwardly
inclined wall portion of said well and reducing an effective

area of said access opening.

3 843 195
HINGED DRAUGHT DEFLECTORS FOR VEHICLES

Frederick Charles Lidington, Birmingham, England, assignor
to Weathershields Limited, Birmingham, England

Filed May 15, 1973, Ser. No. 360,563
Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 18, 1972.

23419/72

Int. CI. B60j 7122

U.S. CI. 296-137 J 8 Claims

1. A draught deflector for an opening roof of a passenger
road vehicle of the type comprising a vehicle roof having a
longitudinal opening therein, front and rear transverse mem-
bers at opposite ends of said opening, longitudinally extending
guide rails at opposite sides of said opening, and a longitudi-
nally movable assembly slidably guided between said rails

between a first position in which said opening is closed and a
second position in which at least a portion of said opening at

its front end is exposed, said draught deflector comprising a
transverse flap, hinge means for pivotally connecting said flap
to the upper face of said front member, a pair of blade springs
having inner and outer ends, connecting means for connecting
said inner ends to said guide rails, and coupling means cou-
pling said outer ends to said flaps and so constructed and
arranged that when the deflector is installed in a vehicle and
at least said portion of said opening at said front end is ex-
posed, resilience of said blade springs urges said flap into an
operative rearwardly and upwardly extending position, said
flap being urged into an inoperative position substantially
parallel with an spaced above said first member upon depres-
sion of said blade springs by the engagement therewith of said
longitudinally movable assembly as said assembly is moved
into said first postion, wherein said outer ends of said blade
springs are coupled to said flap for sliding movement relative

thereto as said flap is moved between said operative and
inoperative positions, and an engagement between each blade
spring and said flap defines said operative position of said flap.

3,843,196

AUTO ARM REST
Albert C. Burke, 933 W. Collins Ave., Orange, Calif. 92667

Filed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,584
Int. CI. A47c 7154; B60n 1106

U.S. CI. 297-417 4 Claims
1. A unitary, collapsible arm rest attachment for engage-

ment on the floor of a vehicle between laterally spaced oppos-
ing inner sides of a pair of separate and independent forwardly
disposed armless seat units secured to said floor and each
including a seat with a top surface spaced above the floor and
a back rest with a front surfaced projecting upwardly from the
rear side of said top surface, said arm rest including a sec-
tional, normally substantially rectangular frame arranged
substantially rectangular frame arranged substantially parallel

with and in spaced relationship between said inner sides of the
seat units and including a lower, horizontal forwardly and
rearwardly extending lower floor engaging rail, a vertical rear
leg joined integrally with and projecting upwardly from the
rear end of the lower rail, an elongate upper rail with a nor-
mally horizontal front portion and a downwardly and rear-
wardly extending rear portion, first hinge means connecting
the rear end of the upper rail to the upper end of the rear leg,

a normally vertical front leg comprising upper and lower
sections, second hinge means connecting the upper end of the
upper section to the front end of the upper rail, third hinge
means connecting the lower and upper ends of the upper and
lower sections together, a receiver at the forward end of the
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lower rail normally receiving and releasably holding the lower

end of lower section, an elongate arm rest secured to the top

of the front portion of the upper rail and having a top rest

surface normally spaced above the planes of the tops of the

seats and extend forwardly from between the back rests and
mounting means releasably securing the lower rail to the floor.

the axis of the first hinge means is spaced downwardly and
rearwardly from the arm rest and from the planes of the top
and front surfaces of the seat units, the vertical extent of the

frame is greater than its fore and aft longitudinal extent of the

frame and the longitudinal extent of the sections of the from
leg are less than the ongitudinal extent of the frame.

3,843,197

FOOTBALL HELMET STOOL
Thomas E. Wright, 1203 Chanticleer La., Hinsdale, 111.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,619
Int. CI. A47c 7150

U.S. CI. 297-437 8 Claims

1. A football helmet stool comprising a base, a vertical

tubular column fixed to the base and open at its top end. a

football helmet shaped shell having a seat portion ai its top

and an open bottom at the face of its lower front a second
tubular column open at its top end and slidable vertically in

the first mentioned column through the open lop thereof,

means fixed to the underside of the seat portion of the shell

and extending into the open top of the second mentioned
column and serving to support the football helmet shell on

1)27 O.G.—56

said column with the shell adapted to swivel about the axis of
said column, an abutment on the first mentioned column, a

foot rest unit extending through said bottom open face in the

shell and mounted on the first mentioned column to swivel

thereon while resting on said abutment and having engage-
ment with the shell whereby the shell and the foot rest swivel

together.

3,843,198

ROCK SAMPLING TOOL
John Windley Reynolds, Kimberley, B. C, Canada, assignor to

Cominco, Ltd., Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,638

Claims prioritv, application Canada, Mar. 30, 1972, 138576
Int. CI. E21c J7/22

U.S. CI. 299-18 7 Claims

^r'\

1. A rock sampling tool comprising, in combination, a com-
pressed air operated driving mechanism, a rock cutting wheel
operatively connected to said driving mechanism, a shroud
substantially enveloping said rock cutting wheel excepting a

segment of said cutting wheel projecting therefrom, a cyclone
having a vortex outlet and a conical base with a dust sample
collector removably attached to said conical base, an air

ejector, connecting means to carry exhaust air from said driv-

ing mechanism to said air ejector for creating a low pressure

zone therein, connecting means between the interior of the

shroud and the cyclone and connecting means between the

cyclone vortex and the air ejector low pressure zone whereby
rock dust formed during operation of said cutting wheel is

carried into said collector.

3,843,199

APPARATUS FOR VENTILATING AND PROVIDING
DUST SUPPRESSION FLUID TO CUTTER-HEADS OF

MINERAL MINING MACHINES
Harold Llewellyn Nash; John Ewards, and Charles Morgan

Jones, all of Glamorgan, South Wales, England, assignors to

Coal Industry (Patents) Limited, London, England

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,438

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 19, 1972,

23621/72

Int. CI. E21c 25//0

U.S. CI. 299-81 '

8 Claims
1. Apparatus for ventilating a mineral mining machine

cutter head of the kind adapted to be drivably mounted on an
axially bored driven shaft and provided with at least one outlet

nozzle for dust suppression fluid, comprising a fixed compo-
nent for fixed attachment to the machine adjacent to the end
of the driven shaft remote from the cutter head, the fixed

component having fluid inlet means and first and second fluid
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outlet means, a nozzle interconnected to the first fluid outlet

means for delivering an air flow-inducing jet of fluid along the

fastening nut on said sleeve threads to engage a clamp
element and move said clamp element axially toward the
mounting flange,

said assembly including a radially oriented surface extend-
ing transverse the axis of each support stud, said surface
providing a stop means to both limit the extent of axially
inward movement of a sleeve element and to limit the
extent of axially inward movement of a fastening nut and
clamp element,

whereby, subsequent rotation of a fastening nut away from
said cap head will fully seat the rim on the wheel.

3,843,201
WIRE WHEEL SIMULATING WHEEL COVER

Herbert Buerger, Walton, N.Y., assignor to Del-Met Corpora-
tion, Walton, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 280,827
Int. CI. B60b 7104

U.S. CI. 301-37 SS 18 Claims

^

^'•'mk.

bore of the driven shaft, and a hollow elongated member
connected to the second fluid outlet means for feeding dust
suppression fluid along the bore of the driven shaft towards
the cutter head.

3.843,200

RIM MOUNTING
William D. Walther, Dayton, and Robert A. DeRegnaucourt,

Centerville, both of Ohio, assignors to Dayton-Walther Cor-
poration, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,654
Int. CI. B60b 23100

U.S. CI. 301-I2R 8 Claims

^' -J -Ini

r
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1. An assembly for mounting of at least one rim having a
mounting flange on the felloe of a wheel,

said assembly comprising a series of support studs, rotatable
sleeve elements, fastening nuts and clamp elements,

said wheel having a series of axially directed bores adjacent
said wheel felloe for securely mounting the axially inner
portion of a support stud,

each support stud having an axially outer portion with exter-

nal threads and movably mounting a sleeve element,

each sleeve element having external threads for rotatably

mounting a fastening nut,

each fastening nut having radially oriented flange surface of

engaging a clamp element,

each clamp element having an axially directed portion for

engaging the rim mounting flange,

there being a cap head mounted on each support stud which

when rotated will move a sleeve element and cause a

1. A wire wheel simulating wheel cover comprising, a single
wheel cover member, an outer larger single ring coaxially
fitted within said wheel cover members; a pair of telescoping
assembled smaller rings coaxially fitted on said wheel cover
member and being axially offset from said larger ring, said
outer ring being formed with an upper circle of equi-angularly
spaced holes and a lower circle of equi-angularly spaced holes
and a lower circle of equi-angularly spaced holes, alternating
with the holes in the upper circle, said telescoping rings having
means to form upper and lower circles of openings corre-
sponding to the upper and lower circles of openings in the
larger ring, and wire wheel spoke simulating members inclined
axially of said cover member and having their outer ends in

holes of the larger ring and their inner ends in corresponding
holes in said telescoping rings, and means to fix said pair of
smaller rings to said cover member, said wire wheel spoke
simulating members having means to hold said outer ring on
said cover member.

3,843,202

SOLID TIRE WHEEL
Maurice Lacerte, 1561 4th St. P.O. Box 114, Grand-Mere,
Canada

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,499
Int. CI. B60b 5100

U.S. CI. 301-63 PW 8 Claims
1. A wheel comprising

a rim having an outer face and side faces,

at least one circumferential groove on the outer face of said
rim.
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a plurality of spaced lateral holes in said rim communicating
with said groove,

and a solid tire on said rim having one portion extending

into and filling said groove and said holes and having a

second portion extending from said holes to the outer

face of said rim and covering said side faces of said rim,

the solid tire and said two portions being integral.

3,843,203

COIN HANDLING SYSTEM
Wesley A. Golland, Franklin Park; Eugene T. Mahoney, Chi-

cago; Donald Minuk, Glenview, all of III.; Richard A. Pirn,

Mercerville, NJ.; Joseph Singer, Chicago, and Alvin A.

Sugar, Schaumburg, both of III., assignors to Keene Corpo-

ration, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,663

Int. CI. B65g 53100

U.S. CI. 302-2 R 25 Claims

1. A coin handling system for transferring coins from a

receptacle to a depository comprising:

a receptacle having a chamber for holding coins, and air

openings in said chamber;

a recess in said chamber;

a hose having means on one end adapted for insertion in the

chamber recess, said means being operable to selectively

establish an avenue for the flow of coins from the cham-

ber into the hose;

a coin processor spaced from the receptacle and having a

coin slow-down chamber therein, and means connecting

the outlet end of said hose to the slow-down chamber;

vacuum generating equipment in said processor and a con-

duit connecting the slow-down chamber with an inlet to

the vacuum equipment thereby providing an air flow path

including the inlet at the means attached to the hose end,

the hose, slow-down chamber, conduit and inlet to the

vacuum equipment;

said vacuum equipment having an outlet for discharging air

to the atmosphere;

coin conveying means located adjacent said coin slow-down

chamber for receiving coins therefrom and discharging

them into said depository;

control means connected to said vacuum equipment for

controlling the operation thereof and the application of a

suction at the inlet to said hose for transferring said coins

to said depository;

an escrow door attached to said slow-down chamber; and

an actuating device connected to said door for discharg-

ing the coins to the coin conveying means when the door

is actuated to an open position;

whereby when the vacuum equipment is placed in operation

and the means on said hose is inserted in the receptacle

chamber recess, an air suction established at the inlet to

•the means on said hose, causes atmospheric air to flow

into the receptacle chamber and lift the coins into the

inlet and carry them through the hose to the slow-down

chamber, whereupon the coins are brought to a halt

without mutilation, and subsequently discharged to the

coin conveying means for transfer to the depository.

3,843.204

GRAVITY AND PNEUMATIC DISCHARGE ASSEMBLY
FOR HOPPER

Robert T. Fischer, Homewood, III., assignor to Miner Enter-

prises, Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 312,871

Int. CI. B65g 53146

U.S. CI. 302-52 7 Claims

•A—

rff ^ ..5r

1. In a hopper outlet assembly, the combination of a main
frame comprised of a front frame section and side frame
sections and a rear frame section, said main frame adapted to

be attached to a hopper bottom and defining a discharge

opening with parallel horizontal side borders, a horizontal

closure member normally closing said discharge opening, a

hood unit including a hood member extending lengthwise of
said main frame above said closure member and defining

therewith a plenum chamber into which lading may flow,

outlet conduit means communicating with said plenum cham-
ber, and restriction means completely closing off a portion of
said plenum chamber from air and lading whereby to constrict

the flow of lading through the remaining portion of said

plenum chamber.

3,843,205

FORWARD REVERSE DRIVE CONTROL PROVIDING
AUTOMATIC BRAKING

Daniel B. Shore, Niles, III., assignor to International Harvester
Company, Chicago, III.

Division of Ser. No. 830,035, June 3, 1969, Pat. No. 3,606,906,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 689,549, Dec. 11,

1967, Pat. No. 3,458,018. This application June 3, 1971, Ser.

No. 149,853

Int. CI. F16d 4/ /22
U.S. CI. 303-1 2 Claims

1. In combination:

a control valve assembly comprising a housing having high

(126), transfer ( 1 10), and low ( 1 14, 1 16) pressure cham-
bers;

a common bore intersecting the chambers;

individual valve bores in communication with the transfer

and low pressure chambers and with plural service pas-

sages (84, 86, 88, 90) in said housing;

first and second range selector valve elements (Fl F2, R2
Rl) each shiftably disposed in a different one of the
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individual valve bores, said valve elements being movable
selectively from a position interconnecting the aforesaid
low pressure chamber and the service passages to discreet
operating positions at once interconnecting the transfer
chamber and selected service passage and interconnect-
ing the low pressure chamber and the unselected servicr
passages;

mo 6 . ;^

'—J I
"

a dump valve element (CD) shiftably disposed m said com-
mon bore and having an undisplaced, satisfied position
interconnecting the transfer and high pressure chambers
and a displaced, dump position interconnecting the trans-
fer and low pressure chambers; and

means including pressure movable control means ( 104,
124) carried by the dump valve element for shifting same
selectively to make available high pressure to, or to dump
the pressure from, the transfer passage and the selected
service passage.

3,84J,206
BRAKING SYSTEMS FOR VEHICLES

William Thomas Teagle, Blackwater, Truro, Cornwall, En-
gland

Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,908
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. I, 1971

5648/71; Dec. 1, 1971, 55754/71

int. CI. B60t 13122
L.S. CI. 303-7 g Claims

position valve located in the hydraulic pressure line upstream
of said control valve and manually operable to selectively
direct fluid to said brakes and to said tipping gear.

I. A braking system for a tractor-drawn tipping trailer vehi-
cle provided with hydraulically operated tipping gear, com-
prising spring means for applying each trailer wheel brake,
means on the tractor vehicle for supplying hydraulic fluid
under pressure through a hydraulic pressure line to release
said wheel brakes against the action of said spring means, a
control valve which is manually operable to vary the pressure
at which said hydraulic fluid is supplied to said wheel brakes
between a maximum at which the brakes are fully released and
a minimum at which the brakes are fully applied, and a multi-

3,843,207
CONTROL SYSTEM REGULATED BRAKING

ARRANGEMENT
Ronald L. Syria, Utica, Mich., assignor to Borg-Warner Corpo-

ration, Chicago, III.

Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,126
Int. CI. B60t 8/12

L.S. CI. 303-21 CG 6 Claims

/...e,, r f.-t'
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wheel brake, a hydraulically operated actuator for cutting off
the supply of fluid to the brake and for modulating the braking
pressure, a source of high pressure nuid for operating said
actuator, a reservoir for supplying said source, a solenoid-
operated control valve for selectively controlling fluid flow
between said source and said actuator and between said actua-
tor and said reservoir, and means for activating said control
valve in the event of a skid to allow fluid from said source to
operate said actuator and relieve the braking pressure, the
arrangement being such that, when the control valve is deacti-
vated, fluid returning from said actuator to said reservoir
allows the braking pressure to increase, said control valve
comprising a housing, a first seating in said housing between
a first port connected to said source of high pressure fluid and
a second port connected to said actuator, a valve member
normally engaged with said first seating, a second valve seat-
ing in said housing spaced from said first valve seating, a
solenoid, an armature for moving said valve member away
from said first seating and towards said second seating upon
energization of said solenoid, means defining a chamber be-
tween said first and second valve seatings, a third port in said
housing connected to said reservoir and in communication
with said chamber through said second valve seating, and a
flow restrictor in said control valve between said chamber and
said reservoir, said restrictor serving to delay the reapplication
of the brake on deactivation of the control valve so that the
braking pressure does not increase sharply.

striction afforded by said path, when the anti-lock control
valve is re-closed following 'opening thereof.

3,843,212
ANTI-LOCK VEHICLE BRAKE SYSTEMS

Derek Robert Skoyles, Salford, near Redhill, England, assignor
to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,609
Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Apr. 28, 1972.

19849/72

Int. CI. B60f 8106
U.S. CI. 303-21 F 4 Claims

1. An anti-lock vehicle brake system comprising, a fluid
pressure source, a fluid pressure line connected between said
source and a wheel brake, fluid pressure cut-off means located
in said line and effective on displacement to provide a fluid
pressure seal between the source and the brake and also to
increase progressively the volume of the space available for
fluid at the brake side of the seal so that fluid pressure at the
brake is reduced, a servo mechanism having a diaphragm to
which said cut-off means is connected and which is displace-
able in response to a fluid pressure difference across it to
cause the displacement of said cut-off means, an anti-lock
control valve adapted for actuation in response to an output
from a wheel movement sensor, a first connection from said
servo mechanism, which first connection is adapted to be
opened by said anti-lock control valve, when the latter is

actuated, to cause said fluid pressure difference across said
diaphragm, and a second connection including a restricted
fluid path through which fluid pressure at opposite sides of
said diaphragm is equalized, at a rate determined by the re-

3,843,213
VEHICLE BRAKING SYSTEM

Dieter Schroder, Bassenheim, and Wolfgang Hess, Rubenack,
both of Germany, assignors to Girling Limited, Birmingham,
England

Filed Jan. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 324,167
Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 18, 1972, 4239

Int. CI. B60t 8118
U.S. CI. 303-22 R 5 claims

1. A dual hydraulic vehicle braking system having two
separate pressure circuits, comprising a pair of load-conscious
braking pressure regulating valves respectively connected to
said separate circuits, a transmission linkage having a mechan-
ical connection with both of said regulating valves, and means
for sensing vehicle loading and for applying a force to the
transmission linkage at a fixed point thereon in dependence
upon said vehicle loading, said transmission linkage transmit-
tmg said force to the valves, wherein said linkage is operative
to divide said force between said valves when both circuits are
operative and to transmit substantially the whole of said force
to one of said valves in response. to failure of said circuits
connected to the other of said valves.

:J,843,214

ADJUSTABLE TRACK ROLLER ASSEMBLY
Donald A. Piepho, Aurora, III., assignor to Caterpillar Tractor

Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 296,955
Int. CI. B62d 55120

U.S. a. 305-14 12 Claims

1. An adjustable roller assembly comprising
a shaft mounted on a stationary support,
a roller,

axially spaced first and second annular bearing means, each
having inner and outer races, rotatably mounting said
roller on said shaft,

first abutment means solely abutting an outboard side of the
inner race of said second bearing means for urging said
second bearing means towards said first bearing means,

releasable second abuttment means, positioned outboard of
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said first bearing means, abutting said support to selec-

tively fix the axial length between said first and second

abutment means, and

removable shim means positioned axially between said shaft

and said second abutment means for selectively imposing

a predetermined preload on said bearing means by adjust-

ing the axial length between said first and second abut-

ment means.

3,843,215

LINE4R BEARING
Albert R. McCloskey, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to Rockwell

International Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,079

Int. CI. F16ci//06

U.S. CI. 308-6 R 7 Claims

cylindrical bearing sleeve member having an integral bearing

surface thereon and having axially spaced opposite end

portions, bearing support means mounted within said first

member for retaining and rigidly supporting said unitary

bearing sleeve member, said cylindrical bearing sleeve

member being coaxial with and mounted within said bearing

support means and said bearing support means extending

axially beyond said axially-spaced opposite end portions of

said cylindrical bearing sleeve member, seal means mounted

upon said bearing support means and located proximate

said axially spaced opposite end portions upon said portions

of said bearing support means which extend axially beyond

said opposite end portions of said bearing sleeve member for

sealing said bearing surface against debris, and retaining

means formed by said bearing support means for retaining

said bearing sleeve member and for retaining said seal means

within said bearing support means and for limiting axial

movement of said bearing sleeve member and said seal

3,843,216

CYLINbRICAL BEARING ASSEMBLY
Trevor G. Campbell, Peoria, 111., assignor to Caterpillar Trac-

tor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 314,148

Int. CI. F16c 33174

means.

1. An anti-friction ball bearing assembly comprising an

outer sleeve and an inner sleeve concentrically fitting within

said outer sleeve, said inner sleeve having a central opening

for the passage of a shaft therethrough, balls, the inner sleeve

having a number of tracks defining paths for the circulation of

said balls between said sleeves and said shaft during relative

movement between said shaft and said bearing assembly, the

outer surface of the inner sleeve being polyhedronal in shape,

the inner surface of the outer sleeve being provided with a

number of guideways, the intersections of the plane portions

defining the outer surface of the inner sleeve registering with

said guideways, said inner surface of the outer sleeve is further

provided with a number of substantially concave bearing

surfaces aligned with said tracks such that they provide a

rolling bearing surface for said balls while said balls are in

their loaded state, the portion of that path during which said

balls are in their loaded state being slightly skewed with re-

spect to the longi,tMdinal axis of said bearing assembly.

U.S. CI. 308-36.1 12 Claims

13

5

3

ERRATUM
For Class 308—187 see:

Patent No. 3,843,962

3,843,217

ANTIFRICTION BEARING
Albert Henning, Attenberg-Schildchen 14, 5202 Hennef/Sieg,

Germany
Filed Aug. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 384,928

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 7, 1972,

2238820
Int. CI. F16c 33166

U.S. CI. 308-187 14 Claims

1. In combination a first member, a second member, and a

cylindrical bearing assembly, said assembly comprising; a

1. An antifriction bearing in which rollers are disposed

between inner and outer races and roll therebetween as the

races rotate relatively; spacer means arranged in a circular

path and extending axially between said rollers, end rings

connected to said spacer means and closing the annular gaps

between said races at the ends thereof, each of said spacer

means having circumferential surfaces engaging the adjacent

rollers and converging in the radially inward direction so that

radial inward movement of a said spacer means will be accom-

panied by movement of the adjacent rollers away from each

other while radial outward movement of a said spacer means

will be accompanied by movement of the adjacent rollers

toward each other, guide means on one of said races engaging

said end rings and causing eccentric movement of said end

rings relative to said races as said rollers roll between said

races and carry said spacer means and end rings therewith,

and fluid connections extending into the space between said

races in the circumferential regions thereof where said rollers

are moving away from each other and toward each other

respectively.
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3,843,218
ROLL TOWEL DISPENSER

Archie S. Krueger; Norman J. Slye. and James A. DIring, all
of Green Bay. Wis., assignors to Alwin Manufacturing Com-
pany. Inc., Green Bay, Wis.

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,482
Int. CI. B65h 19100

U.S. CI. 312-38
fl ^, .

o Claims

y

—'s

a rea? iTl'^?' k''"^
"'"^''''' comprising spaced side walls.a rear wall and a bottom wall deHning a cabinet interior a

roller assembly to said side walls for movement between an

walls and a swmg-out position outwardly of said side walls icabinet cover having side Hanges and' means for ^rv i,mounting said cover to said housing to afford movement aboua p.u,tal axis offset from said axis of said drive roller as embh

exteriorly of and in overlapping relation with said side wallsenclosing said piVotal mounting of said drive roller assemblvand to an open position for access to the cabinet mteriorsaidcover and said bottom wall having spaced edge to define adispensing outlet.
^ uerme a
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user, loop take-up means mounted in said housing and cou-pled to said towel dispensing apparatus for retrLt.ng andormg in said housing soiled towel from the return ph whenhe accessible portion of the loop is pulled by a user a receptacle suspended exteriorly of and beneath said housing foraccommodating therein a supply of clean towel exteriorly osaid housing rails respectively mounted on the opposite deof said housing adjacent to the lower end thereof and firssupport members mounted respectively on the oppostt" side

dsno'.
;";''"'' ''^^"' '" ''^^ "PP- edge'thereof anddisposed adjacent to the rear edge thereof and engaging said

rails and second support members mounted respectively onhe opposite sides of said receptacle adjacent to the upper

til f ;

^»"^d'^P«^ed adjacent to the forward edgethereof and engaging said rails, said rails and said supportmembers suspending said receptacle from said housing andaccommodating transverse sliding movement of said recepta-
cle between a towel dispensing position disposed immediatelybelow said housing and an intermediate position wherein said-second support members clear said rails and accommodate
subsequent pivotal movement of said receptacle between sadmtermedia.e position and a towel servicing position spacedtorwardly of said housing and from said towel dispensing
posi ion and with the forward edge of said receptacle pivotedabout said first support members downwardly away from said

reclp"acir
"'"'^' '^'"^' '''"' '" '^' '"'^^'^^ "^ ^

SIMULATED CAKE AND CONTAINER FOR CIT AND
Will . .

TRAPPED CAKE PIECES
""^^'^^^

Filed Feb. 16. 1972, Ser. No. 226,810

II.S. CI. 3l2-20r'''-^'''
''''' '^^'^

6 Claims

3,843,219
TOWEL DISPENSER

American Corporation, Salt Lake City. Utah
Filed Nov. 2 1 , 1 973, Ser. No. 4 1 7.7 1

3

^^CW priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 12, 1973,

li.S. CI. 312-38 '"••
^'- ^^^^ ^^/^^

12 Claims

" «

1. A towel dispenser of the continuous loop type comprising
a housing having associated therewith a loop of towel thatextends along an exit path out of said housing to an exposed
position accessible to a user and thence along a return path
into said housing, towel dispensing apparatus mounted in said
housing for dispensing clean towel from a supply thereof into
said housing and from said housing into the loop along the exitpath when the accessible portion of the loQp is pulled by a

comphsTng-
""' '"^" ''"""'''"^ ''*"' '"'^ '^"'''"" '^"""•"^^

a. a base plate;

b. a plurality of hollow containers disposed on said base
plate in a stacked vertical arrangement with each con-
tainer being constructed for holding a plurality of cut andwrapped pieces of cake, separate from the pluralitv of cutand wrapped pieces of cake in the other containers

c. said containers being of increasing size from the upper-most one downwardly;
d. each of said containers having continuous side walls andbeing open at the lower end thereof and closed at the topend thereof by an integral top end wall that carries the cut

conta^ine?^
'"'"' °^ "''' '" """ ""'' "^''^^ '^''^P^^^'^

e. retainer means for releasably retaining said containers
against lateral movement relative to each other, and thelowermost container against lateral movement on thebase plate and which permits the containers to be re-moved, successively, starting from the uppermost one fordispensing the cut and wrapped pieces of cake; and

f s_a.d containers having the outer surfaces coated with'real
decorative icing.
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3.843,221

CENTi< 41 STORE FOR RECORD SUPPORTS
Zahnert Klaus, and Jurgen Haui.c.jjgel, boih of Dresden, Ger-
many, assignors to \ EB PENTAGON DRESDEN Kamera-
und Kinowerke, Dresden, Germany

Filed Dec. 19. 1972, Ser. No. 31o.469
Claims priority, upplicution i;erniaiiv, Juiit 27, 1972,

1641U4

Int. CI. A47t lino, A47b 5ilOi)

U.S. CI. 312 223 11 Claims

Kll -^

1. In J sioiagc ji

number of record s

mounted drum, th«

a. a dri\iiig .->hafi

..r
~^-. y J I \ \

)paralus U.i itcmJ iiij"p!.,rts in which a

.ipports are •.. 'i.iicd i., independent storage
units, \Ahich m thcr turn are a>xommodaied in open ended
storage compaitrntnls arranged radiall\ in at least one axiallv

pro\ibK)n <it

caiiving said dnmi.
b. means for elltecting coiUiiiuous dii'e of said drum

through .said s laft to allow continuous scanning and ac-

cess to said slolage units.

c. means in each compartment fi.r deiachably securing said

storage units \»ithin said compartnients,

d. means within tuch compartinent \.o effect lelease of said

storage units fioin said coinparliacnts,

e. a teed staUoii mouiUed in a fixed position in the appaiatus
for recei\ ing sjiorage units, and

f. a diag arm iiioiinted lo rotate about said shaft and serving

tor the reeeiptu^n ol a storage unit from the feed station

and capable i>f rotation about said shaft asynchronously
with respect to (he lotational speed of the drum to enable
the storage uijijt to be introduced into its appropriate
Ci)mparlment.

3.843,222

ClOTHES HAMPER
Earl E. Berkuii, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Cosco, Inc.,

Columbus. Ind.

Filed Nov. 7, 1972. Ser. No. 304,396
Int. CI. A47b47/(;o

U.S. CI. 312 -257 A 4 Claims

1. A clothes hamper, comprising a top frame, a bottom
frame, a tloor extending across said bottom frame, means
forming a downwardly open groove extending along the front,

back and side stretches of said top frame, a plurality of first

webs projecting downwardly from said downwardly open
groove intermediate its width, means forming an upwardly
open groove extending along the front, back and side stretches

of said bottom frame, a plurality of second webs projecting

upwardly from said upwardly open groove intermediate its

width, said first and second webs dividing said grooves into

inner and outer channels, front posts connected at their op-
posed ends to said grooves in said top and bottom frames, rear

posts connected at their opposed ends to said top and bottom
frames, said front and rear posts being received in the grooves
in said top and bottom frames with said front posts in align-

ment with said first and second webs, a first panel selectively
received in the inner and outer channels in said top and bot-
tom frames for selectively enclosing the front and sides of said
hamper inside or outside the extent of said front and rear posts
and said first and second webs, and a second panel received
in said top and bottom frame grooves and connected to said
rear posts tor enclosing the back of said hamper.

3,843,223

G/^RBAGE BIN
Walter Schneider, Unterenggstrasse, Langnau (Zurich), Swit-

zerland

Division of Ser. No. 216,575, Jan. 10. 1972. Pat. No.
3,788,720.

Claims priority, application Switzerland. .Mar. 12, 1971
3680/71: May 27. 1971, 7759/71: June 7. 1971, 8264/71;'

Sept. 7, 1971,13135 71

This application Mar. 12, 1973. Ser. No. 340,186
Int. CI. KAlhSllOO

U.S. a. 312-274
, Claim

-
1
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a platform on said secondary arm for supporting the bottom
of said sack; and

at least one hook engaging one of said arms and affixed to

said door for effecting an outward swinging movement of

said arms upon corresponding movement of said door.

3,843,224

DETACHABLE CORD SET FOR ELECTRIC DEVICE
Burton Elwood Gerke, Jr., and Lewis Hampton Rohr, both of

Baltimore, Md., assignors to The Black and Decker Manu-
facturing Company, Towson, Md.

Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,406
Int. CL HOIr 11102

U.S. CI. 339-58 10 Claims

1. A detachable cord set construction in combination with

an electric powered device comprising a housing having an

electric motor therein, means defining an opening formed in

the exterior of said housing, plug means carried by said hous-

ing and located in said opening and fixed relative to said

housing, said plug means being electrically interconnected

with said motor, an extension cord having a cord connector

fitting into said housing opening, said cord connector having

plug means electrically interconnecting with said plug means
in said opening, said cord connector also having shoulder

means thereon, locking means turnably mounted within said

housing for movement through less than 180°, said housing

including at least one aperture therein adjacent said locking

means, said locking means including a portion extending

outwardly of said housing through said aperture, said locking

means further including at least one shoulder means adapted
to engage said shoulder means on said cord connector, said

locking means being movable from a first position allowing

free insertion and removal of said cord connector to and from
said housing opening, to a second position where said locking

means securely retains said cord connector in said housing

opening by engagement of said shoulder means on said lock-

ing means with said shoulder means on said cord connector

3,843,225

METHOD OF HOLOGRAPHICALLY FORMING A
THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE FROM A SEQtJENCE OF

TWO-DIMENSIONAL IMAGES OF DIFFERENT
PERSPECTIVE

Manfred Kock, Norderstedt, and Ulf Tiemens, Pinneberg, both
of Germany, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New
York, N.V.

Filed Apr 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,928
Claims priority, applic8tion Germany, Apr. 15, 1972,

2218384
Int. CLG02b 27/00

U.S. CI. 350-3.5 3 Claims

1. A method of forming a three-dimensional image from a

sequence of two-dimensional images of an object from differ-

ent perspectives, comprising the steps of recording a plurality

of discrete two-dimensional shadow images of an object on a

recording medium located in a plane with a source of pene-
trating radiation, each said image being formed with the

source in a different position, a set of first imaginary lines, one
first imaginary line passing through each source position and

through a predetermined point of said object, each first imagi-

nary line making an acute angle with a second imaginary line

perpendicular to said recording plane and passing through
said predetermined point of said object, removing the object

and the source, subsequently placing a lens at positions corre-

sponding to each of said source positions, locating the re-

corded shadow image corresponding to each of said positions

at locations wherein the lens focusses two-dimensional secon-

dary images of said recorded images on a given point on said

second imaginary line with a depth of focus corresponding to

the lens aperture and so as to define a set of third imaginary
lines, one third imaginary line passing through each lens posi-

tion, each corresponding recorded shadow image location,

and said given point, each third imaginary line making the

17

20 y / .71 • ^>

# ''

same angle with said second imaginary line as the correspond-
ing one of said first imaginary lines makes with said second
imaginary line, illuminating each recorded shadow image with
coherent radiation, placing a holographic recording medium
in the path of the third imaginary lines on a side of the lens

remote from the recorded shadow images, additionally illumi-

nating the holographic recording medium with a coherent
beam of reference radiation thereby holographically record-
ing each recorded shadow image, and reconstructing the
resulting holograms with a beam substantially identical with
the reference beam used for recording whereby the individual

images holographically reconstructed form an apparent three-
dimensional image that is sharply focussed in a plane passing
through said given point on said second imaginary line.

3,843,226

APPARATUS FOR PERIODICAL PARALLEL
DISPLACEMENT OF AT LEAST ONE PARALLEL BEAM
Tage Person, Kungsangen, Sweden, assignor to LKB-

Produkter AB, Bromma, Sweden
Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 339,994

Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 24, 1972,

3830/72

Int. CLG02b 27/00
U.S. CL 350-6 9 Claims

1. System for periodically shifting a beam of light from a

single source between two axially spaced paths, comprising an
assembly rotalable about an axis generally parallel with the

path of light from said source and subdivided into at least

three angularly displaced segments, one of said segments
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permitting said beam to pass through said assembly along a
first path, the other two segments comprising respectively
axially aligned radially spaced oppositely directed conically
shaped refiectors arranged to transmit said beam impinging on
one of said reflectors through said rotatable assembly and
along a second path axially displaced with respect to said first

path.

3,843,227
LIGHT DISSECTING OPTICAL SYSTEM

Jinichi Kato, Tokyo, and Katsuji Rikukawa, Yokohama, both
of Japan, assignors to Nippon Kogaku K.K., Tokyo, Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 6,436, Jan. 28, 1970, abandoned.

This application Feb. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 226,546
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 8, 1969, 44-9005

Int. CLG02b2///(S
U.S.CL 350-33 3 Claims

ESS

3 4 5

^ 7

9

10

1. A light dissecting optical system for examining a speci-
men comprising a main optical system positioned along a
principal optical axis, including an objective, an eyepiece, and
a semitransparent reflecting surface between the objective
and the eyepiece disposed obliquely to the principal optical

axis; an illuminating optical system including a light source
and a condenser lens system having an iris variable diaphragm
therein positioned along a second optical axis, the principal
optical axis and the second optical axis intersecting each other
at the semitransparent reflecting surface to direct light along
the principal optical axis; a plate having a light entrance slit

and disposed between said condenser lens system and said

semitransparent reflecting mirror, the center of said light

entrance slit being positioned on the second optical axis; a first

set of reflecting surfaces and a second set of reflecting sur-

faces disposed on the object side of the objective, each set of
reflecting surfaces being symmetrical about the principal

optical axis, the first and second sets coacting to dissect the
light and direct the dissected segments of light to the surface
of a specimen, and further coacting to direct the light seg-

ments reflected from the surface of a specimen to the eyepiece
through the objective and the semitransparent reflecting sur-

face.

3,843,228
PRODUCTION OF LIGHT-CONDUCTING GLASS
STRUCTURES WITH REFRACTIVE INDEX

DISTRIBUTION
Mitsugi Yoshiyagawa, Takarazuka; Tomio Sugioka, Itami, and

Yoshiro Ikeda, Nishinomiya, all of Japan, assignors to Nip-
pon Selfox Kabushiki Kaisha (also known as Nippon Selfoc

Co., Ltd.), Tokyo-to, Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 861,905, Sept. 29, 1969,

abandoned. This application Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,292
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 3, 1968, 43-72096;

Dec. 6, 1968, 43-89786
Int. CI. G02b 5114; C03c 15100, 3100

U.S. CI. 350-96 R 23 Claims
1. A method of producing a light-conducting glass structure

having a progressively varying refractive index distribution

comprising: preparing a fiber glass body having a central axis

and a uniform refractive index distribution and containing at

least one kind of glass-forming oxide selected from the group
consisting of SiOj, B2O3 and P2O5 and at least one kind of
modifying oxide capable of migrating through the glass body,
the concentration of said modifying oxide being uniform
throughout the fiber glass; and contacting the glass body with
an agent having sufficient affinity for said modifying oxide to

extract said modifying oxide from said glass body through the

contact surface existing between the glass body surface and
the agent and maintaining said glass body in contact with said

UJ>

i-
1^1

n DISTANCE FROM
^ CENTER —
UJ

y

agent for a time duration sufficient to effect migration of said

modifying oxide such that a greater amount of modifying
oxide is extracted out of the surface region of said glass body
through the contact surface than at places within the glass

body distant from the surface region to thereby both progres-
sively decrease the concentration of said glass-forming oxide
and progressively increase the concentration of said modifying
oxide from the contact surface toward said central axis to

establish in the glass body a progressively varying refractive

index distribution progressively increasing from the surface to

said axis.

3,843,229

OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE HAVING A GRADED
REFRACTIVE INDEX CORE FORMED OF SILICON AND

GERMANIUM
Dieter Rosenberger, Munich, Germany, assignor to Siemens

Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin & Munich, Germany
Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,101

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 25, 1971,
2158515

Int. CI. G02b 5114
U.S. CI. 350-96 WG 5 Claims

1. An optical waveguide having a refractive index which
gradually decreases outwards from a core zone of said wave-
guide, said waveguide being composed of a base material
which is composed of silicon and having germanium distrib-

uted therein so that the germanium decreases from a percent
by weight at the center of said waveguide to percent by
weight at the outer periphery of said waveguide, wherein a is

a value ranging from 1 to 10.
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3,843,230

IMAGING SYSTEM WITH AN ALIGNED LIQUID
CRYSTAL IMAGE CONTRASTED BY A NON-ALIGNED

LIQUID CRYSTAL BACKGROUND
Werner E. L. Haas, Webster; James E. Adams, Ontario, and

Bela Mechlowitz, Rochester, all of N.Y., assignors to Xerox
Corporation, Stamford, Conn.
Division of Ser. No. 173,532, Aug. 20, 1971, Pat. No.

3,803,050. This application Nov. 9, 1973. Ser. No. 414,571

Int. CI. G02f 1/16

U.S. CI. 350- 157 6 Claims

J7 ^36^ 37,

\^imm4mk^

1. An imaging method comprising
providing a substrate;

providing on said substrate an imagewise layer of an aligned
liquid crystalline composition comprising nematic liquid

crystalline material and an aligning agent, said aligning

agent comprising a polyamide resin surfactant material,
whereby said liquid crystalline composition spontane-
ously aligns with the major molecular axes of a substantial

portion of the molecules of the liquid crystalline material
substantially perpendicular to the plane of the substrate;
and

providing on said substrate a layer of a non-aligned liquid

crystalline composition in background configuration
around said imagewise layer of the aligned liquid crystal-

line composition.

3,843,231

LIQUID CRYSTAL DIFFRACTION GRATING
Joseph Borel, Echirolles; Jean-Claude Deutsch, Grenoble; Guy

Labrunie. Seyssinet. and Jacques Robert, Grenoble, all of

France, assignors to Commissariat A L'Energie Atomique,
Paris, France

Division of Ser. No. 245.238, April 18. 1972. Pat. No.

3,741,716. This application Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,286
Claims prioritv, application France, Apr. 22. 1971.

71.14399

Int. CI. G02f lilt

U.S. CI. 350— 160 LC 2 Claims

m

114

I

ma

lie

13*

1. A device for deflecting a light beam, comprising at least

one liquid crystal cell placed on the path of said beam and
constituted by a film of liquid crystals interposed between two

walls fitted with electrodes between which a potential differ-

ence can be applied by suitable means, wherein the incidence
of said light beam is oblique with respect to the first wail-liquid

crystal interface which is encountered and wherein use is

made of liquid crystals for which the refractive index is depen-
dent on the potential difference applied between said elec-

trodes, wherein the electrodes are each formed by an array of
identical conductive and transparent strips in parallel lelation,

the distance between two adjacent strips being equal to the
width of the strips and each strip of one of said arrays being
located opposite to one strip of the other array, and means for

establishing a potential difference between the two electrodes,

the establishment of said potential difference being such as to

form a diffraction pattern by transmission.

3.843.232

ELECTROCHROMIC LIGHT MODULATING DEVICES
HAVING A PALLADIUM COUNTER ELECTRODE

Donald Joseph Berets. Stamford, Conn., assignor to American
Cyanamid Company. Stamford. Conn.

Filed Feb." 16. 1973. Ser. No. 333.254
Int. CI. G02f //.?6

U.S. CI. 350-160 R 9 Claims
I. A variable light transmission device which comprises in

combination an electrode, a persistent electrochchromic ma-
terial, and a palladium counter-electrode capable of sorbing
and desorbing hydrogen.

3.843.233

AN ALIGNING AGENT FOR LOWERING THE
THRESHOLD VOLTAGE REQUIRED TO EFFECT AN
OPTICALLY NEGATIVE TO OPTICALLY POSITIVE

PHASE TRANSITION
Werner E. L. Haas, Webster; James E. Adams. Ontario, and

Bela Mechlowitz. Rochester, all of N.Y.. assignors to Xerox
Corporation. Stamford. Conn.
Division of Ser. No. 173.532. Aug. 20. 1971. Pat. No.

3,803,050. This application Nov. 9, 1973. Ser. No. 414.596
Int. CI. G02f lilt

U.S. CL 350-160 LC 14 Claims

1. A method for producing an optically negative to optically
positive phase transition in an initially optically negative liquid
crystalline composition comprising

providing an optically negative liquid crystalline composi-
tion comprising cholesteric liquid crystalline material and
an aligning agent which tends to align the molecules of
the cholesteric liquid crystalline material;

providing a layer of said liquid crystalline composition on a
substrate; and

applying an electrical field across said liquid crystalline
layer within the optically negative-optically positive
phase transition electrical field strength range of said
liquid crystalline composition.
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3,843.234
ACOUSTIC OPTICAL ELEMENT UTILIZING

UNIVALENT MERCURY HALOGENIDE CRYSTALS
Georg) Fedorovich Dobrzhansky. ulitsa Dm. Ulyanuva. 3, kv.

90, Moscow; Barta Chestmir, ulitsa Narodna obrana. 21.
Praha; Leonid Mikhailovich Belyaev. ulitsa M. Ulyanovoi, 3,
korpus 2. kv. 5. Moscow; Iraida Mikhailovna Silvestrova,

ulitsa Vavilova. 37a. kv. 62. Moscow, and Jury Vladimiro-
vich Pisarevskv. Svobodnv prospekt, 4. kv. 66. Moscow, all

of U.S.S.R.

Filed May 30. 1973. Ser. No. 365.178
Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., Oct. 6. 1972.

1833921; Oct. 6. 1972. 1835118
Int. CI. G02f 11.^2

U.S. CI. 350 164 4 Claims

1. .An acousto-Dinical element in the torni t)f a crystal bod_\.

which transmits elistic waves and electrt)magnetic radiation in

the visible and inlfra-red spectral region^ and diffracts a light

wave at an elastic wave, with the element utilizing univalent

mercury halogen de crystals.

3.843.235

IMAGE FOli\lIN(J OPTICAL SYSTEM \N HEREIN
DEFOCUS IMAGES ARE IMPROVED

Masayuki Mino. and \ ukio Okan't, both of Osaka. Japan,
assignors to Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Minami-ku.
Osaka, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 143,269. May 13. 1971, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 855.290. Sept. 4. 1969.

abandoned. This application Oct. 24. 1972. Ser. No. 299.802
Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 14, 1968, 43-

66302; Dec. 29. 1968, 44-768; Jan. 28, 1969, 44-6538
Int. CI. G02b 5122

U.S. CI. 350-205 10 Claims

1. An image forming optical system comprising:

an image piano,

a light converging means including compound lenses for

forming a real image of an object on said image plane;

and

an optical element having a light absorbing means for af-

fording such property of transmission distribution to the

optical element as the transmission monotonously de-

creases with an increase of distance in the radial direction

in the optical member and the characteristic curve of the

distribution is symmetric relative to the center of said

optical element, said optical element being disposed

perpendicularly to an optical axis of said light converging

means with tlie center of the element being matched with

said optical axis of said light converging means so that the

optical element provides an aperture of said light con-

verging means with the transmission distribution and said

optical element being disposed at a position at which a

principle ray of an oblique light beam capable of reaching

the image plane crosses the optical axis whereby suitable

defocused images may be obtained for beams both paral-

lel and oblique to the optical axis.

3.843.236

SHATTER-RESISTANT MIRROR MOUNTING
Arthur W . Kurz. Jr.. Birmingham. Mich., assignor to Donnelly

.Mirrors, Inc., Holland, Mich.

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,276
Int. CI. G02b 5H)8

U.S. CI. 350-288 17 Claims

'-^^1

1. in a shatter-resistant mirror assembly for use within vehi-

cles comprising a caseless mirror including in combination a

glass base; a reflective means on said base; a solid body form-
ing an integral, self-supporting, shatter-preventing, backing
support of a resinous material having at least a substantial

portion thereof a predetermined thickness of sufficient dimen-
sion to provide the sole support for said mirror, said backing
support being secured to substantially all portions of the back

of said mirror with sufficient high bonding tenacity to tightly

retain all fragments of glass on said support in the event of

breakage under impact, the composition of said resinous

material being such that when said backing support has said

predetermined thickness, it will have sufficient flexibility,

integral strength, and toughness to allow displacement of
portions of said glass when broken under impact without

breakage or tearing of the resin backing; the improvement
comprising mounting means molded integrally with said back-
ing support from said resinous material for mounting said

mirror to a support located within said vehicle; said mounting
means including at least one projection extending outwardly
of said backing support and having flexible retaining flange

means for passing into and engaging a portion of means defin-

ing an aperture approximating the external dimension of said

projection in a support on a vehicle and retaining said assem-

bly to the support after such passage, said retaining flange

means having a width dimension greater than the width of said

aperture and including means for flexing during passage

through said aperture whereby said retaining flange means
expand to its original configuration after passage through said

aperture and engage said portion of said means defining said

aperture.

3,843,237

PRISMATIC REAR VIEWING SYSTEM FOR MOTOR
VEHICLES

Stanley E. Smith, Dayton, and James R. Steck, Brookville, both

of Ohio, assignors to General Motors Corporation, Detroit,

Mich.

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,527
Int. CI. G02b Sm

U.S. CI. 350-302 4 Claims
1. A prismatic rear viewing system for a motor vehicle

having an opening in the roof thereof, comprising: a generally
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triangular prism adapted to be laterally positioned in said
opening above and below said roof, said prism including first,

second and third angularly related transparent plates having
interior surfaces defining an elongated cavity, said first plate
facing the driver of the vehicle, said second and third plates
being disposed at equal acute angles with respect to said first

plate and converging at an obtuse angle rearwardly of said first

plate, reflective surfaces on the exterior surfaces of said sec-
ond and third plates, means at the ends of said plates closing

3,843,239
PHASE SHIFTING PLATE HAVING UNIFORM

TRANSMITTANCE
Yoshito Tsunoda, and Yoshinori Miyamura, both of Tokyo,
Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 15, 1973, Ser. No. 360,421
Claims priority, application Japan, May 15, 1972, 47-47185

Int. CI. G02b 5128
U.S. CI. 350-314 5 Claims

/^'

-^ //

said cavity, a transparent fluid filling said cavity, said fiuid
having a refractive index which with the refractive index of
said plates and the angles therebetween will cause an image
incident on said first plate to be refracted to one of said reflec-
tive surfaces for refraction and reflection back toward the
exterior surface of said first plate at an angle greater than the
critical angle for the plates whereby the image will be totally
internally reflected therefrom to the other reflective surface
for reflection therefrom to said first plate and transmission to
said driver.

3,843,238

REFLECTOR
Frank C. Rushing, Ellicott City, Md.; Lynford W. Gilbert,

Palos Verdes Peninsula, Calif.; Norman P. Williams, Lin-
thicum Heights, and Albert B. Simon, Ellicott City, both of
Md., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 883,018, Dec. 8, 1569, abandoned.
This application Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,706

Int. CI. G02b 5108
U.S. CI. 350-310 5 Claims

fv3, n ,,.n..,Fr:7:';i
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1. A phase shifting plate comprising:
a transparent base;

a first thin transparent film formed with a uniform thickness
upon said transparent base; and

a second thin transparent film with a predetermined pattern
formed upon said first thin transparent film;

the thicknesses of said first and second thin transparent
films being so determined that the intensity of light trans-
mitted through said phase shifting plate may be uniformly
distributed over the whole surface thereof, wherein the
thicknesses of said first and second thin transparent films
are so selected as to satisfy the following relationships:

d = \l2( n- \ ) , and
dx = klAn ( m- nin- \ ) >

where

</,, d= thicknesses of the first and second thin transparent
films, respectively,

n = index of refraction of said films,

X = wavelength of incident light, and
m = a positive integer.

3,843,240
METHOD AND MEANS FOR RELAXING THE

ACCOMMODATION OF THE EYE
Tom N. Cornsweet, Washington, D.C., assignor to Acuity Sys-

tems. Incorporated, McLean, Va.
Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,368

Int. CI. A61b 3/12
^•SC'-^51-2 ncai^s

^.

v- 7 1

1. A reflector comprising,

a flexible reflector membrane having a perimeter defined by
a continuous series of tension-reinforced concave edge
regions which meet at spaced-apart apices support points.

1. A method for relaxing the accommodation of the eye
said method comprising:

flashing a source of light to produce a light output, placing
a lens between the eye and source of light at a distance
other than the lens focal length with respect to the source
of light, refracting the light output with said lens to form
a non-focused visual stimulus, and

directing said non-focused stimulus onto the retina of the
eye.
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3,843,241

MULTIPLE SOUND SYSTEM FOR NARROW-WIDTH
MOTION PICTURE SYSTEMS

Robert Swerdlow, Toronto, and Emil Schilder, Ottawa, On-
tario, both of Canada, assignors to Cinacor, Ltd., Ontario,

Canada
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 129,935, March 30, 1971,

Pat. No. 3,795,440. This applicaUon Aug. 20, 1971, Ser. No.

173,580

Int. CI. G03bi//02
U.S. CI. 352-29 3 Claims

I. A sound reproduction system for a narrow-width motion

picture system, comprising:

a. narrow-width motion picture film;

b. more than one continuous recording means disposed on
said narrow-width motion picture film for recording more
than one independent sound track;

c. a motion picture film projector for projecting said nar-

row-width film;

d. an adapter for said projector for permitting the playback

of sound tracks recorded on said recording means, said

adapter comprising a magnetic pick-up including a plural-

ity of separate pickup heads disposed in a position adja-

cent the return film path, first idler means for tensioning

said film, spring means for spring biasing said idler, sec-

ond idler means for guiding said film, drum means for

maintaining said film in alignment with said magnetic

pickup head, said second idler means and said drum
means cooperating together to press said film against said

magnetic pickup head, and third idler means for directing

said film back along the path defined by said sound drum;

e. a plurality of buss means each for transmitting the

output of one of said pickup heads and each coupled to

said one of said pickup heads;

f. more than one speaker means; and

g. more than one connector means each of said connector

means for coupling one of said speaker means to a desired

buss means for playing a selected sound track.

3,843,242

MOBILE MOTION PICTURE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM
Eugene J. Moscaret, Arcadia, and Thomas C. Soran, West

Covina, both of Calif., assignors to Bell & Howell Company,
Chicago, III.

Filed June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 367,937

Int. CI. G03b 29/00

U.S. CI. 352-132 21 Claims

1. In apparatus for providing motion picture entertainment

in a vehicle having a floor structure, the improvement com-
prising in combination:

a removable motion picture projection unit having support-

ing wheels for movement of said unit in said vehicle; and

means for temporarily retaining said unit against vehicle

movements at a predetermined location inside the vehi-

cle, including a plate structure for supporting said unit.

means for attaching said plate structure to said floor

structure at said predetermined location, fastening means
having mating parts, said mating parts including a first

fastener part oriented in a direction of motion of said

removable projection unit and a second fastener part

constructed to mate with said first fastener part, means
for attaching said mating first and second fastener parts

to said projection unit and to said plate structure, respec-

tively, means for guiding said first and second fastener

parts into mutual engagement, including guide means on
said plate structure and corresponding guide follower

means on said projection unit, and actuable means for

selectively locking said mating first and second fastener

parts together when said projection unit is on said sup-

porting plate.

3,843,243

DEVICE TO ADJUST APERTURE OPENING ANGLE OF
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

Tomoshi Takigawa, and Masamichi Toyama, both of Tokyo,

Japan, assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Sept. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 398,457

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 22, 1972, 47-

95304
Int. CI. G03b 9110

U.S. CI. 352—209 10 Claims

64

1. In a device for adjusting the aperture opening angle of a

motion picture camera in which the rotational speed of the

shutter shaft in one cycle is relatively slow when a film is

exposed and is relatively fast when the film is fed. the improve-

ments comprising;
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a first shutter blade engaged with the shutter shaft;
a second shutter blade idly engaged with the shutter shaft;
opening angle varying means for varying substantially the
opening angle between the first and second shutter
blades, said means having rotating means for making the
first and second shutter blade rotate cooperatively;

first elliptical rotating means engaged with the shutter shaft;
second rotating means positioned in a contacting relation
to the first rotating means;

driving means for driving the second rotating means; and
adjusting means for varying the relative position between

the second rotating means and the first rotating means
and varying substantially a proper opening angle formed
between the first and second shutter blades.

3,843.244
APPARATUS FOR OBTAINING CONTINl OLSI Y

TRANSFORMING PROJECTED IMAGES
Bruno Facchini, Milan, Italy, assignor to Alden Research Foun-

dation

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 774,896, Nov. 12, 1968,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

656,895, July 28, 1967, abandoned. This application Apr 5
1971, Ser. No. 131.111

Claims priority, application Italy, Nov. 18. 1967, 22852/67-
Aug. 4, 1966, 18044/66

Int. CI. G03b 21100: G09f 13124
L.S. CI. 353-2 2 Claims

I. An apparatus tor obtaining continuously transforming
projected images, comprising a projector with a light beams
generating source of light and a screen surface at a distance
from the projector, said projector directing said light beams
according to its optical axis against said screen, at least one
container of transparent material, said container containing a
number of variously colored translucid movable substances,
supporting means on said projector to support said container
within the path of said light beams, said light beams passing
through said container and the substances contained therein
and projecting their images on said screen surface, means for
agitating said movable substances, wherein, according to the
improvement, said container has contained therein at least
two non miscible translucid differently colored liquids and
wherein said container has the shape of a fiat box and said
supporting means are in the form of a pocket adapted to
receive said box shaped container, said pocket extending
across the optical axis of the projector and wherein one of said
liquids has a specific weight greater than the other of said
liquids, and wherein said means for agitating the liquids is a
pressurized fiuid circuit including a pumping device, said
pumping device injecting pressurized fiuid into the container
at the bottom zones of said container.

3,843,245
CARD HANDLING .MECHANISM

John L. Sundquist, Roseville, and Lloyd VV. Mai tin, Minneapo
lis. both of Minn., assignors to Minnesota Mining and Manu-
factoring Company, St. Paul. M'nn.

Filed Jan. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 217.312
Int. CI. (;03b 23I0S. II4H

U.S. CI. 353-27 6 ( laims

.^^\
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1. A mechanism for handling microfilm aperture cards in a
microfilm print-out machine requiring scan exposure of the
microfilm by moving the microfilm at a predetermined rate
through the light path of an optical projection station, said
mechanism comprising.

a platen at the projection station having a supporting sur-
face and being mounted for movement between a first

and a second position with the supporting surface ori-
ented at a right angle to the light path;

means for moving the platen from said first position to said
second position at said predetermined rate,

means for feeding aperture cards seriatim to said platen
from a plurality of microfilm aperture cards stored on
said mechanism,

means for positioning a microfilm aperture card fed to said
platen by said feeding means in a predetermined position
along said suppc^rting surface with its microfilm posi-
tioned to traverse the light path <ipon movement of the
platen from its first position to its second position;

means for ejecting an aperture card from said platen;
means for clamping an aperture card against said platen,

said clamping means comprising:
a clamping plate;

means mounting said clamping plate for movement relative-
to the platen between a release position to afford move-
ment of an aperture card between the clamping plate and
the platen and a clamping position for clamping a single
aperture card to said platen, and

means for biasing the clamping plate to the clamping posi-
tion; and

a drive mechanism operably coupled between said feeding
means, po>.itioning means, clamping means and ejection
means for operating said feeding means and ejection
means, for moving the clamping plate to its release posi-
tion during feeding of an aperture card to the platen by
said feeding means and ejection of an aperture card from
said platen by said ejection means, and for affording
movement of the clamping plate to its clamping position
under the influence of said biasing means upon position-
ing of said aperture card along said supporting surface by
said positioning means, said drive mechanism including
an arm adapted to engage said clamping means and being
mounted for movement between a first position affording
movement of said clamping plate between its clamping
and release positions independent of said drive mecha-
nism and a second position engaged with said clamping
means to position said clamping plate in its release posi-
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Hop. against the bias of said biasing means, said clamping
mtai> being adapted for manual engagement to afford
niMVial i:(iovcnicnt of said clumping plate to said release

pt.'.-t'..ua iipmst the bias of siid biasing means when said

aid f-rst position to afford manual insertion or
eir.v..!. W" an aperture card on the platen.

3,843,246

STORAGE! MAGAZINE FOR DIAPOSITIVE SLIDES
Hans Werner Johannsen, Braunsfeld, Germany, assignor to

Biaun Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt/Main, Germany
Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333.713

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 22, 1972,
2208127

Int. CI. G03b 23106
C.S. CI. 353-iM7 7 Claims

\-

I. A circular storage magazine for storage of slides and for
use with a slide projecting apparatus, comprising a base unit
having a plurality of storage slots for storing slides having a
predetermined thickness therein, insert means adapted to be
inserted into s<iid base unit of said storage magazine for subdi-
viding said slots into a pair of slots for storing slides having a
smaller thickness, said insert me::ns for subdividing the stor-

age slots being adapted for remcnable mounting on said base
unit of said storage magazine, said base unit comprising a
central recessj said insert means comprising a central hub
means and a plurality of radially directed web means con-
nected to said hub means, said hub means adapted to fit into
said central rqcess of said base unit when inserted and, said
web means subdividing said storage slots of said base unit into

smaller slots, the number of said web means corresponding to

the number ofj slots of said base unit, and securing means for
securing said insert means against rotation when inserted into

said base unit

3,843,247
INTEGRALLY MOLDED CIRCULAR TRAY FOR

PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDES
Reinhard Sobotta, .Mascherode. (iermany, assignor to Rollei-

VVerke Franke & Heidecke, Braunschweig, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 180,400. Sept. 14, 1971, Pat.
No. 3.790.269, bnd a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 276,962,
Aug. 1. 1972,andacontinuation-in-partof Ser. No. 278,765,
Aug. 8, 1972. This application Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No.

344,224
Claims priority, application Germanv, Mar. 30, 1972,

7212170 II

II Int. CI. G03b 2.^/06 -

L.S. CI. 353-117 7 Claims
1. A circular tray for holding photographic slides in a series

of radially extending compartments, said tray comprising an
inner cylindrical wall, and outer cylindrical wall of less height
than the inner cylindrical wall, a series of radial partitions

extending from the inner cylindrical wall to the outer cylindri-

cal wall, each partition having a central zone in which the

cross section of the partition is tapered downwardly from a

relatively thick upper edge to a substantially thinner lower
edge, an inner zone radially inwardly from said central zone,

and an outer zone radially outwardly from said central zone,
the cross section of the partition being tapered upwardly in

said inner zone and in said outer zone.

3,843,248
EXPOSURE TIME CONTROL DEVICE FOR USE IN

CAMERAS
Sadaomi Kama, and Yasuo Uchida, both of Tokyo. Japan.

assignors to Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335.924
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 1, 1972. 47-20569

Int. CI. G03b 7102. 7116, 17/20
U.S. CI. 354—32 3 Claims

21
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1. A camera comprising an automatic exposure control
mechanism, a flashmatic mechanism for controlling a dia-

phragm in accordance with focus adjustment in flash-

photography, a first member for indicating a diaphragm aper-
ture value in association with the automatic exposure control
mechanism, a second member for indicating a diaphragm
aperture value in association with the flashmatic mechanism,
and a means for detachably mounting a flash device on said

camera, said first indicating member being adapted to move
in response to shutter speed adjustment of the automatic
exposure control mechanism, said second indicating member
being adapted to be observed when the flash device is

mounted on the mounting means.

3,843,249
EXPOSURE CORRECTION FACTOR SETTING

INDICATOR FOR CAMERAS
Mashio Kitaura. Osaka, Japan, assignor to Minolta Camera

Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan
Filed Dec. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 429,277

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1972, 47-1516
Int. CL 354 289, GOlj H44, G03b 17/18

U.S. CI. 354-60 6 Claims
1. An exposure correction factor setting indicator for cam-

eras of the type having a digital exposure value indicator unit
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for indicating the exposure value in a digital form by means of
light emitting elements, in which at least one light emitting

element is selectively lighted to indicate a corresponding error

correction factor and when the exposure correction factor is

set at a value other than a normal value, said at least light

emitting element corresponding to that value is intermittently

turned on and off to indicate an unusual exposure correction

factor setting, said indicator comprising:

a. a pulse generator circuit for producing a pulse of a period

corresponding to the ON-OFF period of the light emitting

elements;

b. a switching circuit connected between the light emitting

elements and a power source, and controlled by the pulse

derived from said pulse generator circuit; and

c. changeover means ganged with an exposure correction

factor setting member for disposing said switching circuit

in a condition to be switched on and off in accordance
with the pulses derived from said pulse generator circuit

when the exposure rate of the exposure rate setting mem-
ber is set at a value other than normal.

3,843,250

IMAGING SYSTEM EMPLOYING lON-PERMEABLE
CONTROL MEMBER

Richard A. Fotland, Warrensville Heights, and Virgil E.

Siraughan, Euclid, both of Ohio, assignors to Horizons In-

corporated, a Division of Horisons Research Incorporated,

Cleveland, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 178,521, Aug. 27, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,797,926, and Ser. No. 275,674, Aug. 2, 1972, Pat. No.

3,761,173. This application Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 279,205
Int. CI. G03g 15100

IJ.S. CI. 355-3 DD 5 Claims

I. In an apparatus for preparing visible images on a receptor
sheet conforming to and simultaneous with an optical image
projected onto an ion-permeable member having a photosen-
sitive coating thereon which includes:

on ion source;

a photosensitive coated ion-permeable member;
an image receptor sheet;

optical image projection means;

an open mesh web adapted to transport neutral electrostatic

toner particles, said web being positioned between said

image receptor sheet and said ion-permeable member;
and

means for supplying electrical potential between said ion

source and said ion-permeable member, and means for

supplying electrical potential between said ion-permeable
member and said image receptor sheet during exposure
said electrical potentials serving respectively ( 1 ) to direct

ions which traverse the ion-permeable member onto the
toner laden web and ( 2 ) to direct toner particles onto said

image receptor sheet.

3,843,251

COPYING MACHINE EQUIPPED WITH
SYNCHRONOUSLY EXPOSING MECHANISM

Takaji Washio, Toyonaka; Kazumi lida, Neyagawa; Yasusuke
Tohi, Ikeda, and Tatsuo Aizawa, Osaka, all of Japan, assign-

ors to Mita Industrial Company Limited, Osaka, Japan
Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,489

Int. CI. G03g 15100
U.S.CL 355-13 19 Claims

.18
.
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1. A copying machine comprising a passageway for transfer-

ring an original, an original exposing section for exposing the

original located alongside the transferring passageway, a

mechanism for transferring the original at a predetermined
speed through said original exposing section, an original de-

tecting member provided upstream of the original exposing
section, and a transferring roller for synchronization provided
further upwardly of said original detecting member; and a

passageway for transferring a sheet of sensitive paper, a sensi-

tive paper exposing section for exposing the sensitive paper
located alongside the transferring passageway, a mechanism
for transferring the sensitive paper through the transferring

passageway at the same speed as that of transferring the origi-

nal, a sensitive paper detecting member provided upstream of

said sensitive paper exposing section, and a device for auto-

matically supplying and cutting a web of sensitive paper sup-

plied from a roll of the sensitive paper located at the upstream
end of said sensitive paper transferring passageway; the dis-

tance between the center of said original exposing section and
said original detecting member being equal to that between
the center of said sensitive paper exposing section and said

sensitive paper detecting member, said automatic supplying
and cutting mechanism beginning to supply the sensitive paper
when the leading edge of the original has reached said original

detecting member, and thereafter cutting a web of the sensi-

tive paper to a predetermined length, and said synchronizing
transferring roller stopping its rotation when the leading edge
of the original has reached said original detecting member and
resuming rotation when the leading edge of the sensitive paper
has reached said sensitive paper detecting member.

3,843,252

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC COPIER OF IMAGE
TRANSFER TYPE

Susumu Tanaka, Sakai; Yuji Enoguchi, Higashi-Osaka, and
Takao Fujiwara, Sakai, all of Japan, assignors to Minolta
Camera Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,852
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 1, 1972, 47-25342

Int. CI. G03g 15122

U.S. CL 355-16 5 Claims
1. An electrophotographic copier of the transfer type com-

prising:
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a cassette containing a storage source of a photosensitive

member defining web and winding means for winding
photosensitive member withdrawn from said source,

a drive roller.

a tension roller longitudinally spaced from said drive roller,

said photosensitive member extending from said source
over said drive roller and said tension roller to said wind-
ing means to define with said cassette an endless loop,

means for rotating said drive roller in opposite forward
and reverse directions for reciprocating said cassette

along a longitudinal path between said drive roller and
said tension roller at a speed equal to the peripheral speed
of of said drive roller,

and means for forming an image on said photosensitive

member and for transferring said image during the move-
ment of said cassette along said path.

3,843,253

AUTOMATIC PAPER FEED AND CUTTING MECHANISM
FOR PHOTOCOPIER MACHINE

Donald G. Mikan, Ridgefield, and Robert J. Williamson, Jr.,

Hamden, both of Conn., assignors to Pitney-Bowes, Inc.,

Stamford, Conn.

Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,732
Int. CI. G03g 15100

U.S. CI. 355-29 1 ClaimJ. CL
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the focal distance of the lens carrier is adjusted in accordance
with the position of the pin in the slot, and a positioning link-

age connecting the automatic focusing mechanism to the

e -^

guide plate whereby the guide plate is oriented at an angle
which positions the lens carrier and selected lens at its proper
focal distance.

3.843,255

FILM SPEED ENHANCEMENT CAMERA
Melrose R. Cole, Prides Crossing, Mass., assignor to C & C

Research, Inc., Danvers, Mass.
Division of Ser. No. 272,684, July 17, 1972, Pat. No. 3,823,413.

This application Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,856

Int. CI. G03b 19100

L.S. CI. 355—68 10 Claims

1. An improved camera comprising,

a light restrictive housing;

means for retaining photographic film within said housing
adjacent one side thereof for recording an original image
of a subject resulting from exposure of said photographic
film to image light from said subject;

optical means mounted in another side of said housing for

focusing an image of a subject on the plane of said film;

an independently energized, non-image source for pro-

viding light to the phtotsensitive surface of said film, said

non-image source comprising;

a light emitting element; and
a light pipe within said housing for transmitting light from

said light emitting element to a location in front of said

film in a dispersed pattern to evenly expose said film to
said non-image light; and

means within said housing for subjecting said film to non-
image light from said source substantially simultaneously
with the exposure of said film to image light from the

subject being photographed thereby enhancing the speed
of said film while preserving its inherent image quality.

3,843,256
PRESS FOR EXPOSURE AND PHOTOENGRAVING

Anna Fontana, Trezzo D Adda, Italy, assignor to Michele
Catellono, Milan, Italy

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 336,098
Claims priority, application Italy, Mar. 3, 1972, 21403/72

Int. CI. G03b 27/04, 27/20
t.S. CI. 355-89 3 c,ai„s

^'^Pirjs 20 olr i ^
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1. A press for exposure and photoengraving, in particular
for the plates of circuits printed on a single or double face,
comprising a first polygonal frame, a first working panel of
transparent material placed over said first frame and remov-
ably fixed thereon, a second polygonal frame hinged along one
side to said first frame, a second working panel of transparent
material placed over said second frame and removably fixed
thereon, means for forming a vacuum between said first and
second panels when they are brought together, said first and
second working panels having respective master negatives
removably fixed thereon, wherein according to the improve-
ment, said second frame has adjustable centering devices
supported thereon for centering said plate to be exposed and
photoengraved in a selected fixed position, and wherein the
press further comprises independent registration devices for

each of said first and second working panels to provide inde-
pendent registration movements of said first and second po-
lygonal frames with said first and second working panels fixed
thereon and with said respective master negatives, following
the registration movements of said first and second frames
while said plate to be exposed and photoengraved is main-
tained fixed on said adjustable centering devices.

3,843,257

MICROWAVE-EXCITED EMISSION DETECTOR
George V\. Hooten, Centerville, Ohio, assignor to Monsanto

Research Corporation, St. Louis, .Mo.

Continuation of Ser. No. 203,351, Nov. 30, 1971, abandoned.
This application June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,337

Int. CI. GOlj 3130: GO In 1100, 21/16
L.S. CI. 356-85 14 Claims

I. A method for exciting a gaseous sample comprising mix-
ing said sample with a discharge gas, subjecting said mixture
to a pressure of about 1 Torr or less, and irradiating said
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mixture under vacuum with sufficient microwave energy at sample solution, means for detecting light passed through said

frequencies of at least about 1 GHz to cause discharge gas to sample solution thereby obtaining a corresponding detected
discharge and excite atoms in said sample to emit light of output signal, means for delivering said detected output signal

frequencies characteristic of the atoms. in synchronism with the output of a pulse generator, means for

3,843,258

DUAL BEAM ABSORPTION TYPE OPTICAL

II
SPECTROMETER

David M. Shupe, Troy, Mich., assignor to The Bendix Corpora-
tion, Southfield, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 1 74,746, Aug. 25, 1 97 1 , abandoned.
This application Oct. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 410,145

Int. CI. GO In 21/24,21126
U.S. CI. 356-8j^ 5 Claims
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1. A dual beJm spectrometer for measuring the concentra-

tion of various materials along a path of substantial length

comprising;

means for generating two coherent wave energ\ signals, the

first signal of said two signals being polarized m a first

direction and having a first variable wavelength and the

second sigjiul of said two signals being polarized in a

second direction different from said first direction and

having a second variable wavelength slightly different

from and synchronouslv variable with said first variable

wavelength wherein sanJ slight difference in wavelengths

is a difference which is sufficiently large so that only said

first signal is readilv absorbed by one of said various

materials and sufficientlv small so that all other factors

affecting sitid first signal affect said second signal equalK,

and
I

means for sinnuItaneousK receiving and measuring the dif-

ference between the relative intensities of said two sig-

nals, wherein said two signals are separated one from the

other in accordance with their direction of polarization

wherebv the intensity of each o\' said two signals may be

measured separately and wherein said difference in inten-

sities being directly proportional to the concentration of

said one material.

3,843,259

DIFFERENTIAL SPECTROPHOTOMETER
Shigeo Tohyama, and Yoshio Sugiura, both of Katsuta, Japan,

assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan^

Filed Dec. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 422,800
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 11, 1972, 47-

123334
Ij

I!
Int. CI. GOlj i/42

U.S. CL 356—917 10 Claims

I, A spectrophotometer comprising light wavelength scan-

ning means including a dispersing element for dispersing light

emitted from a light source and drive means for causing rota-

tion of said dispersing element, means for directing the light

coming from said light wavelength scanning means toward a
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distributing alternately said delivered output signal in synchro-

nism with the output of said pulse generator, a pair of memory
means for storing alternately said distributed output signal,

and means for subtracting the memory content of one of said

memorv means from that of the other said memory means.

3,843,260

REAL TIME HOLOGRAPHIC SYSTEM
Walter R. Edmonds, 226 Woodlawn Dr., Fairborn. Ohio
45324

Filed Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 412,858

Int. CI. G03b 2 7//2

U.S. CI. 356-109 1 Claim

1. .A real time holographic system for use in non-destructive

testing of an object comprising: a source of monochromatic
coherent light; means for splitting said light into an object

beam and a reference beam; means for illuminating the object

with said object beam; a holograph plate positioned in light

receiving relation to light reflected from said object; means for

directing said reference beam toward said holographic plate in

a substantially conical path surrounding the object with said

light passing in close proximity to the object; said means for

directing the light along a conical path toward the holographic

plate including a first conical member having an outside re-

flecting surface; said conical member being positioned on the

side of said object remote from said holographic plate; means
for directing the reference beam light from said beam splitting

means toward said conical member to thereby provide a radi-

ally directed beam; an annular truncated conical member
surrounding said first conical member adapted to direct said

radially directed beam tOward said holographic plate along

said conical path.

3,843,261

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ANALYZING THE
SPATIAL RELATIONSHIP OF MEMBERS

Timothy R. Pryor, 5423 York Ln., Bethesda, Md. 20014
Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,121

Int. CI. GO lb 9/02

U.S.CL 356-111 24 Claims

1. A method of analyzing the spatial separation relationship

of a plurality of first points relative to a plurality of second
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points spaced therefrom, each of said second points being
spaced from a corresponding one of said first points compris-
ing:

providing a plurality of first, discrete, diffraction wave pro-

ducing means to establish said plurality of first points;

providing at least one second diffraction wave producing
means spaced from said plurality of first diffraction wave
producing means to establish said plurality of second
points spaced from said first points;

directing electromagnetic radiation at the first and second
diffraction wave producing means to form a plurality of

discrete interference patterns each caused by the interac-

tion of waves produced from one of said first diffraction

^j-uj

Klf.
_o o f »«

S^-."

wave producing means forming one of said first points

and from said second diffraction wave producing means
forming said second point spaced from said one first

point, said second diffraction wave producing means
comprising a single boundary or two or more single

boundaries separated in a direction transverse to the
direction of said electromagnetic radiation, each of said

single boundaries being capable of producing a single

diffraction wave upon incidence thereon of said electro-

magnetic radiation; and
directing at least a portion of each of the plurality of dis-

crete interference patterns formed to a central location
for analysis.

3,843,262

METHOD OF DIAGNOSING HEAD LAMPS OF
TRANSPORT VEHICLES AND A DEVICE FOR

CARRYING SAME INTO EFFECT
Leonid Lazarevich Lazarev, ulitsa Pobedy, 19, kv. 30, Moskov-
skaya obiast; Leonid Grigorievich Novakovsky, Chernit-
synsky proezd, 8, kv. 119, and Boris Aronovlch Roitman,
Federativny prospekt, 6, korpus 6, kv. 51, both of Moscow,
ail of (J.S.S.R.

Continuation of Ser. No. 340,745, March 13, 1973,
abandoned. This application Jan. 2, 1974, Ser. No. 431,406

Int. CI. GOlb n/27
U.S. CI. 356-121 3 Claims

I. A method of diagnosing the head lamps of transport
vehicles, the method comprising the steps of
positioning a photometric head in front of the transport

vehicle against the head lamps thereof;

orienting the optical axis of the photometric head to be
aligned with the axis of the head lamps and to be set in

parallel with the longitudinal axis of the transport vehi-

cles;

providing at least two reflecting faces for orienting the
optical axis of the photometric head, one of the two
reflecting faces being formed with a rectangular graticule,

the rectangular graticule being oriented on the photomet-
ric head so that the longitudinal cluster of lines of the

rectangular graticule is disposed parallel to the vertical

plane passing through the optical axis of the photometric
head, the other cluster of lines of the rectangular grati-

cule transversing the directions of the optical axis of the
photometric head, the other one of two reflecting faces

receiving the image of a selected portion of the transport
vehicle and reflecting the image onto the other face
formed with the rectangular graticule, the selected por-
tion of the transport vehicle having an edge which is

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the transport
vehicle;

turning the photometric head until the image of the selected
portion of the transport vehicle reflected onto the face
formed with the rectangular, graticule becomes aligned
with the transverse cluster of lines of the rectangular
graticule so that the optical axis of the photometric head
is set with the longitudinal axis of the transport vehicle;
switching on the head lamp; and

observing and checking the setting of the head lamp.

3,843,263
HELICOPTER OTPICAL POSITION INDICATOR

Edvi-in E. Snead, Yeadon, Pa., assignor to Burroughs, Detroit,
Mich.

Filed Aug. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 393,650
Int. CI. GOlb ///26

U.S. CI. 356-153 11 Claims

n i? n

AIRC»»FI 10 rH[ 8IGHI OF
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I. An optical device for assisting the landing of helicopters
and other vertical descent aircraft by providing visual infor-

mation to permit the pilot to pursue a flight path along a
prescribed center line relative to the landing pad, to locate the
aircraft at a precise hover point along said center line and
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directly above the desired touchdown point, and to continu-

ously indicate the altitude of the aircraft above the landing

pad during descent comprising:

a center line module having at least first and second light

sources and a first lens system positioned with respect to

said light sources to form respective images thereof, light

baffle means situated within said center line module for

separating the images of said light sources as seen by said

pilot, said first light source being positioned a first dis-

tance from said first lens system wherein the image
formed thereof as viewed by said pilot appears to remain

stationary and serves as a vertical datum bar, said second

light source being positioned at a second distance from
said first lens system whereby the image formed thereof

serves as a vertical center line bar, said vertical center

line bar when viewed by said pilot appearing to move
horizontally with respect to said vertical datum bar in

response to movement in a horizontal plane on either side

of said center line by said pilot, the alignment of said

center line bar with said datum bar by said pilot being

indicative of flight along said prescribed center line,

a hover module having at least a single light source and a

second lens system positioned with respect thereto such

that the image formed by said second lens system as seen

by said pilot serves as a vertical hover bar, hover point

alignment datum arms positioned in predetermined rela-

tionship to said hover module, said hover bar appearing

to said pilot to move in a horizontal direction in response

to changes in the distance of said aircraft from said hover

point, the concurrent alignments by said pilot of said

center line bar with said datum bar and said hover bar

with said hover point alignment datum arms being indica-

tive of the aircraft having reached said hover point,

a descent module having at least a single light source and a

third lens system positioned with respect thereto such

that the image formed by said third lens system as seen by

said pilot serves as a horizontal descent bar, a hover

position datum arm and a touchdown datum arm posi-

tioned at substantially opposite extremities of said de-

scent module, alignment by said pilot of said horizontal

descent bar with said hover position datum arm indicating

a predetermined hover point altitude prior to descent,

said descent bar appearing to move in a vertical direction

toward said touchdown datum arm during descent, the

alignment of said descent bar with said touchdown datum
arm, together with said concurrent alignments of said

center line and hover bars with their respective datum
markers indicating the presence of said aircraft at said

touchdown point.

3,843,264

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING THE
PRESENCE, IN A GIVEN AREA OF THE EDGE OF A

SHEET OR OF A RIBBON OF TRANSPARENT MATERIAL
Jean Josse, Fosses-la-Ville; Joseph Declaye, Moustier sur Sam-

bre; Roger Albert, Chatelet, and Marcel Bodart, Namur, all

of Belgium, assignors to Glaverbel-Mecaniver Chaussee de

La Hulpe, Boitsfort, Belgium

Filed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 397,931

Claims priority, application Luxembourg, Oct. 3, 1972,

66220
Int. CI. GOlb 11/04, 1 1 HO; GOln 21/30

U.S. CI. 356- 199 20 Claims

1. A method of detecting whether a given zone is occupied

by an edge portion of a transparent sheet or ribbon having a

predetermined spatial orientation, said edge portion having a

geometry fulfilling certain conditions, said method comprising

the steps of projecting a beam of light rays into said zone in

a direction such that, when a sheet or ribbon having said

predetermined orientation and an edge portion of a said ge-

ometry is present with its edge portion in said zone, the light

rays enter the edge portion after travelling in a direction

across and at an acute angle to one side of the sheet or ribbon

and iight rays emerge from said edge portion to travel in a

direction across and at an acute angle to the other side of said

»^

sheet or ribbon after deflection by said edge portion, and

detecting the existence of rays which thus emerge after deflec-

tion by said edge portion.

3,843,265

PHOTOMETER FOR DIGITAL INDICATION OF
CONCENTRATION

Bruno Egli, Rorschach, and Niklaus Manser, Goldach, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Labtronic, AG, Zurich, Switzer-

land

Filed Apr. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 353,966

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 25, 1972,

2220204
Int. CI. GOln 2//09

U.S. CI. 356-201 4 Claims
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1. A photometer for the digital' display of the concentration

Cone. St of a test sample with respect to a standard solution

in accordance with the formula Cone. St = £.4 x f x l/Esi

where £4 is the extinction of the test sample, F is a concentra-

tion determining factor and £.>, is the extinction of a standard

solution comprising:

a signal generating means providing a time period propor-

tional to £< X £,

a base frequency oscillator;

an electrically adjustable frequency divider coupled to said

base oscillator for providing an adjustable frequency

pulse signal;

a coincidence gating means, said adjustable frequency di-

vider and said signal generating means being connected
to inputs of said gating means for providing adjustable

frequency pulses at the output thereof during the time

period;
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digital counting means coupled to the output of said gating
means and operable by said adjustable frequency pulses
for totalizing and recording the pulses received during the
time period proportional to E, x F, and

an adjustable storage means for receiving and storing an
electrical indication of £'v/. said means being coupled to
said adjustable frequency divider for electrically altering
the frequency of the adjustable frequency pulse signal
and the provision of pulses to said digital counting means
in accordance with the stored indication of £s, to provide
a digital counting means recording corresponding to 1 /Es,
ti X /-and the test solution concentration Cone St with
respect to a standard solution.

Filter
12

k ^ Hn^'^i:??^^
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'' H0L3ING UNiT
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I. An opacimeter comprising a source of light, means for
chopping the beam of light, a photoelectric cell arranged to
receive the chopped beam; means for causing the smoke, the
opacity of which is to be measured to pass between the source
of light and the photoelectric cell, means for remo\ ing from
the output of the photoelectric cell any d.c level which may
be caused by ambient light to produce a revuitant a c. signal',

a variable gam amplifier for amplifying the resultant a.c. signal
to produce an amplified signal, means for smoothing and
rectifying the amplified signal, a variable gain differential
amplifier having an output and two inputs with one input
connected to the smoothing and rectifying means and a refer-
ence voltage source connected to the other input, a potenti-
ometer connected to said differential amplifier for setting the

'

gain of said differential amplifier to provide any desired value
of scale magnification, a hold device having an input con-
nected to the output of said differential amplifier, a meter, and
switch means for connecting the output of said differential
amplifier either directly to said meter or to said meter via said
hold device.

a body having first and second chambers, and a deformable
member disposed between said first and second cham-
ber.s, said first chamber being adapted to house an
optical-to-electrical transducer, and said second chamber
being adapted to receive radiation energy from the exte-
rior of the optical device, and

n/

3.843,266

OPACI.METERS
Arnold l.itllewood. deceased, late of 43 Statfold Rd., Hitchin,

England (by Esther Litllewood, personal representative)
Filed Feb. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 330.107

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 9. 1972
6105/72

Int. CI. G01n2///2
L.S. CI. 356-207 4 claims

.v/\va.

an optically transparent member disposed in said second
chamber, and being movable therein for selectively de-
forming said deformable member for varying the attenua-
tion of the radiation passing from said second to said first

chamber without substantially changing the axis of the
field of view.

3,843,268
SAMPLE CONTAINER FOR LASER LIGHT SCATTERING

PHOTOMETERS
Wilbur I. Kaye, Fulierton, Calif., assignor to Beckman Instru-

ments. Inc., Fulierton, Calif.

Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376.898
Int. CI. GO In 1 110

L.S. CI. 356-246 ,0 Claims

-^ -« /*
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3,843,267
VARIABLE OPTICAL ATTENUATOR FOR A LIGHT

SENSOR
Zoltan Vital, Brussels, and Jean Orban, Clabecq, both of Bel-

gium, assignors to Ponder & Best. Inc.. Los Angeles. Calif.

Filed Jan. 26. 1973. Ser. No. 327.087
Claims priority, application Belgium. Jan. 27. 1972. 1 13276

Int. CI. GOlj 1142
t.S. CI. 356—22*:

1 1 Claims
I. An optical device for providing optical attenuation of

received radiation for an .issociated optical-to-electrical trans-
ducer comprising:

I. In a laser photometer for measuring radiant power scat-

tered from a sample at a selectable angle with respect to the
direction of an incident beam of radiant power, an impnned
sample container comprising:

first and second thick, transparent windows;
a spacer between and in contact wit!, said windows, said

spacer having first and secor.d coaxial intersecting pas-
sageways therein extending from the opposite ends
thereof, the beam from said laser entering said first win-
dow and said first pass.ijzeAay in said spacer and said

scattered radiant power exiting through said second pas-
sageway and said seconc ah .<,>w, and

mean.s positioned at said intersection of said passageways
for absorbing light scattered toward said sample from said
second window, said me.!,i.s having an aperture therein
forming a cell for said sample which is coaxial with said
first and second passageways, said laser beam being fo-
cused in said aperture.
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3.843,269

PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR PHOTOMETRIC
DETERMINATION OF THE EXTINCTION OF A SAMPLE
Gerhard Hohberg, Hackenheim, Germany, assignor to Carl

Zeiss Stiftung, (Heidenheim on the Brenz), Wurttemberg
Germany

Filed Nov. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 417,412
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 27, 1972,

Int. CLGOln 2//24. UIO
L.S. CI. 356-205 ,o claims
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of said sidewalls and the w^lls defining said slit of each of said
members being provided

j
with a plurality of longitudinal

grooves, the depth of said grooves varying, said members
being joined within s^cT casing at their apexes while said
sidewalls of said members are positioned adjacent each other
the space between said casing and said outer curved walls of
said members, the space between adjacent sidewalls of said
members and said slits of said members defining capillary
passages extending longitudinally through said casing, said
slits being in communication with the spaces between said
adjacent sidewalls in the area adjacent said apexes, portions of
said members extending outwardly of said casing at one end
thereof being sharpened as a point.

I. Process foj- the photometric determination of the extinc-
tion of a sample with a photoelectric measuring instrument in
which the measurement radiatK)n strikes the photoelectric
receiver onlv over a path through a measurement cell, charac-
terized by the fact that the length of path of the radiation
passing through the sample is changed by a small amount
periodically with the frequency a>. that an a.c. portion of the
frequencv w of the resultant measurement signal and a dc
portion thereof are separated, and that the quotient of the
separated signal portit>ns is formed and indicated.

3,843,271
VERTICALLY ADJUSTABLE COLUMN, PARTICULARI V

FOR CHAIRS AND THE LIKE
Anders Bjerknes, Oslo, Norway, assignor to Staal & Stil A/S

Sandvika. .Norway

Filed Mar. 9. 1973, Ser. No. 3.19.601
Claims priority, application Norway, Apr 12 1972

1244/72
H '^^ '^/-i.

Int. CI. F16b 7/70. E04b 2V0«
U.S. a. 403-104

-

5^,,j„^
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3,843,270

NIB AND WRITING INSTRUMENT CONSTRUCTION
WITH CAPILLARY ACTION

^oshihito Kiriu. 13-4 Shinkoiwa 4-chome. Tokyo, and Hiroshi
Inoh, 1-4-3. Yakata. Kofu. both of Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 95.372. Dec. 4. 1970. Pat. No.
3.718.401. This application Feb. 20. 1973, Ser. No.

333,533The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to
Feb, 29, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Ihti CL A46b 1 1100. B43k 1102
U.S. CI. 401-292 jcain,

446

44a

1. A telescppically adjustable column for chairs and the
like, comprising mner and outer telescopic tubes defining an
annular space therebetween, an internal locking device in-
cluding an expandible clamping member slidubly positioned in
said annular space, and an actuating member connected to
said inner tube and acting on said clamping member to expand
the same in a locking position and cause the clamping member
to strongly frictionally engage the outer tube, and a release
device comprising an externally actuable release rod con-
nected to said clamping member to move the same in a direc-
tion m which the actuating member releases the clamping
member to reduce its frictional engagement with the outer
tube, said clamping member having at least one wedge-shaped
slot therein extending in the longitudinal direction of said
lubes, said actuating member comprising at least one wedge
located on said inner tube on the outer surface thereof and
having key surfaces corresponding to said slot in the clamping
member, and a pin connecting the release rod to said clamping
member, said pin extending through axial slots provided in the
wall of said inner tube.

I. A writing instrument nib. comprising an elongated tubu-
lar casing, a plurality of elongated rigid writing members
located within said casing, each of said members being gener-
ally fan-shaped and uniform in cross section longitudinally and
having sidewalls terminating inwardly in an apex located in the
vicinity of the center of said casing and outwardly in a curved
wall generally complementary in configuration with respect to
said casing and adjacent thereto, each of said members further
including at least one longitudinally extending slit extending
from said apex radially outwardly to a position just inwardly
of said curved wall dividing said members into integrally con-
nected portions, the surfaces of said curved wall, at least one

3,843,272

BALL JOINT
Raoui Jorn, Post Wasserburg A.B., D-8992 Hengnau, Ger-
many

Filed Jan. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 320,701
Claims priority, application Austria, Jan. 5, 1972, 56/72

Int. CI. FI6c /y/06
U.S. CL 403-132 .o ^, .

,.,,,.. 18 Claims
I. A ball joint comprising:
a. an inner ball member conforming to a body of revolution

having a center lying on an axis;
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b. an elastomeric layer conforming to at least a generally

spheridal segment vulcanized to said ball member along

a first surface of said layer;

c. a round metal shell having at least a periphery lying

around said axis and vulcanized to only a portion of said

layer on a second surface thereof opposite said first sur-

face across said layer;

d. a housing enclosing said ball member and having an inner

surface geometrically similar to said body of revolution

and centered thereon, and

means interconnecting said housing and said shell for

compressing said layer along said axis between said inner

surface and said shell to retain the portion of said second

surface free from said shell in frictional contact with said

housing under a force sufficient to prevent relative sliding

movement of said second and inner surfaces while per-

mitting molecular deformation of said layer upon relative

angular displacement of said ball member and said hous-

ing.

3,843,273

LOCATOR ASSEMBLY FOR MOUNTING MEMBERS FOR
ROADWAY GAP BRIDGING AND SEALING DEVICES

Daniel E. Czernik, Hinsdale, and Clarence H. Neff, Skokie,

both of III., assignors to Felt Products Mfg. Co., Skokie, III.

Filed Sept. II. 1972, Ser. No. 287,595

Int. CI. EOlc UIQ4
U.S. CI. 404-72 10 Claims
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1. A method of locating the lateral and longitudinal posi-

tions for anchoring studs used to secure roadway gap sealing

and bridging devices to adjacent roadway slabs over an elon-

gate roadway gap, comprising the steps of providing an elon-

gate locator assembly having a plurality of pairs of laterally

spaced anchoring stud locators, each of said pairs being longi-

tudinally spaced from each other pair, adjusting the lateral

spacing of each of said pairs of anchoring stud locators in

response to ambient temperature conditions, supporting said

locator assembly on said slabs to straddle said gap with one of

each of said pairs of locators overlying one of said slabs and

the other of each of said pairs of locators overlying the other

of said slabs, positioning an anchoring stud at a plurality of

pairs of locations corresponding to each of a plurality of pairs

of said anchoring stud locators, and securing said studs to said

slabs at said locations.

3,843,274

ASPHALT RECLAIMER
Nathan Gutman, Washington; Dorwin R. Larsen, Oswego, and

Everette M. Voile, Morton, all of III., assignors to Caterpillar

Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 292,089

Int. CL EOIc 23112

U.S. CI. 404-91 10 Claims

I. In a vehicle, apparatus for working a layer of workable

asphalt or the like which make up the upper covering layer of

a road, as the vehicle is driven forwardly over the road, said

apparatus comprising: infra-red heating means associated with

the forward end of the vehicle for heating the upper layer of

asphalt to a soft and more workable condition; rotating cutting

means associated with the vehicle and disposed transversely

thereof rearwardly of the heating means for cutting the heated

upper layer of asphalt, whereby the upper layer of asphalt is

lifted; means associated with the vehicle rearwardly of the

cutting means for pulverizing the lifted asphalt; a spreader

screw associated with the vehicle and disposed transversely

thereof rearwardly of the pulverizing means for distributing

the pulverized asphalt across the road; and. leveling means
associated with the vehicle rearwardly of the spreader screw

for generally evenly leveling the distributed asphalt, werein

the apparatus further comprises means for heating the pulver-

izing means to thereby heal said asphalt being pulverized.

3,843,275

VIBRATORY COMPACTING ROLLER
Paul Piatkowski, Kiel, and Manfred Birkholz, Schoenkirchen,

both of Germany, assignors to Maschinenfabrik Buckau R.

Wolf AG, Grevenbroich, Germany
Filed Oct. 16, 1973, Ser, No. 406,783

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 18, 1972,

2251242
Int. CL EOlc 19138

U.S.CL 404-117 9 Claims

B^/

1. A vibratory compacting roller, comprising a frame; a

shaft rotatably mounted on said frame and carrying an imbal-

anced mass; a hollow roller coaxially surrounding said shaft

and mass with clearance, said roller having two opposite axial

ends of which one is a free end; a tubular support mounted on
said frame; a first sleeve turnably journalled in said support

and projecting from the region of the other of said ends to-

wards said one end; a second sleeve concentrically surround-
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ing said first sleeve, connected with said roller for rotation
therewith, and connected in motion-transmitting relationship
with said first sleeve; first drive means connected with said
first sleeve for rotating the same and for thereby rotating said
roller; and second drive means connected with said shaft for
rotating the same and thereby said imbalanced mass

to a minimum cross-sectional throat area intermediate
the ends thereof and thereafter diverges outward to an
increased diameter at the interface with the compressor
means, said throat area remaining substantially constant

BOW
3,843,276

LING BALL DRILLING MACHINES
Michael Williams, 785 Belvedere N.E., Warren, Ohio 44485

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,378
Int. CI. mih 39112,41100

U.S. CI. 408-236
4 Claims

^-

Ji

for an extended length through which the airfiow is accel-
erated to a speed less than the speed of sound, thus re-
maining subchoked to provide sound attenuation equiva-
lent to a totally choked inlet duct where the inlet airflow
IS accelerated to at least the speed of sound in a plane
perpendicular to the inlet duct center axis.

1. A machine for drilling a hole in a bowling ball, compris-
mg:

° ^

a base,

a support for said bowling ball, carried by said base and
extending upwardly therefrom, said support including
clamping means for releasably holding said bowling ball
with the lop portion of the latter exposed,

a post carried by said base and extending upwardly there-
from beyond the top portion of said bowling ball, said
post being spaced to one side of said support,

a first sleeve slidably carried by said post and including
means for holding it in any selected axial position there-
along,

quill means for rotatably supporting a drill,

a bearing sleeve supporting said quill means for axial move-
ment in a direction toward and away from said bowline
ball,

a guide crosswise of and fixed to said first sleeve, said guide
having a curved slide surface,

a slide having a curved surface complementary to the sur-
face of said guide and slidably engaging the same, said
shde supporting said bearing sleeve, whereby the longitu-
dinal axis of said drill may be angularly displaced relative
to said bowling ball by moving said si'ide relative to said
guide.

3,843,278
ABRADABLE SEAL CONSTRUCTION

Spencer P. Torell, New Britain, Conn., assignor to United
Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,823
Int. CI. FOld 5120

U.S. a. 415-174
3 Cain,,

j^r

1. A compressor case liner for use as an abradable tip seal
for a stage of compressor blades in a gas turbine engine, said
liner comprised of non-metallic, low density moldable abrad-
able material and having a circumferentially extending radi-
ally inwardly facing surface defining a portion of a gas fiow
path through the engine, said liner including a plurality of
closely spaced, radially extending slots circumferentially
spaced about said surface, each slot defining an opening in
said surface and forming thin wall portions between adjacent
slots, said linear including a plurality of separately formed
fabric sleeves embedded therein, a sleeve surrounding each
one of said slots to strengthen said thin wall portions, said liner
having an overall specific gravity of about 1.0 or less.

3,843,277
SOUND ATTENUATING INLET DUCT

Fredric Franklin Ehrich, Marblehead, Mass., assignor to Gen-
eral Electric Company, Lynn, Mass.

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,436
Int. CI. E04f 15120; F04h 29166; FOln 1102

U.S. a. 415-119 4 Claims
1. In a gas turbine engine of the type having compressor

means, combustion means, and turbine means in serial flow
relation, there is provided a sound attenuating inlet duct com-
prising:

an outer casing extending forward of the compressor means
and open at opposing ends to accommodate an inlet
airflow to the compressor means wherein the inlet cross-
sectional area enveloped by the casing initially converges

3 843 279
STATOR ASSEMBLY FOR GAS TURBINE ENGINES
WHICH ACCOMMODATE CIRCUMFERENTIAL AND
AXIAL EXPANSION OF ENGINE COMPONENTS

Ian Alexander Crossley, Hayes; Geoffrey Eric Kirk, Gotham;'
Norman Howell Anthony, Hemsby, and Derek Robert Bam-
ber, Flint, all of England, assignors to Rolls-Royce (1971)
Limited, London and The University of Technology, Leices-
tershire, England

Filed June 15, 1973, Ser. No. 370,444
Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 21, 1972,

Int. CI. FOld 9100, 9102
L.S. a. 415-191 5 Calms

1. A stator assembly for gas turbine engines having a radi-
ally inner and a radially outer fixed structure comprising:
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an aerofoil member for static operation in said gas turbine

engine, and means for mounting said aerofoil member
between the radially inner and radially outer fixed struc-

ture of said gas turbine engine, said aerofoil member
being provided with a radially inner platform and a radi-

ally outer shroud and said mounting means including

means mounted on said radially inner fixed structure for

receiving said radially inner platform and means mounted
on said radially outer fixed structure for receiving said

radially outer shroud, the downstream end of said radially

inner platform or said radially outer shroud being pro-

vided with a convex surface, and the downstream end of

the other of said radially inner platform or said radially

outer shroud being provided with a concave surface, said

convex and conca^ve surfaces being adapted for coopera-

tion with corresponding surfaces provided on said radially

inner platform receiving means and said radially outer

shroud receiving means, said platform and said shroud

being loosely mounted in said platform and shroud re-

ceiving means so that when said gas turbine engine is in

operation, said convex and concave surfaces are urged, as

a result of the gas fiow through said engine acting upon
said aerofoil member, into engagement with said corre-

sponding surfaces on said platform and shroud supportmg

means, said aerofoil member being permitted to tilt axi-

ally relative to said radially inner and outer fixed struc-

ture to accommodate relative axial movement between

said inner and outer fixed structure.

3,843.280

FORAGE BLOWER HOtSING
Donald A. Picha, Plainfield. III., assignor to International Har-

vester Company, Chicago, III.

Filed Aug. 27. 1973, Ser. No. 391,910

Int. CI. F04d 29148

I.S. CI. 415-219C 3 Claims

said side sheets having a crop inlet, and an annular peripheral

wall adapted to be clamped against said side sheets, said pe-

ripheral wall comprising outlet means and a circumferential

band connected in end to end relationship, said band having

a first member at one end providing means for attaching said

band to one end of said outlet means and a second member at

the opposite end providing means for clampingly connecting

said band to the other end of said outlet means, the improve-

ment comprising both said first member and said second

member providing both said attaching means and said clamp-

ingly connecting means to permit the end for end reversal of

said band relative to said outlet means.

3,843,281

CASING OF A FLUID FLOW .MACHINE
Pierre Meylan, Neuenhof, Switzerland, and Herbert Haus-

mann, Gleisdorf, Austria, assignors to BBC Brown Boveri &
Company Limited, Baden, Switzerland

Filed Nov. 8, 1973. Ser. No. 414,119

Claims priority, application Switzerland, .Nov. 28, 1972,

17220/72

Int. CI. FOId 25126. 25128

U.S. CI. 415-219 6 Claims

) 8 9 7< <
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I. In a fluid fiow machine of the double shell type and which

is anchored to a foundation, the machine comprising an inner

casing having mounted therein a guide blade carrier and a

bladed rotor, and an outer casing surrounding and spaced

from said inner casing, the improvement wherem said outer

casing includes a frame therefor supported on the foundation

by means of friction plates and being free to expand in an\

horizontal direction, and pairs of upper and lower strap means
located around said frame for movement in horizontal planes,

the upper and lower strap means of each said pair being pivot-

ally connected at one end to upper and lower pivot points

which are fixed in relation to the foundation and being pivot-

ally connected at the opposite ends thereof to said frame

thereby to guide said frame and outer casing in its horizontal

movement.

3,843,282

HELICOPTER ROTOR PLENUM CHAMBER
Bruno .A. Nagler, Scottsdale, Ariz., assignor to Nagler Aircraft

Corporation, Phoenix, .Ariz.

Division of Ser. No. 238393. March 27, 1972, Pat. No.

3,830,588. This application Aug. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 388,817
Int. CI. B64c 27/18

U.S. CI. 416-20 7 Claims

1. In a helicopter having a body, a hollow rotor shaft extend-

ing upwardly from the body for supporting a rotor hub system,

a set of rotor blades secured to a central plate attached to said

rotor hub system, a longitudinally oriented cavity disposed

within each rotor blade and extending from said rotor hub
system to a rearwardly directed orifice at the extremity of the

rotor blade, an air pressure source disposed within the body
1. In a housing for a forage blower, said housing comprising for conveying a fiow of air to the hollow rotor shaft and forc-

a pair of laterally spaced generally circular side sheets, one of ing the flow of air through said rotor hub system and the
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longitudinal cavity and orifice disposed within the rotor
blades, said rotor hub system comprising:

A. a hollow open ended cone having a shaft extending
upwardly therefrom at the apex thereof, said cone includ-

" ing at least two diametrically opposed ports disposed
within the skirt of said cone;

B. a hollow member secured to the base of said cone for
receiving internally the upper end of the rotor shaft;

C. bearing means disposed intermediate said hollow mem-
ber and the rotor shaft for retaining said hollow member
while affording rotation of said member with respect to
the rotor shaft, said bearing means including air sea!
means for preventing a How of air intermediate said hol-
low member and the rotor shaft;

D. pivot means secured to said shaft extending from said
cone for interconnecting said cone and the central plate,
said pivot means permitting both rotation and angular
movement between said shaft and the rotor blades as a
unit, whereby said hub system is configured as a floatini'
hub.

'
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E a fiexible bellows disposed intermediate each of said
ports and the longitudinal cavity disposed within the
corresponding one of the rotor blades to accommodate
angular movement of each of the rotor blades with re-
spect to the connected one of said ports;

F. ducting means secured to the central plate in proximity
to each rotor blade, said ducting means interconnecting
each one of said bellows and the connected rotor blade
for channeling the fiow of air from said bellows into the
associated longitudinal cavity; and

G. lurther air seal means disposed intermediate the junction
between each said bellows and the respective connected
one of said ports and said ducting means; whereby, said
rotor hub system directs a flow of air into each rotor
blade and accommodates rotational and angular move-
ment of the rotor blades without restricting the fiow of air
therethrough.

Hdjacent end wall of the housing, a backing ring of L-shaped
cross section and having a radial limb with an inner peripheral
surface and an axial limb, the scraper rings being arranged
between the axial limb and the radial limb of the backing ring

3.843.283
INNER SEAL FOR THE PISTON OF A ROTARY PISTON

MACHINE
Gottlieb W ilmers, Neuenstadt. Germany, assignor to Audi NSU
Auto Union Aktiengesellschaft. Neckarsulm/Wurttemberg
and Wankel GmbH. Lindau/Bodensee. both of. Germany

Filed Mar. 20. 1973. Ser. No. 343.151
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 24. 1972

7211239 11

11 Int. CI. FOIc y9//2
U.S. CI. 418-142 7 Claims

1. An inner annular seal for the piston of a rotary piston
machine of the trochoidal type, of which the housing com-
prises two end wall portions and a peripheral wall portion with
a multi-lobed inner surface, in which the piston is arranged to
rotate on an eccentric, the inner seal comprising at least two
scraper rings, means for resiliently urging the rings against the

of L-shaped cross section, the inner scraper ring being located
by the inner peripheral surface of the radial limb of the back-
ing ring and the outer scraper ring being located on the inner
scraper ring.

3,843,284

ROTARY CONVERTERS HAVING SPECIALIZED
INTERLEAVING ELEMENTS

Raymond G. Spinnett, 2531 South St., Santa Ana, Calif. 92704
Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,645

Int. CL FOlc 1/08

U.S..a. 418-191 II Claims

*<& *<>, iOj. 38 ^^ j^' L.iCg
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1. A mechanical system having a housing supporting at least
first and second rotating elements in at least two adjacently
annular internal chambers with each chamber having a sta-
tionary hub occupying part of the central portion of each of
said chambers and wherein said first of said rotating elements
includes:

a first pair of carrier discs having a first plurality of protru-
sions for rotation in one of said chambers, each protru-
sion having side faces which are convexly arcuate and
which follow the arc of a circle having a center within the
body of the protrusion;

a first shaft connected to said first pair of carrier discs;
a first gear mounted on said first shaft;

and wherein said second rotating element includes:
a second pair of carrier discs having a second plurality of

protrusions for rotation in the other of said adjacent
chambers, each of said protrusions having side faces
concavely arcuate to form cavities between said protru-
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sions, and said cavities following the arc of a circle whose
center is outside the body of each of said second plurality

of protrusions;

a second shaft connected to said second pair of carrier

discs;

a second gear connected to said second shaft and mounted
for continuous engagement with said first gear;

and wherein the protrusions of said first rotating element
interleave the cavities between the protrusions of said second
rotating element such that the center of the circles which
encompass the convexly arcuate protrusions lies radially be-

yond the pitch line of the said first gear.

3,843.285
APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING A FOAM HAVING

A DENSE SURFACE
Harjo Nitta, and Naotoshi Sagawa, both of Yokkaichi, Japan,

assignors to Mitsubishi Petrochemical Co., Ltd., Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo-to, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 100,615, Dec. 22, 1970, abandoned. This
application Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,351

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 22, 1969, 44-
102544

Int. CI. B29d 27104
U.S. CI. 425-4 R 5 Claims

blow mold, said means for slidably reciprocating said plug
member including:

a. an osciilatable link member operatively connected to

said plug member and to an arm radially movable with

respect to the axis of the plug member;

10. li 8 ^1 1

D

b. cam means for radially moving said arm which includes
a box cam mounted on a rotatable support and a roller

follower for movement within the track of said box cam
on rotation of said support; and

. adjusting means for positioning the outer surface of the

mold shell portion relative to the adjacent surfaces of the

remainder of the split blow mold.

3,843,287

PRESS TOOLS
John G. Fowler, Hayes, England, assignor to Metal Compact-

ing Tools, Ltd., Hayes. England

Filed June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,797
Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 29, 1972,

30371/72

Int. CI. B30b 1 1 104, 3/00; B29d 15/00
U.S. CI. 425-78 13 Claims

I. Apparatus for manufacturing a foamed thermoplastic
body having a relatively denser surface or skin comprising;

a support rotatably mounted; means to drive the support; a
mold member having a mold cavity rotatably mounted on
the support and adapted to receive foamable thermos-
plastic material; means to drive the mold member; means
for producing steam fixed to and rotating with the mold
member; means for heating the mold member and means
for controlling the introduction of steam into the mold
member while the mold member is rotating whereby the
inside surface of the mold cavity is coated with some of
the thermoplastic material before the steam is introduced
to foam the remaining thermoplastic material.

3,843,286
BLOW MOLDING APPARATUS

Charles Horberg. Jr.. Northbrook. and Richard K. Shelby,
Hinsdale, both of III., assignors to Monsanto Company, St.

Louis, Mo.

Filed Nov. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 198,246
Int. CI. B29d 23/03

CI. 425-387 B 2 Claims
Movable base means for a split blow mold comprising:
an elongated plug member having a mold shell portion

on its forward end;

temperature conditioning means for regulating the tem-

perature of said shell portion;

C. means for slidably reciprocating said plug member in

timed relation to movement of the remainder of said split

U.S.

1.

A

B

1. A press tool for compacting a mass of powder into a

component having a helical formation, said tool comprising

a die member having a helical formation and arranged to

receive a said mass of powder,
a punch member having a helical formation complementary

to that of the die member and arranged to compact the

powder within the die member upon relative axial move-
ment between the punch member and the die member,

a helical bearing system mounting one of said members, said

helical bearing system having a lead equivalent to that of
the said helical formation whereby the said one member
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is rotated during axial movement of the said one member
relative to the other member so that the helical formation
of the said one member is caused to follow the helical

formation of the other member, and
a member mounting the said one member, and wherein the

helical bearing system comprises
a plurality of helical tracks carried by the said one member,

a plurality of tracks carried by the mounting member,
each track carried by the mounting member being associ-

ated with a respective track carried by the said one mem-
ber, and

balls interposed between the associated tracks.

l!~^_^ J V.W'.W

I. An anchorage assembly for casting an anchorage means
into a concrete member for receipt of a tendon for formation
of a prestressed concrete member, comprising:

a. a concrete form having an opening therein to receive

assemblv mounting means therethrough;

b. assembly mounting means removably mounted in said

opening in said form and extending from an exterior side

thereof through said opening and interiorly of said form
a distance sufficient to allow mounting of spacing means
and anchorage means thereon;

c. spacing means mounted on said mounting means and
positioned in abutting relation to said form, said spacing
means being of a predetermined thickness to position an
anchorage means in spaced relation to said form;

d. anchorage means having a wall defining an axially con-
vergently tapered bore dimensioned at the smallest point
thereof to receive said assembly mounting means and a
tendon to be lensioned and formed to receive conver-
gently actuating tendon gripping means, said anchorage
means including bearing plate means formed with a bear-
ing surface to allow transfer of axial tensioning forces to

said concrete member, said anchorage means being re-

leasably mounted on said mounting means with said

mounting means extending through said tapered bore and
said anchorage means being positioned thereon in abut-

ting relation to said spacing means, said spacing means
further preventing the ingress of concrete into said ta-

pered bore in said anchorage means as mounted in abut-
ting relation therewith and being removable from said

concrete member to afford access to said tapered bore for

insertion of tendon gripping means therein;

e. securement means releasably mounted on said mounting
means on the exterior side of and bearing upon said form
and releasably mounted adjacent the inner end of said

mounting means, said securement means and mounting
means urging said assembly of said anchorage means and

spacing means against said form and securing said assem-
bly in close abutting relation thereto during the casting of
said concrete member.

3 843 288
TENDON ANCHORAGE WITH THREADED SUPPORT

ELEMENT
George H. Howlett. and James W. Howlett. both of Oakland,

Calif., assignors to Conenco International Limited
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 816,583, April 16. 1969, Pat.

No. 3,605,361. This application Mar. 1, 1971. Ser. No.
1 19.71 IThe portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Sept. 20. 1988. has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. B28b 23/04
U.S. CI. 425-111

. 15 Claims

3,843,289
APPARATUS FOR TRANSFER MOLDING

THERMOSETTING MATERIALS
Don A. Taylor, 216 Mill St., Wadsworth, Ohio 44281

Division of Ser. No. 167,240, June 29, 1971, Pat. No.
3,748,075. This application July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,514

Int. CI. B29 3/06
U.S. CL 425-145 13 Claims

nut:

1. A cyclically operable apparatus for forming molded
articles from thermosetting material, said apparatus compris-
ing pot means for holding a charge of the thermosetting mate-
rial, said pot means having at least one discharge opening
through which the thermosetting material may pass from said

pot means into a mold, loader means for loading at least a

portion of a charge of the thermosetting material into said pot
means during each cycle of a plurality of cycles of operation
of said apparatus, said loader means being located at a loading
station, means for forcing a portion of a charge of the thermo-
setting material to fiow through said discharge opening and for

enabling another portion of the charge to remain in said pot
means during each cycle of a plurality of cycles of operation
of said apparatus, said means for forcing a portion of a charge
to fiow through said discharge opening being located at an
unloading station spaced from said loading station, means for

moving said pot means between said loading and unloading
stations on each cycle of operation of said apparatus, movable
heater means for applying heat to the thermosetting material
in the mold, said means for moving said pot means between
said loading and unloading stations including means for mov-
ing said heater means from an inactive position in which said

heater means is disposed to one side of said unloading station

to an active position in which said heater means is located at

said unloading station adjacent to the mold simultaneously
with movement of said pot means from the unloading station

to the loading station to enable said heater means to heat the
thermosetting material in the mold while thermosetting mate-
rial is loaded into said pot means at said loading station by said
loader means, and control means for detecting when the por-
tion of a charge of the thermosetting material remaining in

said pot means at the end of one cycle of operation of said

apparatus and the thermosetting material added to said pot
means by said loader means during a next succeeding cycle of
operation of said apparatus equals a charge of a predeter-
mined magnitude and for interrupting operation of said loader
means in response to the detecting of a charge of the predeter-
mined magnitude in said pot means.

3,843,290

EXTRUSION DIE
Wilfried E. Sender, Johnstown, Pa., assignor to Sender Orna-

mental Iron Works, Johnstown, Pa.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,235
Int. CI. B29b 1/04

U.S. CI. 425-208
1. An extrusion die comprising

a die barrel having a generally cylindrical bore,
said bore having a closed end,

5 Claims
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after said molding operation for severing from the molded
article the bead of excess material.

an opening in said closed end to discharge plastic from said

bore,

a hollow screw in said bore having a spiral flute adapted to

rotate in close proximity with the wall defming said bore,

a tube in said screw, 3,843,292

drive means driving said screw for rotation in said barrel, ^ DEVICE FOR CASTING TIRES

and sensing means connected to the outer end of said tube, Yoshiyuki Kitamoto; Makoto Tanaka, and Nobuya Yoshimura,

anti-friction bearings in said hollow screw supporting said "" «' Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Bridgestone Tire Company
Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,541
Claims priority, application Japan, June 18, 1971, 46-43347

" Int. CI. B29f 1/00; B29h 5/18, 5104; B29c 5/00u=^

U.S, CI. 425-242 8 Claims

.
^ /' M /24, /&/ 7a^'^. ""1
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tube concentric thereto, whereby said screw can rotate

around said tube,

and a temperature sensing wire extending through said tube

and terminating adjacent said opening in said die,

whereby the temperature of plastic adjacent said dis-

charge opening can be sensed,

and heat insulation material between said sensing means
and said frusto-conical end.

3,843,291

APPARATUS FOR MOLDING RUBBER
Edward H. Drab, Naugatuck, Conn., assignor to Lniroyal, Inc.,

New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 863,652, Oct. 2, 1969. abandoned. This

application Oct. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 189,200
Int. CI. B29c 29/00, B29f 1/00, B29h 19/00

U.S. CI. 425-215 4 Claims

lOS

I. In an apparatus for injection molding during the manu-
facture of rubber-soled footwear, in combination:
mold side ring means surrounding and defming part of a

predetermined cavity adapted to be closed at an upper
portion by a lasted upper:

a sole plate surrounded by and slidingly engaging said side

ring means,

means for collecting excess material and for severing the

collected material from the molded article, said means
including a lip on said sole plate extending toward and
into close proximity of said side ring means and means on
the peripheral wall of said sole plate adjacent said lip, but

on that side of said lip which is facing away from said

lasted upper, for forming into a peripherally extending

bead that portion of the midsole rubber which escapes
between said lip and said side ring means during the

molding operation, and means coacting with said sole

plate for retracting said sole plate away from said upper

1. A mold assembly for casting pneumatic tires, comprising
an outer hard mold member made of at least two separable

parts and defining a toroidal cavity, said toroidal cavity having
a surface which defines the outer peripheral surface of a

pneumatic lire to be cast, said toroidal cavity having an annu-
lar opening facing the center of symmetry of the toroidal

cavity; a fiexible toroidal core having a pair of spaced annular
beads, stiffeners extending from the two beads to that portion

of the toroidal core where the width of the core is maximum
and having a Shore hardness of not smaller than 60° and a

core-reinforced gastight shell extending between the two
beads so as to form the toroidal shape of said core, said core

being inserted into said toroidal cavity of said outer mold
member, said toroidal core consisting of at least one reinforc-

ing cord ply extending between said annular beads and biased

at an angle of 20° to 50° relative to the equatorial direction of

the toroidal core, an outer peripheral rubber layer applied to

the outer surface of the cord ply, and a lining la>er applied to

the inner surface of the cord ply, said lining layer being imper-

meable to gas; a ring mold made of two halves and engaging
said annular opening of said toroidal cavity of said outer mold
member so as to sealingly close said toroidal cavity in a gas-

tight manner, said ring mold member engaging said two beads
of said toroidal core in a gas-tight manner; a pouring gate

means in said outer mold member forming a passage for the

introduction of fiuidized tire-forming material into said mold-
ing cavity, and a gas valve means secured to said ring mold
member and communicating with the inside spaces of said

toroidal core; the inside space of said toroidal core being

selectively pressurized by feeding a gas into said space through

said valve to cause the outer peripheral surface of the pressur-

ized toroidal core to define the inner surface of a pneumatic
tire to be cast.

3,843,293

MACHINE FOR MOLDING PLASTIC ARTICLE
Walter H. Harville, Finger, Tenn., assignor to H & L Distribut-

ing Company, Finger, Tenn.

Filed July 27, 1972. Ser. No. 275,815
Int. CI. B29f 1/022

U.S. CI. 425-243 14 Claims

1. Apparatus tor molding plastic articles from molten plas-

tic, said apparatus comprising:

container means for the molten plastic;
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mold means for forming the plastic articles, said mold
means being located below said container means, said

mold means including a first die and a second die, said

second die being relatively moveable from an open posi-

tion away from said first die to a closed position adjacent
said first di4;

means for moving said second die from the open to the

closed posilipn;

( ^— I ...

valve means fcT selecti\el\ allowing the molten plastic h) be

introduced to said mold means from said container

means, said vaKe means being positioned intermediate

said container means and said mold means.
means for providing compressed air directly communicated

with the interior of said container means for forcing the

molten plastic from said container means into said mold
means, and

means for maintaining heat in said container means for

keeping the molten plastic molten.

'

3,843,294

INJECTION SY.STEM FOR GANGED INJECTION MOLDS
Friedrich Bernd Bielfeldt, Aidenried, and Artur Kamm. Eith-

statt, both of (iermany, assignors to krauss-Maffei .AG,
.Munich. (Germany

Filed Sept. 15. 1972, Ser. No. 289.222
Claims priority, application (iermanv. Sept. 15, 1971,

2146212; Aug. 26, 1972. 2242017
Int. CI. B29f i/OJ

L.S. CK 425-247 17 Claims

*A/0

¥^^37
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nozzle seats being reciprocatingly retractable from the grid member between said clamping means comorisinc anozzle tips durine the ooeninp of thp mnlH* tinH .,i..,..i;.., „f i r .._ . . , .

"'"H'-'S means comprismg anozzle tips during the opening of the molds; and
adjustable means on each nozzle fitting against a reciprocat-

ingly retractable seat, whereby the length of each such
nozzle can be adjusted to assure an appropriate pressure
between the nozzle tip and nozzle seat while a mold is

closed, notwithstanding operation of the molding ma-
chine at different times at temperatures different enough
that thermal expansion or contraction of the length of the
nozzle throughout such temperature difference could
account for troublesomely different pressures between
the nozzle tip and nozzle seat in the absence of such
nozzle length adjustment means.

plurality of bars of heat insulaUng material arranged in mating
opposing pairs spaced parallel one from the other, and heat

3,843,296
GLOVE PRODUCING APPARATUS

Henry Sidley, Johannesburg, South Africa, assignor to Vulco-
Sidley Machine Company (Proprietary) Limited, Transvaal,
South Africa

Division of Ser. No. 887,225, Dec. 22, 1969. This application
Mar. 13, 1974, Ser. No. 450,845
Int. CI. B29c 13/00; B29h 3/042

U.S. CI. 425-270 4 claims

producing means beneath said grid member for heating and
melting portions of exposed floss extending between said heat
insulating bars thereby producing said nubs.

I. Glove producing apparatus comprising at least one hand-
shaped former movable along a path from a first station
through a second station to a third station; control means
operative to locate the former in upright position with the
fingers of the former disposed upwardly at the first station and
in inverted position with the fingers disposed downwardly at
the second and third stations; means at the first station opera-
tive to apply concentrated coajgulant to the cuff portion only
of the former when the former is in upright position at the first

station; means at the second station operative to apply dilute
coagulant to the hand portion of the former when the former
IS in inverted position at the second station; and means at the
third station operative to apply latex to the entire glove form-
ing portion of the former when the former is in inverted posi-
tion at the third station.

3,843,298
APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING FINISHED
PRODUCTS FROM CONTINUOUSLY ADVANCING

LAYERS
Manfred Rossig, Neu-Isenburg, Germany, assignor to Redland

Tiles, Ltd., Reigate (Surrey), Great Britain
Continuation of Ser. No. 152,434, June 11, 1971, abandoned,

which is a division of Ser. No. 826,993, May 22, 1969,
abandoned. This application Sept. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 399,451
Claims priority, application Germany, Mav 22, 1968

1759639; May 8, 1969, 1923437
Int. CI. B28b 11/14

U.S. a. 425-296
j, Claims

3,843,297
APPARATUS FOR PREPARING MEASURED LENGTHS

OF DENTAL FLOSS
Rene Jose Espinosa, 21 S. Stone Ave., La Grange, III 60525

Division of Ser. No. 127,537, March 24, 1971, Pat. No.
3,769,396. This application Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,719

Int. CI. B29c /7//4
U.S. CI. 425-289 g claims

1. An apparatus forming measured lengths of dental floss
material with integral nubs at each end thereof comprising a
feeding portion and a treating portion, said feeding portion
comprising means to support thereon a plurality of bobbins
containing lengths of dental floss, fixedly mounted comb-like
means through which said dental floss is fed from the individ-
ual bobbins and separated, said treating portion comprising a
first clamping means remote from said comb-like means for
securing the free ends of said dental floss therebetween, a
second clamping means mounted adjacent said comb-like
means substantially parallel to said first clamping means, a

1. In an apparatus for molding flowable material and cutting
It into strips of predetermined length, the combination com-
prising, means for feeding in seriatim an array of juxtaposed
mold portions in a horizontal plane, means for depositing on
said traveling mold portions a layer of hardenable material
means adjacent said depository for compacting said material
plural endless conveyor flight means positioned above the
horizontal plane in spaced vertical planes, each conveyor
Might means having an upper and lower vertically spaced
conveyor flight including mounting means with the upper
flight of one conveyor flight means and the lower flight of the
other conveyor flight means being in a horizontal plane car-
rier means extending between the conveyor flight means, said
carrier means including mounting means at each of its ends
which engage with the mounting means of a respective con-
veyor flight, vertically reciprocable blade means carried by
said carrier means, drive means for the conveyor means for
traversing said blade means longitudinally of the horizontally
moving mold portions and drive means for synchronizing the
application of said layer on the mold portions with the cutting
operation to form separated, independent articles.
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3,843,299
DEVICE FOR SHAPING SPHERICAL PELLETS

Viktor Nikolaevich Bochanov, ulitsa Zhelyabova, 13, kv. 48;
Veniamin Alexandrovich Minchenko, Mikroraion 13, dom
15, kv. 75, and Svyatoslav Sergeevich Schipitsin, ulitsa Karia
Marxa, 44a,. kv. 19, all of Angarsk Irkutskoi Oblasti,
U.S.S.R.

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,858
Int. CI. B29c 15/00; B29b 1/02

U.S. CI. 425-332 6 Claims

1. A device jTbr shaping spherical pellets, comprising: at

least one pair of rotatable rollers having parallel axes of rota-
tion and being disposed adjacent each other by their lateral

cylindrical surfaces; open circular cannelures, semicylindrical
in cross section, provided on said lateral roller surfaces with
depressions, and located thereon in opposite pairs to form a
row of shaping grooves, circular in cross section; halves of said

cannelures, that are arranged asymmetrically with respect to

their common middle diametral planes, transversal to said

rollers, having a higher coefficient of friction than other halves
of said cannelures.

3,843,300
TIP FORMING MACHINE AND PROCESS

Richard H. McFarlane, 2571 Kaneviile Rd., Geneva, III. 60134
Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 401,052

Int. CI. B29h 3/00
U.S. CI. 425-384 9 Claims

1. A tip forming machine for tubular stock of predeter-
mined wall thickness and of meltable formable material, said
machine comprising,

a frame,

a positioning jaw for holding the end zone of a tube to be
formed with a terminal tip on one end thereof, and in-

cluding,

a fixed jaw member on the frame, said fixed jaw member
having a first through recess,

a movable jaw member on the frame having a second
through recess companionate to said first recess.

means to move the jaw members between a) a partially
open position and b) a closed position, said recesses of

said jaw members, when in said closed position, defining

a through passageway sized for snug tight gripping en-
gagement of the end zone of the tube with the terminal

end of said tube extending from said passageway;
stop means to limit axial penetration of the end zone of the

tube through said passageway when the jaws are in an
open position and effective to measure a predetermined
distal end length of the tube extending from said jaw
which is characterized by a predetermined volume of said
material.

a forming die movable between a first retracted position
spaced from said jaw and a second advanced position
closely adjacent to said jaw.

said die having a face confronting said jaw and a conical
forming recess in said face, said recess having a mouth
and being bounded by a side wall and end wall, said side
wall of said recess converging depthwise from said mouth
to said end wall and said end wall being of a diameter less

than the outside diameter of said tube and said mouth
befng of a diameter greater than the outside diameter of
said tube.

said forming die having a symmetrical center pin extending
axially from said end wall the axial length of said recess
to the plane of said mouth and of a lateral cross section
sized to closely fit within the column of said distal end
length when said forming die is moved to said advanced
position,

means to heat said forming die to a temperature above the
temperature of said meltable formable material sufficient

to heat the predetermined volume of the distal end length
and deform said end length into a conical tip with a
through passageway integral on the end of said tube; and
means to move said die between said advanced and re-

tracted positions with said recess being coaxial with said
passageway when in an advanced position.

3,843,301
VACUUM SEALED MOLDING APPARATUS

Itsuo Hijikata, Nagoya; Masayoshi Kasazaki, and Hideto
Terada, both of Toyokawa, all of Japan, assignors to Sin-
tokogio, Ltd., Nagoya, Aichi-ken, Japan

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,708
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 23, 1972, 47-

19154; Feb. 23, 1972,47-19155
Int. CI. B29c / 7/04

U.S. CI. 425-388 3 Cai^s

1. A vacuum sealed molding apparatus comprising a turnta-
ble adapted to rotate for transferring a pattern fixed on a
pattern plate from a first station to a second station and then
from said second station to said first station, said second
station being apart from the first station and provided with
means for supplying a charge of heal resisting particulate
material into a flask which is conveyed to said second station;
a frame member disposed at said first station which consists of
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surrounding side walls forming a open end thereof and a
vacuum chamber provided along the side walls having a slot

to draw a covering sheet of synthetic resin to said slot by
vacuum suction thereby holding the sheet on the surface of
said open end in a substantially plane form above the pattern
transferred" to the first station; means for causing vertical
movement of said frame member or the pattern relatively
toward each other so as to apply said covering sheet on the
surfaces of said pattern and the pattern plate and means dis-

posed at the second station for causing vertical movement of
said flask or said pattern relatively so as to set the flask on the
pattern covered with the covering sheet and then remove said
pattern from the flask after molding.

3,843,303
APPARATUS FOR MAKING RESIN BONDED GLASS

FIBER ARTICLES
Jonas Medney, 3504 Woodward St., Oceanside, N.Y. 11572
Division of S«r. No. 780,014, Nov. 29, 1968, abandoned. This

application July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 163,993
Int. CI. B28b 11/00

U.S. CI. 425-395 5 claims

3,843.302
APPARATUS FOR MAKING THERMOPLASTIC PIPE

COUPLING PARTS
Aristovoulos G. Petzetakis, Thcssaloniki & Chandri Sts., Mos-

chalon/Piraeus, Greece
Division of Ser. No. 255,221, May 19, 1972. This application

July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,839
Claims priority, application (Greece. July 19, 1971,45895

Int. CI. B29c 17/00'

U.S. CI. 425-388 1 Claim

rgaf

17
I

?1

1. An apparatus for forming a sleeve portion in a plastically
deformable thermoplastic pipe comprising.

a tubular mandrel closed at one end and formed with a
small-diameter portion adjacent said end, a large-
diameter portion adjacent said small-diameter portion,
and a shoulder between said portions;

an abutment ring axially spaced from said large-diameter
portion in a direction away from said end and forming an
abutment for the thermoplastic pipe upon thrusting of
said pipe over said mandrel from said end. said ring being
formed with a cylindrical part receivable in said pipe;

an outwardly bulging compression ring received between
said large-diameter portion and said abutment ring for
deflecting the pipe outwardly upon a.xial compression
between said mandrel and said abutment ring, said shoul-
der being provided with a plurality of passages opening at
the surface thereof and communicating with the interior
of said mandrel, said large-diameter portion being pro-
vided with a plurality of passages opening at the surface
thereof immediately adjacent said compression ring;

a suction source communicating with the interior of said
mandrel whereby suction at said passages draws said pipe
huggingly against said shoulder and said large-diameter
portion;

means for applying suction at said cylindrical part to draw
said pipe thereagainst during outward bulging of said
compression ring; and

means for relatively displacing said abutment ring and said
mandrel axially to compress said compression ring and
form an outward bulge in the pipe while the latter is held
by suction against said part, said large-diameter portion
and said shoulder.

1. Apparatus for molding a resin bonded glass fiber article
comprising:

a. a plurality of means for supplying glass fibers;

b. a plurality of feed-eyes each one of which is arranged to
carry glass fibers from said means for supplying glass
fibers;

c. drive means adapted to move said feed-eyes along paths
that are oblique to each other; and

d. mold means positioned adjacent to the paths of said
feed-eyes for receiving the glass fibers carried thereby,
said mold means being comprised of an upper and lower
member each of which has a plurality of substantially
U-shaped grooves transversely intersecting each other
whereby said grooves are combined to form the m.old
cavity, said grooves in one of said mold members having
a marginal lip, said grooves in said other mold member
having a marginal recess for receiving said lip, said lip and
said recess being slightly spaced from each other during
the molding operation whereby the resulting flash has a
minimum thickness.

3,843,304

MOLD'NG PRESS
Michael R. Sigal, 256 Friedensburg Rd., Mt. Penn, Pa. 19606

Filed July 5, 1973. Ser. No. 376,750
Int. CI. B29c 3/00

L.S. a. 425-411 12 Claims

I. A press comprising a fixed platen and a movable platen
adapted to receive an object to be pressed therebetween and
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means for moving said movable platen toward said fixed

platen for confining said object therebetween under pressure,
said means for moving said movable platen toward said fixed

platen including means providing for automatic adjustment of
said movable platen to ensure substantially uniform pressure
over the entire areas of said object brought into contact with
said fixed platen, said last-named means including elevating
means for said movable platen in contact therewith to permit
rocking movement thereof and resilient means suspending
said movable pJaten at points remote from said elevating
means.

3,843,305
DOUBLE PARISON DIE HEAD CONTROL MECHANISM
Robert L. Doughty, West Hartford, and Clayton A. Wheeler,

Plainville, both of Conn., assignors to Monsanto Company,
St. Louis, Mo.

Division of Ser. No. 223,269, Feb. 3, 1972, Pat. No. 3,767,345.
This application July 5, 1973. Ser. No. 376,533

Int. CI. B29d 23/04
U.S. CI. 425-465 5 Claims

I. A double purison extrusion die head having a pair of

spaced, vcrticalK movable, die core members extending from
the upper surface thereof and operable to vary the wall thick-

ness of parison lubes extruded from said head, and torque

equalizing mechanism for actuating said die cores, said actuat-

ing mechanism comprising

a composite shaft member having

a driven section mounted on the top of said head for rota-

tional movement on a horizontal axis normal to the core

axes and in laterally adjacent parallel relation to a vertical

plane joining and including the axial center lines of said

spaced core members, and

a driver section rigidly fixed at one end to a central attach-

ment zone of the driven section in equally spaced relation

to each of said die core center lines, said driver section at

its other end extending axially outwardly of the driven

section and being supported for rotational movement on
the axis of the driven section, said other end having

means engageable for imparting a rotational rocking

movement to said driver section, said driven shaft section

having rocker elements extending therefrom at equally

spaced positions relative to said central attachment zone,

the outer ends of said rocker elements being intercon-

nected with the upper ends of said die core members and
engaged therewith for uniformly raising and lowering the

latter in response to rocking movement imparted to said

driven section, said central attachment zone comprising

the sole area of torque transfer between said driven sec-

tion and said driver section.

3,843,306

OIL ABSORBENT FOAMED SILICATE FOR OIL
POLLUTION CONTROL

J, Mark C. Whittington, Hedgesville, W. Va.; John E. Meyer,
and Glenn D. Tingle, both of Hagerstown, Md., assignors to

GAF Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 1 14,076, Feb. 9, 1971, Pat. No. 3,728,208.

This application Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,621
Int. CI. E02b 15/04

U.S. CI. 431-8 9 Claims

1. An improved process for controlling and removing oil

present on the surface of water comprising depositing foamed
silicate particles on the surface of the water having an oil slick

thereon, said foamed silicate particles comprising a porous
alkali metal silicate material having a bulk density in the range

of from about 6 to about 12 pounds per cubic foot and having

an oleophilic-hydrophobic agent distributed uniformly

throughout as an integral part of said foamed silicate particles,

whereby said foamed silicate particles have an enhanced
affinity for oil throughout the entire particle composition,
facilitating the controlling of the oil on the surface of said

water through absorption by said foamed silicate particles.

3,843,307

PROCESS FOR INCOMPLETE COMBUSTION OF
HYDROCARBONS

Gemot Staudinger, Amsterdam, Netherlands, assignor to Shell

Oil Company. Houston, Tex.

Filed Jan. 28, 1974, Ser. No. 437,583
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 14, 1973,

7235/73

Int. CI. F23c 11/00

U.S. CI. 431-8 8 Claims

1. In a process for the incomplete combustion of a gaseous
or liquid hydrocarbon fuel in a substantially void reactor

wherein the fuel is mixed with or finely dispersed in an oxy-

gen-containing gas and passed as a gaseous jet through at least

one supply opening into the reactor, the initial part of the

reaction zone in the reactor occuring at a point where the

mixture of fuel and oxygen-containing gas introduced as a

gaseous Jet undergoes ignition, the improvement which com-
prises: passing the gaseous jet into a reactor in which the

residence time of the gaseous product of incomplete combus-
tion is at least 0. 1 seconds at a sufficiently high velocity such
that the initial part of the reaction zone is displaced from the

supply opening by a distance which is at least ten times the

diameter of the supply opening.
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3,843,308

HEATING CONTROL SYSTEM
Marvin M. Graham, Seal Beach, and Michael J. Caparone, Los

Angeles, both of Calif,, assignors to Robertshaw Controls
Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,575
Int. CI. F23n 5124

U.S. CI. 131-22 ,0 Claims

elements to be heated thereby, the combination of:
an auxiliary air pipe connected to a source of auxiliary
combustion air at a pressure slightly above that of said
vitiated air,

a fuel supply and nozzle assembly adapted to be withdrawn
from said auxiliary air pipe and comprising a plurality of
spaced fuel nozzles interconnected by fuel supply pipe
sections, the fuel nozzles disposed entirely within the
auxiliary air pipe,

at least one elongated wing member supported by and
spaced from said auxiliary air pipe, said wing member
being formed with inner leg portions to provide elongated
vitiated air supply passages on either side adjacent said
auxiliary pipe and also having outwardly diverging outer
leg portions providing a shielded circulation zone,

said pipe and said wing member each having openings con-
centric with and downstream from each of said fuel noz-
zles to admit annular sheaths of auxiliary and vitiated air
respectively around the fuel from said nozzle.

t02 HOO ^6672 (02 96' 98

I. A heating control system comprising
a burner;

a control device having an inlet adapted to receive fuel from
a source, an outlet for supplying fuel to said burner, a
flow passage between said inlet and said outlet, and valve
means disposed in said flow passage for controlling fuel
flow therethrough;

thermostat means for operating said valve means to control
the supply of fuel to said burner; and

safety operator means including actuator means for operat-
mg said valve means to interrupt the supply of fuel to said
burner, first bulb means containing an expandable fluid
positioned to sense an overheat condition of said heating
system, second bulb means containing an expandable
fluid positioned adjacent said burner to sense a flame
roll-out condition and tube means connecting said first

and second bulb means with said actuator means whereby
said first and second bulb means cooperate to control said
valve means to prevent the supply of fuel to said burner
m response to said overheat condition or said fiame roll-
out condition.

3,843,310
COMBUSTION CONTROL DEVICE

Giovanni Massi, No. 24, Via Genova, Rome, Italy

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,196
Claims priority, application Italy, Sept. 6, 1972, 52583/72-

Jan. 29, 1973, 47955/73

Int. CI. F23n 1102
U.S. CI. 431-90 8 Claims

t •

3,843,309
LIQUID FUEL GRID BURNER FOR VITIATED AIR USING

AUXILIARY COMBUSTION AIR
Sortiris Lambiris, Andover, Mass., assignor to General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,993
Int. CI. F23q 9100: F23m 9102

U.S. CI. 431-284 5 Claims

1. A dtvice for controlling the variations of a power stage
of a gas burner as a function of the variation of the pressure
of the gas being supplied thereto, said device comprising an
electrovalve for choking the fiow of gas in a conduit extending
to the burner, a pressure sensitive device arranged to sense the
pressure of the gas flowing in said conduit, and circuit means
interconnecting said pressure sensitive device and the electro-
valve which circuit means include a control board containing
a predetermined program, said pressure sensitive device in
response to at least two values of said gas pressure opening
and closing said circuits to actuate the electrovalve so that the
rate of gas feed to the burner is adjusted to change the power
state thereof, said burner conduit having a by-pass line extend-
ing to a head of the burner to provide a pilot flame, said by-
pass link including means for controlling flow therethrough,
and wherein said pressure sensitive element also controls
operation of the means for controlling flow in the by-pass line
in response to the sensed pressure to enhance the variation in
the rate of flow caused by operation of the electrovalve.

1. In a grid burner having a plurality of spaced burner ele-
ments and adapted for flow of vitiated air past said burner

3,843,311
LANTERN WITH IGNITER

John M. Nelson, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Bernzomatic
Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,813
Int. CI. F21h 1100

U.S. CI. 431-109 ,0 Claims
1. In a fluid fossil-fuel lantern comprising a lantern cham-

ber, a fuel-air exit into said chamber, a mantle hanger sur-
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rounding the fuel exit and a mantle disposed about the fuel

exit, the improvement which comprises a piezoelectric start-

ing element having a resistance wire ignition portion, said

ignition portion being inserted through the mantle hanger in

a region of low pressure, the tip of the resistance wire being

positioned in the region of the fuel-air exit into the mantle.

3,843,312

PIGMENTED SEALING WAX CANDLE
David E. Easterday, Parkville, Mo., assignor to Hallmark

Cards, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.
Filed July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 375,361

Int. CI. F23d 3116
U.S. CI. 431-288 3 Claims

1. A sealing wax candle comprising a formed body compris-
ing a natural wax in the amount of from 50 to 90 percent by
weight, an ethylene/vinyl acetate copolymer in the amount of
9 to 20 percent by weight, a pigment up to and including 20
percent by weight, and a wick embedded in said body, said

wick comprising textile strands treated with glucose pentaace-
tate

3,843,313

MULTI-CAVITY RADIANT BURNER
Peter L. Helgeson, Macungie, Pa., assignor to Raytheon Com-

pany, Lexington, Mass.

Continuation of Ser. No. 382,092, July 23, 1973, abandoned.
This application Apr. 1, 1974, Ser. No. 456,708

Int. CI. F23d 13114

U.S. CI. 431-329 4 Claims

1. A multi-leve radiant burner and control system for fluid-

fueled ranges comprising a burner head including a chamber
having an open side and separated into a plurality of cavities

defined by upstanding walls, said cavities including a central

cavity and at least one additional cavity encircling the central

cavity, a combustion screen assembly mounted over said

cavities, and means for attaching the screens to said walls, the

bottom of said encircling cavity being inclined upwardly to-

ward said screen, conduits in said head connected separately

to the individual cavities therein, and control means for con-

necting said conduits to a source of fuel, said control means
including distributing valve means operable to successively

connect said conduits with a source of fuel.

3,843,314

SUSPENSION PREHEATER FOR FIRING SYSTEM
Yoshitaka Ishikawa, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Sumitomo

Shipbuilding & Machinery Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Apr. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 347,528

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 3, 1972, 47-32578
Int. CI. F27b 15100

U.S. CI. 432-58 1 Claim

1. A suspension preheater comprising:

1 a heal exchange shaft adapted to be substantially verti-

cally disposed during use;

2. combustion means mounted in the lower portion of said

heat exchange shaft for generating a bright flame along
the vertical axis thereof;

3. means for introducing hot working gas into said heat
exchange shaft so as to flow tangentially around its verti-

cal axis in a helical flow leaving a relatively quiescent
axial core in which said bright flame is generated, said

means being located in the lower portion of said heat
exchange shaft;

4. means for introducing particulate raw material into said
heal excange shaft adjacent to its inner wall and remote
from the relatively quiescent axial core, said means being

located in the upper portion of said heal exchange shaft,

whereby:

said particulate raw material will be displaced towards the

inner wall of said heat exchange shaft by the centrifugal

force of the helical flow of said hot working gases and
the heavier particles will fall down in the form of a thin

layer adjacent to the inner wall of said heal exchange
shaft, separated from said bright flame by said hot

working gases, while the lighter particles will be carried

upward for further concentration and
said particular raw material will be subjected to radiant

heat generated by said bright flame but will be melted
by direct contact with it.

3,843,315

CONTINUOUS PASTRY OVEN
Elmer Sorensen, 8081 Estaro Blvd., Fort Myers Beach. Fla.

33931

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 334,066
Int. CI. F27b 9124

U.S. CI. 432-122 10 Claims
1. In a continuous oven having an elongated baking cham-

ber surrounded by heat-insulating walls and wherein a main
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portion of baking heat is supplied conductively to the bottom
of pastry by a pastry transport belt, the improvement wherein
a conductive heating system is used comprising:

a. a heating plate located at the bottom of said baking
chamber and extending longitudinally for substantially
the entire length of said baking chamber, said heating
plate being a good heat conductor and being from about
one-half inch to about three-fourth mch thick.

^'j

»

N-1

path, said mounting means also slidably connecting each
chuck housing to said conveying elements for sliding move-
ment normal to said endless path, guide means on said frame
engageable with each said housing controlling the position
thereof on said conveying elements during movement along
said endless path, a rod depending from said housing with its

axis normal to said path, plural rockable chuck elements
pivotally connected on said housing depending in a direction
normal to said path, link means, means pivotally connecting
the link means to said rod and each of said chuck elements for
rocking movement of said elements to and from a container
gripping position whereat said chuck elements are cooperable
to grip and support a container in axial upright position and
rod operating means comprising resilient means in said hous-
ing engaging said rod normally urging the latter in one axial
direction, and means on said frame engageable with said rods
during movement at selected locations along said endless path
for axially moving the rod in the other direction.

b. heating means in contact with said heating plate to supply
heat to iaid plate sufficient to maintain the surface
thereof at an elevated temperature between about 200°F.
and about 275°F.; and,

c. an endless transport belt formed from an adhesive mate-
rial, the underside of said belt slidably and continuously
engaging the top of said heating plate as it transports
pastry through said baking chamber.

3,843.317
BURNER MEANS FOR FURNACES

George Bickley Remmey, Huntingdon Valley, Pa., assignor to
Bickley Furnaces Incorporated, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Apr. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 349,717
Int. CI. F23d 15/00

U.S. CI. 432-176 17 Claims

r

3,843,316
MACHINE FOR PRODUCING A PLASTIC-COVERED

GLASS CONTAINER
Steplien*^. Amberg, St. James; Thomas E. Doherty, Setauket,

both of N.V., and Clarence A. Heyne, Sun City, Ariz., assign-
ors to Owens-Illinois Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 209,751, Dec. 20, 1971, Pat. No.

3.802,942. This application July 11, 1973, Ser. No. 378,383
Int. CI. F27b 9/14

L.S. CI. 432-124 12 Claims

>

"^^" ^"/TT

1. Container handling apparatus comprising endless con-
veyor means including a conveyor frame and conveying ele-
ments supported by said frame for movement along an endless
path, a plurality of container-handling chucks, each of said
chucks having a housing, means mounting said housing on said
conveying elements for movement therewith in said endless

1. Burner means for a furnace having a wall for defining a
furnace chamber comprising burner orifice means for supply-
ing fuel at a high velocity directed toward the furnace cham-
ber, means providing a combustion chamber aligned with said
burner orifice means to receive said fuel and direct a high
velocity stream along a straight path a substantial distance into
the furnace chamber, and a recirculation means iathe furnace
wall at the downstream end of said combustion chamber, said
recirculation means having an axial passage through which
said high velocity stream from said combustion chamber
passes as it move; to the furnace chamber, and recirculation
passage means extending from communication with the fur-
nace chamber to an upstream portion of said axial passage and
being constructed and arranged so that the high velocity
stream passing through said axial passage causes gases to be
drawn from the furnace chamber through said recirculation
passage means to the upstream end of said axial passage
whereat said gases join said high velocity stream and recircu-
late into the furnace chamber.

i~:
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3,843,318

PROCESS fOR DYEING CELLULOSE FIBRES

Hans-UIrich von der Elf/, Frankfurt am Main, Germany,
assignor to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft

vonnals Meister Lucius & Bruning, Frankfurt am Main,
Germany

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 706,766, Feb. 20, 1968. This application Oct. 12,

1970, Ser. No. 80,155

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 28, 1967,
F 51,665; Apr. 12, 1967, F 52,106

U.S. CI. 8-

Int. CI. D06p 1/02, 1/24, 1/68
-1 L

group, and fixir

method, the imiiro^cment which comprises: using in said

proces*;. paiKun::

dyestiiffs. as an

sodium silicate

from 37° to 60

5 Claims

1. In a proc(^is for pad-dyeing textile materials made
of or containirg native or regenerated cellulose fibers

with dycsluffs 1 tivjng as group capable of reacting with

the hydroxyl griiups of the fiber at least one 3-(2.2,3.3-

tetrafluoro - cycjobutyl) - acryloylamino or vinylsulfone

group or sulfaioeihylsulfonc or thio-,ulfatOLMhylsulfone

i; the dyestulTs according to the dwelling

iquors containing, in addition to the said

agent having alkaline reaction, a liquid

Kiving a concentration in the range of

Be., corresponding to an SiOj-conlcnt of

Uic aqueous soljikion of 27.2 to 3S.2 percent by weight, in

an amount ranging from 25 grams to 350 grams per liter

of padding liquir.

3.843,319

PROCESS FOR THE DYEING OF MIXTURES
OF CELLULOSE AND POLYACRYLONITRILE
FIBERS FROM ONE BATH

Hans-UIrich von der Eltz, Frankfurt am Main, and
Johannes Jetbs, VVeiskirchen, Germany, assignors to

Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister
Lucius & Bruning, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 864.563, Oct. 7. 1969. This application Jan. 27,
1972. Ser. No. 221,422

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 8, 1968,
P 18 01 714.6

Int. CI. D06p 3/82
U.S. CI. 8—21 A 9 Claims

1. A process for exhaust dyeing from a single bath a

fibrous material. containing a mixture of cellulose fibers

and polyacryionimie fibers with a reactive dyestuff having

at least one viiiylsulfone reactive group or one group
that forms a viiiylsulfone reactive group in alkaline me-
dium and with ai non-reactive basic dyestuff, which com-
prises heating .^lud material at a temperature between
about 20° C. an.;! about 80° C. in an aqueous dyebath
that contains saiifl reactive dyestuff, a non-ionic dispersing

agent and an alkaline agent to adjust the pH of said dye-

bath to between about 9 and about 12 until said reactive

dyestuff is fixed on the cellulose fibers, adding to said

dyebath said non-reactive basic dyestuff and a free or-

ganic acid or ir|<j)rganic acid to adjust the pH of said

dyebath to between about 3.5 and about 6, and heating

said material in said dyebath at a temperature between
about 95° C. and about 130° C. until said basic dyestuff

is fixed on the polyacrylonitrile fibers.

3,843,320

GRAFT POLYMERIZATION OF VINYL MONOMERS
ONTO CHROME-TANNED HIDES AND SKINS

Stephen H. Feairheller, Wyndmoor, Alfred H. Kom,
Maple Glen, Edward H. Harris, Jr., North Wales, and
Edward M. Filachione and Maryann M. Taylor, Phila-

delpbia. Pa., assignors to the United States of America
as represented by the Secretary of Agriculture

No Drawing. Filed May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258,279

Int. CL C14c 11/00,3/06
U.S. CI. 8—94.21 8 Claims

1. A process for graft polymerizing a vinyl monomer
onto a chrome-tanned hide, comprising the following steps:

(a) placing in a container a chrome-tanned hide in wet,

drained condition and a solution containing water, a

surfactant-emulsifier, and a redox polymerization

initiator system consisting of potassium persulfate and
sodium bisulfite;

(b) adding to the mixture of step (a) sufficient Dry Ice

to displace all the air in the container with CO2;
(c) sealing the container and mixing the contents for

about 30 minutes;

(d) adding to the mixed contents described in step (c)

a monomer selected from the group consisting of

acrylic acid, butyl acrylate. ethyl acrylate, ethylhexyl

acrylate, methyl methacrylate, butyl methacrylate,

acrylonitrile, styrene, methacrylic acid and mixtures

thereof;

(e) adding to the mixture described in step (d) sufficient

Dry Ice to again displace the air in the container with

CO2;
(f ) resealing the container; and

(g) mixing the contents of the container as described

in step (e) until polymerization of the monomer is

complete and up to 30% of the formed polymer is

graft copolymerized to the chrome-tanned hide.

3,843.321

METHODS OF RECOVERING WASTE FIBERS

Arthur H. Drelicb, Plainfield, N.J., assignor to
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N.J.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 285,389

Int. CI. D06m /i/70, 11/14
U.S. CI. 8—141 15 Claims

1. A method of recovering waste fibers from a mixture
of waste fibers and synthetic, cross-linked resin binder
materials which coat or impregnate said waste fibers which
comprises: heating said mixture of waste fibers and syn-

thetic, cross-linked resin binder materials which coat or

impregnate said waste fibers within the range of from
about 212° F. to about 275° F. for a period of from about
^4 hour to about five hours in an aqueous treating solu-

tion containing an alkali metal hydroxide and a normally
liquid, organic compound selected from the group con-

sisting of hydrocarbon ketones, alcohols, lactones and
sulfoxides, said normally liquid organic compound being

sufficiently water-soluble as to be capable of forming
aqueous solutions of at least about two percent by weight;

adding a neutral or alkaline oxidizing agent to the mixture

of waste fibers and synthetic, cross-linked resin materials;

heating the mixture of waste fibers and synthetic, cross-

linked materials in the presence of said neutral or alkaline

oxidizing agent to partially decompose or solubilize the

1587
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synthetic, cross-linked resin; and recovering the waste
fibers from the mixture of waste fibers and decomposed
or solubilized synthetic, cross-linked resin materials.

3,843,322
DYESTUFF SOLUTION FOR ACRYLIC FIBERS

Clemens Streck, Loudonville, N.Y., assignor to
GAF Corporation, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 21, 1970, Sen No. 100,536
Int. CI. D06p 5/04

\J.S. CI. 8—169 5 Claims
1. An improved dyestuff solution suitable for the en-

hanced dyeing of acrylic and mixed acrylic fibers and
fabrics, said solution consisting essentially of:

(a) a water-soluble complex of a cationic dye with a
linear alkylarylsulfonic acid surface active agent
said surface active agent being present in excess of
the stoichiometric amount for said complex;

(b) a lower alcoholic solvent present in an'amount
within the range of from about 5% to about 25% by
weight based on the total weight of said complex and
said alcoholic solvent;

(c) a water-insoluble chlorinated hydrocarbon solvent
having 1 to 3 carbon atoms, said chlorinated hydro-
carbon solvent being present in an amount such that
the dyestuff solution contains from about 0.1 to about
20 parts by weight of said complex per 100 parts of
said hydrocarbon solvent;

(d) an alkalizing agent present in an amount sufl^cient
to assure that the pH of said dyestuff solution is from
about 2 to about 7.5; and

(e) water present in an amount sufficient to form a
clear, stable solution of the complex in said solution
containing said chlorinated hydrocarbon solvent and
said lower alcoholic solvent,

whereby the resulting clear, stable dyestuff solution is

capable of producing a greater degree of brightness than
conventional aqueous dyestuff solutions, the short dyeing
time required with said dyestuff solution minimizing dam-
age to the fiber being dyed and permitting increased dyed
fiber production.

of an eluent which will elute at least said drug respec-
tively into the series of first containers simultaneously for
extracting said drug, if any, from the mediums respec-
tively located in said series of first containers, simultane-
ously transferring the eluate from said series of first con-
tainers respectively into a series of second containers, si-

multaneously evaporating the solvent from said second
containers to leave residues in the latter, simultaneously
adding additional solvent to said residues in said second
containers, simultaneously removing from said second
containers a small portion of the solvents and residues
dissolved therein, then simultaneously spotting a chromat-
ographic plate with said removed solvents and the res-
idues dissolved therein, and repeating the above steps to
obtain a plurality of chromatographic plates each with a
series of spots thereon, and repeating the above steps in
a sequence according to which eluent is added to succes-
sive series of said first containers while evaporation of
eluate in successive series of said second containers is car-
ried out and while spotting of successive chromatographic
plates is going forward.

3,843,324
METHOD OF CELL FRACTIONATION AND

APPARATUS THEREFOR
Gerald M. Edelman, John L. Wang, Urs S. Rutishauser,

and Clarke F. Millette, New York, N.Y., assignors to
Research Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,815
Int. CI. GOln 33/16

U.S. CI. 23—230 B 23 Claims

yiO

3,843,323
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SAMPLE

EVALUATIOxN
Babington A. Quame, 331 E. 29th St.,

New York, N.Y. 10016
Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 294,849

Int. CI. GOln 7/7-/
U.S. CI. 23-230 B 19 Claims

4^/ 4S

1. A device for selectively separating cells having pre-
determined immunoreactive factors attached thereto
from a fluid containing said cells comprising:

fa) a frame,

(b) fibers under tension attached to said frame,
(c) and having chemically bonded to said fibers

lyophilized material containing immunoreactive
groups having molecular complementarity with said
predetermined immunoreactive factors capable of
forming bonds with said predetermined immunore-
active factors attached to said cells.

64
70

L^J^jo^J^i^xtiax^^

'-^60

-a. - 4 «., i

^86

1. In a method for testing a plurality of urine samples
to determine the presence of a drug such as narcotic
analgesics, amphetamines, and addictive sedatives, the
steps of first pouring a plurality of urine samples respec-
tively into a series of first containers for providing in said
first containers a series of mediums, respectively, which
are adapted to receive an eluent, arranging said first con-
tainers respectively at locations where they are adapted
to receive eluent simultaneously, pouring a given amount

3,843,325
INDICATOR FOR THE DETECTION OF

METAL IONS
/^L^^f,™^";,^''***'"

Baumer, and Alfred Stein, Darm-
stadt. West Germany, assignors to Merck Patent Gesell-
schaft nut beschranktcr Haftung, Darmstadt, West
Germany
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,444

Claims pnonty, application Germany, Dec. 15, 1971.
P 21 62 122.7

wre ^. „,
Int. CI. GOln 27/06

U.S.CI.23—230R 14 Claims
1. A shelf-stable absorbent colorimetric test strip suit-

able for use in detecting one or more metal ions selected
from the group consisting of Ag+, Cd++, Hg+, Cu++
Ni++ and Co++, which comprises an absorbent substrate
homogeneously impregnated with 5-125 mg. per square
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meter of surface area of a colorimetric indicator selected
from the group consisting of alkali salts of dithizone and
alkali salts of rubeanic acid.

3,843,326
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SUCCESSIVE
SAMPLE ANALYSIS WITHOUT INTER-SAMPLE
CONTAMINATION

Bernard Lichtenstein, Yorktown Heights, N.Y., assignor
to Technicon Instruments Corporation, Tarrytown, N.Y.

Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 260,549
Int. CI. B65b 1/04, 3/04; GOln 31/00

U.S. CI. 23—259 4 Claims

nected to each vessel for sensing the liquid level in the
vessel and providing a liquid level signal corresponding
thereto, means connected to the one control device to af-

fect the flow rate of the liquid being received by the sys-

tem and entering the first vessel, means connected to each
conveying means for sensing the flow rates of the liquid

moving between vessels and providing flow rate signals
coresponding thereto, means connected to each conveying
means and to the flow rate sensing means for affecting
the flow rates of the liquid between vessels in accordance

1. Apparatus for the successive mixing of a series of
samples with a reagent without inter-sample contamination
comprising, elongated tubing means, means for moving
said tubing means along a path, means disposed along
said path for successively sealing said tubing means at

spaced points thereon to form successive, spaced sealed
tubing volumes^ which are isolated each from the other,
means for puncturing said tubing means volumes, and
means for supplying predetermined sample and reagent
quantities into said tubing means volumes during the for-
mation thereof and through punctures defined therein to
result in spaced tubing means volumes each containing a
sample-reagent mixture, said tubing means moving means
and said means to form said spaced tubing means seals
being cooperatively effective to expand said tubing means
volumes during the formation thereof whereby said sam-
ple and reagent quantities may be drawn thereinto through
said punctures during the tubing means volume forma-
tion.

3,843,327
MEANS FOR CONTROLLING A

CASCADE SYSTEM
Walker L. Hopkins and Richard R. Edwards, Groves,

Tex., assignors to Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.
Original appUcation Feb. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 118,374, now

Patent No. 3,720,730, dated Mar. 13, 1973. Divided
and this application June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 263,802

Int. CI. C07c 3/12
U.S. CI. 23—260 6 Claims

1. Apparatus for controlling the levels of a liquid in
a plurality of vessels in a system receiving and discharg-
ing the liquid, said vessels being connected in series by
means for conveying the liquid from vessel to vessel, com-
prising a pair of control devices, one control device is

connected to a first vessel of the plurality of vessels and
is responsive to a first control signal to control the flow
rate of the liquid being received by system and entering
the first vessel, the other control device is connected to a
last vessel of the plurality of vessels and is responsive to a
second control signal to control the liquid leaving the last
vessel and being discharged from the system, means con-
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with command signals and the flow rate signals, and cir-

cuit means connected to the first control signal means,
to the liquid level sensing means, to the other control de-
vice and to the flow rate affecting means for providing
the second control signal to the other control device in
accordance with the first control signal and at least one
liquid level signal and for providing the command signals
to the flow rate affecting means in accordance with the
first control signal and at least one liquid level signal so as
to control the liquid levels in the plurality of vessels.

3.843,328
STAGE SEPARATOR FOR LIQUID-LIQUID MULTI-

STAGED PACKED TOWER
Robert E. Bosanac. Wheaton, III., assignor to Standard

Oil Company (Indiana), Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,569
Int. CI. BOld 11/04

U.S. CI. 23-270.5 3 claims

1. In a liquid-liquid countercurrent tower comprising a
plurality of contiguous contacting stages, each of said
stages comprising a fixed packed bed occupying a portion
of a single vertical tower, the improvement within said
tower between each of said stages comprising;

(a) a first horizontal baffle spanning a portion of the
inner cross section of said tower having a portion of
its outer perimeter in contact with the inner surface
of said tower and the remainder of said perimeter
forming a first internal edge,
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(b) a first vertical planar baffle having a top edge in

contact with said first internal edge, two vertical

outermost edges each in contact with inner surface

of said tower and a horizontal bottom edge terminat-

ing in a saw-toothed edge to distribute the upcoming
liquid across the entire edge,

(c) a second substantially horizontal baffle displaced be-

low the edge containing distributing means of said

first vertical planar baffle, spanning a portion of the

inner cross section of said tower having a portion of

its outer perimeter in contact with the inner surface

of said tower such that the remainder of its perimeter

forms a second internal edge entirely below said first

horizontal baffle surface,

(d) a second vertical planar baffle having a bottom edge
in contact with said second internal edge, two vertical

outermost edges each in contact with the inner sur-

face of said tower and a horizontal top edge terminat-

ing above said edge containing distributing means of

said first vertical baffle and below said first horizontal

baffle,

(e) a third vertical planar baffle having a bottom edge
in contact with said second horizontal baffle in such
a manner that it is not under any portion of said first

horizontal baffle, two vertical outermost edges each
in contact with the inner surface of said tower and a

horizontal top edge terminating at about the level of
said first horizontal baffle wherein said third vertical

baffle has at least one passageway near said bottom
edge to allow passage of liquid,

(f ) an outlet, in the tower for removal of liquid located
slightly above the second horizontal baffle between
the outermost edges of said third vertical baffle on
the side opposite to that of the first and second ver-

tical baffles, and

(g) said second substantially horizontal planar baffle

being sloped to allow liquid to flow from the inner

side of the third vertical surface through the passage-
way and out the outlet.

tially diametrically opposite said inlet port and
through which the oxidized materials pass, and

(b) means for introducing a flame and a stream of air

into said chamber through an opening in the lower
portion of said chamber at an angle upward from
the horizontal and tangential to the interior wall of
said chamber to thereby cause oxidation of the com-
bustible material in said stream.

3,843,329

APPARATUS FOR OXIDIZING WASTE
MATERIALS

Delton K. Longley, 3537 Cripple Creek,
Dallas, Tex. 75224

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,680

Int. CI. F23c 9/04; F23g 7/06
U.S. CI. 23—277 C 9 Claims

TTj?,
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1. Apparatus for oxidizing combustible materials in a
fluid stream comprising

(a) means defining a spherical chamber, an inlet port
positioned in the lower portion of said chamber
through which the fluid stream is introduced into

the chamber, and an outlet port positioned substan-

3,843,330

REGENERATION APPARATUS
Algie J. Conner, Downers Grove, Daniel Dudych, Des

Plaines, and Willas L. Vermilion, Arlington Heights,
III., assignors to Universal Oil Products Company, Des
Plaines, III.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,135

Int. CI. BOlj 9/20
U.S. CI. 23—288 B 2 Claims

1. A catalyst regeneration apparatus for oxidizing coke
on a spent catalyst with a fresh regeneration gas and
oxidizing carbon monoxide (produced by the oxidation of

coke) within said apparatus comprising in combination:

(a) a regeneration vessel having disposed therein, a

spent catalyst receiving chamber, a regenerated cata-

lyst receiving chamber, and a transfer conduit ano
catalyst-regeneration gas separation means interposed

between said spent catalyst and regenerated catalyst

receiving chambers;

(b) said spent catalyst receiving chamber having uppei

and lower sections, a fresh regeneration gas inlet

means connected to said spent catalyst receiving

chamber at said lower section to allow passage of

fresh regeneration gas into said spent catalyst re-

ceiving chamber through said lower portion, a spent

catalyst inlet means connected to said spent catalyst

receiving chamber to allow passage of spent catalyst

into said spent catalyst receiving chamber, said spent
catalyst receiving chamber positioned to maintain a
dense bed of spent catalyst within the spent catalyst
receiving chamber and to allow passage of a mixture
of regenerated catalyst and regeneration gas con-
taining carbon monoxide out of said spent catalyst re-

ceiving chamber through a catalyst-gas outlet posi-
tioned in the upper section of said spent catalyst re-
ceiving chamber;

(c) said vertically disposed transfer conduit being lo-

cated wholly within a hereinafter described regen-
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erated catalyst receiring chamber, said conduit hav-

ing a cap closing the top thereof, an upper outlet

means in said conduit positioned to discharge later-

ally within said upper section of said regenerated

catalyst receiving chamber, a lower inlet means con

nected to said spent catalyst receiving chamber to

allow passage of said mixture of regenerated cata-

lyst and regeneration gas from said spent catalyst

chamber through said conduit, and a means for

effecting combustion located between the upper out-

let means and the lower inlet means of said conduit;

Cd) said catalyst-regeneration gas separation means
adapted to separate said mixture of regenerated cata

lyst anc* regeneration gas, having an inlet for receiving

said mixture, a regenerated catalyst outlet and a re

generation gas outlet said inlet connected to said up
per outlet of said transfer conduit; and

(e) said regenerated catalyst receiving chamber for

miintaining a dense bed of regenerated catalyst being

in communication with said separation means outlets
' and having an upper section and a lower section, a

regeneration gas outlet mean« connected to said re-

generated catalyst receiving chamber at its upper
section to allow passage of regeneration gas substan-

tially free of regenerated catalyst from said regener-

ated catalyst receiving chamber, a regenerated cata-

lyst outlet means connected to said regenerated cata-

lyst receiving chamber, the lower section of said

regenerated catalyst receiving chamber being sep-

arated from the upper portion of said spent catalyst

receiving chamber by a wall means whereby to main-
tain said bed of regenerated catalyst segregated from
the dense bed of catalyst in said spent catalyst receiv-

ing chamber.

comprising, electrically generating said sonic oscillations

at a frequency higher than 20 kHz. by an electromechani-

cal sound generator means and transferring said sonic

oscillations to said rod.

3,843,331

APPARATl S FOR PRODUCING A RADIALLY UNI-
FORM RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTIC IN A
SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTAL BY USE OF HIGH
FREQUENCY SONIC VIBRATIONS

Wolfgang Keller, Walter Lugschcider, and Alfred Muehl-
bauer, Munich, Germany, assignors to Siemens Ak-
tiengesellschaft, Berlin and Munich, Germany

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 283,320,
Aug. 24, 1972. This application Dec. 1, 1972, Ser.
No. 311,380

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 2, 1971,

jl
P 21 59 916.6

Int. CI. BOlj 77/00
U.S. CI. 23—301 SP 15 Claims
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1. In a method of producing a radially uniform resist-

ance characteristic in a semiconductor crystal rod that

includes positioning the semiconductor rod in a floating

melt zone operational environment and subjecting said rod
to axially directed sonic oscillations, the improvement

3,843,332

COMPOSITE ARTICLE WITH A FASTENER OF AN
AUSTENITIC ALLOY

Lynn E. Kindlimann, Milford, Conn., assignor to

Allegheny Ludlum Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 21, 1970, Ser. No. 100,07.S

Int. CI. B22f 5/00; B32b 15/00
U.S. CI. 29—183 19 Claims
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less than 7 microns in maximum dimension and a majority
of the silicon existing as particles from about 0.5 to 5.0
microns in maximum dimension.

ing a porous less concentrated interior matrix of
said resin;

3,843,334

FLAME-SPRAYABLE COMPOSITION OF NICKEL
COATED MOLYBDENUM

John E. Cromwell, Baltimore, Md., assignor to
Koppers Company, Inc.

fWT'C'JlAri
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U.S. CI. 29—191.2

Filed May 27, 1970, Ser. No. 41,038

Int. CI. B32b 15/00

17 Claims ::n
1. A flame sprayable composition comprising discrete

particles consisting essentially of a nucleus of molyb-
denum and a coating layer of nickel wherein the com-
position of the particles is from about 62.5% to 38.0%
by weight molybdenum and by difference 37.5% to 62 0%
by weight nickel.

."«S

3,843,335

PLATED WIRE MEMORY ELEMENT
James O. Holmen, Minnetonka, Minn., assignor to

Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 185,997

iot' CI. B32h 15/00
U.S. CI. 29-194 „ Claims

said skeleton being filled with particulate woody mate-
rials, and said log having a preselected quantity of
at least one petroleum derivative hydrocarbon ab-
sorbed therein.

3,843,337

BENZOTRIAZOLE AND TOLYLTRIAZOLE
MIXTURES

Charles J. Korpics, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to The Sherwin-
Wilhams Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Original appUcation June 14, 1971, Ser. No. 152.528 now

1. A solution of a benzotriazole and tolyltriazole in
benzene, consisting of a mixture of from 2 to 98 percent
of benzotriazole and from 98 to 2 percent of tolyltriazole
.where the total amount of triazole dissolved is a function
of the proportion of benzotriazole and tolyltriazole pres-
ent in the solution, and is represented by the shaded area
between Curves A and B of FIG. 5 of the attached
drawing.

1. A plated wire memory element comprising:
non-magnetic, metallic wire substrate,
a non-magnetic, metallic coating of controlled rough-

ness deposited and on said substrate,
a thin, discontinuous layer of a material selected from

the group consisting of cobalt, nickel and iron, and
magnetic alloys thereof deposited atop and enhancing
the roughness of said non-magnetic coating, and

a zero-magnetostrictive magnetic layer of nickel-iron
alloy deposited atop said discontinuously coated non-
magnetic, metallic coating.

3,843,336

ARTIFICIAL FIREPLACE LOG
Henry C. Messman, Larchmont, N.Y., assignor to The

Kmgsford Company, Louisville, Ky.
Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,370

ii« ^i ^^
Int. CI. ClOl 5/00, 5/7-^.5/^0

U.S. CI. 44-25
44 ^m^

1. A combustible artificial fireplace log comprising-
an extruded, highly filled, thermosetting resin skeleton

forming a more concentrated outer surface surround-

3,843,338

^^^SS}^^ ^^^^ CARBURETOR INCLUDING

SYSTCmI^
metering AND DISTRIBUTiSn

Lawrence C. Zonker, Los Angeles, and Ervin F. Jensen,
Santa Monica, Calif., assignors to Beam Products
Manufactunng Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,471

FTC ^. .o
Int. CI. F02m 27/02

U.S. CI. 48-180 C 12 aaims
1. In a carburetor for a gaseous fuel engine and the

like; the combination of: a carburetor body; a venturi
formed m said body having an air inlet, an intermediate
throat and an air-fuel outlet; butterfly valve means in said
ventun air-fuel outlet selectively operable between closed
and various open positions for supplying an air-fuel mix-
ture to an engme; fuel nozzle means at said venturi throat
tor directing fuel into said venturi; gaseous fuel inlet
means for supplying fuel to said body; partition means
in said body having a main fuel orifice of determined size
therethrough and an auxiliary fuel orifice of determined
size therethrough; fuel directing means operably connect-
ing said gaseous fuel inlet means to said main fuel orifice
and to said auxiliary fuel orifice and from said orifices to
said fuel nozzle means of said venturi, said fuel directing
means including an inlet fuel metering chamber having a
wall thereof formed by said partition means with said
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main and auxiliary fuel orifices opening into said cham-
ber for receiving fuel flow therefrom, vacuum actuated
control valve means operably connected for sensing en-
gine manifold vacuum and having a valve member mov-

able between a closed position closing said auxiliary fuel
orifice upon vacuum above a determined level being
sensed and an open position opening said auxiliary fuel
orifice upon said vacuum being sensed dropping below
said determined level.

3,843,339

PROCESS FOR FLUIDIZED COMBUSTION
OF PLASTICS

Kiyosi Saito, Sapporo, Japan, assignor to Agency of
Industrial Science & Technology, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sept. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 399,243

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 22, 1972
47 95,599

6 Claims

Int. CI. ClOb 57/00
U.S. CI. 48—197 R

-n 6

15

. I

*--

- J

5 ' _y

3,843,340

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
GLASS BEADS

Eugene J. Cone, Cheswick, Pa., assignor to
PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FUed May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 356,971

Int. CI. C03b 79/70
U.S. Ci. 65—21 15 Claims

1. A process for the disposal of a polyolefinic plastic
which comprises dividing said polyolefinic plastic into at

least two portions and subjecting a portion of the polyole-
finic plastic in conjunction with a fluidizing medium to
fluidized combustion by means of air of an amount ex-
ceeding the amount theoretically required for combustion
of said plastic thereby gasifying the plastic, simultaneously
fusing the remaining portion of the polyolefinic plastic
with the heat generated by said fluidized combustion and,
while maintaining the fused polyolefinic plastic in a liquid
form by utilizing the heat of the aforementioned combus-
tion, fluidizing and partially oxidizing the fused polyole-
finic plastic in conjunction with a fluidizing medium by
means of an amount of oxygen insufficient for complete
combustion thereby producing a hydrocarbon gas and
vooling said gas for thereby obtaining hydrocarbon oils
and hydrocarbon gases useful as industrial raw materials.

1. A method of forming glass beads comprising:
(a) melting a glass batch in a furnace to form a glass
melt having a viscosity less than 100 poises,

(b) conducting the glass melt to a nozzle area in said
furnace,

(c) forcibly discharging the glass melt through a small-
diameter orifice having a diameter of 0.002 to 0.125
inch in said nozzle under a pressure of 1 to 20 pounds
per square inch to form a glass jet,

(d) directing the glass jet outwardly from said orifice

whereby the glass jet break« apart into particles due
solely to flow instabilities of the glass jet, and said
particles, under the influence of surface tension, form
glass beads having a diameter of approximately twice
that of said orifice, and

(e) cooling said glass beads to room temperature.

3,843,341

METHOD OF MAKING THERMALLY STABLEAND CRUSH RESISTANT MICROPOROUS GLASS
CATALYST SUPPORTS

Joseph J. Hammel and Ties Allersma, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
assignors to PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of abandoned applications Ser. No.
231,346, Mar. 2, 1972, and Ser. No. 264,081, June
19, 1972. This application Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No.
311,191

Int. CI. C03c 75/00
U.S. CI. 65—22 20 Claims

1. A method for making a low alkali-containing porous
glass article having a high thermal stability comprising:

(a) heating a phase-separable alkali-borosilicate glass
to a temperature sufficient to separate the glass into
two phases, one of which is a borate-rich phase and
is soluble in an aqueous solution,

(b) a first leaching of the phase-separated glass with
water for a time and at a temperature sufficient to
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remove a major portion of the borate-rich phase to

form a porous glass high in siHca,

(c) a subsequent leaching of the previously leached
porous glass with an acid for a time and at a tern-
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(6) heat treating the article to convert the glass of the
surface layer to glass-ceramic containing beta-
eucryptite as predominant crystal whereby said sur-
face layer has a lower expansion coefficient than that
of the main body portion.

3,843,343
IVIETHOD OF PRODUCING A CRYSTALLIZED
GLASS BODY WITH SURFACE PATTERNS

Takeshi Okada, Hiroyuki Asada, and Shigehani Naka-
mura, Otsu, Japan, assignors to Nippon Electric Glass
Company, Limited, Shiga-ken, Japan

Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Sen No. 350,336
Int. CI. C03c 3/22, 19/00

U.S. CI. 65—33 4 Claims

perature sufficient to remove sufficient alkali and
borate not removed in the first leaching to provide a
low alkali-borate containing niic oporous glass struc-
ture having a high thermal stability.

3,843,342
GLASS CERAMIC AND PROCESS THEREFOR

George A. Simmons, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to
Owens-Illinois, Inc.

No Drawing. Original application June 17, 1966, Ser. No.
558,238, now abandoned. Divided and this application
Aug. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 144,315
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Mar. 3, 1987, has been disclaimed
Int. CI. C03c 21/00; C03b 31/00

U.S. CI. 65—30 1 Claim
1. A process of making an article of glass-ceramic

which comprises

(1) forming an article from a thermally crystallizable
glass containing at least one ingredient that is lithia
that combines with alumina and silica to provide
bulk crystallization by a heat treatment, a nucleant
present in sufficient concentration for the bulk
crystallization, and sodium oxide in a concentration
that inhibits the rate of said bulk crystalliziition with-
out preventing surface crystallization of said glass,

(2) heat treating the article of glass at an elevated
temperature sufficient to provide crystallization of a
surface layer of the article while the main body por-
tion remains a glass, and

(3) heat treating the surface crystallized article at a
higher elevated temperature to convert the main
body ponion by bulk crystallization to a glass-
ceramic,

said lithia being present in i sufficient concentration in the
thermally crystallizable g^ass to provide, in absence of
said rate-mhibiting sodium oxide, bulk crystal'ization uni-
formly throughout the article, and said surface layer hav-mg a lower coefficient of linear expansion than that of themam body portion of the article of glass-ceramic, and
thereafter

(4) heating a surface layer of the article to an elevated
temperature sufficiently high to convert the glass-
ceramic of the surface layer to glass while main-
tainmg the main body of the article as glass-ceramic

(5) lon-exchangmg the surface layer after its conver-
sion to glass to replace at least part of the sodium
ions by lithium ions, and

1. A method of producing a crystallized gla^^s body
having a surface pattern, comprising the steps of:

(A) forming a glass body with a projecting portion
from a surface of the glass body, said glass body
having a composition capable of being crystallized
by heat treatment to precipitate needle-like /3-wol-
lastonite crystals extending inwardly from the sur-
face of the body in a direction normal to the surface,
and

(B) subjecting the glass body to heat treatment suffi-

cient to precipitate needle-like /3-wolIastonite crys-
tals, said precipitated needle-like crystals in the pro-
jection and the needle-like crystals in the other re-
gion of the surface of the body being different in
precipitated direction; and

(C) polishing the projecting portion to the surface of
the body whereby a surface pattern results in the
glass body.

3,843,344
METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING

SHEET GLASS ON MOLTEN METAL
William F. Galey, Saxonburg, Pa., assignor to PPG

Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,475

Int. CI. C03b 18/02
U.S. CI. 65—65 A 9 Claims

/ 35

M5
33

1. In the apparatus for manufacturing a continuous
sheet of glass comprising a glass making furnace, having
a melting region and a refining and condition region; a
forming chamber, having therein a pool of molten metal
and a protective atmosphere thereabove, connected to said
furnace at its refining and conditioning region through
means for delivering molten glass from said furnace refin-
ing and conditioning region to said forming chamber onto
said pool of molten metal; and means for withdrawing
said continuous sheet of glass from said forming chamber,
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wherein said delivery means includes means for separating
said glassmaking furnace from said forming chamber,
said operating means sharing an opening through which
molten glass may flow, the improvement comprising:

(a) a barrier extending transversely across said condi-
tioning region beneath the opening in said wall, said

barrier separating the bottom of said conditioning
region into two parts, an upstream part and a down-
stream part, the downstream part being closest said

forming chamber and being in communication there-

with: and
(b) molten metal in said downstream part of said

conditioning region extending through the opening
in said separating means and being in communication
with and hjtving the same elevation as said pool of
molten metal in said forming chamber, the elevation
of said mohen metal being substantially the same as
that of said barrier.

ten glass from a pool of molten glass Is discharged sub-

stantially horizontally from a region as a layer onto the

supporting pool of molten metal which has an upper
surface at substantially the same elevation as that of the

3,843,345
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DELIVERY
OF MOLTEN GLASS TO A FLOAT FORMING
PROCESS

William C. Harrell, Sarver. and Homer R. Foster, Kittan-
ning. Pa., assignors to PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh,

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,496
Int. CI. C03b 18/02

U.S. CI. 65—65 A 14 Claims

1. In the method of manufacturing a continuous sheet of
glass comprising the steps of delivering a stream of molten
glass onto a po<|»| of molten metal, conveying the glass
along the surfact' of said pool of molten metal, cooling
said glass to form a dimensionally stable continuous sheet
of glass and withdrawing said continuous sheet of glass
from said pool of molten metal whereby the bottom sur-
face of said sheet of glass is characterized hy non-homo-
genous defects, the improvement comprising

(a) discharging said stream of molten glass across a
support such that said stream of molten glass has an
upper, exposed surface and a lower surface in con-
tact with said support;

(b) separating said stream of molten glass on said sup-
port into two portions, the first portion including glass
in contact with said support and the second portion
including glass constituting said exposed surface;

(c) removing said first portion of molten glass; and
(d) delivering said second portion of molten glass onto

said pool of molten metal, whereby a continuous
sheet of glass is formed having a bottom surface char-
acterized as being substantially defect-free.

3,843,346
MANUFACTURE OF SHEET GLASS BY

CONTIGUOUS FLOAT PI OCESS
Charles K. Edge, Sarver, and Gerald E. Kunkle, New

Kensington, Pa., assignors to PPG Industries, Inc., Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

Filed Mar. 6, 1973. Ser. No. 338,497
Int. CI. C03b 18/02

U.S. CI. 65—65 A 35 Claims
1. In the process of continuously forming a layer of

glass on a supporting pool of molten metal wherein mol-

discharge layer of glass, the improvement which com-
prises the step of cooling the molten glass adjacent the

discharge region sufficiently to cause molten glass in the

pool of molten glass to flow at an increased rate to the

discharge region.

3,843,347
MICROBIOCIDAL SULFOXOMLTVl HALIDE

DIIODIDES
Robert J. Herschler and Merle E. Cisncy, Camas, Wash.,

assignors to Crown Zellerbach Corporation, San Fran-
cisco, Calif.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.
No. 430,695, Feb. 5, 1965. This application Feb. 1,
1971, Ser. No. 111,734

Int. CI. AOln 9/14
U.S. CI. 71—67 4 Claims

1. A method of inhibiting the growth of green algae
comprising contacting the green algae with a growth in-

hibiting amount of a trimethyl sulfoxonium halide di-

iodide. wherein said halide is selected from the group con-
sisting of chloride and iodide.

3,843.348
USE OF 6.(TRIFLU0R0METHYL)HYDR0LTRACILS

AS HERBICIDES
Albert William Lutz, Montgomery Township, Somerset

County, and Richard William Feeny, Higbtstown, N.J.,
assignors to American Cyanamid Company, Stamford,
Conn.

No Drawing. Original application Mar. 17, 1970, Ser. No.
20,382, now Patent No. 3,669,770. Divided and this
application Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226,959

Int. CI. AOln 9/22
U.S. CI. 71—92 9 Claims

1. A method for the control of undesirable plant species
comprising applying to a locus to be protected from said
plant species a herbicidally eflfective amount of at least

one compound represented by the formula:

FjC H

vJ N-R2

^
II

O

wherein X is selected from the group consisting of halogen
and lower alkyl of C1-C4; Y is halogen; R, is selected
from the group consisting of halogen, hydroxy, alkoxy of
Ci-Ce, and mono- and di-haloalkoxy of Ci-Ce; and R2
is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen; alkyl
of Ci-Ce; alkenyl of C2-C6; mono- or di-substituted alkyl
of Ci-Cg having a substituent selected from the group
consisting of halogen, hydroxy and lower alkoxy of Ci-
C4; phenyl; cyclohexyl; cyclopentyl; and mono- or di-sub-
stituted phenyl having a substituent selected from the
group consisting of nitro, halogen, lower alkoxy of C1-C4,
mono- or di-haloalkoxy of C-r-Qf, and trifluoromethyl, and
the tautomers thereof and the water soluble sodium, po-
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tassium and ammonium salts of said compounds and
tautomers, wherein said halogen and halo substituents are
selected from the group consisting of fluorine, chlorine,
bromine and iodine.

3,843,349
METHOD OF MAKING FINE POWDERS

John E. Ebrreicb, Wayland, and Adrian R. Reti, Cam-
bridge, Mass., assignors to Graham Magnetics, Inc.,
Graham, Tex.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of apph'cation Ser. No.
228,387, Mar. 24, 1971, which is a continuation-in-part
of application Ser. No. 128,812, Mar. 24, 1971, which
in turn is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
127,514, Mar. 24, 1971. This application Juae 6, 1973,
Ser. No. 367,461

Int. CI. HOlf 1/06'
U.S. CI. 75-.S BA 54 Claims

1. A method of making ferromagnetic particles or
metallic particles comprising the steps of coating a mass
of particles of a salt of a metal and an organic acid with
a film forming organic material reducing said coated salt
particles in a gaseous reducing atmosphere to metal parti-
cles, and cooling the metal particles below their sintering
temperature, said reduction and cooling being carried out
while maintaining the metal particles in the presence of
either the separation medium or a thermal decomposition
residue thereof.

ent with the perpendicular component of the mag-
netic field Bx to flow in a closed path;

using said current J flowing in a closed path to inter-
act with the parallel component B .i of the magnetic
field B to generate a separating force acting upon
the partly ionized constituent; and

^1

3,843,350
NOVEL CONDUCTIVE METALLIZATIONS

John Robert Larry, Youngstown, N.Y., assignor to E. L
du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 428,718

Int. CI. HOlb 1/02; B44d 1/18
U.S. CI. 75—.5 R 12 Claims

1. Powder compositions useful for producing low-cost,
air-fireable conductor patterns adherent to dielectric sub-
strates, said compositions consisting essentially of finely
divided silver particles and finely divided palladium/
copper alloy particles; there being at least 35% by weight
Pd in said alloy particles, based on total weight of Pd
and Cu therein; and the weight ratio of palladium/copper
alloy to silver being in the range of 0.1/1 to 0.5/1.

3,843,351
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING A
CONSTITUENT OF A COMPOUND, SUCH AS A
2?wH^^ ^^^^ ^N ORE, BY CHEMICAL REAC-
TION AND PHYSICAL SEPARATION USING A
EJ;^,^J^^ ^ THE PRESENCE OF A MAGNETIC
FIELD

Alan W. Smith and Donald J. Nelson, Seattle, Wash.,
assignors to The Boeing Company, Seattle, Wash.

Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,763

TT o ^.'°J- ^^' ^^^^ ^/^^' B03c 1/00; C22d 7/00
U.S. CI. 75—10 R 19 Claims

1. A process for separating a constituent of a compound
from the compound, comprising:

chemically reacting the compound with a reducing agent
to produce the constituent and a product of the re-
duction reaction; and

separating the constituent from the product of the reac-
tion;

said step of separating the constituent from the prod-
uct of the reduction reaction including partly ionizing
the constituent in a gaseous state;

flowing the partly ionized gaseous constituent together
with a gaseous product of the reduction reaction
through a magnetic field B at a velocity v;

said magnetic field B being configured relative to said
gas velocity v such that at least the partly ionized
constituent moves at an angle relative to the mag-
netic field B;

permiuing the current J created by the interaction of
the movmg electrons of the partly ionized constitu-

collecting the partly ionized constituent apart from the
gasous product;

whereby said constituent is removed from said product
at containment temperature substantially lower than if

said constituent were directly removed from said product
using the separation process without first reducing the
compound. .

3 843 352
METHOD FOR MELTING SPONGE METAL USING
GAS PLASMA IN A COOLED METAL CRUCIBLE

Klaus-Herbert Ulrich, Essen, Germany, assignor to Fried.
Krupp Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung, Essen,
Germany

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 293,031
Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 4, 1971,

P 21 49 407.5
Int. CI. C22d 7/00

U.S. CI. 75—10 R 3 Claims

1. A method for melting sponge metal and removing
impurities from it comprising: providing a metal crucible
containing a sump region of molten metal covered by a
molten slag; feeding sponge metal in the solid state, and
having an effective density less than the density of the
slag, onto said slag so that the solid state sponge metal
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floats on said slag; directing a plasma stream onto the molten magnesium through the hole from the meltins

LT^r^nT r^'.^^^'l^-'^'.^n^l'^^'l^^^'P^^^"""'"' "^"^^^ ^"^° ^ ^^j^'^^nt holding means and letaininginto molten droplets which fall through the molten slag
^uumug

into the molten metal sump region, with the slag remov-
ing impurities from the droplets as they pass through the /»
slag; and cooling said crucible to maintain a continuous
solidification o^ ^the lower surface of the sump region of
molten metal

:^^^ ^

3,843,353
PREPARATION OF METAL FOAMS OF

ALUMINUM
Leonard M. Niebylskj, Bu-mingham, and Chester P.

Jarema, Detroit, Mich., and Thomas E. Lee, Baton
Rouge, La., assignors to Ethyl Corporation, Richmond,

No Drawing. Application Mar. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 123,099,
which IS a continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 63,666, Aug. 13, 1970, which in turn is a
contmuation-in-part of abandoned applications Ser. No.
800,724 and Ser. No. 800,745, both Feb. 19, 1969.

Si*o'?15?
^^ ^'^ appUcation Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No.

329,376

w,o ^ Int. CI. C21b
U.S. CI. 75—20 F 5 claims

1. Process for increasing the viscosity of molten sub-
stantially pure aluminum with a gaseous viscosity-increas-
ing agent, said process comprising introducing into said
aluminum at a temperature of from about 20° to about
90» C. above the liquidus temperature of said metal from
about 0.02 to about 10 grams of air per each 100 gram
portion of metal.

W—^

nonmetallic contaminants within the melting means; and
removing the molten magnesium from the holding means.

J
3,843,354

PNEUMATIC REFINING OF PIG IRON
Paul-Emile Nilles, Embourg, and Leon Jean Philippe,

Liege Belgium, assignors to Centre de Recherches
Metallurgiques-Centrum voor Research in de Metal-
lurgie, Brussels, Belgium
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 225,279

Claims priority, application Belgium, Feb. 11 1971
762,837

.TO ^. -. Int. CI. C21c 7/OS
U.S. CI. 75—52 11 Claims

1. A pig iron refining process carried out in a converter
having at least one tuyere comprising an inner tube with-
in an outer tube, the process including

(a) a first phase con.prising the sequential steps of
(i) blowing a reducing fluid in through the outer

tube, and simultaneously blowing a suspension
of lime in a non-oxidizing carrier gas through
the inner tube, whereby a slag is formed in the
converter; and

(ii) removing from the converter at least part of
the slag; and

(b) a second phase comprising blowing a fluid con-
sisting of an oxygen-containing gas whose major
component is oxygen through the inner tube, and
simultaneously blowing a protective fluid throueh the
outer tube.

3,843,356

» ^ .
^I^AGNESIUM ADDITION ALLOY

Patrick D. Renschen and Nathan L. Church, Warwick,
N.Y., assignors to The International Nickel Company.
Inc., New York, N.Y. ^ ^'

FUed Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,261

WTO ^ - Int. CI. C22c ii/00
U.S. a. 75—130 A 3 Claims

1. An addition alloy for introducing magnesium into
molten cast iron with minimal accompanying smoke and
flare consisting essentially of about 4% to about 5 5%
magnesium, about 0.8% to about 1.8% carbon, and the
balance essentially nickel, said alloy having a microstruc-
ture characterized essentially by the presence of a eutectic
structure comprising a nickel-magnesium-carbon com-
pound containing about 12% Mg and 4% carbon in a
continuous high nickel phase.

3.843,357
HIGH STRENGTH ALUMINUM ALLOY

Itani Numi, Nagoya, Yasuhisa Kaneko, Toyota, Yoshiro
Komiyama, Okazaki, and Masaoki Hashimoto, Tovota,
Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha, Toyota-cho, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 392,480
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct 31, 1972,

47/109,098

,,^ ^. Int. CI. C22c 27/00
U.S. CI. 75—146 2 Claims

1. A high strength aluminum casting alloy having a
tensile -strength of not less than 50 kg./mm.2 at room
temperatures and an elongation of not less than 1.5%,
the alloy consisting esentially of 3.0-6.0% by weight
zinc, 2.0-4.0% by weight magnesium, 0.1-0.4% by weight
titanium, 0.1-0.4% by weight chromium, 0.02-0.2% by
weight lithium, and the balance aluminum and inevitable
impurities.

3,843,355
METHOD FOR MELTING AND PURIFYING

w u T^T « .. MAGNESIUM
John N. Reding, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.
Filed Apr. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 240,933

1. A method comprising sequentially melting magne-
sium having nonmetallic contaminants in a salt flux free
protective gas atmosphere, melting means with wall por-
tions defining at least one hole therethrough, the hole be-
ing of sufficient size and configuration to retain nonmetal-
lic contaminants within the melting means; flowing the

3,843,358
MASTER ALUMINUM COBALT ALLOY

Roger J. Schoerner and Enrique C. Chia, Carrollton, Ga.,
assignors to Southwire Company, Carrollton, Ga.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 54,563, July 13, 1970. This appUcation
Dec. 1, 1970, Ser. No. 94,191

Int. CI. C22c 21/00
U.S. CI. 75-147 3 Claims

1. An aluminum alloy consisting essentially of about
10% to about 20% by weight cobalt, about 8% to about
16% by weight iron, about 0.5% to about 10% by weight
magnesium, and from about 81.5% to about 60% by
weight aluminum.
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3.843,359
SAND CAST NICKEL-BASE ALLOY

Michael James Fiene, Bnllskn Lake, N.Y., and Nathan
Lewis Church, Mentcr, Oiiio, assignors to The Interna-

tional Nickel Company. Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,214

Int. CI. C22c 19/00
U.S. CI. 75—171 2 Claims

1. An air melted, sand casting formed of an alloy con-

sisting of 20 to 24% chromium, 7 to 11% molybdenum,
3 to 4.5% columbium, up to 0.1% carbon, up to 0.1%
aluminum, up to less than 0.9% silicon, up to 12%
iron, up to 0.015% boron, calcium in a small but effec-

tive amount up to 0.1% to improve repair weldability, up
to 0.5% manganese and 55 to 62% nickel.

3,843,360
SINTERED TANTALL^M FOR ELECTRODES

OF CAPACITORS
Teruo Hanaoka, Tokyo, Hiro Naito, Yokohama, Akitoshi

Komatsu, Shiojiri, Keizi Koyama, Aizuwakamatsu,
Mitsuki Kobayashi, Nakano, and Naoaki Ohishi, Kawa-
saki, Japan, assignors to Showa Denko Kabushiki
Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mav 20, 1971, Ser. No. 145,319
Int. CI. B22f i/00

U.S. CI. 75—222 1 Claim
1. In a method of making a tantalum anode comprising

(a) compression molding a tantalum power, (b) sinter-

ing the resulting molded product under vacuum to form a

porous sintered mass, (c) subjecting said porous sintered

mass to anodic oxidation to form a dielectric oxide film

having a thickness of 400-4,000 A., and (d) filling the

pores of the cathode side of said sintered mass with mag-
nesium dioxide, the improvement wherein said tantalum
powder has an average particle diameter by the air perme-
ability method F (m) and a bulk density d (g./cm.3) re-

lationship such that

when 12^F>8.4,
when 8.4>F>7.8,
when 7.8^F>7.2,
when 7.2^F>2,

\%
-f/^2.8:

r^>2.3;

3.2^^^1.8;
2.%>d>\.5.

or

3.843.361
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHY USING INDUCED

ELECTROSTATIC IMAGES
Joseph Gaynor, Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to Bell &

Howell Co.. Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,621
Int. CI. G03q 13/22

U.S. CI. 96—1.4 21 Claims
1. An improved electrostatic reproduction process,

comprising:

placing a sheet of insulating transfer material having
a bulk resistivity of at least lO^s ohm-cm., bearing
an electrostatic charge on one side thereof, on a
photoconductive surface to form a temporary com-
pc Ait, with said one side in contact with said photo-
conductive surface, said photoconductive surface
being of the n-p type and electrostatically charged
to the same polarity as said one side of said transfer
sheet, before said transfer sheet is placed thereon, at

a potential relative to said transfer sheet insufficient

to permit charge transfer therebetween;
exposing said photoconductive surface with said trans-

fer material in place to a light pattern;

developing said transfer sheet while said transfer sheet
is in place on said photoconductive surface to form
a first visible image thereon corresponding to said
light pattern;

transferring said first visible image from said transfer
sheet to a receiver sheet; and

fixing said first visible image on said receiver sheet.

3,843,362
LATENT IMAGE MASK REPAIR

James Joseph Di Fazio and George Joseph GiufFre, Wap-
pingers Falls, and Arthur Frederick Karsch, Yorktown
Heights, N.Y., assignors to International Business
Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,692
Int. CI. G03c 5/00, 5/09

U.S. CI. 96—38.3 5 Claims
1. Process for forming an exposure mask comprising the

steps of:

providing a transparent substrate having formed thereon

a light sensitive layer of diazo material, having a

discernible color;

exposing said layer patternwise to actinic radiation such

that the exposed portion of said layer becomes trans-

parent;

visually examining said layer with the aid of a micro-

scope, using light which does not act to further ex-

pose said diazo material, in order to locate any defect

areas which remain colored and which should have
been exposed and made transparent by the actinic

radiation and were not;

positioning a shaped aperture between a source of

actinic light and said layer such that said defect areas

are in the path of said aperture;

exposing said defect areas to said source of actinic light

through said aperture; and
reacting the remaining unexposed diazo material with

a developer to form a patterned diazo dye image on
said substrate.

3,843,363
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER WITH CUPROUS

AMINE COMPLEX
Michael T. Lehman, Hartford, Conn., assignor to Itek

Corporation. Lexington, Mass.
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.
No. 840,827, July 10, 1969. This application Oct. 25,
1972, Ser. No. 300,630

Int. CI. G03c 1/58, 5/24, 5/30, 5/32
U.S. CI. 96—48 R 35 Claims

1. In a process for amplifying a metal image on a
photographic medium comprising the steps of contacting
said medium with a solution of copper ions and then
contacting the medium with a reducing agent for said

copper ions, the improvement wherein the solution of
copper ions comprises an alkaline solution of cuprous
amine complex ions and hydroxylamine and wherein the

reducing agent is one capable of reducing said cuprous
amine complex ions to metallic copper and is selected

from the group consisting of vanadous ion, titanous ion,

and complexes of vanadous, titanous or ferrous ion with
a complexing organic carboxylic acid having at least two
carboxyl groups or a complexing organic carboxylic acid

containing at least one amino nitrogen and at least two
carboxyl groups where said carboxyl groups are separated
from said amino nitrogen by at least one methylene or
methine group, said solution having a pH of at least 7.5.

3.843,364
HIGH TEMPERATURE PROCESSING OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS
Raymond Leopold Florens, Edegem, and Hubert Vanden-

abeele, Mortsel, Belgium, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert
N.V., Mortsel, Belgium
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 303,405

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 8, 1971,
51.801/71

Int. CI. G03c 5/26, 5/30
U.S. CI. 96—50 R 8 Claims

1. Method of producing photographic images by de-
velopment in a process which employs rollers at a tem-
perature above 30° C. of an exposed photographic silver
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halide material Comprising at least one silver halide emul-
sion layer wherein the said emulsion layer or a hydrophilic

colloid layer in water-permeable relationship therewith

comprises a polymeric compound, which is a polymer
wherein at least 15 mole percent of the recurring units

are of a N-hydroxyalkyl(meth)acrylamide or of a lower

alkyl ether thereof, wherein the alkyl groups referred to

are C1-C5 alkyl groups, whereby the pressure marks on
said material are reduced.

3,843,365
YELLOW FORMING COLOUR COUPLERS FOR
PHOTOGRAPHIC SILVER HALIDE MATERIAL

Raphael Karel Van Poucke, Berchem, Arthur Henri De
Cat, Mortsel, and Gaston Jacob Benoy, Edegem, BeJ-
gium, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert N.V., Mortsel, Bel-
gium
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,184

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 25, 1971,
P 21 14 576.6

Int. CI. G03c 7/00, 1/40
U.S. CI. 96—55 9 Claims

1. Photographic colour material comprising in a light-

sensitive silver halide emulsion layer or in a non-light-

sensitive water-permeable colloid layer in water-permeable
relationship with the light-sensitive silver halide emulsion
layer at least dne colour coupler corresponding to the
formula:

Ar—

c

wherein:

OR

CIIXCONII- —COOII

—O—R'
Ar stands for phchyl,

X stands for hydrogen, halogen. —S—R' and
wherein R' is alkyl. aryl, or heterocycle, and R" is

alkyl. aryl, or acyl, and
R stands for a straight-chain or branched-chain alkyl

group having from 1 to about 20 C-atoms,

the colour coupler molecular comprising at least one
straight-chain or branched-chain alkyl group rendering
the molecule ffist to difTusion in hydrophilic colloid
media.

3,843,366
YELLOW FORMING COLOUR COUPLERS FOR
PHOTOGRAPHIC SILVER HALIDE MATERIAL

Raphael Karel Van Poucke, Berchem, Gaston Jacob
Benoy, Edegem, and Arthur Henri De Cat, Mortsei,
Belgium, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert N.V., Mortsel,
Belgium
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,185

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 25, 1971
P 21 14 578.8

Int. CL G03c 7/00. 1/40
U.S. CI. 96—55 n Claims

1. Photographic colour material comprising in a light-

sensitive halide emulsion layer or in a non-light-sensitive
water-permeable colloid layer in water-permeable relation-
ship with the light-sensitive silver halide emulsion layer
at least one colour coupler corresponding to the formula:

c I 0R2

-COCIIXCONH—

wherein:

X represents hydrogen, halogen, —S—R' and —O—R"
wherein R' is alkyl, aryl, or heterocycle, and R" is

alkyl, aryl, or acyl,

Ri and R2 represent straight-chain or branched-chain
alkyl havinj; from 1 to about 20 C-atoms, and

Y stands for COOR3,

CON
\

R4

SO:Rj or SO;X

R»
\

Rr

Ri

wherein R3 and Re represent a straight-chain or
branched-chain alkyl group or an alkoxy alkyl group,
and R4, R5, R7 and Rg represent hydrogen or have
the same significance given for R3 and Rg.

the colour coupler molecule comp ising at least one alkyl

group rendering the molecule fast to diflfusion in hydro-
philic colloid media.

3,843,367
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLOR DEVELOPING PROCESS
Karl-Wilhelm Schranz, Odenthal-Hahnenberg, and Erwin
Schon and Wolfgang Hunicke, Leverkusen, Germany,
assignors to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-
kusen, Germanv
No Drawing. Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,367

Claims priority, application Germany, June 12, 1971,
P 21 29 202.4

Int. CI. G03c 7/00, 5/32
U.S. CI. 96—56 4 Claims

1. The process for the production of colored photo-
graphic images including the steps of imagewise expos-
ing a color photographic material containing at least one
silver halide layer, developing the exposed material with

color-developer to form the dye-image in the presence
of color-couplers and treating the material with a bath
that bleaches and fixes the developed material to remove
developed silver and residual silver halide, wherein the
improvement comprises the bleaching of the developed
material is in the presence of a water-soluble oxime in

the bath, corresponding to the following formula:

' \
: (

\ /
-RJ

C=NOH

in which

R.i=hydrogen or an aliphatic group with up to 12 carbon
atoms and

R2=an aliphatic group with up to 12 carbon atoms or
R^ and R^ together represent the ring members required to

complete a saturated carbocyclic or heterocyclic 5- or
6-membered ring,

the amount of oxime being such that it reduces the forma-
tion of color fog during bleaching.

3,843,368
SILVER HALIDE PHOTOGRAPHIC LIGHT-

SENSITIVE ELEMENT
Nobuo Yamamoto, Masakazu Yoneyama, and Kunioki
Ohmura, Kanagawa, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo
Film Co., Ltd., Ashigara-shi, Kanagawa, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,326
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 8, 1971,

46/79,185
Int. CI. G03c 1/38

U.S. CI. 96—67 20 Claims
1. In a process for forming a gelatino-silver halide

light-sensitive photographic material comprising at least

one photographic layer coated on a photographic support,
the improvement which comprises preparing a photo-
graphic coating composition containing as a coating aid

0.01 to 50 g./kg. of said coating composition of a com-
pound having the following formula:

Ri

RC ONH (CHj)n—+N—R2

CH-(CH)x-COO-

R3 R«
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in which R is a saturated or unsaturated hydrocarbon
group containing from 7 to 21 carbon atoms, inclusive,
Ri and R2 are members selected from the group con-
sisting of alkyl radicals, hydroxyalkyl radicals, and
polyalkyleneoxide chains each containing from 1 to 18
carbon atoms, inclusive, R3 and R4 each represents a
member selected from the group consisting of hydrogen
atom and alkyl radicals containing from 1 to 4 carbon
atoms, inclusive, n is an integer of 2 or more, and x is

or 1, and applying said photographic coating composition
containing said coating aid as a layer on said photo-
graphic support, said applied layer being an initially

coated layer on said support, a layer on the surface of
said support opposite the surface carrying a light-sensitive
layer, or as a layer adjacent another photographic layer.

dye having one of the primary colors together with a
color former fast to diffusion which becomes diffusing at
a pH of at least 12.5, and is capable of forming upon

?
\v\:-; ;

^—n ,

•
- .--.vj 8

5
. ,

6 C
7

3,843,369
MULTI-LAYER COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC LIGHT-

SENSITIVE MATERIALS
Akira Kumai and Toshimasa Usami, Minami-ashigara,

Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Minami.
ashigara-shi, Kanagawa, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 29,666, Apr. 17, 1970. This application
June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,109
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 17, 1969,

44/29,835
Int. CI. G03c 7/00

U.S. CI. 96—74 5 Claims
1. In a gelatmo-silver halide color photographic multi-

layer light-sensitive material comprising a support having
thereon a red-sensitive element, a green-sensitive element
and a blue-sensitive element, each of said elements con-
taining a nondiffusing coupler, the improvement charac-
terized in that at least one of said elements is composed
of three adjacent gelatino silver halide emulsion layers and
further characterized in that

(a) the sensitivity of said uppermost emuslion layer
being the highest and that of the lowermost emulsion
layer being the lowest,

(b) the maximum optical density of said uppermost
emulsion layer and the maximum density of said
intermediate emulsion layer being at most 0.60, re-
spectively,

(c) said uppermost emulsion layer, said intermediate
emulsion layer, and said lowermost emulsion layer
bemg sensitive to the same spectral region of visible
light, and

(d) the sensitivity difference between said uppermost
emulsion layer and said intermediate emulsion layer
and the sensitivity difference between said intermedi-
ate emulsion layer and said lowermost emulsion layer
each ranging from about 0.1 5 to about 0.6 said sensi-
tivity of each of said emulsion layers being indicated
by the logarithm of the inertia point thereof.

coupling with the oxidation product of a paraphenylene-
diamme color developer, a dye complementary in color
to the primary color of the oil droplet.

3,843,371

^"JJT?.?.?^**"'^ MATERIAL STABILISED
AGAINST THE DELETERIOUS EFFECTSOF ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

'"^'^^'^*^

Bernhard Piller, Marly, Max Meier, Fribourg, Max Dun.
nenberger, Frenkendorf, Hans Rudolf Biland, Gelter-
kinden, and Christian Luthi, Basel, Switzeriand, as-
signers to Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel, Switzeriand

°^oi'7^n"l
<^«"«°"a«on-in-part of application Ser. No.

293,700, Sept. 29, 1972, which is a continuation of ap-
plicabon Ser. No. 126,969, Mar. 22, 1971, both now
341 "222"^

This application Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No.

Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Mar. 23 1970
4,336/70

'

wrc ^. «, Int. CI. G03c 7/5^
U.S. CI. 96—84 R 3 Claims

1. Silver hahde photographic material or processed ma-
terial obtained therefrom which comprises, in at least one
layer on a support, as a stabiliser against the deleterious
effects of ultraviolet radiation, a 2'-hydroxy-2,4,6-tri-
phenyl-l,3,5-triazine free from sulphonic acid groups and
having the formula

R.T /y

R2

R2s);-q[0-CpH2p-COOH]q-|

N N
^^/ (R24)2-,H<.-,

OH

V
-CpH2p.C00HA-

w^,«^ 3,843,370
INSTANT ACCESS ONE-LAYER COLOR PHOTorRAPHY WITH COLOR SCl^EN cSvT^SJ&gCOLOR COUPLERS

i^ui>i lALNING

^"FnHlonf/''*^H^#^"^V"'* '5°^*'^ Thomas Shannahan,

^rAl^^^°*^ ^f'" S'**'
^PaJachin, N.Y., assignors

to GAF Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Original application June 15, 1971, Ser. No. 153,186, now

Patent No. 3,728,116. Divided and this application
Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335.641

application

iTc r^.
'°*-9.G03ci/^0.7/S<G03f5/00

U.S. CI. 96—77 4 Claims
1. A light sensitive photographic element comprising

a transparent film base carrying, in the following order:
(1) a panchromatically sensitized silver halide emulsion
layer which is in contiguous contact with (2) a multi-
color screening layer made of red, green and blue
colored oil droplets, each droplet containing non-diffusing

where p is an integer between 1 and 10, 9 is 1 or 2, R22
and R23 are each a hydrogen or chlorine atom or an alkyl
group with 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and R24 and R25 are each
a hydrogen atom or an alkyl group with 1 to 4 carbon
atoms.

3,843,372

rn^^?MiSI^^F?,."A"'^E EMULSION LAYERCONTAINING A HALOGEN SUBSTITUTED HET-
?5?S^ A^'S

NITROGEN COMPOUND, ilnrRA-
rYlR.i;iS^^Ac^T^.l?3™^' METHIONINE OR
^S^m^J'Li^^''^ '^^^^ REGRESSION

Robin Jefferson, flford, England, assignor to Dford
iwT w^

Limited, Hford, Essex, EnglandNo Drawing. Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 346,948
Claims priority, applicaHon Great Britain, Apr. 5, 1972

15,615/72, 15,616/72
' '

U.S. CI. 96-%^'-
""''' ^/^' ''''' ''''

3 Claims
1. A hardened silver halide emulsion layer which com-

prises silver halide, a gelatin binder and a hardener
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N

\-'
I

R

L

formull
^'°"'

f^ ^'°"^ consisting of compounds of the a thioether of a polyalkylene glycol, characterized in that
the thioether is defined by the following formula:

Ri—S(C2H40)a(C3H60)b(C2H40)c-R2,
in which Rj is an aliphatic or cyclic group and R2 is H,
a sulphate group, a phosphate group or an acid chloride
thereof, (a-\-b-\-c) has a value of between 20 and 500 and
the thioether of polyalkylene glycol is present in a quan-
tity of between 0.001 and 0.5% by weight.

T

Hi Lx
\ /
N

X X
\ /

X N^''\ X
\l 11/
P P

^/ "^ / \X N X

or a dichloro or dibromo substituted triazene wherein X
represents a chlorine or bromine atom and a latent image
regression inhibiting compound of the formula

(1)

rB=c-|
L HN—J:-

H
(R )p-,-N

(HC

or

(2)

-i-C

I

\
/
CH-CH,—S-CHj—

3,843,374

GELS FOR PROTECTING METAL STRUCTURES

^°5?*J^"*^'*' ^^e^^ver. Perry A. Argabright, Larkspur, and
C. Travis Presley, Littleton, Colo., assignors to Mara-
thon Oil Company, Findlay, Ohio

Filed June 8, 1972, Sen No. 260,843

Int. CI. C09d 5/05
U.S. CI. 106-14 8 Claims

\

H
I

N- -(R'l) p-i

C-
II

.0

(OH)

r-c=B'-i

L-NH J2.P
p-i

•^"

-R- -A

H-(CH,)k-i-S-<:H,-(CH,)k-,-CH
\

H
1

N-Hp-,

^C-(0H)<,-,

O

L-NH J,-,

wherem Rj and R'l, independently from one another,
represent a hydrogen atom, an alkyl group, a hydroxy-
methyl group, an aralkyl, a hydroxymethvl benzyl group
an allyl group, an alkyl-oxy-carbonyl group, an aralkyl-
oxy-carbonyl group or an acyl group of the formula
K2—CO— where Rj is an alkyl or trifluoromethyl group,
an aralkyl or hydroxymethyl benzyl group or an aryl or
p-chlorophenyl group, B and B' represent an oxygen or
sulphur atom and p, q and k each is 1 or 2, or a water-
soluole salt of a sulphur compound of formula ( 1 ) or (2)
the sulphur compound being present in an amount ranging
from 0.01 to 2.5 millimoles per mole of silver halide
present in the emulsion.

1. A process for protecting metallic objects from cor-
rosion comprising introducing between the surface of said
metallic objects and the source of said corrosion, a gel
composition substantially insoluble in water prepared by
contacting, at a pH 7, a gel formed by reacting about 1.0
to about 10% by weight of polyvinyl alcohol or a pre-
cursor thereof at a pH above 7 with from about 0.5 to
about 50% by weight of a salt of a polymeric isocyanuric
acid, wherein said salt of a polymeric isocyanuric acid
has the chemical structure:

Ns/
Q--^( VO
-N k-

Y
N../

°i r-N N-

M L O N ;—R—1j.m+n+i (—A]m4|

3,843,373

BATH FOR THE ELECTROLESS DEPOSITION OF
DUCTILE COPPER

Arian Molenaar, Jan Boven, and Johannes Engelbertus
Adnanus Mana van den Meerakker, Emmasingel, Find-
hoyen, Netheriands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corpo-
ration. New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,880
Claims priority, appUcation Netheriands, Oct. 5. 1972

I

7213464

,,0 ^. ^^' CI. C23c i/02
U.S. CI. 106-1

2 Claims
1. An alkaline aqueous copper-plating bath for the

deposition of ductile copper comprising as essential con-
stituents:

0.01-0.15 mol of a copper salt soluble in water,
0.01-0.80 mol of a compound formiiig complexes with

cupnc ions,

0.01-0.35 mol of formaldehyde or a compound producing
formaledhyde,

0.05-0.50 mol of alkali hydroxide (pH '^11-13.5), and

o

wherein:

R=diyalent hydrocarbon or substituted hydrocarbon
radical, containing 2 to about 40 carbon atoms,

X is selected from the group consisting of Group I metals,
Group II metals, hydrogen, and quaternary ammonium'
radicals,

A is a monovalent organic radical selected from the
group consisting of —NCO, —NHCOj R' —NHCO
NHR' _NH2—NHR', —NR'j. and R', wherein

R' IS a monovalent hydrocarbon radical or substituted
hydrocarbon radical containing from 1 to about 40
carbon atoms, wherein

M is the average number of trisubstituted isocyanurate
rings per molecule and is a positive number from zero
to about 400,

N is the average number of isocyanurate acid and /or
IS isocyanurate salt groups and is a positive number
from above 1 to about 10,000, wherein

2M-fN-f l= the average number of divalent R groups
and is a positive integer from 2 to about 11,0000, and
wherein

M-f 2 is the average number of A groups and is a positive
integer from 2 to about 2,000, and wherein there are
no N-to-N bonds and no A-to-N bonds, and no A-to-A
bonds and no R-to-R bonds.
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3,843,375
CERAMIC COMPOSITIONS AND PROCESS OF

MAKING SAME
Yorihiro Murata, North Tonawanda, N.Y., assignor to
The Carhonindum Company, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.

241,520, Apr. 6, 1972, which is a continuation of
application Ser. No. 27,117, Apr. 9, 1970, both
now abandoned. This application Oct. 15. 1973.
Ser. No. 406,742

Int. CI. C04b 35/70, 35/56
U.S. CI. 106—43 4 Claims

1. A composition of matter made by hot pressing at
a temperature in the range from about 1800" C. to about
2250° C. and at a pressure of at least about 70 kg./cm.%
an intimate mixture consisting essentially of, by weight'
about 48% TaN, 32% ZrBj and 20% of an additive
selected from the group consisting of ZrN and WC.

wheat, sorghum, and waxy sorghum starch and flour, said
flour containing both protein molecules and starch mole-
cules, the condensed phosphate being in an amount equal
to 1.0-6.0% of the mixture, and the nitrogen-containing
reagent being in an amount equal to 1.0-6.0% of the
mixture, drying the mixture to remove excess moisture,
and heating the mixture to a temperature within the
range of 100° C.-160° C. the reaction being under alka-
line pH conditions of pH 8 or greater.

3,843,376
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A MIXTURE

FOR A BOROSILICATE GLASS
Johannes Coraelissen and Robertus Antonius Marie

Vreeburg, Emraasingel, Eindhoven, Netheriands, as-
signors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 245,145
Uaims priority, application Netheriands, Apr. 24, 1971,

7105593; Dec. 17, 1971, 7117323
lni.C\.C^ic 3/04, 3/08

U.S. CI. 106-54 2 Claims
1. In a method of manufacturing a glass mixture com-

prising the use of a pulverulent mixture of quartz powder
and other glass-forming components for the manufacture
of a glass which satisfies the following conditions ex-
pressed in percent by weight:

SiO: 30-80 R:0 <13 (K:0. NajO and/or Ll,0)
BjOi 1-301 B;Os + AI.O3 > 6 Refining agent
AI2O1 0-40| preferably >10 RO Remainder (MgO, CaO. SrO

and/or BaO)

the improvement wherein quartz powder is used having
a selected particle size at least 90% of which is between
30 and 120 microns to accelerate the melting step, said
quartz particles being graduated according to the follow-
ing approximate grain size distribution:

^ ,^^ .
Percent

>160 microns q 2
>100 microns

~^"~
J5

>63 microns 3g
>45 microns ""I 75
>32 microns ~_~

pj

3.843.378
REGENERATED CELLULOSE-POI YETHYLENEGLYCOL HIGH FLUID-HOLDING FIBER MASS

Frederick R. Smith, Wilmington, Del., assignor toFMC Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 298,029

Int. CI. A61f 13/20: C08b 23/00; C08g 43/02; DOlf 3/14
U.S. CI. 106—168 7 Claims

1. Fluid absorbent alloy fibers comprised of a matrix
of regenerated cellulose having uniformly dispersed there-
in from about 5 to about 25%, bas.^d upon the weight of
the cellulose, polyethylene glycol having a molecular
weight within the range of from 10,000 to 40,000.

3,843,379
GOLD POWDER

Valdis R. Daiga, Toledo, Ohio, assignor io
Owens-Illinois, Inc.

No Drawing. Original application Mar. 15, 1971, Ser. No.
124,558, now Patent No. 3,768,994. Divided and this
application Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,526

Int. CI. C09c l/OO. 4/62: C09d 5/10; C09k
U.S. CI. 106-290 6 Claims

I. A printing paste useful for printing a microelec-
tronic conductor comprising a glass binder, a liquid or-
ganic vehicle and gold powder particles coated with an
emulsifying agent which prevents coalescence and cold-
welding of the gold powder particles in said paste and is

capable of being burned off during the conventional firing
of the paste to thick film form, said particles having a
bulk density greater than 5 grams per cubic centimeter
and an average particle size of less than about 20 microns.

ERRATUM
For Class 106—56 see:
Patent No. 3,842,760

ART OF MANUFACTURING MODIFIED AMYLA-

^^^s'jS^'S^^^
"'™ CONDENSED PHOS.

Richard J. Alexander, Wauwatosa, Wis., assignor to
Krause Milling Company, Milwaukee, Wis.No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

S?" ^^Tto^;
261,644, June 12, 1972. This applicationMay 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,770

,,^ ^. Int. CI. C08b 7/00

t a'- ^^t-}^\ c 8 Claims
I. A method of manufacturing a phosphated amyla-

ceous product of improved rheological properties com-
prising blending an amylaceous material with an aqueous
solution of condensed phosphate and with a nitrogen-
containing reagent selected from the group comprising
urea, formamide, dimethylformamide, thiourea, tetra-
methylurea and cyanamide, said amylaceous material
being selected from the group comprising corn, waxy com.

3,843,380
PROCESS FOR SPRAY DRYING PIGMENT

Edgar Joachim Beyn, Annapolis, Md., assignor to SCM
Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,481
Int. CI. C09c 1/04, 1/36

U.S. CI. 106—300 19 Claims
1. In a process for treatin;: mineral pigment, to i)roduce

a free flowing and substantially diistless mineral pigment
aggregate which is readily dispersible in a paint or plastic,
the improvement comprising:
forming a pumpable slurry of primary pigment parti-

cles wi'h water and about 0.1 to about 5.0%, based
on pigment particle weight, of a water-soluble or
water-dispersible organic, colloidal high molecular
weight thickener capable in small concentrations of
less than about 5.0% of visibly causing thickening
when added to water;

atomizing the resulting slurry;

spray drying the atomized slurry, said atomization and
spray drying forming a plurality of minute, discrete
aggregates of primary pigment particles bound to-
gether; and

recovering the minute, discrete pigment aggregates from
the spray drying operation, said thickener being nor-
mally a solid at room temperature, non-degradable
and non-volatile at spray drying temperatures and
capable on hardening of creating sufficiently strong
aggregate bonds to withstand normal handling and
storage without destruction,

said bonds, however, being readily destructible in the
paint or plastic system to which the pigment aggre-
gates are added.
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3 843 381
TRANSFER PROCESS IN ELECTROGRAPHY

!>hoji Matsumoto, Neyagawa, Nohoru Yonaha, Hirakata,
and Tatsuo Aizawa, Osaka, Japan, assignors to Mita
Industrial Company, Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed Dec. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 213,023
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1970,

46/121,545
Int. CI. G03g 7i/05. 7i/70

U.S. CI. 117-17.5 9 Claims
1. A transfer process for producing a plurality of copies

from a single electrostatic latent image formed on the
surface of a supporting member comprising the steps of
developing the latent image with toner having the same
polarity charge as the latent image; transferring the de-
veloped toner image from the supporting member to a
transfer sheet without substantially dissipating the elec-
trostatic latent image by pressure-contacting the surface
of the supporting member and the transfer sheet with a
pressure within the range of from 0.1 to 0.3 kg./cm.2
utilizing an electrically conductive roller, the transfer
sheet having an electrostatic capacity not greater than the
electrostatic capacity of the supporting member and hav-
ing a volume resistivity within the range of from 10^ to
10'* n-cm., the electrically conductive roller and the rear
surface of the supporting member having substantially
equal potentials, and repeating said developing and trans-
ferring steps to produce a plurality of copies from the
single electrostatic latent image.

benzo-substituent may be present at 1-2, 2-3, 5-6, 6-7 or
7-8; and methyl or methoxy substituents may be present
at 1, 2, 7 or 8 positions.

3,843,383
RECORDING SHEET EMPLOYING AN AROMATIC

CARBOXYLIC ACID
Sadao Ishige, Kanagawa, and Takao Hayashi and Hajime

Kato, Shizuoka, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film
Co., Ltd., Minami Ashigara-shi, Kanagawa, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,925
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 28, 1971,

46/85,834
Int. CI. B41m 5/00

U.S. CI. 117-36.8 12 Claims
1. A recording sheet comprising a support having

thereon a layer of color developer capable of reacting
with a substantially colorless color to form a colored
image wherein said color developer consists essentially of
at least one clay and at least one aromatic carboxylic
acid or an alkali metal salt thereof.

3,843,382
INFORMATION PROCESSING ARTICLE UTILIZFS'G

'.*l!£'^^^^*^^^^^"'^S^"'E DIHYDROAROMATICAND SIMILAR ANHYDRIDES
Vrnold Zweig, Westport, Conn., assignor to American

Cyaiiaraid Company, Stamford, Conn.
Application Aug. 8, 1969, Ser. No. 848,577, which Ss a

continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 764,311,

9J^L h *^^^' Divided and this application Jan. 28.
1972, Ser. No. 221,841

Int. CI. C09k 1/02
U.S. CI. 117-33.5 T 5 Claims

3,843,384
HEAT-SENSITIVE TWO COLOR RECORDING

PAPER
Kinichi Adachi, Takarazuka, and Takeshi Takaoka,

Katano, Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Indus-
trial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,969
Claims priority, application Japan, June 14, 1971,

46/42,341; Aug. 5, 1971, 46/59,395; Aug. 10,
1971, 46/60,752: Aug. 20, 1971, 46/63,815

Int. CI. B41m 5/18
U.S. CI. 117-36.9 13 Claims

Of exoosijft re Pi37a VERCUHr UGHT (SEC

I

1. A substrate incorporating an aromatic anhydride
compound of the formula:

1. A heat-sensitive two color recording paper which has
a layer of a first heat-sensitive recording material pre-
pared by dispersing, as discontinuous particles into a film-
forming binder, a iriphenylmethane or fluoran type non-
colored dye base having in the molecule a reactive color-
developing component of the lactone or lactam type, and
a phenolic substance or an organic acid, said layer de-
veloping a color at the time of application of heat, by for-
mation of a color-developing substance, and a layer of
a second heat-sensitive recording material capable of de-
veloping at the time of application of heat a color different
from the color of the aforesaid first layer, and which con-
tains as a decolorizing agent for the color-developing sub-
stance contained in the first layer a thermofusible poly-
ether which is substantially solid at normal temperature.

3,843,385
DECORATIVE CUSHIONEVG STRIP AND METHOD

FOR PRODUCING SAME
Raymond F. Schultz, Baton Rouge, La., assignor to Co-
polymer Rubber & Chemical Corporation, Baton Rouge,

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,209
Int. CI. B44d 1/092

U.S. CI. 117—47 A 7 Claims

where subs,i,ue„ts R- .ay be phenyl, p-anisy,, p-cyano- ,0™ ric 't,^:X:lS.^!;::'X:'^S^:ZZ't.
phenyl, phenyletbynyl, p.phenylphenyl, l-„aphthyl; a steps of producing the object with a surface comaining
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an EPDM elastomeric material having at least 2 carbon
to carbon double bonds per 1000 carbon atoms, expos-
ing the surface to be coated to reactive conditions through
the unsaturated groups, to ozone for at least 5 seconds,
and coating the exposed surface with an organo silicon

compound in the form of a silane, its hydrolysis product
or its polymerization product in which the silane has from
1 to 3 highly hydrolyzable groups and at least one or-

ganic group attached to the silicon atom containing a
mercapto group.

3,843,386

COATING OF GLASS FABRIC COATED WITH
AQUEOUS DISPERSION OF POLYMER

Robert Clark Ribbans HI, Wilmington, Del., assignor to
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,
Del.

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 217,846, Jan.
12, 1972, now Patent No. 3,790,403. This application
Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,901

Int. a. B44d 1/20; C03c 15/00, 17/00, 19/00
U.S. CI. 117—54 3 Claims

1. In the process for coating glass textile fabric with a
medium comprising an aqueous dispersion of poiytetra-
fluoroethylene by passing said fabric through said medium,
the improvement comprising prior to said passing, flooding
one surface of said fabric with said medium to obtain
wicking of said medium through the thickness of said
fabric prior to said passing.

^

3,843,387

PROCESS FOR COATING A SUPPORT WITH A
POLYAMIDE PLASTIC MATERIAL

Michel S. Lefebvre, 39 Rue du Cardinal Saliege,
02-Saint-Quentin, aisne, France

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 15,946, Mar. 2, 1970. This application
Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,100

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 12, 1969,
6907008

Int. CI. B44d 1/44; B44c 1/04
U.S. CI. 117-62.2 3 Claims

1. A process for coating a support with a polyamide
plastic material, comprising coating the support with an
ionic acid polyamide solution in the form of a paste and
then coagulating the coating by spreading on the coated
support a pulverized salt chosen from the group consisting
of mono-ammonium phosphate, di-ammonium phosphate,
mono-sodium phosphate, di-sodium phosphate and tri-so-
dium phosphate.

3,843,388

PROCESS FOR CLEANING SOILED HYDROPHOBIC
POLYAMIDE AND POLYESTER FABRICS

Vincent Paul Hearing, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The
Procter & Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 885,360, Dec. 15, 1969. This applicatioa
Aug. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 280,009

Int. CI. B44d 1/02
U.S. CI. 117-66 4 Claims

1. A process of cleaning soiled hydrophobic polyamide
or polyester substrates and simultaneously imparting a soil
repellent and anti-static finish thereto comprising treating
said substrates with a solution of a polymeric anhydride
selected from the group consisting of poly(vinyl methyl
ether/maleic anhydride), poly(maleic anhydride) and

poly(ethylene/maleic anhydride) in a substantially water-
free, non-aqueous, solvent, said solvent being free of ac-
tive hydrogen atoms and drying the treated substrates.

3,843,389

PROCESS FOR IMPREGNATING WEBS WITH
POLYMER SOLUTIONS

Yuya Enomoto, Kurashiki, Japan, assignor to Knrashiki
Rayon Co., Ltd., Kurashiki, Japan

Continuation of applicaHon Ser. No. 847,359, Aug. 4,
1969, which is a continuation-in-part of application
Ser. No. 539,843, Apr. 4, 1966, both now abandoned.
This appUcation Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,982

Int. CI. B05c 9/04; B44d 1/02
U.S. CI. 117—68 2 Ctaims

1. A process for the uniform impregnation of a fibrous
mat with a polymer solution comprising the steps of

passing a fibrous mat having a surface through a suc-
cession of substantially identical gaps each defined
between pairs of rollers,

coating said rollers uniformly and constantly with said
polymer solution, the gaps between said rollers being
such that said fibrous mat is not subjected to com-
pression therebetween by the rollers per se,

maintaining the clearance of said gaps equal to or
greater than the thickness of said mat,

driving each of said coated rollers in the same direction

as the advancing direction of the fibrous mat at a
speed at least two times faster than the speed at
which said fibrous mat advances, and

transporting a uniform stream of said polymer solution
to said mat on its surface to impregnate said mat.

3,843,390

COATED POLYCARBONATES
George A. Hudson, Venetia, and Joseph M. Rich, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., assignors to Baychem Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,605

Int. CI. B32b 27/14
U.S. CI. 117—138.8 F 5 Claims

1. Coated polycarbonate having as a surface layer a coat-
ing containing (1) from about 5 to about 62 percent by
weight of the coating of a linear diol, (2) from about
8 to about 35 percent by weight of the coating of a
thermosetting acrylic containing about 10 percent by
weight of the acrylic of an unsaturated carboxylic acid,

from about 4 to about 10 percent by weight of the acrylic

of any hydroxyalkyl ester of an alpha.beta-unsaturated
carboxylic acid with the remainder comprising at least

one alkyl ester of an alpha, beta-ethylenically unsatu-
rated carboxylic acid and (3) from about 17 to about
87 percent by weight of the coating of a crosslinking
agent.
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3 843 391
PROCESS FOR FINISHING TEXTILES

Rosemarie Toepfl, Domach, Solothum, Heinz Abel,
Remach, Basel-Land, and Arthur Maeder, Therwil,
Basel-Land, Switzeriand, assignors to Ciba-Geigy AG,
Basel, Switzerland

^^oPj^r''"^-
O'^'Pnal application Nov. 3, 1970, Ser. No.

86,640, now abandoned. Divided and this applicationMay 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,014
Claims priority, appUcation Switzeriand, Nov. 10. 1969.

16,655/69

, r o ^. '"*• ^'" ^^^^ ^^02; C09d 3/58
U.S. CI. 117—141 16 Claims

1. A process for finishing woolen material, which com-
prises treating the woolen material at 30 to 100° C. with
an aqueous preparation of reaction products of epoxides,
polymeric fatty acids and amines, said products being ob-
tained by reacting (a) a reaction product of at least
(a') one epoxide which contains at least two epoxide
groups per molecule and at least (a") one polymeric
unsaturated fatty acid, derived from a fatty acid of 16
to 22 carbon atoms, with the ratio of equivalents of
epoxide groups to acid groups being 0.45:1 to 0.95:1,
with (b) ammonia or an aliphatic or cycloaliphatic amine
which is a primary, secondary or tertiary amine contain-
mg no non-basic nitrogen atoms, in the presence of an
organic solvent, with the ratio of equivalents of acid
groups to hydrogen bonded amine nitrogen, to tertiary
amino groups or to ammonia being 1:1 to 1:10, wherein
the reaction between components (a) and (b) is carried
out at a temperature in the range of 20 to 120° C, and
then rinsing and drying the treated woolen material.

(e) renioving gaseous byproducts from the dissociation
of said gaseous compounds from the reaction cham-
ber by means of the outlet.

3 843 393
PROCESS FOR COATING TABLETS AND

MAKING DRAGEES
Gregor Groppenbacher, Heddesheim, Peter Rieckmann,
Mannheim-Waldhof, Werner Rotiie, Hockenheim,
Heinz Schalk, Mannheim, and Jurgen Schellhom,
Mannheim-Waldhof, Germany, assignors to Boehringer
Mannheim GmbH, Mannheim, Germany

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
152,797, June 14, 1971. This appUcation Sept. 13, 1972.
Ser. No. 288,858

Claims priority, application Germany, June 18, 1970.
P 20 29 839.9; Nov. 30, 1971, P 21 59 241.6

Int. CI. B44d 1/02
U.S. CI. 117-100 A 10 Claims

3,843,392
GLASS DEPOSITION

Henley Frank SterUng, Great Durmow, and John Henry
Alexander, Bishop's Stortford, England, assignors toITT Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,191
Ciauns priority, appUcation Great Britain, Oct. 28. 1971

50,082/71
*

IT«! n ,„'"h?>,S?^^^/^2;C23ci7/00
U.S. a. 117-93.1 GD 10 Claims

*^:>

i
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Se-S, Se-Te, Sb-Se. Sb-Te, Bi-Se, Bi-S, Bi-Te, As-S-Te,

As-Se-Te, Sb-As-S, As-S-Se, and As-S-Se-Te and mixtures

thereof, comprising vapor-depositing said chalcogen glass

onto said support layer and simultaneously maintaining

said support layer at a maximum temperature ranging

from 200° C. to 450° C. for a period of time ranging from

'io-Tio of the total vapor deposition time.

3,843,395
PROCESS FOR SOFTENING FABRICS IN A DRYER
David Russell Morton, Springfield Township, Hamilton

County, Ohio, assignor to The Procter & Gamble
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

No Drawing. Original application Dec. 30, 1968, Ser. No.
788,102, now Patent No. 3,686,025. DiviJed and this

application Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,214
Int. CI. B05c 3/08

U.S. CI. 117—109 10 Claims
1. A proceNS for softening freshly washed fabrics in an

automatic rotary drum clothes dryer comprising the steps

of

(A) adding to the dryer said fabrics and a premeasured
length or sheet of a softening composition consisting

essentially of a fabric softener impregnated into an
absorbent substrate having an absorbent capacity

of from 5.5 to 12; wherein

(i) said fabric softener has a softening point of

from 100" F. to 170° P.;

(ii) said fabric softener is selected from the group
consisting of

(a) cationic quaternary ammonium com-
pounds;

(b) cationic imidazoiinium salts;

(c) nonionic compounds selected from the

group consisting of tertiary phosphinc ox-

ides, tertiary amine oxides, ethoxylated ali-

phatic alcohols and ethoxylated aikylphe-

nols;

(d) anionic compounds selected from the

group consisting of fatly acid soaps, alkyl

sulfates, ethoxylated alcohol sulfates, alkyl

sulfonates, alkylbenzene sulfonates and al-

kyl glyceryl ether sulfonates;

(e) zwitterionic quaternary ammonium com-
pounds;

(f) amphoteric quaternary ammonium com-
pounds; and

(g) mixtures of such fabric softeners; and
(iii) the weight ratio of fabric softener to the dry

substrate ranges from 10: 1 to 2: 1; and
(B) operating said clothes dryer with a drying tempera-

ture ranging from about 75° F. to about 170° F.,

thereby causing the fabric softener in said composi-
tion to liquify, whereby the action of the clothes

dryer provides maximum and frequent contact of the

fabrics with the liquified softener to effect softening

of the fabrics.

3,843,396
PROCESS FOR THE FINISHING OF TEXTILES

Volkmar Mueller, Arlesbeim, and Rosemario Toepfl.
Basel, Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel,
Switzerland

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 86,602, Nov. 3, 1970. This application Sept. 11,
1972, Ser. No. 287,953

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 10, 1969,
16,658/69

Int. CI. D06m 3/02
U.S. CI. 117—141 11 Claims

1. A substantially anhydrous process for rendering

woolen textiles non-felting which comprises

(a) forming the reaction product of

(i) a basic polyamide with

(a') an epoxide, the equivalent ratio of ep-

oxide to polyamide being from 1:1 to 1:5

or

(b') an alkyl ether of an aminoplast precon-

densate, the equivalent ratio of aminoplast

precondensate to basic polyamide being

from 1:0.11 to 1:1.45 or

(c') an epoxide-polymeric unsaturated fatty

acid reaction product, the equivalent ratio

of epoxide to polyamide bjing from 1 : 1 to

1:5 or

(ii) an epoxide-organic carboxylic acid reaction

product, wherein the epoxide is normally liquid

at room temperature and is derived from a poly-

hydric phenol, a polyphenol or a bisphenol, with

(a") an amine or

(b") an amino-epoxide reaction product

(b) mixing said reaction product with a water-insoluble

organic solvent and a surface-active dispersing agent,

the resulting mixture containing from 0.5 to 57c by
weight of said reaction product based on the textile

to be treated

(c) impregnating the textile with said mixture and there-

after drying the treated textile and heating at 40 to

200° C. to fL\ the coating.

3 843 397
HYDROPHOBIC Sl'BSTRATES RENDERED

HYDROPHILK BY COAONG
Melvin M. Olson, Richfield, Minn., assignor to Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Conipanv, St. Paul, Minn.

No Drawing. .Application Jan. 17, 1972. Ser. No. 218,581,
now Patent No. 3,740,414, which :s a division of appli-
cation Ser. No. 43.970, June 5, 1970, now Patent No.
3,661,814, which is a continuation-in-part of applica-
tion Ser. No. 871,529, Nov. 6, 1969, which in turn
is a continuation of application Ser. No. 469,902, July
6, 1965, both now abandoned. Divided and this appli-
cation Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 324,960

Int. CI. C08d 5/02; C09j 3/00, 3/12
U.S. CI. 117—161 UD 7 Claims

1. A normally hydrophobic substrate which has been
rendered hydrophilic by application thereover of a thin

coating of a water-soluble composition comprising a

water-soluble rubbery polymer, alkaline in aqueous solu-

tion, consisting essentially of the reaction product of an
epoxidized water-insoluble neutral rubbery polymer se-

lected from the class consisting of cis-l,4-polybutadiene,

butadiene :styrene copolymer. butadiene:acrylonitrile co-
polymer and cis-1.4-polyisoprene and a water-soluble sec-

ondary mono amine, said epoxidized rubbery polymer hav-
ing an epoxy equivalent of not greater than about 225.

3.843.398
CATALYTIC PROCESS FOR DEPOSITING

NITRIDE FILMS
Ronald R. Maagdenberg, P.O. Box 1337,

SuFinyvale, Calif. 94088
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 49,900, June 25, 1970. This application
June 13, 1972, Ser. No. 262.349

Int. CI. B44d 1/18; C23c 11/00
I .S. CI. 117—201 12 Claims

1. In semiconductor device fabrication a method for

producing nitride films of a given semiconductor material,

comprising ihe steps of:

(a.) providing a compound containing a given semi-

conductor material of silicon or germanium;
(b) providing nitrogen gas;

(c) providing an oxygen gas catalyst, the mole ratio of
the catalyst to said compound being less than 1;

(d) providing a semi-conductive substrate;

(e) simultaneously reacting the compound containing

the given semiconductor material with the nitrogen

gas in the presence of the catalyst to form nitride; and
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(f) depositing said nitride on the substrate to form
a nitride pf said semiconductor material on said

substrate.
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orable at power levels of said diode which do not
degrade said diode; and

3,843,399
METALLIZED VIDEO DISC HAVING AN

INSULATING LAYER THEREON
Michael Kaplan and Dennis Lee Matthies, Princeton,

N.J., assignors to RCA Corporation
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,664

Int. CI. Glib 5/00
U.S. CI. 117—217 3 Claims

1. An information record adapted for use witti a play-

back stylus to efTect recovery of signals occupying a band-

CLt«VCOSU(lF»CtS,rnE
»f4l> ONE ", MIRBijBfO

width of at least

at a desired rate

several megahertz when relative motion
is established between said record and

said stylus, said record comprising:

(a) a disc ha,-|ing a spiral groove in a surface thereof,
said groove being dimensioned for reception therein
of said styl.is and containing an information track
constituted ^' geometric variations in the bottom of
said groove.

(b) a continuJus conductive metal layer on said sur-
face, said Ia\er being of substantially uniform thick-
ness, and

(c) a thin die Metric coating of uniform thickness over-
lying said nn}t;il layer. s;iid dieleclric coaling being a
polystyrene fiipplicd in a glow discharge, and the com-
bined ihickniess of said conductive layer and said di-
electric coating do noi fill said groove, allouing for
reception ofj said stylus uilhin said groove during

(b) pulsing .said diode at an energy level sufficiently high
to evaporate said material, whereby said material
evaporates along the lasing region of said diode.

playback.

.Ik̂
3.843,400

SOLtD ELECTROLYTE CELL
Kenneth C. Radford, Pittsburgh, and Raymond J. Bratton,

Delmont, Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Cor-
poration, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,046
Int. CI. C23c

U.S. CI. 117-227 19 Claims
I. A method of making a solid electrolyte cell com.-

prising:

a sheet of an electrolyte composition
finely-divided, solid, sinterable electro-

(A) preparing

comprising i

lyte having icmic vacancies capable of conducting a
carrier, and a first s\nthetic. organic resin which
does not leaxi a residue when thermally degraded:

(B) covering s^id sheet with an electrode composition
comprising a' finely-divided, solid electrode inert to
said carrier uhich is sinterable at a temperature at
which said ^lectrolyte is sinterable, a second, syn-
thetic, organic resin uhich does not leave a residue
when thermally degraded, and a solvent for said
second, synthetic, organic resin;

(C) evaporating said solvent;

(D) thermally degrading said first and seco.nd. syn-
thetic, organic resins; and

(E) in a single operation sintering said electrolyte and
said electiode.

3,843.402
STABILIZED IRRADIATION CROSS-LINKED

PVC COATED ARTICLES
Robert Vincent Albarino, New York, N.Y.. and Edward

Paul Otocka, Berkeley Heights, N.J., assignors to Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill,
N.J.

Filed Dec. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 205,495
Int. CI. B44d 1/42; HOlb 3/44

U.S. CI. 117—232 6 Claims
1. Article coated with a polymeric material consisting

essentially of at least 80 percent by weight of polyvinyl
chloride, said material being irradiation cross-linked
through a cross-linking medium at least 50 percent by
weight of which is a difunctional monomer, characterized
in that said material contains from 1 to 20 parts by weight
based on 100 parts of said polymeric material of at least
one cyclic ether containing at least one hydrogen substit-
uent atom in a position alpha to an ether oxygen, said
ether containing at least one additional carbonaceous
substituent of a molecular weight of at least 50, such ether
including at least one compound selected from the group
consisting of five and six-membered monoethers and di-

ethers. ring members of which are restricted to carbon and
ether oxygen atoms.

3.843,401
BISMUTH MASKING TECHNIQUE FOR USE ON
INJECTION LASER DIODES AS MEANS OF UNI-FORMITY EVALUATION AND SPONTANEOUSCONTROL AND PRODUCT

^iAi>tuus

Ronald L. Carroll, Piano, Tex., assignor to Texas
Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.
Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,870

Int. CI. B44c / /20; B44d 1/18
U.S. CI. 117-227 8 Claims

1. A method of maskmg the lasing region of an injec-
tion laser diode which comprises the step of:

(a) coating the lasing surface of said diode with a ma-
terial of sufl^ciently low electrical conductivity not
to affect the diode properties of said diode and evap-

3.843.403
METHODS OF MANUFACTURING FERROMAG-
NETIC CARBON MODIFIED CHROMIUM OXIDE
AND COMPOSITIONS AND RECORDING MEDIA
CONTAINING SAME

Robert S. Haines, Boulder, Colo., assignor to International
Business MachiTies Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,627
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Aug. 17, 1988, has been disclaimed
Int. CI. COlg 37/02

U.S. CI. 117—235 19 Claims
1. A process for producing ferromagnetic carbon modi-

fied chromium oxide compositions of tetragonal crystal
structure containing about 58.5'~r to 62'"t, by weight, of
chromium, and about 0.05*:; to 0.90*:^, by weight, of
carbon which comprises:

forming a chromium modified carbon by mixing a
modifying chromium salt with carbon in its elemental
form, said chromium salt selected from those chro-
mium compounds capable of being absorbed or ad-
sorbed by said carbon, and excluding the oxides and
hydroxides of chromium lacking additional elements;

mixing the modified carbon thus formed with chro-
mium trioxide to form a reaction mixture; and

then heating the mixture at a temperature within the
range of about 450° F. to 850° F. and under a pres-
sure of at least 730 p.s.i.
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3,843,404

MAGNETIC RECORDING COATING
Joseph E. Haefele, San Jose, Cecil R. Hawkins, Los Gatos,

and Ronald E. Kubec, San Jose, Calif., assignors to
International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk,
N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.
No. 44,284, June 8, 1970. This appUcation Sept. 18,
1972, Ser. No. 289,892

U.S. a. 117—235
Int. CI. HOlf 10/02

1. A magnetic recording medium comprising ferro-
magnetic and alumina particles dispersed in a binder as
a unitary coating upon a non-magnetic substrate, each
of the alumina particles disposed in said binder to be
substantially equal to the thickness of the medium to
form a solid barrier between the surface of the medium
and the underlying non-magnetic substrate and present in
an amount not above 5% by weight of the ferromagnetic
and alumina particles.

3,843,405

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING SILVER-OXYGEN-
CESIUM PHOTON CONVERTER

Haden J. Bourg, Jr., Glen Bumie, Md., assignor to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 277,952

Int. CI. B44d 1/14, 1/18
U.S. CI. 117—217 5 Claims

CMA»tBEf>
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extending section in said opening and through said wall

with a portion of said section projecting from the op-

posite side of said wall, placing a second member over

said extending section of said first member, said second

member being fabricated with an accommodating com-

partment for frictionally engaging said extending section

*^ti*r.^ Cj*S^

j/tO/- r*^^ Sr^^t.
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3,843,412
GALVANIC ELECTRODE COVER METHOD
Erik Gustav Sundberg, Nol, Sweden, assignor to

Aktiebolaget Tudor. Stockholm, Sweden
Continuation of application Ser. No. 757,622, Sept.

1968. This application Apr. 7, H70, Ser. No. 24,419
Claims priority, application Sweden, Sept. 22, 1967,

13,102 67
Int. CI. HOlm 35104

U.S. CI. 136—55 3 Claims

5,

1. The method of making a cover for retaining active

material on the respective rods of conductive material of a

plural, parallel rod electrode for use in a storage battery

having positive and negative electrodes and a liquid elec-

trolyte comprising the steps of:

(a) providini: a plurality of like fibrous sleevings:

(b) placing the sleevings under at least nominal ten-

sion on substantially flat mandiels;

(c) alternating the sleeving covered mandrels with a

electrolyte resistant synthetic resinous material in

contact with the sleeving of the immediately adjacent

mandrels, the material being substantially one half

the width of the mandrels and transversely centered

with respect thereto;

(d) compressing the alternated sleeving covered man-
drels and materia! while applying heat to secure ad-

jacent ones of the sleevings to each other in the area

of the resinous material by the impregnation of the

sleevings with the material;

(e) removing the mandrels from the secured sleevings;

and

(f) expanding the secured sleevings to form a plurality

of tubes of substantially rectangular cross section,

with the resinous material substantially coextensive

with the v\idth of the expanded electrode cover.

3,843,413

LOW RESISTANCE TERMINAL CONNECTOR FOR
AIR-DEPOLARIZED CATHODE

Jacob E. Schmidt, Little Falls Township, Passaic County,

N.J., assignor to McCraw-Edison Company, Elgin, 111.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,870

Int. CI. HOlm 29/02

U.S. CI. 136—86 A 1 Claim

of said first member, fluidizing with force the contacting

portions of said first and second members and plasticizing

a portion of said wall between said first and second mem-
bers, permitting the fluidized contacting portions to cool

and forcing said first and second members together with

a portion of said fluidized wall in between.

1. An ail -depolarized primary battery comprising an

electrolyte solution, an anode in said solution, a carbon

cathode partially immersed in said solution and having a

plurality of vertical cavities therein extending through the

top face thereof to the bottom portion thereof, said cavi-

ties being cylindrically shaped, a helix wire of a conduc-

tive spring material inserted in each of said cavities

throughout the length thereof, each of ^aid wire helices

having normally a larger outside diameter than the diam-

eter of said respective cavity causing the wire helix to exert

a radial pressure against the wad of the cavity and pro\ide

a continuous firm engagement of the helix on a helical

line with said cathode, a terminal post anchored into an

upper portion of said cathode between said cavities in

electrically conductive relationship with the cathode, a

lead wire extending from and electrically connected to

each of said wire helices, and means electrically connect-

ing each of said lead wires to said terminal post.

3,843,414
METHOD OF PREPARING NON-AQL EOl'S ELEC-
TROLYTE FREE OF ANY TRACE OF FREE
ALUMINUM CHLORIDE

Jean-Paul Gabano, Poitiers, and Gerard Lehniann, Liguge,

France, assignors to Societe des Accumulateurs Fixes

et de Traction (Societe .Anonyme), Roniainville. France
Original application Mar. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 121,825, now

abandoned. Divided and this application May 15, 1973,

Ser. No. 360,439
Claims priority, application France, Mar. 27, 1970,

7011097
Int. CI. HOlm UIOO

U.S. CI. 136—156 4 Claims
1. A method for preparing an electrolyte for use in

electrochemical cells having a lithium base negative elec-

trode and a metal chloride positive electrode which is in-

soluble in methylchloroformate comprising the steps of

effecting a reaction by heating of a substantially equi-

molecular mixture of potassium chloride and aluminum
chloride at about 300° C. to produce potassium tetra-
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chloroaluminate as reaction product, utilizing a slight ex-
cess of potassium chloride in said mixture to prevent
presence of any free aluminum chloride in said re-
action product, effecting a solution of said potassium
tetrachloroaluminate reaction product in methylchlor-
oformate and reacting said solution in substantially stoichi-
rometric ratio with lithium perchlorate to yield lithium

content of the melt to less than 0.02% and the car-
bon content to less than 0.04%,

(c) without any addition of titanium, casting the vac-
uum-carbon-deoxidized composition of step (b) into
a rollable article,

(d) rolling the article in a plurality of rolling steps in-
cluding a plurality of successive hot rolling steps de-
fining a hot rolling zone and wherein at least the final
rolling step is a heavy cold rolling step of at least
about 50% reduction to provide a sheet,

(e) heating said cold rolled sheet in a single sub-
critical annealing treatment to essentially completely
recrystallize said sheet.

tetrachloroaliiminate dissolved in said methylchlorofor-
mate together with potassium perchlorate which is insol-
uble in said methylchloroformate and decanting said
potassium perchlorate to provide as an end product said
electrolyte of lithium tetrachloroaluminate dissolved in
methylchloroformate and free of any trace of free alum-
inum chloride.

3,843,415
METHOD OF PRODUCING ENAMELING IRON,AND ENAMELING IRON COMPOSITIONS AND
ARTICLES

WilUam C. Leslie, Franklin Township, Westmoreland
County, Pa., assignor to United States Steel Corpora-
tion

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 842,829, July
11, 1969, which Is a continuation-in-part of applica-
tion Ser. No. 593,799, Nov. 14, 1966, both now aban-
doned. This application Mar. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 233.280

Int. CI. C21d 7/7-/. 9/^6
U,S. CL 148-2 2 Claims

3,843,416
SUPERPLASTIC ZINC/ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

Christopher R. Cross and Subodh Kapoor, Cardlflf, Wales,
assignors to Imperial Smelting Corporation (Alloys)
Limited, London, England
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,834

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 8. 1971.
9,129/71

Int. CL C22c 77/00; C22f 7/i5
U.S. CL 148—11.5 R

.» 9 Claims
1. A method of producing superplastic zinc/aluminium

alloy sheet from a body of alloy consisting essentially of
zmc and aluminium, the amount of aluminium being from
1% to 19.8% by weight, the amount of any copper pres-
ent as a further alloying element being up to 1% by
weight, and the amount of any magnesium present as a
further alloying element being up to 1% by weight
whereby the alloy exhibits the zinc/aluminum eutectic
structure, said method comprising finish rolling said body
of alloy at a temperature between 20 and 200° C. to pro-
duce a sheet whose thickness is reduced by between 50%
and 99% based on the starting thickness.

TUIS

1. A method of producing sag-resistant enameling iron
sheet having rimming steel quality surfaces and enhanced
recrystallization response, comprising:

(a) air melting and refining an iron base meh to a
composition consisting essentially of, by weight per-
cent:

II

Carbon .05 to about 0.10%.
Manganese 0.07 to 0.12%.
Sulfur Up to 0.04%.
Silicon Up to 0.10%.
Titanium Up to 0.01%.
Iron Balance, except for oxygen

and incidental steelmak-
ing impurities.

(b) deoxidizing the refined composition by vacuum
carbon deoxidation and for a time and at a subat-
mospheric pressure sufficient to reduce the oxygen

927 O.G.—58

3,843,417
METHOD FOR HOT DIPPING ALUMINIUM-

KILLED STEEL SHEET
Misao Ohbu and Kenlchi Asakawa, Kitakyushu, Japan,

assignore to Nippon Steel Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
.

Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,890
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 1, 1971.

46/97,321

U.S. CI. 148—12 9 asdms
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1. In a method for hot dipping an aluminium-killed
steel sheet in a hot dipping line involving a reduction an-
nealing pretreatment process which includes the steps of
hot roUing said steel sheet, descaling the sheet by acid
picklirig, cold rolling the sheet, and then degreasing the
sheet in hot dipping equipment, reduction anneaUng the
sheet, cooling the sheet to a suitable dipping temperature
and immersing the sheet in a hot dipping bath, the im-
provement which comprises winding said aluminium-
killed steel sheet at a temperature higher than 650° C.
after the hot rolling.
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Aw,™«r^ 3,843,418ALUMINUM ALLOYS FOR ELECTRICAT miv
DUCTORS AND METHOD iTOREW

N«Lv? ?i- ^^l^ ^"*^°?; "^^ Megumu Sumitomo,Nagoya, Hiroshi Oasa, Osaka, and Minora YoltotaAmaga^Iu, Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Cliemicai

if 6j^S;Can"""*°"°
^''''^' '"'^•"««''' L"-' »>««>

^'itt "^P^"'A^°.5 i"'^ 2^' *'^<>' Sen No. 57,626, now
&r No 298f42'^"*

"""^ "^ application Oct.'l7. 1972^

US n ,4«!i,,'"*-^'-C22f7/o^
U.h. CL 148—12.7 ^ Claims

1. The method of manufacturing a high strength
aluminum alloy for electric conductors comprising The
steps of producing a heated alloy which comprises 2 to

onnoJ'rnT\"''^'''T' ^'^ '^ ^'^ wt.-percent silicon.
0.0005 o 0.4 wt.-percent beryllium and the balance essen-
tially aluminum; cold working the produced alloy with
approximately 10 to 30% reduction in area after quench-

I"^«no^^*^u^"°y ^'°"' '" ^^^ ""^^ge of about 500° C
onno^ i I ^^'"S ^^^ ^"°y a' about 150° C. to^UU C; and then cold working the alloy.

r,«wT..^„ 3,843,420
SPUTTERED GRANULAR FERROMAGNETIC
t *u

JRON-NICKEL-SILICA FILMS
Jonathan Isaac Gittieman and Josepli Jolm Hanak,

Trenton, NJ., assignors to RCA Corporation
FUed Oct. 24, 1972, Sen No. 299^770

iTc r.. ..„ Int. CI. C04b iJ/00

f A • ^^^^Y^ ,
10 Claim,

1. A sputtered granular ferromagnetic film consisting
essenually of a composition having the formula

(FeyNii_y),_^(Si02),

whereinjf is from 0.001 to 0.7 part by volume and y is
from O.OOl to 0.999 part by volume, and further character-

'^^y °^^'"^ granular particle size on the order of 10
to 200 angstroms.

__ 3,843,419
METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR

•n, A
^CARBURIZING STEEL BODIES

«co?^^
Schmidt and Rudolf Meyer, Essen, Germany,

SS^^Ei^en':"GrrS-a^^'"'^"^»
Industnofenaniage^n

^"^''J'^nf^w"'°'P^ °^ abandoned appUcation Ser No
i'fN'o.%^^6

'''''^ ^^p«^^«- ^- ^^' 'i^^^;

U.S.C,. 148-16.5'"*- ^'-^"^^^/^^
,e,aims

«inglfst^:^'"^^ ' ^^"""^ °^ ^' ^^'^
(a) charging a carburizing furnace chamber with a suc-

cession of said steel articles;
(b) passing through said furnace chamber and into
contact with the steel articles successively charged
into same, at a substantially constant volume flow
rate, a earner gas consisting predominantly of car-bon monoxide, hydrogen and nitrogen and contain-mg a mmor proportion of at least one hydrocarbon
gas adapted to difl^ise carbon into carburizadon-acJ
tive surfaces of said steel articles;

(c) maintaining a carburization temperature in said
furnace and a treatment time for the successive arti-
cles which IS substantially constant;

(d) continuously measuring the rate of carburization
of said articles and the rate of abstraction of carbon
from said carrier gas in said chamber by:

providing said furnace chamber with a wall com-
posed of steel of the identical composition to
and the same thickness as the steel of said
articles,

permitting carbon diffusion from the furnace
chamber through said waU thereof composed of
steel of the same composition and thickness as
that of said articles,

flushing a surface of said wall turned away from
said chamber with a noncarbonaceous gas
stream whereby carbon from the environmentm said chamber diffuses through said wall sub-
stantiaUy at the rate at which carbon diffuses
into said articles and is entrained by said flush-
ing gas stream,

detwting the carbon content of said gas stream
after flushmg of said wall therewith; and

(e) controlling the concentration of the hydrocarbon
in the earner gas introduced into said furnace in
accordance with the carbon content of said gas
stream.

3,843,421
WROUGHT NICKEL-BASE ALLOY AND

Awi. i> ^ PRODUCTS THEREOF

^^un^^' JA*^ ^ ^^"^^ '^^^"a Beach, and

toTln^/p^^l"**"^; J^^"
^""^h Gardens, Fla., assizors

Nn nri5 ^''S^l Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.No Drawing. Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 298,068

IIS ri i^« ,-,
Int CI C22c 79/00

U.S. CI. 148—32 3 Claims
nominal T"^^'

nickel-base superalloy article having anominal chemistry which consists essentially of, aboutby weight 12.4 percent chromium, 18.5 percent cobalt.
3^2 percent molybdenum, 4.3 percent titanium, 5 percentaluminum, 0.8 percent vanadium, 0.02 percent boron, 06
percent zirconium, 0.07 percent carbon, balance essen-
tially nickel, and characterized by V-notch strengthening
in the temperature range of 1300°-140O° F.

„^, 3,843,422
ROLLING METHOD FOR PRODUCING

SILICON STEEL STRIP
Robert H. Henke, 4 Foxwood Drive,

Pitttsburgh, Pa. 15238
Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,538

1 Tv,^ ~ .u J /• . ^ Claims
1. Ihe method of producing grain oriented silicon steel

ste'^ of'
""^^"^^'^ purposes from slabs comprising the

(a) heating the slabs to a temperature above 2200° F
to stabihze MnS, and immediately rolling said slabs'
into strip ,n a planetary mill to a thickness range
of about 0.060 to 0.150 inch while maintaining the
temperature in the temperature range 2100° F to2200° P., during said rolling,

(b) cooling the strip to a temperature below 1500° F
and above 300° F., and

^'^n A^n"'^'"^
^^^ ^^''P '" thickness to about 0.020 to

i-cnno*"'^
^*^''® '" ^^^ temperature range 300° F. to

^, 3,843,423
METHOD FOR PRODUCING STEEL SHEETS OR

HM A
^^^^^ ^^^ MAKING CANS

Hidejiro Asano Kitakyushu, and Yashlchi OyagI,

IJS^°"T?'' '?P""' ^«gno« to Nippon Steel Cor-
poration, Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Hied Aug. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 391,020
Claims prionty, application Japan, Aug. 24, 1972

47/84,100

1. A method for producing can-making steel sheet com-

^nTJ
'"^^''^^•"g ^ steel slab containing not more than

0.03% C, not more than 1.0% Mn, not more than 0.04%
P, not more than 0.02% O, with the balance being iron
and unavoidable impurities to finish hot rolling at a tem-
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perature between the A3 transformation point and 750° C,
coiling the sheet at a temperature not lower than 620° C,
and cold rolling thus obtained hot rolled sheet or strip
after acid pickling with a reduction rate not lower than
80%.

3,843,424

NORMAL GRAIN GROWTH (110) [001] TEXTURED
IRON-COBALT ALLOYS

Donald R. Thomburg and Karl Foster, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,071

Int. CI. HOlf 1/00
U.S. CI. 148—120 6 Claims

1. An alloy member which exhibits improved permea-
bilities at low field strengths resulting from crystal-
lographic orientation compared to unoriented magnetic
material of the same composition consisting essentially of
from about 5% to about 35% cobalt, up to 2% chro-
mium, up to 1% manganese, up to 3% silicon, less than
0.005% sulfur and the balance essentially iron with in-
cidental impurities, the alloy having a primary recrystal-
lized grain structure in which a major proportion of the
grains exhibit a (110) texture and in which a major pro-
portion of the oriented grains have cube edges of their
crystal lattices aliened within 10° of the rolling direction.

3,843,426

PROPELLANT COMPOSITIONS WITH
FERROCENE HOMO-POLYMER

Chester W. Huskins, Huntsville, and Dennis C. Van
Landuyt, Auburn, Ala., assignors to the United States
of America as represented by the Secretary of the Army

No Drawing. Original application June 15, 1971, Ser. No.
155,670. Divided and this application July 12, 1972.
Ser. No. 270,797 j . ,

Int. CI. C06d 5/06
U.S. CI. 149-19.2 4 aaims

1. A propellant composition comprising; a butadiene
polymer binder of about 10 to about 25 weight percent,
a metal fuel of about 5 to about 29 weight percent, an
oxygen oxidizer of about 50 to about 75 weight percent,
and a ferrocenylbutadiene dimer and trimer homo-
polymer of an amount of about 0.01 to about 20 weight
percent.

3,843,425

OVERLAY TRANSISTOR EMPLOYING HIGHLY
CONDUCTIVE SEMICONDUCTOR GRID AND
METHOD FOR MAKING

Frederic Leroy Katnack, Oldwick, NJ., assignor to
RCA Corporation

Original application Apr. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 131,342, now
abandoned. Divided and this application Oct. 5, 1972.
Ser. No. 295,212

Int. CI. HOll 7/64
U.S. CI. 148—187 6 Claims

3,843,427

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A GAS-
DISCHARGE DISPLAY PANEL

Johannes van Esdonk, Jacobus Hubertus Jacobs, Johannes
Petrus Hornman, and Wilhelmus Johannes van de Laar,
Emmasingel, Eindhoven, Netiieriands, assignors to U.S.
Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

FUed Mar. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 119,487

Claims priority, appUcation Netheriands, Mar. 21, 1970.
7004088

Int. CI. C23£ 17/00; H05k 3/06
U.S. CI. 156—3 4 Claims

28
32 ^,E

^A!^ 30 ^JL^ 50 ^i^/^

J2
1

—12

1. A method for making a semiconductor device, com-
prising the steps of:

providing a semiconductor body having a region of a
first conductivity-type therein adjacent one surface
of the body, with an insulating coating on said sur-
face;

forming a communicating slot in said coating which
extends to said surface;

forming a semiconductor layer of said first conductiv-
ity type in said slot which contacts said region;

diffusing impurities of said one conductivity-type into
said semiconductor layer so that said layer is highly
conductive with respect to said region; and

diffusing a plurality of segments of a second conduc-
tivity-type into said region from said surface is spaced
relation to said semiconductor layer.

1. In the method of manufacturing a gas-discharge
display panel comprising at least one bottom plate and
one top plate of insulating, transparent material, the
bottom and top plates being provided with strip-shaped
relatively insulated conductors, parts of the surfaces of
which are in contact with a gas atmosphere in cavities
between the conductors, the steps of embedding a comb-
shaped conductor in an insulating plate with the tines
of the comb-shaped conductor extending up to the sur-
face of the plate, and thereafter chemically etching the
tines to form cavities in the insulating plate.

3,843,428

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A THERMO-
COMPRESSION CONTACT

Wolfgang Kraft, Freiburg, Germany, assignor to
ITT Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.

FUed July 18, 1973, Ser. No. 380,327

Int CI. C23f / /02; HOII 7/50
U.S. CI. 156—7 8 Claims

1. An improved method of manufacturing a thermocom-
pression contact on a metal layer of aluminum contacting
the zone of a planar semiconductor component, said layer
disposed in a passivating layer covering the surface of said
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semiconductor component, wherein a semiconductor sub-
strate is provided with a masking layer having a window
therein and a contacting metal layer over said masking
layer and the exposed portion of said substrate, wherein
the improvement comprises:

providing a doped etchable layer of aluminum oxide by
thermal oxidation of said contacting metal layer;

depositing a passivating layer having a first window
therein over said aluminum oxide layer; and

removing the aluminum oxide layer beneath said first

window by etching.

3 843 429
GLASS FIBER REINFORCED RESTN TANK STRUC-

TURES AND METHOD OF FABRICATING
Wallace B. Jessup, Portland, Oreg., assignor to The
Stebblm Engineering and Manufacturing Company,
Watertown, N.Y.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 73,538,
Sept. 18, 1970. This application Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No.
294,362

Int CI. B29c 27/25; B65h 81/04
U.S. CI. 156—69 13 Claims

1. A method of on-site fabrication of glass fiber, re-
inforced, plastic-resin tank structures, using a plurality
of pre-fabricated, structural, arcuate liner panels of glass
fiber, reinforced resin, comprising:

providing a base support for the tank structure,
temporarily securing vertical support and alignment
beams to the base support at spaced intervals cor-
responding to the width of the liner panels to define
the circumference of the tank structure, the beams
extending the height of the tank structure,

providing a central beam extending upwardly from the
base support having a plurality of lateral arms ex-
tending therefrom into contact with the temporary
vertical support beams to support the side walls of
the structure during fabrication thereof,

temporarily securing by removable rivets the liner
panels to the vertical support and alignment beams,
the panels extending the height of the beams and
abutting each other along their side edges in coinci-
dence with the vertical support beams to define the
side walls of the tank structure,

providing a top cover for the tank structure of glass
fiber, reinforced resin,

securing the top cover to the top edges of the liner
panels,

applying a mixture of chopped glass fiber and resin over
the joint areas between the abutting liner panels and
between the top cover and the top edges of the liner
panels to seal them and form an integral tank struc-
ture,

mixing resin and catalyst together for impregnation of
continuous glass fiber roving for winding of the side
walls of the tank structure closely adjacent the point
of application of the resin-impregnated glass fiber to
the side walls,

impregnating the glass fiber roving with the resin-cata-
lyst mixture,

winding successive layers of the resin-impregnated con-
tinuous glass fiber roving around the outer surfaces
of the liner panels in a helical pattern extending
spirally both upward and downward to provide hoop
strength for the tank structure,

removing the support and alignment beams temporarily
secured to the liner panels from the interior of the
tank structure after curing of the resin, and

applying resin-impregnated chopped glass fiber over
the inner portion of the base support surrounded by
the liner panels and joint areas between the lower
ends of the liner panels in the base support to form
an integral bottom wall for the tank structure.

3,843,430
CHROMATE-FREE BRIGHT DIP FOR ZINC AND

CADMIUM SURFACES
David H. Kinder, Watertown, Conn., assignor to
MacDermid Incorporated, Waterbury, Conn.

No Drawing. Hied Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,784
Int. CI. C23f 1/00; C23g 1/36

U.S. CI. 156—20 13 Claims
1. A hexavalent chromium-free pulverulent composi-

tion for dissolution in water to provide a bright dip for
zinc and cadmium surfaces, said composition consisting
essentially of

(a) from 15% to 99.8% by weight of a water-soluble
nitrate salt;

(b) up to 80% by weight of an acid salt selected from
the group consisting of sodium, potassium and am-
monium bisulfates and sulfamic acid;

(c) from .2% to 15% by weight of a water-soluble
fluoride salt;

(d) up to 15% by weight of citric acid;

(e) up to 15% by weight of a trivalent chromium
compound;

(f) up to 15% by weight of an acid soluble oxidation
resistant organic dye;

wherein the amount of acid salt in the ^composition is

always sufficient to produce a pH of from 4.0 to 0.5
upon addition of from 0.3 to 6 ozs. of said composition
per gallon of water.

3,843,431
PROCESS FOR MAKING FIBROUS

COMPOSITION BOARD
William W. Dostalik, Miami, Okla., assignor to

Nancy L. Dostalik, Miami, Okla.
No Drawing. Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,621

Int. CI. B32b 5/28, 27/42
U.S. CI. 156—62.2 2 Claims

1. A process for the production of a composition board
which comprises wetting a quantity of hogged wood
materials until the moisture content of said wood mate-
rials is raised to approximately thirty percent on an oven
dry basis, then grinding said moisturized wood materials
under such conditions as to provide a fiber portion where-
in approximately ninety-five percent of the fibers have a
length of less than one-half inch and wherein the lengths
of said fibers are also about ten times the width and
thickness thereof, drying the ground moisturized wood
material until the moisture content thereof is reduced to
about five percent on an oven dry basis, separating the
dried ground wood material into two fractions, the first

of said fractions being of said fibers and having a bulk
density of about four to ten pounds per cubic foot, the
second of said fractions being of fine wood particles
having a bulk density of about six to twelve pounds per
cubic foot and small enough to pass through a twenty
mesh screen, mixing a quantity of fibers with an adhesive
mixture to provide a fiber-adhesive mixture for the core
of said composition board, separately mixing a quantity
of the fine wood particles with an adhesive to provide a
fines-adhesive mixture for the surface layers of said com-
position board, forming a three layered mat by placing
a layer of fiber-adhesive mixture on a layer of fines-ad-
hesive mixture and superimposing another layer of fines-

adhesive mixture and being of substantially the same
thickness as the lowermost layer of fines-adhesive mixture,
positioning the three-layered mat between two screens,
one on top of the mat and the other on the bottom of the
mat, compacting the three-layered mat under elevated
temperatures and pressures for a period of time not ex-
ceeding six minutes with a press closing time of less than
forty seconds, and thereafter separating the screens to
produce a composition board with a nearly uniform den-
sity core between surface layers of substantially higher
density.
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3 843 432
METHOD TO PRODUCE A BONDED

PILE FABRIC
Charles A. Wethlngton, Spartanburg, S.C, assignor to

Deering Milliken Research Corporation, Spartanburg,
S.C.

Filed Jan. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 221,216
Int. CI. B32b 5/02, 31/00; D05c 17/02
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U.S. CI. 156—72 2 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a cut, pile fabric on a
machine having an elongated rotably mounted rotor

member having a plurality of rows of apertures therein

with the rows of apertures extending in the axial direc-

tion of the rotor member comprising the steps of: provid-

ing a plurality of yarn supplies of a first color adjacent

the rotor member, providing a plurality of yarn supplies

of a second color at an angle to the yarns of a first color

adjacent the rotor member, supplying certain selected

yarns of the first color into certain apertures of one row
of the rotor member, severing the certain selected yarns

of said first color from its supply, rotating the rotor to a

position whereat the apertures of the one row are adja-

cent the yarns of a second color, supplying certain se-

lected yarns of the second color into other apertures of

the one row of apertures of the rotor member, severing

the certain selected yarns of said second color from its

supply, rotating the rotor member to a position where the

one row of apertures is adjacent a yarn receiving adhesive
member and simultaneously inserting said first color yarn
and said second color yarn from the one row of apertures
into the adhesive member.

3 843 433
METHOD OF SEALING AND MOUNTING REFLEC-

TORS ON BICYCLE PEDAL TREADS
Gerald Golden, Highland Park, Charles V. Wrobel, Jr.,

Arlington Heights, and Walter Dian, Downers Grove,
ni., assignors to Beatrice Foods Co., Chicago, III.

Original application May 4, 1971, Ser. No. 140,148, now
Patent No. 3,755,050. Divided and this application Aug.
15, 1972, Ser. No. 280,848

Int. CI. B32b 31/16; B29f 3/00
153. CI. 156—73 3 Claims

1. A m.ethod of sealing and mounting reflectors on bi-

cycle pedal treads, comprising the steps of,

the provision of an acrylic reflex reflector,

coextruding a strip of acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene

copolymer with a vinyl pedal tread along an out-

wardly facing plane surface of the tread,

abutting the acrylic reflex reflector wkh the strip of

acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene copolymer and then.

sealing the reflector to the strip of acrylonitrile-butadi-

ene-styrene copolymer from dust and moisture, and
retaining the reflector to the pedal tread solely by the

sealing operation.

3,843,434
PROCESS CONTROL

Robert Lee Heiks, Columbus, Gerald A. Lasson, Dublin,
and Robert Eugene McCall, Columbus, Ohio, assignors
to Industrial Nucleonics Corporation

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 262,000
Int. CI. B29h 9/02, 17/02

U.S. CI. 156—110 24 Claims

^

sorrow

1. Apparatus for automatically controlling a tire calen-

der to maintain a desired thickness profile in a strip of

laminated sheet material comprising first and second lay-

ers of rubber and an intermediate layer of tire cord, in

which said first layer of rubber is formed in a substantially

continuous fashion between a first pair of coacting calen-

der rolls having adjustable elements at either end thereof

for adjusting the spacing betv/een said first pair of rolls

to vary the thickness of said first layer of rubber, and
said second layer of rubber is formed in a substantially

continuous fashion between a second pair of coacting

calender rolls having adjustable elements at either end
thereof for adjusting the spacing between said second pair

of rolls to vary the thickness of said second layer of

rubber, and in which said layer of tire cord is laminated

between said first and second layers of rubber by adjoin-

ing calender rolls, said apparatus comprising

first measuring means located in a fixed position adja-

cent one of said adjoining calender rolls at the input

side thereof for providing an indication of the thick-

ness of said first layer of rubber,

first comparison means for comparing said first layer

thickness indication with a first layer target to provide

a first layer error indication,

first controller means responsive to said first layer error

indication for actuating said adjustable elements as-

sociated with said first pair of coacting calender rolls,

to maintain said first layer thickness substantially at

said first layer target,

second measuring means located at the strip output side

of said adjoining calender rolls for providing an indi-

cation of the total thickness of said strip,

second comparison means for comparing said total

thickness indication with a total thickness target to

provide a total error indication for said laminated

strip,

third comparison means for comparing said first layer

error indication with said total error indication to

provide an error indication for said second layer, and

second controller means responsive to said second layer
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error indication for actuating said adjustable elements
associated with said second pair of coacting calender
rolls, to maintain said total thickness substantially at
said total thickness target.

3,843,435
PROCESSES AND APPARATUSES FOR CONTINU-
OUSLY MANUFACTURING TUBULAR BODIES
OF REINFORCED SYNTHETIC PLASTIC

Torsten Erik Theodor Strom, Klippan, Sweden, assignor
to AB Broderna Ottosson & Co., Klippan, Sweden

Filed June 19, 1972, Sen No. 263,825
Int. CI. B32b 1108

U.S. CI. 156-143 2 Claims

coagulating the polymer layer by soaking in a liquid which
is compatible with a solvent of the polymer solution and
nonsolvent for the polymer; removing the solvent from
the polymer layer so as to form a porous film by inter-
changing in the coagulating bath the coagulating liquid
and said solvent directly on the upper surface side of said
polymer layer and through meshes of said cloth on the
cloth side of said polymer layer; peeling the porous film
from the release substrate; drying said film; and laminating
the same with a fibrous base material.

3,843,437
WELDING OF DESIGNS ON SYNTHETIC

PLASTIC MATERIAL
Jerrold Robinson, Scarsdale, N.Y., assignor to The

Dimension Weld International Corporation
Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Sen No. 312,517

Int. CI. B31f 7/00
U.S. CI. 156-219 6 Claims

1. A process of continuously manufacturing a tubular
body, comprising the steps of advancing a flexible hose
from a supply, in which said hose is rolled in flat condi-
tion into a roll, by pulling over a torus-shaped annular
member to expand it into cylindrical shape and to hold
It in said shape over a distance beyond said annular
member, applying rollers to the exterior surface of said
advancing hose within the range of said annular member
to support said annular member and keep it substantially
axially immovable within said hose, rotating said supply,
said hose and said rollers around the axis of said annular
member during said advancing, applying randomly
oriented fibers and a curable plastic to the exterior sur-
face of said advancing and rotating hose within an appli-
cation zone beyond said annular member, and curing the
applied plastic on said advancing and rotating hose within
a curing zone following the application zone.

-<Sa

,_ 3,843,436
METHOD OF PRODUCING SYNTHETIC LEATHERS

c^"*".
y^^g'^^' Tok>o, Ryuichi Kato, Chiba, Tadao

Suzuki, Tokyo, and Yoshio Takano, Chiba, Japan, as-
signors to Kyowa Leather Cloth Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
J3p3Il

Filed June 15, 1972, Sen No. 262,984

,,„ _ Int. CI. B32b ii/OO
U.S. CI. 156-148 6 Claims

1. A composite die for providing designs on synthetic
plastic material provided with a plurality of similar de-
signs in printed form which are located adjacent one an-
other, comprising a carrier member having an exposed
surface; a plurality of individual die members each having
one face in contact with said surface, and another face
provided with a design which corresponds to one of the
printed designs; and connecting means connecting each
die member with said carrier member with freedom of
adjustment of the position of the respective die member
on said surface, so that the position of the design on
the respective die member may be varied in dependence
upon, and to compensate for, dimensional changes of the
synthetic plastic material resulting in out-of-registry
movement of respective ones of the printed designs with
which the designs of the respective die members are in-
tended to register.

3,843,438
ARTICLE LABELING METHOD

Henry Gabriel, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to
Phillips Petroleum Company

Filed Dec. 9, 1971, Sen No. 206,356

-TO ^. .
Int. CI. B29c ;j/00

U.S. CI. 156-244 4 claims

1. A method of producing synthetic leather comprising
preparing a release substrate by twisting long filaments of
polyethylene terephthalate having a thickness of lOdeniers
or less to obtain yarns having a thickness of 80 to 200
deniers, plainly weaving said yarns into cloth in a density
of at least 80/inch for warps and at least 70/inch for
woofs and pressing the surfaces of the resulting cloth in
the presence of heat at a temperature lower than the melt-
ing point of said cloth; applying a polymer solution onto
the surface of the release substrate in the form of a layer;

1. In the extrusion of a hollow thermoplastic conduit,
a method for fixedly attaching a label to said conduit

comprising:

positioning a thermoplastic label on a plasticized sur-
face of said conduit, said label having a thickness
less than about one-half mil;
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passing said conduit, with said label positioned on the

plasticized surface thereof, through a sizing ring

thereby forcing said label to be embedded in said

conduit to a depth substantially equal to the thick-

ness of said label and simultaneously deforming said

conduit to preselected dimensions;

thereafter cooling said conduit and said label to thereby

fuse said conduit and said label one to the other.
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ERRATA
For Classes 156—350, 156—380, 156—335, 156—251,

156—276 and 156—334 see:

Patents Nos. 3,843,482 thru 3,843,487

3,843,439
TAPE DISPENSER

Robert Edward Rohlwing, Cary, III., assignor of a frac-

tional part interest to Charles W. Jirauch
Filed Man 6, 1972, Sen No. 231,847

Int. CI. B32b 31100; B44c 7100
U.S. CI. 156—523 9 Claims

1. A tape dispenser comprising

a container for rotatably carrying a roll of tape, an
opening in said container for a piece of tape from
said roll to exit from said container;

a pressing means on said container to apply said piece

of tape to a surface as said piece of tape exits from
said container;

a cutting means resiliently formed of a single piece of
material with at least part of said container and
movable relative thereto for severing said piece of

tape from said roll; and
braking means operable to lock said roll in an approxi-

mately stationary position when said cuting means
is moved to sever a piece of tape from said roll,

including a means attached to and movable with
the cutting means.

3,843,440
LABELING MACHINE

John R. Davies, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to Oliver
Machinery Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed May 1, 1972, Sen No. 238,433
Int. CI. B26d 5/00

U.S. CI. 156—354 28 Claims
1. In a labeling apparatus for the application of labels

cut from a label web to product surfaces, including means
for advancing said labels to a label application station in-

cluding a label transfer drum, means for advancing prod-
uct surfaces to said label application station, means for

applying said labels to said product surfaces at said label

application station, means for inspecting said labels on
said product surfaces, means for discharging said product
surfaces with labels applied thereto from said apparatus,
and means for intermittently driving both said label and
product surface advancing means including said label

transfer drum, and for driving said inspections means and
said discharge means, the improvement comprising: trans-

fer finger means for transferring said labels from said in-

termittently driven label transfer drum to said label appli-

cation station, said transfer finger means comprising a

reciprocating support element including vacuum openings
on the transporting surface thereof for retaining said labels

during said transfer, said support element adapted to be
cam operated to reciprocate vertically between two stopped

positions, one at the end of said intermittently driven label

advancing means on one horizontal level where the labels

are received on said transporting surface, and the other

at said label application station on a second horizontal

level where the labels are removed and applied to the

product surface by label applying means, said support

element also adapted to be cam operated to reciprocate

horizontally between a position behind the vertical plane

containing said labels as they are positioned to be received

by said support element on said intermittently driven

label transfer means, a position at said vertical plane of

said labels as they are so positioned such that said support
clement is cammed horizontally toward said label at said

first horizontal level in order to adhere said label to said

t-^ansporting surface just prior to being cammed vertically

downwardly to said second horizontal level, and a position

in front of said vertical plane immediately adjacent said

product surface such that said support element is cammed
horizontally toward said product surface at said second

horizontal level thereby causing said labels to be adhered

to said product surfaces, said support element then being

cammed horizontally back to a position behind said plane

of said labels on said label advancing means when said

abels are in position to be received on said support ele-

ment at said first horizontal level.

ERRATA
For Classes 162—17, 162—273, 162—343, 176—36,

161—199, 162—40, 161^, 161—112, 161—125,
161—164, 161—165, 161—167 and 161—190 see:

Patents Nos. 3,843,468 thru 3,843,481

3 843 441
METHOD OF PRODUCING L-SERINE

BY FERMENTATION
Koji Kubota, Kawasaki, and Takiko Onoda and Shinji

Okumura, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Ajinomoto Co.,
Inc., Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,774
Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 22, 1972,

47/18,358
Int. CI. C12d 13/06

U.S. CI. 195—30 4 Claims
1. A method of producing L-serine which comprises:

(a) culturing an L-serine-producing mutant of a parent

strain of Brevibacterium lactofermentum or Coryne-

bacterium acetoacidophilum under aerobic conditions

in an aqueous fermentation medium containing as-
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similable sources of carbon and nitrogen, and inor-
ganic salts necessary for the growth of said mutant
until a substantial amount of L-serine accumulates in
said medium,

(1) said carbon source being selected from the
group consisting of carbohydrates, acetic acid,
and ethanol,

(2) the growth rate of said mutant on a culture
medium containing enough sulfaguanidine to
inhibit growth of said parent strain being sub-
stantially greater than the growth rate of said
parent strain; and

(b) recovering the accumulated L-serine from said fer-
mentation medium.

ERRATA
For Classes 195—2, 195—28 and 195—29 see:

Patents Nos. 3,843,464 thru 3,843,467

3,843,442
IMMOBILIZED GLUCOSE ISOMERASE

Gerard J. Moskowitz, BaflFalo Grove, EL, assignor to
Baxter Laboratories Inc., Morton Grove, IH.No Drawing. FiJed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,937

„„ _ Int. CI. C12b 7/00
U.S. CI. 195—31 F 10 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of an immobilized glu-
cose isomerase enzyme composition comprising reacting
whole microbial cells containing glucose isomerase en-
zymes with a diazotized aromatic primary diamino com-
pound.

3,843,445
ASPARAGINASE PRODUCTION

Alma Aranshew Christie, Choriey Wood, Raymond
Elsworth, Salisbury, Denis Herbert, Amesbury, and
Kenneth Sargeant, Salisbury, England, assignors to
Secretary of State for Social Services in Her Britannic
Majesty's Government of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, London, England

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.
No. 50,321, June 26, 1970. This appUcation Feb. 26,
1973, Ser. No. 335,793

aaims priority, appUcation Great Britain, June 27. 1969
32,554/69

,,„ ^ Int. CI. C12d 7i/iO
U.S. CI. 195—66 A 21 Claims

1. A process for the production of L-asparaginase com-
prising culturing an L-asparaginase producing micro-or-
ganism of the genus Erwinia in a culture medium char-
acterized in that the medium is supplemented with an
active proportion, which is 12 to 30 mg. per ml. of culture
medium for a batch culture process and 7 to 20 mg. per
ml. of culture medium for a continuous culture process
of at least one of the amino acids selected from the group
consisting of glutamic acid, serine, and aspartic acid, dis-
rupting at least a proportion of the resulting bacterial cells
to release L-asparaginase and isolating the released L-as-
paraginase.

_^ 3,843,443
POLYPEPTIDE MATERIALS BOUND TO

FLUOROCARBON POLYMERS
Jerry Haskel Fishman, 227 Central Park W.,

,.T .> .
New York, N.Y. 10024

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,353

U.S. a. 195-63
'°*-^''^''«'/^^

, Claims
1. A bound polypeptide material comprising a porous

unsmtered solid fluorocarbon polymer having an atonjic
ratio of carbon to fluorine of from about 0.5 to about 2
and a polypeptide polyelectrolyte, said polypeptide poly-
electrolyte being directly adsorbed to at least a portion of
the surface of said unsintered fluorocarbon polymer

^_ 3,843,444
MEMBRANE SEPARATION PROCESS

/,n y?^ ^- ^•'^tC' South Boston, Mass.
(39 Venner Road, Arlington, Mass. 02174)

Filed Apr. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 245,137

U.S.C..,95-6'6V-'^""'^^'"''^^''^
,C..lo.s

1. A process for selectively recovering a biologically-
active organic compound from a liquid medium comprising
the steps of:

*- e

(a) placing a first liquid medium containing a first
biologically-active organic compound in a container
on one side of a thin semipermeable barrier film-

(b) placing a second hquid medium containing a second
biologically-active compound having specific attrac-
tion for said first compound in the container on the
other side of the thin barrier film, said film forming
a physical barrier against joinder of said first com-
pound to said second compound;

(c) removing said first liquid medium from the con-
tainer and leaving said first compound adhered to said
one side of the film; and

(d) recovering said first compound from said one side
of the film.

3,843,446
PREPARATION OF ENZYMATICALLY ACTIVE

^^^MSRANES
Wolf R. Vieth, Belle Mead, Shaw S. Wang, New Bnins-

wick, and Seymour G. Gilbert, Piscataway, N.J., as-
ngnors to Research Corporation, New York, N.Y.No Drawing. Filed Apr. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 135,753

wro ^. Int. CI. C07g 7/02
U.S. CI. 195-68

^
4 Claims

1. A process of producing an enzymatically active
membrane which comprises swelling a membrane formed
from a protein selected from the group consisting of col-
lagen, zein, casein, ovalbumin, wheat gluten, fibrinogen,
mysoin, and mucoprotein, or a polypeptide selected from
the group consisting of polyglutamate, polyaspartate,
polyphenylamine, polytryrosine and copolymer of leucine
and p-amino phenylanaline to its maximum capacity, and
soaking said swollen membrane in an aqueous solution of
an enzyme at a temperature of 4-10° C. for a period of
10 hours to 2 days until said enzyme complexes by form-
ing complexing groups selected from the group consisting
of multiple hydrogen bonds, salt linkages and van der
Waals interactions with said membrane to form an enzyme
membrane complex, and thereafter drying said enzyme-
membrane complex.

3,843,447
PHOTOLYTICALLY ACTIVATED COUPLING

TO POLYPEPTIDES
Terry Burkoth, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor to Syva

Company, Palo Alto, Calif.
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 291,425

iTc ^.
,I°t; CI. C07g 7/02. 7/00. 75/00

U.S. CI. 195—68 12 Claims
L Method for linking a first polyfunctional compound

with a second compound, wherein said first compound is
a polypeptide having a plurality of functionalities capable
of reacting with at least one common functionality, and
said second compound has at least one group capable of
reacting with a light activated diazosulfonate comprising:

reacting said first compound with a substituted aryldi-
azosulfonate, having a substituent other than a diazo
group which reacts with at least one of the function-
alities of said first compound, in a sufficient amount
to provide a product having the desired degree of
substitution and obtaining a diazosulfonate substi-
tuted first compound;
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combining said diazosubstituted first compound with
said second compound in the presence of sufficient

light to activate the diazosulfonate to maintain a
relatively low concentration of reactive diazosulfo-
nate, wherein the reactive diazosulfonate reacts with
said second compound to provide a compound having
at least one of said second compound linked to one
of said first compound.

3,843,448

BLEOMYCINIC ACID AND PROCESS FOR
PREPARING THEREOF

Hamao Umezawa, Yasushi Takahashi, Tadashi Shirai,

and AkIo Fujii, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Zaidan
Hojin Biseibutsu Kagaku Kai, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 11, 1972, Ser. No. 252,252

Claims priority, application Japan, May 15, 1971,

I

46/32,232

'int. CI. C12b 1/00
U.S. CI. 195—81 6 Claims

1. A process for preparing a bleomycin which comprises
hydrolyzing bleomycin in the presence of a strain of
Fusarium genus or Helminthosporium genus and reacting

with an amine, wherein the strain of the Fusarium genus is

Fusarium roseum Link emend Snyder et Hansen, ATCC
20352, or ATCC 20355, or Fusarium anguioides Sherba-
koff", ATCC 20351, and the strain of the Helminthosporium
genus is Helminthosporium zonatum Ikata et Yoshida,
ATCC 20353 or ATCC 20354.

3,843,449

OXAMICETIN AND PROCESS FOR ITS
PRODUCTION

Hiroshi Kawaguchi, Tokyo, Masataka Konishi, Yoko-
hama, and Koji Tomita, Kawasaki, Japan, assignors to
Bristol-Myers Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,402

Int. CI. C12d 13/02
U.S. CI. 195—96

I

2 Claims

1. A process for preparing a biologically active sub-
stance, oxamicetin, characterized by the structure

"'J

CH:

CH,

l>-^ ^
CH,

NH-CO-C-CHjOil

Nil,

which comprises cultivating Arthrobacter oxamicetus,
ATCC 21788, in an aqueous carbohydrate media contain-

ing a nitrogenous nutrient until substantial antibiotic

activity is produced in said media.

3,843,450

MAGNETICALLY RESPONSIVE, BIOLOGICALLY
ACTIVE SUBSTANCE AND ASSOCIATED
METHODS

Rolf Saxholm, Box 3, Billingstad, Norway

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
705,539, Feb. 14, 1968. This applicaHon June 25, 1971,
Ser. No. 156,738

Claims priority, application Norway, Feb. 16, 1967,
166,874

Int. CI. C12k7/0<i/70
U.S. CI. 195—99 29 Claims

1. An article for carrying out microbiological and
similar biochemical examinations, said article compris

ing a test dose of an antibiotic substance whose reactivity

with a microorganism in a medium in which the test dose
is brought into contact is the subject of investigation, a

carrier for said test dose, said carrier being inert to said

antibiotic substance, and metallic magnetically responsive
means disposed on and supported by said carrier and in-

tact with the carrier as a unitary body for pressing the

carrier into substantially uniform contact with the medi-
um under the action of an external magnetic field so

2f 1̂ 'J T-24
-20

4

fS, • -^

that the test dose is brought into contact with said medi-
um, said magnetically responsive means being dimen-
sioned and proportioned relative to said carrier to pro-
vide a pre-determined operative contact pressure between
the carrier and the medium under the irdluence of the

external magnetic field, the amount of magnetically re-

sponsive means being only a very small fraction of that

required to achieve the same said contact pressure by its

added weight.

3,843,451

MICROORGANISM PRODUCTION
David Stewart Roberts, Keston, England, assignor to

Burroughs Wellcome Co.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 172,309

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 20, 1970,
40,260/70

Int. CI. C12k 1/10
U.S. CI. 195—102 11 Claims

1. A method for the cultivation of Fusiformis nodosus
which comprises culturing the organism under anaerobic
conditions in a vessel which contains a liquid nutritive

medium containing in solution crude trypsin or a digest of
pancreas, and also containing in solution a liver ingredient
selected from a liver digest, a liver extract or a liver in-

fusion.

3,843,452

MICROBIOLOGICAL TEST ARTICLE
Ronald Freake and Billy Harper Haden, Elkhart, Ind.,

assignors to Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

Filed Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,751

Int. CI. C12b 1/04
U.S. CI. 195—103.5 7 Claims

1. In an article of manufacture for use in microbiology
comprising an absorbent web having a substantially flat

surface and a microporous membrane overlaying at least

a portion of said surface, which article is for lise in

microbiological applications wherein a microorganism is

contacted with the surface of said microporous membrane,
the improvement wherein said membrane has a mean pore
size greater than about 0.01 micrometers while small
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enough to prevent passage of said microorganism there-

through and said web and membrane being joined by a

i2x 10. rr, "1^*

1 ,/ I

'hi-'

^-i
Ul

14 15 16

continuous interface therebetween, integral therewith,

and comprising a composite of the web and membrane.

3,843,453

PROCESS AND COMPOSITION FOR USE IN MICRO-
BIOLOGICAL QUALITY ASSURANCE

Ronald Freake, Elkhart, Ind., assignor to Miles
Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Set. No. 93,482, Nov. 27, 1970. This appUcation
Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,407

Int. CI. C12k 1/04
U.S. CI. 195—103.5 R 8 Claims

1. A process for determining the consistency and quality

of microbiological growth supporting media, which com-
prises contacting said medium with a composition com-
prising a predetermined quantity of a microorganism capa-
ble of producing colonies in or on said medium, said pre-

determined quantity being at least the minimum inoculum
required to produce observable colony formation under
predetermined conditions of incubation, and a micro-
biologically inert colloidal suspending agent, incubating
said medium and said composition under predetermined
conditions and observing the number of microbiological
colonies thus produced.

3,843,454

FLOW THROUGH TISSUE CULTURE
PROPAGATOR

Ronald Eugene Weiss, Grayslake, III., assignor to Abbott
Laboratories, North Chicago, III.

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,616

Int. CI. C12b 1/04
U.S. CI. 195—127 11 Claims

said plates each spaced from said pair of opposite
vertical walls of said vessel to thereby form first and
second vertical channels within said vessel at said

opposite ends of said first horizontal dimension
thereof,

an inlet conduit into said vessel opening directly into

said first vertical channel; and
an outlet conduit from said vessel exiting directly from

said second vertical channel.

3,843,455

APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE FOR PRESER-
VATION OF ISOLATED ORGANS THROUGH
PERFUSION

Milan Bier, 5341 E. 7th St., Tucson, Ariz. 85711

Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,499

Int. CI. C12k 9/00
U.S. CI. 195—127 9 Claims

1. Apparatus for preservation of isolated viable organs
by hypothermic perfusion, comprising an organ holding
chamber, pumping means for circulating of a perfusate
having a first conduit for administering perfusate to an
artery of an organ contained in the chamber and a sec-
ond conduit in communication with said first conduit and
with the interior of said chamber for supplying perfusate
over the outer surface of said organ, valve means for
regulating the pressure of said perfusate being admin-
istered to said organ, heat exchanger means for cooling
the perfusate, a gas-liquid film contact oxygenator con-
tained in said chamber, said oxygenator comprising at

least one inclined flat hydrophilic surface positioned to
receive effluent from said organ and perfusate supplied
by said second conduit, and means for supplying oxygen
containing gas to the interior of said chamber for con-
tact with perfusate on said hydrophilic surface.

3,843,456

DEVICE FOR IMPLEMENTING THE DELIVERY,
STORAGE AND USE OF MICROORGANISMS

Billy Harper Haden, 613 French Road, Rochester, N.Y.
14618, and Ronald Freake, Box 343, R.R. 2, Elkhart,
Ind. 46514

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
93,231, Nov. 27, 1970. This appUcation Mar. 22, 1973,
Ser. No. 343,908

U.S. CI. 195—139
Int. CI. C12k 1/10

9 Claims

1. An apparatus for propagating tissue culture cells

comprising a vessel adapted for holding liquid culture
medium, said vessel having a pair of opposite vertical
walls at opposite ends of a first horizontal dimension
thereof and a plurality of vertical walls transverse to said
opposite vertical walls, said vessel having disposed therein
a plurality of stacked, spaced-apart plates formed by a
continuous strip of undulated material and adapted to pro-
vide surfaces to which cell growth can attach,

1. A device for use in determining the quality of micro-
biological growth supporting media and in implementing
the quantitative delivery, storage and use of microorga-
nisms comprising a microporous membrane having depos-
ited on at least one surface thereof the dried residue of an
aqueous suspension of a predetermined quantity of at least

one variety of microorganism, a nutrient material in an
amount sufficient to preserve the viability of said micro-
organism while insufficient to promote the formation of
observable colonies, and a microorganism suspending
quantity of a microbiologically inert colloidal suspending
agent and having a porosity sufficiently small to prevent
the passage of said microorganism therethrough while suf-
ficiently large to allow nutrients and other chemical solu-
tions to pass through and contact said microorganism.
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3,843,457

MICROWAVE PYROLYSIS OF WASTES
Edward A. Grannen, Upland, and Leon Robinson,
Diamond Bar, Calif., assignors to Occidental Petroleum
Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Oct. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 189,228

Int. CI. ClOb 49/00
U.S. CI. 201—2.5 9 Claims

1. A process for recovering vaporizable organic com-

pounds from solid waste containing organic materials

which comprises the following steps:
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passing a gaseous stream through a microwave dis-

charge zone; the pressure of the gaseous stream
in said zone being from about 0.1 mm. of mercury
to below about atmospheric pressure; the temperature

of said zone being between about ambient tempera-
ture and less than about 200° C;

passing comminuted solid waste containing organic ma-
terials through said zone; and

subjecting the gaseous stream and the comminuted
wastes in said zone to microwave discharge to ionize

the gases in the stream and form vaporizable high

reactive fragments of the organic materials which
become entrained in the flowing gaseous stream,

wherein interactions occur between the ionized gases

and reactive fragments.

3,843,458

COAL TREATING METHOD AND APPARATUS
FOR COKE PLANTS

Roland Kemmetmueller, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor Xo
American Waagner-Biro Company, Inc., Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 224,154, Feb.
7, 1972, now Patent No. 3,728,230. This application
Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,961

U.S. CI. 201—39
Int. CI. ClOb 39/02

20 Claims

1. In a method of operating a coke plant, feeding pul-

verized coal into a coal dryer, directing a hot drying gas
at a first given temperature upwardly through the coal

dryer and suspending the pulverized coal in the upwardly
flowing drying gas to form a fluidized bed, circulating a
drying fluid through coils in the fluidized bed for further

drying the coal by contact with the coils, heating the dry-
ing fluid circulated through the coils at least indirectly

with heat extracted from hot coke shortly after the coke
is discharged from a coke oven, transporting dry coal at

a second given temperature from the coal dryer into a
heater, exposing the dry coal in the heater to a heating
gas at a temperature substantially higher than said first

and second given temperatures after preliminarily heating

the latter gas with heat extracted from the hot coke, and

delivering the dry, heated coal to a coke oven so that the

coal is received at the oven in a dry, preheated condition.

3,843,459

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLING
EMISSIONS WHILE PUSHING COKE FROM
A COKE OVEN
Vincent G. Krenke, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to

Koppers Company, Inc.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,723

Int. CI. ClOb 33/00
U.S. CI. 201—41 9 Claims
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1. In a system for conducting effluent emitted during

pushing of coke from a coke oven chamber through a

closed coke guide having a hood that conveys said effluent

toward a collecting main, which internally is under a par-

tial vacuum or negative pressure, and which has a plurality

of pivotable doors, with one such door being disposed op-

posite each respective coke oven chamber, the improve-

ment in such system comprising

:

(a) a system for controlling the movement of the door

in said main located opposite an oven to be pushed

including:

(i) switch means that is actuated when said coke

guide forms a closed flow path for the effluent

between said hood and the collecting main;

(ii) means acting responsively to a signal gen-

erated when said switch is actuated for de-

creasing the amount of said vacuum or negative

internal pressure in said collecting main;
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(iii) means opening said door in timed sequence
after said internal vacuum or negative pressure
has been decreased; and

(iv) means for thereafter increasing the partial
vacuum or negative pressure in said collecting
main whereby the effluent emissions created dur-
ing pushing flow through said opened door and
the hood into said collecting main.

controlled water sprinklers in each of the quenching
chambers for cooling coke, said controlled water
sprinklers being arranged above said coke conveying
chute, and

a vibrating conveyor for advancing coke while it is

quenched.

3,843,460

"^^^^^^JJ^J^^^ TRANSPORTING AND QUENCH-
{n8 cSaMB^Rs"^^

^^^^ HORIZONTAL COK-

^''1^'*^^
''o'^i'

Bochum, West Germany, assignor to Dr.
C. Utto & Comp. G.m.b.H., Bochum, West Germany

Filed July 25, 1972, Ser. No. 275,093
Claims priority, application West Germany,

Aug. 20, 1971, P 21 41 696.6
^^t' CI. ClOb 39/12

U.S. CI. 202-230 8 claims

3,843,461
COKE QUENCHING SYSTEM

John E. Allen, Lake Forest, III., assignor to
Interlake, Inc.

Filed Apr. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 132,128

,^^ ^ Int. CI. ClOb iP/O-/
U.S. CI. 202—227 9 claims

--<? jt.

-_:^^=^_ ^?:322S

1. An apparatus for transporting and quenching coke
discharged from a horizontally-arranged battery of coke
oven chambers, in combination with a coke guide grating
movable along a charging floor in front of the oven and
into an aligned relationship with each of said coke oven
chambers, said apparatus comprising:

a plurality of coke transfer tanks each having an open-
mg arranged toward said coke chamber for receiving
coke discharged from said coke guide grating,

a first pair of rails supporting at diflferent times each
of said coke transfer tanks for displacement into a
position forming a smoke-tight contact with said
oven,

each of said tanks having a coke discharge outlet ar-
ranged below the hearth of said oven when supported
by said first pair of rails at a position in front of
the oven,

a car supporting said first pair of rails and one of said
coke tanks,

a second pair of rails supporting said car for movement
along said battery of coke oven chambers,

a plurality of third rail sections arranged remotely from
said coke oven chamber and in a selectively align-
able relation with said first pair of rails supported
by said car,

a quenching chamber at each of said third rail sections
arranged for receiving coke discharged from one of
said coke tanks while supported on one of said third
rail sections,

means forming a smoke-tight connection between a coke
transfer tank and a quenching chamber during the
discharging of coke into the quenching chamber,

a coke conveying chute in each of the quenching cham-
bers for transporting coke discharged from one of
said coke transfer tanks when arranged in a smoke-
tight relation with one of the quenching chambers.

1. In a coke quenching system, the combination com-
prising:

means defining a vehicle having a coke receiving cavity,
a coke admitting opening communicating with said
cavity and a coke releasing exit communicating with
said cavity, and adapted to travel between a coke
receiving station, a coke quenching station and a
coke dumping station;

a hood over said coke receiving cavity and adjacent
one side of said coke receiving opening, said hood
including an elongated duct having an elongated
opening facing said coke receiving cavity and a
plurality of individual louvers in said elongated open-
ing, each said louver being movably mounted for
movement between open and closed positions, each
said louver being movable independently of the
others of said louvers;

exhaust means in fluid communication with said hood
for withdrawing gases within said coke receiving
cavity; and

means mounted on said hood adjacent said coke re-
ceiving opening for generating a fluid barrier across
sa^d opening whereby gases emanating from coke re-
ceived in said cavity may exit the vehicle substantially
only through said hood.

3,843,462
HOT BALL DESALINATION PROCESS

John R. Phillips, Claremont, Calif., assignor to Occidental
Petroleum Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 58,471,
July 27, 1970. This appUcation Nov. 22, 1972, Ser.
No. 308,773

Int. CI. BOld 1/26, 3/02, 3/00
U.S. CI. 203-11 14 Claims

1. A process for recovering potable water from saline
solutions such as seawater and other brackish waters in
a pressurized flash distillation system comprising:

(a) pressurizing the saline water to a pressure that
will insure that the saline water will remain liquid
during heating of the saline water;

(b) heating a stream of the pressurized relatively cool
saline water to at least the flash distillation tempera-
ture of the initial flash distillation stage by counter-
currently flowing heated a moving stream of pellets
through the stream of saline water, the saline
vi'ater being pressurized throughout the zone of con-
tact with the pellets and remaining liquid;

(c) separating the exiting, thus relatively cooled pel-
lets from the stream of heated saline water;
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(d) transferring said stream of heated saline water
free of pellets to the initial flash distillation stage,

said stream having been heated to the flash distil-

lation temperature in step (b);

(e) partially reducing the pressure and temperature of
said stream of heated saline water in the flash distil-

lation stage to flash distill water vapor from said

stream;

I
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3,843,466

METHOD OF PRODUCING DICARBOXYLIC ACmS
BY FERMENTATION

Shiro Akabori, Tokyo, Isamu Shiio, Kamakura, and Ryo-
suke Uchjo, Yokohama, Japan, assignors to Ajlnomoto
Co., Inc., Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.
215,417, Jan. 4, 1972, which is a continuation-in-
part of application Ser. No. 87,309, Nov. 5, 1970,
both now abandoned. This application Oct. 5.
1973, Ser. No. 403,924

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 10, 1969,
44/89,959

Int. CI. C12b 1/00
U.S. CI. 195-28 R 6 claims

1. A method of producing an a,a;-n-alkanedioic acid
having a carbon chain of 12 to 18 carbon atoms which
comprises:

(a) contacting a compound having a straight carbon
chain and the formula

R CnH2n_m

—

^'

in an aqueous medium under aerobic conditions with
an enzyme of Candida cloacae PERM P-736 until
said alkanedioic acid is accumulated in said medium;
and

(b) recovering the accumulated alkanedioic acid from
said medium, (1) in said formula R being methyl,
methylol, formyl, or carboxyl; R' being methyl, meth-
ylol, formyl, or carboxyl; R' being methyl, methylol,
or formyl; n being an integer between 10 and 16; and
m being two or zero.

device in said first zone and feeding said portion to said
charging valve, removing the second portion of liquid
drained off by the screening device in said second zone,
heating this removed second portion and supplying said
second portion to the digester.

3,843,469

DEVICE FOR CHANGING WIRES ON FOUR-
DRINIER PAPERMAKING MACHINE

Mauri Kelevi Naumanen, Jyvaskyla, Finland, assignor to
Valmet Oy, Helsinki, Finland

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
801,995, Feb. 25, 1960. This application June 4, 1971.
Ser. No. 149,987

Int. CI. D21f 1/00
U.S. CI. 162-273 3 Claims

3,843,467

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING PROSTAGLANDINS
Robert C. Skames, Sudbury, and Lucille A. Howard,
Framingham, Mass., assignors to Worcester Founda-
tion for Experimental Biology, Inc., Shrewsbury, Mass.

No Drawing. Filed May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,710

Int. CI. C12d 1/02
U.S. CI. 195-29 8 Claims

1. A process for the biosynthesis of prostaglandins, com-
prising the steps of

(a) growing the bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa in
the presence of oxygen in a culture medium essentially
free of fatty acids and containing available nitrogen
and carbon therby to form prostaglandins; and

(b) isolating the product prostaglandins thus formed.

1. An endless wire changing device for papermaking
machines having a wire section, the device comprising a
wire suction roll, a wire forward roll adjacent said wire
suction roll, a wire extending over said rolls, a plurality
of wire poles engaging and pressing said wire to cause
said wire to form a loop, a movable wire changing car-
riage having means releasing said wire poles, parallel
guides located within the region of said loop and support-
ing said wire poles, said wire poles sliding in said guides,
a traction conveyor carrying said wire poles, means driv-
ing said traction conveyor in two directions and means
extracting said wire poles.

3,843,468

METHOD AND APPARATUS OF A TWO ZONED
i}iS^ LEVEL CONTROLLED SCREENING ANDFEEDING DEVICE FOR CELLULOSE DIGESTION
OUver A. Laakso, Glens Falls, N.Y., assignor to

Kamyr Inc., Glens Falls, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 339,761

U.S. CL 162—17 7 Claims
1. A method for continuous cellulose digestion com-

prising: Pumping a suspension of finely comminuted fiber
material and a digesting liquor from a charging valve to a
screening device placed at the top of a digester; draining
the liquid from the fiber material in the screening devicem separate first and second zones, the second zone being
above the first zone to control the liquid level in the
screening device; transferring the fiber material by means
of a feeding screw to a steam-filled space in the top of
the digester after draining the liquid therefrom; recirculat-
ing the portion of the liquid drained off by said screening

it»i«\

3,843,470

FLEXIBLE TRAILING ELEMENTS IN A PAPER-MAKING MACHINE HEADBOX HAVING PRO-
JECTIONS THEREON EXTENDING INTO THE
SLURRY FLOW

Raymond A. Betley and Ralph A. Beck, Beloit, Wis.,
assignors to Beloit Corporation, Belolt, Wis.

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
68,350, Aug. 31, 1970. This application Nov. 21, 1972,
Ser. No. 308,555

Int. CI. D2 If 7/02, 7/06
U.S. CI. 162-343 12 Claims

1. In a headbox construction for delivering stock to
a forming surface, the combination comprising:

a slice chamber for receiving stock from a headbox
chamber and being tapered in a downstream direc-
tion;

a slice opening leading from the chamber for discharg-
ing stock flowing through the chamber onto a travel-
ing forming surface;

a plurality of flexible trailing sheet form elements each
extending in a cross-machine direction and being
separated to form flow passages therebetween;

a plate member having stock flow openings there-
through located at the upstream end of the slice

chamber and supporting the upstream ends of the
trailing elements,

the upstream ends of the trailing elements being
anchored to said plate member and the down-

II
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stream ends being unattached and self-position-

able so as to be solely responsive to forces ex-

erted thereon by the stock flowing toward the

slice;

and a pluarilty of projections on the surface of said

trailing elements substantially uniformly spaced
thereon projecting into the flow stream which flows

past the trailing elements increasing the surface area
of the trai ing elements exposed to the stock flow
stream.

means for applying the pressure vessel internal coolant

pressure to the lower surfaces of said actuator piston

means.

3,843,471

TOP ACTUATED REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM
Frank Bevilacqua, Windsor, Joseph R. Dietrich, Hartford,
Malcolm D. Groves, Simsbury, and William S. Flinn,
Bloomfield, Conn., assignors to Combustion Engineer-
ing, Inc., Windsor, Conn.

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,308

Int. CI. G21c 7/76
U.S. CI. 176—36 R 10 Claims

1. In a nuclear reactor, the reactor including a pressure
vessel with a fuel assembly disposed therein and means
for circulating a coolant under pressure through the vessel,

the fuel assembly comprising a plurality of fuel elements
containing fissionable material, an improved control sys-
tem comprising:

a plurality of guide tubes for movable neutron absorber
elements extending through the fuel assembly, said

guide tubes terminating within the pressure vessel;

upper end filtering means, the upper end of each guide
tube being terminated in said upper end fitting means,
said upper end fitting means including a tubular
extension for each guide tube, the upper end of said
tubular extensions defining valve seats;

buffer means positioned in the pressure vessel above
and axially aligned with each of said end fitting means
tubular extensions:

tubular hydraulic cylinder defining means extending
between the upper end of each of said tubular exten-
sions and said buffer means:

actuator piston means disposed for movement in each
of said tubular cylinder defining means, each of said

actuator piston means having an upper surface co-

operating with said buffer means for valving action

and a lower surface cooperating with said upper end
fitting means defined valve seat to perform a valving
action;

neutron absorber element means disposed for move-
ment in each of the guide tubes;

means mechanically coupling each of said actuator
piston means to associated absorber element means
whereby the absorber element means may be moved
relative to the fuel elements;

means located externally of the pressure vessel for gen-
erating a control pressure;

a plurality of control lines penetrating the pressure
vessel, said control lines being commensurate in num-
ber with the actuator piston means and extending
from said control pressure generating means to re-

spective of said buffer means for permitting the ap-
plication of said control pressure to the upper sur-

faces of said actuator piston means;
valve means disposed in each of said control lines for

selectively applying said control pressure to said hy-
draulic cylinder defining means through said buffer

means to said upper surface of said actuator piston

means whereby said absorber elements may be in-

dividually adjusted between positions commensurate
with full insertion into and full retraction from the

fuel assembly; and

3,843,472

METHOD OF STRENGTHENING AN EDGE OF
A GLASS ARTICLE AND ARTICLE WITH
STRENGTHENED EDGE

Francois Toussaint, Montignies-le-TilleuI, Pierre Laroche,
Marcinelle, Jean Schottey, Montignies sur-Sambre, and
Emmanuel Lambert, Brussels, Belgium, assignors to
Glaverbel S.A., Watermail-Boitsfort, Belgium

Filed June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 148,847

Claims priority application Great Britain, May 21, 1971,
16,285/71

Int. CI. C03c 27/72, 75/00, 27/00
U.S. CI. 161—199 16 Claims

1. A method of strengthening at least a portion of an
edge of an article of glass comprising the steps of: abrad-
ing the surface of at least a portion of an edge of said

article of glass for smoothening said surface; and, after

said step of abrading, (a) subjecting the smoothened sur-

face of the edge to a rectifying treatment which includes
the contacting of at least the smoothened portion of said

edge with a medium containing fluorine atoms in order
to reduce the occurrence, on that surface, of flaws liable to

cause stress concentrations when said edge is subjected to

tensile loading and (b) chemical tempering the smooth-
ened surface of the edge; and, preventing said medium
from contacting certain portions of the surface of the
article by, prior to said step of subjecting the smoothened
surface of the edge to a rectifying treatment, placing a
shield member over each portion of the surfaces of the
article with which contact with said medium is not de-
sired and providing a liquid film between each such shield
member and the underlying surface portion to be shielded.

3,843,473

IMPREGNATION OF CELLULOSIC PULP UNDER
SUPERATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE WITH WASTE
ALKALINE OXYGExN GAS BLEACHING LIQUOR
FOLLOWED BY OXYGEN-ALKALI BLEACHING

Hans Olof Samuelson, Goteborg, and Ingemar Liss-AIbin
Croon, Domsjoverken, Sweden, assignors to Mo Och
Domsjo Aktiebolag, Ornskolds>ik, Sweden

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 173,764, Aug.
23, 1971, now Patent No. 3,759,783. This application
Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,291

Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 30, 1972,
4,251/72

The ))ortion of the term of the patent subsequent to
Sept. 18, 1990, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. D21c 9/70
U.S. CI. 162—40 19 Claims

1. In the bleaching of cellulose pulp by the alkaline
oxygen gas process, in which a gas containing oxygen is

introduced into the pulp in the presence of alkali, which
can be selected from the group consisting of sodium
hydroxide and sodium carbonate and which optionally
may contain sodium sulfide, the improvement which com-
prises first impregnating under superatmospheric pressure
cellulose pulp obtained from a continuous pulping or di-

gestion process and containing spent pulping liquor with
waste alkaline oxygen gas bleaching liquor in order to
displace a major proportion of the pulping chemicals from
the cellulose pulp but retain a minor proportion of such
chemicals, and then impregnating under superatmospheric
pressure the resulting pulp with alkali to be employed in
the alkaline oxygen gas bleaching.
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3,843,474
ACRYLIC REFLEX REFLECTOR AND

SEALING MEANS THEREFOR
Gerald Golden, Highland Park, Charles V. Wrobel, Jr.,

Arlington Heights, and Walter DIan, Downers Grove,
III., assignors to Excel Incorporated, Franklin Park,
HI*

Original appIicaHon May 4, 1971, Sen No. 140,148, now U.S. CI. 161—112
Patent No. 3,755,050. Divided and this application Aug.
15, 1972, Ser. No. 280,847 ,

Int. CI. B44f 1/02
U.S. CI. 161—4 2 Claims

3,843,476
PERFORATE ARTICLE AND METHOD

OF MAKING SAME
James H. Kramer, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F.

Goodrich Company, New York, N.Y.
Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 255,131

Int. CI. B32b 3/10
2 Claims

1. An acrylic reflex reflector having internal prismatic
reflective facets and marginal ribs extending thereabout
providing flat surfaces terminating in a common plane,
a strip of acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene copolymer ex-
truded with a vinyl base, such as an extruded pedal
tread, said strip of copolymer extruded with the vinyl
base being engaged by the flat surfaces of said ribs with
said facets in spaced relation with respect to said strip
and being sealed to the flat surfaces of said ribs, said re-
flector being positively held to the vinyl base solely by
the seal between said reflector and strip of plastic
material.

3,843,475
PLASTICS TRIM STRIPS

Cecil Kent, Woking, England, assignor to Creators
Limited, Surrey, England

Filed Feb. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 225,038
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 15, 1971.

4,683/71
Int. CI. B60r 13/04; E04f 19/02

U.S. CI. 161—4 3 Claims

1. A molded perforate article comprising:
(a) a base layer formed of high molecular weight poly-

ethylene having a low melt flow index;
(b) a cover layer formed of vulcanized elastomeric

material;

(c) the melting temperature of the polyethylene being
less than the vulcanizing temperature of the elasto-
meric material and the materials being subjected dur-
ing molding to a temperature sufficient for vulcaniz-
ing the said elastomeric material so that the latter is

integrally united with said base layer at the interface
of the materials by mutual penetration of each into
the other at the same interface while both materials
were in hot plastic condition during the molding;

(d) said base layer having its thickness in the range of
'/a to Vz of the overall thickness of said article; and,

(e) the perforations of said article being tapered with
the larger dimension of each opening being at the
outer surface of said base layer.

less than 0.15 measured in accordance with the test proce-
dures of ASTM 1238-65T modified with a supplementary
load of 3 kg.

1. A decorative trim comprising a strip of synthetic
resin plastics material having at least one longitudinal
hollow passage therethrough extending the length of the
trim strip, a decorative material within said passage in the
form of a colored coating spread over the wall surface of
the passage, and a strip of foil presenting a metallic ap-
pearance embedded in said plastics strip behind said at
least one passage, at least the plastics material in front of
said at least one passage and said foil strip being trans-
parent or translucent so that said decorative material and
said foil strip are visible through the front surface of the
strip, that is to say that surface which is exposed when
the trim strip is fixed in position.

3 843 477
ARCUATE WIRE ASSEMBLY COATED

WITH PLASTIC
David L. Rowland, 49 W. 55th St.,

^
New York, N.Y. 10019

Onginal application Mar. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 126,563, now
Patent No. 3,767,261. Divided and this appUcation July
3, 1972 Ser. No. 268,907

Int. CI. B32b 1/00
VS. CI. 161-125 17 Claims

1. An assembly useful as a seating member or back
member when installed on a frame, comprising:

a series of arcuate, continuous, sinuous spring metal
wires, each having two ends, each said wire closely
approaching each of its immediately adjacent said
wires at frequent intervals, and

a thin sleevelike plastic coating surrounding said wires,
following their sinuosity and joining them together
where they closely approach each other, said ap-
proaches being close enough for effective bridging
between them by said coating, said plastic coating hav-
ing a Shore A durometer in the range of 45 to 90, the
thickness of said coating being from about one-fifth of
the wire thickness to about equal to the wire thick-
ness,

whereby said wires and plastic coating comprise a
unitary assembly defining a cylindrical arc which is
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intended to be flattened somewhat when said assembly
is installed on a said frame, thereby placing the

springs in tension along a flatter cylindrical arc,

said coating constituting the sole means holding said

assembly together,

said spring metal wires having a silhouette area of be-

tween about 17% a ' about 75% of the area of said

assembly, the em, :y space between the coated wires

occupying from about 2% to about 75% of the area

of the assembly.

3,843,478
MATTE FINISH FILM

Edward J. Zuscik, Apeldoom, Netherlands, assignor to
Crown Zellerbach Corporation, San Francisco, Calif.
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,616

Int. CI. B32b 33/00
U.S. CI. 161—164 11 Claims

1. A composite film having an overall thickness of be-
tween about 0.75 and about 10 mils and comprising two
coextruded layers, one layer being an outer layer of a
ethylene-propylene block copolymer having an ethylene
content of from 3 to about 25% by weight of the copoly-
mer, said outer layer having a thickness between about
0.02 and about mil and a non-embossed matte surface
having a surface gloss of less than 10%, the other layer
being a layer of one other synthetic thermo-plastic poly-
mer.

form a pressure-sensitive adhesive laminate having an
interface at the plane of conjunction,

(a) said transfer element comprising a composite ad-

hesive layer and a supporting liner to which said layer

is attached but from which it is separable cleanly

following formation of said laminate,

(b) said composite layer including a pressure-sensitive

adhesive composition, whose operable surface lies

next adjacent said liner, and a disparate material

which constitutes the obverse face of said transfer

element designedly contiguous said plane of con-
junction,

(c) said operable surface being pressure-sensitive and

L.

Pressure:- 3Ewsi-rive: ao-iesive: l-av-ej*
ow-A(^i=-,rNii-rv Rei_ei/v=,e: CoA-n(M<i

3,843,479
COMPOSITE FILM

Koichi Matsunami and Ikuya Hayashi, Otsu, Japan, as-
signors to Toyo Boseki Kabushiki Kaisha

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,811
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1970,

46/128,180, 46/128,181
Int. CI. B32b 27/08, 27/34. 27/32

U.S. CI. 161—165 11 Claims
1. A composite film comprising (A) a biaxially drawn

film of a polyamide containing in the molecule not less

than 70% (mol) of the repeating unit consisting of meta-
xylylenediamine or its mixture with paraxylyenedia-
mine, wherein the paraxylylenediamine content is not
more than 30% (mol) on the basis of the total amount
of methaxylylcnediamine and paraxylylenediamine, and
an a,w-aliphatic dicarboxylic acid having 6 to 10 carbon
atoms and (B) a layer of a thermoplastic resin having a
melting point or a softening point at least 50" C. below
the melting point or the softening point of the polyamide
provided on at least one surface of the biaxially drawn

inherently self-adherent to various objects upon con-
tact,

(d) said disparate material being dry, substantially

non-migrant to adjacent substances at normal am-
bient temperture and conditions of storage, and in-

corporable in said laminate proximate said inter-

face,

(e) said obverse face being essentially tack-free to

permit said transfer element to be wound into a roll

and later to be unwound undisturbedly therefrom
without adhesional restraint,

(f) and wherein at least one substance proximate said

interface is activatable adhesionally to secure said
layer to said substrate.

film;

the biaxially drawn film having the following physical
constants:

(7) Yield elongation: 2 to 6% in machine and trans-
verse directions;

and the composite film having the following physical
constant:

(8) Gas transmission rate (at 30° C): not more than
50 ml./m.2 24 hr. atm.

3,843,481
PLASTIC LAMINATE

Klaus Hoheisel, Wiesbaden-Biebrich, Germany, assignor
to Kalle Aktiengesellschaft, Wiesbaden-Biebrich, Ger-
many
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 298,833

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct 21, 1971,
P 21 52 364.8

Int. CI. B22b 27/40
U.S. CI. 161—190 13 Claims

1. A laminate including a polyester base film having
on at least one side, a film-like covering layer of an
aromatic polyamide, polyamide-imide or polyimide and
between the base film and the covering layer an inter-
mediate layer of the reaction product of at least one
aromatic polyisocyanate with at least one epoxide resin
of the general formula

CHj CH—CHi-I O—X—O—CHi—CH—CH,
I

OH
O—X—0—CHj—CH CHj

in which X is at least one radical of the formulae:

CHi

3,843,480
DRY DRY TRANSFER

Donald F. Dreher, P.O. Box 56,
East Brookfield, Mass. 01515

Continuation of appUcaHon Ser. No. 687,532, Dec. 4,
1967, which is a continuation-in-part of application Ser.
No. 327,312, Dec. 2, 1963, which in turn is a continu-
ation of application Ser. No. 305,231, Aug. 28, 1963,
all now abandoned. This application Dec. 10, 1971. (Hal=Br or CI),
Ser. No. 206,967

Int. CI. B41m 5/02; C08c 11/70
U.S. CI. 161-167 11 Claims

1. An article of manufacture described as a dry dry
transfer element adapted to be combined laminarly with
a flexible substrate such as paper, film and the like to

OH

-j U:h,— . 2
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/i is a number >10 and n' is a number from 2 to 8.

3,843,482
TIRE TREAD WINDING MACHINE HAVING A
MECHANICALLY PROGRAMMED CONTROL
SYSTEM

Jack Wireman, Yorba Linda, and Leslie A. Kosia, Mission
Viejo, Calif., assignors to AMF Incorporated, White
Plains, N.Y.

Filed May 1, 1973, Ser. No. 356,202
Claims priority application Great Britain, May 3 1972.

20,499 72

WTO ^. 1°*- CI. B23dii/00;B29hi7/00, 77/02
U.S. CI. 156-350 21 Claims

web with continuous motion through the press, one guide
means that fold the web back on itself along a fold line
to bring the printed areas into superimposed relation
with one another as successive pase of a publication and
with corresponding edge portions of the pages in register
with one another while the pages move with continuous
motion, the printing press also including means for print-
ing on a second web of paper, the printing means of the
web press including printing stations each having a cyl-
inder that rotates in contact with a web to print the
legends on the travelling web, and other guide means for
bringing the second web of paper into contact with the
first web at a location to be inserted by said one guide
means into nesting relation with the fold of the first web
for providing additional pages of said publication in

1. In tire building apparatus having tire casing rotating
means for rotating a tire casing in its plane, having rib-
bon applymg means for applying an elastomeric ribbon to
said casmg as it is rotated and having mounting means
for one of said rotating and applying means for rotating
said one means around an axis substantially parallel to
said plane, the combination therewith of second rotating
means and programming means for controlling the azi-
muth position of said one means with respect to said axis,
said second rotating means comprising reversible driving
means connected to said mounting means for rotating said
mounting means and hence, said one means, around said
axis, and control means connected to said driving means
for controlling the movement thereof, and said program-
ming means comprising a plurality of spaced camming
members engageable with said control means for actuat-
ing the latter and thereby causing movement of said driv-
ing means, moving means connected to at least one of
said programming means and control means for produc-
ing relative movement in two transverse directions be-
tween said control means and said camming members for
engaging successive ones of said camming members with
said control means and stepping means operable by one
of said casing rotating means, said applying means and
said tire casing as said ribbon is applied to said casing
and connected to said moving means for causing said rela-
tive movement as predetermined lengths of said ribbon
are applied to said casing.

register with the edges of the pages formed by the fold-
ing of the first web, means located along the course of
movernent of the registering edge portions of the paper
pages including a welding station at a location where the
paper webs are in contact with one another along said
fold line and with printed areas of the different webs
superimposed, the welding station having a heater located
adjacent to said fold line adapted to weld the nested pages
together only along said fold line as said edge portions
pass said welding station, said heater being in position
for heating corresponding registering edge portions and
having a heat transfer rate coordinated with the speed of
travel of the paper and a severing station to transversely
cut superimposed webs into separate reproductions of the
printed matter.

3,843,483
APPARATUS FOR WELDING PAPER ON

WEB PRESS

"^^?coi
^-

f*"^*""'
608 Blair Drive, Westbury, N.Y.

11590, and Mortimer S. Sendor, 80—30 221st St..
Queens Village, N.Y. 11427

'

Filed Jan. 28, 1972, Sen No. 221,564

,rc ^, Int. CI. B41j 7i/55
U.S. CI. 156—380 9 claims

1. A printing press having means by which legends are
printed on a plurality of areas of paper travelling as a

3,843,484
METHOD OF BONDING SYNTHETIC HBROUS
MATERIAL TO RUBBER USING AN AQUEOUS
DISPERSION-TYPE ADHESIVE

Masaya Kamiyoshi, Masatoshi Gouda, and Naoya Kura-
moto, Iwakuni, Japan, assignors to Tcijin Limited,
Osaka, Japan
No Drawing. Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,467

Int. CI. B32b 25/02, 25/08; C09j 5/00
U.S. CI. 156—335 8 Claims

1. A method of bonding a synthetic fibrous material to

rubber, which comprises coating a synthetic fibrous ma-
terial with an aqueous dispersion comprising (A) a novolak
resin derived from 1 mol of a monohydroxy benzene hav-
ing two or more functional groups or its derivative selected

from the group consisting of:

phenols of formula ( 1

)

R.

OH
I

Ri

Y"' (1)
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wherein each of Rj through R5 is a hydrogen atom,

an alkyl group containing 1 to 15 carbon atoms, or

a halogen atom, and at least two of Ri, R3, and R5
are hydrogen atoms; monohydroxy benzene deriva-

tives of formula (2)

OH
I

V

parallel to the path of travel and with the incisions of

adjacent rows being staggered,

spreading apart the two advancing layers of sheet ma-
terial subsequent to the slitting step to break any mating

relationship between the layers resulting from the slitting

step, and then

winding each of the tubular members into a roll.

-R.

(2)

wherein Rg is a group selected from a hydroxyphenol

group and
R7 HO

-t^
R8

wherein each of R7 and Rg is a hydrogen atom or an

alkyl group having 1 to 10 carbon atoms,

in which the ratio of the number of benzene rings to

that of hydroxy! groups in the molecule is 1:1, and from
0.3 to 1 mol of formaldehyde, (B) 0.05 to 1 part by weight

per part of said resin (A), of a resole-type precondensate

derived from 1 mol of resorcinol and 1 to 6 mols of

formaldehyde, and (C) V2 to 9 parts by weight per part

by weight of the sum of said resin (A) and precondensate

(B), of a rubber latex, curing the coating at a temperature

of at least 100° C. but not higher than the softening point

of the fibrous material, and bonding the fibrous material

to an unvulcanized rubber material while vulcanizing.

3,843,485
METHOD OF FORMING A STRETCHABLE

TUBULAR PACKAGING MATERIAL
Gregory W. Doll and Grover C. Currie, Jr., Patterson,

N.C., assignors to Cellu Products Company, Patterson,
N.C.

Continuation-iU'part of application Ser. No. 223,144, Feb.
3, 1972, which is a continuation-in-part of application
Ser. No. 223,237, Feb. 3, 1972, both now abandoned.
This application Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 287,015

Int. CI. B26d 7/06; B32b 31/00

3,843,486
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING

SANDWICH ELEMENTS
Karl Lennart Birger Johansson, Huskvama, and Karl

Oskar Wikholm, Habo, Sweden, assignors to Interwest
General Corporation, Salt Lake City, Utah

Filed Apr. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 135,854
Int. CI. B32bi7/00;B65c

U.S. CI. 156—276 2 Claims
1. A method of manufacturing sandwich elements, com-

prising the steps of spreading out a first layer of a mixture
of solid particles and liquid resinous binder on a base,

applying a support member of flexible sheet material on
the surface of said first layer, spreading out a second
layer of a mixture of solid particles and liquid resinous

binder on said first layer and said support member, the

quantity of solid particles in said mixture forming said

second layer being such that upon subsequently allowing
the solid particles to settle and to form a settled layer

of particles with binder therebetween, an outer layer of

binder in excess of that which settles between the particles

is formed atop said settled layer, inserting one side por-

tion of a core board element of open-celled structure into

and through said outer layer and into engagement with

said support member, and said support member keeping

said core board element out of contact with said base, so

that some binder of said outer layer enters and is picked

up by the cells of said core board element, and finally

allowing said binder to harden.

U.S. 156—251

50-)

4 Claims

i&B'

v'Slittimg

1^ 'nto Rolu'S

3,843,487
CURE OF RUBBER WITH TRIHALOISOCYANURIC

ACID
Don V. Perkins, South Bend, Ind., assignor to

Uniroyal, Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,907

Int. CI. C08c 77/20. 77/25; C08d 7i/20, 13/28
U.S. CI. 156—334 6 Claims

1. A method of adhering two bodies together compris-
ing applying to a surface of at least one of said bodies an
adhesive cement comprising an olefinically unsaturated

vulcanizable elastomer which is a copolymer of at least

two different alpha-monoolefins with at least one copolym-
erizable polyene in admixture with a trihaloisocyanuric

acid in amount effective to cure the said elastomer dis-

solved in an inert volatile organic solvent, bringing said

bodies together with said adhesive thereinbetween, and
subjecting the assembly to curing temperature to cure the

1. A method of producing a stretchable tubular pack- adhesive and thereby adhesively secure the bodies together,
aging material from elongate flexible foam sheet material

and which is adapted to receive and package articles there-

in, and comprising the steps of

advancing two sheets of flexible foam sheet material

along a path of travel,

guiding the two advancing sheets of flexible foam sheet

material into a contiguous overlying relationship to form
overlying layers,

severing the two advancing overlying layers of sheet

material along a plurality of parallel lines while simul-
taneously

fusibly uniting the thusly formed adjacent side edges
of the two layers along each of the parallel lines to form
the same into a plurality of elongated tubular members,

slitting the two advancing overlying layers of sheet ma-
terial in a pattern of spaced apart rows of spaced inci-

3 843 488
SEPARATION OF PROPYLENE OXIDE FROM

OTHER HYDROCARBONS
John P. Schmidt, New York, N.Y., and Alfredo Garcia,

Jr., Chicago, III., assignors to Halcon International,
Inc.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-
tion Ser. No. 586,035, Oct. 12, 1966. This application
Sept. 7, 1967 Ser. No. 665,992

Int CI. BOld 3/34
U.S. CI. 203—52 15 Claims

1. A process for purifying propylene oxide formed by
the epoxidation of propylene and containing C5 to C^ hy-

drocarbon contaminants which comprises fractionating

the impure propylene oxide in the presence of at least
sions with the rows extending in a direction substantially about one part by weight of an alkane, alkene or naph-
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thene hydrocarbon having from 8 to 20 carbon atoms in

the molecule per three parts by weight of propylene oxide

and separating purified propylene oxide overhead.

3,843,489
METHOD OF DETERMINING SURFACE AREA

AND METER THEREFOR
Yehuda L. Sandler, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed May 1, 1973, Ser. No. 356,267

Int. CI. GOln 27146
U.S. CI. 204—1 T 13 Claims

3,843,490
METHOD OF MEASURING HYDROPHOBIC

ORGANIC IONS
Takeru Higuchi, Lawrence, Kans., assignor to INTERx

Research Corporation, Lawrence, Kans.
Original application June 30, 1970, Ser. No. 50,070.

Divided and this application Dec. 14, 1973. Ser.
No. 424,893

Int. CI. GOln 27146
U.S. CL 204—1 T 16 Claims

^E2
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1. A method of measuring the concentration, in aque-
ous solution, of hydrophobic organic ions selected from
the group consisting of hydrophobic organic anions and
cations, which method comprises (A) contacting said solu-
tion containing said organic ion with ( 1 ) a polymer mem-
brane having dispersed therein a compatible organic plas-
ticizer which selectively solvates said ions selected from
the group consisting of organic plasticizers containing
acidic hydrogens and organic plasticizers containing avail-
able electron pairs, said membrane enclosing and being
in electrical contact with a first standard reference elec-

trode of known potential, and (2) a second standard ref-

erence electrode of known potential; (B) establishing a
potential voltage between said first and second electrodes;

and (C) measuring said potential voltage, wherein said

potential voltage is proportional to the logarithm of the

concentration of said ions in said solution.

3,843,491
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF

SILVER BASE CATALYST
Mario Piro, Milan, and Luigi Rivola and Bruno Notari,
San Donato Milanese, Italy, assignors to Snam Progetti
S.p.A., Milanese, Italy

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 319,060
Claims priority, application Italy, Dec. 28, 1971,

33,010/71
Int. CI. C22d 5/00, 1/12

U.S. a. 204—10 14 Claims

z:

1. A method for determining the surface area of a
sample, comprising in combination:

(a) exposing said sample to a selected gas;

(b) cooling said sample to cause said gas to be ad-
sorbed by said sample;

(c) utilizing at least one electrochemical cell to gen-
erate at least one signal having a predetermined re-

lationship to the amount of said gas adsorbed by
said sample; and

(d) processing said signal to determine the surface
area of said sample.

zy

.^=Q_

1. A process for the preparation of silver useful as a
catalyst by silver electrochemical deposition comprising:
complexing a silver compound with a member selected

from the group consisting of ammonic and fluoboric ions,

electrolytically depositing the silver compound on a cath-
ode, and concurrently removing the deposited silver from
said cathode whereby the removed silver has a size of less

than 1500 A.

3 843 492
TANTALUM PELLET SYSTEM AND METHODS OF

MAKING AND USING THE SAME
Walter J. Bernard, Williamstown, Mass., assignor to

Sprague Electric Company, North Adams, Mass.
FUed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,739

Int. CI. B23k 31/02; C23b 5//56, 5/68
VS. CI. 204—25 7 Claims

JO

J A?iaer
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+
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1. A tantalum pellet system comprising a bar of an
alloy consisting essentially of aluminum and from about
one to six percent of magnesium by weight; and a plu-
rality of sintered tantalum pellets, each said pellet having
a tantalum wire lead extending therefrom, each said lead
being welded to said bar, each said lead lying essentially

at right angles to the major axis of said bar, all said leads
lying essentially in one plane and the closest separation
between each said pellet and said bar being % inch or less.
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3,843,493

FORMATION OF HIGH STRENGTH
ELECTROPLATED FILAMENTS

George T. Miller, Lewiston, N.Y., assignor to Hooker
Chemical Corporation, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
74,515, Sept. 22, 1970, which is a continuation-in-part
of application Ser. No. 860,415, Sept. 23, 1969, both
now abandoned. This application Mar. 6, 1972, Ser.

No. 232,215
Int. CI. C23b 5/60

U.S. a. 204—30 7 Claims

1. In the process for producing a plated filament

wherein a polymeric filament, having a non-macroporous
surface, is treated with an organic solvent solution of ma-
terial selected from elemental white phosphorus ano low
oxidation state phosphorus compounds, in which the or-

ganic solvent of said solution is one which is capable of

swelling the surface of said filament without detrimentally

affecting it, the resulting filament is treated with a metal
salt or a complex thereof in which the metal is selected

from Group IB, IIB, IVB, VB, VIB, VIIB, VIII of the

Periodic Table and the resulting treated filan-.ent is then

electroplated, the improvement which comprises effecting

the electroplating so that that a portion of the filament

within the plating bath is maintained free of deformation
tensions and changes in deformation tensions which cause
random nucleation of the metal being electrolytically de-

posited, whereby an electroplated filament is formed hav-
ing on its surface an adherent, electrolytically deposited

metal coating having an ordered nucleation.

3,843,494

PROCESS FOR PREPARING ZINC COATED FER-
ROUS METAL SUBSTRATES HAVING IMPROVED
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDING CHARACTER.
ISTICS

David Richard Brown, Swansea, Wales, assignor to British
Steel Corporation, London, England

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
837,935, June 30, 1969. This appUcation Mar. 13, 1972,
Ser. No. 234,010

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, July 5, 1968,
32,155/68

Int. CI. B23k 11/10; C23f 17/00
U.S. CI. 204—34 9 Claims
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most layer being a substantially continuous metallic iron
layer which increases the corrosion resistance and pro-

motes the ease with which a plurality of said zinc coated
ferrous metal substrates may be welded by resistance spot
welding, the said outermost substantially continuous me-
tallic iron layer being applied on a metallic zinc layer by
electrodeposition from an aqueous iron plating solution

or by vacuum deposition and being unalloyed with the

metallic zinc layer, the said outermost metallic iron layer

being applied in a thickness between 4% and 80% of that

of the metallic zinc layer and having a thickness of at

least 0.5 micron, and the metallic zinc layer on which the

said outermost metallic iron layer is applied being appUed
by vacuum deposition or hot dip galvanizing.

1. A process for preparing a zinc coated ferrous metal
substrate having increased corrosion resistance and im-
proved resistance spot welding characteristics consisting

of the steps of applying on a ferrous metal substrate sepa-
rate layers of metallic zinc and of metaUic iron, the outer-

3,843,495

CORROSION RESISTANCE OF DECORATIVE
CHROMIUM ELECTROPLATED OBJECTS

Thomas P. Malak, Garfield Heights, Ohio, assignor to
Kewanee Oil Company, Bryn Mar, Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.
206,893, Dec. 10, 1971, which is a continuation-in-
part of application Ser. No. 850,657, Aug. 15,
1969, both now abandoned. This application Nov.
1, 1973 Ser. No. 411,604

Int. CI. C23b 5/50; C23f 77/00
U.S. CI. 204—35 R 5 Claims

1. A method of improving the corrosion protection of
a base metal comprising the successive steps of:

(a) electrodepositing a decorative layer of nickel,

cobalt or an alloy thereof over the base metal;
(b) impinging a solid particulate material against the

decorative layer to form at least 3000 micronicks per
square inch extending into, but not through, said
decorative layer without visably dulling the same, the
size of said micronicks not exceeding about 8
microns at the surface of said layers; and

(c) depositing a layer of chromium to a thickness of
at least about 5 millionth of an inch over said de-
corative layer, said chromium layer being substan-
tially continuous but being characterized by the
presence of discontinuities coinciding with the
micronicks in the decorative layer.

3,843,496

METHOD FOR FORMING A COLORED OXIDE
COATING ON THE SURFACES OF ALUMINUM
OR ALUMINUM ALLOY MATERIALS

Masashi Ikegaya and Fumio Shigeta, Shizuoka, Japan,
assignors to Riken Light Metal Industries Co., Ltd.,
Shizuoka City, Japan

No Drawing. FUed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 279,658

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 10, 1971,
46/60,377 46/60,378

Int CI. C23b 9/02
U.S. CI. 204—58 5 Claims

1. A method of producing a colored oxide coating hav-
ing reddish color tone on aluminum or aluminum alloy,

consisting essentially of electrolytically anodizing, with
an alternating current, a suitable aluminum material

selected from the group consisting of aluminum and alloys

thereof in an aqueous acid solution containing selenium
selected from the group consisting of an aqueous solu-

tion of 5.0-20.0% by weight of sulfuric acid and 0.01-

1.0% by weight of a selenium compound and an aqueous
solution of 5.0-15.0% by weight of phosphoric acid and
0.01-1.0% by weight of a selenium compound.
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3,843,497

ELECTROLYTIC PRODUCTION OF BORON
Sid Russell, Suffield, Frederick A. Young, Simsbury, and

Jordan D. Kellner, West Suffield, Conn., assignors to
United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Continuation of abandoned appUcation Sen No. 833,913,
June 17, 1969. This application Mar. 13, 1972, Ser.
No. 234,306

Int. CI. C23b 5/00; C22d 3/00
U.S. CI. 204—64 R 8 Claims

said alumina trihydrate at an elevated temperature to

produce a complex aluminum hydroxide fluoride hy-
drate compound in said solution,

introducing aluminum oxide into the solution to precipi-
tate aluminum hydroxide fluoride hydrate crystals

from the solution,

recovering said aluminum hydroxide fluoride hydrate
precipitate from the solution, and

calcining said precipitate to produce aluminum fluoride,

combined in a mixture with said aluminum oxide.

T ^

1. A process for producing substantially pure coherent
boron on a cathode by electrodeposition from a fused
salt bath consisting essentially of an alkali or alkaline
earth metal fluoride or mixture of fluoride comprising:

purifying the alkali or alkaline earth metal fluoride or
mixture of fluorides until the residual oxianion con-
tamination level therein is no greater than that
amount which will produce a current maximum of
10 ma./cm.2 when an anodic potential of 1.5 volts is

impressed on a carbon electrode therein;
heating the fluoride or mixture of fluorides to a temper-

ature of about 1000° to 1400° F. in a noncontaminat-
ing atmosphere;

establishing in the bath a fluoborate ion concentration
not exceeding about 20 percent by weight;

establishing a current density at the cathode not ex-
ceeding about 400 milliamperes per square centi-
meter;

the current density at the cathode being selected with
reference to the fluoborate concentration to fall with-
in the operating limits defined by the area LMNO
of FIG. 2; and

the current density at the cathode further being se-
lected with reference to the bath temperature to fall
within the operating limits defined by the area
wxYz of no. 3.

3,843,499

PRODUCTION OF 4-ENDOTRICYCLO(5,2,l,02 6-endo)

DECYLAMINE
Bemd Giese, Heidelberg, and Peter Jaeger, Horst Koenig,

and Karl Siegfried Brenner, Ludwigshafen, Germany,
assignors to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktien-
gesellscbaft, Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Germany
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,560

Int. CI. C07b 29/06; C07c 87/40
U.S. CI. 204—74 7 Claims

1. A process for the production of sterically uniform
4-endotricyclo(5,2,l,02.6-endo) . decylamine which com-
prises:

electrochemically reducing a compound of the formula

NX

wherein X is hydrogen, hydroxy or —OCOR in
which R is lower alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, said
reduction being carried out in a liquid solvent se-
lected from the group consisting of an organic sol-
vent and an aqueous organic solvent reaction medium
at a mercury, lead or amalgam electrode at a current
density of about 1 to 20 amps/dm.2 at a tempera-
ture of from -20° C. to 40° C. and a pH of about
5 or less; and "

separating the substantially sterically uniform amine
product from the reaction medium.

3,843,498

RECOVERY OF ALUMINUM FLUORIDE
Thomas F. Payne, Columbia Falls, Mont., assignor to

The Anaconda Company, Louisville, Ky.
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,494

Int. CI. COlb 11/00; COlf 7/50; C22d 3/12
U.S. CI. 204—67 17 claims

1. Process for producing aluminum fluoride from a
fluoride-containing aqueous solution which comprises:

introducing alumina trihydrate into said solution and
reacting the fluoride content of said solution with

3,843,500

PURIFICATION OF MAGNESIUM PERCHLORATE
James Edward Reynolds, Oklahoma City, Okla., assignor
to Kerr-McGee Chemical Corp., Oklahoma City, Okla.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 5, 1973 Ser. No. 338,409

Int. CI. COlb 11/18, 11/26
U.S. CI. 204-82 10 aaims

1. A method of treating a magnesium perchlorate so-
lution comprising:

(a) introducing a magnesium perchlorate solution, con-
taining in excess of 50 parts per million and less
than about 3000 parts per million of at least one
impurity selected from the group consisting of chlo-
ride and chlorate ions, into an electrolytic cell be-
tween a cathode and a anode;

(b) passing an electric current through the electro-
lytic cell from the anode to the cathode at a cell volt-
age of from about 4.0 to 8.0 volts and at an anodic
current density of from about 50 to 150 amps per
square foot; and

(c) maintaining the pH of the solution within the range
of from about 4.5 to 6.5 whereby substantially all
the impurities are converted to perchlorate ions.

II
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3,843,501
METHOD OF FORMING EXTRUDER SCREW

Kenneth Bryan King, Hitcbin, England, assignor to Im-
perial Chemical Industries Limited, London, England
No Drawing. Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,742

Int. CI. B23p 1/00
U.S. CI. 204—129.65 10 Claims

1. A method of forming an extruder screw which in-

cludes applying to the surface of a metallic rod of sub-
stantially circular cross-section a masking resist in a con-
figuration corresponding to that of the land pattern of
the screw, subjecting the masked rod, as anode, to the
action of an electrolytic solution traversed by an electric

current to remove metal from the unmasked areas of the
rod, and removing the masking resist from the resultant
screw.

3,843,502
PROMOTERS FOR RADIATION INDUCED CROSS-

LINKING IN POLYMER SUBSTANCES
Dale S. Pearson and Anton Shurpik, Hauppauge, N.Y.,

assignors to Tbe Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio
No Drawing. Filed June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 148,883

Int. CI. BOlj 1/10, 1/12
U.S. CI. 204—159.18 7 Claims

1. A process for the radiation vulcanization of diolefin
rubbers which comprises subjecting an unvulcanized com-
position of said diolefin rubber in which the average
molecular weight is from about 100,000 to 500,000 con-
taining from about 0.1 to 5% by weight of an organic
polyhydrosulfide direct vulcanization promoter, and from
about 0.1 to 5% by weight of an indirect vulcanization
promoter, said indirect vulcanization promoter being a
low molecular weight halogenated aliphatic or aromatic
hydrocarbon containing up to about ten carbon atoms,
the percent by weight of both promoters being based on
the total weight, to high energy ionizing radiation at a
total dose of from about 0.1 to 15 Mrads.

3,843,503
METHOD OF COATING AN ELECTRICALLY CON-
DUCTIVE WORK PIECE BY ELECTROPHORESIS
AND COATED ARTICLES PRODUCED BYM2THOD

Hans-Jochen Wagner, Wettingen, Switzerland, assignor to
Georg Fischer, Aktiengesellschaft, Schafifhausen, and
Dr. Walter Mader, Lack- und Farbenfabrik Aktien-
gesellschaft, Baden, Switzerland
Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 296,603,

Oct. 11, 1972. This appUcation Apr. 11, 1973, Ser.
No. 350,203

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 12, 1972,
7236212

Int. CI. BOlk 5/02; C23b 13/00
U.S. CI. 204—181 20 Claims

1. In the method of coating an electrically conductive
work piece with a resin using electrophoresis, comprising
connecting said work piece to a source of current to
form an electrode and immersing said work piece in an
aqueous bath containing a resin in solution, dispersion or
suspension, and electrodepositing said resin on said work
piece to form a coating thereon,

the improvement wherein

said bath contains an additive of 0.05-5% by weight
of a titanium chelate.

3,843,504
METHOD OF CONTINUOUSLY REGENERATING
AND RECYCLING A SPENT ETCHING SOLUTION
Benjamin E. Nayder, Advance, N.C., assignor to Western

Electric Company, Incorporated, New York, N.Y.
Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 280,965

Int. CI. COlb 15/08; C22d 1/10; C23f 1/00
U.S. CI. 204—82 7 Claims

1. A method of reducing a metal sulfate to its corre-
sponding metal wherein the metal sulfate is selected
from the group consisting of copper sulfate, cobalt sul-

fate, iron sulfate, nickel sulfate and zinc sulfate and is in
a solution comprising sodium persulfate and potassium
sulfate in a molar concentration in excess of the persul-
fate concentration, comprising the steps of:

cooling the solution to a temperature below about
20° to precipitate potassium persulfate, thereby
forming a solution essentially free of persulfate
values; and

exposing the essentially persulfate free solution to an
electrolytic reaction to reduce the metal in the metal
sulfate to its corresponding metal.

3,843,505
ION-SELECTIVE ELECTRODES FOR

ORGANIC IONS
Takeru Higuchi, 2811 Schwarz Road,

Lawrence, Kans. 66044
Filed June 26, 1970, Sen No. 50,070

Int. CI. GOln 27/46
U.S. CI. 204—195 M 19 Claims

)

/

/
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^
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1. An electrode useful in measuring the concentration,
in an aqueous phase, of hydrophobic organic ionic spe-
cies selected from the group consisting of hydrophobic
organic cations and hydrophobic organic anions, said
electrode comprising:

a membrane consisting essentially of a polymer having
dispersed therethrough a compatible organic plas-
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ticizer capable of solvating, absorbing and transfer-

ring said ionic species, said plasticizer being selected

from the group consisting of dioctyl phthalate and
dimethyl oleamide; and

an internal reference electrode element in electrical

contact with and enveloped by said membrane.

3,843,506

METHOD OF MAKEVG INTERNAL HALF CELL
Paul Jeirold-Jones, Claremont, Calif., assignor to

Beckman Instruments, Inc.

Original appUcation June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 263,782, now
Patent No. 3,793,176. Divided and this application Sept.
19, 1973, Sen No. 398,663

Int. CI. GOln 27/30
U.S. CI. 204—195 F g Claims

path positioned in and supported by said pipe section

so that water flows over said probe means in physical

and electrical contact therewith;

d. electrical insulating means insulating the probe means
from the pipe section at the point of support; and,

e. first and second electrical leads passing from said

control box to said probe means and said pipe section

respectively to apply said square wave voltage to the

probe means and pipe section so that the probe
means is charged alternately positively and nega-
tively at said given frequency to inhibit charged ions

of minerals in the water from adhering to the inner
walls of the water pipes.

1. A method of making an internal half cell for an
electrochemical electrode comprising the steps of:

providing a plastic shrink tube having a separate inner
layer of plastic thereon, said inner layer having a
melting temperature less than that of said tube;

inserting a conductor lengthwise in said tube;
forming a seal between said inner layer and said con-

ductor at a point spaced from at least one end of the
tube by heating said tube to a temperature sufficient

to soften said inner layer and shrink said tube;
packing said tube between said seal and said one end

with a mixture of a metal and a sparingly soluble salt

of said metal; and
closing said one end of said tube with a porous plug.

3,843,507

SCALE INHIBITING APPARATUS
Philip Henry Kwan, South Pasadena, Calif., assignor to

Key n Industries, Camarillo, Calif.

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,240

Int. CI. B03c 5/02; C02b 7/52
U.S. CI. 204—302 4 Claims

23
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3,843,508

SPLIT FLOW HYDRODESULFURIZATION AND
CATALYTIC CRACKING OF RESIDUE-CON-
TAINING PETROLEUM FRACTION

Raymond F. Wilson, Reese A. Peck, and Frank E. Guptill,
Jr., Fishkill, N.Y., assignors to Texaco Inc., New York,
N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
101,444, Dec. 24, 1970, now Patent No. 3,671,420,
which is a continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
811,604, Mar. 28, 1969, now Patent No. 3,607,723. This
application Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,863

The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to
July 27, 1988, has been disclaimed

Int. CI. ClOg 23/02
U.S. CI. 208—89 11 Claims

1. A process for the conversion of a residue-containing
petroleum fraction having an initial boiling point of about
850° F. into lighter products which comprises maintaining
in a hydrodesulfurization zone a first catalytic zone below
and a second catalyst zone above a point of entry into

said hydrodesulfurization zone, each of said catalytic zones
containing a hydrodesulfurization catalyst comprising an
iron group metal hydrogenation component on a refrac-

tory inorganic oxide support of substantially no cracking
activity, the catalyst in said first catalytic zone having a
surface area of from 250 to 600 m.2/g. and a pour volume
of from 0.6 to 1.0 cc./g., introducing the residue-contain-
ing petroleum fraction through said point of entry into

said hydrodesulfurization zone, maintaining said first and
said second catalytic zone at a temperature between about
600 and 775° F. and a pressure between about 500 and
5000 p.s.i.g., introducing hydrogen into said first catalytic

zone to flow upwardly serially through said first and said
catalyst zones and countercurrent to a portion of said

residue-containing petroleum fraction at a rate of at least

3000 s.c.f. per barrel of residue-containing petroleum frac-

tion sufficient to maintain liquid hydrocarbon in said

second catalytic zone, separately recovering product from
said first and second catalytic zones, catalytically cracking
the overhead product from said second catalytic zone and
separately catalytically cracking the bottoms from said
first catalytic zone.

1. An apparatus for inhibiting scale formation in water
pipes comprising, in combination:

a. a portable control box incorporating means for gen-
erating a square wave voltage of given low frequency
no greater than 900 cycles per second which alter-

nates in polarity;

b. a pipe section associated with said control box
through which water passing to the water pipes flows;

c. probe means in the form of radially extending indi-

vidual probes of cylindrical shape following a helical

3,843,509

METHOD OF CATALYTIC CONVERSION OF
HEAVY HYDROCARBON OILS

Mnnehisa Suto, Tokyo, Takuji Itch, Nobuaki Tagaya,
and Takashi Obayashi, Saitama, Japan, assignors to
Toa Nenryo Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha

FUed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,714

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 6, 1972,
47/4,403

Int. a. ClOg 13/02, 23/02
U.S. CL 208—111 7 Claims

1. A process for the conversion of a heavy hydrocarbon
oil comprising contacting said oil with hydrogen and a
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catalyst composite comprising a catalytic metal or com-
pound thereof on a porous silica-alumina carrier having
a silica content in the range of between and about 30%
by weight and further characterized in that:

(1) the volume of the pores in said catalyst having a
radius in the range of from about to about 300 A.
is greater than about 0.30 ml./g.;

(2) the volume of the pores in said catalyst having a
radius in the range of from about to about 30 A.
is less than about 25% of the volume of the pores
having a radius in the range of from about to about
300 A.;

(3) the volume of the pores having a radius in the
range of from about 75 to about 300 A. is less than
about 40% of the volume of the pores having a radius
in the range of from about to about 300 A.; and

(4) the volume of the pores having a radius in the
range of from about 75 to about 75,000 A. is smaller
than about 0.25 ml./g.

3,843,512
HYDROGEN MANUFACTURE USING

CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS
Calvin S. Smith and William J. McLeod, EI Cerrito,

Calif., assignors to Chevron Research Company, San
Francisco, Calif.

AppUcation May 17, 1968, Ser. No. 736,520, now Patent
No. 3,618,331, which is a continuation-in-part of aban-
doned application Ser. No. 665,106, Sept. 1, 1967.
Divided and this appUcarion June 26, 1970, Ser. No.
59,865
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Oct. 13, 1988, has been disclaimed
Int. CI. ClOg 23/00

U.S. CI. 208—212 4 claims

MTDBQCaaeon FECD Bcctcn: Ht

3,843,510
SELECTIVE NAPHTHA HYDROCRACKING

Roger A. Morrison, West Deptford, NJ., and John J.
Wise, Media, Pa., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation

Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,453

,To ^. <.
Int. CI. ClOg ii/iO

U.S. CI. 208-111 10 Claims
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1. A process comprising contacting a gasoline boiling
range virgin naphtha with a catalyst consisting essentially
of ZSM-5 type of alumino-silicate zeolite having a hydro-
genation /dehydrogenation component therein in admix-
ture with added hydrogen in a hydrogen to hydrocarbon
ratio of about 1 to 10, at about 600 to 800° F., 50 to 1000
p.s.i.g. and 0.5 to 10 WHSV, under such combination of
conditions as to hydrocrack at least about 40 wt. percent
of said virgin naphtha to pentane and lighter products
having a C3 to C4 ratio of about 1.0 to 1.4, and an n-C*
to i-C4 ratio of about 0.85-1.2; which process also pro-
duces up to about 60 wt. percent of a €5+ liquid product
havmg a minimum clear research octane number of about
80, which liquid product has an octane number of at least
about 40 units higher than said feed.

1. In a process for manufacturing high puritv by a
train of steps comprising reacting hydrocarbon with oxy-
gen-affording gas at conditions including a pressure below
900 p.s.i.g. and elevated temperature to form a gas mix-
ture comprising H2, CO and COj, reacting CO in the mix-
ture with H3O to form additional H2 and CO2, and re-
moving the CO2 to provide high purity hydrogen, the im-
provement for providing the high purity hydrogen at el-

evated pressure which comprises:
(a) centrifugally compressing with a centrifugal com-

pressor the gas mixture comprising H2 and CO2 from
the pressure below about 900 p.s.i.g. to a substan-
tially higher pressure above 900 p.s.i.g., said mixture
containing suflScient CO2 so that the molecular weight
of the mixture is at least 4; then

(b) removing CO2 from said compressed gas by ab-
sorbing CO2 in a physical absorbent at a pressure
above 900 p.s.i.g. to thus obtain said high purity
hydrogen;

(c) passing the high purity hydrogen to a hydrocon-
version zone, and reacting said purified hydrogen with
hydrocarbons in said hydroconversion zone;

(d) withdrawing a hot effluent from the hydroconver-
sion zone and passing said hot effluent through a
steam boiler to generate steam; and

(e) using said steam to drive the centrifugal com-
pressor through a steam turbine linkage for said cen-
trifugal compressing.

3,843,511
PROCESS FOR PREPARING SYNTHETIC

„
,

PETROLATUM
Charles M. Selwitz, Monroeville, Pa., assignor to Gulf

Research & Development Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.No Drawing. Filed Oct. 24 1973, Ser. No. 409,244

IT «J rx^at^?^^ ^^^^' ^^^^' ^^^« ^^^^< "^^^02
LI.J. U. 208—120 5 Claims

1. A process for preparing a synthetic petrolatum
which mvolves passing alpha olefins having 30 or more
carbon atoms over silica alumina at a temperature of
about 200° to about 260° C.

3.843,513
METHOD OF IMPROVING THE VISCOSITY INDEX

OF LUBRICATING OILS
Raymond Wynkoop, Gladwyne, Pa., assignor to

Sun Ventures, Inc., St. Davids, Pa.
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,593

Int. CI. ClOm 11/00
U.S. CI. 208—282 7 Claims

1. Method of improving the VI of an aromatic-con-
taining lubricating oil boiling above 650° F. which com-
prises:

(a) contacting a relatively low VI aromatic-containing
lubricating oil with a benzenecarboxylic acid anhy-
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dride for a time sufficient to form a complex of said

anhydride with low VI aromatic components of the

oil, and

(b) separating the complex from the remaining oil,

whereby there is obtained a relatively high VI lubri-

cating oil.

3,843,514

MOLECULAR SIEVE PROCESS

Ivor Lloyd Edwards, Ashford, England, assignor to The
British Petroleum Company Limited, London, England

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 289,834

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 24, 1971,
44,632/71

Int. CI. C07c 7112
U.S. CI. 208—310 5 Claims
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3,843,522
UNIVERSAL WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEM

Gerald J. Harvey, 81 Urban Ave., Westbury, N.Y.
11590, and Richard D. Angelari, 334 W. 71st St., New
York, N.Y. 10023

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,339
Int. CI. C02b 1/02; F23g 5/00

U.S. CI. 210—179 1 Claim

1. A portable waste disposal system comprising a hous-
ing; barrier means dividing said housing into first and sec-
ond chambers;

said first chamber having an inlet for receiving waste
matter;

first means in said first chamber positioned adjacent
said inlet for depositing liquid waste matter in said
first chamber, said first means being comprised of a
porous member positioned beneath said inlet for re-

taining and supporting solid waste and permitting
liquid waste to pass therethrough so as to be col-
lected upon the floor of said first chamber;

said first means further comprising second means for
conveying solid waste matter into said second cham-
ber, said second means further including means for
rotating said porous member towards said second
chamber to deposit therein solid waste matter col-
lected upon said porous member;

said second chamber having a pool of molten material;
baffle means positioned in and restraining the movement

of said pool of molten material; and
third means for heating said pool of molten material to

an elevated temperature, said barrier means being
comprised of a normally vertically aligned rotatable
barrier plate coupled to said rotating means for
moving said barrier plate to a horizontal position to
provide sufficient clearance for said porous member
to enable the same to transfer solid waste matter
into said second chamber whereby said pool of molten
material combusts solid waste matter deposited
thereon.

said housing, said filter element having a return path in-

terior thereof, said filter element being disposed within
said housing along a tortuous path with said return path
communicating with said outlet, said tortuous path com-
prising a first portion at the end of said filter element adja-

3,843,523
OIL FILTER

Stanley F. Dresen and Reuben E. Anderson, San Ramon,
Calif., assignors to Stanley F. Dresen, doing business
as SFD Oil Filters, San Ramon, Calif.

Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,526
Int. CI. BOld 27/00

U.S. CI. 210—440 9 Claims
1. A filter comprising a cylindrical housing having one

integral end wall, an end disk mounted to the open end
of said housing, said end disk having an outlet disposed
at the center of said end disk and at least one inlet dis-
posed about the periphery of the outlet, and an elongate
filter element having a length greater than the length of

cent said outlet directed axially with respect to said hous-
ing and a second portion defining a spiral configuration
closely wound about said first portion so that said filter

element substantially fills the interior of the cylindrical

housing to maximize the filter surface available in said

housing.

3,843,524
PROCESS FOR THE INHIBITION OF SWELLING OF

SHALE IN AQUEOUS ALKALINE MEDIUM
Alphonse C. Perricone, Homer F. Young, George W.

Bettge, and Dorothy P. Enright, Houston, Tex., as-
signors to Milchem Incorporated, Houston, Tex.
No Drawing. Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,219
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Oct. 2, 1990, has been disclaimed
Int. CI. ClOm 3/04; E21b 43/16

U.S. CI. 252—1 35 Claims
1. A process for inhibiting the swelling of shale in an

aqueous alkaline medium comprising the steps of:

A. Preparing an aqueous medium;
B. Adding to said medium a polyvalent metal ion se-

lected from the class consisting of bismuth, chromi-
um, cobalt, iron, lanthanum, manganese, nickel, tin,

titanium, zinc, and zirconium, said ion being com-
plexed by a complexing component selected from the
class consisting of acetic, citric, formic, lactic, oxal-
ic, and tartaric acid, the alkali metal and ammonium
salts and mixtures thereof, the equivalent weight
ratio of polyvalent metal ion to complexing com-
ponent being at least about l-to-.2;

C. Adjusting the pH of the medium to above 7.0; and
D. Adding to said medium shale to provide a suspen-

sion.

3,843,525
METHOD OF EXTINGUISHING FIRES

Yasuzo Hattori, Urawa, and Jiro Niizuma, Tokyo, Japan,
assignors to Akira Hattori, Saitama-ken, and Hiromitsu
Niizuma, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 311,905
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 9, 1971,

46/99,043
Int. CI. A62c 1/00; A62d 11/00

U.S. CI. 252—2 4 Cbiinu
1. Method of extinguishing fire in a building which

comprises using a fire-extinguishing composition consist-
ing essentially of an aqueous solution of

(a) from about 7.0 to about 7.5 parts by weight of
burnt alum,

(b) from about 6.0 to about 6.2 parts by weight of
ammonium carbonate,
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(c) from about 3.5

sodium chloride,

(d) from about 4.0

chloride,

(e) from about 2.0

anhydrous sodium
(f ) about 25.0 parts

(g) from about 1.0

calcium carbonate.
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to about 4.0 parts by weight of amount of 22-30% by weight of the graphite powder and
consisting of phenol-formaldehyde resin, said graphite
powder and said binder together being 30-95 wt. percent
of said material; 3% by weight of the binder of an addi-
tive said additive consisting essentially of hexamethylene-
tetramine, stearine and calcium hydroxide; a powder of a
plastic non-ferrous metal, selected from the group con-
sisting of lead and tin, 0-60 wt. percent of said material;
phenol-anilineformaldehyde resin, 5-40 wt. percent of
said material; and a finely dispsersed powder of an abra-
sive material, selected from the group consisting of talc,
glass, silica, and chromium oxide, 0.5-5 wt. percent of
said material.

to 4.5 parts by weight of calcium

to about 3.0 parts by weight of
carbonate,

by weight of water glass,

to about 1.5 parts by weight of

(h) from about 1.0 to about 1.5 parts by weight of
magnesium carbonate, and

(i) from about 10.0 to about 10.5 parts by weight of
sodium bicarbonate, said composition being kept in
a container in the building which container is break-
able at elevated temperatures below 100" C. and
adapted to extinguish a fire in the building when the
heat of the fire causes the container to break and
spray the said fire-extinguishing composition over
the fire.

3,843,526

NOVEL INTUMESCENT COMPOSITION CONTAIN-
ING AN AROMATIC AMINE SULFATE

Shirley H. Roth, Highland Park, and Joseph Green, East
Brunswick, NJ., assignors to Cities Service Company,
iNew York, N.Y.

No Drawing. ContinuaHon-in-part of abandoned applica-

ln° %^l.^^i ^'^1?' ?*^- ^«' 1'70- "I^" application
Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,704

US CI 252-8 1
'»*• CI- B27k i/00

1. An intumescent composition comprising as the
mtumescent agent a mixture of (A) one molar propor-
tion of a sulfate of an aromatic amine of the group con-
sisting of p-nitroaniline, o-nitroaniline, m-nitroaniline 3-
ammo-l-nitronaphthalene, 4-amino-4'-nitro-bphenyl 1 5-
diamino 4,8-dinitronaphthalene, 2-amino-7-nitrofluorene
4-amino-2-nitrofuran, 5-nitroisatoic anhydride, and 4-
nitroacetanilide and (B) about 1-5 molar proportions of
a boron compound of the group consisting of boric acid
an organoboric acid, an organoborate, and an organo-
boroxine. '

3,843,528

ALUMINUM COMPLEX SOAP GREASE CONTAIN.
ING CALCIUM CARBONATE

^^I^f
W. Bailey, Gibsonia, and Paul R. McCarthy,

Allison Park, Pa., assignors to Gulf Research & De-
velopment Company, Pitt^urgh, Pa.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 394,672
The portion of the term of the patent subsequent to

Dec. 4, 1990, has been disclaimed

US CI 252-1?'- ^'- ^*^°* ^^^^' ^/^'^
U.!>. CI. 252—18 7 Claims

1. A lubricating grease composition comprising a major
proporiion of a mineral lubricating oil base having an
anilme point below about 230° F. thickened to the con-
sistency of a grease with an aluminum complex soap of
benzoic acid and a saturated fatty acid having from 20
to 22 carbon atoms per molecule wherein the molar ratio
of benzoic acid to C20-C22 fatty acid is about 1.25- 1 to
about 2:1, benzoic acid to C20-C22 fatty acid, respectively,
and a small amount, sufficient to improve the antiwear and
extreme pressure properties of the grease, of precipitated
calcium carbonate.

3,843,527

ANTIFRICTION MATERIAL
Andrei Nikiforovich FiUppov, pereulok 10, kv. 41,

Moscow, U.S.S.R.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 137,978

US ri „ '"J-
Cl. ClOm 7/04, 7/25, 7/i(?

U.&. CI. 252—12

1

g aaims
1. An antifriction material consisting essentially of a

graphite powder, a binder for said graphite, taken in an

3,843,529

METAL WORKING LUBRICANT COMPOSITIONS
Robert G. Bertrand, Midland, Mich., assignor to DowCommg Corporation, Midland, Mich.
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,601

1. A lubricant composition consisting essentially of
(a) about 50 to 75 percent by weight of a mixture of

solid lubricant particles, the mixture containing from
about 50 to 80 weight percent molybdenum di-
sulphide, the remainder being graphite- and

(b) about 25 to 50 percent by weight of a binder con-
sisting essentially of about 40 to 60 weight percent
carboxymethylceUulose and about 40 to 60 weight
percent of an amine-functional silane of the formula
(RO)3Si-K:H2>3NHR', hydrolyzates and partial con-
densates thereof in which R is an alkyl radical con-
taimng from 1 to 4 inclusive carbon atoms; and R'
is selected from the group consisting of the hydrogen
atom, the -fCHa^aNHa radical.

the-(-CH,^N-CH,CH,0 C-C=CHiCl©
\ /i

\
II J

(CH,)2 o CH,
radical and the

-^CH,^N-CHj-
' H2

Q N-CH=CH,Cl9

radical.
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3,843,530
LIQUID OIL-SOLUBLE NON-CRYSTALLIZING MIX-
TURES OF ZINC SALTS OF DIALKYL DITHIO-
PHOSPHATES

Edmund Luke Niedzielski, Wilmington, Del., assignor to

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,
Del.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 11, 1971, Sen No. 123,385
Int. CI. ClOm 1/48, 3/42

U.S. CI. 252—32.7 E 8 Claims
1. An oil soluble non-crystallizing liquid composition

containing at least 12% by weight of zinc which comprises

zinc salts selected from the group consisting of

(a) mixed basic zinc salts of dialkyl dithiophosphates

containing 4 to 13 different alkyl radicals and having

an average carbon content of 3.5 to 4.5 carbon atoms
of the formula

((R)2PSS)3Zn20H
and

(b) mixtures of said basic zinc salts with mixed neutral

zinc salts of dialkyl dithiophosphates containing 4

to 13 different alkyl radicals and having an average

carbon content of 3.5 to 4.5 carbon atoms of the

formula
((RO)2PSS)3Zn

and wherein the alkyl radicals of (a) and (b) are

primary or secondary radicals of 1-13 carbon atoms
and wherein the concentration of said alkyl radicals

are

(1) a maximum of 30 mol percent of each C1-C3
alkyl radical

(2) a maximum of 58 mol percent of the combined
C1-C3 alkyl radicals

(3) a maximum of 70 mol percent of each C4 alkyl

radical

(4) a maximum of 82 mol percent of the combined
C1-C4 alkyl radicals

(5) a maximum of 25 mol percent of secondary

alkyl radicals

and wherein the composition of (b) as to mixed neu-

tral zinc salts is a maximum of 75% by weight of

the total mixture of (b)

.

3,843,531
SYNTHETIC AIRCRAFT TURBINE OIL

John W. Nebzydoski and Edwin L. Patmore, Fishkill,

N.Y., assignors to Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 31 1973, Ser. No. 328,232

Int. CI. ClOn 3/32. 3/26
U.S. CI. 252—34.7 11 Claims

1. A synthetic lubricating oil composition comprising a

major portion of an aliphatic ester base oil having lubri-

cating properties formed from the reaction of a penta-

erythritol or trimethylolpropane and a saturated hydro-

carbyl monocarboxylic acid having from about 2 to 18

carbon atoms per molecule, containing

A. From about 0.005 to 0.5 weight percent of a dihydro-

carbylamine salt of oxalic acid represented by the

formula:

o o
II II

RR'NHHO—C-C—OH RR'NH

in which R is a hydrocarbyl radical having from
about 8 to about 22 carbon atoms and R' is hydrogen
or a hydrocarbyl radical having from 1 to 5 carbon
atoms

B. From about 0.3 to 5 percent by weight of the lubri-

cating oil composition of an alkyl or alkaryl phenyl

naphthylamine in which the alkyl radical has from 4
to 22 carbon atoms

C. From about 0.3 to 5 percent of a dialkyldiphenyl-

amine in which the alkyl radicals have from 4 to 12

carbon atoms, and
D. From about 0.25 to 10 percent of a trihydrocarbyl

phosphate in which said hydrocarbyl radical con-

tains an aryl ring and contains from about 6 to 18

carbon atoms.

I

3,843,532
POLYPHENYL THIOETHER LUBRICATING

COMPOSITIONS
Frank S. Clark, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Monsanto

Company, St. Louis, Mo.
No Drawing. Original application Dec. 30, 1970, Ser. No.

102,969, now Patent No. 3,748,269. Divided and this

application Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330,335
Int. CI. ClOm 1/48

U.S. CI. 252—46.7 2 Claims
1. A lubricant composition consisting essentially of a

major amount of a polyphenyl thioether having the

formula

R—Y(R'—Y)n—

R

wherein R is a phenyl group or a substituted phenyl group,

R' is a phenylene group or substituted phenylene group,

in which the substituents on said phenyl and phenylene

groups are halogen, alkyl or alkoxy containing from 1 to

4 carbon atoms, n is an integer of from 1 to 6, Y is sulfur

or oxygen provided that at least one of the groups rep-

resented by Y is sulfur, and mixtures of such thioethers

and from about 0.05 to about 1.0 percent by weight of an
organic phosphinic acid of the formula

o
II

R"—P—OR"'
I

H
wherein R" is an aryl group of from 6 to 16 carbon

atoms, a halogen substituted aryl group of from 6 to 16

carbon atoms, an alkyl substituted aryl group containing

from 6 to 16 carbon atoms or an alkyl group containing

1 to 12 carbon atoms, R'" is hydrogen or an R" group
and from 0.01 to 0.5 percent by weight of monocyclic,

monohydric alkyl-substituted phenols.
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3,843,533
LUBRICANT COMPOSITION CONTAINING SUL-
FURIZED AND CHLORINATED ALKYLENE
POLYAMINE REACTION PRODUCT

William P. Cullen, Fishkill, Harry Chafetz, Poughkeepsie,
and Walter W. Hellmuth, Beacon, N.Y., assignors to
Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 314,315

Int. CI.ClOni/52, ;/i5
U.S. CI. 252—47.5 3 Claims

1. A lubricating composition comprising a major pro-

portion of a mineral oil of lubricating viscosity con-

taining a minor detergent amount of an oil-soluble ashless

sulfurized and chlorinated alkylene polyamine reaction

product prepared by chlorinating a reaction product of

sulfur and a polyolefin containing a trithione using at least

a mole of chlorine per mole of trithione at a temperature

ranging from about 20 to 95° C. to form a chlorinated

intermediate product, said trithione being represented by
the formula:

RC==CR'
i i=s

in which R and R' represent hydrogen or a hydrocarbyl
radical having from about 50 to 125 carbon atoms, at least

one of R and R' representing an aliphatic hydrocarbon
radical, and, reacting said intermediate product with a

polyamine in the proportion of 1 to 5 moles of said poly-

amine per mole of said intermediate product at a tempera-
ture in the range of 100 to 275° C, said polyamine being
represented by the formula

HjN—(R"—NH)xH
in which R" is a divalent alkylene radical having from 2

to 6 carbon atoms and x is an integer ranging from
1 to 6.

3,843,534
LUBRICATION OF CONTROLLED-SLIP

DIFFERENTIAL
David S. Gates, Swarthmore, Paul E. Hagstrom, Valley

Forge, and Marcus W. Haseltine, Brookhaven, Pa.,
assignors to Sun Oil Company of Pennsylvania, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

Filed Feb. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 116,841
Int. CI. ClOm 1/18, 1/38, 1/46

U.S. CI. 252—45 15 Claims

-Mi"^Hj!

CONTUOLLEO-SUP DIFFERENTI4L

carboxylic acids, and when m is 3, Ri is a trivalent hydro-
carbon radical of a tricarboxylic acid selected from the

group consisting of unsaturated tricarboxylic acids having
42-66 carbon atoms resulting from trimerization of un-
saturated fatty acids of 14-22 carbon atoms, and the cor-

desponding saturated tricarboxylic acids; R2 is selected

from the alkylene radicals having 2-5 carbon atoms, n
is an integer from 2 to 50 and each of R3 and R'3 is the
monovalent hydrocarbon radical of a compound selected

from the group consisting of aliphatic monoalcohols of
1-25 carbon atoms, alicyclic monoalcohols of 3-25 carbon
atoms and unsubstituted and alkyl-substituted mono-
phenols of 6-25 carbon atoms, the proportion of said
compound (B) with respect to said hydrocarbon oil (A)
being sufficient to impart to said composition the desired
high viscosity index, and components (A) and (B) to-

gether constituting the predominant component of said
composition.

1. In the art of lubrication of a controlled-slip differ-

ential which has started to slip extensively due to sub-
stantial wear, the improvement wherein the previously

used lubricant is replaced by a lubricant consisting essen-

tially of non-hydrocarbon additives and a hydrocarbon
base stock having a kinematic viscosity at 210° F. in the
range of 1.5-200.0 cs. and consisting essentially of a
blend of at least one C13-C29 naphthene and from 0.1-20
parts by weight, based on said naphthene of at least one
member from at least one of the following groups (a)
and(b):

(a) a synthetic liquid C3-C8 olefin homopolymer; and
(b) a member from group (a) above which is at least

partially hydrogenated;

and wherein the amount of said blend which is present in

said base stock is sufficient to provide a greater coefficient

of traction, measured at 600 ft./min., 200° P., 400,000
p.s.i., than would be provided by substitution of the same
amount of ASTM Oil No. 3 for said blend in said base
stock.

3,843,536
METAL-DEACTTVATED ORGANIC COMPOSITIONS

AND PROCESS THEREFOR
Thomas E. Johnston, Wilmington, Del., asagnor to E. L

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 311,395

Int. CI. ClOm 1/32
U.S. CI. 252—51.5 R n Claims

1. A composition comprising an organic composition
ordinarily susceptible to catalytic oxidation by a metal
selected from the group consisting of copper, iron, co-
balt, chromium and compounds thereof, selected from
the group consisting of gasoline, jet fuel, kerosene, diesel
fuel oil, home burner fuel oil, lubricating oil, and lubri-
cating grease, and an effective metal-deactivating amount
of a deactivating compound of the formula

RclcH,N=CH-/^ \j
wherein R is hydrogen or an alkyl group of 1 to 20 car-
bon atoms.

3,843,535
LUBRICATING COMPOSITIONS

Jacques Denis, Ville d'Avray, and Guy Pare, Rueil-Mal-
malson, France, assignors to Institut Francais du
Petrole, des Carburants et Lubrifiants

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
204,329 Dec. 2, 1971, now Patent No. 3,773,668. This
applicaHon May 25, 1973, Ser. No. 364,066
Claims priority, application France, Dec. 3, 1970,

43,605; Apr. 15, 197 J, 13,437
Int. CI. ClOm 1/26

U.S. CI. 252—57 41 Claims
1. A lubricating composition of high viscosity index

suitable for use as base lubricant for multigrade oils com-
prising lubricating amounts of a mixture of (A) a hy-
drocarbon oil of lubricating viscosity selected from the
group consisting of the solvent-refined mineral oils, the
acid-refined mineral oils, the hydrorefined oils and the
synthetic oils obtained by oligomerization of olefinic

hydrocarbons having 2-20 carbon atoms and (B) at least
one compound complying with the general formula:

R,[—CO—CHR2—(HnRalxE—CO-O—R'3] („_,)

where m is 2 or 3, x is from 0.15 m. to m inclusive; when
m is 2, Ri is the divalent hydrocarbon radical of a di-
carboxylic acid selected from the group consisting of un-
saturated dicarboxylic acids having 28-44 carbon atoms
resulting from dimerization of unsaturated fatty acids of
14-22 carbon atoms, and the corresponding saturated di-

3,843,537
BLENDED TRACTION FLUID CONTAINING

CYCLIC COMPOUNDS
Irl N. DuUng, West Chester, and David S. Gates, Swarth-

more. Pa., assignors to Sun Oil Company of Pennsyl-
vania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 679,833,

Nov. 1, 1967. This application June 23, 1971,
Ser. No. 155,986

Int. CI. ClOm 1/18, 3/10
U.S. CI. 252—59 12 Claims

1. A hydrocarbon base stock, useful as a lubricant hav-
ing a kinematic viscosity at 210° F. in the range of 1.5-
200.0 cs. and comprising a blend of (i) at least one part
by weight of a synthetic oil containing at least 95% of
Ci3-C4o naphthene and (ii) from 0.1-20 parts by weight,
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based on said naphthene of at least one member from

at least one of the following groups (a), (b) and (c):

(a) a synthetic liquid Ca-Cg olefin homopolymer, co-

polymer, or terpolymer;

(b) a member from group (a) above which is at least

partially hydrogenated; and,

(c) a severely hydrorefined naphthenic mineral oil lube

or paraffinic mineral oil lube containing less than 1%
of gel aromatic hydrocarbons,

and wherein said base stock containing said blend has a

coefficient of traction, measured at 600 ft./min., 200° F.,

400,000 p.s.i., at least as high as that of ASTM Oil No. 3.

3,843,538
DEVELOPING EMULSION FOR ELECTROSTATIC

IMAGES
Marinus Cornelus Venneulen, Valley View, Ian Edward

Smith, Locldeys, and Peter John Hastwell, North Ade-
laide, Australia, assignors to Savin Business Machines
Corporation, Valhalla, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,603

Int. CI. G03g 9/04
U.S. CI. 252—62.1 4 Claims

1. A developing emulsion for use in developing a latent

electrostatic image including in combination a tacky or-

ganosol lipide phase comprising the following by weight:

Percent

High molecular weight polymer 3.5-5.5

Light hydrocarbon liquid 32.0-52.0

Pigment 0.5-1.5

in which said light hydrocarbon liquid includes about 90%
isoparaffinic hydrocarbons and about 10% aromatic hy-

drocarbons, and a disperse aqueous phase comprising the

following by weight:

Percent

Water 43.0-64.0

Surface-active emulsifying agent 0.01-0.15

Antiloam agent 0.01-0.15

said high molecular weight polymer being dissolved in said

aromatic hydrocarbon liquid.

3,843,539
ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTION FOR LEVEL DEVICES
Robert Willing and Gary L. Cooper, Anaheim, Calif.,

assignors to North American Rockwell Corporation
FUed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,010

Int. CI. HOlg 9/02
U.S. CI. 252—62.2 1 Claim

1. An electrolytic solution for a level indicating device,

consisting essentially of:

a fluid consisting of approximatey 40-60 parts by
volume of ethyl alcohol and the rest methyl alcohol;

and
ammonium carbonate of sufficient concentration to ad-

just the resistivity of said fluid to approximately 70-
2500 ohm-cm. at 24° C.

3,843,540
PRODUCTION OF MAGNETIC FLUIDS BY

PEPTIZATION TECHNIQUES
George W. Reimers, Bumsville, and Sanaa E. Khalafalla,

Minneapolis, Minn., assignors to the United States of
America as represented by the Secretary of the Interior

Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,382
Int. CI. HOlj 1/28

U.S. CI. 252—62.52 26 Claims
1. A process for producing magnetic fluids from aque-

ous industrial waste streams containing ferrous iron salts

which comprises:

oxidizing a portion of the ferrous iron contained in the

waste stream to the ferric state;

reacting the waste stream, now containing ferrous and
ferric iron salts, with an excess of ammonium hy-
droxide to precipitate a slurry of colloidal size fer-

roso-ferric iron oxide particles;

adding a long chain fatty acid having about 18 carbon
atoms to the iron oxide particle slurry whereby the

fatty acid reacts with ammonium hydroxide to form
an ammonium salt of the fatty acid and to there-

after coat iron oxide particles contained in the slurry

with an adsorbed layer of ammoniated fatty acid;

heating the slurry to a temperature above the decom-
position temperature of the ammoniated fatty acid to

convert the adsorbed layer of ammoniated fatty acid

to the acid form and to expel ammonia from the

slurry, and
recovering from the slurry a product fraction compris-

ing ferrimagnetic iron oxide particles of colloidal

size coated with an adsorbed layer of fatty acid.

3 843 541
MAGNETIC HEAD CORE OF LARGE GRAIN SIZE

AND LOW POROSITY
Hiroyuki Chiba, Neyagawa, Yoshio Tawara, Kadoma,

and Eilchi Hirota, Sakai, Japan, assignors to Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 29,355,
Apr. 20, 1970, which is a division of application Ser.
No. 614,889, Feb. 9, 1967, now Patent No. 3,557,266,
dated Jan. 19, 1971. This appUcation Mar. 14, 1973,
Ser. No. 341 491

'

Int.' CI. C04b 35/26, 35/30. 35/38
U.S. CI. 252—62.57 3 Claims

1. A magnetic head core consisting essentially of
sintered ferrite consisting of a plurality of grains, having
an average grain size greater than 30 /i and a porosity

less than 0.1% by volume, and having a composition

consisting of Ni-Zn ferrite, Mn-Zn ferrite, Li-Zn ferrite,

Cu-Zn ferrite, Mg-Zn ferrite or Y-iron garnet.

3,843,542
HYDRAULIC OIL

John H. Adams, San Rafael, Calif., assignor to Chevron
Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

No Drawing. FUed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,866
Int CI. C09k 3/00

U.S. CI. 252—75 8 Claims
1. A hydrocarbon-based hydraulic fluid comprising a

major amount of a hydrocarbon lubricating oil having a

viscosity of 100 to 650 SUS at 100° F. and containing

from 0.1 to 1.5 weight percent zinc di (primary iso-octyl)

dithiophosphate and from 0.03 to 0.2 parts of a Ce to C24

alkenyl succ-nic acid per weight part of said zinc dithio-

phosphate; with the proviso that when the concentration

of said zinc dithiophosphate is from 1.0 to 1.5 weight
percent then 0.01 to 1 part of a metal deactivator selected

from triaryl or trialkyl phosphates, aryl or alkyl phos-

phites, alkylphenol sulfides, phosphorus pentasulfide-ter-

pene addition products, benzotriazole, phenothiazine, bis-

octyl dithiathiadiazole, phenyl- 1-naphthylamine or mix-
tures thereof per part of said zinc dithiophosphate is

present.

3,843,543
SOAP CURD DISPERSANT

Gordon Trent Hewitt, Upper Montclair, NJ., assignor to
Colgate-Palmolive Company, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,194
Int. CI. Clld 1/52, 3/34, 3/44

U.S. CI. 252—153 4 Claims
1. A liquid soap curd dispersant for use as a rinse

additive consisting essentia'ly of a mixture of lauric di-

methyl amide and myristic dimethyl amide in a weight
ratio of from about 7:3 to about 3:7, a hydrotrope, an
organic solvent, and water, said hydrotrope being selected

from the group consisting of sodium and potassium xylene

sulfonates, cumene sulfonates, benzene sulfonates, ethyl-

benzene sulfonates, alkyl naphthalene sulfonates wherein
the alkyl group contains from 1-6 carbon atoms, and
lower aJkyl sulfates wherein the lower alkyl group con-
tains from 1-6 carbon atoms, the organic solvent being
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selected from the group consisting of ethanol, isopropanol,

and propylene glycol, said mixture of lauric dimethyl

amide and myristic dimethyl amide being present in

amounts ranging from about 10% to about 60%, the

hydrotrope being present in amounts ranging from about

5% to about 25%, and the organic solvent being present

in amounts ranging from about 5% to about 25%, the

balance of said additive being water.

U. 3 843 544
CLEANING SOLUTION

Nick Kappas, 5486 Madison St., Gary, Ind. 46408
Original application July 2, 1969, Ser. No. 838,406, now

Patent No. 3,625,762. Divided and this application Mar.
8, 1971, Ser. No. 122,177

Int. CI. Clld 7/06
U.S. CI. 252—156 4 Claims

1. A composition of matter consisting of a silicate-

caustic cleaning solution for cleaning metal articles suc-

cessively drawn through said cleaning solution including

water, about 2.5 to about 4.0 liquid ounces of a caustic

and water solution for each gallon of water, said caustic

solution having a density of about 11.67 pounds psr gal-

lon, and about 1.5 to about 4.0 liquid ounces of a sodium
silicate and water solution for each gallon of water, said

sodium silicate solution having a density of about 12.67

pounds per gallon, both said caustic and sodium silicate

being commercial grade chemicals, said caustic and sodi-

um silicate solutions and water being the major part of

said silicate-caustic cleaning solution.

3,843,545
WATER STERILIZING COMPOSITION

AND TABLETS
Kevin Hague Heuston, Tasmania, Australia, assignor to

Commonwealth of Australia, % Department of the

Army, Canberra, Australian Capital Territory

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 326,148
Claims priority, appUcation Australia, Jan. 27, 1972,

I

7,782
' Int. CI. C02b 1/34

U.S. CI. 252—181 7 Claims
1. A composition for sterilizing water consisting essen-

tially of:

(a) 1 to 5 parts by weight of an oxidizing agent se-

lected from the group consisting of potassium di-

chromate, potassium permanganate and mixtures

thereof;

(b) 10 to 50 parts by weight of at least one acid se-

lected from the group consisting of tartaric, citric

and adipic acids;

(c) 10 to 50 parts by weight of an 'odide chosen from
the group consisting of sodium iodide, potassium

iodide and mixtures thereof;

(d) 10 to 50 parts by weight of an iodate chosen from
the group consisting of sodium iodate, potassium

iodate and mixtures thereof.

3,843,546
PROCESS FOR FLUORINATING CHLOROALKANES
AND FLUORINATING COMPOSITION THEREFOR
Igor Sobolev, Orinda, and Erwin Panusch, Livermore,

Calif., assignors to Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Cor-
poration, Oakland, Calif.

Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,594
Int. CI. COlb 7/20; C07c 19/08

U.S. CI. 252—182 8 Claims
1. A free-flowing, non-agglomerating fluorinating agent

for the vapor-phase, stirred-bed fluorination of chloroal-

kanes having up to two carbon atoms at temperatures

between about 200° C. and 450° C, which consists essen-

tially of an intimate mixture of sodium fluoroferrate

(NaaPePe) and particulate carbon, substantially free of

inorganic oxides and volatile components, wherein the

sodium fluoferrate to carbon weight ratio is within the

range of 1:1 and 1:9 and the particle size of the carbon

being within the range of about 0.05-1.7 mm.

3,843,547
COMPOSITION FOR ACCELERATING OXYGEN
REMOVAL COMPRISED OF AN AQUEOUS
SOLUTION OF HYDRAZINE CONTAINING A
MIXTURE OF AN ARYL AMINE COMPOUND
AND A QUINONE COMPOUND

John D. Kaufman, Prospect, Henry W. Schiessl, North-
ford, and David A. Csejka, Orange, Conn., assignors

io Olin Corporation
No Drawing. FUed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,287

Int. CI. C02b 1/18; C23f 11/14
U.S. CI. 252—184 17 Claims

1. An oxygen-scavenging composition consisting essen-

tially of an aqueous solution of hydrazine containing a

catalytic proportion of a mixture of

(a) an aryl amine compound selected from the group

consisting of

(1) aminophenol

(2) N-alkyl aminophenol wherein the alkyl group
contains from 1 to about 4 carbon atoms

(3) toluene diamine

(4) phenylene diamine, and

(5) sulfates of said aryl amine compound of

a(l)-a(4)
(b) a quinone compound selected from the group

consisting of

(1) quinone

(2) naphthoquinone

(3) anthraquinone, and

(4) hydroxy substituted quinone of b(l)-bf3)
(c) wherein the weight ratio of said aryl amine com-
pound to said quinone compound is from about 10:1

to about 300:1, and
(d) the weight ratio of said hydrazine to said quinone
compound is from about 2000:1 to about 10,000:1.

3 843 548
COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING A SOURCE OF

HYPOCHLORITE IONS
Ronald James, Ruislip, England, assignor to Wilkinson

Sword Limited, London, England
Filed Sept. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 184,510

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 6, 1970,
47,354/70

Int. CI. Clld 7/54
U.S. CI. 25—187 H 11 Claims

1. A composition consisting essentially of a water-

absorptive clay and a source of hypochlorite ions, said

source of hypochlorite ions being a member selected

from the group consisting of alkali metal hypochlorites,

alkali metal salts of non-metallic inorganic acids, and

organic acids containing a thermodynamically stable

nitrogen-chlorine bond which hydrolyses to provide hypo-

chlorite ions, wherein said water-absorptive clay is a

synthetic magnesium silicate in which a proportion of

the magnesium atoms have been replaced by lithium

atoms, said synthetic magnesium silicate being present

in an amount of from about 3% to 8% by weight, the

amount of said source of hypochlorite ions being such

that the available chlorine content of said composition

is from 0.05% to 3.0% by weight.

3 843 549
CHEMILUMINESCENT COMPOSITIONS CONTAIN-

ING POLYCARBONYL COMPOUNDS
Laszio Joseph Bollyky, Stamford, Conn., assignor to

American Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 844,657, July 24, 1969. This application Dec. 23,

1971, Ser. No. 211,810
Int. CI. C09k 3/00

U.S. CI. 252—188.3 CL 4 aaims
1. A composition for obtaining chemiluminescent light

by reaction with a hydroperoxide, said composition con-

taining,

927 O.G.-^59
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(Da compound of the formula: m,0„ the article being at least 25% crystalline by weight
A—B—

C

°^ ^^'<^^ ^he principal crystalline phase has a high quartz

in which B is a polycarbony, group which is a sub- rralVp^'siol oTI-ot ^rj"^ "^10--^'' mca°/stituent of Each A and C, B being of the formula urcd over 20-300' C.
15 10 ' C. meas-

Ml\-
\ /. 3,843,552

........ ^ CATALYST FOR OXIDATION OF oXYLENE
wherem n is an mteger at least one, in which A is

'Parcel Jouy, Saint Cyrl Ecole, and Michel Coblentz,
a nitrogen-containing heterocyclic group „*'l'!"^'

France, assignors to Produits Chimiques
Pechiney-Saint-Gobain, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France

Qp' No Drawing. Filed Aug. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 174,502
Claims priority, application France, Aug. 26. 1970.

;
' ;n- 7031182; July 19, 1971, 7126273

A'
C.S. CI. 252—432 16 Claims

1. A catalyst for the preparation of phthalic anhydride

where Q' is a hydro-group, 02 is an oxo-grouo each
°'"''^^'°" °^ ortho-xylene in the gaseous phase com-

of m and p is at least one Lm is greater fhani^
^"""? ^

'T""''.
'"^Pp^"^^^^ ^^^h a silcate enamel and

said terminal carbonyl group ofTald B bdng ifnke'ci ^^^7 °' catalytically active material on the enamelled

to the nitrogen atom of said A, and in which C is a
compound selected from the group consisting of ( 1

)

said A, (2) an alcohol forming an ester with a termi- 3 843 553
nal carbonyl group of said B, and (3) an amine CATALYST COMPOSITIONS OF SCHEELITE CRYSwhich forms an amide with a terminal carbonyl group TAL STRUCTURE CONTAINING BISMUTH lONs'
of said B, \, DIVALENT IONS AND CATION VACANCIES

(2) at least one organic fluorescent compound, and li^A A?'''^"'
Woodbury, NJ., and Donald B. Rogers

(3) an organic solvent, the ratio of reactants being 2^ i ^ « *"
!^: ^k'^***'

^Umington, Del., assignors to
such as to obtain visible chemiluminescence. Del

Nemours and Company, Wilmington,

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

3,843,550 Oct f;'97Tse7'Nj'i?6''409'''
'''"' ^"^ "P^''^^'""

PHOTOCHROMIC COMPOSITION ' ^' tat?a BO?,' 11/06Alain Hinnen Vauhallan, France, assignor to Saint- U.S. CI. 252-464 ^ ^^
14 ri«imc

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 24, 1967,
lormuia

125,642 . .
Ai_2n2B04

Int. CI. F21v 9/00; G02b 5/24
wnerem

U.S. CI. 252—300 2 Claims A represents cations having ionic radii in the ranpp nf

se^.^'h^ot^hr,^'s:srLT„?fsvli'^:.h^;i ^zrzir'i\'°'"'i^'^^^
indoli„o.2.spiro.2...e,hy,.8..u.arino (riij' p'yr"'" ^^^'^ij^l^'^i "^Td^'calcL^'rur.";

• barium, cadmium and mercury; or (2) a cation se-

3 843 551
lected from the group consisting of sodium, lithium,

GLASS CERAMIC ASAN ACTIVE LASER f ^I^T""
^"'^ ^"'"'"'" ^""^ ^^ '"'^ °"^ o^^er selected

MATERIAL ^ ^'""P consisting of lead, calcium, strontium.
Gerd Muller, Mainz-Weisenau, and Norbert Neuroth n

oar'urn. cadmium and mercury;
StoIIhenn, Germany, assignors to JENAer Glaswerk

represents cations having ionic radii in the range of
Schott & Gen., Mainz, Germany about 0.9 to about 1 .6 A. some of which are trivalent

I-iled Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,938 molybdenum and tungsten, with the proviso thatClaims priority, application Germany, Feb. 18. 1972, when A represents bism'uth ;nd lead. B c'an repreLnr ii V / 034.2 tungsten alone*

U.S. a'fsSi^o'l'l ¥"^ "'" "'' ™'' '"t ctain.s
° T'"""^ ' "''"" ™'^-^ '" ">' '^''=1 ^-"""^

1. A laserable article consisting essentially of trans-
parent, substantially scatter-free glass ceramic as host

^
JfKIiw k^ ^T^nl"

""'"^^'" "^ ^^^ '"^"^^ °^ ^^out
material containing activating agent rendering the ar-

0001 to about 0.075.

tide capable of induced emission and luminescence, of
the following composition on the oxide basis:

"% fi^'3 CCA

SiO
^^'^^^ P^''^°^ ^^TALYST COMPOSITIONS OF SCHEELITE CRYS-

Al n 45-68 TAL STRUCTURE CONTAINING VANADIUMAI2O3
15 30 BISMUTH AND CATION VACANCIES

*

Tin 0-10 ^S*AiK''*^^^?°.**t"'^' ^-J" »°«* "^"naJd B. Rogers

Man 2-6 f\ ^JJ**"
W Sleight, WUmington, Del., assignoil toMgO

(j_3
E. L du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,

ZnO -. „ uei.

ZrOa I-II"II"" o"7 ^?,^™„^^g: Continuation-in-part of abandoned appUca.

Ac?iv^ti;g-;genr::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ^7!? ^s, c. 252-468
^*- ^'- ""''' ''^''

, c.aims
the activating agent being at least one of MnO and rare ofIhe^or'mula^^ n bS t^^T''^^

'''''"' '''"''"'''

earth ox des selected from Eu,0, Sm n tk n „«^ a
^°™"'^ Ai.^G^BO* whereineciea irom tUjOj, SmaOa, TbjOg and A represents cations having ionic radii in the range of
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about 0.9 to about 1.6 °A, some of which are
trivalent bismuth, and at least one other is selected
from the group consisting of lead, calcium, strontium,
barium, zirconium and hafnium;

B represents cations having ionic radii in the range of
about 0.3 to about 0.5 °A comprising vanadium or
vanadium and molybdenum;

n represents a cation vacancy in the crystal structure;
and

z is a positive number in the range of about 0.001 to
about 0.15.

solutions being approximately equal and at a value
of from about 5 to 6;

(b) heating each solution to approximately boiling
temperature and admixing each while maintaining
the pH of the resulting mixture at a value of from
about 2 to 7, whereby apatite structured, activator
doped alkaline-earth metal halogen-phosphate is pre-
cipitated; and

(c) separating said precipitate from said resulting mix-
ture and heating said precipitate to about 900°-
1200° C. to optimize its luminescence.

3,843,555
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF A

COBALT MOLYBDATE CATALYST
Heinz Erpenbach, Surth, Klaus Gebrmann, Hurth-Knap-

sack, Winfried Lork, Erftstadt Friesheim, and Peter
Prinz, Hurth-Burbach, Germany, assignors to Knapsack
Aktiengesellschaft, Knapsack, near Cologne, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 393,434

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 5, 1972,

I
P 22 43 583.2

' Int. CI. BOlj 11/22
U.S. a. 252—470 5 Claims

1. In a process for making a cobalt molybdate catalyst,
wherein cobalt molybdate is precipitated from the com-
bined aqueous solutions of a cobalt salt, of a molybdenum
compound and of ammonia at a temperature of about
60° C. and at a pH of at most 7. the resulting precipitate
is filtered off. washed and dried at a temperature of at
least 100° C. the resulting dry cobalt molybdate is heated
for several hours at elevated temperatures, ground, shaped
and the resulting shapes of cobalt molybdate are sintered
for several hours, the improvement which comprises com-
bining an aqueous solution of the cobalt salt with that
of the molybdenum compound in the atomic artio of
Co: Mo of about 1.05: 1; establishing in the combined solu-
tions a pH between 3.8 and 6.0; drying the precipitate at
110-170° C; heating the dry cobalt molybdate to tem-
peratures between 250 and 550° C; and sintering the co-
balt n.jlybdate shapes at temperatures between 500 and
700° C with the resultant formation of a cobalt molybdate
catalys; having an inner surface area between 4 and 8
square meters/g. and a volume of pores between 0.1 and
0.2 milliliters/g.

3,843,557
MICROCAPSULES AND METHOD OF

MAKING SAME
Gene O. Fanger, Slate Hill, N.Y., James E. Flinn, Colum-

bus, Ohio, Ralph G. Hollingsworth, Ann Arbor, Mich.,
and Herman Nack, Columbus, Ohio, assignors to The
Mennen Company, Inc., Morristown, N.J.

Filed Oct. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 186,699
Int. CI. BOlj 12/02; B44d 1/16

U.S. CI. 252—316 15 Claims

PRESSURE

3,843,556
PREPARATION OF ALKALINE EARTH METAL

HALOPHOSPHATE PHOSPHORS
Armand J. Panson and Roswell J. Ruka, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pitts-
burgh. Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No. 71,204,
Sept. 10, 1970. This application Dec. 19, 1972, Ser.
No. 316,638

Int. CI. C09k 1/36
U.S. CI. 252—301.6 P 8 Claims

1. Method cf preparing alkaline-earth metal halophos-
phate phosphor which exhibits the apatite crystal struc-
ture, which method comprises:

(a) separately preparing a first aqueous solution con-
taining as an essential constituent an alkaline-earth
metal compound and a second aqueous solution con-
taining as an essential constituent phosphate radical,
a metal activator containing compound or com-
pounds being included in one or both of said solu-
tions, the atom ratio of total alkaline-earth metal
to total activator metal being substantially that as
desired in said phosphor, the amount of phosphate
radical being at least such as to react completely
with about 90% of the total alkaline-earth metal and
activator metal to form an orthophosphate. and
chlorine and /or fluorine being present in an amount
sufficient to react with substantially all of the re-
maining alkaline-earth metal, with the pH of said

PROPELLANT

1. A microcapsule resistant to penetration by water and
other polar liquids which comprises a solid, water sensitive
core and a wall, said wall comprising a first layer of a hy-
drocarbon or halogenated hydrocarbon liquid and a sec-
ond layer of a film-forming water-insoluble polymeric or-
ganic material insoluble in and substantially non-swellable
by but permeable to hydrocarbon and halogenated hydro-
carbon solvents.

3,843,558
FOAM CONTROL SUBSTANCE

Kenneth Wilfrid Farminer and Christopher Miles Brooke,
Glamorgan, Wales,, assignors to Dow Coming Limited,
Whitehall, London, England
No Drawing. Filed June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,516

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 1, 1971.
30,964/71

U.S. CI. 252—358 j claim
1. A foam control substance consisting essentially of

powdered or granular sodium tripolyphosphate having on
the surface thereof an antifoam composition consisting
essentially of a mixture of (1) dimethylpolysiloxane, (2)
a diorganopolysiloxane in which the silicon-bonded or-
ganic radicals are methyl, ethyl and 2-phenylpropyl and
said ethyl and 2-phenylpropyl groups comprise less than
about 50 percent of the total silicon-bonded radicals in
the diorganopolysiloxane, (1) and (2) being present in
about equal proportions and being in the viscosity range
from 50 to 5000 cs. at 25° C. and (3) from 1 to 10 per-
cent by weight based on the weights of (1) and (2) of
silica which has a surface area of at least 50 m.2/g., the
mixture of (1), (2) and (3) being present in amount of
from 10 to 60 percent by weight based on the weight of
the tripolyphosphate.
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3 843 559
PROCESS FOR MAKING ACTIVATED CARBON
FROM AGGLOMERATIVE COAL WITH WATER
INJECTION TEMPERATURE CONTROL IN A
FLUIDIZED OXIDATION STAGE

Albert J. Repik, 1335 Winchester Drive, Charleston, S.C.
29407; CharJes E. Miller, 509 Pelser Drive, Mount
Pleasant, S.C. 29464; and Homer R. Johnson, HlVi
E. Bay St., Charieston, S.C. 29401

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294,468
Int. CI. COlb i//OS

U.S. a. 252-421 6 claims

1
(r<,ni-Wf)

SBCttTU*

• UKIUVM

I
.if9m':sr^_ti 1

meial, an alkali or alkaline earth metal oxide and from
about 0.05 to about 0.5 wt. percent sulfur with a porous
carrier material, wherein the platinum and iridium are
un.tormly dispersed in the carrier material, wherein the
platinum and indium are present in amounts selected to
result m an atomic ratio of iridium to platinum of about
b.5:l to about 1.5:1 and wherein the composite is pre-
pared by the steps of:

(a) forming a sulfur-free composite of oxidizable
platinum, indium and alkali or alkaline earth metal
compounds with a porous carrier material and uni-
formly dispersing the iridium and platinum com-
pounds in the carrier material;

Cb) subjecting the resulting composite to contact with
a sulfur-free, oxygen-containing gas stream at oxida-
tion conditions selected to oxidize the platinum, irid-
ium and alkali or alkaline earth metal compounds to
oxides;

(c) contacting the resulting oxidized composite with a
sulfur-free hydrogen stream at reduction conditions
selected to reduce both the platinum and iridium
oxides to the elemental metallic state; and thereafer

(d) presulfiding the composite to incorporate therein
from about 0.05 to about 0.5 wt. percent sulfur.

aeajtii

Off as -aurm

-^ f̂— ^— i<it«

:r-rLri

Pusum as

1. A process for treating high rank, medium volatile
bituminous coal consisting essentially of:

(a) preparing said coal for oxidation in a fluidized
state, said preparation consisting essentially of;

(1) grinding said coal to a particle size between
100 mesh to 325 mesh, t

(2) briquetting said ground coal,

(3) crushing said briquettes to a particle size from
about '/4 inch to 100 mesh and a porosity of
0.05 cc./gm. to 0.20 cc./gm.,

(b) fluidlzing said prepared coal particles with a gas
containing from about 1% to about 509^0 oxygen at a
temperature from about 400° F. to aoout 700° F.
until the oxidation number is at least 85,

(c) injecting water into the fluidized solid/gas mixture
of said fluidized coal particles to control the tempera-
ture,

(d) carbonizing said oxidized coal at a temperature in
the range of about 1000° F. to about 1200° F.;

fe) activating said oxidized-carbonized coal with an ac-
tivating gas from the group consisting of steam and
an oxygen containing gas at a temperature in the
range of about 1650° F. to about 1950° F.; and

(f) recovering an activated carbon product.

^,.^^ 3,843,561

nl ^vJ^^J^.^^ ^^^^^ '''BERS, ITS METHOD
^Tt/i^c^^^^v^TmI^^riTls'^^^^^

Jay E. Sobel, Highland Park, III., assignor to Universal
Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

Contmuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 36,732,

sJ?.yo^28T797'^*^
application Aug. 22, 1972,

U.S. CI 252-465
jq Claims

1. An annular form fluid pervious mat of fibrous ma-
terial that IS suitable for the contact of a fluid flow there-
through, which comprises, a plurality of recrossing heli-
cally wound layers of long, flexible, porous high surface
area refractory inorganic oxide fiber, with said fiber hav-
ing been prepared by forming a non-hollow fiber from a
mixture of a refractory inorganic oxide sol and a fiber-
orming organic polymer and by subsequently calcining

inJo^ ^^ I
temperature of from about 300 to about

1000 C. to burn off the fiber-forming organic polymer
portion of the composite. ^ >

jc,

^„,,^ 3,843,560

^^fl'^?^^^^^^ DEHYDROGENATION CAT-

I^kIm nSYA'^'J^S.
PI^ATINUM, TrIdS^M,

AND SULFUR ^™ ^^^"^^ ^^'°^'
John C. Hayes, Palatine, HI., assignor to Universal Oil

Products Company, Des Plaines, III.No Drawmg. ApplicaHon Feb. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 222,675now Patent No. 3,763,255, dated Oct. 2, 1973 which is

v„*^^"i'""f
•^"'"Part of abandoned application Ser.

us. CI. 252J?9 ^'- ""' '"'' ""'
, c,^„,

1. A catalytic composite comprising a combination of
catalytically effective amounts of platinum metal, iridium

««^ 3,843,562
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF A CATALYSTSUITABLE FOR THE OXIDATION OF M^toITNOL TO FORMALDEHYDE ivi^ima-

Heinz Friedrich and Walter Neugebauer, Constance, Ger-many, assignors to Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheid-
eanstalt vormals Roessler, Frankfurt am Main, Ger-many '

.
Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,540

Claims priority, applicaHon Germany, Sept. 14, 1971
P 21 45 851.5

'

iTc ^. <..<.
Int. CI. BOlj 77/22

US. CI. 252-469 24 Claims
1. A process of preparing a catalyst suitable for oxidiz-

ing methanol with an oxygen containing gas to form
formaldehyde, said catalyst having an Mo03:Fe20,
weight ratio of between 1:1 and 10:1 comprising copre-
cipitating molybdenum and iron as molybdenum oxide
and iron oxide from an aqueous mixture of a molyb-
denum salt containing molybdenum in an anionic form
and an iron salt which is a water soluble ferrous or ferric
salt, mixing titanium dioxide in an amount of 1 to 90
weight percent of the total oxides with the coprecipitate
and treating the mixture at 350 to 600° C. in an oxidiz-
ing atmosphere.
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3,843,563
DETERGENT COMPOSITIONS

James Francis Davies, Wirral, Charles Rowland Gauterin,
Famdon, and William Frederick Soutar Neillie, Birken-
head, England, assignors to Lever Brothers Company,
New York N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,808

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 2, 1971,
8,505/71

Int. CI. Clld 3/26
U.S. CI. 252—547 13 Claims

1. A solid detergent composition consisting essentially

of from about 5 to 25% by weight of a mixture of (a)

an amine oxide detergent active compound having the

formula RiRzRsN-^G where Ri is a C10-C22 alkyl or

alkenyl group or a Ce-Cis alkyl benzyl group or a Cg-Cie
alkyl amido group and R2 and R3 are C1-C4 alkyl groups

o." C2-C3 hydroxyalkyi groups or where R2 and R3 are

conjoined to form a heterocyclic ring with the nitrogen

atom, and (B) a nonionic detergent active compound
which is a condensation product of an aliphatic alcohol

or an alkyl phenol with ethylene oxide, the ratio of the

amine oxide to the nonionic detergent active compound
being from about 3:1 to 1:10 parts by weight, from about
25% to 75% by weight of an alkali metal carbonate de-

tergency builder, and from about 10% to about 50% by
weight of finely ground calcium carbonate.

3,843,564
DETERGENT COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS OF

OBTAINING THEM
Claude Marty, Le Havre, Jean Maurin, Montivilliers, and

Joseph Edouard Weisang, Le Havre, France, assignors
to Compagnie Francais de Raffinage, Seine, France

Filed Feb. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 115,488
Claims priority, application France, Feb. 16, 1970,

7005438
Int. CI. Clld 7/7^, 1/37, 11/04

U.S. CI. 252—552 7 Claims
1. A method for producing alkyl sulfates and mixtures

of olefinic sulfonates and also orthodialkyl benzene sul-

fonates having detergent and biodegradable properties

with superior foam stability, which method comprises the

steps of:

(a) Treating normal paraflin hydrocarbons having be-

tween 14 and 24 carbon atoms with a cyclicizing non-
isomerizing dehydrogenation catalyst chosen from
the group consisting of: chromium oxide and
potassium oxide, deposited on alumina; platinum,

lithium and arsenic deposited on alumina; and
copper, potassium, and chromium deposited on
alumina; in the presence of hydrogen to yield a sub-

stantial amount of olefins and saturated stra-'ght

chain orthodialkyl benzene hydrocarbons;

(b) Separating hydrogen and cracking products of the

said normal paraffin hydrocarbons from the efflux;

(c) Sulfating at least a part of the olefin hydrocarbons
resulting from the dehydrogenation of the normal
paraflfin hydrocarbons by contact of the said olefins

with sulfuric acid of a concentration of more than
90 percent for a period of time between 1 and 10

minutes, at a temperature below 25° C;
(d) Neutralizing the effluent of the sulfating step by

addition of an alkaline base selected from the group
consisting of alkali metal hydroxides and ammonia;

(e) Hydrolyzing the products thus neutralized with an
alkaline base selected from the group consisting of
alkali metal hydroxides and ammonia to convert sul-

furic esters present in the products from the products
from the sulfating step to sulfates wherein an organic
phase and an aqueous phase are produced;

(f) Subjecting the remaining efflux from step (b) not
utilized in step (c) and the organic phase from step

(e) to sulfonation;

(g) Neutralizing the sulfonation products from step
(f ) by addition of an alkaline base selected from the

?roup consisting of alkali metal hydroxides and am-
monia;

(h) Hydrolyzing the products thus neutralized with an
alkaline base selected from the group consisting of
alkali metal hydroxides and ammonia, to convert
sultones present in the products to sulfonates;

(i) Recycling to the dehydrogenation step the organic
phase which consists of normal paraffins, and the

small quantities of naphthene, olefin, and aromatic
hydrocarbons obtained by settling after the hydrolyz-
ing step.

3,843,565
EPOXY RESINS CONSISTING ESSENTIALLY OF
N,N,N',N'-TETRAGLYCIDYLBISAMINOMETHYL-
CYCLO-HEXANE

Yasuo Yamamoto, Kyoto, and Keizo Masawaki, Hirat-
suka, Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Gas-Chemical
Company, Inc., Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 400,681
Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 28, 1972,

47/96,582
Int. CI. C08g 30/08, 30/14

U.S. CI. 260—2 EP 18 Claims
1. An epoxy resin which consists essentially of N,N,

N',N' - tetraglycidyl bisaminomethylcyclohexane, and
which has a coloration degree of less than 2 in terms of
the Gardner color number, a viscosity at 25° C. of 2,000
to 8,000 cps., an epoxy equivalent of 100 to 150, and a
halogen content of less than 1.5%.

3,843.566
MACRORETICULAR VINYL BENZYL

CHLORIDE POLYMERS
James H. Barrett, Comwells Heights, Pa., assignor to

Rohm and Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,708

Int. CI. C08d 19/00, 19/20
U.S. CI. 260—2.1 E 22 Claims

I. A crosslinked macroreticular polymer of vinylbenzyl

chloride containing from 0.1 to 30% by weight of cross-

linker.

3,843,567
CHELATING AMINO ACID ADDITION POLYMER
Yoshiki Matsunaga, Sagamihara, and Takaharu Itagaki,

Yoshiraichi Kobayashi, and Tsuguo Katsuura, Yoko-
hama, Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Chemical Indus-
tries, Limited, Tokyo, Japan
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,818

Int. CI. C08g 33/06
U.S. CI. 260—2.2 R 8 Claims

1. A chelating amino acid addition polymer obtained
by a process which comprises reacting an acryloyl com-
pound containing at least two acryloyl groups, wherein
the acryloyl compound is selected from the group con-
sisting of alkylene bisacryl-amides, alkylene bismethacryl-
amides, methylene bisacryl-amides, methylene bismeth-
acryl-amides, dihydroxy alkylene bisacryl-amide, dihy-

droxy alkylene bismethacryl-amide, alkyleneglycol di-

acrylates, alkyleneglycol dimethacrylates, alkylenepolyol
polyacrylates, bisacrylamidomethylimidazolidone, alkyl-

enepolyol polymethacrylates and hexahydro - s - triazine

derivatives containing at least two acryloyl groups at any
two of the 1,3 and 5-positions with an amino acid contain-

ing at least two active hydrogen atoms of which two are

bonded to the nitrogen atom of the amino acid, wherein
the amino acid is selected from the group consisting of
glycine, a-alanine, glutamic acid, aspartic acid, /3-alanine,

N,N- (or N,N'-) dimethyl lysine, ethylene diamine-N,N-
or (N,N'-) diacetic acid, N,N-bis (hydroxyethyl) glycine,

lysine, alginine, ornithine, threonine, cysteine and serine.
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3,843,568
HEAT RESISTANT COMPOSITIONS

Paul C. Woodland, and Daniel Moldovan, both of Midland,
Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,
Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 104,594, Jan. 7, 1971, Pat. No. 3,683,104.
ThU application May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,096

Int. CI. BOlj I3l02i C08j 1114; HOlb 7100
U.S. CI. 260-2.5 B 5 claims

comoosi/iort

Core /

P/ojficjocke/-

1. A heal resistant composition comprising:
a. a major amount of petrolatum;
b. a minor amount of a partially cross-linked polymer hav-

ing a solubility parameter within about 0.5 unit of the
solubility parameter of said petrolatum and characterized
by being capable of becoming swelled by said petrolatum;
said amounts based on the total of (a) and (b); and

c. a multitude of hollow, synthetic thermoplastic particles.

3,843,569
HALOGENATED ACETALS AS FLAME RETARDANTS

FOR POLYURETHANE FOAMS
John S. Babiec, Jr., and Richard J. Turley, both of Orange,

Conn., assignors to Olin Corporation, New Haven, Conn
Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 400,385
Int. CI. C08g 51158, 22144; C07c 43130

U.S. CI. 260-2.5 AJ 5 claims
1. A polyurethane foam prepared from a reaction mixture

comprising, as a flame retardant additive, a halogenated acetal
represented by the formula

X„R(CH(OCH,CHClCH2CCl3),]„
wherein

X is chlorine, bromine, or a mixture thereof,
a is an integer of to 4,

R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, and
alkyl group of 1-12 carbon atoms, and an alkene group
of 2-12 carbon atoms, and n is 1 or 2.

3,843,570
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING A POROUS MATERIAL OF

POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE
Naohiro Murayama, Iwaki. Japan, assignor to Kureha Kagaku
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 138,279, April 28, 1971, abandoned.
This application Jan. 25, 1974, Ser. No. 436,489

Int. CI. C08j 1128
U.S. CI. 260-2.5 M g Claims

1. A process for producing a porous article of polytetraflu-
oroethylene having fine and uniform pores, which comprises
polymerizing a polymerizable monomer which has been ad-

sorbed or attached to fine particles of poiytetrafiuoroethylene
and is capable of forming a thermoplastic resin, the amount of
said polymerizable monomer being at least 30 percent by
weight based on said poiytetrafiuoroethylene, thereby forming
a polymeric mixture of poiytetrafiuoroethylene and the ther-
moplastic resin formed by polymerization, milling said poly-
meric mixture at a temperature higher than the softening point
of the thermoplastic resin to form a shaped article comprising
a fibrous material having a network structure, and thereafter
removing said thermoplastic resin from said shaped article to
produce a porous poiytetrafiuoroethylene article having fire
and uniform pores.

3,843,571
GLAMOUR POWDER COATING COMPOSITION

CONTAINING AT LEAST TWO DIFFERENT COLORED
POWDERS AND REFLECTIVE FLAKES

Emerson B. Fitzgerald, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 210,241
Int. CL C08b2//05

U.S. CI. 260-17 R 9 Claims
1. A powder coatmg composition consisting essentially of

finely divided particles having a particle size of 1-75 microns
of

1. 95.0-99.9 percent by weight, based on the weight of the
powder coating composition, of a blend of at least two
differently colored powder particles capable of adhering
to one another to form a continuous film wherein the
powder particles consist essentially of 70-99.9 percent by
weight of a film-forming binder and 0.1-30 percent by
weight of colorant particles and

when the powder particles are formed into a film about 50
microns thick transmit at least 10 percent of the light of
the visible wave length of 4000-7000 Angstroms; and

2. 0.1-5.0 percent by weight, based on the weight of the
powder coating composition of individual aluminum fiake
pigment particles having a particle size below 200 mesh;
wherein the film-forming binder of the colored particles
is a thermoplastic polymer consisting essentially of
A. 40-90 percent by weight of an acrylic polymer se-

lected from the group consisting of
a homopolymer of an alkyl methcarylate having 1-3

carbon atoms in the alkyl group;
a polymer of an alkyl methacrylate having 1-4 carbon
atoms in the alkyl group and containing at least 50
percent by weight of methyl methacrylate,

a polymer of an alkyl methacrylate and an alkyl acrylate
having 1-12 carbon atoms in the alkyl groups and
containing at least 70 percent by weight methyl metha-
crylate,

a graft copolymer of an alkyl methacrylate and an alkyl
acrylate having 1-12 carbon atoms in the alkyl groups;
the acrylic polymer has a number average molecular
weight of about 20,000-70,000;

B. 5-40 percent by weight of cellulose ester having a
viscosity of 0.1-12 seconds measured at 25°C. accord-
ing to ASTM-D-1343, and a butyryl content of 30-60
percent by weight;

C. 5-35 percent by weight of an organic plasticizer;
wherein the film-forming constituents have a melt viscos-

ity below 75,000 poises measured at 160°C. and the
powder particles have a glass transition temperature of
about 30°-60°C., and

wherein the colorant particles are selected from the
group consisting of trans iron oxide red pigment, trans
iron oxide yellow pigment, phthalocyanine pigments,
mdanthrone pigments, thioindigoid pigments, perylene
pigments, carbazole dioxane pigments, isoindolinone
pigments, flavanthrone pigments, anthanthrone pig-
ments and mixtures thereof.
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3,843,572

SOLID CURABLE POLYTHIOL COMPOSITIONS
CONTAINING LIQUID POLYENES AND SOLID

STYRENE-ALLYL ALCOHOL COPOLYMER BASED
POLYTHIOLS

Charles R. Morgan, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to W. R.

Grace & Co., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,553

Int. CI. C08b 21108; C08f 29112, 15100

U.S.CL 260-17 R 6 Claims

1. A solid curable composition useful for obtaining a solid

cross-linked polythioether consisting essentially of:

1

.

a liquid polyene containing at least 2 reactive unsaturated

carbon to carbon bonds and having a molecular weight in

the range of about 50 to 20,000; and
2. a solid polythiol containing at least 2 thiol groups per

molecule of the general formula:

r o
il

O—C—Rs—SII1

wherein x is an integer of at least 2; E is a styrene-allyl alcohol

copolymeric moiety remaining after removal of x hydroxyl

groups from a styrene-allyl alcohol copolymer to form x ester

linkages; said styrene-allyl alcohol copolymer reactant having

a hydroxy group content from about 1,8 to 10 percent by

weight and a styrene content from about 30 to 94 percent by

weight; and R3 is a polyvalent organic radical member free of

reactive carbon-to-carbon unsaturation and is selected from

the group consisting of aryl, substituted aryl, aralkyl, substi-

tuted aralkyl, cycloalkyl, substituted cycloalkyl, alkyl and

substtitued alkyl groups containing 1 to 16 carbon atoms and

mixtures thereof; the total combined functionality of ( 1 ) the

reactive unsaturated carbon to carbon bonds per molecule in

the polyene and (2) the thiol groups per molecule in the

polythiol being greater than 4.

3,843,573

NOISE REDUCTION DEVICE OF A TAPE RECORDER
Tomoaki Kosaka, Tokorozawa, Japan, assignor to Pioneer

Electronic Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,468

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 30, 1971,46-78139

Int. CI. Glib 5144, 5102, 27130

U.S. CI. 360-25 9 Claims

1. A noise reduction device for a magnetic tape recorder,

said device comprising:

a. first magnetic head means for reproducing a signal re-

corded on a tape;

b. amplifier means for amplifying said reproduced signal;

c. second magnetic head means for reproducing only a first

portion of said signal recorded on the tape, wherein said

portion lies in a predetermined frequency range and
wherein said second magnetic head means is positioned

to reproduce said signal prior to said first magnetic head

means;

d. bypass circuit means coupled between said first magnetic

head means and said amplifier means for controllably

shunting to ground a second signal portion, above said

predetermined frequency range, reproduced by said first

magnetic head means m inverse proportion to the output

level of said second magnetic head means; and

e. means coupling said second magnetic head means and

said bypass circuit means for applying the output of said

second magnetic head means to said bypass circuit

means; wherein said bypass circuit means is controlled by

the output level of said second magnetic head means such

that said second reproduced signal portion is shunted

only when the output level of said second magnetic head

means is below a certain level, whereby noise signals

reproduced by said first magnetic head means and above

said predetermined frequency range are shunted in pro-

portion to the output level of the second magnetic head

means by said bypass circuit means and not applied to

said amplifier means.

3,843,574

STRIPPABLE WAX COATING COMPOSITIONS
Dominic Apikos, 121 Elm St., Park Forest, III. 60466

Continuation of Ser. No. 226,340, Feb. 14, 1972, abandoned,

which is a division of Ser. No. 2,383, Jan. 12, 1970, Pat. No.

3,660,334, which is a division of Ser. No. 556,555, June 10,

1966, Pat. No. 3,518,218. This application Aug. 15, 1973, Ser.

No. 388,403

Int. CI. C08f 45152

U.S. CI. 260-28.5 AV 10 Claims

1. A composition comprising in parts by weight:

A. 100 parts of wax;

B. from 10 to 300 parts of a polymeric composition consist-

ing essentially of

i. from 40-100 weight percent of an ethylenevinyl acetate

copolymer wherein the vinyl acetate content ranges

from 15-35 weight percent and,

ii. from 0-60 weight percent of a compound which is a

plasticizer for the ethylenevinyl acetate copolymer,

C. in an amount sufficient to impart strippability of a nitro-

gen containing compound having the following structural

formula:

(T \^CH—CII:^0-J—

W

Z-N
(T \LCH—CH--0-J—

W

\ /y'

wherein W is a radical selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen and an alkyl radical containing 1-6 carbon atoms,

R" is hydrogen or a methyl radical, Z is a radical having the

structural formula:

O
II

R—C-

wherein R is an aliphatic radical containing 10-30 carbon

atoms, y is an integer having a value of from I to 30, y' is an

integer having a value of from to 30, provided that when R"
is hydrogen or methyl and y is \, y' has a value of from 1 to

5. D. from to 20 parts of hydrocarbon oil having a viscosity

at 210T. in excess of 25 SSU.
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3,843,568

HEAT RESISTANT COMPOSITIONS
Paul C. Woodland, and Daniel Moldoven, both of Midland,

Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,
Mich.

Division of Sen No. 104,594, Jan. 7, 1971, Pat. No. 3,683,104.

This application May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,096
Int. CI. BOlj 13102- C08j ///4, HOlb 7100

U.S. CI. 260-2.5 B 5 Claims

Corf^

1. A heat resistant composition comprising:

a. a major amount of petrolatum;

b. a minor amount of a partially cross-linked polymer hav-

ing a solubility parameter within about 0.5 unit of the

solubility parameter of said petrolatum and characterized

by being capable of becoming swelled by said petrolatum;

said amounts based on the total of (a) and (b); and
c. a multitude of hollow, synthetic thermoplastic particles.

3,843,569

HALOGENATED ACETALS AS FLAME RETARDANTS
FOR POLYURETHANE FOAMS

John S. Babiec, Jr., and Richard J. Turley, both of Orange,
Conn., assignors to Olin Corporation, New Haven, Conn.

Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 400,385
Int. CI. C08g 51158, 22144; C07c 43130

U.S. CI. 260-2.5 AJ 6 Claims
1. A polyurethane foam prepared from a reaction mixture

comprising, as a flame retardant additive, a halogenated acetal

represented by the formula

X„R(CH(OCH,CHClCH2CCl3)2]„
wherein

X is chlorine, bromine, or a mixture thereof,

a is an integer of to 4,

R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, and
alkyl group of 1-12 carbon atoms, and an alkene group
of 2-12 carbon atoms, and n is I or 2.

3,843,570

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING A POROUS MATERIAL OF
POLYTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE

Naohiro Murayama, Iwaki, Japan, assignor to Kureha Kagaku
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 138,279, April 28, 1971, abandoned.
This application Jan. 25, 1974, Ser. No. 436,489

Int. CI. C08j 1128

U.S. CI. 260-2.5 M 8 Claims

1. A process for producing a porous article of polytetraflu-

oroethylene having fine and uniform pores, which comprises

polymerizing a polymerizable monomer which has been ad-

sorbed or attached to fine particles of polytetrafluoroethylene

and is capable of forming a thermoplastic resin, the amount of
said polymerizable monomer being at least 30 percent by
weight based on said polytetrafluoroethylene, thereby forming
a polymeric mixture of polytetrafluoroethylene and the ther-

moplastic resin formed by polymerization, milling said poly-

meric mixture at a temperature higher than the softening point

of the thermoplastic resin to form a shaped article comprising
a fibrous material having a network structure, and thereafter

removing said thermoplastic resin from said shaped article to

produce a porous polytetrafluoroethylene article having fine

and uniform pores.

3,843,571

GLAMOUR POWDER COATING COMPOSITION
CONTAINING AT LEAST TWO DIFFERENT COLORED

POWDERS AND REFLECTIVE FLAKES
Emerson B. Fitzgerald, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 210,241

Int. CI. Cmb2ll08
U.S. CI. 260-17 R 9 Claims

1. A powder coating composition consisting essentially of

finely divided particles having a particle size of 1-75 microns
of

1. 95.0-99.9 percent by weight, based on the weight of the

powder coating composition, of a blend of at least two
differently colored powder particles capable of adhering
to one another to form a continuous film wherein the

powder particles consist essentially of 70-99.9 percent by

weight of a film-forming binder and 0.1-30 percent by

weight of colorant particles and
when the powder particles are formed into a film about 50

microns thick transmit at least 10 percent of the light of

the visible wave length of 4000-7000 Angstroms, and
2. 0.1-5.0 percent by weight, based on the weight of the

powder coating composition of individual aluminum flake

pigment particles having a particle size below 200 mesh;
wherein the film-forming binder of the colored particles

is a thermoplastic polymer consisting essentially of

A. 40-90 percent by weight of an acrylic polymer se-

lected from the group consisting of

a homopolymer of an alkyl methcarylate having 1-3

carbon atoms in the alkyl group;

a polymer of an alkyl methacrylate having 1-4 carbon
atoms in the alkyl group and containing at least 50
percent by weight of methyl methacrylate,

a polymer of an alkyl methacrylate and an alkyl acrylale

having 1-12 carbon atoms in the alkyl groups and
containing at least 70 percent by weight methyl metha-
crylate,

a graft copolymer of an alkyl methacrylate and an alkyl

acrylate having 1-12 carbon atoms in the alkyl groups,
the acrylic polymer has a number average molecular
weight of about 20,000-70.000;

B. 5-40 percent by weight of cellulose ester having a

viscosity of 0.1-12 seconds measured at 25°C. accord-
ing to ASTM-D-1343, and a butyryl content of 30-60
percent by weight;

C. 5-35 percent by weight of an organic plasticizer;

wherein the film-forming constituents have a melt viscos-

ity below 75,000 poises measured at I60°C. and the
powder particles have a glass transition temperature of
about 30''-60°C.. and

wherein the colorant particles are selected from the

group consisting of trans iron oxide red pigment, trans

iron oxide yellow pigment, phthalocyanine pigments,
indanthrone pigments, thioindigoid pigments, perylene
pigments, carbazole dioxane pigments, isoindolinone

pigments, fiavanthrone pigments, anthanthrone pig-

ments and mixtures thereof.
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3,843,572

SOLID CURABLE POLYTHIOL COMPOSITIONS
CONTAINING LIQUID POLYENES AND SOLID

STYRENE-ALLVL ALCOHOL COPOLYMER BASED
POLYTHIOLS

Charles R. Morgan, Silver Spring, Md., assignor to W. R.

Grace & Co., New York, N.Y.

Filed May 5, 1972, Ser. No. 250,553

Int. CI. C08b 21108, C08f 29112, 15/00

U.S. CI. 260-17 R 6 Claims

1. A solid curable composition useful for obtaining a solid

cross-linked polythioether consisting essentially of:

1

.

a liquid polyene containing at least 2 reactive unsaturated

carbon to carbon bonds and having a molecular weight in

the range of about 50 to 20.000; and

2. a solid polythiol containing at least 2 thiol groups per

molecule of the general formula:

o

-o-c- "-'"[

d. bypass circuit means coupled between said first magnetic

head means and said amplifier means for controllably

shunting to ground a second signal portion, above said

predetermined frequency range, reproduced by-satzN^Kt

magnetic head means in inverse proportion to the outpBt

level of said second magnetic head means; and

e. means coupling said second magnetic head means and

said bypass circuit means for applying the output of said

second magnetic head means to said bypass circuit

means; wherein said bypass circuit means is controlled by

the output level of said second magnetic head means such

that said second reproduced signal portion is shunted

only when the output level of said second magnetic head

means is below a certain level, whereby noise signals

reproduced by said first magnetic head means and above

said predetermined frequency range are shunted in pro-

portion to the output level of the second magnetic head

means by said bypass circuit means and not applied to

said amplifier means.

wherein x is an integer of at least 2; E is a styrene-allyl alcohol

copolymenc moiety remaining after removal of .x hydroxyl

groups from a styrene-allyl alcohol copolymer to form x ester

linkages; said styrene-allyl alcohol copolymer reactant having

a hydroxy group content from about 1.8 to 10 percent by

weight and a styrene content from about 30 to 94 percent by

weight; and R, is a polyvalent organic radical member free of

reactive carbon-to-carbon unsaturation and is selected from

the group consisting of aryl. substituted aryl. aralkyl, substi-

tuted aralkyl, cycloalkyl, substituted cycloalkyl, alkyl and

substtitued alkyl groups containing 1 to 16 carbon atoms and

mixtures thereof, the total combined functionality of ( 1 ) the

reactive unsaturated carbon to carbon bonds per molecule in

the polyene and (2) the thiol groups per molecule in the

polythiol being greater than 4

3.843,573

NOISE REDUCTION DEVICE OF A TAPE RECORDER
Tomoaki Kosaka, Tokorozawa, Japan, assignor to Pioneer

Electronic Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,468

Claims prioritv, application Japan, Aug. 30, 1971, 46-78139

Int. a. Glib 5144. 5102, 27/30

U.S. CL 360-25 9 Claims

» T -o + B

I50« ClC3iq«il20«i^^

3,843,574

STRIPPABLE WAX COATING COMPOSITIONS
Dominic Apikos, 121 Elm St., Park Forest, III. 60466

Continuation of Ser. No. 226,340, Feb. 14, 1972, abandoned,

which is a division of Ser. No. 2,383, Jan. 12, 1970, Pat. No.

3,660,334, which is a division of Ser. No. 556,555, June 10,

1966,Pat.No. 3,518,218. This application Aug. 15, 1973, Ser.

No. 388,403

Int. CI. C08f 45/52

U.S. CI. 260-28.5 AV 10 Claims

1. A composition comprising in parts by weight:

A. 100 parts of wax.

B. from 10 to 300 partsof a polymeric composition consist-

ing essentially of

I from 40- 1 00 weight percent of an ethylenevinyl acetate

copolymer wherein the vinyl acetate content ranges

from 15-35 weight percent and,

ii. from 0-60 weight percent of a compound which is a

plasticizer for the ethylenevinyl acetate copolymer,

C. in an amount sufficient to impart strippability of a nitro-

gen containing compound having the following structural

formula:

/R" \

-Lcii-cii~o-^w
\ / y

•^-oE

1. A noise reduction device for a magnetic tape recorder,

said device comprising:

a. first magnetic head means for reproducing a signal re-

corded on a tape;

b amplifier means for amplifying said reproduced signal;

c. second magnetic head means for reproducing only a first

portion of said signal recorded on the tape, wherein said

portion lies in a predetermined frequency range and

wherein said second magnetic head means is positioned

to reproduce said signal prior to said first magnetic head

means;

Z-N /R" \

-Lcii-cii—0-T—

w

\ / y'

wherein W is a radical selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen and an alkyl radical containing 1-6 carbon atoms.

R" is hydrogen or a methyl radical. Z is a radical having the

structural formula:

o
II

R-C-

wherein R is an aliphatic radical containing 10-30 carbon

atoms. >• is an integer having a value of from 1 to 30. y' is an

integer having a value of from to 30, provided that when R"

is hydrogen or methyl and >• is 1. >' has a value of from 1 to

5. D. from to 20 parts of hydrocarbon oil having a viscosity

at 210T. in excess of 25 SSU.
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3,843,575
METHOD OF PRODUCING AN AQUEOUS EMULSION OF
A PHENOL FORMALDEHYDE RESOL RESIN SUITABLE

FOR IMPREGNATING FIBROUS MATERIAL
Rinse Dijkstra, Emmasingel, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor

to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Continuation of Ser. No. 680,357, Nov. 3, 1967, abandoned.

This application Mar. 24, 1971, Ser. No. 127,785
Int. CI. C08g 5120

U.S. CI. 260-29.3 3 Claims
1. In the method of producing an aqueous emulsion of a

phenol formaldehyde resin, particularly adapted for the im-
pregnation of fibrous material, by reacting phenol in water
with an excess of formaldehyde in the presence of organic
bases containing amino groups or ammonia, the improvement
which comprises carrying out the reaction between the phenol
and the formaldehyde in an aqueous medium in which the
only bases present are organic nitrogen bases containing ter-

tiary amino groups selected from the group consisting of
trimethylamine, iriethylamme, triisobutylamine, triethanol-
amine and diethylcyclohexylamine, organic nitrogen bases
containing secondary amino groups of up to and including 6
carbon atoms and nitrogen bases selected from the group
consistmg of ammonia and organic nitrogen bases containing
primary amino groups of up to and including 6 carbon atoms,
the ratio of the number of tertiary amino groups to the number
of the other amino groups and ammonia lies between 1:2.5
and 1:3.5, the pK of the nitrogen bases is 5 at 20'C and
wherein said bases are soluble in the reaction mixture.

3,843,576
AQUEOUS COATING COMPOSITIONS OF

ETHYLENE/ACRYLIC ACID COPOLYMER AND
PHENOLIC RESIN

Robert E. Parkinson, Monroeville Borough, Pa., assignor to

United States Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 290,599, Sept. 20, 1972, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 139,197, April 30,
1971, abandoned. This application Dec. 28, 1973, Ser. No.

429,444
Int. CI. C08g 51124; C08f 45124

U.S. CL 260-29.3 6 Claims
1. A composition useful as a coating or adhesive consisting

essentially of an aqueous dispersion of:

a. from about 25 to about 95 weight percent of resin solids

of a copolymer of ethylene and acrylic acid, wherein the
acrylic acid constitutes about I S'/r to 24*7^ of the copoly-
mer; said copolymer being dissolved in aqueous ammo-
nium hydroxide to form an ammonium salt or ionomer
solution or dispersion;

b. from about 5 to about 75 weight percent of resin solids

of a water dispersible, heat readable, resol, A-siage type
phenolic resin, essentially free of unreacted pheno! and
containing a substantial amount of trimethylolphenol.

c. I to 10 parts weight percent of a dispersing agent capable
of maintaining (b) dispersed in (a), said dispersing agent
being a siloxane copolymer selected from the group con-
sisting of

1. copolymers consisting essentially of SiOi units,

(r//3)3SiOi/2 units and 0(CH3)2SiO„2 units in which is

a polyoxypropylene polymer, a polyoxyethylene poly-

mer, or a polyoxypropylene-polyoxyethylene copoly-
mer radical having a molecular weight in the range of
500 to 6,000, being attached to the silicon atom via

a silicon-carbon bond, the ratio of the SiOj units to the
total (CH..,)3SiO„2 and 0(CH3)iSiO„2 units being in the
range of 1:0.4 to 1:1.2 and

2. copolymers which are reaction products derived from
heating a mixture of a siloxane copolymer consisting
essentially of SiO^ units and (CH3)3SiO,,:j units in .which
the ratio of SiOz units to (CHnJ.iSiO,,^ units is in the
range of 1 :0.4 to 1 :

1

.2, and a hydroxylated polyoxypro-
pylene polymer, a hydroxylated polyoxyethylene poly-

mer, or a hydroxylated polyoxypropylene-
polyoxyethylene copolymer having a molecular weight
in the range of 500 to 6,000.

3,843,578

SOLUTIONS OF N-VINYL PYRROLIDONE
COPOLYMERS

Heino Logemann, Leverkusen; Carlhans Suling, Odenthal-
Hahnenberg, and Gunter Lorenz, Dormagen, all of Ger-
many, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen,
Germany

Filed Aug. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 281,298
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 17, 1971,

2141060

Int. CI. C08f 19100, 45/24
U.S. CI. 260-29.6 AN 9 Claims

1. A process for the solution polymerization of a monomer
mixture of from 10 to 99 percent \)y weight of N-vinyl pyrrol-
idone and from 1 to 90 percent by weight of melhyiacrylate
and/or acrylonitrile which comprises polymerizing solutions
containing from 5 to 50 percent by weight of said monomer
mixture in a solvent which is a solvent for homopolymers of
acrylonitrile or for copolymers of acrylonitrile with vinylidene
chloride and/or vinyl chloride, at a temperature below 80°C.
in the presence of a catalyst system comprising from 0.1 to 3

percent by weight, based on the quantity of monomers to be
polymerized, of an organic peroxide selected from the group
consisting of benzoyl peroxide, p-chloro benzoyl peroxide,
peracetic acid, ten. -butyl hydroperoxide, cumene hydroper-
oxide, tert. -butyl perbenzoate. -peroctoate, -perpivalate, di-

isopropyl benzene hydroperoxide, menthene hydroperoxide,
permaleic acid, acetyl cycio hexyl sulfonyl peroxide and dicy-
clo hexyl percarbonate, and also from 0. 1 to 3 mols. based on
the peroxide, of an aromatic sulphinic acid selected from the
group consisting of benzene and p-toluene sulphinic acid and
the homologues and substitution products of benzene sul-
phinic acid.

3,843,577
SILOXANE-MODIFIED EPOXY RESIN COMPOSITIONS
Joseph W. Keil. Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow Chemi-

cal Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,149
Int. CI. C08g 45/16, 53/18

U.S. CI. 260-29.1 SB 13 Claims
1. A homogeneous polymeric dispersion comprising
a. 55 to 95 weight percent of a curable epoxy resin composi-

tion, said epoxy resin having an average of more than one
1,2-epoxide group per molecule;

b. 4 to 35 weight percent of a fluid lubricant which is incom-
patible with the epoxy resin composition, said fluid hav-

ing a viscosity in the range of 20 to 20,000,000 cs. at

25°C.;

3,843,579
WATER IN OIL FLUOROPOLYMER EMULSION

CONTAINING HYDROCARBON OR HALOGENATED
HYDROCARBON SOLVENT

Albert Robert Eanzel, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,383
Int. CI. C08f 45/24

U.S. CI. 260-29.6 F 5 Claims
1. A composition consisting essentially of
from about 50 to 99.9 percent of an aliphatic hydrocarbon

or halogenated hydrocarbon solvent,

from about 0.02 to 30 percent of water.
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from about 0.01 to 15 percent of polyfluoroalkyl-containing

stain repellent polymer, the polyfluoroalkyl having from

3 to 16 perfluorinated carbons and being a solid at ambi-

ent temperatures, and

from about 0.002 to 3 percent of a copolymer of 80 to 20

mol percent ethylene and 20 to 80 mol percent of an

aminoalkyi acrylate of the formula

CHj^^C RiC—0—CnHanN
_/

\.

Rj

R3

wherein

R, is hydrogen or methyl,

Ri is hydrogen or alkyl of I to 4 carbons,

R3 is hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to 4 carbons, and

/J is a positive integer of from 1 through 4,

the copolymer having a melt index between 1 and 3,000 and

being a solid at ambient temperatures the indicated per-

cent being based on the weight of the composition.

3,843,580

ETHYLENE/VINYL
CHLORIDE/N-METHYLOLACRYLAMIDE/N-(AL-

KOXYMETHYL) ACRYLAMIDE LATICES
Harry M. Andersen, Ballwin, Mo., assignor to Monsanto Com-

pany, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed May 22. 1972, Ser. No. 255,373

Int. CI. C08f 45/24

U.S. CI. 260-29.6 TA 6 Claims

1. An aqueous dispersion of an interpolymer consisting

essentially of (A) 5 to 70 weight percent ethylene, (B) 30 to

95 weight percent vinyl chloride, (C) 2 to 6 weight percent

N-meth\lolacrylamide and (D) 2 to 6 weight percent of a

compound represe;nted by the formula

C Hj= C-C—NH—CH J Y
1

X

wherein X represents CH3 or H and Y represents an alkyl

group from one to 10 carbon atoms.

3.843,581

REDUCING HEAT-SEAL TEMPERATURE
REQUIREMENTS FOR COATINGS PREPARED FROM
LATEXES OF VINYLIDENE CHLORIDE POLYMERS

Dale S. Gibbs, and Ritchie A. Wessling, both of Midland,

Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,

Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 202,625, Nov. 26, 1971,

abandoned. This application July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,479

Int. CI. C08f 1/13

U.S. CI. 260-29.6 TA 5 Claims

I. A process for reducing the heat-seal temperature require-

ments of films and coatings produced from a polymer latex

which latex consists essentially of water and a coUoidally

dispersed solid polymer prepared by the polymerization in

aqueous dispersion of

1. at least about 80 percent by weight based on the total

weight of monomers used of vinylidene chloride, and

2. from about 0.1 to about 5 percent based on the total

weight of the monomers used of a significantly water-

soluble ionic material selected from the group of sulfonic

acids and their salts having the formala

R-Z-O-SO3-M+
wherein the radical R is selected from the group consisting of

vinyl and alpha-substituted vinyl; the symbol Z represents a

difunctional linking group of the structure

-C-, -C-0-, -0-C-, -C-N-

which will activate the double bond present in said vinyl

group; —0— is an alkylene and arylene divalent hydrocarbon

having from one to about eight carbon atoms and having its

valence bonds on different carbon atoms; the symbol M+
represents a cation selected from the group consisting of free

acids, alkali metal salts, and ammonium, amine, sulfonium and

quaternary ammonium salts, and

3. any remainder being one or more monoethylenically

unsaturated comonomers selected from the group con-

sisting of methacrylic acid, methyl methacrylate, hydrox-

yethylacrylate, hydroxypropylacrylate, hydroxyeth-

ylmethacrylate, acrylic acid, acrylonitrile, methacrylo-

nitrile, acrylamide and the lower alkyl and dialkylac-

rylamides, acrolein, methylvinyl ketone and vinyl acetate,

said process comprising: having present in said polymer

latex prior to fusion of said latex into a film or coating

from about 0.5 to about 5 percent by weight of latex

polymer solids of a polyoxyethylene sorbitan fatty acid

monoester containing from about 1 to 20 moles of ethyl-

ene oxide and wherein said fatty acid contains from about

12 to 18 carbon atoms.

3,843,582

REDUCING HEAT-SEAL TEMPERATURE
REQUIREMENTS FOR COATINGS PREPARED FROM
LATEXES OF VINYLIDENE CHLORIDE POLYMERS

Dale S. Gibbs, and Ritchie A. Wessling, both of Midland,

Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,

Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 202.624, Nov. 26, 1971,

abandoned. This application July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,481

Int. CL C08f 1/13

U.S. CI. 260—29.6 TA 5 Claims

1. A process for reducing the heat-seal temperature require-

ments of films and coatings produced from a polymer latex

which latex consists essentially of water and a coUoidally

dispersed solid polymer prepared by the polymerization in

aqueous dispersion of

1. at least about 80 percent by weight based on the total

weight of monomers used of vinylidene chloride, and

2. from about 0.1 to about 5 percent based on the total

weight of the monomers used of a significantly water-

soluble ionic material selected from the group of sulfonic

acids and their salts having the formula

R-Z-O-SO3--M+
wherein the radical R is selected from the group consisting of

vinyl and alpha-substituted vinyl; the symbol Z represents a

difunctional linking group of the structure

-C-, -C-0-, -0-C- and -C-N-,

which will activate the double bond present in said vinyl

group; —0— is an alkylene and arylene divalent hydrocarbon

having from one to about eight carbon atoms and having its

valence bonds on different carbon atoms; the symbol M+
represents a cation selected from the group consisting of free

acids, alkali metal salts, and ammonium, amine, sulfonium and

quaternary ammonium salts, and

3. any remainder being one or more monoethylenically

unsaturated comonomers selected from the group consisting

of methacrylic acid, methyl methacrylate, hydroxyethylacry-

late. hydroxypropylacrylate, hydroxyethylmethacrylate.

acrylic acid, acrylonitrile, methacrylonitrile, acrylamide and

the lower alkyl and dialkylacrylamides, acrolein, methylvinyl
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ketone and vinyl acetate, said process comprising, having

present in said polymer latex prior to fusion of said latex into

a film or coating from about 0.5 to about 5 percent by weight
of latex polymer solids of an adduct of an aliphatic alcohol or

aliphatic acid and ethylene oxide, such adduct having the

formula

R-Y-CHjCHj-O-,/
where R is alkyl having from four to about 1 8 carbon atoms,

Y is

O
II

O or C—O.

n is an integer of from 4 to 25 and Z is hydrogen.

3. any remainder being one or more monoethylenically
unsaturated comonomers selected from the group con-
sisting of methacrylic acid, methyl methacrylate, hydrox-
yethylacrylate, hydroxypropylacrylate, hydroxyeth-
ylmethacrylate, acrylic acid, acrylonitrile, methacrylo-
nitrile, acrylamide and the lower alkyl and dialkylac-

rylamides, acrolein, methylvinyl ketone and vinyl acetate,

said process comprising: having present in said polymer
latex prior to fusion of said latex into a film or coating
from about 0.5 to about 5 percent by weight of latex

polymer solids of an alkyl phenol-olefin oxide adduct
having the formula

Y
I

O -eCH^-CH-O)-^ R^

3,843,583

REDUCING HEAT-SEAL TEMPERATURE
REQUIREMENTS FOR COATINGS PREPARED FROM
LATEXES OF VINYLIDENE CHLORIDE POLYMERS

Dale S. Gibbs, and Ritchie A. Wessling, both of Midland,

Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland.
Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 202,624, Nov. 26, 1971,
abandoned. This application July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,482

Int. CI. C08 1/13

U.S. CI. 260-29.6 TA 8 Claims
1. A process for reducing the heat-seal temperature require-

ments of films and coatings produced from a polymer latex

which latex consists essentially of water and a colloidally

dispersed solid polymer prepared by the polymerization in

aqueous dispersion of

1. at least about 80 percent by weight based on the total

weight of monomers used of vinylidene chloride, and
2. from about 0.1 to about 5 percent based on the total

weight of the monomers used of a significantly water-
soluble ionic material selected from the group of sulfonic

acids and their salts having the formula

R-Z-O-SO3--M+

wherein the radical R is selected from the group consisting of
vinyl and alpha-substituted vinyl; the symbol Z represents a

difunctional linking group of the structure

o o
n n n n i

-C-, -C-0-, -0-C- and -C-N-,

which will activate the double bond present in said vinyl

group; —O— is an alkylene and arylene divalent hydrocarbon
having from one to about eight carbon atoms and having its

valence bonds on different carbon atoms; the symbol M+
represents a cation selected from the group consisting of free

acids, alkali metal salts, and ammonium, amine, sulfonium and
quaternary ammonium salts, and

wherein R, is hydrogen or alkyl and R^ is alkyl wherein the

sum of R, and R2 equals from eight to 20 carbon atoms; where
Y is hydrogen or methyl; where n is an integer from 6 to 40;
and where R3 is hydrogen or methyl.

3,843,584

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF AQUEOUS
POLYMER LATICES

Ulrich Turck, Marl, Germany, assignor to Chemische Werke
Huls, Aktiengesellschaft, Germany

Filed Sept. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 292,461
Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 6, 1971,

2149854
Int. CI. C08d 1/09, 1/22; C08f 19'//0, 1/60

U.S. CI. 260-29.7 T 7 Claims
I. A process for the production of polymer latices in the

aqueous phase comprising polymerizing a mixture of mono-
mers in an aqueous solution at elevated temperatures, said

monomer mixture consisting, by weight,

a. 40-65 percent of monomer selected fromthe group con-
sisting of styrene. substituted styrene, and mixtures

thereof,

b. 30-55 percent of a fumaric acid diester having 2-4 car-

bon atoms in the alcohol component,
c. I-IO percent of a diene compound of 4-5 carbon atoms,

d. 0.3-4 percent of an ethylenically unsaturated acid

having one to two carboxylic groups,

said aqueous solution comprising the following materials each
based on 100 parts of monomer mixture,

e. 0.1 -1.0 parts of an anionic emulsifier selected from the

group consisting of ( I ) alkyl sulfates having 10-20 car-

bon atoms, alkyl sulfonates having 10-20 carbon atoms,
and mixtures thereof, (2) alkylaryl sulfonates having
8-12 carbon atoms in the alkyl chain and mixtures
thereof, (3) ammonium salts of a-sulfofatty acids having
10-20 carbon atoms and mixtures thereof, (4) alkali salts

of a-sulfofatty acids having 10-20 carbon atoms, and
mixtures thereof,

f. 0.2-2 parts of a nonionic emulsifier selected from the

group consisting of a polyglycol ether produced by the

reaction of I mol of fatty alcohols of 10-20 carbon atoms
with 3-30 mol of ethylene oxide, a polyglycol ether pro-

duced by the reaction of I mol of alkyl phenols of 4-12
carbon atoms in the alkyl chain with 3-30 mol of ethylene
oxide, and mixtures thereof,

g. 0.5-2 parts of a water soluble peroxydisulfate,

said polymer latices produced having a low viscosity with a
high solids content, being stable to electrolytes, having a low
coagulate content, and being substantially free of gels.
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3,843,585

COACERVATION OF ANION-CONTAINING AQUEOUS
DISPERSE SYSTEMS WITH AMPHOTERIC

POLYELECTROLYTES
Donald A. Kangas, and W. Robert Neuendorf, both of Mid-

land, Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company,

Midland, Mich.

Filed Apr. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 248,667

Int. CI. C08d 5/02; C08f 47/08

U.S. CI. 260-29.7 N 12 Claims

1. A composition comprising an aqueous disperse system of

an anionizable material selected from the group consisting of

anionically-stabilized latex of a water-insoluble acidic poly-

mer, latex of water-insoluble polymer which is at least par-

tially stabilized by anionic surfactant or mixture thereof with

non-ionic surfactant, latex of water-insoluble polymer con-

taining anionizable groups which is at least partially stabilized

by non-ionic surfactant and an amount of an inherently water-

dispersible amphoteric polyelectrolyte effective to irreversibly

gel the system at a value of pH which is at or below the isoelec-

tric point of the polyelectrolyte and at which value the anion-

izable material contains anions, said polyelectrolyte having an

isoelectric point at pH of at least 6 and containing ionizable

cationic groups having a pKa in the range from about 4 to

about 1 1 and ionizable anionic groups having a pKa less than

about 6. said polyelectrolyte having a molar ratio of ionizable

cationic groups to ionizable anionic groups of at least 1;1.

3,843,587

POLYAMIDE-IMIDE RESINS PREPARED FROM THE
REACTION OF AROMATIC DIISOCYANATES WITH
MIXTURES OF POLYCARBOXYLIC ACIDS AND

ANHYDRIDES
John T. Keating, and John L. Simonian, both of Schenectady,

N.Y., assignors to Schenectady Chemicals, Inc., Schenectady,

N.Y.

Filed May 16, 1969, Ser. No. 825,267

Int. CI. C08g 20/32

U.S. CI. 260-30.2 8 Claims

1. A polyamide-imide resin consisting essentially of the

reaction product of ( 1 ) an aromatic diisocyanate in an amount

of 0.95 to 1.01 moles, (2) an aromatic dicarboxylic acid se-

lected from the group consisting of terephthalic acid, iso-

phthalic acid, and benzophenone dicarboxylic acid in an

amount of 0.05 to 0.40 moles, (3) an aromatic dianhydride

selected from the group consisting of pyromellitic dianhy-

dride. benzophenone dianhydride, naphthalene 2, 3, 6. 7

dianhydride, naphthalene 1, 2, 5, 6 dianhydride, diphenyl 2,

3, 2', 3 '-dianhydride, the dianhydride of 2,2-bis (3', 4'-

dicarboxyphenyl) propane, the dianhydride of bis (3,4-

dicarboxyphenyl) sulfone and perylene 3, 4, 9, ,10-

dianhydride in an amount of 0.01 to 0.30 moles, and (4)

trimeJlitic anhydride in an amount of 0.5 to 0.80 moles, the

total of (2), (3) and (4) adding up to 1 mole.

3,843,586

PROCESS FOR PREPARING A FOAMABLE MATERIAL
FOR SEALING RUBBER ARTICLES UPON PRESSURE

REDUCTION THEREOF
Johannes Hendrik Leendert Wolf, Uithoorn, Netherlands,

assignor to Aerochem N. V., Amsterdam, Netherlands

Filed Nov. 4, 1969, Ser. No. 873,959

Int. CI. C08d 13/10, 13/24

U.S. CI. 260-29.7 R 5 Claims

3,843,588

COATING AND COATED PRODUCTS
Tsu Huai Wang, Hockessin, Del., assignor to Wilmington

Chemical Corporation, Wilmington, Del.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 72,818, Sept. 16, 1970,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

602,545, Dec. 19, 1966, Pat. No. 3,582,423. This application

Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,921

Int. CI. C08k 1/40

U.S. CI. 260-32.6 N 6 Claims

1. A tough elastomeric condensate of linear hydrophobic

polymer blocks having a molecular weight from about 700 to

about 5000, each end of these blocks terminating in an alco-

hol group, the blocks being first reacted with an organic diiso-

cyanate and then condensed with p,p'-methylene dianiline,

the molar ratio of the isocyanate group to the hydroxyl groups

being from about 1.1:1 to about 2: 1 , the p,p'-methylene diani-

line being in an amount about 2 to 6 percent in excess of that

required for each amine group to react with an isocyanate

group, and the condensate having a molecular weight between

about 40,000 and about 200,000.

1. A hermetically sealed aerosol package containing a com-

position which will foam upon the pressure reduction obtained

by the discharge of said composition from said package and

constituted to seal hollow gas-permeable rubber articles, com-

prising an aqueous emulsion of polyisoprene and a liquified

gas propellant. said emulsion including at least one emulsify-

ing agent selected from the group consisting of cationic, non-

ionic, amphoteric, and anionic emulsifiers, said emulsifying

agent having an HLB-value of from 4 to 10 and in its final

composition being non-cationic.

3,843,589

STABLE PUMPABLE SLURRIES OF ETHYLENE OXIDE
POLYMERS

Lloyd Henry Wartman, Westport, Colo., assignor to Union

Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,308

Int. CI. COSf 45/34; Flld 1/16

U.S. CI. 260-33.4 R 12 Claims

1. A stable slurry formulation which comprises:

a. particulate water-soluble ethylene oxide polymer which

has an average molecular weight greater than about

500,000 and a density of about 1. 1 5 to about 1.26;

b. an inert liquid vehicle which is a non-solvent for said

ethylene oxide polymer, said vehicle being a mixture of at

least two mutually soluble liquids, or a solution of a solid

in a liquid,

one component of said mixture having a density lower than

that of the ethylene oxide polymer and being selected

from the group consisting of propylene glycol, 1,3-
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bulyleiie glycol, 1.6-hexylene glycol, ethylene glycol, 2-

methyl-pentane-2.4-diol, dipropylene glycol, butane diol,

poly{ethylene oxides) of molecular weight of about 200
to about 600, and water-soluble liquid poly(alkylene
oxides) about 200 to about 20,000 molecular weight

and the other component of said mixture having a density
higher than that of the ethylene oxide polymer and being
selected from the group consisting of glycerine, 1 , 2, 3, 4,

5, 6 hexane hexol, 1, 2, 3, 4 butane teirol, peniaerythritol
and ethylene carbonate

characterized in that the density of the liquid vehicle is from
about 96.5 percent to about 103.5 percent of the density
of said ethylene oxide polymer, said vehicle being present
at a total volume per unit volume of polymer powder
which exceeds the void volume of said ethylene oxide
polymer by at least 3 percent but by less than 500 percent
preferably by at least 45 percent but by not more than
350 percent, and

c. a thickening agent which is non-reactive with said ethyl-
ene oxide polymer and said liquid vehicle and which is

employed in an amount of about percent to about 3 ^k

based on the weight of the slurry formulation.

3,843.590

PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVE
Rudolf Hombach, Cologne-Flittard, and Dieter Theisen, Rem-

scheid, both of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesell-

schaft, Leverkusen. Germany
Division of Ser. No. 243,415, April 12, 1972, Pat. No.

3,763,067. This application Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 346,930
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 14, 1971,

2118020

Int. CI. C09j il26
U.S. CI. 260-33.6 A 1 1 Claims

1. An adhesive composition comprising at least one po-
lyalkenamer, dissolved in an inert organic solvent and 10 to

250 percent by weight, based on the polyalkenamer, of a
phenol-formaldehyde resin.

3.843,591

REINFORCED POLYAMIDE COMPOSITIONS
Ross M. Hedrick, Creve Coeur, and William R. Richard, Jr.,

St. Louis, both of Mo., assignors to Monsanto Company, St.

Louis, Mo.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 260,000, June 5, 1972, ,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 888,047, Dec. 24, 1969,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos.

806,331, Dec. 30, 1968, abandoned, and Ser. No. 806,332,
Dec. 30, 1968, abandoned, and Ser. No. 806,333, Dec. 30,
1968, abandoned, each is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.
560,247, June 24, 1966, Pat. No. 3,419,517, which is a
continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 284,375, May 3, 1963,
abandoned. This application Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No.

350,578The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Dec. 31, 1985, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. C08g5//04
U.S. CI. 260-37 N 36 Claims

1. A reinforced polyamide composition comprising:
a. a polyamide matrix formed by the condensation polymer-

ization of a poiycarboxylic acid and a polyamide having
an intrinsic viscosity of at least about 1.0 and a maximum
M,/M„ value of about 2.5,

b. from about 2 to about 55 percent by volume of the total

composition of a particulate crystalline inorganic filler

material having a Moh's hardness of at least about 4 and
particle size such that about 100 percent of the particles

have a particle size of about 40 microns or less and at

least about 95 percent by weight of the particles have a

panicle size of about 15 microns or less, said filler mate-
rial having been treated with an organosilane coupling
agent of the formula:

X»—SHRo— Z),

Yb

where X is a hydrolyzable group capable of reaction with a
hydroxyl group, Y is a hydrogen or a monovalent hydrocarbon
group, Z is a primary or secondary amino, primary or secon-
dary amido or epoxy group, R is a divalent hydrocarbon group
having from I to about 20 carbon atoms, a is equal to I or
more, c is equal to 1 or more, n is or 1, and the sum of u -i-

6 -r c is equal to 4.

3,843,592
FIRE RESISTANT POLYCHLOROPRENE ADHESIVE

Garry R. Perkins, Palatine, III., assignor to Spotnails, Inc.,

Rolling Meadows, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 197,949, Nov. 11, 1971,. This
application May 7, 1973. Ser. No. 358,201

Int. CI. C08g5//04
U.S. CI. 260-38 9 Claims

1. A process for preparing a fire resistant adhesive composi-
tion comprising on a weight percent basis: from 20 to 80
percent polychloroprene; from 15 to 5U percent heat advanc-
ing, oil soluble phenolic resin of which at least 20 percent is

a resin which is thermally stable at 500^. and above; from 1

to 50 percent asbestos; from 2 to 20 percent of an oxide
selected from the group consisting of magnesium and cad-
mium oxide; from to 50 percent fillers; and from 0.1 to 2

percent each of a dialkyi thiodipropionate and a nickel dibutyl
dithiocarbamate antioxidant, said process comprising:

A. Forming a mixture of the phenolic resin and a portion of
the magnesium or cadmium oxide in an organic solvent,
admixing the same until dispersion is complete, and per-
mitting the admixture to pre-react;

B. blending the polychloroprene elastomer with the remain-
der of the magnesium or cadmium oxides, the antioxi-

dants, zinc oxide and asbestos fiber in a high shear mixing
apparatus and then dissolving the blend in an organic
solvent; and

C. blending the compositions obtained from Steps A and B
at a temperature below about I40°F. for a period of at

least 8 hours.

3,843,593
RADAR ABSORPTIVE COATING COMPOSITION OF AN

ACRYLIC POLYMER, A POLYESTER AND AN
ISOCYANATE CROSS-LINKING AGENT

Theodore Shell, Swarthmore, Pa., and Joseph A. Vasta, Wood-
bury, N.J., assignors to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Com-
pany, Wilmington, Del.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,677
Int. CLC08g5//04

U.S. CI. 260-40 R 6 Claims
1. A coating composition comprising 10-70 percent weight

of a film-forming binder in an organic solvent; wherein the
film-forming binder consists essentially of

1
.
a resin blend of 50-85 percent by weight of a graft co-
polymer having a backbone of polymerized monomers
selected from the group consisting of polymerized mono-
mers of an aromatic hydrocarbon having vinylene groups,
an alkyl acrylate, an alkyl methacrylate, acrylonitrile,
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methacrylonitrile and mixtures thereof wherein the alkyl

groups have 1-8 carbon atoms and having ester groups

attached directly to its backbone, said ester groups com-

prising about 10 to 75 percent of the total weight of the

polymer and consisting essentially of

at a temperataure at least 20^ above the melting point of

said epoxy resin until at least about 10 percent of said

epoxy resin is reacted with said diphenol,

the components of said molding powder being employed in

such relative proportions that the ratio of free phenolic hy-

droxyl groups to free epoxy groups in said molding powder is

about 0.8 to about 1.2.

Ester Group (A)

II

c - -r1 - OH and

Ester Group (B) selected from the ^roup

consistir-s Df

II

-C-O-R^-0-

b - CH,

(I

- R^

11

- c -

OH
I

C - H

'"2 - -

II

c - R

2 a polyisocyanate wherein the molar ratio of isocyanate to

hvdroxvl of the resin blend is about 1:1 to about 1:1.25;

and r
the coating conlposition contains about 50-90 percent by

weight, based on the weight of the film-forming binder, of

uniformly dispersed carbonyl iron pigment having a particle

size of 0.5 - 15 tnicrons.

3,843,595

ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT STABILIZER COMBINATIONS
FOR POLYMERS

Ronald D. Mathis, Taylors, and James S. DIx, Greenville, both

of S.C., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartles-

ville, Okla.

Filed Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,697

Int. CI. C08f 45158

U.S. CI. 260-45.75 N 18 Claims

1. A composition of matter useful as a stabilizer for poly-

mers which comprises a mixture of at least one nickel dithio-

carbamate represented by the formula

3,843,594

THERMOSET MOLDING POWDERS EMPLOYING
GLYCIDYL METHACRYLATE-FUNCTIONAL

PREPOLYMERS AND DIPHENOL-EXPOXY RESIN

ADDUCTS AND MOLDING THEREOF
Santokh S. Labana, Dearborn Heights, and Ares N. Theodore,

Farmington, both of Mich., assignors to Ford Motor Com-

pany, Dearborn, Mich.

Continuation of Ser. No. 209,342, Dec. 17, 1974, abandoned.

This application Feb. 15, 1974, Ser. No. 443,181

Int. CI. C08f 45110

U.S. CI. 260-42.18 22 Claims

1. A molding powder which comprises a particulate, inti-

mate mixture of

A. an epoxy-functional copolymer of acrylic monomers

1. consisting of about 15 to about 40 weight percent

glycidyl methacrylate, about 10 to about 30 weight

percent methacrylonitrile, and a remainder consisting

essentially of methyl methacrylate, and

2. having an average molecular weight in the range of

about 1,500 to about 16,000, with less than 5 percent

of the molecules of said copolymer having a molecular

weight below 1,000, a softening point above 25°C, and

epoxide groups in its molecular structure resultant of

inclusion of said glycidyl methacrylate as a constituent

monomer thereof, and

B. a hydroxy-terminated adduct or adduct-blend formed by

heating together a mixture which on a catalyst-free basis

consists essentially of

1. a diphenol having molecular weight in the range of

about 1 10 to about 500 and

2. an epoxy resin that converts from a solid to a liquid at

a temperature below about UO'C, has at least two

epoxy groups per molecule, and has molecular weight

in the range of about 200 to about 3,000

^^1

11

N-C-S-M-ii-
\
%

wherein M represents nickel, each R,, R2, R3. and R4 group

independently represents an acyclic hydrocarbon radical hav-

ing up to 20 carbon atoms or a cyclic hydrocarbon radical

having up to 20 carbon atoms; and at least one hydroxy-

substituted phenyl benzoate represented by the formula

wherein each R group independently represents halogen, an

acyclic hydrocarbyl or hydrocarbyloxy radical having up to 20

carbon atoms or a cyclic hydrocaryl or hydrocarbyloxy radical

having up to 20 carbon atoms, x is an integer having a value

of from to 4, and > is an integer having a value of from to

4, the ratio by weight of said at least one nickel dithiocarba-

mate to said at least one phenyl benzoate being within the

range of from about 10:1 to about 1:10.

3,843,596

STABILIZED PHOSPHONITRILE ELASTOMERS
Gary Stephen Kyker, Uniontown; Joseph Alfred Beckman,

Akron; Adel Farhan Halasa, Bath, and James Edward Hall,

Barberton, all of Ohio, assignors to Firestone Tire & Rubber

Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 359,034

Int. CLCOSg 57/56. 57/62

U.S. CI. 260-45.75 R 7 Claims

1. A thermally stabilized composition comprising polyphos-

phazenes the skeletal chains of which consist of recurring

units represented by the general formula:

R
I

1

_R' J
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in which each R and R' is a group which renders the skeletal

3,843,597
NICKEL CYCLOHEXYLAMINE COMPLEXES OF

2,2-THIOBIS (PALKYLPHENOL), LIGHT STABILIZERS
FOR POLYOLEFINS

Joseph Anthony Stretanski, Clinton, and Joseph Adrian Hoff-
man, Somerville. both of N.J., assignors to American Cyana-
mid Company, Stamford, Conn.

Division of Ser. No. 240,764, April 3, 1972,. This application

Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,357
Int. CI. C08f 45162

U.S. CI. 260-45.75 N 5 Claims
1. A polymeric composition of matter stabilized against

deterioration by ultraviolet radiation comprising a polymer of
a mono-olefm and from 0.1 to 5 percent of a complex having
the formula

^<iy~\

R-/

\

/
Ni IIiX- <o

-o

wherein R is alkyl of 1-18 carbons.

3,843,598
FIRE RETARDANT POLYMERS CONTAINING
HALOGENATED N-PHENYL BENZAMIDES

Leonard J. Stach, Riverside, and Raymond V\. Ingwalson,
Arlington Heights, both of III., assignors to Velsicol Chemical
Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 420,994
Int. CL C08f 45162; C08g 51162

U.S. CI. 260-45.75 R 8 Claims
1. A fire retardant polymeric composition comprising a

combustible polymer and a fire retarding amount of the com-
pound

wherein X and Y are each selected from the group consisting
of chlorine and bromine and m and n are each integers from
1 to 5.

^

P=N-

units resistant to hydrolysis and which is selected from the

group consisting of alkoxy, substituted alkoxy, aryloxy, substi-

tuted aryloxy and amino in which not every R and R' is the

same as every other R and R', and n is an integer greater than

3 and less than about 50,000; and a stabilizer selected from
the group consisting of

I between 0.01 and 5.0 mole percent based on the poly-

phosphazene of at least one dialkyl— , alkylaryl— , or
diaryldithiocarbamates of a metal selected from the
group consisting of zinc, bismuth and lead, and 2. be-
tween 0.01 and 3 mole percent based on the polyphos-
phazene of at least one basic inorganic compound of a

metal selected from the group consisting of alkali metals
and alkaline earth metals including Mg.

3 843 599
RUBBERS STABILIZED WITH POLYPHENYLENE

ETHERS AND PROCESS THEREOF
Gordon D. Brindell, Crystal Lake, and Rudolph F. Macander,

Gary, both of III., assignors to The Quaker Oats Company,
Chicago, III.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,288
Int. CI. C08f 45158. C08g 51158

U.S. CI. 260-45.85 S 15 claims
1. An elastomeric rubber selected from natural rubber and

unsaturated hydrocarbon polymer synthetic rubber stabilized
with a polyphenylene ether having the following structural
formula:

H 0>-o
l^m

3—1

H

wherein R, is hydrogen, primary alkyl, or secondary alkyl; R^
and R3 are primary alkyl, secondary alkyl, primary aralkyl, or
secondary aralkyl; m is an integer between I and 2 inclusive;
and the sum of ai -t- /7 is an integer between 2 and 50 inclusive
w ith the further condition that p is never 0, said polyphenylene
ether being present in an amount between 0.01 and 10 percent
based on the weight of the rubber.

3,843,600
STABILIZATION OF OLEFIN POLYMERS

Michael Robin, Colonia, N.J., and Sheldon R. Schulte, Colum-
bus, Ohio, assignors to Ashland Oil, Inc., Ashland, Ky.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,170
Int. CI. C08f 45150: C08g 51158

U.S. CI. 260-45.95 C 12 Claims
I. A polymer composition of increased stability against

oxidative degradation comprising a polymer of an a mono-
olefm of 2-4 carbon atoms and an effective stabilizing amount
of compound of the general formula:

OU

wherein x is an integer of from 1 to 2, R' is tertiary butyl and
each R individually is an alkyl radical of 1-4 carbon atoms,
provided that at least one R is CH-,.

(5-m) (5-n)

3,843,601

,Y HYDRAULIC ELASTOMER
n Leonard Bretz Bruner, Manchester, Mich., assignor to Stauffer

Chemical Company, Westport, Conn.
Filed Oct. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 405,349

Int. CL C08f ///04
U.S. CI. 260-46.5 G 2I Claims

1. A silicone fluid curable to a hydraulic elastomer, having
a viscosity of from 1000 to 1.000,000 centipoises, comprising
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a copolymer of dimethylsiloxane units with 0.1 to 0.9 mole

percent of methylvinylsiloxane units, the mole percent of

methylvinyl-siloxane units having a value of (4.8/log V) - C,

where V is the viscosity in centipoises and C is a number

having a value of from 0.53 to 0.83, said copolymer having

end groups selected from the class consisting of trimethylsil-

oxy, hydroxy and alkoxy.

with oxygen in an organic solvent in the presence of a cupra-

mine complex catalyst formed from a copper salt and an

amine, an improvement according to which the organic sol-

vent is a nitrile of an aliphatic monocarboxylic acid or of an

aliphatic polybasic carboxylic acid wherein all the carboxylic

groups are substituted by nitrile groups.

3,843,602

SOLUBLE AMIDE-IMIDE POLYMERS TERMINATED
WITH OLEFIN GROUPS

Daniel Kruh, Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 24, 1970, Ser. No. 31,731

Int. CI. C08g 20132

U.S. CI. 260-47 CP 10 Claims

I. The reaction product of ( 1 ) the reaction product of

excess diamine containing at least two carbon atoms with an

acidic material selected from (a) trimellitic anhydride, (b)

trimellitic anhydride with up to 20 mole percent substituted by

aromatic dianhydride, and (c) trimellitic anhydride with up to

100 percent by weight of material selected from dicarboxylic

acid and aliphatic dianhydride and (2) olefmic dienophile

material having amine reactivity selected from (a) Diels-Alder

adducts of dienes with maleic anhydride, (b) acetylene dicar-

boxylic esters, (c) acetylene dicarboxylic acrylates, (d) maleic

anhydride, (e ) halogen-, lower alkyl- and aromatic-substituted

maleic anhydride, (f) citraconic anhydride, (g) tetrahydroph-

thalic anhydride, (h) itaconic anhydride, (i) alkenyl-

substituted succinic anhydride, (j) cis-endo-5-norbornene-

2,3-dicarboxy;ic anhydride, and (k) alkyl and halogenated

derivatives of cis-endo-5-norbornene-2,3-dicarboxylic anhy-

dride

3,843,603

LIGHT-SENSITIVE POLYMERIC ESTERS CONTAINING
AZIDO SUBSTITUTED STYRYL GROUPS

Allen Peter Gates, Knaresborough, England, assignor to How-

son-Algraph\ Limited, London, England

Filed Oct. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 299,118

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 22, 1971,

49297/71
\\

!

I Int. CI. C08g 30104

U.S. CI. 260-47 EP 14 Claims

1. A light sensitive polymeric ester comprising groups of the

general formula

N , - R - (CR,=CRj)„ - (CR3=CR4)/, - COO -
attached to carbon atoms of a polyhydric polymeric material

wherein a and h are zero or 1 and a + /j is at least 1 ; R repre-

sents an aromatic radical optionally substituted with a group

or groups additional to the azido group; and R,, Rj, R3 and R4.

which may be the same or different, represent halogen atoms,

hydrogen atoms, cyano groups, alkyl groups, aryl groups,

alkoxy groups, aryloxy groups, aralkyl groups or aralkoxy

groups provided that at least one of the groups R , to R^ repre-

sents a halogen atom or a cyano group.

3,843,605

3-(TRIHYDR0CA
RBYLPHOSPHORANYLIDENE )-2,5.

PYRROLIDINEDIONES AS LATENT CATALYSTS FOR
PROMOTING THE REACTION BETW EEN PHENOLS AND

EPOXY RESINS

Dennis L. Schmidt, Lake Jackson, Tex., and George A.

Doorakian, Waltham, Mass., assignors to The Dov* Chemical

Company, Midland, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 290,889, Sept. 21, 1972,

abandoned. This application Nov. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 419,737

Int. CI. C08g 30104

U.S. CI. 260—47 EP 14 Claims

i. A precatalyzed epoxy resin composition comprising (a)

an epoxy resin bearing an average of more than one vicinal

epoxy group per molecule and (b) a small but catalytic

amount of a 3-(trihydrocarbylphosphoranylidene)-2,5-

pyrrolidinedione.

3,843,604

METHOD OF PRODUCING
POLYPHENYLENEOXIDES-J,4 IN ALIPHATIC NITRILE

SOLVENTS
Andrei Nikodimovich Pravednikov, 3 Parkovaya ulitsa, 50.

korpus 2, kv. 32; Valery Vladimirovich Kopylov, Platovsky

proezd, 5, kv. 56, and Vladimir Mikhailovich Cheredni-

chenko. Prospekt Mira, 122, kv. 282, all of Moscow, U.S.S.R.

Continuation of Ser. No. 20,41 1, March 17, 1970, abandoned.

This application July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,902

Int. CI. C08g 23118

U.S. CI. 260-47 ET 3 Claims

1. In a method of producing polyphenyleneoxides- 1 ,4, com-

prising oxidizing a single-ring aromatic monooxy-compound

3,843,606

PREPARATION OF ORTHO-ALKYLATED PHENOLS
Bernardus J. Van Sorge, Selkirk, N.Y., assignor to General

Electric Company, Pittsfield, Mass.

Filed Aug. 1, 1969, Ser. No. 846,925

Int. CI. C07c i7//2

U.S. CI. 260-621 R 7 Claims

1. In a process for alkylating a phenol in the ortho position

which comprises the vapor phase reaction in the presence of

an alkylation catalyst of an alkyl alcohol and a phenol having

the general formula:

OH

-II

-R

where R is a monovalent substituent selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, alkyl, phenyl and alkyl substituted

phenyl; the improvement comprising performing the reaction

in the presence of a porous catalyst that is a magnesium oxide

powder bonded with from 1-15 percent by weight of an inert

organic cellulosic polymeric binder.

3,843,607

BAKING ENAMEL VEHICLE COMPRISING REACTION
PRODUCT OF UREA, FORMALDEHYDE AND AN

OXAZOLINE
Jerry H. Hunsucker, Terre Haute, Ind., assignor to Commer-

cial Solvents Corporation, Terre Haute, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 185,406, Sept. 30, 1971,

abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 36,680, May 12,

1970, Pat. No. 3,654,229. This application May 21, 1973, Ser.

No. 362,594

Int. CI. C08g 9110, 9124

U.S. CI. 260-70 R 14 Claims

1. A resinous compound consisting of the condensation

product of (a) an oxazoline compound corresponding to the

formula
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CIIsOH R3

N—C— R<

R—C—

C

//

\
O-CH;

CH.OII

wherein R is a saturated or unsaturated hydrocarbon radical

of from I to 20 carbon atoms or (b) an oxazoline correspond-
ing to the formula

R<
I

R5—C—

N

L 11:0—0

(

/

Ri

I

C-C—
R- J

-X—lib;

wherein X is any divalent, or trivaient saturated or unsatu-
rated aliphatic hydrocarbon group of from I to 32 carbon
atoms; R' and R^ are hydroxymethyl; R' and R^ are methyl,
ethyl, hydroxymethyl or the group RTHiCOOCHi— wherein
R° is a saturated or unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbon radical

of from I to 20 carbon atoms; when X is divalent, a is 2 and
A is 1. and when X is trivaient. o is 3 and b is 0. with ( 1

)

formaldehyde and urea, or (2) alkylated urea-formaldehyde
resin, or (3) mixtures of alkylated urea-formaldehyde resin

and 2,2-dimethylolpropionic acid.

3,843,608

PREPARING POLYAMIDES BY ANIONIC
POLYMERIZATION OF LACTAMS

Zbynek Bukac, and Jan Sebenda, both of Prague, Czechoslova-
kia, assignors to Ceskoslovenska Akademie ved., Prague,
Czechoslovakia

Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,155
Claims priority, application Czechoslovakia, July 27, 1971,

5478-71; July 27, 1971, 5481-71

Int. CI. C08g 20//«
U.S. CI. 260-78 L 9 Claims

I. The method of preparing solid polyamides by anionic
polymerization of cyclic lactams containing at least 4 atoms in

a ring in the presence of cocatalysts of the formula:

O R;
/ \ /

o=c C==C
I I \

R4-C N—R Ri
/ \ /

R, C

polymer of poly-bis(propoxy)alkylene terephthalamide con-
sisting essentially of the recurring structural unit shown by the
following formula I

—|-NH-(CH,)3—0-<CH,)3—0-<CHj)3—NHOC-^>-]-
(I)

3,843,610
POLYMERIZATION PROCESS

David Bowen, Jr., Pensacola, Fla., assignor to Monsanto Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Oct. 9, 1968, Ser. No. 766,192
Int. CI. C08g 20120

U.S. CI. 260-78 R 11 Claims
1. A polymerization process comprising:
a. introducing polymerizable material having a viscosity less

than 400 poises and finely divided pigment into a poly-
merization vessel, said pigment tending to form agglomer-
ates under polymerizing conditions;

b. maintaining polymerizing conditions in said vessel; and
c. while polymerization is proceeding and before the viscos-

ity of said material exceeds 400 poises:

1. pre-filtering at least a portion of said material through
a pre-filter having a given rating for r-moval of agglom-
erates larger than said rating, and

2. continuing polymerization of said filtered portion.

3,843,611

COPOLYAMIDE FROM TEREPHTHALIC ACID,
DODECANEDIOIC ACID AND DODECANE DIAMINE

Robert VV. Campbell, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,868
Int. CI. C08g 20120

U.S. CI. 260-78 R 8 Claims
1. A copolyamide suitable for use as a molding resin and

consisting essentially of the polymeric condensation product
of terephthalic acid, dodecanedioic acid, and 1,12-

dodecanediamine, the terephthalic acid constituting from
about 50 to about 90 mole percent of the acids, said copoly-
amide having a tensile strength of at least 7,000 psi when
measured in accordance with ASTM D 638-68.

wherein R„ R^, R, and R^ can be C,_,h alkyl, C,_,h alkenyl or
aryl lower alkyl, R=R,. aryl, dilower alkylaminoaryl or lower
alkoxyaryl.

3,843,609
TEREPHTHALAMIDE POLY BIS(PROPOXY)ALKYLENE
Isao Kimura; Masao Matsui; Hiroshi Takahashi, and Shizume
Takemoto, all of Osaka, Japan, assignors to Kanebo Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 65,641, Aug. 20, 1970, Pat.

No. 3.729,449. This application Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No.

297,971
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 27, 1969, 44-

67744; Dec. 4, 1969, 44-97690; Apr. 13, 1970, 45-31387;
Apr. 21, 1970, 45-34025; Apr. 23, 1970, 45-35046; May 26,
1970.45-45418

Int. CI. C08g 20120
L.S. CI. 260-78 R 6 Claims

I. A polyamide having an improved modulus and antistatic

property, which consists essentially of a fiber-forming homo-

3,843,612
MOLDABLE AND/OR THERMOFORMABLE ACRYLIC
POLYMERS AND PROCESSES FOR THE PRODUCTION

THEREOF
Martin Vogel. Jenkintown, and Marvin J. Hurwitz. Elkins

Park, both of Pa., assignors to Rohm and Haas Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 56,690, July 20. 1970,
abandoned. This application Dec. 23, 1971, Sei^. No. 211,645

Int. CI. C08f 15102
U.S. CI. 260-78.5 R 7 claims

1. A process for producing a formed article which com-
prises

first reacting, at a temperature of about 20° to 80°C., a
mixture of

a. a monomeric material containing

1. 40 to 98 weight percent of a (C.-C^) alkyl metha-
crylate, cyclohexyl methacrylate, styrene. vinyltolu-
ene or a mixture thereof,

2. 2 to 60 weight percent of one or more a,/3-monoe-
thylenically unsaturated carboxylic acid, and
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3. optionally up to 5 weight percent of another mono-

ethylenically unsaturated monomer having a group

of the formula

ir:C=c

b. a diepoxide of the formula

/

P3

>

R: R:
/ Ri

/flljOC—

Ri Rj

^X/"

3,843,614

AROMATIC POLYSLLFIDE POLYMER
George A. Doorakian, >Valtham, Mass., assignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Aug. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 390,452

Int. CI. C08g 2H00
U.S. CI. 260-79 7 Claims

I. A process for making an aromatic polysulfide polymer

which comprises reacting an aromatic compound of the group

consisting of an aromatic disulfonic acid, an aromatic disul-

finic acid, a thio analog thereof, and a compound hydrolyzable

thereto with at least two moles of an alkali metal polysulfide

and hydrogenating the reaction mixture in the presence of a

sulfactive hydrogenation catalyst and in a polar solvent reac-

tion medium at about I00°-300°C. under superatmospheric

pressure.

<

Re

Re

Re
\

Re

O

<

Rs , Rs
/\

Rs Rs

\U

wherein Ri represents a hydrogen atom, a halogen atom or

a lower alkyl radical containing between I and 4 carbon

atoms, R2. R.I, Rj, R.s, and Rh represent a hydrogen atom

or a lower alkyl radical containing between a 1 and 4

carbon atoms^ in an amount to provide about 0.1 to 1.2

epoxy groups per carboxylic acid group m (a) (2) above,

c. a free radical initiator, and

d a catalyst for the acid-epoxide condensation to effect

polymerization of the monomers and condensation of

acid copolymer and diepoxide (b),

so as to form a moldable and/or thermoformable viscous or

solid polymeric product having a viscosity of from about

10.000 poises to solid at normal room temperature, thereafter

heating to a temperature of at least 140°C. and prolonging the

heating of the resulting formed article until it is fully cured

3.843,615

THERMOPLASTIC POLYESTER MOLDING
COMPOSITIONS

Walter Herwig, Neuenhain, Taunus; Rudolf Kern, Mainz, both

of (iermany, a.ssignors to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesell-

schaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning, Frankfurt am
Main, (iermany

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,196
Claims priority, application Germany, May 17, 1971,

2124336
Int. CI. C08g i9i02

L'.S. CI. 260-860 10 Claims
1. A thermoplastic polyester molding composition consist-

ing of a physical mixture of

a a linear saturated polyester of one or more aromatic

dicarboxylic acids which may contain up to 10 percent by

weight, based on the total weight of dicarboxylic acids, of

aliphatic dicarboxylic acids, with saturated aliphatic or

cycloaliphatic diols, and

b. 0.05 to 2 percent by weight, based on the weight of the

linear saturated polyester (a), of a cross-linked saturated

polyester of ( I ) terephthalic acid or an ester-forming

derivative thereof, (2) a diol having from 2 to 10 carbon

atoms and (3) 0.01 to 3 percent by weight, based on the

weight of the cross-linked saturated polyester, of an or-

ganic cross-linking polyfunctional compound having at

least three functional groups, all of said functional groups

being selected from hydroxyl and carboxyl groups.

3,843,613

BRANCHED-CHAIN HYDROCARBON ELASTOMERS
John B. Campbell, Hockessin, Del., assignor to E. 1. du Pont de

Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Division of Ser. No. 38,862, May 19, 1970, abandoned, which

is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 625,598, March 24, 1967,

abandoned. This application Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,866

Int. CI. C08f \S140

U.S. CI. 260-78.5 BB 4 Claims

1. A sulfur curable chain saturated branched elastomer

comprising a copolymer of

a. from 25 to 75 percent by weight of ethylene units,

b. units derived from a C;j„-C«2 di-ester of 2-(hydroxyalkyl

or alkenyl )-5-norbornene. said di-ester units being pres-

ent in an amount resulting from the addition to the reac-

tion mixture from which said copolymer is formed of

about from 0.01-0.10 gram mole per kilogram of copoly-

mer formed of said C^o-Cm^ di-ester, the amount of di-

ester not exceeding 1 5 percent by weight of the copoly-

mer,

c. sufficient units of a nonconjugated diolefin containing

only one polymerizable double bond selected from the

group consisting of ( 1 ) an aliphatic diolefin, and (2) a

cycloaliphatic compound having a one- or two-carbon

bridged ring structure to provide 0.1 to 4.0 gram moles/-

kilogram of carbon-carbon double bonds derived from

the diolefin, and

d. the remainder of said copolymer being propylene units.

3,843,616

VINYL CHLORIOE-ETHYLENE COPOLYMERS AND THE
PREPARATION THEREOF

Dean E. Richardson, La Marque, Tex., and Gordon G. Hark-

reader. South Charleston, W. Va., assignors to Union Car-

bide Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 546,405, April 29, 1966,

abandoned. This application Feb. 25, 1970, Ser. No. 13,957

Int. CL COS! ////, 15102

U.S. CI. 260-87.5 C 3 Claims

1. A porous vinyl chloride-ethylene copolymer resin con-

taining at least 98.3 percent by weight of vinyl chloride and

0.3 to 1.7 percent by weight of ethylene polymerized therein

characterized by having a sorption value greater than about 50

parts of dioctyl phthalate plasticizer per hundred parts of resin

when measured in accordance with ASTM D-1755-60T; an

inherent viscosity of about 0.5 to 1 .7, when measured as a 0.2

gram sample in 100 ml. of cyclohexanone at 25°C.; a dryblend

time of about 2.0 to 15.0 minutes as measured with a Bra-

bender Plasticorder and a bulk density of about 20 to 40

lbs. /cubic foot, said copolymer resin having been prepared by

a polymerization process which comprises:

a. a continuous, one-stage polymerization of liquid vinyl

chloride and gaseous ethylene monomers in an aqueous

su.spension containing per hundred parts by weight of

vinyl chloride:
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1. from about 0.05 to 1.0 parts of a protective colloid,

2. from about 0.02 to 1.0 parts of a free radical vinyl poly-

merization initiator,

3. from about 150 to 400 parts of water,

4. sufficient ethylene to afford an autogenous pressure of

about 100 to 400 psig. at temperature of about 35° to

80°C. for at least 4 hours, and

b. recovering the vinyl chloride ethylene copolymer from

the suspension system.

3,843,617

METHOD OF SURFACE MODIFICATION OF POLYMER
MATERIALS

Vladimir Alexandrovich Orlov, Smolenskaya ulitsa, 10, kv.

101; Vera Dmitrievna Zaitseva, Novo-Gireevskaya, 4, kv.

109; Viktor Alexeevich Sinitsyn, ulitsa Festivalnaya, 24, kv.

100, and Ekaterina Efimovna Rostovtseva, Mosfilmovskaya

ulitsa, 18, kv. 18, all of Moscow, L.S.S.R.

Division of Ser. No. 55,289, July 15, 1970, abandoned. This

application Sept. 21, 1972, Ser. Ni. 291,074

Int. CI. C08f 7104

U.S. CI. 260-93.5 A 1 Claim

1. A method of surface modification of solid polystyrene, to

thereby improve substantially the surface adhesion properties

thereof, comprising treating said polystyrene with an aqueous

solution comprising:

1. water,

2. a mineral acid,

3. a mineral oxidant selected from the group consisting of

potassium dichromate, potassium bromate, potassium

permanganate and sodium perchlorate, and
4. the sodium, potassium, or zinc salt of hydrochloric, hy-

drobromic. or hydtoiodic acid, said (I), (2). (3) and (4)

being in a weight ratio of 50-1000:0.3-7:0.1-7:1-15.

respectively.

3,843,618

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING BUTADIENE POLYMER
Yoshiharu Yagi, Toyonaka; Hiroshi Sato, Takatsuki; Shizuo

Narisawa; Seimei Yasui, both of Ibaragi; Akira Kobayashi,

Nishinomiya; Minoru Hino, and Kazuhiko Hata, both of

Takatsuki, all of Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Chemical

Company, Limited, Osaka-fu, Japan

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,696

Int. CI. C08d 1114

U.S. CL 260-94.3 12 Claims

1. A process for producing butadiene polymer which com-
prises polymerizing 1 ,3-butadiene in the presence of a catalyst

system comprising:

A. at least one nickel compound selected from the group

consisting of the halides, sulfates, organic acid salts, com-
plex compounds, organic coordination compounds and

chelate compounds thereof,

F. a dialkylaluminum monofluoride compound, and

D. a hydroguinone compound having the formula:

3,843,619

PROCESS FOR POLYMERIZING OLEFINS
Benedetto Calcagno, Milan, and Paolo Colombo, Saronno, both

of Italy, assignors to Societa Itaiiana Resine S.l.R. S.p.A.,

Milan, Italy

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 864,539, Oct. 7, 1969,

abandoned. This application Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,404

Claims priority, application Italy, Oct. 12, 1968, 845194/68
Int. CI. C08f 1156

U.S. CI. 260-94.9 C 3 Claims

1. In a process for the polymerization of ethylene compris-

ing polymerizing ethylene at a temperature of from —10° to

80°C. at a pressure of from 1 to 40 atmospheres in the pres-

ence of a solvent selected from the group consisting of paraf-

fin hydrocarbons, aromatic hydrocarbons, halogenated paraf-

fin hydrocarbons and halogenated aromatic hydrocarbons,

said solvent being liquid under the conditions of polymeriza-

tion, and in the presence of a catalyst containing an organo-

melallic compound and a compound of a transition metal, the

improvement comprising conducting the polymerization using

a catalyst consisting essentially of

a. an organic compound containing in its molecule at least

one ethylenically aipha-unsaturated keto group, said

organic compound being indigo;

b. ethyl aluminum sesquichloride; and

c. vanadium oxychloride, the molar ratio between said

vanadium oxychloride and said indigo plus said ethyl

aluminum sesquichloride being 1/78.7, and the molar

ratio between said ethyl aluminum sesquichloride and

said indigo being 2.1/1.

3,843.620

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF POLYETHYLENE
POWDER HAVING A HIGH DENSITY AND HIGH TAP

DENSITY
Gottfried Piekarski, and Anton Hundmeyer, both of Burg-

hausen, Germany, assignors to Wacker Chemie GmbH,
Munich, Germany

Filed May 16. 1972, Ser. No. 253.893

Claims priority, application Germany, May 26, 1971,

2126249
Int. CI. C08f 1144, 3106

U.S. CI. 260-94.9 C 13 Claims

1. A catalyst for the production of polyethylene powder of

high density and high tap density consisting essentially of the

reaction product of (a) about one part by volume of a hy-

drogenpolysiloxane with structural units having the formula

R
I

- Si-0 -

H

R'l R'j

HO-

R'3 R'4

-OH

where R/, R2', R3' and R/ are each a hydrogen atom or a

halogen atom, or the combination of R,' with Rj' and/or

of R3' with R^' is an aromatic condensed ring(s) and the

remaining substituents, if any, are each a hydrogen atom
or a halogen atom, in the presence or absence of

G. water together with or without at least one alcohol,

carboxylic acid or phenol

to give a butadiene polymer containing predominantly a cis-

1.4-structure and having a regulated molecular weight.

where R is a member selected from the group consisting of

alkyl having 1 to 6 carbom atoms, cycloalkyi having 5 to 6

carbon atoms and phenyl, with the terminal silicons satisfied

with R, hydrogen or, at most, one hydroxyl and having a

viscosity of from 5 to 100 cSt {25°C), (b) about 0.5 to 2.0

parts by volume of a compound selected from the group con-

sisting of titanium tetrachloride, titanium trichloride in mix-

ture with titanium tetrachloride and the addition complex
AlTi3Cli2, and (c) about to 0.2 parts by volume of a com-
pound selected from the group consisting of aluminum chlo-

ride and aluminum bromide, treated, in the presence of from
to 2 parts by volume of a saturated hydrocarbon having 5 to

9 carbon atoms, with oxygen at a temperature of from —40°C
to +60°C for a time sufficient that from 5 percent to 50 per-

cent of the titanium ions present in a lower valence are oxi-
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dized to their highest valence, and (d) further activated by the

addition of from to 30 percent by weight, based on said

oxidized catalyst, of monomeric and/or polymeric organic

compounds of silicon and/or tin selected from the group con-

sisting of monomeric silanes with at least one hydrogen atom

bonded to silicon, tetraalkyi tin, tetramethyldisiloxane, tin

tributylhydride and hydrogenpolysiloxane with structural

units having the formula

- -

R
I

Si
t

H

wherein R is a member selected from the group consisting of

alkyl having I to 6 carbon atoms and phenyl, and having a

viscosity of from 2 to 50,000 cSt (25°C), to the oxidized

catalyst.

3,843,621

PROCESS FOR PREPARING LEUCYL-LEUCYL-VALYL-
HENYLALANYL METHYL ESTER

Robert G. Strachan, North Plainfield, N.J., assignor to Merck

& CO. Inc., Rahway, NJ.
Filed Aug. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 173,278

Int. CI. C07c 103152: C07g 7100

U.S. CI. 260- 1 1 2.5 2 Claims

1. The process of preparing the methyl ester of leucyl-leu-

cyl-valyl-phenylalanine and hydrohalide salts thereof which

comprises sequentially reacting ( I )
phenylalanine with the

N-carboxyanhydride of valine to form valyl-phenylalanine;

(2) valyl-phenylalanine with the N-carboxyanhydride of leu-

cine to form leucyl-valyl-phenylalanine; (3) the latter tripep-

tide with the N-carboxyanhydride of leucine to form leucyl-

leucyl-valyl-phenylalanine, each of which sequential reactions

is conducted without isolation of intermediate di- and Iri-

peptides (a) by bringing the reactants together in aqueous

buffered solution, with vigorous agitation, while maintaining

the pH at 10.2 and the temperature at 0°C, and (b) by then

adjusting the pH of the reaction mixture to about 2.5-3.0

thereby decomposing carbamate to form the free amino

grouping; and reacting said leucyl-leucyl-valyl-phenylalanine

with methanol in the presence of thionyl halide to form the

methyl ester of eucyl-leucyl-valyl-phenylalanine hydrohalide.

3,843,622

BASIC MONAZO COMPOUNDS CONTAINING A
QUATERNATED HYDRAZIDE GROUP

Visvanathan Ramanathan, Basel, and Hans Wilhelm Liechti,

Oberwil/bl, both of Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy

AG, Basel, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 17,317, March 6, 1970,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

648,204, June 23, 1967, abandoned. This application Feb. 10,

1972, Ser. No. 225,274

Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 24, 1966,

9189/66
,,

II
Int.CI.C09f29/06

U.S. CI. 260—149 6 Claims

1. A water-soluble basic monoazo dyesluff of the formula

R2'

/
\
CH0CH3—y+

in which

A, is phenylor phenyl substituted by lower alkyl, trifluoro-

methyl, lower alkoxy, chlorine, bromine, cyano, nitro,

lower alkoxycarbonyl, lower alkylcarbonyl, lower alkyl-

sulfonyl, acylamino and sulfonomide.

B is para-phenylene or para-phenylene substituted chlorine,

bromine, lower alkyl, trifluoromethyl, lower alkoxy, acyl-

amino or amino,

R./ is lower alkyl, cyanoloweralkyi, loweralkoxy-loweralkyi,

lower alkanoyloxy-lower alkyl, lower alkylsulphonyloxy-

lower alkyl, aroyloxy-lower alkyl, arylsulphonyloxy-lower

alkyl, arylloweralkyi or a residue of the formula

-CH-^CHj-O* X-,

O is a quaternated hydrazide group of the formula

Rs

—CO-X-N—R3 X-
i \
Ri R4

where

R, is lower alkyl or hydrogen,

R2, R3 and R4 each independently is lower alkyl or

R.2 and R3 are lower alkyl and

R4 is phenyl or benzyl, and

X is an anion --'^

and where
"acylamino" means lowei alkanoylamino, aroylamino,

lower alkyl sulfonylamino, arylsulfonylamino, lower al-

koxycarbonylamino, ureido and lower alkylureido;

"sulfonamide" means an unsubstituted sulfonic acid amide

group or a sulfonic acid amide group substituted by lower

alkyl. aryl-loweralkyi or aryl, and

"aryl" means unsubstituted ohenyl or phenyl substituted by

lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, chlorine or bromine and

"lower" means containing up to 4 carbon atoms.

3,843,623

2-HYDROXY.5-LOWER ALKYL-4'[4-LOWER
ALKOXY-6-SULPHO OR

SULPHATO-HYDROCARBYLAMINO-l:3:5-TRIAZINE-2-
LAMINOl-AZOBENZENE

Edgar Siegel, Leverkusen-Steinbuchel, Germany, assignor to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
Filed Jan. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 218,832

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 18. 1971,

2102174
Int. CI. C09b 43116

U.S. CI. 260-153 8 Claims

1. Monoazo dyestuff which in the form of the free acid,

corresponds to the formula

no

RiO-
/Nv

-Nil— —X=N-

RjN N

IN—R:
IX—(0)n-S03lI

in which

R, represents alkyl with 1 to 4 carbon atoms or alkyl with

1 to 4 carbon atoms substituted by hydroxyl. methoxy,

ethoxy, chloro or bromo;

Ri represents hydrogen or alkyl with 1 to 4 carbon atoms;

R3 represents alkyl with 1 to 4 carbon atoms;

X represents alkylene with 1 to 4 carbon atoms and

n denotes or I

.
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3,843,624
MONO OR DISAZO DYESTUFFS CONTAINING A
DIAMINO, HALOTRIAZINYL OR PYRIMIDINYL

SUBSTITUENT
Herberl Seiler, Riehen, and Paul Dussy, Basel, both of Switzer-

land, assignors to Ciba-Geigv AG, Basel, Switzerland
Filed Feb. 3, 1970. Ser. No. 8,422

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 26, 1969,
2862/69; July 7, 1969, 10311/69

Int. CI. C09b 62108. 62/24; D06p 1/38
U.S. CI. 260-153 9 Claims

1. A reactive dyestuff. containing no acid, saltforming.

water-solubilizing groups, of the formula

D-Q-R-N/
\
X2

wherein

D represents the radical of a monazo or disazo dyestuff.
unsubstituted or substituted only by halogen, cyano,
nitro, lower aikyl. lower alkenyl, perfluoro( lower )alkyl,

hydroxy-( lower )alky!. cyanoethyl, /3. ;3-dicyanovinyl,
lower alkoxy, phenoxy, melhylphenoxy. lower alkylthio,
phenylthio, lower alkanoyl, lower aikylsulphonyl. phenyl-
sulfonyloxy. dimethylamino, amino. N-(/3-cyanoethyi)-
ethylamino, diethylamino, methylethylamino. ethyiben-
zylamino, ethylbutylamino, N-(/3-hydroxyethyl)e-
thylamino, /3-hydroxyethylamino, di(/3-

hydroxyethyDamino, '

N-()8-cyanoethyl )-/3-

hydroxyethylamino, di(/3-cyanoethyl)amino, anilino, ox-
yanilino, methylamino, dimethylanilino, methylanilino,
lower alkanoylamide, lower alkoxycarbonylamide, ben-
zoylamide, lower alkylsulphonylamide, N-loweralkyl- and
N.N-diloweralkyl-lower alkylsulphonylamide, hydroxy or
phenyl,

represents a bridging member —NX,,—, —O— , —S— or
—NXnCO—

,
whereby X3 represents hydrogen or lower

alkyl, represents diazinyl or triazinyl containing only
chlorine, bromine or fluorine substituents, each of which
can be split off as anion and which is bound to a ring
carbon atom adjacent to a tertiary nitrogen atom.

X, & X., represent the same or different alkyl or alkoxyalkyl
wherein X, and X. must together contain from 8 to 36
carbon atoms,

or

X, represents cyclohexyl or cyclohexyl substituted by lower
alkyl. and

Xj represents alkyl of 1 to 1 8 carbon atoms, alkyl of I to 1

8

carbon atoms substituted by a member selected from the
group consisting of hydroxyl, lower alkoxy, lower al-

kenyloxy and cyano, lower alkenyl, cyclohexyl or cyclo-
hexyl substituted by lower alkyl

3,843,625
PYRAZOLE AZO DYESTUFFS CONTAINING A
SULFONYLUREA OR SULFONYLURETHANE

SUBSTITUENT
Nalin Binduprasad Desai: Onnusami Jayaraman, both of
Goregaon-Bombay, India; Visvanathan Ramanthan, Basel;
Klaus Artz, Muttenz, both of Switzerland; Navnitrai Nagarji
Naik, Goregaon-Bombay, India, and Walter Jenny, Basel,
Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 806,291, March 11, 1969,
Fat. No. 3,679,657. This application Dec. 15, 1971, Ser. No.

208,464
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 18, 1968

3958/68

Int. CI. C09b 29/36, 29/38; D06p 3/52
U.S. CI. 260-163 2 Claims

1. A dyestuff which is free from sulfonic acid groups and
which has the formula;

D-N=N—C- -C-M

V
(Ci-Cralkylene or phenylene)-X-CO-NR-SOj-Rj

wherein M is hydrogen, alkyl of one to three carbon atoms,
phenyl, —CO—0(alkyl, of one to four carbon atoms or phe-
nyl), CONH2 or CONH2 alkylated with one to four carbon
atoms, R is hydrogen, methyl, ethyl, or phenyl; X is —O— or
— NR,— wherein R, is hydrogen or alkyl of one to four carbon
atoms; X, is NHj or OH; R.^ is aryl of six to 10 carbon atoms
and D is of the formula

wherein a is hydrogen, chlorine, cyano, carbo-lower-alkoxy,
or sulfonyl-lower-alkyi; b is nitro, sulphamoyi, di-lower-alkyl-
carbamoyl, carbo-lower-alkoxy, or carbobenzyloxy; and c is

hydrogen, cyano, chlorine, bromine, or nitro.

3,843,626
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING
ACYLATED-B-D-GLUCOPYRANOSIDES AND METHODS

OF USING THEM
Blaine M. Sutton, Hatboro, Pa., assignor to Smithkline Corpo-

ration, Philadelphia, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 789.000, Dec. 31, 1968, Pat. No.
3,723,617. This application Nov. 13, 1972. Ser. No. 306.962

Int. CI. COlc 47/18
U.S. CI. 260-210 R 4 Claims

1. A compound having the structural formula:

^
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3,843,631

18-NOR-14-BETA-PREGNANO-(13,14-F)-HEXAHYDRO-
,4-OXAZEPIN-3-ONES

lilrich Kerb, 8, Waitzstrasse; Rudolf Wiechert, 38, Ende-

strasse; Ulrich Eder, 30, Billerbecker Weg, and Hans-Detlef

Berndt, 10 a, Waidsangerpfad, all of Berlin, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 236,172, March 20, 1972,

abandoned. This application Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 334,971

Int. CI. C07d 87/54

U.S. CI. 260-239.3 P 13 Claims
1. A compound of the formula

CH,

O CH—OR3

OR,

wherein Y is an oxygen atom or H, OR' where R' is hydrogen,

C,-,, carboxylic acid acyl, lower alkyl. phenyl lower alkyl,

lower alkoxy lower alkyl or tetrahydropyranyi, R^ is hydrogen,
hydroxy or C,-,, carboxylic acid acyloxy and Z is an oxygen
atom; H,H or H,OR" where R" is hydrogen or C,-,, carbox-
ylic acid acyl; and R, is hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower alkenyl
and lower alkynyl R2 and R3 are hydrogen or C,-,, carboxylic
acid acyl where C,.,, carboxylic acid acyl as used above in all

occurrences is selected from the group consisting of unsubsti-

tuted alkanoic acids, substituted alkanoic acids wherein the

substituent is halogen, hydroxy amino, cyclopentyl, cyclo-

hexyl or phenyl, unsubstituted alkanoic dicarboxylic acids and
benzoic acid.

3,843,632
OPTICAL BRIGHTENING AGENTS OF OXAZOLYL

DERIVATIVES
Masatoshi Matsuo, Ibaragi; Tadao Sakaguchi, Osaka, and

Takashi Akamatsu, Ashiya, all of Japan, assignors to

Sumitomo Chemical Company, Ltd., Higashi-ku, Osaka,
Japan

Fikd Oct. 12, 1970, Ser. No. 80,187
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 21, 1969, 44-

83990; Oct. 30, 1969, 44-87461; Oct. 30, 1969, 44-87462;
Dec. 27, 1969, 44-186770; Dec. 27, 1969, 44-1869; Dec. 27,

1969, 44-1870; Dec. 27, 1969, 44-1871; Dec. 27, 1969, 44-

1872

Int. CI. C07d 85/44; C09b 23/100
IJ.S. CI. 260-240 CA 4 Claims

I. An oxazolyl derivative of the formula.

-CH=cn cii=cn-

-cii=^cir CII^CII—

,

and

each of R, and R^ represents a hydrogen atom, a Ci-C^ alkyl.

cyclopentyl, cyclohexyl. or a phenyl group which may be
substituted by C,-C^ alkyl or C|-Cb alkoxy groups or halogen
atoms, or R, and R^ may be linked to each other to form
cyclopentyl or cyclohexyl group together with two carbon
atoms to which R, and Rj are bonded, and may be the same
or different; and X represents an oxazolyl group of the for-

mula (II),

N

-C
y \--u,

/
C'-R2

(II)

wherein R, and Rj are the same as identified above provided
that when B represents either

.^
CII^CH-

or

each of R, and Rj represents a cyclopentyl, cyclohexyl, or R,
and R.2 may be linked to each other to form a cyclopentyl or

a cyclohexyl group together with the two carbon atoms to

which R, and Rj are bonded, and provided that when B is

N

lu-c
II

Rj-C

/ \
B-X

\
O

wherein B represents a member selected from the group con-
sisting of

that R, and R2 are not both phenyl or are not together phenyl
and hydrogen and when B is —CH=CH— , R, and R.^ are not
together phenyl and hydrogen, or an aryloxazolyyl group of
the formula (III),

yN
\y

/\
(III)
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wherein A represents benzene or napthalene nucleus which

may be substituted by C,-Cb alkyl groups or halogen atoms, or

when the bivalent group represented by B is

-/^\-CH=CH- or

--cii=cn cii=cir,

3,843,633

DIVINYL-DIPHENYL COMPOUNDS
Kurt Weber, and Hans Schlapfer, both of Basel, Switzerland,

assignors to Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel, Switzerland

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,156

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 30, 1971,

19171/71

Int. CI. C09b 23/00

U.S. CI. 260-240 C 6 Claims

1. A compound of formula

Z'

X represents an oxazolyl group of the formula (II), an arylox-

azolyl group o

formula (IV).

the formula (III), or an aryl group of the

K,

<. (IV)

wherein R3 re(»fcsents hydrogen or a halogen atom, C,-C„

alkoxy, cyano. hydroxycarbonyl, C,-C« alkoxycarbonyl, a

phcnoxycarbonU, a group of the formula.

R4

—CON
\

R5

or — NHOR« wherein each of R^ and R^ represents a hydrogen

atom or C,-Ch alkyl group .md R^ represents a C,-Cb alkyl or

a phenyl group or when the bivalent group represented by B

is

cir=cii-

X represents an oxazolyl group of the formula (11), an arylox-

azolyl group ojf the formula (III), or an aryl group of the

formula (IV).

Hi

X
(IV)

wherein Rn represents cyano, hydroxycarbonyl, C|-C« alkoxy-

carbonyl. a phenoxycarbonyl, a group of the formula.

-CON
/

I

\

R.

Rs

or —NHOR« wTierein each of R^ and R^ represents a hydrogen

atom or C|-C« alkyl group and Rs represents a C,-C8 alkyl or

a phenyl group.

>— CH=CH-(/ ^

-// \^
CH=CH-C=N'

Y-j^-C=N^

where

Z' is hydrogen, halogen, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, al-

kenyloxy of 3 or 4 carbon atoms, alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon

atoms, benzyloxy or —SO3M.
M is a hydrogen, alkali meti'l. alkaline earth metal, ammo-
nium or amine

X and X, each independently are hydrogen, halogen, alkyl

of I to 4 carbon atoms alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms or

-SO3M
Y, is hydrogen, chlorine, bromine, alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon

atoms or an aryl group selected from phenyl, naphthyl

and diphenylyl, said aryl group being unsubstituted or

substituted by —SO3M, halogen, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon

atoms alkenyloxy of 3 or 4 carbon atoms, alkoxy of 1 to

4 carbon atoms or benzyloxy

R, is phenyl that is unsubstituted or substituted by — SO3M,
halogen, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms, alkenyloxy of 3 or

4 carbon atoms, alkoxy of 1 to 4 carbon atoms or ben-

zyloxy,

and where said compound contains no more than 4 -SO3M
groups.

3,843,634

BENZIMIDAZOLINONE DERIVATIVES
Willem Soudijn, Turnhout; Ineke Van Wijngaarden, Beerse,

and Paul Adriaan Jan Janssen, Vosselaar, all of Belgium,

assignors to Janssen Pharmaceutical N.V., Beerse, Belgium

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,858

Int. CI. C07d 49/38

U.Sr CI. 260—240 TC 3 Claims

1. A benzimidazolinone derivative having the formula:

wherein the dotted line represents an optional double bond.
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3,843,635

[(THIOXANTHENYL)
PROPYL)-TRIAZASPIRO[4,5IDECAN-4-ONES

VVillem Soudijn, Turnhout; Ineke Van Wijngaarden, Beerse,

and Paul Adrian Jan Janssen, Vosselaar, all of Belgium,

assignors to Janssen Pharmaceutica, N.V., Be«r$e, Belgium

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,846
Int. CI. C07d 29/26

U.S. CI. 260-240 TC 3 Claims
1. A chemical compound selected from the group consisting

of 1 -phenyl-8-( 3-( 9-thioxantheny I )propyl |-

1

,3,8-

triazaspiro[4,5|decan-4-one; l-phenyl-8-(3-(thioxanthen-9-

ylidene )propyl ]- 1 ,3.8-triazaspiro[ 4.5 |-decan-4-one; and the

therapeutically active acid addition salts thereof.

3,843.636

I-(5(P-METHOXYPHENYL)FLRFLRVLIDENE)AMINO)
HYDANTOIN

Ralph L. White, Jr., Norwich, N.Y., assignor to Morton-

Norwich Products, Inc., Norwich, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 25. 1974, Ser. No. 436,466

Int. CI. C09b 2M00
U.S. CI. 260-240 G 1 Claim

I. 1- [5-(p-Methoxyphenyl)furfurylidene]amino hydan-

toin.

3,843.637

PROCESS FOR REARRANGING
6-ACYLAMIDOPENICILLANIC ACID-l-OXIDES TO

7-ACYLAMIDO-3-METHYL-CEPH-3-EM-4-CARBOXYLIC
ACIDS

Joseph Rubinfeld. Northport, Long Island, N.Y.; Raymond
trgel Lemiuex, and Rintje Raap, both of Edmonton, Al-

berta, Canada, assignors to Bristol-Myers Company, New
York. N.Y.

Filed May 11. 1971, Ser. No. 143,683

Int. CI. C07d 99124

U.S. CI. 260-243 C I Claim
1. The process for the preparation of a compound having

the formula

R-C-N /%
oJ fo^ CH.

CO^H

in which R is hexyl, thiophene-2-methyl, phenylmethyl, phe-
nyl, phenoxymethyi, phenyimercaptomethyl, said phenyl
group having the formula

in which R* is H. CI, CH,. CH3O or NO.j; which process compri
heating a compound having the formula

I "
R-C-N

O =1

I

CH.

II

in which R is as defined as above, in a weakly basic organic
solvent selected from the group comprised of dioxane, tetra-

hydrofuran, ethyl methyl ketone, isobutyl ketone, methyl n-

propyl ketone, n-propylacetate, n-butyl acetate, isobutyl ace-
tate, sec-butyl acetate, diethyl carbonate and diethylene gly-

col dimethyl ether, at a temperature range in the range of
about 50° C. to about the reflux temperature of the solvent

system, for a period of time of up to about 48 hours, said time
partially determined by the temperature at which the process
is conducted, in the presence of a catalytic amount of
pyridine-di-( phosphoric acid) complex, said complex being

present in a molar ratio of about 0.05 to 0.5 moles per mole
of compound II.

3,843,638

2,4-DlAMINO-SUBSTITLTED
PYRIDO(3,2-D)PYRIMIDINES AND SALTS THEREOF

Josef Nicki; Erich Muller; Berthold Barr. and Josef Roch, all

of Biberach, Riss, Germany, assignors to Boehringer Ingel-
heim GmbH. Ingelheim am Rhine, (>ermany

Filed Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 241,791
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 10, 1971,

2117657; Feb. 23. 1972. 2208534; Feb. 23, 1972, 2208535
Int. CI. C07d 57120

U.S. CI. 260-243 R g Claims
1. A compound of the formula

wherein R, and R,; are each morpholino, thiomorpholino,
1-oxido-thiomorpholino, I ,!-dioxido-thiomorphoi'no or

piperidino, where each of these may optionally have a

methyl subsiiiutent attached thereto; piperazino; N'-

formyl -piperazino; N'-acetyl-piperazino; N'-carbethoxy-
piperazino; N'-benzoyl-piperazino; N"-methane-sulfonyl-

piperazino; N'-p-toluenesulfonyl-piperazino; N'-

aminocarbonyl-piperazino; N'-carbamoyl-piperazino;

N'-methyl-piperazino: di(alkano! of 2 to 6 carbon
atoms )-amino; or ethylenediamino and R, is hydrogen or

methyl;

or a non-toxic, pharmacologically acceptable acid addition
salt thereof.

3,843,639

PRODLCTION OF CEPHALEXIN VIA
METHOXYM ETHYL ESTER

Chester Sapino, Jr., East Syracuse, and Mariano Vecchio Rug-
geri, Syracuse, both of N.Y., assignors to Bristol-Myers

Company. New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 8. 1973. Ser. No. 330.770
Int. CI. C07d 99124

U.S. CI. 260-243 C 6 Claims
1. The process for the preparation of cephalexin which

comprises the consecutive steps of

a. reacting methoxymethyl 3-methyl-7-^-

phenoxyacetamido-ceph-3-em-4-carboxylate in an anhy-
drous, inert water-immiscible solvent in the presence of
an acid deactivating tertiary amine with at least an equi-

molar amount of a halogenating agent at a temperature in

the range of -10° C. to -60° C.

b. mixing therewith an aliphatic alcohol of less than seven

carbons while maintaining the temperature in the range
of -20° C. to -70° C.
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c. mixing therewith in portions at least an equimolar amount
of D-(-)-2-phenylglycyl chloride hydrochloride below
-30° C. and

d. mixing therewith water and a mineral acid to produce

said cephalexin in the acidic, aqueous phase.

3,843,640

2-SPIROCYCLOPROPYL-3-CEPHEM ANTIBIOTICS
Douglas O. Spry, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Eli Lilly and

Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 275,985

Int. CI. C07d 99124

U.S. CI. 260-243 C 15 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

R-NH

CH2R2

COORi

wherein R is hydrogen, C|-Ck alkanoyl, benzoyl, or a group

represented by the formula

a
» »«

P-(0)^-(CH.)^-C-C-

wherein P is 2-thienyl, 3-thienyl, 2-furyl, 3-furyl, phenyl or

phenyl substituted by bromo, chloro, fluoro, C,-C4 lower

alkyl, C,-C4 lower alkoxy, hydroxy or trifluoromethyl,

n is or 1

,

m is or an integer of from 1 to 3.

a is hydrogen or C1-C3 alkyl,

h is hydrogen, C,-C3 alkyl, hydroxy, protected hydroxy,

amino or protected amino;

with the limitation that when « is 1 , P is phenyl or phenyl

substituted by bromo, chloro, Cj-C^ lower alkyl, C,-C4

lower alkoxy, hydroxy or trifluoromethyl, and b is

hydrogen or C,-C:, alkyl;

R, is hydrogen, a carboxylic acid protecting group or an

alkali metal or alkaline earth metal cation;

R;^ is hydrogen, C^-Cj alkanoyloxy or C,-C4 alkyloxy;

R3 is hydrogen or methoxy;

«^ is or 1; and when </ is 1, R3 is hydrogen.

wherein

R is phenyl or a 5-membered heterocyclic ring having 1-2

hetero atoms, the latter being either S, O, or N;

X is hydrogen, amino, carboxyl;

M' is benzyl, benzhydryl, trimethylsilyl. trichloroethyl, me-

thoxymethyl, benzoylmethyl, or methoxybenzyl;

(Z) is the group

CH2
I I

—C-<CH2)2 or =C-CHsA,

wherein A is hydrogen, loweralkanoyloxy, carbamoyloxy.

thiocarbamoyloxy, N-loweralkylcarbamoyioxy, N-loweralkyl-

thiocarbamoyloxy, N,N-diloweralkylcarbamoyloxy, N,N-

diloweralkylthiocarbamoyloxy, pyridinium, alkylpyridinium,

halopyridinium, or aminopyridinium. all loweralkyi having

1-6 carbon atoms; is prepared which comprises treating a

halo-imino compound of the formula:

3.843,641

PROCESS FOR PREPARING PENICILLIN AND
CEPHALOSPORIN COMPOUNDS

Burton G. Christensen. Scotch Plains, and Lovji D. Cama,
Edison, both of N.J., assignors to Merck & Co., Inc., Rah-

way, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 203.057, Nov. 29, 1 97 1,

abandoned. This application Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,464

Int. CI. C07d 99124, 99/16

U.S. CI. 260-243 C 11 Claims

1. The process of preparing the compound having the for-

mula:

II O n
„ I li 1

I

X

00113

11

o
-N\

(Z)

COOM'

G
halo

K- -1IC=X—-^ ^
(Z)

-N>

COOM'

wherein halo is bromo or chloro; and wherein G, K, or J each

is independently nitro, methyl sulfonyl, cyano, or hydrogen,

and M' is benzhydryl, trimethylsilyl, trichloroethyl, methox-

ymethyl, benzoylmethyl or methoxybenzyl, with methanol in

the presence of a molecular excess of silver oxide to prepare

a methoxy-imino intermediate compound; followed by addi-

tion of substituted acetyl chloride having the formula:

H O
I II

R-C-CCl
I

X

wherein R and X are as defined above, in the optional pres-

ence of a catalytic amount of a metal catalyst having the

formula:

ML,,

wherein M is palladium, platinum, nickel, ruthenium, rho-

dium, cobalt, or iron; L is a ligand being halo, carbonyl, cy-

clopentadienyl, or phenylcyano; and n is an integer which

satisfies with valence requirements; at a temperature between

about —20°C. and about 20°C.; and recovering the product

thereby produced.

3,843,642

CEPHALOSPORIN C DERIVATIVES
Billy G. Jackson; Martha C. Stamper, and Edmond M. Bot-

torff, all of Indianapolis. Ind., assignors to Eli Lilly and

Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 306,130

Int. CI. C07d 99/24

U.S. CI. 260-243 C 3 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

'CHbCh/'^^r C-NH-CtMCHa) -C-NH-CH-Ct
tOOH

OOH

in which X is hydrogen or chlorine, and R is hydrogen, ace-

toxy. hydroxy, or methylthio.
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3,843,643

PROCESS FOR THE RECOVERY OF FORMALDEHYDE
AND PHENOL CONTAINED IN WASTE WATERS

Jacob Ackerman, Goria Minore, and Pierino Radici, Turate,

both of Italy, assignors to Societa Italiana Resine S.I.R.

S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,490

Claims priority, application Italy, Dec. 27, 1971, 32952/71

Int. CI. C07d 55/52

U.S. CI. 260—248.5 5 Claims

1. Process for the recovery of forinaldehyde and phenol

from aqueous waste solutions, and for the purification of such

aqueous waste solutions, comprising:

a. adding ammonia or aqueous ammonia to an aqueous

waste solution containing formaldehyde at an ambient

temperature of 20° to 25 °C to form hexamethylene tetra-

mine. the molar ratio of formaldehyde to ammonia being

approximately 1.5:1;

b. evaporating the water from the resulting aqueous solution

of hexamethylene tetramine to form an aqueous solution

with a concentration of hexamethylene tetramine of at

least 64 percent by weight or to form solid hexamethylene

tetramine;

c. adding said solid hexamethylene tetramine or said con-

centrated aqueous solution of hexamethylene tetramine

to an aqueous waste solution containing phenol to form

an adduct between the hexamethylene tetramine and the

phenol, the temperature being between the setting tem-

perature of the medium and approximately 60°C and the

molar ratio of hexamethylene tetramine to phenol being

0.5:1 to 3:1; and

d. recovering said hexamethylene tetramine-phenol adduct.

3,843,644

BIS-P-DITHl (2,3-B:2',3'-E)PYRAZINE

2,3.7.8-TETRACARBOMTRILE
Norman H. Kurihara, Walnut Creek, and Donald E. Bublitz,

both of Concord, Calif., assignors to The Dow Chemical

Company, Midland, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 104,799, Jan. 7, 1971, Pat. No. 3,761,475.

This application Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,944

Int. CI. C07d 51/76

U.S. CI. 260-250 BC 1 Claim

1. The compound which is bis-p-dithiino(2,3-b:2', 3'-e)-

pyrazine-2,3,7,8-tetracarbonitrile corresponding to the for-

mula

NC-ZV^VVCN
NC-J,

o
-CN

3,843,645

5,6,7.8-TETRAHYDRO-5-OXO-PYRIDO( 2,3-D )-

PYRIMIDINE-6-CARBONITRILES AND RELATED
COMPOUNDS

Arthur A. Santilli, Havertown, and Dong H. Kim, Wayne, both

of Pa., assignors to American Home Products Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 136,997, April 23, 1971, Pat. No.

3,726,869. This application Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310.311

Int. CI. C07d 87/44

U.S. CI. 260-247.2 B 1 Claim

1 . 4-( ( 2-cyanoethyl( 2-morpholinoethyl )amino ]-2-phenyl-

5-pyrimidine carboxylic acid, ethyl ester.

3,843,646

PYRIDYL ESTERS OF
l-(3-CYANO-3,3-DIPHENYLPROPYL)-4-

PHENYLPIPERIDINE-4-CARBOXYLIC ACID
Eunice M. Kreider, Chicago, III., assignor to G. D. Sear'e &

Co., Chicago, III.

Filed Dec. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 208,445

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 16, 1970,

59686/70
Int. CI. C07d 29/32

U.S. CI. 260-293.69 3 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

V CN
\l /
C—CHj—CHj—N

/ \

3,843.647

DERIVATIVES OF PHENOXYACETIC ACIDS
Andre Buzas, Essone, and Jacques Bruneau, Paris, both of

France, assignors to Les Laboratoires Bruneau & Cie., Paris,

France, a part interest

Filed June 8. 1972, Ser. No. 261,106

Claims priority, application France, June 11, 1971,

71.21267; May 25, 1972, 72.18645; May 25, 1972, 72.18646
Int. CI. C07d 87/42

U.S. CI. 260—247.2 A 6 Claims

1. A phenoxyacetic acid derivative of the formula

OCHgCNHCHCHg —t' ^\

ru '^
'"3 OF,

wherein A is amino. HCONH-, (C,.3alkyl)CONH- or (C,.

aalkyDNH- and the pharmaceutically acceptable acid addi-

tion salts thereof.

3,843,648

METHOD FOR PREPARING N-AMINO ALKYLATED
MORPHOLINES

Ibrahim Selim Bechara, Boothwyn; Barton Milligan, Ardmore.

and Martin Hi Ziv. Springfield, all of Pa., assignors to Air

Products and Chemicals, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 287,907

Int. CI. C07d 87/40

U.S. CI. 260-247.5 R 10 Claims

1. A method for preparing N-amino alkylated morpholines

having the general formula

R.

v^"'
N-CH^-R^ - N

y<

which consists of reacting, under vapor phase and dehydration

conditions comprising temperatures in the range of about 200°
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to 400°C, pressures in the range of about 200 mm/Hg to 2,500

mm/Hgand a space velocity of 0.05 - 1.0 volumes of reactants

per hour per volume of catalyst in the presence of a heteroge-

neous cracking catalyst selected from the group consisting of

kaolin, silica alumina, silica magnesia, silica zirconia, a crys-

talline zeolitic aluminosilicate, aluminum phosphate, calcium

phosphate, anc iron phosphate, the following reactants

NH with HO-CHo-R^ - N2-Ry

or

N

4
NH with HO-R7-CH0 -N:

where R, and Rj are each independently alkyl groups having

1 to 4 carbon atoms, R3, R^, R, and R^ are each independently

hydrogen, a methyl group or an ethyl group and R, is an
alkylene group having 1 to 4 carbon atoms and recovering the

N-amino alkylated morpholine product from the resulting

effluent.

3,843,649

S-TRIAZINE TETRACARBOXYLIC ACIDS AND
DIANHYDRIDES

Raymond Seltzer, New City, and David A. Gordon, Scarsdale,

both of N.Y., assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Green-
burgh, N.Y.

Filed .May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 248,838
Int. CI. C07d 55/50

U.S. CI. 260-248 CS 10 Claims
1. An s-triazine dianhydride having the formula

wherein

R is hydrogen, a straight or branched chain alkyl group
having up to 4 carbon atoms, carboxyl, amino, phenyl,

naphthyl, biphenyl or one of such aryl groups substituted

with a lower alkyl group, a lower alkoxy group, a carboxy

group, or up to 2 halogen atoms, diphenylamino, dinap-

thylamino or a heterocyclic group selected from

(a)

@:::ig)

wherein X is oxygen, sulfur or a covalent bond.

(b)

(c)

ce-
(d)

(^
I h"

I

and

(e)

N

I

3,843,650

TRIS-(POLYHALOPHENOXY).S-TRIAZINE
R. Garth Pews, and Jeffrey A Gunsher, both of Midland,

Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,
Mich.

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,353
Int. CI. C07d 55/50

U.S. CI. 260-248 CS 1 Claim
1. Tris-(pentabromophenoxy)-s-lriazine.

3,843,651

PYREN-A-TRIAZINES
Christian Luethi. Muenchenstein, Switzerland, assignor to

Ciba-Geigy A.G., Basel, Switzerland

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,122
Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 12, 1971,

10205/71

Int. CI. C07d 55/50

U.S.t.CI. 260-248 CS 2 Claims
1. A Pyrenyl-triazine compound of the formula

<3-
=0

Ri

R2

N
/ ^

N N

>

y-K .>-<z
N

Ri'

R2'

wherein R,,Ri , R2 and R^ independently of one another
are hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms or halogen.
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3,843,652

PROCESS FOR PREPARING QUINAZOLINES
Kurt Findeisen; Hans Holtschmidt, and Kuno Wagner, all of

Leverkusen, Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesell-

schaft. Leverkusen, German\
Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 249,831

Claims priority, application Germany, May 21, 1971,

2125229
Int. CI. C07d5//45

U.S. CI. 260-251 8 Claims

1. Process for preparing quinzazoline having the formula

R»
I

R5:_/\/^\_-R,

R* N

R3 Ri

wherein R' and R'^, which can be the same or different, are

selected from the group of chlorine, straight or branched
chain haloalkyi having up to 8 carbon atoms, aromatic

selected from the group of phenyl and naphthyl and such
aromatic substituted by a member from the group of

halogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy, and nitro and in addi-

tion R' can be hydrogen; R^, R^. R'* and R**, which can be

the same or different are selected from the group of

hydrogen, halogen, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy

which comprises the step of reacting a halogen compound
having the formula

R' -CCI2-N =CC1 - R2

wherein R' and R^ are defined previously, with an aromatic

amine having the formula

R*

R5

R«

-/VNH:

H

wherein R\ R*, R"* and R** are defined previously, or the

hydrochloride salt thereof, at temperatures in the range

from 0° to 200°C.

3,843,653

5,6,12,13-DI-ISOQUINO-(4,3-B:4',3-E).PYRAZINE-5,12-
DIONES

Gerald Richard Aldridge, Elizabeth, N.J., assignor to E. I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,875

Int. CI. C07d 5 //62

U.S. CI. 260-250 BN 2 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

wherein each n is an integer of to 4, inclusive.

3,843,654

3.AMINO-2,3-DIHYDRO-4( IH) QUINAZOLINONES
Frederick K. Kirchner, Bethlehem, and Andrew W. Zaiay,

Albany, both of N.Y., assignors to Sterling Drug, Inc., New
York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 553,052, May 26, 1966,

abandoned, which is a ccntinuation-in-part of Ser. No.

441,922, March 22, 1965, abandoned, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 153,227, Nov. 17, 1961, Pat.

No. 3,375,250. This application July 7, 1969, Ser. No. 839,708

Int. CI. C07d5//45
U.S. CI. 260-256.4 F 16 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

o

I

u

-A'

wherein:

B is

1. any pair of the monovalent groups R,

2. a divalent group A', or

3. the group =C=A';
R is H. lower-alkyi, lower-alkenyl, three to eight-ring car-

bon cycloalkyi, three to eight ring carbon cycloalkyl-

lower-alkyi, Ar, or Ar-lower-alkyI where Ar is phenyl or

phenyl substituted by from one to three substituents

selected from lower-alkyi, lower-alkoxy. lower-

alkylmercapto, lower-alkanesulfinyl, lower-

alkanesulfonyl, halogen, nitro or trifluoromethyl, wherein
cycloalkyi in both occurrences has no more than eight

carbon atoms;

is polymethylene, azapolymethylene, N-lower-alkyl-

azapolymethylene, oxapolymethylene, or thiapolymethy-
lene each containing from three to eight carbon atoms;
and,

X and Y are each H, lower-alkyi. lower-alkoxy, lower-
alkylmercapto, lower-alkanesulfinyl, lower-

alkanesulfonyl, halogen, nitro or trifluoromethyl.

3,843,655

HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS AND COMPOSITIONS
Francis Leslie Charles Baranyovits, and Ian Trevor Kay, both

of Wokingham, England, assignors to Imperial Chemical
Industries Limited, London, England

Filed Apr. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 247,353
Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 6, 1971,

13477/71; Aug. 9, 1971, 37298/71; Oct. 5, 1971, 46229/71;
Dec. 15, 1971,58224/71

Int. CI. C07d 51/36
U.S. CI. 260-256.5 R 3 Claims

1. Compounds of formula:

NR1R2

wherein X is oxygen or sulphur; Y and Z, which may be the

same or different, are alkoxy containing up to six carbon
atoms; R' and R\ which may be the same or different, are

hydrogen or alkyl containing up to six carbon atoms; R' is

alkyl containing up to six carbon atoms; and R^ is a group
R'^CG— where R' is hydrogen, alkyl containing up to six

carbon atoms, alkoxy containing up to six carbon atoms or

alkyl-substituted amino containing up to six carbon atoms.
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2 Claims

II
3,843,656 3,843,658

2-METHYLAMINO-4' METHYL-4.PIPERAZINYL.6- O-METHYL ACRONYCINE SALT

CHLORO..'>.METHYLTHIO PYRIMIDINE, SALT<J Edward L. Smithwick, Jr., Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Eli

THEREOF, AND PROCESS FOR THEIR PREPARATION Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Pierre Marie Joseph ObeUianne, Paris; Pierre Andre Carbon- Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,082

nel, Eaubonne; Gerard Paul Marie Henri Loiseau, Sceaux, Int. CI. C07d 37/16

and Rene Jean Millischer, Pringy, France, assignors to Pro- US. CI. 260—279 R

duits Chimiques Ugine Kuhlmann, Paris, France 1. A compound of the following structure

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,222

Claims priority, application France, Jan. 5, 1973,

73.7206981
Int. CI. C07d 57/12

U.S. CI. 260-256.5 R
1. The compound of the formula:

10 Claims

SOgF"

S—CH3
C C

^ /^"\ / \
(%-C C—

N

N-CH3

N N C C
H2 II2

1UN—CH3

and pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salts.

3,843,657

9.DIALKYLAMIN OALKYLN.SUBSTITUTED
FLUORENE-9-CARBOXAMIDES

Harman S. Lowrie, Glenview, III., assignor to G. D. Searle &
Co., Chicago. III.

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,357

Int. CI. C07c 103/28; C07d 51/70

U.S. CI. 260-268 TR 4 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

wherein R, and Rj are lower alkyl or benzyl radicals, X is an

alkylene radical containing I to 7 carbons, and M is a diamine

radical of the formula:

or

_N/A
V /-3

R.

-N-Y-N
/

\

wherein R is Cj-Cn alkyl.

3,843.659

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF PIPERIDINES
Siemen H. Groen; Johannes J. M. Deumens, both of Geleen,

and Petfus A.M.J. Stijfs, Oirsbeek, all of Netherlands, as-

signors to Stamicabon B.V., Galeen. Netherlands

Filed Mar. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 122,522

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 12, 1970,

7003508The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Apr. 17, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. C07d 29/06

U.S. CI. 260-293.52 6 Claims

1. Process for the preparation of piperidine' or a C-

substituted piperidine comprising reacting a compound of the

formula:

R:

NC— ((1:)3—CH=N—Ri
1

R3

wherein Ri is selected from the group consisting of lower

alkyl of 1 - 7 carbon atoms, cycloalkyi, aralkyi and aryl;

and R2 and R3 are independently selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl of 1-7 carbon atoms;

with at least 3 moles of hydrogen per mole of imine to be

converted, in the presence of a catalyst and in the ab-

sence of ammonia to form

a primary amine of the formula:

R,-NHj
wherein R, has the significance given above, and the corre-

sponding piperidine or C-substituted piperidine.

R,

in which R3, R, and Rj are lower alkyl radicals, R„ is an alkyl

or benzyl radical, and Y is an alkylene radical containing 1-7

carbons.

3,843,660

3-OXO-2-AZABICYCL [2,2,2]

OCTAN.6.EXO-YL.5-( 4.BIPHENYL ).3-

METHYLVALERAIE AND CONGENERS
John H. Dygos, Northbrook, III., assignor to G. D. Searle &

Co., Chicago, III.

Filed July 21, 1972, S«r. No. 273,680

Int. CK C07d 39/00

U.S. CI. 260-293.54 5 Claims

1. A compound of the formula
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CH-

CH2CH2CHCH2COO _

_ CH

n^c

CH
I

CH.
I

CH,
I

'

CH

riH

CO

wherein R represents hydrogen, alkyl having fewer than 8

carbons, or benzyl.

3,843,661

BENZENE-SULFONYL SEMICARBAZIDES
Helmut Weber, Frankfurt am Main; Walter Aumuller,

Kelkheim/Taunus; Rudi Weyer, Frankfurt am Main;

Karl Muth, Kelkheim/Taunus, and Kurt Stach, Mann-
heim-Waldhof, all of Germany, assignors to Farbwerke
Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius &
Bruning, Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Division of Ser. No. 750,747, Aug. 7, 1968, Pat. No. 3,705,151.

This application June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,300
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 12, 1967, 53221

Int. CI. C07d 29/34

U.S. CI. 260-293.66 7 Claims

1. A benzene-sulfonyl semicarbazide of the formula

R - CO - NH - Y - SOo - NH -

CO - NH - r'

wherein

R represents

a. phenyl which may carry one or two substituents selected

from the group consisting of lower alkyl. lower alkoxy,

lower alkanoyl, halogen or tri-fluoro-methyl.

b. thienyl which may carry one or two substituents selected

from the group consisting of halogen, lower alkyl, or

lower alkoxy,

Y represents -CHj-CH,-, -CH,-CH-(CH3)- or

CH-{CH3)-CH2-
R' represents

3-azaspiro-( 5,5 ]-undecyl-3

or a salt thereof formed from a pharmaceutically acceptable

base.

'::^'-''^xx

COOH

X

the unsubstituted amide, the amides of pharmacalogically

acceptable amino acids, the lower alkyl esters and the salts

thereof with pharmacologically acceptable bases, wherein

X is chloro;

R* is 3-benzyloxy; and

R^ is hydrogen.

3,843,663

1,8-NAPHTHYRIDINE COMPOUNDS
Haydn Windsor Richard Williams, Dollard des Ormeaux,
Quebec, and Clarence Stanley Rooney, Beaconsfield, Que-
bec, both of Canada, assignors to Merck Sharp & Dohme
(I.A.), Rahway, N.J.

Filed Apr. II, 1973, Ser. No. 350,285
Claims priority, application Canada, May 5, 1972, 141,472

Int. CI. C07di//42
U.S. CI. 260-296 N 8 Claims

1. A 1,8-naphthyridine having the structure I

nAn^nh,

wherein R^ is selected from the group consisting of lower
alkyl, trifluoromethyl, pentafluoroethyl, phenyl, pyridyl, thi-

enyl, and naphthyl; R^ is selected from the group consisting of

lower alkyl, trifluoromethyl and pentafluoroethyl, and at least

one of the variable radicals R^ or R^ is trifluoromethyl or

pentafluoroethyl.

3,843,664

SUBSTITUTED NAPHTHO PYRAZOLES
Robert V. Coombs Chatham, and William J. Houlihan, both of

Mountain Lakes, N.J., assignors to Sandoz-Wander, Inc.,

Hanover, N.J.

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,557
Int. CI. C07d 31/42

U.S. CI. 260-296 T 3 Claims
1. A compound of the formula

Ri

x\./\

3,843,662

2-HALO-5-(SUBSTITUTED PIPERIDINO SULFONYL)
BENZOIC ACIDS

Gerald F. Holland, Old Lyme, Conn., assignor to Pfizer Inc.,

New York. N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 206,514, Dec. 9, 1971,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 72,156,

Sept. 14, 1970, abandoned. This application Dec. 26, 1972,

Ser. No. 318,213

Int. CI. C07d 29/34

U.S. CI. 260-293.73 14 Claims

I. A compound selected from the group consisting of those

of the formula

-Ar

where ring A represents the structures

Ar

N N—

H

(la)

or

H—N N

-Ar

(lb)
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An

\n^

and
R, and R2 each independently represent hydrogen, halo

having an atomic weight of about 19 to 36, lower alkyl,

lower alkoxy, trifluoromethyl or

R, and R2 together independently represent methylenedioxy

attached to adjacent carbon atoms,

provided that when R2 and R3 are independently trifluoro-

methyl or tertiary butyl they are on other than adjacent car-

bon atoms, or or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition

salt thereof.

3,843,665

PROCESS FOR PREPARING SUBSTITUTED INDENO,
NAPHTHO AND CYCLOHEPTA PYRAZOLES

Robert V. Coombs, Chatham, and William J. Houlihan, Moun-

tain Lakes, both of N.J., assignors to Sandoz-Wander, Inc.,

Hanover, N J.
Filed Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 350,141

Int. CI. C07d J//42

U.S. CI. 260-296 T 17 Claims

1. A process for preparing a compound of the fojmula

R:

X\ -(CIIj)„

Rj
x/\/\_

; a;

Ar

N
II

where ring A represents the structures

, J ^ AI

N.

n h 1, 2, or 3;

Ar is

/^r-Vr
< 3

^'^"^

(la)

1 1
11—nL_:n

(lb)

x
^s/ M/ V

/X

\n^

or

n.

Rs

and

R2. R3. R4, and Rs each independently represent hydrogen,

halo having an atomic weight of about 19 to 36, lower

alkyl having 1 to 4 carbon atoms, lower alkoxy, trifluoro-

methyl or I

R2 and R3 or R4 and R5 together independently represent

methylenedioxy attached to adjacent carbon atoms,

provided that when R2 and R3 or R4 and R5 are independently

trifluoromethyl or tertiary butyl they are not on adjacent

carbon atoms, and when n is 1 and Rj and R3 are hydrogen,

Ar is other than unsubstituted phenyl, which comprises react-

ing a compound of the formula

Rs

XV--(CH,)r

Rj
x/Yv

o

Ar

with a compound of the formula

(Ri)t

NH:NH-SO:-/^ ^

where

p is 0, 1 or 2

R, is lower alkyl having 1 to 3 carbon atoms and

n, R2, R3, Ar and the proviso are as defined above in an inert

solvent at a temperature of 50°C. to IOO°C. in the pres-

ence of an acid catalyst, selected from mineral acids,

acetic acid or p-toluenesulfonic acid.

3,843,666

PROCESS FOR PREPARING SUBSTITUTED INDENO,
NAPHTHO AND CYCLOHEPTA PYRAZOLES

Robert V. Coombs, Chatham, and William J. Houlihan, Moiin-

tain Lakes, both of N.J., assignors to Sandoz-Wander, Inc.,

Hanover, N J.
Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,697

Int. C\. cold 3 1/42

U.S. CI. 260-296 T 17 Claims

1. A process for preparing a compound of the formula

-(cn2)r
I

R
AA/V^r

I Y
N-[-N
H

where ring (Y) represents the structures

-Ar

N N—

H

(la)

or

n is 1,2 or 3;

Ar is

\.q/

/^
or —<(

\n/ \v/ ^n/^O' N^

R4

Rs

and

Rj, R3, R4 and R^ each independently represent hydrogen,

halo having an atomic weight of about 19 to 36, lower

alkyl having 1 to 4 carbon atoms, lower alkoxy, trifluoro-

methyl or

R2 and R3 or R4 and Rj together independently represent

methylenedioxy attached to adjacent carbon atoms,

provided than when R2 and R3 or R^ and R5 are independently

trifluoromethyl or tertiary butyl they are not on adjacent

carbon atoms, and when n is 1 and Rj and R3 are hydrogen,

Ar is other than unsubstituted phenyl which comprises cycliz-

ing a compound of the formula
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R:

-(ClWn

R3
x/\/K/

Ar

o/\II

N-NII2

where n, Ar, R;, R.i and the proviso are as defined above with

a lower alkyl carboxyhc acid or an alkyl or aryl sulfonic acid

at a temperature of about 75°C to about I75°C.

3.843,667

N-IMIDAZOLE COMPOUNDS AND THEIR COMPLEX
METAL DERIVATIVES

Martin E. Cupery, 7 Crestfieid Rd., Wilmington, Del. 19810
Filed Sept. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 396,605

Int. CI. C07d 49/34
U.S. CI. 260-299 4 Claims

I. A compound from the group consisting of:

R? Rs

H R: C=C

Ri—C—C—

N

and R

O H C=N
H

I

R3

H R2 CH2—CHj
/

i-C-C-N
I I

n
H

\,c=
I

R3

:N

or a complex thereof with a metal ion of atomic number
greater than 27. wherein: R, and R-^ are selected from the

group consisting of hydrogen, alkyl having 6 to 40 carbon
atoms, cycloalkyl having 5 to 12 carbon atoms, alkyl substi-

tuted cycloalkyl having 5 to 40 carbon atoms.

O
il

R4-0-C—(CH2)n-

Re

\
/

Rs

N-

O
II

-c- (CH2)n-,

lower alkyl phenyl oxymethylene; K^ is alkyl having 1 to 13

carbon atoms; R, and R^ are hydrogen and lower alkyl; n is an

integer in the range of 1 to 18; R;, is hydrogen and lower alkyl;

R; and Rk are hydrogen, lower alkyl and R; and R„ together

with their carbon atoms form an benzene ring; with the pro-

viso that no more than one of R, and R;, is hydrogen or a

complex thereof with a metal ion with an atomic number
greater than 26.

3,843,668

CERTAIN 4-SUBSTITUTED
AMINO-2,l,3-BENZOTHIADIOZOLES

Peter Neumann, Berne, Switzerland, assignor to Sandoz-
Wander Inc., Hanover, N.J.

Filed May 8, 1973, Ser. No. 358,274
Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 9, 1972,

6865/72

Int. CI. C07d 91168, 99110
U.S. CI. 260-304

1. A compound of the formula:

29 Claims

Rj

N
R

RHv

/^

N

N Nil

LJ

wherein each of R,, R;j and R3, independently, is hydrogen,
halogen, alkyl, alkoxy, nitro, cyano. hydroxy or alkylthio,

each of the alkyl groups thereof having 1 to 4 carbon
atoms,

or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

3,843,669
CERTAIN CARBAMOVLOXVIMINO-AZOLIDINES

Nazim Punja, Wokingham, England, assignor to Imperial

Chemical Industries Limited, London, England
Filed May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,119

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 7, 1971.

13723/71

Int. CI. C07d 91114

U.S. CI. 260-306.7 5 Claims
I. A compound of the formula:

R3

X=.
N-

Q

—

-Ri
R2

wherein is oxygen or sulphur, or the sulphoxide or sulphone
group; R' and R^ which may be the same or different are
hydrogen or alkyl containing up to four carbon atoms; R ' is

hydrogen, alkyl containing up to eight carbon atoms, allyl,

benzyl, dimethylamino, methyl-thiomethyl, ethoxycarbonyl-
methyl, or halo-substituted pyridyl; and either (i) X is a group
of the formula:

\

N'-C -0- N

where R' and R ', which may the same or different, are hydro-
gen, alkyl containing up to four carbon atoms, phenvl. chloro-
substituted phenyl, acetyl, chloromethyl, metho'xymethyl.
ethoxymethyl or ethylthiomethyl; and Y is oxygen, sulphur or
alkylimino containing up to four carbon atoms; or (ii) Y is a
group of the formula:

\

R5

O
I!

N-C-O-X

where R* and R*, which may be the same or different, are

hydrogen, alkyl containing up to four carbon atoms, phenyl,
chlorosubstituted phenyl, acetyl, chloromethyl, mcthox-
ymethyl, ethoxymethyl or ethylthiomethyl; and X is oxygen,
sulphur or alkylimino containing up to four carbon atoms.

3,843,670

CERTAIN
4.SUBSTITUTED.l-THIADIAZOLVL-3-ALKYL-2,5-
DIOXO-IMIDAZOLIDINES AND A SYNTHESIS

Hans Moser, Magden, and Christian Vogel, Binningen, both of

Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley,
N.Y.

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,709
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Sept. 30, 1971,

14213/71

int. CL C07d 99110
U.S. CI. 260-306.8 D 9 Claims

1. l-thiadiazolyl-2,5-dioxo-imidazolidines of formula I
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o

A—

N

N—

R

I ;

0=C CH-Ri

wherein R is alkyl having one to four carbon atoms.

(I)

wherein

A represents a l,2,4-thiadiazolyl-(5)- or 1,3,4-thiadiazolyl-

(5)-radical which is substituted on the only substitutable

C-atom, in the 3- or 2-position, by halogen-alkyi, alkyl-

thio, alkylsulphinyl, alkylsulphonyl or dialkylsulphamoyl,

the alkyl groups of which contain from 1 to 3 carbon

atoms,

R represents a C,-C3 alkyl radical,

R, represents halogen, or a radical —GR^ wherein R.^ de-

notes hydrogen, or the group —CO-Z wherein Z stands

for alkylamino, dialkylamino, alkyl, halogenoalkyi or

alkylthio, the alkyl groups of which contain from 1 to 3

carbon atoms, and, finally, wherein R, also represents a

group of the formula

—P(0—Alkyl)j

Ii

O

or

—Y—l'(Y-AlkyD2
II

Y

wherein Alkyl represents Cj-Ct alkyl groups and the individ-

ual substituenls Y independently of each other represent

oxygen or sulphur.

3,843,671

5-( OXAZOLYL )- AND 5.(THIENYL )-SALICYCLIC ACIDS

Lewis H. Sarett. Skillman, and William V. Ruyle, Scotch

Plains. N.J.. assignors to Merck & Co.. Inc., Rahway, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 44,867, June 9, 1970, Pat. No. 3,717,659,

and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 673,273, Oct. 6, 1967,

Pat. No. 3,558,641. This application Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No.

287.151

Int. CI. C07d 631 12, 85/44

U.S. CI. 260-307 R 2 Claims

1. 5-(2-()xa7.olvltsalicvlic acid.

iiul

K

N CHi

c—

c

CH,-0 CHjCN

R

R-C N CHj

^ C-C:=CIICN
/

CHj-O

R

tl-C X CH2OH
N, /
C-CII

/ \
CII2-0 CH2CN

3,843,673

BIS- 1 ( 1 ,2,4-TRlAZOLE.3-SELENOLS

)

John Colin Brown, and Patrick Joseph Keogh, both of Ilford,

England, assignors to Ilford Limited, Ilford, Essex, England

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,339

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 22, 1970,

60801/70
Int. CI. C07d 55/06

U.S. CI. 260-308 R 12 Claims

1. A 5,5'-bis(l,2,4-triazole-3-selenol) of the formula

3,843,672

CYANO DERIVATIVES OF
-SUBSTITtTED-2-OXAZOLINES

Bryce E. Tate. Niantic, and Rudolph G. Berg, Groton, both of

Conn., assignors to Pfizer Inc.. New York, N.Y.

Filed July 6. 1973, Ser. No. 376,955

int. CI. C07d 85/38

U.S. CI. 260-307 F 4 Claims

1. A compound selected from those of the formulae:

N
HSe-C ,--,

I ; :

N --

\ /

Ri N

C—X—

c

N

/ .. C-Sell
: ; : I

N Rj

wherein each of R, and R2 is selected from the group consist-

ing of hydrogen, alkyl of 1-3 carbon atoms, phenyl, tolyl,

chlorophenyl, methoxyphenyl and benzyl and X is selected

from the group consisting of a direct link, an alkylene chain

having 1-10 carbon atoms, phenylene, naphthylene, —NH—
and a linkmg group —(CH.J,„— Y— (CH2), — , wherein Y is an

oxygen or sulphur atom and each of m and n is zero or an

integer of from 1 to 5.

3,843,674

DIGLYCIDYLBENZIMIDAZOLONES
Daniel Porret, Binningen, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba-Geigv

Corporation. Ardsley. N.Y.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,268

Claims priority, application Switzerland. Jan. 5. 1972,

109/72

Int. CI. C07d 49/38

U.S. CI. 260-309.2 1 Claim

1. A diglycidylbenzimidazolone compound of the formula

O
/ \ /

HjC CII-CHj-N

O
\ / \
X-CHa-CH CHi

C
Ii

O

3,843,675

N-HETEROCYCLIC POLYGLYCIDYL COMPOUNDS
CONTAINING ESTER GROUPS

Daniel Porret, Binningen, and Friedrich Stockinger, Basel,

both of Switzerland, assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation,

Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223.356

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 24, 1971,

2657/71
Int. CI. C07d 49/32

U.S. CI. 260-309.5 10 Claims

1. A polyglycidyl compound having the formula

R'
I

R"-C-O
/ \ 1

CH2 C—CH.—

X

X
\ /
c
II

o

c=o
I

N-CII;

O

-cn—

c

I

R

-B

^n

027 O.G.-t-60
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wherein X is hydrogen or methyl, n is 2 or 3, R is hydrogen or
methyl. R' and R" each is hydrogen or lower alkyl of one to

four carbon atoms or wherein R' and R" together are tetra-

methylene or pentamethylene; B when n is 2 is —0-alkylene-
O— of two to 1 2 carbon atoms.

-O

- () -^CHjCIIzO-^-

CII3

c-

C1I3

—

o

-o- -o -^CHjCHjOj—

,

r \i-rnsCHjO-^ -O—^CII.—CHO-J-

O ^CHjCHaO^
\, X III

or O- (
1"*

^-CH2-C—

o

wherein m is an integer corresponding to an average molecu-

lar weight of 250 to 2,500 for the groups and B when ai is 3 is

CHaCH^CcCH^Oh.

3,843,676

PRODI (TION OF SUBSTITUTED IMIDAZOLES
Hermann Spaenig, Limburgerhof; Toni Dockner, Mecken-

heim, and Anton Frank, Ludwigshafen, all of Germany,
assignors to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesell-

schaft. f .ud^vi^shafen/Rhi^e, (iermany

Filed Feb. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 224,618
Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 13, 1971,

2106877

Int. CI. C07d 49136
U.S. CI. 260-309 13 Claims

1. In a process for the production of a substituted imidazole

of the formula.

Ui C--

I

C

=C-R:
I

N'-R;

i. (l>

in which R'. R- and R' may be identical or different and each
respectively denotes hydrogen, alkyl of 1-12 carbon atoms,
cyclohexyl. benzyl, or phenyl, and R^ is lower alkyl, by reac-

tion of an imidazole of the formula:

Ri -C=
I

N
\ /
C

I

K3

=C— R2
I

N—II

(ID

in which R', R- and R' have the meanings given above with a

compound of the formula:

R' - O - R^ (III)

in which R^ has the meanings given above and R" is hydrogen
or lower alkyl at a temperature of from 200° to 450° C in the

presence of (a) an oxide or phosphate of calcium, aluminum,
titanium or thorium as catalyst, the improvement which com-
prises carrying out said reaction in the presence of as an
additional catalyst, at least 0.01 percent by weight, based on
said imidazole (II), of (b) a phosphoric acid or an alkyl ester

of a phosphoric acid with alkyl groups having up to 12 carbon
atoms.

3,843,677

5-CHLOROTHIOIMINO IMIDAZOLIDINES
James D. Cleveland, Albany, Calif., assignor to Chevron Re-

search Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,479
Int. CI. C07d 49132

U.S. CI. 260-309.5 4 Claims
1. A compound of the formula

O

fei.

Ri

SCI

wherein Y is oxygen or sulfur, R' is alkyl of I to 6 carbon
atoms, and R^ is, phenyl, phenyl substituted with 1 to 3 halo-
j^ens of atomic number 9 to 35, alkphenyl of 7 to 10 carbon
atoms or alkphenyl of 7 to 10 carbon atoms substituted with
I to 3 halogens of atomic number 9 to 35.

3,843,678
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF SUBSTITUTED

INDAZOLES
Eugene P. DiBella, Rochelle Park, N.J., assignor to Tenneco

Chemicals, Inc., Saddle Brook, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 124,472, March 15, 1971.
abandoned. This application Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,424

Int. CI. C07d 49118
U.S. CI. 260-310 C 25 Claims

I. In the process for the production of indazoles having the
structural formula

wherein X represents halogen, nitro, — SOjR. cyano, acoyi,
acoylamino, aroylamino, alkyl. alkoxy, carboalkoxy. —COR.
—CHO. or trihalomethyl; R represents monoalkylamino.
dialkylamino. hydroxy, halogen, alkyl, haloalkyl, phenyl, or
substituted phenyl wherein the substituent is halogen, alkyl. or
nitre; and n represents a number in the range of 1 to 4. in

which a substituted o-toluidine having the structural formula

wherein X and n have the aforementioned significance, is

diazotized by adding an aqueous solution of sodium nitrite to
a suspension containing a substantially equimolar amount of
a salt of said substituted o-toluidine in an aqueous mineral
acid medium at a temperature below IO°C. thereby forming a
solution of the diazonium salt of said o-toluidine in aqueous
mineral acid and converting said diazonium salt to the corre-
sponding indazole, the improvement that comprises adding
the solution of said diazonium salt in aqueous mineral acid to
an aqueous solution that contains a stoichiometric excess of
an alkali metal salt of a water-soluble acid having a dissocia-
tion constant in the range of I x \{)-*\o \ x 10"* while main-
taming the temperature of the reaction mixture between IO°C.
and 100°C. and its pH between 4 and 10.
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3,843,679

0-ALKYL-0.[i,3-DISUBSTITUTED-PYRAZOL(5)YL]-
(THIONO)-PHOSPHORIC (PHOSPHONIC) ACID ESTERS
Hellmut Hoffmann, Wuppertal; Ingeborg Hammann, and

Wolfgang Behrenz, both of Koein, all of Germany, assignors

to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

Filed Apr. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 351,891

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 21, 1972,

2219484
I

I Int. CI. C07f 9//6, 9/40

U.S. CI. 260-310 R 7 Claims

I. An 0-pyrazolo(thiono)-phosphoric(phosphonic) acid

ester of the formula

3,843,681

l-CARBOXAMIDO PYRANO (THIOPYRANO)
[3,4-61INDOLE DERIVATIVES

Christopher A. Demerson, St. Laurent, Quebec; Leslie G.

Humber; Thomas A. Dobson, both of Dollard des Ormeaux,

Quebec, and Ivo L. Jirkovsky, Montreal, Quebec, all of

Canada, assignors to American Home Products Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed June 1, 1971, Ser. No. 148,895

Int. CI. C07d 27/56

U.S. CI. 260-326.14 R 8 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

R""

RO
^{>-0-/
/

n t

(I)

in which

R is alkyl of one to six carbon atoms,

R' is alkyl or alkoxy of one to six carbon atoms or phenyl,

R" is lower alkyl, cyano-lower alkyl or 1,1-dioxythiolane,

R'" is carbo-lower alkoxy, carbamoyl, mono-lower alkyl-

carbamoyl or di-lower alkylcarbamoyl.

R"" is hydrogen, chlorine or alkyl of one to six carbon

atoms, and

X is oxygen or sulfur.

3,843,680

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING DIOR POLYNUCLEAR
HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS

Marcello Massi Mauri, San Donato Milanese, and Pietro

Moggi, Milan, both of Italy, assignors to Snam Progetti

S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Filed Sept. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 185,075

Claims priority, application Italy, Sept. 30, 1970,

30357/70The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Nov. 20, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. C07d 27/56

U.S. CI. 260-319.1 »2 Claims

1. In a cyclic process for the oxidative catalytic dehydrocy-

clization of a substituted aromatic compound of the formula

(
H

-R

—

Y

wherein R is lower alkyl containing at least two carbon atoms;

R' is hydrogen, alkyl. aryl. alkoxy. nitro, halogen, cyano,

amino, hydroxy, -SH. or -SO3H; Y is OH, SH, NH.„ mo-

noalkylamino or monoarylamino by contacting said substi-

tuted aromatic compound with oxygen or an oxygen-

containing gas and an activated silica catalyst at a temperature

ranging from 350° C. to 700° C. and a pressure of from about

I mmHg to 10 atmospheres and a molar ratio of oxygen or

oxygen-containing gas to substituted aromatic compound

ranging from 0.2:1 to 5:1; which comprises the steps of feed-

ing said substituted aromatic compound to a reactor wherein

said dehydrocyclization takes place under the abovesaid con-

ditions, subsequently conveying the resultant effluent to a

separator and then through purification treatment wherein the

desired heterocyclic product is recovered while intermediate

products are recycled to the reactor; the improvement which

comprises the steps of heat-exchanging said effluent with

pre-reacted feed after it leaves the reactor and removing

uncondensed products and vapors from said separator which

are thereafter washed by the stream of feed compound.

R«-
3
2

I

X
1

W RI Y-Z

wherein R' is lower alkyl having from one to six carbon atoms;

R* is hydrogen, chlorine, methyl, methoxy or benzyloxy; R' is

hydrogen or lower alkyl having from one to six carbon atoms;

X is oxygen or sulfur; Y is CO, CH^CO or CH.CHjCO; and Z

is amino, methylamino. ethylamino, isopropylamino, dimeth-

ylamino, diethylamino or phenylamino.

3,843,682

2-CHLOROSULFINYL.3-IMIDO-AZETEDIN.4-ONES
Stjepan P. Kukoija, Indianapolis, and Steven R. Lammert,

Greenwood, both of Ind., assignors to Eli Lilly and Com-

pany, Indianpolis, Ind.

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,385

Int. CI. C07d 27152

U.S. CI. 260-3^16 S 4 Claims

1. A compoun,d having the formula

Rj

II

c
II

N

//

CH;

CI

I

so

COOR,

in which R, is C,-C4 alkyl. 2,2,2-trihaloethyl. 2-iodoethyl,

benzyl, p-nitrobenzyl. succinimidomethyl. phthalimidomethyl,

p-methoxybenzyl, benzhydryl, C,,-C« alkanoyloxymethyl.

phenacyl. or p-halophenacyl; and

Rj is (C2-C4 alkylene, ]l.2-cyclohexylene. 1.2-phenylene.

1,2-cyclohexenylene, or a substituted derivative of any of

the above having from 1 to 4 substituents selected from

the group consisting of Ci-Cj alkyl, Ci-Cj alkoxy, nitro,

fluoro. chloro. bromo. or iodo.

3,843,683

a-( 3-(4.CHLOROBENZOYL ).2-METHYL-6.METHOXY- 1
-

NDOLEl-ACETIC ACID

Malcolm R. Bell, East Greenbush, N.Y., assignor to Sterling

Drug Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 9,945, Feb. 9, 1970,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

706,802, Feb. 20, 1968, Pat. No. 3,557,142. This application

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 29, 1969,

7719/69
Nov. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 201,142

Int. CI. C07d 27/56

U.S. CI. 260-326.13 R 1 Claim

1. a-[3-(4-Chlorobenzoyl)-2-methyl-6-methoxy-l -indole )-

acetic acid.
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3.843.684

ALPHA, OMEGA-PYRROLIDONYL POLYACROLEIN
David Irwin Randall, Easton, Pa., assignor to GAP Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 226,983
Int. CI. C07d 27108

U.S. CI. 260-326.25 3 Claims
1. A polymer having the following structural formula;

0=
0='

I

lie

II

IIjC

^ i-O-C—^0-CII

c I Cii I cii

C \ CHyn-2 CII2

wherein n has a value of from 3-25.

3,843,685

PROCESSES FOR THE PREPARATION OF DESA-5-KETO
STEROIDS

Milan Radoje Uskokovic, Upper Montclair, and Thomas Henry
Williams, Passaic, both of NJ., assignors to Hoffmann-La
Roche Inc., Nutley, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 499,094, Oct. 20. 1965, Pat. No.

3,574,761, Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 400,206, Sept. 29,

1964, Pat. No. 3,412,107. This application June 17, 1968, Ser.

No. 737,278

Int. CL C07d 11 100

U.S. CI. 260-338 6 Claims
1. A process for the preparation of a desA-androst-'^-en-

5-one of the formula:

wherein R, is hydroxy, lower alkanoyloxy, carboxyloweralk-
anoyloxy. benzoyloxy, tetrahydropyranyloxy, benzyloxy,

benzhydryloxy, trityloxy, allyioxy or lower alkoxy-lower
alkoxy; R.; is hydrogen or lower alkyl; R, and R2 taken

together are selected from the group consistmg of ( 17/3-

OH.I7a-!ower alkanoic acid lactone), lower alkylene-

dioxy and 0x0; R., is hydrogen, lower alkyl, hydroxy,

lower alkanoyloxy, carboxyloweralkanoyloxy, ben-

zoyloxy. tetrahydropyranyloxy. benzyloxy, benzhy-

dryloxy. trityloxy, allyioxy, or lower alkoxy-lower alkoxy;

and X is a substituent in the 6- or 7-position selected from
the group consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower

alkylthio, lower alkanoylthio and halogen;

comprising oxidative ring opening by ozonization or hydrogen
peroxide a compound of the formula:

wherein R,, R^, R,,, and X are as above,
to form the corresponding 5-oxo-l l-hydroxy-3,5-secoA-nor-
androstan-3-oic acid 3.1 1 -lactone; forming an alkali metal salt

of said acid 3,1 I -lactone; pyrolyzing said alkali metal salt by
heating said alkali metal salt to a temperature of about 200°C.
to about 350°C. to form the corresponding 1 1-hydroxy-desA-
androstan-5-one; esterifying said 1 l-hydroxy-desA-androstan-
5-one to form a leaving group in the 1

1 -position selected from
the group consisting of toluene sulfonate, lower alkyl sulfo-

nate and nitrophenyl sulfonate; and eliminating said leaving

group from said 1
1 -position to form said desA-androst-9-en-

5-one.

3,843,686

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
17.SUBSTITL'TED-A4.GONENES AND INTERMEDIATES
Julien Warnant, Neilly-sur-Seine; Jean Jolly, Clichy-sous-Bois,

and Robert Joly, Montmorency, all of France, assignors to

Roussel L'claf, Paris, France

Division of Ser. No. 63,277, Aug. 12, 1970, Pat. No. 3,702,334,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 640,507, May 23,

1967, Pat. No. 3,591,606. This application June 29, 1972, Ser.

No. 267,364

int. CI. C07d 13100

U.S. CI. 260-340.9 5 Claims
1. 3.5-diketals of 13/3-alkyl-l 7a-R"17/3-OR-4.5-seco-

gonane-3,5-diones of the formula

OH

X
--xy\/

wherein R is a member selected from the group consisting of

hydrogen and the acyl of an organic carboxylic acid having
from one to 1 8 carbon atoms selected from the group consist-

ing of alkanoic acids, alkenoic acids, cycloalkyl-carboxylic

acids, cycloalkylalkanoic acids, phenylalkanoic acids, phenox-
yalkanoic acids, furane-2-carboxylic acids, nicotinic acids and
/3-keto-alkanoic acids. R' is an alkyi having from one to four

carbon atoms selected from the group consisting of methyl,

ethyl, n-propyl and n-butyl. R" is a member selected from the

group consisting of lower alkyl, of 1-7 carbon atoms lower
alkenyl, and lower alkynyl. of 2-7 carbon atoms X represents

a member selected from the group consisting of

OR"

OK"

O

and

O
/

R"'.

wherein R" is a lower alkyl and R'" is selected from the group
consisting of lower alkylene and (6-methylbenzyl)-ethylene;
and A is selected from the group consisting of two hydrogens
and a double bond.

3,843,687
METHOD FOR THE PREPARATION OF DERIVATIVES

OF S-HYDRO XY.2.CARBOXYCHROMONE
Giorgio Pifferi, Milan, Italy, assignor to I.S.F., S.p.A., Milan,

Italy

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,273
Claims priority, application Italy, July 2, 1971, 26560/71

Int. CI. C02d 7134
U.S. CI. 260-345.2 3 claims

1. In a method for the preparation of a 5-hydroxy-2-carbox-
ychromone of the formula:

A
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iiooq—

o o—X—

o

o R^
• /

R-O-C-N
\

\oAy v^o -COOH

wherein X is alkylene or hydrogen-substituted alkylene group

have from three to seven carbon atoms and carrying an alco-

holic (—CH—OH) group inserted in the alkylene chain, by

alkaline hydrolysis of the corresponding lower alkyl esters,

said esters being prepared starting from the corrcspondmg

bis-phenoxy derivative, the improvement which comprises

reactitig the corresponding bis-phenoxy derivative of the for-

mula:

SCI

wherein R is an organo group of one to 20 carbon atoms and

free from non-aromatic unsaturation selected from { 1 )
alkyl.

(2) cycloalkyl, (3) phenyl. (4) naphthyl, (5) alkylphenyl, (6)

alkylnaphthyl. (7) phenalkyl, (8) naphthalkyl, (9) phenyl,

naphthyl, alkylphenyl, alkylnaphthyl. phenylalkyl or naphthal-

kyl substituted with halogens of atomic number 9 to 35. nitro

groups, alkoxy of one to five carbon atoms, alkylthio of one

to three carbon atoms or dialkylamino in which the alkyl

group contains individually 1 to 3 carbon atoms, and (8)

2,3-dihydro-7-benzofuranyl of the formula

with a lower dialkyl oxalate in an alcoholic protic solvent in

the presence of stoichiometric amounts of a lower alkali metal

alcoholate at a temperature not above 50'X.' for a period of

time not longer than 3 hours, the cyclization being carried out

b> mercK adding an anhydrous mineral acid to the reaction

mass.

wherein R'^ individually is hydrogen or alkyl of one to six

carbon atoms; and R' is hydrogen or an alkyl group of one to

10 carbon atoms.

3,843,688

N-CHLOROTHIO-7-(2,3-DIHYDROBENZOFURANYL)-
CARBAMATE PRODUCTION

James D. Cleveland, Albany, Calif., assignor to Chevron Re-

search Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Mav 8, 1972, Ser. No. 250,887

Int. CI. C07d 5136

U.S. CI. 260-346.2 R 8 Claims

1. A process for producing an N-chlorothio derivative of a

carbamate reactant of the formula

R

0-C-N

H

1

3,843,690

CERTAIN SUBSTITUTED FURFURYLESTERS OF
CHRYSANTHEMUMIC ACID

Yoshio katsuda, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Dainippon Jo-

chugiku Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 629,422, April 10, 1967,

abandoned. This application Dec. 15, 1970, Ser. No. 98,468

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 24, 1966, 41-

55930; June 28, 1966, 41-42289

Int. CL C07d 5116

U.S. CI. 260-347.4 8 Claims

1. A substituted furfurylester of chrysanthemumic acid

represented by the following formula:

V\™rCH, R'

(CH3):C=CH-CH

^CH-CO-0-CH,-^ -|-Xn

wherein R' is hydrogen or alkyl of one to six carbon atoms and

R- individually is hydrogen or alkyl of one to six carbon atoms,

which comprises reacting substantially equimolar amounts of

the carbamate reactant and sulfur dichloride in the presence

of an organic base acceptor and maintaining during said reac-

tion the moles of uncomplexed acceptor to the total moles of

carbamate reactant and N-chlorothio carbamate product at a

ratio of less than 0.2: 1 by the controlled addition of the accep-

tor to a mixture of the carbamate reactant and sulfur dichlo-

ride in an inert diluent.

(CH3)>C

in which X is a substituent selected from the group consisting

of ethoxy, pentaoxy, allyioxy, chloro, bromo and nitro, while

n is a whole number between 1 and 3 inclusive.

3,843,689

J-CHLOROTHIO CARBAMATES
Melancthon S. Brown, deceased, late of Berkeley, Calif., and

Gustave K. Kohn, administrator, Berkeley, Calif., assignors

to Chevron Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 88,105, Nov. 9, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,679,733, and Ser. No. 189,732, Oct. 15, 1971. This

application May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 250,908

Int. CI. C07c 69/62. C07d 5136

U.S. CI. 260-346.2 R »« Claims

1. N-chlorothio carbamates of the formula

3,843,691

CATALYTIC EPOXIDATION WITH MOLECULAR
OXYGEN

Constantine J. Bouboulis, Union, N.J., assignor to Esso Re-

search and Engineering Company, Linden, N.J.

Filed Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 311,285

Int. CI. C07d 1108

U.S. CI. 260-348.5 V J 1 Claims

1. A process for preparing an olefin oxide by contacting a

monoolefin containing from 3 to 20 carbon atoms in the liquid

phase at a temperature of from 70° to 150°C.. with molecular

oxygen in the presence of a catalytic amount of a transition

metal complex of fluorinated diketone. said diketone complex

being produced in situ by contacting cobalt neodecanoate

with a fluorinated 1.3-diketone in at least a 1:2 mole ratio of

cobalt neodecanoate to 1,3-diketone, said diketone complex

having the following generic formula:
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3,843,703
PROCESS FOR PREPARING SILICON PEROXIDE

COMPOUNDS

"^l^l r*^'!?'?
^''^••"^y"*'*'' '^-hopac, N.Y., assignor toUnion Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y

Filed Sept. 7, 1971, Ser. No. 178,452
Int. Ci. C07I 7/05

U.S. CI. 260-448.2 E ,, ^, .... 12 Claims
I. A process for preparing silicon peroxide compounds

which comprises reacting a silazane selected from the class
consistmg of Imear silazanes having the formula

RnSi-NHSiR,-NHSiR,
wherein R is hydrogen or a monovalent hydrocarbon radical
and .r has a value of to 100 and cyclic silazane having the
formula ^

^ .
(R,SiNH)„

wherein R is the same as defined above and n is an integer of

, D'''^^;..';"^^
''' M^opero^ide compound having the for-

mula R (OGH) wherein R' represents a hvdrocarbon radicalhavmg from one to 30 carbon atoms.
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3,843,706
LONG CHAIN ETHER ALCOHOL SULFATES FROMPROPYLENE OXIDE AND I,2.BUTYLENE OXIDE

PhLt ^"\ North Wales, and Alexander J. Stirton,
Philadelphia, both of Pa., assignors to The United States of

^rhTngto", D.r"'*' '' ''' '^'''''' «' ^«-"''""'

Division of Ser. No. 844,699, May 23, 1969, abandoned, which
.s a division of Ser. No. 557,375, June 14, 1966, abandoned.

This application Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,867
Int. CI. C07c I4J/00

U.S. CI. 260-458
, p, .

1. A compound of the formula

n-C,«H3;(OCH2CH C,H,], OSCiNa.

3,843,704
4 AND 3,5 SUBSTITUTED DERIVATIVES OF

1.2-BISTRIHYDROCARBYL.SELOX-l-CYCLOPEN.
TENES

Donald S. Hetzel, New London, Conn., assignor to Pfizer, IncNew York, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 244,940, April 17, 1972,. This application

Oct. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 403,030
Int. CI. C07f 7/18

U.S. CI. 260 448 8 R , claims
1. A bis-silyl ether selected from 4-substituted and 3 5-

disubst,tuted-I-cyclopentene-l,2-bis-silyl ethers wherein said
silyl substituents are each of the formula

3,843,707

PHOSPHATE-FREECARBOXYLATE-SULFATE
DETERGENTS

Mitchell Danzik, Pinole, and Ralph House, El Sobrante, both
of Calif., assignors to Chevron Research Company, San
Francisco, Calif.

"

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,924
Int. a. C07c 14J/02, 141/10

U.S. CI. 260-458 , p, .

1. Surface active compounds of the formula
"""*

II

( R, R CH>—-CH(.H^ C-OM

Ki
i—Si— Ko

. I

Hi

Wherein R,; R, and R, are each fluorine, chlorine, bromine
alkyl of one to six carbon atoms, phenyl, benzyl, tolvl or
dimethylaminophenyl. at least one of the said R groups
being other than fluorine, bromine and chlorine and

wherein said 4-substituents and said 3.5-disubstituents are
alkyl ot one to six carbon atoms, alkenyl of two to sixcarbon atoms or benzyl.

(R^R^CH^^H(HY^-0-(CH2CH20)2-S03M

T<ZZl
'

.

^' '"'' ^"^'^'^"''""y ''near alkyl groups of 3 to

alkaline e
,7'' "' ^ ' '"^ ' ^^^ " «^ ' •

M is an alkali metal,alkaline earth metal, or ammonium cation, the sum of thecarbon atoms in R and R, is 13 to 21. the sum of u and is
1

.

the sum of .X and y is 1 . and the sum of u and i is 1

3,843.705
SUBSTITUTED DICHLOROMETHANE SULFENYL

ESTERS AND THEIR MANUFACTURE
Wendell Gary Phillips, Olivette, Mo., assignor to MonsantoCompany, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Aug. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 172,316
Int. CI. C07c 145/00

U.S. CI. 260-456 A 2 n
1. A compound of the formula

*

3,843.708
EXTENDED POLYLACTONE DIOL COMPOSITIONS

Markus Matzner, Edison, N.J., assignor to Union Carbide
Corporation, New York. N.Y.

, ^Ji'^nnVJ.
^*'"- '^"- '^^^''2^- J""- 17' '969. Pat. No.

3,641,200. This application Mar. 24, 1971, Ser. No 127 819
Int. CI. C07c 69/00

U.S. CI. 260-463 , ni
1 A . . .

* Claims
I. Ari extended polylactone diol composition consisting

essentially of the reaction product of ( 1 ) phosgene. (2) an
extending agent having the formula HO-VQH wherein Y isan alkylene group or two or more alkylene groups connected
by an ether linkage and (3) a polylactone diol represented by
the formula: ^

HO-R'-O-CO -CR,^)„0)„H
wherein R is a divalent aliphatic hydrocarbon radical or two
or more such divalent aliphatic hydrocarbon radicals joined
by ether oxygen, R^ is H or monovalent hydro.-rarbon free of
uns^aturation and having I to 1 8 carbon atoms, g is an integer
of 5 or 6 and n is an integer so that the molecular weight of

SOo";?^ nnn"'
^.^^ment. [C0-CR,^)„01„. is in the range of

500 to 3,000, said extended diol being a liquid at 25°C and
containing hydroxy end groups.

^
R o-s-cc12-<!:-n;V

wherein R' is lower alkenyl methylene. R^ is lower alkyl and
R' IS phenyl or lower alkyl phenyl.

3,843,709
PREPARATION OF CYCLOPROPYL CYANIDE FROM 4-

HLOROBUTYRONITRILE
John D. Bacha, and Charles M. Selwitz, both of Monroeville

Piu;bTrghTa.'"
"""" ''"""'' * ^^^^opm.M Company,'

Filed Oct. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 406,294

II « n, -..n
,*"'• CI- C07c /2//02. /2//46

U.S. CI. 260-464 ,^ p, .

I. A method for preparing cyclopropyl cyanide which com'
prises reacting 4-chlorobutyronitrile with a base selected from
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alkali metal hydroxide or lower alkoxide having from one to
about four carbon atoms; or calcium, barium or strontium
oxide or hydroxide; or magnesium oxide, hydroxide or lower
alkoxide having from one to about four carbon atoms; or a
mixture thereof in a polar, aprotic solvent at a volume ratio of
the polar, aprotic solvent to the 4-chlorobutyronitrile of be-
tween about 1:1 and about 1 00: 1 , a ratio of the polar, aprotic
solvent in liters to the base in mols of between about 0.05:1
and about 20:1, and a molar ratio of the base to the 4-

chlorobutyronitrile of between about 0.5:1 and about 2:1; and
at a temperature between about 0°and about 160°C.

3,843,710
SUBSTITUTED BETA-ARYLAMIDOACRYLIC ACIDS

Robert Thomas Buckler, Edwardsburg, Mich., and Harold
Eugene Hartzler, Elkhart, Ind., assignors to Miles Laborato-
ries, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

Division of Ser. No. 8 1,622, Oct. 16, 1970, Pat. No. 3,770,821.
This application Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,805

Int. CI. C07c 121/78
U.S. CI. 260-465 D 2 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

(N
9 ^—CO—Nil— (• (•—C():l!

H' K-

wiierein:

R' is methyl; and

R^ is hydrogen.

3,843,711

CHEMICAL PROCESS AND COMPOSITIONS
Karl E. VViegand, Baton Rouge, La., assignor to Ethyl Corpora-

tion, Richmond, Va.

Division of Ser. No. 172,627, Aug. 18. 1971, Pat. No.

3,769,337. This application Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,802
Int. CI. C07c 121/34, 121/40

U.S. CI. 260-465.4 4 Claims

1. 3-carbamoyl-3-hydroxy-4-cyanobutyric acid and the

alkali metal, alkaline earth metal and ammonium salts thereof.

3,843,712

ENDO-BICYCLO[3.1.0].HEXANE GLYCOL
INTERMEDIATES FOR PREPARING PROSTAGLANDINS

E,. A„ AND ANALOGS THEREOF
Udo F. Axen, Comstock Twsp., Kalamazoo County, Mich.,

assignor to The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 162,289, July 13, 1971,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

748,179, July 29, 1968, abandoned. This application Dec. 20,

1972, Ser. No. 317,096
Int. CI. C07c 61/36, 64/74

U.S. CI. 260-468 G 27 Claims
1. A compound of the formula:

^m^zm" COORO^I.CH.

^.'A^CH(0H)-CH{0H)-R3

in endo configuration with respect to the -CH(OH)-CH(OH)-
R3 moiety; wherein R, is hydrogen, alkyl of one to 8 carbon

atoms, inclusive, cycloalkyi of 3 to 10 carbon atoms, inclusive,

aralkyl of 7 to 12 carbon atoms, inclusive, phenyl, phenyl
substituted vith one to 3 chloro or alkyl of one to 4 carbon
atoms, inclusive, or ethyl substituted in the /3-position with 3

chloro, 2 or 3 bromo, or one, 2, or 3 iodo; wherein R3 is alkyl

of 2 to 8 carbon atoms, inclusive, substituted with zero to 3

fluoro, or alKyl of 2 to 8 carbon atoms, inclusive, substituted
with 4 or 5 fluoro on the omega and omega-minus-one carbon
atoms; wherein R4 is hydrogen or alkyl of one to 4 carbon
atoms, inclusive; wherein C,„H2„, is alkylene of 3 to 1 1 carbon
atoms, inclusive, substituted with zero to 2 fluoro, with 3 to 7

carbon atoms, inclusive, in a chain between -CHR4- and -

COOR,; and wherein ~ indicates attachment of the -ChR4-
CmH2m-C00R, moiety to the ring in alpha or beta configura-

tion.

3,843,713

16-LOWER ALKOXY LOWER ALKYL,-16-20
W-PENTANO, PGE

Neville Finch, West Orange, and Isidoros Vlattas, Summit,
bcth of N.J., assignors to CIBA-GEIGY Corporation, Ards-
ley, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 241,423, April 5, 1972, Pat.

No. 3,798,275. This application Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,053
Int. CI. C07c 69/74, 69/36

U.S. CI. 260-468 D 3 Claims

1. The new ketone of the formula

CH=C-

R4 R5 Rg

(CH2)5-C00R^

.CH=C C OH

in which each of R^ and R5 are hydrogen or lower alkyl, R« is

mono-lower alkoxy-lower alkyl and R; is hydrogen, an alkali

metal atom or one equivalent of an alkaline earth metal, lower
alkyl, lower alkenyl, lower alkynyl, 3 to 7 ring-membered
cycloalkyi, cycloalkenyl, (cycloalkyi or cycloalkenyD-lower
alkyl or Ph-C„H2,„ wherein Ph is phenyl, (lower alkyl )-phenyl,

(lower alkoxy)-phenyl, (lower alkylenedioxy)-phenyl.

(halogeno)-phenyl, (trifluoromethyl)-phenyl, (nitro)-phenyl

or (di-lower alkylamino)-phenyl, and n is an integer from to

4, in which definitions the term "lower" defines the respective

organic radicals with up to 4 carbon atoms.
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3,843,714
ESTERS OF 2.HALOGEN FLUORENE.9.CARBOXYLIC

ACIDS
Gerhart Schneider; Sigmund Lust; Konrad Niethammer; Ernst

Jacobi; Dietrich Erdmann, and Gunther Mohr, all of Darm-
stadt, Germany, assignors to Merck Patent Gesellschaft mit

beschrankter Haftung, Darmstadt, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 817,194, April 17, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,598,564, Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 326,186,
Nov. 26, 1963, abandoned, and Ser. No. 310,118, Sept. 19,

1963, abandoned, and Ser. No. 736,954, June 14, 1968, Pat.

No. 3,506,434, and Ser. No. 508,835, Nov. 19, 1965, Pat. No.

3,476,545. This application Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No. 169,118
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 1, 1962,

5497445
Int. CI. C07c 69176

IJ.S. CI. 260-469 8 Claims

1. A fluorene-9-carboxylic acid compound of the formula

3,843,716

BIS-OXALIC ACID ESTER AMIDES FOR USE AS
STABILISERS

Christian Luethi, Muenchenstein; Hans Rudolf Biland, Gelter-

kinden, and Max Duennenberger, Frenkendorf, all of Swit-

zerland, assignors to Ciba (Jeigy AG, Basel, Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 728,836, May \l, 1968, Pat. No.
3,639,249. This application Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 182,215
Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 16, 1967,

6902/67

Int. CI. C07c lOim
U.S. CI, 260-471 A 8 Claims

1. Compound having the formula

O O

lli7(»—O—C—C—Nil—

(

orn3

V
OCIh

I
o o

—Nii-r—r—o-cMi,7

Ra COORi

wherein

R, is chlorine

R2 is hydrogen,

R-, is hydroxy or chlorine

R4 is an alkyl group of up to 8 carbon atoms.

3,843,717

DIALKYLAMINOBENZHYDRYLDICARBOXVLATES
Sidney B. Richter, and David P. Mayer, both of Chicago, III.,

assignors to Velsicol Chemical Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Division of Ser. No. 867,891, Oct. 20, 1969, Pat. No.

3.655,731. This application Jan. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 215,668
Int. CI. C07c 103132

U.S. CI. 260-472 1 Claim
1. A compound of the formula

3,843,715

AMIDOPHENYLISOTHIOLREAS
Arno W'iddig, Blecher; Engelbert Kuhle, Berg. Gladbach; Hans

Scheinpflug, Leverkusen; Ferdinand Grewe, Burscheid;

Helmut Kaspers, and Paul Ernst Frohberger, both of Lever-

kusen, all of Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,

Leverkusen, Germany
Filed May 10, 1971, Ser. No. 141,978

Claims priority, application Germany, May 25, 1970,

2025412
Int. CI. C07c 159100

IJ.S. CI. 260-470 2 Claims
1. An amidophenylisothiourea of the formula

O

S—R'"

^N—N=C—XII—COOR

N—CO-R"
I

R'

11 'I

H(4-„) 0-C-R-C-Z

X„

II-

Q H(5-n)

wherein X and Y are independently selected from the group
consisting of lower alkyl, lower alkenyl, lower alkoxy. lower

alkylthio, chlorine, bromine, fluorine, nitro lower chloroalkyi

and trifluoromethyl; O is di-( lower alkyl )amino; R is an alkyl-

ene or alkenylene group of up to eight carbon atoms; m and
n are each integers from to 3; and Z is selected from the

group consisting of amino, lower alkylamino, di-( lower alkyl-

)amino and

B„

-M-(Cn,;,

II(5-p)

in which

R is lower alkyl,

R' is hydrogen,

R" is phenyl and

R'" is alkyl of tip to 4 carbon atoms.

wherein M is —NH— ; B is selected from the group consisting

of lower alkyl, lower alkenyl, lower alkoxy, chlorine, bromine,

fluorine, nitro, lower chloroalkyi and trifluoromethyl; and q
and p are integers from to 5.
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3,843,718

1 ,4-BIS-STYRYL-BENZENE-DIOXYALKANOIC ACIDS,
SALTS AND ESTERS

Christian Luethi, Muenchenstein, Switzerland, assignor to

Giba-Geigy AG, Basle, Switzerland

Filed Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,931

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 3, 1971,

3235/71; Feb. 3, 1972, 1608/72

Int. CI. C07c 69116

U.S. CI. 260-473 G 3 Claims

1. A bis-slilbene compound of the formula

Xi
Y,

RiO

X~^~^>Lciicii-/X / N L

-Cp>™'-<Z^
GRj

where Ri and R-^ each independently is (CH2)„COOM where

n is an integer from 1 to 3 and M is hydrogen, sodium potas-

sium, ammonium or alkyl of 1 to 8 carbon atoms,

a is hydrogen, halogen, or alkyl or alkoxy of one to four

carbon atoms,

Xi and X^ each independently is hydrogen, alkoxy of one to

four carbon atoms, halogen, alkenyl of three to four

carbon atoms or alkyl of one to four carbon atoms,

Y, and Y^ each independently is hydrogen, halogen, alkenyl

of three to four carbon atoms, or alkyl of one to four

carbon atoms,

and provided that the para-positions are free of alkoxy

groups or groups R,0— and R2O.

3,843,719

SYNTHESIS OF ESTERS
Donnie G. Brady, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips Petro-

leum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Division of Ser. No. 824,677, May 14, 1969, abandoned. TSiis

application Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 230,037

Int. CI. C07c 69118, 69180

U.S. CI. 260—476 R 12 Claims

1. A process for preparing esters of hydrocarbon carboxylic

acids which comprises reacting an alkali metal hydrocarbon

carboxylate with at least one monohalide selected from alkyl

monohalide and alkenyl monohalides wherein said alkyl and

alkenyl radicals contain up to 9 carbon atoms and the alkenyl

radical 1 double bond, and said halide is fluorine, chlorine, or

bromine, under esterification conditions in the presence of an

effective amount of a catalyst which comprises compounds of

the formula Rj'Y wherein Y is sulfur, selenium, or tellurium,

and wherein R'' is a hydrocarbyl radical containing up to 8

carbon atoms and is alkyl, cycloalkyl, aryl, aralkyl, or alkaryl,

and a soluble iodide catalyst adjuvant which is at least one of

(I) an alkali metal iodide or (II) R'^l other than aryl iodides

and tertiary iodides wherein R^ is as defined above, said cata-

lyst adjuvant having a solubility of at least 0.1 mole per mole

of said carboxylate and being present in an amount of about

0.1 to about 50 moles per 100 moles of said carboxylate.

3,843,729

PYROCATECHOL CARBAMATES AND
O-MERCAPTOPHENOL CARBAMATES AND THEIR USE

FOR COMBATING PESTS
Erwin Nikles, Liestal, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba-Geigy AG,

Basel, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 775,584, Nov. 12, 1968,

abandoned. This application July 13, 1971, Ser. No. 162,312

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 10, 1967,

15746/67

Int. CI. C07c 125106

U.S. CI. 260-479 C 1 Claim

1. The compound of the formula

O—CO—NHCHj

r^'^^O-CH-CH,-0-CH3
I

CH3V
3,843,721

MANUFACTURE OF VINYL ACETATE
Wilhelm Ester, Heme; Dietrich Schluter, Wanne-Eickel, and

Wilhelm Heitmann, Heme, ail of Germany, assignors to

VEBA-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft, Gelsenkirchen-Buer, Ger-

many
Filed Sept. 11, 1969, Ser. No. 857,228

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 18, 1968,

1793447
Int. CI. C07c 61104, 69/14

U.S. CI. 260-497 A 8 Claims

1. In a solution process for the manufacture of vinyl acetate

from ethylene, oxygen and liquid acetic acid in the presence

of a Cu Il-Cu I redox system including a copper salt, acetate

ion formers in an amount of from 30 to 50 g/l and a palladium

catalyst, the improvement which comprises

a. adding said catalyst to a catalyst support in amounts in

the range of 3 to 12 weight per cent wherein the catalyst

support is impregnated with a palladium salt and thereaf-

ter reduced to palladium and

b. carrying out the reaction

i. at conditions of temperature and pressure to maintain

the acetic acid substantially in the liquid phase and

ii. in the presence of an amount of oxygen sufficient to

maintain the Cu II salt content constantly at at least 90

percent of the total salt concentration.

3,843,722

ALKYL AMINDOSULFINIC ACID (BIS-ALKYLAMINE)
SALTS AND METHOD FOR THEIR PREPARATION

Ludo K. Frevel, Midland, and Leonard J. Kressley, Saginaw,

both of Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company,
Midland, Mich.

Division of Ser. No. 764,949, Oct. 3, 1968, Pat. No. 3,708,526.

This application Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,290

Int. CI. C07c 145/00

U.S. CI. 260-501.12 18 Claims

1. A composition of the formula

O O
II II

R1NH3. OSNSO •II3NR3

i.

wherein R,, R^ and R3 each is selected from the class consist-

ing of open chain saturated hydrocarbon groups having 1 to

20 C atoms, cycloaliphatic hydrocarbon groups having 5 to 8

ring C atoms, and halogen substituted aliphatic hydrocarbon

groups having from 2 to 6 C atoms.
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3,843,723

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF THIOUREA
Hilde Kersten, Trennfurt, and Gerhard Meyer, Obernburg,

both of Germany, assignors to Akzo N.V., Arnhem, Nether-
lands

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,833
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 22, 1971,

2119537

Int. CI. C07c 157100
U.S. CI. 260-552 R 7 Claims

1. In a process for the catalytic production of thiourea by
reacting cyanamide in aqueous solution with hydrogen sulfide

at elevated temperature and pressure, the improvement which
comprises carrying out said reaction in contact with a bed of
active carbon as the catalyst.

3,843,727

2-(CYCLOALKYLIDENE.10,ll-DIHYDRO-5H.
DIBENZO(A,D]CYCLOHEPTENE-2-YLOXY)ALKYLENE

AMINES
Leslie G. Humber, and Dollard Des Ormeaux, both of Quebec,
Canada, assignors to American Home Products Corporation,
New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 38,571, May 18, 1970, Pat. No. 3,697,581.
This application Apr, 24, 1972, Ser. No, 246,689

Int. CI. C07c 93106
U,S. CI, 260-570.7 3 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

R,_,^/-\/\_,,,

3,843,724

CARBAMOYL OXIMES
Karl Gatzi, Basel, Switzerland, assignor to CIBA-GEIGY Cor-

poration, Ardsley, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 124,527
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 14, 1971,

4319/70

Int. CI. C07c 131102
U.S. CI. 260-566 AC

1. A carbamoyloxime of the formula

wherein R' represents hydrogen and R'' is diethylaminoethoxy
or dimethylaminoethoxy, or R' and R^ each represent the
same radical selected from the group which consists of die-

3 Claims thylaminoethoxy and dimethylaminoethoxy.

Rj=NO-C-NHR«
II

O

wherein R5 is bornylidene or norbornylidene, and R« is bornyl
or 1,3,3-trimethylnorbornyl --.

3,843,728

RACEMIC-DIKETONE COMPOUNDS
Clark William Perry, Saddle River, N.J., assignor to Hoffman-

La Roche Inc., Nutley, N.J.

Division of Ser. No. 782,414, Dec. 9, 1968, Pat. No. 3,769,350.
This application Jan. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 324,253

Int. CI. C07c 49182
U.S. CI. 260-590 3 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

3,843,725

4(2-(a.METHYL-PHENETHYLAMINO)-ETHOXY].
BENZENES

Henri Pinbas, Paris, Frence, assignor to Laboratoires Laroche
Navarron, Levallois, France

Filed Dec. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 210,560
Claims priority, application France, Dec. 28, 1970,

70.46877

Int. CI, C07c 93106
U,S. CI. 260-570.7 3 Claims

1. l-[ l-ethoxy-propyl]-4-[2-(a-methyl-phenethylamino]-

benzene.

RiO—

K3O

O Cri3
!l T
C—CH- -CH-

CH3

-C-

o

V"OR,

wherein R, and R^ are lower alkyl, and aralkyl. and R3 and R^
are lower alkyl, aralkyl, its antipode and racemic mixtures
thereof.

3,843,726

2-AMINO-2-BENZYLTHIO-METHYL.l,3-ALKANEDIALS
Raymond L. Cobb, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Division of Ser. No. 472,733, July 16, 1965, Pat. No.

3.660,488. This application Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 215,193
Int. CI. C07c 87128

U.S. CI. 260-570.5 S 2 Claims
1. As a composition of matter, a 1 ,3-propanediol compound

of the formula

R
I

R—C—OH
C-NHj<r>-CHj-S-CHj

R—C—OH
k

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen

and an alkyl radical containing 1-3 carbon atoms.

3,843,729
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
2,4-DIHYDROXY-BENZOPHENONE

Burkhard Lachmann, and Hans Jurgen Rosenkranz, both of
Krefeld, Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengeselischaft,
Leverkusen, Germany

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,848
Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 25, 1972,

2208970

Int. CI. C07c 49182
U.S. CI. 260-591 4 Claims

1. In the process of producing 2,4-dihydroxy-benzophenone
by reacting resorcinol with benzotrichloride, the improvement
which comprises carrying out said reaction in an organic
solvent which is immiscible with water and in the presence of
from I to 5 mols of a low molecular weight aliphatic alcohol
per mol of benzotrichloride, said organic solvent being em-
ployed in an amount of from 1 to 10 parts by weight per part

by weight of benzotrichloride and being selected from the

group consisting of acyclic hydrocarbons having from 5 to 1

2

carbon atoms; cyclic hydrocarbons having from 5 to 10 car-

bon atoms; aromatic hydrocarbons; aromatic hydrocarbons
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substituted with at least one member selected from the group each mol of oxygen, at a (H*) ion concentration between
consisting of alkyl having up to 4 carbon atoms, nitro and and 0.5 mol/Iiter, at a temperature between about 50° and
halogen; haiogenated acyclic hydrocarbons having up to 8 about 90°C.
carbon atoms; alkyl acetates having up to 5 carbon atoms in

the alkyl moiety and alkyl propionates having up to 5 carbon
atoms in the alkyl moiety.

3,843,732
PREPARATION OF CARBONYL COMPOUNDS

Paul W. Solomon, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips Pe-
troleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Oct. 21, 197!, Ser. No. 191,473
Int. CI. C07c 45104

U.S. CI. 260-599 4 Claims
1. A method for the vapor-phase catalytic oxidation of

methylated aromatics having the formula ArCCHs),, in which
Ar is an aromatic radical having a valence of n containing 6
to 18 carbon atoms, and n is an integer in the range of 1 to 4
contained in a feed stream which comprises contacting said

feed stream, air, and steam at an elevated temperature suffi-

cient to maintain the reactants under vapor-phase oxidizing
conditions with a lithium-tin-phosphorus-oxygen catalyst con-
sisting essentially of about 0! to about 10 weight percent
lithium, from about 15 to about 75 weight percent tin, from
about 0.1 to about 16 weight percent phosphorus, wherein
said amounts of lithium, tin and phosphorus total less than 100
percent, and the balance of said catalyst being combined
oxygen in sufficient amount to bring the total catalyst compo-
sition to 100 weight percent, to convert said aromatics to

aldehydes.

3,843,730

ORTHO-HYDROXY-OMEGA-(METHYLSULFINYL-
)ACETONAPHTHONES AND PROCESS FOR PRODUCING

SAME
Maximilian Von Strandtmann, Rockaway; John Shavel, Jr„
Mendham; Sylvester Klutchko, Hackettstown, and Marvin
P, Cohen, New Milford, all of N.J., assignors to Warner-
Lambert Company, Morris Plains, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 174,947, Aug. 25, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,801,644. This application Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No.

392,152

Int. CI. C07c 49182
U.S. CI. 260-592 3 Claims

I. A compound of the formula I:

C-CH2-S-CH.

wherein the Ziring has one of the following structures:

(a)

CDC "

3,843,733

METHOD FOR PRODUCING 2 BUTENE.1,4.DI0L
Hisashi Kisaki; Shunsuke Mabuchi, and Yukihiro Tsufsumi, all

of Oaza Tonda, Japan, assignors to Toyo Soda Manufactur-
ing Co., Ltd., Yamaguchi-ken, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 62,978, Aug, 11, 1970, abandoned.
This application Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 317,050

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 14, 1969, 44-63839
Int. CI. C07ci///5

U.S. CI. 260-636 9 Claims

l.«-0icliloro-2-ttiiHni \ GL«SS ' CUSS

Aqueous NoAc \
14

^1^
<4

3,843,731

PROCESS FOR PREPARING BUTANONE SELECTIVELY
MONO- OR DICHLORO-SUBSTITUTED IN 3-POSITION
Volker Frey, Munich, and Bernhard Kreiss, Germering, both

of Germany, assignors to Consortium fur Elektrochemische

Industrie GmbH, Munich, Germany
Filed May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258,161

Claims priority, application Germanv, June 21, 1971,
2130629

Int. CI. C07c 45100, 49/16
U.S. CI. 260-593 H 5 Claims

1. Process for the preparation of 3-chlorobutanone(2) by
chlorination of butanone(2) comprising treating butanone(2)
with hydrogen chloride and a free-oxygen containing gas in

the presence of from 10 to 50 mol per cent of copper(I)
chloride calculated with respect to the total copper content,

and water, there being^present 2 mols of hydrogen chloride for

2=^

00

"j

c-xL, flECIROOS iElEC'ROCE ,„.„,«.t«

^

do

-L 1

'R2 "Rs ''r4 "Rs

L-Butenf-l.4-dul

Ha CI

l5-TH[(iNCSI«IiC VtSStl

1. In a process for preparing 2-butene-l,4-diol by hydrolysis
of a l,4-dihalo-2-butene selected from the group consisting of
l,4-dichloro-2-butene and l,4-dibromo-2-butene, the im-
provement which comprises contacting said l,4-dihalo-2-

butene with water at a temperature of the range of
105°-1 iOX, in the presence of a water-soluble salt selected
from the group consisting of an alkali metal salt and an ammo-
nium salt of acetic acid, propionic acid, oxalic acid or butyric

acid and in the presence of an alkaline material selected from
tjie group consisting of sodium hydroxide and ammonia suffi-

cient to maintain the reaction system in the range of pH 3 to

pH 1 1, whereby 2-butene-1.4-diol is formed selectively.
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3,843,734
PROCESS FOR PREPARING VINYL CHLORIDE BASED
TELOMERS AND COTELOMERS OF LOW MOLECULAR

WEIGHT
Emile Trebillon, Neuilly, Seine, France, assignor to Produits

Chimiques Pechiney-Saint-Gobain, Neuilly-sur-Seine,

France

Filed Dec. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 211,061
Claims priority, application France, Dec. 30, 1970,

70.47281

Int. CI. C07c / 7/26

L.S. CI. 260-653.1 T 9 Claims
1. A process for the preparation of telomers containing less

than 50 taxogens comprising heating a mixture of vinyl chlo-

ride and at least one halogenated organic derivative selected

from the group consisting of chlorinated, brominated, chloro-

brominated, chlorofluorinated. bromofluorinated and chloro-

bromofluorinated derivatives of methane and ethane and
isobulyl bromide in the presence of a metal selected from the

group consisting of iron and copper and a polar solvent at least

partially miscible with the mixture of the vinyl chloride and
the halogenated organic derivative, said solvent being selected

from the group consisting of alkanols and acetonitrile.

3,843,735

3-PERFLUOROALKYL-l PROPENES AND PROCESS FOR
PRODUCING

Martin Knell. 4 Possum Rd., ()ssinin}>. N.^ . 10562, and Neal

(). Brace. 1202 H.mard Cle., Wheaton, III. 60187

Filed Sept. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 177,091

Int. CI. C07c 17/00. 21118

U.S. CI. 260-653.3 5 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of 3-perfluoroalkyl-l-

propene which comprises treating

RiCH.CHCHjOR

where R/is CnF2„+,

n is an integer from 3 to 14

and R is lower alkyl. lower carboxyiacyl. benzoyl or aryl, with

zinc in the presence of an alkanol of one to three carbon
atoms, a glycol of up to three carbon atoms, ethylene glycol

or diethylene glycol.

3,843,736

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF VINYL
CHLORIDE FROM 1,2-DICHLOROETHANE

Gerhard Rechmeier; Armin Jacobowsky, both of Knapsack
near Cologne, and Peter Wirtz, Cologne-Lindenthal, all of

Germany, assignors to Knapsack Aktiengesellschaft, Knap-
sack bei Koln, Germany

Filed Mar. 2, 1970, Ser. No. 15,650

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 4, 1969.

1910854

Int. CI. C07c 21/02

U.S. CI. 260-656 R 1 Claim
1. A process for the production of vinyl chloride by incom-

plete thermal cracking of 1 ,2-dichloroethane at elevated pres-

sure and at temperatures between about 450° and 650°C, in

the absence of catalysts, in which the gas mixture which leaves

the cracking zone, and which consists of vinyl chloride, hydro-
gen chloride, unreacted 1.2-dichloroethane, and also by-

products, is partly condensed in a cooling zone and the result-

ing gases and condensate is passed into a first distillation stage

for distilling off the hydrogen chloride; and the sump product
from said first distillation stage is passed to a second distilla-

tion stage for distilling off the vinyl chloride, whereupon the

sump product of the second distillation stage is distilled to

recover unreacted 1,2-dichloroethane for recycle to said

cracking zone; and wherein the vinyl chloride drawn off at the
top of the second distillation stage is condensed; collecting

said condensed vinyl chloride product from the top of the

second distillation stage, said vinyl chloride containing hydro-

r^cn chloride, feeding said vinyl chloride product to a degasifi-

cation zone, heating the vinyl chloride in the zone to evapo-
rate from 3 to 20 percent of the vinyl chloride product in the

zone and the entrained hydrogen chloride, condensing said

evaporated vinyl chloride and hydrogen chloride and return-

ing the condensate to the first distillation stage, and discharg-

ing from the bottom of the degasification zone purified vinyl

chloride free of hydrogen chloride.

3,843,737

ADIABATIC RECYCLE DESIGN FOR EXOTHERMIC
HETEROGENEOUSLY CATALYZED REACTIONS

Victor M. Chong, Media, Pa., assignor to Sun Ventures Inc., St.

Davids, Pa. and Teijin Limited, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Oct. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 411,536

Int. CI. C07c 15/20

U.S. CI. 260-668 F 7 Claims

1. Method of preparing 1,5-dimethyltetralin (1,5-DMT)
which comprises feeding 5-o-tolylpeniene-2 into a fixed bed
reactor containing an acidic cyclization catalyst at a tempera-
ture effective to cyclize the 5-o-tolylpentene-2 to 1,5-DMT,
withdrawing reaction product containing 1,5-DMT from the

reactor, cooling at least a portion of the withdrav^n product,

and recycling at least a portion of the cooled product to the

reactor in an amount sufficient to control the reactor tempera-
ture at below 600°F.

3,843,738

PRODUCTION OF CYCLODODECATRIENE
Hiroyuki Morikawa; Noriyoshi Tamura; Takahiro Sato; Kazuo

Yamagishi, and Takeo Nagai, all of Ami-machi, Japan, as-

signors to Mitsubishi Petrochemical Company, Limited,

Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 314,228

Ciaims priority, application Japan, Dec. 15, 1971, 46-

101064; Dec. 15, 1971, 46-101065; Aug. 4, 1972, 47-78138
Int. CL C07c 3/10

U.S. CI. 260-666 B 12 Claims
1. A process for producing cyclododecatriene-( 1 ,5,9)

which comprises contacting a B-B fraction, obtained by the

cracking of naphtha and containing from 25 to 90 percent by

weight of butadiene, with a Ziegler catalyst, thus resulting in

cyclic trimerization of the butadiene, said catalyst comprising
a combination of:

1 a titanium compound selected from the group consisting

of titanium compounds of the formulae TiX„Y4.„ and
TiOZi. wherein X is halogen, Y is alkoxy. chloroalkoxy,

acetylacetonato or acetoacetato, Z is X or Y and n is zero

or an integer of from 1 to 4,

2. a compound selected from the group consisting of

a. five-membered heterocyclic compounds containing

oxygen or nitrogen, the mole ratio of the heterocyclic

compound to the titanium compound being from 0,15

to 1.5.

b. benzene derivatives of the formula

-coz'

wherein each of X' and Y' is hydrogen, hydroxyl, alkyl, alk-

oxy, halogen, nitro, amino, monoalkylamino, dialkylamino.
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aminoaklyl, an aldehyde group, a carboxylic acid group or an
esterified derivative thereof and Z' is hydrogen, halogen,
amino, monoalkylamino or dialkylamino, the mole ratio of the
benzene derivative to the titanium compound being from 0. 1

5

to 1.5, and

c. cyclic compounds of the formula

L(OR:X")„-^

wherein X" is oxygen or sulfur, R is hydrogen or alkyl and n'

is an integer of 3 or 4, the mole ratio of the cyclic compound
to the titanium compound being from 0.15 to 1.5,

3. a compound selected from the group consisting of sulfur

compounds, phosphorus compounds and mixtures
thereof, said sulfur compounds and said phosphorus com-
pounds being those of the formulae SO,, R'.^ and
PX"',„Y"'„, , respectively, wherein R' is alkyl, aryl,

alkoxy, aryloxy or the two R' groups are fused with each
other to form, together with the sulfur atom, a ring con-
taining the sulfur atom and an alkylene or alkenylene
group, X'" IS alkyl, aryl, alkoxy, aryloxy or two X'"
groups are fused with each other to form, together with

the phosphorus atom, a ring containing the phosphorus
atom and an alkylene or alkenylene group, Y'" is oxygen
or halogen, n" is an integer of 1 or 2, m is an integer of
from 1 to 3, and m' is zero or 1 and

4. an aluminum compound of the formula A1R"2C1, wherein
R" is alkyl or aryl.

3.843,739
PROCESS FOR TRANSALKYLATING DIETHYL

BENZENE
Earl F. Harper, Oakmont, and Roger C. Williamson, Allison

Park, both of Pa., assignors to Gulf Research and Develop-
ment Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 132,887, April 9, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,769,360. This application May 16, 1973, Ser. No.
360,680The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Oct. 30, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. C07c J/62

U.S. CI. 260-672 T 10 Claims
1. A process for preparing ethyl benzene which consists

essentially in subjecting benzene to alkylation with ethylene to

obtain an alkylation product containing unreacted benzene,
diethyl benzene and polyalkyl benzenes and then subjecting

said alkylation product, while maintaining the benzene therein

in the vapor phase, to contact with a zeolitic molecular sieve

having a pore size large enough to permit the internal absorp-

tion of benzene, a silica to alumina molar ratio of at least

about 3.0 and no more than 90 percent of aluminum atoms
associated with monovalent cations, at a temperature of about
100° to about 500° C. and a pressure of about 5 to about 500
pounds per squ^jre inch gauge.

3,843,740

PRODUCTION OF AROMATICS
Thomas Owen Mitchell, West Trenton, and Darrell Duayne

Whitehurst, Titusville, both of N.J., assignors to Mobile Oil

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 308,392, Nov. 21, 1972,
abandoned. This application Nov. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 415,702

Int. CI. C07c 3/20, 5/24

U.S. CI. 260-673 9 Claims

1. In a process of aromatizing a feed hydrocarbon compris-

ing at least one C2~~ to 400°F. component to a product com-
prising a liquid which is predominantly aromatic, and gas by

contacting such feed in a reaction zone with a ZSM-5 type

synthetic aluminosilicate molecular sieve catalyst at about
800° to 1500°F., a pressure of about I to 35 atmospheres

absolute and a space velocity equivalent to about 1 to 15

WHSV in the absence of added hydrogen under such combi-

nation of conditions as to convert at least 90 percent of the
aromatizable feed to a product in a yield of at least 30 grams
of aromatics per 100 grams of non-aromatics in the feed; the
improvement, whereby increasing the proportion of aromatics
in said liquid product, which comprises utilizing as the catalyst

7olu*ne

40

Xylenes

t

in said reaction zone a first, upstream catalyst comprising a

ZSM-5 type of synthetic aluminosilicate molecular sieve zeo-

lite and a second, downstream catalyst comprising a mixture
of a ZSM-5 type of synthetic aluminosilicate molecular sieve

zeolite and a second molecular sieve zeolite having pore size

of about 4.5 to 6.7A.

3,843,741

AROMATIZATION PROCESS AND CATALYST
THEREFOR

Tsoung-Yuan Yan, Trenton, N J., assignor to Mobil Oil Corpo-
ration, New York, N.Y.

Filed July 31, 1973, Ser. No. 384,317
Int. CI. C07c 3/02

U.S. CI. 260-673.5 10 Claims
1. In the process of converting an aliphatic feedstock having

an atmospheric boiling point of up to about 400°F to aromatic

,

hydrocarbons by contacting such feedstock with a ZSM-5 type

of zeolite at about 500° to 1500°F and a space velocity of up
to about 15 WHSV; the improvement, whereby inhibiting the

formation of coke on said catalyst and improving the steam
stability of the said catalyst, comprising using as said catalyst

a matrix of ZSM-5 type of crystalline zeolite and a second,

inorganic component consisting essentially of at least about 80
weight percent silica.

3,843,742
PROCESS FOR PREPARING ISOPRENE TRIMER

Misao Yagi, Kanagawa; Toshiaki Sakaguchi, Tokyo; Susumu
Akutagama, Tokyo, and Akira Xomatsu, Tokyo, all of Ja-
pan, assignors to Takasago Perfumery Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan

Filed Oct. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 404,050
Int. CI. C07c 11/16

U.S. CI. 260-677 R 9 Claims
1. A process for preparing an isoprene trimer having the

general formula (I) comprising trimerizing isoprene using a

catalyst system obtained by reducing a nickel compound
wherein said nickel compound is selected from the group
consisting of a nickel salt of an organic acid; a nickel halide;

a nickel-chelate compound; and a non-valent nickel complex
with an organic aluminum compound consisting of a trialkyl

aluminium compound in the presence of a ligand selected

from the group consisting of an acetylene compound, an
organic arsenic compound, an organic antimony compound,
a phosphorus compound, an isonitrile compound and an iso-

cyanate compound,:

Clli CH:
\ ^
c

CH2 CH
1 !l

CII2 C
\ / \

CII2 CIIj

CIIj

/
CII
11

CIIi

Clla

I

Cr-CII:

(I)
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3,843,743
PRODUCTION OF MONOVINYLACETYLENE

Alexander Ohorodnik, ErftstadI Liblar; Klaus Gehrmann,
Hurth-Knapsack; Gunter Legutke, Bruhl, and Hermann
Vierling, Hurth, all of Germany, assignors to Knapsack
Aktiensesellschaft. Knapsack, near Cologne, (Germany

Filed Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,393
Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 14, 1972,

2250463

Int. CI. C07c 11122
U.S. CI. 260-678 3 Claims

1. A process for making monovinylacetylene by introducing
acetylene, at temperatures between 40° and lOOT and under
acetylene gas pressures between 0.01 and 10 atmospheres
(gauge), into an aqueous, hydrochloric acid solution of cop-
per (I) chloride (Nieuwland catalyst type solution), compris-
ing adding to the catalyst solution an organic monovinyiacety-
lene-solvent boiling at temperatures higher than substantially
I50°C, being immiscible with the said solution and containing
at least 40 weight percent of indan together with further
mononuclear aromates; mechanically dispersing the said cata-

lyst solution and the said solvent by introducing acetylene
thereinto so as to obtain a homogeneous catalyst liquid having
between 25 and 85 weight percent by volume of the solvent

therein; continually stripping off monovinylacetylene from the
dispersed solvent, which is saturated with monovinylacety-
lene, by introducing an excess of acetylene gas thereinto; and
recovering pure monovinylacetylene from the issuing gas
mixture.

3,843,744

CONTROLLING COKE IN THE PYROLYSIS OF
HYDROCARBONS TO ACETYLENE AND HYDROGEN

Leonard Kramer, 2031 Central Rd., Fort Lee, N.J. 07024, and
John Happel, 69 Tompkins Ave., Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y.
10706

Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 225,719
Int. CI. C07c 5118

U.S. CI. 260-679 R 13 Claims

hE«T£D
»£*rTDB

1. A process for the control of coke produced in hydrocar-
bon pyrolysis reactors wherein hydrocarbons undergo pyroly-
sis to acetylene containing pyrolysis products, by injection of
a supplementary gas stream selected from the group consisting
of hydrogen, steam and mixtures thereof, said gas stream
being at a temperature above 750°C. but lower than the tem-
perature of the pyrolysis products at the location of injection
into the reactor system at a location downstream from that at
which substantially all the pyrolysis reaction has been com-
pleted but prior to the point at which the said pyrolysis prod-
ucts are quenched.

3,843,745
OXIDATIVE DEHYDROGENATION PROCESS
CATALYZED BY MAGNESIUM FERRITE

Harold F. Christman, Seabrook, and Paul H. Teel, Pasadena,
both of Tex., assignors to Petro-Tex Chemical Corporation,
Houston, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 11,289, Feb. 3, 1970, abandoned. This
application May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 253,820

Int. CI. C07c 5118
U.S. CI. 260-680 E 9 Claims

1. In a process for the vapor phase oxidative dehydrogen-
ation of acyclic non-quarternary hydrocarbons having 4 to 5
contiguous carbon atoms and having at least one

][ II

1 I

-c-c—
I I

grouping or ethyl benzene to produce a corresponding

hydrocarbon having a higher degree of unsaturation with a

magnesium ferrite catalyst wherein the improvement com-
prises using as the magnesium ferrite catalyst a magnesium
ferrite prepared by preparing a solution of soluble metal com-
ponents of iron and magnesium, adding 0.1 to 4 weight per-

cent of a soluble polyhydric organic compound based on the

weight of metal to said solution said polyhydric compound
having number average molecular weight of about 3.000 to

400,000 and further being selected from the group consisting

of polyesters derived from polybasic carboxylic acids and
polyols; polyethers being the condensation products of ethyl-

ene oxide, propylene oxide and mixtures thereof with polyols;

polysaccharides and mixtures thereof, contacting said solution

of soluble metal components and polyhydric organic com-
pound with a precipitating agent at a temperature in the range

of 20° to 100° C. and at a pressure of 0.5 to 50 atmospheres
to precipitate insoluble metal component of iron and magne-
sium, recovering a gelatinous material, and heating said gelati-

nous material to form magnesium ferrite.

3,843,746
ISOMERIZATION OF C,o-C„ HYDROCARBONS WITH

FLUORIDED METAL-ALUMINA CATALYST
Stanley Kravitz, Wiccopee; John H. Estes, and Robert M.

Suggitt, both of Wappingers Falls, all of N.Y., assignors to
Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 48,899, June 25, 1970, Pat. No. 3,692,697.
This application Jan. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 221,025

Int. CI. C07c 5130
U.S. CI. 260-683.68 10 Claims

1. An isomerization process which comprises contacting a

feedstock containing C,u to Cu hydrocarbons at a temperature
of from 200° to 1 ,000°F in the presence of hydrogen with a
catalyst comprising a hydrogenating component, alumina and
from about 5 to 15.0 weight percent fluorine, said catalyst

prepared or regenerated by contacting alumina having associ-

ated therewith a hydrogenating component selected from the
group consisting of the metals, oxides, sulfides and salts of the
metals of Groups VIS, VHB and VIII of the Periodic Table and
mixtures thereof with a combination of hydrogen and a fluo-

ride compound selected from the group consisting of sulfuryl

fluoride and thionyl fluoride at a temperature of from about
200° to 1.200°F.
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3,843,747

ISOMERIZATION OF C,o-C,4 HYDROCARBONS WITH
FLUORIDED METAL-ALUMINA CATALYST

Stanley Kravitz, Wiccopee; John H. Estes, and Robert M.
Suggitt, both of Wappingers Falls, all of N.Y., assignors to

Texaco, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 49,896, June 25, 1970, Pat. No. 3,692,694.

This application Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 223,031
Int. CL C07c 5130

U.S. CI. 260-683.68 10 Claims
1. An isomerization process which comprises contacting a

feedstock containing C,o to Cm hydrocarbons at a temperature
of from 200° to 1 ,000°F in the presence of hydrogen with a

catalyst comprising a hydrogenating component, alumina and
from about 0.5 to 15.0 weight percent fluorine, said catalyst

prepared or regenerated by contacting alumina having associ-

ated therewith a hydrogenating component selected from the

group consisting of the metals, oxides, sulfides and salts of the

metals of Groups VIB, VIIB and VIII of the Periodic Table and
mixtures thereof, with a combination of carbon monoxide and
a fluoride compound selected from the group consisting of
sulfuryl fluoride and thionyl fiuoride at a temperature of from
about 200° to 1.200°F.
\ II

3,843,748

ISOMERIZATION OF C,o-C„ HYDROCARBONS WITH
FLUORIDED METAL-ALUMINA CATALYST

Robert M. Suggitt; John H. Ester, both of Wappingers Falls,

and Stanley Kravitz, Wiccipee, all of N.Y., assignors to Tex-
aco Inc., New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 60,954, June 25, 1970, Pat. No. 3,71 1,425.

This application Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,764
Int. CI. C07c 5130

U.S. CI. 260-683.68 10 Claims
1. An isomerization process which comprises contacting a

feedstock containing C,u-Ch hydrocarbons at a temperature
of from 200 to I000°F in the presence of hydrogen with a

catalyst comprising a hydrogenating component, alumina and
about 5 to 15.0 weight percent fluorine, said catalyst pre-

pared or regenerated by contacting alumina having associated

therewith a hydrogenating component selected from the

group consisting of the metals, oxides, sulfides and salts of the

metals of Groups VIB and VIII of the Periodic Table and
mixtures thereof, with a combination of oxygen and an or-

ganic fiuoride compound containing from 2 to 16 carbon
atoms corresponding to the formula C„F„HftXr where X is

nitrogen or oxygen and where « is 2 to 16, a is 1 to 2« + w,
b is to 2« -I- m — 1 and c is 1 , where m is equal to 2 when
X is oxygen and m is equal to 3 when X is nitrogen, at a

temperature of from about 450 to 900°F, where said oxygen
is present in an amount of at least one and up to 50 gram
moles of oxygen per gram atom of carbon in said organic
fluoride compound.

3,843,749

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING ACRYLONITRILE
POLYMER

Hitoshi Tamura, Otake, Japan, assignor to Mitsubishi Rayon
Company, Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 12, 1973, Ser. No. 369,293
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 9, 1972, 47-1 12410

Int. CI. C08f 3176, 15102, 15/22

U.S. CI. 260-78.5 R 9 Claims
1. In the method of manufacturing acrylonitrile polymers

having an excellent whiteness and thermal stability by poly-
merizing, in an aqueous medium, acrylonitrile or a mixture of
at least 85 percent by weight of acrylonitrile and the balance
of at least one ethylenically unsaturated monomer capable of
copolymerizing with acrylonitrile in the presence of a catalyst

comprising nitrous acid or its salt and a water-soluble sulfoxy

reducing compound, the improvement which comprises con-
ducting the polymerization in the presence of at least 10^

p.p.m. of a chelating agent selected from the group consisting

of ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid, nitrilotriacetic acid, 1,2-

cyclohexanediamine tetracetic acid, diethylenetriamine pen-

taacetic acid and water soluble salts thereof.

3,843,750

THERMOPLASTIC INGREDIENT FOR MOLDING
COMPOUNDS

Michael G. Roberts, Heath, and Michael L. Matuszak, Newark,
both of Ohio, assignors to Owens-Illinois Fiberglas Corpora-
tion, Toledo, Ohio

Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,663
Int. CI. C08f 47/08

U.S. CI. 260-862 12 Claims
1. An improved thermosetting molding compound of the

type containing a resin mixture of from 50 to 95 percent by
weight of a thermosetting matrix resin forming prepolymer,
from 5 to 50 percent by weight of a thermoplastic resin filler,

and to 45 percent by weight of an unsaturated common
solvent for the thermosetting prepolymer and thermoplastic

resin and which solvent crosslinks the thermosetting prepoly-

mer during cure to release the thermoplastic resin as a filler,

the improvement being that said thermoplastic resin filler is a

heteropolymer of a mixture of alkene radical containing

monomers which include from approximately 5'7c by weight to

approximately 95 percent by weight of a material having the

formula:
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IIA. that of said copolymers not yet present,

IIB. a polyester containing free hydroxy! groups and based
on at least one dicarboxylic acid of 4 to 12 carbon atoms
and at least one compound selected from the group con-
sisting of an alcohol of 3 to 12 carbon atoms being at least

trihydric and a combination of said at least trihydric

alcohol with at least one dihydric alcohol of 2 to 18

carbon atoms,

lie. a combination of component lA with component IIB,

IID. a polyester containing free carboxyl groups and
based on at least one polycarboxylic acid of 4 to 24 car-

bon atoms and at least one dihydric alcohol of 2 to 24
carbon atoms,

HE. a combination of component IB with component IID

the component lA, IIB and IIC having a hydroxyl number
between 100 and 450.

3,843,752

BLOCK COPOLYMERS HAVING A
POLYHYDROCARGONPOLYESTER MAIN CHAIN

Shitomi Katayama; Hideichi Horikawa, both of Akita, and
Noboru Masuda, Kawaguchi, all of Japan, assignors to Denki
Onkyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,826
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 13, 1971, 46-23348

Int. CI. C08g 39/10
U.S. CI. 260 873 16 Claims

I. A block copolymer comprising a plurality of repeating
units of the formula

C—C I
OCOKjCO-J—r-O-Z-CO 1-

K' K"7„ /p

in which:

R, R', R" and R'" are independently H or a member se-

lected from the group consisting of alkyl radicals having
up to 8 carbon atoms, aralkyl radicals having up to 10

carbon atoms, aryl radicals having up to 10 carbon atoms,
alkoxy radicals having up to 8 carbon atoms;

R, R', R" and R'" also collectively represent a 3-7 atom
residue of a carbon ring structure which may contain up
to two hetero oxygen atoms;

R-i is a member selected from the group consisting of alkyl-

ene radicals having from 2-12 carbon atoms and arylene
radicals having from 6-12 carbon atoms,

Z is a member selected from the group consisting of -

R.OCORr and R,;

R, is an alkylene radical having from 2-12 carbon atoms;
R^ is a member selected from the group consisting of alkyl-

ene radicals having from 5-16 carbon atoms and arylene

radicals having from 6-12 carbon atoms;
n is an integer having a value of from 1 to 500; and p and

</ represent the relative molar ratio of each unit and are

defmed by the formula (p/[p + ^J ) + (q/lp + ^] ) = I

.

3,843,753
COMPOSITE INTERPOLYMER AND LOW HAZE IMPACT

RESISTANT THERMOPLASTIC COMPOSITIONS
THEREOF

Frederick Hammann Owens, Willingboro, N.J., assignor to

Rohm and Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 224,912, Feb. 9, 1972, Pat. No. 3,808,180,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 27,996, April 13, 1970,

abandoned. This application Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 393,850
Int. CI. C09f 9/24, 29/50

U.S. CI. 260-876 R 10 Claims

I. A thermoft)rmable composition comprising a blend of a

rigid thermoplastic polymer and a composite interpolymer
comprising (a) a first, elastomeric phase having a glass transi-

tion temperature of less than 10°C. polymerized from a mono-

mer mix comprising at least about 50 weight percent of a

member selected from the group consisting of alkyl and aral-

kyl acrylate and mixture thereof, about 0.05 to 5.0 weight
percent of cross-linking monomer, about 0.05 to 5.0 weight
percent of graft-linking monomer, about to 10.0 weight

percent hydrophilic monomer, and the balance other copoly-

merizable ethylenically unsaturated monomer; and further

characterized in that the initial monomer mixture of said

phase has present at least one member selected from the

group consisting of alkyl and aralkyl acrylate and mixtures

thereof, a cross-linking monomer and a graft-linking mono-
mer, said cross-linking monomer being a polyethylenically

unsaturated monomer having a plurality of addition polymer-
izable reactive groups all of which polymerize at substantially

the same rate of reaction and wherein said graft-linking mono-
mer being a polyethylenically unsaturated monomer having a

plurality of addition polymerizable reactive groups, at least

one of which polymerizes at a substantially different rate of
polymerization from at least one other of said reactive groups;

(b) a final, rigid thermoplastic phase polymerized in the pres-

ence of said elastomeric phase from a monomer mix compris-
ing at least about 50 weight percent alkyl methacrylate,
wherein said elastomeric phase and said thermoplastic phase
have a minimum chemical attachment level of about 20 per-

cent.

3,843,754

PLASTIC CONTAINER
Jules Pinsky, West Hartford, and Morris Salame, Windsor,

both of Conn., assignors to Monsanto Company, St. Louis,

Mo.
Filed Jan. 2, 1969, Ser. No. 788,623

Int. CI. C08f 29/22, 15/08
U.S. CI. 260-890 1 Claim

1. A bottle for holding environmentally sensitive products
having a sidewall thickness of between 0.01 inch and 0.20
inch, said bottle being formed of a plastic comprising an inter-

polymer of 60 to 70 percent by weight of vinylidene chloride,

40 to 30 percent by weight of butadiene, and to 10 percent

by weight of a polymer compatible with said vinylidene chlo-

ride and butadiene, said vinylidene chloride and butadiene
cooperating to provide a steam sterilizable bottle with im-
proved toughness as characterized by an EMFH at 73°F. of at

least 8 feet and improved resistance to oxygen permeability of

not more than 7.0 cc/day/100 sq.in./mil-atm. at 73°F.

3,843,755

CARBURETOR WITH CHECK VALVE BYPASS
Charles H. Tuckey, Cass City, Mich., assignor to Walbro Cor-

poration, Cass City, Mich.

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 345,841
Int. CI. F02m / 7/04

U.S. CL 261-69 A 1 Claim

7 -"'•
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1. In a carburetor having a diaphragm control fuel inlet

valve leading to a diaphragm chamber in which there is a fuel
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chamber above the diaphragm from which fuel is fed to a

mixing passage through a manually regulated orifice to a main
jet passage and through supplemental jet passages for idling,

that improvement which comprises, in combination:

a. a check valve independent of the diaphragm leading from
said fuel chamber to said main jet passage for unidirec-

tional fiow from said chamber to said passage, and
b. a means forming a bypass passageway independent of

said manually regulated orifice and around said check
valve to connect said fuel chamber to said main jet pas-

sage, said passageway being calibrated to allow fuel to

return directly from said main jet passage to said fuel

chamber when said check valve is closed.

3,843,756

METHOD FOR FORMING BOARDS FROM PARTICLES
John W. Talbott, and James D. Logan, both of Moscow, Idaho,

assignors to Berol Corporation, Danbury, Conn.
Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,099

Int. CI. B29j 5/00

U.S.CL 264-24 2 Claims

"-fr
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1. The method of producing a fiberboard comprising:

a. mixing a dry. powdered, thermo-setting polymeric bond-
ing agent homogeneously with a multiplicity of elongated
cellulosic fibers having a directional grain and a long axis

in the direction of said grain, said fibers having a moisture

content from about 9 to I 5 percent on a dry weight basis;

b. depositing said mixture into a vertically oriented

deckle box having said walls, an upper entrance and a

lower exit, said mixture being deposited through said

upper entrance to cause said mixture to fall vertically

downwardly through said box toward said exit;

c. establishing between a pair of opposing side walls within

said box, at an intensity of from about 1 500 to 3750 volts

per inch a horizontally directed electrical field to cause

the fibers descending within said box to become oriented

with said long axis aligned with the direction of said field,

said field having alternating polarity to prevent move-
ment of said fibers toward said walls and separation of
said fibers from said bonding agent;

d. collecting said mixture of oriented fibers and bonding
agent on an air pervious screen disposed beneath said exit

of said deckle box, said screen having a partial vacuum
therebeneath to form on said screen a mat of said fibers

and bonding agent, said mat being retained in position by
said partial vacuum;

e. removing said mat from said screen; and,

f. subjecting said mat to heat and pressure to consolidate

said mat, activate said bonding agent, and bond said

fibers into a fiberboard.

3,843,757

PROCESS FOR EXTRUDING FOAMED
THERMOPLASTICS BY UTILIZING AN INTERMESHING

CO-ROTATING TWIN SCREW EXTRUDER
Herbert A. Ehrenfreund, and Edward W. Cronin, both of

Wilmington, Del., assignors to Hercules Incorporated, New
Castle County, Del.

Filed Nov. 15, 1967, Ser. No. 683,388

Int. CI. B29d 27/00; B29f 3/02

U.S. CI. 264-53 5 Claims

^^^^^^^3^
d i i i

1. In a process for extruding a thermoplastic polymer com-
prising extruding a foamable thermoplastic polymer on an
extruder while injecting a blowing agent into the extruder,

uniformly distributing the injected blowing agent into the

polymer, and adding heat to said polymer, the improvement
comprising passing said polymer during extrusion between
intermeshing screw flights of a twin screw intermeshing co-

rotating extruder while limiting the amount of heat added to

the polymer during extrusion so that the cooling effect of the

blowing agent when injected into the extruder and uniformly

distributed within the polymer, will bring the polymer and
blowing agent mixture to substantially the discharge tempera-
ture.

3,843,758

METHOD FOR MAKING AND SLITTING PLASTIC
CORRUGATED TUBES

Ernest Maroschak, Roseboro, N.C., assignor to Plastic Tubing,

Inc., Roseboro, N.C.

Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,226

Int. CI. B29c 17/07, 17/10, 17/15

U.S. CI. 264-40 15 Claims

30*-: «v

1. A method of making a plastic corrugated lube and form-
ing slits therein which comprises the steps of extruding a tube

of hot plastic material into a blow molding zone defined by a

series of cooperating pairs of forwardly moving die blocks,

while molding annular corrugations of alternating ribs and
valleys on the tube during forward movement of the tube

through the molding zone and while delivering the corrugated

tube from the molding zone at a predetermined speed, feeding

the corrugated tube delivered from the molding zone through
a slitting station by meshingly engaging the corrugations of the

tube with a plurality of forwardly moving teeth with successive

teeth entering successive valleys and pushing forwardly

against the respective ribs of the corrugated tube, sensing

variations in tension in the corrugated tube between the blow
molding zone and said feeding and in response thereto varying

the rate of movement of the forwardly moving teeth to vary

the rate of feed of the tube of substantially accord with the

rate of delivery of the tube from the molding zone, cutting slits

through certain valleys of the tube being fed as it passes
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through the shtting station, directing the slit tube from the base strip while the channel cloth is in a stretched condition-
slitting station through a cutting station, and cutting the tube means for substantially solidifying said plastic material while
into predetermined lengths as it passes through the cutting said cloth is in a stretched condition; and means for guidine
station. " *

3,843,759
METHOD FOR PRODUCIN(; A REINFORCED RESINOUS

HOUSING
Donald J. Keeham, 31012 Huntington Woods Pky., Bay Vil-

lage, Ohio 44140
Filed Jan. 5, 1970. Ser. No. 712

Int. CI. B29d 3102
U.S. CI. 264-135 19 Claims

1. The method of making an irregularly shaped, reinforced
resinous pump or valve housing having high strength and a
high resistance to corrosive fluids including the steps of form-
ing an initial housing from a resin which initial housing has an
internal portion and an exterior with the exterior of the initial

housing being in unfinished form and having a tensioning
member located contiguous to the exterior of the said initial

housing and movable relative thereto which tensioning mem-
ber has wall means for receiving and securing portions of an
elongated reinforcing member, wrapping an elongated rein-

forcing member about the exterior of the initial housing to
cover at least a portion thereof and securing separated por-
tions of the reinforcing member to the wall means, exerting a
force on the tensioning member to move same relative to the
housing to tension the wrapped reinforcing member, and
thereafter covering the wrapped reinforcing member with a
resin to finish the exterior of the housing.

3.843,760
CHANNEL CLOTH EXTRUSION APPARATUS AND

PROCESS
Richard K. Teed. Greenwood, S.C, assignor to Riegel Textile

Corporation, Have Shoals. S.C.

Filed Apr. 4. 1972. Ser. No. 241,062
Int. CI. B29f J/W

U.S. CI. 264-171 9 Claims
I. An apparatus for extruding a thin layer of plastic material

and the like on the back of a base strip of channel cloth having
a plurality of parallel rows of weatherstripping pile projecting
from the opposite side thereof comprising, a first roller includ-
ing means on the surface thereof for positively gripping said
base strip while permitting said rows of pile to project freely
without crushing the pile; means for guiding channel cloth to
said first roller, a second roller including means on the surface
thereof for positively gripping said base strip while permitting
said rows of pile to project freely without crushing the pile;

means for driving said first and second rollers at different
speeds to stretch the channel cloth therebetween sufficient to
cause alignment of said pile in straight parallel rows and to
maintain said base strip in a flattened condition; means for
extruding a thin film of plastic material upon the back of said

said cloth to said solidifying means while pressing said base
strip against a surface of said solidifying means to maintain the
thickness of said plastic material backing within predeter-
mined dimensional ranges.

3,843,761

PROCE,SS FOR PREPARING A THERMOPLASTIC
MICROPOROLS FILM INVOLVING A COLD

STRETCHING STEP AND MULTIPLE HOT STRETCHING
STEPS

Harvey S. Bierenbaurn, Berkeley Heights; Lawrence R. Daley,
Dover; Daniel Zimmerman, East Brunswick, and Ian L. Hay,
Summit, all of NJ., assignors to Celanese Corporation, New
York, N.V.

Filed May 30. 1973, Ser. No. 365,365
Int. CI. B29d 7/24,27/00

U.S. a. 264-210 R 13 Claims
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1. A process for the preparation of an open-celled micropo-
rous polymer film which comprises:

uniaxially cold stretching a non-porous, crystalline, elastic

film at a temperature in the range of between about -20°
C. and a temperature 20° C. below the crystalline melting
point of the polymeric film; and

sequentially hot stretching in the same direction the cold
stretched film in a plurality of discrete stretching steps at

a temperature in the range of between about 20° C. below
the crystalline melting point and 5° C. below the crystal-
line melting point.
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3,843,762

Method of making filament
Gordon Sleigh, 95 Meriton Rd., Handforth, Wilmslow, En-

gland

Filed May 30, 1973, Ser. No. 365,083
Int. CI. B22d 13/00; DOId 5/00

U.S. CI. 264-213 6 Claims

1. In a method of forming filamentary material from a

source of molten material having properties in the molten
state substantially similar to molten metals by rotating the

circumferential edge of a disk-like heat-extracting member in

contact with the surface of said molten material while limiting

the area of contact of said edge with said surface, solidifying

said material in solid filamentary form on said edge and spon-

taneously releasing the filament from said edge the improve-
ment comprising;

applying a film of cooling liquid externally to said edge at

a point between the location of spontaneous filament
release and the point where said edge enters the surface

of said molten material.

3,843,763
EMBOSSING ROLLERS AND METHOD OF EMBOSSING
Miguel Coll-Palagos, Rye, N.Y., assignor to Stauffer Chemical
Company, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 858,136, Sept. 15, 1969,
abandoned. This application Mar. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 122,507

Int. CI. B29c 1/02: B28b 11/08: C23b 5/56
U.S. CI. 264-219 6 Claims

1. In the method of embossing a vinyl substrate material to

reproduce a fine or textured pattern thereon, the improve-
ment which comprises contacting said vinyl substrate with a

master embossing surface which has been subjected to the

following succession of steps:

a. Electroplating the surface with a brightening metal hav-

ing a high to medium levelling effect selected from the

group consisting of copper, iron, and nickel followed by
b. electroplating with a metal having a relatively lower
levelling effect selected from the group consisting of
chromium and nickel with the proviso that the metal of
step (b) has a relatively lower levelling effect than the

metal of step (a).

I

3,843,764
METHOD Ot MAKING A NON-CURING GASKET FOR

OPPOSED SURFACES
Charles E. Grawey, Peoria, III., and Kenneth D. Probert, Phoe-

nix, Ariz., assignors to Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 41,703, May 26, 1970, abandoned,
which is a continuation of Ser. No. 775,692, Nov. 14, 1968,
abandoned. This application Sept. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 183,208

Int. CI. B29b 3/02: B29c 3/00: C09k 3/10
U.S. CI. 264-330 4 Claims

1. The method of making a high temperature non-curing
gasket for opposed surfaces comprising applying to at least

one of the surfaces a solution of a polysiloxanc gum, selected

from the group consisting of polymers of dimethyl vinyl silox-

ane, dimethyl siloxane, diphenyl siloxane, methyl phenyl silox-

ane, and phenyl vinyl siloxane, said gum having a molecular

weight of at least about 100,000, dissolved in an organic
solvent therefor, removing said solvent by evaporation, and
placing said opposing surfaces in opposed relationship,

wherein said gum remains uncured

3,843,765

ACTINIDE NITRIDE-FUELED REACTOR AND
CONTINUOUS METHOD OF OPERATING THE SAME

Robert N. Anderson, Palo Alto, and Norman A. Parlee, Los
Altos Hills, both of Calif., assignors to Parlee Anderson
Corporation, San Mateo County, Calif.

Filed May 19, 1969, Ser. No. 825,651
Int. CI. COlg 43/00: G21c 19/2S

U.S.CL 423-11 4 Claims

1. The process of removing metal fission product contami-

nants from spent actinide fuel, comprising the steps of

a. adding the spent actinide fuel to an excess of molten tin

solvent, said spent actinide fuel being in a form selected

from the group consisting of oxide, nitride, sulfide, car-

bide, and silicide, and forming a solution of the spent

actinide fuel in the tin solvent;

b. treating the solution formed in step (a) with an atmo-

sphere of gaseous nitrogen at a nitrogen pressure ranging

from about 0.02 to about 2 atmospheres at temperatures

ranging from 300°C to 2,000°C in a vessel in a manner
that the fuel actinide is precipitated from the molten tin

phase and settles to the bottom of the vessel in the form

of solid actinide nitride while leaving metal fission prod-

uct contaminants in the molten tin phase, said treated

solution being contained by a vessel formed of a refrac-
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tory material inert to said treated solution at the treat- C, said time being sufficient to dissolve about 75 percent of
ment conditions, and the fluorine and phosphate values but insufficient to react any

c. separating the precipitated actinide nitnoc phase from appreciable amount of the fluoride liberated with the silica in
the residual molten tin phase. said ore.

3,843,766
METHOD OF REPROCESSING NUCLEAR FUELS

Robert N. Anderson, Palo Alto, and Norman A. Parlee, Los
Altos Hills, both of Calif., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Filed Dec. 9, 1969, Ser. No. 883,498
Int. CI. COlg 43100; G21c 19128

U.S. CI. 423-11 7 Claims

1. The method of separating uranium metal from spent
metal nuclear fuels including uranium, fission products and
metal alloys comprising the steps of:

a. dissolving said spent metal nuclear fuel in a relatively

large quantity of tin at a temperature of from about SOOT
to about 1 .SOCC to form a solution;

b. heating at a temperature of from about SOOT to about
1 ,500°C said solution in a nitrogen atmosphere to form a

uranium nitride precipitate; and
c. removing the nitrogen from said uranium nitride precipi-

tate thereby leaving uranium metal.

3,843,768
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF SODIUM
CARBONATE MONOHYDRATE FROM A SODIUM

HYDROXIDE SOLUTION PRODUCED ACCORDING TO
THE DIAPHRAGM PROCESS

Ulrich Neumann, Rodenkirchen, Germany, assignor to

Chemiebau Dr. A. Zieren GmbH & Co., KG, Cologne, Ger-
many
Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 226,024, Feb. 14, 1972,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 268,854, July 3,

1972, abandoned. This application July 25, 1972, Ser. No.
" 274,991

Claims priority, application Germany, June 2, 1971,
2132922

Int. CI. COld 7100, 7126, 7134
U.S. CI. 423-190 13 Claims

1. In a process for the production of sodium carbonate
monohydrate from a sodium hydroxide solution formed by the
diaphragm process by evaporation of the sodium hydroxide
solution down to an NaOH concentration of from 45 to 55 wt
'7c NaOH, leaving residual NaCl contaminant dissolved in the
evaporatively concentrated sodium hydroxide solution, sepa-
ration of the thus-precipitated NaCI. carbonation of the evap-
oratively concentrated sodium hydroxide solution with a car-
bon dioxide containing gas at a temperature between 70° and
1 10° C. to form sodium carbonate monohydrate and simulta-
neously evaporating water, separation of the sodium carbon-
ate monohydrate formed from the mother liquor and recycling
of a part of the mother liquor to the cabonation stage, the
improvement which comprises:

a. establishing and maintaining a steady state NaCI concen-
tration of about 13-20 weight percent in the liquid phase
of the carbonation mixture by continuously separating a
sufficient portion of said clarified mother liquor from the

recycle stream;

b. separating particulate monohydrate from inorganic so-

dium salt contaminants remaining in a solution phase of
the evaporation mixture; and

c. washing separated monohydrate to remove the inorganic
sodium salt contaminant-containing solution adhering
thereto with water optionally containing soda.

3,843,767

PROCESS FOR TREATING FLUOPHOSPHATE ORES
Carl Raymond Faust, and Paul Clifford Yates, both of Wil-

mington, Del., assignors to E. I. DuPont de Nemours and
Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,478
Int. CI. C22b 29/00, CO lb 25122

U.S. CI. 423-167 2 Claims
1. In the process for recovering the calcium, fluorine, and

phosphate values of calcium fluorphosphate ores by acid
attack followed by separation of the impurities and recovery
of the desired fluorine, phosphate and calcium values, the
improvement comprising dissolving no more than about 45
parts by weight of said ore per 100 parts by weight acid, based
on P2OS, in 10 to 60 percent by weight aqueous phosphoric
acid, based on PjOj, the phosphoric acid containing no more
than 0.3 percent by weight fluorine and no more than 30
percent of the equilibrium solubility of CaS04 at the acid
strength employed, at a temperature of from 50° to 1

20° C. for
a time varying from 3 hours at 50° C. and 5 minutes at 120°

3,843,769
PROCESS FOR REMOVING HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM

FROM CHLORATE CONTAINING LIQUORS
Harold deVere Partridge, Wilson, and Joseph M. Hildyard,

Youngstown, both of N.Y., assignors to Hooker Chemical
Corporation, Niagra Falls, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 219,375, Jan. 20, 1972,
abandoned. This application Oct. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 405,963

Int. CI. COlb moo, 11/14

U.S. CI. 423-475 11 Claims
1. A process for removing hexavalent chromium values

from alkaline aqueous solutions of alkali metal chlorates

which comprises the steps of

1. treating a concentrated aqueous solution of an alkali

metal chlorate having a pH above about 8 with at least

about 3 molar proportions of a water soluble sulfide per

molar proportion of hexavalent chromium compound
present,

2. neutralizing the resultant solution to a pH of about 4 to

about 5 thereby precipitating trivalent chromium as an
insoluble product, and

3. separating the insoluble trivalent chromium product from
said solution.
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3,843,770
PREPARING CHLORINE PENTAFLUORIDE

Claude Merrill, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow Com-
pany, Midland, Mich.

Filed Oct. 3, 1966, Ser. No. 584,016
Int. CI. COlb 7/24

U.S. CI. 423-489 2 Claims
'. A process for preparing chlorine pentafluoride which

comprises;

a. providing a reaction mixture of chlorine trifluoride and
oxygen difluoride, said mixture comprising ClFa/GF.^ in

molar proportions ranging from about 10/1 to 0.1/1,
b. reacting said mixture at a temperature of from about 80°

to about 300° C. at a pressure of at least about 1 atmo-
sphere for a period of from about 30 minutes to about 6
hours, and

c. recovering chlorine pentafluoride.

3,843,771
METHOD FOR SUPPRESSING SULFATE MAKE IN A

SO SCRUBBING STEP
Peter Urban, Northbrook, III., assignor to Universal Oil Prod-

ucts Company, Des Plaines, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 9,968, Feb. 9, 1970, Pat. No.
3,644,087. This application Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,018

Int. CI. COlb 17/64
U.S.CL 423-514 20 Claims

1. In a process for the removal of SO2 from an input gas
stream containing SO2 and Oj, wherein the input gas stream
is contacted, in a gas-liquid scrubbing zone, with an aqueous
scrubbing solution containing an alkaline reagent at scrubbing
conditions selected to form a treated gas stream containing
substantially less SO^ than the input gas stream and a rich
scrubbing solution containing a water-soluble sulfite com-
pound and wherein at least a portion of the oxygen present in
the mput gas stream reacts with a portion of the resulting
sulfite compound to form an undesired, intractable sulfate
by-product, the improvement comprising; adding to the scrub-
bing zone a reducing agent, selected from the group consisting
of finely divided sulfur, a polysulfide compound, water-soluble
sulfide compound and mixtures thereof, said finely divided
sulfur being added in an amount of from about .05 to about
0.95 atoms of sulfur per molecule of absorbed SO2, said poly-
sulfide compound being added in an amount of about .05 to
about .95 moles of polysulfide per 6 moles of absorbed SOj,
and said water-soluble sulfide being added in an amount of
from about .025 to about 0.495 moles of sulfide per mole of
absorbed SOj and thereafter, operating the scrubbing zone
under thiosulfate production conditions selected to react the
reducing agent with a portion of the water-soluble sulfite

compound as it is formed to produce the corresponding thio-
sulfate compound, thereby suppressing the production of
undesired sulfate by-products.

3,843,772
PRODUCTION OF WHITE POTASSIUM SULFATE

CRYSTALS
Albert F. Boeglin, Carlsbad, N. Mex., assignor to International

Minerals & Chemical Corporation, Libertyville, III.

Filed Sept. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 288,901
Int. CI. COld 5/00, 11/02, 11/04

U.S. CI. 423-551 9 Claims
1. In a process for the production of potassium sulfate by

the reaction of potassium chloride with a solid complex salt
containing magnesium-potassium sulfate, in aqueous medium,

the improvement comprising carrying out the reaction in the
presence of at least 250 parts per million of a material of the
formula:

n

Ri-C-0-(Cn3- CH30)„S0j -X

R2

wherein R, is an alkyl group. R^ is H or an alkvl group, with
R, and Rj together containing 8 to 18 carbon atoms; n is any
whole number in the range of 1 to 1 2; and X is H, K. Na, Mg*,
NH4 or triethanol amine.

3,843,773
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING FINE ACICULAR GAMMA

FERRIC OXIDE CRYSTALS
Bernard-Jean Pingaud, Vincennes, France, assignor to East-
man Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 36,385, May 11, 1970, abandoned.
This application Jan. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 222,318

Int. CI. COlg 49/06
U.S. CI. 423-634 9 claims

1. A process for preparing fine acicular crystals of gamma
ferric oxide for magnetic recording comprising

reacting under non-oxidizing conditions, at a temperature
below 60°C, an aqueous solution of a ferrous salt with an
aqueous solution of a stoichiometric excess of an alkaline
hydroxide to form an aqueous dispersion of ferrous hy-
droxide particles;

introducing oxygen into said dispersion at a temperature of
20°-60°C for a period of time sufficient to convert said
ferrous hydroxide particles to crystals of alpha FeO OH.
the concentration of ferrous salt in said aqueous solution
being^uch that the concentration of said alpha FeO OH
formed in said dispersion is less than 15 grams per liter;

discontinuing introduction of said oxygen;
boiling said dispersion to obtain further crystallization of

said alpha FeO OH crystals;

recovering said alpha FeO OH crystals from said dispersion;
and

subjecting said crystals to dehydration, reduction and oxida-
tion to form gamma ferric oxide crystals.

3,843,774
PREPARATION OF NON-SOLVATED ALUMINUM

HYDRIDE
Buddy L. York, Akron, Mich., and Kazuji Terada, Boulder,

Colo., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland.
Mich.

Filed Nov. 15, 1965, Ser. No. 507,964
Int. CI. COlb 6/00

U.S. CI. 423-645 2 Claims
1. A process for preparing crystalline, substantially non-

solvated aluminum hydride which comprises,
a. dissolving aluminum chloride in diethyl ether and recov-

ering aluminum chloride monodiethyl etherate from the
resulting ethereal solution,

b. reacting said aluminum chloride-monodiethyl etherate
with a light metal hydride thereby preparing an aluminum
hydride aluminum chloride diethyl ether complex,

c. reacting said aluminum hydride aluminum chloride"
diethyl ether complex in the liquid state with lithium
aluminum hydride thereby to prepare an ethereal product
solution containing aluminum hydride-diethyl ether sol-
vate,

d. separating said product solution from co-produced solid
by-products, and

e. recovering a solid, crystalline, substantially non-solvated
aluminum hydride from said ethereal product solution.
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3,843,775

RADIOIMMUNOASSAY OF ANGIOTENSIN AND RENIN
ACTIVITY

Robert L. Wolf, New York, N.Y., assignor to Mount Sinai

Research Foundation, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Continuation-in-partofSer. No. 699,098, Jan. 19, 1968, Pat.

, No. 3,592,888. This application July 12, 1971, Set. No.

161,697

Int. CI. A61k 27104- GOln 23100
U.S. CI.424-1 6 Claims

I. A process for assaying angiotensin activity in a material
comprising the steps of:

1. preparing mixtures of (i) antibody to angiotensin coupled
to poly-L-lysine, (ii) angiotensin labeled with a radioac-
tive isotope, and (iii) varying known amounts of unla-
beled angiotensin,

2. incubating the mixtures to form antibody-bound radioac-
tive angiotensin complexes and antibody-bound unla-
beled angiotensin complexes and increase the quantity of
radioactive free angiotensin present in the mixtures,

3. mixing the mixtures with a suspension of charcoal powder
coated with dextran to cause the free angiotensin to react
with the charcoal powder,

4. precipitating the charcoal powder from the suspension to

separate the free angiotensin from the antibody-bound
angiotensin complexes,

5. counting the radioactivity of the supernatant fluid and of
the charcoal powder residue to determine the ratios of
the radioactivity of antibody-bound angiotensin to the
radioactivity of free angiotensin,

6. referencing the ratios of bound to free radioactive angio-
tensin to the known amounts of angiotensin in said mix-
tures to establish a relationship between the ratio of
bound to free angiotensin and the concentration of angio-
tensin.

7. repeating steps ( 1 ) to ( 5 ) using a solution of the material
to be assayed containing an unknown amount of unla-
beled angiotensin in place of the known amounts of unla-
beled angiotensin to determine the ratio of radioactive
bound angiotensin to radioactive free angiotensin for the
material, and

8. comparing the ratio determined according to step (7)
with the relationship previously established according to
step (6) to determine the concentration of angiotensin in

the material being assayed.

\

3,843,776
DIAGNOSTIC METHOD AND MEANS THEREFOR

Carl Gustaf Kamme, Lund, Sweden, assignor to Aktiebolaget
Leo (A/B Leo), Halsingborg. Sweden

Filed May 6, 1971, Ser. No. 141,026
Int. CL GOln J//00

U.S.CI.424-I2 9 Claims
I. A method m which erythrocytes bearing phages derived

from bacteria are produced which comprises contacting eryth-
rocytes with an aqueous C, to C, aliphatic aldehyde solution,
contacting the resulting aldehyde-treated erythrocytes with
Staphylococcal bacteriophages at a temperature of about 45°

C to about 60° C for a period of time sufficient to adhere said
phages to said erythrocytes, and then contacting the phage-
bearing erythrocytes with an aqueous C, to C, aliphatic alde-
hyde solution at a temperature of about 35° C to about 60° C
for a period of time sufficient to fix said phages to said eryth-
rocytes.

3,843,777

HEMOLYTIC ASSAY SYSTEM
Martha B. Hainski, Glendale, and Guido A. Ordonez, Los

Angeles, both of Calif., assignors to Baxter Laboratories,
Inc., Morton Grove, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 848,338, Aug. 7, 1969, abandoned.
This application Aug. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 279,611

Int. CI. GQ\n 31100, 33116
II.S. CI. 424-13

1 Claim
1. A diagnostic method for the determination of the pres-

ence of antibodies to Kolmer antigen in blood serum compris-
ing admixing (A) about one part by volume of guinea pig
complement reconstituted in Kolmer saline with (B) about
one part by volume of Kolmer antigen and (C) about one part
by volume of blood serum and then ( D) reacting the resulting
mixture for a predetermined period of time with hemolysin-
sensitized erythrocytes homogeneously dispersed in a semi-
solid gel medium containing from about 0. 1 to about 5 percent
by weight agar on a plate by allowing said mixture to come
into contact with said hemolysin-sensitized erythrocytes by
radial diffusion from a well in the surface of said gel during
incubation at about 37°C for a predetermined period of time,
said hemolysin-sensitized erythrocytes comprising (E) about
one part by volume sheep cell hemolysin in about 10 to 100
parts by volume Kolmer saline admixed with (F) about one
part by volume sheep erythrocytes dispersed at a concentra-
tion of about ! to 5 percent Kolmer saline, said Kolmer saline
comprising aqueous NaCI, MgCl2.6H20 and CaCl2.2H20.

3,843,778

ANTACIDS
Julius Diamond, Lafayette Hill; Robert S. Joslin, and John D.

Buehler, both of Fort Washington, all of Pa., assignors to
William H. Rorer, Inc., Fort Washington, Pa.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 32,730, April 28, 1970,

abandoned. This application Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,580
Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424-38 10 Claims
1. A process for preparing improved antacid particles

wherein the wet antacid material is selected from the group
consisting of

aluminum hydroxide,

aluminum hydroxycarbonate,
aluminum magnesium glycinate,

calcium carbonate,

dihydroxy aluminum aminoacetate,
magnesium aluminate,

magnesium carbonate,

magnesium hydroxide,

magnesium oxide and
magnesium trisilicate

said antacid particles having a size between 0.5-300 microns
and being coated thereon with a non-toxic, inert, substantially
water-insoluble oil coating, said oil being selected from the
group consisting of

almond oil,

coconut oil,

corn oil.

cottonseed oil,

refined linseed oil,

light liquid petrolatum.
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heavy liquid petrolatum,

olein,

olive oil,

palm oil,

peanut oil,

persic oil,

sesame oil,

soybean oil and
safflower oil;

the proportion of oil coating on said antacid particles being
between 1:50 and 1:1000 by weight of oil to wet antacid; the
process of which comprises dispersing an electronegatively
charged powder selected from the group consisting of

an alkyl aryl sulfonate,

an alkyl sulfate,

a sulfonated amide or amine,
a sulfated or sulfonated ester or ether,

an alkyl sulfonate,

a dioctyl sulfosuccinate,

a hydrated aluminum silicate,

a silica pigment and
a microfine silica

in said oil in an amount sufficient to charge the oil dispersion
intimately contacting the said dispersion with said wet antacid
and agitating vigorously to obtain a homogeneous mixture of
all the materials present.
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3,843,779
PROCESS FOR PREPARING STABLE DENTIFRICE

James Norfleet, Plainfield, N.J., assignor to Colgate-Palmolive
Company, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 127,051, March 22, 1971,
abandoned. This application Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,667

Int. CI. A61k 7//6
U.S. CI. 424-54 14 claims

I. A process for preparing a dentifrice stable against precip-
itation and floculation comprising adding to a blend of about
0.2-107^ by weight of alkali metal carboxyalkyi cellulose, a
humectant and water, a water-soluble surface active agent and
a water-soluble non-toxic acid addition salt of l,6-di-(p-
chlorophenyl biguanido) hexane in about 0.0I-57f by weight
of the free base thereof, said acid addition salt being added to
said blend (after the addition of) in aqueous solution no
sooner than said surface-active agent (or simultaneously with
the addition of said surface-active agent), and also mixing with
these components a dentally-acceptable water-insoluble pol-
ishing material; said percentages being based on said denti-
frice composition.

3,843,780
COSMETIC COMPOSITION CONTAINING MINERAL OIL
Edwin B. Michaels, and James J. Michaels, both of Gregory

Ct., East Norwalk, Conn. 06855
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 644,477, June 8, 1967,

abandoned. This application July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,447
Int. CI. A61k 7//4

U.S. CI. 424-73 8 claims
1. A homogeneous, single-phase, clear, liquid, composite

solution adapted for application to skin prior to shaving or
removal of paint from skin which consists essentially of:

a. 75 to 85*^, by weight of mineral oil having a viscosity

between about 25 to 85 seconds Saybolt, and
b. 15 to 25%, by weight of an anhydrous, monohydric,

alkanol selected from the group consisting of methanol,
ethanol, n-propanol, isopropanol. n-butanol and t-

butanol.

3,843,781

SMELL-SWEETENING AND DEODORIZING
MALEIMIDES

Fumiya Masuda; Meiken Nakajima, both of Ichikawa, and
Yukio Oyamada, Funabashi, all of Japan, assignors to Kao
Soap Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,266
Claims priority, application Japan, June 21, 1971, 46-

44726; Dec. 28, 1971, 46-2775

Int. CI. A6II 13100
U.S. CI. 424-76 2 Claims

I. A method for deodorizing and sweetening the smell of
odoriferous materials and objects characterized by having
mercaptans and hydrogen sulfide as a bad-smelling compo-
nent, which comprises applying to said material or object an
effective deodorizing amount of a compound of the formula:

O
II

c

R:-C
Ii

R3-C
N-Ri

C
II

O

wherein R, is selected from the group consisting of hydro-
gen, alkyl, having one to 12 carbon atoms, hydroxy-
methyl, 2-hydroxyethyl, carboxymethyl. 2-aminoethyl,
phenyl, alkyl substituted phenyl wherein the alkyl has one
to three carbon atoms, anili'no and phenylhydrazo;

R2 and R3 each is selected from the group consisting of
hydrogen, halogen, alkyl having one to 12 carbon atoms,
hydroxymethyl, 2-hydroxyethyl, carboxymethyl. 2-
aminoethyl, phenyl, alkyl substituted phenyl wherein the
alkyl has one to three carbon atoms, anilino and phenyl-
hydrazo;

in an amount sufficient to substantially reduce the mercaptan
and hydrogen sulfide content of the odoriferous material or
object.

3,843,782
EYE SOLUTION AND METHOD OF USING SAME

Joseph Z. Kreranoski, and John C. Petricciani, both of Los
Altos, Calif., assignors to Flow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Palo
Alto, Calif.

Filed July 26, 1971, Ser. No. I66,286The portion of the term
of this patent subsequent to Dec. 22, 1988, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. A6Ik 27100
U.S. CI. 424-78 2 Claims

I. An aqueous eye wash solution containing:
a. a water soluble cellulosic polymer selected from the
group consisting of hydroxyethyl cellulose, methyl cellu-
lose, hydroxypropyl cellulose and carboxymethyl cellu-
lose in amount sufficient to give the solution a viscosity
in the range 15 to 750 cps at 25°C;

b. a quantity of sodium chloride, potassium chloride or
mixtures of sodium chloride and potassium chloride suffi-

cient to make the solution hypertonic relative to a sodium
chloride solution containing 0.9% by weight of sodium
chloride but not hypertonic relative to 1.8 wt. 9f sodium;
c. from 0.001 to 0.2% of a preservative agent selected
from the group consisting of benzalkonium chloride and
chlorhexidine;

d. sodium bicarbonate in amount sufficient to give the
solution a pH in the range 7.1 to 9.5; and

e. about 0. 1 25% by weight based on the total composition
of polyvinyl alcohol.
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3,843,783

RODENTICIDAL COMPOSITIONS AND PROCESSES
EMPLOYING GELATINIZED AMYLACEOUS

MATERIALS
Stanley N. Burlow, Chicago, III., assignor to Velsicol Chemical

Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Nov. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 196,738

Int. CI. AOln /7//4

U.S. CI. 424-84 11 Claims

1. A water-resistant rodenticide composition comprising a

gelatinized, compacted amylaceous material consisting of

ground cereal grain having a water content of from about 5 to

about 1 2 percent by weight based on the total composition in

admixture with a rodenticidal amount of a rodenticide.

3,843,784

ANTIBIOTICS A201A AND A201B AND PROCESS FOR
THE PRODUCTION THEREOF

Robert L. Hamill, New Ross, and Marvin M. Hoehn, Indianap-

olis, both of Ind., assignors to Eli Lilly and Company, Indian-

apolis, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 101,377, Dec. 24, 1970,
abandoned. This application Oct. 12, 1971, Ser. No. 188,058

Int. CI. A61k2//00
U.S.CL 424-119 3 Claims

1. The antibiotic substance A-201A, a white crystalline

compound soluble in alcohols, acetone, chloroform and ethyl

acetate and insoluble in water, hydrocarbons, and ether; melt-

ing at about 170''-72°C.; having an composition of 55.20

percent carbon, 6.72 percent hydrogen, 10.45 percent nitro-

gen, and 28.05 percent oxygen; has an apparent molecular
weight determined by mass spectroscopy of 693; having an

ultraviolet absorption maximum at about 208 m/it., with an
extinction coefficient, E,r„

'"^^ of 535, and an absorption maxi-

mum at about 275 m/i.. with an extinction coefficient, E|r,„.'^*

of 490; and having the following distinguishable bands in the

infrared absorption spectrum when dissolved in chloroform:

2.96 (broad), 3.45, 3.53, 5.89, 6.06, 6.26. 6.33, 6.40. 6.67,

6.92, 7.06, 7.15, 7.28, 7.46. 7.60, 7.76. 7.92, 8.10, 8.30. 8.60,

8.87,9.06,9.14,9.32,9.54,9.65. 10.12. 10.23. 10.59, 11.01.

11.30, 11.60, and 12.00 microns.

3,843,785

METHOD OF TREATING PROSTATIC HYPERTROPHY
WITH LEVARIN

Harry W. Gordon, Bronx, N.Y., assignor to Schmid Laborato-

ries, Inc., Little Falls, NJ.
Division of Ser. No. 194,052, Oct. 29, 1971, , Division of Ser.

No. 70,509, Sept. 8, 1970, , Continuation of Ser. No. 623,847,

March 17, 1967, Pat. No. 3,584,118, Continuation-in-part of

Ser. No. 544,712, April 25, 1966, abandoned. This application

Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,568

Int. CI. H61k2//00
U.S. CI. 424-120 4 Claims

1. A process for the treatment of prostatic hypertrophy in

a large mammal afflicted with prostatic hypertrophy which
comprises orally administering to said mammal an effective

dose for treating prostatic hypertrophy of levorin.

3,843,786

METHOD OF CONTROLLING HUMAN APPETITE
Gin O. Wong, Carson, Calif., assignor to Purex Corporation,

Lakewood, Calif.

Filed Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 412,682

Int. CL AOln 9/00. 9128

U.S.CL 424-180 5 Claims

1. Method of controlling human appetite which consists

essentially of ingesting orally from 10 to 60 minutes prior to

mealtime from 500 to 4,000 milligrams of xanthan gum with

from 3 to 12 ounces of liquid

3,843,787

WATER SOLUBLE DERIVATIVE OF ERYTHROMYCIN
Gerardo Fabrizio, Santa Maria Caputa Vetere, Italy, assignor

to Pierrel S.p.A., Via Turati, Milan, Italy

Division of Ser. No. 2,685, Jan. 13, 1970, Pat. No. 3,764,595.

This application Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,485

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 15, 1969,

02437/69

Int. CI. A61k 2 //OO

U.S. CI. 424-181 3 Claims

1. A pharmaceutical composition containing erythromycin

aspartate in association with a suitable pharmaceutical vehi-

cle.

3,843,788

ANTI-PEPTIC ULCER SUBSTANCE FROM CORYDALIS
TUBERS

Junzo Iwasa, Kyoto; Shunsuke Naruto; Noboru Ikeda, both of

Osaka; Keiji Nakamura, Amagasaki, and Yukinobu Sohji,

Neyagawa, aK of Japan, assignors to Dainippon Pharmaceu-
tical Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 62,632, Aug. 10, 1970, abandoned,
which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 735,162, June 7,

1968, abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

649,103, June 27, 1967, abandoned, which is a continuation-

n-part of Ser. No. 493,267, Oct. 5, 1965, abandoned. This

application Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,163
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 20, 1964, 39-

059633
Int. CI. A61k 27114

U.S. CI. 424-195 2 Claims
1. An anti-peptic ulcer active substance prepared by the

process comprising (a) extracting a tuber of the genus Coryd-
alis with a solvent selected from the group consisting of water,

methanol, ethanol, propanol and mixtures thereof, (b) con-
centrating the resulting extract by vacuum distillation of sol-

vent therefrom, (c) acidifying the concentrated extract to a

pH of I to 4 by adding thereto acetic acid, tartaric acid, citric

acid, hydrochloric acid, hydrobromic acid and sulfuric acid,

(d) extracting the acidified aqueous solution of the extract

with a hydrocarbon solvent selected from the group consisting

of petroleum ether and petroleum benzin to remove the fatty

substances therefrom, (e) raising the pH of the defatted aque-

ous acidic phase to 7.5 to 1 2 by adding thereto a base selected

from the group consisting of ammonia, alkali metal hydroxide,

alkali metal carbonate and alkali metal bicarbonate, (f) ex-

tracting the resulting aqueous alkaline solution with chloro-

form, dichloromethane, trichlomethane or carbon tetrachlo-

ride, separating the halohydrocarbon phase from the aqueous
phase by vacuum distillation and recovering said active sub-

stance.

3,843,789

REMOVAL OF SULFUR OXIDES FROM STACK GAS
Marshall L. Spector, Belle Mead, N.J., and P. L. Thibaut

Brian, Allentown, Pa., assignors to Air Products and Chemi
cals. Inc., Wayne, Pa.

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,523
Int. CI. COlb niOO

U.S. CI. 423-242 10 Claims
1. In the scrubbing of combustion gases with aqueous am-

moniacal solution for removal of contained sulfur oxides, the

improvement which comprises effecting absorption of SOj by
the ammoniacal scrubbing liquor under controlled conditions

of concentrations of components at the absorption tempera-
ture such that the logarithm (to the base 10) of the product
of the partial vapor pressures of SO2, NH3 and H2O at all

regions within the scrubber and prior to discharge of the vapor
effiuent therefrom into the atmosphere does not exceed the

numerical value: 3 1 .24 - ( 1 7.300/T), wherein the said partial

pressures are expressed in millimeters of mercury and T is the

Absolute temperature in degrees Rankine.
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3,843,790
DIBENZODEPIN THERAPEUTIC AGENT

Yl-Han Chang, Waterford; William M. McLamore, Gales
Ferry, and James R. Tretter, East Lyme, all of Conn., assign-
ors to Pfizer Inc., New York, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 40,420, May 25, 1970,. This application

11 May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,523
II Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424-250 9 Claims
1. A method for alleviating inflammatory conditions in a

warm-blodded animal, which comprises internally administer-
ing to an animal in need of treatment an anti-infiammatory
amount of a compound selected from the group consisting of

/ran.s-2-chloro- 1 1
-( 3-piperazinylpropylidene )-6H-

dibenz[b,eloxepin and the pharmaceutically acceptable acid
addition salts thereof.

3,843,793
A METHOD FOR THE TREATMENT OF BENIGN

PROSTATIC HYPERTROPHY AND ACNE
Elijah H. Gold, West Orange, NJ., assignor to Schering Corpo-

ration, Bloomfield, NJ.
Continuation of Ser. No. 263,906, July 19, 1972, abandoned.

This application Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 301,024
Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424-324 7 Claims
1. A method for the treatment of benign prostatic hypertro-

phy or acne which comprises eliciting an anti-androgenic
effect in mammals suffering from benign prostatic hypertro-
phy or acne by administering an antiandrogenically effective
amount of a substituted anilide having the structural formula:

3,843,791
METHOD OF KILLING INSECTS WITH

QUINAZOLINONES AND QUINAZOLINE-THIONES
James W. McFarland, Lyme, Conn., assignor to Pfizer Inc.,
New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 322,892
Int. CI. AOln 9122

U.S. CI. 424-251 20 Claims
I. A method of killing insects which comprises contacting

said insects with an insecticidally effective amount of a com-
pound of the formula

Y

X Cr
R'
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3,843,795

METHODS FOR PRODUCING GLUCOCORTICOID-LIKE
WATER DIURETIC AND ANTI-INFLAMMATORY

ACTIVITY WITH DECININE
Virgil D. Wiebelhaus, Springfield, Pa., assignor to Smithkline

Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 197,951, Nov. 11, 1971,

abandoned. This application Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,703

Int. CI. A61k 27100

U.S. CI. 424-267 5 Claims

1. A method of producing glucocorticoid-like water diuretic

and anti-inflammatory activity which comprises administering

decinine or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt

thereof internally to an animal organism requiring said activity

in an amount sufficient to produce said activity.

3,843,796

ANTIHYPERTENSIVE AGENTS
Charles S. Miller, deceased, late of Norristown, Pa. (by Ruth

A. Miller, administrator), assignor to Merck & Co., Inc.,

Rahway, N.J.

Filed Apr. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 137,631

Int. CI. A61k 27100

U.S. CI. 424-273 6 Claims

1. The method of treating hypertension in a human which

comprises the administration to a hypertensive human of a

hypotensive amount of a compound of the formuiii

-CII(OH)ClI((lli)XII--
b'\

R'O

where

(X) is

L-alanyl,

L-valyl.

L-leucyl,

L-norleucyl,

L-isoleucyl,

L-seryl,

L-threonyi,

L-cysteinyl,

L-methionyl.

L-prolyl,

L-hydroxyprolyl,

L-phenylalanyl,

L-tyrosyl,

L-tryptophyl,

L-a-aspartyl.

L-a-glutamyl,

L-/3-hydroxy-a-glutamyl,

L-lysyl,

L-arginyl or

L-histidyl.

or an N-acylated derivative of these naturally-occurring amino

acid radicals where said N-acyl group is

lower alkanoyl.

benzoyl,

phenyl lower alkanoyl,

lower alkoxy carbonyl or

benzyloxycarbonyl; and

R' is

hydrogen or benzyl.

3,843,797

SALURETIC AND DIURETIC COMPOSITIONS AND
METHOD WITH 2,3-DIHYDRO-5-(2-NITRO-l-ALKENYL-

BENZOFURAN-2-CARBOXYLIC ACIDS AND
PHARMACEUTICALLY ACCEPTABLE SALTS

Ernst Habicht, Oberwil/bl, Switzerland; Bernard Libis, Saint-

Louis, France, and Anos Zergenyi, Riehen, Switzerland,

assignors to Ciba-Geig> Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 90,032, Nov. 16, 1970, Pat. No. 3,726,904.

This application Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 278,887

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 20, 1969,

17273/69

Int. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424-285 4 Claims

1. A pharmaceutical composition in oral dosage unit form

comprising a pharmaceutical carrier and a compound of the

formula

\-cn-/X ^/y
/

OjN
-II

'^/^^O^.OOH

wherein Y is hydrogen or methyl.

Z, is fluoro. chloro, methyl or methoxy,

Z.; is hydrogen or methyl, and

R is alkyl having from 1 to 5 carbon atoms;

or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt thereof, in an

amount sufficient to produce a diuretic and a saluretic

effect upon administration of said dosage unit form

3,843,798

METHODS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR INDUCING
RESISTANCE TO BACTERIAL INFECTIONS

Elton S. Cook, and Akira Fujii, both of Cincinnati, Ohio, as-

signors to Stanlev Drug Products, Inc., Portland, Oreg.

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,386

Int. CI. A61k 27m
U.S. CI. 424-319 6 Claims

1. A method of treating bacterial infections in mammals
comprising administering to a mammal suffering from said

bacterial infection an antibacterially effective amount of an

omega-guanidino acid having the formula H2N—C(=NH)—
NH—(CHi)„—COOH where n is a whole number of 1 to 5.

3,843,799

METHOD OF FEEDING RUMINANTS N-GLUCOSYL-N' -

YDROXYMETHYLUREA
Richard MacLeod Elofson; Larry Patrick Milligan; Jurgen

Wohlkbe, and Michael Worsley, all of Edmonton, Alberta,

Canada, assignors to The Research Council of Alberta, Ed-

monton, Alberta, Canada

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,206

Int. CI. A23k l\22

U.S. CI. 426-2 1 Claim

»F i» If 10 is SO IS 40 45 " J! M »«

riM§ Arm vfmjtmnno' cf tut oosr (t/a)

1. A method for supplementing the nitrogen intake of a

ruminant which comprises:

feeding it N-glucosyl-N'-hydroxymethylurea.
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3,843,800

PREPARATION OF ACTIVE DRIED BAKER'S YEAST
Arend Langejan, Henri Dunantlaan 21, Delft, Netherlands

Continuation of Ser. No. 874,723, Nov. 6, 1969, abandoned.

This application June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,727

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 8, 1968,

52950/68

Int. CI. C 12c 11130

U.S. CI. 426-18 17 Claims

1. A process for preparing a composition consisting essen-

tially of an active dried bakers' yeast with a particle size of 0.

1

to l.O mm and with a dry matter content of a least 85 percent

by weight, a protein content ( '^ N x 6.25 ) of 45 to 60 percent

based on dry matter and an activity value of 420 to 600 when
determined by test method B^ consisting of the steps of divid-

ing a fresh compressed yeast having a protein content (^ N x

6.25) of 45 to 60 percent on dry weight basis into a mass of

particles having a particle size of 0.2 to 2.0 mm and drying the

mass of particles by passing therethrough a drying gas at a

temperature of not more than 160°C in not more than 120

minutes to a dry matter content of at least 85 percent by

weight with a drying gas flow so that the particles are held

within a temperature range of from 20° to 50°C to obtain a

dried bakers' yeast.

3,843,801

PREPARATION OF FETA CHEESE
Constantine John Efthymiou, 84-63 126th St., Kew Gardens,

L.I., N.Y. 11415
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 142,415, May 11, 1971,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

776,219, Oct. 25, 1968, abandoned, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 380,637, July 6, 1964,
abandoned. This application Jan. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 324,760

Int. CI. A23c \9102
U.S. CI. 426-36 3 Claims

1. In a process for making soft, white, pickled, Feta-type
cheese, the step of pasteurizing the milk, the step of acidifying

the milk to a sufficient increase of titratable acidity to effect

optimal coagulation using conventional means such as lactic

acid producing bacteria or food acid, the step of inducing
coagulation, the step of allowing coagulation to produce a

curd, the step of cutting the curd into suitable pieces to re-

move whey, the step of mechanically agitating the cut curd to

facilitate further whey expulsion and development of firmness,

the step of dipping the curd into perforated containers to

further expel whey, give shape to the cheese and effect initial

ripening, the step of agitating the containers to enhance uni-

form drainage at room temperature, the step of transferring

the containers to a curing room maintained at a temperature
below approximately 68° F. with a high relative humidity, the

step of cutting the cheese into suitable pieces which are salted

up to approximately 3 percent of the weight of the ripened
cheese, the step of exposing the cheese uniformly to ripening

conditions by suitable manipulation, and the improvement
which comprises the step of adding during the step of acidify-

ing the milk the combination of ripening agents comprising a

rated amount of proteolytic lacto-bacilli to effect a controlled,

advanced degree of proteolysis associated with a creamy,
soluble body and Slrepiococcus faecium strains of enterococci
viable and active through the range of ripening parameters,
said process producing a substantially predetermined high
level of acetic acid against a low profile of free fatty acids and
a piquant, pickled cheese, the flavor of which is practiccally

devoid of rancidity and bitterness.

3,843,802

PROTEINACEOUS MATERIAL FOR BEVERAGE USE
AND METHOD

Gabor Puski, Hanover Park, III., assignor to Central Soya
Company, Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed Oct. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 185,842
Int. CI. A23I 1102, J/20; A23j 3/00

U.S. CI. 426-46 2 Claims
1. A process for treating a protein material selected from

the class consisting of soybean protein, sodium caseinate,

wheat gluten, fish protein concentrate, and microbial protein

to produce an acid-soluble product and incorporating said

product into beverages consisting essentially in the steps of

forming an acid protein curd from said protein material,

heating said curd for a period of time sufficient to reduce
microbiological contamination,

forming a slurry of said curd and mixing it with sufficient

amount of proteolytic enzyme selected from the class

consisting of a ficin, fungal proteases, bacterial proteases,

pepsin, and papain to render soluble at an acidic pH a
major portion of said curd by adjusting the pH, tempera-
ture and enzyme concentration, of said slurry and conti-
nously mixing the protein-enzyme slurry for a predeter-
mined time up to about two hours, thereby producing a
product having an N-terminal free amino acid group
content in the range of about 0.125 to about 0.225 per
100 grams of protein, heating the protein-enzyme slurry

after said predetermined time to a temperature sufficient

inactivate said proteolytic enzyme, separating insoluble

protein from said slurry, drying said soluble protein curd,
and incorporating from about I percent to about 3 per-
cent of said soluble protein in a beverage having a pH in

the range of about 2 to about 5.5.

3,843,803
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING FIBERS FROM NATURAL

PROTEIN OF ANIMAL ORIGIN
Nobumitsu Yano; Hideomi Takahashi, and Yoshitaka Haya-

sho, all of Saitama, Japan, assignors to Asahi Kasei Kogyo
Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,841
Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 13, 1971, 46-

70386; Nov. 15, 1971, 46-90598; Nov. 15, 1971, 46-90599
Int. CI. A23j 3/00

U.S. CI. 426-56 21 Claims
1. A process for producing fibrous protein from a solution

of protein of animal origin or of protein of animal origin and
vegetable origin by extruding an aqueous solution of protein
into a coagulation bath, which comprises

forming an aqueous protein solution at a pH of from 10 to

12 and at a temperature of from 30° to 60tr., said solu-

tion containing from 5 to 15 percent by weight of protein
when the protein is of animal origin and from 5 to 20
percent by weight when the protein is of animal and
vegetable origins,

adding to said aqueous protein solution from 2 to 80 per-

cent by weight, based upon the protein of animal origin

content of said aqueous protein solution, of at least one
unsaturated fatty acid having from 14 to 22 carbon atoms
or at least one non-toxic salt thereof,

agitating the resulting mixture and defoaming said mixture,
whereupon a viscous solution is formed,

extruding said viscous solution into a coagulation bath
maintained at a pH of from about 2 to about 5 and con-
taining at least one inorganic salt, thereby obtaining
threads of protein, and

stretching said threads to from 150 to 500 percent of their

original length.

3,843,804

NOVEL FLAVORING COMPOSITIONS AND PROCESSES
William J. Evers, Atlantic Highland, and Manfred H. Vock,
West Orange, both of N.J., assignors to International Flavors
& Fragrances Inc., New York, N.Y.

^Division of Ser. No. 123,023, March 10, 1971,. This

application Dec. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 314,349
Int. CI. A23I 1/26

U.S. CI. 426-65 16 Claims
1. A process for altering the organoleptic properties of

foodstuff material which comprises adding thereto a small but
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effective amount of at least one cyclopentapyrimidine having

the formula

wherein R, is an alkyl group containing from one to four

carbon atoms, an alkoxy group containing from one to four

carbon atoms, an alkylthio group containing from one to three

carbon atoms, a cycloalkylthio group containing from three to

five carbon atoms, or hydrogen, Rj is an alkyl group of from

one to four carbon atoms or an alkylthio group of from one to

three carbon atoms, R3 through Rh are the same or different

and are hydrogen or lower alkyl containing one to three car-

bon atoms, and R| and R2 are not both alkylthio.

3,843,805

BASE COMPOSITION FOR PREPARING FOOD
PRODUCTS

Louis A. Powell, Winter Haven, Fla., assignor to Weliman-
Power Gas Incorporated, Lakeland, Fla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 145,066, May 19, 1971,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

886,743, Dec. 19, 1969, abandoned, which is a continuation-

n-part of Ser. No. 728,919, May 14, 1968, abandoned, which

is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 401,254, Oct. 2, 1964,

abandoned. This application Mar. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 232,628

Int. CI. A23i 1/00; A23c 9/08

U.S. CI. 426-92 46 Claims

1. A composition for use as a base composition in preparing

aqueous whipped food products, consisting essentially of a

solid particle from admixture of pregelatinized starch, about

3 to 75 percent, by weight of the starch, of calcium acetate,

about 3 to 300 percent, by weight of the starch, of sodium
caseinate, and about 0.5 part or greater, per part by weight of

starch, of a filler selected from the group consisting of fat,

casein, and mixtures of fat and casein, with the proviso that if

said admixture contains fat, it also contains a minor amount,

effective to emulsify the fat, of an edible emulsifier for the fat.

3,843,806

GRANULAR PACKAGE
Allan Kishpaugh, and Donald J. Hagen, both of Wayne, NJ.,

assignors to Standard Packaging Corporation, New York,
N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 239,076, March 29, 1972, Pat. No.

3,750,362. This application Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 355,070
Int. CI. B65d 81/20; A23f 1/06

U.S. CI. 426-106 7 Claims

1. A vacuum-sealed package of granular material compris-

ing a bottom package member defining a material-receiving

cavity containing said granular material, an intermediate

package member substantially permeable to the flow of gases

therethrough but substantially impermeable to the flow of

granular material therethrough, a continuous, uniform and full

seal between said bottom package member and said interme-

diate package member and a top package member sealed to

said bottom package member to maintain the vacuum in said

vacuum-sealed package.

3,843,807

TEXTURIZING PROCESS FOR SINGLE-CELL PROTEIN
John A. Ridgway, Jr., La Porte, Ind., assignor to Standard Oil

Company, Chicago, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 47,896, June 19, 1970,

abandoned. This application Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,469

Int. CI. A23j 3/00

U.S. CI. 426-137 17 Claims

1. A process for developing texture in microbial cells com-

prising the steps of:

a. preparing an aqueous paste of microbial cell material,

containing from about 15 to about 40 wt. ^i water and at

least about 2 wt. '^ (dry basis) ruptured cells;

b. extruding the paste at a temperature within the range

from about 70° to about 350°F.;

c. heat-treating the extrudate at a temperature within the

range from about I SOT. to about 350°F. for a period of

time inversely related to the temperature employed and
within the range from about 0. 1 to about 30 minutes; and

d. drying the heat-treated extrudate to produce a product

which is crisp, crunchy, chewy, has a bland or pleasing

flavor and resists dispersion in water.

3,843,808

CHEESE CRUMBLES
Salvatore F. Ziccarelli, Downers Grove, III., assignor to Be-

atrice Foods Co., Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,523

Int. CI. A23c 19/12

U.S. CI. 426- 1 87 16 Claims

1. A cheese-flavored, shelf-stable and self-preserving com-
position comprising 10 percent to 70 percent dry cheese solids

and from 30 percent to 50 percent of finely divided fat parti-

cles having an average particle size of not greater than about

0.5 millimeter, said fat having a melting point in the range of

from 90''F. to I25''F. and said fat particles being substantially

coated with a fat enrobing agent which prevents coalescing of

the fat particles by preventing fat to fat contact of the fat

particles wherein the enrobing agent constitutes from I per-

cent to 20 percent of the composition, and said composition

has a moisture content of no more than 5 percent by weight.

3,843,809

MANUFACTURE OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Egon Luck, 207 Baythorne Dr., Thornhill, Ontario, Canada

Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 282,953

Int. CI. C12g 3/06

U.S. CL 426-192 12 Claims

1. A method for making an alcoholic beverage which com-
prises reacting an organic acid selected from the group con-

sisting of citric, malic and tartaric acids, and mixtures thereof,

with ethanol to obtain esterification between the acid and

ethanol, with the proportion of organic acid being from about

0. 1 to 3 percent on a final beverage basis and with the amount
of ethanol being sufficient to provide a beverage containing

about 6 to 60 percent of ethanol, in the presence of about 0.

1

to 200 parts per million of a bisulfite esterification catalyst for

the reaction, said proportion of such catalyst being sufficient
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to catalyze the esterification reaction between the acid and
ethanol, and admixing a flavoring proportion of a flavoring
agent with the mixture of alcohol and ester produced.

3,843,810
PROCESS OF AIR EVACUATION OF FOODS UNDER

ULTRA-LOW PRESSURE
Gottlieb Bernhard Fehmerling, Bridgeton, N.J., assignor to

Fehmerling Associates, Bridgeton, N.J.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 60,765, Aug. 3, 1970,
abandoned. This application May 16, 1972, Ser. No. 253,723

Int. CI. A22c 29/00; A23b 7/00; A23I 1/28
U.S. CI. 426-204 19 claims

1. The process of enhancing the appearance texture and
storage characteristics of foods selected from the group con-
sisting of fruits, vegetables, marine creatures and mushrooms
by removing substantially all gases from the tissues and cells
of said foods and substituting therefore an aqueous solution
into the said tissues, the process comprising:
submersing said foods in said solution contained in enclosed

vessel,

subjecting said submersed foods to a reduction in pressure
down to 200-300mm mercury at a rate of pressure de-
crease not greater than 125 mm of mercury per minute,
further decreasing the pressure from 200-300mm mer-
cury to a pressure not greater than 13mm of mercury
(absolute) at a rate of pressure decrease not greater than
12mm mercury per minute, both said pressure decrease
steps consuming at least a total of 28 minutes, continuing
to subject said submersed foods to an absolute pressure
of not greater than 13mm of mercury for a dwell lime
period of at least I hour to substantially remove all gases
from said tissue and cells,

increasing the pressure thereafter to fill with said solution
the voids formed in said tissues and cells by the evacua-
tion of the gases,

said pressure increase being performed by increasing the
pressure up to 55-65mm of mercury at a rate of pressure
increase not greater than 12mm of mercury per minute,
further mcreasing the pressure from 60mm of mercury up
to atmospheric pressure at a rate of pressure increase not
greater than 35mm of mercury per minute, both said
pressure increase steps consuming at least a total of 28
minutes, whereby said foods are substantially filled with
said solution and thereafter removing said foods from said
vessel.

3,843,811
LOW FAT EGG PRODUCT

Robert D. Seeley, Crestwood,, Mo., assignor to Anheuser-
Busch, Incorporated, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,563
Int. CI. A23I 1/32

U.S. a. 426-211
1 Claim

1. A low-fat, low cholesterol frozen egg mix comprising by
weight

A. about 4 percent to about 6 percent liquid whole egg,
B. about 92.5 percent to about 88.5 percent liquid egg

white,

C. about 2 percent to about 2.6 percent potato flour.
D. about 0.1 percent to about 0.2 percent carboxymethyl

cellulose,

E. about 1.4 percent to about 1.8 percent non-fat milk
solids, and

F. sufficient citric acid to provide a pH between about 6.8
and about 7.9 in the mix,

G. said mix containing about to 1.1 percent fat, about 8

to 18 percent protein, and less than about 0.05 percent
cholesterol.

3,843,812
CONCENTRATED STABLE SOLUTIONS OF SOLID

EDIBLE ACIDS, PROCESS OF MAKING, AND METHOD
OF USING SAME

Peter Kuhnert, Mannheim, and Doris Luetz-Binder, NeustadI,
both of Germany, assignors to Joh A. Benckiser GmbH,
Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,308
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 28, 1971.

2120846

Int. CI. A23g 3/00; A23I 1/26
U.S. CI. 426-213 22 Claims

1. In a process of producing a concentrated stable solution
of a solid edible carboxylic acid, the steps which comprise

a. intimately mixing the solid edible carboxylic acid with a
physiologically substantially inert polyalcohol,

b. rapidly heating the mixture to a temperature between
about 80°C. and about 150°C. within a period of time not
substantially exceeding about 10 minutes to cause disso-
lution of the edible acid in the polyalcohol.

c. maintaining the mixture at said temperature for a period
of time sufficient to produce a clear solution of the edible
carboxylic acid in the polyalcohol. and

d. rapidly cooling the resulting solution to a temperature
below about 60°C.

3,843,813
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TREATING EGGS

Leslie W. Driggs, West Sand Lake, N.V., assignor to Nutrionics
Machine Corporation, Hoosick Falls, N.V.

Division of Ser. No. 54,969, July 15, 1970,. This application
May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,333
Int. CI. A23b 5/00; A23I 1/32

U.S. CI. 426-241 3 Claims

-pm />«,VCf'^t\
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b. adding raw corn kernels to the hot liquid coating mass

while the coating mass is at a temperature above the

popping temperature of the kernels but at least about

20°-30°C below the boiling temperature of the mass said

temperature being about 200°C, whereby the kernels are

popped and coated with said mass and

c. maintaining the temperature of (b) until the moisture in

the kernels has evaporated.

3,843,815

INHIBITING GEL FORMATION IN MEAT-IN-GRAVY
PRODUCTS

Stanley H. Reesman, Battle Creek, Mich., assignor to General

Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 10, 1972, Set. No. 225,313

Int. CI. A23b 1/12

U.S. CI. 426-325 1 Claim

1. In the preparation of a packaged meat-in-gravy pet food

which at room temperature exhibits the formation of a gel in

the gravy portion thereof comprising forming meat pieces

containing collagen from meat by-products, adding said meat

pieces to a liquid gravy comprised of water and added thicken-

ers selected from the group consisting of gums, starches, and

mixtures thereof to a container, sealing the container and

retorting said container at temperatures sufficient to dissolve

said collagen, the improvement comprising adding from about

0.5 percent to about 3.5 percent by weight of the gravy mix-

ture of a weak acid selected from the group consisting of

phosphoric acid, citric acid, and tartaric acid to said liquid

gravy prior to sealing the container to inhibit formation of a

gel in the liquid gravy upon cooling of said packaged meat-in-

gravy food.

3,843,816

TEXTURIZING OF PROTEIN
AH R. Touba, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to General Mills,

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 19, 1971,S€r. No. 190,637Theportionof the term

of this patent subsequent to Mar. 21, 1989, has been

disclaimed.

Int. CI. A23j ni4
U.S. CI. 426-388 10 Claims

I. A method for texturizing protein comprising compressing

and heating untextured protein material between a pair of

parallel opposing heated surfaces for a period of time up to 1

minute, said material having a protein content of at least 50*^

dry weight basis, said material having a moisture content of

between about \5^/( and 35*7? by weight, said heated surfaces

being at a temperature and applying a pressure sufficient to

cause said protein to texturize and sufficient to rapidly super-

heat said moisture, said temperature being between 350° and
550° P.. said pressure being in the range of 50 to 1 ,000 p.s.i.g.,

the force of said compression being sufficient to entrap at least

a portion of said superheated moisture, and rapidly releasing

said compression thereby vaporizing said superheated mois-

ture and expanding the texturized protein.

3,843,817

MANUFACTURE OF AQUEOUS PASTE OF
SUCCINYLATED MONOGLYCERIDES

Leonard J. Swicklik, and Lewis G. Jacobs, both of Rochester,

N.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,

N.Y.

Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262,800

Int. CI. A21d 2/32. 2/16

U.S. CI. 426-342 4 Claims

1. A process for producmg a stable aqueous emulsion in a

paste form comprising the steps of

A. mixing a composition of, by weight,

1. 15 to 20 percent glyceryl monoesters,

2. 60 to 65 percent monosuccinylated glyceryl monoes-
ters,

3. 8 to 12 percent disuccinylated glyceryl monoesters,

and

4. 6 to 8 percent glyceryl diesters, said monoesters and
diesters being derived from saturated fatty acids having

from 16 to 18 carbon atoms, with a water phase con-

taining minor amounts of lecithin, sodium propionate

or a mixture of lecithin and sodium propionate main-

tained at a temperature of 88° to 90°C., forming a

translucent gel-like dispersion; and
B. cooling the dispersion in a scraped surface cooler having

an outlet temperature of 27° to 30°C. and removing the

emulsion so formed as an aqueous paste.

3,843,818

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING LOW CALORIE PASTA
Martha A. Wren, and Joseph D. Mullen, both of Minneapolis,

Minn., assignors to General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,657

Int. CI. A23c 1/16

U.S. CI. 426-346 7 Claims

I. A method for preparing a low calorie pasta comprising

mixing from 15 to 50 parts of polygalactomannan gum and
from 85 to 50 parts of a mixture of vegetable protein and
cereal material, dry weight basis;

adjusting the moisture content to between 28 and 38 per-

cent by weight to provide a hydrated mixture;

working the hydrated mixture in an extruder and raising the

temperature of the material to be between 55° and 98°C.;

and

extruding the worked mixture to form a pasta.

3,843,819

EDIBLE CAPSULES
Walter Rostagno, Corseaux, Switzerland, assignor to Societe

d'Assistance Technique pour Produits Nestle S.A., Lausanne,
Switzerland

Filed Dec. 23, 1971. Ser. No. 211,474
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Jan. 14, 1971,

529/71

Int. CI. A23g 3/00

U.S. CI. 426—363 7 Claims

1. A process for producing an edible capsule comprising

forming a drop of hydrophilic liquid selected from the group
consisting of syrup and liqueur, applying around said hydro-

philic liquid drop a continuous film of hydrophobic material

comprising vegetable fat in liquid form substantially simulta-

neously with the formation of said drop, and cooling the resul-

tant, coated drop to a temperature below the total solidifi-

cation temperature of said hydrophobic material.

3,843,820

THIN FILM DRYING OF SORGHUM SYRUP WITH
ADDITION OF SOY PROTEIN

Elmer F. Glabe, Chicago; Perry W. Anderson, Niles, and
Stergios Laftsidis, Chicago, all of III., assignors to Food
Technology, Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,134

Int. CL A23k 1/02

U.S. CI. 426-378 10 Claims

1. A process for dehydrating sorghum syrup which com-
prises intimately mixing said syrup with an at least partially

defatted soy protein to form a slurry, and subsequently sub-

jecting said slurry in a thin film to a heated surface for a period

of time sufficient to dehydrate said slurry, the quantity of said

soy protein being sufficient to enhance the crispness of said

film, the protein content of said soy protein being at least 45

percent by weight, the water soluble protein content being at
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least 20 percent by weight of the total protein content, and the
weight ratio of water soluble protein to fat content being at

least 1.5:1, in which said soy protein comprises approximately
30 parts by weight and said sorghum syrup approximately 70
parts by weight.

3 843 821
THIN FILM DRYING OF MOLASSES WITH ADDITION OF

SOY PROTEIN
Elmer F. Glabe, Chicago; Perry W. Anderson, Niles, and

Stergios Laftsidis, Chicago, all of III., assignors to Food
Technology, Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,135
Int. CI. A23k 1/02

U.S. CI. 426-378 9 Claims
1. A process for dehydrating molasses which comprises

intimately mixing said molasses with an at least partially defat-

ted soy protein flour to form a slurry, and subsequently sub-
jecting said slurry in a thin film to a heated surface for a period
of time sufficient to dehydrate said slurry, the quantity of said

soy protein being sufficient to enhance the crispness of said

film, the protein content of said soy protein being at least 45
percent by weight, the water soluble protein content being at

least 20 percent by weight of the total protein content, and the
weight ratio of water soluble protein to fat content being at

least 1.5:1, in which said soy protein comprises approximately
35 parts by weight and said molasses approximately 65 parts

by weight.

3,843,822

METHOD FOR PREPARING SUCROSE-FIXED
ACETALDEHYDE

William A. Mitchell, Lincoln Park, N.J., assignor to General
Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 400,463
Int. CI. A23I 1/26

U.S. a. 426-380 11 Claims
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I. A method for producing sucrose-fixed acetaldehyde
which comprises:

a. admixing paraldehyde with a supersaturated, aqueous
sucrose solution;

b. causing crystallization to proceed at such temperatures
and at such a rate that the paraldehyde is rapidly depo-
lymerized to acetaldehyde which is fixed in the sucrose

crystals at a level of less than about 0.25% by weight of
the crystal; and

c. drying the sucrose-fixed acetaldehyde.

3,843,823
METHOD OF REMOVING UNDESIRABLE SOLIDS FROM

COFFEE EXTRACT
Richard A. Chaplow, Pierre Fonds, Quebec, and Ronald A.
Hodgman, Lachine, Quebec, both of Canada, assignors to

General Foods, Limited, Ontario, Canada
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 855,970, Sept. 8, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,765,910. This application May 21, 1970, Ser. No. 39,198
Int. CI. A23f 1/08

U.S. CI. 426-384 17 Claims
1. A method of removing undesirable solids from coffee

extract comprising the steps of obtaining coffee extract, filter-

ing said extract in a medium duty filter to remove visible

sediment and organic material and to highly reduce micro-
scopic insolubles, reducing the temperature of the filtered

extract, freeze concentrating said extract, subsequently heat-
ing said concentrated extract to between 50°-80° F and clari-

fying the heated concentrated extract in a desludging-type
centrifuge effective to remove insolubles which if not removed
prior to drying cause undesirable black spots to appear as

foreign matter in a reconstituted cup of coffee.

3,843,824
METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF CAFFEINE-FREE

COFFEE EXTRACT
Wilhelm Roselius, Bremen-St. Magnus; Otto Vltzthum, Bre-
men, and Peter Hubert, Bremen-Lesum, all of Germany,
assignors to HAG Aktiengesellschaft, Bremen, Germany

Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 245,501
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 22, 1971,

2119678

Int. CL A23f 1/10
U.S. CI. 426-386 17 Claims

1. A method for the production of substantially caffeine-
free coffee extract products which comprises

a. separating coffee oil containing aroma substances by
extraction of rough-ground roast coffee with a dry super-
critical fluid having selective dissolving capacity for the
coffee oil and aroma substances, at a pressure of at least

80 atmospheres excess and a temperature above 30°C.,
b. wetting the thus extracted rough-ground coffee with

water and extracting the thus wetted product with wet
supercritical carbon dioxide to remove the caffeine in the
rough-ground coffee.

c. extracting the rough-ground coffee remaining from the
previous step with water to produce an aqueous extract,

d. drying said aqueous extract to obtain a powder residue,
e. recovering the coffee oil containing aroma substances
from the extraction of step a) and adding at least a por-
tion thereof to a coffee extract.

3,843,825

METHOD OF FORMING A PACKAGED EGG PRODUCT
Robert Lyie Hawley, Webster Groves, Mo., assignor to Ralston

Purina Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 848,163, Aug. 7, 1969,

abandoned. This application July 23, 1971, Ser. No. 165,575
Int. CI. B65b 5/04

U.S. CI. 426-393 4 Claims
1. A method for continuously producing and packaging an

egg product which substantially resembles a hard boiled egg

927 O.G.—61
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half having the yolk portion thereof removed comprising the

steps of forming a plurality of cavities in the lower portion of
a sheet member, the cavities having a shape substantially

resembling an egg half, metering a predetermined amount of

liquid albumen into each of said cavities, forming a package
by placing a lid member onto the lower portion of the sheet

member and in fluid pressure sealing engagement therewith

about each of said cavities, said lid member including a plural-

ity of protuberances for registering with said cavities, thereby
displacing the liquid albumen with said protuberances to form
the liquid albumen into the desired shape of the egg half

having the yolk portion removed, heating the package by
conveying the package through a steam atmosphere which
does not enter the cavities due to the fluid pressure seal

formed between the lid and lower portion of the package
about each of the cavities; the package being heated to a
temperature of approximately 170°- 2I0T. and for a period
of time about 40-5 minutes to coagulate the albumen and
thereafter without removing the coagulated albumen from the
package freezing the coagulated albumen by subjecting the
package to a refrigerated atmosphere.

3,843,826
METHOD FOR PRODUCTION OF CASTELLA OR SOFT

CAKE
Kanehiro Hirakawa, 2-10 Fujigaya 2-chome. Kanagawa, Ja-
pan

Continuation-in-part of Scr. No. 30,820, April 22, 1970,
abandoned. This application June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 259,267

Int. CI. B65b 551 100
U.S. CI. 426-399 3 Claims

1. A method of producing castella or soft cake comprising
providing a sterilization chamber sealed from the surrounding
atmosphere, baking a unit of castella in a sterilized oven and
conveying the hot castella directly from the oven into the
sterilization chamber so that it is maintained in a sterile atmo-
sphere, automatically dividing the unit of baked castella into

sections of desired size within the sterilization chamber, intro-

ducing the divided hot castella into a laterally closed flow path
within the sterilization chamber, flowing air through the flow
path at a temperature range of 15° - 25°C. with a moisture
content in the range of 20 - 30 percent and passing the cas-

tella along the flow path for contact with the air for a period
of time of 15 - 20 minutes for rapidly removing the moisture
from the surface of the castella while retaining the moisture
content within the interior of the castella, packing and her-

metically sealing the castella in a sterilized container within

the sterilization chamber after the completion of its passage
through the flow path, and discharging the sealed castella

from the sterilization chamber.

3,843,827
PROCESS FOR BAKING FOODSTUFFS

Charleston Roy Lee, Bethel, Conn.; Dorothy Mary King, Ir-

vington, and Edwerd Einar Clausen, Peekskill, both of N.Y.,

assignors to General Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Sor. No. 228,337

Int. CI. A23b 1 110, 3114, 7116

U.S. CI. 426-293 2 Claims
1. A process for impartmg to a cooked foodstuff the texture

and appearance of deep fat-frying, which comprises, combin-
ing raw egg and about 2^ to 3Vi ounces of milk or water with

about 80 to 100 grams of a dry mix which comprises, by
weight of the dry mix, 60 percent-75 percent wheat flour, 7

percent- 12 percent shortening. 7 percent- 12 percent corn-

starch and I V^ percent-3 percent pregelatinized waxy maize
starch; coating the foodstuff evenly with said batter; uniformly

coating the batter coated foodstuff with a second dry mix
which comprises, by weight of th=,' dry mix. 35 percent-50
percent cereal fines, 15 percent-25 percent pregelatinized

waxy maize starch. 3 percent- 15 percent shortening, and 10

percent- 1 5 percent wheat flour; and baking the foodstuff until

done.

3,843.828

PREPARATION OF A SIMULATED MILK PRODUCT
Robert H. Arndt, Red Wing, Minn., assignor to Ralston Purina
Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 642,737, June 1. 1970, Pat.

No. 3,642.493. This application Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No.

225,604The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Feb. 15, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. A23c2//00, 11 100

U.S. CL 426-360 14 Claims
1. A method of preparing a simulated milk type product

comprising the steps of: preparing a neutralized aqueous sus-

pension of an isolated vegetable protein ingredient and sweet
dairy whey, having a solids content within the range of 3 -

509^, wiih the protein content being in the range of about 7 -

50*^, controlling the pH of the suspension within the range of
about 5.8 - 7.5, heating the suspension rapidly to tempera-
tures of about 220° F. to about 400° P.. and subjecting it to

dynamic physical working, retaining the suspension for a brief

period of time under a positive pressure sufficiently high to

prevent volatilization of heated water vapor from the heated
suspension, suddenly releasing the pressure to cause flash off

volatilization of vapor laden with substances that possess

undesirable flavor and odor characteristics, separating the

vapors from the treated suspension, blending said treated

suspension with from about 8 - 65'7( vegetable fat having a

melting point generally of about 77 - 104° F.. to cause said

vegetable protein to act as a fat and water binder, controlling

the pH of the mixure within the range of about 6.0 - 7.5 and
subjecting the mixture to severe homogenizaiion for effecting

proper flavor as well as excellent dispersion.

ELECTRICAL
3,843,829

CENTER STRENGTH MEMBER CABLE
Robert M. Bridges, Northridge, and John J. Jason, Woodland

Hills, both of Calif., assignors to The Bendix Corporation,
North Hollytwood, Calif.

Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,357
Int. CI. HOI b / 7/06

U.S. CL 174 36

I. An elecii'ical cable comprising
a torque-balanced wire rope member capable of carrying

substantially the entire load on said cable.
a thick layer of soft insulating material surrounding said

wire rope member,
a plurality 0f conductor members of small diameter relative

to said cable spirally wound around said layer, each of
said members including at least one conducting wire, an
insulating layer around said wire, a spirally wound shield
of conducting wires in at least some of said conductor
members and an insulating layer around said shield,

an open braid of fabric material wrapped around said con-
ductor members, and

an insulating jacket surrounding said braid. *

3,843,830
ELECTRIC CABLE WITH CORRUGATED SHEATH AND
SEMI-CONDUCTIVE PROTECTIVE LAYER BETWEEN

THE SHEATH AND THE CORE
Paulo Gazzana PriaroggIa, Milan, and Gabriele Maschio,
Monza, both of Italy, assignors to Industrie Pirelli Societa
Per Azioni, Milan, Italy

Filed Oct. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 403,962
Claims priority, application Italy, Nov. 13, 1972, 31581/72

Int. CI. HOlb 7120
U.S. CI. 174-102 D 6 Claims

1. An electric cable comprising at least one core including
a conductor surrounded throughout substantially its length by
a: least one layer of insulating material and an external screen-
ing layer of at least semi-conductive material surrounding said
insulating layer, a corrugated metal sheath surrounding said
core and a tube comprising solid, at leat semi-conductive
material intermediate said core and said sheath and in fric-

tional engagement and electrical contact with said screening
layer and said sheath and at least partially filling the corruga-
tions of said sheath to prevent slipping of said core with re-

spect to said sheath and to conductively interconnect said
screening layer and said sheath, said tube beings self-

sustaining, res Hent and softer than the material of said core

to permit deformation of said tube by the corrugations of said
sheath without substantial deformation of said core and said

5 Claims

CORRUGATED
METAL
SHEATm

tube having a shear strength sufficient to prevent said slippage
without shearing when said cable is suspended by said sheath.

3,843,831
LOW CAPACITANCE AND LOW LEAKAGE CABLE

Donald W. Hutchison, Franklin, and Mark A. Stolle, Rich-
mond, both of Ind., assignors to Belden Corporation, Chi-
cago, III.

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,328
Int. CI. HOlb 7104

U.S. CI. 174-116 9 Claims

10

1. A cable comprising at least three elongated fillers extend-
ing the length of the cable in engagement with each other, said
fillers being arranged in a group to form at least three elon-
gated recesses extending the length of the cable, at least three
elongated conductors extending the length of the cable, each
of said conductors lying against the outside of said group of
fillers in a respective one of said recesses formed thereby,
cylindrical wall means surrounding said conductors, said wall
means and said fillers being comprised of a material having a
dielectric constant less than about two and having a substan-
tial flame-retarding capability, and an outer jacket of insula-
tion for said cable covering said fillers and said conductors.

3,843,832

CAPACITANCE PROBE
Oscar J. Petersen, Orange, and Henry A. Cetola, Yorba Linda,

both of Calif., assignors to Robertshaw Conrols Company,
Richmond, Va.

Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,924
Int. CI. HOlg 7/00, HOlb 17126

U.S. a. 174-151 ,0 Claims
1. A capacitance probe assembly for insertion into a sealed

container, comprising:

disc means;

1709
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a center conductor passing through said disc means and
extending substantially normal therefrom, said disc
means surrounding a central portion of said conductor;

a gland fitting including a first central opening receiving an
end of said center conductor;

deformable insulator means enclosing said end of said cen-
ter conductor for providing insulation interspaced be-
tween said gland fitting and said center conductor;

compression means axially receiving internally thereof the
other end of said center conductor, said compression
means being in turn axially received in press fit engage-
ment in said gland fitting to a preselected level of com-
pression;

electrical conductor therethrough, said first and second body
portions being mutually telescopically adjustable to vary the
cross section of said conductor receiving passage between said

4i

transferse wall and said second body portion, and said bushing
including means on said first body protion to secure the bush-
ing within an aperture in said mounting member.

ID

3,843,834
BIDIRECTIONAL LINE DRIVER-RECEIVER CIRCUIT

Nelson W. Burke, Stoneham, Mass., assignor to Honeywell,
Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 6, 1969, Ser. No. 863,807
Int. CI. H04I 5116

U.S.a. 178-58A 14 Claims

as
1/

Oy V A -/: / /. / A X y V y y ^ ^ J'/'A

<;' 79 I

l>''V V.'

J"-

insulative washer means interspaced between said disc
means and said gland fitting and between said disc means
and said compression means for electrically insulating
and transferring compressive and shear forces there-
through; and

sealing means operatively connected for compression to
said compression means and interposed in said first cen-
tral opening between said gland fitting and said insulator
means for deforming therebetween and closing leakage
paths thereacross.

-^' k L_-^^l!l

3,843,833
TWO-PIECE SCREW-IN ADJUSTABLE BUSHING

John H. Nicholson, Ferndown, England, assignor to Heyman
Manufacturing Company, Kenilworth, N.J.

Filed May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,644
Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 10. 1972

21975/72

Int. CI. HOlb 17126, F 161 5/00
U.S. a. 174-153 G 9 Claims

1. An electric bushing of the type intended to be inserted in

an aperture in a mounting member and adapted to receive and
lock an electrical conductor against movement therethrough
whilst electrically insulating the conductor from the mounting
member, comprising first and second generally tubular body
portions connected together the second within the first, both
body portions being provided with passages which together
define an electrical conductor receiving passage extending
through the two body portions of the bushing, said first body
portion including a transverse wall, said first body portion
including a longitudinally extending slot adapted to receive an

T- H UNIT L .}~nrz^z^_—^—- -^jTtLl

1. A data transmission line system for interconnecting a
plurality of terminal devices through a two conductor line for
communication, said system comprising: a plurality of trans-
mit-receive elements, T-Rl through T-Rn, each element being
coupled to a different one of said terminal devices for trans-
mitting and receiving bilevel information between said one
device and said line, said element having at least a pair of line

terminals, each one of said line terminals being coupled to a
different one of the conductors of said line, a data terminal
TVD, for receiving a bilevel data input signal from said termi-
nal device, a gate input terminal, TVG, for receiving a bilevel
control switching signal from said device, and a receiver ter-

minal, TVR, for passing a bilevel logic signal from said trans-
mit-receive element to said device in response to information
signals applied to said line terminals and each of said elements
further including first and second amplifiers, said first ampli-
fier having first and second inputs and at least one output, said
second amplifier having an input and first and second outputs,
said inputs respectively of said first amplifier being connected
to said line terminals in common with said first and second
outputs of said second amplifier, said output of said first am-
plifier being coupled to said receiver terminal, TVR, said data
terminal, TVD, being coupled to said input of said second
amplifier; a bias voltage source; means for connecting one of
said conductors of said line to said source and the other of said
conductors of said line to a reference potential; and, means for
applying at least one bilevel logic switching signal to said first

and second amplifiers from each of said TVG input terminals
from said devices to define a transmit-receive mode of opera-
tion for each of said elements and said system.
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3,843,835
OPTICAL SYSTEM FOR TAKING VIDEOTELEPHONE

PICTURES AND THE LIKE
Virgilio Mosca, and Carmelo Solarino, both of Milan, Italy,

assignors to Societa Italiana Telecomunicazioni Siemens
S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,270
Claims priority, application Italy, Jan. 17, 1972, 19446/72

Int. CI. G02b 7i\4
U.S. CI. 178-7.92 8 Claims

1. In a television camera, in combination:

an image tube for converting optical images into electro-

magnetic signals;

a fixed objective optically aligned with said tube;

movable mounting means in front of said objective;

a miter prism on said mounting means having a base, a rear

face proximal to said objective and perpendicular to the

axis thereof, and a pair of symmetrically inclined side

faces meeting at a ridge, the latter diverging forwardly

from said rear face and sloping toward said base;

document-holding means forming a supporting surface

parallel to and spaced from the axis of said objective, said

base confronting said supporting surface and being paral-

lel thereto in one operating position of said mounting
means in which said ridge is intersected by an extension

of said axis whereby pictorial matter on said supporting
surface is projected in laterally nonreversed form upon a

receiving surface of said image tube; and
supplemental lens means on said mounting means alignable

with said objective in at least one other operating position

thereof for the focusing of light rays from more remote
objects upon said receiving surface.

3,843,836

COLOR MOTION PICTURE FILM PLAYBACK SYSTEM
William James Hannan, Pennington, NJ., assignor to RCA

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 250,021, May 3, 1912, abandoned.
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 17, 1972,

12696/72

This application June 28, 1973, Ser. No. 374,607
Int. CI. H04n 9104

U.S. CI. 358-45 7 Claims
1. A system for producing signals representative of the color

and brightness of images contained on an optical record,

comprising:

an image conversion device including a split photosensitive

electrode assembly including first and second portions
having separate signal output terminals, means for scan-

ning said split portions of said electrode assembly simulta-

neously with first and second electron beams, respec-
tively; and

means for simultaneously imaging first and second succes-

sive frames of said record onto said first and second
photosensitive electrode portions for producing during

scanning a brightness representative signal obtained from

said signal output terminal of said second electrode por-
tion and a color signal representative of said plurality of
colors obtained from said signal output terminal of said

first electrode portion.

3,843,837
APPARATUS FOR GENERATING SAMPLE PULSES IN A

TELEPHONE IMAGE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
Robert Sherman Hopkins, Jr., Lake Park, and David Martin

Miller, Palm Beach Gardens, both of Fla., assignors to RCA
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 387,346
Int. CI. H04n 5100

U.S. CI. 178-7.1 5 Claims

28

^^:£H COUNTER
G«TING PULSE

FOR VIDEO

-j FLIP

. FLOP

\
24

1. In a television image transmission system of the type
wherein an audio communications link is employed to trans-

mit a particular frame of television information to a remote
receiver location, apparatus for generating sampling pulses to
sequentially transmit said frame information column-by-
column and row-by-row, comprising:
means for supplying a pulse train of given frequency;
means responsive to said pulse train for providing first

pulses at a repetition rate determined by the number of
columns of information elements into which said televi-

sion frame is divided and by the number of rows of infor-

mational elements within each column;
means responsive to said first pulses for providing second

pulses at a reduced repetition rate to substantially match
with the bandwidth characteristics of said communica-
tions link; and

logic means actuated by said pulse train and by said second
pulses to generate said output sampling pulses for said

television information, said logic means including a flip-

flop stage settable to a first conductive state by said sec-

ond pulses and re-settable to a second conductive state by
that cycle of pulse train information next succeeding it in

time, said logic means further including a pulse counter
operative to generate said sample pulses only during
those time intervals during which said fiip-flop stage is in

said second conductive state.
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3,843,838
MUTING CIRCUIT FOR VIDEO AND AUDIO PLAYBACK

SYSTEM
Paul Victor Wanek, Mount Prospect, III., assignor to Warwick

Electronics Inc., Chicago, Hi.

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,316
Int. CI. Glib.5/00

U.S. CI. 178-5.8 R 3c,3i„.s

means for generating and sequentially scanning a spot of
substantially constant intensity radiant energy over the
surface of the medium to be read;

radiant energy sensitive means disposed in proximitv to the
medium to intercept the radiant energy as modified by
the image for producmg an output signal functionally
related to the imacc; and

AllDtp
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3,843,844

SUBSCRIBER LOOP CIRCUIT APPARATUS
Albert Schumperii, Guelph, Ontario, Canada, assignor to In-

ternational Standard Electric Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225,398
Claims priority, application Canada, June 4, 1971, 1 14862

Int. CI. H04m 1176; H04q 1130

U.S.Ci. 179-16 F 3 Claims

ctHTHj^. of'ce

1. Circuit apparatus for improving both signalling and voice
transmission characteristics on a two-lead line between a

subscribers loop and a central office comprising a current
regulating network associated with each lead of said line,

means responsive to closure of said line loop for connecting
each regulating network to the associated line lead, means for

sensing the voltage at the output of one current regulating

network from its connected line lead, means responsive to a

low voltage condition sensed by said one regulating network
for connecting a voice frequency repeater to said line leads,

and wherein there is a normally open ringing path in parallel

with a portion of said line leads, and means for closing said

ringing path responsive to ringing directed toward said sub-

scriber loop to bypass said repeater, said sensing means and

said regulating networks from said line loop during the contin-

uation of ringing.

3,843,845

ELECTRONIC KEY TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Peter Ridley, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, assignor to Northern

Electric Company Limited, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Filed Sept. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 288,095

Int. CI. H04m 1 100

U.S. CI. 179-99 5 Claims

I
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1. A key telephone system for connection to a plurality of
telephone lines, comprising:

a plurality of telephone stations each including line selec-
tors corresponding to individual ones of said lines;

central switching means and central control means;
each of the telephone stations being connected to the cen-

tral switching means by a single communication path and
also being connected to the central control means by a
single data path;

said central control means including means for periodically

transmitting over each of the single data paths an infor-

mation to follow address or an information request ad-

dress to a selected one of the telephone stations;

said central control means including means responsive to

said information to follow address for transmitting central

control status information to the selected station, and
means responsive to said information request address for

receiving station status information from the selected

station via said single data path;

said central control means also including a memory for

storing status information and means responsive to the

station status information from said selected station for

controlling said central switching means to connect the

communications path of said selected station to one of
said telephone lines;

each of the telephone stations including means for decoding
the information to follow address and the information
request address, means responsive to the information to

follow address for conditioning the station in a receive
mode, means responsive to the central control status

information transmitted from the central control means
for displaying the status at the selected station, and means
responsive to said information request address for trans-

mitting the station status information to the central con-
trol means over the single data path; and

each of the telephone stations also including a switch hook
independent of the communication path; and means
responsive to the switch hook for transmitting the station

status information to the central control means.

3,843,846
DEMOUNTABLE CAPACITIVE PROTECTIVE COUPLING

FOR PICKUP TRANSDUCERS
Michael Evans Miller. Indianapolis. Ind., assignor to RCA

Corporation. New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,727
Int. CI. H04r 19106: Glib 9106

U.S. CL 179-100.4 M 4 Claims

40

1. In a system for effecting playback of a disc record having
geometrical variations in spiral groove form on a major sur-
face thereof, the combination comprising: an arm pivotally
mounted at one end thereof, a stylus assembly including a
conductive stylus electrode adapted for entry in said record
groove, a first conductive member secured to an end of said
arm remote from said one end; signal processing means elec-
trically coupled between said first conductive member and a
point of reference potential; a second conductive member
secured to a segment of said stylus assembly remote from said
stylus electrode and electrically coupled to said stylus elec-
trode; said stylus assembly segment and said remote end of
said arm subject to mechanical engagement in an operating
relationship providing support for said stylus assembly by said
arm during record playback, and subject to manual release
from said engagement for facile disassembly of said arm and
said stylus assembly; the mechanical engagement of said stylus
assembly segment and said remote arm end in said operating
relationship effecting a juxtaposition of said conductive mem-
bers in a substantially parallel relationship of substantially
fixed spacing; an electrical coupling of a direct current block-
ing character being provided between said stylus electrode
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and said signal processing means during record playback by a
capacitance of substantially fixed value established between
said conductive members, said coupling being provided with-
out hindrance to said disassembly.

3,843,847
COMBINATION AUTOMOBILE RADIO AND CASSETTE

TAPE RECORDER
Masaaki Sato, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Olympus Optical Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Division of Ser. No. 98,714, Dec. 16, 1970, Pat. No. 3,768,814.

This application Aug. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 390,586
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 18, 1969 44-

101508; Dec. 18. 1969,44-101509; Mar. 20, 1970,45-26595-
Mar. 20, 1970,45-26596

Int. CI. Glib 31100, 15132, 5/54
U.S. CI. 179- 00.11 6 Claims

member for moving the lever member in timed sequence
with the movement of the cassette loading plate, and for
thereby causing said magnetic heads and said pinch roller
to be received in said openings in the first wall of a cas-
sette loaded on said cassette loading plate when the latter
enters said operative position thereof.

3,843,848
TELEPHONE LOOPTEST SYSTEM

Russell G. Cox, Bloomington, Minn., assignor to Magnetic
Controls Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,140
Int. CI. H04b 3/46

U.S. CI. 179-175.3 R ,4 c,.i„„

'-'" X '-^c

1. In a combination of an automobile radio and cassette
tape recorder, said radio and recorder having a common
casing including a front panel, said panel carrying operating
knobs for said radio and being formed with an aperture for
receiving a tape cassette having a first wall formed with open-
ings for receiving magnetic heads and a pinch roller of the
tape recorder, openings in at least one second wall transverse
to said first wall for receiving tape reel driving shafts and a
capstan, and guide holes in said at least one second wall for
receiving latching guide pins of the tape recorder, the im-
provement which comprises:

a. a base plate carrying said tape reel driving shafts and said
capstan, said base plate being inwardly offset in said
casing from said front panel;

b. a fiywheel operatively connected to said capstan for
rotation of said flywheel with said capstan;

c. a cassette loading plate mounted on said base plate for
movement parallel to the axes of said tape reel driving
shafts and said capstan,

I. said cassette loading plate extending in a plane trans-
verse to said axes;

d. spring means operatively interposed between said cas-
sette loading plate and said base plate for biasing said
cassette loading plate away from an operative position
adjacent said base plate and in a direction outward of said
casing through said aperture;

e. latching guide pins mounted on said base plate for engag-
ing said guide holes in r- cassette loaded on said cassette
loading plate when the c ssette is moved inwardly of said
casing together with said cassette loading plate,'and for

.
releasably latching said cassette in the operative position
of said cassette loading plate while said tape reel driving
shafts and said capstan respectively engage tape reels and
a tape in said cassette;

f a lever member carrying said magnetic heads and said
pinch roller;

g. pivot means connecting said lever member to said base
plate for movement of said magnetic heads and said
pinch roller transversely to the direction of movement of
said cassette loading plate toward and away from said
openings in said first wall; and

h. means coupling said cassette loading plate to said lever

1. In apparatus for remote testing of the condition of a
telephone communication line which comprises a pair of
conductors to the interface connection point to customer
equipment in which apparatus there is an electrical impedance
of given value at the interface connection point, switch means
responsive to a trigger signal on the telephone communication
Ime changeable in response to the trigger signal from a first
condition m which the customer's equipment is normally
connected to the communication line to a second condition in
which the given electrical impedance is connected thereto for
a given length of time, and means for testing the condition of
the telephone line with a given electrical impedance con-
nected thereto, the improvement comprising:
means for applying an alternating current trigger signal to

the line for at least a predetermined period of time
and inductive sensing means connected in series between a

first and second section of one of the conductors respon-
sive to the presence of the alternating current trigger
signal for said predetermined period of time for operating
the switch means independently of the condition of any
equipment beyond the point of interface connection
when the switch means is in its first condition

3,843,849
MULTIPLE STAGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SWITCHING NETWORK
Nikola Ljotic Jovic, Chicago, III., assignor to International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,568
Int. CI. H04q 3/50

U.S. a. 179-18 FG 9 Claims
1. A switching network including a plurality of cascaded

stages, means for automatically completing a path through
said stages from an input circuit requesting service to a net-
work output circuit, each of said stages comprising at least one
matrix, each of said matrices comprising a plurality of inter-
secting input and output multiples, means for coupling output
multiples of preceding stages to the input multiples of suc-
ceeding stages to cascade said network, crosspoint elements
positioned at the intersections of each input and output multi-
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pies to comprise said matrices, said crosspoint elements capa-
ble of being switched from a non-conducting state to a con-
ducting state to interconnect said intersecting multiples m the

conducting state, the invention comprising a control circuit

connected to the output multiple conductors of said plurality

of stages, said control circuit comprising means normally

inhibiting the crosspoint elements of a plurality of said stages

to prevent said inhibited crosspoint elements from switching

to the conducting state, said control circuit further comprising
enabling means for successively enabling crosspoint elements
of the output multiple conductors in the stage to which said

control circuit is connected to enable successive crosspoint

SC COOCt INPUT S41 OUTLET D£C03ii» S:4<ii,e«

PRIMA**
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elements coupled between said input circuit requesting ser-

vice and said enabled output multiple, and means for applying
second signals to the output multiples of switched crosspoint
elements for holding an operated crosspoint element in the

conducting condition wherein said enabling means are opera-
tive during successive time intervals to switch a different

crosspoint element during each of said intervals and wherein
there are second enabling means operative during each inter-

val to successively enable output multiple conductors of said

second stage to switch crosspoint elements in a second stage

of said network which are connected to the output conductor
of a switched crosspoint element of said one stage and the

enabled output multiple conductor of said second stage.

3,843,850

FOUR CHANNEL RECORD REPRODUCING APPARATUS
WITH MUTING OF SPEAKERS NOT USED FOR STEREO

OR MONAURAL RECORDS
Nobuaki Takahashi, Yamato-City; Katsuhiro Ohnuki, Tokyo;

Yoshitoshi Fujita, Fujisawa-Clty, and Yasuo Itoh, Tokyo, all

of Japan, assignors to Victor Company of Japan Ltd., Yoko-
hama, Japan

Filed June 23. 1971, Ser. No. 155,760
Claims priority, application Japan, June 26. 1970. 45-

63190[L1. July 5, 1970, 45-66596(U); .May 22, 1971, 45-

41555(U]; July 5, 1970, 45-58312; Sept. 1, 1970, 45-75971
Int. CI. Gllbi/00. i/75

U.S. CI. 179-100.4 ST 9 Claims
1. A phonograph record reproducmg apparatus for inter-

changeably playing back monaural, stereo and four channel
records, said monaural record having an unmodulated signal

recorded in a single groove thereof, said stereo records having
two unmodulated signals respectively recorded on two side

walls of a single groove thereof, said four channel records
having two multiplex signals respectively recorded on two side

walls of a single groove thereof, one of the two multiplex

signals including one unmodulated sum signal combining first

and second of the four channel signals and one modulated
signal paired therewith wherein a carrier signal is modulated
responsive to a difference signal combining the first and sec-

ond channel signals, the other of the two multiplex signals

including another unmodulated sum signal combining third

and fourth of the four channel signals and another modulated
signal paired therewith wherein the carrier signal is modulated
responsive to a difference signal combinig the third and fourth
channel signals; said reproducing apparatus including two
signal processing means each of which processes an associated
one of the two multiplex signals, each of said signal processing
means comprising separator means for separating the unmod-
ulated sum signal and the paired modulated signal from the
associated multiplex signal; demodulator means for demodu-
lating the paired modulated signal separated by said separator
means; detector means for detecting the carrier component of
the paired modulated signal separated by said separator
means; control signal generator means for rectifying the car-
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rier component detected by said detector means to produce a

control signal; muting circuit means connected to the output
circuit of said demodulator means, means responsive to the

control signal having a level exceeding a predetermined level

for selectively causing the muting circuit means to pass the
output signal of said demodulator means, and mean respon-
sive to the control signal having a level below the predeter-

mined level for selectively causing the muting circuit means to

interrupt the output signal of said demodulator means; matrix
circuit means responsive to the output signal of said muting
circuit means and the unmodulated sum signal separated by
said separator means for individually providing the two chan-
nel signals paired with the demodulated signal in the associ-

ated multiplex signal.

3.843,851

A RIGID COMPACT ELECTRONIC COMPUTER
Yuji Harada, and Akihiko Yoshizawa, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,453

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 17, 1971, 46-

84768

Int. CI. HOlh 3112
U.S. CI. 200 5 E 8 Claims

1. A compact electronic computer comprising:

a keyboard assembly including a plurality of key tops for

entering inputs of numerical data and execution orders,

an outer panel having a plurality of openings at positions

corresponding to said plurality of key tops fitted therein,

a plurality of switches each of which is disposed below-

each of said key tops fitted in the openings of said outer

panel and being operated by the depression of a corre-

sponding key top, a first printed circuit panel for intro-

ducing electric signals generated by said switches into

said computer, and a support plate supporting thereon
said first printed circuit panel,

a second printed circuit panel having arranged thereon a

plurality of operation elements and forming electric con-
nections between said operation elements;

a pair of slide plates, each of which includes a first support-
ing portion supporting said support plate and is provided
with a first groove guiding and supporting said second
printed circuit panel;

a multijack including a first retaining portion retaining said

pair of side plates parallel and a first connecting portion
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electrically connecting said first printed circuit panel to

said second printed circuit panel;

first fixing means for fixing said multijack and said pair of
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side plates at said first retaining portion, and
second fixing means for fixing said support plate anu said

pair of side plates at said first supporting portion.

3,843,852

MULTIPLE POSITION SLIDE SWITCH ASSEMBLY WITH
AUXILIARY SW ITCH DEACTIVATED BY CONTROLLER

IN EXTREME POSITION
Joseph L. Lockard, Harrisburg. Pa., assignor to AMP Incorpo-

rated. Harrisburg. Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 257,584, May 30, 1972, abandoned.
This application May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,980

Int. CI. HOlh 15108

U.S. CI. 200-16 D 17 Claims
1. A multiple position slide switch, comprising:

a housing.

a plurality of opposed pairs of electrical contacts mounted
in spaced relationship in said housing and defining a

space extending between each of the opposed pairs of

said contacts,

a first electrically conducting connector element mounted

on said housing and normally engaging at least two of said

contacts to define a normally completed first circuit path

therebetween,

the remaining contacts being maintained in spaced relation-

ship to define a plurality of normally interrupted circuit

paths,

a cover covering said housing and enclosing upper portions

of said contacts within said housing,

lower portions of said contacts protruding externally of said

housing for electrical connection externally of said hous-

ing,

a carriage in said housing displaceable along said space

extending between the opposed pairs of said contacts,

a second electrically conducting connector element

mounted on said carriage for displacement therewith,

said carriage in a first position engaging said first connec-

tor element and thereby disengaging said first connector

element from at least one of said two contacts to interrupt

said first circuit path,

said carriage being displaceable along said defined space

and thereby being disengageable from said first connector

element to allow said first connector element to engage

said two contacts and complete said first circuit path,

said carriage being displaceable for registration in turn in a
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plurality of positions along said defined space to engage
said second coimector element in turn with selected pairs

of said remaining contacts to complete in turn said plural-

ity of normally interrupted circuit paths.

3,843,853

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR WITH SWITCH AND LATCH
MEANS THEREFORE

George J. Panek, and Edward G. Dubell, both of Phoenix,

Ariz., assignors to International Telephone and Telegraph

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 416,108
Int. CI. HOlh 13150

U.S. CI. 200-51.09 19 Claims
1. A switching electrical connector comprising:

a shell having a bore therein;

nxed and axially movable insulators positioned in said bore,

said movable insulator being movable between a first

position adjacent to said fixed insulator and a second

position spaced from said fixed insulator;

a pair of complementary axially aligned contacts mounted
in said insulators, respectively, and adapted to complete
an electrical circuit through the connector when one
contact is engaged with the other, said contacts being

engaged when said movable insulator is in said first posi-

tion and being disengaged when said movable insulator is

in said second position;

an annular groove in the wall of said bore;

a radially contractible locking ring carried by said movable
insulator and being engaged with said groove when said

movable insulator is positioned in said first position,

whereby said locking ring retains said movable insulator

in said first position;
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means biasing said movable insulator toward said second
position thereof;

cam surface means between said locking ring and said

groove for causing said locking ring to contract, under the
force of said biasing means, out of said groove; and
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releasable means for retaining said locking ring engaged
with said groove, release of said releasable means allow-
ing said biasing means and cam surface means to cooper-
ate to contract said locking ring out of said groove,
whereby said movable insulator will shift to said second
position causing said contacts to become engaged. '' s

portion perpendicular to the axis thereof, side plates fixed in

opposed relation to the opposite side walls of said mount
parallel to said metal strips and terminal plates with portions
thereof projecting above said mount, a pressing plate of elec-
trically insulating material disposed horizontally with the
opposite ends thereof respectively received in openings
formed in said side plates, said pressing plate being provided
at the central portion with an opening in which said guide rod
is extended, contactor strips fixed to the opposite end portions
of said pressing plate and adapted to be brought into contact
concurrently with said metal strips and terminal plates, means
for urging said guide rod constantly towards the tapped sleeve,
and leaf springs mounted between the opposite end portions
of the pressing plate and the annular groove of the guide rod
and adapted to move the pressing plate away from the mount
when the guide rod is moved towards the tapped sleeve and to
move the same towards the mount when the guide rod is

moved in the opposite direction to the tapped sleeve; and a
plug having a main body adapted to be inserted into the
tapped sleeve of said socket, plugs provided on the main body
and adapted to be received in the plug receiving members of
said socket respectively, terminals provided on the main body
on the opposite side to said plugs and electrically connected
therewith respectively, a plug cover connected to the main
body and a plug union threadably mounted around said plug
cover for meshing engagement with the tapped sleeve of said
socket.

3,843,854

SWITCH-INCORPORATING PLUG SOCKET
Shinjiro Mori, Tokyo, and Akitoshi Takada, Yokohama, both

of Japan, assignors to Mori Denki Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 400,119
Claims priority, application Japan, May 23, 1973, 48-56706

Int. CI. HO\r 33130
U.S. CI. 200-51.09 2 Claims

,

'

3,843,855
ANTI-HOLDDOWN DEVICE WITH DIAPHRAGM

ACTUATING SWITCH AND PISTON
John H. Danielson, 25 Viking St., East Haven, Conn. 06512

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 276,886, July 31, 1972,
abandoned. This application May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 361,881

Int. CI. HOIh 35/34, 35/38
U.S. CI. 200-83 J 9 Claims

1. A switch-incorporated plug socket comprising a socket
having a main body provided with a tapped sleeve, a mount of
electrically insulating material fixed to the main body on the
opposite side to said tapped sleeve, a plurality of plug receiv-
ing members fixed to one end of said mount within said tapped
sleeve and respectively opening in the same direction as the
direction in which said tapped sleeve is open, metal strips
fixed on said mount and electrically connected with said plug
receiving members respectively, terminal plates fixed on said
mount at locations opposite to said metal strips respectively,
a guide rod slidably extending through the center of said
mount in parallel to the plug receiving members with one end
thereof protruding into said tapped sleeve, said guide rod
being enlarged in diameter at the central portion thereof and
formed with an annular groove at said enlarged diameter

1. An anti-holddown switching device comprising a housing
member defining a pressure chamber having opposite ends, a
flexible diaphragm closing said chamber at one end thereof, a
switch disposed adjacent said diaphragm at said one end of
said chamber and operable by said diaphragm when the pres-
sure on said diaphragm reaches a predetermined value, a
piston in said chamber adjacent the other end thereof and
movable in a direction to decrease the volume of said chamber
between said piston and said diaphragm and increase the
pressure therein, a passage defined in said housing member by
which pressure in said chamber between said piston and said
diaphragm is bled therefrom, whereby pressure created in said
chamber by said piston is reduced and said diaphragm releases
said switch after a predetermined time independent of the
position of said piston in said chamber.
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CONTACTi
3,843,856

rOR A VACUUM SWITCH OF SINGLE PHASE
ALLOY

Edward A. Attia, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Allis-Chalmers
Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,868
Int. CI. HOlh 33/66

U.S.CL 200-144 B 3 Claims
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1. In a vacuum type circuit interrupter having an evacuated
sealed envelope;

a pair of contacts supported by said envelope for relative

movement into and out of engagement;
at least one of said contacts having cirucit making and

breaking regions formed of Copper Telluride wherein the

Tellurium concentration is at least 50 percent by weight

and not more than 52 percent by weight, and the balance

Copper.

INDUCTION
3,843,857

HEATING SYSTEM PRIMARILY INTENDED
FOR COOKING USE

Ronald J. Cunningham, 626 Sonora, Glendale, Calif. 91201
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 257,203, May 26, 1972,

abandoned, and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 294,218,
Oct. 2, 1972. This application Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,612

Int. CI. H05b 5/04

U.S. CI. 219-10.49 8 Claims

^5. H-2
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1. A stove top to be used in induction heating of a utensil

employed in domestic cooking which is at least partially ferro-

magnetic in character which comprises:

a flat, self-supporting, electrically non-conductive and
non-ferromagnetic member serving as a stove top, said

member having an imporous upper surface and having a

lower surface,

a flat induction coil located along and adjacent to said lower
surface, said induction coil consisting of a single conduc-
tor, the thickness of said coil being the thickness of said

conductor.

said lower surface including a groove corresponding to the

configuration of said conductor of said induction coil,

said conductor of said induction coil being located within

said groove.

3,843,858
PORTABLE WEATHERPROOF HEATING UNIT FOR

SOFTENING PVC CONDUIT
Donald D. Buell, Casa De Emdeko, Apt. 321 P.O. Box 1840,

Kailua-Kona, Hawaii 96740
Filed Sept. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 397,423

Int. CI. H05b 5/08
U.S.CL 219-10.49 5 Claims

1. A portable weatherproof heating unit for softening rigid

plastic tubing comprising:

a. a hollow electrical induction heater having both ends
open, and including induction heater coil means,

b. a rigid housing surrounding said hollow induction heater

in spaced relationship therewith including an opening at

each end concentric to said hollow induction heater,

c. means to support said hollow induction heater within said

surrounding housing,

d. means to allow linear and diametrical expansion of said

hollow heater within said supporting means,
e. an electrical appliance input, connection,
f. means to electrically connect the ends of the heater coil

to the electrical appliance input connection, and

g. means to attach said appliance input connection to said

housing.

3,843,859

MICROWAVE OVEN DOOR ASSEMBLY
Eldon J. Klemp, Mayer, and Vernon E. Cassibo, New Hope,

both of Minn., assignors to Litton Systems, Inc., Beverly

Hills, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 292,529, Sept. 27, 1972,
abandoned. This application July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,910

Int. CI. H05b 9/06

U.S.CL 219-10.55 3 Claims
1. A door assembly for sealing the opening of a microwave

oven cavity, the cavity opening extending through the front

face of the oven, comprising:

a relatively thin sheet of self-supporting, shatterproof metal
20 thousandths of an inch thick extending in a plane over
the entire opening of the oven cavity and over the front

face of the oven forming said opening:

a glass panel coextensive with said sheet of metal on the side

of said sheet opposite the front face of the oven;
a second panel of non-metal material coextensive with and
bonded to said sheet on the side of said sheet facing the

front face of the oven, said panel completely extending
over the opening of the oven cavity and over the front

face of the oven forming said opening; and
a first quantity of adhesive material located about the pe-
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riphery of said glass panel bonding said glass panel to said
sheet of metal, and a second quantity of adhesive material

a waveguide channel including a boundary wall,
a source of microwave energy,
means for applying the microwave energy to said waveguide

channel, and
means for passing said material through said waveguide

channel,

said waveguide channel further comprising

located about the periphery of said second pane: bonding
said second panel to said sheet of metal to form an inte-
gral laminated door.

3,843,860
TWISTED MICROWAVE APPLICATOR

Howard R. Jory, Menio Park, and Charles H. Wil>. Jr., San
Jose, both of Calif., assi«^nors to Varian Associates. Palo Alto
Calif.

Continuation of St-r. No. 208,768, Dec. 16. 1971, abandoned.
This application Sept. 21. 1973, .Ser. No, 399,676

Int. CI. H05b 9106
l).S. CI. 219-10.55 14 Claims
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electrically conductive means forjiiing an integral part of
said boundary wall of said waveguide channel, projecting
from said wall into the interior of said waveguide channel
and extending throughout the length thereof for concen-
trating the microwave energy substantially uniformly
•jpon said material throughout the length of said wave-
ytiide channel

/
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3,843,862
MICROWAVE OVEN HAVING TM AND TE MODES

James E. Staats, and Louis H. Fitzmayer, both of Louisville,
Ky., assignors to General Eleitric Company, Louisville, Ky,

Filed Jan. 4, 1974, Ser. No. 430,731
Int. CI. H05b 9/06

11.S. CI. 219 -10.55 5 Claims

!. An electromagnetic energy applicator comprising a
waveguide section elongate about an axis and having el-ctrr.
magnetic energy mput means connected thereto, said wave-
guide section having two rectangular end walls with openings
therein for passage of an object along a path through said
waveguide section, said end walls being substantially opague
to said electromagnetic energy, said waveguide section being
configured so that the longer rectangular dimension of one oi
said end walls is nonparallel to the longer rectangular dim.en
sion of the other of said end walls, said waveguide section
being further configured so that as said object passes along
said path from sa^d one end wall to said other end v, all said
object is expos-d for the greater portion of said path to a
continuously varying orientation of the electric field of said
electromagnetic energy.

20
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3,843,866
AITOMATIC FILLET AND BLTT WELDING APPARATUS
Milo M. Kensrue, 11031 Cherryhill Dr., Santa Ana, Calif.

92705

Filed Oct. 2, 1972, S«r. No. 293,852
Int. CI. B23k 9112

U.S. CI. 219-124 10 Claims
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1. Welding apparatus operable to provide a continuous weld
along a weld joint axis between adjacent surfaces having con-
verging relation on a plane at a rightangle to the weld joint
axis, comprising:

a. a power drive carriage structure;

b. means supporting said carriage structure for guided
movement along said joint axis;

c. a welding torch mounted on said carriage structure and
being movable therewith along the joint axis including a

welding tip; and

d. mechanism for oscillating the welding tip in successively

reversed paths of movement transversely of the joint axis,

while moving said carriage along said joint axis, said

mechanism comprising:

a guide arm pivoted at one end for swinging movement,
a head frame supporting said torch and being slidable

in a linear path on said g'lide arm;
a spring normally urging the head frame and torch to-

wards a limit position of movement at the free end of
the guide arm; and

means operable m response to oscillatory swinging move-
ment of said guide arm and coacting with said spring to
vary the position of said head frame on said guide arm
in a manner such that the combined oscillatory and
linear movement of the head frame will conform the tip

oscillating movement to a V-path.

3,843,867
PROCESS FOR OLT-OF-POSITION WELDING

Donald C. Helton, York, and Robert C. Steveling, Hanover,
both of Pa., assignors to Chemetron Corporation, Chicago,
III.

Division of Ser. No. 257,395, May 26, 1972, Pat. No.
3.800,120. This application Oct. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 403,662

Int. CI. B23k 35122
U.S. CI. 219-137 8 Claims

1. A process for electric arc welding which comprises estab-
lishing an electric arc between work and an electrode, said
electrode having a sheath which comprises from about 70
percent to about 90 percent by weight of the electrode and
containing a core, said core comprising by weight of the core
a granulated mixture of from about 25 percent to about 55
percent titanium dioxide, from about 10 percent to about 20
percent ferro silicon, from about 10 percent to about 25

percent ferro manganese and from about 10 percent to about
30 percent of a fused material, said fused material comprising
by weight of the fused material about 15 percent sodium
oxide, about 47 percent titanium dioxide, about 22 percent
manganese dioxide and about 15 percent silicon dioxide,
surrounding the arc with an atmosphere of protective gas,
advancing the electrode into the arc while maintaining electri-

cal contact with the exterior of the electrode, and relatively

moving the arc with respect to the work.

3,843,868

YARN HEATERS
Harold Whittaker, Manchester, England, assignor to Carding

Specialists Co. Limited, Halifax, Yorkshire, England
Filed May 31, 1972, Ser. No. 258,330

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 18, 1971.
28646/71; Dec. 10, 1971, 57484/71

Int. CI. H05b 1102
L.S. a. 219-470 11 Claims

.1 A

1. A yarn heater comprising: •

a two rollers mounted on spaced substantially parallel
shafts;

b. bearings located in a housing and supporting said shafts;
c. two heating members extending longitudinally on op-
posite sides of the space between said rollers and having
heating surfaces facing into the space between the rollers,
and

d. a slideway for each heating member, each slideway being
located on the housing and extending transversely to the
shafts of the rollers so that the respective heating member
may slide between a first position immediately adjacent to
the space between the rollers and a second position re-
moved from said space.

3,843,869

TAXIMETERS
Michael John Craddock, Kenton, England, assignor to Geecen

Limited, London, England
Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,331

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 8, 1972.
26875/72

Int. CI. G07b 13110
U.S. CI. 235-30 R i Claim

1. In a taximeter having a fare indicator and time pulse
means and distance pulse means for providing two sets of
electrical pulses representing time and distance respectively,
the provision of electronic means whereby time pulses are
utilised for operating the fare indicator below a predetermined
vehicle speed, while the distance pulses are blocked and dis-
tance pulses are utilised for operating the fare indicator above
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that speed while the time pulses are blocked and fare indicator
operating means (16, 17, 18) for utilising the output pulses
from said electronic means for operating the fare indicator;
said electronic means comprising two counters receiving the
time and distance pulses respectively, resetting means (22,
23) whereby the output from each counter resets the other
counter, two inverters (25, 26) inverting the pulses from the
counters respectively, a latching circuit connecting the two
outputs from ^he inverters, said latching circuit including a
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1. A taximeter having means for providing a first pulse
based on time of hire or distance travelled, or a combination
of both time and distance, means for generating a series of
code pulses from said first pulses, said code pulses corre-
sponding to a series of codes which, in turn, correspond to
predetermined distance or time values or a combination of
both, pulse feed means operated by said code pulses and
which can pass pulses to a fare indicator means, a plurality of
control means, each of which can control the passage of the
code pulses and means for rendering the control means suc-
cessively operat ve at predetermined values of time and/or
distance.

3,843,871
APPARATUS FOR DETECTING BREAKAGE OF BLADE

OF ROTARY CUTTER
Masaru Fujimaki; Takehiko Okamoto, and Mikio Tashiro, all

of Matsushima. Japan, assignors to Teijin Limited, Osaka,
Japan

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,380
Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 3, 1972, 47-22050

Int. CI. G06m 3/02
U.S. CI. 235-92 PD ,4 Claims

plurality of fii|^t gating means (28, 29) whereby each gale
passes a pulse when no pulse is given out by the other, by-pass
means (34, 35) for by-passing the counters and inverters and
latching means and feeding time and distance pulses to further
gating means to enable them to give out pulses, said further
gating means (32, 33, 36) receiving pulses from the first gating
means and passing pulses to said fare indicator operating
means.

3,843,870

TAXIMETERS
Michael John Craddock, London, England, assignor to Geecen

Limited, London, England
Continui.tion of Ser. No. 299,714, Oct. 24. 1972, abandoned.

This application Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 412,590
Int. CI. G07b 13/10

U.S. CI. 235-30 R 9 a»m.

1. An apparatus for detecting broken blades in a rotary
cutter for a tow having at least two radially disposed cutter
blades, comprising:

a first delecting member operalively positioned relative to
said rotary cutter for producing a pulse each time a cutler
blade passes a predetermined location;

a second detecting member operalively positioned relative
to said rotary cutler for producing at least one pulse, the
exact number thereof being predetermined, for every
predetermined number of revolutions of said rotary cut-
ter, said pulses from said second detecting member defin-
ing a lime period during which the number of pulses
produced by said first detector normally reaches the
predetermined number;

and a discriminator member connected to said first and
second detector members and producing an abnormal
indication signal when the number of pulses produced by
said first detector in said lime period is less than the
predetermined number.

3,843,872
TEMPERATURE MEASURING EQUIPMENT WITH

POLYNOMEAL SYNTHESIS
Naonobu Shimomura. 13-8 Sakuragaoka-cho, Shibuya-ku.
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,141
Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 30, 1971, 46-

291 12; July 21, 1971, 46-54461; Oct. 4, 1971, 46-77701- Dec
16,1971,46-102036

Int. CI. G06f 1/02, 15/34; GOlk 7/00
U.S. CL 235-92 MT ,3 ciajms

1. Apparatus for measuring temperature with a high degree
of accuracy, comprising:

a. non-linear temperature sensing means having a given set
of characteristics, for providing an output signal indica-
tive of the sensed temperature, and
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cascade accumulation means including memory means
for storing the number indications determined by the
given set of characteristics of said temperature sensing
means, and responsive to the output signal of said temper-
ature sensing means for repetitive cascade accumulation
of said stored number indications to provide an accurate
indication of the measured temperature, said cascade
accumulation means comprising at least one memory
means and at least one register means and a device capa-
ble of receiving and storing digital information and said

cascade accumulation means operative to effect one
cascade accumulation in a manner such that the content
of said memory means is added to the content of said

register means and the content of said register means is

added to the content of said device.

ing pulse generating means for generating pulses correspond-
ing to increments in the values of such metered variables; a
plurality of electronic counter means each operative for
counting pulses generated by said pulse generating means and
each operative for storing electrical signals indicative of the
numerical value of a respective one of such metered variables;
digital display means operative for converting electrical sig-

3,843,873
COUNTER HAVING SELECTIVE DIRECTION AND

VARIABLE RATE CONTROL
Robert Earl Beville; Bruce Edward Hofer, and William H.

Peek, all of Beaverton, Oreg., assignors to Tektronix, Inc.,

Beaverton, Oreg.

Filed Sept. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 290,312
Int. CI. G06m 3114

U.S. CI. 235-92 EV 15 Claims

VOLTAfit TO ~1
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a reflector for projecting the light emitted by the flash tube
means iiaving a curved reflector;

a transparent panel covering the front periphery of said

reflector and receiving the flash light projected by said

reflector means;

a filter having edges;

a casing having an opening through which the flash light is

projected, said opening defining a plurality of edges;
housing means located between said reflector means and

said casing along one edge of said opening for housing
said filter in a rest position within said casing;

handle means formed near a first edge of said filter and
extending outwardly of said opening when said filter is in

its rest position;

means for slidingly guiding said filter into said housing
means in said casing;

means for retaining said filter in an operational position at

10 19 14' 13' 6 17 16

,18

which said filter covers said opening, said filter being
rotatable into its operational position after being slid out
from said housing means; and

spring means extending into said opening and pressing
against a second edge of said filter opposite said first edge
when said filter is in its operational position, said spring
means facing an edge of the opening;

said retaining means being defined by a locking projection
on said casing located forwardly of the edge of said open-
ing facing said spring means, said locking projection
being adapted to frictionally engage with said first edge of
said filter when in its operational position to thereby
retain said filter in its operational position, and being
adapted to release said first edge of said filter against the
force of said spring means during a shift of said filter to
its rest position.

3.843.879
COOLING SYSTEM FOR XENON ARC LAMPS

Richard P. Eddy. Costa Mesa. Calif., assignor to Christie Elec-
tric Corp.. Los Angeles. Calif.

Filed Feb. 12, 1973. Ser. No. 332,020
Int. CI. F21v 29100

U.S.CL 240-47 3 Claims

1. In a lamp cooling system, the combination of:

a cabinet;

a generally ellipsoidal mirror having an axis and mounted
within said cabinet;

an elongate lamp having a lamp housing with first and sec-
ond seals, said lamp having first and second in-line termi-
nals entering the lamp housing at the first and second
seals, respectively, with the lamp positioned within said
mirror along said axis with said first seal and terminal in
front of said mirror;

a sleeve positioned about said lamp at said first seal substan-
tially concentric with said axis and defining an annular air

flow passage between said seal and sleeve, with said
sleeve substantially closed at one end;

a radially positioned supply duct coupled to said sleeve
between said first seal and one end;

means for supplying air under pressure to said supply duct
for flow into said sleeve and through said annular passage
about said first seal;

a second sleeve positioned about said one sleeve and ex-
tending along said lamp beyond said first seal and termi-
nating short of the source of light within said lamp hous-
ing; and

baffle means engaging said sleeves defining a manifold
therebetween;

said supply duct being connected to said second sleeve at

said manifold, and said one sleeve having passage means
for air flow from said manifold into said one sleeve.

3,843,880

ILLUMINATION-TO-VOLTAGE CONVERSION
APPARATUS

Kouichiro Tsuchiyasu, Toyokawa, Japan, assignor to Minolta
Camera Kabushiki Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Filed Oct. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 411,341
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 31, 1972, 47-

109281

Int. CI. GOlj 1142: HOlj 39112
U.S. CI. 250-206 6 Claims

OUT
o

xs

1. Illumination-to-voltage conversion apparatus comprising:
a direct current source,

a photoconductive element having a resistance proportional
to the - ath power of the received luminous intensity,

first controlling means connected in series with said photo-
conductive element across said direct current source for
controlling the current flowing through said photocon-
ductive element,

second controlling means connected to receive as an input
signal the voltage appearing across both ends of said

photoconductive element and producing an output signal
for controlling said first controlling means to regulate the
current through said photoconductive element to be
approximately proportional to the I

- yth power of said
voltage appearing across said photoconductive element,
and a means for taking out as an output signal the voltage
across both ends of the photoconductive element.
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3 843 881
DETECTION OF ELEMENTS BY IRRADIATING

MATERIAL AND MEASURING SCATTERED RADIATION
AT TWO ENERGY LEVELS

Hugh M. Barton, Jr., and Peter R. Gray, both of Bartlesville,

Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville,

Okla.

Filed Jan. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 322,696
Int. CI. GO It 1120

U.S. CI. 250-269 9 Claims
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1. The method of detecting the presence of metals in subter-

ranean formations comprising moving through a formation to

be analyzed a source of electromagnetic radiation of an en-
ergy level greater than the energy level of X-rays emitted by
the metals to be detected, moving a radiation detector through
the formation adjacent the source but shielded therefrom so

as to measure radiation emitted from the formation as a result

of the formation being irradiated from the source, establishing

a first signal representative of the radiation received by the

detector at a first energy level in the region of Compton scat-

tered radiation from the formation, establishing a second
signal representative of the radiation received by the detector
at a second energy level in the region of Compton scattered
radiation from the formation, said two energy levels being
approximately the two peak energy levels of scattered radia-
tion from the formation, respectively, whereby a comparison
of the two signals provides information regarding the presence
of metal ore in the formation.

3,843,882
APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE

TREATMENT OF A GAS FLOW
Gennady Nikolaevich Presnetsov, Ploschad Ostrovskogo, 9, kv.

25, and Andrei Viadimirovich Dmitriev, Ulitsa 23, kv. 48,
both of. Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,413
Int. CI. COlb 13112: BOlk 1100

U.S. CI. 250-536 8 Claims
I. An apparatus for electrical discharge treatment of a gas

flow comprising: at least one gas-discharge slot reactor which
has an inlet and an outlet for a gas flow; at least one pair of
electrodes for each gas-discharge slot reactor limiting the gas
space thereof; a first electrode of said gas-discharge slot reac-
tor connected to earth; a dielectric disposed between each
pair of said electrodes; a second electrode of said gas-

discharge reactor separated by said dielectric from said first

electrode; a switching circuit for each said reactor, connected
with said electrodes of said reactor; a rectifier with an input

lead and an output lead converting alternating current to

direct current and connected to said switching circuit; a con-
trol means connected to said switching circuit and alternately

switching during operation of said apparatus said second
electrode of said reactor to the leads of said rectifier so as to

recharge the capacitances of said dielectric and said gas space
of said reactor and excite an electrical discharge within said

gas space; a transformer the secondary winding of which is

connected to the input of said rectifier; and A.C. source the

15-^Xr.

output of which is connected to the primary winding of said

transformer.

3,843,883
THREAD USE MONITOR

Raymond A. De Vita, Hamilton; Adolph S. Dorosz, Beverly,
and Nicholas P. Szydiek, Lynn, all of Mass., assignors to

USM Corporation. Boston, Mass.

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,161
Int. CI. GOld 5136

U.S. CI. 250-233 4 Claims

M
%:^ :.:t :.

1. Apparatus for sensing improper operation of a machine
which utilizes thread-like elements in a substantially repetitive

cycle comprising:

A. Sensing means which generate a signal relative to the
length of the element actually used during each operative
cycle of the machine;

B. Means for generating a predetermined signal relative to

the average length of thread used during a normal cycle
of the machine; and

C. Analyzing means which receive the actual signal and the
normal signal and generate an alarm signal relative to the
difference between said normal and actual signals.

3,843,884
X-RAY GAUGING METHOD AND APPARATUS WITH

STABILIZED RESPONSE
Howard J. Evans, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Industrial

Nucleonics Corporation, Columbus, Ohio
Filed Sept. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 181,837

Int. CI. GO In 23122
U.S. CI. 250-272 41 Claims

1. In a system for monitoring a property of a material irradi-

ated by an X-ray beam subject to variations in intensity, said

material fluorescing to emit energy in response to the X-ray
beam impinging thereon, an X-ray detector chamber posi-

tioned to transmit the X-ray beam on to the material, said
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X-ray detector including means for deriving a first signal

indicative of the intensity of the X-ray beam impinging on the
transmitted material, an energy detector positioned on the
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same side of the material as the X-ray detector to intercept the
energy, said energy detector including means responsive to
the intercepted energy for deriving a second signal indicative
of the intensity of said intercepted energy.

3 843 885
METHOD FOR CHARGING ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC

MATERIAL
Masamichi Sato; Masaaki Takimoto, and Takao Komaki, all of

Asaka, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.,
Kanagawa, Japan

Filed July 26, 1972, Ser. No. 275,400
Claims priority, application Japan, July 26, 1971, 46-55835

Int. CI. G03g 13102
U.S. CI. 250-326 2 Claims

1. A method for charging to a first polarity electrophoto-
graphic material consisting of an insulating base and a photo-
conductive insulating layer directly coated thereon and in-

cluding a semiconductor having majority carriers of said first

polarity, said method comprising:

a. uniformly exposing the surface of said photoconductive
layer to light of a wavelength absorbable by said photo-
conductive insulating layer such that said surface be-
comes conductive; and, simultaneously while said surface
is still conductive;

b. exposing a first area of said surface of said photoconduc-
tive insulating layer to first corona discharge ions of a first

polarity; and

c. exposing a second area of said surface of said photocon-
ductive insulating layer to second corona discharge ions
of the opposite polarity to said first corona discharge ions,

whereby said surface of said photoconductive insulating
layer becomes charged to said first polarity.

3,843,886
POSITION SENSITIVE RADIATION DETECTOR

Jan VVillam Marinus Hermanus Stumpel, Woking; Peter Wil-
liam Sanford, Bramley, and Christopher Graham Rapley,
Guilford, all of England, assignors to National Research
Development Corporation, London, England

Filed May 17, 1973, Ser. No. 361,339
Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 18, 1972,

23463/72

Int. CL GOIt 1124

U.S. CI. 250-336 5 Claims
1. A device for detecting ionising radiation comprising a

homogeneous plate-like conductor, a plurality of electrodes

connected only to the periphery of the conductor for detect-
ing electrical energy induced by charges deposited on the
surface of the conductor, amplifiers coupled to the electrodes

IINIIC

PRE-AUP, AMP
f
DEVICE

to amplify the signals so obtained and means for analysing the
signals from the amplifiers to derive information concerning
the position of the charge deposited on the conductor.

3,843,887
SELF CALIBRATING ISOTOPIC PRECIPITATION

MEASUREMENT GAGE
Roderick Gordon Morrison, 3440 N. 33rd St., Boise, Idaho
83703

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 229,266
Int. CI. GOIt 1116

U.S. CI. 250-358 9 Claims

f~e^

I. In a system for measuring accumulation of atmospheric
precipitation in a measurement zone by transmission of radia-
tion from a radioactive source of energy through the measure-
ment zone and detection of said transmitted radiation by
measurement and reference detectors producing output
pulses at rates dependent on the energy level of the detected
radiation; the improvement comprising a body of radiation
transmitting medium of constant density, means for mounting
said detectors in fixed spaced relation to the source, shield

means for directing radiation from said source along separate
collimated beams extending respectively through the accumu-
lated precipitation and constant density medium to said detec-
tors, attenuation means mounted in said body of constant
density medium for establishing a reference ratio of pulse
rates between the output pulses of the detectors, and means
for registering the output pulses of the measurement detector
during a period determined by a fixed number of output pulses
from the reference detector; whereby the number of output
pulses registered during said period is a function of the density
of the accumulated precipitation in the measurement zone.

3,843,888
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR INSPECTING TIRES

Richard L. T. Fox, Cleveland Heights, Ohio, assignor to Picker
Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 254,939
Int. CI. GO In 23100

U.S. CI. 250-360 25 Claims
1. A tire inspection system comprising:

a. first and second tire engaging assemblies disposed at
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opposite sides of a tire and engageable with tire bead
rims, respectively;

b. means for rotating a tire engaged by said assemblies
about its centerline,

c. radiation source means defining a location from whicfi
penetrative radiation is emitted for penetrating a tire wall;
d. source support means for supporting said radiation
source means between said first and second tire engaging
assemblies and constraining said source against move-
ment transverse to the direction of extent of the tire

centerline.

d. a voltage source connected to the filament;

e. an anode having a beam output orifice mounted between
the supporting post and connected to the voltage source,
the anode being cylindrically shaped and forming an
ionizing chamber containing the filament;

f. a pair of heat shields surrounding the anode and having
orifices concentric with the orifice of the anode;

g. a source of ionizing gas; and
h. a gas line embedded in one supporting post having one

terminal fed by the ionizing gas source and the other
terminal feeding into the ionizing chamber.

e. first actuator means for enabling relative movement of
said tire engaging assemblies away from each other to

enable spreading of the tire bead rims axially apart;

f. second actuator means for shifting a supported tire in a
direction transverse to the tire centerline to an inspection
position wherein said location is disposed within or adja-

cent a circumferential section of a torus defined by said

tire; and,

g. radiation detection means for producing inspection infor-

mation concerning the tire disposed exteriorly of said

circumferential section of the tire torus.

3,843,889

HIGH INTENSITY PROTON SOURCE
James K. Layton, and Gustav D. Magnuson, both of San Diego,

Calif., assignors to The United States of America as repre-
sented by the Secretary of the Air Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 420,356
Int. CI. HOlj J7/0*

U.S. CI. 250-423 5 Claims

3,843,890
OPTICAL-ELECTRICAL WEB INSPECTION SYSTEM

John p. Anthony, Jr.; Mark E. Faulhaber, and Edmund H.
Smith, Jr., all of Wilmington, Del., assignors to E.I. du Pont
de Nemours and Company, Wilmington. Del.

Filed July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,289
Int. CI. GOln 21132

U.S. CI. 250-563 5 Claims
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1. A proton source comprising:

a. a support disk;

b. a pair of stainless steel supporting posts mounted on the

supporting disk equidistant from the center;

c. a filament supported by the supporting posts:

I. A flying spot inspection system for web materials com-
prising:

a radiation source,

means traversing a beam of radiation from said source in a
scan across said web,

electronic means responsive to said beam of radiation in

either the reflection mode or the transmission mode with
respect to said web detecting the existence of three gen-
eral classes of defects and discriminating said defects as
to class, consisting of:

I sharp edge defects,

2. diffuse edge defects and
3. protracted duration defects characterized by an ampli-

tude-shifted pedestal of the optical-to-electrical trans-

duction signal produced in said scan of said web,
means responsive to said electronic means detecting said

defects identifying web materials containing said defects
and passing the remainder of said web materials as ac-
ceptable product, and

automatic calibration means providing at the outset of each
said scan said electronic means with an instantaneous
basic reference voltage signal retained during the balance
of each said scan determined by operation of said system
with a preselected radiation attenuation filter replacing
said web at the outset of said scan.
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3,843.891

DEVICE FOR EXAMINING MATERIALS OR FOR
SURGICAL TREATMENTS BV GAMMA RAY

IRRADIATION
Kurt Sauerwein, Kattendahl 7, Hochdahl-Millrath, and Hans

Goedecke, Mettmann, both of Germany, assignors to said

Sauerwein. by said Go«decke
Filed June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,223

Claims priority, application Germany, June 29, 1971,
2132167

Int. CI. G01j^9//5
L.S. CI. 250-483

1 1 Claims

1. A device for examining material and for treating humans
and animals with local gamma ray irradiation, comprising in

combination.

a shielding block of gamma ray absorbing material having
a bore with at least one open end;

a hose being mounted on said shielding block in substan-
tially coaxial alignment with said bore;

a prtibe head mounted at the free end of said hose;
a flexible cable slidably disposed in said bore;
a capsule mounted on the free end of said flexible cable;
gamma ray emitting material in said capsule, and
means operatively mounted on said device which become
lummous upon irradiation with gamma rays including a

carrier made of lacquer, said means which become lumi-
nous bemg formed by a ring of lacquer on said probe
head;

said flexible cable carrying said capsule being adapted to be
propelled or retracted through said hose and said means
becoming luminous when said capsule approaches.

3,843,892
OPERATION INDICATING DEVICE FOR HYDRAULIC

BRAKE SYSTEM
Ikuya Kobayashi; ,Motoi Noba, both of Toyota, and Hiroaki

Fujimoto. Osaka, all of Japan, assignors to Toyota Jidosha
Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tovota-shi, Japan

Filed Dec. 19, 1973. Ser. No. 426,121
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 27, 1972, 47-3318

Int. CI. B60t / 7122
U.S. CI. 307-10 R 5 Claims
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1. .A device for indicating troubles within an automobile
hydraulic brake system having a master cylinder, wheel brake
cylinders and hydraulic braking circuits to connect said mas-
ter cylinder with said wheel brake cylinders, comprising:

an electric source;

a key switch;

a pilot lamp located at a convenient place;

contact means including a first and a second fixed contacts
permanently magnetized, said first contact being insu-
lated and said second contact being connected with said

lamp, and a magnetizable mobile contact to be engaged
with said second contact for selectively connecting said

electric source to said lamp through said key switch;
pressure switch means disposed within said braking circuits

to be actuated in response to a pressure value at or over
a predetermined one within said braking circuits;

brake switch means normally opened and operable with a
brake pedal on which stepping causes closure of said
brake switch means, said closure being conducted after
the actuation of said pressure switch means in normal
operation thereof when pressure of said predetermined
value is produced within said braking circuits; and

electromagnetic relay means including a first coil connected
at its one end to said electric source across said brake
switch means and grounded at its other end across said
pressure switch means, and a second coil connected in

parallel with said first coil and said pressure switch
means, said first coil being wound in an opposite direction
against said second coil around said mobile contact and
producing larger electromagnetic force than that of said
second coil, whereby said mobile contact is engaged with
said second fixed contact by means of the electromag-
netic force exerted from both or one of said coils ener-
gized upon the closure of said brake switch means with
said pressure switch means remaining extraordinarily
inoperative to light said pilot lamp and maintains the
engagement with said second contact by the permanent
magnetic force of said second contact itself so as to let

said pilot lamp remain lighted.

3,843,893
LOGICAL SYNCHRONIZATION OF TEST INSTRUMENTS
Frank Duncan Terry, Woodland Park, Colo., assignor to Hewl-

ett-Packard Company, Palo Alto, Calif.

Filed July io, 1973, Ser. No. 381,207
Int. CI. GOlr J//00

U.S. CI. 307-87 15 claims

I. A method for synchronizing an electronic test instrument
to a multi-channel digital electronic system under test, said
method comprising the steps of:

providing digital input signals from one or more channels of
the digital electronic system under test, the input signal
on each channel comprising a sequence of "on" and
"off" bits;

storing a preselected bit pattern of "on" and "off" bits;

generating a time interval indication to serve as a window
in time;

sensing the bits in a first one of the input signals to detect
the occurrences, if any, of sequences of bits correspond-
ing to the preselected bit pattern; and

generating a trigger signal input to the electronic test instru-
ment whenever a sequence of the detected bits corre-
sponds to the preselected bit pattern during said window
in time.
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I! 3,843,894
ELECTRICAL CONTACT APPARATUS

Robert E. Hunt, Andover; John Delahanty, Boston, and Bruce
M. Lane, Bedford, all of Mass., assignors to Arthur D. Little,
Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 346,141
Int. CLHOlr'/Z/OO

U.S. a. 307-145 14 Claims

1. Electrical contact apparatus for application of high cur-
rent to an elongated moving element and comprising:
mounting means; J
at least one first contact member supported by said mount-

ing means and having a contact surface in confronting
sliding contact with said moving element on a first side of
said element;

at least one second contact member supported by said

mounting means and having a contact surface in con-
fronting sliding contact with said moving element on a

second side of said element substantially opposite to said

first side;/'
|

said at least 6be first and second contact members being
operative to guide said elongate moving element along a
predetermined travel path;

the electrical contact surface of each of said contact mem-
bers comprising a shaped surface having a configuration
complementary to the confronting surface configuration
of said moving element;

biasing means operative to maintain said contact members
in intimate engagement with said moving element;

electrical current supply means for conducting high current
to said contact members; and

contact member supporting means operative to allow move-
ment of said contact members with respect to said mount-
ing means to accommodate spurious motion and irregu-
larities of said moving element.

3,843,895
TWO-WAY OR CIRCUIT USING JOSEPHSON

TUNNELLING TECHNOLOGY
Harvey C. Hamel; Charles A. Kunzinger, and William K.

Stelzenmuller, all of Poughkeepsle, N.Y., assignors to Inter-

national Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Filed June 29, 1973, Ser. No. 374,821

Int. CI. H03k 191168. 19130
U.S. CI. 307-212 9 Claims

1. A logical OR circuit using Josephson tunnelling devices
comprising:

a first, second and third gate;

a first and second branch circuit in parallel included in each
of said gates;

a first Josephson tunnelling device located in the first

branch circuit and a second Josephson tunnelling device
located in the second branch of each of said first, second
and third gates;

a source of DC current applied to each of said first, second
and third gates;

control means for selectively applying inputs to said first

and second Josephson devices in each of said gates to

cause the selected devices to switch to their finite voltage
state causing said input current to flow in the other one
of the said first and second branch circuits;

first sensing means located adjacent the first branch of said

first, second and third gates for sensing the current flow
in said first branches;

connecting means connecting the first sensing means of the
first branches of the first and second gates to the control
means of the second branch of the third gate to switch the

5fri:i m̂i:llii r̂^^^/^- <;-^~^-f̂
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second Josephson device of said third gate to its finite

voltage state if said sensing means senses current flow in

one or more branches of said first branch of said first and
second gates;

second sensing means located adjacent the second branches
of said first, second and third gates for sensing the current
flow in said second branches; and

connecting means connecting the second sensing means of
the second branches of the first and second gates to the
control means of the first branch of the third gate to
switch the first Josephson tunnelling device of said third

gate to its finite voltage state if said sensing means senses
current in both of said second branches of said first and
second gates.

3,843,896
RADIOISOTOPIC THERMOINIC CONVERTER

Ned S. Rason, Dayton, Ohio; John G. De Steese, Kennewick,
and Kenneth A. Gasper, Richland, both of Wash., assignors
to McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 794,933, Jan. 29, 1969, abandoned.
This application Feb. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 223,691

Int. CI. HOlj 45100
U.S. CI. 310-4 14 Claims
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1. A radioisotopic thermionic converter comprising:
an emitter capsule including a radioisotope fuel mass source
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of thermal power, at least one layer of material encapsu-

lating and shielding said fuel mass, and an external emit-

ter surface on said layer of material energized by said fuel

mass;

an outer housing including an internal collector surface,

said housing enclosmg said emitter capsule and providing

further shielding for said encapsulated fuel mass, said

housing providing a vacuum envelope and maintaining a

low pressure condition therein to effect a nominally vac-

uum mode of operation of said converter;

means lor mounting said emitter capsule in said housing and

maintaining said emitter surface normally at a substan-

tially predetermined spacing from said collector surfact

.

said mounting means including elastic means connecting

respective ends of said emitter capsule to corresponding

ends of said housing whereby said emitter capsule is

supporicO substantially at its ends; and

output means adapted to connect respectively with said

emitter and collector surfaces, for providing an electrical

output from said converter, at least one of said elastic

means simultaneously serving as the one of said output

means connecting with said emitter surface,

whereby direct containment of fuel within said emitter

capsule effects the most efficient thermal coupling of heat

source and diode conversion portion of said converter

and the maximum temperature of any portion of said fuel

mass does not differ significantly from the temperature of

said emitter surface.

3,843,897

SUPERSONIC TRANSDUCER
Shoji Mishiro, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Taga Electric Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,530

Int. CI. H04. 17100

U.S. CI. 310-8.1 7 Claims

JV 4^ ^3 4^ JiS> ^<>
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1. A supersonic transucer that vibrates in response to an

applied electric signal comprising:

an electrostrictive element having a pair of vibrating sur-

faces,

a common electrode surface positioned adjacent one sur-

face of said electrostrictive eloinerit,

a positive electrode surface comprising a first and a second

portion positioned adjacent the surface of said electro-

strictive element opposite to said one surface.

mean:, for applying the common component of the signal to

said common electrode surface and the positive compo-
nent of the signal to the first and second portions of said

positi\c electrode surface,

the first portion ot said positive electrode surface being

positioned adjacent the section of said element which has

a vibrating stress which is larger than an adjacent vibrat-

ing stress in said element,

the second portion of said positive electrode surface being

positioned adjacent the section of said element which has

a vibrating stress which is smaller than an adjacent vibrat-

ing stress in said element.

the surface area of said first portion being equal to the

surface area of said second portion so that the brake

admittance of said first portion is equal to the brake

admittance of said second portion.

means for detecting the difference between the dynamic
admittance of the first portion and the dynamic admit-

tance of the second portion,

means for adjusting the frequency of the applied electric

signal in response to the dynamic admittance of the first

portion and the dynamic admittance of the second por-

tion.

3,843,898
PIEZOELECTRIC MOUNTING WITH VARIABLE

DAMPING
Edmund T. .Maciag, Middleburg Heigiits, Ohio, assignor to

Vernitron Corporation, Bedford, Ohio
Division of Ser. No. 301,480, Oct. 27, 1972. This application

Dec. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 425,943
Int. CI. H04r / 7100

U.S. CI. 310-8.2 4 Claims

30 32 29 II

' OSCILLATOR^ '

1. .A mount for a piezoelectric clement having substantially

flat parallel faces, comprising: rigidly positioned damping
means located adjacent to one face of said element, spring

means interconnecting said one face to said rigidly positioned

damping means, movable damping means located adjacent to

the other face of said element, spring means interconnecting

said other face to said movable damping means, biasing means
for biasing said movable damping means to assume a static

position relative to said rigidly positioned damping means, and
actuating means for overcoming said biasing means to change
the relative positions of said damping means.

3,843,899

TUNGSTENBROMINE CYCLE INCANDESCENT LAMP
CONTAINING BORON

(ierniain Remi T'Jampens, and Gerrit Prakken, both of Em-
masingel, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignors to L. >. l niiips

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,802

Int. CI. HO Ik H50
U.S. CI. 313-222 4 Claims

1. An electric incandescent lamp having a filament body of

tungsten an envelope having a wall contoured with respect to

said filament body to maintain said wall ai a temperature at

which tungsten-bromine compounds are volatile a gas for said

envelope comprising b.omine and hydrogen which are intro-

duced into the lamp in proportions between hydrogen and
bromine of 1 or more, and a quantity ot gram atoms of boron
in the gas atmosphere in the envelope, said quantity being less

than 1 percent of the gram atoms of bromine in the lamp and
at least equal to the quantity which corresponds to the vapour
pressure above solid boron at a temperature of 200° C.
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3,843,900
SHADOW hilASK APERTURE AND PHOSPHOR DOT

ARRANGEMENT LS TWO COLOR CATHODE RAY TUBE
Donald L. Say, Waterloo, N.Y., assignor to GTE Sylvania

Incorporated, Stamford, Conn.
Division of Ser. No. 273,158, July 19, 1972, Pat. No.

3,777,202, which Is a division of Ser. No. 153,695, June 16,

1971. Pat. No, 3.720.854. This application May 22, 1 973. Ser.

I

.No. 362,745
Int. CI. HOlj .?//20,29/i2

3I3-^4(U.S. CI. 108 1 Claim

C !

1. A shadow mask and screened viewing panel combination
for use in a color cathode ray tube utilizing two electron

beams to produce a luminescent screen display, said combina-
tion comprising

a metallic foraminous shadow mask member wherein the

multitude of apertures defined by the interstitial webbing
are arrayed in a substantially uniform oattern, said aper-

tures being adjacently related in a manner to effect a

pluralitv of rows defining a plurality of linear directional

relationships, said rows of a given directional orientation

being parallel, any three of said mutually adjacent aper-

tures in anv two adjacent parallel rows being oriented in

an isosceles right triangular relationship, the hypotenusal

sides of said triangles defining X and Y axial directions in

said mask! member, the right angular related sides of said

triangles defining 45 degree diagonal relationships of said

apertures with said axes, the spacings between adjacent

parallel r(i\vs of apert'irt.-s associated with both the X and
'r' axes b:iing ;uua! to substantially one-half the linear

spacing b.-twoen the apertures in said rows directionall-

associated with both of said axes; .m'J

a catho-ioluipinescent screen formed on said viewing pane!

adjacent to said apertured shadow mask, said screen

being dot-,patterned with a repetitive array of two phos-

phor areai substantially equally adjacent to one another
being dispiosed in accordance with the aperture arrav of

said mask, said two phosphor areas being alternately and
adjacently disposed m a similar manner in linear parallel

rows in both horiir:ontal and vertical directional relation-

ships in s;iid screen; said mask being spacedly affixed to

said scree i|ed panel to provide a combination assembly.

3,843,901

MULTI-BEAM CATHODE RAY TUBE CONSTRUCTION
Adrian W. Standa»rt, 5 Bonbrook Cir.. Winston-Saiem, N.C.
27106 11

Division of'$«r. No. 172,756, Aug. 18, 1971, Pat. No.

3,748,514. This application Mar. 20, 1973, Ser. No.

343,030The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Jidv 24. 1990, has been disclaimed.

I

Int. CI. HOlj 291^0

U.S. CI. 313-jl|09 8 Claims
1. A multi-beam cathode ray tube construction for produc-

ing a matrix display pattern from plural electron beam.> ar-

ranged in plural rows and plural columns to generate display

images of alpha-numeric characters formed from spot ele-

ments of the matrix pattern, comprising a glass envelope

including an elongated generally cylindrical neck section and

a face plate section jointed thereto having a phosphor target;

a single electron gun within the rear region of said neck sec-

tion including a cathode for emitting electrons, beam control

and shaping perforated electrode means having plural rows of

plural holes for controlling and shaping the electrons emitted

by said cathode into plural rows of plural beams to form the

matrix pattern; and accelerating anode means for accelerating

the electrons in said beams toward the target to form a spot

wm

image on the target for each of the beams, said anode means
including a gradient field helical anode and means applying to

said helical anode a negative potential with respect to zero

voltage throughout its extent biasing said helical anode
throughout at a negative voltage and providing a potential

gradient progressing axially of the neck section from a maxi-

mum negative voltage nearer the cathode to a selectively

lower negative voltage near the target for exerting a counter
force resisting forces of mutual repulsion of the beams from
each other arising from the like polarity charges of the beams
to eliminate beam divergence from repulsion of the like

charges of the beams.

3,843,902

GRIDDED CONVERGENT FLOW ELECTRON GUN
Georf!*' V. Miram, Daly City, and Gerhard B. Kuehne, Santa

Chra, both of Calif., assignors to Varian .Associates, Palo

Alto, CaliL

Continuation of Ser. No. 283.432. Aug. 24, 1972, abandoned.

This application Feb. 4, 1974, Ser. No. 439.674

Int. CI. nOlj //4S. 1194. 19148

U.S. CI. 313-454 3 Claims

y-f

^ !7 |« • ^:;,x^-«o

1. In an electron gun:

thermionic cathode emitter means having, a base member
with a concave emitting surface, said concave emitting
surface being constituted of a plurality of lesser individual

concave oxide coated cathode emitter surfaces, said

lesser oxide coated emitter surfaces being concave in

each of two orthogonal directions with radii of curvature
substantially less than that of said composite cathode
emitter surface;
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an accelerating electrode means having a central aperture

of substantially smaller cross-sectional area than the area

of said emitting surface of said cathode emitter, said

central aperture being disposed in axial alignment with

the center of said concave emitting surface of said cath-

ode emitter for accelerating and converging a stream of
electrons through said central aperture of said accelerat-

ing electrode into a unitary beam of electrons;

control grid means comprising a multiapertured concave
control grid structure disposed overlaying the concave
emitting surface of said cathode emitter with the centers

of individual apertures in said control grid structure being

disposed in alignment along the convergent beam path

with the centers of individual lesser concave cathode
emitting surfaces to form a plurality of individual conver-

gent beam electron guns projecting the beam through

said control grid in a plurality of nonintercepting beam-
lets which converge into the unitary beam after passage

through said control grid;

shadow grid means comprising a second multiapertured grid

structure of substantially identical hole pattern to that of

said control grid structure, said shadow grid structure

being carried from said cathode emitter and operated at

the same potential as said cathode emitter for inhibiting

thermionic emission from the underlying regions of said

cathode emitter shadowed by said shadow grid and for

focusing the lesser beamlets through the respective

aligned apertures in said control grid structure, and said

shadow grid being made of a materail having essentially

the same coefficient of thermal expansion as that of said

cathode emitter, said shadow grid being joined to the

adjacent surface of said cathode emitter at a plurality of

discrete points spaced over the surface of the cathode

emitter, the remaining portions of said shadow grid being

adjacent, but free of attachment to, said cathode emitter.

3,843,903

HIGH VOLTAGE GENERATOR
Keisuke Miyoshi, Katano, and Naoki Shibano, Sakai, both of

Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd..

Osaka, Japan

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,513
Claims priority, application Japan, June 22, 1972, 47-

62678; June 22, 1972, 47-62679; June 22. 1972, 47-62680
Int. CI. HOlj 29170

U.S. CL 315-29 9 Claims

33 41

HORIZONTAL

DEFLECTION
CIRCUIT
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gating means in circuit with said control element, said first

gating means being conductive upon application of a predeter-

mined voltage thereto; biasing means in circuit with said first

voltage and said first gating means for conductively biasing

said switching means through said first gating means upon
conduction of the latter when said first voltage exceeds said

predetermined voltage; and second gating means connecting
each said second circuit means to said first gating means, each

WUtTIPMASE
POWtR SUPPLY

said second gating means being conductive when the said

second voltage derived thereto decreases to a value below said

predetermined voltage, conduction of a said second gating

means serving to decrease the voltage on said first gating

means to said value for rendering the latter non-conductive,

thereby interrupting the bias to said switching means; whereby
voltage failure of any of the phase conductors to a value less

than said predetermined voltage serves to interrupt bias to

said switching means to de-energize said sensing means.

3,843,909

MOBILE INTEGRATED CABLE SYSTEM FOR
COMMUNICATION AND ENERGY-DISTRIBLTION

PL'RPOSES
Peter Asselborn, Bergisch-Gladbach; Gerhard Haase, Cologne,

and Guenther Menne, Leverkusen, all of Germany, assignors

to Felton & Guilleaume Kablewerke Aktiengesellschaft,

Koln, Germany
Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,513

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 18, 1972,

2207646
Int. CI. H02b 1/04

U.S. CI. 317-99 6 Claims

5 8

ir, O
1 f;

;lt.

1. A transportable integrated apparatus for the construction

of a cable system, comprising, in combination, a transportable

container comprising in the interior thereof a skeletal support-

ing framework and a plurality of cable drums of different sizes

supported on said supporting framework; a complete opera-

tive communications system in said transportable container in

disassembled form, said communications system including a

telephone switching exchange, and also a complete low-

voltage energy-distribution system in said transportable con-

tainer in disassembled form, including a supply of different

types of cable provided on said cable drums; means provided

in said transportable container for assembling said communi-
cations system and for assembling said energy-distribution

system, and including an elongated guide rail mounted in said

container and a hoist arrangement mounted on said guide rail

for sliding movement in said container along the length of said

guide rail and operative for hoisting cable drums in said con-

tainer and moving such drums both in horizontal and vertical

direction in said container, and a cable-laying arrangement

comprising cable payout means for paying out cable from one
of the cable drums in said container; and measuring and test-

ing means in said container operative for testing the operation

of said communications system and the operation of said

energy-distribution system when the latter are assembled.

3,843.910

COOLING SYSTEM FOR COMPONENTS GENERATING
LARGE AMOUNTS OF HEAT

Jacques Ringuet, Paris, France, assignor to Thomson-CSF,
Paris, France

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,177

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 18, 1971,

71.37303

Int. CI. H05k 7/20

U.S. CI. 317-100 13 Claims

pnnnnnas

1. In combination, a multiplicty of heat-generating elec-

tronic components, arrayed in a plurality of groups, and a

cooling system for dissipating the generated heat, said cooling

system comprising:

a heat exchanger provided with an inlet and an outlet for a

gaseous fiuid, blower means for driving said fluid, and

cooling means for said fluid between said inlet and said

outlet;

a supply manifold connected to said outlet for receiving said

fluid therefrom;

a plurality of branch conduits extending from said supply

manifold; and

a separate plenum chamber connected to each of said

branch conduits and juxtaposed with a respective group

of said components, each plenum chamber being pro-

vided with a multiplicity of calibrated discharge openings

individually confronting the components of said group for

training a cooling flow upon same.

3,843,911

CONTINUOUS FILM TRANSISTOR FABRICATION
PROCESS

Arthur E. Horton, Richardson; Jordan W. Brantley, Hurst;

Paul R. Smith, Dallas; Cecil W. Lightfoot, Dallas, and Rich-

ard L. Hanneman, Dallas, all of Tex., assignors to Texas

Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Dec. 24, 1969, Ser. No. 887,892

Int. CI. HOll I/I4

U.S. CI. 357-67 14 Claims

1. A roll of substrate film comprised of
a. a polymer film having two major surfaces coiled into a

roll;

October 22. 1974

b. a plurality of groups of electrically conductive contact
patterns adhered to one major surface of said polymer
film, said film having turned-under edges to provide up-
per and lower portions of said one surface;

c. each contact extending on said upper and the lower
portions of said one surface of the substrate film for
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the ohmic connection of a portion of each
mother metai contact on a support member;

facilitating

contact to

and

indexing means formed in the polymer film between each
contact pattern for the continuous feeding of the roll of
substrate fi m through a series of processing stations.

3,843,912

DIRECT CURRENT POWER CONTROL CIRCUIT
Albert W. Anderson. Roanoke, Va., a.ssignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Salem, Va.

Division of Ser. No. 231,487, March 3, 1972,. This application

June 22, 1973, Ser. No. 372,485
Int. CI. H02p 5/16

U.S. CI. 318-^$8 7 Claims

contro circuit of the type in which the amount of
power delivered to a direct current motor, having an armature
and a field, from a direct current source in a traction mode is

varied by varying the percentage of time said motor is con-
nected to said source by a first switching device in series with

said motor and source; means to provide a braking mode to

said motor by reversing the relative direction of current

through said armature and said field, said means including

means to inhibit the rendering of said first switching device

conductive while rendering a second switching device conduc-
tive at a controlled ratio of on time to off time to provide a

plugging current to said motor through an alternative circuit

path.

3,843,913

SPEED REGULATING ARRANGEMENT FOR DC
MOTORS

Gerhard Schaub, Nurnberg, and Dietmar Rudolph, Heilbronn-
Sontheim, both of Germany, assignors to Gebruder Buhler
Nachfolger GmbH, Nurnberg, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 755,529, Aug. 27, 1968,

abandoned. This application May 18. 1971, Ser. No. 144,216
Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 13, 1967,

9442921

Int. CI. H02p 5/16
U.S. CI. 318-308 11 Claims

^

i-_^W
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1. An arrangement for stabilizing the speed of a DC. motor,
comprising, in combination, first controllable electronic im-
pedance means connected in the current path of the motor
and having first control input means; second controllable
electronic impedance means including output means con-
nected to said first control input means and operative for

controlling the impedance of said first impedance means in

dependence upon the impedance of said second impedance
means to thereby influence the speed of said motor, said

second controllable electronic impedance means having re-

spective second control input means, and said second imped-
ance means further including impedance-monitoring means
for generating a monitoring signal varying in dependence
upon changes in the impedance of said second impedance
means; speed-monitoring means coupled to the motor and
operative for generating a speed signal varying in dependence
upon motor speed, said speed-monitoring means including
means coupled to the motor for producing a variable alternat-

ing voltage proportional in amplitude to the speed of said
motor, a rectifier, a capacitor, a source of fixed direct refer-

ence voltage, a voltage divider having an adjustable tap, said

voltage divider and said rectifier being connected in series

with the means for producing alternating voltage and said

capacitor being connected between said tap and one terminal
of said source of fixed direct reference voltage, to provide
across said voltage divider a direct feedback voltage variable
in proportion to said motor speed; negative-feedback means
connecting said tap to said control input means for applying
to the latter a speed-dependent negative-feedback signal to
vary the impedance of said second impedance means in re-

sponse to changes in motor speed and accocdingly vary the
impedance of said first impedance means and cause changes
in said monitoring signal indirectly indicative of changes in

motor current, and also connecting said impedance-
monitoring means to said second control input means for

influencing said negative-feedback signal in indirect depen-
dence upon changes in motor current, said negative-feedback

means including electrical damping means operative for re-

ducing the negative-feedback stabilizing action of said nega-
tive-feedback means in response to sudden and short-lasting

changes in motor speed.
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3,843.914

DIGITAL SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM
Robert T. Carlson, Mound, and Ralph E. Barr, Jr., Saint Paul,

both of Minn., assignors to Detection Sciences Inc., Minneap-

olis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,296

Int. CI. H02p 5116

U.S. CI. 318-327 5 Claims

»K0 ,str
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1. A programmable digital speed control system for control-

ling the speed of a motor, comprising;

a. adjustable means for receiving a speed command number
and for providing speed command signals in response

thereto having a frequency indicative of a desired motor

speed;

b. means associated with said motor for providing speed

pulses, the period between pulses being inversely propor-

tional to the speed of the motor;

c. programmed counter means connected to receive said

speed command signals and said speed pulses, said pro-

grammed counter means operable in a first state initiated

by receipt of a speed pulse to count said speed command
signals, and operable in a second state initiated by reach-

ing a predetermined count to cease counting until receipt

of the next speed pulse; and

d. a motor control circuit including integrating means con-

nected to said programmed counter for integrating in one
direction tending to decelerate the motor when said pro-

grammed counter is in said first state, and for integrating

in the opposite direction tending to accelerate the motor
when said programmed counter is in said second state,

whereby the speed of the motor is caused to be adjusted

so that the period of time between the reaching of the

predetermined count and the next speed pulse is made to

equal the period of time required for the programmed
counter to count the predetermined number of pulses.

3,843,915

SERVO-MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM INCLUDING A TWO
PHASE DIGITAL SHAFT POSITION DETECTOR

James E. Heimbold, Kettering, Ohio, assignor to The National

Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,268
Int. CI. G05b 19128

U.S. CI. 318-602 2 Claims

36- TRANSITION
INDEX

1. Apparatus for providing signals indicating the direction

and incremental rotation of a shaft comprising in combina-

tion:

a. a code element coupled to said shaft, said code element

having a transition code thereon;

b. means for detecting and converting the code into a first

and a second electrical signal, respectively, which signals

have states corresponding to the transition code;

c. logic means for receiving said first and said second elec-

trical signal and for providing a first and a second output

signal having corresponding states, said logic means also

providing a third and a fourth output signal indicating the

state of said first and said second output signals respec-

tively a fixed time interval later;

d. means responsive to said third and fourth output signals

for providing a first and a second transition signal wherein

said first transition signal is indicative of the occurrence
of a preselected state of said third signal preceding a

preselected state of said fourth signal, and said second
transition signal is indicative of the occurrence of a prese-

lected state of said fourth signal preceding a preselected

state of said third signal;

e. first gate means receiving said first and said second out-

put signal for providing an indexing signal upon each
coincidence of said first and said second output signals;

f. a second and third coincidence gate means for receiv-

ing said first, and said second output signals, respectively,

said first and said second transition signals, respectively,

and both of said third and fourth ouput signals, to provide

a first direction signal at the output of said second coinci-

dence gate when all signals received by said second coin-

cidence gale are of one state and a second opposite direc-

tion signal at the output of said third coincidence gate

when all signals received by said third coincidence gate

are of one slate; and

g. means for counting each of said indexing signals in an
order determined by said first and second direction sig-

nals such that the accumulated count is proportional to

the total rotation of said shaft.

3,843,916

MOTOR CONTROL FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MASKS
FOR SUBMINIATURISED CIRCUITS

Jacques Trotel; Georges Guillot, and Bernard Fay, all of Paris,

France, assignors to Thomson-CSF, Paris, France
Filed July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,421

Claims priority, application France, July 16, 1971,

71.26188

Int. CI. G05b 1106

U.S. CL 318-640 9 Claims

I. An electronic apparatus for the mass production of masks
for integrated circuits, comprising a vacuum tight enclosure,

and in said enclosure: a master mask, means for emitting

diffuse ultra-violet radiations illuminating said mask, the un-

masked parts thereof emitting electrons in response, a wafer

covered with resin sensitive to electron bombardment located

in a plane parallel to that of said master mask, means for

producing an electric field and a magnetic field which are

parallel to one another, and perpendicular to the plane of said

master mask, in order to focus said electrons on said wafer,

means being provided for maintaining said wafer at predeter-
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mined location, electrically controlled mechanical means to

make it possible to adjust with a predetermined degree of
accuracy, the position of said master mask in relation to said

wafer, and to compensate the lack of the focussing of said

electrons on said wafer; said electromechanical means com-
prising two pairs of identical indexation marks respectively

carried by said wafer and said master mask, means being

provided to illuminate the two marks of said master mask, thus

producing in response emission of electron currents towards
said marks of said wafer, said marks of said wafer being consti-

tuted of zones implanted on said wafer, said zones being made
of a material capable under the impact of electrons of emitting

radiation, transducer comprising photomultipliers being pro-

vided for transducing said radiations into electrical signals,

optical means being provided to direct said radiations onto
said photomultipliers.

3,843,917

FORM INDEX PULSE GENERATOR
Paul R. Hoffman, Chantilly, Va., assignor to Burroughs Corpo-

ration, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 411,317
Int. CI. GOSb 19120, 19/40

U.S. CI. 318-696 31 Claims

1. A tapelesi format control apparatus for controllably

printing lines of information according to preselected formats

on selected form lengths of a web paper in a printer, said

printer having web paper handling and positioning means
associated with a printing position thereof, said apparatus

comprising:

a. a stepping motor for operatively advancing said web
paper relative to said printing position, said motor being
coupled to said web paper handling and positioning

means,

b. motor control means associated with said stepping motor
and effective for stopping and detenting said stepping

motor,

c. means for selecting one of a predetermi"ed plurality of

form lengths upon which said lines of information are to

be printed, said form length selecting means including: an
elongated cylindrical gear coupled to said web paper
handling and positioning means, a plurality of rotatably

mounted and variable slotted gears of predetermined
varied diameters gearably coupled to said elongated cy-

lindrical gear, first slot sensing means associated with

each of said plurality of slotted gears, and means for

adjustably activating selected slots of selected ones of
said slotted gears to thereby operatively represent a se-

lected one of said plurality of form lengths,

d. first pulse generating means associated with said form
length selecting means and responsive to the sensing of
said adjustably activated selected slots to thereby identify

the passage of said selected slots past said associated

sensing means during the rotation of said selected gear

and to identify the passage of corresponding selected

form lengths past said printing position,

e. means for receiving and storing externally originated

print spacing instructions,

f. second and third pulse generating means respectively

effective for identifying each increment of advancement
of said web paper and each increment of rotational mo-
tion of said stepping motor according to a gray coded
scheme,

g. means cooperating with said motor control means and
responsive to said print spacing instructions for controlla-

bly coordinating said plurality of identifying pulses from
said first, said second and said third pulse generating

means such that each line of information printed on said

selected form length is properly spaced from the preced-
ing line and all of the lines of printed information con-
formed to a selected one of said preselected formats, said

coordinating means including: sensing means responsive
to said second pulse generating means effective for identi-

fying each increment of rotational motion of said stepping
motor and cooperating with said motor control means for

allowing said stepping motor to increment only upon
ascertaining that its preceding increment was properly
executed, and first comparator means responsive to said

print spacing instructions and interacting with said motor
control means for controllably retarding the speed of said

stepping motor as a print line on said selected form length

of said web paper corresponding to said print spacing
instructions approaches said printing position.

3,843,918

FERRORESONANT TRANSFORMER BATTERY
CHARGER CIRCUIT

Earl C. Rhyne, Millis, Mass., assignor to Gould Inc., Mendota
Heights, Minn.

Filed Nov. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 416,114
Int. CI. H02j 7/04

U.S. CI. 320-23 15 Claims

I. A battery charger circuit for charging a battery from an
AC power source, said battery charger circuit comprising

a ferroresonant transformer having a primary winding con-
nected to an AC power source and a plurality of secon-
dary windings;

a first rectifier circuit connected between the secondary
windings of the transformer and one terminal of the bat-

tery for providing a first level of voltage;

an impedance; and
a second rectifier circuit connected via the impedance in

piggy-back with the first rectifier circuit between the

secondary windings of the transformer and the one termi-

nal of the battery for providing a second higher level of
voltage thereby providing a close to ideal battery charger
characteristic, the impedance comprising a resistor con-
nected between the second rectifier circuit and the bat-

tery for determining the finish rate current of the battery

charger characteristic and the start rate of the battery

charger characteristic being determined by the inherent

ferroresonant transformer characteristic.

927 O.G.—62
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3,843,919

DC-TO-DC CONVERTER
Hisashi Yamamura, and Katuo Hosoi, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corpo-
ration, Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 12, 1973, Ser. No. 378,714
Claims priority, application Japan, July 20, 1972, 47-72073

Int. CI. H02m 3132
U.S. CI. 321-2 4 Claims
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circuit are connected together to be supplied with a " 1" signal

when the switching elements are impressed with the DC.
source voltage, the T terminals of the first and second master-
slave flip-flop circuits are connected together to be supplied
with a clock pulse, the K terminal of the first master-slave
flip-flop circuit is kept at a "0" level, and the terminal of the
first master-slave flip-flop circuit is connected to the CL ter-

minal of the second master-slave flip-flop circuit; a time con-
stant circuit which is energized when the jointly connected
terminals J, T and K of the paired master-slave flip-flop cir-

cuits are supplied with "1" signal and, after the prescribed

TRANSISTOR INVERTER SECTION

COMROL ORCu.1
CONTROL SECTION

1. In a DC-to-DC converter having the input and output
sides insulated from one another and comprising a DC power
source, an electronic power converting circuit, a control cir-

cuit for controlling said electronic power converting circuit,

an electronic power supply circuit for said control circuit for

starting the electronic power converting circuit and a load,

the electronic power supply circuit for the control circuit

comprising

a. a first means comprising a reactor having the primary
and secondary windings, said primary winding being
connected in series with one of power lines on the input
side of the power converter, and said secondary wind-
ing being adapted to take out an energy in response to

a rush current at the time of the application of a DC
input from the power source, and

b. a second means comprising a condenser connected
with the secondary winding of said reactor so as to

store said energy and to feed the energy to the control
circuit and a means of taking a part out of the output
of the electronic power converting circuit and feeding
said partial output continuously to said condenser and
the electronic power converting circuit comprising a

transformer having primary, secondary and tertiary

windings, said tertiary winding being connected at both
ends through a rectifier to the positive terminal of said
condenser, and the neutral point of said tertiary wind-
ing being connected to the negative terminal of said
condenser.

3,843,920
INVERTER CONTROLLING CIRCUIT

Tsuneo Awano; Kazutoshi Onishi, both of Yokohama, and Isao
Masuzawa, Saitama-ken, all of Japan, assignors to Tokyo
Reiki Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 24, 1973, Ser. No. 382,202
Claims priority, application Japan, July 26, 1972, 47-87985

Int. CI. H02m 7152
U.S. CI. 321-44 2 Claims

1. In an inverter for periodically switching a D.C. source
circuit by a first switching element controlled by a first signal

and a second switching element controlled by a second signal

so as to supply alternating current to a load, an inverter con-
trolling circuit comprising a pair of first and second master-
slave flip-flop circuits each provided with input terminals J, T
and K, a clear terminal CL and output terminals and Q,
wherein the J terminal of the first master-slave flip-flop circuit

and the J and K terminals of the second master-slave flip-flop

length of time after said energization, delivers a "1" signal to
the CL terminal of the first master-slave flip-flop circuit; and
a control signal supplying circuit which is connected to the Q
and Q terminals of the second master-slave flip-flop circuit
and the terminal of the first master-slave flip-flop circuit

and supplies the first switching element with a first signal

consisting of an output from the terminal of the second
master-slave flip-flop circuit and also the second switching
element with a second signal consisting of an AND output
derived from an output from the terminal of the second
master-slave flip-flop circuit and an output from the termi-
nal of the first master-slave flip-flop circuit.

3,843,921

BATTERY CHARGING SYSTEMS
William Frank Hill, Stafford, England, assignor to The Lucas

Electrical Company Limited, Birmingham, England
Filed Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 391,273

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 9, 1972,
40614/72

Int. CI. H02j 7116

U.S. CI. 322-28 20 Claims

1. A battery charging system comprising a wound field

alternator for charging the battery, a voltage regulator for
controlling the output of the alternator by varying the current
flow in the field winding of the alternator, a first freewheel
path connected across said field winding and permitting con-
tinued flow of current in said field winding when the supply to
the field winding is interrupted, a second freewheel path
across said field winding and having a substantially higher rate
of dissipation than the first freewheel path, and means opera-
ble when the output voltage of the alternator exceeds a prede-
termined value in excess of the regulated value for disconnect-
ing the first freewheel path whereby current flows through the
second freewheel path.
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3 843 922 3,843,924

TELEVISION PREAMPLIFIER POWER SOURCE APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING THE COORDINATES

Hansel B. Mead, Melbourne, Fla., assignor to Q-Bit Corpora- OF AN OBJECT, MOVEABLE ALONG AT LEAST ONE

tion, Melbourne, Fla.
COORDINATE AXIS

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,207 Bjorn Wahlgren, Sodertalue, Sweden, assignor to Farad AB.,

U.S. CI. 323

Int. CI. G05f 1158

«,

Hagersten, Sweden

17 Claims Continuation of Ser. No. 290,696, Sept. 20, 1972, abandoned.

This application Feb. 15, 1974, Ser. No. 442,853

Int. CI. GOlr 27/26

U.S. CI. 324-61 R 2 Claims
«
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1. A power supply comprising a source of direct current,

first and second DC. output terminals, a first regular transis-

tor coupled across said source, said first transistor having one

side coupled to both said first output terminal and one side of

said source whereby said first transistor acts as a shunt regula-

tor, a second current foldback transistor coupling said second

output terminal to the other side of said source, and means

coupling said transistors together whereby the impedance of

said second transistor is controlled by said first transistor.

3 843 923

WELL PIPE JOINT LOCATOR USING A RING MAGNET
AND TWO SETS OF HALL DETECTORS SURROUNDING

11
THE PIPE

Douwe deVrles, and Charles W. Calhoun, both of Houston,

Tex., assignors to Jim C. Stewart & Stevenson, Inc., Hous-

ton, Tex.

Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,523

Int. CI. GOlr ii//2

U.S. CI. 324-34 R 2 Claims

1. Apparatus for determining at least one coordinate of a

living organism moveable over a plane surface, characterized

in, that the apparatus for each coordinate determination com-

prises three parallel rod-shaped capacitance electrodes, two of

said electrodes arranged perpendicular to the respective coor-

dinate axis along two opposite sides of the surface and outside

said surface and the third rod-shaped electrode arranged in

parallel with said first electrodes, and at equal distance from

said electrodes but not in the same plane as these electrodes,

said electrodes to be connected in an electrical circuit from

which the object to be measured is excluded for measuring

differences in values of capacity between one of the three

electrodes and each of the respective remaining electrodes,

the difference of capacitance between each of said first elec-

trodes and said third constituting a measure of the coordinate

of the object.

3,843,925

METHOD FOR MEASURING PARAMETERS OF
COMPLEX ELECTRIC CIRCUIT COMPONENTS AND

DEVICE FOR EFFECTING SAME
Alexandr Ivanovich Martyashin, ulitsa Kirova, 69, kv. 59;

Andrei Elizarovich Morozov, ulitsa Uritskogo, 44/10, kv.62;

Eduard Konstantinovich Shakhov, ulitsa Gladkova, 13, kv.5,

and Viktor Mikhailovich Shiyandin, ulitsa Lermontova, 12,

kv.l7, all of Penza, U.S.S.R.

Filed June 11, 1973, Ser. No. 368,684

Int. CI. GOlr 27/00

U.S. CI. 324-57 R 5 Claims

7ime trUrval msii^n"!! i/^.i

Digital counter

1. A pipe joint locator for well pipe comprising,

a tubular housing through which pipe and connecting joints

may be moved,

a ring magnet positioned about the housing for producing a

magnetic field axially through the housing,

a first set of four Hall effect detectors circularly positioned

about the outside of said housing and spaced on one side

of the ring magnet for measuring a deflection of the

magnetic field caused by the movement of a pipe joint

through the magnetic field,

a second set of four Hall effect detectors circularly posi-

tioned about the outside of said housing and spaced on

the second side of the ring magnet for measuring a deflec-

tion of the magnetic field caused by the movement of a

pipe joint through the magnetic field,

the output of the first set of detectors being combined,

the output of the second set of detectors being combined,

and

means connected to said outputs for determining the loca-

tion of any pipe joints moving through the locator.

1 p=:. ~ p=^ Digital CL
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Commutator

1. A method for measuring parameters of complex electric

circuit components consisting in the application of a constant
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voltage directly across the input of a complex electric circuit
whose components are connected in parallel; summing up of
a current flowing through the components of said complex
electric circuit with the linearly changing reference current of
the opposite direction, whose alteration rate is selected such
as to provide a coincidence of the direction of alteration of the
total current with that of said reference current; reading off a
calibrated time interval from the mement said total current
attains a preset value, whereupon the alteration of said lin-

early changing reference current is discontinued; cutting off
said constant voltage as the total current attains a preset value;
measuring the time interval between the moment of starting
the reading off of said calibrated time interval and that of
cutting off said constant voltage; summing up of the current
obtained after said constant voltage is cut off with other lin-

early changing reference current, the direction of whose alter-

ation is opposite to that of said linearly changing reference
current; measuring the time interval between the moment of
cutting off said constant voltage and the moment the total
current attains a preset value, the values of said time intervals
being used for determining parameters of components of said

complex electric circuit.

3 843 927
TIME MULTIPLEX TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Manfred Hanni, Muenchen, Germany, assignor to Siemens
Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin & Munich, Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 861,077, Sept. 25, 1969, abandoned.
This application Mar. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 237,995

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 30, 1968
1762955

Int. CI. H04m 7116
U.S. CI. 325-4 ,2 Claims

70 ftU (Oeeooen)

3,843,926

ELECTRONIC SAMPLING SYSTEM
Walter C. Espenlaub, Syosset, and Anthony D. Leotta, Hol-

brook, both of N.Y., assignors to The United States of Amer-
ica as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Filed Feb. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 223,035
Int. CI. GOlr 27/25

U.S. CI. 324-102 2 Claims
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1. An electronic sampling system comprising a multiplicity
of samplers in parallel arrangement, each of said samplers
having a signal input, a trigger input, and providing a sample
output signal in response to a trigger input signal, a coaxial
signal line, an input terminal for said coaxial signal line receiv-
ing a transient signal available once for sampling, each of said
signal inputs being spaced along said coaxial signal line at a
first predetermined time interval beginning with the first sam-
pler connected to the signal input terminal and ending at the
last sampler, a coaxial trigger line, an input terminal for said
coaxial trigger line receiving a trigger signal, each of said
trigger inputs being spaced along said coaxial trigger line at a
second predetermined time interval beginning with said last

sampler connected adjacent to the trigger input terminal and
ending with said first sampler, with the trigger timing being
such that the sample feed through has passed beyond the
next sampler before the sample pulse begins and including
means to pass said signal and trigger signals in opposite
directions along said multiplicity of samplers resulting in a
total sampled interval that is the sum of the electrical length
of the signal and trigger lines.

1. In a time multiplex transmission system of the type having
a large number of station channels, wherein satellite connec-
tions are to be established between certain station channels
and an exchange is assigned to each station and operated to
connect the channels available at a station to the telephone
lines serving the exchange via connections between the station
and the exchange, wherein a time section is assigned to each
transmitting station within the pulse frame of the time multi-
plex system, and wherein an internal signal channel is included
within each time section prior to the code words of the respec-
tive channels and contains data identifying a called station
channel to be connected through to a calling station channel,
and wherein in the receiving^ station a series-parallel converter
is provided for the time multiplex signal there arriving and
operated to transmit, during the conversion time of said serial
to parallel converter, code words into a plurality of buffer
memories for evaluation in the receiving station, which code
words are to be supplied to the associated exchange, each said
buffer memory being associated with an individual time multi-
plex channel, the improvement comprising: a control and
switch system in said receiving station connected to the associ-
ated exchange and connected to receive data from the data
channel and including means for finding an available connec-
tion between said station and its associated exchange in re-
sponse to receipt of signals in the data channel identifying the
station channel; and means for connecting one of said buffer
memories between said available connection and said series-
parallel converter during respective times of the subsequent
periodically occurring code words.

3,843,928
FM DEMODULATION SYSTEM PROVIDING NOISE

REDUCTION PROPERTY
Katsutoshi Nishimura, Osaka, and Kiyoji Fujisawa, Nara, both

of Japan, assignors to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.,
Ltd., Osaka, Japan

Filed July 20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,334
Claims priority, application Japan, July 28, 1972, 47-

76161; July 28, 1972, 47-76162

Int. CI. H04b ino
U.S. CI. 325-348 4 claims

1. An FM demodulation system for accomplishing noise
reduction comprising:

a limiter which receives an input frequency modulated
signal to be demodulated and eleminates an amplitude
variation in the input frequency modulated signal;
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a demodulation means coupled to said limiter for demodu-
lating said input frequency modulated signal;

a differentiator connected to the output of said limiter, said

differentiator differentiating the output of said limiter and
forming a narrow pulse train having positive and negative

spikes;

a first mono-stable-multivibrator which is coupled to the

output of said differentiator and is triggered by the posi-

tive spikes of the pulse train from said differentiator;

a second mono-stable multivibrator which is coupled to the

output of said differentiator and is triggered by the nega-

tive spikes of the pulse train from said differentiator, the

output pulses of said first and second mono-stable-

multivibrators having a pulse-width with a length of time

slightly shorter than the interval of the zero crossing

points of said input frequency modulated signal where the

frequency deviation of said input frequency modulated

-^.
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signal becomes a maximum in a negative direction; an

adder coupled to said mono-stable-multivibrators for

adding said output pulses of said mono-stable-

multivibrators;

a gate signal generator coupled to said adder for generating

a gate signal according to the added output from said

adder; and

a gate circuit which is coupled to the output of said demod-
ulation means and which has a control terminal coupled

to said gate signal generator to receive said gate signal

from said gate signal generator, said gate circuit passing

the signal from said demodulating means when said gate

signal is not present at said control terminal and prevent-

ing said signal from passing when said gate signal is pres-

ent at said control terminal, whereby a demodulated

signal in which the noise component is eliminated appears

as output of said system.

3,843,929

AUTOMATIC T.V. SHUT-OFF DEVICE RESPONSIVE TO
ABSENCE OF SYNC. SIGNAL

Louis F. Mayle, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to The Magnavox
Company, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Continuation of Ser. No. 675,664, Oct. 16, 1967, abandoned.
Filed Aug. 21, 1970, Ser. No. 66,093

Int. CI. H04b ///6, H04n 5/44

U.S. CI. 325-392 9 Claims

1. An apparatus for automatically turning off a television set

having an on-off switch, said on-off switch controlling the

source of electrical energy for both said television set and said

apparatus comprising:

manually operable means for moving said switch to the on

position;

electrical means associated with said switch and energizable

for moving said switch to the off position thereof;

a capacitor in circuit with said electrical means operable

when charged to a predetermined voltage level to cause

momentary energization of said electrical means;

a charging circuit connected to said capacitor operable to

charge said capacitor at a predetermined rate, said charg-

ing cicuit being a purely passive circuit connected to a

direct current potential difference within the television

set;

a discharging circuit connected to said capacitor;

said charging circuit being under the control of said switch

and initiating charging of said capacitor upon movement
of said switch to the on position thereof so that a prede-

termined time after movement of said switch to the on
position thereof said capacitor will be charged to said

predetermined voltage level unless previously discharged

via said discharging circuit;

said discharging circuit comprising a transistor having the

collector-emitter path thereof connected in shunting

relation to said capacitor;

a tank circuit coupled to the base of said transistor and
operable when energized at the resonant frequency

thereof to supply signals to the base of said transistor to

make said transistor conductive and thereby discharge

said capacitor at a rate not less than the rate at which said

capacitor is charged by said charging circuit, whereby,
when both said charging and said discharging circuits are

operating, said capacitor is prevented from charging;

said tank circuit being connected to the television set to

receive therefrom a signal received by the television set,

whereby, when said television set signal ceases, said dis-

charging circuit becomes inoperative allowing said charg-

ing circuit to charge said capacitor thus energizing said

electrical means so as to turn said television set and said

apparatus off;

said tank circuit having as the said resonant frequency a

frequency equal to n times the frequency of occurrence
of synchronizing pulses in the received signal, wherein n

is a whole number greater than one.

3,843,930

TIME DELAY CONTROLLER CIRCUIT FOR
REDUCING TIME JITTER BETWEEN SIGNAL GROUPS
Joseph Burnsweig, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Hughes

Aircraft Company, Culver City, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 231,192, March 2, 1972, Pat. No.

3,771,062. This application Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,755
Int. CI. H03b 3104

U.S. CI. 328-155 7 Claims
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1. A time delay controller circuit for reducing time jitter

between successive signal groups of the type wherein each
group includes a synchronization pulse and a reference fre-

quency pulse, said controller circuit comprising:

time delay means for imposing a time delay on signals pro-
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cessed therethrough as a function of a control signal

applied thereto;

means for producing a first signal indicative of the time
between the synchronization pulse of the input signal

group to said time delay means, and the synchronization
pulse of the output signal group from said time delay
means;

means for producing a second signal indicative of the phase
difference between the reference frequency pulse of the
input signal group to said time delay means and the refer-

ence frequency pulse of the output signal group from said

time delay means; and
means for combining said first and second signals to form

said control signal;

means for providing a logic signal when said control signal

is less than a preselected value; and means responsive to

said logic signal, for coupling the output of said time
delay device to an output circuit only during time periods
in which said control signal is less than said preselected
value; whereby

the time delay imposed on each signal group within said
time delay means is controlled so as to reduce the time
jitter between the signal groups.

3,843,931
METHOD FOR DEMODULATION OF A

DIFFERENTIALLY PHASE-MODULATED SIGNAL
Risto Martti Sarkilahti, Haukilahti, Finland, assignor to Oy

Nakia Ab
Filed Mar. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 340,835

Claims priority, application Finland, Mar. 17, 1972, 732/72
Int. CI. H04I 27122

U.S. CI. 329-104 7 Claims
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1. A method for demodulation of a differentially phase-
modulated signal in a receiver, comprising: measuring digitally
the phase of the signal as received during each information-
transfer element m relation to an independent reference sig-
nal, storing the phase difference in numerical form in a mem-
ory, subtracting the phase differences measured during two
subsequent signal elements from each other, measuring the
phase difference between the received signal and the refer-
ence signal by first shaping them into rectangular waves which
are fed through an Exclusive-Or circuit, the share of the time
of the 1 -state of the obtained signal being proportional to the
absolute value of the phase angle between the rectangular
waves, measuring the ratio digitally by developing a certain
number of pulses and by counting the number of pulses that
occur at the point of time at which the obtained signal is in the
l-state, obtaining the sign of the phase difference by compar-
mg with each other the received signal and a signal in an angle
of +90° to the reference signal, storing the measured phase
angle as bits as well as the said sign for the time of the next
transfer element, at which time a new measurement is carried
out to another memory, and when the new values have been
obtained, calculating their difference whereby the conclusion
is drawn in accordance with to which expected phase differ-
ence it is closest.

3,843,932
WIDE BAND FREQUENCY MODULATION DETECTOR

Martin Fischman, Seneca Falls, N.Y., assignor to GTE Sylvania
Incorporated, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Nov. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 415,507
Int. CI. H03d 3116

U.S.a. 329-117 9 Claims
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1. A frequency modulation detector comprising:
means for providing a frequency modulated signal;
a surface wave device having a piezoelectric substrate, an

input transducer disposed on said substrate and coupled
to said means for providing a frequency modulated signal,
and at least one output transducer disposed on said sub-
strate and spaced from said input transducer by a distance
corresponding to a predetermined time delay;

a product detector connected to said output transducer for
receiving a delayed signal representative of said fre-
quency modulated signal; and

means connected between said means for providing a fre-
quency modulated signal and said product detector for
coupling a signal representative of said frequency modu-
lated signal to said product detector, said product detec-
tor detecting the frequency modulations of said delayed
signal.

3,843,933

CURRENT AMPLIFIER
Adel Abdel Aziz Ahmed, Annandale, NJ.. assignor to RCA

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 348,723
Int. CI. H03f 1/34

U.S.a. 330-26 17 Claims
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1. A current amplifier comprising:
an input, an output and a common terminals;
a first and a second transistors of like conductivity type,
each having an emitter electrode direct current conduc-
tively coupled to said common terminal by means other
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than said first and said second transistors themselves for

maintaining each emitter electrode at a potential referred

to and dependent upon the potential at said common
terminal, and each having a base and a collector elec-

trodes;

means for direct current conduclively coupling said first

transistor collector electrode to said input terminal;

means for direct current conductively coupling said second

transistor collector electrode to said output terminal; and

a third transistor being of opposite conductivity from said

first and said second transistors, having an emitter elec-

trode direct current conductively coupled to said input

terminal, having a collector electrode direct coupled to

each of said first and said second transistor base elec-

trodes, and having a base electrode direct coupled to said

second transistor collector electrode and responsive to

the signal present thereat.

3,843,934

HIGH SPEED TRANSISTOR DIFFERENCE AMPLIFIER
James N. Giles, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Advanced Micro

Devices, Inc., Sunnyvaie, Calif.

Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,417

Int. CI. H03f 3168

U.S. CI. 330-30 D 2 Claims
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1. A high speed transistor differential amplifier comprising,

first and second symmetric circuit branches, each having

respective first and second.transistors connected in series in a

high input-output isolation configuration, each of said transis-

tors having a signal input electrode, a signal output electrode

and a common electrode; said first and second transistors

connected with a signal output electrode of each first transis-

tor connected to the signal input electrode of each second

transistor,

a pair of input terminal means for connecting an input signal

across respective signal input electrodes of the first tran-

sistors of each branch,

means for producing said input signal across said first and

second circuit branches between said first and second

transistors,

a first cross-connected pair of transistors, each of said tran-

sistors having a signal input electrode connected to a

respective branch between said first and second transis-

tors and each having a respective output electrode con-

nected to an electrode of the second transistor of the

branch opposite to which the respective input electrode

is connected,

a pair of output terminals, each associated with a respective

circuit branch, and

a latch means connected to said first and second circuit

branches for maintaining the output of said circuit in a

stable condition, said latch means comprising a second

cross-connected pair of transistors, each of said transis-

tors having a first electrode connected to one of said

output terminals, and a second electrode connected to a

circuit branch opposite said first electrode, between said

first and second transistors, thereby providing positive

feedback from an output terminal to a respective circuit

branch.

3,843,935

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER
Kunio Seki, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan
Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,288

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 21, 1972, 47-

27396
Int. CI. H03f 3168

U.S. CI. 330- 30 D 5 Claims

1. In a differential amplifier circuit having:

first and second transistors, each having a base, an emitter,

and a collector;

first and second input terminals connected to couple first

and second input signals to the bases of said first and

second transistors, respectively;

a first constant current source connected to the emitters of

each of said transistors;

a power supply terminal to which a supply voltage for said

amplifier is applied;

output means, connected to the collectors of said first and

second transistors for providing an output signal repre-

sentative of the amplified difference of said first and

second signals applied to said first and second input ter-

minals; and

means for coupling the supply voltage applied to said power
supply terminal to said first and second transistors;

the improvement comprising:

means, connected to said coupling means, for attenuating

an alternating current component of the supply voltage

applied to said power supply terminal, and substantially

preventing said alternating current component of said

supply voltage from being supplied to said first and
second transistors, comprising a third transistor having

a base, an emitter and a collector, the collector of

which is connected to said power supply terminal and

the emitter of which is resistively coupled to the collec-

tors of said first and second transistors, with a resistor

being connected between the collector and base of said

third transistor and a capacitor being connected be-

tween the base of said third transistor and a reference

potential terminal.

3,843,936

STABILIZED OSCILLATOR
Friedrich Kauderer, Winibaldstrasse 24, 8190 Wolfrat-

shausen, Germany
Filed Oct. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 402,370

Claims prioritv, application Germany, Sept. 29, 1972,

2247974
Int. CI. H03b 3/04

U.S. CI. 331—20 7 Claims

1. In a stabilized oscillator having a circuit for stabilizing the

frequency and phase of the oscillator, the combination com-
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prising a pulse shaper to provide an output wave form for each
cycle of said oscillator, said wave form including a sloping
portion having a substantial duration which is independent of
the frequency of said oscillator and a non-sloping portion
having a duration which is dependent on the frequency of said

Bli fc u} k kb..L GK

3,843,938
GATED CLOCK MULTIVIBRATOR

David L. Bergman, Inyokern, Calif., assignor to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 340,612
Int. CI. H03b 5/24

U.S. CI. 331-108 D 5 claims

oscillator, whereby the arithmetic mean value of said wave
form is a function of the frequency of said oscillator, and
sampling means for periodically sampling the instantaneous
level of said wave form and for developing a control voltage
for controlling said oscillator in response thereto.

3,843,937
SOLID STATE OSCILLATOR

Hiromu Hayashi, Kawasaki; Takaya Fujita, Tokyo, and Naoto
Tanabc, Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to Fujitsu Lim-
ited, Kawasaki, Japan

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,628
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 28, 1971, 46-3296

Int. CI. H03b 7/14
U.S. CI. 331-101 6 Claims
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1. A solid state oscillator comprising:
a waveguide having first and second pairs of opposite walls,

a coaxial side arm attached at right angles to one of the
side walls of one said pair thereof and defining a corre-
sponding, intersecting portion of the waveguide,

means projecting from one of said side walls of said given
pair toward the other side wall in the said intersecting
portion of the waveguide for reducing the effective di-

mensions of said waveguide in said intersecting portion
thereof,

said coaxial side arm having an inner conductor extending
at its free end into said reduced dimension, intersecting
portion of the waveguide,

a solid state oscillation device mounted on the said free end
of said inner conductor, and

a short-circuiting plunger mounted for selective, variable
positioning within said waveguide adjacent said intersect-
ing portion thereof,

the length of said inner conductor being selected in accor-
dance with a desired oscillation frequency of said solid
state oscillator and the position of said plunger being
selected to determine independently of the said oscilla-

tion frequency, the output power level of said oscillator.

1. A pulse generating circuit comprising:
a stable multivibrator including a first and second logic
elements each having two inputs and a single output, said
first logic element having its output electrically coupled
to the two inputs of said second logic element;

output terminal means electrically coupled to the output of
said second logic element;

first feedback network electrically coupled to feed an elec-
trical signal from the output of said second logic element
to an input of said first and second logic elements;

third logic element having two inputs and a single output,
said third logic element having its output electrically
coupled to one of the inputs of said first logic element;

an electronic gating means electrically coupled from said
first feedback network to the input of said third logic
element;

input terminal means electrically coupled to one of the
input terminals of said third logic element for receiving a
pulse input signal;

second feedback means electrically coupling the output
signal of said first logic element to one of the inputs of
said third element;

whereby an input pulse of predetermined time duration at
the input of the third logic element allows the astable
multivibrator to generate output pulses of equal time
duration during the time period of the input pulse.

3,843,939
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MODULATING LIGHT

WITH A MAGNETIC FIELD
Ronald Parke Groff, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E.I. du Pont

de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 249,802
Int. CI. HOls 3/10

U.S. CI. 332-7.51 9 claims
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1. Method of producing electromagnetic radiation in accor-
dance with a magnetic field which comprises

a. contacting at least one surface of a crystalline material in
which triplet excitons can be generated with a sensitizing
dye free of fluorescence quenching agents for dye fluores-
cence.
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b. illuminating said surface with exciting radiation absorbed
by said sensitizing dye whereby triplet excitons are gener-
ated in said crystalline material,

c. applying said magnetic field to said surface; and
d. detecting electromagnetic radiation emitted by said crys-

talline material whereby essentially maximum decrease in

the intensity of emitted electromagnetic radiation is

achieved at magnetic fields less than 1,000 oe.

3,843,940

DIFFERENTIAL PULSE CODE MODULATION
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Tatsuo Ishiguro, and Yukihiko lijima, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Nippon Electric Company Limited, Tokyo, Ja-

pan
I

Filed Oct. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 405,735
Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 11, 1972, 47-

102159

Int. CI. H03k 7/00

U.S. CI. 332-9 R 6 Claims
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1. A differential pulse code modulation transmission system

for a frequency division multiplexed signal having a subcarrier

signal, comprising: a transmitter including,

A. a pre-emphasis filter, whose transfer function H assumes
a minimum value nearly equal to zero in the vicinity of

the frequency of said subcarrier signal, and which delivers

a prediction error signal determined by said transfer

function H,

B. a noise feedback PCM coder, coupled to the output of

said preemphasis filter, having (a) an adder for calculat-

ing the sum of the output of said pre-emphasis filter and
an adding input signal, (b) a quantizer for quantizing the

output of said adder to deliver quantized signals each

representing the input signal thereof ranging within the

respective predetermined quantizing range, (c) a sub-

tractor for calculating the difference between the input

and output of said quantizer, and (d) a noise feedback

filter whose transfer function F is set so that the value

( 1-F) assumes a minimum value nearly equal to zero in

the vicinity of the frequency of said subcarrier signal, and

which delivers said adding input signal, and

C. a code converter for applying a code conversion to said

quantized signals thereby to transmit a differential pulse

code modulation signal corresponding to said frequency

division multiplexed signal to a receiver via a transmission

line; and said receiver including,

D. a code converter for receiving the transmitted differen-

tial pulse code modulation signal, and for regenerating

said quantized signals, and

E. a decoder, coupled to the last-mentioned code converter,

which has the inverse transfer function of said transfer

function H, thereby to regenerate said frequency division

multiplexed signal.

3,843,941

TWO-TO-THREE PORT PHASE CONVERTER
Thomas Hudspeth, Malibu, and Herbert T. Suyematsu, Los

Angeles, both of Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft Corpo-
ration, Culver City, Calif.

Filed Oct. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 403,368

Int. CI. HOlp 5/12

U.S. CI. 333—9 7 Claims

1. A microwave network comprising, in combination:
a pair of input ports,

means for coupling signal energy to said input ports, said

signal energy at said input ports having components
which are mutually in-phase and mutually out-of-phase;

at least three output ports;

means for coupling said input ports to said output ports, said

means comprising the serial combination of a phase cor-

rection network and an impedance transformer;

said phase correction network being adapted to shaft the

phase of said in-phase components with respect to the

phase of said out-of-phase components; and
said impedance transformer being adapted to transform the

in-phase components of the phase-corrected signal en-

ergy into three in-phase output components and to trans-

form the out-of-phase components of the phase-corrected
signal energy into two out-of-phase output components.

3,843,942
EQUALIZER FOR PHASE MODULATION
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS USING THE

INSTANTANEOUS SIGNAL AMPLITUDE WEIGHTED BY
SIGNAL ENVELOPE AMPLITUDE DISTORTION AS AN

ADJUSTMENT CONTROL SIGNAL
Jean-Marc Pierret, Nice; Alex Honore Lautier, Vence; Francis

Paul Maddens, Cagnes sur Mer, and Henri Jean Nuss-
baumer. La Gaude, all of France, assignors to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.
Filed Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 354,413

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 26, 1972,
72.15578

Int. CI. H03h 7/16; H04b 3/04
U.S.CL 333-18 7 Claims

itiri"»r

»

1. A method for equalizing the transmission of a PSK-
modulation transmitted data signal onto a transmission me-
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dium introducing linear distortions into the transmitted sig-

nals, of the type which includes the steps of subjecting the
distorted signal received from the transmission medium to the
action of a variable transfer function transversal filter so as to
obtain an equalized signal, generating an adjustment error
signal by comparing the equalized signal to a reference signal
at instants determined by a sampling clock producing signals
at the data transmission late and adjusting the transfer func-
tion of the transversal filter so as to tend to minimize said
adjustment error signal,

characterized in that the step for generating an adjustment
error signal includes the following operations:

comparing the amplitude of the envelope of said equalized
signal at first instants determined by the sampling clock
with a reference amplitude so as to generate an envelope
error signal;

multiplying at second instants determined by the sampling
clock said envelope error signal with the equalized signal
so as to generate an adjustment error signal.

3.843,943
COUPLING CIRCUIT FOR TELEPHONE LINE AND THE

LIKE
Nicola Montefusco, and Marcello Manca, both of Milan, Italy,

assignors to Societa Italiana Telecomunicazioni Siemens
S.p.A., Milano, Italy

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,717
Claims priority, application Italy, Feb. 29, 1972, 21157/72

Int. CI. H03h 7100; H04ni 3122
U.S. CI. 333-24 R 5 Claims

T" is
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1. A coupling circuit for connecting a load to a low-
frequency communication channel, comprising a transformer
with a primary winding connected across a pair of supply
terminals and a secondary winding connected across a pair of
load terminals, and a two terminal network connected be-
tween said supply terminals in shunt with said primary wind-
ing, said network having a negative impedance with an induc-
tive component whose absolute magnitude is on the order of
that of the inductance of said primary winding, said network
comprising: an operational amplifier with an inverting input
terminal, a noninverting input terminal, an output terminal
and a common reference terminal; a first resistor connected
between said noninverting input terminal and said output
terminal; a capacitor connected between said output terminal
and said inverting input terminal; and a second resistor con-
nected between said inverting input terminal and said com-
mon terminal.

3,843,944

ELECTROMAGNETIC RELAY AND FREE ARMATURE
THEREFOR

Peter Rupee, and Ulf Rauterberg, both of Munich, Germany,
assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin, Munich,
Germany

Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,190
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 22, 1972,

2213970; Mar. 22, 1972, 2213936
Int. CI. HOlh 1116

U.S. CI. 335-196 12 Claims
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1. In an electromagnetic relay,

a free elongated magnetic armature serving as a magnetic
and electric bridging element and having a convex freely
rolling end and opposite contact surfaces spaced along
said armature from said rolling end,

a pole member having a plane engaging surface engaged by
said rolling end of said armature and forming a base
therefor and directing the magnetic fiow toward and
along said armature,

two spaced opposite pole members spaced from said first-

mentioned pole member and adapted to be alternately
contacted by the contact surfaces of said armature,

said opposite pole members having contact surfaces spaced
from said first-mentioned pole member and located at an
ideal impact level with respect to the rolling point of
engagement of said armature with said first pole member,
and the points of engagement between said armature and
pole members being in the form of convex protrusions
assuring the contact of said armature along the ideal

impact level between said armature and pole members.

3,843,945

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC DEVICE

Menno G. Koning, Dover, Mass., assignor to Northrop Corpo-
ration, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed June 14, 1973, Ser. No. 369,946
Int. CI. HOlf 7100

U.S. a. 335-217 5 claims

1. In an electromagnetic device having a generator of elec-
trodynamic force which includes at least a first coil composed
of material having a known temperature coefficient of resis-

tance, said first coil having a known number of turns, appara-
tus for minimizing variations in said electrodynamic force
caused by fluctuations of temperature over a predetermined
range of temperature comprising a second coil wound in

I'
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parallel with said first coil, said second coil being compressed
of material having a temperature coefficient of resistance and
having a number of turns different from those of said first coil,

said second coil and said first coil being complementary in

constant torquer scale factor over said predetermined range of

temperature.

3,843,946

DUAll BOBBIN ASSEMBLY FOR COILS
David S. Anderson, and Lawrence F. Kottke, both of McHenry,

III., assignors to Original Equipment Motors Inc., Crystal

Lake, III.

Filed Oct. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 404,377
Int. CI. HOlf 15110

U.S. CI. 336-90 15 Claims

Tv S <* ,T

1. In a dual bobbin assembly for a dual coil motor, a pair of

bobbins arranged in co-axial relation, each bobbin having a

core to be wound with a wire and a pair of end flanges at-

tached to the core for retaining the winding, a flange of each
bobbin being provided with a retainer for immobilizing the

lead wires connected to the ends of the related coil winding,

each retainer being the complement of the other and compris-

ing: a radially projecting tab having one axially projecting end
finger, and an odd number of additional axially projecting

fingers arranged in spaced relation as a set to afford pockets

for said lead wires, each of the additional fingers having a

sloped wall with the fingers on the tabs of the two bobbin
flanges in opposed interfitting relation so that the sloped walls

of one set of additional fingers wedge on the sloped side walls

of the other set of additional fingers, thereby to crimp and
retain the lead wires disposed in the pockets.

3,843,947

SEQUENCING CONTROL MODULE
Harold A. Mcintosh, South Pasadena, Calif., assignor to Ro-

bertshaw Controls Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,368
Int. CI. HOlh 71118

U.S. CI. 337-126 6 Claims
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1. A sequencing control module comprising:

a housing;

first and second controlled device sets spaced apart a se-

lected distance on said housing, said first controlled de-

vice set including first and second contacts mounted from

said housing, said second contact being mounted for

movement into engagement with said first contact;

a driven element carried from said housing and shiftable to

a first position to actuate said first controlled device set

and to a second position to actuate said second controlled

device set;

electrical drive means mounted on said housing, coupled

with said driven element, and including first and second

circuit means and further including a lever arm shiftable

in one direction to shift said driven element to said one

position and a switch control arm projecting therefrom

and means coupling said switch control arm with said

second contact;

first and second position control elements mounted on said

housing for selectively opening said first and second

circuit means;

control element actuating means coupled with said drive

means and operative upon shifting of said driven element
to said first position to engage said first control element
to open said first circuit means and upon shifting of said

driven element to said second position to engage said

second control element and open said second circuit

means; and

control means for selectively completing said first and sec-

ond circuit and including coupling means loosely cou-

pling said driven element with said lever arm to provide

a sufficient amount of play between said lever arm and
element when said element is in said first position to

enable said control element actuating means to engage

said first control element to open said first circuit means
while said driven element remains in said first position.

3,843,948

HIGH-VOLTAGE FUSE
Frederick J. Kozacka, South Hampton, N.H., assignor to The
Chase-Shawmut Company, Newburyport, Mass.

Filed Sept. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 396,579

Int. CI. HOlh 85104
U.S. CI. 337-158

"

6 Claims

-4

1. A high-voltage fuse including

a a tubular casing of electric insulating material;

b a pair of terminal plugs closing the ends of said casing;

c a pulverulent arc-quenching filler inside said casing;

d helically wound fusible element means conductively inter-

connecting said pair of terminal plugs and submersed in

said filler, the turns of said fusible element means being

arranged in the lateral surfaces of a prism having a prede-

termined number of edges; and

e insulating strip means supported on the ends thereof by

said pair of terminal plugs and supporting each of the

turns of said fusible element at a number of points smaller

than said predetermined number.
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3,843,949

ELECTRICAL RELAY
Charles T. Plough, 238 Britar St., Beaconsfield, Quebec; Mar-

cus Arts, 2661 McGill, Longueluil, Quebec; Michael Leitner,

14 Gazelle, Dollard Des Ormeaux, Quebec; William Russel,

247 Ballantyne Ave., Montreal, Quebec; Frank Marsman,
68 Brecterdec Ave., Dollard Des Ormeaux, Quebec, and
Keith Eastwood, 138 Beacon Hill Rd., Beaconsfield, Quebec,
all of Canada

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,323
Claims priority, application Canada, Oct. 1, 1971, 124190

Int. CI. HOlc 7104

U.S. CI. 338-23 10 Claims
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1. An electrical relay capable of providing a substantially
complete high voltage isolation between its control element
and its temperature sensitive switching element comprising:

a. a plate-like heat conductive supporting substrate made of
electrically insulating material having a high dielectric
strength and good thermal conductivity, the thickness of
said substrate being approximately 0.006 inch;

b. first spaced electrical contacts on one face of said sub-
strate;

c. a layer of selected temperature sensitive material bridging
said first spaced electrical contacts;

d. an electrical heater device provided on the opposite side
of the substrate to heat said temperature sensitive mate-
rial and acting as said control element; and

e. second spaced electrical contacts mounted on said elec-
trical heater device;

f. said temperature sensitive material satisfying the follow-
ing criteria:

i. contains elements whose atoms when in chemical com-
bination with other elements have an incompletely
filled d-%hc\\ or an incompletely filled /-shell;

ii. contains a substance effective to remove s- and p-
electrons from the conduction bands of said atoms; and
iii. exhibits a sharp change in conductivity between an
insulating condition and a conducting condition at a
definite critical temperature.

3,843,950
POROUS ELECTRIC HEATING ELEMENT

Hermann J. Schladitz, Munich, Germany, assignor to Schla-
ditz-Whiskers A.G.

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,672
Claims priority, application Germany, July 7. 1971.

2133932

Int. CI. HOlc 3100
U.S. CI. 338-208 4 claims

1 s 2 i

4h^\\\f

being arranged regularly one upon each other and being con-
nected to each other in an electrically conductive manner by
a metal deposition produced by decomposition of a thermally
decomposable metal compound, said metal deposition form-
ing at the same time a metal coating on the fibers of the fabric
forming said layers, and electrodes in contact with spaced
apart portions of the skeleton formed by said interconnected
layers.

1. An electric heating element comprising an electrically
conductive porous body the pores of which forming passages
for a fiuid to be heated, said porous body consisting of a
plurality of layers of a fabric made of fibers selected from the
group consisting of glass, quartz and carbon fibers, said layers

3,843,951
CONNECTION OF AN ELECTRICAL COMPONENT TO A

FLEXIBLE CIRCUIT
Peter Francis Maheux, Kanata, Ontario, Canada, assignor to

Bell Northern Research Ltd., Ontario, Canada
Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,210

Int. CI. H05k 1104
U.S. CI. 339-17 F 1 Claim

1. A method of connecting an electrical component to a
flexible circuit in a housing, comprising:

forming a recess in said housing, said recess forming a
receptive formation adapted to receive and cooperate
with a shape on the component;

forming a rib formation on at least part of the periphery of
the recess;

positioning a flexible circuit between said housing and said
component;

pressing the component and the housing together to push
said shape on the component into physical engagement
with the formation on the housing, said rib formation
distorting on insertion of the component, the flexible
circuit held between the shape and the formation and in

electrical contact with the component, the component
held in position relative to the housing by the distortion
of the rib formation.

3 843 952
METHOD AND DEVICE FOR MEASURING THE
RELATIVE DISPLACEMENT BETWEEN BINARY
SIGNALS CORRESPONDING TO INFORMATION
RECORDED ON THE DIFFERENT TRACKS OF A
KINEMATIC MAGNETIC STORAGE DEVICE

Bernard Husson, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France, assignor to

Entreprise de Recherches et d'Activites Petrolieres (ELF),
Paris, France

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,302
Claims priority, application France, Feb. 24, 1972, 72.6300

Int. CI. G06f moo
U.S. a. 340-172.5 6 Claims

1. A method for measuring and adjusting the relative dis-

placement between binary signals corresponding to informa-
tion recorded on the different tracks of a kinematic magnetic
storage device, wherein use is made of a reference track and
the relative displaycement between the binary signals con-
tained in said track and those contained in each of the other
tracks is measured by carrying out the following operations on
each set of two tracks:

- shaping said binary signals.
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producing a signal A which represents both in magnitude

and in sign the relative displacement in time between the

two signals,

producing a signal N which is generated only if the two

signals which have previously been shaped coexist corre-

spond to pulses having at least a partial and common
existance in time,

measuring and storing the time-duration of the signal A,

totalizing said time-duration corresponding to each of only

said register and thereby activate said at least one memory

partition, and means for measuring the total time memory

partition is used to accomplish said task.

those measurements for which a signal N was generated,

- dividing the total time-duration by the number of meas-

urements in which the signal N is present,

storing the quotient resulting from said dividing, said

quotient representing the mean relative displacement

between the recordings on the two tracks under compari-

son,

correcting for the mean relative displacement which is

thus measured.

3,843,953

APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING FUNCTIONALLY
SEVERABLE PARTS OF A COMPUTER SYSTEM

Gerald A. Maley, Fishkill, and Jacob Riseman, Poughkeepsie,

both of N.Y., assignors to International Business Machines

Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 267,351, June 29, 1972. This

application Nov. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 416,909

Int. CI. G06f 13100

U.S. CI. 340-172.5 6 Claims
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3,843,954

HIGH-VOLTAGE INTEGRATED DRIVER CIRCUIT AND
MEMORY EMBODYING SAME

Aage Ansgar Hansen, and Ralph David Lane, both of Wap-
pingers Falls, N.Y., assignors to International Business Ma-

chines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,966

Int. CI. G lie 11140

U.S. CI. 340-173 R 20 Claims

P0«« MI£ i;

1. In a computer system, including an arithmetic logic unit

and having a partitioned memory, and further including a

supervisor program for determining the number of memory
partitions to be used for a given task, apparatus for activating

selected memory partitions of said system, said apparatus

operable during the supervisor state of said system, said appa-

ratus comprising a control register for activating at least one

of said memory partitions said control register being respon-

sive to a signal from the ALU representing a determination by

said supervisor program of said number of memory partitions

to be used to accomplish said task to change the contents of

1. A high voltage integrated driver circuit comprising:

a transistor having a first conductive electrode, a second

conductive electrode, and a control electrode,

an output connected to said first conductive electrode,

means for applying a signal pulse of a predeterpTmed polar-

ity to said second conductive electrode, and

selectably operable means conditioned either to a first state

for clamping the voltage of said control electrode to cut

off said transistor and thereby to maintain said first con-

ductive electrode and said output at a first predetermined

voltage level, or to a second state for unclamping the

voltage of said control electrode to permit the voltage of

said first conductive electrode to swing in the direction of

said predetermined polarity in response to said signal

pulse,

said selectably operable means comprising a second transis-

tor having a third conductive electrode, a fourth conduc-

tive electrode, and a second control electrode,

a fixed potential source,

means connecting said third conductive electrode to said

fixed potential source so as to maintain said third conduc-

tive electrode at said fixed potential,

means connecting said fourth conductive electrode to said

first-recited control electrode so as to maintain said

fourth conductive electrode and said first-recited control

electrode at the same potential, and

means for selectably applying a signal to said second control

electrode to render said second transistor either conduc-

tive or non-conductive.
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3,843,955
HELICAL BAR STRIP CHART RECORDER

Charles B. Pear, Jr., Greenlawn, N.Y., assignor to Potter In-
strument Company Inc., Plainview, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 298,834
Int. CI. GOld 9100

U.S. CI. 346-35 12 Claims
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1. A recorder for recording a graph of a variable value
comprising a plurality of adjacent dot printing means arranged
in a row each operable to print a dot in any selected one of
adjacent dot positions along a print line extending in the
direction of said row, each dot printing means comprising a
single dot marker having at least a portion movable to each of
the dot positions corresponding to such dot printing means
and being operable to print a dot at any one of said dot posi-
tions along said print line by movement of said portion to the
selected dot position and actuation of such dot marker to print
a dot at the selected dot position, means to establish a plurality
of consecutive analog ranges into which variable value may
fall, each of said ranges corresponding to a different one of
said dot printing means, and control means to select the dot
printing means corresponding to the range in which said vari-
able value falls and to actuate the dot marker of the selected
dot printing means to print a dot in position along the print
line thereof selected in accordance with where said variable
value falls in the range corresponding to the selected dot print
means.

first multiple position selector switch means adapted to be
coupled to an aperture setting mechanism of said camera
for identifying selected aperture settings thereof;

first display means including a first plurality of light emitting
electroluminescent devices adapted to record coded
images on said film, said electroluminescent devices se-
lectively energizable to form a plurality of said coded
images, each corresponding to a predetermined setting of
said first selector switch;

a first plurality of electrical conductors coupling said elec-
troluminescent devices in first display means and first

selector switch means for permitting selection of said
coded images whereby camera aperture settings may be
indicated on said film;

second multiple position selector switch means adapted to
be coupled to an exposure time setting mechanism of said
camera for identifying selected exposure time settings
thereof;

second display means including a second plurality of light
emitting electroluminescent devices adapted to record
coded images on said film, said electroluminescent de-
vices selectively energizable to form a plurality of said
coded images, each corresponding to a predetermined
setting of said second selector switch; and,

a second plurality of electrical conductors coupling said
electroluminescent devices in second display means and
said second selector switch means for permitting selec-
tion of said coded images whereby camera exposure time
settings may be indicated on said film.

ERRATUM
For Class 357—67 see:
Patent No. 3,843,911

3,843,957
VIDEO PROCESSING CIRCUIT

Nikola Vidovic, Santa Clara, Calif., assignor to International
Video Corporation, Sunnyvale, Calif.

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,758
Int. CI. H04n 9102

U.S. CI. 358-21 3 Claims

ERRATUM
For Class 354—3 see:

Patent No. 3,842,587
- STOP
fiLTEH

A

3,843,956
DATA RECORDING SYSTEM FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC

CAMERAS
John J. Kauneckas, 2301 E. St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037

Filed Sept. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 400,695
Int. CI. G03b / 7/24

U.S.CL 354-108 13 Claims

A

1. A system for automatically recording images representa-
tive of camera settings on film comprising:

T OUTPUT

1. Apparatus for processing a composite color video signal
to attenuate the non-chrominance components excursions of
the signal which are negative with respect to a selected blank-
ing level comprising

amplifier means having inverting and non-inverting inputs
and an output,

means for applying said composite color video signal to said
inverting input,

means for connecting said non-inverting input to a selected
blanking level voltage,

negative feedback means connected between said amplifier
output and said inverting input for providing an open
feedback path for video signal portions above said se-
lected blanking level and a closed feedback path for video
signal portions below said selected blanking level, and

means for taking the processed output signal at said invert-
ing amplifier input.
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3,843,958

HUE CORRECTION FOR A CHROMA CHANNEL
John H. Furrey, Schaumburg, III., assignor to Warwick Elec-

tronics, Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,545

Int. CI. H04n 9/48
U.S. CI. 358-40 8 Claims

1. In a color television receiver having an image reproduc-

tion device and a chroma channel which develops three color

signals, the improvement comprising:

three color stages corresponding to a red output stage, a

green output stage, and a blue output atage for coupling

the three color signals to the image reproduction device,

switchable feedback means coupled to the green output

stage for selectively altering the green output signal there-

from, including

gain control means for altering the gain of said green output

stage, and

a switchable device responsive to a predetermined combi-

nation of color signals which indicate a green hue is to be

reproduced for enabling the gain control means.

ERRATUM
For Class 358—45 see:

Patent No. 3,843,836

3,843,959

MATRIX TYPE DISPLAY DRIVING SYSTEM
Kenichi Owaki; Norihiko Nakayama; Toshinori Urade, all of

Kobe, and Hiroshi Furuta, Akashi, all of Japan, assignors to

Fujitsu Limited, Nakahara-ku, Kawasaki, Japan
Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,044

Claims priority, application Japan, June 22, 1972, 47-62766

Int. CI. H04n 9/30

U.S. CI. 358-59 16 Claims

SHIFT REGISTER
I 2 A "el 3

XII XI2

radiation elements for emitting first and second kinds of

radiation respectively, said plurality of radiation elements

disposed in a matrix of rows and columns so that said first

radiation elements are separated from each other along

said columns and rows;

. energizing means for providing energizing signals to be

applied to said radiation elements; and

control means for applying first the energizing signals to

a first field of picture elements, each comprising at least

one first radiation element and one second radiation

element, and thereafter applying the energizing signals to

a second field of different picture elements, each com-
prised of said one second radiation element and another

first radiation element.

3,843,960

COLOR INFORMATION REPRODUCING SYSTEM
Yasunori Kanazawa, Hachioji, Japan, assignor to Hitachi,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,017

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 30, 197 1, 44-27977

Int. CI. H04n 9/12

U.S. CI. 178-5.4 R 3 Claims

//V fVr S/OAIM.

4i-! _

T
46

TO S-IM

1. A display system comprising:

a. display device including a plurality of first and second

1. A color information reproducing system comprising a

light source radiating light including all the wavelength com-
ponents lying within the visible spectrum range, a first optical

means for turning the light emanating from said light source

into a light beam collimated to the optical axis, means for

producing a color information signal, means for detecting a

chrominance signal from said color information signal, means
for detecting a brightness signal from said color information

signal, means for selectively separating and modulating light

disposed in such a position that said collimated light beam is

incident thereupon at a predetermined angle of incidence so

as to selectively separate solely a light portion having a spe-

cific wavelength component from said collimated light beam
depending on said chrominance signal and to subject this

selectively separated light portion to brightness modulation
depending on said brightness signal, a second optical means
for detecting the optical signal appearing from said selective

separating and modulating means after having been diffracted

at a predetermined diffraction angle, scanning means disposed
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in such a position that said optical signal appearing from said
second optical means is incident thereupon at a predeter-
mmed angle of incidence so as to carry out scanning of said
optical signal, and display means for displaying said scanned
optical signal, in which said scanning means comprises an
ultrasonic oscillator, an ultrasonic medium arranged for re-
ceiving an ultrasonic wave from said ultrasonic oscillator, and
signal generating means for generating a sweep signal which
IS frequency-modulated by said chrominance signal, said opti-
cal signal being applied to said ultrasonic medium at a prede-
termined angle of incidence and said sweep signal being ap-
plied to said ultrasonic oscillator for energizing same.

3,843,961
METHOD FOR PROVIDING A LUMINOUS

MULTI-COLOR IMAGE
Stuart G. Mirell, Tempe, Ariz., assignor to Spectradyne,
Tempe, Ariz.

Filed Oct. 1 1, 1973, Ser. No. 405,562
Int. CI. H04n 9112

U.S. CI. 358-81 7 Claims

1. A method of providing a luminous multi-color image,
comprising the steps of:

a. forming a luminous variative-intensity monochrome color
image having bright, dark and intermediate areas; and

b. simultaneously uniformly superimposing on said mono-
chrome image an illumination of a second visually distin-
guishable color;

the intensity of said superimposed illumination being adjusted
such that the bright areas of said variative-intensity image
appear in said monochrome color, the dark areas thereof
appear in said second color and the intermediate areas thereof
appear in colors which are a mixture of said monochrome
color and said second color.

3,843,962

BEARING
Irving R. Bogue, Hebron, Conn., assignor to Rogers Corpora-

tion, Rogers, Conn.
Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 390,129

Int. CI. F16c 33160, 33/00
U.S. CI. 308-187 10 Claims

1. A bearing assembly including:

an inner race element having a raceway therein;
an outer race element having a raceway therein';

a coating of metal on the raceway of each of said inner and
outer race elements, said coating being of a material
softer than the material of said raceways;

a plurality of bearing elements between said race elements
said bearing elements being of a material insoluble with
said metal coated on said races; and

retainer means for retaining said bearing elements, said
retainer means being composed of a polymeric material
filled with a metallic sulfide which has an affinity for said
metal coated on said races.

3,843,963
ANNOUNCING DEVICE FOR USE WITH A MEASURING

APPARATUS
Isao Kozu, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Matsushita Electric In-

dustrial Co., Lid., Osaka, Japan
Filed Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,668

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 9, 1971, 46-70198
Int. CL Glib 27/14, 21/08, 21/34

U.S. a. 360-12 4c,3j^,
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1. An announcing device for use with a measuring apparatus
which generates an analog signal, said announcing device
comprising:

a recording medium having thereon a plurality of sound
tracks, each of said sound tracks storing a voice signal
corresponding to an amount which can be determined by
said measuring apparatus;

a transducer head for scanning said sound tracks;
a head supporting member for supporting said transducer

head;

a movable carriage connected resiliently to said head sup-
porting member so that said head supporting member is
movable as a single unit with said carriage;

driving means for driving said carriage to move said trans-
ducer head, m a direction substantially perpendicular to
said sound tracks, in an amount in proportion to the
analog amount determined by said measuring apparatus
shifting means engageable with said head supporting
member for shifting said head supporting member inde
pendently from said carriage to move said transducer
head in a direction substantially perpendicular to said
sound tracks, at least an amount equal to one pitch be-
tween adjacent sound tracks and to position said trans-
ducer head at an exact position corresponding to one of
the sound tracks; and

moving means for moving said recording medium at a pre-
determined speed, whereby upon initiation of said an-
nouncing device, said shifting means is engaged with said
head supporting member to shift the same so as to posi-
tion said transducer head at the exact position corre-
sponding to one of said sound tracks, and said transducer
head scans said one of said sound tracks with the move-
ment of said recording medium so as to reproduce the
voice signal recorded thereon corresponding to the
amount measured.
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3,843,964

MAGNETIC TRANSFER RECORDING APPARATUS
Sakae Fujimoto, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha

Ricoh, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,710

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 27, 1971, 46-2812;

July 24, 1972, 47-87028

Int. CL Glib 5/56,5/55

3,843,966

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING AND REPRODUCING
APPARATUS

fukio Munakata, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Pioneer Electron-

ics Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 28, 1971, Ser. No. 157,577

Claims priority, application Japan, June 27, 1970, 45-56265

Int. CI. Glib 15/32

U.S. CI. 360-tJ7 16 Claims U.S. CL 360—74 9 Claims

1. A magnetic transfer recording apparatus comprising a

magnetic transfer recording section including means for mag-

netically transfer recording onto a magnetized blank sheet

information which is magnetically recorded on a master sheet,

magnetized blank sheet storage section including means for

successively moving individual magnetized blank sheets from

the storage section to the magnetic transfer recording section,

and a cleaning section interposed in the path of the magne-

tized blank sheets moved from the storage section to the

recording section and including at least one pair of brush

rollers disposed opposite each other and flanking the path of

the moved magnetized blank sheets for cleaning opposite sides

of the sheets before the sheets reach the magnetic transfer

recording section, and guide means for centering the sheet

between the brush rollers, said guide means disposed at least

partially intermediate the brush rollers.

3,843,965

MAGNETICALLY RECORDED CLOCK READING
CIRCUIT

James K. Better, Sherman Oaks, Calif., assignor to Computer

Design Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,358

Int. CL Glib 5/44

U.S. CI. 360-51 5 Claims

TO
CLOCK TRACK
PROCtSSiMS
Circuitry

1. In a magnetic tape recording and reproducing apparatus

having a cam plate which controls the direction in which the

tape is fed, which cam plate is in turn controlled by an electro-

magnetically actuated plunger, a circuit for controlling the

actuation of said plunger comprising:

means for activating the apparatus,

means for detecting the end of the tape, and

means for switching the tape feeding direction including a

rotary switch engaged with said cam plate and rotatable

therewith,

said plunger being actuated in response to the energization

of any of said means.

3,843,967

STORAGE SYSTEM HAVING A UNIVERSAL DISK DRIVE
AND A FAMILY OF DATA MODULES

Richard Burke Mulvany, San Jose, Calif., assignor to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 336,116

Int. CL Glib 5/52

U.S. CI. 360-98 5 Claims

21-
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1. In a circuit for reading data which has been recorded on

a magnetic medium, wherein the magnetic reading head ap-

plies its output to an amplifier, means for compensating for

distortion which occurs at the commence of said reading

comprising:

a first capacitor connected between said reading head and

the input to said amplifier,

a source of reference potential,

a second capacitor having one terminal connected to said

source of reference potential, and

diode means connecting the other terminal of said second

capacitor to the input to said amplifier, said diode means

being poled to conduct in response to the leading edge of

the first signal read by said reading head.

»c»
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1. A random access storage system employing a family of

data modules, said family being comprised of a plurality of

different classes of data modules where each class is defined

by the number of magnetic disks within the data modules

associated with that class, all data modules within any class

?
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being interchangeable with data modules of the same class and
with each and every data module of all other classes of said
family, comprising in combination:

a universal disk drive for connecting to all data modules
within said family of data modules, said universal disk
drive having a sensing means;

and a data module of said family of data modules connected
to said universal disk drive to effectively form said ran-
dom access storage system, said data module including
means for indicating the number of magnetic storage
disks within said data module and for coacting with said
sensing means within said universal disk drive for trans-
mitting a signal indicative of the number of magnetic
storage disks within said data module to said universal
disk drive.

of separate ferrite pole pieces mounted and glass bonded in
said slots, said face part being formed of two identical half
portions, a layer of nonmagnetic material deposited on one
corresponding side of each said identical half portion, said half
portions being assembled with said corresponding sides in
abutting relation along a gap line provided by said layer of

3,843,968

MAGNETIC HEAD
William L. Kroon, Sunnyvale, Calif,, assignor to Amp«x Cor-

poration, Redwood City, Calif.

Continuation of S«r. No. 156,801, June 25, 1971, abandoned.
This application Oct. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 409,045

Int. CI. Glib 5/22, 5/25, 5/20
U.S. CI. 360-121 6 Claims

1. A multichannel magnetic head assembly comprising a
head face part of nonglassy refractory ceramic material, hav-
ing a hardness comparable to that of ferrite materials, said
face part having a plurality of spaced parallel slots, a plurality

non-magnetic material separating said face part portions and
associated pole pieces, a core housing having a surface receiv-
ing said face part in mated secured engagement, and a plural-
ity of magnetic core members having coil means mounted in
said core housing to register with and engage portions of said
pole pieces thereby forming a plurality of magnetic transduc-
ers.

DESIGNS
OCTOBER 22, 1974

233 275
DISPOSABLE BIB OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Edward J. Goldman, Randolph, Mass., assignor to
Technology Associates, Inc., Dedham, Mass.

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,475
Term of patent 14 years

'

'

Int. CI. D2—02
U.S. CI. D2—226

233,277
PICNIC TABLE

Frank W. Beller, Aurora, III., assignor to Belson
Manufacturing Co. Inc., North Aurora, III.

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,203
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—Oi
U.S. CI. D6—27

233,276
NECKTIE

Aiidy J. Wells, Rte. 1, Box 414C,
Bemidji, Minn. 56601

Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 294,976
Term of patent 3Vi years

Int. CI. D2—07
U.S. CI. D2—351

233 278
CONVERTIBLE DINING AND GAME TABLE
Marvin O. Wilbourn, 2725 Meadowbrook Drive,

Boise, Idaho 83705
Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273^68

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6

—

03
U.S. CI. D6—27

1757
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233 279
ADJUSTABLE ORGAN BENCH

Hubert S. Shearin and Charles Riley, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignors to Manual Arts Furniture Company, Cincin-
nati, Ohio

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Sen No. 336,434
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—01
U.S. CI. D6—32

233,281
LOUNGE CHAra

Jerry Johnson, Rancho Cuerdo, Box 50,
Fortrero, Calif. 92063

Filed May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 359,006
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—01
U.S. CI. D6—39

233,282
CHAIR

Morris F. Fisher, Carmel, Ind., assignor to Futorian
Corporation, Amsterdam, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 320,799
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—01
VS. CI. D6—39

233,280
CHAIR

Morris F. Fisher, Carmel, Ind., assignor to Futorian
Corporation, Amsterdam, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,245
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—01
U.S. CI. D6—39

233 283
COMBINED AUTOMOBILE SEAT AND RECESSED

SEAT BELT BUCKLE
Donald G. Radke, Rochester, Mich., assignor to Allied

Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308,922

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—01

U.S. CI. D6—48
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233,284
SEAT

Thomas Winrow, Naperville, HI., assignor to Futorian
Corporation, Amsterdam, N.Y.

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,889
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—01
U.S. CI. D6—62

233,286
CHAIR

Morris F. Fisher, Carmel, Ind., assignor to Jackson
Chair Company, Inc., Danville, Ky.
Filed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,500

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—0/

U.S. CI. D6—71

233,285
CHAIR

Christopher B. S. Gill and Jacqueline M. Gill, both of
Yew Tree Cottage, Station Road, Chippenham, England

Filed Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 298,788
Claims priority, application Great Britain May 24, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
'

'

Int. CI. D6—07
U.S. CI. D6—71

233 287
MERCHANDISE DISPLAY STAND
Gary W. H. Smith, Rte. 3, Box 50,

Columbus, Wis. 53925
Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,667

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D20—02

U.S. CI. D6—85
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233,288
DISPLAY RACK

Tom Bluemel, Arcadia, Calif., assignor to Century
Displays, a division of Century Papers, Inc.

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Sen No. 333,775
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6--06
U.S. CI. D6—85

233,290
MERCHANDISE DISPLAY STAND
Gary W. H. Smith, Rte. 3, Box 50,

Columbus, Wis. 53925
Filed Aug. 30, 1973, Sen No. 392,866

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—04

U.S. CI. D6—145

233 289
REMOVABLE MESSAGE CENTER UNIT FOR AWALL MOUNTED TELEPHONE

Anthony P. Barone, 1540 Hubbard Road,
North Madison, Ohio 44057

Filed Man 13, 1972, Sen No. 234,462
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6

—

06
U.S CI. D6—130

233,291
DESK

Georges Frydman, 36 Avenue Edith Cavell,
Nice (06), France

Filed Jan. 20, 1972, Sen No. 219,603
Claims priority, application France Dec. 16, 1971

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—0-^

U.S. CI. D6—161

233,292
CABINET

Irving M. Rosen, White Plains, N.Y., assignor to The
Pace Collection, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Sen No. 291,970

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6

—

04
U.S. CI. D6—167

October 22, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 1761
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1

233,293
TABLE

Irving M. Rosen, White Plains, N.Y., assignor to The
Pace Collection, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Sen No. 286,867

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—Oi

U.S. CI. D6--175

233,296
PICTURE FRAME

Edward Olczewski, 1650 7th Ave. N.,
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33713

Filed June 19, 1972, Sen No. 251,861
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—07
U.S. CI. D6—236

233,294
ETAGERE

George V. Goulder, Shaker Heights, Ohio, assignor to
International Products and Services, Inc., Cleveland,
Ohio

Filed Apn 9, 1973, Sen No. 348,986
ierm of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—0-/

U.S. CI. D6—186

U.S. CI. D7—

6

233 297
DRINKING GLASS

Robert S. Raymen 14 Adams Road,
Marblehead, Mass. 01945

FUed Apn 7, 1972, Sen No. 242,270
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—07

n

jcaabaaQfln

.^

23^.295
CANDLE DISPLAY BOX

Christopher Carruthers Sandidge, Los Angeles, Calif.,

assignor to Sue Sherwood, Simi, Calif.

Filed July 17, 1972, Sen No. 272,490

1
1 Term of patent 14 years

1

1

Int. CI. D20—02
U.S. CI. D6—189

233 298
DINNER PLATE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

George A. Cheladze, 666 E. Ocean Blvd., Suite 1101,
Long Beach, Calif. 90802

Original design application May 4, 1970, Sen No. 22,804.
Divided and this application June 8, 1971, Sen No.
151,119

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D7—07

U.S. CI. D7—36

T
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233 299
BREW KEG WITH BASE

William Henry Treby Tayleur, 28 Southwood Lawn Road,
Highgate Village, London, N.6, England
Filed Jan. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 322,879

Claims priority, application Great Britain July 14, 1972
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. HI—02
U.S. CI. D7—61

233,301
MULTI-PURPOSE BIN

Manus Mudde, Berkel-Enschot, Netheriands, assignor to
Dart Industries, Inc., West Bend, Wis.
Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,915

Claims priority, application Switzerland Aug. 4, 1972
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7

—

0/
U.S. CI. D7—76

233,300
BREW KEG

WilUam Henry Treby Tayleur, 28 Southwood Lawn Road,
Highgate Village, London, N.6, England
riled Jan. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 322,880

Claims pnority, application Great Britain July 14, 1972
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—02
U.S. CI. D7—61

233,302
SANDWICH TOAST PRESS

Evelyn F. Trovinger, 1425 Lake St.,

Lodi, Calif. 95240
Filed Apr. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 351,856

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D7—.02

U.S. CI. D7—99

.c:^
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233,303
COMBINED PINEAPPLE PEELER AND CORER
Raymond George Ashdown, 32 Nundah St., Kedron,

Brisbane, Queensland, Australia 4031
Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,647

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. HI—04

U.S. CI. D7—147

233,304
LITTER RECEPTACLE

Leonard M. Yordon, Daytona Beach, Fla., assignor to
Repadco Incorporated, Daytona Beach, Fla.

Continuation-in-part of design application Ser. No.
277,598, Aug. 3, 1972, now Patent No. 231,072.
This application May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,647

1 1 Term of patent 14 years
II Intel. D7—07

U.S. CI. D7—194

233,305
RAKE HEAD

Harold O. Eads, Parkersburg, W. Va., assignor to
McDonough Co., Parkersburg, W. Va.
Filed May 23, 1972, Ser. No. 256,213

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D8—0/

U.S. CI. D8—13

,fl!r—laL.

233,306
STAPLING MACHINE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
John J. Power, Westbury, N.Y., assignor to Swingline

Inc., Long Island City, N.Y.
Filed May 7, 1970, Ser. No. 22,881

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D19—02

U.S. CI. D8—50

233,307
PORTABLE POWER SAW

Donald Baycura, Binghamton, N.Y., assignor to Stow
Manufacturing Company, Binghamton, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,733
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D%—03
U.S. CI. D8—66
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233,308
BOTTLE CUTTER

James E. Hanson, Anoka, Minn., assignor to Hanson
Designs, Inc., Anoka, Minn.

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,651
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—Oi
U.S. CI. D8—98

233 311
ELECTRICAL FENCE INSULATOR

Robert M. Wilson, Battle Creek, Mich., assignor to Dare
Products, Incorporated, Battle Creek, Mich.

Filed Apr. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 246,513
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D13—OJ
U.S. CI. D8—230

233,309
CROSSBOLT DEADLOCK

Russell W. Waldo, St. Paul, Minn., assignor to Ideal
Security Hardware Corporation, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Oct. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 407,789
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—07
U.S. CI. D8—132

233,312
COMBINED CLIP AND CLAMP FOR SURGICAL

TUBING OR THE LIKE
Leonard W. Lock, Sittingboume, England, assignor to

Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, III.

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,280
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. T>S—07; D24—02,- D7—05
U.S. CI. D8—259

233,310
HOOK BELL FOR A GARMENT BAG CARRIER

James G. Peters, 1 Penrose Lane,
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80906

Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,179
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—-99
U.S. CI. D8—154

233 313
DISPENSING CONTAINER FOR MEDICAMENTS

OR THE LIKE
Lloyd S. Turner, Los Gatos, and Daniel G. Vaughan,
Monte Sereno, Calif., assignors to Barnes-Hind Diag-
nostics, Inc., Carolina, Puerto Rico

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,101
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—0/
U.S. CI. D9—

2

a :-.-.
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233,314 233,316
DISPENSING CONTAINER FOR MEDICAMENTS BOTTLE

OR THE LIKE Gaston Brunei, Chateauneuf-du-Pape, Vauclause, France
Lloyd S. Turner, Los Gatos, and Daniel G. Vaughan, Filed Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223,390
Monte Sereno, Calif., assignors to Barnes-Hind Diag- Term of patent 14 years
nostics. Inc., Carolina, Puerto Rico Int. CI. D9^-0i

FUed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,103 U.S. CI. D9—72
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—Oi
U.S. CI. D9~2

233,315
DISPENSING CONTAINER FOR MEDICAMENTS

OR THE LIKE
Lloyd S. Turner, Los Gatos, and Daniel G. Vaughan,
Monte Sereno, Calif., assignors to Barnes-Hind Diag-
nostics, Inc., Carolina, Puerto Rico

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,102

[ Term of patent 14 years

233,317
HANDLE FOR FEEDING-BOTTLE

Pietro Catelli, Como, Italy

(% Novelty-Misitano, A.G., Via Padova 217, Milan, Italy)

Filed Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,993
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—99
U.S. CI. D9—176

^^^^

U.S. CI. D9—

2

Int. CI. D9—07

H
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233,318
BLISTER PACKAGE

Paul E. Moberly, Schoolcraft Township, Kalamazoo
County, and Harold E. Rudlaff, Kalamazoo, Mich., as-
signors to The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Sen No. 325,863
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9—03
U.S. CI. D9—192

233,320
TRACK SHOE FOR AN ENDLESS BELTFOR TRACK-LAYERS

Assar Svensson, Ersmark, Sweden
Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,171

Claims priority, application Sweden Apr. 11, 1972
Term of patent 14 years

,,^ ^ Int. CI. D12—

M

U.S. CI. D12—60

233 319
ELECTRIC INTRUDER ALARM

John S. Skarman, Whittier, Calif., assignor to Malgard
Corporation, Monterey Park, Calif.
Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,586

Term of patent 14 years

,,o ^ Int. CI. D29_0/
U.S. CI. D10—106

233,321

i^ . „ .r
AUTOMOBILE

nli!^'i n'
G"'i"gen.\Valdstadt, Germany, assignor toDaimler BenzAktiengesellschaft, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Sept. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 181,655
Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 31, 1971

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D12—05

U.S. CI. D12—92

233,322
TRAILER ASSEMBLY

Francis W. Schantz, Melvindale, Mich., assignor to
Francis VV. Schantz, Melvindale, Mich.
Filed June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 367,794

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D12—10

U.S. CI. D12—97

1 ^^^Ô is^^i

October 22, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 1767

233 323
PNEUMATIC TIRE TFtEAD AND BUTTRESS

Clarence H. Vizina, Jr., Feradale, Mich., assignor to
Uniroyai, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,478
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—75
U.S. CI. D12—142

233,325
PNEUMATIC TIRE TREAD AND BUTTRESS
Carl F. Smajd, St. Clair Shores, Mich., assignor to

Uniroyai, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 362,040

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D12—75

U.S. CI. D12—147

233,326
AUTOMOBILE LICENSE PLATE FRAME

Robert C. Barber, 8134 Owens Way,
Arvada, Colo. 80005

Filed Feb. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 335,082
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—76
U.S. CL D12—193

233,324
PNEUMATIC TIRE TREAD AND BUTTRESS

Clarence H. Vizina, Jr., Femdale, Mich., assignor to
Uniroyai, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 299,535
Term of patent 14 years

Int. Cl. D12—75
U.S. CI. D12—143

233,327
AUTOMOBILE LICENSE PLATE FRAME

Robert C. Barber, 8134 Owens Way,
Arvada, Colo. 80005

FUed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 345,132
Term of patent 14 years

Int. Cl. D12—76
U.S. Cl. D12—193
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233 328
AUTOMOBILE WHEEL

Henry James Clary, Orange, Calif. (16427 S. Avalon
Blvd., Gardena, Calif. 90248), and Delmer D. Scott,
Los Angeles, Calif. (5020 Gloria Ave., Encino, Calif.
91316)

FUed Aug. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 392,195
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—76
U.S. CI. D12—205

233 330
PREFABRICATED BATHROOM tfNIT

Tadashi Hanaoka, Kawasaki, Isao Kaneko, Tokyo, and
Iwao Shiina, Yamato, Japan, assignors to Misawa
Homes Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,807
Claims priority, application Japan Sept. 19, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D25—02

U.S. CI. D13—1 R

233 329 233,331

WHEEL COVER PREFABRICATED BUILDING UNIT FOR
Sture Lennart Asberg, Partille, Sweden, assignor to SKF to^ocI.5 u i, ,^

^ KITCHEN
Nova AB, Goteborg, Sweden

Tzdashi Hanaoka, Kawasaki, Isao Kaneko, Tokyo, and
J^ao Shiina, Yamato, Japan, assignors to Misawa
Homes Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,809
Claims priority, application Japan Sept. 19, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D25—02

U.S. CI. D13—1 R

Nova AB, Goteborg, Sweden
Filed June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,571

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D12—76

U.S. CI. D12—212

^ir"^^-,

iOj

~-<

October 22, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 1769

1

1

233 332
PREFABRICATED BUILDING UNIT FOR STORAGE
Tadashi Hanaoka, Kawasaki, Isao Kaneko, Tokyo, and

Iwao Shiina, Yamato, Japan, assignors to Misawa
Homes Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

FUed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,808
Claims priority, application Japan Sept. 19, 1972

j
Term of patent 14 years

'

Int. CI. D25—02
U.S. CI. D13—1 R

233,335
COMBINED ENVELOPE AND SHEET FOR

ADVERTISEMENT
Robert E. Katz, Livingston, N.J., assignor to Webcraft

Packaging, Inc., North Brunswick, NJ.
Filed Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,903

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D19—05

U.S. CI. D19—

2

233,333
POOD SERVICE BUILDING

Samuel M. Mills, Jr., 12810 Cherry Lane,
Chesteriand, Ohio 44026

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 328,959
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D2S—03
U.S. CI. D13—1 B

233,336
LABEL FOR BATTERY

Harry M. Channing, Wyomissing, and Bernard J. Elzer,
West Reading, Pa., assignors to General Battery Cor-
poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed July 19, 1972, Ser. No. 273,198
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D20—Oi
U.S. CI. D19—13

233,334
BUILDING STRUCTURE

Mark A. Wood, 1913 E. 116th St.,

Carmel, Ind. 46032
Original design application Nov. 12, 1969, Ser. No. 20,041,
now Patent No. 221,140. Divided and this application
Mar. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 124,636

1 1 Term of patent 14 years
1

1

Int. CI. D25—03
U.S. CI. D13—1 F

233,337
BOOK DESIGN

Richard A. Kjarsgaard, Reseda, Calif., as^gnor to
Patrick L. Schmidt and David A. Hill, both of Marina
Del Rey, Calif.

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,435
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. 019—04
U.S. CI. D19—26

\
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233 338
CHEMICAL DEMONSTRATION APPARATUS

Melvin E. Zandler, 2231 Bullinger,

Wichita, Kans. 67204
Filed July 12, 1972, Ser. No. 270,993

Term of patent 7 years
Int. CI. D19—07

U.S. CI. D19^62

^^ ^ 233,341
COMBINED SPOUT AND DIVERTOR VALVE FOR

,
A SHOWER OR THE LIKE

Dennis Charles Arbon, Boughton-on-the-Water, Eneland.
assignor to Walker Crosweller & Company Limited
Cheltenham, England

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 247,254
Claims priority, application Great Britain Oct. 23, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

,T^ ^. Int. CI. D23—07
U.S. CI. D23~20

233 339
SHELL FOR LIVE BAIT

Thomas W. Hicks, 3121 Maple Drive NE.,
Atlanta, Ga. 30305

Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,807
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. nil—05
U.S. CI. D22—99

# ''

V.

233,340
OXYGEN DILUTER VALVE

Donald F. Diedrich, Temecula, and John H. Price, La
Jolla, Calif., assignors to Hudson Oxygen Therapy
Sales Company

Filed June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266,483
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—0^
U.S. CI. D23—19

233,342
BENCH MOUNTED COMBINED RADIANT

HEATER AND LAMP
Jules A. Court, 888 Green St., Palo Alto, Calif. 94303,

and Billy G. Woodward, 363 Conistoga Way, San Jose,
Calif. 95123

«=>
.-

? ^

Filed Oct. 23, 1970, Ser. No. 25,614
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—Oi; D26—05
U.S. CI. D23—75

October 22, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 1771

233,343
BATHTUB

Dean Myers, Irvine, Calif., assignor to Tridair

Industries, Redondo Beach, Calif.

FUed Apr. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 351,384
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—02
U.S. CI. D23—55

233,345
INPUT-OUTPUT UNIT FOR A DATA PROCESSOR
CoUan B. Kneale and Frank Wilkey, Jr., Rochester, Minn.,

assignors to International Business Machines Corpora-
tion, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,638
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—02
U.S. CI. D26—5 C

233,344
DUCT SECTION FOR A VENTILATION

TWLN-DUCT
Jorgen Holt, Naestved, Christian Videmark, Haslev, and

Palle Hein Christiansen, Naestved, Denmark, assignors

to Nordisk Ventilator Co., Aktieselskab, Naestved,
Denmark

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,418
Claims priority, application Denmark June 9, 1972

1 Term of patent 14 years

I
Int. CI. D23—04

U.S. CI. D23—163

233,346
ELECTRONIC PRINTING CALCULATOR

Mario Bellini, Milan, Italy, assignor to Ing. C. Olivetti

& C, S.p.A., Torino, Italy

Filed Apr. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 349,883
Claims priority, application Italy Oct. 16, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D14—02

U.S. CI. D26—5 C

927 0.0.-^63
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233,347
CALCULATING MACHINE

Myron Beitler, West Orange, and Terry L. Bamer,
Orange, NJ., assignors to Litton Business Systems,
Inc., Orange, NJ.

Filed Aug. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 385,038
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—02
US. CI. D26—5 C

233,349
CALCULATOR

Mario Bellini, IVMIan, Italy, assignor to Ing. C. Olivetti
& C, S.p.A., Torino, Italy

Filed June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,703
Claims priority, application Italy Dec. 29, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D14

—

02
U.S. CI. D26—5 C

233,348
COMBINED AMPLIFIER AND TUNER THEREFOR

Hitoshl Mukai, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Sansui
Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 408,020
Claims priority, application Japan May 29, 1973

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D14—^i

U.S. CI. D26—14 L

233 350
PORTABLE CALCULATOR

Mano BelUni, Milan, Italy, assignor to Ing. C. Olivetti
& C, S.p.A, Torino, Italy

Filed June 26, 1973, Ser. No 373,710
Claims priority, application Italy Dec. 29, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D14—{?2

U.S. CI. D26—5 C

*N,

^-o||^^

"A_

233 351
TABLE COIN TELEPHONE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Herbert Kramer, Furstenfeldbruck, and Tonis Kao,
Munich, Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesell-
schaft, Berlin and Munich, Germany

Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,803
Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 26, 1973

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D14—03

U.S. CI. D26—14 A

October 22, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 1773

233 352
TABLE COIN TELEPHONE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Herbert Kramer, Furstenfeldbruck, and Tonis Kao,

Munich, Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesell-

schaft, Berlin and Munich, Germany
Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,802

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 26, 1973

I

Term of patent 14 years

I
Int. CI. D14—Oi

U.S. CI. D26—14 A

233 355
MOLDED HAND IU:LD PADDLE FOR

BATTING FOAM BALLS
Charles F. Foley, Minnetonka, Minn.
Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser No. 343,369

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D21—02

U.S. CI. D34—5 ST

233,353
TOY FIGURINE OF LIONESS LIKENESS

OR THE LIKE
Jerrold J. Krumholz, West Orange, and Herbert Happe
Van Reisgen, Westfield, NJ., assignors to Victor

Comptometer Corporation, Chicago, 111.

FUed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,669

I
Term of patent 14 years

' Int. CI. D21—07
U.S. CI. D34—2 R

233,356
GAME BOARD

Jacob B. Burke, 6771 Yellowstone Blvd., Forest Hills,

N.Y. 11375, and Ziva G. Rosen, 100 W. 57th Si.,

New York, N.Y. 10019
Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,239

Term of patent 14 years
Int CI. D21-^7

U.S. CI. D34—5 SS

233,354
TOY FIGURINE OF LION LIKENESS OR THE LIKE
Jerrold J. Krumholz, West Orange, and Herbert Happe
Van Reisgen, Westfield, NJ., assignors to Victor

Comptometer Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,670
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—01
U.S. CI. D34—2 R
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233 357
TOY MOTORCYCLE WITH RTOER OR THE LIKE
Jerrold J. Knimholz, West Orange, and Herbert Happe
Van Reisgen, Westfield, N.J., assignors to Victor
Comptometer Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,668
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—01
U.S. CI. D34—15 AN

233 359
TOY TRUCK OR THE LIKE

Jerrold J. Knimholz, West Orange, and Herbert HappeVan Reisgen, Westfield, NJ., assignors to Victor
Comptometer Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,667
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21~0/
U.S. CI. D34—15 AJ

233.360
CHARM OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Bernard Bernstein, 3224 Bronx Blvd.,

New York, N.Y. 10467
Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 345,015

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. Dll—07

U.S. CI. D45—17

233 358
BUBBLE BLOWING WAND

Fred Kort, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Imperial
Toy Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.
FUed Nov. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 412,004

Term of patent 14 years

wr*, ^. ,v
Int. CI. D21—07

U.S. CI. D34—15 H

233,361
GOLF BALL WASHER

Francis W. Norden, 103 4th St. NE., and Merlin A.
Jacobi, 304 1st Ave. SE., both of Waukon, Iowa
52172

Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 298,754
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—05; D15—05
U.S. CI. D49—1 A

October 22, 974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 1775

1

1

233,362
CROSS PENDANT OR THE LIKE

Robert K. Scott, Jacksonville, Fla., assignor to Abla
House, Inc., Jacksonville, Fla.

Filed Nov. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 304,662
Term of patent 14 years

Int Ck Dll-^7
U.S. CI. D45—16 B

233,365
RECORD PLAYER

Shigenori Tomioka, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Japan
Metals & Chemicals Co., Ltd., Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,252
Claims priority, application Japan July 6, 1972

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D14—07

U.S. CI. D56—4 R

233,363
GUIDE LIGHT

Paul E. Rochford, East Greenwich, and Lawrence P.

Mellyn, Glocester, R.L, assignors to General Electric

Company
Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,817

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—05
U.S. CI. D48—20 E

233,366
COMBINED RADIO AND PHOTOGRAPH CUBE

Morris Dweck, 442 Quentin Road,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11223

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 359,701
Term of patent 3V^ years

Int. CI. D14—05
U.S. CI. D56—4 B

233,364
SHREDDER

Joseph W. Chambers, Sr., Rancho La Costa, Calif., as*

signor to Atomic Disposer Corporation, a subsidiary

of Elixir Industries

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,812
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—09
U.S. CI. D55—1 B

233,367
STILL CAMERA OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Robert E. Bourke, Weston, Conn., assignor to

GAF Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,436

Term of patent 14 years
Int CI. D16—07

U.S. CI. D61—1 B
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233,368
TRIPOD

Alfred Schimpf, Basel, Switzerland, assignor to H. Heer
& Cie, Olten, Switzerland

Filed July 25, 1972, Ser. No. 274,918
Claims priority, application Switzerland May 9, 1972

Term of patent 14 years

,T o ^. '"t- CI. D16—05
VS. CI. D61—1 G

October 22, 1974

nil JJAJiL COUNTABLE MAIL DEPOSIT UNITB.H H. Bishop 1111 S. Post Oak, Houston: Tei^ 77027FUed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 269,968
Term of patent 14 years

U.S.CI.D74_9R
'-CWl-^O

233,371
SUN DOME

Gregory P. Fila, Wingdale, N.Y. 12594
Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,089

Term of patent 14 years

.TO ^. ^ '"*• CI. D24—99
U.S. CI. D83—1 C

233 369
MICROFILM XEROGRAPfflC MACHINE
Leonard Schachner, Pittsford, N.Y., assignor to

Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.
Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 306,239

Term of patent 14 years
^at' CI D16—03

U.S. CI. D61—1 Q

7/"
.
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233,377
SOFT SURFACE FLOOR COVERING

Philip Nugent, 3920 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,189

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D6—04

U.S. CI. D92—4 R

233 378

innii» » ^ 1 o JVP'^G MACHINE HOOK
10032 Randel P. Smith and James R. Collier, Chattanooga,

Tenn., assignors to The Singer Company, New York!

Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,986
Term of patent 14 years

,,^ ^ Int. CI. D15--06
U.S. CI. D92—15

Noi

LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 22d DAY OF OCTOBER, 1 974
—Arranged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name ( in accordance with city and

telephone directory practice ).

A W. Faber-Castell 5pf_
Katz, Otto, and Kranich, Werner, 3,842,466.

AB Broderna Ottosson & Co.: See-
Strom, Torsten Erik Theodor, 3,843,435.

ABHill&Co ;5ff-
Fredricson, Yngve Albin Fritiof. 3,843,147.

AB Volvo Penta; See—
Bagge, Nils Olof Manus, 3,842,689.

Bergstcdt, Karl Abdon, 3.842,789.

Abbott Laboratories; See—
Weiss, Ronald Eugene, 3,843,454.

Abel, Heinz: See—
Toepfl, Rosemarie, Abel, Heinz; and Maeder, Arthur, 3,843,391.

Abromavage, John C , and Ryden. James W., to Amerco, Inc. Load
damping frame hitch for vehicles towing a trailer. 3.843.162, CI.
280-486.000.

ACF Industries, Incorporated; See—
Wicke, Charles H, 3,842,854.

Ackerman, Jacob; and Radici, Pierino, to Societa' Italiana Resine
SIR S p A Process for the recovery of formaldehyde and phenol
contamed m waste waters. 3,843.643, CI. 260-248.500.

Acuity S>stems. Incorporated; See—
Cronsweet, Tom N., 3,843,240.

Adachi Kinichi; and Takaoka, Takeshi, to Matsushita Electric Industri-
al Co.. Ltd. Heat-sensitive two color recording paper. 3,843 384 CI
117-36.900

Adamovske Strojirny, narodni podnik: See—
Jiruse.Jaroslav,'3,843,1 16.

Adams, Albert John, to Chapman, A. W., Limited. Seal slide catch
mechanism 3,843,087, CI 248-430.000.

Adams. James E.; See—
Haas, Werner E L ; Adams, James E , and Mechlowitz, Bela,

3.843,230

Haas. Werner E L . Adams, James E ; and Mechlowitz, Bela,

3,843,233.

Adams, John H., to Chevron Research Companv. Hvdraulic oil

3,843,542, CI. 252-75.000.

Addmaster Corporation; See—
Scozzafava, Milton V., 3.842,620.

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.; See—
Giles, James \., 3,843,934.

Aerochem N V.; See—
Wolf, Johannes Hendrik Leendert, 3,843,586.

Agency of Industrial Science & Technology; See—
Sa'ito. Kiyosi. 3.843.339

AGFA-Gevaert Aktiengesellschafl: See—
Schranz. Karl-Wilhelm; Schon. Erwin; and Hunicke. Wolfgang.

3,843,367.

AGFA-Gevaert N.V; 5ee—
Florens, Raymond Leopold; and Vandenabeele. Hubert,

3.843.364

Van Poucke. Raphael Karel. De Cat. Arthur Henri; and Benoy.
Gaston Jacob. 3.843.365.

Van Poucke. Raphael Karel; Benoy. Gaston Jacob; and De Cat.

Arthur Henn. 3.843.366.

Aggogle Inc.; See—
Ricci.Vero. 3.843,120.

Ahmed. Adel Abdel. to RCA Corporation. Current amplifier.

3.843.933. CI. 330-26.000.

Air Monitor Corporation; See—
De Baun. Kenneth W.; and Noll. Robert W.. 3.842.678.

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.; See—
Bechara, Ibrahim Selim; Milligan, Barton; and Ziv, Martin Hi,

3,843,648.

Spector, Marshall L.; and Brian. P L. Thibaut, 3.843,789.

Aisin Seiki Co., Ltd.; See—
Miyao, Takayuki; Maeda, Hiroaki; and Sato, Masanori, 3,842,692.

Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha; See—
Wada, Akihiro; Sugiura, Fumio; and Ooka, Masaki, 3,842.929.

Aizawa.Tatsuo; See—
Matsumoto. Shoji; Yonaha, Noboru; and Aizawa. Tatsuo.

3.843.381.

Washio. Takaji; lida. Kazumi; Tohi. Yasusuke; and Aizawa. Tat-

suo. 3.843,251

.

Ajinomoto Co.. Inc.: See—
Akabori, Shiro; Shiio. Isamu; and Uchio, Ryosuke, 3,843,466.
Kubota. Koji; Onoda. Takiko; and Okumura, Shinji, 3.843.44 1

.

Akabori. Shiro; Shiio. Isamu; and Uchio. Ryosuke. to Ajinomoto Co .

Inc. Method of producing dicarboxvlic acids bv fermentation.
3.843.466. CI. 195-28.00r.

Akamatsu. Takashi: See—
Matsuo. Masatoshi; Sakaguchi. Tadao; and Akamatsu. Takashi.

3.843.632.
AKG Akustische und Kino-Gerate Gescllschaft mbH: See—

Fidi. Werner, 3.843.840.

Aktiebolaget Leo(A/B Leo); See—
Kamme. Carl Gustaf. 3.843.776.

Aktiebolaget Tudor; See—
Sundberg. Erik Gastav. 3.843.41 2.

Akutagawa, Susumu; See—
Yagi, Misao; Sakaguchi. Toshiaki; Akutagawa. Susumu; and Ko-
matsu.Akira. 3.843.742.

AkzoN\ See—
Kersten, Hilde; and Meyer, Gerhard, 3.843,723.

Alban. Clarence F Composite breaker belt for pneumatic tires.

3.842,885, CI. 1 52-361.OOr.
Albarino. Robert Vincent; and Otocka. Edward Paul, to Bell
Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated Stabilized irradiation cross-
linked PVC coated articles. 3.843.402. CI. 1 1 7-232.000

Albert. Roger; See—
Jose, Jean; Declave. Joseph; Albert. Roger; and Bodart. Marcel.

3.843.264.
Alberta Helium Limited, mesne: See—

MacDonald. William; and Pan.Chuen-Yong, 3.842.515.
Alden Research Foundation; See—

Facchini. Bruno. 3.843.244.
Aldridgc. Gerald Richard, to Du Pont de Nemours. E I., and Com-

pany. 5.6.12.l3-Di-isoquino-(4.3.-b 4'.3-c )-p\razine-5. 1 2-diones.

3.843.653. CI. 260-250.0bn.
Alexander. Carl J.; and Boudeman. Robert J . to Wells Manufacturing

Corporation. Displacement indicator means for coil springs
3.842.667. CI. 73-l41.0ab.

Alexander. John Henrv ; See—
Sterling. Henley Frank; and Alexander. John Henry, 3.843,392.

Alexander. Richard J., to Krause Milling Company. Art of manufacture
modified amylaceous materials with condensed phosphates and urea
3.843.377. CI. 106-157.000.

Alexander. Willie L.. 25<7f to McCullen. C A Safety bumper
3.843. 180. CI 293-74.000.

Alferness. Clifton A . to Medtronic. Inc. Electromedical pulse genera-
tor with continuous pulse width adjustment circuitr\. 3.842.844. CI
128-422.000.

Alfriend. Theodoric B.. Jr ; and Klopp. John H.. to United States of
America. Air Force Cargo handling trailer. 3.843.156. CI 280-
179.00r.

Allegheny Ludlum Industries. Inc.; See—
Kind'limann. Lynn E.. 3.843.332.

Allen. Frank M ; De Diemar. Ronald B.; and Ehlcrt. Kenneth C . to
Barber-Greene Companv Gvrator\ crusher frame and method of
making same. 3.843.068. CI. 241-285. OOr.

Allen. Grant H.; and Perkins. Billie L.. to Global Marine Inc. System
and method for buoying the end of a wire mooring line. 3.842.780.
CI. 1 14-230 000.

Allen. John E . to Interlake. Inc. Coke quenching system. 3.843.461.
CI. 202-227.000.

Allen. John Ross; Sfe—
Solomon. Karl; and Allen. John Ross. 3.843.843.

Allersma. Ties: See—
Hammel. Joseph J ; and Allersma. Ties, 3,843,34 1

.

Allied Chemical Corporation: See-
Harrison, David Malcolm, 3,842.468.
Lewis. Donald J. .3.843. 151.

Wortham. Josephs, 3.843.701
Allis-Chalmers Corporation: See—

Attia. Edward A., 3.843.856.
Coleman. Martin W.. 3.842.714.
Wilson. Ronald W.. 3.842.637.

Aluminum Company of America: See-
Brown. Melvin H.. 3.843.463.
Dickey. John J. 3.842.574.

Alwin Manufacturing Company. Inc.: See—
Krueger. Archie S.; Slye. Norman J.; and Diring. James A .

3.843,218.
Amberg, Stephen W.; Doherty. Thomas E., and Heyne, Clarence A . to

Owens-Illinois, Inc. Machine for producing a plastic-covered glass
container. 3,843,316, CI. 432-124.000.

Amerco, Inc.: See—
Abromavage, John C; and Ryden, James W., 3,843,162.
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American Cvanamid Companv: See—
Bcrets.bonald Joseph, 3.843.232.
Bollyky. Laszio Joseph. 3.843.549
Lutz. Albert William; and Feeny. Richard William, 3.843.348
Stretanski. Joseph Anthony, and Hoffman. Joseph Adrian,

3,843.597.

Zweig. Arnold, 3.843,382.
American Gas Association. Inc : See—

Riegel. Peter S ; Legue. Ronald; Nikodem. Leslie F.. Jr.; and Slay,
Willard. 3.842.864.

American Hoist & Derrick Company: See—
Brown. Archer W.; and Montgomery. James L.. 3.842.984.

American Home Products Corporation: See—
Demerson. Christopher A ; Humber. Leslie C; Dobson. Thomas
A ; and Jirkovsky . Ivo L.. 3,843,68 1

.

Humber, Leslie G , 3,843,727.
Santilli, Arthur A.; and Kim, Dong H., 3,843,645.

American Metal Climax, Inc : See—
Southworth, Glen R.; Robbins, Peter M.; and Wills, Frank

3.842,894.

American Waagner-Biro Companv, Inc.: See—
Kemmetmueller. Roland. 3.843.458.

AMF Incorporated: See—
Wircman. Jack; Linda. Yorba; and Kosia, Leslie A.. 3.843.482.

Amori. Joseph A Conveyor means 3.842.972, CI. 198-220.0cb.
AMP Incorporated: See—

Lockard, Joseph L.. 3,843,852.
Ampex Corporation: See—

Kroon, William L.. 3.843.968
Amsted Industries. Incorporated: See—

Hood. Charles N. II. 3,843,159.
Anaconda Company, The: See-

Payne, Thomas F., 3,843,498.
Andersen, Harry M.. to Monsanto Company Ethylenet vinvl

chloridel N-methylolacry lamide 1 N-alkoxy methvl ) acrvlamid'e
latices. 3,843,580. CI. 260-29 6ta

Anderson. Albert W . to General Electric Company. Direct current
power control circuit. 3.843.9 1 2. CI. 3 1 8-258.000.

Anderson. Clarence L.. to Magnamatrix Corporation Press for use in
bookbinding and the like. 3.842,73 1 . CI 100-264.000.

Anderson. David S . and Kottke. Lawrence F . to Original Equipment
Motors. Inc. Dual bobbin assemblv for coils 3.843.946 CI 336-
90.000

Anderson. John Dale, to Hesston Corporation. Tailgate control for
stackers. 3.842,732, CI. 100-270.000.

Anderson, Perry W.: See—
Glabe, Elmer F ; Anderson. Perrv W ; and Laftsidis, Stereios

3,843.820.

Glabe. Elmer F.; Anderson. Perry W ; and Laftsidis, Stergios.
3,843,821.

Anderson, Raymond A.: See-
Scanlon, John J.; Owen. Thomas G . and Anderson. Raymond A

3.842.739.
Anderson, Reuben E : See—

Dresen. Stanley F.; and Anderson, Reuben E., 3,843,523.
Anderson, Richard N , to Anderson, V E , Mfg., Co. Window struc-

ture. 3.842,540, CI. 49-181.000.
Anderson. Robert L Diver's pack. 3.842.61 l.CI 61-70.000
Anderson, Robert N.; and Parlee. Norman A . to Parlee Anderson Cor-

poration. Actinide nitride-fueled reactor and continuous method of
operating the same. 3.843.765, CI. 423-1 1.000.

Anderson, Robert N ; and Parlee, Norman A., to United States of
America, Navy Me'hod of reprocessing nuclear fuels. 3,843,766 CI
423-11.000

Anderson, V E , Mfg , Co.: See-
Anderson, Richard N., 3,842,540.

Andres. Rudolf, to Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft. Vehicle vacuum
line priority valve. 3.842.931 .CI. 180-103 000.

Andrews, Alton M. Quick fastening screw device. 3,842,877, CI 151-
U.OOr.

Andrews. Harry E., to Andrews, L P , & Co., Incorporated. Golf club
with shiftable mercury mass. 3,843,135, CI. 273-170.000.

Andrews, L P , & Co., Incorporated: See-
Andrews, Harry E . 3,843,135

Angelari, Richard D.: See-
Harvey, Gerald J ; and Angelari, Richard D., 3,843,522.

Angibaud, Rene M.. to Societe Les Piles Wonder Mounting apparatus
for portable device. 3,843,083, CI. 248-229.000.

Angstadt, John W: See-
Wright, Edward S.; Angstadt, John W.; and Krolopp, Otto C

3,843,406.
Anheuser-Busch, Incorporated: See—

Seeley, Robert D , 3,843,8 1 1

.

Anikanov, Nikolai Vianovich: See-
Grachev, Leonid Pavlovich; Anikanov, Nikolai Vianovich; Zaks,

Grigory losifovich; Radutsky, Grigory Avramovich; and
Kheifets, Rafail Efimovich, 3,842.962

Annas. Robert F ; and Hinsberger. Vincent, to Paramount Health
Equipment Corporation. Isotonic exercising apparatus having selec-
tive friction restraint. 3,843, 1 1 8, CI. 272-58 000.

Anthony. John D.. Jr.; Faulhaber. Mark E.; and Smith, Edmund H.. Jr.,
to Du Pont de Nemours, E I , and Company Optical-electrical web
inspection system. 3,843,890. CI. 250-563.000.

Anthony, Norman Howell: See—

Crossley, Ian Alexander; Kirk, Geoffrev Eric; Anthonv, Norman
Howell; and Bamber, Derek Robert, 3,843,279.

Aoshika, Masayuki: See—
Nanjyo, Toshio; and Aoshika, Masayuki, 3,843,106.

Aoyagi, Kazuo: See—
Kurose, Hisayuki; Kawase, Akira; Aoyagi, Kazuo; and Uchivama
Noboru, 3,842,773.

Apikos, Dominic. Strippable wax coating compositions 3,843 S74 CI
260-28. 5av.

c r - - , .

Apken, Rainer; and Fritz. Egon. to Schlafhorst, W., & Co. Double nee-
dle row warp knitting machine and method of operatine the same
3,842,625. CI. 66-87.000

Aquarius Inc.: See-
Russell. Carl D. 3.842.988.

Araki. Shinichi: See—
Susuki. Rmnousuke; Hoshi. Hiroshi; Araki. Shinichi, Mivamoto,

Shinzo, and Ishii, Masao, 3,843.037. \

Argabright. Perry A : .See—
Kurtis. Soma; Argabright. Perrv A ; and Prcslev. C. Travis.

3.843.374.

Armstrong. Michael J . and Houtman. Richard L . to Steelcase Inc.
Over drawer head support 3.842.758, CI 108-98.000.

Armstrong Patents Co Limited: See-
Stephens. Ronald Bertram, 3.842,482

Arndt. Robert H . to Ralston Purina Companv Preparation of a simu-
lated milk product. 3.843.828. CI. 426-360.000.

Arnold. James Flinnoy. to Hydrotech International. Inc., mesne
Pipeline recovery tool and method 3,842.6 12. CI 61-72.100.

Aronetics. Inc.: See—
Gardenier. Hugh E . 3.842.904.

Arrow Development Co . Inc See-
Morgan. Edgar A.. 3.843.192

Artamonov. Viktor Leonidovich: See—
Paton. Boris Evgenievich; Theddvar. Boris Izrailevich; Latash.

Jury Vadimovich. Chekotilo. Leonty Vasilicvich; EmeKanenko.
July Georgievich; Us. Vasily Ivan'dvich. Baglai. Vit'alv Mik-
hailovich; Martyn. Viktor Mikhailovich, Artamonov. Viktor
Leonidovich; Bonarenko. Oleg Petrovich; Boiko. Georgv Alex-
androvich; Tstkulenko. AnatoK Konstantinovich; Ivon. Vasilv
Valdimirovich; and Pavlov. Leonid Viktorovich. 3.842,898

Arts, Marcus: See-
Plough. Charles T., Arts, Marcus, Leitner, Michael, Russel, Wil-

liam; Marsman, Frank; and Eastwood, Keith, 3,843,949.
Artz, Klaus: See—

Desai, Nalin Binduprasad; Yayaraman, Onnusami; Ramanathan.
Visvanathan, Artz. Klaus; Naik, Navnitrai Nagarii; and Jennv
Walter. 3.843,625.

Asada, Hiroyuki: See—
Okada, Takeshi; Asada, Hiroyuki, and Nakamura, Shieeharu,

3,843.343.
Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Harada. Ikuo; Hamasaki. Masafumi; Maeda. Isao; and Izawa
Nobuyuki. 3.843.150.

Yano, Nobumitsu; Takahashi, Hideomi; and Havasho, Yoshitaka,
3,843.803.

Asahi Toy Companv: See—
Kishi. Yoshihir'o. 3.842.928.

Asakawa. Kcnichi: See—
Ohbu. Misao; and Asakawa. Kenichi. 3.843.4 1 7.

Asano. Hidejiro. and Oyagi, Yashichi. to Nippon Steel Corporation.
Method for producing steel sheets of strips for making cans
3.843.423. CI. 148-12.000.

Asburg Universal. Inc : See—
Asbury, Edward G., 3,842,999.

Asbury, Edward G , to Asburg Universal. Inc Demolition bucket
3,842.999. CI. 214-145.000.

Aschberger. Anton A.; Avery. Jack L ; Cartwright. William J ; Dean,
Geoffrey J . Tysver. Oliver J.. Wolfe. Robert W.. and Bautz.
Frederick H., to Continental Can Companv. Inc. Can bodv shapcr
3,842,63 LCI. 72-63.000

' '

Asfura, Abraham C Miselem Combined gas trap and liquid separator
3,842,856, CI. 137-179.000.

Ashland Oil, Inc See-
Robin, Michael; and Schulte, Sheldon R., 3,843,600.

Ashtabula Bow Socket Company: See—
Baginski, Martin R., 3,842,688.

Asselborn, Peter; Haase, Gerhard; and Menne, Guenther, to Felten &
Guilleaume Kablewerke Aktiengesellschaft. Mobile integrated cable
system for communication and energy-distribution purposes
3,843,909, CI. 317-99.000

Associated Engineering Limited: See-
Atkins, Francis J; and Waterson, Keith, 3,842,819.
Cowell, Timothy Anton Turton; and Brown. Dennis Cockburn

3,842,818.
Atkins, Douglas R Adjustable dual action shock absorber. 3,843 107

CI. 267-64.00r.
Atkins, Francis J.; and Waterson, Keith, to Associated Engineering

Limited Ignition devices. 3,842,819, CI. I23-I69,0mg.
Atsumi, Minoru: See—

Yagi, Shizuo; and Atsumi, Minoru, 3,842,8 10.

Attia, Edward A., to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Contact for a
vacuum switch of single phase alloy 3,843,856, CI. 200- 144.00b

Atwood & Morrill Co.: See—
Prescott, Norman F., 3,842,7 1 7.
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Aubury, John F. B: See—
Portas, Donald; and Aubury, John F. B., 3,843,210.

Audio NSU Auto Union Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Wilmers, Gottlieb, 3,843,283.

Aumullcr, Walter: See—
Weber, Helmut; Aumuller, Walter; Weyer, Rudi; Muth, Karl; and

Stach, Kurt, 3,843,661.

Australia. Commonwealth of. care of Department of the Army: See—
Keuston. Kevin Hague. 3.843.545.

Automatic Switch Companv: See—
OKeefe. Robert F.. 3.842.862.

Automobiles Peugeot: See—
Dera. Alain; and Besseau. Daniel. 3.843.1 8 1

.

Avery. Jack L.: See—
Aschberger. Anton A ; Avery. Jack L.; Cartwright. William J..

Dean. Geoffrey J.; Tvsver. Oliver J., Wolfe. Robert W.. and
Bautz. Frederick H . 31842,63 I.

Avo Intern Transport B.V.: See—
Sprikkelman, Gerrit W J . 3,842.997.

Awano. Tsuneo; Onishi. Kazutoshi. and Masuzawa. Isao. to Tokyo
Keiki Co.. Ltd. Inverter controlling circuit. 3.843.920. CI 321-
44.000.

Ax, Venzens Anlpn: See—
Hunhauscn, Hugo; and Ax, Venzens Anton, 3,842,446.

Axen, Udo F , to Upjohn Company, The. Endo-bicyclo[3.l.0)-hexane
glycol intermediates for preparing prostaglandins E,, A, and analogs
thereof. 3,843.7 12, CI. 260-468. OOg.

Aykan, Kamran; Rogers. Donald B ; and Sleight. Arthur W.. to Du
Pont de Nemours. E I., and Company Catalyst compositions of
scheelite crystal structure containing bismuth ions, divalent ions and
cation vacancies. 3.843.553. CI. 252-464.000

Aykan. Kamran; Rogers, Donald B.; and Sleight, Arthur W , to Du
Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Catalyst compositions of
scheelite crvstal structure containing vanadium, bismuth and cation
vacancies. 3,843,554. CI. 252-468.000.

Babiec, John S., Jr., and Turley, Richard J., to Olin Corporation.
Halogenated acctals as flame retardants for polyurethane foams.
3.843,569, CI. 260-2. 5aj.

Bach, Michael C: See—
Pazcr, Jerome; and Bach. Michael C. 3.842.629.

Bach-Simpson Limited: See—
Vollick, Carlisle N ; and Williams, Stanley J., 3,842,680.

Bacha, John D ; and Selwitz, Charles M, to Gulf Research & Develop-
ment Company Preparation of cvclopropvl cvanide from 4-

chlorobutyronitrile. 3,843,709, CI. 260-464.000.
Bacroix. Marcel Andre, to Pont-A-Mousson S A Method and ap-

paratus for testing the helium tightness of tubular bodies. 3,842,659,
CI. 73-40 700.

Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Giese, Bernd; Jaeger. Peter, Koenig. Horst. and Brenner. Sieg-

fried. 3.843.499
Spaenig. Hermann; Dockner. Toni; and Frank. Anton. 3.843.676.

Badische Anilin-& Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Fittercr. Horst; Uhl. Karl; Guenther. Friedrich; Schmidts. Kurt;

and Gaiser. Dieter, 3,843,035 .

Baggc, Nils Olof Manus, to AB Volvo Penta. Multiple station control

system 3,842,689, CI. 74-479.000.

Baginski, Martin R., to Ashtabula Bow Socket Companv. Foot retain-

ing device for a bicycle pedal. 3,842,688, CI. 74-594.600.
Baglai. Vitaly Mikhailovich: See—

Paton, Boris Evgenievich; Medovar, Boris Izrailevich; Latash, Jury

Vadimovich; and Baglai, Vitaly Mikhailovich, 3,842,897.

Paton, Boris Evgenievich; Theddvar, Boris Izrailevich; Latash,

Jury Vadimovich; Chekotilo, Leonty Vasilicvich; EmeKanenko,
July Georgievich; Us, Vasily Ivandvich; Baglai, Vitaly Mik-
hailovich; Martyn, Viktor Mikhailovich; Artamonov. Viktor
Leonidovich; Bonarenko, Oleg Petrovich; Boiko, Georgy Alex-

androvich, Tstkulenko, Anatoly Konstantinovich; Ivon, Vasily

Valdimirovich; and Pavlov, Leonid Viktorovich, 3,842,898.

Bagnulo. Luigi. Joints for conduits having a continuous corrosion-re-

sistant lining. 3,843,1 70, CI. 285-55.000.

Bailey. Wayne W ; and McCarthy. Paul R.. to Gulf Research &
Development Company. Aluminum complex soap grease containing

calcium carbonate. 3.843.528. CI. 252- 1 8.000.

Bainbridge. Cecil, to Rohr Corporation. Deflection compensating
unified two part track for sliding door and method of making same
3.842.462. CI. 16-94.00r.

Bair, Clyde F. Disaster valve. 3.842.852. CI. I 37-39.000.

Baisch, J. Carroll: See—
Colella, Alfreds, 3,843,008

Baker, Billy Eugene; and Galle. Edward M.. to Hughes Tool Company.
Acoustic methods for fracturing selected zones in a well bore.

3.842.907. CI. 166-249.000.

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. The: See-
James. William R; and Hardy. Charles J. 3.843.185.

Bamber. Derek Robert: See—
Crossley. Ian Alexander; Kirk. Geoffrey Eric; Anthony. Norman

Howell, and Bamber. Derek Robert, 3,843,279.

Bandy, Leon D Tethered ball and resilient covering for both right and
left hands. 3,843,1 26, CI. 273-95.00a.

Banis, Peter A.: See-
Walters, Armon J., and Banis, Peter A , 3,842,53'*.

Barabas, Zoltan, to Gabonalermesztesi Kutato Inlezet. Method of

production of hybrid seed-grain. 3,842.538. CI. 47-58.000.

Baranyovits, Francis Leslie Charles; and Kay, Ian Trevor, to Imperial

Chemical Industries Limited. Heterocyclic compounds and composi-
tions. 3,843.655. CI. 260-256. 50r.

Barber. Hartley E.. to United States of America. Air Force. Liquid ex-

pulsion subsvstem having orientation responsive pump 3.843.024,

CI. 222-207.000.
Barber-Greene Company: See-

Allen, Frank M.; De Diemar. Ronald B.; and Ehlert, Kenneth C,
3,843,068.

Bardeau. William Milton: See—
Bardeau, William Milton; and Weltv, Frank (said Weltv assor. to

said), 3,843,020.

Bardeau. William Milton; and Welty. Frank, said Welty assor. to said

Bardeau. William Milton Automatic liquid dispensing apparatus.

3.843.020. CI. 222-58.000.
Barmag Barmer Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Schippcrs. Heinz. 3.842.578.

Barnes-Moss. Howard William, to Richardo & Co.. Engineers ( 1927)
Limited. Piston cooling and/or small-end bearing lubrication ar-

rangement for I.e. engines. 3.842.938. CI. 184-6.500.

Barnetche-Gonzalez. Eduardo. Percussion tools. 3.842.920. CI. 175-

299.000.

Barone. Anthony P. Device for removable attachment to a wall

mounted telephone. 3.843. 1 66, CI. 28 1 - 1 5.00b.

Barone. Bruno J.: See—
Chremos. George N.; and Barone, Bruno J., 3,843,694.

Barr, Berthold: See—
Nickl, Josef; Muller. Erich, Barr, Berthold; and Roch. Josef.

3.843.638.

Barr. Ralph E.Jr: See-
Carlson. Robert T ; and Barr. Ralph E. Jr.. 3,843,914.

Barrett. James H. to Rohm & Haas Companv. Macroreticular vinvl

benzyl chloride polymers. 3.843.566. CI. 260-2. lOe.

Bartlett. Billv G. Apparatus for laving roofing materials on a sloping

roof. 3.842.934, CI. 182-37.000.'

Bartling. Gerhard, to SKF Kugellagerfabriken GmbH. Apparatus for

temporarilv storing thread in a spindleless spinning machine.
3.842.579.'C1. 57-34.00r.

Barton. Hugh M . Jr ; and Gray. Peter R.. to Phillips Petroleum Com-
panv. Detection of elements bv irradiating material and measuring
scattered radiation at two energy levels 3,843,88 1 , CI. 250-269.000.

Barton, John: See-
Mills. Anthonv Mark; Wortlev. William; and Barton. John.

3.842.879.

Bassist. Rudolph G.. 1/2 to Travis Mills Corporation Means for rolling

up tubular fabric produced bv a circular knitting machine
3.842.627. CI. 66-151.000.

Bathge.Gunter: See—
Schmitt. Paul; and Bathge. Gunter. 3.842,638

Bauer. Alfred Type head for typewriting machine. 3.842.959. CI 197-

52.000.

Bauer Bros. Co.. The: See—
Horstman. Anton J ; and McNeil. William M.. 3.843.065.

Bauer Ordnance Company: See-
Bauer. Russell E.; and Bauer Ordnance Company. 3.842.458.

Bauer. Russell E.. and Bauer Ordnance Companv. Wire cutter bavonet
or knife. 3.842.458. CI. 7-5.600.

Bauer. William J. Svstem for disposing of sewage sludge. 3.842.764. CI.

111-7 000.

Baumeler. Hans: See—
Speissegger. Werner; and Baumeler. Hans. 3.842.516.

Baumer. Wilhelm: See

—

Schmitt. Dieter; Baumer. Wilhelm; and Stein. Alfred. 3.843.325.
Bausch & Lomb Incorporated: See-

Clark. James A. 3.842.790.

Bautz. Frederick H : See—
Aschberger. Anton A ; Avery. Jack L.; Cartwright. William J .

Dean, Geoffrey J.; Tvsver, Oliver J.. Wolfe. Robert W.. and
Bautz, Frederick H., 3^842,63 1

.

Baxter, John Kenneth, Jr.: See-
Smith, James; and Baxter, John Kenneth, Jr., 3,842,595.

Baxter Laboratories. Inc.: See—
Hainski. Martha B.; and Ordonez. Guido A.. 3.843.777.

Moskowitz. Gerard J.. 3.843,442.
Baychem Corporation: See-

Hudson, George A.; and Rich, Joseph M., 3,843,390.
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: See—

de Montigny, Armand; and Buchner, Werner. 3.843.702.
Findeisen. Kurt; Holtschmidt. Hans, and Wagner. Kuno.

3.843.652.

Hoffmann, Hellmut. Hammann. Ingeborg; and Behrenz, Wolf-
gang, 3,843.679.

Hombach. Rudolf, and Theisen. Dieter. 3.843,590.

Lachmann, Burkhard; and Rosenkranz, Hans Jurgen. 3,843.729
Logemann. Heino; Suling. Carlhans; and Lorenz. Gunter.

3.843.578.

Schmittmann, Hans-Richard. 3.842.584.

Siegel. Edgar, 3,843.623.

Widdig, Arno; Kuhle, Engelbert; Scheinpflug, Hans; Grewe, Ferdi-

nand; Kaspers, Helmut; and Frohberger, Paul Ernst, 3,843,715.
Baysinger. Robert L., to Emerson Electric Co. Burner control system.

3.843.049. CI. 236-1.OOe.

BBC Brown Boveri & Company Limited: See—
Meylan, Pierre; and Hausmann, Herbert. 3,843.28 1

.
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Beam Products Munufacturing Company: See—
Zonker, Lawrence C; and Jensen. Ervin F.. 3.843.338.

Beatrice Foods Co.: See—
Ziccarelli, Salvatore F.. 3.843.808.

Beatrice Foods Co.. mesne: See—
Golden. Gerald; Wrobel. Charles V., Jr.; and Dian. Walter.

3.843.433.

Bechara. Ibrahim Selim; Miiligan, Barton; and Ziv. Martin Hi. to Air
Products and Chemicals. Inc. Method for preparing N-amino alky-

lated morpholines. 3.843.648. CI. 260-247. 50r.

Bechstein. Herbert; Hofmann. Eberhard; Jaenke. Hans-Jurgcr; Muller.
Rolf; Ritter. Ernst; and Staudt. Heinrich. to Bosch, Robert, GmbH
Centrifugal governor for controlling the RPM of injection tvpe inter-

nal combustion engmes. 3.842.8 1 5, CI. 123-140.00r.
Bechtel. Thomas F . to United States of America. Air Force Apparatus

for the direct measurements of thermal stresses. 3.842.654. CI. 73-
15.600.

Beck. Ralph A.: See—
Betley, Raymond A ; and Beck. Ralph A.. 3.843.470.

Becker. Josef: See—
Schneider. Heinz, and Becker. Josef. 3.843.090.

Becker. Rudolf, to Linde Aktiengesellschaft. System for the discharg-
ing of a transport receptacle for liquefied gas. 3.842.613. CI 62-
50.000.

Beckman Instruments. Inc.: See—
Jerrold-Jones. Paul. 3.843.506
Schmidt. William L ; and Wright. Herschel E.. 3.843.045.

Beckman Insturments. Inc.: Sf^—
Kaye.Wilburl. 3.843.268.

Beckman. Joseph Alfred: See—
Kyker, Gary Stephen; Beckman. Joseph Alfred; Halasa. Adel Far-

han; and Hall, James Edward. 3.843.596.
Behrenz. Wolfgang: See-

Hoffmann, Hellmut; Hammann. Ingeborg; and Behrenz. Wolf-
gang. 3.843,679.

Beisang. Arthur A., and Ersek. Robert A., to Genetic Laboratories.
Inc. Cellular skin patch. 3.842.83 1 . CI. I 28- 1 55.000.

Beitzinger. Kurt: See—
Fess. Emil; Beitzinger. Kurt; and Koblitz. Werner. 3.842.624.

Belanger Inc.; See—
Belanger. James A.. 3.842,547.

Belanger. James A., to Belanger Inc Hinge type fill unit with integral
pin construction for cylindrical hub units. 3.842.547. CI. 51-
334.000.

Belden Corporation: See—
Hutchison, Donald W; and Stolle. Mark A.. 3.843.83 1

.

Bell & Howell Co.: iee-
Gaynor, Joseph, 3.843.361

Bell & Howell Company: See—
Moscaret, Eugene J; and Soran. Thomas C. 3.843.242.

Bell. Malcolm R . to Sterling Drug Inc /3-( 3-(4-Chlorobenzovl)-2-
methyl-6-methoxv-l-lndole|-acetic acids. 3,843.683, CI 260-
326. 13r.

Bell Northern Research Ltd.; See—
Maheux, Peter Francis. 3,843,95 1

.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated: See—
Albarino. Robert Vincent; and Otocka. Edward Paul. 3.843,402
Paola. Carl Ralph. 3.842.544.

Beloit Corporation: See—
Betley. Raymond A ; and Beck. Ralph A . 3.843,470.

Belyaev, Leonid Mikhailovich: See—
Dobrzhansky. Georgy Fedorovich; Chestmir, Barta; Belyaev,

Leonid Mikhailovich; Silvestrova. Iraida Mikhailovna; and
Pisarevsky. Jury Vladimirovich. 3.843.234.

Bcmenl. Laurence J , to United States of America. National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration Method of making an explosively
welded scarf joint. 3.842.485. CI. 29-470.100.

Benckiser. Joh A. GmbH: See—
Hustede. Helmut; and Siebert. Diethelm. 3.843.465.
Kuhnert, Peter; and Luetz-Binder. Doris. 3.843.8 1 2.

Bendix Corporation. The: See-
Bridges. Robert M , and Jason. John J . 3.843.829.
Shupe. David M.. 3,843,258.

Bennett. James, and Parva. Ashby. to Specialized Tapes Limited. In-

dustrial tapes. 3.842.628. CI. 66- 1 93.000.
Bennett, Kenneth R.; and Crownover. Joseph W.. to GTI Corporation
Control of rate of change of resistance as a function of temperature
in manufacture of resistance elements. 3.842.495. CI. 29-620.000

Bennett. Vern B. Painters wheel spinner. 3,843,000, CI. 214-340.000
Benoy, Gaston Jacob: See-

Van Poucke. Raphael Karel; De Cat. Arthur Henri; and Benov.
Gaston Jacob. 3.843.365

Van Poucke. Raphael Karel; Benoy. Gaston Jacob; and De Cat,
Arthur Henri, 3,843,366.

Benrus Corporation: See—
Lupoli. Peter John. 3.842.585.

Berets. Donald Joseph, to American Cyanamid Company. Elec-
trochromic light modulating devices having a palladium counter
electrode. 3,843,232, CI. 350-160 OOr

Berg, Rudolph G : See-
Tale. Bryce E ; and Berg, Rudolph G , 3,843.672

Berger. James K.. to Computer Design Corporation. Magnetically
recorded clock reading circuit. 3.843,965, CI. 360-5 1 .000.

Bergman, David L., to United States of America. Navy. Gated clock
multivibrator. 3.843.938. CI. 331-108 OOd

Bcrgstedt. Karl Abdon. to AB Volvo Penta. Hydraulic trim/tilt svstem
for outboard propulsion units. 3.842.789. CI. 115-41 Oht.

Berkun. Earl E . to Cosco. Inc Clothes hamper 3.843.222. CI. ^12-
257.00a.

Bernard. Walter J . to Sprague Electric Company Tantalum pellet

system and methods of making and using the same 3.843.492. CI
204-25.000.

Bernzomatic Corporation: See—
Nelson. John M. 3.843.3 1 I.

Berol Corporation: See—
Talbott. John W.; and Logan. James D.. 3.843.756.

Berry Metal Company: See-
Chang, Yi-Chung, 3.843.105 *

Berthoud. Francois: See—
Dubois. Gerald; and Berthoud. Francois. 3.842.591

Bertrand. Marcel J., to Uniroyal Aktiengesellschaft Radial pl\ tire

with reinforcing belt. 3.842.884. CI. I 52-36 1 OOr.

Bertrand. Robert G . to Dow Corning Corporation. Metal working
lubricant compositions. 3.843.529. CI. 252-30.000.

Besseau. Daniel: See—
Dera. Alain, and Besseau. Daniel. 3.843. 1 8 I

.

Betley. Raymond A. and Beck. Ralph A . to Beloit Corporation Flexi-
ble trailing elements in a papermaking machine headbox having pro-
jections thereon extending into the slurr\ flow 3.843.470. CI 162-
343.000.

Bettge. George W.: See—
Perricone. Alphonse C; Young. Homer F., Bettge. George W.;
and Enright, Dorothy P.. 3.843.524.

Betts. Max William: See—
Flavell. John; Jeffcoat. Keith; and Betts. Max William, 3,842.623

Beversdorf. Samuel Thomas. Mute having means for eliminating un-
responsive notes in brass instruments. 3.842.706. CI. 84-400.000.

Bevilacqua. Frank. Dietrich. Joseph R ; Groves. Malcolm D.. and
Flinn. William S . to Combustion Engineering. Inc Top actuated
reactor control system. 3.843.47 I . CI. 176-36.OOr

Beville. Robert^Earl; Hofer. Bruce Edward; and Peek. William H . to

Tektronix. Inc Counter having selective direction and variable rate
control. 3.843.873. CI. 235-92.00v.

Beyn. Edgar Joachim, to SCM Corporation Process for spray drying
pigment. 3,843.380. CI. 106-300.000.

Bezzecchi. Carlo Spreading spout for fertilizer spreading machines of
the swinging tube type. 3.843.029. CI. 222-533.000.

Bibighaus. Fred W . superior Tube Company Tube rolling mill for
producing tubing with various external configurations. 3.842.63^.
CI. 72-208.000.

Bickley Furnaces Incorporated: See—
Remmey. George Bickley. 3.843.3 1 7.

Bielfeldt. Friedrich Bernd; and Kamm. Artur. to Kranss-Maffei AG In-

jection system for ganged injection molds. 3.843.294. CI. 425-
247.000.

Bier. Kenneth C. to Colt Industries Operating Corporation. Exhaust
gas recirculation system. 3.842.814. CI. I 23- II 9.00a.

Bier. Milan Apparatus and technique for preservation of isolated or-
gans through perfusion. 3.843.455. CI. 195-127.000

Bierenbaum. Harvey S , Daley. Lawrence R . Zimmerman. Daniel, and
Hay. Ian L.. to Celanese Corporation. Process for preparing a ther-

moplastic microporous film involving a cold stretching step and mul-
tiple hot stretching steps. 3,843.76 1 . CI. 264-2 10 OOr.

Biesmans. Robert, to Elphiac. Method of contracting or compressing,
machine for performing the method and articles produced according
to the method. 3.842.644. CI 72-342.000.

Biland. Hans Rudolf: See—
Leuthi. Christian; Biland. Hans Rudolf; and Duennenbergcr. Max.

3.843.716.
Piller, Bernhard; Meier. Max; Dunnenberger, Max; Biland, Hans
Rudolf and Luthi, Christian, 3,843,371

.

Biles, JerrvW.:5ee-
Kelseaux. Ray M; and Biles, Jerry W . 3.842.607

Billgren. Karl Lennart; and Hansson. Hans, said Billgren. Karl L.. assor.
to Hansson. Hans. Airline passenger building. 3.842.553. CI. 52-
175.000.

Bird. Forrest M Pediatric ventilator. 3.842.828. CI 128-145.800.
Birkholz. Manfred: See—

Piatkowski. Paul; and Birkholz. Manfred. 3.843.275
Bischoff Chemical Corporation: See—

Greenberg. Walter H ; and Nussbaum. Frank J.. 3.843.295.
Bishop. Birgil M. Plant growth composition and structure. 3.842.'>37.

CI. 47-37.000.

Bjerknes. Anders, to Staal & Stil A/S. Vertically adjustable column.
particularly for chairs and the like. 3.843.271 . c'l. 403-104.000.

Black and Decker Manufacturing Company. The: See—
Gerke, Burton Elwood, Jr . and Rohr. Lewis Hampton, 3,843.224.

Blau KG Fabrik Fuer Kraftfahrzeugteile: See—
Blau.Werner;andGcrdcs.Theo. 3.843.015.

Blau. Werner; and Gerdes. Theo. to Blau KG Fabtik Fuer Kraftfahr-
zeugteile. Screw cap for containers. 3.843.0 1 5. CI 220-288 000.

Blaw-Knox Food and Chemical Equipment. Inc : See-
Wright. Edward S.; Angstadt. John W ; and Krolopp. Otto C.

3.843.406.
Blevens. Bertram G. Braking system. 3.842.946. CI. 1 88-24.000.
Blonn. George W.. Sr.. to General Motors Corporation. Reversing,

throttle and brake controller with interlocks. 3,842,653, CI 74-
878.000.

Bloom, Joseph Louis, to Lucas, Joseph. (Industries) Limited. Speed
responsive governor mechanism. 3.842.682. CI. 73-509.000.
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Bloom. Stephen A., to Maxium Security Systems International. Inc.

Wall mounted security box. 3.842.761 .CI. 'l09-59.000.

Blumenthal. Guenter; and Krohm. Reinold. to Kloeckner-Werke AG.
Travelling mine roof support with scraper conveyor for use with

mechanical mining apparatus. 3.842.966. CI. 198- 1 26.000.

Bobo. Frank E. Gas valve. 3.842.858. CI. 1 37-458.000.

Bochanov. Viktor Nikolaevich; Minchenko. Veniamin Alexandrovich;

and Schipitsin, Svyatoslav Sergeevich. Device for shaping spherical

pellets. 3.843,299. CI. 425-332.000.

Bodart. Marcel: See-
Jose. Jean; Declave. Joseph; Albert, Roger; and Bodart, Marcel.

3.843.264.

Bodinaux. Gaston Jean Olivier, to Les Forges de Zeebrugge S.A. Arm-
ing device for rocket type projectile launching tube 3.842.71 1. CI.

89-1.807.

Boeglin. Albert F., to International Minerals & Chemical Corporation.
Production of white potassium sulfate crystals. 3.843.772. CI. 423-

551.000.

Boehm.Gail M.: See—
Morrisett.O. L ;and Boehm,Gail M., 3.842,905.

Bochringcr Ingclhcim GmbH: See—
Nickl. Josef Muller. Erich; Barr. Bcrthold; and Roch. Josef.

3,843.638.

Boehringer Mannheim GmbH: See—
Groppenbachcr. Gregor; Rieckmann. Peter; Rothe. Werner.

Schalk. Heinz, and Schellhorn. Jurgen. 3.843.393.

Boeing Company, The: See—
Boone, jimmie H.; Chenkovich, Gary A.; Corcoran. Brian F.; Mar-

ley. Arley C . III. and Simpson. Robert D., 3.843,077.

Hart'ing. Darrell R ; and Taylor. John W., 3.842.663.
Mercer. Paul W., 3,842.496.

Smith. Alan W; and Nelson. Donald J.. 3.843.351.
Bogel. Martin; and Hurwitz, Marvin J., to Rohm and Haas Company.

Moldable and/or thermoformable acrvlic polymers and processes for

the production thereof 3.843.612, CL 260-78. 50r.
Bogosh. Donald. Workholding and positioning svstem. 3.843.109. CI.

269-22.000.
Bogue. Irving R , to Rogers Corporation. Bearing. 3,843.962. CI. 308-

187.000.

Bogunovich. Henrietta A : See—
Bogunovich, Ronald A.; and Bogunovich. Joseph V. (said Bogu-

novich. Joseph v.. assor. to). 3,843,1 74.

Bogunovich, Joseph V.: See—
Bogunovich, Ronald A.; and Bogunovich. Joseph V.. 3.843.174.

Bogunovich. Ronald A ; and Bogunovich. Joseph V.. said Bogunovich.
Joseph V . assor. to Bogunovich. Henrietta A. Anti-theft door-
locking apparatus. 3.843.1 74. CI. 292-166.000.

Bohn. Gerhard: .See—

Schwarzler. Peter; Bohn. Gerhard; and Schauberger. Helmut"
3.842.748

Boiko. Georgy Alexandrovich: See—
Paton. Boris Evgenievich; Theddvar. Boris Izrailevich; Latash.

Jury Vadimovich. Chekotilo. Leonty Vasilievich; Emelyanenko.
July Gcorgievich; Us. Vasily Ivandvich. Baglai. Vitaly Mik-

>> hailovich; Martyn. Viktor Mikhailovich; Artamonov. Viktor

Leonidovich, Bonarenko. Oleg Petrovich; Boiko. Georgy Alex-

androvich, Tstkulenko, AnatoK Konstantinovich. Ivon. VasiK
Valdimirovich; and Pavlov. Leonid Viktorovich. 3.842.898.

Bollyky. Laszlo Joseph, to American Cyanamid Company. Chemilu-
minescent compositions containing polvcarbonvl compounds.
3,843,549. CI. 252-188. 3cl.

Bonafede, William E. See—
Maynard, Arthur W.. 3.842.769.

Bondarenko. Oleg Petrovich: See

—

Paton, Boris Evgenievich; Theddvar, Boris Izrailevich; Latash.

Jury Vadimovich; Chekotilo. Leonty Vasilievich. Emelyanenko.
July Gcorgievich. Us, Vasily Ivandvich; Baglai, Vitaly Mik-
hailovich. Martyn. Viktor Mikhailovich. Artamonov. Viktor

Leonidovich; Bonarenko, Oleg Petrovich. Boiko. Georgy Alex-

androvich, Tstkulenko, Anatolv Konstantinovich; Ivon. Vasily

Valdimirovich. and Pavlov. Leonid Viktorovich. 3.842.898.

Bondie. Dale J.. Sutton. Robert S.; and Lewclling, James D . to Ex-

Cell-O Corporation Machine tool with automatic tool changing

means. 3.842.71 2. CI. 90-1 1.000.

Bonikowski. Leszek. to Wytwornia Silmkow Wysokopreznych Prezed-

siebiorstwo Panstwowe. Silencer for internal combustion engines.

3.842.940. CI. 181-50.000.

Boone, Jimmie H.; Chenkovich, Gary A.; Corcoran, Brian F.; Marley,

Arley C , III; and Simpson, Robert D , to Boeing Company, The Au-
tomatic approach landing and go-around roll axis control system for

aircraft. 3.843.077, CI. 244-77.00a.

Booth, Stuart Eric, to British Non-Ferrious Metals Research Associa-

tion, The. Method and apparatus for controlling low pressure die

casting 3,842.893, CI. 164-4.000.

Borel. Joseph; Deutsch, Jean-Claude; Labrunie. Guy; and Robert.

Jacques, to Commissariat a I'Encrgie Atomique. Liquid crystal dif-

fraction grating. 3.843.231. CI. 350-I60.0IC

Borg-Warner Corporation: See-
Syria. Ronald L. 3.843.207.

Borg-Warner Limited: See—
Laing. James Morrison. 3.842.48 1

.

Bornhorst, Walter J ; and Coleman, Steven J., to Thermo Electron Cor-
poration. Disposable aspirator. 3,843.0 16. CI. 220-306.000.

Borst, Stephen Lvle. to Combustion Engineering. Inc. Large liquid

metal valve actuator. 3.842.60 1 . CI. 60-326.000.

Borum. Otis C . to Farenwald Enterprises. Inc Boat trailer. 3.842.998.

CI. 214-84.000.

Bosanac. Robert E.. to Standard Oil Company ( Indiana). Stage separa-

tor for liquid-liquid multi-staged packed tower 3.843.328. CI. 23-

270.500.

Bosch. Robert, GmbH: See—
Bechstein. Herbert; Hofmann. Eberhard. Jaenke. Hans-Jurger;

Muller. Rolf Ritter. Ernst; and Staudt. Heinrich. 3.842.815

Eckert.Konrad. 3.842.81 3.

Bottorf Robert G . to FMC Corporation. Floating water screen.

3.843.520. CI. 210-161.000.
Boltorff Edmond M.: See-

Jackson. Billy G ; Stamper. Martha C ; and Bottorff. Edmond M .

3.843.642.

Bouboulis. Constantine J., to Esso Research and Engineering Com-
pany. Catalytic epoxidation with molecular oxygen. 3.843.691. CI.

260-348. 50v.

Boucher. Armand R.. to Seagram. Joseph E.. & Sons. Inc. Whiskey
barrel. 3.842.723. CI. 99-277.100.

Boucher. Harry, to Gardner-Denver Company. Recording instrument

for determining rate of penetration in a borehole. 3.842.507. CI. 33-

134.00r.

Boudeman. Robert J.: See—
Alexander. Carl J.; and Boudeman. Robert J , 3.842.667

Bourg. Haden J.. Jr.. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Process

for producing silver-oxvgen-ccsium photon converter. 3.843.405. CI.

117-217.000.

Boven. Jan: See—
Molenaar. Arian. Boven. Jan; and Van den Meerakker. Johannes

Engelbertus Adrianus Maria. 3.843.373.

Bowen. David. Jr . to Monsanto Company. Polymerization process.

3.843.610. CI. 260-78.00r.

Brace. NealO.: See-
Knell. Martin, and Brace. Neal O.. 3.843.735.

Bradatsche. Edmond: See—
Lau. Gunther; Bradatsche. Edmond; and Brandl. Hermann J..

3.842.795.
Bradley. Clifford D.: See-

Williams. Joseph; Bradley. Clifford D.; and Mottin. Howard C.
3.842.926.

Bradshaw. Harry; and Powell, Barney R., to Standard Forge and Axle

Company. Incorporated. Heat treating apparatus 3.843.102. CI.

266-4.ode.

Brady. Donnie G.. to Phillips Petroleum Company. Synthesis of esters.

3.843.7 19. CI. 260-476.00r.

Brain. Thomas John Stirrat. to National Research Development Cor-
poration. Improvements in measuring the velocity of gases.

3.842.670. CI. 73- I94.00f
Brandl. Hermann J : See—

Lau. Gunther; Bradatsche. Edmond; and Brandl. Hermann J..

3.842.795.
Brantley. Jordan W.: See—

Horton. Arthur E.; Brantley. Jordan W.; Smith. Paul R ; Lightfoot.

Cecil W.; and Hanneman. Richard L.. 3.843.91 1.

Bratton. Raymond J.: See—
Radford. Kenneth C . and Bratton. Raymond J . 3.843.400.

Braun Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Johannsen. Hans Werner. 3.843.246.

Brendgord. Thomas, to General Partitions Mfg. Corporation. Partition

made of foam material. 3.842.556. CI. 52-239.000.

Brenner. Lawrence A., and Scholl. Charles H. Slat conveyor
3.842.970. CI. 198-195.000.

Brenner. Siegfried: See—
Giese. Bernd; Jaeger, Peter; Koenig. Horst; and Brenner. Sieg-

fried. 3.843.499
Brian. P. L. Thibaut: See—

Spector. Marshall L ; and Brian. P L. Thibaut. 3.843.789.

Bridges. Robert M.; and Jason. John J., to Bendix Corporation. The.
Center strength member cable. 3.843.829. CI 174-36.000.

Bridgestone Tire Company Limited: See

—

Kitamoto. Yoshivuki. Tanaka. Makoto; and Yoshimura. Nobuya.
3.843.292.

Brighton. Carl T.; Friedenberg. Zachary B ; and Redka. William, to

United States of America. Navy Constant current power pack for

bone healing and method of use.'3.842.84 1 . CI. 1 28-4 1 9.00r
Brindell. Gordon D.; and Macander. Rudolph F.. to Quaker Oats Com-

pany. The. Rubbers stabilized with polvphenvlene ethers and process
thereof 3.843.599. CI 260-45. 85c.

Bristol-Myers Company; See—
Kawaguchi. Hiroshi; Konishi. Masataka; and Tomita. Koji.

3.843.449.

Rubinfeld. Joseph; Lemiuex. Raymond Urgel; and Raap. Rintje.

3.843.637.
Briston-Myers Company: See—

Sapino. Chester. Jr.; and Ruggeri, Mariano Vecchio. 3,843,639.

British Iron and Steel Research Association: See-
Reed. Geoffrey Ronald; and Knox. Barry Edward. 3.843.070.

British Non-Ferrious Metals Research Association. The: See-
Booth. Stuart Eric. 3.842.893.

British Petroleum Company Limited. The: See-
Edwards. Ivor Lloyd. 3.843.5 14.

British Steel Corporation: See-
Brown. David Richard. 3.843.494.

Bronicki. Lucien Y , and Yogev. Amnon. to Ormat Turbines ( 1965)
Ltd. Closed rankine cycle power plant. 3,842,593, CI. 60-67 1 .000.
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Bronov. Mark Vladitnirovich: See—
Khaidukov. Gennady Fedorovich; Zamuraeva. Larisa Vasilicvna;

Kruglikov. Anatoly Abramovich: Potapov, Vladimir Petrovich;
Smirnov, Jurv Arlemievich; and Bronov. Mark Vladitnirovich.
3.843.697.

Bronstien. Edward L., Jr.. to United States Bedding Company. The
Upholstered frame meansforsofa beds. 3.842.456. CI. 5-353 100.

Brooke, Christopher Miles: See—
Farmincr. Kenneth Wilfrid, and Brooke. Christopher Miles.

3.843.558.

Brooks. Dean P.; See—
White. Allen A.; Garrison. Harold Keith; and Brooks, Dean P .

3.842.730.

Brooks. Frank M
CI. 220-55.00k

Brooks Products. Inc.

Brooks. Frank M

Jr . to Brooks Products. Inc. Meter box. 3,843.013.

See—
.Jr.. 3.843.013.

Brothers. Jack, and Pentel. Jerry, to United States of America. Army.
-Subprojectilc launched from telescopic tubes. 3.842.741. CI 102-
69 (K)0

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation: See—
Summers. Thomas Wade. 3.842.978

Brown. Archer W : and Montgomery. James L . to American Hoist &
Derrick Company Crane counterbalancing trailer assembly
3.842.984. CI 212-49.000

Brown. Charles H and Robinson. Robert W. to Sperry Rand Corpora
tion Altitude computer apparatus. 3.842.676. CI. 73-384.000.

Brown. David Richard, to British Steel Corporation Process for
preparing zinc coated ferrous metal substrated having improved re-
sistance spot welding characteristics. 3.843.494. CI. 204-34.000.

Brown. Dennis Cockburn: See—
Cowell. Timothy Anton Turton; and Brown. Dennis Cockburn.

3.842.818.
Brown. John Colin; and Keogh. Patrick Joseph, to llford Limited. Bis-

1( 1.2.4-triazole-3-selenols). 3.843.673. CI. 260-308. OOr.
Brown. Loren W Modular building facade. 3.842.557. CI. 52-301.000.
Brown. Martin M . and Krawczak. Lawrence, to Robin Products Com-

pany. Resilient buffer assembly. 3.842.565, CI. 52-716.000.
Brown. Melancthon S.; deceased (by Kohn, Gustave K . administra-

tor), to Chevron Research Companv. N-chlorothio carbamates
3.843.689. CI. 260-346. 20r.

Brown. Melancthon S , to Chevron Research Company. Method for
controlling bacteria and algae with N-tetraholoethvlthio carboxa-
mides. 3.843.792. CI. 424-320.000.

Brown. Melvin H.. to Aluminum Company of America. Evaporative
method. 3.843.463. CI. 203-49.000.

Brown. Omar L.. to Fraze. Ermal C Easy open can end/and hinged
opening tab. 3.843.012. CI. 220-269.000'.

Brown. Paul Douglas. Game apparatus for playing and recording suc-
cessive plays in a game. 3.843.1 33. CI. 273-1 36. OOr.

Brown. Philip H.. and Reeves, Robert E . to Inland Container Corpora-
tion. Container partitions. 3.843.039. CI. 229-28. OOr.

Brown. Russell L. Shock absorbing rail assembly. 3.842 564 CI 52-
716.000.

Brown. William C, to United States of America. Navy. Magnetic field

geometry for crossed-field devices. 3,843,904. CI. 315-39.710.
Bruneau. Jacques: See—

Buzas, Andre; and Bruneau. Jacques. 3.843.647.
Bruner. Leonard Bretz. to Stauffer Chemical Company. Hydraulic

elastomer. 3.843.60 1. CI. 260-46. 50g.
Brunswick Corporation: See-

Morse. William George, and Timberlake. Thomas Edward.
3.843.010.

Bublitz. Donald E.See—
Kurihara. Norman H ; and Bublitz. Donald E.. 3.843.644.

Buchner. Werner: See—
de Montigny. Armand; and Buchner. Werner. 3.843.702.

Buckler. Robert Thomas, and Hartzler. Harold Eugene, to Miles
Laboratories. Inc. Substituted beta-arylamidoacrvlic acids.
3.843.710. CI. 260-465.00d.

Bucyrus-Erie Company: 5ef

—

Rupert. Robert J. 3.843.095.
Budzynski. Leonard M.: See—

Leuck. Donald D ; and Budzynski. Leonard M.. 3.843.905.
Buehler. Arthur; Schuetz. Hans Ulrich; and Hoelzle. Gcrd. to Ciba-
Geigy AG Anthraquinone dyestuffs. 3.843.695. CI. 260-372.000.

Buehler. John D.: See—
Diamond. Julius; Joslin. Robert S.; and Buehler. John D .

3.843.778.
Buell, Donald D. Portable weatherproof heating unit for softening PVC

conduit. 3.843.858, CI. 219-10.490.
Bucnzle. Frederick L. Golf practice and amusement apparatus

3.843. 136. CI. 273-l76.00b.
Buerger. Herbert, to Del-Met Corporation Wire wheel simulating
wheclcover. 3,843.201. CI. 301-37.0ss

Bufkin. Guydell O.; and Moore. Thomas P . to Pioneer Natural Gas
Company. Fluid sampling process and apparatuses therefor.

3.842.677. CI. 73-421. 50r.

Bukac. Zbynek; and Sebenda. Jan. to Ceskoslovenska Akademie ved.

Preparing polyamides by anionic polymerization of lactams.

3.843.608, CI. 260-78.001.

Bunker-Ramo Corporation, The: See—
Kehl, Lawrence Joseph; Janis. Robert Gerald; and Spaulding, Ted-

ford HoIIace. 3.842.497.

Burge, Anthony R.. to Crosfield Business Machines Limited. Banding
machines. 3.842.572. CI. 53- 1 98. OOr.

Burger. Hans, to Georg Fischer Aktiengesellschaft. Furnace-top dis-

tributor for shaft furnaces. 3.843.104. CI. 266-27.000.
Burgess. William R . to Continental Water Conditioning Corporation
Ouick-disconnect manifold assembly 3.842,870, CI. 141-286.000.

Burke, Albert C Auto arm rest 3.843.' 1 96. CI 297-417.000.
Burke. Nelson W . to Honeywell Inc Bidirectional line driver-receiver

circuit. 3.843.834. CI. 178-58.00a.
Burke. William R:5<'<'-

Shull. John D . Jr ; Smith. Richard W.; Schneller. Joseph W.; and
Burke. William R. 3.842.55 I

Burkoth, Terry, to Syva Company Photolvticallv activated coupling to
polypeptides. 3.843.447. CI. 195-68.000.

Burlow. Stanley N . to Velsicol Chemical Corporation. Rodenticidal
compositions and processes employing gelatinized amylaceous
materials. 3.843.783. CI. 424-84.000.

Burnel. Daniel: See—
Mourot. Michel; Dodinot. Bernard. Burnel. Daniel; Freschard.

Regis; and Fontenier. Guy. 3.842.843.

Burnsweig. Joseph, to Hughes Aircraft Company Time delay con-
troller circuit for reducing time jitter between signal groups
3.843.930. CI. 328-155.000

Burroughs Corporation: See—
Hoffman. Paul R.. 3.843.917
Snead. Edwin E. 3.843.263.

Burroughs Wellcome Co.: See-
Roberts. David Stewart. 3.843.451

Burson. Richard D , to Johns Hopkins University. The Variable speed
handrail. 3,842,961, CI I98-I6.0()r.

Bussma, Vaughn R.: See—
Roselle, Pierce C; Evans. David G . and Bussma. Vaughn R .

3.843.877.

Bustard. Thomas Stratton. to Nuclear Battery Corporation, mesne
Process for treating thermopile 3,842.489. CI. 29-575.000.

Buzas. Andre; and Bruneau. Jacques. 1/2 to Les Laboratories Bruneau
& Cie. mesne. Derivatives of pehnoxyacetic acids 3.843.647. CI
260-247. 20a.

Bychurch. Antoine S . Sr. Reversible kelly system for rotary drilling

3.842.6 1 9. CI. 64-23.500.

C & C Research. Inc.: See-
Cole. Melrose R . 3.843.255.

Calcagno. Benedetto; and Colombo. Paolo, to Societa' Italiana Resine
SIRS. p. A. Process for polymerizing olefins. 3.843.619. CI 260-
94.90c.

Calhoun. Charles W: See—
de Vries. Douwe; and Calhoun. Charles W

Calusen. Edward Einar: See-
Lee. Charleston Rov. King. Dorothy Mary.

Einar. 3.843.827
Cama. Lovji D.: See—

Christenscn. Burton G.; and Cama. Lovji D.
Campbell, Henry Fred, to Campbell Research Corporation Industrial

building construction. 3.842.560. CI 52-468.000.
Campbell. John B. to Du Pont de Nemours. E I . and Company

Branched-chain hydrocarbon elastomers. 3.843,613. CI 260-
78.5bb.

Campbell. John Scott; Fairchild. John L.. Lafond, Robert L ; and
Kilker, Carl R , to Faxon Communications Corporation Graphic in-

dicia video signal acquisition transmission and reproduction system
3,843,839. CI. 178-6.000.

Campbell Research Corporation: See-
Campbell. Henry Fred. 3.842.560.

Campbell. Robert W.. to Phillips Petroleum Company Copolyamide
from terephthalic acid, dodecandioic acid and dodecane diamine
3.843.61 l.Cl. 260-78.OOr.

Campbell. Roger G.; Goff. Richard E . Jr . and Guay. Normand D . to
Johnson & Johnson Narrow elastic waistband 3.842.437. CI 2-

237.000
Campbell. Roger G . Sr ; Goff. Richard E. Jr.; and Guay, Normand D .

to Johnson & Johnson. Narrow elastic fabric. 3.842.438. CI 2-

237.000.

Campbell. Trevor G.. to Caterpillar Tractor Company. Cylindrical
bearing assembly 3.843.2 1 6. CI. 308-36.100.

Canon Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Harada. Yuji. and Yoshizawa. Akihiko. 3.843.85 1

.

Katayama. Hirohiko; Hanada. Hiroshi; and Kasai. Masanao
3.843.394.

Takigawa. Tomoshi; and Toyama. Masamichi. 3.843.243.
Caparone. Michael J.: See-

Graham. Marvin M.; and Caparone. Michael J.. 3.843.308.
Caravans International ( motorised ) Limited: See-

Duff. Peter James; and Toomey. Denis. 3.843,1 89.

Carbonnel, Pierre Andre: See—
Obellianne. Pierre Marie Joseph. Carbonnel. Pierre Andre;

Loiseau. Gerard Paul Marie Henri; and Millischer. Rene Jean.
3.843.656.

Carborundum Company. The: See—
Murata. Yorihiro. 3.843.375.

Cardiff. George H.. to Metal Fab Inc. Combination insulated flue and
thermosyphon chimney 3.842.72 1. CI. 98-60.000.

Carding Specialists Co.. Limited: See—
Whittaker. Harold. 3.843.868.

3.843.923.

and Calusen. Edward

,3.843.641.
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;rdt.;aiCarlson, RobertT.; and Barr, Ralph E., Jr.. to Detection Sciences. Inc.

Digital speed control system. 3.843.914. CI. 318-327.000.
Carr. George W., to Pullman Incorporated. Freight bracing and loading

apparatus. 3,842.755. CI. 105-480.000.
Carrier Corporation: See—

Orbesen.G. Bradley. 3.842.616.
Carroll. Ronald L.. to Texas Instruments. Incorporated. Bismuth mask-

ing technique for use on injection laser diodes as means of uniformity
evaluation and spontaneous control and product. 3.843.401. CI
117-227.000.

Carter. Ned C: See-
Glenn. John G.; Ziegler. Walter; and Carter. Ned C. 3.842.727.

Cartwright. William Francis, to Celanese Corporation. Tobacco
replacement material. 3,842.845. CI. 131-2.000.

Cartwright. William J.: See—
Aschberger, Anton A.; Avery. Jack L.; Cartwright. William J.;

Dean. Geoffrey J.; Tysver. Oliver J.; Wolfe. Robert W.; and
Bautz. Frederick H . 3.842.63 1.

Cassel. Klaus, to Werkzeug-Union GmbH Wire-cutting tool provided
with holding member. 3.842.500. CI. 30-124.000.

Cassia. Antonio Macchi. to Steiner American Corporation. Towel
dispenser. 3.843.2 19. CI. 312-38.000.

Cassibo. Vernon E.: See—
Klemp. Eldon J ; and Cassibo. Vernon E . 3.843,859.

Cast Metal Industries, Inc.: See-
Jones. Roland P.. 3.842.754

Cataldo. Roy S , to General Motors Corporation. Regenerative steam
ignition internal combustion engine. 3.842.808. CI. 1 23-25.00p.

Catellono. Michele: See—
Fontana. Anna. 3.843.256.

Caterpillar Tractor Co See—
Grawey. Charles E ; and Probert. Kenneth D.. 3.843.764.
Moscr. Raymond L.; and Oldenburg. Dorrance. 3.842,872.
Rediger, John R , and Hansen, David D. 3.843.191,

Caterpillar Tractor Company: See-
Campbell. Trevor G. 3.843.216.
Clasper, Thomas; Hutton. Wilfred H ; Kessinger. Orville E.. Jr ;

Randour. Victor; and Simpson. Fred E.. 3,842,475.
Gutman. Nathan. Larsen. Dorwin R.. and Voile. Everette M

3.843.274.

Piepho.Donild A. 3.843.2 14.

Celanese Corporation: See—
Bierenbaum. Harvey S.; Daley. Lawrence R ; Zimmerman. Daniel;
and Hay.IanL. 3.843.761.

Cartwright. William Francis. 3.842.845.
Cellu Products Company: See—

Doll. Gregory W ; and Currie. Grovcr C . Jr.. 3.843.485.
Central Sova Company. Inc. See—

Puski.'Gabor. 3,843.802.
Centre de Rechcrches Metallurgiqucs-Centrum voor Research in de

Metallurgic: See—
Nilles. Paul-Emile; and Philippe. Leon Jean. 3.843,354.

Certain-Teed Products Corporation, mesne: See—
Swander, Kenneth D . Jr . 3.842.716.

Ceskoslovenska Akademie ved : See—
Bukac. Zbynek. and Sebenda, Jan, 3.843.608.

Cetola. Henry A,: See—
Petersen, Oscar J.; and Cetola, Henry A.. 3,843,832.

Chafetz. Harry: iff—
Cullen. William P , Chafetz. Harry; and Hellmut. Walter W .

3.843.533.

Champagne. Ralph R , to Rockwell International Corporation
Tapeguide raceway for rapier loom. 3.842.869. CI. 1 39- 1 88.000.

Chang. Henry M , to First Dynamics. Inc Combination food container
and eating utensil. 3.842.975. CI. 206-72.000.

Chang. Yi-Chung, to Berry Metal Company Apparatus and method for
contacting molten metal with gas. 3.843.105. CI. 266-34.001.

Chang. Yi-Han; McLamore. William M ; and Tretter. James R.. to
Pfizer Inc Dibenzodepin therapeutic agent. 3.843.790. CI. 424-
250.000.

Chaplow. Richard A ; and Hodgman. Ronald A., to General Foods.
Limited. Method of removing undesirable solids from coffee extract.
3.843.822. CI. 426-384.000.

Chapman. A. W.. Limited: See-
Adams, Albert John. 3.843.087.

Chase. Harold E.; and Woods. Charles R. Disposable refrigerated con-
tainer and refillable refrigerant supply vessel. 3,842.617. CI. 62-
294.000.

Chase-Shawmut Company. The: See—
Kozacka. Frederick J.. 3.843.948.

Chekotilo. Leonty Vasilievich: See—
Paton. Boris Evgenievich; Theddvar. Boris Izrailcvich; Latash.
Jury Vadimovich; Chekotilo. Leonty Vasilievich; Emelyanenko.
July Georgievich; Us. Vasily Ivandvich; Baglai. Vitaly Mik-
hailovich; Martyn. Viktor Mikhailovich; Artamonov. Viktor
Leonidovich; Bonarenko. Oleg Petrovich; Boiko. Georgy Alex-
androvich; Tstkulenko. Anatoly Konstantinovich; Ivon. Vasily
Valdimirovich; and Pavlov, Leonid Viktorovich, 3.842.898.

Chemetron Corporation: See-
Helton. Donald C; and Steveling. Robert C, 3.843.867.

Chemiebau Dr. A. Zieren GmbH & Co., KG: See-
Neumann. Ulrich. 3,843.768.

Chemische Werke Huls Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Turck, Ulrich, 3,843,584.

Chenkovich. Gary A : See—
Boone. Jimmie H.; Chenkovich. Garv A.; Corcoran. Brian F ; Mar-

ley. Arley C. III. and Simpson. Robert D.. 3.843.077.
Chcnoweth. Harry H.: See—

Christenscn. Bernard J ; and Chenoweth. Harry H., 3,842.804.
Cherednichenko. Vladimir Mikhailovich: See—

Pravednikov. Andrei Nikodimovich; Kopylov. Valery
Vladimirovich; and Cherednichenko. Vladimir Mikhailovich.
3.843.604.

Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company. The: See-
James. William R; and Hardy. Charles J. 3.843.185.

Chestmir. Barta: See—
Dobrzhansky. Georgy Fedorovich; Chestmir. Barta. Belyaev.

Leonid Mikhailovich; Silvestrova. Iraida Mikhailovna. and
Pisarevsky. Jury Vladimirovich. 3.843.234.

Chevron Research Company: See-
Adams. John H.. 3.843.542
Brown. Melancthon S.. 3.843.689.
Brown. Melancthon S . 3.843.792.
Cleveland. James D. 3.843.677.

Cleveland. James D. 3.843.688
Danzik. Mitchell, and House. Ralph. 3.843.707
Smith. Calvin S ; and McLeod. William J.. 3.843.5 1 2.

Chia. Enrique C: See—
Schoerner. Roger J.; and Chia. Enrique C . 3.843.358

Chiba. Hiroyuki; Hirota. Eiichi; and Nakamura. Shoji. to Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd. Multichannel magnetic ferrite head and
a method for making the same. 3.842.494. CI. 29-603.000.

Chiba. Hiroyuki; Tawara. Yoshio; and Hirota. Eiichi. to Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co . Ltd Magnetic head core of large grain size

and low porosity. 3.843.541 .CI. 252-62.570.
Chicago Fire Brick Company : See-

Parsons. Joseph R ; andRechter. Harold L.. 3.842.760.
Childers. Thomas W.: See—

Morrill. Charles D . Herd. David P ; and Childers. Thomas W..
3.843.168.

Chong. Victor M . to Sun Ventures Inc. Adiabatic recycle design for
exothermic heterogeneoush catalyzed reactions. 3.843.737. CI. 260-
668.00f

Chremos. George N.; and Barone. Bruno J., to Petro-Tex Chemical
Corporation. Catalytic epoxidation of olefins 3.843.694. CI. 260-
348.501.

Christenscn. Bernard J.; and Chenoweth. Harrv H . to Hill. Ingman
Chase & Co Fish-rearing facility. 3.842.804. CI. I 19-3.000.

Christenscn. Burton G.; and Cama. Lovji D . to Merck & Co . Inc
Process for preparing penicillin and cephalosporin compounds
3.843.64 1. CI. 260-243.00C.

Christie. Alma Aranshew; Elsworth. Raymond; Herbert. Denis; and
Sargesnt. Kenneth, to United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland. Secretary of State for Social Services m Her
Britannic Majesty's Government of the Asparaginase production.
3.843,45. CI. l95-55.00a.

Christie Electric Corporation: See-
Eddy. Richard P.. 3.843.879

Christman. Harold F.. and Teel. Paul H.. to Petro-Tex Chemical Cor-
poration. Oxidative dehvdrogenation process catalyzed by magnesi-
um ferrite. 3.843.745. CI. 260-680.00e

Chu. Shih-Lin: See-
Thomas. John P.; and Chu. Shih-Lin. 3.842.908.

Church. Nathan L.: See—
Renschen. Patrick D.; and Church, Nathan L , 3.843,356.

Church, Nathan Lewis: See—
Fiene, Michael James, and Church, Nathan Lewis. 3.843.359.

Ciba Limited: See—
Leuthi. Christian. Biland. Hans Rudolf, and Duenncnberger. Max,

3.843.716.
Ciba-Geigy AG: See—

Buehler. Arthur; Schuetz. Hans Ulrich; and Hoelzle. Gerd
3,843.695.

Desai, Nalin Binduprasad; Yayaraman. Onnusami; Ramanathan.
Visvanathan; Artz. Klaus; Naik. Navnitrai Nagarji; and Jenny.
Walter. 3.843.625.

Leuthi. Christian. 3.843.651.
Leuthi. Christian. 3.843.718.
Mueller. Volkmar; and Tocpfl. Rosemarie. 3.843.396.
Nikles.Erwin. 3,843.720.
Piller. Bernhard; Meier. Max; Dunnenberger, Max; Biland, Hans

Rudolf; and Luthi. Christian. 3.843.37 1.

Ramanathan. Visvanathan; and Liechti. Hans Wilhelm. 3.843.622.
Seiler. Herbert, and Dussy. Paul. 3.843.624.
Toepfl. Rosemarie; Abel. Heinz; and Maeder. Arthur. 3.843,391.
Weber. Kurt; and Schlapfer. Hans. 3.843.633.

Ciba-Geigy Corporation: See-
Finch. Neville; and Vlattas. Isidoros. 3.843.7 13.

Gatzi. Karl. 3.843.724.

Habicht. Ernst; Libis. Bernard; and Zergenyi, Janos, 3.843.797.
Moser, Hans; and Vogel, Christain, 3,843,670.
Porret. Daniel, 3,843.674.
Porret, Daniel; and Stockinger, Friedrich, 3,843.675,
Seltzer. Raymond; and Gordon. David A.. 3.843.649.

Cicci. George B . and Scarnato. Thomas J., to International Harvester
Company. Adjustable stone shoe for crop harvester cutter bar
3.842.575. CI. 56-307.000.

Cinacor. Ltd : See—
Swerdlow. Robert, and Schilder. Emil, 3,843.241.
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Cisnc> , Merle E ; See—
Herschler. Robert J , and Cisney. Merle E .3,843,347.

Cities Service Company: See-
Roth. Shirley H.; and Green, Joseph. 3,843,526.

Cities Service Oil Company : See—
Kelseaux. Ray M ; and Biles. Jerry W., 3,842.607.

Citizen Watch Company Limited: See—
Kato.Toshitake. 3.842.590.

Clark, Albert L Aerial platform 3.842.933. CI. 1 82-2.000.

Clark, Edwards Leveling instrument. 3.842.5 1 3. CI. 33-367.000.

Clark Equipment Company: Sff—
Frank,GaryD., 3.843,003.

Clark, Frank S , to Monsanto Company Polvphenvl thiocther lubricat-

ing compositions. 3.843.532. CI. 252-46.700.

Clark. James A . to Bausch & Lomb Incorporated. Container closure.

3.842,790, CI. 215-228.000.

Clasper, Thomas; Hutlon, Wilfred H., Kcssingcr, Orville E.. Jr.; Ran-
dour, Victor; and Simpson. Fred E.. to Caterpillar Tractor Company.
Method of making a track idler wheel. 3.842,475. CI. 29-1 59.00r.

Cleveland Electronics, Inc.: See-
King, John A, 3.842,809.

Cleveland. James D., to Chevron Research Company. 5-

Chlorothioiminoimidazolidines. 3.843.677. CI. 260-309.500.
Cleveland. James D . to Chevron Research Company. N-chlorothio-7-

(2.3-dihvdrobenzofuranyl) carbamate production. 3.843,688, CI.

260-346.20r.
Coal Industry ( Patents) Limited: 5ee—

Nash. Harold Llewellyn. Edwards. John; and Jones. Charles Mor-
gan, 3.843.199.

Cobb. David A . to International Harvester Company. Sheet metal
compression ring. 3,843.1 38. CI. 277-22.000.

Cobb. Raymond L , to Phillips Petroleum Company. 2-Amino-2-
benzylthio-methyl- 1 .3-alkanediols. 3,843.726, CI. 260-570. 50s.

Coblentz. Michel: 5ee—
Jouy. Marcel; and Coblentz. Michel, 3,843,552.

Cohen. Marvin P.: See—
von Strandtmann. Maximilian; Shavel. John, Jr., Klutchko. Syl-

vester; and Cohen. Marvin P.. 3.843,730.
Coilcraft, Inc.: 5ee—

Priegnitz, Robert A., 3,843,908
Colburn, James R., to General Tire & Rubber Company, The. Recla-

mation of fabric supported thermoplastic sheet scrap 3,843,060,
CI. 241-24.000.

Cole. Melrose R.. to C & C Research. Inc. Film speed enhancement
camera. 3.843.255. CI. 355-68.000.

Colella. Alfred S.. 109'r to Baisch. J. Carroll. Safety closures for con-
tainers. 3.843.008. CI. 215-215.000.

Coleman. Martin W.. to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Combine hydrau-
lic valve. 3,842.714, CI. 91-459.000.

Coleman. Steven J.: See—
Bornhorst. Walter J ; and Coleman, Steven J.. 3,843.016.

Colgate-Palmolive Company: See-
Gibbons. Edward J., 3.842.888.

Hewitt. Gordon Trent; and Furgal. Henry Paul, 3,842.847.
Hewitt. Gordon Trent, 3,843,543.
Norfleet. James. 3.843.779.

Coll-Palagos, Miguel, to Stauffer Chemical Company Embossing rol-

lers and method of embossing. 3,843,763. CI. 264-2 1 9.000.

Colombo. Paolo: See—
Calcagno. Benedetto, and Colombo. Paolo. 3,843,619.

Colt Industries Operating Corporation: See-
Bier. Kenneth C. 3.842.814.

Combe Incorporated: See—
Lapidus. Herbert. 3.842.519.

Combustion Engineering. Inc.: See—
Bevilacqua. Frank. Dietrich. Joseph R.; Groves, Malcolm D.; and

Flinn. Williams, 3,843.471.
Borst. Stephen Lyie. 3,842.60 1

.

Cominco, Ltd.: See-
Reynolds, John Windley, 3,843, 1 98.

Commercial Solvents Corporation: See—
Hunsucker. Jerry H.. 3.843.607.

Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique: See—
Borel. Joseph, Deutsch. Jean-Claude; Labrunie, Guy; and Robert.

Jacques. 3.843,231.

Compagnia Italiana Tubi Metallici Flessibili S.p.A.: See—
Torricelli. Paolo. 3.842,865.

Compagnia Italiana Westinghouse Freni e Segnali: See—
Prada,Cesare, 3,842,987

Compagnie Francais de Raffinage: See-
Marty. Claude; Maurin, Jean; and Weisang, Joseph Edouard.

3.843.564.
Computer Design Corporation: See—

Berger, James K., 3,843,965.

Cone, Eugene J., to PPG Industries, Inc. Method and apparatus for

producing glass beads. 3.843.340. CI. 65-2 1 .000.

Conenco International Limited: See— ^
Howlett, George H.; and Howlett, James W.. 3.843.288.

Connelly. David M ; and Villani. Victor, to Connelly. David M., M.D..
mesne and Villani. Victor. Method of replacing hair. 3,842.439, CI.

3-1.000

Connelly, David M., M.D . mesne: See-
Connelly, David M.; and Villani. Victor. 3,842,439.

Conner, Algie J . Dudych. Daniel; and Vermilion. Willas L.. to Univer-
sal Oil Products Company Regeneration apparatus. 3.843.330. CI
23-288.00b.

Conner. William R., Jr , to Stahl-Urban Company. Drive for pro-

grammable sewing apparatus. 3.842.766. CI. I 12 121.120.

Consortium fur Elektrochcmsche Industrie GmbH: See—
Frey. Volker;and Kreiss, Bernhard. 3.843.731.

Contemporary. Inc.: See—
Deau. Wi'lliam J., 3.842,525.

Continental Can Company, Inc.: See—
Aschberger. Anton A.; Avery. Jack L ; Cartwright. William J..

Dean. Geoffrey J ; Tvsver. Oliver J . Wolfe. Robert W ; and
Bautz. Frederick H . 3^842.63 I

Continental Water Conditioning Corporation: See-
Burgess. William R.. 3.842.870.

Conway, Joseph C . Jr . to United States of America. Navy. Theta-
shaped test specimen for composite materials 3.842,664, CI. 73-

88.00r.

Cook, Elton S.; and Fujii. Akra. to Stanley Drug Products. Inc

Methods and compositions for inducing resistance to bacterial infec-

tions. 3.843.798. CI. 424-319.000
Cook. William R . Jr. Transmission bands. 3.842.952. CI. 1 88-249.000
Coombs. Robert V ; and Houlihan. William J . to Sandoz-Wandcr. Inc

Substituted naphthopyrazoles. 3.843.664. CI 260-296 OOt
Coombs, Robert V.; and Houlihan. William J., to Sandoz-Wander. Inc

Process for preparing substituted indcno. naphtho and cvclopepta
pyrazoles. 3.843.665. CI. 260-296. OOt.

Coombs. Robert V.; and Houlihan. William J . to Sandoz-Wander. Inc

Process for preparing substituted indeno, naphtho and cvclohepta
pyrazoles. 3.843.666. CI. 260-296 OOt

Cooper. Gary L.: See—
Willing.Robert. and Cooper. Gary L., 3,843.539,

Copolymer Rubber & Chemical Corporation: See—
Schultz, Raymond F.. 3.843.385.

Corco, Inc : See—
Schieser. Warren J .3.843,021.

Corcoran. Brian F.: See—
Boone. Jimmie H ; Chenkovich.Gary A.; Corcoran. Brian F.; Mar-

ley. Arley C. Ill; and Simpson. Robert D.. 3.843.077.
Cornelissen. Johannes, and Vreeburg, Robertus Antonius Marie, to

U.S. Philips Corporation Method of manufacturing a mixture for a

borosilicate glass. 3.843.376. CI. 106-54.000.
Cosco. Inc.: See—

Berkun. Earl E. 3.843. 222
Cospen. Jean, and Schiavi, Jean, to Pechinev Ugine Kuhlmann Con

tainercover. 3.843.014. CI 220-66.000.

Couper. Neale S . to Glacier Metal Company. Limited, The. Bearings.
3.842,473. CI 29-149. 50c.

Courtaulds Limited: See—
Flavell. John; Jeffcoat. Keith; and Betts. Max William. 3.842.623.

Cowan. Philip L.. to Electrogasdynamics. Inc Pneumatically assisted

hydraulic spray coating apparatus. 3.843.052. CI. 239-3.000.

Cowell. Timothy Anton Turlon; and Brown. Dennis Cockburn. to .As-

sociated Engineering Limited. Ignition devices. 3.842.818. CI. 123-

I69.0mg.
Cox. Arthur R.; Holiday. Paul R.; Lewis. Gary K.; and Soderquist.

Seven D.. to United Aircraft Corporation. Wrought nickel-base allov

and products thereof. 3.843.421. CI. 148-32.000
Cox. Russell G., to Magnetic Controls Company. Telephone looptest

system. 3,843,848, CI. 179-175. 30r.

Craddock, Michael John, to Geecen Limited Ti'ximeters. 3,843,869,
CI. 235-30 OOr.

Craddock. Michael John, to Geecen Limited Taximeters 3,843,870.
CI. 235-30.OOr.

Cramer. William H. Method and apparatus for mounting a sleeve on a

combined ferrule and electrical conductor. 3.842.483. CI. 29-

450.000. *

Crawford. Howard E.; See—
Wehner. William C, 3,842,463.

Creators Limited: See-
Kent. Cecil. 3.843.475.

Crespi. Carlo. Device for raising weights in precision balances.

3.842.925. CI. 177-248.000.

Cristelli, Joseph Compartmental adapters for golf bags. 3.842.876. CI
150-1 50r.

Cromwell. John E., to Koppers Company, Inc. Flame-sprayable com-
position of nickel coated molybdenum. 3,843,334. CI. 29-191.200.

Cronin. Edward W.: See—
Ehrenfreund. Herbert A ; and Cronin. Edward W , 3.843.757.

Cronsweet. Tom N.. to Acuity Systems. Incorporated. Method and
means for relaxing the accommodation of the eye. 3.843.240. CI.

351-2.000.
Croon. Ingemar Liss-Albin: See—

Samuelson. Hans Olof; and Croon. Ingemar Liss-Albin, 3,843,473.

Crosfield Business Machines Limited; See—
Burge. Anthony R , 3,842,572.

Cross, Christopher R.; and Kapoor, Subodh, to Imperial Smelting Cor-
poration (Alloys) Limited. Superplastic zinc/aluminum alloys.

3,843,4 1 6, CI. 148-1 1.50r.

Crossley, Ian Alexander; Kirk. Geoffrey Eric; Anthony, Norman
Howell; and Bamber, Derek Robert, to Rolls-Royce ( 1971 ) Limited
and University of Technology. The. Stator assembly for gas turbine

engines which accommodates circumferential and axial expansion f

engine components. 3,843,279. CI. 4 1 5- 1 9 1 .000.
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Crown Zellerbach Corporation: See—
Herschler. Robert J . and Cisney. Merle E.. 3,843,347.

Zuscik. Edward J. 3.843.478.

Crownover. Joseph W.: See-
Bennett. Kenneth R ; and Crownover, Joseph W. 3,842.495.

Crumbach, Richard: See—
Krings, Hans; Peetz. Hans-Dieter; and Crumbach. Richard.

3.843.193.

Csejka. David A.: See-
Kaufman. John D , Schiessl. Henry W.; and Csejka, David A ,

3.843.547.

Cullen. William P ;Chafetz. Harry; and Hellmut. Walter W . to Texaco

Inc. Lubricant composition containing sulfurized and chlorinated al-

kylene polyamine reaction product. 3.843.533. CI. 252-47.500.

Cunningham, Ronald J Induction heating system primarily intended

for cooking use. 3.843,857. CI. 219-10.490.

Cuperv. Martin E. N-imidazole compounds and their complex metal

derivatives. 3.843,667, CI. 260-299.000.

Cuprinol Limited: See—
Hilditch. Edward Austin; and Nightingale. Charles Arnold.

3,842.796.

Currency Systems. Inc : See—
Price. Robert K. 3.842.573.

Curric. GroverC Jr.: See-
Doll. Gregory W; and Currie. Grover C. Jr.. 3.843.485.

Cuttica. Luigi Interconnection of two craft. 3.842.782. CI. 1
14-

235.00r.

Cyphclly. Ivan Jaroslav. Hydrostatic flow -amplifier. 3.842.855. CI.

137-85.000.

Cvtec Development Inc : See—
Reilly. Richard J ; and Merrill. Glen L . 3.842.956.

Czernik. Daniel E ; and Neff. Clarence H . to Felt Products Mfg Co
Locator assembly for mounting members for roadway gap bridging

and sealing devices. 3.843.273. CI. 404-72.000.

Daiga, Valdis R.. to Owens-Illinois. Inc. Gold powder 3.843.379. CI

106-290.000

Daigle. John P . to Larsem. Veggo F , Co.. The. Interlocking precast

concrete slabs. 3.842.562. CI. 52-583.000.

Daily . Glenn A ; See—
Ziegler. Donald D.; and Daily. Glenn A.. 3.842.602.

Daimler-Benz Akticngesellschaft. See-
Andres. Rudolf. 3.842.93 1

.

Dainippon Jochugiku Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Katsuda. Yoshio. 3.843,690.

Dainippon Pharmaceutical Co.. Ltd.: See

—

Iwasa. Jurzw. Naruto. Shunsuke; Ikeda. Noboru; Nakamura, Keiji;

and Sohji. Yukinobu. 3,843.788.

Daley, Lawrence R : See—
Bierenbaum. Harvey S.; Daley. Lawrence R.; Zimmerman, Daniel;

and Hay. Ian L. 3.843.761.'

Dana Corporation: See—
Mazziotti. Philip J. .3.842.621.

Shea. Dennis W, 3.842.691.

Danfoss A/S See—
Iversen. Poul Christian Carlos. 3.842.669.

Daniclson. John H Anti-holddown device with diaphragm actuating

switch and piston. 3.843.855. CI 200-83.00J.
Danzik. Mitchell, and House, Ralph, to Chevron Research Company

Phosphate -free carboxylate-sulfatc detergents. 3,843.707, CI 260-

458.000.

Dart Industries, Inc.: See-
Novice. Michael A., and Heller. Arthur D.. 3,842,793.

Datamation Communications. Inc.: See—
Mayne. David R. 3.843.042.

Davies. James Francis; Gauterin. Charles Rowland; and Neillie. Wil-

liam Frederick Soutar. to Lever Brothers Company. Detergent com-

positions. 3.843,563. CI. 252-547.000.

Davies. John R.. to Oliver Machinery Company. Labeling machine

3,843.440. CI. 156-354.000.

Davis, Billy W. Inflatable target and foldable scoring apparatus.

3,843,124, CI. 273-95.00b.

Davis. Richard A Rotatable distributor-feeders to traveling recepta-

cles. 3,842.967, CI. 198-140.000.

Davis, Richard P. Exercising machine. 3,843,1 19, CI. 272-79.00r.

Day, Donald Earl, to Eastman Kodak Company. Spindle control

mechanism. 3,843,073, CI. 242-204.000.

Dayton Progress Corporation: See—
'

Stevens, Harry G ; and Smith, Robert E., 3,842,645.

Daylon-Walthcr Corporation: See—
Walther, William D ; and De Regnaucourt, Robert A., 3,843,200

De Baun, Kenneth W ; and Noll, Robert W., to Air Monitor Corpora-

tion. Isokinetic sampling system. 3,842,678, CI. 73-42 1 .50a.

De Cat, Arthur Henri: See-
Van Poucke, Raphael Karel; De Cat, Arthur Henri; and Benoy,

Gaston Jacob, 3,843,365.

Van Poucke, Raphael Karel; Benoy,.Gaston Jacob; and De Cat,

Arthur Henri, 3,843,366.

De Diemar, Ronald B.: See-
Allen, Frank M.; De Diemar, Ronald B.; and Ehlert, Kenneth C,

3,843,068.

De La Vega, Mario Castro. Supporting structure for disposable tissue

dispenser. 3,843,085, CI. 248-3 1 1 .000.

De Luca Paul V., to Porta Systems Corporation. Compartmentalized

accessory tray assembly for 'ladders. 3,842,936, CI. 182-129.000.

de Montigny, Armand; and Buchncr, Werner, to Bayer Akticn-

gesellschaft Process for the manufacture of tris-(trimethylsiloxy)-

phenylsilane. 3,843,702. CI. 260-448. 20c.

De Regnaucourt, Robert A.: See—
Walther, William D.; and De Regnaucourt, Robert A , 3.843.200.

De Vita. Raymond A ; Dorosz. Adolph S.. and Szydlek. Nicholas P.. to

USMCorporation.Threadusemomtor 3.843.883. CI 250-233 000.

de Vries. Douwe; and Calhoun. Charles W . to Stewart. Jim C. &
Stevenson, Inc. Well pipe joint locator using a ring magnet and two

sets of hall detectors surrounding the pipe. 3.843,923. CI 324-

34.00r.

Dea. Joseph W. Carrier. 3.842.976. CI. 206-203.000.

Dean. Geoffrey J.: See—
Aschberger. Anton A.; Avery. Jack L.; Cartwright. William J.;

Dean. Geoffrey J.; Tvsver. Oliver J,; Wolfe. Robert W ; and

Baulz. Frederick H.. 3.842.63 1.

Deau. William J., to Contemporary. Inc. Picture frame and plaque.

3.842.525. CI. 40-159.000.

DeBrey. Robert J. Particle now monitor 3.842.791 .CI. 1 l6-67.00r.

Declaye. Joseph: See-
Jose. Jean; Declaye. Joseph; Albert. Roger, and Bodarl. Marcel.

3.843.264.

Deere & Company: See-
Hook. Richard Wayne. 3.842.971

Deering Milliken Research Corporation; See-
Short. Joe T. 3.842.767,

Wethington. Charles A., 3,843.432.

Del-Met Corporation: See—
Buerger. Herbert. 3.843.201.

Delahanty, John: See-
Hunt, Robert E; Delahanty. John; and Lane. Bruce M..

3,843.894.

Demanet. Robert A. Serial housing units construction process

3,842.566. CI. 52-747.000.

Dcmerson. Christopher A.; Humber. Leslie G ; Dobson. Thomas A.,

and Jirkovsky. Ivo L., to American Home Products Corporation 1-

Carboxamido pyrano (thiopyrano) |3.4-b] indole derivatives.

3.843.681. CI. 260-326. I4r.

Deniega, Jose Castillo; and Tellerman, Edward M . to Wesco Industries

Corporation, mesne Yarn feeding and storage device for textile

producing machine. 3.843.069. CI. 242-47 1 20.

Denis. Jacques; and Pare. Guy . to Institut Francois du Petrole, des Car-

burants et Lubrifiants Lubricating compositions. 3,843.535. CI.

252-57.000.

Denki Onkyo Co.. Ltd.: See—
Katayama. Shitomi; Horikawa, Hideichi; and Masuda. Noboru.

3.843.752.

Depuy. Arthur H . Johnson. Leonard F . and Scheinberg. Stanley, to

International Business Machines Corporation Manufacture of as-

sorted types of LSI devices on same wafer 3.842.491, CI. 29-

580.000.

Dera. Alain; and Besseau. Daniel, to Regie Nationale des Usincs

Renault and Automobiles Peugeot. Energy absorbing bumper.

3,843. 181. Ci 293-86.000.

Dermott, Raymond W . to Schlumberger Technology Corporation. Ap-

paratus for venting gases from an enclosed perforating carrier

3,842.919. CI. 175-4.540.

Desai. Nalin Binduprasad; Yayaraman, Onnusami; Ramanathan.

Visvanathan, Artz. Klaus; Naik. Navnitrai Nagarji; and Jenny.

Walter, to Ciba-Geigy AG. Pyrazole azo dyestuffs fontaining a sul-

fonylurea or sulfonvlurethane substituent. 3.843.625. CI. 260-

163000.
DeSteese. JohnG.: See—

Rason. Ned S ; DeSteese. John G.; and Gasper. Kenneth A..

3.843,896.

Detection Sciences, Inc.: See-
Carlson, Robert T.; and Barr, Ralph E. Jr.. 3.843.914.

Deumens. Johannes J. M.: See—
Groen, Siemen H . Deumens. Johannes J. M.; and Stijfs. Petrus A.

M. J.. 3.843.659.

Deutsch. Jean-Claude: See—
Borel. Joseph; Deutsch. Jean-Claude; Labrunie. Guy; and Robert,

Jacques, 3,843.231.

Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler: See—
Friedrich. Heinz; and Neugebauer, Walter, 3.843.562.

Di Fulvio. Anthony P.; and Russell. Matthew J., to Eastman Kodak

Company. Elevator apparatus. 3,843,1 15, CI. 271-147.000.

Di Maio. Anthony E.. to Marson Corporation. Rivet setting tool for

blind rivets. 3.842.649. CI. 72-39 1 .000.

Diamond. Julius. Joslin. Robert S ; and Buehler. John D , to Rorer.

William H . Inc Antacids. 3.843.778. CI 424-8.000.

Dian. Walter: See-
Golden. Gerald; Wrobel. Charles V., Jr.; and Dian. Walter,

3.843,433.

Golden. Gerald; Wrobel, Charles V.. Jr.; and Dian, Walter.

3.843,474.

DiBattista. John D., to United States of America, National Aeronautics

and Space Administration. Determining particle density using known
material Hugeniot curves. 3.842,656, CI. 73-32.00r.

DiBella. Eugene P., to Tenneco Chemicals, Inc. Process for the

production of substituted indazoles. 3,843.678, CI. 260-3 10.00c.

Dickey, John J., to Aluminum Company of America. Method for ap-

plying a container closure. 3.842,574. CI. 53-42.000.

Dietrich. Joseph R.; See—
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Bcvilacqua, Frank; Dietrich. Joseph R., Groves. Malcolm D ; and
Flinn. William 5,3,843.471.

Dietrich, Wilson G Board game with gravity projector and projectile
therefor. 3.843, 129, CI. 273-l20.00r.

DiFazio, James Joseph; Giuffre. George Joseph; and Karsch. Arthur
Frederick, to International Business Machines Corporation Latent
image mask repair. 3,843.362. CI. 96-38.300.

Dijkstra. Rinse, to US. Philips Corporation. Method of producing an
aqueous emulsion of a phenol formaldehyde resol resin suitable for
impregnating fibrous material. 3.843,575. CI. 260-29.300.

Dill. Herbert C; and Scales. Stanley R . to Hughes Tool Company
Boronized drill bit cutters. 3.842.92 1 , CI. 1 75-374.000.

Dimension Weld International Corporation: See-
Robinson. Jerrold. 3.843.437.

Diring. James A.: See—
Krueger. Archie S.; Slye. Norman J.; and Dirine. James A

3,843.218.
Ditzen. Edward C, to Rucker Company, The Crane load compensa-

tor. 3.842,603, CI. 60-416.000.
Dix. James S.: See—

Mathis, Ronald D.. and Dix, James S., 3.843.595.
Dixon, Andrew L. Jr : See—

McKinney. Robert W.; Dixon, Andrew L., Jr.; and Jordan
Raymond L, 3,843,5 17.

Dixon, William G. Safety warning system for firearms. 3,842 5'>6 CI
42- 1.00a.

Dmitriev, Andrei Vladimirovich; See—
Presnetsov, Gennady Nikolaevich, and Dmitriev, Andrei

Vladimirovich, 3,843.882.
Dobo, Emerick J., to Monsanto Company. Method for producing com-

posite metal wire. 3.842.896. CI. 1 64-86.000.
Dobrzhansky. Georgy Fedorovich, Chestmir. Barta; Belvaev. Leonid

Mikhailovich; Silvestrova. Iraida Mikhailovna. and Pisirevsky. Jury
Vladimirovich. Acoustic optical element utilizing univalent mercury
halogenide crystals. 3,843,234, CI. 350-161.000

Dobson. Thomas A.: See—
Demerson, Christopher A ; Humber. Leslie G.; Dobson. Thomas
A; and Jirkovsky. Ivo L.. 3.843.681

.

Dockner. Toni: See—
Spaenig, Hermann; Dockner. Toni; and Frank. Anton. 3,843 676

Dodinot, Bernard: See—
Mourot, Michel, Dodinot, Bernard; Burnel. Daniel. Freschard

Regis; and Fontenier. Guy, 3,842.843
Doelcher, Harold S. Table tennis paddle and ball rack 3 842 979 CI

211-14.000. '
'

Doherty, Thomas E: See—
Amberg, Stephen W ; Dohertv, Thomas E.; and Heyne. Clarence
A. 3.843.316.

Doll. Gregory W.; and Currie, Grover C , Jr., to Cellu Products Com-
pany. Method of forming a strctchable tubular packaging material
3.843.485, CI. 156-251.000. ^ 6

s

Dolza, Claudio. Articulated jib for crawler tractors and the like
3,842.983. CI. 2 12-8. OOr.

Dominion Bridge Company Limited: See-
Schwartz, Walter, 3.842,648.

Doner, Arthur J.: See-
Sargent, Edward A.; and Doner, Arthur J., 3.842.762.

Donnelly Mirrors, Inc : See—
Kurz. Arthur W. Jr., 3,843.236.

Dooley, James Edward, to Dooley, T , & Co. Limited. Sheet squaring
apparatus. 3.842,995, CI. 214-65.000.

Dooley. T.. & Co Limited: See—
Dooley, James Edward, 3,842,995

Doorakian, George A., to Dow Chemical Company, The Aromatic
polysuinde polymer. 3,843,614, CI. 260-79.000

Doorakian, Goerge A.: See-
Schmidt, Dennis L, and Doorakian, Goerge A., 3,843,605

Dorion. Francis W.. Jr., Douglass, Paul W ; Nissen. Warren I ; and Per-
ry, Roger L., to Gillette Company, The Razor blade assembly
3,842,499, CI. 30-50.000.

Dorosz. Adolph S.: See—
De Vita, Raymond A.; Dorosz, Adolph S.. and Szydiek, Nicholas

P.. 3.843,883.
Dostalik, Nancy L.: See—

Dostalik, William W , 3.843.43 1

.

Dostalik, William W., to Dostalik, Nancy L. Process for making fibrous
composition board. 3,843,43 I , CI. 1 56-62.200.

Doughty, Robert L.. and Wheeler, Clayton A., to Monsanto Company
Double parison die head control mechanism. 3,843.305, CI 425-
465.000.

Douglass, Paul W.: See—
Dorion, Francis W.. Jr.; Douglass. Paul W.; Nissen. Warren L; and

Perry. Roger L . 3,842,499
Dow Chemical Company. The: See—

Doorakian. George A., 3,843,614
Frevel, LudoK.;and Kressley. Leonard J . 3.843,722.
Gibbs. Dale S; and Wessling. Ritchie A., 3,843,58 1

.

Gibbs. Dale S.; and Wessling. Ritchie A., 3,843.582.
Gibbs, Dale S; and Wessling, Ritchie A., 3,843,583.
Kangas, Donald; and Neuendorf. W. Robert, 3.843.585.
Keil, Joseph W. 3.843.577.
Kurihara. Norman H.; and Bublitz. Donald E.. 3.843.644 •

Merrill. Claude I, 3,843,770.
Pews. R. Garth; and Gunsher. Jeffery A., 3.843.650.
Reding. John N. 3.843,355.

Schmidt, Dennis L.; and Doorakian, Goerge A., 3,843,605.
Woodland. Paul C; and Moldovan, Daniel, 3,843,568.
York. Buddy L.;and Terada. Kazuji. 3.843.774
Zingg. Warren M; and Grassman. Delbert D.. 3.842.910.

Dow Corning Corporation See—
Bertrand. Robert G.. 3,843.529.

Dow Corning Limited: See—
Farminer. Kenneth Wilfrid; and Brooke. Christopher Miles

3.843.558.
Doyle, Charles D.: See—

Reigel, Stanley A ; and Doyle, Charles D , 3.842,61 5.

Drab. Edward H.. to Uniroyal. Inc Apparatus for molding rubber
3,843,291, CI. 425-215.000.

Dreher, Donald F. Dry dry transfer. 3,843,480, CI. 161-1 67.000.
Drelich, Arthur H., to Johnson & Johnson. Methods of recovering

wastefibers. 3,843, 321, CI 8-141.000.
Dresen, Stanley F ; and Anderson, Reuben E . to Dresen. Stanley F
d/b/aSFDOil Filters. Oil filter. 3,843,523, CI. 210-440 000

Dresen, Stanley F ; d/b/a SFD Oil Filters: See-
Dresen, Stanley F., and Anderson, Reuben E , 3,843.523.

Dresser Industries. Inc.: See—
Wolk.Piero.3.842.918.

Dressier. Bruno, to Regie Nationale des Usines Renault Floating-nut
mounting. 3.842.686. CI. 74-424 80a.

Driggs. Leslie W . to Nurtionics Machine Corporation. Method and ap-
paratus for treating eggs. 3.843.8 1 3. CI. 426-24 1 .000

Drueck. Fred. Jr . to National Creative Merchandising Corp Display
device 3.842,524. CI. 40-145 000

'

Drust A(i See—
Pramstraller. Wilmuth; and Stampfer, Hansjorg. 3.843.254.

Du Pont dc Nemours. E I . and Company: See—
Aldridge. Gerald Richard, 3,843,653
Anthony, John D , Jr ; Faulhabcr, Mark E.; and Smith. Edmund
H.Jr. 3.843.890.

Aykan. Kamran; Rogers. Donald B ; and Sleight. Arthur W
3.843.553

Aykan. Kamran; Rogers. Donald B ; and Sleight. Arthur W
3.843.554

Campbell. John B , 3.843.613.
Eanzel. Albert Robert, 3,843.579
Faust, Carl Raymond; and Yates, Paul Clifford, 3,843.767.
Fitzgerald. Emerson B.. 3.843,571
Gage. Thomas Barton. 3.842.583.
Groff. Ronald Parke. 3.843.939.
Johnston. Thomas E . 3.843.536.
Larry. John Robert. 3.843.350.
Niedzielski. Edmund Luke. 3.843.530.
Ribbans. Robert Clark. III. 3.843. 386
Shell. Theodore; and Vasta. Joseph A.. 3.843.593.
West. Harry Bowman. 3.843.699.

Dubell. Edward G: See—
Panek. George J . and Dubell. Edward G . 3.843.853

Dubois. Gerald; and Berthoud. Francois, to Ebauches S.A Chrono-
graph timepiece. 3.842.591. CI. 58-77.000.

Dubuit, Louis Gilbert Two-colour printing machines using the silk-
screen process. 3.842.733. CI. 101-38.00a

Dudych. Daniel. See-
Conner. Algie J.; Dudych. Daniel; and Vermilion. Willas L

3.843,330
Duennenberger, Max: See—

Leuthi, Christian, Biland, Hans Rudolf; and Duennenberger Max
3,843.716. *

Duer, Morris J. Thread locking means 3.842.878. CI. 151-21 OOc.
Duff, Peter James; and Toomey. Denis, to Caravans International ( mo-

torised ) Limited Vehicle assembly kits 3.843, 1 89. CI 296- 1 OOr
Duling, Irl N ; and Gates, David S i to Sun Oil Company of Pennsyl-

vania. Blended traction fluid containing cyclic compounds
3.843.537. CI. 252-59.000.

Dunan. George V. R: See-
Stiles. Wade; and Dunan. George V. R . 3.842.606

Duncan. Robert J., to USM Corporation. Instantaneous rationine
means. 3.843.099. CI. 259-23.000.

Dunlop Company Limited, The: See—
Gough. Vernon E., and Waller, Roy E. S , 3.842.882.

Dunlop Holdings Limited: See-
Mills. Anthony Mark; Wortley. William; and Barton John

3.842,879.
Dunlop Limited: See—

Portas. Donald; and Aubury. John F B . 3.843.210.
Dunn. James H. to Ethyl Corporation. Catalytic compounds

3.843.698. CI. 260-429.00r.
Dunnenberger, Max: See—

Piller, Bernhard; Meier. Max, Dunnenberger. Max; Biland. Hans
Rudolf; and Luthi. Christian. 3.843.37 1

.

Duquette, William L. Air supported metal roof and method of raising
and lowering. 3,842.550. CI. 52-2 000.

Dussy. Paul: See—
Seiler. Herbert; and Dussy. Paul. 3.843,624.

Dutton, David: See-
Large, John; Moss, James; and Dutton. David. 3.842.643.

Dvorok, Edmund: See—
Sittek. Edvin; Katolicky. Jaroslav; Kuba, Jaroslav; and Dvorok
Edmund. 3.842.807.
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Dygos, John H.. to Searlc. G. D , &. Co. 3-Oxo-2-azabicycl 1 2.2,2)

octan-6-oxo yl-5(4-biphenyl-3-methylvalerate and congeners.

3,843,660, CI. 260-293.540.

Fames, Wilmer B Preformed dental matrix band. 3.842.505. CI. 32-

63.000.

Eanzel, Albert Robert, to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company.
Water in oil fluoropolymer emulsion containing hydrocarbon or

halogenated hydrocarbon solvent. 3,843,579, CI. 260-29.60f.

Easterday, David E., to Hallmark Cards, Inc Pigmented sealing wax
candle. 3,843,3 1 2, CI. 43 1 -288.000

Eastern Company, The: See-
Wilbur, Robert L.; and Stickncy, ArthurC, 3,842,674.

Eastman Kodak Company: See-
Day. Donald Earl. 3.843.073

Di Fulvio, Anthony P ; and Russell, Matthew J.. 3.843.1 15.

Phillips. Bobby M ; and Jones. Hal O.. 3.843.098

Pingaud. Bernard-Jean, 3.843.773.

Swicklik. Leonard J.; and Jacobs, Lewis G.. 3.843.817.

Eastwood. Keith: See

—

Plough. Charles T ; Arts, Marcus; Leitner, Michael; Russel. Wil-

liam; Marsman, Frank; and Eastwood, Keith, 3,843,949.

Eaz-Lift Spring Corporation: See—
Mathisen, Martin H , 3,843,165,

Ebauches S. A.: See—
Dubois. Gerald, and Berthoud. Francois. 3,842.59

1

Ebine. Tohsiyuki: See—
Ohuchi. Yasushi, Ebine. Tohsiyuki; Ohwada, Takcfumi; and

Tomozaki, Ryozo, 3,842,493.

Eckert, Konrad. to Bosch, Robert, GmbH Fuel injection apparatus for

externally ignited internal combustion engines operating on continu-

ously injected fuel 3,842,813. CI. 123-1 19.00r.

Eddy. Richard P.. to Christie Electric Corporation. Cooling system for

xenon arc lamps 3.843.879. CI. 240-47.000.

Edelman. Gerald M . Wang. John L . Rutishauser. Urs S.; and Millette,

Clarke F , to Research Corporation. Method of cell fractionation

and apparatus therefor. 3.843.324. CI. 23-230.00b.

Eder, Ulrich: See-
Kerb. Ulrich; Wiechert. Rudolf; Eder. Ulrich. and Hans-Detlef.

Be rndt. 3,843,631.

Edge, Charles K., and Kunkle, Gerald E , to PPG Industries, Inc Manu-
facture of sheet glass by contiguous float process. 3,843,346, CI. 65-

65 00a
EdIefsen. Thomas B. Racket with replaceable string frame. 3,843,121.

CI. 273-73.001.

Edmonds. Walter R Real time holographic system. 3.843,260, CI. 356-

109.000.
J

Edwards. Ivor 'liloyd, to British Petroleum Company Limited, The.

Molecular sieve process. 3.843.5 14. CI. 208-3 10.000.

Edwards. John: See—
Nash. Harold Llewellyn; Edwards, John; and Jones. Charles Mor-

gan, 3,843,199.

Edwards, Norman W.. Petro. Michael; Guilhem. Jacques, and Pierre,

Jean, to Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Company Tank for storing

fluids on a ship or the like and lie down means therefor. 3,842.775.

CI. 114-74.00r.
Edwards. Richard R : See—

Hopkins. Walker L.; and Edwards. Richard R . 3.843.327.

Efthymiou. Constantine John. Preparation of feta cheese. 3.843,801.

CI. 426-36.000.

Egli, Bruno; and Manser, Niklaus. to Labronic. AG. Photometer for

digital indication of concentration. 3.843.265. CI. 356-201.000.

Egvesult Izzolampaes Villamossagi Reszenytarsasag: See—
Geiszler. Lorinc; Simon, Tibor; Varga, Mihaly; and Tolnay,

Agoslon, 3,843,057.

Ehlen, Jack William, to McCulloch Corporation. Exhaust system for a

two-cycle engine. 3,842,599. CI. 60-273.000.

Ehlcrt, kennetn C: See-
Allen. Frank M.; De Dicmar. Ronald B ; and Ehlert. Kenneth C,

3,843.068.

Ehrenfreund, Herbert A . and Cronin, Edward W., to Haskon, Inc ,

mesne Process for extruding foamed thermoplastic by utilizing an

intermeshing co-rotating twin screw extruder. 3.843.757. CI. 264-

53.000
Ehrich, Frederick Franklin, to General Electric Company Gas turbine

engine with means for reducing the formation and emission of

nitrogen oxides. 3,842,597. CI. 60-226.00r.

Ehrich, Fredric Franklin, to General Electric Company. Sound at-

tenuating inlet duct. 3,843, 277, CI. 415-1 19.000.

Ehrrcich, John E ; and Reti, Adrian R.. to Graham Magnetics, Inc

Method of making fine powders. 3,843.349, CI. 75-.5ba.

Eisen- und Drahtwerk Erlau Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Muller, Anton; Konig, Hubert; and Strobel. Ludwig. 3.842,881.

Electrogasdynamics, Inc.: See-
Cowan, Philip L, 3,843,052.

Elineau, Hubert. Device for tying coils of wire. 3,842,728, CI. 100-

7.000.

Elliott, Bill J. Electric outlet box locator. 3,842,5 10, CI. 33- 1 80.00r.

Ellis, Charles A. Ear protective device. 3,842,829, CI. 1 28- 1 52.000.

Ellis, Myron P; and Kaake, Karl H., to Micromatic Industries, Inc.

Honing and plating apparatus and method embodying bore gauging

means. 3.842.658, CI. 73-37.900.

Elofson, Richard MacLeod; Milligan, Larry Patrick; Wohllebe, Jurgen;

and Worsley, Michael, to Research Council of Alberta Method of

feeding ruminants N-glucosyl-N'-hydroxymethylurea. 3.843.799. CI.

426-2.000.

Elphiac: See—
Biesmans, Robert, 3,842,644.

Elsworth, Raymond: See-
Christie, Alma Aranshew; Elsworth, Raymond; Herbert. Denis;

and Sargesnt. Kenneth, 3,843,445.

Eltee Pulsitron; See—
Wohlabaugh, Leonard M . 3.843.864.

Emelyanenko. July Georgievich: See—
Paton, Boris Evgenievich; Theddvar, Boris Izrailevich; Latash.

Jury Vadimoyich;Chekotilo, Leonty Vasilievich; Emelyanenko.

July Georgievich; Us, Vasily Ivandvich; Baglai, Vitaly Mik-

hailovich; Martyn, Viktor Mikhailovich, Artamonov, Viktor

Leonidovich; Bonarenko, Oleg Petrovich; Boiko. Georgy Alex-

androvich; Tstkulenko, Anatoly Konstantinovich, Ivon, Vasily

Valdimirovich; and Pavlov, Leonid Viktorovich, 3,842.898.

Emerson Electric Co.: See— \^

Bavsinger, Robert L , 3.843^049.

Frizellc. William G .3.842.671.

Emery. Roy W Shallow packing tray. 3.843.009. CI. 2 1 7-26.500.

Endo. Kunio: See—
Shinoda. Kazuo. and Endo. Kunio. 3.842.8 1 1

.

Enoguchi. Yuji: See—
Tanaka. Susumu; Enoguchi. Yuji; and Fujiwara. Takao.

3.843.252.

Enomoio. Yuya. to Kurashiki Ravon Co.. Ltd. Process for impregnat-

ing webs with polymer solutions'. 3.843.389. CI. I 17-68.000.

Enright. Dorothy P.: See—
Perricone. Alphonse C . Young. Homer F.; Bettge. George W.;

and Enright. Dorothy P.. 3.843.524.

Entreprise de Recherches et d'Activites Petrolieres ( ELF ); See—
Husson. Bernard. 3,843.952.

Erdmann. Dietrich: See-
Schneider. Gerhart; Lust. Sigmund; Niethammer. Konrad; Jacobi.

Ernst; Erdmann. Dietrich; and Mohr. Gunther. 3.843.714.

Erpenbach. Heinz; Gehrmann. Klauf; Lork. Winfried. and Prinz. Peter,

to Knapsack Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the manufacture of a

cobalt molybdate catalyst. 3.843.555. CI. 252-470.000.

Ersek. Robert A.: See—
Beisang. Arthur A ; and Ersek. Robert A.. 3.842.83 I

.

Eskoff. Alexander. Overhead hand operated door lock. 3.843.178. CI.

292-262.000.

Espenlaub, Walter C ; and Leotta. Anthony D , to United States of

America, Air Force. Electronic sampling system. 3.843.926, CI. 324-

102.000.

Espinosa, Rene Jose Apparatus for preparing measured lengths of

dental floss. 3,843,297. CI. 425-289.000.

Essex International, Inc.: See—
Hartz, Marvin E., 3,842.487.

Essilor International: See—
Gentils. Marcel, 3,842.508.

Esso Production Research Company: See—
Morrill. Charles D ; Herd. David P.; and Childers. Thomas W..

3.843.168.

Esso Research and Engineering Company: See—
Bouboulis. Constantine J.. 3.843.691.

MacDonald. John MacKillop; and Hong, Charles Chuan-Chi,

3.843.515.

Magee. Ellington M.; and Healy. Frank J.. 3.843.518.

Ester. John H.: See—
Suggitt, Robert M.. Ester. John H.; and Kraviu. Stanley.

3.843,748.

Ester. Wilhelm; Schluter. Dietrich; and Heitmann, Wilhelm. to VEBA-
Chemie Aktiengesellschaft. Manufacture of vinvl acetate.

3,843,72 1, CI. 260-497.00a.

Estes, lohn H.: See— «

Kravitz, Stanley; Estes, John H.. and Suggitt. Robert M..

3.843,746.

Kravitz. Stanley; Estes. John H . and Suggitt. Robert M..

3,843,747.

Eta AG. Ebauches-Fabrik; See—
Giger, Urs, 3,842,592.

Etablissement Wanderfield & Co.: See-
Filter, Walther. 3.842.868.

Ethvl Corporation: See—
' Dunn. James H . 3.843.698.

Niebykski. Leonard M ; Jarema. Chester P.; and Lee. Thomas E..

3.843.353.
Wiegand. Karl E.. 3.843.692

Wiegand. Karl E. 3.843.711.

Euverard. Maynard R.. to Velten & Pulver. Inc. Conveyor belt.

3.842.969. CI. 198-193.000.

Evans. David G.: See—
Roselle, Pierce C; Evans. David G.; and Bussma. Vaughn R.,

3.843.877.

Evans, Howard J., to Industrial Nucleonics Corporation. X-ray gauging

method and apparatus with stabilized response. 3.843.884, CI. 250-

272.000.

Evers. William J.; and Vock. Manfred H., to International Flavors &
Fragrances Inc. Novel flavoring compositions and processes.

3.843,804, CI. 426-65.000.

Ex-Cell-O Corporation: See—
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Bondic. Dale J , Sutton, Robert S.; and Lewelline, James D
3,842.712.

Excel Incorporated: See-
Golden, Gerald; Wrobel. Charles V., Jr.; and Dian Walter

3,843,474.

Fa Kleinewcfers Industrie-Companie GmbH: See—
Lopata, Karl Peter, and Schiffer, Gunter Heinz, 3,843,142.

Fabrizio, Gerardo, to Pierrel S.p A. Water soluble derivative of
erythromycin. 3,843,787. CI. 424-181.000.

Facchini. Bruno, to Alden Research Foundation Apparatus for obtain-
ing continuously transforming projected images. 3.843.244. CI. 353-

Faerber. Peter: See—
Scheit. Karl-Heinz; Faerber, Peter; Reuss. Karl; and Saiko, Otto,

3,843,629.

Fagin, Earle Reid; and Latter, Charles Franklin, to Magnatech Ltd
Vehicle weigh scale. 3,842,922, CI. I 77- 1 .000.

Fail Safe Brake Corporation: See-
Fontaine, John G., 3,842,950.

Fairchild, John L : See-
Campbell, John Scott, Fairchild, John L.; Lafond. Robert L and

Kilker, Carl R, 3.843.839.
Faldi Giovanni. Submersible dredging pump and shovel arrangement

with suspension and towing means therefor. 3 842 521 CI 37-
57.000.

Famolare. Inc.: See—
Famolare. Joseph P., Jr., 3,842,518.

Famolare, Joseph P , Jr . to Famolare, Inc Cross-coumry ski boot
3.842,518, CI. 36-2. Sal.

Fanger, Gene O.; FImn, James E.; Hollingsworth, Ralph G ; and Nack
Herman, to Mennen Company. Inc . The Microcapsules and method
of making same. 3.843,557, CI. 252-316.000.

Fansler, John David; and Okarma, Stanley F., to United Aircraft Cor-
poration. Ballistically tolerant bellcrank/rod-end. 3.842,687. CI. 74-
469.000.

Farad AB: See—
Wahlgren, Bjorn. 3.843,924.

Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vermals Meister Lucius &
Bruning: .See—
Von der Eltz. Hans-Ulrich. 3.843.3 1 8.

Farbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius &
Bruning: See—

Herwig. Walter; and Kern. Rudolf. 3.843.6 1 5.

Von der Eltz. Hans-Ulrich; and Jeths. Johannes. 3.843.3 19
Weber. Helmut; Aumuller. Walter. Wever. Rudi; Muth. Karl and

Stach. Kurt. 3.843.661
Farcllo. Luciano, to Wabsco Westinghouse S.p A. Two way automatic
brake adjuster 3.842,951 . CI. 188-202.000.

Farenwald Enterprises, Inc.: See—
Borum, Otis C .3,842,998.

Farminer, Kenneth Wilfrid; and Brooke, Christopher Miles, to Dow
Corning Limited. Foam control substance 3 843 558 CI '>S">.
358.000.

. ->
.

^i. --.

Farrington, Robert K.; and Horvath, Louis T , to Teleflex Incor-
porated Single lever control. 3,842.695, CI 74-876 000

Fastway Fasteners, Inc : See—
Ptak. Wilbur F. 3.843.086.

Faulhaber. Mark E.: See-
Anthony. John D.. Jr , Faulhaber. Mark E.; and Smith. Edmund
H. Jr., 3,843,890.

Faust, Carl Raymond, and Yates, Paul Clifford, to Du Pont de
Nemours. E. I., and Company Process for treating fluophosphate
ores. 3.843.767. CI. 423- 167.000.

s k k

Fautz. Howard C . to Wolf Range Company. Div of Vulcan-Hart Cor-
poration Grooved griddle. 3,842.726. CI. 99-425.000.

Faxon Communications Corporation: See-
Campbell, John Scott; Fairchild. John L.; Lafond, Robert L and

Kilker, Carl R. 3.843,839.
Fay, Bernard: See—

Trotel, Jacques. Guillot. Georges, and Fav, Bernard, 3,843 9 1

6

Feairheller, Stephen H ; Korn, Alfred H.; Harris. Edward H.. Jr.;
Filachione. Edward M.. and Taylor. Maryann M . to United States of
America. Agriculture Graft polymerization of vinvl monomers onto
chrome tanned hides and skins. 3.843.320. CI. 8-94.210

Fceny. Richard William: See—
Lutz. Albert William, and Feeny. Richard William, 3.843.348.

Fehmerling Associates: See—
Fehmerling. Gottlieb Bernhard. 3.843,810.

Fehmerling, Gottlieb Bernhard, to Fehmerling Associates. Process of
airevacuationof foods under ultra-low pressure 3 843 810 CI 4'>6-
204.000. ' "•^'^-"

Felden. Alois, to Stahlgruber Otto Gruber & Company Tire repair
body 3.842.886. CI. 1 52-370.000.

Felt Products Mfg. Co.: See—
Czernik. Daniel E , and Neff, Clarence H.. 3,843.273.

Felten & Guilleaume Kablewerke Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Asselborn. Peter; Haase, Gerhard; and Menne, Guenther

3,843,909.
Feodor Burgmann, Jr., Firma: See-

Mayer. Ehrhard; and Steigenberger. Michael. 3,843, 140.
Ferguson, David E. Board game move recording system. 3.843 132 CI

273-1 36.00a

Fernandez-Rana. Victoriano; Simon. Paul R.; and Peserik. James E to
Harris-lntertype Corporation Method and apparatus for forming a
dense shingled array of signatures. 3.842.719. CI 93-93 00m

Fess. Emil; Beitzinger. Kurt; and Koblitz. Werner, to Schubert & Salzer
Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft Straight-bar knitting machines
3.842.624. CI. 66-82.00r.

Fette. Bruce A.; and Hazlett. Lester H.. to Motorola, Inc. Electronic
digital adder having a high speed carry propagation line. 3,843.876,

Fiala, Ernst; and Warnecke, Rolf, to Volkswagenwerk Aktien-
gesellschaft. Collision sensor 3,842.930. CI 180-91 000

Fidi. Werner, to AKG Akustischc und Kino-Gerate Gesellschaft mbH
Artificial reverberation device using a delav element with a locally
inconstant propagation propertN 3.843.840. CI. 179-1 UOj

Fiene Michael James; and Church. Nathan Lewis, to International
Nickel Company. Inc.. The Sand cast nickel-base alloy. 3.843.359.

Filachione, Edward M.: See—
Feairheller, Stephen H , Korn, Alfred H ; Harris, Edward H . Jr

Filachione. Edward M, and Taylor, Mar\ann M, 3,843.320.
Fihppov, Andrei Nikiforovich. Antifriction material 3 84 3 S")^? CI

252-12.000.
Filper Corporation: See—

McClelland. Etheridge R . Spencc. Henrv L ; Vierra, Henrv R
and White. Thomas J. 3.842,569.

Filter. Walther. to Vereinigte Osterreichisch Eisen- und Stahlwcrke •

Alpine Montan Aktiengesellschaft and Etablisscment Wanderfield &
to. Shuttle-reversing means. 3.842.868. CI. 139-134.000

Finch. Neville; and Vlattas. Isidoros. to Ciba-Geigv Corporation 16-
Lower alkoxy lower alkyl. l6-20<u-petanor PGE, 3.843 713 CI
260-468.00d.

Findeisen, Kurt; Holtschmidt. Hans; and Wagner. Kuno. to Baver Ak-
tiengesellschaft Process for preparing quinazolines. 3.843.652. CI

'

260-25 1 OOq.
Finike Italiana Marposs. mesne: See—

Possati. Mario. 3.842.545
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co . The: See-

Pearson. Dale S.; and Shurpik. Anton. 3.843.502
Firestone Tire & Rubber Company. The: See—

Kyker. Gary Stephen; Beckm'an. Joseph Alfred. Halasa. Adel Far-
han. and Hall. James Edward. 3.843.596. •

First Dynamics. Inc.: See-
Chang. Henry M.. 3.842,975.

Fischer, Christopher L.: See—
Stivers, Edward C . and Fischer. Christopher L . 3.8Nt2.626

Fischer. Georg. Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Wagner, Hans-Jochen, 3,843,503

Fischer, Karl, Apparate-und Rohrleitungsbau See—
Rothert, Horst, 3,842,973.

Fischer, Robert T , to Miner Enterprises. Inc Gravitv and pneumatic
discharge assembly for hopper 3.843,204. CI. 302-52.000.

Fischman. Martin, to GTE Sylvania Incorporated. Wide band frequen-
cy modulation detector. 3.843.932. CI. 329-1 17.000.

Fishman. Jerry Haskel Polypeptide materials bound to nuorocarbon
polymers. 3.843.443. CI. 195-63.000

Fitch. Clifford E . and Fitch. Clifford E . Jr Slicing machine for slicing
a food product or the like. 3.842.698. CI 8 3-88 000

Fitch.CliffordE.Jr See-
Fitch. Clifford E ; and Fitch. Clifford E . Jr , 3.842.698

Fitterer. Horst, Uhl, Karl; Guenther. Friedrich; Schmidts. Kurt; and
Gaiser, Dieter, to Badische Anilin-& Soda-Fabrik Aktien-
gesellschaft Guide element for magnetic tapes 3 843 035 CI '»'»6-

195.000.
-.w. .,«.!. ..o

Fitzgerald, Emerson B , to Du Pont de Nemours, E I., and Company.
Glamour powder coating composition containing at least two dif-
ferent colored powders and reflective flakes. 3,843 571 CI 260-
17.00r.

Fitzmayer, Louis H.: See—
Staats. James E ; and Fitzmayer, Louis H . 3,843,862.

Fitzmayer, Louis H , to General Electric Company Impedance varving
device for microwave oven. 3.843.863, CI. 219-10 550

Flathau, Robert J: See-
Gregory, R Kirk; and Flathau, Robert J., 3.843,084

Flavell, John; Jeffcoat, Keith; and Betts, Max William, to Courtaulds
Limited Knitting machines. 3,842,623. CI 66-64.000.

Flegel. Michael W Bicycle cart connector 3.843 164 CI 280-
492.000.

Flemings, Merton C: See—
Mehrabian, Robert, and Flemings, Merton C . 3.842.895

Flinn. James E.: See—
Fanger, Gene O.; Flinn. James E.; Hollingsworth. Ralph G and
Nack, Herman. 3.843.557.

Flinn. Williams.: See—
Bevilacqua, Frank; Dietrich, Joseph R.; Groves. Malcolm D and

Flinn. William S., 3,843,47 1

.

Florens, Raymond Leopold; and Vandenabeele. Hubert, to AGFA-
Gevaert N.V High temperature processing of photographic ele-
ments. 3,843,364, CI. 96-50.00r.

«> K
6

K

Florian, Raymond J Golf putter head. 3.843.122, CI. 273-81 00a
Flow Pharmaceuticals, Inc.: See—

Krazanoski, Joseph Z.; and Petricciani. John C, 3,843.782FMC Corporation: See—
Bottorf, Robert G.. 3.843,520.
Smith. Frederick R., 3.843.378.
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Focke& PfuhlSee-
Focke, Heinz-Hermann; and Liedtke, Kurt Willy, 3,842,571 .

Focke, Heinz-Hermann; and Liedtke, Kurt Willy, to Focke & Pfuhl.

Apparatus for filling cartons and the like with objects, for example
bottles. 3,842,57 1 , CI. 53-1 86.000.

Folser, Karl: See—
Theurer, Josef; and Folser, Karl, 3,842,994

Fontaine, John G., to Fail Safe Brake Corporation. Automatic parking
or emergency brake system for motor vehicles. 3,842.950. CI. 188-

170.000.

Fontana, Anna, to Catellono, Michele. Press for exposure and
photoengraving. 3,843,256, CI. 355-89.000.

Fontenier. Guy: See—
Mourot, Michel; Dodinot, Bernard; Burnel. Daniel; Freschard,

Regis; and Fontenier, Guy, 3,842,843.
Food Technology, Inc.: See—

Glabe, Elmer F , Anderson, Perrv W.; and Laftsidis, Stergios.

3,843,820.

Glabe. Elmer F ; Anderson, Perry W.; and Laftsidis, Stergios.

3.843.821
Ford Motor Company: See—

Labana. Santokh S.; and Theodore, Ares N.. 3,843,594.
Forker. Raymond A : See-

Waller. David B ; and Forker. Raymond A . 3.842.783.
Forsten. Irving, to United States of America. Army Rocket power

plant. 3.842.598, CI. 60-259.000.
Foster, David Blythe, to Science Nightingale International Limited,
mesne. Motor vehicles incorporating means for protecting the occu-
pants in the event of collision accidents. 3,843,1 55, CI. 280- 1 55.00b.

Foster, Homer R.: See—
Harrell, William C; and Foster, Homer R., 3,843,345.

Foster, Karl: See

—

Thornburg. Donald R.; and Foster, Karl. 3.843,424.
Fotland, Richard A.; and Straughan, Virgil E., to Horizons Incor-

porated; a division of Horizons Research Incorporated. Imaging
system employing ion-permeable control member. 3,843,250. CI.

355-3.0dd.
Fouquet-Werk Frauz& Planck: See—

Muhlhausler. Wolfgang; and Vollmer. Hermann. 3.842,622.
Fowler, John G , to Metal Compacting Tools, Ltd. Press Tools.

3,843.287. CI. 425-78.000.
Fox. John H. Jr.: See-

Wilson. Calvin L; and Fox, John H , Jr , 3,843,027
Fox, Richard L. T.. to Picker Corporation. Method and apparatus for

inspecting tires. 3.843.888, CI. 250-360.000.
Framer, Hyman Coilable closure device. 3.842,890, CI. 160-26.000.
France, David W : See—

Schaefer, Hans F , Jr ; and France, David W., 3,843,187.
Frank, Anton: See—

Spaenig, Hermann; Dockner, Toni; and Frank, Anton, 3.843,676
Frank, Gar\ D., to Clark Equipment Company. Extended reach
mechanism for a truck. 3.843,003, CI. 214-762.000.

Frank, Jan: See—
Levinson, Harold N; and Frank, Jan, 3,842,822.

Frank, Wilhem, to Wilh Frank GmbH. Covering and stair access for

openings in ceilings, roofs and similar wall structures. 3,842,935, CI.

182-81.000.

Franzen, Gustav. to Palitex Project-Company GmbH Apparatus for

positioning, stopping and locking of a service carriage mechanism of
a textile yarn processing machine. 3.842.577. CI. 57-34.OOr.

Franzen. Gustav. to Palitex Project-Company GmbH. Suction
mechanisms for yarn processing machines. 3.842.580. CI. 57-34.00r.

Fraze. Ermal C See-
Brown. Omar L, 3.843,012.

Freake. Ronald: See—
Haden. Billy Harper; and Freake. Ronald. 3.843,456.

Freake. Ronald; and Haden. Billy Harper, toiMiles Laboratories, Inc
Microbiological test article. 3.843,452. CI. 1'95- 1 3.500.

Freake. Ronald, to Miles Laboratories. Inc. Process and composition
for use in microbiological quality assurance. 3,843,453, CI. 195-

13.50r.

Fredd, John V.: See-
Kelly, Warner M ; and Fredd, John V., 3,842,853.

Fredrick, Ralph Nigel Douglas, to Girling Limited. Disc brakes.

3,842,948, CI. 188-71.400.
Fredrickson, Sherman E : See—

Knox, John A ; and Fredrickson, Sherman E., 3,842,91 1

.

Fredricson, Yngve Albin Fritiof, to AB Hill & Co Pallet truck.

3,843,147, CI 280-43.120.
Freschard, Regis: See—

Mourot, Michel; Dodinot, Bernard; Bumel, Daniel; Freschard,

Regis; and Fontenier, Guy, 3,842,843.
Frevel, Ludo K.; and Kressley, Leonard J., to Dow Chemical Company,
The Alkyl amindosulfinic acid (bis-alkylamine) salts and method for

their preparation. 3,843,722, CI. 260-501 . 1 20.

Frey, Volker, and Kreiss, Bernhard, to Consortium fur Elek-

trochemsche Industrie GmbH. Process for preparing butanone selec-

tively mono- or dichloro-substituted in 3-position. 3,843,731, CI.

260-593.00h.
Fried. Krupp Gasellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung: See—

Ulrich, Klaus-Herbert, 3.843,352.
Friedenberg, Zachary B.: See-

Brighton, Carl T.; Friedenberg, Zachary B.; and Redka, William,

3,842,841.
Friedman, Irvine I.: See—

Kinnroth, Samuel F.; and Friedman, Irving I , 3,842,891.

Friedrich, Heinz; and Neugebaucr. Walter, to Deutsche Gold- und
Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler. Process for the production
of a catalyst suitable for the oxidation of methanol to formaldeh\de
3,843.562, CI. 252-469.000.

Fritz. Egon: See—
Apken. Rainer; and Fritz, Egon, 3,842,625.

Frizelle, William G., to Emerson Electric Co. Flowmeter. 3,842,671,
CI. 73-209.000.

Frohberger, Paul Ernst: See—
Widdig. Arno; Kuhle. Engelbert; Schcinpflug. Hans; Grewc. Ferdi-

nand; Kaspers. Helmut, and Frohberger. Paul Ernst. 3.843,715.
Froidevaux, Antoninette Sound-recording apparatus. 3.843,137, CI.

274-1.OOr.

Frushour. George Victor; and Nafziger, Marvin Lee. to Lilliston Cor-
poration. Clivis hitch assembly. 3.843. 1 60. CI. 280-4 1 5.00a.

Fuher. Reginald Samuel: See—
Philpott. Arthur; and Fuher. Reginald Samuel. 3.842.685.

Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd.: See—
Ishige. Sadao; Hayashi. Takao;and Kato. Hajime. 3.843.383.

Kumai. Akira; and Usami. Toshimasa. 3.843.369.

Sato. Masamichi; Takimoto. Masaaki; and Komaki, Takao.
3.843.885.

Yamamoto. Nobuo; Yoneyama. Masakazu; and Ohmura. Kunioki.
3.843.368.

Fujii. Akio: See—
Umezawa. Hamao; Takahashi. Yasushi; Shirai. Tadashi; and Fujii.

Akio. 3.843.448.

Fujii. Akra: See-
Cook. Elton S.; and Fujii. Akra. 3.843.798.

Fujimaki. Masaru; Okamoto. Takehiko; and Tashiro. Mikio. to Tcijin

Limited. Apparatus for detecting breakage of blade of rotar\ cutter

3.843.87 1. CI. 234-92.0pd.
Fujimi. Yukio: See—

Otsuka. Kouichi; and Fujimi. Yukio. 3.843.047.
Fujimoto. Kiroaki: See—

Kobavashi. Ikuva; Noba. Motoi; and Fujimoto. Kiroaki.

3.843.892.
Fujimoto. Sakae. to Kabushiki Kaisha Ricoh. Magnetic transfer record-

ing apparatus. 3.843.964. CI. 360-17.000.
Fujisawa. Fumio: See—

Nakamura. Ichiro; Fujisawa. Fumio; Takenoshita, Mitsuaki; and
Yumino. Hiroshi. 3.842.943.

Fujisawa. Kiyoji: See—
Nishimura. Katsutoshi; and Fujisawa. Kiyoji. 3.843.928

Fujita. Isamu; Otoi. Kiyoshi. and Yoneva. Tooru. to Kanebo. Ltd.

Production of e-caproiactam 3.843.630. CI. 260-239. 30a.
Fujita. Takaya: See—

Hayashi. Hiromu; Fujita. Takaya; and Tanabe. Naoto. 3.843.937
Fujita, Yoshitoshi: See—

Takahashi, Nobuaki; Ohnuki. Katsuhiro; Fujita. Yoshitoshi; and
Itoh.Yasuo, 3,843,850

Fujitsu Limited: See—
Hayashi. Hiromu; Fujita, Takaya; and Tanabe, Naoto, 3,843,937
Owaki, Kenichi; Nakayama, Norihiko; Urade. Toshinori. and Fu-

ruta, Hiroshi, 3,843,959.
Fujiwara, Takao: See—

Tanaka, Susumu; Enoguchi, Yuji; and Fujiwara, Takao.
3,843,252.

Fuller, Thomas Patrick: See—
Scholz. Ray John; and Fuller, Thomas Patrick, 3,842,558.
Scholz, Ray John; and Fuller, Thomas Patrick, 3,843,089.

Fuqua, Llovd T., to General Motors Corporation. Push-in fastener.

3,842.709, CI. 85-5.00r.

Furgal, Henry Paul: See-
Hewitt. Gordon Trent; and Furgal. Henry Paul, 3.842,847

Furrev, John H., to Warwick Electronics, Inc Hue correction for a
chroma channel. 3,843,958, CI. 1 78-5.4ac.

Furuta, Hiroshi: See—
Owaki, Kenichi; Nakayama. Norihiko; Urade. Toshinori; and Fu-

ruta. Hiroshi, 3.843,959
Gabano, Jean-Paul; and Lehmann. Gerard, to Societe des Accumu-

lateurs Fixes et de Traction (Societe Anonyme). Method of prepar-
ing non-aqueous electrolyte free of any trace of free aluminum
chloride 3,843,414, CI. 136-156 000.

Gabonalermesztesi Kutato Inlezet: See—
Barabas. Zollan, 3,842,538

Gabriel, Henry, to Phillips Petroleum Company. Article labeling

method. 3.843.438. CI. 156-244.000.
Gachot. Jean. Ball valve for high temperatures. 3.843.091, CI. 251-

315.000.

GAF Corporation: See-
Randall. David Irwin, 3.843,684.
Streck, Clemens. 3,843,322.
Waxman, Burton Harvev; Shannahan, Robert Thomas; and Viro.

Felix. 3.843,370.

Whittington. J. Mark C; Meyer. John E.; and Tingle. Glenn D.,

3,843,306.
Gaffney, John Marshall: See—

Southam, Donald L.; and Gaffney, John Marshall, 3,842.735.
Gage. Thomas Barton, to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company.

Yarn and inflatable bag made therefrom. 3,842,583, CI. 57-140.00r.
Gaiser. Dieter: See—

Fitterer. Horst; Uhl. Karl; Guenther. Friedrich; Schmidts. Kurt;

and Gaiser, Dieter, 3,843,035.
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Galc\
.
William F . to PPG Industries, Inc Method of and apparatus for

forming sheet glass on metal. 3.843,344. CI. 65-65.00a.
Galle, Edward M.: See—

Baker, Billy Eugene, and Galle, Edward M.. 3.842.907.
Garcia. Alfredo, Jr.: See—

Schmidt, John P., and Garcia, Alfredo, Jr., 3,843,488.
Gardenier, Hugh E . to Aronetics. Inc. Heat exchanger. 3.842 904 CI

165-145.000. '

Gardner-Denver Company: See—
Boucher. Harry. 3.842.507.

Garlock Inc.: See—
Messenger, Edward J , 3,843.1 39

Garrett, Billy R. Holder for gasoline lantern. 3,843,082 CI ''48-

22600e.
Garrison. Harold Keith See—

White. Allen A , Garrison. Harold Keith; and Brooks, Dean P
3,842,730.

Gasper, Kenneth A.: See—
Rason, Ned S , DeStcese, John G.. and Gasper. Kenneth A

3,843.896.
Gates. Allen Peter, to Howson-Algraphy Limited. Light sensitive

polymeric esters containing azido substituted stvrvl erouns
3,843,603, CI. 260-47.0ep.

e ""ps

Gates, David S.: See—
Duling, Irl N , and Gates, David S, 3,843,537.

Gates, David S . Hagstrom. Paul E , and Haseltine. Marcus W , to Sun
Oil Company of Pennsylvania, mesne Lubrication of controlled-sliD
differential. 3.843.534. CI. 252-45.000.

Gatzi. Karl, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation Carbamoyl oximes 3 843 7''4

CI. 260-566.0ac.
' -.

.
- ,

Gauterin. Charles Rowland: See—
Davies, James Francis; Gauterin. Charles Rowland; and Neillie

William Frederick Soutar. 3,843,563.
Gaynor, Joseph, to Bell & Howell Co. Electrophotography using in-
duced electrostatic images. 3,843.361. CI 96-1400

Gebruder Buehler AG: See—
Speissegger. Werner; and Baumeler. Hans. 3.842.5 1

6

Gebruder Buhler Nachfolger GmbH: See—
Schaub, Gerhard; and Rudolph, Dietmar, 3,843,913.

Geecen Limited: iVe—
Craddock, Michael John, 3,843,869.
Craddock. Michael John. 3.843,870.

Gehrmann. Klaus: See—
Erpenbach. Heinz; Gehrmann. Klaus; Lork. Winfried; and Prinz

Peter, 3.843.555.
Ohorodnit. Alexander; Gehrmann. Klaus; Legutke. Guntcr and

Vierling, Hermann. 3,843.743.
Geiszler. Henriette: See—

Geiszler, Lorinc, Simon, Tibor; Varga, Mihaly; and Tolnay
Agoston, 3, 843,057

Geiszler, Lorinc; deceased (by Geiszler. Henriette, heiress); Simon
Tibor; Varga, Mihaly; and Tolnay. Agoston, to Egyesult Izzolampaes
Villamossagi Reszenytarsasag Circular burner for the vacuum-tight
pinching of light sources having quartz tubes. 3,843,57. CI. 239-

Gellert. Dale A., to Procter & Gamble Company, The. Removable
diaper topsheet portion for disposal of solid wastes. 3,842,838, CI
128-28.00a.

General Electric Company: Set-

—

Anderson, Albert W, 3,843,912.
Ehrich, Frederick Franklin. 3,842,597.
Ehrich. Fredric Franklin. 3,843,277.
Fitzmayer, Louis H., 3,843,863.
Guth, Lauren W.; and Roy, Mahlon T., 3,843,066
Kruh, Daniel, 3,843,602.
Lambiris, Sortiris, 3,843,309.
Prada, Luis E, 3,843,067.
Smith, James; and Baxter, John Kenneth, Jr., 3,842.595.
Staats, James E ; and Fitzmayer. Louis H., 3,843,862.
Van Sorge, Bernardus J., 3,843,606.
White, James A , and Nowosiclski. Peter. 3.842.542.

General Foods Corporation: See—
Lee. Charleston Roy; King, Dorothy Mary; and Calusen. Edward

Einar, 3,843,827.
Reesman, Stanley H., 3,843,8 15.

General Foods, Limited: See—
Chaplow, Richard A; and Hodgman, Ronald A., 3.843,822.

General Mills, Inc.: See—
Touba, AliR., 3,843,816.
Wren, Martha A; and Mullen, Joseph D., 3.843,8 18.

General Motors Corporation: See—
Blonn, George W., Sr., 3.842,653.
Cataldo. Roy S, 3,842,808.
Fuqua, Lloyd T, 3,842.709.
Marlow, Jerry R., 3,842.694.
Riddel. John W, 3,842,673.
Smith. Stanley E.; and Steck. James R . 3,843,237.

General Partitions Mfg. Corporation: See—
Brendgord, Thomas, 3,842,556.

General Tire & Rubber Company, The: See—
Colburn. James R., 3,843.060.

Genetic Laboratories. Inc.: See—
Beisang. Arthur A.; and Ersek. Robert A., 3,842,83 1

.

Gentils, Marcel, to Essilor International. Draftsman compasses
3.842,508, CI. 33-157.000.

Genuit, Luther L.; and Nowell, John R.. to Honeywell Information
Systems, Inc Adjustable over-current detector. 3,843.907 CI 317-
27.00r.

Georg Fischer Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Burger, Hans, 3,843,104

Gerard. Milan E , to Rohr Industries. Inc Method of installing at-
tachment fittings in cellular material. 3.842.486. CI. 29-48 I 000

Gerber, Oskar, to Gerber, Oskar, Schall- u Schwingungstechnik
GmbH Sound-damping installation for running-up aircraft
3.842,941, CI. 181-33.0hb.

^

Gerber, Oskar, Schall- u. Schwingungstechnik GmbH: See—
Gerber. Oskar. 3.842.94

1

Gerdes, Theo: See—
Blau, Werner; and Gerdes,Theo, 3,843.015.

Gerke. Burton Elwood, Jr , and Rohr. Lewis Hampton, to Black and
Decker Manufacturing Company, The. Detachable cord set for elec-
tric device. 3,843,224. CI. 339-58 000.

Gerlovich. Albert, to Rhecm Manufacturing Company Shroud for
spraying apparatus. 3,842,798. CI 1 18-326.000

Gerry, Martin E. Low inertia impact print head. 3,842,960 CI 197-
53.000

Geuens, Gaston-Hugo: iVt-—
Zwart, Jacob; Wielockx, Hugo-Guido, and Geuens, Gaston-Hugo,

3,842.567.
Geurtscn B.V.: See—

Geurtscn, Johannes Theodorus: and Geurtsen, Theodorus
Johannes Antonius, 3,842.449

Geurtsen, Johannes Theodorus; and Geurtscn. Theodorus Johannes
Antonius. to Geurtsen B V Transport apparatuses for bedridden
persons. 3.842.449. CI. 5-81.00r

Geurtsen, Theodorus Johannes Antonius: See—
Geurtsen, Johannes Theodorus. and Geurtsen. Theodorus
Johannes Antonius, 3,842,449.

Ghiotto, Renzo Autoclave lank for hydraulic lifting plants. 3.842 863
CI. 138-30.000.

Giacosa. Dante, to Sira Societa Industriale Recerche Automo-
toristichc. Water jet impellor unit having a steering control device
3.842.787. CI. 115-16.000.

Gibbons, Edward J , to Colgate-Palmolive Company Apparatus for in-
troducing ingredients into a spray drying tower. 3.842.888 CI 1 '>9-

4.0cc.

Gibbs, Dale S., and Wessling. Ritchie A . to Dow Chemical Company.
The. Reducing heat-seal temperature requirements for coatings
prepared from latexes of vinylidene chloride poKmers 3 843 S81
CI. 260-29.6ta.

""
"

Gibbs, Dale S and Wessling, Ritchie A., to Dow Chemical Company,
The. Reducing heat-seal temperature requirements for coatings
prepared from latexes of vinylident chloride polymers 3 843 S8'>
CI. 260-29.6ta.

"

Gibbs, Dale S ; and Wessling, Ritchie A., to Dow Chemical Company,
The Reducing heat-seal temperature requirements for coatings
prepared from latexes of vinylidene chloride polymers 3 843 583
CI. 260-29.6ta.

Gibel, Stephen J. Sound-trap muffler 3,842,932, CI 181 -50.000.
Giese, Bernd, Jaeger, Peter; Koenig, Horst, and Brenner. Siegfried, to

Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft Production of 4-
endotricyclo(5.2,1.02.6-endo)-decylamine. 3,843 499 CI ''04-

74.000.
. -

Giger, Urs, to Eta AG. Ebauches-Fabrik Arrangement for securing
the hairspring stud on a watch frame part 3,842,592 CI S8-
115.000.

• -

Gilberd, Gordon Henry, to Hadfield, Gilberd, Pile Companv Limited
Piling methods. 3,842,609. CI. 61 -^3 600

Gilbert, LynfordW.:5ff-
Rushing, Frank C; Gilbert, Lynford W , and Williams, Norman P

3,843,238.
Gilbert, Richard Lyman; Hryck, Michael David; and Mako, John, to In-

ternational Business Machines Corporation Print hammer registra-
tion control 3,842,736. CI. 101-93.140

Gilbert, Seymour G: See—
Wieth! Wolf R.; Wang. Shaw S.; and Gilbert. Seymour G

3,843,446.
Giles, James N , to Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. High speed transistor

difference amplifier. 3,843,934, CI 330-30.00d.
Gillette Company, The: See—

Dorion, Francis W . Jr.. Douglass. Paul W.; Nissen, Warren I and
Perry. Roger L.. 3,842,499

Giovannozzi, Frank V., to Stacker System, Inc. Pressurized mortar pot
apparatus. 3,843,026, CI. 222-389.000.

Girling Limited: See—
Fredrick, Ralph Nigel Douglas, 3,842.948.
Ingram. Brian; and Harries, David Anthony, 3.843,209.
Ingram, Brian; Harries, David Anthony; and Phoenix, Lancelot

3,843.211.

Newstead. Charles. 3.842.949.
Schroder. Dieter; and Hess. Wolfgang. 3.843,2 13.

Gittleman, Johathan Isaac; and Hanak. Joseph John, to RCA Corpora-
tion. Sputtered granular ferromagnetic iron-nickel-silica films
3,843,420,CI 148-31.550.

Giuffre, George Joseph: See—
DiFazio, James Joseph; Giuffre, George Joseph; and Karsch
Arthur Frederick, 3,843,362.

Givaudan Corporation: See—
Manowitz, Milton; Sharpell. Frederick H., Jr.; and Steemann
Carolyn, 3,843,5 19
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Glabe, Elmer F ; Anderson, Perry W., and Laftsidis, Stergios, to Food
Technology, Inc. Thin film drying of sorghum syrup with addition of

soy protein. 3,843,820, CI. 426-378.000.

Glabe, Elmer F ; Anderson, Perry W.; and Laftsidis, Stergios, to Food
Technology, Inc. Thin film drying of molasses with addition of sov

protein. 3,843,821 , CI. 426-378.000.

Glacier Metal Company, Limited. The: See—
Couper,NcaleS., 3,842,473

Glass, Marvin, & Associates: See—
Licitis, Gunurs, and Glass, Marvin I., 3,843,1 28.

Glass, Marvin I, See—
Licitis, Gunurs; and Glass, Marvin I., 3.843.1 28.

Glaverbel S.A.: See—
Toussaint, Francois; Laroche, Pierre; Schottey. Jean; and Lam-

bert. Emmanuel. 3.843.472.

Zwart. Jacob; Wielockx, Hugo-Guido; and Geuens, Gaston-Hugo,
3.842.567.

Glaverbel-Mccaniver: See-
Jose, Jean; Declaye, Joseph; Albert, Roger; and Bodart. Marcel.

3,843.264.

Gleason Works. The; See—
Hunkeler, Ernst J., 3,842,477.

Kuhn, Howard A. 3,842,646.
Glenn, John G.. Ziegler, Walter; and Carter, Ned C, to Sunkist

Growers. Inc. Fruit slicing apparatus. 3.842.727, CI. 99-592.000.
Global Marine Inc.: Sfe—

Allen. Grant H ; and Perkins, Billic L., 3,842,780.
Globe-Union Inc : See—

Orlando, Daniel; Kirchberger, Walter Carl; and Ware, John Clark,

Jr., 3.843,411

Goedecke, Hans: See—
Sauerwein. Kurt; and Goedecke. Hans, 3.843,891.

Goff, Cecil N.: See—
Hedbawny, Edward J.; Holston. Aubrey G.; Goff. Cecil N.; and

Holston. Aubrey G. 3,842,770.

Goff, Richard E, Jr.: See-
Campbell, Roger G, Goff, Richard E , Jr.;andGuay,Normand D ,

3.842,437
Campbell. Roger G . Sr ; Goff, Richard E., Jr.; and Guay, Nor-
mandD.. 3,842,438.

Gold. Elijah H . to Schering Corporation. Method for the treatment of
benign prostatic hypertrophy and acne. 3,843,793. CI. 424-324.000.

Golden, Gerald; Wrobel, Charles V , Jr ; and Dian, Walter, to Beatrice

Foods Co., mesne. Method of sealing and mounting reflectors on
bicycle pedal treads. 3,843,433, CI. 156-73.000.

Golden, Gerald; Wrobel, Charles V., Jr ; and Dian, Walter, to Excel In-

corporated. Arcvlic reflex reflictor and sealing means therefor.

3,843,474. CI. 161-4.000.

Golland, Wesley A ; Mahonev, Eugene T.; and Minuk, Donald, to

Keene Corporation. Coin handling system. 3.843,203, CI. 302-2.OOr
Gomi, Yoshifumi. to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha and Shinshu

SeikiKabushikiKaisha. Printer. 3.842.734, CI. 101-93.340.

Gomi, Yoshifumi, to Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha and Shinshu
Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha. Printer. 3,842,737, CI. 101-93.340.

Gonzalez-Cuzan. Alfredo Locking device for a safety grill. 3,843.176.

CI. 292-218.000.
Goodman Equipment Corporation: See—

Kamner.Haim J ,3,842,964.

Goodman, H., & Sons, Inc.: See-
Goodman. Jacob, 3.842.849.

Goodman. Jacob, to Goodman. H , & Sons, Inc. Pony-tail holder.

3,842,849, CI. I 32-46.00r.

Goodrich, B. F., Company, The: See-
Kramer, James H , 3,843,476

Good ridge, Paul A.: See-
Haas, James Lynn; and Goodridge, Paul A., 3,843,100

Goodstal, Laurence K ; Leek, Wayne E.; Sanzo, Robert J.; Turner,
Robert L ; Workman, Clark B.; and Yetter, Edward W., to Reming-
ton Arms Company. Numerical control checkering system.

3,843,875, CI. 235-151.110.

Gordon, David A.: See-
Seltzer, Raymond, and Gordon, David A , 3,843,649.

Gordon, Harry W , to Schmid Laboratories, Inc., mesne. Method of

treating prostatic hypertrophy with levorin. 3.843,785, CI. 424-

120.000.

Gothard, Ramon A.: See-
Willis, Earl C; and Got hard. Ramon A, 3.842,610.

Gouda, Masatoshi: See—
Kamiyoshi, Masaya; Gouda, Masatoshi; and Kuramoto, Naoya,

3,843,484.

Gough. Vernon E.; and Waller, Roy E. S., to Dunlop Company
Limited, The. Pneumatic tire having sidewalls of unequal length.

3.842,882, CI, 152-352.000.

Gould Inc.: See—
RhncEarlC, 3,843,918.

Grace. W.R.,& Co.: See—
McKinnev, Robert W.; Dixon, Andrew L., Jr.; and Jordan,

Raymond L, 3,843,5 1 7.

Morgan, Charles R.. 3.843.572.

Grachev. Leonid Pavlovich; Anikanov, Nikolai Vianovich; Zaks,

Grigory losifovich; Radutsky, Grigory Avramovich; and Kheifets,

Rafail Efimovich. Apparatus for conveying piece articles, particu-

larly of newspapers, in perpendicular directions. 3,842,962, CI. 98-

25.000.

Graham, George' A.: See-

Luce, Nunzio A.; and Graham. George A., 3,842.589.

Graham Magnetics, Inc.: See—
Ehrreich, John E; and Reti, Adrian R., 3,843,349.

Graham, Marvin M.; and Caparone, Michael J., to Robertshaw Con-
trols Company. Heating control system. 3,843,308, CI. 43 1 -22.000.

Graham, Tom L., to Graham, Tom L., Jr. Strip material container and
dispenser. 3,843,07 LCI. 242-55.530.

Graham, Tom L., Jr.: See-
Graham, Tom L , 3.843.07

1

Grannen. Edward A.; and Robinson, Leon, to Occidental Petroleum
Corporation. Microwave pyrolysis of wastes. 3.843,457, CI. 201-

2.500.

Grassman, Delbert D.: See—
Zingg. Warren M; and Grassman, Delbert D , 3.842,910.

Gravicast Patentverwertungsgesellschaft m b H.: See—
Noisser. Alois; and Nowak. Gerhard. 3.842.900.

Grawey. Charles E.; and Probert. Kenneth D.. to Caterpillar Tractor

Co. Method of making a non-curing gasket for opposed surfaces.

3.843.764. CI. 264-330.000.
Gray, Peter R.: See-

Barton. Hugh M.. Jr ; and Gray. Peter R.. 3.843.88 1

.

Gray, Vernon H Methods and apparatus for heat transfer in rotating

bodies. 3.842,596, CI. 60-39.660.

Green, Charles A. Flotation machine and impeller therefor. 3.843,101 ,

CI. 259-96.000.

Green. Joseph: See-
Roth. Shirley H ; and Green. Joseph, 3.843.526.

Greenberg, Walter H.; and Nussbaum, Frank J . to Bischoff Chemical
Corporation. Injection molding machine with adjustable nozzle

length means. 3,843,295, CI. 425-248.000.
Greenwald, Warren E., to Vishay Intertechnology, Inc. Mechanical

force gauge. 3,842,666. CI. 73- 14 1 OOa.
Gregory. R. Kirk; and Flathau. Robert J., to Symons Corporation
Column-mounted shoring bracket assembly for overhead formwork.

3.843,084, CI. 248-295.000.
Greiner, Henri: See—

Masson, Yves; and Greiner, Henri. 3,842.883.

Grewe, Ferdinand: See—
Widdig, Arno; Kuhle, Engelbert; Scheinpfiug. Hans; Grewe. Ferdi-

nand; Kaspers. Helmut; and Frohberger. Paul Ernst. 3.843.715

Groen. Siemen H.; Deumens. Johannes J. M.; and Stijfs. Petrus A. M.
J., to Stamicabon B.V. Process for the preparation of piperidines.

3.843.659, CI. 260-293.520.
Groff, Ronald Parke, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company
Method and apparatus for modulating light with a magnetic field.

3,843,939, CI. 332-7.510.

Grohoski, Edward G: See-
Morton, Robert D.; and Grohoski, Edward G., 3,842.633.

Gronstedt. Bo Hydraulically actuated pipe coupling. 3.843.167. CI.

285-18.000.

Groppenbacher. Gregor; Rieckmann. Peter; Rothe. Werner; Schalk.

Heinz, and Schellhorn, Jurgen, to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH.
Process for coating tablets and making dragees. 3.843,393. CI. 1 17-

100.00a.

Groves. Malcolm D.: See—
Bevilacqua, Frank; Dietrich, Joseph R ; Groves, Malcolm D ; and

Flinn. Williams, 3,843,47 1.

Gruenhagen, Henry W. A. Bi-flush toilet apparatus. 3,842,444, CI. 4-

67.00a.
Grumman Ecosystems Corporation: See—

Sargent, Edward A.: and Doner, Arthur J., 3.842,762.

Grunert. Wilhelm. to Societe Nationale d'Etude et de Construction de
Moteurs d'Aviation. Governors for gas turbines. 3.842.594, CI, 60-

39.28r.

Grunewald-Kirstein, Ingeborg. Method for preparing coated popcorn
3,843,8 14, CI. 426-307.000.

Grunzweig& Hartmann Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Hauser-Lienhard, Hans-Ulrich, 3,842,899.

GTE Sylvania Incorporated: See—
Fischman, Martin, 3,843,932.

Say, Donald L, 3,843.900.
GTI Corporation: See-

Bennett, Kenneth R.; and Crownover. Joseph W., 3,842,495.

Guay. Normand D.: See—
Campbell. Roger G; Goff. Richard E., Jr.; and Guay. Normand D..

3,842,437.
Campbell, Roger G., Sr.; Goff, Richard E , Jr.; and Guay, Nor-
mand D. 3,842,438.

Guenther, Friedrich: See—
Fitterer, Horst; Uhl, Karl; Guenther, Friedrich; Schmidts, Kurt;

and Gaiser, Dieter, 3,843.035.

Guilhem. Jacques: See-
Edwards. Norman W.; Petro. Michael; Guilhem. Jacques; and

Pierre. Jean. 3.842.775.

Guillot. Georges: See—
Trotel. Jacques; Guillot, Georges; and Fay. Bernard. 3,843.916.

Gulf Research & Development Company: See—
Bacha, John D., and Selwitz. Charles M.. 3.843.709.

Bailey. Wayne W.; and McCarthy. Paul R.. 3,843.528.

Selwitz. Charles M.. 3,843.5 1 1

.

Gulf Research and Development Company: See-
Harper. Earl F.; and Williamson, Roger C, 3,843,739.

Gulick, Ronald A., to Research Engineering Company. Automatically
disengageable manual control. 3,842,690, CI. 74-625.000.

Gunsher. Jeffery A.: See—
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Pews. R. Garth; and Gunsher. Jeffcry A.. 3.843.650.
Guptill. Frank E. Jr.: See—

Wilson, Raymond F ; Peck. Reese A.; and Guptill. Frank E Jr
3.843,508.

Guth. Lauren W ; and Roy. Mahlon T., to General Electric Company.
Waste disposer apparatus. 3,843.066, CI. 241-100.500.

Gutman, Nathan; Larscn. Dorwin R; and Voile. Everette M.. to Cater-
pillar Tractor Company Asphalt reclaimer 3.843,274 CI 404-
91.000.

H & L Distributing Company: See—
Harville, Walter H, 3,843.293.

Haas. James Lynn; and Goodridge. Paul A . to Owens-Corning
Fiberglas Corporation Method and apparatus for mixing solids and
liquids. 3,843, 100, CI. 259-25.000.

Haas. Werner E. L ; Adams, James E.; and Mechlowitz, Bela, to Xerox
Corporation Imaging system with an aligned liquid crystal image
contrasted by a non-aligned liquid crystal background 3 843 '>iO
CI 350-157.000.

--
.

Haas, Werner E L ; Adams, James E ; and Mechlowitz. Bela, to Xerox
Corporation Aligning agent for lowering the threshold voltage
required to effect an optically negative to optically positive phase
transition. 3,843.233, CI. 35O-160.0IC.

*- •^' H
<-

Haase. Gerhard: See—
Asselborn. Peter; Haase, Gerhard; and Menne. Guenther,

3,843,909.

Haa.se, Kurt H. Ruler device for decimal-octal conversion T 843 048
CI. 235-84.000.

Habicht, Ernst; Libis. Bernard; and Zergenyi, Janos, to Ciba-Geigy
Corporation. Saluretic and diuretic compositions and method with
2,3-dihydro-5-(2-nitro-l-alkenyl)-benzofuran-2-carboxylic acids
and pharmaceutically acceptable salts. 3,843,797, CI. 424-28 000

Hackett. Norman Henry, to Hackett. Norman, Patents Holdings Ptv

3,r42!604,cT6"563"000.'"
"'"'^" '^'"""^ '""'' ''''"^'

Hackett, Norman, Patents Holdings Pty Limited: See—
Hackett, Norman Henry, 3,842,604.

Haden. Billy Harper: See—
Freake, Ronald; and Haden, Billy Harper, 3.843,452

Haden, Billy Harper; and Freake, Ronald. Device for implementing the
delivery storage and use of microorganisms. 3,843,456, CI. 195-

Hadfield, Gilberd, Pile Company Limited: See—
Gilberd, Gordon Henry. 3.842,609.

Haefele, Joseph E.; Hawkins, Cecil R . and Kubec. Ronald E., to Inter-
national Business Machines Corporation. Magnetic recording coat-
ing. 3,843,404, CI. I 1 7-235.000.

HAG Aktiengcsellschaft: See—
Roselius, Wilhelm; Vitzthum. Otto, and Hubert, Peter. 3,843 823
Rosclius, Wilhelm, Vitzthum, Otto, and Hubert, Peter, 3,843]824

Hagan, Ward S.. to Warner-Lambert Company Shaving unit for safety
razor 3,842,502. CI. 30-346.580

'
'

Hagen. Donald J : See—
Kishpaugh, Allan, and Hagen. Donald J . 3.843,806.

Hagen, William F , to Turbo Refrigerating Company Ice rake for ice
making apparatus 3,842,993, CI. 2I4-I7.udb.

Hagstrom, Paul E.: See—
Gates, David S.. Hagstrom, Paul E.. and Hascltinc, Marcus W .

3,843,534.
Haines, Robert S., to International Business Machines Corporation
Methods of manufacturing ferromagnetic carbon modified chromi-
um oxide and compositions and recording media containine same
3.843,403. CI. 1 17-235.000.

Hainski. Martha B,. and Ordonez, Guido A . to Baxter Laboratories
Inc. Hemolytic assay system 3,843.777. CI. 424 I 3.000

Halasa. Adel Farhan: See—
Kyker. Gary Stephen; Beckman, Joseph Alfred; Halasa, Adel Far-

han; and Hall, James Edward. 3.843.596.
Halcon International. Inc : 5ef—

Schmidt, John P.; and Garcia, Alfredo, Jr . 3.843,488
Hale, William B. Adjustable trailer hitch. 3,843. 163, CI 280-490.00r.
Hall, James Edward: See—

Kyker. Gary Stephen; Beckman. Joseph Alfred, Halasa, Adel Far-
han; and Hall, James Edward, 3.843,596.

Halliburton Company: See—
Knox, John A, and Fredrickson. Sherman E., 3,842.91 1.

Morrisett. O L, and Boehm, Gail M., 3.842,905.
Paramore. Edwin L,; and Howe, Tom W., 3.842.906.

Hallmark Cards, Inc : See—
Easterday, David E., 3,843,3 1 2.

Hamasaki, Mas?fumi: See—
Harada, Ikuo; Hamasaki, Masafumi; Maeda, Isao; and Izawa
Nobuyuki. 3,843.150.

Hamel. Harvey C, Kunzinger, Charles A.; and Stelzenmuller. William
K . to International Business Machines Corporation. Two-way or cir-
cuit using Josephson tunnelling technology. 3,843,895, CI W7-
212.000.

Hamill, Robert L.; and Hehn, Marvin M.. to Lilly, Eli, and Company.
Antibiotics A201A ard A201B and process for the production
thereof. 3,843.784, CI 424-1 19 000.

Hamilton, Vern E . and Thorburn. Eugene K , to McDonnell Douglas
Corporation Aspheric lens generator 3,842,7 13, CI. 90-1 1. 00c

Hammann, Ingcborg: 5ff

—

Hoffmann, Hcllmut; Hammann. Ingeborg; and Behrenz Wolf-
gang, 3.843.679

Hammel. Joseph J.; and Allersma. Ties, to PPG Industries. Inc. Method
of making thermally stable and crush resistant microporous glass
catalyst supports. 3,843,341, CI. 65-22 000.

Hammclmann, Paul. Apparatus for separating rubber from embedded
reinforcements. 3,843,06 1. CI. 241-38.000.

Hammond, Harry H : See—
Karcher, Thomas D.; and Hammond. Harry H.. 3.842.614

Hanada, Hiroshi: See—
Katayama, Hirohiko; Hanada. Hiroshi; and Kasai, Masanao,

Hanak, Joseph John: See—
Gittleman. Johathan Isaac; and Hanak, Joseph John, 3,843,420

Hanaoka, Teruo; Naito, Hiro; Komatsu, Akitoshi; Koyama. Keizi;
Kobayashi, Mitsuki; and Ohishi, Naoaki, to Showa Denko Kabushiki
Kaisha. Sintered tantalum for electrodes of capacitors 1 84^ 360
CI. 75-222.000.

Hannan, William James, to RCA Corporation. Color motion picture
film playback system. 3,843,836. CI 358-45.000

Hanneman, Richard L : See—
Horton. Arthur E.. Brantley, Jordan W ; Smith. Paul R ; Lightfoot.

Cecil W ;and Hanneman. Richard L., 3,843,91 1

Hanni, Manfred, to Siemens Aktiengcsellschaft Time multiplex trans-
mission system 3,843,927, CI. 325-4.000

Hans-Detlef, Berndt: See—
Kerb. Ulrich. Wiechert. Rudolf; Eder. Ulrich; and Hans-Detlef

Berndt. 3.843.631.
Hansen, Aage Ansgar; and Lane, Ralph David, to International Busi-

ness Machines Corporation. High-voltage integrated driver circuit
and memory embodying same 3,843,954, CI. 340-1 7^.OOr

Hansen, David D : See—
Rediger, John R; and Hansen, David D . 3,843,191.

Hansen Manufacturing Company , The: See—
Karcher, Thomas D, and Hammond, Harry H ,3.842,614

Hansson. Hans: See—
Billgren, Karl Lennart, and Hansson, Hans. 3.842.SS3

Happel, John: Sff—
Kramer, Leonard; and Happel, John, 3,843.744

Harada, Ikuo; Hamasaki, Masafumi, Maeda. Isao. and Izawa, Nobuvu-
ki, to Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Rapidly inflatable impact
cushioning device for high-speed travelling vehicle 3,84'? ISO CI
280-150.0ab.

• -
«-i.

Harada, Yuji; and Yoshizawa, Akihiko, to Canon Kabushiki Kaisha
Rigid compact electronic computer 3.843. 8'>1 CI ""OO-S ooo

Hardy. Charles J :5ff—
James, William R.; and Hardy. Charles J.. 3.843, 1 85.

Hargest, Thomas S Surgical dressing and method of forming the same
3.842,830. CI. 128-155.000.

Harkreader, Gordon G : See—
Richardson, Dean E , and Harkreader, Gordon G , 3.843,616

Harnau, Hans-Dieter, to Rheinmetall GmbH Electrical igniter with a
ceramic or quartz element as source of electrical energy for shells or
missiles, and particularly for small-caliber shells. 3.842.742 CI lO"*-
7().2ga.

Harnischfeger Corporation: See—
Svede. George E , 3,842,985.

Harper, Earl F ; and Williamson. Roger C. to Gulf Research and
Development Company Process for transalkvlating diethyl benzene
3.843.739. CI. 260-672.001.

- 6 .

Harrell, Bob G.. to Jackes-Evans Manufacturing Company T-tvpc
locker handle. 3,843, 173, CI. 292-7.000.

Harrell, William C ; and Foster, Homer R , to PPG Industries, Inc
Method and apparatus for delivery of molten glass to a float forming
process. 3,843,345, CI. 65-65.00a.'

Harries, David Anthony: See—
Ingram, Brian, and Harries. David Anthonv. 3.843.209.
Ingram. Brian, Harries, David Anthony, and Phoenix, Lancelot,

3,843,2 1 1

.

Harris, Edward H., Jr : See—
Feairheller, Stephen H , Korn. Alfred H , Harris, Edward H , Jr ,

Filachione, Edward M.; and Taylor, Maryann M.. ^,841 320
Harris-lntertype Corporation: See—

Fernandez-Rana, Victoriano; Simon, Paul R ; and Peserik James
E, 3,842,719.

Schaffer, Robert H, 3,843.1 13
Southam. Donald L ; and Gaffney, John Marshall. 3.842,735

Harrison, David Malcolm, to Allied Chemical Corporation Method
and apparatus to prevent melted yarn when stopped in a high tem-
perature yarn texturing jet. 3,842,468, CI. 28- 1 .400.

Harrison, Thomas S , to Sterling Drug Inc Dispensing treated
towelettes. 3,843,0 17, CI. 221-63.000.

Hartenstein, Johannes Hermann; and Satzinger, Gerhard, to Warner-
Lambert Company Process for the isolation of convallatoxini aceto-
nide. 3,843,627, CI. 260-210.500.

Hartford Special Machinery Company, The; See—
Morton, Robert D ; and Grohoski, Edward G.. 3,842,633.

Harting, Darrell R ; and Taylor. John W , to Boeing Company. The
Demodulated resonance analysis system 3,842,663, CI. 73-67.200

Hartmeisfer. Ruben J. Hand lever metal punch. 3,842 650 ci 72-
409.000. . .

^i. ^

Hartz, Marvin E., to Essex International, Inc Terminating of electrical
conductrs. 3,842,487, CI. 29-503.000.

Hartzler, Harold Eugene: See-
Buckler, Robert Thomas; and Hartzler, Harold Eugene

3,843,710. ^
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Haruo, Niimi; See—
Noriuki, Nagaoka; and Haruo. Niimi, 3,842.874.

Harvey, Gerald J ; and Angelari, Richard D. Universal waste disposal
system. 3,843,522, CI. 210-1 79.000.

Harville, Walter H., to H & L Distributing Company. Machine for
molding plastic article. 3.843.293. CI. 425-243.000.

Harwick. Warren J , to Rex Chainbcit Inc. Speed control. 3,842.752
CI. 104-166.000.

Haseltine, Marcus W: See—
Gates, David S.; Hagstrom, Paul E ; and Haseltine, Marcus W ,

3,843,534.
Hashimoto, Masaoki: See—

Niimi, Itaru; Kaneko, Yasuhisa; Komiyama, Yoshiro; Hashimoto,
Masaoki; and , 3,843,357.

Haskon, Inc., mesne: See—
Ehrenfreund, Herbert A , and Cronin. Edward W., 3,843,757.

Hastings, John I Trailer coupler assembly. 3,843,16 I , CI. 280-423. OOr.
Hastwell, Peter John: 5ff—

Vermeulen, Marinus Cornclus; Smith, Ian Edward; and Hastwell
Peter John, 3.843,538.

Rata, Kazuhiko: See—
Yagi. Yoshiharu; Sato, Hiroshi, Narisawa, Shizuo. Yasui, Seimei;
Kobayashi, Akira, Hino, Minoru; and Hata, Kazuhiko,
3,843.618

Hatano. Ikuo: See—
Oida. Kyuya. Hatano. Ikuo. Sumitomo. Megumu; Oasa, Hiroshi,
and Yokota. Minoru, 3,843,4 1 8.

Hattori, Akira: See—
Hattori, Yasuzo; and Niizuma, Jiro, 3,843,525.

Hattori, Yasuzo, and Niizuma, Jiro, to Hattori, Akira and Niizuma,
Hiromitsu Method of extinguishing fires. 3,843,525, CI. 252-2.000.

Hauke, Robert C : See—
Wehner, William C, 3,842,463.

Hauptvogel, Jurgen: See—
Klaus, Zahnert, and Hauptvogel, Jurgen, 3,843,22 1

.

Hauser-Lienhard, Hans-Ulrich, to Grunzweig & Hartmann Aktien-
gcsellschaft. Apparatus for carrying out full-form casting process
3,842,899, CI. 164-253.000.

Hausmann, Herbert: See—
Meylan, Pierre; and Hausmann, Herbert, 3.843,28 1

.

Hawkins, Cecil R See—
Haefele, Joseph E , Hawkins, Cecil R ; and Kubec, Ronald E ,

3,843.404
Hawlev, Robert Lyle, to Ralston Purina Company Method of forming

a packaged egg product. 3,843,825. CI 426-393.000.
Haws,Gerald W :5ef—

Rhudy, John S ; and Haws, Gerald W., 3,842,909
Hay. Ian L See^

Biercnbaum, Harvey S ; Daley, Lawrence R , Zimmerman. Daniel;
and Hay. Ian L. 3,843,761.

Hayashi, Hiromu; Fujita, Takaya; and Tanabe, Naoto, to Fujitsu
Limited. Solid state oscillator .^,843,937, CI. 331-101.000.

Hayashi. Ikuya See—
Matsunami, Koichi, and Hayashi, Ikuya, 3.843,479.

Hayashi, Takao: See—
Ishigc, Sadao, Hayashi. Takao, and Kato, Hajime. 3,843,383.

Hayasho, Yoshitaka: See—
Yano, Nobumitsu, Takahashi, Hideomi; and Havasho, Yoshitaka,

3,843,80.3.

Hayes, John C , to Universal Oil Products Company Multicomponent
dehydrogenation catalyst containing platinum, iridium, alkali or al-

kaline earth metal oxide, and sulfur. 3,843,560. CI. 252-439.000.
Hayes-Albion Corporation: See—

> Poslusny, Warren P., 3,842,902
Hazlett,Lester H. See—

Fette, Bruce A , and Hazlett, Lester H , 3,843,876
Heald Machine Company, The: See—

Hohler, Frederick A, and Wlodyka, Edmund E , 3,842.543.
Healy, Frank J See—

Magee. Ellington M.; and Healy, Frank J.. 3,843,5 18.

Hedbawny, Edward J.; Holston, Aubrey G ; Goff, Cecil N ; and Hoi-
ston, Aubrey G , to United States of America, Navy. Variable depth
moored sweep. 3,842,770, CI. 114-20.00b.

Hefrick, Ross M., and Richard. William R . Jr , to Monsanto Company
Reinforced poly amide compositions 3,843,591, CI 260-37.00n.

Hehn, Marvin M.: 5ee—
Hamill, Robert L.; and Hehn, Marvin M., 3,843,784.

Heiks, Robert Lee; Kasson, Gerald A.; and McCall, Robert Eugene, to
Industrial Nucleonics Corporation. Process control 3,843,434, CI
156-110.000.

Heinkel, Ernst, Maschinenbau KG: See—
Ouetsch, Johann Peter, 3,843,044.

Heitmann, Wilhelm: See-
Ester, Wilhelm; Schluter, Dietrich; and Heitmann, Wilhelm,

3.843,721.

Helgeson, Peter L , to Raytheon Company. Multi-cavity radiant
burner. 3,843,3 1 3, CI. 43 I -329.000.

Hellenberg. Carl D , to Porelon, Inc. Code labeling device. 3,842,797,
CI. 118-222.000.

Heller, Arthur D.: See-
Novice, Michael A ; and Heller, Arthur D., 3,842,793.

Hellmut. Walter W.See-
Cullen. Willtam P.; Chafetz, Harry; and Hellmut. Walter W..

3.843,533.

Helmbold, James E.. to National Cash Register Company. The Servo-
motor control system including a two phase digital shaft position de-
tector. 3.843.915, CI. 318-602.000.

Helton, Donald C; and Steveling, Robert C, to Chemetron Corpora-
tion. Process for out-of-position welding. 3,843,867, CI 219-
137.000.

Henke, Robert H. Rolling method for producing silicon steel strip.

3,843,422, CI. 148-111.000.
Henning, Albert. Antifriction bearing. 3,843.2 1 7. CI. 308-187.000
Henry. Albert. Sr. Bean harvesting machine and method 3,842.915.

CI. 171-1.000.

Heptig. Paul M. Protector cleat for heels and toes of soles of boots.
shoes and the like. 3,842.520. CI. 36-74.000.

Herbert, Denis: See-
Christie. Alma Aranshew; Elsworth. Raymond, Herbert, Denis,
and Sargesnt. Kenneth. 3,843,445.

Hercules Incorporated: See-
Holt, William G, 3,843,025.

Herd, David P.: See—
Morrill, Charles D ; Herd, David P.; and Childers, Thomas W ,

3.843.168.
Herold. Robert R.. to Thomas Conveyor Company Apparatus for

selectively distributing bulk materials. 3.842.992. CI 2 14-16 OOr
Herr. Lewis, to Piper Aircraft Corporation Jet pump for aircraft cabin

pressurizalion system. 3.842.720. CI. 98-1 .500
Herschler. Robert J.; and Cisney. Merle E , to Crown Zellerbach Cor-

poration Microbiocidal sulfoxonium halide diiodides. 3,843,347, CI
71-67.000.

Hertel, Karl. Tool holder for a cutting tool. 3,842.470. CI. 29-98 000.
Herwig, Walter; and Kern. Rudolf, to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktien-

gcsellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Brunmg. Thermoplastic
polyester molding compositions. 3.843.6 1 5. CI 260-860.000.

Hess. Wolfgang: See-
Schroder, Dieter; and Hess, Wolfgang, 3,843,213.

Hesston Corporation: See-
Anderson, John Dale. 3.842.732
White. Allen A.; Garrison, Harold Keith; and Brooks, Dean P .

3.842.730.
Hettich. Karl: See—

Rottacker, Walter; Kordowich. Frieder; and Hcllich. Karl.
3.842,472.

Hetzel. Donald S., to Pfizer, Inc 4 and 3,5 substituted derivatives of
1,2-bistrihydrocarbylsiloxv-l-cyclopentenes. 3.843.704. CI 260-
448. 80r.

Heuring, Vincent Paul, to Procter & Gamble Company. The. Process
for cleaning soiled hydrophobic polyamide and polyester fabrics.
3,843.388, CI. 117-66.000.

Hewitt, Gordon Trent; and Furgal, Henry Paul, to Colgate-Palmolive
Company. Shampoo comjxjsitions and method for treating the
human hair and scalp employing certain astringent salts. 3,842.847
CI. 132-7.000.

Hewitt. Gordon Trent, to Colgate-Palmolive Company Soap curd
dispersant. 3,843,543, CI. 252-153.000.

Hewlett, James A , to KDI Corporation. Cryogenic transfer swivel.
3,843, 171. CI. 285-98.000.

Hewlett-Packard Company: See-
Terry, Frank Duncan,'3,843,893.

Heyman Manufacturing Company: See-
Nicholson, John H, 3.843.833.

Heyne, Clarence A.: See—
Amberg, Stephen W ; Dohertv, Thomas E.; and Heyne. Clarence
A, 3.843.3 16.

Hien, Manfred: See—
Schmitt, Paul; and Hien, Manfred, 3.842.640.

Hight. Graeme K.: See

—

Lang, Douglas R ; and Hight, Graeme K . 3,842.802.
Higuchi, Takeru, to INTERx Research Corporation, mesne Method of
measuring hydropeobic organic ions. 3,843,490, CI. 204-1.OOt.

Higuchi. Takeru. Ion-selective electrodes for organic ions. 3.84 < SOS
CI. 204-195.OOm.

Hijikata. Itsuo; Kasazaki, Masayoshi; and Terada, Hideto, to Sin-
tokogio. Ltd. Vacuum sealed molding apparatus. 3.843.301. CI 425-
388.000.

Hilditch, Edward Austin; and Nightingale, Charles Arnold, to Cuprinol
Limited. Apparatus for treating materials. 3,842,796. CI 118-
50.000.

Hildyard. Joseph M.: See-
Partridge. Harold deVere; and Hildyard. Joseph M., 3.843,769.

Hill, Ingman Chase & Co.: See—
Christensen, Bernard J., and Chenoweth, Harry H., 3,842.804

Hill. William Frank, to Lucas Electrical Company' Limited. The. Bat-
tery charging systems. 3.843.92 1 . CI. 322-28.000

Hinne. Alain, to Saint-Gobain Industries. Photochromic composition
3,843,550, CI. 252-300.000.

Hino, Minoru: See

—

Yagi, Yoshiharu; Sato, Hiroshi; Narisawa. Shizuo; Yasui. Seimei;
Kobayashi. Akira; Hino. Minoru; and Hata. Kazuhiko
3.843,618.

Hinsberger, Vincent: See-
Annas, Robert F ; and Hinsberger, Vincent, 3,843. 1 1 8.

Hirakawa, Kanehiro. Method for production of caslella or soft cake
3,843,826, CI. 426-399.000.

Hiraki, Kunio. Roller skate construction. 3,843, 146, CI. 280-1 1.200.
Hirata, Kunio: See—
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Yamada. Tuneto. Kondo. Scimei; Yoshihara, Satoshi; Sugahara.

Tokuji; Murakami. Shuji, Ito. Masatsunc, and Hirata. Kunio.

3.843.516.

Hirose, Yoshilaka; See—
Sano, Yoshiaki; Hirose, Yoshitaka. and Miki. Yasumasa.

3.842.725.

Hirota. Eiichi; See—
Chiba. Hiroyuki; Hirota. Eiichi; and Nakamura. Shoji. 3,842.494.

Chiba, Hiroyuki; Tawara, Yoshio, and Hirota, Eiichi. 3,843,541.

Hirschson. David. Method of forming a pocket in the manufacture of

neckties. 3.842.436. CI. 2-157.000.

Hish. Ralph Riley. Fishing line weights. 3,842,528, CI. 43-43.1 30.

Hitachi, Ltd.: Sef—
Kanazawa, Yasunori, 3.843,960.

Nakamura. Ichiro; Fujisawa. Fumio; Takenoshita. Mitsuaki; and
Yumino.Hiroshi. 3,842,943.

Ohuchi, Yasushi; Ebine, Tohsiyuki; Ohwada, Takefumi; and
Tomozaki. Ryozo. 3.842,493.

Seki. Kunio, 3,843,935.

Tohyama. Shigeo; and Sugiura, Yoshio. 3.843.259.

Tsunoda, Yoshito, and Miyamura, Yoshinori. 3,843,239.

Hodgman. Ronald A.; See—
Chaplow, Richard A., and Hodgman. Ronald A., 3.843,822.

Hoelzlc. Gerd; See—
Buehler, Arthur; Schuetz, Hans Ulrich; and Hoelzle. Gerd,

3,843,695.
Hoerner Waldorf Corporation: See—

Locke, Frank W., 3,843,040.

Hofer, Bruce Edward: See—
Seville, Robert Earl; Hofer, Bruce Edward; and Peek, William H.,

3,843,873.
Hoff-Stevens, Inc.: See—

Stevens. Frederick F , Jr . 3,843,172.

Hoffman. Daniel; and Meagher. Thomas, to Xerox Corporation.

Transfer roller assembly 3,842.800. CI. 118-637.000.
Hoffman. Joseph Adrian: See—

Stretanski. Joseph Anthony; and Hoffman. Joseph Adrian.

3,843.597.

Hoffman. Paul R . to Burroughs Corporation. Form index pulse genera-

tor. 3.843.917. CI. 318-696.000.

Hoffmann, Hellmut; Hammann, Ingeborg; and Behrenz. Wolfgang, to

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft O-Alkyl-0-( 1 .S-disubslituted-

pyrazoU 5 )yl]-(thiono)-phosphoric (phosphonic) acid esters.

3.843.679, CI. 260-3 lO.OOr

Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.: See-
Perry, Clark William, 3,843,728.
Uskokovic. Milan Radoje; and Williams. Thomas Henry.

3.843.685.

Hofmann.Detlef. Arresting device. 3.842,947, CI. 188-69.000.

Hofmann, Eberhard: See—
Bechstein, Herbert; Hofmann, Eberhard; Jaenke, Hans-Jurger;

Muller. Rolf, Ritter. Ernst; and Staudt, Heinrich. 3.842.81 5.

Hohberg. Gerhard, to Stiftung, Carl Zeiss. Process and apparatus for

photometric determination of the extinction of a sample. 3.843,269.

CI 356-205.000.
Hoheisel. Klaus, to Kalle Aktiengesellschaft. Plastic laminate.

3.843.481. CI. 161-190.000.

Hohler, Frederick A , and Wlodyka, Edmund E . to Heald Machine
Company. The. Grinding machine. 3.842,543. CI. 51-5.000

Holiday, Paul R: See-
Cox. Arthur R.; Holiday. Paul R.. Lewis, Gary K.; and Soderquist,

Seven D. 3.843.421

Holister Incorporated; See-
Nolan, John L, 3,842,826

Holland, Gerald F , to Pfizer Inc. 2-Halo-5-( substituted apcridino sul-

fonyDbenzoic acids. 3.843,662, CI. 260-293.730.

Hollander, Leo L. Display-carrying pillow-enclosing casing. 3,842,977,

CI. 206-407.000.
Hollingsworth, Ralph G : See—

Fanger. Gene O.; Flinn, James E., Hollingsworth, Ralph G.; and

Nack, Herman, 3,843.557.

Hollymatic Corporation: See—
McCord, John B.. 3,842,464.

Holmen, James O., to Honeywell Inc. Plated wire memory element.

3,843.335. CI. 29-194.000.

Holmes, Robert G ; and Rohrbach, Roger P.. to Research Corporation.

Pneumatic metering device 3.843.0 1 8, CI. 22 1 -2 1 1 .000.

Holston, Aubrey G.: See—
Hedbawny, Edward J ; Holston, Aubrey G.; Goff, Cecil N.; and

Holston, Aubrey G , 3.842,770

Holt. William G.. to Hercules Incorporated. Method of preparing

plastic containers. 3.843.025. CI. 222-207.000.

Holtschmidt, Hans: See—
Findeisen. Kurt; Holtschmidt. Hans; and Wagner. Kuno,

3,843,652.

Holzenberger, Kurt; and Schiele, Otto, to Kleim, Schanzlin & Becker

Aktiengesellschaft Method for hydraulically raising ore and other

materials. 3.842,522, CI 37-195.000

Hombach, Rudolf; and Theisen, Dieter, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.

Pressure sensitive adhesive. 3,843,590. CI. 260-33. 60a.

Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Yagi, Shizuo; and Atsumi, Minoru, 3,842,8 10.

Honemann, Rudolf, to Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft. Clutch

with central pin release bearing. 3,842,954, CI. 192-96.000.

Honeyman. Robert Blakelcy, to Morden Machines Company.
Shredding and defiberizing machine. 3,843,063, CI. 24 1 -46. 1 1 0.

Honeywell Inc.: See-
Burke, Nelson W., 3.843,834.

Holmen. James O, 3,843,335.

Honeywell Information Systems, Inc.: See—
Genuit, Luther L; and Nowell, John R., 3.843.907.

Hong, Charles Chuan-Chi: See—
MacDonald, John MacKillop, and Hong, Charles Chqan-C'ni.

3,843.515.
Honma,Akira Knife. 3,842.501. CI 30-286.000.

Hood. Charles N., II, to Amsted Industries, Incorporated. Fifth wheel
slider support. 3,843,159. CI. 280-407.000.

Hook. Richard Wayne, to Deere & Company. Auger and paddle con-
veyor apparatus 3,842.97 1 . CI 1 98-2 1 3.000.

Hooker Chemical Corporation: See-
Miller. George T.. 3.843,493.

Partridge. Harold deVcre; and Hildyard. Joseph M . 3,843,769.

Hopkins, Robert Sherman. Jr.; and Miller, David Martin, to RCA Cor-
poration. Apparatus for generating sample pulses in a telephone

image transmission system. 3,843,837. CI. I 78-7. 100.

Hopkins, Walker L.; and Edwards. Richard R., to Texaco, Inc. Means
for controlling a cascade system. 3,843,327, CI. 23-260.000.

Horberg. Charles. Jr.; and Shelby. Richard K.. to Monsanto Company.
Blow molding apparatus. 3.84.3.286. CI. 425-387 00b.

Horikawa. Hideichi: See

—

Katavama, Shitomi, Horikawa, Hideichi, and Masuda. Noboru,
3,843,752.

Horizons Incorporated; a division of Horizons Research Incorporated:

See—
Fotland, Richard A.; and Straughan. Virgil E , 3,843,250.

Hornman. Johannes Petrus: See

—

van Esdonk. Johannes; Jacobs. Jacobus Hubertus; Hornman,
Johannes Petrus. and van de Laar. Wilhelmus Johannes.

3.843.427
Horstman. Anton J.; and McNeil, William M., to Bauer Bros. Co., The.

Labyrinth seal ring for pulp refiner. 3.843.065. CI. 24 1 -244 000.

Horton. Arthur E ; Brantley. Jordan W . Smith. Paul R . Lightfoot.

Cecil W.; and Hanneman. Richard L., to Texas Instruments Incor-

porated. Continuous film transistor fabrication process. 3.843,91 1,

CI. 357-67.000.

Horton, Edward E., III. Unden*ater search and salvage system.

3,843,1 84, CI. 294-66.00a.
Horvath, Louis T.: See—

Farrington. Robert K.. and Horvath, Louis T, 3,842,695.

Horvath. Richard A.: See—
Nord. Eric T., Rood, Alvin A., Vilagi, Burton J., and Horvath.

Richard A ,3,843,055.

Hoshi, Hiroshi: See—
Susuki. Rinnousuke; Hoshi. Hiroshi; Araki. Shinichi; Miyamoto.

Shinzo; and Ishii. Masao. 3.843.037.

Hosoi. Katuo: See—
Yamamura. Hisashi. and Hosoi. Katuo. 3.843.919.

Hotze. Hermann: See-
Reese. Johannes; and Hotze, Hermann, 3,843,75 I.

Houlihan, William J.. See-
Coombs. Robert V; and Houlihan. William J.. 3.843.664.

Coombs, Robert V; and Houlihan, William J , 3.843.665.
Coombs. Robert V ; and Houlihan. William J , 3.843.666

House. Ralph: See—
Danzik, Mitchell; and House, Ralph, 3,843,707.

Houtman, Richard L.: See-
Armstrong. Michael J.; and Houtman. Richard L., 3.842,758.

Howard. Lucille A.: See

—

Skarnes. Robert C; and Howard, Lucille A.. 3,843,467.

Howe. Thomas L.: See—
Wyman. Charles L ; and Howe, Thomas L., 3,842.509.

Howe. Tom W.: See—
Paramore. Edwin L ; and Howe. Tom W.. 3.842,906.

Howkcr Siddeley Aviation Limited: See-
Jones, David Walter. 3.842,889.

Howlett. George H.; and Howlett, James W., to Conenco International

Limited. Tendon anchorage with threaded support element.
3,843.288, CI. 425-11 1.000.

Howlett, James W.: See—
Howlett, George H.; and Howlett, James W.. 3,843,288.

Howson-Algraphy Limited: See-
Gates, Allen Peter, 3,843,603.

Hryck, Michael David: See-
Gilbert. Richard Lyman; Hryck, Michael David; and Mako, John,

3,842,736.
Hubert, Peter: See—

Roselius. Wilhelm; Vitzthum, Otto; and Hubert, Peter, 3,843,823.

Roselius, Wilhelm; Vitzthum, Otto; and Hubert, Peter, 3,843,824.

Hudson, George A.; and Rich, Joseph M., to Baychem Corporation.

Coated polycarbonates. 3,843,390, CI. 1 17-138.80f.

Hudson, William D Bridge construction using precast curb and edge
beam. 3,842,552, CI. 52-174.000

Hudspeth, Thomas; and Suyematsu, Herbert T., to Hughes Aircraft

Corporation. Two-to-three port phase converter. 3,843,94 1, CI. 333-

9.000.

Hughes Aircraft Company: See—
Burnsweig, Joseph, 3,843,930.

Hughes Aircraft Corporation; See—
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Hudspeth. Thomas; and Suyematsu, Herbert T.. 3,843,941

.

Hughes Tool Company: See-
Baker, Billy Eugene; and Gallc, Edward M., 3,842.907.
Dill, Herbert C; and Scales, Stanley R , 3,842,92 1

.

Hulber, Virginia Wilson; executors said Wilson, John H., deceased,
estate of: See-

Wilson. John Hart. 3.843,096.

Humber, Leslie G.: See—
Demerson, Christopher A ; Humber, Leslie G.; Dobson, Thomas
A, and Jirkovsky, Ivo L., 3.843.681

.

Humber. Leslie G.. to American Home Products Corporation. 2-

{Cycloalkylidene-10,1 l-dihydro-5H-dibenzo (a,dl cycloheptene-2-
yloxy)alkylene amines. 3,843,727, CI. 260-570.700.

Hundmeyer, Anton: See—
Piedarski. Gottfried; and Hundmeyer, Anton, 3.843.620.

Hunhausen. Hugo; and Ax, Venzens Anton. Device for distributing

substances in bathing water of a bathing tub. 3,842,446, CI. 4-

180.000.

Hunicke, Wolfgang: See—
Schranz, Karl-Wilhelm; Schon. Erwin; and Hunicke, Wolfgang.

3.843.367.

Hunkeler. Ernst J., to Gleason Works, The. Cutter blade changing ap-
paratus. 3,842,477, CI. 29-200.00d.

Hunsucker, Jerry H., to Commercial Solvents Corporation. Baking
enamel vehicle comprising reaction product of urea, formaldehyde
and an oxazoline. 3,843.607, CI. 26O-70.O0r.

Hunt, George D.. to Ohio Thermometer Co. Thermometer. 3,842.675.
CI. 73-363.900.

Hunt. Robert E.. Delahanty. John; and Lane. Bruce M.. to Little.

Arthur D . Inc. Electrical contact apparatus. 3,843,894, CI. 307-
145.000 '

Hupkes, Leonard, to Werf Conrad & Storkhijsch N.V. Device for accu-
rately positioning a body suspended from cables. 3,842.986. CI. 212-
125.000.

Hurwitz. Marvin J.: See—
Bogel. Martin, and Hurwitz, Marvin J., 3,843,612.

Huskins, Chester W.; and Van Kanduy t, Dennis C, to United States of
America, Array. Propellant composition with ferrocene homo-
polymer. 3,843,426, CI. 149-19 200.

Husson. Bernard, to Entreprise de Recherches et d'Activites
Petrolieres ( ELF). Method and device for measuring the relative dis-

placement between binary signals corresponding to information
recorded on the different tracks of a kinematic magnetic storage de-
ice. 3.843,952. CI. 340-172.500.

Hustede. Helmut; and Siebert. Diethelm, to Benckiser. Joh. A.. GmbH
Production of citric acid from hydrocarbons. 3.843,465, CI. 195-
28.00r.

Hutchison, Donald W.; and Stolle, Mark A , to Belden Corporation
Low capacitance and low leakage cable. 3.843.831. CI. 174-
116.000.

Hutni druhovyroba. generaini reditelstvi: See—
Sittek. Edvin; Katolicky, Jaroslav; Kuba, Jaroslav; and Dvorok.
Edmund, 3.842.807.

Hutson. Clifford L Vacuum pick-up instrument 3,843,183, CI. 294-
64.00r.

Hutton, Wilfred H.See-
Clasper, Thomas; Hutton, Wilfred H ; Kessinger, Orville E., Jr.;

Randour. Victor; and Simpson, Fred E., 3,842,475.
Hydril Company; See—

Mott, James D, 3,842,91 3.

Mott. James D, 3,842,914.

Hydro-Vel Services, Inc.: See-
Ice. Charles O. Jr. 3.843,409.

Hydrotech International, Inc , mesne; See-
Arnold. James Flinnoy, 3.842.61 2.

1. 1. Incorporated: See-
Thompson. James G; and Reynolds. Edgar M., 3,843.093.

Ice. Charles O.. Jr., to Hydro- Vel Services, Inc Heat exchanger clean-
ing system. 3.843,409, CI. 134-34.000.

Ide, Tatsuo, to Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha. Level detector using
fluid ejection from bores communicating with a variable pressure
chamber 3,842.657, CI. 73-37.500.

Ideal Security Hardware Corporation: See

—

Waldo, Russell W, 3,843,1 77.

Ideal Toy Corporation: See-
Nielsen. Edwin. 3,842.532.

iida. Kazumi: See—
Washio, Takaji; Iida, Kazumi; Tohi, Yasusuke; and Aizawa. Tat-

suo, 3,843.251.
lijima, Yukihiko: See—

Ishiguro, Tatsuo; and lijima, Yukihiko, 3,843,940.
Ikeda, Noboru: See—

Iwasa, Jurzo; Naruto, Shunsuke; Ikeda. Noboru; Nakamura. Keiji.

and Sohji, Yukinobu, 3,843,788.

Ikeda, Yoshiro: See—
Yoshiyagawa. Mitsugi; Sugioka, Tomio; and Ikeda. Yoshiro,

3,843.228.
Ikegaya, Masashi: and Shigeta. Fumio, to Riken Light Metal Industries

Co., Ltd. Method for forming a colored oxide coating on the surfaces

of aluminum or aluminum alloy materials. 3,843.496. CI. 204-
58.000.

Ilford Limited: See-
Brown, John Colin; and Keogh, Patrick Joseph, 3,843,673.
Jefferson, Robin, 3,843,372.

Illinois Tool Works Inc.: See—

Poupitch,Ougljesa Jules, 3,842,710.
Swick. Edwin Grant. 3.842.554

Imai, Hiroshi; and Nakagawa. Momoki. to ITT Industries Inc. Mount-
ing device for depending structural members from deck plate or the

like. 3,843,080. CI. 248-58.00e
Imperial Chemical Industries Limited: See—

Baranyovits, Francis Leslie Charles; and Kay. Ian Trevor,
3,843,655.

King. Kenneth Bryan, 3,843,501.
Punja,Nazim, 3,843.669.

Imperial Smelting Corporation ( Alloys ) Limited: See-
Cross, Christopher R ; and Kapoor, Subodh, 3,843,4 16

IMS Limited: See-
Ogle, Robert W., 3,842,836.

Ogle, Robert Walter, 3,842.833.
Inca-One Corporation: See—

Zeff, Jack D, 3,843,521.
Industrial Nucleonics Corporation: See-

Evans, Howard J., 3,843.884.
Heiks, Robert Lee; Kasson, Gerald A ; and McCall. Robert Eu-

gene. 3,843,434.

Industrie Pirelli Societa per Azioni: See—
Priaroggia, Paulo Gazzana; and Maschio, Gabriele, 3,843.830

Ing. Paul W . to International Business Machines Corporation Ap-
paratus for high temperature semiconductor processing. 3,842,794.
CI. 118-49.000.

Ingram. Brian; and Harries. David Anthony, to Girling Limited
Hydraulic braking systems for vehicles. 3.843.209. CI. 303-2 1 Ocg

Ingram. Brian. Harries, David Anthony; and Phoenix, Lancelot, to

Girling Limited. Anti-skid hydraulic braking systems. 3.843.21 1. CI.

303-2 l.OOf.

Ingwalson. Raymond W.: See—
Stach. Leonard J , and Ingwalson, Raymond W., 3.843,598.

Inland Container Corporation: See-
Brown. Philip H; and Reeves. Robert E . 3.843.039.

Inoh. Hiroshi: See—
Kiriu. Yoshihito; and Inoh, Hiroshi, 3,843,270.

Institut Francois du Petrole, des Carburants et Lubrifiants: See-
Denis, Jacques; and Pare. Guy, 3,843,535.

Instrument Systems Corporation: See—
Pazer, Jerome, and Bach. Michael C, 3,842.629.

Inteeproduct N.V.: See-
van de Wetering, Martinus Bernardus. 3.843. 1 86.

Interep Associes S.A.: See—
Mirlesse, Albert, 3,842,740.

Interlake, Inc.: See-
Allen, John E, 3,843,461

.

Intermenua ( Proprietary ) Limited: See-
Van Zyl. Josian. 3,842,699.

International Business Machines Corporation: See—
Depuy, Arthur H.; Johnson. Leonard F ; and Scheinberg, Stanley,

3,842,491.
DiFazio, James Joseph; Giuffre, George Joseph, and Karsch.

Arthur Frederick, 3,843,362.
Gilbert. Richard Lyman; Hryck, Michael David; and Mako. John.

3.842.736.
Haefele, Joseph E.; Hawkins, Cecil R ; and Kubec, Ronald E.,

3,843,404.

Haines, Robert S., 3,843,403
Hamel, Harvey C ; Kunzinger, Charles A.; and Stelzenmuller, Wil-

liam K. 3.843.895.

Hansen. Aage Ansgar; and Lane, Ralph David, 3.843.954.
Ing, Paul W .3,842.794.
Maley. Gerald A ; and Riseman. Jacob. 3,843,953.
Mulvany, Richard Burke, 3,843,967.
Pierret, Jean-Marc; Lautier, Alex Honore; Maddens, Francis Paul;
and Nussbaumer, Henri Jean, 3,843,942.

International Flavors & Fragrances Inc.: See—
Evers, William J.; and Vock. Manfred H., 3.843.804.

International Harvester Company: See

—

Cicci, George B.; and Scarnato. Thomas J., 3,842,575.
Cobb, David A. 3,843,1 38
Picha, Donald A . 3,843,280.
Shore, Daniel B . 3.843.205.

International Minerals & Chemical Corporation: See—
Boeglin. Albert F., 3.843,772.

International Nickel Company, Inc., The: See—
Fiene, Michael James; and Church, Nathan Lewis, 3,843,359.
Renschen, Patrick D., and Church, Nathan L., 3.843.356.

International Standard Electric Corporation: See—
Schumperli. Albert. 3.843.844.

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation: See—
Jovic. Nikola Ljotic, 3.843.849.

Menelly. Richard A.. 3.842.469.
Panek. George J.; and Dubell. Edward G.. 3.843.853.
Schlatter. Gerald Lance; and Miller, Charles Eveleigh, 3.842,655

International Video Corporation: See—
Vidovic, Nikola. 3.843.957.

Interwest General Corporation.'mesne: See-
Johansson, Karl Lennart Birger; and Wikholm. Karl Oskar,

3,843,486.
INTERx Research Corporation, mesne; See—

Higuchi,Takeru, 3.843,490.
Inuki,Tadahiko: See—

Yonezawa, Toshiya; and Inuki, Tadahiko, 3,842,652.
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Piffcri, Giorgio, 3.843,687.

Ishige, Sadao, Hayashi. Takao; and Kato, Hajime. to Fuji Photo Film

Co.. Ltd. Recording sheet employing an aromatic carboxvlic acid.

3.843,383. CI. 117-36.800.

Ishiguro. Tatsuo; and lijima, Yukihiko. to Nippon Electric Company,
Limited. Differential pulse code modulation transmission system.

3.843.940. CI. 332-9.00r.

Ishii. Masao; See—
Susuki. Rinnousuke; Hoshi. Hiroshi; Aruki, Shinichi; Miyamoto.

Shinzo, and Ishii. Masao, 3.843,037.

Ishii. Tsutomu; See—
Okamoto. Shimaji; and Ishii. Tsutomu. 3.842.703.

Ishikawa. Yoshitaka. to Sumitomo Shipbuilding & Machinery Co.. Ltd.

Suspension preheater for firing system. 3.843.3 14. CI. 432-58.000.

Ishikawajima-Harima Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Nanjyo. Toshio; and Aoshika. Masayuki. 3.843.106.

Ishikawajima-Hariman Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kurose. Hisayuki; Kawase. Akira; Aoyagi. Kazuo; and Uchiyama,
Noboru. 3,842,773.

Itagaki.Takaharu; 5fe—
Matsunaga, Yoshiki. Itagaki. Takaharu; Kobayashi. Yoshimichi;

and Katsuura.Tsuguo. 3.843.567.

Itek Corporation; iVt*—

Lehman, Michael 7,3,843,363.
Ito, Masatsune: See—

Yamada, Tuneto; Kondo. Seimei; Yoshihara, Satoshi; Sugahara,
Tokuji; Murakami. Shuji; Ito. Masatsune; and Hirata. Kunio,

3.843.516.

Itoh. Kenzo: See—
Mizobata. Shiro; Kawano, Yoshiro; Itoh, Kenzo; and Usui,

Takeshi, 3,842,498.
Itoh, Takuji; See—

Suto, Munehisa; Itoh, Takuji; Tagaya, Nobuaki; and Obayashi,
Takashi, 3,843,509.

Itoh, Yasuo; See—
Takahashi. Nobuaki; Ohnuki. Katsuhiro; Fujita. Yoshitoshi; and

Itoh. Yasuo. 3.843,850.
ITT Industries Inc.: See—

Imai, Hiroshi; and Nakagawa, Momoki, 3,843.080.
Kraft. Wolfgang. 3.843.428.

Sterling. Henley Frank; and Alexander. John Henry. 3.843.392
Iversen. Foul Christian Carlos, to Danfoss A/S. Apparatus for measur-

ing quantities of heat used in hot-water heating installations.

3.842.669. CI. 73-l93.00r.

Ivon, Vasily Valdimirovich: See—
Raton, Boris Evgenievich; Theddvar. Boris Izrailevich; Latash,

Jury Vadimovich, Chekotilo, Leonty Vasilievich; Emelyanenko.
July Georgievich; Us, Vasily Ivandvich Baglai. Vitaly Mik-
hailovich; Martyn, Viktor Mikhailovich; Artamonov, Viktor

Leonidovich; Bonarenko, Oleg Petrovich; Boiko, Georgy Alex-

androvich. Tstkulenko, Anatoly Konstantinovich, Ivon, Vasily

Valdimirovich, and Pavlov. Leonid Viktorovich, 3.842.898.

Iwao. Kumiry Roy, and Wadsworth, Brent Earl, to Varian Associates.

Automatic sampler apparatus of modular construction. 3,842.679.

CI. 73-423.000.

Iwasa. Jurzo; Naruto. Shunsuke; Ikeda. Noboru; Nakamura. Keiji; and
Sohji. Yukinobu. to Dainippon Pharmaceutical Co.. Ltd. Anti-peptic

ulcer substance from corydalis tubers. 3.843.788. CI. 424-195.000.
Iwasaki. Kyuhachiro. to Ricoh Co.. Ltd. Dot printer. 3,842,955, CI.

197-l.OOr.

lyama, Sadaomi, and Uchida, Yasuo, to Konishiroku Photo Industry

Co.. Ltd. Exposure time control device for use in cameras.

3.843.248. CI. 354-32.000.

Izawa. Nobuyuki; See—
Harada. Ikuo; Hamasaki. Masafumi; Maeda. Isao; and Izawa.

Nobuyuki. 3.843.150.

Jackes-Evans Manufacturing Companv; See—
Harrell.BobG .3.843.173

Jackson. Billy G.; Stamper. Martha C ; and Bottorff. Edmond M . to

Lillv. Eli. and Companv. Cephalosporin C derivatives. 3.843,642. CI.

260'-243.00c.

Jackson. Charles T., and Vaughn, Roy O. Fishhook and trotline holder

and dispenser 3,842,530. CI. 43-54.50a.
Jacobi, Ernst: See-

Schneider, Gerhart, Lust, Sigmund; Niethammer, Konrad; Jacobi,

Ernst, Erdmann. Dietrich; and Mohr. Gunther. 3,843.7 1

4

Jacobowsky, Armin: See—
Rechmeirt, Gerhard; Jacobowsky, Armin; and Wirtz, Peter.

3,843,736.

Jacobs, Edith Hope. Endocervical contraceptive device. 3,842,827, CI.

128-131.000.
Jacobs. Jacobus Hubertus: See-

van Esdonk. Johannes; Jacobs. Jacobus Hubertus; Hornman.
Johannes Petrus; and van de Laar. Wilhelmus Johannes.

3.843.427.

Jacobs. Lewis G.: See—
Swicklik. Leonard J.; and Jacobs, Lewis G., 3,843.8 1 7.

Jacobsen, Robert K. Plastic box. 3.842.974, CI. 206-45.340.

Jacuzzi Research Inc.: See-
Jacuzzi, Roy A; and Kosta, Peter L., 3,842,823

Jacuzzi, Roy A.; and Kosta. Peter L.. to Jacuzzi Research Inc.

Hydromassage unit for tub mounting. 3.842,823, CI. 128-66.000.

Jaeger. Peter: See—

Giese, Bernd; Jaeger, Peter; Koenig, Horst; and Brenner, Sieg-

fried, 3,843,499.

Jaenke. Hans-Jurger: See—
Bechstein, Herbert; Hofmann, Eberhard; Jaenke. Hans-Jurger;

Muller, Rolf; Ritter, Ernst; and Staudt, Heinrich, 3,842,8 15.

James, Ronald, to Wilkinson Sword Limited. Compositions containing

a source of hypochlorite ions. 3,843,548, CI. 25-187.00h.
James, William R.; and Hardy, Charles J., to Chesapeake and Ohio

Railway Companv. The and Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Companv,
The Power assembly removal tool 3,843, 185, CI. 294-67 Oaa

Jandrasi, Frank J.; and Purvis, Howard A., to Tapco International. Inc.

Double disc seal valve. 3.842.861 . CI. 1 37-628.000.

Janis. Robert Gerald: See—
Kehl. Lawrence Joseph; Janis. Robert Gerald, and Spaulding, Ted-

ford Hollace. 3.842.497.

Janssen. Paul Adriaan Jan: See—
Soudijn. Willem; Van Wijngaarden. Ineke; and Janssen. Paul

Adriaan Jan. 3.843.634.

Soudijn. Willem, Van Wijngaarden, Ineke. and Janssen. Paul
Adriaan Jan. 3.843,635.

Janssen Pharmaceulica N.V.: See—
Soudijn, Willem, Van Wijngaarden, Ineke; and Janssen, Paul

Adriaan Jan. 3,843,634
Soudijn, Willem; Van Wijngaarden. Ineke; and Janssen. Paul

Adriaan Jan. 3.843,635.

Jarema, Chester P.: See—
Niebvkski, Leonard M.; Jarema. Chester P.. and Lee. Thomas E..

3,843,353.

Jason, John J.: See-
Bridges. Robert M ; and Jason. John J.. 3.843.829.

Jasper Electronics Manufacturing Company: See-
Robinson. John W . and Ross. Arthur W . 3.842.701.

Jaworski, Goerge: See

—

Kent. Francis J; and Jaworski, Goerge, 3,842.642.

Javnes. Harrv E. Boat mooring and guard device. 3.842.779. CI. 1 14-

230.000.

Jeffcoat. Keith: See—
Flavell. John; Jeffcoat. Keith; and Belts. Max William. 3.842.623

Jefferson. Robin, to llford Limited. Gelatino silver halide emulsion

layer containing a halogen substituted heterocyclic nitrogen com-
pound, as hardner and cvsteine. methionine orcvstine as. 3.843.372.

CI. 96-109.000.

JEN Aer Glaswerk Schott & Gen.: See—
Muller. Gerd; and Neuroth. Norbcrt. 3.843.55 1

.

Jenny. Walter: See—
Desai. Nalin Binduprasad; Yayaraman. Onnusami; Ramanathan,

Visvanathan, Artz. Klaus; Naik, Navnitrai Nagarji; and Jenny,

Walter, 3,843,625.

Jensen, Ervin F.: See—
Zenker, Lawrence C; and Jensen, Ervin F , 3.843.338.

Jensen. James W.; and Visnapuu. Aarne. to United States of America.
Interior. Constrained laver damper and noise suppressor for a rock

drill steel. 3.842.942. Cf 18l-33.00a.

Jerrold-Joncs. Paul, to Beckman Instruments. Inc. Method of making
internal half cell. 3.843.506. CI. 204-195.00f.

Jessup. Wallace B.. to Stebbins Engineering and Manufacturing Com-
panv. mesne. Glass fiber reinforced resin tank structures and method
of fabricating. 3.843.429. CI. 156-69.000.

Jeths. Johannes: See—
Von der Eltz. Hans-Ulrich; and Jeths. Johannes. 3.843.3 19.

Jirauch. Charles W.: See—
Rohlwing. Robert Edward. 3.843.439.

Jirkovsky. Ivo L.: See—
Demerson. Christopher A.; Humber. Leslie G.. Dobson. Thomas
A. and Jirkovsky. Ivo L.. 3.843.68 1

.

Jiruse. Jaroslav. to Adamovske Strojirny. narodni podnik. Apparatus
for the adjustment of paper sheets. 3.843,1 16. CI 271-183.000.

Johannsen. Hans Werner, to Braun Aktiengesellschaft. Storage
magazine for diapositive slides. 3.843.246. CI. 353-1 17.000.

Johansson. Karl Lennart Birger; and Wikholm. Karl Oskar. to Interwest

General Corporation, mesne. Method of manufacturing sandwich
elements. 3.843,486, CI. 156-276.000.

Johns Hopkins University, The: See—
Burson, Richard D., 3,842,961

.

Johnson & Johnson: See-
Campbell, Roger G.; Goff, Richard E., Jr.; and Guay, Normand D..

3,842,437.

Campbell, Roger G , Sr ; Goff, Richard E , Jr ; and Guay, Nor-
mand D, 3,842,438.

Drelich, Arthur H , 3,843,321

.

Johnson, Edward P.: See-
Meier, William A.; and Johnson, Edward P., 3,843,08

1

Johnson. Elliott C . to Valley Honey Cooperative. Bee feeder.

3.842,457, CI. 6-5.000.

Johnson, Homer R.: See—
Repik, Albert J.; Miller, Charles E.; and Johnson. Homer R.,

3.843.559.

Johnson. Leonard F.: See—
Depuv. Arthur H.; Johnson. Leonard F.; and Scheinberg. Stanley,

3,842,491.

Johnson, Lorene M. Exercising method for reducing volume of human
tissue in regions of the abdomen. 3,843,1 17, CI. 272-5 7.00r.

Johnston, James R. Sandpaper holder block. 3,842,549, CI. 51-

392.000.
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Johnston, Thomas E.. to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company
Metal-deactivated organic compositions and process therefor
3.843,536,C1 252-5I.Osr.

Jolly, Jean; See—
Warnant, Julien; Jolly, Jean; and Joly, Robert, 3,843,686.

Joly, Robert: See—
Warnant, Julien; Jolly, Jean; and Joly, Robert, 3,843,686.

Jones, Charles Morgan: See—
Nash, Harold Llewellyn; Edwards, John; and Jones, Charles Mor-

gan, 3.843.199.

Jones. David Walter, to Howker Siddeley Aviation Limited. Window
blinds, especially for aircraft passenger cabins. 3,842,889, CI 160-
26.000.

Jones, Hal O: See-
Phillips, Bobby M.; and Jones, Hal O., 3,843,098.

Jones, James J., to Texas Instruments Incorporated Acceleration and
deceleration differentiator circuits for a vehicle skid control braking
system. 3,843.208. CI. 303-2 1 OOr.

Jones. Richard Lloyd. III. Fence paint holder. 3.842,745, CI 104-
93.000.

Jones. Roland P , to Cast Metal Industries, Inc. Vehicle holddown
3,842,754, CI. l05-368.00t.

Jones, Sterling B Fresh water flush portable toilet. 3,842,445 CI 4-
78.000.

Jordan, Raymond L : See—
McKinney, Robert W ; Dixon, Andrew L., Jr.; and Jordan
Raymond L. 3,843,5 17.

Jorn,Raoul. Ball joint. 3,843,272. CI. 403-1 32.000.
Jory. Howard R.; and Will. Charles H . Jr.. to Varian Associates

Twisted microwave applicator. 3.843.860. CI. 219-10.550.
Jose. Jean; Declaye. Joseph; Albert. Roger; and Bodart. Marcel, to

Glaverbel-Mecaniver. Process and apparatus for determining the
presence, in a given area of the edge of a sheet or of a ribbon of
transparent material. 3,843,264, CI. 356-199 000.

Joslin, Robert S. See-
Diamond, Julius; Joslin, Robert S.; and Buehler, John D

3,843,778.
Jouy. Marcel; and Coblentz. Michel, to Produits Chimiques Pechiney-

Saint-Gobain Catalyst for oxidation of O-xylene. 3.843 552 CI
252-432.000.

Jovic. Nikola Ljotic. to International Telephone and Telegraph Cor-
poration Multiple stage telecommunications switching network
3,843.849. CI. 179-1 8.0fg.

Joyce. James E Stackable storage bin with interlock. 3.842.982 CI
211-126.000.

Joyce. John E Rotors and rotor cores for continuous flow centrifuges
3,843,046, CI. 233-32.000.

Julian, Eric William. Tent. 3,843,190. CI. 296-23. OOr.
Jureiwicz. Arthur A Tree stump splitting assembly. 3.842,871 CI

144-2.00n.
Juris, Andrew. Revolvable fireplace. 3,842,821, CI. 126-125 000
Kaake,KarlH.:See-

Ellis, Myron P ; and Kaake, Karl H.. 3,842,658.
Kabushiki Kaisha Daini Seikosha: See—

Otsuka, Kouichi, and Fujimi, Yukio, 3,843,047.
Kabushiki Kaisha Ricoh: See—

Fujimoto. Sakae. 3.843.964
Kabushiki Kaisha Suwa Seikosha: See—

Gomi. Yoshifumi. 3.842,734.
Gomi, Yoshifumi. 3,842,737.

Kabushiki Kaisha Taihei Seisakusho; a/k/a Taihei Machinery Works.
Ltd.: See—

Noriuki. Nagaoka, and Haruo, Niimi, 3,842,874.
Kahn, Stuart L , and Langbert, Carl G Apparatus for recycling a fluid

for use in a dental cuspidor. 3,842,448, CI. 4-263.000.
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation: See—

Sobolev. Igor; and Panusch. Erwin, 3,843,546.
Woods, Ralph A. 3,843,333.

Kaiser, Anthony J Temporary implant and method for tendon surgery
3,842.441, CI. 3-1.000.

Kaiser, Carl; and Ross, Stephen T., to Smithkline Corporation. Phar-
maceutical compositions comprising hydroxyphenvl-2-piperidinyl-
carbinols. 3,843,794, CI. 424-267.000.

Kalle Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Hoheisel. Klaus. 3.843.48 1

.

Leibrecht, Klaus, 3,843,906.
Kambe, Osamu, to Toyo Umpanki Co., Ltd. Loading tool control ap-

paratus for loading vehicles. 3,843 ,004, CI. 2 1 4-763.000.
Kamerbeek, Djuurd Anne Geertruid; and Van de Water, Johannes
Theodorus, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Method of providing con-
ductor leads for a semiconductor body. 3,842,492, CI. 29-588.000.

Kamiyoshi, Masaya; Gouda, Masatoshi, and Kuramoto, Naoya, to
Teijin Limited Method of bonding synthetic fibrous material to
rubber using an aqueous dispersion-type adhesive. 3.843,484. CI
156-335.000.

Kamm. Artur: See—
Bielfeldt, Friedrich Bernd; and Kamm, Artur, 3,843.294.

Kamme. Carl Gustaf, to Aktiebolaget Leo (A/B Leo). Diagnostic
method and means therefor. 3,843,776, CI. 424-12.000.

Kamner, Haim J , to Goodman Equipment Corporation. Resiliently
mounted swingable side plates for loading machines and the like.

3,842,964, CI. 198-95.000.

Kamyr Inc.: See—
Laakso, Oliver A., 3,843,468.

Kanazawa. Yasunori. to Hitachi. Ltd Color information reproducing
system. 3.843.960. CI. 358-61.000

Kanebo. Ltd.:See—
Fujita, Isamu; Otoi, Kiyoshi; and Yoneya. Tooru. 3.843,630.
Kimura, Isao; Matsui, Masao; Takahashi, Hiroshi; and Takemoto.
Shizume, 3,843,609.

Kaneko, Yasuhisa: See—
Niimi, Itaru; Kaneko, Yasuhisa; Komiyama, Yoshiro; Hashimoto,
Masaoki;and , 3,843,357.

Kangas, Donald; and Neuendorf, W Robert, to Dow Chemical Com-
pany. The. Coacervation of anion-containing aqueous dispcres
systems with amphoteric polyelectrolvtes. 3,843,585, CI. 260-
29.70n.

Kansai Paint Co , Ltd : See—
Usami, Shoji; and Kozu, Haruo, 3,843,464.

Kao Soap Co., Ltd.: See—
Masuda, Fumiya; Nakajima, Meikcn; and Ovamada, Yukio,

3,843,781.
Kaplan, Michael; and Matthies, Dennis Lee, to RCA Corporation

Metallized video disc having an insulating layer thereon. 3,843,399.
CI. 117-217.000.

Kapoor, Subodh: See-
Cross. Christopher R ; and Kapoor. Subodh. 3.843.4 16.

Kappas, Nick. Cleaning solution. 3,843,544, CI 252- 1 56.000
Karcher, Thomas D ; and Hammond, Harry H., to Hansen Manufactur-

ing Company, The Cryogenic coupling assemblv 3,842.614, CI. 62-
56.000.

Karjala, Sulo A, to Wilson-Sinclair Co Keratin polypeptide
hydrolyzatcs as hair treating agents. 3,842,848, CI. 132-7.000.

Karlson. Eskil L. Implantable linear motor prosthetic heart and control
system therefor. 3,842,440, CI. 3-1.000.

Karsch, Arthur Frederick: See—
DiFazio, James Joseph. Giuffre, George Joseph, and Kan>ch,

Arthur Frederick, 3,843,362.
Kasai, Masanao: See—

Katayama, Hirohiko, Hanada, Hiroshi; and Kasai, Masanao.
3.843.394.

Kasazaki. Masayoshi: See—
Hijikata, Itsuo. Kasazaki. Masayoshi; and Terada. Hideto.

3.843,301.
Kaspers. Helmut: See—

Widdig, Arno; Kuhle, Engelbert; Scheinpflug, Hans; Grewe, Ferdi-
nand; Kaspers, Helmut; and Frohberger, Paul Ernst, 3,843,7 15.

Kasson, Gerald A.: See—
Heiks, Robert Lee; Kasson, Gerald A.; and McCall, Robert Eu-

gene, 3,843,434.
Katayama, Hirohiko; Hanada, Hiroshi. and Kasai. Masanao, to Canon

Kabushiki Kaisha. Photosensitive member 3,843,394, CI 117-
106.00a.

Katayama, Shitomi; Horikawa, Hideichi, and Masuda, Noboru, to
Denki Onkyo Co., Ltd. Block copolvmers having a poK hvdrocargon-
polyester main chain. 3,843,752, CI. 260-873.000.

Katnack, Fredric Leroy, to RCA Corporation. Overlay transistor em-
ploying highly conductive semiconductor grid and method for mak-
ing. 3,843,425. CI. 148-187.000.

Kato, Hajime: See—
Ishige, Sadao; Hayashi, Takao; and Kato, Hajime, 3,843,383

Kato, Jinichi; and Rikukawa, Katsuji, to Nippon Kogaku K.K. Light dis-
secting optical system. 3,843,227, CI. 350-33.000.

Kato, Ryuichi: See—
Yanagida, Kisaku; Kato, Ryuichi; Suzuki, Tadao; and Takano

Yoshio, 3,843,436.
Kato, Toshitake, to Citizen Watch Company Limited. Calendar
timepiece 3.842,590. CI. 58-58.000.

Katolicky, Jaroslav: See—
Sittek, Edvin; Katolicky, Jaroslav; Kuba, Jaroslav; and Dvorok
Edmund, 3,842,807.

Katsuda, Yoshio, to Dainippon Jochugiku Kabushiki Kaisha. Certain
substituted furfurylesters of chrysanthemumic acid. 3,843.690 CI
260-347.400.

Katsuura, Tsuguo; See—
Matsunaga, Yoshiki; Itagaki, Takaharu; Kobayashi. Yoshimichi,
and Katsuura.Tsuguo, 3,843,567.

Katz, Otto; and Kranich, Werner, to A. W. Faber-Castell. Clip at-
tachment for writing instruments or the like. 3,842.466, CI 24-
1 1 oor

Kauderer, Friedrich. Stabilized oscillator. 3,843,936, CI 33 1 -20.000.
Kaufman, John D ; Schiessl, Henry W ; and Csejka, David A., to Olin
Corporation. Composition for accelerating oxygen removal com-
prised of an aqueous solution of hydrazine containing a mixture of an
aryl amine compound and a quinone compound. 3,843,547. CI 252-
184.000.

Kauneckas. John J. Data recording system for photographic cameras
3,843,956, CI. 354-108.000.

Kawaguchi, Hiroshi; Konishi, Masataka; and Tomita. Koji, to Bristol-
Myers Company. Oxamicetin and process for its production
3,843,449, CI. 195-96.000.

Kawano, Yoshiro: See—
Mizobata, Shiro; Kawano, Yoshiro; Itoh, Kenzo; and Usui

Takeshi, 3,842.498.
Kawase, Akira: See—

Kurose, Hisayuki; Kawase, Akira; Aoyagi, Kazuo: and Uchiyama
Noboru, 3,842,773.

Kay. Ian Trevor; See—
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Baranyovits. Francis Leslie Charles, and Kay, ian Trevor,

3,843,655.

Kayc, Wilbur I., to Bcckman Insturments, inc. Sample container for

laser light scattering photometers. 3,843,268, CI. 356-246.000

KDI Corporation: See—
Hewlett, James A, 3,843,171

Keating. John T.; and Simonian, John L., to Schenectady Chemicals,

Inc. Polyamidc-imidc resins prepared from the reaction aromatic
diisocyanates with mixtures of polvcarboxylic acids and anhydrides.

3,843,587, CI. 260-63.

Kcehan, Donald J Method for producing u reinforced resinous hous-

ing. 3,843.759, CI. 264-135.000.

Keene Corporation; See—
Golland, Wesley A.; Mahoney, Eugene T.; and Minuk, Donald,

3,843,203.

Kehl. Lawrence Joseph; Janis. Robert Gerald, and Spaulding, Tedford
Hollace, to Bunker-Ramo Corporation, The. Electrical contact and
conductor, and method of making. 3,842,497, CI. 29-628 000

Keil, Joseph W., to Dow Chemical Company. The. Siloxane-modified

epoxy resin compositions. 3,843,577, CI. 260-291. Isb.

Kcinanen, Sulo Paavo Johannes. Vehicle tire intended to be fitted with

anti-skid devices and tire matrix for manufacturing same. 3,842,880,
CI. 152-210.000.

Kelch, Heinz. Taxi meter. 3,843,874, CI. 235-45.000,

Keller, Wolfgang; Lugscheider, Walter; and Muehlbauer, Alfred, to

Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Apparatus for producing a radially

uniform resistance characteristic in a semiconductor crystal by use

of high frequency sonic vibrations. 3,843,33 1 ,CI. 23-301 .Op.

Kellner, Jordan D. : See—
Russell, Sid; Young, Frederick A.; and Kellner. Jordan D..

3.843.497.
Kelly. Warner M., and Fredd, John V., to Otis Engineering Corpora-

tion Fire sufety valve. 3,842,853. CI. 1 37-75.000.

Kelseaux, Ray M.; and Biles, Jerry W., to Cities Service Oil Company,
Arctic islands. 3,842,607, CI. 6 1 -46.000.

Kemmetmueller, Roland, to American Waagner-Biro Company. Inc.

Coal treating method and apparatus for coke plants. 3.843.458, CI.

201-39.000.

Kemper, Kate. Apparatus for transporting a plurality of elements.

3,842,963, CI. 198-3 1.Oac.

Kendall. Ronald R.; and Probst, Richard O., to Ransburg Electro-Coat-

ing Corporation. Powder apparatus. 3,843,054, CI. 239- 1 5.000
Kenny. John; and Wilds, Alan. Long life implantable cardiac pacer

generator and method of construction. 3,842,842, CI l28-419,00p
Kensrue, Milo M. Automatic fillet and butt welding apparatus.

3,843,866, CI. 219-124.000.

Kent, Cecil, to Creators Limited. Plastic trim strips. 3,843,475, CI.

161-4.000.

Kent, Francis J., to Wean United, Inc. Positioning means and method
for containers of a press. 3,842,641 .CI. 72-263.000.

Kent, Francis J.; and Jaworski, Goerge, to Wean United Inc. Driving
means for containers of extrusion press. 3,842,642. CI. 72-263.000.

Keogh, Patrick Joseph: See—
Brown, John Colin; and Keogh, Patrick Joseph, 3,843.673.

Kerb, Ulrich; Wiechert, Rudolf; Eder, Ulrich; and Hans-Detlef, Berndt
l8-Nor-l4-beta -pregnano-( l3,14-F)-hexahydro-l,4-oxazepin-3

ones. 3,843.63 1 . CI. 260-239. 30p.
Kern. Rudolf: See—

Herwig. Walter; and Kern, Rudolf, 3,843,61 5.

Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation; S^f

—

Reynolds, James Edward, 3,843,500.

Kersten, Hilde; and Meyer, Gerhard, to Akzo N.V. Process for the

production of thiourea. 3,843,723, CI. 260-552.00r.

Kessinger, Orville E., Jr.: See—
Clasper, Thomas; Hutton, Wilfred H.; Kessinger, Orville E., Jr ;

Randour, Victor; and Simpson, Fred E , 3,842,475.

Keuston, Kevin Hague, to Australia, Commonwealth of, care of De-
partment of the Army Water sterilizing composition and tablets.

3.843,545, CI. 252-181.000.
Kewanee Oil Company: See—

Malak, Thomas P., 3,843,495.

Key, Carroll L., Jr.; and Leschek. Walter C, to United States of Amer-
ica, Navy. Pressure release test device. 3,842,662, CI. 73-67.100.

Key II Industries: See—
Kwan. Philip Henry, 3,843,507.

Khaidukov, Gennady Fedorovich; Zamuraeva. Larisa Vasilievna.

Kruglikov. Anatoly Abramovich; Potapov. Vladimir Petrovich; Smir-

nov. Jury Artemievich; and Bronov, Mark Vladimirovich. Process

for producing esters of monohydric alcohols and carboxylic acids by

sterification thereof and removal of acidic impurities from the result-

ing product, 3,843.697, CI. 260-4l0.90r.

Khalafalla, Sanaa E.: See—
Reimers, George W.; and Khalafalla, Sanaa E., 3,843,540.

Kheifets. Rafail Efimovich: See-
Grachev, Leonid Pavlovich; Anikanov. Nikolai Vianovich; Zaks.

Grigory losifovich; Radutsky. Grigory Avramovich; and
Kheifets. Rafail Efimovich. 3,842,962.

Khimenko, Lev Timofeevich: See—
Mikhailov, Valery Mikhailovich; and Khimenko. Lev

Timofeevich. 3.842.630.

Kievits, Anton Arnoldus, to S.A. Bekaert. Body supporting frame

structure. 3.842,452. CI. 5-237.000.

Kikui. Keizo. to Mitsui Shipbuilding and Engineering Co., Ltd. Ap-

paratus for lashing a pusher with a barge. 3,842,781, CI. 114-

230.000.

Kilker. Carl R: See-
Campbell, John Scott; Fairchild, John L., Lafond. Robert L.; and

Kilker. Carl R, 3.843,839.
Kim, Dong H.: See—

Santilli, Arthur A.; and Kim, Dong H., 3,843.645.

Kimura. Isao; Matsui. Masao; Takahashi. Hiroshi; and Takemoto.
Shizume, to Kanebo Ltd. Tcrephthalamide poly bis (propoxy) al-

kylcne, 3,843,609, CI. 260-78.00r.
Kinder, David H., to MacDermid Incorporated. Chromate-free bright

dip for zinc and cadimum surfaces. 3,843.430. CI. 1 56-20,000.

Kinder, Floyd A., to United States of America. Navy. Remotely con-

trolled mobile seagoing sensor platform. 3.842.774, CI. Il4-66.50h.

Kindlimann, Lynn E.. to Allegheny Ludlum Industries. Inc. Composite

article with a fastener of an austenitic alloy. 3,843.332, CI, 29-

183.000.

King. Dorothy Mary; See-
Lee, Charleston Roy; King, Dorothy Mary; and Calusen, Edward

Einar. 3,843,827.

King, John A., to Cleveland Electronics. Inc. Fluid fiow metering valve

for internal combustion engine, 3.842.809, CI. 1 23-32.Oae.

King. Kenneth Brvan. to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited.

Method of forming extruder screw 3 .843,50 1 . CI. 204- 1 29.650.

King, Robert E.; Massey, Wayne A.; and Smith, John M., to TRW In-

corporated. Projectile trajectory correction system. 3,843.076, CI.

244-3.160.

Kingsford Company. The. mesne; See—
Messman, Henry C , 3,843,336

Kinnroth, Samuel F., and Friedman, Irving I. Shutter-blind device.

3,842,891, CI. 160-35.000.

Kinnune, William P., Jr., to Western Kraft Corporation. Suspcndibic

load spacer 3,842.757. CI. 105-486.000.

Kirchberger. Walter Carl; See-
Orlando. Daniel; Kirchberger. Walter Carl; and Ware. John Clark.

Jr.. 3,843.411.

Kirchner, Frederick K., and Zaiay, Andrew W . to Sterling Drug, Inc.

3-Amino-2,3-dihydro-4( IH) quinazolinones. 3,843,654. CI. 260-

256.40f.

Kiriu, Yoshihito; and Inoh, Hiroshi. Nib and writing instrument con-

struction with capillary action. 3,843.270, CI 401-292.000.

Kirk, Geoffrey Eric: See

—

Crossley, Ian Alexander; Kirk, Geoffrey Eric; Anthony, Norman
Howell, and Bamber, Derek Robert, 3,843.279.

Kirkhof Manufacturing Corporation; See—
Medendorp. Roger L.. 3.843,019.

Kirschner, Francis, to Soundcoat Co., Inc., The. Rotational vibration

dampening assembly 3,843,1 88. CI 295-7.000.

Kisaki, Hisashi; Mabuchi, Shunsuke; and Tsutsumi, Yukihiro, to Toyo
Soda Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Method for producing 2-butene-l,4-

diol. 3,843,733, CI. 260-636.000.

Kishi, Yoshihiro, to Asahi Toy Company. Vehicle for a child.

3,842,928. CI. 1 80-26.00r.

Kishpaugh, Allan; and Hagen, Donald J., to Standard Packaging Cor-

poration. Granular package. 3.843,806, CI. 426-106.000.

Kitamoto, Yoshiyuki; Tanaka, Makoto; and Yoshimura, Nobuya, to

Bridgestone Tire Company Limited. Device for casting tires.

3,843,292, CI. 425-242.000.

Kitaura, Mashio. to Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Exposure cor-

rection factor setting indicator for cameras. 3,843,249, CI. 354-

60.000.

Klaus, Zahnert; and Hauptvogel, Jurgen, to VEBPENTACON
DRESDEN Kamera-und Kinowerke. Central store for record sup-

ports. 3,843,22 1 , CI. 3 1 2-223.000.

Klebba. Horst. to Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft. Spring actuated

lock for use with motor vehicle door 3.843. 175. CI. 292-2 16.000.

Kleim, Schanzlin & Becker Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Holzenberger, Kurt; and Schiele, Otto, 3.842,522.

Klemp, Eldon J.; and Cassibo. Vernon E., to Litton Systems. Inc.

Microwave oven door assembly. 3,843.859. CI 219-10.550,
Kleven, Lowell A,, to Uniflo Systems Company, Proportional thrust

control for levitated vehicles. 3,842,746. CI. 104-I47.00r.

Kloeckner-Werke AG: See—
Blumenthal. Guenter; and Krohm, Reinold. 3,842,966.

Klopp, John H.: See—
Alfriend, Theodoric B., Jr.; and Klopp. John H.. 3.843.1 56.

Klutchko. Sylvester: See—
von Strandtmann. Maximilian; Shavel, John, Jr.; Klutchko, Syl-

vester; and Cohen, Marvin P., 3,843,730.

Knapsack Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Erpenbach, Heinz; Gehrmann, Klaus; Lork. Winfried; and Prinz.

Peter. 3,843,555.
Ohorodnit, Alexander; Gehrmann, Klaus; Legutke, Gunter; and

Vierling, Hermann. 3.843.743.

Rechmeirt, Gerhard; Jacobowsky, Armin; and Wirtz, Peter,

3,843,736.

Knell. Martin; and Brace, Neal O. 3-Perfluoroalkyl-l propenes and
process for producing, 3,843,735, CI. 260-653.300.

Knox, Barry Edward; See-
Reed, Geoffrey Ronald; and Knox. Barry Edward. 3,843,070.

Knox, John A.; and Fredrickson, Sherman E., to Halliburton Company.
Method of fracture acidizing a well formation. 3.842.91 1. CI, 166-

307,000,
Knudson. Gary A. Method and apparatus for making building panels.

3.842.647. CI. 72-377.000.

Kobayashi, Akira: See—
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Yagi. Yoshiharu; Sato, Hiroshi; Narisawa. Shizuo; Yasui. Seimei;
Kobayaihi, Akira; Hino, Minoru; and Hata, Kazuhiko
3,843,618.

Kobayashi, Ikuya; Noba, Motoi; and Fujimoto, Kiroaki. to Toyota
Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Operation indicating device for
hydraulic brake system. 3,843,892, CI. 307-IO.OOr.

Kobayashi, Mitsuki: See—
Hanaoka, Teruo; Naito, Hiro; Komatsu. Akitoshi; Koyama. Keizi;

Kobayashi, Mitsuki; and Ohishi, Naoaki. 3,843.360,
Kobayashi, Yoshimichi: See—

Matsunaga. Yoshiki; Itagaki. Takaharu; Kobayashi, Yoshimichi;
and Katsuura,Tsuguo, 3,843,567.

Koblitz, Werner: See—
Fess, Emil; Beitzinger. Kurt; and Koblitz, Werner, 3,842.624.

Koebel. Thomas P.. to Zegers, Incorporated. Metal coil spacer.
7,842,991, CI. 214-10. 50r.

Koehring company: See-
Thompson, Clarence Russell. 3.843,154.

Koenig. Horst: See—
Giese, Bemd; Jaeger, Peter; Koenig, Horst; and Brenner, Sieg-

fried, 3,843,499.
Kohn,Gustave K ; See-

Brown, Melancthon S., 3,843.689.
Kohncr Bros. Inc.: See—

Stubbmann, Albert. 3,843,1 3 1

.

Koike, Shoichi, to Nissan Motor Company, Limited. Window regulator
mechanism for a vehicle. 3,842,54 I, CI. 49-227.000.

Koinzan, Walter J. Direction control system with lever valve control
3,843,058, CI. 239-177.000.

Kojima, Togo; and Utashiro, Shinobu, to Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co ,

Ltd. Apparatus for automatic takeup and release of sheets
3,843,1 14, CI. 271-3.000.

Kolas, Walter A : See—
Lippay, Raymond R ; and Kolas, Waller A., 3,842,937.

Kolbel, Reinhard, to National Research Development Corporation
Endoprosthetic shoulder joint. 3,842,442. CI. 3-1.000

Koller, Wilhelm: See-
Strauss, Karl-Peter; and Koller, Wilhelm, 3,842,587.

Kolm, Henry H; See-
Thornton, Richard D.; and Kolm, Henry H., 3.842,75 1

,

Komaki, Takao: See-
Sato, Masamichi, Takimoto, Masaaki, and Komaki, Takao

3,843,885,
Komatsu, Akira: See—

Yagi, Misao; Sakaguchi, Toshiaki; Akutagawa, Susumu; and Ko-
matsu, Akira, 3,843,742,

Komatsu, Akitoshi; See—
Hanaoka, Teruo; Naito, Hiro; Komatsu, Akitoshi; Koyama, Keizi;

Kobayashi, Mitsuki; and Ohishi, Naoaki, 3.843,360,
Komiyama, Yoshiro: See—

Niimi, Itaru; Kaneko, Yasuhisa, Komiyama, Yoshiro; Hashimoto
Masaoki.and,3,843,357,

Kondo, Seimei: See

—

Yamada, Tuneto; Kondo, Seimei; Yoshihara, Satoshi; Sugahara.
Tokuji; Murakami. Shuji; Ito. Masatsune; and Hirata, Kunio
3,843,516.

Konig. Hubert: See—
Muller, Anton; Konig, Hubert; and Strobel, Ludwig, 3,842,88 1

,

Koning, Menno G , to Northrop Corporation. Temperature compensa-
tion of electromagnetic device. 3,843.945, CI. 335-217.000.

Konishi, Masataka: See—
Kawaguchi. Hiroshi; Konishi, Masataka; and Tomita, Koji

3,843,449.
Konishi, Motoyasu. Helical elements for a line conductor 3 842 467

CI. 24- 1 3 1.00c.
Konishiroku Photo Industry Co., Ltd.: See-

lyama, Sadaomi; and Uchida, Yasuo, 3,843,248.
Kontes Glass Company: See

—

Thoden, John Vineland, 3,843,053.
Koppers Company, Inc.: See-

Cromwell, John E., 3,843,334.
Krenke, Vincent G, 3,843,459.

Kopylov, Valery Vladimirovich: See—
Pravednikov. Andrei Nikodimovich; Kopylov, Valery

Vladimirovich; and Cherednichenko, Vladir-Jr Mikhailovich
3,843,604.

Kordowich, Frieder: See—
Rottacker. Walter; Kordowich, Frieder; and Hettich, Karl

3,842,472.
Korell, Donald D., to Steelcase Inc, Partition connector system

3,842,555, CI, 52-238,000.
Korn, Alfred H,: See-

Feairheller, Stephen H., Korn, Alfred H,; Harris, Edward H., Jr,;

Filachione. Edward M.; and Taylor, Maryann M,, 3,843,320,
Korpics, Charles J., to Sherwin-Williams Company, The. Benztriazole
and tolyltriazole mixtures. 3,843,337, CI. 44-63.000.

Korr, Abraham L.; Mahoney, James F.; and Svihel, Bernard T. Ap-
paratus and package for use in heating or cooking of food by electri-
cal conduction through the food. 3,842,724, CI. 99-358.000.

Korting, Reinhard, to Polysius AG. Traveling grate 3,842,763, CI
I l0-40,00c,

Kosaka, Tomoaki, to Pioneer Electronic Corporation, Noise reduction
device of a tape recorder. 3,843.573, CI. 260-25.000.

Kosia, Leslie A,; See—

Wireman. Jack; Linda. Yorba; and KosIa, Leslie A.. 3,843.482,
Kosta, Peter L: See-

Jacuzzi, Roy A.; and Kosta, Peter L., 3,842.823.
Kottke, Lawrence F.: See-

Anderson. David S; and Kottke, Lawrence F., 3,843,946.
Kouremenos, Demetre, to Sarlab Aktiengesellschaft Absorption

refrigeration apparatus fo the inert gas type. 3,842,618, CI. 62-
490 000.

Koyama. Keizi: See—
Hanaoka. Teruo; Naito. Hiro; Komatsu. Akitoshi; Koyama. Keizi;

Kobayashi. Mitsuki; and Ohishi. Naoaki, 3.843.360.
Koyano, Nobushige: See—

Sekine, Kazuo; Mimura, Michio; Oniki. Yasuhiko; and Koyano.
Nobushige. 3.843,103.

Kozacka. Frederick J,, to Chase-Shawmut Company, The. High-volt-
age fuse, 3,843,948, CI, 337-158.000.

Kozhevnikov, Sergei Nikolaevich; Tkachenko, Arkady Scmcnovich;
Murash. Igor Vasilievich; and Shvedchenko. Anton Antonovich.
Rolls driving gear for the stand of pipe cold-rolling mill. 3,842.636.
CI. 72-208.000.

Kozu, Haruo; See—
Usami, Shoji; and Kozu, Haruo, 3,^43,464.

Kozu, Isao, to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. Announcing
device for use with a measuring apparatus. 3.843,963, CI. 360-
12 000.

Kraft, Wolfgang, to ITT Industries, Inc. Method of manufacturing a
thermocompression contact. 3,843.428, CI. 156-7 000.

Kramer, James H , to Goodrich, B F , Company, The. Perforate article
and method of making same 3,843.476, CI 161-1 12.000.

Kramer, Leonard; and Happel, John. Controlling coke in the prolysis of
hydrocarbons tl acetylene and hydrogen. 3.843.744. CI. 260-
679.000.

Kranich, Werner; See

—

Katz, Otto; and Kranich, Werner, 3,842,466.
Kranss-Maffei AG; See—

Bielfeldt, Friedrich Bernd; and Kamm, Artur, 3.843.294.
Krausc Milling Company; See-

Alexander, Richard J., 3,843.377.
Krauss-Maffei AG: See—

Schwarzler, Peter; Bohn, Gerhard, and Schauberger, Helmut,
3,842,748.

Krauss-Maffei Aktiengesellschaft; See—
Schwarzler, Peter, 3,842,747.
Schwarzler, Peter, 3,842,749.

Kraviiz, Stanley: See—
Suggitt, Robert M.; Ester. John H.; and Kravitz, Stanley,

3,843,748.
Kravitz, Stanley; Estes, John H., and Suggitt Robert M., to Texaco Inc.

Inomerization of C,o-Cu hydrocarbons with fluorided metal-alumina
catalyst. 3,843,746, CI. 260-683.680.

Kravitz, Stanley; Estes, John H; and Suggitt. Robert M , to Texaco Inc.
Isomerization of clO-cI4 hydrocarbons with fluorided metal-alu-
mina catalyst 3,843,747, CI. 260-683.680.

Krawczak, Lawrence: See-
Brown, Martin M.; and Krawczak, Lawrence, 3,842,565.

Krazanoski, Joseph Z.; and Petricciani, John C, to Flow Pharmaceuti-
cals, Inc. Eye solution and method of using same. 3,843,782 CI 4''4-

78.000.

Kreider, Eunice M , to Searle, G. D., & Co Pyridyl esters of I-(3-
cyano-3,3 diphenylpropyl)-4-phenylpiperidine-4-carboxylic acid
3,843.646. CI. 260-293.690.

Kreiss. Bernhard: See—
Frey. Volker; and Kreiss. Bernhard. 3,843.73 1

.

Krenke, Vincent G., to Koppers Company. Inc. System and method for
controlling emissions while pushing coke from a coke oven
3.843,459, CI. 201-41,000,

Kressley, Leonard J.: See—
Frevel, Ludo K,; and Kressley, Leonard J., 3,843.722.

Kreuz. Kenneth L.: See—
Lachowicz, Donald R., and Kreuz, Kenneth L., 3,843.693.

Krings. Hans; Peetz, Hans-Dieter; and Crumbach. Richard, to Saint-
Gobain Industries. Windshield mounting. 3.843. 1 93. CI. 296-84.00k.

Krohm. Reinold: See—
Blumenthal. Guenter; and Krohm. Reinold, 3,842,966.

Kroll, Raymond A., to Outboard Marine Corporation. Reversible
transmission. 3,842,788, CI. 1 15-34.00r

Krolopp, Otto C: See-
Wright, Edward S.; Angstadt, John W.; and Krolopp, Otto C

3,843.406,
Kroon, William L., to Ampex Corporation. Magnetic head 3 843 968

CI. 360-121.000.
Krueger, Archie S,; Slye, Norman J,; and Diring, Janes A., to Alwin
Manufacturing Company. Inc. Roll towel dispenser 3.843.218 CI
312-38.000.

Kruglikov, Anatoly Abramovich: See—
Khaidukov. Gennady Fedorovich; Zamuraeva. Larisa Vasilievna;

Kruglikov, Anatoly Abramovich; PoUpov, Vladimir Petrovich;
Smimov, Jury Artemievich; and Bronov, Mark Vladimirovich
3,843,697.

Kruh. Daniel, to General Electric Company. Soluble amide-imide
polymers terminated with olefin groups. 3,843,602, CI. 260-47 Ocp.

Krupick, Walter J.; and McDonough. Theodore J., to Singer Company.
The. Vibration and shock isolated gyroscope assembly, 3.843,108
CI. 267-137.000,

Kuba, Jaroslav: See—
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Sittek. Edvin; Katolickv, Jaroslav; Kuba. Jaroslav; and Dvorok,
Edmund. 3,842,807.

'

Kubcc, Ronald E.: See—
Hacfele, Joseph E.; Hawkins. Cecil R.; and Kubec. Ronald E..

3.843.404.

Kubota. Koji; Onoda. Takiko; and Okumura. Shinji. to Ajinomoto Co..

Inc. Method of producing L-serine by fermentation. 3.843.441. CI.

195-30.000

Kuehne. Gerhard B; 5ee—
Miram. George V.; and Kuehne. Gerhard B.. 3.843.902.

Kuhle. Engelbert; See—
Widdig. Arno; Kuhle. Engelbert; Scheinpflug. Hans; Grewe. Ferdi-

nand; Kaspcrs. Helmut; and Frohberger. Paul Ernst. 3,843.715.

Kuhn. Howard A . to Gleason Works. The. Process and apparatus for

densifying powder metal compact to form a gear having a hub por-

tion, and preferred powder metal compact shape for use therewith.

3.842.646. CI. 72-354.000.

Kuhn. Karl Walter, to Societe d'Etudes de Machines Thermiques. Flat

sealing joint forming in particular a cylinder head gasket for an inter-

nal-combustion reciprocating-piston engine. 3.843.141. CI. 277-
209.000.

Kuhnert. Peter; and Luetz-Binder. Doris, to Benckiser. Joh. A.. GmbH
Concentrated stable solutions of solid edible acids, process of mak-
ing, and method of using same. 3.843.8 1 2. CI. 426-2 1 3.000.

Kukolja. Stjepan P ; and Lammert. Steven R . to Lilly. Eli. and Com-
pany 2-Chlorosuirmyl-3-imido-azetedin-4-ones. 3.843.682. CI. 260-
326.00s.

Kumai. Akira; and Usami. Toshimasa. to Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd.
Multi-layer color photographic light-sensitive materials. 3.843.369,
CI. 96-74.000.

Kunkle, Gerald E.: See-
Edge. Charles K ; and Kunkle, Gerald E , 3,843,346.

Kunzinger, Charles A.: See—
Hamel, Harvey C; Kunzinger, Charles A.; and Stelzenmuller, Wil-

liam K. 3,843,895.
Kupec, Peter, and Rauterberg, Ulf, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft

Electromagnetic relav and free armature therefor. 3,843,944, CI.

335-196.000.
Kuramoto, Naoya; See—

Kamiyoshi, Masaya; Gouda, Masatoshi; and Kuramoto, Naoya,
3,843,484.

Kurashiki Ravon Co., Ltd.: See—
Enomoto, Yuya, 3,843,389.

Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Murayama, Naohiro, 3,843.570.

Kurihara, Norman H.; and Bublitz, Donald E., to Dow Chemical Com-
pany, The. Bis-p-dithino( 2,3-b; 2',3-e)pyrazine 2,3,7.8-tetracar-

bonitrile 3,843,644, CI. 260-250.0bc.
Kurose, Hisayuki; Kawase. Akira; Aoyagi. Kazuo; and Uchiyama,
Noboru. to Ishikawajima-Hariman Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Hull
construction method employing hull construction work units.

3,842,773. CI. 1 l4-65.00r.

Kurtis. Soma; Argabright. Perry A . and Presley. C. Travis, to
Marathon Oil Company Gels for protecting metal structures

3.843,374, CI. 106-14.000.

Kurz, Arthur W., Jr , to Donnelly Mirrors, Inc. Shatter-resistant mirror
mounting. 3,843,236, CI. 350-288.000.

Kushncr, Marlene Magnetic supporting means. 3.842,980, CI. 211-
60.00t.

Kuusc, Nikolai Ivanovich- See—
Sillaots, Argo Aleksandrovich; Kuuse, Nikolai Ivanovich; Rand-
maa, Toenu Romanovich; and Loo, Villo Johannesovich,
3,842.465.

Kwan. Philip Henry, to Key II Industries. Scale inhibiting apparatus.
3.843.507. CI. 204-302.000.

Kyker. Gary Stephen; Beckman. Joseph Alfred; Halasa. Adel Farhan;
and Hall. James Edward, to Firestone Tire & Rubber Company. The.
Stabilized phosphonitrile elastomers. 3.843,596. CI. 260-45. 75r.

Kyowa Leather Cloth Co.. Ltd.: See—
Yanagida. Kisaku. Kato. Rvuichi; Suzuki. Tadao; and Takano.

Yoshio. 3.843.436.
La Chance. Gerard B. Electronic training & diagnosing apparatus.

3.842.517. CI. 35-19.00a.
Laakso. Oliver A . to Kamyr Inc Method and apparatus of a two
zoned, liquid level controlled screening and feeding device for cellu-

lose digestion. 3,843,468, CI. 162-17.000.
Labana, Santokh S.; and Theodore, Ares N., to Ford Motor Company.
Thermoset molding powders employing glycidyl methacrylate-func-
tional prepolymers and diphenol-expoxy resin adducts and molding
thereof 3,843,594, CI 260-42.180.

Laboratories Laroche Navarron: See—
Pinhas, Henri, 3,843,725.

Labronic, AG: See—
Egli, Bruno; and Manser, Niklaus, 3,843,265.

Labrunie, Guy: See—
Borel, Joseph; Deutsch, Jean-Claude; Labrunie. Guy; and Robert,
Jacques, 3,843,231.

Lacerte, Maurice. Solid tire wheel. 3,843,202, CI. 30l-63.0pw.
Lachmann, Burkhard; and Rosenkranz, Hans Jurgen. to Bayer Aktien-

gesellschaft. Process for the production of 2.4-dihydrox-
ybenzophenone. 3.843, 729, CI. 260-591.000.

Lachowicz, Donald R.; and Kreuz, Kenneth L., to Texaco, Inc. Novel
oxiranes and their preparation. 3,843,693, CI. 260-348. OOr.

Lack, James E. Water guns and water emitting target. 3,843,127, CI.

273-101.000.

Lafond, Robert L : See—
Campbell, John Scott; Fairchild, John L.; Lafond, Robert L.; and

Kilker, Carl R, 3,843,839.
Laftsidis, Stergios: See—

Glabe, Elmer F.; Anderson, Perrv W.; and Laftsidis, Stergios,

3,843,820.
Glabe, Elmer F.; Anderson, Perry W ; and Laftsidis, Stergios,

3,843,821.
Lahr, Gerald J. Method of growing plants hydroponically. 3,842,535,

CI. 47-1.200.

Laing, James Morrison, to Borg-Warner Limited. Method of making
planetary carrier assembly. 3,842,48 1 , CI. 29-434.000.

Lambert, Emmanuel: See—
Toussaint, Francois; Laroche, Pierre; Schottev. Jean; and Lam-

bert, Emmanuel. 3,843,472.
Lambert, Thomas H. Apparatus for removably holding a liquid

beverage container. 3,842,981 , CI. 21 1-74.000 '

Lambiris, Sortiris, to General Electric Company. Liquid fuel grid

burner for vitiated air using auxiliary combustion air. 3,843,309, CI.

431-284.000.

Lamcor Incorporated: See—
Melugin. Simeon A , 3,843,050.

Lammert. Steven R.: See—
Kukolja. Stjepan P ; and Lammert. Steven R.. 3.843.682.

Lane. Bruce M.: Sec—
Hunt. Robert E.; Delahantv. John; and Lane. Bruce M..

3,843.894.
Lane. Ralph David: See—

Hansen. Aage Ansgar; and Lane. Ralph David, 3,843,954.

Lang, Douglas R , and Hight. Graeme K. Marker for use in the detec-
tion of oestrus in animals. 3,842,802, CI. I 19-1.000

Lang, Thomas G , to United States of America, Nav\ Semisubmerged
ship with bow impact alleviator. 3,842.772. CI. 1 14-61.000.

Langbert. Carl G.: See—
Kahn. Stuart L; and Langbert. Carl G.. 3.842,448.

Langejan, Arend Preparation of active dried baker's \east. 3,843,800,
CI. 426-18 000.

Lapidus. Herbert, to Combe Incorporated. Deodorizer sheet material.

3,842,5 19, CI. 36-44.000.
Large, John; Moss. James, and Dutton. David. Processing of wires.

3.842,643. CI. 72-286.000.
Laroche. Pierre: See—

Toussaint. Francois; Laroche. Pierre; Schottey. Jean; and Lam-
bert. Emmanuel. 3.843.472.

Larry. John Robert, to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company.
Novel conductive metallizations. 3.843.350. CI. 75-.50r.

Larsem. Veggo F.. Co.. The: See—
Daigle. John P.. 3.842.562

Larsen. Dorwin R.: See—
Gutman. Nathan; Larsen. Dorwin R ; and Voile. Evcrctle M..

3.843.274.
Larsh. Everett P. Marine vessel roll stabilizer apparatus 3.842.777. CI.

1 14-126.000.

Larson. Ray W ; Morsell. Arthur Lee; Muntz. Eric P.; and Wilkowsky,
Murray, to Xonics, Inc. Electron radiogram developer with image
field screen. 3,842,801. CI. 118-638.000.

Laszlo. Tibor S.. to Philip Morris Incorporated. Microwave expansion
of tobacco 3.842.846. CI. 1 3 1 -1 40.00p.

Latash. Jury Vadimovich: See—
Paton. Boris Evgenievich; Medovar. Boris Izrailevich. Latash. Jury

Vadimovich; and Baglai. Vitaly Mikhailovich. 3.842.897.

Paton. Boris Evgenievich; Thcddvar. Boris Izrailevich; Latash.

Jury Vadimovich; Chekotilo. Leonty Vasilievich; Emelyanenko.
July Georgievich. Us. Vasily Ivandvich; Baglai, Vitaly Mik-
hailovich, Martyn, Viktor Mikhailovich; Artamonov, Viktor
Leonidovich; Bonarenko. Oleg Petrovich. Boiko. Georgy Alex-
androvich; Tstkulenko. Anatoly Konstantinovich; Ivon. Vasily

Valdimirovich; and Pavlov, Leonid Viktorovich, 3,842,898.
Latter, Charles Franklin: See—

Fagin, Earle Reid; and Latter, Charles Franklin, 3,842,922.
Lau, Gunther; Bradatsche, Edmond, and Brandl, Hermann J. Sealing
and transport means for corrugated paperboard impregnating ap-
paratus. 3,842,795, CI 1 1 8-50.000.

Lautier, Alex Honore: See—
Pierret, Jean-Marc; Lautier. Alex Honore; Maddens. Francis Paul;
and Nussbaumer. Henri Jean. 3.843.942.

Laxson. Thomas Earl. Chuck adapter. 3.843.143. CI. 279-1 00a.
Layton. James K.;and Magnuson.Gustav D.. to United States of Amer-

ica. Air Force. High intensity proton source. 3.843.889. CI. 250-
423.000.

Lazarev. Leonid Lazarevich; Novakovsky. Leonid Grigorievich; and
Roitman. Boris Aronovich. Method to diagnosing head lamps of
transport vehicles and a device for carrying same into effect.

3.843.262. CI. 356-121.000.

Lee. Charleston Roy; King. Dorothy Mary; and Calusen. Edward Einar,
to General Foods Corporation. Process for baking foodstuffs.

3.843.827. CI. 426-293.000.
Lee. Raymond. Organization. Inc., The: See—

Vallejo. Amadeo T.. 3.843.1 34.

Lee. Thomas E.: See—
Niebykski. Leonard M.; Jarema, Chester P.; and Lee, Thomas E.,

3,843,353.
Leeds and Micallef: See—

Micallef, Lewis A., 3.843.030.

Leek. Wayne E.: See—
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Goodstal, Laurence K ;Leek. Wa\ne E ; Sanzo. Robert J ; Turner.
Robert L ; Workman. Clark B.; and Yctter. Edward W .

3.843,875.

Leesona Corporation: See—
Richter, Hans H, 3,842,582.

Lefebvre. Michel S Process for coating a support with a polyamide
plastic material. 3,843.387. CI 1 17-62.200.

Legue. Ronald: See—
Riegel, Peter S ; Legue. Ronald; Nikodem, Leslie F., Jr.; and Slav,

Willard. 3,842,864.
Legutke, Gunter: See—

Ohorodnit, Alexander; Gehrmann, Klaus; Legutke, Gunter; and
Vierling. Hermann, 3,843,743.

Lehman. Michael T . to Itek Corporation Photographic developer with
cuprous amine complex 3,843,363. CI. 96-48. OOr.

Lehmann, Gerard: See—
Gabano, Jean-Paul; and Lehmann, Gerard, 3,843,4 14.

Leibrecht, Klaus, to Kalle Aktiengesellschaft Method of reducing the
generation of ozone. 3.843.906. CI. 317-4.000

Leitner. Michael: See—
Plough, Charles T ; Arts. Marcus; Leitner. Michael; Russel. Wil-

liam, Marsman. Frank; and Eastwood, Keith, 3.843,949
Lemiuex.' Raymond Urgel: See—

Rubinfeld, Joseph; Lemiuex, Raymond Urgel; and Raap, Rintie
3,843.637

- «.

Leonard. Verna M Chord inversion finder. 3.842.707. CI. 84-474.000
Leonard. Verna M Keyboard Fingering guide. 3.842.708. CI 84-
485 000

Leotta. Anthonv D.: See—
Espenlaub, Walter C and Leotta, Anthony D., 3.843,926.

Les Forges de Zeebrugge S.A : See—
Bodinaux. Gaston Jean Olivier, 3.842.7 1 1

I.cs Laboratories Bruneau & Cie, mesne: See—
Buzas. Andre, and Bruneau. Jacques, 3,843.647

Leschek. Walter C:i><'-
Ke\. Carroll L , Jr , and Leschek, Walter C, 3.842.662.

Leslie. William C . to United States Steel Corporation. Method of
producing enameling iron, and enameling iron compositions and ar-
ticles. 3, 843,415. CI 148-2 UUO.

Leuck. Donald D , and Budzynski. Leonard M , to Owens-Illinois, Inc
Border sustainer system for gas discharge panel. 3,843,905, CI 31S-
169.0tv

Leuthi. Christian, to Ciba-Geigy AG Pvrenvl-s-triazines 3,843,651,
CI 260-248 Ocs.

Leuthi, Christian; Biland, Hans Rudolf; and Duennenberger, Max, to
Ciba Limited Bis-oxalic acid ester amides for use as stabilisers
3,843,7 16, CI. 260-47 1.00a.

Leuthi, Christian, to Ciba-Geigy AG l.4-Bis-st\r\l-benzene-diox\al
kanoic acids, salts and esters. 3.843,7 1 8, CI. 260-473.OOg.

Lever Brothers Company: See—
Davies, James Francis. Gauterin. Charles Rowland; and Neillie.

William Frederick Soutar. 3.843.563
I.evinson, Harold N ; and Frank. Jan Dvsmetric d\slexia screening

procedure 3.842. 822. CI. 128 2. our
Lewandowsky. Klaus, to Walker. Kurt. Dr Device for severing a

preferably moistened tissue web. 3.843.034. CI. 225-43.000.
Lewelling. James D : See—

Bondie. Dale J.; Sutton. Robert S . and Lewelling. James D .

3,842.712
Lewis, Donald J , to Allied Chemical Corporation Particle engaging

screen device for pyro-technic system. 3.843, 1 5 I , CI. 280- 1 50.0ab
lewis. Gary K. See—

Cox, Arthur R , Holiday, Paul R ; Lewis, Gary K.; and Soderquist.
Seven D.. 3.X43.421

Libis. Bernard: See—
Habicht, Ernst, Libis, Bernard; and Zergenyi, Janos, 3,843,797

Lichtenstem, Bcrhard, to Technicon Instruments Corporation Method
and apparatus for successive sample analysis without mter-sample
contamination. 3,843.326. CI. 23-259.000

'

l.icitis, Gunars, and Glass. Marvin I., to Glass, Marvin. & Associates
Target game 3.843.1 28. CI. 273-102.001.

Lidington. Frederick Charles, to Weathershields Limited. Hinged
draught deflectors for vehicles 3.843, 195. CI. 296-1 37. OOj.

Liechti. Hans Wilhelm: See—
Ramanathan. Visvanathan; and Liechti. Hans Wilhelm. 3.843.622.

Liedtke. Kurt Willy: See—
Focke, Hcinz-Hermann.and Liedtke, Kurt Willy. 3,842,571.

l.ightfoot, Cecil W.: See—
Horlon, Arthur E , Brantlev, Jordan W ; Smith, Paul R.; Lightfoot.

Cecil W ;and Hanneman, Richard L., 3,843,91 I.

Likhite, Vilas V Membrane separation process. 3,843.444, CI. 195-
66. OOr.

Lilliston Corporation: See—
Frushour. George Victor; and Nafziger. Marvin Lee. 3.843.160.

Lilly. Ell, and Company: See—
Hamill. Robert L.. and Hehn. Marvin M.. 3.843.784.
Jackson, Billy G , Stamper, Martha C, and Bottorff, Edmond M ,

3.843,642
Kukolja. Stjepan P., and Lammert, Steven R., 3,843,682.
Smithwick, Edward L, Jr., 3,843,658
Spry.DouglasO. 3.843,640

Linda. Yorba: See—
Wireman, Jack; Linda, Yorba; and Kosla, Leslie A., 3,843,482.

Linde Aktiengesellschaft See—
Becker, Rudolf, 3.842.613

Lindse\ , Hiram E., Jr Method and apparatus for deep gas well comple-
tions 3,842,9 1 2. CI. 1 66-307.000.

Ling, Manfred, to Triumph Werke Nuerbcrg AG. Shift mechanism
3,842.958,.C1 197-18.000

Lion Fat and Oil Co , Ltd : iVf—
Susuki, Rinnousuke, Hoshi, Hiroshi; Araki, Shinichi; Miyamoto,

Shinzo; and Ishii, Masao, 3,843,037
Lippay. Raymond R., and Kolas, Walter A. Circulation of lubricant of

an internal combustion engine prior to start-up 3.842.937, CI 184-
6 300.

Lippke. Paul. Device for checking moving webs of paper or the like,

relative to flows. 3.842,668, CI. 73-1 59.000.
Little. Arthur D . Inc : See—

Hunt. Robert E.. Delahanty. John; and Lane. Bruce M .

3.843.894.
Littlewood Arnold; deceased ( b\ Littlewood. Esther; person represen-

tative). Opacimeters 3.843.266. CI 356-207 000
Littlewood. Esther: See—

Littlewood Arnold. 3.843.266
Litton Systems. Inc.: See—

Klemp. Eldon J ; and Cassibo, Vernon E.. 3.843,859
LKB-Produkter AB: See—

Person. Tage, 3,843,226.
Lockard, Joseph L . to AMP Incorporated. Multiple position slide

switch assembly with auxiliary switch deactivated by controller in ex-
treme position. 3.843.852. Cl'. 200-16 OOd.

Locke. Frank W . to Hoerner Waldorf Corporation. Easily set-up con-
tainer 3.843.040. CI 229-38 000.

Logan. James D.: See—
Talbott. John W ; and Logan. James D . 3.843.756.

Logemann. Heino. Suling. Carlhans. and Lorenz. Gunter. to Bayer Ak-
tiengesellschaft Solutions of N-vinvl pyrrolidone copolymers.
3.843,578. CI. 260-29.0an.

Loiseau. Gerard Paul Marie Henri: See—
Obellianne. Pierre Mane Joseph, Carbonnel, Pierre Andre,

Loiseau, Gerard Paul Marie Henri; and Millischer, Rene Jean.
3,843,656

Longley, Delton K Apparatus for oxidizing waste materials. 3,843.329.
CI. 23-277.00C.

Loo. Villo Johannesovich: See—
Sillaots. Argo Aleksandrovich; Kuuse. Nikolai Ivanovich; Rand-
maa. Toenu Romanovich; and Loo. Villo Johannesovich.
3.842.465

Loose. Randy J ; and Spector. George Game having magnetically
cooperating projectiles and floating scoring elements. 3.843,1 25. Cl
273-95.00r

Lopata, Karl Peter; and Schiffer, Gunter Heinz, to Fa. Kleinewefers In-

dustrie-Companie GmbH Sealing apparatus for gas vapor container
subjected to above or below atmospheric pressures for product webs
to be continuously treated. 3,843.142. Cl. 277-237.000

Lorenz. Gunter: Sff—
Logemann, Heino. Suling. Carlhans; and Lorenz. Gunter.

3.843.578
Lork. Winfried: See—

Erpenbach. Heinz. Gehrmann. Klaus, Lork, Winfried; and Prinz,
Peter, 3,843,555.

Low, Garth R. Firearm with exchangeable barrels. 3,842,527, Cl 42
75.00b.

Lowrie, Harman S , to Searle, G D , & Co 9-Dialk\lamino alkvl-N-
substituted fluorene-9-carboxamides. 3,843.657. Cl' 260-268. Ot'r.

Lozier. Leroy P Bicycle transmission. 3,842,684. Cl 74-217 00b.
Lucas Electrical Company Limited, The: See—

Hill. William Frank. .3.843,921

Lucas, Joseph, ( Industries) Limited: See—
Bloom, Joseph Louis. 3,842,682.

Luce, Nunzio A , and Graham, George A , to Optel Corporation Elec-
tronic timpeieces. 3,842,589, Cl. 58-50. OOr

Lucifer S .A : See—
Stampfli. Harald, 3.842,860.

Luck, Egon Manufacture of alcoholic beverages. 3,843,809, Cl 426-
192.000

Ludwig-Ofag-lndugas Industriofenanlagen GmbH: See—
Schmidt. Theodor. and Meyer. Rudolf. 3.843.419.

Luetz-Binder. Doris: See—
Kuhnert. Peter; and Luetz-Binder. Doris. 3.843.8 1 2.

Lugscheider. Walter: See—
Keller. Wolfgang. Lugscheider. Walter, and Muehlbauer. Alfred,

3,843,331.
Lupoli. Peter John, to Benrus Corporation. Watch 3,842,58'i Cl 58-

23.000
Lust, Sigmund: See—

Schneider. Gerhart. Lust. Sigmund. Niethammer. Konrad, Jacobi,
Ernst; Erdmann, Dietrich, and Mohr. Gunther. 3.843.714.

Luthi. Christian: See—
Piller. Bernhard; Meier. Max. Dunnenberger. Max. Biland. Hans

Rudolf, and Luthi. Christian, 3,843,371.
Lutz, Albert William, and Feeny. Richard William, to American
Cy anamid Company Use of 6-( trifluoromethvl ) hvdrouracils as her
bicides 3.843. 348. Cl. 71-92.000.

Maagdenberg. Ronald R Catalytic process for depositing nitride films
3.843.398. Cl 1 17-201.000.

Mabuchi. Shunsuke: Se-f

—

Kisaki, Hisashi; Mabuchi. Shunsuke. and Tsutsumi. Yukihiro
3.843.733.

Macalus. Frank: See—

< >,0.—«4
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Mails. Leonard Irving, and Macalus. Frank. 3.842,839.
Macandcr. Rudolph F.: See—

Brindcll, Gordon D., and Macandcr, Rudolph F . 3.843,599.
MacDcrmid Incorporated; See—

Kinder, David H., 3.843,430.

MacDonald, John MacKillop; and Hong. Charles Chuan-Chi, to Esso
Research and Engineering Company. Countercurrent lube extrac-
tion with dual solvent svstem 3.843.5 1 5, CI. 208-326.000.

MacDonald. William, and Pan, Chuen-Yong. to Alberta Helium
Limited, mesne. Method for drving water-wet membranes
3,842,5 15, CI. 34-9.000.

Maciag, Edmund T , to Vernitron Corporation. Piezoelectric mounting
with variable dampmg 3,843,898, CI. 310-8.200.

Maddens, Francis Paul; See—
Pierret. Jean-Marc; Lautier, Alex Honore, Maddens, Francis Paul,
and Nussbaumer, Henri Je^n, 3,843,942

Mader, Walter Dr , Lack- und Fafbenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See-
Wagner. Hans-Jochen, 3.843.503

Maeda, Hiroaki; See—
Miyao, Takayuki; Maeda, Hiroaki; and Sato. Masanori, 3,842,692.

Maeda. Isao; See—
Harada, Ikuo, Hamasaki. Masafumi, Maeda, Isao; and Izawa
Nobuyuki, 3,843.150.

Maeder. Arthur; See—
Toepfl. Rosemarie; Abel. Heinz; and Maeder, Arthur, 3.843.391

.

Magee, Ellington M., and Healy. Frank J , to Esso Research and En-
gineering Company Commercial chromatographv for more than tw

o

components. 3,843,518, CI 210-31.00c
Magnamatnx Corporation; See-

Anderson, Clarence L., 3,842,73 1

.

Magnatech Ltd.; See—
Fagin, Earic Reid, and Latter, Charles Franklin, 3,842,922

Magnavox Company, The; See—
Mayle, Louis F, 3,843,929.

Magnetic Controls Company; See-
Cox. Russell G, 3,843,848.

Magnuson, Guslav D.: See—
Layton, James K., and Magnuson. Gustav D., 3,843.889.

Magusa, Harumi; See—
Shiotani. Shigeo; and Magusa, Harumi, 3,842,944.

Maheux. Peter Francis, to Bell Northern Research Ltd Connection of
an electrical component to a flexible circuit. 3,843,9Sl, CI 339-
IT.OOf.

MahleGmbHSee-
Maier, Rudolf, 3,842,715.

Mahoney, Eugene T.; See—
Golland, Wesley A ; Mahonev, Eugene T.; and Minuk, Donald,

3,843,203.
Mahoney, James F.; See—

Korr, Abraham L.; Mahonev, James F.; and Svihel, Bernard T ,

3,842,724.
Maier, Rudolf, to Mahle GmbH. Piston for internal combustion en-

gines. 3,842,7 1 5, CI. 92-3 1 .000.

Maistre, Michel Antoine Jules. Cellular flotation structure. 3,842.768
CI 1 14-16 OOr.

Mako. John; See-
Gilbert. Richard Lyman; Hryck. Michael David, and Mako, John,

3,842,736.
Malak, Thomas P . to Kewanee Oil Company. Corrosion resistance of

decorative chromium electroplated objects 3,843,495, CI 204-
35. OOr.

Malchow, William A Bolted connection including a stud. 3,842,718
CI. 92-171.000.

Maley, Gerald A.; and Riseman, Jacob, to International Business
Machines Corporation Apparatus for controlling functionally
severable parts of a computer system 3,843,953, CI. 340-172.500

Malis, Leonard Irving; and Macalus, Frank. Rongeur. 3,842,839, CI
128-312.000.

Mallory Electric Corporation; See—
Mallory, Marion. Jr . 3.842,8 1 7.

Mallory, Marion, Jr , to Mallory Electric Corporation. Capacitive
discharge ignition system. 3,842,8 1 7, CI 123-1 48.00e.

Manca, Marcello: See—
Montefusco, Nicola; and Manca. Marcello. 3,843,943.

Mandrup, Jorgen, to Matador Industries. Inc. Refuse compactor
3,842,729, CI. 10O-229.00a

Manowitz, Milton; Sharpell, Frederick H., Jr.; and Stegmann, Carolyn,
to Givaudan Corporation. Inhibiting growth of microorganisms in

aqueous systems 3,843.519, CI 210-64 000.
Manser, Niklaus; See—

Egli. Bruno, and Manser. Niklaus. 3,843,265.
Marathon Oil Company; See—

Kurtis, Soma, Argabright. Pcrrv A.; and Presley, C. Travis,
3,843,374.

Rhudy, John S ; and Haws, Gerald W , 3,842.909
Marcus, Ernst. Four-cycle internal combustion engine without a

camshaft. 3,842,812, CI. 1 23-75. Ore.
Marley, ArleyC ,III;See—

Boone, Jimmie H., Chenkovich. Gary A ; Corcoran, Brian F.; Mar-
ley, Arley C , III; and Simpson, Robert D., 3,843,077.

Marlow. Jerry R., to General Motors Corporation. Hydromechanica!
transmission and control 3,842,694, CI. 74-867 000.

Maroschak, Ernest J , to Plastic Tubing, Inc Method for making and
slitting plastic corrugated tubes. 3,843,758, CI. 264-40.000.

Marshall, Philip; and Stevens, William C , Jr., to Marshall Research
and Development Corporation Shock spectrum anal\sis method and
apparatus. 3,842,661 , CI. 73-67 100.

Marshall Research and Development Corporation; See-
Marshall, Philip; and Stevens, William C, Jr., 3,842,661

Marsman, Frank; See-
Plough, Charles T ; Arts. Marcus; Leitner, Michael; Russel. Wil-

liam; Marsman. Frank; and Eastwood, Keith, 3.843.949.
Marson Corporation; See—

Di Maio. Anthony E., 3,842,649.
Martin, Lloyd W; See—

Sundquist, John L , and Martin, Lloyd W , 3,843.245.
Marty. Claude; Maurin. Jean; and Weisang, Joseph Edouard, to Com-

pagnie Francais de Raffinage. Detergent compositions and methods
of obtaining them. 3,843,564. CI. 252-552.000.

Martyashin. Alexandr Ivanovich; Morozov. Andrei Elizarovich; Shak-
hov, Eduard Konstantinovich; and Shiyandin, Viktor Mikhailovich.
Method for measuring parameters of complex electric circuit com-
ponents and device for effecting same. 3,843,925, CI. 324-57.00.

Martyn, Viktor Mikhailovich; See—
Paton, Boris Evgenievich, Theddvar. Boris Izrailcvich; Latash,
Jury Vadimovich,Chekotilo. Leonty Vasilievich, EmeKanenko,
July Georgievich, Us. Vasily Ivandvich, Baglai. Vit'aly Mik-
hailovich; Martyn, Viktor Mikhailovich, Artamonov. Viktor
Leonidovich; Bonarenko, Oleg Petrovich, Boiko. Georgy Alcx-
androvich, Tstkulenko, Anatoly Konstantinovich. Ivon. Vasilv
Valdimirovich, and Pavlov, Leonid Viktorovich, 3,842,898.

Marulic, Walter J , to Pullman Incorporated Lading tie anchor for rail-

way freight car. 3,842.756, CI. 105-480. 00a.
Masawaki, Keizo; See—

Yamamoto. Yasuo; and Masawaki, Keizo. 3.843.565.
Maschinenfabrik Buckau R. Wolf AG; See—

Piatkowski, Paul; and Birkholz, Manfred. 3,843,275.
Maschio, Gabrielc; See

—

Priaroggia, Paulo Gazzana, and Maschio, Gabriele, 3,843,830.
Massachusetts Institute of technology; See—

Mehrabian, Robert; and Flemings, Merton C , 3.842,895.
Thornton, Richard D ; and Kolm, Henry H , 3,842,75 1

Massey, Wayne A.; See

—

King, Robert E.; Massey, Wavne A., and Smith. John M ,

3,843,076.
Massi, Giovanni Combustion control device V843.3|(j CI 43 j-

90.000.

Masson, Yves; and Greiner. Henri, to Pneumatiques. Caoutchouc
Manufacture et Plastiques Kleber-Colombes Radial-plv tires

3,842.883. CI. 152-354.000.
Masuda. Fumiya; Nakajima. Meiken; and Oyamada. Yukio. to Kao
Soap Co . Ltd Smell-sweetening and deodorizing maleimides
3,843,781,CI. 424-76 000.

Masuda, Noboru; See—
Katayama, Shitomi, Horikawa. Hideichi, and Masuda. Noboru

3.843,752.

Masuda, Yukio Racetrack amusement device. 3.843,123, CI 273-
86.00b.

Masuzawa, Isao; See—
Awano. Tsuneo; Onishi. Kazutoshi; and Masuzawa. Isao

3.843.920.

Matador Industries, Inc.; See—
Mandrup. Jorgen, 3,842,729

Mathis, Ronald D ; and Dix, James S , to Phillips Petroleum Company
Ultraviolet light stabilizer combinations for polvmers. 3.843,595, CI
260-45.00n

Mathisen, Martin H., to Eaz-Lift Spring Corporation Draw bar
3,843, 165. CI. 280-495 000.

Matsuda. Terumi; See—
Naito, Hisao; Nakabayashi, Kiyoshi; and Matsuda, Terumi

3,843.006.
Matsui. Masao; See—

Kimura, Isao; Matsui, Masao; Takahashi, Hiroshi; and Takemoto
Shizume, 3,843,609

Matsumoto, Shoji, Yonaha, Noboru; and Aizawa, Tatsuo. to Mita In-
dustrial Company. Ltd Transfer process in electroeraphv
3.843.381, CI. 117-17.500.

'

Matsunaga, Yoshiki; Itagaki, Takaharu; Kobayashi. Yoshimichi; and
Kalsuura, Tsuguo, to Mitsubishi Chemical Industries, Limited
Chelating amino acid addition polymer 3,843,567, CI 260-2 20r

Matsunami, Koichi; and Hayashi. Ikuya, to Toyo Boseki Kabushiki
Kaisha. Composite film 3,843.479. CI. 161-165.000

Matsuo. Masatoshi; Sakaguchi. Tadao; and Akamatsu. Takashi, to Su-
mitomo Chemical Company, Ltd Optical brightening agents of ox-
azolyl derivatives 3,843,632, CI 260-240.0ca.

Matsuoka, Takcji Apparatus for making coiled springs. 3,842,634 CI
72-142.000.

Matsushita Electnc Industrial Co., Ltd.; See—
Adachi Kinichi; and Takaoka, Takeshi, 3,843,384.
Chiba, Hiroyuki; Hirota, Eiichi; and Nakamura, Shoji, 3,842,494.
Chiba, Hiroyuki; Tawara, Yoshio; and Hirota, Eiichi, 3,843 54

1

Kozu. Isao, 3,843,963.
Miyoshi, Keisuke; and Shibano, Naoki. 3,843.903.
Nishimura. Katsutoshi; and Fujisawa, Kiyoji, 3,843,928.
Tsunoo, Masahiko, 3,842,702

Matsushita Electric Industrial Company; See—
Sano, Yoshiaki; Hirose, Yoshitaka; and Miki, Yasumasa

3,842,725.
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Matsushita Electric Works, Ltd.; See—
Mizobata, Shiro; Kawano. Yoshiro; Itoh. Kenzo; and Usui,

Takeshi. 3,842,498.

Matthies, Dennis Lee: See-
Kaplan, Michael; and Matthies, Dennis Lee, 3,843,399.

Matuszak. Michael L ; See-
Roberts, Michael G.; and Matuszak, Michael L., 3,843,750.

Matzner. Markus. to Union Carbide Corporation. Extended polylac-

tone diol compositions 3,843,708, CI. 260-463.000.
Mauri, Marcello Massi, and Moggi, Pietro, to Snam Progetti S.p.A.

Process for producing Di-Or polynuclear heterocyclic compounds.
3,843,680. CI. 260-319.100.

Maurin, Jean; See-
Marty, Claude; Maurin, Jean; and Weisang, Joseph Edouard,

3,843,564.
Maxium Security Systems International, Inc.; See-

Bloom, Stephen A., 3,842,76

1

Maver, David P.; See—
'

Richter. Sidney B.; and Mayer. David P , 3,843.7 1 7.

Mayer, Ehrhard; and Steigenberger, Michael, to Feodor Burgmann, Jr.,

Firma. Cooled mechanical seal. 3,843, 140,CI. 277-67.000.

Mayer, Georg. Potting and repotting machine. 3,842,533, CI. 47-

1 .000.

Mayle, Louis F . to Magnavox Company, The. Automatic TV. shut-off

device responsive to absence of sync signal. 3,843,929, CI. 325-
392 000.

Maynard, Arthur W . 1/2 interest to Bonafede, William E. Slip

coupling for submarine decks 3.842,769, CI. I 1 4- 1 6.00r.

Mavne. David R., to Datamation Communications, Inc. Mailing device.

3.843,042, CI. 229-73.000.
Mazziotti, Philip J , to Dana Corporation Sealing boot and cover

3.842.62 1, CI. 64-32 OOf.

McBride. Roy T Predation protection collar for livestock. 3,842,806,
CI 1 19-106.000

McCall. Robert Eugene; See

—

Heiks, Robert Lee; Kasson, Gerald A ; and McCall, Robert Eu-
gene. 3,843.434.

McCarthy, Paul R. See—
Bailey, Wayne W ; and McCarthy. Paul R . 3,843,528

McClelland. Etheridge R ; Spence, Henry L.; Vierra, Henry R ; and
White. Thomas J., to Filper Corporation. Carrot bagging apparatus
and method. 3.842,569, CI 53-37.000.

McCloskey. Albert R . to Rockwell International Corporation. Linear
bearing 3,843.2 1 5. CI. 308-6.000

McCord, John B , to Hollymatic Corporation. Meat tenderizing ap-
paratus. 3,842,464, CI. 17-25.000.

McCormick Lumber Company, Inc ; See—
McCormick. Robert A . 3,842,45 1

.

McCormick, Robert A . to McCormick Lumber Company, Inc Mat-
tress support assembly 3.842.45 I , CI. 5-200. OOr.

McCornack, Robert R Metering valve construction. 3,842,857, CI
137-242.000

McCrearv Industrial Products Co See-
Wall's. Harold D : and McGaughey, Robert S., 3,843,182.

McCullen,C A ; See-
Alexander, Willie L , 3,843.1 80.

McCulloch Corporation; See—
Ehlen. Jack William, 3,842,599

McDonald, Robert Louis, to Sybron Corporation. Surgical patient sup-
port 3,843,1 I 2. CI. 269-322.000.

McDonnell Douglas Corporation; See-
Hamilton. Vern E ; andThorburn, Eugene K., 3,842,713.
Rason. Ned S.; DeSteese, John G.; and Gasper, Kenneth A..

3,843,896.

McDonough, Theodore J.; See—
Krupick, Waller J.; and McDonough, Theodore J., 3,843,108.

McDoughlin. Noel Peter; and Taylor, James Livingstone, to Tupper-
ware of Australia Pty. Ltd. Moulding apparatus 3,843,088, CI. 249-

144.000.

McFarlan, Alden I. Air conditioning system and method. 3,842,901,
CI 165-2.000.

McFarland, James W., to Pfizer Inc. Method of killing insects with

quinazolinones and quinazoline-thiones. 3,843,791, CI. 424-
251 000

McFarlane, Richard H. Tip forming machine and process. 3,843,300,
CI. 425-384 000.

McGaughey, Robert S.; See-
Walls, Harold D ; and McGaughey, Robert S., 3,843,182.

McGraw-Edison Company; See-
Schmidt, Jacob E, 3,843,4 1 3

Mcintosh, Harold A., to Robertshaw Controls Company. Sequencing
control module 3,843.947. CI 337-126 000.

McKinney, Robert W.; Dixon, Andrew L., Jr.; and Jordan, Raymond
L., to Grace, W R , & Co. Methods for elimination of oil slicks.

3,843,517, Cl.210-ll.000.
McLamore, William M : See-

Chang, Yi-Han; McLamore, William M.; and Tretter, James R.,

3,843,790.
McLeod, William J.; See-

Smith, Calvin S ; and McLeod, William J., 3,843,5 1 2.

McNeil.WilliamM See-
Horstman, Anton J ;and McNeil, William M., 3,843,065.

Mead, Hansel B., to 0-Bit Corporation. Television preamplifier power
source. 3,843.922, CI. 323-8.000.

Meagher, Thomas: See-

Hoffman, Daniel; and Meagher. Thomas, 3.842,800
Mechlowitz. Bela; See-

Haas, Werner E. L.; Adams, James E.; and Mechlowitz, Bela.

3,843,230.

Haas. Werner E. L.; Adams, James E.; and Mechlowitz, Bela,

3,843,233.

Medendorp, Roger L, to Kirkhof Manufacturing Corporation. Denest-

ing apparatus. 3.843,019. CI. 221-225.000.
Medney, Jonas. Apparatus for making resin bonded glass fiber articles.

3,843,303, CI. 425-395.000.
Medovar, Boris Izrailevich; See—

Paton, Boris Evgenievich; Medovar, Boris Izrailcvich; Latash, Jury

Vadimovich; and Baglai, Vitaly Mikhailovich. 3,842.897.

Medtronic, Inc.; See—
Alferness, Clifton A., 3,842,844.

Mehrabian. Robert, and Flemings. Merton C . to Massachusetts In-

stitute of technology. Metal alloy casting process to reduce
microsegregation and macrosegrcgation in casting. 3,842,895, CI.

164-49.000. ,
Meier, Max; See—

Piller, Bernhard; Meier, Max; Dunnenberger, Max; Biland, Hans
Rudolf; and Luthi. Christian, 3,843,37 1

.

Meier, William A.: and Johnson. Edward P., to Signodc Corporation.
Adaptors for anchoring straps. 3,843,08 1 , CI. 248-223 000.

Meijer. Roelf Jan; See—
Michels. Albertus Peter, Meijer, Roelf Jan; and Van Beukcring.

Henricus Cornelis Johannes, 3,842.820.
Meitinger. Heinz. Electric timepiece 3,842,588, CI. 58-28.00b.
Melugin. Simeon A., to Lamcor Incorporated. In-line fuse holder.

3.843,050, CI. 337-213.000.
Mendes, Joseph B Tire repair element. 3.842.887. CI. 1 52-370.000.
Menelly. Richard A., to International Telephone and Telegraph Cor-

poration. Method of activating electron emissive electrodes.

3,842,469,CI. 29-25.1 10.

Menne, Gucnther; See—
Asselborn, Peter; Haase, Gerhard, and Menne. Gucnther,

3,843,909.
Mennen Company, Inc., The; See—

Fanger. Gene O., Flinn, James E.; HoUingsworth, Ralph G , and
Nack. Herman, 3,843,557.

Menschner. Johannes, Textilmaschinenfabrik, Firma: See-
Van Amsterdam, Cornelis Johannes Maria. 3,843.861 .

Mercer, Paul W.. to Boeing Company. The. Method and apparatus for

semiautomatically manufacturing electrical wire harness. 3.842.496.

CI. 29-624.000.
Merck & Co.. Inc.; See—

Christensen. Burton G.; and Cama. Lovji D., 3,843,641.
Miller, Charles S.. 3.843,796.

Sarett, Lewis H., and Ruy le. William V.. 3.843,67

1

Strachan, Robert G . 3.843,62 1

.

Merck Patent Gasellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung See—
Schmitt, Dieter; Baumer, Wilhelm; and Stem, Alfred, 3,843,325.

Merck Patent Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung: See—
Scheit, Karl-Heinz; Faerber, Peter; Reuss, Karl, and Saiko, Otto.

3,843,629.

Schneider, Gerhart; Lust, Sigmund, Niethammer, Konrad, Jacobi,
Ernst; Erdmann. Dietrich; and Mohr,Gunther, 3,843,714.

Merck Sharp & Dohme ( I A ) Corporation; See-
Williams, Haydn Windsor Richard; and Roonev, Clarence Stanley,

3.843,663.'

Merrill, Claude 1. to Dow Chemical Company. The. Preparing chlorine
pentafluoride. 3,843.770, CI. 423-489.000.'

Merrill, Glen L.: See—
Reilly, Richard J ; and Merrill. Glen L.. 3,842.956.

Messenger, Edward J., to Garlock Inc. Oil seal. 3.843,139. CI. 277-
37.000.

Messerschmitt Bolkow-Blohm GmbH: See—
Schon, Volker; Walter. Bernd R.; and Zipperling. Peter,

3,843,078.
Messman, Henry C, to Kingsford Company, The, mesne Artificial

fireplace log 3.843,336, CI 44-25 000.
Mesta Machine Company; See

—

Petros. Andrew J . 3.842.639.
Metal Compacting Tools. Ltd.; See-

Fowler. John G. 3,843,287.
Metal Fab Inc.; See-

Cardiff, George H., 3,842,72 1

.

Mettler Instrumente AG; See—
Schmitter, Albert; and Strickler, Ernst, 3.842.924.

Meyer. Gerhard; See—
'

Kersten, Hilde; and Meyer, Gerhard, 3.843.723.
Meyer. John E ; See—

Whittington. J Mark C; Meyer, John E.; and Tingle, Glenn D.,
3,843,306.

Meyer, Karl A Combination lock safety cap. 3,843,007, CI. 215-
206.000.

Meyer, Rudolf See—
' Schmidt, Theodor; and Meyer, Rudolf, 3,843,4 19

Meylan, Pierre, and Hausmann, Herbert, to BBC Brown Boveri &
Company Limited. Casing of a fluid flow machine. 3,843.281 CI
415-219.000.

Micallef, Lewis A., to Leeds and Micallef Multiple purpose nozzle
3,843,030, CI. 222-554.000.

Michaels, Edwin B., and Michaels, James J. Cosmetic composition
containing mineral oil 3,843,780, CI. 424-73.000.
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Michaels. James J.: See—
Michaels. Edwin B.;and Michaels. James J.. 3.843.780.

Michels. Albertus Peter. Meijer. Roeif Jan; and Van Beukering. Hen-
ricus Cornells Johannes, to US Philips Corporation. Device for sup-
plying thermal energy to one or more places to be heated. 3.842.820.
CI 126-1 lO.OOr.

Micromatic Industries. Inc.: See—
Ellis. Myron P . and Kaake. Karl H . 3.842.658.

Miericke. Jurgen. to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Electro-magnetic
system for the guided suspension of a movable vehicle. 3.842 7S0
CI 104-148. Oss.

Mikan. Donald G ; and Williamson, Robert J.. Jr.. to Pitney-Bowen.
Inc Automatic paper feed and cutting mechanism for photocopier
machine. 3.843.253. CI. 355-29.000.

Mikhailov. Valery Mikhailovich; and Khimenko. Lev Timofeevich In-
ductor for shaping parts by pulsed magnetic field pressure
3.842.630. CI. 72-56.000.

Miki, Yasumasa: See—
Sano. Yoshiaki. Hirose. Yoshitaka; and Miki. Yasumasa

3.842.725

Mikulski. Walter E . to United Aircraft Corporation. Method of mak-
ing guide for electrochemical drilling 3.842.480. CI. 29-423.000

Milchem Incorporated; See—
Perricone. Alphonse C ; Young. Homer P.; Bettge. George W
and Enright. Dorothy P.. 3,843.524.

Miles Laboratories. Inc.: See—
Buckler. Robert Thomas; and Hartzler. Harold Eugene

3.843.710.

Freake. Ronald; and Haden. BilU Harper. 3.843 452
Freake, Ronald. 3.843.453.

Miller Brothers: See—
Miller. Norman K.. 3.842.866.

Miller. Charles E : See—
Repik. Albert J.; Miller. Charles E ; and Johnson. Homer R

3.843.559.
Miller. Charles Eveleigh: See—

Schlatter. Gerald Lance; and Miller. Charles Eveleigh. 3.842.655.
Miller. Charles S.; deceased (by Miller. Ruth A., administrator), to
Merck & Co . Inc Antihypertensive agents 3.843.796. CI 424-
273.000.

Miller. David Martin: See—
Hopkins. Robert Sherman, Jr , and Miller. David Martin

3.843.837.
Miller. George T . to Hooker Chemical Corporation Formation of high

strength electrolated filaments. 3.843.493. CI 204-30 000.
Miller. Michael Evans, to RCA Corporation Demountable capacitive

protective coupling for pickup transducers 3.843.846. CI 179-
100.40m.

Miller. Norman K . to Miller Brothers. Plastic welded tube. 3,842,866
CI. 138-128.000.

Miller, Ruth A : 5ef—
Miller. Charles S. 3,843,796.

Miller. Theodore R Smith Venting apparatus 3,842,722 CI 98-
I 19 000.

Millette, Clarke F.:iV<'—
Edelman. Gerald M.; Wang. John L., Rulishauser. Urs S.; and Mil-

lette. Clarke F. 3.843,324.
Milligan. Barton See—

Bcchara. Ibrahim Selim; Milligan. Barton; and Ziv. Martin Hi
3.843.648.

Milligan. Larry Patrick: See—
Elofson. Richard MacLeod; Milligan. Larry Patrick; Wohllebe.

Jurgen. and Worsley. Michael. 3.843.799.
Millischer. Rene Jean See—

Obcllianne. Pierre Mane Joseph; Carbonnel. Pierre Andre;
Loiseau. Gerard Paul Marie Henri; and Millischer. Rene Jean.
3.843.656.

Mills. Anthony Mark. Wortley. William, and Barton. John, to Dunlop
Holdings Limited. Pneumatic tires. 3.842.879, CI. 1 52-209.000.

Milstein. Herman. Fringe-making device. 3.842.765, CI. 1 1 2-9.000.
Mimura. Michio See—

Sckine. Kazuo. Mimura. Michio; Oniki, Yasuhiko; and Kovano,
Nobushige. 3.843.103.

Minato. Hitoshi. to Shionogi & Co.. Ltd. Cardiotonic glycosides
3.843.628. CI 260-210.500

Minchenko. Veniamin Alexandrovich: See—
Bochanov. Viktor Nikolaevich; Minchenko. Veniamin Alexan-

drovich. and Schipitsin. Svyatoslav Sergeevich. 3.843.299.
Miner Enterprises, Inc.: See—

Fischer. Robert T.. 3.843.204.
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company: 5^e—

Olson. Marvin M. 3.843.397
Sundquist. John L.. and Martin. Lloyd W , 3,843,245.

Mino. Masayuki. and Okano. Yukio. to Minolta Camera Kabushiki
Kaisha Image forming optical system wherein defocus images are

. improved. 3.843.235. CI. 350-205 000.
Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Kitaura, Mashio. 3.843.249.
Mino. Masayuki; and Okano. Yukio. 3,843.235
Tanaka, Susumu, Enoguchi, Yuji; and Fuiiwara. Takao.

3.843.252.
Tsuchiyasu. Kouichiro. 3.843.880.
Ueda. Hiroshi; and Niwa. Masatake. 3.843.878.

Minuk, Donald: See—

Golland. Wesley A.; Mahonev, Eugene T ; and Minuk. Donald.
3.843.203.

Miram. George V.; and Kuehne. Gerhard B . to Varian Associates,
Gridded convergent flow electron gun. 3.843.902. CI 3 1 3-454 000,

Mirell. Stuart G . to Spectradyne Method for providing a luminous
multi-color image 3.843.961 , CI. 358-81.000.

Mirlesse. Albert, to Interep Associes S.A. Hand grenade detonator
3.842.740. CI. 102-64.000.

Mishina. Haruhiko: See—
Shibata. Jitsu; Murao. Naohumi, Mishina. Haruhiko, and
Nakayama. Keiichi. 3.842.778.

Mishiro. Shoji. to Taga Electric Co . Ltd Supersonic transducer
3.843.897. CI. 310-8.100.

Mita Industrial Company. Limited: See—
Washio. Takaji. Iida. Kazumi; Tohi. Yasusuke; and Aizawa. Tat-

suo, 3.843.251.
Mita Industrial Company. Ltd : See—

Matsumotc. Shoji. Yonaha. Noboru. and Aizawa. Tatsuo.
3.843.381.

Mitchell. Byron V. Process for inlaying poured metal m wood
3.842.488. CI. 29-527.600.

Mitchell. Thomas Owen; and Whitehurst. Darrell Dua\ne. to Mobil Oil
Corporation Production of aromatics. 3.843.740. CI 260-673 000

Mitsubishi Chemical Industries. Limited .SV»'—

Matsunaga. Yoshiki; Itagaki. Takaharu. Kobavashi. Yoshimichi.
and Katsuura.Tsuguo, 3.843,567

Mitsubishi Gas-Chemical Company . Inc. : .SV«'—

Yamamoto, Yasuo. and Masawaki. Keizo. 3,843.565
Mitsubishi Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha ,SV«

—

Shibata. Jitsu. Murao. Naohumi, Mishina. Haruhiko. and
Nakayama. Keiichi. 3.842.778

Mitsubishi Petrochemical Co.. Ltd. Sec—
Nitta, Haruo. and Sagawa. Naotoshi. 3.843,285

Mitsubishi Petrochemical Company : Set—
Morikawa. Hiroyuki. Tamura. .Noriyoshi. Sato. Takahiro.

Yamagishi. Kazuo. and Nagai. Takeo. 3.843.738
Mitsubishi Rayon Company. Limited See—

Tamura. Hitoshi. 3.S43.749.
Mitsui Shipbuilding and Engineering Co.. Ltd : See—

Kikui.Keizo. 3.842.781
Miyamoto. Shinzo: See—

Susuki. Rinnousuke. Hoshi. Hiroshi. .Araki. Shinichi; Miyamoto,
Shinzo; and Ishii. Masao. 3.843.037.

Miyamura. Yoshinori: See—
Tsunoda, Yoshito, and Mivamura, Yoshinori, 3.843.239

Miyao. Takayuki. Maeda. Hiroaki. and Sato. Masanori. to Aisin Seiki
Co . Ltd Operation control method for a split-type hydrostatic
power transmission 3.842.692, CI. 74-786.000.

Miyoshi. Keisuke. and Shibano. Naoki. to Matsushita Electric Industri-
al Co.. Ltd. High voltage generator 3.843.903. CI. 315-31.000

Mizobata. Shiro; Kawano. Yoshiro. Itoh. Kenzo. and Usui. Takeshi, to
Matsushita Electric Works, Ltd. Electric razor 3,842.498 CI 30-
43 920

Mobil Oil Corporation; See—
Mitchell. Thomas Owen, and Whitehurst. Darrell Dua\ne

3.843.740.

Morrison.Roger A and Wise. John J.. 3.843.SIO
Schick. John W.. 3.842.536.
Yan. Tsoung-Yuan. 3.843.74 I

,

Moggi. Pietro: See—
Maun. Marcello Massi. and Moggi. Pietro. 3.843.680.

Mohr. Gunther: See—
Schneider. Gerhart; Lust. Sigmund; Niethammer. Konrad. Jacobi.

Ernst. Erdmann, Dietrich, and Mohr.Gunther. 3.843.714.
Moldovan. Daniel: See—

Woodland. Paul C, and Moldovan. Daniel. 3.843,568
Molenaar. Anan. Boven. Jan. and Van den Meerakker. Johannes En

gelbertus Adnanus Maria Bath for the elcctroless deposition of duc-
tile copper. 3.843.373. CI. 106-1.000.

Monaghan. Alfred C . to Monaghan Automated Systems. Inc High
speed tray former and loader. 3,842.570. CI. 52-26'oOO

Monaghan Automated Systems. Inc.: iff

—

Monaghan. Alfred C.. 3.842.570.
Monahan. Jack J.; and Schneider, Fred J . to Western Electric Com-

pany. Incorporated Apparatus for bonding a beam-lead device to a
substrate 3.843.036. CI. 228-6.000.

Monres ( Proprietary ) Limited: See—
Stoltz. Andnes Johannes. Snvdcrs, Nicolaas Johannes Cornelius
and Pickard.Elin. 3,842.5 12.

Monsanto Company: See-
Andersen. Harry M , 3.843.580,
Bowen. David. Jr. 3.843.610
Clark. Franks. 3.843.532
Dobo. Emerick J.. 3.842.896
Doughty. Robert L . and Wheeler. Clayton A.. 3.843.305.
Hefrick. Ross M; and Richard. William R. Jr.. 3.843.591.
Horberg.Charles. Jr. and Shelby. Richard K .3.843 286
Phillips. Wendell Gary. 3.843.705.
Pinsly. Jules, and Salame. Morris. 3,843,754.

Monsanto Research Corporation: See—
Wooten. George W. 3.843.257.

Montefusco. Nicola; and Manca. Marcello. to Societa" Italiana
Telecomunicazioni Siemens S p A Coupling circuit for telephone
line and the like. 3.843.943. CI 333-24.00r.
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Montgomer) , James L.: See—
Brown, Archer W; and Montgomery. James L . 3.842.984.

Mooch Domsjo Aktiegolag: Sec—
SamuclKon, HansOlof; and Croon, Ingcmar Liss-Albm. 3.843,473

Moore. FrcJ Luhira. to National Controls, Inc Overhead track scale
3.842,923. CI. 1 17-163.000.

Moore, Thomas P.: See—
Bufkin. Guydcil O ; and Moore. Thomas P . 3,842.677

Moran, Richard L; and Swcnson, Carl O. Canteen. 3,S4^ 032 CI "'"'4-

5 OOw
Mordcn Machines Companv Sft—

Honeyraan, Robert Blakeley. 3.843.063
Morgan, Charles R , to (Jracc, W R , i: Co Solid cur ihle polyihiol
compositions containing liquid polyenes and solid st\rene-all\l al-
cohol copplymer based poly thiols 3.843.572. CI. 260-17 OOr

Morgan. Edgar A , to Arrow Development Co.. Inc. Standing pas-
senger support structure for a moving vehicle 3. 84"!. 192 CI ''96-

64 000
Morgardshanimor Aktieholag: .SVf—

Polhall, Karl Olof; and Persson. Rolf, 3,842.47 1

Mori Denki Manufacturing Co . Ltd Sec—
Mori. Shinjiro. and Takada. Akitoshi. 3,843,854

Mori. Shinjiro, and Takada. Akitoshi, to Mori Denki Manufactunng
Co., Ltd Switch-incorporating plug socket. 3.,S43,8S4 CI ''00-

51090.
Morikawa, Hirovuki. Tamura. Nonyoshi; Sato. Takahiro; Yamagishi.

Kazuo. and Nagai. Takeo, to .Mitsubishi Pelrochemical Companv
Production of cyclododecatnene 3,843,738. CI 260-666.00b.

Morozov, Andrei Elizarovich: Sec—
Martvashin. Alexandr Ivanovich: Morozov. Andrei Elizarovich.
Shakhov. Eduard Konsiantinovich. and ShKandin. \iktor Mik-
hailovich. 3.843.925

Morrill, Charles D , Herd, David P . and Childers. Thomas W.. to Esso
Production Research Companv Clamp connectors 3.843 168 CI
285-24 OOI)

Mornsett, O L , and Boehm, Ciail M . to Halliburton Companv Oil
well cementing plug 3.842.905, CI 166155 (JOO

Morrison, Roderick (iordon Self calibratinu isotopic precipitation
measurement gage 3,843,887. C! 250-358 000.

Morrison. Roger A . and Wise, John J., to Mobil Oil Corporation
Selective naptha hydrocr;ickmg 3,843,510, CI 208-1 I 1 OOO

Morse, William George, and Timberlakc, Thomas Edward, to Brun-
swick Corporation Metal lined pressure vessel 3.84 VOIO CI ''"'i)

3 000.

Morsell. .Arthur Lee .SVf

—

Larson. Ray W . Morsell. Arthur Lee; Muntz. En.: P., and V. \\

kowsky, Murray, 3,842,801.
Morton. David Russell, to Procter & Gamhle Companv , The. Process

for softening fabrics in a drver 3.843.395. CI 1 17-109 0(J0.
Morton. Robert D . and Grohoski, Edward G . to Hartford Special
Machinery Companv, The Resilientlv biased starter blade support-
ing arm for thread roller 3,842.633. CI 72-90000.

Morton-Norwich Products, Inc .SVf

—

White, Ralph L . Jr , 3,843.636.
Mosca, Virgilio. and Solarino, Cirmclo. to Societa Itali.ma Telecomu-

nicazioni Siemens S.p A Optical system for taking •. idcotclephonc
pictures and the like. 3, 84 3, 8 3

"i. CI.' I 78-7 920
Moscaret. Eugene J . imd Soran. Thomas C . to Bell &i Howell Com

panv .Mobile motion picture entertainment system 3.843,242 (I
352-132 000

Moser. Hans, and \ ogcl. Christ.nn. to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. Cer
tain 4-substituted-l-lhi.\dia/ulyl-3 alkvl-2.5-dioxo-imidazolidines
and a synthesis 3.843,670, CI ?66-M)6 86d.

Moser, Raymond L . and Oldenburg, Dorrance, to Caterpillar Tractor
Co Delimber assembly for tree harvesting machines. 3.842.872 CI
l44-3.00d.

Moskowiiz. Gerard J.. \o Baxter Laboratories Inc Immobilized glucose
isomerase 3,843.442, CI 195 3l()0f

Moss. James: iff

—

Large. John; Moss. James; and Dutton. David, 3,S4:.643.
Motorola, Inc. See—

Fettc. Bruce A . and Hazlotl, Lester H.. 3.843.K76.
Vargas. Robert J , 3,X42.8 16

Mott. James D , to Hvdril Company Method ;ind apparatus for a sub-
surface safety valve operating with differentia! annular pressure
3.842.913, CI. 166-314.000

Mott, James D . to Hvdnl Company Safety joint method and ap-
paratus 3, 842,914. CI. 166-315 000.

Mottin. Howard C : iff—
Williams, Joseph; Bradlev. Clifford O , and Motiin. Howard C

3.842.926
Mount Sinal Research Foundation. Inc ,S'ff-

Wolf. Robert L, <,84'' t!"^

Mourot. Michel. Dodinol. Bernard; Burnel. Daniel; Freschard. Regis;
and Fontenier. Ciuv. BioeaKanic power supply device asid metho''
3,842.843. CI. I 28-419 OOp.

Muehlbauer. Alfred: .S'ff-—

Keller. Wolfgang; Lugscheider. Walter; and .Muehlhau. •-, .•\llrcd

3.843.331.
Mueller. Volkmar; and Toepfl, Roscniarie. to Ciba-Gcigv Mj Prot.i ".s

for the finishing of textiles 3.843.396. CI 1 17-14! 000.
Muhlhausler. Wolfgang; and Vollmer. Hermann, to Fouquet-Werk

Frauz & Planck Jucquard pattern drum with removable pattern
holding elements. 3.842.622. CI, 66-50.00b

Mullen, Joseph D.: if<

—

927 ^xG,— or;

Wren. Martha A. and Mullen. Joseph D , 3.84^.818
Muller. Anton; Konig. Hubert. ;ind Strobel. I.udwig. to Fisen und
Drahtwerk Eriau Aktiengesellschaft Tire chain 3.842.88 I . CI. l';2-

213 OOa.
Muller. Erich: .SVf

—

Nickl. Josef. Muller, Frlch, Bair Berthold. and Roch, Josef.
3.843,638

Muller, Gerd; and Neuroth, NOrhert to JfN.Aer (ilaswerk Schott &
(ien (ilass ceramic as an :iciive laser n.;iterial '..84 V*>^l. CI 2^2-
301 40f

Muller. Rolf: ,Sff—
Bechstein, Herbert, Hoiniann. Fberhard l.ienkc, Hans Jurger.

Muller. Rolf. Rittcr, Frn>t;and Siaudt. Hvinrich, 3.842,815
Muller. Willv. Remote rewind control -.vstem ^.843.842 CI 1 ''9-

6()0e
Mulvanv. Richard Burke, to International Business Machine'; Corpora

Hon. Storage system havinu .. univers.il disk drive and .. Uiniilv ot

data modules. .3.K43.9h7. cf .^W)-9S OOt)
Mumme. Clarence D . to Sperrv Rand Corporation Angular rate sen-

sor. 3.842.68 I , CI 73-505 (100

Munakata, Yukio. to Pioneer I-;iectronic C orpor.iiion Magnetic i.ipe

recording and reproducing ;ipparatus 3,8 13.46h,CI 360 74 000
Muntz, Eric P .SVf

—

Larson. Ray W , Morsell. Arthur lee. Muntz, Erie P . and Wil
kowskv, Murray. 3.842.801.

Murakami. Shuji .Sff —
Yamada, Tuneto. Kondo. Seimei. Yoshihara. Satoshi. Sugahara.

Tokuji; Murakami, Shuji. !io. M:l^atsune. and Hirat.i, Kunuv
3.843.516

Murao. Naohumi ,Sff

—

Shibata, Jitsu. Murao. Naohumi. Mishtn.i. H.iruhiko. and
Nakay:ima. Keiichi. 3.842.77S

Murash. Igor Vasilievich .Sff-

Kozhevnikov, Sergei Nikohu-vich. Tkachenko. .Art-ady
Semenovich. Murash. Igor \asiliev ich. and Shvedvhonko.
.Anton Antonovich. ^ S;-'2.n3(i

Murata. Yorihiro. to Carborundum Company. I he Ceramic composi-
tions and process of making same. 3.843.3'75. CI 106-43.000.

Murata. Yoshiaki Ships lines 3 842.77 ]. ci 114-56 000
Murayama. Naohiro, tu Kureh;; Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha

Process for producing a por(>us Tiai. ri.il "t polvietrafliioroethylene
3.843,570, CI. 260-2.50m.

Muth. Karl .Sfc-

Weber, Helmut, .Aumullc. V» liter, Uoer Rudi, Muth. K.irl. .ind

Stach, Kurt. 3.843.661
Nack.Herm.ir. .SVf-

Fanger. CJene O ; Flinn. Janivs F . Hollingswortri P.dph G ;ind

Nack. Herman, 3.843. «57
Nafziger. M;irvin Lee See—

Frushour. Cieorge Victor, and \:ifziner. Marvin Lee. 3.K4' !60
Nagai. Takeo: .SVf

—

Morikawa. Hiroyuki. Tamur.i. N-.r<y.>shi. S uo. Takahiro.
Yamagishi. Kazuo. and Nag;:: Taken i.S43.73X

Nagler Aircraft Corporation .SVf

—

Nagler. Bruno A . 3. 843.2V 2

Nagler. Bruno A . to Nagler Aircraft CorporiiTion H.-lucpter rotor
plenum ch;imber 3,843,282. i"l 416 20 0(M.i

Nagumo. Shin Ichi iff

—

Nakajima. Yasuo. Nagumo Shin-lchi. Yoshimura. loru, and L'sui.

Saburo. 3.842.600.

Naik. Navnitrai Nagarji: ,SVf

—

Desai. Nalin Binduprasad. 'tavaraman. Onniisami. Ramanathan.
Visvanathan; Artz, Klaus: .N'iiik, Navnitrai Nagarii. and Jennv
Walter. 3.843.625.

Naito. Hiro: iVf

—

Hanaoka. Teruo; Naito. Hiro; Komatsu. Akitoshi. Kov;ima. Kcizi,
Kobayashi. Mitsuki. and Ohishi. N.ui.iki. 3.843. >t>0

Naito. Hisao. Nakabayashi. Kiyoshi, and Matsud;. lerumi. to i akeda
Chemical Industries. Ltd Safety bottle cap. '.843.006 CI ''l^-
9.000.

Nakabayashi. Kiyoshi iVf

—

Naito. Hisao. Nakabayashi. Kivosbi. and Matsud : Terumi
3.843.006.

Nakagawa. Momoki: .SVf

—

Imai. Hiroshi. and N.ik:igawa. Momoki, 3.843.(j80
Nakajima. Meiken: iff

—

Masuda. Fumiya; Nakajima. Meiken. and Ovamada. S ukio
3.843.781.

Nakajima. Yasuo; Nagumo. Shin Ichi. Yoshimura. To'ru. and Usui.
Saburo. to Nissan Motor Company. Limited Fxhaust cleaning ap
paratusfor internal combustion engines. 3,S4.''.»'(i('. CI t)!)-2''6 ()(;0

Nakamura, Atushi. to Niitan Konki' Karushiki Kaisha, a/k/:; Vlfian
Kohki Co.. Ltd .Apparinis for reversing i-"'.ngatcd bodies
3.842.989. CI, 2 14-1.Oqd

Nakamura. Ichiro. Fujisawa. F umio. I akcnoshit;]. Mitsuaki and Yu
mino. Hiroshi. to Hitachi. Ltd h'ydr.Ti'lit -.-ie- itjr 'S.X4"' «43 CI
187-28.000.

Nakamura. Keiji' iVf

—

Iwasa. Jurzo; Naruto. Shunsuke: Ikcda Nobrru. Nak t: u"a. Keiji;
and Sohji, Yukinobu, 3.843.~8s

Nakamura. Shigeharu: iff

-

Okada. Takeshi; Asada. Hirovuki. ;.'id Naka?nura. Shiecharu
3.843.343

Nakamura. Shoji: iff

—

Chiba, Hiroyuki; Hirota. Eiichi;and Nnk •' m: i.Sli il: ",V4;' 494
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Nakavama. Kciichi: See—
Shibata. Jitsu; Murao, Naohumi; Mishina. Haruhiko, and
Nakavama. Kciichi, 3.842.778.

Naka>aina. Nonhiko; .SVf—

Owaki. Kcnichi; Nakayama. Norihiko. Urade, Toshinori, and Ku-
rula.Hiroshi. 3.843.959

Nanjyo. Toshio; and Aoshika. Masayuki. to Ishikawajima-Harima Ju-

kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Furnace 3,843.106. CI. 266-43 UUU.
Nansawa. Shizuu See—

Yagi. Yoshiharu. Sato. Hiroshi. Narisawa. Shizuo, Yasui. Seimci,
Kdbavashi. .Akira. Hino. Minoru. and Hata. Kazuhiko,
3,843,618.

Naruto, Shunsuke: .SVf

—

Iwasa, Jurzo; Naruto. Shunsuke; Ikcda. Noboru; Nakamura, Kciji;

and Sohji. Yukinobu. 3.843.788
Nash. Harold Llewellyn, Edwards, John, and Jones, Charles Morgan, to
Coal Industry (Patents) Limited Apparatus for ventilating and
providing dust suppression fluid to cutter-heads of mineral minmg
machmes 3,843,199, CI. 299-81 000.

Nath. Ciunther Device for material working by a laser beam, and
method for its production. 3.843.865. CI. 219-121 001.

National Cash Register Companv. The: See—
Helmhuld. James E, 3,843,915

National Controls. Inc.. Sfp—
Moore. Fred Lahira. 3.842.923.

National Creative Merchandising Corp.: See—
Drueck, Fred. Jr , 3.842.524.

National Gypsum Company: See—
Shull, John D., Jr.. Smith. Richard W . Schneller. Joseph W and

Burke. William R.. 3,842.55 1

National Research Development Corporation .SVf

—

Rram. Thomas John Stirrat. 3.842,670.
Kolbel. Reinhard. 3.842.442.
Stumpel. Jan Willam Marinus Hermanus; Sanford. Peter William;
and Rapley, Christopher Graham. 3,843.886

Naumanen, .Mauri Kelcvi. to Valmet Oy. Device for changing wires on
fourdrinier papermaking machine. 3.843.469, CI. h, 273.000.

N.iyder. Benjamin E . to Western Electric Company, . corporated.
Method of continuously regenerating and recv cling a su. • etching
solution. 3.843,504, CI 204-82.000

Neb/ydoski. John W.;and Patmore. Edwin L, to Texaco Inc. Svnthetic
aircraft turbine oil. 3,843,53 1 . CI. 252-34 700.

N e ff. C I a re nc e H : See

—

Czernik. Daniel E.. and Neff, Clarence H.. 3.843.273.
NeidLGeorg Pump. 3.843.062. CI 241-46.1 10.

Neillie. William Frederick Soutar: See—
Davies. James Francis. Gauterin. Charles Rowland; and Neillie.

William Frederick Soutar. 3.843.563.
Nelson, Donald J : See—

Smith. Alan W. and Nelson. Donald J.. 3.843.35 I

.

.Nelson. John M . to Bernzomatic Corporation Lantern with igniter
3.843,31 I. CI 431-109.000

.Nelson. Mellin G Sealed, upstanding, closed, propeller well for power
boats 3.842.784. CI Il5-.50r

Nelson. Milton E Method of manufacture of lightweight. High-speed
dental drill 3.842,632, CI. 72-70.000.

Nepon. Juanita E. Splash guard 3.842.434. CI. 2-61.000.
Neuendorf. W. Robert: See—

Kangas. Donald; and Neuendorf, W. Robert. 3.843,585.
Neufeld. Alonzo J Notched surgical pin and breaking tool therefor

3.842.824. CI I 28-92()ba.
Ncugebauer, Walter: See—

Friedrich, Heinz; and Ncugebauer. Walter. 3.843.562.
Neuhold. Norbcrt Multiple stop. 3.843.1 1 l.CI. 269-317.000.
Neumann. Peter, to Sandoz-Wandcr, Inc. Certain 4-substituted amino-

2.1.3 benzolhiodiozoles 3.843.668, CI. 260-304.000.
Neumann. I'Irich. to Chemiehau Dr A Zieren GmbH & Co . KG

Process for the preparation of sodium carbonate monohydrate from
,1 sodium hydroxide solution preduced according to the diaphragm
process. 3.843.768. CI 423-|9()()()()

Neuroth. Norbert: .S><'—

Muller. Gerd. and Neuroth. Norbert. 3.843.55 |

.

Ncwslead, Charles, to Girling Limited Disc brakes. 3.842.949 CI
I 88- 1 70000

Nicholson. John H . to Heyman Manufacturing Company. Two-piece
screw in adjustable bushing. 3,841.833, CI. 174-I53.00g.

Nickl, Josef, Muller. Erich. Barr. Berthold. and Roch. Josef, to
Boehringer Ingelheim GmbH 2.4 Duimino substituted pyrido(3,2-
d ) pynmidines and salts thereof. 3,843.638. CI. 260-243. OO'r

.Niebykski. I eonard M . Jarema. Chester P , and Lee, Thomas E , to
Ethvl Corporation Preparation of metal foams of aluminum
3.843,353, CI 75-20.00f

Niedzielski, Edmund Luke, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Com-
pany I iquid oil-soluble non-cr\stallizing mixtures of zinc salts of di-

.likyldithiophusphates 3,843,^30. CI :>2-:'2 70e
Nielsen. Edwin, to Ideal Toy Corporation. Toy vehicle with transverse
energy distribution means. 3.842.532. CI 46-202 000.

Nieth.immer. Konrad: See—
Schneider, (ierhart. Lust, Sigmund, Niethammer, Konrad, Jacobi,

Irnst. Erdmann. Dietrich; and Mohr, Gunther. 3.843,714
Nightingale, Charles .Arnold: See- -

Hilditch, Edward Austin, and Nightingale, Charles .Arnold,
3.842.796

Niimi, Itaru; Kaneko, Yasuhisa, Komiyama, Yoshiro; Hashimoto,
Masaoki; and , to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha High
strength aluminum alloy. 3,843.357. CI. 75-146.000.

Niizuma, Hiromitsu: See—
Hattori, Yasuzo; and Niizuma, Jiro, 3,843.525.

Niizuma, Jiro: See—
Hattori, Yasuzo; and Niizuma, Jiro, 3,843.525.

Nikles, Erwin, toCiba-Geigy AG Pyrocatechol carbamates and o-mer-
captophenol carbamates and their use for combating pests.

3.843.720. CI. 260-479.00c.
Nikodem. Leslie F.. Jr.: See—

Riegel. Peter S ; Legue. Ronald; Nikodem, Leslie F.. Jr.; and Slav,
Willard. 3,842,864.

Nilles. Paul-Emile; and Philippe. Leon Jean, to Centre de Recherches
Metallurgiques-Centrum voor Research in de Metallurgie. Pneu-
matic refining of pig iron. 3.843.354. CI. 75-52.000.

Nippon Electric Company. Limited: See—
Ishiguro. Tatsuo; and lijima. Yukihiko, 3,843.940.

Nippon Electric Glass Company . Limited: See—
Okada. Takeshi; Asada. Hirovuki. and Nakamura. Shigcharu,

3.843.343.

Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Okamoto. Shimaji. and Ishii. Tsutomu. 3,842,703.

Nippon Kogaku K.K.: See—
Kato. Jinichi. and Rikukawa. Katsuji. 3.843.227.

Nippon Kokan Kabiishiki Kaisha: See—
Ide. Tatsuo. 3,842.657.
Sekine. Kazuo, Mimura. Michio, Oniki, Yasuhiko; and Kovano,

Nobushige. 3.843.103.
Nippon Seal Co . Ltd.: See—

Tsuruzawa. Teruya; Ohta. Isamu; Ueda. Munevuki; and Wulf.
Hurst E.J. .3.842,459.

Nippon Selfoc Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Yoshiyagawa. Mitsugi; Sugioka. Tomio. and Ikeda. Yoshiro.

3.843.228.
Nippon Steel Corporation: See—

Asano. Hidejiro;and Oyagi, Yashichi. 3,843,423.
Ohbu, Misao;and Asakawa. Kenichi. 3,843.417.
Suzuki. Masao. 3.843.064.
Yonezawa, Toshiya; and Inuki. Tadahiko. 3.842.652

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation: See—
Yamamura. Hisashi. and Hosoi. Katuo, 3,843,919.

NippondensoCo . Ltd.: See—
Shmoda, Kazuo, and Endo, Kunio, 3.842,8 1 I

.

Nishimura. Katsutoshi; and Fujisawa. Kiyoji. to Matsushita Electric In-

dustrial Co . Ltd. FM demodulation svstem providing noise reduc-
tion property 3.843.928. CI. 325-348.000.

Nissan Motor Companv. Limited: See—
Koike. Shoichi. 3.842.541.
Nakajima. Yasuo; Nagumo. Shin-lchi. Yoshimura. Toru; and Usui.

Saburo. 3.842.600
Yamaha. Kazuo. 3.843.194.

Nissen. Warren 1.: See—
Dorion. Francis W . Jr ; Douglass, Paul W , Nissen, Warren I . and

Perry. Roger L. 3.842.499
Nitta. Haruo; and Sagawa. Naotoshi. to Mitsubishi Petrochemical Co .

Ltd Apparatus for Manufacturing a foam having dense surface
3,843.285. CI 425-4.00r.

Nittan Kohki Kabushiki Kaisha; a/k/a Nittan Kohki Co.. Ltd.: See—
Nakamura. Atushi. 3,842,989.

Niwa, Masatake: See—
Ueda, Hiroshi, and Niwa, Masatake, 3.843,878.

Noba, Motoi: See—
Kobayashi, Ikuya; Noba, Motoi; and Fuiimoto. Kiroaki.

3,843.892.
Noisser. Alois, and Nowak. Gerhard, to Gravicast Patentverwertung

sgesellschaft m.b.H. Device for automaticalK casting of molten
material. 3.842.900. CI. 164-326.000.

Nolan. John L . to Holister Incorporated Intrauterine contraceptive
device and inserter therefor 3.842.826. CI. 128-130 000

Noll. Robert W.: See-
De Baun. Kenneth W , and Noll. Robert W . 3.842.678.

Noly. Jean, to Potain. Two-drum winch, with built-in reduction gear
3.843.097. CI. 254-184.000.

Nonaka. Masakatu. to Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Impact
energy absorbing apparatus for vehicle. 3.843.1 52. CI. 280- 1 50.0ab.

Nord. Eric T ; Rood. Alvin A ; Vilagi. Burton J . and Horvath, Richard
A., to Nordson Corporation. Sprav nozzle. 3,843,055. CI 239-
599.000.

Nordson Corporation: See—
Nord. Eric T ; Rood, Alvin A ; Vilagi, Burton J ; and Horvath

Richard A, 3,843,055.
Norfleet, James, to Colgate-Palmolive Company. Process for preparing

stable dentrifrice. 3,843,779, CI. 424-54.000.
Noriuki, Nagaoka; and Haruo, Niimi, to Kabushiki Kaisha Taihei

Seisakusho; a/k/a Taihei Machinery Works, Ltd. Method and ap-
paratus for preshaping raw logs. 3,842,874. CI. 1 44-309. OOr.

North American Rockwell Corporation: See-
Willing. Robert, and Cooper, Gary L.. 3,843,539.

Northern Electric Company, Limited: See-
Ridley, Peter, 3,843,845.

Northrop Corporation: See—
Koning, MennoG , 3,843,945.

.N'otari, Bruno: See—
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Piro, Mario; Rivola, Luigi; and Notari, Bruno, 3.843,491

.

Novak. Edward P. Miter device. 3.842,700, CI. 83-743.000.
Novakovsky, Leonid Grigorievich: .See—

Lazarev, Leonid Lazarevich, Novakovsky, Leonid Grigorievich;
and Roitman, Boris Aronovich, 3,843,262.

Novice, Michael A ; and Heller. Arthur D . to Dart Industries, Inc Non
jamming baffled coating hood 3.842.793. CI 118-4.000.

Nowak. Gerhard See—
Noisser. .Alois, and Now.ik. Gerhard. 1.842 900

Nowell.JohnR .See-

Genuit. Luther I . .ind NuvmII J<,hn R . 1.843.V07.
Nowosielski. Peter See

White, J.imes A . ,md Noudmi Kki. piter 1.842,542
Nuclear Battery Corpor.iiion nu\ni S,, •

Bustard. Thomas Slr.iiton » n\2 4H<*

Nurtionics Machine Curpor.itinn S.

.

Driggs. I tslie W . VK4VKI <

Nussbaum. Frank J See

Cireenberg. W .ilter H .ind Susvb.ium. Frank J . 3.843,295.
Nussbaumer. Henri Je. in Sic

Pierret, Jean Marc. Lauliei. Alex Hunorc. Maddens. Francis Paul;
and Nussbaumer. Henri Jean. V843.942

Nye, John R Trickle irrigation svstem 1.K41.056.CI 239-64 000
Oasa, Hiroshi .See—

Oida. Kyuya: Halano, Ikuo, Sumitomo. Megumu. Oasa Hiroshi
and Yokota. Minoru. 3.843.4 I 8.

Obayashi. Takashi: .See—
Suto, Munehisa; Itoh. Takuji. Tagava. Nobuaki; and Obayashi

Takashi. 3.843.509
'

Obellianne. Pierre Marie Joseph; Carbonnel. Pierre Andre Loiseau
Gerard Paul Marie Henri; and Millischer. Rene Jean, to Produits
Chimiques Ugine Kuhlmann 2-Methylamino-4--mcthvl-4-piperazi-
nyl-6-chloro-5-methylthio -pyrimidine. salts thereof, process fortheir
preparation and their use as medicaments. 3,843,656, CI 260-
256 50r.

Oberpichler. Cierd. to Volkswagenswerk Aktiengesellschaft. Hydraulic
control device for controlling down-shift of automatic transmission
3,842.693. CI 74-864 000.

Occidental Petroleum Corporation: See—
Grannen. Edward A ; and Robinson. Leon 3 843 457
Phillips. John R. 3.843.462.

Oehler. Carl W Pull trailer and load lift means. 3,843,092 CI '>54-

93.0hp.
Ogle, Robert W., to IMS Limited. Multi-mix. 3,842 836 CI P8-

262 000 . .
-

Ogle, Robert Walter, to IMS Limited. Neb-U-pack 3 842 833 CI P8-
194 000

V
.

._o

Oh. Donald Sungjik; and Park. Jung Kun. Mannequin head 3 843 03 1

CI. 223-66. 0(MJ.

Ohbu. Misao; and Asakawa. Kenichi, to Nippon Steel Corporation
Method for hot dipping aluminum-killed steel sheet 3 841417 CI
148-12.000.

Ohio Thermometer Co.: See-
Hunt. George D.. 3.842.675.

Ohishi. Naoaki: See—
Hanaoka. Teruo; Naito. Hiro; Komatsu. Akitoshi, Kovama. Keizi

Kobayashi. Mitsuki. and Ohishi. Naoaki. 3.843.360.'
Ohmura. Kunioki: See—

Yamamoto. Nobuo; Yoneyama. Masakazu, and Ohmura, Kunioki.
3,843,368

.

Ohnuki. Katsuhiro: See—
Takahashi. Nobuaki; Ohnuki. Katsuhiro; Fujita. Yoshitoshi and

Itoh. Yasuo. 3.843.850
Ohorodnit. Alexander. Gehrmann. Klaus; Legutke. Gunter; and

Vierling. Hermann, to Knapsack Aktiengesellschaft. Production of
monovinylacetylenc. 3,843,743, CI. 260-678.000.

Ohta, Isamu: Se<»—
Tsuruzawa. Teruya, Ohta, Isamu, Ueda, Muncyuki; and Wulf

Hurst E.J. ,3,842,459.
Ohuchi, Yasufihi; Ebinc, Tohsiyuki; Ohwada, Takefumi; and
Tomozaki, Rjozo, to Hitachi, Ltd. Method of manufacturing a stator
core for rotary electric machines. 3,842,493, CI 29-596.000.

Ohwada, Takefumi: See—
Ohuchi, Yasushi; Ebinc, Tohsivuki; Ohwada, Takefumi and
Tomozaki, Ryozo, 3,842,493.

Oida, Kyuya; Hatano, Ikuo; Sumitomo, Megumu; Oasa, Hiroshi; and
Yokota. Minoru, to Sumitoma Chemical Co., Ltd and Sumitomo
Electric Industries, Ltd. Aluminum alloys for electrical conductors
and method thereof. 3,843,418, CI. 148-12.700

Okada, Takeshi, Asada, Hiroyuki; and Nakamura. Shigeharu. to Nip-
pon Electric Glass Company. Limited. Method of producing a
crystallized glass body with surface patterns 1.843 143 CI 65-
33.000.

Okamoto, Shimaji, and Ishii, Tsutomu, to Nippon Gakki Seizo
Kabushiki Kaisha Expression control of electronic musical instru-
ment. 3,842,703, CI. 84-1 .270.

Okamoto. Takehiko: .See—
Fujimaki, Masaru; Okamoto. Takehiko; and Tashiro Mikio

3,843,871.
Okano, Yukio: See—

Mino, Masayuki, and Okano, Yukio, 3.843,235
Okarma, Stanley F.: See—

Fansler, John David; and Okarma. Stanley F., 3,842,687
O'Keefe, Robert F., to Automatic Switch Company Digitally tuneable

fluidicoscillatpr 3.842,862. CI 137-814.000.

Okumura. Shinji: See—
Kubota. Koji; Onoda. Takiko; and Okumura, Shinji, 3,843,44 1

.

Oldenburg, Dorrance: See—
Moser. Raymond L ; and Oldenburg. Dorrance. 3.842,872.

Olin Corporation: See—
Babiec, John S, Jr ; and Turlev. Richard J., 3,843.569.
Kaufman. John D ; Schiessl.' Henry W . and Cscjka, David A

3,843,547.
Oliver Machinery Company: See-

Da vies, John R . 3.84.3.440.
Oliverius. Maynard F. Cassette bag. 3,843,04 1, CI 229-62.000
Olson, Marvin M , to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company
Hydrophobic substrates rendered hvdrophilic bs coating 1 84 3 397
CI. I17-16l.0ud.

' - t •

Olympus Optical Co., Ltd.: See-
Sato. Masaaki. 3.843.847.

Oniki. Yasuhiko: See—
Sekine. Kazuo; Mimura, Michio; Oniki, Yasuhiko; and Kovano

Nobushige, 3.843,103.
Onishi, Kazutoshi: See—

Awano, Tsuneo, Onishi. Kazutoshi; and Masuzawa. Isao
3,843,920.

Onoda, Takiko: .See—
Kubota. Koji; Onoda. Takiko, and Okumura, Shinji, 3.843,44

1

Ooka. Masaki: See—
Wada. Akihiro; Sugiura. Fumio; and Ooka. Masaki, 3,842.929

Optel Corporation: See-
Luce, Nunzio A.; and Graham, George A . 3.S42 589

Orb, Inc : .See

-

Wisotsky, Serge S., 3,842.917.
Orban, Jean: See—

Vital, Zoltan; and Orban. Jean, 3,843,267
Orbesen, G. Bradley, to Carrier Corporation. Refrigerant expansion

device. 3.842.616. CI. 62-225 000.
Ordonez. Guido A : See—

Hainski. Martha B ; and Ordonez, Guido A., 3,843,777.
Original Equipment Motors, Inc : See—

Anderson, David S; and Kottke, Lawrence P., 3,843,946.
Orlando, Daniel; Kirchberger, Walter Carl, and Ware. John Clark. Jr .

to Globe-Union Inc Method of making front terminal battery con-
nection. 3.843.41 l.CI I 36- 1 35.00s.

Orlov, Vladimir Alexandrovich; Zaitsev. Vera Dmitricvna. Sinitsyn.
Viktor Alexeevich. and Rostoviseva, Ekaterina Efimovna Method' of
surface modification of polymer materials. 3,84 3.617 CI "'60-

93 50a.

Ormat Turbines ( 1965 ) Ltd.: See—
Bronicki. Lucien Y ; and Yogev. Amnon, 3,842,593.

Ostrozynski. Robert Leopold, to Union Carbide Corporation. Process
for preparing m!. .>n peroxide compounds. 3.843,703, CI '•60-

448. 20e.
Otis Engineering Corporation: See-

Kelly. Warner M ; and Fredd. John V , 3.842.853
Otocka. Edward Paul: See—

Albarino. Robert Vincent; and Otocka. Edward Paul. 3.843,402
Otoi, Kiyoshi: See—

Fujita, Isamu; Otoi, Kiyoshi; and Yoneva, Tooru, 3.843.630.
Otsuka. Kouichi; and Fujimi. Yukio, to Kabushiki Kaisha Dami

Seikosha. Writing instrument with counter 3,843 047 CI ''35-

64.000.
"""

Otto. C . Dr . & Comp GmbH .See-
Pries. Erich E.. 3,843,460.

Outboard Marine Corporation: See—
Kroll. Raymond A.. 3.842.788.

Owaki. Kenichi; Nakayama. Norihiko; Urade. Toshinori; and Furuta,
Hiroshi. to Fujitsu Limited Matrix type display drivinc system
3.843,959. CI. 358-59.000.

-k p . g ..cm.

Owen. Thomas G : See—
Scanlon. John J ; Owen, Thomas G.; and Anderson, Raymond A

3,842.739.
'

Owens. Frederick Hammann. to Rohm & Haas Company Composite
interpblymcr and low haze impact resistant thermopla.stic composi-
tions thereof. 3.843.753. CI. 260-876.00r.

Owens. Robert W
, to Velten & Pulver. Inc Snap-on attachment

3.842.968. CI. 198-189.000.
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation: See-

Haas. James Lynn; and Goodridge. Paul A., 3,843. 100
Roberts, Michael G ; and Matuszak, Michael L.. 3,843.750

Owens-Illinois, Inc : See—
Amberg, Stephen W.; Doherty, Thomas E . and Hevne. Clarence
A. 3.843. 316

Daiga. Valdis R.. 3.843.379.
Leuck. Donald D ; and Budzynski, Leonard M . 3.843.905
Simmons. George A . 3.843, .142

Uhhg. Albert R.. 3,843,005.
Oy Nakia AB: See—

Sarkilahti. Risto Martti. 3.843.931.
Oyagi, Yashichi: See—

Asano, Hidejiro; and Oyagi, Yashichi, 3,843,423.
Oyamada. Yukio: See—

Masuda, Fumiya; Nakajima, Mciken. and Oyamada, Yukio,
-' ,OH 3 , / o I .

Pad, Mohammed Reza. Oscillating furniture and plavthines 3 842 450
CI 5-109.000.

Palitex Project-Company GmbH .See—
Franzen, Gusiav, 3,842.577.
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hr.in/cn.(iust.i\. ^.;<4:.5S(i

I'.in C hucn -^ong -Vi-c-

MucDoniikl. William, and Pan. C hucn-Vi)ng. -^.X42.51.>

PatiL-k. (icorgc J . and Dubcll. Idward (i . to International Iclcphonc

and I cicgraph tiirporati(.)n l;lcctrital connector with switch and

latch means thcrclorc .VS4.^.X5.V CI. :()(t-.^l l)4U

Panson. .Armand J . and Ruka. Ruswell J . to Westinghouse Klectric

Corporation Preparation ol alkaline earth metal halophosphate
phosphors .1.X4.^.556.CI 252 3UI 6Up.

I'anusch. Frwin .SV<

—

Sobolev. Igor, and Panusch. f-rwin. 3.X43.546

Paola. Carl Ralph, to Bell Telephone I ahoraiories. Incorporated Fix-

ture tor lapping and polishing semiconductor waters .VS42.544. CI
s| 12^ ()<)()

Paper Converting Machine Compans -Sec-

Spencer. Har\e\ J .
}.S^2^^^S '

Paramore. hdwin I. . and Howe. Tom W . to Halliburton Compan\
Well bore cleaner construction Vf<42.'*06. C! I6h-I72 DOU.

Paramount Health hquipment Corporation; .See—

Annas. Robert K, and Hinsberger. Vincent. .3.S4.^.I IS.

Pare, (iu\; iee—
Denis. Jacques, and Parc.(iu\. 3.X4.3.53s

Park. Jung Kun Sce-

Oh. Donald Sungjik. and Park. Jung Kun. VS4.V(i:' I

Parkinson. Robert E . to Iniled Stales Steel Corporation Aqueous
coating compositions of eth\lcne acrvlic acid copol\mer and
phenolic resin .^.V4.V57f.. CI 260 24 Mn>

Parlee Anderson Corporation .Sec—
Anderson. Robert N . and Parlee. Norman A . ^.S4 V7h5

Parlee. Norman A .See -

Anderson. Robert N . and Parlee. Norman .A . .vS4.^.765

Anderson. Robert N .and Parlee. Norman A . .3.S4.V7()(i

Parsons. Joseph R , and Rechter. Harold 1 . to Chicago hire Brick

Companv Refractory composition and shaped article containing

carbon and silicon .<.J<42.76(). CI l(J<i .sfi (lOd

Partridge. Harold deVere; and Hildvard. Joseph M . to Hooker Chemi
cal Corporation Process for removing hexavalent chromium from
chlorate containing from chlorate containing liquors .''.843.769. CI
42,3-47.'; ()(J().

Parva. Ashh\: i'ee-
Bennett. James: and Parva. .Ashbv. 3.S42.62S

Pascua. Don F . and Stearns. Harold C . to Space Paper Products
Spacing means and method for ivping paper 3,s42.5uh. CI 33-

I OOb
Patmore. Fdwin I .Sci'—

Neb/vdoski. John W and Patmore. Fdwin F . '.!s43..';3 1

Paton. Boris F\genic\ich. Medovar. Boris l/railevich; Fatash. Jur\

Vadimovich. and Baglai. \itaK .Mikhadovich Apparatus lor dec
iroslag remeltmg of metals and allovs 3..S42.SV7.CI 164 252 OOd

Paton. Boris Fsgenievich. Fhcddvar. Boris I/raile\ich; Fatash. Jur\

\'adimoMch. Chekotilo. Feontv Vasilievich. FmeKanenko. JuK
(ieorgievich. Us. Vasily Ivandvich. Baglai. \ itaK .Vlikhailovich. .Mar

tyn. Viktor Mikhailovich. .Artamonov, Viktor Feonidovich.

Bonarenko. Oleg Petrovich. Boiko. (ieorgv .Alexandrovich. Istku

lenko. .Anatolv Konstanimovich. Ivon. VasiK V'aldimirovich; and
Pavlov. Feonid Viktorovich .Apparatus for electroslag remelting

3.X42.S98.CI 164-252000.
Pat/. Paul Overhead feeder convevor having double tapered bed.

reversiblydrivablc chain tliteassem'bK 3.K42.S05.CI I l*^-52(iOb

Pavlov. Feonid V iktorovich .See—

Paton, Boris Fvgenievich, Theddvar. Boris l/railevich. Fatash.

Jury Vadimovich. Chekotilo. I eontv V'asilievich. Hmelvanenki).

July (ieorgievich. F's. Vasily Ivandvich. Baglai. Vitalv .Mik

hailovich. Martyn. Viktor Mikhailovich. .Artamonov. Viktor

I eonidovich. Bonarenko. Oleg Petrovich. Boiko. deorgv Alev

androvich. Tstkulenko. Anatolv Konstantmovieh. Ivon. Vastly

V'aldimirov ich; and Pavlov . Feonid V iktorovich. 3.X42.X'J«

Pavne. Harold J W . to Robertson. H H . Companv {ila.ss-fibcr rein

forced gypsum roof deck ^.H-i2^^^.L\ 52-3(W ()()()

Pavne. Fhomas F . to Anaconda Companv. Fhe Recovery of alu-

minum tluoride 3.S43.4*^X.CI 204-67 (JOO

Pa/er. Jerome, and Bach. Michael C . to Instrument Svstems Corpora-

tion Remotely programmable lock 3.842.62'^. CI 70-264 ()()().

Peabodv Co il Companv Sec—
Wiihs. FarIC . and'(iothard. Ramon A .3.842.610

Pear. Charles B , Jr . to Potter Instrument Companv. Inc Helical bar

strip chart recorder 3.843.955. CI 346-35 (lOO

Pearson. Dale S . and Shurpik. .Anton, to Firestone Tire & Rubber Co ,

The Promoters for radiation induced cross-linking in polvmer sub-

stances 3,843.502. CI 204 159 ISO

Pechinev Cgine Kuhlmann .See-

Cospen. Jean, and Schiavi. Jean. 3.843.01 4

Peck. Reese A Sec-
Wilson. Ravmond F . Peck. Reese A . and Ciuptill. Frank F . Jr .

3.843,508

Peek, William H .Vee-

Beville. Robert Farl. Hofer. Bruce Fdward, and Peek. William H .

3.843.873.

Peetz. Hans-Dieter .See-

Krings. Hans; Peet/. Hans-Dieter, and Crumbach, Richard.

3.843.193
Pentel, Jerrv: .See-

Brothers. Jack, and Pentel. Jerrv . 3.842.74 I

Perkins.BillieF .See-

Allen. Grant H, and Perkins, Billie^ . 3.842.780.

Perkins. Don V , to Cniroval. Inc Cure of rubber with tnhaloisocyanu

ricacid 3.843,487. CI, 156-334.000.

Perricone. Alphonse C. Young, Homer F . Bettge, Cieorge W : and Fn-

right, Dorothy P . to Milchem Incorporated Process for the inhibi-

tion of swelling of shale in aqueous alkaline medium 3.843.524. CI.

252-1.000

Perry. Clark William, to Hoffmann-Fa Roche Inc Racemic-dikelo

compounds 3.843,728, CI 260-590OOO
Perry, Roger F .See—

Di)rion. Francis W . Jr . Doutilass. Paul W . Nissen. Warren I . and
Perrv.Roger I .

3.842.499^

Perry. Walter Merton Container with attached closure /<.843.0I 1 . CI

220-47.000
Person. Tage. to FkB-Produkter .AB Apparatus for periodical parallel

displacement of at least one parallel beam. 3.843.226. CI '50-6 OOO
Perssvin. Rolf .Sec—

Polhall. Karl Olof. and Persson. Rolf. 3.842.471.

Pescrik. James F .Sec'-

Fernandc/' Rana. V'lctoriano. Simon. P.iul R . .ind Peserik. James

F . 3.842.719

Petersen. Oscar J . and Cetola. Henrv A . to Robertsh.iw C\>ntrols

Companv Capacitance probe 3.843.832, CI I 74 I 5 | ooo
Petricciani. John C .Sec -

Kra/anoski. Joseph / .and Petricciani. John C . '.843,"'X2

Petro. Michael .See —
F.dwards. .Norman W . Petro. Michael, (iuilhem. Jacques. ,ind

Pierre. Jean. 3,842.775
Petro Te\ Chemical Corporation .Sec—

Chremos. (ieorge N . and Barone. Bruno J . 3.843.694

Chrislman. Harold F. and Teel.P.iul H . 3.843.745.

Petros. Andrew J . to Mesta Machine C ompanv Side shifting null roll

3,842,639. CI 72-239000
Pet/etakis. Aristovoulos (j Appar.ilus for making thermoplastic pipe

coupling p.irts VS43.302.C1 425 'SS 000
Pews. R Ciarih; and (iunsher. Jefferv A . to Dow C hemical Companv.

The. Tris-( polvhalophenoxv )-s-tria/me 3.843.650. CI 260-248Ocs
Pfaftle. Frnst. to Sickinger. Hans, Companv Sheet pile feeding device

3,842.965. CI I9K 103 OOO
Pfi/er Inc. .See-

Chang. Yi-Han. McFamore. William M . and Ireller. James R .

3,843,790
Het/el. Donalds ,3,843,704

Holland, (ierald F . 3.843,662

.Mel arland. James W . VX4V791
Tate. Brvce F . and Berg, Rudolph Ci , 3,S43,672

Philip .Viorris Incorporated .See—
Fas/lo. FihorS . 3,842.846

Philippe. Icon Jean .See—
Nilles. Paul-lmile. and Philippe, [eon Jean. >.S4V354

Phillips. Bobby M . and Jones. H.il O . to Fastman Kodak Company.
Fluid layering assembly for attachment to a |el or spinneret for

productuin of sideby-side and sheath-core fibers 3.843.098. CI

259-4000
Phillips. John R . to Occidental Petroleum Corporation Hot b.ill

desalination process 3.843.462. CI 203-1 I OOO
Phillips Petroleum Companv .Sec-

Barton, HughM .Jr. and (irav. Peter R . VS4VSS1
Bradv. Donnie Ci. 3.843.7 19

Campbell. Robert W .3 843.6 1 I

Cobb. Ravmond I . 3.843,726

(iabriel. Henrv. 3.841,4'K

Mathis, Ronald D. and Di\, James S . 3,84 ^"^9^

Solomon,PaulW ,3,843,732

Phillips. Wendell Ciary. to Monsanto Companv Substituted

dichloroniethane sullenvl esters and their manufacture 3.843,705.

CI 260 456O0a
Phillips-V'an Heusen Corporation. .See-

Williams, Richard, and Riotto. Donimic. 3.842.43^

Philpott. .Arthur, and Fuher. Reginald Samuel Transmission unit

3.842,685, CI. 74-217 0(Jc.

Phoenix, Lancelot .S'ee-

Ingram. Brian, Harries. [)avid Anthonv. and Phoenix. Fancelot.

3,843,211
Piatkowski, Paul, and Birkhol/, Manfred, to Maschinenfabrik Buckau
R Wolf ACi Vibratorv compacting roller 3,843,275, CI. 404
117.000

Picha, Donald .A . to International Harvester Companv . Forage blower

housing. 3.843.280. CI. 4 I 5-2 19. OUc.

Pickard. Flin .See—

Stolt/. Andries Johannes. Snyders, Nicolaas Johannes Cornelius,

and Pickard, Flin, 3.842.5 12

Picker Corporation: .See-

Fox, Richard F T, 3.843.888

Piedarski. (ioilfried, and Hundmeyer. .Anton, ti) Wacker Chemie
(imbH Process for the production of polvethvlene powder having a

high density and high tap density. 3.843.620. CI. 260-94. 90c.

Piepho. Donald A . to Caterpillar Tractor Companv. Adjustable track

roller assembly 3.843.2 I 4. CI 305-I4O00
Pierre. Jean: .See—

Fdwards. Norman W , Petro. Michael. Guilhem. Jacques, and
Pierre. Jean. 3.842.775

Pierrel S p.A.: iee—
Fabrizio.Gerardo, 3,843.787
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Pierrel. Jean-M ic. Fautier. Alex Hi)nofe. Maddens, Francis Paul, and

Nussbaumer. Henri Jean, to International Business^ .Machines Cor-

poration Fquali/er for phase modulation communication systems

using the instiintaneous sign.il amplitude weighted by signal enelope

amplitude distortion 3.843,942. CI 333-18.000

Pifferi. Cjiorgio. to IS F , S p A. ,Melhod for the preparation ot deriva-

tives of 5-hydri)XV-2-carboxychromone 3,843,687. CI 260-345 200

Pihigren, Carl Oi Boat and trailer loading device 3,843,002, CI 214-

450.000 1'

Piller, Bernhard, Meier, Max, Dunncnberger. Max. Biland. Hans Ru
dolf: and Futhi, Christian, to Ciba-Cjeigy ACi. Photographic material

stabilised against the deleteru)us effects of ultraviolet radiation

3.843.371 .CI 96 84O0r
Pingaud, Bernard-Jean, to Fastman Kodak Company Process lor

producing Unc acicular gamma ferric oxide crystals 3.843.773. CI

423-634000.
Pinhas. Henri, to laboratories Faroche Navarron 4| 2-( a-melh\l-

phenethvlam»no)-ethoxy | ben/enes 3.843.725. CI 260-570.700

Pinslv. Jules: and Salamu. Morris, to Monsanto Company Plastic con-

tainer 3.843.':'54.CI 260-890000
Pioneer Flectronic Corporation .See—

Kosaka.Tumoaki. 3.843,573.

Munakata, Yukio. 3.843.966.

Pioneer Natural Cias Companv .See—

Bufkin. (iuydell O : and Moore. Thomas P . V842.677.
Piper .Aircraft Corporation .See—

Herr.FewiK 3.842.720

Pipitone. Joseph Compact portable toothbrush 3.842.851. CI 132-

84O00
Piro. Mario: RUola. Fuigi. and Notari. Bruno, to Snam Progetti S p.A

Process for the preparation of silver base catalysts. 3,843,491. CI

204-10 000
Pisarevsky . Jur'j V'ladimirovich .See—

Dobr/hansl^y . Cjeorgy hedorovich. Chestmir. Barta: Belyaev.

Feonid 'Mikhailovich. Silvesirova. Iraida Mikhailovna. and
PisarevsljL}. Jury Vladimirovich. 3.843.234

Pitnev-Bowen. inc .See—
.Mikan, Dohuld Ci , and W illiamson, Robert J , Jr , 3,843,253.

Pittsburgh Des Moines Steel Company: ice-
Fdwards. Norman W.: Petro, Michael, (iuilhem. Jacques, and

Pierre. Jvan. 3. S42. 775.

Plasser. Fran/. Hiihnbaumaschmen-Industriegesellschalt m b.H .See—
Theurer, J(I)ief. and Folser. Karl. 3.842.994

Plastic 1 ubing. Inc. -See—

Maroschak, Frnest J . 3.843.758.

Plough. Charleh I . Arts. Marcus. Feitner. Michael. Russel. William.

Marsman. FPfUik. and Fastwood. Keith Flectrical relav 3,843.949.

CI. 338-23 0(1)0

Pneumatiques, Caoutchouc .M.inul:icture et Plastiques Kleber-

Colombes .See-

Masson. Yles. and (ireiner, Henri. 3.842.883

Podkletnov. Ftgenv Nikolaevich .Apparatus (or the application of

liquid corrosion-preventive compound to the inner surface of pipes.

3.842.799. CJ. I 18-408 000
Polhall. Karl (J|i)f. and Persson. Rolf, to Morgardshammor Aktiebolag

Composite T(ii\ 3.842.47 1 . CI 29- 125 (too.

Polv Wide. Inc: .Scc-

Wideman. Harold A . and Wideman. Ronald H.. 3.842.832.

PoKsius .A(i Sge—
'

Korting. Reinhard. 3,842,763.

Ponder &: Best, hie .See-

V ital. /oltan. and Orban. Jean. 3.843.267.

Pont-A-Mousson S A. .See

—

Bacroix. .Marcel Andre. 3.842.659.

Porelon. Inc . ,S<v—
Hellenberg.Carl D.. 3.842.797.

Porret, Daniel, to Ciba-CJeigv Corporation Digbycidyl-

ben/imida/olones. 3.843,674, CI 260-309.200.

Porret. Daniel, and Stockinger. Friedrich, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation

N-Heterocvclic poKglvcidvl compounds containing ester groups.

3,843,675.'C"1. 260-.''o9'.5O().

Porta Svstems Corporation .See—

DcFuca.PaulV, 3.842,936

Portas, Donald, and .Auburv, John F. B.. to Dunlop Fimited. Anti-skid

systems 3,843,2 10, CI 3()3-210cg
Poslusnv. Waritin P . to Haves Albion Corporation. Labyrmthian fan

3.842,902. CI. 165-5I.OU()

Possati, Mario, to Finike Italiana Marposs, mesne. Control method and

apparatus for a machine in particular for a grinding machine.

3,842,545. CI. 5 1-165.710

Posselt, Manfred, to Siempelkamp, (i., & Co. System for loading a

stack of shee;ts into a platen press. 3.842.990. CI. 214-I.Obb.

Potain: i'ee—
Noly. Jean. 3.843.097.

Potapov. Vladijnir Petrovich: .See—

Khaidukov, Gennady Fedorovich. Zamuraeva. Farisa Vasilicvna;

Kruglikov. Anatoly Abramovich. Potapov. Vladimir Petrovich.

Smirnov. Jurv Artemievich. and Bronov. Mark Vladimirovich.

3.843,697.

Potter Instrument Companv, Inc.: .See-

Pear. Charles B. Jr . 3.843,955.

Potter. James L.Viscoelastic damper 3.842.945. CI. 188-I.OOb.

Poupitch. Ougljcsa Jules, to Illinois Tool Works Inc. Removable rivet.

3.842,7 I U.(]l. 85-37.000.

Powell, Barnev R ,Sce-

Bradshaw,Harrv,andP<mell, Barney R , 3,843,102.

Powell, Fouis A . to Wellm.in Power (ias Incorpor.ited Base composi-

tion lor preparing food products 3.843.805. CI 426 92O00
PP(i Industries. Inc -Se<

—

Cone. Fugene J . '.843,340

Fdge. Charles K .and Kunkle. (ierald F.. 3,843,346

Galev. William F .3.843.344

Hammel. Joseph J . and .Allersma. Ties. 3.843,341

Harrell, W illiam C . and Foster, Homer R . 3.843.345

Prada. Cesare. to Compagnia Italiana Westinghouse Freni e Segn.ili

Flectrical connecti)r portion for automatic railway couplers

3.842,987, CI 213-1 300

Prada, Luis F , to General Electric Company Ice crusher 3,843.067.

CI 241-190000.
Prakken. Cierrit: .See—

rJampens. (iermain Remi. and Prakken. (ierrit. 3.843.S99

Pramstraller. Wilmuth. and Stampter. Hansjiirg. to Drust A(i Fnlarg-

ing apparatus with lenses of varving focal length and automatic focus

therefor 3,843.254. CI 355-56000
Pravednikov. .Andrei Nikodimovich: Kopvlov. Valerv V l-idimirovich.

and Cherednichenko. Vladimir Mikhailovich Method ol pri)ducing

pulvphenvleneoxides- 1 .4 in aliphatic nitrile solvents 3.843.604. CI

26(J-47 (Jet.

Prescott. Norman F , to .Atwood & Morrill Co Piston seal 3.842.717.

CI 92 l62O0r
Presley. C Travis: -Set

—

Kurtis. Soma; .Argabright. Perrv A . and Presley. C Travis.

3.843.374

Presnetsov. (ienn.idv Nikolaevich, and Dmitriev, .Andrei

Vladimirovich Apparatus for electrical discharge treatment of a gas

How 3.843.882. CI 250 536O00
Priaroggia, Paulo Cja//ana. and Maschio. (Jabriele. to Industrie Pirelli

Societa per Azioni. Electric cable with corrugated sheath and semi-

conductive protective laver between the sheath and the core.

3.843,830. CI I74-I020()'d.

Price. Robert K . to Currencv Svstems. Inc Method and apparatus for

packaging coins 3.842.57.3. c'l. 53-35.000

Priegnitz. Robert A . to C oilcraft. Inc Voltage failure sensing circuit

3.843.908, CI 3 17-3 I OOO
Pries, Erich F . to Otto. C . Dr . & Comp dm b H Apparatus for

transporting and quenching coke pushed from horizontal coking

chambers 3.843,460. (1 202-230O(J0
Prince. John F .Multi-operational punch 3.842.476, CI 29-200.OOb.

Printex Concrete Products, mesne .See—

Scholz.Rav John, and Fuller, Thomas Patrick, 3,842.558.

Scholz, Ray John, and Fuller, Thomas Patrick, 3,843.089.

Printing Developments. Inc .Sec-

Stoneburner. Edwin B. 3.842.548

Prin/, Peter Se,

—

Erpenbach, Hemz; (jehrmann, Klaus, Fork. Winfried. and Prinz,

Peter. 3.843.555

Probert. Kenneth D : Set—
(irawev. Charles E , and Probert. Kenneth D . 3.843.764

Probst. Richard O .See-

Kendall. Ronald R , and Probst. Richard ().. 3.843.054.

Prochili). Robert Joson (ias chambered musical instrument

3.842.704. CI 84-267,000

Procter it (iambic Companv. I he: .See—
(iellert. Dale A .3.842.'838

Heuring, Vincent Paul. 3.843. 388.

Morion. David Russell. 3.843.395.

Produits Chimiques Pechinev -Saint-Gobain: .Se<

—

Jouv . Marcel, and Coblentz. .Michel, 3,843.552.

Trebillon.Fmile, 3. 843.734

Produits Chimiques L'gine Kuhlmann .See —
Obellianne. Pierre .Mane Joseph. Carbonnel. Pierre Andre.

Loiseau. Gerard Paul Mane Henri; and Millischer. Rene Jean.

3.843.656.

Prvor. Timothv R. Method and apparatus for analvzing the spatial rela-

tionship of members 3, 843, 261, CI 356-111000
Ptak, Wilbur F , to Fastwav Fasteners, Inc Suspension fastener

3.843,086. CI. 248-3 I 7O0()'.

Pullman Incorporated .See—

Carr. (ieorge W .3,842,755

Marulic, Walter J , 3,842,756
Punja, Nazim, to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited. Certain car-

bamoyloxyimineazolidines 3.843.669, CI. 260-306.700.

Purex Corporation: .See-

Wong, (iin O. 3.843,786.

Purvis. Howard A . iee—
Jandrasi. Frank J , and Purvis, Howard A . 3.842,861 .

Puski. Ciabor, to Central Sova Companv. Inc. Proteinaceous material

for beverage use and method. 3.843.8U2. CI. 426-46.OOU.

0-Bit Corporation .See-

Mead. Hansel B. 3.843.922

Quaker Oats Companv , The. .See—

Brindell.GordonD and Macander. Rudolph F.. 3,843,599

Quame, Babington A Method and apparatus lor sample evaluation

3,843.323. CI. 23-230.00b

Ouetsch. Johann Peter, to Heinkel. Ernst. Maschinenbau K(i C en

trifuge. 3.843,044. CI 233-20 OOr

Raap. Rintje .See—
Rubinfeld. Joseph; Lemiuex. Raymond L'rgel; and Raap. Rintje.

3.843.637.
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RuilLlittc, Remington; and Rogers. Mo\ric K . to Schick Incorporated

Dispensing device for heated fluent products 3 843 C'' CI '>'>'>

I46()ha.
.-.--.

.
^—

Radford, Kenneth C , and Bratton, Raymond J , to Westinghouse Elec-
tric Corporation Solid electrolyte cell. 3.843.400. CI. 1 17-227.000.

Radici. Pierino: See—
Ackerman. Jacob; and Radici. Pierino. 3,843,643.

Radutsky . Grigory Avramovich See—
Grachev. Leonid Pavlovich; Anikanov, Nikolai Vianovich Zaks

Grigory losifovich; Radutsky. Grigorv Avramovich; and
Kheifets, Rafail Efimovich. 3,842.962.

Ralston Purina Companv : See—
Arndt. Robert H . 3',843.828.

Hawley. Robert Lyie. 3.843,825.
Ramanathan. Visvanathan: See—

Desai, Nalin Binduprusad, Yayaraman, Onnusami. Ramanathan
Visvanathan. Artz. Klaus, Naik, Navnitrai Nagarji, and Jenny.

Ramanathan. Visvanathan; and Liechti, Hans Wilhelm. to Ciba-Geigs
AG. Basic monazo compounds containing a quaternated hvdrazide
group 3.843.622. CI. 260-149.000.

Ramond, Pierre A . to Regie National des Usines Renault. Method of
re-sharpening pinion tools. 3,842,546, CI. S 1 -288 000

Randall, David Irwin, to GAP Corporation Alpha, omega-pvrrolidonyl
polyacrolein. 3,843,684, CI. 260-326.250.

"""""yi

Randmaa. Toenu Romanovich: See—
Sillaots, Argo Aleksandrovich, Kuuse. Nikolai Ivanovich Rand-

^ot-, 7.°.*^"" Roni^novich, and Loo, Villo Johannesovich,

Randour, Victor; See—
Clasper, Thomas, Hutton, Wilfred H ; Kessinger, Orvillc E Jr

Randour. Victor; and Simpson. Fred E. 3,842 475
Ransburg Electro-Coating Corporation: 5ft

—

Kendall, Ronald R., and Probst, Richard O., 3,843 054
Rapley, Christopher Graham: 5Vf—

Stumpcl. Jan Willam Marinus Hermanus; Sanford. Peter William
and Rapley, Christopher Graham, 3,843,886.

Rasmussen.Knud. Extensible scaffold. 3,842 563 CI 5'>-645 000
Rason, Ned S

; DeSteese. John G., and Gasper, Kenneth''A.,"to McDon-
nell Douglas Corporation. Radioisotopic thermoinic. 3,843,896. CI
3 10-4.000.

Rauterberg. Ulf: See—
Kupec. Peter, and Rauterberg, Ulf, 3,843,944.

Raychem Corporation: See—
Stive/s, Edward C . and Fischer. Christopher L.. 3 842 6'>6

1^ i'^-^^'l'""
''^'''"- ''^ ^"l"" Electric Company. Incorporated

Method ot and apparatus for coiling w,ire. 3.843.072. CI. 242-

Raytheon Company: See—
Helgeson. Peter L . 3.843.313

RCA Corporation: 5Vf—
Ahmed. Add Abdel. 3.843.933.
Gittleman. Johathan Isaac; and Hanak. Joseph John 3 843 4'>0
Hannan, William James. 3.843.836.

"",''!^',"o''o,
?"'"'' Sherman. Jr.. and Miller, David Martin,

3.843,837.
Kaplan, Michael; and Matthies. Dennis Lee, 3,843 399
Katnack, Fredric Lerov. 3.843.425.
Miller. Michael Esans,'3,843,846.
Solomon, Karl; and Allen, John Ross, 3,843,843.

RCM Corporation: See—
Stieler. Frank R., 3,842,892.

Rechmeirt, Gerhard, Jacobowsky, Armin; and Wirtz, Peter to Knap-
sack Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the production of vinvl chloride
from 1.2-dichloroethane. 3,843,736,CI 260-656 OOr

Rechter, Harold L: Sff—
Parsons, Joseph R ; and Rechter. Harold L 3 84'' 760

T.843J79Xl''59?'i'6"3.00o''-
'''*'" '''' "'"'''*' ^"^ '^'^«"

Redfield. Nadine Posture pillow. 3,842.453. CI. 5-340.000.
Redi Container Corporation: 5Vf

—

Sax, Alan M. 3,843,038.
Rediger, John R

, and Hansen, David D . to Caterpillar Tractor Co

?,8K9'ra 29"6°-39:00a^'"''''"
'"'"-"'"' ^""^ ''*'''^' '"^^

Reding, John N . to Dow Chemical Company, The. Method for melting
and purifying magnesium 3,843,355. CI. 75-67 000

Rcdka. William: See-
Brighton. Carl T ; Friedenberg. Zachary B.; and Redka. William.

3.842.84 1

.

Redland Tiles Ltd . mesne: See—
Rossig. Manfred. 3,843,298.

Reed, Geoffrey Ronald; and Knox, Barry Edward, to British Iron and
Steel Research Association. Packaging coils. 3,843,070, CI, 242-

Reed, Samuel F, Jr : See—
Stevens, Travis E ; and Reed, Samuel P., Jr., 3,843,700

Reese, Johannes, and Hotze, Hermann, to Reichhold-Albert-Chemie
Aktiengesellschaft. Low viscosity pulverulent thermosetting resinous
composition. 3.843,751, CI. 260-862.000.

Reesman, Stanley H , to General Foods Corporation. Inhibiting gel for-
malionmmeat-in-gravy products. 3,843,8 15. CI 426-325 000

Reeves, Robert E: iff

—

Brown, Philip H ; and Reeves, Robert E., 3,843.039.
Regie National des Usines Renault: See—
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Ramond, Pierre A , 3,842,546.
Regie Nationale des Usines Renault: See—

Dera, Alain; and Besseau, Daniel, 3,843,181
Dressier, Bruno. 3,842.686.

Reichhold-Albert-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Reese, Johannes; and Hotze, Hermann, 3.843 7S

|

Reigel. Stanley A ; and Doyle. Charles D.. to Standard Havens. Inc
Evaporative cooler. 3.842.61 5. CI. 62-171 000

RcMlly Richard J . and Merrill, Glen L , to Cvtec Development Inc
Card encoding machine. 3,842,956, CI. 197-6 400

Reimers, George W
; and Khalafalla, Sanaa E . to United States of

America, Interior Production of magnetic fluids b\ peptization
techniques. 3,843,540, CI 252-62 S20

''T8';2.8'*59.Cu[7-504Sr
"''^"

"''"' '"'"" ""' "°* ^""•^"'

Reishng. David Charles Flag standard 3.843,079, CI 248-44 000
Remington Arms Company : See—

Goodstal. Laurence K , Leek, Wayne E ; Sanzo, Robert J ; Turner

?o^';''o
*- •

Workman. Clark B . and Yetter. Edward W..
3.843.875

Remington Arms Company. Inc See—
Scanlon. John J . Owen. Thomas G . and Anderson, Ra\mond A..

3.842.739.
Remmey. George Bicklcy. to Bickley Furnaces Incorporated Burner
means for furnaces. 3.843.3 I 7. CI. 432- 1 76000

Renschen, Patrick D , and Church, Nathan L , to International Nickel
Company. Inc.. The Magnesium addition allov 3.84 3 ^S6 CI 7";.
I 30.00a

Repik Albert J . Miller. Charles E.; and Johnson. Homer R Process for
making activated carbon from agglomerative coal with water iniec-
non temperature control in a tluidized oxidation stage 3 843 'iS9
CI. 252-421.000. *

Research Corporation: iVt"

—

Edelman. Gerald M.; Wang. John L.; Rutishauser. Urs S and Mil-
lette.ClarkeP.,3.843,324

Holmes. Robert G. and Rohrbach, Roger P 1 843 0|8

^'^'-l^-.V.""" ^ ^^"»- ^'^^^ S- ^"^ <^''b^'rl- Sevmour G.
3.o43.446.

Research Council of Alberta See—
Elofson. Richard MacLeod; Milligan. Larrv Patrick. Wohllebe

Jurgen, and Worsley. Michael. 3.843.799.
'

Research Engineering Compan\: See—
Gulick, Ronald A , 3,842,690.

Reti. Adrian R : See—
Ehrreich. John E .and Reti. Adrian R . 3.843.349

Reuss, Karl: See—
Scht-it. Karl-Heinz; Faerber. Peter; Reuss, Karl, and Saiko. Otto.

3.843.629,
Rex Chainbelt Inc : See—

Harwick. Warren J . 3,842,752.
Reynolds, Edgar M : 5ff

—

Thompson, James G, and Reynolds. Edgar M . ^.84^ 093
Reynolds. James Edward, to Kerr-McGee Chemical Corporation Pu-

ritication of magnesium perchlorate 3.843.500 CI ''04-8'' 000

''r84'"9«°cL99"lt6oa"
'"°"'"'^"- ''' «-k- sampling tool.

Rey nolds Metals Company : See—
Wilson. Calvin L ; and Fox, John H , Jr , 3,843,027.

Rheem Manufacturing Company
: .SVc—

Gerlovich. Albert. 3.842.798.
Rheinmetall GmbH: See—

Harnau, Hans-Dieter, 3,842,742
Rhne, Earl C

, to Gould Inc Perroresonant transformer battery charger
circuit. 3,843.918, CI. 320-23.000. ' ^

Rhudy John S
; and Haws, Gerald W , to Marathon Oil Company

Method of polyme flooding. 3,842,909. CI. 166-275 000
'

Ribbans. Robert Clark. III. -.o Du Pont de Nemours. E I and Com-
pany Coating of glass fabric coated with aqueous dispersion of
polymer. 3.843.386, CI. I 17-54.000.

Ricci Vero, to Aggogle Inc Marking apparatus for tracking a pool or
billiard game. 3,843,1 20, CI. 273-2.000.

e f « ui

Rich, Joseph M : Sff

—

Hudson, George A , and Rich. Joseph M . 3.843.390.
Richard. Joseph D Delayed bait dispenser 3 842 5''9 CI 43-44 9«n
Richard. William R.Jr:iVf-

.-.»->• J '^.vvu.

Hefrick, Ross M ; and Richard. William R,, Jr., 3 843 591
Richardo&Co, Engineers* 1927) Limited: 5«.t._

Barnes-Moss, Howard William, 3,842,938.
Richardson, Dean E., and Harkreader, Gordon G., to Union Carbide
Corporation. Vinyl chloride-ethylene copolymers and the prepara-
tion thereof. 3,843,616, CI. 260-87. 50c. '

>- H'«-para

Richter, Hans H , to Leesona Corporation. Apparatus and process for
imparting twist to filamentary material. 3,842 582 CI 57-77 400

Richter, Sidney B.; and Mayer, David P., to Velsicol Chemical Cor-
poration Dialkylaminobenzhydryldicarboxylates. 3,843,717, CI

Ricks, Melvin D. Hydraulic control device. 3,842 504 CI 3''-27 000
Ricoh Co., Ltd : Sff—

Iwasaki. Kyuhachiro, 3,842,955.
Riddel, John W

, to General Motors Corporation Tank level unit with

a ^Y? 1 Tooo"^"''''
^"'^ "^"^'^''"^ '^o'' spring deflection. 3,842,673.

Ridgway, John A., Jr., to Standard Oil Company, Texturizing process
for single-cell protein. 3,843,807, CI 426- 1 37.000.
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Ridley, Peter, to Northern Electric Company, Limited. Electronic kev
telephone system. 3,843,845, CI. 179-99.000.

Rieckmann, Peter: See—
Groppenbacher, Gregor, Rieckmann, Peter, Rothe. Werner;

Schalk, Heinz; and Schellhorn, Jurgen, 3,843.393.

Riegel. Peter S.; Legue, Ronald; Nikodem, Leslie F . Jr , and Slay. Wil-

lard, to American Gas Association, Inc. Stopping apparatus for pipe
lines. 3,842,864, CI. 138-93.000.

Riegel Textile Corporation: See-
Teed. Richard K., 3,843,760,

Riken Light Metal Industries Co., Ltd.: See—
Ikegaya, Masashi; and Shigeta, Fumio, 3,843,496.

Rikukawa, Katsuji: See—
Kato, Jinichi; and Rikukawa, Katsuji, 3,843,227.

Ringuet, Jacques, to Thomson-CSP. Cooling system for components
generating large amounts of heat. 3 .843,9 10. CI. 3 1 7- 1 00.000.

Riotto. Dominic: See—
Williams, Richard; and Riotto. Dominic. 3.842.435.

Riseman. Jacob: See—
Maley, Gerald A ; and Riseman. Jacob, 3,843.953

Ritter, Ernst: See—
Bechstein, Herbert, Hofmann, Eberhard; Jaenke, Hans-Jurger,

Muller, Rolf; Ritter, Ernst; and Staudt, Heinrich, 3,842,81 5.

Rivet, Huey Joseph. Amphibious marsh craft. 3,842,785, CI. 115-

l.OOr.

Rivola, Luigi: See—
Piro, Mario; Rivola, Luigi; and Notari, Bruno. 3.843.491

Robbins. Peter M: iff—
Southworlh. Glen R.; Robbins, Peter M.; and Wills, Frank,

3.842.894.
Robert. Jacques: See—

Borel. Joseph. Deutsch. Jean-Claude; Labrunic. Guy; and Robert.
Jacque$, 3.843,231.

Roberts, David Stewart, to Burroughs Wellcome Co. Microorganism
porduction. 3,843,45 1 , CI. 195-102.000.

Roberts, Michael G.; and Matuszak. Michael L., to Owens-Corning
Fiberglas Corporation. Thermoplastic ingredient for molding com-
pounds. 3,843.750. CI. 260-862.000.

Robertshaw Controls Company: See—
Graham. Marvin M.. and Caparone. Michael J . 3,843.308,
Mcintosh. Harold A.. 3,843.947.

Petersen. Oscar J. and Cetola. Henry A. 3,843,832.
Robertson, H. H., Company: See—

Payne, Harold J. W., 3,842,559.

Robin, Michael, and Schulte, Sheldon R,, to Ashland Oil, Inc. Stabiliza-

tion of olefin polymers. 3,843,600, CI. 260-45,95c.
Robin Products Company : See—

Brown, Martin M.; and Krawczak, Lawrence, 3,842,565.
Robinson, Jerrold, to Dimension Weld International Corporation.
Welding of designs on synthetic plastic material. 3,843,437, CI. 156-

219 000.

Robinson, John W., and Ross, Arthur W., to Jasper Electronics Manu-
facturing Company Electronic organ with rhythm attachment em-
ploying selective operation of conventional or rhvthmic sounds.
3,842,70 1, Cl. 84-1.030.

Robinson, Leon: See—
Grannen, Edward A ; and Robinson, Leon, 3.843,457.

Robinson. Robert W.: See—
Brown. Charles H.. and Robinson. Robert W.. 3,842,676.

Roch, Josef: See—
Nickl, Jostf; Muller, Erich, Barr, Berthold; and Roch, Josef,

3,843,638.
Rockwell International Corporation. See—

Champagne, Ralph R , 3,842,869.

McCloskcy, Albert R. 3.843.2 1 5.

Voipe, Richard L.. 3.842.867.

Rogers Corporation: 5ff

—

Bogue. Irving R.. 3,843,962.

Rogers, Donald B: 5ff

—

Avkan, Kamran; Rogers, Donald B., and Sleight, Arthur W.,
'3,843.553

Avkan. Kamran; Rogers, Donald B., and Sleight, Arthur W.,
'3,843,554.

Rogers, Meyric K.: 5ff—
Radcliffe, Remington; and Rogers, Meyric K., 3,843,022.

Rohlwing, Robert Edward, 10% interest to Jirauch, Charles W. Tape
dispenser. 3.843,439, CI. 156-523.000.

Rohm & Haas Company: See—
Barrett, James H, '3,843, 566
Owens, Frederick Hammann, 3.843.753.

Rohm and Haas Company: 5ff—
Bogel. Martin; and Hurwit?. Marvin J., 3,843,612.

Rohr Corporation: See—
Bainbridge, Cecil, 3,842,462.

Rohr Industries, Inc.: 5ff—
Gerard, Milan E, 3,842,486.

Tantlinger, Keith W., 3,842,927.

Theodore. Charles, and Ross, James A., 3,842,753.

Rohr, Lewis Hampton: See—
Gerke, Burton Elwood, Jr ; and Rohr, Lewis Hampton. 3.843.224

Rohrbach, Roger P : Sff

—

Holmes, Robert G.; and Rohrbach, Roger P , 3,843,018.

Roitman, Boris Aronovich: Sff

—

Lazarev, Leonid Lazarevich; Nt)vakovsky. Leonid Cirigorievich;

and Roitman. Boris Aronovich. 3.843.262.

Rollei-Werkc Franke & Heideck See—
Strauss, Karl-Peur. and Koller. Wilhelm. 3.842,587

Rollei-Werke Franke A; Hcidccke .SVf

—

Sobotta, Rcinhard. 3,843.247
Rolls-Royce ( 1971 ) Limited: See—

Crossley, Ian Alexander. Kirk. Geoffrey Eric. .Anthonv. Norman
Howell, and Bambcr. Derek Robert. .V.843.279

Rood. Alvin A. See—
Nord. Eric T.; Rood. Alvin .A., Vilagi. Burton J , and Honath.
Richard A ,3,843,055.

Rooney , Clarence Stanley : See—
Williams, Havdn Windsor Richard; and Roonev. Clarence Stanley,

3,843,663.'

Rorer, William H , Inc. See—
Diamond. Julius. Joslin. Robert S . .ind Buehler. John D .

3.843.778.

Roselius. Wilhelm. Vitzthum. Otto; and Hubert. Peter, to H.AG .Aktien-

gesellschaft. Method for the production of caffeine-free coffee ex-

tract. 3.843,823. CI 426-386.000.
Roselius. Wilhelm. Vitzthum, Otto; and Hubert. Peter, to Hag Aktien-

gesellschaft Method lor the production of caffeine -free coffee ex-

tract 3.843.824. CI. 426-386.000.
Roselle. Pierce C . Evans. David G.; and Bussma, \aughn R . to Sperry

Rand Corporation Air data computer including DC to svnchrii

signal converter. 3.843.877. CI 235-189.000.
Rosenberger. Dieter, to Siemens .Aktiengesellschaft. Optical

waveguide having a graded refractive index core formed of silicon

and germanium 3,843.229. CI 350-96 (*wg

Rosenkranz. Hans Jurgen: iff

—

Lachmann. Burkhard. and Rosenkranz, Hans Jurgen. 3,84 ',729

Rosenstein. Nathan, deceased ( by Rosenstein. Rachael. administra-

tor) Method and apparatus of making crimped \arn 3,S42.576. Cl
57-1. OOr.

Rosenstein. Rachael: See—
Rosenstein. Nathan. 3,842.576

Ross, Arthur W See—
Robinson. John W. and Ross. Arthur W. 3.842.701.

Ross. James A., iff

—

Theodore. Charles; and Ross. James .A . 3.842,753.

Ross. Stephen T : iff--

Kaiser. Carl, and Ross. Stephen T. 3.X43.794

Rossig. Manfred, to Redland Tiles Ltd . mesne. Apparatus for manu-
facturing finished products from continuously advancing layers

3.843.298. Cl 425-296.000.
Rostagno. Walter, to Societe d'Assistance Technique pour Produits

NestleS.A.Ediblecapsules 3,843.8 19, Cl. 426-363.000
Rostoviseva, Ekatcnna Efimovna: See—

Orlov. Vladimir Alexandrovich, Zaitsev. Vera Dmitrievna;

Sinitsyn. Viktor Alexeevich, and Rostoviseva, Ekatcrina
Efimovna, 3.843,617.

Roth, Shirley H ; and Green. Joseph, to Cities Service Ct)mpany Novel
intumescent composition containing an aromatic amine sulfate

3.843.526. Cl 252-8.100.

Rothe. Werner: iff

—

Groppenbacher. Gregor. Rieckmann. Peter: Rothe. Werner;
Schalk. Heinz, and Schellhorn. Jurgen. 3.843.393.

Rothert. Horst. to Fischer. Karl. Apparate-und Rohrleitungshau.

Method and apparatus for treating knit goods, particulary hosiery

made of synthetic material. 3.842.973. Cl 198-240 000
Rottacker. Walter, Kordowich, Frieder; and Hettich, Karl, to SKF In-

dustrial Trading and Development Company B.V. Method and ap-

paratus for assembling ball bearings 3,842,472, Cl 29-148 40a.

Roussel-UCLAF iff-
Warnant, Julien; Jolly, Jean, and Joly, Robert. 3.843.686

Rowland. David L. Arcuate wire assembly coated with plastic

3.843,477, Cl 161-125.000.

Roy, Mahlon T : iff—
Guth. Lauren W ; and Roy . Mahlon T.. 3.843.066

Royet. Paul Ferdinand Wheel-mounted luggage. 3,842,953. Cl 190-

18.00a.

Rubinfeld. Joseph; Lemiucx. Raymond Urgel. and Raap. Rintjc. to

Bristol-Myers Company. Process for rearranging 6-acy lamidopenicl-

lanic acid- 1 -oxides to 7-acylamido-3-methyl-ccph-3-em-4-carboxvl-
ic acids. 3,843,637, Cl. 260'-243.00c.

Rubinstein, Herbert J.: See—
Rubinstein, Morton K, 3.843.84 1

.

Rubinstein, Morton K., 50Cf to Rubinstein. Herbert J. Remotely actu-

ated automatic telephone care system. 3.843.84 I .Cl. 1 79 5.<)0p

Rubinstein. Rafael. Novel heating, ventilating and air-conditioning

system 3.842.903. Cl. 165-122 000.

Rucker Company. The: iff—
Ditzen. Edward C. 3.842,603.

Rudolph, Dietmar: iff

—

Schaub. Gerhard, and Rudolph. Dietmar. 3,843.91 3.

Ruggeri. Mariano Vccchio: See —
Sapino. Chester. Jr.; and Ruggeri. Mari.ano Vecchio, 3,843.639.

Ruka. Roswell J.: iff

—

Panson. Armand J . and Ruka. Roswell J., 3,843,556.

Rupert. Robert J., to Bucyrus-Erie Company. Hydraulic crowd cable

take-up system. 3.843.095. Cl 254- 173.00b
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Kushint:. Frank ( . (iilbcrt, l.vnford W . and Williams. Norman P.. lo
Wcs!ini!houso Kkctric C'or[>or.ition Rctlcctor. 1.841 21K CI "^M)-
M()(i(ili

RusM'l \V illi.ini .SVc-

HlDUgh. Charles I Arts Marcus, LciHicr. Michael, Russcl. Wil-
liani, Marstnan, Ki.mk and Fasl\^ood, Keith. .^.S4.^.y4i>

Kli^^cll, Carl D .
to .Aquarius Inc Apparatus accommodating panel

construction ,VH42.'>XX. CI 214 I Osw
Kussell, Matthew J ,S(f -

Di KuKu), ,\nthon\ P.. and Rus.sell. Matihcv. J.. .^.K4.1.l 15,
Russell. Sid. Young, Frederick A . and Kellner. Jordan D . to United

.'Xircral't Corporation KlectroKtic pioduction of boron ^ X4'' 497
(I 2(J4-fi4 OOr.

Rutishauser. L'rs S. iVf—
E delman, (ierald M , Wang. John I. . Rutishauser. Urs S . and Mil

letle. Clarke F.. .^X4t,,^24

Ru'.k William \' .V.v-

Saiett, lewis H .and Ru>le, William \. .1.84.^.671.
K>an. Charles W ilson Vehicle axle support device tor tandem trailers

,.\lc VS4'(.|s.-!.Cl 2S()-l.';()(H)g.

K; den. James W : .SV.'—
Abromavage. John ('..and R\den. James W., .V84'!.162

S A Bekaert Sit —
KicMts. .Xnton .Arnoldus. .VX42.452

Sacahs. John \icholes. Method and device tor increasing the lite ofcut
llowers .1,S42.5.iy. CI 47-5X000.

Sagawa. Naotoshi: See—
Nitta. Haruo; and Sagawa. Naotoshi. 3.X4.V2X5

Saiko.Otto .SVc—
Scheit. Karl Heinz. Faerber, Peter; Reuss. Karl, and Saiko Otto

.<,X4.<.h2V

Saint(iobain Industries Set—
Hinne. .Alain, .1.S4.1.550.

Krings. Hans. Peetz. Hans-Dieter. and Crumbach. Richard
'.S4.«.I*>,V

Saito. Ki\osi. to Agencv of Industrial Science & Fechnologv Process
tor tluidi/ed combustion of plastics. .1.84.1..V19. CI. 48-197 OOr

Sakaguchi. ladao -SVj—
Matsuo, Masatoshi, Sakaguchi. Tadao; and Akamatsu. Takashi

1.84.'(.6.12.

Sakaguchi. Toshiaki Set —
Yagi. Misao. Sakaguchi. Toshiaki. Akutagawa. Susumu, and Ko-

matsu. Akira. .VX4.1.742.
Salame. .Morns .Sfc—

PinsK. Jules, and Salame. Morris. 3.843.754
Samuelson. Hans Olof and Croon. Ingemar Liss-Albm. to Mooch
Oomsjo Aktiegoi.ig Impregn.ition ot cellulosic pulp under superat-
mospheric pressure ^Mth waste alkaline owgen gas bleaching liquor
lollowed b\ oxvgen alkali bleaching. 3.843.473. CI. 162-40 000

Sanders. Wilhs W Brush assemblv 3.842.850. CI I 32-84.00b
Sandler. Yehuda L . to Westinghouse Electric Corporation Method of
determining surface area and meter therefor 1X4^4X9 CI ''04-
1 out

• -

Sando/- Wander. Inc : See—
Coombs. Robert V

. and Houlihan. W illiam J . 3.X43.664
Coombs. Robert ^ . and Houlihan. W illiam J . 3.843.665.
Coombs. Robert V .and Houlihan. William J . 3.843.666.
Neumann, Peter. 3.843.668

Sanford, Peter William See —
Stumpel. Jan Willam Mariiuis Hermanus. Sanford. Peter William,
and Raple>, Christopher Graham, 3,843.8X6

Sano. Yoshiaki. Hirose. Yoshitaka. and Miki. Yasumasa. to Matsushita
Flectric Industrial Compan\ Fr\ int: appliance 1 X4'' 7''S ci 99-
403 000 - ^ rr

Santilli. Arthur A , and Kim. Dong H . to American Home Products
Corporation. 5.6,7,8- retrah>dro-5-o\op\rido( 2, 3-d ) p\rimidine-6-
carbonitrilesand related compounds. 3.843,645. CI 260-247 20b

Sanzo. Robert J iVt —
Goodstal. Laurence K . Leek. Wavne E ; Sanzo. Robert J ..Turner.

Robert L ; Workman, Clark B . and Yetter. Edward W
3.843.875.

Sapino, Chester. Jr , and Ruggeri, Mariano Vecchio, to Briston-Mvers
Companv Production of cephalexin via methoxvmethvl ester
3.X43.639.CI 260-243 00c.

Sarett. Lewis H
. and Ru>le. William V . to Merck & Co . Inc 5-(Ox-

azo!\l)-and 5-( thienvl ) salic>lic acids 3,843.67 I , CI. 260-307 OOr
Sargent. Edward A., and Doner. Arthur J . to Grumman Ecosvstems
Corporation Apparatus lor disposing of solid wastes 3 84'' 76'* CI
110 14000. . -.

Sargesnt. Kenneth. See—
Christie, .Alma Aranshew: Elsworth. Ravmond. Herbert, Denis,
and Sargesnt, Kenneth. 3.843,445.

Sarkcs Tarzian. Inc.: See—
Valdettaro. Alarico A . 3.842.683

Sarkilahti. Risto .Martti, to 0\ Nakia AB Method for demodulation of
adifferentialK phase modulated signal 3,X43.93I.CI 329-104.000.

Sarlab .Aktiengesellschaft: iVi —
Kouremenos. Dcmetre, 3.842,618.

Sato, Hiroshi See—
Yagi, Yoshiharu, Sato. Hiroshi. Narisawa. Shizuo; Yasui, Scimei,
Kobavashi. Akira, Hino, Minoru. and Hata. Kazuhiko
3.843,618.

Sato. Masaaki, to Olympus Optical Co.. Ltd Combination automobile
radio and cassette tape recorder. 3.843.847, CI 179-100.1 10.

Sato. Masamichi, Takimoto, Masaaki, and Komaki, Takao. to Fuji
Photo Film Co.. Ltd Method for charging electrophotographic
material 3.843.885. CI 250-326.000.

Sato. Masanori See—
Mnao. Lakavuki, Maeda. Hiroaki. and Sato. Masanori. 3,842,692.

Sato. Takahiro. See—
Morikawa. Hirovuki. Tamura. Nornoshi. Sato. Takahiro,

Yamagishi. Kazuo. and Nagai. Takeo. .i.843. 738.
Satzinger,Gebhard. Melallwarenfabrik See—

Satzinger. Roland. 3.842.939
Satzinger.CJerhard .S<<-—

Hartenstein. Johannes Hermann, and Satzinger (ierhard
3.843.62 7

Satzinger. Roland, to Satzinger. Ciebhard. Melallwarenfabrik. Grease
box for dispensing lubricant 3. ,842.939. CI 184-39.000.

Sauerwein. Kurt .SVc—
Sauerwein. Kurt, and Cioedecke. Haps (said Goedecke assor to

said). 3.843.891
Sauerwein. Kurt, and Goedecke. Hans, said Goedecke assor to said

Sauerwein. Kurt Device for examining materials or for surgical
treatments bv gamma ra> irradiation 3.X43.X91.CI 250-4X3.000

Savin Business Machines Corporation .Sec—
V ermeulen. Marinus Cornelus. Smith. Ian Edward; and Hastwell

Peter John. 3.843.538.
Sax. Alan M . to Redi C ontainer Corporation Corner protector con-

struction. 3.X43.018.CI 229-140UC
Saxholm. Rolf .MagneticalK responsive, biologicallv actise substance
and associ.lied methods 3.843.450. CI. 195-99 00((

Sav. Donald L . to GTE SvKania Incorporated Shadow mask aperture
and phosphor dot arrangement in twt) color cathode ra\ tube
3.843.900. CI 313-408 000

Scales. Stanley R See—
Dill. Herbert C. and Scales. Stanley R . 3.842.92 1

Scanlon. John J . Owen. Thomas (i . and Anderson. Ravmond A . to
Remington Arms Companv. Inc. Metallic mouth for a plastic car-
tridge case 3.842.739. CI 102-43 (JOp

Scarnato. Thomas J .Sec—
Cicci. George B . and Scarnato. Thomas J . 3.842.575

Schaefer. Hans F
. Jr . and France. David W . to CSM Corporation.

Demi-disconnectable finger 3,843.187. CI 294-I06O00
Schaffer. Robert H . to Harris-Intertype Corporation Multi-page signa-

tures and apparatus and method for producing same ^ 843 | M CI
270-61 OOO

Schalk. Heinz; See—
(iroppenbacher, (iregor. Rieckmann. Peter. Rothe. Werner.

Schalk. Heinz, and Schellhorn. Jurgen. 3.843.393
Schaub. (ierhard. and Rudolph. Diclmar. to Gebruder Buhler

Nachfolger (imbH. Speed regulating irrangement for DC motors
3.843,9 I 3. CI 318-308000

Schauberger. Helmut See—
Schwarzler. Peter. Bohn. Gerhard, and Schauberger Helmut

3.842.74.S.

Schedler. Wolfgang, to Schwarzkopf Development Corporation False
twist crimper for texturini: svntheiic fibers. 1.84'' '>8I CI S7-
77 300 " -

.

.

Scheinberg. Stanley .S<-f—

Depuy. Arthur H . Johnson, Leonard F.. and Scheinberg Sianlev
3.842.491.

^

Scheinptlug, Hans; .SVc—
W iddig. Arno. Kuhle. Engelhert, Scheinptlug. Hans; (Jrewe. Ferdi-

nand; Kaspers. Helmut, and Frohberger. Paul Ernst. 3.X43.715
Scheit. Karl-Heinz; Faerber. Peter. Reuss. Karl; and Saiko. Otto, to
Merck Patent Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung Complexs of
pohribornosinic acid and polvrobo-2-thioc\tid\lic acid 1 X43 6'>9

CI 260-21 1 5(Jr
' ~

Schellhorn. Jurgen SVc—
Groppenbacher. Gregor. Rieckmann. Peter; Rothe. Werner;

Schalk. Heinz, and Schellhorn. Jurgen. 3.X43.393
Schenectady Chemicals. Inc.. -SVc—

Keating. John T ; and Simonian. John L , 3,843.587.
Schering Corporation iVc—

Gold. Elijah H .3.843.793
Schcyer. Guido Liquid level 3.842.5 14. CI. 33-379.000.
Schiavi. Jean .Sec—

Cospen, Jean, and Schiavi. Jean, 3,843.014.
Schick Incorporated: .SVc—

Radcliffe. Remington, and Rogers. Meyric K . 3,843.022.
Schick. John W

. to Mobil Oil Corporation Method of protectine
vegetation. 1.842,536. CI. 47 2.000

Schiele.Otto: SVc-

Holzenberger. Kurt, and Schiele. Otto, 3.842,522.
Schieser. Warren J . to Corco. Inc Disposable reservoir package for

liquid-dispenser having float-operated valve. 3,843 0''1 CI '''''>-

105 000
Schiessl. Henry W : See—

Kaufman, John D . Schiessl, Henrv W ; and Cseika. David A
3,843,547

Schiffer, Gunter Heinz: ,SVc—
Lopata, Karl Peter; and Schiffer, Gunter Heinz. 3,843,142.

Schilder, Emil: iVc—
Swerdlow. Robert; and Schilder, Emil. 3,843,241

.

Schipitsin, Svyatoslav Sergeevich .Sec—
Bochanov. Viktor Nikolaevich, Minchenko, Veniamin Alexan-

drovich; and Schipitsin, Svyatoslav Sergeevich, 3,843,299.
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Schippers, Heinz, to Barmag Barmer Maschinenfabrik Aktien-
gesellschaft. Method and apparatus for threading \arn into a stretch

and false twist crimping machine 3.842.578. CI. 57-34. Ohs.

Schladitz. Hermann J Heat transfer between solids and fluids utilizing

polycrystalline metal whiskers. 3.842,474, CI. 29- 1 57.30a.

Schladitz. Hermann J . to Schladitz-Whiskers A.(j. Porous electric

heating element. 3,843,950, CI. 338-208.000.
Schladitz-Whiskers AG.: See-

Schladitz, Hermann J. 3.843.950.

Schlatliorst, W, & Co : -Scc-

Apken. Rainer; and Fritz. Egon. 3.842.625.
Schlapfer. Hans: .See—

Weber. Kurt; and Schlapfer. Hans. 3.843.633.

Schlatter, (jeruld Lance; and Miller. Charles Eveleigh. to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. Fluid densitv sensing
systems. 3.K42.655. CI. 73-32.000.

Schlumberger Technologv Corporation: .SVc

—

Dermott. Raymond W . 3.842,919.
Schluter. Dietrich: -Sec-

Ester. Wilhelm. Schluter, Dietrich; and Heitmann. Wilhelm.
3.843.721.

Schmid Laboratories. Inc.. mesne: See—
Gordon. Harry W . 3.843.7X5;

Schmidt. Dennis L.. and Doorakian. Goerge A . to Dow Chemical
Company. The. 3-(Trih\droca rb\lphosphoran\lidene)-2.5-p\r-
rolidinediones as latent catalysts for promoting the reaction between
phenols and epoxy resins. 3.843.605. CI. 260-47.Oep.

Schmidt. Jacob E., to McGraw -Edison Company. Low resistance ter-

minal connector for air-depolarized cathode. 3.843.413. CI. 136-

86.00a.

Schmidt. John P . and Garcia, Alfredo. Jr.. to Halcon International.
Inc. Separation of propvlenc oxide from other hvdrocarbons.
3.843.488, CI 203-52.000'

Schmidt. Theodor. and Meyer. Rudolf, to Ludwig-Ofag-lndugas Indus-
triofenanlaigen GmbH. Method of and apparatus for carburizing steel

bodies. 3.843.4 19. CI. 148-16.500
Schmidt. William L ; and Wright. Herschel E.. to Beckman Instru-

ments. Inc. Centrifuge rotor. 3.843,045. CI. 233-27.000.
Schmidts, Kurt: See—

Fitterer. Horst; Uhl. Karl, Guenther, Fricdrich; Schmidts, Kurt,
and Guiser, Dieter. 3.843,035.

Schmitt. Dieter. Baumer. Wilhelm; and Stein. Alfred, to Merck Patent
Gasellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung. Indicator for the detection of
metal ions 3.843.325. CI 23-230.OOr

Schmitt. Paul, and Bathge. (junter. to Wean United. Inc Roll-piercing
mills 3,842,638, CI. 72-239.000

Schmitt. Paul, and Hien. Manfred, to Wean United. Inc. Guiding means
for piercing mill. 3.842.640. CI. 72-250.000.

Schmitter. Allbert; and Strickler. Ernst, to Mettler Instrumente .AG.

Damping arrangement for a balance 3.842.924. CI. 177-184.000.
Schmittmann. Hans-Richard, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Strand for a

wire cable of svnthetic wires and svnthetic fibres. 3.842.584. CI. 57-

146.000
Schneider. Fred J .Sec—

Monahan. Jack J. and Schneider. Fred J . 3.843.036.
Schneider. ()<;orge W . Jr.. to Singer Companv. The. Flow profiler for

high pressqre rotary meters 3.842.672. CI 73-253.000.
Schneider. Gcrhart. Lust. Sigmund. Niethammer. Konrad. Jacobi.

Ernst. Erd^rann. Dietrich, and Mohr. (junther. to Merck Patent
Gesellschaft mit beschrankter Haftung. Esters of 2-halogen fluorene-

9-carboxylic acids 3,843,7 14, CI 260-469.000
Schneider. Heinz, and Becker. Josel. to Zimmerman & Jansen
GmbH Damper 3,843,090, CI. 251-215.000.

Schneider. Walter Garbage bin. 3,843.223, CI. 312-274.000.
Schneller. Joseph W : See—

Shull. John D . Jr , Smith, Richard W.; Schneller, Joseph W . and
Burke. William R.. 3.842.55 1

Schoerner. Roger J.; and Chia. Enrique C . to Southwire Companv
Master aluminum cobalt allov. 3.843.358. CI 75-147.000.

Scholl. Charles H: ice-
Brenner. Lawrence A. and Scholl. Charles H . 3.842.970

Scholz. Ray John, and Fuller, Thomas Patrick, to Printex Concrete
Products, mesne. Wall attachment svstem. 3.842.558. CI. 52

293.000
Scholz. Ray John; and Fuller, Ihomas Patrick, to Printex C"oncre!e

Products, mesne Textured concrete molil construction for verticaiK

pouring concrete slabs. 3.843.089. CI 249-158.000
Schon. Erwin: See—

Schranz. Karl-Wilhelm; Schon. Erwin. and Hunicke. Wolfgang.
3.843.367

Schon. Volker, Walter. Bernd R.. and Zipperling. Peter, to Mes-
serschmitt Bolkow-Blohm GmbH Device for securing flexible fuel

tanks in an aircraft. 3.843.078. CI 244-1 3';oob.

Schottey. Jean: See—
Toussaint, Francois; Laroche. Pierre. Schotie\. Jean, and I .im

bert. Emmanuel. 3.843.472

Schranz. Karl-Wilhelm. Schon. Erwin. and Hunicke. Wolfgang, to

AGFA-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft. Photographic color developing
process 3.843,367. CI. 96-56.000.

Schrcckeneder. Karl, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Device ft)r remov
ing components connected to a circuit 3.842.478. CI. 29-203.00b

Schroder, Dieter; and Hess, Wolfgang, to (iirling limited. \'ehicle\

braking system. 3.843.2 I 3. CI. 303 22 OOr
Schubert & Salzer Maschinenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Fess, Emil; Beitzinger, Kurt, and Koblitz. W erner. 3.842.624
Schuetz. Hans Ulrichr ice—

Buehler. Arthur. Schuetz. H.ins Ulrich. and Hoelzle. Gerd.
3,843.695

Schulte. Sheldon R.: See—
Robin. Michael, and Schulte. Sheldon R , 3.843.600.

Schultz. Raymond F . to Copolymer Rubber & Chemical Corporation
Decorative cushioning strip and method for producing same
3.843.385. CI. I 17-47.00a

Schumperli. Albert, to lnternation.il Standard Electric Corporation
Subscriber loop circuit apparatus 3.843.844. (~1 I 79- 1 6 OOf

Schwartz. Walter, to Dominion Bridge Companv Limited Methixl and
apparatus for bending a tubular member 3.842.648. CI. 72-383.000

Schwarzkopf Development Corporation: .Sec—
Schedler. Wolfgang. 3.842.58 1

Schwarzler. Peter, to Krauss-Maffei .Aktiengesellschaft Electromag-
netic suspension and guide svstem for vehicles adapted to switch
tracks 3.842.747. CI. 104- 1 48.0ms.

Schwarzler. Peter. Bohn. Gerhard, and Schauberger. Helmut, to

Krauss-Maffet AG. Electromagnetic suspension and guide system

particularly for vehicles. 3.842.748. CI. 104-l48Oms
Schwarzler. Peter, to Krauss-Maffei Aktiengesellschaft Transport
svstem with magnetic-suspension vehicle 3.842.749. CI. 104-

148.0ms
Schweizer. Edward E. Suture applicator 3.842.840. CI. 128-334 UOr
Schwellenbach. Robert D. Trailer coupling with passagewav

3.843.1 58. CI. 280-403000
Science Nightingale International Limited, mesne: .Sec-

Foster. David Blythe. 3.843.155
Sciortino. August M. Locking cover for com box 3.843.043. CI 232-

15 OOO.
SCM Corporation: iee—

Beyn. Edgar Joachim. 3.843.380
Scozzafava. Milton V . to .Addmaster Corpor.ition lorque transmis-

sion device 3.842.620. CI 64-30O0C
Scranton Manufacturing Companv. Inc.: See—

Wright. Jerr\ l... 3.843.148.

Seagram. Joseph E . & Sons. Inc.: .Sec-
Boucher. Armand R . 3.842.723.

Scales. Allan, to Signetics Corporation. Semiconductor structure with
sloped side walls and method. 3.842.490. CI. 29-578000

Searle. G. D . & Co See—
Dygos. John H . 3.843.660.

Kreider. Eunice M . 3.843.646.

Lowrie. Harman S . 3.843.657.
Sebenda. Jan: .Sec—

Bukac. Zbynek; and Sebenda. Jan. 3.843,608.
Seelev, Robert D., to Anheuser-Busch. Incorporated Low fat egg

product 3,843,81 I, CI. 426-21 1.000

Segev. Yuval. DcMce for positioning irrigation pipes and attaching
risers thereto 3.843.059. CI 239-273.000

Seiler. Herbert; and Dussy , Paul, to Ciba-Geigy A(i Mono or disazt>

dvestuffs containing a diamino. halotriazinvl or pvrimidinvl sub
stituent. 3. 843.624. CI 260-153. 0(KJ.

Seki. Kunio. to Hitachi. Ltd Differential amplifier 3.843.935. CI 33(i

30.00d
Sekine. Kazuo. Mimura. Michio. Oniki. Yasuhiko. and Koyano.

Nobushige. to Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha. Heavv plate cutting
apparatus. 3.843. 103. CI 266-23O0m.

Seltzer. Ravmond. and Gordon. David A., to Ciba-Geigy Corporation
S-triazine tetracarboxvlic acids and dianhvdrides. 3.843.649. CI
260-248OCS

Selwitz. Charles M .SVe-

Bacha.John D . and Selwitz, Charles M., 3,843,709
Selwitz, Charles M, to (julf Research A: Development Company

Process Un preparing svnthetic petrolatum. 3.843.511, CI. 208-
120 000

Sender Ornamental Iron Works .Sec-
Sender. W ilfried I . 3.X43.290

Sender. W ilfried F . to Sender Ornamental Iron Works EXtrusion die
1.N43.290.( I

42S-208 000
Sendor. Bernard 1 . and Sendor. Mortimer S Apparatus for welding

paper on web press 3.843.483. CI 156-380 000.
Sendor. Mortimer S -Sei

—

Sendor. Bernard I . and Sendor. Mtiriimer S.. 3.843.483.
Shaffer. Frank F Loggle press 3. 842.651. CI 72-451 000
Shaffer. Walter M . to lowmotor Corporation. Long load-narrow aisle

truck 3.842.996. CI 214-75O0g.
Shakhov. Fduard Konstantinov ich: See—

Marty ashin. Alexandr l\anovich. Morozov. Andrei Elizarovich;

Shakhov. Fduard Konstantmovich. and Shivandin. Viktor Mik
hailoMch. ^843.925.

Shannahan. Rt)bert Ihomas See—
Waxman. Burton Harvev. Shannahan. Robert Thomas, and Viro.

Felix. V84V370
Shapiro. Norman M : See—

Wilkin. William (i . Wintergreen, ( harles J . and Stade, James H .

3.842.957

Sharpen. Frederick H . Jr .See-

Manowitz. Milton. Sharpell. Frederick H . Jr.. and Stegmann.
Carolyn. 3.843.519.

Shavel. John. Jr .Sec—

von Strandtmann. Maximilian; Shavel. John. Jr . Klutchko. Syl-

vester, and Cohen. Marvin P.. 3.843.730.
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Shea. Dennis W . to D;m;i Corpor;ition Plunctarv transmission
3.S42.(.'^l.tl. 74-768. ()()().

Shelb\.Rich:irdK iVf-
Horhcrg.t'harles, Jr .and Shclbv. Richard K . .^.S43.286.

Shell Oil Company: .SVf—

Slaudini;er. fjernot, 3.843. 307
Shell. Iheudiire. and Vast.i. Joseph A., to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I,,

and Company Radar absorptive coating composition of an acrylic
pohni.r. a polyester and an isocvanate cross-Jinkinu agent
.3.S4.V.S'/3.CI. 26()-4()U()r

' fr e

Sherwin Williams Comnanv Ihe.iV*'—
Korpics. Charles J .3.84.3.337.

Shibano. .Nauki Set'—
Mnoshi. Keisuke. and Shibano. Naoki, 3,843.903

Shibala Jitsu. Murao. N.iohumi; Mishina. Haruhiko. and Nakavama.
K-iicl!i. to Mitsubishi Jukog\o Kabushiki Kaisha. Parachute euuio-
ment 3.842.778. CI II4-:0'>0U0.

Shijcta. F-umio See-
Ikcgaya. .Masashi. and .Shigeta. Fumio. 3.843.496.

Shiio. Is.jmu: .Vf<'—
Akabori.ShiroiShiio. Isamu.and Cchio. Rxosuke. 3.843.466

Shimomura. Naonobu Temperature measuring equipment with
polynomeal synthesis 3.843.872. CI. 235-92.Omt

Sn.noda. Ka/uo. and Endo. Kunio. to Toyota Jidosha Kogvo Kabushiki
Kaisha and Nippondenso Co . Ltd Electric fuel injection control
system lor internal combustion engines. 3.842.81 I CI I

''^-3'' Oea
Shmshu Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha. .SVf—

Gomi. Yoshifumi. 3.842,734,
Cromi, Yoshifumi. 3.842.737

Shionogi & Co . Ltd See—
Minati). Hitoshi. 3.843.628.

Shiotani. Shigeo; and Magusa, Harumi, to Sumitomo Chemical Com-
pany Limited. Shock absorber for automobiles ^,842 944 CI 188-
l.OOc.

" .«-i. too

Shirai. Tadashi: SVf—
Umezawa, Hamao; Takahashi. Yasushi; Shirai. Tadashi; and Fuiii

Akio. 3.843.448.
'

Shiyandin. Viktor Mikhailovich See—
Martyashin. Alexandr Ivanovich; Morozov. .Andrei Elizarovich
Shnkhov. Eduard Konstantinovich; and ShKandin. Viktor Mik-
haiKnich. 3.843.925.

Shore. Danul B
. to International Harvester Companv Forv^ard

reverse drive control providing automatic braking 3 84 3 ""OS CI
303- 1.000

^

Short. Joe T . to Deering Milliken Research Corporation Apparatus
and method Ivi tuft pile fabrics. 3.842.767. CI 1 12-266 000

Showa Denko Kabushiki Kaisha. See-
Hamioka, Tcruo. Naito. Hiro; Komatsu. Akitoshi; Kovama. Kei/i

Kobayashi, Mitsuki. and Ohishi. Naoaki, 1 84 3 360
'

Shull. John D . Jr
, Smith. Richarii W : Schneller. Joseph W . and

Burke. Willii.ni R , to National (iypsum Companv. Drvv^all joint
systems and method for making the same ^ H4'> 5s'i ci 5""

I27.0(jO
-

Shupe. David \\ . to Bendi.x Corporation. The. Dual beam absorption
type optical spectrometer 3.843.258, CI. 356-88.000

Shurpik. Anton: See--

Pearson. Dale S . and Shurpik. Anton. 3.843.502.
Shvedchenko. Anton Antonovich: .Set —

Ko/hevn.kov. Sergei Nikolaevich. Tkachenko. Arkady
Semenovich; Murash. Igor Vasilievich: and Shvedchenko
Anton Antonovich. 3.842.636.

Sickinger. Hans. Companv See —
Pfaflle. Ernst. .\842.965.

Sidley. Henry, to \ ulco-Sidlev Machine Companv ( Proprietarv )

I imiled Glove producini; apparatus 3.843.296. CI. 425-270 000
Siebert. Dielhelm: See—

Hustede. Helmut; and Siebert, Diethelm. 3.843.465.
Siegel. Edgar, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft 2-H\dro\\-5-lower alky I-

4(4-lo\ver alkoxy-6 sulpho or sulphato-hvd'rocar'bvlamino-1 3 5-
tnazine 2 YL aminol-azobenlene 3,843,623X1 260-153.000

Siemens .Aktiengesellschaft. .SVc--

Hanni. Manfred, 3.843.927
Keller. Wolfgang: Lugscheider, Walter; and Muehlbauer. Alfred

3.X4'<.311.

Kupec. Peter; and Rauterberg. Ulf. 3.843.944
Miencke. Jurgcn. 3.842.750.
Rosenberger, Dieter. 3.843.229.
Sehreckeiieder. Karl. 3.842.478

Siempelkanip. (i.. & Co .SVe—
Posselt. Manfred, 3.842.990.

Sigal. Michael R Molding press. 3.843.304, CI. 425 41 1.000.
Signeties Corporation See—

Scales. Allan. 3.842.490.
Signode Corporation See—

Meier. William A . and Johnson. Eduard P., 3.843.081.
Sillaots, .Argo Aleksandrovich. Kuuse. Nikolai Ivanovich; Randmaa

loenu Romanovich. and Loo, Villo Johannesovich Apparatus to
form tibrous laps from webs. 3.842,465, CI 19-163.000.

Silveraili> Industries. Inc., mesne See—
Wildman. Alexander J . 3.842.503.

Silvestrova. Iraida .Mikhailovna See—
Dobrzhansky. Georgy Fedorovich; Chestmir. Barta. Belvaev,
Leonid Mikhailovich. Silvestrova, Iraida Mikhailovna,' and
Pisarevsky, Jury V ladimirovich. 3.843,234.

Simmons, George A , to Owens-Illinois. Inc. Glass ceramic and process
therefor. 3.843.342. CI 65-30.000.

Simon. Paul R : See—
Fernandez-Rana. Victoriano; Simon, Paul R ; and Peserik James
E. 3.842.719.

Simon. Tibor: See—
Geiszler, Lorinc. Simon. Tibor. Varga. Mihalv; and Tolnav

.Agoston. 3.843.057.
Simonian. John L . .SVf

—

Keating. John r.;and Simoni.in John L.. 3.843.587
Simpson. Fred E : See—

Clasper. Thomas; Huiton, Wilfred H.; Kessinger. Orvillc E.. Jr..
Randour. Victor; and Simpson, Fred E . 3.842.475.

Simpson. Robert D; iVt'—
Boone. Jimmie H ; Chenkovich.Gary A : Corcoran. Brian F ; Mar-

ley. Arley C. Ill: and Simpson, Robert D . 3.843.077
Singer Company. The See—

Kiupick. Walter J; and McDonough Theodore J., 3,843,108
Schneider. George W . Jr . 3.842.672.

Sinitsyn. Viktor Alexeevich See—
Orlov. Vladimir Alexandrovich; Zaitsev. Vera Dmitrievna.

Sinitsyn. Viktor Alc^eevich. and Rostoviseva. Ekaterina
Efimovna. 3.843.617.

Sintokogio. Ltd : See—
Hijikata. Itsuo. Kasazakn Masavoshi; and Terada Hideto

3,843.301.
Sira Societa Industriale Recerche Automotoristiche See—

Giacosa. Dante. 3.842.787.
Sittek. Edvin. Kalolicky, Jaroslav. Kuba. Jaroslav; and Dvorok. Ed-
mund, to Hutni druhovyroba, generalni reditelstvi Sectional boiler
for tlameless combustion of gaseous fuels 3 84'' 807 CI l"*""-

225. OOr
Skagit Corporation: See—

Wudtke. Donald J . 3.842.776.
Skarnes. Robert C ; and Howard. Lucille A . to Worcester Foundation

(or Experimental Biology. Inc. Process for producing prostaglandins
3.843.467. CI 195-29 000.

6k e

SKF Industrial Trading and Development Companv B V : See—
Rottacker. W.ilter; Kordowich. Frieder; and Hettich Karl

3.842.472.
'

SKF Kugellagerfabriken GmbH: See—
Bartling. Gerhard. 3.842.579

Skoyles. Derek Robert, to U S Philips Corporation Anti-lock vehicle
brake svstems. 3.843.2 I 2. CI '03-21 OOf

Slay. Willard:iV<'—

Riegel. Peter S . Legue. Ronald; Nikodem. Leslie F.. Jr and Slav
Willard. 3.842,864

Sleigh. Gordon Method of making filament 3 843 76'> CI '>64-

213 000.
-. - V... .OH

Sleight. Arthur W See—
.Aykan. Kamran; Rogers, Donald B . and Sleight. Arthur W.,

-' . X - , J . ? ? 3

.

Aykan, Kamran. Rogers. Donald B , and Sleight. Arthur W
3.843,554

Sloan. Carroll D Amusement device 3.842.53 I . CI 46-4 1 000
She. Norman J : .SV<'—

Krueger. Archie S.. Slye. Norman J., and Diring. James A .

Smirnov. Jury Artemievich: See—
Khaidukov, Gennady Fedorovich. Zamuraeva. Larisa Vasilievna.

Kruglikov. Anatoly Abramovich. Potapov. Vladimir Petrovich
Smirnov. Jury Artemievich; and Bronov, Mark Vladimirovich,
3 .S4 ^.6*^7

,

Smith. Alan W and Nelson. Donald J . to Boeing Companv. The
Method and apparatus for separating a constituent of a compound
such as a metal from an ore. by chemical and phvsical separation
using a plasma m the presence of a magnetic field 3.843 ^S\ CI 75-
10 OOr

Smith. Calvin S.. and McLeod, William J . to Chevron Research Com-

3T4N 5P Cl'^i''"8 I'^i""'^'''^'"'^''"
"'""^ centrifugal compressors.

Smith. Edmund H . Jr. See—
Anthony. John D . Jr.; Faulhaber. Mark E ; and Smith. Edmund
H. Jr.. 3,843,890.

Smith. Frederick R
. to FMC Corporation Regenerated cellulose-

polyethylene glycol high fluid-holding fiber ma.ss 3 843 378 CI
106-168.000.

"
. .,. o. ,.,.

Smith. Ian Edward: See—
Vermeulen. Marinus Cornelus; Smith. Ian Edward; and Hastwell

Peter John, 3.843.538.
Smith. James, and Baxter. John Kenneth. Jr . to General Electric Com-
pany Modular gas turbine engine 3.842.595. CI. 60-39 360

Smith, James J Hand vise. 3,843.1 10. CI. 269-254.OOr.
Smith, John M .SV*"—

King, Robert E.; Massey. Wayne A.; and Smith, John M
3.843.076

Smith. Paul R.:.W—
Horton. Arthur E ; Brantley. Jordan W, Smith, Paul R ; Lightfoot

Cecil W.;and Hanneman. Richard L . 3,843 911
Smith, Richard W: AVf—

Shull. John D
, Jr.; Smith, Richard W.; Schneller. Joseph W and

Burke. William R. 3.842,551,
Smith. Robert E.: See—

Stevens, Harry G.; and Smith, Robert E., 3,842.645.
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Smith. Stanley E,; and Steck, James R,. to General Motors Corpora-

tion. Prismatic rear viewing svstem for motor vehicles 3 843 '>37

CI. 350-302.000. ' "' ""
Smithkline Corporation: See—

Kaiser. Carl; and Ross. Stephen T,. 3.843,794,
Sutton. Blaine M,. 3.843,626,

Smithwick. Edward L,. Jr to Lillv. Eli. and Companv. O-methyl
acronycine salt. 3.843.658. CI. 260-279. OOr.

Snam Progetti S.p.A.: See—
Mauri. Marcello Massi; and Moggi, Pietro. 3.843.680.
Piro. Mario; Rivola.Luigi. and Notari. Bruno. 3.843.491.

Sncad. Edwin E
. to Burroughs Corporation. Helicopter optical posi-

tion indicator. 3.843,263. CI. 356-153.000.
Snider. Wanda: See—

Snider. William. 3.843.220.
Snider. William. 1/2 to Snider, Wanda. Simulated cake and container

for cut and wrapped cake pieces. 3.843,220. CI. 312-24.000
Snyders, Nicolaas Johannes Cornelius: See—

Stoltz. Andries Johannes; Snyders. Nicolaas Johannes Cornelius
and Pickard.Elin. 3.842.512.

Sobel. Jay E.. to Universal Oil Products Company. Mat of inorganic
oxide fibers, its method of preparation and its' impregnation with
catalytic materials. 3.843.561 . CI. 252-465.000.

Sober. John V., to United States of America, Air Force Pulse press
tester. 3,842.665. CI 73-93.000.

Sobolev, Igor; and Panusch, Erwin, to Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical
Corporation Process for fluorinating chloroalkanes and nuorinating
composition therefor 3,843.546. CI. 252-182.000.

Sobotta, Reinhard, to Rollei-Wcrke Franke & Heidecke. Integrallv
molded circular tray for photographic slides. 3,843,247, CI. 353-

Societa' Italiana Resine SIR S p A : See—
Ackerman. Jacob; and Radici, Pierino, 3,843.643

Societa' Itahana Resine S I R S.p A.: See—
Calcagno. Benedetto; and Colombo, Paolo, 3,843,619.

Societa' Italiana Telecomunicazioni Siemens S.p.A.: See—
Montefusco, Nicola; and Manca, Marcello. 3.843.943.
Mosca. Virgilio; and Solarino. Carmelo. 3.843,83.5

Societe d "Assistance Technique pour Produits Nestle S A See—
Rostagno. Walter, 3,843.819

Societe des Accumulateurs Fixes et de Traction ( Societe Anonvme)
See—
Gabano, Jean-Paul; and Lehmann, Gerard, 3,843,414.

Societe d'Etudes de Machines Thermiques: See—
Kuhn,Karl Walter, 3,843,141.

Societe Les Piles Wonder: See—
Angibaud, Rene M., 3,843,083.

Societe Nationale d'Etude et de Construction de Moteurs d'Aviation
See—

Grunert, Wilhelm, 3,842,594.
Soderquist, Seven D : See-

Cox. Arthur R, Holiday. Paul R; Lewis. Gary K; and Soderquist
Seven D .3.843.421.

' '

Sohji. Yukinobu: See—
Iwasa. Jurzo; Naruto. Shunsuke; Ikeda. Noboru; Nakamura Keiji
and Sohji, Yukinobu. 3.843.788.

Solarino. Carmelo: See—
Mosca. Virgilio, and Solarino. Carmelo, 3,843,835.

Solomon, Karl; and Allen, John Ross, to RCA Corporation, Time divi-
sion multiple access synchronization technique, 3,843,843. CI 1 79-
I5,0bs.

Solomon. Paul W . to Phillips Petroleum Companv, Preparation of car-
bony I compounds, 3.843.732, CI, 260-599,000,

Soran. Thomas C See—
Moscaret. Eugene J; and Soran. Thomas C, 3,843,242.

Sorensen, Elmer, Continuous pastrv oven, 3,843.3 I 5. CI, 432-122 000
Soudijn, Willem; Van Wijngaardeii, Ineke; and Janssen, Paul Adriaan

Jan, to Janssen Pharmaceutica N.V Benzimidazolinone derivatives
3,843.634, CI, 260-240,0tc,

Soudijn. Willem; Van Wijngaarden, Ineke; and Janssen. Paul Adriaan
Jan, to Janssen Pharmaceutica, N,V, ((Thioxanthenyl) propyl 1-

triazaspiro(4,5
| decan-4-ones, 3,843.635, CI. 260-240 Otc

SoundcoatCo.Inc .The: See—
Kirschncr. Francis, 3,843,188,

Southam, Donald L ; and Gaffney, John Marshall, to Harris-lntertype
Corporation Lithographic printing apparatus and wash-up device
3,842.735. CI, 101-145,000,

Souther. Louis C, Seal wear indicating mechanisms, 3,842 79'> CI
116-1 14 OOq. .

.

«^

Southwire Company: See—
Schoerner, Roger J,; and Chia, Enrique C. 3.843,358.

Southworth, Glen R,; Robbins, Peter M,; and Wills, Frank, to Amer-
ican Metal Climax. Inc Automatic means for remote sweep-
scanning of a liquid level and for controlling flow to maintain such
level. 3,842,894, CI, 164-4 000,

Space Paper Products: See—
Pascua. Don F ; and Stearns. Harold C, 3,842.506,

Spaenig. Hermann; Dockner. Toni; and Frank. Anton, to Badische
Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Production of substituted
imidazoles, 3.843.676. CI, 260-309,000,

Spahrbier. Dieter, to Verta Aktiengesellschaft Fuel cell power station
3.843.4IO.CI, 136-86,00r,

Spaulding, Tedifprd Hollace: See—

Kehl. Lawrence Joseph; Janis. Robert Gerald; and Spaulding. Ted-
ford Hollace. 3.842.497,

Specialized Tapes Limited: See—
Bennett. James, and Parva. Ashby. 3.842.628,

Spector, George: Sf*"—

Loose. Randy J . and Spector. George. 3.843.125
Spector, Marshall L ; and Brian. P L Thibaut. to Air Products and
Chemicals. Inc Removal of sulfur oxides from stack gas 3 843 789
CI. 423-242,000,

e
-

Spectradyne: See—
Mire'll. Stuart G. 3.843.961.

Speissegger. Werner; and Baumeler. Hans, to Gebruder Buehler AG.
Shaft cooler construction, 3.842.5 16, CI, 34- 1 70,000,

Spence. Henry L : See—
McClelland. Etheridge R ; Spence. Henry L,; Vierra. Henrv R
and White. Thomas J. 3.842.569,

Spencer. Harvey J,, to Paper Converting Machine Company Method
of packaging flexible plastic bags, 3.842.568. CI. 52-21 Ofw

Sperry Rand Corporation: Sff—
Brown. Charles H; and Robinson. Robert W,, 3,842.676.
Mumme. Clarence D , 3,842.681,
Roselle, Pierce C ; Evans, David G,, and Bussma, Vaughn R

3,843,877,
*

Spinnett, Raymond G Rotary converters having specialized interleav-
ing elements, 3,843,284, CI 418-191,000,

Sprague Electric Company: See—
Bernard, Walter J,, 3.843,492,

Sprikkelman. Gerrit W J , to Avo Intern Transport B V, Lifting device
3,842.997. CI, 2 14-77,00p.

Spry, Douglas O , to Lilly, Eli. and Company 2-Spirocvclopropyl-3-
cephem antibiotics, 3,843,640. CI 260-"'43 OOc

Staal & Stil A/S: See—
Bjerkncs, Anders, 3,843.27 1

,

Staals, James E ; and Fitzmayer. Louis H . to General Electric Com
pany Microwave oven having TM and TE modes 3,84 3 86'^ CI
219-10,550,

- .».i

Stach,Kurt:S<'<'—

Weber. Helmut; Aumuller. Walter; Wever, Rudi; Muth, Karl, and
Stach. Kurt, 3.843,661,

Stach. Leonard J,, and Ingwalson. Raymond W,. to Velsicol Chemical
Corporation Fire retardant polymers containing halogenated N
phenyl benzamides, 3,843,598, CI. 260-45. 75r,

Stacker System, Inc: See—
Giovannozzi. Frank V . 3,843,026.

Stade. James H See—
Wilkin, William G,; Wintcrgreen, Charles J , and Stade, James H

3.842.957
Stahl-Urban Company: See—

Conner. William R. Jr,. 3,842,766,
Stahlgruber Otto Gruber & Company: See—

Felden. Alois. 3.842.886.
Stamicabon B V,: See—

Groen. Siemen H,; Deumens. Johannes J M ; and Stijfs Petrus A
M, J. 3.843.659,

Stamper. Martha C: See-
Jackson, Billy G ; Stamper. Martha C ; and Bottorff. Edmond M

3,843.642,
Stampfer. Hansjorg: See—

Pramstraller. Wilmuth; and Stampfer. Hansjorg. 3.843.254,
Stampfli. Harald. to Lucifer S A. Three-wav valve for fluids 3 842 860

CI, 137-596,170,
'

-
• .

Standaart. Adrian W Multi-beam cathode ray tube construction
3.843.901. CI, 313-409,000,

Standard Forge and Axle Company. Incorporated: See—
Bradshaw. Harry; and Powell. Barney R , 3.843.102.

Standard Havens. Inc.: See—
Reigel. Stanley A ; and Doyle. Charles D,. 3.842.615.

Standard Oil Company: See—
Ridgway, John A,'. Jr . 3.843.807,

Standard Oil Company ( Indiana): See—
Bosanac. Robert E,. 3.843.328,

Standard Packaging Corporation: See—
Kishpaugh. Allan; and Hagen. Donald J . 3.843.806

Standard Pressed Steel Co,: See—
Willey, Glenn R .3.842.479,

Stanley Drug Products. Inc: See-
Cook. Elton S,; and Fujii. Akra. 3.843.798

Stark. Robert Method of constructing a movable bulkhead 3 84'' 484
CI, 29-469,000, " "

Staudinger. Gemot, to Shell Oil Company, Process for incomplete
combustion of hydrocarbons, 3.843,307. CI. 43 1-8.000.

Staudt. Heinrich: See—
Bechstein. Herbert; Hofmann, Eberhard; Jaenke, Hans-Jurger

Muller. Rolf; Ritter. Ernst; and Staudt, Heinrich, 3,842,8 1 5
Stauffer Chemical Company: See—

Bruner. Leonard Bretz! 3.843.601,
Coll-Palagos. Miguel. 3.843.763,

Stearns. Harold C: St-f—
Pascua. Don F ; and Stearns. Harold C, 3,842,506.

Stcbbins Engineering and Manufacturing Company mesne See—
Jessup. Wallace B.. 3.843.429

Steck. James R,: See-
Smith. Stanley E . and Steck. James R,. 3.843.237.

Steelcase Inc: See—
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Armstriing. Michael J . and Huutman. Richard I. . .VX42.75K.
Kurcll. Donald D . ;«.S42.555

Stcgmann. C'aroivn Sec—
Manuwit/, Milton, Sharpcll. Krcdcrick H , Jr., and Stcgmann.

C'.irol>n..VS43.5l9

Stcigcnbcrgcr. Michael: .SVf—

Mavcr. Ehrhard;and Stcigcnbcrgcr, Michael, ?,X43,I4U
Stem. Allrcd ifc-

Schmitt, Dieter. Baumer. W ilhclm. and Stem. Alfred. 3.K4.1..^:5

Stciner American Corporation .Sec—
Cassia. Antonio Macchi. .^,K4?.2I4

Stclzenmuller. William K .Scf-

Hanul. Harvc\ C . Kun/ingcr. Charles .A . and Stclzcnmullcr. Wil
ham K . .^.K4.^,xyS

Stephens. Ronald Bertram, to Armstrong Patents Co Limited .Metal
fittings to thermoplastic components .^.X42.4S2. CI. 2*^-447 (JOO.

Sterling Drug Inc Sec—
Bell. Malcolm R . .1.S4.V6X.V

Harrison, Thomas S. .^.X4.^.()I7

Kirchner. Frederick K ; and /ala\. Andrew W . .1.X4.^.654

Sterling. Hcnle> Krank. and Alexander. John Henr\. to ITT Industries.
Inc. Cilass deposition .^.X4.1,.^V2, CI I l7-4.Vlgd'

Ste\eling. Robert C -SVe—
Helton. Donald C .and Ste\eling. Robert C. .^.X4.^.X67

Stevens. Krcdcrick F . Jr , to Hoff- Stevens. Inc Keg tapping device
having improved sealing means .^.X4.^.1 72. CI 2X.s- 1 .^7 Odr

Stevens. Harrv (i . and Smith. Robert E . to Davlon Progress Corpor.i
lion Spring assecnblies having particular application to forming dies
.?.X42.f>4S,CI 72-344 ()(i()

Stevens. Travis E.. and Reed. Samuel F . Jr . to I nitcd States of Amer
ica. Army, mesne. Acr\l>lo\\acetvlfcrrocene and copolvmers
thereof .VS4 '.7(H). CI 2ft()-4.3y. ('lev

Stevens. VVilliam C . Jr .S'ev—
Marshall. Philip, and Stevens. William C . Jr . VX42.6M

Stev\art. Jim C. & Stevenson. Inc ice —
dc \ries. Douwc; andCalhoun. Charles W .. .'.X4.3.42.'

Sticknev. .Arthur C Set'

—

Wiibur. Robert L . and Sticknev . Arthur C. .3.X42.674.
Sticler. Frank R . to RCM Corporation Rolling door operating
mechanism. .VX42.XM2. CI IMI-l.W(KU).

Stiftung. Carl Zeiss ,SVi —
Hi>hberi:. (ierhard. .<.X4 ^26^

Stijfs. Petrus^A M J -S,-,-

(iroen. Siemen H . Deumens. Johannes J .M . and Stijts. Pcirus ,\

M J . :(.X4.Vfi5'^

Stiles. Wade; and Dunan. Cicorue \ R Be.ich protectors '.X42.(i()6

CI 61 -.'X ()()()

Stirton. Alexander J. See—
Well. James K . and Stirton. .Alexander J . 3.X43.7()6.

Stivers. Fdward ( . and Fischer. Christopher I . to Ravchem Corpora-
tion Needle foot shoe fur knitting neediv .'.X42.626. CI hb
I 2 < 0(10

Stockinger. Friedrich; -S't-f

—

Porret. Daniel, and Stockinger. Friedrich. .3.X4.1.67S

Stolle.MarkA .SV<-^

Hutchison. Donald W . and Stolle. .Mark A . ,'.X4.3.X.M

Stolt/. Andries Johannes. Snvders. Nicolaas Johannes Cornelius, and
Pick.ird. Flin. to Monres ( Proprietary ) I muted Devices for sensing
deviations from a horizontal plane .'.S42.5 1 2. CI .<.3-.366.(JOO.

Stoneburner. Fdwin B . to Printing Developments. Inc. Rclcasable
sheet holder .VX42..^4X, CI .'i

I .3*^2 ( (00

Strachan. Robert (i . to Merck & Co.. Inc. Process for preparing levcv I-

valvl phenvlalanvl methyl ester <.X4.'.62 I . CI 260- 1 I 2.̂ 00
Straughan, \irgil F.: See—

Fotland. Richard A . and Straughan. \irgil h . .'.X4.3.250

Strauss. Karl Peter, and Kollcr. Wilhelm. to Rollei-Werke Franke it

Heideck FIcctricallv controlled photographic camera. .',X42.>X7.
CI l.';4 .I.OOd

Streck. Clemens, to (i.AF Corporation Dvestuff solution for acrvlic
fibers ,VX4'«.322.CI X 169.000

Stretanski. Joseph ,-\nthony. and Holfman. Joseph -Xdrian. to .Amer-
ican Cvanamid Comp.inv Nickel cvclohexvlamine complexes of 2.2-

thiobis ( p alkvlphenol) Light stabilizers for polvolcfins. .3,X41.S47
CI 260-4.S 7.Sn

Stnckler. Frnst .V<'<-

Schmitter. Albert, and Stnckler. Frnst. .V,S42.V24
Striegl. Cicorg Apparatus for turning v^orkpieces .'.842,697. (I X2

2.0()e.

Strobel. I udwig. See—
Muller, Anton. Konig. Hubert, and Strobel. I.udw ig. '.X42.KK I

Strom. Torsten Frik Iheodor. to AB Broderna Ottosson & Co
Processes and .ipp.iratuses for continuouslv manufacturing tubular
bodies of reinforced svnthetic plastic .'.X4.'.'4.V';. CI 1 56- U.VOdo

Stubbmann. .Albert, to Kohner Bros Inc Board game apparatus
'.X4'.I.'I.C1 27.VI34 OOg

Slumpel. Jan Will.im M.irmus Hermanus. Sanford. Peter William, and
Raplev. Christopher (iraham. to National Research Development
Corporation Position sensitive radiation detector .',84.',886. CI
250--'.'6.()()0.

Sugahara, Tokuji: See-
Yamada, Tuneto. Kondo. Seimei, Noshihara, Satoshi; Sugahara,

Tokuji; Murakami, Shuji, Ito. Masatsune. and Hirata, Kunio,
.',X4.'..SI6.

Suggitl. Robert M.: .SVf--

Kravitz, Stanlev; Estes, John H . and Suggitt, Robert M.,
.',X4.'.746

Kravit/. Stanlev; Estes. John H . and Suggitt; Robert M .

-'.84.'.747
Suggitt. Robert M . Ester. John H . and Kravitz. Stanlev. to Texaco.

Inc Isomerization of clO-cl4 hvdrocarbons with tluonded metal-
alumina catalyst .'.84'.74X.C1. 2'60-6X.' 6X0

Sugioka, Tomio See—
Yoshiyagawa. Mitsugi. Sugioka. Tomio; and Ikeda. Yoshiro.

.'.X4,'.22X.

Sugiura. Fumio .S'«r—

W ada. Akihiro. Sugiura. Fumio. and Ooka. Masaki. .'.842.929

Sugiura. Yoshio .SV<

—

Tohyama, Shigeo,and Sugiura, Yoshio. .'.X4.'.259

Suling. Carlhans: See—
Logemann. Heino. Suling. Carlhans. and Lorenz. Ciunter.

.'.84.'..<;7X

Sumitoma Chemical Co . Ltd See—
Oida. Kyuya. Hatano. Ikuo, Sum-tomo, Megumu. Oasa. Hiroshi.

and Yokota, Minuru. .'.X4'.4IX

Sumitomo Chemical Company Limited: .SVf—
Shiotani. Shigeo. and Magusa. Harumi. .'.X42.944

Yagi. Yoshiharu. Sato. Hiroshi. Narisaw.i. Shizuo. Sasui. Seimci.
Kobavashi. .Akira. Hino. Mini>ru. ;ind Hata. Kazuhiko.
.'.X4.'.61X.

Sumitomo Chemical Ci>mpany, [ td ,SVc—
Matsuo. Masatoshi, Sak.iguchi, Tadao. .ind Akamatsu. lakashi

'.X4.'.6.'2

Sumitomo Electric Industries. I id .SV< —
Oid;i. Kvuv.i, Hatano. Ikuo. Sumitomo. Megumu. O.isa. Hiroshi.

and N'okota. Minoru. '.S4'.4IX
Sumit»)mi>. S' gumu .SV<-

Oida. Kyuva. Hatano. Ikuo. Sumitomo. Megumu. Oasa. Hiroshi
and Yokota. Minoru. .'.X4.'.41S

Sumitomo Shipbuilding A: Machincrv Co . I td .SVf—
Ishikawa. Yoshitaka. '.X4'.'I4

Summers. Thomas Wade, to Brown iV Williamson lohacco Corpor.i-
tion Process and app.ir.itus tor separating sand from botanical
materials '.X42.97X.CI 209-469 000

Sun Oil Comp.inv of Pennsvlvania .SV-f-

Duling. Irl N . and (iates. David S. .'.84.'..'^'7

Sun Oil Company of Pennsylvania, mesne .SVf-

(iates. D.ivid S . Hagstrom. Paul F , and H.iseltine. M.ircus W .

,t.,S4.'.s.'4

San \entures Inc .Sff

—

Chong. \ictor M . .',84'.7'"

Wynkoop. Raymond. '.84.'..s
I
'

Sundberg. Ink Ciust.iv. to Aktieholagel Tudor Galvanic electrode
covcrmethod '.84'.412. CI l'6-.SSi)()0

Sundquist. John L . and .Martin, l.lovd W . ui .Miniicsut.i Mining and
Manuf.icturmg Companv C ard handling mechanism '.X4'.245. CI
'^.'-27.000

Sunkist (irowers. Inc .Sff

—

(ilcnn. Johnd . /icglcr. W.ilter. and Carter. Ned C . .'.X42.727
Susuki. Rinnousuke. Hoshi. Hiroshi. .-\raki. Shmichi: Miyamoto. Shin

zo. and Ishii. Masao. to Lion Fat and Oil Co . Ltd Carton spout
'.X4.'.0.'7.C1. 229-7.0()r

Suto. Munehisa. ItOh. Takuji, lagaya. Nobuaki. and Ohavashi.
Takashi. to Toa Nenryo Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Meth<id of cata
lytic conversion of heavv hvdrocarbon oils .'.X4'.s09. CI 2()X

1 1 1 OOO
Sutton. Blaine VL. to Smithkline Corporation Anti intl.immatorv com

positions containing acvlated-/i D-glucopvranosides .ind method of
usingthem .'.X4.'.626. CI 260-2 10 (lOr

Sutton. Ri>bcrt S .SVf-

Bondie. Dale J . Sutton. Robert S , and Lewelling. James D ,

.',X42.7 12

Suyematsu, Herbert 1 . See—
Hudspeth, Thomas; and Suyematsu. Herbert T . '.X4.'.94I

Su/uki. .M;isao. to Nippon Steel Corporation Crusher blades of a sinter
discharge part of a sintering machine .'.84.'.064. CI 24l-67.()()0.

Suzuki, ladao Sff—
Yanagida. Kisaku. Kato. Rvuichi. Suzuki. Tadao. and Takano.

Yoshio, '.84'.4.'6

Svede. (jeorge E.. to Harnischfeger Corporation. Means for extending
and retracting crane boom section. .'.842.98.';. CI. 212-5.5 000.

Svihel. Bernard T : .SVf—
Korr. Abraham I. . Mahonev. James F.; and Svihel. Bernard T.

3.842,724.

Swander, Kenneth D , Jr , to Certain-Teed Products Corporation,
mesne Double diaphragm brake operator improvements .'.842,716
CI 92-6.'.000

Sward. Ruba J Baby diapers. .'.842.8.'7. CI I 28-284.000.
Swenson. Carl O .SVf

—

Moran. Richard L. and Swenson. Carl O. 3.84.'.0.'2.

Swerdlow . Robert, and Schilder, Fmil. to Cinacor. Ltd Multiple sound
svstem for narrow-width motion picture svstems .'.843.24 I . CI '52-
29.000.

Swick. Edwin (irant. to Illinois lool Works Inc Curtain wall and
mounting clip therefore. 3.842.554. CI. 52-235.000.

Swicklik. Leonard J . and Jacobs. Lewis G . to Eastman Kodak Com
pany Manufacture of aqueous paste of succinylated
monoglycerides. 3.843.8 I 7. CI. 426-342.000.

Sybron Corporation: .SVf—
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McDonaldLKobert Louis. 3.843,1 12

Svmons Corporation iVt

—

Gregory. R Kirk, and Flathau. Robert J . 3.843.0X4

Syria, Ronald L , to Borg-W'arner Corporation. Control system regu-

'lated braking arrangement 3;X43,207, CI. 303-2 I.Ocg.

Swa Companv: See—
Burkoth, Terry, 3,X43,447.

Wagner. Paniel.and Lllman. Edwin F . 3.843.696

Szvdiek. Nicholas Piff-
De Vita. Ravmond A , Dorosz, Adolph S.; and Szydlek, Nicholas

P., 3,843,883.

Taga Electric Co , Ltd.: See—
Mishiro.Shoji, 3.843.897

Tagaya. Nobuaki .SVf

—

Suto. Munehisa. Itoh, Takuji; Tagava, Nobuaki; and Obavashi.

Takashi, 3,843.509.

Takada. Akitoshi: .SVf

—

Mori. Shinjiro. and Takada. Akitoshi. 3.X43.X54.

Takahashi. Hidieomi: .Sff

—

Yano. Nofeumitsu; Takahashi. Hideomi; and Hayasho. Yoshitaka.

3.X43.X0?

Takahashi. Hiriishi .SVf—

Kimura. Is.u): Matsui. Masao; Takahashi. Hiroshi: and Takemoto.
Shizumi,'. 3.X43.609

Takahashi. Nohuaki; Ohnuki. Katsuhiro; Fujita. Yoshitoshi; and Itoh.

Yasuo. to Victor Company of Japan Ltd Four channel record

rcproducingiappar.itus with muting of speakers not used for stereo or

monaural records 3.X43,X50.CI I 79-100 4st

lakahashi. ^'a^jushi: .Sff

—

LmezawaJ Hamao. lakah.ishi. S;isushi. Shirai. Tadashi. and Fujii.

Akio. 3JS43.44X
Takano. Yoshi(>: .Sff

—

Yanagida. Kisaku. Kato. Rvuichi. Suzuki, ladao; and Takano.
Yoshio, 3.X43.436

Takaoka, 1 akiishi .Sff

-

Adachi Kirnchi. and I akaoka. 1 akeshi, 3.X43.384

lakasago Perfwnery Co . Ltd . .Sff—

Yagi, Misiio. Sakaguchi. loshiaki; .Akutagawa. Susumu: and Ko-

matsu. Akira. 3.X43.742

Takeda Chemical Industries. Ltd .Sff--

Naito. H -^ao, Nakabavashi. Kiyoshi. and Matsuda. lerumi.

3.X43.0 ih.

lakemoto. Shiziimc .Sff

—

Kimura. Hio. Matsui, Masao, Takahashi. Hiroshi, and Takemoto.

Shizumi.-. ',X43.609

Takcnoshita. ^|1;ltsuaki: .Sff-

.Nakamuri, Ichiro. Fujisawa. Fumio: Takcnoshita. Mitsuaki. and

Yumind. Hiroshi. '.842.943

Takigawa, lornoshi. and fovama. Masamichi. to Canon Kabushiki

Kaisha Devite to adjust aperture opening angle of motion picture

camera 3. X4?. 243. CI '52 209 000.

'lakimoto. Ma>iaki Sff-

Sato. M;)Samichi. lakimoto. Masaaki. and Komaki. Takao.

3.84 '..Sis';

lalbolt. John W . and 1 ogan. James D . to Bcrol Corporation Method
for forming boards from particles 3. 843. 756. CI 264-24.000

lamura. Hitoshi. to Mitsubishi Rayon Companv. Limited Method ot

manufacturing aery lonilrilc polvmer '.X43."49.CI 260-78 50r

Tamura. Norivjoshi .Sff-

Monk.iw.i. Hiroyuki: Tamura. Noriyoshi Sato. Takahiro.

Y.imagjshi. K;izuo. and Nagai. Takeo. 3.843.738

Tanabe. Naoti): .SVf

—

Hay;ishi. Hin'mu Fujita. 1 akaya. and I anabe. Naoto. 3.843.937

lanaka. Makilto. Sff

—

Kitamott), Yoshivuki. lanaka. .Makoto. and >oshimur:i. Nobuya.

3.84'.:^92.

lanaka. Susumu. Enoguchi. 'luji. and Fujiwara. Takao. to Minolta

C;imera Kaihushiki Kaisha Electrophotographic copier ol image

transfer type. 3.843.252. CI 3^5- 16 000

lantlinger. Keith W . to Rohr Industries, Inc Bus with replaceable

power unit 13.842.927. CI 1X0 1 1 OOO
Tapco Internalional. Inc : -Sff

—

Jandrasi. Krank J : and Purvis. Howard A , 3,X42,X6I.

Tasc(me, L'go, Screwdriver 3,X4l:.875. CI 145-50 OOc
lashiro. Mikio; .Vff—

Fujimaki. Masaru. Okamoto. lakchiko; and Tashiro. Mikio,

3,843,871

late Brvce Fl, and Berg. Rudolph (i . to Pfizer Inc Cvano derivatives

of2-substitiJted-2-oxazolines. 3.843.672. CI 260-207.00f

Tawara. Yoshio See—
Chiba. HiTDVuki, Tawara. Yoshio, and Hirota, Eiichi, 3,843,541

Taylor, Don A. Apparatus for transfer molding thermosetting materi-

als 3.843.289. CI. 425- 145.000.

Tavlor. James Livingstone .Sff

—

McDouglllin. Noel Peter, and Laylor. James Livingstone.

3,84 3,08 K,

Tavlor, John W . .Sff—

Harting. Darrcll R . and Taylor. John W . 3.842.663.

Tavlor, Marvunn .M: ,SVf- ^
Feairheller, Stephen H , Korn, Alfred H ; Hams. Edward H , Jr..

Filachione. Edward M . and Taylor. Marvann M . 3.843.320

Teagle. William Thomas Braking system for vehicles. 3.843.206, CI.

303-7.000

Technicon Instruments Corporation: iff—
LichtensDein, Berhard, 3,843,326.

Teed, Richard K . to Riegel Textile Corporation Channel cloth extru

sion apparatus and process 3,843.760, CI. 264- 1 7 1 OOO
Teel. Paul H ,Sff-

ChrIstman, Harold F , and Teel, Paul H ,3,843,745

Icgtmever, Edward K Method and apparatus for regenerative heating

in thermal power plants 3,842,605, CI 60-678.000.

Teijin Limited: 5f<

—

Fujimaki, Masaru; Okamoto, Takehiko, and Tashiro, Mikio,

3,84 3,871.

Kamivoshi, Masava, Gouda, Masatoshi; and Kuramolo, Naoya,

3.843,484
Tektronix, Inc Set—

Beville, Robert Earl, Hofer, Bruce Edward, and Peek, William H ,

',843.873.

Telenex Incorporated .Sf<

—

Farrington. Robert K.. and Horvath. Louis 1. 3.842.695

lellcrman. Edward M .SVf—

Deniega. Jose Castillo, and lellerman. Edward M , ',843,069

Temel, Franklin Pet commode 3.842. 803. CI I 19-1 OOO
Templeton. Raymond E Tricycle drive tram with coaster brake.

3,X43.145.C1 2X0-7 150.

Tenneco Chemicals. Inc. .SVf—

DiBella. Eugene P . 3.X43.678.

Terada. Hideto: .Sff—
Hijikata. Itsuo. Kasazaki. Masayoshi. and lerada. Hideto.

3.843.301

Terada. Kazuji Set—
York. Buddy L. and lerada. Kazuji. 3.843.774

Terrazas. Ronaldu .M .Sff—
Terrazas. Ronaldo M . and Washburn. Stanley (said Washburn.

Stanley, assors. to). 3.842. 738

Lerrazas. Ronaldo M . and Washburn. Stanlev. said Washburn. Stan-

lev. assors to Terrazas. Ronaldo M. Convertible graphic press

3.842.738. CI 10I-I46O00
Terrv. Frank Duncan, to Hewlett Packard Company Logical

synchronization of test instruments 3. 843.893. CI. 307-87.000

I exaco Inc See—
Cullen. William P. Chafetz. Harry, and Hellmut. Walter W .

'.X43.533

Hopkins. Walker L., and Edwards, Richard R , 3,843,327

Kravitz, Stanlev, Estes, John H , and Suggitt. Robert M .

3.843.746.

Kravitz. Stanley; Estes. John H . and Suggitt. Robert M .

3.843.747.

Lachowicz. Donald R . and Kreuz. Kenneth I .. 3.843.693

Nebzydoski. John W . and Patmore. Edwin L . 3.843,531.

Suugitt. R(.)bert M . Ester. John H . and Kravitz. Stanley.

.',843,748

Wilson, Ravmond F , Peck, Reese A., and (iuptill. Frank E . Jr .

3.843.508.

I exas Instruments. Incorporated. .SVf

—

Carroll. Ronald 1. . '.84'.40l

Horton. .Arthur E . Brantley. Jordan W. Smith. Paul R . Lighllooi.

Cecil W . and Hannenian. Richard L.. 3.X43.91 1.

Jones. James J. 3.X43.208.

I heddvar. Boris Izrailevich: See—
Paton. Boris Evgenievich. Theddvar. Boris Izrailevich. Latash.

Jury Vadimovich. Chekotilo. Leonty Vasilievich. Emelyanenko.

July Cicorgievich. Ls. Vasily Ivandvich. Baglai. Vitaly Mik-

hailovich. .Marty n. Viktor Mikhailuvich. .Artamonov. \ iktor

Leonidovich. Bonarenko. Oleg Petrovich. Boiko. (ieorgy .Alex-

androvich. Lstkulenko. .Anatoly Konstaniinovich. Ivon. \asily

Valdimirovich. and Pavlov. Leonid \iklorovich. 3.X42.X98

Iheisen. Dieter .Sff

—

Hombach. Rudolf, and Theisen. Dieter. 3.843.590

Theodore. Ares N .Sff-

Labana. Santokh S . and Iheodore. Ares N.. 3.843.594.

Theodore. Charles, and Ross. James A., to Rohr Industries. Inc

Suspension dampening for a surface support vehicle bv magnetic

means. 3.842.753. CI I05-I57.00r.

I hermo Electron Corporation iff

—

Bornhorst. Walter J. and Coleman. Steven J . 3.84 3.0 1

6

Iheurer. Josef, and Folser. Karl, to Plasser. Franz. Bahnhaumaschinen-
Industriegesellschaft m b H Tram of freight cars 3.842.994. CI

214-41.000

IhoiJen. John \ incland. to Kontes (ilass Company Spotter for use in

thin laver chromatographv and method of forming drops therewith

3.843.053. CI 239-1 1 OOO'

I homasConvevor Companv: .Sff

—

Herold. Robert R . 3.X-f2.992

Thomas. John P . and C hu. Shih I in (Jpen How production system and

method for recovery of shallow oil reservoirs 3.842.908. CI 166-

268 000
Thomas. Morton I Table 3.842.759. CI 108 I6IO00
Thompson. Clarence Russell, to Kochnng company Outrigger support

mechanism 3.843. 154. CI 280-150.500

Thompson. James G . and Revnolds. Edgar M . to I I Incorporated

Portable hoist 3.843.093. CI. 254-1 39. 100

Thomson-CSF: See—
Ringuet. Jacques, 3,843.910.

Trotel. Jacques; Guillot. Georges; and Fay. Bernard, 3,843,916

Thorburn, Eugene K : See—
Hamilton, \ ern E . and Thorburn. Eugene K , 3,842,713.
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Thornburg. Donuld R . and Foster. Karl, to Wcstinghousc Electric Cor-
poration. Normal grain growth ( 1 10) (001 ) textured iron-cobalt al-
!o\s 3.843,424, CI. 148-120.000.

Thornton. Richard D . and Kolm. Henr\ H , to Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Transportation system employing an electromagneti-
tally suspended, guided and propelled vehicle. 3,842 TSl CI 104-
I480SS.

Thorp, Burce E., to Xerox Corporation Blade cleaning with reverse
movement 3,843,407. CI. 134-6.000.

Tiemens, Ulf. Method of holographically forming a three-dimensional
image from a sequence of two-dimensional images of different oer-
spective. 3.843,225. CI. 350-3.500.

Timberlake. Thomas Edward; See—
Morse. William George; and Timberlake. Thomas Edward

3.843.010
Tingle. Glenn D.: See—

Whittington. J Mark C ; Meyer, John E . and Tingle. Glenn D
3.843.306.

T'Jampens. Germain Remi. and Prakkcn. Gerrit. to US Philips Cor-
poration Tungsten-bromine cycle incandescent lamp containing
boron 3.843.8V9. CI. 313-222.000.

Fkachenko. Arkady Semenovich: See—
Kozhevnikov, Sergei Nikolaevich; Tkachenko, Arkadv
Semenovich, Murash, Igor Vasilievich; and Shvedchenko
Anton Antonovich, 3.842.636.

Toa Nenryo Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Suto. Munehisa; Itoh. Takuji. Tagava. Nobuaki; and Obavashi

Takashi. 3.843.509.
Tobin. Benjamin F . Ill Method of cleaning air filters. 3,843 408 CI

134-24.000.
-

.
.

Toepfl, Rosemarie: See—
Mueller, Volkmar; and Toepfl, Rosemarie, 3,843.396.

Poepfl, Rosemarie; Abel, Heinz, and Maeder. Arthur, to Ciba-Geigv
AG Process for rinishing textiles. 3,843, 391, CI. 117-141.000

Pohi. Yasusuke; See—
Washio, Takaji, lida. Kazumi, Tohi. Yasusuke; and Aizawa Tat-

suo. 3.843.251.
Tohyama. Shigeo. and Sugiura. Yoshio. to Hitachi. Ltd. Differential

spectrophotometer. 3.843.259. CI. 356-97 000
Tokyo Keiki Co . Ltd See—

Awano. Tsuneo; Onishi, Kazutoshi; and Masuzawa, Isao
3.843,920.

Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co., Ltd.: See—
Kojima, Togo; and Utashiro, Shinobu, 3,843, 1 1

4

Tolnay, Agoston: See—
Geiszler, Lorinc, Simon, Tibor; Varga, Mihalv. and Tolnav

Agoston. 3.843.057
Tomita, Koji: See—

Kawaguchi, Hiroshi, Konishi, Masataka, and Tomita Koji
3,843,449. '

'

Tomozaki, Ryozo: See—
Ohuchi, Yasushi. Ebine. Tohsivuki. Ohwada, Takefumi. and
Tomozaki. Ryozo. 3.842,493

Toomey. Denis: See-
Duff. Peter James; and Toomey, Denis, 3,843,189.

Torell, Spencer P , to United Aircraft Corporation. Abradable seal
construction. 3.843.278, CI. 415-174.000.

Torricelli. Paolo, to Compagnia Italiana Tubi Metallici Flessibili S.p.A
Expansion compensator for large angular movements. 3.842 865 CI
138-121.000 .

.

--.v-i.

Touba. Ali R . to General Mills. Inc. Texturizing of protein 3 843 816
CI. 426-388.000. - -. .

Toussaint. Francois, Laroche, Pierre, Schottev, Jean; and Lambert,
Emmanuel, to Glaverbel S.A. Method of strengthening an edge of a
glass article and article with strengthened edge 3 84 3 47"> CI 161-
199.000.

-.
. .

Towmotor Corporation: See—
Shaffer. Walter M.. 3.842.996.

Toyama. Masamichi: See—
Takigawa, Tomoshi; and Toyama. Masamichi. 3,843.243.

Toyo Boseki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Matsunami, Koichi; and Hayashi, Ikuya. 3,843,479.

Toyo Gas Chemical Industry, Inc : See—
Yamada. Tuneto. Kondo, Seimci; Yoshihara, Satoshi; Sugahara,

Tokuji, Murakami, Shuji; Ito', Masatsunc. and Hirata, Kunio
3,843,516.

Toyo Soda Manufacturing Co . Ltd.: iff

—

Kisaki. Hisashi, Mabuchi. Shunsuke. and Tsutsumi. Yukihiro
3.843.733

Toyo Umpanki Co , Ltd : See—
Kambe. Osamu, 3.843.004

Toyota Jidosha Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha See—
Kobayashi, Ikuya; Noba. Motoi; and Fujimoto, Kiroaki

3.843,892
Niimi, Itaru; Kaneko. Yasuhisa. Komiyama. Yoshiro, Hashimoto
Masaoki;and . 3.843,357.

Nonaka, Ma.sakatu, 3,843,152.
Shinoda, Kazuo. and Endo. Kunio, 3.842.8 1 1

.

Wada. Akihiro. Sugiura. Fumio. and Ooka. Masaki. 3.842.929.
Travis Mills Corporation: Sff—

Bassist, Rudolph G.. 3.842.627.
Trebillon. Emilc. to Produits Chimiques Pechiney-Saint-Gobain

Process for preparing vinyl chloride based telomers and cotelomers
of low molecular weight. 3,843,734, CI. 260-653. lOt.

Tretter. James R.: iVf—
Chang. Yi-Han; McLamorc. William M . and Tretter. James R..

3,843,790.
Triumph Werke Nuerbcrg AG.: iVf—

Ling, Manfred, 3,842,958.
Trotel, Jacques; Guillot, Georges; and Fav , Bernard, to Thomson-CSF.
Motor control for the production of masks for subminiaturised cir-
cuits. 3,843,916, CI. 318-640.000.

TRW Incorporated: See—
King, Robert E; Massey. Wayne A; and Smith, John M ,

3,843,076.
Tstkulenko, Anatoly Konstantinovich: See—

Paton. Boris Evgenievich. Theddvar. Boris Izrailevich. Latash.
Jury VadimovichChekotilo, Leontv Vasilievich; Emelvanenko.
July Georgievich; Us, Vasily Ivandvich; Baglai, Vit'aly Mik-
hailovich; Martyn, Viktor Mikhailovich, Artamonov, 'Viktor
Leonidovich; Bonarenko, Oleg Petrovich, Boiko, Georgv Alex-
androvich; Tstkulenko, Anatoly Konstantinovich, Ivon,' Vasily
Valdimirovich, and Pavlov, Leonid \iktorovich, 3,842.898

Tsuchiyasu, Kouichiro, to Minolta Camera Kabushiki Kaisha. Illumina-
tion-to-voltage conversion apparatus 3,843,880, CI 250-206.000.

Tsunoda, Yoshito; and Miyamura, Yoshinori, to Hitachi, Ltd Phase
shitting plate having uniform transmittancc. 3,84^219 CI 3S0-
314.000.

Tsunoo. Masahiko, to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co , Ltd. Elec-
tronic musical instrument with variable frequencv division
3,842,702, CI. 84-1.010.

Tsuruzawa. Teruva, Ohta, Isamu, Ucda, Munevuki; and Wulf, Hurst E.
J., to Nippon Seal Co , Ltd Rotarv tvpe sweeper 3 842 4';9 CI IS.
48.000

' "

Tsutsumi. Yukihiro: iff

—

Kisaki, Hisashi, Mabuchi, Shunsuke; and Tsutsumi, Yukihiro,
.3 ,843,7 33

.

Tube Company: 5ff

—

Bibighaus', Fred W ., 3,842,635
Tuckey, Charles H., to Walbro Corporation. Carburetor with check

valve bypass. 3,843,755, CI. 26 1-69.00a
Tupper, Mvron D. Tire casing. 3,843,074, CI 241-222.000.
Tupperware of .Australia Ptv Ltd.: See—

McDoughlin. Noel Peter, and Tavlor, James Livingstone
3,843,088.

' ^

Turbo Refrigerating Companv : .SVf

—

Hagen, William F , 3,842,993
Turck, Ulrich, to Chemische Werke Huls Aktiengesellschaft Process

for the production of aqueous polvmer latices. 3.84^.^84 CI ''60-
29 70t

Turley, Richard i See—
Bahiec, John S , Jr.; and Turlev, Richard J.. 3.843,569

Turner, Robert L : iff

—

Goodstal, Laurence K ; Leek, Wayne E ; Sanzo, Robert J ; Turner,
Robert L ; Workman, Clark B ; and Yetter, Edward W
3,843,875.

Turzillo, Lee A. Method and means for installing load bearing pile in
situ. 3,842,608, CI. 61 -53.520.

Tysvcr, Oliver J : See—
Aschberger. Anton A ; Averv. Jack L.; Cartwright. William J
Dean. Geoffrey J . Tysver. Oliver J . Wolfe. Robert W and
Baulz, Frederick H, 3,842,631

Uchida, Yasuo: See—
lyama, Sadaomi; and Uchida, Yasuo. 3.843.248.

Uchio. Ryosuke: See—
Akabori, Shiro, Shiio. Isamu. and Uchio. Rvosuke, 3,843,466.

Uchiyama, Noboru: iff

—

Kurose, Hisayuki; Kawase. Akira, Aovagi, Kazuo, and Uchnama
Noboru, 3,842,773.

Ueda, Hiroshi; and Niwa. Masatake, to Minolta Camera Kabushiki
Kaisha. Flash device for a photographic camera. 3.84^ 878 CI ''40-
1.300

.^ --tv^

Ueda, Muneyuki: iff—
Tsuruzawa, Teruva; Ohta, Isamu. Ueda. Munevuki; and Wulf
HurstE J .3.842,459

UhLKariSff-
Fitterer. Horst; Uhl, Karl; Guenther, Friedrich; Schmidts, Kurt
and Gaiser. Dieter, 3,843,035.

Uhlig, Albert R
, to Owens-Illinois. Inc Blown plastic container

3.843.005. CI. 2 15- 1.00c.
Ullman. Edwin F.: See—

Wagner, Daniel, and Ullman, Edwin F , 3.843.696.
Ulrich. Klaus-Herbert, to Fried Krupp Gasellschaft mit beschrankter

Haftung. Method for melting sponge metal using gas plasma in a
cooled metal crucible. 3,843,352, CI. 75-lO.OOr.

Umezawa, Hamao; Takahashi, Yasushi; Shirai, Tadashi. and Fuiii
Akio, to Zaidan Hojin Biseibutsu Kagaku Kenkvu Kai. Belomycinic
acid and process for preparing thereof. 3.843.448. CI. 195-8 1 .000

Uniflo Systems Companv: iff

—

Kleven. Lowell A . 3.842,746.
Union Carbide Corporation: iff

—

Matzner. Markus. 3.843.708.
Ostrozynski. Robert Leopold, 3,843,703
Richardson, Dean E, and Harkreader. Gordon G 3 843 616
Wartman, Lloyd Henry, 3.843.589.

Uniroyal Aktiengesellschaft: iff

—

Bertrand. Marcel J.. 3.842,884.
Uniroyal. Inc.: iff

—

Drab. Edward H . 3.843,29 1

.
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Perkins. Dbn v., 3,843,487.

United Aircraft Corporation: iff—
Cox, Arthur R ; Hoi Idas, Paul R., Lc^vs. Gars K.; and Sodcrquist.

Seven D. 3,843.421.

Fansler, John D;tvid; and Okarma, Stanley F., 3,842,687.

Mikulski, Walter E., 3,842,480.

Russell. Slid, You.ig, Frederick A and Kellner, Jordan D.,

3,843,497.
Torell, Spencer P., 3,843,278.

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Secretary of

State for Social Services in Her Britannic Majesty's Government of

the: if<

—

Christie. Alma .Aranshcw; Elsworth, Raymond; Herbert, Denis,

and Sargcsnt, Kenneth, 3,843.445
United Stales Bedding Company , The. iff

—

Bronstien, Edward L, Jr.. .3.842,456.

United States of America ,,

Agriculture: ift

—

Feairhelkr, Stephen H ; Korn, Alfred H ; Harris, Edward H., Jr ;

Filachione. Edward M ; and Taylor. Maryann M.. 3.843.320.

Weil, James K ; and Stirton, Alexander J., .3,843,706

Air Force: See—
Alfriend, Theodoric B, Jr., and Klopp, John H.. 3.843.1 56.

Barber. Hartlev E.. 3.843,024

Bechtel, Thomas F, 3.842.654

Espenlaub. Walter C. and Leotta. Anthony D.. 3.843.926.

Lav ton. James K ; and Magnuson. Gusiav D.. 3,843.889.

Sobcr.John V . 3.842.665

Armv iff—
Brothers. Jack; and Pentel, Jerrv, 3,842,74 1

Forsten. Irving, 3,842,598
Huskins, Chester W.,and \ d:^ Kanduyt. Dennis C. 3.843,426.

Williams, Joseph, Bradlev. Clifford D ; and Mottin, Howard C
3,842.926

Armv, mesne: iff—
Stevens, Travis E , and Reed, Samuel F., Jr , 3,843,700.

.Atomic Energv Commission See—
Weber, T. Jerome, and Yokomizo, Clifford T., 3,843.075.

Interior: See—
Jensen. James W.. and Visnapuu. Aarne. 3.842.942

Reimers. George W . and Khalafalla. Sanaa E . 3.843.540
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, iff—
Bement. Laurence J . 3.842,485

DiBattistu, John D., 3,842,656.

Wyman. Charles L , and Howe, Thomas L., 3,842.509.

Navy: See—
.Anderson, Robert N., and Parlee, Norman .A , 3,843.766.

Bergman. David L.. 3.843.938.

Brighton, Carl T . Friedenberg. Zacharv B . and Redka. Wil-

liam, 3,842,84 I

.

Brown. William C, 3,843,904.

Conway. Joseph C. Jr.. 3.842,664.

Hedbawnv. Edward J.; Holston. Aubrev G.; Goff, Cecil N.; and
Holston. Aubrev G . 3,842.770.

Kev. Carroll L. Jr.; and Leschck. Walter C . 3.842.662.

Kinder. Flovd A .3.842.774.

Lang. Thomas G. 3.842.772

United States Steel Corporation: iff

—

Leslie. WilhamC. 3.843.415.

Parkinson. Robert E.. 3.843.576.

Universal Oil Products Company, iff—
Conner. Algie J.. Dudvcli. Daniel; and Vermilion, Willas L..

3,843,330
Haves. John C. 3.843,560.

Sobel.JavE, 3,843,561

Urbain, Peter, 3,843,771.

University of Technology, The: iff—
Crosslev, Ian Alexander Kirk, Geoffrev Eric, Anthony, Norman

Howell, and Bamber. Derek Robert, 3,843.279.

Upjohn Companv, The: iff

—

Axen.UdoF' .3.843.712.

Urade. Toshinori: See—
Owaki. Kcnichi; Nakavama, Norihiko, Urade. Toshinori; and Fu-

ruta, Hiroshi, 3,843,959.

Urbain, Peter, to Universal Oil Products Company Method for sup-

pressing sulfate make in a SO. scrubbing step. 3,843.771. CI. 423-

514.000.

Uroshevich. Miroslav. Water-ski towing device with attitude control.

3,842,786. CI. I 15-6.100.

U.S. Philips Corporation: iff—
Cornelissen. Johannes; and Vreeburg. Robertas Antonius Marie.

3.843.376.

Dijkstra. Rinse. 3,843.575.

Kamerbeek. Djuurd Anne Geerlruid; and Van de Water. Johannes

Theodorus. 3.842.492.

Michels. Albertus Peter; Meijer. Roelf Jan; and Van Beukcring.

HenricusCornelis Johannes. 3.842.820.

Skoyles, Derek Robert, 3,843,21 2.

T'Jampens, Germain Remi; and Prakken, Gerrit. 3.843.899

van Esdonk, Johannes; Jacobs. Jacobus Hubertus, Hornman,
Johannes Petrus; and van de Laar, Wilhelmus Johannes.

3.843,427.

Us, Vasily Ivandvich: iff

—

Paton, Boris Evgeniewch, Ihcddvar, Boris Iziailcvich, Latash.

Jury \'adimovich;Chekotilo. Leontv N'asilicvich, Emelvanenko.

July Georgievich, Us, \asilv lvand\ich. Baglai. Vit,il\ Mik

hailovich, Martyn, Viktor .Mikhailovich, .Artamonov. \ ikior

Leonidovich, Bonarenko. Oleg Petrovich, Boiko, Georgv Alex-

androvich; Tstkulenko. Anatoly Konstaniinovich; Uon. Vasily

Valdimirovich. and Pavlov. I eonid \ iktorovich. 3.842.S98

Usami. Shoji. and Kozu. Haruo, to Kansai Paint Co . I td VflSthud for

treatment of metallic surface '.^43.4^4. CI l9>-2 000.

Usami. Toshimasa See

—

Kumai. Akir.i. ami L'vami. "loshiniasa. 3.84 v369
Usher. George William Devici.- for the introduction of fluent medium

into a mam llow oi hquid passing along a closed passage, such as a

pipe. 3.842.447. CI 4 22e. DOd
Uskokovic. Milan Radojc. and Williams. Thomas Henry, to Hoffmann-

La Roche Inc Processes lor the preparation of desa-5keto steroids.

3.843.685. CI 260-338.000
USM Corporation: .SVt —

De Vita. Ravmond A ; Dorosz. .Adolph S ; and S/vdIek. Nicholas

P. 3,843,883.

Duncan, Robert J.. 3.843.099.

Schaefer, Hans F.,Jr; and France, David W., 3,843,187

Usui, Saburo: ,Sff

—

Nakajima, Yasuo, Nagumo. Shin-lchi, Yoshimura. Toru. and Usui,

Saburo, 3,842,600

Usui, Takeshi: iff

—

Mizobata, Shiro; Kawano, Yoshiro, Itoh. kenzo, and Usui,

Takeshi, 3,842,498.

Utashiro, Shinobu: iff

—

Kojima, Togo, and Utashiro. Shinobu, 3,843.1 14

Valdeltaro. Alarico A., to Sarkes Tarzian. Inc UHF tuner arrange-'

ment 3.842.683. CI. "4-10 4 !)

Vallejo. .Amadeo T . to 1 ee. Raymond. Organization Inc . The Knot

untying string puz/le .V.S43.I 34. CI 273 153 OOr

Vallev Honev Cooperative See—
Johnson. Elliott C . 3.842.457

V'almet Ov See—
Naumanen. Mauri Kelevi. 3.843.469.

Valo. Antti Tapani Cutter head for a b.irk removing machine.

3.842.873. CI 144-218.000

Van Amsterdam. Cornelis Johannes Maria, to Menschner. Johannes,

Textilmaschinenfabrik, Firma. Wave guide channel operating with

micro-wave energy 3,843,861 , CI. 2 19- 10.550

Van Beukering, Henricus Cornells Johannes iff

—

Michels, .Albertus Peter; Meijer, Roelf Jan, and Van Beukering,

HenricusCornelis Johannes. 3.842,820

Van Buskirk, Henrv Charles Trough applicator 3,842,660, CI. 73-

61.10c.

van de Laar, Wilhelmus Johannes: iff—
van Esdonk, Johannes, Jacobs, Jacobus Hubertus, Hornm,in,

Johannes Petrus; and van de Laar, Wilhelmus Johannes,

3,843,427
Van de Water, Johannes Theodorus: ,S"ff

—

Kamerbeek, Djuurd Anne Geertruid, and Van de Water. Johannes

Theodorus. 3,842,492

van de Wetering, Martinus Bernardus, to Inteeproduct N.V. Hoist

clamp 3,843,I86,CI. 294-101 000.

V an den Meerakker, Johannes Engelbertus Adrianus Maria icf

—

Molenaar, Arian, Boven, Jan, and Van den Meerakker, Johannes

Engelbertus Adrianus Maria, 3,843.373

van Esdonk. Johannes. Jacobs. Jacobus Hubertus. Hornman, Johannes
Petrus; and van de Laar, Wilhelmus Johannes, to US Philips Cor-

poration. Method of manufacturing a gas-discharge displav panel.

3.843.427. CI. 156-3 000.

Van Kanduyt. Dennis C : iff—
Huskins. Chester W.; and Van Kanduyt. DennisC. 3.843.426.

Van Poucke. Raphael Karel. De Cat. .Arthur Henri, and Benoy , Gaston
Jacob, to AGFA-Gevaert NV Yellow forming colour couplers for

photographic silver halide material. 3.843,365, CI 96-55000.

Van Poucke, Raphael Karel, Benoy , Gaston Jacob, and De Cat, Arthur

Henri, to AGFA-Gevaert N V Yellow forming colour couplers for

photographic silver halide material 3.843,366, CI 96 55 000
Van Sorge, Bernardus J., to General Electric Companv. Preparation of

ortho-alkylated phenols. 3,843,606, CI. 260-621 OOr
Van Wijngaarden, Ineke: iff

—

Soudijn. Willem; Van Wijngaarden. Ineke, and Janssen. Paul

Adriaan Jan, 3.843.634.

Soudijn. Willem. Van Wijngaarden. Ineke. and Janssen. Paul

Adriaan Jan. 3.843.635

Van Zvl. Josian. to Intermenua ( Proprietarv ) Limited. Shearing

machines. 3.842.699. CI. 83-157.000.

Vandenabeele. Hubert: iff

—

Florens. Ravmond Leopold, and Vandenabeele. Hubert.
3.843.364.'

Varga. Mihaly: iff

—

Geiszler. Lorinc; Simon. Tibor; Varga. Mihaly; and Tolnay.

Agoston. 3.84 3.05

7

Vargas. Robert J., to Motorola, Inc. Alternating current capacitor

discharge ignition system. 3.842.816. CI. I23-I48.00c.

Varian Associates: iff

—

Iwao. Kumirv Rov; and Wadsworth, Brent Earl. 3.842.679.

Jory, Howard R.;'and Will. Charles H. Jr.. 3.843.860.

Miram. George V.; and Kuehne. Gerhard B.. 3.843.902.
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Vass. Akxjndcr A Adjusiablc rectal applicator with fluid distributing
and draining noz/lc. 3. S42.S34. CI l2X-24St)()0.

V'asta. Joseph A .SV*-—

Shell. Ihcodorc. and \asta. Joseph A , 3.X43.Sy3
Vaughn. Ro\ O .Vtr—

Jackson. Charles T . and \ aughn. Ro\ () . ^.X42.5.10.
VKBAChemie .Aktiengesellschatt .V,,—

Ester. Wilhelm. Schluier Dietrich, and Heitmann. Wilhelm
.^X4.V72I

"iiciiii.

VEBPENfACON DRl SDI N Kamera und Kinouerke Sre-
Klaus. Zahnerl. and Hauplvogel. Jurgen. .1.S4.'<.22 I

V elsicol Chemical Corporation .Vc*-—

Burlow. Stanle> \ . "vX4^.7K.1

Richter. Sidnev B . and Maver, David P . .'.,S43.7 1 7.
Staeh. Leonard J .and Ingwalson. Ravmond W ^ «4^ syx

Velten& PuKer. Inc .SV«'—

liuverard. Mavnard R , }.H-i2Mf>^
Ov^ens. Robert W . .^.«42.*^6X

Vereinigte Osterreichisch Eisen- und Stahlwerke - Alpine Montan Ak
tiengesellschatt .SVc-

Filter. Walther. '.S42.S6X
Vermeulen. Marinus Cornelus. Smith. Ian Edward, and Hastwell Peter
John to Savin Business Machines Corporation Developing emulsion
lor electrostatic images VS4.^..S?x. CI 252-62 l(J()

Vermilion. Willasi.SVc— .

C unner Algie J . Dudvch. Daniel, and Vermilion. Willas L..
V X 4 3 . .VMj

.

V ernitron Corporation AVc—
Maciag. Edmund T , .^.K4.1.Kys.

V erta .AktiengeselKchat't: Set —
Spahrbier. Dieter. ,3.,H4.V4 10.

Victor Companv of Japan Ltd. .Set'—
Takahashi. Nobuaki. Ohnuki. Katsuh.ro. Eujita. Yosh.toshi. and

Itoh. \asuo. .3.843.KSO
Vidovic. Nikola, to International Video Corporation. Video processint;

circuit ?,.H4.V«J.S7. CI .i5S-2
I OIHJ

" p.ccessing

Vierling. Hermann Set —
Ohorodnit. .Alexander. Gehrmann. Klaus. Legutke. Gunter. and

Vierling. Hermann. .A.X4.3.74.V
V lerra. Henrv R iV,-—

McClelland. Etheridge R , Spenee. Henrv L.: Vierra. Henrv R
and White. Thomas J. 3.X42.56'J

Vilagi. Burton J iV» —
Nord Eric T

. Rood. Alvin A ; Vilagi. Burton J , and Horvath.
Richard A...3.X4.3,055.

Villani. Victor See—
Connell), David M. and Villani. Victor 3 84 ''4 34

Viro, Eclix: iff

—

Waxman. Burton Harvev, Shannahan. Robert Thomas, and Viro
Pelix. .3.X4.3..17U

Vis. W'lllem Lev^ers. System for controlling the movement of a vehicle
or object along a path .3.S42.744. CI l(>4-8SUU(J

Vishav Intertechnologv. Inc .SVf—
(ireenwald. Warren E . .1.842,666.

V isnapuu. Aarne: See—
Jensen. James W . and Visnapuu. Aarne. 3.842.942

V ital. /oltan. and Orban. Jean, to Ponder &. Best. Inc. Variable optical
attenuator tor a light sen.sor .3.843.267, CI 3S6-''^S 0(j()

V itzthum. Otto: iff—
Rosehus. Wilhelm; V itzthum. Otto, and Hubert, Peter, 3,843 x"*

3

Rosehus, W ilhelm, Vitzthum, Otto, and Hubert, Peter. 3.843.X24
V lattas. Isidoros: iff—

Einch, Neville, and Vlattas, Isidoros, 3,84 3.71 3
V oek

, Manfred H . ,S'ff

—

Evers. William J .and Vock. Manfred H . 3,843 8U4
Vogel. Christain. iff—

Moser. Hans, and Vogel, Christain, 3.843.670
Volkswagenswerk .Aktiengesellschaft. iff—

Oberpichler, Gerd, 3,842,693
V oikswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft iVf—

Fiala, Ernst, and Warnecke, Rolf, 3,842,930.
Honemann. Rudolf, 3,842,954
Klebba, Horst, 3.843.1 75.

Voile, Everette .M iVf—
Gutman, Nathan, Larsen. Dorwin R ; and Voile. Everette M ,

VolI.ek, Carlisle N , and Williams, Stanlev J., to Bach-Simpson
1 imited tias blast wiping collar for cleaning pipettes 3,842,680. CI
73-425 40p

Vollmer, Hermann .SVf—
Muhlhausler. Wolfgang: and Vollmer. Hermann. 3,842,622

Volpe, Richard L
, to Rockwell International Corporation Weft insert-

ing carrier 3^,842,86:', CI I 39- 1 22.000.
Von Jcr Eltz. Hans-Ulrich. to Earbwerke Hoech.st Aktiengesellschaft
vermals Mc.ster Lucius & Bruning Process for dveing cellulose
fibres. 3,843,3 18, CI 8-1 001.

Von der Eltz, Hans-Ulrich, and Jeths. Johannes, to Earbwerke Hoechst
•Aktiengesellschalt vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning Process for
the dveing of mixtures of cellulose and polvacrvlonitrile fibers from
onebath.3,843,319, CI 8-21 00a

von Strandtmann, Maximilian, Shavel, John, Jr , Klutchko. Svlvester
and C ohen, Marvin P , to Warner-Lambert Companv Ortho-'hvdrox-
v-omega-( methylsulfinvl) acetonaphthones and process for produc-
ing same 3,843,730, CI. 260-592 000.-

Vreeburg. Robertus Antonius Marie: iff

—

Cornelissen. Johannes; and Vreeburg. Robertus Antonius Marie,
3 .o43 .3 76.

Vroom, David H Mixing and dispensing apparatus having nozzle
cleaner 3,843,023, CI. 222-136000.

Vulco-Sidlev Machine Companv ( Proprietarv ) Limited iff—
Sidlev, Henrv. 3,843,296.

W'absco VV'estinghouse S p.A.: See—
Farello. Luciano, 3,842,95 1

.

WackerChemie GmbH: iff—
Piedarski. Gottfried; and Hundmever. Anton, 3,843 6''0

Wada, Akihiro, Sugiura, Eum.o, and Ooka, Masaki. to Tovota Jidosha
Kogvo Kabushiki Kaisha and Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha Auto-
matic seat belt apply ing device 3.842.929, CI l80-8"'00c

Wadsworth, Bient Earl .Sfc

—

Iwao.Kumiry Roy
. and Wadsworth, Brent Earl. 3 84'' 679

Wagner, Daniel, and Lllman. Edwin E . to Svva Companv Methadone
analog compounds. 3.843.696. CI 260404000

^I'f"";"''
"^."^J^^h^-'n. to Eischer. (ieorg, Aktiengesellschaft and

Mader, Walter Dr
, Lack- und Earbenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft

Method ot coating an electrically conductive work piece by elec-
trophoresis and coated articles produced bv method 3 X41 si)3 CI
24-18LOOO

Wagner, Kuno: .Sff—
Eindeisen,^Kurt, Holtschmidt, Hans, and Wagner. Kuno.

Wagner. Richard E Hip fixation device. 3, 842,82s. CI l''X-9"' obb
Wahlgren. Bjorn. to Farad AB Apparatus for determining 'the coor-

dinates ot an object, moveable along at least one coordinate axis
3.843.924. CI 324-61 tlOr

W'albro Corporation iff

—

Tuckey. Charles H . 3.843.755
Waldo Russell W

. to Ideal Security Hardware Corporation Door
latch construction 3,843, 1 77. CI 292-254 00(J

Walker, Kurt, Dr iff—
Lewandowsky, Klaus. 3,843.034

Walker V acuum Services Ltd : .SVf—
Wursier. Willred .A . 3.842.461

Waller, David B
, and Eorker, Raymond A Ocean going integrated tug-

barge connection svstem 3,842,7X3 CI Il4-"'^'^00r
Waller, Roy E S iff-

(iough. Vernon E , and Waller, Rov E S , 3,,s42 88"'

Walls, Harold D ; and Mc(iaughey, Robert S . to McCr'earv Industrial
Products Co. Impact cushioning apparatus 3 843 ix"" CI "'9^

8X.000
• -. - .

Walter. Bernd R .SV<

—

Schon, Volker, Walter. Bernd R. and /ipperling Peter
3,X43,078.

" ^'

Walters, Armon J, and Bams, Peter A .Mushroom trav 3 X4'' ';;4 ci
47-1 100 • ""'

Walther. William D . and De Regnaucourt. Robert A . to Davton-
Walther Corporation Rim mounting 3.843,200, CI 3(j | . |

> oor
Wanek. Paul Victor, to Warwick Electronics Inc Muting Jircuit for

video and audio playback svstem 3,843,838. CI l7X-s 80r
Wang, John L: .Sff—

Edelman, Gerald M , Wang, John I. . Rutishauser. Lrs S and Mil-
lette, Clarke E, 3,843,324

W ang. Shaw S .Sff

—

^','l^^^.'i" •* ^^"*?- ^^•^'^ '^^ -""^ f'llbert, Sevmour G,
3 .S43 .446

Wang. Tsu Huai. to Wilmingt.)n Chemical Corporation Coating and
coated products 3,843,5X8,(1 260-1'' hOn

WankelGmbH .Sff-
Wilmers. Gottlieb. 3,843.283

Ware. John Clark. Jr ,SVf-
Orlando, Daniel, Kirchberger. W alter Carl, and Ware. John Clark

Jr . 3. 843. 4 I I

Warnant, Julien. Jolly, Jean, and Jolv. Robert, to Roussel-LCl AE
Process tor the preparation of 1 7-substituted-A'-gonenes and inter-
mediates 3.843,686, CI. 260-.340.900

Warnecke. Rolf Set—
Fiala. Ernst, and Warnecke, Rolf, 3,842,930.

Warner-Lambert C ompanv iVf

—

Hagan, Ward S., 3,842,502

"^/'o?^'^',";
-"^hannes Hermann, and Satzinger, Gerhard.

J.843,627.
von Strandtmann. Maximilian; Shavel, John, Jr ; Klutchko Svl-

vester, and Cohen, Marvin P . 3,843,730
Wartman, Lloyd Henry, to Union Carbide Corporation Stable pumpa-

ble surries of ethylene oxide polvmers 3,843,589, CI 260-33 40r
Warwick Electronics, Inc : iff—

Eurrey, John H., 3,843,958.
Wanek, Paul Victor, 3,843,838

Washburn, Stanley: iVf—
Terrazas, Ronaldo M , and Washburn, Stanlev 3 84'> 738

Washio, Takaji; lida, Kazumi; Tohi, Yasusuke; and Aizawa," Tatsuo to
Mita Industrial Company, Limited Copving machine equipped with
synchronously exposing mechanism. 3.843,25 1 , CI. 355- 13.000

Watanabe, Hikoitsu Electric motor hammer 3 84'' 916 CI 173
53.000. '

•
^'

'
'J-

Waterson, Keith: iff—
Atkins, Erancis J and Waterson. Keith. 3.842.819

Watis. Robert H Traction device 3,843,094. CI 254-150 OOr
Watkins, Lloyd J iff—

Weber, Albert L.. 3.842,443.
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Waxman, Burton Harvey; Shannahan, Robert Thomas; and Viro, Felix,

to GAF Corporation. Instant access one-layer color photography
with color screen containing color couplers. 3.843.370. CI. 96-
77.000.

Wayne, Kenneth. Tool. 3.842.696. CI. 81-425.00r.

Wean United. Inc.: iff—
Kent, Francis J, 3,842,64 I.

Kent, Francis J , and Jaworski. Goerge, 3,842,642.
Schmitt, Paul; and Bathge, Gunter, 3,842,638.

Schmitt, Paul; and Hien, Manfred, 3,842,640.

Weathershields Limited: iVf

—

Lidington. Frederick Charles, 3,843,195.

Weber, Albert L , 50'7f to Watkins, Llovd J Resilient pivot joint for an
artificial leg resilient. 3,842,443, CI. .3-2.000.

Weber. Helmut; Aumuller. Walter;. Weyer, Rudi. Muth, Karl, and
Stach, Kurt, to Earbwerke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals
Meister Lucius & Bruning. Benzcnc-sulfonvl semicarbazides.
3.843.661. CI 260-293 660

Weber, Kurt; and Schlapfer, Hans, to Ciba-Geigv AG. Divinyl-kiphenvl
compounds. 3,843,633, CI. 260-240.00C.

Weber, T Jerome; and Yokomizo, Clifford T , to United States of
America, Atomic Energv Commission. Roll rate control svstem
3,843.075, CI. 244-3.150.'

Wehner. William C , 40'/f to Crawford, Howard E. and 209; to Hauke.
Robert C Spring hinge structures 3,842,463, CI. 1(^-142.000.

Weil, James K., und Stirton. Alexander J . said Weil assor. to the

United States of America, Agriculture. Long chain ether alcohol
sulfates from propvlene oxide and 1 .2-butvlene oxide. 3,843,706, CI
260-45X.OOO.

Weisang, Joseph Edouard .SVf—
Martv. Claude. Maurin, Jean, and Weis^jng, Joseph Edouard,

3,X43.564
Weiss, Ronald Eugene, to Abbott Laboratories. Flow through tissue

culture propagator 3.843,454, CI. 195-127.000.
Wellman-Power Gas Incorporated: iff—

Powell, Louis A ,3,843.805.

Wells Manufacturing Corporation: iff

—

Alexander. Carl J . and Boudeman. Robert J.. 3.842.667.
Welty. Frank: iff-

Bardcau. William Milton, and Welty , Frank, 3,843,020.
Werf Conrad & Storkhijsch NV : .SVf—

Hupkes, Leonard, 3,842,986.

Werkzeug-Union ClmbH: if<

—

Cassel, Klaus, 3,842,500.

Wesco Industries Corporation, mesne: iff

—

Deniega, Jose Castillo; and Tellerman, Edward M., 3,843.069.
Wessling, Ritchie .\ See—

Gibbs, Dale S ; and Wessling, Ritchie A , 3,843,58 I

.

Gibbs. Dale S ; and Wessling, Ritchie A , 3,843,582.
Gibbs, Dale S ; and Wessling, Ritchie A , 3,843.583.

West, Harry Bowman, to Du Pont de Nemours, E I., and Company.
Preparation of compositions containing trans-acid complexes with

chromium (III) nitrate 3,843,699, CI. 260-438. 50r.

Western Electric Company, Incorporated: iVf—
Monahan, Jack J , and Schneider, Fred J., 3,843,036.
Navder. Benjamin E , 3,843,504.
Rayfield. Wilson Parker, 3,843,072.

Western Kraft Corporation: iff

—

Kinnune, WHIiam P , Jr., 3,842,757.
Westinghouse Electric Corporation: iff

—

Bourg.Haden J ,Jr .
3,843,405."

Panson. Armand J., and Ruka. Roswell J.. 3,843,556.

Radford. Kenneth C, and Bratton. Raymond J., 3,843.400.
Rushing, Frank C, Gilbert, Lvnford W.; and Williams, Norman P ,

3,843,238
Sandler, Yehuda L , 3,843,489
Thornburg, Donald R ; and Foster, Karl, 3,843,424.

Wethington. Charles A., to Deering Milliken Research Corporation.
Method to produce a bonded pile fabric. 3,843,432, CI. 1 56-72.000.

Weyer. Rudi: .SVf

—

Weber, Helmut, Aumuller, Walter; Wever, Rudi; Muth, Karl; and
Stach, Kurt, 3,843,661

Wheeler, Clav ton A.: iff—
Doughty', Robert L ; and Wheeler, Clayton A., 3,843,305.

White, Allen A ; Garrison, Harold Keith; and Brooks, Dean P , to Hcss-
lon Corporation. Machine for loading, stacking and unloading crops.

3,842,730, CI I 00-245.000.

White, James A ; and Nowosielski, Peter, to General Electric Com-
panv. Removable oven door hinge svstem. 3,842.542, CI. 49-
386'000.

White, Ralph L, Jr., to Morton-Norwich Products, Inc l-(5-(p-

Methoxvphenyl)furfurvlidene)amino) hvdantoin. 3,843,636, CI.

260-240.OOg.

White, Thomas J.: iVf—
McClelland. Etheridge R ; Spenee, Henrv L ; Vierra, Henrv R ;

and White, Thomas J, 3,842,569.

Whitehead, James Lee. Container closures 3.843.028, CI. 222-
494.000.

Whitehurst, Darrell Duayne: iff—
Mitchell, Thomas Owen, and Whitehurst, Darrell Duavne,

3,843,740.

Whitlev, William P., Jr. Hot dip galvanized torsion bar suspension

system. 3,843, 149, CI. 280- 1 24.00b.

Whitlock, Jacob Oscar. Highway railwav crossing. 3,843,051, CI. 238-

8.000.

Whitney, John K Fluid containing mattress. 3,842,455, CI. 5-348.Owb.
Whitnev. Karl R . Jr Chess game for two. three or four plavers.

3,84.3,1 30, CI. 273-131 Okp.
Whittaker, Harold, to Carding Specialists Co.. Limited, ^'arn heaters.

3,843,868, CI. 219-470.000.

Whittington, J Mark C ; Meyer, John E.;and Tingle, Glenn D . toGAE
Corporation. Oil absorbent foamed silicate for oil pollution control.

3,843,306, CI. 43 I -8.000.

Wicke, Charles H., to ACE Industries, Incorporated Heat responsive

safetv device for manual gate valve operators. 3,842,854, CI. 137-

77.0(')0.

W'iddig, Arno; Kuhic, Engelbert; Scheinpflug, Hans; Grewe, Ferdi-

nand; Kaspers. Helmut, and Frohberger, Paul Ernst, to Bayer Ak-
tiengesellschaft. Amidophenvlisothioureas 3,843,715, CI 260-
470.000.

Wideman. Harold A.; and Wideman, Ronald H., to Poly Wide. Inc.

Disposable laminate product and method of making it. 3.842.832.
CI 128-169 000.

Wideman, Ronald H : if<

—

Wideman, Harold A , and Wideman, Ronald H , 3,842,832
Wiebelhaus, Virgil D Methods for producing glucocorticoid-like water

diuretic and anti-intlammatorv activitv with decinme 3,843,795, CI.

424-267.000
Wiechert, Rudolf iff—

Kerb, Ulrich, Wiechert, Rudolf, Eder. Ulnch, and Hans-Detlef,

Berndt, 3,843,631.

Wiegand. Karl E , to Ethyl Corporation. 3-Carbamoyl-3,4-epo\ybu-
tvric acid and the alkali metal, alkaline earth metal and ammonium
salts 3,843,692, CI 260-348.00a.

Wiegand, Karl E , to Ethvl Corporation. Chemical process and com-
positions. 3,843,71 I.Ci 260-465.400

Wielockx. Hugo-Guido: iff—
Zwart, Jacob, Wielockx, Hugo-Ciuido, and Geuens, Gaston-Hugo,

3,842,567.

Wieth, Wolf R., Wang, Shaw S., and Gilbert, Seymour G., to Research
Corporation. Preparation of enzvmaticallv active membranes.
3.843.446, CI 195-68.000.

Wikholm, Karl Oskar: iff

—

Johansson, Karl Lennart Birger; and Wikholm, Karl Oskar.
3.843,486

Wilbur. Robert L . and Stickney. Arthur C , to Eastern Company, The.
Remote air temperature indicator 3,842.674, CI 73-362 Oar

Wildman, .Alexander J . to Silverado Industries. Inc.. mesne. Method
for orthodontic treatment. 3.842.503, CI 32-14.00a

Wilds. Alan.SVf-
Kennv . John, and Wilds, Alan, 3,842.842.

Wilh Frank GmbH.SVf-
Frank,Wilhem, 3,842,935

Wilkin, William G: iff—
W ilkin, William G ; Wintergreen, Charles J , and Stade, James H..

3.842.957
Wilkin, William Cj.; Wintergreen. Charles J.; and Stade, James H . to

Shapiro, Norman M and Wilkin, William CJ Electricallv beatable

selective marking apparatus. 3.842,957, CI 1 97-6 400.
Wilkinson Sword Limited: iff—

James. Ronald, 3,843.548
Wilkowsky . Murray : iVf

—

Larson, Rav W , Morsell, Arthur Lee; Muntz, Eric P ; and Wil-
kowskv,Murrav, 3,842,801.

Will, Charles H, Jr. iff-
Jory , Howard R , and Will, Charles H , Jr., 3,843,860

Willey, Glenn R , to Standard Pressed Steel Co Collar assembly for use

with a rivet and method of assembling a joint. 3,842,479, CI 29-

423.000.
Williams, Haydn Windsor Richard, and Rooney, Clarence Stanley, to

Merck Sharp & Dohme ( I .A. ) Corporation. 1 ,8-Naphthvridine com-
pounds. 3,843,663. CI. 260-296.00n.

Williams, Joseph; Bradley, Clifford D., and Mottin, Howard C, to

United States of America, Arm\. Walking wheeled vehicle.

3,842.926, CI. l80-8.00r.

Williams, Michael. Bowling ball drilling machines. 3,843,276, CI. 408-
236.000.

Williams, Norman P.: iff—
Rushing, Frank C ; Gilbert, Lvnford W , and Williams, Norman P..

3,843,238.
Williams, Richard; and Riotto, Dominic, to Phillips-Van Heusen Cor-

poration. Collar construction. 3,842,435, CI. 2-132.000
Williams, Stanlev J.: iff

—

Vollick, Carlisle N and Williams, Stanley J., 3,842.680.
Williams, Thomas Henry : iff

—

Uskokovic, Milan Radoje; and Williams, Thomas Henry,
3.843.685.

Williamson. Robert J , Jr.: iff

—

Mikan, Donald G; and Williamson, Robert J , Jr , 3,843.253.
Williamson, Roger C: iff—

Harper, Earl F , and Williamson, Roger C, 3,843,739
Willing, Robert; and Cooper, Gary L., to North American Rockwell

Corporation. Electrolvtic solution for level devices. 3,843.539, CI.

252-62.200.
Willis, Earl C; and Gothard, Ramon A., to Peabody Coal Company.
Mine roof drilling, bolting and plating machine. 3,842,610, CI. 61-

63.000.
Willis, Howard R. Ramp loading motorcycle carrier rack. 3,843,001,

CI. 214-450.000.

Wills. Frank: iff-
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Southworth. Glen R ; Robbins. Peter M.; and Wills. Frank
3.842,894.

Wilmcrs. Gottlieb, to Audio NSU Auto Union Aktiengesellschaft and
Wankel GmbH. Inner seal for the piston of a rotary piston machine
.1.84.3. 283, CI. 418-142.000.

Wilmington Chemical Corporation: See-
Wang. Tsu Huai. 3.843.588.

Wilson. Calvin L ; and Fox. John H . Jr . to Reynolds Metals Company.
Fluid dispensing container construction. 3.843.027 CI ''22-

400.700.
Wilson. Evelvn Egan. Sherrill. J. N . Jr : See—

Wilson. John Hart. 3.843.096.
Wilson, John Hart, to Wilson. Evelyn Egan. Sherrill, J N . Jr and

Hulber. Virginia Wilson; executors said Wilson. John H.. deceased,
estate of Traction drum winch which exerts a predetermined con-
stant tension on a cable. 3.843.096. CI. 254-l73.00r.

Wilson. Raymond F ; Peck. Reese A.; and Guptill. Frank E . Jr . to Tex-
aco Inc Split flow hydrodesulfurization and catalytic cracking of
residue-containing petroleum fraction. 3.843.508. Ci. 208-89.000.

Wilson. Ronald W . to Allis-Chalmers Corporation Combine drive
torque sen.sing. 3.842.637. CI. 74-230. 1 7m.

Wil.son-SinclairCo.: See—
Karjala, Sulo A., 3,842,848.

Wintergreen, Charles J See—
Wilkin, William G ; Wintergreen, Charles J.; and Stade. James H

3.842.957.
Wireman. Jack; Linda, Yorba; and Kosla. Leslie A., to AMF Incor-
porated Tire tread winding machine having a mechanically pro-
grammed control system. 3.843.482. CI. 156-350.000.

Wirth. Robert A . Sr Tire and wheel carrier. 3.843,033 CI ''''4-

42.240.
Wirtz, Peter: See—

Rechmeirt, Gerhard; Jacobowsky. Armin; and Wirtz Peter
3.843.736.

Wise. Carlton H. Coupling for hose. pipe, tubing or the like. 3,843 169
CI. 285-39.000.

Wise, John J : See—
Morrison.Roger A.;and Wisc.John J . 3.843.510

Wisotsky. Serge S . to Orb. Inc Pumped evacuated tube water hammer
pile driver and method. 3.842.9 1 7. CI. 173-90.000.

Wlodyka. Edmund E.: See—
Hohler. Frederick A; and Wlodyka. Edmund E.. 3.842.543.

Wohlabaugh, Leonard M , to Eltee Pulsitron. Gap condition detector
circuit. 3,843,864, CI. 2 19-69.00c.

Wohllebe, Jurgen: See—
Elofson, Richard MacLeod; Milligan, Larry Patrick; Wohllebe,
Jurgen, and Worsley, Michael, 3,843.799.

'

Wolf. Johannes Hendrik Leendert. to Aerochem N. V. Process for
preparing a foamable material for sealing rubber articles upon pres-
sure reduction thereof 3.843.586. CI. 260-29. 70r.

Wolf Range Company. Div. of Vulcan-Hart Corporation: See—
Fautz. Howard C. 3.842.726.

Wolf. Robert L . to Mount Sinal Research Foundation. Inc Radioim-
munoassay of angiotensin and renin activity. 3.843,775 CI 4''4-

1.000

Wolfe. Robert W.:iVe'—
Aschberger. Anton A.; Avery. Jack L.; Cartwright. William J ;

Dean. Geoffrey J . Tysver. Oliver J.; Wolfe. Robert W . and
Bautz. Frederick H. 3.842.63 I.

Wolk. Piero. to Dresser Industries. Inc. Coiled spring well instrument
positioner. 3.842.91 8. CI. 175-4.000.

Wong. Gm O , to Purex Corporation. Method of controlling human ap-
petite 3.843.786. CI. 424-180.000.

Wong. Mynin Adjustable ceiling strut. 3,842,561. CI. S2-484 000
Woodard. Dudley G : See—

Woodard. Dudley H ; and Woodard. Dudley G . 3.842.705.
Woodard. Dudley H ; and Woodard. Dudley G. Stringed instruments

with improved strings due to irradiation and process for producing
the same 3.S42, 705. CI. 84-297 00s.

Woodland. Paul C and Moldovan. Daniel, to Dow Chemical Com-
pany. The. Heat resistant compositions. 3.843.568. CI. 260-2 "^Ob

Woods. Charles R: AVe-
Chase. Harold E . and Woods, Charles R, 3,842.617.

Woods. Ralph A . to Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation. Alu-
minum brazing sheet. 3.843.333. CI. 29-191.000.

Wooten. George W . to Monsanto Research Corporation. Microwave-
excited emission detector. 3.843.257. CI. 356-85.000.

Worcester Foundation for Experimental Biology. Inc.: See—
Skarnes. Robert C. and Howard. Lucille A.. 3.843.467.

Workman. Clark B : See—
Goodstal. Laurence K ; Leek. Wayne E.; Sanzo. Robert J; Turner.

Robert L.; Workman. Clark B . and Yetter. Edward W .

3.843.875.
Worsley. Michael: See—

Elofson. Richard MacLeod; Milligan. Larry Patrick. Wohllebe.
Jurgen; and Worsley. Michael. 3.843.799.

Wortham Joseph S . to Allied Chemical Corporation Aluminum salt

ofcinnamohvdroxamicacid. 3.843.701. CI 260-448 OOr
Wortley. William: See-

Mills. Anthony Mark. Wortlev. William; and Barton. John.
3.842.879.

Wren. Martha A . and Mullen. Joseph D . to General Mills, Inc
Process for producing low calorie pasta. 3,843,8 18, CI. 426-346.000

and Dian.

and Dian,

Walter,

Walter.

Anchoring system.

and Wulf.

Wright, Edward S.; Angstadt. John W.; and Krolopp, Otto C, to Blaw-
Knox Food and Chemical Equipment, Inc Process and apparatus for
treating solids enriched wash liquids. 3,843,406, CI. 1 27-27 000

Wright, Herschel E.: See—
Schmidt, William L ; and Wright. Herschel E.. 3.843.045.

Wright. Jerry L.. to Scranton Manufacturing Company. Inc. Overload
axle assembly. 3.843.148. CI. 280-124. OOr.

Wright. Thomas E. Football helmet stool. 3.843.197, CI 397-437 000
Wrobel. Charles v.. Jr.: See-

Golden. Gerald; Wrobel. Charles V , Jr

3,843,433.
Golden, Gerald; Wrobel, Charles V., Jr :

3.843,474.

Wudtke. Donald J . to Skagit Corporation.
3.842.776. CI. I l4-206.00r.

Wulf. HurstE J :Sf«._

Tsuruzawa. Teruya; Ohta. Isamu. Ueda. Muncvuki
Hurst E J. 3.842.459.

Wurster. Wilfred A . to Walker Vacuum Services Ltd Industrial
vacuum apparatus 3.842.461. CI 15-326.000.

Wyman. Charles L . and Howe. Thomas L , to United States of Amer-
ica, National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Strain gauge
ambiguity sensor for segmented mirror active optical system
3,842,509, CI. 33-1 SO.OOr.

Wyman, Dennis G Hand propelled toy vehicle 3.843.1 S7. CI 280-
249.000.

Wynkoop. Raymond, to Sun Ventures, Inc Method of improving the
viscosity index of lubricating oils. 3.843.5 1 3. CI. 208-282.000.

Wytwornia Silmkow Wysokopreznych Prezedsiebiorstwo Panstwowe;
See—

Bonikowski. Leszek. 3.842.940.
Xerox Corporation: See-

Huns. Werner E. L.; Adams. James E.; and Mechlowitz. Bela
3.843.230.

Haas. Werner E L ; Adams. James E ; and Mechlowitz, Bela
3.843.233.

Hoffman. Daniel; and Meagher. Thomas. V842 800
Thorp. Burce E.. 3.843.407

Xonics. Inc.: See—
Larson. Ray W . Morsell. Arthur Lee; Muntz. Eric P ; and Wil-
kowsky. Murray. 3.842.801.

Yagi. Misao. Sakaguchi. Toshiaki; Akutagawa. Susumu; and Komatsu.
Akira. to Takasago Perfunerv Co.. Ltd Process for preparing
isoprene trimer. 3.843.742. CI 260-677 OOr.

Yagi. Shizuo. and Atsumi. Minoru. to Honda Giken Kogvo Kabushiki
Kaisha Carburetor. 3.842.8 10. CI. 123-32.00r

Yagi. Yoshiharu; Sato. Hiroshi; Narisawa. Shizuo. Yasui. Seimei;
Kobayashi. Akira; Hino. Minoru. and Hata. Kazuhiko. to Sumitomo
Chemical Company Limited. Process for producing butadine
polymer. 3.843.618. CI 260-94.300.

Yamada. Tuneto; Kondo. Seimei; Yoshihara. Satoshi; Sugahara. Toku-
ji. Murakami. Shuji. Ito. Masatsune; and Hirata. Kunio. to Toyo Gas
Chemical Industry. Inc. Process for treating waste solutions contain-
ing cyano-heavy metal-complex compounds 3.843,S16 CI'>IO-
22.000.

Yamagishi. Kazuo: See—
Morikawa. Hiroyuki; Tamura. Noriyoshi. Sato. Takahiro.

Yamagishi, Kazuo; and Nagai,Takeo, .3,843,738.
Yamaha, Kazuo, to Nissan Motor Company, Limited Vehicle bodv

cowl. 3,843, 194, CI. 296-84.00r.
Yamamoto, Nobuo; Yoneyama. Masakazu; and Ohmura, Kunioki, to

Fuji Photo Film Co , Ltd. Silver halide photographic light-sensitive
element. 3,843.368. CI. 96-67.000.

Yamamoto. Yasuo; and Masawaki. Keizo. to Mitsubishi Gas-Chemical
Company. Inc. Epoxy resins consisting essentially of N. N. N. N"-
tetraglycidly bisaminomethvlcvclo-hexane. 3.843.565, CI ''60-

2.0ep. ' '

Yamamura. Hisashi; and Hosoi. Katuo. to Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone Public Corporation. DC-to-DC converter. 3.843.919 CI
321-2.000.

Yan. Tsoung-Yuan. to Mobil Oil Corporation Aromatization process
and catalyst therefor. 3.843.74 1 . CI. 260-673.500.

Yanagida. Kisaku. Kato. Ryuichi. Suzuki. Tadao; and Takano. Yoshio.
to Kyowa Leather Cloth Co . Ltd. Method of producing synthetic
leathers. 3.843.436. CI. 156-148.000.

Yano. Nobumitsu; Takahashi. Hideomi; and Hayasho. Yoshitaka. to
Asahi Kasei Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Process for producing fibers
from natural protein of animal origin. 3.843.803. CI. 426-56.000.

Yasui. Seimei: See—
Yagi. Yoshiharu. Sato. Hiroshi; Narisawa. Shizuo; Yasui. Seimei;

Kobayashi, Akira; Hino, Minoru, and Hata, Kazuhiko
3,843,618.

Yates, Paul Clifford: See-
Faust, Carl Raymond; and Yates. Paul Clifford. 3.843.767.

Yayaraman. Onnusami: See

—

Desai. Nalin Binduprasad; Yayaraman. Onnusami; Ramanathan.
Visvanathan; Artz. Klaus; Naik. Navnitrai Naearii. and Jenny
Walter. 3.843.625.

^'

Yetter. Edward W.: See—
Goodstal. Laurence K ; Leek. Wayne E ; Sanzo. Robert J . Turner.

Robert L ; Workman. Clark B.; and Yetter, Edward W
3.843.875.

Yogev. Amnon: See—
Bronicki. Lucien Y ; and Yogev. Amnon. 3.842.593.
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Yokomizo, Clifford T.; See-
Weber. T Jerome; and Yokomizo. Clifford T.. 3,843.075.

Yokota. Minoru: See—
Oida. Kyuya; Hatano. Ikuo; Sumitomo. Megumu; Oasa. Hiroshi;

and Yokota. Minoru. 3.843.418.

Yonaha. Noboru: See—
Matsumoto. Shoji; Yonaha. Noboru; and Aizawa. Talsuo.

3.843.381.
Yoneya. Tooru: See—

Fujita. Isamu; Otoi. Kiyoshi;and Yoneya. Tooru. 3.843,630.
Yoneyama. Masakazu: See

—

Yamamoto. Nobuo; Yoneyama. Masakazu; and Ohmura. Kunioki.
3.843.368.

Yonezawa. Toshiya; and Inuki. Tadahiko. to Nippon Steel Corpora-
tion. Screw press. 3.842.652. CI. 72-454.000

York. Buddy L.; and Terada. Kazuji. to Dow Chemical Company. The.
Preparation of non-solvated aluminum hydride. 3.843.774. CI. 423-
645.000.

Yoshihara. Satoshi: See—
Yamada. Tuneto. Kondo. Seimei; Yoshihara. Satoshi. Sugahara.

Tokuji; Murakami. Shuji; Ito. Masatsune; and Hirata. Kunio.
3.843.516.

Yoshimura. Nobuya: See—
Kitamoto. Yoshivuki; Tanaka. Makoto; and Yoshimura. Nobuva.

3.843.292.
Yoshimura. Toru: See—

Nakajima. Yasuo; Nagumo. Shin-lchi; Yoshimura. Toru; and Usui.
Saburo. 3.842.600.

Yoshiyagawa. Mitsugi. Sugioka. Tomio; and Ikeda. Yoshiro, to Nippon
Selfoc Kabushiki Kaisha. Production of light-conducting glass struc-
tures with refractive index distribution. 3.843.228. CI. 350-96.00r.

Yoshizawa. Akihiko: See—
Harada. Yuji; and Yoshizawa. Akihiko. 3.843.85 1

Young. Frederick A.: See—
Russell. Sid; Young. Frederick A.; and Kellner. Jordan D..

3.843,497.
Young, Garth, Jr Integral hand held tailgating device. 3.842.51 1. CI.

33-277.000.

Young. Homer F.: See—
Perricone. Alphonse C, Young, Homer F.; Bettge, George W.;
and Enright. Dorothy P , 3,843,524.

Young, John P Sleeping bag. 3.842,454, CI. 5-343.000.
Yumino. Hiroshi: See—

Nakamura. Ichiro; Fujisawa. Fumio; Takenoshita. Mitsuaki; and
Yumino. Hiroshi. 3.842.943.

Yumoto. Hirokazu. Variable picture device. 3.842,523, CI. 40-65.000.
Zaidan Hojin Biseibutsu Kagaku Kenkyu Kai: See—

L'mezawa, Hamao; Takahashi, Yasushi; Shirai. Tadashi; and Fujii,

Akio, 3,843.448.

Zaitsev. Vera Dmitrievna: See—
Orlov, Vladimir Alexandrovich; Zaitsev, Vera Dmitrievna;

Sinitsyn. Viktor Alexeevich; and Rostoviseva. Ekaterina

Efimovna.3.843.617.
Zajac. Chester S. Automatic screw machine tool holder. 3.843.144. CI.

279-51.000.
Zaks. Grigory losifovich: See-

Grachev. Leonid Pavlovich. Anikanov, Nikolai Vianovich; Zaks,

Grigory losifovich; Radutskv, Grigorv Avramovich, and
Kheifets, Rafail Efimovich, 3.842.962.

Zalay. Andrew W.: See—
Kirchner. Frederick K.; and Zalay. Andrew W . 3.843.654

Zamuraeva. Larisa Vasilievna: See—
Khaidukov. Gennady Fedorovich; Zamuraeva. Larisa Vasilievna;

Kruglikov. Anatoly Abramovich; Potapov. Vladimir Petrovich;

Smirnov. Jury Artemievich; and Bronov. Mark Vladimirovich.
3.843.697.

Zeff. Jack D.. to Inca-One Corporation. Domestic water purification

method and system. 3.843.521 . CI. 2 10-138.000.
Zegers. Incorporated: See—

Kocbel. Thomas P.. 3.842.99 1

.

Zergenyi. Janos: See—
Habicht. Ernst; Libis. Bernard, and Zergenyi. Janos. 3.843.797

Ziccarelli. Salvatore F.. to Beatrice Foods Co. Cheese crumbles.

3.843.808. CI. 426-187.000.
Ziegler. Donald D . and Daily. Glenn A. Miner tram control circuit.

3.842.602. CI. 60-327.000.

'

Ziegler. Walter: See-
Glenn. John G.; Ziegler. Walter; and Carter. Ned C . 3.842.727.

Zimmerman & Jansen G.m.b.H.: See

—

Schneider. Heinz, and Becker. Josef. 3.843.090.
Zimmerman. Daniel: See

—

Bierenbaum. Harvey S . Daley, Lawrence R.; Zimmerman. Daniel;
and Hay. Ian L. 3.843.761

.

Zingg. Warren M . and Grassman. Delbert D . to Dow Chemical Com-
pany. The. Well fracturing method using liqueTied gas as fracturing

nuid. 3.842.910. CI. 166-305.O0r.
Zipperling. Peter: See—

Schon. Volker; Walter. Bernd R ; and Zipperling. Peter.

3.843.078.

Zittle. Cyrus M Air-driven turbine safe and arm arrangement for a

free-falling ordnance device. 3.842.743. CI. 102-81.200.
Ziv. Martin Hi: See—

Bechara. Ibrahim Selim; Milligan. Barton; and Ziv. Martin Hi.

3,843,648.

Zenker, Lawrence C; and Jensen, Ervin F., to Beam Products Manu-
facturing Company. Gaseous fuel carburetor including improved
metering and distribution systems. 3,843,338, CI 48- 1 80.00c.

Zuscik, Edward J., to Crown Zellerbach Corporation Matte finish film.

3,843,478, CI. 161-164.000.
Zwart, Jacob; Wielockx, Hugo-Guido; and Geuens, Gaston-Hugo. to

Glaverbel S.A. Multiple pane units. 3.842.567. CI 53-7.000.
Zweig, Arnold, to American Cyanamid Company Information

processing article utilizing photodecomposable dihvdroaromatic and
similar anhydrides. 3,843.382. CI. 1 1 7-33. 50t.
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Cozewith, Charles : See—
Gardner, Irwin J., Cozewith. Re. 28,206.

Dual Manufacturing and Engineering, Inc. : See—
Ke. Frank Manuel. Ke. 28,210.

Exxon Kesearch and Engineering Co : See—
Gardner, Irwin J., Cozewith. Ke. 2S.20C.

Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd. : See—
Sato, Akira, Sonoda, Shiba, Hinata, and Xozoe. Re. 2S.-

20^.
Gardner, Irwin J., C. Cozewith, to E.xxon Research and Engi-

neering Co. Continuous process for the production of eth-
ylene copolymers. Ke. 2.'S.206, 10-22-74, CI. 260—SO.TS.

Mai;ks, Alvin .M. Forced closure dipolar electrooptic shutter
and method. Ke. 2S.211, 10-22-74, CI. 350—267.

Xozoe, Tet.suo : See ~
Sato, .\kira, Sonoda, Shiba, and Hinata. Re. 28,208.

Outboard Marine Corp. : See

—

Shimanckas, William J. Ke. 28,209.
Re, Frank .Manuel, to Dual Manufacturing and Engineering

Inc. Reclining ehair. Ke. 28,210, 10-22-74, CI. 297— N.'J.

Sato. Akira, M. Sonoda, K. Shiba, M. Hinata, and T. Xozoe, to
Fuji I'hoto Film Co., Ltd. Direct positive fogged silver
halide emulsion sensitized witli a cycloheptatriene cvanine
dye. Re. 28,208, 10-22-74, CI. 06-101.

Shimanckas. William .1., to Outboard Marine Corp. Marine
propulsion devicf with acute angle drive. Re. 28,209, 10-
22-74, CI. ll.j :{.-..

Souuda. Minora: ,vrc -

Sato. Akira, Sonoda, Shiba, Hinata, and Xozoe. Re. 2S,-
208.

Wigham Jack H. Potato planter. Re. 28,207, 10-22-74, CI.
III--18.

LIST OF DESIGN PATENTEES
Abbott Laboratories : See—

Lock, Leonard W. 233,312.
Abla House, Inc. : See—

Scott, Robert K. 233,362.
Allied Chemical Corp. : See—

Kadke, Donald G. 233,283.
Arbon, Dennis C, to Walker Crosweller & Co. Ltd.. Combined

spout and divertor valve for a shower or the like. 233 341
10-22-74, CI. D23— 20.

Asberg, Sture L., to SKF Xova AB. Wheel cover. 233,329. 10-
22-74, CI. D12—212.

Ashdown. Raymond G. Combined pineapple peeler and corer.
23.3. .303, 10-22-74, CI. D7— 147.

Atomic Disposer Corp. : .StT- -

Chambers. Joseph W., Sr. 233.364.
Barber, Robert C. .\utoniobile licen.^e plate frame 233 326

10-22-74. CI. D12— 103.
Barber. Robert C. Automobile license plate frame 233 3"'7

10-22-74, (1. D12--193.
Barner. Terry L. : See-

Beitler. .Myron, and Barner. 233,347
Barnes-Hind Diagnostics. Inc. : See—

Turner. Lloyd S., and Vaughan. 233.313
Turner, Lloyd S., and Vaughan. 233,314
Turner. Lloyd S.. and Vaughan. 233.31."..

Barone, Anthony P. Removable message center unit for n wall
mounted telephone. 233. 2s9. 10-22-74 CI 1)6 130

Baycura. Donald, to Stnw .Mfg. Co. Portable liower saws 233
307. 10-22-74. CI. Ds—66.

Beitler. .Myron, and T. L. Barner. to Litton Business Sys-
tems. Inc. Calculating machine. 233.347. 10-22 74. Cl.
1)26— ).

Beller. Frank W., to Belson Mfg. Co., Inc. Picnic table 23''. -

277. 1(1-22-74. Cl. D6 27.
Bellini. Mario, to Iiig. C. Olivetti & C. S.p.A. Electron!.' print

ing calculator. L';-i3,346. 10-22 74. Cl r)'^6 .'1

Bellini, Mario, to Ing. Olivetti & C, S.p.A. Desk top calcu-
lltor. 23;{.34Jt. 10-22-74 Cl. 1)26 -.".

Bellini, Mario to Ing., C. Olivetti & C. S.p.A. Portable calcu-
lator. 233. 3. .0. 10-22-74. Cl. D26 5.

Belson Mfg. Co.. Inc. : See—
Beller. Frank W. 233.277.

Berkman. .Joseph L. Tape and cassette carousel. 233 37.") 10-
22-74, Cl. DS7--1.

Bernst_eln. Bernard. Charm or similar article. 233,360 10-
22-74. Cl. D4.T 17.

Bishop, Bill II. Wall mountable mail deposit unit. 233 370
10-22-74. Cl. 1)74—9.

Blackboiirn Bindinjr Inc. : See—
Heeren. Georce. 233.374.

Bliieniel. _Tom. to Century Displays. Display rack. 233.288.

Bourke. Robert E.. to G.\F Corp. Still camera or similar arti
cle. 233..'?67. 10-22 74. Cl. D61 1.

Brunei. Gaston. Bottle. 233.316. 10-22-74. Cl. DO— 72.
Burke^ .Jacob B.. and '/.. G. Ro.sen. Game board. 233,3.j6, 10-

22-74. Cl. D34— .">.

Cannon Mills Co. : See—
Soberer. Xancy A. 233.376.

Catelli. Pietro. Handle for feeding-bottle. 233.317, 10-22-74,
Cl. D9 176. ' -~~

Century Displays : See—
Bluemel. Tom. 233.288.

*'''.''I"''oT.- •^,A''^"o }V-^,''-^^".-^f'^"''<^ Disposer Corp. Shredder.
_.-!.S..i))4. l<)-22-i4. Cl. D.>.) — 1.

Channing. Harry M.. and B. J. Elzer. to General Battery Corp
L:ibel for battery. 233.336. 10-22-74, Cl. D19 -1.3.

Cheladze. George .\. Dinner plate or similar article 233 '>98
10-22-74, Cl. D7—36.

' '"
'

Christiansen, I'alle H. : See
Holt. Jorgen, Videmark and Christiansen. 233.344.

Clary, Henry J., and D. D. Scott, .\iitoniohile wheel. 233,328.
10-22-74. Cl. D12 20."..

Collier, J.uiies R. : See
Smith. Randel P., and Collier. 233,378.

Ci.urt. .Jules A., and B. G. Woodw.ird. Bench mounted com-
liined radinnt lieater and lamp. 2.;'!,:!42, Hi 22-74. Cl.
1)2;: 7.-..

Daimler Benz Aktiengesellschaft : Sn
Wilfert. Karl. 233,321.

Dare I'roilucts. Inc. : Sn
Wilson. Robert M. 233.311.

Dart Industries, Inc. : See
Miidde. .\Ianus. 233,301.

Diedridi. Donald F. : See
Havst.id, Harold R., and Diedrich. 23.3. .{72.

Diedrich. Donald F.. and .J. H. Price, to Hudson oxygen Ther
apy Sales Co. <»xysen diluter valve. 2:v'{.34i». Ut*22-74, CI.
D23 19.

Dweck. Morris. C mdiiiiid radio and photograph ciihe. 23:;. .'.<;•;.

10 22 74. Cl. D.-.t; 4.

Kads. H.irold <».. to .McDonon^'h c.,. R.ike head. 2;::;.3o.-, in
22 74. Cl. Ds 13.

i;i/.er, Iternird .1. : sci
ClianidiiL'. Harry .M.. and ElZff. 23,3. 33t!.

Fll.i. (JreL'ory I". Sun dome. j:!;;.:!71. lo 22-74. Cl. Ds:; 1.

Fisher. Morris F.. to Futorian Corp. Cluiir. 23;-!.2so In '••

74. ci. Dt; ;;<•.

Fisher. Morris F.. to I'liiorian Corp. Cli.air 2.3:5 2s2 lo 22
74.. Cl. Dt; :;!t.

Fisher. Morris F.. to .lackson Chair Co.. Inc. ch.iir. 2.X3 2"m;,

10-22-74. Cl. D6 71.

F'llev. Charles F. .Molded hand held p.iiUlle for battini: foam
balls. 2.33.3."..".. 10-22 74. Cl. D34 r<.

Frydiiian. Georges. Desk. 233.291, 10-22-74. Cl. D6 161.

I'utorian Corp. : See
Fisher. .Morris F. 233,2^0.
Fisher. -Morris F. 2:13.2n2.

G.\F Corp. : See
Bourke. Robert E. 233.3i;7.

General Battery Corp.: See
Channing'. "Harry .M.. and Elzer. 233.336.

(ieneral Elt.'tric ('<..: See
Rochford, Paul E.. and Mellyii. 233.363.

Gill. Christopher B. S.. and .J. .M. Gill. Chair. 233 "S.i 10-2''-
74. CI. 1)6 71.

Gill. .J.'icqueline M. : See
Gill. Christopher B. S., and Gill. 233. 2«n."..

Goldman. Edward .T.. to Te-.'hnolopv .\ssociates. Inc. Disposa-
ble bibs or simil.ir article. 233.27.".. 10-22-74. Cl. D2 226.

Gonlder. George \'.. to Intern.itlonal Products and Services
Inc. Etagere. 233.294. 10 22 74. CI. D6 1S6.

Hanaoka. Tadashi. I. Kaneko. and I. Shiina. to Misawa
Homes Co.. Ltd. Prefabricated bathroom unit. 233.3-30 10-
22-74. Cl. D13 1.

H.-inaoka. Tadashi. I. Kaneko. and 1. Shiina. to .Misawa
Homes Co., Ltd. Prefabricated building unit for a kitchen
233.331. 10-22-74. Cl. 1)13 1.

Hanaoka, Tadashi. I. Kaneko, and J. Shiina. to Misaw.a
Homes Co.. Ltd. Prefabricated building unit for storai-'e
233.332. 10-22-74. Cl. D13 -1.

Hanson Design. Inc. : See
Hanson. .James V.. 2'i3.308.

Hanson. .Tames E.. to Hanson Design. Inc. Bottle cutter •''33 -

308, 10-22-74, Cl. D8— 98.
' "

'
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Havstad, Harbid R., and D. F. Diedrich, to Hudson Oxygen
Therapv ."sales Co. Inter'uittent po'-'tive pressure breathing
manifol'd. 2f«.372, 10-22-74, CI. D83--1.

lleer, 11. vV Cie : mi—
Schiiuiif. :Alired. 233,368.

Heeren, Georg to Blackbourn Binding Inc. Video tape con-leeren, Georg. to Blackbourn Binding Inc.

tainer. 233.3^4, 10-22-74. Cl. D81"— 1.

licks. Thomah W. Shell for live bait. 233,3Hicks. ThomaH W. Shell for live bait. 233,339, 10-22-74, Cl.

1)22 99. I

Holt. .lorgeii.lC. Videmark. and P. H. Christian.sen. to Xor-
(lisk Ventilator Co. Duct section for a ventilation twin-

duct. 233..:-J4, 10-22-74, Cl. D23— 16.{.

Hudson oxvL'^n 'I'lier.apv Sales C(.. : See
Diedrich. Donald I'., and Price. 233.340.
Havstail. H.irold K.. and Diedrich. 233.372.

Ide.al Securifv II '-dw-.u- '"
: See—

Waldo. Russell W. 233,309.
Imperial Toy Corp. :

>•'• <

Kort. Fred. 2:!.!.:-!."),s.

International Business .Machines Corp.: .';<e

—

Kiieal.'. Collan P... and Wilkey. 2.i3,34.'..

International Products anil Services. Inc. : See—
(ioulder. Georu" V. 2-33.294.

.Jackson Chair Company, inc. : See—
Fisher, M.jrris F. 2;;3.2s6.

.laeol.i, .Merliij .\. : Sv<-

Xordeii. Francis \V.. an<l .I-icobi. 233.361.
.Japan .Met.ilsA Chemicals Ci... Ltd.: See

Toiiiioka, Sliit-'eiiuri. 'J'.;.;. '<>,.•.

.lohnson. Jerrv. l.ounye chair. 233.2M. 10-22-74. Cl. D6

—

:;!t.

Kaiieki'. Isao i ,><ie

llanaokaj IT.idashi. Kaneko. and Shiina. 2::3.."!:;o.

IlaiiaokaJ T.adashi. Kaneko, and Shiina. 233. .331.

ll.in.ioka^ T.idashi. Kaneko, and Shiina. 233.332.
K:o>, Toiiis : ,S.'(

Nraiiier, ilerbeii, and K.'.o, 233.3.".l.

Kramer. Herbert, and Kao. 2.33.3.'.2.

Kat/. HobertE., to Wehcraff Packauing, Inc. Combined en-

velojie ,llld sheet fiU' ad Vert Iselilellt. 2-';:;..'-;:;-'>, 10-22-74. Cl.

111!" 2.

Kj.irsL'aanl. Richard A., to Patrick I.. Schnudt and David A.

Hill, r.ook jlfsi-ii. 2:'.:;.:;:;7. 10 22-74. ci. Dl'.t -26.

Kneale. Col'aii P.., and F, Wilkey, .Ir.. to International Busi-
ni'ss M.ichihes Corp. Inioit output unit for a d.iia proces-

sor. 2;;3.:;4f. lo 22 74. Cl. D2t; -"..

Kort Fred, ti lunierial Tov Corp. Hubble IdowiU!.: w.md. 2;;3-

:;.".s. lo •_•_' HA. Cl, D.U 1-'..

Kramer. Heiliort. and T. Kao. to Siemens .\ktieni:esel!scliaft.

Tilile roiM -eeiihone. 2:::'..:;.".l . lo 22-74. ci. D2t; 14.

Kramer IlerlC'rt. and T. K.io. to Siemens .XktieuL'esellschaft.

T.iMe <• lin illle-.hone. 2:;::.:;.".2. lo 22-74, Cl. Icji; 14.

Knuiihol/.. .leHold .1.. .111(1 H. H. Van Reisiren. to Victor_Comp-
toiriet.r CoHi. Tov tiiiiiriiie of lioness likeness. 23:;. :;.".:;. lo-

22 74. Cl. ly.U 2.

Kriiiiihol/, .lefj-ohi ,1., and II, H. Van Reisiren. to \ i.tor ( omp-
toineier CoHi. Tov liL'urine of lion likeness. 2.';3.3.'i4. lo 22-

74. Cl. \y.',4- 2.

Knimhol/. .Teirolcl .!.. and II. H. Van Keisffn. to \ letor f omp-
toineier Co|-p. Tov inoiorcvcle with rider. 2:;:'..:'-">7. lo liU-

74. Cl. d::4! . lo.

Kniiiihol/. .I.-j-fold .1.. ami H. II. Van Reistren. to \ ictor Conin-

toiiieter Cojp. T.,y truck. 2:;:!. .'..".9. lo 22-74. Cl. D34 1."..

Litton I'.nsiiujsis Systems. Inc. : Sf
I'.eiiler. .>(yron. and Barner. 2;;-'{.-'!47.

L-ick. Leonarii'w.. to .\M.oii Laboratories. Coiobined r}U> a_nd

clamp lor Mirgii'il lubiiiL' or the like. 2;;:;, .312. lo 22-74.
Cl. Ds 2.".'.(.

.Mal;.''r(l <'ori

."skarman

.Manual .\rTs

Shi' irin,

MeD.oioiiLdl <

Earls, II;

: S(i' -

.John S, 233.319.

. n"niture < 'o. : Sre -

Hubert S., and Riley, 233.279.

(i. : See
r>dd o. 233, :;o.",,

Mellvn, I^iwtMoci' P. : Srr
Rochford.! Paul E.. .ind Mellyn. 233.:!63.

Mills, Samue'''M.. .Ir Food service bnildini:. 233. .•-!33, 10-22-
74, Cl. Di:{- 1.

.Misaw.i HoiiKJs Co.. Ltd. : .srr

Ilanaokai T-oIishi. Knieko. and Shiina. 2:;:;.330.

H-inaoka Tad.a-lii. K.-ineko. and Shiina. 23:v:;31.

Han.ioka.iT.idaslii. K.-ineko. and Shiina. 23:5.332.

Moherlv. Pan) E., and II. Iliidl-ff. to The rp.johii ('>. Blister

pack,i-e, 2:|.3..:is. lo 22 74, Cl, D;t 192.

Mu''(Ie M,ini|f. to Dart Industries. Inc. Multi-imrpose bin.

2:;:!.:;oi. lo 22 74. CI. D7 76.

Miik-ii. Ili'oshl to Srinsiii I-'lectric Co.. Ltd. T'oinbined .ampli-

lier ;ind tu ijer therefor. 2:13. 34s. 10-22 74. Cl. D26--14.

.Mvers. Dean, to Tridair Industries. P.atlitub. 2:;::.:!43. 10-22-
74. Cl. 1)2!; .".."..

Xordeii. Fran -Is W.. ••uid M. .\. .Tacobi. G>df ball w.asher. 233.-

:!61. 10-22-fr4. CI. D49 1.

Xordisk A'e'itii'ator Co. : See
Holt. .Jorgen, Videmark, Christiansen, 233.344.

Nutrent, Pbilitt), Soft surf.ice floor eoverinjr. 23:-!.377. 10-22-
74. Cl. D9:lf 4.

Olc/ewski. Eijward. Picture frame, 233.296. 10-22-74. Cl.

1)6—236,
Olivetti. Inc. C, & Co,. S.ii.A, : Sre—

BePini, M-irio, 23:;,:U6,

Be'lini, Mario. 2:::! .•'.4!t.

B(dliin. M.ario. 233. ."..".O.

Pace Collection Inc.. The: Sre—
Rosen. Irvini: >T, 2.'-!:^.292.
Rosen. Irving M. 233293.

I'atrick L. Schmidt and David A. Hill : See—
Kjars;:aard. Richard A. 233,337.

Peters. James G. Hook bell for garment bag carrier. 233.310.
10-22-74, Cl. DS— 154.

., .^ ...iiie Inc., mesne. Stapling machine or
simnar ariKle. 233, 0O6, 10-2_'-74, CI. D8—00.

Price. John H. : See—
Diedrich. Donald F.. and Price. 233.340.

Radke. Donald G.. to Allied Chemical Corp. Combined automo-
bile seat and recessed seat belt buckle. 233,283. 10-22-74,
Cl. D(;—4s.

Raymer. Robert S. Drinking glass. 233,297, 10-22-74, CI.
D7— 6.

Rehrig, Houst(jn. Bread tray. 233.373, 10-22-74, Cl. D87— 1.

Itepadco Inc. : Sec—
Yordon, Leonard M. 233.304.

Rilev. Charle- : Set—
Shearin, Hubert S.. and Rilev. 233,279.

Rochford. Paul E.. and L. P. Meilyn. to (ieneral Electric Co.
Guide light. 233.3t;;{. 10-22-74. Cl. I)48--20.

Rosen. Irving .M.. to The Pace Collection Inc. Cabinet. 233,-
2'.f2. lo-L'2-74. CI. D6~167.

Rosen. Irving .M.. to The Pace Collection. Inc. Table. 233,293,
lo-iij 74, Cl. D(i—17o.

Rosen. Zi\a (J. : See—
Burke. Jacob B.. and Rosen. 233,356.

Rudl.ilT, Harold : see -

Moherly. Paul E,. ami Kudlaflf. 233,318.
SKF .Xova AB : .Sec

Ash.M-u'. Sture L. 233.329.
Saiulidge. Christopher (".. to Slierwood, Sue. Candle display

box. -33.29.".. 10-22-74. Cl. DG—189.
S.ansiii Electric Co.. Lt<l. : See—

-Mukai. Hitoshi, 233,34s.
Schachner. Leon:ird. to Xerox Corp. Microfilm xerographic ma-

chin.. 2.;:;.369. 10-22-74. Cl. D61— 1.

Schaiitz. Francis W. : See—
Schantz. Francis \V. 233.322.

Scliantz, Fr.nicis W.. to Sc aiitz. Francis W. : mesne. Trailer
.1 -cniblv. 233.322. 10-22-74. Cl. D12--97.

S(dierer. Xancv A., to Cannon Mills Co. Textile fabric. 233.-
.;7<;. 10 22-74. Cl. J 192 1.

Scjimpf. Alfred, to II. Heer & Cie. Tripod. 233,368. 10-22-74.
Cl. litll— 1.

Sco!i. I (eliner 1). : Sre -

Clary. Henry J., and Scott. 233.328.
Scott. Uo' crt K.. to .\lba Hon,..e. Inc. Cross pendants or the

like. 2.;::..:62. 10-22 74. D4.")--16.
Shearin. Hubert S.. and C. Rilev. to Manual Arts Furniture

Co. Ad.iustable organ bench. 233.279. 10-22-74. Cl. D6--32.
Slier\> iiofi. S e ; ,s'< r

S.indilge. Christopher C. 233.295.
Shiina, Iwao : Sre—

Hanaoka. Kaneko. ami Shiina. 233.3.30,
1 ail .'Ka, ineko, .iiid Shiina. 233..•;31.
Il.iinoka, Kaneko, an<I Shiina. 233.332.

Sienien-; .\ktien!.'e-('ll-chaf t : Ser—
Krjimer. Herbert, and Kao. 233.351.

... a. . .v.io. _.!-.. .{."»2.

Singer ' 'o., Tho
: Srr

Smitli. Randel P.. and Collier. 233.378.
Sk'iriM.iii, .lo'in S,. to .M;il::;ird Corp. Electric intruder alarm,

2:;:;,:;i9, 10-22 74, CI, Dio -lor,.

Sm.ajd. Carl F.. to I'nirov.il. Inc. Pneumatic tire tread and
buttress. 2:'.3.32.". 10 22 74. Cl. D12— 147.

Smith. Garv W. II. .Mercliandi-e displav stand. 233.287. 10-
•.'2 74. Cf. Im; 85.

Smith. Garv W. H. Merchandise displav stand. 233.290, 10-
22-74. Cl. DO—145.

Siiiiti. Randel P.. anil J. R. Collier, to The Singer Co. Tufting
iiKHdiine hook. 233.:;7s. 10-22-74. CI. D92— 15.

Stow Mf- Co. : Srr—
P.ayciir.i. T>onaM. 2.';3.:507.

Sveiisson. .\ssar. Track slioe for an endless belt for track-
1.1 ver-. 2:;:;. 320. 10-22-74. CI. D12— 60.

Swinirline Inc.. mesne: srr-
Power. Jo^m J. 23:;. 306.

T.ivleir. William II. T. Brew keg with base. 233.299, 10-22-
74. CI. D7 61.

Tavleiir. Willi 11:1 H, T. P.r.'W keg. 23::. 300. 10-22 74. Cl. T)7

—

•;i.

TechnoloL'y .Nssociates. Inc. : Srr—
Gcddnian. IMw.ird J. 2.".3.275.

Toniioka. Shigeiiori. to J.ap.-in Metals A: Chemicals Co.. I,td-

Re.-ord niaver. 2:;:!.:;65. 10-22-74. (^I. D56 - 4.

Triilair Industries : Sre—
Myers Dean. 233.343.

Trovin>:er. Evelvn F. Sandwich toast press. 233.302. 10-22
74. D7 99.

Turner. Lloyd S. and D. (5. Vaugh.an. to Barnes Hind Ding-
nosiics. IiK'. Di-i>ensing container for medicaments or the
like. 233. .513. 10-22 74. Cl. DO—2.

Turnrr. Llovd S. and D. G. Vaugh.in. to Barnes-Hind Diag-
nostics Inc. Dispensing container for medii-aments or the
like. 233.314. 10-22-74. Cl. D9 2.

Turtle'-. Llovd S.. .•uid D. (;. V.iuL'han. to B inies JJind Ding-
Tiostics Inc. Disiiensing contaln«'r for iiieilic'.-inients or the

like. 233.315. 10-22-74. Cl. DO -2.

I'niroval. Inc. : Srr
S-nnd. Carl F. 23:5.325.

Vizina. Clarence H.. Jr. 233.323.
Vizina. Clarence H.. Jr. 2.33.-324.

Cpiohn Co.. Tile : Srr
M.iberly. P.iul E.. and RudlaflF. 233.318.

Van Tfeisiren. Herbert H. : Srr
Kruniholz. Jerr<dd J., and Van ReisL'en. 233.3.53.

Knimholz. Jerrold J., and Van TteisLren, 233.354,^
Krnnihol/, .Terrold J., and \';in Reisgen, 233.357.
Krumlndz. Jerrold J., and Van Reisgen. 233.:559.
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Vaughan, Daniel G. : See—

Turner, Lloyd S., and Vaughan. 233,313.
Turner, Lloyd S., and Vaughan. 233,314.
Turner, Lloyd S., and Vaughan. 233,315.

Victor Comptometer Corp. : See

—

Krumholz, Jerrold J., Van Reisgen, and Happe. 233,353.
Krumholz, Jerrold J., Van Reisgen, and Happe. 233,354.
Krumholz, Jerrold J., Van Reisgen, and Happe. 233,357.

„. ,
I^rumnolz Jerrold J., Van Reisgen. and Happe. 233,359.

VIdemark, Christian : See

—

Holt, VIdemark, and Christiansen. 233,344.
\ izina, Clarence IL, Jr., to Uniroyal, Inc. Pneumatic tire tread
and buttress. 233,323, 10-22-74, Cl. D12—142.

Vizlna Clarence H., Jr., to Uniroyal, Inc. Pneumatic tire tread
and buttress. 233,324. 10-22-74. Cl. D12—143.

Waldo, Russell W., to Ideal Security Hardware Corp.
bolt deadlock. 233,309, 10-22-74, Cl. D8—132.

Walker Crosweller & Co., Ltd. : See

—

Arbon, Dennis C. 233,341.
Webcraft Packaging, Inc. : See—

Katz. Robert E. 233,335.

Cross-

jye^ls, Andy J. Xecktie. 233,276, 10-22-74 Cl D2— ^=i1

'278To-o?-S'^Cl a°1^2'"""'
'*"'°« and ganre'table'-233,-

"""S^Ss^ikli^i^f Ben^^Akt^ngesellschaft. Automo-
Wllkey, Frank, Jr. : See—

Kneale, Collan B., and Wilkey. 233,345.

''\&^?!^3,Si.%S!^^'2?^'^S. ^'^"^^^'^^^ ^^°^^

Winrow, Thomas. Seat. 233,284, 10-22-74, Cl.

^^
Dlli-^l'*'^'^

'^' ^'"'''''"^' structure. 233,334,

Woodward, Hilly G. : See
Court, Jules A., and Woodward. 233 342

Xerox Corp. : See—
Schachner, Leonard. 233,369.

^'"Sr'lO-St Cl." m^llT'"''''-
^'"^'•- receptacle. 233,-

""'S'lO-ifo-S, Cl. m9^'4'^^'"*'"^^^^
apparatus. 233,-

D6—62.

10-22-74, Cl.

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED OCTOBER 22, 1974

Note.— First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

61

132

157

237

67A
78

180

226
263

81R
109

200R
237
340
343

348WB
353.1

CLASS 2

3,842.434
3,842.435
3,842,436
3,842,437

3,842,438

CLASS 3

3,842,439
3,842.440
3.842,441

3,842,442

3,842,443

CLASS 4
3,842,444

3.842.445
3,842,446

3,842,447
3,842,448

CLASS 5

3,842.449

3,842.450
3,842,45!

3.842.452

3,842.453
3,842.454

3,842.455
3,842.456

5.6

IL

21A
94.21

141

169

CLASS 6
3,842,457

CLASS 7

3.842,458

CLASS 8

3,843,318

3,843,319
3,843.320
3,843.321

3.843,322

CLASS 15

48 3,842.459
250.27 3,842.460
326 3,842,461

CLASS 16

3,842.462
3,842.463

CLASS 17

3.842,464

94R
142

25

163

230B

230R
259

260
270.5

277C
2K8B
301SP

IIF

131C

CLASS 19

3,84: ,465

CLASS 23
3,843,323
3.843,324

3.843.325
3,843.326

3,843,327
3.843.328
3.843.329
3,843,330

3,843,3 31

CLASS 24
3.842,466

3,842,467

CLASS 28
.4 3,84: ,468

CLASS
25.11

98
125

148.4A
149. 5C
157 3A
159R
183

191

191 2

194

200B
200D
203B
423

434
447
450
469
470.1

29
3,842,469
3,842.470
3,842,471
3,842,472
3,842,473

3,842,474
3,842.475

3,843.332
3,843.333
3,843,334
3,843.335
3.842.476
3,842.477
3,842.478
3,842.479
3,842.480
3,842.481

3,842.482
3,842.483
3,842,484
3.842.485

481

503
527.6
575
578
580
588
596
603
620
624
628

3,842,486
3,842,487

3,842,488
3,842.489

3,842,490

3,842,491
3,842,492

3,842.493
3,842,494

3.842.495
3,842.496
3,842,497

CLASS 30
43.92 3,842,498
50 3,842,499
124 3,842,500
286 3,842,501
346.58 3.842,502

CLASS 32
3,842,503

3,842,504

3,842,505

I4A
27

63

IB

134R
157

180R

277
366
367
379

CLASS 33
3,842,506
3,842,507

3,842,508

3,842,509

3,842,510

3,842,511

3,842,512
3,842,513
3,842,514

CLASS 34
9 3,842,515

170 3,842,516

CLASS 35
19A 3,842.517

CLASS 36
2.5AL 3,842,518

44
74

57
195

65
145

159

lA
75B

3.842,519
3,842,520

CLASS 37
3.842,521

3,842,522

CLASS 40
3.842,523
3,842,524

3,842.525

CLASS 42
3,842,526
3,842,527

CLASS 43
43.13 3,842,528
44 99 3,842,529
54.5A 3,842,530

CLASS 44
25 3,843,336
63 3,843,337

CLASS 46
41 3,842,531

202 3,842,532

CLASS 47
3,842.533
3,842,534

3.842,535
3,842,536
3,842,537
3.842,538
3,842,539

CLASS 48
3,843.338

3,843,339

CLASS 49
3.842,540
3,842,541
3,842,542

CLASS 51
3,842.543
3,842,544

3,842,545
3.842.546
3,842,547
3,842,548
3.842.549

1

37
58

180C
197R

181

227
386

5

129

165.71

288
334
392

2

127
174
175

235
238
239
293
301
309
468
484
583
645
716

747

CLASS 52
3,842,550

3,842.551

3,842,552
3,842,553
3,842,554
3,842,555
3,842,556

3,842,558
3,842,557

3,842,559
3,842,560
3,842,561

3,842,562
3,842,563
3,842,564
3,842,565

3,842,566

CLASS 53
7

21FW
26
35
37

42
186

198R

3,842,567

3,842,568

3,842,570
3,842,573
3,842,569
3,842,574
3,842,571

3,842,572

CLASS 56
307 3,842,575

CLASS 57
IR 3.842,576

34HS 3,842,578
34R 3.842,577

3,842,579

3,842.580

3,84J.581
3,84i.582
3,842,583

3,842.584

77.3

77.4

140R
146

23A
23R
288
50R
58
77

115

CLASS 58
3.842,586
3,842.585
3.842,588

3,842,589
3,842,590
3,842,591

3,842,592

CLASS 60
39.28R 3,842,594
39.36
39.66

226R
259
273
276
326
327
416
563
671
678

38
46
53.52
53.6

63
70
72.1

3,842,595
3,842,596
3,842.597
3,842,598
3,842,599

3,842,600
3,842,601

3.842,602
3,842,603
3,842,604
3,842,593
3,842,605

CLASS 6!

3.84

50
56

171

225
294
490

23.5

30C
32F

21

22
30
33
65A

606
3.842,607
3,842,608

3,842,609
3,842,610
3,842.611
3,842,612

CLASS 62
3,842,613
3,842,614

3,842.615
3,842,616
3,842,617

3,842,618

CLASS 64
3,842.619
3.842.620
3,842.621

CLASS 65
3.843,340
3.843,341
3,843,342
3,843,343
3,843,344
3,843.345

SOB
64
82R
87

123

151

193

264

67

92

56
63
70
90
142

177

208

239

250
263

286
342
344
354
383
391

409
451
454

3,843,346

CLASS 66
3,842,622

3,842,623

3,842,624
3,842,625
3,842,626

3,842,627
3,842,628

CLASS 70
3,842,629

CLASS 71

3,843,347

3,843,348

CLASS 72
3,842,630
3,842,631

3,842,632
3,842,633

3,842,634

3,842,647

3,842,635

3,842,636
3,842,638

3,842,639
3,842,640
3,842,641

3.842,642

3,842,643
3,842,644

3,842.645
3,842,646
3,842,648
3,842,649

3,842,650
3,842,651

3,842,652

CLASS
15 6

32R
32
37.5

37.9

40.7

61. IC
67.1

67.2

88R
93
141AB
141A
159

193R
194F
209
253
313
362AR
363.9
384
421.5A
421. 5R
423A
425.4P
505
509

73
3,842,654

3.842,656
3,842,655
3,842,657

3.842,658
3,842,659
3,842,660
3,842,661

3,842,662
3,842,663

3,842,664
3,842,665
3,842,667
3,842,666

3,842,668
3,842,669
3,842,670

3,842,671
3,842,672
3,842,673
3,842.674
3,842,675
3,842,676

3,842,678
3,842,677
3,842,679
3,842,680
3,842,68:

3,842,682

CLASS 74
10.41

217B
217C
230. 17M
424.8A
469
479
594.6
625
768
786
864
867
876
878

3,842,683
3,842,684
3,842,685

3,842,637
3.842,686

3,842.687
3.842,689

3.842,688
3.842,690
3,842,691

3,842,692
3.842.693
3.842.694

3,842.695

3,842.653

CLASS 75
.5BA 3,843,349
.5R 3,843,350

lOR 3,843.351

20F
52
67

130A
146
147

171

222

425R

2E

88
157

743

3.843.352
3,843.353

3,843,354
3,843.355

3,843,356

3,843.357
3,843.358

3.843.359

3,843.360

CLASS 81

3,842,696

CLASS 82
3,842,697

CLASS 83
3,842,698
3,842,699

3,842,700

CLASS 84
1.01

1.03

1.27

267
297S
400
474
485

3,842,702
3,842,701

3.842,703

3,842,704
3,842,705

3,842,706

3,842,707
3,842,708

CLASS 85
5 3,842,709

37 3,842,710

CLASS 89
1.87 3,842.711

CLASS 90
lie 3,842,713
IID 3,842.712

CLASS 91
459 3,842,714

CLASS 92
31 3,842,715
63 3,842,716
162R 3.842,717
171 3,842,718

CLASS 93
93M 3,842.719

CLASS 96
1.4 3.843.361

38.3 3.843.362
48R 3.843,363
50R 3,843,364
55 3,843,365

3,843,366
56 3.843,367
67 3,843,368
74 3,843.369
77 3.843,370
84R 3,843,371

101 Re.28,208
109 3,843.372
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141

161 L'D

201

217

227

232
235

CLASS
4

49

50

222
326
408
637
638

I

3

52B
106

3.843,391

3,843,396

3,843,397

3,843,398

3,843,399

3,843,405

3,843,400

3,843,401

3,843,402

3,843,403

3,843,404

18

3,842,793
3,842,794

3,842,795
3,842,796
3.842,797

3.842,798
3,842,799
3,842,800
3,842.801

CLASS 119
3,842,802

3,842,803
3,842,804
3.842,805
3,842,806

CLASS 122
225R

CLASS
25P
32AE
32EA
32R
75RC
119A
119R
14UR
148E

3,842,807

123
3.842,808

3.842.809
3.842.811

3.842.810
3.842.812
3.842.814

3.842,813
3.842,815

3,842,816
3,842,817

169MG 3,842,818

3,842.819

CLASS 126
IIOR 3.842.820
125 3.842.821

CLASS 127
27 3.843,406

CLASS 128
2R 3.842.82:

66 3.842,K23
92BA 3.842.824
92BB 3.842,825
130 3,842.826
131 3.842.827
145.8 3.842.828
152 3.842.829
155 3.842.8 30

3.842.831
169 3.842.832
194 3.842,833

' 245 3.842.8 34
260 3.842.835
272 3.842.836
284 3.842.8 37

3.842.838
312 3.842.8 39
334R 3.842.840
419P 3.842.842

3.842.843
4I9R 3.842.841
422 .VX42.844

CLASS 131
2 3,842.845

140P 3.842.846

CLASS 132
7 3.84:.X47

3.842.84K
46R 3.842.849
84A 3.842.851
84B 3.842.850

CLASS 134
6 3.843.407

24 3.843.408
34 3.843.409

CLASS 136
55 3.843.4 12

86A 3.843.4 13

86R 3.843.4 10

I35S 3.843.411
156 3.843.414

CLASS 137
39 3.842.852
75 3.842.853
77 3.842.854
85 3.842.855
179 3.842.856
242 3.842.857
458 3,842.858
504 3,842.859
596 17 3.842.860
628 3.842.861
814 3.842.862

CLASS 138
30 3,842,863
93 3,842,864
121 3,842,865
128 3,842,866

CLASS 139
122N 3,842,867
134 3.842,868
188 3,842,869

CLASS 141

286 3,842.870

CLASS 144
2N 3.842.871
3D 3.842,872

218 3,842,873
309R 3,842,874

CLASS 145
50C 3,842.875

CLASS 148
2 3.843.415

11. 5R
12

12.7

16.5

31.55

32
111

120
187

19

1

3.843.416
3,843.417

3.843.423
3.843.418
3.843.419
3.843.420
3.843.421

3.843.422

3.843.424

3.843.425

CLASS 149
2 3.843.426

CLASS 150
5R 3.842.876

CLASS 151
I4R 3.842,877
21C 3.842.878

CLASS 152
209R 3.842.879

210 3.842.880
213A 3.842.881
352 3.842.882
354 3.842.883
361R 3.842.884

3.842.885

3.842.886

3.842.887

CLASS 156
3.843.427
3.843.428

3.843.430
3.X4 3.4 31

3.843.429
3.843.432
3,S43.433

3.843.434
3.843.435
3.843.436
3.S43.437

3.843.438
3.843.485
3.843.486
3,X43.487
3.843.484
3.843.4X2
3.X43.440

3.843.4X3
3.843,439

CLASS 159
4CC 3.842.888

CLASS 160
26 3.842.XX9

3.842.890
35 3.842.891
133 3.X42.892

CLASS 161
4 3.843.474

3.843.475
112 3.843.476
125 3.843.477
164 3.843.478
165 3.843.479
167 3.X43.480
190 3.843.4X1
199 3.843.472

CLASS 162
17 3.843.468
40 3.X43,473

273 3.843.469
343 3.843.470

CLASS 164
4 3.842.893

3. 842.894
49 3.842,895
86 3.842.896

252 3.842.897

3.842.898
253 3.842.899
326 3,842.900

CLASS 165
2 3.842.901

370

3

7

20
62.2

69
72
73

no
143

148
219
244
251

297
334
335
350
354
380
523

51

122

145

155

172
249
268
275

305R
307

314
315

3,842,902
3,842,903
3,842,904

CLASS 166
3,842,905

3.842.906
3.842.907

3,842.908

3,842,909

3,842.910
3,842,911

3,842,912

3,842.913
3.842.914

CLASS 171

3.842 ,915

CLASS
53
90

CLASS
36
I02D
116
151

153G

CLASS
4

4.54

299
374

CLASS
36R

CLASS
1

163

184

248

CLASS
5 8R
6

7.1

7.92

58A

CLASS
U
5P
6E
15BS
16F
18FG
99
100.11

100.4ST
100 4M
175 3R

CLASS
8R

11

26R
82C
91

103

173

3.842.916
3.842.917

174

3.843.829
3.843.830
3.843.831

3.843.832
3.843.833

175

3.842.918
3.842.919
3,842,920
3,842,921

176

3,843,471

177
3,842,922
3,842.923
3.842.924
3.842.925

178
3.843.838

3,843.839

3.843.837
3.843.835
3.843.834

179
3.843.840
3.843,841

3,843,842
3,843,843
3.843.844

3.843.849

3.843,845
3,843,847

3.843.850
3.843.846
3.843.X4X

180
3.842,926
3,842,927

3,842.928
3.842.929
3.842.930

3.842.931

CLASS 181

33HB 3.842.941
33A 3.842.942
50 3.842,932

3.842.940

CLASS 182
2 3.H42.933

37 3.842.934
81 3.842.935
129 3.842.936

CLASS 184
6.3 3.842.937
6.5 3.842.938

39 3. 84 2.9 39

CLASS 187
28 3.842.943
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PI 56 GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS

ly

:(i

21

23

24

3,X43,216
3.843.273

3,843,274

3.843,280

3,843,286

3,843,247

3,843,300
3.843,328

3,843,330

3,843,433
3,843,434

3.843.442
3.843.454

3,843.461

3.843,474

3,843,521
3,843,560

3,843,561
3,843,574

3,843.598
3.843.549
3.843.646
3.843.657

3.843,660

3,843,717

3,843,764
3,843,771

3,843,783

3,843.802
3.843.808

3.843.820
3,843,821

3,843,838

3,843,849
3,843,908
3,843,946

3,843,958

3,842,451

3,842,574

3,842,683
3,842,694
3,842,701

3,842,706
3,842.709
3.842.75*1

3.842.827
3.842.838
3.843.028

3.843.039
3.84 3.04 2

3.843,054
3,843,178

3,843.222
3,843,452
3,84 3,45 3

3,843,456
3.84 3,48 7

3.84 3.544

3,843,607
3,84 3,640
3.843.h42

3.84 3,658

3,843,682
3.843.784

3.843.807

3,843.831
3,843.84^
3,84 3.924

3.842,97 1

3,842,985
3.843,154

3.842.M5
3.842,7I^
3.842,730
3.842,7 31

3.842.732
3.842.9 15

3,843,003
3,843,023
3,843,041

3,843,490

3,842,526
3,842,540

3,842,542
3,842.946
3.842.978
3.843.066
3.843.06 7

3,843,862
3.843,863

3,842,619
3,842,785

3.843,385
3,84 3,69 2

3,843.698
3.843.71 1

3.842,674
3.843.224
3.842.489

3.842.789
3.842.851

3.842.961

3.843.156
3.843.157
3.843.185

3.843.238

2^

27

3.843.261
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PATENT OFFICE NOTICES

Patent Suits

Xotices under 35 U.S.C. 290; Patent Act of 1952

3,647,590, C. A. Anderson, Jr., HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR,
filed Sept. 21, 1972, D.C., X.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 72c2S54.
Advanced Hydraulics, Inc. v. Hystcr Company. Enter order
on stipulation motion to dismiss complaint and counterclaim
with prejudice granted, Mar. 26, 1974.

2,809,100, G. J. Krasl, COMBUSTIOX ANALYZER, filed

Mar. 27, 1974. D.C., W.D. Mich. (Grand Rapids), Doc' K74-
106 CAB, Leco Corporation v. Philip Cicero, doing hii.^incs.^

ax Cicero Scientific Glas.s.

3,859,949, J. .1. Willard, FORWARD DISCHARGING TRAN-
SIT CONCRETE MIXER, filed Apr. 5. 1974, D.C.. N.D. Ind.
(Fort Wayne). Doc. F 74-35, R. W. Hims, trustee and R. W.
Sim.<i Trust v. Irving Ready-Mix, Inc., Advance Mixers, Inc.
and Irving Materials, Inc.

3,002,615, J. H. Lemelson, EXTRUSION APPARATUS;
3,252,181, J. Hureau, APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION
OF PROFILED PIECES SHOWING A LACUNAR OR RETIC-
ULATED STRUCTURE; 3.349.434, same. EXTRUSIOX OF
ARTICLES WITH RIBBED FULL WALLS ; 3,381,337. same.
APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTIOX OF PROFILED
PIECES SHOWIXG A LACUNAR OR RETICULATED
STRUCTURE

; 3,384,692. Gait and Lundsager, METHOD FOR
PRODICIXG SQUARE-MESH XET STRUCTURE ; 3,496,96.5,

.1. Hureau, EXTRUDED PLASTIC TUBULAR STRUCTURE
HAVING A RECTANGULAR MESH APERTURED WALL;
3,.'557,403, J. H. Lemelson, COMPOSITE EXTRUSION APPA-
RATUS AND METHOD; 3,.587,281. same, EXTRUSION DIE
APPARATUS

: Re. 23,570, same, EXTRUSIOX APPA-
RATUS, filed Jan. 10. 1974, D.C. Minn. (Minneapolis). Doc.
•1-74-C-20, Conued Corporation v. Xortene S..4. ct al.

3,134,583, R. W. Wilson, APPARATUS FOR BULK CURIX(;
TOBACCO

; 3,244,44.5, same, APPARATUS FOR SUPPORTING
TOBACCO LEAVES IX BULK FORM FOR CURIXG, filed
Apr. 1, 1974. D.C, M.D. Fla. (Jacksonville), Doc. 74-221-C-
J-T, Powell Manufacturing Company. Inc. v. Live Oak Gas
Company.

3,183,529, G. Beuchat. SWIMMER'S FOOT-FIX WITH
THRUST-ACCELERATING DEVICE ; .3,60.3,.'?06, R. J. Bonin.
Jr.. SNORKEL, filed July 3, 1973, D.C. CD. Calif. (Los An-
geles), Doc. 7.3-1261-LTL. U.S. Divers Company v. Under
Sea Industries. Filed plaintiff's notice of dismissal with preju-
dice entered Dec. 5, 1973.

3,244.443. (See 3.134.583.)

3.232,181. (See 3.002.615.)

3,349,434. (See 3,002,615.)

3,381,337. (See 3.002,615.)

3,384,692. (See 3.002.615.)

3,462,198, G. R. Onufor. BALAXCER FOR ROTATIXG
BODY

: 3,.581.782. same, VAPOR EMISSION CONTROL SYS-
TEM, filed Feb. 9. 1973. D.C, E.D. Mich. (Detroit), Doc.
39650, Russell, Burdsall d Ward Bolt d Nut Co. v. Geo. R.
Onufer.

3,496,965. (.See 3.002,615.)

3,530,887. P. E. Stratman, QUICK DISCONNECT COU-
PLING

: .3.«46,964, same, COUPLIXG DEVICE FOR PERMIT
TIXG COUPLIXG UXDER TRAPPED PRESSURE- Re
27.633. L. A. Kopaska. COUPLIXG DEVICE, filed \pr 5
1974, D.C. W.D. Pa. (Erie), Doc. CA. 74-0026, Parker-Han-
niftn Corporation v. SnapTite, Inc.

.%5.57.403. (.See 3,002,615.)

3,581,782. (See 3,462,198.)

3,603,306. (See 3,183.529.)

3,638,836, C. W. Vickers III. COMBINED FLASHLIGHT
AND CHEMICAL EXPELLING DEVICE, filed June 28, 1973
D.C, M.D. Fla. (Jacksonville), Doc. 73-511-C-J-T, Perry
Roaemhloom, Jr. v. Central Florida Merchandise Mart, Inc.

1780

3,646.964. (See 3,530,887.)

3.639.284, W. T. Rusch, TELEVISION GAMING APPARA-
TU.S

: 2,659.285, Baer, Rusch and Harrison, TELEVISION
<;AMING apparatus and method, nied Apr. 15, 1974,
D.C, N.D. 111. (Chicago), Doc. 74cl030, The Magnavox Com-
pany V. Bally Manufacturing Company ct al.

3.659.285. (See 3,6.59,284.)

3,672,256, W. 15. Kosmowski, CENTRIFUGAL CHUCK DE-
VICE

: 3,687,467, same. COLLET: 3,79.5,435, same, MACHINE
TOOL HAVING CENTRIFUCJALLY ACTUATED COLLET,
filed Mar. 26, 1974, D.C, CD. Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. CV-
"1-7S7-R. Digital Systems, Inc. v. .Advanced Controls Corp.
ct al.

.3,683,463, Siefer and Bryant, INTERSTACK BRIDGE AND
SHORE FOR CARiiO CONTAINERS, filed Sept. 14, 1973,
D.C, X.D. Calif. (San Francisco), Doc. C73-1639 RHS, Paul
E. Sicfcr and Claudis Bryant v. American President Lines and
Vulcan Steel Foundry. Final judgment in favor of defendant
and counterclalmants, patent has not been infringed by de-
fendants, Apr. 4, 1974.

3,687,467. (See 3,672.2."i6.)

:5.795,455. (See 3.672,256.)

Re. 2.5.570. (See 3.002.615.)

Re. 27.462, J. Gutierrez, SELF-ACTUATIXG RECORD
HOLDING APPARATUS; D. 22.5,097, same, PHONOGRAPH
RECORD HOLDER, filed Mar. 26, 1973. D.C. Minn. (Min-
neapolis), Doc. 4-73-C-17S. Julian Gutierrez v. K-Trl Inter-
national, Inc.

Re. 27,633. (See 3..5.30.S.<57.)

1). 22.5,097. (See Re. 27.462.)

2,6.58.742. Suter and Ruff, CATALYTIC FUME INCINERA-
TION

; 2.270.494, same. PROCESS OF PREPARINii CATA-
LYTIC ELEMENTS, filed July 9, 1971, D.C, N.D. 111. (Chi-
cago). Doc. 71ftl663, Universal Oil Products Co. v. Catalytic
Products Intl. et al. Action Including the complaint and coun-
terclaim Is hereby dismissed with prejudice, Aug. 17. 1971.

2,720,494. (See 2,6,"jS.742.)

•2,811,069, A. H. Faulkner, ELECTRICAL MUSICAL IN-
STRUMENT, filed Jan. 17. 1973, D.C, N.D. III. (Chicago),
Doc. 73cl37, .Alfred II. Faulkner v. Thomas Organ Co.

2,864,990, A. D. Hill, AUTOMATIC PILOT ; 2,973,413, same,
COMPASS SUSPENSION FOR AUTOMATIC PILOT; 3,018.-
750. same, MERCURY SWITCH CONTROL FOR ELECTRI-
CALLY GOVERNED RUDDER, filed Apr. 2. 1974, D.C, CD.
Calif. (Los Angeles), Doc. C-74-S69-JWC. Ann M. Hill v.

Robert Baltierra.

2,907.407, Engle and Swanton, Jr., FILTER CONSTRUC-
TION; .3.68.5..3.5.5, K. W. De Baun, AIR MONITORING SYS-
TEM, filed May 8, 1974, D.C, N.D. Calif. (San Francisco),
Doc. C-74-09S7 CBR, .4i/- Monitor and Servodyne Corp. v.

Cambridge Filter Corp., Air Filter Control Inc., et al.

2,973,413. (See 2,864,990.)

2,983.24.5. R. P. Maloof, PROPELLER FAN ; Reff. No. 788.-
738 (TROPIC BREEZE), National Frost Protection Co., Inc.,
filed Apr. 9, 1974, D.C. E.D. Wash. (Spokane), Doc. C-74-
86, SSP Agricultural Equipment, Inc. v. Orchard-Rite Ltd.

3,018,750. (See 2,864,990.)

3,0.52,319. R. K. Swanson, CANTILEVER SHOPPING CART
AND COUNTER ASSEMBLY; 3.517,773, same, CHECK-OUT
SYSTEM AND COUNTER FOR USE WITH CANTILEVER
SHOPPING CART, filed Oct. 27, 1970, D.C, W.D. Okla.
(Oklahoma City), Doc. 70-530-C, Russell K. Sxcanson and
United Steel <€ Wire Company v. Folding Carrier Corpora-
tion. Judgment entered May 22, 1972 reversed and cause re-
manded. Plaintiff is owner of patent and defendant Is per-
manently enjoined from infringing said patent during re-
maining term thereof, Dec. 12, 1973.
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3,178,781, Masi and Diprinzlo, deceased, by Antonetta M.

Diprinzlo, executrix, FOUNDRY MACHINES; 3.417.811, A.

Masi, MATCHPLATE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY ; 3,695,338, same,

MOLDING MACHINE, filed Mar. 14, 1973, D.C, W.D. Pa.

(Erie), Doc. CA. 27-73, Anthony S. Masi v. Harrison Ma-

chine Company. Case marked settled and discontinued with

prejudice, Mar. 19, 1974.

3,250,205, R. R. Lambert, STRIP-TYPE AIR DIFFUSER

;

3.406,623, same, PLENUM AIR DIFFUSER ASSEMBLY, filed

May 7, 1974, D.C, W.D. Mo. (Kansas City), Doc. 74CV-

224-W-2, Wehr Corporation v. Tempmaster Corporation.

3,377,626, R. E. Smith, INSULATED GOGGLES, filed Mar.

15, 1974, D.C. Idaho (Boise), Doc. C-1-74-40, Robert E.

Smith and Smith Goggle Co., Inc. v. Scott USA Inc. and Kings-

ford Company.

3,406,623. (See 3,250,205.)

3,417,811. (See 3,178,781.)

3,492,014. K. Von Besser, SAFETY SKI BINDING ;
Re. 27,-

991, same, filed Apr. 30, 1974, D.C, N.D. Calif. (San Fran-

cisco), Doc. C-74-0922 SAW, Saska Sports Induatries. Inc.

v. Safety System,a, Inc.

3,517,773. (See 3,052,319.)

3,552,154, B. G. Lesley, KNIT FABRIC, filed Mar. 28, 1972,

D.C, W.D.N.C. (Statesville), Doc. ST-C-72-10, Deering Mil-

liken Research Corporation v. Beaunit Corporation. Memo-

randum of decision—It's ordered, adjudged and decreed that

each and every claim of U.S. patent is valid and infringed by

defendant. A separate trial on the issues of the relief prayed

for by plaintiff is scheduled, May 13, 1974.

3,611,444, C. T. Rector, DETACHABLE POCKET FOR
WEARING APPAREL; 3,643,264, same, UNDERWATER
DIVING GARMENT CONSTRUCTION, filed Sept. 10, 1973,

D.C, W.D. Wash. (Seattle), Doc. 545-73C2, Carl T. Rector

V. Imperial Manufacturing Company and James E. Hill. Stip

ulation of partial dismissal of patent filed Apr. 22, 1974.

3,643,264. (See 3,611,444.)

3,685,355. (See 8,907,407.)

3,695,338. (See 3,178,781.)

3.730,937, Boggs and Miller, ELASTOMERIC CORROSION-
INHIBITING COATING AND SEALING MATERIAL, filed

Apr. 24, 1974, D.C. Del. (Wilmington), Doc. 74-81, Products

Research dc Chemical Corporation v. Teledyne, Inc.

3,736,879. J. E. Anderson, BALLAST TAMPER BLADE,
filed Apr. 25, 1974, D.C. Nev. (Reno), Doc. R-74-52, Jackson

Vibrators, Inc. v. M.W. Tool Co.

3,780,482, C J. DeLange, PREFABRICATED STRUCTURAL
UNIT AND METHOD, filed May 7, 1974, DC, E.D. Mich.

(Detroit), Doc. 74-71608, Cement Enamel Development, Inc.

v. International Thermoset Co., Ltd. and Sund Construction

Co.

3.783,449, R. C Davis, BULLET-PROOF PROTECTIVE
ARMOR AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME, filed May 7,

1974, D.C, E.D. Mich. (Detroit), Doc. 74-71607, Second

Chance Body Armor Inc. and Richard C. Davis v. Life Shield

Corp. et al.

Re. 27,991. (See 3,492,014.)

Reg. No. 788,738. (See 2,985,245.)
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p.p. 3,574

Re. 27,667
Re. 27,950

Re. 28,060
D. 227,701

D. 232,477
I). 232,49.?

3,365,440

3,508,917

3,518,067

3,562,406

3,581,464

3,610,420

3.627,798

••{.628,846

3.637.752

3,653,622

3.660.344

3.661,867

•{.679,733

3,696,089

3.696,905

3,698,250

3,702,100

3.703,958

3.719.182

3.720,989

.3.721.608

3.725.013

3,725,125

3.725,684

3.733.280

3,735,186

.3.736.775

3.738,336

3.740.210

3.740,809

3.740.985

3.741.626

3.745,009

3,746,645

3.747.487

3.748.322

3.749.960

3.753,294

3.753,864

3.754,008

3.754.215

3.755.320

3.755.413

3.755.452

3.755,955

.{.756.700

3.757.162

•{,759.411

3.759.880

3,760,041

3,760,183

3.760,358

3.761.419

'{,761,576

3.762.254

3.762,850

3.762.928

.3,763,435

.{.764,083

3.764.428

•3.764.471

3.764,986
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3,765,534

3,766,213

3,767,706

3,767,744

3,767,750

3,768,311

3.769,850

3.770.001

3,770,237

3,770,779

3.771,605

3,772,222

3,773,802

3,774,156

.3,775,041

3,775,053

3.775,258

3.775,465

3,777,211

3,777,296

3,777,856

3,778,173

3,778,280

3,778,582

3,778,702

.3,779,776

3,779,984

3.780.126

3,781,219

3.871.278

3.781,326

3.7.81,331

3,781,389

3,781,453

3.781,632

3.782,406

3.782,865

3.783,331

3,783,701

.3,783,796

3,784,110

3,784,360

3,784,519

3.784. .-)49

3,784,612

3.785.092

3.785.356

3.785,580

3.785,583

3.785.820

3.785.834

^.7«5,?40

3,785,914

3.7S6.449

3.786.462

•{.786,792

3.787.299

3.787.420

3,787,458

3.787,659

3,787,761

3,788,667
•{.788,943

3,789,476

3,789,612

3,789,493

3,790.530

.3.790.584

3.790.808

3,791,016

3,791,283

3,791,569

3,792,000

3,792,051

3,792,098

{,792,320

3,792,375

3,793,051

3,793,083
.'{,793,374

3,793,836

3,793,909

:{,794.231

3,794,668

3.795,074

3,795.348

3,795,531

3,795,722

3.795,751

3,796,160

3,796,168

3,796.257

3,796,578

3,796.700

3,797,028

3.797,115

3,797,305

3,797.576

3,797,628

3,797.637

3,797,996

.{.798,329

3,799,219

3,799,434

3,799,920

.3,799,951

3,799,970

3.800,078

3,.800,323

3.800,683

3,800,775

3,800,111

3,801.144

3,801,161

3,.S01,475

3,.S01,573

3,801.967

3,802.389
3..S02.4.->O

3.802.705

3.803,155

3,803,258

•:.80;{.296

3.SO.S..501

3..SO.'{,60S

3.803,823

3.803,975

3.804,145
3,S04,251

3,804,514

3,804,605

3,804,638

3,804,780

3,804,823

3.804,825

3,S05,02S

•{..805.142

3.805,472

3,805,546

3,805,686

3,805,689

3,806,135

3,806,233

3,806.251

3.806,365

3,806,493

3,806,542

3,806,643

3,806,695

3,806,933

3,807,060

3,807,124

.3.807,217

3,807,244

3,807,382

3,807,408

3.807,816

3,807,860

3,808,006

3,808,094
3,.S08,153

3,808,212

3,808,354

3,808.570

3,808,703

3,.809,146

3,.809.270

3,809,382

3„S09,526

3,809,.592

3,809.691

3.809.821

3.S09.S61

3..S09.981

.3.810.006

3,810,008
3.S10,023

3..S1O.025

•{.810.104

3.810.158

3.S10.173

3.S10.693

3.S10.697

3.810,922
3. SI 1.007
3.S1 1.242

3.811.290
•{.8 11..-{98

3,.S11.41«

3.811.450

3.811.467

3.811.543

•{.811.57.S

3.811.600

3..S1 1.602

3.S11..S48

3,812.093
3,S12.110

3,.S12.239

3,813.024

3.,S 18.076

3.813,086

•'{.Si:{.116

3..Sl.-?,353

3.813,590

3.813.909
3.S14.107

3,814,142

3,814,290

3,814,302

3,814,385

3.814.531

3,814,592

3,814.711

3,814,712

3.814,729

3,814,908

3,814,922

.3.815,033

3.815,085

3,815,092

3,815,163

.'{.815,377

.3.815,439

3,815.601

.3,815,623

.3,815,738

3,815,742

3,815,746

3,815,763

3,81.5,821

3,815,983

3,816,068

3,816,077

3,816,142

3,816,187

3,816,188

3,816,.344

3.816,384

3,816,404
3,.S16,476

3,816..533

3,816,575

3.816.644

3.816.674
.!.81 7.021

3,S17,0.{9

3.81 7,1 5.S

3,817.246
3.S17.:{03

3.817.414

3.S17.510

3.817.566
•{..S17.645

3.817.707

•{.SI 7.740

••{.SI 7.890
•I.Sl 7,972

3.817.98;{

3.818.093

3.81S.l.-)2

3.S18.207

3.818.2.37

3.818.319

3.S1S.3S4

3.818,392

3.818.4.50

3,818.463

3.S1S.676

3.818.835

3,819.246

3.819.277

3,819.340

.3.819,.350

3,819..353

3.819.401

3,819,405

3,819,417

3,819,613

3,819,653

3,819,674

3,819,682

3,819,693

.'{.819,700

3,819,716

3,819,770

3,819,786

3,819,872

3,819,948

3,820,041

3,820,06;{

3,820,091

3,.820.115

3,820,241

3,820,407

3,820.4.39

3,820,597

3,820,599

3,820,642

3,820,728

3,820,799

3,820.808

3,820,886

3.820,895

3,820,965

3„S21,036

3,821,093
3.S21.113

3.S21,177

3,S21,195

3.821,198

3.821,211
3.S21.23.^{

3.821.241

3.821,328

3.821.422

.{.821.484

3.821,488

3.821,606

3,821,705

3,821,895
.{.S21.945

.{.N22.004

.{.S22.144

.{.S22.173

3.S22.209

.•{.S22.225

3.S22.248

3.K22,30S

3.S22..'{.-)6

3.822.439
••{.S22.454

3.S22.475

3.822.602

3.822.656

3.822,691

3.822,764
••{.S22,808

3.S22,829

3.822.910

3.823.028

3.823,031

3,823,080

3.823,220

3,823,224

3,823,233

3,823,255

3,823,266

3,823,279

3,823,354

3,823,384

3,823,589

3,823,599

3,823,626

3,823,662

.3,823.741

3.,823.759

3,823,824

3,823,872

.3,823,876

3.823,884

3,823,907

3,823,922

3,824,132

3,824,171

.3,824,173

3,824,233

3,824,401

.3,824,421

3,824,501

3,824,516

3,824.526

3.824,552

3.824,.563

3,824,585

3,824,.594

3,824,604
3,S24,608

3.824.611

3.824.700
3..S24.841

3.S24.843

3.S24.871

3.824,911

3,824,919

3.824.947
••{.S24.957

3.825.046

3.825.076
3.S25,112

3.825.120
•"..S25.269

3,S25,271

3.825.275
3.S25.373

3.S25.516

3,825.523

3.825,654

3.825.689

3.825.741
•'{.S25.747

3.825.792

3.825,818

3.825.867
3.S25.904

3.825.941

3.825.942

3.S25.9S6

3.826,365

3,826,422

3,826,599

3,826,663

3,826.688

3.826.7.36

3,826,779

3,826,942

3,827,026

3,827,034

3,827,229

3,827,247

3,827,296

3.827,366

3,827,.507

3,827,559

3,827,729

3,827,760
.•!,827,890

.{,827,934

3,827,992

3,828,024

3.828.11.1

.•{.828.1.S5 ;

3.S28.204

3.828.2S6

3.828, .321

3.828,345

3,828.536

3.828,564

3.828,621
3,82S,661

3,828,733

3,828,738

3,828,743

3.828.77S

3,82S.796

3,82S,797

3,82S,860

•{,S2S.904

3.S2S,951

3.829.124

3.829.158

3.829.187

3.829.281
3.S29.286

.!,829.293

3.829.410

3.829.411

3.829,505
•'!.S29..-)08

••!.S29.666

3.K29.689

3.829.7.59

3.829.783

3.829. S.*?.*}

3.830,234

3.8;i0.377

3,S.'{0.607

3.s;i0,7OS

3.S.S0.7.30

.•{,830.Si;{

3.830,875

3.8.-?0.941

.•{.8.'{0.946

3.S31.03S

3.S.S1.072

3.S.S1.077

3.831.272

3,831,483

3.831,950

3.832.023

3,8.32,276

3.832,366

3,832.566
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28 212

POLYAMIDES CONTAD^PJC ANTISTATO PO^^^^

OLEFINS HAVING PENDANT POLYOXYALKYL-

Plfrre^Groste^? Ste..Foyles.Lyon, France, assignor to

Societe Rhodiaceta, Paris, France

No Drawing. Original No. 3,64U98, d?ted Feb. 8, 1972

Ser. No. 64,600, Aug. 17, 1970. Appbcation for reissue

June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 367,958

Claims priority, appUcation France, Aug. 22, 19bf,

6928876
Int.Cl.C08g4i/04 erioSmc

IJ S CI 260 857 PG *^iaims

'1* An antistatic and anti-soiling composition compris-

ing a thermoplastic linear polyamide and from about 1

percent to about 10 percent by weight based on the

weight of the total composition of a polyolefin having

pendant polyoxyalkylene chains having an average molec-

ular weight higher than 1000 and consisting essentially of

the repeating structural unit of the formula:

-CHa-CH-CHa-CH-

said alerting signal being of a length ^o endure for a peri-

od of time longer than a cycle of said [signal at said

steady] wlaror m.a«. at said steady state frequency of

vibrator.

28 214
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH MONITORING

APPARATUS
Douglas Edward Maynard, Wentworth,

Stoke Poges Lane, England

Original No. 3,699,947: dated Oct. 24, 1972 Ser No.

162,165, July' 13. 1971, which is a contonua«on.in.p^

of abandoned application Ser. No. 771,192, Oct. 28,

1968. AppUcation for reissue Apr. 25, 1973, Ser. INo.

a^'J'lriority. application Gre^ Britain, Oct. Bl,

1967, 4ii,oUi/o/

Int. CI. A61b 5/04
,. ri«5«i,

U.S. CI. 128-2.1 B ^^ Claims

1 (WV/P

CHj CHj

in-Rj CH-Rj

OR: OR;

wherein Ri is selected from hydrogen and methyl; R2 is

selected from hydrogen, alkly and aryl; and x is an in-

teger of 1 to 600.

28 213

PAGING RECEIVER HAVING CYCLING MASS
ShoIIy Kagan, East Natick, Mass., assignor to Bell &

Howell Company, Chicago, HI.

Original No. 3,623,064, dated Nov. 23, 1971, Ser. No.

766,781, Oct. 11, 1968. Application for reissue Aug.

15, 1973, Ser. No. 388,456
Int. CI. G08b 7100

U.S. CI. 340—311 15 Claims

^^SSBBXBzJ

1. A personal paging device comprising a supporting

structure, sensing means carried by said structure and

responsive to space-transmitted energy for providing an

alerting signal comprising a train of regularly spaced elec-

trical pulses, normally inactive vibrator means for vibrat-

ing said structure, said vibrator means including an eccen-

tric mass supported for cyclic movement and electric mo-

tive means responsive to said alerting signal for driving

said mass through a range of vibrational frequencies

toward a steady-state frequency, each of said pulses in

/?' I—jstcjraj]

1. Apparatus for monitoring electric signals in the

human brain, comprising: « ^ tr. th*. ^scaltj

a pair of electrodes adapted to be fixed to the scalp,

filter means coupled to said electrodes, having a

frequency versus loss characteristic in which loss

decreases with increasing frequency so as to, in

operation, substantially equalize ^^e amphture of

the filter output signals due to random electrical

activitv of the brain, the said decrease m loss with

fncreasel frequency being from a low frequency

designated the lower predetermined frequency, to

a high frequency designated the upper predeter-

mined frequency, the upper and lower predeter-

mined frequencies being below 30 c/s and above

3 c/s, respectively, and loss below the lower pre-

determined frequency, and above the "pper pre-

determined frequency, being greater than the lo^

at the lower and upper predetermined frequencies,

respectively, . ,

amplifying means for amplifying signals which pas

through said filter means, and indicator mearis for

indicating the magnitude of signals from said am-

plifying means.

28 215

TAPF DIVERTING DEVICE IN A TAPE RECORDER
APPARATUS wira DRUM SHIFT DURING TAPE
ENGAGEMENT . . .^ nc

Walter Eibensteiner, Vienna, Austna, assignor to U.S.

Philips Corporation, New York, IS.Y.

Original No. 3,681,539, dated Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No.

56,490, July 20, 1970. Application for reissue Oct.

12, 1972, Ser. No. 296,763 ^ ^ . . ,0^
Claims priority, application Austna, Aug. 4, 1969,

Int. CI. Glib 15166, 23/04

¥TC ri %titi «5 34 Claims

1 In an apparatus for recording and/or playback of

signals having a wide frequency spectrum carried on a

tape carrier accommodated in a cassette, said cassette

1785
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having an opening across which said tape will extend
when not in the operative playback condition, said ap-
paratus comprising a base for supporting thereon said
cassette, a drum having a cylindrical surface supported
on said base adjacent said cassette, said tape being heli-
cally wound thereabout when in an operative position
a tape diverting device movable between an inopera-
tive condition and an operative condition for engaging
and drawing a portion of said tape out of said cassette
and around part of said drum surface in a helical path
said device comprising a support member formed in-
tegrally with said drum and being arranged on said ap-
paratus for pivotal movement about an axis of rotation
which IS parallel to the longitudinal axis of said drum
and offset therefrom, said longitudinal axis of said drum

October 29, 1974

U 35 36

being shifted from a position further from the cassettehan the axis of said supporting member prior to moving
the ape diverting device to the operative condition to apo tion closer to said cassette than the axis of said sup-porting member when said supporting member and drumhave been pivoted about said supporting member axTsand said tape has been wound about the surface of said

suroV?"^ ''J''^' T ^'^ ^"'^^ ^^"d '"^""^^d on saidsupport member said stud projecting through said cas-sette opening when said cassette is placed in a positionon said apparatus for playback, whereby said tape studwin engage .aid tape and draw said tape out of the cassette and wrap said tape about a portion of said drum assaid support member is pivoted about said axis of rotation

hehV f '"i'u 'T ^'" ^' ^°""d '^^^' ^aid drum in ahelical path and into^n operative position for playback

28 216

A„#i. « « SPECTROMETER
»nH°?

Rene Baninger, Willowdale, Ontario, Canada

l566 Ann?'''«^PP'i'^*^°? ^'' No- 559,792, June 231966.^AppI.cation for reissue Jan. 27, 1972, Sen No.

U.S. a. 356-93
'"^•^••GO^i^/^^

1. In a spectrometer having
^'^™*

an entrance slit,

means for dispersing light passing through the en-trance sht to resolve the characteristic spectra of aparticular substance when the characteris^c spec ra

cludinrfn.
'"•''' "^''' ^'^ ^'^P^'-^'"8 "^eans n

imats of T''"^
'"''"' ^°' P'"°^"^'"g ^ set ofimages of the entrance slit corresponding to saidcharacteristic spectra, the slit images being dispersed

."nrfo^c^Van::^'"^"
Of dispersion^nd bei^g^'S

mask means having a plurality of relatively opaqueand transparent regions, said regions being corXtive with the set of slit images correspondfng to thecharacteristic spectra of a particular substanc the

mask means being located in said focal plane, anda photodetector positioned for receiving light which
has passed through the mask means, the photo-
detector producing an output signal proportional to
the intensity of the light shining upon it, the im-
provement comprising: .

c iin

(a) means for cyclically varying the relative
positions of the slit images and the mask means
at a rapid and constant rate of repetition be-
tween a first position wherein the slit images
correlate with said regions of the mask means
and a second position wherein there is a slight
relative displacement, in the said direction of
dispersion, between the slit images and corre-
sponding correlative regions of the mask means,
whereby the intensity of the light passing
through the mask means is cyclically varied

from a maximum in said first position to aminimum in said second position in response
to the varying relative positions of the slit
images and the mask means when the charac-
teristic spectra are present in the light, so that
said output signal of said photodetector is
thereby modulated by an alternating current
signal attributable to the existence of the said
characteristic spectra in the light

(b) means coupled to the photodetector for am-
plifying the said alternating current signal
separate y from other components of the said
output signal, and

(c) means coupled to said amplifiying means for
measuring the level of the amplified alternating
current signal independently of other com-
ponents in the output signal.

28 217a™, with e.^c™^^^^^ variable

U.S. CI. 343-754
'"'•'^'•"'^'»^/^^

r A radio frequency antenna system comprish^g a
"'

flector assembly; a feed element directed toward "he cen-ter of said assembly and spaced therefrom a distancebetween approximately one-half and one-quarter the m^-.mum dimension of said assembly; a ?adio f equTnTy
transmission line connected to said feed element and

t.T \^ connected to antenna utilization apparatussaid assembly comprising a plurality of elemental reflecto;
units each haymg a rectangular horn antenna, an elec-
trically controllable phase control element connected to
said horn antenna by waveguide transmission line to
modify a signal received by said horn antenna, and signal

October 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 1787

reflecting means connected to receive the modified signal 28,219
from said horn antenna and phase control element and imaGE CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM USING MULTI-
return it for transmission from said horn antenna; and ple ARRAYS OF DROP GENERATORS

Richard P. Taylor, Chillicothe, Russell H. Van Brimer,
Oakwood, and Fred E. Culp, Chillicothe, Ohio, as-

signors to The Mead Corporation, Dayton, OhioIreceiveb K.6

Original No. 3,560,641, dated Feb. 2, 1971, Ser. No.
768,790, Oct. 18, 1968. Application for reissue Oct.

24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,890

U.S. CI. 346—75

means for transmitting a set of control signals to the re-

spective phase control elements to provide predetermined
phase shifts of respective portions of the wave front im-

pinging on said reflector assembly.

28 218
MOTION COMPENSATING APPARATUS

James W. E. Hanes, Ventura, and Edward Larralde, Santa
Barbara, Calif., assignors to Vetco Offshore Industries,

Inc., Ventura, Calif.

Original No. 3,714,995, dated Feb. 6, 1973, Ser. No.
69,759, Sept. 4, 1970. ApplicaHon for reissue Dec.
18, 1973, Ser. No. 422,871

Int. CI. E21b 7/12
U.S. CI. 175—5 42 Claims

1. In apparatus for maintaining a predetermined stress

in a running string supported by a rig mounted on a ves-

sel floating in a body of water: a motion compensator
apparatus for maintaining the running string in substan-

tially a predetermined position as the vessel heaves in the

body of water, comprising an upper support carried by
said rig. a lower support connectible to the running string,

a plurality of cylinder means, a plurality of piston means
slidable in said plurality of cylinder means, one of said

plurality of means being connectible to one of said sup-

ports, the other of said plurality of means straddling and
being connected to the other of said supports, and means
for maintaining a fluid medium under pressure in said

plurality of cylinder means on one side of said plurality

of piston means as said plurality of piston means and plu-

rality of cylinder means move longitudinally relative to

one another in both longitudinal directions in response to

heaving of said vessel in the body of water.

Int. CI. GOld 15/18
3 Claims

10. The method of creating a predetermined image on

a receiving member such as a sheet or web by selective re-

moval control over a large number of small liquid drops

comprising the steps of:

(a) generating a plurality of longitudinally spaced and
laterally extending rows of liquid jets all directed

along parallel trajectories in space, each row of jets

having equally spaced jets and the rows being lateral-

ly staggered to produce interlaced and longitudinally

extending drop deposit patterns along the receiving

member with the drop deposit patterns laterally ad-

joining and each pattern corresponding to a longi-

tudinally extending line of image information within

said image;

(b) moving a drop receiving member longitudinally

past the jets at a constant forward speed such that

successive drops in any jet will deposit on the mem-
ber in adjoining positions whereby a continued de-

* posit of successive drops will produce aforesaid drop
deposit patterns in essentially continuous lines;

(c) stimulating each of such jets at a common frequen-

cy to cause each jet to break into individual drops of

sufficiently close spacing for production of said con-

tinuous lines;

{d) creating within each of said drop deposit patterns a

series of non printed areas corresponding to non
imaged spots in the corresponding line of image in-

formation, said non printed areas being created for

each drop deposit pattern by timed application of an

electrical charging field to the jet associated there-

with for charging of drops generated during appli-

cation of said field, and deflecting and catching the

drops so charged; and
{e) producing registration of the non printed areas

within drop deposit patterns created by jets in differ-

ent ones of said laterally extending rows by delaying

the timing of charging field application to each jet

for a period of time equal to the time required for

the drop receiving member to travel from the rear-

most row of jets to the row in which said jet is lo-

cated.
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28 220
REED SWITCH HAVING REED
NEATH THE SEAL PLATED
SILVER LAYER

Earl Truman Ratliff, Pataskala, and Paul William Renaut,

Columbus, Ohio, assignors to Bell Telephone Labora-

tories, Incorporated, Murray Hill and Berkeley Heights,

N.J.

Original No. 3,689,722, dated Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No.
182,957, Sept. 23, 1971. Application for reissue Sept.

24, 1973, Ser. No. 399,843
Int. CI. C03c 27/04; HOlh 51/28

U.S. CI. 335—154 7 Claims
1. A switching device including a pair of elongated

nickel-iron contacts disposed with their tips in over-lapping

relationship and a glass envelope hermetically encapsulat-

ing the overlapping portions of said reed contacts and

joined to each of said reed contacts by a glass-to-metal
seal characterized in that the surface of each reed contact,

-/.A AW v.. > >-,•, .A^^

13
;

^. A/.'-' VV. i / l'l',h^-r^-:i

including that portion located beneath a seal, is covered
by a CthinJ layer of silver [.J having a thickness

the range of 60 to 175 microinches.

in

PATENTS
GRANTED OCTOBER 29, 1974

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL
3,843,969

PERSONNEL ARMOR SUSPENSION SYSTEM
David A. George, Forest; Kenneth E. Mayerhofer, Bridgeview;

Richard A. Rodzen, Bolingbrook, and Frank C. Scribano,

Western Springs, all of III., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the Secretary of the Air Force,

Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 412,854

Int. CI. F41h 1102

U.S. CI. 2-2.5 3 Claims

and an outer face juxtaposed said shell interior, a cushion

filling within said cover, said cushion filling comprising a

composite body including a first layer of resilient material

adjacent said cover outer face and a second layer of resilient

material adjacent said cover inner face, said filling first layer

material of greater density and greater thickness than said

1. A personnel armor suspension system comprising: a

survival vest having a back panel member and a pair of front

panel members; a zipper element secured to each of said front

panels; a slider element on one of said zipper elements,

adapted to close said survival vest; a plurality of pockets

secured to the front panel member, adapted to hold life sup-

port and survival equipment; at least one pocket member
secured to the back panel member of said survival vest

adapted to hold a back body armor member; a zipper element
secured to said back panel adjacent the neck portion thereof;

a front body armor member; a pair of zipper elements on said

front body armor member with one of the zipper elements

adapted to engage one of the zipper element and the slider

element on said survival vest and with the other zipper ele-

ment having a slider thereon adapted to engage the other

zipper element on the survival vest; a back body armor mem-
ber adapted to fit into a pocket on the back of said survival

vest; said back body armor member having a zipper element
and slider element adjacent the upper end thereof adapted to

engage the zipper element on the back panel member of said

survival vest.

3,843,970

PROTECTIVE HEADGEAR
Michael T. Marietta, and Charles W. Marietta, both of 5538

University Blvd., Dallas, Tex. 75209
Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,440

int. CI. A42b 3100

U.S. CI. 2-3 R 13 Claims

1. A helmet comprising a shell, a plurality of cushion pads

each of selective thickness to provide a specific sizing at-

tached to said shell interior and including separate frontal,

posterior, side and crown pads, said crown pad having a longi-

tudinal axis extending from said frontal pad to said posterior

pad, said side pads including end portions juxtaposed respec-

tively the end portions of said frontal and posterior pads, said

pads including a cover conforming to the curvature of said

pads and having an inner face juxtaposed the wearer's head

filling second layer material, said cushion filling including

means adjacent the cover inner and outer faces permitting of

molding said pad to provide a pad having a curvature with said

cover forming a tight fit therewith, and said means includes a

plurality of slices through the outer face of said first layer and

a plurality of grooves in the inner face of said second layer

whereby said slices permit a convex curvature of said cushion

filling outer face and said grooves allow a concave curvature

of said cushion filling inner face with said cover forming

creases within said grooves.

3,843,971

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OBTAINING CLOSURE OF
STERILE BACKED SURGICAL GOWNS

John T. Delanty, and David Lincoln, both of Neenah, Wis.,

assignors to Kimberly-Clark, Neenah, Wis.

Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,417

Int. CI. A41b 9100

U.S. CI. 2-114 5 Claims

1. In a garment for use in reducing the risk of contamina-

tion, said garment including a front panel adapted to cover the
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front of the wearer, a back panel for covering the back of said
wearer, a top neck opening, a bottom opening, said back panel
having an opening for donning said gown between said top and
bottom openings comprising panels, one of which is folded,
and adapted to form an overlapped closure of said back open-
ing, and pressure sensitive means on said folded panel for
obtaining said back closure,

the improvement wherein said pressure sensitive closure
means includes a protective cover releasable from said
garment over said pressure sensitive means and folded
about the edge of said panel containing said pressure
sensitive means so as to provide means for gripping said
cover.

3,843,972
EXTENSIBLE SLEEVE CONSTRUCTION

Abraham Weinkle, 73 Park Ave., Maywood, NJ. 07607
Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,627

Int. CI. A41b 7104
U.S. CI. 2-123 ,0 Claims

1. A selectively extensible cuffed sleeve construction com-
prising: a sleeve; a cuff attached to said sleeve by a cuff attach-
ing running seam; a tuck taken in the sleeve, said tuck lying
against a surface of said cuff; a selectively removable tuck
anchoring top seam formed by a line of stitching extending
through said cuff and said tuck along a line spaced from the
edge of said cuff secured to said sleeve; and a selectively
removable tuck anchoring running seam lying along the cuff
attachmg running seam, whereby the tuck will be removably
anchored along a surface of said cuff, subject to selective
extension to increase the effective length of said sleeve

3,843,973
SINGLE.PIECE OVERLAPPING WAISTBAND FOR PANTS
Werner Dillenburger, Tacoma, Wash., assignor to Day's Tail-
or-D Clothing, Inc., Tacoma, Wash.

Filed Mar. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 338,349
Int. CI. A41f 9100

U.S. CI. 2-236 24 Claims

a relatively thin strip of cover material having exterior and
mterior surfaces and first and second longitudinal edges the
cover material being wider than said banding material'and
substantially as long, comprising the steps of:

positioning the banding material and the cover material into
contact with each other, with the banding material ex-
tendmg m substantially the same longitudinal direction as
the cover material, and with the first opposed surface of
the banding material being adjacent the interior surface
of the cover material, the cover material extending later-
ally beyond both the first and second longitudinal edges
of the banding material and beyond the first longitudinal
edge of the banding material a distance at least slightly
greater than the width of the banding material;

securing the positioned banding material and cover material
together substantially along the length thereof;

folding the banding material and the cover material relative
to each other about the first longitudinal edge of the
banding material, such that the second opposed surface
of the banding material is adjacent the interior surface of
the cover material; and

permanently securing the garment material directly to the
cover material along a longitudinal line adjacent the
second longitudinal edge of the banding material.

3,843,974
INTIMAL LINING AND PUMP WITH VERTICALLY

DRAFTED WEBS
Walter A. Miller, and Joseph S. Byck, both of Bound Brook,

N.J., assignors to The United States of America as repre-
sented by Secretary Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Filed Jan. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 215,624
Int. CI. A61f 1124

^f'Tu—* 6 Claims
1. The mtimal linmg for a circulatory assist device compris-

mg a tissue layer growing on and anchored to an elastomeric
substrate with a highly porous non-woven vertically drafted
web, said web having a vertical thickness dimension of about
10-50 microns and a substantial percentage of surface pores
in the range 20-100 microns and in which the fibers have an
average fiber diameter of about 0.05 - 1.0 micron, said web
having been produced from an elongated high modulus poly-
olefin microfiber tape which has been vertically drafted.

3,843,975
PROSTHESIS FOR FEMORAL SHAFT

Raymond G. Tronzo, 133 S. 36th St., Philadelphia, Pa 19104
Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 348,936. The portion of the term
of this patent subsequent to May 7, 1991, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. A61f 1124
U.S.CI.3-1

, Claim

,-?^ !>/, -w

I. A method for making a waistband and joining the same
to garment material, the waistband including a relatively thin
strip of relatively stiff banding material having first and second
opposed surfaces and first and second longitudinal edges, and

1. In a prosthesis for a femoral shaft fixation, a ball at one
end, a medullary stem at the other end, a neck connecting the
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ball and the stem, a head at the connection between the stem

and the neck and including means for fastening the medullary

stem to the bone and outrigger knives on the head, oriented

for insertion into the bone, having on the outside surface of

the medullary stem from 20 to 50 percent pore area, at least

100 microns in depth of pores, between 20 and 40 percent of

the surface pore area being small pores of between 50 and
200 microns diameter, between 20 and 40 percent of the

surface pore area being intermediate pores of between about
200 and 800 microns in diameter, and between 20 and 40
percent of the surface pore area being large pores exceeding

800 and not exceeding 3500 microns in diameter.

3,843,976

METHOD OF AND AN APPARATUS FOR SAVING WATER
USED IN TOILETS

Masami Miya; Shigeru Nemoto, and Masanori Otsuka, all of

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Nepon Kabushiki Kaisha (Nepon

Company Ltd.), Tokyo, Japan

Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 398,502

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 3, 1973, 48-25549;

Mar. 3, 1973, 48.26868(U1; Mar. 3, 1973, 48-26869[U);

Apr. 12, 1973, 48-43165[U]; May 5, 1973, 48-53686(U)

Int. CI. A47k / 7100

U.S. CI. 4-1 18 Claims

1. A device for utilizing waste water from kitchen sinks,

wash basins, showers and the like for the purpose of flushing

toilets, comprising a housing having top inlet means connect-

able to toilet means, a container open at its top in said hous-

ing, a waste-water line entering said housing at a region such

that said waste water pours into said container, said housing

having an outlet proximate the bottom thereof, and a trap

connected to said outlet and connectable to a sewer line, said

container having pivot means and said housing having pivot

support means operatively connected with said pivot means to

permit said container to cycle between a fill position and a

dump position, said container having a sloping face oriented

toward said outlet proximate the bottom of said housing, said

container being so shaped that when the level of waste water

therein is below a predetermined height, said container re-

mains in rest position and when said level rises beyond said

predetermined height, the center of gravity of said container

and water content therein moves to a position between said

pivot means and said outlet, thereby initiating a dump cycle

which consists of firstly causing said container to rotate to-

ward said outlet and dump rapidly the waste water contained

therein for outflow through said outlet and reposition said

center of gravity on the side of said pivot means farther from

said outlet, and of secondly causing said container to return to

said fill position.

3,843,977

SANITARY FIXTURE
William G. Garnett, 5234 Crestwind Dr., Palos Verdes Penin-

sula, Calif. 90274
Filed May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 359,223

Int. CI. E03d ///OO

U.S. CI. 4-69 20 Claims

w^ , J-" '
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closure valve associated with said water inlet

detection means adapted to check the level of the water into

said bowl and remote control means interconnecting said

detection means and said closure valve and adapted to

command the flow of fresh water through said closure

valve as long as the level of the water into said bowl is

under a predetermined height.

3,843,979

BALANCED SUSPENSION SLING
John R. Treace, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Richards Man-

ufacturing Co., Inc., Memphis, Tenn.
Filed Oct. 7, 1970, Ser. No. 78,686

Int. CI. A47c 19122

U.S. CI. 5-327 R 3 Claims

weight means for balancingly suspending said sling means
substantially horizontally over the bed with the patient's leg
being removably received therein and with the patient's foot
being adjacent said foot portion and said bottom portion
extending beneath substantially the entire length of the pa-
tient's leg.

3,843,980
MATTRESS OR MATTRESS COVERING OF NOVEL

SHAPE
Paul L. Rodriguez, 2116 Center St., Garden City, Kans. 67846

Filed Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 388,038
Int. CI. \47c 21/00, 23/00

U.S. CI. 5-327 R 3 Claims

1. Apparatus for suspending the leg of a patient in a bed
comprising a leg sling including a substantially rectangularly
shaped sheet of flexible fabric having opposite side edges and
opposite ends, said sheet being turned upwardly substantially

perpendicular to the remainder of said sheet to establish an
upturned foot portion and with the remainder of said sheet
establishing a bottom portion having side edges and a trans-

verse edge remote from said foot portion, a pair of substan-
tially trapezoidally shaped side sheets of flexible fabric having
upper and lower non-parallel edges and a shorter end edge
and a longer end edge, said pair of side sheets being fixedly
attached adjacent the lower edges thereof to said bottom
portion adjacent the side edges thereof and extending perpen-
dicularly upward from said bottom portion in parallel spaced
apart relationship to establish side portions of said sling with
said shorter end edge of each of said side sheets being adjacent
said foot portion and attached thereto, and said longer end
edge of each of said side sheets being adjacent said transverse
edge of said bottom portion, said foot portion extending up-
wardly beyond said shorter end edges of said side sheets and
being provided with at least one aperture therethrough adja-
cent the upper end thereof, said side portions respectively
being provided with a plurality of apertures adjacent the upper
edges thereof with at least one of said apertures in each of said
side portions being adjacent said longer end edges to establish
at least a pair of transversely aligned end apertures in said
sling and with at least one of said apertures in each of said side
portions being intermediate said shorter and longer end edges
to establish at least a pair of transversely aligned intermediate
apertures in said sling, an overhead traction means for extend-
ing longitudinally over the bed, a plurality of pulleys sup-
ported from said traction means, at least a pair of rigid hanger
and spreader devices having hook means at the opposite ends
thereof and an eyelet portion intermediate the ends thereof,
said hanger devices being removably attached to said sling

with said hook means of one of said devices extending through
said intermediate apertures and with said hook means of
another of said devices extending through said end apertures
to hold said side portions apart, a plurality of weight means,
a plurality of elongated flexible members attached respec-
tively at one of the ends thereof to said hanger devices at said

eyelet portions and to said foot portion at the aperture therein

and respectively extending through said pulley means and
being attached adjacent the opposite ends thereof to said

1. A supporting device for engaging the back of a user in a
reclining position comprising:

a generally rectangular horizontal mattress of resilient ma-
terial having a top surface with head and foot ends.

a plurality of body supporting members integrally formed
with and depending from the periphery of the top surface
of said horizontal member,

said supporting members comprising a U-shaped head rest
at one end of the top surface with the opening toward the
foot end of the top surface, a pair of U-shaped elbow rests

spaced laterally from the head rest and toward the foot
end of the top surface with their openings angularly di-

rected toward said head rest, a back rest positioned along
the longitudinal axis of said horizontal member and
spaced from said elbow rests and toward the foot end of
the top surface, and a pair of foot rests positioned one on
each side of the longitudinal axis of said horizontal mem-
ber at the foot end of the top surface,

said back rest being contoured to provide a surface sloping
from a point substantially at the center of said back mem-
ber toward said head rest for supporting the back of the
user and a substantially flat surface for supporting the
hips of the user,

said supporting members being formed of a firm but resilent

material.

3,843,981

TOOL
Ralph W. Verest, 4515 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago, III. 60630

Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,102
Int. CI. B25f l/OO

U.S. CI. 7-1 G 8 Claims
1. A tool for use on tractor-trailer trucks employing a load

binder having a release handle and employing a fifth-wheel
coupler having a release handle, comprising:

an elongated member rigid throughout its length terminat-
ing at its rear end portion in a handle and terminating at
its front end portion in a socket having a recess therein
for receiving the load binder handle, the socket being
defined by a solid tubular member; and
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a hook fixedly mounted on and extending from said front

end portion and adapted to engage the fifth-wheel release

mechanism handle for moving it to actuate the mecha-
nism, said hook having a base portion connected to said

front end portion and having a hook-like portion includ-

37^

ing a radially-extending upstanding shank portion extend-

ing from said base portion, a reversely-bent smoothly
curved portion extending backwardly therefrom and
terminating in an inclined portion sloping from the outer-

most portion of said hook toward said base portion, the

distal end portion of said inclined portion being blunt in

shape and being spaced by a substantial distance from
said outermost portion toward said base portion.

3 843 982
WINDSHIELD STRUCTURE

Marvin Lane, and E. Thomas Willard, both of Waxachachie,
Tex., assignors to Nelson A. Taylor Co., Gloversville, N.Y.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 150.555. June 7, 1971,

abandoned. This application Oct. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 187,810
Int. CI. B63b / 7/00

U.S. CI. 9^1 R 9 Claims

1. A boat windshield structure comprising one or more
panes made solely of transparent material, said pane having a
rigid and endless plastic one-piece U-shaped frame directly

molded on the entire periphery thereof, and means mounted
within the confines of said frame for connecting the U-shaped
frame of one pane to the boat structure or to the frame of
another pane.

3^3,983 '

ARRANGEMENT RELATED TO INFLATABLE LIFE
RAFTS

Walter Tangen, Otto Ruges Vel, Norway, assignor to Gewako
S.A., Luxembourg, Luxembourg

Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 286,942
Claims priority, application Norway, June 28, 1972,

2323/72
II
'

'

Int. CI. B63b 7/00

U.S.CL9-2A 4 Claims
1. An inflatable life raft arrangement comprising, a circular-

shaped floating body of elastic material capable of being

inflated from a source of compressed air, a floor of elastic

material extending within the inner opening of said circular

body, first and second canopies secured along opposite sides

of said floating body, elongated rigid elements fixedly at-

tached to the outer wall of said body at said opposite sides

thereof beneath said canopies, each of said elements being

attached at one end thereof outboard of the vertical centerline

of said body, whereby said elements and said canopies col-

lapse inwardly of said body upon deflation thereof, and
whereby said canopies are erected on both said sides of said

body upon inflation thereof as each of said rigid elements are

moved from the inwardly collapsed position to a position

slanting slightly inwardly of said body from said vertical cen-
terline.

3,843,984
ALL METAL SELF-LOCKING SCREW FASTENER

Mansour A. H. Bagheri, Downey, and Donald W. Stillman,

Playa Del Rey, both of Calif., assignors to Long Lok Fasten-

ers Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 8,454, Feb. 4, 1970,

abandoned. This application Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,742
Int. CI. B23g 9/00

U.S. CLIO-IOR 17 Claims

1. A method of fabricating a fastener having an external
screw thread for engagement with a complementary internal

screw thread of a complementary fastener, characterized by
the steps of:

forming the fastener with the external screw thread;
forming a longitudinal axial bore of circular cross-sectional

configuration in the leading end of the fastener with an
axially outward portion of the bore increased in diameter
and with the radial dimension of the circumferential wall

of the bore thickened at the axially inward portion of the

bore;

expanding at least one minor circumferential portion of the

thickened wall of the fastener radially outward to form a

recess or recesses in the thickened wall of the fastener to

provide the reduced portion of the bore with a non-
circular cross-sectional configuration and to form the

fastener with a corresponding radially outwardly protrud-
ing lobe or lobes and to cause the pitch diameter of the
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external screw thread to be locally increased to conform
to the lobe or lobes; and

enlarging the bore of the fastener to thin the circumferential

wall.

whereby the local increase in the pitch diameter of the

external screw thread causes interference fit of the exter-

nal screw thread with said complementary internal screw
thread, the interference fit causing inward resilient dis-

placing of the lobe or lobes by virtue of the thinned cir-

cumferential wall of the bore.

3 843 985
MACHINE FOR ROUGHING THE MARGIN OF AN UPPER

OF A SHOE ASSEMBLY
Horst M. Leonhardt, Boston, Mass., assignor to International

Shoe Machine Corporation, Nashua, N.H.

Filed Aug. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 392,850
Int. CI. A43d 95100

U.S. CI. 12-1 R 31 Claims

1. A machine for roughing the margin of an upper of a shoe
assembly, said shoe assembly comprising a last having an
insole located on its bottom and the upper mounted thereon
with the upper margin lying against and being secured to the

periphery of the insole, comprising: a shoe assembly support
for supporting the shoe assembly bottom-up; a frame located

rearwardly of the shoe assembly support; a slide mounted to

the frame for forward-rearward movement; a first motor con-
nected to the slide for effecting said forward-rearward move-
ment; a yoke mounted to the slide for heightwise movement;
a second, yieldable, motor connected to the yoke for effecting

its heightwise movement; a shaft mounted to the yoke for

rotation about a forward-rearward axis and extending for-

wardly of the yoke; a tine mounted to the front of the shaft;

a housing mounted to the shaft for swinging movement about
the shaft axis; a third motor connected to the housing for

effecting its swinging movement; a tool mount mounted to the

housing for swinging movement therewith; a roughing tool

mounted to the tool mount for heightwise movement and
located proximate to said tine; a fourth, yieldable, motor
connected to said roughing tool for effecting its heightwise

movement with respect to the tool mount; a bar mounted to

the shaft for forward-rearward movement; a sensing finger

mounted to the front of the bar and located below the tine;

operating means actuable to yieldably urge the bar forwardly

of a median position with respect to the shaft; a first control

so interconnecting the bar and the first motor as to cause the

first motor to move the slide forwardly when the bar is forward
of said median position and to move the slide rearwardly when
the bar is rearward of said median position; a second control
so interconnecting the shaft and the third motor as to be
operative in response to the rotation of the shaft about its axis

with respect to the yoke a particular amount in a particular

direction to cause the third motor to swing the housing about
the axis of the shaft a corresponding amount in said particular

direction; means for initially causing the first motor to main-
tain the slide in a rearward position; means for initially causing

the second motor to maintain the yoke in an upper position;

means for initially causing the fourth motor to maintain the

roughing tool in an upper position with respect to said tool

mount; means for initially deactuating said operating means;
means for thereafter actuating said operating means and for

causing the second motor to lower the yoke to thereby move
the sensing finger into engagement with the side of the shoe
assembly and to thereby bring the tine into engagement with

a portion of the upper margin; and means for thereafter caus-

ing the fourth motor to lower the roughing tool with respect

to said tool mount into engagement with said portion of the

upper margin and for so moving the shoe assembly support

with respect to the roughing tool as to move other portions of

the upper margin past the roughing tool.

3,843,986

SOLE PRESSURE MEMBERS
Ferdinand Frank Chambers, and Peter Hugh Vernon Dawson,

both of Leicester, England, assignors to USM Corporation,

Boston, Mass.

Filed Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 396,124
Int. CI. A43d 00100

U.S.CL 12-146 R 2 Claims

1. A method of making a unitary shoe pressure member,
comprising the steps of: procuring a molding frame defining a

cavity and a block having an outer surface corresponding to

the cavity; separating the block into longitudinal halves; shap-

ing a card into a template conformable to a selected shoe
bottom member; shaping each block half conformably to the

template; placing the shaped block halves in the mold cavity;

and molding the pressure member conformably to the shaped
block halves in the mold cavity.

3,843,987

CONTOUR ADAPTED PASSENGER LOADING RAMP
Carl L. Lodjic, Long Beach, Calif., assignor to Global Erectors,

Inc., Long Beach, Calif.

Filed Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,761
Int. CI. B65g niOO

U.S. CI. 14-71 7 Claims

1. Contour adapted passenger loading ramp apparatus for

accommodating the contour of a plurality of different aircraft

and comprising:
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a covered ramp formed with a walk-way terminating at one

end in a plane-mating access opening;

canopy means carried from said walk-way and including a

roof having a leading and trailing edge, said roof being

shiftable toward and away from said aircraft;

an elongated contour adaptor plate disposed over one ex-

tremity of said roof and pivotally connected to one ex-

tremity to the intermediate portion of said roof, the free

extremity of said adaptor plate being shiftable toward and

away from said aircraft relative to said leading edge; and

a tangential adjustment plate overlying the free extremity

of said adjustment plate and having one end pivotally

connected to the leading edge of said adaptor plate

whereby said access opening may be mated with the entry

doors of different selected ones of said aircraft and said

canopy roof shifted toward said aircraft and the free end

of said adaptor plate shifted further toward said aircraft

while the free end of said adjustment plate is pivoted

outwardly to maintain said canopy covered.

3 843 989

SHAMPOOER WITH ROTARY FOAM GENERATING
MEANS

Donald R. DeMaagd, Grandvllle, Mich., assignor to Bissell

Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 331,044

Int. CL A47I 11103

U.S. CI. 15-50 C 6 Claims

3,843,988

METHOD FOR EXCAVATING AN UNDERPASS BENEATH
AN EXISTING ROADWAY

Enrico Hirsch, Neuchatel, Switzerland, assignor to Hermann

Hess, Neuchatel, Switzerland, a part interest

Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 272,031

Claims priority, application Switzerland, July 19, 1971,

10608/71 ,1

II
Int. CL EOld / 9/02

U.S. CI. 14-77 7 Claims

1. In a device for applying liquid shampoo in the form of

foam to a nap surface, the combination comprising:

a. a liquid distributor,

b. means to supply liquid shampoo to said distributor,

c. a freely rotatable cellular compressible member disposed

below said distributor for receiving liquid from said dis-

tributor.

d. rotatable brush means disposed adjacent said member

and with said brush means having bristles compressibly

overlapping the peripheral portion of said freely rotatable

member,

e. and means to rotatably drive said brush means to thereby

rotate and knead the peripheral portion of said freely

rotatable member to create foam from said shampoo

liquid.

3 843 990

CYLINDRICALHAIR BRUSH
Robert A. Lardenois, 15 Villa du Roule, Neuilly (Hauts de

Seine), France

Filed Jan. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 322,467

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 13, 1972,

72.36265
Int. CI. A46b 3120

U.S.CL 15-159 R 8 Claims

1. A procedure for constructing an underpass crossing a

roadway running on the ground, said underpass extending

underneath said roadway, comprising:

constructing a plurality of pillars into the ground, on both

sides of said roadway, the distance between two end

pillars located on the same side of said roadway being at

least equal to the desired width of said underpass,

constructing springers parallel to the upper roadway and

resting on the upper end of said pillars, said springers

being outwardly of a predetermined traffic gauge neces-

sary for said upper roadway,

placing a superstructure on said springers, said superstruc-

ture comprising transverse beams arranged side by side

and having their ends resting on the springers, then com-

pleting the roadway portion on said superstructure, said

superstructure emplacement and roadway portion com-

pletion being carried out step by step.

proceeding with a main excavation under said springers and

said superstructure,

proceeding with the lateral excavations, said lateral excava-

tions being carried out step by step with progressively

strengthening the side faces of the underpass from the

level of said springers down to the level of a lower plat-

form of said underpass, and

completing said lower platform.

1. Brush for caring for. treating and setting the hair, com-

prising: a prehension handle, a rigid central shaft extending

from said prehension handle and having a free end portion, a

cylindrical sleeve made of supple and elastically deformable

material, said sleeve having spaced marginal end portions and

being adapted to fit on said handle along the axis of said shaft.
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said cylindrical sleeve having a diameter greater than the
diameter of said central shaft and forming a free annular space
between said sleeve and said central shaft to permit movement
of said sleeve, means for connecting one of said marginal ends
of said sleeve to said free end portion of said shaft, means
provided on said prehension handle for holding the other of
said marginal ends of said sleeve, and a plurality of bristles or
tufts of bristles radially implanted in said sleeve, said bristles
or tufts of bristles including bases which pass through the walls
of said sleeve.

3,843,991

NAIL BRUSH
Joseph Vallis, 353 Cortleigh Blvd., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 162,343, July 14, 1971 Pat
No. 3,744,078. This application May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,801

Int. CI. A46b 15100, 9100
U.S. CI. 15-167 R 7 Claims

c. graining surface means including a cover layer of flexible
material having graining projections thereon, and

d. means removably attaching said graining surface means
to said arcuate surface for ready interchange, cleaning
and replacement thereof, said attaching means including
outwardly directed, spaced tab means on each of the
opposite edges of said arcuate surface and notches on
opposite ends of said graining surface means, said tab
means receiving said notches thereover and engaging
therewithin to hold said graining surface means against
said arcuate surface on said graining tool.

3 843 993
FLOOR MOP HAVING PIVOTABLE HANDLE FOR

CHANGING DIRECTIONS

^^^T.l^}
^- ^'""''' ^•^- •*"" ^'^^' P"'"* Springs, Calif.

"2262

Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 275,928
Int. CI. A47I 13146, 13/235: B25g 3/38

^•S. CI. 15-231
, Claims

1. A nail brush, comprising a backing member having a
surface, a longitudinal and a transverse direction; and a plural-
ity of slender bristles of different lengths projecting from said
surface and having free tips which together define a cleaning
face having a plurality of transversely extending depressions,
a central longitudinally extending depression having a bottom'
wall, and a central longitudinally extending recess in said
bottom wall.

3 843 992
WOOD GRAINING TOOL

Garth Q. Briggs. Springfield, Ohio, assignor to The Murray-
Black Co., Inc., Springfield, Ohio

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,688
Int. CI. B44d 3/28

U.S. CI. 15-210.5
5 Claims

1. A wood graining tool, comprising:
a. body means having a generally arcuate surface thereon,

b. handle means attached to said body means.

1. A cleaning device comprising in combination:
a. a substantially flat, substantially rectangular plate mem-

ber wherein the longer sides are upturned for engagement
with a cleaning pad;

b. bracket means having an upstanding inverted U-shaped
portion secured to said plate member;

c. handle means;

d. mounting means secured to said handle means and having
an upturned, substantially planar end portion removed
from the portion engageable with said handle and readily
engageable with and disengageable from said U-shaped
portion of said bracket for hookingly mounting said han-
dle means to said bracket; and

e. spring means engaging both said upturned sides of the
plate member and said upturned end of the mounting
means for retaining said cleaning pad in place and for
preventing said upturned end from becoming disengaged
from said U-shaped portion of said bracket.

3,843,994
WINDSCREEN WIPERS

Philip G. K. Smithers, Hounslow, England, assignor to Trico
Products Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 330,040
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 9. 1972

6093/72 '

Int. CI. B60s 1/40
U.S. CI. 15-250.32 9 claims

1. A connector for coupling a windshield wiper superstruc-
ture to a wiper arm. the wiper arm having an arm extension
with a planar surface comprising an end portion, a section of
said end portion being bent away from the planar surface the
connector comprising a pair of side walls secured together in
parallel spaced apart relationship, means for attaching the
connector to the superstructure for pivotal movement relative
to the superstructure about an axis transverse to the super-
structure, a first surface extending between said pair of side
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walls positioned to engage one side of said bent section of said

end portion, a second surface extending between said pair of

side walls positioned to engage the other side of said bent

section of said end portion and releasable detent means enga-

.22 ,22c.

/. /

16—./ \, ^22b
1 'V ^22a. ^ 22

1
22-'

gable with said planar portion when the arm is in coupled

position whereby relative movement between said arm and

said connector is restrained and movement of the blade and

connector is limited to angular movement about said axis

transverse to the superstructure in coupled position.

3,843,995

TROLLEY FOR MOVABLE WALL PANELS
Bennett W. Merrill, New Castle, Ind., assignor to American

Standard Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 390,115

Int. CI. A47h 15100

t.S. CI. 16-97 6 Claims

./: 30

1. A trolley for supporting a wall panel for movement along

a system of tracks in which track sections are formed with

parallel, spaced trolley-wheel supporting flanges defining a

slot and spaced track walls and in which tracks are formed
with intersections, comprising a trolley body, a pair of wheels
mounted on for rotation on said body on a common axis and
adapted to run on said track flanges, a panel-supporting pen-

dant bolt, means supporting said bolt substantially on the axis

of said wheels while restraining said bolt against relative fore

and aft movement and rotational movement with respect to

said body, said trolley body having portions which extend
forwardly and rearwardly of said axle, a plurality of rolling

balls carried on each of said portions having their lower por-

tions substantially in a common plane including the rolling

contact line of said wheels, the fore and aft spacing of said

balls being less than the width of the track walls to provide for

sideways movement of the trolley on said balls along an inter-

secting track, and spacing of said balls from said wheels being

greater than the width of the track slots at an intersection

providing rolling support for the trolley body when traversing

an intersection.

3,843,996

FLEXIBLE HINGE ASSEMBLY
Robert Sobel, 1206 Colquitt, Houston, Tex. 77006

Filed Jan. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 215,313
Int. CI. E05d 7/00

U.S. CI. 16-150
1. A flexible hinge assembly comprising:

a. a first frame member;

8 Claims

b. a second frame member;

c. flexible connecting means for pivotally connecting said

first and second frame members and yieldably supporting

said first frame member in adjustable pivoted positions

with respect to said second frame member;
d. said flexible connecting means including a flexible pin

having end portions extending into engagement with said

first and second frame members;

e. mounting means in said first and second frame members
for mounting said flexible pin with said first and second

frame members; and

r said mounting means including slidable mounting means

in at least one of said frame members for receiving one of

said flexible pin end portions and for permitting sliding

movement of said received end portion with respect to

said slidable mounting means in response to pivotal

movement of said frame members, whereby said flexible

connecting means bends and slides as said first and sec-

ond frame are pivoted with respect to each other and
provides support for said first frame member in a pivoted

position.

3,843,997

PROCESS FOR OBTAINING CORIUM FROM BOVINE
HIDE

Timothy John Mingay Treharne, East Grinstead, and David
Henry Tuck, Bromley, both of England, assignors to Viskase

Limited, Croydon, England

Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,373
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 6, 1972,

10366/72

Int. CI. A22b 5/08
VS. CI. 17-47 17 Claims

1. A process for obtaining corium from bovine hide, which
comprises washing fresh unsalted bovine hide to reduce the

hide temperature to 15° C. or below, de-hairing the cooled

hide by contacting it with a lime solution having a pH not

exceeding 12.6 and a temperature not exceeding I S'C, wash-

ing the limed hide, de-fleshing the hide, and obtaining corium
from the de-fleshed hide by removing from said de-fleshed

hide the epidermal layer together with substantially all hair

follicles, thereby leaving corium as residue.

3 843 998
FISH NOBBING MACHINE

Werner Wenzel, Lubeck, Germany, assignor to Nordischer

Maschinenbau Rud., Baader, Lubeck, Germany
Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 252,980

Int. CI. A22c 25/14

U.S. CI. 17-60 7 Claims

1. A fish nobbing machine, comprising a machine frame.

two end wheels journalled in said frame, an endless conveyor
guided around said end wheels for downward movement,
driving means driving one of said end wheels, a plurality of

U-shaped fish receiving troughs carried by said conveyor and
having longitudinal axes extending transversely to the path of

movement, said troughs being divided into a body receiving
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trough and a head receiving trough with a slot therebetween
a head cutter located above that end wheel about which said
troughs move downwardly, said head cutter having two coop-
erating shearing knives with cutting edges and recesses inter-
secting said edges, a drive shaft for said knives, and a drive
connection between said driving means and said drive shaft
adjustment means for said head cutter having an intermediate
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wheel located in said drive connection, a spring shifting said
intermediate wheel, a feeler sensing the size of fish upon a
trough and actuating said spring, said adjustment means
changing the centers of said recesses at the moment of closing
for processing differently sized fish, and a head-intestine ex
tractor cooperating with said head cutter and having a fork
withaplurality of tines.

3,843,999

ANCHOR CADDY
John N. Kramoski, 925 Mason Ave., Aurora, III. 60538
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 22,100, March 13, 1970

abandoned. This application Dec. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 208,976
Int. CI. F16g 11104

11.S. CI. 24-134 KC 3c,.i„^

1. An anchor rope clamping mechanism comprising
an elongated frame having a downwardly opening longitudi-

nal channel centrally thereof,
a U-shaped bracket having downwardly extended legs se
cured to the vertical sides of said channel in the forward
portion of the frame.

a pulley^mounted between said legs for guiding on its upper
peripheral portion an anchor supporting rope

a second U-shap6d bracket having downwardly extended
legs secured to the vertical sides of said channel in the
rear portion of the frame.

a clamping bar pivotally mounted near its upper end be-tween the legs of said second bracket to swing down-
wardly toward said frame

^

means on the frame against which the lower end of the barmay pinch and clamp the rope.
said bar having a non-abrading lower edge portion engaga-

ble with the rope when in clamping position
rope guide means secured to the forward face of the bar and

near Its lower end and positioned to guide the rope down-
wardly and rearwardly under the bar

a third U-shaped bracket positioned between the pulley and
the bar having downwardly extended legs secured to the
vertical sides of said channel.

and an intermediate rope guide positioned within and sup-
ported on said third bracket and positioned to receive on
Its under side an anchor rope from the top of said pulley
and guide it therefrom to a lower level closer to the frame
and thence to a higher level at which it bends downwardly
to enter the first aforesaid rope guide means.

3,844,000

CLASP
Jon Hedu Watertown, Conn., assignor to The Siemon Com-

pany, Watertown, Conn.

^C^Tsi^nn*''"? i^''
'^°- ^'^'2'^' ^P»- 27. 1963, Pat.

22fi'«y« i . iJ'ioi'A"
continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

226,828, Sept 28, 1962, Pat. No. 3,196,878. This application
May 13, 1966, Ser. No. 550,004

Int. CI. A44b/7/00
U.S. CI. 24-230 SC « Claims

1. A fastener device comprising:
a pair of separable members, one of said separable members

having an elongate base plate, said base plate having wall
portions projecting in a generally common direction from
adjacent at least an end portion and opposed side por-
tions and bar-like structure extending between the op-
posed side wall portions in spaced relationship to the end
wall portion to define a housing having a fenestration
therein with that end portion of the housing which is
opposed to the end wall portion thereof being substan-
tially open and unobstructed, the other of said separable
members comprising an elongate frame member having
opposed side and end portions and a fenestration therein
together with a resiliently disposed substantially solid
tongue member having a thickness substantially the same
as the thickness of the frame member projecting from oneend portion of the frame member into the fenestration
whereat the tongue member terminates in a free end
portion, said tongue member defining an inclined surface
extending from flush with the frame member to a locationSV K ^'"f'^f

*°" thereat the surface terminates todefine a shoulder facing the free end portion and closer
to the free end portion than to the one end portion form-
ing a notch having a depth not greater than the thickness

Irlht f"' ff'"'" extending along said tonguemember from said shoulder to said free end portion theframe member being receivable within the housing by
projecting the one end portion of the frame member
through the open and unobstructed end portion of the
housing with the shoulder and free end portion of the
tongue member into the fenestration of the housing and
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into engagement with said bar-like structure to substan-

tially securely position said tongue within said housing to

preclude the advent of protuberances by relative move-

ment between said tongue and said housing, and maintain

a flush relationship therebetween and with the side por-

tions and the one end portion of the frame member being

in engagement with the side and end wall portions of the

housing, said frame member and the tongue portion

thereof being disposed in a plane substantially common to

the plane of the housing and within the confines thereof

when the frame member is attached thereto, and means

for attaching said separable members to separable and

adjoining areas.

3,844,002

GRIPPER ASSEMBLY FOR JACKING MECHANISMS
Charles O. Slemmons, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The General

Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,248

Int. CI. E04b 1156; F16b 9102

U.S. CI. 24-263 DH 10 Claims

3,844,001

LOCK FOR A THREE-POINT SAFETY BELT FOR MOTOR
VEHICLES

Gote Eskil Yngve Holmberg, Posfiada 2010, 33020 Ander-

storp, Sweden
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 800,968, Feb. 20, 1969,

abandoned, and a continuation of Ser. No. 121,642, March 8,

1971, abandoned. This application Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No.

386,147

I
Int. CI. A44b 13102; A47c 31100

l).S. CI. 24-233 1 Claim

1. A lock for anchoring a safety belt extending between two
points on a wall of a body structure at a loop position of the

belt intermediate the two points to form a shoulder strap and
a hip strap, comprising, in combination, a frame adapted to be

attached to the body structure and formed with spaced out-

wardly extending first and second pairs of side walls in a

U-shape defining first and second slots therebetween which

are in alignment with each other, and an intermediate elon-

gated cavity; a bar pivotally mounted in the first slot for move-
ment into and out from the second slot; a double-armed lever

pivotally mounted between the arms thereof in the second

slot, which lever extends along said slot and includes a first

arm forming a latching member for locking the bar in said

second slot in a position to prevent the bar from being re-

leased therefrom by an outward pulling movement, and a

second arm extending substantially in a direction opposite to

that of the first arm to form a counterweight therefor; the bar

when it is in the locked position closing off an elongated slot

at least as wide and thick as a safety belt for anchoring a safety

belt therein in a manner to permit the belt to slip through the

slot and when it is released from a locked position releasing

the belt; a single tension coil spring biasing means extending

within the elongated cavity of the frame between the two pairs

of outwardly extending side walls and attached at one end to

the bar and at the other end to the latching member to bias the

bar to an open position and the latching member to a latching

position; and means for affixing the frame to a position on the

body structure.

*3

1. A pneumatic gripping assembly for installation in an

inwardly-facing annular channel, generally rectangular in

radial section, of a jacking mechanism releasably engageable

with a cylindrical column-like supporting member comprising:

an inflatable toroidal tube, of rubber or the like, of generally

uniform wall thickness adapted to be disposed in the bottom

of the channel and to conform generally thereto when de-

flated; and

a toroidal slug assembly, of rubber or the like, comprising

a plurality of solid arcuate segments of greater radial

dimension than the wall of said tube, adapted to be dis-

posed in the channel inwardly of said tube and to conform

generally thereto and to said channel, said assembly hav-

ing, when assembled with said segments in end-to-end

abutting engagement with no gaps therebetween, a cylin-

drical inner surface of a diameter substantially equal to

that of the rim of said channel, said assembly being

adapted to be constricted into frictional gripping engage-

ment with a cylindrical column-like supporting member
by inflation of said tube.

3,844,003

COMBINATION CASKET AND VAULT
Manfred E. Angermann, Glen Ellyn, III., assignor to Racine

Duo-Guard, Inc., Williams Bays, Wis.

Filed Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330,209

Int. CL A6Ig 17104

U.S. CI. 27-35 6 Claims

1. In a casket structure including

a. a bottom wall,

b. side walls extending upwardly from the bottom wall and
including spaced inner and outer members, and

c. a lid supported on the side walls,

d. a retractable handle mounted on each side wall, compris-

ing,
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d- 1

.

an elongate hand grip disposed alongside the outer wall
member,

d-2. arms extending inwardly from the hand grip through
apertures m the outer wall member for movement recip-
rocally between a retracted storage position with the
hand grip adjacent the outer wall member and an ex-
tended operative position with the hand grip spaced from
the outer wall member, and

d-3. retention means comprising a crosspiece connecting
the mner ends of the arms limiting outward movement of
the hand grip, said crosspiece including outwardly ex-
tendmg arms pivotally connected to the inner ends of the
handle arms.
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3,844,004
FELTING NEEDLE

^''r" ^./.V^"'
^'^- ^"'' "^' ^^^ S. 29th St., Manitowoc.

Wis. 54220
Filed Sept. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 398,978

Int. CL D04h 18/00
U.S. CL 28-4 N 6 Claims

opposite ends, a second pattern member formed with a plural-
ity of parallel stripe shaped light transmitting portions extend-
ing m a second direction which is different from said first
direction, and a third pattern member formed with a pluralityof parallellight intercepting portions extending in a third
direction which ,s different from said first and sicond direc
tions; preparing a fourth pattern member formed with a plu-
rality of discontinuous light intercepting portions which areormed by using a combination of said second and third pat-
tern members; combining said first and fourth pattern mem-
bers for preparing a reference pattern member formed with a
plurality of parallel stripe shaped light transmitting pojtionswhich are divided into a plurality of slit shaped sections bymeans of a plurality of staggered light intercepting bridgesand forming said colour selection electrode provided with a
plurality of parallel stripe shaped perforations by using said
reference pattern member, the width of each stripe shaped
perforation gradually decreasing from the center toward^the
opposite ends, each stripe shaped perforation being divided
into a plurality of slit shaped sections by means of tfansverse
bridges the bridges in adjacent perforations being staggered
in the direction thereof. & 66 "^^

3,844,006
METHOD OF MAKING AND ADJUSTING DEFLECTION

YOKE
Kenneth W. McGlashan, Laredo, Tex., assignor to Pemcor

Inc., Westchester, III.

remior,

1 «fj; n'.';"TK-^'- ^^
^*'*'^^^' ^"8. 28, 1972, Pat. No.

3,810,053. This application Feb. 28, 1974, Ser. No 446 719

11^ ri ,o ,c., »"«• CI. HOlj 9//5
U.S. CI. 29-25.13

,5 Claims

1. A felting needle comprising a body portion having a fiber
receiving recess therein, and a spur in said body portion above
said recess havmg a downwardly protruding material engaging
surface at its lower end comprising bi-lateral bottom surfaces
converging toward each other at an obtuse angle from oppo-
site sides of the body portion.

3,844,005
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING COLOUR SFI Frxinx:
ELECTRODES FOR USE IN COLOUR PICTURE TUBK

Junich. Vamada, and Etuzo Terashima, both of Mobara, Ja-pan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Jan. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 320,914

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 19, 1972, 47-6962
„^ ^ Int. a. HOIj 9/00
U.S. a. 29-25.17 .^, .

S Claims

it

51h JItt SlicSlit

52 '5

1. A method of manufacturing a colour selection electrode
having a plurality of stripe shaped perforations and used in acolour picture tube provided with a fiuorescent screen having
a plurality of stripe shaped phosphors, said method comprising
the steps of preparing a first pattern member formed with a
plurality of parallel stripe shaped light transmitting portions
extending in a first direction, the width of said light transmit
tmg portions gradually decreasing from the center towardThe

1. A method of manufacturing a defiection yoke assembly
with optimized beam defecting parameters permitting the
beams of a color television cathode ray tube to be properly
dynamically converged over the face of the cathode ray tube
said method comprising: fabricating the deflection yoke as-
sembly so It includes a frame mountable around the neck of
a color television cathode ray tube, the frame supporting
vertical and horizontal deflection coils and a core related to
said vertical and horizontal deflection coils to form a low
reluctance path for the magnetic field outside the neck of thecathode ray tube, one of said core and deflection coils beingmounted for fine adjustment with respect to the other of same

Zn^f^ V' "^"t
°"' °^ '^' *'°"^°"^^' ^"d ^^«ical axes ofthe deflection yoke assembly, mounting the deflection yokeassembly on the neck of a standard test color television cath

rtf'V ,1
'" "'^'"^ ^^^"^ '"^^"^'^y ^°"»^o' terminals for

controlling the intensity of the electron beams thereof striking
the cathode ray tube screen, mounting purity and static con
vergence apparatus mounted around the neck of said cathode
ray tube, making the usual purity and static convergence

Liy Th ""'^
'"u

"PP"'"*"' ""^' ^f'"^ applying signals to
said cathode ray tube control terminals and to one of said
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horizontal and vertical deflection coils of said deflection yoke

assembly to produce colored horizontal beam traces to be

converged at least at two points spaced on opposite sides of

the center point of the screen, adjusting the relative position

between the core and at least one of said horizontal and verti-

cal deflection coils to produce the desired convergence of said

horizontal beam traces at said points.

3,844,007

WELD BEAD REMOVING APPARATUS
Jiro Kojima, No. 40-24 Honcho 5-chome, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 304,637

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 11, 1971, 46-89404

Int. CI. B23c 3100

U.S. CI. 29-33 A 5 Claims

ing walls extending generally normal to said insert sup-

porting surface,

interengaging planar locating and supporting surfaces at the

lateral interface between said body and insert locating

member, adjacent said positioning means, and

means for securing said insert locating member to said body

with said positioning means and planar surfaces in en-

gagement.

James
\

A.

1. Apparatus for continuously removing a weld bead from

the inner surface of a welded metallic tube comprising; means

for cylindrically forming a metallic strip and butt welding both

edges of said metallic strip, a rotary cutter, said rotary cutter

being positioned relative to said means for forming and weld-

ing said metallic strip so as to be disposed within the formed

tube just beyond the location where the edges are welded

together for cutting the internal bead on the inner surface of

said tube in the vicinity of the welding point of said tube where

the temperature of the weld bead is close to the melting point

of the metal, a rotary shaft carrying said rotary cutter at one

end thereof, driving means adapted to be connected with the

opposite end of said rotary shaft and operating to rotate said

rotary shaft at high speed, and means for rotatably supporting

said rotary shaft and resiliently pressing said rotary cutter

against the internal weld bead of said tube.

3344,009

CUTTER TOOL
Anania, 801 North 6th St., Newark, N.J.

Filed Dec. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 206,312

lnt.CLB26d//00

07107

U.S. CI. 29—97 3 Claims

3,844,008

CUTTING TOOL
Terry L. Sletten, Westland, Mich., assignor to The Valeron

Corporation, (Detroit) Oak Park. Michigan

Filed Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 341,095

Int. CI. B26d 1100

U.S. CI. 29-96 13 Claims

I. A cutting tool comprising:

a tool body,

a cutting insert locating member including an insert sup-

porting surface extending beyond an end of said body,

clamp means for clamping an insert in position against

said insert supporting surface,

interengaging positioning means on overiapping sides of

said insert locating member and said body, said position-

ing means including a key having a pair of parallel locat-

1. A cutter head comprising,

a. a circular body haying a plurality of longitudinally-

extending slots formed in the peripheral surface,

b. a corresponding number of generally-rectangular

blocks, each block carrying a pair of cutting tips and

being positioned in one of the slots, wherein each

block has a tapered portion and recessed ends, wherein

the cutting tips are of generally triangular configuration

and brazed to the said recessed ends, and wherein the

apexes of the cutting tips and said tapered portion lie

on a common circle and present a concave configuration

with respect to the said circular body, and

c. cooperating means on the said body and blocks for

securing the blocks to the body.

3,844,010

METHOD OF MAKING A BEARING HOUSING
ASSEMBLY

Charles C. Frost, Newaygo, and Siegfried K. Weis, Grand

Rapids, both of Mich., assignors to C. L. Frost and Son, Inc.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,598

Int. CI. B23p 1 1 100; B21d 53126: B23k 27/00

U.S.CL 29-148.4 A 5 Claims

1. The method of assembling a bearing housing or the like

comprising:

providing a pair of molded thermoplastic housing members.
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each member having a flat, planar bottom wall portion
and annular outwardly extending side wall portions, said
side wall portions having an inner diameter and an outer
diameter, said inner diameter of one of said members
being slightly larger than the outer diameter of the other
of said members;

placing a bearing in the inner diameter of said other of said
members;

telescoping the wall portions of said one of said members
over the wall portion of the other of said members; and
fusing said one of said members to the other of said mem-
bers to thereby form an integral housing about said bear-
ing.

and with a cutting edge leading along both sides of the rod
from the tip part towards the handle, said cutting edge formed
by two flat beveled surfaces formed at the tip end of the rod
with said beveled surfaces intersecting each other to form said
cutting edge.

3,844,013
EXTRACTION TOOL

Leslie Carl Hall, Jr., Camp Hill, Pa., assignor to AMP Incorpo-
rated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed July 11, 1973, S«r. No. 378,294
Int. CI. B25b 7100, 27102

U.S. CI. 29-203 H 4 claims

3,844,011

POWDER METAL HONEYCOMB
Gail F. Davies, Mentor, Ohio, assignor to Gould Inc., Chicago,

Continuation of Ser. No. 100,140, Dec. 21, 1970, abandoned.
This application Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,371

Int. CI. B22fi//6
U.S. CI. 29-182.3

5 Claims

I. A grid-like structure of powder metal, comprising:
a coherent and continuous body of porous material of com-

pacted metal powders providing a grid established by
mechanical impacting of selective regions thereby form-
ing a network of cavities arranged and distributed in a
repeating and predetermined manner uniformly over
substantially the entire surface of the grid with said body
having a density of 35 to 95 percent of theoretical, and
sintered in situ material of compacted metal powders
within and substantially filling said cavities and having a
density of 20 to 60 percent of theoretical, with the area
in said body of the grid below each cavity having a density
substantially greater than the density of the wall areas
defining said cavity.

3,844,012
ELECTRONIC HAND TOOL

Rodney L. Sturtevant, 292 Wilmington, Tonawanda, N.Y
14150

Filed Oct. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 403,943
Int. CI. B25b 27102; H05k 13100

U.S. CI. 29-203 H 3 claims

I. An extraction tool for removing individual electrical
contact plugs from a closely spaced array of electrical contact
receptacles, in which each said plug have, at least, one trans-
versely extending latching means lying within a longitudinally
extending channel which must be depressed into the channelm order to facilitate removal of said plug, said tool compris-
ing: ^

an elongated pivot handle;
an elongated adjustable handle;
adjustment means pivotally connecting said handles to-

gether adjacent one respective end thereof;
work tips detachably fixed to extend from said handles

adjacent said one end thereof, each said work tip having
a shoulder at the free end thereof directed towards a like
shoulder on the other of said work tips; and

limit means at the other end of said handles, said limit
means including overlapping members having one end
integral with each of said handles and lip means locking
engageable with each other, and spring means normally
biasing said handles apart bringing said lips of said over-
lapping members into engagement.

I

«

"1
16 I

I. A hand tool for use in electronic maintenance work
which comprises a cylindrical rod fitted to a plastic handle
with the free end of the rod formed in a pointed, curved tip

3,844,014
DEVICE FOR HOLDING A SLIDER DURING
ASSEMBLAGE OF A FASTENER CHAIN

THERETHROUGH
Kihei Takahashi, Uozu, and Shunichi Shigeno, Kurobe, both of
Japan, assignors to Yoshida Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, To-
kyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,807
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 12, 1972,47-80898

Int. CI. B23p 19104

^tC'-29-20J-5SL 6 Claims
I. A device for holding a slider during assemblage of a

fastener chain therethrough, wherein said slider includes a
pull tab having an opening therein, said device comprising-

a support structure including:

a recessed slider mount formed on the top of said support
structure, and

a channel extending downwardly from said recessed
slider mount,

said channel being adapted to receive said pull tab of said
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slider placed upside down on said recessed slider

mount;

a lever supported by said support structure so as to be

turnable between a first and a second position;

a detent formed on the upper end of said lever and adapted

to engage said opening of said pull tab when said lever is

14 15

in said first position;

spring means for yieldably urging said lever to said first

position; and

means for normally preventing said lever from turning to

said second position where said detent is disengaged from

said opening of said pull tab.

3,844,015

SLIDER ASSEMBLY DEVICE
Koichi Kawakami, Toyama, Japan, assignor to Yoshida Kogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed May 17, 1973, Ser. No. 361,131

Claims priority, application Japan, May 22, 1972, 47-60207

Int. CI. B23p 19104

U.S. CI. 29-207.5 SL 4 Claims

a vertically elongated support structure having an opening

therein;

a slider holding means movable within said opening be-

tween a first and a second position.

said first position defining the mounting of a slider on said

slider holding means; and

a slider supplying means movable into and away from said

opening and supplying sliders to said slider holding means

at said second position.

3,844,017

APPARATUS FOR GAPPING ZIPPER CHAIN

Harry Fisher, and Stuart Fisher, both of Whitestone, N.Y.,

assignors to Stagg Zipper Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,485

Int. CI. B23p 19104

U.S. CI. 29-207.5 D 46 Claims

1, An assembling device for a concealed slide fastener

which comprises a support bed, a post extending therefrom, a

crank arm carrying a slider holder for holding sliders while

assembling the fastener chain therethrough, and means for

adjusting the angular position of said slider holder such that

the guide channel of the slider when mounted thereon can be

seen through from a downwardly tilted angle.

3,844,016

SLIDER HOLDER FOR SLIDE FASTENERS

Koichi Kawakami, Toyama, Japan, assignor to Yoshida Kogyo

Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,808

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 8, 1972, 47-79332

Int. CI. B23p 19104

U.S. CI. 29-207.5 SL 2 Claims

1 . A slider holder for releasably holding sliders while assem-

bling a slide fastener chain therethrough, which slider holder

comprises:

UJJ

1. A device for forming gaps at predetermined locations in

a continuous web having a plurality of ridges or the like ex-

tending transversely or the web. said device comprising, a

frame, a chopping element mounted in said frame for recipro-

cal vertical movement therein, a support platform mounted in

said frame below and in generally vertical alignment with said

chopping element for supporting a web passing through said

device in vertical alignment with said chopping element, and

registration means mounted for vertical movement with said

chopping element for engaging at least one ridge on said web

to precisely locate said web prior to contact therewith by said

chopping element, whereby, on the downward stroke of said

chopping element said registration means positions said web

with respect to said chopping element and said element re-

moves a predetermined array of ridge sections from said web.
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3,844,018
CONTAINER INSPECTION SYSTEM AND METHOD

Fredrick L. Calhoun, Torrance, Calif., assignor to Industrial
Dynamics Company, Ltd., Torrance, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 121,321. March 5, 1971. This application
June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,388

Int. CI. B23q / 7100
U.S. CI. 29-407

,2 Claims

said sheath being closely fitted on said core to exclude both
said binder and said hard particles therebetween except
in said core spaces.

1. A method of constructing apparatus for providing an
emission of radiation, including the following steps-

providing standard bar stock of a metal including means
forming end walls and having any impurities extending
longitudinally in the direction of rolling at an intermedi-
ate position between the end walls of the bar stock and in
a plane generally parallel to the end walls and the direc-
tion of rolling,

forming from the bar stock a pair of housings in such a
manner that one wall of each housing is defined by that
portion of the bar stock at the intermediate position
between the said end walls of the bar stock

forming cavities in each housing to define a 'thin window
therein, one of said cavities being formed in the said one
end wall and the other being formed in the opposite end
thereof forming the said end wall of said bar stock and
disposing a source of radiation in one of the cavities in
sealed relationship to the housing to provide for the pas-
sage of radiation from the source only through the thin
window.

3,844,019
SAW AND IMPACT RESISTANT SECURITY BAR AND

METHOD OF MAKING SAME
Warren M. Shwayder, Bloomfield Hills, and Baruch Sfar, Oak

Park, both of Mich., assignors to Warren M. Shwayder,
Bloomfield, Mich., a part interest

Division of Ser. No. 260,397, June 7, 1972, Pat. No. 3,777 517
This application July 12, 1973. Ser. No. 369,400

'

Int. CI. B22f 3124
U.S. CI. 29-420.5

,2 Claims

3,844,020
CONSTRUCTION METHOD

Haldon L. Hamilton, Crescent City. Calif., assignor to Hambro
Forest Products. Inc.. Crescent City, Calif.

Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283,050
Int. CI. B23p moo

U.S. CI. 29-432 „ Claims

-/a
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1. A method of constructing a sheet-faced reinforced as-
sembly comprising

providing a support structure comprising a plurality of
elongate laterally spaced support members deHning acommon plane, adjacent support members being spaced
from each other by a void between the members

securing a first panel to the support structure wi'th said
panel paralleling the plane defined by the structure and
with the back side of the panel adjoining the structure at
least a portion of a margin of said panel adjacent an edge
of the panel and on the back side of the panel facing a
void between adjacent support members

from the front side of said first panel fastening a seam strip
to the back side of the panel along said portion of said
margin with the seam strip fitting in said void, said seam
strip being positioned as fastened with a portion of the
strip projecting beyond said edge of said panel whereby
said portion of the strip is exposed from the front side of
said panel,

securing a second panel to the support structure with an
edge of the second panel abutting said edge of the first
panel and with a portion of the margin of said second
panel on the back side and adjacent said edge of the
second panel overlying the projecting portion of said
strip, and

from the front side of the second panel fastening said sec-
ond panel to the seam strip through its said margin.

I. A saw and impact resistant member comprising:
an elongated metal core having a closely fitted, thin wall

metal sheath surrounding and in face to face contact
therewith;

longitudinally extending core spaces, of shallow depth
formed between the surface of the core and the interior
surface of the sheath, with said core spaces being filled
with a matrix formed of closely packed hard particles
such as of metallic carbides and the like and a softer
binder material;

3,844,021
METHOD OF SIMULTANEOUSLY DRAWING A

PLURALITY OF WIRES AND APPARATUS THEREFOR
Koichi Hamada, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Seisen Co.

Ltd., Osaka, Japan
Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,658

Claims priority, application Japan, July 17, 1972,47-71446
Int. CI. B23p / 7i04

^'•A'•'?H-H*'r^ .
»0 Claims

1. A method of simultaneously drawing a plurality of wires
comprising the steps of:

a. providing a long carrier having a plurality of troughs
formed in the peripheral surface thereof;
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b. containing a plurality of bundled material wires in the

troughs;

c. closing the troughs to form a bound body;

d. drawing the bound body, and

e. then separating the long carrier from the wires.

tensioning by seating anchor wedges in the corresponding

wedge-shaped bores, comprising:

a jack body having a front end for operatively abutting the

structure during tensioning, and further having a longitu-

dinal passage therein opening at the front end into a

mouth for receiving the cables;

a tensioning head disposed within the jack body passage for

one-to-one gripping of each cable, said tensioning head-

including ( 1 ) gripping means for gripping each cable. (2)

unclamping means adapted for longitudinal movement

relative to the gripping means from a disengaged position

at which the unclamping means is inoperative to release

the gripping means to an engaged position at which the

unclamping means is operative to release the griping

means, and (3) resilient means normally urging the un-

clamping means to the disengaged position;

a plate having a plurality of bores arranged in a pattern

corresponding to that of the gripping means, the plate

3,844,022

METHOD OF MAKING A UNIVERSAL FLEXURAL
ASSEMBLY

Richard A. Kutash, Yorkville, N.Y., assignor to The Bendix

Corporation, Teterboro, N.J.

Filed Sept. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 286,368

Int. CLB23p lllOO

U.S. CI. 29-436 4 Claims

i=^

1. A method of making a universal flexural assembly com-

prising:

forming an integral body having a central portion and two

substantially axially extending yoke portions, said central

portion having first and second generally U-shaped cham-

bers orthogonally and inversely disposed relative each

other, said central portion having first and second gener-

ally cylindrical bores orthogonally disposed such that

they intersect at their respective centers, said central and

yoke members held together by a plurality of support

arms;

providing a plurality of resilient coupling members within

said first and second cylindrical chambers; and

removing said support arms such that universal relative

movement of said first and second yoke portions occurs

in response to a force on one of said yoke portions.

3,844,023

APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR TENSIONING CABLES
Jorge Juan Ventura Surribas, Calle San Andres, 240, and Juan

Coll Morell, Calie Amilcar, 209, both of Barcelona, Spain

Filed Sept. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 288,415

Claims priority, application Spain, Sept. 14, 1971, 172706

Int. CI. E21b 19100

U.S. CI. 29-452 18 Claims

1. A jack for simultaneously tensioning a plurality of cables

each projecting through a wedge-shaped bore in an anchor

assembly and for anchoring the cables to a structure after

being adapted to be threaded onto the cables indepen-

dently of the jack body and positioning closely adjacent

the free ends of the cables to align the cables ends in the

pattern of the gripping means so that the cable ends are

held by the plate in proper alignment for receipt by the

gripping means upon insertion of the jack body over the

cables;

means for urging the tensioning head to a position adjacent

the mouth of the jack body, so as to bring the plate and

the tensioning head adjacent each other and to allow

substantially simultaneous receipt of the cable ends by

the gripping means upon insertion of the jack body over

the cables, and for urging the tensioning head away from

the housing to simultaneously tension the cables; and

means for engaging the plate to drive the anchor wedges

into their corresponding wedge-shaped bores, whereby

the cables are anchored to the structure in their tensioned

state.

3,844,024

METHOD OF MOUNTING COMPONENTS OF A
DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE

Charles W. Otto, De Kalb, III., assignor to General Electric

Company, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 246,219, April 21, 1972,

abandoned. This application Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 397,693

Int. CI. B23ki//02

U.S. CI. 29-471.3 20 Claims

1. A method of mounting a structural component of a dyna-

moelectric machine to a stationary member thereof compris-

ing the steps of:

a. mounting a set of beams to the stationary member;

b. positioning end portions of the beams within receiving

means provided therefor in the structural component;

c. introducing molten metal into the receiving means for
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ducer, said method comprising
flowing into intimate contact with the element and carrier

a hquid mass of an alloy consisting of gold and tin and
comprising, by weight, about 80% gold and about 20%
tin,

d. solidifying the metal thereby forming means for holding
the beam end portions and the receiving means portions
in mounting engagement.

3,844,025
METHOD OF MAKING A PRESSURE ACTUATED

CONTROL DEVICE
Josef Lingnau, Bremen-Borgfeld, Germany, assignor to Ges-

tra-KSB Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH & Co. Kommanditgeseil-
schaft, Bremen, Germany

Filed Aug. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 388,681
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 23, 1972,

Int. CI. B23k 1/20,31/02
U.S. CI. 29-482

3 c,«i„,

solidifymg the flowed mass to form a deposit of said alloy
jomed to and joining the element and carrier

without reliquefying the deposit, alternately, and a plurality
of times, heating and chilling it, and

by said heating and chilling relieving stresses in the deposit

3,844,027
COPPER BRAZING OF MATRIX STRUCTURES

Frederick A. Hagen. Birmingham, and Royal E. Davis, Far-
mington, both of Mich., assignors to Chrysler Corporation,
Highland Park, Mich.

Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,075
Int. CI. B21d5i/02

U.S. CI. 29-488
,4 claims

1. A method for making a pressure actuated control device
having a diaphragm located between two housing members
which comprises:

performing two thin walled housing members with obliquely
flared peripheral clamping flanges of substantial width
diverging outwardly from normal clamping position the
flanges having clamping areas disposed along their inner
edges;

assembling said housing members in register with one an-
other on opposite sides of a flexible diaphragm-

clamping said assembly together with external clamping
means under sufficient external clamping force to elasti-
cally deform said flanges and bring their full clamping
areas into firm contact with said diaphragm; and

weldmg the peripheral edges of said clamped assembly
while said flanges remain elastically deformed.

3,844,026
BOND PREPARATION IN ELECTRICAL
DEFLECTION-SENSITIVE TRANSDUCER

Thomas B. Hutchins, IV, 310 N.W. Brynwood Ln., Portland,
Oreg. 97229

Filed June 14, 1973, Ser. No. 369,784
Int. CI. B23k 1/12

^f?'^\~fl 23 Claims
1. A method of preparing in an electrical deflectionsensitive

transducer an electrically conductive, dimensionally stable,

'!f

%

^•'

1. A method of uniformly applying copper brazing material
to matrix assemblies for the subsequent copper brazing
thereof, comprising the steps.

A. preparing a slurry of copper brazing paste to form a
brazing material.

B. placing the slurry on one face of the matrix assembly so
as to introduce it to the passageways thereof, and

C. establishing a pressure differential between the faces of
the matrix assembly whereby the slurry is caused to flow
through the passageways and coat the interior thereof

3,844,028
AUTOMATIC TOOL CHANGER

Robert Z. Hague, Oradell, NJ.; Edwin F. Hantman, New
York, N.V.; Howard H. Laucks, South Hackensack; George
J. Loos, Parsippany, both of NJ.; Matthew F. Marsicano
Forest Hills, N.V., and Alfred J. Mastropole, Saddle River'
N.J., assignors to Moog Inc., East Aurora, N.V.

'

Filed May 2, 1969, Ser. No. 821,361
Int. CI. B23q 3/157

U.S. CI. 29-568
70 Claims

1. In a machine tool having a spindle, the improvement
which comprises a tool rack having a plurality of tool stations
tor storing a plurality of working tools severally adapted for
driven connection to said spindle, means mounting said rack
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for rotation about a fixed axis generally parallel to that of said

spindle and radially spaced therefrom, a transfer arm pivot-

able about an axis radially spaced from but generally parallel

to the rack and spindle axes between a first angular position

adjacent said rack and a second angular position adjacent said

spindle, means mounting said arm for such pivotal movement

only between said angular positions as limits without stopping

in moving from one to the other of said angular positions,

means mounting said arm for translation axially of said axes

only between a first axial position axially adjacent said rack

and spindle and a second axial position axially remote from

said rack and spindle as limits without stopping in moving

from one to the other of said axial positions, and a working

tool grasper arranged on said arm for extension and retraction

relative thereto and arranged to exert a prehensile grip only

when said arm is in said second axial position but not when in

said first axial position, said arm when carrying a working tool

carrying only a single working tool and removing a working

tool from said spindle and returning it to said rack before said

rack is rotated to present another working tool to said arm for

pickup thereby and transfer to said spindle, said rack includ-

ing a plate having an opening at each of said tool stations, an

annular socket member secured at one end to said plate and

surrounding each such opening to provide a socket for a

working tool, an index key on the inside of said socket mem-

ber arranged to be received in an index keyway in a working

tool when inserted in said socket, and latch means arranged

adjacent said socket member for releasably supporting a

working tool therein and including a transverse pivot pin

mounted on said socket member at the other end thereof, a

hook-shaped latch pivotally supported on said pin and spring

means operatively arranged between said plate and latch, said

plate having an opening through which said latch extends.

slugs and a glass sleeve, said die and said slugs being

disposed within said glass sleeve, said first and second

faces of said die being in contacting relation with said first

ends of said first and second slugs respectively;

I. heating the assembly of step (a) in a partially evacuated

chamber until said glass sleeve becomes molten and starts

to flow;

injecting into said chamber a gas so as to cause a rapid

increase of the pressure therein, causing thereby said

glass sleeve to collapse and substantially encapsulate said

die and said slugs, and, further, to form a glass-to-oxide

seal with said layer of oxide on each of said slugs; and

. brazing first and second leads to said second ends of said

first and second slugs respectively.

3,844,030

COMPOSITE OF METAL AND THERMOSET PLASTIC,

AND METHOD OF MAKING IT

Robert E. Wilkinson, Lafayette, Ind., assignor to Rostone

Corporation, Lafayette, Ind.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 292,188

Int. CLHOlf 27/02

U.S. CI. 29-592 15 Claims

gm^

3,844,029

HIGH POWER DOUBLE-SLUG DIODE PACKAGE
Raymond Dibugnara, Huntington Beach, Calif., assignor to

TRW Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 222,788, Feb. 2, 1972, abandoned. This

application Aug. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 388,612

Int. CI. BO Ij 17100

U.S. CI. 29-588 6 Claims

1. The method of making a glass encapsulated semiconduc-

tor device comprising (i) a semiconductor die having first and

second faces, a circumferential edge and at least one PN
junction between said faces; (ii) first and second electrically

conducting metal slugs, each of said slugs having at least one

layer of an electrically conducting metal coated over first and

second ends thereof, and a layer of an oxide of said metal

coated over a circumferential surface thereof, which method

comprises the steps of:

a. holding together an assembly comprised of said die, said

1. The method of forming a composite of a substrate and an

overlay of fiber-reinforced thermoset plastic composition

conforming and bonded thereto, which comprises

preparing a substrate having an extended surface,

coating said surface with an uncured elastomer composition

in the presence of a bonding agent for bonding the elasto-

mer to the substrate surface, and treating the coating to

stabilize the same as a stable coating layer on said surface

without completely curing the elastomer composition.

molding a fiber-reinforced thermosetting plastic molding

composition in place against the incompletely cured

elastomer layer under pressure and heat, in the presence

of a coupling agent for bonding the plastic to the elasto-

mer,

and maintaining the pressure and heat for a time sufficient

to cure both the plastic composition and the elastomer

layer, and to effect chemical bonding of the plastic and

elastomer layers.
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3,844,031

METHOD OF MOUNTING AND FORMING
DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE COMPONENTS

William M. Stone; John M. Brunschwig, and Kenneth J. Zur-
buch, all of Dekalb, III., assignors to General Electric Com-
pany, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed Aug. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 388,672
Int. CI. H02k 15100

U.S. CI. 29-596
55 Claims
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^•8^4'033
ROTARY SHAVER WITH INTERLOCKING MEANS TO

PREVENT SHEAR PLATE ROTATION

cJ^nd R'Ms:"Mich""'^'"*'
^'^''•' -^«"- »« «•-" '-•

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 271,798, July 14, 1972 This
application Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,418

U.S. CI. 30-43.5'"' ^'•"'''''^'^•^^^^^
,„.6 Claims

1. A method of forming and mounting a fan for use in
coolmg an annular group of stator winding end turns in a
dynamoelectric machine comprising the steps of:

a. forming in an annulus adjacent the outer edge thereof a
p urality of cooling means which remain disposed gener-
ally m the plane of said annulus;

b. securing said annulus to an end ring of a rotatable assem-
bly tor said dynamoelectric machine; and then

c. deforming said cooling means from the plane of said
annulus to extend generally over the outer periphery of
said annular group of stator winding end turns which may
be disposed adjacent said cooling means.

3,844,032
NAIL NIPPERS

Jack Siegal, 84-20 Britton Ave., Elmhurst, N.Y. 11373
Continuation of Ser. No. 265,871, June 23, 1972, abandoned.

This application May 6, 1974, Ser. No. 467,429

,, _ ^, ,
*"»• CI. B26b / 7104; B45d 29102

t.S. CI. 30-28
2 Claims

1. A dry shaver comprising:
a. a shaver housing including a shaving head having at least
one circular opening therein,

b. a shear plate which effectively comprises:
1. a thin-walled first member having an outer shaving face
which merges into a cylindrical wall which loosely fits
within said head opening for tilting relative thereto, and
with said first member having a peripheral fiange dis-
posed beneath said head opening,

2. and a second member telescopingly assembled within
said cylindrical wall,

c. a fioating rotary cutting member disposed within said
shear plate and tiltably supporting the latter,'

d. a rigid fixed inner shear plate stop member having an
opening with at least one radially extending projection
with said stop member opening being in alignment with
said head,

e. and projection means extending longitudinally from said
second member into said stop member opening and
adapted to engage said radial projection to limit shear
plate rotation during rotation of said cutting member

3,844,034

DRY SHAVER
Klaus Limberg, Sollngen, Germany, assignor to Robert Krups,

Solingen-Wald, Germany
Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,863

,•.«?,""* P^of'ty' application Germany, Jan. 25, 1972
2203346 '

Int. CI. B26b 19104
U.S. CI. 30-43.92

,0 Claims

I. A cutting tool for manicuring finger and toe nails, which
comprises a pair of handle portions pivotally connected at a
fulcrum, each of which has curved elongate blade portions
providing at least one pair of opposed abutting longitudinally
oriented cutting edges terminating at their outer tips in two
pairs of pointed ends, one pair directed forwardly and the
other pair directed rearwardly towards the handle, wherein
said pointed end of said opposed cutting edges directed rear-
wardly toward said handle lies out of the plane formed by said
handle and said fulcrum, said curved rearwardly blade portion
curving from the plane of said fulcrum and handle to said
pointed end. whereby a cutting operation can be performed
on the right and/or left side of the desired object without
reversing the orientation of the cutting tool with respect to the
object. 1. In a dry shaver, a combination comprising a housing ashear foil on said housing; a vibratory system in said housing
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and including a cutter unit comprising a plurality of cutter

blades, said unit being reciprocable beneath and relative to

said shear foil, an electrically energized drive including an

oscillating arm connected with a lower side of said unit for

effecting reciprocation of the same, and including a vibratory

armature, and springs engaging said armature and being flexi-

ble in a direction of movement of the latter, said vibratory

system having an inherent vibratory frequency; and means,

comprising releasable elements releasably connected with said

unit, to vary the combined mass thereof and thereby change

the inherent vibratory frequency of said system, so as to ac-

commodate said inherent vibratory frequency to the fre-

quency of the electric current by which said drive is energized

by varying the mass of said cutter unit.

II

3,844,035

PIVOTALLY MOUNTED LONG HAIR TRIMMER
Kurt Bauerle, Schramberg-Sulgen, Germany, assignor to

Firma Kuno Moser GmbH, Unterklrnach, Germany
Division of Ser. No. 163,735, July 19, 1971, Pat. No.

3,763,558. This application June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 371,246

Claims priority, application Germany, July 20, 1970,

2035870 M

II Int. CI. B26b / 9/04

U.S. CI. 30-43.92 6 Claims

1. In a power shaver, a combination comprising a housing;

an elongated hair trimmer comprising an elongated supporting

member, a stationary clipping member fixed to one side of

said supporting member, a movable clipping member ar

ranged at the other side of said supporting member and recip-

rocable in the longitudinal direction of the latter and said

stationary clipping member, and clamping means comprising

a substantially U-shaped resilient clamping member partially

encompassing and pressing said clipping members against

each other; and mounting means in said housing means sup-

porting said supporting member pivotable about a tilting axis

extending substantially parallel to the direction of elongation

of said hair trimmer for tilting the latter between an operative

and an inoperative position.

3,844,036

ELECTRIC HAIR CLIPPER AND COMB FOR ANIMAL
HAIR

John F. Wahl, and William M. Walton, both of Sterling, III.,

assignors to Wahl Clipper Corporation, Sterling, 111.

•Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,305

1 Int. CI. B26b 19120, 19124

U.S. CI. 30-200 1 Claim

1. An electric hair clipper and associated comb for thick,

tangled, matted animal hair, comprising:

an electric hair clipper having a housing, a lower stationary

blade with cutting teeth and an upper movable blade with

cutting teeth, the teeth of the two blades engaging to form

a cutting plane;

comb guide members arranged side by side in uniformly

spaced relation transversely of said blades, the number of

comb guide members being about one-fourth the number

of cutting teeth in said stationary blade;

attaching means interconnecting said comb guide members

and detachably mounting them on said clipper in effec-

tive relation with said blades;

said comb guide members each having smooth surfaces,

rounded edges and a thin lateral dimension for ease of

passing through said guiding hair, a lower portion spaced

from said cutting plane a distance to obtain desired cut

length, said lower portion extending forwardly a distance

beyond said cutting teeth and merging into a return por-

tion extending upwardly and rearwardly above and be-

yond the teeth of said movable blade, said return portion

of vertical dimension as small as reasonably possible to

minimize resistance to entering hair;

the return portion of at least one of said comb guide mem-
bers engaging said housing to aid in positioning said comb
guide members;

the return portion of at least one of said comb guide mem-

bers engaging a portion of said clipper in response to

forces tending to separate said comb guide members from

said clipper, whereby such tendency is resisted;

whereby thick, tangled, or matted hair, due to movement of

said comb guide members through the hair, is lifted,

supported and guided by said members into said cutting

plane and cut by said teeth before traveling to the rear-

ward ends of said return portions of said members.

3,844,037

CABLE CUTTER
Carl F. Geller, 3140 Luneburg, Luner Damm 17, Germany

Filed Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,109

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 8, 1972,

2216954
Int. CI. B26b UIOO

U.S. CI. 30-231 6 Claims

1. A cable cutter comprising:

a stand having a base and a sleeve overhanging said base;

at least one fixed blade on said base;

a ram vertically shiftable in said sleeve above said fixed
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blade and provided with an elongated array of spaced-
apart formations;

a further blade mounted on said ram and co-operating with
the first-mentioned blade to sever a cable between them
upon displacement of said ram toward said base;

a ram-lifting lever mounted on said stand and engageable
with said formations for jacking said ram away from said
base;

detent means on said sleeve engageable with said forma-
tions for retaining said ram against rebound, said lever
and said sleeve being provided with pivot means swing-
ably mounting said lever with play on said sleeve, said
pivot means including a pin and a hole receiving said pin
with play; and

a compression spring yieldably urging said detent toward
said ram and biasing said lever out of engagement with
said formation, said formation being constituted by a
saw-tooth array of teeth, said lever having a projection
engageable with said teeth upon displacement of said
lever against the force of said spring.

3,844,038
SHEET VINYL WALL TRIMMER TOOL

Edward G. Kelly, Allentown; Theodore E. Dean, Coplay, both
of Pa., and Frederick S. Tuttle, Toms River, N.J., assignors
to GAF Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Sen No. 313,691
Int. CI. B26b 3108

U.S. CI. 30-293 7 ci«ims

1. An apparatus for trimming flexible sheet of flooring
material including:

frame means;

a plurality of spaced, rotatable guide means disposed in said
frame means to move along a cutting line;

cutting blade means intermediate and substantially in align-
ment with said guide means for cutting along said line;

cutting blade positioning means, said cutting blade position-
ing means including blade guide means for positioning
said cutting blade means with respect to said frame
means; and

frame support means, including adjustable means for adjust-
ing the angle of said frame means and said cutting blade
means with respect to a surface upon which the apparatus
is positioned for operation.

having a control element including a potentiometer control-
ling said dental drills, an electronic actuating device con-
nected with said potentiometer, an electric valve for varying

,S

3,844,039
DEVICE FOR OPERATING DENTAL DRILLING

MACHINES
Otto Fleer, Eriangen, and Hubert Grill, Pfungstadt, both of
Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Erianger,
Germany

Filed May 15, 1970, S«r. No. 48,616
Claims priority, application Germany, June 28, 1969

1932841

Int. CI. A61c 19102
U.S. CI. 32-22 4 Claims

I. A device for operating a dental drill with an electric
motor and a dental drill with a turbine drive, said device

the amount of compressed air supplied to the turbine drive,
and a switch device connected with said electronic actuating
device and connecting selectively said electric motor and said
electric valve with the electronic actuating device.

3,844,040
UNIVERSAL MOUNTING PLATE FOR DENTAL

ARTICULATORS
Howard M. Willis, 1360 W. Sixth St., San Pedro, Calif. 90731

Filed May 22, 1973, Ser. No. 362,744
Int. CI. A61c UIOO

U.S. CI. 32-32 7 Claims

<39

1. A universal mounting plate assembly for dental articula-
tors, comprising:

a generally flat plate having a central opening therethrough
adapted to receive one end of a bolt for securing said
plate in place on an articulator frame,

one side of said plate having a plurality of recesses adapted
to receive corresponding dowel pins for securing said
plate upon the frame in non-rotating relationship to said
bolt, said bolt projecting into said opening from said one
side of said plate,

the other side of said plate having a circumferential recess
surrounding said central opening, the wall of said recess
having a polygonal configuration; and

an insert member having an external polygonal configura-
tion conforming substantially to the polygonal configura-
tion of said recess, said insert member being tightly but
removably secured within said recess of said plate, said
insert member having a threaded opening which is of
smaller diameter than said central opening of said plate
whereby said insert member is held in non-rotatable
engagement with said recess so that said bolt may be
threaded into said insert member.
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3,844,041

NAVIGATION AID

Lester E. Wilson, Jr., 1 Short St., Bedford, Mass. 01730

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 250,962

Int. CKG01c2//20
U.S. CL33-ISD 9 Claims

scale for rotation relative to each other and to said plate about

the center of said scale, said first disc disposed between said

plate and said second disc, each of said discs having a diame-

ter line extending across the disc, said first disc being dark in

color over the one-half thereof on one side of its diameter line

and light in color over the other one-half thereof, and said

second disc being of a matching dark color over the one-half

thereof on one side of its diameter line and transparent over

the other half thereof.

3,844,043

DEVICE FOR SCALING ANGLES

Ray Gustafson, Box 136, Trimont, Minn. 56176

Filed Oct. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 406,652

Int. CI. B43I 7/06

U.S. CL 33-91

1. A navigation aid for determining the magnetic compass

heading to reach a destination from a departure point com-

prising,

a base having a surface,

means defining an axis of rotation extending from substan-

tially the center of the surface perpendicular thereto.

a chart about said axis of rotation and rotatable with respect

to the surface,

a compass rose concentric with said axis and rotatable

thereon with respect to the surface,

an index on the surface for the compass rose,

a magnetic variation index on the chart and a magnetic

variation scale on the compass rose, and

means providing course lines overlaying the chart, whereby

the chart and compass rose are independently rotatable

on the axis, the index on the chart aligning with a reading

of the scale to account for magnetic variation when and

a course line is in registration with the departure and

destination points on the chart, so that the index on the

surface designates the magnetic compass heading on the

compass rose to reach the destination from the departure

point.

2 Claims

1. A device for gauging angles comprising a slide arm, a pair

of gauge arms pivoted at a common point to one end of said

slide arm, slide means slidably disposed on said slide arm, said

slide means including clamping means to clamp said slide

means releasably in a given position on said slide arm, link

means pivotally connected to said gauge arms on an upper

surface of the gauge arm, said link means also being pivotally

connected to a lower surface of said slide means, said slide

means being thereby vertically displaced from said gauge

arms, said slide arm being of normally flat material whereby

the vertical displacement causes a frictional engagement be-

tween said slide means and said slide arm.

3,844,042

NAVIGATION AID

Arthur G. Hodge, 1320 Sherman Ave., Janesvllle, Wis. 53545

Filed Sept. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 184,852

Int. CI. B43I 7100

U.S. CI. 33-1 SD 1 Claim

3,844,044

MOUNTING FOR PRECISION FRICTION WHEEL
MEASURING DEVICES

Irven H. Culver, Playa Del Rey, Calif., assignor to Primus

Mfg., Inc., San Lorenzo, P.R.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,604

Int. CI. G0lbi//2

U.S. CL 33-125 M 11 Claims

1. A mounting for attaching a distance measuring device

having a metering wheel to a base element, the metering wheel

being adapted to roll along a measuring surface with move-

ment of the base element, the mounting comprising: a first

member rotatably supporting the metering wheel, the member

having a planar surface perpendicular to the axis of rotation

1 A device comprising a base plate having a circular scale, of the metering wheel, a second member having a pair of

first* and second disc members pivoted at the center of said projecting support surfaces contacting the planar surface of

927 O.G.—67
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the Hrst member at two separated points along a line extend-
ing parallel to the measuring surface, means securing the Hrst
member to the second member with the projecting surfaces in
contact with said planar surface, means including a resilient
loadmg member movably attaching the second member to the
base element, and adjustable means for moving the first mem-
ber and associated wheel laterally relative to the second mem-
ber m a direction toward said measuring surface perpendicu-
lar to said line of engagement of the two support surfaces.

3,844,045
FLUIDIC PRECISE POSITION INDICATOR

Freeman K. Farman, 351 Whitenack Rd., Far Hills, N.J.

Filed June 8, 1972, S«r. No. 261,097
Int. CI. GO lb 19164, 13/02

t.S. CI. 33-125 R 8 Claims

October 29, 1974

with respect to the inner member greater than the tolerance
limit of the test part, the central axis of the stud being the
central axis of the inner member, the inner member having a

1. A nuidic precise position indicator comprising an actuat-
ing means including a first actuating element secured to the
moving part of a machine by a first clamping means, and a
second actuating element adjustably secured by a second
clamping means lo said first actuating element, wherein said
second actuating element is located in contacting relationship
with a piston rod of an actuating cylinder and is adapted for
depressing said cylinder to expel a fluid into a means connect-
ing said actuating cylinder with a hydraulic zeroing cylinder
and a means directly connecting said zeroing cylinder with a
hydraulic slave cylinder with a piston and piston rod located
therein and adapted for contacting engagement with an indi-
cating means, wherein said slave cylinder piston engages a
contact element of said indicating means in a direct line and
wherein the first actuating element is a rod which is axially
adjustable in the first clamping means and the second actuat-
ing element IS a mechanical dog which is adjustable longitudi-
nally with respect to the rod. and both clamping means are
clamps.

3,844,046
STUD FOR A MOVABLE GAGING ELEMENT AND ITS
COMBINATION WITH THE GAGING ELEMENT AND

WITH A GAGE
Stanley G. Johnson, West Hartford, Conn., assignor to The

Johnson Cage Company, Bloomfield, Conn.
Filed Oct. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 409,089

Int. CI. GO lb 5/08

^f?\'^.7'^'^ 7 Claims
I. A stud for mounting a gaging element on a gage frame for

limited radial movement to gage a test part comprising an
inner member, an outer cylindrical member having a bore
therethrough receiving the inner member, pin means secured
to the outer member between the ends thereof and extending
diametrically including at least one pin, the bore having a
dimension to allow relative movement of the outer member

hole for each pin in which the pin is slidable for movement of
the outer member relatively to the inner member, and means
carried by the inner member to be used to secure the same to
a gage frame.

3,844,047
ELECTRONIC MICROMETERS EMPLOYING DIGITAL

PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
Robert W. Carson, 6871 Gano Dr., Little Falls, N.J. 30274

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,558
Int. CI. GO 1 6 7/02

U.S. a. 33-166
9 Claims

BI-DlgeCT
sTf/vf/f/wrwf

I. Apparatus for performing accurate measurements of a
dimension of a work piece or similar article positioned at a
tixed reference point, comprising:

a. a niicrometer spindle rotatably positioned with respect to
said reference point to move upon rotation towards oraway from said point,

b. a bidirectional stepper motor having an output shaft
which can rotate by a discrete number of steps in either
a clockwise or counter-clcokwise direction upon applica-
tion to said motor of a repetitive signal to either a first
input for clockwise rotation or a second input for coun-
ter-clockwise rotation,

c. gearing means coupling said output shaft of said motor to
said spindle for moving said spindle away from said refer-
ence point in one of said clockwise or counter-clockwise
rotations and towards said reference point for said other
rotations,

d. counting means coupled to said first and second inputs of
said motor and responsive to the difference between
repetitions applied to said first input as compared to
repetitioris applied to said second input to store therein acount indicative of the total number of effective repeti-
lons applied to said motor to move said spindle towards

th .'f ,L^""
P°'"^' '^'"^ '^°'^'* '^^""t determinative ofhe total distance traveled by said spindle in the direction

towards said reference point, and
e. time delay means having an output coupled to said firstor second input of said stepper motor and responsive tosaid spindle contacting said work piece to activate means

for displaying said stored count for a desired time aftewhrch said time delay means causes said motor to dve
said spindle away from said reference point by a given
distance according to a setting of said time delay mLs
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3,844,048

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR STABILIZING
VEHICLES

Norvel R. Branham, Atlanta, Ga., and Peter C. Pantaze, de-

ceased, late of Atlanta, Ga. (Gianinna Russo Pantaze, execu-

trix)

Division of Ser. No. 803,030, Feb. 27, 1969, abandoned. This

application Mar. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 125,888

Int. CL GOlb 5/00

U.S. CL 33-203.16 8 Claims

1. A mechanism for indicating the assymmetrical deviations

in the circumferential tread of a vehicular wheel and inflated

tire assembly with respect to the normal axis of rotation of the

assembly on the vehicle, said indicator mechanism compris-

ing:

support means selectively positionable with respect to the

normal operating axis of rotation of the circumferential

tread of the wheel and tire assembly; and,

indicator means carried by said support means adjacent the

tread, said indicator means including:

a first indicator for measuring the radial deviations of the

tread with respect to the normal operating axis of rota-

tion of the wheel and tire assembly at a first point on

a common line extending transversely across the tread;

a second indicator for measuring the radial deviations

of the tread with respect to the normal operating axis

of rotation of the wheel and tire assembly at a second

point on said common line spaced from said first point;

and,

comparator means interconnecting said first and second

indicators for indicating the absolute difference be-

tween the measurements taken by said first and second

indicators,

said comparator means including an indicator plate opera-

tively connected to said first indicator and movable in re-

sponse to radial deviations in the tire tread at said first point

and a pointer operatively connected to said second indicator

and movable in response to radial deviations in the tire tread

at said second point, said pointer overlying said indicator plate

so that the relative position of said indicator plate with respect

to said pointer indicates the absolute difference in relative

positions of said indicators.

a plurality of vertical line means intersecting said horizontal

line means to establish a plurality of fixed reference

points within said transparent portion as to which points

on the subject may be visually correlated,

a primary positioning means comprising a first aperture in

said frame means and a second aperture laterally spaced

from said first aperture, a first recess which extends in-

wardly from one marginal edge of said frame means

adjacent said first aperture and a second recess which

extends inwardly from a marginal edge of said frame

means adjacent said second aperture, and a flexible lan-

yard slidably mounted in said apertures with the ends of

said lanyard projecting beyond the rear face of said frame

means,

each of said lanyard ends having securement means to

prevent the ends of the lanyard from sliding through said

apertures so that an intermediate portion of said lanyard

forms a closed loop projecting from the front face of said

frame means,

3,844,049

DRAWING AID SYSTEM
Paul Suvada, 2820 E. 122nd St., Cleveland, Ohio 44120

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,559

Int. CI. B43I 13/00

U.S. CI. 33-262 2 Claims

1. A drawing aid system including a frame means having a

front face, a rear face and transparent central portion, and a

reference grid disposed within said portion, through which a

subject to be sketched may be viewed relative to said grid,

said grid comprising,

a plurality of horizontal line means, and

said lanyard being of sufficient length to pass around the

neck of the user when the frame means is manually held

at a predetermined distance from the user, a sufficient

portion of the lanyard projecting beyond the rear face of

said frame means so as to be windable within said recess

and about the marginal edge of the frame means to secure

said lanyard to the frame means when the position of the

frame means relative to the neck of the user has been

determined, and

a secondary positioning means comprising a movable sight

means adjustably mounted on said frame means so that

said sight means may be moved to selective portions of

said grid for visually fixing said grid relative to a promi-

nent reference point on the subject being graphically

represented by the artist, whereby the artist can readily

relocate the frame to its initial position in the event that

the artist should move the frame during use thereof

3,844,050

POSITION INDICATING DEVICE FOR VEHICLES

William E. Lynn, 209-A Millbrook Rd., Raleigh, N.C. 27609

Filed Sept. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 401,937

Int. CI. B60r 27/00; GOlc 15/00

U.S. CI. 33-264 12 Claims

. /V /r^=<

12 14'' 1

1. In combination with an overhead index target vertically

aligned with a track on which a wheel of a vehicle is adapted
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to be received, a device adapted to be mounted on a fender
of the vehicle overlying said wheel to assist maneuvering of
the vehicle to a position in which the wheel is aligned with the
track, comprising a mounting element adapted to be sup-
ported on said fender, adjustable means movably mounted on
the mounting element and cooperating with scale means on
said mounting element for measured displacement to an oper-
ative position intersected by a vertical plane substantially
extending centrally through the wheel, and visual alignment
means adjustably carried by said adjustable means for angular
displacement relative to the mounting element whereby said
visual alignment means is aligned with said vertical plane to
indicate substantial alignment of said vertical plane with the
index target.
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nfJ^T^ ?""?^ road plan, cutting the road plan from the
flexible material, and laying the cut-out road plan on the

3,844,051
HEADING INDICATOR, ESPECIALLY FOR LAND

VEHICLES
Klas Rudolf Wlklund, Taby, Sweden, assignor to Aga Ak-

tiebolag, Lidingo, Sweden
Filed Sept. 14, 1971, Ser. No. 180,288

Claims pnority, application Sweden, SepL 18, 1970, 12757/70
Int. CI. GOlc /7/i*

U.S. CI. 33-317 D
.Claims

PULSC
_f TRANSMITTER
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support arms with each support arm in registry with the corre-
sponding coordinate on the road plan.

3,844,053
ARITHMETIC EDUCATIONAL TOY

George A. Morcos, 100 Beckwith PI., Rutherford, N.J. 07070
Lontmuation-in-part of Ser. No. 269,478, July 6 1972

abandoned. This application July 23, 1973, Ser. No' 382 025
,,^ ^ Int. CI. G09b 1 9102
'^•*- "• '5-^' X

15 CUims

I

1. A heading indicator comprising a rate gyro, an integrator
controlled by the gyro and a comparator generating an output
signal proportional to the difference between the azimuthal
information supplied from the integrator and from a magnetic
heading transmitter, the output signal being delivered to a
control circuit of the integrator so as to correct its output
azimuthal information signal in response to said difference
the control circuit also comprising means acting as a low-pass'
niter for removing from the output signal of the comparator
high-frequency spurious components therein, the limiting
frequency of the filter being variable in response to the ground
speed of the vehicle so that an increase in speed is accompa-
nied by an increased limiting frequency.

3,844,052
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A SCALE MODEL OF A

ROADWAY
Marinus Joost Fraanje, Enckelaan; Rudolf Gerard Jan Maar-

huis, Kometelaan, and Frans Noorman, Wenckebachplant-
soen, an of Netherlands, assignors to Grontmij Grondverbet-
ering- En OntginningmaatschappiJ N.V.

Filed Aug. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 278,223
Int. CI. G09b 25106

U.S. CI. 35-16 .r.. .

I A .u J i. , o Claims
I. A method of manufacturing a scale model of a road and

the like, comprising drawing a plan view of the road on flexi-
ble material, marking on the road plan a plurality of coordi-
nates corresponding to transverse lines on the road whose
elevation and inclination are known, arranging on a flat sur-
face a plurality of adjustable supports having upper support
arms with the position of the supports and the elevation and
mclmation of the support arms each corresponding to a said

1. An arithmetic toy intended to teach a pre-school aged
child the process of addition, and the meaning of numerical
sequence and magnitude, comprising:

a. a housing;

b. a plurality of display windows set within said housing-
c. means for the illustration of numbers to be added and
d. means for the simultaneous symbolic and numeric display

of each of said numbers to be added, the magnitude of the
numeric display of each one of said numbers to be added
being directly proportional to the physical length of said
symbolic display of each of said numbers to be added
wherein the visual output of said display means appears
in said plurality of display windows.

3,844,054
STABILIZER FOR A SHOE

Harold H. Morris, 710 N. 72nd Ave., Omaha, Nebr. 68114
Filed Jan. 17, 1974, Ser. No, 434,212

Int. CI. A43b
U.S. CI. 36-1

7 Claims
1. In combination with a shoe comprising a sole and a h™f

having bottom surfaces and inner and outer edges, a flat stabi-
lizer comprising a base portion secured to said sole forwardiv
of said heel and extending laterally outwardly therefrom out-
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wardly of said outer edge of said sole, said base portion being

positioned in substantially the same plane as the bottom sur-

face of said heel and having an outer end portion which is

positioned outwardly of said outer edge of said sole for en-

gagement with a supporting surface.

3,844,055

SKI BOOT
Akira Koyama, Kashiwa, and Yoshlnarl MochizukI, Tokyo,

both of Japan, assignors to Hope Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo,

Japan
Filed July 10, 1973, Ser. No. 377,930

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 27, 1972, 47-

96190
II
II Int. CI. A43b

U.S. CI. 36-2.5 AL 2 Claims

1. A ski boot made of a rigid material comprising a boot

proper, a shaft for receiving the wearer's lower leg portion and

means for detachablv connecting said shaft to said boot

proper, said means comprising a pair of upwardly opening

recesses respectively formed in the upper side edge portions

of said boot proper, a pair of pivoting axis portions respec-

tively formed at the center of said recesses and a pair of hooks

respectively provided at the lower side portions of said shaft

and adapted to engage said recesses.

cap to provide a tight fit between the expanded threads

of the cap and the threads of the sleeve housing which

prevents inadvertent rotation of the cap with respect to

the housing when the cap is rotated in threaded engage-

ment with the housing to project a variable desired

amount of the cap beyond the surface of an attached

shoe.

3,844,057

ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION METHOD AND
APPARATUS

Frank Johnson, Deerfield Rd., R.F.D., No. 3, Katonah, N.V.

10536
Filed May 2, 1972, Ser. No. 249,710

Int. CI. G09f 13124

U.S. CI. 40-106.22 4 Claims

3,844,056

SHOE ANTISLIP DEVICE

James S. Kwan, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, assignor to The

Raymond Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y., a part

interest

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,159

1

1

Int. CL A43c / 5/00

U.S. CI. 3(1-67 D }
5'^""

1. An anti-slip device in the form of a male threaded cap,

together with a female threaded housing in the form of a

sleeve which threadably engages the cap, said housing being

mounted in a recess in the bottom of a sole or heel of a shoe,

in which one end face of the cap is fitted with sharp points,

with slots formed in the face of one end of the cap and

extending into the threaded section of the cap so as to

extend the pitch diameter of the threaded section of the

1. A method of advertising or promoting the sale of con-

sumer goods by accompanying the visual display or presenta-

tion of the goods with an odor characteristic of the goods

comprising providing a visual display of the goods; and in a

controlled area in immediate proximity to the display location,

over a predetermined extended, controlled time period, pro-

viding an odor characteristic of the goods of predetermined

controlled strength so as to stimulate and heighten the sensa-

tions of prospective customers in the immediate vicinity of

said controlled area with respect to enhancing their desire to

purchase and use or enjoy the goods, the step of providing the

odor over the extended time period being carried out by

providing a plurality of sealed containers each individually

capable of being cut open to discharge by gravity a predeter-

mined, uniform, fixed quantity of an odor producing liquid

and cutting open said containers serially to cause a one-time

action with respect to each said container whereby a fixed

quantity of liquid in said container flows by gravity onto an

absorbent material and vaporizing the odor essences from said

absorbent material into the atmosphere at a predetermined
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^aKr " " ^° ^"^''^ ^ ^"^'^'"^'^ ^^-' -^ P--"- 3,844,060

——
^

M »^.
LIVE BAIT FISHING LURE—— Masam. M.ke Karachi, 203 1 Yosemlte Blvd.. Modesto, Calif.

3,844,058 '3^3

1

DOWN.RIGGER REEL f^''«<' 0««- 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,419
Int. CI. AOlk 85100

49445
^"^' ^''^ '^"^*^''"**«« Ave., North Muskegon, Mich.

i;.s ^1. 43-41
Filed June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,347

,,^ ^ Int. CI. AOlk 59/00
t.S. CI. 43-27.4 . ^, .

6 Claims

6 Claims

^/

1. A down-rigger reel comprising:
a frame formed from a pair of rod stock members-
bearings secured to each of said rod stoci< members-
'
Ea?of' n^H a ^^T^

''''^''' ^"^'^*"« °"^ «"d of said
pair of rod stock frame members-

a line receiving drum between said pair of rod stock mem-
bers and said drum supported rotationally in said bear-
ings;

a crank handle operably connected to said drum for se-
lected winding or unwinding rotation thereof-

a splice element socketing the outboard ends of said rod
stock frame elements and having a parallel socket inter-
mediate said socketing for said outboard ends, said splice
element aligning said bearings and said rod stock mem-
bers;

an extension rod in the intermediate of said splice element
sockets; and sheave means at the unsocketed end of said
extension rod.

3,844,059
FISHING DEVICE

"^s"5'^057'*'"'
"'' ""'''" ''"'" ''•' "^'^-"^-^^ Falls,

Filed Oct. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 407,341

t.S.a.43-43.u'"'-^'-*-""^«"'
o Claims

of Ihe^f^h^^r '"^l''^^'«"^d when towed to emulate the travelor the tish through water comprising-
a generally fish shaped body;
a substantially planar membe^ extending from the vicinity ofthe top front of the fish shaped body, said substantially

planar member defining a plane substantially perpendicu-
lar to the plane of symmetry of the fish shaped body

'
^Z'rlu^fr ''? ""'""^'"g f^^-" '^^ ^"d of the planarmember further from the fish shaped body, the planedefined by the tip forming an acute angle with the extension of the plane defined by said planar member and

rrv nV.K r"i!"u^'
P^^P^"'^*^"'^^ »« the plane of symme-

tr of the fish shaped body, the tip serving to impart a
wiggling or bobbing motion to the lure; and a plurality of
supports adapted for being fastened to a fish line, saidsupports being attached to the top of said planar member
progressively farther from the front of the fish shTpedbody whereby the support nearest the front of the fishshaped body ,s the more useful for deep fishing and the

fishin^'g^and''"'
"'" ''^ *' '^' "'°'' "''^"' ^°' '^^"°^

a pair of wings, one on each side of the planar member thewings extending upwardly from the planar member and
logitudinally thereof whereby water passing over thepanar member as the lure is being pulled forwardly
through the water passes between the wings and thenceover the top o the fish shaped body thereby stabilizing
the direction of travel of the lure.

«i"N'zmg

*«-<«

^&-.

W-
tO«t=»

ifo.

3,844,061

A^ . u r^ ^ ANIMATED LIFTING TOY

Ptk tK.?h"o/c«r7""""'
""' ''"""*' '^*^"-"''"' Canoga

Ton
*^"l.<''.Cai''' assignors to Adolph E. Goldfarb, Tar-zana and Erwm Benkoe. Encino, both of, Calif

Nr3"?5r8t9Th''^^^^^ 118,778, Feb. 25. 1971,Pat.l\o. J,75 1,849. This application Feb. 21, 1973, Ser. No.
334,443

u.s.a.46-n9
'"'•«*«'•'"<'<'

9 Claims

I. In a diving sinker having a first connection to which a bait

a tromn.'r""'''''^'"'
"^^'"^ ^ ^^^^"^ ^«""«^'*«" o -hi^ha trolling line may be connected, the improvement comorisinca weight movably connected to said diving sinkerfoT mo

"'

ment from one side to the other with respect to the longTudl

ion oTthlr °'
*'t

'"'"« ^*"'^" '° ^«"'^"' 'he lateral J^si-

tmmna ^'""^
s'nker and bait with respect to a boat duHng

rolling, and means for locking the weight in a selected pos?tion. 1. nay apparatus compnsmg-
a plurality of liftable play objects, each of said play objects
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having a pair of opposed side walls and a projection

disposed adjacent the upper edge of each of said side

walls,

an animated toy figure for picking up a plurality of said play

objects which are sequentially placed in front of said

figure, said figure comprising:

a body adapted to rest upon a supporting surface;

arm means extending forwardly from said body, and

control means operatively associated with said arm means

for lowering and raising at least said arm means of said

figure,

a first lifting means on said arm means, and a second lifting

means on said play objects, said second lifting means

comprising said projections on said play objects, said first

and second lifting means being arranged to releasibly

engage with one another, said first and second lifting

means being proportioned and arranged to overlie one

another when one of said play objects is placed on the

supporting surface in a predetermined position in front of

said body, one of said lifting means being retractable by

virtue of engagement of the other of said lifting means

incident to downward movement of said arm means rela-

tive to one of said objects in said predetermined position

in front of said figure, to thereby effect interengagement

between first and second lifting means.

door relative the door opening during movement of the door

leaf into closed position, door actuator means, and linkage

means for drivingly connecting said door actuator means to

the door leaf intermediate the leading and trailing edges

thereof to apply a force directly to the door leaf and drive

same between open and closed positions.

3,844,063

IRONER CANOPY
Ralph Eugene Jackson, Covington, Ky., assignor to McGraw-

Edison Company, Elgin, III.

Filed Dec. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 314,413

Int. CI. E04b 11344

U.S. CI. 49-115 4 Claims

3,844,062

SLIDING DOOR MECHANISM WITH SEMI-PLUG
FEATURES

Kristupas Daugirdas. Wilmette. III., assignor to Vapor Corpo-

ration, Chicago, III.

Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 310,983

Int. CI. E05f 15114

U.S. CI. 49-28 21 Claims

1. In a vehicle having a door opening in the vehicle wall

selectively opened and closed by at least one sliding door leaf,

a mechanism for supporting the door leaf and driving same

between open and closed position relative the door opening by

causing the door leaf to be moved through a compound move-

ment inwardly of the vehicle wall and laterally of the door

opening to a fully open position inside the vehicle wall and

along one side of the opening, said mechanism comprising

upper and lower straight door tracks positioned above and

below the door opening and inside the vehicle wall, means

received by at least one of said door tracks for supporting said

door leaf, said door tracks being at a slight incline relative the

door opening so that the leading edge of the door leaf moves

directly into and out of the closed position, follower means on

the leading edge of said door leaf slidably received in said door

tracks to guide the leading edge of the door leaf, upper and

lower plug tracks positioned above and below and laterally of

the door opening and inside the vehicle wall, said plug tracks

including a straight section inclined relative the vehicle wall

and a curved section adjacent the door opening, said straight

section of each plug track being substantially parallel to the

adjacent door track, follower means at the trailing edge of said

door leaf slidably received in said plug tracks to guide the

trailing edge of the door leaf and plug the trailing edge of the

1. An ironer canopy comprising an upper rectangular frame

of angle iron construction, corner leg supports of angle iron

contruction each comprising an upper horizontal portion

secured to said rectangular frame, an outwardly and down-

wardly inclined side wall portion and a bottom mounting

portion, corner side-wall structures secure to the respective

corner portions of said frame each comprising a first segmen-

tal triangular wall section secured to the inclined side-wall

portion of the respective leg support and an integral second

segmental triangular wall section at right angles to said first

wall section and at the same inclination to the vertical, and

inclined side-wall panels between said corner side-wall struc-

tures hinged at the top of the panels to said rectangular frame

to provide said canopy with inclined walls on all sides extend-

ing from said upper rectangular frame down to said bottom

mounting portions when said side-wall panels are closed and

with said sides open from corner structure to corner structure

when said side-wall panels are open.

3,844.064

GUIDING MECHANISM FOR SLIDING WINDOWS OF
AUTOMOTIVE VEHICLES

Kazuo Yamaha, and Yasumasa Okada, both of Tokyo, Japan,

assignors to Nissan Motor Company, Limited, Yokohama.

Japan
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 220,165, Jan. 24, 1972,

abandoned. This application Aug. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 386,400

Claims priority, application Japan, Feb. 5, 1971, 46-4605

Int. CI. EOSf y//i5. B60j 1116

U.S. CI. 49-348 2 Claims

1. A guiding mechanism for guiding a slidable curved win-

dow pane during raising and lowering thereof between upper-

most and lowermost points through an opening formed in a

vehicle door body having inner and outer panels, which win-

dow pane has a predetermined radius of curvature, said mech-

anism comprising, in combination, a curved, elongated guide

rail having one end pivotally fixed in the upper portion of the

vehicle door body and the other end adjustably positioned in

the lower portion of the vehicle door body, at least two sliding

rollers mounted on said window pane and slidably engaged
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with said guide rail for guiding said curved window pane
during raising and lowering thereof, and adjusting means
provided between the inner panel of said door body and saido her end of said guide rail for effecting adjustable positioning
of said other end of said guide rail in relation to said inner and
outer panels, the curvature of a sliding surface of said guide
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3,844,065

GATES
Paul Hrublk, P.O. Box 246, Orwell, Ohio 44046

Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,361

„ ^ ^ Jnt. CI. E05f 13102
U.S. CI. 49-364

6 Claims

A.LJT ''" °P«"'"g '" ^" enclosure, said opening beingdefined by spaced posts rigidly held within upright position

'"lentth't'T^?*"^
' rectangular frame of a horizontal

length to nt between said posts and having one side
hinged to one post so that the other side may Iwing hori-
zontally toward and away from the other post, said framehaving an upright tubular member intermediate its hori-
zontal length, and a slide tube within said tubular mem-

a latch plate secured to said other post and having a bolt-
receiving hole.

a latch bolt slidably supported on said gate and a spring for

pffte^hde
'° '"''"'''^ P°'*'^'°" ^° ^"^^^ ^^'d latch

'°S.'"''h"1'"."''^ ^^ '^"^ sate and movable between

rDairof"!il!['
P""!;""'' '"''^ '°8«'^ '^^^"s comprisinga pair of levers pivoted to each other, the end of one lever

of he mheHe° ''k'
"P"^'^ '"'"'^^ ^'^^^^ ^"d the endot the other lever being pivoted to said slide tubemeans connecting said slide tube to said latch bolt

'

said toggle means being urged to toggle break position and
*

wirh ^T^'u
'^"^ ^^''^ ^°" '« ^'''^"ded for Httlngwithin said latch plate hole

^

and said toggle means being movable toward toggle makeposition and in such position said connecting meanscauses retraction of said latch bolt from extended posi

rail having a center point concentric with a center point of anarcuate path crossing said uppermost and lowermost pointsand having a radius of curvature smaller than that of said
arcuate path but greater than that of said window pane and
said center point of said curvature of the sliding surface of saidguide rail being offset from the center point of said w^ow

3,844,066

TILTABLY.REMOVABLEAUTOMATICALLY.LOCKING
WINDOW SASH

M^r ?^'"' ^n^'
Rochester, N.Y., assignor to CaldwellManufacturing Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed July 13, 1073, Ser. No. 379,041

,,e ^.
Int. CI. E05d 15122

U.S. CI. 49-182 ,^, .

2 Claims

I. A tilt-out window construction comprising a support

a ash mounted for vertical movement in said frame whichs pivotal about an axis normal to said movement intH
position extending out of said support frame

a sash balancing mechanism disposed in said guide channel
a vertically slidable slide block mounted in said gu"de

sl^e blncrh'''''^
'° '^'^ ^"'^"^'"8 mechanism'said

means 1, Lr'"i/ ^'""^^''^ rectangular shape withS I •^'^ ^"^ '""'""« ^"^'^^''"g "leans to thebalance mechanism, and a transverse partial bore therein
integral with said block directed to s^d elongated open

mtri I''"''
i''' P'^''" ^'"'^ '^^^'"g ^" o"» of round

rotary locking element with a camming surface rotatablv
journaled therein, and a deformable. flexible leg integral
with said slide block extending from the head ofiid slide
block and out of contact with said slide channel saiddeformable flexible leg having an extension on one sTdewith a locking surface for contacting said side channel
aid extension of said leg with said locking surface bemglocated in a position with respect to said rotating locS
element so that said locking surface is spaced away fror^
a line extending from the center of said rotating locking
element through the line of contact of said rotating lockmg dement with said resiliently flexible arm. said out ofround rotary locking element being connected to saSsa h and actuating said locking surface into engagement
with said channel in response to the tilting of thf Sow
S3$n.
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3,844,067

KNIFE SHARPENER
John P. Guerra, Buffalo, and Chester S. Ingraham, East Au-

rora, both of N.Y., assignors to American Optical Corpora-

tion, Southbridge, Mass.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,317

Int. CI. B24b 7102, 3148

U.S. CI. 51-58 5 Claims

1. Automatic knife sharpening apparatus comprising:

a planar glass honing plate;

a honing plate positioning means to support said honing

plate, said honing plate positioning means being selec-

tively operative to position said honing plate in a one of

two positions, each of said positions for maintaining the

honing surface of said honing plate in a one of two paral-

lel planes;

stroking means for alternately stroking in a straight line a

first and second side of a microtome knife against said

honing plate positioned by said positioning means, said

knife being positioned by said stroking means at a corre-

sponding one of two predetermined angles to said plate;

and

a pressure means for selectively applying a substantial pres-

sure to said knife against said honing plate including a

solenoid activated forcing means for selectively generat-

ing a substantial mechanical force, and a scissors spring

force transfer means for transferring said selectively gen-

erated force to said stroking means for applying substan-

tial pressure to said knife against said honing plate.

3,844,068

CAM GRINDING MACHINE
Tokio Shiga, Okazaici, and Kikuziro Nomura, Nagoya, both of

Japan, assignors to Toyoda Koki Kabushiki Kaisha

Filed May 15, 1973, Ser. No. 360,574

Claims priority, application Japan, May 15, 1972, 47-48380

Int. CI. B24b 17/00,5116

U.S. CI. 51-101 R 7 Claims

r=

1. In a cam grinding machine having a master cam of a

predetermined profile which is pivotably supported, and axi-

ally aligned and synchronously rotated with a workpiece, and

which contacts under pressure, a cam roller which is relatively

indexed upon a movable traverse table for suitably accom-

plishing the cam reproduction by grinding, whereby the work-

piece is ground by a grinding wheel, the improvement com-

prising:

a bed slidably supporting said movable traverse table;

a roller supporting means mounted upon said traverse table

which is movable in a direction parallel to the axis of said

master cam;

said master cam including a plurality of coaxially disposed

cam members, the axial distance between said cam mem-

bers comprising the pitch interval of said master cam;

a large roller and a small roller respectively supported by

said roller supporting means so as to have a point of

contact with said master cam within a common plane and

which are arranged to shift a distance of one half pitch

relative to the pitch interval of saia master cam;

a rotary shaft rotatably supported by said traverse table and

adapted to be rotated at the same time as said traverse

table is movably indexed so as to shift said roller support-

ing means said predetermined amount;

a double star gear shiftably and rotatably connected with

said rotary shaft having first and second star gears, said

gears having a half phase difference therebetween;

a dog fixed upon said bed for engaging said double star gear

when said traverse table is indexed; and

shifting means for shifting said double star gear to a position

wherein said dog fixed upon said bed supporting said

table is connected to either said first or second star gear,

whereby said double star gear may be shifted depending

upon the decrease in the grinding wheel radius so as to

compensate for the lift error caused by said decrease in

said grinding wheel radius within an allowable tolerance

and simultaneously said roller supporting means may be

shifted by indexing said traverse table so as to shift said

large roller contacting said master cam to said small roller

for contacting said master cam.

3,844,069

AUTOMATIC LOADING MECHANISM AND GRINDING
MACHINE

Leiand R. Shank, 513 S. Wayne St., Angola, Ind. 46703

Filed Aug. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 280,778

Int. CI. B24b 7/16

L.S. CI. 51-118 9 Claims

1. In a machine for grinding the opposite ends of helical

springs, mechanism comprising a horizontally disposed carrier

plate mounted for rotation about an upright axis, means for

continuously rotating said plate at a predetermined speed,

upper and lower spaced apart grinding wheels disposed in

parallel straddling relation with respect to a peripheral portion

of said carrier plate, the facing surfaces of said wheels being

substantially flat and parallel and of an abrasive grinding

material, the axis of each grinding wheel being radially spaced

from said carrier plate axis, a stationary floor member dis-

posed beneath said carrier plate, said floor member having an
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upper surface immediately adjacent to said carrier plate lying
m a plane substantially coincident with the upper surface of
said lower grinding wheel, said floor member having an edge
disposed closely adjacent to said lower grinding wheel thereby
to provide a transition path from springs moved from said
floor member to the space between said grinding wheels a
plurality of holes in the peripheral portion of said carrier plate
circularly arranged coaxially with respect to said up right axis
the facing grinding surfaces of said wheels being of annular
shape, said grinding surfaces straddling said carrier plate with
the inner perimeters thereof so positioned as to have the full
radial extent of said surfaces traversed by said holes in said
carrier plate as the latter is rotated whereby springs carried by
said holes in said rotating plate will follow a path that contacts
the full radial extent of said grinding surfaces, a spring-feeding
device disposed above and in registry with said holes for selec-
tively mtroducmg springs into said holes, said device having a
magazine for storing a plurality of helical springs in end-to-end
relation, a nozzle connected to said magazine, means mount-
ing said nozzle and magazine for movement a predetermined
distance above and in parallelism with said carrier plate in
cooperative relation with said holes, and rotary cam means
responsive to rotation of said carrier plate for reciprocating
said nozzle and magazine in spring-feeding synchronism with
said holes.
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3,844,071
APPARATUS FOR VIBRATORY FINISHING

William John Barlett, Hempstead, and Frederick George
Boniface, Hemel Hempstead, both of England, assignors to
Roto-Flnish Limited, Hertfordshire, England

Filed Nov. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 419,660
Int. CI. B24bi//06

U.S. CI. 51-163
5c,a|„,s

3,844,070
APPARATUS FOR GRINDING A CABOCHON OR THE

LIKE
Glen H. Reed, 2536 Torisdale Ct., Toledo, Ohio 43611

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,636
Int. CI. B24b 17102

^•^•^'•^»->27
4 Claims

1. A vibratory finishing machine comprising an annular
treatment chamber for a finishing medium and workpieces
non rotatably mounted on a spring suspension; a motor se-
curely mounted to said chamber and having a motor shaft
disposed vertically on the axis of said chamber; first and sec-
ond eccentric weights mounted on said shaft in axially spaced
relation and angularly spaced relation to each other and
nieans responsive to interruption of rotation of said motor
shaft to effect reversal of the relative angular position of said
weights.

3,844,072
REPLACEABLE RESILIENT PAD ASSEMBLY FOR

, . w .
ABRASIVE FINISHING ARTICLES

H M,.!?'^'''/'* ^.r^^ '*'" ^^'^ ^'^- ^0580, and JosephH. MacKay, Jr., 20 Vanech Dr., Stamford, Conn. 06904
Filed Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,431

Int. CI. B24d 13114, 13120
U.S. CI. 51-378 7^,.7 Claims

^^
3d-

<S^

1. Apparatus for grinding a cabochon or the like to a circu-
lar or elliptical shape comprising a stone-carrying assembly
including a driven member having a transverse rectilinear
guide, a driver stem having a part movable in said guide a
second driven member fixed to and movable with said first
driven member and having an elongate cam guide perpendicu-
lar to said transverse guide, a stationary cam engaged by said
cam guide to effect predetermined movement of said cam
guide upon turning movement thereof, said driver stem ex-
tending freely through said second driven member and said
cam, a stationary sleeve bearing for said driver stem, a handle
for turning said driver stem, means for adjusting the position
ot said stationary sleeve relative to said assembly for causing
the latter to travel circularly or elliptically, and said adjusting
means comprises an adjuster plate on which said stationary
sleeve is rigidly mounted, and means for shifting said adjuster
plate for altering the position of said driver stem relative to
said assembly.

1. A reversible symetrically formed replaceable pad assem-
bly comprising:

a body of resilient material having a central opening therein
said body having a disc-like member formed therein, said
disc-hke member radially extending into said body and
having a central opening formed therein, said disc-like
member central opening being smaller than said body
central opening, an axially central portion of said disc-
like member thereby extending into said body opening
and having a thickness thereat greater than remaining
portions of said disc-like member but less than the thick-
ness of said body thereat, said openings being co-axial
with each other, said body having a first side face and a
second side face;

means formed on said faces for securing an abrasive finish-
ing article to either one of said faces;

drive means; and
securing means positioned in said openings for securing said

assembly to said drive means for imparting movement to
said assembly, said securing means having an outer flange
smaller than said body opening for abutting said axial
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central portion of said disc-like member and being opera-

ble when inserted into said opening from either of said

said faces and secured therein.

3,844,073

MEANS FOR FORMING STRUCTURES OF COMPLEX
CONFIGURATION

Harold Peletz, c/o Santa Rosa Cast Products, Inc., 471 W.
College Ave., Santa Rosa, Calif. 95401

Continuation of Ser. No. 225,992, Feb. 14, 1972, abandoned.

This application Sept. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 395,210

Int. CI. E02d 29110

U.S. CI. 52-20 4 Claims

1. A form assembly for in-the-field casting of reinforced

concrete drainage structures having an external face portion

constituting a reentrant concavity of complex geometrical

configuration in such structure, including

an integral preshaped form liner member of generally con-

Oa.o-convex configuration corresponding to such reen-

trant concavity of complex geometrical configuration in

such structure, said integral preshaped form liner mem-
ber having a front surface and a rear surface, said front

surface forming such external face portion of the com-

pleted structure.

a network of rod-like reinforcing members of generally

concavo-convex overall configuration adapted to sub-

stantially encompass said rear surface of said integral

preshaped form liner member, selected ones of said rod-

like reinforcing members having end portions of generally

hooked configuration,

means on said rear surface of said integral preshaped form

liner member for receiving and holding captive said

hooked end portions of such rod-like reinforcing mem-
bers to mount said network of reinforcing members on

said rear surface of said integral preshaped form liner

member in generally spaced relationship therewith,

an elongate reinforcing nosing member of substantially L-

shaped cross-section mounted on said integral preshaped

form liner member adjacent an edge thereof to reinforce

such edge of said form liner member against bending

forces, and

mounting means forming a part of said elongate reinforcing

nosing member for attaching thereto ancillary form mem-
bers of relatively simple geometrical configuration to

complete a form assembly of desired overall configura-

tion.

elements to form triangular frames wherein the legs and

apexes of said frames are defined respectively by said frame

members and said first connecting elements; triangular panel

members overlying said frames, said panel members having

peripheral flaps overlapping the exterior sides of said frame

members; second connecting elements, each having a trun-

cated conical wall; and second means for attaching the nose

3,844,074

WALL CONSTRUCTION FOR SPHERICAL STRUCTURES
William W. Ahern, Belmont, Mass., assignor to Geometries,

Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 351,035

Int. CI. E04b 1132

U.S. CI. 52-81 5 Claims

1. A wall construction for a spherical wall structure, com-
prising in combination: elongated frame members; first con-

necting elements, each of which is provided with angularly

disposed legs joined by a nose section; first means for attach-

ing said frame members to the legs of said first connecting

sections of said first connecting elements to the walls of said

second connecting elements, the positions of said first con-

necting elements when thus attached being such that the

peripheral flaps of adjacent panel members will abut along

planes extending radially from the centers of said second

connecting elements with the ends of said flaps being cut away

to thereby permit the apexes of said triangular panel members

to overlie said second connecting elements.

3,844,075

PREFABRICATED PANEL WITH DOOR OPENING
Leon H. Tolleson, Phoenix; Paul M. Thomas, Paradise Valley,

and Robert T. Mizer, Phoenix, all of Ariz., assignors to

Tomax Corporation, Phoenix, Ariz.

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,578

Int. CI. E04c 2100

U.S.CL 52-100 4 Claims

n-35

1. A prefabricated masonry wall panel of mortared building

blocks which may be lifted and transported to a job site for

installation and which includes a door opening comprising

a lowermost, continuous course of aligned blocks mortared

together with head joints, which course extends the entire

length of the panel, said lowermost course including a

weakened mortared head joint aligned with each margin

of the door opening,

a second, continuous course of aligned blocks mortared

together with head joints, which course extends the entire

length of the panel, said second course including a weak-

ened mortared head joint aligned with each margin of the

door opening,

said second course overlying said lowermost course and

being connected thereto by a mortared bed joint, said

mortared bed joint having embedded therein at least one,

elongated, tension resisting member which extends be-
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tween the marginal edges of the door opening and to a
point beyond each of the marginal edges thereof to an-
chor said tension resisting member in the bed joint mortar
outside of the marginal edges of the door opening,

and subsequent sequential courses of blocks which are
mortared together in the desired configuration for said
wall panel with the door opening laid upon said second
course,

whereby said panel may be lifted and transported to a job
site for installation whereupon said lowermost course and
said second course intermediate the margins of the door
opening may be broken away to complete the door open-
ing.

3,844,076
BASEMENT WINDOW SHIELD

Eberhard Schock, Kastanienhalde 9, 7571 Varnhalt/Baden,
Germany

Filed Nov. 3, 1972, S«r. No. 303,659
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 17. 1971.

7143349

Int. CI. E06b 5/02
U.S. CI. 52-107 5 Claims

1. A prefabricated shield adapted for attachment to a build-
ing wall at a level below grade in front of an aperture in the
wall to admit air and light thereto, said shield comprising a
thin wall body having an open upper end and defining a rear
opening adapted to overlap the aperture in the building wall,
said upper end of the body being of quadrilateral shape, the
remainder of said body depending from said upper end and
being continuously curved in three dimensions over substan-
tially its entire extent such that horizontal and vertical planes
passing through said body form continuous curved lines of
intersection therewith, whereby force applied to the surface of
said body produces substantially only compressive stresses in
the body with the absence of flexural stresses, the wall of the
body flaring upwardly and outwardly to form a smooth transi-
tion with the quadrilateral shape of said upper end. said body
comprising side flanges integral with the wall of the body, said
side flanges having planar surfaces for attachment to said
building wall, said side flanges being provided with respective
lines of apertures, said side flanges being positioned within the
horizontal confines of the quadrilateral shape of the upper end
of the body.

3,844,077
BUILDING WALL ASSEMBLY WITH WEEPAGE

CHANNELS
Lawrence T. Vance, 1429 Little Whale Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa.

1 1566

Division of Ser. No. 252,503, May 11, 1972, Pat. No.
3,758,997, which is a division of Ser. No. 92,001, Nov. 23,
1970, Pat. No. 3,678,625. This application May 2, 1973, Ser.

No. 356,538
Int. CI. E06b IH6, 1/18, 7/14

U.S. CI. 52-209 5 claims

1. A building wall assembly comprising
a pair of spaced generally parallel vertically disposed hollow

load bearing mullions,

each said mullion formed from a first elongated mullion
element and a second elongated mullion element,

said first and second mullion elements each having a body
portion, a rearwardly disposed flange extending trans-

versely inwardly from said body portion and a forwardly
disposed flange generally parallel to said rearwardly dis-

posed flange extending transversely inwardly from said
body portion to define a generally channel shaped mul-
lion element,

each said first and second mullion element body portion
having a generally Z-shaped configuration with a forward
section, a rear section and a connecting transition sec-
tion,

said mullion elements being secured to each other so as to
permit relative longitudinal sliding movement responsive
to expansion and contraction caused by changes in ther-
mal conditions,

each said mullion element body portion having at least one
rearwardly disposed outwardly facing recessed portion,

said generally channel shaped mullion elements disposed
with their openings facing each other with said flanges
cooperating to define a closed hollow mullion,

one of said flanges of said first and second mullion elements
terminating in a transversely inwardly open channel and
an adjacent flange of the other said mullion element
having a tongue portion extending into said channel,

each said mullion having fixedly secured thereto a substan-
tially rigid generally L-shaped framing member having a
first portion disposed adjacent one said mullion body
portion with at least a portion thereof extending into said
rearwardly disposed recessed portion and a second por-
tion disposed generally perpendicular to said first portion
and projecting away from said mullion element body
portion,

said generally L-shaped framing member disposed in
contact with said rear section, whereby said first portion
of said generally L-shaped framing member is at least
partially recessed with respect to the outer surface of said
forward section,
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said recessed portion and said first portion of said generally

L-shaped framing member being so configurated as to

provide a first relative position wherein said first portion

is at least partially received within said recessed portion

with said second portion projecting from the rear portion

of said first portion and a second position wherein said

first portion is at least partially received within said re-

cessed portion with said second portion projecting from

the forward portion of said first portion, whereby said

assembly may permit panel replacement either from the

interior side or exterior side of said wall assembly,

said generally L-shaped framing member having said second

portion positioned adjacent a marginal portion of said

panel,

first panel retaining means cooperatively associated with

said generally L-shaped framing member securing a panel

to said hollow load bearing mullion,

a first compressible gasket element secured to said second

portion in contact with a surface of said panel,

said first portion of said L-shaped member having recesses

for receipt of a panel retaining clip,

said first panel retaining means having a panel retaining clip

secured to said L-shaped member,

a second compressible gasket secured to said panel retain-

ing clip with said gasket in contact with a surface of said

panel, and

second panel retaining means generally horizontally dis-

posed securing horizontal marginal portions of said panel

and having ends secured to said mullions, whereby said

panel is substantially continuously secured in position by

said L-shaped framing member and said first and second

panel retaining means and is supported by said mullions.

secondary coupling member, said primary couplmg member

having means for snap-fit connection with the base member

and means for attachment to said insulating housmg, the

secondary coupling member consisting of a cover plate for

covering said opening in the elongated cover member and

being provided with means for detachable connection with the

primary coupling member and means for snap-fit connection

with the base member.

3 844,079

SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR PARTITIONS

Alexander A. Karrip, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to Ste*|.

case Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Filed Sept. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 401,625

Int. CI. E04c 2/52: E04b 2/82

U.S. CI. 52-221 18 C'ai'ns

3,844,078

COUPLING ARRANGEMENT FOR CONNECTING AN

INSULATING HOUSING ENCLOSING AN ELECTRIC

DEVICE TO AN INSTALLATION PANEL DUCT
Borge Jensen, Ourgade 42; Aksel Fischer, Hojdevej 52, both of

DK-2100 Copenhagen, and Rolf Christian Luja FaIck, Son-

derholt Sorup. DK-3480 Fredensborg, all of Denmark

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 300,016

Claims priority, application Denmark, Oct. 25, 1971,

5162/71; Oct. 29, 1971,5292/71

Int. CLH02gi/0«,E04f / 7/05

U.S. CI. 52-221 6 Claims

1. In an installation panel duct adapted to contain electric

wires for power current as well as for low voltage communica-

tion, the panel duct consisting of an elongated base member

and an elongated cover member adapted to be secured to said

base member by means of a snap-fit connection, the arrange-

ment of a coupling device for connection an insulating hous-

ing for an electric device such as a switch or an outlet socket

to the panel duct in alignment with an opening in the cover

member, said coupling device comprising a primary and a

1. A partition including panel means and supporting means

depending below said panel means to define a base area below

said panel means, said supporting means comprising: a rigid

strap member extending downwardly generally from each end

of said panel means, generally centrally between the opposing

faces thereof; said strap member being bent outwardly to

define an angular, sloping wall and then downwardly at a point

below said panel means to define a back wall and then in-

wardly to define a bottom wall, thereby giving said strap the

appearance generally of an "L" with a generally "C" shaped

deviation in the leg of the "L" to allow base wiring to pass

therearound.

3,844,080

SUSPENDED CEILING

James McFarlane Brock, Knebworth; Anthony David Gillan,

Hoddesdon; Adrian Marden, Welwyn Garden City, and

Arthur Christopher Pancewici, Connlngton near Peterbor-

ough, all of England, assignors to Imperial Chemical Indus-

tries Limited, London, England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 178,888, Sept. 8, 1971,

abandoned. This application Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,958

Claims priorltv, application Great Britain, Feb. 2, 1972,

4838/72; Oct. 13, 1972, 47292/72

Int. CI. E04b 5/52

U.S. CI. 52-222 14 Claims

1. A suspended ceiling comprising a track secured to a basic

building structure around the periphery of the ceiling, and a

flexible membrane attached at its edges to the track by a

multiplicity of individual attachment members extending out-

wards from spaced-apart points along said edges and engaging

the track so as to be movable iherealong, the membrane being
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maintained thereby in a stretched condition across the area , «4j n«->
defined by the track, a covering being secured below the edges BUILDING EXTERIOR PANELLING WITH END-TO-END

OVERLAP

^'Si!!'m "m^'
^"". •'"'*' •'"''" ^ '^»"8h, Morgan Hill, and

crane, San Francisco, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 164,775, July 21. 1971. abandoned.
This application May 14, 1973, S«r. No. 359,759

„ „ ^ Int. CI. E04d U26
^•''- "«-"•

3 Claims

20

of the ceihng so as to conceal the attachment members and
track.

3,844,081
OUTER WALL STRUCTURE OF PREFABRICATED WALL

ELEMENTS
Knut Lennart Bergvall, Lidingo, and Ernst Erik Dahlberg,

M^mo? "wi "' ^'''^*"' "'''^""" '" '"^^'"^ Aktiebolag,

Filed Aug. 22, 1973, S«r. No. 390,674
Int. CI. E04b 2/88

^^•^'"-"5
6 Claims

1. A panel assembly for a building exterior comprising first
and second panels, each of said panels comprising a horizon-
tally extending structural sheathing strip and facing material
fixedly secured to said sheathing strip, said facing material
being spaced from one end edge of said sheathing strip to form
a blank space on the sheathing strip between said one end
edge of the sheating strip and the corresponding edge of the
facmg material but extending coterminously with the other
end edge of said sheathing strip, said first and second panel
arranged in end-to-end overlapping relationship with said
o her end of said second panel sheathing strip overlying the
blank space on said one end of said first panel sheathing strip
so that a double thickness of structural sheathing material is
formed and the facing material at the other end of said second
panel sheathing is immediately adjacent the end edge of the
facing material that is spaced from the said one end edge of
said first panel sheathing strip.

3,844,083
A WALL MADE OF A PLURALITY OF

INTERCONNECTED COLLAPSIBLE MODULES AND
METHOD OF ASSEMBLY

21202
^"^^^' ^'" '^' ^ '*"'''*^ ^*' ^"'»''"«'-«' ^^^

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 95,009, Dec. 4 1970
abandoned. This application Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328 'l55

Int. CI. E04b 1/16; E04b 1/20
U.S. a. 52-645

,2 Claims

1. An outer wall structure in a building of the kind having
a carcase comprising at least two vertically spaced fioor struc
tures and. extending between them, a plurality of horizontally
spaced, erect structural members having outwardly facing
narrow surfaces extending in a common vertical plane and
forming with the outer edges of the two floor structures a
horizontal series of spaced openings, the wall structure proper
being composed of a plurality of prefabricated, plate-like wall
elements secured to the carcase in side-by-side relationship
with sealed vertical joints between then so as to entirely cover
the outside of the erect structural members and to form all by
themselves the building facade, each of the wall elements
entering inside said vertical plane with a part of its thickness
wherein said vertical joints between adjacent wall elements
are located between the erect structural members of the car-
case, and wherein at least most of said wall elements have in
their inner side at least one vertically extending channel-like
recess receiving an outer portion of a related one of said erect
structural members.

1. A building structure comprising a plurality of intercon-
nected module assemblies, said module assemblies compris-
ing

I. a plurality of collapsible modules, each of said modules
comprising:

a. at least two sheets of metal lath, each sheet having a top
edge, a bottom edge, and first and second side edges
b. a plurality of ring means spaced along said first and
second side edges and projecting a predetermined
distance therefrom, the ring means extending from said
first side edge of each said sheet being intermeshible
with the ring means extending from said second side
edge of each corresponding sheet such that when the
corresponding ring means of two of said sheets are
mtermeshed. the intermeshed ring means define hinge
joints that project away from said sheets, at least one
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sheet and the ring means projecting from each side

thereof thus defining a channel means;

c. a securing rod inserted through the intermeshing ring

means of each of said hinge joints, and

d. a cementous material applied to at least one channel

means;

II. means for anchoring a first of said plurality of modules

such that the channel means thereof are disposed in a

vertical position;

III. means for anchoring a second of said plurality modules

adjacent said first module such that the cementous mate-

rial in a channel of said second modules is forced against

the cementous material in a corredponding channel of

said first module, the corresponding channel means of

said first and second modules, together with the cemen-

tous material therein, forming an integral, structural

column between said first and second modules; and

IV. means for similarly anchoring the remainder of said

plurality of modules so as to define an interconnected

module assembly comprising alternately spaced modules

and integral structural columns.

and extending longitudinally of said web from said one end as

an otherwise unattached cantilever in registry with said open-

ing said tab including an intermediate locking portion pro-

jecting outwardly from the plane of one side of said web and

a distal end portion terminating on the opposite side of such

plane, said intermediate portion being adapted to be moved

into said opening upon flexure of said resilient attachment,

said intermediate portion including oppositely inclined outer

3,844,084

CONSTRUCTION ELEMENT ASSEMBLY

S. Eugene Hubbard, and Lawrence F. Biebuyck, both of Niles,

Mich., assignors to American Metal Climax, Inc., New York,

N.Y.

Filed Apr. 3, 1970, Ser. No. 25,457
'

Int. CI. E04c 3104

U.S. CI. 52-731 5 Claims

surfaces extending longitudinally of said tab and positioned to

be engaged by a tool moved along said one side of said web

in either direction longitudinally of said web for displacing

said tab into said slot by cam action in response to such tool

engagement and movement, and said support member being

of a configuration permitting unobstructed access of such a

tool to said locking portion from one longitudinal edge of said

web along said plane of said one side.

3,844,086

METHOD OF ASSEMBLING SKYLIGHT STRUCTURES

Carl Radtke, Chicago, III., assignor to Paper Corporation,

Kankakee, III.

Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,435

Int. CI. AOlg 9/14: E06b 3/54: E04 3/28

U.S. CI. 52-741 5 Claims

/»J

1. A construction element assembly to be used in an en-

trance system of a building comprising:

a pair of spaced webs,

a pair of side faces interconnecting said webs to form a

tubular structure, each of said side faces terminating in

legs extending beyond each of the webs to form glazing

pockets.

and longitudinal parts at each of the corners filleted directly

into the webs and the side faces to define longitudinal

screw splines.

each of said longitudinal screw splines including spaced

engaging flanges to form a slot therebetween in order to

receive the shank of a threaded connector, said flanges

having flattened top surfaces along said slot to provide a

stable surface for the heads of threaded connectors

driven between said flanges.

3,844,085

STUDS FOR DEMOUNTABLE PARTITION ASSEMBLY
Maurice J. Marchello, Hickory Hill, III., assignor to United

States Gypsum Company, Chicago, III.

, Filed Aug. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 384,820

1

1

Int. CI. E04c i/0 7

U.S. CI. 52-732 5 Claims

1. An elongated support member for use in a partition

construction, comprising an elongated web and a flange along

at least one longitudinal edge of said web. said web being

formed with an opening therethrough, a locking tab having

one end resiliently attached to said web adjacent said opening

1. A method of assembling a skylight structure having pur-

lins with integral condensate channels thereon joined to raf-

ters having integral condensate channels thereon, said rafter

having notches therein in a framework supporting glazing

panels and providing a condensate removal system, said pur-

lins having projecting ends thereon, said method comprising

the steps of: assembling a plurality of rafters in predetermined

and fixed positions relative to one another with said notches

facing upwardly and at distances to be spanned within said

projecting ends at which positions the rafters will remain

during and after further assembling of the skylight structure,

lowering the purlins directly down onto upwardly facing

notches of said rafters at predetermined longitudinally spaced

positions along each pair of adjacent rafters to span the same

with glazing supporting portions of said purlins facing up-

wardly, resting curbs projecting from each end of the purlins

onto upwardly facing notches of the rafters with said upwardly
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facing glazing supporting portions aligned to support a glazing
panel and simultaneously forming said condensate drainage
system with the ends said integral condensate channels in said
purlins being superimposed over the integral condensate
channels in said rafters to form said condensate removal sys-
tem without adding additional separate condensate gutters
therebetween, interlocking each of the purlins to its support-
ing rafters with condensate channels in the purlins extending
into said projections and superposed over condensate chan-
nels in the rafters for discharging condensate to the latter
lowering glazing panels onto said upwardly facing portions of
said rafters and purlins, and securing glazing panels in said
purlin and rafter framework to fabricate said skylight struc-
ture having a condensate removal system.
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3,844,087

SKYLIGHT STRUCTURE

"*.!!f.5" ?n."'*^'
^'''"8'«n Heights, and Carl Radtke, Chicago,

both of IIL, assignors to Roper Corporation, Kankakee, III.
Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,164

Int. CI. E04j 13/03
U.S. CI. 52-200

, eiaims

ZZol! " *^"»o secure a cap means thereto, saidrafter gazing supports being disposed along said "top wall ofad rafter and inwardly and intermediate said rafter conden-sate channels and projecting upwardly of the upper edges ofaid rafter vertical side walls to space said ghzing pandstherefrom, said glazing panels being spaced uptardly of said
condensate channels in said purlins and said raftersVnd eiending thereacross and means disposed centrally along said
rafters and between said glazing supports on said top wall tosecure a c^p means thereto.

3.844,088
PACKAGING AND BLANK HANDLING SYSTEMS

David R. McDonough, and Henry W. McDonough, both of

pa"n"y El hl'lT'^"°"
'" McDonough Manufacturing Com-

Filed May 15, 1973, Ser. No. 360,587
Int. CI. B65b 41/08

'^•^•^••"-^
26 Claims

1. Fn a skylight structure having a set of glazing panels anda framework supporting said panels, the improvement comprising purlins in said framework extending between a paHfadjacent rafters, said purlins having an elongated structurabody, a pair of glazing supports on the upper portions of sa,dpurim bodies extending longitudinally to support first edges ofadjacent pairs of said glazing panels, means integral with sauipurlm bodies defining a pair of purlin condensate channelseach extending longitudinally along said upper portion of saidpurlin body and adjacent to said glazing panels for recevfr^gand carrying condensate, elongated rafters spaced from each

a oaYr of .r''°''"^
'"' P"-"''"^ ^"^ ^^^'"^ a'structuraTbody

a pair of gbzing supports on said rafters on the upper portionof said body extending longitudinally of said raflers for sup

w^h'Sh f.
'' ''^^^ V^' «'^''"« P^"^'^- '"^^"^ integralwith sad rafter structure body defining a pair of condensate

channels extending longitudinally along the upper side of saidrafter structural body for receiving condensate fror^ sa dglazing panels, said purlin condensate channels having por-

mo undeT r'
'"'^ '^i^'^harging moisture downwardlymo underlying rafter condensate channels and interconnectmg means securing said purlins and rafters to each othereach

h vm. aZ I"
"1 '''''' '^^"P"^'"^ ^ '^'-^d tubular boShaving a hollow interior, each of said tubular bodies comprismg a pair of vertically extending side walls, a bottoTw^ljoined o lower ends of said vertical side walls, and a top wajoined o the upper ends of said vertical side walls. sa^dgSsuppor s being disposed along said top wall of said purHn andnwardly and intermediate of said condensate channe s andprojecting upwardly of the upper edges of said purlin verticalside walls to space said glazing panels therefrom, means iisposed centrally of said purlins and between said glazing sup-

^C9 i!o

I. A flap bending mechanism for bending back flaps of
prescored carton blanks, said mechanism comprising a sup-
port plate against one side of which a stack of carton blanksmay rest with an edge of the plate aligned with a flap score lineon said blanks so that the flaps of said carton blanks extend
beyond said edge of said plate, a suction element and suction
element mounting means operative to move the suction ele-
ment transversely of the plane of said plate to bring the suc-
tion element into engagement with the flap of the carton blank
immediately ajdacent said support plate and to move said
suction element, with said flap, back to the opposite side of
said plate whereby the flap becomes partially bent along its
flap score line about said edge of said plate and becomes

r^nn'M ^L°r f^
corresponding flap of the next adjacent

carton blank to form an opening therebetween, and a pushermember mounted to move into said opening and to continue
rnovement past said edge of said plate along its said opposite
side thereby to complete the bending of said flap about the
edge of said plate.

3 844 089
APPARATUS FOR TANK FILLING

James E. Forry, Monmouth, Oreg., assignor to The United
Mates of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,768

u.s.a.53-8,
'"'«• ""-.i'/w

1. A device for filling tanks comprising:
"*'

a tubular housing threaded externally at both ends
an inlet port and an outlet port adjacent the end' of said

housing adapted to be threaded into said tank
a sleeve slideably mounted within said housing and project-

ing from the outer end thereof,
means for sealing between said sleeve and said housing
a mandrel slideably mounted within said sleeve one end of

said mandrel projecting inwardly toward said tank the
other end projecting outwardly beyond said sleeve

means for sealing between said mandrel and said sleeve
a plug assenibly releasably attached to the end of said Tian-

drel which projects inwardly toward said tank.
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wedge means slideable on said mandrel and receivable
PACKAGE CuWuT APPARATUS

within said plug, and
^^^^^^ ^ ^^^.^^ Madison, and Myron J. Merdler, Monona,

both of Wis., assignors to Oscar Mayer & Co., Inc., Madison,

Wis.

Filed Nov. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 411,666

Int.CI. B65b5//i0, 9//2.6//04

U.S. CI. 53-182 9 Claims

means for moving said sleeve relative to said mandrel to

force said wedge means into said plug.

75 J,

3,844,090

PACKAGING APPARATUS

Carl R. Pepmeier, Fredericksburg, Va., assignor to FMC Cor-

poration, Philadelphia, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 345,982, March 29, 1973. This application

Apr. 1, 1974, Ser. No. 456,581

Int. CL B65b 9/12,61100

U.S. CI. 53-180 5 Claims

1. Apparatus for encasing a flowable product with a wrap-

ping material including a forming member, a guide bar having

a chamfered surface at one end thereof, means for delivering

a continuous web of wrapping material to said guide bar at an

angle such that an edge area of the web engages with the

leading edge of said chamfered surface and assumes a relaxed

condition as the web travels relative to said guide bar and

toward said forming member, means between said forming

member and bar for folding the relaxed longitudinal edge area

of the web onto an area of the web which is directly adjacent

thereto, means for deflecting the longitudinal edge areas of

the successive portions of the advancing web about the form-

ing member and to overlap the folded longitudinal edge area

thereof onto the opposite longitudinal edge area of the web

with the overlying portions of the folded edge area being

exposed, means cooperating with the forming member for

sealing the overlapping longitudinal edge areas through and

only above a narrow width of the outermost of the overlying

folded portions to provide a continuous tube having a frangi-

ble longitudinal seam, means for continuously advancing the

successive portions of the tube relative to the forming mem-

ber, and means for delivering a flowable material which is to

be packaged through the forming member and into the succes-

sive portions of the tube concomitantly with the advancement

thereof.

1 In apparatus for individually packaging elongated articles

in sealed parallel spaced relation between upper and lower

continuous webs of scalable packaging film including an end-

less chain of parallel lower die blocks each having a die cavity

therein for supporting said lower web and receiving the lower

portion of an article to be packaged, said endless chain having

an upper run on which the packaging operations are per-

formed, means for supplying said elongated articles to said

lower web. and means for sealing said upper web to said lower

web the improvement comprising: means for completely or

partially severing each or selected ones of said sealed articles

from an adjacent sealed article on at least one side thereof,

including a support wheel; means mounting said wheel over

said upper run of lower die blocks for rotation on a horizontal

axis parallel to said lower die blocks and transversely to the

direction of movement thereof; a plurality of upper die blocks

mounted on the rim of said support wheel for sequential mat-

ing engagement with said lower die blocks; a plurality of

knives mounted for sequential projection into radially aligned

spaces between said lower die blocks; and. actuating means

for said knives, said actuating means comprising, a plurality ol

air cylinders radially mounted within the rim portion of said

support wheel with the outer end of the piston rod of each air

cylinder being supportingly connected to one of said knives,

a valve ring concentrically located on one side of said support

wheel and having circumferentially spaced transverse open-

ings therein corresponding in number and spacing to said

cylinders, said support wheel having internal passageways

interconnecting each of said transverse air ring openings with

one of said air cylinders, and air valve means mounted to

register in pressure communicating relationship with each ot

said transverse air ring openings as its associated air cylinder

and knife registers with the space between adjacent lower die

blocks thereby actuating said associated air cylinder and knite

to sever or perforate the packaging fllm interconnecting adja-

cent packages along a line registering with the space between

a pair of adjacent lower die blocks.

3 644 092

PACKAGING APPARATUS
Myron Scott Stringer, Siler City; Daniel W. Smith; Robert G.

Maclvergan, both of Raleigh, and Robert W. Elderbaum,

Gary, all of N.C., assignors to Kellwood Company, St. Louis,

Mo.
Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,916

Int. CI. B65b 5/04

U.S. CI. 53-188 22 Claims

1. Apparatus for packaging merchandise in receptacles
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made of flexible packaging material each having an openmr uth, comprising; * *^

a frame;

an endless conveyor carried by the frame-

'
thrconveyo'r"''''''

'°"'" '"'"' '' ^^"^' '"^"^^'^ °"

means for indexing the conveyor to bring each holder from

fn^oT K ' M
'' ^''"^ ' '"''P'^'^' '"^y ^' ^"ov^ed toTaninto the holder to a second station at which the merchan

t'l Tw'.^
'^"'"'^

'" '^' '"''P'^'^' ^*^ its mouth thenceto a third station at which the loaded receptacle may beremoved from the holder, and back to the first stationmeans for holding a supply of receptacles
'

means for removing one receptacle at a time from said
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cap loosening means and cap removal means each operablyengaging each cap as the bottles are conveyed by seS^d conveyor means such that the caps are acted upon by s^^ caploosening means to provide an initial rotation of each can s.t?

17. , ;2- ^5
.

SUNFLOWER CATHERJifg^oMBINE HARVESTERS
C«.rg, J. J.n«n Bo, 164. Winkkr. Manilob., C.„.d.

Filed M.y 14, 1973. Str. No. 359.775

12 Claims

LTdtrsTSo:';' '" "'"'"^
' '^ ^^" -° ^ ^°"^- -

means at the second station carried by said frame for open-mg the mouth of the receptacle carried by the holder athe second station for entry of said merchandise Tereinsaid opening means being movable between a retracted
position clear of said conveyor for permitting indexing ofthe conveyor and an operating position in which saidopening means is engageable with the receptacle held bvihe holder at the second station for opening the recepta-

'"Ih^^rptS^a^ '"^"'"^ ^'^ ^"^^-^- '"

"'^t" fro?u;t?d:r
'°" ^^^ ^^^^^'"^ ''' '-^^^ -"P-

cl.1
'"""«*" g^'herer for combine harvesters which in-clude a knife assembly transversely across the front thereof-said knife assembly including forwardly projecting fingerssaid gatherer comprising in combination a plu ality ofsS

he front o ^T""l"^^"'^"« P^^^'"« members'secured o

t.on H.r. 'T^'""'
'^'^ P^^''"g '"^'^ber in cross section defining a substantially U-shaped trough a rotataNe

eTd 'o?'sl'memr ^°Tk"^"'
^"^""'"^ ^^^^^^^^^ends of said members and being spaced slightly above saidmembers and a plurality of bristles secured along the sTdeedges of said parting members, said bristles inclining upwardivand outwardly from said sides, said bristles of adjacen^si^e

barely touching one another.
"jateni siaes

3,844,093

Carl P rri'*'^lK^ ^^^ DECAPPFNG BOTTLES

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,486

U.S. Cl. 53-381 A
'"'•"•'""'«'^''

26 Claims

3,844,095

u;.. . .
MOWER GUARD

Deere & Company. Moline, III.
^

Filed May 25, 1973, Ser. No. 363,893
Int. CI. AOId 55//0

U.S. CI. 56-310 , ^. .

2 Claims

1. In a mower having an elongated generally horizontalsupport member, and an elongated iongitudinally\eciprocatmg sickle bar assembly including a plurality of sickle eSwith angled, forwardly converging ccutting edges each c""ting edge intersecting with a cutting edge on the adiacent"section at a rearward vertex, the combination therewUh of a
1. Apparatus for removing twist-type caps from bottle. flTr

°' '"'P^^^^d '"o^er guards mounted on and extend-comprising means for conveying the bonles at a g.vTnS llJr .^^
^"'"'-

l!^'
'"PP"-"^ "'''^^" ^"^ having cuttingcap loosemng means and cap removal means located onS asfh sSl/h"^

"''-" '^' '""*"« ^^^^es of the sickle^sec^onf- other m the direction of conveyance of the bottle^t!:; of ^^:^tl:J;- ?^^-^.-|;—C^^^-
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element having a tapered front portion, opposite lateral sides,

and a rearward heel portion, attachable to the support mem-

ber; a transversely extending trash bar means including por-

tions extending laterally outwardly from opposite sides of each

guard element; and a generally horizontal machined cutting

surface extending across an upper central portion of each

mower guard element and at least part of the trash bar por-

tions adjacent the opposite side of the guard element and

forming generally fore-and-aft cutting edges at the intersec-

tion of the cutting surface with the mower guard sides and

generally transverse cutting edges extending outwardly from

the rearward ends of the side cutting edges at the intersection

of the cutting surface with the forward side of the trash bar

portions, the sickle sections being mounted for reciprocation

on the cutting surface with the rearward vertex between the

cutting edges of two adjacent sickle disposed rearwardly of the

cutting edges so that the sickle section cutting edges register

with the guard element cutting edges as the sickle bar recipro-

cates, the mower guard having a forging parting plane forming

parting lines at the intersection with the outer surfaces of the

guard and having a generally horizontal portion disposed

closely above the cutting surface, so that the portion of the

parting lines above the cutting surface is removed when the

cutting surface is machined, and a downwardly, and rear-

wardly inclined portion extending downwardly through the

top of the trash bar, so that the parting lines on the machined

areas on the top of the trash bar are also removed, whereby

the parting lines do not intersect the cutting edges.

a skid assembly for each side plate, each skid assembly

comprising an upright, a ski member having upturned,

curvilinear end sections, and a pair of mounting brackets;

means adjustably connecting the mounting brackets to

the side plates;

a gathering arm for each side plate, the gathering arms each

comprising a substantially vertical brace, an elongated

outwardly angled top member fixed to the housing at a

proximal end thereof, and a bottom member extending

forwardly and outwardly from the brace and integral at its

distal end with the distal end of the top member; and

a deflector plate at the leading end of each side plate below

said arm to prevent entry of material between the side

plate and the adjacent disc members.

3,844,097

COMPOSITE SPINNING

Emilian Bobkowicz, and Andrew John Bobkowicz, both of

1435 St. Alexander St., Rm. 310, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Filed Nov. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 202,860

Claims priority, application Canada, Aug. 26, 1971, 121459

Int. CI. D02g 1102

U.S. CI. 57-34 HS 35 Claims

3,844,096

bRUSH AND TREE MASTICATOR
Thomas J. Dunn, P.O. Box 110, Hackettstown, N.J. 07840

Filed Aug. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 388,808

Int. CI. AOld 49/00

U.S. CI. 56-504 9 Claims

/'

1. In a self-contained brush and tree shredding unit for

attachment to a prime mover, the unit including a rotatable

main axle, a plurality of spaced, coaxial disc members fixed to

said axle, a series of shafts extending through the disc mem-

bers at circumferentially spaced positions near the disc pe-

ripheries, a plurality of knives loosely mounted on said shafts

between discs, and the knives being loosely mounted on the

shafts for movement in flail fashion upon rotation of the main

axle, the improvements comprising:

a housing comprising side plates and means extending be-

tween and connecting the side plates;

means projecting from the side plates to secure the unit to

the prime mover, said means providing for adjustable

height mounting of the unit relative to the prime mover;

said main axle extending between the side plates;

an engine on the housing, and a protective shroud about the

engine;
.

means drivingly connecting the engine to said mam axle to

impart rotation to the main axle;

said main axle carrying the disc members and supporting

the shafts to carry the knives in an arc of rotation of a

maximum depth within the limit of extent of the side

plates;

1. Apparatus for the manufacture of composite spun yarn

comprising a pair of rotatable rollers in face to face relation

thereby providing a nip therebetween and comprising means

for supplying a polymer substrate downwardly into the nip of

the pair of rotatable rollers, means for rotating said rollers

against each other, means for continuously supplying fibrous

material at least onto one of said rollers, and means for trans-

forming the polymer substrate and the fibrous material in

contact with each other into spun yarn, characterized in that

said means for supplying the polymer substrate comprise at

least one die and nozzle arrangement adapted to project the

polymer substrate towards the nip of said rotatable rollers in

the form of a tubulus, spray or bubble.

3,844,098

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR THE MANUFACTURE
OF TWISTED AND PLIED YARN

Dieter Erich Alexander Plate, Torquay, Victoria, and John

Desmond Feehan, Newton, Victoria, both of Australia, as-

signors to Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research

Organization, Campbell, Australia

Filed Apr. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 348,818

Claims priority, application Australia, Apr. 12, 1972,

8583/72
Int. CL DOlh 13108: D02g 3126, 3128

U.S. CI. 57-34 AT 15 Claims

1. A process for producing a yarn, comprising at least two

strands plied together, and wherein there is twist in each

individual strand, which process comprises the steps of sepa-

rately feeding each strand from a feeding point, converging
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between the convergence point of the strands and the point ofapphcation of the twist.
^

3,844.099

JSP^ ^^^ APPARATUS FOR DOFFING FULLBOBBINS ON TEXTILE MACHINES SUCH AS
DRAW-TWISTER

Yoshio Tsuchiyama, Kyoto; Toshlhiko Oka. Morlyama; Jun

Xi'apan '"'"'"' ""'"" '' """"^ '"""^'"^ »-'

Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,878

,.^ ^ Int. CI. DOlh 9//0

1. Method for doffing full bobbins on an apparatus which
travels along the rows of spindles of drawtwisters and is p ovided w,th a doffing mechanism, a bobbin transferrer, a bob-bm stonng mechanism and an empty bobbin feeding mecha-nism comprising, in the following operational sequence- ad-vancing said doffing mechanism from its stand-by positiontowards the row o full bobbins resting on said spmd'les x
tracting said multiple full bobbins simultaneously off from said
spindles by said doffing mechanism; withdrawing said doffingmechanism with said full bobbins from said row of spindles
transferring said full bobbins carried by said doffing mechamsm onto poles of said bobbin transferrer whereby said fullbobbms are supported by insertion of the respective poles intoan axial hollow of each bobbin wherein said full bobbins are
at first received by said poles in a substantially upright dispo-
sition and said poles are then tilted so as to hold said bobbins

f"i?K "kk'^"^^"^
horizontal disposition and; transferring said

full bobbins from said poles to said bobbin storing chamber all

3,844,100
APPARATUS FOR THE OPEN-END SPINNING OF

ir^f> . .

TEXTILE YARNS
Fred Croasdale Whalley, and Michael John English, Helm-

S^x:;; '^z'^
--^-- ^« *"- ^--^ona. l1:

Filed Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 298,544

485i2/Tl
'""'"'^' "PP"""«" ^••««' B"^«in, Oct. 19, 1971,

Int. CI. DOlh 1/12
U.S.C.. 57-58.89 „ ,^^^

1. Open-end spinning apparatus comprising-
^
Tw,T^

'°'°' having an open end and an inner surface

rotor .nH°"h'".'"u
""''^ '"P^^^ '° '^' '^'^'y ^"is of therotor and which has two portions coverging toward a

sSe "'^''™"'" diameter to form a fiber collecting

a closure member for closing the open end of the rotor andhaving a closure surface in the region of the open end ofthe spinning rotor,
^

a fiber feed duct passing through said closure member forfeeding fibers in discrete form to said rotor and hling anexit opening m said closure surface and
^

'
extending

'"^' ''''''"^. '^^°"«^ ^''"^ ^'°^"^« -"ember,extending from a yarn outlet end through the open end ofthe rotor and across a plane in which lie the'poin s omaximum diameter of the fiber collecting surface anderminating at a yarn inlet end within the spinning rotorsaid yarn dehvery tube having a flange portion pfov^Ted

luZJT '"'t-'u'''
'''"^ "^"«^ P°«*°" having a frontguide surface which extends outwardly and back towardthe fiber collecting surface to guide fibers being spln^noyarn while being withdrawn from the fiber^ollecfing

actrnd conV";
'"^^" °PP°^'^^ ''^' f-"« g-de

'

fLa ^"V °"""^ '^"^ ^^'"^"--^ ^"rface and said fiberfeed duct exit opening.

3,844,101
THREAD MONITOR DEVICE FOR TEXTILE

MACHINERY
Hermann Schwartz, Pfaffikon, Switzerland, assignor to Sieg.

fried Peyer, Bach, Switzerland
^

Filed Sept. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 394,936

iaVaI"*^
Pf'or'ty* application Switzerland, Oct. 11, 1972

I4o43/72

Int. CI. DOlh 13/16
U.S. CI. 57-81 ,n ^, .

I Throo^ .J *" Claims
I. Ihread monitor-device, particularly for thread handling

apparatus in which the thread forms a ballon comprising *
two hook-shaped thread guides (!'. 1") of electrically
conductive material, having their hooks located to be
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spaced from each other, in the direction of thread travel

electrically insulated from each other to form, electrically

two electrodes, said guides forming mechanically, in the

projection of thread travel, a thread guide eye (2);

a source of electrical energy (V);

high impedance means (Rl, R2) connecting the respective

thread guide-electrodes (!'. 1") to said source;

a differential amplifier (3);

3,844,103

PROCESS FOR PRODUCTION OF COMPOSITE BULK
YARN

Yoshiyuki Sasaki, TakatsukI, and Masayuki TanI, Ibaragi,

both of Japan, assignors to Teijin Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,421

Int. CI. D02g 1102, 3/36

U.S. CI. 57-157 TS 5 Claims

and mean$ (CI, C2) coupling the thread guide-electrodes

(!'. 1") to a respective input, each, of the differential

amplifier, said differential amplifier providing an output

signal representative of motion of thread through the

thread guide eye (2) formed by said thread guide-

electrodes d'. 1").

II 3,844,102

SPINNING AND TWISTER RING LEVELING APPARATUS

Frank E. Brooks, Seneca, S.C., assignor to Saco-Lowell Corpo-

ration, Greenville, S.C.

Filed Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 395,798

Int. CI. DOlh 7/64

U.S. CI. 57-122 6 Claims

1. In a process for the production of a composite bulk yarn

comprising heat setting a thermoplastic multifilament core

yarn A and a thermoplastic multifilament sheath yarn B while

the sheath yarn B is being wrapped around the core yarn A

under false twisting and detwisting and winding both yarns A

and B without separating them, the improvement comprising

using essential factors for the production of the composite

bulk yarn by selecting proper values of Tn and R from the

scope of the In and R calculated by the empirical formulas

24X10V D^ + Db<T« <4.2X lOV D, + Db(1)

0.3/7 (k - 1.2)2 < R < 0.7/6 (k - \.2f + 0.1 (2)

wherein In denotes the number of false twist of the core yarn.

D^ the denier of the core yarn A, Dr the denier of the sheath

yarn B. R the overfeed percent of the sheath yarn B, and K is

a constant of 2.4 to 4.2. thus standardizing the composite bulk

yarn having the sheath yarn B in alternate twist-like condition.

3,844,104

ELECTROMECHANICAL TRANSDUCER FOR WATCHES
Walter Schlicht, Freiburg, Germany, assignor to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Nutley, NJ.

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,333

Claims Priority, Application Germany, Apr. 8, 1972,

P 22 16 992
Int. CI. G04c 3/00, 3/04

U.S. CI. 58-23 D 9 Claims

1. In a textile yarn processing machine having a spindle

assembly mounted thereon for the winding of yarn about a

vertical axis, a vertically reciprocatory ring rail and a ring

holder, ring assembly supported by said ring rail for movement

therewith concentric to said axis, the improvement compris-

ing: .

a ring rail having upper and lower convex arcuate surfaces

in the area of said support;

upper and lower adjusting members respectively having

lower and upper concave surfaces of complementary

arcuity to said arcuate surfaces of said ring rail and upper

and lower planar surfaces; and

joining and fixing means for adjustably joining said adjusting

members to said ring rail at a desired position about the

longitudinal axis of said rail, for fixing said members

thereat, and for joining and fixing said ring holder to said

members therat.

15 « / /
''

/
/

3 i 5 6
I ^1

1. An electromechanical stepping device comprising a mag-

netic yoke having a pair of opposite facing poles, a movable
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air core coil rotatably supponed between said poles on a shaft
having a longitudinal axis between and parallel to the opposite
faces of said poles, a pair of reset springs secured at opposite
ends of said shaft and connected to said coil to apply current
thereto, both said springs being rotatable with said coil and
shaft and returning said coil to a reset position, a toothed gear
mounted on a central axis, said gear axis being aligned with
and perpendicular to said coil shaft axis, and a first pawl
mounted at one end of said shaft to rotatably engage separate
successive teeth of said gear upon each return movement of
said coil after application of a current pulse to rotate said coil
said gear being stepped by one tooth during each return move-
ment of said coil.
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3,844,106
ELECTRONIC DEVICE FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE

OSCILLATIONS OF A BALANCE WHEEL
Igor Scherrer, Colombier, Switzerland, assignor to Ebauches

S.A., Neuchatel, Nevenburg, Switzerland
Filed Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,687

4569/7T
'*"°'""^' "PP''"''0" Switzerland, Mar. 28, 1972,

,,^ ^ Int. CI. G04b 17/00
U.S. CI. 58-28 , ^, .

3 Claims

3,844,105
TIME INDICATION APPARATUS

Toshio Kashio, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Casio Computer Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 6, 1974, Ser. No. 448,515
Int. CI. G04b 19/00

11.S. CI. 58-23 R ,0 Claims

2^ 2i

'
^ '

~
.. 'I

I .lie

2ea3

CLOCK pQLaLj65c^i_lfec:—14

'6 ,7 9'
•^countebI "

^COUWTtBl

1. A time indication apparatus comprising-
a clock pulse generator;
time counting means controlled by outputs from said clock

pulse generator to generate an output for each minute
and an output for each hour, respectively;

a display panel;

a first indication section including a plurality of first indica-
tion elements arranged at intervals on a loop line on said
display panel and in directions radially extending from
the center of a space defined by the loop line

first driver means coupled between said time counting
means and said first indication section for driving at least
one selected first indication element for effecting hour
indication responsive to receipt of hour outputs from said
time counting means;

a second indication section including a plurality of second
indication elements arranged on lines extending in the
Identical radial directions as said first indication elements
extend, said second indication elements being arranged
about the peripheral portion of said first indication sec-
tion, respective second indication elements correspond-
ing to and being associated with each of said plurality of
first indication elements; and

second driver means coupled between said time counting
means and said second indication section for driving at
least one selected second indication element, said at least
one driven second indication element together with a
driven first element cooperatively effecting minute indi-
cation responsive to receipt of minute outputs from said
time counting means.

1. An electronic device for maintenance of the oscillations
of a balance wheel of a timepiece, comprising: a multivibrator
including an input transistor and an output transistor, the base
of said input transistor and the collector of said output transis-
tor being connected by a capacitor, said multivibrator produc-
ing pulses at the collector of said output transistor; a source
of operating potential; a coil connected between said potential
source and the collector of said output transistor and electro-
mechanically coupled to the balance wheel, said coil receiving
applied pulses from said output transistor of said multivibrator
for maintaining the periodic oscillations of the balance wheel
and negative feedback means connected at its input to the
junction of said coil and the collector of said output transistor
and providing an output control signal to the base of said input
transistor, said negative feedback means comprising con-
tro led current generator means in the form of a transistor the
collector of which is directly connected to the base of said
input transistor for supplying said output control signal to said
base of said input transistor, said negative feedback means
further comprising controlling network means connected at
an input to the junction of said coil and said output transistor
and connected at an output to the base of said controlled
current generator transistor, said controlling network means
being responsive to a decrease in the potential appearing at
said junction for controlling said current generator means to
provide a decreased amount of current to said input transistor
thereby preventing said output transistor from becoming satu-
rated during operation, said controlling network means in-
cluding at least one active element in the form of another
transistor having its base and collector electrodes connected
together to function as a diode, said base electrode connected
to said base electrode of said controlled current generator
trarisistor and further coupled to said input of said negative
feedback means.

3,844,107

TIMEPIECE

^'Ifil***?"^"''
'''"^«''"«S' Switzerland, assignor to Ebauches

5».A., Neuchatel, Canton of Neuchatel, Switzerland
Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,683

11029/72'*'"""""^' "PP""*'"" Switzerland, July 24, 1972,

U.S. CI. 58-42.5
7 Claims

1. Timepiece comprising a frictionally driven hour indicator
and a minute indicator, control means for moving the hour
indicator independently of the minute indicator, the control
means including a control mechanism with a control stem
movable between at least a first axial position for setting the
timepiece by moving the hour and minute indicators and a
second axial position for setting only the hour indicator said
control means including a sliding wheel for correction of the
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hour indicator, the sliding wheel being submitted to the action
v^'^l? rllr iMir<!

of the control stem and movable between a work position for "**
,;« „ n i -#ov-»». i . 70^01

operating said hour indicator and a rest position in which the Wlllem ^ornelU Roos, 3^18 Rena Dr., La^^^^^^^^ 70501

Int. CI. FOll 3/00; F02c 5/00

U.S. CI. 60-39.6 3 Claims

sliding whee is inoperative, the control mechanism including

a lever operated by a trigger-piece and the lever is operable on

said sliding wheel for maintaining the same in its rest position

when the stem occupies its first position.

3,844,108

l^ECHANICAL WATCH MOVEMENT
Peter Bachmann, Bettlach, Switzerland, assignor to Ebauches

Bettlach S.A., Bettlach (Canton of Soleure), Switzerland

Filed Apr. 30, 1974, Ser. No. 465,664

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 11, 1973,

6729/73
Int. CI. G04b 33/00

U.S. CI. 58-59 ' 8 Claims

« ' -^

<J «a 2 « 12
'"

1. A combustion engine including a cylinder, a crank shaft,

a connecting rod journaled on to said crank shaft, a piston

attached to said connecting rod and reciprocating by means of

said crank shaft and said connecting rod within said cylinder,

and a cylindrical sleeve valve having inlet and outlet ports,

said sleeve valve being mounted concentric with respect to

both said piston and said cylinder, and a connecting link for

actuation of said sleeve valve with both a rotative ard a recip-

rocative motion, said connecting link having one end con-

nected to said sleeve valve and another end connected to said

connecting rod.

3 844,110

GAS TURBINE ENGINE INTERNAL LUBRICANT SUMP
VENTING AND PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM

William Widlansky, and Bernard L. Koff, both of Cincinnati,

Ohio, assignors to General Electric Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio
Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,706

Int. CI. F02c 7/06

U.S. CI. 60-39.08 10 Claims

1. A mechanical watch movement comprising a mainspring

fitted in a barrel-drum rotating around a barrel-arbor, an inner

member to which the mainspring is hooked, a ratchet-wheel

integral in rotation with the inner member, a base-plate and a

bridge supporting the two ends of the barrel-arbor, several

pillars connecting the base-plate to the bridge and fixing them

with respect to one another, a click for retaining the ratchet-

wheel, and a resilient element acting upon the click, wherein

the ratchet-wheel extends between the bridge and the barrel-

drum, the click is a blanked fiat plate having an arcuate inden-

tation in one of its edges, the said indentation is engaged on

a cylindrical bearing surface of one of the pillars at the level

of the ratchet-wheel, and the said resilient element is an arm

blanked in a plate integral with the fra^e of the movement.

1. In a gas turbine engine of the type including at least first

and second compressor portions and first and second turbine

portions; at least two concentric, hollow shaft assemblies

operatively connecting certain of said compressor portions to

certain of said turbine portions; a plurality of bearing assem-

blies adapted to rotatably support said shaft assemblies; casing

means enclosing portions of said compressors and said tur-

bines, said casing means adapted to define, at least in part, a

generally annular motive flow passage therethrough having an
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inlet upstream of at least one of said compressor portions andan outlet downstream of at least one of said turbine port ons

one nf""^7r"/
^"''^'^ ^'^'"*"8' '" ^^oP^ation with atSone of said shaft assemblies, a first bearing chamber and a

ch'.mh
'""''"/

'"i^''^
^P^"'^ ^^^""8 ^ham'ber. Ta^ bearingchambers adapted to enclose said bearing assemblies Jnd

receive a lubricating fluid; a plurality of sfaf preTsu Lionchambers at least one of which is associated with each a°dbearmg chamber; means for delivering air into said seal nresunzafon chambers; means for venting said bearing chambe

""

to establish a continuous flow of air through said bearing

frort'iH'h:"' ""'r [^' ^"^^"«'"« ^^'d lubr c^ing fl^d'from said bearmg chambers; the improvement comprising

a fm of 's^h' r^"' '"t
^^'^ ^"^^"«^ "^^^"^ fo'a 'last

of ^least one '^'"^h'k'^^"^
^^'"« ^"^'"^'^ '"^""^llyOf at least one of said shaft assemblies such that the airdelivery and scavenge functions may be accompHshed fo

ex'tendil''^'"^
'''":'^^ "'^*^°"» '^' necess^^y of pipmgextending across said annular motive flow passaee ofpiping mounted externally of said engine; and wh^remsa d air delivery means comprise a bleed port Tocatedintermediate of one of said compressor portions a Weedchamber formed internally of said com'pressor por'^on

at least two flow paths extending from said bleed chamber

LZr'JZ'''' T''^' ' ^^^' P-ssurLat^onnow path and the second said flow path comorisinc acompressor coolant flow path.
comprising a
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^ mn.f!.

'°^''' ''''-'* ""^^"^ f°' energizing said starter

circuit and': 'h"'""'
'''' '"^' ^^'^^^^^^^ "^^^^^circuit, and said ignition system driver circuit when said

beTor Tr^ " '"'"'^^^ ^"^ '^' ^P^^d of said engine isbelow said first predetermined levelNOR gate logic circuit means for de-e^ergizing said startermotor driver circuit and said ignition system driver c rcul

Tel^dS ^'^"^ '"^*"' ''''-'''-' --" P^^'^"

NOR gate logic circuit means for de-energizing said starter

cTcuitan^H^H
"'"'•• ^"' '"^' ''^'^^^'^^ mea^s d ivec cu„ and said ignition system driver circuit if said com-bustion .ndicating means does not indicate combustion^,

the end of a predetermined time interval initiated bvactuation of said starting switch; and
^

NOR gate logic circuit means for de-energizing said fuel

mTmZ.T'" '^^-".-r-it if said combusti'on indi a -mg means does not indicate combustion when the speedOf said engine exceeds said second predetermined level.

3,844,111
SOLID STATE STARTING AND OPERATINP <;v«Tirvf

FOR A CONSTANT COMBUSTION SgINe'^

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,946

i;.s.a.6«-3,.,4
'"••^'•'»^'^««

5 Claims

3,844,112

Emmel^^^S""^^
START-UP FUEL CONTROL SYSTEMEmmett S. Harrison, Corona, N.Y., assignor to Curtiss-WrightCorporation, Woodridge, NJ.

^"*
Filed June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 373,964

,, e ^. '"•• C'" F02c 7/26
U.S. CI. 60-39.14 .^, .

5 Claims

t^;?^-^'l!lt

^»

^-S-w f>,*^f^ Mt,/Aw>-,1^f,

uht '.^^'^'"«.^"'^ operating system for a constant combus-t on engine having a starter motor and a driver circuit7oTsaid
starter motor, having means for discharging fuein.o a combustion chamber of said engine and a d'rivi c! cuTfo^sTd

m. fit^H f "^'T^
'"^ ^^^'"« ^" 'g"i»i°" system for gni

feu for' T' •"'" ''*' ^°'"^'"^tion chamber and a dfivercircuit for said ignition system, said constant combustioneng-ne starting and operating system comprising, in combm

a

an engine starting switch;
means for indicating combustion in said combustion cham-

"Th/r/ ''"r"^
'"^^'^''' '^^ 'P^^*^ °f ^^id engine is aboveor below a first predetermined level-

means for sensing whether the speed of said engine is aboveor below a second predetermined level

I. A gas turbine engine start-up fuel control svstem fnr
controlling fuel flow to a turbine engine having an^ar compressor assembly so as to effect enginlacceleratfon at a p es^.'

comprises'
'' """' ''"'' °''"^'"^ ^P"^'""' '""^ '^^^

a. a biasing and signal generating means for generating a
signal which IS a function of compressor discharge pressure biased by ambient air inlet temperature-

b. means for sensing ambient air inlet temperature con-

x^^lltT ^"""^ ^"'^ '*«"^' generating means to
ransmit a signal representative of the ambient air inlet
temperature to said biasing and signal generating means-
c_ simulating means for simulating the compressor discharge pressure of the gas turbine engine and conducting
a simulated pressure signal to said biasing and signal
generating means; and *

d. fuel control valve means;
e. said biasing and signal generating means being connected

control vre;''"''°'
'''" '° '''''' ''^^''"'''' "^^^e fifel

^'

ttil!!'""''';"^"'''"''
'""'"'**"« ^ characterizer. for pro-viding simulated pressure signals which are a function ofcompressor assembly angular velocity biased by ambient

temperature and at predetermined sequential increments
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3,844,113

FRICTION IMPULSE GAS TURBINE
Hanford N. Lockwood, Jr., 801 Humboldt St., Apt. 211, San

Mateo, Calif. 94401

Filed Nov. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 303,116

Int. CI. F02c 7/02

U.S. CI. 60^39.15 7 Claims

51-

.'^« f^ 41 37,

.J.'^^3^/'/

1 lit j*- -^-ri ,' i

between a compressor turbine and a drive turbine, compris-

ing:

means for producing voltages representative, respectively,

of the magnitudes of desired engine speed (30), compres-

sor turbine speed (31), compressor input temperature

(32), operating temperature (33) and drive turbine speed

(35);

comparison means (36) for producing a voltage representa-

tive of the difference between said desired engine speed and

said compressor turbine speed in response to said voltages

respectively representative of said last-mentioned speeds;

differentiator means (39) responsive to said voltage pro-

duced by said comparison means (36) for producing a

voltage representative of the rate of increase of the volt-

age produced by said comparison means (36), said differ-

entiator means having rectifying means (49) interposed

in its output for suppressing signals resulting from lag in

desired deceleration of said compressor turbine;

a first multi-input minimum input selector (54) arranged to

1. A turbine means, comprising: a casing means having an

air inlet and an air outlet therein, an elongate rotatabie shaft

means supported within the casing means and extending axi-

ally thereof, first compressor blade means fixed on the shaft

means in the casing means for rotation with the shaft means

to draw air inwardly through the inlet and force it outwardly

through the outlet, fuel combustion means adjacent the casing

means, said fuel combustion means including an inner com-

bustion chamber surrounded by an exhaust gas mixing cham-

ber to mix exhaust gas with the main flame in the combustion

chamber, and an outer chamber for circulating exhaust gas

over the exhaust gas mixing chamber to control the tempera-

ture of the gas delivered to the turbine means, a first passage

means extending from the outlet to the fuel combustion means

for delivering air from the first compressor blade means to the

fuel combustion means, a compressor drive turbine means

fixed on the shaft means, an output drive turbine means fixed

on the shaft means, separate passage means extending in

parallel from the fuel combustion means to each of the com-
pressor and output drive turbine means for separately deliver-

ing exhaust gases from the fuel combustion means to each of

the turbine means, a common exhaust gas manifold adjacent

the casing means for each of the turbine means, separate

exhaust passage means leading from each of the turbine means
to the exhaust manifold means to deliver exhaust gases from

the turbine means to the exhaust manifold means, second

passage means connected between the exhaust manifold

means and the casing means to deliver a portion of the exhaust

gases from the exhaust manifold means to the casing means,

a second compressor blade means fixed on the shaft means

adjacent the first compressor blade means for receiving said

portion of the exhaust gases from the exhaust manifold means

to compress the exhaust gases, and third passage means lead-

ing from the second compressor blade means to the fuel com-

bustion means for delivering the compressed exhaust gases to

the fuel combustion means to increase the efficiency of the

turbine and reduce the pollution effect.

^ 3,844,114

GAS TURBINE TEMPERATURE REGULATING CIRCUIT
>Volfgang Nonnenmann, Pforzheim; Bert W'urst, Moglingen;

Wolfgang Misch, Stuttgart, and Edgar Schonart, Lippstadt,

all of Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch G.m.b.H., Stutt-

gart, Germany
Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,710

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 21, 1972,

2208040
1

1

"
Int. CI. F02c i//0

U.S. CI. 60-39.16 R 22 Claims

1. A regulating circuit for controlling the operating temper-

ature of a gas turbine engine having a variable gate mechanism

-3^
-3
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^
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be responsive to said voltage representative of the differ-

ence between desired engine speed and compressor tur-

bine speed, to a voltage representative of a magnitude

which is a function of both compressor input temperature

and said compressor turbine speed and a voltage repre-

sentative of a magnitude which is a function of operating

temperature, the output of said first minimum input selec-

tor being arranged to control the rate of fuel supply, and

a second multi-input minimum input selector (63) ar-

ranged to be responsive to voltages respectively primarily

representative of drive turbine speed and operating tem-

perature and further responsive to the output of said

differentiator means (39) as a voltage additive to a volt-

age representative primarily of operating temperature,

said second multi-input minimum input selector (63)

being arranged to control said variable gate mechanism

and being adapted, by virtue of its aforesaid responsive-

ness to said diflferentiator means output, to exert an antic-

ipatory character of control on said variable gate mecha-

nism during acceleration.

3,844,115

LOAD DISTRIBUTING THRUST MOUNT
Wilbert Bernard Freid, Swampscott, Mass., assignor to Gen-

eral Electric Company, Lynn, Mass.

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,435

Int. CI. F02c 7120: B64d 27/16

U.S. CI. 60-39.31 8 Claims

1. A load distributing thrust mount arrangement for impart-

ing the propulsive thrust of a gas turbine engine to a vehicle

comprises:

a dowel extending outwardly from the vehicle in general

orthogonal alignment to the axis of the gas turbine en-

gine.
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a collar in slidable engagement with the rod and spaced

apart relation to the outer casing of the engine-
a rigid thrust member between the collar and engine casing
m rotatably pinned connection to the engine casing;

a mount roll ring around the engine in axially spaced rela-
tion to the pinned connection between the thrust member
and engine casing for insuring rigidity in the area of the
engine casing adjacent the roll ring;

a hanging mount interconnecting the vehicle and roll ring
for sustaining a portion of the weight of the gas turbine
engine relative to the vehicle;

October 29, 1974

said first plate being adapted for direct exposure to the
hot gas stream from said combustor;

means for introducing cooling air into one end of said cham-
ber means, flowing the cooling air through said chamber
means and over substantially the entire surface area of
said first plate, said plates including passages extending
from said chamber to the hot gas stream for discharging
the cooling air from said chamber;

an intermediate plate provided between said first and sec-ond plates and m spaced relation to both of said plates to
thereby define first and second chambers; and

a plurality of spacing means effective between said interme-
diate plate and both said first and second plates to main-
tain a minimum flow path area through both the first and
second chambers.

3,844,117
POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT BRAYTON CYCLE ROTARY

ENGINE
Ted L. Ryan, 703 Jordan Ln., Huntsville, Ala. 35805

Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 278,017

., c. ^.
Jn»- CI. F02c 5102

U.S.CL 60-39.61
« Claims

a second hanging mount interconnecting the vehicle and
engine at a location spaced axially apart from the roll ring
tor sustaining the remaining portion of the weight of the
gas turbine engine relative to the vehicle

and a rigid thrust link between the collar and mount roll ringm rotatably pinned connection to the roll ring at a loca-
tion spaced axially apart from the rigid thrust member
such that the rigid thrust member and rigid thrust link
coact to distribute the thrust load to two axially spaced
apart locations on the engine casing thereby reducing themaximum engine bending moment.

3,844,116
DUCT WALL AND REVERSE FLOW COMBUSTOR

INCORPORATING SAME
Lawrence R Matto, Huntington, Conn., assignor to Avco Cor-

iioration, Stratford, Conn.
Filed Sept. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 286,720

.,o ^.
»nt- CI. F02c i/04. 7//5. 7/20

U.S. CI. 60-39.32 . ^, .

o Claims

!,'

.J

I. A rotary engine comprising:
air compression means adapted to provide a substantially

continuous flow of compressed air;

fuel mixing means responsive to the output of said compres-
sion means for mixing fuel with air and providing a fuel-
air vapor;

combustion chamber for receiving said fuel-air vapor under
pressure from said mixing means and burning the fuel-air
vapor mixture;

positive displacement, sequentially operable, multi-stage
rotary expander

valve means for receiving an expanding gas output of said
combustion chamber and sequentially directing flow of
said gas into each of the several stages of said multi-stage
expander; and

drive means responsive to a rotary output of said rotary
expander for driving said compression means and provid-
ing rotary shaft output power.

I. In a gas turbine engine a duct wall for defining, at least
m part, the flow path of a hot gas stream generated by a
combustor, said duct wall comprising:

first and second plates, said plates being spaced apart to
thereby define a relatively thin chamber therebetween.

3,844.118
AFT INLET RAMJET POWERED MISSILE

David B. Wilkinson, New Carlisle, Ohio, assignor to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air
Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 392,380
Int. CI. F02k 7/10

^tr'-'V.^?' 2 Claims
I. In a solid fuel ramjet powered missile, having a pay-load

section and a ramjet section including a fuel grain with an air
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passage therethrough and means for igniting the fuel grain; a

secondary combustor positioned at the aft end of the fuel

grain; apparatus for supplying air to said fuel grain and said

secondary combustor comprising; an air inlet having its lip

positioned near the aft end of said fuel grain; means within

exhaust gas channel means being provided with an inlet and

discharge opening lying in the flow direction of the exhaust

gases flowing out of the exhaust gas manifold, said second

exhaust gas channel means being provided with an inlet and

discharge opening lying substantially perpendicular to the

flow direction of the exhaust gases flowing out of said exhaust

gas manifold, said second exhaust gas channel means having

a larger cross-section than said first exhaust gas channel

means.

said inlet for directing a major portion of the air, entering the

inlet, into the secondary combustor; a channel adjacent the

fuel grain, extending from said inlet to a position adjacent the

forward end of the fuel grain, for providing primary air to the

forward end of the fuel grain.

3,844,119

CONTROL DEVICE FOR A CLEANING INSTALLATION
INSERTED INTO THE EXHAUST GAS SYSTEM

Bernd Herrbrich, Stuttgart-Stammheim, Germany, assignor to

Dr. Ing. h.c.F. Porsche KG, Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen, Ger-

many
Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,625

Claims priority, application Germany, July 30, 1971,

2138338
II"

Int. CI. FOln i//4

U.S. CI. 60-288 12 Claims

3,844,120

QUOTIENT REGULATOR FOR CONTROLLING
HYDRODYNAMIC TRANSMISSION

Karl Gustav Ahlen, Stockholm, Sweden, assignor to S.R.M.

Hydromekanik Aktiebolag, Stockholm-Vallingby, Sweden

Filed June 6, 1973, Ser. No. 367,378

Int. CI. F16d 33100

U.S. CI. 60-341 25 Claims

1. A control system for a cleaning installation intercon-

nected in an exhaust gas system of an internal combustion

engine including an exhaust gas manifold, a pair of exhaust gas

lines operably connected to said exhaust gas manifold, and a

catalyst means connected to one of said pair of exhaust gas

lines, the control system being operable to absorb the harmful

substances of the exhaust gases by controlling the through-

flow of the exhaust gases through the cleaning installation as

a function of the operating condition of the internal combus-

tion engine, characterized in that the control system includes

a flow-controlled exhaust gas conduction means connected

between the exhaust gas manifold and the pair of exhaust gas

lines, said exhaust gas conduction means including a first and

second exhaust gas channel means connected to the exhaust

gas manifold for directing the flow of exhaust gases from the

exhaust manifold to the pair of exhaust gas lines, said first

20 22
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1. A quotient regulator control system for controlling the

mode of operation of a transmission comprising:

a first pump adapted to be driven by the primary side of the

transmission,

a second pump adapted to be driven by the secondary side

of the transmission,

means for supplying fluid to the first pump,

pipe means for supplying the output of the first pump to the

inlet of the second pump, wherein the pressure in the pipe

means at any given time is dependent on the relative flow

through the two pumps, which relative flow is in turn

dependent on the relative speed of the primary and sec-

ondary sides of the transmission,

and a control means responsive to the pressure in said pipe

means for transmitting a signal to change the mode of

operation of the transmission.

3,844,121

MULTIPLE STAGE MASTER CYLINDER
Karl-Heinz Griesenbrock, Duisburg, Germany, assignor to

Eaton Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,423

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 21, 1972,

2208039
Int. CL F16d 67/02

U.S. CI. 60-562 14 Claims

1. A hydraulic braking and clutching system comprising a

hydraulic pressure cylinder, a first chamber formed in said

cylinder, a first gallery communicating said first chamber with

a fluid reservoir, a second gallery communicating with at least

one wheel brake cylinder for pressurizing said cylinder, a third

gallery communicating said first chamber with said wheel

cylinder for return flow to said first chamber, a first piston

linearly movable within said first chamber between a first
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inoperative position to a second position in which said first

chamber is pressurized, a second chamber formed in said
cylinder, a fourth gallery communicating said second chamber
with said fluid reservoir, a fifth gallery communicating said
second chamber with a clutch slave cylinder, a valve member
linearly movable within said second chamber between a first

inoperative position and a second position in which said sec-
ond chamber is pressurized, a second pressure cylinder, a
third chamber formed within said second cylinder, a first

«:>^£l

specific gravity less than the specific gravity of the body of
water, said tanks having a side wall with an open bottom and
a fixed roof and buoyancy means connected with each tank to
float the tank at the surface of the protected body of water;
conduit means connected with the tanks to add product to and
remove product from the tanks; and second flow control
means in said dike wall structure to enable flow of water from
the enclosed body of water to the surrounding body of water,
but to prevent flow of leaked or spilled product from the
enclosed body of water to said surrounding body of water, said
dike wall structure thus protecting the tanks in the enclosed
body of water from the wave and tide action of the surround-
ing body of water and also preventing contamination of the
surrounding body of water by any product leaked or spilled
from the tanks.

3,844,123
DEVICE FOR PRODUCING AND PROTECTING

DEPOSITS OF SEDIMENTARY MATERIAL ON THE
FLOOR OF BODIES OF WATER

Ole Jeppe Fjord Larsen, Fasanvaenget 62, Hjerting, Denmark
Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,056

Int. CI. E02b 3104
U.S. CI. 61-3 ,9 Claims

gallery communicating said third chamber with said reservoir,
a second gallery communicating said third chamber with said
wheel cylinder, a second piston linearly movable within said
third chamber between a first inoperative position and a sec-
ond position in which said third chamber is pressurized, pres-
sure limiting means within said third chamber for limiting the
pressurization of said third chamber to a predetermined maxi-
mum, and means operatively connected to said valve member
for moving said second piston from said first to said second
position upon movement of said valve member.

3,844,122
PROTECTED OFFSHORE STORAGE FACILITY

Woodrow E. Bliss, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Pittsburgh-
Des Moines Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,639
Int. CI. E02b 3100, 3/04

U.S. CI. 61-1 10 Claims

1. Apparatus for producing and protecting deposits of sedi-
mentary material on a floor of a body of water, said apparatus
comprising a pair of flexible elongated sheets in spaced side-
by-side relationship located beneath the surface of the water
in at least partial upwardly spaced relationship close to but
above said floor, means for maintaining said sheets so posi-
tioned, rope means connecting together adjacent longitudinal
edges of said spaced sheets, said sheets include longitudinally
extending side portions diverging away from each other to-
ward said floor, and means spaced along said sheet side por-
tions for anchoring the same to said floor.

3,844,124
CONTROL OF EROSION

Earl Silas Tapper, Panama City, Panama, assignor to Tup
(Panama) S.A., Panama City, Panama

Filed Jan. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 326,083
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 28, 1972,

Int. CI. E02b 3/04; E02d 3/14
^•S- CI. 61-3 7 Claims

1. In combination: a rigid dike wall structure having oppo-
site, spaced apart end walls extending from a shore of a body
of water subject to wave and tide action and into the body of
water, and a front wall connected to the end walls and extend-
mg in the body of water in spaced relation to the shore of the
body of water, said dike wall structure extending from the
floor of the body of water to above the surface of the body of
water and enclosing a body of water protected from the wave
action of the surrounding body of water; first flow control
means in said dike wall structure to enable flow from the
surrounding body of water into the enclosed body of water; a
plurality of floating tanks moored side-by-side in the enclosed,
protected body of water to store a liquid product having a

1. A means for hindering land erosion by flowing water
which consists of a chain of members fitted together, said
chain having a generally cruciform cross-section with the ends
of two arms of said cross-section contacting the ground so as
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to provide resistance to lipping, wherein each of said members

is a generally flat rectilinear slab made of mechanically strong

material with a specific gravity greater than that of water, and

shaped to define an open-ended through slot of generally

square cross-section extending along a notional center line of

said slab for substantially one-half its length from one end

thereof, and wherein the slots all face in the same direction

and each slot accommodates substantially one-half the length

of the next adjacent slab in said chain.

3,844,125

ANTI-EROSION DEVICE

JImmie Driver Williams, Sr., 203 Pritchard St., Williamston,

N.C. 27909
Filed July 13, 1973, Ser. No. 379,145

Int. CI. E02b 3/04

U.S. CI. 6l4|3 6 Claims

1. An anti-erosion device for trapping and retaining earthen

materials being eroded by water and wind in a localized area

comprising an elongated frame, a superstructure mounted on

said frame and extending upwardly therefrom, said super-

structure including a plurality of spaced substantially parallel

rows of generally vertically disposed post means, each of said

post means in each of said rows being horizontally spaced

relative to the adjacent post means of the same row thereby

providing a plurality of vertically disposed and horizontally

spaced openings along each of said rows, the post means of

one row being horizontally staggered relative to the post

means of the next adjacent row so that substantially all water

or wind moving in a direction generally normal to said plural-

ity of rows of said post means follows a tortuous path through

said spaced openings in said rows and the earthen materials

carried by the water or wind passing through said device are

normally trapped by said post means, said frame having a

substructure including downwardly extending ground-

engaging spur means for penetrating the earth and anchoring

said frame in fixed position, and means for connecting a plu-

rality of frames together in assembled end-to-end relationship,

whereby said post means trap and retain earth being eroded

by water and wind.

Leon C.

B

exposing the water to sufficiently low temperature to freeze

the water, thereby producing a substantially flat, level,

solid surface; and

placing a portable drilling station on the solid surface.

3,844,127

FLOATING DRILLING PLATFORM WITH QUICK
DISCONNECT LEGS

Francis D. Koop, Jr.; John F. Woods; Kenneth J. Farmer, and

Wayne D. Harbin, all of Houston, Tex., assignors to Mara-

thon Manufacturing Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,670

Int. CI. E02b 17/00; F16I 21/00, 35/00

U.S. CL 61-46.5 19 Claims

3,844,126

AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
urton, Brea, Calif., and Saverio J. Cina, Brooklyn,

N.Y., assignors to Global Marine Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 130,462, April 1, 1971, which is a division

of Ser. No. 12,778, Feb. 19, 1970, Pat. No. 3,693,729. This

application May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,524

Int. CI. B63b 35/44; E02b 17/00; B63b 1/18

U.S. CI. 61-46.5 3 Claims

1. A method of establishing a temporary drilling site com-

prising the steps of:

surrounding the drilling site with a watertight barrier;

flooding the site within the barrier with water;

1. In an offshore drilling platform comprising a floating

drilling platform, a plurality of legs mounted with said plat-

form for longitudinal movement relative thereto and each leg

having a tubular member, power means for raising and lower-

ing said leg relative to said platform, and said leg including a

removable upper section and a joint for connecting the remov-

able section to the remaining portion of said leg; the improve-

ment residing in said joint, comprising:

a female member having a plurality of longitudinally dis-

placed raised annular surfaces,

a male member adapted to be received by said female mem-

ber having a plurality of longitudinally displaced raised

annular surfaces which mate with, and bear against, the

corresponding raised annular surfaces of the female

member, said raised annular surfaces being narrow with

respect to the longitudinal length of the joint; and

locking means for releasably locking said male.and female

members together.
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3,844,128
FOUNDATION MAT REPAIR

Eugene E. Harrison, 1661 Foothill Park Cir., Lafayette, Calif.
94549

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,492
Int. CI. E02d 27108

"^tTh^'-f^ . » Claim
1. I he method of repairing a foundation mat which has

become weakened by loss of contact of parts of the mat with
the underlying soil which comprises forming an opening in the
mat^and injecting molten sulfur at a temperature in the range
160°- ITO'C. through the opening into the area between the
mat and the soil.

3,844.129
ARCTIC PIPELAYING

Robert B. Finlay, Houston, Tex., assignor to Global Marine
Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,148
Int. CL F161 IIOO, B63b 1134

D.S. CI. 61-72.3 28 Claim,

means carried by said automobile and independent of said
engine for energizing said independent drive means;

means for disengaging said air conditioning system from
said automobile drive means and engaging said indepen-
dent drive means thereto; and

^o- -'-'
j-i

<• ^,

^^

1. A method for laying submarine pipelines comprising the

a. malting up the pipeline on a buoyant make-up platform
disposed over the line along which the pipeline is to be
laid,

b. feeding make-up pipeline into the water rearwardly from
the make-up platform,

c. coupling a buoyant support platform disposed a selected
distance rearwardly of the make-up platform along the
line to the make-up platform by a bridge structure en-
gaged between the platforms above the water surface

d. engaging the pipeline at spaced locations along its length
rearwardly of the make-up platform with corresponding
ones of a plurality of separately operable coupling assem
blies each of which is supported by cable means to corre-
sponding spaced locations along the bridge structure and
the support platform, and

e. adjusting the effective lengths of the several cable means
to define a desired support path for said length of pipe-

3,844,130
AUTOMOBILE AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
EMPLOYING AUXILIARY PRIME MOTOR

M. Ervin Wahnish, 624 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, Fla. 32803
Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,560

Int. CI. B60h 3104
U.S. a. 62-133

,7 Claims
I. An auxiliary air conditioner drive system adapted for use

with an automobile of the type having an air conditioning
system associated therewith which is adapted to be driven by
the drive means of said automobile, said auxiliary system
comprising: ' '

means completely carried by said automobile and indepen-
dent of said automobile drive means for driving said air
conditioner system; and

means electrically coupled to said air conditioner system
and said independent drive means for electrically control-
ling said engaging and disengaging means.

3,844,131
REFRIGERATION SYSTEM WITH HEAD PRESSURE

CONTROL
Sebastian J. Gianni, Hartford, Conn.; William M. Seeley,
Putnam NY.; Timothy Jay Stillson, Glastonbury, Conn.;
Clark B. Hamilton, Wethersfield, Conn., and Perley K
Barker, Hartford, Conn., assignors to Dunham-Bush, Inc.,
West Hartford, Conn.

Filed May 22, 1973, Ser. No. 362,708
Int. CLF25b4//00

^•^•C'"-»^9
14 Claims

« I K t_

1. In a closed loop refrigeration system including, in order
a compressor, a condenser and an evaporator and having a
refrigerant circulating therebetween under control of a flow
control device in the high pressure liquid refrigerant feed line
coupling the condenser to the evaporator, the improvement
comprising:

a liquid refrigerant receiver, a conduit fluid coupling said
receiver to said liquid feed line upstream of said flow
control device and downstream of said condenser

a check valve within said conduit between said receiver and
said feed line for permitting liquid refrigerant flow from
said receiver feed line when said feed line pressure is
below that of said receiver but preventing reverse flow
and '

a pressure regulation valve bypassmg said check valve and
fluid connected between said receiver and said feed line
downstream of said condenser and upstream of said flow
control device to permit high pressure liquid refrigerant
to enter said receiver from said feed line to charge said
receiver.

'
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3,844,132

PRODUCE COOLER AND METHOD OF COOLING
PRODUCT

Hugo Miller, and Floyd E. Miller, both of Fremont, Calif.,

assignors to Inter Process Corporation, Burlingame, Calif.

Filed Sept. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 397,291

Int. CI. F25b 19/00

U.S. CI. 62-268 6 Claims

r--^
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e. chain means extending longitudinally through said cool-
ing tunnel, said chain means being adapted to advance
sausages through the tunnel,

f. motor means to drive said pump means and said chain
means,

g. spray means disposed within said cooling tunnel with the
inlet for said spray means being connected to the inlet
port of said cooling tunnel,

h. said spray means comprising an elongated pipe that ex-
tends longitudinally through said tunnel near the top
thereof a plurality of outlets spaced along said pipe, the

r
2 hff i.Z d, t^

tially continuous upper surface, said top shell also having
end walls extending from the ends of said top wall adja-
cent to the sides of said strip, the ends of the respective
raised element and thence inwardly adjacent to end por-
tions of said bottom wall of said associated bottom shell,
and means for directly securing said top shell to the asso-
ciated bottom shell, said means comprising said end walls
of the top shell,

whereby said series of top and bottom shells are secured
together in pairs, said strip of plastic material is substan-
tially concealed from view by said series of top and bot-
tom shells and the bracelet component is flexible trans-
versely of its thickness.

3,844,137

FLEXIBLE COUPLING
Martin J. Zugel, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Cycio Index

Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio
Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,384

Int. CI. F16d 3/52
U.S. CI. 64-15 B 9 Calms

invention being characterized by a barrier formed of
wire-like mesh located beneath said pipe and extending
longitudinally through said tunnel, and a plurality of
upwardly opening receptacles positioned atop said bar-
rier in alignment with said outlets of said pipe, whereby
the cooling solution forced through the pipe by said pump
means exits through said plurality of outlets, fills said
receptacles, and then spills over said receptacles and
passes through said wire-like mesh barrier to form a fine
mist of minute droplets within the cooling chamber which
contact the sausages to chill same.

3,844,136
BRACELET COMPONENT INCLUDING FLEXIBLE STRIP

COVERED WITH LINK-LIKE SHELLS
Kurt A. Rieth. and Edwin E. R. Hoffmann, both of Gaspee

Plateau, R.I., assignors to Tertron Inc., Providence, R.I.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 289,981, Sept. 18, 1972

abandoned. This application Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 386,069
Int. CI. A44c 5100

^•S- CI. 63-4
,2 Claims

£rS^^
12

-d-

22
30^
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1. A component for use in making a bracelet comprising
an elongate strip of plastic material which is flexible trans-

versely of Its thickness having a series of substantially
parallel grooves extending transversely of and inwardly
from Its bottom surface to provide a series of substantially
parallel raised elements between said grooves, the upper
surface of said strip being substantially flat and devoid of
grooves,

a series of bottom shells, each bottom shell having a bottom
wall positioned adjacent to the surface of a respective one
of said raised elements and substantially parallel side
walls positioned adjacent to the sides of said associated
one raised element,

a series of top shells one associated with each said bottom
shell, each top shell having a top wall positioned adjacent
to said upper surface of said strip, said top walls having
side edges with the side edges of adjacent ones of the top
shells being adjacent to each other to present a substan-

1. A flexible coupling member comprising, a substantially
rigid cylindrical member having a longitudinal axis, a longitu-
dinal bore, a mam body portion, opposite end portions and
rotary shaft securing means for securing shaft end portions in
said bore at said opposite end portions, a pluralitv of longitudi-
nally-spaced opposed pairs of overlapping slots' in said body
portion transversely of said axis positioned to provide said
body portion with a plurality of interconnected leaf springs
said opposed pairs of slots including a first pair of longitudinal-
ly-spaced slots angularly displaced substantially 1

80° apart to
define a first leaf spring therebetween and including a first slot
positioned closest to one of said opposite end portions and a
second slot positioned further from said one opposite end
portion, a second pair of longitudinally-spaced slots angularly
displaced substantially 90° relative to said first pair of slots and
substantially 180° relative to one another to define a second
eaf spring therebetween extending substantially perpendicu-
ar to said first leaf spring, a third pair of slots defining a third
leaf spring therebetween extending substantially parallel to
said first leaf spring, said third pair of slots being in angular
alignment with said first pair of slots and including a first slot
positioned closest to said one opposite end portion in angular
alignment with said second slot of said first pair of slots said
first and third leaf springs having opposite spring end portions
substantially aligned axially of said body portion, and said one
opposite end portion being effectively connected with one of
said spring end portions on said first spring and with an oppo-
site spring end portion on said third spring.

3,844,138

CONNECTING DEVICE
David Samiran, 148 Northwest Rd., and Arthur H. Moore, 46"

Northwest Rd., both of Westfield, Mass. 01085
Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,373

Int. CI. FI6d 7/02
U.S. CI. 64-30 E 7 claims

1. In a connecting device for interconnecting a pair of
telescopically engaged members in torque transmitting rela-
tion; first and second members adapted for telescopic engage-
ment, one of said members having a smooth internal cylindri-
cal surface and the other of said members having a smooth
external cylindrical surface, said surfaces being opposed when
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said members ' are in telescopic engagement, an annular

groove in the said surface of said first member and opening

toward the said surface of said second member, a connector

element having at least two split wire rings in adjacent coaxial

relation, the terminal end of one ring when proceeding about

the rings in one circumferential direction being fixed to the

beginning end of the next adjacent ring, said connector ele-

ment being disposed in said groove and having a free diameter

such that the connector element is radially stressed by engage-

ment with said surface of said second member when said

being connected by two channels, namely a direct channel for

the direct transfer of the contents of said memory to said

transformation means, and an indirect channel for the transfer

of several times the different contents of the memory by

means of an intermediary information carrier, corresponding

to several subdivisions of a pattern which has a greater num-

ber of elements than the memory can store.

3:'"^fi^'i^^-

:;;i'...?£5'-v'7 -t. . ; V - ^

^' . >= trt

members are disposed in telescopic engagement with said

connector element within the range of axial overlap of said

members, and means nonrotatably connecting at least one

circumferential point of said connector element to said first

member while leaving the remainder of the circumference of

said connector element free, the side of said connector ele-

ment which faces said second member frictionally engaging

the said surface of said second member whereby torque ex-

erted between said members in at least one direction will

cause said connector element to bind on said second member

and prevent relative rotation between said members.

3,844,140

DEVICE FOR INCREASING THE AVERAGE ANGULAR
VELOCITY OF THE CYLINDERS OF CIRCULAR

HOSIERY
Francesco LonatI, Via Valsorda 28, Brescia, Italy

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,610

Int. CI. D04b 15/16

U.S. CI. 66-56 4 Claims

1. Device for increasing the average angular velocity of the

needle-bearing cylinder of a drive-shaft driven circular hosiery

machine, said device comprising:

3,844,139

INSTALLATION FOR THE CONTROL OF KNITTING

ll MACHINES
Aymon A. De Cerjat, and Claude M. Millet, both of Neuchatel,

Switzerland, assignors to Edouard Dubied & Cie S.A.

Filed Feb. 24, 1970, Ser. No. 13,581

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Feb. 24, 1969,

2737/69; July 22, 1969, 1 1 181/69; Aug. 20, 1969, 12592/69

Int. CI. D04b 15/78

U.S. CL 66-50 R 9 Claims

1. Installation for the electronic control of a circular knit-

ting machine from a pattern to be reproduced, comprising a

memory (such as 59) for storing, in form of coded informa-

tion, a limited number of elements from said pattern, means

for the inscription of said elements in said memory, means for

the selective interrogation of said memory as a function of the

characteristics of said knitting machine and of said pattern,

means for decoding and switching over coded information

from said memory, and means for the transformation of the

decoded information into electrical signals for the control of

the machine, said memory and said transformation means

927 O.G.—68

a. a link-crank unit including a link having a wrist pin at one

end thereof and a crank member, said link-crank unit

being actuated by the drive-shaft;

b. a rack segment gear train-connected to the cylinder and

pivotably mounted to the machine;

c. a lever-arm unit positioned intermediate said rack seg-

ment and the wrist pin of the link of said link-crank unit,

said lever-arm unit comprising a first order lever having

a fulcrum that is pivotably connected to said rack seg-

ment, said first order lever further including a driving

extremity and a following extremity, said driving extrem-

ity being pivotably connected to said wrist pin of said link,

said lever-arm unit further comprising an arm, and said

following extremity of said first order lever being pivota-

bly connected to one extremity of said arm of said lever-

arm unit, the opposite extremity of said arm of said lever-

arm unit being connected to a stationary portion of the

hosiery machine.

3 844,141

ADJUSTABLE SINKER CAMS ON CIRCULAR KNITTING
MACHINE

Heiner Haustein, Hauptstr. 210, Leubsdorf; Dieter Laube,

Frankenau 296, Frankenau, and Christa Bottger, Karl-

Marx-Str. 28m, Mittweida, all of Germany

Filed Nov. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 305,033

Int. CI. D04b 15/24

U.S. CL 66-108 7 Claims

1. A circular knitting machine comprising a sinker plate

slide mounted for sliding movement in a guide and in face to

face relationship with a lock support, a screw threaded pas-

sageway in said lock support, and adjusting screw threaded in

said passageway said passageway opening to the interface of

said support and slide, a passageway formed in said slide and

inclined to said guide, said slide passageway opening to the

interface of said support and slide and registering with the

lock support passageway, an adjusting member carried by

said screw and disposed in said slide passageway and having
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^ "^
f
^'* from the side of said hook opposite said one side of the

Ifrj^M
'^'^ P.«^^^'" releasable assembly, said portion of

said third part being internally telescoped in a sleeve portion

'i^.
:<^srs3

(jTzziiHrd

said screw the slide is moved in opposite directions in said
guide by the interaction of the adjusting member and said
sides of the slide passageway.

// /Y ^^ ^ ^.

/f
^

3,844,142
LAUNDRY SYSTEM USING HYDRAULIC EXTRACTOR
John J. Miller, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to McGraw-Edison
Company, Elgin, III.

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 341,997
Int. CI. D06f i9/00

^•^•^'•^«-'''
15 Claims

of the fi St part, the second part having an opening for accessof a tool, screw means aligned with said access opening andacting to releasably hold said parts in antitheft assembly fn the
telescoped area of said portions, and lock means to prevent
unauthorized actuation of said screw means.

3,844,144

COIN VAULT
Donald E. Schmitt, Rockford, III., assignor to Reed Industries,

Inc., Rockford, III.

Filed Oct. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 410,980
Int. CI. E05b 65/46; A47b 88/04

U.S. CI. 70-86
, (,,^.^^

1. A laundry system comprising a plurality of washing ma-chines a single hydraulic compression-type extractol an
extractor container having an upwardly-shiftable bottom wall
a conveyor for transporting a loose load of wash from saidwashing rnachmes to said container while the container is in

?mmth" .
P^^'/'O"- « chute for directing said loose loadfrom the output of said conveyor into said container, powermeans for shifting said container in a path from said load-

unload position to an extractor position within said extractor
for actuating said extractor to compress said load, and for
returning said container with the compressed load to its start
position, a tumbling machine, a conveyor for transporting said
compressed load from said container to said tumbling ma-chine, and means operable when said container is returned to
load-unload position for raising said compressed load out of
said container and for shifting the same sidewise onto said lastmentioned conveyor.

I V^

3,844,143
PINTLE HOOK LOCKING DEVICE

Ralph D. Hudson, 391 1 Dill Rd., Drayton Plains, Mich. 48020
Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,342

„ c ^. ,« '"'• ^'- ^^^' ^^'^^' E05b 67/36
\jJS. CI. 70—14 . ^, .

I A u r .
' Claims

I. An anti-theft locking device releasably applicable to a

tria't? h°M ' '
'''fr

''^' ^^^^'^'^ »° thereby safeguard

rnm h.
"^^'"^"'"^ '^^^''^ ^^^ess to the bight of said hookfrom the exterior thereof; said device comprising a first partmsertable m said bight from one side of the hook, a second

part in fixed relation to said first part and proportioned tooverlie and effectively shield said hook in sufficient of °he areaof said bight to forestall an unauthorized effort to remove tJe

1. A com vault comprising a cash drawer having an upright
front wal. locking bolts disposed adjacent the ffont sfde of
said front wall, a mounting plate located adjacent the front
sides of said bolts, a lock cylinder attached to and projecting
forward from said mounting plate and adapted to receive akey for moving said bolts between locked and unlocked posi-
lons. and a generally rectangular and dish-shaped housing
located forwardly of said mounting plate and surrounding said
cylinder said housing having an upright front wall and having
rearwardly extending top. bottom and side walls whose rear
edges define a rim. the improvement in said coin vault com-
prising, an extra security member for use in attaching said
bolts, said mounting plate and said housing to the frent wallof said cash drawer, said member including a generally fiat
plate lying against the rear side of the front wall of said hous-
ing and located between the side walls thereof, wings formed
integrally wuh and extending rearwardly from the side mar-
gins of said flat plate, means rigidly welding said wings to thetop and bottom walls of said housing, flanges formed integrally

toward said side walls and being located adjacent said rimthreaded holes formed through said flanges adjacent the coT'

IZ""' f,^'^/°"^'"«'
^"d fasteners extending through said

nZ w.t
''?.""' ^^'^''' ^^*^ ''^'^^ ^"'^'^id mounting

plate and threaded into said holes to attach said bolts saidmounting plate and said housing to said cash drawer '
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3 844,145

LOCK FOR A MOVABLE CLOSURE
Clarence H. Kneebone, 945 Wayne Ave., Deerfield, III. 60015

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 107,952, Jan. 20, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,732,709. This application Apr. 24, 1973, Ser. No.

jl
354,107

II int. CL E05b 65/05

U.S. CI. 70-90 "^ Claims

^ ,ii

cling said rim section to engage said radially extending

support means upon partial rotation of said one wheel,

said jaw means comprises a stationary member, relative

to said body, and another member, pivotable relative to

said stationary member; and

d. releasable lock means included in said activating means

for selectively retaining said engaging means in engage-

ment with said one wheel and for permitting said engag-

ing means to move out of engagement with said one wheel

when said lock means is released.

3 844 147

COMBINATION LOCK
John Charles Windle, P.O. Box 370, Honey Brook, Pa. 19344

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,415

Int. CI. E05b 31/16

U.S. CI. 70-298 6 C'**""*

1. Lock means for a closure assembly including at least one

relatively movable closure element having marginal portions

overlapping another element of said assembly, comprising, a

body adapted to be mounted on one of said elements in abut-

ment with the other element, a mounting plate adapted for

attachment to said one element beneath said body, means on

said body to prevent displacement of said body relative to said

other element, and a lock assembly carried by said body, said

mounting plate having a sleeve adaptable to project into said

one element and means for receiving said lock assembly there-

through, and said lock assembly extending through said

mounting plate and being engageable in said one element

beneath said receiving means to removably secure the body in

place.

3,844,146

WHEEL LOCK
Juan M. Fouces, and Manuel Fouces, both of 2534 S.W. 9th

No. 2, Miami, Fla. 33135

Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,343

Int. CI. B62h 5/16

U.S. CI. 70-227 6 Claims

1. In a combination lock, a lock consisting of a housing, pins

and guides in the housing, a sliding locking bar operating in

the pins and guides, and permitting removal of the sliding

locking bar when the lock is unset, an intermediate plate on

the lock for mounting the lock and permitting fastening of the

lock to a door, screws fixing the intermediate plate to the

door, an outer plate covering the screws, means for fastening

the outer plate to the intermediate plate, and means for cover-

ing the means for fastening the outer plate to the intermediate

plate, said means for covering being operative when the lock

is locked and said means for covering being exposed for re-

moval when the lock is unlocked and the locking bar removed.

1. A lock

3 844 148

CORROSION-RESISTANT FLARELESS TUBE
FITTING-RING

Hiralal V. Patel, Euclid; Anthony J. Olejarczyk, Cleveland,

and Nathan J. FItzthum, Euclid, all of Ohio, assignors to The

Weatherhead Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,125

Int. CLB21d 19/00

U.S. CI. 72-70 14 Claims

.. „ .v,^xing device for a wheel supported body comprising:

a. mounting means for securing said locking device to said

body;

b. engaging means included in said locking device for en-

gaging at least one supportive wheel of said body to pre-

vent said one wheel from freely rotating relative to said

body, said one wheel including an annular rim section and

radially extending support means;

c. activating means included in said locking device for

moving said engaging means into and out of engagement

with said one wheel to respectively prevent or permit free

rotation of said one wheel relative to said body, said

engaging means further including jaw means for encir-

1. A method of forming an integral cutting and sealing

sleeve for a tube fitting comprising the steps of forming a

tubular blank from a body of work hardenable metal, locally
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work hardening an internal circumferentially continuous zone
of material at an end portion of the blank while maintaining
the origmal hardness of the blank material in a major portion
of the body, subsequently machining the interior of the sleeve
to produce a circumferentially continuous cutting and sealing
edge in the work hardened zone whereby the sleeve is adapted
to cut and seal a tube having a hardness as great as that of the
major portion of the blank.

3,844,149
PIPE NECKING APPARATUS

Elmar Hansen, Munich, Germany, assignor to Dako-Werk-
zeugfabriken David Kotthaus KG, Remscheid, Germany

Filed Nov. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 420,289
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 4, 1972.

2259638; June 5, 1973, 23284619
Int. CI. B21d 5//i5

^•S-C'- 72-71
,5 Claims
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d second drive means for rotating said arbor, said second
drive means tending to drive said arbor at a wire rate

substantially m excess of the wire rate of said wire mill
said second drive means including a clutch for controlling
the force with which the wire is wound about said arbor

3,844,151
EXTRUSION PRESS WITH DIE CHANGER

Helmut B. Huertgen, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Sutton Engi-
neering Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 397,854
Int. CI. B21c2i/00

^•S- C'- 72-263
,0 Claims

I. A pipe necking apparatus, comprising rotatable support
means having a longitudinally extending axis and a front end
portion; an elongated drill bit composed of two longitudinally
extending drill bit sections each formed with an outwardly
extending pressure face and with a leading end; pivot means
mounting said sections on said support means for arrestable
displacement between one position in which said sections and
leading ends overlap and are recieved in a hole formed in the
pipe, and a plurality of other positions in each of which said
sections and leading ends are spread apart to a different extentm excess of the diameter of said hole; actuating means for
effecting displacement of said sections to respective ones of
said other positions when said sections are received in said
hole; a sleeve fittingly surrounding said sections and having a
forward end engaging a pipe to be necked so that said sleeve
IS prevented from rotation relative to the pipe; and mounting
means mounting said sleeve on said support means tor rota-
tion of the same relative to the sleeve, so as to advance relative
to said support means and said sections towards the pipe in
response to rotation of said support means, to thereby extract
the spread-apart sections from said hole and neck the pipe.

3,844,150
APPARATUS FOR FORMING COILS USING ROUND

CONDUCTOR WIRE
Robert D. Mees, Fort Wayne; Albert F. Wilcox, Yoder, both of

Ind., and Herman H. Schall, Rome, Ga., assignors to General
Electric Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Dec. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 427,512
Int. CI. B21fi/04

U.S. CI. 72-206 9 Claims
1. Apparatus for winding at least one coil of flattened elec-

trical conductor wire from round conductor wire, comprising
a. a wire flattening mill for flattening round conductor wire;
b. first drive means connected to said wire mill for causing said
wire mill to produce flattened wire at a predetermined wire
rate;

c. a coil winding machine including an arbor on which the
at least one coil is wound; and

I. In an extrusion press, a platen having a vertical face and
an extrusion-receiving passage perpendicular to said face, an
extrusion die holder slidable horizontally along said face and

mT.h^ "f
'^.'^ '" ""/ ""''^ '"''^ P^^^^g^' ^ longitudinally

movable rigid elongated member disposed at one side of saidholder and extending laterally away from it, a slide engaging
said side of the die holder, means for moving said member
lengthwise to push said holder laterally into a predetermined
position at one side of said platen passage, a chain attached to
said slide and extending across said platen, means for driving
the Cham to cause the slide to push said holder from said
predetermined position to a second position out beyond the
adjacent side of said platen, and means at said side of the
platen for receiving said die holder in said second position.

3,844,152
CONTINUOUS DRAWING BENCH

Pierre Peytavin, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France, assignor to Soclete
Anonymedite: Vallourec (Usines a tubes de Lorralne-Escaut
et Vallourec Reunies), Paris, France

Filed Jan. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 326,236
Claims priority, application France, Ian 25 1972

7202377
' '

Int. CI. B21c 1/14

''tP't-'r. . 7 Claims
I. In a bench for drawing elongated material in which the

material is drawn through a die by being successively gripped
by a plurality of pairs of jaws, each mounted on an individual
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carriage slidable upon the framework of the machine parallel

to the direction of drawing, the improved drive system in

which each carriage is pivotally connected to one end of an

individual connecting rod the other end of which is pivotally

connected to an individual rotatably mounted crank, said

drive system further comprising means causing said connect-
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the upper surface substantially normal thereto, the arrange-

ment being such that with a wire inserted between the noses

and upon movement of the movable blade member, the shear-

ing edge of the lug coacts with the shearing edge of the fixed

blade member to crop the wire and upon continued move-

ment, the lug bends the wire.

3 844 154

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING A CAN END

John S. Bozek, Chicago, III., assignor to Continental Can Com-

pany, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 56,423, July 20, 1970,

abandoned. This application Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,217

Int. CI. B21d 28100

U.S. CI. 72-336 4 Claims

ing rods to impart a substantially constant linear speed to each

of said carriages during a part of the movement of that car-

riage during which the jaws mounted on that carriage exert

traction on the material being drawn, and means driving all of

said cranks synchronously, with each of said cranks being

angularly spaced from the next crank by the same angular

distance.

3,844,153

WIRE CROPPING AND FORMING TOOLS AND TO A

METHOD OF UTILISING THE SAME
Edwin James Rose, Fareham, England, assignor to Elite Engi-

neering Limited, Fareham, England

Division of Ser. No. 814,409, April 8, 1969, abandoned. This

application Dec. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 207,608

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 10, 1968,

17176/68
Int. CI. B21f 21100- B21d 9/08, 37112

U.S. CI. 72-332 1 Claim

1. A wire cropping and forming tool including a fixed ta-

pered blade member, a movable tapered blade member pivot-

ally mounted to the fixed blade member for movement rela-

tive thereto, each blade member having upper and lower

surfaces and a nose, with the lower surface of the movable

blade member being in engagement with the upper surface of

the fixed blade member, the fixed blade member having at its

nose a notch defined by a shearing edge extending from the

upper surface substantially normal thereto and terminating

short of the lower surface and an extension surface extending

outwardly from said shearing edge substantially normal

thereto between the shearing edge and the lower surface, the

movable blade member having at the nose thereof a lug ex-

tending from the lower surface substantially normal to the

lower surface, the lug having a shearing edge extending from

1. Apparatus for forming a container end closure having a

curled flange adapted to be double seamed to a container

body, said apparatus comprising an upper die assembly and a

lower die assembly mounted for reciprocable movement be-

tween an open and closed position, said upper die assembly

having an axial punch, said lower die assembly having an axial

anvil, an annular punch on said upper die assembly and a

coacting cutting ring on said second die assembly for severing

a disk blank from a sheet metal strip, said punch and anvil

having complementary center opposing profiles including

means for grasping and forming a center portion of the blank

therebetween during the closing portion operation of said

means, an upper drawing ring disposed between said annular

punch and said axial punch, and a lower drawing ring disposed

between said cutting ring and said anvil, groove means on said

cutting ring coacting with said lower drawing ring for forming

a peripheral flange on said disk blank when said die assemblies

move to said closed position, said upper drawing ring having

a circumferential groove including an inwardly contoured

surface at the upper end thereof for curling said flange in-

wardly when said die assemblies move to said open position to

form a curl about the periphery of said disk accompanied by

simultaneous separating movement of said means to an open

position and releasing said center portion whereby during

curling said blank is grasped solely about its periphery by said

lower drawing ring and said axial punch.

3,844,155

METHOD OF MAKING A SLUG HAVING CONTROLLED
GRAIN DIRECTION

Rudolph V. Bew; Anderson J. Walters; Donald J. Funk, and

Joseph R. Frailer, Jr., All of Richmond, Va., assignors to

Reynolds Metals Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed Apr. 9, 1970, Ser. No. 26,848

Int. CLB23p 17100

U.S. CI. 72-356 2 Claims

1. A method of making a slug having an improved gram

orientation wherein the individual grains thereof are in sub-
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stantially paralle relation, said method comprising the stepsof. severmg an elongated wrought rod having a predominangram d.rect.on to deHne a rod blank having a desired Stsupportmg said blank on a Hrst forming appara ^ pSflvforming said blank with said first forming apparatu \o defmea partially formed blank, placing the partially f^med blank inan extrusion cavity of a second forming appar^us with itspredominant gram direction arranged transverse the diTectionof forming movement of said second forming apparatu and°na stationary position relative to said cavity, and re at^veivmoving a die and a cooperating ram of said second forSapparatus against said partially formed blank wUh said bTank.n Its stationary position to define said slug having the ind vTdual grams thereof arranged substantially parallel and with thJpara lei grams being arranged in a direction wh ch is perpindicular to the direction of forming movement of said secondapparatus, said extrusion cavity having a volume which isl.ghtly greater than the volume of said slug and said step o
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3,844,156

rw ^ u BENDING APPARATUS

k" r^S'"."''
Z»«"ge"/CH, and Walter Gygli Nied.rb-PP/CH, both of Switzerland, assignors to HammeHe AGMaschmenfabrik, Zonfingen, Switzerland

"""""*"* ^^
Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,043

31S/7T
'"""•'' "'^'"'"''"" '"'•"^'-'«'' AP- i3, 1972,

U.S. CI. 72-389
'"''^'^^'-^/^^

4 Claims

difectton'or^''"
°^''^' "^^S^ "'^'"b"- transversely to the

3,844,158

FinvH u/ XM
^^^^^^ MUFFLER SHOP

Floyd^W. Mercer, 3725 E. Hampton Way, Fresno, Calif.

FlledNov. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 416,931

li.S. CI. 72-455
'"'-^'^^'-^/^^

>0 Claims

4.C

1. Bending apparatus for bending sheets rnm,^ • •

punch and a cooperating die a InnaifnHi ..
'

'^"'^P^'^'ng a

in the surface of the die turneHf .'''r''''"'^'"«
^«"^s

member disposed t the^ b^ torn oMhe ;ets's'and' H^

^'°^

bottom and too surfarpc a„^ I '^^^ ^"'^ having

member to pro^vir^dlfferem Tn
'"'

^°k
'^'"«'"« ^^'^ ^«°P

and top surfaces in the^ierce'"jH'r'"u^''^ ^°"°'^

bending can be varied bvchw" .^''^y* ^'^^ '^^S^" of

member. ^ '^""^'"^ ^^'^ ^P^'^ing of the stop

3,844,157

u .D ,
'^'^^"'NE FOR APPLYING FORCEHorst Bachmann, Rodental, Germany, assignor to Langenstein

fZ f"*"?r','^'"'''
^«^"^8' Germany'

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,596

21S77
"'""''' ""''''"""" ^"'"«">' J"n« 30. 1971.

U.S. CI. 72-452 '"••^'•«^»J^'/^^

1. A forming apparatus comprising means for seleai"veTy

»

1. A mobile mufner shop comprising-
a mobile chassis;

a body mounted on said chassis and having a oair of «.

extended outwardly beyond said first body end and

tS h'°7''''"/!]'^
^"^"^^^ '" ^^'d bod/ accent saidube bender and disposed to store muffler supp^fes sa dstorage ^p^^^^^^ being positioned to avoS^ i^terfe

"ws : n ::; Tnd'""^' "f'^ ^"^^ bender 'btdtgjaws, wnen said bender is in said work positions.
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3 844 1 59

LIQUID QUALITY EVALUATING APPARATUS

MasumI MizutanI, Gifu; Fukuo Hata, Tokyo, and HIromu

Kamatani, Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to Showa

Industries Co., Ltd., GIgu-ken; Kitoku Co., Ltd., Tokyo and

Fujisoku Electric Co., Ltd., Kawasaki-shi, all of, Japan

Filed Jan. 31. 1973, Ser. No. 328.373

Int. CL GOlh 25110; G08b 23100

U.S. CI. 73-17 A 6 Claims

.lOuc temper. >- i,

!C'RCU'7 P fr2

1. Apparatus for determining whether the boiling point of

hygroscopic liquid such as automotive brake fluid is at least

above or below a reference temperature comprising:

a first substantially closed vessel made of heat conductive

material for containing a predetermined sample of liquid

to be tested, said vessel being provided with a nozzle

projecting from a side wall, said nozzle having at least a

portion higher than the level of the sample liquid within

said vessel;

means for controlled heating of said vessel;

a second vessel made of electrically conductive material,

positioned to receive said sample liquid when forced

through said nozzle by boiling in said first vessel;

a needle-like electrode having one end disposed within said

second vessel so as to be in contact with the boiled sample

liquid therein;

a current detection circuit forming a closed path through at

least the boiled sample liquid within said second vessel

and saie needle-like electrode for producing an output

signal in response to contact of the boiled sample with

said electrode;

means for providing a different signal whenever the temper-

ature of liquid in said first vessel reaches a reference

temperature; and

indicating means responsive to said signals to indicate at

least whether the boiling point of said sample liquid is

above or below a reference temperature.

apparatus having an outlet and an inlet for allowing said liquid

to pass out of and into said apparatus respectively, said device

comprising in combination with said dielectric liquid contain-

ing electrical apparatus: cylinder means; closable liquid inlet

valve means of said cylinder means, said liquid inlet valve

means being connectable to said outlet of said electrical appa-

ratus for letting in dielectric liquid from said electrical appara-

tus into said cylinder means; closable liquid outlet valve means

of said cylinder means, said liquid outlet valve means being

connectable to said inlet of the electrical apparatus for return-

ing dielectric liquid from said cylinder means to the electrical

apparatus; closable gas outlet valve means of said cylinder

means; gas analyzer means connected to said closable gas

outlet valve means; piston means operating within said cylin-

der means for selectively causing one of pressurization and

vacuum within said cylinder means, so that when said closable

gas outlet valve is closed, said piston means operates to cause

said dielectric liquid to flow to and from said cylinder means

to said electrical apparatus in a closed circuit through said

liquid outlet valve means and said liquid inlet valve means and

when said closable liquid outlet valve means said liquid inlet

valve means and said gas outlet vavle means are closed in a

state wherein a sample of dielectric liquid from said electrical

apparatus remains in said cylinder means, said operating pis-

ton means causes vacuum in said cylinder means during an

outward stroke thereof, thereby liberating dissolved gases

from said sample of dielectric liquid said gas outlet valve

means being opened to allow said liberated gases to be con-

veyed therethrough for analysis of composition in said gas

analyzer during an inward stroke of said piston means.

3,844,161

FLUIDIC PROXIMITY SENSING DEVICES

Francis Xavier Kay, Winslow, England, assignor to Instru-

ments and Movements Limited, London, England

Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,943

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 22, 1971,

29237/71
Int. CI. GOlb I3II2

U.S. CI. 73-37.5 >0 Claims

/O 12

I^'^22 18 20' ^
3,844,160

OIL-IMMERSED TRANSFORMER GAS ANALYSIS

Michihiko Yamaoka, Kawasaki, Japan, assignor to Fuji Denki

Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha, Kanagawa-ken, Japan

Filed Aug. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 175,509

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 27, 1970, 45-75209

Int. CI. GO In 7/00

U.S. CI. 73-19 4 Claims

GC

17

1. A sampling and testing device for diagnosing a condition

of a dielectric liquid in an electrical apparatus, the electrical

1. A fluidic device for sensing proximity to an object, com-

prising:

a. receiver means comprising

a receiver passage,

a receiver orifice in communication with the receiver

passage such that changes in pressure at the receiver

orifice induce corresponding pressure changes in the

receiver passage, and

a sensing fluid passage, intersecting the receiver passage

in a manner which divides the sensing fluid pasage into

an upstream limb and a downstream limb which limbs

are aligned in the sense that the respective openings

into the receiver passage face one another so that in the

absence of any pressure changes in the receiver passage

induced by pressure changes at the receiver orifice

sensing fluid flowing out of the upstream limb traverses

the receiver passage to impinge directly on the opening

of the downstream limb; and

b. transmitter means, proximate the receiver orifice adapted

for projecting a pressure fluid jet in a predetermined

direction toward the object, which pressure fluid jet is
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deflected by the object and produces a pressure change
at the receiver orifice, and a corresponding pressure
change in the receiver passage, so as to disturb the flow
of the sensing fluid stream traversing the receiving pas-
sage.

3,844,162

INSPECTION APPARATUS
Charles D. Picozzi, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the
Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 276,996
Int. CI. GOlb 13114

U.S. CI. 73-37.5 5 Claims

receiving means coupled to said ultrasonic units and effec-
tive to produce signals corresponding to the ultrasonic
energy passing through the opposite sides of said work-
piece,

distance means responsive to said receiving means and
effective to produce a pair of signals each corresponding
to the distance between one of said pair of search units
and the associated adjacent side of said workpiece. said
distance means being further coupled to said third search
unit for generating a signal corresponding to said prede-
termined distance.

° I t

bcci

«r-^

T'Ofiimntf.

Oec;<>«ir

5C

s u

LMQi Aii«mt)i,

rl I'

1. A cartridge case inspection arrangement comprising.
a machine having a fixed stop plate and bottom rail between
which an inverted cartridge case may be suspended and
a ram member mounted for vertical movement relative to
said stop plate,

vertically apertured guide means carried by said ram and
slidably receiving a vertically oriented shaft,

a spring within said guide means and biasing said shaft
upwardly,

a detect stem secured to an upper portion of said shaft and
adapted to enter the mouth of said inverted cartridge
case,

an adaptor secured to a lower portion of said shaft and
carrying an adjustable micrometer head, said micrometer
head having a vertically adjustable upper end,

a transducer head having a body containing a pair of air
cross jets and a downwardly biased probe slidably
mounted in said body adjacent to and vertically aligned
with said micrometer head, said probe having an upper
blade portion adapted to sequentially alter fluid commu-
nication across said cross jets, and

fluid operated means controlled by said blade for indicating
predetermined vertical positions of said detect stem.

5t%5,

I I

»1

timing means responsive to said receiving means and effec-
tive to produce a signal corresponding to the time re-

quired for said ultrasonic energy to be transmitted be-
tween said pair of ultrasonic search units with said work-
pice positioned therebetween, said timing means being
further coupled to said third search unit for generating a
signal corresponding to said standard reference time, and
means responsive to said distance means and said timing
means for producing a velocity signal indicative of the
velocity of propagation through said workpiece.

3,844,164
END AREA INSPECTION TOOL FOR AUTOMATED

NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION
John M. Romere, Houston, Tex., assignor to AMF Incorpo-

rated, White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 402,989
Int. CI. coin 29104

U.S. CI. 73-67.8 S 10 Claims

3,844,163

ULTRASONIC VELOCITY METER
Christopher Di Leo, Brewster, N.Y., assignor to Automation

Industries, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Filed Apr. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 351,812
Int. CI. coin 9124: GOlh 5100

U.S. CI. 73-67.5 R 20 Claims
1. The combination of:

a pair of ultrasonic search units for transmitting ultrasonic
energy into a workpiece, said pair of ultrasonic search
units being effective to receive said energy from said
workpiece and to produce signals corresponding thereto,
a third ulstrasonic search ubit for transmitting pulses of
ultrasonic energy toward a reflector and receiving echoes
of said pulses from said reflector, said reflector being
separated from said third search unit by approximately a
predetermined distance whereby said echo is delayed by
a standard reference time,

1. In nondestructive inspection apparatus for inspecting the
end region of a ferromagnetic member, the combination com-
prising

a housing unit,

wheels on said housing unit for supporting it on a surface of
the member in a freestanding manner.
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motor drive means on the housing unit for moving the

housing unit on its wheels along said surface,

nondestructive inspection apparatus carried by the housing

unit for inspecting the member as the unit moves relative

thereto,

magnet means on the housing unit for establishing a mag-
netic circuit with said member and producing an attrac-

tive force sufficient in magnitude to maintain said wheels

in contact with said member as the unit moves along said

surface, and
means on said housing unit for maintaining said housing unit

in a desired path relative to the end region of the member
as the unit moves along the surface of the member.

3,844,165
END AREA INSPECTION TOOL FOR AUTOMATED

NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION
Donald Edward Savoy, Lake Charles, La., assignor to AMF

Incorporated, White Plains, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 403,061

Int. CI. coin 29104

U.S. CI. 73-67.8 S 5 Claims

( 3—

t

1. In nondestructive inspection apparatus for inspecting the

end region of a ferromagnetic member wherein the apparatus

includes a freestanding housing unit having driven wheels or

rollers thereon for supporting and moving the unit on the

surface of the member, the unit including nondestructive

inspection means and magnet means on the unit for establish-

ing a magnetic circuit with the member to produce an attrac-

tive force therebetween which is sufficient in magnitude to

maintain the wheels or rollers on the surface irrespective of

the disposition of the housing unit, and wherein means are

included on the housing unit for moving it along a desired path

a fixed distance from an end of the member, an improvement
in said last named means comprising,

an axle on whicl) at least one of said rollers or wheels is

supported,

said axle being obliquely inclined with respect to a line that

is normal to said desired path, whereby rotation of said

one roller or wheel in a given direction creates a force

tending to move the housing unit away from said end, and
said housing unit including follower means engaging said

end of the member for resisting said force and maintain-

ing the housing unit on the desired path.

3,844,166

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF
THICKNESS BY ULTRASONIC RESONANCE

Jean-Claude Carossi, Manosque, and Pierre Fierard, Aix-en-
Provence, both of France, assignors to Commissariat A
L'Energie Atomique, Paris, France

Filed Jan. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 326,069
Claims priority, application France, Feb. 3, 1972, 72.03612

Int. CL coin 29104

U.S. CI. 73-67.9 12 Claims

1. A method for measuring the thickness of an object with

the aid of the resonant frequency of the object determined by

a frequency scan of frequency-modulated ultrasonic waves,

comprising the steps of:

generating ultrasonic oscillations;

frequency modulating said ultrasonic oscillations in accor-

dance with a sinusoidal law;

directing said ultrasonic oscillations at said object;

measuring the time-duration, t, of a predetermined number.

No, of periods of said ultrasonic oscillations starting from

the occurrence of the resonant frequency of said object;

and

measuring the time-duration, t', of a predetermined num-
ber, N|, of periods of said ultrasonic oscillations starting

at least from the end of the N„ periods whereby the reso-

nant frequency of said object free of the predominant

error term arising from the frequency scan is obtained

from T and t'

3,844,167

TRIAXIAL TENSILE STRESS DEVICE
Jerome C. Schutzler, Irvine, Calif., assignor to McDonnell

Douglas Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 393,707
Int. CI. coin 3100

U.S. CI. 73-93 9 Claims

1. A triaxial tensile stress device for applying axial, radial

and circumferential stresses to a solid cylindrical billet com-
prising:

a first end cap with an axially positioned stem,

a second end cap with an axially positioned stem,

means fastening a solid cylindrical billet between said caps
to apply axial tensile stress to said billet when said caps
are moved further apart,

means rotating said caps and billet about an axis defined by
said stems to apply radial and circumferential stresses to

said billet, and

conversion means for applying separation forces between
said caps as said caps are rotated.

3,844,168

TORQUE MEASURING APPARATUS
Robert Henry Tenkman, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to General

Electric Company, Lynn, Vtass.

Filed Aug. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 385,463
Int. CL GOll 3110

U.S. CI. 73-136 A 10 Claims
1. A torque measuring apparatus comprising:
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a torque shaft having a plurality of circumferentially spaced
apart teeth disposed about the surface thereof with adja-
cent teeth in fixed axially displaced connection to the
shaft such that the application of torque to the shaft
operates to twist the shaft and change the spacing be-
tween adjacent teeth;

a sensor stationed in fixed spaced apart relation to the shaft
to provide an output signal waveform indicative of each
time one of the teeth rotate past the sensor;

a comparator which receives the output signal from the
sensor and provides a primary output pulse train each
primary pulse of which corresponds to the rotation of a
tooth past the sensor;

October 29, 1974

association w.th the drive mechanism for movement in one
direction for increasing the torque indication and for move-ment in the opposite direction for decreasing the torque indi-
cation first actuator means for actuating the torque indicator
operator m said one direction in accordance with said relative
angular displacement of the rotary drive and driven members
for indicating the torque transmitted through the drive mecha-
nism and second actuator means operable by the rotation of

no!r^t T'^ '"^'"^"' ^°' ^'^^"^^'"g ^^^ 'orq"e indicator
operator m the opposite direction when the indicated torque
IS greater than the transmitted torque.

*Ai* -SCA- ^t.' '---j.'ir*- J'i

3,844,170

n. .^i f^?^ VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Donald Louis Cntten, Biscot Rd., Luton, England

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,720

3942/7T
'*"°'"'*^' "PP""*'"" Great Britain, Jan.

Int. CI. GOIf //OO
U.S. CI. 73-194 E

27, 1972,

12 Claims

a bi-stable multivibrator which receives the primary pulse
tram from the comparator and changes state between a
high and low output signal upon receipt of each primary
pulse from the primary pulse train;

a DC filter which receives the output'signal from the multi-
vibrator and provides an average DC output signal which
IS an analog indication of the actual torque applied to the

and a presetting comparator which receives the output
signal from the DC filter and provides a preset input
signal back to the multivibrator interrupting the primary
pulse tram to the multivibrator and causing the multivi- 1 a m-.i, ^ f ^
brator to change to a predetermined state so as to assure nrL hT^°'^ f '^^*''^*T« l'^^

"^'°^'ty of ^ "«* *hich com-
that the average DC output signal from the DC filter aZ in th" h^ T '"/« °^ " ""' P^'"" "^ P^^'^'o"^ ^P^ced

\.'

state

iins at a predetermined polarity regardless of the tivpnll lu n
°'' ^ "«"^' ^^^esponding to radia-

of the multivibrator upon^nitiatiL ofsSotftir IXrd'rtroSinrtrprrt'^'"^ '''' ^'^"^'^ ^°-

3,844,169 laAA tit

Filed Apr. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 352,109
'^"*'

'^'inf crro,?^.!;!";
''^'^^'

Int. CI. GOll 3/04, 5124 U S CI 73 291
^^'^^

U.S.CI.73-136A
9 Claims

^S*' ^'- 73-293
13 Claims

1. In a power tool having a rotary drive mechanism with
generally coaxial rotary drive and driven members and inter-
mediate torque transmitting means interconnecting the rotary
drive and driven members and permitting relative angular
displacement thereof in accordance with the torque being
transmitted therethrough, a torque indicating device compris
mg torque indicating means operable for indicating torque a

I. A liquid level indicating device, including probe means

St1 !!"/ 1"? "l",
'"'° " -"•."i"" holding a liquid, andtorque indicator operator for operating the indicatin. mV;;. r.Tn

° * '"'"'"' '"'<>
" ""'^iner holding a liquid, and

the torque tndicator operator .^ingre^citrhirSnl'dTn :n':^°rsarp::br:"ani c^pr'
:;""^"' '° '^' "'"^
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prism means having first and second elongated faces and a

base;

support means defined by a hollow tube including an outer

wall and having a longitudinally extending notch in its

wall, said notch extending through substantially the entire

length of the tube, and wherein said prism means is posi-

tioned within said tube such that the apex formed at the

junction of said first and second faces outwardly abuts

said notch;

a first plurality of elongated transilluminators secured to

said support means in longitudinally spaced relation with

each other, said first plurality of transilluminators having

their originating ends arranged to the illuminated by a

source of light and their terminating ends adjacent to but

spaced from said first face of said prism, said first plural-

ity of transilluminators each being positioned on said

support means to focus the light transmitted therethrough

onto the surface of said first face along a line substantially

parallel with said base;

a second plurality of transilluminators secured to said sup-

port means in longitudinal spaced relation with each

other, said second plurality of transilluminators having

their originating ends adjacent to but spaced from said

second face of said prism and generally in opposition to

said terminating ends of said first plurality of transillumi-

nators. said second plurality of transilluminators being

positioned on said support means to receive light trans-

mitted through said second face of said prism and having

their terminating ends coupled to said readout means;

and

said readout means comprising illuminating means coupled

to said terminating ends of said second plurality of transil-

luminators for providing an optical display output of

illuminated terminating ends, wherein light is transmitted

through said second face on that portion of said prism

means which is inserted within the liquid thereby provid-

ing an optical display output, and wherein light is not

transmitted through said second face of that portion of

said prism means which is not within the liquid thereby

not providing an optical display output.

3,844,173

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING
PRESSURES IN FLUID LINES

Raymond H. Rockstead, Livermore, and Richard T. Has-

brouck, Danville, both of Calif., assignors to The United

States of America as represented by the United States Atomic

Energy Commission

Filed Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,812

Int. CI. GOll 9110

U.S. CI. 73-398 R 15 Claims

3,844,172

THERMOCOUPLE TEST CUP AND CUPHOLDER
Joseph M. Jeric, 104 Maple Hill Dr., South Russell, Ohio

44022
Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 217,731

Int. CI. GOlk 13112

U.S. CI. 73-354 7 Claims

- 23b

SIGNAL COHOITIONIf^O ^
/""^

eLECTffOr\//cs

1. A method for measuring pressures in fluid lines without

tapping, restricting, or modifying the interior of the lines or

fluid therein comprising the steps of: providing a fluid line

with means for determining the elongation of the fluid line

resulting from fluid pressure therein, monitoring the linear

elongation of the fluid line, and translating the elongation of

the fluid line into a pressure reading.

3 844 1 74

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR THE RAPID
MEASUREMENT OF THE MASS AND CONCENTRATION

OF PARTICLES
Andre Paul Chabre, Zup, France, assignor to Commissariat A

L'Energie Atomique, Paris, France

Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 296,944

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 18, 1971,

71.37298
Int. CI. Go In 15100

U.S. CI. 73-432 PS 11 Claims

K ^ 30
2S
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1. The process for providing a coating on the inside of a

thermocouple test cup and on a thermocouple sensing means

extending thereinto comprising the steps of

1. filling the cup with an aqueous slurry of a particulate

refractory material,

2. inverting the cup and allowing the slurry to drain for a

time sufficient to form a continuous, smooth, break-free,

integral layer of coating over the entire inside surface of

the cup and the surface of the thermocouple sensing

means,

3. setting the cup upright while said coating still retains an

ability to flour, and

4. allowing the coating to dry.

AVVVvwv

1. A method of measuring the mass and concentration of

particles contained in a fluid, comprising the steps of causing

a fluid containing particles to collide with the face of a piezo-

electric detector at an oblique angle of incidence by moving

said detector at a predetermined speed and with a predeter-

mined inclination of the face thereof with respect to the direc-

tion of movement, determining the relative velocity of said

particles with respect to said detector, measuring the ampli-

tude and number of electrical signals produced by said detec-

tor under the impact of said particles to provide an indication

of the masses and concentration of said particles.

3,844,175

NOISE SOURCE LEVEL DETECTION
Elmer L. Hixson, 3103 White Roller Dr., Austin, Tex. 78731

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 336,051

Int. CL GOlh i//2

U.S. CI. 73/557 10 Claims

1. The method of measuring noise from a moving vehicle,

comprising the steps of:
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detecting at a measuring point with a sound level measurer

the noise emanatmg from a vehicle moving along a
straight path a known distance from said poinf

logarithmically converting the detected sound level to deci-
bels referred to 2 x 10"* newtons/meter^

detecting at the measuring point with doppler radar means
the timing of doppler returns from said vehicle and calcu-
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applied thereto by the rack bar
wnereoy wnen the detent means is disposed m the path of the
^°8«'« '"'^age the toggle linkage is prevented from moving to

3,844,182
RACK AND PINION ASSEMBLIES

Kenneth Bradshaw, Yatton, and James Ernest Buckingham,
Portishead, both of England, assignors to Cam Gears Lim-
ited, Hitchin, Hertfordshire, England

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,371
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 22, 1972,

Int. CL B62d //20, F16h 1/04
U.S. CI. 74-498 29 Claims

I. A rack and pinion assembly, comprising-
housing means;
pinion means rotatably mounted in said housing means and
mcluding a shaft adapted to receive rotational forces and
a pinion earned on said shaft for rotation therewith'

a rack extending through said housing means transversely of
the axis of rotation of said pinion, said rack meshed with
said pinion and mounted for longitudinal movement in
response to rotation of said pinion; and

bearing means mounting said pinion means in said housing
means to resist radial and axial movement of said pinion
said bearing means including a ring-shaped first bearing
element having a convex bearing surface which is at least
part spherical, and ring-shaped second and third bearing
elements each having a concave bearing surface which is
at least part spherical and with the other concave surface
IS complemental to said convex bearing surface said
bearing elements co-axially oriented so that said convex
bearing surface is received in sliding engagement with
said concave bearing sui-faces, said first bearing element
secured to and carried by one of said housing and pinion
means and said second and third bearing elements se-
cured to and carried by the other of said housing and
pmion means.

the over-center locked position, and when the detent means
•s disposed out of the path of the toggle linkage, the toggle
linkage is movable to the over-center lock position

3,844,184
LOAD EQUALIZED TRANSMISSION

John Edward Nelson, Montreal, and Norman Astor Stock,
Beaconfield, Quebec, both of Canada, assignors to Dominion
Engineering Works, Limited, Lachine, Quebec, Canada

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,084
Int. CI. F16h 37/06

U.S. CI. 74-665 GA y claims

3,844,183
DETENT ASSEMBLY FOR A VEHICLE EMERGENCY

BRAKE ACTUATING MECHANISM
David J. Wilke, York, Pa., assignor to Pennsylvania Wire Rone

Corporation, Williamsport, Pa.
Filed June 6, 1973, Ser. No. 367,543

Int. CI. G05g 1/04
U.S. a. 74-517

5 Claims
I. In a vehicle emergency brake actuating mechanism of the

type including a foot pedal lever, a brake actuating cable and
an over-center type toggle linkage operatively connected
between the foot pedal lever and the brake actuating cable
the improvement comprising detent means disposed in prox-
imity to the path of the toggle linkage, and actuator means
operatively connected to said detent means for moving the

1. A method of starting a high inertia system having a low
speed rotary load driven by a high speed low torque primemover through speed reduction gearing, including a first speed
reduction gearbox having a twin output concurrently connect-
ible by respective slip clutches in torque transmitting relation
with a pair of pinions mounted in driving relation with a large
gear attached to the load, including the steps of starting and
accelerating the prime mover and the reduction gearbox to a
desired speed, coupling the twin output clutches concurrently
between the gearbox and the load, limiting the coupling
torque to a predetermined function of full load torque and
bringing the load to the desired speed, whereby the kinetic
energy of the moving portion of the system prior to the cou-
pling step includes the energy of rotation of the first speed
reduction gearbox.

*^

3,844,185
BACK LASH REMOVAL TOOL

Thomas W. Watson, Houston, Tex., assignor to Zodell W
Prince, a part interest

Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,767
Int. CI. B25b 27/00

U.S. a. 81-3 R 4 p, ,,...,. 4 Claims
I. A back-lash removal tool comprising an elongated shank

having a handle on one end and being pointed on the other
a notch in said shank and a slidable locking means on said
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shank adapted to be moved over said notch, a stop means on locked-in with said rotor, and a worm
•''"^'"fj'f

"y
^f°^'^;^^

said shank limiting the sliding movement of said locking with said central gear wheel in such a

^fy ^^^^-
;;;^^'^Jf^^'^^^^

direction of rotation of said rotor the tooth contact in said

-IX-J-

means and a notch in said shank out of longitudinal alignment

with said first mentioned notch, adjacent said pointed end.

3,844,186

MACHINE TOOL
David H. Youden, Reston, Va., and Arthur F. St. Andre, Marl-

boro, Mass., assignors to Cincinnati Milacron-Heald Corp.,

Worcester, Mass.

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 312,852

Int. CI. B23b 3120

U.S. CI. 82-2 R 10 Claims

A machine tool, comprising

a toolhead,

a table including deflectable elements for holding the

toolhead,

a workhead,

a base including deflectable elements for holding the

workhead,

means including a hydrostatic bearing for connecting the

table and the base for relative sliding motion therebe-

tween, the toolhead, the table with its deflectable ele-

ments, the workhead, and the base with its deflectable

elements forming a force loop within which is distributed

the working force due to the engagement between a tool

carried in the toolhead and a workpiece carried in the

workhead, the hydrostatic bearing including means to

cause it to act as a negative spring so that positive force

increments bring about reduced increments of deflection.

^'

single-worm gear remains unaffected, thus establishing high

rigidity of the system "tool-spindle-rotor" in the cutting pro-

cess.

3,844,188

APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING STAGGERED JOINT,

SINGLE TURN, CUT CORE LAMINATIONS
Larry D. Williams, Taylorsville, N.C., assignor to General

Electric Company
Division of Ser. No. 305,795, Nov. 13, 1972. Pat. No.

3,818,587. This application Feb. 20, 1974, Ser. No. 444,112

Int. CI. B26d 7/06

U.S. CI. 83-91 2 Claims

3,844,187

MULTISPINDLE AUTOMATIC MACHINE
Grigor Arutjunovich Shaumian, Ananevsky pereulok, 5, kv.

63, Moscow, U.S.S.R.

Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,414

Int. CI. B23b 3/34

U.S. CI. 82-3 2 Claims

1. In a multispindle automatic machine for machining work-

pieces shaped as solids of revolution, comprising in a combi-

nation: a bed; a rotor with work spindles; cutting tool made as

gang tools located on said bed round said rotor and fixed in

position; a main cutting motion drive imparting rotation at a

cutting speed to said work spindles via a central gear wheel;

a means for loading workpieces and unloading finished parts;

a rotative drive for said rotor carrying said work spindles to

receive circular feed motion, said drive comprising a self-

braking single worm gear having a worm wheel positively

1. An apparatus for cutting and staggering single turn lami-

nations comprising; an arbor for holding a roll of core steel,

a blade movable toward said arbor for cutting said roll of core

steel into a plurality of single turn laminations and a movable

table, movable beneath said arbor for catching said plurality

of single turn laminations, and means for controlling the speed

of said blade and said table to provide a predetermined offset

between the ends of each of said plurality of single turn lami-

nations.
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3,844,189
WEB FEEDING APPARATUS

Robert W. Jardine, Stockport, England, assignor to Reed In-
ternational Limited, London, England

Filed May 15, 1973, Ser. No. 360,494

li« ri « 'n»CI.B26d7/06;B6Sh/7/i2
V.S. CI. 83-98

4 (,,^.^^
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1. Web feeding apparatus including a web diverting devicewhich .s controllable to cause a free leading end of a web totake a selected one of two alternative paths, the web diverting

lT'r'"?'"'u"^ ' P"'' °^^^^*"« ^"rf^«s ^hich diverge fror^each other m the web feeding direction whereby each def^^esa respective one of the two alternative paths, the facing sur!faces of the diverting device extending substantially parallel toeach other for a length before they commence to diverge andmeans for directing a flow of air over either one of said sur-aces as selected in the direction of web feed, whereby the freeleading end of a web passing between the facing surfaces i!drawn to the one of the surfaces over which the How of air sdirected, the means for directing the flow of air over rhe fa ngsurfaces comprising air feed devices respectively dispo ed in

oarali°J''
,''""^

'f''' ^''' "^^ ^'°"g their'subsSl
Jr '

i '^^K
'°"'

• f'^
^"^ '^^"'"g '"e^ns positioned to sever

If salffa^trrr
'''—"-nf of the divergenc^:

across said open side spaced therefrom by a distance sufHcient
to permit admission of a filamentary element between saidmovable member and said anvil member; a raised cutting edge
provided on one of said members; a fluid inlet communicating
with said chamber inwardly of said movable member for ad-
mission of pressure fluid serving to rapidly displace said mov-
able member towards said anvil member so that said cutting
edge will sever an admitted filamentary element by coopera
tion of said movable member with said anvil member; resilient
means resiliently urging said movable member inwardly of
said open side; and locating means on one of said members for
locating an admitted filamentary element in direction trans-
verse to said cutting edge, comprising abutment means at
opposite sides of said cutting edge and positioned on a line
extending transverse thereof, said abutment means projecting
beyond said cutting edge so as to intercept and locate the
admitted filamentary element.

3,844,191
APPARATUS FOR SEVERING LINEAR ELEMENTS

James H. Sears, and Paul M. Vucish, both of Anderson, S C
assignors to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo!
Ohio

, 7?roi?x!..^'-
'^"- ^*'*'"*' ^^"8- ^«' '972, Pat. No.

3,771,981. This application June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 367 924
Int. CI. B26d 1/20

//a //2.

2ie

%

CUTTER FOR USE IN AUTOMATIC YARN TRANSFER
u „ SYSTEM
Harry B. Miller, Hopedale, Mass., assignor to Industrie WerkeKarlsruhe Augsburg Aktiengesellschaft, Karlsruhe, Ger!

Filed May 25, 1973, Ser. No. 364,106
Int. CI. DO Is 1104

U.S. a. 83-395
^

,^, .

7 Claims

(S /..,'»

1. A cutter for yarn and like filamentary material, compris-
ing a housing having a chamber provided with an open side
a movable member tightly but slidably accommodated in saidchamber and having a surface facing outwardly of said open
side; an anvil member mounted on said housing and extending

1. Strand severing apparatus comprising:
a strand severance backing surface
at least two side-by-side spaced apart members projecting in

a direction outwardly of the strand severance backing
surface forming spaces between them through which
strand can extend;

*

a blade mounted for movement transversely of the members
with Its cutting edge in strand severing relationship with
tne strand severance backing surface and

means for moving the blade to bring the cutting edge into
severing engagement with strand against the backing
surface for severance of strand extended through the
space across the path of the member at the surface themembers being sufficiently close to the path of the bladeto limit the lateral movement of strand in the zone ofengagement with the member to promote strand sever-dncc

3 844 192

lohn^rR^^^^M^'- ^^I"^^
'^^^ ELECTRONIC ORGANJohn R^Brand, Mount Prospect; Alden J. Carlson, Elgin, andBert G. H. PenhoHow, Niles, all of III., assignors to Warwick

Electronics Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,389

„^ ^ Int. CI. Gl Oh llOO
U.S. CI. 84-1.01 „^, .

, , , . 22 Claims
I. In an electronic organ having a manual keyboard, andpeda s a semiautomatic chord control system compr sing

selector means for producing selectively either a single corresponding note or a first type of chord having said note as theroot note thereof as a result of depression of any one of a set
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of keys of the keyboard; and modifier means for changing at swaged to provide camming ^"^faces and a ^^^"Ider^surface in

rJast^L of the n^otes of said chord to another type of chord --'--/--^^^^^^^^^^ ^Jdr'sLace
from the extremity of the said one terminal portion, the cam-

ming surfaces comprising a pair of generally flat continuous

coplanar surfaces extending from the extremity of the termi-

nal portion to the shoulder, the surfaces being laterally sepa-

rated by a rib extending from the shoulder toward the extrem-

ity of the terminal portion, a first longitudinal slot positioned

between the camming surfaces and extending from the rib to

the terminal extremity of the shank, a wedge member con-

structed of sheet spring-like material and havmg a generally

arcuate cross-sectional configuration of generally constant

thickness and including edge surfaces which slidably engage

the camming surfaces of the shank, the extremity of the wedge

member adjacent the shoulder surface including a spring-like

barb portion extending radially outwardly of the assembly and

adapted to aggressively impinge the wall of an associated hole

^w^--:---

as a result of depression of a pedal with said selector means

arranged to produce said chord.

3,844,193

CLARINET
Joseph MarchI, 9 rue Romain Holland, Sete, France

Filed Dec. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 427,013

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 20, 1972,

72.45505 M
I Int. CLGlOv 7/06

U.S. CI. 84-382 7 Claims

1. Clarinet comprising a lower body and an upper body, a

barrel, and a mouthpiece fitted in said barrel, charactenzed in

that it comprises in said barrel a pair of air outlet passages

having different cross-sectional passage areas, adapted to

produce the fifth harmonic sounds or the seventeenths of the

fundamental sounds of the clarinet, and two keys carrying stop

valves for selectively opening said air outlet passages, the

existing so-called key of twelfth being actuated simultaneously

to its open position.

and resist withdrawal of the assembly from the hole, the cir-

cumference of the terminal portion of the anchor assembly,

when the wedge is adjacent the shoulder, generally corre-

sponding to the circumference of the cylindrical shank mem-

ber, the wedge member including a generally U-shaped tail

portion integral with the extremity of the wedge opposite the

extremity which includes the barb portion, the shank further

including a second longitudinally extending slot formed in the

circumferential segment of the shank diametrically opposed to

the first slot, the U-shaped tail thus being adapted to extend

over the terminal edge of the shank and to aggressively engage

both of said slots to retain the wedge member on the shank as

well as preventing the lower extremity of the wedge from

moving laterally of the shank portion wherein an anchored

connection within a preformed hole of a size approximating

the diameter of the cylindrical shank is provided and which

insures substantially constant contact between the edge por-

tions of the wedge and the camming surfaces of the shank

while retaining and supporting the wedge throughout substan-

tially its entire length from rotating or moving laterally relative

to the shank.

3,844,194

WEDGE ANCHOR DEVICE

Ernest W Hiam Reinwall, Jr., McHenry, III., assignor to Illinois

Tool Works, Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Feb. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 332,456

Int. CL F16b 13104

U.S. CI. 85-79 5 Claims

1. An expandable anchor assembly including a cylindrical

shank member, one terminal portion of the shank being

3,844,195

PRODUCTS
James Byron Rhodes, Wilmington, and Joseph Robert Ruddy,

Claymont, both of Del., assignors to E. I. du Pont de Ne-

mours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed May 26, 1972, Ser. No. 257,237

Int. CI. F16j \5\22; D02g 3104: D04c //06

U.S. CI. 87-1 ^ Claims

1. A yarn consisting essentially of between about 65-75

percent by weight of polytetrafluoroethylene filaments and

between about 35-25 percent by weight of aromatic polyam-

ide filaments, based on the total weight of said filaments, said

yarn containing a coating of finely divided polytetraflu-

oroethylene particles and additionally containing an outer

coating of a polyorganosiloxane.
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3,844,196
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

n M!^'°r;l'"/*"""°*''
""'^ •'*^'' ^- Brandstadter, Royal

Uak, both of Mich., assignors to Pneumo Dynamics Corpora-
tion, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 292,934
Int. CI. F4Ig 5//6

U.S. C. 8,-4. CE
,j e,.ta.
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tZu^u /^'^ '"""'^ '" '"'"^ P*^'°" ^°d ^"d extendinghrough said piston to engage said closure means to con

delnnTy!
^"'^ «he action of said valve means depen-dent on the position of said piston in said chamber

said valve means including an inner cup member, an outercup member sl.dabiy receiving said inner cup member
said rod means engaging said inner cup member and

VCAPOM
CTIIO

2S ?8

24 CONTROi
POT J

.'OS _
29

2. 3_4
62 . 6*16 «o 109

5« 2»0 SHOE
LVOT

mchomctekI

I

'i

'

-iJ

I. Apparatus for stabilization with respect to an inertia!
reference axis of a movable member mounted on suppor ng
s ructure subject to random deviations from a predeterm nedahgned position comprising a rate gyro mounted on said movable member for developing electrical signals representativeo the rate of movement of said member in the elevational

^ ro';n'"H '"V°'
'"'"^'"^'"^ '^' ^'^^^^'^^' ^'g"^'^ of said rategyro to develop position signals representative of the dispo-

sition of said element in the elevational plane with reject °oan mertial axis of reference, a second rate gyro moun'^ed onsaid supporting structure for developing electrTcal fgnals
representative of the rate of movement of faid structure n the

able member in response to fluid flow at a rate prooortion;,!
to a control signal, a tachometer coupled to said m'otor ?oproviding electrical signals representative of the ratT of ro a.on of same, means for differentially combining said tachome-ter ignals and said second rate gyro signals to producT aresultant signal, means for differentiating faid resuCt signato provide an acceleration signal, a servo'valve for controE

Pled to the";;"'H
"'' '° 1'''''''' ^*«"^'^- ' ^^^"^ducer cou'pled to the second stage of said servo valve to provide sienalsrepresentative of the displacement of same, Ld mean! focombining said resultant signal, said transducer siTnal sa?dacce^ration signal and said position signals to provide a coribined signal for control of said servo valve.

3 844 197

St.!II*??t^"^ ^uJ^y^"^^ ^^^^^ ATTACHMENT
Stanley J- Kramer, Rd. No. 3, Geneva, Ohio 44041, and Ed-ward J. Cebular, 5721 Melster Rd., Mentor, Ohio 44060

Filed Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 298,594
Int. CI. Foil 23/00

U.S. Ci. 91-52 5 ^, .

1 A k J .
' Claims

an i'nit.hH^h"
'"°'''' <^omprising a tubular member having

exflnH K ^ ""!" ^°'' ^"'^ ''^^'"g ^ plurality of axiallyextending bores extending into the wall of the tubular member

ZhZ II '"k
thereof and terminating in communication

prtir: Sber"^
°' ''' ""'""'''' '^'' '"-^^ ^--"^ ^

a piston slidably received in said tubular member
a tubular piston rod secured to said piston and protruding
from the other end of the tubular member

an inlet end cap secured to the inlet end of said tubular
member.

valve means including an axially movable closure means
received in said end cap and forming a closure for the
mlet end of said pressure chamber, said valve meanswhen open enabling water flow therethrough to drive said
piston in one direction and when closed forcing water
into said bores in said tubular member for flow to saidchamber to force said piston in the opposite direction

detents engaging said inner cup member to retain it in avalve open or a valve closed position; and
'

f.r. ./''"f
P'''' °P"^t'^«'y engaging the downstream

face of said outer cup member, and spring means engag-mg said check valve plate to urge it into engagement wtti,
said outer cup member for valve closing action.

u^rv 3,844,198
HYDRAULIC MOTORS AND DRIVING SYSTEMS

EMPLOYING SAME
Kenneth William Samuel Foster, Prestbury, and Duncan Kin-

i:;ierjiare^;.rg.ai'"«'-"'
--^«"- '^ «-'"

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313.271

10463/72
'*"*"""^' "PP''"''»" ^""» Britain, Mar. 7, 1972,

U.S. CI. 91-472
Int. CI. FOlb 13/06

6 Claims

1. An hydraulic motor having:
a rotor comprising a plurality of rows of pistons and cylin-

adjustable valve means for supplying fluid under pressure
nto the cylinders and for allowing the fluid to exhaust

mn T' '^"'"^^ '° ^""^ '^^ P*^'°"^ ^"d rotate the
ro or. the valve means comprising a linearly displaceable
valve member having a central longitudinal bore thereinand which IS selectively adjustable to communicate apressure fluid inlet and an exhaust fluid outlet of themotor with different numbers of said rows of pistons and
cylinders to provide for at least two different motor
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speeds for a given delivery of working fluid to the motor;

a control rod slideably received in said longitudinal bore

and adjustable lengthwise with respect to the valve mem-

ber and the motor casing, the control rod extending out-

side the motor casing at one end and extending through

a first space defined between one end face of the valve

member and the casing towards its other end; and

a non-return valve means communicating said space with

said fluid pressure inlet;

the control rod having a radial bore presenting a mouth the

effective uncovered area of which, open to said space is

controlled by said valve member, said radial bore com-

municating said space with a pressure tluid zone at a

pressure lower than the pressure of fluid in said fluid

pressure inlet for the leakage of fluid from said first space

at a rate greater than it is supplied through said non-

return valve means, said valve member being subject to

the pressure of fluid in said inlet on a face opposite to said

one end face of the valve member of lesser area than said

one end face, the valve member following-up movements

of the control rod selectively to communicate said pres-

sure fluid inlet and said exhaust fluid outlet with said

different numbers of said rows of pistons and cylinders as

the valve member moves in one direction to follow-up

movements of said control rod.

3,844,200

CONTINUOUS MANUFACTURE OF A MULTIPLE FILTER

ROD HAVING SPACED POCKETS CONTAINING
PARTICULATE MATERIAL

John H. Sexstone, Middletown, Ky., assignor to Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corporation, Louisville, Ky.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,126

Int. CI. A24c 5150

U.S. CL93-1C 11 Claims

7-1

7—

<

3 844 199

APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING FILTER RODS OR THE
LIKE

Hansjurgen Block; Heinz Greve, and Horst Zessin, all of

Hamburg, Germany, assignors to Hauni-Werke Korber &

. Co. KG, Hamburg, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 181,996, Sept. 20, 1971, ,

which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 861,829, Sept. 29,

1969, abandoned. This application May 17, 1972, Ser. No.

253,925

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 27, 1968,

1782651; Dec. 30, 1970, 2064536

Int. CI. A24c 5150 ^ ^, .

U.S. CI. 93-1 C 8 Claims

1. Apparatus for producing a rod wherein a rod-like filler of

fibrous or analogous material is confined in a web having

overlapping marginal portions which are bonded to each other

by at least one layer of adhesive, comprising a source of web;

conveyor means for transporting the web lengthwise from said

source along a predetermined path; means for feeding a con-

tinuous rod-like elastic filler into a first portion of said path;

and converting means for draping successive increments of

the web around successive increments of the filler in a second

portion of said path so that the marginal portions of the thus

draped web overlap and contact each other whereby the web

is converted into a substantially cylindrical wrapper having a

longitudinally extending seam and surrounding the filler in

compacted condition of the filler, said converting means com-

prising guide means defining a passage for said tubular wrap-

per and including adhesive-influencing means engaging the

seam of the wrapper in said passage, said guide means having

a first surface bounding the major part of said passage and said

adhesive-influencing means comprising a projection extending

inwardly beyond said first surface and having a seam-engaging

second surface of a width which is substantially equal to the

width of the seam, said second surface being in contact with

said wrapper only in the region of the seam and having a

configuration to temporarily flatten the seam.

1. A method of manufacturing multiple tobacco smoke

filters comprising the steps of:

a. providing a web of filter material, said web having an

elongated axis and being continuous in the direction of

said axis;

b. continuously feeding the web in the direction of said axis;

c. flattening said web into a predetermined width;

d. forming the flattened web into a substantially U-shaped

configuration by passing the flattened web into a member

having a U-shaped cross-section and shaping the web by

compressing both the interior and exterior surfaces of the

web against the surfaces of the member;

e. feeding a continuous wrapper into contact with the un-

derneath surface of the U-shaped web;

{. providing a supply of particulate material;

g. receiving a metered amount of the particulate material

from its source of supply continuously and at spaced

intervals;

h. delivering the spaced metered amounts of particulate

material to the web immediately after it is formed into its

U-shaped configuration;

i. depositing the spaced metered amounts of the delivered

particulate material into the interior of the web and at the

base of the U and between the legs of the U whereby

metered amounts of the particulate material will be lo-

cated on the web at predetermined spaced intervals;

j. closing the legs of the web about the spaced amount of

particulate material substantially immediately after the

particulate material is deposited and forming it into a

cylindrical rod; •

k. applying the wrapper about the cylindrical rod; and

I. transversely cutting the wrapper rod into lengths each

having at least one intermediate portion containing a

pocket with the particulate material within the web of

selected filter material.

3,844,201

APPARATUS FOR CUTTING SHEET MATERIAL
Ralph H. Eggert, Cinnaminson, NJ., and Quentin T. Woods,

Huntingdon Valley, Pa., assignors to FMC Corporation, San

Jose, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 149,302, June 2, 1971, abandoned.

This application July 25, 1973, Ser. No. 382,433

Int. CL B31b I/I6

U.S. CI. 93-36 A 10 Claims

1. An apparatus for making box blanks from elongate strips

of web material, comprising means for slitting a sheet of the
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material into a plurality of strips; means for transporting said
strips into a registered pile; means for successively feeding
each strip from said pile; means for partially cutting the strip
along lines spaced equally inwardly from the edges of the stripo define longitudinal score lines; means for making a pair of
longitudmally spaced transverse score lines extending fromone longitudinal score line to the other, means for transversely

J r
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t^z

•40
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' ^<^'-"6

16 ^•=&

3,844,202
ENCLOSED CAB TYPE LAND VEHICLE AIR

TREATMENT SYSTEM

r«; T^"'^";?.""''*"'
^'''^- «'«'8no'' «o Alton E. Sherwin,East Tawas, Mich., a part interest

Filed July 20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,362
Int. CI. B60h //24

'^•^- «»»-'"
.6C..,n,

/

I //Mf

1. Enclosed cab type land vehicle air treatment systemcomprising a first part constructed to be mounted upon stalonary structure of said vehicle and a second part pivota ?yand swingably mounted upon said first part so that said secondpart can be swung by obstacles struck by said second partduring operation and movement of said vehicle, sad second

dear sTchXt' ^'"'-^."^ '"' downwardly to automatically
clear such obstacles said second part comprising air intakestack means upstanding from said cab so as to be capable oftaking in fresh a.r above a dust zone in which said vehicleoperates and moves, and air conduit means connecting theower end of said stack means to an air-utilizing chambi of

October 29, 1974

3,844,203
FREIGHT TRANSPORTING CONTAINER

Tj.rr' '"• "'" '«"'"-"•'• ^"'^"" '''-'>

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 360,061

c.g?,""? P"®!'*^' application Japan, May 24, 1972 47-

S,'m/,'a7r069''-^^^'«^ ^- ^^' »'^2'^^S032;

i;.S. CI. 98-33 '"•• ^'- '^24f /i/00

9 Claims

severing the strip along a line equally spaced from said trans-

ed e'^f the':?"
^^' '"1 »?"'^"^ ^^^""8 ^ P^^^'on from eachedge of the strip bounded by the transverse and longitudinalscore lines to thereby define the corner pieces, said paVtiasevering providing rupturable uncut portions which retain theadjacent box blanks connected, and means for rupturinTsaiduncut portions to separate the completed blank's from the

1. A freight transporting container comprising an outer

ZtTuu' ''''' ""^ substantially rectangular cross sectionfreight holding inner container disposed in the soace wItHn

prrtrrr^it ass

3,844,204
SLIDING WINDOW FILLER UNIT FOR AIR

n .. c^ n CONDITIONERS

rTiI Pro?"";
^/""•'":''' ^"'""«' C""«<'«' ««-gnor to KeepRile Products Limited, Ontario, Canada

^
Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 345.964

8 Claims

.;/'/ Jv ' P^"^' ^"^"'•''y ^°^ '^'os'"? the opening above anair condi .oner mounted in a window of the typf havinV^horizontally sliding panel wherein one side wall of the 'ai

frame Z'Z "IvT"''
^^J^^^"' °"« ^'^« °f the windowirame and the sliding panel is at least partially opened andpositioned against the opposite side wall of the air conditioner

taSrfd/nt?:r'r
°'""^'^' ^-^^^P^'^ fram:s of'u :

stantially identical shape positioned one above the other insaid opening with the adjacent ends of the vertically adjacent
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frames interconnected by a joiner rail, each frame having a

pair of vertical side legs integrally connected at their upper

ends by a horizontal top leg. each of said legs having a laterally

outwardly extending flange adapted to overlie the inner room-

facing surfaces of the side and top members of said window

frame and panel which define said opening, said legs also

having a second flange extending perpendicularly to said

lateral flanges and adapted to extend outwardly through said

opening and overlie the inner peripheral surfaces of said mem-

bers, a bottom rail adapted to be mounted on the top wall of

the air conditioner so as to extend between the lower end

portions of the side legs of the lowermost frame, said bottom

rail having an upwardly opening groove extending lengthwise

thereof, each of said second flanges of the side and top legs of

said frames having a groove extending lengthwise thereof and

opening laterally inwardly from the inner faces of the respec-

tive flanges, said grooves all lying in the same vertical plane,

said joiner rail comprising a vertically disposed flange extend-

ing horizontally between the lower ends of the side legs of the

next vertically adjacent frame, said last-mentioned flange

having a downwardly opening groove extending lengthwise

thereof for receiving the upper edge portion of the lateral

flange of the top leg of the next lower frame and having an

upwardly opening groove extending lengthwise thereof which

lies in the same vertical plane as said grooves in said frames

and bottom rail when the downwardly opening groove in the

joiner rail is engaged with the upper edge portion of the lateral

flange of the top leg of the next lower frame, and a panel

seated in the grooves of each frame and the upwardly opening

grooves in each filler rail and bottom rail.

charging electrode of a fine wire form and said dust-collectmg

electrode face, along said charging electrode of a fine wire

form and substantially in parallel thereto; thus catching partic-

ulate contaminants contained in the high temperature gas on

the dust-collecting electrode face; and discharging the gas

from which particulate contaminants have been substantially

removed, into the exterior of the ventilating chamber.

3,844,206

INFUSOR APPARATUS
Robert L. Weber, Box 217, New Canaan, Conn. 06840

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 200,300, Nov. 19, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,793,933. This application Jan. 17, 1972, Ser. No.

218,119

Int. CI. A47j 37 /i0.i//06

U.S. CI. 99-282 25 Claims

3,844,205

VENTILATION METHOD AND APPARATUS WITH DUST

COLLECTION BY ELECTRIC STATIC PRECIPITATOR

Tamotsu Watanabe, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Kogei

Kogyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,707

Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 5, 1971, 46-87581;

Nov. 6, 1971, 46-87981

Int. CLB03ci/2S,i/4 /,i/5i

U.S. CI. 98-115R 13 Claims

1. A method for electrostatic dust collection which com-

prises introducing a particulate contaminant-containing high

temperature gas formed in the lower portion of a building into

a dust-collecting passage provided with a charging electrode

of a fine wire form and a dust-collecting electrode face con-

fronting to said charging electrode, said dust-collecting pas-

sage being formed in a ventilating chamber provided in the

upper portion of the building and connected with a suction

port mounted at the lower end of said ventilating chamber and

an exhaust port mounted on a roof or side wall of said ventilat-

ing chamber; forwarding said particulate contaminant-

containing high temperature gas through said dust-collecting

passage in which an electrostatic field is formed between said

^^^^ff^

1. An infusor, comprising:

a. a chamber for receiving infusive material;

b. a removable closure for the top of the chamber;

c. an outlet valve at the bottom of the chamber;

d. means for heating infusive material in the chamber;

e. outlet valve operating means including a snap action

bimetallic disc for opening the valve;

f. a sealed chamber enclosing the disc and having a common

wall with said material receiving chamber so that the disc

temperature varies with the temperature of the water in

the chamber and the disc snaps the valve open when the

water exceeds a predetermined temperature;

g. a valve stem connecting the center of the disc and the

valve; and

h. a bellows encircling the valve stem and attached at one

end to the valve and at the other end to a fixed portion

of said common wall, said bellows serving as another

portion of the common wall.

3,844,207

AUTOMATIC BLADE CONTROL MECHANISM FOR
MEAT SKINNING MACHINES

Ray T. Townsend, Des Moines, Iowa, assignor to Townsend

Engineering Company, Des Moines, Iowa

Continuation of Ser. No. 26,987, April 9, 1970, abandoned.

This application Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,927. The portion

of the term of this patent subsequent to Nov. 21 , 1989, has been

disclaimed.

Int. CL A22c 17/12

U.S. CI. 99-589 3 Claims

1. A blade control mechanism for a skinning machine hav-

ing rearward and forward ends comprising,

a frame;

a laterally extending gripping roll mounted tranversly of

said frame; a blade positioned adjacent said gripping roll;

means for rotating said gripping roll whereby a layer of
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meat can be moved rearwardly toward said blade to
separate a layer of skin from said meat

a blade support means for holding said blade, said blade
support means being movably mounted on said frame for
movement from a first position wherein said blade is
spaced a predetermined distance from said gripping roll
to a second position wherein said blade is closer to saidgrippmg roll for removing said layer of skin from said
meat;

said blade support means being automatically movable from
said first positon to said second position in response to
said meat being urged into contact with said blade by said

gripping roll;

"'^""^' '"'"^ '""^^ '' '"^^^^ '°*^^d said

means for movably mounting said blade to said blade sup-port means for movement toward and away from saidgripping roll comprises an arm member movablymounted to said support means, said arm member being
pivotally attached to said blade and

^
bias means yieldably urging said blade toward said gripping

roll whereby said blade is yieldable away from said grip

thi/kne "^'T 'f^'"'
'"'^"^ *" ^"P°"^« ^° '"greased

hicknesses of said skin passing between said blade and
said gripping roll.

3,844,208

All. u/ o."'^^'*^^''
FORMINX; MACHINE

Allison W. Blanshlne, Lititz; Edward T. Ewers New Hnll.nH
and M,,es Hyman. Lancaster, all of Pa.,'?S;o;s to^"^Rand Corporation, New Holland, Pa.

^
Filed Apr. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 353.946

US. a. m-ss'
''''''''' ''''''"''''''

6 Claims

1. A mobile hay rolling machine comprising in combinationa mobile lower frame, a lower apron in the lower poJion ofsaid frame operable to receive a swath of forage crop andsupport and convey the same while being formed into a roH
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and move the same toward the rearward discharge end of themachine, upper frame means supported by said lower framean upper endless apron supported by and extending betweenhe opposite sides of said upper frame means. apronVontTaCmg and expansion means operable relative to said upper apronnitia ly to contract the overall length thereof wheTa roll ofsaid forage crop is being formed and including guide meansmovably supported by said upper frame means^Cr meanmterconnected to said aprons to drive the same as afoTsaid

frame
^'"°""

^h"''"
""^^"^ ""^'^'y ^^"'^^ by said uTp';frame means and comprising similar curved plates respecfvely supported by said upper frame means adjacent oppositesides thereof and having convex outer surfaces extend ne

site edges of the upper course of said upper apron and theconcaved inner surfaces of said plates being arranged to beultimately engaged by the lower course of said upper apronwhen the^me has been expanded fo conform to'^the uppe"convex surface of a roll of forage crop of desired product size

3,844,209

u/ ..« „
HYDRAULIC CRUSHING MACHINE

William R. Allbritton, 257 Old Mill Rd., Dallas, Tex. 75217
Filed Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 391,309

Int. CI. B30b 1/16
U.S. CI. 100-100

9 Claims

1. A crushing machine comprising

zontal platform for supporting an article to be crushedend frame means extending upwardly from the opposite
ends of said bed. horizontal stringer means connecting
the upper ends of said end frame means, and upright wallmeans at the periphery of said bed for restricting lateral
flow of the crushed metal

^
Pr?r"l ^°J'^°"*^'

'^^"sher ram disposed above said
crusher bed for vertical parallel movement toward andaway from said bed;

a hydraulic power system for supporting and powering saidcrusher ram including two hydraulic subsystems operat-ing in generally parallel vertical planes, and a motor

"hvH^r'f.T'
'^y'^^^"'*^,.^"bsystem including first and second

Jt^A r^^^,'^y''"ders each having one end pivotally

thlr'of H°
^^'^""^her ram intermediate the endsthereof and extending respectively toward opposite endof said ram; first and second scissors assemblies associ-

ated respectively with said first and second power cylin-
ders, each scissors assembly having an upper and lowerarm pivotally connected, at one end. to each other and fo

InH^f I
°^ '*' associated power cylinder; the freeend of each upper scissors arm being pivotally connected

to a respective end frame adjacent fo the upper endthereo
.
and the free end of each lower scissors arm being

pivotally connected to the crusher ram adjacent fo I
respective end; the pivotal connections of said two lower
scissors arms and said two power cylinders fo said crusherram defining at least three spaced bearing points of the
hydraulic subsystem transmitting force to said crusher
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and said two hydraulic subsystems defining at least six

spaced bearing points for the transmission offeree to said

planar crusher ram.

3,844,210

MULTICOLOR PRINTER UTILIZING ROTATING PRINT
CYLINDER

David C. Allais, Edmonds, Wash., assignor to Interface Mecha-

nism, Inc., Mountlake Terrace, Wash.

Filed July 25, 1972, Ser. No. 275,106

Int. CI. B41j 5144

U.S.CL 101-102 7 Claims

printing hammers adapted to be selectively actuated and

disposed along a rectilinear portion of the path followed by

the printing types between the two pulleys and in proximity to

said types, said hammers being adapted to effect a selective

printing of characters on a printing support by producing brief

contact of this support with predetermined printing types, said

endless flexible metal band being provided on an edge with

flexible strips in the form of fingers each having one end

M. _
/'

r~r*
^-

J

J
3l- ^^m

1. A printing system providing for precise registration of

characters when imprinted in multiple colors upon a print

medium, comprising:

a. a print cylinder having a plurality of sets of raised charac-

ters located around a circumferential surface thereof, one

set of raised characters being provided for each color to

be imprinted,

b. a plurality of inking stations located in proximity to said

print cylinder, each of said inking stations including

means for selectively inking the raised characters of one

of said sets thereof on said circumferential surface with

ink of a desired color in response to an inking control

signal,

c. a printing station also located in proximity to said print

cylinder, said printing station including means for selec-

tively impacting the print medium against the characters

in any of said plurality of sets on said circumferential

surface in response to a print control signal,

d. timing means providing timing signals identifying the

location of the characters in said plurality of sets relative

to said printing station and to each of said plurality of

inking stations.

e. code generator means providing an output signal repre-

senting a desired character to be imprinted and its color,

f. logic means responsive to said timing signals and to said

output signal including means providing an inking control

signal to one of said plurality of inking stations having ink

of the desired color and including means providing a print

control signal to said printing station.

I I u 3 a

integral with the band edge and a free end which extends

parallel to the axes of said pulleys and supported for flexure

about said band edge in the plane of said band, said fingers

being identical and equally spaced apart, each finger being

provided, on one face thereof and towards its free end, with

one of said printing types in relief, said band also comprising

an endless strip consisting of an elastomer and secured to the

free end of each of said fingers to permit its flexure and to

damp vibrations produced in each finger as a result of the

action of one of said hammers on said finger.

3,844,212

COVERING FOR PERFORATED INKING DRUMS OF
STENCIL PRINTING MACHINES

Guy M. Vosburg, Park Ridge, and John C. Marxen, Arlington

Heights, both of III., assignors to Weber Marking Systems,

Inc., Arlington Heights, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 224,848, Feb. 9, 1972, abandoned.

This application Nov. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 413,598

Int. CI. B41I 13104

U.S. CI. 101-116 1 Claim

aS^ 28 29 .to

3,844,211

ENDLESk TYPE SUPPORT BAND FOR MOVABLE-TYPE
PRINTING MACHINE

Robert Jean Migoux, Paris, and Jean-Michel Singery, Belfort,

both of France, assignors to Societe Industrielle Honeywell

Bull, Paris, France

Filed Nov. 14, 1969, Ser. No. 876,913

Int. CI. B41j im
U.S. CI. 101-111 10 Claims

1. In a printing mechanism comprising printing types fas-

tened to an endless flexible metal band stretched around a pair

of driving pulleys rotating at constant speed, a plurality of

1. In combination an ink holding drum for a mimeograph

type of stencil duplicator having a substantial portion of its

cylindrical surface provided with a plurality of closely adja-

cent perforations constituting an ink dispensing screen, and a

covering removably mounted over the entire screen portion of

said drum, said covering comprising a porous base cloth, an

ink impervious rubber coating covering selected portions of

the outer surface of said porous base cloth to effect a dam-

ming of ink within the drum over those selected portions, and

the remaining portions of the porous base cloth being un-

coated and constituting non-dammed portions, a stencil to be

reproduced placed over the non-dammed portions of the

porous base cloth, said rubber coating vulcanized to said

porous base cloth, and said porous base cloth having a smooth

surface on the side adjacent the drum and a nap surface on its

outer side to which the rubber coating is vulcanized.
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3,844,213

METHOD OF SILK SCREEN PRINTING
Harold N. Graybeal, Lancaster. Pa., assignor to Armstrong
Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa.

Filed July 21, 1970, Ser. No. 56,904
Int. CK B41m 1112

U.S. CI. 101-129
,cu,|„,
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spacing between said upper and lower walls and a lesser trans-
verse diniension than the channel spacing between said side
walls, said edging strip contacting said Hrst side wall and said
top wall upon insertion into said channel but spaced from said
second side wall and said bottom wall; said locking members
operable to contact one lateral edge of said edging strip and
said biasing members contacting the lower surface of said
edging strip, after insertion into said channel.

1. In a method of printing a design on a substrate by the useof a metal pattern screen wherein there is provided a metal
pattern screen with a decorative pattern provided therein
through the use of a hole means in the screen, a means is
provided for maintaining a squeegee rod against the surface of
the screen to force ink through the screen, and a porous
substrate is passed adjacent the screen adjacent the point
where the squeegee rod contacts the screen so that ink will be
passed through the screen in a predetermined pattern and be
applied to the porous substrate, the improvement comprising
providing the surface of the squeegee rod with an irregular
pattern of raised areas and depressed areas, printing a porous
substrate with the screen using the irregular surface squeegee
to provide a pattern effect to the substrate, and causing the
irregular surface squeegee rod and porous substrate to coact
to provide a pattern effect with the raised area of the rod
forcing more ink into a porous substrate while the depressed
areas of the rod force less ink into the substrate to give areas
of different ink concentration.

3,844,215

MINE FUZE
Joseph P. Rogers, Jr., and Richard G. Thresher, both of Ledge-

wood, NJ., assignors to The United Slates of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C

Filed Apr. 13, 1960, Ser. No. 22,066

„^ ^.
Int. CL F42b 2i/00

U.S. CI. 102-8 , nt '

3 Claims

^-'

-/9

3,844,214
PRINTING BLANKET BAR ASSEMBLY WITH EDGING

STRIP LOCKING MEANS
Kenneth C. Smith, Westhoughton. England, assignor to Dayco

Corporation. Dayton, Ohio
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 194,216, Nov. 1 1971

abandoned. This application Sept. 11, 1973. Ser. No.'396 157

„, ^.
Int. a. B4 If 29/04

U.S. a. 101-415.1
2 Claims

3. A land mine including an electrical detonator, first and
second fuzes adapted to be buried in the ground; each fuze
comprising a housing, a pressure plate carried by and forming
a closure for said housing, an induction coil fixed in said
housing, a permanent magnet extending through said coil said
permanent magnet being connected to said pressure plate so
as to move in said coil in response to operation of the pressure
plate, and a switch having a pair of contacts, one contact being
carried by said housing and the other contact being carried by
said permanent magnet whereby said switch is closed in re-
sponse to depression of said pressure plate, said induction coiland said switch being electrically connected in series; opposite
sides of said induction coil of said first fuze being connected
respectively, to one side of said detonator and to said switch
of said second fuze and opposite sides of said induction coil of
said second fuze being connected, respectively to the other
side of said detonator and said switch of said first fuze

J:1m f *
P'"' 'y''"'^^' *'^"'"« ^" °P«"'"g therein, anassembly for mounting a printing blanket within said opening

said blanket having an edging strip secured to one end thereof'
said assembly including a bar mounted within said openingand extending longitudinally of said cylinder, said bar comprising a first side wall adjacent one wall of said opening asecond side wall parallel to said first side wall, a lower wall
interconnecting said side walls, and an upper wall parallel to
said lower wall and connected to said first side wall, said walls
all defining a channel for receiving said edging strio- said
second side wall having locking members mounted thereon
comprising eccentrically mounted cylinders which may be
rotated out of contact with said edging strip during insertion
or removal thereof, said lower wall having a plurality of bias-
ing members biased toward said upper wall; said edging strio
having a lesser top to bottom dimension than the channel

3,844,216
DETONATOR CAP ASSEMBLY FOR FIREARM

CARTRIDGES
Ferdinand Jakobs, Marienstrasse 5, 6601 Quierschied-Saar.
and Heinnch Sewing. Neuklef. 5276 Wiehl 1, both ofGermany '

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 370,716

2232049
'"''"'"^' «PP""tion Germany, June 30, 1972,

.,^ ^.
Int. CLF42b 9/05

Vi.

1. A detonator cap assembly for firearm cartridges includ-
ing a cartridge casing of electrically conductive material capa-
ble of being alternatively fired by electrical means and by
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percussion means comprising a detonator cap of electrically

conductive material mounted within said cartridge casing and

configured to enable percussive detonation thereof, an anvil

located between said detonator cap and said casing, a charge

of fulminating material contained within said cap between said

cap and said anvil, means for electrically insulating said cap

from said cartridge casing, a thin electrically conductive prim-

ing wire extending within said cap through said charge of

fulminating material, and means for conductively connecting

said wire between said detonator cap and said cartridge cas-

ing.

Richard T

3,844.217

CONTROLLED RANGE FUZE
i^iemba. Burlington. Vt., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, Burlington, Vt.

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 292.966

Int. CI. F42c 11/06, 13/04

U.S. CI. 102-70.2 R 15 Claims

4

1. A fuze for a projectile, comprising:

a pulse counter including

an input terminal,

an output terminal for providing an output signal;

first mejans coupled to said counter for presetting said

countier to provide said output signal upon a first selected

count;

second means coupled to said input terminal of said counter

for providing a series of pulses to be counted;

third means coupled to said counter for forcing said counter

to provide said output signal upon a second selected

count; and
output function means coupled to said output terminal of

said counter for providing an output function upon re-

ceipt of said counter output signal.

3,844,218

GROUND EFFECT GUIDING MEANS FOR A TRACKED
VEHICLE

Francis Marie Jean Croix-Marie. Viry Chatillon; Christian

Pierre Bonnat. Gometz-Le-Chatel, and Jean-Pierre Georges

Denis Morel. Jouars-Pontchartrain, all of France, assignors

to Bertin & Cie. Plaisir. France

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,192

Claims priority, application France, Dec. 17, 1971.

71.45567 ,

II
Int. CI. A63g //OO

U.S. CI. 104-23 FS 23 Claims

1. In and for a transport system comprising a track and a

machine adapted to move therealong, the track having at least

one guiding surface having a vertical component, the machine

comprising a structure having a surface near the guiding sur-

face, ground effect guiding means for guiding the machine

along the track, the guiding means comprising:

means for bounding fluid cushion enclosures between the

machine structure and the guiding surface, said structure

bearing on said surface by way of said enclosures, the

enclosures together forming at least one group consisting

of at least two fluid cushion enclosures disposed in con-

secutive relationship lengthwise of the machine;

at least one deformable chamber; means for bounding said

deformable chamber between the machine structure

surface and said group of fluid cushion enclosures, and

means for securing all the fluid cushion enclosures of said

group to said chamber;

means for supplying fluid to the fluid cushion enclosures;

and
means for supplying fluid to the said deformable chamber.

3,844,219

PLATFORM CONVEYORS
Martyn Frederick Jenkins. Edingale, Tamworth. England,

assignor to Dunlop Limited. London. England

Filed Sept. 21. 1973. Ser. No. 399,731

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 26. 1972.

44514/72
Int. CI. A63g 1/00

U.S. CI. 104-25 13 Claims

1. A platform conveyor comprising a low-speed zone, a

high-speed zone and an intermediate variable speed zone

comprising a plurality of platforms in edge-to-edge contact in

the load bearing part of the conveyor which, in the variable

speed zone move laterally relative to one another, each plat-

form having provided parallel raised portions defining parallel

grooves across a surface of the platform forming a load-

bearing surface, said portions being combed at the end of the

load-bearing part of the conveyor by interengagement of the

grooves with a comb member wherein each contiguous pair of

platforms at the adjacent edges has one platform of the pair

provided at its adjacent edge with raised portions of resilient

material.

3,844,220

MAGNETIC SUSPENSION AND SWITCHING FOR
VEHICLES

Walter Mehnert, Ottobrunn, Germany, assignor to Messersch-

mitt-Bolkow Blohm GmbH. Munich, Germany
Filed Dec. 26, 1972. Ser. No. 318,233

Claims priority, application Germany. Dec. 23. 1971,

2164157
Int. CL B61b 13/08

U.S. CI. 104-148 MS 14 Claims

1. A traffic system of the magnetic cushion type, particu-

larly for using repulsive magnetic forces, comprising a guide

system provided as a single unit for both magnetically guiding
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and magnetically supporting a vehicle on a track having a
guide system part on said vehicle and a magnetically coacting
guide system part on said track and means spacing said parts
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by a through extending, vertical, rectilinear air gap 8 for en-
abling transfer of the vehicle from a standing condition to a
hanging condition and vice versa with respect to the track
without significant vehicle speed reduction.

3,844,221

CONVEYOR CHAIN
Hans-Georg Fromme, 15 Deutschherrenberg, Wetzlar, Ger-
many

Filed Nov. 6, 1972, S«r. No. 303,829
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 30, 1971.

2159245

Int. CI. B65g /7/J5. F16g 13112
U.S. CI. 104-172 C 2 Claims

I. A conveyor chain for pushing vehicles to be moved by
engaging tow pins having a given diameter on vehicles by
means of dog sections on the chain, said chain comprising in
an alternate arrangement blocks and pairs of identically
shaped but symmetrically arranged block links connected with
their end portions to the adjacent blocks by transverse pins
wherein the improvement comprises block links with each of
said block links having a body with a constant cross section
said body having bent-in central portions having a convex side
which IS arranged on the chain with said convex side of the
bend extending in the direction of the opposite block link
thus eliminating the space between each pair of block links to
an extent less than said given diameter which prevents said
pins of vehicles from engaging the chain between the blocks

3,844,222
CONVEYOR FOR WHEELED VEHICLES

Ronald L. Eller, Cahokia, III., assignor to Passport Corpora-
tion, Maryland Heights. Mo.

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,799
Int. CI. B65g 19122

U.S. CI. 104-172 B ,, Calms
1. A conveyor for wheeled vehicles, said conveyor compris-

ing a track defining a path along which a vehicle wheel rolls

in a direction of advance, the track having at least two reces-
ses opening out of the path thereof, a fluid operated cylinder
assembly located along the track with its axis parallel to the
path, a drive roller moved by the cylinder assembly over the
path in the direction of advance and in the opposite return
direction, the movement of the roller being between the reces-
ses, whereby the drive roller when moved in the direction of
advance will engage the periphery of a vehicle wheel located

so i5 I y

on the path beyond the first recess encountered by the wheel
and will move the vehicle wheel in the direction of advance
connecting means connecting the drive roller with the cylin-
der assembly such that the axis of rotation for the drive roller
IS continually perpendicular to the direction of advance for
the vehicle wheel, the connecting means permitting the drive
roller to drop into the recesses to enable the vehicle wheel to
pass over the roller.

3,844,223
SAFETY DEVICE FOR A SKILIFT

Rene Brian, St. Nazaire Les Eymes, France, assignor to Poma-
galski S.A., Fontaine, France

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,584
Claims priority, application France, Dec. 8, 1971, 71 44144

Int. CI. B6 lb 1

1

102
U.S. CI. 104-173

3c,a|„,

r,.

96 » 2ft

-o

1. A skilift, said skilift comprising:
a. a tow track including a tow track end;
b. a safety device for protecting skiers, said safety device

extending transversely of said tow track proximate said
tow track end to detect crossing of said end by a sWer
said safety device comprising:
i. a pair of anchoring points, one of said points disposed
on each side of said track;

ii. a rope attached to and normally elastically stretched
between said points across said tow track, whereby
engagement of said rope by a skier passing over said
tow track end will angularly displace said rope from its

normal position into a V-shape;
iii. means for detecting said angular displacement of said

rope relative to said anchoring points thereby to effect
a stopping of the skilift as long as said rope retains said
V-shape.
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3 844 224

GUIDING SYSTEM FOR A COMPUTER CONTROLLED
VEHICLE

Takemochi Ishii; Masakazu IguchI, and Masaki Koshi, all of

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Japan Society for the Promotion

of Machine Industry, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 280,838

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 19, 1971, 46-

62587; Aug. 19, 1971, 46-62588; Aug. 19, 1971, 46-62589

Int. CI. B61f 9100

U.S. CI. 104-244.1 3 Claims

1. A guiding system for guiding a computer controlled

vehicle through a network of main and branch tracks, said

system comprising guide channels extending along the center

lines of said tracks below the upper surfaces thereof, a guide

rail formed at the bottom of said guide channels, and a flat

U-shaped bar attached to the steering mechanism of said

vehicle by a toggle means, said bar extending into said guide

channels and adapted to selectively engage the sides of said

rail to control the direction taken by the vehicle at a junction,

said guide channels having a sloped portion at their bottoms

to raise said bar out of contact with said rail when the vehicle

approaches a track junction.

3,844,225

RAILWAY CAR ROLL CONTROL SYSTEM
Franco Di Majo, Turin, Italy, assignor to Fiat Societa Per

Azioni, Turin, Italy

Filed Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223,240

Claims priority, application Italy, Feb. 9, 1971, 67426/71

Int. CI. B60g 21104: B61f 3\00. 5124

U.S.CL 105-164 6 Claims

:^s

^-.

signal forming means including a tachometer adapted to be

mounted on the vehicle to provide a signal representative

of the vehicle speed, said signal forming means providing

from said speed signal a rate signal adapted to be applied

to a servo mechanism for effecting the desired rate of

rotation of the vehicle body about a longitudinal axis of

the body in response to said rate signal,

gating means connected to said first forming means and

having a control input connected to said threshold device

whereby said gating means is adapted to pass said rate

signal to said servo mechanism when said threshold de-

vice produces the enabling control signal,

said system further comprising in series, a first lateral accel-

erometer adapted to be mounted upon said truck of the

vehicle, a first low-pass filter, and a differentiator, said

system being controlled after a predetermined time from

the detected start of a curve in the track, by the output

signal of said differentiator.

3,844,226

RAILWAY CAR TRUCK
Rene H. Brodeur, 2108 Beechwood Ave., Wilmette, III. 60091;

Boris Terlecky, 234 Lippincott Ln., Fox Lake, III. 60020,

and Lawrence P. Greenfield, 927 Hinman Ave., Evanston,

III. 60202
Filed June 11, 1973, Ser. No. 368,486

Int. CI. B61f5/26

U.S. CI. 105-222 3 Claims

1. A control system for controlling the lateral trim of a

railway body which is rotatable about a longitudinal axis on a

supporting truck in which at least one vehicle axle is sup-

ported for rotation as the vehicle travels along a curved track,

said system comprising;

a gyroscope mounted on said truck in close relation to said

axle of the vehicle for providing an electrical output

signal representative of the tilt of said axle about a longi-

tudinal axis of the vehicle, integrator means connected to

said gyroscope for integrating said output signal, said

integrator means being of the type whose output signal

returns to zero when the input signal is removed,

a threshold device connected to the integrator means to

provide an enabling control signal when the integrated

signal reaches a predetermined threshold level.

1. In a railway car truck having side frames with pedestal

openings for respectively receiving the journals and adapters

of associated wheel and axle assemblies, each of the openings

having a roof surface, the improvement which comprises

bearing means having a low coefficient of friction disposed

between the adapter and the roof surface at each pedestal

opening, and said bearing means providing the sole load bear-

ing surfaces between the truck side frames and the wheel and

axle assemblies, whereby the journals and adapters of wheel

and axle assemblies are slidable engaged with the roof surfaces

at each pedestal opening, wherein said bearing means consists

of a stainless steel plate secured to each respective roof sur-

face and having a surface in facing relationship to the adapter,

and a non-metallic plate having a low coefficient of friction

secured to the adapter and receiving said stainless steel plate

in load bearing engagement only along said surface thereof

3 844 227

AXLE SPRING SNUBBING DEVICE FOR RAILWAY CARS
Soichi Matsumiya, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Sumitomo Metal

Industries Limited, Osaka, Japan

Filed Dec. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 425,950

Int. CI. B61f 5126

U.S. CI. 105-224 R 5 Claims

1. An axle spring snubbing device for railway cars compris-

ing a bore means provided in each of wing parts of an axle box.
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a cup-shaped spring seat slidably inserted in the bore means,
fitting seat secured as vertically spaced to each of the above
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3 844 229
RAILWAY HOPPER CAR END STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY
Richard Ace Martin, Irving, Tex., assignor to Trinity Indus-

tries, Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,439
'"'• ^'- ^^•* '^1^'*' 7//4. B61f Ino

U.S. CI. 105-248
6 claims

mentioned wing parts, a lid Htted with fixing means to each
fittmg seat and a spring means interposed between the lid and
spring seat.

3,844,228
TIE-DOWN SYSTEM FOR RAIL CARS

Donald J. Blunden, Southfieid, and Israel D. Pelsner,
Huntington Woods, both of Mich., assignors to Whitehead &
Kales Company, River Rouge, Mich.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,385
Int. CI. B61d 3116

U.S. CI. 105-368 T ,3 Caj^,

1. A railway hopper car comprising:
a car body defined by opposite arcuate side sheets having a

side sill extending longitudinally along the lower marginal
portion of each side sheet and at least one inclined end
slope sheet partially defining an end hopper compart-
ment;

an end support structure for said end hopper compartment
said support structure including a bolster assembly de-
fined by a bottom plate extending transversely between
said side sills and an upper wrap sheet, said wrap sheet
extending arcuately between said sheets exterior to said
end hopper compartment and secured at an inner edge to
said slope sheet and extending toward the associated car
end from said inclined slope sheet; and

said support structure further including a plurality of spaced
apart diaphragm plates extending transversely to the
longitudinal axis of said car body and secured to the
interior of said wrap sheet to stiffen said wrap sheet and
having an upper generally horizontal edge secured to said
inclined slope sheet.

I. Apparatus for securing a plurality of vehicles on the
elongated deck of a transport, comprising guide means includ-
ing a rail secured upon and extending lengthwise of the deck
carriages slidably mounted on said rail for movement length-
wise thereof, means for securing said carriages against move-
ment with respect to said rail in selected positions along the
length thereof, means for connecting each carriage to the
underframe of a vehicle comprising a rear flexible linear mem-
ber extending from the rear portion of said carriage, a front
nexible linear member extending from the front portion of
said carriage, and a connecting member joined to the ends of
said linear members and adapted to be connected to the un-
derframe of a vehicle so that said rear linear member extends
downwardly and rearwardly therefrom to said carriage to
restrain the vehicle from forward movement and said front
linear member extends downwardly and forwardly therefrom
to said carriage to restrain the vehicle from rearward move-
ment, said rail being of sufficient length to secure a plurality
of vehicles arranged in tandem along the length thereof and
said front and rear linear members when connected to the
underframes of the vehicles by said connecting members
forming angles to said rail such that said carriages may be
dragged along said rail by the vehicles during either forward
or rearward loading.

3,844,230
DISPLAYER FOR PAPERBACK BOOKS

Harold L. Hudson; Gregory G. Mt. Pleasant, and Robert K
Scherzer, all of Liverpool, N.Y., assignors to Gaylord Bros.,
Inc., Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,552
Int. CI. A47b 65100

U.S. CI. 108-60
2 Claims

x.^'

1. A displayer for displaying paperback books, comprising
a plurality of platforms or shelves of rectangular outline dis-
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posed in vertically spaced horizontal positions in register with

each other on a common central axis and forming a multi-

tiered book supporting tower, each of said shelves having one

set of slots formed therein and extended parallel to the mar-

ginal edges of the respective shelves and located substantially

mid-way of one quarter-segment of each shelf at alternate

sides of the tower and also having a second set of slots ex-

tended inwardly from the middle of each marginal edge of

each shelf for approximately one-half the distance from the

marginal edges to the center of the respective shelves, with the

slots of the respective sets being in vertical registry with the

corresponding slots of all the shelves, a plurality of flat, sub-

stantially rigid, transparent supporting strips extended through

each set of aligned slots from the top to the bottom of the

tower, anchor means for connecting the respective shelves to

the supporting strips aforesaid in the zones of the respective

shelf slots, said supporting strips being so arranged as to divide

each shelf into quarter-segments of sufficient size to receive

quarter-groups of books in upstanding position on the respec-

tive shelves and with the spines of each book of successive

quarter-groups on the same shelf facing outwardly of the

tower in alternate fashion about the sides of the tower, and

means for rotatably supporting the tower to permit rotation

thereof about its central vertical axis to permit unobstructed

viewing of all books when displayed on the shelves of the

tower.

perforations, whereby the joinder of the two skins by the

vertical strips with substantially continuous joinder of the

respective edges to the skins and close spacing between the

skin-bonded strips and side edges of the perforations provides

an integrated structure wherein the opposite skin and the

contiguous strips coact to eliminate essentially bowing in the

shelf-supporting skin due to torque forces which occur under

heavy loading of shelves cantilivered from the shelf-

supporting skin by said shelf mounting means with the hooked

members extending into said perforations and hooked behind

said last-mentioned skin.

3,844,232

CASHIER'S BOOTH
James L. Robinson, 4706 Hazel Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19143

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 219,426, Jan. 20, 1972,

abandoned. This application Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,132

Int. CI. E05g 3100

U.S. CI. 109-7 15 Claims

3,844,231

SANDWICH PANEL STRUCTURES FOR SUPPORTING
SHELVES

Henry Safford Peacock, Lincoln, III., assignor to Myers Indus-

trial, Inc., Decatur, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 143,409, May 14, 1971,

abandoned. This application Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,173

Int. CI. A47b 9/00

U.S. CI 4 Claims

1. A panel and shelving structure adapted to support rela-

tively heavily loaded removable and adjustable shelving units

which comprises a first, substantially planar skin, a second,

substantially planar skin, a core structure between said skins,

said first skin having a plurality of perforations therein ar-

ranged in a plurality of vertical columns of said perforations

for receiving studs or hooks projecting rearwardly from the

rear portion of a shelf structure, said core structure having a

plurality of vertical, parallel, straight, elongated strips respec-

tively extending from the top to the bottom of said panel

structure and adhesively bonded substantially continuously

along opposite side edges thereof to respective rear faces of

said skins, said opposite edges having a depth of at least Vb

inch, the respective strips being disposed contiguous to the

respective side edges of said perforations in respective col-

umns, the spacing between the respective edges of said strips

or slabs and the respective side edges of said perforations is

zero to about '-^ inch, said core having free spaces behind said

perforations to permit insertion of hooks or studs of said

shelving units, and at least one shelf mounted on said first skin

and supported thereon by shelf mounting means embodying

hooked members extending through respective perforations in

said first skin with leg portions of said hooked members lying

against the inner face of said first skin adjacent the respective

1. Apparatus for use in conjunction with a receptacle for

valuables to permit only authorized persons to obtain access

to the receptacle, comprising: a platform, means mounting

said receptacle at a location with respect to said platform to

require a person to support himself on the platform when

obtaining access to the receptacle, and means responsive to

weight on said platform for permitting access to said recepta-

cle when a predetermined authorized weight is applied to said

platform and for preventing access to said receptacle when

unauthorized weights different from said predetermined

weight are applied to said platform, whereby access to the

receptacle is permitted only by an authorized person having a

weight corresponding to the preset authorized weight.

3,844,233

DIRECTIONAL CONTROL OF HOT GASES FROM AN
INCINERATOR OR THE LIKE

James K. Fishback, Richmond, Va., assignor to Consumat

Systems Inc., Richmond, Va.

Filed Aug. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 386,878

Int. CI. F23g 5112

U.S.CL 110-8 R 25 Claims

1. A directional control apparatus for flue gases received

from a combustion zone comprising: an upwardly extending

stack operatively communicating with the combustion zone

and normally aspirating flue gases therefrom to atmosphere;

a conduit having a first portion extending transversely to the

axis of said stack and opening to said stack and a second

portion for discharging flue gases diverted from said stack

through said first portion; heat recovery means including heat

exchanger means in said first portion of said conduit for recov-
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ery of heat from flue gases; and aerodynamic valving means to
divert gases from aspirating upwardly and discharging from
said stack to go through and discharge from said conduit
whereby said heat exchanger means removes heat from said
flue gases, said aerodynamic valving means including a first

means for discharging an air jet into said conduit in a down-
stream direction of said conduit, said first means being posi-
tioned downstream of said heat exchanger means and a sec-
ond means for discharging air in a downstream direction in
said stack, said second means being positioned downstream of
the opening of said first portion of said conduit to said stack.

3,844 234
WORK CLAMP FEEDING MECHANISM FOR SEWING

MACHINES
Gunter Tolle, Wendelinusstr. 15, Bruchsal 4, Germany

Filed May 9, 1973, S«r. No. 358,523
Claims priority, application Germany, May 12, 1972,

Int. CI. D05b 3106
U.S. CI. 112-70 8 Claims

I. A work clamp feeding mechanism for a buttonhole sew-
ing maching having a frame, a work clamp, and guide means
constraining said work clamp to move in a predetermined path
relatively to said frame, said work clamp feeding mechanism
comprising a work clamp shifting member supported in said
frame and formed with screw threads, means operatively
connecting said work clamp shifting member with said work

clamp to impart movement to said work clamp along said
predetermined path, a belt pulley journaled in said frame, said
belt pulley formed with screw threads arranged in meshing
relation with the screw threads of said work clamp shifting
member, a flexible belt arranged in driving engagement with
said belt pulley, and belt indexing mechanism operated by said
sewmg machme for imparting lengthwise movement to said
flexible belt selectively in either direction.

3,844,235
END TURN BINDING DEVICE AND METHOD

Richard J. Habegger, Grabili, Ind., assignor to General Elec-
tric Company, Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,727
Int. CI. D05b 23100

U.S. CI. 112-121.2 ,8 Claims

1. In a device for binding the end turn portions of dynamo-
electric machine stator coils, an improved apparatus for in-
dexing the stator relative to the binding device and for com-
pensating for non-radial stator slot configuration comprising:
first means for moving a stator relative to a first axis; and
second means for rotating the stator about a second axis
parallel to and removed from the first axis.

3,844,236

DISSEMBLABLE FLOAT
Charles G. Boyajian, 14 Vincent St., Saugus, Mass. 01906
Continuation of Ser. No. 144,766, May 19, 1971, abandoned.

This application July 25, 1973, Ser. No. 382,490
Int. CI. B63b 35100

II.S.CI. 114-.5 6 Claims

1. A dissemblable float comprising:

a. side walls (12, 13, 14 and 15) detachably connected to
each other at their ends by mating hinge portions and
removable pins (16) to form an enclosure; and
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ity of float members located within said enclosure

(25) each member comprising a block of light weight,

cellular, water-resistant, generally rigid plastic (2Sd)

extending within and between two opposing side walls,

each member further having spaced transverse boards

(25c) resting thereon and supporting a longitudinal board

(25a) whose ends rest on the side walls and are detach-

ably connected thereto by mating hinge portions and

removable pins.

11 3,844,237

APPARATUS FOR RAISING SUNKEN VESSELS
Fernando R. Gil, 902 W. Alfred, Tampa, Fla. 33603

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 150,261, June 7, 1971,

abandoned. This application Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 314,081

Int. CI. B63c 7102

U.S.CL 114-51 1 Claim

'

J 24 'k '20 20 2«^
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1. A raising assembly designed for raising sunken vessels

and the like from the bottom of a body of water, said assembly

comprising at least two ships each including a centerline, said

ships positioned in spaced apart relation relative to one an-

other on each side of the sunken vessel by spreader means,

cradle means including a first and second plurality of cables

interconnected between each said ship and engaging the

sunken vessel, lift means comprising a plurality of pairs of

winch means arranged in spaced relation substantially adja-

cent to and on opposite sides of the centerline of each of said

ships and floatation means comprising a plurality of compart-

ments in the hull of each said ship to selectively control the

draft of each said ship, said spreader means comprising a

plurality of rollers arranged along each side of each ship, each

of said rollers aligned with at least one winch means of said

plurality of winch pairs, cable positioning means including a

plurality of pairs of substantially vertical narrow channels,

each said pair of channels disposed in communicating relation

to a winch means pair and corresponding to each of said first

plurality of cables, said channels extending substantially

through the hull of each said ship immediately adjacent the

centerline of each said ship, to restrict the movement of each

said corresponding cable to remain in a substantially vertical

position within said channel, said first plurality of cables being

interconnected between said corresponding winch means of

said ships through said corresponding channels to control the

depth of the sunken vessel, said second plurality of cables

being interconnected between said corresponding winch

means of said ships over said corresponding rollers to control

the separation of said ships relative to each other; said first

and second plurality of cables operatively engaging said

sunken vessel substantially continuously throughout the rais-

ing of said sunken vessel.

3,844,238

SAILING BOATS WITH RIGID SAILS
Alastair Hugh Garnet Murray, 16 Salterns Ln., Hayling Is-

land, England

Filed Jan. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 216,377

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 8, 1971,

1065/71; Jan. 8, 1971, 1070/71

Int. CI. B63h 9106

U.S. CI. 114-39 5CUims

1. A sailing craft having at least one upright rigid aerofoil,

means mounting said aerofoil for free rotation about an up-

right axis, a tail vane on the rotating aerofoil and control

means for controlling the angular position of the tail vane with

respect to said rigid aerofoil, said control means including first

and second control levers for use respectively on port and

starboard tacks, mechanical means interconnecting the levers

so that moving one in one direction causes the other to move

in the opposite direction and means operatively connecting

the tail vane to said levers.

3,844,239

LIQUID BULK CARRYING SHIP
Leonard J. McLaughlin, 49 Sion Ave., Lorraine, Quebec;

William H. German, Dominion Square BIdg., Suite 401,

Montreal 1 10, Quebec, and Robert A. Hartley, 259 Trenton

Ave., T.M.R., Montreal 304, Quebec, all of Canada
Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,426

Int. CI. B63b 25108

U.S.CL 114-74 R 8 Claims

1. A liquid carrying tanker comprising a plurality of closed

individual reservoirs for receiving and carrying a liquid an

ejecting piping system connecting the upper part of each

reservoir to an empty space and provided with a rapid acting

pressure controlled valve adjacent each said reservoirs, said

valve keeping the liquid inside the reservoir from flowing into

the ejecting piping system during normal operation, and an

impermeable, stretchable, elastomeric lining conforming to
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and extending throughout the entire inner surface of each
reservoir and being releasably secured to the inner walls of
said reservoirs, the said lining being secured to said walls by
releasable means permitting the same to separate from the
walls of any one of the reservoirs upon a predetermined mini-
mum external concussive pressure and deformation of the
walls of said one reservoir, the lining being stretched upon said
pressure and deformation to decrease the volume within said
one reservoir and force the liquid contained therein to open
said valve and to flow through said ejecting piping system and
towards said empty space.
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a load-bearing structure pivotally and slidably supporting
each bag from said track means,

a coritrol arm pivotally connected to the side of the ship and
slidably connected to the load-bearing structure for ex-

3,844,240
BOW LFQUID CARGO HANDLING SYSTEM

James W
.
Whitehouse, Weston, Conn., assignor to Continental

Oil Company, Ponca City, Okla.
Filed Nov. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 307,751

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 20, 1972,

Int. CI. B63h 25/08, 2 1 100
U.S. CI. 114-74 R 9 Claims

1. A tanker bow products line handling system adapted to
be connected to a flexible mooring products hose floating in
the water comprising:

a. a vertical opening in the bow of said tanker;
b. winch means mounted over said opening and having a

hauling rope therein;

c. a ship's product line pipe having a terminus at said verti-
cal opening;

d. means connected to said hauling rope for pulling said
mooring products hose out of the water and up said verti-
cal opening into a securable position; and

e. means on said bow nonrotatably securing said mooring
products hose to said ship and to said ship's product line

3,844 24

1

AUXILIARY FLOTATION FOR REDUCING THE DRAFT
OF SHIPS

Harry G. Black, P.O. Box 3237, Galveston, Tex. 77550, and
Lowell B. Christenson, Houston, Tex., assignors to said
Black, by said Christenson

Filed Aug. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 393,620
Int. CI. B63b 43/14

^t^'''^-'23 9 Claims
1. Auxiliary flotation for reducing the draft of ships com-

prising.

a plurality of expansible pneumatically inflatable flotation
bags,

vertical track means directly secured and extending copla-
nar to the side of the ship and extending to an underwater
position.

tending the flotation bags outwardly into a lowered un-
derwater position and retracting the bags into a raised
retracted position against the side of the ship

power means connected between the control arm and the
ship for rotating the control arm.

3,844 242
APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATIC DYNAMIC
POSITIONING AND STEERING SYSTEMS

Franz Sernatinger, Mornac, and Maurice Abad, Lisle DEs-
pagnac, both of France, assignors to Etat Francais, Paris
France '

Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,516
Claims priority, application France, Sept. 21, 1971,

Int. CI. B63h 25/42
U.S. CI. 114-144 B 7 Claims

•V
to ^'P

JZ ",

'^^^.:^-__\ r-

1. A dynamic positioning and steering system for a surface
or submarine vehicle including a plurality of propellers said
system comprising position pick-ofl' means, and accelerometer
means on said vehicle to detect longitudinal, transverse and
vertical accelerations as well as angular accelerations of the
vehicle and which include wide passband accelerometer feed-
back means which produce voltages which insure quick posi-
tioning and oppose high frequency components of the disturb-
ances, said feedback means performing as a position memory
in case of a momentary absence of position data, said acceler-
ometer means thus limiting the position pick-off means action
to very low frequencies and continuous components thereby
making it possible to optimize pick-off Altering, an external
disturbance correction channel including means for wind
swell and current measurements, means for the computation
of forces and moments resulting from wind, swell and current
and servo-systems coupled to the latter said means in order to
produce equivalent and opposite thrusts.
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3,844,243

STEERING SYSTEM FOR CANOES AND THE LIKE
Dolphus D. Caton, 149 Beebe Ave., Elyria, Ohio 44035, and

John R. Ralph, 2690 Harris Rd., Sheffield Lake, Ohio 44054

Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,674

Int. CI. B63h 25/02

a line intersecting said combination anvil and hook member,

means for forcibly driving said cutter member against said

anvil upon the hooking of a mine cable, a buoyant indicating

device so attached to said anvil as to be dislodged therefrom

upon impact of said cutter member with said anvil when said

cutter member is forcibly driven against the anvil.

U.S. CL 114-153 6 Claims

// !J HI

-A.
IS

ff~- ^

»" i

a.

b.

1. A steering system for a boat such as a canoe or the like

having an eyelet at one end thereof wherein such system may
be attached to and removed from the boat without the physi-

cal alteration thereof, which system comprises, in combina-

tion;

a substantially rectangular-shaped frame,

means for detachably securing the frame substantially

horizontally across the top of the boat wherein a portion

of the frame is freely supported on the side rails thereof,

said means including a removable shaft passing through

the eyelet of the boat and extending laterally from either

side of the eyelet for a total length equal to approximately

one-half the width of the boat taken at its widest portion

with the ends of the shaft being supported by the sides of

the frame,

c. latching means associated with the frame for securing the

shaft against accidental removal,

d. a rudder assembly pivotally secured to the frame for

movement between a downward operative position and

an upward inoperative position,

e. resilient means connecting the rudder assembly to the

frame for biasing the rudder assembly in the downward
operative position, and

f. a rudder assembly control means detachably secured to

the boat and connected to the rudder assembly for steer-

ing the boat.

3 844 244

MINE CABLE CUTTER WITH INDICATING DEVICE

William B. White, Chevy Chase, Md., assignor to United States

of America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy,

Washington, D.C.

Filed June 26, 1956, Ser. No. 594,072

Int. CI. B63b 43/00: B63c 7/]6, 11/50

U.S. CI. 114-221 A 13 Claims

3,844,245

MEANS OF CONNECTING PUSHER BOAT AND BARGE
Takuma Yamaguchi, Narashino, Japan, assignor to Taisei

Sekki Komu K.K., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,663

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 6, 1972, 47-

022361
Int. CLB63b 2/ /62

U.S.CL 114-235 R 7 Claims

1. A combination mine cable cutter and indicating device

comprising, a frame member, a combination anvil and hook

member mounted on the frame in spaced, juxtaposed relation

with one end of said frame, a cutter member movably

mounted on said frame member and capable of movement in

1. A combination of watercraft comprising:

a. a barge having a rear portion formed with a notch open

in a rearward direction and with two vertically elongated

channels open toward said notch and facing each other

transversely of said direction;

b. a pusher boat having a bow portion of a configuration and

size to be received in said notch;

c. two pressing shoes mounted on said bow portion; and

d. pressure-fluid-operated actuating means for moving said

pressing shoes in respective, opposite directions between

retracted positions outside said channels and inserted

positions in said channels respectively while said bow

portion is received in said notch, said actuating means

holding said pressing shoes in frictional contact with said

rear portion in said channels under sufficient pressure to

prevent relative rotation between said pressing shoes and

said rear portion when said pressing shoes are in the

inserted position, said pressing shoes being rotatable on

said bow portion to permit relative pitching movement of

said barge and of said pusher boat.

3,844,246

AMPHIBIOUS BICYCLE
Benjamin Carter Locher, 164 E. E St., La Porte, Tex. 77571

Filed June 25, 1971, Ser. No. 156,903

Int. CI. B60f 3/00

U.S. CI. 115-2 19 Claims

K rjTT
,. V

- 1^

:fb

1. In an improved cycle means of amphibious design which

may be selectively converted from a first mode of operation

927 O.G.—«9
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for travel over water to a second mode of operation for travel
over land, and back to said first mode of operation compris-

a frame having a steering means and first and second wheel
means said steermg means operatively connected to said
first wheel means for turning it; and propulsion means
carried by said frame operatively connected to said sec-ond wheel means for causing rotation thereof

pontoon means pivotally affixed to said frame adjacent each
said first and second wheel means and being adapted to
be fixedly selectively positioned in a first location below
the axis of rotation of each said wheel means and alter-
nately in a second location substantially above the axis of
rotation of said wheel means so as to thereby provide for
mobility of the cycle in water when the pontoon means
are in their first position and mobility on land when in
tneir second position, and

unitary detachable aquatic drive and navigation means
jointly coupled respectively to said propulsion means and
said steering means when the said pontoon means are in
their first position said drive and navigation means com-
prising means for laterally moving said aquatic drive for
imparting navigational control.
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bracket comprising a gauge including an indicator movable inresponse to variation in electrical current and rvarilVi^
resistance electrically connected in seriest sa"d gaug and.ncluding a resistance coil mounted on one of said cylinderand said piston assembly, and a wiper mounted on the mheof aid cylinder and said piston assembly and movably elecfrl

«auL7n re.?'^ '°f"
'°" ^°^ ^^^^'^^ '^' ^""«"t fiolto si d

fssembly
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'" '^'^ ^y""^" °f ^^id piston

3 844 248
DEVICES AND PROCESSES FOR VVARNINP Ar aimct

IMPENDING ROCKFALLS IN UnSroUnT
, Lo .

EXCAVATION
Jack Parker, Box 465, White Pine, Mich. 49971

Filed May 22, 1973, Ser. No. 362,750

lie ^. ...
Int. CI. GO Id 2 //OO

''•'•^'•'^^-•^'*«
11 Claims

3,844,247
TILT POSITION INDICATOR

Raymondp. Collis, Round Lake, and Martin H. Meyer, Liber-
tyville both of III., assignors to Outboard Marine Corpora-
tion, Waukegan, III.

"^

Filed Jan. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 321,049
Int. CI. B63h 5/12

U.S. CI. 115-41 HT
, Claim

1. A rnarine propulsion device comprising a transom
bracket adapted for attachment to the hull of a boat, a swivel
bracket connected to said transom bracket for vertical swing-
ing movement about a horizontal axis, a propulsion unit pivot-
ally connected to said swivel bracket for common vertical
swinging movement of said propulsion unit with said swivel
bracket relative to said transom bracket and for swinging
movement of said propulsion unit relative to said swivel
bracket about an axis transverse to said horizontal axis a
hydraulic cylinder-piston assembly including a cylinder pivot-
ally connected to one of said swivel bracket and said transom
bracket and a piston assembly pivotally connected to the
other of said swivel bracket and said transom bracket and
telescopically movable in said cylinder in response to vertical
swinging movement of said swivel bracket and propulsion unit
relative to said transom bracket, and means for indicating the
position of said propulsion unit relative to said transom

1. An alarm for warning of possible roof fall in an excava-
tion, said alarm comprising: a chemiluminescent unit includ-
ing at least a first container means, at least a first chemical
reagent within said first container means, at least a second
coritainer means, at least a second chemical reagent within
said second container means, said first container means and
said second container means being in contiguity, the interiors
Of said first container means and said second container means
being m communication for mixing said first chemical reagent
and said second chemical reagent when subjected to an ap-
plied force, said first chemical reagent and said second chemi-
cal reagent being inactive when separate and being activewhen mixed to produce chemiluminescent light; anchor
means for connection to a mine roof; and tie means extending
between and mechanically connecting said anchor means and
said chemiluminescent unit; whereby deformation of said
chemiluminescent unit as a result of tension in said tie means
as a result of said applied force causes mixture of said first
chemical reagent and said second chemical reagent.

(>

3 844 249
TRACER TYPE STRIPE PRINTING SYSTEM

Vincent P. Miller, Wilkins Township, Allegheny County, Pa
assignor to Miller Pottery Engineering Company, Swissvale'.'

Filed Mar. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 235,526

,,^ ^ Int. CLB05C 11/00

1. Apparatus for printing stripes on relatively flat work
pieces comprising a sheet moving device, a printing station
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intermediate the ends of said device, means for stopping said

device as each work piece thereon arrives at said printing

station, at least one stripe printing mechanism mounted on a

track above said printing station to traverse back and forth

across each work piece at rest at said printing station, said

printing mechanism including a pigment applying head at least

vertically movable with respect to said track and said work

pieces, template means guiding said pigment applying head as

said printing mechanism traverses the printing station, the

template means guiding said head vertically including means

for supporting said printing head in raised position out of

contact with said work piece in one direction of said traverse

and means for lowering said printing head into contact with

the work pieces in the opposite direction of said traverse,

means for detecting and signalling the arrival of a blank work

piece at said printing station, said signalling automatically

stopping said sheet moving device, means controlling the

traverse of the printing mechanism across said work blank

interlocked with said signalling means to permit said traverse

only when the blank is at the printing station and the device

is at rest, means for detecting and signalling the completion of

traverse of said printing mechanism, and second mentioned

means for signalling interlocked with the controls for said

device to permit said device to operate only when said printing

mechanism is at rest.
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a crank connected to said shaft outside said housing for

rotating said scoop.

3 844 251

VAPOR DEPOSITION APPARATUS

David Evans, and Alexander Bowen Simpson, both of Swansea,

Wales, assignors to The International Nickel Company, Inc.,

New York, N.Y. , „ ^,

DivUlon of Ser. No. 155,869, June 23, 1971, P«t; No.

3,779,795. This application Sept. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 394,820

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 7, 1970,

32964/70
Int. CI. C23c 13/08

U.S.CL 118-48 6 Claims

3,844,250

APPARATUS FOR DEVELOPING FINGERPRINTS

Richard L. May, 816 Duncan PI., Manhattan Beach, Calif.

90266
Filed Feb. 25, 1974, Ser. No. 445,352

Int. CL A61b 5110

U.S.CL 118-31.5 3 Claims

1. Apparatus for developing fingerprints on a fingerprint-

carrying document, comprising;

a housing having a front wall, a rear wall, a bottom wal
,
a

top wall, a first end wall and a second end wall, said top

wall being provided with an elongated, document-

receiving opening adjacent said front wall;

a fixed inclined platform depending from the top of said

front wall into said housing along said opening and in-

cluding cleat elements at the bottom thereof forming a

ledge for supporting said document on the platform;

a V-shaped scoop substantially coextensive with the width

of said housing and having a bracket provided at each end

thereof;
, „ . . j- „

a shaft rotatably mounted in said end walls and extending

across said platform intermediate its upper surface and

said top wall, one of said brackets being keyed to said

shaft along each edge of said platform, whereby said

scoop may be swung from a position beneath said plat-

form to an inverted position above said platform;

said housing being adapted to contain a quantity of a finger-

print-developing material in the bottom thereof and in the

path of said scoop as it travels from its position beneath

said platform to said inverted position, whereby said

scoop will scoop up said developing material and dump it

onto said document when said document is in position on

said platform; and

1. In a carbonyl decomposer adapted for production of

metal pellets and having a calandria of preheater tubes, a

collecting chamber disposed to receive pellets from the pre-

heater tubes, a decomposition reaction vessel connected to

the collecting chamber with a passage between the collecting

chamber and the reaction vessel and means for circulating

pellets from the reaction vessel to the preheater tubes and

thence successively through the preheater tubes, collecting

chamber and reaction vessel, the improvements comprising a

collecting chamber wall shaped as a frustum of an inverted

cone and a baffle disposed in the passage between the collect-

ing chamber and the reaction vessel so as to define in combi-

nation with the collecting chamber wall a restricted passage

opening wide enough to allow pellets to pass therethrough,

said baffle having a baffle wall which is shaped as a hollow

cone and mounted apex upwards and has a gas release means

communicating with an upper portion thereof, adapted to

direct pellets radially outwardly through the opening and into

the vessel, and said collecting chamber wall having at least one

opening connected to emergency drain means through a nor-

mally closed valve whereby said collecting chamber and said

preheater may be quickly drained of pellets by opening said

valve.

3 844 252

SHEET REMOVAL DEVICE

Raghullnga R. Thettu, Webster, N.Y., assignor to Xerox Cor-

poratlon, Stamford, Conn.

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,639

Int. CI. G03g 1 3108

U.S.CL 118-60 15 Claims

1 In a reproduction machine wherein a developed electro-

static image is transferred to a suitable image bearing support

sheet and permanently affixed thereto by heat-pressure means

including a heated pressure roll, the improvement comprising;

means applying a release agent coating to the heated pressure

roll;

a blade-like element having a cutting edge formed along one

side thereof; and
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Ihe cutting edge of the blade in a position to strip a2 facesfu^M^!. '.T ''T" "'" "''"« ?"»''''"'• ^' "«i'
po„ Sheet .o.i„g tKe,ef,o„. said^ade havin, a^ .SL ^iHr'^' ^^^'^^^^^^

the improvement of a water tube located at each corner of

\\\
^^^ combustion chamber, said tube lacking permanent

^
^

'

'• connection of the adjacent tube membranes

formed therem behind the cutting edge thereof and ex-tendmg through the blade, said recess overlying a lower
portion of the heated pressure roll whereby release agentremoved from the roll by said blade is returned to the roll.

3,844,253
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINT MARKER

iTl !^"^ """ '^'•""'"" '^' St«"b, both of c/o Dayton
Scale^Model Company 2661 Culver Ave., Dayton, OMo

Filed Dec. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 420,941

t.S. CI. 118-242
'"•• C'- G03d /5/04

6 Claims

1. A photographic print marker for placing index marks on
continuous lengths of photographic paper for use by an auto-
matic trimmer in trimming the individual prints therefrom
comprising in combination means forming a path over which
said paper moves during printing, a ball point pen, means
supporting said pen in adjacent relation to said paper includ-
ing a rotatable support in which said pen is mounted in offset
relation to the axis of rotation, means connected to rotate said
pen support to bring said pen into contact with the back side
of said paper adjacent the edge thereof and to cause said pen
to move in a direction transverse to the length of said paper
to provide a trim index mark on the paper in relation to an
image thereon, which mark is impervious to the developing
chemicals. ^

block retaining clamping means extending over the pertain-
ing corner tube and at least the outermost tube in each of
he adjacent tube membranes thereby locking said corner
tube to said adjacent membranes; and

web-shaped blocks of fire-resistant material secured by said
block-retaining clamping means to the faces of said cor-
ner tubes turned toward said chamber.

3,844,255
BOILER AND METHOD OF MAKING SAME

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,299

7 Claims

3,844,254
FURNACE HAVING WALLS DEFINED BY TUBE

MEMBRANES
Ingmar Astrom, Stenungsund, Sweden, assignor to Gotaver-
kens Angtekniska AB (Gotaverken Heat Engineering Co.,
Ltd.), Goteborg, Sweden

Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,1 15
Claims priority, application Sweden, June 19, 1972,

8035/72

Int. CI. F22b i 7/00
U.S. CI. 122-6 A

, ^, .

1 i» . u . , ' Claim
I. in a steam boiler furnace having parallel water tubes

interconnected by welding to form tube membranes, said

Hnl; InH Tf °' '"^'""^ ^ ''°"" ^'^"'"g ^' 'east one fireduct and at least one water duct, the improvement comprising
the steps of forming elements of the boiler by casting theboMer comprising at least four elements, first and second of
said elements being configured to define on one side of eachthereof a segment of a water duct and on the other side asegment of a fire duct, joining said first and second elements

l^T".^I ""^'"^'"^ '° ^'""^ therebetween said fire duct thehird and fourth elements being configured to define on one
s^de of each thereof a segment of a water duct, joining bywelding each of said third and fourth elements respectively toopposite sides of said first and second elements joined^to
gether to form said fire duct thereby to form a water duct oneach side of said fire duct.
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3,844,256

INTAKE PASSAGE-WAY OF A ROTARY INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINE

Yoshikazu Ishlkawa, and Kazuaki Kobayashi, both of Tokyo,

Japan, assignors to Nissan Motor Company, Kanagawa-ku,

Yokohama City, Japan

Filed Oct. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 298,448

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 18, 1971, 46-

96057; Apr. 3, 1972, 47-39338

Int. CI. F02b 53100

U.S. CI. 123-8.45 5 Claims

2? 2?c ?6 10

^'24 '8 ,2

extending adjacent one of said rotor faces between two of said

rotor corners and corner seals mounted on each rotor side at

the corners thereof sealingly contacting the opposite side wall

with each said corner seal sealingly joining one of said apex

seals and two of said side seals, an intake port in one of said

housing walls located so that said working chambers are se-

quentially periodically opened by said rotor past said gas seal

means to said intake port as said rotor planetates, an exhaust

port located in one of said housing walls so that said working

chambers are sequentially periodically opened by said rotor

past said gas seal means to said exhaust port as said rotor

1. An intake passageway for a rotary internal combustion

engine having a housing provided with an epitrochoidal inter-

nal wall therein forming a cavity and a rotor rotatably dis-

posed in said cavity, said rotor having a peripheral surface

with a plurality of apex portions each of which has a radially

movable apex seal sealingly engaging with the epitrochoidal

internal wall of said housing to define a plurality of working

chambers in said cavity, said intake passageway comprising an

intake passage means formed in said housing and having an

opening portion communicating with said cavity for supplying

an air-fuel mixture into one of said working chambers, a plu-

rality of partitions positioned in said opening portion of said

intake passage means substantially in parallel to the fiow of

said air-fuel mixture passing therethrough and extending to

the peripheral wall of the working chambers in working coop-

eration with the apex seal to prevent engine exhaust gases

from other one of said working chambers from being sucked

into said one of said working chambers, and a valve means for

controlling an effective cross sectional area of said opening

portion of said intake passage means.

planetates, a spark plug spark access hole smaller in area than

the ends of said corner seals located adjacent said peripheral

wall in one of said side walls opposite one side of said rotor in

a position so that as said rotor planetates said spark access

hole is periodically opened to said working chambers by said

rotor radially outward of said side seals and is also periodically

traversed and completely closed by said one rotor side at the

corners thereof cooperating with said corner seals on said one

rotor side to thereby prevent leakage between adjacent work-

ing chambers through said spark access hole as said apex seals

pass said spark access hole.

3,844,257

ROTARY COMBUSTION ENGINE SPARK PLUG
ARRANGEMENT

James H. Currie, Rochester, and Edward A. Rishavy, Warren,

both of Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation,

Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 389,383

Int. CI. F02b 53112

U.S. CI. 123-8.45 2 Claims

1. A rotary combustion engine comprising a rotor housing

having an interior mulli-lobed peripheral wall and a pair of

end housings having oppositely facing interior side walls coop-

eratively defining a cavity, an output shaft rotatably mounted

in said end housings having an eccentric located in said cavity,

a multi-corner rotor rotatably mounted on said eccentric

having sides opposite said side walls and a plurality of periph-

eral faces opposite said peripheral wall, said rotor faces and

housing walls cooperating to provide a plurality of working

chambers that are spaced about and move with said rotor

within said rotor housing while varying in volume as said rotor

planetates, gas seal means mounted on said rotor for sealingly

contacting said housing walls to seal said working chambers

from each other, said gas seal means including an apex seal

mounted on each rotor apex with an outer edge sealingly

contacting said peripheral wall and ends opposite said side

walls and side seals mounted on each rotor side sealingly

contacting the opposite side wall with each said side seal

3 844 258

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Roy M. Howell, 115 Meadbrook Rd., Garden City, N.Y. 1 1530

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,752

Int. CI. F02b 57/00, 75104

U.S. CI. 123-43 AA 3 Claims

1. In an internal combustion engine having a plurality of

axially extending cylinders in a cylinder block disposed for

rotation about a cylindrical cam and follower means engaged

by said cam and connected to respective pistons in said cylin-

ders, the improvement which comprises said cam having a

track surface engaged by said follower means, said track

surface having a shape related to the timing of the operating

cycle of the engine and which varies the stroke of said pistons
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in accordance with said operating cycle to reduce the effective
combustion chamber volume in said cylinders during the
exhaust portion of the cycle to a volume less than that at theend of the compression part of the cycle to aid in the expulsion
of exhaust gases from said cylinders; said cylinders and pistons
being located at a given radial distance from the axis of cylin-
der block rotation and said cam extending radially beyond
said distance said pistons having skirts accommodating themovement of the pistons in overlapping relation to said cam
said piston skirts being disposed for wiping contact engage-
ment with the cam to stabilize the pistons against rotary move-

respect thTreta
"'

'
^'°'" P°^*'°"^ of alignment with

October 29, 1974

intake manifold pressure and exhaust manifold pressure so as

aUom bV.t'
"'"''°"

°K
P°""^^"^^ f^^'"^^ -'^''- "he i^r!

culat.nT r '"^i'"!'
'^' ""P^o^^'^ent wherein said recir-culating means includes an exhaust gas recirculating valve

3,844,259
AUXILIARY CHAMBER CONSTRUCTION FOR

INTERNAL COMBUSTION

Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,406

Int. CI. F02b /9//0. /9//6
U.S. a. 123-32 SP

2 Claims

being open to fresh air from the carburetor means and having

a d/o' ''
r'"' f°7°"^^o'""g the flow of the exhaust ga efand/or fresh air, and terminate flow of exhaust gas to thecarburetor means during selected modes of engine operation

3,844,261
DEVICE FOR REGULATING THE RATE OF FI OW nrRECYCLED EXHAUST GASES IN AN INTErS^L

COMBUSTION ENGINE

sTArMi'arra'ly"^"-"'
''^''^ "^^«"- '» ^"-«o-

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,822
Claims priority, application Italy, Feb. 8, 1972, 20344/72

„ e ^. '"'• C'- '^02m 25/06
U.S. CI. 123-119 A 7^,.7 Claims

1. In an internal combustion engine, the combination of-
walls terming a main combustion chamber, walls forming a
cavity for an auxiliary combustion chamber, a thin wall metal-
lic cup formed of heat resistance material positioned in said
cavity, said cup having a round bottom closing said cavity with
respect to said main combustion chamber, a portion of said
round bottom being exposed to said main combustion cham-
ber, a spark plug supported near said cup having its electrodes
ou ide said cup. said cup having a first aperture in said round
bottom communicating with the main combustion chamber
and a second aperture communicating with the spark plug
electrodes, the interior of the cup comprising an auxiUar?
combustion chamber, valve means for introducing a lean
combustible rnixture into the main combustion chamber, and
additional valve means for introducing a rich combustiblemixture into the interior of said cup

comoustime

3,844,260

iui# M J^^c^^^^
^^^ RECIRCULATING VALVEMifordM. Scott, Jr., Las Vegas, Nev., and Floyd J. Wheeler

Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,935

„ ^ ^.
Int. CI. F02m 25/06

U.S.CL 123-119 A ,^P, .,...,, 26 Claims
1. In an internal combustion engine that uses the compress-

ing of a fuel-air mixture comprising an exhaust manifold
means, intake manifold means and carburetor means, exhaust
gas recirculating means for regulating the flow of a portion of
the exhaust gases from the exhaust manifold to the intake
manifold in automatic self-response to atmospheric pressure

I. An internal combustion engine provided with an intakeduct, an exhaust duct and an auxiliary piping connec ed tosaid exhaust duct to draw a portion of the'gasef flowing herl°through o discharge them into said intake duct, the ir^nrovement including first means sensitive to a pressure drop uTde-"gone by the gases which flow through at least a portion of theexhaust duct, second means operably related to the first

^n?rK'"i''"'*'''' 'Z
' predetermined pressure drop under-gone by the gases when flowing through a portion of Lidauxiliary piping and a member for throttling in a va iat emanner said auxiliary piping, said member being drive ibvsaid first and said second means in the sense of keeping pro-portional the respectively sensed pressure drops.
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3,844,262

VAPORIZATION OF EXHAUST PRODUCTS IN

HYDROGENOXYGEN ENGINE

Paul Bertrand Dieges, 1051 Davids Rd., Perrls, Calif. 92370

Contlnuation-ln-part of Ser. No. 79,473, Oct. 9, 1970. This

application June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,675

Int. CLFOlk / 7/02. FOlfi/20

supercharging pressure in an inlet pipe which is varied by a

supercharging function, fuel pressure detector for detecting

the pressure of fuel to be injected, a comparator for compar-

ing the outputs of said detectors, a fuel pressure regulating

electromagnetic valve in a first pressure regulator adapted to

U.S. CI. 128- 19 A 4 Claims
la
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switch IS open a drain line extending from the bottom of theexpansion tank to the bottom portion of a side wall ofThe fuel

hereof T."^""'^f.«*"g
**th the tank adjacent the bottomthereof saKi dram line having a one-way valve therein topermit the flow of fuel collected in the expansion tank throughthe dram line into the tank when the pressure in the tank s "owenough to permit a flow into the tank, said cap in adSition topermitting a flow of air into the tank as needed also actina Isa safety valve to open outwardly when the pressures^n the fuesystem become so great as to completely' fill the expan^on

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

3,844,265
DEVICE FOR REGULATING THE AMOUNT OF Pin
INJECTED BY INJECTION SYSTEMS OF ,n?ERNAL

^COMBUSTION ENGINES
F.I.PPO Surace; Edoardo Rogora, and Aldo BassI, all of MilanItaly, assignors to Alfa Romeo S.p.A., Milan, Italy

'

Filed Feb. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 228,920
Claims priority, application Italy, Feb. 24, 1971, 20985/71

U.S.CI.123-1";9e'-''''^'^^^^'«^'"^^^^^
12 Claims
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3,844,266
CAPACITOR DISCHARGE IGNITION CIRCUITDom,van F. Peterson, 655 Meadows Ln., Elm Grove^ Wis.

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,059
w, c ^. I"t- CI. F02p I/OO
t.S.C...«-U8.CD

„,^,„^

l-r^
-—M ••' .... >-'

•

1. A device for regulating the amount of injected fuel for

Ts meSTeWd b"^'
^°"?"^^'°" engines! com' ^L;'^;

definlrbv .fnli
^'
' 'P'""' '"" ""'^ ^ ^^'^""d membe?det ned by a follower maintained in engagement with the

ZT fr J^''''
'''"^ '^'^ ""'"^^'^^ being connected to he

Ihhv ,. ^^"^ members, the follower being allowed anadditional degree of freedom so as to be allowed to carry out

grees of freedom permitting relative displacements of thepoint of contact of the follower with the cam surf^L !.two corresponding directions which arrpemendicufartn^^
another and perpendicular to the crm'Ss"tid fo o^r
enahleH ?

^^^^P^"^"^ P^^»^ "^ the injection system wM h areenabled to vary the amount of injected fuel as a function of theposition of said point of contact with respect to the cam surface first means controlling, as a function'^of the engineTpeedo rotation, the relative displacement of the point of contactwith respect to the cam surface along the flrst of th? f
d-rections, and second means controlling the relate dp,ace°ment along the second of the two directions as a funrSn f

t^hr'otrarer"""'^^ °^ ''' ^^^^^^

an inductor connectable to one side of the prZ y efectrical power source for generating electrical energy in sadinductor responsive to current flow therethrough

nTctrnr't'^":'''''
'" ^"'" "'^"^ ^^'d inductor and con-

other 'h
)" l^''^

P'"« ^"^^gi^^tion means and toXother side of the primary electrical power source for

::^d 'iXo^r'
^"""« ''' ^'-^""' ^^-^y ^---^ ^

semiconductor means including an output circuit havingconductive and non conductive states and a signalresponsive input circuit for controlling the duration o theconductive state of the output circuit in accordance withthe duration of a conduction signal applied to the inout

energy of the capacitor into the spark plug energizl ion=-r-ror~i^^^
mductor to said capacitor when in the nofconduct'e

"swTh m'eL'for '
'"7 '" ''''' ^^""^^'^'"^ ^« theswitch means for providing an output signal upon theoperation of the switch means; and

sensing means having an output connected to said semicon-ductor means input circuit, said sensing means havmg anmput connected to said input logic circul" and Sfin^responsive to said output signal for initiating a conductionsignal to said semiconductor input circuif saTd sen
"^

means input being further coupfed to said 'inductor and'being responsive to the magnitude of current flowhrough the inductor for terminating the conducSnsignal to said semiconductor input circuit when the c?rrent^flow through said inductor^reaches aVTede-tlJ^i^n::!

3,844,267
TENNIS BALL PITCHING APPARATUS WITH
ANTIJAMMING BALL FEED MECHANISM

Joseph J. Mohr 1200 Cardiff Dr., Encinltas,"c'an024
Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,907

U.S. CI. 124-1
'"••^••'^^••'^^/^^

1. Apparatus for propelling individual balls from a rIn^om"lv'arranged quantity of balls at pre-determined intervals,3-
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ing a storage hopper and apparatus for accelerating and re-

leasing the balls wherein the improvement comprises:

a ball selector connected to said storage hopper and com-

prising a substantially cylindrical body having at least one

peripheral axial aperture of sufficient size to permit one

of said balls to pass vertically through said aperture,

drive means for rotating said selector,

said selector being positioned above a ball delivery opening,

said ball delivery opening communicating with a corridor

comprising means for delivering said balls to said appara-

tus for accelerating and releasing balls,

clutch means for disengaging said drive means from said

ball selector at a predetermined torque, and for subse-

quently imparting a reverse rotation to said selector and

re-engaging said drive means with said selector.

1

1

3,844,268

ARCHERY BOW HAVING INTEGRALLY MOLDED
FEATURES

Fumlhiro Ikeya, Hamakita, Japan, assignor to Nippon Gakki

Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha, Hamamatsu, Japan

Claims priority, application Japan. Dec. 1, 1974.46-96905

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,511

Int. CI. F41b 5100

U.S. CI. 124-24 R 2 Claims

1. An archery bow comprising a bow body and sight attach-

ing means for supporting a sight, said sight means comprising

a guide rail formed of the same materia! as the bow and

formed during the molding of the bow to preserve the strength

of the bow and said guide rail extending from the belly side of

the bow forming a T-shaped rail, said T-shaped rail lying along

the belly side of the bow so that a sight may be attached

thereto.

3,844,269

APPARATUS FOR SAWING ROCK
Rudolph Rater, 23020 Marine View Dr., Des Moines, Wash.

98016
Filed July 25, 1972, Ser. No. 274,849

Int. CI. B28d H04, 7104

U.S. CL 125-13 R 9 Claims

I. Sawing apparatus for accurately severing a rock on a

selected cutting line comprising:

fixed rotary saw means;

carriage means movable longitudinally toward and away

from said saw means;

rock holding means mounted on said carriage, said rock

holding means comprising first rock gripping means

mounted on said carriage to grip said rock at points on

one side of said cutting line and second rock gripping

means mounted on said carriage to grip said rock at

points on the opposite side of said cutting line, said first

and second rock gripping means being transversely mov-

able with respect to each other on said carriage, and said

first rock gripping means being rotatable with respect to

said carriage and said second rock gripping means;

said first and second rock gripping means making gripping

contact with said rock only at points transversely spaced

from said cutting line whereby said saw can completely

sever said rock without contacting said rock gripping

means; and

said rock holding means supporting said rock to restrain

transverse movement thereof to prevent said rock from

binding on said saw during or after severing.

3,844,270

ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEM
Robert B. Black, 2925 Denver St., Corpus Christi, Tex.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 61,775, Aug. 6, 1970, Pat. No.

3,669,079. This application Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,262

Int. CI. F24h 3102

U.S. CI. 126- 1 10 R 22 Claims

1. Equipment for use in heating solid, liquid or gaseous

materials, comprising a tubular burner element having inlet

and discharge ends and having its outside surface directly

exposed to the material to be heated, a supply line of a pres-

surized gaseous mixture of fuel and air connected with the

inlet end of the tubular burner element, an adjustable pressure

reducing valve in the supply line, fuel ignition means between

the said valve and the inlet end of the tubular burner element.
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an exhaust pipe for delivering products of combustion from
the discharge end of the tubular burner element, and an ad-
justable choke valve in the exhaust pipe, the exhaust pipe
bemg m heat exchange relation with the supply line.

3,844,271
METHOD OF INSTALLING A HEARING AID

James Douglas Lake, 135 E. 54th St., New York, N.Y. 10022
Continuation of Ser. No. 93,024, Nov. 27, 1970, abandoned

This application Jan. 1 1, 1973, Ser. No. 322,763
Int. CI. A61b 17132: H04r 25100

U.S. CI. 128-1
4 Claims

formed on said second member and including a cutting edge
formed around at least a portion thereof, and means for apply-
ing suction including a first passage formed in said second
member adapted to receive suction from a source, at least one
opening in said second member through a wall thereof into its
pocket, and a second passage between said first and second
members to provide communication between said first pas-
sage and said opening.

3,844,272

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
Anton Banko, 1496 Mayflower Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10461
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 799,476, Feb. 14, 1969, Pat.
No. 3,732,858, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser No
762,286, Sept. 16, 1968, Pat. No. 3,528,425. This application

Apr. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 241,019
Int. CI. A61b 5100

U.S. CI. 128-2 B 21 Claims

1. A surgical instrument comprising a first tubular member
having a first active cutting means thereon, a second tubular
member having a second active cutting means thereon, said
first and second tubular members being concentric with each
other, means for rotating said first and second members rela-
tive to each other to bring said first and second active means
mto an active relationship to cut an object, said second active
means including a pocket formed at the end of said second
active means having a cutting edge formed around at least a
portion thereof, said first member having a portion of its first
active means formed of a shape complementary to the pocket

3,844,273

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ANIMAL HEAT
DETECTION AND RECORDING

Jerry H. Poison, Boulder, Colo., assignor to Contel Corpora-
tion, Boulder, Colo.

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,681
Int.CI.A61b/0/00

U.S.CL 128-2 R 29 Claims

1. The method of installing a hearing aid having a micro-
phonic pickup and an amplifier and a transducer with the
microphonic pickup and amplifier combined into a unit which
comprises: mounting the unit behind the ear, supporting the
transducer only directly in the outer end of the ear canal
electrically connecting the output side of the amplifier to the
input side of said transducer by a single tubular connector
element which includes wires and adapted at the opposite
ends for detachable connection to said amplifier and trans-
ducer respectively, piercing the outer ear from the outside
thereof to the inside in a normally concealed location in a
region of the outer ear near the juncture of the outer ear and
the head and on the opposite side of the helix of the ear from
the ear canal to form at least one hole through the outer ear
and passing said tubular connector element from the output
side of said amplifier through said hole to the input side of said
transducer.

>0 '":'»

I. Apparatus for identifying female animals in heat
comprising:

activating means responsive to a manifestation reflecting
the occurrence of a state of standing heat in a female
animal;

transmitting means connected to said activating means
for transmitting a signal from said animal to a place
remote there from when said activating means responds
to said manifestation refiecting the occurrence of a
state of heat in said female animal, said transmitting
means being contiguous to said female animal;

receiving means for receiving the signal transmitted by
said transmitting means; and

indicating means connected to said receiving means to
provide an identification of the female animal indicated
by said transmitted signal to be in standing heat.

3,844,274
INSTRUMENT FOR INSERTING BEAD CHAIN INTO

URETHEA AND BLADDER
Joel E. Nordstrom, 85 Vistalago Dr., Simi, Calif

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,292

.,o ^.
Int. CI. A61b/0/00. 7 7/25

U.S. CI. 128-2 M , Claims

I. A medical instrument to insert a bead chain into a pa-
tient's bladder comprising:

a first elongated member having an operating end and an
operational end;
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a second elongated member having an operational end and

an operational end;

connecting means to pivotally connect together said first

and said second members intermediate said ends;

each of said operating ends including first means for facili-

tating manual pivoting of said members about a pivot axis

with respect to each other; and

each of said operational ends includes second means for

facilitating the retention of a bead chain, said second

means comprises a longitudinal recess formed within both

said members, such both said recesses extending substan-

tially the entire length of its respective operational end,

each said recess being a uniform depth and width along

said entire length of its respective operational end, each

of said operational ends being curved so as to result in a

smooth contour to facilitate locating of said medical

instrument within the urethra, said pivot axis lying within

the plane of said curve.

electrode in said cavity and exposed at said one end providing

a means that is in contact with cervical mucus but being lo-

cated within the concavity and spaced rearwardly of the rim

so as to be out of contact with tissue of the animal when the

rod is slightly withdrawn to a position away from the cervix.

3,844,275

NEEDLE AND STERILIZING APPARATUS THEREFOR
John Elliott, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Angelica Elliott,

London, England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 148,869, June 1, 1971,

abandoned. This application Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,620

Int. CI. A61b 5100

U.S. CK 128-2.1 E 11 Claims

1. Apparatus for performing in vivo measurement compris-

ing:

1~

a second elongated electrode along the outside surface of the

rod spaced from said one end and held by the rod snugly

against the vaginal wall and electrically insulated from the first

electrode, and an electrical connection for each of said elec-

trodes at the other end of the rod adapted to be connected to

a resistance measuring means.

3,844,277

RUBBING AND MASSAGE APPARATUS
Karl-Heinz Pahl, Leuchtenberger Kirchweg 101, Duesseldorf-

Nord, Germany
Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,939

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 19, 1972,

2207925
Int. CI. A61h 7100

U.S. CI. 128-63 24 Claims

an electrolyte solution,

hollow tube means for containing said electrolyte solution

and having an open end,

a reference electrode extending within said hollow tube

means,

means for sealing said open end so that said reference elec-

trode in said tube means when in use will be in electrical

connection, via said electrolyte solution, with an in vivo

solution which is exterior to said tube means about said

open end,

a plurality of different electrodes disposed circumferentially

about and connected to said tube means exterior to said

tube means and each extending to a location adjacent

said open end of said tube means so that each said elec-

trode will be in electrical connection with said electrolyte

solution via said sealing means and said in vivo solution,

and

a plurality of output wires each connected to one of said

electrodes.

.1

^.
i

n-
e^t

1. Apparatus for rubbing and massaging the human body by

means of a cloth-shaped rubbing material, which comprises a

rubbing material which is disposed so as to form a surface and

subdivided into a succession of webs extending substantially

parallel with respect to one another, and means for driving

alternate webs in one direction, the intermediate webs in

opposite direction and for alternating the directions in which

said webs are driven.

3,844,276

PROBE AND METHOD FOR DETECTING ESTRUS IN

ANIMALS
John Edgar McDougall, 285 Briarhiil Rd., Woodstock, On-

tario, Canada (N4S7T4)
Filed July 19, 1973, Ser. No. 380,895

Int. CKA6 lb 5/04, 10/00

U.S. CL 128-2.1 E 10 Claims

1. A probe for detecting estrus, comprising a smooth cylin-

drical rod insertable into the vagina of an animal and suffi-

ciently long to touch the cervix with one end of the rod,

said one end having a concavity bounded by a rim, a first

3 844 278

HYDROTHERAPEUTIC MASSAGE DEVICE
Benjamin Welder, Hampstead, Quebec, Canada, assignor to

Internax Holdings Limited, Nassau, Bahamas

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,023

Int. CI. A61h 9100

U.S. CI. 128-66 7 Claims

1. A hydrotherapeutic massage device, comprising:

a bell-shaped housing with a substantially frusto-conicai

basket for receiving a bust, said basket being disposed

within said housing substantially coaxially with the same,

said basket having an opening, a side portion, and a bot-
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torn portion; and jet arms being substantially straight and
being arranged for a rotary movement to circumscribe a
substantially frusto-conical surface disposed between said
housing and said side portion of the basket, said jet arms
being provided with conduit means for connecting thesame with a source of pressurized water, wherein at least
one of said jet arms is provided with jets arranged to
provide for at least two directions of water stream flowing
from the arm, said directions being oriented at different
angles with regard to a plane substantially parallel to saidarm and tangent to said frusto-conical surface, whereby
the flow in one of said directions can be utilized primarily
for driving the arm. and the flow in the other of said
directions can be utilized primarily for massage, saidconduit means including a tubular conduit provided with
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' thfaTkif joim"'
"""' '° ''' ^""^ """«''' -"^^"^ ^'

g. calf engagement means attached to the calf uprifihtmeans grasping the calf of the user;

:.^.
^

a connector for connecting said tubular conduit to a tap
said tubular conduit being a hose and wherein said con-
nector comprises:

a flexible tubular body, one end of said body being
adapted to be fixed to said hose, the inner portion of
said tubular body defining a plurality of coaxial sub-
stantially cylindrical sections disposed axially one after
the other and increasing in diameter from said one end
whereby the diameter of the section closest to said one
end IS smallest and that of the section most remote
from said one end is largest, said connector including
a flexible clamp means for securing the selected section
of the connector to the tap, said connector also includ-
ing an adapter having male and female threads at oppo-
site ends to adapt to taps having either male or female
threads.

h a T-bar, said horizontal adjustment member havingmeans receiving said T-bar; and
^

'
?n hfJn 'Tm'' '''^P '"""^'"« ^ ^"'^'^'e ^"d lip portiono be adjustably secured to the ankle of the user said hpsecured to the lower edge of the support strap, the lip
engaging the T-bar to provide additional support

3,844,280
MEDICAL VENTILATOR INCLUDING A FAIL-SAFE

DEVICE
^

Ph7li„! r'""'''

S^.y^he. Wallington. England, assignor to U.S.
Philips Corporation, New York, N.V.

Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,720

38980/Tl
'"''"'"^'^' "PP'icatlon Great Britain, Aug. 19, I97I,

,,^ ^.
Int. CI. A61m 16/00

V.S. CI. .M-,45.6
7 ctaims

3,844,279
ADJUSTABLE LEG BRACE

Ny! 12758°"'"''"' ^'''"«*'**" '^*'"«^' Livingston Manor,

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 360,246

„^ ^.
Int. CI. A61fi/00

U.S. CI. 128-80 F
,2 p, .

to Ihe^leplir''^" "^'^r ^°^ ''^'' ^"'^ P^^^'^^ -"^chrntto the leg of a user, which comprises.
a. clamping means to engage the foot of the user-
b. a horizontal adjustment member mounted on the clamo-

ing means and having a receptacle defined therein
c. ankle upright means received within the receptacle the

horizonta length of the upright means being less than the
horizontal length of the receptacle; the ankle uprightmeans including means to vary its vertical height

d. the horizontal adjustment member including m^ans to
secure the ankle upright means at a precise desired longi
tudmal position with the receptacle;

e. an ankle joint secured to the upper end of the ankle
upright means, the vertical adjustment and the horizontal
positioning of the ankle upright means locating the ankle
joint at the exact anatomical axis of the ankle

IP

c- ., U tJ

»

At

1. A time-cycled medical ventilator comprising a source ofrespiratory gas to be supplied to a patient, pneumaTcaHydriven bellows connected to said source of respiratory gas forsuppying the pressure rec,uired to move said respiratory ga

aSben "T °^ '^' P'**^"^' °P"^^'"g ""^^"^ connected tosaid bellows for causing said bellows to alternately distend andcompress ,n accordance with the time cycle, control meansconnected to said operating means for con rolling flow odriving gas ,n accordance with said time-cycle to safd operat.ng means to effect operation thereof, a source of drivlgas
for supplying said driving gas at higher than atmospherk
pressure to said control means, an inspiration gas pTssage forsupplying respiratory gas to a patient, an inspiratory gas va ve
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connected on an inlet side thereof to said source of respiratory nnvFO «lORTS
gas for controlling the flow of respiratory gas to the patient

. ^ ^ ^. M:„^i:s\»^t«ioT to iockty Interna-

fhrough said ir,spi^ation gas passage connected on the out et Frederick E ^;^^r^-'-, -'«- '^'^'

side of said inspiratory gas valve, an expiration gas passage for

receiving respiratory gas from a patient, an expiratory gas

valve connected on the inlet side thereof to said expiration gas

passage for controlling flow of respiratory gas from the pa-

tient, electrically driven valve operating means connected to

each of said gas valves for controlling operation thereof, a

pressure relief valve connected to said inspiration gas passage

on the outlet side of said inspiratory gas valve arranged for

opening so as to vent said passage to atmosphere and relieve

excess pressure in said inspiratory gas passage when the gas

pressure therein reaches a predetermined value, detecting

means responsive to the pressure of said driving gas, means

connected to said detecting means for opening said pressure

relief valve when the pressure of said driving gas drops to

atmospheric pressure for a period of time in excess of a prede-

termined period so as to connect said inspiration gas passage

to the atmosphere and allow the patient to breathe indepen-

dent of the ventilator.

tional. Inc., Kenosha, Wis. „, „,,
Filed May 25, 1973, Ser. No. 363,833

Int. CI. A41b 9102

U.S. CI. 128-159 7 Claims

t—^—^t—

^
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measuring chamber means as liquid is discharged from
said measuring chamber means, whereby the apparatus

r^u^^'^

"?

3,844,285
DEVICE FOR ADMINISTRATION TO RUMINANTS

Ralph Henry Laby, Victoria, Australia, assignor to Common-
wealth Scientific and Industrial Research Oreanization.
Campbell, Australia

Continuation of Ser. No. 67,955, Aug. 28, 1970, abandoned.
This application Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,013

Int. CI. \6lm 3 1 100
U.S. CI. 128-260 ,8 claims

\̂
»

requires no contaminating gas to be introduced into the
apparatus as liquid is dispensed.

3,844,284

DISPOSABLE DOUCHE
Stanley Schoenfeld, Pound Ridge, and Jacob Skolnik, New

Rochelle, both of N.Y., assignors to Richardson-Merrell Inc.,
New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 386,882
Int. CI. \6lm 1/00

U.S. CI. 128-232 9 Claims

1. A disposable douche comprising a syringe and a dis-
charge nozzle, said syringe being adapted to be collapsible and
capable of being retained into itself, said syringe being formed
of a body having a base at one end. a neck forming an opening
at the other end and a collapsible bellows connecting said base
to said neck, said bellows being defined by a plurality of adja-
cently connected chambers, V-shaped in cross-section, of
successively decreasing size, extending from the base to the
neck, each of said V-shaped chambers is comprised of a lower
and upper frustro-conical portion disposed base to base with
the wall of the lower portion defining a straight edge and the
wall of the upper portion defining an outwardly extending
curved edge, said neck opening being formed on the smallest
V-shaped chamber as an externally threaded neck, and said
discharge nozzle having means removably securing the same
to the neck portion.

1. A device for insertion into the rumen of a ruminant
through the esophagus and adapted to be retained within the
rumen for free movement therein over an extended period of
time, said device comprising a body containing an effective
amount of a therapeutic or nutrient substance of a type nor-
mally administered to a ruminant per os, a major proportion
of said body consisting of said substance, said body having a
compressed configuration and an expanded configuration, the
compressed configuration permitting the passage of the device
through the esophagus into the rumen and the expanded
configuration being one which will substantially retard pas-
sage of the device through the esophagus but will still permit
substantially free movement of the device within the rumen,
means for resiliently urging said body from said compressed
configuration to said expanded configuration, restraining
means dissolvable in the rumen holding said body in said

compressed configuration until it is received within the rumen
whereby said device in compressed configuration may be
administered per os so as to pass into the rumen and will

expand in the rumen so as to hinder regurgitation during the
period of treatment, and means for holding said substance in

said body and for slowly releasing said substance from said
body when said body is in the rumen.

3,844,286
RELEASABLE MEDICAMENT DENTAL CARRIER AND

METHOD
Samuel H. Cowen, Southfield, Mich., assignor to Chemed

Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio
Filed Aug. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 387,553

Int. CI. A61c 3/00
U.S. CI. 128-260 6 Claims

10

1. A dental device which comprises a linear flexible foam
carrier having an I-beam configuration with channel portions,
and a water-soluble medicament disposed on walls of said

channel portions for release when in contact with oral fluids

whereby the said carrier is bent to an arcuate configuration

adaptable to the oral cavity of a user.
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3 844 287

ABSORBENT MASS OF ALLOY FIBERS OF
REGENERATED CELLULOSE AND POLYACRYLIC ACID

SALT OF ALKALI-METALS OR AMMONIUM
Frederick R. Smith, Wilmington, Del., assignor to FMC Corpo-

ration, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,944

Int. CI. A61f I3I20

U.S. CI. 128-285 5 Claims

1. An article of manufacture comprising a highly fluid ab-

sorbent mass of alloy fibers, said alloy fibers comprising a

matrix of regenerated cellulose and polyacrylic acid salt of

alkali-metals or ammonium uniformly dispersed therein.

mostat so as to temporarily close the structure; closing the

closeable opening in the cartridge so that the closeable open-

ing completely encircles the clamping jaws of the hemostat;

moving the closeable opening along the jaws of the hemostat.

3,844,288

SANITARY PAD AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURE
Gene F. Kiela, Kohler, Wis., assignor to Curt G. Joa, Inc.,

Sheboygan Falls, Wis.

Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,679

Int. CI. A41b 13102

U.S. CI. 128-287 6 Claims

past the respective ends thereof, and about the temporarily

closed structure; and ejecting a surgical staple from the car-

tridge and clinching the same about the structure clamped

between the jaws of the hemostat so as to permanently close

the structure with a surgical staple.

3,844,290

TRACHEOTOMY DEVICE

Arthur I. Birch, 6178 S. Windemere, Littleton, Colo. 80102,

and Darrell E. Brown, 4994 E. Geddes Ct., Littleton, Colo.

80122
Filed July 20, 1972, Ser. No. 273,361

Int. CL A61m 25/00

U.S. CI. 128-351 »0 Claims

1. A sanitary pad comprising a moisture resistant base

panel, a central filler spaced inwardly from the side and end

edges of the base panel, a cover sheet of moisture transmitting

fabric over the top of the filler, longitudinally spaced reinforc-

ing scrim strips at the ends of the base panel, portions of said

strips overlapping the ends of said filler comprising pockets

into which said filler ends are received, filler and cover por-

tions intermediate their ends being exposed between said

strips and portions of said strips spaced from the ends of said

filler comprising continuous sealed zones at the ends of the

pad, said base panel having side margins wrapped around the

filler, said margins having centrally located notches through

which the intermediate portions of the top of the cover and

filler are exposed and means adhering central portions of said

side margins to pad portions therebeneath, leaving end por-

tions wrapped but unattached whereby the central portions of

said margins remain wrapped about the filler when end por-

tions of the margins are unwrapped.

3 844 289

HEMOSTAT AND ATTACHMENT FOR SUTURING
ORGANIC TUBULAR STRUCTURES

Douglas G. Noiles, New Canaan, Conn., assignor to United

States Surgical Corporation, Baltimore, Md.

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,956

Int.CI. A61b/7//0,B23p H/00

U.S. CI. 128-334 R 5 Claims

1. The method for ligating tubular structures and tissue

masses with surgical staples while the structures to be ligated

are clamped between the clamping jaws of a hemostat, and

wherein a staple-carrying cartridge is moveably mounted on

one of two pivotally connected arms of the hemostat, wherein

the cartridge has a closeable opening adapted to surround the

clamping jaws of the hemostat at the end adjacent said clamp-

ing jaws, the closeable opening allowing for the free passage

of the second of the hemostat arms when the closeable open-

ing is open, the method comprising the steps of: clamping a

structure tp be ligated between the clamping jaws of the he-

1. A tracheotomy tube valve assembly for use with a trache-

otomy tube inserted in the throat of an individual, the assem-

bly comprising

a. an enclosed, hollow housing means having an inlet means

and an outlet means, the housing means includes means

to mount said housing means to the exterior end of said

tracheotomy tube whereby the outlet means is connected

to said tube for passage of air,

b. closure means having a flat, rigid, closure member posi-

tioned unattached within said housing means, said closure

member being arranged to move about one edge from an

open position where the closure member is completely

spaced from the inlet means to a closed position where

said closure member lies against said inlet means and

prevents reverse air flow out of said inlet means during

exhalation by said individual, and

c. means for passing air around said closure member so that

air will freely pass during inhalation from the inlet means

to the outlet means when the closure member is in the

open position.

3,844,291

GRIP DEVICE
George A. Moen, 827 W. 26th, Anchorage, Alaska 99503

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,596

Int. CI. A6 lb 17/30

U.S. CI. 128-354 1 Claim

1. A grip device for gripping articles such as needles or the

like, comprising
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a. a tubular body member { 1 ) having forward and rear ends-
b. a push rod (7) arranged in concentrically spaced rela-
tion withm said body member for axial displacement
between extended and retracted positions relative

LrnT'K ' 'f u'"^ °^ '^'"^ P"^^ '^<^ P^^J^'^ting rear
wardly beyond the rear end of said body member when
said push rod is in the retracted position

c. article gripping means (9) connected with the forward
end of said push rod. said article gripping means including
a plurality of radially outwardly biased'spring jaws tha?
are in a radially expanded condition when said push rod
IS in the extended condition, thereby to receive an article
to be gripped;

d cam means (8) connected with the forward end of saidbody member for radially contracting said spring jaws
into gripping engagement with the article when the pushrod IS in the retracted position;

October 29, 1974

electrode means affixed to the distal end of said lead means
and adapted to supply electrical impulses to tissue at a
desired location inside the living animal body, said elec-
trode means including a tissue piercing portion and fur-
ther including separate tissue engaging means for allow-
ing said electrode means to be firmly lodged in and per-

u "''i
containing a threaded bore (6) and a counter-

bore (6a) that defines a transverse wall (6b), the rear end
ot said push rod being threadably connected with said
threaded bore, said push rod having such a length and
said cap being so dimensioned that when said push rod is
in the retracted position, the rear end of said body mem-
ber extends into said counterbore and terminates in

vers^taM and
^ P'^'^^^^""'"^'^ ^'^'^"" ^^0"! s^'d trans-

f. spring means biasing said push rod toward the retracted
position relative to said body member, said spring means
including a coil spring (4) arranged concentrically about
said push rod, the rear end of said spring being seated
against said transverse wall and the forward end of said
spring being seated against a spring seat defined on saidbody member, whereby said predetermined distance
between said counterbore transverse wall and the rearend of said body member controls the extent of axial
displacement of said push rod in the extended direction

3,844 292

. o .:
INTRAVASCULAR LEAD ASSEMBLY

I J."
"*'' '^'""««P«'«. Minn., assignor to Medtronic

Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
":«»ronic,

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,156
Int. CI. A61n 1/04

U.S. CI. 128-418
,7 (,,^.^^

1. A body-implantable, intravascular lead adapted to' beconnected at its proximal end to a source of electrical energyand permanently secured at its distal end through the endo'he^

Ihtr^m; -sir
^"'"^" '°'^ ^^^ ^'^^'"'^' ^^"""'^^'-

electrically conductive lead means for insertion in andguidance through a body vessel to a desired location and
position inside an organ of a living animal body the leadmeans having a cross-section which will f.t within a body

manently secured through the endothelial tissue at the
desired location; and

material means substantially inert to body fluids and tissue
encasing said lead means and a portion of said electrode
means for sealing them from living animal body fluids and

3,844,293

n M w ^ ^^^^ SHELLER DEVICE
Donald M. Young, Winlerset, Iowa

Filed Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 344,165

,,^ ^.
Int. CI. AOlf ///06

U.S. CI. 130-6
8 Claims

1. A corn shelling device comprising
a truncated cone-shaped housing having open upper andlower ends and an inside wall surface
said^housing being perforated for at least a portion of its

a cone-shaped drum means rotatably mounted in said hous-
ing and having a peripheral wall surface spaced from themside wall surface of said housing

'Tafd ZZt "''""' "'' '"" """ ""' "^P^^' '«

a first resilient spiral thread means secured to said inside

s'a^d llr^l "'f'
'°"^'"« ^"' ^''^^"^'"g therearound

means
""^^"^ Protruding towards said drum

a second resilient spiral thread means secured to the wall

Z^^L'i! '^f
'*'"'" '"'^ "'''^"'^'"g therearound, saidsecond thread means protruding towards said inside wall

surface of said housing.
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3 844 294

TOBACCO SUBSTITUTE SMOKING MIXTURE
Colin James Webster, West Kilbride, Scotland, assignor to

Imperial Chemical Industries, Limited, London, England

Filed Mar. 18, 1971, Ser. No. 125,806

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 23, 1970,

13861/70 M

1

1

Int. CL A24b /5/00

U.S.CL 131-2 8 Claims

1. A smoking mixture for cigars, cigarettes and pipes as a

tobacco replacement, said mixture comprising as the smoke-

producing fuel thermally degraded carbohydrate prepared by

subjecting carbohydrate to a catalyzed degradation process at

a temperature of at least lOO'X:. until the weight of the de-

graded material is less than 90 percent of the dry weight of the

original carbohydrate, 0.5 to 25 percent by weight protein

which is essentially pure and free of residual fat. said protein

being capable of supporting combustion and being selected

from the group consisting of albumin, casein, gelatin peptone,

haemoglobin, wool, maize, wheat, soyabean and groundnut

proteins, and functioning to reduce off-odors or off-flavors of

the smoke from said fuel and up to 4 percent by weight of

carotenoid to mask any protein off-notes of the smoke from

said mixture.

3,844,296

PIPE HOLDER DEVICE

Paul H. Armstrong, Orange, N J., assignor to The Raymond

Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y., a part interest

Filed Mar. 20, 1974, Ser. No. 452,923

Int. CI. A24f 3100

U.S.CL 131-186 2 Claims

3 844 295

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING A TOBACCO
STREAM

Harry David, Hamburg, Germany, assignor to Hauni-Werke,

Korber & Co. KG, Hamburg, Germany

Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,709

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 6, 1971,

31639/71
Int. CI. A24c 05139

U.S. CL 131-21 A 13 Claims

)::

1. A wire frame device for fastening a smoking pipe in a

user's mouth, said frame being shaped so as to be attachable

to the stem of a smoking pipe and incorporating two lengths

of wire that are each shaped to fit about an ear of the user.

3 844 297

COIN SELECTOR AND SORTER

Argyle Glenn Lautzenhiser, Magnolia, Mass., assignor to Ar-

thur D. Little, Inc., Chambridge, Mass.

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,547

Claims priority, application Great Britain. Feb. 23, 1972.

8387/72
Int. CI. G07f 3104

U.S. CL133-1A 8 Claims

«•+]

1. In an apparatus for forming a continuous stream of fi-

brous material, particularly a stream of comminuted tobacco

particles, a combination comprising a source of supply of

fibrous material; conveyor means arranged to receive from

said source fibrous material in the form of a continuous layer

having a width exceeding its height and to transport the layer

lengthwise into a predetermined path extending along succes-

sive first and second stations; removing means provided at said

first station and including a device for propelling successive

increments of the moving layer from said first to said second

station whereby the fibrous material of such increments moves

along a second path with attendant separation of fibrous mate-

rial to form at said second station a relatively small floating

second supply of separated material, said conveyor means

being arranged to withdraw from said floating supply a contin-

uous sliver for movement with said conveyor means along said

first path; and means for monitoring the quantity of fibrous

material in said floating supply and means for regulating the

quantity of fibrous material in unit lengths of said layer in

response to signals from said monitoring means.

1. Apparatus for facially stacking coins comprising a coin

tube of predetermined capacity, and a chute for receiving

coins of predetermined diameter which topple into the chute

in an initial direction and for causing the received coins to

facially slide along and exit from the lower portion of the

chute edge first in a final direction across the top of the coin

tube,

the chute comprising a coin passage having an entrance at

the top and an exit at the bottom, the coin passage being

between a front wall, a generally arcuate rear wall, and

side walls,

the rear wall having a lower portion shaped to guide the

coins from the initial direction to the final direction as

they approach the top of the coin tube,

the front wall being defined by the surfaces of a block which

faces the rear wall, the end portion of the lower surface

of the block being substantially parallel to the downward

sloping trajectory of coins sliding edge first from the

lower portion of the coin tube;

the coin tube having an open mouth at the top for receiving

coins from the chute, the mouth having a lip opposite the

lower end of the chute the inner surface of which is ex-
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posed when the coin tube is filled to less than its capacityand .s obscured by the topmost coin in the tube when thetube IS filled to capacity; and

^*'!n»;i^/°K''°" °J
'^' '°*" ^"rf^" of the block beingspaced above the mouth of the coin tube sufficiently to

^uth o7;"h:r."^
''- '-" ^-^^-^ ^^^^^ -^p *--»!«
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function control boards removably connected to said t^rmi
nal connections and containing%on rol componentYT^^spons.ve to sa.d temperature sensor and saidTorover-'

3,844,298

r . ^ f*^^^^ EDGE STACKING COIN CHIITpEarl O. Schweitzer. Wickllffp fthj« „ .

CHUTE

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 336,083

li.S.CI.,33-S
"•^•^••«0^<''/^^

10 Claims

mg
I. Apparatus to receive, store and dispense coins, compris-

a chute havmg at least two continuously intersecting armseach arm being capable of retaining coins
^ '

means connected to one end of the chute for depositing thecorns mto the various arms such that no two consecunvely deposited coins are received by the same arm andmeans connected to the other end of the chute for' dispensmg a preselected number of the coins from he chu'

3 844 299

S,u-rt ir^?.u^"?^
^'^^^'T FOR DISHWASHER

E Swihai 1; V°'' ^'r 1^1^
^-'*' ^-"•"'"' -<' Donald

Manu actuH^l' r "' "" t ^^^' ""'8"»" '« The Hobartivianufacturing Company, Troy, Ohio
Filed Apr. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 348,192

lie n, .,.
Int. CI. B08b i/02

U.S. CI. 134-57 D

a l.m'„1'i?'
""""* "" """"""'in said .ank.

an electric motor driving said pump

means for spraying rinsing solution over the article, ^ft.rthey have been sprayed with the wash ng solu onthe improvement comprising ^ solution,

a control circuit board common to all of said different tvoe.

oad responsive means and operative to prevent omonged overload of said motor and to maintain he wLtmg solution within a predetermined temperature ranj

3,844,300

w u .
„TENT AND ENCLOSURE THEREFORRichard R. Sanders 2024R «5»«„rc» /^

^

91306 ^^^^ ^*" ^""«8« P«fl^. Calif.

Filed Oct. 19, 1972. Ser. No. 294,148

li.S. CI. 135-4 A
'"'-'^'^''^01/00

3 Claims

67-

1. A tent apparatus comprising
a foldable platform adapted for folding and unfolding toform a substantially rigid structure in'the unfolSed ^s^
a canvas tent formed into the shape of a bag and having theperiphery thereof secured to the unfolded portion

^

^^^^o-^idT^^nt'tii^ri';:
''''''-' ^°^^^°" ^'-'' -' -

"".''^'"'r'lf
'"^ '"°""' '^''* P'^^f"^-" onto a vehicle so that

whfletteVhicr"^ '' ^^'"^ ^°'^^^ -^ -^°'^^^

fourth means to allow access into the interior of said tent

adante?'toT !' "T'''' °" ^^'^ ^^^icle and bdng

position.
""*''" '"'^ P'^'^"^"' '" ^ fo'ded

said foldable platform comprising a center portion twooutside portions and hinge means for hinging each out
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side portion on opposite sides of said center portion and

adapted to fold over said center portion,

said center portion having a panel sheet with two substan-

tially parallel latches and oppositely disposed flanges

normal to said edges and extending in the same direction,

said exterior portions each having panel sheets with one

straight edge and oppositely disposed flanges substan-

tially normal to said respective edge and extending in the

same direction,

said hinge means being disposed to hinge each of said exte-

rior portions to said center portion so that the straight

edges and each adjacent one of the respective parallel

edges are in abutting relationship,

the longitudinal distance between said flanges on each of

said exterior portion being greater than the longitudinal

distance between such flanges on said center portion so

that when said exterior portions are in their position over

said center portion, said flanges thereon are covered by

said flanges on said exterior portions,

said exterior portions being substantially rectangular

wherein the width of each of them is less than half the

width of said center portion,

a cover panel hinged to one of said exterior panels along a

line spaced from the outer edge thereof having a width to

extend over said other exterior portion and having oppo-

sitely disposed flanges that extend over said center and

exterior portions when said platform is folded,

each of said hinge means including a hinge bar disposed

inwardly spaced from said flange on both said exterior

portions and extending over said center portion,

said hinge bars and said flanges on center portion extending

substantially equally upward from the respective panel

sheets in a region substantially near said edges,

a pin engaging each of said bars and flanges on said center

portion with the said pin disposed substantially midway

between the edge of said bar and said flange to said re-

spective panel sheet,

a first block disposed on each of said bars substantially near

and over each of said respective pins,

a second block disposed on each of said flanges on said

center portion and disposed to bear against each respec-

tive one of said first blocks when said platform is un-

folded. ^ ..

a stiffener member placed on each of said edges on said

center portion and said exterior portions, and disposed so

that the respective stiffener members bear against each

other when said platform is unfolded,

first and second members extending upward from the re-

spective outside edges of said exterior portion,

third, fourth and fifth members extending upward from the

respective panel sheets on a line with each other and

spaced inward from said hinge bars on both sides of said

platform to form an open vessel when said platform is

unfolded, and

foam padding disposed in said open vessel and adapted to

be folded with said portions.

uniform predetermined width and the inner side having

an outward curved surface including a plurality of T

shaped grooves in equi-spaced relation around the inner

side portion thereof with the central opening of each said

T of each of said grooves radial to the said axis,

a hand grip member formed by integral longitudinal parallel

extensions of the lower end of said bars and having a

cylindrical inner and outer surfaces of predetermined

radaii with respect to said axis for holding the said um-

brella, .

a circular projection of predetermined width around the

inner side integral with the junction of each said bars and

each said grip member forming opposite upper and lower

planar shoulders normal said axis.

3,844,301

COLLAPSIBLE UMBRELLA
Vernon Harrell, 13875 N.W. 22 Ave., Opalocka, Fla. 33054

Filed Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,216

Int.CI.A45b / 9/00

U S CI 135—20 R ^ Claims

1. A collapsible umbrella having all elements made from

plastic material comprising a main frame molded from rela-

tively rigid plastic material having a pair of longitudinal side

bars of predetermined length and in spaced parallel relation

with an inner and outer spherical surface with relation to a

central longitudinal axis having the opposite upper end of said

bars integral with the opposite sides of the lower edge of a

circular ring member which is coaxial with a central axis

between said bars,

the outer side of said ring member having a predetermined

outward divergent surface and uniform cross section and

-4

a plastic bridge member secured at each end thereof to the

end of each said grip member for retaining said bars and

said grip members in parallel relation,

a circular canopy control member positioned coaxial with

said axis between and normal thereto with opposite pro-

jections slidably engaged in opposite sides of facing

grooves along the inner side of each of said bars for

movement from a low position on said upper side of said

projection to a predetermined upper high position be-

tween said bars,

a manual operating handle means pivotally secured to the

under side of said control member for predetermined

angular oscillation about said axis including a manual

handle means extending outward from the opening be-

tween said bars for moving said control member from said

low to said high position including a portion thereof

adapted to engage the under side of said projection when

said handle means is rotated a predetermined angle for

locking said control member in its low position,

a plurality of spherical upstanding equi-spaced pivots inte-

gral with the upper side of said control member in circu-

lar formation a predetermined distance from said axis for

engaging the ends of a corresponding number of canopy

ribs,

a circular canopy sheet of flexible material of predeter-

mined diameter and uniform thickness and having a plu-

rality of outer clevises equi-spaced around the outer

margin thereof and a like plurality of inner clevises equi-

spaced a predetermined short distance from the center of

said circular sheet with each pair of said inner and outer

clevises positioned in radial relation to said center,

a number of canopy ribs equal to the number of said canopy

pivots with each of said ribs formed from plastic material

of predetermined flexibility and having an integral socket

at one end thereof in forced engagement on each said

spherical pivot and each of said ribs having a pair of
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canopy hooks projecting from one side thereof a prede-termined distance from the outer end of each of said ribseach of said ribs secured to said canopy sheet by saidhooks on the under side of said canopy ribs in equ'paced radial relation to the center of said canopy sheet

IS m closed idle position each of said ribs is slidably en-gaged in each of said corresponding T shaped groovesand said control member is locked against the upper sideof said circular projection by said handle means^with thesaid canopy sheet in folded random position betweeneach nb and said bars and whereby saidLbreMa ifoper

safd hrnH?
°^'" ''?'"°". ^y '^' ""8"'^^ ^"i^' notation ofaid handle means for unlocking said control member and

d
1^17;''"'"' ''T°'""'

'°^" ^^'^ ^'^'^ throughsaid T shaped grooves until said control member is in saidupper position restrained by the opened said canopyassembly which is generally spherical equal multiSe
sections between said ribs.

^
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1^X1' r^ continuously sensing the electrical conductivity of

value of electrical conductivity corresponding to said prede-

3,844,302
COLLAPSIBLE UMBRELLA

ited. Montreal, Canada ^
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 71,732, S«pt 14 1970

abandoned. This application Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No 234 "l 9

li-S. a. 135-26
^"••^'•^^^'>'^/^^ •

;,.
1 Claim

COW^lESStD m

TO FLOTATION Srsr^/*,
(tg BAi.L MILL)

termined degree of alkalinity; and controlling lime additions

Fifed Nov. 16, 1973, S.r. No. 416,500

U.S. CI. .37-7 '"'• "• "»'"• ""
14 Claims

.
In a collapsible umbrella of the type having an eloncatable shaft, a cover, elongatable ribs under the cove^ Shecover connected thereto at points at the periphery of thecrown region and being free from the ribs for a distance n!

shaft r "a?d°r
''' ""'""^ '^""« ' "^^^^^ '- -h^cl. hesnatt. ribs, and cover are connected, the improvement thatomprises the inclusion of a spreader which com^risL an

preid r' h:1"
'''' '"''"''"« '"" ^"'^ ^"«^-' portions of saidspreader that are spaced out from the hub lying over the ribsand under the cover, the notch comprising an integra molded

plastic member that includes a horizontal base disk annu larlyhanneled at its circumferential edge, with a plurality of rgu-
larly spaced vertical recesses intersecting the annular channelan upstanding tubular shank whose lower portion at least is

e tical /rn?"''''L
"''' ' ^'" ^^ diametrically oppoitevertical grooves in the outside face of said shank.

3,844,303
LIME CONTROL METHOD FOR HIGHLY ALKALINE

FLOTATION PULPS
'^'^^^^^

Anthony G. Moon, and Roger L. Vaughn, both of Silver City

JortN.V"''""""
'" "*""*"" ^'^PP" Corporation, New

Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,540

U.S. CI. 137-5
''^'^''''''"'02

1. A method of controlling lime additions to an alkaliT

substantially maintain a predetermined degree of alkalinity inthe flotation pulp of such circuit at or above a pH of about 9

/^^"^iLT-mSTA

^0 -

1
.

A method for controlling the percentages by weight of atleast a first and a second gas in a mixture, compris'ingT steps

a. separating said first gas into preset first and second parts-
b^ mixing said first part of said first gas with said second

c. comparing said second part of said first gas with the

gara?atnci""V'r
°'"'' ''''' ^'^ -^ -*d --ndgas as a function of their respective molecular weightsand independently of their temperature

^
d- varying the percentage of said second gas within themixture of said second gas and said first pfrtoT said firstgas o Its desired value by weight in response to the comparison of said second part of said first gas with thl m^

tare of said first part of said first gas aXilsecondrs;
e. mixing said second part of said first gas with the variedpercentage by weight of said first part of said first gas andsaid second gas to obtain the controlled mixtu e of sa^dfirst and second gases.
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3,844,305

MONITOR UNIT

John Paradis McCormick, 521 Hilmar St., Santa Clara, Calif.

95050
Filed June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,889

Int. CL AOlg 25100; HOlh 41100

U.S. CI. 137-78 8 Claims

J

^'

h f

V •'10

-IJ..^:J:;

- ^. id - J

1. A monitoring unit comprising an electric circuit, a nor-

mally open electric sensor interposed in said circuit and re-

sponsive to an abnormal condition to assume a circuit closing

position, a reed switch interposed in said circuit in series with

said sensor, a permanent magnet, electrically driven means

interposed in said circuit for periodically moving said perma-

nent magnet into proximity with the reed switch to effect the

closing of the reed switch, electrically actuated means inter-

posed in the circuit in series with the sensor and reed switch

for effecting the correction of the abnormal condition causing

the movement of the sensor to a circuit closing position,

whereby said last mentioned means will be energized when the

reed switch is closed by the permanent magnet, and means

interposed in said circuit for interrupting movement of the

permanent magnet from a position maintaining the reed

switch in a closed position, so long as the sensor remains in a

circuit closing position.

3,844,306

GAS SUPPLY SYSTEM
Robert E. Hill, 325 Hickory Ave., Merritt Island, Fla. 32952

[<iled Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,846

Int. CI. F17d 1102

.256 10 Claims

Kooeri E.. niii,

Fil(

U.S. CL 137-;

-i^

-^C^^

ê>^

li"A^I_
1. In a gas supply system comprising:

a plurality of banks of storage containers;

and regulator means operatively associated individually

with banks of said storage containers for limiting the

respective gas pressures therein to different predeter-

mined values;

the improvement which comprises:

means for connecting a pressurized gas source to said

plurality of banks of storage containers to first add

pressurized gas to the bank which is at the lowest pres-

sure until its pressure becomes substantially equal to

that of the next higher pressure bank, and thereafter in

succession to each successively higher pressure bank

simultaneously with said lowest pressure bank until

each bank being filled reaches the gas pressure limit

determined by its individual regulator means;

said gas supply system also comprising:

means for withdrawing pressurized gas first from the bank

of storage containers which is at the lowest pressure;

and means operable thereafter for withdrawing pressur-

ized gas from the higher pressure banks of storage

containers in succession.

3,844,307

GATE VALVE FOR THE TRANSFER OF HIGH PURITY
GAS

Jean-Pierre Soury, Igny; Andre Lambert, Gif-sur-Yvette, and

Rene Barandon, Morangis, all of France, assignors to Societe

Generale De Constructions Electriques Et Mecaniques

(Alsthom), Paris, France

Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,649

Claims priority, application France, May 27, 1971,

71.19399
Int. CLF16k4///0, i///45

U.S. CI. 137-271 8 Claims

12 14 10 8 4 1

13'

1. A gate valve for the transfer of a high purity gas, compris-

ing a valve body having a gas passage communicating with an

inner chamber, a closure member disposed in said inner cham-

ber for selective engagement in said gas passage to open and

close said passage, a piston having an elongated body and an

outwardly extending annular flange at one end thereof which

is secured to said closure member, a guide member mounted

in said valve body having said piston glidingly disposed therein

and including a projecting portion guiding said one end of said

piston, a sealing ring disposed between said guide member and

said valve body, clamping means for clamping said guide

member against said sealing ring, means for moving said pis-

ton, and a fluid-tight sealing bellows surrounding said project-

ing portion of said guide member and being connected be-

tween said one end of said annular flange of said piston and

said guide member so that said closure member in said inner

chamber is effectively isolated by said sealing ring and said

bellows from the contacting surfaces of said piston and said

guide member and from said clamping means, wherein said

means for moving said piston includes a hollow adjusting

member, a diaphragm disposed in said adjusting member to

define a chamber on at least one side thereof, and a control

rod secured to said diaphragm and coupled to the end of said

piston opposite said closure member, said adjusting member

being secured to said valve body and having a pressure inlet

passage for introducing a gas under pressure into said cham-
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ber thereof to effect movement of said control rod and said
piston, thereby regulating the position of said closure member.

3,844,308

u , n ^ DIRIGIBLE IRRIGATION SYSTEM

e'L'nfl'^.Se^*""*"'
'^^^•' -'«- »o -^"-M-tlc, Inc.,

Continuation of S«r. No. 846,211. July 30, 1969. abandonedTh« app Icatlon June 12, 1973, Ser. No. 369,226

t.S.CI.137-Si^'-^''^''^^^««^'>^/'^
9 Claims

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

.rl^M^^^f^
W5 ^

I. In an irrigation system having
a. an elongated pipe adapted to carry sprinklers thereon
b. means attached to the pipe for supplying water und'er

pressure to the pipe,
^-f ^ *

c. a plurality of vehicles including a vehicle at each end of
ine pipe movmgly supporting the pipe

d. drive means on the system for driving each vehicle trans-
versely to the elongated pipe, and

e. alignment means on the system for maintaining all the
vehicles in alignment between the end vehicles

f. the improvement in combination with the above'compris-
ing:

*^

g. sighting means mounted on the pipe for guiding the sys-
tem with relationship to a distant object.

3.844,309
BRINE VALVE ASSEMBLY

Edward Joseph Tischler, St. Paul. Minn., assignor to Ecodyne
Corporation. Chicago, III.

'

Filed Nov. 16. 1973. Ser. No. 416,708
Int. CI. F16k i//22

U.S. a. 137-399
5^,^,^^

October 29, 1974

:afd":anl.tl; -l!;,"
"*' ^^-^ ^^' ^'^ ^^- ^^ ^-^ from

'
;^et;':nit;'p^rt."

'"'""^' '''""''' ^"^ - "P-^'^O
b. annular seat means concentric with said annular port-
c. a vertically elongated float guide means extending alx.ve

said seat means in said well;
e "" c

d. a float means movable along said guide in response tochanges in the level of liquid in said well
e. a valve closure member means carried by said float means

to close against said seat means for closing said annular
port when the brine level descends to a predetermined

.
low level in said well;

«:icrminea

f. a float cage member concentric with said float guidemeans and positioned immediately above said valve body

tTon wifh h"^
" '.'^''^ '°^" ^"^ '" ""'^ communica

tion with said annular port and an open upper end forreceipt of said float means therethrough

^ wiihl^lT'
*""''"! 'J°*"

'"'^
'" fluid'communication

with said lower end of said float cage member and anupper end m fluid communication with said well andha conduit means having a lower end in fluid communica-

well T'h h'"
'"'' "^^ '°^ withdrawing brine from a d

3,844,310

r ^ _. .
'^'^ESSURE RELIEF VALVE UNIT

Frederick J Brindisi, 1385 Fairport Rd., Fairport, N.Y. 14450Division of Ser No. 219,274, Jan. 20, 1972, abandoned. This
application June 12, 1973, Ser. No. 369,408

U.S. a. ,37-55'"'- "•""''"'"'•''"'*
,„,5 Claims

X-'-* '' ^' *

'- ^ -^

fy. j'-^

1. In a brine system for regenerating ion exchange materialu ed for water conditioning including a brine tank, h^v ng abrine well positioned therein so as to deflne a b ine Tatecompartment within said well and a brine storage comnart

t 'iw S
^^'*^ r" ^°' P«^'"*«i"« 0"id communication betweent» said brine valve compartment and said brine storage corioartment; an improved brine valve assembly for conlrolCgX

1. A pressure relief valve unit for automatically relieving acontainer of excessive pressure of gas developing hereincomprising a housing having an internal chamber a pine

unit'toT"""^
''''"' °"^ ^"'^ °^'''^ ''^"^'"g for couplmg' h'eunit to the container, the nipple defining an inlet passage tohe chamber for conducting pressurized gas f om the co"

eZVT '''' '^''"^"' ' ^^'^^ ^"' definfd abou^ the inn";end of the passage at its juncture with the chamber a aJvemovable axially in the chamber relative to the Tea' a soHn^biasing the valve to a closed condition upon the seat 'the vafbeing movable from its seat upon development of a predetermined pressure of gas in the pipe nipple, and an escape tubedepending from the underside of the housing definng a reliefpassage commun eating the chamh^r u.;tk . ^ [
Wherein the chamber isLia^^y ^S" it^ t i eTptstSand IS of a greater diameter, a group of circumfere3vspaced ribs extend lengthwise of the wall of the cSer aid

theTat The' HbVrr''"^''^
^^'^^ '' '' *^ moved rdiveo

TrlHu' ^ "^^""'"^ '^^"'^«" ^^^^ Other radially recessedareas having direct communication with the reliefSe ofthe escape tube and the recessed areas having direct com^munication with the inlet passage upon unseating of theTaTve"wherein the housing has a rear closure wall pfov ded wfth asleeve extending axially forwardly into the chamhlr o^^ 1
valve has a circular head that is engageabe with ^heseaf andIS provided with a rearwardly extend'in'g stem^i^Vbly recd'd

II
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in the sleeve; and wherein a plug closure is frictionally engage-

able in the tube for closing the relief passage, the plug closure

when in closed position being adapted under pressure of fluid

entering the chamber to drop out of the relief passage, the

plug closure having when in closed condition a position en-

tirely within the tube, and lost motion hinge means connected

with the plug closure within the tube adjacent a bottom open

end of the tube which allows movement of the plug closure

from a position closing the passage to a position depending

externally of the bottom end of the tube.

3,844,311

"VALVE CONTROL APPARATUS
Horace C. McSwain, 703 Westwood, Richardson, Tex. 75080

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,295

Int. CI. F 16k 2/ /06

U.S. CI. 137-624.1

1

4 Claims

element of said timing device to control the pivotal posi-

tion of said latching member in accordance with the

position of said element; and

first and second abutment means formed on said plunger

guiding means in offset spaced relationship along the path

of said plunger away from said lever.

said latching means being in a predetermined pivotal posi-

tion aligned and resiliently urged into abutting engage-

ment with said second abutment means, to permit said

piston to be urged into its second position by said resilient

means, when said element of said timing device is in its

predetermined position and being moveable out of said

predetermined pivotal position and aligned and resiliently

urged into abutting engagement with said first abutment

means, to hold said piston in its first position through said

plunger and said lever against the force of said resilient

means, when said element of said timing device is moved

from its predetermined position.

3,844,312

RAPID EQUALIZING TIGHT SHUT-OFF INTERNAL
CONTROL VALVE

William D. Sumner, McKlnney, and Gary L. Koch, Allen, both

of Tex., assignors to Fisher Controls Company, Inc., Mar-

shalltown, Iowa

Continuation of Ser. No. 200,909, Nov. 22, 1971, abandoned.

This application July 30, 1973, Ser. No. 383,740

Int. CI. F 16k 17/30

U.S. CI. 137-630 9 Claims

1. Apparatus for controlling fluid flow through a valve of

the type including a primary channel having an inlet and an

outlet, a restricted passageway interposed between the inlet

and the outlet of the primary channel, blocking means seat-

able in the passageway from the outlet side thereof, an ex-

pandable fluid chamber coupled to the blocking means and

having an inlet and an outlet, the inlet of the expandable

chamber being in fluid communication with the inlet of the

primary channel to expand the chamber to seat the blocking

means in the passageway when the outlet of the expandable

chamber is blocked, and to permit compression of the expand-

able chamber by the fluid in the inlet of the primary channel

when the outlet of the fluid chamber is unblocked to unseat

the blocking means to permit fluid flow through the passage-

way, which comprises:

a control chamber having an inlet in fluid communication

with the outlet of the expandable chamber and an outlet

in fluid communication with the outlet of the primary

channel;

an elongated piston slidably disposed axially in said control

chamber and moveable between a first position permit-

ting fluid flow through said control chamber and a second

position obstructing fluid flow through said control cham-

ber;

means resiliently urging said piston axially into said second

position;

a fixed fulcrum;

a lever pivotally mounted on said fuicrum and pivotally

connected at one end to said piston;

an elongated plunger pivotally connected at one end to the

other end of said lever;

means guiding said plunger for slidable movement axially in

a path substantially parallel to the path of said piston,

whereby said piston and said plunger are urged in oppo-

site directions through said lever by said resilient means;

a latching member pivotally connected at one end to said

P^^H"' ... _, . . .

a selectinly actuable, automatic timing device having an

element moveable from a predetermined position when

said timing device is actuated and returnable to said

position when said timing device ceases actuation;

means resiliently coupling said latching member to the

1. An internal control valve, comprising

generally annular main valve means disposed about a cen-

tral axis and having upstream and downstream sides and

excess-flow sensing means, said main valve means being

arranged to be actuated from its open to its closed posi-

tions upon the occurrence of an excess-flow condition by

said excess-flow sensing means and differential pressure

across same,

pilot valve seat means carried by said main valve means.

a slidably disposed valve stem extending axially and passing

through said pilot valve seat means and having a portion

defining with said pilot valve seat means, a substantially

unrestricted rapid pressure-equalizing bleed passage

communicating with both sides of said main valve means,

pilot valve plug means mechanically coupled to and actu-

ated by said valve stem and including a first part for

opening said bleed passage from said upstream side and

a second axially elongated part including means radially

dimensioned to fit within and substantially close said

bleed passage when said elongated portion is actuated

from said downstream side of said main valve member

into a position where it will register within said bleed

passage, and

means for actuating said valve stem to predetermined posi-

tions where said first part and said second part of said
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pilot valve plug means open from said upstream side andclose from sa.d downstream side, respectively, said bleed
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3,844,313
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MAKINC A Tir«T

^"LHoL:r.:'Hrr'T^r-'
-"^^-''^

'- "^-^-^^ »"-
Division of Ser No 185,084. Sept. 28, 1971. This application

Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,800

U.S. CI. 138-90
'"••^'•^^^'^^/^^

24 Claims

'* H}6 no "• >C7 T'C rce trc "•

portion with an internal diameter at least equal to the e^t.m.i
diameter of said annular flange member first .Hninrm
mtegral with said cylindrical interioTwa i p?rtion'o7sfid tubeextending radially inwardly thereof. seco^d^.^pLg meansintegral with sa.d cylindrical interior wall portion of said^tuh.and extending radially inwardly thereof. saTd second .Hpl.means being axially positioned with respect to sa°d fiST n

SZ'T 'T
''^''"" ^^"^' '° '^^ thickness of aiSannSflanged member to provide a space therebetween to recedethe periphery of said flange member, said first and second

1. In an apparatus for closing the end of a tubular memberthe combination comprising.
"icmDer,

a plug member arranged for insertion in the end of saidtubular member m telescopic relationship therewith saidplug member having at least two axiaMy spaced aparlannular recesses thereabout, with each of said recessefacing radially outward;
'ctesses

an annular resilient seal supported in one of said recesses

fh"lT'"l'" !."""''' ''°^^^ '^^""^'^ ^^dially inwardly
thereof, with sa.d seal being arranged for sealing engage-

°ion thereof
'' "''°" "'^'"'^' °"'''''''^ '^'^°^'"^-

means for applying fluid pressure to said annular chamber

posftfn;"
'" ''" "''"'^ °"^"^^^'>' ^° ^-'^ ^^^''i

'Tet^seTand'/'''"'"'
^'"^ '''^'''''^ *" ^"««her of said

::5raT,r.n:ard;;The"feoT"'^^
^"""'^^ ^'-^^ ^^-^-

means supported by said other resilient ring for locking saidplug^member in said telescopic position' upon actuS
and means for applying fluid pressure to said other annular

aetai; lock
'"" '"' °''" ""« ^^^*^"> outward" "

urge sa.d locking means to said locking position.

3,844,314
TELESCOPIC SHOCK ABSORBER SHIELD TUBE

eral Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich
Filed Feb. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 224,049^^Craims pnonty, application Great Britain, Feb. 25. 1971.

li.S. CI. 138-109
'"••^'•^'^'^^/^^

an dnno"r;'""
^"' ' '"'"^"P'^ '^^'^ ^^'^^rber colprfZan elongated support, said support having an annular flTn^f

th ^e'r s"rfll:ie"'em^ ""T'''"'
'^°"^ ^^ ""^ P-^-

and^oLr f
^ T "'^^' ^^^'"« substantially flat upperand lower surfaces adjacent to the periphery thereof cov!rmeans entirely disposed around said%lo%ated 'rpor'and

an e r,'"'/""'""^'
^^'^ ^"^^^ '"^^"^ comprisingTtibe ofan elastic plastic material having a cylindrical inferio^ waM

facetfh'^oZr^''"^
''^'"'^ ''''^"'^'"« "^» ^"^f^^^s that

oer When installed therebetween, said first gripping meansbeing formed with an inclined ramp on one side thereof fontial contact with the periphery of said flange member whenad flange member is inserted axially into said tub^to permitsa.d flange member to radially deflect said tube so that sTidflange member can be subsequently trapped in said p e yaid first and second gripping means to thereby secure saS^tube to said flange member and around said suppon

3,844,315
LAMINATED CONDUIT AND SYSTEM

Ca7if.^26'^f""''
'''' '^"""'•^ ^'"'' ^^^ ^»»»« ^^^

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344.625

,,e ^.
Int. CI. Fl 61 9//4. 9//6

U.S. CI. 138-140 .^, .

4 Claims

£?-

a' a fir.TLnH •

'"^^ '°"''"'' construction comprising
a. a first and innermost layer consisting of metallic foilb. a second layer consisting of fire-proof paper adherent tothe first layer at the outer side thereof

^°"^^^"t to

c. a third layer consisting of fire-proof paper adherent to thesecond layer at the outer side thereof
d. a fourth layer consisting of fire-proof paper formingmultiple corrugations whose crests at the inne'r side oThffounh layer are adherent to the outer side of the third

'
crells In'he?"'*''*"^-

°^ "'"-P^"^^ P^P^^ ^'^herent to theo-ests of the corrugations at the outer side of the fourth

f. a sixth layer consisting of chip board adherent to the fifthlayer at the outer side thereof, the thickness of the s^ h

second, third and fifth layers, but being less th".n Ihl
overall thickness of fourth layer

^

^Zil P'^/°^'"«d seventh layer' including an outwardlyfacing and exposed metallic foil sheet operatively con^nected to said sixth layer at the outer side thereof, said
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seventh layer also including a layer of paper at the inner

side of the foil sheet, and glass fiber scrim sandwiched

between said last mentioned paper layer and said foil

sheet,

h. said second through fifth layers consisting essentially of

Kraft paper and asbestos, the asbestos content substan-

tially exceeding the Kraft paper content, and

i. said layers being bonded together.

3,844,316

WEFT THREAD HOLDING AND CUTTING DEVICE FOR
LOOMS

Jacques Palencher, Troyes, France, assignor to Societe dite

Lebocey Industries, Troyes, France

Claims priority, application France, Nov. 26, 1971, 71.42570

Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309.646

Int. CI. D03d 49170

U.S. CI. 139—122 R 4 Claims

^tfa

u !M

1. Device for holding and cutting a weft thread for a shuttle-

less loom, comprising two grippers for holding the weft thread

and two cutting blades for cutting the weft thread, said grip-

pers being movably engageable with each other, each of said

grippers having a gripping surface which remains parallel to

the trajectory of the weft thread in the loom, said grippers and

said cutting blades being movably controlled by stud means

located in recesses in said grippers and said cuttingg blades,

one of said grippers having a recess larger than said stud

means to allow substantial relative movement between said

gripper and said stud means, and a spring means which

contacts and constantly pushes said gripper with the large

recess in order to position the gripping area at a level above

the area of the cutting blades.

overlapped by an outer strap portion to complete said loop,

with a seal receiving a section of said overlapped portions and

with an end section of said inner overlapped portion folded

under said seal held between the article and the facing seal

surface, said tool comprising: a frame having an anvil section,

said frame having an abutment at one end thereof engageable

with said seal, said outer overlapping strap portion protruding

beyond said seal; tensioning means carried upon said frame

and including a movable handle, a feeding assemby having a

strap-engaging member, means mounting the feeding assem-

bly for movement relative to said frame toward and from said

anvil section, means biasing the feeding assembly toward said

anvil section to compress said protruding strap portion be-

tween said strap-engaging member and said anvil section,

means for moving said feeding assembly away from said anvil

and including a lever pivoted on said frame at a point removed

from said feeding assembly and having a first arm extending

into the path of said handle, said lever including a second arm

engaging said feeding assembly and which upon movement of

said handle into engagement with said first arm overcomes

said feeding assembly biasing means and moves said feeding

assembly relative to said frame to permit said protruding strap

portion to be accepted between said anvil section and said

strap engaging member, and a drive mechanism connected

between said handle and said strap engaging member to trans-

mit a tensioning force in a direction away from said seal and

said abutment and toward said strap engaging member when

said handle is moved relative to said frame, whereby said

protruding strap portion is moved through said seal to increas-

ingly tension said loop and the protruding strap section be-

tween said seal and said strap engaging member, with said

increased tensioning of said protruding strap section providing

an increasing reaction force through said strap engaging mem-

ber to further bias said feeding assembly toward said anvil

section, said biasing of said feeding assembly toward said anvil

section thereafter increasing with the increased tensioning of

said protruding strap section and the consequent reaction

force to become far greater than any force exerted by said

means for moving said feeding assembly, rendering said means

effectively inoperable as said tension on said strap is in-

creased.

3,844,317

STRAP TENSIONING TOOL
Barry R. Angarola, Schaumburg, and David E. Crittenden,

Wheeling, both of III., assignors to Signode Corporation,

Glenview, III.

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 370,941

Int. CI. B21f 9/02; B25b 25/00

U.S. CI. 140-93.2 14 Claims

3,844,318

SYRINGE LOADING GUIDE
David C. Raia, 81 Ridge St.. Arlington, Mass. 02174, and

Brewster H. Staples, 13 Squanto Rd., Woburn, Mass. 01801

Filed Apr. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 352,107

Int. CI. B65b 3/32

U.S. CI. 141-27 11 Claims

r'

'/A

NJ

HE

1. A strap tensioning tool for use with a strap disposed

around an article in a loop so that an inner strap portion is

1. A guide for use with a hypodermic syringe of the type

having a barrel; a needle extending from a forward end of the
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barrel; and a plunger terminating in a knob extending out of
the rearward end of the barrel; said guide comprising

a relatively rigid body structure having three parts;'
a middle part having an opening therein for receiving a

syringe;

a forward part having an opening therein communicating
with the syringe receiving opening for receiving a medica-
tion bottle; means for fixing a predetermined distance
between a medication bottle and a syringe when they are
received in their respective openings;

a loading control part located rearward of said syringe
receiving opening having at least one ribbed member
extending rearwardly of said syringe receiving opening
and in partial interference with the path of withdrawl
movement of the plunger knob of a syringe emplaced in
the guide for sequential contact by the plunger knob with
the ribs as it is withdrawn; and

means for biasing such a knob against the ribbed member
whereby a dosage bottle may be emplaced and a syringe
inserted into the opening and the needle, be reason of the
predetermined distance, inserted the correct distance
into the bottle; whereupon the plunger may be withdrawn
across a predetermined number of ribs of the ribbed
member until a desired amount of fluid is drawn into the
syringe; thus permitting a correct dosage to be drawn into
the syringe by sensing the passage of the knob across the
correct number of ribs.
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3,844,319
PUMP ATTACHABLE TO AN AUTOMOBILE EXHAUST
.°n£T*""'*'

*^^° '^'''*"" 2547 Laconia Ave.. Bronx, N.Y.
10469

Filed June 8, 1972, Ser. No. 261,000

„ e ^.
'"*• ^'- ^^^ ^^I'O' f"16k 15120

U.S. a. 141-38
9 Claims

while said aligned edges are being profiled, means, following
the profiling of said aligned edges, for shifting said pieces

I; mH
Jte" ~~'-"-^^

.

4^i-»

longitudinally in order of their lengths to bring the opposite
end edges of said pieces into alignment, and means for profil-
ing said opposite edges while in alignment.

3,844,321
UNITARILY CAST HAMMER

William H. Cook, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Custom Elec-
tronic Systems, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 155,516, June 22, 1971 This
application May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,694

Int. CI. B25d 1/00
U.S. CI. 145-29 R 8 Claims

I. An automobile exhaust pump conprising a sleeve adapted
to fit snugly about the end of an automobile exhaust pipe said
sleeve including a closed end portion, an opening in' said
Sleeve end portion including means to receive a hose fittine
a hose fitting, a hose attached to said hose fitting, an air pres-
sure valve attached to said hose, an exhaust opening in said
closed end portion; said opening of a size selected to maintain
a pressure in said exhaust system when said automobile is
operating low enough for said automobile engine to function
and high enough to fill a tire, and a chain, one end of said

Hr^tK "/k
'° ^' l^^'P"'^ '^°"^ '^'^ ^"'^^"^^ pipe and holdfirm the other end affixed to said sleeve and connected parts

all adapted to maintain said sleeve on said exhaust pipe
'

1. An impact tool, which comprises a skeletal insert mem-
ber, said skeletal insert member including a tubular head
member and a handle member secured to said tubular head
member, and an elastomeric encasement, said skeletal insert
member being completely encased in said elastomeric encase-
ment, said handle member having mechanical locking means
thereon for preventing any twisting of the handle of the impact
tool with respect to the head of the impact tool

3,844,320

Apl^^^^^i.^^^^
^^^ ^^^ PROFILING AND GLUE

APPLICATION IN THE END BONDING OF BOARDS
Erwin Dimter, Rudolf-Diesel-Str. 12, 7918 Illertissen, Ger-many

Filed Feb. 24, 1970, Ser. No. 13,299

., o ^ '"'• ^'- *27m 3/00; B27f 1/00
U.S. CI. 144-3 R A ri •

I A . f r L . 6 Claims
1. Apparatus for fabricating boards from pieces of random

length comprising means for assembling a plurality of such
pieces of random length side by side with the edges of corre-
sponding ends in alignment, means for profiling said aligned
edges, means for restraining said pieces against displacement

3,844,322
HANDLE FOR ROTARY HAND TOOL

Carl Christian Stoutenberg, Avon, Conn., assignor to The
Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn.

Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 400,339
Int. CI. B25g 1/06; B25b 15/04, 13/46

U.S. CI. 145-75
, Claims

1. In a handle for a rotary hand tool of the reversible ratchet
type, the combination including a ratchet mechanism; an
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elongated generally cylindrical shell mounting said ratchet

mechanism adjacent one end thereof and having an outwardly

projecting retaining lug intermediate the ends thereof; a cylin-

drical sleeve mounted on said one end of said shell to enclose

said mechanism and extending longitudinally along said shell

beyond said retaining lug, said sleeve having an elongated

axially extending slot and a side aperture adjacent said slot for

receiving said lug and locking said sleeve on said shell; and a

hand grip mounted by an interference fit on the end of said

shell opposite said one end, said hand grip having a tubular

extension forming a hoop circumscribing said sleeve and

preventing expansion of said sleeve along said slot and re-

moval of said lug from said aperture.

3 844 324

ANTI-SKID TRACTION DEVICE FOR VEHICLE TIRES

Yoshikazu Kondo, Yokohama; Harumichi Yamazaki, Tokyo,

and Akito Akinaga, Yokohama, all of Japan, assignors to

Bridgestonie Tire Company Limited, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,366

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 5, 1973, 48-25837;

Nov. 7, 1972,47-111364

Int. CI. B60c 27/06, 27/10

U.S. CI. 152-239 8 Claims

3,844,323

SPLIT LOCK RING
Raymond Burr Anderson, Jr., Pasadena, Calif., assignor to

Ceromet, Inc., Industry, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 202,167, Nov. 26, 1971, Pat. No.

3,762,455. This application Oct. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 402,365

Int. CLF16bi9//0
U.S. CI. 151-28 6 Claims

1. A split ring adapted for use in a lock nut assembly to be

secured to a threaded member with a keyway, wherein the

assembly includes a nut having an axial bore and an annular

shoulder portion surrounding the bore at one end of the nut,

the nut further having an axially traverse annular groove

circumscribing the base of the nut adjacent the shoulder por-

tion and being axially outward thereof toward the one end, the

nut further including alignment means for relatively position-

ing a second piece,

the split ring comprising a radially inwardly extending key

member on the inner edge thereof adapted to engage the

keyway groove of the threaded element, a ring body

portion and a flexible leg portion extending circumferen-

tially from each end of the body portion, the ring body

portion lying in a first plane and the flexible leg portions

being offset from the body portion and substantially lying

in a second plane substantially parallel to the first plane,

the pair of flexible leg portions capable of operatively

engaging the annular groove and the ring body portion

capable of operatively bearing against the shoulder por-

tion;

co-acting alignment means on the split ring capable of co-

operating with the nut alignment means to prevent rela-

tive roution between the nut and the split ring, and

camming means for biasing the split ring against the nut

including an outwardly projecting member on the outer

edge of the split ring body portion extending into the

second plane of the flexible leg portions with at least a

portion of the projection member lying in the second

plane capable of engaging the annular groove of the nut

whereby the respective operative engagement of the

projecting member, ring body member and flexible leg

portions with the nut in two separate planes can provide

an axial force between the nut and split ring to hold them

together.

13 M

1. An anti-skid traction device for a vehicle tire, which

comprises:

a flexible annular tread member circumferentially extensi-

ble and having a circumferential length smaller than the

circumferential length of the vehicle tire, the outer side

portion of said annular tread member being formed into

a plurality of ringlets;

a flexible inner side annular member circumferentially

non-extensible and having a circumferential length

greater than twice the sum of the axial width of said

vehicle tire and the diameter of said vehicle tire but less

than the circumferential length of said vehicle tire, said

flexible inner side annular member being connected with

the inner side end of said annular tread member in coaxial

relationship therewith;

a flexible ring member circumferentially extensible and

having a circumferential length less than that of said

vehicle tire, said flexible ring member crossing all of said

ringlets and interconnecting adjacent ringlets; and

an outer side chain assembly connected to all of said ringlets

for drawing all of said ringlets radially inwardly.

3,844,325

DUAL PNEUMATIC TIRE CASINGS
Victor Manuel Betancourt L., Pedro Laplace No. 30 Col. An-

zures, Mexico City, Mexico

Claims priority, application Mexico, July 31. 1972, 137392;

Julv 31, 1972. 11171

Filed July 31, 1973, Ser. No. 384,261

Int. CI. B60c 5/06

U.S. CI. 152-158 2 Claims

n„.

: ^Wr

V .

rim

1. A pneumatic vehicle tire and wheel, comprising a wheel

having an outer pair of annular and radially extending
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nanges. an inner pair of annular and radially extending flanges
respectively spaced from said outer flanges, an outer pneu-
matic tire casing having beads, sidewalls and a ground-
engaging tread wall, said beads engaging said outer flanges a
separate inner pneumatic tire casing having beads, sidewalls
and a ground-engaging tread wall, said inner casing beads
engaging said inner flanges, a tire inflation valve mounted on
said rim between one of said inner and outer flanges for inflat-
ing said outer casing, another tire inflation valve mounted on
said rim inwardly of one of said inner flanges for inflating said.nner tire casing, said sidewalls of said inner and outer tire
casings between spaced apart while said tread walls of said

ZVuT ?K "."!"«'
"'' '" '^°"*^^' ^'^h 0"^ another upon

inflation of both said casings.
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extending between same in toroidal fashion, and a ground-contacting tread carried at the crown of said carcass "he.mprovement wherein said carcass ply comprises an ea^omeric sheet material extending continuously between the

Lr?i ^ T '^^""'^""^^^ means and having embedded

trclL\^ f'^
°^ '^^^ °f substantially inextensible rein

consisting of aligned discontinuous lengths of said substan-

3,844,326
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION VEHICLE TIRES

Henr, Verdler Beauregard-LEveque, France, assignor toCompagnie Generate Des Establissments Michelin, Raison
Sociale Michelin & Cle, Clermont-Ferrand, France

Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344.425

72 14l)99
''""'"^' "PP''"^''^" *"••«"«' Apr- 20, 1972,

„„ ^ Int. CI. B60c H/04
U.S. CI. 152-209 B

, ^.^.^^
lally inextensible cord, said lengths in each row having theirterminal ends closely spaced and almost touching, said lengthsarranged in a repeating pattern across the entire of said elastomeric sheet and the terminal ends of said lengths forming a

repeating pattern, the pattern being such that the terminalends in any three immediately laterally adjacent lengths in

\Zt:^lL"''',T
""^ "^ '" ^'^^^^-^ relations'hip othat they can not be connected by a straight line.

3 844 328
TIRE CHANGER FOR SPOKED W HEELS

Walter L. Lund, 10207 Adoree, Downey, Calif
Filed Sept. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 286,863

Int. CI. B60c 25/06
U.S. CI. 157-1.24

4 Claims

fJ: V ^""^'^"'^tion vehicle tire whose tread is composed of

ro! ^Z '" .^'^^'^'^^"'"ferential direction alternately in one

el^f demenVV' "^'': T' ^'^ '°"« ^^^ ^^ '^^ L-shaped

of hi . h H TT^'^^ '''"^' P°^^*°"^ ^"d the short arms

the trln'^h"','^
rehef elements forming the central portionTfthe tread, he L-shaped relief elements having their respec"i°earms parallel but being oriented in opposite directtoSfromone row to the other row. the improvement which comprse^said L-shaped relief elements being arranged so as to formwide lateral recesses between their' adjacent long arms andnarrow central grooves between their adjacent shorrarmseach L-shaped relief element of one row biing paired lith anL-shaped relief element of the other row, the^r shorTarmsbeing adjacent and separated from each other by a na owcentral groove which is parallel to the bases of the short a m^and has approximately the same length.

'•» -

VULCANIZABLE ELASTOMERIC SHEET CONTAINING
A.r^*.

CORD REINFORCEMENT "'"^^'^''^^

Alfred Marzocchi, Cumberland, R.I., assignor to OwensCorning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio
Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,704

U.S. a. 152-354
'-^'^^^^^/^^

1. Fn a tire construction including spaced wheel rim securTment means, a carcass ply connecting with said m^ans and

wherdn The Z '"'"'"'^ ^^''^' ''^^'"« ^"^ assemblies,wherein the improvement comprises, elevated supportingmeans having laterally spaced hub assembly-engaging mean!for supporting a wheel between them for rotation IZTl
seaireler"; " T '''' ""^^^''"« ^'^'^^"'> ^ ^-^ bead

ar ed bv the h' »"r''""«
'"'^ ^^^''"« ^'^'"^"^^ ^eing

moTli 7 ^'^^^"^ supporting means and selectivelymovable from positions permitting free rotation of the wheelo positions for engaging the bead of a tire, said elevated
supporting means comprising a base and a pair of spieduprights extending upwardly therefrom, pivot pL carried oneeach by each of said pair of uprights and having a commonhonzonta axis, at least one of the pivot pins being moZeSfor adjustment toward and away from the other.%nd eachp.vot pin having a recessed wheel axle receiving end por^onand being reversible end to end on its respective upright
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3,844,329

AQUEOUS LATICES OF HIGH POLYMER
COMPOSITIONS AND PROCESSES AND MEANS FOR

PRODUCING SAME
Oliver W. Burke, Jr., P.O. Box 1266, Pompano Beach, Fla.

33061

Continuation of Ser. No. 102,240, Dec. 28, 1970, abandoned,

and a continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 621,997, March 7,

1967, Pat. No. 3,503,917, and Ser. No. 691,823, Dec. 19,

1967, abandoned, and Ser. No. 767,790, Oct. 15, 1968, Pat.

No. 3,622,127, and Ser. No. 784,596, Dec. 18, 1968, Pat. No.

3,644,263. This application May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,705

Int. CI. BOld 1122, 1/16, 1100

U.S.CL 159-6 R 11 Claims

3,844,330

WINDOW COVERING SYSTEM
David L. Hyman, Santa Monica, Calif., assignor to Louver

Drape, Incorporated, Santa Monica, Calif.

Filed Dec. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 314,158

Int. CI. E06b 9126

U.S. CI. 160-166 A 5 Claims

^-^^^,_

1. Apparatus for the essentially continuous production of

latex with insured mechanical stability from aqueous latex

which may contain particles detrimental to the mechanical

stability thereof but not capable of removal therefrom by

filtration, said apparatus comprising

a. vapor and liquid separating means having combined

vapor and liquid inlet means and separate outlets for the

vapor and liquid phases separated therein,

b. vapor withdrawal means connected to the vapor outlet of

said separating means for essentially continuously with-

drawing vapor therefrom,

c. means defining a latex circulating path connected to said

separating means for withdrawing latex therefrom and

recycling withdrawn latex thereto,

d. two indirect contact heating means each having a latex

path therethrough for latex to be heated therein, and a

heating fluid path therethrough separate from said latex

path, said heating means being provided with

1. means to selectively connect the latex path through

either heating means in series in said circulating path

while isolating the latex path of the other heating

means from said circulating path,

2. means connected to each of said heating means for

supplying to the heating fluid path of the indirect

contact heating means connected in said circulating

path heating fluid at a temperature sufficient to cause

selective coagulation from the latex circulating in said

latex path of a portion thereof comprising particles

detrimental to the mechanical stability of the latex, and

3. means connected to said heating means and operable

for simultaneously supplying to the latex path of said

heating means isolated from said circulating path, sol-

vent for removing any accumulated coagulum there-

from,

4. means for removing said solvent and dissolved coagu-

lum from the isolated heating means without entering

said circulating latex path

whereby coagulum of particles which would be detrimental to

the mechanical stability of the latex may be removed from one

of said heating means, while coagulum of such particles is

being formed in the other of said heating means.

1. A decorative window covering system comprising:

a vertical blind mechanism,

vertically disposed louvers pivotally mounted to said verti-

cal blind mechanism and dependent therefrom, said verti-

cal blind mechanism providing selective angular orienta-

tion of said louvers with respect to said vertical blind

mechanism, and

flexible covering material attached to each of said louvers,

said flexible covering material being constrained to move

with said louvers when said louvers are moved laterally on

said vertical blind mechanism, said flexible covering

material freely depending from near the upper ends of

said vertically disposed louvers to create a drape-like

covering, said flexible covering material including a free

length thereof between louvers to create a drapery-like

effect.

3,844,331

METHOD OF REGULATING THE PRESSURE IN

LOW-PRESSURE CASTING PLANTS
Alphonse Benjamin Py; Jean Henri Lefebvre, and Jean-Claude

Picho«iron, all of Billancourt, France, assignors to Regie

Nationale des Usines Renault, Billancourt, France

Filed June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,341

Claims priority, application France, June 22, 1972,

72.22546
Int. CLB22d 17132

U.S. CI. 164-4 6 Claims

1. In a method of regulating the pressure in a low-pressure

casting plant comprising a heated furnace containing molten

metal solid at room temperature and a gaseous space overly-

ing the molten metal, a mould disposed externally and above

said furnace, a dipper pipe connecting the furnace bottom to

the mould bottom, first control means located between said

furnace and the mould bottom, second control means dis-
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posed in the bottom of said mould, and third control means
disposed in the upper portion of said mould, the furnace is

supplied in a first step with two separate gas inputs, one of
these two inputs being discontinued when the metal engages
said first control means while memorizing the pressure in said
furnace when the metal engages said second control means in
a second step gas is supplied to said furnace until the mould
IS properly filled, the memorized pressure being then utilized
for delivering the two gas inputs to the furnace, and in a third
step the memorized pressure is utilized for discontinuing at
least one of said two inputs and regulating the pressure in the
furnace during the solidiHcation of the metal in said mould.

3,844,332
MAKING SEAMLESS TUBING BY CONTINUOUS

PROCESS
Robert Bucci, 1820 Zehnder Rd., Ambrldge, Pa. 15003

Filed Nov. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 196,063
Int. CI. B22d 11112

U.S. CI. 164-70
8 Claims

3,844,333
CONTINUOUS METAL CASTINGS

Pierre Peytavin, Neuilly-sur-Seine, France, assignor to Soclete
Civile D'Etudes De Certlfugation, Paris, France

Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,121
Claims priority, application France, Aug. 25 1971

71.30834 '

Int. CI. B22d 1 1100
U.S. CI. 164-82

5 Claims

A"^

7^^ 1

% 1. In a method of initiating the continuous casting of a
metallic object which is to be cut into sections, which method
comprises the steps of introducing a false blank beneath the
metal being cast to form said object, and receiving said false
blank and object successively in guide means and a tipping
extractor beneath said guide means, which extractor is dimen-
sioned to tip severed sections of said object having at most a
predetermined maximum length out of alignment with said
guide means,

the improvement which comprises the steps of employing a
false blank comprising a plurality of sections which are
screwed together, the length of each section being at most
equal to said maximum length, and separating the lower-
most section of said false blank from the remainder of
said false blank during the descent of said false blank by
unscrewing said lowermost section therefrom, and then
tipping said lowermost section in said tipping extractor
once It has passed below said guide means.

1. In a machine for casting seamless tubing, comprising:
a. a stationary housing,

b. an outer mold positioned within said housing,
c. means for mounting said mold for rotation relative to said

housing,

d. means for cooling said mold,
e. a stationary, open bottom pressure bell mounted within

said mold, said bell being dimensioned relative to said
mold so as to provide an annulus therebetween approxi-
mating the diameter of said tubing.

f. means for feeding molten metal into said mold above said
bell,

g. means for delivering a gaseous cooling medium under
pressure to the area within and below said bell, said gase-
ous cooling medium serving to cool the tubing formed in
said annulus and pressurized the interior wall of the
formed tubing below the annulus surrounding said bell
thereby to support said tubing against said mold in such
region and prevent collapse of such tubing, and

h. a feed mechanism for controlling the feeding of said
tubing from said moid consisting of a plurality of spaced
drive rollers having a periphery approximately the shape
of the tubing, means for mounting said drive rollers for
rotation at the same speed as said mold, means for driving
said drive rollers at a predetermined speed, braking rol-
lers associated with said drive rollers for holding said
drive rollers and thus said tubing to permit the same to be
severed.

3,844,334
METHOD OF CASTING CYLINDERS

Robert Eugene Frederickson, South Gate, Calif., assignor to
McCulloch Corporation, Los Angeles, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 20,202, March 17, 1970 This
application Dec. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 314,468

Int. CL B22d 29100
U.S. CI. 164-132

,2 Calms

I
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3,844,337
POURING SPRUE

Clifford H. Bessett, South Holland, III., and James W. Boyd,
Crown Point, Ind., assignors to Packaging Corporation of
America, Evanston, III.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,864
Int. CI. B22d 35104

U.S. CI. 164-412 9 Claims

permitting the transfer of heat and moisture from said body
of water to the air in said chamber;

terminating the heating of said body of water during periods
of high energy cost; and

continuously abstracting heat and condensing moisture
from a portion of the air in said chamber and thereafter
returning said portion of said air to said chamber after
heating said portion of the air from which heat was ab-
stracted and moisture condensed at least in part with the
heat energy originally abstracted from said portion during
periods of high energy cost.

3,844,339

INFLATABLE HALL
Vladimir Kranz, 3, Crailsheimstrasse, 8 Munich 23, Germany

Filed Mar. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 234,503
Claims priority, application Germanv, Mar. 19. 1971

2113407, Feb. 28, 1972, 2209376

Int. CI. F28f 7100
U.S. CI. 165-46

6 Claims

1. A pouring sprue of unitary construction for molten metal
or the like, comprising a pair of elongated complemental
sections, each section having a recessed center portion and an
elongated first side portion extending from said center portion
and being integral with and foldably connected to a corre-
sponding elongated first side portion of the other section, said
sections, when folded to a closed position having the center
Ijortions thereof forming an elongated funnel having an inlet
opening at one end and an outlet opening at the opposite end
complemental locking means on corresponding elongated
second side portions of said sections and adapted to lock said
sections in said closed position, the first and second side por-
tions of a section being separated by the center portion
thereof; and seal means formed on said sections adjacent said
complemental locking means and extending longitudinally of
said sections and effecting a continuous sealed joint between
the elongated side portions of said sections when the latter are
locked in said closed position, said sealed joint extending
substantially the entire length of said funnel.

1. An infiatable hall comprising a covering anchored in the
ground, blower means maintaining said covering under inside
positive air pressure to provide an air filled hall space, said
covering being made up of an outer foil and an inner foil said
foils disposed above one another, a supporting network of
ropes extending in criss-cross fashion and engaging the outer
surface of the outer foil to urge it toward the inner foil and to
torm a plurality of pockets between the inner and outer foils
and means communicating said pockets through said inner foil
with said air filled hall space.

3,844,338
METHOD OF OPERATING PUBLIC BATH AND THE LIKE
Hans Hilgemann, Neustrasse 48, Recklinghausen, and Her-
mann Gettman, Dorstener Str. 94, Wanne-Eickel, both of
Germany

Division of Ser.No. 881,152, Dec. 1, 1970, Pat. No. 3,666,004
This application Sept. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 182,919

Int. CI. F24f 3114
U.S. CI. 165-3

3 c,«j„„

3,844,340
CONVECTOR FOR HEATING BUILDINGS

Gunnar Olaf Vestergaard Rasmussen, Rydsavej, 38. Parup
DK-5000 Odense, Denmark

^

Filed Dec. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 316,491
Claims priority, application Denmark, Dec. 20 1971

6237/71: Dec. 8, 1972,6132/72
'

Int. CI. F24h 9108
U.S. CI. 165-55 ,n rx •

10 Claims

Sy^

16

I. The method of controlling the temperature of an enl-
cosed bath system having a housing defining a bath chamber
and a body of water having a surface exposed to the air in said
chamber, said method comprising the steps of:

heating said body of water to a temperature above a mini-
mum bathing temperature with low cost energy derived
during periods of low energy cost;

1. In a con vector for heating buildings comprising a plural-
ity of horizontally extending and uniform convector modules
spaced above each other to form interspaces of predetermined
distance, each of said convector modules including at least
two through-extending heat conducting horizontal tubes and
a plurality of lamella bodies, said lamella bodies being
mounted on the tubes and having parallel side lugs bent to
extend in parallel with said tubes, and at least one cover plate
being located on at least one of the sides of said convector the
improvement comprising: said parallel side lugs of each said
lamella body having vertically extended portions at the ends
thereof, said cover plate being attached to said convector by
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being folded about at least the upper or the lower extended

portion of the side lugs of at least the lamella bodies of the

uppermost and the lowermost convector module.

whereby said action of meniscus coalescence permits said

pore to remain open for venting noncondensible gas thai

may be present within said artery during the priming

thereof and until such time that said artery is fully primed

with said working liquid.

3 844 341

ROTATABLE FINNED HEAT TRANSFER DEVICE

John Bimshas, Jr., Westwood, and Edward S. Hickey, Dover,

both of Mass., assignors to The United States of America as

3,844,343

both Of Mass., assignors to The United States of .mer.a as
,^

^^P^NGEM^^^^^^^^^^

representedbytheSecretaryoftheNavy,W^^^^^^^^^^^
'^^:c"rlc C^Tp'a"

' SSnati,'ohio JFiled May 22, 1972 Ser. No. 255,848
^.^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ 329 ^43

Int. CI. F28f 5/00. /J//2
^^^ ^,, pjg, ^^^^^

U.S. CI. 165-86 1 Liaim
^jg^i 165-109 9 Claims

. U-.-|
'.1* ,4f . l^T^ 1

1. A heat transfer device comprising:

a first member adapted for connection to a heat source and

having a plurality of equally spaced parallel faced fins;

a second member adapted for connection to a heat sink and

having a plurality of equally spaced parallel faced fins

alternately disposed in overlapping relationship with the

first member fins to form substantially equally sized gaps

therebetween;

the fins of the first and second members forming concentric

hollow cylinders and being mounted for continuous rela-

tive rotation while maintaining the substantially equally

sized gaps; and

means providing helium gas under pressure filling said gaps

between said fins.

3 844 342

HEAT-PIPE ARTERIAL PRIMING DEVICE

James E. Eninger, Torrance; George L. Fleischman, Ingle-

wood, and Donald K. Edwards, Los Angeles, all of Calif.,

assignors to TRW Inc., Redondo Beach, Calif.

Filed Nov. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 411,955

J
Int. CI. F28d 15100

I. 16S-

1. An impingement-convective cooling system for directing

a flow of cooling fluid from a plenum partially defined by a

first plate against a heated opposed second plate for the cool-

ing of the second plate, the system comprising:

an aperture in the first plate, the aperture having a predeter-

mined aperture length corresponding to the thickness of

the first plate,

a first diameter for metering cooling fluid flow at a first

point along the aperture length, a second and larger

diameter at a second point along the aperture length, the

first diameter extending along a predetermined portion of

said aperture length to form a throat, the ratio of the

throat length to said first diameter being less than 0.35.

U.S. CI. 105 16 Claims

12 78 74 ^70

3,844,344

COOLING TOWER
Siegfried Kliemann, and Vladimir Vodicka, both of Bochum,

Germany, assignors to Balcke-Durr Aktiengesellschaft, Ra-

tingen, Germany
Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 392,040

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 26, 1972,

2242058
Int. CI. F28b //06

U.S.CL 165-110 13 Claims

1. A heat pipe having a condenser region and an evaporator

region and containing a working liquid;

said heat pipe being provided with at least one artery of

substantial length for transporting said working liquid

between said condenser and evaporator regions;

means forming at least one venting pore in said artery, said

means in said artery being constituted at least in part by

a thin-wall portion having at least one pore of capillary

size formed therein;

said wall portion being so thin as to keep said pore open

through the action of meniscus coalescence of any menis-

cule amount of said working liquid tending to fill said

pore when said pore borders a gas bubble within said

artery;

I

927 60.—70

1. A cooling tower, especially for condensing vaporous

media and for cooling liquid media, which includes: a mantle
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having a lower section provided with intake passage means foiadm. t.ng a gaseous cooling medium into the interior of said

Ti^h Hi'Jh
""'""' '?° 5''*"8 an upper section providedwith discharge means for discharging the heated up gaseouscoo mg medium after it has performed its cooling action, and

a plurality of heat-exchanging elements distributed over thecross section of said cooling tower and located in radial arrangement at a level higher than the level of said intake pas-sages and considerably closer to the latter than to said dis-

".hA ITT''
'^"^ ^^^* exchanging elements including roof-shaped bodies arranged along concentric circles and including

tubes adapted to be connected to and to convey the medium
to be cooled, the height of said heat exchanging element
decreasing m radial direction from the outer periphery of saidcooing tower to the central axis thereof, said 'roof-shaped
bodies having a gas-impermeable guide wall forming one

tlthVrtrte"^ ' '''' ''''''''' ^^" ^^^^^ '"^" ^--"^
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3,844,345
ENCAPSULATED CONTROL LINE

Kenneth R. Evans, and Morris Newman, both of Houston
Tex., assignors to Hydril Company, Houston, Tex.

Contmuation of Ser. No. 181,391. Sept. 17, 1971, abandoned.
This application June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,182

.,^ ^ Int. CI. E21b 4i//2
'^•^•^'•'^^-^2

,0 Claims

movement in said bore to and from an open position forenabling flow fluid through said bore and to and from a

bl,7e anT'"°"
^°' ^'"^'"'"^ ^""^ °^ ""'^ '^^°"«h s^id

c. means with said flow housing for releasably securing saidHrst housing portion of said flow housing with said second

i'^i^

with a wen uh 1 ?^T' ?' °P"'"''"« ^ ^^'^^ '""""tedwith a well tubing at a subsurface location in a well from alocation exteriorly of the well bore, including
a. a control tube for carrying control fluid under pressure tothe valve from the location exteriorly of the well bore^

b. a sheath of elastomeric material substantially encapsulat-
ing said control tube in the well bore and having an arcu-
ate shape forming an inner surface mounted against thewell tubing and a generally convex outer surface for
providing a sealing element about the control tube whenan annular seal is substantially effected with the welltubing by a blowout preventer to prevent escape of well
fluids adjacent the control tube

3,844,346
SUBSURFACE SAFETY VALVE WELL TOOL OPERABI FBY DIFFERENTIAL ANNULAR PRESSURE

^"^"^

Tusl^Tx'. °"'°"' ^"^ ""•^"•'^ •« "^''"' ^-P-^
Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 359,760

U.S.CI.166-2lf^'''"'''^'''^^^^^
,,^,

including"
'"' "'"''''f—nn-tion in a production tuS^g

^
c'nmnl^°"''"r^ '''u'"^

' ^""'^ f"^'"^'^ therethrough and
.

comprising a first housing portion and a second housing
portion, said housing adapted for connection in the production tubing to form a portion thereof with said bore mcommunication with a flow passage of the production
tubing for enabling flow of fluid through said bore

b. bore closure means mounted with said flow housing for

re^Sl^
""" °^ '""^ "°^ ''^"^'"g' said means for

to /nli^'
,'^^"^'"g/o'"Pr'sing "leans moving in response

to a predetermined directional fluid pressure thereon to
release said second housing portion from said first hous-

3,844,347

_. .
WELL PIPE

Friedhelm Stotzel, Kreuztal-Ferndorf; Erwin Dobbeler, Welsc-
hen^Ennest, aid Voldemar Vaer, Kreuztal-Kredenbach all

GermYnT"^'
*^'^"°'' '" Schaubstahl-Werke, Kreuztal,

Continuation of Ser. No 164.327, July 20, 1971, abandoned.
This application July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,744

20374T8
"""'""*' «PP"cation Germany, July 29, 1970,

U.S. CI. 166-227
Int. CL £216-^^/05

4 Claims

J:.f I
^'^! ^^""'^^"^ "^''^ ' ""'"^^'' «f parallel elongated

holes for the admission of water, the holes being designed insuch a way that a pressed-out web of wall materifI bJg/s thehole and is attached to the wall at the ends of the holecharacterized by the fact that the well pipe contains Ion
g.tudinally-arranged alternate sections' in S" ^."t"section has the elongated holes arranged with their
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lengths extihding parallel to the pipe axis and a second

section in which the elongated holes are arranged with

their lengths extending perpendicular to the pipe axis.

3,844,348

METHOD OF CONTROLLING SUBTERRANEAN
FORMATION PERMEABILITY EMPLOYING
GRAFT-POLYMERIZED BACTERIAL GUM

POLYSACCHARIDE COMPOSITIONS

Charles A. Stratton, Dewey, Okla., assignor to Phillips Petro-

leum Company, Bartlesvllle, Okla.

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 314,959

Int. CI. E21b 331138, 43122

U.S. CI. 166-246 10 Claims

f. discharging said scrubbed flue gas from said emission

scrubber vessel; .. . r j

g. discharging said water of reduced alkalinity from said

emission scrubber vessel; and
„ . e

h injecting at least a portion of said discharged water of

reduced alkalinity into said steam generator as feed wa-

ter.

3,844,350

OIL RECOVERY USING POLYMER PRESLUG

Bruce L. Knight, and John S. Rhudy, both of Littleton, Colo.,

assignors to Marathon Oil Company, Findlay, Ohio

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,603

Int. CI. E2Ib 43122
s. t-i. 100— .6H0 ,^ -_, 9 Claims

1. A method for reducing the fluid permeability of a porous U.S.

\-^-'^^J^^ recovering hydrocarbon from a subterra-

subterranean formation which comprises the step of contact-
J'^^^'^^j;^''^^^^^^^^

at least 500 ppm of

ing said formation with an aqueous composition containing at nean
^""J^^'^'^^^'''"'"/^^^ ^^J,o\t has an injection

least one water-soluble chemically modified bacterial gum
^'^•^'^"f,^^;^^"^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ means and

heteropolysaccharide wherein said polysaccharide IS modified -"^^"^^ "
""'f ^°^X^^^^^^^^^^^ slug which is ad-

by the presence of at least one polymer graft wherein sa.d

J^^ f^'^^.^^^J^'^;' ,%';'e%1S^^^^^^ i's injected and

graft is derived from polymerization of at least one monomer
^"^f'>J^J^"^;;^^^^ nieans to recover hydrocar-

species selected from monoolefins containing up to five car-
^'^P'^"f^ "^^''i'^^ comprising injecting previous to

bon atoms wherein said monoolefin has at least one carbon bon /'^erehrough the step co^^^^^ J ^g^P
^^^^^ ^^

atom singly bonded to at least one substituent selected from ^^1^^^^"}^°"
^J^^'^^^'^^^^^^^^ an aqueous solution con-

the group consisting of cyano. hydrocarbyl-substituted carb^^^^

S^g JC^ro to^aUuf 2 000%pm o'f a biopolymer, the

efi'ect of the aqueous biopolymer solution being to inhibit the

tendency of the divalent cations to adversely influence hydro-

carbon recovery with the displacement agent.

myl. unsubstituted carbamyl. carobxy. or carbalkoxy radicals.

3 844 349

PETROLEUM PRODUCTION BY STEAM INJECTION

Earl S. Snavely, Jr., Arlington, Tex., and Theodore A. Bert-

ness, Whittler, Calif., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,929

Int. CI. BOld 53134; E21b 43124

U.S. CI. 166-272 9 Claims

3,844,351

METHOD OF PLUGGING A WELL
David L. Sutton, and Lloyd G. Carter, both of Duncan, Okla.,

assignors to Halliburton Company, Duncan, Okla.

Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 365,935

Int. CI. E21b 33113

U.S. CI. 166-293 22 Claims

1. A method of forming a plug in a well bore having liquid

standing or flowing therein which comprises the steps of:

preparing a cement composition having a density substan-

tially equal to or less than the density of the liquid in said

well bore;

introducing the cement composition into the well bore so

that the cement composition is floated at or near the

surface of the liquid therein, and

allowing the cement composition to set into a hard imper-

meable mass in said well bore.

1 A method of producing petroleum from a petroleum-

bearing formation penetrated by a well means comprising:

a generating steam by injecting feed water into a steam

generator and firing said steam generator with a sulfur-

containing fuel, said steam generator emitting a flue gas

containing sulfur oxides;

b. injecting said steam via said well means into said pe-

troleum-bearing formation;

c. producing petroleum via said well means from said pe-

troleum-bearing formation;

d. passing said flue gas containing sulfur oxides through an

emission scrubber vessel;

e passing an alkaline water through said emission scrubber

vessel in counterflow with said flue gas to scrub said

sulfur oxides from said flue gas and reduce the alkalinity

of said alkaline water;

3,844,352

METHOD FOR MODIFYING A WELL TO PROVIDE GAS
LIFT PRODUCTION

Henry U. Garrett, Houston, Tex., assignor to Brown Oil Tools,

Inc., Houston, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 209,128, Dec. 17, 1971, Pat. No.

3 789,923. This application Nov. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 416,358

Int. CLE21b4i//4.4i///

U.S. CI. 166-297 2 Claims

1. A method of providing gas lift valves in a conventional

tubing string comprising the steps of:

a. on a first trip, lowering a perforating device equipped

with perforating means through said tubing string and

locking said perforating device within said tubing string;

b. on a second trip, lowering a remotely operable actuat-

ing device into engagement with said perforating device,

actuating said perforating device to cause said perforating

means to form one or more perforations in said tubing

string, releasing said perforating device from said tubing

string and thereafter recovering both said actuating de-

vice and said perforating device from said tubing string;

and
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.
on a third trip, lowering a gas lift valve means into said
tubing string and anchoring said gas lift valve means into

October 29, 1974
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said tubing string and anchoring said gas lift valve meansm said tubing in pressure communication with said one or
more perforations.

3,844,353
FLUID FLOW CONTROL APPARATUS

Mar.0 Herbello, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Factory Mutual
Kesearch Corporation, Norwood, Mass

1 srfJ m'?"t*!I-^*''-
.**• ^*^^'^^^' '^"y ^0' ^973, Pat. No.

3,809, 11 2. This application Feb. 22, 1974, Ser. No. 445 281

.,o ^ 'ntCI. F 16k 2 //04.A62ci 7/06
U.S. CL 169-18 .^, .

6 Claims

3,844 354
HALOGENATED FIRE EXTINGUISHING AGENT FOR

TOTAL FLOODING SYSTEM
Eric R. Larsen, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow Chemical
Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed July 11, 1973, Ser. No. 378,102
Int. a. A62c 5//6

U.S. CI. 169-46 , ^, .

1 xu r 2 Claims
I. I he process of extinguishing a fire in a normally occupied

enclosure comprising introducing a volume of C2F5CI suffi
cient to provide an extinguishing concentration and maintain-
ing said concentration at a value of less than 15 percent until
said fire is fully extinguished.

3,844,355
PRESSURE CONTAINERS

Carl-Eberhard Kreipe, Wahmbeck, and Heinz Peckmann,
Gottingen, both of Germany, assignors to Alcan Aluminum-
werke GmbH, 34 Gottingen, Germany

Filed June 5, 1973, Ser. No. 367,297

7222066^
priority, application Germany, June 13, 1972.

Int. CI. A62c 13124
^•*- "•'"-"

• 5 Claims

-^
1. A metal pressure container comprising: a. a seamless

d'olnT'"'
"'' '""^""^'- ^^'^ "^" ^'-'"^ -n nwT 5 ydomed base portion. '

b. a bush integrally formed with said wall disposed substan-
tially at the center of said base portion, said bush having
a passageway therethrough, and

c. a valve body sealingly fitted in said passageway such thatan outwardly projecting end of said valve body terminate
above the plane defined by the bottom of said base por-
tion.

'^

1. A fire protection system comprising a plurality of dis-
charge heads mounted in an elevated position in the space tobe protected, an underground supply conduit for supplying
extinguishant to said heads, a housing having an inlet and
outlet registering with said supply conduit under ground valvemeans disposed in said housing, actuating means operatively
connected to said valve means for moving same between anopen position in which extinguishant flow is permitted through
said housing and a closed position in which extinguishant flow
through said housing is prevented, a portion of said actuating
means extending above ground, and resilient means engaging
one of said means for normally urging said valve means to saidopen position to require a continuous manually applied energv
input to said portion of said actuating means to move said
valve means to said closed position.

3,844,356
FIRE EXTINGUISHER

Louis F. Allen and Joseph B. Ott, both of Erie, Pa., assignors
to Anglam, Inc., Erie, Pa.

Filed Aug. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 390,863
Int. CI. A62c 13100

U.S. CI. 169-31 R
,4 ^,^.^^

1. A fire extinguisher comprising a tank adapted to conTaTna fire extinguishing material,
a valve body supported on said tank,
a dispensing means connected to said valve body
said valve body having a first handle fixed relative theretoand a second handle swingably connected to said valve

said second handle being generally channel shaped and
receiving means fixed relative to said valve body between
the flanges of said channel.

means swiiigably connecting said second channel to said
valve body,

October 29, 1974

a bore extending through said channel legs and through said

valve body, .• u u
and a pull pin made of frangible material extendmg through

said bore whereby said pull pin is separated when said

handles are moved relative toward each other.
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said pull pin

d motion-transmitting means for transmitting vertical

movement of the sensing shoe to the valve switch to inove

the switch between its raise and lower positions; and

e a first bypass line communicating the second tractor

hydraulic hne through a check valve directly to the one

valve hydraulic line, and a second bypass line communi-

cating the other valve hydraulic line directly to the first

tractor hydraulic line through a check valve, whereby

movement of the selector to the reverse position causes

hydraulic fluid to bypass the control valve and to energize

the hydraulic cylinder, raising the frame with respect to

the wheels.

has a handle on one end and a reduced size end

remote from said handle,

and a head having a sleeve attached thereto,

a bore in said sleeve receiving said reduced size male end ot

said pull pin,

said head being fixed to said pull pin.

3,844,358

FOLDING SYSTEM FOR MULTI-SECTIONAL
IMPLEMENT

F. William Shuler, 1 110 Jubillee Dr., and John Dyck, 840 6th

Ave., both of Swift Current, Saskatchewan, Canada

Filed May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 359,538

Claims priority, application Canada, Feb. 16, 1973, 163904

Int. CL AOlb 15114

U.S.CL 172-311 2 Claims

3,844,357

DEPTH CONTROL FOR FARM IMPLEMENT

Earl H. Ellinger, Crookston, Minn., assignor to DEE, Inc.,

Crookston, Minn. .«, .,^
Filed Oct. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 407,634

Int. CL AOlb 6i////

U.S. CL 172-4 9 Claims

r

-«3

1. In a wheel-mounted implement frame adapted for mount-

ing to a tractor, the latter having a hydraulic pump and a

selector and adapted to provide hydraulic fluid under pressure

to a respective first or second tractor hydraulic line in corre-

spondence to movement of the selector to forward or reverse

positions and to receive returning hydraulic fluid respectively

through the second or first tractor hydraulic line.

a control for automatically maintaining the height of a

frame-mounted implement with respect to ground level

comprising:
.

a. a double-acting hydraulic cyliner operatively intercon-

necting the frame and frame wheels to raise and lower the

frame with respect to the frame wheels;
'

b a control valve carried by the frame and in flow commu-

nication with the first and second tractor hydraulic lines,

the valve communicating with the hydraulic cylinder

through a pair of valve hydraulic lines and having a mov-

able switch with raise and lower positions respectively

communicating the hydraulic fluid in the first tractor

hydraulic line through the valve with one or the other of

the valve hydraulic lines to raise or lower the frame with

respect to the wheels;

c. a ground-sensing shoe movably mounted to the frame to

permit vertical movement therebetween and having a

lower, ground-contacting portion slidable across the sur-

face of the ground and to move vertically with respect to

the frame in response to variations in the height of the

frame from the surface of the ground;

1. In a multi-sectioned field machine having an inner, tow-

ing section and a plurality of outer wing sections pivotally

hinged to one another and to at least one side of the towing

section, means for folding said wing sections relative to one

another and to said towing section between unfolded operat-

ing and folded towing positions, each of said folds being in

excess of 90°, said folding means for each said section com-

prising; interconnecting adjacent sections by a hydraulic ram;

pivotally connecting the piston rod end of the ram to one

section;
,. . j At

a lug on the adjacent section for securing the body end ot

the ram thereto;

the length of the ram between extended and retracted posi-

tions being great enough to fold the adjacent section

beyond 90°; and

the height of said ram body lug being sufficient to provide

that, between the folded and unfolded positions of said

sections, the piston rod end of the ram does not reach an

over centre mark with regard to the body end of the ram.

3 844 359

ROCK-DRILLING MACHINE
Birger Zettergren, 6 Langsjovagen, 131 00 Nacka, Sweden;

Hans Hjalmar Ahlgren, deceased, late of 54 Lovasvagen, 191

45 Sollentuna, Sweden (by Ella Anita Ahlgren, administra-

trix), and Elsa Margareta Cederlund, administratrix, IIB

Millakersgatan, 792 00 Mora, Sweden

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 337,181

Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 10, 1972, 3040/72

Int. CL E21c ///O

U.S.CL 173-105 6 Claims

1. A device at rock-drilling machines comprising a pressure-

fluid-driven hammer device for impacting a drill-rod, a pres-

sure-fluid-driven rotary drive motor, situated behind the ham-

mer device, for rotating the drill-rod via a drill-sleeve associ-

ated with the hammer device at the front end thereof and a

slide for guiding the hammer device along a feed-beam said

slide being made as a unit which is separable from the hammer
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device said slide member containing a power transmissionhavmg an mput end which cooperates with an output shaft of
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fo„T,"™ ""."f'"
"'"''"' """" e"P P<"«<>" ""I meansconnectmg said first and second motor control means with

an bTco"ntrX!;°K
""''" °"'" """"• ""ereby'aid m^^can be controlled by an operator holding said second handl,?

grip'S'
'°'™'' *""' «"" P""'- <" -'^ "a^ard'^nd

withThrSt'lsLT" "" '" °'"'"" "" -"''" -°P=™"

3,844,360

Rkhii?? r^^
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^'"^H DUPLEX HANDLE

wicJ both of*r
^"•*"'/'^^^ E. Anderson. North Green-wich, both of ConiK. and Alexander J. Guarino, TuckahoeN.Y., assignors to Textron Inc., Providence R I

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315',84'6'

,,e ^.
Int. CI. B27b 17/00

IJ.S. CI. 173-170 ,«^, .

lo Claims

3,844,361

SmlrxKrl'^.'i'v^™''''
^'^ CIRCULATING A

IiTlf M , J^^^^y ^^^'^ ^^^^ DRILLING FLUID

77oS
'
^^'^ VVillowbend Blvd., Houston, Tex.

Division of Ser. No. 101,177, Dec. 23, 1970, abandoned. This
application Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,527

lie n, .-,.
Int. CLE21b2//04

U.S. CI. 175-66
^ ^ .

solid free'dnIlin?fl"H"'''°'
°' ^'""'^''"^ ^ substant^u;

fluiH hnc!H ^ """^. '^"'"P^^'^g ( "
)
formulating a drillingfluid based on water, mcluding an additive to inhibit dr ledsohds from d.smtegrating. water soluble weighting agents anda v,scos.fier consisting of material having no gel Length and

th?^' ik"'''^:'^'^'''>-
<2> P^-^P'^g ^-i' drilling fluid down

he surface m the annulus surrounding the bit and drill string

coarse particles (4) removmg the major portion of sand silt

decanttlon'r^r'"
'""

't''
''''^^ ^'^' ^^ -"ling ad

fluid bvZh ^'T''""^ '^' '^'''^^ ^^'"^'"'"g i" ^aid dnllingfluid by mechanical means and, (6) returning the cleaned .m
substantially solid free drilling fluid to the ^fllboVe

^^

3,844,362
BORING DEVICE

Ketil E. Elbert, 631 Cote St. Antoine Rd., VVestmount Montreal, Quebec; Theodorus S. T. Janssen 1317 Umoi^e StChambly West, Montreal, Quebec, and Karl J. Go? Inn'739 Rue Cartle^ Marieville, Quebec, all of Canada
'

FiledMay 14, 1973,Ser.No.360,114

U.S. CI. 175-94
'"''^'•''^''^^'•^^^*

5 Claims

\W;

a fmnt and a
?.' ^T '°°' '^°'"P^*^i"g ^ power unit havinga front and a rear, said power unit comprising a casing and amo or m the casing and having speed control mearand a

a^d oower^'T'
'' ''%'^°"' "^'^^ P°^^^ ""*^ and 3nven bysaid power unit, means for manually holding and controlling

at tne front of the power unit and a second handle extendingover the power unit from the rear toward the front thereofsaid second handle having two separate hand ghp po ^nsarranged ,n tandem, namely a forward hand g fp ZniZcomprising a forward portion of said second handle an? located approximately over the center of gravity of the nowerool and a rearward hand grip portion comprising a separaterearward portion of said second handle and located wholv

m.ln ""f.'^f g^^^'^y of the power tool, first motor controlmeans at the forward end of the forward hand grip portion ofsaid second handle in position to be digitally op" ra^ed bv
°

operator holding said forward hand grip^oLT' econd motor control means forward of the rearward hand grip portTonof said second handle in position to be digitally operated by anoperator holding said rearward hand grip portion sai^seconSmotor control means being located between said fo ward hand

fC-*^ ^V^-A-*^^

^ " ' 1*
.

- / -

—

-^^ '

* '/? 'Z
(^ y/y

hoHvl ' f°'
°"".^ '^^'^ '^'°"S^ g^''""^ comprising abody havmg a front end and a rear end, a boring head rotat

said bTrm?he;HT '°'^'
T' P^°J^^^*"« ''^^ ^'^^ f-"t end.said boring head having a boring member at its free end twoor more drive jets symmetrically disposed about said biy rea°end and having an orifice positioned to release fluid Sureaxially of said body to impart a forward pressure to said borllig

i^TJZ
^^'''^'

"!f'
"' ^°' '^'''"**"« ^^^^ through the body

to said two or more drive jets, two or more torque generating
ets symmetrically disposed about said head and rearwarily
hereof, second passage means for directing fluid to said
torque generating jets in the boring head for ejecting fluid
ngentially from the boring head to impart a tirque^nd a

stabilizing forward thrust to said boring head, fluid deliverymeans connected to the rear end of said body and in commu^

,"t?and t'ol""
'"'' ''' "^^"' P^^^^Se means, said d^e

diameter rL^'n"'""^ !^'' '^"''"^ ^" °"^"^« «f ^'^^teddiameter to provide a predetermined rate of rotation andpenetration of said boring head at a preselected fluid pressureapplied to said first and second passage means and to ma ta n

rol^t^gVgtrd"''^
'''-'''' ""^ °^P--^^- ^''^
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3,844,363

DRILL TOOL
Edward B. Williams, Jr., P.O. Box 648, 103 Mullaney Rd.,

Greenville, Tex. 75401
Filed June 11, 1973, Ser. No. 368,755

Int. CL E21b 9/10

U.S. CL 175-227 7 Claims

tions, said earth boring bit including a bit body, a rotatable

cutter, bearing means for promoting rotation of said cutter

and a seal between said rotatable cutter and said bit body, a

lubricant circulation system, comprising:

a lubricant reservoir in said bit body;

passage means for channeling lubricant from said lubricant

reservoir to said bearing means and from said bearing

means to said lubricant reservoir;

one-way valve means in said passage means for providing

one-way flow of lubricant in said passage means;

I. A drill tool comprising;

a. a body member having a passage therein, said passage

extending along a longitudinal axis of said body member
and between a fluid receiving end and a closed end;

b. a plurality of circumferentially spaced arms extending

from said body member adjacent the closed end of said

passage in said body member, each of said arms having a

leading side and a trailing side;

c. a plurality of axle portions each extending from a respec-

tive one of said arms and along a respective axis intersect-

ing the longitudinal axis of said body member in a manner

to define a respective acute angle between the axis of the

respective axle portion and the longitudinal axis of said

body members;

d. a plurality of cutting cones each rotatably mounted on a

respective one of said axle portions, said cutting cones

each having surfaces in engagement with respective exte-

rior surfaces of said respective axle portions;

e. means on each of said axle portions and said respective

cutting cone thereon for retaining and circulating lubrica-

tion material for lubricating engaging surfaces of said

cutting cones and said respective axle portion;

f. a flow passage through one of said arms with a portion of

said flow passage extending along the axis of rotation of

the cutting cone mounted on one said arm, the portion of

said flow passage through said one of said arms being

positioned to direct the fluid toward a bottom of the drill

hole and into a space between a pair of adjacent cutting

cones; and

g. a second flow passage through one other of said arms with

a portion thereof extending toward an intersection of a

side and a bottom of the drill hole for directing the fluid

toward said intersection, the portion of said flow passage

through said one other of said arms being positioned on

the trailing side of said one other of said arms to thereby

direct the fluid from said trailing side and toward said

intersection of the side and bottom of the drill hole and

toward the cutting cone on said one of said arms to clear

a space ahead of said cutting cone and move drilling

debris into the path of the fluid from said flow passage

through said one of said arms.

3,844,364

HYDROSTATIC ROCK BIT LUBRICATION SYSTEM
Morgan Levon Crow, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Dresser Indus-

tries Inc., Dallas, Tex.

Filed Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,987

Int. CL E21b 9/10, 9/35

U.S. CI. 175-228 23 Claims

1. In an earth boring bit that operates in a fluid filled bore-

hole wherein said fluid is subjected to periodic pressure varia-

a pumping chamber in said bit body;

pumping means for pumping lubricant through said passage

means, said pumping means including a movable pump-
ing element positioned in said pumping chamber, said

movable pumping element responsive to said periodic

pressure variations; and

means for allowing said periodic pressure variations to be

transmitted to said movable pumping element.

3,844,365

PLATFORM-TYPE SCALE
Bengt Anders Ek; Hans Goran Ek, and Karl-Gustav Ek, all of

330 23 Smalandsstenar, Ljunggatan 29, Sweden
Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 324,963

Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 8, 1972, 2921/72

Int. CLG01g2//0S
U.S. CI. 177-256 5 Claims

1. In a weighing scale having a base, a platform upon which

a load to be weighed is received, a load sensing mechanism,
indicator means associated with said load sensing mechanism
to indicate the load sensed thereby, and lever means that

transmit load forces to the load sensing mechanism in accor-

dance with the load received on said platform, the improve-

ment which comprises a plurality of levers coupled to said

load sensing mechanism to transmit load forces thereto, a

plurality of bosses on said platform each having a cratered

surface, and a plurality of load transmitting members each

disposed for engagement with a corresponding lever and for

engagement with a corresponding boss on said platform to

transmit load forces therefrom to the lever, said load transmit-

ting members having surfaces complementary to the cratered
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surfaces of said bosses and disposed for captive engagement
therewith to stably engage same without connection thereto
said load transmitting members having surfaces complemen-
tary to the surfaces of said levers and disposed for captive
engagement therewith to stably engage said levers without
connection thereto.
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3,844,366
STEERING ASSEMBLY FOR SNOWMOBILE

tdgar Rose Glencoe, III., assignor to Outboard Marine Coroo-
ration, Waukegan, III.

^
Filed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 331,011

„^ ^.
Int. CI. B62ni 27/02

U.S. CL 180-5 R , ^, .

7 Claims

/<^ Y^

thereof in the direction of said elongation, an elongated firstnn attached to said ski and extending downwardly from ad>
cent portions of said ski. said first fin being disposed to one

first finT f' ''
'Tf

'^'
'' ^^^" '" ''°"°'" P'^" view, said

first fin being elongated from a forward end thereof to a rear-ward end thereof, the lower edge of said first fin lying in a first
plane which is inclined with respect to said axis graduallymore toward said ski-axis at its rearward end and disposed a^an acute angle with respect to said ski-axis, said ski having asecond fin thereon similar to said first-mentioned fin andhaving a sirnilar position on said ski as described for said first
fin except that said second fin is on the other side of said axisfrom said first fin whereby said fins each incline inwardlytoward said axis and toward each other at their rearward endshe rearward ends of said fins being spaced apart for allowingsnow to pass therebetween, the forward ends of said fins being

finf!h "^l"
'
^'^'''V

''*''^"" '^^" '^^ ^^^^^^rd ends of said

Tnds of sTidVo^' ""J'T
"'' ^'""^' ^^^^'^^" '"^^ f°^-^^dends of said fins and said units each become packed between

oackt'r
'''

'"l""^"
°^" "^^ ^''''' -^^ of snow sa dpacking causing the vertical height of each said unit of nowto mcrease as the fins pass by each snow unit since eachS

Sinn h?"°n
" '''"'Pr'''^ f^o'" its sides into a lesser dimension laterally of said ski as said ski passes over it. the sa"d

eneT'n T?' '"^'^ '^"'^'"^ '° ^"PP^^ ^^^ ski ^bove t egeneral level of surrounding snow higher than would be thecase If said fins were not inclined forward to each other

1. A snowmobile comprising a frame, a pair of transversely- HvnuA.r.^^^iV^^spaced runners for supporting said frame, means for rotatablv v; . *. ..•
"^^^R^^^LIC DRIVE SYSTEM

mounting each of said runners on said frame and incTud.ng a
"^'"""^

^'''i\ ? .^'"^"? ^t., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
.

- --rr^ 6 •'"" ""'iic, iiicuns lor roiataoiv
mounting each of said runners on said frame and including a
general

y vertical shaft having an upper end portion, a steering
assembly including a steering column, and means operably
connecting said runners to said steering assembly for turning
said runners in response to steering actuation of said steering
assembly, said connecting means including a steering lever
having a pair of spaced arms, an end section integrally con-
necting said arms, and axially aligned apertures in said armsand adjacent said end section for receiving said upper end
portion of said shaft, and a steering rod having a first end
operably connected to said steering column and a second end
pivolally connected to said steering lever between said arms
at a location remote from said apertures.

U.S,

Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 219,989
Int. CI. B60k 3/04

CI. 180-66 R
3 Claims

3,844,367
SNOWMOBILE SKI SYSTEM

Henry Flohr, Saratoga, Wyo.
Filed July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,682

., o ^ '"'• ^'- ^^2m 27/02: B62b 17/00
t.S. CI. 180-5 R

9 Claims

1. A ski for a snowmobile comprising a central portionhavmg a main section and a forward section, said forward
section being attached to the forward end of said main section
said mam section having a generally horizontal under surface'
said forward section having an under surface upwardly inclin-
ing toward an upper forward end. said main section of said ski

ski' axit eS'^ ^r ^T '° '''' ""'^ '^^^*"« ^ longitudinal
sKi-axis extending through an area-center of the under surface

•

'• ^. l^y^^a^l'c drive system for a wheeled vehicle compris-
ing fluid pressurizing means; drive means for said pressurizing
means; fluid conduit means providing fluid communication
between said pressurizing means and each of said fluid motors

^S^H? ["^^"^disposed in said fluid conduit means andadapted to selectively reverse fluid flow to said fluid motors

?e"ve siht^n'^J^
^^P''' ""'^ "°^ ^^""^ '^'^ ""id motors, said

reversible fluid motors comprising a hollow stationary housing
defining outer stator means and having a plurality of axiallyextending linear grooves on the inner surface thereof; a hollow
rotor member mounted for rotation within said outer statormeans and having a plurality of helical grooves on its outer
surfaces defining with said linear grooves of said outer statormeans a f^rst generally annular fluid passageway means be-ween said outer stator means and said rofor m^ember sai^

iu?LT f'
"''^'' ^'"'"^ ^ P'"^^"'>' °f helical grooves on

Its inner surface; an output shaft secured to said rotor memberand extending outwardly of said housing; a stationary mandre
positioned within said rotor member and defining inner statomeans; said mandrel being rigidly secured to said housing andhaving a plurality of axially extending linear grooves on itsouter surface defining with said helical groove! on the^nnesurface of said rotor member a second generally annular fluidpassageway means between said rotor member and said inner

'

stator means; fluid connector means providing fluid communi-
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ca,io„ between respec.ive f,.. a.ia, ends of -id f.rs. and
"-"^^^".^.^''^rrrr^^^^^^^^

second fluid passageway means; and a pair of inlet ports in sembly. and at least tne portion

said housing respectively communicating the other axial ends

of said first and second fluid passageway means with said valve

means, whereby said first and second fluid passageway means
^ ^^

are connected in series-flow relationship. "
,.

'

11 3,844,369

TRACTOR GRILLE HOUSING MOUNTING

Kenneth Roger Schroeder, Holy Cross, and LyIe Eugene Mil-

ler, Dubuque, both of Iowa, assignors to Deere & Company,

Moline, III.

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,549

Int. CI. B60k 11104

U.S. CL 180-68 P 3 Claims

22

engagement with said axle assembly being coaxial about said

axis throughout the normal operation of said loading machine.

3,844,371

ANTI-SKID DEVICE FOR MOTOR VEHICLES

Giampaolo Garcea, Milan, Italy, assignor to Alfa Romeo,

S.p.A., Milan, Italy

Filed Oct. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 189,720

Claims priority, application Italy, Oct. 19, 1970, 31182/70

Int. CI. B60t 81 It

U.S. CI. 180-77 R 6 Claims

1. In the combination of a tractor of the type including a

lower fore-and-aft extending main frame supporting a radiator

and fan assembly at one end thereof and including opposite

generally planar upright side surfaces, a massive grille housing

extending around the radiator and fan assembly and having

opposite sides respectively detachably secured to the opposite

upright sides of the main frame, the improvement comprising:

said grille housing being detachably secured to said mam

frame by removable fastener means including first, second and

third pairs of axially aligned bolts respectively inserted

through aligned apertures in the oppsite upright frame sur-

faces and grille housing sides; the apertures in the grille hous-

ing sides which receive said third pair of bolts being located

above and curved arcuately about the axis defined by the

second pair of bolts whereby said grille housing may be piv-

oted about the axis defined by the first pair of bolts when the

first pair of bolts are the only fasteners connecting the grille

housing to the main frame, and said grille housing may be

pivoted about the axis defined by the second pair of bolts

within the limits permitted by the arcuate apertures receiving

said third pair of bolts when the second and third pairs of bolts

are the only fasteners securing the grille housing to the main

frame.

3,844,370

LOADING MACHINE
John A. Belkovicz, 20 Woodland St., and Ernald F. Mullen, 23

Edwin Ave., both of Claremont, N.H. 03743

11 Filed Oct. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 296,571
"

Int. CLB60k /7/iO

U.S. CI. 180-73 R 4 Claims

1. A loading machine comprising: a front frame portion; an

elongated rear frame portion pivotally connected to said front

frame portion for pivoting about a vertical axis; power means

mounted on said rear frame portion; a differential wheel and

axle assembly; a support frame mounted on said axle assem-

bly forward and rearward pivot means pivotally connecting

said frame with said rear frame portion; said pivot means

coaxially aligned on an axis extending longitudinally of said

rear frame portion; power transmitting shaft means drivingly

1. An antiskid device for motor vehicles having wheels, at

least some of which wheels are driving wheels, comprising

means responsive to the speed differentials of the driving

wheels, a shiftable body having retaining means for retaining

said body in an idle position, means for converting the speed

variations as sensed into corresponding axial shifts of at least

said shiftable body, means for reducing the torque applied to

the wheels, and means for connecting said shiftable body to

said means for reducing the torque applied to the wheels, the

improvement that said responsive means and said conversion

means include a first rotatable helically toothed gear, a shaft

rotated at a speed proportional to that of the driving wheels,

said first gear being keyed to said shaft, a second rotatable

helically toothed gear having substantial inertia in engagement

with the first gear, and said second gear being coupled to the

shiftable body to be axially moved as an entity therewith, the

arrangement being such that until the motor vehicle runs at a

substantially constant speed, the second gear rotates synchro-

nously with the first gear and is not axially moved, yet if the

motor vehicle undergoes an acceleration or deceleration ex-

ceeding a threshold value depending on the inertia of the

second gear, the second gear rotates synchronously with the

first gear, but is also axially moved to impart a similar axial

movement to the shiftable body, to which it is coupled.
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3,844,372

AUTOMATICALLY GUIDED TRACTOR
Delbert M. Neece, RFD 1, Gardner, III. 60424

Filed Dec. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 424,429
Int. CI. B62d 1126

U.S. CI. 180-79.1 7 Claims

B. a plurality of mutually spaced axles traversing said frame
at least one of said axles being characterized by a plurality
of separable segments;

C. coupling means for joining the opposite end portions of
said plurality of axles with said frame including at least
one pair of cam blocks affixed to said frame, each being
provided with a pair of downwardly diverging, bifurcated
cam surfaces for alternately engaging one end portion of

« ^^ .iik/^'58 i'^/"' ,-Xk

_ ^
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said cabinet to ground level, motor means operatively com-
bmed with said storage drum for effecting winding and un-
winding movements thereof whereby the occupant is selec-
tively raised or lowered, and remotely operable control means
tor said motor means to control the raising and lowering
movements of said carriage together with the occupant
therein.

'^

October 29, 1974

3,844,378
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR AN AERIAL DEVICE

Roy Balogh, Ladue, Mo., assignor to McCabe-Powers Body
Company, St. Louis, Mo.

^

Continuation of Ser. No. 165,916, July 26, 1971, abandoned
and a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 3 1 ,577, April 24 1 970

'

abandoned. This application May 31, 1973, Ser. No 365 488
.' c ^. .o, '"'• ^'- ^^"^g "'^' ^''Sb 13/044
L.S. CI. 182-141

,, Claims

a. a preloaded wave shape memory in which a multiplicity
of amp itude samples of at least one period of a complex
musical tone wave shape have been stored in analoe
representation, said wave shape memory having for each
sample a respective readout control terminal whose ener-
gization causes the respective sample to be read out of
said memory and

b. read out means coupled to the read out control terminals
ot said wave shape memory for repetitively reading out in
succession the stored samples of the wave shape in saidmemory at a selectable rate and producing therefrom
repeated cycles of voltage, each cycle having a wave
shape matching that of said stored wave shape and a

"EY 40HESC
CODE GENEPATOfi

S « 17 l8

1. A control system in combination with an aerial device
having a movable beam assembly and a workman's supportmeans rnovable between an extended limit position and a
retracted limit position, said control system comprising a lamp
assemb y at a first station on said aerial device, said lamp
assembly having at least one lamp for producing a light beam
said lamp assembly having means for controlling and varyinji
the light intensity of said light beam, light transfer path means
for transmitting said light beam to a second station remote
from said first station, light sensing means at said second
station for sensing variable light intensities of said light beamand producing an electric current in response to the light
intensity of said light beam, the magnitude of said electric
current produced by said light sensing means being propor-
tional to the light intensity of said light beam, said control
system further including variably responsive drive means
communicating with said light sensing means and said beam
assembly for operating said beam assembly at variable speedsm proportion to the magnitude of electric current produced
by said light sensing means whereby the rate of movement of
said beam assembly by said drive means is substantially pro-
portional to the light intensity of said lamp. /

period determined by the selected rate of readout said
read out means comprising a key address memory for
storing a key address code consisting of a note code an
octave code and a keyboard code, a selecting circuit for
selecting a tone clock pulse from among a plurality of
tone clock pulses at frequencies corresponding to respec-
tive keys in response to note and octave codes stored in
said key address memory, a wave shape readout counter
receiving said selected tone clock pulse, and gate cir-
cuitry for receiving the output of each stage of said wave
shape readout counter and successively applying an ener-
gizing output corresponding to the count of said counter
to each readout control terminal of said wave shape
memory. ^

3,844,380
POWER-DRIVEN CHAIN SAW WITH AUTOMATIC ANDMANUAL LUBRICATING PUMP
Wilham A. Balson, Pickens, S.C, assignor to The Singer Com-

pany. New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 19, 1974, Ser. No. 443,584
Int. CI. F16n 13/08, 13/14

U.S. CI. 184-15 R
,, Claims

?!) '0

3 844 379
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT WITH KEY

CODING IN A KEY ADDRESS MEMORY
Norio Tomlsawa; YasujI Uchiyama; TakatoshI Okumura, andThomas Arlo Stauffer, all of Hamamatsu, Japan, assignors

to Nippon Gakk. Seizo Kabushiki Kalsha, Hamamatsu-shi,
Shizuoka-ken, Japan

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,962
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 30, 1972 47.1502-

Dec. 30, 1971, 46-1504; Feb. 26, 1972, 47-19911 Feb 26
1972, 47-19912; Feb. 26. 1972, 47-19913; Feb 22 1972'
47-18359; Feb. 22, 1972, 47-18360; Dec. 30, 1971, 46-1503

Int. CI. Gl Oh 1/02,5/02
U.S.CL 84-1.01 ,QP, .

, ,

1. An electronic musical instrument comprising in comT th.r'l"
' P^*"-^;'^^" chain saw having a saw chain and a saw

nation:
omprising. in combi- thereon, a sprocket shaft rotatably supporting said chain aguide bar for guiding said saw chain along a predetermined
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path, and a lubricating pump which includes a reciprocable

plunger for supplying lubricant for said saw chain, the im-

provement which comprises:

a. a wobble ring mounted so as to cyclically reciprocate said

plunger in a predetermined time-phase relationship with

the rotation of said saw chain;

b. a sun element mounted within said wobble ring operably

connected to the driving means for said chain saw; and

c. at least one planetary member interposed between said

sun element and said wobble ring, the relationship be-

tween said planetary member and said wobble ring being

such that said planetary member rotates within said wob-

ble ring to periodically reach positions therewithin

whereby said wobble ring is caused to rise and fall and

thus cause reciprocation of said plunger.

3,844,381

i^ORAGE SERVICING APPARATUS
Edmund J. Condon, Barnum, Iowa, assignor to Mac Press,

Inc., Barnum, Iowa

Filed Dec. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 425,209

Int. CI. B61b 3102, B61d 15/00; B65g 1106

U.S. CL 186-29 5 Claims

1. An apparatus for storing and transporting athletic equip-

ment comprising,

an overhead horizontally disposed support beam,

movable means mounted on said support beam,

first power means on said movable means for selectively

longitudinally driving said movable means with respect to

said support beam,

at least a pair of cable members extending downwardly from

said movable means,

a sling means secured to the lower ends of said cable mem-

bers for removably supporting athletic equipment therein

at times,

and second power means on said movable means for selec-

tively raising and lowering said cable members and said

sling means.

pivot means pivotally connecting said arms to the top of said

mast on a transverse pivot axis for swinging movement

from a normal horizontal position above said operator's

station to an upright position above said mast in which

position a battery may be lifted and removed from said

battery compartment without interference with said

guard, and

cooperable abutments on said mast and arms, respectively,

operable on abutment to prevent downward swinging

'.' .-t--.;

^^\.

movement of said arms below said horizontal position,

said abutments permitting upward swinging movement of

said arms and being disposed forwardly of said battery

compartment and operator's station so as not to interfere

with lifting and removal of said battery,

whereby the mounting of said guard on said mast allows the

uppermost portion of said carriage to be elevated above

said pivot means without interference with said overhead

guard or said pivot means.

3,844,383

ELEVATOR SIGNALING SYSTEM
Tatsuo Iwasaka; Takeo Yuminaka. and Hideto Matsuzawa, all

of Katsuta, Japan, assignors to Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,257

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 27, 1972, 47-

107185
Int. CI. B66b 3/00

U.S. CI. 187-29 R 7 Claims

3,844,382

MAST MOUNTED OVERHEAD GUARD
Clifford G. Mecklenburg, Homewood, III., assignor to Allis-

Chalmers Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Mar. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 344,255

Int. CI. B66f 9/10

U.S. CI. 187-9 8 Claims

1. In an electric lift truck the combination comprising:

a load carriage.

a lift mast mounted on the front end of said truck and

mounting said load carriage for reciprocal vertical move-

ment relative thereto,

an operator's station at the rear end of said truck,

a top opening battery compartment intermediate said mast

and said operator's station,

an overhead guard for the operator's station including

a guard grill, and

a pair of longitudinally extending cantilever arms sup-

porting said grill and having front ends disposed on the

laterally outer sides of said mast,

A
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3,844,384

c u. -r
^^OSED LOOP TYPE DISC BRAKE

Shunichi Toshlda, and Takashi Ozora, both of Tokyo, Japan

Fikd Oct. 5, 1972, S.r. No. 295, 1 16

U.S. a. 1,8-72.5
'"'•"• '"'"'"*

6 Claims

October 29, 1974

to tid'oan to'b'e h '°.'h
'^''''' ^ ^^P^^^^^ ^-''^ di^- f-«d

mn .n,.H ^
'^''^'^' ^ P^'^ °f ^^^''^ calipers pivotallymounted on anchoring means diagonally f.xed on the opposi e

a pair of spaced inwardly extending webs, said shoes beincmounted on said anchoring means, brake pads carrkd by saidbrake calipers, brake actuating devices for urging s^brake

one atfd'"bvT 'T''
''''' ^'J"^*'"« '^^'"^-' automatS>

b?ake n.H^^
'he relative motion of the said brakeshoes andbrake pads and interconnected thereto, said adjusting mem-bers elongating when pulled and transmitting force! whTnpushed without changing in length, springs urgfng saTd brake-shoes to retracted position, and in the said composite braking

1. A disc brake for a motor vehicle comprising, in combina-
tion, a rotatable braking disc, a stationarf hydraulic cylinderhaving inner and outer pistons slidable in opposite directionswhich are substantially parallel to an axis of said braking disc
said pistons defining a fluid chamber between a cavity of saidouter piston and a bottom wall of said inner piston into which
pressurized fluid is supplied when a braking action is To bem.tiated said outer piston having a bottom wall provided witha pair of extensions defining a recess therebetween directlyand indirectly actuated friction pad assemblies positioned
adjacent to both faces of said braking disc, said directly actuated friction pad assembly being in abutting engagement wth

when'T; i'"'°"
'"' ''"^'y '^^"'^ ^«-" ' ^-' '-kin d

vokemovr" "T"
" '"°'''^ ^y '^'^ pressurized fluid, a

fncH !.
'" ^ ''"''''°" P^'^"^' »° ^^*d a^is of said brak-mg disc and carrying the movement of said outer piston fo saidmdirectly actuated friction pad assembly for forcing the ind

rectly actuated friction pad assembly against said broking discwhen said outer piston is moved by said pressurized fluid sa d

itJoU^J 'r^''"'" ^'1f
''^' ^'^' - inserted in sad

wait oflS
7''^P'^^«" ^"d ^hich bears against the bottomwall of said outer piston, an insert means interposed betweensa.d recess of the bottom wall of said outer piston and the sideedge of said yoke, said insert means having a ring port on anda pair of radially extending bridge portions forming therebeween a spacing which receives said lengthwise sidVedge ofsad yoke, said bridge portions being disposed in said recess ofsaid outer piston thereby allowing said lengthwise side edge ofsaid yoke to bear against the bottom wall of said outer piftonand braking torque absorbing structure integrally formedSsaid hydraulic cylinder and including a pair of leg portionsextending m parallel to said axis of the braking disc and a

ree'e'ndTre" r^T'' V' ^'" °^ '«8 P^'t- at the

rZ^r. If- '^'^ P^" °^ '"« P°^»'«"^ having side edgesrespectively facing side edges of said friction pad assembliessaid pair of leg portions and said linking portbn fo mTni anopening to receive therein said friction pad assemble Indsaid friction pad assemblies bearing at their side edge agamslone of said side edges of said leg portions for passing a brakingorque on said friction pad assemblies fo said braking torque

std^brL-kirdi^r^
^'^" ''' ''--''- -^ '--'^-

61

16a

S 13 6 ^* A • ! ? . i

device tangential forces are transmitted to the said brake-

aces'of'Jr' hTJ'' '!i"'°"
^^""^'^^ °" ^^^ active su-faces of the said brake pads when actuating the disc brake the

he /Tr 1"T^ '^' ^^'^ ^^«" ^g^'"^^ 'he inner surface ofthe said brake drum, the brake pads and brakeshoes in onedirection of rotation being in direct support agains eacho her, while in the opposite direction of rotation^due to theassistance by the automatic adjusting member it is a pressme

oMh? h?".;
":' '"'k

''" '""« P°^'*«-'^ between thwbfof the brakeshoes. the said brake pads together with their

means oJt^b '.""k^
''^P""'^ '" ^''^''^ '« ^^e anchoring

sTe s^desof .
^;'''^^^?" ^P^'-^^^d "y them, each on the oppo^site sides of a diagonal perpendicular to the straight line cross-mg the axes of the said anchoring means

3,844,386
AUTOMATIC EMERGENCY BRAKING SYSTEM

Alonzo Bohannon. 105 Rhode Island Ave., Washington, D.C.

FiledJunel. 1971, Ser. No. 148,586

,,o ^. Int. CI. B60t 7/06
1/.S. CI. 188-167

, ^, .

I Claim

3,844,385
BRAKE MECHANISM FOR MOTOR VEHICLES

Laszio Szekely, Budapest, Hungary, assignor to Autolpari
Kutato Intezet, Budapest, Hungary

Filed May 1 1, 1973, Ser. No. 359,761
^^Claims priority, application Hungary, May 17, 1972, AU

„^ ^ Int. CI. F16d 6J/00
U.S. CI. 188-70 B

2 Claim

.hi; h ^l^^M^ '^'u
"• ^°' '"°'°' '"*'*"'"• coniprising a rolTt'

able brake drum having an inner active surface, said drum
1. An emergency brake comprising a housing having a oairof spaced end plates, a jackshaft connected to one end plate
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and extending through the other end plate, a belltube slidabiy

mounted on the jackshaft. a spring biasing one end of the

belltube in an actuating direction, a control handle having a

rotatable cam gear connected to the other end of the belltube,

a face plate having a cut-out portion, connected to the housing

for holding the belltube in a retracted position against the

force of the spring, a release gear mechanism connected be-

tween the cam gear and vehicle brake pedal for rotating the

cam gear to release the cam gear through the cut-out portion

on overtravel of the brake pedal, a cable connected between

said one end of the belltube and the emergency brake for

allowing the spring to force the belltube in the actuating direc-

tion to apply the emergency brake.

3,844,387

BRAKING DEVICE FOR A DRIVEN SHAFT
Hiroshi Morokoshi, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Yamaai Seisaku-

sho Co., Ltd., Shimizu-cho, Sakai, Japan

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,620

I

Int. CI. B60t 7112

U.S. CI. 188-187 3 Claims

an annular housing provided with a plurality of circumfer-

entially spaced-apart cavities each of which is arranged

with its axis perpendicular to said pressure plate;

a first tubular member disposed in each of said cavities for

axial movement therein;

first and second stop means in each of said cavities and

engaged by said first tubular member to establish fixed

brake released and brake energized positions, respec-

tively, thereof;

a second tubular member disposed in each of said cavities

for telescoping movement relative to said first tubular

member;
a rod member fixedly secured at one end to said pressure

plate and extending therefrom into said second tubular

member;
a radially extending flange on the free end of said rod mem-

ber.

^

1. A braking device for a driven shaft comprising, a rotat-

able disc fixed to said driven shaft to rotate therewith; a brake

disc journalled concentrically with and adjacent said rotatable

disc so as to be movable both in the axial direction and about

its axis, said brake disc having a cone-shaped outer surface

tapering toward said rotatable disc; a brake block fixed in

position adjacent said rotatable disc and around the outer

periphery of said brake disc concentrically with said brake

disc, said brake block having a cone-shaped inner surface

tapering toward said rotatable disc, said inner surface of said

brake block being engageable with said cone-shaped outer

surface of said brake disc to restrain the free rotation of said

brake disc about the axis when said brake disc engages with

said rotatable disc; spring means mounted adjacent said brake

disc for urging said brake disc into engagement with said

rotatable disc and also with said brake block; and means

located between said rotatable disc and brake disc for inter-

mittent disengagement between said brake disc and said brake

block against the force of said spring means, said means com-

prising a plurality of balls, and a plurality of spaces formed

between opposed surfaces of said rotatable disc and said brake

disc at regular intervals in the circumferential direction of said

two discs for receiving said balls under the condition which

said balls always engage with both discs, each of said ball

receiving spaces having the depth gradually decreasing in a

direction opposite to the direction of rotation of said rotatable

disc.

a first axially crushable tubular member interposed between

said second tubular member and said flange;

a second axially crushable tubular member interposed be-

tween said first and second tubular members;

said first and second tubular members being actuated by

said pressure plate in response to pressurization of the

latter;

said first tubular member engaging said second stop means

whereupon further movement of said pressure plate in a

brake applying direction occurs as a result of progressive

axial crushing of said first and second crushable members

to the extent required to compensate for wear of the

frictional surfaces of said multiple disc brake;

said second crushable member being crushed axially

thereby permitting said second tubular member to tele-

scope axially relative to said first tubular member to

extend the range of adjustment of said pressure plate

beyond that provided by said first crushable member.

3,844,388

AUTOMATIC BRAKE ADJUSTER AND RESET HAVING
EXTENSIONABLE FEATURE

Richard J. Ditlinger, and Peter Brooks, both of South Bend,

Ind., assignors to The Bendix Corporation, South Bend, Ind.

, Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,987

1

1

Int. CI. F16d 65/54

U.S. CI. 188-196 R 8 Claims

I. Automatic brake adjusting apparatus for a multiple-disc

disc brake having an axially movable fluid pressure actuated

pressure plate for applying the brake comprising:

3,844,389

PISTONS FOR HYDRAULIC SHOCK ABSORBERS
Christian Bourcier de Carbon, 64 Blvd. Maurice-Barres,

Neuilly-sur-Seine, France

Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,215

Claims priority, application France, July 21, 1971,

71.26651
Int. CI. F16f 9134

U.S. CI. 188-322 1 Claim

1. Improvement in piston construction for hydraulic shock

absorbers, especially of the single tube type: said construction

comprising a piston body carried by the shouldered end of a

piston rod, said piston body including a central sleeve forming

the hub portion of said piston body, surrounding the rod, and

clamped between the rod shoulder and the usual end nut

arrangement; and an outer annular portion between which

and said sleeve are the usual free flow passages through the

piston body; a flat annular bearing washer clamped between
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the piston body and the rod shoulder; a floating double-actinevalve m the form of at least one flat annular disk the outefpornon of sa.d valve adapted to bear against a circuia^bea ingedge on sa.d outer annular portion of the piston body and thfinner por ion of the valve adapted to bear upon the outerportion of said flat bearing washer; a flat cen'^ering washeclamped between said piston sleeve and said bear nf ZTerand bemg of lesser diameter than said bearing washer and oa thickness of the approximate order of that of the valve dtkthere being practically zero clearance between the c nter^g
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connection between the sleeve and coil spring at the inputdrum to thereby exert a force on said one si. of co^^'^in

n erfelcl'fif ' f" 'f ^^'^^"^ ^" interruption of sa dinterference fit of said one set of coils with the inout drumso that transmission of rotation is effected fJomThe inpu^drum via sa.d one set of coils of the coil spring and said

S:c:ion;
"'^"^ '"" '" ' '^'"^''«" °PP-' '^ -id one

g. said connecting means functioning upon overtravel' ofsaid output drum relative to said input drum to cause

said ?':T °^'°"' °^ '''' '^°" ^P""« »' 'onuZi and gr p

overtrTe
°""'"' ''"'"^ ^"' ^'"^^^ ^"'"'"^'^ Si'

r„H ,h .! ^ "'' ""'^ "<"'""" of the cemerint washerand Ihus ihe inner diameter of vafve beine treater fhlffh.dtameter of said piston sleeve; said central sleele be „.joined

parmiont """'" '""'''" "^ ""' -'^"-'y ""'ow^adfal

3,844,391

K-H I „ ^r^^^
TYPE FREEWHEEL CLUTCH

Karl J. Hallerberg, Plantkstadt, Germany, assignor to Borg.
Warner-Stjeber GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany

^

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 342,009

22I48M
''"""'^' «PP«catlon Germany, Mar. 27, 1972,

1;.S.CI.192-41a'^''''''^^'''^'^''
10 Claims

SINGLE SPRING, BIDIRECTIONAL, ANTI-OVERTRAVEL

**

M*? P- Lowery, Willowick, Ohio, assignor to The MarquetteMetal Products Company. Cleveland, Ohio
'^'"^*>"*"*

Filed June 6. 1973. Ser. No. 367,394

li.S. CI. ,92-26 '"' ^'- '''' ^"''

12 Claims

/4 *\-

Jh

1. A bidirectional spring clutch comprising-
a. an input and an output drum supported for rotation incoaxial relationship to each other

roiauon in

b a coil spring disposed to surround said input and outputdrums and having a plural step set of coils
c. one set of coils being preloaded so as to be in interference

fit with the input drum;
c.ic.cnce

*^'

rn'r'r'^
surrounding the coil spring and being connected

Of cl^"alT?nptd^.^°"
^^^'"^ ^^^-"'^^^ °- -

e. said coil spring being connected to said sleeve so thatupon rotation of the input drum in one direction andarresting rotation of said sleeve, the one set of coils Sisengages from the input drum; and
f. connecti^ng means rotatively connecting said sleeve to saidoutput drum so that when there is rotation of the inp 1drum ,n a direction opposite said one direction the outputload from the output drum is transmitted through ihe

pUtes, sa,d ea^r^ies^^iLVffSfon-air, ZpTe'd ;: ::,^,Srace, each sprag being movable radially and rotatable out ^

3,844,392

D I. M
/^"^E-WAY CLUTCH ARRANGEMENT

2IM335
"""'"'' """""»" <="»«"?• Nov. 2. 1971,

VS. CI. 1,2-45 '"'• " "'" """'

anin:irc:sf-:5---2:h-rrs£i

October 29*, 1974

inner clutch part, said inner clutch part having an outer cylin-

drical surface and said outer clutch part having an inner cylin-

drical surface in sliding contact with said outer cylindrical

surface so that said clutch parts are rotatable relative to each

other about an axis, said inner clutch part being provided with

a single radial bore extending from said outer cylindrical

surface thereof thereinto and having a closed end, and said

outer clutch part having a wedge-shaped recess extending

from said inner cylindrical surface thereinto, said recess in-

cluding a steep face portion and a sloping face portion tangen-

tial to said inner cylindrical surface and forming a Upered

space between said inner and outer surfaces; a spherical cou-
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posed frictional engaging means provided in said housing an

actuating piston means operatively connected with each ol

said frictional engaging means, each of said actuating piston

means being located on the same side of said two frictional

engaging means, a support flange means disposed in said

housing for rotatably supporting at least one of said two fric-

tional engaging means, a spring disk means non-rotatabiy

connected at its outer circumference with the actuating piston

operatively connected with said radially outwardly disposed

fricitonal engaging means for returning said radially outwardly

disposed frictional engaging means to a disengaged position

said spring disk means simultaneously forming a boundary ot

a pressure space for receiving a pressure medium to selec-

tively cause engagement of said radially outwardly disposed

frictional engaging means, and additional spring means opera-

tively connected with the other fricitonal engaging means for

returning the same to a disengaged position.

3 844 394

CONTROL MEANS INCLUDING DISABLED SELECTION

LOCK-OUT FOR VENDING MACHINE

Lloyd R. Hale, Independence, and John W. Baxendale, Kansas

City, both of Mo., assignors to The Vendo Company, Kansas

City, Mo.
Filed Sept. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 396,808

Int. CI. G07f 5118

U.S. CI. 194-10 13 Claims

pling element located at least in part in said radial bore; and

spring means in said bore and abutting with one end thereof

said spherical coupling element and with the other end said

closed end of said bore for biasing said coupling element in

radial direction into said recess so that during rotation of at

least one of said clutch parts in one direction of rotation, said

coupling element engages said steep face portion whereby said

clutch parts are coupled for rotation in said one direction, and

so that during rotation of any one of said clutch parts in the

opposite direction, said coupling element is pressed by said

sloping face portion into said bore so that said clutch parts can

freely rotate relative to each other.
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3 844,393

ACTUATING MECHANISM FOR ENGAGEABLE
DEVICES IN PLANETARY GEAR TRANSMISSIONS

Wolfgang Zaiser, Althutte, Germany, assignor to Daimler-Benz

Aktiengesellschaft. Stuttgart. Germany

Filed Sept. 8. 1972, Ser. No. 287,217

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 9. 1971.

2145106
Int. CI. F16d 25100

U.S. CI. 192-87.11 13 Claims

arra

1. An actuating mechanism for a change-speed transmission

ngement, comprising: a housing, two concentrically dis-

1 In a vending machine normally adapted for selectively

dispensing any of a plurality of different types of products:

separate, electrically actuatable means for dispensing each

of said types of products,

each of said dispensing means normally being functional to

operate through a normal dispensing cycle thereof having

a predetermined period of time duration for dispensing a

single product of the corresponding type whenever said

dispensing means is electrically energized for at least said

period of time, said dispensing means being subject to the

possible occurrence of a fault condition in which a dis-

pensing means becomes jammed in manner preventing

completion of a normal dispensing cycle despite contin-

ued electrical energization thereof;

electrical means for selectively energizing said dispensing

means individually, including first switching means for

each dispensing means responsive to operation of the

latter for normally interrupting energization of the corre-

sponding dispensing means upon completion of a normal

dispensing cycle thereof, said first switching means being

subject to the possible occurrence of a fault condition in

which a first switching means malfunctions and fails to

interrupt energization of the corresponding dispensing

means upon completion of a normal dispensing cycle of

the latter;

electrically responsive, time delayed means, including lim-

ing means coupled with said electrical means for initia-

tion of operation of said timing means upon the energiza-
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t.on of any of said dispensing means, said timing meansbemg operable to actuate said second switching means "n

sa.d penod of a normal dispensing cycle to limitjacW
uctVr:'"^""''"''"'''' ^^P^''^*^^ '^'^P^"^'"^ of prod-ucts by any dispensmg means that has suffered saidswitchmg malfunction type of fault condition

'' with slTd'ell'T ""T '°' "''^ ''^P^"^'"« '"^-"^ coupledwith said electrical means and operably coupled with said

Sron^m 'Irr^"''""'^
''' '^"^^ ^ predetermined

mterval of time after initiation of operation of said timingmeans for interrupting energization of any dispen^ "f

rr to c'omn.::''"'
f "'' ^^-""'"^ •>p^ ^-'^-"Sprior o completion of an attempted normal dispensing

n^^i a!ion of"'"''^ '.T'^'
''^'^^ from conTn ed'energization of a jammed dispensing means is oreventedseparate means for sensing the depletion of eacTprodua'

""TZT'"^^^ '^"P""« '^'^ ^^"^'"g '"^^"^ ^ith a corre-sponding second switching means for actuating the latterupon sensing of a product depletion condit onmeans for releasably latching each of said second switchingmeans in Its actuated condition upon any actual onhereof, whereby the dispensing means for any producttype that has suffered a fault condition is deactivatedagainst further attempted operation thereof untilsl'dlatching means has been released by personnel responsble for first remedying said fault condition
^

m'e"nt ofc'red-;?^"
sensing and registering the establish-ment of credit appropriate for the dispensing of a product

tTe lauer''"'"''
""' "'' ^'^^'rical means for rendering

fished
'""P"^"^^ ""t*' ^-i'l "edit has been estab^

"m!.'';!nf/
^^'P°"^'^e means for preventing said creditmeans from receiving credit

third switching means for each product type which areoperated to an actuated condition thereof whenever the

ZS'Z '''-''' '^'-'-^ --^ '^ '" '- --fed
means coupling said third switch means with said preventingmeans to operate the latter to refuse receipt of cred.t onlv

Tted-c^ndlt'^
''''' '^'-'-^ "^-^ -'

*" ^^- --
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reco^ing symbols on a recor;S:l";;:?^^

record sheet shift means for shifting the record sheet be-

ZZTT^ P°''^'°" '" ^^''^ ^"-"^ componemof thepnnter masks a terminal portion of the printed text on theecord sheet and a text display posiL fn wh ch heterminal portion of the text is visible

nnl H ''7
'""'"'• """P'^'^ 'o 'he data store for developrng a display signal indicative of the absence of a codeword in an output level of the data store

print reset detector means, coupled to the data store and tohe display detector means, for developing a print resl^signal indicative of the recordina nf n V-l^
pnnt reset

PRINTING UPON AND^ENCODINC IDENTIFICATION
DEVICES

ConlinualionofStr. No. 222,801. Fe6 2 I075 .h..j .,

This .pp,ica.i.„ S.P,. 2i. 1^73 s.': "JmZlt
U.S.a.„7_,.5 '""'"^'J^"

8 Claims

^„^ 3,844,395

Peter GS 'I'f'^^^J.
CONTROL FOR DATA PRINTER

Nrrthbrc^k'llr
"'•' '''"^"'" ^° ^'"*' Corporation.

Filed Sept. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 396,393

U.S. CI. 197-1 R
'"^•^••«^»J^/^^

12 Claims

1. In a data printer for printing a data symbol fe«t nn .record sheet in response to an input signalTncluding a "equence of code words representative of symbols to b printedand of non-print functions for the printer, of the kind compHs

^^^^:^^:.r'''''
^" ''^-^*«"^- device, said

a plurality of wheels

'"s'urtc! ofTn^^'^^VVP^"'^ '°^^^'°"^ °" the edgesurface of sa.d wheels for encoding an identification

an impressing head,
retaining means for releasably retaining an identificationdevice on said impressing head

'aeniitication

''!nto'?nd"'Z o7
'"'"'"^ '"°^'"« ^^'^ ''"P^^^^'^g headinto and out of a position in respect to said wheeU

rde'nlr" T' T'^^''"^
""^^"^ ""• impress indiciaTn theIdentification device carried by said retaining means

means preventing free rotation of said wheels while permit
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said manually operable means for sequentially advancing

said wheels.

3 844 397

AUTOMATIC UNDERLINING IN AN AUTOMATED
TYPEWRITER SYSTEM

Edward M. Richards, Commack, N.Y., assignor to Redactron

Corporation, Hauppauge, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 201,306, Nov. 23, 1971, abandoned.

This application May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,382

Int. CI. B41j 5130

U.S. CI. 197-19 5 Claims

driven in the same direction for receiving between said inner

runs, logs or cants of different diameters and different tapers

to be guided and fed to a wood processing machine by said

inner runs, each conveyor including an endless conveyor belt

means and roller elements longitudinally spaced along said

path and on which the ends of the conveyor belt means are

trained, said roller elements forming a transverse pair at each

end of the respective conveyor belt means, the roller elements

of each pair being substantially transversely aligned and

mounted on said frame for movement towards and away from

each other transversely of said path, whereby to increase or

1. For use with a typewriter which generates a particular

coded combination of signals for each key which is stroked to

perform a printing or other operation and which can perform

said operations upon receipt of said particular coded combi-

nations of signals, the method of automatically underlining a

typed word comprising the steps generating a first given coded

combination of signals representing a start underline control

byte, storing said start underline control byte, sequentially

stroking the keys of the typewriter associated with the word to

be underlined, sequentially storing the coded combinations of

signals generated by the keystrokings, generating a second

given coded combination of signals representing an end un-

derline control byte, storing said end underline control byte,

after the storage of said second given coded combinations of

signals, generating, in response to the stored coded combina-

tion of signals, signals for causing said typewriter to backspace

one position for each of the stored coded combinations of

signals bracketed between said first and second given coded

combinations of signals, generating an alarm whenever the

number of signals for causing backspacing exceeds a number

related to the number of keystrokes performed between the

generation of the first and second given coded combinations

of signals, and, if no alarm is generated, then generating, m

response to the stored coded combinations of signals, signals

for causing said typewriter to print one underline symbol for

each of the stored coded combinations of signals bracketed

between said first and second given coded combinations of

signals.

decrease the gap between said conveyor belt means, centering

means to positively maintain the two roller elements of each

pair at an equal transverse distance from a vertical plane

passing through the longitudinal axis of said support rail inde-

pendently of the width of said gap. means biasing said roller

elements of each pair in a direction to decrease said gap and

means to resiliently allow unequal gap width between the two

pairs of roller elements, whereby a log or cant inserted within

said gap is positively centered in said path independently of its

diameter, while said conveyor belts can take diverging or

converging positions to engage logs or cants of variable taper.

3,844,399

LOG CONVEYING APPARATUS

H. Charles Sellers, Jr., and Ronnie J. Hatchel, both of Birming-

ham, Ala., assignors to Beloit-Passavant Corporation, Bir-

mingham, Ala.

Filed Mar, 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,617

Int. CI. B27bi//00

U.S. CI. 198-165 8 Claims
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3,844,398

SELF-CENTERING DUAL BELT CONVEYOR
Gaston Pinat, 5384 Jules Fournler St., Montreal North, Prov-

ince of Quebec, Canada
11 Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,825

II Int. CI. B27biy/00

U.S. CI. 198-165 "^ Claims

1. A self-centering dual belt feeding conveyor for feeding

logs and cants to a wood processing machine in a straight

feeding path, comprising an elongated frame extending along

said path, a substantially horizontal straight support rail

mounted on said frame to support a log or cant in said path,

a pair of transversely aligned conveyors mounted on each side

of said path with an inner run facing each other and power

1. Apparatus for conveying logs, especially logs having

irregular surface contours and protrusions, such as branch

nubs, while maintaining the log in a centered position com-

prising:

a frame member,

conveyance means on said frame member for transporting

logs along a centered path thereon;

log centering means aligned on said frame member on

either side of the conveyance means, said centering

means comprising an articulated arm means positioned

on either side of the conveyance means with each said

centering means being movable laterally and indepen-

dently of the other, each arm means having a first end

adapted to engage substantially opposite sides of logs

passing therebetween, and a second end linked to the

corresponding second end of the other arm means;

positioning means to move said linked second ends of the

arm means axially of the log to thereby position the first

ends of both arm means against the log to guide the log

on the centered path;
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resilient means mounted on each of the articulated arm
means urgmg the log engaging ends of the arm means
agamst the log while tracking over the surface irregular-
ities to mamtain the log on a centered path;

the log engaging ends of said arm means are each movable
mdependently of their linked ends.
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ing, and means for releasing the body at an advanced position
comprismg a stationary cam. and a part on said pivoted arm

3,844,400
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR ACCUMULATING

CONVEYORS
Clarence A. Dehne, Farmington, Mich., assignor to Jervis B.Webb Company, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 281,523
Int. CI. B65g 43100

U.S. CI. 198-40
,C,^.^^

jj

1^/
'

^f^.

ej

f/

1. A control system for a conveyor having a plurality of
carriers movable in a forward direction along a support bv
engagement between a driving member on each carrier and
one of a plurality of pushers connected to a propelling mem-
ber, the driving member of each carrier being disengageable
from the pushers by a stop which arrests forward movement
ot the carrier and being disengageable from the pushers for
the accumulation of carriers in response to engagement be-
tween the carrier and a preceding stopped carrier; wherein the
improvement comprises:

a primary carrier stop movable between closed and open
positions to release carriers sequentially

a carrier feeder stop installed along the carrier support in
advance of the primary stop and movable between closed
and open positions, the feeder stop in the closed position
being capable of causing the disengagement of the driving
member of a carrier from a pusher and of arresting for
ward movement of the carrier to initiate the accumula-
tion of a bank of following carriers; and,

control means for opening the feeder stop in response to the
absence of a carrier between the feeder stop and a control
location spaced from the feeder stop toward the primary
stop in the forward direction of carrier movement a dis-
tance not less than the length of a group of (/,) carrierswhen accumulated, and for closing the feeder stop in
response to the passage of the group of („) carriers
through the feeder stop.

engageable with said cam in the movement of the conveyor toswmg the arm and retract positively the magnet from the

3,844,402

T u.^^^^^
FLEXIBLE BELT CARRYING PLATE

Torahiko Hayashi 2-3, Nozawa-cho, Utsunomiya-shi, Japan
Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,277

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 14, 1971 46-1172
»nt. CI. B65g J7/00

U.S. CI. 198-99 . ^, .

5 Claims

^ 5 2^

T rrrr
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3,844,401
CONVEYOR WITH MAGNETIC ARTICLE HOLDING

MEANS

""iT/nlo r
""'"'

''T'^' ^-^- "^^'g""*- •« Rheem Manu-
facturing Company, New York, N.Y

^ 7d.''?ii°o" i^"' ^l
'^*^'^^'' '^"^'' »'' »971, Pat. No.

3,741,149. This application Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No 323 505
Int. CI. B65g/ 7/46

V.S. CI. 198-41
5 ^,^.^^

1. In an article conveyor machine, a movably moun'iTd
conveyor, a source of power connected to drive said con-
veyor, said conveyor having an opening adapted to receive
therein a metal body, an arm pivoted on the conveyor amagnet carried by said arm. a spring connected to urge themagnet toward the body to restrain the body within said open-

1. A device for automatically conveying and transferring at
a transfer position semi-manufactured dough products such as
bread and doughnuts to a subsequent process stage such as a
tryer or a band oven, comprising a carrying plate assembly
having a core plate, support means supporting said core platean endless flexible belt made of material provided with evenly
distributed laterally extending ridges on its exterior surface in
contact with said dough products positioned around said core
plate, a roller having projections around it. means for bringing
the roller into or out of meshing relationship with the lower
exterior surface of the belt at the transfer position where thedough products are transferred, and means for rotating the
roller m the backward direction relative to the direction inwhich the dough products are to be transferred so as to rotate
the belt around the core plate for transferring the dough
products, comprising further a swingable conveyor for con-
veying said carrying plate assembly to said transfer station for
transferring said dough products, said conveyor having a beltwound around two rollers positioned at the foremost andrearmost ends thereof, swingable around said foremost roller
between a horizontal position and an inclined position with
said rearmost roller at a level below said foremost roller andcoming into contact with driving means, which is adapted to
reverse the direction of rotation of said conveyor belt
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3,844,403

POINTS SYSTEM CONVEYOR
Hans-UIrlch Stauber, Grut, Switzerland, assignor to Ferag AG,

Hinwil, Switzerland

FHed Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 413,169

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Nov. 11, 1972,

16476/72 ,

,

Int. CI. B65g 4/ /OO

U.S. CI. 198-109 10 Claims

Vi
37 ^ J^

JO

1. A conveyor comprising a cantilever outrigger supported

at one end and resiliently flexible in one plane while being

inflexible and substantially immovable in two other planes

perpendicular to said one plane, a flexible guide extending

along the outrigger in said one plane, return devices at oppo-

site ends of the conveyor, an endless deformable stringer

looped around the return devices and having one run con-

strained by the guide to follow the contour of the outrigger in

said one plane, a mechanism connected to drive the stringer

and an actuator operable to displace the unsupported end of

the outrigger laterally in said one plane to any one of different

predetermined positions by resiliently flexing the outrigger

whereby said one run of the conveyor is deformable along a

curved path to bring its end into alignment with a selected one

of branch paths which extend away from said predetermined

positions respectively.

ing portion connected rigidly to and extending between the

upper ends of the legs to form a firm supporting structure

between the legs, the legs of each arch-like support being

inclined relative to each other and to the base such that they

diverge away from the connecting portion and the connecting

portion being curved such that the convex surface thereof is

presented upwardly; a pair of cables extending through the

arch-like supports above the bases and adjacent to the legs

thereof; suspension means suspending the cables from the

arch-like supports and being adjustable to vary the height of

the cables above the base of the supports; first idler assemblies

carried by the cables below the connecting portions of the

arch-like supports, the idler assemblies spanning the space

between the cables and having rollers thereon; second idler

assemblies carried by the cables and also spanning the space

between the cables, the second idler assemblies having rollers

located below the rollers of the first idler assemblies; an end-

less belt extended through the arch-like supports above the

base thereof and having an upper pass supported on the rollers

of the first idler assemblies and a lower pass supported on the

rollers of the lower idler assemblies, and a cover secured to

and supported by the connecting portions of the arch-like

supports, the cover being exposed outwardly to the atmo-

sphere and being positioned to prevent material from being

blown off of the upper pass of the belt, the cover extending

over substantially all of the curved portions on the arch-like

supports and downwardly along the legs at one side of the

conveyor to a position below the upper pass of the belt, the

other side of the cover terminating above the upper pass of the

belt to permit visual inspection of material carried on the bell.

3 844 405

QUICK ADJUSTING GUIDE RAIL FOR CONVEYOR

Lloyd N. Shuford, Lynchburg, Va., assignor to Simplimatic

Engineering Company, Lynchburg, Va.

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,671

Int. CI. B65g \5i60

U.S. CI. 198-204 »4 Claims

I,
3,844,404

.COVERED OVERLAND CONVEYOR
Russell E. Emmenegger, Sappington, Mo., assignor to Con-

veyor Covers Incorporated, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,102

Int. CI. B65g 15160

U.S. CI. 198-204 2 Claims

1. A conveyor for transporting materials overland, said

conveyor comprising: a succession of arch-like supports ar-

ranged such that the openings of succeeding arches in the

supports align, each arch-like support including a base which

extends the entire width of the support and rests on a support-

ing surface, spaced apart legs secured to the base at their

lower ends and projecting upwardly therefrom, and a connect-

l. In a conveyor apparatus for conveying articles having a

movable conveyor means, a conveyor support adapted to

mount said movable conveyor means and a pair of guide rails

for maintaining the conveyed articles properly positioned on

the movable conveying means, means for mounting said guide

rails for lateral adjustment perpendicular to the direction of

movement of said conveyor means comprising a pair of guide

rail mounting members each having a base portion extending,

generally laterally substantially parallel to one another, a

generally vertically extending upstanding portion adapted to

mount said guide rail and a connecting portion operatively

connecting said upstanding portion to said base portion, said

conveyor support being provided with recesses below said

conveyor means and at opposite sides thereof, said recesses

being adapted to receive the substantially parallel base por-

tions of said guide rail mounting members respectively, said

base portions being movable in a generally lateral direction

into and out of said recesses between inner and outer posi-

tions, said connecting portions in the inner position of said

guide rail mounting member extending upwardly above said

conveyor means and inwardly thereover, thereby to position

said upstanding portions inwardly of the outer edges of said

conveyor means, and adjustable locking means to lock said
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base portions of said guide rail mounting members to saidconveyor support in any position between s'a id inner and out^^
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3,844,406
ROTATING CABLE CONVEYOR

Corporation, Hamilton, Ohio
Filed Nov. 17, 1972, S«r. No. 307,423

i;.S. CI. 198-2.3
'^'"^'^''^'''00

I Claims

I. A screw type conveyor, comprising; an elongated ripiHsupport havmg an upper portion; an elongated bear^fm^'nal stnp generally coextensive with and overlying X^nJe;
channeVd 7' 7^'"' 'V'

''"^ ''^^'"^ ^ outwardly openingchannel deHned by a surface that is a substantial portion of fa cle, ,n cross section perpendicular to the drive shaft axis ofotafon which extends for substantially more than 180«and

IXL'h?'^'"''^
'^*^'""^' '^«^ '^'^ °f ^^id legs ha1 an

cemLfJ' '""V'^r^ ^"PP°^' ^"^^« immediately aVa

stitut n mer'f
''"^ °"'^'^^'> ^^^'"^ support surface con-stituting means for supporting the weight of articles beincconveyed; and rotatable means for thre'adably and dr^Sengaging a load drive member, including an elongated Sledrive shaft having helical thread means on its Lter urfaceand bemg received within said channel; and said drve shaftbeing circular and having an outer diameter substantially thesame as the inner diameter of said arcuate channelsu Leeand being thus overlapped by the channel legs t^posi ve|yinter ere with movement of the shaft out of the channe in adirection perpendicular to its axis of rotation

b an inner cylindrical container member also having a

end and being sized to closely telescopically fit bothaxially and rotatively within said outer container

H
^o"'ainer members adapted to fit together with theirclosed ends remotely opposite one another to form acompletely closed container, and so that in closed assLS a'nd
T' "' ''''' •""" '"^'"^^ '^ essentfallyTuTh

ouler^emtr;""
'"^"' ''''"'' ''^ ""^ ^^ °^ -'^

d. said container members having resiliently biased comple-

a"pa ?'onr s"'

-terengaging locking Lans. including
a pair ot lugs spaced peripherally apart on one of saidmembers and projecting radially from said axis, a corre-sponding pair of specially inclined bayonet type slotwaysspaced peripherally apart on the other of said members to
operatively receive said lugs therein; said slotways havingmajor linear portions and an open end constituting basi?m tial entry portions, each of said major linear portions

parallel to the longitudinal axis, said slotways furtherhav ng lug-retaining seats offset therefrom and atanacute angle relative thereto and being oriented gene allv
parallel to said axis; and

ncniea generally

e. said container members and interengaging locking meansbeing so constructed and related foas^o effect bmhautomatic and positive but releasable interlocking thereofresponsive to the application and subsequent release ofmoderate axially applied pressure to the^oppost dosedends of said container members.
'ic ciosea

3,844,408
PARTIALLY NESTABLE PHARMACEUTICAL

CONTAINERS

Zi «
;.'^*'^?' ^T* ^''^' ^'''«' "«'8"«^ »« Drustar UnitDose Systems, Inc., Grove City, Ohio
Filed Mar. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 239,278

int. a. B6Sd 83/04
U.S. CI. 206-534

, ^, .

1 Claim

3,844,407

Rnh .

p"p^'^ RESISTANT SAFETY CONTAINER

Rp . .S"'l'
^."" ^*^' ^"y' ^'-h, assignor to Child-

Resistant Packaging Corp., Washington, D.C
Filed Jan. 1 1, 1973, Ser. No. 322,790

«J.s. a. 206->.5'"'-
'"•'''*' """""« „^

12 Claims

rh IH r f^ ^f
^°"'^'"" ^°'' "medicines and the like having

anTu e'r" '"h"'' T''"^'
'°'"P"^'"« '" combination '

a. an outer cylindrical container member having a longitudi-na axis, a closed end and an open end transverse to ^id

1. A container means for perdetermined unit dosages ofpharmaceutical materials adapted to be received in abadingtray means provided with spaced container receiving openmgfdisposed on the upward facing surface of the tray comprisingm combination, a plurality of open-mouth containers eachprovided with a surrounding integrally formed rportlnremovably connected to the lip ponion of the next ad^acen^container, each of said lip ponions being provid i wUh anupwardly facing recess having a substantially emi-dcularconfiguratK,n formed integrally with the opposirupper edce
portions of the mouth of said container, sa^ recesses forming

lintnT"'
°f

TP'''"^"^^^y ^'^^P^ °" ^he undersideT hf

Te^ro" : like li:'''''V'
'^ "^'"^"^'^ -^^^^ ^^^^'n

L\r.J ? W ,

*^°"^^'"er disposed in nested relationshio

ovlr ;
'
H

^,"^',«'°"«^»e ^t"P of material removably d sposedover each of said containers and carrying indicia identffvinothe contents of each container, said eln^Je s' Hp in" ud nfbreakaway connections disposed betweenlach c;fntainer
^
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1
3 844 409

TWO COmI^ARTMENT UNITARY BAG HAVING SHELF

William A. Bodolay, 15 Fern Glen Rd., Longmeadow, Mass.

01106, and Stephen M. Bodolay, 1307 Glen Green Ln.,

Lakeland, Fla. 39199

Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,661

Int. CL B65d 31/12, 33/02, 33/14, 85/54

U.S. CI. 206-45.34 7 Claims

'3 b

3 844 411

OBJECT SEGREGATING MECHANISM
Michael Lewis, R.D. No. 2, Felton, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 291,731, Sept. 25, 1972,

abandoned. This application May 15, 1973, Ser. No. 360,522

Int. CI. B07c

U.S. CI. 209-73 31 Claims

1. A two compartment unitary package for heavy items

comprising a rear compartment and a front compartment, two

layers of a transparent material covering the outside of the

front compartment consisting of an inside and outside layer

and a single layer of said transparent material covering the

face of the rear compartment, a flat and straight stiffener

indicia member located in said rear compartment behind said

front compartment, and having a fold at the bottom thereof

for supporting the inside layer of the transparent material.

Ji^
A - \rrv\ i J" >

^ t. ..-^tfr -J- >-- > -.- -_/ ^^ . /

ioj-
\ f_3 •

o.;.i '-••. \-

y

1. Mechanism to segregate relatively smooth-surfaced

sphere-like objects from relatively rough-surfaced sphere-like

objects comprising in combination, means arranged to receive

a heterogeneous mixture of relatively smooth-surfaced and

rough-surfaced sphere-like objects and move the same by

rolling along a predetermined path, detecting means mounted

adjacent said path and positioned relative to said path at a

location to be engaged by said objects as they roll along said

path, said detecting means being reactive to the surfaces of

said objects and adapted to be moved from said path when

engaged by rough-surfaced objects but remain in position

relative to said path when smooth-surfaced objects encounter

said detecting means, thereby being operable to segregate

relatively rough-surfaced objects from relatively smooth-

surfaced objects, and means to move said objects along said

path.

3,844,410

MOUNTING OF COINS IN THE PAGES OF COIN ALBUMS
Luther N. Cook, 26 N. Washington St., Tiffin, Ohio 44883

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,446

Int. CL B65d 5/50; A45c 11/00

U.S. CI. 206-.83 10 Clai'ns

1. In combination, a coin album page comprising a pair of

superimposed sheets of plastic material secured together, said

sheets having a plurality of registering spaced circular holes

extending therethrough; a plurality of drcular transparent

plastic coin holders adapted to hold coins therein disposed m
at least some of the holes; said coin holders being of less

diameter than the said holes; means for pivotally and remov-

ably mounting the coin holders in said holes respectively; and

releaseable means for normally locking the coin holders in the

plane of one face of the page, whereby when the releaseable

means is released the coin holders may be rotated on their

pivots to bring the reverse side of the coin holder into the

plane of the same face of the album page.

3 844 412

DEPRESSING REAGENT FOR MINERAL FLOTATION
AND METHOD FOR ITS EMPLOYMENT

Dominique Robert, 44, Boulevard della Liberation, 94-

Vincennes, France

Continuation of Ser. No. 49,956, June 25. 1970. abandoned.

This application Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308,874

Claims priority, application France, June 25, 1970,

69.21317

Int. CI. B03d 1/02

U.S.CL 209-166 9 Claims

1. In a mineral flotation method in which a valuable mineral

is separated from a gangue of terile matter containing car-

bonates, or sulfates of alkaline earth metals or phyllosilicates.

or quartz slimes in the form of a treated pulp by means of a

collector selected from the group consisting of anionic and

nonionic collectors, the improvement which comprises adding

to the treated pulp as a depressing reagent an unpurified algae

powder selected from the group consisting of a natural algi-

nate, alginic acid solubilized by the addition of an alkali which

solubilizes said alginic acid in the form of the salt of the alka-

line ion, an algae powder containing alginic acid incorporated

in a solution containing an alkaline ion, and a polymer pro-

duced artificially from d-mannuronic acid whereby said algae

powder is added either to depress the sterile matter which is

difficult to depress, or to depress the valuable minerals and to

collect a foam containing the sterile matter to be rejected.

3,844,413

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSER
Takeo Mizushima, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Tokyo Research

Service Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,688

Claims priority, application Japan, July 26, 1972, 47-74765

Int. CI. B03d 3/00

U.S. CI. 209-209 3 Claims

1. A device for sorting and classifying very small particles

comprising:
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a. a transparent water vessel,

b. a top sealing cove:,

c. a shaft perpendicularly passing through said cover and
rotatably carried by said cover,

d. an horological mechanism to rotatably drive said shaft,
e. a first inverted cup member having two concentric side

walls and fixed to said shaft to be co-rotatable therewith,
f. second cup member having two concentric side walls
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3,844,415
SUPPORT DEVICE FOR FILES

Egon Heimann, Falkenberg 61, 56 Wuppertal-l, Germany
Filed Nov. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 304,980

Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 9. 1971
2155505 '

Int. CI. A47b 63100
^'S.Cl.2U-43

6 Claims

LI.

J-,j20

adapted to receive said two concentric side walls of said
first cup member, said second cup member being carried
by said shaft and including means for adjusting its posi-
tion along said shaft, and

g. an annular dish mounted in said second cup member in
an annular spaced defined by the two concentric side
walls thereof, said first cup member having a sample inlet
port opening to said annular space.

3,844,414
ROTATING STRATIFIER

Fred Jordison, Chesterfield, England, assignor to Birtley Enei-
neenng Limited, Darlinshire, England

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,759

lO^Ji'T
""'"'"''^' "PPl'ta^ion Great Britain, Apr. 20, 1971,

Int. CI. B07b 4/08
U.S. CI. 209-467

j, a,i„,s

22 %" 16 5 7 13

1. A support device for record files and the like objects
disposed on a horizontal support surface, said device compris-
mg at least a support panel adapted to support files in a verti-
cal position having a vertical support wall and a base panel
extending from the lower edge of said support wall and
adapted to underlie said files, a substantial portion of the
underface of said base panel being smooth to glide easily over
said horizontal support surface; a pivotting member disposed
below the vertical support wall adjacent the lower edge
thereof and adapted to engage said horizontal support surface
a slip barrier connected to said underface of the base panel
and being engageable with said horizontal surface, said slip
barrier being spaced from the lower edge of said support wall
by a predetermined distance so that by a lateral pressure
exerted from the inside outwards to the upper part of the
support panel said slip barrier would be raised from and thus
disengaged from said horizontal supporting surface when said
pivotting member engages said horizontal supporting surface
said slip barrier also being spaced from the (outer) edge of
said base panel opposite said lower edge by a predetermined
distance so that by a lateral pressure exerted from outside
inward to the upper part of the supporting panel said slip
barrier would be raised from and thus disengaged from said
horizontal supporting surface.

3,844,416
MEDIA STORAGE CABINET

Frank Potter, Syosset, N.V., assignor to Filing Systems Inc.,
Plamview, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 312,349
Int. CI. A47b 47/00

U.S. CI. 211-162
5c,«i„,

1. An apparatus for the separation of a mixture of particu-
late materials of different densities comprising means defining
an air-permeable frusto-conical surface having a substantially
vertical axis, means for feeding a mixture of said materials to
said surface, means for rotating said surface about said axis for
moving the mixture of particulate materials in a path defined
by said air-permeable surface, means for generating an airHow substantially radially inward through said path for effec-
tive separation of said mixture into heavier and lighter fraction
containing strata, and means for separately discharging said
separated materials.

b e, ^

1. A media storage cabinet of rectangular form comprising
a group of posts each having a fixed upright vertical positionm a separate corner of the cabinet; the cabinet having parallel
longitudinally extending opposed rails, and parallel laterally
extending opposed rails; each post comprising four vertical
fiat walls, a first wall of which extends inwardly into the cabi-
net a second wall of which extends at right angles from the
first wall and is fixed in parallel abutting relation to one of the
laterally extending rails, a third wall of which extends at right
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angles from the second wall in opposed parallel relation to the

first wall and in fixed parallel abutting relation to one of the

longitudinally extending rails, and a fourth wall of which

extends inwardly into the cabinet at right angles from the third

wall and in opposed parallel relation to the second wall, the

first wall being shorter in its lateral dimension than the op-

posed third wall, the fourth wall being shorter in its lateral

dimension than the opposed second wall, the first and fourth

walls each having a vertical leading edge separated from the

other by a space co-extensive with the length of the post, the

space being a result of the said shorter lateral dimensions of

the first and fourth walls, and each of the first and fourth walls

having therein a vertical row of bayonet slots having arm

portions which open horizontally through the leading edge of

the related wall to the space; the first wall of each post being

disposed in co-planar relation with a corresponding first wall

of a second post and also being disposed in parallel opposed

relation to a corresponding first wall of a third post; the fourth

wall of each post being disposed in co-planar relation to a

corresponding fourth wall of a second post and also being

disposed in parallel opposed relation to a corresponding

fourth wall of a third post; a first media supporting bar having

a hook extending from each end thereof, the hooks being

slidably received into bayonet slots of opposed first walls of a

selected pair of the posts through the arm portions of the slots;

a second media supporting bar having a hook extending from

each end thereof, the latter hooks being slidably received into

bayonet slots of opposed fourth walls of a selected pair of

posts through the arm portions of the slots; and said media

supporting bars being slidably and selectively removable from

the related bayonet slots by withdrawing the related hooked

ends through the related arm portions of the slots without

disturbing the fixed condition of the related posts.
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3,844,418

TELESCOPING JIB ASSEMBLY

Gerald P. Lamer, Rothschild, Wis., assignor to J. I. Case Com-

pany, Racine, Wis.

Filed Nov. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 420,01

1

Int. CI. B66c 23106

U.S. CK 212-55 3 Claims

t^ JO

3 g44 417

HOISTING CRANE WITH HORIZONTAL LATTICE JIB

AND BRAVELLING CARRIAGE
Lennart Holm, Vasteras, Sweden, assignor to Linden-Alimak

AB, Vasteras, Sweden

Filed Apr. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 137,265

Claims prioritv. application Sweden. May 4, 1970. 6078/70

Int. CI. B66c2//00

t.S. CI. 212-18 6 Claims

1. An' extensible jib assembly for attachment to the outer

end of a boom and comprising a plurality of hollow jib sections

telescoped within each other for longitudinal extension and

retraction to lengthen and shorten the jib assembly, one of

said sections being a base section having an inner end adapted

for attachment to a boom and another of said sections being

an outer end section with at least one intermediate section

between said base section and said outer end section, and

means for extending and retracting said sections, said means

including a pair of freely rotatable pulleys adjacent opposite

ends of each intermediate section and a freely rotatable pulley

adjacent an outer end of said base section, reversible drive

means carried by the inner end of said base section, and a

fixed length flexible cable having one end connected an inner

end of said outer end section and entrained around each of

said pulleys, an intermediate portion of said cable being in

engagement with said reversible drive means and an opposite

end of said cable being connected to said outer section, said

cable having portions for each intermediate and base sections

and one portion extending from said inner end of said base

section to said outer end section, all of said portions being

located with said hollow sections and extending substantially

parallel to each other and parallel to the longitudinal axis of

said jib assembly.

•n 17

1. A hoisting crane comprising,

a substantially horizontal lattice jib with at least one upper

and at least two lower longitudinal runway frame bars,

connecting bars which interconnect said frame bars,

a travelling carriage supported by said runway frame bars

said travelling carriage having lifting means and including

also carrying wheels which run directly on said runway

frame bars,

said runway frame bars having a circular cross-section and

being interconnected to said connecting bars with the

center of gravity axis of each connecting bar intersecting

the central longitudinal axis of the relevant runway frame

bar.

each said carrying wheel having an essentially cylindrical

configuration and being supported on the respective

circular runway frame bar with its line of force intersect-

ing the central longitudinal axis of said respective runway

frame bar, said carrying wheel making an essentially point

contact with said runway frame bar to thereby ensure the

maintainance of intersection of said line of force with said

longitudinal axis irrespective of the tilting of said carrying

wheel as it rolls along said runway frame bar.

3,844,419

SKY LINE LOGGING APPARATUS

Melvin W. Holmes, Rt. 3, Box 184, Reedsport, Oreg. 97467

Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,970

Int. CI. B66c2//00

U.S. CL 212-122

•^^We.

6 Claims

66 ' „,' V y^

1. A carriage for use in a sky line logging system of the type

including a sky line extending from a yarding apparatus at a
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height over a log pick up area to a tie down, a load lifting line
movable vertically through said carriage to lift and hold logs
to be carried, and a hSulback line extending from said yarding
apparatus through said carriage to pull said carriage on said
sky line, said carriage including:

a frame having an opening on its bottom portion through
which said load lifting line extends;

wheel means rotatably mounted on said frame and engaging
said sky line such that said frame is movable thereon

trigger means automatically operable in response to the
stopage of movement of said frame on said sky line

multi-arm lever means mounted on said frame to pivot in
response to actuation of said trigger to hold said carriage
stationary on said sky line and release said load lifting line
for lowering through said carriage-

said load lifting line including log engaging means mounted
on one end and a nub pressed thereon a distance from
said end. said carriage including nub receiving and hold-mg means whereby logs engaged by the end of said linemay be held a distance above the ground and

said nub receiving and holding means including a sliding
plate having a keyhole shaped opening therein, said nub
being sized to pass through the head of said keyhole
shaped opening and be supported by the tail of said open-
mg. said sliding plate being movable in one direction in
response to pivoting of said multi-arm lever means and
slidable in the opposite direction in response to the ex-
parision of spring means compressed by the pivoting of
said multi-arm lever means.
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means connected to one end of said arm for effecting recipro-
cation of said arm. and pipe engaging finger means at the
other end of said arm engageable with said stand of pipe upon
movement of said other end of said arm past said stand of pipeand operable to shift said stand of pipe onto said rack beams
responsive to movement of said arm toward said out-of-the-
way position.

3,844,421
APPARATUS FOR LIFTING AND TILTING

AUTOMOBILES
Erik Hauberg Skriver Nielsen, Kridthojvej 21, Hojbjerg, Den-
nmrK

Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,302
Int. CI. B60p 1104

t.S.CI.2l4-lA „ Claims

X
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hinge means for mounting said door member for swinging
movement between an open position and a closed posi-
tion;

at least one vertical lock bolt member and at least one
horizontal lock bolt member carried by said door for
movement between locked and unlocked positions;

guideway forming means extending along the outer face of
said door for receiving and guiding an associated member
for movement along said guideway in a first direction for
opening said lock bolt members and in a second direction
for closing at least said vertical lock bolt member;

lock bolt operating means extending between each of said
lock bolt members and said guideway, said lock bolt
operating means including means for preventing said
associated member, when moving in said first direction
from moving said vertical lock bolt member to an un-
locked position until said horizontal lock bolt member ism an unlocked position and when said associated member
IS moving in said second direction preventing withdrawal
of said associated member until said horizontal lock bolt
IS in its locked position.

quent gauging by gauge clamps which index relative to a
sawing station, including the steps of

elevating the charge stack to a position with its top sheet at
a predetermined distance above said gauge table; posi-
tioning the gauge clamps below the level of the 'gauce
table;

'K- • ~^\.^^. .:^^'Jt^^^

3,844,425
BACKHOE MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT

Leonard R. Bailey, Crawford, III., assignor to J. I. Case Com-
pany, Racine, Wis.

Filed Mar. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 239,231
Int. CI. B66f 9/00

U.S. CI. 214-131 A „ Claims

.XT

J
<'/ '//

pushing a selected number of said sheets on the stack to-
gether onto the gauge table over and forward of said
gauge clamps;

elevating the remaining charge stack to a selected location
for repeating said pushing step; and,

elevating the gauge clamps to a level above the gauge table
for gauging the thus pushed stack therewith.

1. In a vehicle having a material handling unit supported
thereon, a quick-release coupling between said vehicle and
said unit including vertically spaced upper and lower members
on said vehicle, said members extending transversely of the
ongitudmal axis of said vehicle at one rear end; upper and
lower elements on said unit, one of said elements having a
downwardly directed recess receiving one of said members
and the other of said elements having a flat inclined camming
surface engaging the other of said members, so that said unit
may be coupled to said vehicle by initially placing said recess
over said one of said members and pivoting said unit about
one of said members to have said flat camming surface engage
and slide along the other member, said camming surface being
located to force said recess into engagement with said support-
and releasable lock means interconnecting said unit and said
vehicle at a location below said upper member

3,844,427
HANDLING DRUMS

William L. R. Miles-Luscombe, Kingsley; Robert D. Jones, St.
Helens, and Brian F. Walker, Cheste, all of England, assign-
ors to The Lubrizol Corporation, Wickliffe, Ohio

Filed Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 355,041
Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 10, 1972,

Int. CI. B65g 57/24
U.S. CI. 214-152

3c,a|„,s

3,844,426
METHOD FOR CUTTING PANELS

James W. Campbell, 4408 N. Haltom Rd., Fort Worth, Tex.
7ol 1 7

Continuation of Ser. No. 71,104, Sept. 10, 1970, which is a

^ J^^ITtI^'' ^.^- *^^''^^' ^'^- '^' '969. Pat. No.
J,662,789. This application Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No 309 113

Int. CI. B65h 5100
U.S.CL 214-152

5 Claims
I Tu .u -I rr- . ^ '-laims
1. The method of feeding a predetermined number of sheets

,
of material from a charge stack onto a gauge table for subse-

1. The method of handling empty drums which comprises
the steps of forming an assembly of drums by stacking a
plurality of the same on their sides on a pallet in superimposed
layers each comprising plural drums, and releasably securing
the thus stacked drums to the pallet; moving such palletized
drum assembly to a dismantling station for filling of the drums
transferring the assembly to a vertical receiver for the stacked
drums; pivoting the receiver to an intermediate angular posi-
tion to support the stack after removal of the securing means
and the pallet, and removing said means and pallet for reuse
of the same; and further pivoting the receiver in the same
position to a substantially horizontal position from which the
drums can be removed from the receiver and placed on con-
veyor means and the like for transport to the filling station
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3,844,428

TRAY STORAGE AND HANDLING SYSTEM FOR
SCINTILLATION SPECTROMETERS AND THE LIKE

Robert E. Olsen, Glenn Ellyn, III., assignor to Packard Instru-

ment Company, Inc., Downers Grove, III.

Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 242,182

Int. CI. B65g 65104

U.S. CI. 214-301 23 Claims

trunnions rotate with said saddles to tilt said tundish when said

saddles are rotated, means connected with said saddles for

rotating the same, retaining means cooperable with said sad-
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1. Apparatus for conveying a plurality of trays of sample

vials past a transfer station where successive transverse rows

of vials are transferred from the tray to an operating station

and then returned to the tray, said apparatus comprising the

combination of a plurality of tray conveyors adapted to sup-

port a plurality of trays for movement along different paths,

transfer means for transferring trays between said conveyors,

means for indexing trays along a first one of said conveyors to

align successive transverse rows of vials in the trays on said

first conveyor with said transfer station, means responsive to

the indexing of a complete tray past said transfer station for

stopping the indexing of trays along said first conveyor and

actuating said transfer means to transfer a tray from said first

conveyor to a second conveyor, means responsive to the

transfer of a tray from said first conveyor to said second con-

veyor for actuating said transfer means to transfer a tray off

of said second conveyor, and means responsive to the transfer

of a tray from said second conveyor to said first conveyor for

actuating said indexing means to resume the indexing of trays

along said first conveyor.

^^^cK0%

dies for retaining said trunnions therein when said tundish is

tilted, and means connected with each saddle for adjusting the

same horizontally relative to its respective cross beam.

3,844,430

WATER REACTING MEANS FACILITATING LOADING
OF BOAT TRAILERS

Harold A. Thompson, Box 70. Lakeside. Oreg. 97449

Division of Ser. No. 277,619, Aug. 3, 1972. Pat. No. 3.800.968.

This application Dec. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 424,360

Int. CL B60p 3//0

U.S. CI. 214-500 »0 Claims

.\Or''^^%
;

3 844 429

APPARATUS FOR MANIPULATING A HOT METAL
TUNDISH ON A GANTRY CAR

Charles H. Bode, Jr., Bethel Park; Harry H. Britcher, Jr.,

Johnstown, and Joseph E. McKelvey, Penn Hills Township,

Allegheny City, all of Pa., assignors to United States Steel

Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 211,015, Dec. 22, 1971,

abandoned. This application Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,844

Int. CLB22d I IIIO; B6Sg65l34

U.S. CL 214-313 10 C'«'ms

1. In a wheeled gantry car for supporting a tundish having

trunnions projecting from opposite sides thereof mounted for

limited horizontal and vertical movement on said car, said car

having a frame with at least two spaced horizontal cross sup-

porting beams, said cross beams extending transversely of the

direction of travel of said car, the improvement therewith of

apparatus for manipulating said tundish on said car. said appa-

ratus comprising a pair of rotatable saddles mounted in up-

right position one on each of said cross beams substantially in

alignment with each other, means connected with said cross

beams for raising and lowering said saddles, said trunnions and

said saddles having mating bearing surfaces whereby said

1. In combination,

a boat trailer of the type partially submerged during boat

launching and retrieval operations, a winch having an

entrained rope attached to the boat prow tethering same

prior to winching of the boat onto the trailer,

motor means carried by said trailer,

a propeller powered by said motor means and producing an

artificial water current rearwardly from the trailer

whereby the tethered boat is urged by the water current

toward alignment with the trailer centerline to facilitate

loading of the boat.

3 844 431

UNLOADER MECHANISM FOR A HANDTRUCK
Burdette B. Crawford, 511 Elm St.. Chadbourn. N.C. 28431

Filed May 18. 1973. Ser. No. 361,600

Int. CL B62b IIIO

U.S.CL 214-511 4 Claims

1. A handtruck for loading and transporting in a normal

manner and for forcibly unloading a selected load, comprising

in combination:

a. a rigid frame providing a vertically positionable and

rearwardly tiltable rectangular front loading plane, rigid

load receiving means adjacent the base of and extending

generally perpendicularly and outwardly from said load-

ing plane, handle means adjacent the top of and extend-

ing rearwardly of said loading plane, and an axle-wheel
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arrangement supported from said frame rearwardly of the
base of said loading plane and being arranged to support
the load durmg its transport and while said loading plane
is tilted rearwardly;

b. a load pusher comprising a first rigid pusher member
havmg a load conforming and load engaging surface; said
first pusher member being substantially vertically posi-
tionable during loading and unloading operations and
durmg unloading being movable from a first position
proximate the loading plane to a second position f for-
wardly thereof and during such movement being arranged
to engage and push the load forwardly on said load re-
ceivmg means, said push further comprising a pair of
elongated support members each comprising a mated pair

October 29, 1974

horizontally extensible telescoping hydraulic cylinder for
placement under a truck trailer and a telescoping hydrau-
lic cylinder for vertically raising and lowering said hori-
zontally extensible arms and a truck trailer carried by said
arms; '

means for permitting said loader arms to move along the
length of said car to accomodate different designs of
truck trailers;

^

stabilizing means disposed on said railway car comprising
horizontally and vertically extensible means for stabiliz
ing said railway car during loading and unloading opera-
lions; ° ^

means for moving a truck trailer along said arms when said
arms are extended for loading a truck trailer onto said
rai way car and for unloading a truck trailer from sai
railway car; and

means for accepting the fifth wheel of said truck trailer
when said trailer is on said car.

3,844,433
DEVICE FOR TRANSPORTING TURKEY FEED TO A

TURKEY FEEDER
Gene W. Laajala, McGregor, Minn. 55760

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,468
Int. CI. B60p H42

U.S. CI. 214-522
, Claim

of telescoping members and each being pivotally con-
nected at a lower end to said first pusher member to
provide pivotal support therefrom and at an opposite
upper end to said frame and arranged such that said first
pusher member is prevented from tending to lift said load
during said unloading; and

c. a foot treadle linkage mechanism for actuating said first
pusher member including a vertically movable foot trea-
dle arm pivotally mounted on said frame and including
Imkage members connecting said treadle arm to said first
pusher member whereby when said treadle is forced
downwardly during unloading said pusher member is
forced outwardly to said second position to engage and
push said load.

3,844,432

wn- u l^Jrf.LOADING RAILWAY CAR

60^87
^"'**''"8'''"' '^<^' Sheffield Ln., Wheaton, III.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, S«r. No. 321,714
Int. CI. B60p 1164

^•^- ^'- ^^^-517
2 Claims

. i' A'^^^'u^
^°' transporting turkey feed to a turkey feederand filling the same comprising in combination

a. a wheeled mobile chassis having an
b. open seat,

c. means carried by said chassis for propelling the same
d. a receiver for feed carried by the chassis
e. a conveying member connected to and communicating

with said receiver,
^

f. means for conveying feed in said receiver to said convey-
ing member, ^

g. means carried by said chassis for operating said propel-
ling means ^ ^

h. means for controlling the direction of the chassis
I. said open seat positioned on said chassis directly adjacent

said conveying member and adjacent said means for
operating said propelling means and said direction con-
trolling means,

j. said conveying member includes a spout pivotably con-
nected thereto, and

r r j
i

k. means for pivoting said spout by an operator seated on
said seal.

1. A self-loading railway car comprising,
a pair of loader arms disposed on said car;

3,844,434
REFUSE CONTAINER LOADING AND TRANSPORT

ASSEMBLY
Clyde A. Blakeley, and Joe M. Morgan, both of Lubbock, Tex

assignors to Fabit Corporation, Lubbock, Tex

X -y^i^HT-^!.^''
'^°- ^"*''^^' Nov. 20, 1972, Pat. No.

3,773,197. This application Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 390,084
Int. CI. B65f 9/14

U.S.CL 214-731
6 Claims

I. Apparatus for handling, lifting, emptying and returninTa
ntainer cnmnricino q or^nto;«». i ii;_- _ j .

°
each o, said loade. am,, co.pHsing a pWotall, .„u„.ed c^S-::::^::^^'^^^^
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sembfy, said container handling and transport assembly com-

prising a wheeled support frame, an elevator assembly sup-

ported on the wheeled support frame, and a container engag-

ing assemti

frame,

y movably supported by said elevator assembly

1. Said wheeled support frame comprising a rigid base

frame, a mechanical power source on said base frame, a

steering assembly comprising steering wheels operatively

attached to the frame and traction wheels operatively

connected to said power source; a refuse receptacle sup-

ported on said wheeled support frame and open at its top,

at a top opening for said receptacle, a top lid movable

over said top opening into opening and closing relation-

ship therewith; means for closing and opening said lid

over said top opening attached to said lid, and

2. Said elevator assembly comprising a track assembly and

a frame moving means,

a. Said track assembly comprising a pair of parallel rigid

vertically extending tracks, both of said tracks firmly

attached to the base frame and longitudinally spaced

apart along the said frame, one near each end of said

top opening of said receptacle, each track also extend-

ing upwards along one side of said receptacle and over

a portion of the top thereof;

b. the frame moving means comprising a power source

supported on said base frame and operatively con-

nected to said container engaging assembly;

3. Said container engaging assembly comprising an expansi-

ble frame assembly, a container engaging means, and a

positioning control assembly therefor, said container

engaging means supported on said expansible frame as-

sembly, which assembly is movably supported on said

track means and operatively connected to said frame

moving means;

a. Said expansible frame assembly comprising an interior

frame, an exterior frame with a container engaging

means and a control and positioning assembly;

i. The interior frame comprising rigid vertically spaced

apart horizontally extending upper and lower mem-

bers and rigid horizontally spaced apart vertically

extending front and rear members firmly joined

together and forming a rigid flat frame, said interior

iframe also including movable support means extend-

'ing to and movably held on said track assembly, said

frame moving means comprising power means and

power transmission means connected thereto for

moving said interior frame along said track means by

support means connected to said interior frame;

ii. The exterior frame comprising vertically spaced

apart horizontally extending exterior frame front and

rear vertical members and horizontally spaced apart

vertically extending exterior frame horizontal top

and bottom members firmly joined together to form

a rigid outer frame located lateral of said interior

frame;

b. Said container engaging means comprising rigid con-

tainer arm support means movably supported on said

exterior frame and extensible at right angles from said

exterior frame, and extension and retraction means on

said outer frame connected to said container arm sup-

port means to position said rigid container arm support

means on said exterior frame;

4. Said frame control and positioning means comprising

means for supporting said outer frame on said inner frame

and for moving said outer frame toward and away from

said inner frame and for pivoting said outer frame about

horizontal axes relative to said inner frame, and wherein

said frame control and positioning means comprises, in

operative combination, a plurality of extensible double-

acting piston units, each such piston unit comprising a

piston cylinder and an extensible shaft therein, each such

piston unit having a pivotal connection means at each end

thereof;

a. One pair of said piston units extending from a first pair

of co-axial pivotal connections at the front and rear

upper portions of the inner frame to a second pair of

co-axial pivotal connections at the front upper and rear

upper portion of said outer frame;

b. A second pair of piston units each vertically spaced

away from and below said first piston units and extend-

ing from a third pair of co-axial points of pivotal attach-

ment on said inner frame to a fourth pair of co-axial

pivotal connections on the outer frame near the lower

portion of said outer frame, said third pivotal connec-

tions and said first pivotal connections being vertically

spaced apart from each other in one direction and said

fourth pivotal connections and said second pivotal

connections being vertically spaced apart from each

other in the same one direction, and

c. A third piston unit extending from a fifth pivotal con-

nection on the lower portion of said inner frame to a

sixth pivotal connection on the upper portion of said

outer frame, said fifth pivotal connection on said outer

frame and said sixth pivotal connection being vertically

spaced apart, and

d. Said sixth pivotal connection being co-axial with said

second pivotal connections, said movable support

means comprising a plurality of wheels on each side of

said frame, each said wheel located in operative en-

gagement with one of said track means, each said track

means having one ledge extending centrally and one

ledge extending laterally of each such wheel.

3,844,435

HIGH REACH ATTACHMENT FOR LOADER
Emil F. Zimmerman, Richardton, N. Dak. 58652

Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,517

Int. CI. E02f 3100

U.S. CL 214-776 6 Claims

1. A lifting apparatus for extending the elevation and reach

of a tractor hydraulically actuated lifting boom and tool,

comprising

a hydraulically actuated rear lever arm pivotally attached to

said boom;

a forwardly projecting lifting bar pivotally connected to said

lever arm and having a downward bend hear its forward

end;

a forward lever arm pivotally connected between said lifting

boom and said lifting bar near the downward bend region,

said forward lever arm extending upwardly beyond its

connection with the lifting bar and having a pivot pin

connection at its extended end;
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means for pivotally connecting the tool to said lifting bar
forward end; and

means for pivotally connecting said tool to said forward
lever arm extended end.

3,844,436

INFANTS FEEDING BOTTLE
Eric Kenneth Hurst, London, England, assignor to Louis Woolf

Griptight Limited, Birmingham, England
Filed May 22, 1973, S«r. No. 362,810

Int. CI. A61j 9100
U.S. CI. 215-11 C 4 Claims

a seating and locking portion at one of:

a. the opposed end of the neck to the rim portion,
b. the closed end of the cap;

one of said rim portion and rim engaging portion having at
least one protuberance thereon and the other of said
portions having at least one groove therein, said groove
requirmg seating of said protuberance therein and cir-
cumferential rotation of said cap in relation to said con-
tamer to move said protuberance along said groove and
permit passage of said rim engaging portion past said rim
portion;

3,844,437

SAFETY CLOSURE
James A. O'Connor, P.O. Box 827, Freeport, Bahamas

Filed July 18, 1972, Ser. No. 272,822
Int. CI. B65d 55102

^•S- CI. 215-9 8 Claims
1. A safety closure comprising:
a container having:

a circular rim portion;

a cap receiving neck portion extending therefrom of
diameter less than the smallest diameter of the rim
portion; and

a cap having an open end and a closed end and comprising:
a circular rim engaging portion at said open end;
an internal portion of diameter greater than the rim en-

gaging portion; and

1. An infants feeding bottle comprising a container for
liquid, having an outlet opening surrounded by a seating, an
internal projection on the container extending into said outlet
opening, a resilient teat with an outlet orifice, the teat having
a flange portion engaging the seating, means for securing the
flange portion on the container seating to create a seal to
contain the liquid in the container, a removable teat cap
enclosing the teat, the cap having an internal annular portion
engaging a further portion of the teat to create a further seal
for the enclosure for the teat, and closure means sealing
against communication between the interior of the container
and the interior of the teat, said closure means being friction-
ally engaged in the interior of the teat and being displaceable
by manipulation of the teat cap to remove the closure means
from its sealing position, such manipulation being carried out
with the teat cap covering the teat, and the closure means
having two axially spaced protrusions which, when the closure
member has been displaced from the sealing position, are
located at either side respectively of said projection, to limit
movement of the closure means within the container, the
closure means being so shaped that, when in such displaced
position, it permits substantially unrestricted flow of liquid, at
least from the container to the teat.

the seating and locking portion having a protuberance or
groove to match the rim portion or rim engaging portion
and to engage therewith and requiring circumferential
rotation to lock and seat said cap on said container;

said cap receiving neck portion and said internal cap por-
tion being of sufficient length to allow said rim engaging
portion to move a spaced distance beyond said rim por-
tion before engagement of said locking portion, and the
respective diameters of said portions being sufficient to
permit said cap to be loose on said neck to provide free
movement in all directions when said rim engaging por-
tion is within said cap receiving neck portion.

3,844,438
BOTTLE AND CAP LOCKING STRUCTURE

Robert St. Pierre, 1231 Euclid, Apt. 4, Santa Monica, Calif.
90403, and Leo St. Pierre, 248 Barnard, Venice, Calif.

Filed Aug. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 386,931
Int. CI. B65d 55102

U.S. a. 215-221
2 Claims

1. A bottle and cap locking structure comprising, in combi-
nation:

a. a bottle having at least one thread on it's neck terminating
m a portion having a flat end normal to the circuferential
direction of said portion;

b. .a cap for said bottle having thread means for threaded
engagement with said one thread to close said bottle, said
cap including a thinned wall portion over a given circum-
ferential extent, said thinned wall portion including a
radially directed projection with a convexly curved end
portion engaging a side of the neck of said bottle, said
projection having a circumferentially spaced abutment
positioned in opposed abutting relationship to said flat
end of said one thread whereby said cap is blocked by
said abutment against unthreading from said neck when
said cap is threaded completely onto said neck, and
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whereby radial pressure against said thinned wall portion

rocks said projection on said convexely curved end in a

plane normal to the axis of said bottle neck in a manner

to move said abutment radially out of abutting relation-

ship with said flat end so that said cap may then be un-

threaded.

3,844,440

FLOOR BOXES
Robert W. Hadfleld, Belpre, Ohio, and William H. Harding,

Norristown, Pa., assignors to Textron Inc., Providence, R.I.

Division of Ser. No. 142,318, May 11, 1971, Pat. No.

3 784,042. This application Aug. 6, 1973, Set. No. 385,819

Int. CI. H02q 3108

U.S. CI. 220-3.7 2 Claims

3,844,439

LINERLESS CLOSURES

Jacques Demers, and Robert Chartier, both of Waterloo, Que-

bec, Canada, assignors to Consumers Glass Company Lim-

ited, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada

Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,238

Int. CI. B65d 53100

U.S. CL 215-344 4 Claims

1. In combination, a glass container whose mouth configu-

ration has a generallv rounded upper edge or crown which in

vertical section curves downwardly in opposite direction from

a generally central crest portion, but which varies in vertical

cross-section, crown surface contour around the mouth and

eccentricity, and a linerless closure cap suitable for sealing the

mouth of said container, said closure cap comprising a skirt

and top, said skirt having means for securing said cap to the

neck of said container, said top having on the underside

thereof an integral outer annular resilient readily deflectable

sealing fin disposed to cooperate with the downwardly curving

portion of the container mouth crown outwardly of the central

crest portion, said outer fin having an inner surface sloping

outwardly of the fin axis from adjacent to said top to the free

edge thereof for displacing said outer fin outwardly on con-

tacting the downwardly and outwardly curving crown portion,

an integral inner annular resilient readily deflectable sealing

fin disposed to cooperate with the downwardly curving por-

tion of the container mouth crown inwardly of the central

crest portion, said inner fin having an outer surface sloping

inwardly of the fin axis from adjacent to said top to the free

edge thereof for displacing said inner fin inwardly on contact-

ing the downwardly and inwardly curving crown portion, and

an annular resilient compression ring stiffer and of lesser

depth than said outer and inner fins and resistant to lateral

deflection, located between said fins, said compression ring

terminating in a "V apex and adapted to contact the central

crest portion of the rounded crown when the closure is applied

to the mouth of the container, whereby upon contact of the

compression ring with the crown surface, a line contact is first

provided between the compression ring and the high spot on

the crown crest and a wiping contact is provided between said

fins and crown on opposite sides of said crown crest as said

fins are deflected by said downwardly curving crown portions,

and as the closure is advanced to a sealing configuration, said

compression ring is compressed into flats at the high spots of

the crown crest until at least a line contact is established with

the low spots of the crown crest to define two isolated cham-

bers one between the compression ring, the crown surface,

and the inner fin, and the other between the compression ring,

the crown surface and the outer fin, and said fins are deflected

to first exhaust therebeneath air compressed in said isolated

chambers and to thereafter establish a sealing contact of

appreciable width with the downwardly curving crown por-

tions on either side of the crown crest around said container

mouth.

1. A floor box for interconnecting underfloor wiring con-

luits comprising:
^ , ,• r j

a hollow upper body having a top wall and a plurality of side

walls, the top wall having an opening to provide access to

the interior of the box and adjacent side walls being

disposed and spaced apart from one another to provide

an upper opening and there being as many openings as

there are side walls;

a plurality of upper flanges respectively connected to arid

extending outwardly from the bottom of the upper side

wsUs'

a hollow lower body disposed beneath the upper body, the

lower body having a bottom wall and a plurality of side

walls, adjacent side walls being disposed and spaced apart

one from another to provide a lower opening and there

being as many openings as there are lower side walls;

a plurality of lower flanges respectively connected to and

extending outwardly from the top of the lower side walls

and being respectively engaged with the upper flanges

whereby the two bodies form a hollow box and the upper

and lower openings being in vertical alignment whereby

to provide an opening to receive, alternatively, a closure

cap or a conduit adapter;

a plurality of aligned apertures respectively in the upper and

lower flanges;

a plurality of fasteners, each fastener comprising a hollow

body of substantial axial length extending through an

aligned aperture, a top shoulder on the body extending

over and engaging the upper flange and a bottom shoul-

der on the body extending over and engaging the lower

flange, the two shoulders holding the flanges in tight

engagement, and the interior of the body being threaded

throughout its length; and

a plurality of threaded leveling lugs respectively threaded to

said fastener threads, the lugs providing for vertical ad-

justment of the box and said substantial axial length of the

fastener body being for use in providing vertical support

and adjustment for the box.

3 844 441

RADIUSED MOLD WALLS FOR PLASTIC TUBS

David L. Clark, 7304 Cross Rd., Louisville, Ky. 40228

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,202

Int. CI. B65d 7/42

U.S. CI. 220-72 2 CUiims

1. A unipartite plastic dishwasher tub having an open front,

a compound lower wall configuration and a rear wall, said rear

wall having a generally planar configuration disrupted by an

927 Q.G.—71
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offset parallel planar wall portion merged into said rear wall
by radiused merging offset portions, which portions are radi-

OCTOBER 29, 1974

said spacing member and said lens, said spacing member
havmg a part that cooperates with a portion of said part of saidopenmg of said casing to define a groove means that receives
and supports said sealing member therein.

3,844 443
EASY-OPEN CONTAINER AND METHOD OF MAKING

SAME
Daniel F. Cudzik, Richmond, Va., assignor to Reynolds Metals
Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,497
Int. CI. B6Sd 41106

U.S. CI. 220-40 R „ Claims

used to a dimension m the range of about I/I 6 to about V* inchand are of a constant wall thickness, thereby giving said backwall a resistance to impact in excess of 5 foof-pounds

3,844,442
GAGE CONSTRUCTION AND PARTS THEREFOR OR

THE LIKE
Louis M. Puster, and Larry V. Price, both of Knoxville, Tenn

assignors to Robertshaw Controls Company, Richmoild, V^
Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,477

r« r. ,,n
'"!-^'-*65d 25/54. GOld/ //26

li.S. CI. 220-82 A
8 Claims

1. In combination, a casing, as for instruments and the likehavmg an opening therein and an annular groove outboard ofsaid opening and intersecting with said opening towards oneend of the casing to define parts of said opening or opposite

carr ed by said casing adjacent one of said parts of said open-
ing thereof, a lens disposed in said opening and having op-posed sides spaced from each other by an outer peripheral
surface that has a portion thereof disposed adjacent said one
part of said opening and another portion thereof that closes
part of said groove from intersecting with said opening, said
lens havmg one of said sides thereof disposed against said
sealing member and having the other of said sides thereof
exposed at said opening, a lens ring means disposed against
said other side of said lens to hold said lens in said opening
said lens ring means having an interlocking part thereof dis-
posed in said annular grooves adjacent said outer peripheral
surface of said lens and extending from said other side of said
ens to a point intermediate said opposed sides thereof, said
lens ring means having another part thereof engaging said
casing at another part of said opening at said one end of thecasing whereby said lens ring means is locked to said casingand a spacing member being disposed near said one part of
said opening to be carried by said casing, said sealing member
engaging said spacing member and being disposed between

1. An easy-open container comprising, a container bodyhavmg a top right circular cylindrical portion, a plurality ofangularly spaced apart thread segments on said top portion a

Z.r'"^ ^ cooperating plurality of angularly spaced apart

tZt t''^r'"!f
'" '^''^'^''^ engagement wiJh said threadsegments of said top portion, each of said thread segments of

said cylindrical portion being surrounded above and below by

can so th'jf .?^1f "*!1^ '" ^^soc\^x,A thread segment of said

IZTA '^'"^^^'^l^
segments of said cylindrical portion

?h"
'

1?
"^''' '" ^"^^»^"li^"y perfect threaded engagement

th oughout due to having been made simultaneously, and
axially compressed resilient sealing means between said contamer cap and cylindrical portion.

3,844,444

M- u . «; ^ ^^** DISPENSER

60?58
™"' ^'°*""'"8dale Twp., DuPage County. III.

Continuation-in.part of Ser No. 786.938, Dec. 26, 1968, Pat.

liV5'^7TK •• *•'! «PP"'ea<'on Feb. 8, 1971, Ser. Uo.
113.427The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Feb. 16. 1988. has been disclaimed.
Int. CI. A47f 7/04

^•^•^••^^^-^^
10 Claims

chL T ^!T^"ser for receiving therein a plurality ofcuphke articles and for permitting said articles to be dispensedone at a time, said dispenser comprising
^'^Pensed

a one-piece receptacle formed from a thin plastic materialand .ncluding a cup-shaped portion having an elonga ed

sidewind""
''""'' '^ ^ '^°"^'""°"^ clcumfereS
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said cup-shaped portion further including a cover portion

integrally and continuously connected to the sidewall of

said tubular portion adjacent one end thereof for closing

said one end of said tubular portion, the other end of said

tubular portion defining an opening for permitting a

plurality of nested cuplike articles to be inserted into said

cup-shaped portion of said receptacle;

said tubular portion further including a plurality of protu-

berance means disposed adjacent said other end thereof

and projecting radially inwardly relative to the inner

peripheral surface of said sidewall for releasably holding

said plurality of nested articles within said receptacle and

for permitting said articles to be dispensed one at a time

through said opening, said plurality of protuberance

means being integral and continuous with said sidewall

and substantially rigid relative thereto and spaced cir-

cumferentially around said opening;

each said protuberance means including a pair of axially

spaced projections extending radially inwardly relative to

the inner peripheral wall of said tubular portion, said pair

of projections being spaced from each other so that the

outermost projection is adapted to releasably engage and

support the outermost article when the innermost projec-

tion is supporting the next outermost article so that only

one article is dispensed at a time; and

said tubular portion including a plurality of stiffening ribs

extending axially thereof and spaced circumferentially

around said tubular portion, and said sidewall including

said stiffening ribs and said cover portion and said protu-

berance means all being integral and continuous and of

substantially uniform wall thickness.

3,844,446

SYSTEM FOR CONVEYING SOLID PARTICULATE
MATERIALS

Paul E. Solt, 529 S. Berks St., Allentown, Pa., assignor to

Fuller Company, Catasanqua. Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 168,876, Aug. 4, 1971. This

application July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,994

Int. CI. B65g 53118

U.S. CI. 222-61 3 Claims

3 844 445

TWO-PART TABLET DISPENSING RECEPTACLE
Eduard Haas, Parkring 10. A-lOlO Vienna, Austria

Division of Ser. No. 300.487. Oct. 25. 1972. This application

Feb. 8. 1974, Ser. No. 440,828

Claims priority, application Austria. Nov. 9, 1971, 9677/71

Int. CI. B65h ///2. B65d 4J//6

U.S.CL 221-229 2 Claims

1. A two-part receptacle for receiving and sequentially

dispensing individual shaped bodies from a stack of like ones

of said bodies received in the receptacle, one of the receptacle

parts being a housing having a dispensing end and the other

receptacle part being a cover having side walls at the dispens-

ing end. pivot means connecting said housing and said cover,

spring means in the housing for pressing the stack of shaped

bodies towards the dispensing end to place sequential upper-

most ones of the shaped bodies of the stack into a dispensing

position, a spring contacting said housing at a position remote

from said pivot means, and being constituted by an extension

of one of the cover side walls biasing the pivotal cover into a

closed position, and the cover having a portion pushing the

uppermost shaped body and dispensing it from the receptacle

when the cover is pivoted against the spring bias.

1. A pneumatic conveying system for conveying material

into a container comprising:

a source of solid particulate material;

a conveying line flow connecting said source and a con-

tainer;

means for supplying gaseous fluid under pressure to said

conveying line whereby the gaseous fluid acts as a con-

veying medium;

valve means associated with said source and said conveying

line for controlling the admission of material into said

conveying line, while maintaining the supply of gaseous

fluid under pressure to said conveying line;

sensor means responsible to the level of fluidized material

in a container to which material is to be conveyed

through said conveying line including a tube adapted to

extend into said container and terminate at a predeter-

mined level and means for supplying gaseous fluid under

pressure to said tube;

means responsive to said sensor for controlling said valve

means whereby when said sensor indicates the level of

material in said container is below a predetermined level,

said valve means may be opened to admit material into

said conveying line and when said sensor indicates the

level of material in said container is at or above a prede-

termined level, said valve means is closed to prevent

material from being admitted into said conveying line;

said means responsive to said sensor includes means respon-

sive to pressure in said tube for closing said valve means

to prevent material from being admitted into said convey-

ing line when the pressure in said tube rises above a

predetermined amount and permitting said valve means

to be opened to admit material into said conveying line

when the pressure in said tube falls below said predeter-

mined amount;

a pressure responsive valve mounted in said means for

supplying gaseous fluid under pressure, conduit means for

transmitting the pressure upstream of said pressure re-

sponse valve to said valve means and conduit means for

transmitting the pressure downstream of said pressure

responsive valve to said valve means, said valve means

including means for comparing the pressures upstream

and downstream of the pressure responsive valve to

thereby control the admission of material into the con-

veying line; said means responsive to said sensor includ-

ing a normally open relief valve positioned in said conduit

means for transmitting the pressure upstream of said
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pressure responsive valve, and fluid pressure means for
closing said normally open relief valve when the pressurem said tube is above a predetermined amount to thereby
prevent the pressure upstream of said pressure responsive
valve from being transmitted to said valve means whereby
said valve means closes to prevent material from beina
admitted to said conveying line.
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3,844,447
VENDING MACHINES

Stanley G. Marsberg, Johannesburg, South Africa, assignor to

S:u;hTfrira"^
''^^ '"''"^•"^ ^''""^*'' Johannesburg'

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 279,065

7i/«n"l* r"""'!^,'
«PP''<^«'i«" South Africa, Aug. 17, 1971

71/5504; Apr. 13, 1972, 72/2487; Apr. 13, 1972 72/2488'
Apr. 13, 1972, 72/2489

•'. '^'A /^/-i4»8,

., ^ ^ Int. CI. B67d 5/56
IJ.S. CI. 222-129.4 a ^, .

o Claims

I. A device for dispensing an individually brewed cud of
beverage comprising;

a. a container having a top and a closed base
b. means for adding at least one beverage ingredient to the

container;

c. at least one jet positioned to discharge a liquid into the
container to cause a circulatory movement of the liquid
in the container;

d. a siphonic outlet from the container having an ascending
portion with its inlet within the container adjacent the
closed base, a descending portion with its outlet below
the closed base and an uppermost portion below the top
of the container so that when the liquid rises in the as-
cending portion and reaches said uppermost portion the
siphon will automatically substantially empty the dis-
penser.

'

3,844,448
VALVE ACTUATING SAFETY CAP ASSEMBLY FOR

PRESSURIZED DISPENSERS

77%0
^"'' ^^^ ^'*""' ^^" ^^^' '*^' ^'«'-"s<«^n' NJ.

Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,259. The portion of the term
of this patent subsequent to Apr. 24, 1990, has been

disclaimed.

Int. CI. B67b 5/00
U.S. a. 222-153

, Claim

i:^lV.lfV''"f"/- 'V"^
'"""''"y ^°"^*^'*"« «^^«ntially of:

I. a generally cylindrical element fixable upon said pressur-
ized dispenser coaxially to said valve,

p "•

i. said element having a top wall'with an opening therein
aligned with said valve,

2 an overcap coactable with said element upon manipula-
tion of said overcap to depress and thereby open said
valve, said overcap including
i. a top wall parallel to the top wall of the element
n. a valve actuator integral with the top wall of the over-

cap, depending from said top wall in alignment with
said valve extending through the opening in the top
wall of the element, having a discharge passageway
therein for receiving and discharging emissions ema-
nating from said valve when the valve is open, and
including a counter bore at the valve facing end of the
discharge passageway,

iii. a skirt,

iv. a radially inwardly extending node on the inner surface
of said overcap,

3 means providing a cam track in the outer surface of the
cylindrical element, said node being slidable in said cam
track, said cam track having three portions providing^

end onhe7V'°'
'^''T '^^"''""ously from a clofed

Hnln M Tl P°u'''°" '^'°"8h the second portion to aclosed end of the third portion, the second portion joining

llrd^frihfrJttl^^
'-' ^-- - ^^^ -aining^

I. the first portion extending about said outer cylindrical

element
'^"^ ^'^'"^"^ ''^'^"^' *° '^^ *°P '^^" "^ ^^^

ii. the second portion extending away from said first
portion in a direction perpendicular to the top wall ofthe element, ^

iii. the third portion extending away from said second

wall'oTsaid element"
'^"'"^ '^""^"'^'^ '^°"^ ''^ ^°P

4 said node being in stationary valve-inoperative positionduring rotation of the overcap with the node in th.TZ
portion, said node being in stationary valve-inoperative
position during depression of the overcap with the nodem the second portion, and said node being depressedduring rotation of the overcap with the node in the thirdportion after leaving the second portion, said node reachmg valve-operating position during movement of the third
portion over the node between said remaining end of thethird portion and the closed end of the third portion

5. said element and said overcap having absent therefmmmeans biasing the same apart in a direction perpendtcZ
to the top walls thereof.

t^cnuicuiar

^\ 23, ,21 '-'^ ,2,

1. A cap assembly for a pressurized dispenser having adepressible valve that opens when axially depressed and closes

3,844,449
MULTIPLE PURPOSE DISPERSER

Frederic W. Alter, Abingdon, Md., assignor to The UnitedMates of America as represented by the Secretary of theArmy, Washington, D.C.
'

Filed Nov. 27, 1970, Ser. No. 93,208

II « ri -,->> !^l
^'- ^^^^ ^'^^' ^^^^ '^102

1. An apparatus for dispensing liquid and solid matScomprising, a tubular frame carrier of substantially re^tangu

wav oTJhoS''' '°; '"'"« '° ^^^ ^^^"^ of a humaVbe ng'by

carrier w^hh/l' "^T T^' ^"^^'^ '^"""^^^^'^ »° ^^idearner w th he long sides of said tubular frame carrier ori-ented vertically; a portable elongated tank containing material
o be dispensed mounted centrally on said frame carrier paral-

lei to said long sides; an elongated cylinder confining therein
gas at high pressure mounted upon said frame carrier extend-
ing transverse to said long sides and adjacent to said tankower most on said frame when in carrying position; a reguTa
tor means mounted upon one of said long sides and located

adapted to reduce the pressure between the cylinder and the
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tank; a first conduit means connecting a high pressure side of

the regulator means to the cylinder; a second conduit means

connecting a low pressure side of the regulator means to an

adapter means; said adapter means being adapted to connect

to the tank and including a quick disconnect coupling means;

3 844 45

1

PARTICLE DISPENSER FOR ACCUMULATING FOR
SUBSEQUENT RELEASE A CONTROLLED QUANTITY

OF FINITE MAGNETIC PARTICLES
Phillip J. Parker. 1710 Pinehurst Rd., Dunedin, Fla.

Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 341,370

Int. CI. B67d 5/54

U.S.CL 222-193 20 Claims

flow means including a check valve connected to the cylinder

to permit fluid flow from the cylinder to the regulator means;

and a trigger activated gun discharge means connected to an

outlet side of the adapter means with hose to dispense the

material from the tank.

3,844,450

VACUUM INSULATED CARAFE
Craig A. Johnson, Antioch, Tenn., assignor to Aladdin Indus-

tries, Incorporated, Chicago, III.

Filed Sept. 8, 1971, Ser. No. 178,684

Int. CI. B67d 5108

U.S. CI. 222-183 .
7 Claims

1. A particle dispenser for releasing a controlled quantity of

finite, ferrous particles into the environment under low pres-

sure to allow the particles to float onto a work surface, com-

prising container means for containing a supply quantity of

said particles, a particle collecting zone in open communica-

tion with said container means and having aperture means

through which said particles are dispensed into the environ-

ment, magnet means in said zone adjacent said aperture

means for attracting and retaining a predetermined quantity of

said particles in said zone, and means for selectively causing

a flow of air through said zone past said magnet means and

through said aperture means to thus cause said predetermined

quantity of particles to be propelled from said zone and

through said aperture means into the environment.

ERRATUM
For Class 29—446 see:

Patent No. 3,844,730

3 844 452

CONTAINER WITH REMOVABLE PUMP
Marshall R. Blum, c/o Gable Sales Company, 1224 Mariposa,

San Francisco, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 42,418, June 1, 1970, abandoned.

This application Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,211

Int. CI. B67d 5/42

U.S. CI. 222-321 3 Claims

/ f
« «,-»

1. A carafe having a protective casing with an open top and

a closed bottom; a vacuum insulated filler having an open top;

a collar having a surface extending over the top of said filler,

a first portion extending upwardly from said surface and a

second portion depending downwardly from said surface; said

protective casing having interengaging means adjacent the top

thereof and said collar having matching interengaging means

adjacent the bottom thereof engaging said interengaging

means of said casing; a pouring spout formed in said collar, a

handle on said collar opposite said pouring spout and extend-

ing downwardly therefrom along said protective casing, said

first collar portion having interlocking means spaced from said

pouring spout; a cap having a downwardly depending flange

provided with interlocking means engageable with said inter-

locking means on said first collar portion, a pair of diametri-

cally opposed pouring openings formed in said flange, said

interlocking means provided on said cap flange between said

pouring openings, the spacing between the interlocking means

on said cap and said pouring openings being such that one of

said pouring openings will be in registry with said pouring

spout when said cap is in interlocking engagement with said

collar.

r

25-:

20
-^

39
. .J.

26-; ,-28

r

1. A manually reciprocable pump for dispensing the con-

tents of a container having an outlet, said pump comprising:

a housing having an open upper end, sidewalls defining a

chamber and a lower end, an integrally formed downwardly

depending internally threaded annular skirt on the lower end

thereof adapted to be coupled to said container for mounting

said pump thereabove, said housing having a lower wall mem-
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ber integrally formed with said sidewalls and positioned within
said annular skirt, said lower wall member having an integrally
formed outwardly extending tubular inlet member centrally
located withm said skirt and provided with a first valve seat on
the inner side thereof;

an inlet tube coupled to said inlet member and having a
distal end adapted to be immersed in said contents

a closure cap releasably secured to said upper end of said
housing, said closure cap having a central aperture
therein;

a manually reciprocable hollow shaft having an upper end
and a lower end. said shaft being slideably received in said
central aperture;

an annular piston secured to the lower end of said hollow
shaft, said piston having a peripheral groove and a sealing
member mounted in said groove in sealing contact with
the walls of said chamber, the combined diameter of said
piston and said sealing member being no less than the
diameter of said container outlet, said piston having a
central bore for providing fluid communication between
the interior of said shaft and the volume below said ois-
ton; ^

a first one-way valve located in said chamber between said
piston and said first valve seat, said first valve permitting
flow from said inlet tube to said chamber when said piston
is translated away from said inlet tube in response to
upward movement of said shaft;

the upper end of said shaft being provided with a second
valve seat;

a nozzle including a hollow sleeve releasably connected to
said upper end of said shaft and a projecting section
integral with said sleeve and extending laterally outwardly
therefrom, said section including a fluid passage commu-
nicating through said sleeve with said shaft for dispensing
material from said chamber through said shaft; and

a second one-way valve positioned within said hollow sleeve
in cooperative relation with said second valve seat said
second valve permitting flow from said chamber through
said nozzle when said piston is translated toward said inlet
tube m response to downward movement of said shaft

the structure of said pump as defined herein permitting
facile disassembly and assembly thereof and enabling said
pump to be quickly attached to said container and

an intermediate attachment member for coupling said pump
to an associated carton having a V-shaped sloping top
closure member with a central upstanding rib. said at-
tachment member comprising a unitary base member
having a lower surface conformable with said sloping top
closure member for embracing said rib. and a tubular
neck secured to said surface laterally of said rib when said
attachment member is received on said carton, said neck
having a lower end adapted to be received by an aperture
in said top closure member and a threaded upper end
coupled to said annular skirt, whereby said pump is se-
cured to said attachment member.

being at atmospheric pressure and said connecting channel
being dimensioned for allowing free flow of molten metal
between said first and second vessels as said pressurizing
means is switched between said ready-to-pour and pour pres-
sures so that said first vessel remains substantially full at all
times and the metal level therein fluctuates only between low
and high levels corresponding to said ready-to-pour pressures
while the metal level in said second vessel fluctuates between
a high level corresponding to said pour pressure and variable

3,844,453
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR MELTING AND

POURING METAL
Henry L. Eickelberg, Port Washington, Wis., assignor to Mod-em Equipment Company, Port Washington, Wis.

Filed Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,450
Int. CI. B22di7/00

U.S. CI. 222-399
8 Claims

I. In apparatus for melting and pouring metal comprising
a melting and supply first vessel, a holding and pouring second
vessel, a connecting channel connecting said vessels adjacent
the bottom portions thereof, an outlet pour passage in said
second vessel having an outlet opening, and pressurizing
means for pressurizing said second vessel between a ready-to
pour pressure wherein molten metal in said second vessel is
slightly below said outlet opening and a pour pressure wherein
molten metal flows from said second vessel through said outlet
opening, the improvement which comprises said first vessel

lower levels and coreless induction heating means for heatine
and melting metal in said first vessel extending upwardly to a
point at least adjacent the low level and a channel-type induc-
tion heater in said connecting channel, said connecting chan-
nel having a first channel passage between said first vessel and
said channel-type induction heater and a second channel
passage between said channel-type induction heater and said
second vessel, said second channel passage being larger than
said first channel passage.

3,844 454
MEASURED DISPENSER

Dean H. Buchtel, 1510 Menlough Ave., Canton, Ohio 44708
Filed July 6, 1972, Ser. No. 269,388

Int. CI. GOlf 11138
U.S. CI. 222-453

, claims

1. Apparatus for dispensing precise amounts of a given
substance, comprising:

a measuring unit being tubular in shape wherein a first end
IS totally open, having a flanged lip about the periphery
thereof, and the second end is totally enclosed but for the
presence of a sleeved tubular inlet port in the center
thereof;

a cap covering the first end of the measuring unit and seal-
ing the flanged lip about the periphery, the cap providing
a boundary for and thereby defining the volume of the
measuring unit; and
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a plunger, positioned within the inlet port, having a cylindri-

cal center portion with passage slots therein, a first end

disk at one end of the center portion and a second end

disk at the other end of the center portion, the end disks

limiting the motion of the plunger within the inlet port

and providing seals at the inlet port periphery, and a

protrusion attached to the second end disk limiting, by

contact with the cap. the motion of the plunger.

j. said lugs engaging one another along an arc of substan-

tially less than 90° during said bypass of the lugs.

3,844,455

CAPTIVE CAP FOR DISPENSERS

Morton B. Stull, c/o Stull Engraving Co. 221-223 Banta Ave.,

Garfield, N.J. 07026

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 867,199, Oct. 17, 1969,

abandoned. This application Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,237

Int. CL B67d 3128

U.S. CI. 222-525 7 Claims

3,844,456

DEVICE FOR DISCHARGE NOZZLES ON CANS
Wolfram Schiemann, Eugen Nagele Strasse 17, 7140 Ludwigs-

burg, Germany
Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 210,063

Int. CI. B65d 47100

U.S. CI. 222-545 23 Claims

V. 23 29, 19 46 49 22 21 28

47
44.

1. A captive dispensing cap construction comprising, in

combination:

a. a tubular body part adapted to be carried by a container

and having a discharge spout.

b. a screw cap part carried by said body part and surround-

ing said discharge spout,

c. said cap and body parts having two pairs of mutually

engageable portions,

d. one pair of mutually engageable portions comprising

cooperable screw thread means respectively on said

parts, for moving the cap part axially on the body part as

the cap part is turned,

e. the other pair of mutually engageable portions compris-

ing cooperable stop lugs disposed respectively on the

body and cap parts only at circumferentially localized

points, said lugs having a plurality of sets of mutually

engageable surfaces which are disposed in planes substan-

tially parallel to the axis of the tubular body.

f one set of said mutually-engageable surfaces of the lugs

becoming engaged and acting in a manner to halt the

turning of the cap part as the latter is screwed toward its

full-on position on the body part,

g. another set of surfaces of the said lugs becoming engaged

and halting the opposite turning of the cap part as the

latter is unscrewed through part of a revolution from said

full-on position,

h. one of the mutually-engageable surfaces of said stop lugs

having a sloping camming face with respect to the other

stop lug, to cam one lug radially outwardly and facilitate

bypass of the lugs as the cap part is screwed onto the

body part,

i. at least one of said parts having lug-carrying wall portion

which is resilient and yieldable in a radial direction and

capable of localized stretching to enable the stop lug on

the cap part to be forced past the outside of the stop lug

on the body part as the cap part is applied to the body

part and screwed toward its full-on position.

1. A blow-molded thermoplastic can having a blow-moided

nozzle integral therewith comprising

an outer wall on said nozzle.

insert ring means secured within said nozzle in the vicinity

of its outer end for hindering the inward movement of

said nozzle.

cover means for closing off said nozzle,

sleeve means of a substantially harder material than said

nozzle and said can,

connecting means provided between the outer wall of the

nozzle and the inner wall of said sleeve means for rigidly

connecting the sleeve means about said nozzle for hinder-

ing the outward movement of said nozzle,

means for hindering rotation of said sleeve means on said

nozzle in either direction,

the lower face of said sleeve means being spaced from the

outer face of said can out of which said nozzle wall

emerges,

downwardly projecting and outwardly tapering skirt means

on said sleeve means spaced from contact with the outer

face of said can out of which said nozzle wall emerges,

O-shaped ring means between said skirt means and the

surface of said can compressible in the direction of the

geometric longitudinal axis of the nozzle,

said cover means being pivoted from said sleeve means.

3 844 457

PAINT CAN POUR SPOUT WITH BRUSH SUPPORT AND
ATTACHMENT

Orpha J. Smart, 4876 N.E. Stephens St., Roseburg, Oreg.

97470
Filed Apr. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 354,096

Int. CI. B65d 25142

U.S. CI. 222-570 5 Claims

1. A pour spout for fluid containers, comprising, in combi-

nation:

a. a member provided with an opening; and

b. means provided on the member for permitting attach-

ment of the member to internally grooved and externally

rolled lips of fluid containers, the attachment permitting

means including a flange, a rim arranged for cooperating

with the flange to selectively engage an externally rolled

lip of a container, and a projection to selectively engage
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an internally grooved lip of a container different from the , «mj ^cq
container hav.ng .he ex,e,„a„y ,„„ed l,p, ,he Haage, rim, CARRIER ACCESSORY FOR BEVERAGES

James L. Chambers, Irving, Tex., assignor to H. C. Criswell
Arlington, Tex.

Filed May 22, 1972, Set. No. 255,737
Int.CI.B60r27/00

U.S. CI. 224-29 B
1 1 Claims

and projection having co-directional, arcuate configura-
tions, and being arranged as partial rings, with the flange
arranged between the rim and projection.

3,844 458
WRIST WATCH BRACELET

Lucie Lanvin, Paris, France, assignor to Jeanne Lanvin SA,
Pans, France

Division of Ser. No. 53,899, July 10, 1970, Pat. No. 3,700,148
This application July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,883

^o,,?!^
priority, application France, July 10, 1969,

69.23429

Int. CI. A44c 5100
^^'^^'224-4 J .Claims

1. A wrist-watch strap formed generally in the shape of a
ring when worn on the wrist of a person, comprising two
elongated strips of semi-rigid material curved semi-ellipticallv
in their lengthwise directions and being hingedly joined to
each other at one of their respective ends to provide a so-
called open-member and a closure-member, the space be-
tween said one end of the open-member and the free end of
the open-member defining an opening for placing the strap on
the wrist, a portion of the closure-member being disposed in
closely overlapping relationship to a portion of the open-member remote from said one end and an opening providedm said c osure-member for viewing the dial of said watch and
releasable locking means to hold the closure-member in said
overlapping relationship, the free marginal end portion of said
closure-member being outwardly curved to define a stabilizing
means, whereby when said strap in closed position is placed
with a curved peripheral surface of the open-member in
contact with a supporting surface, said stabilizing means also
engages with said supporting surface to hold the strap in a
condition to permit viewing of the watch dial.

1. A carrier assembly comprising
a tubular container of heat insulating material having

at least one open end closed by a removable end cap-
means for securing said end cap removably in position
to close and seal the open end of said container:

a container bracket having a base, configured to engage
and be secured to an outer wall of said container, and
having an elongated planar rib projecting from said base
to be positioned in a radial plane of said tubular con-
tainer: said rib having a linear distal edge parallel to
said base: means for securing said container bracket to
said container;

a support bracket comprising confronting clamping
portions, each defining an elongated groove for en-
closing a portion of a tubular member of a supporting
structure and each defining an elongated narrow
clamping flange; said confronting clamping flanges
having at least one pair of aligned holes: and bolt and
wing nut means extending through said holes for
clamping said confronting portions to said tubular
member:

said support bracket clamping flanges defining an elon-
gated slot disposed in a radial plane of the supporting
tubular member to receive said container bracket rib-
said rib having at least one elongated mounting sloi
opening adjacent to said distal edge and extending
generally parallel to said distal edge; and said slot
being configured to accommodate a bolt means of
said support bracket, whereby said container brack-t
IS secured to said support bracket and is readily dis-
engaged therefrom.

3,844,460
HOLDER FOR CAN OR BOTTLE OF BEER OR OTHER

BEVERAGE CONTAINER
"^06708"' ^'*"^"«'''' ^^^ ^•^•'« Ter., Waterbury, Conn.

Filed Jan. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 321,002
Int. CI. B65d 25/00

U.S. CI. 224-45 C
, ^laim

1. A device by which a person may hold a beer can or bottle
of other beverage container while drinking out of its open top
which comprises.
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a support member having an upwardly extending peripheral

^jsp^^siNG HEAD FoVsTRAND MATERIAL

3 h^dlecu^ng upwardly and outward, from the support ^-^-^;^^^^^
a plurality of spring arms extending upward, from the

^^l^^^f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,160

Int. CI. B65h 25100

U.S. CI. 226-25 15 Claims
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support member and spaced from one another around the

rim of the support member,

each spring arm being offset outwardly adjacent its lower

end and each spring arm intermediate its ends defining a

loop and the portion of the spring arm below the loop

being offset outward, with respect to the portion of the

spring arm above the loop.

1. A dispensing head for strand material comprising:

means for supplying strand material; and

means for feeding said strand material including means for

driving, engaging said strand material in response to

tension on the strand material applied at the driving,

engaging means from downstream thereof to produce

driving engagement of said strand material and the driv-

ing, engaging means to dispense the strand material.

3,844,461

PRECISE INDEXING APPARATUS AND METHOD

3,844,463

PLASTIC BAG WINDING MACHINE
Robert M. Copp, Brockton, Mass., assignor to Park-Air Corp.,

Brockton, Mass.

. „^^.^ „ Filed Apr. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 243,762

Samuel Clifford Robison, Manchester, and Heinz Joseph Ger- !„,_ ci. B65h 2i//5, 25102, 25120

ber. West Hartford, both of Conn., assignors to Gerber
^j § Q^ 226-42 "* Claims

Scientific Instrument Company, South Windsor, Conn.

I Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,614

Int. CI. B65h /7/i6

U.S. CI. 226-8 25 Claims

1. In an automatical, controlled instrument system in

which sheet material is spread on the supporting surface of a

table while a carriage suitable for accurately positioning an

instrument which works upon different areas of the spread

sheet material is controllab, moved in one direction back and

forth over the table parallel to the supporting surface and

relative to the sheet material in a stationary position, the

improvement comprising: coupling means attached to the

carriage and engagable with the sheet material on the support-

ing surface whereby the sheet material may be precise,

shifted relative to the table in said one direction with the

carriage.

1. Apparatus for controlling the winding of material onto a

take-up roll comprising;

an inclined feed plate positioned for receiving said material,

fed from one side of said plate, against at least a portion

of the outer inclined surface of said plate with said mate-

rial contacting the top end of said plate and draping

downward, therefrom,

means including a drive roll, drive means and drive roll

support means disposed on the other side of said plate for

feeding said material to the take-up roll,

a pair of sensors including a first sensor and a second sensor

spaced above the first sensor and disposed along said

inclined surface,
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each said sensor capable of sensing when the material is less
than a predetermined distance from the sensor in which
case the sensor is considered as being covered

said plate having means for receiving said sensors
means for establishing a reference speed setting for control-

ling the speed of operation of said drive means
a power source,

bidirectional means for changing said speed reference set-
ting, said bidirectional means including forward and re-
verse inputs selectively coupled to said power source for
increasing or decreasing, respectively, said speed refer-
ence setting,

means responsive to said first and second sensors being
uncovered for coupling said reverse input to said power
source to thereby decrease said reference speed setting
means responsive to said first sensor being uncovered and
said second sensor being covered for uncoupling any of
said inputs from said power source to thereby maintain
said reference speed at a fixed setting, and

""ZZ '''T"'"' '?.
'"'^ ^'''' ^"^ ^^'^°"d sensors beingcovered for coupling said forward input to said powefsource to thereby increase said reference speed seuing
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3,844,465
MATERIAL HANDLING APPARATUS

William J. Hill, Holden, and Kenneth L. KJusmler, Worcester,
twth of Mass., assignors to Morgan Construction Company,
Worcester, Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 249,691, May 1, 1972, Pat. No. 3,750,799.
This application July 3, 1973, Ser. No. 376,191

Int. CI. B65g 39/00
U.S. CI. 226-181

2 Claims

3,844.464
TAPE RECORDER AUTOMATIC STOP MECHANISM

rakemi Kitamura, and Ason Takaki, both of No. 25-1, Aza
Nishimachi, Yamada, Kawagoe-Shi, Saitama, Japan

Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,850

iin?Jn*
P"*"""^' «PP''«<'on Japan, Nov. 27, 1971, 46-

Int. CI. B65h 17/20, 17/48
U.S. CI. 226-174

4 Claims

27 28

1. In a tape recorder for receiving an insertable tape car-
tridge, said tape cartridge carrying a movable pinch roller and

n'Jrh nf' 'T "
'T;'"'^*"«

^ "^"'^ '^^P^'^" positioned in thepath of said insertable tape cartridge with said pinch roller
pressing a tape carried thereby against the capstan for effect-
ing tape movement after insertion, the improvement compris-

O"

a slide bar engageable with a slide plate, both said slide plate
and said slide bar being movable in the direction of car-
tridge insertion in response to contact of one end of said
slide plate with said cartridge,

first latching means carried by said slide plate and engaging
said slide bar to prevent contact between said slide bar
and said movable pinch roller, and

second latching means engaging said slide bar in response
to full insertion of said cartridge and operative engage-
ment of said pinch roller, said tape and said capstan and
means for releasing of said first latching means when said
second latching means are engaged for permitting sound
recording or reproducing, and

means responsive to a condition of said running tape during
recording or reproducing for releasing said second latch
ing means to permit said slide bar to release said pinch
roller from said capstan without movement of said in-
serted cartridge.

1. Apparatus for axially propelling an elongated element
along a given path, comprising: lower support means posi-
tioned to one side of and at a level beneath that of the path
a platform mounted on said lower support means for pivotal'movement about an axis generally parallel to the path, a first
rotatable roll shaft carried on said platform, means on said
platform for driving said first roll shaft, linkage means on said
platform, a second rotatable roll shaft parallel to said first roll
shaft, second roll shaft being adjustably carried by said linkage
means for movement towards and awav from said first roll
shaft first and second pinch rolls mounted respectively on
said first and second roll shafts for rotation therewith a first
operating means for pivotally adjusting said platform relative
to said lower support means between an operative position at

Z,li"n tK r' ^'"'^ '^" '''''''''' ^" ^'«"8^'^d 'lement at'said path and an inoperative position spaced below said pathand a second operating means connected to said linkage'means for adjusting the position of said second roll shaft and
the second pinch roll mounted thereon between an operative
position contacting an elongated element at said path and an
inoperative position spaced above said path, whereupon when
said pinch rolls are operatively positioned, an elongated ele-

s'"afd pall,"''''

'^'''^^'^^'^ vvill be propelled axially along

3,844,466
PALLET MAKING DEVICE

Tadashi Narita, and Shusho Ishimaru, both of Kanagawa-ken
Japan, assignors to Showa Drum Manufacturing Co Ltd

'

Kanagawa-ken, Japan
'

Filed Aug. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 284,104

72859""
''"°"'*' application Japan, Sept. 18, 1971, 46-

,,^ ^ Int. CI. B27f 7/02
U.S. CI. 227-40 ,ri-

1 Claim
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Jrl^ 'If','" ^r?'' *" ^^' '"^'''"« °f ^°ode" pallets whereineach pallet includes a plurality of stringer members arranged
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in parallel spaced relationship to each other and a plurality of

elongated plank pieces arranged and joined respectively in a

perpendicular manner to said stringer members; comprising a

nailing device operatively disposed in a vertical plane and

having nail alignment feeding means for continuously feeding

nails therethrough into nailing head means, said nailing head

means arranged for simultaneously performing the nailing

operations into the intersection locations of said joined

stringer members and said plank pieces; a vertically-oriented

assembly jig means operatively mounted adjacent said nailing

head means and including a movably-mounted L-shaped jig

frame having parallel-arranged support arm means for sup-

porting said stringer members, said support arm means includ-

ing adjustably-mounted holding jaw means for supporting said

elongated plank pieces, said L-shaped jig frame holding said

stringer members and said elongated plank pieces in their

assembled relative dispositions identical to those of the com-

pleted pallet, said assembly jig means being operative between

a pallet assembling station and a nailing station in said nailing

device; and a pallet handling device for pivoting the com-

pleted nailed pallet from its vertical position to a horizontal

position after receiving said pallet discharged from said assem-

bly jig means which has been transferred from the pallet as-

sembling station to the nailing station upon completion of the

nailing operation.

3,844,467

PORTABLE ELEVATING PLATFORM
W. Ray Millican, Tower Trailer Pk., 1311 E. Main St., Grand

Prairie, Tex. 75050

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,608

Int. CI. B27f 7/02

U.S. CI. 227-40 14 Claims

said cylinder housing with said reservoir to effect drive of

the hammer piston, solenoid operated means for control-

ling said valve means, and solenoid operated means for

actuating said nail feed means;

and said valve solenoid means for said plurality of hammer

units, and said nail feed solenoid means for said plurality

of hammer units, being adapted for connection to respec-

tive common operator switches for simultaneous control

of individual hammer unit functions from a remote switch

location.

3,844,468

UNIVERSAL CARRIAGE APPARATUS FOR OPERATING

ON PIPES AND ANALOGOUS WORKPIECES OF
VARIOUS DIAMETERS

Jerome W. Nelson; James B. Andolph, and Ford S. Miller, all

of Houston, Tex., assignors to CRC-Crose International,

Inc., Houston, Tex.

Filed June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 374,050

Int. CLB23k 37/02

U.S. CI. 228-13 26 Claims

X — X -
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1. In apparatus for nailing panels to a wall or ceiling struc-

ture

a support platform for a panel, adapted to be mounted on

a positioning apparatus; said support platform comprising

a frame mount having means for coupling to a positioning

apparatus, a plurality of parallel rails mounted on said

frame mount; and a plurality of hammer units mounted

on said rails for defining a panel supporting plane and for

driving nails at selected positions through a panel sup-

ported on said support platform;

each hammer unit comprising an elongated small diameter

cylinder housing disposed transverse to the panel sup-

porting plane and defining the lateral extremity of the

hammer unit on at least one side; each hammer unit

further comprising a nail passage disposed at one end of

said cylinder housing in axial alignment therewith, a nail

magazine and feeding means for feeding nails succes-

sively into said nail chamber, a hammer piston disposed

in said cylinder housing for reciprocating movement and

including an axially projecting pin for engaging and driv-

ing nails in said nail chamber, an air reservoir and means

for communicating said reservoir with a source of com-

pressed air, valve means for selectively communicating

1. In an adjustable traveling carriage adapted to transport

an operative instrument in a work plane which is perpendicu-

lar to the longitudinal axis of a cylindrical work piece whose

radius may vary from piece to piece, said carriage being under

guidance of a cylindrical surfaced track attached to a said

workpiece with its central main axis in substantial coincidence

with the workpiece axis, said track including a guiding ele-

ment which is parallel to said work plane, the combination

which comprises:

a. At least two subframes mounted for relative angular

adjustment with respect to each other about an adjusting

axis which is perpendicular to said element and said work

plane,

b. A tool supporting mount carried by at least one of said

subframes,

c. A track-following carriage guiding member mounted in

each of at least two of said subframes and adapted to

follow said track element for guiding the carriage move-

ment with respect to the guide track,

d. A driven traction member also mounted in a subframe for

engaging said track to move the carriage with respect to

said track,

e. Means for locking said subframes rigidly in adjusted

relationship to conform the carriage to said track,

f Each of said guiding members and traction member being

located in its subframe on a line which is radial to said

central main axis at a predetermined distance from a

perpendicular to said line through an adjacent adjusting

axis, offset from said axis along said perpendicular by a

predetermined distance X.

3,844,469

APPARATUS FOR OSCILLATING A WELDING TOOL
Clifford M. Westfall, 13 Brookfield, Conway, Ark. 72032

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,870

Int. CI. B23k 5/00

U.S. CI. 228-28 10 Claims

1. An oscillator for a welding tool comprising: means for

holding a welding tool for application to work, means mount-
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ing said holding means for reciprocal movement; means for
reciprocating said holding means on said mounting means;
and control means for said reciprocating means including
means for adjusting the length of each reciprocal stroke;
means for adjusting the speed of reciprocation; and means for
providing a predetermined, adjustable dwell of said holding
means at each end of a stroke; said means for reciprocating

^V^'

said holding means including a fluid operated cylinder having
a piston operatively connected to said mounting means; and
said stroke length adjusting means including a pair of control
valves for said cylinder, said control valves being movable
toward and away from each other and engageable by one of
said cylinder piston, said mounting means and said holding
means.

3,844,470

DISPOSABLE TRASH RECEPTACLE
John J. Rohde, Salisbury, N.C., assignor to Hoerner Waldorf

Corporation, Saint Paul, Minn.
Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 370,803

Int. CI. B65d 5/00
U.S. CI. 229-22 8 Claims

3,844,471

SUPPORT MEANS
Hobart M. Hind, 2325 Radium Spring, Albany, Ga. 31701

Filed Aug. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 283,095
Int. CI. A47d 7/02; B65d 5/20

U.S. CI. 229-30 4 Claims

1. A support for use in controlling movement of supported
objects comprising, in combination;

a. a surface constructed to provide an area on which objects
can be supported;

b. restraining means provided on at least one lateral edge of
said surface for movement between a collapsed position
substantially coplanar with said surface to a raised posi-
tion projecting above and at an oblique angle with said
surface and comprising a first stiffened flap connected to
and along said one lateral edge so as to hinge upwardly
with respect thereto and a second stiffened flap hingedly
connected to and along said first flap; and

c. holding means detachably joining said surface and said
restraining means second flap for releasably holding said
first flap in said raised position above and at an oblique
angle with surface, said holding means underlying said
first and second flaps to hold a free edge of said second
flap to said surface so as to be operable for releasably
holding said first and second flaps in an angularly ad-
justed position relative to each other and relative to said
surface whereby said restraining means will prevent un-
wanted movement of supported objects off of said surface
in the direction of said lateral edge.

3,844 472
TAMPERPROOF RECLOSABLE CARTON

David Charles Mueller, Neenah, Wis., assignor to American
Can Company, Greenwich, Conn.

Filed Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 341,317
Int. CL B65d 5/54. 5/70. 17/00

U.S. CI. 229-51 TC 5 Claims

1. A blank for forming a receptacle including:

four similar diamond-shaped panel portions each, including
upper and lower isosceles triangular portions connected
along an intermediate fold line.

four upper intermediate isosceles triangular panels connect-
ing the equal length edges of said upper isosceles triangu-
lar portions of said diamond-shaped panel portions along
fold lines,

four lower intermediate isosceles triangular panels connect-
ing the equal length edges of said lower isosceles triangu-

lar portions of said diamond-shaped panel portions along
fold lines,

the third edges of said four upper intermediate isosceles

triangular panels terminating on a common plane,

the third edges of said lower intermediate isosceles triangu-

lar panels terminating in a common plane parallel to said

first common plane and parallel to the intermediate fold

line, and

closure flaps hingedly secured to said third edges of said

lower intermediate isosceles triangular panels.

1. In a paperboard carton including hingedly connected
receptacle front, bottom, rear and cover panels and having
cover end wall panels and a cover front panel hingedly con-
nected to said cover panel, glue flaps hingedly connected to
said rear panel, and receptacle end wall panels hingedly con-
nected to said bottom panel, said cover end wall panels, said
glue flaps and said receptacle end wall panels being adhered
together into a unified end wall construction at each end of
the carton.
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a tamperproof carton opening and reclosure construction

comprising

a. a front corner flap hingedly attached to the forward

side edge of each of said receptacle end wall panels,

said corner flaps being in overlying but unadhered

relationship to respective end portions of said front

panel, and

b. an extension tab hingedly connected to a side edge of

each front corner flap, said extension tabs being ad-

hered to said bottom panel adjacent the hinge connec-

tion between said bottom panel and said front panel,

c. said cover front panel being divided by a pair of trans-

verse weakness lines into an upper section adjacent

said cover panel, a central detachable section and a

lower section, the combined width of said upper sec-

tion and said central section being equal to the height

of said receptacle front panel,

d. said lower section of said cover front panel being in

overlying, adhered relationship to said extension tabs

and to a portion of said bottom panel between said

extension tabs and adjacent the hinge connection be-

tween said bottom panel and said front panel,

e. said upper section of said cover front panel being

adapted, after removal of said detachable central sec-

tion, to tuck between the outer surface of the carton

front panel and the overlying, but unadhered front

corner flaps, thereby effecting a reclosure of the car-

ton.

3 844 474

SPRING LOADED RESET MECHANISM FOR A DEMAND
METER

Alexander M. McQuarrie, and Donald M. Ham, both of Roch-

ester, N.H., assignors to General Electric Company, New

York, N.Y.

Filed May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,553

Int. CI. GOlr 19/16

IJ.S. CL 235- 144 MA 5 Claims

3 844 473

RETURNABLE BEVERAGE CASE

Kenneth M. Whelan, Meriden, Conn., assignor to Westvaco

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 394,834

Int. CI. B65d 5/26

U.S. CI. 229-34 R 4 Claims

6 ,3f.
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means also associated with each of said apparatus con-
nected to a respective one of said threshold level means
maintained quiescent in the absence of said potential and
activated by said potential applied thereto; and

triac switching means in turn activated by said last named
means including a lamp and a photo conductor connected
between said triac and said means for providing a poten-
tial, wherein current passing through said lamp causes thesame to glow and thereby dropping the resistance of said
photo conductor,
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apparatus for restoration of said air condition above orbelow said predetermined condition
said apparatus responsive in sequence to the degree of

variation above or below said predetermined condition
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means for indicating which of said apparatus is being actu-
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b. a downwardly opening circular recess disposed within
one wall of said first chamber, said circular recess being
in communication with the cold water pipe

c. an upwardly directed aperture in communication with the
hot water pipe and disposed within another wall of said
First chamber, said aperture being in axial alignment with
said circular recess;

d now regulating means adapted for reciprocal movement
n ermediate said circular recess and said aperture fo
selectively regulating the flow of cold and hot water into
aid first chamber, said flow regulating means comprising:L an inverted cone-shaped valve having an apex and a

2. said apex being positionable within said aperture to
prevent further water flow therethrough; and

J. an annular ridge extending upwardly from said base for
selectively sealingly engaging said recess;

^'

htlin r '^*'P°'''' '"''*''" '"''^ ^^'^^"d chamber, saidbellows bemg connected to said valve for positioning ofsaid valve intermediate said aperture and said recesf m
chamSer;

'" "''" temperature within said second

f. adjustment means connected to said bellows for biasing
said valve toward said recess or said aperture to restrict

hamb:r H°" k"' '°J
"^•"- -^P-tively, into s "d flm

^nS t

• '^^' '".'' ^'^J"^''"e"t means establishes the

TnL 7'T'' f '^' ^^^" "°^*"g through said

eZr-,t
""^^ '"'^

u"'^
^""°^^ "^^'"tains the wateremperature constant by operating said valve to regulate

the flow of water from the hot water and cold water pipes

3,844,476
THERMALLY CONTROLLED WATER REGULATOR

Russel. C. Bales Sr^ 1419 S. 29th Ave., Phoenix Ariz 85009
Filed Oct. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 406,242

Int. CI. G05d 23/]3
U.S. CI. 236-12 R

''
,^, .

3 Claims

3,844,477

K. .u^^^oJ.^^^'^^'^^^
POWDER SPRAY GUN

rn V
E- Pollard; Richard O. Probst, both of Indianapolis

RansbZ n'
^;«^^J«"'.B^«r"^»'urg, all of Ind., assignoC'Ransburg Electro-Coating Corp., Indianapolis, Ind.

3,777,981. This application May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361 793

U.S.C..239-!r"-'''''^^^^^^"^^^^^^ .
'

5 Claims

I. A water temperature regulator connected to a hot water
pipe and a cold water pipe for maintaining a constant temper-

cori%Tsir
°"

""' °"^'' ^ discharge outlet, said regulator

a a housing including a first and a second chamber, said
tirst chamber being connected to the hot water and cold
water pipes for receiving and mixing a flow of hot and
cold water, said second chamber being connected to the
discharge outlet for discharging the mixed hot and cold
water, said housing further including an apertured gate
disposed intermediate said first and second housing for
providing a passageway from said first chamber to said
second chamber;

I. An electrostatic powder spray gun for easily and conve-
niently accomplishing switching from spraying powder of onecolor to spraying powder of another color without harmfullv
contaminating the subsequently sprayed powder with previ-
ous

y sprayed powder, the spray gun comprising a barrel
nclud.ng means for electrically charging the coating material
sprayed from the gun and a handle projecting at an angle fromhe barrel a channel provided in the side of the bafrel andhandle and traversing the length of each, a spray-forming
nozzle carried at the front of the barrel and an elongated feed
tube adapted to have one end connected to a powder reser-
voir, the feed tube capable of being inserted into the channel
and retained in the channel at the front of the gun by thespray-forming nozzle and at the rear of the gun by means on
the tube cooperating with the handle so as to prevent harmfulmoverjent thereof and being in communication with The
spray-forming nozzle when retained in the channel.
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3,844,478

DEODORANT STRUCTURE
Jeffrey L. Davis, 1205 Kelley St. S.W., Vienna, Va. 22180

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,870
' Int. CL A24f 25100: A61I 9/04

U.S. CI. 239-57

is subjected to a fluid differential pressure tending to close

said first path to thereby promote discharge through said

passage; and means for adjusting said spill valve to permit a

proportion of the fluid supplied to said second port to return

along said first path to said return circuit; thereby controlling

5 Claims the proportion of the fluid supplied to said second port which

is discharged through said passage.

1. Deodorant structure comprising: a block of deodorizing

material, said block being of a nature to slowly release vapors

for the purpose of masking or neutralizing objectionable odors

in a confined space such as a room; a multiple layer on a

surface portion of said block including an adhesive layer for

affixing said block to a structure surface and a barrier struc-

ture attached to said block surface portion interposed be-

tween said block and said adhesive layer, said barrier structure

comprising a thin plate of rigid platic. having at least one of

its length and width dimensions greater than those of said

block, and adhesive layer having a length dimension less than

that of said |)late and formed centrally thereupon whereby

non-adhesive layered grasping edges are provided on said

plate to readily facilitate affixing of said deodorant structure

to a structure surface; and protective means over at least said

adhesive layer, for guarding said layer when said structure is

not in use, said protective means being removable from said

adhesive layer whereby said deodorant structure may be at-

tached to a structure surface by means of said adhesive layer

when said deodorant structure is to be used.

3,844,479

FLUID INJECTOR
Arthur Michael Needham, Nailsea, England, assignor to Tec-

tron Engineering Limited, Bristol, England

Filed Nov. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 419,721

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 30, 1972,

55345/72
Int. CI. B05b //i4

U.S.CL 239-125 13 Claims

H-1^
5 ^ .M )—>• • -* }A '6 }' » K V

3,844,480

CAR WASHING MACHINE
John Edward Taylor, Frimley, and Roger Sean Fitzpatrick,

Taunton, both of England, assignors to Ultrasonic Machines

Limited, Buckinghamshire, England

Filed Aug. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 392,327

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 7, 1972,

41673/72
Int. CI. BOSb 3118

U.S. CI. 239- 186 10 Claims

-1 "—^ ^ . ^

1. A fluid injector comprising a fluid discharge passage; a tip

sealing valve for controlling fluid discharge through said pas-

sage; first and second ports for connection to a fluid delivery

*' and a return circuit external of the injector; a first fluid path

from said first port to the vicinity of said passage, a second

fluid path from said vicinity of the passage to said second port,

and a spill valve in said first fluid path; said spill valve and said

sealing valve being arranged such that with fluid delivered to

said first port only said spill valve is subjected to a fluid differ-

ential pressure to open said spill valve to permit the fluid to be

delivered along said first path to said vicinity of the passage;

and said sealing valve is subjected to a fluid differential pres-

sure to close said passage; whereby the fluid returns via said

second path to said second port, and with the fluid delivered

to said second port only said tip valve is subjected to a fluid

differential pressure to open said passage; and said spill valve

1. A vehicle washing machine comprising a frame for strad-

dling a vehicle to be washed, two sets of spray nozzles, each

set being vertically spaced and carried by the frame and di-

rected inwardly towards each other, a third set of spray noz-

zles horizontally-spaced and carried by the frame and directed

downwardly and extending between said two sets of vertically

spaced spray nozzles, means coupled to said third set of noz-

zles for traversing the third set of nozzles upwards and down-

wards in the plane of the frame, means coupled to said third

set of nozzles for swivelling the nozzles about a horizontal axis

to direct them to either side of the general plane of the frame,

means coupled to said third set of nozzles for shifting the third

set of nozzles in the general direction of their spacing from

each other during the swivelling of the nozzles, whereby the

positions of the nozzles of the third set when swivelled to be

directed to one side of the general plane of the frame are

laterally staggered from their positions when swivelled to be

directed to the other side of said plane, and means coupled to

all of said nozzles for supplying liquid under pressure to the

nozzles.

3,844,481

POWERED MOBILE SPRAY IRRIGATION FOR
PRODUCTIVE CROP SEWAGE UTILIZATION

David P. Livingston, R.R. No. 2, Washington, Iowa 52353
Filed Jan. 22, 1971, Ser. No. 108,932

Int. CI. B05b 1/20, 3100

U.S.CL 239-177 17 Claims

1. Means for sewage disposal comprising:

a. an area of land to be irrigated

b. sprinkler means on said area of land, said area of land

being too large to be covered by said sprinkler means in

a single stationary position

c. said sprinkler means being a mobile, self-propelled, auto-

matic, rotary irrigation rig including a pivot tower, a
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conduit pivoting about said pivot tower, a series of sup-
ports spaced along the length of said conduit, and a series
of nozzle means spaced along said conduit, said supports
each including traction and support means such as wheel
means and having power means connected to said trac-
tion and support means operative to continuously power
said sprinkler means and said sprinkler means being oper-
ative to irrigate said area of land unattended by an opera-
tor during a cycle in which said conduit continuously,
pivotally moves so that said nozzle means move in arcs to
gradually and progressively irrigate adjacent circular
sectors of said area until all of said area has been covered,
said nozzle means being set to sprinkle progressively
more sewage in series out from said pivot tower so that all
of said area receives about the same amount of irrigation
d. a source of sewage components in liquid form capable
of being pumped

October 29, 1974

as to form a D-shaped exhaust nozzle, and for reversing its
forward thrust; comprising: a clamshell panel forming the
upper aft portion of the exhaust nozzle and being mounted for
rotation about an axis transverse to the engine thrust line; a
ramp comprising panel segments extending fore and aft of the
nozzle exit and forming the lower flat surface of the D shaped
exhaust nozzle; first means for raising and lowering the panel
segments of the ramp to vary the exhaust nozzle area; a
blocker panel comprising the trailing edge segment of the
ramp and being actuated jointly with forward panel segments
by said first means for varying the exhaust nozzle area; second
means for rotating said blocker panel to a raised position
independently of the actuation by said first means; and said
secorid means jointly rotating the clamshell panel rearwardly
and downwardly about the transverse axis toward the ramp
and rotating the blocker panel upwardly and forwardly from
the lower flat ramp surface to an abutment relation with the
aft edge of the clamshell panel so as to cooperate in forming
a double deflecting clamshell blocker door arrangement for
tilting the thrust vector forward for thrust reversal

e. pump means connected to said source and to said pivot
tower and operative to pump said sewage components
from said source to said sprinkler means to irrigate said
area of land thereby

f control means for said pump and sprinkler means set to
deliver said sewage components to said sprinkler means,
to sprinkle said sewage components from said sprinkler
means, and to move said sprinkler means at rates prevent-
ing puddling on said land avoiding puddles in which pu-
trescence can occur and in which bacterial activity can
occur in puddle conditions as distinguished from in-soil
conditions, and

g. freezing configuration means for each nozzle means
mcluding upper nozzle outlet means on top of said freez-
ing configuration, and each nozzle means including a
lower outlet means in said conduit below said upper
outlet means from which said nozzle means depends in
said freezing configuration so as to drain said conduit and
nozzle means against freezing in freezing conditions after
a sprinkling cycle has been completed.

3,844,483
SPRAY COATING APPARATUS

John C. Gray, Harvard, Mass., assignor to Trish Energetics
Inc., Harvard, Mass.

Filed June 14, 1973, Ser. No. 369,947
Int. CI. B05b 1132

U.S. CI. 239-322 jq Claims

*"' ^,'^" v^
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3 844 482
VARIABLE RAMP EXHAUST NOZZLE AND CLAMSHELL

REVERSER
Gabriel E. Stearns, Mercer Island, Wash., assignor to The

Boeing Company, Seattle, Wash.
Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 365,933

Int. CI. F02k 1/12
U.S. CI. 239-265.37

5 a,i„,s

I. Apparatus for varying the exhaust nozzle exit area of a jet
engine mounted in an aircraft overwing nacelle installation so

1. A spray coating apparatus comprising a pump assembly
including means defining a pump chamber and a pump piston
supported in said chamber for movement in one and an oppo-
site direction therein to vary the volume of said pump cham-
ber, a nozzle assembly including a nozzle defining a point of
emission for a stream of coherent fluent material, a nozzle
valve movable between open and closed positions relative to
said nozzle, said nozzle valve in said open position permitting
discharge of fluent material from said point of emission and in
said closed position preventing discharge of material there-
from, means defining an inlet passageway communicating with
said pump assembly for connection to a source of fluent mate-
rial to provide a material flow path from the source to said
pump chamber, a check valve associated with said inlet pas-
sageway for permitting material to flow from the source to
said pump chamber and preventing retrograde flow of mate-
rial from said pump chamber to the source, means defining an
outlet passageway communicating with said pump assembly
and said nozzle assembly for providing a material flow path
from said pump chamber to said point of emission, a pneu-
matic fluid pressure responsive actuator comprising a hollow
flexible thin-walled shell defining a pneumatic chamber of
variable volume and having generally axially opposed end
portions, one of said end portions being secured in fixed posi-
tion relative to said pump chamber defining means, the other
of said end portions being attached to said pump piston, said
end portions being movable generally toward and away from
each other in response to variation of pneumatic fluid pressure
in said pneumatic chamber, said actuator being operable to
move said pump piston in one direction to reduce the volume
of said pump chamber, and means for controlling the opera-
tion of said actuator.
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3,844,484

METHOD OF FUEL ATOMIZATION AND A FUEL

ATOMIZER NOZZLE THEREFOR

Tadahisa Masai, Hitachi, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,

Tokyo, Japan _ „ .

Division of Ser. No. 231,702, March 3, 1972. This application

Nov. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 418,777

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 3, 197 1, 46-10653

Int. CI. B05b 7110

U.S. CI. 239-404 ^ Claims

St
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Streams in a single plane, said streams of said first pair

having centerlines intersecting in a point within said dry

material stream, and such that a second of said pairs of

nozzles ejects its fanshaped streams convergingly to inter-

sect in a line lying in said single plane and non-coincident

with such point.

liquid supply means for supplying a liquid to said plurality

of pairs of nozzles, and

valve means in communication with said liquid supply

means for regulating the rate of flow of the liquid to said

plurality of pairs of nozzles.

3,844,486

LIQUID SPRAY NOZZLE
Willie James Roberson, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Allis-

Chalmers Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Dec. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 429,219

Int. CI. B05b 1132

U.S. CI. 239-456 2 Claims

1. A fuel atomizer nozzle, comprising: a liquid fuel passage,

fuel whirling means receiving fuel from said fuel passage and

moving the fuel in a whirling pattern about a fuel axis; fuel

nozzle means to project the whirling fuel in a conical whirling

jet generally in an axial direction with respect to said fuel axis;

and gas nozzle means for producing a whirling gas stream

downstream of said fuel nozzle means intersecting the whirling

fuel jet so that at the points of intersection the gas velocity

vector generally forms an angle greater than 90° with the fuel

velocity vector.

3,844,485

SPRAY APPARATUS
Robert A. Waggoner, Allen, Ohio, assignor to Hagen Manufac-

turing Company, Delphos, Ohio

Filed Aug. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 387,263

Int. CI. B05b 7108, 1126

U.S. CI. 239-420 5 Claims

1. A spray gun for mixing a liquid with a dry material while

the dry material is being thrust from the gun, said spray gun

comprising

a body.
. ... u

an elongated dry material bore defined by said body, such

bore having a circular dry material outlet orifice, such

bore being suitable for supplying dry material for ejection

through said orifice, whereby a generally cylindrical dry

material stream is ejected,

a plurality of pairs of slotted spray nozzles mounted in said

body circumjacent said orifice, each of said spray nozzles

having an elongated slot orifice and each of said slot

orifices being aligned parallel to a single line extending m

a direction normal to the longitudinal centerline of said

bore, said nozzles being adapted to eject flat fan-shaped

streams of liquid, said nozzles being oriented such that a

first of said pairs of nozzles ejects both of its fan-shaped

1, A liquid spray nozzle comprising; a hollow body inter-

nally contoured to provide a discharge opening at one end

thereof; a plurality of ribs connected to said body and extend-

ing inwardly therefrom and supporting an internally threaded

hub; an adjustable head having one threaded end adjustably

threadably supported in said hub with the other end thereof

extending into said discharge opening and being externally

contoured to provide an annular opening therebetween, said

head being adjustable in said hub to vary the size of said

annular opening; a plurality of circumferentially spaced

threaded bores in said hub radially spaced from end concentri-

cally located about the axis of the threaded portion of said

hub; walls defining an axially extending opening through said

head radially spaced from the axis thereof and selectively

alignable with said threaded bores; and an elongated rod

having one threaded end extending through said axially ex-

tending opening and engaged in one of said bores to prohibit

relative rotation between said body and said head.

3,844,487

AIRLESS SPRAY GUN
Jerry P. Malec, 5108 N. 85th St., Omaha, Nebr. 68134

Division of Ser. No. 219,699, Jan. 21, 1972, Pat. No.

3,780,953. This application Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 355,299

Int. CI. B05b 1132

U.S. CI. 239-526 5 Claims

1. An airless spray gun comprising,

a gun body,

a valve means on said gun body for controlling the flow of

spray fluid,

a trigger pivotally secured to said gun body, .

connecting means connecting said trigger and said valve

means for controlling said valve means, said trigger being
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movable from a first position wherein said valve means iscbsed to a second position wherein said valve means L

said valve means comprises a valve seat and a valve membermovable mto seating engagement with said valve seTtsa,d connectmg means comprising a first elongated con-

trio."^"""'"'
operatively secured at one end to saidngger for movement therewith, a connector secured tohe other end of sa.d first connecting element, and a valverod. havmg opposite ends, detachably secured at one end

roiT^ndT^rv'^-j- '"-^^ '^-^
—

^o^
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means; a substantially annular recess in said container meansfor accumulation of said additional component; and add.Tiona

said additfoir'""""''"?
"*^' ^^'^ ^^^"^ f°^ ^^--ovaTosaia additional component therefrom.

3 844 489

D«„»IHr«.
^OOD CHIPPING APPARATUS

Donald E. Strong R.F.D. No. 1, Box 110, Remus, Mich. 49340
Filed Aug. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 283,312

li.S. CI. 241-55
'"^•^'•««2^^*/^^

14 Claims

said valve seat comprising a support having an openingending therethrough, said opening being defined Ey
first and second wall portions being angularly disposedwith respect to each other, an annular sef t portion anhe
mtersection of said wall portions, said annular seat porion being angularly disposed with respect to said first andsecond wall portions, said valve member being a valve

t^on'oJ'fh"""';
'' '"''

E°"'°"
^"'"8 ^^"8^"^ to that por-tion of the exterior surface of said valve ball which en-gages said seat portion.

3 844 488
APPARATUS FOR PULPi'nG XnD GRADING OF WASTE

PAPER

GmbH, Heidenheim, Germany
Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,830

2140372
''"""'^' "PP""""" Germany, Aug. 12, 1971,

U.S. CI. 24,-43
'"^•^••««^^^^/^^

17 Claims

1. In an apparatus for the comminution and grading of wastematerial, particularly for the pulping and grading^of wastepaper a combination comprising confainer r^eans for accordmodating a suspension of waste material; means for comr^-
nuting at least part of said waste material in said contlermeans so as to obtain an impurity component of low specific
gravity, a stock component and an additional component of

mSl.fr' f' ^T'^y*
'"'^ ^^'^'"'""ting means causing accu-mulation of said impurity component in a portion of saidcontainer means spaced from said comminuting means- outletmeans for discharge of said stock component from said con-

tainer means; discharging means in the region of said portion
for discharging said impurity component from said container

An e.ono'^f
7"^^'^'"'/°' '*''PP'"« '"^t^^i^' comprising:An elongated rectangular chipper block having front and

safd Hn?w"'
^r^„^"b,^tantially flat edges extending alongaui block said block including at least one knife receiv^

rom JnH '"''J?'^'"^
'^'°"«'^ '"^"^ ^'^'^'^ ^'«t^«n ^aidfront and rear surfaces;

'
?cu[tinfT'*'*''"'^

'''''^'" '"''^ ^P^^^"^^ ^"d including

block
^' extending from the front surface of said

^
eHL"/!"; ^^f^''

°PP°^'tely and fixedly positioned on saidedges extending outwardly from the rear surface of said

tiornf'tK . ^"t r''"^'"«
longitudinally along a por-tion of the length of said block

'
inrfmnt and'''

'° '"^°'' '"'^ '^^'PP^^ ^'«^»^ ^"^ 'nclud-ng front and rear surfaces and a wall extending therebe-ween. saui front surface having a material^ ce fng

t:i^^:Xir "" "" "' ^^^"'^ '^^'^ ^^'^

means for rotatably positioning said chipper block within

"tat r:'a"i§ cT""." ";' '^'PP^^ ^'-^ suchthaTL

th?;e"ei:mVaS;e;"'^
'"'°''""> ^^^^^ ^^^^^^

means for supporting material fed into said aperture anddrive means for rotatably driving said chippe blockwhereby material fed into said aperture is '^^eSuced tochips which are exhausted from said discharge chute

•'.844,490
APPARATUS FOR D^PERSINCnNELV DIVIDED SOLIDPARTICLES IN A LIQUID VEHICLE

oeorge R- Schold, St Petersburg, Fla., a part interest
Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,655

U.S. CI. 241-74
'"••^'•««2c/7//6

cle's'h'lr"'"'^"'
deagglomerating and dispersing solid^arll'des held m agglomerated form and carried in suspension in a

a mixing vessel having a fluid inlet at one end thereof anda fluid outlet at the other end thereof, said vessel beinoadapted to have a charge of dispersing media fntroduced
therein said inlet also being adapted to be operativelyconnected to means for introducing a fluid mixtureTnto
said in et under pressure and moving said fluid mTxtue

a d o'utleT
'""' '"' ^'""^^ ^'^ '•^P"^'"^ -^d o
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a rotatable shaft extending into said vessel and adapted to

be driven from a power source;

agitating means operatively associated with said shaft within

said vessel for agitating the dispersing media;

a separator for separating dispersing media from the fluid

mixture, said separator being operatively associated with

said shaft and closely adjacent thereto and disposed in the

path of flow between said vessel inlet and outlet;

means defining inlet means and outlet means in said separa-

tor, said separator outlet means being in fluid communi-

cation with said vessel outlet;

GENERAL AND MECHANICAL 1957

said shredder to receive and vibratorially initiate separation of

the shredded waste material, magnetic separator means adja-

cent said vibratorial means to separate shredded magnetic

waste from shredded non-magnetic waste, a generally vertical

air chute open at the top and bottom and having a feed open-

ing between said top and bottom openings, first conveyor

mean extending from adjacent said magnetic separator means

to a connection with said chute feed opening to deliver shred-

ded non-magnetic waste into said chute, second conveyor

means having a receiving end adjacent said chute bottom

opening and a delivery end connected into the feed to said

shredder, a forced air circulation system connected between

said chute top opening and back to said chute between said

bottom and feed openings, said circulation system including a

cyclone separator to receive and collect waste material floated

out of said chute top opening and a blower to extract clean air

from said cyclone and deliver the air into said chute, said

blower delivering the clean air at a velocity to force air borne

waste material from said chute into said cyclone for separation

in said cyclone and said second conveyor collecting the waste

material falling out of said cute bottom opening and returning

it to said shredder for further shredding, and means connected

to said cyclone to receive waste material separated from the

air moved in said circulation system by said blower.

::r^gfJH

said separator including a plurality of removable screen

segments attached to said separator and surrounding the

outside thereof;

retaining means on said separator for holding the screen

segments in a continuous annular arrangement about said

separator; and

opening means in said vessel wall defining a hand hole ot

sufficient size to provide access to said separator and said

removable screen elements to permit removal of the

latter from said separator.

3 844 491

MATERIAL RECLAIMING AND CLASSIFYING
APPARATUS

Robert M. Williams, Ladue, Mo., assignor to Williams Patent

Crusher & Pulverizer Co., Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,768

Int. CLB02c2//00

CI. 24 -80

3 844 492

GRINDING MILL BOLTED CONSTRUCTION

Robert Edwards Smallwood, Pointe Claire, Quebec, and Mar-

vin Bruce Shaver, Beaconsfield, Quebec, both of Canada,

assignors to Dominion Engineering Works, Limited, La-

chine, Quebec, Canada

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 216,471, Jan. 10, 1972,

abandoned. This application Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 391,302

Int. CLB02C 11122

U.S. CI. 241-182 3 Claims

2 Claims

l.AVasle material classifying apparatus which comprises a

shredder to which the waste material is fed, means adjacent

1. A grinding mill hollow drum structure having at least

three layers of plate in overlying substantially sandwiched

relation, with an inner, an intermediate and an outer plate

member, said inner and said intermediate plates abutting at an

interface, each said plate having a plurality of spaced holes

therein in aligned relation with corresponding holes in the

other plates, including a recess at said interface, fastening

means securing the plates together, comprising hollow bolt

means having a head portion secured in said interface recess

and a tensioning head portion accessible from outside the

drum for releasably securing said intermediate and outer

members in mutual pressing relation, and inner bolt means

withdrawable through said hollow bolt means having an outer

tensioning head portion accessible from outside the drum to

draw said inner plate towards said intermediate plate, being

releasable from without the drum whereby said inner plate

may be withdrawn within the drum while maintaining the

other said plates in secured relation.
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3,844,493
REFUSE TREATMENT APPARATUS

Claude Lucien Demenais, Breuillet, France, assignor to Societe
Industrielle De Transports Automobiles S.I.T.A., Paris
r ranee '

Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,932
Claims priority, application France, Mar. 9. 1972

72.08I89;Mar. 9, 1972.72.08190
'

Int. CI, B02c 18104
U.S. CI. 241-190

.Claims
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to extend radially from the shaft and rotate with it, a hammer
disposed adjacent the outer end of the arm. means for secur-
ing the hammer to the arm so the hammer projects beyond the
outer end of the arm and ahead of the leading edge of the arm
when the shaft is rotated, the hammer including separate head
and body portions which overlap in the direction of shaft
rotation and each have collinear holes extending through
them in the direction substantially parallel to the axis of shaft
rotation, and a retaining pin extending through the collinear
holes in the overlapping portions of the hammer head and
body to secure them together, the pin being positioned so that
when the shaft is rotated the pin is prevented from movement
along Its axis by the adjacent motor arms between which thehammer is secured, the location of the retaining pin with
respect to the pivot point for the hammer being such thatwhen the shaft does not rotate and the hammer is rotated
about Its pivot point, the pin moves clear of the rotor arms so
It can be moved longitudinally to permit the hammer head to
be removed from the hammer body.

1. Refuse loading apparatus intended for connection with a
refuse collecting vessel comprising an upwardly splaying out
hopper having a bottom, substantially in the shape of a cylin-
drical sector, and a communication opening with said vessel
at the level of said bottom; a shaft pivotally carried in parallel
relationship with the axis of said cylindrical sector carrying a
plurality of evenly spaced claw-like teeth each with convex
and concave surfaces, said shaft being rotatable and said teeth
being reciprocable between an upper position in which said
teeth clear said opening and a lower position in which the
concavity of said claw-like teeth face said opening, the gap
between said bottom and the portion of circle described bylhe
tip of each tooth during pivotal movement of said shaft de-
creasing towards said opening, and driving means for pivotally
reciprocating said shaft providing a driving force which in-
creases during the stroke between upper and lower positions
of the teeth.

3,844,495
TOROIDAL WINDING MACHINE

Kenneth P. Gorman, 480 S. Main St., Randolph, Mass. 02368

iTTl^lZt?^'^
of Ser. No. 131,935, April 7, 1971, Pat.wo. J,764,082. This application Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 330 973

Int. CI. HO If 7/06. 4/ /05
^•^- ^'- 242-4 B

, Claims

3,844,494
HAMMER MILL ROTOR ASSEMBLY

William G. Hightower, Upland, Calif., assignor to Ferromet
Inc., Etiwanda, Calif.

Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,841
Int. CI, B02c 3104, 13128

U.S. CI. 241-197
.Claims

%.
<

I. In a hammer mill having a rotatable shaft, the improve-
ment comprising an elongated rotor arm mounted on the shaft

I. In a machine for winding toroids with elongated lengths
of material carried by an annular shuttle, means for pulling out
wire taps during the winding operation comprising;

a member having a wire engaging end,
means for pivotally supporting said member so as to permit

said wire engaging end to swing in an arc,
said supporting means disposed out of the plane of but

adjacent the annular shuttle,

means secured to said member for selective manual pivoting
of said member to direct the wire engaging end of said
member into the plane of the shuttle and in engagement
with the wire, ^ ^

said member and toroid being positioned whereby upon
engagement of the wire with the wire engaging end the
pulling force of the wire causes the member to pivot so
that the wire engaging end moves out of the plane of the
shuttle,

and means engaging the pulled tap of wire when the manual
pivoting means withdraws the wire engaging end away
from the plane of the shuttle for disengaging the wire
from the wire engaging end.
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II,,
3,844,496

SPINNING APPARATUS WITH MEANS FOR WINDING UP

THE FILAMENTS

Horst Rothert, Berlin, Germany, assignor to Karl Fischer

Apparate-und Rohleltungsbau, Berlln-Borsigwalde, Ger-

Co™t"in!iation of Ser. No. 585,589, Oct. 10, 1966, abandoned.

This application June 2, 1969, Ser. No. 833,859

Claims priority, application Italy, Oct. 27, 1965, 23660/65;

Germany, Aug. 2, 1966, 49853

Int. CI. B65h 54120

U.S. CL 242-35.5 R * Claim

filaments; means for gathering said filaments into strand;

means for winding said strand, said means for ending and said

means for attenuating providing motion to said ^I.^^"^^ ^"^

the strand associated therewith, said motion of said filamen s

causing air currents; the improvement comprising a movable

sensing means adjacent to said filaments, positioned in the

path of movement of said air currents and movably responsive

to variations in said air currents; and control circuit means

responsive to the movement of said sensing means when said

air currents fall below a predetermined value to stop said

means for winding and attenuating said filaments and the

strand associated therewith.

[:VA\Y.\

L

3,844,498

APPARATUS FOR EVALUATING THE WINDING SPEED

OF CROSS-WINDERS

Erich Loepfe, Zollikerberg, Switzerland, assignor to Aktlen-

gesellschah Gebruder Loepfe, Wetzlkon, Switzerland

Division of Ser. No. 143,776, May 17
»f

1' **"»• ^o-

3,774,860. This application July 19, 1973, Ser. No. 380,688

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 28, 1970,

8012/70
Int. CI. B65h 63100

U.S. CI. 242-36 5 C'«""*

1. In a spinning apparatus of the type composed of a plural-

ity of adjacent units, a unit comprising a spinning head having

at least one row of spinning nozzles, a shaft leading down-

wardly from said row, godet cylinders mounted below said

shaft for rotation about horizontal axes extending parallel to

said row reels for winding up the filaments issuing from said

nozzles and traversing said godet cylinders and extending from

there to said reels, and means for driving said reels; said godet

cylinders including one lower cylinder disposed on a lower

level and at least two upper cylinders disposed on a higher

level said reels including groups of coaxial reels, each group

being disposed below one of said upper godet cylinders.

3 844 497

STRAND SENSOR FOR AUTOMATIC KNOCK-OFF
DEVICE

Joseph M. Harrill; Thomas C. Baugham, both of Shelby, and

Eugene Pruitt, Bessemer City, all of N.C., assignors to PPG

Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

,Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,379

I Int. CI. B65h 63100

U.S. CI. 242-36 »6 Claims
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3,844,499
HANGER FOR FABRIC AND SUPPORTING ASSEMBLY

THEREFOR
Milton Berkowitz, 500 E. 85th St., New York, N.Y 10028
Division of Ser. No. 104.362, Jan. 6, 1971, abandoneS This

application Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,160
Int. CI. B65h 75/02

U.S. CI. 242-55
, ^, .

2 Claims
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a wall to which its ends are attached, a vertical stabilizingmember extending downwardly from the rear end o the helffo msertion between such a bar and wall, an adjusting screwextending rearwardly through said stabilizing memb'er and

t'heSf"?
""^ "^,^^^^f°^ engagement with the wall to hoW

he on ofrS' ''•""'".? ""''"^ P^°J^^''"« "P-^^dly fromthe top of the shelf, a portable carrier base resting on the shelfand normally engaged by said retaining means to preven

xtendinr""'"H?'?''
'^^^ °" '^^ '^''^'' ^"^ a venical^o

ZZ^^ "^'''''^'y ^'""^ '"''^ ^^^«- 'he carrier base beingadapted to support a roll of paper encircling said post.

3,844,501
MACHINE AND METHOD FOR WINDING

Harvey J- Spencer, Green Bay, Wis., assignor to Paper Con-
verting Machine Company, Green Bay, Wis

Filed Oct. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 296,960

.,^ ^ Int. CI. B65h 19/20
us. a. 242-56 A „ c,.,„^

1. A combination comprising,
an elongate hanger member

'*m!mK
' '"PP^^'^^«^"^ed to opposite ends of said hangermember, each said fabric support including

two generally horizontal arms extending transversely on
opposite sides of said hanger member, each said armhaving an upwardly directed pointed pin at its outer

a vertical support releasably attached at its upper end to
said hanger member and positioned generally centrally
between said pins, and

» j ly

a piece length of fabric, said piece length of fabric beincwound in successive loops around said fabric supports
with an upper selvedge edge of the fabric being forced
over each of said pins in sequence and onto the adjacentarm thereby forming said piece length of fabric into a
pendent roll secured to and extending downwardly from

re'rlila'suVpor"^
"' " '^^^' '^''^'^ ^"^'-"« -''^

3,844,500
SUPPORT FOR ROLL OF PAPER AND OTHER ARTICLES

16"l01
'
^^^^ "*^'"""'' ^''- "^^^ ^«"*' P«

Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,613
Int. CI. A47k 10/24

U.S. CI. 242-55.54
.Claims

1. In a web winding machine, a frame, a turret rotatablvmounted on said frame and equipped with a plurahyXotat^

arbor'
m°; '"""'' '""'".^ '°^ ^°'^''"S ^^^ '""^^ to move e charbor means sequentially between a transfer station and a

Zte'J"'''':'
'"';°" '"^^"^ ^°^^^^^'y "counted on saidframe adjacent to said transfer station but spaced therefromfor advancing a web. an auxiliary roll rotatably moun ed o^said frame between said feed roll means and transfer s ationoscillating roll means on said frame including first and secondoils for redirecting the path of travel of said web between saidfeed roll means and arbor means in said transfer station whilemaintaining substantially constant the length of web therebetween, means for moving said oscillating mil means between

advancing web by means of said first roll and a second posit on

with .^h" "u"^
'""''"^y ^°" ^y ^^''^ ^"'' ^°" -nd to form aZ

se ond ?oII o7 Z""' 'n
''*' '''''''" ^'^^*°"- ^^ "^^^"^ of sadsecond roll of said oscillating roll means, and means ooerablvassociated with said frame for severing said web and u „,"„'

the advancing severed edge of said web into said nip
^ ^

3,844,502
APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE WINDING OF

p ir>u . ^P "MATERIAL ON A DYE BEAM

Wimam?r«r'
•'^•'p^"**.*;' «•'•' «^^*8nor to Marshall andWilliams Company, Providence, R.I.

Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,466

U.S.CI.242-67.\V'"'^'^'''''/^^ 3„.
1 Apparatus for controlling the winding of web materia"™'

a dye beam comprising a platform, a pair of beam arms com
1. An article support comprising a shelf having front and pSlv conn!r'Iinc'""/""K '""^Z

'"^* ''''^' ^'^"^ ^^'"^ ^^^^^
rear ends and adapted to rest on a horizontal bar s^paced from p^latS TT^^'Xtl^';^^^^^^^^^^^ ^-'^
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elements comprising a chuclc shaft rotatably mounted in said

right side beam arm, a movable chuck plate fastened to said

chuck shaft, a shaft rotatably mounted in said left side beam

arm, a non-sliding chuck plate fastened to said shaft opposite

to and aligned with said movable chuck plate, to provide

means to removably support a dye beam therebetween, inde-

pendent drive means rotatably connected to one of said pair

of clutch elements to provide means to rotate a dye beam,

doffing means for moving one of said pair of clutch elements

toward and away from the other of said pair of clutch ele-

ments, a pair of stands positioned adjacent, respectively, said

pair of beam arms, a pair of pivot sensing arms, means pivot-

ally mounting said pair of pivot sensing arms, respectively, in

said pair of stands, a nip roll rotatably supported on opposite

ends in said pair of pivot sensing arms, a pair of load cells, one

for each of said pair of pivot sensing arms, means fastening

said pair of load cells, respectively, to said pair of stands,

whereby, contact of said nip roll with a dye beam causes said

pair of sensing arms to actuate said pair of load cells, in direct

relation, to the increase in diameter of a dye beam, a beam

electric motor mounted on said support member and having

a driveshaft projecting from the support member, and an

Darwin H

ir

annular flange projecting from said rear face and disposed

concentrically around the reel axis and engaging the motor

shaft to form a friction drive.

3,844,504

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR HANDLING YARN
John B. Lawson, Providence, R.I., assignor to Lawson-

Hemphill Inc., Central Falls, R.I.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 241,207, April 5, 1972, Pat.

No. 3,776,480. This application Mar. 13, 1973, Ser. No.

340,722

Int. CI. B65h5//20

U.S. CI. 242-47.01 8 Claims

positioning cylinder, having a piston, means fastening said

cylinder in a stationary position and means pivotally connect-

ing said piston to said pair of beam arms, an electro hydraulic

closed loop feedback control system with proportional posi-

tion and load control action containing said load cells, a PH

servo amplifier and BLH signal conditioner, a feedback signal

voltage conduit between said load cells and servo amplifier

and signal conditioner, a voltage load input command means

connected to said servo amplifier and signal conditioner, a

servo valve, an error signal voltage connection between said

servo amplifier and signal conditioner, said feedback signal

and said voltage load input command being compared in said

servo amplifier and signal conditioner and the difference in

voltage passing an electrical impulse signal to said servo valve,

a regulated flow conduit between said beam positioning cylin-

der and said servo valve whereby said servo valve regulates the

hydraulic fluid flow to said beam positioning cylinder to move

said beam position cylinder piston a selected distance, to vary

the distance between said nip roll and a dye beam supported

between said pair of beam arms.

3,844,503

TAPE WINDING DEVICE
k>eterson, 1212 N. 13th St., Boise, Idaho 83702

?iled June 20, 1973, Ser. No. 371,887

Int. CL B65h 23/18

U.S. CI. 2i!2-67.1 R 6 Claims

1. A tape winding device comprising a support member, a

shaft secured to and projecting from said support member, a

reel having a disc-like side including a rear face and a front

face, means rotatably mounting said reel on said shaft, an

1. In a method for handling yarn including the steps of

withdrawing yarn from a first process, storing the yarn tempo-

rarily by a yarn storage feeder and withdrawing yam from the

yarn storage feeder under a constant tension by a second

process, the improvement comprising:

a. withdrawing the yarn from the first process at a selected

constant rate by the yarn storage feeder,

b. driving the yarn storage feeder by and in timed relation

to the first process,

c. continuously monitoring the quantity of yarn stored by

the yarn storage feeder,

d. reducing the rate of yarn withdra\.al by the second pro-

cess from the yarn storage feeder when the quantity of

yarn in storage reaches a pre-determined minimum and

e. increasing the rate of yarn withdrawal by the second

process from the yarn storage feeder when the quantity of

yarn in storage reaches a pre-determined maximum.
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3,844,505
SPOOL MOUNT FOR MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING

X K. . .. ^l^'^^ PLAYBACK MACHINES

T^Iinn r ^^'T^'
'"'' '^""'••^'^ A"»«" ""ber, both ofLondon, England, assignors lo English Numbering MachinesLimited, London, England

«acnines

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,856

452I0/T1
''"""'^' "PP"'"'''*'" ^'*«' B"'«i"' Sept. 29, 1971,

U.S. CI. 242-206 t^ n,16 Claims

A IntUn ,T^ '^'"" ^°' ' ^'P' ^^^"^P«^^ comprising:A spindle adapted to receive a spool for rotation therewith
trictional drive transmitting means for transmitting drive in

either direction of rotation, said drive transmitting means
including a first part comprising a wheel siidably mounted
and freely rotatable on said spindle, said wheel having a
Iming of friction material on one face thereof, and asecond part fixed to said spindle for rotation therewith

driving means connecting said wheel to a motor for driving
said wheel in a selected direction of rotation

resilient biasing means for biasing said wheel inio frictional
engagement with said second part of said drive transmit-
ting rrieans to transmit drive to said spindle to rotate same
in said selected direction of rotation and

means for selectively disengaging said drive transmitting
means against the action of the resilient biasing means toallow said spmdie to rotate in eithe direction of rotation
while said sheel of said drive transmitting means contin-
ues to be rotated in said selected direction of rotation.
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fire said missile in the general direction of a target, a station-
ary microwave transmitter irradiating said target and its vicin-
ity by a single beam, means conically rotating said beam at a
irst rate about a line joining said transmitter and said target
the conical angle thereof being substantially equal to the beam'
angular width, means conically rotating the beam direction of
said receiver antenna at a second rate whereby at a selected
first range said receiver perceives and receives said irradiation
reflection modulated at said second rate, means demodulating
the received modulation to secure a signal having a frequency
determmed by said second rate and a phase relative to adatum line on said missile, means steering said missile coarsely
toward said target in accordance with the phase of said signalmeans in said receiver operative at a selected second range
ess than said first range for receiving said irradiation reflec-
tion and demodulating said first rate modulation thereof toform a second signal having a determinable phase, and means
steering said missile in fine guidance mode toward said target
in accordance with the phase of said second signal

3,844,507
PROCESS FOR THE TRANSPORTATION OF IMPELLENT

GASES, FOR EXAMPLE NATURAL GAS AND
APPARATUS FOR CARRYING OUT THE PROCESS

Z!.""«. '' ?*!!**'' **"P''' '^^'^ Saints Georgen Karl-
Maier Strasse, Schwarzwald, Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 69,328, Sept. 3, 1970, abandoned.
This application Mar. 19. 1973, Ser. No. 342,545

1945608
''"**'""^' "PP""''"" Germany, Sept. 9, 1969,

Int. CI. B64b 1/02
U.S. CI. 244-30 , ^, .

5 Claims

3,844,506
MISSILE GUIDANCE SYSTEM

Gus Stavis, Briarcliff Manor, and Thomas W. Odell, Pearl

yXiJIy*!
°' ^'^" "'*^"*''' '° '^^' ^'"«*' Company, New

Filed Feb. 6, 1961, Ser. No. 87,491

IIS ri -^AA ^V\?'
^^^^ '^'^^' '^'^^^ '^I'O

tJ.S. Cl. 244—3.15 e ni •

5 Claims

I. A missile guidance system comprising, a missile carrying
a microwave receiver and beam antenna, means adapted to

I. A process for the transportation of impellent gases being
lighter than air. e.g.. natural gas or hydrogen, from a starting
point at which the impellent gas is available to a point of
consignment, characterized by the steps of

substantially completely filling a large capacity, light, inflat-
able hollow body with impellent gas at the starting point
transporting the impellent gas by air with said hollow
body to a point of consignment, said hollow body being
borne through the air solely by the buoyancy of the im
pellent gas contained therein,

compeltely discharging the impellent gas at the consign-
ment point, while maintaining said hollow body inflated
by supplying said hollow body with heated air as said
impellent gas is discharged, so that said hollow body will
be borne through the air on its return journey to said
starting point solely by the buoyancy of said heated air
mamtaming said heated air at an elevated temperature'
during the return journey, and

discharging said heated air after returning to said starting
point so that said hollow body can be filled with more
impellent gas at said starting point as heated air is '<;<-

charged.
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3,844,508

HYDRAULIC MECHANISM
Gaspare L. Gioia; Norris H. SwiUer, and John K. Wlllerton,

all of Merritt Island, Fla., assignors to Omnionics, Inc.,

Brevard County, Fla.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 27,359, April 10, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,672,608. This application June 26, 1972, Ser. No.

266,104

Int. CI. B64c 3154

U.S. CI. 244-43 8 Claims

the outside of said aircraft with respect to said tangency point

said cover being moved out of the normal position aforesaid

to a position uncovering said outside opening in response to

deflection of said outermost trunic wall to a position substan-

tially parallel with said reaction surface.

1. A hydraulic system for restoring two relatively inclinable

bodies to a predetermined angular relationship, comprising

first hydraulic means operable between said bodies, said

first hydraulic means having a neutral position and being

movable to displaced positions in either direction from

the neutral position when subjected to forces thereby

permitting relative inclination of the respective bodies,

said first hydraulic means having an upper piston movable

in an upper cylinder and a lower piston movable in a

lower cylinder.

second hydraulic means spaced from the first hydraulic

means and being operable between said bodies, said

second hydraulic means having a neutral position and

being movable to displaced positions in either direction

from the neutral position when subjected to forces, said

second hydraulic means having an upper piston movable

in an upper cylinder and a lower piston movable in a

lower cylinder, said first and second hydraulic means

being movable in opposite directions from their neutral

position when the two bodies are relatively inclined,

means hydraulically connecting a first pair of said cylin-

ders which includes the lower cylinder of the second

hydraulic means and the upper cylinder of the first hy-

draulic means, means hydraulically connecting a second

pair of said cylinders which includes the upper cylinder of

the second hydraulic means and the lower cylinder of the

first hydraulic means, and

means operable in response to relative inclination of the

bodies for restoring the hydraulic means to their neutral

positions.

3,844,510

METHOD AND FABRIC FOR PIPE REINFORCEMENT

Wilbur E. Tolliver, Holland, Mich., assignor to New York Wire

Mills Corp., Tonawanda, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,606

Int. CLB21f 27/00

U.S.CL 245-1 36 Claims

3,844,509

AIR CUSHION TRUNK VALVING SYSTEM FOR
AIRCRAFT

Dave H. Jenkins, Marietta, Ga., assignor to Lockheed Aircraft

Corporation, Burbank, Calif.

Filed Oct. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 406,656

I Int. CI. B60v 3108

U.S.CL 244-100 A 5 Claims

1. In an aircraft landing gear system, the combination with

an inflatable air cushion trunk mounted on the underside of

said aircraft and a source of air under pressure connected to

the interior of said trunk for the expansion thereof in an arcu-

ate shape locating the outermost wall of said trunk substan-

tially tangential to a reaction surface during operations of the

aircraft in proximity with such surface, of an opening piercing

the trunk wall on each side of the point of tangency aforesaid,

and a cover normally overlying and closing said opening on

1. In a fabric for reinforcing concrete pipe or the like, said

fabric including a plurality of rigidly connected longitudinal

and circumferential defining strands, at least one of said cir-

cumferential defining strands at the bell-forming end of the

fabric being expandable longitudinally of itself, the improve-

ment in said fabric comprising: a plurality of stiffener mem-

bers interposed between various ones of said longitudinal

defining strands and extending generally parallel to said longi-

tudinal defining strands, said stiffener members being gener-

ally shorter than said longitudinal defining strands; said stiff-

ener members being rigidly joined to at least one non-

longitudinally expandable circumferential defining strand and

being rigidly joined to all said longitudinally expandable cir-

cumferential strands whereby when said fabric is formed into

a cage with an expanded bell, said stiffener members aid m
minimizing collapsing of said bell end when weight is placed

on a pipe containing such a cage.

3,844,511

METHOD AND FABRIC FOR PIPE REINFORCEMENT
W ilbur E. Tolliver, Holland, Mich., assignor to New York Wire

Mills Corp., Tonawanda, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,510

Int. CL 82 If 27/20

U.S. CI. 245-2 24 Claims

1. Fabric for forming concrete pipe reinforcing cages com-

prising: a network of interconnected separate longitudinal

defining strands and separate circumferential defining strands

of material suitable for forming a concrete pipe reinforcing

cage, said strands defining the separate longitudinal and sepa-
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rate circumferential strands respectively of the reinforcine
cage when the fabric is formed; and at least one separate end
circumferential defining strand joined to said longitudmal
defining strands at the female forming end of the fabric which
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switching means being responsive to said first and second
output signals from said regenerative bistable circuit
means to turn said motor completely on and completely
off, the time period for charging said capacitor determin-
ing a constant time interval between two different pulses
or series of pulses in said storage means

IS independent of said other circumferential defining strands
said one circumferential defining strand comprising a plurality'
of interconnected closed loops expandable longitudinally of
said one strand.

^

3,844,512
ARRANGEMENT FOR RECORDING PULSES

Paul Fahlenberg Baierbrunn, Germany, assignor to Compur-Werk Gesellschaft m.b.H. & Co., Munich, Germany
Filed June II, 1973, Ser. No. 368,669

22292406'""'"'"''^' "PP''""**" Germany, June 15, 1972,

,,^ ^ ,
Int. CI. GOld 15124

U.S. CI. 346-137 c ^, .

5 Claims

3,844,513
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DETECTING WHEEL

FLATS ON RAIL VEHICLES
Rune Bernard Bernhardson, Skarholmen; Karl Lennart

Lundfeldt Alusjo, and Karl-Erik Ullerfors, Hagersten,
all of Sweden, assignors to Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson,
Stockholm, Sweden
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 135,600, April 20, 1971
abandoned. This application Oct. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 294 251

5547/70*
P"""'^' «PP''"'"on Sweden, Apr. 22, 1970,

Int. CI. B61k 9U2
U.S. CI. 246-169 R , Claims

IS 18 20

1. A signal recording arrangement for recording signals
from an actuating device which passes through different da-
tum positions, comprising:

electrical signal storage means;
an electric motor for driving said storage means;
pulse generator means responsive to said actuating device

for producing electrical pulses or pulse sequences said
pulses being transmitted to said storage means by means
of a recording member;

means defining a capacitor charging circuit including a
chargeable capacitor and energy source means for ener-
gizing said capacitor charging circuit and charging said
chargeable capacitor to a fully charged condition prior to
the generation of said electrical pulses or pulse se-
quences;

means defining a discharge circuit for discharging said
capacitor, said discharge circuit means being responsive
to said electrical pulses or pulse sequences from said
pulse generator means to effect a discharge of said capac-
itor immediately upon receipt;

regenerative bistable circuit means normally m one of two
conditions and producing a first output signal in response
to a discharge of said capacitor caused by a change of
condition of said regenerative bistable circuit means to
the other condition, said regenerative bistable circuit
means being also responsive to a charging of said capaci-
tor to return said regenerative bistable circuit means to
said one condition to effect a generation of a second
output signal; and

switching means connected to said motor and adapted to
effect a control on the energization of said motor, said

I. A method for detecting wheel flats on rail vehicles having
wheels made of electrically conductive material and an axle
between oppositely situated wheels, comprising the steps of
passing an alternating current having a relatively high fre-
quency through a current circuit which includes a first and asecond wheel to be sensed and the axle between said wheels
said first and second wheels being the only wheels in said
current circuit wherein a contact point between the peripheral
bearing surface of each wheel and the associated rail together
with a portion of a first and a second rail forms part of the
circuit, and detecting a change of the current amplitude in the
current circuit caused by the presence of a wheel flat on at
least one of said wheels.

3,844,514
CAR RETARDER CONTROL SYSTEM

John J. DiPaola, Penfleld; Charles W. Morse, Rochester, and
Richard A. Dobson, Caledonia, all of N.Y., assignors to
General Signal Corporation, Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,473
Int. CI. B61k 7112

i;.S. CI. 246-182 A ,2 Claims

Cor
Choroctefistics

109'

1. In a car retarder control system for a railway classifica-
tion yard having a multi-position car retarder operable to
different braking positions as each cut traverses said retarder
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for adjusting the speed at which cuts being classified couple on

their assigned storage tracks, by reducing the speed of the cut

from its entering velocity to a preselected exit velocity, the

combination of:

means responsive to the velocity of said cut when entering

said retarder and to the preselected exit velocity for said

cut for providing a manifestation representative of each

braking force to be exerted by the retarder on each cut

at each instant of its travel through the retarder to reduce

its velocity to said preselected exit velocity at the exit end

of the retarder,

means for providing a manifestation related to the position

of each cut as it passes through said retarder,

and means responsive to said first recited means and said

second recited means for varying the braking force ex-

erted on each cut by said retarder as it passes through the

retarder to reduce its velocity to said preselected exit

velocity at the exit end of the retarder.

during tests and directing the test nozzle in a direction toward

a predetermined test spray area, the securing means including

an aperture provided in the support member, said stationary

mounting base including a pair of spaced, parallel tubular

3,844,515

PIPE SUPPORT FOR USE IN A HEATING DEVICE
Henricus Joannes Knol, Voorburg, Netherlands, assignor to

The Lummus Company, Bloomfield, N.J.

Filed Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,889

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 14, 1972,

7203369 ,

I Int. CI. F22bi 7/20

U.S. CI. 248-71 14 Claims

members in generally vertical orientation and a transverse

plate connecting together the members, portions of said legs

extending into said tubular members with the plate normally

being arrangeable beneath a support surface into which the

members are insertable.

3,844,517

SELF LEVELLING STRUCTURE
Cyril William Eraser, 23 Victoria Rd., Clifton, Cape Town,

Cape Province, South Africa

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,635

Claims priority, application South Africa, Feb. 15, 1972,

72/1005
Int. CI. A47b 9116

U.S. CI. 248-188.3 6 Claims

1
.0/
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1. A pipe support for supporting a pipe from underneath in

the interior of a heating device defined by walls, in such a way

as to permit the removal of the pipe support without interrupt-

ing the operation of the heating device, comprising a carrying

arm extending in a vertical plane, characterized in that the

carrying arm extends through the wall of the heating device by

way of an opening therein and is rotatably suspended on a

horizontal transverse shaft having an axis, said horizontal

transverse shaft being located outside the heating device, the

carrying arm being detachably connected to said horizontal

transverse shaft, and the carrying arm being blocked against

rotation by a releasable latching member outside the heating

device.

3,844,516

PUMP STATION TEST STAND ASSEMBLY
Phillip Klarke, 327 S. Porter St., Michigan City, Ind. 46360

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 311,730

I
Int. CI. B05b \sm

U.S. CI. 248-88 3 Claims

1. An assembly for testing a booster pump station or the

like, said assembly comprising a stationary mounting base

near the pump station and a test stand removably mounted to

said base for holding at least one test hose and nozzle in place

during tests; said test stand including a pair of substantially

rigid, spaced, parallel legs, a transverse support member con-

nected to said legs, and means associated with said support

member for selectively securing a test hose and nozzle in place

1. A self-adjusting structure which comprises a first part, a

second part, the parts having surfaces which face one another,

a load bearing support extending upwardly from said first part,

ground engaging arm means extending outwardly from each of

said parts, means connecting the two parts so that the second

part is aole to perform both rotary oscillations and tilting

movements with respect to the first part, rotary oscillation of

the second part causing said surfaces to move across one

another and tilting movement of the second part causing a

region of said surface of the second part to move towards or

away from a region of the surface of the first part, said second

part tilting under gravitational force to separate said regions

when not held, by an upward force on the arm means project-

ing therefrom, in the position in which the regions are in close

proximity, and locking means carried by each of said regions

of the surfaces for co-operation with the locking means of the

other surface to prevent rotation of the second part once the

second part has tilted to bring said regions into close proximity

with one another, said locking means being spaced and inop-

erative when the second part has tilted to separate said re-

gions.
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Filed Apr. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 352,858
Int. CI. F 16b 4 //OO

U.S. CI. 248-188.4
7 Claims

1. Leveling support structure for a dishwasher or the like
comprising,

a leveling screw having a threaded shank portion and an
enlarged head portion;

means for threadably engaging said shank portion in a rela-
tively freely rotalable manner permitting screwing said
leveling screw within said means; said engaging means
defining an aperture having a diameter greater than the
outer diameter of said shank portion, said aperture having
a first arcuate portion providing thread engaging means;
spring means interposed between the shank portion of
said screw and a second arcuate portion of said aperture
diametrically opposed to said thread engaging means to
normally urge said threaded shank portion and said
thread engaging means into weight supporting engage-
ment, said spring means comprising a U-shaped leaf
spring having a generally arcuate apex disposed between
said shank portion and said second arcuate portion of said
aperture, said apex having a greater diameter than said
second arcuate portion whereby said spring means as-
sumes a first position forcing said shank portion into
threaded engagement with said first arcuate area and
deHning a space between said apex and said second arcu-
ate area; and,

means for manually releasing said shank portion from said
spring means permitting relatively free longitudinal axial
movement of said leveling screw within said aperture to
obtain the desired extension, said releasing means com-
prising the freely extending ends of said leaf spring for
manual movement towarcis one another to effectively
reduce the diameter of said apex to permit said apex to
move within said space a distance sufficient to release
said threaded engagement of said shank portion where-
upon reengagement of said spring means and said shank
portion re-establishes said weight supporting engage-
ment.

^

IS disposed vertically and has the bottom of a lantern received
bodily therein, an elongated metal strip, characterized by its
inherent spring tension but soft and easily bent, which has a
hook or loop in one of its end portions and in use is secured
about a hand rail as described, from which the strip is sus-

pended, the depending end portion of the strip having means
removably and adjustably connecting it to the receptacle to
support the receptacle on the hand rail at a predetermined
distance below it, and detent means, rigidly and removably
connected to an intermediate portion of the strip and adjust-
able longitudinally relative thereto, for selective engagement
by the bail or handle of a lantern having its bottom in place in
the receptacle, to prevent accidental displacement thereof

3,844,520
DEPENDENT TOEBOARD CONSTRUCTION

Richard Lawrence Werner. Sharon; Richard Malvern Mont-
gomery, Transfer, and Martin Peter Ridge, Greenville, all of
Pa., assignors to R. D. Werner Co., Inc., Greenville, Pa

Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,994
Int. CI. E04g 2104

U.S. CI. 248-228
,« claims

.~. '^>

3,844,519
HOLDER FOR GASOLINE LANTERN

Billy R. Garrett, 5336 Conroy St., Fort Worth, Tex. 76134
Filed Jan. 28, 1974, Ser. No. 436,933

Int. CI. F16m 13100
U.S. a. 248-226 R j claims

1. In a device for displaying a lighted gasoline latern from
a small pleasure boat, usually powered by an outboard engine.

I. A toeboard bracket for mounting a toeboard to a stan-
chion, said bracket comprising a retainer portion for receivinc
and supporting a toeboard; yoke means projecting laterally
from said retainer portion, said yoke means having a pair of
spaced arm means adapted to receive a stanchion therebe-
tween; a clamp bridged across said arm means and adjustable
in a direction generally parallel with said arm means whereby
to clamp a stanchion between said arm means; and means for
releasably securing said clamp to said arm means in any ad-
justed position whereby said bracket can be firmly secured to
a stanchion.
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3,844,521

ARtlCLE SUPPORTING STRUCTURE
Klaus Berger, Munchen, and Horst Scheunemann, Taufkirc-

hen, both of Germany, assignors to H. Berthold A.G., Tauf-

kirchen, Germany
Fikd May 17, 1973, Ser. No. 361,235

Claims priority, application Germany, May 10, 1974,

7218956

U.S. CI. 248-429
Int. CI. B60n 1102

5 Claims

1. An article supporting structure comprising a base, a

platform carrier and a platform operatively interrelated so as

to provide for horizontal shifting of said platform selectively

in the direction of one or the other of two horizontal axes at

right angles to each other, a feed screw mechanism mounted

on said base in cooperative relation to said platform carrier for

shifting the latter along one of said axes, and a friction wheel

drive mounted on said carrier frame in underlying cooperative

relation to said platform for shifting the latter along the other

of said axes; said friction wheel drive comprising a pair of

friction wheels, a first shaft mounting said friction wheels

coaxially at a fixed spacing from each other and means mount-

ing said first shaft rotatably on said carrier frame, and said

feed screw mechanism comprising an externally threaded

hollow second shaft surrounding said first shaft, an internally

threaded member in cooperative engagement with said exter-

nally threaded second shaft; means mounting said externally

threaded member on said base; and axial thrust transmitting

means rotatably connecting said second shaft with said carrier

frame.

3,844,522

CUTOUT FORMS FOR CONCRETE FENCE
I CONSTRUCTION

Gayle Cochran, 6904 N. Russell Ave., Tex. 79760

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 2,897, Jan. 14, 1970,

abandoned. This application Aug. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 278,829

Int. CI. E04g moo
U.S. CI. 249-19 3 Claims

porting said structure; each post having at least one vertically

extending outwardly opening cavity formed therein with cavi-

ties of adjacent posts being directed toward one another;

a first pair of adjacent spaced apart forms longitudinally

aligned in parallel relationship respective of one another,

each form having a vertical marginal edge portion affixed

to said post so as to provide a panel forming mold which

includes said cavities, so that uncured cement can be

contained therewithin when poured thereinto;

a second pair of adjacent spaced apart forms disposed in

aligned relationship respective of one another and paral-

lel to and superimposed upon said first pair of forms so

that uncured cement can be contained therewithin when

poured thereinto;

each said form having spaced apart upper and lower longi-

tudinally extending beam members which define the

height of said form; an inside member having a longitudi-

nally extending free edge portion which is greater in

length than said beam members; said beam members

being attached to said inside members with the opposed

terminal end portions thereof terminating short of the

opposed edge portion of said inside members, thereby

leaving said vertical marginal edge portion which is re-

ceived outwardly of said cavity and in abutting relation-

ship with respect to said post;

each said inside member is provided with a cut-out; said

cut-out being spaced apart from said spaced apart beam

members, a removable member having an inside face

upon which indicia has been formed; means affixing said

removable member to said inside member, so that; pairs

of opposed forms may be arranged with the indicia facing

towards each opposed panel, thereby enabling the indicia

to be transferred to the uncured cement;

adjacent opposed vertical free edge portions of each said

inside member being spaced apart from one another a

smaller distance relative to said adjacent spaced apart

beam members so that complementary superimposed

beam members bear against one another while adjacent

said longitudinally extending free edge portions are

spaced apart sufficiently to enable insulation to be placed

therebetween so that when the uncured cement hardens,

concrete slabs are formed which are removably captured

within the cavities of the post, with each of the slabs

being insulated from one another.

t
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1. Apparatus for building a ground supported wall structure,

comprised of spaced apart vertically disposed posts having a

marginal lower end thereof placed into the ground for sup-

3,844,523

MOLD HAVING A BREATHABLE RELEASE SHEET
ACROSS THE TOP

Martin J. Wilheim, 52 Elm Ave., Lurchmont, N.Y. 10538

Continuation of Ser. No. 101,823, Dec. 28, 1970, abandoned.

This application July 6, 1973, Ser. No. 377,1 16

Int. CI. B28b 7/i6

U.S. CI. 425-113 8 Claims

1. Mold for casting foamed urethane plastics material for

foam plastics articles having at least one generally fiat surface

and being fully finished on all sides comprising, in combina-

tion, a mold box having a generally fiat upper surface provided

with a recess extending downwardly through said surface to

define a generally open and unobstructed aperture in said flat

upper surface and a cavity contoured to define the article to
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be molded and a generally flat lid extending across said aper-
ture for containing the plastics material within said cavity
during foaming and rise thereof together with a breathable
release sheet extending across said aperture and across said
cavity beneath said lid closing said cavity to fully define the
article to be molded, said breathable release sheet consisting
of a layered structure comprising, in turn, a self-supportine
paper support later having sufficient strength and rigidity to be
self-supporting across said aperture without sagging into said
cavity or wrinkling during rise of such plastics material and
exhibiting sufficient gas porosity to enable complete venting
of such cavity through said release sheet outwardly between
said mold box and said lid during foaming of urethane plastics
material deposited therein in an uncreamed state while pre-
cluding exudation of such material therethrough and a release
material layer coated to at least the surface thereof toward
said mold box to prevent adherence to such foam, so that the
gas porosity of said sheet is substantially unencumbered by
said release coating, to enable the production of a finished flat
surface thereagainst accurately reproducing the texture of
said release sheet without flaws or voids caused by trapped air
wrinkles, and the like.

October 29, 1974

3,844,525
ICE CUBE TRAY

George Parmett, Seaford, N.Y., assignor to APL Corporation,
Great Neck, N.Y.

-filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 298,041
Int. CI. F25c 1124

U.S. CI. 249-127 4 Claims
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3,844,524
CONCRETE MOLDING MACHINE

Howard M. Fisher; Bernd G. Albers, and Joseph J. Luczak, all
of New Castle. Pa., assignors to Pennsylvania Engineering
Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,964
Int. CI. B28b 7124

U.S. CI, 249-120
21 Claims

.-1

1. A one-piece freezing tray having at least one molding
compartment for forming ice cubes, said tray comprised of a
flexible material and said compartment having a horizontally
disposed mouth at the uppermost end of said compartment
said compartment having a flexible lowermost wall which is
substantially planar, said wall being of narrow thickness and
having integrally formed in the center thereof a projection
depending from the outer surface thereof, said projection
being integral with a small area of said lowermost wall and
being solid throughout its cross-section, an ice cube formed
therein being removable from said compartment by placing
said projection against a hard surface and pressing the mouth
about said compartment towards said projection to deform
said lowermost wall of said compartment and urge said ice
cube out of said compartment.

-o- 1

sd Oil odd.
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3.844,526
VERTICAL SHAFT FORM WITH CAMMED STRIPPING

UNITS
Lyde S. McCracken, Des Moines, Iowa, assignor to Economy
Forms Corporation, Des Moines, Iowa

Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,681
Int. CI. B28b 7116

U.S. CI. 249-152
2 Claims

I -' ffS6 ixai M

I. a concrete molding machine comprising:
a. a stationary vertically disposed end panel,
b. a movable vertically disposed end panel spaced from the

stationary panel and in substantial parallelism therewith,
c. a group of vertically disposed movable mold panels
intermediate said stationary and movable end panels,

d. means supporting each of said intermediate panels and
said movable end panel for horizontal bidirectional trans-
lation whereby to permit said last named panels to be
separated from each other and to be juxtaposed in spaced
relationship to define mold cavities between them.

e. power driven translating means extending along the sides
of said panels,

f translating means engaging means mounted on individual
movable panels, respectively, said engaging means each
being operable to selectively engage with said translating
means, whereby to permit said panels to be moved away
from each other individually.

g. said translating means comprising closed loop chain belts
each of which has a lug projecting therefrom,

h. said engaging means on the movable panels comprising
pin means mounted for being slidably advanced and
retracted selectively into and out of the path of said lug
means.

1. A metal form assembly for constructing a concrete shaft
section comprising:

a. an outer form structure,

b. an inner form structure located in a spaced relation
within said outer form structure to provide for the pour-
mg of a concrete material therebetween to form said shaft
section;

c. said inner form structure including vertically disposed
side walls and end walls and a pair of diagonally opposite
stripping corner sections, each of which is arranged be-
tween the adjacent ends of one of said end walls and one
of said side walls, and each of which stripping corner
sections has a body member of an angular shape in trans-
verse cross section with vertically disposed side edges

d. first lateral projections corresponding to and extended
inwardly from said one end wall and said one side wall at
the ends thereof adjacent a stripping corner section
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e. second lateral projections corresponding to said first

lateral projections extended inwardly from the body

member of a stripping corner section adjacent a vertically

disposed side edge thereof at positions spaced from and

opposite said first lateral projections,

r means movably interconnecting opposite ones of said first

and second lateral projections to limit the maximum
relation therebetween, and

g. a manually actuated stripping tool unit rotatably mounted

on each of said first lateral projections including a spacer

member and a cam member, said stripping tool unit rotat-

able to a concrete pouring position for said inner form

structure wherein said spacer member is located between

opposite ones of said first and second lateral projections

to space said projections apart the maximum distance

defined by said interconnecting means, and wherein said

cam member is engageable with a corresponding second

lateral projection on said body member to move a vertical

edge thereof into abutting flush engagement with the

adjacent end of a corresponding end wall or side wall,

h. said stripping tool unit, on setting of the formed concrete

shaft section, rotatable to an initial stripping position

wherein said spacer member is retracted from between

opposite ones of said first and second lateral projections,

and said cam member is in bearing engagement with a

corresponding second lateral projection to concurrently

hold a stripping corner section in bearing engagement

with the formed shaft section and to force said end walls

and side walls out of engagement with the formed shaft

section whereby to provide for the movement of the

adjacent ends of corresponding end walls and side walls

inwardly of the body member of a stripping corner sec-

tion.

3,844,527

WATER RESERVOIR LINER FOR CONCRETE FORMS
Sam C. Scott, 9015 E. Mansfield, Denver, Colo. 80237

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 215,370, Jan. 4, 1972, Pat.

No. 3,759,481. This application Sept. 6, 1973, Ser. No.

II 394,920
II Int. CI. E04g 9//0

U.S. CI. 249-189 7 Claims

3,844,528

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED HYDRAULIC VALVE
PARTICULARLY ADAPTED FOR POLLUTION-FREE
ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINE
Philip E. Massie, Culver, Calif.

Division of Ser. No. 213,881, Dec. 30, 1971, Pat. No.

3,738,337. This application Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,638

Int. CLE 16k J/ /06

U.S. CI. 251-30 24 Claims

1. In combination with smooth surfaced panels for concrete

forms for making structural members, a liner comprising an

independently formed sheet of soft, flexible, resilient elasto-

meric, synthetic polymer having an open cell foam core and

front and rear skins of dense, tough, abrasion resistant poly-

mer and at least said front skin containing microscopic pores

capable of passing air and water but not the matrix and fines

of a concrete mix; said rear skin being smooth and said front

skin having a concrete contacting face formed as a negative

mold of a desired pattern; said liner being at least about Vi

inch thick at its thinnest section; said core having a density of

about 3- 1 pounds per cubic foot, a tensile strength of 40- 1 50

pounds per square foot, a tear strength Die C of 2-30 pounds

per linear inch, and the skin has a Shore A hardness of 20-90

and ultimate elongation of 75-200 percent, a tear strength Die

C of 50-200 pounds per linear inch, and high abrasion resis-

tance.

1. In an hydraulically operated valve in combination: a

cylinder having a piston therein connected to a valve member
said piston being reciprocatable between a first position

whereat said valve member is positioned in its closed position

and a second position whereat said valve member is positioned

in its open position; means comprising a valve sleeve member
cooperable with said cylinder, said valve sleeve member and

cylinder having mutually cooperable porting providing for

flow of hydraulic fluid to and from opposite sides of said

piston for moving said valve member through its stroke in

opposite directions said cylinder having ports for admitting

hydraulic fluid to one side of said piston for moving it in one

direction and ports for relieving pressure from one side of said

piston, said cylinder also having ports for admitting fluid to the

opposite side of said piston and ports for withdrawing fluid

from the opposite side of said piston, said sleeve member
being operative to control all of said ports for causing said

piston to reciprocate.

3,844,529

FLUID VALVE HAVING A PRESSURE RESPONSIVE
INTERNAL MEMBRANE

Robert O. Brandt, Jr., and George V. Williams, both of Ra-

leigh, N.C., assignors to Brandt Industries, Inc., Raleigh,

N.C.

Filed May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 359,533
Int. CI. F16ki///45

U.S. CI. 251-61.1 14 Claims
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1. A fluid valve comprising: a valve body having first and

second plates secured together in opposed relationship to
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form a chamber therebetween; a pressure supphed inlet open-
mg formed in said first plate and extending therethrough for
channeling fluid from a fluid source into said chamber; a
pressure supplied exit opening forming in said first plate and
extendmg therethrough whereby fluid from said pressure
supply may enter said valve chamber through said inlet open-
mg and may exit through said exit opening; a pressure signal
input openmg formed within said second plate and extending
therethrough; and an imperviable. freely deformable mem-
brane means having geniune membrane characterists inter-
posed between said first and second plates for positively am-
phfymg input pressure signals received through said pressure
signal input opening, said positive amplification being accom-
plished by restricting, but not completely blocking, fluid flow
between said inlet an outlet openings in response to increases
m pressure of the pressure signal applied to one side of said
imperviable membrane means such that a pressure differential
exists between said inlet and outlet openings with the higher
pressure being a positive ampliflcation of the particular pres-
sure signal applied to said one side of said membrane means

3,844,530
VALVE FITTING WITH VALVE ACTUATING SEALING

MEANS
Albert E. Morrell, 633 Alameda De Las Pulgas, Redwood City,

Filed Feb. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 330,321
Int. a. ¥16137/10,37/28

VS. a. 251 -149.6 3 Claims

3,844,531

SLIDE VALVE
Norbert G. Grengs, 5645 Manton Ave., Woodland Hills, Calif.
96059

Filed May 29, 1973, S«r. No. 364,957
Int. CI. F16k 41/04, 27/10

U.S. CI. 251-327 ,8 Claims

1. A flare fitting assembly comprising:
a first flare fitting;

a second flare fitting;

a resiliently biased valve having a movable valve stem with
a free end axially disposed in one of said flare fittings;

a means for coupling together said first and said second
flare fittings;

a means removably coupled to said free end of said valve
stem for actuating said valve when said first and said
second flare fittings are coupled together wherein said
valve actuating means comprises a cup-shaped extension
for removably receiving said free end of said valve stem
and further comprising: a passageway adjacent said cup-
shaped extension for providing fluid and gas communica-
tion through said valve actuating means wherein said
cup-shaped extension is formed for releasably capturing
said free end of said movable valve stem for retaining said
valve actuating means on said movable stem when said
first and said second flare fittings are decoupled.

1. In a sliding gate valve of the type having a provision for
connecting to a pair of fluid conduits and having a body within
which a gate may slide between first and second positions by
operation of an actuating rod extending from the body, the
improvement comprising a valve body assembleable by ultra-

> sonic welding from first and second body members, an actuat-
ing rod coupled to a gate and an 0-ring:
each of said body members having first surfaces and being

assembleable with said first surfaces in face to face dispo-
sition, said first body member having a substantially con-
tinuous depression surrounding the area within which the
gate will slide and the area through which fluid may flow,
said second body member having a substantially continu-
ous raised area mateable with said depression, said raised
area having a further protrusion thereon to engage the
bottom of said depression and to ultrasonically weld
thereto, said first and second body members each having
a local relief on said first surface which, when the first and
second body members are assembled allows free passage
of said actuating rod therethrough, each said relief having
thereon a portion of an 0-ring groove, said depression
and said raised area of said body members each terminat-
ing at said 0-ring groove, whereby said gate and said
actuating rod with an 0-ring on said actuating rod may be
placed in position between said first and second body
members before ultrasonic welding so that said 0-ring
seals against said body members and said actuating rod
after ultrasonically welding of said body members.

3,844,532

VALVE SEAT
Henry M. Buck, 3411 Plumb, Houston, Tex. 77005

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,676
Int. CI. F16kiy/50

L.S. CI. 251-360
13 Claims

1. A valve seat for placement by means of a placement tool
m the flow passageway bore of a valve housing comprising an
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elastic generally cylindrical member having a bore therein and

capable of being elongated, reduced in outside diameter and

forced into said bore of said valve housing by said placement

tool and having an annular flange at one end thereof for seat-

ing on the valve housing surrounding said bore of said valve

housing, said cylindrical member having an outside diameter

slightly larger than the diameter of said bore of said valve

housing before said cylindrical member is elongated and

placed in said bore of said valve housing; and

means extending into said bore of said cylindrical member

for engagement by said placement tool, said cylindrical

member tightly fitting the bore of said valve housing

following placement therein.

means for driving the smoothly tapered lower annular nng

downward, and means operative upon downward motion of

the lower annular ring to move downward the upper retaining

ring into engagement with the segments second threaded

sections, said last-named means not being operative to move

the upper retaining ring until the lower annular ring has been

displaced a certain distance.

1

1

3,844,533

AUTOMATIC STUD TENSIONER
Jan Marklewicz, North Haven, Conn., and Alfred H. Yoli, New

City, N.V., assignors to Transfer Systems Incorporated,

North Haven, Conn.

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,338

Int. CK E21b 19/00

U.S. CL 254-29 A 20 Claims

3 844 534

LIGHTWEIGHT HYDRAULIC JACK
Donald W. Sessody, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Applied

Power Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,582

Int. CI. B66f 3/24

U.S. CI. 254-93 H * Claims

,100

1. Apparatus for tensioning a stud having helical threads for

assembly or disassembly of a closure nut engaging said helical

threads, comprising a pedestal, hydraulic means comprising a

piston and cylinder, one of the piston and cylinder being

connected to the pedestal, means for introducing pressurized

fluid into the hydraulic means, a puller rod connected to the

other of the piston and cylinder and having a threaded section,

means for detachably coupling to the stud helical threads

above the closure nut, said detachable coupling means com-

prising plural segments carried by the puller rod and each

having a first helical threaded section for engaging the stud

helical threads and a second threaded section for threaded

engagement with the puller rod threaded section, the seg-

ments first threaded sections having a smoothy tapered exter-

nal surface, means for coupling together the plural segments

forcing them to move vertically as a unit, means smoothly

effecting threaded engagement between the plural first

threaded sections and the stud threads above the closure nut

and without rotating the plural segments, said engagement

effecting means comprising a smoothly tapered lower annular

ring for engagement with the tapered external surface of the

segments first threaded sections when moved downward for

displacing the plural segments laterally inward and means

operative upon a non-threaded-engagement meeting of the

segments first threaded sections with the stud threads to cause

a small vertical displacement of the plural segments until

complete threaded engagement of the segments first threaded

sections and the stud threads occurs, said vertical displace-

ment means comprising an upper annular retaining ring for

engagement with the segments second threaded sections,

1. A hydraulic jack comprising a lightweight cast aluminum

housing having a hydraulic liquid reservoir,

an iron sleeve cast into said housing to form an integral part

thereof,

a steel plunger mounted for reciprocal motion in said

sleeve,

means in said housing for pumping fluid under pressure

from said reservoir into the interior of said sleeve and

pressure release means for connecting the interior of said

sleeve to said reservoir for relieving pressure in the inte-

rior of said sleeve,

said sleeve including a shoulder on the outer periphery of

the inner end of said sleeve for preventing axial move-

ment of said sleeve in said housing, sealing means located

between the inner end of said sleeve and said housing

whereby hydraulic fluid under pressure in said sleeve is

prevented from flowing between said sleeve and housing

and a stop ring threadably engaged in said housing and

abutting against the outer end of said sleeve.

3,844,535

PORTABLE ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILE JACK

Joe Dorough, Jr., 3000 W. Irving Blvd., Apt. 422, Austin, Tex.

75060
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 841,742, July 15, 1969, Pat.

No. 3,606,252. This application Apr. 1, 1971, Ser. No.

130,278. The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Sept. 19, 1988, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. B66f 3118

U.S.CL 254-103 6 Claims

1. A portable electrically operated automobile jack com-

prising:

A. a base plate adapted to lie securely on the ground and

provided with a securing and support well in its upper

surface for an upright member;

B. an elongated and vertically positionable lift shaft housing

structure having a generally square cross section shape

and

1

.

adapted to seat in the well provided in the upper sur-

face of the base plate, and

2. being provided with a longitudinal slot - like opening

in one face of the housing structure;

927 0.0.-72
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LThotmg hatg
""'""^ '""'°""' """"" '^'^ ''" ^"af. thereby «id rollers are maintained in elecrical con.ac,shaft housing having

1

.

a worm gear surface cut into most of the length of said
vertical lift shaft, and

2. at least one support bearing surface to provide support
mountmg engagement with the bearing provisions in
said lift shaft housing;

D. a generally rectangular drive mechanism housing struc-
ture mounted on the rear side of the vertically positioned
housmg for said rotatable lift shaft;

E a reversable electric drive motor 'capable of operating
from a DC voltage source, such as the battery of the
automobile with which the jack is to be used, said motor
being mounted inside the drive mechanism housing struc-
ture including a power connector cable adapted to con-
nect to a suitable source of electric power

with their associated conductor or pulling line during a string-

ing operation regardless of variations in tension and resulting
angle of tangency with said sheaves individual to said pulline
line and said conductors.

F. means for turning said electric motor off and on and for
controlling the direction of rotation;

G. means for transferring rotational power from the electric
motor to said lift shaft including means of reducing the
speed and increasing the torque of the rotational power
delivered to the jack;

H. brake means for locking said jack when the electric
motor is turned off;

I. a lift carriage assembly adapted to ride up or down theworm gear on the lift shaft depending upon the direction
ot rotation of said shaft;

J. a bumper hook attached to said lift carriage assembly and
adapted to engage the bumper of an automobile to lift
said automobile as required for servicing.

3,844,537
CABLE PULLEY

Johannes Rinio, Altenberger-Dom-Strasse, 5074 Odenthal
Germany '

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,651
Claims priority, application Germany, July 8, 1972

2233659; June 5, 1973, 2328474; July 4, 1973, 2334045 '

Int. CI. B66d 1136
li.S. CI. 254-191

,5 Claims

3,844,536
GROUNDING DEVICE FOR MULTI-CONDUCTOR

STRINGING BLOCKS

^i'T-.!*'
^'"•*'*'^''' J"-' Rossville, Ga., assignor to Sherman

& Reilly, Inc., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Filed Aug. 1. 1973, Ser. No. 384,406

Int. CI. B65h 59122

t ?' ''.'-J''-'
'^

5 Claims
I. n a bundle stringing block having a supporting frame, a

plurality of coaxial sheaves for respectively supporting one of
a plurality of conductors and a laterally centrally disposed
pulling line, and laterally extending shaft means rotatably
supportmg said sheaves on said frame; a grounding device
comprising a pair of roller arms rotatably supported by said
frame laterally outwardly of said sheaves, a metal grounding
ro er centrally aligned radially with each of said sheaves a
roller shaft extending laterally of said rollers and supported by
said arms for swinging movements peripherally of said
sheaves, resilient means interconnecting said frame and each
of said arms to impose a predetermined lifting force on the
latter, and eccentric bearing means interposed between said
roller shaft and at least two of said conductor sheave ground-
ing rollers for eccentrically mounting each of said rollers
relative to each other and relative to the axis of said roller

1. A cable pulley for driving a cable of indefinite length, said
pulley having a cable groove, in its outer periphery, extending
therearound in a generally serpentine path, said pulley com-
prising two parts each of which has a portion of said groove
therein, said parts being relatively rotatable. about their cen-
tral axis and movable axially relative to each other

3,844,538
HIGHWAY GUARD TRAP DEVICE

O. R. Coian, 727 N.E. 3rd Ave., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33304
Filed May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,366

Int. CL EOlf 15/00
U.S. CI. 256-13.1 An, •

t \ A c ^ Claims
1. A device for arresting a moving vehicle which departs aroadbed comprising:

a tire receiving channel connected along and disposed be-
low the surface of said roadbed, means connected to one
end of said tire receiving channel connecting said channel
to one side edge of said roadbed;

a vehicle deflecting wall disposed substantially perpendicu-
larly adjacent said roadbed lying parallel to said direction
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of said roadbed, said tire receiving channel being dis-

posed between said roadbed and said vehicle deflecting

wall; and

an outwardly inclined planar surface connected between

said deflecting wall and one side of said tire receiving

channel disposed on the opposite side away from said

3,844,540

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR UNCLOGGING FLUID

PUMP INTAKES
Louis R. Dobbs, 2414 12th Ave., Canyon, Tex. 79015

Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,176

Int. CL BOH 5112

U.S. CI. 259-2 "^ Claims

roadbed, said outwardly inclined planar surface having a

lower portion connected to said opposite end of said tire

receiving channel and said inclined planar surface having

an upper portion disposed parallel to said side edge of

said roadbed, said upper portion being connected to said

deflecting wall.

3 844,539

HOCKEY RINK CONSTRUCTION
John Abbott, 416 Grove St., Melrose, Mass. 02176

Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,195

Int. CI. E04h 17116

U.S. CI. 256-24 4 Claims

1. For use with a tailwater pump in an irrigation system

having main and lateral distribution lines, a tailwater sump

and return line, said pump having an intake and discharge, a

tailwater pump intake agitator comprising

a. an agitating water manifold adapted to be secured proxi-

mate the pump intake,

b. means adapted to be connected to the discharge side of

said pump to supply water from said pump to said mani-

fold.

c. and whipper means connected to said manifold to con-

duct water from said manifold through said whipper

means to cause thewhipper means to flail about the intake

of the tailwater pump to break up deposits of silt, trash

and the like for movement through the pump for repas-

sage through the return line from the sump to the main

distribution lines for recycling through the system.

ii^^?SSiSS^ii3

3 844 541

METHOD OF FILLING CIGARETTE FILTERS AND
DEVICE FOR CARRYING OUT THE METHOD

Antoine Artho; Pascal Muriset, and Bernard Henzelin, all of

Boncourt, Switzerland, assignors to F. J. Burras & Cie,

Boncourt, Canton of Berne, Switzerland

Filed Nov. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 306,158

Int. CI. BOlf 15104, 5100

U.S. CI. 259-4 14 Claims

1. A hockey rink board section comprising:

a main wall;

a substantially horizontal and outwardly extending top rail

formed integrally and smoothly with said main wall at the

upper end of said main wall;

a vertically disposed flange secured to the backsdie of said

main wall at each end thereof, each of said flanges being

disposed slightly inwardly from the associated end of said

main wall thereby to define a vertically extending margin;

and

reinforcement means secured integrally to the backside of

said board section, and including a horizontally extending

rib disposed between said vertical flanges, said rib being

disposed above the bottom end of said board section

between approximately one-third to one-half of the

height of said board section; and

a baseboard secured integrally to the opposite side of said

board section and extending along the lower end thereof.

1. A device for filling, with a mixture of fluid products, a

chamber contrived between a pair of coaxial cylindrical ele-

ments moving along a conduit in a spaced relationship, said

device comprising:
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a. a plurality of bins, each bin containing fluid products to
be mixed, said bins having a discharge outlet

b. a hopper disposed beneath said bins whereby'fluid prod-
ucts discharged from said bins outlet fall freely into said
hopper, said hopper also disposed in communication with
said conduit, said hopper comprising:
I. a free-fall zone, initially receiving said fluid products

discharged form said bins, in which a homogeneous
mixture of said fluid products is formed prior to accu-
mulation thereof at the bottom of said hopper

II. means for mixing said fluid products, and
III. suction means disposed in said free-fall zone to create

a sub-atmospheric pressure in said hopper and to suck
dust upwardly away from the homogeneous mixture
and *

c. means for adjusting the discharge of fluid materials from
the bins outlet into the hopper, said adjusting means
being responsive to a predetermined level of the homoge-
neous mixture of fluid material piling up in the bottom of
said hopper so as to maintain said free-fall zone in said
hopper; whereby, with the application of suction in said
conduit the homogeneous mixture of fluid products is
drawn from said hopper into the chamber.

3,844,542
CONTAINERS FOR ELECTROPLATING BATHS

Heinz Strecke Lindenbaumstrasse 13, 565 Solingen, Germany
Filed May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,172

Int. CI. BO If 9102
U.S. CI. 259-75 , ni •

2 Claims

October 29, 1974

piston rod connected to said piston having one end thereof
extending outwardly of said oil-filled pressure cylinder, means
for sealing the outwardly extending end of said piston rod ?o
prevent leakage of fluid from said pressure cylinder a capmember connected to the outwardly extending end of said

c^o l"h"''''?'H-''"'"'^'^'
""^^"^ ^-"^^ »'y ^-d movable

to fo?m . ;"h
""^'"^

\" '""^^ ^"'^ ^" °"^^^ cylinder joined

witHn Jh"^ 'Pf' therebetween, bladder means located

Tn!
'

H.
'P'^' ?' separating said space into a radiaHymwa dly located charged gas chamber and a radially out^wardly located rod displacement chamber, first passage meansor receivmg fluid pumped from an external hydrulfc source

lo... ; '^hh'''".^
P"'"P^^ ""'^ '"»« ^^id radially outwardly

las chamtr ""'T'"'
'^'^'"'^^ ^« ^^^^ '"^^ P^«'^"^e i" aidgas chamber, second passage means in said end cap member

1 ^H h"f,
P^"^""^«d fluid from said first passa'^e m^an

into said hollow p.ston rod thence to said pressure cylinder to

1. A container and means for oscillating said container, said
container being provided with walls having openings for re-
ceiving articles to be treated in electroplating baths and being
positioned parallel to the plane containing the axis of oscilla
tory movements, said walls being further provided with at leastone saw-toothed projection which projects forward toward
one of the circulating directions of the articles, the container
walls being asymmetrically shaped relative to the plane con-tammg the axis of movement of the container, oppositely
positioned sections of the container walls being positioned
parallel to the plane containing the axis of oscillatory rTve
ment, said axis being located in the center position of the
container, and wherein one section of the walls is higher than
the opposite section.

3 844 543
HYDRAULIC LEVELER WITH EXHAUST ONLY HEIGHT

CONTROL VALVE
James E. Whelan, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.
Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,475

.,^ ^.
Int. CI. F16f 5/00

\i.S. CI. 267-64
5 ^,^.^^

1. A combination hydraulic shock absorber and leveler"ullit
comprising: a pressure cylinder, piston means located within
said cylinder for opposite reciprocation therein, a hollow

produce an increase force on said piston rod to cause it tomove exteriorly of said pressure cylinder, means induing theinterior of said hollow rod and said first and second pas^sage

^er w ,h""H^
'"^ communicate said rod displacement cham-

nf roH H I

P^"^"^^cy'inder to accommodate for changesof rod displacement within said pressure cylinder due to rodmovements of said piston rod into and out of said pressure
cylinder, valve means in said piston means for producingdamping of piston rod movement into and out of said pressure

oS?:h Tr 'r""'"^
^ '°" P^"^"^^ 'Chamber ha'vmg anoutlet adapted to be connected to an external hydraulic sumpand means responsive to a predetermined movement of saidp.ston rod with respect to said pressure cylinder for communi-

cating said second passage means with said outlet for directly
bypassing fluid pumped to said first passage means back to ahydraulic sump to control the outward extension of said pistonrod with respect to said pressure cylinder for maintaining apredetermined height relationship in a vehicle leveling sys"em

3,844,544

v A-^.^
HYDRAULIC SHOCK ABSORBER

Friednch Keilholz, Ennepetal, Germany, assignor to FirmaAugust Bilstein, Ennepetal, Altenvoerde, GermaL
Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,730

22159T1*
'*"°'"'"'^' "PP''""^'"" G«'-'n«ny, Apr. 1, 1972,

II K r. ,K,
/"'-C'B^Or/P/Oi.FiefP/O*

U.S. CI. 267— 64 R
llClai

I. In a hydraulic shock absorber in which damping fluTisdisplaced from a flexible impact-receiving container througha fluid passage into a storage chamber fofsaid damping fluidhaving a separating piston for separating damping fluS enter

2rge ctmTe 'tH"'"
'"" ' -mprfssible'ga's wilhi:"^:^

storage chamber, the improvement comprising a flow control
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means disposed in said fluid passage and movable with said yieldable material capable of ^''Panding radiaUy when com-

rings axially against said end members whereby the rings

expand radially toward the workpiece and into gripping en-

^ly gagement with the workpiece. said selectively operable means

comprising a fluid operated actuator having a chamber and

is moved by said damping fluid into said storage chamber

whereby a substantially constant damping effect results in the

course of said impact-receiving container receiving an impact.

3 844 545

SHOCK-ABSORBING ARTICLE AND A METHOD FOR
PRODUCING SAME

Valentin Andreevich Pershln, ulitsa Ju.Gagarina, 6, kv.74;

Evgeny Ivanovich Shpadi, ulitsa Vllonovskaya, 13, kv.24;

Gennady Vasilievich Lasutkin, ulitsa Fobedy, III, kv.26;

Alexei Dmitrievich Pichugin, prospekt K.Marxa, 185a,

kv.36, and Vladimir Nikolaevich Trubin, ulitsa Malo Yaros-

lavskaya, 09, kv.3, all of Kuibyshev, U.S.S.R.

Filed June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,814

Int. CI. F16f 13100

U.S. CI. 267-147 15 Claims

having a pair of pistons slidable within and disposed at oppo-

site ends of said chamber, said chamber and pistons being

generally annular and being located between the inner ends of

said first and second stacks of rings and in coaxial relationship

with said rings, and means for selectively admitting pressure

fluid into said chamber to shift said pistons axially in opposite

directions and thereby compress said rings axially between

said pistons and said end members.

3,844,547

TOOL WRENCH
David M. Lang, South Milwaukee, and Jack D. Nelmark, New

Berlin, both of Wis., assignors to Bucyrus-Erie Company,

South Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Jan. 3, 1974, Ser. No. 430,469

Int. CK B23q 3108; B25b 13150; E21b 3100

U.S. CI. 269-25 7 Claims

1. A shock-absorbing article provided with means for re-

ceiving fasteners, wherein said means comprise wire spirals; a

wire bunch defined by a bundle of wires and at least one wire

wound about said bundle of wires, said spirals being pressed

with said wire bunch; said wire spirals being laid uniformly m

density both in thickness and over an article area; and said

bunch being placed uniformly throughout the area of the

article in turns with said turns of the bunch being displaced

relative to each other and either of which encompasses in

succession said fasteners.

3,844,546

CLAMPING FIXTURE FOR A TUBULAR WORKPIECE

Donald K. Greenberg, Rockford, III., assignor to Barnes Drill

Co., Rockford, III.

Filed Nov. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 414,510

Int. CI. B23q 3100

U.S. CI. 269—22 1^ Claims

1! A fixture for holding a tubular workpiece during the

performance of a machining operation on the workpiece. said

fixture comprising a pair of rigidly supported end members, a

first stack of rings backed at its outer end by one of said end

members, a second stack of rings backed at its outer end by

the other of said end members, said workpiece being tele-

scoped with said rings, said rings being made of resiliently

1. In a tool wrenc^ for holding sections of a drill string of

a drilling apparatus, the combination comprising;

a mounting arm pivotably connected at one end to the

drilling apparatus and swingable about an axis parallel to

a drill string axis of the drilling apparatus;

a pair of chucks slidably attached upon said mounting arm

for movement towards and away from each other and

adapted to close around a section of a drill string, said

chucks being upwardly pivotable about the longitudinal

axis of said mounting arm;

a first hydraulic cylinder pivotal with said mounting arm and

having ends each being fixed to one of said chucks for

moving said chucks along said mounting arm; and

a second hydraulic cylinder associated with the drilling

apparatus and having one end joined to said mounting

arm for swinging said mounting arm towards and away

from a drill string.
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3,844,548
CLAMP FOR HOLDING CUT-OUT PATTERN TO A DOOR

UNIT
John L. Rogers, Tunnel Hill, Ga. 30755

Filed Sepl. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 400,693
Int. CI. B25b 5110, 5/16

U.S. CI. 269-91 4 Claims

a spindle nut having a lower part which extends downwardly
between said legs of said base plate, said spindle nut
surrounding the spindle and being guided only on the
spindle, said spindle nut lower part having a front limiting
surface and a rear limiting surface for each abutting a
respective one of said support pins, said rear limiting
surface having a portion downwardly directed away from
the spindle and upwardly supporting the spindle nut rear
end on the abutting rear support pin. said front limiting
surface having a portion directed upwardly toward the
spindle and downwardly restraining the front end of the
spindle nut on the abutting front support pin.

3,844,550
PELVIC SUPPORT FOR SURGICAL OPERATIONS

George McGuire, Rt. 3, Orange Ln., DePere, Wis. 54115
Division of Ser. No. 355,034, April 27, 1973, Pat. No.

3,823,709. This application Mar. 14, 1974, Ser. No. 451,166
Int. CL A61g 13/00

U.S. CI. 269-328
7 claims

1. A clamp for holding a pattern on a workpiece, compris-
ing, in combination:

a.*a bracket, the bracket being substantially L-shaped and
mcludmg a pair of longitudinal legs connected together at
a vertex and arranged extending perpendicularly from
one another;

b. means for anchoring the bracket relative to a workpiece,
the means for anchoring including at least one stud ar-
ranged extending perpendicularly from one of the legs
and codirectionally with the other of the legs for being
mserted into a part of a workpiece for anchoring the
bracket to the workpiece;

c. means for engaging a pattern and holding same on a
workpiece; and

d. an element having a thickness corresponding to the thick-
ness of an article to be clamped bieng attached to the
bracket adjacent the vertex of the legs and being arranged
for spacing the other of the legs from the workpiece a
distance equal to the thickness of the pattern.

3,844,549

MACHINE VISE
Franz Arnold, Spatzenweg 20, 8960 Kempton, Germany

Filed May 22, 1973, Ser. No. 362,782
Claims priority, application Germany, May 25, 1972,

2225474

U.S. CI. 269-247
Int. CI. B25b l/IO, 1/24

1 Claims

1. A vise, particularly a machine vise, of the kind having a
movable clamping jaw and comprising in combination;

a base plate having a U-profile defining a pair of legs and
having two outer guide plates on said legs;

a row of transverse cross holes in the said legs and support
pins insertable in said holes;

a slide movably guided on said outer guide plates, which
slide carries the clamping jaw;

a spindle which extends in the direction of slide movement
and which is disposed above the support pins, the front
end of said spindle being supported on the slide;

"1 ._ J-C^'

..

.--"
d

1. A body support for being mounted across an operating
table for a patient undergoing surgery, said support compris-
ing a base member mounted on said table, a first brace mem-
ber secured to said base member and extending upwardly
therefrom, a second brace member secured to said base mem-
ber in transversely spaced relation from said first member and
also extending upwardly from said table, said second brace
member including a pair of vertically spaced pelvic area hold-
ers, means for adjusting one of said braces transversely rela-
tive to one another so as to firmly support a patient between
said braces when said patient is lying on his side on said table
and said holders having an unobstructed space therebetween

3,844,551
SHEET SHUTTLE FEED

Wilbur J. Morrison, Nazareth, Pa., assignor to Bell and Howell
Company, Phillipsburg, NJ.
Continuation-in-part of Ser, No. 296,556, Oct. 11, 1972,

abandoned. This application Sept. 27, 1973, Ser. No.'401,4I3
Int. CI. B65h 3/08

U.S. CI. 271-99 ,5 Cairns

1. A vacuum-type sheet feeding device for feeding the
bottom sheet from a stack of flat sheets, said device compris-
ing:

a movable shuttle plate having a surface on which said stack
rests, for gripping said bottom sheet and pulling said
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bottom sheet out of said sheet stack, said movable shuttle
^^.,^^^j SORTING^CONTROL MECHANISM

elongated narrow groove therein which is elongated in a

direction parallel to said direction of said shuttle-plate

motion, and said narrow groove terminating at a back end

thereof so that said back end is closed off and said groove

extending to an edge of said shuttle plate at a front end

thereof so that said front end is open;

a gate mounted on said shuttle plate for closing off said

groove near said front end. but for yielding to allow said

bottom sheet to be sucked into said groove; and

a pneumatic-suction means for creating a pneumatic suc-

tion in said groove to suck the bottom sheet into said

groove; , . .

,

wherein said bottom sheet which is sucked into said groove

is thereby adhered to said shuttle plate so that it moves

with said shuttle plate.

Waterloo, Ontario, both of Canada, assignors to The Na-

tional Cash Register Company of Canada, Limited, Toronto,

Ontario, Canada -.^^ ^aa
Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,644

Int. CI. B65h 29/42

U.S. CI. 271-179
7 Claims

^ s

3,844,552

DOCUMENT FEED DEVICE

Charles D. Bleau; James C. Rogers, and Jesse W. Spears, all of

Lexington, Ky., assignors to International Business Machines

Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,884

Int. CI. B65h 5/02, 9/06

U.S. a. 271-245 4 Claims

1 Control mechanism for handling documents comprising,

means for propelling said documents on edge along a path into

a sorting pocket,
. . . r

rotatable means positioned adjacent said path for engaging

the trailing portion of each document for sideways move-

ment thereof and thereby providing an unobstructed

passageway for succeeding documents, said last means

comprising a multi-bladed member being arcuately

shaped and positioned with the arcuate form in concave

manner from the path of said documents and having

blade terminal portions extending beyond the center of

concavity of said arcuate form and rotatable in a vertical

plane angularly disposed from the plane of said propelling

path, and means including frictional clutch elements for

driving said rotatable means.

1 A document feed device for positioning documents on a

document plane of an electrophotographic copier comprising^

feed belt means supported by drive means for driving said feed

belt means; ,^ ,„ »,<.

a first and second edge means positioned proximate to the

inlet edge and exit edge of said document plane;

said belt means wrapping on said first and said second edge

means,
, ^ ,

said feed belt means, said first and second edge means, and

said document glass arranged to define a plurality of

regions comprising a first region of positive frictional

engagement with a document between said belt means

and said first edge means;

a second region of substantially no frictional engagement

between said belt means and said document;

a region of increasing frictional engagement between said

belt means and said document;

and a further region of positive frictional engagement be-

tween said document and said belt together with said

second edge means;

thereby providing a positive input drive into a region ot

substantially no frictional engagement where the docu-

ment is inserted into said region of substantially no fric-

tional engagement and is then progressively engaged with

a progressively increasing frictional engagement with said

belt means and is removed from said document plane by

a positive engagement in a second region of positive

frictional engagement between said belt and said docu-

ment to feed, position and remove a document from a

document plane.

3 844 554

DEVICE FOR PROTECTING A SKATER FROM EFFECTS

OF SPILL

Roger A. LaMontagne, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, assignor to

The Raymond Lee Organization, Inc., New York, N.Y., a

part interest , .,.
Filed May 30, 1973, Ser. No. 365,261

Int. CL A63b 71/12: A41d 13/00

U.S.CL 272-1 R *^'*""

1. A device for protecting a skater from the effects of a fall

or spill, said device being adaptable to being hand carried

about the exterior body and clothing of the skater and com-

prising • J- 1

a continuous circular hoop member joined by longitudinal

vertical structural members to an open hoop member of
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smaller diameter which is fastened in a plane generally
parallel to the plane of the continuous circular hoop
member, together with

a lateral member mounted on each side of the device to a
pair of said vertical structural members in a plane parallel
to, and mid-way between the plane of the continuous
circular hoop member and the plane of the open hoop
member, with the open hoop member being of a size to
fit under the armpits and about the back of a wearer, and
the continuous circular hoop member being of a size to
fit freely about the body of the wearer, with said vertical
structural members being of adjustable length, so that the
device may be carried by a skater with the open hoop
member fitted under his armpits, the continuous circular
hoop member located about the mid-section of the body
of the skater, and with each hand of the skater grasping
a lateral member, in which a hand grip member of resil-

ient composition is fitted on each lateral member, and in
which grip member of soft resilient composition is fitted
on each side to the open hoop member, adaptable for
fitting under the armpit of a wearer.

October 29, 1974

yoke disposed across the bottom of and completing said loop,
said yoke having a pair of opposite, spaced, bifurcated, elon-
gated end portions overlapping spaced external surface por-
tions of said tubular frame facing inwardly of said loop por-
tion; each of said spaced yoke bifurcated end portions having
an elongated notch between the furcated end portions, said

3,844,555

HOCKEY TYPE BLADE
Daniel R. Tremblay, 8521 d'Artagnan, St-Leonard, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,333
Int. CI. A63b 59112

U.S. CI. 273-67 A 5 claims

21a

notch being disposed substantially on said center line, each of
said elongated, bifurcated end portions being secured to said
loop at opposite ends of said yoke by metal heated to a flow-
able state disposed in each said notch, said yoke being con-
nected substantially in the neutral plane of said racket only,
away from said front and back edge portions.

3,844,557
ROCKET MOTOR DRIVEN MODEL RACING VEHICLE
John P. Pompetti, 610 Marshall Rd., Brookhaven, Pa. 19015

Filed Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 386,844
Int. CI. A63f 9/74, A63h 17100

U.S. CI. 273-86 R 7 Claims

1-. A hockey type blade adapted to be played with a ball, the
said blade being characterized by a strip of stiff material form-
ing a horizontally disposed U-shaped enclosure, the said en-
closure having a front and a rear vertical flat portions facing
each other at a distance slightly greater than the diameter of
the ball to be played with and integrally connected to each
other by a substantially cylindrical portion having a radius
substantially corresponding to the radius of the ball, the said
front portion of the blade being provided with a cut-out part
located at about the median line of the length of the said front
portion and mortising through the lower edge of the said front
portion, the said cut-out part having a height smaller than the
diameter of the said ball, whereby the said cut-out part facili-

tates the forward projection of the ball when the blade is

tipped backwardly.

3,844,556
YOKE CONSTRUCTION FOR GAME RACKET

Graham M. Fee, Geneva, Ohio, assignor to True Temper Cor-
poration, Cleveland, Ohio

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,715
Int. CI. A63b 49112

U.S. CI. 273-73 G g claims
1. In a game racket, a frame comprising a metal tube shaped

to form a loop portion and converging throat portion; a hand-
grip rigid with respect to said throat portion and projecting
away from said loop portion; said frame having a neutral plane
of minimum stress disposed on the center line of the racket as
viewed edgewise of the plane of the loop, and front and back
edge portions on either side of said neutral plane subject to
maximum compression and elongation stresses in use; a metal

I. In a model racing vehicle comprising a vehicle body,
front and rear free running wheels supported by said body,
said body having a cylindrical reaction engine mount with a
rear facing cylindrical oriflce into which a model cartridge
reaction engine is inserted, means for retaining said engine
comprising an internal cylindrical annular section, of lesser
overall diameter than the aforementioned cylindrical engine
mount, as a forward fixed stop to transfer thrust from the
aforementioned model cartridge reaction engine in the for-
ward acceleration mode attained after ignition, and a fixed
retaining means extended beyond the rear cylindrical orifice
as a rear recoil stop, the aforementioned cylindrical reaction
type engine mount having a gas seal forward of the annular
cylindrical section, the forward section comprising at least one
fourth or more the total length of cylindrical reaction engine
mount having a gas seal and being secured to a front bulkhead,
said forward section comprising a plenum, said plenum con-
taining a heat absorbing screen covered port, said screen
covered port allowing relatively high pressure and hot gases to
enter a second chamber, said second chamber being gas
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sealed to the aforementioned bulkhead and gas sealed around

the screen covered port entrance of the first chamber, said

second chamber comprising a fastening means forward of the

screen covered port entrance to which is secured a short

length of bungee cord, said cord being tied to shroud lines,

said shroud lines terminating in a sheet plastic parachute, said

parachute having means for creating memory, said means

allowing immediate billowed deployment rearward upon ejec-

tion from the aforementioned second chamber, said means for

immediate deployment being enhanced by the method of

insertion, geometry of the second chamber and the packmg of

the parachute, in the second chamber, said method of inser-

tion being further comprised of a small piece of wadding

inserted into the second chamber prior to insertion of the

parachute, secured by the shroud lines and bungee cord to the

aforementioned bulkhead, said wadding filling the second

chamber width and height and pushed forward to a point

rearwardly of the aforementioned heat absorbing screened

port said parachute being gathered longitudinally, in the direc-

tion of the memory means used for deployment, as one long

pleated gathering with shroud line and inserted first following

and pushing the wadding forward until only the apex of the

parachute can be seen rear ward in the second chamber, said

second chamber being rectangular in shape or a geometry

allowing a loose but compact insertion of said parachute.

said panel, said teeing means having an upper surface disposed

at an inclination to facilitate driving said ball therefrom into

contact with said distributively spaced target circles on said

panel.

3 844 559

IMPACT-RIGHTING GUN TARGET

Robert H. Davidson, 15180 Anorra Way, San Diego, Calif.

92129, and Donald A. Reisch, 12922 Franclne Ter., Poway,

Calif. 92064 ,„,...
Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 391,644

Int. CI. F41j 2108

U.S. CI. 273-102.1 E ^ Claims

3,844,558

GOLF GAME APPARATUS
Victor J. Gigliotti, 220 Crystal Ave., New London, Conn.

06320
Filed June 19, 1973, Ser. No. 371,415

Int. CI. A63b 67/02, 57100

U.S. CI. 273-87 R 5 Claims

I. A portable simulated indoor-type golf game apparatus

comprising: a horizontally elongated gameboard marginally

surrounded by an enclosing frame having upper component

rim portions rising at right angles above the plane of the top

surface of said board and defining and providing an enclosed

playing field for a prescribed golf ball, said playing field repre-

senting and serving as a fairway and embodying self-contained

putting greens and being provided with at least nine upwardly

opening holes into which said ball may enter, indicia means in

the form of numerals 1-9, one of said numerals being associ-

ated with each of said holes so that each of said holes is differ-

ently numbered, and each hole having there beneath an

aligned cup in which said ball may be received and trapped

a rigid upstanding vertical panel fixed at a rearward terminal

end of said board, said panel providing a wholly unobstructed

ball striking and rebounding backboard and the front facing

surface of said panel being devoid of any apertures therein

capable of receiving said golf ball and having individual selec-

tively usable vertically spaced horizontal rows of indicia form-

ing distributively spaced circles individually numbered from

1-9 and providing selectively playable bull's eye-type ball

targets adapted to provide first points of aim prior to putting

said golf ball into said cup-equipped holes, said game board

being provided at its forward end with ball teeing means ex-

tending transversely across the forward end and parallel to

1. An impact-righting target comprising:

a. a frame;

b. a master target element pivotally mounted to said frame;

c. at least one secondary target element pivotally

mounted to said frame coaxially with and adjacent to said

master target element;

d. each of said target elements being adapted to be pivoted

from an exposed first position to a second position by the

impact of projectiles;

e. spring means to bias each of said target elements into the

first position;

f. releasible detent means for retaining said at least one

secondary target element in the second position upon said

last mentioned target being struck by a projectile; and

g. release means responsive to movement of said master

target element to release said detent means.

3,844,560

SHOCK ABSORBING HORSESHOE PIT

Emil C. Litsch, 5324 Nottingham Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63109

Filed Apr. 23, 1974. Ser. No. 463,316

Int. CI. A63b 71102

U.S.CL 273-104 10 Claims

r"""

-#=?=

1 A horseshoe pitching court comprising a fixture having a

bottom disposed below the surface of the court, a base held

loosely captive by said fixture, and a stake held by said base

extending generally vertically from the base above the playing

surface of the court, said base having a generally horizontal

first bottom surface and a second bottom surface inclined with

respect to the first said surface, said first and second bottom

surfaces intersecting on a common edge transverse of the

direct longitudinal direction of the court whereby said base is

rockable on said edge in the longitudinal direction of the court
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between a Hrst position in which the first surface of the baseengages sa.d fixture and a second position in which the secondsurface on the base engages said fixture, said base being grav

strikmrin T^
^"'' P°''''°"' *^'^^^y ^ P*»^hed horseshoe

striking said stake causes said stake and said base to rock onsaid fixture from its first to its second position

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

3,844,561
TARGET CARRIAGE ASSEMBLY

Ti^olln r^u "
'**"r""'

^"'"bo'-^g' France, assignor to
I irolap Sari, Rennes, France

Filed July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 375,909
Claims priority, application France, July 3, 1972 72 24834

Int. CI. F41j i/y2
t.S.a.273-,«5.6

,ci.i™.
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defined maze path between a first portion of said upper sur-face adjacent said central axis and a second portioS of Sdupper surface adjacent the periphery thereof. saTd bail m?mber being movable under gravity along said upper surfacTa^d

tinned TV" 'V^
"^^^ ^''^ ^''^" ^^'^ upper surface istipped, a plurality of individual counterweights a plurality ofcounterweight retaining means adjacent the pe iphery o Lfdboard member and removed from said maze path said re^ |ent means being of size in relation to said ?ounterwe ghts*whereby each of said counterweights will affect the baS ofsaid board member and will cause tipping of said board member so that said ball member may be made to move along saTd

•" » 3} 3i 3.

> I
I 1 I

F^mi-y-^'-y'-^ r^ V- ^V._

<-J5 %r "

^
'^^
£î

y

s^Scnnn,
""'^"^^^^^'^y. ^^ Positioning said counterweights in

said hn2 r'f r'""'"«
'"''"^- ^"'^ ^ ""'^^ housing onsaId boa d member for initial positioning of said ball membersaid center housing being adjacent said central upngh^ax s

When the ball member is within said housing and to rollthrough said discharge opening into said maze path.

a target;

a mobile carriage;

a mobile target holder mounted on said carriage

'
an7r LT''"' ''i'

'''1'"^ '' ''' "PP^^ ^"'^'o'^he targetand at its lower end to the carriage

'^fH^'^'h"^^'"'^.
'"'"'"^'^ *''h ^"Pe«=' to the carriagea closed horizontal tube containing a ball so sized as toTefreely movable within the tube;

said axis including upper and lower half-axes-

'"tuh??." ^f ^''"^ '"*'«'""> ^•'"P'^d to the horizontaltube close to one end of the tube and
stops supported by said carriage
said stops limiting the axis rotation angle such that thecarnage movement direction and the tube directioj areangularly spaced by 177°;
the apparatus operating upon reversal of direction of car-riage movement to move the ball causing rotation of thetube causing rotation of the target about the axis

3,844,563
CHESS TYPE GAME WITH CHANGEABLE BOARD

INDICIA
Donald M. Isaac 17 Saxon Rd., Worcester, Mass. 01602

Filed Dec. 4. 1972, Ser. No. 311,659

lie ^. ^-r, ,,
Int. CI. A63f i/02

li.S.CL 273-131 B , ^, .

1 Claim

3,844,562
BALANCING MAZE GAME

5^4/' ??K ^'«» '^*'-"«'" Rd-. Minnetonka, Minn.

&!Min?5'^39r-
^^"-^^''^' ^' ^' »- ^'^ «^'

Filed Mar. 19, 1971. Ser. No. 126,073
Int. CI. A63f 7//6

U.S. a. 273-110
j^,^.^

Jj^
balancing game comprising a support base, a balancill^board member having an upper surface, a ball game meSf

betwT'"';'
°" '"'."PP^^ ^"^^"- ^""'ent means aTtaThedbetween said support base and said board member to supportsaid board member for at least tipping movement ab^m agenerally central upright axis, a plurality of generally uprightwall means on the upper surface of said board member form-ing barriers to movement of said ball member across saidupper surface, sa.d wall means being positioned to form a

I. A game including a board on which are provided 139stations arranged in a square having four sides of 13 stationseach four stations at each corner of the square being ndicated to be of special significance in a first way and includingremovable indicators which can indicate from time to timfthat certain stations- are of special significance in a secLway.
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wherein four similar but distinguishable sets of 18 pieces

and an additional set distinguishable from the rest are

provided,

wherein a series of cards are the indicators, and a transpar-

ent envelope carried by the board into which a selected

one of the cards can be placed thereby covering some but

not all of the stations.

3,844,564

EDUCATIONAL GAME RELATING TO COMPUTERS
Benjamin J. Barlsh, 36 Yehuda Hanasse St., Tel Aviv, Israel

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 361,855

Claims priority, application Israel, May 22, 1972, 39494

Int. CI. A63f 3104

U.S.CL 273-134 A 9 Claims

including sufficient metal in their structure to be attracted by

a magnet provided on a club, used by a player, each hole-

cover further including one of the numbers one through nine,

inclusive, on one side, and one of the numbers ten through

eighteen, on the opposite side of each hole-cover, respec-

tively, said hole-covers being so dimensioned so that when

each is in place in its respectively numbered hole, regardless

of which number is facing upwardly, the upper surface of each

hole-cover will form a continuation of the playing surface of

the game board; a relatively rigid, vertically oriented, panel

>--;i- Q^jT T ? ^ 4 5 g 7
[

I
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whereby upon energization of said electromagnet said turnta-
ble assembly is moved away from said arm thereby disengae-mg said groove engaging means from said groove and allowine
said arm to move in said first direction.

October 29, 1974

3,844,567
PROBE CHANCE DEVICE HAVING ELECTRICAL

SIGNALLING READOUT
Robert L. Marker, 143 S. Center, Casper, Wyo. 82601

Filed June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 374,077
Int. CI. A63f i/00

lI.S.a.273-134A
21 Claims

.ni\l r t
" comprising an electroconductive probeand several sheets assembled in a tier, the outermost shee'having a regular pattern of perforations with the several re-

maining relatively movable sheets therebeneath having slotsrandomly disposed therethrough to be alignable by chancewith said perforations by said movement, said slots beineelongated in the direction of movement and larger thanlaid
perforations, all being sized to receive the shank of said probe

canal V'°"''
'"^ '^'°^^" °"^ °^ ^^*^ perforations' andcapable of penetrating one or more of said slots depending

upon whether s ots of said slot-bearing sheets are aligned with
said chosen perforation, and said sheets being non-conductive
with the surface area of each of said slotted- sheets being
electroconductive except in the areas of said slotted sheet

avo!;fel^t ^ ^^ ''"^ P'°^' '^^°"8^ perforations and slotsavoids electrical contact with the surrounding conductive
surfaces, an electrical signalling means, said signalling meansprobe and conductive surfaces being in circuit with I Tourceof electrical current computable to activate said signallingmeans when the probe, inserted into a perforation, comes mtocontact with a conductive surface area.

3,844,568

p ,
GAME APPARATUS

55*0^""*""""^' 276 N. Snelling, Saint Paul Park, Minn.

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,988

o Claims

a plurality of playing tiles each constituted by a generally
rectangular block having a plurality of mutually perpen^dicuar adjacent sides, some ones of said sides being
substantially as long and substantially as wide as individu
als of said grid cells and the remainder of said sides being
substantially as extensive in one dimension as the compa
rabie dimension of individuals of said grid cells and so
inextensive in the other dimension that more than onesuch block may rest side-by-side on such remaining sides
within individuals of said grid cells

at least one of the first-described sides and at least one ofhe last-described sides bearing an item of numericamd cia. whereby the block may rest in a grid cell upon a
first-described side, substantially fill the cell and have an
Item of numerical indicia presented upward for viewing
and the block may rest in a grid cell upon a last-described
side beside at least one other such block so disposed
together substantially filling the cell and having a multiple
character item of numerical indicia presented upward for

O'

3,844,569
DEVICE FOR USE IN DEVELOPING A SQUARE PUTTING

STROKE
Rudolph M. Swanson, 345 Wing Park Blvd., Elgin, III. 60120

Filed Aug. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 392,980
Int. CI. A63b 69/J6

U.S. CI. 273-192
,c^,^^

compji^fng"'"'
^°' "'' '" developing a square putting stroke

clamp means attached to the head of a putter
first and second arms mounted to said clamp means for

pivotable movement in a common vertical plane and
respectively extending perpendicular to the face of said
putter.

one of said arms extending in a direction rearwardly of saidhead and the other of said arms extending in a direction
forewardly of said head.

"irecuon

a straight rod of circular cross-section resting on a support
surface beneath said clamp, and

^^
a pair of guide means respectively disposed on said arms in

proximity to the ends thereof and each having a U-shaped
cross-section resting on and partially receiving said rodand movable therealong while maintaining said head at
right angles to said rod.

whereby said putter face is maintained perpendicular to saidrod as said putter head is stroked back and forth.

I. A numerical manipulation board game, comprising-
' \Z\^r /"^"i

""''^ ' P'"''"'> °f 8^""ally rectangular
grid cells of uniform size;

3,844,570

M-.. .1. r^
RECORD PLAYER

to u's Phm T'''"^"'
E'"<"'«^*"' Netherlands, assignorto U.S. Phillips Corporation, New York, NY

Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,280

72929?'
'*"°"*^' ^PP"*^^"'"" Netherlands, July 1, 1972,

U.S. CI. 274-1 R
'"^•^'•^'''>^^/^^

1. In a record player comprising a drive shaft, a turntaWe
carried on the drive shaft, a drive motor for driving the turntl^
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ble. a motor circuit for controlling operation thereof, a switch

in said motor circuit having contact elements located under-

neath said turntable, a depressable sensor pin projecting

through said turntable for operating said switch when a gram-

ophone record is placed on said turntable, spring means en-

gaging and biasing said sensor pin against depression, a ring

,12

10 9 11 6

3,844,572

PACKING RINGS

Morris J. Parker, Amherst Township, N.Y., assignor to Union

Carbide Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 102,225, Dec. 28, 1970, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 586,886, Oct. 14, »966

abandoned. This application Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,159

Int. CI. F16j 9/06

U.S. CI. 277-27 3 Claims

4S

shaped plate concentrically arranged about said drive shaft

forming one of said contact elements, two electrically con-

ducting contact tracks provided on said plate and included in

said motor circuit, means insulating said tracks from each

other, where in said spring means comprises and a leaf spring

attached to the underside of said turntable and forming the

other contact element of said switch.

45

3,844,571

SOUND PICK-UP DEVICE FOR PLAYING BACK

RECORDS OF SMALL DIAMETERS ON ELECTRIC

GRAMOPHONES OR AND OTHER REPRODUCING

APPARATUS PROVIDED WITH AUTOMATIC STOP
MEANS

Alain Mensier, Bois-Colombes, France, assignor to M. A. V.

( Methodes Audio-Vlsuelles, Paris, France

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 317,065

Int. CI. Gllbi/60

U.S. CI. 274-39 R ^ Claims

1. A segmented packing ring comprising the combination of

three identical arcuate segments arranged and positioned to

form inner and outer circumferences with top and bottom

surfaces in a common plane, each arcuate segment having a

body portion and a face seal portion rigidly connected thereto;

each face seal portion being arranged to extend beyond one

end of the body portion to which it is connected and to over-

lap one end of the body portion of an adjacent arcuate seg-

ment; each of said face seal portions being arranged to slide-

ably engage a face seal portion of an adjacent arcuate segment

as contiguous surfaces along a line parallel to a tangent to the

inner circumference of said packing ring with the face seal

contiguous surfaces along said line of slideable engagement

being substantially perpendicular to the plane of said packmg

ring with an end gap at said inner circumference extending

only part of the ring width towards said outer circumference;

the adjacent end of said body portions being spaced from each

other by gaps and arranged to extend beyond one end of said

face seal portion, each arcuate segment inner arcuate surface

having a pressure balancing groove therein substantially in the

plane of said packing ring; and spring means provided on each

arcuate segment for urging the three arcuate segments radially

inward toward a common center.

1. In combination with a standard record player including

a mounting plate through which extends an axle rotatable

about a predetermined axis, a turn-table rotatably mounted on

said axle, a pick-up arm adapted to sweep a sector of said

turn-table and automatic stop means effective to terminate

rotation of said axle when said pick-up is a predetermined

distance from said axis, a device for playing back a phono-

graph record having a radius smaller than said predetermined

distance and having an engraved surface, said device compris-

ing an auxiliary turn-table and an auxiliary turn-table drive

means rotatably driven by said axle to in turn drive said auxili-

ary turn-table, said auxiliary turn-table being maintained

above the first-named turn-table by a support in a radially

off-set position with respect to said axle such that at least a

part of the engraved surface of said phonograph record is

located in the sector swept by said pick-up arm in normal

operation and that said support is mounted on the axle of said

first-named turn-table by said auxiliary turn-table drive means

and is supported beyond the periphery of the first-named

turn-table upon said mounting plate of said record player.

3,844,573

SPLICE CASE WITH GAS TIGHT SEAL

James A. Wright, and James M. Kosmala, both of Cattaraugus,

N Y., assignors to The Dexter Corporation, Olean, N.Y.

Division of Ser. No. 260,224, June 6, 1972, Pat. No. 3,796,823.

This application June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,443

Int. CL F16j ISllO: H02g 15108

U.S. CI. 277-216 10 Claims

1. A grommet for positioning in the access openings of a

split case for a multiconductor sheathed communication cable

splice, said grommet comprising a generally cylindrical uni-

tary elastomeric body having an inner face and an outer face
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and at least one cable passage therethrough, a slit through a
thick wall section between the cable passage and the periph-
ery, a dimension perpendicular to the parting plane of the split
case greater than the access opening diameter, and cavities in
said inner face on opposite sides of said cable passage and
extending part way toward said outer face, so that the split
case when joined clamps said grommet in the access opening
compressing the grommet clamping the grommet on the cable
sheath and producing compression forces at the face of the slit
for maintaining a gas tight seal between case and cable

October 29, 1974

separation, said boot being held to said ski by a retentionmeans which can be safety-released or intentionally releasedwhen the user actuates a control member, said device com-
prising at least one connecting element, one end thereof beingaccommodated in a part secured to the ski, and the other end
in a part secured to the boot, said connecting element being
independent of said retention means and not acting upon theboot when the latter is held in position on the ski said con

3,844,574
ROLLER SKATE TOE STOP ASSEMBLY

Kazuhiro Kosono, and Yasukazu Kosono, both of No 9-1
Asakusa 7.chome, Daito-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,306
Claims priority, application Japan, July 7, 1972, 47-8033^

Int. CI. A63c /7//4

8 9

25 S

h^i'/nf » T "i
°" ^ '°"" '^^^^ ^^^"'^^"^e that includes abody plate affixed to a roller skate shoe, a hanger secured tothe underside of said body plate near the front end thereof andprovided with a bearing bore at the front end thereof, and awheel axle mounting truck comprising an inclined rod portion

of non-circular cross-section and having an upper, forward
end thereof received within said bearing bore, and a laterally
leftwardly and nghtwardly extending wheel axle bearing por-
tion formed at the lower, rear end of the rod portion

toe stop assembly comprising,
a pair of holding members disengageably securable to

said truck to project upwardly and forwardly therefrom
and intersecting each other at forward ends thereof
each holding member having an upwardly facing em-
bracing arm at the downward and inward end thereof

h.ln? 'ff'"l'^u
^^^'^ '"'^ ^^^""g P«^'io" from

below and further having a laterally facing gripping arm
projecting therefrom suprajacent the embracing^rm
thereof, and respectively disposed for gripping engage-
ment with said rod portion at opposed sides of said rod
portion, said holding members each having the grippine
arm thereof provided with an interior face of a non
circular configuration generally corresponding to the
non-circular cross-sectional rod portion

a through bore transversally extending through each of the
respective holding members from lateral sides thereof in
front of said rod portion;

a tightening bolt threaded in the through bores of both said
holding members;

means hinging the holding members together at their inter-
secting forward ends; and

a rubber toe stop body mounted at the intersecting forward
ends of said holding members.

necling element being coupled to said control member which
IS adapted to move between two positions-

a first boot-retaining position in which the retention means
IS locked and the control member does not act upon the
connecting element;

^

'
whi^h'!h''°'''*°"

/°'' ""'°'^'^*"8 'he retention means inwhich the control member exerts a pull, during the move-ment from said first to said second position, both on the
retention means in order to unlock it. and on the connect-
ing element in order to restore the boot to a position inwhich It may be conveniently put on again

3,844,576
VIBRATION DAMPED SKI

Hermann Schultes, Hohenems, Austria, assignor to Olin Cor-
poration, New Haven, Conn.

Filed July 18, 1973, Ser. No. 380,309
Int. CI. A63c 5/00

l'.S.a.280-M.I3L
,3c,.^^

3,844,575
CONNECTING ELEMENT FOR SKI BOOT

Georges Pierre Joseph Salomon, 34 Avenue de Loverchv An-
necy, France "

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,808
Claims priority, application France, Feb. 1, 1972 72 3321

Int. CI. A63c 9/08
U.S. CI. 280- 11.35 N

21 Claims
1. A device for connecting a boot to a ski which allows them*

to move away from each other but prevents their complete

1. A laminated ski structure of the type comprising a core

.n eL^^H T'l' ^''"T
'"^""'' ^"'^ °"^ °^ "^"^^ interbonded

intermediate layers disposed between said top and bottom

fnf1f^!!l^^^""P'T'"^"*
comprising at least one of said

intermediate layers being a vibration damping laminate com-
prising a layer of material having a relatively high modulus of
elasticity and respective layers of elastomeric material bonded
to opposite faces of said layer of high modulus material, at
east one of said layers of elastomeric material having a loss
tangent which is greater than about 0.8.
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3,844,577

SHOPPING CART
Michael Wahl, Searington, L. I., N.Y., assignor to Supermarket

Equipment Group Inc., Long Island City, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,419

Int. CI. B62b 3102

means preventing rotation of said roller assembly about a

verticaTaxis so that as said bolt head is turned one way or

the other, said roller assembly is moved up or down on

said bolt.

U.S. CI. 280-33.99 R 6 Claims
3,844,579

LEAF SPRING TRAILING ARM SUSPENSION

Joseph J. Cunha, Castro Valley, Calif., assignor to Cunha

Products, Inc., Haywood, Calif.

Filed Jan. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 328,455

Int.CLB60g///i4

U.S.a. 280-124 R * Claims

-42

1. A shopping cart comprising:

a a housing having an upper and lower compartment,

b. said upper compartment having a front wall, a pair ot,

opposite sidewalls and a bottom wall.

c said upper compartment bottom wall defining the top

wall of said lower compartment, which lower compart-

ment includes a front wall, a rear wall and a pair of side-

walls extending downwardly from said top wall.

d. said housing being formed of a one-piece integrally

molded part,

e. trolley means, and

f cooperating means on said trolley means and said lower

compartment for supporting and imparting mobility to

said shopping cart.

I
3,844,578

ADjt'STABLE ROLLER ARRANGEMENT

John X. Matyskella, and Donald J. Spencer, both of Colunibus,

Ohio, assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pitts-

'*'"^^*''

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,995

Int. CI. B62d 33108

U.S. CI. 280-43.22 » Claims

1 A suspension assembly for positioning a wheel supported

axle below the frame of a vehicle, said assembly comprising:

a pair of transversely spaced hangers depending from a frame,

a bracket pivotally mounted on each of the hangers; a leaf

spring bundle secured to each bracket and extending there-

from to the axle, each of said bundles comprising upper and

lower leaves which diverge relative to one another from the

hanger to which it is connected; means securing the upper and

lower leaves of each bundle to the axle in vertically spaced

relationship so that the upper leaves extend to a connection at

a mid-portion of the axle and the lower leaves extend to a

connection at a lower portion of the axle spaced beneath said

mid-portion; and. resilient means disposed to suspend the

frame on the axle.

3,844,580

PROTECTION INSTALLATION FOR THE PASSENGERS

OF VEHICLES ESPECIALLY MOTOR VEHICLES

Hans O. Scherenberg, Stuttgart, Germany, assignor to Daiml-

er-Benz Aktiengesellschaft, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Feb. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 227,039

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 18, 1971,

2107780
Int. CLB60r 27/05

U.S.CL 280-150 AB 9 Ctalms

1. An adjustable roller arrangement for supporting and

leveling an appliance or the like, comprising:

a base frame having a roller assembly carried thereby, said

frame including an upper retaining means and a lower

bearing means for holding the upper and lower ends of a

vertically disposed threaded bolt for rotation, but pre-

venting axial movement of said bolt, the head of said bolt

underlying said lower bearing means;

said roller assembly carried from said base frame by said

bolt said roller assembly including a roller wheel earned

by opposite legs of a generally U-shaped meinber. the

bight portion of said U-shaped member including a

threaded bore receiving said threaded bolt, and being

disposed in a generally vertical plane;

1 A protective device for the passengers of vehicles, espe-

cially motor vehicles, which are equipped with gas cushion

means automatically inflatable in case of an accident, charac-

terized in that the protective device provided for a vehicle

passenger comprises valve means for at least partially closing

the hearing passage in the ear of the passenger and including
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further means for actuating said valve means in response to a
control magnitude reflecting at least one of predetermined
deceleration of the vehicle and predetermined pressure in-
crease occurring in the vehicle as a result of the inflation of
the gas cushion means, said valve means being actuated to at
least partially close said hearing passage, and in which the
triggering pulse for the inflation of the gas cushion means take
place by way of an electric energizing circuit closed by a
switch means responding to a ptedetermined vehicle decelera-
tion, characterized in that the protective device is actuated by
the closing of the energizing circuit prior to the application of
the triggering pulse to an actuating mechanism for causing
inflation of the gas cushion means.
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3.844,581
INFLATABLE SAFETY BELT AND HEAD BAG

John William Fox, Ashtead, England, assignor to Project Labo-
ratories Limited, London, England

Filed Apr. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 247,492

562^/72*
'*™'"'*^' "PP'«<^a'««n Great Britain, Feb. 7, 1972,

Int. CI. B60r 21108
U.S. CI. 280-150 AB

5 claims

piston rod. one said cylinder and its associated, individual
piston rod being connected between each side member and

the skid member pivotally mounted therefrom for movine
selective skids to effect roll-type leveling.

3,844,583
VEHICLE TORSION BAR

Toshihiko Sakow, 82 Copley Ave., Teaneck. NJ. 07666, and
Robert D. Pfister, 807 Kingswood Dr., Cary, N.C 27511

Filed Feb. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 334,380
Int. CI. B60g 11120

U.S. a. 280-124 B 9 Claims

1. A vehicle safety system for protecting the occupant of a
vehicle m the event of an accident, said system comprising

i. an inflatable strap member comprising a diagonal safety
belt adapted to be secured at its ends and to extend across
an occupant of the vehicle so as to restrain the occupant
in position m the event of an accident;

2. an inflatable head bag mounted on said diagonal safety
belt at a position adjacent one side of the head position
said inflatable head bag being formed as a separate unit
and being adapted to be normally in the collapsed condi-
tion;

3. a source of compressed gas;
4. valve means for controlling the supply of gas from said

source, said valve means being arranged to respond to
vehicle impact to release gas from said source

5. a first connecting passage connecting said source of gas
to said inflatable head bag; and

6. a second connecting passage connecting said source of
gas to said inflatable strap member.

3,844,582
LEVELING AND STABILIZING DEVICE

Raymond F. Cook, 3023 Vellowcreek Rd., Bath, Ohio 44210
Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 312,608

Int. CI. B60s 9110
U.S. CI. 280-150.5 3C„j^,

I. A vehicle comprising; a frame having side members at
least one wheel means on each side of the vehicle and support-
ing said frame, a tongue for drawing the vehicle, jack means
mounted on said tongue to effect pitch-type leveling, means
pivotally mounting a skid on each said side member adjacent
each side wheel means, each said skid being directed down-
wardly and rearwardly with respect to the vehicle and mov-
able in a vertical plane parallel to said wheel means, a pair of
cylinders each operative selectively to extend an individual

1. A vehicle wheel spring mounting comprising a longitudi-
nally extending torsion bar, a longitudinally extending wheel
supporting axle, means connecting said axle to an outer por-
lon of said torsion bar and transversely offset from the longi-
tudinal axis of said torsion bar for rocking with said outer
portion about said longitudinal axis characterized by means
for releasably locking said torsion bar against axial rotation at
an adjustable preselected point along the length of said torsion
bar inwardly of said outer portion.

3,844,584
JAW AND WEDGE FOR FIFTH WHEELS

3520/'
^°"**'"*' ^•^' '^'"''" ^^**^' BJ'-mingham, Ala.

Filed Nov. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 416,047
Int. CI. B62d 53110

U.S. CI. 280-434
.claims

I. An improved wedge and jaw for a fifth wheel adapted to
couple a tractor to a towed vehicle through a king pin

a. complementarily tapered surfaces on the cooperating
sides of the jaw and wedge, and
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b. said surfaces being provided with a plurality of mutually

engageable, generally plane surfaces lying generally at

grooves complementary to said teeth, said grooves being

in the wall of the counterbore of said first part, and a

tubular cutter member carried between said first and

second parts and having an arcuate cutting edge project-

ing forward of a non-cutting forward edge and facing said

disc, said cutler member being movable toward said disc

when said first and second parts are moved axially toward

one another to cut and fold a flap from said disc.

3,844,586

FAUCET CONNECTOR
George Olen, Des Plaines, III., assignor to Selflx, Inc., Chicago,

III.

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 334,014

Int. CLE 1612/ /OO

U.S. CI. 285-8 3 Claims

right angles to the direction of force applied to the jaw by

the king pin. whereby tendency of the wedge to squirt is

substantially eliminated.

X

3,844,585

PIPE COUPLING
Robert E. Sands, Shelby ville, and Carl E. Floren, Decatur, both

of 111., assignors to Mueller Co., Decatur, III.

Filed July 10, 1973, Ser. No. 378,019

Int. CI. F16I i5/00, 57/00

U.S. CI. 285-3 22 Claims

1. A coupling for use in connecting an end of a service pipe

to a fluid distribution system before or while the system is

under fluid pressure comprising:

a first part and a second part movable relative toward each

other, said parts each having a passage therethrough, said

first part being connected to said fluid distribution system

and having a counterbore in its passage, an outwardly

facing annular shoulder between said counterbore and

the passage of said first part, an activating plug carried in

the counterbore of said first part, said plug being tubular

and having a rupturable disc formed integrally therein

intermediate its ends to define a first closed bottom bore

facing the shoulder of said first part and a second closed

bottom bore facing said second part, at least one of said

first part and said activating plug being a plastic material,

cooperating means on said activating plug and the wall of

said counterbore of said first part to permit said activating

plug to be inserted into said counterbore and after inser-

tion, to retain said activating plug in said counterbore

against axial movement outwardly of said first part by

fluid pressure in said fluid distribution system, said coop-

erating means for insertion of and retaining of said acti-

vating plug in said counterbore including a plurality of

axially spaced teeth on the periphery of said plug, said

teeth having a saw tooth configuration in longitudinal

radial section with a substantially radial surface facing

away from said fluid distribution system and a plurality of

Y J

1. A detachable connector for connecting an implement to

an outwardly extending elongate faucet member from which

fluid is discharged, said connector comprising:

a hollow generally elbow-shaped open-ended resilient body

having one end defining an inlet and another end in the

form of a generally cylindrical annular neck portion de-

fining an outlet, the axes of said inlet and said outlet being

disposed at an angle with respect to each other;

the portion of said body extending between said inlet and

said generally cylindrical annular neck portion being

polygonal in cross section,

a resilient generally annular inlet flange extending radially

and axially inwardly from said inlet end at an angle to the

axes of said inlet, the free end of said flange defining a

generally circular inlet aperture for receiving a faucet

member,
the polygonal cross sectional external configuration of said

body cooperating with said annular inlet flange for facili-

tating sealing engagement and positive retention of said

connector on said faucet member, the cross sectional

dimension of said body adjacent said inlet aperture being

greater than both said inlet aperture and said outlet, said

body accommodating therein the terminal portion of said

faucet member from which fluid is discharged in a direc-

tion generally along the axis of said oulet and substan-

tially at said angle to said inlet for minimizing the tenden-

cies of said fluid discharge from said faucet member to

adversely affect the sealing engagement of said connector

to said faucet member.

3,844,587

RELEASABLE CONNECTION FOR COAXIAL TUBES

Siegfried Fuhrmann, Grossburgwedel; Volkwart Harders,

Altwarmbuchen; Hartmut Kruger, Vinnhorst, and Rudiger

Schwenke, Letter, all of Germany, assignors to Kabel-und

Metallwerke Gutehoffnungshutte Aktiengesellschaft, Hanno-

ver, Germany
Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,488

Int. CI. F16I 55100

U.S. CI. 285-47 6 Claims

1. In a releasable connection between a coaxial tube system

having two corrugated, concentric tubes positioned and re-
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tamed relative to each other by spacer means, and a connect-

JLrl 7 k
' "?'' ^'' '° ^' ""«"^^ *'^h the inner oneof the two tubes, at least the outer one having helical corruga-

T:Jm T u
'""'"' ^''*"« ^ ^''^^^ded sleeve portionthreaded ,nto the corrugation of the outer tube and being

bolted to said connecting piece, the improvement comprisingan end portion of the inner tube being flat, without corruga-
tion nor outwardly extending flange but having smooth innerand outer surfaces;

an annulus having an outer surface and placed into the inner
tube and into abutment with the inner surface of the flat
portion thereof;

October 29, 1974

more than the length of the condenser tube support hole
and the outside diameter of the intermediate portion
being such that the insert fitted loosely in the tube sup-
port hole when the insert was inserted in the hole, and the

th^T'^Lrl '^^ 1'*^"^ extending bore in the insert and
the flexibility of the insert being such that the intermedi-
ate portion was expanded along its entire length to pro-
vide a snug fit in the support plate hole when the con-
denser tube was inserted in the insert

a flange integral with said first end portion; and at least oneconvex bump on said second end portion adapted to be
compressed to permit the insertion of the flexible insertmto the support plate hole and thereafter inhibit the axialmovement of said insert relative to the support plate theconvex bump having an external diameter greater ihan

InH .f "?J
'^'""'^'^ ""^ '^' intermediate portion beforeand after the insertion of the insert into the support plate

the flange element having a recess facing the outer surface
of the flat end of the inner tube in radial inward direction
and adjacent but opposite to the location of abutment of
the said annulus with the inner tube;

a sealing ring in said recess in sealing abutment with a flat
tube end, so that upon bolting the connecting piece to the
flange element under axially directed tension the flat tube
IS sandwiched between the flange element with sealing
ring and the said annulus while the sealing ring is radiallv
compressed against the flat end of the inner tube and

means to sealingly connect the annulus to the connecting

3 844 588
CONDENSER TUBESUPPORT PLATE INSERT

William Jocsak, Easton, Pa., assignor to Ingersoll-Rand Com-
pany, Woodcliff Lake, NJ.

Filed June 21, 1972, Ser. No. 264,737
Int. CI. F 161 5/02

U.S.CL 285-162 . ^, .

4 Claims

\
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3,844,589
LOCKING DEVICE FOR PIPE ELEMENTS

p„Ta M^'"* ^T' Po-'AMousson, France, assignor toPont-A-Mousson S.A., Nancy, France
^ignor lo

Filed Sept. 25, 1 972, Ser. No. 292,225
Claims priority, application France, Oct. 12, 1971 71 36562

,,e ^. ,
Int. CL F 161 27/00

',-r—^4

yj

1. In combination: a condenser support plate having at leastone condenser tube support hole formed through fhe ondenser support plate;
^

a flexible axially extending insert positioned in the con-

sai"d'sunno:.'h'r''
'y'.' '"' '" '^^"^^^^ ^'^'^ ^he wall of

hJvina^h
^^^"'^ ^^""« "" ^"'^"y emending holehav.ng the same diameter throughout its length formed

therethrough; a condenser tube inserted through the

ingTole
'" '°"'''' ^''^ '^' """" °^'''^ ""*""> ^''^^"d-

said insert having the same outside diameter along substan-
tia ly Its entire length and also having first and second endportions, relative the axis thereof, for projection thereoffrom opposite sides of the support plate, and an interme-
diate portion positioned in the tube support hole the
length of the intermediate portion of the inserV be!ng

1. A device for locking a joint between two pipe elementswhich may have an angular deviation between thelrVxTs1
ouZ"": t ^^'^l-P-^»-" of the pipe elements throughout the periphery of the pipe elements while allowing the pipe

t"lT!T' ^""'^' '"''' '^ther. comprising mea'ns deTnmg a first abutment projection integral with an outer surface

a fir.r nf T^"'
P^j^^t'^" '"'eg'"^' with an outer surface ofa first of said pipe elements, means defining a second abut-

sa^ t^rii'"" T^'"'
"'^' ^" '^"^^^ ^"rf^'^- of a second ofsaid pipe elements, means defining a member of revolutionwhich surrounds the joint and comprises adjacent one end ofthe member an inner shoulder and at an opposite end of the

rofction'^H
'"' ?""^ ^"'"'"'^'"^ ^^^ '^'--^ -butmlnt

projection, and annular circumferentially substantially con-tinuous spacer means mounted on said first pipe elementTndhaving an axial thickness which is adjustable 'rong thepenphery of the spacer means in accordance with the angJiardeviation between the two pipe elements and being axiaHyinterposed between and engaging the first abutmenf profecton and the inner shoulder to be effective as a support pre-cluding axial separation of the pipes in an even manner

rounder''
'""'"' ''''' ^'"^"^"^ "^"J^^^'^" '^' ^"^^

""
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3,844,590

INTEGRAL CLAMP FOR HYDRAULIC CONNECTIONS
Jorge de la Fuente Burton, Mexico, Mexico, assignor to Plas-

totecnica, S.A., Naucalpan de Juarez, Mexico

Continuation of Ser. No. 175,089, Aug. 26, 1971, abandoned.

This application June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 372,811

Int. CI. F16I 5100

U.S. CI. 285-197 4 Claims

at said outer end thereof, a vertical pin member carried by the

first door and being engaged in said cam slot means, a vertical

post member carried by the second door and engageable by

said nose portion, said cam slot means being caused by move-

ment of said latch member in response to rotation of the

operating shaft in one direction to ride over said pin member

whereby said nose portion is successively swung toward the

second door and then engaged with said post member for

1. An integral clamp for hydraulic connections for use in

household service and the like, comprising in combination;

a. clamp means including a hoop portion having a substan-

tially constant diameter and extending for substantially

360° adapted to substantially completely encompass and

clamp a main tubular member integrally formed with said

hoop portion and normally projecting thereform, said

tubular member and said hoop portion being diametri-

cally split along the axial length thereof so as to form a

resiliently deformable split-ring structure and axially

extending guide means being formed on the internal

annular surface of said tubular member;

b. a tubular coupling sleeve forming a connection with a

household piping being fixedly positioned within said

tubular member; said coupling sleeve having an axially

inner end surface arcuately shaped so as to be coexten-

sive with the inner circumferential surface of said hoop

portion; guide means formed on the exterior annular

surface of said coupling sleeve cooperatively engaging the

guide means on said tubular member so as to position said

coupling sleeve in a predetermined angular relationship

within said tubular member; and annular groove means in

the arcuate inner end of said coupling sleeve;

c. ring-shaped seal means positioned in said annular groove

means and projecting therefrom radially inwardly of said

hoop portion;

d. and a ring-shaped binding nut being threadedly engaged

on a complementary thread on the external annular sur-

face of said tubular member and adapted to exert a com-

pressive force to said tubular member and said hoop

portion so as to clamp the latter about the main piping,

said tubular member and coupling sleeve having diame-

ters smaller than the diameter of said hoop portion.

closing said latch means with said post member positioned at

a predetermined location relative to said pin member, and said

cam slot means being caused by movement of said latch mem-

ber in response to rotation of the operating shaft in the other

-direction to ride over said pin member whereby said nose

portion is successively disengaged from said post member and

then swung away from the second door for opening said latch

means.

3,844,592

ACTUATING MECHANISM FOR DOUBLE BAR LOCK
Nicholas Giardina, 121 Wallace Ave., Mount Vernon, N.Y.

10552; Melvyn A. Gervis, 295 Franklin St., Haworth, NJ.

07641; Eugene Taras Wozny, 46 Van Orden Rd., Harring-

ton Park, NJ. 07640, and Richard D. Babcock, 216 Full-

more St., Massapequa, N.Y. 11758

Filed May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 359,135

Int. CI. E05c 1106

U.S. CI. 292-39 6 Claims

3,844,591

DOOR LATCH MEANS
Matthew S. Velcover, Kenosha, Wis., assignor to White Weld-

ing & Mfg., Inc., Kenosha, Wis.

Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 400,006

Int. CI. E05c 7/04

U.S. CI. 292-7 8 Claims

1. For use with first and second vertical hinged doors having

inner edges adjacently located when the doors are in a closed

position, and a vertical door fastening operating shaft rotat-

ably mounted on the outer face of the first door, latch means

comprising a horizontal elongated latch member presenting

inner and outer ends and a front face, said latch member being

pivotally mounted on a vertical axis at said inner end thereof

to the operating shaft, said latch member having vertically

open cam slot means extending lengthwise thereof intermedi-

ate of the ends thereof and having a hook-shaped nose portion

I. In an actuating mechanism for a double bar lock of the

type having first and second bars slidably mounted in a hous-

ing for movement between a locked position wherein each of

said bars extend outwardly from opposite sides of said housing

and an unlocked position wherein said bars are moved in-

wardly towards each other, and driving means effective to

move one of the bars in a given direction in response to the

movement of the other of said bars in the opposite direction

such that the movement of one bar between the locked and

unlocked positions moves the other bar between said posi-

tions, the improvement which comprises moving means com-

prising a first and a second rotatable cam spaced from each

other and rotatable in the same plane, said moving means

being operably connected to said first bar and effective when

actuated to move said first bar between the locked and un-

locked positions, a recess on said first bar, and deadlocking
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means external to said Hrst bar and movable between a first
position wherein said recess is operably engaged by said dead-
locking means to prevent the movement of faid first bar and

L'THi ^T'Z ''^"''" '"''^ ''"" '^ °P"^t"y disengaged
by said deadlocking means to permit movement of said first
bar. said deadlocking means being moved between said firstand second positions by actuation of said moving means, said
deadlocking means comprising a movable member having apair of cam followers mounted thereon, each of said cam
followers being operatively engageable with a different one of
said cams such that said member is moved between said firstand second positions by rotation of either of said cams
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3,844,593
VEHICLE DOOR LATCH WITH FORKED LATCHING

^
ROTORS

Robert E Slattery, c/o Atwood Vacuum Machine Co., 1400Eddy Ave., Rockford, III. 61101
Division of Ser No. 195,943, Nov. 5, 1971. Pat. No. 3,773,368

This application Apr. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 355,017

„^ ^ Int. a. E05c i/26

pivotable about said pivot of said standard and having a
handle at the opposite end whereby said lever can be

placed into engagement with said pivot and the lever then

I'^T^f
^-^""^ said pivot to apply traction to the upperend of said standard in toggle action.

3,844,595
DOOR LOCK ARRANGEMENT FOR AUTOMOBILES

Helmut Melnow Wolfsburg, Germany, assignor to Volk-swagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft, Wolfsburg, Germany
Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,460

2153707
'*"""'*' application Germany, Oct. 28, 1971,

„ ^ ^ Int. CI. E05c 3/00
U.S. CI. 292-216 „^, .

B Claims

iC^

1. A latch adapted to coact with a striker to hold a vehicledoor ma closed position, said latch comprising a support aforked latching rotor mounted on said support to turn ^bout
a first axis from an unlatched position to a secondary latchedposition and then to a fully latched position, said rotor having
first and second legs extending transversely of said axis and
defining a single throat which receives said striker in both thesecondary latched position and the fully latched position ofsaid rotor, and means mounted on said support to pivot abouta second and parallel axis and sequentially engageab eSsaid first and second legs to hold said rotor in s!id seconda yand said fully latched positions, respectively, as the rotor isturned from said unlatched position.

3e

u
35

3,844,594 \

TRACTION GATE
Felix B. Romberg, P.O. 218 Holland, Holland, Tex. 76534
Division of Ser. No. 270,308, July 10, 1972. This application

July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,318
Int. CI. E05c 5/02

L.S. CI. 292-66 . p, .

I Tu^ u • ..
* Claims

1. The combination of a gate end standard and a tractionmechanism for securing the standard to a gate post, wherein
said gate end standard comprises a tubular shaft, a block ontop of said shaft, and a pivot on top of said block

said traction mechanism comprises a traction bolt adapted
to be secured to a gate post, a traction link pivotally
connected at one end to one end of said traction bolt and
a traction lever pivotally connected at a fulcrum interme-
diate of Its ends to the other end of said traction link and
said traction lever having one end engagable with' and

fh^f ^fV^T'"""^ ^°' '^°°'' ^^^^ ^'^ hinged at one end

thrZhT '°e^^'•:^T'"'"' components being mountedhrough the end of the door that is opposite the hinged endhereof without removal of the interior door paneling sa"dlock arrangement comprising a lock member adapted to bemounted on the end of the door that is opposite to fhe h ngedend thereof and a latch member adapted to be mounted on adoor post opposite to the end of the door that receives the

ZJ^.t r f^": !^°°P,"a»*"g *ith said lock member, operat-ing means for said lock member, first actuating means assoc -
ated with said operating means, means for releasably couphng
said operating means with said associated first actuating

ZTl'J^ f'\^
""'""'• '"'^"'^ ^^^"^*'"g '"^^"s associatedwith said safety means, means for releasably coupling saidsafety means with said associated second actuating means acommon supporting member for said lock member, for saidoperating means and for said safety means, said suppor fngmember being adapted to be mounted on the end of the dooT

opposite the hmged end thereof, said coupling means compris-
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ing parts of said operating and safety means, axle means pivot-

ally supporting said coupling means, said axle means, in the

mounted position of said supporting member, lying perpendic-

ularly with respect to a general plane of the door, said parts

of said coupling means having portions for establishing said

coupling projecting from the back side of the lock arrange-

ment and thereby being in a freely accessible position from the

back side of the lock arrangement, said first and second actu-

ating means being constructed and arranged for permitting

establishing of coupling before the mounting of said support-

ing member on the end of the door opposite the hinged end

thereof.

3,844,596

KEYLESS DOOR LOCKING METHOD AND APPARATUS
Nozomu Torii, Hekinan, and Yoshikatsu Furuya, Toyota, both

of Japan, assignors to Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha, Kariya

City, Japan
Filed Oct. 27. 1972, Ser. No. 301,276

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 27, 1971. 46-85246

Int. CI. E05c 3126

U.S. CI. 292-216 6 Claims

1. A key ess method for locking a door of a vehicle, com-

prising the steps of:

operating a handle of the door thereby displacing a latch

releasing means to a selected position, adjacent a latch

member for engagement thereby;

causing said latch member on the door to engage with a

striker on the vehicle body by closing the door;

bringing said latch member to a closed position; and

thereby actuating said means from said selected position to

a locked position by the closing movement of said latch

member, thereby putting the door in a locked state.

File

I. 292-:

3,844,597

SAFETY LATCH
Charles G. EIrod, 605 N. Louise, Glendale, Calif. 91206;

William L. Patrick, 3506 Cerritos Ave., Long Beach, Calif.

90807; Daniel R. EIrod, 605 N. Louise, Glendale, Calif.

91206, and Douglas S. McDougall. 801 E. Union Ave.. Ful-

lerton, Calif. 92631

Filed Aug. 29, 1973. Ser. No. 392,533

Int. CL E05c 1 91 1

6

U.S. CLi92-251.5 7 Claims

1. A latching apparatus for providing an increment of free

displacement of a container cover, comprising:

a latching lever pivotally suspended at the upper end

thereof from the periphery of the cover;

a catch formed on the container in opposing alignment with

said latching lever;

a projection formed on the lower end of said lever extending

a predetermined increment below said catch for engage-

ment therewith at a predetermined increment of opening

of the cover;

weight bias means formed on said lever horizontally distal

of the pivotal connection at the periphery of the cover for

urging by gravity said projection into engaging alignment

with said catch; and

limit means formed on said lever proximate the upper end

thereof for limiting the pivotal rotation thereof between

a substantially horizontal extended position and a vertical

suspended position.

3.844.598

DOOR LOCK
Earl A. Clabaugh. Humboldt. Iowa 50548

Filed Apr. 14. 1972. Ser. No. 244,091

Int. CI. EOSc 19118

U.S. CI. 292-295 10 Claims

1. A door lock comprising an anchor plate of a thickness

adapting said plate to be received between a door and an

inside surface of a door jamb, a stop means removably at-

tached to said plate for engaging a door, said stop means

comprising a housing having an anchor plate receiving open-

ing means therein which latter enters from a forward side

thereof, said forward side being adapted to face a door, said

opening means receiving a portion of said plate, a movable

latch, means movably mounting said latch on said housing for

movement into and out of positions extending into said open-

ing means, said housing having a latch access opening means

therein receiving a portion of said anchor plate and said latch

access opening means communicating with said recess to

permit said latch to engage said anchor plate, said anchor

plate having detent surface means thereon engageable by said

latch means for preventing movement of said plate forwardly

out of said housing, and forward anchoring means for anchor-

ing the forward end of said anchor plate to said door jamb, and

further comprising said forward anchoring means comprising

a rigid anchor foot extending transversely to one side of said

plate as seen in top plan view, means attaching said foot to

said plate sufficiently for preventing said plate from moving

rearwardly past said foot, said foot being formed of a different

piece of material than said plate and having a forward-to-

rearward thickness in top plan view which is substantially

greater than the thickness of said plate as seen in top plan

view, and in which said anchor plate is substantially planar on
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one side and in which said anchor plate and said foot are
attached together by means of providing a foot-receiving
opening extending from right to left through said anchor plate,
said foot-receiving opening having a bevelled wall whereby
said opening is of lesser size on said one side of said plate and
of a greater size on the other side of said plate, said anchor
foot being provided with a portion received in said anchor
foot-receiving opening which substantially snugly fits the
bevelled wall of said anchor foot-receiving opening.
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performing element upon actuating said lever from said nor-
mal to an operative position thereof, and first and second
resilient means for respectively returning said lever and said
second member to their normal positions in which position
said other work-performing element is out of engagement with
said one work-performing element, said first resilient means
being disposed between a portion of the hand-grip and the
lever and the second resilient means being operative within a
slot in said second member.

3 844 599
HAND OPERABLE LONG REACH TOOL

Paul Burian, 17 Chester Ave., Elmsford, N.Y. 10523
Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Set. No. 297,705

Int. CL A47f 13106
U.S. CI. 294-19 R

3,844,600
MODULAR STORAGE RACK FOR CYLINDRICAL LOADS
Richard S. Jay, Evanston, III., assignor to Jarke Corporation,

Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 407,792
Int. CI. B66c llOOi B65d 21100

16 Claims U.S. CI. 294-67 D 5 Q\g,\m^
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1. A hand-operable long reach tool comprising a hand-grip
member, a first elongate member formed with an axially ex-
tending channel having a height substantially greater than its
width, said first member being mounted at one end portion
thereof on said hand-grip member with its longitudinal axis
substantially perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the
hand-grip member, the longitudinal extent of said channel
member being substantially greater than that of said hand-grip
member, a second elongate member of a shape substantially
corresponding at least in part to that of said channel for longi-
tudinal and guided movement therein and wholly within the
confines thereof, a plurality of work-performing elements at
the opposite end portion of said first member and having
work-performing surfaces extending longitudinally beyond the
opposite end of said first member, one of said work-
performing elements being supported by said first member
and another of said work-performing elements being movable
into and out of engagement with said one work-performing
element as a function of longitudinal reciprocation of said
second member within said channel, a manually operable
lever carried by said hand-grip and having a part integrally
formed therewith which in a normal position of the lever
engages the second member for longitudinal displacement
thereof from a normal position toward said fixed work-

1. In a modular storage rack for cylindrical loads of the type
formed by a plurality of corner support post members, a pair
of opposed parallel bottom nesting rails mounted on and
interconnecting opposed pairs of corner support post mem-
bers, a pair of square support tubes angularly mounted on and
intercorinecting opposed pairs of support post members and
disposed m cross orientation with respect to the parallel bot-
tom angles, the square support tubes being angularly inclined
to present inclined flat support surfaces thereby to carry a
cylindrical load therebetween, and further including structural
channels to rigidify and strengthen the storage rack the im-
provement comprising in combination,

a plurality of carrying bars, each of said carrying bars being
mounted on the top of a corresponding corner support
post in parallel orientation with respect to the bottom
nesting rails and extending outwardly for a distance with
respect to each of the corner support posts, and

each of said carrying bars presenting a non-fiat nestable
surface along the top and bottom exposed surfaces
thereof, said top surface of each of said carrying bars
having the matingly nesting configuration of a corre-
sponding bottom nesting rail,

whereby a series of modular storage racks may be vertically
stacked by positioning the bottom nexting rails of one
rack on the top surface of the carrying bars of an adjacent
rack, such that the carrying bars nest within a corre-
sponding bottom nesting rail, while at the same time
presenting a lower surface for said carrying bars which
matingly nest with independent carrying hooks to provide
a stable and positive engagement of the carrying hook
with said carrying bars to facilitate the lifting and trans-
port of said modular storage rack.
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II 3,844,601

CHOKER KNOB FOR LOGGING CABLES AND METHOD
OF MAKING SAME

William L. Rochester, Jr., P.O. Box 322, Aberdeen, N.C.

28315
Division of Ser. No. 845,829, July 29, 1969, abandoned. This

application Jan. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 219,190

Int. CLB66C //i4,F16g ///02

U.S. CI. 294-78 R 9 Claims

relation along one of said legs, said plurality of spear-like fish

penetrating means extending into the opening between said

legs and being spring loaded to an initial stopped position at

an acute angle with the leg to which they are connected open-

ing in the direction of said shaft-holder, said plurality of spear-

'..li

1. In a choker cable of the type wherein a length of wire

rope comprising seven strands, each strand comprising a plu-

rality of helically wound steel wires is provided with a choker

hook which is slidable along the length of the cable and the

ends of the wire rope terminate in a pair of enlarged elements

to prevent detachment of the slidable hook, said choker hook

being of the type which includes a body portion extending

radially away from the wire rope, said body portion terminat-

ing at its outer end in fingers for partially encircling one end

of the wire rope extending radially outwardly in alignment

with the body portion, said fingers also partially encircling one

of said enlarged elements for preventing removal of the wire

rope from the recess in said radial direction, said body portion

also being provided with an enlarged medially disposed trans-

verse opening for the insertion and removal of the enlarged

element and end of the wire rope when disposed in a trans-

verse direction, the improvement which comprises a thin

sleeve of ductile mild steel radially inwardly swaged in place

and surrounding one terminal portion of said wire rope, sub-

stantially the entire length of the exterior surface of said sleeve

being threaded to receive a choker ferrule, the outside radial

dimension of said swaged and threaded sleeve being about 5

percent greater than that of the remainder of the wire rope to

enable the insertion of a slidable choker hook onto said wire

rope over said sleeve, that portion of the wire rope within said

sleeve being radially inwardly deformed and the inner surface

of said sleeve being in intimate contact with the exterior sur-

faces of said wire rope, and an elongated heavy choker ferrule

provided with an internally threaded bore engaged with and

encircling and confining in place substantially the entire

length of said sleeve to provide one of said enlarged elements

preventing removal of the inserted hook from one terminal

portion of the wire rope.

like fish penetrating means being pivotally movable from said

stopped position in the direction of said shaft-holder by the

caught fish as it is initially gaffed by a downward push on the

device and thereafter penetrating the fish by pivotal move-

ment in the opposite direction by an upward pull on the de-

vice.

3,844,603

BOOT FOR CAMPER-TRUCK COMBINATION
Robert M. Bjork, and Steven Robert Bjork, both of 1901

Topeka Dr., Northridge, Calif. 91324

Filed July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,692

Int. CI. B60p 3132

U.S. CI. 296-23 MC 4 Claims

I2a - —

3,844,602

DEVICE FOR TAKING CAUGHT FISH OUT OF THE

11
WATER

Bengt Johailison, 79 Storforsvagen, Pitea, Sweden (94100)

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,542

Claims priority, application Sweden, Oct. 27, 1972, 3937/72

Int. CI. AOlk 91114

U.S.CL 294-110 A 4 Claims

1. A device for gaffing caught fish comprising a shaft-

holder, a pair of legs mounted on said shaft-holder for pivotal

adjustment relative to each other to establish a selected one

of a plurality of different operating angular openings therebe-

tween facing in the direction away from said shaft-holder and

into which opening the caught fish is to be brought, means for

preventing the angle between said legs from exceeding the one

selected, and a plurality of spear-like fish penetrating means

pivotally connected to and located in longitudinally spaced

1. A boot assembly intercoupling the forward end of a

camper to the rear end of a truck cab, and extending into a

window aperture in the rear wall of the cab and into a window

aperture in the forward wall of the camper, said boot assembly

comprising; a tubular casing formed of flexible material and

having a first open end and a second open end; a rigid metallic

frame contoured to the shape of the window aperture in the

rear wall of the cab and having an L-shaped cross-section to

define a first lip portion in the plane of the window aperture

and a second lip portion perpendicular to said plane, said

frame being positioned in the first open end of said casing

member, with the material of said casing member extending

around said second lip portion of said frame and adhesively

bonded thereto; and a resilient gasket extending around the

perimeter of said frame and having a slot therein receiving

said first lip portion of said frame, said gasket serving to mount

said frame in the window aperture in the rear wall of the cab.
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3,844,604

FORAGE WAGON WITH HINGED ROOF
John E. Kasten, 136 Concord Ln., West Bend, Wis. 53095

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 36,772, May 13, 1970,
abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

847,909, Aug. 6, 1969, Pat. No. 3,572,811. This application

Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,235
Int. CI. B62d 33108

U.S. CI. 296-26 11 Claims

4?r

I. The combination of a roof having means adapted for

hinging said roof to a support for swinging movement relative

to said support about an axis, transverse members extending
from the sides of said roof, posts including respective surfaces

adapted for supporting engagement with said transverse mem-
bers, means for connecting said posts to the support and for

guiding movement of said posts in a direction transversely of
said axis, said surfaces and said transverse members cooperat-
ing so as to support said roof and so as, in response to move-
ment of said posts transversely of said axis, to afford relative

movement between said members and said surfaces in the

direction perpendicular to said axis during tilting of said roof
about said axis.

3,844,605
VEHICLE ROOF CONSTRUCTION

John W. Payne, 1116 W. Centre Ave., Pontage, Mich. 49002
Filed Nov. 6. 1972, Ser. No. 304.077

Int. CI. B62d 25106
LI.S. CI. 296-137R 9 Claims

=_^n

1. A roof construction adapted for attachment to the roof

of a vehicle, particularly a van, comprising:

a box-like structure having a pair of opposed substantially

rectangular side panels and a pair of opposed substan-

tially rectangular end panels extending between and
fixedly inteconnected to said pair of side panels;

each said panel being of substantially the same vertical

height and terminating in an elongated upper edge which

extends substantially horizontally, the upper edges of all

of said panels lying within a common substantially hori-

zontal plane, and the lowermost edge of said panels being
positionable at an elevation similar to the elevation of the
roof of the vehicle and respectively disposed adjacent an
edge of said roof;

each said panel being disposed substantially vertically and
having a base frame;

each said panel further having a plurality of shingles fixedly

secured thereto; and
mounting means fixedly connected to at least two of said

panels for permitting said roof structure to be fixedly

secured to the roof of a vehicle, said mounting means
being positioned within the interior of said box-like roof
structure so as to be substantially hidden from view when
said roof structure is mounted on said vehicle.

3,844,606
VEHICLE HEAT DISSIPATING AND/OR INCLEMENT
WEATHER CONVENIENCE WINDOW OPERATING

SYSTEMS
Paul M. Hankison, 106 Oakwood Rd., McMurray, Pa. 15317

Filed Oct. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 297,227
Int. CI. B60j 1 100

U.S. CI. 296- 146 9 Claims
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I. A vehicle window operating system comprising a plurality

of motors for powered vehicle windows having actuating

switches for said motors, normally open switch means
mounted for external access on an exterior surface of the

vehicle, said switch means being connected to an energizing

circuit coupled to said window motors in by-passing relation

to said motor actuating switches, and a vehicle blower motor
coupled to said operating system such that said energizing

circuit is connected to said blower motor for aid in dissipating

accumulated heat in a passenger compartment of said vehicle.

3,844,607
RECLINING CHAIR WITH TWO-PART BACKREST

Frank M. Re^, Holyoke, Mass., assignor to Dual Manufacturing
and Engineering Incorporated, Holyoke, Mass.

Filed Mar. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 336,958
Int. CI. A47c 11037

U.S. CI. 297-61 2 Claims

1. A reclining chair comprising:

a stationary frame and a body-supporting unit including a
seat and a two-part backrest, the body-supporting unit

being mounted on the stationary frame for disposition

between an upright sitting position and an intermediate

reclined position and a fully reclined position, and re-

clined positions therebetween,

the two-part backrest comprising operatively connected

upper and lower backrest parts.

^
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a legrest mounted on the body-supporting unit for move-

ment between retracted and extended positions,

means for moving the legrest in concert with movement of

the body-supporting unit,

means for projecting the upper backrest part from a re-

tracted position within the lower backrest part to an

extended position overlying said lower backrest part upon

movement of the body-supporting unit from upright sit-

ting position to said intermediate reclined position and

for retaining said upper backrest part in extended posi-

tion during movement of the body-supporting unit be-

tween said intermediate and fully-reclined positions and

reclined positions therebetween, and for returning the

upper backrest part to said retracted position upon move-

ment from said intermediate reclined position to upright

sitting position,

the means for moving the upper backrest part comprising a

pair of parallel pivot links pivotally connecting between

the upper and lower backrest parts, first and second

way between said ends of said seat base and substantially

perpendicular to the axis of pivot of said hinges, means associ-

ated with each of the opposite ends of said bar for commonly

controlling said latch means from at least two different loca-

tions on opposite sides of said seat base for positively locking

both of said pair of hinge means to said seat base when said

cushions are in a seat position so that said seat may not acci-

dentally move out of a selected position, hinge plates mount-

toggle links, and first toggle link being pivoted to the

upper backrest part, the second toggle link being pivoted

to the first toggle link and to the lower backrest part, a

stop on the upper backrest part engageable by the first

toggle link for precluding overtravel of said first and

second toggle links whereby these links assume a toggled

or locked position on movement to reclined positions, a

connecting link, a seat link and a drive link, the connect-

ing link being pivoted to the first toggle link and to the

seat link, the seat link being pivoted to the seat, the drive

link being pivoted to the stationary frame and to the seat

link,

all for guiding the upper backrest part in a generally curvi-

linear direction in its movement relative to the lower

backrest part, with the toggle links locking the upper and

lower backrest parts against movement relative to each

other during movement of the body-supporting unit be-

tween said intermediate and fully reclined positions.

ing said seat and back cushions on said hinge means, latch

means for selectively immobilizing said plates with respect to

each other whereby said cushions may be held in a seat posi-

tion or allowed to move to a horizontal bed position, and

protection frame means connected to said hinge plates for

supporting the back of said cushions and for protecting an

occupant of said seat from objects hurled into the back of said

seat.

3,844,609

FOLDING BOOKRACK FOR STACKABLE CHAIRS
Robert J.^fiomber, 565 Peters St., Green Bay, Wis. 54302

^Flled Dec. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 424,402

Int. CI. A47c 7/62

U.S.CL 297-192 6 Claims

3,844,608

MOBILE HOME LOUNGE
Gerald Freedman, Wilmette, III., assignor to Freedman Seating

Company, Evanston, III.

Filed June 22, 1972, Ser. No. 265,356

Int. CI. A47c 11032

U.S. CI. 297-92 10 Claims

1. A mobile lounge seat comprising seat and back cushions

supported by a seat base anchored to the floor of a vehicular

body, a pair of oppositely disposed hinge means pivotally

mounted on opposite ends of said seat base for selectively

positioning said seat and back in either a forward facing or a

reverse facing position, responsive solely to the pivoting. of

said hinge means, latch means including an actuating bar

extending traversely across said seat base substantially mid-

1. A folding bookrack for use in combination with a stack-

able chair, said bookrack comprising a substantially flat rack

which is small enough to fit in the space between the four legs

of said chair, four supporting links each loosely pivoted at its

lower end to said rack at a corresponding lower pivot point for

suspending the rack from the underside of said chair, each of

said supporting links being loosely pivoted at its upper end to

the underside of the chair at a corresponding upper pivot

point, and said pivot points being so positioned as to provide

an over-center locking action when said rack is swung up-

wardly as high as it will go toward the underside of said chair.
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3,844,610

MOTORCYCLE SOLO SEAT
Gregory J. Adams, 47 D St., Chula Vista, Calif. 92010

Filed Sept. 7,4973, S«r. No. 395,062
Int. CI. B62j 1102

U.S. CI, 297-213
3 Claims
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of rearwardly disposed concavities depressed below the level
ot said shelf portion and being located on either side of and in
symmetrical relationship to the longitudinal axis of said crown
portion at predetermined places to correspond to the location
of the ischial bones of a rider resting on the saddle with his legs
extending downwardly on opposite sides of said forwardmost
end with said concavities coacting with said pad to distribute
the weight of the rider uniformly outwardly to areas adjacent

/

1. A motorcycle seat comprising.
a unitary seat shell of rigid material recessed in its upper

surface to provide the seat shape,
the outer edges of said seat shell are curved downwardly
forming an outer band surface,

a layer of thick foam padding secured to and covering the
upper surface of said seat shell and said band surface

a metal plate imbedded in a center portion of the wall'of
said seat shell forming a flat bottom surface on said shell
a rigid mounting plate for mounting said seat on a motor-
cycle,

spring means having a coil spring with a pair of diverging
legs for supporting said seat shell on said mounting plate
each of said legs having lateral spaced members

first connecting means for connecting one of said legs to
said mounting plate with a major portion of the leg in
substantially flat abutment against the mounting plate for
providing a flat surface contact for rigid, non-vibrating

first connecting means for connecting one of said legs to
said mounting plate,

second connecting means for connecting the other of said
legs to said seat shell,

first adjustment means for adjusting the longitudinal posi-
tion of said one of said legs to said mounting plate for
longitudinally positioning said seat relative to the motor-
cycle,

and second adjustment means for adjusting the longitudinal
position of said seat shell on the other of said legs for
adjusting the resilient support force of said seat shell

said concavities, said concavities each having rims extending
respectively at least halfway around said concavities for coact-
ing with said pad to support portions of the rider spaced radi-
ally outwardly from the ischial bones, said flat portion of saidcover above said rearward concavities being substantially flatwhen not influenced by the weight of the rider whereby the
distracting appearance of said rearward concavities of the
t)ase IS normally not apparent.

3,844,612
ARRANGEMENT IN SEATING FURNITURE OR SEATSFOR ATTACHING SEAT AND BACK SUPPORTING

ELEMENTS
Kjell Christian Borggren, Johannesbergsgatan 30, 703 60
Orebro, and Nils Erik Soderstrom, Poria Grand 48, 702 28
Orebro, both of Sweden

Filed Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,525

3230/72*
'*^'°"'^' «PP>icatlon Sweden, Mar. 14, 1972,

U.S. CI. 297-445
Int. CI. A47c 7100, 7102

9 Claims

3,844,611

CYCLE SADDLE
Michael H. Young, Memphis, Tenn.. assignor to Troxel Manu-
facturmg Company, Mascon, Tenn.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 277,759, Aug. 3, 1972

abandoned. Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 255,348, May 22
1972, abandoned. This application Jan. 5, 1973, Ser No

321,545
Int. CI. B62j 1118

U.S. a. 297-214 , . ^, .

1 A jji r *' Claims
1. A saddle for cycles and the like comprising a rigid base

a resilient cover disposed over said base and being fixedly
attached thereto, and a substantially pear-shaped resilient pad
disposed between said cover and said base, said base including
a substantially pear-shaped crown portion having an interme
diate portion and a forwardmost end. said crown portion being
symmetrical about its longitudinal axis, said crown portion
and said pad substantially corresponding in shape, said cover
including a substantially pear-shaped flat portion disposed
above said crown portion of said base, said crown portion
including a shelf portion substantially horizontally disposed at
a predetermined level and said crown portion including a pair

1. An arrangement in seating furniture or seats for attaching
flexible seat and back supporting elements, said furniture or
seat including two frame or rail members forming opposite
side portions of said seating furniture or seat, at least one
recess in each of said frame or rail members, said recesses
extending at least partially in the longitudinal direction of the
said frame and rail members and opening into one of two
opposite sides thereof, wherein a complementary ledge mem-
ber IS introducable into each of said recesses radially to the
longitudinal axis thereof, a groove in said ledge member and
extending m the longitudinal direction thereof in a plane
diverging outwardly from the middle plane of said seating
furniture or seat, a side marginal portion of a flexible back and
seat supporting material anchored in said groove and means
to increase the spacing between said side portions to put the
flexible seat and back supporting elements under tension after
anchoring said marginal portions in said grooves.
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3,844,613

SEATING CONSTRUCTION
Alvin S. Waldorf, Rt. 2, Fenwick, Mich. 48834

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 287,265

Int. CI. A47c 7114, 7120

U.S. CI. 297-452

being removably secured to the frame by engagement of the

engagement section in the rim of hook-like cross section, and

a locking strip press-fitted into a gap between the engagement

section and the rim preventing dis-engagement of the engage-

ment section.

8 Claims

3,844,615

HYDRAULIC OPERATED DUMPING SPOUT AND COVER
FOR SIDE DUMP BOX

Robert Duwayne Anderson, Murdock, Minn., assignor to TCI,

Inc., Benson, Minn.

Filed May 22, 1973, Ser. No. 362,748

Int. CI. B65g 67/50

U.S. CL 298-10 7 Claims

-«4i

1. A seating foundation for use in upholstered furniture

wherein loose cushions are placed over the base and a soft

cushion is provided at a backrest, said seating foundation

having a seat portion and a backrest portion, said seat portion

comprising:

a molded base member formed of a non-deformable, rela-

tively soft, foamed material;

a slot formed in an upper front portion of the upper surface

of said base member a spaced distance from a front edge

thereof and extending in a direction parallel to said front

edge;

a block of nail-retaining material in said slot;

means for retaining said block within said slot; and

a fabric material secured to said block at one end portion,

drawn over the front edge of said base cover, and secured

at another end portion to an underside of said molded

base member, so that said fabric covers the front surface

of said base member.

3,844,614

SEAT CUSHION
Frederick William Babbs, Nottingham, England, assignor to

Cox of Watford Limited, Nottingham, England

Filed Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 345,973

Claims prtority, application Great Britain, Mar. 30, 1972,

15105/72

Int. CI. A47c 3100, 7102, B60n 1106

U.S. CI. 297-452 16 Claims

^ V^*^.*"\ '
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1. A dumping box tiltable about an axis extending along one

side thereof and above the lower portions of the box to permit

dumping material from the box along one upper edge, includ-

ing a dumping spout member mounted adjacent said one

upper edge having a wall positionable in a first spout position

to extend the effective dumping edge of the box outwardly

from said one upper edge, a cover member for said box, means

to mount said cover member on said box for movement rela-

tive to said box from an open to a closed position, linkage

means connected to said cover member and to said dumping

spout member, power actuating means, and means to connect

said power actuating means to control movement of said

dumping spout member and said cover member between their

respective positions through said linkage means.

3,844,616

DUMP TRUCK HAVING AN OPEN SHELL IN THE SHAPE
OF ONE-HALF OF AN ELLIPSE

Douglas B. Acker, 655 Eastwood Way, San Francisco, Calif.

94941
Filed July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,783

Int. CI. B65g 67/50

U.S.CL 298-10 3 Claims

1. A seat comprising a relatively rigid frame, the frame

defining a well for a cushion and formed with a rim around the

well, the rim having a hook-like cross section, a cushion hav-

ing a flexible external skin, soft flexible padding fixed within

the skin, an engagement section fixed around the edge of the

skin, and a neck of the skin between the edge of the padding

and the engagement section permitting the engagement sec-

tion to be manipulated in relation to the padding, the cushion

1. In a dump truck the combination comprising a body

having an elongated open shell with a cross section that is

approximately the shape of one-half of an ellipse, the upper

parts of the long sides of said shell comprising narrow substan-

tially straight walls, a front wall having the shape of one-half

of an ellipse welded to the front of said open shell, a top rail
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of polygonal shape having a bottom portion thereof welded to
the top edges of said front wall and said sides, said top rail
being turned so that one corner thereof is uppermost to pre-
vent small pieces of rock from resting thereon, a door at the
rear of said shell, hinge means attaching said door to said shell
a plurality of wheels and means supporting said shell, a plural-
ity of wheels and means supporting said body on said wheels

October 29, 1974

said cutter head including a drum portion and an end por-
tion movably mounted in said drum portion for telescop-
ing travel inwardly and outwardly relative to said drum
portion; and

power means for moving said end portion inwardly and
outwardly including a fluid driven rotary motor mountedm said drum portion and driving thread means intercon-

3,844,617
DUMP BOX FARM WAGON

Wilmer A. Kostman, Barnesville, Minn., assignor to Testmeier
& Sons, Inc., West Fargo, N. Dak.

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,719
Int. CI. B60p 1/34

L .S. CI. 298- 1 c ^, .

5 Claims

/Oc/

I. A wheeled dump box comprising as essential elements
only a supporting structure having sides and ends,

wheels mounted under the sides of said supporting struc-
ture,

a plurality of spaced apart upwardly and outwardly sloping
extensible strut members mounted on said supporting
structure an.d when in retracted position terminating at
their upper ends substantially adjacent a vertical plane
through wheels on one side of said structure, but being
extensible upwardly and also laterally a substantial dis-
tance outwardly beyond said plane,

a dump box unit having ends, sides and bottom and pivotally
mounted along one upper side edge to the upper ends of
said extensible strut members,

a single pair of hydraulic actuators connected at their upper
ends to the upper portions of the respective ends of the
box and at their lower ends to the respective end portions
of said supporting structure, said actuators forming the
sole means for initially projecting said strut members into
their extended position laterally outwardly a substantial
distance beyond the vertical plane through the wheels to
substantially overlie the adjacent edge of a truck body
into which the box is to be dumped and for thereafter
swinging said box into dumping position when said exten-
sible strut members have been projected upwardly into
extended position.

3,844,618
MINING MACHINE HAVING ROTARY MOTOR

EXTENDED CUTTER HEAD
Frank A. Delli-Gatti, Jr., Amity, Pa., assignor to Lee-Norse
Company, Chaierni, Pa.

Division of S«r. No. 243,973, April 14, i972.. This application
Oct. 9, 1973, S«r. No. 404,296

Int. CI. E21c 27/24
U.SCI.299-64 .

8 Claims
1. A mining machine including:

a mobile chassis carrying a movable boom extending for-
wardly therefrom;

a cutter head rotatably mounted on said boom;

i
" ^mi:^^

nected between said end portion and said drum portion
said thread means including a nut driven by said motor
and a screw connected to said end portion; and

at least one of the connections between said motor and nut
and screw and end portion, including a universal joint
allowing the thread means to move slightly relative to said
cutter head in seeking proper alignment between the nut
and screw.

3,844,619
CUTTER DEVICES FOR USE IN MINERAL MINING

Herbert Haller, Gelsenkirchen-Buer, Germany, assignor to
Gewerkschaft Eisenhutte Westfalia, Westfalia, Germany
Contmuation-in-part of Ser. No. 244,791, April 17 1972
abandoned. This application June 26, 1972, Ser. No. 266 148
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 30, 1971

U.S. CI. 299-92
Int. CI. E2 1 c 25/46

2 Claims

1. A cutting device for use in mining, comprising: a cuttermember having an elongated shank and a head portion con-
nected to the upper end of said shank by a transition portion
integral with both said shank and said head portions; said head
portion extending transversely in relation to both said shank
and transition portion, with a cutting edge protruding for-
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wardly from one end thereof and a projection protruding

rearwardly from the opposite end thereof; a holder member

having a top surface with a recess therein, said recess being

suitably dimensioned to receive said shank in an operative

position with said transition portion protruding upwardly

above said top surface; a neck tapering upwardly from the top

surface of said holder member, the width of said neck in a

direction transverse to said head portion being equal to or less

than the width of said transition portion, said neck having an

inner surface engageable with a rear surface of said transition

portion, and an upper surface engageable with the underside

of said projection at a plane which is spaced vertically above

that of said top surface and adjacent to said cutting edge; and

locking means in communication with said recess for engaging

and retaining said shank in said operative position.

chamber near the inlet duct between said strip and one of the

walls of said chamber and which is adapted to pass air there-

through and through which is passing one of said streams of

the air being drawn off, said stream pressing one end of the

stocking against said baffle; another stream turning the stock-

ing inside the space confined by said strip and the other side

3,844,620

DUAL RIM SPACER
William Dean Walther, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to Dayton-

Walther Corporation, Dayton, Ohio

Filed Jan. 25, 1974, Ser. No. 436,472

1 Int. CI. B60b ///06

U.S. CL 301-13 SM 2 Claims

1. A non-compressible spacer for use in mounting dual rims

on a vehicle wheel,

characterized in that.

said spacer has an annular medial portion having a plurality

of radially outwardly directed substantially uniformly

spaced undulations comprising marquise-shaped areas

I
alternating with apexly opposed cone-shaped areas, the

radially inner dimensions of said spacer being such that

the space between said marquise-shaped areas and said

cone-shaped areas will slidingly engage and seat on the

load-bearing surface of a wheel for dual rims.

wall of said chamber; a safety baffle installed at the outlet of

said chamber to prevent ejection of the stocking into said

outlet duct; said outlet opening of the inlet duct is so disposed

in relation to said retaining baffle that the flow of the air being

drawn through is directed along the wall to which the retaining

baffle is adjoined; and a means for drawing off air from said

ducts and chamber.

3,844,622

FLUIDIC PUMP
Joseph P. Bingham, 2134 Lambourne Ave., Salt Lake City,

Utah 84109

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,840

Int. CI. B65g 53120, 53150

U.S. CI. 302-45 6 Claims

3,844,621

DEVICE FOR SPREADING ORIENTED STOCKINGS
Gennady Petrovich Tiranov, proezd Shokalskogo, 31, korpus

2, kv. 78; Georgy Alexandrovich Kuligin, ulitsa Bolshaya

Pochtovaya, 18/J20, korpus 10, kv. 41, and Karen Jurievich

Dzhermakian, ulitsa Taldomskaya, 15, kv. 27, all of Mos-

cow, U.S.S.R.

Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,254

Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., Aug. 4, 1971,

1689976; Feb. 21, 1972, 1745101

Int. CLB65g 47/24

U.S.CL 302-2 R 11 Claims

1. A device for spreading oriented stockings comprising a

chamber having an end and side walls; a dumping bottom

provided in said chamber to discharge the spreaded stockings

therefrom; an inlet duct provided for this chamber to deliver

stockings thereinto through the outlet openings of said duct;

an outlet duct provided for the chamber for drawing off air

from said chamber and the inlet duct; an arrangement for

catching the end of a stocking positioned close to said inlet

duct and made in the form of a strip disposed along said walls

of the chamber of said strip to divide the air flow being drawn

off into two streams; a retaining baffle installed across said

1. A fluidic pump comprising

means defining a closed cylindrical chamber;

an air permeable means arranged in said chamber and

separating an upper semicylindrical section of said cham-

ber from a lower semicylindrical section thereof, said

permeable means provided for passing air therethrough;

a chamber inlet arranged in said chamber above said air

permeable means through which chamber inlet granular

materials pass onto said air permeable means;

means for supplying a flow of granular materials to said

chamber inlet;

a porous tube, closed at one end, centered in the lower

semicylindrical section of the chamber below said air

permeable means, and extending the length of said air

permeable means for distributing an air flow in said

chamber;

a pneumatic source connected to the other end of said

porous tube;

a chamber exhaust opening arranged in said chamber above

said air permeable means opposite to said chamber inlet;

an inwardly tapering exhaust line connected at its widest
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end to said chamber exhaust opening and tapering in-
wardly to a lesser diameter at its other end. said exhaust
Ime receivmg a fluidized flow of a mixture of air and
granular materials therein; and

a transport tube means connected on one end to the smaller
diameter end of said exhaust line means for passing the
consolidated granular materials therethrough
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IS held by said air pressure in its first position during
normal braking and is urged by said air pressure to its
second position when a skid is sensed.

3,844,623
ANTI-SKID CONTROL MEANS FOR AIR PRESSURE

BRAKING SYSTEMS
David Parsons, and Mervyn Packer, both of Tachbrook Rd.,
Leamington Spa, England

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,646

7920 t"*
**"*'"*^' "PP"*"''®" Great Britain, Feb. 21, 1972,

Int. CI. B60t 8106
U.S. CI. 303-21 F 8 claims

S6 i6 55 26 JB i2 a

u-

62a 27 62b S2

I. A valve mechanism for insertion in a fluid pressure brak-
ing system including a source of air under pressure brake
operating means, a control valve controlling the connection of
said brake operating means to said air pressure source, driver
operated control means for said control valve, and a skid
sensing device, said valve mechanism when inserted in such a
system between said control valve and the brake operating
means being controllable by said skid sensing device and
coritrolling the connection of said brake operating means to
said control valve and to exhaust, wherein the improvement
comprises said valve mechanism comprising:

i. a main passage adapted to provide a connection between
the control valve and the brake operating means, and
including upstream and downstream portions;

II. a first valve interposed between said upstream' and down-
stream passage portions and having first and second posi-
tions in which it respectively connects said upstream
passage position to said downstream passage portion and
separates said passage portions one from the other whilst
connecting the downstream passage portion to an exhaust
passage;

iii. a second valve interposed in said upstream portion of
said main passage;

iv. means responsive to pressure in the downstream portion
of said main passage to operate said second valve to
provide a degree of restriction of flow in said main pas-
sage decreasing with increase of the pressure in said
downstream portion of said main passage; and

V. a pilot valve operated by the skid sensing means to con-
trol the action of air pressure from the control valve on
operating means for said first valve so that said first valve

3,844,624
BRAKE SYSTEMS

Roger D Jones, Ramsey, NJ., assignor to Abex Corporation.!
New York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 391,850
Int. CI. B60t 8/18

U.S. CI. 303-21 A 30 c,ai„.s

C3

&
Gzr"

?

1. Fn a braking system where brake pressure is applied by
fluid-operated pistons in related brake cylinders,
an accumulator for storing fluid under pressure;
a reservoir for storing fluid not under pressure;'
a pump means communicating with said accumulator and

said reservoir for delivering fluid from said reservoir to
charge said accumulator with fluid;

a continuously variable directional valve interposed be-
tween said brake cylinders, said accumulator, and said
reservoir, said directional valve being settable in a first
position allowing fluid from said accumulator to commu-
nicate with said brake cylinders, and being settable in a
second position allowing fluid from said brake cylinders
to communicate with said reservoir, and a null position
blocking flow between the accumulator and brake cylin-
ders and between the brake cylinders and the reservoir;
a control system line communicating with said accumula-
tor, said reservoir and with said directional valve, capable
of providing a first pilot pressure urging said directional
valve to said first position, and capable of allowing flow
of fluid from said accumulator to said reservoir

a main control valve interposed in said control system line
to variably restrict or enlarge flow through said control
system line from said accumulator to said reservoir to
vary said first pilot pressure;

an orifice interposed between said directional valve and said
brake cylinders;

a release means capable of providing a second force in
opposition to the force of said first pilot pressure and
urging said directional valve to said second position

a control means which controls said main control valve so
that when brake pressure is to be applied, said main
control valve restricts flow through said control system
ime thereby increasing the force from said first pilot
pressure above the force from said release means causing
said directional valve to be set in said first position, and
so that when brake pressure is to be released, said main
control valve enlarges flow through said control system
line thereby decreasing the force from said first pilot
pressure below the force from said release means causing
said directional valve to be set in said second position
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3,844,625

FLUID PRESSURE BRAKING FOR VEHICLES
Brian Ingram, Balsall, and David Anthony Harries, Shirley,

both of England, assignors to Girling Limited, Birmingham,

England

Filed Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 395,556

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 26, 1972,

44311/72; May 23, 1973, 24732/73

Int. CI. B60t 8112

U.S. CI. 303-21 F 6 Claims

f//y /vv.

V///77

1. A fluid pressure braking system for vehicles comprising

an actuator for a wheel brake, means for applying fluid under

pressure to said actuator, and skid control means sensitive to

the deceleration of the braked wheel for reducing the pressure

applied to the actuator when the deceleration exceeds a

threshold value, wherein said actuator includes two actuating

members, the first member subjected to fluid pressure con-

trolled by said applying means and the skid control means, and

the second member spring-biassed to engage said first member

to apply the brake but normally held out of engagement by

fluid pressure controlled by a parking valve which is operated

to apply the wheel brake for parking purposes.

3,844,626

CONTROL VALVE AND SYSTEM
Raymond F. Stelzer, Bel Nor, Mo., assignor to Wagner Electric

Corporation, Parsippany, N J.
Filed Aug. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 169,441

Int. CL B60t /5//6

U.S. CI. 303-68 13 Claims

about said exhaust passage, a reciprocal rod member movable

in said housing including spaced second and third valve mem-

bers for respective engagement with said third valve seat and

a fourth valve member for engagement with said third valve

seat, a first abutment for driving engagement with said first

valve member, and a force receiving portion extending exteri-

orly of said housing, said rod member being movable in re-

sponse to an applied force in one direction on said force

receiving portion between one position disengaging said sec-

ond and third valve members from said second valve seat to

effect the application of the second supplied fluid pressure

through said second passage and passage portion and engaging

said fourth valve member with said third valve seat to close

said exhaust passage and another position engaging said sec-

ond valve member with said second valve seat to isolate the

second supplied fluid pressure in said second passage and

effecting the driving engagement of said first abutment and

first valve member to concertedly drive said first valve mem-

ber against said first spring means toward a position disen-

gaged from said first valve seat and effecting the application

of the first supplied fluid pressure through said first passage

and passage portion, said rod member also being movable in

response to another applied force in a direction opposite to

the one direction on said force recieving end toward a venting

position disengaging said second valve member from said

second valve seat and engaging said third valve member there-

with to maintain the second supplied fluid pressure isolated in

said second passage and disengaging said fourth valve member

from said third valve seat to open said exhaust passage and

exhaust the applied fluid pressure from said passage portion,

said first spring means urging said first valve member in fol-

lowing relation with said rod member upon the movement

thereof in the opposite direction to re-engage said first valve

member with said first valve seat isolating the first supplied

fluid pressure in said first passage prior to the disengagement

of said fourth valve means from said third valve seat, a piston

movable in said housing and defining therewith an expansible

fluid pressure chamber subjected to the second supplied fluid

pressure, said rod member extending through said chamber

and piston, a second spring engaged with said piston and

opposing fluid pressure expansion of said chamber, a second

abutment on said housing for engagement with said piston,

said piston being movable against said second spring toward

engagement with said second abutment in response to the

second supplied fluid pressure in excess of a predetermined

value in said chamber acting on said piston, and a third abut-

ment on said rod member in said chamber for driving engage-

ment with said piston, said piston being movable in response

to the force of said second spring to effect the driving engage-

ment with said third abutment and concertedly drive said rod

member to its venting position independently of an applied

force on the force receiving end thereof when the second

supplied fluid pressure in said chamber acting on said piston

is less than the predetermined value.

1. A control valve comprising a housing having pressure

fluid flow passage means therein including first and second

passages respectively subjected to separate first and second

supplied fluid pressures, and a passage portion interconnect-

ing said passages in parallel flow relation, first and second

valve seats on said housing about said first and second pas-

sages and between said first and second passages and said

passage portion, respectively, a first valve member movable in

said housing for engagement with said first valve seat, first

spring means urging said first valve member toward engage-

ment with said first valve seat to interrupt communication

between said first passage and passage portion, an exhaust

passage in said first valve member connecting with said pas-

sage portion, a third valve seat on said first valve member

3,844,627

DRAWER GUIDE
Kenneth H. Gutner, 3285 Dato, Highland Park, III. 60035

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,354

Int. CI. F 16c 2/ /OO

U.S. CI. 308-3.6 1 Claim

«. 1. A drawer guide adapted to be mounted on a furniture

piece to guide the movement of a drawer positioned over front

and rear parting rails in said furniture piece comprising an

elongated unitary member having a general channel shape in

cross section, said channel shape including a bottQOi wall and

side walls extending upwardly therefrom, said bottom wall

having a pair of openings therein spaced longitudinally thereof

to be generally aligned with said front and rear parting rails,

each opening being relatively elongated longitudinally of said

guide and at corresponding opening ends being transversely

enlarged so as to pass the head of a wood screw while at the

other corresponding ends having a contour to receive with

slight relative movement the shank of said wood screw but not
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to pass the head thereof, each opening intermediate the ends
thereof having a slot portion defined by generally parallel
sides spaced apart sufficiently only to pass said shank, each
opening including arcuate portions at each end with the arcu-
ate diameter measured transversely of the guide being larger
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3,844,629
LINEAR MOTION BALL BEARINGS

Derrick John Haines, Felsted, near Dunmow, England, as-
signor to Ransome Hoffman Pollard Limited, Essex, England

Filed Aug. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 386,887

380?'""* P'"'""'^' application Great Britain, Aug. 15, 1972,

Int. CI. F16c 29106
U.S. CI. 308-6 C 9 Claims

6-<

at one end than at the other, the intermediate portion of said
opening being of a width less than the smaller of said diame-
ters, the length of said intermediate portion being at least 60
percent of the width thereof whereby when screws are in-
serted into said parting rails, said guide must be moved longi-
tudinally before said guide is laterally adjusted.

3,844,628
ANTI-FRICTION BALL BEARING ASSEMBLY

Albert R. McCloskey, Fairfield. Conn., assignor to Rockwell
International Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Feb. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 334,707
Int. CI. FI6c 29106

U.S. CI. 308-6 C 8 Claims

I. A linear ball bearing for axial movement along a round
shaft, said bearing comprising a cylindrical sleeve ball retainer
provided with a plurality of raceways, a plurality of balls
substantially filling each raceway and a plurality of load-
carrying plates supported by said ball retainer, each of said
raceways extending transversely substantially tangentially
with respect to said shaft, each of said raceways having an
axially extending load bearing portion and an axially extend-
ing load free portion interconnected at each axial end by a
respective curved portion, said balls being in contact with said
shaft and a respective one of said load-carrying plates when in
said load bearing portions and being out of contact with both
said shaft and any of said load-carrying plates when in said
load free portions, wherein each of said load-carrying plates
contacts said balls in said load bearing portions of a pair of
adjacent raceways.

3,844,630
DEVICE FOR THE SOFT AND ELASTIC BEARING

SUPPORT OF SHAFTS ROTATING AT HIGH SPEEDS
Karl Lechner, Heldestrasse 15, 8031 Grobenzell, Germany

Filed Aug. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 393,271
Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 31, 1972,

Int. CI. F 16c 27100
U.S. CI. 308-184 ,6 Claims

'O,,, -
I. An anti-friction ball bearing assembly comprising an

outer sleeve and an inner sleeve concentrically fitting within
said outer sleeve, said inner sleeve having a central opening
tor the passage of a shaft therethrough, the inner sleeve having
a number of tracks defining paths for the circulation of balls
between said sleeves and said shaft during relative movement
between said shaft and said bearing assembly, the outer sur-
face of the inner sleeve being polyhedronal in shape, the inner
surface of the outer sleeve being provided with a number of
guideways. the intersections of the plane portions defining the
outer surface of the inner sleeve registering with said guide-
ways, said inner surface of the outer sleeve is further provided
with a number of axially extending channels adapted to re-
ceive a plurality of insertable members each having a concave
raceway surface thereon aligned with said tracks providing a
bearing support for said balls while said balls are in their
loaded state.

1. Apparatus for supporting a rotatable shaft comprising:
bearing means including means for directly rotatably sup-

porting a shaft.
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an inner bedfing body directly supporting an outer portion

of said bearing means, said inner bearing body including

an annular flange extending radially outwardly.

an outer bearing body in surrounding relationship to said

inner bearing body with said annular flange projecting

into an annular recess of said outer bearing body, said

inner and outer bearing bodies being normally spaced

from one another in the radial direction and the walls of

said recess being spaced axially from respective axially

facing surfaces of said annular flange to form first and

second partial pressure medium chambers at respective

opposite axial sides of said flange.

and pressure fluid supply means for supplying pressure fluid

into each of said first and second chambers such that said

pressure fluid serves to cushion axially and radially di-

rected force transfers between said inner and outer bear-

ing bodies,

wherein means are provided for effecting a higher total axial

fluid pressure force against said flange by the pressure

fluid medium in said first chamber than by the pressure

fluid med urn in said second chamber.

Allis-

3,844,632

TILTING GRAIN BIN UNLOADER
William G. Ryczek. Kansas City, Mo., assignor to

Chalmers Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Division of Ser. No. 260,740, June 8, 1972, Pat. No. 3,771,676.

This application Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,563

Int. CI. F16c 33164

U.3. CI. 308-191

3,844,631

UNITIZED THRUST BEARING AND INTERLOCKING
SEAL ASSEMBLY THEREFOR

Dennis L. Otto, Malvern, and Armando J. Vito, North Canton,

both of Ohio, assignors to The Timken Company, Canton,

Ohio
Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,010

Int. CI. F16c 33172

U.S.CL 308-187.1 12 Claims

7 Claims

1. A bearing for rotatably supporting a slowly moving inter-

mittently driven member on a stationary member, the im-

provement comprising an inner race for said bearing formed

from a hot rolled bar into a cylindrical member with a periph-

eral groove therein, commercial grade balls adapted to run in

said groove with two point contact with each ball, an outer

race positioned in surrounding relation to said balls, said outer

race being formed of a hot rolled bar formed into a cylindrical

member and being provided with a groove in the inner periph-

ery thereof configured to provide two points of contact with

each of said balls so that as said driven member moves said

balls will become seated in said inner and outer races, an

annular flange on one of said members perpendicular to the

axis of said bearing and presenting a plurality of circumferen-

tially spaced openings therethrough near the outer periphery

thereof, a plurality of circumferentially spaced and axially

extending bolts rigidly secured to one of said races and having

threaded ends extending through said openings, nuts on said

threaded ends and means rigidly securing the other of said

members to the other of said races,

whereby upon removal of said nuts said other member and

said bearing assembly may be separated axially from said

one member.

3,844,633

DENTAL CABINETRY
Harold L. Frederick, 3234 N.E. Maryland Dr., Lincoln City,

Oreg. 97367
Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 332,930

Int. CI. A47b 95//S. A47f 5108

U.S. CI. 312-209 » C'"'""

1. A bearing assembly comprising: a thrust bearing having

spaced apart first and second races provided with opposed

raceways, ajid rolling elements interposed between and en-

gageable with the raceways to enable one of the bearing races

to rotate freely with respect to the other bearing race; a cir-

cumferential wall mounted generally coaxially with respect to

the axis of rotation for the bearing and having a portion which

is offset in the radial direction; an annular seal element

mounted generally coaxially with respect to the axis of rota-

tion for the bearing and extending past the radial offset on the

circumferential wall, the seal element having a shoulder

thereon which extends inwardly past the radial offset on the

circumferential wall so that the radial offset and the shoulder

will interfere when the circumferential wall and seal element

are pulled apart, the seal element further engaging the circum-

ferential wall and establishing a seal therewith, the seal ele-

ment and the circumferential wall cooperating to seal the

spaces between the two bearing races and to exclude contami-

nants therefrom.

1. Dental cabinetry for use by a dentist and at least one

assistant during the treating of a patient, said cabinetry posi-

927 O.G.—73
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tionable outwardly from a position against a room wall into an
operative position, said cabinetry comprising,

a dentist's cabinet including a work surface and a series of
drawers therebelow, said drawers disposed for opening
and closing movement along vectors in angular relation-
ship to an adjacent room wall, roller support means pro-
jecting upwardly from said work surface

an assistant's cabinet including a pedestal housing a series
of drawers, a work surface projecting outwardly from said
pedestal m a horizontal plane spaced above the work
surface of the dentist's cabinet and partially overlying the
last mentioned work surface for support by said roller
support means thereon, and

pivot means coupling the pedestal of the assistant's cabinet
to a floor surface to permit outward swinging movement
ot the last mentioned cabinet through at least two differ-
ent arcs to enable positioning of said last mentioned
cabinet outwardly from a stored position against the room
wall into the desired operative position adjacent a patient
said pivot means comprising channel members respec-
tively affixed to the floor surface and to the underside of
the cabinet, slide members carried within said channel
members, means for locking said slide members to their
respective channels, a threaded stud adjustably coupling
said slide members and permitting rotational movement
therebetween, said stud adjustable vertically to permit
adjustment of the vertical spacing between said channel
members to compensate for varying thicknesses of floor
covering material.
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having a downward step along its top adjacent its inward edge
the outward face of the frame formed with an outward rib
extending on all elements of the rectangle and spaced outward
from edges of the elements adjacent the inside of the rectan-
gle; a plurality of identical substantially rectangular shelves of
sheet niaterial, each having opposite sides respectively resting
in the downward step of horizontally-aligned cross pieces of
the two frames; and a rear facing panel of sheet material
secured against the outward face of one of the frames and
having Its margins extending respectively to just short of the
ribs on the said frame.

3,844,635

RETRO-REFLECTORS
Francis James Atkins, Rugby, England, assignor to Associated

Engineering Limited, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, En-

Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,624

17472/72'"''°"*^' "PP""*'"" ^""^ ^"'•n' Apr. 14, 1972,

Int. CI. G02b 5112
li.S. CI. 350-104

,0^,^,^^

3,844,634
MULTI-COMPARTMENT STORAGE STRUCTURE

James Brompton Kruger, Oxford, and Joseph Cooper, West-
port, both of Conn., assignors to Scovlll Manufacturing
Company, Waterbury, Conn.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 212,035, Dec. 27 1971

abandoned. This application Nov. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 306,426
Int. CI. A47b 43100

^•^•^'•^•2-^5»
4 Claims 1 V . , T'°"'^"^'^*°''

'"'^'"'''"g means to modify the refe-
lected light repetitively when there is relative motion between
a source of light shining on the retro-reflector and the retro-
reflector, the relative motion being along a line which is in-
clined to a straight line between the source and the retro-
reflector said retro-reflector including means at least substan-
tially to focus a substantially parallel beam of light from saidsource onto a surface of said retro-reflector and substantially
at right angles to said surface, said surface having alternating
bands of greater and lesser reflectivity and said bands progres
sively increasing in width in a direction from the optical axisof said retro-reflector towards the boundary of said surfacewhereby during said relative motion said substantially fo-
cussed beam of light traverses said alternating bands which
modify repetitively the light reflected from said surface

1. A low-cost multi-compartment storage structure com-

nnthfn !"!:"' ^k'^'^
P'"''''^ ^^""^ ^"'^ '^^' f^^-"" ^^posTdon the outside of the structure and an inverted U-shaped saidand top wall panel of corrugated paper board, the front and

cThJc" fT ?
**'"*' "'!

"f'"''^
respectively to the top and

sides of the frames, each of the frames comprising: an integral
plastic open rectangle having in the inner face of its top fnd
side elements a panel-receiving channel into which the edgesof the U-shaped panel are received, a plurality of vertically
spaced horizontal cross pieces extending across the openingand integral with the side elements, the cross pieces each

3,844,636
ELECTROCHROMIC MIRROR

Donald Leonard Marlcle, Londonderry, N.H., and Robert
Domenico Giglla, Rye, N.Y., assignors to American Cyana-
mid Company, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Dec. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 314,629
Int. CI. G02f //i6

U.S. CI. 350-160 Of,, .

I A J . « . ° Claims
1. A radiation reflective device having an electric field

responsive radiation transmitting characteristic comprising-
a. a persistent electrochromic material layer.
b. an ion porous electrically conductive radiation reflective

layer in contact with said persistent electrochromic mate-

c. a counter electrode,
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d. an electrolyte in contact with said reflective layer and

said counter electrode, and

26-

%

e. means to pass an electric current between said counter

electrode and said electrochromic material.

3,844,637

INTEGRATED LIQUID CRYSTAL LUMINOPHOR
DISPLAY

James V. Masi, Huntington, Conn., assignor to Bunker Ramo
Corporation, Oak Brook, III.

Filed Aug. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 392,458

Int. CI. G02f ///6

U.S.CL 350-160 LC 5 Claims

1. In a display device having a liquid crystal material posi-

tioned between two parallel plates, each plate having elec-

trodes next to the liquid crystal material and an alternating

current source connected across the electrodes for providing

an electric field across the liquid crystal material, the improve-

ment comprising

a. a luminophor mixed with a nematic type liquid crystal

material in which molecules of the luminophor are at-

tached and move in accordance with the movement of the

molecules of the nematic liquid crystal material, and

b. a predetermined source of radiation applied to the mix-

ture of luminophor and nematic liquid crystal material

causing the luminophor to emit visible radiation of a

characteristic color over a very wide angle in the pres-

ence of said electric field.

3,844,638

BEAM DOUBLER
Paul G. LIngenfelder, Sunnyvale, and Jerry D. Fox, San Jose,

both of Calif., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 407,677

Int. CI. G02b27/2S
U.S.CL 350-171 8 Claims

1. A beam-splitting device for splitting an Incoming beam of

light into two outgoing light beams comprising:

a front and a rear prism, each having their parallel-plane

end faces in the form of a triangle,

the triangle of the end faces of the rear prism being a right

triangle and the triangle of the front prism being roughly

a right triangle except that one of the two sides thereof

which would form the right angle is inclined.

said two prisms being fitted together along their hypote-

nuses so that the rear prism provides a rear and an upper

side for the device and the front prism provies a front and

a lower side, the lower side being the inclined side, one

of the hypotenuses being coated with a partially reflect-

ing-partially transmitting coating.

t

V
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3,844,640
LARGEAPERTURE WIDE-ANGLE PHOTOGRAPHIC

LENS SYSTEM

Filed Nov. 22, 1972, S«r. No. 308,786
Claims priority, application Japan, May 22, 1972 47-50480

,,^ ^ Int. CI. G02b 9/64
U.S. CI. 350-214

, ^, .

I Claim

b. both of said charts having
1. background areas of one color and
2. indicia thereon of the same color but of different shade

mtensity from that of the said background area
c. at least some of the indicia on one chart being

'8 rio rii mra

1. A large-aperture wide-angle photographic lens systemcons.stmg of a Hrst lens, a second lens, a'third lens a foSdoublet lens, a fifth lens, a sixth lens and a seventh lens?s^!S
first lens being a positive meniscus lens with its convex surface
positoned on the object side, said second lens being a negative
meniscus lens with its convex surface on the object side said
third lens being negative, said fourth doublet lens being a

sZTn'r'''"'
''"'• '''"^ "^"^ '^"^ "^'"g negative sLsixth lens being a positive meniscus lens with its convex sur-face on the image side and said seventh lens being positiveand said lens system having the following numerical data:

'

/~' ^'/zr^l 1338. aperture ratio 1.2. 2(i>=64°

23 24,27 28

1. complementary in form. size, and shape to the indicia
on the other chart, and

2. positioned on said charts so that when the charts are
optically fused together by viewing through a variable
prism of predetermined angularity by one having bin-
ocular vision, the indicia on one chart will fuse in a
complementary fashion, with the complementary indi-
cia on the other chart and thereby produce complete

r,= 0,7781

r^ = 1 .0004

^= 0.3198
^= 81.3104

/•«= 0.7185
'7= 0.7053

r, = -1.3701

'» = -1.9958
',0= -0.8004

r„= 4.5543
'12= -1.7400

'1.1=—0.5547
r„= 2.6372

'|.^= -1.6010

n, =

n.j =

J,=

'1.1
=

</.=

d,=
>h =
d,=
d,n=
n» =
dn=
d,i=
n,=
d,r=
du=

= 0,1941
= 1,7234
= 0.0639
= 1.5163
= 0.3317
0.0833

' 1.8052

0.0157
0.1441
1.8061

0.0285
1 ,6990
0.1347

11,12,17

1,7174

0,0400
0,1110
1.7292

0,0029
0,0833
1.6968

I-, = 37.9

Vi = 64.0

V:, = 25.4

ft = 40.8

vs = 30.

1

•'«=29.5

•'7 = 54.6

»'h=55.6

'-2= 1,9389

3,844,642
MICROFILM VIEWER

Arms E. Peters, La Crosse, Wis., assignor to Gelatt Invest-
ments, Inc, La Crosse, Wis.

Division of Ser No. 90,514, Nov. 18, 1970. This application
Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,690

ll« ri ic. ,o„ '»«• C- G03b 2i/02
U.S. CI. 352-78 R . „, .

5 Claims

,j2 I38t I38q

130^ 138 138c

where /represents the focal length of the lens system as a

tSiV u ^"P:"^"'t '^' ''""•' ^°"' '^"g'h, a> represents the
half-field angle, r, through r„ represent radii of curvature of
successive lenses, d, through d,, represent thicknesses of suc-
cessive lenses and distances between lenses on the axis n.hrough n, represent the refractive indexes of successive
lenses and v, through i/, represent Abbe's numbers of succes-
sive lenses.

i>ui.v.cs

3,844,641
DEVICE FOR DIAGNOSING AND CORRECTING EVF

FUSION
Chester J. Nowak, 8150 Milwaukee Ave., Niles, III. 60648

Filed Aug. 23, 1973. Ser. No. 390,731
Int. CI. A6Ibi/05

U.S. CI. 351-33
,2 (>, .

comprtrng'''"
'" '"'""'"' '"' '^^^'^'^^ ''' '"^^^^

eraDhs"thaMnH'H^°'K'
"'''"''^ ^""^ '^"P ^^ '"icrophoto-graphs that includes housing means for the film strip with

transverse window means therein, a pair of spaced film spools
in the housing means located on laterally opposite sides of thewindow means and adapted to be drivingly engaged by drve

ZT:^^":::,.
°'''^

"r"^-
^"'^ ^'"^ afignin/m'eans astc-ated with each spool and mounted in the housing means be-tween the spool and, the window means and ove^r whfch thefilm strip extending between the spools is trained; the improvement comprising, in combination: the housing meansproviding two film-spool housing sections spaced from eachother and interconnected by an elongated bight, the transverse window means extending through the entire width of thebight, an elongated film-passageway means extending betweenand substantially tangentially of the two film aligning meansand longitudinally through the bight and arranged perpendicu

o
' 17''^.^^^"^^"^^ ^'"dow means at the region of intersec-

l on of said film-passageway with the window means, saidfilm-passageway being shaped to provide a central portion of

dinal film guideway portions of narrower width of the order of
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the thickness of a film spaced on opposite sides of the trans-

verse window means and arranged to receive and guide only

opposite longitudinal edges of the film strip and arranged to

hold the film strip portion that is being projected through the

window means substantially in a precise plane without buck-

ling or waving of the central portion of the film strip, the

housing means being provided by a unitary dished body sec-

tion that defines a bottom and an upright peripheral wall, and

a top cover plate; each film spool being an axially elongated

body that provides along its entire length an outer periphery

adapted to have the film strip wound therearound, said body

section and cover plate being shaped and arranged to provide

when secured together two hollow film-spool housing sections

with portions of said body section and cover plate positioned

closely adjacent both axial ends of the film spools to serve to

help confine the film on the spools, and the body section and

cover plate each also defining interfitting and telescoping

bight portions that when fitted together define the bight of the

housing means, each telescoping bight portion being shaped to

provide both part of the transverse window means and part of

the film passageway means.

3 844 644

PROJECTION SCREEN

Eugene Martinez, Irvington-on-Hudson, N.Y., assignor to Ro-

bert H. Reibel, Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y., a part interest

Filed Sept. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 398,883

Int. CI. G03b2//56

U.S.CL 350-117 25 Claims

/a

3,844,643

AUDIO-VISUAL CARTRIDGE AND PLAYER
Teiji Aoki, 23-10, Daida-2, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo, Japan

FUed Mar. 16. 1973, Ser. No. 342,194

Claims prrarity, application Japan, Mar. 21, 1972, 47-

27466; Apr. 15, 1972, 47-37974; May 20, 1972, 47-59299;

June 6. 1972, 47-55671
Int. CI. G03b lilOl

U.S. CI. 352-78 R 9 C»«'»"s

1. A front surface photographic projection screen compris-

ing a milky white translucent plastic film having a front sur-

face to face the projection source, the rear surface of said film

being formed with fine striations in a random pattern substan-

tially covering said rear surface; and a reflective metallized

deposited coating formed on said striated rear surface; the

rear surface of said metallized coating forming the rear sur-

face of said screen, said film allowing projected rays to pass

through said film to be reflected back through the film by said

coating and said film also carrying the image caused by said

rays passing therethrough while said rays are projected onto

said front surface.

3,844,645

THREE-DIMENSIONAL PROJECTION SYSTEM
Harry D. Forster, Jr., Miami Shores, Fla., assignor to Holo-

graph Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 8,836, Feb. 5, 1970,

abandoned. This application July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,803

Int. CI. G03b 2/ /OO

U.S. CI. 353-10 13 Claims

L 2(o JiJ7TUiViL^f^

1. A film cartridge for an autoslide and audio player com-

prising an endless film having a plurality of frames on each of

which a picture is formed, each frame being formed of two

conventional 8mm film frames and the transverse longer side

of the frame extends lengthwise of the film, an endless mag-

netic tape with audio signal and film feeding signals recorded

thereon in synchronism with frames of said endless film, a

housing having two portions separated by a partition wall for

accommodating therein said endless film and said endless

magnetic tape, respectively, a plurality of windows formed in

said housing for exposing said endless film and magnetic tape

therethrough, a reflector for projecting light passing through

the endless film, first locking means for automatically locking

said endless film and said magnetic tape so as to maintain

synchronization therebetween when the cartridge is removed

from the autoslide and player, said first locking means for the

audio tape including a gear with teeth coupled to said mag-

netic tape, a lever mounted for engaging the gear to lock it

when said cartridge is removed from said player and which

extends through an opening of said cartridge and is moved by

said player to disengage the lever from said gear when the

cartridge is inserted into said player, and second locking

means provided on the housing of the cartridge for locking the

cartridge to the cartridge autoslide and player while said

magnetic tape is being driven.

1. A three-dimensional projection system comprising:

a screen;

first image generating means for projecting a two-

dimensional image onto the surface of said screen for

reflection therefrom to be viewed by an observer; and

second image generating means for projecting an aerial

image, said screen comprising means for passing the

aerial image generated by said second means through said

screen whereby the aerial image generated by said second

means is directed toward said screen and suspended in

space a spaced distance from the surface of said screen;

the aerial image projected by said second image generat-

ing means cooperating with said image provided by said

two-dimensional projecting means, however, to establish

an overall three-dimensional display having depth and

exhibiting relative intensities between said two-

dimensional image and said aerial image in accordance

with their respective illuminations.
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3,844,646
PROJECTION APPARATUS

Claude Oury. Quai Orban 12, 4000 Liege, Belgium
Filed June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,855

78552™' ''"°"'^' "PP""''*'" ^igium, June 28, 1972,

October 29, 1974

VS. CI. 353-86
7 Claims

Int. CI. G03b 2 //26

-- -^ ~~
--^

V '
' '\

X • • —'^

rrl,J^
?^'''"- ?' P^oJec''"g diapositives in cross fade, incomb.nanon w.th two projectors each comprising a projection

lamp, a diapositives magazine, and automatic means for ad-vancing the magazine and the diapositives, said device com-
prising a generator of first and second signals having first and

fnH H !^'' f^^S"^"<^'« in distinct first and second rangesand a decoding unit having an input connected to the output'of the generator of said first and second signals and which
provides further signals for controlling respectively the lumi-nous intensity of the projector lamps and the advancement ofthe magazines of these projectors, said decoding unit compris-
ing first and second parallel channels associated respectively

Z^JlJ^' ?"' '?'^ '"'^"'^ projectors and each comprising
successively a selective amplifier, a converter of the frequen

mnn? I'^'i!^^."' f'^ ' P"""" ''^^^' '^^ P°^" ''^i^ having anmput to which there is applied the output voltage from said
converter and an output connected to the associated projector

rfhf ' t f? "^
""'u 'i'°

^^'"P^ising nieans for interrupt-
ng the output from each of the selective amplifiers and means
for detecting the interruption of each of the outputs from the
selective amplifiers and for correctively controlling thT advancement means for the magazines of the two projectors.

a first format and a second picture having a second formatcomprising in combination:
'ormai.

first means including lens means for projecting either of said
first and second pictures and means for rendering said
lens means translatorily movable along an axis in an
optical path passing through said lens means

'TnH n'"f^"'
^°' selectively positioning said fi'rst and sec-

a second" ni;r''''"''>' '" ' ""^ P*^'"^^ P°^*''°" ^"^ in

LiH r? ? ^T'^ P°'"'°" ^"«"'ar'y displaced relative to
said first picture position in said optical path

atuTs::d:^iV:nr'"^
-''' ^^^^-^ -^-^ ---^-^

^°m?.nTr' T'"''^ '° '"*'' '^"^ -"^^"^ ^"d to said secondmeans for effecting translatory movement of said lens

ZT '".;,"P°"1^ »o notary movement of said secondmeans, said fourth means including means for automati-
cally positioning said lens means in a first lens m^ans
position for a display of said first picture with said ffrs

fn Sfn r
?P°"'' '° '"''^ positioning of said first picturen said first picture position and for automatically posioning said lens means in a second lens means poisTn

£L',
"^''^ °^ ''"^ ^^^""^ P*^'"^^ ^^'^ said secondformal m response to said positioning of said second

PK:^ure in said angularly displaced second picture posi-

3,844,648
SLIDE TRAY INDEXING MECHANISM FOR SLIDE

IT ,K. ^
PROJECTORS OR THE LIKE

Englel>ert Denis, Dilbeek, and Leon De Bondt, Hingene-

Filed Oct. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 192,927
Claims priority, application Belgium, Oct. 28, 1970, 95684

lie ^. «, Int. CI. G03b 2i/04
^•'•^'•^^^-^•^

12 Claims

3,844,647
PICTURE DISPLAY APPARATUS

tVhitr ri'"^*"^'
^""•'*' '"^ S'«"'*y ^' Tout, Arcadia,both of Cal.f.. assignors to Bell & Howell Company, Chicago,

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 322,057
Int. CI. G03b i/02

U.S. CI. 353-101 ,^, .

6 Claims

< ~}3

1. Apparatus for selectively displaying a first picture ha^ ing

1. In a slide projector of the type adapted to receive a slide
tray having a plurality of slide receiving spaces, a base, and a
slide carrier slidably disposed above the base for reciprocating
movement transversely to the slide tray for transferring a slide
frorn the shde tray to the viewing position on the optical axisof the projector and returning the same to the slide tray a
reversible slide tray indexing mechanism for advancing the
s ide tray to sequentially present each slide contained in the
slide receiving spaces for viewing comprising, in combination
an indexing gear rotatably disposed on the projector and
adapted to engage a corresponding rack of projections formed
on the periphery of the slide tray; a two-pronged, fork-like
unitary plate having a pawl at the end of each prong slidably
and pivotally mounted on the base of the projector for recip-
rocating movement transversely to the direction of movement
of the slide tray; means on the plate for operatively engaging
the slide carrier upon reciprocating movement of said slide
carrier to move the plate into engagement with the indexing
gear to cause incremental rotational movement of said gearthrough an arcuate extent corresponding to the distance be-

hh!ki ? ^ J'?"*
i'*^"

'^"''*"« ^P^^" *" »he slide tray; a
s idabie forward and reverse control bracket transversely
disposed with respect to and in operative engagement with
said pawl plate and having tabs on opposite sides of the pTae
adapted to selectively contact and pivot said plate into aforward position in which one of said pawls engages the index-
ing gear for rotation in a direction such that the slide tray is

J-"
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advanced to the next slide receiving space, or a reverse posi-

tion in which the other of said pawls engages the indexing gear

for rotation in the opposite direction to back up the slide tray

to the previous slide receiving space; and a pair of guide

brackets disposed adjacent the indexing gear and adapted to

be engaged by either one of the pawls of said pawl plate to

pivotally move said plate into a neutral position in which both

pawls disengage the indexing gear at the end of each tray

advancement stroke.

3,844,649

MICROFICHE CARRIER
Gerard O. Walter, Menio Park, and Jack R. Morison, Mill-

brae, both of Calif., assignors to Varian Adco, Palo Alto,

Calif.

Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,176

Int. CI. G03b2//00. 2//64

U.S. CI. 353-120 11 Claims

< ._,

S9

53 51

=S=i"-

said beam on a viewing screen, beam modulating means be-

tween said condenser means and said projection head and

comprising an electro-optical element having a continuous

thin liquid crystal stratum between a transparent upper plate

having an .r-array of parallel conductive strips contacting one

surface of said stratum and a lower plate having a >-array of

parallel conductive strips contacting the other surface of said

stratum, and voltage supply means including scanning means

for permitting impression of greater than threshold voltage

consecutively at each juncture of said jr-array and y-array.

modulating means for restricting impression of said voltage at

specified junctures, and suppressing means for restricting the

voltage differential to less than threshold voltage at all but said

each junctures.

3,844,651

PHOTOELECTROPHORETIC IMAGING APPARATUS
FOR CONTROLLING THE TIME INTERVAL OF

SUCCESSIVE ROLLER ELECTRODES LEAVING AND
ENTERING THE IMAGING REGION

Earl V. Jackson, Penfield; Wayne F. Schoppe, Webster; Gino

F. Squassoni, Pittsford; Peter J. Warter, Penfield; Gerald A.

Herr, Henrietta; David D. Hoesly, Webster; John M. Ran-

dall, Fairport; Russell G. Schroeder, II, Webster; Douglas E.

Webb, Rochester; Clark W. Lange, and Robert J. Kelsch,

both of Ontario, all of N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation,

Stamford, Conn.

Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373,536

Int. CI. G03g 15100

U.S. CI. 355-3 P 8 Claims

1. A micrbfiche carrier comprising a rectangular frame

having two opposed side members and two opposed end mem-

bers joined thereto, one of said end members being adapted

to receive coded information, one of said side members in-

cluding an edge comprising guide means precisely located

with respect to said coded information for abutting the side of

a bin receiving the carrier and cooperating with the bin to

support the carrier therein and to position it relative to said

carrier, said last mentioned means comprising a hook on said

one side member having an inclined surface cooperating with

a corresponding hook on said bin to provide the support and

to urge said edge against the side of the bin whereby code

reading apparatus located with respect to the side of the bin

is accurately, positioned to said coded information.

3,844,650

PROJECTOR
Geoffrey C. Nicholson, Woodbury, and John E. Collins, Saint

Paul, both of Minn., assignors to Minnesota Mining and

Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,616

Int. CI. G03b 2/ /00.2iyOO

U.S. CI. 353-122 6 Claims

1.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

1. A projection system comprising, in combination, light

source means for providing a light beam, condenser means for

condensing said beam and directing the condensed beam

toward a projection optic, projection optic means for focusing

Photoelectrophoretic imaging apparatus comprising;

a transparent electrode adapted to support imaging sus-

pension;

a carriage;

a mount on said carriage;

at least two roller electrodes rotatably mounted to said

mount;

drive means for advancing said carriage, said mount and

said roller electrodes, said roller electrodes into contact

with said transparent electrode and imaging suspension

that may be carried thereon, said drive means includes an

electrical motor and means for changing the advancing

velocity of said carriage, said mount and said roller elec-

trodes after one of said roller electrodes has finished

contacting said transparent electrode and before the

other roller electrode commences contact with said trans-

parent electrode, said means for changing the advancing

velocity includes camming means located along the path

of travel of said carriage for energizing a time delay relay,

said time delay relay adjustable to predetermine the time

interval between one of said roller electrodes leaving

contact with said transparent electrode in an imaging

region and before the other roller electrode enters the

imaging region and comrhences contact with said trans-

parent electrode;

means to apply an electric field between said roller elec-

trodes and said transparent electrode; and
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3,844,652

rT^^^^l^i^'*
PRINTING APPARATUS OF

ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUSRyuzo Suzuki, Tokyo; Sellchi Miyakawa, Nagareyama andMasanor, Wa.anabe. Tokyo, all of Japan, aJignors .o'Katsuragawa Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyi-trjaoan
D.v.s.on of Ser No 273,425, July 20. I9/2. ThiX" ica.ion

Jan. 16, 1974, S«r. No. 433,713

57J^8;x.yT;9^i,:sr '-'-"^ ^"'^ ^«' •^^•- ^^-

U.S. CI. 355-3
"'••^••^«^«'^/^^

6 Claims

an imaging surface;

'
'document;

" ''''°" '" "P°^"« ' ^'^^ ^^-'^ o"ginal

an integrally pivotably mounted roof mirror comprising twoflat mirror surfaces, said roof mirror being pivolweimoa first position in which it is in optical alignment ^th adfirst exposure station to provide a first 'roof miT or rl

surt's.'"'"'
''''' """•"« '^''^ ^^'^ »-° «at "irror

said first refiective optical path extending through said roof

surface;
"" "" '"'' ^"^^^"^^ ^'^'-" '« sfid^ma^'g

and means for pivoting said roof mirror out of said firstposition into a second position
said roof mirror in said second position having only one ofsa.d two flat mirror surfaces in optical alignm'en with sa^d

fi St exposure station and providing through said one flatmirror surface a second, flat mirror, reflective ooticapath from said first exposure station to said irging' suJ-

said second reflective optical path providing, relative to saidfirst reflective optical path, relative reversion on sad.maging surface of an image from said firsrex^osl'e

I. In apparatus for transfer printing of electronhotoprinhir'mages comprising a rotary drum provided with rphSs^ve element on which an electrostatic latent imageTo beformed a transfer printing roller for urging a rTcepto heethrough the nip between said roller and said photosen 'tn^element and against the surface thereof so as to transfer ointsa.d electrostatic latent image onto said receptor sheet and a

aici'n of
'"""''^

'r
^^P^^^''"« ^-^ receptor she l-'f^om'sa.d photosensitive element after transfer printing the TmP ovement wherein said separating member compose aZo stationary elongated members which are inclined m opposite directions with respect to the direction of movement ofaid receptor sheet and extend through said nipXn theappara us is in use for moving the reclptor shejt relative tohe surfaces of said elongated members which face sa d ranser printing roller and for separating the receptor sheet awav

J^diSugSt^'—^-^--p-^t;s

3,844,654

I u. ^ DUPLEX COPYING SYSTEM

Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,279

L.S. CI. 355-24 '"'• ^'^ ^^^^ ^^/^^

14 Claims

3,844,653

Davirf I I.
»^^^ ^"^'^^'^ COPYING SYSTEM

sVaiVo'.^"^;:;:^''"^^^'
'^-^ -^^'«"«^

'" ^-- ^-PO-'-.

FiledOct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,654

li.S. CI. 355-8
""•^••C«^»'^7/7^

7 Claims

ing of"an on'^il^tr""""^
'PP'^^'"^ P^°^'^'"« ^"P'ex copy-ing Of an original document onto a single imaging surface fh^improvement comprising: ^ ^ surrace, the

1. In optical reproducing apparatus providing duplex codv-

urface "thrtr '

'"'""^"^ °"^" ' ^'"«'^ dupli'cating imagfn'gsunace, the improvement comprising: ^
an imaging surface-

'
'document;""

''''"" '" ^""^^'^ ' '''' ^^ ^'^ -'g'-l

a second exposure station for said document spaced fromsaid first exposure station
document reversal means fo^ exposing in said second exoo

fi^I^TpSrlltalT^^
''' ^'--^ documentfl^rd

'"e stal:'""
°^'""^ '''''' -^^' -'^—

d

'
fir'st mirror;

'"'''"' '"°""^'' '"'"^^ ^P^^^ ^-^ ^aid

and means for pivoting said second mirror between a firstposition and a second position
said second mirror in said first position being opticallvaligned with said first exposure station and providing afirst reflective optical path through said second Sorfrom said first exposure station to said imaging sur7ae
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said second mirror in said second position being optically

aligned with said first mirror and providing through said

first and second mirrors together a second reflective

optical patii from said second exposure station to said

imaging surface,

said second reflective optical path providing reversion on
said imaging surface of said document exposed at said

second exposure station relative to the exposure of said

document at said first exposure station.

3,844,655

METHOD AND MEANS FOR FORMING AN ALIGNED
MASK THAT DOES NOT INCLUDE ALIGNMENT MARKS

EMPLOYED IN ALIGNING THE MASK
Karl-Heinz Johannsmeier, Mountain View, Calif., assignor to

Kasper Instruments, Inc., Mountain View, Calif.

Filed July 27, 1973, Ser. No. 383,043

Int. CLG03b 27/70

U.S.CL 355-43 11 Claims

>UT0"«TIC WfEK ^„
«liCIIKt»' COIi'KOl T

1. A method for employing a photomask to form a corre-

sponding mask of a selected material upon a workpiece, said

method comprising the steps of:

depositing a photosensitive film of the selected material

upon the workpiece;

aligning one or more alignment marks upon the workpiece

with one or more corresponding alignment marks upon

the photomask to align the workpiece with the photo-

mask;

directing exposure light onto portions of the photosensitive

film masked by the one or more alignment marks of the

photomask to fully expose those portions of the photosen-

sitive film and thereby prevent the one or more alignment

marks of the photomask from becoming part of the mask

of the selected material;

directing exposure light through the photomask onto the

entire unmasked surface of the photosensitve film to

selectively expose the remaining portions of the photo-

sensitive film in accordance with the photomask; and

removing either the unexposed or the exposed portions of

the photosensitive film from the workpiece to define the

mask of the selected material upon the workpiece.

3,844,656

PHOTO-COMPOSING MACHINE
Tatsunosuke Masuda, 41-4, Shimogama Kitashiba-cho, Sakyo-

ky, Kyoto, Japan

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 311,632

Int. CLG03b 27/42

U.S. CI. 355-53 1 Claim

1. In a photo-composing machine comprising:

a. a platen for receiving a photo sensitized member;

c.

b. a carriage for receiving a least one negative or positive of

a subject, to be duplicated;

means for moving said carriage relative to said platen, in

response to control signals to predetermined positions on

said photo sensitized member for multiple exposures of

said member;

a means for automatically registering and loading at least

said negative or positive onto said carriage comprising;

1. a light table as a substantial extension of said platen;

said light table having cross lines thereon;
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3,844,658

RANGE FINDER
Helmut Gela, Maria Enzersdorf; Walter Besenmatter, Vienna^
Robert Schelber, Vienna; Fritz Schneider, Vienna, and Ger-
hard Rothy, Vienna, all of Austria, assignors to Karl Vocken-
huber and Raimund Hauser, both of Vienna, Germany

Filed June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,426
Claims priority, application Austria, June 23, 1971

5472/71; Oct. 7, 1971, 8687/71; Jan. 14, 1972, 303/72
Int. CI. GOlc 3/08

U.S. CI. 356-4 30 Claims

n-19'

light on the inscribed surface of said gauge, means for moving
said carrying means and projecting means for establishing
relative rotational and radial movement between said strain
gauge and said beam of light to scan said gauge both angularly
and radially, means for detecting light reflected from the
surface of said gauge for providing an electrical signal respon-
sive to said reflected light, said reflections varying in accor-
dance with the strain information inscribed on the surface of
said gauge, and means for processing said signal to provide
data representative of the scratch information inscribed on the
surface of said gauge.

3,844,660
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ALIGNING AN

INTERFEROMETER MIRROR
George C. Hunter, Middletown, Conn., assignor to Zygo Cor-

poration, Middletown, Conn.
Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,162

Int. CI. GO lb 9/02
U.S. CI. 356-106 4 Claims

1. In a rangefinder system, in combination:
at least one adjustable objective for forming a first image of

an object in a first image plane;
means for adjusting said objective to focus the image in said

plane;

optical means for forming a second image of said object in
a second image plane, with focused objective said first
and second images being identical, whereas with defo-
cused objective said images being different;

photoelectric receiver means scanned along predetermined
paths within said first and second image planes, with
focused objective said paths include identical image
points, said photoelectric receiver means supplying an
electric output depending on the brightness of the indi-
vidual image points of said images:

operating means to scan said photoelectric receiver means
along said predetermined paths;

means for comparing the output signals derived from the
first image with the output signals derived from the sec-
ond image;

evaluation means connected to the comparison means to be
controlled by the latter.

3,844,659
STRAIN GAUGE DATA REDUCTION APPARATUS AND

METHODS
Frederick Baganoff, Ftorissant, Mo., assignor to Baganoff

Associates, Inc., St. Louis County, Mo.
Filed Dec. 11, 1970, Ser. No. 97,114

Int. CI. GOlb 11/16, 11/00: GOln 21/48
U.S. CI. 356-32 12 claims

' Z 1.
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less than 60 degrees, which when combined with the adjoining
rigid sector that generates slightly less than 60 degrees gener
ates 60 degrees; furthermore the rigid sector that generates
slightly less than 60 degrees is used as an overlapping plate
with the adjacent 60 degree sector it is separated from by the
wedge-shaped gap.

^

3,844,665
TENSILE ROPE JOINT AND METHOD OF MAKING

SAME
Colin F. G. Smith, and Malcolm L. Hayward, both of Hamp-

shire, England, assignors to International Standard Electric
Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,219

9237T7T
''"°"*^' application Great Britain, Feb. 29, 1972,

Int. CI. H02g /5/OS
U.S. CI. 403-267

, ^j^,^

2 4

1. A joint between a pair of metallic tensile rope members
comprising:

an elongated one-piece ferrule with an internal bore having
a maximum diameter within the central portion of the
ferrule, said ferrule tapering toward both ends thereof

each roF^ member having the strands at an end portion
thereof splayed out;

said end portions being mounted within opposite ends of
said ferrule and abutting each other adjacent said central
portion;

a hardened filler material impregnating said splayed strands
to lock the strands in said ferrule; and

at least one filler injection bore extending through the wall
of said ferrule near the central portion thereof and means
providing vent passages adjacent to the opposite ends of
said ferrule.
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least a portion of its length, said spindle having an end
provided with a plurality of radially extending de-
pressions of equal arcuate cross-section, adjacent ones
of said depressions being equally angularly spaced from
one another, the axes of said depressions falling into a
single plane to which the axis of said spindle is
perpendicular;

b. a wheel, said wheel having a concentric axial bore of
an inner diameter slightly larger than the outer diameter
of said spmdle such that said wheel may be slipped
onto said spindle with a predetermined maximum of
radial play therebetween, said wheel being provided
with a plurality of dowel pins extending radially inwardly
mto said bore, said plurality of dowel pins corresponding
in number and angular disposition to said plurality of
depressions and having equal radii at least as large as
the radii of curvature of said plurality of depressions
the axes of said dowel pins falling into a single plane to'
which the axis of said wheel is perpendicular; and

c. a nut plate having a concentric axial bore threaded
and dimensioned for threaded engagement with said
spindle and a plurality of bolt receiving, threaded axial
bores disposed radially outwardly from and equally
circumferentially spaced about said concentric axial
bore through said nut plate; such that said dowel pins
seat into said depressions to prevent relative circum-
ferential movement between said spindle and said
wheel;

d. said wheel being provided with a plurality of apertures
disposed for axial alignment with said bolt receiving
threaded bores in said nut plate when said nut plate is
threaded onto and said wheel is slipped onto said
spindle; and

e. a plurality of bolts extending through said apertures
and threaded into said bolt receiving bores.

3.844 666
APPARATUS FOR SECURING A WHEEL ONTO A SHAFT

OR THE LIKE
Robert L. Coope, Phoenix, Ariz., assignor: Stevens Engineer-

ing, Incorporated, Phoenix. Ariz.

Filed Sept. 8, 1970, Ser. No. 70,109
Int. CI. F16d 1/06

U.S. CI. 403-355 ,^, .

2 Claims

3,844,667
TRAFFIC SIGNALS

Rosslyn Fitton-Kearns, Gloucester, England, assignor to Make-
arm Holdings Limited, Gloucester, England

Filed Mar. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 343,145

I2959T
^"^'^^^' application Great Britain, Mar. 20, 1972,

Int. CI. G08g 1/00
U.S. CI. 404-16

,4 Claims

.^^^-
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connected for rotation relative to said tractor unit about a
vertical axis, means for swinging said auxiliary member about
said vertical axis, said auxiliary member having a vertical first
nange surface on the side thereof opposite said tractor unit
said work unit having a vertical second flange surface thereon
detachably interconnected to said first flange surface whereby
said work unit is detachably secured to said tractor unit for
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3,844,673
PROCESS FOR THE REGULATION OF THE FLOW IN

CONDUITS
Pierre P. Hayward, 6 Rue des Ecoles, 92 Saint-Cloud, France
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 127,506, March 24, 1971
Pat. No. 3,773,429. This application Oct. 17, 1973, Ser No

407,056

70^0585
'*"""*^' "PP""*'®" *""""' Mar. 24, 1970,

Int. CI. FO Id / 7/00. / 7/05
^•S-C'-^'5-'

11 Claims

rotation relative to said tractor unit about said vertical axis,
said auxiliary member having a horizontal third flange surface
disposed at the lower end of said first flange surface and
extending toward said tractor unit from the lower edge of said
first flange surface, an element having a horizontal fourth
flang- surface detachably secured to said third flange surface
beneath said third flange surface, and wheels carried by and
disposed beneath said element.

3,844,672
EXTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE TOOL CARTRIDGE

ASSEMBLY
Robert Fitzsimmons, 4451 Fenwick Dr., Warren, Mich. 48092

Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 296,472
Int. CI. B23b 29114

U.S. CI. 408-155 ,7 Claims

1. A process for regulating fluid flow in a pipeline that
includes at least two sections, each having a characteristic
maximum internal pressure to which it may be subjected
without experiencing an unacceptable probability of mechani-
cal failure and each being headed by a pumping station having
at least one variable pitch bladed rotary pump for increasing
pressure on the fluid forwarded thereto in the pipeline com
prising:

continuously detecting which one section is being subjected
to an internal pressure nearest its said characteristic
maximum;

maintaining the pitch of the blades of the respective pump
of the station of said one section to tend to sustain said
nearest internal pressure; and

pivoting the blades of the respective pump at the station of
at least one other section to accommodate the rate of
flow through said one section.

3,844,674

VORTEX BLOWER
*'"Ti'.'^°'''^"'""'

"^'*^'''' J«P«"' «»ss«gno'- to Hitachi,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 387,51

1

Claims priority, application Japan, Sept. 6, 1972, 47-88716
Int. CI. F04d 5/00. F04b 1 7/00. 35/00

U.S. CI. 415-53 T ,0 Claims

1. An externally adjustable tool cartridge assembly of the
type which is adapted to be received within the locating hole
of a tool housing comprising: tool cartridge means for mount-
ing a cutting tool within the locating hole of a tool housing
said tool cartridge means including a bore extending partially
therethrough; adjustment means for adjusting the cutting
position of said tool cartridge means; and retaining means for
retaining said tool cartridge means within the tool housing;
said retaining means including an elongated shank portion'
one end of which is disposed within said bore and movable
relative thereto, the other end of said shank portion being
adapted for anchoring engagement with the tool housing and
resilient means disposed within said bore and acting between
said tool cartridge means and said shank portion for facilitat-
ing the adjusting movement of said tool cartridge means inde-
pendent of the position of said retaining means.

1. A vortex blower comprising: a casing, an air passage
means formed in the periphery of said casing, inlet and outlet
means provided at opposite ends of said passage means, a
shaft secured to said casing at the central portion thereof, an
impeller having an annular groove provided in the periphery
thereof, said annular groove being divided into a plurality of
compartments by a plurality of spaced radially extending
blades, said impeller being disposed on said shaft with said
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annular groove being opposed to said air passage means, said

impeller being spaced from said casing to form a constant

predetermined gap between said annular groove and said air

passage means, and means for driving said impeller including

a stator means disposed in said casing, a rotor securedly

mounted within said impeller, one of said stator means and

said rotor means being provided with a means for generating

a magnetic force, said rotor means being opposed to and

spaced from said stator means to form a gap for accommodat-

ing magnetic force transfer between said stator means and said

rotor means, said last-mentioned gap and said gap between

said annular groove and said air passage means being disposed

in a plane transverse to the axis of said shaft.

3,844,676

TURBO SUPERCHARGERS FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES

John Francis Betteridge, Wembley, England, assignor to

C.A.V. Limited, Brimingham, England

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 351,026

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 13, 1972,

17016/72
Int. CI. FOlb 25102

U.S. CI. 415-156 3 Claims

3,844,675

PLURAL SHELL AXIAL TURBINE FOR OPERATION
WITH HIGH PRESSURE, HIGH TEMPERATURE STEAM
Axel Remberg, Mulheim-Ruhr, Germany, assignor to Kraft-

werk Union Aktiengesellschaft, Mulheim-Ruhr, Germany
Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,706

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 17, 1972,

2218500
Int. CI. FOld 25/26. F04d 29152

U.S. CI. 415-108 5 Claims

1. Axial turbine for operation with high pressure, high tem-

perature steam, comprising a pot-shaped housing having inlet

and outlet means for the steam, the location of the steam inlet

means in the axial direction of the housing being adjacent one

side of the housing and the steam outlet means in the axial

direction of the housing being adjacent the other side of the

housing, a shaft, the shaft being mounted in the housing coaxi-

ally therewith for rotation therein, a packing housing for the

shaft, said packing housing being mounted around the coaxi-

ally therewith in the pot-shaped housing adjacent the inlet side

of the pot-shaped housing, and means for carrying guide

vanes, said guide vane carrying means being integral with the

packing housing and extending toward the other end of the

pot-shaped housing, the guide vane carrying means and the

packing housing forming an inner shell within the pot-shaped

housing, said inner shell being integral in the axial direction of

the housing and divided in a plane of the housing axis, a radi-

ally inwardly extending shoulder formed in the pot-shaped

housing adjacent the steam outlet side thereof, said shoulder

abutting and radially supporting the inner shell but permitting

axial movement of the inner shell, radially outwardly extend-

ing projections formed adjacent the steam inlet side of the

pot-shaped housing on the shaft packing housing portion of

the inner shell, axial slots formed in the pot-shaped housing

adjacent the projections, radially inwardly extending shoul-

ders formed in the pot-shaped housing adjacent the slots, the

projections being received in the slots and abutting against the

shoulders, whereby the projections, shoulders and slots fix the

inner shell adjacent the steam inlet side of the pot-shaped

housing both radially and axially.

1. A turbo supercharger for an internal combustion engine

and of the kind comprising a radial inward flow turbine having

a casing defining a pair of engine exhaust gas inlets disposed

in side by side relationship, the casing also including a volute

passage having a throat and an elongated aperture through

which gases entering the inlets flow onto the periphery of the

turbine rotor, the supercharger also including a compressor

which is driven by the turbine and which supplies air under

pressure to the associated engine, and a flexible band disposed

in said passage, said band extending from the end of the pas-

sage remote from said inlets towards the inlets, operating

means coupled to the end of the band at said inlets whereby

the band can be moved to reduce the cross sectional area of

the passage throughout its length, arcuate division members
mounted in end to end relationship on the band and which

when the band is set to provide the minimum cross sectional

area of passage co-operate with each other to divide said

passage into two parts, each part of said passage being con-

nected to to divide of said inlets and the division members

acting todivide said aperture so that the streams of exhaust gas

flowing into said inlets are maintained separated until the

exhaust gas has impinged on the turbine rotor, the members
when the band is moved to increase the cross sectional area

of the passage separating to define spaces which place the two

parts of the passage in communication with each other.

3,844,677

BLUNTED LEADING EDGE FAN BLADE FOR NOISE
REDUCTION

Robert C. Evans, and Donald K. Dunbar, both of Cincinnati,

Ohio, assignors to General Electric Company, Cincinnati,

Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 194,285, Nov. 1, 1971, abandoned. This

application July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,546

Int. CI. FOld 5116

U.S. CI. 416-84 2 Claims

y^^fjs

1. In a gas turbine engine of the type which includes rotating

turbomachinery, a combustion section, and an exhaust nozzle

adapted to provide a propulsive force, the improvement com-

prising:
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a turbomachinery rotor blade having a leading edge at least
a portion of which includes blunting means for reducing
the noise generated by rotation of said blade;

wherein said blunting means comprise an inflatable boot
which surrounds at least a portion of said leading edge
and means for supplying sufficient pressure behind said
boot for slightly inflating same; and wherein

said boot is expandable, upon inflation, substantially axially
of the blade to vary the aerodynamic shape of the blade
without varying its camber.

are subjected to contact with hot gas. the vane comprising an
airfoil-shaped core and a conforming skin affixed thereto, said
core and said skin defining at least one open-ended subsurface
passage therebetween for the transit of coolant therethrough,
said at least one passage being adapted to receive coolant flow
at the radially inner end thereof from a source of coolant and
to discharge the coolant flow from the radially outer end
thereof into a chordwise-extending manifold, said manifold in
turn being adapted to discharge coolant flow from said vane,
the improvement in which:

3,844,678
COOLED HIGH STRENGTH TURBINE BUCKET

Alb«rt P. Sterman, Cincinnati, Ohio; Robert B. Solda, Pea-
body, Mass., and Thomas A. Auxier, Irvine, Ky., assignors
to General Electric Company, Lynn, Mass.
Continuation of Ser. No. 684,071, Nov. 17, 1967. This

application Apr. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 247,511
Int. CL FOld 5108

U.S. CI. 416-97 ,0 Claims

1. In an axial flow turbine, a high strength turbine bucket
comprising:

a base portion for securing the bucket to a turbine rotor,
a closed airfoil portion integrally formed with said base

portion and projecting radially therefrom,
said airfoil portion including convex and concave side walls

interconnecting spaced upstream leading and down-
stream trailing edges,

a partition integrally formed with said convex and concave
side walls for dividing the interior of the airfoil portion
into first and second radially extending heat transfer
regions,

said first region being adjacent the mid-chord section only
of one of said side walls and said second region being
adjacent said leading and trailing edges and the entire
chord section of the other of said side walls,

inlet means in said base portion for admitting working fluid
to said first region,

a plurality of throttling openings in said partition for accel-
erating cooling fluid and for directing the high velocity
cooling fluid from said first region to said second region,
the high velocity cooling fluid impinging on selected
surfaces within said second region such that high local
coefficients of convection heat transfer are generated
therein,

outlet means for discharging cooling air from said second
region, and said first region is adjacent said concave side
wall and said second region is adjacent said convex side
wall, whereby said second region is located adjacent the
most temperature critical portions of the turbine bucket.

3,844,679
PRESSURIZED SERPENTINE COOLING CHANNEL

CONSTRUCTION FOR OPEN-CIRCUIT LIQUID COOLED
TURBINE BUCKETS

Clayton M. Grondahl, EInora, and John Moore, Schenectady,
both of N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company, Sche-
nectady, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,539
Int. CI. FOld 5118

U.S. CI. 416-97 ,0 Claims
1. In a vane structure adapted for mounting in a rotating

element of a machine wherein the airfoil surfaces of the vane

said at least one passage has a substantially constant
depth along the length thereof and is disposed in a convo-
luted configuration with most of each successive convolu-
tion extending in the generally chordwise direction and

.
means for self-establishment of a liquid seal with the
coolant flow, said means being located in and stationary
relative to the root of said vane and being in series flow
communication between said source of coolant and said
at least one passage, the reverse flow of coolant vapor
from said at least one passage being prevented thereby.

3,844,680

ADJUSTABLE-PITCH AXIAL FAN
Edgar Saterdal, Rottne, Sweden, assignor to Aktiebolaget
Svenska Flaktfabriken, Nacka, Sweden

Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,559
Claims priority, application Sweden, Mar. 30, 1971

4133/71 ' * *.

Int. CI. F04d 29136
U.S. a. 416-157

, Claim

1. An apparatus for effecting axial flow comprising a gener-
ally cylindrical casing, said casing being selected with a diame-
ter corresponding to the desired size of fan, a rotary fan
mounted coaxially in said casing having a rotary hub adapted
to be mounted on the end of a drive shaft and a plurality of
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radial fan blades, means to change the pitch of said blades

during operation including a dog member mounted outboard

of said shaft end rotatable with said hub and displaceable

axially relative thereto, and means connecting each of said fan

blades to said dog member to determine a pitch position

responsive to axial displacement of said dog member, each of

said radial fan blades having at its inner end a housing cover

and support ring providing a central opening for an inwardly-

opening socket forming a bearing housing, the improvement

wherein each blade is rotatably supported in said hub by a

radially-extending blade axle fixed at its inner end to the hub

and terminating at its outer end in an enlarged end portion

within said bearing housing, the axle projecting through the

central opening of said socket, said axle being selected of a

length to space said bearing housing radially outward from

said hub with clearance therebetween, said connecting means

being disposed in said clearance space and connected to

blades adjacent said inwardly-open socket, said blade being

rotatably mounted on said axle by a single axial ball bearing

having a pair of annular race rings surrounding said axle and

having one race ring bearing against said enlarged end portion

and fitted within said bearing housing, and having the other

race ring bearing against said housing cover and support ring

whereby said axial ball bearing receives the centrifugal force

of said blade as the fan is rotated within said casing, and a

spring washer compressed between said enlarged end portion

of said axle and the bottom of said bearing housing, said

washer having a cross section corresponding to the cross

section of said housing to urge said blade outwardly against

the single axial ball bearing when said fan is at rest, the size of

said fan being determined by the diameter of said casing and

the length of said blade axles.

3,844,682

CENTRIFUGAL FAN WHEEL BLADES AND METHODS
FOR SPINNING CENTRIFUGAL FAN WHEELS

INCORPORATING SAID BLADES
John Henry Morris, Baltimore, Md., assignor to Baltimore

Aircoil Company, Inc., Jessup, Md.

Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,416

Int. CI. B23p 15102

U.S. CI. 416-178 1 Claim

3,844,681

RUNNER OF HYDRAULIC MACHINE HAVING
ROTATABLE BLADES

Alexandr Pavlovich Kolesnikov, ulitsa Butlerova, 28, kv. 52;

Gleb Stepanovich Schegolev, ulitsa Sinyavinskaya, 12, kv.

29; Semen Abramovich Granovsky, P.S. Bolshoi prospekt,

77, kv. 3; Ljudmila Ivanovna Stankevich, Lesnoi prospekt,

34/36, kv. 162, ail of Leningrad, U.S.S.R.; Ljusien Grigorie-

vich Smolyarov, deceased, late of Leningrad, U.S.S.R., and

by Elena Gavrilovna Sheshuko, administratrix, prospekt

Metallistov, 80, korpus 2, kv. 64, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

Filed Feb. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 332,143

Int. CI. FOld 7100

U.S.CL 416-157 2 Claims

1. In a centrifugal blower wheel having a plurality of sepa-

rate blades, each of said blades having a flange at the end

thereof extending radially of said wheel, said blades being

arranged around the periphery of said wheel and a continuous

retaining rim secured in position over said flanges and in-

dented in interlocking relation over said flange portion of said

blades for holding the blades in operative position with said

flanges spaced from each other to form said wheel, the im-

provement which comprises having protruding generally ra-

dial tabs at the flanges of the blades which lock into the rim

when said rim is spun around the blade flanges, the protruding

tabs being located at the corner of each flange and facing

toward the axial center of the centrifugal blower wheel so that

the flanges lock into the rim when said rim is spun around the

blade flanges.

3,844,683

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLED LIQUID
TRANSFER

Don E. Albert, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips Petro-

leum, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 292,901

Int. CLF04b 4/ /06

U.S. CI. 417—6 8 Claims

1. A runner of a hydraulic machine having rotatable blades,

comprising a runner housing; journals for said rotatable

blades; a cross-piece accommodated in said housing above the

journals for the rotatable blades; levers disposed in said hous-

ing; said levers being fixed to the journals of said rotatable

blades and pivotally connected to said cross-piece; a servomo-

tor for rotating said blades, said servomotor being provided

with a winged piston having rotatable and fixed wings, and

means fixing said rotatable wings rigidly to said cross-piece.

1. A method for delivering a liquid from a liquid supply

source to a plurality of outlets while automatically maintaining

the liquid flow rate from each outlet within a preselected

range during discharge of liquid from at least one of the out-

lets and during variations of the total rate of liquid being

discharged from the outlets, comprising:

measuring the flow rate of the liquid passing to the outlets

and delivering a first signal representative of and in re-

sponse to said measured flow rate;

comparing said first signal to a plurality of preset actuation

points and delivering an actuation signal in response to

said comparison;
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automatically actuating the next operable pump of a prese-

lected pump sequence in response to said actuation signal
being representative of the first signal being of a magni-
tude greater than the flow rate magnitude of the next
actuation point, said actuation signal being transferred
along the sequence of pumps to said next operable pump
m response to the next pump in the sequence being other
than operable;

automatically terminating operation of a particular pump
and actuating a next operable pump of the preselected
pump sequence in response to the operation of a safety
switch associated with said particular pump; and

automatically terminating operation of each pump in re-
sponse to said first signal being representative of a flow
rate less than the flow rate magnitude of the actuation
point of the respective operating pump, the order of said
termination being in the reverse of the sequence of the
pump actuation.
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and formed with at least one pair of part-circular stationary
control ports, said housing means having inlet and outlet
means communicating with said stationary control ports; a
reaction ring mounted in said housing means eccentric to said
axis; rotor means mounted in said housing for rotation about
said axis and having circumferentially spaced slot chambers
and vanes in said slot chambers cooperating with said reaction
ring and forming between each other contracting and expand-
ing working chambers for high pressure and low pressure
fluid, said rotor means having at one end a rotary control face
confronting said non-rotatable control surface and having
rotary control ports communicating with said working cham-
bers and passing said stationary control ports alternately

3,844,684
PRELIMINARY COMPRESSOR LUBRICATING DEVICE
Seiichi Kawamura, Katsuta, Japan, assignor to Hitachi, Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 31, 1973, Ser. No. 384,298
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 7, 1972, 47-78336

Int. CI. F04b 49100
U.S.a. 417-13 2 Claims

1. A device for effecting preliminary lubrication of a com-
pressor of an air conditioner for a motor vehicle adapted to be
connected and disconnected to an engine of the motor vehicle
through an electromagnetic clutch and provided with means
for supplying lubricant to sliding parts of the compressor
comprising an engine speed discriminating circuit connected
to an Ignition circuit for the engine, a sensor for sensing the
open air temperature, an open air temperature responsive
circuit adapted to respond to the prevailing open air tempera-
ture, and an AND circuit connected to output terminals of the
engine speed discriminating circuit and the temperature re-
sponsive circuit and producing a signal to a compressor start-
ing relay to close the relay and engage the electromagnetic
clutch when the engine speed is a cranking speed or idling
speed and the open air temperature is above a predetermined
level.

whereby high pressure is exerted between portions of said
non-rotatable control surface and said rotary control face and
also in those regions between said stationary control ports
where the flow of fluid into said working chambers is reversed;
said non-rotatable control surface having a balancing groove
in at least one of said regions, confronting said rotary control
face and being closed by the same, said balancing groove
extending in circumferential direction substantially the angu-
lar distance between two of said vanes, said stationary control
surface communicating with connecting conduit means for
connecting said balancing grooves with a high pressure zone
of the machine so that said rotary control face is maintained
in a frictionless balanced position.

3,844,686
CAPACITY CONTROL DEVICE FOR RECIPROCATING

COMPRESSOR
Jack J. Le Blanc, Clay, N.Y., assignor to Carrier Corporation

Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,924
Int. CI. F04b 49100

U.S. a. 417-298
, Claim

"^^^^

3,844,685
VANE MACHINE WITH PRESSURE BIAS AND

BALANCING MEANS FOR THE ROTARY CONTROL
PORT MEMBER

Karl Eickmann, 2420 Isshiki, Hayama-machi, Kanagawa-ken
Japan '

Continuation of Ser. No. 162,034, July 13, 1971, abandoned
This application Sept. 10. 1973, Ser. No. 396,115

Claims priority, application Austria, July 15, 1970,6467/70
Int. CI. F04b 2i//0, FOlc 2//00 19IOfi i a ^^ • r

\iJS. CI. 417-204 • '
,« r,„5

^- ^ ^^"'" ^°^ ^,^7'"g the capacity of a reciprocating
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a. a suction valve for regulating the passage of refrigerant

gas into a cylinder of said compressor;

b. a solenoid disposed within the outer walls of the compres-

c means to sense operating conditions within the refngera-

tion unit, and being further operable to selectively place

said solenoid in first and second operating positions; and

d means operably connected to said solenoid and said

suction valve to place said suction valve in an unloaded

state when said solenoid is placed in its first operating

position in response to predetermined conditions within

said refrigeration unit, said means being further operable

to place said suction valve in a loaded state when said

solenoid is placed in its second operating position, said

means comprising a cable member connected at one end

to said solenoid and at its other end to a spring member

said cable being positioned about the periphery of said

cylinder; and fork members pivotally connected to said

cable member, movement of said solenoid causing said

fork members to rotate to selectively load or unload said

suction valve.

3,844,688

COMPRESSOR CRANK CASE VENTING ARRANGEMENT

FOR ELIMINATING LUBE OIL CARRYOVER

Clifford T. Bulkley, Glastonbury, and David N. Shaw, Last

Granby, both of Conn., assignors to Dunham-Bush, Inc.,

West Hartford, Conn.
^,o aai

Filed May 8, 1973, Ser. No. 358,443

Int. CI. FlSb 2//04. F04b 21106

U.S. a. 417-313 3 Claims

3,844,687

i^EXIBLE MOUNTING SYSTEM

James Piper, 1159 Fountain Way, Anaheim, Calif. 92630

Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 347,897

Int. CI. F04b 17100,35104

U.S. CL 417-301 »4 Claims

<?£•'

1. A flexible system for mounting a pump in a continuously

circulating, potable hot water system for a building comprising

an inlet conduit;

an outlet conduit, said outlet conduit terminating at a point

which is a fixed distance from the end of said inlet con-

a rigid link between said inlet and said outlet conduits to

prevent relative movement therebetween;

means for flexibly coupling said inlet and outlet conduits to

the pump, said coupling means having a low modulus of

elasticity such that no efficient sound transmitting path is

provided between the pump and said inlet and outlet

conduits; and

a flexible support means for mounting the pump to the

building, said flexible support means being of greater

rigidity than said flexible coupling means to insure that

said coupling means will not exceed their elastic limit.

1. In a reciprocating gas compressor comprising,

a compressor housing including a crank case for housing the

compressor crank shaft and having at least one piston

supported by said crank shaft and reciprocating within a

fixed cylinder and defining with said cylinder a working

chamber,

a vertical housing end wall defining a crank case vent pas-

sage separate from and to the side of said crank case,

an intake manifold overlying said compressor housing and

being ported to said working chamber,

a coalescent separator vertically mounted within said crank

case vent passage and spaced from said end wall to sepa-

rate said crank case vent passage into a first chamber

underlying said intake manifold and a second chamber,

a first vertical opening within said first chamber leading

directly from said crank case vent passage first chamber

into said intake manifold, and

a second opening within said housing second chamber for

normally introducing the gas to be compressed to said

second chamber for passage through said coalescent

separator to remove oil carried thereby,

a first opening within the bottom of said end wall and carry-

ing a check valve to permit oil flow from said first cham-

ber into said crank case, and

a second opening within said end wall above said check

valve opening for permitting oil-air mist within said crank

case to vent from said crank case into said crank case

vent passage first chamber, the improvement comprising;

means for blocking said first opening within said first

chamber,

means for directing the intake gas to said compressor di-

rectly to said intake manifold, bypassing said first and

second chambers, and

means for fluid coupling said second housing opening di-

rectly to said intake manifold,

whereby; the oil-air mist within the crank case entering said

first chamber from said crank case, passes through said

coalescent separator to remove the oil therefrom to per-

mit venting of the crank case gas resulting from blow-by

to the intake manifold, and returns the removed oil back

to the crank case through said check valve to eliminate

compressor lube oil carryover.

3,844,689

TIME-SHARING COMPRESSION SYSTEM

Roger C. Weatherston, Willlamsville, N.Y., assignor to Calspan

Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 329,284

Int.CI. F04b2//00,59/00

U S. CI. 417—572 20 Claims

l! In a time-sharing compression system, the combination

comprising:
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a. a compressor having an inlet and an outlet and a sourceof low pressure fluid
""^^^

b. accumulator means including at least one pressure reservo.r for stormg gas at at least one intermed ate pressureabove that of said low pressure fluid and
'

c. first valving means for cyclically placing said reservoir
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first in communication only with said compressor outletand then m communication only with said compressomiet whereby said compressor first delivers gas 7one o3 ,;
??^"'' P^"'"^" ^^^'' ^^id low pressure fluid

LUBRICANT SUPPLY Sm^M FOR ROTARY PISTON

ri-i™ -

^"^- ^^' ^^^'' Ser. No. 175,212

204I536
'""""' """''"""" ''"'"""^' '^"«- ^^' »970,

U.S. CI. 418-9?
^^^' ^"^^' ^^^ ^^'^^' ^^'^^

9 Claims

3.844,690

i«i, r ..
HELICAL PUMPJoN F.^Kopczynskl, 1671 Sweeney, North Tonawanda, N.Y.

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,790

U.S. CI. 4.8-48
'"^•^'•'^^^'/^^

2 Claims

hen I Vk !? C"'"P'"8 "^"'"''" having a wall with a ft

rotor sa,d first and second helical threads having side walls ?,^providing sealing engagement with each other mean forevolving said rotor in a circular path relative to aiJ^nnlchamber so as to produce sequential co t betweenTcum'feren.ial portions of said rotor and said pumpTng chamber'said means for revolving said rotor comprS^niean^ f'

J

mounting said rotor eccentricallv in s;,iH m.n!
^^

means for

means for holding said rotor^a;^i::.^?lK7a'E?ut -tra:!;

late'raUoi'nY^Tts
"'""^' ^°'"'"^''°" ^"^'^ --P-'ng.

a multi-arched running surface formed on said casing hous-

a piston rotating within the casing housing which slidesalong said running surface .

"
and lubricating means for lubricating said running surfacewherein said lubricating means includes a firs rectilinear'

tne dxial direction of said engine substantially parallel tosaid running surface, said first oil channel means termnating at at least one end thereof in an oif disSeopening between an end flank of the casing hou nranda respective adjacent housing part
^ ^

wherein said first oil channel means terminates at both endsthereof m respective oil discharge openings betweenrespective oppositely facing end flanks oJ^hersmghousing and respective adjacent housing parts
^

wherein said casing housing has an area of smaller width^han Its normal width in the axial direction of the eSe
suh hat said oMdi'V"''

°'"'' ""^ °" ^''-"^' •"
' "

said rrfn. »

"'^''^f'^^ge openings are formed between

smalKdra^d^"^"
^^"^'"^ ^"^^ ^^' -'<^ --"of

"^

drcularlh/'!?
"' ''"'"'^ "'"'^ '^ substantially semi-circular shaped as viewed in the axial direction of The
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3,844,692

PROTECTIVE SHIELDS FOR ROTARY INTERNAL

COMBUSTION ENGINE ROTOR TIP SEALS

Charles D. McLain, Alton, III., assignor to Olin Corporation,

New Haven, Conn.

Filed May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,746

Int. CI. FOlc 19102: F04c 15100, 27100

U.S. CI. 418-113 20 Claims

\

concentric annular grooves to fittingly receive respective oil

seal devices, an oil seal device fitted in the outer annular

groove and comprising; annular wave spnng means (22) ar-

ranged in the bottom of said outer annular groove (9), a

metallic sealing ring (12) of generally U-shaped cross section

opening radially inside and fitted in said outer annular groove

in pressure engagement with the adjacent housing wall surface

under the bias of said annular wave spring means, an O-nng

of elastic material ( 16) received in the U cavity of said sealing

ring, said sealing ring having a generally thin-walled web

portion (14) thereby to exhibit as a whole a substantial axial

resiliency, and an annular, radially outwardly projecting ridge

(IS) formed on the web portion of said sealing ring at a loca-

tion in the open mouth (90) of said annular groove (9).

3,844,694

ROTARY PISTON INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE,

ESPECIALLY OF TROCHOIDAL CONSTRUCTION

Heinz Lamm, Esslingen-St. Bernhardt, Germany, assignor to

Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft, Stuttgart, Germany

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,692

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 7, 1971,

2150007
Int. CI. FOlc 19100

U.S.CL 418-149 14 Claims

1. An improved sealing system for use in rotary internal

combustion engines of the type having a hollow epitrochoidal

shaped chamber defined by a wall and a rotor having a plural-

ity of apex portions, each apex portion having a tip, the rotor

being rotatably and eccentrically mounted for motion within

the chamber so that a space exists between the tip and the

chamber wall, comprising: strip-like sealing means located at

each rotor tip with said sealing means being movably mounted

and projecting from the rotor tip so as to fill the space between

the rotor tip and the chamber wall, and a rotor tip seal shield

located adjacent to, parallel to, and spaced from in advance

of each of the rqtor tip sealing means, with said shield being

rigidly fixed to the rotor, with the height of the shield above

the rotor face being equal to from 60 to 90 percent of the

distance between the rotor face at the point where the shield

is mounted, and the chamber wall, whereby said shield pro-

tects the rotor tip sealing means from thermal and mechanical

shock during the operation of the engine.

15 ^22

3,844,693

OIL SEAL DEVICE FOR ROTARY PISTON ENGINE

Ko Chiba; Masayuki Maruyama; Daisaku Kobayashi, and

YoshlkunI Mizuma, all of Kashiwaiaki, Japan, assignors to

Riken Piston Ring Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Oct. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 403,181

1

1

Int. CL FOlc /9/OS

U.S.CL 418-142 > Claim

16^ 21-

1. A rotary piston internal combustion engine which in-

cludes lateral housing means and at least one casing housing

means having abutment surfaces, and sealing means arranged

between the abutment surfaces of the housing means to be

connected with one another, said sealing means being dis-

posed in an annular groove and surrounding channels for

cooling and lubricating media, characterized in that a first

sealing means serving the purpose of liquid-seal is enclosed by

a second sealing means providing a gas seal.

3,844,695

ROTARY COMPRESSOR
Roger C. Weatherston, Willlamsvllle, N.Y., assignor to Calspan

Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. Nos. 297,576, Oct. 13, 1972, abandoned,

and Ser. No. 76,519, Sept. 29, 1970, abandoned. This

application Feb. 12, 1974, Ser. No. 441,929

Int. CI. FOlc 21100, 1124; F04c 1108

U.S.CL 418-180 22 Claims

1. In a rotary combustion engine in which the rotor is

formed in each of the opposite side surfaces thereof with two

1. A rotary expansible chamber apparatus, comprising:

A. a casing defining first and second working chambers.
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B. a first gas passage communicating with each of saidworkmg chambers,
C. a second gas passage communicating directly with onlv

said second working chamber,
D. a first impeller rotatably mounted in said Hrst working
chamber and having two lobes with the space therebe
tween defining two wells,

E. a second impeller rotatably mounted in said second
working chamber and having two lobes in mating engage-
ment within the wells of said first impeller, each lobehaving a leading edge and a trailing edge

F said second gas passage and said first and second impel-
lers being so constructed and arranged that the gas occu-
pying the space between said first impeller and said Hrst

Z.LT T^"'
'^'"^"'''^ ^^""^ ^"y P"^' communica-

tion with said second gas passage until the trailing edge of
said second impeller exposes said space to said second
passage at which time said space has undergone a reduc
ion m volume with a resultant increase in pressure be-tween that existing in said first and second gas passageG. additiona passage means for placing a closed well of said

tirst impeller in communication with a closed well of saidsecond impeller as said second passage is closed wherebyhe pressure of gas in said wells in increased by continued
rotation of said impellers.

"iimmcu

3,844,696

I„h„ I ch,^*^/^'^'*
^«'SE REDUCTION MEANS

nf Mi K '

•"^'"'"'' *"*' ^''^"^ ^' Z'*»'l, Bridgeport, bothof M.ch., assignors to General Motors Corporation' DetrJl'

Filed Aug. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 390,307

irc ^. ..o
Int. CI. F04c 29/06

U.S. CI. 418-181 ,^, .

2 Claims
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ng said other end of said circumferential passage with saidshroud volume; said shroud opening, shroud volume axILl

tTnSf- rr'"T'' P^"^«^ ^"'
'"'^^ forming an ex.

hous^. furThJ:' T.'^''^''
'"^ ^^''^ *°^''*"« ^'^-'"ber; saidhousing further including an accumulator volume in commu-mcation w.th said working chamber and said extendedTduc-

tive inlet passage; said extended inductive inlet passage and

z^TsIt;:':^'''"''
-^-'--^ - ^^^- ^^^-o- -it'

3,844,697
TENDON ANCHORAGE ASSEMBLY WITH THREADED

HuT.TL^^T^^ '«'* CONCRETE FoJmwoRk''

1,'claJ,: Enlianr
""""' '''''' ^^*" «-' ^-'>^-

Continuatlon of Ser. No. 755,577, Aug. 27, 1968, abandoned.
This application July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 164,073

Int. CI. B28b2//60
'^•*<^'"»-"'

40 Claims

5=+^ *
J-+=

^=-f-

1. A positive displacement air pump for use in a system forsupplying air to the stream of hot exhaust gases em ttedTroma combustion engine; said pump including a general cylindrTcal housing, a working chamber inside said housing havng anmiet and an outlet, an impeller in said working chamber^or
directing an air stream through said working chamber from

"earn and^r'b "Tr'""^
'""^"*"« '''P—« '""-da"stream and a shroud fixed to one axial end of said housing

aid shroud having a portion thereof spaced from said housin'g
to form a shroud volume and having a hole therethrough saidhousing including a passage extending circumferfn iaTlv

saTd""hou:;nrsi'r
'^'^t" ^'^^""^ ^'^ °^^- -^^^^^

said housing said circumferential passage having one end

Zet S?H '""' '"? '"^'''^^ ^"^ diametfically opposite said

out^iH^; H 'T^ "'u
'"''"^'"« ^ P^^^^g^ ^>''«nding axiaTlyoutside said working chamber, said axial passage communica

1. In an anchorage assembly including an anchor havine ahollow, continuous and leak proof housing and a stre sfngtendon passing therethrough, said anchor including flange

of's'ald'hf
'' '" ^['^^^''•^"ding generally laterally ou'twardiof said housing said flange means fixing said anchor in con

?rnl
' ''"'"^ '^'''°^ ^^'''^y '^'^ ^"<^hor is inhibitedfrom movement ,n a direction inwardly of the concrete grippmg means wrthin said hollow of said housing for engagmgheportion of said tendon in said housing, the improvement comprising first means for supporting said housing'on a formwoTkand for forming a cavity in the concrete, said first meansmcluding a member extending generally longitudina ^ of the

?ormwo:.'"r''"^'^
'°"/^^''"« between said housing anda formwork fixing means for attaching said member to saidhousing, said first means further including a spacer surou^dmg said member and disposed in sealing engagement wh saidhousing and adapted to be sealed agfinst' the forlnwork toprevent ingress of concrete therebetween and for forming acavity m concrete therebetween, said member fixing thTrei

ive position of said housing to the formwork and for urgingsaid housing toward said spacer and sealing said spacer to flidhousing and adapted to be sealed against'the formwork and

said' ^ac'"
""'"' '''°"'' ''*' ""'y f^^'"^'^

"^y ^-°'^' of

3,844,698
MEANS FOR FORMING A HOLE IN THE ARTICLE

DURING BLOW MOLDING
Joseph Zanca, 1662.62nd St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11204

Filed Aug. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 277,194

.,^ ^.
Int. CI. B29d 2i/0i

U.S. CI. 425-155
9 Claims

1. In a mold for blow-molding a hollow plastic article com*pnsmg mold walls having located therein a cavity portion of
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the dimensions of the desired article, said cavity portion being

defined by cavity wails which terminate at one point in an

orifice in said mold walls through which a plastic parison may

be inserted, the improvement comprising reciprocating punch

means communicating through said mold walls with said cav-

ity portion to an extend sufficient to form at least one hole in

3,844,700

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING

CONTINUOUS THERMOPLASTIC PIPE HAVING

CORRUGATED SEGMENTS
Nickolas N. Sokotow, Roscoe, III., assignor to Belolt Corpora-

tion, Betolt, Wis. „„„„,
Filed Feb. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 330,002

Int. CI. B29d 23118, 23104

U.S. CI. 425-326 R ^ C'»""*

the wall of the hollow plastic article during the blow molding

operation, and means for reciprocating said punch means, said

means for reciprocating said punch means including timing

means for retracting said punch means from said hole form'ng

communication at a time when the parison is still malleable

such that a smooth, substantially nonfrayed hole is formed.

3,844,699

INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE WITH A ROTARY

PLUNGER AND ROD MIXING AND WORKING
CHAMBER

Bryce Maxwell, 19 McCosh Cir., Princeton, N.J. 08540

Continuation of Ser. No. 204,514, Dec. 3, 1971, abandoned.

This application Sept. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 396,140

Int. CI. B29f 1102

U.S. CI. 425-207 5 Claims

1. Apparatus for forming continuous thermoplastic pipe

which has spaced corrugated wall portions along the length of

the pipe comprising:
, r -,f o

a continuous pipe forming means for forming pipe oi a

predetermined diameter and wall thickness and for cool-

ing the formed pipe;

b. heating means for selectively heating spaced portions ot

the formed pipe after it leaves the pipe forming mean^

c corrugation forming means for engaging the heated

spaced portions of the continuously advancing pipe, and

forming discrete corrugated sections; and

d. coordinating means for coordinating movement of the

heating means and corrugation forming means to the

travel of the pipe including means for moving the heatmg

and corrugating means with the continuously advancing

pipe.

3,844,701

COMPRESSION MOLDING APPARATUS

Bruce C. Rockwell, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor to Dana Corpo-

ration, Toledo, Ohio ,„„„..,
Filed Aug. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 388,012

Int. CI. B29c 3100

U.S. CI. 425-348 * Claims

Zl r2*
J-29

: 2fc

a - - f^'^ 5-t,----'° '^
^

1 Apparatus for use in mixing and working plastic materials

comprising a cylindrical chamber, a cylindrical plunger clos-

ing one end of said chamber and movable axially within said

chamber into and out of contact with material in said cham-

ber means for effecting relative rotation between said plunger

and chamber with respect to each other to mix and work

material within said chamber, an exit port m the end of the

chamber opposite to said plunger, a cylindrical rod-like mem-

ber of substantially smaller diameter than said plunger extend-

ing axially of and being axially displaceable with respect to

said plunger while being held axially fixed within said cylindri-

cal chamber, means for rotating said rod-like member to cause

material in said chamber to flow axially along said rod-like

member when said plunger is moved in a direction away from

said exit port and to be folded back upon itself when said

plunger is advanced toward said exit port to aid in mixing and

working the material.

1 An apparatus for compression molding articles compris-

ing mold carrier means having molds thereon for molding a

blank part, a first indexing means for transporting said carrier

means, a curing oven, a second indexing means within said
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oven for transporting said carrier means within said oven, and
means for alternately translating said carrier means from said
first mdexing means to said second indexing means and back
to said first mdexing means, said first and second indexing
means and said translating means moving said carrier means
through stations to close said carrier means, lock under mold-
ing pressure, heat, open, and extract a molded part therefrom

October 29, 1974

3,844,702
CENTRIFUGAL CASTING AND CURING APPARATUS

Char es L. Dimmer, Toledo, Ohio, and Eric Perry, Arcadia,
Calif., assignors to Nobilium Products, Inc., Los Angeles,

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 311,759

.,e ^.
Int. CI. B29c 5/04. 25/00

U.S. CI. 425-425
,4 Claims

comprrs*:"^
'"""""' "'" '"^'^''^' '^' ''"P^o^^'^ent which

a. at least one locking element of circular cross sectionmovably secured on one of said coupling members
1

.

the other coupling member being formed with a recess
aligned with said at least one locking element trans-
versely of said direction in said position of engagement
b. yieldably resilient means biasing said at least one
locking element inward of said recess and thereby
locking said coupling members for joint movement in

,u

1. An apparatus for centrifugal casting and for curing dental
restorations comprising:

a housing defining a pressure vessel;
a rotor assembly for rotation disposed within said housing

tor centrifugally casting said dental restorations
water flow control means for permitting water to enter said

pressure vessel for curing said dental restorations after
casting and to be drained from said pressure vessel cou-
pled to said housing;

heating means for heating water in said vessel-
gas flow control means for permitting gas to enter and leave

said pressure vessel such that said vessel mav be pressur-
ized for curing said dental restorations; and'

a flask including a plurality of sections for receiving dental
restoration molds coupled to said rotor assembly for
rotation with said assembly during said centrifugal cast-
ing; ="

whereby a plurality of dental restorations may be centrifu-
gally cast simultaneously in said flask and then cured in
said vessel.

3,844,703
KNOCK-OUT ARRANGEMENT FOR AN INJECTION

MOLDING MACHINE
Gunter Hutter, Emmestrasse 2, 6844 Altach, Austria

Filed Oct. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 402,817
Claims priority, application Austria, Oct 3, 1972, 8478/72-

Switzerland, Feb. 28, 1973, 2915/73
«'»'o//-i,

,,, ^ Int. CI. B29c 7100
U.S. a. 425-436 ,,^, .

1. In a knock-out arrangement for an injection moldingmachine including a support; a knock-out member movableon said support in a predeterminded direction toward andaway from a rest position, a flrst coupling member flxedlvmounted on said knock-out member, a second coupling member movable in said direction toward and awav from a portionof engagement with said first coupling member, and actuatingmeans for moving said second coupling member toward and

said direction when said at least one element is re-
ceived in said recess; and

c. guide means on said support and on said one couplingmember cooperating for retracting said at least one lock

^idvZT T "'^'i
'''''' *" ^"P«"^^ »« movement of

said knock-out member toward said rest position

.?.H t. t^K
^
uf ?"""' *"""'^*"« ^ g"*de face associ-

ated with each locking element and obliquely inclined
relative to said direction, said guide face\ng^aging the
associated locking element during said retracting

3,844,704
BURNER AND IGNITION SYSTEM

Filed Aug. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 389,195

t.s.a.«,-43 '"'•«"^""
12 Claims

away from said FJsiI;o^lh7;M^aTd'fo^IoTn8^'a°i!S\'lck'' n,L*.
""""!' '''"?'"^ ^omprisng a burne, ,ube having ao. .e.., .o.a. a„d awa, .o. said .s. pSr^n ^::^!:Z^--:^'Zi^t::tz£
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with said ignition port and extending into the burner tube at

said ignition port for emitting a small turbulent portion of the

fluid fuel passing through said burner tube from said ignition

port, said baffle means being a scoop-shaped indentation in

the burner tube wall with the open end of the scoop defining

a portion of the periphery of the ignition port and defining the

downstream edge of the baffle in the form of a reverse

rounded edge, and ignition means for igniting the emitted

turbulent portion whereby said fuel within the burner tube is

also ignited and the flame travels from said ignition port

through the burner tube to said flame-supporting outlet.

3,844,706

CANDLES AND MANUFACTURE THEREOF
Elefterios Tsaras, 92455 Irving Park Rd., Schiller Park, III.

60176
Filed Oct. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 411,050

Int. CI. F23d 3116

U.S.CL 431-288 23 Claims

3,844,705

GASIFIED FUEL BURNER FOR BURNING A LIQUID
FUEL AND WATER IN A GASEOUS MIXTURE

Kingo Miyahara, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha

Dowa, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,757

Claims priority, application Japan, May 18, 1973, 48-

55335; June 19., 1973, 48-73292; June 19, 1973, 48-73293

I

Int. CI. F23d ///O^

U.S. CI. 431-168 3 Claims

^^>fe^=r1

1. A gasified fuel burner adapted to convert a liquid fuel and

water into a mixture of a gasified fuel and steam for combus-

tion of the fuel in gasified state, comprising a combustion

cylinder, a gas chamber defined in said combustion cylinder

and formed with an opening substantially in its central por-

tion, a diffuser-vaporizer rotatably mounted in said combus-

tion cylinder and formed with an opening disposed in spaced

juxtaposed relationship to said opening in said gas chamber,

with a fuel scattering clearance of a size large enough for the

liquid fuel to move therethrough and scatter in the combus-

tion cylinder in atomized particles formed between the open-

ing in the diffuser-vaporizer and the opening in the gas cham-

ber to sustain combustion of the liquid fuel, a frusto-conical

blast supply member extending through the gas chamber into

the diffuser-vaporizer to supply a stream of air under pressure

to the diffuser-vaporizer and then to the gas chamber, a steam

generating annular chamber provided at the end of a flame

ejecting opening of the combustion cylinder for heating sup-

plied water by the heat produced by combustion of the fuel in

liquid state and generating superheated steam therein, a steam

line connected at one end to said steam generating annular

chamber and opening at the other end in said frusto-conical

blast supply member so that the superheated steam produced

in said steam generating annular chamber is mixed with the

gasified fuel produced in said diffuser-vaporizer together with

the stream of air supplied under pressure through the blast

supply member, and a combustion plate provided at the pe-

riphery of the gas chamber for ejecting therethrough a mixture

of gasified fuel and superheated steam together with the

stream of air supplied under pressure through the blast supply

member whereby combustion of the gasified fuel can be car-

ried out satisfactorily.

GLVCERIDE ADDITIVE COMKjonD

:^
7-

OILV HOT MIXTjfiE

ETHYL CELLULOSE --

—

HOMOGENEOUS t'SCOUS

HOT MELT

WICK
MOLDED TRANSPARENT

CJNDlt

1. A candle comprising a body having therein a wick,

A. said body comprising on a 100 weight percent basis a

thermoplastic blend of -

1. from about 6 to 55 weight percent ethyl cellulose and

2. from about 45 to 94 weight percent of at least one

glyceride.

B. said wick being adapted to

1

.

be impregnated by said blend when said blend is in a

heated, liquified form, and

2. provide capillary action for such heated, liquified form

of said blend,

C. the combination of said body and said wick being such

that, when an upper end of said wick is in a generally

vertical configuration and is ignited, said wick burns with

a generally luminous flame and combusts gradually both

itself and said body.

3,844,707

LOW COST, WIND PROOF CIGARETTE LIGHTER
BURNER

Alex F. Wormser, Marblehead, Mass., assignor to Wingaer-

sheek Turbine Company, Inc., Peabody, Mass.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 142,402, May 11, 1971,

abandoned. This application Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,534

Int. CL F23d 13112

U.S.CL 431-347 7 Claims

1. In a cigarette lighter operating on compressed gas fuel

provided through a fuel stem, a burner comprising:

a sheet metal tubular member, having a nominal diameter

of y* inch or less, shaped adjacent one end to provide air

entrance channels on either side of said fuel feed stem,

said tubular member being shaped intermediate its ends

providing a jet pump tube coaxial with said fuel jet, the

fuel jet thereby operating to entrain air drawn through

said entrance channels; and

inserted into the other end of said tubular member, a disk-

like sheet metal flameholder having a plurality of circum-

ferentially disposed vanes struck from the material of said
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nameholder. leaving a substantial central hub. said vanesbemg mclmed w.th respect to the plane of the disk l?kenameholder thereby to produce a helical spin of gaiespass.ng through said flame holder, whereby a recirS
t.on zone .s formed downstream of said hub allowing hm
?ud"mtf'"!k

'' .^^^'^^"'^»^d ^"d ignite incoming ^-
fuel mixture, the spm of gases causing cooler unburnedgases to tend to the periphery of the burner ^ith thehotter gases tendmg toward the axis of the burner facili-

o "dVa"Xr"
"' P"""''"« extinguishment due to
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3,844,708

r u ,
9y^^ CONVEYOR AND METHOD

Gerald Lee Voshel. Kentwood, Mich., assignor to WernerLehara, Inc., Grand Rapids. Mich.
""

D.v.sion of Ser. No. 343,,, 2 March 20, ,973. This application
Jan. 23, ,974, Ser. No. 435,657

i-.s.ci.432-n
'"'•"•«">""

4 Claims

'Jd
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„^^ 3,844,709
ROTARY KILN WITH COOLING CELLS

.

Filed Jan. 3, ,974, Ser. No. 430,40,

"
^^ n Claims

(0 - M-'O

,. A rotary kiln comprising

^he'o"utput'end"'"' " °"'^"' ^"' ^"'^ ^^""'"^ ^ P°" ^»

'
fh^retu'h.t'd'''^

"^''""•^^ °" ^^^ ^''" ^«'^>' f- -tation

^
hnHi!'^

'^^
n"''j"'l''''""'^''"« "^^ •'i'" ^nd cooling cellbodies m a fluid-tight manner and providing communication between the interiors of the kiln and coolmg e,bodies through the port, the feed channel including

a an expansible bellows sleeve having respective endsnuid-tight
ly affixed respectively to 'the kin and hecooling cell body, and

b. a tube section having respective ends, the tube sectionbeing positioned within the bellows sleeve and ha in«a refractory interior wall, and one of the tube section

the ntff'"^ 'T'"^
'" ' ''^''''^ «"^ «f 'he bodies whUe

?i Tl' ^1"^ " ^'^^' '"^'erial falling out of the rota vkiln body through the port being guided by the tubesection into the cooling cell
^
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3,844,7,0

DYEING POLYESTERS OR CELLULOSIC ESTERS WITH

PRINTING PASTE CONTAINING BUTANE DIOL

POLYGLYCOL ETHER AND NAPHTHOL POLYGLYCOL

i

I

ETHER
Friedrich Reinhardt, Frankfurt am Main, and Kurt Roth,

Hoflieim/Taunus, both of Germany, assignors to Farbwerke

Hoechst Aktlengesellschaft vormals Melster Lucius & Brun-

ing, Frankfurt, Germany
Filed Sept. 28, ,972, Ser. No. 293,,43

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 30, ,971,

2148867
Int. CI. D06p 1182

U.S. CL8-62
J

2 Claims

I. A process for printing disperse dyes on polyester, cel-

lulose-triacetate or cellulose-2,5-acetate which consists of

applying onto the textile material a printing paste of usual

composition which contains additionally 2 to 7 percent of a

fixing auxiliary mixture of a compound of the formula

0-(C:n40).-C2lI«-OH

(1)

3,844,7,2

TREATMENT OF DYED POLYAMIDES

Gerrit Frickenhaus, WupperUl-Ronsdorf, and Hans Gunter

Otten, Koeln-Buchheim, both of Germany, assignors to Far-

benfabriken Bayer Aktlengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Ger-

many
Filed Feb. 4, ,969, Ser. No. 796,545

Claims priority, application Germany, June ,5, 1968,

,769613[U]
Int. CI. D06p 1184

U.S. CI. 8-165 3 Claims

,. Process for the improvement of the wet fastness proper-

ties of anionically modified synthetic polyamide textile materi-

als dyed with cationic dyestuffs comprising treating the mate-

rials with aqueous liquors, which contain alkali or ammonium

salts of formaldehyde condensation products of aromatic

sulfonic acids of the formula:

(SO^H)^

\''\/

wherein x is zero or an integer from I to 4 and of a compound

of the formula i

H0-C4H^01A1-0C-R, (2)

wherein R ,—CO— is alkanoy 1 with i 2 to 22 carbon atoms and

I
A) is a polyethylene oxide and/or a polypropylene oxide

chain consisting of from three to 20 members, in a ratio of

1:10 to 10:1 by weight, and fixing the prints under the condi-

tions used for fixing disperse dyes.

3,844,7,,

LOW-FROTH, WATER-SOLUBLE DYEJNG AUXILIARIES

Manfred Daeuble, Frankenthal; Knut Oppenlaender, and Rolf

Fikentscher, both of Ludwigshafen, all of Germany, assign-

ors to Badische Anilin & Soda-Fabrik Aktlengesellschaft,

Ludwigshafen/Rhein, Germany
Filed Jan. ,2, ,972, Ser. No. 2,7,226

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 22, ,97,,

2,02899
,nt. CI. D06p //S2

U.S. CI. 8-93

'

7 Claims

,. A textile dyeing liquor having a pH of between 2 and 8,

containing a dyestuff and having added thereto a low-froth,

water-soluble dyeing auxiliary consisting essentially of:

a. 10 to 70 percent by weight, with reference to the dyeing

auxiliary, of a non-ionic surfactant;

b. 10 to 70 percent by weight, with reference to the dyeing

auxiliary, of an esterification product from 2 molar equiv-

alents of a mixture of higher fatty acids containing not

less than 30 percent oleic acid and from one molar equiv-

alent of a block copolymer, carrying 2 terminal hydroxyl

groups, of ethylene oxide and 1 .2-propylene oxide having

a molecular weight of about 1.500 to 7.000, the sum of

(a) and (b) being less than or equal to 95 percent by

weight; and

c. less than 20 to 5 percent by weight, with reference to the

dyeing auxiliary, of water.

m

in which

A signifies diphenyl ether radical,

R signifies an alkyl radical containing 1-4 carbon atoms,

m a whole number from 0-2 and

n a number from 0.5-2.

3,844,713

ALKYL AND ARYL PHOSPHITES TO INHIBIT OZONE
FADING OF DYED POLYAMIDES

Peter Reginald Saunders; Brian Armstead Dementi, and Ro-

bert Alden Lofquist, all of Richmond, Va., assignors to Allied

Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 243,061

Int. CI. D06p 5/00

U.S. CI. 8-165 5 Claims

1. In a method for dyeing nylon fibers with anthraquinone

dyes, the improvement comprising coating the fiber with a

substance consisting essentially of an aryl hydrocarbon, aral-

kyl hydrocarbon, saturated alkyl or a polymeric propoxylated

phenyl organic phosphite having a molecular weight of from

about 200 to about 2500 so that from about 0.7 to about 3

percent on weight of fiber of said phosphite remains on said

fibers after dyeing whereby said dyed polycarbonamide fibers

have improved dyefastness when exposed to ozone, said coat-

ing being applied subsequent to the dyeing fiber.

3,844,714

METHOD OF IMPROVING SHAPED FIBRE FORMING
POLYMERS

Michael King McCreath, Harrogate, England, assignor to

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, London, England

Continuation of Ser. No. 806,032, March 5, 1969, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 424,823, Jan. 11, 1965,

abandoned. This application Feb. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 330,562

Int. CI. D06p 5100

U.S.CL 8-168 1 Claim

1. A process for improving the dyeability of meltspun poly-

ethylene terephthalate which is in the form of a fiber, filament,

yarn or fabric, comprising passing undrawn polyethylene

2029
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terephlhalate niamentary exlrudate through a bath containing
vmylpyridine and benzoin, said vinylpyridine being selected
from the group consisting of 2-vinylpyridine and 4-
vinylpyridine said vinyl pyridine thereby being caused to dif-
fuse uniformly mto the polyethylene terephthalate filamentary
extrudate, drawmg the polyethylene terephthalate filamentary
exlrudate over a heated member and then polymerizing the
vmylpyridine. in situ, to a degree such that diffusion out of the
polyethylene terephthalate filamentary extrudate is inhibited
the polymerizing step being effected by treating the polyethyl-
ene terephthalate filamentary extrudate which contains the
vmylpyridine. with a catalyst selected from the group consist-
ing of boron trifluoride etherate, benzyl peroxide, peracetic
acid, azodiisobutyronitrile and ultra-violet radiation.

produce gaseous by-products for subsequent radioactivity
measurement comprising the steps of providing a combustion
chamber including an electrically conductive plate adapted to
receive a sample of material to be burned and an electrode
positioned near the sample, introducing oxygen into said
combustion chamber from an oxygen source, energizing said
electrode to produce a continuous high intensity spark there-
from to said electrically conductive plate to form singlet and
triplet oxygen to react locally at the surface of the sample and
to burn the sample at said surface, continuing the localized
oxidation until combustion of the total sample is complete
and collecting gaseous products of combustion produced
thereby.

3,844,715
POLYMERIC MATERIALS COLORED WITH YELLOW

METHINE DYES AND PIGMENTS
Edgar E. Renfrew, Lock Haven, Pa., assignor to American
Anihne Products, Inc., Paterson, NJ.

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,602
Int. CI. C07d 27168

^f
^1.8-179 4 Claims

I. A polyester fabric material which comprises a polyester
fibrous material containing a compound of the formula

3,844,717
PRESS FOR PROGRESSIVE COMPRESSION OF LIQUID-

EARING ABSORBENT ARTICLE
Lester A. Sodickson, Newton, Mass., and Franklin Lim, Rich-
mond, Va., assignors to Damon Corporation, Needham
Heights, Mass.

Filed Apr. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 243,028
Int. CL B30b 9/04. GOln 31100

U.S. CI. 23-253 R ,7 claims

R-
CH=C

Wherein R is hydrogen, chlorine, bromine, nitro or acetamido
A is lower alkyl. benzyl or cyanodower alkyl); each of X andY is independently cyano. lower carbalkoxyl.

Ri—C O—

or R,—SO2, R, being a member selected from the group
consisting of lower alkyl. chloro( lower alkyl). bromo(-
lower alkyl), cyano(lower alkyl), phenyl, (lower alkyl)-
phenyl, chlorophenyl, bromophenyl, nitrophenyl and
cyanophenyl.

3.844,716
COMBUSTION METHOD APPARATUS FOR PREPARING
SAMPLES FOR LIQUID SCINTILLATION COUNTING

John E. Noakes, Athens, Ga., assignor to Nuclear-Chicago
Corporation, Des Plaines, III.L

Filed Dec. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 203,796
Int. CI. GOln 31112: H05b 7118

U.S. CI. 23-230 PC 6 Claims

COMBUSTION 1

PRODUCTS J I,

OXYGEN \<<^ CO

EXHAUST VENT (16)

NITROGEN t

COLLECTION
TRAPS (181

PVREX CHAMBER (.2)

1. A press for squeezing liquid material from an absorbent
article, said press having a pressure assembly movable relative
to a platen member for pressing the article therebetween said
press further comprising

A. a first foot member in said pressure assembly and having
a first article-pressing surface facing said platen member
said first foot member being movable with said pressure
assembly to compressively engage said first surface
against an article on said platen member with a first force
B. a second foot member in said pressure assembly and
having a second article-pressing surface facing said platen
member along a path encircling said first surface said
second foot member being movable with said pressure
assembly and in the same direction as said first foot mem-
ber to compressively engage said second surface against
an article on said platen member with a second force
different from said first force, and said second foot mem-
ber compressively engaging said article prior to said first
foot member upon movement of said pressure assembly
toward said platen member, and said second foot member
forming with said first foot member a liquid-tight seal
between said first and second surfaces.

' V U4O-60HV0(]f5

.19/0:

,EAL
E>-ECTR0CE(6)

ELECTRICAL
OSCILLATING
CIRCUIT (8)

I

1. A method for the combustion of organic materials con-
taining a radioactive isotope in an oxygen atmosphere to

3,844,718
FROZEN FOOD DEFROSTING INDICATOR

Herman Cohen, Kennebunk, Maine 04043
Filed May 1, 1972, Ser. No. 249,019

Int. CI. GOln i//22
U.S. CI 23-253 TP ^ Claims

1. A defrosting indicator for frozen food packages compris-
ing:

a strip of hygroscopic material having indicia printed
thereon in water-soluble medium, said strip having an
outer side and an opposing, under side;

CHEMICAL 2031October 29. 1974

a transparent, water-tight outer cover for the outer side of 3,844,720

said strip, through which said indicia may be viewed; URINOMETER
a water vapor-permeable under-cover for the under side of Richard Vaughn Jones, DeQueen, Ark., assignor to Millwood

Laboratories, DeQueen, Ark.

Filed Jan. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 320,785

Int. CI. GOln 9// 0. 33116

\ -^/ \ -*-^ U.S. CI. 23-259 5 Claims

_^<^

said strip through which said strip may be placed in vapor

communication with frozen food to be monitored for

thawing; and means securing the two covers together

perimetrically of the strip.

3,844,719

MERCURY METAL ANALYZER
David L. Hammitt, New Martinsville, W. Va., assignor to PPG

Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed June 1, 1972, Ser. No. 258,730

Int. CL GOln 2 //22,ii/20

U.S. CL 23-253 R 2 Claims
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1. A mercury-metal analyzer comprising:

a. a reactor including reactor vent means;

b. a sample feed means to said reactor;

c. a reducing agent feed means to said reactor;

d. a separate oxidizing agent feed means to said reactor;

e. a separate elevated pressure gas feed means to said reac-

tor;

f. a means for maintaining said gas feed means at an ele-

vated pressure with respect to ambient pressure;

g. an U.V. spectrophotometer means in series with said

reactor for measuring the absorbance of mercury-metal

in the product of said reactor; and

h. an electric cycle control means for sequentially and

repetitively:

1

.

simultaneously feeding sample to the reactor from the

sample feed means and venting the reactor;

2. feeding oxidizing agent to the reactor from the oxidiz-

ing agent feed means;

3. sealing the reactor during oxidation of the sample;

4. venting the reactor after oxidation of the sample;

5. feeding reducing agent to the reactor from the reduc-

ing agent feed means;

6. thereafter feeding the reaction product from the reac-

tor to the U.V. spectrophotometer means by gas from

the elevated pressure gas feed means; and

7. purging the reactor with gas from the elevated pressure

gas feed means.

1. A device for handling liquids comprising, in combination,

an upright tubular member open at the top to receive liquid,

means supporting the upright tubular member.

a plug having an aperature extending axially therethrough

received in said tubular member at a selected position

intermediate its ends,

said upright tubular member having an aperture in its wall

at a position below said plug,

a second tubular member having one end thereof received

in the aperture in said plug and communicating with the

space in said upright tubular member above said plug and

extending downwardly through said tubular member
below said plug and through and out beyond said aperture

in the wall of said upright member and

means associated with said second tubular member and
outside of said upright tubular member for controlling

passage of liquid through said second tubular member.

3,844,721

REACTOR SUITABLE FOR REACTIONS BETWEEN TWO
FLUIDS

Jean M. Cariou, Tarnos, and Jean Juhasz, Biarritz, both of

France, assignors to Etablissements Gardinier, Neuilly-sur-

Seine, France

Filed Mar. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 340,707
Claims priority, application France, Sept. 20, 1972,

72.33271

Int. CL C05b ///O. BOH 15100

U.S. CL 23-259.2 4 Claims

13 J2

1. A reactor apparatus, comprising:

an outer tubular member which is closed at one end thereof
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and open at the other end thereof; an inner tubular mem-
ber extendmg axially from the closed end of said outer
tubular member partway toward the open end thereof
said mner tubular member being substantially coaxial
with and radially spaced from said outer tubular member
and defining therewith an annular zone which opens into
a mixing zone beyond the inner end of said inner tubular
member, said inner tubular member also having an inter-
nal chamber which is closed at its outer end and which
opens at its mner end into the mixing zone;

said outer tubular member having a first tangential inlet into
said annular zone whereby a first fluid can be flowed in
a tangential direction into said annular zone and can flow
in a helical path into said mixing zone;

said inner tubular member having a second tangential inlet
into said internal chamber whereby a second fluid can be
flowed in a tangential direction into said internal chamber
and can flow in a helical path into said mixing zone;

an axially movable piston valve disposed adjacent the outer
end of said internal chamber and adapted to be moved
axially across said second tangential inlet to control the
rate of flow of said second fluid into said internal cham-
ber, and displacing means extending through said closed
outer end of said internal chamber for moving said piston
valve axially within said internal chamber.

d. dissolving means connected to said bottom opening of
said uniting funnel means for receiving the core-in-shield
flow and for dissolving said polymeric material into said
solvent, and

e. solution recycle means between said dissolving means
and said solution flowing means, whereby a portion of the
resultant solution in said dissolving means is recycled into
said solution flowing means.

3,844,723
MULTI-STAGE COL'NTERCURRENT LIQUID-LIOUID

CONTACT APPARATUS
Shigeru Takahata; Mitsuhiro Suemura; Masaru NoguchI, and

Kenji Ohdan, all of Takefu, Japan, assignors to Shinetsu
Chemical Company, Tokyo, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 24,991, April 2, 1970, abandoned.
This application July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,713

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 14, 1969, 44-29185
Int. CI. BOld ///04

U.S. CI. 23-270.5
g claims

3,844,722
APPARATUS FOR THE CONTINUOUS PREPARATION OF

A POLYMERIC SOLUTION
Yoshijiro Tabara; Hiroshi Akiyama; Shojl Sato, all of Otake-

SeUI MIyata, Kuga, and Kenichi Sakunaga, Otake, all of
Japan, assignors to Mitsubishi Rayon Company Limited,
Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 123,575, March 12, 1971, abandoned.
This application Sept. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 287,533

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 17, 1970, 45-
21964

Int. CI. BO Id 11102
U.S. CI. 23-267 R 5 claims

1. An improved apparatus for continuously preparing a
solution of a polymeric material in a solvent comprising.

a. uniting funnel means having a downwardly converging
inside surface, an upper entrance and a bottom exit

b. mixer means for preparing a slurry from a polymeric
material and a solvent, having a slurry spout positioned
substantially just above said bottom exit of said uniting
funnel means,

c. flow means located at an upper portion of said uniting
funnel means and surrounding said slurry spout of said
mixer for flowing a solution of said polymeric material in
said solvent downwardly along said converging inside
surface of said uniting funnel means wherein said uniting
funnel means, said slurry spout, and said flow means are
positioned relative to each other for forming a flow in said
bottom exit comprising a core of said slurry and a sheath
of said solution of said polymeric material in said solvent

1. A multi-stage counter-current liquid-liquid contact appa-
ratus comprising a multi-stage container consisting of a bot-
to.n. a flrst end wall and a second end wall spaced from said
first end wall and said flrst and second end walls extending
upwardly from said bottom, and a first side wall and a second
side wall spaced from said first side wall and said first and
second side walls extending upwardly from said bottom and
extending between said end walls, a plurality of laterally
spaced longitudinal partition walls extending between said
first and second end walls and dividing the space bounded by
said bottom, said end walls and said side walls into a plurality
of hquid-hquid contact stages, a plurality of transverse parti-
tion walls each located within a different one of the stages and
extending transversely of and between said longitudinal parti-
tion walls and dividing each stage so that it consists of a mixing
chamber and a settling chamber, within each pair of adjacent
stages said mixing chamber in one of the stages extends from
said first end wall to said transverse partition walls within the
stage with said settling chamber extending from said trans-
verse partition walls to said second end wall and said mixing
chamber in the other one of the pair of adjacent stages extends
from said second end wall to said transverse partition wall with
said settling chamber in said stage extending from said trans-
verse partition wall to said first end wall so that along each
said first and second end walls said mixing chambers and
settling chambers in adjacent stages are arranged in an alter-
nating arrangement, first inlet means for supplying a first
liquid into said mixing chamber located in the stage adjacent
said first side wall, second inlet means for supplying a second
liquid which is lighter than the first liquid into said mixing
chamber located in the stage adjacent said second side wall
a first outlet means for withdrawing said first liquid from said
settling chamber located in the stage adjacent said second side
wall, a second outlet means for withdrawing the second liquid
from said settling chamber located in the stage adjacent said
first side wall, each of said mixing chambers which is located
between a pair of said settling chambers in adjacent stages is
arranged to receive separate flows of the first and second
liquids directly from said settling chambers in the adjacent
stages and has an overflow inlet for the lighter second liquidm the one of said longitudinal partition walls defining one side
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of said mixing chamber and another overflow inlet for the

heavier first liquid in said longitudinal partition wall defining

the opposite side of said mixing chamber, means forming an

upwardly extending duct in each said settling chamber with

the lower end of said duct adjacent said bottom of said con-

tainer being open for admitting the heavier first liquid thereto

and the upper end of said duct located adjacent and above one

of said another overflow inlet for the heavier first liquid to the

adjacent said mixing chamber or said first outlet means for the

first liquid, said duct laterally separating one of said another

overflow inlets for the heavier first liquid directly into the

adjacent said mixing chamber or said first outlet means for the

first liquid from the body of lighter and heavier liquid within

said settling chamber, the overflow inlet for the heavier first

liquid is located below said overflow inlet for the lighter sec-

ond liquid and above the level of the mixture within said

mixing chamber with said overflow inlets for the first and

second liquids arranged so that the equation

h . Ph = {hi ~ h„) Pi. + h„ . pn

is satisfied, where h denotes the height of the heavier liquid in

said ducts extending between the bottom of said container and

the one of said overflow inlets for the heavier first liquid or

said first outlet means for the heavier first liquid, pn denotes

the density of the heavier first liquid, /»/. denotes the height of

the liquid surface in the settling chamber, /?« denotes the

height of the interface between the heavier first liquid and the

lighter second liquid in said settling chamber, and pi. denotes

the density of the lighter second liquid, means forming a

discharge passage at the bottom of said container between

said mixing chamber and settling chamber in the same stage,

mixing means located within each of said mixing chambers

and comprising an impeller having blades for imparting a

mixing action throughout the full height of the mixture of the

first liquid and the second liquid contained within the space in

each stage forming said mixing chamber, each said impeller is

located adjacent the bottom of the container within said mix-

ing chamber within which it is located for mixing the first and

second liquids and for directing the mixture through said

discharge passage into said settling chamber in the same stage

with said mixing chamber, and each said discharge passage

being located substantially below the level of the interface

between the heavier first liquid and a lighter second liquid in

said settling chamber to which said discharge passage opens.

I 3 844 724

ZONE-MELTING APPARATUS
Gilbert J. Sloan, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du Pont de

Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Dec. 27, 1971, Ser. No. 212,126

Int. CLBOIJ 17103

U.S. CI. 23-273 SP 4 Claims
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1. In a zone melting apparatus that includes a cylindrical

sample-holding container,

heating and cooling elements alternately adjacent one an-

other surrounding the container, and

means for providing longitudinal relative motion between

the container and said heating and cooling elements,

whereby at least one molten zone is formed in a normally

solid sample container in said container and moves longi-

tudinally in said container with said heating and cooling

elements, the improvement which comprises:

a plurality of thermally conducting members radially dis-

posed within the container, spaced at fixed positions

along the length thereof and extending into the sample, at

least some of said members being independently rotatable

stirrer members while in the molten zone of the sample,

and means to rotate said rotatable stirrer members while

in said molten zone said sample holding container being

substantially horizontal and said thermally conductive

members being perforate discs spaced alone an axial

aligning tube, in said container at least some of said discs

being stirrer members having weights attached unsym-

metrically thereto whereby said stirrer members oscillate

in an arc while in a molten zone on rotation of said con-

tainer.

3 844 725

METHOD FOR SEPARATING AND REFINING BY SINGLE
STAGE OR MULTI-STAGE CENTRIFUGAL

CRYSTALLIZATION
Vratislav Nenicka, 2362 Haymaker Rd., Monroeville, Pa.

15146
Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,561

Int. CL BOld 9102

U.S. CI. 23-300 10 Claims

a^^-'

1. A method of refining a crystallizable product from a

substantially liquid feed comprising said product in non-

crystalline form and impurities, wherein the product crystals

have a higher specific gravity than their mother liquor, and

wherein the product crystals melt at a temperature less than

the temperature at which they decompose, comprising the

steps of selecting an auxiliary liquid which will vaporize at the

operating temperature and pressure at which the product

crystals are formed, subjecting the charge of feed and auxili-

ary liquid to a region of centrifugal force and said operating

temperatures and pressure to cause the auxiliary liquid to

gradually vaporize and absorb heat and to simultaneously

cause crystals of said product to form to produce said heat and

which crystals immediately upon formation migrate outwardly

while the mother liquor immediately migrates inwardly coun-

tercurrent to the flow of newly formed product crystals,

whereby heat flow is balanced in said region and whereby

product crystals migrate outwardly in increasing concentra-

tion and impurities migrate inwardly in increasing concentra-

tion said step of causing simultaneous auxiliary liquid vapori-

zation, crystal formattion, and crystal and mother liquor mi-

gration being performed in a relatively large number of rela-

tively small radially disposed separation cells, wherein said
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centrifugal force is generated by causing said cells to rotate
about their common axis, continuously supplying charge stock
to said separation cells, and continuously removing refined
product crystals which have migrated radially outwardly of
said cells.

3,844,726
PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING GRANULES

CONTAINING SODIUM CHLORITE IN A FLUIDIZED BED
DRIER

Jose Luis Denaeyer, and Willy Kegelart, both of Brussels,
Belgium, assignors to Selvay & Cie, Brussels, Belgium
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 106,546, Jan. 14, 1971,

abandoned. This application Apr. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 243,252
Claims priority, application Belgium, Apr. 13, 1971, 102099

Int. CI. BOld 9/00, CO lb 11 110
U.S. CI. 23-301 R 6 Claims

1. A process for the manufacture of granules containing
sodium chlorite from an aqueous liquid medium containing
sodium chlorite, comprising the steps of evaporating water
from said medium by passing said medium into a fluidized bed
drier containing a fluidized bed of particles fluidized with a
carrier gas having a temperature at the base of the fluidized
bed of from 120r to less than I SOT, while maintaining in
said fluidized bed a constant presence of seeds smaller in size
than the required granules and maintaining the temperature in
the fluidized bed below 80°C.

ERRATUM
For Class 29—182 see:

Patent No. 3,844,011

3,844,727
CAST COMPOSITE STRUCTURE WITH METALLIC

RODS
Stephen M. Copley, and Bernard H. Kear, both of Madison,

Conn., assignors to United Aircraft Corporation, East Hart-
ford, Conn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 714,736, March 20, 1968,
abandoned. This application June 12, 1970, Ser. No. 45,687

Int. CI. B32b 15102 i B22d 19100
U.S. CI. 29-191.6 8 Claims

plurality of longitudinally extending passages there-
through,

metallic end elements at opposite ends of the central body
and

metallic rods extending through the passages in said central
body and integral with said end elements, said metallic
rods having a higher rate of thermal contraction than the
refractory ceramic material, and said rods placing the
central body in compression as the cast structure cools.

3 844 728
GAS CONTACTING ELEMENT LEADING EDGE AND

TRAILING EDGE INSERT
Stephen M. Copley, Madison; Anthony F. Giamel, Middle-

town; Merton F. Hornbecker, Woodbury, and Bernard H.
Kear, Madison, all of Conn., assignors to United Aircraft
Corporation, East Hartford, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 714,737, March 20, 1968
abandoned. This application June 22, 1970, Ser. No. 48,228

Int. CI. B32b 15102; B22d 1 9100
U.S. CI. 29-191.6 9 Claims

Z^- -^^
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1. A gas contacting element such as a turbine vane including
a metallic central body member,

a non-metallic leading edge insert extending the length of
said body member, and having a plurality of parallel
longitudinal passages therein each extending the entire
length of said insert,

a shroud element at each end of and integral with the body
member, each of said shroud elements extending over the
ends of said insert, and

metallic rods integral with said shroud elements and extend-
ing through said longitudinal passages.

1. A cast composite structure comprising
a central body of refractory ceramic material having a

3 844 729
METALS HAVING WEAR-RESISTANT SURFACES AND

THEIR FABRICATION
Karl Sedlatschek, Ruette; Friedrlch Heitzinger, Lechaschau,

both of Austria; Horst Beyer, Burscheid, and Ulrich Buran,
Opiaden-Quettlngen, both of Germany, assignors to
Schwarzkopf Development Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,154
Claims priority, application Austria, Mar. 25. 1971

2583/71

Int. CI. B32b 15104: C23c 7100
U.S. CI. 29-195 26 Claims

I. A metal machine element having a frictional contact
surface coated with a thermally bonded wear-resistant compo-
sition applied by flame spraying or plasma gun technique
which consists essentially of at least one refractory metal
oxide finely dispersed in a flux-free metal matrix.
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3,844,730

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF A ROTOR OR
SHAFT OF LOW DEFORMABILITY

Friedrich Laussermair, Munich, Germany, assignor to Mas-

chinenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg Aktiengesellschaft

Division of Ser. No. 822,492, May 7, 1969, abandoned. This

application Aug. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 173,036

Claims priority, application Germany, May 10, 1968,

1750523 M
Int. CI. B23p ///02

U.S. CI. 29-446 I Claim

3 844 733

TWO-STAGE DOWNFLOW GASIFICATION OF COAL

Ernest E. Donath, Christlansted, St. CroIx, V.I., assignor to

The United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Interior, Washington, D.C.

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,454

Int. a. ClOj 3116

U.S. CI. 48-202 6 Claims

1. Process for the manufacture of a rotor or shaft of low

deformability, especially suitable for high peripheral speeds,

comprising:

concentrically disposing a metallic cylinder of high specific

modulus of elasticity on the inside of a fiber-reinforced

plastic cyhnder of low specific modulus of elasticity,

prestressing said two cylinders by a first rotation of the rotor

or shaft utilizing the Bauschinger effect occurring in

metals, stressing the metallic cylinder beyond its yield

point, and

building up an internal stress condition so that, in the rest

position, tangentially directed tensile stresses occur in the

plastic cylinder and tangentially directed compressive

stresses occur in the metallic cylinder, while tensile

stresses occur in both cylinders at operating speed.

3,844,731

MOTOR FUEL ADDITIVE

Joseph B. Biasotti, and Frederick G. Oberender, both of Wap-

pingers Falls, N.Y., assignors to Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed June 14, 1973, Ser. No. 370,106

Int.Cl.C10l///S

U.S. CI. 44—66 5 Claims

1. A motor fuel composition comprising a major amount of

a mixture of hydrocarbons in the gasoline boiling range con-

taining a minor detergent and rust inhibiting amount of a

diester-amide fuel additive prepared by esterifying a mole of

trimer acid produced by the polymerization of an unsaturated

aliphatic monocarboxylic acid having between 16 and 22

carbon atoms per molecule with 2 moles of an aliphatic mono-

hydric alcohol having from about 6 to 16 carbon atoms to

produce an intermediate diester reaction product and amidat-

ing a mole of said intermediate diester reaction product with

a mole of dialkanolamine having the formula HN-(R-0H)2 in

which R is an alkylene radical having from 2 to 4 carbon

atoms to produce said diester-amide.

3,844,732

ADDITIVES FOR FUELS

Marvin V. Coon, Vallejo, Calif., assignor to Chevron Research

Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 296,373

I Int. CI. CI 01 1124

U.S. CI. 44-72 6 Claims

1. A fuel composition comprising a major amount of a liquid

hydrocarbonaceous fuel and in an amount sufficient to pro-

vide engine cleanliness a hydrocarbylaminomethylene-

sulfonic acid, wherein said hydrocarbyl group contains at least

30 carbon atoms.

927 O.G.—74

1. A process for gasifying coal comprising,

introducing a partially gasified recycle char into a first

gasification zone,

introducing oxygen and steam into said first gasification

zone,

reacting said partially gasified char, steam and oxygen in

said first gasification zone at a pressure of at least 50

atmospheres,

obtaining as products of reaction in said first gasification

zone a first zone synthesis gas comprising hydrogen and

oxides of carbon and a molten slag,

reacting said steam, oxygen and char in said first gasifica-

tion zone a temperature sufficient high to maintain in the

molten state said molten slag produced in said first gasifi-

cation zone,

moving said products of reaction downwardly through said

first gasification zone toward a second gasification zone

positioned below said first gasification zone,

introducing into said second gasification zone at a location

adjacent said first gasification zone coal, steam, said first

zone synthesis gas said molten slag, reaction said coal,

steam, molten slag and first zone synthesis gas in the

second zone at a pressure of at least 50 atmospheres, arid

at a temperature controlled to assure solidification of said

molten slag,

reacting said coal, steam, first zone synthesis gas and molten

slag at a rate sufficient to solidify said molten slag before

said molten slag contacts and adheres to the walls in said

second gasification zone,

obtaining in said second zone a reaction product comprising

partially gasified char entrained in a second zone product

gas comprising methane, hydrogen and oxides of carbon,

withdrawing said second zone product gas and said en-

trained partially gasified char from said second gasifica-

tion zone,

separating said partially gasified char withdrawn from said

second gasification zone from said second zone product

gas withdrawn from said second gasification zone,

recycling to said first gasification zone at least a portion of

said partially gasified char separated from said second

zone product gas, and

purifying and methanating said second zone product gas to

yield a fuel gas containing methane.
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3,844,734
CONVERSION OF HYDROCARBON OIL TO A

SYNTHETIC NATURAL GAS
Marvin M. Johnson. Bartlesville. Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.
Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,701

Int. CI. CI Og 13102
li.S. CI. 48-213
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1. The production of a synthetic natural gas or fuel which
comprises m combination the steps as follows.

1. catalytically cracking a hydrocarbon oil in presence of a
high metals content cracking catalyst under conditions to
produce an optimum maximum of C,2 and lighter prod-
ucts,

2. hydrodesulfurizing said products,
3. separating said products into a liquid fraction and a

hydrogen-rich gas,

4. using a portion of the hydrogen-rich gas for said hydrode-
sulfurization,

5. removing hydrogen sulfide from the remainder of said
hydrogen-rich gas, and

6. passing thus treated hydrogen-rich gas together with
liquid obtained from the hydrodesulfurization operation
to a Synnat or synthetic natural gas producing operation

3,844,735

PROCESS
Edward F. Steigelmann, and Robert D. Hughes, both of Park

Forest, III., assignors to Standard Oil Company, Chicago III

Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,782
Int. CI. BO Id 53122

U.S. CI. 55-16 „ f>, .

1 A .1. J f ^2 Claims
1. A method for separating aliphatically unsaturated hydro-

carbon of two to about eight carbon atoms which comprises
contacting from a first side of an essentially solid, water-
msoluble, semi-permeable membrane, a vaporous mixture
containing said unsaturated hydrocarbon with an aqueous
liquid barrier disposed in a solid matrix which is said mem-
brane or IS in contact with said semi-permeable membrane
said liquid barrier having metal ions which combine with said
unsaturated hydrocarbon to form a water-soluble complex
and said liquid barrier being in contact with sufficient amount
of a relatively non-volatile, hygroscopic agent to reduce the
loss of water from the liquid barrier, the partial pressure of
said unsaturated hydrocarbon on a second side of said semi-
permeable membrane being sufficiently less than the partial
pressure of said unsaturated hydrocarbon in said vaporous
mixture to provide separated unsaturated hydrocarbon on said
second side of said semi-permeable membrane, and removing
separated unsaturated hydrocarbon from the vicinity of said
second side of said semi-permeable membrane

3,844,736
PROCESS FOR THE DRYING OF CRACKING GASES

August Kruis, Pullach; Hans Manhard, Munchen, and Claus
Schliebener, Strasslach, all of Germany, assignors to Linde
Aktiengesellschaft, Wiesbaden, Germany

Continuation in-part of Ser. No. 305,257, Nov. 10, 1972
abandoned. This application Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,428

215590?
'*"°'""^' "PP"*^"<'«" Germany, Nov. 10, 1971,

U.S. CI. 55-32
Int. CI. BOlj 53114

11 Claims
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1. In a process for the drying of a cracking gas consisting
essentially of a major amount of mono-olefin aliphatic hydro-
carbon of 2-4 carbon atoms and a minor amount of impurities
comprising water vapor and cyclopentadiene, which process
comprises scrubbing said gas with a glycol scrubbing agent to
remove water from said gases; and regenerating resultant
loaded scrubbing agent by heating,

the improvement comprising stripping said loaded scrub-
bing agent with an inert gaseous medium at temperatures
of between 1 20° and I SOX to remove most of said cyclo-
pentadiene from said scrubbing agent and heating resul-
tant stripped scrubbing agent to above 1 SO'C to remove
additional water.

3,844,737
DESICCANT SYSTEM FOR AN OPEN CYCLE

AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM
Robert A. Macrlss Deerfield; William F. Rush, Arlington

Heights, and Sanford A. Weil, Chicago, all of III., assignors
to Gas DevelopmenU Corporation, Chicago, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 24,373, March 31, 1970
abandoned. This application Dec. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 314 400

Int. CI. BOld 53/08
^•^- C'- ''-^

9 Claims

OESiCC*NT WM€EL
'--WHEEL'

SENSIBLE HE4'
E "CHANGER
'S WHEEL!

EVAPORATING
PAD

1. In a method for conditioning air including the steps of-
a. passing outside air through a first portion of a rotating

dehydrating L-wheel to produce relatively dry air
b. passmg said relatively dry air through a first portion of a

rotating sensible heat exchanging S-wheel to produce
relatively cool dry air, for use in an enclosed conditioned
space;

c. withdrawing a stream of exhaust air from said condi-
tioned space through an evaporative pad;
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d. passing said exhaust air stream through a second portion

of said S-wheel whereby said S-wheel is cooled;

e. passing a portion of said exhaust air through a heating

section;

f. passing said heated exhaust air through a second portion

of said L-wheel to be exhausted to the outdoors; the

improvements in said steps passing outside air and ex-

haust air through respective portions of the L-wheel

comprising:

1. continuously contacting said outside air passing through

said L-wheel with a desiccant material contained in said

L-wheel. which desiccant material consists essentially of

a finely powdered crystalline zeolite material, for a time

sufficient to permit said zeolite material to sorb water

vapor from said air to a water vapor content of less than

about 0.003 lbs. H,0/lb. air. said air having a dry bulb

temperature of about 80°F. to 1 20^., a wet bulb temper-

ature of about 75°F. to 90°F., and an absolute humidity

level of about 0.017 to about 0.022 lbs. HjO/lb. air.

2. continuously regenerating said zeolite in said L-wheel by

heating said zeolite with said heated exhaust air for a time

sufficient to return said zeolite to substantially its original

water vapor sorption capacity,

3. maintaining said sorption step 1 at a temperature below

said regeneration step 2, and

4. maintaining said steps of sorption and regeneration in a

repetitive sequence,

whereby said process shows the improved properties of non-

deterioration in the presence of products of combustion, lack

of desiccant weepage, a higher coefficient of performance,

lower power requirements, smaller L-wheel size, smaller air

moving equipment, and greater thermal and chemical stabil-

ity-

3̂,844,738

METHOD AND DEVICE FOR DE-AERATING GREASES

Jacobus Pleter Reinhoudt; GerrIt Remmers, and Jacobus Jo-

hannes Cornelius Vandersteen, all of Emmasingel, Eindho-

ven, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corporation, New

York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 321,351, Jan. 5, 1973, abandoned.

This application Dec. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 421,070

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jan. 11, 1972,

7200351
II

II Int. CL BOld 79/00

U.S.CL 55-36 4 Claims

3,844,739

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR THE PREVENTION OF
EVAPORATIVE LOSS OF MIXED ORGANIC LIQUIDS

Turner Alfrey, Jr., Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,286

Int. CI. BOld 53104

U.S. CI. 55-74 9 Claims

6 1 12 25 '7 18 i 5 e '6 JtTT"^! '6

1. A method of de-aerating greases, comprising feeding the

grease to be de-aerated to the inner side of a cylindrical drum

which rotates at a very high speed, the grease feed rate being

continuous and so high that the grease flows along the inner

side of the drum in a thin layer and meanwhile discharges air

present therein, collecting the thin layer at some distance from

the grease in ft in a stationary duct which extends outside the

drum.

so
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1. In a method for controlling the vapor emission of a

vented container of mixed organic liquids, the steps of the

method comprising providing a container adapted to receive

mixed volatile organic liquids, the container having a vent, the

vent providing communication between the interior of the

container and a surrounding gaseous atmosphere, the im-

provement which comprises

interposing between the interior of the container and a

terminal open end of the vent a composite sorbing bed.

the sorbing bed having at least a first sorbent capable of

sorbing and desorbing the highest boiling fraction of the

vapor to which it is subjected, said first sorbent being

disposed generally adjacent the container, at least a sec-

ond sorbent capable of sorbing and desorbing the lower

boiling component of the liquid mixture, said second

sorbent being disposed generally adjacent the terminal

portion of the vent remote from the container wherein

vapors passing from the container first pass through a first

sorbent which sorbs the higher boiling components, and

subsequently through a second sorbent which sorbs the

lower boiling components, and on passage of gas in the

reverse direction the atmosphere desorbs the respective

components from the first and second beds.

3,844,740

EXHAUST GAS TREATMENT
Herbert Brandt, Gutehoffnungsring, Germany, assignor to

Apparatebau Rothemuhle Brandt & Kritzler, Wenden, Ort-

steil Rothemuhle, Germany
Filed Dec. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 423,175

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 11. 1973.

2351048
Int. CL BOld 41100

U.S. CI. 55-83 7 Claims

1. A wet treatment plant for hot exhaust gas comprising

means for subjecting the exhaust gas to wet treatment, a flue

having an outer tube and an inner tubular duct defining an

annular space therebetween, means for providing a supply of

gas heated to a temperature above the dew point of the wet

treated exhaust gas, means for introducing the heated gas and

the treated gas separately into the duct and the space respec-

tively, said duct being shorter than said tube to define a com-

mon flue portion downstream thereof for mixing the gases

together, and means for rotating the heated gas to form an
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trt'lr,"^"'!"^
'"' "''"' ")'''°^ '^^^"gf^ »*^^ ^"""'^^ space sothat the treated gas .s isolated thereby from said tube until

b. an elongated rapping bar associated with said electrode
said rapping bar having an anvil portion at one end
thereof;

c. a second support means for mounting said rapping bar in
a manner which permits reciprocal axial movement be-
tween a rest position and a second position spaced axiallv
trom the rest position;

d means for connecting each electrode to the rapping bar
for movement therewith;

e. a rotatable shaft with means for supporting the shaft
perpendicular to said rapping bar and

^'

rltTii°"Vr?""^
*'^"""" adjustably mounted on the

rotatable shaft for rotation therewith and in a manner

nni^,?n?r ""T"'
""''^ '^' ^'^''"^ ^^' ^''f''" ^^e common flueportion to a temperature above the dewpoint thereof

3,844,741

„ , ^. AIR PURIFIER
Paul Dimitrik, 433 Ridge Crest, Richardson, Tex. 75080

Filed Oct. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 296,572
Int. CI. B03c 3/04, 3/41 3/47

l.S. CI. 55-102
'

«^, .

o Claims

1. An air purifier comprising, a housing having an inlet forreceivmg air and an outlet for discharging air. anllectrosta^

t'o the'n',7, :
''' ''"^"« " '''' P^'''

'''" «°- from he in.^

I..ht in the h
'"^7'"^ P'^'*"'" ^^^"^ '^' '"' ^" "'t^aviolet

light in the housing for treating the air passing through thehousing, an ozone removing filter in the housing in the path ofair flow downstream from the precipitator; wherein the orecipuator includes a helical wound wi're forming loops and'an

the loops
'''"" '°"''' '°""''''' '" P^^^"^' ''

' ^"^«'ity o"

whch provides free pendular pivotal movement relative
to said shaft during rotation thereof through an arcuate
segment of each revolution thereof, said hammer having
a substantially flat impact surface spaced from the centefof rotation and the distance from the center of rotation tous point of impact with the anvil portion of the rapping
bar IS substantially equal to the radius of gyration of hfhammer such that when the tumbling hammer s.r ke the
anvil portion of the rapping bar the rapping bar is moved
n a generally axial direction from the ?est positionTo he

eac^ele'ctroT"
'° '''^''^ ''""''''

' J^"'"« '"°»'°" 'oeach electrode in a manner which facilitates repeated
dislodgement of dust particles collected thereon

3,844 743

I ^ ,., .
WSPERSED OIL SEPARATOR

Filed Aug. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 170,172
Int. CI. BO Id / 7/04

U.S. CI. 55-174 „^, .

o Claims

CAS WENT

3,844,742

^c??IS^^^ CLEANING MECHANISM FOR
ELECTROSTATIC DUST PRECIPITATOR

Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,019

7713/7T
'*'*"""''^' ""P"*^""**" ^""^ »"»«'". Feb. 18, 1972,

U.S.CI.55-1,2'"'"'"'''''^'''^'''^*'^

JiA"" '^'T"'^^'
'^"'' precipitator having at leas! on^du^st

collecting electrode provided with a rapping mechanism focleaning the electrode which comprises:

^
ekctr'(!de"^^*''^

""^^"^ ^""^ eccentrically mounting said

TO SM4LL
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SKIMMING VESSEL

DEGASSING
CHAMBER EAN

«ATER

a horizonlal vessel having an inlet end and an outlet end-an o,ly water intake at the inlet end of said vesse

the,
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a bed of elemental sulfur particles in said vessel in the flow

path between said oily water inlet and said oil outlet and

water outlet.

3 844 744

SYSTEM FOR DISCHARGING FLUE GASES

Gerhard Hausberg, Esscn-Bredeney, and Karl-Rudolf Hege-

mann, Essen-Bergerhausen, both of Germany, assignors to

Gottfried Bischoff Bau Kompl. Gasrelnigungsund

Wasserruckkuhlanlagen Kommanditgesellschaft, Essen,

Germany
Filed Mar. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 235,208

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 16, 1971,

2112541; May 11, 1971,2123338
Int. CI. BOld 47/06

U.S. CL 55-210 »3 Claims

a main scrubbing station provided with first irrigation means

for gases to be purified;
.

a secondary scrubbing station provided with second irriga-

tion means for gases to be purified;

first duct means connected to said main scrubbing station

and positioned to receive waste gases from said converter

during operation thereof;

1. An apparatus for depressurizing high-pressure waste

gases, comprising:

a duct having an inlet connected to a source of waste gases

to be depressurized. said duct terminating in a nozzle with

a first section converging toward an outlet formed by an

outwardly flared skirt and a elongated second section of

substantially constant cross-section between said first

section and said outlet;

an insert received with all-around clearance in said nozzle,

said insert having a tapering portion with a wider up-

stream end and a narrower downstream end defining with

said first section a regulating gap of a width depending

upon the relative axial position of said insert and said

nozzle, said insert further having an extension of substan-

tially constant width axially adjoining said tapering por-

tion at said narrower down-stream end and defining with

said second section a restricted passage exerting upon

said gases a throttling efi'ect substantially independent of

said axial position; and

control means coupled to said insert for varying said relative

axial position.

1 - i- >i

^-^X

second duct means connected to said secondary scrubbing

station and positioned to receive waste gases from said

ancillary equipment;

third duct means with an inlet positioned in the vicinity of

the converter outlet for intercepting gases evolving dur-

ing charging of the converter and directing the gases so

intercepted to said main scrubbing station; and

valve means for selectively connecting said third duct

means to said secondary scrubbing station.

3,844,746

POLLUTION CONTROL APPARATUS
Edward Adam Kutryk. 3131-57 Ave.. S.E.. Calgary. Alberta.

Canada
Filed Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 343,962

Claims priority, application Canada. Jan. 19, 1973. 161682

Int. CI. BOld 47/06

U.S. CI. 55-228 8 Claims
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3 844 745

GAS-PURIFICATION SYSTEM FOR STEEL-MAKING
PLANT

Gerhard Hausberg, Essen-Bredcney, and Karl-Rudolf Hege-

mann, Essen-Bergerhausen, both of Germany, assignors to

Gottfried Bischoff Bau Kompl. Gasreinigungsund

Wasserruckkuhlanlagen Kommanditgesellschaft, Essen,

Germany
Filed Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 386,609

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 10, 1972,

2239373 1

1

II Int. CI. BOld 47/06

U.S. CI. 55—213 *^ Claims

1. A gas-purification system for a steel-making plant includ-

ing a converter and ancillary equipment giving rise to dust-

laden waste gases, comprising:

1. Apparatus for cleaning contaminated gas, comprising, in

combination,

a generally horizontally extending gas scrubbing unit for

scrubbing contaminants from the gas;

a generally horzontally extending open topped tank for

receiving the scrubbed contaminants from said gas scrub-

bing unit;

said gas scrubbing unit comprising an inlet at one end of

said gas scrubbing unit for the flow of the contaminated

gas into said gas scrubbing unit;

means for discharging a spray of liquid through the gas

during passage of the gas through said gas scrubbing unit

for scrubbing contaminants from the gas;
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' %l\ZT "' ^ °PP«^'«^ «"d of said gas scrubbing unit

unit; and
ot the scrubbed gas from said gas scrutbing

^ f„^„7,'i°"»'«;/o"''""nicating with said tank for discharg-

cfuhhina'^""^.'"^
''^"^^"^ contaminants from said gasscrubbing unit mto said tank;

^

said tank being dimensioned to accommodate at least asubstantial portion of said gas scrubbing unit in slid taikmeans for supporting said gas scrubbing'unit on Lid tank;'

means in the lower portion of said tank for dredeinc, thp
contaminants from the bottom of said tank^

^
said supporting means comprising means for supporting saidgas scrubbing unit in a lower, transit position in whfch itleast a substantial portion of said gas scrub!) ngunif fsaccommodated in said tank

^
means for supporting said gas scrubbing unit in an upoer
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3,844,748
HYDRO-FILTRATION APPARATUS

Theodore Lanier Bronx, N.Y., assignor to The Raymond LeeOrgan.zat.on, Inc., New York, N.Y., a part interest
F.led Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,343

,,„ ^, ^^
Int. CI. BOld 53/04

U.S. CI. 55-255
, ^, .

1 Claim

3,844,747
POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICE

Ernest F. Mills 1245 S. Kendall St., LakewJ^^do. 80226
F.led May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 257,581

U.S. CI. 55-233
'"^•^'•««'''^^/^^

12 Claims

I. Apparatus for the control of pollution by removal ofharmful material from gases passing through a container elmprising: a cover plate detachably connected by said contahTto sea an opening formed in said container baffle mean^^p.votally supported by said cover plate and movabl toTffrsposition such that said baffle means can be removed through

be ra"'Sre"l"d"^'"" T' '''' '^''' P'ate anS^v'aoie lo a full extended second position wherein said bafflemeans cannot be removed through said opening in said con

'i^baffl
''"" ''*' ^°"*^'"" '' '*^^"'^^ '" crosis"ectionTnd

L H rn T'"' '"'"P"'" ^ P^*^ of semi-circular baffles and

hlf, , f u
'°''''^'>' ^"PP°^»^ ' P^" of side by s'de baffleshafts to which said pair of baffles are respectively attachedand wherein said baffles in said first position are sideTy s dem said container and provide minimum impedance to gSes

furxfendT^'
^"^°"»-"- ^"d wherein s'aid baffle i'nThe

c.rcu.ar^baffles comp hollow frame membU' crreTby

S2 '*

is

34

~'~<MK
46 3 44 46

a filtering screen mounted above the normal liquid level ofthe wash solution in the wash tank, and mounted to thehousing which projects above the wash tank so as to filter

a tr^t ^"'"r
^^'^ "°* °"^ °f ^he wash tan anda bed of charcoal supported on said Altering screen and

fumes which have flowed through said filter screen together with piping connected to the housing above" thelocation of the top of the charcoal bed. which piping Lids

an exhaust blower driven by a motor which draws the exhaust fumes through the apparatus and exhau ^s the

with the Alteration section of the apparatus, comprising thefiltering screens and the charcoal bed. fastened oTethermside the said housing such that the filtrat^nsecSaybe removed from the housing for cleaning and epiacement purposes, in which two or more filtering scrlen aremounted below the intake section of the charcoa bed and

wnich a filtering screen is mounted above the exhaust

froT^°' 'h'
'^'^'^'°^' ""'' ^° '' »« retain techa COfrom _l..ng drawn into the exhaust blower intake piping.

'^hni?" '"^ ^"°'" ''^'^' "^^'^ '^""^ a^e surrounded by theholow mtake section of the apparatus, with safd intake

furna?/°""'''''
'^ '"'^''"^ ''

'^' -"aust fl e offurnace or incinerator and to the piping which lead theexhaust fumes into the wash tank, so th^at the wash sout.on contained in the wash tank is heated by the incomingexhaust fumes for the purpose of increasing the abX ofthe wash solution to dissolve, and retain in solutionchemicals contained in the incoming exhaust furies

3,844,749
HIGH VELOCITY FILTER

FilMl June I, 1972, Ser. No. 258.484

US. CI. 55-34.
'"'•"^'•''»"'^«'«^

1. In a high velocity air handling assemblv a< for rn„rtl"""mg a,r in indus.rial planu whicg pe^renj^b^t^-
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personnel within the assembly having an insulated housing

carried by a structural base, a filter section comprising: a

transverse grid formed by intersecting flat longitudinal metal-

lic structural members defining a plurality of intersecting rows

of aligned closely adjacent openings, said openings having

inner sides conforming generally to the configuration of an

opening of a sock filter; said structural members defining

longitudinal vertical and longitudinal horizontal flanges; a

plurality of elongated sock filters having an open base on one

relation between said internal helical thread and said helical

thread means, and to extend in slack relation over the mam

length portion of the cage.

3,844,751

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE CONTINUOUS

PRODUCTION OF A WEB OR MAT OF STAPLE FIBRES

David Samuel Stewart, Fixby, England, assignor to Regina

Glass Fibre Limited, York, England

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 212,777, Dec. 27, 1971,

abandoned, which is a continuation of Ser. No. 1 1,168, Feb. 13,

1970, abandoned. This application Jan. 30, 1973, Ser. No.

327,942

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Feb. 18, 1969,

8695/69; Aug. 4, 1972, 36520/72

Int. CKC03b 37/02

U.S. CI. 65-4 8 Claims

end tapering inwardly therefrom toward and being closed on

the other end. sealing strip means carried by said metallic

structural members about said inner sides for attaching indi-

vidual base portions of said sock filters entirely about the base,

entirely about said sides so that the bases of said sock filters

are open for receiving high velocity air; and structural means

securing said grid about marginal portions thereof across said

housing and said base so that said grid serves as lateral bracing

for said housing and as a support for said sock filters.

3,844,750

DUST COLLECTOR BAG MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT
Frank M. Ray, Hoffman Estates, III., assignor to Flex-Kleen

Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,651

Int. CI. BOld 46104

U.S. CI. 55-379 20 Claims

1. In a dust collector that includes a tube sheet having a

separate mounting opening for each dust collector bag unit,

each bag unit including a bag cage having one end portion

terminating in an axial outlet and a bag having an open end

sleeve portion closely surrounding said end portion of the

cage, an improved bag mounting arrangement wherein said

tube sheet carries a collar bordering said mounting opening,

said collar having an internal surface leading from said tube

sheet and defining an internal helical thread, wherein said

cage carries helical thread means secured externally around

said end portion thereof for threaded cooperation with the

internal helical thread of the collar to support said cage, said

cage has a main length portion of smaller diameter than heli-

cal thread means, and wherein said bag is of a size to fit in snug

relation over said helical thread means to extend in air-tight

1. Improved apparatus for producing a web. tissue or mat of

discontinuous glass fibres, including:

a. a moving, air pervious conveyor belt;

b. means for supplying continuous glass filaments which is

located beside said conveyor belt and which comprises a

laterally extending row of molten glass filament forming

elements;

c. means for continuously drawing out and solidifying said

glass filaments and for breaking them into discontinuous

fibres of varying staple lengths;

d. means for providing a continuous air current from said

filament breaking means to a region above said conveyor

belt and for entraining said fibres in said air current in a

flow path along a main axis of feed;

the improvement comprising the provision of a pair of station-

ary hood means, each hood means defining at least the top and

sides of said flow path and serving to guide said air current and

entrained fibres over and down on to said conveyor belt, in a

stationary strip-like deposit area extending over said belt at an

oblique angle to its line of movement and wherein the width

of the web formed by depositing said fibres on said conveyor

belt exceeds the length of a row of said filament forming

elements, said pair of hood means being disposed on opposite

sides of said conveyor belt, and delivering said fibres over

their respective deposit areas which at least partially overlap

each other towards the center of said conveyor belt, the den-

sity of deposited glass fibres diminishing at the two ends of the

longest dimension of said deposit area, but the aggregate

density of said deposited fibres in the middle region of said

belt being not significantly diminished, by virture of said over-

lap, and in which one hood means of the pair of said hood

means is staggered in relation to the other of such pair on the

opposite side of said conveyor belt, and in which both such

hood means are adjustably mounted to enable the angular

relationship of their main axis of feed to be changed in relation

to the line of movement of said conveyor belt when said hood

means are not being used, each such hood means being adjust-

ably mounted so that its main axis of feed can be slewed in a

horizontal plane about a vertical axis which passes, in plan

view, through a region within and close to the inner corner of

said hood means and a region at or close to the center line of

said conveyor belt, whereby the width of the web deposited

may be varied without destroying said overlap between oppos-

ing staggered deposit areas.
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METHOD FOR FABRICAtInG AN OPTICAL FIBER t'et;ctive hll''!?'*' .^'"k^
'
t'^""'"''

'^" ^^'^" '^^' ^^ ^^s

CABLE Sh f . ^ ^"^'^ substantially greater than the
Peter Kaiser Middletown, NJ., assignor to Bell Telephone said stud eSfh' ^""^a 'I

'^^' '^' ^"'^ ''""P^'^^ ^"^ of
Laboratories, Incorporated, Murray Hill, N.J.

^
su face anH h^

^"""^ '^^ 'mmediately adjacent mold
Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,481 stud untiUhe .n Y? T?V^' protruding end of each

Int. CL C03c 23/20; G02b 5/14 Ttn ,i„h
'

f ^ ^"^ '"'^ °^ '^^ ^'"^ *^ expanded laterally
t.S. CI. 65-4

, Claims ive hole
'°"'"^'"'"« ^"g-g^'"^"' with the walls of its respec-

the 'steep's of''^°'^
°^'"^''*"^ '" °P''"' "^'' ^'''^^ ^°'"P"^e^

a. placing an array of a first plurality of substantially identi-ca transparent solid optical fiber preforms and a second
plu al.ty of substantially identical hollow optical fiberpreforms m an enclosure preform, each of^aid solidpreforms bemg contacted by some of said hollow nre-orms and each of the solid preforms being of e sentia yhe same optical fiber preform material as the materia ofthe hollow preforms m their neighborhoods contacting it

IftHh ^ T '''""^'> °^^^^ ^"^'°^"^« Preform andof the fiber preforms m a predetermined geometric cross-sectional pattern relationship
meiric cross

^
^tnT! 'I'lrf"""T

"''"'"^'y '° ^ predetermined temper-ature suitable for drawing the assembly longitudinally toincrease the length of the fibers; and
^

c. longitudinally drawing the preform assembly to a prede-
termined length, whereby each solid preform provides acore for optical waveguide propagation

3,844,753

RnS.r.^fii^^K^^
^'^" METALLIC COOLING STUDS

t^ToledtSo'"'^''"'
^'"'^' -^'«"- •« «--"•--

Filed Feb. U. 1973. Ser. No. 332,464

iJ.S.C1.65_,7
'"'"COabWO.PW,

5 Claims

3,844,754
PROCESS OF ION EXCHANGE OF GLASS

Everett F. Grubb, Toledo. Ohio, and Augustus W La DueAvon, tonn., assignors to Owens-Illinois, Inc., Toledo Ohio

3 498
773"'?;"'

''r
""'

'i''^'^'
''' "' 1966, Pat'. NJ,4V»,773. This application Feb. 4, 1970, Ser. No. 8 707Theportion of the term of this patent subsequent to Mar 3, 1987

has been disclaimed.

ii.s.a.65-3o'"''^'-^''^''^''-^^^^^ ,c.
1. A process for treating an article composed of an inoT

fs oxidfwhif
"' '''"'""'"« '^"^ °f ^" ^"^^'' -^^^' -P" -das oxide, which comprises;

1. applying to the glass article a mixture of an inorganic saltof a different alkali metal and water, or an oJga^c iqudor mixture thereof, forming on at least an arfa of a surface of said glass article a substantially continuous layerof material consisting essentially of at least 90 percent by

metal oxide m said glass at least in a surface layer at saidarea being present in said glass in at least about 5 percemby weight expressed as soda mole equivalent, said alkalmeta oxide in said glass being soda and wherein the alkalmetal salt of the layer formed on the glass at aid areacontains potassium carbonate in a molar ratio of potasSlum carbonate to the total of any other potassium a

,

present in the layer in at least 15
2. maintaining said surface area of glass and said layer ofmaterial at an elevated temperature at least aboutISo-?but below the strain point of the glass and at atmospheric

and'r r,'/r ' ^'"''' °' ^'-"^ ^^^-^«" « few secondsand about 24 hours, only for some of said alkali meta"othe glass in the surface layer of the glass to exchange withsaid different alkali metal to provide a compress'vf s.Tesssurface layer in the glass article in said layer but for a me

degree in the interior portion of the glass of the article

relaxation of said glass in said surface layer of said area;

^
ion'lTchln'JH''

''''"' '" ' ^eniPerature at which said

« H It f^ '^?" "°^ °""'' ^^id layer of material and

tXeraturr"'
''' ^^^^^'" ''^^ ^'^ ^ ^^^ ^^ated

I
.

A method of producing a glass mold having metal coolingstuds inserted therein comprising the steps of; rough boring
series of stud receiving holes in selected regions of the moldfVorn an outside surface inwardly to a point in close proxZ y

SI n Tu l"^'''
^'^'''^ '"°''- '"^^^'*"8 '^' anne'aled^nd

of a partially heat treated hard tempered metal stud into each

3 844 755
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR TRANSFER MOLDING
AAu . .

GLASS LENSES

rl" pR,"?'*'o^***?"'*'-'
G«»'-8* L- Bender, Fairport; Ge-

In of N? '

^'"'''"*''
''"'' ^'"*"« C. Maier, Rochester

Filed Nov. 16, 1972. Ser. No. 307,254

U.S. CI. 65-32
'"* ^'* ^^^^

'
^'^^' ^""^

1. A method of molding glass comprising the steps^^f'"""'providing surfaces of glasslike carbon, the glasslike carbon

theJi'lH^'"
°!^-^«" -hich has been p'rep red by ththermal degradation of an organic polymer, which is
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substantially chemically inert with heated glass, and

which is isotropic, and the surfaces defining a transfer

chamber and at least one mold cavity and the surfaces

further defining at least one sprue connecting the transfer

chamber and the mold cavity;

:;t; -iF" —

-

e. hermetically fusing, by radiating heat, said glass tube at

said other end to close the same; and

f. passing an inert gas through the enclosed space at a rate

sufficient to replace the air by the inert gas at least prior

to and during step (c) and during step (e) for performing

these steps in oxygen-free surroundings; and

g. maintaining the glass tube in the enclosed space continu-

ously through steps (b), (c). (d), (e) and (f).

T
b 7: K\\\\\\\\v\-.\'\

3,844,757

GLASS SHEET HEATING METHOD
Lawrence L. Kaufman. 1 153 MIchele Dr., Toledo. Ohio 43615,

and Arthur Blenenfeld, 505 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, III.

60611
Filed Mar. 5. 1973, Ser. No. 337,952

Int. CI. C03b 27/00

U.S.CL 65-114 12 Claims

placing glass within the transfer chamber;

heat softening the glass; and

applying pressure to the heat softened glass until the glass

is transferred from the transfer chamber through the

sprue into the mold cavity.

3,844,756

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
MERCURY SWITCHES

Karl-Heinz Michel, Nuernberg, and Gustav Hahn, Altenfurt,

both of Germany, assignors to W. Guenther GmbH, Nurn-

berg, Germany
Filed July 3, 1972. Ser. No. 268,554

Claims priority, application Germany, July 21, 1971,

2136428
Int. CI. C03c 27/02

U.S. CI. 65-59 9 Claims

1. A method of uniformly heating a glass sheet to a desired

elevated temperature comprising the steps of: vertically sus-

pending a sheet of glass within a furnace housing, introducing

into said furnace housing a large volume of heated flowing gas,

confining said gas to flow within said furnace housing in a

direction generally parallel to the plane of said suspended

glass and on opposite sides thereof to define an operating zone

between said confined parallel gas flows, diverting portions of

each of said confined parallel gas flows into said operating

zone at each of a plurality of locations spaced along the direc-

tion of gas flow to form a plurality of high velocity gas streams,

directing said gas streams against the opposite surfaces of said

glass sheet at an acute angle thereto for a time sufficient to

substantially uniformly raise the temperature of said glass

sheet to a desired substantially uniform temperature across

the surfaces thereof, withdrawing said gas from said furnace

at a point downstream of said gas flow, recycling said with-

drawn gas into said furnace housing, and heating said recycled

gas externally of said furnace housing, sufficiently to maintain

the desired temperature thereof.

1. A method of making a mercury switch having a mercury-

containing closed glass body into which extend at least two

electrodes hermetically sealed to the glass body, comprising

the following steps;

a. positioning a glass tube open at both ends in an enclosed

space;

b. positioning said electrodes through one of the open glass

ends;

c. hermetically fusing, by radiating heat, said glass tube at

said one end to close the same and to seal in said elec-

trodes;

d. introducing, subsequent to step (c), mercury into said

tube through the other of said ends;

3,844,758

THERMAL TREATMENT OF GLASS
Erwin Wilhelm Wartenberg, Brunnenwelsen 6, Riedenberg,

Stuttgart, Germany
Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 228,105

Claims priority, application Great BriUin, Mar. 1, 1971,

5703/71
Int. a. C03b 27/00

U.S.CL 65-116 10 Claims

1. A method of thermally treating glass to produce a se-

lected central tensile stress therein which central tensile stress

is within a predetermined range at whose upper limit the glass
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will exhibit dicing fracture when struck with a sharp object
and at whose lower limit the glass will exhibit ( I ) crackine
fracture when struck with a sharp object and (2) dicing frac
ture upon bending of the glass for example when struck with
a blunt object such as a human head, comprising

a constituting a body of quenching liquid of a selected
family of silicone oils of similar chemical structure the
viscosities of whose members at 100°C are distributed
over a defined viscosity range the lower end of which
denned range is between about 3 centistokes and about
350 centistokes and corresponds to said predetermined
range of central tensile stress to be induced in the glass
b. maintaining the body of quenching liquid at a selected
quenching temperature which is not less than about

October 29, 1974

3,844,760
COMPOSITION FOR AND METHOD OF TREATING

WATER

^Znl "J; "i*"^"' S-
^""^' '^"•' "^''^""^ »» '^••"santo Com-pany, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Feb. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 230,444

U.S. CI. 7,-67
"•••^'•^«'"^/^^

1. A method of effectively killing algae and preventing ^s

formula
'"' ''"°""' °^"" ^^^'"'^' ^^'^^^ «"!

BO V ao 90
VISCOSITY AT locrc ICXNTISTOKESI

no "0 BO ix

lOOT and is effective to provide heat extraction from the
glass surfaces mainly by convection flow within said liq-

c. heating the glass to a temperature near to its softening
point; ^

d. quenching the hot glass in said body of quenching liquid
by immersion therein to cool to said selected quenching
temperature by heat extraction from the glass surfaces
mainly by convection flow within said liquid and

e. controlling the viscosity of said quenching liquid at said
selected quenching temperature by selection of at least
one member of said family of silicone oils to produce said
predetermined central tensile stress in the treated glass.

3 844 759

^^\?^^^V^^ ANDEXTRACTION OF PEAT MOSS
Maurice M J. Ruel and Aurelio Frederick Sirianni, both of
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, assignors to Canadian Patents and
Development Limited, Ottawa, Canada
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 179,746, Sept. 13, 1971

abandoned. This application Dec. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 422,241
Claims priority, application Canada, Sept. 17, 1970 93387

Int. CI. C05f ///02
U.S. CI. 71-24

,5 ^,^.^^
1. A method of treating finely divided peat moss wS

comprises providing a mixture including (a) peat moss parti-
cles comprising a hydrophilic matrix and hydrophobic constit-uents dispersed therein, (b) a first liquid constifutinTa hydm-
phobic continuous phase in sufficient amounts to form a fluid
slurry with (a), and (c) a second, aqueous, liquid consisting
essenially of water which wets said hydrophilic matrix prefer^
ent.ally relative to said first liquid, said second liquid being
substantially immiscible with said first liquid and present in anamount between about 130-400% based on the weight of dry
solids, agitating said mixture whereby said first liquid leaches
at least part of said hydrophobic constituents and simulta-
neously said second liquid wets said hydrophilic matrix and
agglomerates said leach particles and second aqueous liquid
into a multiplicity of substantially discrete pellets, and separat-
ing said first iquid containing said hydrophobic constituents
from said pellets and at least partially drying said pellets

wherein M is hydrogen, an alkali metal, alkaline earth
or ammonium. metal

3,844,761
HETEROCYCLIC ALKYLTHIOCYANATE AND

ISOTHIOCYANATE PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS
Peter E. Newallis, Leawood, Kans.; Albert J. Poje.GranJview

to Chemagro Corporation, Kansas City, Mo.
Division of Ser. No. 91,541, Nov. 20, 1970, Pat. No. 3,725,030

This application Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,670

li-S. CI. 71-76
'"••^'•^«»"^/^^

^^^^^^

crtJ^""
"'^'1'°'' °^ retarding the growth of plants wS

comprises applying to such plants, a growth retarding amountof a compound of the formula.

Z-C-R

i.

S-C=N
Z-i-R

Wherein:

tl ^"'^i ^l^'l
^^^^ individually hydrogen or alkyl and, Z ishienyl.dihydrothienyl-1 oxide, dihydrothienyl- 1, 1 -dioxide oterahydrothienyl- 1 -dioxide as well as chloro. bromo and

ta rgtom"l'^n r^'T ''"'°'' ^"'y' '" ^" instances con-laining trom 1 to 5 carbon atoms.

3,844,762

PHENYLNITRAMINE HERBICIDES
Bamngton Cross, Rocky Hill, and William Henry Gastrock

Hightstown both of NJ., assignors to American CyanamidCompany, Stanford, Conn.
J«""mia

Filed May 11, 1971, Ser. No. 142,393

„ ^ _ Int. CI. AOln 9120
U.S. a. 71-121

g^,^.
I. A method for the postemergence control of undesira'bTe

broadleaf plant species comprising applying to the fohage of
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the plant species a herbicidally effective amount of a phenylni-

tramine having the formula:

wherein the R groups: R„ Rz, R3. and R4 each represent hydro-

gen, halogen, loweralkyi C.-C^, carboxy or nitro; provided

that at least two of the R groups are substituents other than

hydrogen; and X is hydrogen, loweralkyi C,-C4, loweralkoxy-

loweralkyl wherein the hydrocarbon portions of the group are

both in the range of C,-C4. arloweralkyl wherein the loweral-

kyi portion of the group is in the range of Ci-C^, alkali metals,

alkaline earth metals, or the N-ammonium derivatives; pro-

vided that where an R group is carboxy, X is hydrogen.

3,844,763

DEPOSITION OF COPPER
Alfred Richard Burkin, Shenfield, England, assignor to Na-

tional Research Development Corporation, London, England

Filed Aug. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 173,650

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 28, 1970,

41659/70
Int. CI. C22b 3100

U.S. CL 75-0.5 A 11 Claims

1. Process for precipitating copper comprising contacting

with a reducing gas a liquid organic medium containing a

copper species in a compound of or in a complex with at least

one tertiary carboxylic acid having at least 5 carbon atoms to

cause precipitation of copper from said organic phase, there

being present during said precipitation a base in solution in

said organic medium

continuously recirculating a gaseous medium through the

descending column in counterflow relationship to the

descending particles;

maintaining a predetermined temperature of introduction

of the gaseous medium to the column of at least 1 25T to

thereby heat said particles to said temperature;

adding oxygen to the gaseous medium at a predetermined

rate of at least 0.004 standard cubic feet of oxygen per

pound of sponge iron being passivated; and

maintaining a predetermined flow rate of the recirculating

gaseous medium in the column.

3 844 765

DIRECT REDUCTION METHOD USING INDUCTIVE
HEATING

Jesse J. Baum, 10419 Kelso Dr., Sun City, Calif. 92381

Division of Ser. No. 119,456, March 1, 1971, Pat. No.

3,740,042. This application Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,466

Int. CI. C22d 7104

U.S. CI. 75-10 R 8 Claims

3,844,764

PROCESS FOR THE CONTINUOUS PASSIVATION OF
SPONGE IRON PARTICLES

Donald Beggs, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Medrex Corporation,

Toledo, Ohio
Filed Dec. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 428,147

Int. CI. C23f 7/04. C21b 1 100

U.S. CI. 75-.5 R 3 Claims

1. A process for passivating active sponge iron particles

comprising:

maintaining a continuously gravitationally descending col-

umn of sponge iron particles within a vertically oriented

housing;

1. A direct reduction process comprising the steps of

providing metal ore concentrate in finely divided form, said

metal being selected from the group consisting of iron,

copper, manganese and chromium,

intermixing at least one of said ore concentrates intimately

with a finely divided thermosetting reductant-binder and

six percent moisture,

pressing the intermixture of ore concentrate, moisture,

reductant-binder and carbon into hard and dense bri-

quettes having dimensions of at least two or more inches

in diameter and two or more inches in height.

heating said briquettes to a temperature range of from

300°F to 525T thereby driving off moisture and volatile

material from said briquettes and caramelizing the reduc-

tant-binder to form a tough, hard briquette of sufficient

strength to be handled by conventional means,

inserting said briquettes into a said first inclined tube,

heating said briquettes within said tube in the absence of

oxygen to a temperature of about 1,800°F thereby caus-

ing the caramelized carbonaceous reductant-binding to

react with the oxide ore concentrate to reduce substan-

tially all of the latter to free metal in finely divided form

and to agglomerate the finely divided free metal particles

into a briquette whose size has been substantially dimin-

ished to up to fifty percent of its former volume, said

briquette having low porosity, high density and highly

improved electrical conductivity, and

inserting or transferring said briquettes of diminished size

directly while hot into a second tube and heating the same

by means of an electric induction coil to a temperature

ranging from either 1,900°F to 2,150T or 2.350T to

2,7SOT.
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3,844,766
PROCESS FOR REDUCING IRON OXIDE TO METALLIC

SPONGE IRON WITH LIQUID OR SOLID FUELS
Donald Beggs, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Midland-Ross Corpo-

ration, Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Dec. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 427,541

Int. CI. C2lb 13102
U.S. CI. 75-35

8 Claims

and being introduced into the furnace through said tuyere
means, the improvement which comprises that said auxiliary
fuel IS decomposed and incompletely burnt in said reaction
space and the incompletely burnt decomposition products

«9 . _ „
• ' » ]««CT0»1

,

Y,z

D '"—
' 1 «i

.

1. In an ore reduction process wherein iron oxide particu-
lates are fed into a first end of a reduction furnace and re-
moved as substantially metallic iron from the opposite end of
said furnace and a reducing gas is introduced at an inlet in said
furnace removed from said first end and withdrawn as a
stream of reacted gas from an outlet in said furnace adjacent
said first end. the improvement comprising the steps of

producing a stream of reducing-type gas in a liquid or solid
gasifier facility;

passing at least said stream of reacted gas through a cooler-
scrubber facility;

passing said stream of reducing-type gas and said stream of
coo ed and cleansed reacted gas through a CO^ removal
taciiity to produce a gas mixture composed principally of
reductants defined as CO and H, with residudi amounts
of oxidants defined as H^O and CO,, said H,0 predomi-
nating over said CO,;

heating said gas mixture to a predetermined temperature to
react a portion of said CO reductants with a portion of
said H,0 oxidants to produce a predetermined quantity of
H, and COj which transforms said gas mixture into a
reducing gas having predetermined compositions of H,.
CO. H2O and CO,; and

transferring said reducing gas to said inlet of said furnace.

3,844,767
METHOD OF OPERATING A BLAST FURNACE

Paul Rheinlander, Wllhelm-Busch-Strasse 9, Wolfenbuttel
Germany '

Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,862
Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 12. 1972

2206692; Dec. 27, 1972, 2263661
'

Int. CI. C2 lb 5/02
U.S. CI. 75-42 ,,f,,.,,.... 17 Claims

1. In a method of operating a blastfurnace with coke as the
principal fuel and with a carbon- or hydrocarbon-containing
auxiliary fuel, such as petroleum, petroleum products, natural
gas. coke oven gas or coal dust, wherein the coke, in conven-
tional manner, is charged through the top of the furnace while
the auxiliary fuel is heated and broken down in a reaction
space located outside the hearth of the furnace and the de-
composition products of the auxiliary fuel thus obtained are
introduced into the hearth through tuyere means, the hot blast
for the operation of the furnace being carried by blow pipe
means adjacent to and communicating with said tuyere means

thus formed are directly introduced into said blow pipe means
or said tuyere means as an auxiliary fiow just prior to the
discharge of said hot blast into the furnace through said tuyere
means. ^

3,844,768
PROCESS FOR REFINING ALLOY STEELS CONTAINING
CHROMIUM AND INCLUDING STAINLESS STEELS

Pierre Leroy, Salnt-Germaln-En-Laye; Michel Cadart, St-
Etienne; Jean Georges Morlet, Nevers, and Jean Salell, Im-
phy, all of France, assignors to Creusot-Loire, Paris, France

Filed Apr. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 247,315
Claims priority, application France, May 28, 1971

71 19463; July 23, 1971, 71.27015; July 23, 1971,71.27016;'
Feb. 29, 1972, 72.06824

Int. CI. C21c 5/i4. 7110
U.S. CI. 75-59 11 «-i 2

\ A. c f 2' Claims
1. A process for refining an alloy steel containing chro-

mium, which comprises blowing fluids into the molten steel
through at least one feed tuyere, each tuyere providing a first
flow of an oxidising fluid, a second flow of a fluid for diluting
the carbon monoxide in the bath, and a third peripheral flow
which is physically distinct and separate from the said first and
second flows in the tuyere, of a hydro-carbon containing
iquid. said third flow remaining in the liquid state until after
leaving the tuyere.

3,844,769
METHOD OF CONTROLLING EMISSIONS FROM

FURNACES
'^'43402^'''***''""' '^^^ '^*''"°'* ^'" ^"""""^ ^''*"' ^''•*»

Filed Apr. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 242,647
Int. CI. C21c 5128: C21b 7108

U.S. CI. 75-60 4 r, .

, . . . - ^ 4 Claims
I. A method of refining metal in a bottom-blown furnace

and controlling emissions from the furnace comprising
a. providing a bottom-blown furnace defining a charge

cavity having a furnace mouth and flow passages through
which gas is directed into said cavity;

b. charging said furnace by introducing a molten metal into
the cavity via said mouth when said furnace is in a charg-
ing position with said flow passages above the level of
metal in the cavity;

c. moving said furnace to a refining position wherein said
flow passages are disposed below the level of the molten
charge;

d. directing gas through said passages while moving said
furnace; *

e. providing an emission receiving hood comprising a tubu-
lar hood body having an emission receiving opening

f. aligning said hood opening with said furnace mouth after
said furnace is charged;
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g. moving said hood body while moving said furnace to

maintain said emission receiving opening adjacent and

aligned with said furnace mouth;

h. maintaining said emission receiving opening aligned with

an adjacent said furnace mouth while said furnace is in its

refining position;

i. moving said furnace away from the refining position to a

tapping or a sample taking position; and.

j. maintaining said emission receiving opening aligned with

and adjacent said furnace mouth while moving said fur-

nace from said refining position.
;

3,844,770

MANUFACTURE OF STEEL AND FERROUS ALLOYS

Ivor Gray Nixon, 1st Stock Links, "Matterhorngruss", Zer-

matt, Valais, Switzerland

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 181,360, Sept. 17, 1971,

abandoned. This application May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,664

Int. CLC21C 5/25

U.S. CI. 75-60 20 Claims

1. Method for the production of steel or a ferrous alloy in

a converter comprising the steps of:

i. charging metallic iron feedstock containing minor

amounts of non-ferrous elements to said converter to

provide a pool of molten metal in said converter;

ii. refining said molten metal by blowing it with a decarbur-

izing feed gas said decarburizing feed gas being such that

a decarburizing gas mixture is generated which on leaving

said converter is reducing to wustite at the temperature

at which said converter is operated;

iii. recovering said gas generated in said converter by means

of a gas conduit connected to said converter by means of

a gas-tight joint which does not permit appreciable in-

gress of atmospheric air into or egress of gas from said

joint;
I

iv. introducing a quench stream to reduce the temperature

of gases leaving said converter;

v. tapping steel or ferrous alloy and slag in molten from

from said converter; and

vi. operating said converter as a closed system in which said

blowing with decarburizing feed gas. said charging with

iron feedstock, said recovery of gas generated in said

converter and said tapping of steel or ferrous alloy and

slag from said converter are effected without opening of

said converter to the atmosphere

liquid condensing medium, consisting of a condensation

product of such vapor, at a temperature lower than the

condensation temperature of the vapors to produce a

liquid condensate comprising a liquid aluminum phase

and a liquid MX„ phase, wherein a is the normal valence

of M. said condensate being at a temperature T„

2. coalescing the liquid aluminum and MX,, phases to pro-

vide separate liquid layers of each.

3. cooling a portion of the coalesced liquid condensate

produced in Step 2 above to a temperature of T,

4. returning the cooled condensate to the condensation

zone as the condensation medium in Step 1 above, said

temperature Tj being above the solidus temperature of

the cooled condensate and at least about 50T. below T,.

3 844 772

DEOXIDATION OF COPPER

James Leonard Sherman, Woodstown, N J., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,764

Int. CI. C22b 15100

U.S. CI. 75-76 6 Claims

1. A method for the deoxidation of molten copper which

comprises introducing a member selected from the group

consisting of liquid methanol and methanol vapor as a reduc-

ing agent to the copper melt.

3,844,773

FREE CUTTING STEEL CONTAINING MULLITE

Noboru Yamakoshi, Kobe; Tsuglo Kaneda, Akashi; Yoshichica

Yanagi; Kiichi Narita, and Tatsu Fujita, Kobe, all of Japan,

assignors to Kobe Steel, Limited, Kobe, Japan

Filed May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 359,024

Claims priority, application Japan, May 10, 1972, 47-46141

Int. CI. C22c 37/00

U.S. CI. 75-123G 3 Claims

.HUltlrt

3,844,771

METHOD FOR CONDENSING METAL VAPOR
MIXTURES

Gilbert S. Layne; Leigh B. Bangs, and James O. HumI, all of

Midland, Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company,

Midland, Mich.

Filed Jan. 6, 1970, Ser. No. 909

Int. CI. C22b 2 //OO

U.S. CI. 75-68 B 15 Claims

mZ.

CORUKDUH

SjOj

/ygFi

Re J- ervOfr

vapnrs

1 A free cutting steel which contains 0.10 to 0.60 percent

carbon, 0.50 to 0.40 percent silicon. 0.04 to 0.15 percent

sulphur, and is calcium deoxygenated by the addition of 5 to

15 ppm calcium which forms non-metallic inclusions of a

composition consisting essentially of the mullite region of a

three phase trigonometric diagram of the CaO—AI1O3—SiOi

system, whereby said free cutting steel exhibits superior cut-

ting properties because of the presence of said nonmetallic

inclusions, said calcium and said sulfur therein.

1. A process which comprises

1 . intimately mixing in a condensation zone a mixture com-

prising AIX + M vapors, wherein X is fluorine or chlorine

and M is an alkali metal or alkaline earth metal, with a

3 844 774

CORROSION-RESISTANT ALLOYS

John H. Culling, Klrkwood, Mo., assignor to Carondelet

Foundry Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 399,687

Int. CI. C 22c i//00

U.S. CI. 75-134 F 4 Claims

1. A corrosion-resistant alloy consisting essentially of be-

tween about 35.2 and about 46.2 percent by weight nickel.
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between about 14.9 and about 25.3 percent by weight chmm.um between about 6.7 and about 14.5 percent by we^ht"

to about 2.00 percent by weigEt tantl^'d^T o a^bo^u^1.00 percent weight titanium, the sum of the molybdenumcontent and the copper content being at least about M^
Z'lV'f T^""'

'"'^ '^^ ^""^ °f the'niob um con^nt and

roo^;j;cfn;^v we.^^^^^^
^°"'^"' ^^^-^ - ^^--

«

"-^-
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3 844 777
FILLER ALLOYS FOR FLUXLESS BRAZING ALUMINUM
William I u/

'^'^D ALUMINUM ALLOYS ^'^'^*''^'^

sZi A
'"*'' ^""*""' '^*""' «»««8nor to The United

Filed Oct. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 295.080

t.S.C.. 75-138
'"'•«• "2c 2^/00

3,844,775

All ^ ^^f^'^ARY GERMANIDES AND SILICIDESAlfred E. Austin. Worthlngton, Ohio, assignor to EI du Pontde Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del
Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 309,450

Int. a.C22c J//00

14 Claims

Si,Ge,.,

U.S. CI. 75-134 F
1. A composition of the formula

.

Mn,_ (Co,_^NiJ,.
wherem

> is to 1 .0

2 is to 0.6 and
a + )3 is to 0.

1

having orthorhombic crystal structurp a» ?7n<»i/ j

cr™7 r" ="-P-yi" .oIlTde e L fo h"exa'Zi

m.,.^.. 3,844,778
METHOD FOR PRODUCING GROOVED ALLOY

STRUCTURES

»«!?K
'^^ '^"'°"«' 8*«^", Pa., and Linus M. Raring Glastonbury, Conn assignor to Crucible Inc., Pitfsbu |h,

p"
Filed Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,423

U.S. CI. 75-208 R
'"' '^'- ""' '"'

13 Claims

3,844,776
METHOD OF CASTING INOCULATED MFTai «

Gustaf F. Boiling, and Gerald S. CoT^L'tilfLT^n, Mich

Contmuation-m-part of Ser. No. 833,446, June 16 969abandoned. This application Feb. 1. I973,'ir. NiM8 800

•^•^'•^^-'^^
16 Claims

strLt:r;^^^e;:^:^;:XS^'i"i^^eso.idincation

d^jgihrcarir ^
^'^''

''- --'- --' "-f^-

^
leasi^oneM'''

'"°"'" '"'*'' '^"""« solidification to ateas one sequence comprising each of the following
inertial effects m either order: a plurality of angu a accelerafons each at least sufficient to create a neJ iamTna'boundary layer m order to produce a columnar ohdification structure in that portion of the objTct o id£during said accelerations, and a substan iaily unSrotation predominantly devoid of velocity gradient andangular acceleration to produce an equilxed so idTfication structure in that portio of the object sohdifedduring said uniform rotation.

soiiditied

conforming to saTd deen surL. ^"''L'^"
""^ orientation

-.6er. said .l^tZSaty^otSf.Tnl TltlT

substantially f I density and nrT''
'"^ '""> P°"^^^ ^°

msmmi
3 844 779

Division „r S.r No. 884.428, Dec. 12. 1968, Pal. No. 3,697.409

elecTode p„si,,o„ed agains, .he ouTefsl^^Srof' Jd7o!,"
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electrode at said planar segment to form a nip, exposure

means located inside said loop electrode for exposing said

original and said photoelectrophoretic imaging suspension

f. separating said receiver sheet from said donor sheet

whereby said imaging layer fractures in imagewise config-

uration forming a positive image on one of the donor and

receiver sheets and a negative image on the other said

sheet.

3,844,781

ORGANIC PHOTOCONDUCTIVE MATERIALS

Kaichi Tsuchiya, and Nagashima Shinichlro, both of Tokyo,

Japan, assignors to Canon, Inc., Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 888,886, Dec. 29, 1969, Pat. No.

3,721,554. This application Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,258

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 30, 1968, 43-69504

Int. CI. G03g 5106, 5108

U.S. CI. 96-1.5 3 Claims

1. A light transparent photoconductive material for use in

electrophotography which is the reaction product obtained by

condensing

a. the organic photoconductive compound of the formula

H2N

located in said nip to a light image, comprising the steps of:

a. projecting an image of activating electromagnetic radia-

tion from within said loop electrode through said loop

electrode to said nip;

b. advancing said roller electrode and thus said nip along

said planar segment while it is being held stationary to

thereby expose photoelectrophoretic imaging suspension

coated on the outside of said loop electrode at said planar

segment and at said nip formed by said loop and roller

electrodes while applying an electrical field across said

nip to form an image from the photoelectrophoretic

imaging suspension; and

c. advancing said loop electrode with the photoelectro-

phoretic image on the outside thereof after steps (a) and

( b ) to

i. contact said image to a transfer member for transfer of

the image from said loop electrode to said transfer

member;
ii. contact said loop electrode portions after transfer of

said image with a cleaning means positioned outside of

said loop electrode for cleaning the outside surface of

said loop electrode; and

iii. provide a new, clean planar segment portion for for-

mation of another image.

CHj

CH3

and

b. the colored substance of the formula

Cl

A
N 0=0
\ /
N

—

N

/
0113

\
CH3

-Cl

3,844,780

IMAGING PROCESS
Kyler F. Nelson, PIttsford, and Gedemainas J. Rcinis, Penfield,

both of N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford,

Conn.
Filed Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 310,041

Int. Cl. G03g 5/06

U.S. Cl. 96-lM 13 Claims

1. A method of imaging comprising;

a. providing a manifold set comprising an electrically photo-

sensitive imaging layer sandwiched between the donor

sheet and a receiver sheet said layer being structurally

fracturable in response to the combined effect of an

applied electrical field and exposure to e^'Ctromagnetic

radiation to which said layer is sensitive;

b. subjecting said imaging layer to a first electrical field;

c. modifying said first electrical field wherein said modifica-

tion involves reversing the potential across said manifold

set;

d. subsequent to said modification, substantially restoring

said first electrical field across said manifold set;

e. while said imaging layer is subjected to said restored

electrical field exposing said imaging layer to a pattern of

actinic electromagnetic radiation, and;

3 844 782

HETEROCYCLIC DYE SENSITISED
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL

Oskar Riester, Leverkusen, and Wolf Gesierich, Opiaden-

Grosserdriesch. both of Germany, assignors to AGFA-

Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 34,626, May 4, 1970, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 571,244, Aug. 9, 1966,

abandoned. This application Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 279,251

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 15, 1965, 50509

Int. Cl. G03g 5108, 5100, 7100

U.S. Cl. 96-1.7 3 Claims

K
iOO 500

1. Photosensitive electrophotographic material having a

layer of photoconductive material comprised of zinc oxide
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sensitized by a methylene dithiocarboxylic acid ester of aheterocyclic compound dye of the formula:

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

Riii Z

II

C
/ \ /

R'v N
I

R'

RJi

^C=C—C—S—

X

wherein Z is a sulphur or selenium atom or a C( R ), grouD R'

^ '\j'"
^'i>'

group having up to 6 carbon atoms (2) asu.oalkyUad.cal selected from the group consisting or '(CH,*:
n;>U

3 + (CHj),SO 3. or (3) a carboxyalkyi radical selected

R°Ts hyXgeS
'°"'"'"^ '^ (CH,),COOH-h:H.COOH

'^

R is a methyl group;
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grounded conductive support and where the spectrum sensi-

Slyn?froY he"'
^--P-«"^Photosensiti've element s

nhl!o V ^ spectrum sensitivity region of said main

colTn'H f."""f"'
°^ ^^'^ "^^i" photosensitive elemem

elements ^hth
'°'°'''' ?'^' ^''^^^'"^ ^^^^ photosensit veelements with the same polarity, facing the charged surface.of both said photosensitive elements toward each othe so tha

Ler^n ^H
^ 'T' '^^^^^^etween ( I ) with said colored f^te

Zer:rm'V ^"^.^^^"^'^"y ^^-"sP-ent insulator intr^

hnth ; H ^u^ '^ "'''^'"« '"^e'-posed, image exposing whileboth said photosensitive elements are held in registry from the

electrif 1 f"'P'^'"' Photosensitive elemenf to ob ai^ the
electrostatic latent images of reflected image relation on saidmam photosensitive element and said transparent photosens
t.ve element, and developing the latent image on said ma nphotosensitive element while maintaining said registry between both said photosensitive elements, the amounTof onerdeposited being influenced by the latent image on slid transparent photosensitive element.

RIlI

\

c

R'J

II

Ri

said dye being present in the amount of 0! to 10 mg nersquare meter of the photoconductive layer.
^

3,844,783
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS INCLUDING ACOLOR MASKING OPERATION

S€.ji Matsumoto, and Isojl Takahashi, both of Asaka, Japanassignors to Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, }apan
'

Filed Dec. 28. 1971, Ser. No. 213,136

12054r
''"*"""*' ''PP''*'''''''" J"P»"' D«<^- 2S, 1970, 45-

U.S. CI. 96-1.2
'"'•^'•''''^''^''•^'^'^

7 Claims

REVERSAL MULTI.LAYER COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC
T., c. MATERIALS

^

kZIZIuZ' ""'*""" '' '^"^' **••«'» '^"•" Co.. Ltd.,

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 293.276^^Claims priority, application Japan. Sept. 30, 1971, 46-

U.S. CI.
96-22'"' '''•''"''''''•'^'*-^/^^

haJinX: TllZ'rT' ^°'"^ photographic m^terTalnaving on a support a red sensitive silver halide emulsionayer a green sensitive silver halide emulsion layer anTa bluesensitive silver halide emulsion layer capable of forming aferexposure and black and white negative development cv^nye low. and magenta dyed images respectively by the deve opments in three color developing solutions containing a dfffus-.ble cyan coupler, a diffusible yellow coupler and a diffus blemagenta coupler, respectively, the improvement compr ingsaid red sensitive silver halide emulsion containing a dX onesistant cyan coupler present in said red sensitive em uls on

he':
.'"

"Vr^"' ^'"«*"« f^^'" 0005 to 0.5 mol per mo ofhe silver halide in said red sensitive emulsion layer w^rl^n

1. An electrophotographic process including a color mask-ng operation comprising providing a photoconductive insuttor as a mam photosensitive element and a substantially transparent photoconductive insulator as a transparent photo ens -
t.ve element, where said main photosensitive element ?s pro-vided with a grounded conductive support and said transoa?ent photosensitive element is proviSe'd with riXarem

3,844,785
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHIC DIFFUSION TRANSFFRPROCESS AND PHOTOGRAPHIC MATErIaL FOR JsE

IN THIS PROCESS

waWer"^th'' ^^r''"^"'
"""^ ^^"*^' ""d Heinrich Oden-walder both of Cologne, all of Germany, assignors to AGFA-Gevaert Akt.engesellschaft, Leverkusen. Germany

Filed June 12, 1973, Ser. No. 369,307

222836'/
''"""'^' "PP""''"" Germany, June 10. 1972.

U.S. CI. 96-29 d"^'-^''^'^'''^''-'^^^
3

ing •th'e':t:ps"o7"''''^
''' ''^"^'^" ^^^"^^^^P--»

a. injagewise exposing a photographic material having at

rih t h'.?''"
^''"'' ''""'''°" '^y^^ «"d uniformly distnbuted therein or m an hydrophilic colloid layer a^a-

cent thereto a dye-giving compound
b developing the material to produce therein an imagewise

distribution of developer oxidation products
c. reacting said imagewise distribution of developer oxida-tion products with said dye-giving compound to produced^ imagewise distribution of diffusible dye or dye precur^
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either immobilizing the dye-giving compound where said

dye-giving compound is diffusible prior to development

or splitting the dye-giving compound to liberate a dif-

fusible dye or dye precursor where said dye-giving

compound is resistant to diffusion prior to development

and

d. transferring the imagewise distribution of diffusible dye

or dye precursor to an image-receiving layer, wherein the

dye-giving compound is of the following formula:

lA-Y-Z-C-NH-NII-SOr-lJ

in which

A represents the group D or E as defined hereinafter,

B represents either an aliphatic or aromatic group when A

is the group D or the group D when A is the group E;

D represents a group of a dye or dye precursor;

E represents a photographically inert radical rendering the

dye-giving compound resistant to diffusion;

X represents oxygen, sulfur, or an imino group

Y represents a connecting member selected from the group

consisting of a chemical bond, —O— . —S— ,
—NR—

,

_C0-, -SO2-, -SO2NR- and -CONR- wherein

R denotes hydrogen or alkyl;

Z represents a chemical bond between Y and the carbon

atom to which X is attached, or together with said carbon

atom and X a heterocyclic group comprising a 5- or 6-

membered heterocyclic ring in which X denotes nitrogen.

removing the photographic material from the conduit via

the other of said substantially oppositely disposed slits,

said processing being such that the flowing processing

solution is maintained under conditions which substan-

tially exclude air, whereby air oxidation of the processing

solution is prevented.

3,844.787
,

PROCESS OF CHEMICALLY BONDING A DVESTUFF TO
A SUBSTRATE

Henri Ulrich, Northford. and Fred A. Stuber, North Haven,

both of Conn., assignors to The Upjohn Company, Kalama-

zoo, Mich. ^_^ „
Division of Ser. No. 246,855, April 24, 1972, Pat. No.

3,763,118. This application July 23, 1973, Ser. No. 381,574

Int. CI. G03c 1170, 1152

U.S. CI. 96—35.1 ** C**™*

1. A process of chemically bonding a dyestuff selected from

the group consisting of acid dyestuffs, basic dyestuffs, direct

dyestuffs and mixtures thereof to a substrate containing a

plurality ofC-H bonds which substrate is not normally recep-

tive to dyestuffs which process comprises:

a. applying to said substrate a radiation-sensitive polymer

characterized by the presence, in combination in the

same molecule, of each of two recurring units, one of

which has the formula:

3.844,786

PROCESSING PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS

Yoshiteru Ito, and Minoru Sonoda, both of Kanagawa, Japan,

assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co.. Ltd.. Minami-Ashigara-shi,

Kanagawa, Japan
Filed Feb. 28, 1973. Ser. No. 336.591

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 3, 1972, 47-2 155

1

Int. CI. (;03c 5I0U

U.S. CI. 96-35.1 12 Claims

CH CH -CH

I

COORo COOR.

-CHa"

wherein R, is selected from the class consisting of lower-

alkoxy and phenyl, one of R2 and R3 represents hydrogen and

the other represents di(lower-alkyl)aminohydrocarbyl

wherein hydrocarbyl contains from I to 12 carbon atoms

inclusive,

and the other of said recurring units is represented by the

formula:

CH — CH

I I

COOR4 COOR5

I

CH- CH^-

1. A process for continuously treating photographic mate-

rial in web form which comprises:

introducing a flowing bulk stream of processing solution

into a horizontally disposed conduit having a diameter

flowing the bulk stream of processing solution through said

conduit, which conduit is provided with a pair of substan-

tially oppositely disposed slits in the walls thereof, with-

out significant loss of processing solution;

passing the photographic material through one of said sub-

stantially oppositely disposed slits in the walls of the

conduit which holds the processing solution as a flowing

bulk stream;

passing the photographic material at a speed of passage (v)

through the conduit and thereby through the flowing bulk

stream of processing solution in a direction transverse to

the direction of flow of the processing solution in said

conduit, the conduit diameter (d) to photographic mate-

rial speed of passage through the conduit (v) satisfying

the formula v g dl5 in seconds; and

where R, is as deflned above, one of R^ and Rj represents

hydrogen and the other represents a group of the formula:

(SOaN.)

wherein A is alkylene having from 2 to 6 carbon atoms sepa-

rating the valencies and a total carbon atom content of from

2 to 10. R« is selected from the class consisting of lower-alkyl

and halogen, y is an integer from I to 2. z is an integer from

to 2, provided that y + z\s not greater than 3. and the SOjNj
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group is in any of positions 3, 4 and 5 in the phenyl nucleus
to which It IS attached and at least one of the said positions 3
4 and 5 is unsubstituted;

b. exposing the resulting combination of polymer and sub-
strate to appropriate radiation to activate said photosensi-
tive polymer; and

c. contacting the treated polymer and substrate with said
dyestuff.

3 844 788
INCORPORATION OF SULFONYL DERIVATIVES OF
ISOTHIOUREA IN LIGHT-SENSITIVE ELEMENTS

Donald M Burness; Grant M. Haist, both of Rochester, and
James R. King, Webster, all of N.V., assignors to EastmanKodak Company, Rochester, N.V.

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,314

I A .,k^. 1. .
22 Claims

thereon
^ ^''^'^P^'^ ^'^'"^"' comprising a support having

^
theriwUh^^'''^^

photographic emulsion and associated

b. a stabi^lizer precursor which is a sulfonylalkyi or sul-
tonamidoalkyl isothiuronium compound having the for-

RB02(Y)„,(CH,)n-S C e -X®

wherein

R = alkyl having one to five carbon atoms, aryl having 6 -
12 carbon atoms or

X CS(CH,)„-;

K=NR'orZS02;
Z = a divalent hydrocarbon radical having one to five car-
bon atoms or a carbon chain containing —C—O—C—

/?-//, alkyl having one to five carbon atoms or

October 29, 1974

two light-sensitive layers, one of said layers comprising a

ica "tvne c'ln ^^T't'' ^""^^^ ^'""'*'°" of the ammoni-

^l^r. \^ ^ °^ y'^'*^'"8. Photolytically, a visible image
immediately upon exposure to actinic radiation, and the otherof said layers comprising a light-sensitive developing-out com-
position capable of forming a latent non-visible image uponexposure to actinic radiation, said image in the latter lave"being capable of being rendered visible' by a post exposuredevelopment operation of a chemical nature, and wherein said

onnnT T' ""fu^t
'^^^^'^Pingo^t layer are disposed onopposite sides of the film base, and wherein a stripp^g layer

IS provided intermediate said print-out layer and said base

3,844,790
PHOTOPOLVMERIZABLE COMPOSITIONS WITHIMPROVED RESISTANCE TO OXYGEN INHIbVtIoN

Catherine Teh-Lin Chang, Claymont; Joseph John Sheeto, Jr

."o"e ^x'TvTl'^'''
"' Wilmington, all of Del., assignors'

to E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, WilmingtonrOel.
Filed June 2, 1972, Ser. No. 258,951

IF «J ri o^ '2i- o'-
^^^ "^^' "^^' '/^^' ^/7*

I i„ o .,k . '2 Claims
I. in a photosensitive composition comprising-
a. a hydrogen- or electron-donor compound
b. a hexaarylbiimidazole,
c. an ethylenically unsaturated compound capable of form-

ing a high polymer by free radical initiated, chain propa-
gating, addition polymerization

the improvement wherein component (a) is a cyclic com-
pound of the formula

Nir2
/

-(CH3)„SC ® -X9.

\
Nil-

c n

where R is an alkyl or aralkyi group, and G is a bivalent or-ganic radical completing a five or six membered ring R andG being independently unsubstituted or substituted with sub

Znof ^'' ^° "°' '"^^^"^ "'^'^ ^''' ^^dical induced, add.-tion polymerization.

m = or I

;

1 = 2 or 3 and
X~ is a non-metallic acid anion.

3,844,789
COMPOSITE FILM ELEMENTS

James E. Bates, BInghamton; Francis J. Farren, Vestal, andJerome Sklute, Corning, all of N.Y., assignors to GAF Cor
poration, Wayne, NJ.

* ^^^

Continuation of Ser. No. 621,033, March 6, 1967, abandoned.
This application Aug. 31, 1970, Ser. No. 68,560

t.S,C..,6-68
'"'•"• C"^"'*.^'""

^^^^^
I. A composite film element adapted for the recordin^g^f

images photographically, comprising a base having thereon

3 844 791

'*"^^.2?.^J^^'^'^^
MATERIAL COMPRISING

MIC „.PO»^VACETYLENIC AMINE SALTSMelvm S^BIoom, Rochester, and Sally S. Fico, Bergen, both ofN.Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, R^jcherr,

T743"50^^H
""• \^^'^^^' •'""'^ »^' '^7>' P-«- No.

31S yJoTh !•
"PP^""*'"" De«- 14, 1972, Ser. No.

315,249The Portion of the term of this patent subsequent to
July 3, 1990, has been disclaimed

,,^ ^ Int. CI. G03c 1100
U.S. CI. 96-88

I. In a photographic element comprised of a carrier meal'fixedly positioning discrete crystals of a photosensitive cmtalme polyacetylenic compound having a minimum of two aceyienic linkages as a conjugated system, the improvement in
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which said polyacetylenic compound is a polyacetylenic

amine salt having the formula:

B-(CHjMC C)„(CHi)«-COO-A*
wherein:

n is an integer greater than 1

;

X and y are each an integer from to 10;

A is NRR'R^R^ wherein R, R', R^ and R'' are H, alkyl of

from 1 to 1 5 carbon atoms, aryl or substituted alkyl hav-

ing substituents chosen from the group consisting of

hydroxy, amino, carboxy and substituents;

B is selected from the group consisting of

CH3.
COQ-,
COOR^
CONHR\
CONHNHR«, and

R^NHCOO radicals, wherein

R'* is H or lower alkyl,

R" is an alkyl or substituted alkyl of from 3 to 8 carbon

atoms in which the substituents are chosen from the

group consisting of hydroxy, amino, alkylthio or methoxy

substituents;

R* is alkyl or phenyl, and

R' is an alkyl of from 1 to 8 carbon atoms or phenyl.

3,844,794

MAGENTA COUPLERS
Mario Gandino, and Beretta Paolo, both of Savona, Italy,

assignors to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Com-

pany, St. Paul, Minn.

Continuation of Ser. No. 43,031, June 3, 1970, abandoned.

This application July 3. 1972, Ser. No. 268,449

Claims priority, application Italy, June 13, 1969, 37892/69

Int. CI. G03c 1140

L.S.CL 96-100 8 Claims

3 844 792

A PHOTOSENSITIVE COMPOSITION CONTAINING A

PHOTOCHROMIC BENZOYLCHROMONE OR
DIBENZOFURAN AND A STRONG ORGANIC AMINE

BASE
Arnold Zweig, Westport, and Kenneth Robert Huffman, Stam-

ford, both of Conn., assignors to American Cyanamid Com-

pany, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 313,027

Int. CI. G03c 1152

U.S. CI. 96-90 PC 5 Claims

1. A photosensitive composition containing a photochromic

2-benzhydryl-3-benzoylchromone and a strong organic amine

base.

3,844,793

PHOTOSENSITIVE AZIDO MATERIAL
Balwant Singh, Stamford, Conn., assignor to American Cyan-

mid Company, Stamford, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 82,129, Oct. 19, 1970,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 29,527,

March 17, 1970, abandoned. This application Dec. 8, 1972,

Ser. No. 313,378The portion of the term of this patent

subsequent to Oct. 16, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. G03c 1152, 1172

U.S. CL 96-91 N 1 Claims

1. An image-forming material comprising a suitable photo-

graphic substrate having a coating deposited thereon, the

coating comprising a permeable film-forming plastic having a

photosensitive, volatile, peri-substituted naphthalene azido

compound dispersed therein wherein the azido compound has

one of the following substituents oriented peri to the azido

group: amino; hydroxy; azido; trifluoroacetamido;

o II

;
I

R-C-N-,

wherein R is lower alkyl having from C, -Cs or phenyl.

§

fOO SfO fOO iff TOO myu.

1. A silver halide photographic emulsion which includes a

coupler of the formula

CH2-
I

o=c
\ /
N

-C—NHCONH—
N R

A-A-.

V
i

wherein two of the A groups are halogen, the remaining A
group is alkoxy, and wherein R is alkyl, alkoxy, or

R'

-SO2NH

wherein R' is alkyl or alkoxy.

3,844,795

SILVER HALIDE PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL
CONTAINING AZO MASKING COUPLERS

Walter Puschel, Leverkusen, Germany; Gaston Jacob Benoy,

Edegem, Belgium, and Dietmar Kali, Koein, Germany,

assignors to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen,

Germany
Filed May 4, 1972, Ser. No. 250,300

Claims priority, application Germany. May 7. 1971,

2122570
Int. CI. G03c 1140

U.S.CL 96-100 5 Claims

1. A light sensitive color photographic material having at

least one silver halide emulsion layer which contains a red
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cyan coupler, which cyan coupler is of the following general with a light-sensitive heavy metal compound and/or a polv-

OH SO;SO2NH-R,

N
/ \

R; R3

O

!

N
II

N

/VLoE.

V
in which

R„ R2 or R3 represents hydrogen or alkyl with up to 18
carbon atoms, these groups being either the same or
different, at least one of these groups being an alkyl
radical which renders the compound resistant to diffusion

and

represents alkyl having four to seven carbon atoms or cyclo-
alkyl.

3,844,796
COLORED GLASS COMPOSITIONS

John Jasinski, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois, Inc.,

Toledo, Ohio
Continuation of Ser. No. 883,317, Dec. 8, 1969, abandoned.

This application Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,725
Int. CI. C03c 3124, 3/04: G02b 5/20

L.S. CI. 106-52 3 Claims
1. A chocolate brown colored glass composition which

absorbs ultraviolet light and which consists essentially of:

Component Weight Percent

SiOj

A 1,0,

CaO
MgO
Fc,03
Na,0
K,0
MnjOj
CrO,
CrAi

1.95

10.5

0.21

0.056-„,«,
14.46-14.49

0.20
O.ll

0.078-„,„«
0.020-., ,„,

wherein the ratio of CrjOa to MnO ranges from 0.08:0.1 to
0.1:0.1.

methine sensitizing agent for the spectral sensitization of the
non-light-sensitive silver compound, the improvement
wherein the light-sensitive layer comprises a phthalazinone
toning agent according to the following general formula:

X\A

H

O

N—C—NH-R
I

N

wherein:

R represents an alkyl group, a phenyl group, a naphthyl
group, a benzyl group or a cycloalkyl group.

3 844 798
SPECTRALLY SENSITIZED LIGHT-SENSITIVE SILVER

HALIDE PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL
Hans Ohischlager, Koein; Oskar Riester, Leverkusen; Johan-

nes Gotze, Bergisch-Ncukirchen, and Alfons Dorlars, Lever-
kusen, all of Germany, assignors to Agfa-Geveert Aktien-
gesellschaft, Levenkusen, Germany
Continuation of Ser. No. 47,157, June 17, 1970,. This

application May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,414
Claims priority, application Germany, July 10, 1969.

1934891

Int. CI. G03c 1 110
U.S. a. 96-127 5 Claims

1. A light-sensitive photographic material which comprises
a silver halide and spectral sensitizer of the following formula:

Rvm-CH^CH—C—

S

ACII-C /„=C-Y
Ri-C-N

I

Rii

\
(

/
C=X

0=C—

N

I

H'v

in which

X is a sulfur atom or is one of the following groups (a), or
(b);

(a) = (CH-C)^^ =
^

-x

-^C N
c = s

I

(b) = (CH-C),^ = CH -

Y is an oxygen or sulfur atom or a group

3 844 797
PHOTOSENSITIVERECORDING MATERIAL

Jozef Frans Willems, Wilrijk; Albert Lucien Poot; Frans Clem-
ent Heugebaert, both of Kontich; Anton Leon Vanden-
berghe, Hove, all of Belgium, and Anita Von Konig, Lever-
kusen, Germany, assignors to AGFA-Gevaert, Mortsel, Bel-

gium

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,604
Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 27, 1972.

2220597

Int. CI. G03c 1/02
U.S. a. 96-114.1 7 Claims

1. In a photographic recording material having a lightsensi-

tive layer comprising a substantially non-light-sensitive silver wherein
salt, a reducing agent, a toning agent and in admixture there- R"" is COOH, —COOCjHj,

C Q

\,(i->' Anion

rVII

\
!N—Rviv

or -CO-NR'-
Z is an oxygen or sulfur atom
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/'
—CO—

N

R' is an alky , or aryl group;

R" and R'", which may be the same or different, is an

aliphatic group;

R'" is a hydrogen atom or an alkyl group;

R" is a saturated or olefinically unsaturated aliphatic or aryl

group;

R' is a saturated aliphatic group;

R" is an alkoxy group;

represents the ring members required to complete a

thiazole or oxazole ring;

n is 0, and I; and

m is 0, and 1 ; and Anion is any anion but may be absent if

the dye molecule contains an acid group in anionic form.

3,844,801

CLADDING GLASS COMPOSITIONS FOR LIGHT

TRANSMITTING GLASS FIBERS

Warren W. Wolf, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Corning

Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 113,688, Feb. 8, 1971, abandoned. This

application Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 299,510

Int. CI. C03c 13/00: G02b 5/\t

U.S.CL 106-50 1 Claim

1. A light transmitting optical fiber bundle comprismg a

plurality of light transmitting glass fibers;

said light transmitting glass fibers comprising a core glass

surrounded by a cladding glass;

said core glass consisting essentially by weight of:

Percent

3 844 799

iliECTROLESS COPPER PLATING

William L. Underkofler, Vestal, and Theodore D. Zucconi,

Endicott, both of N.Y., assignors to International Business

Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 425,363

Int. CI. C23c 3\02

U.S. CL 106-1 7 Claims

1. An electroless copper plating process in which copper is

deposited from a bath solution comprising cupric ions, a re-

ducing agent, a surfactant, and a complexing agent for cupric

ions, said process being characterized by the improvement

according to which the temperature of the bath is maintained

continuously between 70°C and 80°C and the bath is adjusted

to maintain continuously a cyanide ion concentration within

the range of 0.0002 to 0.0004 molar.

SK),
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reheating furnaces consisting essentially of 97-99 wt-9^ Al,0 •

0.3-0.8 v,t.9c SiO,; 0.2-0.4 wt-% TiO,; 0.05-0 1 1 wt-^ Fe O •

0.33-0.94 wt-% CaO or MgO or matures of th^^e alkafne
earth ox.des; and 0.22-0.24 wt--^ Na,0 or K,0 or mixtures ofthese alkali oxides.

3,844,804
SILICATE FOAM STRUCTURES AND METHOD OF

, ^ ^ PREPARATION
John C. Moral, and Calvin W. Shwier, Jr., both of HagerstownMd.. assignors to GAF Corporation, New York n^"

Filed Jan. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 215,166'

,„ ^ Int. CI. C04b J5//6
L.S. CI. 106-75

29 Claims

pri'sinl'"''^"'^
^°' preparing a foamed silicate structure com*

a. premixing a highly absorbent, amorphous lightweiEht
reactant earner with a liquid agent reactive with sSte
to improve the water-insolubility and firmness of said
silicate upon foaming thereof, said carrier and said agentbeing mixed in proportions such that said agent is essen-
tially totally absorbed by the reactant carrief, resulting inan essentially dry premix composition

^
b. mixing said dry premix composition with an aqueous

aUcal. metal silicate having a total solids content of from

a mn ni.^^
T"'

'° '^°"' ^^ P"^""* ''y ^«*ght to form
a moldable silicate mix;

c. heating said moldable silicate mix in a mold at a tempera-
ture sufficient to cause the water content of the miTfo be
JJP-dly removed therefrom, small water vapor^s bub'b es being formed within and throughout the mix to pro-duce a lightweight, multi-cellular foam structure

October 29, 1974

b. removing the mechanical grinding agent from the dye-
stuff suspension ^

c. adding the water or the organic solvent having limited
solubility in water necessary for the formation of a two
phase system,

d. adding, at this point or. at least in part, prior to comple-
lon of step (a), at least one high-molecular carrier se-
lected from the group consisting of lower alkyl cellulose
ether, hydroxy-lower-alkyi cellulose ether, cellulose ace-
tate, cellulose chloroacetate, cellulose nitrate, cellulose
acetate butyrate, cellulose acetate phthalate, ethyleneglv-
co esters of hydrogenated rosin, ethyleneglycol esters of
polymerized rosin, polymethacrylic acid ethyl ester, poly-
vinyl alcohol, polyvinyl chloride-polyvinyl acetate co-
poymer. polyacrylonitrile-polyvinyl chloride-
polyvinylidene chloride copolymer, magnesium behen-
ate. and polyvinyl ether of octadecylalcohol. which car-
rier is soluble in water or in the organic solvent having
limited solubility in water, but insoluble in the two-phase
system. ^

'
fhl'^"^

the suspension until the organic phase containing
the dyestuff has become evenly dispersed over the surface
ot the high-molecular carrier, and

f removing part of the water and/or the organic solvent to
give a dyestuff preparation dispersion in water and/or
organic solvent or removing substantially all of the water
and the organic solvent to give a dry dyestuff preparation

3,844,805
DRY CUTTING COMPOUND FOR PROTEIN GLUES AND

METHOD OF USE

bo'lfo^Mo""''/!""'"':^*'
'*"'*'' ^- ^'^"^ Spanish Lake,

to Ralston Purina Company, St. Louis, Mo
Filed July 14, 1972, Ser. No. 271,980

II «: ri .nJ"^n'•
^^'** "^"^^ ^^^^ ^'00, n/00

U.3. CI. 1U6— 79 - „| ,

1. A dispersing and preservative compound for "cold^cHi-ting unhydrolyzed soy protein glues consisting essentially offrom about 45 to 75 percent by weight of a silicate alkalizing

Slum silicate alkalizing agents having a base to SiO, ratio of I
•

Ior greater, from about 10 to 20 percent by weight of a barium
metaborate preservative, from about to 30 percent byweight of a glue plasticizer, and from about to 10 percent bvweight of defoamers. wetting agents and dust control agents

3,844,806
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF HIGHLY
CONCENTRATED DYESTUFF AND PIGMENT

PREPARATIONS
Jacques VVegmann, Bettlngen, and Carl Becker, Basel, both of

Switzerland, assignors to CIBA-GEIGY AG, Basel, Switzer-

Filed Jan. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 321,168

237/72"*
'*""'""^' "PP"'"''®" Switzerland, Jan. 7, 1972,

., e ^.
'"•• *^'- ^^^^ ' ^'02: C08f 45/24

U.S. CI. 106-193 D ,,^, .

1 A ~ f L *2 Claims
1. A process for the production of a readily dispersible

concentrated liquid or solid dyestuff preparation, comprising
the sequential steps of ^ ^

a. subjecting a suspension of a difficultly water-soluble or
water-insoluble dyestuff. in water and/or an organic sol-
vent having limited solubility in water to a particle-size-
reducing operation, in the presence of a mechanical
grinding agent until the particle size of the suspended
dyestuff is no more than 10 microns.

3 844 807
COMPOSITIONS AND METHOD FOR MAKING WATER
r M

?^!,'STANT, SHORT TACK ADHESIVES
Gerald F. Bramel, Niantic, III., assignor to A. E. Staley
Manufacturing Company, Decatur, III

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,571

.,0 ^. Int. CI. C08b 27/22
U.S. CI. 106-213 ,5^,.

I A« o^u . .
'5 Claims

tially of
composition dry premix consisting essen-

75-92 percent by weight of an acid hydrolyzed starch

.fVnnop
Brookfield viscosity ranging from: 100-200 cps!

at 100 F. 100 rpm. using a No. I spindle and 80 g starch
320 g water and cooked, to 11.500-12.500 cps. when
tested at 15 percent solids after cooking, using a No 5
spindle at 20 rpm at lOOT.. up to 20 percent by weightof an hydroxyalkylated starch, about 0.3 to 0.7 percent bv

^cfl^^T '"°'^'r
''" °^" ^^^"^ ^^'' ^"d a strong

acid, about 3 percent by weight of a predispersed clay
about 1.5 to 2^5 percent of a second inorganic salt of^a
strong base and a strong acid, and about 0.3 to I 5 ner-
cent by weight of an emulsifier-surfactant selected from
the group consisting of polyoxyethylene laurate poolyox-
yethylerje stearates. polyoxyethylene oleates. polyoxyeth-
ylene tallates. and the reaction product of tridecy I alcoholand ethylene oxide, and mixture thereof said dry premix
being stable in liquid form for more than ten days whenmnced with about 77.2 percent by weight added water anS

fo^mllieh'S'''"'
'^ "'*«^^ ''''''' ^^ P^^«"» ^°'ids urea

formaldehyde resin at a pH ranging from 3-5.

3,844,808
SYNTHETIC AGGREGATES MADE FROM IMPURE

BAUXITE
Ransom James Murray, Gravesend, England, assignor to The

doT^Snd" "' ^'""^ Manufacturers LiLtedl u'!

Filed Dec. 29, 1971, Ser. No. 213,855

236/7'r*
'*""'"^' «PP"c««on Great Britain, Jan. 4, 1971,

InL CI. C08h / 7/02
U.S. CI. 106-288 B

^

roadstone by sintenng a material consisting essentially of a

II
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member of the group consisting of siliceous bauxite and ferru-

ginous bauxite, characterized in that it comprises the steps of

grinding said material to give a particle size in the range 35

percent residue on a 52 mesh B.S. sieve to I percent residue

on a 170 mesh B.C. sieve, agglomerating the particles and

sintering said material at least until rapid changes in bulk

density cease, at a temperature at least 35° below the temper-

ature which would result in minimum porosity of the fired

material but sufficiently high that the product has an A.A.V.

not exceeding 12.

3,844,809

WET-PELLETING OF CARBON BLACK
Lawrence K. Murray, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Phillips Petro-

leum Company, Bartlesville, Okla.

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 346,831

Int. CI. C08h 17/08

U.S. CI. 106-307 10 Claims

1. A method of producing carbon black pellets which com-

prises:

a. introducing fiocculent black and a non-ionic surfactant

into contact to form a mixture, said non-ionic surfactant

consisting principally of randomly repeating —CH^HzO
— and — SiiCHj), — units in the unit ratio of 7 to 1.

respectively, wherein, in the molecule 4 to 5 — SiiCHjjj

— units are present and wherein the molecule is termi-

nated with hydroxyl groups and wherein said molecule

has no silicon to silicon bonds and has no silicon to hydro-

gen bonds; and.

b. pelleting the mixture to form carbon black pellets.

rial and effecting agglomeration of said pigment particles to an

average mean size of from 1-30 microns, and recovering said

agglomerated pigment particles.

3,844,812

COLORANT COMPOSITION FOR CLAY PRODUCTS AND
METHOD OF MAKING COLORED CLAY PRODUCTS

John Henry Fishwick, Downingtown, Pa., assignor to Foote

Mineral Company, Exton, Pa.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,469

Int. CI. C08k 1/02,1/12

U.S. CI. 106-316 2 Claims

1. A colorant composition for shaped clay products consist-

ing essentially of a finely-divided mixture of from about 90 to

99 percent of an ore selected from the group consisting of

manganese, chromium, and iron, and from about 1 to about

10 percent of a color-promoting flux selected from the group

consisting of borax, rasorite, colemanite. nepheline syenite,

mica and talc, said percentages being by weight, based on the

total weight of said colorant composition.

3,844,813

PRECISION DEPOSITION ONTO A TEXTILE SUBSTRATE
William A. Leonard, Lyman; Anthony F. Kunak, Spartanburg;

Cecil M. Burns, Greer, all of S.C., assignors to M. Lowen-

stein & Sons, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 885,831, Dec. 17, 1969, abandoned.

This application Mar. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,250

Int. CI. B05c 3/20; B44d 1/02

U.S. CI. 117-7 30 Claims

3,844,810

PIGMENT DISPERSION
Edward T. Pollard, Vermilion, Ohio, assignor to Plastic Mold-

ers Supply Co., Inc., Fanwood, N J.

Division of Ser. No. 129,968, March 31, 1971, Pat. No.

3,728,143. This application Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No.

310,022The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Apr. 17, 1990, has been disclaimed.

I Int. CI. C09c 3/00

U.S. CI. 106 - 308 N 20 Claims

1. A pigment composition for use in molded thermoplastic

and thermoset articles which is comprised of pigment particles

which are substantially encapsulated and coated by a fatty

acid amide, said pigment particles being in a substantially

unagglomerated state, said composition containing from

about 10 to about 90 percent by weight of said fatty acid

amide, based upon the weight of said fatty acid amide and

said pigment, said composition being solid at room tempera-

ture, said fatty acid amide being solid at room temperature

and said fatty acid amide containing no substituent except

one or more hydroxyl group.

3,844,811

AGGLOMERATION OF PIGMENT PARTICLES AND
COMPOSITIONS UTILIZING SAME

Carl Brynko, Oakland, NJ., assignor to Reprographic Materi-

als, Inc., Pompton Lakes, NJ.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 98,080, Dec. 14, 1970, Pat.

No. 3,745,1 18, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

2,416, Jan. 12, 1970, abandoned. This application July 31,

1972, Ser. No. 276,687

Int. CI. C08h 17/02; C09c 1/04, 1/58

U.S. CI. 106-309 16 Claims

1. A process for preparing larger pigment particles which

comprises mixing a coacervatable material with an aqueous

dispersion of water-insoluble pigment particles and an ionic

surfactant, causing coacervation of said coacervatable mate-

^ P « r ^
7

.

w
D

^J2 ^ii ^11

1. A method of coating an interstice containing textile

substrate on one side only comprising the steps of:

a. feeding said substrate to a roll type applicator unit at a

predetermined speed, said substrate being in a smooth,

flat condition;

b. controlling tension on said substrate;

c. engaging said substrate with a roll means prior to said

applicator, said roll means being preset with respect to

said applicator to limit the degree of contact between said

substrate and said applicator, said presetting of said roll

means being based on the particular substrate being

coated, a particular composition being applied to said one

side thereof, tension on said substrate and the speed of

said substrate;

d. applying a metered amount of said composition onto said

one side of said substrate only without forcing any of said

composition through said substrate to an opposite side

thereof and controlling the viscosity of said composition

during application thereof, said substrate being contacted

only on said one side during application of said composi-

tion thereto;

e. passing said substrate over an evening means and immedi-

ately thereafter under a further roll means, said evening

means and said roll means being prearranged and com-

bining to even composition across said one side of said

substrate and metering off any excess composition there-

from without forcing any of said composition through

said substrate to said opposite side thereof; and

f. drying said substrate, said one side of said substrate hav-

ing been out of contact between said evening means and

said drying step.
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3,844,814
FOAMED DECORATIVE COVERING MATERIAL AND

METHOD OF MANUFACTURE
Phillip S. Bettoli, Martinsville, N.J., and Edward R. Erb, Gery-

ville. Pa., assignors to General Aniline & Film Corporation
New York, N.V.

Filed July 6, 1966, S«r. No. 563,157
Int. CI. B44d 1132; D21h II 10

U.S. CI. 117-11
, Claim

and other aryl carboxamides, -OCH, and other alkyl or aryl
ethers, —CH3 and other alkyl groups,

-c>

and other aryl groups both substituted and unsubstituted. -
CN, —OH, — NH,, —NHCH3, and other mono and disubsti-
tuted alky! and aryl substituted amines, —SO2NH2. —SOjN-H—CH3 and other mono and disubstituted alkyl and aryl
sulfonamides. -COOH. -COOCH3 and other alkyl and aryl
esters.

^

I. A method for making a decorative sheet type covering
product having a relief pattern effect, comprising applying to
a base sheet a first layer of polyvinyl chloride resin material
havmg dispersed therein a thermally decomposable foaming
agent, laminating two additional coating materials with said
first layer, one being a second layer comprising a catalytic
agent acting to lower the decomposition temperature of said
foammg agent, and the other comprising an agent selected
from the group consisting of benzotriazole and aminotriazole.
said agent acting to deactivate the catalytic agent, the deacti-
vating agent being applied in spaced pattern areas lying at one
face of the layer comprising the catalytic agent, and heating
the laminate to a temperature sufficient to effect substantial
decomposition of the foaming agent in the areas of said first
layer intervening between the deactivated pattern areas and
thereby expand the thickness of the intervening areas as com-
pared with the areas of the first layer in registry with the
deactivated pattern areas, and thus develop a relief pattern
effect.

3,844,815
FORON YELLOW AS A TONER COLORANT

Richard A. Parent, Fairport, and James A. Brado, Webster,
both of N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford,
Conn.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,142
Int. CI. G03g 13108

U.S. CI. 117-17.5
,3c,ai„,s

I. An electrostatographic developer composition compris-
ing a carrier, a resin tone and a dye colorant, said dye colorant
being substantially dispersed throughout said toner and said
dye colorant comprising a compound satisfying the followine
formula: *

Rj-

where

O

Ri-.=-Cl, -Br. -F, -NO2. -NHc-CHj

or other acylamides.

—H, -NH-C—

3,844,816
GRAFTED, POLYMERIC MICROCAPSULAR SYSTEM

Anthony E. Vassiliades, Deerfield; David N. Vincent, Glenview
both of III., and Shrenik Shroff, Bombay, India, assignors to
U.S. Plywood-Champion Papers Inc., New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 142,772, May 12, 1971,. This
application Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 235,008

Int. CI. B41m5//2
U.S. a. 117-36.2 ,0 Claims

1. A record sheet which comprises a substrate having a
coating on a surface thereof, which coating comprises
pressure-rupturable, image-forming microcapsules, a binder
for said image-forming microcapsules and an effective amount
of microcapsular load-bearing agents, said load-bearing agents
consisting essentially of discrete, substantially spherical non-
pressure rupturable microcapsules having a solid, polymeric
shell and a solid, polymeric core, said shell being adherable by
said binder to said substrate, said polymeric core being at least
partially grafted to said polymeric shell, said core and said
shell being formed of different polymeric materials, said load-
bearing microcapsules having a larger average diameter than
said imageforming microcapsules, said load bearing agents
having an average diameter in the range of between about 5
and about 50 microns.

3 844 817
PRESSURE SENSITIVE COPYING PAPER

Mutsuo Terayama, and Kenji Yamamoto, both of Oosaka,
Japan, assignors to Yamamoto Kagaku Gosei Kabushiki
Kaisha, Osaka, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 208,432, Dec. 15, 1971,. This application
Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,586

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 15, 1970, 45-

Int. CL B41c 1106; B41m 5100
U.S. a. 117-36.2 7 Claims

1. In a pressure sensitive copying paper, a paper sheet hav-
ing applied thereto at least one fluoran compound of the

Ri
\
/
N—

I

Rj
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wherein each of R, and Rj is methyl or ethyl; each of R3 and

R4 is hydrogen, methyl or halogen, and A is either

B*

>-

Ra

-ORs or Ri—./\/«\XV
Ri

\
R2

\
o

XN/'^"

with a paper coating composition which comprises a disper-

sion of a pigment in an aqueous medium containing an adhe-

sive, said pigment essentially consisting of (a) a kaolin clay, of

which at least 75 percent by weight of the particles have an

equivalent spherical diameter smaller than two microns, and

having no particles having an equivalent spherical diameter

larger than 100 microns and (b) a calcium carbonate pigment

which is a natural chalk whiting formed from the remains of

coccoliths and which constitutes from 40 to 75 percent by

weight of the pigment, and (B) subjecting the coated base

paper to a light supercalendering treatment in which the prod-

uct of the number of passes of the coated paper between the

nip of a pair of supercalendering rolls and the effective line

pressure, in pounds per linear inch, does not exceed about

2500 and the effective line pressure does not exceed about

500 pounds per linear inch.

wherein Rj is methyl or ethyl; and

R,, R2, R3 and R4 are as defined above.

3,844,818

METHOD FOR PAINTING A PLURALITY OF ARTICLES

Jimmie H. Morrison, Norman, Okla., assignor to Storm Manu-

facturing Company, Norman, Okla.

Division of Ser. No. 813,643. Apr. 4, 1969, Pat No. 3.633,536.

This application Oct. 1. 1971, Ser. No. 185,587

Int. CI. B44d 1152

U.S. CI. 117-38 7 Claims

1-&J f, -

iizii-

K-K 'OVt^^V^^L^-'

'^MMM^i^--?-

3,844,820

METHOD OF APPLYING A COATING TO BOTH SIDES

OF A MOVING STRIP

Robert S. Shaffer, Glen Burnie, Md., and Laurence B. Cald-

well, Bethlehem, Pa., assignors to Bethlehem Steel Corpora-

tion, Bethlehem, Pa.

Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 271,455

Int. CL B05c 9/04. B44d 1102

U.S. CL 117-68 4 Claims

1. A method of painting limited areas on a plurality of

articles, such as fishing lures and the like, which comprises the

steps of;

supporting said articles for independent movement on a

plurality of carriage members;

advancing said carriage members and articles supported

thereon over a track;

stopping each of said carriage members and articles sup-

ported thereon adjacent to a template positioned parallel

to said track and formed in the shape of the limited area

to be painted on said articles;

painting each of said articles through said template with

paint directed from a stationary source as said articles are

stopped and stationary so that a limited area is painted on

each article without smearing or lack of definition of the

painted area on the article; and

advancing each of said carriage members and said article

supported thereon after each of said articles has been

painted.

3,844,819

COATING OF PAPER
William Windie, Cornwall, England, assignor to English Clays

Lovering Pochin & Company Limited, Anstell, Cornwall,

England
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 92,514, Nov. 24, 1970,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

71 1,881, March 11, 1968, abandoned. This application Feb. 2,

1973, Ser. No. 329,199

Int. CI. C08b 25100

U.S.CL 117-65.2 5 Claims

1. A method of producing a coated paper having a semi-

matt finish which method comprises (A) coating a base paper

1. A method of simultaneously coating both sides of a mov-

ing strip with solution, said strip having a pass line above a

bath of said solution, comprising:

a. lifting a column of said solution out of said bath, said

column being wider than said strip and higher than the

pass line of said strip,

b. passing said strip through said column of solution, and

c. controlling the speed of said strip and the height and

width of said column relative to the width of said strip and

height of the strip pass line whereby both sides of said

strip are coated simultaneously.

3 844 821

GLASS FIBER REINFORCED ELASTOMERS
John H. Lanik, North Smlthfleld, R.I., assignor to Owens-

Corning Fiberglass Corporation, Toledo, Ohio

Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,191

Int. CI. B32b 17104, 17110; C08g 37120

US. CL 117-72 12 Claims

1. A glass fiber bundle formed of a plurality of glass fibers

and an impregnant in the bundle, said impregnant comprising

2 to 10 parts by weight of a resorcinol-aldehyde resin, 20 to

60 parts by weight of a vinyl pyridine-butadiene-styrene ter-

polymer, 15 to 40 parts by weight of a resin selected from the

group consisting of a copolymer of vinyl chloride and vinyli-

dene chloride and a dicarboxylated butadiene-styrene copoly-

mer, 5 to 30 parts by weight of an incompatible microcrystal-

line wax and 1 to 35 parts by weight of a terpolymer of

acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene, said terpolymer of acryloni-

trile, butadiene and styrene containing 5 to 25 parts by weight

of butadiene per 100 parts by weight of terpolymer and a

weight ratio of styrene to acrylonitrile of 0.9 to 2.0. .
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3 844 822
PRODUCTION OF UNIFORMLY RESIN IMPREGNATED

CARBON FIBER RIBBON
A. Evan Boss, Mountainside; Michael J. Ram, West Orange,

both of N.J., and Thomas K. Reynolds, Santa Monica, Calif.,
assignors to Celanese Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 23, 1 97 1, Ser. No. 211,339
Int. CI. B44d 1148

U.S. CI. 117-119.6 19 Claims

and a water soluble organic binding agent and having a high
melting oxide selected from the group consisting of aluminum
oxide, beryllium oxide and magnesium oxide dispersed therein
to a ceramic body, drying said body, and sintering the result-
ing coating onto said body in a dry inert protective gas atmo-
sphere, the amount of said oxide being dependent on the
resistivity to be achieved in said surface.

86
tssf

81

1. An improved process for the production of a uniformly
resin impregnated ribbon of a carbonaceous fibrous material
which is suitable for use in the manufacture of carbon fiber
reinforced composite structures comprising:

a. continuously conveying to an impregnation zone a carbo-
naceous fibrous ribbon containing at least about 90 per-
cent carbon by weight,

b. forcing a liquid solventless system having a viscosity of
about 500 to 10,000 cps, comprising an A-stage thermo-
setting resin into intimate association with said carbona-
ceous fibrous ribbon while present in said impregnation
zone,

c. interposing said ribbon while in intimate association with
said solventless system between the outer surfaces of a
pair of flexible endless belts having a non porous surface
and a width greater than that of said ribbon,

d. continuously passing said ribbon in the direction of its

length while interposed between said flexible endless
belts through a substantially enclosed heating zone pro-
vided with a heated gaseous atmosphere while substan-
tially suspended therein wherein said belts and said rib-

bon are looped in a single wrap about each of a multiplic-
ity of rotating parallel rollers wherein the inner surfaces
of said belts are in alternating contact with said rollers as
said belts and said ribbon progress through said heating
zone with said ribbon being out of contact- with said
rollers and wherein said thermosetting resin in intimate
association with said ribbon is converted to a B-stage
consistency,

e. continuously withdrawing said ribbon from said heating
zone while interposed between said outer surfaces of said
pair of flexible endless belts and while said thermosetting
resin in intimate association with said ribbon remains in
a B-stage consistency, and

f. separating said resulting resin impregnated carbonaceous
fibrous ribbon from said flexible endless belts.

3 844 824
PROCESS OF TREATING FIBROUS MATERIALS WITH
THE REACTION PRODUCT OF METHYLOLPHOSPHINE

ADDUCTS AND NITROGENOUS COMPOUNDS
Wilson A. Reeves; Darrell J. Donaldson, both of Metairie;
Donald J. Daigle, New Orleans; George L. Drake, Jr., Metal-
rie, and John V. Beninate, Gretna, all of La., assignors to
The United States of America as represented by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

Division of Ser. No. 141,362, May 7, 1971, abandoned. This
application Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,774

Int. CI. C09d 5118
U.S. CI. 117-136 10 Claims

1. A process for producing flame resistant organic fibrous
materials, said process comprising:

a. reacting tris(hydroxymethyl) phosphine with a mono-
meric nitrogenous compound containing a trivalent nitro-
gen atom substituted with at least one hydrogen or meth-
ylol radical, so as to obtain a soluble methylolphosphine
adduct containing unreacted methylol phosphorus radi-
cals;

b. forming a solution of said soluble adduct and at least one
nitrogenous compound containing a trivalent nitrogen
atom substituted with at least two hydrogen or methylol
radicals;

c. impregnating an organic fibrous material with said solu-
tion; and

d. heating the impregnated material at from about 90° C. to
about 170°C. until copolymerization and insplubilization
of the adduct and nitrogenous compound occurs.

3,844,823
METHOD FOR THE PRODUCTION OF CERAMIC BODIES

WITH CONTROLLED SURFACE RESISTIVITY
Horst Hofmann, and Helmut Katz, both of Munich, Germany,

assignors to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin and Munich,
Germany

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. MJ
Claims priority, application German^; Oct. 19. 1971

2152011
. /

' «.

Int. CI. h44d-fn^2~\
U.S. a. 117-119 \

,2 Claims
1. A method of producing a surface of controlled resistivity

onto a ceramic body which comprises applying an aqueous
solution containing lithium poly-molybdate, lithium fluoride

3,844,825
METHOD OF PRODUCING AN ACRYLIC FIBER HAVING

AN IMPROVED TOUCH LIKE ANIMAL HAIR
Kunio Tanahashi, Okayama, Japan, assignor to American
Cyanamid Company, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 31 1,041
Int. CLB44d //09, C 10m J/22

U.S. CI. 117-138.8 UA 10 Claims
1. A process for improving the tactile qualities of acrylic

fibers which comprises treating said fibers with a liquid me-
dium inert with respect to said fibers containing therein a
mixture of (A) from about 10 to 60 weight percent of a co-
polymer of ( 1 ) 70-92 mole percent of acrylonitrile, (2) 30-8
mole percent of a monomer of a formula selected from
CH2=CR,COOR2 and CHj=CHOCOR3, wherein R, is selected
from hydrogen and methyl and R^ and R3 are individually
selected from alkyl of 10 to 18 carbon atoms, and (3) from
0-22 mole percent of another copolymerizable monomer, and
(B) from 90 to 40 weight percent of a silicone polymer of the
formula:

ReO f Si -

R4

-R.

-n

wherein R4 is selected from alkyl of 1-3 carbon atoms, alkenyl
of 2-3 carbon atoms, and aryl of 1-2 carbocyclic rings; Rj is
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selected from hydrogen and R*; R« is selected from hydrogen

and

?8
I

Si-

I

R7

wherein Rrand Rnare individually alkyl of 1-3 carbon atoms,

Rg is selected from hydrogen and R7, and n is an integer so as

to provide a polymer of molecular weight in the range of

10,000 and 100,000, the percentages of said (A) and said (B)

totaling 100 percent and being based on the total weight of

said (A) and said (B) in said medium, said treating being

carried out in a manner such as to deposit upon said fibers

from about 0.2 to 5 percent, by weight, based on the weight

of said fibers, of the mixture of (A) and (B), and thereafter

removing said medium from said fibers.

3 844 827

PROCESS FOR MODIFYING FIBROUS SUBSTRATES
WITH FLUORINATED TERPOLYMERS

William L. Wasley, Berkeley, and Allen G. Pittmann, El Cer-

rito, both of Calif., assignors to The United States of America

as represented by the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington,

D.C.

Division of Ser. No. 271,894, July 14, 1972, Pat. No.

3,773,728, which is a divbion of Ser. No. 117,777, Feb. 22,

1971, Pat. No. 3,706,594. This application Jan. 10, 1973, Ser.

No. 322,588

Int. CI. C08j 1/44

U.S. CI. 1 17- 139.5 A 2 Claims

1. A process for modifying a fibrous substrate, which com-

prises:

I. depositing on the fibrous substrate an addition terpolymer

which contains -

a. recurring units of the structure

CHj
1

-C-CHi-

Clh
I

o
I

CH,
I

3,844,826

DRESSING SEWING THREAD TO REDUCED FRICTION

Werner Buchner, Leichllngen; Walter Noll, Opladen; Frie-

drich Reich, Leverkusen; Wilfried Kortmann, Hohenlim-

burg, and Josef Pfeiffer, Opiaden-Quettingen, all of Ger-

many, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Uverkusen,

Germany
Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 313,075

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 16, W71,

2162417
Int. CL D06m 15166; ClOm 3144

U.S. CI. 117-138.8 F 5 Claims

1. A low-friction sewing thread dressed with a

polycarbonate-polydimethylsiloxane block copolymer com-

prising about 8 to 35 percent by weight of polycarbonate

segments of the formula

(R")

R'

C-

R'
y 0- C-0-

(R"). Jl>

(R").

/
R'

R'

-0

(R").

in which

each R' independently is a hydrogen atom or a monovalent

aliphatic, cycloaliphatic, araliphatic or aromatic hydrocarbon

radical with 1 to 1 2 carbon atoms,

each R" independently is a lower alkyl radical or a halogen

atom,

p is an integer from 1 to 7 and

« is an integer from to 4,

and about 65 to 92 percent by weight of polydimethylsiloxane

segments having an average chain length of about 15 to 90

dimethylsiloxane units.

(CF:)i

A Fi

b. recurring units of the structure

CH3

-C-CHi-
I

CHj

CF3-rF-CF3

c. and recurring units of the structure

-CH CH-
I I

o=c c=o
\ /
o

the aforesaid units a, b, and c being in a molar ratio of

1:1:2;

II. the said terpolymer being deposited as a dispersion in a

volatile liquid carrier; and

III. curing the so-treated fibrous substrate by heating it at a

temperature about from 50° to 150° C.

3,844,828

METHOD OF TREATING CLAY TO IMPROVE OPTICAL
PROPERTIES OF PAPER

David B. Kirby, Midland, and Roger D. Kroening, Bay City,

both of Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company,

Midland, Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 115,1 14, Feb. 12, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,753,753. This application Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,001

Int. CI. D21h 1110

U.S.CL 117-152 13 Claims

1. A method to improve the optical properties of paper

comprising coating paper with aged kaolin produced by form-

ing an aqueous mixture of kaolin and from about 0.5 to about

25 weight percent magnesium oxide based on the total weight

of kaolin and magnesium oxide; and then drying the coating
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3,844,829

r^^^lS?*^
^^ PREPARING THERMOSET POLYMERCOATED-WAX IMPREGNATED CELLULoSc STOCK

Ernes. P. B ack. West Chester, Pa., assignor to Sun Re^archand Development Co., Marcus Hook, Pa
Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,265

„^ ^ Int. CI. D21h 1/36
^^<^^-^^^-lS5L

,0 Claims

I '•^***.«,<',,«^ .^^ ^^^

-i nT_

-

..;^^'
='i=::
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metallizing material selected from the group consisting of a
metal, metal alloy or metal oxide thereof, comprising the steps

applying a coating of the metallizing material to the surface
of the non-metallic substrate;

heating the composite so formed in a furnace at a tempera-
ture less than the standard sintering temperature of said
coatmg and less than I.IOO''C;

repeatedly changing the atmosphere in said furnace from an
oxid.zmg nature to a reducing nature while maintaining
said temperature so as to alternately oxidize and reduce
the surface of said coating, said metallizing material and
said non-metallic substrate being selected such that said
metallizing material is one which will undergo surface
oxidation and reduction at said temperature in said fur-
nace while said non-metallic substrate will not

1. Method of preparing an article comprising a wax-impregnated porous cellulosic stock having a thermoset poly-mer coating, which comprises:
"

a. establishing a heterogeneous composite of solid particles
of the thermosetting polymer in finely divided form and
molten wax. said particles having the following proper-

1

.

a conversion temperature between the melting point of
tne wax and the degradation temperature of the sub-
strate;

2. substantial insolubility in the molten wax at a tempera-
ture below the conversion temperature of the polymer
b. applying a coating of said heterogeneous composite
o a porous cellulosic substrate at a temperature above
he melting point of the wax but below the conversion
temperature of the thermosetting polymer; the amount
of coating being regulated so that at least most of thewax therein is adsorbable in cellulosic substrate

c. heating said particles to a temperature between the con-
version temperature of the thermosetting polymer and
the degradation temperature of the substrate and apply-mg pressure thereto to form a continuous thermoset
polymer layer on the surface of the porous substrate

d. and thereafter cooling the resultant article

3*844,830
SINTERING PROCESS FOR METALLIZING NON-METAL

SUBSTRATES
David H. Spielberg, Schaumburg; Kenneth R. Janowski,Hheaton, and Charles J. Levesque, Hoffman Estates, a I of

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 319,095

,,^ ^ Int. CI. C03c 17/06
f.S.Cl. 1.7-160 R „„..„^

3,844,831
FORMING A COMPACT MULTILEVEL

INTERCONNECTION METALLURGY SYSTEM FOR
SEMI-CONDUCTOR DEVICES

Eugene E. Cass, Hopewell Junction; William A. Enichen, Wap-
pingers Falls, and Janos Havas, Hopewell Junction, all SfN.Y., assignors to International Business Machines Corpora-
tion, Armonk, N.Y.

*^

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,570

U.S. a. 117-572
"•'^^^^^^'^^•'^^^^^

,,„^^^^

m.V.if
"'^*''°'^ °^ fabricating a multi-level interconnectbn

metallurgy system for an integrated semiconductor device
comprising

forming a first dielectric layer on the surface of a semicon-
ductor substrate,

forming a first layer of first metal on said first dielectric

forming a first metallurgy interconnection pattern having
uniform width stripes in the first layer of metal by selec
tive removal of portions thereof,

depositing a second dielectric layer over the first metallurgy
ayer of said first dielectric layer, said second dielectric
ayer of a material dissimilar from said first dielectric
layer.

forming via holes in said second dielectric layer of a diame-
ter substantially equal to or larger than the width of the
underlying conductive lines of the first metallurgy pattern
using an etchant that is selective to the material of thesecond dielectric layer,

forming a second metallurgy layer of a second metal having
dissimilar etching characteristics than said first metalover the second dielectric layer, and

forming an interconnection pattern in the second metal-
lurgy layer with uniform width lines over the via holes
using an etchant selective to said second metal

A-

1. Method of metallizing at least a portion of the surface ofa non-metallic substrate with a firmly adherent coating of a

3,844,832

''e1Sm?n''t Pnp^'^ulfJ."''''^^ ^ HYDROSENSITIVEELEMENT FOR A HUMIDITY SENSITIVE DEVICE

"ntad^'lTs'R '
^"*'"'"^" "'• ^'*' ^'- »2' Len-

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 160,699, July 8, 1971abandoned, which is a division of Ser. No. 776,969, Nov 19
1968, Pat. No. 3,712,860. This application Ma, 14, 1973 Ser'

No. 360,167
Int. CI. B44d n/8

U.S. CI. 117-219
9(,,^.^^

L A method of manufacturing a hydrosensitive elemelltcomprising pulling a fiexible strip in the form of a dielectric
film continuously at a uniform speed through a solution of
gelatin for producing on the film a uniform gelatin layer
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impregnating the gelatin layer with an aqueous solution con-

sisting of a hygroscopic salt and a tanning component such

polymerized from monomers about 50 to 95 percent selected

from the group consisting of esters of acrylic acid, methacrylic

/yy^f

that the salt is distributed uniformly in the gelatin layer, drying

the coating, exposing the coating to light for tanning the gela-

tin and cutting the strip into separate film elements.

3,844,833

METHOD OF MANUFACTURE OF NUCLEAR
RAD1AT30N SOURCES

Lidia Emelianovna Drabkina, Leningradskoi oblasti, ul.

Gagarina, 1 1, kv. 18, Gatchina; Jury Vatslavovich Mazurek,

2 Murinsky proezd, 44, kv. 145, Leningrad; Dmitry Nikola-

evich Myasoedov, 10 LInia V. O., 23, kv. 11, Leningrad;

Viktor Pavlovich Prokhorov, Shishmarevsky, per., 16, kv. 1,

Leningrad; Vladimir Aiexandrovich Kachalov, 2 Murinsky

proezd, 44, kv. 26, Leningrad, all of U.S.S.R.; David Moisee-

vlch Ziv, deceased, late of Leningrad, U.S.S.R., and Valentia

Spiridonovna Ziv, administratrix, 2 Murinsky proezd, 44,

kv. 153, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

Division of Ser. No. 765,274, Oct. 2, 1968, abandoned. This

application Feb. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 226,541

Int. CLG21C i/20

U.S.CL 117-220 5 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a radioactive source, com-

prising applying a radioactive material onto a substrate; heat-

ing said radioactive material and said substrate to form a

radioactive layer applied to said substrate; heating the radio-

active layer applied to said substrate; and hydrolyzing a metal

chloride by vapor phase hydrolysis to form a metal oxide

sealing layer on the heated radioactive layer.

acid, and mixtures thereof, and about 5 to 50 percent vinyl

monomers co-reactive with said esters and having only one

double bond.

3,844,835

USE OF LIME IN SUCRATE - FACTORY
Georges F. M. F. Duchateau, Tienen, and Romain G. E. Van-

dewijer, Kumtich-Vissenaken, both of Belgium, assignors to

Raffinerie tirlemontoise, Brussels, Belgium

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,785

Claims priority, application Belgium, Nov. 19, 1971,

775564; Nov. 7, 1972, 791033
Int. CLC13J 1104

U.S.CL 127-47 11 Claims

I

:̂«.—.,

^ *0

>-i:b

HA

1. In the process for cold treatment of sugar-factory molas-

ses wherein precipitation of a saccharose-lime combination is

accomplished by the addition of quicklime to molasses diluted

to more than 6 percent of saccharose and the precipitated

molasses is filtered, the improvement which comprises decant-

ing the precipitated molasses prior to filtration and directly

recirculating a portion of the decantation product to addi-

tional diluted molasses before adding the quicklime thereto.

3,844,834

HIGH TEMPERATURE-STABLE ABRASION-RESISTANT
COATINGS FOR CONDUCTORS

Donald D. Jerson, Mt. Pleasant, and Herbert F. Minter, Pitts-

burgh, both of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,524

Int. CI. HO lb 7/28

U.S.CK 117-226 12 Claims

1. An insulated conductor for a motor or generator to be

cooled with air containing abrasive particles comprising at

least one metal bar covered with electrically non-conductive

insulation which is coated with a cured acrylic rubber compo-

sition which comprises a filler, a curing system, and a copoly-

mer having a molecular weight of at least about 100.000

3,844,836

METHOD FOR WASHING VEHICLES WITH
OSCILLATING, FLEXIBLE STRIPS

Jerome M. Lesser, 713 Parkway, Fultondale, Ala. 35068

No Drawing. Division of Ser. No. 139,151, April 30, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,765,043. This application Aug. 2, 1973, S«r. No.

385,040

Int. CI. B08b 1/02

U.S. CI. 134-6 2 Claims

1. A method of washing a vehicle comprising the steps of:

applying a aqueous cleaning solution to the vehicle,

passing a plurality of flexible water absorbent strips over

said vehicle with a back and forth motion along the longi-

tudinal dimension of said vehicle, and
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s.r,ps be,„g raised whil a„o ^^S'Cist?„H„«fJd ru°M„MT;'' h
'" """''"" "^""^ " '="*"' "' '"""

daring said oscillation and all said strips dSibinglfe
'""'"'*"""~'" "'"=''"• ^"^^'"8= "'="«=' of about 0.006

•

b^y^- ^VW:.>;.^.,;Vk^^^^^^

inch, and a speciHc surface area of between about 4 and 6
square meter per gram, said filaments being further character-
ized m that they are stable and nonpyrophoric

paths of motion such that at the end of each stroke of the
oscmation a vigorous snapping action of the strips is

STh'e v'e'h'cTe':'

"'' ''' '"'""« ^'"^'"" ^"' '^^'^^^

3,844,837
NONAQUEOUS BATTERY

Hn^oV- ?!""i;".?*P« ''*'"' ^""'•' J"'"" S. Dunning, Ster-hng Heights, M.ch.; William H. Tiedemann. Cedarburg,

l7„f;:J^ «f ^""7 /*'"*^ '-""Kton, Mass., assignors to The
United States of America as represented by the Secretary of
the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,902

„^ ^.
Int. CI. HOIm i5/02

D.S. CI. 136-6 LN < ri •

I A - .
5 Claims

I. A nonaqueous battery comprising
a. an electronically conducting cathode formed by reacting

pyrolytic graphite with a salt selected from the group
consisting of LiCIO,. LiCFaSO, and LiBF. to form a
cornpound of pyrolytic graphite and the negative ion of
said salt;

*

b. a lithium anode; and
c an electrolyte solution made up by dissolving a salt se-

J ,
•0^°'" *"*^ ^'°"P consisting of LiCIO,. LiCFaSO,

and LiBF. m a solvent selected from the group consisting
of dimethyl sulfite and propylene carbonate.

3,844 838
ALKALINE CELLS WITH ANODES MADE FROM ZINC

FIBERS AND NEEDLES

^r/*;?J* n *^"''f'
^°^^^ **'"*' Ohio, assignor to UnionCarbide Corporation, New York, NY

Division of Ser. No 25,490, April 3, 1970, abandoned. This
application Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 233,951

,,^ ^ Int. CI. H01m4//00
U.S. CI. 136-30

5 ^,^,^^
1. An alkaline galvanic cell having an anode, a cathode aUdan alkaline electrolyte in contact therewith, said anode com-

prising a porous, electrolyte absorbent, cohesive self-
supporting body of intermingled and interlocked zinc fila-ments characterized by having a thin elongated central spine
portion with at least a few polydirectional side growths of
granular, dendritic or platelet form, the thin elongated central
spine portion consisting essentially of one or more single

3 844 839
FUEL CELL ELECTRODE

John Perry, Jr., New Shrewsbury, NJ., assignor to The United
Mates o. America as represented by the Secretary of theArmy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 296,686

.,0 ^ Int. CI. H01m27//0.27/iO
U.S. CI. 136-86 D

,
i^u

,
^

^^^^^
1. A hydrazine-air electrochemical cell in which the amo"umof ammonia generated is reduced when the cell is operating

said electrochemical cell including an approximate 60 percent"porous iron plaque impregnated with about 3 milligrams persquare centimeter of palladium black as the anode, an a1cathode, and an anolyte for the electrodes, said anolyte corn-

hydroxide
°^ ^ """'^ ''^^''''"^ '" ^ '"^'^^ P^^^^^i"-"

3,844,840

D n f>

^O'-'^'* ENERGY HELMET
Ray C. Bender, 2626 Norwood Ave., Pittsburg, Pa 15214

Filed Sept. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 401,518
'

,,0 ^. Int. CI. Hon 15/02
U.S. CI. 136-89 , ^, ,2 Claims

1. In a cycle helmet having a substantially hemispherical top
portion and a depending rearward neck portion, the improvement comprising: k " -^

a plurality of juxtaposed solar cells overlying said hemi-
spherical top portion;

a junction plate secured to said neck portion;
a circuit comprising wiring connecting said solar cells with

said junction plate; and,

^S Mils
''°^*'"* °^ transparent material overlying said
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3,844,841

MODULAR BATTERY CONSTRUCTION
Bernard Baker, Brookfield, Conn., assignor to Energy Re-

search Corporation, Bethel, Conn.

FIfcsd Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,913

Int. CI. HOlm 1102

U.S. CI. 136-111 8 Claims

cell's reactants contacting said electrolyte, a counterelectrode

for another of the cell's reactants contacting said electrolyte

and spaced apart from said electrode through said electrolyte,

and an electrolyte-tight insulating seal electrically isolating

said electrode from said counterelectrode and defining part of

said chamber, the improvement comprising: said seal consist-

ing essentially of at least about 15 percent by weight solid

lithium fluoride and the balance a low thermal expansion filler

selected from the group consisting of aluminum nitride, lan-

thanum oxide, yttrium oxide, calcium zirconate and lithium

aluminate for mitigating the effects of lithium fluoride's ther-

mal expansion properties and resisting the formation of salts

with the cell's reactants which form low melting binary salts

with lithium fluoride; and said electrolyte comprising a mix-

ture of lithium fluoride and a salt which when fused ionically

conducts the cell's current, wherein the lithium fluoride pres-

ent in the electrolyte is sufficient to substantially saturate the

fused salt and the fused salt has a decomposition potential less

than said lithium fluoride.

1. A modular battery comprising:

a. a plurality of stacks of thin flat cells, each cell having a

positive and a negative electrode plate and a thin sheet

member containing an electrolyte disposed between such

electrode plates;

b. a plurality of nestable means for defining an outermost

casing for said battery and for separately containing said

cell stacks, each said nestable means comprising an end

wall of wall area larger than the area of any one of said

cell plates and sheet members and sidewalls supported on

each edge of said end wall and extending beyond both

sides thereof, the sidewalls of adjacent of said nestable

means being engageable and thereupon defining with the

end walls of said adjacent nestable means separate adja-

cent containers for said cell stacks, said end walls each

defining an aperture therethrough, the end wall apertures

of adjacent of said nestable means being axially aligned

upon such engagement of said sidewalls; and

c. pressure sensitive probe means for monitoring the gas

pressures in said separate cell stack -containers compris-

ing hollow tube means extending through said end wall

apertures for defining pressure-sensing openings extend-

ing from said hollow tube means into each of said sepa-

rate containers.

3 844 842

INSULATING SEAL FOR MOLTEN SALT BATTERY
Ram A. Sharma, Sterling Heights, and James F. Rhodes, War-

ren, both of Mich., assignors to General Motors Corporation,

Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 309,961

Int. CI. HOlm 1/02

U.S.CL 136-133 1 Claim

3,844,843

SOLAR CELL WITH ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTOR
CONTAINED IN A GEL

Robert E. Kay, Newport Beach, and Earle R. Walwick, Irvine,

both of Calif., assignors to Philco-Ford Corporation, Blue

Bell, Pa.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,099

Int. CI. HOII 15/02

U.S. CI. 136-206 10 Claims

III!

'"1

1. An improved photovoltaic cell structure having an or-

ganic semiconductor active material located between conduc-

tive electrodes, at least one of which is transparent, wherein

said improvement comprises:

an active material including an organic semiconductor

contained in a gel.

1. In a high temperature electrochemical cell, having a

chamber containing electrolyte, an electrode for one of the

3,844,844

HIGH TOUGHNESS IRON BALLS AND PROCESS OF
MAKING THE SAME

Yuichiro Sato, Toyama, Japan, assignor to Taiheiyo Kinzoku

KabushikI Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan
Flkid Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,270

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 6, 1972, 47-22235

Int. CI. C21d 7//4, 9/i6, C22c il/00

U.S. CI. 148-2 2 Claims

1. A process of making high toughness iron balls which

comprises casting hypo-eutectic pig iron into a white cast iron

bar, subjecting, after heating, the white cast iron bar to hot

plastic deformation working at a temperature of QOOt. to

1,125°C. to form white cast iron balls having a structure in

which the eutectic cementite network is converted to fine

eutectic cementite uniformly and concentric-spherically dis-

persed throughout the pearlitic matrix of the ball, rapid cool-

ing the balls, and then tempering the balls at a temperature

below the A<./ point of the cast iron or annealing the balls at

a temperature of ISOX:. to 250°C.
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3,844,845
DIRECTIONAL COMPOSITES BY SOLID-STATE

UPTRANSFORMATION
James D. Livingston, Scotia, N.Y., assignor to General Electric
Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 416,254
Int. CI. C22c 19/00,39/20

U.S. CI. 148-2
2 Claims

1. A process for producing a solid composite of at least two
different metal phases with one phase in the form of substan-
tially uniform parallel lamellae, rods or fibers passing through
a matrix of the second or other phases which comprises pro-
viding an alloy which forms at an elevated temperature a
single solid phase that precipitates a second solid phase when
cooled through a solvus temperature, said alloy having a pre-
cipitation temperature that varies with velocity of motion
down a temperature gradient, heating said alloy to a tempera-
lure above the said solvus temperature to form said single
solid phase, quenching the resulting single phase alloy to
retain said phase at about room temperature, unidirectionally
raising the temperature of the resulting quenched single solid
phase alloy through a thermal gradient of at least 50°C per cm.
at a velocity of transformation which on reaching transforma-
tion temperature directionally transforms said quenched solid
to produce an aligned solid composite of at least two phases
wherein one of said phases is aligned in the form of substan-
tially uniform lamellae, fibers or rods substantially parallel to
each other and to the thermal gradient, said transformation
temperature being a minimum of 20''C below said precipita-
tion temperature when said velocities are equivalent in the
range from a minimum velocity up to 75 percent of the maxi-
mum velocity of transformation to produce said aligned solid
composite.

compacting the composite particles at a temperature within
the range of about 1,700"^. to 2.100°F.. hot rolling the com-
pacted body at a temperature above the recrystallization
temperature of the alloy but below about 2,050T and at a

Oxf 4^C'MS

O'/vxif /fb<L^//>G

8 ^

^
3D /9DO SJoo ZiOo

Strain of from about 3 to about 40 in/in/sec, and continuing
the hot rolling operation until the percentage reduction in
thickness of the compacted body is at least 75 percent and up
to 97 percent.

3,844,846
DESENSITIZATION OF ALLOYS TO INTERGRANULAR

CORROSION
Warren H. Friske, Canoga Park, and John P. Page, Thousand
Oaks, both of Calif., assignors to Rockwell International
Corporation, El Segundo, Calif.

Filed June I. 1973, Ser. No. 366,224
Int. CI. C22ci9/22.C21d 7/06

U.S.a. 148- 11.5 R 7 Claims

3,844,848
PRODUCTION OF LOW ALLOY STEEL WIRE

Andrew Gordon Stacey, Norton, near Doncaster, England,
assignor to British Ropes Limited, Doncaster, England

Filed Nov. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 416,203
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 15. 1972

52805/72
^. «^'-t,

Int. CI. C21d 9/52
U.S. a. 148-12 B 5 Calms

1. A method of producing low alloy steel wire from low
alloy steel rod, the method comprising heat treating the rod to
produce a pearlite structure; cold drawing the rod to initiate
work hardening and thereby raise the tensile strength; drawing
the part-drawn rod through a drawing die to reduce the cross-
sectional area by between 10 and 40 percent; heating the wire
leaving the die to 300M50r; and forcibly cooling the wire

005

1. The method of desensitizing an alloy susceptible to inter-
granular corrosion following exposure to a sensitizing temper-
ature which comprises severely shot peening a surface of the
alloy with sufficient intensity so as to break up the grain struc-
ture and eliminate continuous grain boundaries thereof prior
to exposure of said alloy to said sensitizing temperature.

3 844 847
THERMOMECHANICAL PROCESSING OF
MECHANICALLY ALLOYED MATERIALS

Michael James Bomford. Bublikon, Switzerland, and Robert

[;?*i°*.'*5*''""'''
SufTern. N.Y., assignors to The International

Nickel Company. Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed Sept. 11, 1973. Ser. No. 396.203

Int. CI. B22f 3/18
U.S CI. 148-11.5 F 8 Claims

1. A process for producing flat mill products from mechani-
cally alloyed composite powder particles which comprises

3,844,849
NICKEL-IRON MAGNETIC ALLOYS COMPRISING

CHROMIUM AND MOLYBDENUM
Nobukazu Kuroda, Kanagawa-ken, Japan, assignor to Sony

Corporation. Tokyo. Japan
Filed Jan. 19. 1973, Ser. No. 325,144

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 27. 1972. 47-
010146

Int. CI. C04b 35/00
U.S. CI. 148-31.55 4 Claims

1
.
A magnetically heat-treated alloy consisting essentially of

iron, nickel, about 6 to about 12 weight percent chromium
and about 0.5 to about 8 weight percent molybdenum wherein
a weight ratio of nickel to iron is in the range of about 0.54 to
about 1.5, said alloy being characterized as having an initial
permeability greater than 3,000. a magnetic flux density
greater than 3,000 Gausses, a coercive force less than 1 and
a rust-forming rate less than about 0.01.

3.844,850
LARGE GRAIN COBALT-SAMARIUM INTERMETALLIC
PERMANENT MAGNET MATERIAL AND PROCESS

Mark G. Benz, Burnt Hills, N.Y., assignor to General Electric
Company, New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. 17, 1972, Ser. No. 244,424
Int. CI. HO If 1/02

U.S. CI. 148-103 ,3 Calms
1. A process for preparing large single crystal free grains of

cobalt-samarium alloy having useful permanent magnet prop-
erties which comprises forming an alloy melt of cobalt and
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samarium wherein the samarium content ranges from about

34 to 38 percent by weight of said alloy, cooling said alloy

melt at a rate sufficiently slow to produce a solid cast body

wherein the cast grains have a size ranging from about 100

microns to 1000 microns, said cast grains being single crystal

grains, annealing said solid cast body in an atmosphere in

which it is substantially inert at a temperature ranging from

900°C to 1 200''C for a period of time ranging from about 5

minutes to 24 hours, and comminuting said annealed cast

body to produce free grains having a size corresponding to or

smaller than the size of said cast grains, recovering said free

grains ranging in size from about 50 to 200 microns with at

least 85 percent by weight of said recovered free grains being

single crystal free grains, said annealing being carried out so

that said resulting recovered free grains have the property of

showing at room temperature after being magnetized to at

least within about 10 percent of full saturation magnetization

a relative magnetization value 47rJ/Br of at least 50 percent at

a demagnetizing field of —4 kilooersteds.

prises heating the housing side wall zones adjacent to spring

pads to a temperature of 800° to I250"C at a height of from

0.4 to 0.7 of the housing height from the housing lower wall,

said zones having a length of from 1 to 4 times the housing

height near said spring pads and a height of from 0.2 to 0.5 of

said housing height near the spring pads, said zones of the

3,844.851

PRE-FITTING METHOD OF MANUFACTURING COBALT
SAMARIUM PERMANENT MAGNET ALLOY

Jean-Paul Haberer, Saint Martin d'Heres, France, assignor to

Societe d'Etudes et de Recherches Magnetlques (SERMAG),

Saint Martin d'Heres, France

Filed Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,695

Claims priority, application France. May 2. 1972. 72.15499

Int. CI. HOlf \/02

U.S.CL 148-103 4 Claims

1. In a process of manufacturing a permanent magnet mate-

rial based on samarium and cobalt, comprising the steps of:

(a) preparing a powder of an alloy of samarium and cobalt,

having a samarium content between 35 and 42 percent by

weight and a cobalt content of between 65 and 58 percent by

weight; (b) compacting the powder formed in step (a) under

high pressure, while concurrently applying to the compact a

magnetic field orienting the magnetic particles in the alloy; (c

)

sintering the compressed powder in an inert atmosphere; and

(d) annealing the sintered compressed powder, the improve-

ment comprising intermediate compacting step (b) and sinter-

ing step (c), the additional step of pre-fritting the compacted

body of step (b) at a temperature of between 600° and 1000°

C for a period of between 2 and 60 minutes to increase the

density and residual induction properties of the final product.

housing side walls being heated at said temperature for not

more than 1 80 seconds wherein the zones of said lower wall

of the housing carrying maximum tensile stresses are heated

by conduction to a temperature of not above 300°C. and

cooling the housing in air for at least 180 sec.

3,844.852

METHOD OF HEAT TREATMENT OF HOUSINGS

Leonid Avrellevich Krendel, ulitsa Gagarina 24. kv. 14. Ser-

dobsk Fenzenskoi oblasti; Vladimir Filippovich Nikonov,

ulitsa Avtoiavodskaya 11/1. kv. 125, Moscow; Viktor Alex-

eevich Ognevsky, ulitsa Krasnogo Mayaka. 8. korpus 1, kv.

22. Moscow; Anatoly Georglevich Orlovsky, ulitsa Slm-

feropolskaya, 14/2, kv. 21. Moscow; Grigory Arkadlevich

Ostrovsky. Dimitrovskoe shosse, 41, kv. 125, Moscow; Va-

lery Evseevich Palkin, Samarkandsky bulvar 6, korpus 2, kv.

190, Moscow; Anatoly Vladimirovich Pakhomov, ulitsa

Verkhnyaya Maslovka 28. kv. 10. Moscow; Anatoly Logino-

vich Stepin, ulitsa Birjulevskaya. 1, korpus 2, kv. 347. Mos-

cow; Oleg Fedorovich Trofimov. ulitsa Chusovskaya 11.

korpus 8, kv. 92. Moscow; Konstantin Zakharovich

Shepelyakovsky. ulitsa Avtozavodskaya. 6. kv. 125. Moscow;

Alexandr Moiseevich Ryskind, ulitsa Kirovogradskaya. 24,

korpus 1. kv. 161, Moscow; Isaak Nakhimovich Shklyarov,

ulitsa Velozavodskaya, 9. kv. 24. Moscow; Moisei Osipovich

Rabin. Simonovsky val. korpus 1. kv. 119, Moscow; Ve-

niamin Davydovich Kalner, Lomonosovsky prospekt, 15, kv.

137, Moscow, and Mikhail Mironovlch Fishkis. Zvezdny

bulvar. 5. kv. 28. Moscow, all of U.S.S.R.

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 319,044

Int. CI. C21d ///O, y/42

U.S.CL 148-134 3 Claims

1. A method of heat treatment of automobile driving axle

housings subjected to asymmetric cyclic loads which com-

3.844,853

NON-SOLVATED ALUMINUM HYDRIDE COATED WITH
STABILIZER

Norman E. Matzek, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland. Mich.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 290,880, June 21. 1963,

abandoned. This application July 28, 1965, Ser. No. 476,780

Int. CI. C06b 19/02

U.S. CI. 149-5 2 Claims

1. A substantially non-solvated aluminum hydride having an

enhanced thermal stability which comprises;

a substantially non-solvated aluminum hydride having a

surface coating of from about a few hundredths of a per

cent to about 1 per cent on the weight of said aluminum

hydride of a member selected from the group consisting

of nitrogen oxide (NO), NjF,. oxygen, carbon dioxide,

volatile inorganic chlorides, volatile inorganic sulfides,

triethylene glycol dinitrate and carbon tetrachloride.

3 844 854

STABILIZATION OF LIGHT METAL HYDRIDE

James M. Self, Wilmington. Del., and Norman E. Matzek,

Midland, Mich., assignors to The Dow Chemical Company.

Midland. Mich.

Filed Sept. 20, 1967, Ser. No. 670,022

Int. CI. C06b \5/00

U.S. CI. 149-6 4 Claims

1. A substantially non-solvated, crystalline, aluminum hy-

dride having an enhanced thermal stability which comprises;

a substantially non-solvated aluminum hydride having a sur-

face coating of a member selected from the group consisting

of diphenyl acetylene, cis- and trans-stilbene, symmetrical

diethyldiphenylurea. dinitro-stilbene, diaminostilbene,

(anilinophenyl)phenylhydrazine, nitrophenylaniiine, azoben-

zene, tetraphenyl hydrazine, o-anilino. /3-phenylbenzamide

stilbene. N.N'-carbonyl diquinoline, and benzene dicarboni-

trile.

927 O.G.—"5
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3,844,855
SOLID COMPOSITE PROPELLANT WITH
AUTOCONDENSATION PRODUCT OF

. u
J^^^^^^OGUM^WISWM AZIDE AS BINDER

Filed Oct. 19, 1966, Ser. No. 589,183

.,^ ^.
Int. CI. C06d 5/06

U.S. CI. 149-19.1
4 Claims

ba!i/
'°"'^ P^0P«"ant composition comprising on a weiglll

'
JlTt'^f"' ^

'°u
'''°"* ^^ P'^ «"» °f ^ '""der member

se ected from the group consisting of the autoconden-
sation product of triaminoguanidinium azide. the auto-

med witff?"
P^^^"'^^^ '"^"'inoguanidinium azide mod-

fied with from about 2 to about 20 weight per cent ma
onon,tnle. the autocondensation ^

p^roduct oftr^mmoguanidmium azide modified with from about 2 to

thereof
"'^ ""' '^yanamide and mixtures

''

ll?.H ^^T. ^ /° '5°"' ^^ *''«^' P^^ ^«"t of a particu-
lated sohd fuel, and

c. balance a particujated solid oxidizer.

K„^« 3,844,856
NITROCELLULOSE PROPELLANT COMPOSITION

J.m« P
p^^^^^i^^^'NG ALUMINUM HYDRIDE

™
mS; Mich

' ""''""" •" '"* ^^ ^•'*'"-' ^-p->.
Filed June 16, 1965, Ser. No. 465.251

U.S.Cl.,4,-,,.8
'"'•««"' ^'"^

on'a UTbir"-"^^' ^™^"- "-p"^"- -pS:i
a. from about 5 to about 40 percent of a crystalline substan.

tially non.solvated aluminum hydride

ra^a^n'?'"
" '" """"' " P"""' ""'""•"i""' P"chlo.

' cZotSnde,'"
^""^ '" '"""' "' ' P'--"" "'"o-
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rmn'i^/r?""?" r
""

'^'i
°^ ^ '^'^'^'^''y ^c'd. from about

0.4 moie/hter to I.m.t of solubility of cupric amine chlo-

nrnd.?.. u
"'""^ '" * ^"^" ^"^ ^"'^'^i^"' ammonia °oproduce a pH range of about 8-12

b. contacting a copper coated substrate with said etchant
solution for a period sufficient to dissolve the desiredamount of copper therefrom;

c. controlling the pH of the etchant by feeding the signal

to a pH meter, the output of which is connected to avoltage sensitive relay which turns on a pump or a va^vewhen the pH falls below a predetermined set point within
the pH range thereby introducing ammonia into the etch-
ant until the pH exceeds the predetermined set point atwhich pomt the relay turns off the pump or valve

d. controllmg the chloroxy acid salt concentration. h\ feed-mg the EMF signal developed between a platinum and areference electrode in the etchant solution to a voltage

EMF f.V'K ^,

'''"'^
'"T'

°" ^ P^'^P °^ ^^'^« ^hen thetMF falls below a predetermined set point within therange of 50-250 millivolts thereby introducing h loro''acd salt solution into the etchant until the EMF exceeds
the predetermined set point at which time the relay turns
off the pump or valve thereby maintaining the etchant inan oxidizing condition and the level of cWoroxy acid sal"not exceeding about 0. 1 moles per liter

e retaining the workpiece in the etchant 'until the copperhas been etched out; and
f removing the etched workpiece from the etching solution.

3,844,858
PROCESS FOR CONTROLLING THE THICKNESS OF aTHIN LAYER OF SEMICONDUCTOR MATESfAL a5d

SEMICONDUCTOR SUBSTRATE
Kenneth E. Bean, Richardson, Tex., assignor to Texas Instru-ments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Dec. 31, 1968, Ser. No. 788,167

,,^ ^ Int. CI. Hon 7150
^•^-C'"'-"

UCI.in„

*4 43 A2

3,844,857
AUTOMATIC PROCESS OF ETCHING COPPERC RCUITS WITH AN AQUEOUS AMMONIACALSOLUTION CONTAINING A SALT Orr^HLOROXV

John Shu-Chi Chiang. Mercerville, NJ., assignor to FMCCorporation, New York. N.Y.
Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 301,866

U.S. CI. 156-8
'"••^••"^'^/^^

4 Claims

1. A method for the selective and continuous dissolution ofcopper comprising

a. providing an etchant solution consisting essentially of
water, from about 0.001 to 0.1 mole/liter of an alkali

1. A method for thinning a semiconductor slice to a ore-csely controlled thickness comprising the steps of
^

forming a plurality of slots in one surface of said slice saidS »h '7 ' P['?''y ''"°^" '^^P'f' ^1"^' »« or greater
than the desired thickness of said slice

removing material from the opposite surface of said slice
until at least a portion of at least one of said slots is ex-posed; and

interrupting said removal of semiconductor material basedupon the exposure of said slots as an indication of the
thickness of the semiconductor slice.

3 844 859
TITANIUM CHEMICAL MILLING ETCHANT

tattle'! Was^""'*'
''"''•' ""'^""^ *" ^^' ^'"« ^-P-">'

Continuation of Ser. No. 885,598, Dec. 16, 1969, abandoned.
This application June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,594

,,e ^. Int. CI. C23f 7/00
U.S. CI. 156-18 ,p

1. A method of chemical milling titanium to remove m"eSfrom the horizontal and vertical surfaces of the titanium aessentially the same uniform rate, the steps comprising
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a. immersing the titanium in an aqueous etching fluid con-

taining a concentration of hydrofluoric acid sufficient to

effect an etch rate on titanium of from about 0.0004 to

0.0015 inches per side per minute, a surface active agent

selected of materials consisting essentially of dodecylben-

zene sulfonic acid and linear alkyl sulfonic acid in

amounts sufficient to control surface tension of the etch-

ing solution at from about 28 to 60 dynes per cm., and

about 0.2 weight percent of nitric acid, said aqueous

«
^

layers but not said fibrous material, said swelling agent being

selected to reduce the degree of swelling that occurs upon

contact with the said liquid impregnant.

3,844,861

METHOD OF FORMING A CLOSURE CAP HAVING A

HEAT SHRINKABLE TUBULAR ELEMENT THEREOVER
Edwin M. Irish, Jr., St. Davids, Pa., assignor to Gilbreth Inter-

national Corporation, Philadelphia. Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 200.397. Nov. 19. 1971. Pat. No.

3.720,343. This application Dec. 19, 1972. Ser. No. 316,547

Int. CLB29c27//4
U.S. CI. 156-69 7 Claims

2 4 6

etching fluid uniformly removes titanium metal which

when removed goes into solution in the etching fluid;

b. varying the nitric acid concentration in the etchant as the

dissolved titanium concentration increases such that the

nitric acid concentration increases from 0.2 to about 1.2

weight percent as the dissolved titanium weight percent

in the solution increases up to about 8.7; and

c. holding the titanium in the etchant until the desired depth

of cut is obtained.

3,844.860

METHOD OF MAKING AN ELECTRIC POWER CABLE
Derek Reginald Edwards. Windsor, England, assignor to Brit-

ish Insulated Callender's Cables Limited. London, England

Filed Mar. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 239,115

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Apr. 1. 1971,

8379,8380 ,

,

Int. CI. HOlb /i/00

U.S. CI. 156- 7 Claims

1 MOrCll iA^OUf
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3,844,863
REPAIR OF WOODEN ARTICLES

p"'..'^H
'?»">•'';• Clackamas, and William J. Runckel,

Portland, both of Oreg., assignors to Publishers Paper Co
Oregon City, Oreg.

"^

^7J'"j;f
"'"P«'-\«^ Ser. No. 61,769, Aug. 6, 1970, Pat. No.

3,741,853. This application May 16, 1973, Ser. No. 360,810
Int. CI. B32b ii/OO

U.S. CI. 156-98
5 Claims

--/¥'

October 29, 1974

d cutting one yarn shade card from said plurality along aIme which IS parallel to said bonding lines and thereby
produce a plurality of separated shade cards

3,844,865
METHOD OF MAKING STRETCH-ORIENTED POROUS

FILMS
Robert L. Elton, White Bear, and John F. Vander Louw,Woodbury both of Minn., assignors to Minnesota Miningand Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed June 6, 1972, Ser. No. 260,321

ii« ri .c^
Int- CI. B29c/ 7/02, B32b 5//6

U.S. CI. 156-229
5 Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a repaired plywood panel
comprising ^

preparing a hole in the outer veneer of a panel in the region
of the repair,

"

filling said hole with a liquid filler composition comprising
from 3 to 10 percent by weight comminuted cork, and

permitting said filler composition to harden within said
hole, with such accompanied with stratification resulting
in the cork rising to form a layer adjacent the outer sur

orcol'thJ"'"" '^^^iVS. ^ ^"bstantially greater amount
ot cork than an underlying layer at the bottom of the
hole, to produce a filled repaired region.

3,844,864
METHOD OF MAKING YARN SHADE CARDS

Richard Donovan Glover, 90 Kingsway, Ossett, Yorkshire, and
John Adrian Nettleship. 3 The Crescent, Long Ln., Southo-
wram, Yorkshire, both of England
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 131,729, April 6 1971

T-r-» o!o**^r**''
'*'''*^'' ''' " «^«n«inua<ion-in-part of Ser. No.

'

772,949, Nov. 4, 1968, abandoned. This application Oct 10
1972, Ser. No. 295,846

'
'

„^ ^ Int. CI B32h 5/08, 3n18
II.S. a. 156-178

, Claim

~^
38

'I r r II D I II ij II y II II I I ir ir i'

se

stem'sV^°""
'°' '"^'''"^ ^ ^°'°"' structure comprising the

a. dispersing particles of an inorganic pore nucleating agent
less than 250 microns in size into a film-forming organic
polyurethane polymer to form a filled polymer composi-
tion,

^

b. heat-forming a film less than 80 mils in thickness from the
tilled polymer composition of step (a)

c. stretch-orienting said film at least 1.5 times its original
length along at least one axis of the film to provide a
stretch-oriented film of reduced thickness and an area
enlarged by a factor of at least 1.5. whereby said stretch-
oriented film is provided with an interconnected network
of voids and a moisture vapor transmission of at least 500
micrograms/cm^ hr. for a relative humidity difference on
opposite sides of said stretch-oriented film of no less than
100 percent/60 percent, and

d. adhering said stretch-oriented film having said decreased
thickness and enlarged area to a polymeric layer withoutany prior or subsequent removal of said inorganic pore
nucleating agent from said film.

rh ^'''
T'^^''^

""^ '""'^'"^ ' P'"'"'''y °f ''^^"'ica' yarn shade
cards each card providing an array of colored yarns adhered
to a backing sheet comprising:

a. placing a number of individual fibrous yarns in side-by-
side array parallel to one another across and on a backing
sheet which IS composed of synthetic thermoplastic mate
rial which becomes adhesive in response to heat

b. applying heal and pressure simultaneously along a plural-
ity of spaced apart, parallel bonding lines which extend
he length of said sheet, said bonding lines extending
ransversely to said array of yarns and across the same
the heat melting the thermoplastic material to fuse intoand to anchor the fibers of the yarn along each said line
to the backing sheet;

c. thereafter cooling the shade card so that the melted
thermplastic material sets along said bonding lines to
thereby form a plurality of arrays of yarns bonded along
said lines and fused onto said backing sheet and

3,844,866

V ^ . „, ,
'METHOD OF LABELING A LID

li ?"' """'''°"' '^"**' ""'8"«^ »« D^nn^on Man-
ufacturing Company, Framingham, Mass.

Filed July 15, 1970, Ser. No. 55,036

,,^ ^ Int. CI. B44c im
U.S. CI. 156-238

, ^, .

1 Claim

'2 ^^74 75 85 70 73 ,71

(82 ^'lt\/^76

1. A method for applying heat transfer labels to a lid whichcomprises the steps of (1 ) feeding at a feed station a lid apart
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from its container to a transport means which includes a plate

having a tapered cutout so that the lid rests in the cutout

upright on its end with the top surface thereof in position for

applying a label thereto at a label application station; (2)

providing a backing means with said transport means to en-

gage the end of the lid; ( 3 ) applying a heat transfer label to the

top of the lid apart from its container at the label application

station; (4) removing the lid apart from its container from the

cutout at a discharge station; (5) reciprocating the transport

means between said feed station, said application and said

discharge station while maintaining the lid upright on its end

within the cutout of said transport means; and (6) engaging

the end of said lid with said backing means to support it as it

travels between said feed station and said label application

station and disengaging said backing means after said label

station but before said discharge station.

3,844,868

METHOD OF CURTAIN-COATING AN ADHESIVE

MATERIAL ON A STRUCTURAL PART

Dale E. Wentroble, Tyler, Tex., and Milton H. Coleman. East

Syracuse, N.Y., assignors to Carrier Corporation, Syracuse,

N Y
Filed July 7, 1972, Ser. No. 269,679

Int. CI. C09j 5100: B44d H09: B05c 5100

U.S. CI. 156-307 » Claim

3,844,867

PROCESS FOR HOT-WELDING A STRIP ON A FILM

Robert Reglpa, Toulouse, France, assignor to Centre National

D'Etudes Spatiales, Paris, France

Filed Mar. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 234,056

Claims priority, application France, Apr. 9, 197 1 , 7 1 . 1 2660

Int. CI. B32bJ///«.i//24

U.S. CI. 156-270 2 Claims

1. A process for hot-welding a strip to a film, said strip

consisting of at least two superimposed layers, one layer being

made of a hot-welding material having a specific fusion tem-

perature and the other layer being a support material having

a higher fusion temperature, said film consisting of a single

layer of hot-welding material having a fusion temperature of

the same order as that of the hot-welding material of the strip,

said process consisting of the steps of heating a section of said

strip, conveying said heated section toward said film for lami-

nation therewith; cooling said heated section prior to lamina-

tion with said film; applying a fusion face of said heated sec-

tion to said film; and reproducing the above steps on an adja-

cent section of said strip and film; said process being charac-

terized in that the intensity of heating of the section of strip is

controlled by raising said heating to a temperature between

the temperature of fusion of its hot-welding material and that

of its support material, the fusion face of said adjacent section

of the strip being applied to an unrolled piece of film in a zone

where said film is stretched and is not superimposed on other

pieces of film, the cooling thereof consisting of a differential

cooling varying in intensity over the width of the strip, said

intensity being limited to a low value in the central zone of

said strip and increasing progressively towards one edge

thereof until it reaches a value producing a drop in tempera-

ture such that the highest temperature of the hot-welding

material is equal to its lower fusion limit, in such a manner that

the depth of film welded to the strip is a maximum and is

substantially constant in the central zone of the strip and

decreases progressively towards the edge thereof, until it

reaches zero welding depth and the strip is merely joined to

the film.

1. A method of bonding an elastomeric bellows onto a

concave metallic surface comprising the steps of:

a. cleaning the concave metallic surface;

b. heating the cleaned surface to a desired temperature

level;

c. conveying the heated surface through a vertical continu-

ously falling curtain of a liquid adhesive material at a

speed to deposit a desired uniform coating of adhesive

material on the concave metallic surface, the heated

surface causing a substantial portion of the liquid solvent

of the adhesive material to rapidly vaporize to substan-

tially increase the viscosity of the adhesive material;

d. depositing an additional quantity of adhesive material on

the concave surface by directing the additional quantity

in a generally diagonal path relative to the continuously

falling curtain of liquid adhesive material, the additional

quantity of adhesive material being directed at portions of

the concave surface which are disposed in a generally

vertically extending plane;

e. drying the concave surface to permanently affix the adhe-

sive material coating thereon;

f cleaning the bellows;

g. conveying the cleaned bellows through the vertical, con-

tinuously falling curtain of liquid adhesive material at a

speed to deposit a desired thickness of adhesive material

on a surface of the bellows;

h. at least partially drying the bellows to permanently affix

the adhesive material thereon; and

i. uniting the surface of the bellows having the adhesive

material coating thereon with the adhesive material

coated concave surface to form a permanent bond there-

between.

3,844,869

APPARATUS FOR ULTRASONIC WELDING OF SHEET
MATERIALS

Edgar C. Rust, Jr., Willlamstown, Mass., assignor to Cromp-

ton & Knowles Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 316,801

Int. CLB32bi//00

U.S. CL 156-358 ^ Claims

1. Apparatus for joining two or more sheets, at least one of

which contains a thermoplastic material, comprising:

a. an ultrasonic electro-acoustic converter;

b. a resonator connected to said converter and having a

working surface;

c. anvil means having surfaces for opposing and cooperating

with said working surface so that energy will be transmit-
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ted to said sheets by said resonator for producing welds
in those portions of said sheets placed between said work-
ing surface and said opposing surfaces, wherein the total
surface area of said opposing surfaces varies during oper-
ation of said apparatus;

^

d. means for advancing the sheet-like elements to be joined

wi ^^"h'' J''°"'2''
'"^ ^"'^ ^"^" '"^^"^ in contactwith said working surface and said opposing surfaces-

October 29, 1974

ie'ss'at thi Tho
'"" °1 '"'^

^T'
'^y" ^''^ '''P''' »° »he thick-

varvinl m ^f
P^^'^"' °^ '"*^ ^"» '^y^^> «nd strip profilevarying means for varying the thickness of the central portiono said s rip with respect to the thickness at the edge portionof said strip, said method comprising

controlling the machine direction thickness of said first
ayer of rubber to a selected thickness target by means of
said first layer thickness varying means

controlling the total machine direction ihickness of said
strip to a selected thickness target by means of said strip
thickness varying means, ^

controlling the profile of said first layer of rubber to anaverage indication of thickness for said first layer bvmeans of said first layer profile varying means, and
con rolling the profile of said strip to an average indication

varying meir ''"" ^^ """"^ "^ ^^'^ ''"^ P^«"'^

' ZT. th'
'"°'*'^^'"^ '^' '°'"' "'""""^ °f ^"^'gy transmit-

ted by the resonator to said sheets; and
^°ntrol means operatively connectd to said modifyingmeans so that energy will be transmitted by said resonator
to said sheets at at least two different ra es, a re ative^high rate for a relatively high total surface area of aidopposing surfaces and a relatively low rate for a relativelylow total surface area of said opposing surfaces^

^

3,844,871

wm n .. J"*^ BUILDING MACHINE

nT Ao^J^'
''.'"'"' ^"y"* Baumgartner, Sr., RoyalOak and Robert J. Brown, Grosse Pointe Farms aH oMich., assignors to Uniroyal, Inc.,, New York, NY

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,947
'

II ^ r, tc. 'ri;^'-
^^^^ ^"^^- »29h 17/02

V.S. CI. 156-362
4^ ^^^.^^

3,844,870
PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM

Heiks, all of Columbus; Gerald A. Lassen, Dublin- Robert

coirbSi: o"^r"
'"^ '"•'"•""' ""^'«'"'« ^-po"'-'

Filed June 12, 1972, Ser. No. 261,999

,,c ^. ..
Int. CI. B32biy/06

IJ.S. CI. 156-360 „ ^. .

37 Claims

It

__ '^'^ =»^z«,

H.!- H Vi!'"?
^°' controlling a tire calender to maintain adesired thickness and profile in a strip of sheet mater a in

aye "onircn h"°"'J'1"^
°^ ^""^'^ -^ - inteJmTd eayer of tire cord, in which said tire calender includes first

on Vh ;kne:r:r''"ir"^'?
'°^ ^^^y'"« ^'^^ machine direc

iTer strm !hlkn
'' ""' ''^'^ ""'^^^'"'y ^"°^« ^^'^ first

direciion thi^
;''^?^ """"* ^°^ ^^'y'"g »he machine

n ^Cr n ofiir ''"^ '^^'P
r'^°""'y

^^^°^^ ^aid strip,
first layer profile varying means for varying the thickness of

I. Apparatus for building a pneumatic tire, the aooaratus

ZVT'iV r^'^^'y
'^^*^^" ^'^^^^^ building druJat eas

Tm ^n? H^'

'^"''" ''^'^''" ^PP""^°r wheel spaced radSfrom and adjacent to said drum; breaker conveyor means for

from L H K ^ •

'"^^''^'' '*"P '^"^""'ng ^eans for severing

ansfered t'o r? ' "'^« "^"''^^ °" ^^^'^ ^^eel to bftransferred to said drum; electronic digital control meansoperatively coupled with said wheel and drum frrmS^mdexmg said wheel and drum to respective tangentially correponding reference positions relative to one anothefat whichtrans er to said drum of a leading edge of said breaker on si dwheel IS to be initiated, said drum at its respective referenceposition including means thereon for effecting rl'fer of^ deading breaker edge from said wheel to said drum said coitrol means including different drive means operatrve ly associated with said wheel and drum respectively for rota ng each

hrll T"^ *'*^°"' ^"°^^" ^f»" transfer of saidlVdIngbreaker edge to said drum to complete the transfer of hfentire breaker to said drum, one of said drive means be ngoperatively associated with said drum for varying the rate ofrotation thereof during breaker-transfer; and pulsigenerl ingfeed-back means operatively coupled with said wheel liddrum and said control means for relaying intelligence to ad
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t ^;co,-t« edpe of said net material, said net material being spirally

control means, via a contmuous transmission of discrete
^^l^'^ol^llXxo^^^

pulses which are related to respective peripheral increments wound around said roa lo gene
y y

of said wheel and drum, firstly, prior to breaker-transfer, of

the course and completion of indexing of said wheel and drum

to their respective tangentially corresponding reference posi-

tions and secondly, during breaker-transfer, of the relative

peripheral speeds of said wheel and drum so that said control

means in response via pulse-rate comparison effects pulse-

regulated variable rotation of said drum at a peripheral speed

corresponding to the peripheral speed of said wheel.

3,844,872

HEAT SEALING APPARATUS

Francis X. Lenoir, New Castle; Bruce E. Metz; Ashley A.

Brooks, both of Wilmington, all of Del., and William J. Hill,

Landenburg, Pa., assignors to Hercules Incorporated, Wil-

mington, Del.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,687

Int. CLB32bi//00. B65b5//00

U.S. CI. 156-498 12 Claims
ing and piercing means and detachable means on the outer

end of said rod for securing said net material on said rod.

N.

s

X

3 844 874

OVERLAPPING RIBBON MESH AND METHOD
THEREFOR

George S. Nalle, Jr., 108 West 2nd St., Austin, Tex. 78701

Continuation of Ser. No. 101,816, Dec. 28, 1970, abandoned,

which is a division of Ser. No. 761,142, Sept. 20, 1968, Pat. No.

3,560,306. This application Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,539

Int. CI. B32b 5112

U.S. CL 161-57 8 Claims

36 38

1. Apparatus for sealing overlapped portions of a heat-

sealable film wrapper to form a heat-sealed seam comprising

a platen having a substantially cylindrical surface, means for

rotating said platen about its longitudinal axis, a guide spaced

from said platen to form a flow path past said platen, said flow

path being substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of said

platen and designed for packages having wrappers to be sealed

such that the film wrapper will make contact at its overlapped

portions with the cylindrical surface of said platen, means for

moving individual packages along said flow path, and means

for heating the cylindrical surface of said platen whereby said

platen can transfer heat to said fllm wrapper to form a heat-

sealed seam along said overlapped portion.

1. A plastic mesh, comprising a first group of parallel fila-

ments forming an intersection with a second group of parallel

ribbonlike filaments such that only a portion of the width of

the filaments of said second group is bonded to filaments of

said first group at said intersection, the spacing and width of

said second group being such that the unbonded edges of the

filaments of said second group overlap the bonded edges of

adjacent filaments of said second group, said overlapping

filaments being non-bonded to one another to allow fluids to

circulate through said mesh.

3,844,873

CHRISTMAS TREE CONSTRUCTION

Sylvester A. Dalske, and Jewelle M. Dalske, both of 1 lO-Caselli

Cir. No. 1, Sacramento, Calif. 95823

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,707

Int. CI. A47g 33106

U.S. CI. 161-22 10 Claims

1. A decorative Christmas Tree comprising a generally

horizontal base, a shaft extending upwardly from said base

perpendicularly thereto, an elongate rod having a complete

loop intermediate the opposite ends thereof engaged over said

shaft spaced upwardly from said bases, an accordion folded

net material threaded onto each end of said rod adjacent one

3 844 875

PERFORATED VINYL FILM CEILING BOARD
Walter W. Chamberlain, III, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to

Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa.

Filed July 18, 1972, Ser. No. 272,859

Int. CI. B32b 3/10

U.S.CL 161-112 1 Claim

1. An acoustical ceiling product comprising a base layer of

fiber composition ceiling board, laminated thereto is a plasti-

cized vinyl film, both structures being subjected lo a perfora-

tion action and then aging period so that the perforation in the

ceiling board is substantially larger than the perforation in the

vinyl film, said vinyl film being concave in the region around
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the perforation in the vinyl Him. and said ceiling productHavng an aco.t.ca. rat.n, which is e..a, to the si. of the COMPOSITE PLE^k^HEET MATERUL

Filed Feb. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 229,751

U.S. CI. 161-190
Int. CI. B32b 27/40

14 Claims

.20

greater than the rating which would be secured by a boardperforation equal in size to the hole within the vin>1 film

c^ 3,844,876
FOAMED POLYESTER RESIN LAMINATED PRODUCTS

N Y a^i VrJ^h » ^""'x'''
^"""^ ^*"'"'"«"- Scarsdale,rN.Y. and Fred Shuffman, Tenafly, NJ.

Dmsion of Ser. No. 441.986, July 8, 1954, Pat. No. 3 170 832Th.s application Feb. 23, 1965. Ser. No. 440,05JThe poSof the term of this patent subsequent to Feb. 23, 1982 has hl^en
disclaimed.

lie r>, ...
'nt- CI. B32b 27/40. i/26

U.S. CI. 161-119 „„. .

o Claims

1. A material comprising a layer of a resilient foamed
dnsocyanate-modified. polyester resin, portions of said bverbemg coalesced and thereby permanently reduced ?ntilck-

(2^2^Zj^:^^ 35
•

I. A composite flexible sheet material suitable for roofinesiding and the like, comprising a metal foil layer aTimer'adhering to said foil layer, a polymeric layer made"f a s^raSCham ahphafc hydrocarbon polymer having a CHVbackboneand adhering to said primer, and an asphalt impregnatedfibrous base layer, said polymeric layer having a lower pSnhereof partially permeated within said fibroSs layer to merock said polymeric layer to fibers in said fibrous layer saidnterlockmg being due at least in part to the presence of ad

Irdmarr ''k"
" ''^'^""" '"''' ^^ '^^^-^ vvh'ch would

bvtr ?n r
'" ".""P"'" ^y ^^P''^'^ '" '^^^ fibrous baselayer, said polymeric layer having a stronger bond with theaspha impregnated fibrous layer than interior portions of heasphalt impregnated fibrous layer have to each oOier slidpolymeric layer being moisture resistant, having a hight^^melting temperature than the asphalt, and said polvmerklayer having an ASTM melt index between about 2 to^0

3,844,879
SYSTEM FOR REMOVING SODIUM CHLORIDFCONTAMINANTS FROM A MAGNESIUM BASE K^PING

PROCESS
Louis R. Flais, and Robert A. Mcllroy, both of Alliance, Ohioassignors to The Babcock & Wilcox Company, Nen York.'

Filed Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 302,375
Int. CI. D21c ///02

U.S. CI. 162-36 ,^, .

2 Claims

3,844,877

TK^ CARBONACEOUS FABRIC LAMINATE
Theodore Ralph Wessendorf. Florence, Ky., and John Michael

cl'Sr
«^««^^.'- "^'ghts, Ohio, assignors to UnionCarbide Corporation, New York NY

Continuation of Ser No 846,252, July 30, 1969, abandoned.
This application Dec. 6. 1971, Ser. No. 205 407

lie r>, ...
Int. CI. B32by///0

U.S. CI. 161-156 g „ .

I. A laminate structure having a thermal conductivitvTogreater than 0.077 BTU-ft./ft.^-hr.-'F. and a therafd ffus"v.ty no greater than 0.0024 cm.Vsecond at room tTmpera"u e"as measured by the laser pulse technique, com^ri r.'! Slral"

base cooking liquor, and ,he residual lic,Sor from Z^JpZ

WATER

II
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process contains the sodium chloride from the cellulosic mate-

rials, the residual liquor is concentrated by evaporation and

burned to produce hot flue gases containing sulphur dioxide

and hydrogen chloride and entrained solids including sodium

sulphate and magnesium oxide, the step of removing entrained

solids from the gases, treating the solids to form a slurry of

magnesium oxide and to discard the sodium sulphate, passing

the flue gases through a sulphur dioxide absorbing zone in

contact with the magnesium oxide containing slurry to form

magnesium sulphur compounds, the improved step of washing

the flue gases before they are passed to the sulphur dioxide

absorbing zone to selectively remove the hydrogen chloride

gases by absorption in a magnesium containing liquid, the

magnesium containing liquid being formed by some of the

entrained magnesium oxide solids passing with the flue gases

to the hydrogen chloride washing step and combining with the

washing liquid to form magnesium chloride and some of the

gaseous sulphur oxides combines to form a solution of magne-

sium bisulphite in the liquid, recirculating a major portion of

the liquid to the washing step to absorb hydrogen chloride,

discarding a portion of the liquid, adding make up water to

control the concentration of magnesium chloride and magne-

sium bisulphite in the recirculated liquid, removing some of

the liquid from the washing step to be reacted with magnesium

hydroxide to precipitate magnesium sulphite, the reacted

liquid is separated from the precipitate with the liquid recy-

cled to the washing step, and the precipitate solid magnesium

sulphite subsequently utilized in the sulphur dioxide absorbing

step in forming cooking liquor.

3,844,880

SEQUENTIAL ADDITION OF A CATIONIC DEBONDER,

RESIN AND DEPOSITION AID TO A CELLULOSIC
FIBROUS SLURRY

Frederick W. Meisel, Jr., Media, Pa., and Kenneth C. Larson,

Wilmington, Del., assignors to Scott Paper Company, Dela-

ware Count). Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 108,638. Jan. 21, 1971, abandoned.

This application Julv 20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,08l

Int. CI. mid 3100; D2 1 h i/40

U.S.CL 162-169 18 Claims

1. in a method of producing a water-laid cellulosic sheet

material, the improvement which comprises adding to a slurry

comprising cellulosic fibers; a cationic surface active agent as

a debonder; at least one anionic or nonionic resin selected

from the group consisting of acrylic emulsions and anionic

styrene butadiene latexes; and a deposition aid for the resin in

which the deposition aid, the resin and the debonder are

sequentially added to the furnish and then forming a cellulosic

sheet from said slurry.

means connected to said chamber for creating sub-

atmospheric pressure therein,

said screen being trained to wrap along a reversely concave

arcuate path about said second roll to permit liquid re-

moval radially into said second roll through the web

surface opposite that contacting said screen, and

means for depositing a second slurry on the partially formed

web carried on said screen between said rolls.

3,844,882

LIFT PISTON ASSEMBLY
Frank Bevilacqua, Windsor, and Malcolm D. Groves. Sims-

bury, both of Conn., assignors to Combustion Engineering,

Inc., Windsor, Conn.

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,335

Int. CK G21c 7108

U.S. CI. 176-36 R 16 Claims

3,844,881

MULTILAYERED FIBROUS WEB FORMING SYSTEM
EMPLOYING A SUCTION ROLL POSITIONED

ADJACENT THE WEB SIDE OF THE FORMING WIRE

AND AROUND WHICH THE FORMING WIRE IS

WRAPPED
Winship B. Moody, Worcester, Mass., assignor to Rice Barton

Corporation, Worcester, Mass.

Filed June 9, 1972, Ser. No. 261,536

Int. CI. D2 If 1100, 1 1 104

U.S. CI. 162-297 3 Claims

1. In apparatus for forming fibrous webs, comprising an

endless travelling forming screen, a device for depositing

slurry on the screen, and a first suction roll wrapped in part by

said screen and located on the side of said screen opposite said

slurry depositing device, that improvement comprising

a second suction roll located downstream of said first suc-

tion roll with respect to the direction of screen travel and

adjacent the web-carrying side of said screen,

means forming a chamber disposed within said second roll

adjacent and in effective communication with said web-

carrying side of said screen, and

1. An improved hydraulic control rod actuator for a nuclear

reactor, the reactor including a pressure vessel having a fuel

assembly disposed therein and means delivering coolant under

pressure to the interior of the vessel for circulation through

the fuel assembly, the fuel assembly including a plurality of

elements containing fissionable fuel and a plurality of neutron

absorber elements disposed for movement in guide tubes

located in the fuel assembly, the interiors of the guide tubes

being exposed to the coolant, the reactor further including

means establishing a control pressure less than the normal

coolant pressure maintained within the pressure vessel, said

control rod actuator comprising:

cylinder means located within the pressure vessel, said

cylinder means being defined by a tubular member of

substantially constant internal cross-sectional area, said

cylinder means tubular member being oriented substan-

tially vertically and axially aligned with an absorber ele-

ment guide tube;

means defining a valve seat at the lower end of said cylinder

means tubular member, said valve seat defining means

being apertured whereby communication to the interior

of said cylinder means is provided therethrough;
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first coupling means for connecting said valve seat deHning
means to the absorber element guide tube axially aligned
therewith; *

buffer means positioned at the upper end of said cylinder
means, said buffer means having a passage therethrough
communicating at a first end with the interior of said
cylinder means;

piston means positioned for movement within said cylinder
means, said piston means having a first extension adapted
to pass out of the lower end of said cylinder means
through sard valve seat defining means for mechanically
connecting said piston means to a neutron absorber ele-
ment, said piston means having a second extension oppo-
sitely disposed from said first extension, said second
extension being at least partly tapered and adapted to
cooperate with a portion of said buffer means defined
passage to gradually terminate flow through said passage
as said piston means approaches the upper end of said
cylinder means, the combined weight of said piston
means and absorber element being sufficient to overcome
upwardly directed forces resulting from exposure to the
pressurized coolant whereby said piston means will be
normally seated on said valve seat defining means and

second coupling means for connecting the second end of
said buffer means defined passage to the control pressure
establishing means whereby a pressure less than the pres-
sure vessel internal coolant pressure may be selectively
applied to the interior of said cylinder means to cause
upward movement of said piston means.

3 844 883
PRESSURE VESSEL PENETRATION TECHNIQUES

Frank Bevilacqua, Windsor; Malcolm D. Groves, and Gennaro
V. Notari, both of Simsbury, all of Conn., assignors to Com-
bustion Engineering, Inc., Windsor, Conn.

Filed Dec. 23, 1971, Ser. No. 211,369
Int. CI. G2Ic 7116

U.S. CI. 176-36 R ,4 claims

October 29, 1974

a second plurality of conduits commensurate in number
with said first plurality of conduits, said second plurahtyof conduits being located internally of the pressure vesseland having first ends coupled to respective absorberelement actuators, the second ends of said conduits of
said second plurality being formed into a bundle of tubu-
lar members closely positioned to one another and

means for coupling the second ends of each of said first
plurality of conduits to the second ends of respective ofsaid second plurality of conduits, said coupling meanpassing through the wall of the pressure vessel m^ai^po"!
tion and defining a liquid-gas separation between the
interior and exterior of the pressure vessel whereby ab-

n^Ilv^J r^"'
P°'''*°" ^°"''°' '*«"^'^ generated exter-

nally of the pressure vessel may be applied to the fiuid
responsive actuators at one side only of the actuator
pistons, said coupling means being associated with anaperture in the pressure vessel main portion wall and
comprising:

plug means sealed to the pressure vessel main portion
wall about the periphery of the aperture therein, said
plug means having a plurality of passages therethrough
the second ends of said conduits of said first plurality
being terminated in respective of said plug means pas-sages adjacent the exterior side thereof

connector means positioned internally of the pressure

^'ees t£'re.'h°""'?''' "If"
"' ^''"'"8 ^ P'"^^'*»y °f pas-sages herethrough, said second ends of the second

plurality of conduits being connected to respective ofsaid connector means passages; and
a third plurality of conduits extending between the pres-

Zir ."'t'ff'^ P'"« ""^^"^ ^"d ^aid connectormeans said third plurality of conduits being terminated

wh.rTh V".'""'*^'"^
°^'^'^ P'"« '"eans passageswhereby said plug means provides continuous commu-

nication between the individual conduits of said firstand third pluralities, the second ends of said conduits
of said third plurality being coupled to the second endsof respective of said second plurality of conduits bv
respective passages in said connector means

3,844,884
ISOLATION VALVE AND CONTROL SYSTEM

EMPLOYING THE SAME

r„mh . r
°.'"' S""»»»'"-y' «" o' Conn., assignors toCombustion Engineering, Inc., Windsor, Conn

Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,775
Int. CI. G2lc 7116

^'^-^^•^^^-^^^
7 Claims

1. In a nuclear reactor, the reactor having a fuel assembly
including fissionable fuel elements and neutron absorber ele-
ments movable with respect to the fuel elements, the fuel
assembly and fluid responsive actuators for positioning the
absorber elements being positioned within a pressure vessel
the actuators including piston means coupled to the absorber
elements the pressure vessel having a main portion and aremovable head, the improvement comprising

a first plurality of conduits commensurate in number with
all of the absorber element actuators present in the reac-
tor, said first plurality of conduits being located externally
of the pressure vessel and having fluidic actuator position
control signals applied to first ends thereof, the second
ends of said conduits of said first plurality being formed
into a bundle of tubular members closely positioned to
one another;

1. In a fission rate control system for a nuclear reactor thereactor including a vessel through which a pressurized coolant
IS circulated, the control system including neutron absorb"element means movable within tubular guide members rela-

nZy w"rf
'""".*"y *" '"P°"'^ •« '^^ establishment of apressure differential across the absorber element means theimprovement comprising:

II
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a source of hft pressure which differs from the coolant

pressure maintained within the reactor vessel;

means including normally closed magnetically actuated

isolation valves associated with each guide member for

selectively controlling the application of lift pressure

from said source to first ends of the tubular guide mem-

bers, said isolation valves being positioned within the

reactor vessel adjacent the said first ends of the guide

members;
magnetic field responsive means carried by each of the

absorber element means>

means juxtapositioned to the said first ends of the tubular

guide members for selectively generating magnetic fields,

said magnetic fields encompassing said isolation valves

and the said first ends of the guide members, said field

generating means causing opening of said isolation valves

when energized whereby a lift flow will be established and

the absorber element means associated with the open

valves will be moved from the vicinity of the second ends

of the guide members to the first ends thereof, the field

provided by said field generating means attracting said

field responsive means to magnetically latch at the said

first ends of the tubular guide members absorber ele-

ments associated with open valves; and

means for applying the reactor vessel coolant to the guide

members whereby a pressure differential will be estab-

lished across the absorber element means with said isola-

tion valves in the open condition.

in side by side relationship lining the inside of the walls of the

condenser compartment, each of said duct panels comprising

an integral unit divided into downflow and upflow channels

with cross-flow means interconnecting the bottom of said

chennels, and means for circulating a refrigerated cooling

fluid from said apparatus through the channels in said panels

and out of contact with said material to maintain said material

in a solid state except when exposed to said escaping fluid.

3,844,886

NUCLEAR REACTOR UTILIZING PLUTONIUM IN

PERIPHERAL FUEL ASSEMBLIES

Russell L. Crowther, Saratoga, Calif., assignor to General

Electric Company, San Jose, Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 726,079, May 2, 1968, abandoned.

This application Apr. 16, 1971, Ser. No. 134,845

Int. CI. G21c 1100

U.S. CI. 176-44 12 Claims

3 844 885

INSULATION AND COOLING SYSTEM FOR A NUCLEAR
REACTOR CONDENSER COMPARTMENT

Sterling J. Weems, Chevy Chase, Md.; H. William McCurdy,

Vienna, and John W. Johnson, Arlington, both of Va., as-

signors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Filed Apr. 29, 1969, Ser. No. 820,073

Int. CI. G21c 13100

U.S. CI. 176-37 11 Claims

PERCENT CORE RADIUS

1. A method of fueling and refueling a thermal nuclear

reactor having a fuel core comprising an array of fuel assem-

blies radially surrounded by a moderator-reflector water layer

wherein said core includes a first region including the ones of

said fuel assemblies having at least one edge adjacent said

water layer and a second region including all of the fuel assem-

blies of said core except the fuel assemblies in said first region,

comprising the steps of: placing a first fuel enriched with fissile

uranium and initially free of plutonium in the fuel assemblies

in said second region of said core, and placing a second fuel

including initial fissile plutonium in the fuel assemblies in said

first region of said core.

1. A containment for pressurized fluid-handling apparatus

including a nuclear reactor having a coolant system from

which a pressurized expansible fluid may escape, an inner

vertical generally cylindrical wall defining a compartment for

said reactor, an outer vertical generally cylindrical wall spaced

from the inner wall to define a generally annular condenser

compartment between said walls, means for supporting a

quantity of fusible material in a solid state in the condenser

compartment, said material having the property of melting at

a temperature lower than the condensation temperature of the

condensable portions of said escaping fluid, cooling means

including refrigeration apparatus and separate fluid-

conducting vertically extending insulated duct panels placed

3,844,887

NUCLEAR REACTOR FUEL ASSEMBLY
Nicholas J. Georges, Pittsburgh, and William E. Pennell, Irwin,

both of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Sept. 12, 1968, Ser. No. 759,410

Int. CI. G21c 3134

U.S. CI. 176-78 6 Claims

1. A fuel assembly for a nuclear reactor of the type wherein

a coolant medium is caused to flow through longitudinal chan-

nels formed in the fuel assembly, which comprises:

a plurality of elongated fuel elements disposed in a generally

parallel array;

at least one grid structure comprising a plurality of grid

straps extending laterally across said fuel elements and

forming a plurality of openings, some of said openings

having fuel elements disposed therein;

means for laterally supporting said fuel elements associated

with said some of said openings including a relatively

resilient loading member extending laterally into each

said grid openings and slippingly contacting the fuel ele-

ment, said loading member being connected to an inter-

mediate portion of torsion member at its end opposite
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that which contacts said fuel elements, said torsion mem-
ber bemg supported only at its opposite longitudinal ends
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3,844 889
PROCESS OF PREPARING

2-HYDROXY-2-CARBOXYLTHYI N(7.0R 8-C

R K-^ . K
^l^'NOLINYDANTHRANILATE

'^"^''"^-^•

VTiP ;! I''*"""'^'
»^«n«sha, Wis.; Earl Elmer Eager, Lake

assignors to Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago. Ill

3 764ToTTt-^''- ^ ^.^'''''' ^P"' »3' »'72. Pat. No.
3,764,603. This application May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 359,040

Int. CI Cl2h 1/00
VS. CI. 195-51 R

, ^,^.
I. A method of producing a compound of the formula"""

Nil-

CI

()

COCHjCHOIICOJI

O
^•'

by a grid strap for absorbing forces acting on the loading

uniformly
^' '""'""^ "'^''"^^ '"'^ ^"^'^^ "'' ^^"^'^^^

3.844,888
HELICAL FLOW DEFLECTOR CONE FOR FUEL

ELEMENT ASSEMBLIES

Mr "'""'. ^f S'H'sbury. Conn., assignor to Combus-
tion Engineering Inc.. Windsor. Conn.

Filed Jan. 4. 1971. Ser. No. 103.454

t.S.C.. ,76-78
'"'•"«''^«''

4 Claims

wherein the chloro atom is in the 7- or 8-position. said methodcompnsmg culturmg a suitable microorganism selecteTfromthe group consistmg of
Streptomyces species Act-9, NRRL 3947
Coprinus sclerotigenus 933, NRRL 3306 and
Marasmius rotula SS-9. NRRL 3944

nlrfnl"""'""!
'"''''"? '^°"»^*"i"g suitable sources of carbon

^HhTformula"^""^^^'
'" ''' ^^"^""°^—

'^ -^PO-ci'

COCHjCHOlICHjOH

O

wherem the chloro atom is in the 7- or 8-position, for a suffi-

compouTd'"
'''"'^''"" '"*'' '"'""'^ compound to said desired

1. A nuclear fuel assembly comprising a plurality of longitu-dmally extendmg fuel elements forming longitudinal extfnd-mg coohng flow channels therebetween and adapted to have

nlJTTf ",°^ *" °"' '^'^^'^•"" therethrough longitudi!
nally of sa.d fuel elements, flow deflectors in said channelseach deflector comprising a conical structure pointed upstream, having a series of circumferentially and sequentially
arranged deflector surfaces and with each surface slanted with

a to'di e" fn
'°"^'^"'^*"^! "- «-ard said fuel elementT o

,wi ?J >i
'^""'^ '^' ''^"' °f '""'^ f"«' elements andw,s,ed w.th respect to said flow so as to impart a rotary mo-tion ,o said flow, a gnd of intersecting cross members extend-ing transversely of said fuel elements, deflning openings re-ceiving said fuel elements and intersecting in said channelswith the conical structures supported by saui grid at theTn"e

sections of said cross members with a deflectof surface in eachopening around an intersection and in which the deflectors arearranged m said openings around said fuel elementlso as toimpart a rotary motion to the fluid around the elements

3.844.890
ALKALINE CELLULASE AND PREPARATION OF THE

,hl i/ I I"' c"."'
•'"P""' "^''Snors to Rikagaku Kenkyusho. Wako-shi, Saitama-ken, Japan

v'^nKju

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292.496

76685""'
''""''"^' "PP""""" J«P«"' Sept. 30, 1971, 46-

„ o ^ Int. CI. C07g 7/02
V.S. CI. 195-62 . „, .

1. An alkaline cellulase which is a member of the grouHthe alkaline cellulase from Bacillus N,(ATCC 2 1X17 f.nH.K
a ka,,ne cellulase from Bacillus N. (ATCC^^,8 fs id" , a'ine cellulase having optimum stability in the pH range of 8 -
10 at a temperature of 40° C.

gc ui o

3,844,891

r^^i?,*^^
PANCREATIN PREPARATION OF LOWGERM CONTENT, AND A PROCESS FOR ITS

MANUFACTURE
Hans Hess, Binningen; Guenther Mueller, Arlesheim, both ofSwitzerland, and Horst Stolte. Wehr, Baden, Germany

assignors to Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, ^.y
"^""y'

Filed July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 164,052

11170/70
''"""'^' "PP''*^"*'«" Switzerland, July 23, 1970,

Int. CI. C07g 7/02
U.S. CI. 195-68

^

,Q
I. Process for preparing a free flowing pancreatin preoal^'tion of low germ content less than lO.OOO/g. which dfsplays a
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practically unchanged enzyme activity in comparison to un-

purified pancreatin, comprising, working a pancreatin prepa-

ration contaminated with pathogenic germs into a plastic mass

with an aqueous solution or a stabilized emulsion of a lower

aliphatic ketone having 3 to 6 carbon atoms or a halogenated

hydrocarbon having a boiling point of between SC-bO" C,

drying the plastic mass in a stream of air, and comminuting the

dried mass at a temperature below 40° C.

3 844 892

METHOD OF IMMOBILIZING ENZYMES

Joseph S. Matthews, O Kara Twsp., Pa., assignor to Gulf Re-

search & Development Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 316,453

Int. CI. C07g 7/02

U.S. CI. 195-68 6 Claims

1. A method for the preparation of an immobilized enzyme

which comprises reacting an aqueous solution of an enzyme

with an epoxy containing copolymer prepared by the free

radical copolymerization of an epoxy monomer having at least

one 1, 2-epoxy group and one terminal unsaturation with an

olefin monomer having the formula CW2=C(/?,)-/?4 in which

/?, is hydrogen or methyl and R^ is cyano or lower carboalkoxy

whereby said enzyme is chemically bonded through epoxy

groups to said copolymer.

» ' .

r.;?3

^

i f^

I «*'.•£ **'f«

"«'»

- ^— -^.v.-.-* •

"L

separating a further portion of said stream of spent media

and separating agent to recover therefrom a portion of

said separating agent, and

recycling said recovered separating agent to at least one of

said fermentation step and said treating step.

3,844,894

APPARATUS FOR PERFORMING ASSAYS ON

REACTIONS THAT PRODUCE RADIOACTIVE GASES

Melvyn H. Kronick, Stamford, Calif., and Samuel H. Wilson,

Bethesda, Md., assignors to The United States of America as

represented by the Secretary of Department of Health. Edu-

cation and Welfare. Washington. D.C.

Filed Aug. 30. 1971, Ser. No. 175,903

Int. CLG01ni///4
U.S. CL 195-127 » Claim

3,844.893

MICROBIAL SYNTHESIS

Donald O. Hitzman, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to Phillips

Petroleum Company, Bartlesville. Okla.

Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 332,031

Int. CI. CI 2b 1100

U.S. CL 195-115 15 Claims

1. A device for detecting the evolution of radioactive gases,

comprising a container, a sealable cap thereon, a gas vent in

said cap, and a tent-like cover of scintillator plastic surround-

ing said gas vent and attached to said cap, wherein said con-

tainer includes a main chamber and an auxiliary chamber

communicating at the upper portion thereof with the upper

portion of said main chamber, whereby a tilting of said con-

tainer will cause the contents of said auxiliary chamber to flow

into said main chamber.

3,844,895

FILTRATION AND INCUBATION APPARATUS

Robert E. Rose, Chelmsford, and Adrian Reti, Cambridge,

both of Mass., assignors to Millipore Corporation, Bedlord.

Mass.

Division of Ser. No. 214,743, Jan. 3, 1972, abandoned. This

application Oct. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 407,050

Int. CLC12k I no
U.S. CL 195-139 1 Claim

1. In a fermentation process wherein an oxygenated hydro-

carbon as carbon energy source material, nutrients, mineral

salts, water, and at least one microorganism capable of em-

ploying said oxygenated hydrocarbon carbon energy source

material, are maintained under fermentation growth condi-

tions in the fermentation step, and the resulting fermentation

process effluent therefrom subsequently is separated into

streams comprising cellular material and spent media, the

improvement comprising the steps of treating said fermenta-

tion process effluent with a separating agent selected from the

group consisting of lower alcohols, and ketones in the propor-

tion of at least about 10 volume percent relative to said fer-

mentation process effluent,

separating the resulting admixture of fermentation process

effluent and separating agent from said treating into a

cellular slurry stream and a stream containing spent me-

dia and separating agent,

recycling at least a portion of said stream of spent media

and separating agent to said fermentation step to provide

therein at least a part of said carbon energy source mate-

rial and said mineral salts.

1. Apparatus for collecting, isolating and growing microor-

ganisms which comprises a container adapted to retain liquid
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nutrient for microorganisms, said container having a cover toeta.n at east one swab within said container and having ahquid outlet, apparatus for filtering liquids which compris! a

nad fn?""fn'""" "'""« ^" '"'^'' ' "^' fi'»" and a support

firs, and !:J H
1""^°''"'^ ^' ' ''''"'^ ^°"^'"g section^said

firs, and second housmg sections being shaped to form achamber adjacent an miet surface of said filter to form aTealbetween said housing sections, and to hold said SterTnd padstationary adjacent said chamber, said filter having a porousedge fornied of a hydrophobic material which edfe expendnto said chamber, the liquid outlet of said cover being fiimohe inlet of said first housing section to form a seaT therewithfrom the atmosphere.
mcrewiin

October 29, 1974

comprising an elongated housing having a substantiailv hori-zontal longitudinal axis, and adapted to accommodate a bodyof liquid; a rotatable shaft extending in said houTingaronVsjdaxis a plurality of mixing elements mounted on said shaft forrotation therewith and each configured as a disc shaoed eSment which axially draws in and peripherally expel s the ambtent liquid; said elements being spaced axially of said shaftaSdhaving respective peripheries; a tubular guide ba fi sur Ind

3,844,896
APPARATUS FOR PERFORMING BACTERIOLOGICAL

TESTS AUTOMATICALLY
"^'^^^

"^

BJn»"h,r^*r'*'" ^'""'t;
'*"''"'*"' ^"8'«"''' -"'Knor <« LeverBrothers Company. New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 190,871, Oct. 20 1971
abandoned. This application June 20, 1973. Ser. No. 371 649
51377/70''""'""^' "PP"""**" ^^"' »«•"«'". Oct. 29, 1*970,

U.S. CI. 195-139
Int. CI. CI 2b I/OO

7 Claims

dish 3^J';^;^^^"°'°g'"'
^^'"P'ing apparatus comprising a media

a sample and diluent supply station,
a gelling agent supply station,
a discharge station, and

' Th frol'^ T!^""'' V" '"^ l^ansporting each media

samtJe Id Hh'.'"^ 'V^ '^'^' ^^^''°"^ '" ^-". the^mple and diluent supply station comprising a rotarydish carrier for rotating a dish when at said station to m x

S; samnlf'• ' ''''"' "PP'>' '"^-^- '^^ ^ ^^^te"logical sample pipetting means which is arranged to sup-ply a sample to each dish in turn and after mixmgto

oltt":',T '}' ''^' ""'" '''"'' ^^"ditions a porLnof m xed diluted sample and hold said portion for supp^Jto a following dish, said sample pipetting means compr^mg a device which is arranged to extrudf a tubular nozzlebefore use, means to sever said nozzle after use and thegelling agent supply station comprising gelL agin

t

supply means, and a rotary dish carrier for rotafin. thedish .0 mix diluted sample with gelling agent ^

3,844.897
MIXING DEVICE

Filed Dec. 1 1, 1972, Ser. No. 314,280

miS.n\ ''/""'vH'
application Switzerland, Dec. 10 197118136/71; Jan. 28, 1972, 1333/72; Feb. 28 197^, 2689/72
Int. CI. Cl2b ///4

U.S. CI. 195- 142
J2CI-

0.1 ^
'^r'?-^"'

?'*"« '''"''^ ^"^ «as. especially formSgaseous fluid into liquid nutrients in fermentation processes

ing said shaft and elements in said housing and having lareersuction openings located intermediate the respective dement

sm^all^: h"""'
'"""'"^^ '° '''^ ""''^ therethrough andsmaller dispersing openings in the region of the respectiveperiphery for discharge of a gas and liquid mixture to the

th nnoh
""^„'^°'"P"^'"g a plurality of branches extendingthrough axially spaced openings in said baffle; and a plurSof gas inlets, each associated with one of said branches andone of said mixing elements, and located in the region wheresaid mixing elements axially draw the ambient liquid

3,844,898

..uJK^^^'®'^^^'^'^ APPARATUS HAVING PLURAI

i' har?R Ve? T.'^f'^''''^
FRACTI^NAtTn^G^UnItS

versa! uii Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,247
., ^ ^ Int- CI. BOld 3/26
U.S. CI. 202-154 ,^, .

7 Claims

1. A fractionation apparatus capable of producing four ourecomponent streams which comprises ^ ^

'
f^
'7" ?"'• ' '''°"^ intermediate and an upper thirdfractionation unit, each of said units being cylindreal nross-sectional configuration, each of said fr'actioTation

units having an upper rectification section and a lowerstripping section, the said lower first unit being ofTess

f-
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diameter than the second intermediate unit and extending

concentrically into said second intermediate unit a sub-

stantial distance, said second intermediate unit extending

concentrically into said upper, third fractionation unit a

substantial distance, whereby a first annular chamber is

provided between said first and second units and a second

annular chamber is provided between said second and

third units, each of said annular chambers having a series

of fractionation trays therein;

b. means to introduce a feed stream to the apparatus at a

point located between the top and bottom of said lower

first fractionation unit;

c. reboiler means located near the bottom of the stripping

section of each of said fractionation units;

d. means to provide external reflux to the rectification

section of the upper third fractionation unit;

e. means to remove a product stream from the bottom of

each of said stripping sections; and

f. means to remove a product stream from the top of the

rectification section of the third fractionation unit.

3,844,900

COKING INSTALLATION

Fritz Schulte, Meerbusch-Buederich, Germany, assignor to

Hartung, Kuhn & Co. Maschinenfabrik GmbH, Dusseldorf,

Germany „. „,-
Filed Oct. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 405,857

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 16, 1972,

2250636
Int. CLCIOb i9/0S

U.S. CL 202-227 ^^ Claims

3,844,899

MULTISTAGE FLASH DISTILLATION

Paul H. Sager, Jr., Solana Beach, Calif., assignor to General

Atomic Company, San Diego, Calif.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,980

Int. CI. BOld 3100. 1128, 3110, 3102

U.S. CI. 202-173 8 Claims

1. In a coking installation having a horizontal-chamber coke

oven battery, an apparatus comprising first rail means extend-

ing along said battery; a coke guide car mounted on said first

rail means for movement along said battery and adapted to

receive incandescent coke from the respective ovens; a

quenching car mounted for movement along said battery and

adapted to receive coke to be quenched from said coke guide

car; second rail means extending along said first rail means at

a side of said quenching car which faces away from said bat-

tery; a supporting frame rollably mounted on said first and

second rail means and having at least one arm portion which

at least in part passes freely around one end of said coke guide

car, said supporting frame being releasably coupled to said

coke guide car for movement with the same along said battery;

and a hood carried by said supporting frame and extending at

least in part over said quenching car for intercepting dust and

gases which become liberated from said coke.

1. A flash distillation method for the treatment of sea water

or the like, which process comprises providing a plurality of

parallel flow trains of multistage flash distillation units of

successively greater numbers of units with respect to increas-

ing temperature gradient, the stages of each train having

interconnected condenser sections and interconnected flash

evaporation sections respectively, maintaining said evapora-

tion sections of each train at progressively lower pressures,

preheating a first dilute incoming brine stream in the intercon-

nected condenser sections of the shortest train and then heat-

ing said brine stream to a desired temperature and injecting

said preheated and heated first stream into the highest pres-

sure flash evaporation section of the longest train of the multi-

stage unit, said desired temperature of said preheated and

heated stream causing flashing to occur upon injection, heat-

ing a second equally dilute brine stream by heat-exchange

with condensing vapor by passing said second stream through

the interconnected condenser sections of the longest tram m

the direction of increasing pressure gradient, withdrawing said

heated second stream from the condenser section of said

highest pressure stage, and injecting said heated second

stream into the highest pressure flash evaporation section of

the next longest train, said heated second stream being at a

temperature where flashing occurs upon injection.

3,844,901

COKE OVEN EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM

Edward H. Roe, Kirkwood, Mo., and James D. Patton, Colllns-

vllle, III., assignors to Great Lakes Carbon Corporation, New

York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,396

Int. CI. C 10b 4 //OS

U.S. CI. 202-263 5 Claims

'vv'^y/-' ;!3fe^ .v^^"

1. In an apparatus for collecting particulate emissions dis-

charged into the atmosphere in the presence of high tempera-

ture gases produced by a high temperature chemical reaction

which includes a non-compartmented stationary housing de-



'2i)H2
OFFICIAL GAZETTE

fining an emissions entrapment zone positioned to receive
such emissions and having a peaked roof including end panelsand outwardly and downwardly extending Hrst and secondoof pane s which are higher than the source of said emissions
the first of said roof panels extending from the peaked roof toa point over or beyond the source of said emissions, and thesecond roof panel extending from the peaked roof in a direc-
lon away from the source of said emissions, the lower edge ofthe roof panels also being higher than the source of said emis-

sions, and a suction duct positioned at or near the apex of the
roof, the improvement which comprises providing

a. at least one panel extending inwardly and downwardly
from the lower portion or edge of said second roof panel
to a plane above the source of said emissions

b a substantially vertical wall panel extending downwardiv
from the lower portion or edge of said first roof panel to
a point immediately above the source of said emissions
c_ a panel extending inwardly and upwardly from about
the lower edge of said first roof panel and above the
source of said emissions;

the upper part of said housing comprising said roof panels

one'fo ^h"
'
T'^

'^' ^'^' ^^^ ^"^ ^'^ P'^"^'^ constituting azone for thermal expansion of the gases and for particulate
classification and fallout;

'"-"laic

d. a suction duct positioned in the upper part of said expan-
sion zone and having a progressively increasing cross-
sectional area as the duct approaches the suction end
thereof; and

e. air scoops projecting from openings along the length of
said duct, having leading edges opposed to the direction
of gas now in the duct and being positioned in a manner
to substantially balance the gas pressure throughout said
duct when suction is applied thereto in order to produce
a negative pressure in the duct to evacuate particulates
and gases from said thermal expansion zone

October 29, 1974

solving a first aromatic fraction of said two fractions toprovide a first rich solvent stream containing saiS firs^
aromatic fraction and a first overhead vapor stream com-
prising non-aromatic and second aromatic fraction mate-

b. recovering said first aromatic fraction from said first rich
solvent and passing solvent remaining after said recovery
back to said extractive distillation zone of step (a)

c. condensing at least a portion of said first overhead lapor
stream to form a condensed feed

d. passing condensed feed into a liquid phase extraction
zone maintained at extraction conditions including thepresence of a liquid solvent capable of selectively dis-
solving the second aromatic fraction material in said
condensed feed and a hereinafter defined refiux to pro-vide a second rich solvent stream containing the second
aromatic fraction and non-aromatics and a raffinate
phase comprising non-aromatic hydrocarbons

e. passing said second rich solvent stream into a strippingzone maintained under stripping conditions to remove
non-aromatics from said second rich solvent to provide a

^hfrH r'l
'"'' ''P°' comprising non-aromat.cs and a

fraction 'and roK::r"
""'"^'"^ "" ^^^^"^ ^-"^^"^

f ';«"^ensing second overhead vapor and returning at least

ste'o d?3 r^K^"
'''' "S"*d-liquid extraction zone ofstep (d) as the above mentioned reflux

g. recovering said second aromatic fraction from said third
rich solvent and passing solvent remaining after saidrecovery back to said liquid phase extraction zone

3,844,902

, .nmn'^ct??'^
^^ EXTRACTIVE DISTILLATION ANDLIQUID EXTRACTION PROCESS FOR SEPARATION OFA HYDROCARBON FEED MIXTURE

UOP^Pl-;-^!'.'""'
"."^'*?^'-< A. Lengemann, both of 20

III 60016
^'*"*'"'" * ^^- ^'""'P^'^ «««***• D*s Plaines,

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,587

ir c n, ,n J"'-
^'- ^^^*^ ^/^*- ^/^^- BOId 3/40

^•'- ^'- ^«^-^^
16 Claims

3,844,903
SEPARATING ALPHA, BETA-UNSATURATFn

az\X'op^'d,Vt^?,T.^ aqueous^'olutions bv
^r,V^™?;^,'^'STILLATION WITH EXCESS SOLVENT
wiSfn r"*"'""'

""'.''""' Reicheneder, both of Lud-wigshafen. Germany, assignors to Badische Anilin & Soda-Fabnk Akfengesellschan, Ludwigshafen/Rhine, Germa^
Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,169

2121123
'"'"""''^' "PP''""°" Germany, Apr. 29, 1971,

II K ri ,«' !"<• CI. BOld i/i6. C07c 57/04
^•'- '^'- ''''-''

12 Claims

1. A process for the recovery of two aromatic fractions and

arom'ar'f;
'"" '" ^>^-^-»'«" ^-^ mixture containing

aromatic and non-aromatic hydrocarbons, which process
comprises: ft^^-^^a

a. passing said feed into an extractive distillation zone main-
tamed under extractive distillation conditions including
the presence of liquid solvent capable of selectively dis

1. In a process for recovering acrylic acid from an aqueous

^?H ?S
;^°";^^'"'"g f^°"' '0 to 80 percent by weight of acrylic

acid. 20 to 80 percent water and byproducts of the propylene
oxidation process selected from the group consisting of acetic
acid, maleic acid and maleic anhydride, the improvement
comprising, distilling off water from said aqueous solution
azeotropically m a distillation column while adding an amount
ot a hydrophobic organic solvent which is from 100 to 5 000
times greater than that required for the azeotropic removal ofhe water, which hydrophobic organic solvent boils at highe
emperatures than acrylic acid, does not form azeotropes with
aid acids and male.c anhydride and. under the condLns ofthe azeotropic distillation, boils at least 20= C higher "hanma^ic anhydride up to 300° C and withdrawing the ac yhc

bottrft.^"i^or:r
^^^^^^^^^'^ -^-^^ -'^-^^^^
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3 844 904

ANODIC OXIDATION OFGALLIUM PHOSPHIDE

Joseph Yahalom, Haifa, Israel, assignor to Bell Telephone

Laboratories Incorporated, Murray Hill, N J.

Continuation of Ser. No. 342,462, March 19, 1973,. This

application Feb. 7, 1974, Ser. No. 440,395

Int. CLC23b 1 1 102

U.S. CI. 204-56 R * Claims

1. A process for the anodic oxidation of Ill-V semiconduc-

tor compounds carried out in an electrolyte with an anodizing

current characterized in that the anodizing current is greater

than one mA/cm^ the electrolyte is buffered with a buffer

concentration of between 0.0 IM and l.OM and the pH is

between 4 and 7.

3,844,905

TESTING A TOXIC AGENT ALARM WITH A NONTOXIC

f SIMULANT
Joseph Epstein, and Lewis M. Berkowitz, both of Baltimore,

Md., assignors to The United States of America as repre-

sented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed May 24, 1972, Ser. No. 256,514

Int. CI. BO Ik 1100

U.S. CI. 204- IT 4 Claims

1. A method of testing or challenging an alarm for the

detection of toxic G and V agents by using a simulant com-

pound which has no significant toxicity, said alarm including

an electrochemical cell with a silver electrode for the detec-

tion of CN-ions, said cell having an electrolyte including an

oxime for reaction with phosphonofiuoridates or G agents or

analogs, wherebv CN'ions are generated, said alarm further

including AgNOl, and KF for the conversion of V agents to G

analogs, comprising the steps of providing an air sample con-

taining said simulant compound having the formula

CHj o
\ ^
p

C:ll50 .S—

K

wherein R is any C, through C,j alkyl group, reacting said

compound of the air sample with the AgNOa and KF to pro-

duce the corresponding fluoridate, passing said fluoridate to

the electrochemical cell and reacting said fluoridate with the

oxime in the electrolyte of the electrochemical cell of the

alarm to produce CN'ions in the cell electrolyte, reacting the

CN'ions at the silver electrode of the electrochemical cell to

produce a change in potential, and monitoring the change in

potential to determine the alarm challenge.

a relatively thin, ductile, seamless nickel belt by electrolyti-

cally depositing nickel from said solution onto a support man-

drel and thereafter recovering said nickel belt by cooling said

nickel coated mandrel effecting a parting of the nickel belt

from the mandrel due to different respective coefficients of

thermal expansion comprising:

establishing an electroforming zone comprising a sulfur

depolarized nickel anode and a cathode comprising said

support mandrel, said anode and cathode being separated

by said nickel sulfamate solution maintained at a temper-

ature of about 140° to 160° F. and having a current den-

sity therein ranging from about 200 to about 400

amps/ft^

imparting sufficient agitation to said solution to continu-

ously expose said cathode to fresh solution;

maintaining said solution within said zone at a stable equi-

librium composition comprising:

Total Nickel

Halide as NiX,, 6HjO
H3BO,

12 to IS.Ooz/aal

0.11 to 0.23 moles/gal

4.5 to 6.0 oz/gal

electrolytically removing metallic and organic impurities

from said solution upon egress thereof from said electro-

forming zone:

continuously charging to said solution about 1 .0 to 2.0 x

lO"-* moles of a stress reducing agent per mole of nickel

electrolytically deposited from said solution.

passing said solution through a filtering zone to remove any

solid impurities therefrom;

cooling said solution sufficiently to maintain the tempera-

ture within the electroforming zone upon recycle thereto

at about 140° to 160° F. at the current density in said

electroforming zone; and

recycling said solution to said electroforming zone.

3,844,906

DYNAMIC BATH CONTROL PROCESS

Raymond E. Bailey, and Douglas A. Kreckel, both of Webster,

N.Y., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 251,045, May 8, 1972,

abandoned. This application May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,592

Int. CI. C23b 7102, BO Ik 3100

U.S. CI. 204-9 »9 Claims

COOtINC •

3,844,907

METHOD OF REPRODUCING MAGNETIZATION
PATTERN

TaUuji Kiumoto; MasashI Aonuma, and Kazuhiro Kawaziri,

all of Odawara, Japan, assignors to Fuji Photo Film Co.,

Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 129,131, March 29, 1971,

Pat. No. 3,759,796. Thb application Aug. 17, 1973, Ser. No.

389,085

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 27, 1970, 45-

25712
Int. CI. C04b 35100; C23b 7/02: Glib 5100

U.S. CI. 204-12 10 Claims

1. A method for reproducing an original magnetization

pattern of a substrate which has a low coercivity of not less

than 300 Oe to form a master of high coercivity capable of

repeated use. said high coercivity ranging from 1.5 to 3.0

times said low coercivity, said method comprising plating onto

the low coercivity substrate a ferromagnetic material of high

coercivity therby forming a plated magnetic film of said ferro-

magnetic material of high coercivity, said plated magnetic film

having the same magnetization pattern as said original mag-

netization pattern.

J SOLUTION
"• RECOVCRT

BELT FORMING
1 LOOP
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^ FORMING I-
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PURIFICATION
SUMP
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.^CLEaNWC
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I

^
I

MEAT
1 EXCHANGE

FILTER -*-

H

1. A process for maintaining a continuous and stable aque-

ous nickel sulfamate electroforming solution adapted to form

3,844,908

PROCESS FOR COLORING ALUMINUM AND
ALUMINUM ALLOYS

Hiroto Matsuo, and Tadamitsu Nakamura, both of Saitama-

ken, Japan, assignors to Dainichiseika Color & Chemicals

Mfg. Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,442

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 24, 1972, 47-

104669
Int. CLC2»b 9/02. C23f/ 7/00

U.S. CL 204-35 N 13 Claims

1. A process for coloring aluminum and aluminum alloys,

which comprises:



2084

'"nnmliJ'
°'''?'""^ ' membrane of aluminum or an alumi-num alloy at a temperature of from ]5''. 35^ in a soluHon containing from 0. 1 - 30% bv weight nf^ 1^ u

rous ox.c.e acilor an acid mixtl'^ofTXpl-u^Tx^^^^^
ac.d and from 50 to 150% by weight'of a^econd add

wherein "te't^r"'
°' Phosphorous oxide acid useiwherem the total concentration of said acid mixture

raSr wl an 'J'"'
'' "^'^'^ ^"^ '^-»'"« ^^^^^^
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3 844 911
METHOD FOR PRODUCING ADIPONITRILE

7Z^' ^"""*"' ""*'*^^"'*' ^'''••' -^Jgnoro PhillipsPetroleum Company, Bartlesville, Olcla
"^

FIW July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,556

U.S. CI. m-7,T ''"'' ^''^ ''^^^^- '^'/^^

14 Claims

3,844,909
MAGNETIC FILM PLATED WIRE AND SUBSTRATES

THEREFOR

lidj; N.Y.' ^ *"*•"' ^'^^'''^ ^°'"P""y' S<^henec.

Division of Ser. No. 89,002, Nov. 12, 1970, Pat. No 3 753 665

i967'-r;"T*ir;'''-p"^^ «' ^^- ^^ ^^s 942; au^t
'

1967, abandoned. This application Feb. 9, 1973, Ser No
330,955

V.S. a. 104-40
'"'^'- """"''"'

8 Claims

1. The method of making magnetic film plated wire formemory devices comprising the steps of
electrolytically depositing on a gold clad wire, having a core

selected from the group consisting of tungsten and molyb-

geomTt'ry' ''
'°'''"' ''^''' '° P'"'^"'' ' ^'^^' ^"^f^"-

electrolytically depositing on said first copper layer a sec-ond copper layer to produce a different surface geometryfrom said first surface geometry; and
geometry

electrolytically depositing on said second copper layer ofmagnetic film, selected from the group consisting o
nickel-iron and alloys thereof.

"'«*i5>i>ng oi

an*acrv?oSrV°'
'"°'^"''"« adiponitrile by electrolysis of

vLdeecClv.i.?rK
''''''"'" P'"'"« ^'^^^"gh an undi-

improvt'n^'c^^mp^sing"'"^ ' ''''''' '^' ^ -°^- ^'^

Te'am t^ Ih^t.f"'
"'" °' ''^ "^^'^"''"'^ ^^^-''^

passing a wash stream through the cell in contact with theca hode and the anode, said wash stream being a strong

of abZT 20°'"'""k''""^
' --^"«-t-n *" the rang!

continuing to pass the wash stream through the cell incontact with the electrodes for a period of time sufficientfor removing deposits from the electrodes
termmating the passage of the wash stream through the cell;

'"rirrn"^h';r'^!.°^
'^' acrylonitrile composite streamthrough the cell and the production of adiponitrile.

3,844,912
PROCESS FOR TREATING ELECTROLYTIC

^, .
MANGANESE DIOXIDE

Masakazu Shuin, Takehara, Japan, assignor to Mitsui Mining& S^^'t'ngCo. Ltd., Chuo.ku, Tokyo, Japan
^

Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376^452
Int. CI. COlb 13/14

U.S. CI. 204-96
4 Claims

3,844,910
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF METAL

.,-.,. COATINGS

S nJr'
""'' ^°"''!'«'*"' -"d Gunter Kratel, Sankt Mang,

cXmLS^^^Z^ '' ^'^-^'------k Kempt/n

Filed July 19, 1973, Ser. No. 380,823

2236443
''"°'""^' "PP''""«" ^"""""y' J-'y 25, 1972,

,,e ^.
Int. CI. C23b 5/00

U.S. CI. 204-45 R
1. Process for the production by electroplating of metalhccoatings containing embedded therein nonmetallicsoTd ma-terials havmg a grain size not greater than 10 microns whTchcomprises incorporating in the electroplating baths containingsaid solid materials 0.

1
- 3.0 percent, by weight of atlas onfamino-organosilicon compound, based' on the weight of saidnonmetallic solid materials to be embedded in safd m/tamc

'.-O
Cwjoe
MANGANESE

[DIOXIDE

MnO?
(SMALL

FRAGMENT)

LEAD OXIDE (FINE POWDER)

contact with the electrolytic solution are made of lead or leaH

dlnl .
""P^^^^n^ent comprises a step of subjcling thedeposited manganese dioxide layers having lead oxide films ontheir surfaces peeled off from an anode I mutual ab as onthereby substantially removing said films from said la^es and

IS °aidTlm:'L'" h"^
''' "^"^^""^ dioxide la/errfrom

Pieces oMrn.^ ^•^'" '""°'"^ '" '^^ preceding step into

water or in J. T '"
r'^'"'"

'^''"'''''' '^^ ^ashing^ithwater or an alkaline solution, thereby removing a sulfate.on-containing compound occluded in said pieces
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3 844 913

METHOD FOR REGULATING ANODE-CATHODE

SPACING IN AN ELECTROLYTIC CELL TO PREVENT

CURRENT OVERLOADS AND UNDERLOADS

Jack Warren, Irvlngton, N.Y., assignor to Olln Corporation,

New Haven, Conn.

Filed May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 359,152

Int. CI. COld 1108: C22d 1104

U.S. CI. 204-99 10 Claims

irradiating the aqueous solution at a pH of about 3.5 or less

with ultraviolet radiation of sufficiently short wavelength

j(r»f» ? Ti

i
[7.;-,, Id 0^

for a sufficient period of time to decompose substantially

all of said compound.

1 In a iliethod for continuously protecting electrodes

against current overloads or underloads in an electrolytic cell

containing an electrolyte decomposable by electric current

said electrolyte being in contact with said electrodes, said

electrodes being comprised of at least one adjustable anode

set and a liquid cathode in spaced relationship, applying a

current to each said anode set through at least one conductor,

detecting a signal corresponding to said current in said con-

ductor, compensating said signal for temperature variation in

said conductor to produce a temperature-compensated signal,

amplifying said temperature-compensated signal to produce

an amplified signal, generating an average signal representing

amplified signals from each said anode set m said cell, the

improvement which comprises:

a. generating a collective signal proportional to said average

signal. f

b. selecting individually for each anode set a first portion ot

said collective signal as an upper reference signal.

c selecting individually for each anode set a second portion

of said collective signal as a lower reference signal, the

differences between said upper reference signal and said

lower reference signal representing the operating current

range for said anode set,

d. comparing said amplified signal with said upper reference

signal and said lower reference signal, and

e adjusting the space between said anode set and said

cathode when said amplified signal falls outside said

operating current range.

3 844 914

PHOTOLYTIC PURIFICATION OF AQUEOUS
SOLUTIONS CONTAINING NITROPHENOL

COMPOUNDS
Craig B. Murchlson, Midland, Mich., assignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 394,010

Int. CL BOlj ///O

U.S.CL 204-158 R
, .

16 Claims

1. A method of treating an aqueous solution containing a

nitrophenol compound to decompose said compound com-

prising:

3,844,915

PROCESS FOR PREPARING ORGANOCHLOROSILANES
Minoru Takamlzawa; Takayoshi Hayashi, and Masatoshi

Takita, all of Annaka, Japan, assignors to Shinetsu Chemical

Company, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 276,909

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 2, 1971, 46-

58147The portion of the term of thU patent subsequent to Mar.

15, 1989, has been disclaimed.

Int. CL BOlj ///O

U.S.CL 204-158 R 8 Claims

1. in the process for preparing aromatic group containing

organochlorosilanes comprising irradiating, in the presence of

chlorine, a liquid mixture of a chlorosilane having the general

formula
(CH3)3-Cl.SiH

wherein n is an integer of 2 or 3 and an aromatic compound

having the general formula

wherein Z is hydrogen, halogen, or a monovalent organic

radical selected from the group consisting of alkyl. haloalkyl.

alkoxy. phenyl, halophenyl, phenoxy. phenylmethylene, and
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dialkylamino radicals, the irradiation being carried out with

extedln'rtso'oT";
°' ^'^ ^^^^ '^'' wavelengtistt

exceeding 3,800 Angstrom, the improvement which com-prises the step of bringing said chlorine into admixture wiThad liquid mixture m the absence of said irradiation and thenmtroduc.ng. w.th.n from 0,01 to 1 second, the resulting admixture to a zone where said irradiation takes place
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f. staining said electrophoretically treated sheet member ofstep (e) to analyze said sample, and
g. scanning said stained electrophoretically treated sheetmember of step (f) for results.

3,844,916
RADIATION CURABLE NON-GELLED MICHAEL

ADDITION REACTION PRODUCTS

Ts'l^aineffn."*'""'
**"'""'' "'' ""'«"*^^ '« ^^'«' »"-'

Filed Sept. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 290,068

1. An ultraviolet curable composition comprising (Tw!
radiation curable liquid, non-gelled Michael addition reaction
product of an aliphatic amine containing a single amino hy-drogen atom with a stoichiometric excess of a polyester of
acrylic acid with a polyhydric alcohol, said amine constituting
at least 5 percent of said reaction product; and ( 2 ) a photosen
sitizer rendering the product sensitive to ultraviolet radiation

3 844 917
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
RING-CHLORINATED ALKYLBENZENES

Bernard Miller, Amherst, Mass.
Filed Dec. 20, 1971, Ser. No. 210,231

Inl. CI. BOlj ///0.C07C /7//2
U.S. CI. 204-163 R

'

^ ^.^^.^^
I. A method for preparing ring-chlorinated alkylbenzenTsby reacting a compound selected from the group consisting of

benzenesulfonyl chlorides bearing alkyl groups'of one to's^carbons on the ring and benzenesulfonyl chlorides bearing
cycloalkyi groups of one to six carbons on the ring with chiome m the presence of light of between 300 and 500 mM andthen with a reducing agent consisting of a metal and a solvent
containing active hydrogen atoms to remove anv nonaromat"c
halogens introduced in the chlorination step.

3 844 919
METHOD OF PREPARING PHOTOSENSITIVE SURFACF^JShunsuke Shiota, Yokahama, and Takao SolZ Tokyo^^'hof Japan assignors to Ricoh Company Ltd., T^kyo J^DanCont.nuat.on o Ser. No. 42,501, June 1, 1970 abandon'^This apphcation Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,865Cla.mspnor..y, application Japan, June 10, 1969 44-45633

U.S.C,. 204-181
"•'•^'•««'^^/«^

1. A method of producing a zinc oxide-containing pho^os'eTs.l.ve layer upon an electroconductive substrate which com"

temperature of from about 10°-2'ir fn r,r^T ^ ^
^

3.844,920

D ». ^ o „ ^"* ^^^^ '^^TIO SENSOR

BlZt M "/^*"' ""•' *••"" ^ • "oHeboom, both of Grand

D«?:it, M^:
"^^'^""" •'' ^^"-' ^-0- Corpor^aS

Filed Nov. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 417,724

U.S. CI.
204-195?''"'"''^'''^'''"^/^^

6 Claims

3,844,918
STABILIZING MEDIA TEMPLATE

Division of Ser. No. 242,872, April 10, 1972, , which is a
d.v.s,on of Ser No. 9.624, Feb. 9, 1970, Pat. No. M9 1,054

Th.s application Nov. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 419 137
Int. CI. BO Ik 5/00

U.S. CI. 204-180 G ,p, .

5 tia.ms

phL^s ^SiiS^
electrophoresis and immunoelectro-

a. coating one side of a sheet member having at least oneaperture therethrough with a stabilizing media gef
b. allowing said stabilizing media to harden wherein saidape ure in combination with said hardened stabilizmgmedia gel form at least one well,

i^"'^ing

c. depositing a sample to be tested within said well
d. inoculating said sample to be tested

1
.

An exhaust gas sensor for measuring the relative presenceof oxygen m an exhaust system comprising: a hollow metalshell having a shoulder therein, a first metal gasket on saidshoulder a conically shaped hollow zirconia element nos.oned withm said hollow metal shell on said gasket J^Tvmg'oeend Cosed and thin walls tapering from the thinnest ecZ
tion JT "' '^' ""'"^ ^"'^ '"^ terminates in a ^h" ker Lct.on at the opposite end. which end has an enlarged diameterthat forms a top shoulder and a bottom shoulder saui zirconlaekment having a platinum coating on the inside ad" utsilsurfaces including the top and bottom shoulders to form in7erand outer electrodes on said zirconia element witSThe enlarged diameter portion between the top and bot om shoulders being uncoated, said bottom shoulder of said Zircon

i''

element being in contact with said first metal ^ket ofola nrst electrical contact means between said outer hell andsa.d outer electrode, a second metal gasket on the top shoulder of said zirconia element that provides electrical comaewith the inner electrode on said zirconia element Lnd a mltabody member placed thereon forming a second contact meanswith a terminal on said body member, said outer me^rshe,•ncludmg clamping means to retain said zirconia body saidgaskets and said body member in a gas tight relatLnsht. and
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mica means between said body member and clamping means

to compensate for the different expansion and contraction

rates of the different components assembled in gas tight rela-

tionship to maintain such relationship through the operating

life of the sensor.

3,844,921

ANOo'i CONTAINING PIN-TYPE INSERTS

Risque L. Benedict, Santa Monica, Calif., assignor to Esso

Production Research Company, Houston, Tex.

Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,768

Int. CL C23f 13106; BO Ik 3106

3 844 923

DANGLER ASSEMBLY FOR ELECTRO-CHEMICAL
INSTALLATIONS

Paul W. Sandrock, 4792 Ranchwood Rd., Akron, Ohio 44313

Filed Aug. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 385,069

Int. CI. C23b 5/75. BOlk 3100

U.S. CI. 204-279 ^ Claims

30, |28 30 i6x

U.S. CI. 204- 96 10 Claims

1. A dangler assembly for an electrochemical installation

comprising:

a. an electrical conductor,

b a metallic sleeve encasing one end of said conductor,

c. a metallic pin embedded in said end concentric therewith,

and,

d. a contactor encasing said metallic sleeve in compression

whereby said conductor is compressed between said

metallic sleeve and said concentric pin.

1. An anotfe for a cathodic protection system or similar

electrolytic process which comprises a lead metal anode body;

a plurality of pins extending into said body from the outer

surface thereof, said pins being made of a base metal selected

from the group consisting of tantalum, titanium, niobium,

zirconium, vanadium and alloys thereof and being coated with

a noble metal from Group VIII of the Periodic Table; and

means for applving an electric current to said anode body.

3 844 922

APPARATUS FOR ELECTROLYTIC ETCHING

Charles J. Trzyna, Long Grove, and Quentin R. Kranz, Bar-

rington Hills, both of III., assignors to Metalectric, Inc.,

Barrington, III.

Division of Ser. No. 172,505, Aug. 17, 1971, Pat. No.

3,749,653. This application July 11, 1973, Ser. No. 378,199

Int. CL BOlk 3100

L.S. CI. 204-228 9 Claims

3 844 924

SPUTTERING APPARATUS FOR FORMING OHMIC

CONTACTS FOR SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

James A. Cunningham, Richardson, and Coy D. Orr, Dallas,

both of Tex., assignors to Texas Instruments Incorporated,

Dallas, Tex. ^, , ^^, /w»e

Division of Ser. No. 67,654, Aug. 3, 1970, Pat. No. 3.667,005,

which is a division of Ser. No. 561,845, June 30, »966, Pat. No.

3 616,401. This application Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,711

Int. CL C23c 15100

U.S. CI. 204-298 ^ Claims

&^**

1. In electrolytic etching apparatus wherein a metal anode-

workpiece and a cathode are positioned in a tank containing

an electrolytic solution and a voltage source is connected

across said anode and cathode to etch uncovered portions of

said workpiece. the improvement comprising, in combination:

one surface of said cathode facing saii anode, said anode-

facing surface having connected thereto a pair of spaced

electrically conductive leads, and means for applying an alter-

nating electric potential across said leads while the voltage

from said voltage source is simultaneously applied across said

anode and cathode.

I. A sputtering apparatus for sequentially depositing a plu-

rality of thin films upon the surface of semiconductor sub-

strates, comprising in combination:

a. chamber means having inlet and outlet means for provid-

ing a confined zone of low pressure;

b. support means rotatably mounted in said chamber means

for supporting said substrates so that at least a down-

wardly facing surface thereof is exposed;

c. at least two cathodes mounted in said chamber means

below said support means;

d. a plurality of spaced electrodes mounted in said chamber

means below said support means and above said cathode

for producing a glow discharge of charged ions between

said support means and each cathode;

e. voltage means for sequentially applying a voltage to each

of said cathodes so as to selectively charge each cathode

and cause said charged ions to strike each cathode with
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sufficient energy to cause upward sputtering thereof and
deposition of a thin film of material upon the exposed
surfaces ofsaid substrates; and

'^ exposea

f. means for rotating said support means and for thereby
transporting said substrates to a sequence of positions

ethTaSo^l""'" ' ""'°™ ^P"""^' ^^P-'' f--
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3,844,925
MOLECULAR FRACTIONATION

m^ o"'""'"!!'
Cambridge, Mass., assignor to Center forBlood Research, Boston, Mass.

Filed July 2, 1973, S«r. No. 375,659
Int. CI. BO Ik 5/00

i>s.a.204-m ,,^^

and/nrXt'' "^T" "" ""'S™"' ""1 ">' suppor.ing fluid

outer walls about the common axis thereof thereby to stabiliseflow conditions in the flow chamber, at least said outer wallbe ng rotatable about said axis the improvement whe ein^hemlet means comprises a plurality of orifices which communi

mo t^'e angular ch" T"'"^
'^^ '"^^'^^"'^'"^ migrant mTriinto the annular chamber, a migrant material supply means aporous material positioned between the migram ma^e i'alsupply means and the orifices, and means constrLnTngJhe

mnu. .

^PP^'^'"^ f°^ isoelectric fractionation of charged

umi ?n?
^°'"P7'"« ^ ^'"d phase container defining a col

end. If T"5 ^°' '^P'y'"« '^'''"' P°^«"'i^' between the

t^^^WTi
'°'"'"" '^^'''''' "P°" ampholyte molecules insaid solid phase to establish a pH gradient along the columnwhereby desired molecules can migrate to and accumulate

at'positions along the length of the column correspond g toheir isoelectric points, the improvement wherein' said contamer comprises a series of separable segments normallvhree or more each defining a portion of the 1 ngth oT hesolid phase column through which the molecules mfgrate thesegments including supports for respective portionfof said

s'd'ciir'^^^'^
'''' '"^^ '' '"^'^'^-"'—d^;:m

3,844,926
SEPARATION APPARATUS

I'ndlirTH'"^"'^^**'""'^'
'*«*^'-' "^"^do^h, Reading,and John Anderson Gibson, Abingdon, all of England af

doTEnS-nd"""'
'''"^''"'" "'"'"'^ ^''"^ AuthoStT, U„.

Filed Sept. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 393,950

414?5/T2
'"'"""^' «PP«"«i«n Great Britain, Sept. 6, 1972,

U.S.CI.204-199^''"^'''^'''*'^'^^^^^
I. In a separation apparatus comprising a subsLnSvumnterruped annular chamber bounded by subsS^ coaxial outer and inner walls, inlet means by which m grant'material and a migrant-supporting fluid can be introduced ntothe annular chamber at a first reoion th^r^^f „" «

ating a force field by which'r^^ant ma nSt^chamber can be subjected to a force field to produce a differential response, as regards movement in a direction radially of

arrSmTn h
° PfI

'''^""^^ '^' P«^°"^ '"a«e"al. thearrangement being such that migrant material from the supplymeans passes through the porous material into the or'fices^and thence into the annular opening and into the annub;chamber and the outlet means comprises a plura^^y of co1

h^h^ '^T''!;'' T^ ^°"^^^'"8 chamber hav'ing a y/ctingchamber inlet distributed around the collecting chamber andhaving interconnected channels for conducting a s^naaled

Uv' orn"onT
^'^

^°'i"^"«
^^^"'^^ '"'^^ and alng a'plu a,.ty of non-hnear paths to converge at chamber outlet meansdisposed within the chamber, the arrangement being such thathe minimum path length for the separated fraction fJom thecollec ing chamber inlet to the chamber outlet means^ ,hesame from all points on the collecting chamber inle'

3 844 927
ELECTRODIALYTICRECOVERY OF ACID AND

Richa'rfN 's'^'k'?^'^^^'^^
^««^ SPENT^lI^UOrs

Richard N Smith, East Norwalk, Conn., assignor to Sybron
Corporation, Rochester, N.V.

^y»rvn

Division of Ser. No. 250,625, May 5, 1972, Pat. No. 3,788,959
This application Nov. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 41 1,652

„ ^ ^ Int. CI. BOld 13/02
^•^•^'•2«^-^«

9 Claims

1. An electrodialytic apparatus for the regeneration andconcentration of acid from a mixture ofsaid add and metaMn
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solution comprising, a frame having in sequence therein an

anode chamber adapted to contain circulating anolyte and

having an anode with a surface in the anode chamber adapted

to be in contact with the anolyte; at least one concentrating

chamber adapted to contain circulating electrolyte; a spent

liquor chamber adapted to contain a circulating mixture of

said acid and metal in solution; a cathode chamber adapted to

contain circulating catholyte having a cathode with a surface

in the cathode chamber adapted to be in contact with the

catholyte; ion permeable membranes separating said cham-

bers, the membrane separating the cathode chamber from the

spent liquor chamber being an anion permselective membrane

having one side disposed in the cathode chamber and the

other side disposed in the spent liquor chamber, the ion per-

meable membrane separating the anode chamber and the

concentrating chamber having one side disposed in the anode

chamber and the other side disposed in the concentrating

chamber, and the ion permeable membrane separating the

concentrating chamber and the spent liquor chamber being of

the type permitting the migration of anions and having one

side disposed in the concentrating chamber and the other side

disposed in the spent liquor chamber; an inlet and outlet

means for each chamber and means for circulating said ano-

lyte catholyte, electrolyte and mixture of said acid and metal

in solution through the respective chambers; and means for

imposing a difference in potential across the anode and cath-

ode.

u

TO ^HOOUC'
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3,844,930
RETORTING OIL SHALE WITH SPECIAL PELLETS AND

STEAM STRIPPING
Donald K. Wunderlich, and James L. Skinner, both of Rich-

ardson, Tex., assignors to Atlantic Richfield Company, Los
Angeles, Calif.

*^
-^

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 285,732, Sept 1 1972

iflJ'^oo'*?**'','!'''*'''
'* "• fon<*nuation-in-part of Ser. No.

'

-i84,288, Aug. 28, 1972, abandoned. This application Oct 26
1973, Ser. No. 410,119

*
'

Int. CI. CI Ob 5i/06
^^•^'•208-n 40 Claims

October 29, 1974

the range of 200T to 280T, an index number of more thanuu and a maximum absorption wave-length. Xmax, of the
ultraviolet absorption spectrum of 220 to 230 mu
wherein index number equals 8-K).625b.p. -447 and 8

represents the speciHc dispersion at 20T and b p is the
boiling point in "C ,

'^' '

with (B) an olefin having 2 to 9 carbon atoms, at a tempera-
ture m the range of 40° to 380», at a pressure of to 150
kg/cm gauge and a liquid residence time of I to 5
hours, m the presence of (C) an acid catalyst until from

5 to 2.0 moles of said olefin is reacted per one mole of
said starting material, to form an alkylated reaction prod-

'TvS It '"'i 'T''°" P'^'^"'^' ^y distillation an
alkylated hydrocarbon fraction having said index number

2"6j°'toW? "^
'"^ '^ '"'^ '^'"'"^ ' ^°"'"S ^^"«^ °^

1. In a method for retorting crushed oil shale containing
carbonaceous organic matter and mineral matter wherein oil
shale IS retorted by contacting said oil shale with hot pellets in
a retort zone to gas and oil products, particulate spent shale
and an organic combustible deposition on said pellets and said
spent shale, said pellets having been heated in a pellet deposi-
tion burning zone to a retort zone inlet temperature of be-
tween l.OOOT, and I.400T. mainly by combustion of a com-
bustible carbon-containing deposition on said pellets said
pellets being in amount sufficient to provide at least 50 per-
cent of the heat required to vaporize a major portion of the
carbonaceous matter from said oil shale and to heal said
crushed oil shale from its retort zone inlet temperature to a

i^Soc^''"^ ''"J'^'
temperature of between SOOT, and

1.150 F.. and wherein said gas and oil products are separated
and recovered, the improvement comprising contacting in a
first steam stripping zone at least a portion of said pellets from
said retort zone with steam to remove a portion of said com-
bustible deposition on the contacted pellets, the temperature

'.".?ncc " '^^^"^ stripping zone being between 800°F and
1. 1 50 P.. recovering at least a portion of the removed portion
of said combustible deposition, and passing said contacted
pellets to said pellet deposition burning zone.

3,844,932
PROCESS FOR TREATING BY-PRODUCT HEAVYFRACTIONS FORMED IN THE PRODUCTION OF

_. OLEFINS
Shinpel Gomi No 1-6, Nakamura, Nerima-ku; Masaaki

Takahash., No. 2-23, Azabu-Jyuban, Minato-ku; Tadashi
Ishiguro No. 2-26, HIgashishincho. Itabashiku; Akio

KuS'' r"-
'•^'

'i!'^"''«-^»'o. Fuchu-shi, all of Tokv^Kumhiko Liemoto, No. 26-6, Shiratoridai, Mldori-ku
Vokohama-sh,, and Hiroshi Kunbayashi, No. 2-1-6

alUfTapan
"'''"' ^°''«''«'"«-^»''- ^'^ «'. Kanagawa,'

Division ofSer No. 97,231, Dec. 11, 1970, Pat. No. 3,689,401
This application May 19, 1972, Ser. No. 254,982

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec 11 1960 aa
99046; Feb. 23, 1970, 45-11341; fV2^^970;45 11^42

U.S. CI. 208-57
'"'•^••^»««^^/^^

I Claim

3-13
' = "

I
i

'
'3'-."

I

~ :i lii-;. I

'^^ 2Ln zzj --n

3,844.931
METHOD OF MANUFACTURING SPECIAL SOLVENT

Tadashi Ishiguro; Akio Okagami; ShinlchI Igeta; ShImpei
Gomi. and Masaaki Takahaski, all of Tokyo, Japan, assign-
ors to Japan Gasoline Company, Ltd., Chlyoda-ku, Tokyo
and Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Chuo-ku
Tokyo, both of. Japan

Filed June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,808
Claims priority, application Japan, June 30, 1971, 46-48355

Int. CI. C07c 3/54
U.S. CI. 208-46 , ^, .

I A ^ f . . 5 Claims
.
A process for producing an alkylated hydrocarbon suit-able as a solvent which comprises, reacting (A) hydrocarbon

starting material consisting mainly of hydrocarbons boiling in

1. A process for the preparation of hydrocarbon oils ofimproved quality by treatment of by-product heavy fractionshaving an initial boiling point of above 160° C and a 75 per-cent distill-off point of below 450° C and obtained in the
production of gaseous olefins by the thermal cracking of
hydrocarbons at temperatures above 700° C which comprLs
1. imparting thermal stability to said by-product heavy frac-

of from^ 40°'ln ^.nno'^r
''''°"' ^'^'^ ^^^^^8^" ^' ^ temperatureof from 40 to 200° C, a pressure of from 5 to 300 Kg/cm^Gand a liquid residence time of from 0.1 to 5.0 hours in the

presence of a metallic nickel-containing catalyst, containing at
east

1 percent by weight of reduced nickel and not more than
10 percent by weight, based on the nickel, of a promoter
consisting of copper and chromium, said catalyst being pre-pared by treatment with organic sulfur compounds consisting

fh.' mill \°It''^.7'
^^'^'°«^" ^"^ ^"'^"^ ^'^^' to obtainthermally stabilized heavy fractions.

2. hydrorefining the thermally stabilized heavy fractions at

5 to 300 Kg/cm^ and a liquid residence time of from 0.

1
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to 5.0 hours in the presence of a catalyst containing at

least two components selected from the group consisting

of cobalt, molybdenum, tungsten and nickel to cause

desulfurization and denitrogenation, and

3. reacting the hydrorefined material with hydrogen at a

temperature of from 100° to 400° C, a pressure of from

10 to 300 Kg/cm^ and a liquid residence time of from

0.1 to 5.0 hours in the presence of a solid hydrogenating

catalyst.

3 844 933

HYDROCONVERSION OF COAL-DERIVED OILS

Ronald H. Wolk, Trenton; Michael C. Chervenak, Pennington,

both of N J., and Seymour B. Alpert, Los Altos, Calif., as-

signors to Hydrocarbon Research, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 297,930The portion of the term

of this patent subsequent to Nov. 23, 1988, has been

disclaimed.

Int. CL ClOg 13102, 13118

U.S. CI. 208-59 5 Claims

and a lower bed of shape selective hydrocracking catalyst to

afford flexibility in operation to pass reactants selectively

through both beds in sequence or through either bed alone

which comprises:

a. arranging the two discrete beds in spaced apart relation

and each spaced from the extremity of the converter

adjacent thereto thereby providing a common plenum

chamber between the beds and a terminal plenum cham-

ber adjacent each bed on the side thereof remote from

the other bed;

b. providing inlet means to the common plenum chamber;

c. providing both inlet means and outlet means to each of

the terminal plenum chambers;

'% ^

A
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54
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TAR a ASM

*f r neAvr
CAS OIL

1. A method for hydrocon version of coal-derived oil having

in the order of more than 50 weight percent boiling above

975°F and at least 0. 1 weight percent ash to convert in excess

of sixty percent of that boiling above 975°F to a fraction

boiling below 975°F. wherein the oil is heated and passed

upflow through a reaction zone under a hydrogen partial

pressure of 2.000 to 3,500 psi and at a temperature of

750°-950°F and containing a particulate catalyst, the upflow

velocity being such as to place the catalyst in random motion

in the liquid in the reaction zone, the improvement which

comprises:

a. using a particulate microspheroidal catalyst having a

relatively close particle size in the range of 40-325 mesh,

at least 75 percent of which is in the 50-200 mesh (USS)

size; and

b. selecting the catalyst from the hydrogenation group in-

cluding cobalt molybdate on alumina, nickel molybdate

on alumina, and mixtures thereof, and having a total pore

volume of 0.30 to 0.70 cc/gm. of which 0.20 to 0.40

cc/gm is in pores larger than 250 Angstroms effective

diameter and 0.10 to 0.30 cc/gm is in pores smaller than

250 Angstroms.

3 844,934

DUAL CATALYST CONVERTER PROCESS

John C. BonaccI, Cherry Hill, and Kenneth M. Mitchell, Marl-

ton, both of NJ., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation, New

York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 338,467

Int. CLC10gi7//0

U.S. CI. 208-66 1 Claim

1. A new use for a dual catalyst converter having an upper

bed of platinum group metal on alumina reforming catalyst

f4
I

TlO* legend

- CoWirt' B o'i|

vo't«s 5,4 ope^

^o!»e^ ', I ictoseo

— CcToifS' fior^ B

vo'»es I, flat*"

voivcs &.2.3cioMd

4«J

d. supplying a naphtha charge convertible by both of said

catalysts in sequence to the said terminal plenum cham-

ber adjacent the upper said bed of reforming catalyst and

withdrawing conversion products from the other of said

terminal plenum chambers whereby the conversions

characteristic of said two catalysts are accomplished in

sequence; and

e. interrupting the flow recited in (d) and selectively accom-

plishing conversion by one of said catalyst alone by intro-

ducing a naphtha charge convertible by a selected one of

said catalyst beds to said common plenum chamber and

withdrawing conversion products from the terminal

plenum chamber adjacent the said selected catalyst bed.

3 844 935

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING LEAD FREE MOTOR FUEL

Lewis E. Drehman, and Floyd E. Farha, Jr., both of Bartles-

ville, Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company, Bar-

tlesville, Okla.

Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Set. No. 320,500

Int. CI. ClOg i9/00

U.S. CI. 208-79 5 Claims

15
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processing refinery feedstocks selected from the group

consisting of natural gas liquids and crude oil to obtain a
first stream comprising liquid hydrocarbons having six
carbon atoms;

fractionating said first stream to obtain a second stream
comprising hydrocarbons having a boiling point in the
isohexane range and a third stream comprising hydrocar-
bons having a boiling point above the isohexane range-

hydrogenating said third stream to obtain a fourth stream
comprising saturated hydrocarbons having six carbon
atoms;

isomerizing said fourth stream to obtain a fifth stream com-
prising isohexane and cyclohexane;

fractionating said fifth stream to obtain a sixth stream com-
prising cyclohexane and n-hexane and a seventh stream
comprising isohexane;

contacting said second stream comprising hydrocarbons
having a boiling point in the isohexane range and said
seventh stream comprising isohexane in a reforming zone
under reforming conditions in the presence of steam in
the presence of a reforming catalyst selected from the
group consisting of Group VIII metal in combination with
a tin-modified Group II metal aluminate and

separately recovering from said reforming zone a motor fuel
blending stock having an ASTM research octane number
of at least 95.

3,844.936

DESLLFURIZATION PROCESS
Esmond John Newson, Birkerod, Denmark, assignor to Haldor
Topsoe A/S. Soborg. Denmark
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 166,139, July 26 1971

abandoned. This application Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. '347,250

37659/70
'"""""^' "PP""^'"" ^'*«* ^•'^'"' Aug. 4, 1970,

Int. CI. ClOg 13102,23102vs.a.2n-m
jcuta.

October 29, 1974

wherein a predominant phase of said two phases is intro-
duced into the catalyst bed through the passage means in
Its outer cylindrical wall and the other phase through
passage means in one of the end walls of the catalyst bed
c. recovering the product hydrocarbon oil via the passage
means in the inner cylindrical wall of the catalyst bed. and
d. removing gases formed in the process and unreacted
teed gases via passage means in any wall of the catalyst
bed other than the bottom end wall and outer cylindrical
wall thereof

3,844 937
HYDROCONVERSION OF TAR SAND BITUMENS

Ronald H. Wolk, 20 Barnett Rd., Trenton, NJ. 08638
Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 370,809

Int. CI. ClOg 9//6. 13/14
U.S. CI. 208-108

4 Claims

1. In a process for hydroconversion of a bitumen derived
from tar sands in which a tar sand bitumen is passed through
a reaction zone containing a continuous liquid phase and a
contact material derived from the feed itself and a hydrogen-

^°"l|'"'"g
g^s ^^l^^;emperature in the range of from about

700 F to about 950^ and under a hydrogen partial pressure
of from about 200 to about 1.500 psi wherein the contact
material is maintained in an ebullated state by the passage of
nuids through the reaction zone and an ash-containing efflu-
ent IS removed from the reaction zone, the improvement
which comprises.

a. separating said effluent in a separation unit into an ash-
depleted fraction and an ash-enriched fraction and

b. recycling said ash-enriched fraction to the reaction zone
to maintain the solids concentration in the reactor liquid
from about 4 to about 10 weight percent.

1. A process for the hydrodesulphurization and hydrocrack-
ing of heavy hydrocarbon oils including crude oils and residual
petroleum fractions at elevated temperature and pressure in a
fixed catalyst bed, comprising the steps of

a. continuously passing at elevated temperature and pres-
sure a gaseous phase containing hydrogen through the
fixed catalyst bed,

b. simultaneously therewith passing at elevated pressure and
temperature a liquid phase containing the heavy hydro-
carbon oil through the fixed catalyst bed, said catalyst
bed being placed in an annular space between upper and
lower end walls and substantially vertically and coaxially
disposed, substantially cylindrical walls, at least said cy-
lindrical walls having passage means for fluids, the axial
height of said annular space being at least twice its width
as measured radially between the two cylindrical walls.

3 844 938
REFORMING OF HYDROCARBON FEED STOCKS WITHA CATALYST COMPRISING PLATINUM AND TIN
Frederick C.Wilhelm, Arlington Heights, III., assignor to Uni-

versal Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, III

1 -T-fi'^J?"
"' ^'- ^''- ^02,059, Dec. 28, 1970, Pat. No.

3,725,304. This application Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 333,088
Int. CL ClOg i5/05

U.S. CI. 208-139 or^i •

, . . , 9 Claims
I. A process for reforming a hydrocarbon feed stock which

comprises heating said charge stock in contact with a catalytic
composite at reforming conditions including a pressure of

K'".^i!?no'
^

*u
^^°"^ '^^^ P^'g ^"<^ ^ temperature of from

mg essentially of a tin component in combination with a plati-num component on a carrier material, and prepared by themethod which comprises:
^

a^ impregnating a high surface area, porous carrier materialwih a solution of a complex chlorostannate (II)-
chloroplatinate anionic species, said solution being stabilized

lei? and^
'^"^ "'"^' '"^^"'^' ^'"^ ^" ^''"'°"' ''^'"g^"

b. drying and calcining the impregnated carrier material.
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3,844,939

FLOTATION SEPARATION OF FELDSPAR
Akira KatayanagI, No. 11-65, 3-Chome, Kitakyushu, Japan

Filed Mar. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 232,280

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 10, 1971, 46-

13301 11

II Int. CL B03d y/02

U.S.CL 209-166 4 Claims

1. A froth flotation process for separating feldspar from

quartz-feldspar sands ore consisting essentially of the steps of

subdividing said ore to produce at least a fraction having a

particle size less than about 1 mm, collecting said fraction and

washing the same with water to effect desliming, introducing

the washed fraction at a solid concentration of about 20-30 wt

percent into an aqueous flotation medium acidified to a pH of

about 2-3.5 with sulfuric acid in the absence of hydrofluoric

acid, said flotation medium containing about 0.05-0.2 percent

by weight of a froth-flotation reagent consisting essentially of

( 1 ) a salt with an inorganic or organic acid of an organic

mono-, di- or triamine having attached an amino nitrogen

atom a long chain aliphatic hydrocarbon group containing, at

least about eight carbon atoms and (2) a higher aromatic or

aliphatic sulfonate of an alkali metal in a proportion in the

range of 5;95-60;40 by weight, agitating said medium to pro-

duce a froth containing feldspar, and separating said froth

from the medium containing quartz as tailings.

3 844 94

1

USE OF SULFUR FOR COMBATTING OIL SPILLS

Loyd W. Jones, Tulsa, Okla., assignor to Amoco Production

Company, Tulsa, Okla.

Filed Feb. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 111,418

Int. CI. C02b 9i02

U.S. CI. 210-40 29 Claims

3,844,940

SYSTEM FOR MEASURING ULTRAFILTRATION RATE

J. David Kopf, Tujunga, and Raymond C. Van den Heuvel,

Northridge, both of Calif., assignors to David Kopf Systems,

Tujunga, Calif.

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,873

Int. CI. BOld 13100

U.S. CI. 210-22

150

SULFUR

1. A method of combatting the problem of oil on a body of

water which comprises depositing elemental sulfur on said oil.

3,844,942

PROCESS FOR AIR POLLUTION ABATEMENT
Ernest C. Barber, Cherry Hill, N J., assignor to Texaco, Inc.,

New York, N.Y.

Filed Nov. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 199,777

Int. CI. BOlj 9104

U.S. CI. 210-50 2 Claims

9 Claims

-rr ' !_ 1

1, A method of measuring the rate of ultrafiltration through

a semipermeable membrane wherein a first fluid flows across

one surface of said membrane at a first pressure and a conduc-

tive second fluid flows across the other surface of said mem-

brane at a second pressure, a portion of said first fluid ultrafil-

trating through the membrane into said second fluid, compris-

ing the steps:

stopping the flow of said second fluid across said semiper-

meable membrane,

maintaining the pressure differential between said first and

second pressures across said semipermeable membrane

sjyhal said first fluid continues to ultrafiltrate into said

s«rond fluid,

passing a flowstream of the ultrafiltrating first fluid and said

conductive second fluid into an electric field of constant

potential ^nd oriented in a direction transverse to the

path of said flowstream, and

sensing the increased electrical flow through said flow-

stream in said electric field as a function of time.

1. A process for catalytically removing hydrogen sulfide

contained in water produced from a subterranean hydrocar-

bon reservoir comprising

a. dissolving a catalytic amount of a soluble transition metal

salt in the hydrogen sulfide ladened water,

b. introducing the hydrogen sulfide ladened water and cata-

lyst into a covered container which is gas tight and is at

atmospheric pressure,

c. introducing an amount of oxygen into the water in the

container which is at least stoichiometric with the amount

of hydrogen sulfide dissolved in the water,

d. dissolving the oxygen in the water by mixing to effect a

reaction between the oxygen and hydrogen sulfide,

e. collecting any hydrogen sulfide which evolves from the

water in the container,

f dissolving this collected hydrogen sulfide into water from

said covered container containing dissolved catalyst in a

second container,

g. dissolving sufficient additional oxygen into the water in

the second container to at least stoichiometrically con-

vert all the said collected hydrogen sulfide to elemental

sulfur, and
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h. repeating steps e through g in additional containers as
needed, until essentially all of the hydrogen sulfide is
reacted.
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3,844,943
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROCESSING WASTEWATER SLIMES OF STEEL MILL WATER TREATMENT

SYSTEMS
Leonard A. Duval, 207 Harmon Rd., Aurora, Ohio 44202

Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 370,971
Int. CI. C02c 5100

U.S. CI. 210-67
jcia^s

3,844,944
APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR EFFECTING

, .
SEPARATIONS

Louis Mercuri, 11 Linda St., Newark, Del. 19711
Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,596

Int. CI. E02b 15104
''•*«-^"-"

3 Chins

' m*rtm mo
.

,— SOlwCKT

SCNUMC* ANO

'20
MACNCTlC

1. A method for processing a stream of waste water slimes
ot steel mill water treatment systems where the waste water
contains iron oxides, liquid oils, heavy oil particles, and a
slime of finely divided particles of waste materials and water
comprising first separating lighter components such as said
liquid oils and said slimes and most of said water from heavier
components such as said oxides and heavy oil particles andmuch of said fine waste particles by introducing the initial
stream in a tangential, non-turbulent, downward fiow in a
vertical, generally cylindrical vessel; discharging said heavier
components at the bottom of said vessel and discharging said
light components at the top of said vessel; controlling the flow
of said waste water and contents in said vessel by varying thenow of said discharging heavier components and by varying
the angle of said inlet stream downwardly relative to the hori-
zontal and tangentially relative to the wall of said vessel
secondly passing said heavier components through a classifier
so as to separate the heavier components still in the stream
mostly oxides, from the lighter components which enter the
classifier, thirdly passing the heavier components discharged
from said classifier through a combined scrubber and classi-
fier, while feeding extra water and a solvent from said heavy
oil particles into said scrubber and classifier; fourthly passing
the heavier components discharged from said scrubber and
classifier, mostly oxides, to an oxide storage bin; passing said
lighter components discharged from said vertical generally
cylindrical vessel, and discharged from said classifier and
discharged from said combined scrubber and classifier to a
thickener where the remaining solids in the stream are settled
to the bottom by continuous non-turbulent agitation and
liquid oil and water are removed at the top and separated
passing the solids discharged from said thickener by means of
a pump serially through a magnetic separator and a cake filter
during which the oxides removed in said magnetic separator
are discharged to said oxide storage bin. said cake from said
filter is discharged to a filter cake storage, and the filtrate from
said filler is discharged to said thickener, whereby waste water
slimes are easily handled, iron oxides and oils and lubricants
are recovered, solid waste volume is reduced and concen-
trated, sewer maintenance is reduced, and the final water
discharged is of a cleanliness generally acceptable

1. A process for separating a mixture of liquids without
counterflow streams or turbulence which process comprises
temporarily storing a mixture of said liquids in a first container
having a first chamber and a second chamber, said second
chamber being adapted to receive from said first chamber by
direct flow therefrom liquid having a different composition
than said mixture in said first chamber; allowing said mixture
in said second chamber to flow by simple gravity into a second
container similar in structure to said first container and re-
peating said gravity flows in seriatim through said chambers
until only one component of said mixture is being obtained at
a given outlet, said flows being in a straight line manner in the
absence of counterflow streams or turbulence.

3,844 945
MOVEMENTOF ALUM SLUDGE

Charles P. Ciaffone, Sturbridge, Mass., assignor to CPC Engi-
neering Corporation, Sturbridge, Mass.

Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 391,620
Int. CL B01d2//24

U.S. CI. 210-73
5 Claims

1. In a sludge movement system from an aqueous system for
the collecting of sludge which comprises

a settling tank,

the improvement, comprising,
receiver for sludge in the bottom of said settling tank
conduit means communicating said receiver to a discharge

unit ^

a valve means for closing the conduit therebetween
valve means beyond the discharge unit constituting a means

for isolating it,
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a duplication of said system in parallel therewith the dis-

charging into a common conduit,

means in said discharge unit to sense a low and a high level

of aqueous sludge; therein,

said high level sensing means being responsive to admit

compressed air and to open valves permitting pneumatic

discharge of sludge from said discharge unit and

at the same time means in the other unit response to low

level to close its discharge valve and air valves to isolate

it from said pneumatic discharge system.

outlet for the flow of fluids through the element, and having

a pressure-responsive valve means associated with the fluid

outlet; the improvement comprising a valve including:

a. A circular cup having a side depending from a base, said

side having at least one opening therein, the edges of the

side engaging a matching support base to hold the cup;

and

3,844,946

AEROBIC Wastewater treatment system with
PARTIAL reuse AND INFREQUENT DOSING TO SOIL

R. Paul Farrell, Jr., Schenectady, N.Y., assignor to Environ-

ment/One Corporation, Latham, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 18,682, March 1 1, 1970, abandoned.

This application Aug. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 339,091

Int. CI. B01d2y/0/. C02c 1102

U.S.CL 210-104 14 Claims

?

-H-'' -
-ij-

... 'stf
.;• ^r^i- ^-i

4e J ii

21 ,

_J
26 4* :

—-—i
\

1. A waste disposal treatment system, comprising a treat-

ment and settling tank having an inlet for fluid waste material,

a first outlet for a relatively dense sludge, and a second outlet

spaced a substantial distance above said first outlet for remov-

ing effluent; first flow control means actuable to pass sludge

through said first outlet; second flow control means actuable

to pass effluent through said second outlet; first sludge level

control means for actuating said first flow control means to

remove sludge from said tank; second effluent level control

means for actuating said second flow control means to remove

effluent from said tank; means for selectively admitting oxy-

gen bearing gas into said treatment and settling tank for aerat-

ing and agitating the fluid waste contained therein; selectively

operable means for admitting a flocculating substance into

said treatment and settling tank to facilitate sludge formation;

a holding tank with an inlet for directly receiving fluid waste

from a source, and having means for discharging the received

waste into said treatment and settling tank inlet whenever the

waste within said holding tank reaches a predetermined level;

a digester receiving sludge passing through said first outlet,

and means for selectively returning effluent from said digester

to said treatment and settling tank; an effluent storage tank

receiving effluent from said treatment and settling tank sec-

ond outlet; means for providing removal of all effluent from

said effluent storage tank above a maximum predetermined

level; and means for removing on demand effluent from said

effluent storage tank for use in flushing water with the source

of waste material, irrigation and other similar purposes.

b. A resilient strip coiled upon itself within the cup with the

edges of the strip positioned in sliding relationship with

the inner surfaces of the base of the cup and support base;

the outer peripheral surface of the strip being urged

against the side of the cup and the strip being movable in

response to fluid pressure, said pressure being exerted

against the outer surface of the strip through the opening

in the side of the cup.

3,844,948

REACTOR FOR CONTINUOUS WET OXIDATION
PROCESS

Harry Dennis Burke, and George Boswinkle, both of St. Jo-

seph, Mich., assignors to Whirlpool Corporation, Benton

Harbor, Mich.

Filed Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,220

Int. CI. BOld 33130

U.S.CL 210-152 9 Claims

3 844 947

PRESSURE RESPONSIVE CHECK VALVE
James R. Sypitkowski, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to The

Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,561

Int. CI. BOld 27110

U.S.CL 210-130 7 Claims

1. In a spin-on type disposable cartridge filter, the filter

having a housing holding a filter element with an inlet and an

1. In a continuous process wet oxidation apparatus for home

sewage treatment systems, for treating the organic waste sew-

age from the home by the wet oxidation process, means form-

ing a continuous hydraulic circuit and including in series

connection with one another, a tank, a pump, a heat ex-

changer and a reactor, and means for supplying oxygen under

pressure to the sewage as it enters said reactor, said reactor

comprising a pressure vessel, having

a coil of tubing having an inlet at one end thereof for receiv-

ing in combination raw waste and oxygen passing from

the heat exchanger and the means for supplying oxygen

and having an outlet at its opposite end through which

hot, oxidized effluent is discharged from said vessel and

said coil of tubing being of sufficient length relative to its

cross-section to provide coil residence time of the mate-

rial passing therethrough sufficient to complete oxidation

of substantially all organic solids pumped through said

coil at a preselected rate,
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and . sour/c ofTeann saidVeac.or extending along said coil
"''"""' "" '"°''"' """^ "' ^ "«" '°'^"°" '" -" "^^^

m intimate relation therewith to maintain a constant
temperature along said coil and supply the heat to said
coil to completely oxidize the waste as passing from said
inlet to said outlet.

«* ^"^-^Ji

3,844,949

CENTRIFUGAL DRIER
Andre Mercier, La Madeleine, France, assignor to Fives Lille

Cail, Paris, France

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,320
Claims priority, application France, May 19, 1972

72.018006

Int. CI. BO Id 27/26
U.S. CI. 210-378 8 ciai„s

of water, means for rotating the blade about said axis, and
means for withdrawing material from said accumulation
means.

I. In a centrifugal drier for the continuous production of
dried solid particles, which comprises a rotary drying basket
having an axis, and a casing surrounding the basket and re-
ceiving the solid particles centrifugally ejected from the bas-
ket in a trajectory:

I a tubular sleeve of an elastic material mounted in the path
of the trajectory in the casing to receive the ejected parti-
cles,

(a) the sleeve having two ends and
(b) an axis substantially parallel to the basket axis,

2. means for rigidly affixing one of the sleeve ends to the
casing,

3. a rigid body carried by the other sleeve end. and
4. means for imparting to the rigid body a reciprocating
motion substantially parallel to the axes whereby the

. elastic sleeve is alternately elongated and contracted.

3,844,950
ROTARY SKIMMER

Gerard D. Aulisa, Claymont, Del., assignor to Sun Oil Com-
pany of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,831
Int. CI. E02b 15/04

^t
CI. 210-170

3C,ai^^
1. A device for removing floatable material from the surface

of a body of water comprising means establishing a substan-
tially vertical axis, an elongated skimming blade penetrating
the surface of the water and supported for rotation about said
axis in a predetermined direction, an accumulation means
secured to the trailing edge of said blade and rotating there-
with, buoyant means supporting the blade and accumulation
means and also said axis in the water with the blade at a

3 844 951
DETERGENT COMPOSITIONS CONTAINING A TEXTILE

SOFTENER
Walter Fries, Erkrath-Unterbach Rhid.; Markus Berg, and
Manfred Dohr, both of Dusseldorf-Holthausen, all of Ger-
many, assignors to Henkel & Cie GmbH, Dusseldorf, Ger-
many

Division of Ser. No. 2,722, Jan. 14, 1970, Pat. No. 3,676,338,
which IS a continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 745,952, July 18,
1968, abandoned. This application May 1, 1972, Ser No

249,217
Int. CI. CI Id 1/04, J/83: D06m U/20

U.S. CI. 252-8.6 ,4 cw^s
I. Washing agents and washing agent adjuvants in granular

or pasty form utilizable in neutral to alkaline textile washing
baths which consists essentially of (I) from 5 to 80 percent by
weight of a combination of surface-active compounds consist-
ing of ( a) from 20 to 90 percent by weight of said combination
of customary surface-active compounds utilizable in neutral to
alkaline washing baths consisting of a mixture of (i) at least 50
percent by weight of the mixture of anionic surface-active
compounds selected from the group consisting of surface-
active sulfonates, surface-active sulfates and straight-chain
fatty acid soaps, and (ii) non-ionic surface-active compounds
and (b) from 80 to 10 percent by weight of said combination
of a textile softener selected from the group consisting of (1

)

mixtures of compounds of the formula

Ri Ri
\l
C—COOII

wherein R3, R, and Rj are members selected from the group
consisting of alkyl having one to 23 carbon atoms and cy-
cloalkylalkyl having from seven to 23 carbon atoms, with the
proviso that the total number of carbon atoms in R3, R, and
Rs IS from six to 24 carbon atoms, as produced by addition of
carbon monoxide and water to olefins by the Koch process
and (2) water-soluble salts thereof, and (II) from 20 to 95
percent by weight of a builder selected from the group consist-
ing of neutral to alkaline reacting inorganic and organic build-
ers.
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3,844,952

DETERGENT COMPOSITIONS
Gary Edwin Booth, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The Procter

& Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 249,815

Int. CL D06m 13116, 13/18; CI Id IjOO

U.S. CI. 252-8.75 H Claims

1. A detergent composition consisting essentially of: ( 1

)

from about 5 to about 30 percent by weight of a water-soluble

organic detergent compound; (2) from about 25 to about 75

percent by weight of a water-soluble detergency builder; (3)

from about 2 to about 15 percent by weight of an a,w-

disubstituted derivative of a non-cyclic, hygroscopic polyol.

said derivative having the formula

ROCII2

II

I

C'HjOR

3 844 954

ANTIFRICTION MATERIAL
Andrei Nikiforovich Filippov, Vspolny pereulok, 10, kv. 41;

Leonid Rafailovich Gorelov, Leningradsky prospekt, 75-a,

kv. 75; Alexei Georgievich Festa, Sarinsky proezd, 22, kv.

79; Alexandr Vasilievlch Ostapchuk, Dmitrovskoe shosse,

183, kv. 149, and Konstantin Antonovich Myshko, Novo-

mikhalkovsky proezd, 11, kv. 41, all of Moscow, U.S.S.R.

Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 275,960

Int. CI. ClOm 7/30, 7/26, 7/20

U.S. CI. 252-12 2 Claims

1. An antifriction material consisting essentially of 5-20 wt.

percent lead. 0.3-3 wt. percent zinc stearate powder. 1-5 wt.

percent French chalk, 72-93.7 wt. percent graphite and

binder, said binder composed of a major amount of phenol-

formaldehyde resin and minor effective amounts of

hexamethylene-tetramine, stearine, and calcium hydroxide,

wherein the binder comprises from about 21.1 -26 wt. percent

of the mixture of graphite and binder.

wherein x is an integer of from 3 to 7 and each R is an alkyl

or alkanoyl group containing at least 16 carbon atoms; and (4)

from about 0.5 to about 1.5 percent by weight of a polyalk-

yleneimine compound containing the moiety

rK'

-N((Il3)y-

wherein > is an integer from 1 to 4, z is an integer greater than

1. and R' is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen

and alkyl and alkanoyl substituents containing from about 1 to

about 22 carbon atoms, said polyalkyleneimine having from

about 5 to about 100 percent of the nitrogen atoms substituted

with said alkyl or alkanoyl substituents, the polyalkyleneimine

having a molecular weight of from about 200 to 1 million, and

being water-soluble or water-dispersible.

f

3 844,955

EXTREME PRESSURE GREASE WITH IMPROVED WEAR
CHARACTERISTICS

William B. Green, Nederland, TexJ, assignor to Texaco Inc.,

New York, N.Y.

Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,792

Int. CL ClOm 5/22, 5/02, 7/06

U.S. CI. 252-21 4 Claims

1. A grease lubricating composition comprising a lubricat-

ing oil vehicle, a thickener therefor, and an extreme pressure

and wear reducing amount of a combination of molybdenum

disulfide and calcium hydroxide wherein the weight ratio of

molybdenum disulfide to calcium hydroxide is from about 0.5

to about 10.

3,844,956

LUBRICANTS CONTAINING AMINO AND
HYDROXY-SUBSTITUTEDPOLYPHENYLTHIOETHERS
John C. Nnadi, Glassboro, NJ., assignor to Mobil Oil Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,936

Int. CL ClOm 1/42

U.S. CL 252-47.5 13 Claims

1. A lubricating oil or grease composition comprising a

major proportion of said lubricating oil or grease and an anti-

oxidant or dispersant amount of a compound of the formula

X

3 844 953

SOLID FILM LUBRICANT WITH POLYAMIDE BINDER

Mahlon E. Campbell, Overland Park, Kans., and William D.

Walker, Kansas City, Mo., assignors to Midwest Research

Institute, Kansas City, Mo.

Filed Apr. 19, 1971, Ser. No. 135,429

Int. CL ClOm 7/34

U.S. CL 252-12 12 Claims

1. A solid film lubricant adhered to a bearing surface, said

lubricant comprising a layer of a polymeric composition hav-

ing a finely divided, inorganic, solid phase lubricating material

dispersed throughout said composition, said composition

being characterized by the property of having been derived

from the reaction of an aromatic tetraamine with an ester

derivative of an aromatic tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride,

said lubricant being coated on said surface with said composi-

tion in a soluble state and then cured thereon by advancing

said composition to a degree of polymerization no greater

than that achieved by heat curing the composition at tempera-

tures of approximately 200° to 300° F. for not more than about

two hours, the ratio by weight of said lubricating material to

said composition being from about 2:1 to about 10:1.

X
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hydrocarbon selected from the group consisting of gasohne
diesel fuel, jet fuel, burner fuel, and lubricating oil and about
I to 250 pounds per thousand barrels of a hydrocarbyl acid
orthophosphate salt of a ditetrahydropyrimidine having the
formula *
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or alkyl of from one to four carbon atoms; and n, and ,u are
each mtegers of from 2 to 6; wherein the weight ratio of said
anionic surface-active agent to said fabric softening com-
pound IS in the range of from 8: 1 to 1 :4.

C- -R-

R'—N' "n R'-N ~'n

CH. Cii: ill, in,
\ / \ /

cii.. ClU

wherein the hydrocarbyl portions of said hydrocarbyl acid
orthophosphate each contains from I to about 15 carbons R
IS a hydrocarbylene group of about 2 to 34 carbons. R' is a
hydrocarbyl group of about 6 to 30 carbons, and at least about
ZJ>

percent of the basic nitrogens of the ditetrahydropyrimi-
dine are converted to the hydrocarbyl acid orthophosphate

3 844 958
HYDROCARBYL AMINES FOR LUBRICATING OIL

DETERGENTS
Robert G. Anderson, and Lewis R. Honnen, both of Novate,

Calif., assignors to Chevron Research Company, San Fran-
CISCO, Calif.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. Nos. 488,775, Sept. 20, 1965 Pat
No. 3,574,576, and Ser. No. 481,916, Aug. 23, 1965,

abandoned, and Ser. No. 408,686, Nov. 3, 1964. abandoned.
This application June 21, 1967, Ser. No. 647,632

Int. a. ClOm n48, 1/20, I/J2
li.S. CI. 252-32.7 E ,3 c,.|„,

1. A composition of the formula:

R'NA'Z'
wherein R' is a branched chain hydrocarbon radical substan-
tial y free of unsaturation of from about 425 to about 3 000
molecular weight,

A' is hydrogen or hydrocarbyl of from I to 10 carbon
atoms,

Z' is hydrogen, or hydrocarbyl of from one to 10 carbon
atoms, and may be taken together with A' to form a ring
with the nitrogen to which A' and Z> are attached consist
ing of from 5 to 6 annular members having from to 1

oxygen annular member, I nitrogen annular member and
4 to 5 carbon annular members.

3,844,960
LUBRICANT COMPOSITIONS

Walter V. Breitigam, Wood River, and Bennett M. Henderson,
Edwardsville, both of III., assignors to Shell Oil Company,
New York, N.Y.

^

Filed Nov. 6, 1970, Ser. No. 87,593
Int. a. ClOm 1/48, 1/36

^t^'^r'Vi' 2Clain,s
I. An ashless lubricant composition comprising a major

amount of a mineral lubricating oil which is a neutral hydro-
carbon oil with a viscosity index of at least 70 and

A. from about 0.05 to 10 percent by weight of a reaction
product of polyisobutenyl succinimide of tetrae-
thylenepentamine wherein the succinimide has an aver-
age molecular weight between 400-3,000 and
di-2-ethylhexyldithiophosphoric acid, said reaction being
carried out by heating an equivalent weight of each reac-
tant at a temperature of about 80°-120°C and utilizing
said product without further purification and

B. from about 0.00
1 to 2 percent by weight of tetra-2-

ethylhexyltrithiopyrophosphate.

3,844,959
DETERGENT COMPOSITION WITH AN AMIDO-AMINE

FABRIC SOFTENING AGENT
Francis Jean Cracco, Cincinnati, Ohio; Pier-Luigi Pacini,
Rome, Italy, and Ian O Connell. Brussels, Belgium, assignors
to The Procter & Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Filed Oct. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 298,144
Int. CI. D06m 9/00

U.S. CI. 252-8.75 , ^, .

1 A ^ . ' Claims
I. A detergent composition with softening characteristics

consisting essentially of an anionic surface-active agent andfrom about 2 percent to about 40 percent by weight of a fabric
softening compound of the formula

3,844,961
POLYPHENYL THIOETHER LUBRICATING

COMPOSITIONS
Frank S Clark, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Monsanto Com-

pany, St. Louis, Mo.
Division of Ser. No. 102,969, Dec. 30, 1970, Pat. No

3,748,269. This application Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329 796
Int. CI. ClOm 1/48, 1/24

U.S. CI. 252-46.7 , ^, .

I A I u 2 Claims
I. A lubricant composition consisting essentially of a majoramount of a polyphenyl thioether having the formula

R_Y(R'-Y)„-R

wherein R is a phenyl group or a substituted phenyl group R'
IS a phenylene group or substituted phenylene group, in which
the substituents on said phenyl and phenylene groups are
halogen, alkyl or alkoxy containing from one to four carbon
atoms n is an integer of from I to 6, Y is sulfur or oxygen
provided that at least one of the groups represented by Y is
sulfur, and mixtures of such thioethers and from about 05 to
about 1.0 percent by weight of an organic phosphinic acid of
the formula

o

R"— P—OR"'
I

II

Ri-CO-N— (CH:), ,-X-(CIIj)„j-

Rj

-X—OC— Ri

wherein R, and R.are each alkyl from II to 21 carbon atoms
K, and R3 are each hydrogen or alkyl of from one to four
carbon atoms; X is oxygen or -NR,-. where R, is hydrogen

wherein R" is an aryl group of from six to 16 carbon atoms
a halogen substituted aryl group of from six to 16 carbon
atoms, an alkyl substituted aryl group containing from six to
lb carbon atoms or an alkyl group containing one to 12 car-
bon atoms, R'" is hydrogen or an R" group and from 0.01 to
0.5 percent by weight of aryl substituted fatty acids of the
formula

Ar-C„H2„-COOH
wherein Ar is an aryl group containing from six to 16 carbon
atoms and a is an integer of from 8 to 24.
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3,844,962

POLYPHENYL TRIOETHER LUBRICATING
COMPOSITIONS

Frank S. Clark, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Monsanto Com-

pany, St. Louis, Mo.

Division of Ser. No. 102,969, Dec. 30, 1970, Pat. No.

3,748,269. This application Feb. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 330,139

Int. CI. C 10m 1148

U.S. CI. 252-46.7 2 Claims

1. A lubricant composition consisting essentially of a major

amount of a polyphenyl thioether having the formula

R-Y(R'-Y),-R
wherein R is a phenyl group or a substituted phenyl group. R'

is a phenylene group or substituted phenylene group, in which

the substituents on said phenyl and phenylene groups are

halogen, alkyl or alkoxy containing from one to four carbon

atoms, n is an integer of from 1 to 6, Y is sulfur or oxygen

provided that at least one of the groups represented by Y is

sulfur, and mixtures of such thioethers and from about 0.05 to

about 1 percent by weight of an organic phosphinic acid of

the formula

o

K"- l>-OH"'

wherein R" s an aryl group of from six to 16 carbon atoms,

a halogen substituted aryl group of from six to 1 6 carbon

atoms, an alkyl substituted aryl group containing from six to

16 carbon atoms or an alkyl group containing one to 12 car-

bon atoms, R'" is hydrogen or an R" group and from 0.01 to

0.5 percent by weight of acetylenic dibasic acids having the

formula
HOOC-C,H2,-C C-C.Hj,-COOH

where b and c are integers of from to 10 inclusive.

3,844,964

EXTREME PRESSURE LUBRICATING OIL ADDITIVE

Brian R. Kennedy, San Rafael, Calif., assignor to Chevron

Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 308,227

Int. CKClOm y/42

U.S. CI. 252-48.2 2 Claims

1. A lubricating composition comprising a major amount of

an oil of lubricating viscosity and from 0.5 to 20 weight per-

cent of at least one compound of the formula:

3,844,963

LUBRICANTS
John Scotch^^d Elliott; Gerald John Joseph Jayne, and Pat-

rick Robe-t James Folliard, all of London, England, assign-

ors to Edwin Cooper & Company Limited, London, England

Filed July 5, 1972, Ser. No. 269,205

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 6, 1971,

31634/71
Int. CI. C 10m //4*

U.S. CI. 252-46.7 8 Claims

1. A lubricant composition consisting essentially of lubricat-

ing oil having dissolved therein from about 0.1 to 107^ by

weight of at least one oil-soluble dithiophosphoric acid deriva-

tive having the general formula:

'O

\:-o

\ ,

1'

/ \
o

-CNll K'-
" 1

-NIK -X-K<

OH

CHi

OH

A
S,r

-CHj

S>

R' R'

wherein R' is an alkyl group of from 10 to 20 carbon atoms

and n is an integer of from 1 to 4.

3,844,965

LUBRICATING OIL ADDITIVES

Stuart H. Brown, San Rafael, Calif., assignor to Chevron Re-

search Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Oct. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 295,416

Int. CI. ClOm 1/32

U.S. CI. 252-51.5 A 12 Claims

1. A lubricating composition comprising a major amount of

an oil of lubricating viscosity and from 0.01 to 5 percent by

weight of the oil-soluble reaction product produced by con-

tacting a nitrogenous dispersant containing at least one pri-

mary or secondary amino nitrogen atom, which is a hydrocar-

byl-substituted hydrocarbyl monoamine, polyamine or succi-

nimide wherein said hydrocarbyl substituent is from about C50

to about C2,H„ a C;,-C2„ hydrocarbyl polyisocyanate, and a

polyoxyalkylene polyol of at least about 1,000 molecular

weight 'in the range of mol ratios of nitrogenous dispersant to

polyisocyanate to polyol of about 0.5-5:0.75-6:1. neat or m

an inert 'solvent, at a temperature from room temperature to

the temperature of solvent reflux.

wherein R^ is selected from the group consisting of mono-

valent aliphatic groups, mono-valent aromatic groups, di-

valent aliphatic groups and di-valent aromatic groups; X is

selected from the group consisting of oxygen atoms and sul-

phur atoms; R* is an alkyl group; /?' and R^ are the same or

different and are selected from the group consisting of alkyl

groups, alkaryl groups, aryl groups, aralkyi groups and alkenyl

groups; and n is when R^ is a mono-valent group and n is 1

when R^ is a divalent group.

3,844,966

ELECTROSTATIC LIQUID DEVELOPER COMPOSITION

George R. Nelson, Ashburnham, Mass., assignor to Dennison

Manufacturing Company, Framingham, Mass.

Continuation of Ser. No. 778,006, Nov. 18, 1968, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 575,970, Aug. 30, 1966,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

343 130, Feb. 6, 1964, abandoned. This application May 10,

1972, Ser. No. 252,136

Int. CI. G03g 9/04

U.S. CI. 252-62.1 4 Claims

1. A liquid developer composition for developing a latent

electrostatic image consisting essentially of positively charged,

finely divided toner particles comprising carbon black

suspended in an insulating liquid selected from the group

consisting of benzene, toluene, xylene, cyclohexane. and

paraffin hydrocarbons and a mixture of ( 1 ) a metal cation salt

selected from the group consisting of trivalent and tetravalent

salts of aluminum, iron, thorium, zirconium, lanthanum, ger-

manium, tin, vanadium, thallium, and an organic acid selected

from the group consisting of octoic. stearic, rosin, polymer-

ized rosin, naphthenic, N-tallow B-imino dipropionic and

succinic acids and (2) an organic amine, said amine selected

from the group of N-cocomorpholine, an imidazole of the

formula CH3(CH2),C3H4N2C2H40H wherein n is a positive

027 O.G.—76
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mteger. tertiary dimethyl soya amine; tallow amine dioleaten-lauryl propylene diamine: and a copolymer of laury me hacrylate and d.ethylaminoethylmethacrylate; said salt andamme bemg chemically non-reactive in the develope andbeing dissolved m said insulating liquid at printing tamper"
u e, said msulatmg liquid solution of (I ) and (2) haTne aolume resistivity of at least about 10" ohm cen imete anddielectric constant less than about 3.5. said salt TnTamlnebeing present in the amount effective to provide improved.mage density and definition in developed electro t^ticmages, said insulating liquid being present in major amounts
ufficient to provide a free flowing liquid developer compos
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detergent ingredients containing from about 20 to about 40percent by weight of the slurry of water in a pressurised vesseat a temperature of from about I25T to isn=r .nH u
quently spray-drying the slurry in a stream o gas a't t m'pertture of from about lOOT to about 250»C.

'empera-

3,844,967

I .u on. ^f^RROELASTIC MATERIALS
Lothar H. Bnxner West Chester, Pa., assignor to E. I. du Pontde Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Oct. 27, 1972,Ser. No. 301,538

1^ n, ...
Int. CI. C04b i5/00

t.S. CI. 252-62.9
^ ^, .

I. A composition having the formula
^'""^

^ .
Ph,-.Sr^(POj2.

wherein t is from 0.01 to 0.8.

3,844,968
NEW IMPREGNATION MIXTURES FOR ELECTRICAL

INSULATING MIXTURES

''Rj:n:!^;5;"pi:;^Vr2r°"'
'''" ^-"- -'«- -

Filed Feb. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 223,319
Claims priority, application France, Feb. 5, 1971 71 04692

,,^ ^ 'nt- CI. H01b.?/24
l.S. CI. 252-66

1. A liquid composition for the impregnation of electri^a'l.nsulating materials consisting esentiaMy of a mixture of 533 parts by weight of monochlorodiphenyl 2^-36 Dart; b^weight of dichlorodiphenyl consisting'of aJ least 50 perc nt ofthej 4 „,,,, ,„, 3, _ ,3 p^^^^ ^ ent of

^.^,^r?^
^^^ ^"^ VULCANISATION OF NATURAIAND/OR SYNTHETIC RUBBERS MADE pioM

HALOGEN-FREE DIENES
Iheo Kempermann; Ulrich Eholzer, both of Cologne- Hpr

rZlTVofT'"'^''''"'^ """ Hot'^FIeSha":
;

gisellscha? 1 1 I
'"'"*' '*''«""" '« B«y*^ Aktien-geseiischaft, Leverkusen and Deutsche Gold-Und Sllber

Geri::r '^ ''"^^'"' Frankmrt/Main botfof;

ri,im
*"•'**? ^^'- ^'*' '^^2, Ser. No. 246,646

212^288
'"""'' ""'"'"'"" ""'""'"'^ ^P--- 26. 1971.

L.S.CI.252Jl"82'''-^''''''''-^''«^^'/^*

1. A vulcanization accelerator composition comprLng"""'

K K,
\ /
N

R. X N
\ /

K,

3,844,969
PRODUCTION OF DETERGENT COMPOSITIONS

wlf En.^'d''^^"'
Raymond John^wSI^h of

F"«dJuly6, 1971,S€r. No. 160,157

337 is/To""""'''
"PP''^"''«" Great Britain, July 10, 1970,

l.S. C. 252-108"'- ^'•^"'^^^^•^'^^^

h.v'in^
^''''"' ^°' '^' preparation of a detergent powdTrhaving an organic content of from 50-80 oercent . .H ^r

Sno^r'ZoTr"""I
"'

" »> n>he,!'rar„,rnoS;^
zwitterionic or amphoteric detergent active compound which
.s present in an amount of from about 10-50 percent bvweight of the total composition, an organic detergen bu dewhich IS present in an amount of from about 27 to abou 50

sd cte"d L"'fJ
"'''' '""''^ --position, said builder b.gselected from the group consisting of a-sulohonated f-,. v

acids, higher alkane disulfonates 'and su finate-su^fon ?soaps, sodium polyacrylate, sodium polvmaleate and sodium

lactate" T^'^' T'"'' PoD'saccharLes sod Ioxydiacetate, sodium carboxymethvloxvsuccin.f^ .^^
nitrilotriacetate^ the water solu^ble sal/ro'f d" b^

'

.itTs
a d R rnnm^^"^'^''''^^

(CH..,„.COOH when ^is O^Mand R is a primary or secondary straight chain alkyl or alkenvlgroup containing from 10 to 20 carbon atoms and ml tuJethereof, which process comprises forming an aqueouslrry of

hXtn^rvth'avi:'"'
""''''' ''' ''""' - '^'^f"-'- -e

R and R tV ^.''""i
«"^ '» ^'^ "rbon atoms or phenvl or

wiich the; are "at^'h 'h"' 'r'^'"'
""^ '^^ ""^"g^" ^t"'" townich they are attached, a 5- or 7-membered rine which m-.vcontain oxygen as a hetero atom and R3 and R, w1,rch ma^bethe same or different are earh -,ll.vi 1,.

-^
"^

atoms or one ilZlZ'h ^ ''''""^ ''"^ ^o six carbon

n hr K i^ ^ ^^^'"S °"^ '° s'" "rbon atoms and theothe IS hydrogen or R3 and R„ taken together, complete with

memh T" "'""V "^'^^ »^^> are attached, a^5 tome^mbered ring which may contain oxygen as a hetero atom

' acceW."' ' '"'' '^' ""^'^^ ""' ^^ '^-» °"^ •^''-ole

3,844,971
PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OFCONDENSATION PRODUCTS SUITABLE AS

Hn.
"l^'^^NERS FOR EPOXIDE RESINS

Hoppe, all of Chur/Gr, Switzerland, assignors to Inventa

land
'"'""' "•"* Patentverwertung, Zurich, SwS'

Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,285

7I82/7T
'"''"'"''^' application Switzerland, May 14, 1971,

t'.S. CI. 252-182
'"^•^'•^«««^^/*^

a. byproducts obtained in the oxidation of a cycloalkanewith oxygen or an oxygen-containing gas. said by^oS^comprising hydrocarbons containing carboxyr acidgroups, and being capable of reacting' with pr m ry and
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secondary amines and which can form water soluble

alkali metal salts, with

b. amines having the structure

H-eHN—A-)-„NH,

in which n is 2-6. and A is a lower alkyl radical having two

or more carbon atoms, each A radical being linked by

different carbon atoms to adjacent members, the A radi-

cals being the same or different, or with

c. neopentyltetramine.

the amine being present in a ratio such that at least two

amino groups of the amine correspond to one equivalent

of the titratratable acid group of the byproducts.

3 844,973

FLUIDIZED CATALYST REGENERATION BY

OXIDATION IN A DENSE PHASE BED AND A DILUTE

PHASE TRANSPORT RISER

Laurence O. Stine, Western Springs, and Algie J. Conner,

Downers Grove, both of III., assignors to Universal Oil Prod-

ucts Company, Des Plaines, III.

Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,041

Int. CI. BOlj 11170, 11168

U.S. CL 252-417 3 Claims

3 844 972

METHOD FOR IMPREGNATION OF GRAPHITE

Geoffrey R. Tully, Jr., Alamo, and Leslie D. Christensen, Liv-

ermoire, both of Calif., assignors to The United States of

America as represented by the United States Atomic Energy

Commission, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 24, 1958, Ser. No. 769,521

Int. CI. C09k 3100

U.S. CI. 252-301.1 R 7 Claims

1. A process for impregnating porous graphite with uranyi

nitrate dihydrate dissolved in tertiary butyl alcohol and there-

after removing said solvent, comprising the steps of subjecting

said graphite to a vacuum to degas same, enveloping said

graphite piece with said solution and pressurizing an air-space

thereover limited in volume preferably to a space about one-

fifth the total volume of the graphite piece to force said solu-

tion into said graphite and thereafter evacuating said air-space

to a pressure approaching, but not lower than, -1 9 in. Hg. said

evacuated space being thereafter closed to the evacuation

means for a period of time of the order of at least 30 minutes

for maximum penetration in the overpressure step, repeating

said evacuation and pressurization steps until said graphite

piece is impregnated to a desired depth, removing said piece

from said solution, freezing said impregnated solution, sub-

jecting said graphite piece containing said frozen solution to

a vacuum, contacting said graphite piece with an overpressure

of non-reactive gas heated to a temperature in the range of

from 40° to 55° C for a period of time not longer than 2 min-

utes, evacuating said gas and sublimed solvent from said

graphite, and alternately repeating said latter pressure and

vacuum steps until all of said solvent has been removed.

I. A process for the regeneration of a zeolite-containing or

amorphous coke-contaminated spent hydrocarbon cracking

catalyst, removed from a reaction zone, and the conversion of

carbon monoxide, resulting from the oxidation of coke from

said catalyst, to carbon dioxide, which process is operated

within a pressure range from about normal atmospheric pres-

sure to about 50 p.s.i.g. and comprises the steps of:

a. passing said catalyst and a fresh free oxygen-containing

regeneration pas to a first dense bed of fluidized particu-

late catalyst in a regeneration zone and oxidizing coke in

said first dense bed maintained at oxidizing conditions by

employing a temperature within the range of about

1.250°F. to about 1,400°F., a superficial gas velocity

within the range of about 3 to about 10 feet per second,

and a catalyst residence time of less than two minutes, to

produce partially regenerated catalyst and partially spent

regeneration gas containing CO;

b. passing said partially regenerated catalyst and partially

spent regeneration gas to a dilute phase transport riser

communicating with and superimposed over said first

dense bed and therein controlling conversion conditions

including controlling the temperature within the range of

about 1 ,275°F. to 1 ,425°F. and the superficial gas velocity

within the range of about 10 to 25 feet per second to

convert CO to CO2, to produce spent regeneration gas;

c. separating the thus-regenerated catalyst from said regen-

eration gas; and,

d. introducing said regenerated catalyst to a second dense

bed of particulate material, from which said regenerated

catalyst is returned to said reaction zone.

3,844,974

CATALYST FOR THE POLYMERIZATION OF
CONJUGATED DIOLEFINS

Morford C. Throckmorton, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio

Division of Ser. No. 53,294, July 8, 1970, Pat. No. 3,734,900.

This application Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,940

Int. CL BOlj 1 1 184

U.S. CI. 252-429 B 2 Claims

1. A catalyst composition consisting essentially of

A. at least one organometal selected from the group consist-

ing of
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I. an organoaluminum compound of the formula:

AIR 1R2R3
wherein R, is selected from the group consisting of
alkyl. cycloalkyi aryl. alkaryl. aryalkyl. hydrogen andHuorme R^ and R, being selected from the group con-
sisting of alkyl. cycloalkyi. aryl. alkaryl. alkoxy and

2. an organomagnesium compound of the formulae
a. R„MgX,,
b. RjMg or

c. RMgY
wherein R is selected from the group consisting of alkvl
aryl. arylalkyi and alkaryl and X is a halogen Y is
fluorme and a and b are mole fractions whose sum
equals 2 while the mole ratio of a/b is greater than 2 but
not mfmite,

3. an organozinc compound of the formula-
RjZn

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of alkyl
aryl. alkaryl and arylalkyi. and

^ ^ •

4. an organolithium compound of the formulae-
a. RLi or

b. R'.LiAl

wherein R is selected from the group consisting of alkyl
alkaryl. arylalkyi and aryl and R' is selected from the
group consistmg of alkyl. alkaryl and arylalkyi

B. at least one nickel compound selected from the grouD
consisting of

f k

nickel benzoate. nickel acetate, nickel naphthenate
bis(alpha furyl dioxime) nickel, nickel octanoate"
nickel palmitate. nickel stearate. nickel acetylac-
etonate. bis(salicylaldehyde) ethylene diimine
nickel, nickel salicaldehyde and nickel tetracarbo-
nyl.

C. a fluorine containing compound selected from the
group consisting of
boron trifluoride. boron trifluoride diethyl-etherate
boron trifluoride di-n-butyl-etherate. boron trifluo-
ride ethyl acetate complex, boron trifluoride benzal-
dehyde complex, boron trifluoride acetone complex
boron trifluoride benzonitrile complex, boron triflu-
oride ethyl alcoholate. boron trifluoride phenolate
tributyltin fluoride, molybdenum hexafluoride tune-'
sten hexafluoride. stannic fluoride, titanium tetraflu-
onde. antimony trifluoride. andDa compound containing a hydroperoxide group of the

lormulae:

a. ROOH or

b. HOOR'OOH
wherein R is hydrogen or hydrocarbyl and R' is hydro-
carbylene in which the mole ratio of the organometal
compound to the nickel compound ranges from
about l/I to about 1 50/ 1, the mole ratio of the fluo-
rine containing compound to the nickel containing
compound ranges from about 3/1 to about 400/1 the
mole ratio of the organometal compound to "the
fluorine containing compound ranges from about
0.3/1 to about 3/1 and the mole ratio of the hydro-
peroxide compound to the organometal compound
ranges from about 0.0/1 to about 1.5/1.
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(R)b

wherein R is a C
,
to Q. inclusive, hydrocarbon radical, a is

an integer of to 5. inclusive, b is an integer of to 5
inclusive, with the proviso that a + b = 5

on an activated inorganic oxide support selected from the
group consisting of silica, alumina and mixtures thereof
and

heating the deposited chromium compound at a tempera-
ture of about 1 10° to 900r. in an inert atmosphere for
a period of time sufficient to allow for the removal of at
least some of the ligands from said chromium compound

3,844,976
NOVEL CATALYST SYSTEM

1"„ .^.1"*"/^' f"*»«"»»^n' «nd Philip H. Ravenscroft. Edi-

York N y" »*^'«"«" to M & T Chemicals Inc., New

Division of Ser. No. 833,805, June 16, 1969,. This application
Oct. 15, 1970, Ser. No. 81,139

II « r, i^\- ^\\^T ^"^''' ^0»8 17/013, 171015
U.S. CI. isl—431 C 20 n
catakuTTh

""'^/' co'npo/ition for use as a polymerization
cata >s m the production of polyethylene terephthalate, said
catalyst composition consisting essentially of

a. an antimony compound having one of th^.following for-
mulae: ^

Sb(Y)„or Y3Sb = 0;and
b. an arsenic compound having one of the following formu-

As(Y)„or YnAs = 0.
wherein each Y is individually selected from the group ofmonovalent radicals consisting of R, -OOCR. halogen-OR. -SR. OOCRSH. -SRCOOR'and

'

s

-SC\K..

Wherein R and R are independently selected from the group
consisting of alkyl. alkenyl. cycloalkyi, aralkyl. aryl. and alka
ryl radicals and n represents the integer 3 or 5. wherein saidantimony compound is other than an antimony trihalide andwith the proviso that the ratio of arsenic compound to anti-mony compound is between 0.01:1 and 1:1. respectively

3,844,975
THERMALLY AGED HYDRIDE BASED

POLYMERIZATION CATALYST
Frederick J Karol, Somerset, NJ., assignor to Union Carbide

Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,270

Int. CI. C08f 3104
U.S. CI. 252-430

g ^^^^^^
1. An olefin polymerization catalyst which is prepared^bT*
depositing catalytically effective quantities of at least one
chromium compound having the structure

3,844,977
ALUMINOSILICATE COMPOSITIONS, METHOD OF

PREPARATION
Dean Arthur Young, Yorba Linda, Calif., assignor to Union OilCompany of California, Los Angeles, Calif

Filed Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,860

U.S. CI. 252-438
13 ^^^^^^

\Jj ''"^^'",f
^°^ of forming an intimate mixture of a parS

late crystalline, zeolitic aluminosilicate and an amorphous

icate with said refractory oxide in the presence of water anda deflocculating amount of a water soluble oxygen-containing
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amine having 1 to about 4 oxygen atoms, 1 to about 3 amino

groups, and 2 to about 1 2 carbon atoms per molecule.

3,844^78

LAYERED CLAY MINERALS AND PROCESSES FOR
USiNG

Donald A. Hickson, Richmond, Calif., assignor to Chevron

Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 311,080

Int. CLBOlj U 140; CfSXh 33120

U.S. CI. 252-455 R H Claims

1. A layer-type, dioctahedral, clay-like mineral having the

empirical formula

MgO ; iSiOz . UAI2O3 /)AB : xHjO

wherein the layer-lattice structure is composed of said silica,

said alumina, said magnesia, said A and said B. and wherein

J is from 1.4 to 100.

a is from 0.1 to 100.

b is from 0.2 to 0.6,

A is one equivalent of an exchangeable cation having a

valence of 3 or less and is external to the layers of the

framework or at the edges or between successive layers

of the structure,

B is chosen from the group of negative ions consisting of F'.

OH". ''2O" and mixtures thereof, and is internal or at the

edges and surfaces of the layers of the framework struc-

ture, and

A is from 2 to 3.5 at 50*7^ relative humidity,

said mineral being characterized by a (/,m,i spacing at said

humidity within the range which extends from a lower limit of

about 10 Angstroms to an upper limit of about 15 Angstroms

when A is monovalent and an upper limit of 18 Angstroms

when A is divalent or trivalent, with intermediate values possi-

ble when A is a mixture of monovalent, divalent and trivalent

cations, and a d^^ spacing at said humidity in the range of from

1.5176 to 1.4977 Angstroms by x-ray diffraction analysis.

3,844,980

CATALYST FOR USE IN PURIFICATION OF EXHAUST
GASES

Toshiyuki Sakai, Funabashi, and Yutaka Ushimaru, Tokyo,

both of Japan, assignors to Mitsui Mining & Smelting Co.

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 320,330

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 28, 1971, 47-2226

Int. CLBOlj 11108

U.S. CI. 252-466 B 2 Claims

1. A catalyst for use in purifying exhaust gases from com-

bustion operations, comprising (A) a mixture of metal oxide

particles consisting of ( 1 ) 5 to 10 parts by weight of MnzOa.

(2) 10 to 20 parts by weight of CuO and/or CU2O in CuO
equivalent, (3) 5 to 10 parts by weight of FcjOa. (4) 60 to 80

parts by weight of y-AljOj and (5) I to 5 parts by weight of

MgO.
B. said particles of (1). (2) and (3) having deposited

thereon from 0.001 to 0.2 percent by weight, based on

the weight of (1 ), (2) and (3), of at least one metal se-

lected from the group consisting of Ru, Rh, Pd. Ag. Os.

Ir, Pt and Au.

3 844 979

LAYERED CLAY MINERALS, CATALYSTS, AND
PROCESSES FOR USING

Donald A. Hickson, Richmond, Calif., assignor to Chevron

Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

Filed Dec. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 311,081

Int. CI. BOlj 11 140: CQXb 33120

U.S. CI. 252-455 R H Claims

I. A layer-type, trioctahedral. clay-like mineral having the

empirical formula

MgO : sS\Oi : oAljOn h\^ : .xHjO

wherein the layer-lattice structure is composed of said silica,

said alumina, said magnesia, said A and B, and wherein

5 is from 0.66 to 1.33.

a isO <a % 0.333.

feisO <b\* 0.333.

A is one equivalent of an exchangeable cation having a

valence of 3 or less and is external to the layers of the

framework or at the edges or between successive layers

of the structure.

B is chosen from the group of negative ions consisting of F",

OH", MjO"" and mixtures thereof, and is internal or at the

edges and surfaces of the layers of the framework struc-

ture, and

X is from 2 to 3.5 at 50<^ relative humidity,

said mineral being characterized by a ^ooi spacing at said

humidity within the range which extends from a lower limit of

about 10 Angstroms to an upper limit of about 15 Angstroms

when A is monovalent and an upper limit of 1 8 Angstroms

when A is divalent or trivalent. with intermediate values possi-

ble when A is a mixture of monovalent, divalent and trivalent

cations, and a doe spacing at said humidity in the range of from

1.5335 to 1.5176 Angstroms by x-ray diffraction analysis.

3 844 981

METHOD FOR PREPARATION OF OLEFIN OXIDATION
CATALYST

James A. Cusumano, Rahway, NJ., assignor to Exxon Re-

search & Engineering Co., Linden, NJ.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 887,747, Dec. 23, 1969,

abandoned. This application June 5, 1972, Ser. No. 259,929

Int. CI. BOlj 11108, 11122

U.S. CI. 252— 471 14 Claims

1. A method for preparing a multimetallic olefin oxidation

catalyst which comprises contacting silver oxide or a water-

insoluble silver salt, selected from the group consisting of

silver carbonate, silver formate or silver lactate, having a

surface area of from 20 to 40 mVgm with an aqueous solution

of one or more soluble salts of metals selected from the group

consisting of copper, gold, iron, rhenium, manganese and

ruthenium, whereby silver oxide or said silver salt is impreg-

nated with said solution, drying said impregnated silver oxide

or said silver salt, reducing said dried impregnated silver oxide

or silver salt to bring said silver oxide or said silver salt and

said impregnating salt down to their respective metallic states,

and recovering an active multimetallic catalyst.

3,844,982

BUILT DETERGENT COMPOSITION
Daniel S. Connor, Colerain Township, Hamilton County, and

James E. Thompson, Springfield Township, Hamilton

County, both of Ohio, assignors to The Procter & Gamble

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 879,612, Nov. 24, 1969,

abandoned. This application May 11, 1971, Ser. No. 142,360

Int. CI. CI Id J/20

U.S. CI. 252-544 1 Claim

1. A built detergent composition consisting essentially of:

a. an organic water-soluble synthetic detergent selected

from the group consisting of anionic, nonionic. zwitter-

ionic and ampholytic detergents, or mixtures thereof; and

b. as a detergency builder, the biodegradable phosphorus-

free, water-soluble salts of a mixture of benzene pentacar-

boxylic acid and benzene hexacarboxylic acid in the

proportion by weight of 1:1, respectively, the cation

forming the watersoluble salts of said carboxylic acids

being selected from the group consisting of alkali metal,

ammonium or tetraalkylammonium in which the alkyl

group in methyl, ethyl, propyl or isopropyl, and

wherein the proportion by weight of the detergent to the

detergency builder is from 5:1 to 1:20.
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3 844 983ROOM TEMPERATURE CURING POT Vnri i rnur^

Division of Horizons Research Incorporated
'

33 8?r M, i""i"o",^n**°"-'"-P^^ ^^ application Sen No.33,871, May 1, 1970, now Patent No. 3 702 8^^ ThVc
application Nov. 2, 1972, Ser. No 303^187 '' ^'

VS. CI 260-2
p'""''^'-^'''-'^''^

1. Polyphosphazenes the skeletal chains of which c^m'

formuTas '
''"''''"" ""'' represented by the general
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H> Rj Rs
I I

I-c-c-c-o-
I I I

Kj K< Kj
I

Y

III

X
Ri R4 Rj

-c—c—c—o-

Hj lU Kj
I

Y
IV

pOB

LoR _

and

OR 1
I

P=N-

_0\V

Wherein R, R2, R3, R, and Rg represent a hydrogen atom,
a lower alkyl group or an aryl group; R, represents a
Li_6 alkylene group; X represents a halogen atom or agroup containing a pyrrole ring attached to the R. at the
pyrrole nitrogen atom; and Y represents a group contain-
ing a pyrrole ring attached to the R^ at the pyrrole nitro-
gen atom.

wherein each R is a monovalent radical selected from the

fry andTrvhr.^';'"''''
""°^°^"^y'' ^y^' -^stituLdaryl and arylalkyl and not every R in the polyphosphazene

.s required to be identical to every other R; and each Ws a monovalent group containing _NH or -NH^ func^

conslll^^f
"' "'""" "^ '' '''''''' ^-- »h^ grou/wS

H
I

R'-N-R", -7i"'-NH,. and -ClhClUXClhClh^ii^^u,

Tn^'nt'" ^'i'
^-5^"^>a Or -QH^iCH^^, wherein a isan integer from 1 to 4. and wherein X represents CH oN R represents lower alkyl with up to 4 carbon atoms-R represents alkyl, aryl, aralkyl, alkylaryl, and the aTvigroup IS carbocyclic or heterocyclic; and the rat"o of R/WIS from about 99.5/0.5 to 65/35.

ewTwir.^ 3,844,986
SULFOALKYL ACRYLATE-OLEFIN COPOLYMER
Tn.hh ^ CATION EXCHANGERS
Toshiharu Tomatu Otake, Tadao Iwata, Iwakuni, andHidesaburo Oi, Uaki, Yamaguchi-ken, Japan, assignors

Nn n'"'-^'''2^^.''T''^^'
Industries, Ltd., Tokyo JapanNo Drawing. Filed July 11, 1973, Ser. No. 378,165Claims priont}, application Japan, July 14. 1972

47/69,933

ITC ni -.^A ,, Int. CI. C08f 75/02
U.S. CI. 260—2.2 R 3 q^-

1. A cation-exchangeable structure which consists of^a
water-insoluble random copolymer having

(A) olefin units of formula ( 1

)

(1)

CRYSTALLINE COPOLYMERS OF CIS-l 4-DIHALO-_ . , 2,3-EPOXYBLTANE
Edwin James Vandenberg, Wilmington, Del., assignor to

V. r,"«r*="'e^^'"eorporated, Wilmington, DelNo Drawing. Filed Dec. 12 1972, sfr. No 314,288

U.S. CI. 260-2 a'"''^'-^''^'^/^^ ,:..
1- A crystalline copolymer of a cis-1 4-dihalo^'Tepoxybutane and from about 0.5 to about 15 weidu n';"cent of at least one halogen-free monomer whh is co-

anisTaTd il:r
""' ^P-^y^^^'ane by a cationij mech

Tmb rs in' he'rin^^^"^
"^''^ ^°"^^'"'"« ^-- ' -

wherein R' is a member selected from the croup con-
sisting of a hydrogen atom and an alkyl radical hav-mg 1 to 4 carbon atoms, and

(B) units of formula (2)

"ir R2
-c-c

I

coo(cnj)mSOjM_
(2)

the

wherein R2 is a member selected from the croup con-
sisting of a hydrogen atom and a methyf radical /
IS or an integer of 5 to 8. m is 3 or 4, and M is'

a

member selected from the group consistim; of a hy-
drogen atom and alkali metals,
amount of the units of formula (2) beinc 0.1 to 5

PHOTOCONDUCTIVE^POLYETHERCOMPOSITIOV
HAVING PENDANT PYRROLE Rivrs™^'^

'^catr;;L£:'-1?caf,l^'a7abi:v'f$v^^^
w * ^. ^ 47/11,504

U.S. CI. 2?*0-i ?''
''"' ''^''- C»«« ''^'0

I. A photoconductive polyether containing ether^bon^sn the principal or side chains thereof and containing pyrrole rings m the side chains which polyether contains re-peating units with the formula I, II, m or ly
'^

Ri R3

—C—C—O—
Rj R4

I

Ri Rj
I 1-C-C—
Rj O

I

R4-Y
n

milhequivalents per gram of the random copolymer.

3 844 987

SSJ^rf A^^rP'^H?^?
TRANSPLANTER CONTAINERS

\uud\ ^''"*^'""'"e; ^^ew Providence, James E. Potts,Milington, and Walter D. Niegisch, Watchunc NJ
assignors to Union Carbide Corporation, New' York,'

No Drawing. Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 275,975

U.S. i_l. Zbv—7.5 |Q pij,-

1. An article of manufacture which comprises- (aTa
biodegradable container fabricated from a mixture of
substances comprising (i) from about 5 to about 95weight percent of biodegradable thermoplastic oxyal-
kanoyl polymer, said polymer having a reduced viscosity
value of at least about 0.1 and upwards to about 12 andbeing further characterized in that at least about 10 weight

frihf,"L
/''"' thermoplastic oxyalkanoyl polymer is ^at-

tributable to recurring oxyalkanoyl units of the formula

-0-^CP,)-L.
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where x is an integer having a value of 2 to 7, with the

proviso that x does not equal 3; and (ii) from about 5

to about 95 weight percent of naturally occurring bio-

degradable product, based on the weight of said container,

and (b) a medium to germinate and grow seeds or seed-

lings in said container.

said water-insoluble cationic copolymers consisting

essentially of A percent by weight of said hydro-

philic component (I) (where 30%^A^2%), B

percent by weight of said quaternary ammonium salt

components, and C percent by weight of said hydro-

phobic components (III) (wherein 40%^C^2%
and50%^/l+C^10%),(vvhereC+/l-fB=100%).

3,844,988

TRIACETYL CELLULOSE RESIN FILMS
Haruo Takenaka, Mitsuo Okajima, Nobuo Hiratsuka, and

YasTiaki Yuyama, Kanagawa, Japan, assignors to Fuji

Photo Film Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

186,809, Oct. 5, 1971, which is a continuation of ap-

plication Ser. No. 56,077, June 29, 1970, which in turn

is a continuation of application Ser. No. 653,047, July

13, 1967, ail now abandoned. This application July 9,

1973, Ser. No. 377,347
Int. CI. C08b 21/08; C08g 41/04

U.S. CI. 260—16 7 Claims

1. A triacetyl cellulose resin film having increased tear

resistance and folding endurance consisting essentially

of a triacetyl cellulose resin having a combined acetic acid

content of at least 58% and a polyprethane resin soluble

in methylene chloride having a molecular weight of at

least 5,000 aipd only OH groups as the terminal groups

thereof.

3 844 989
ANTI-THROMBOGENIC POLYMER COMPOSITIONS

WITH INTERNALLY BOUND HEPARIN
Noriho Harumiya, Kamakura, Hajime Miyama, Fujisawa,

Hiroshi Tanzawa, Yuichi Mori, and Tadahide Sato,

Kamakura, Yasuo Idezuki, Mitaka, and Motokazo

Hori, Kamakura, Japan, assignors to Toray Industries,

Inc., Tokyo, Japan
^ ., - - ^

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 313,134

Claims priority', application Japan, Sept. 4, 1971,

46/104.127; Sept. 4, 1972, 47/87,891

Int. CI. A61k 17/18; C08b 25/00

U.S. CI. 260—17.4 R .
3 Claims

1. An anti-thrombogenic polymer composition consist-

ing essentially of water-insoluble cationic copolymers

having monomer units comprising (1) hydrophilic com-

ponents, (II) quaternary ammonium components, (III)

hydrophobic components, and heparin internally bound

therein, and having a negative Standard Membrane Poten-

tial diflFerence,

said monomer units constituting the hydrophilic com-

ponents (I) being selected from the group consisting

of acrylic acid, methacrylic acid (MA), a salt of

MA, an amide of MA, an alkylene glycol adduct

of MA and vinylpyridine,

The monomer units constituting said quaternary am-

monium salt components (TI) being selected from

the group consisting of dialkyldiallyl ammonium

halide or

3 844 990

AQUEOUS PAINT COMPOSITIONS OF VINYL
ACETATE-ETHYLENE COPOLYMER LATICES

Martin K. Lindemann, Somerville, and Rocco P. Voipe,

Newark, N.J., assignors to Air Products and Chemicals,

Inc., Allentown, Pa. ^ , ••

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 444,412, Mar. 31, 1965. This applicaUon

Oct. 27, 1966, Ser. No. 589,830

Int. CI. C08f 45/14; C09d 5/02

U.S. CI. 260—17 R 1 Claim

1. An aqueous paint composition for application to a

supporting wooden or gypsum board surface comprising

a synthetic polymer latex, a pigment, and, based on the

weight of the paint, 0.1-3 percent cellulosic thickener

selected from the group consisting of methyl cellulose,

hydroxyethyl cellulose and carboxymethyl cellulose, said

synthetic polymer latex comprising an aqueous medium

having dispersed therein a vinyl acetate-ethylene copoly-

mer containing 5 to 40% ethylene in the copolymer, said

copolymer being further characterized by an intrinsic

viscosity of 1 to 2.5 deciliters per gram as measured in

benzene at 30° C, and said dispersed copolymer having

a panicle size of 0.1m to 2m, said paint having a solids

content of 45 to 60 percent by weight and said pigment

being present in an amoum of 10 to 1,000 parts by weight

per V)0 parts by weight of said vinyl acetate-ethylene

latex solids.

Ri
/

CII -C-COO(Cir..)»-N-R.
I

\
R R3J

X-

(wherein /i= 2 or 3, R=H or a hydrocarbon radical,

Ri. R2, R3=a hydrocarbon radical and X=an
anionic group able to form a salt with an amine

nitrogen, such as a halogen), and

said monomer units constituting said hydrophobic

components being selected from the group consisting

of acrylic acid ester, methacrylic acid ester, acrylo-

nitrile, vinyl acetate, vinyl chloride, styrene, a-methyl

styrene, vinylidene dichloride, ethylene, propylene

and butadiene.

3 844 991

AQUEOUS DISPERSION OF LOW MOLECULAR
WEIGHT POLYAMIDE PARTICLES AND
METHOD OF MAKING IT

. ^ . ^ , . ,,

Charles F. Ferraro, Trenton, and Richard A. Javick,

Princeton Junction, N.J., and James A. Robertson,

Levittown, Pa., assignors to FMC Corporation, New
York N Y.
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 248,063

Int. CI. C08g 20/00, 5i/24

U.S. CL 260 18 N 13 Claims

1! The method of forming finely-divided, water dis-

persible, low molecular weight, linear polyamide resin par-

ticles of loosely packed, randomly oriented, clusters of

flaky sheets which comprises mixing at least one poly-

amide forming monomer or a high molecular weight,

linear polyamide and water, heating the mixture under

pressure to a temperature sufficiently high and for a period

sufficient to form a linear polyamide of a predetermined

low molecular weight, the temperature exceeding the melt-

ing point of the formed polyamide, thereafter instantane-

ously quenching the heated mixture in an aqueous quench-

ing medium to instantaneously reduce the temperature of

the heated mass to a temperature below the freezing pomt

of the formed polyamide and to bring the mass to a pH

between about 3 and about 9 thereby converting the

formed polyamide into finely-divided, water dispersible,

low molecular weight, linear polyamide resin particles

having particle sizes within a narrow particle size distribu-

tion and to instantaneously reduce the temperature of the

heated mass to a temperature where particle growth is

prevented and the particle size and structure is retained

and recovering a stable aqueous dispersion of the finely-

divided, low molecular weight, linear polyamide resin par-

ticles in the form of loosely packed, randomly oriented,

clusters of flaky sheets in the aqueous medium.
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3 844 992

R^h^^^^^A^.^'^^'^^'^P^^LYSILOXANE RESINSRobert C. Antonen, Midland, Mich., assignor to Dow
V„ riro -"'"I.^S^r"*'**"' ^«dland, Mich.No Drawing. F.Ied Nov. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 416,466

U.S.C.. 260-18 s'"^-^''^'«^^^/^^ ,,:,,.
1 A o.,,-.>ui . .. 1^ Claims

.entially of
"'^^"opo'y'^'loxane resin consisting es-

^^essentialTywr°'^''''°'''"'
'"'" ^^Polymer consisting

(1
) 50 to 1 00 parts by w-ight of a random organo-
polysiloxane consisting essentially of 15 to 60
mol percent RViSiO units, to 85 mol percent
KsbiO units, and to 50 mol percent RSiO, .
units, '^

in which R is methyl or phenyl, Vi is vinyl; the
phenyl to silicon ratio being in the range of
0.85:1.0 to 1.75:1.0, the vinyl to silicon ratio
being ,n the range of 0.15:1.0 to 0.6:1.0; and

(2)0 to 50 pans by weight of a block orcanopoly-
siloxane consisting essentially of

^^J/o'^"'^''
^'°''''' °f ^he average structure

(R2SiO),(RViSiO),(RSiOi5), in which R
and Vi are defined above, the sum of
x-hy+z has an average value of from 5

,
to 180 inclusive, at least 30 mol percent
of block (a) being (CH3)2SiO units, v
has a value up to 30 mol percent of (a)
z has a value up to 10 mol percent of (a)'
and ^'

(b) polymer blocks of the average unit for-
mula

October 29, 1974

{cn,)„

(Cilh)m~Si—0
4-ni-n

in which m has an average value from 1
to 1.1 inclusive, n has an average value up
to 0.1 inclusive, the siloxane units in (a)
being from 10 to 75 mol percent of block
copolymer (2), polysiloxanes (1) and r)
having been separately rendered essentially

^D^ u
'^'"^^ of hydroxyl groups; and

formur'"^^^""^""''''^"'*'
organopolysiloxane of the

(Cells) .Si I O.SiH |-a

\ cnJi

in which R is defined above, « is to 3 inclusive
at least one silicon atom in (B) being attached to a
phenyl group, polysiloxane (B) being present in
such an amount that the ratio of hydrogen atoms in(B) to vinyl groups in (A) is in the range of 0.8-1
to 1.5:1.0, and

(C) at least 0.1 part by weight platinum per million
parts by weight of the combined total weight of
siloxanes (A) and (B).

3 844 993
^
ACRYVir^F£^tS^^.'£S^'''«S'™N OF AN
^^^^J*^'*-- ENAMEL AND AN ISOCYANATF
CROSS-LINKING AGENT

«UCYANATE

Po^t'dfv^'"'''
Flint Mich., assignor to E. I. do

1 A ^^ . 14 Claims
1. A coating composition comprising 5-60% by

weight of a polymer blend and 95-40% by weight of a

solvent for the polymer blend in which the blend consists
essentially of

(1) 40-95% by weight of an acrylic vinyl oxazoline
ester polymer that has a relative viscosity of about
1.03-1.30 measured according to ASTM-D-445-46-
T Method B at 25° C. and which consists essentially
of a backbone of 50-96.5% by weight, based on the
weight of the polymer, of polymerized ethylenically
unsaturated monomers selected from the group con-
sisting of an alkyl methacrylate having 1-8 carbon
atoms m the alkyl group, cyclohexyl methacrylate.
acrylonitrile, styrene and mixtures of these mono-
mers and up to 20% by weight, based on the weight*
of the polymer, of a hydroxy containing monomer

selected from the group consisting of hydroxy alkyl
acrylate and hydroxy alkyl methacrylate having 2-4
in the alkyl groups and containing in the backbone
3-35% by weight, based on the weight of the

formlir'
""^ polymerized vinyl oxazoline esters of the

/R' R: \

O N
U.i -(— H'

I

R«

and having attached to the polymer backbone 0.5-
15 ,0 by weight, based on the weight of the polymer
ot pendent amino ester groups of the formula

Ri

1 I—C-O-Ri—X— R7

wherein
Ri is a hydrocarbon group having 2-20 carbon

atoms;

R2 is selected from the group consisting of hy-
drogen and an alkyl group having 1-4 carbon
atoms;

R3 and R4 are
\

o

-CII:r-0-C-R*;

R5 is an aliphatic hydrocarbon group having 1-6
carbon atoms;

R« and R^ are individually selected from the
group consisting of hydrogen, a saturated ali-

phatic hydrocarbon group having 1-6 carbon
atoms; and

R8 is from drying oil fatty acids, and correspond-
mgly

f 2) 5-60% by weight of an alkyd resin or a blend of
alkyd resins; "7

wherein the alkyd resin is the esterification prod-
uct of drying oil fatty acids, a polyhydric alcohol
and an aromatic dicarboxylic acid or an anhy-
dride thereof or a mixture of an aromatic di-
carboxyhc acid and an anhydride of an aromatic
dicarboxylic acid;

and utilized with said coating composition about
0.5-200% by weight, based on the weight of the

coating composition, of a polyisocyanate solu-
tion that consists essentially of 2-75% by weight
of a polyisocyanate selected from the group
consisting of polyisocyanate of the formula

O

OCN(R»)N
\

C—NII(Re)NCO

C-Nir(R«)NCO

O

Wherein R9 is a divalent aromatic hydrocarbon
radical having 1-12 carbon atoms and methylene
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bis(4-cyclohexyl isocyanate) and an aromatic
solvent for the polyisocyanate that is compatible
with the coating composition.

CHEMICAL

3,844,994
LITHOGRAPHIC INK COMPRISING

UK » POLYSTYRENE SULFONATC

PitnrB"'""v""'r'"^^'
ConI! assignor to

No DrawWr^^,',^^^^^^^^^^^^ 3, 3,,

U.S.C..26a-2'2V-^«''^^^/^^'^^/^^ 'Z
Philic and a hydroph.hc phase and further comprisingA. a small but effective amount of at least one poly-meric sur actant taken from the group consisting of

(1) Polyoxyeth>1ene alcohols of the formula

/-, .

^^^^^"^CHaOa-H wherein // is 2;
(2) Polyoxyethylene esters of saturated fatty acids
of the formula RCOOCCH^CHsOj^CH^OH;

(3) Polymeric polyol condensation products of
Fthylene Oxide-Propylene Oxide havinc a mo-
lecular weight of from 1.000 to 5,000 and pref-
erably lessMhan 2,000 with the hydrophilic Eth-
ylene Oxide units comprising less than 50 per-
cent of the polymer;

^'^i.J'l^
polymeric polyol reaction product of

Ethylene Oxide and Propylene Oxide with Eth

2107

polymer in an alkaline aqueous emulsion contain-
mg an anionic emulsifier selected from the group:
rosin soap, soaps of disproportionated and hydro-
genated rosin and soaps of fatty acids other than
rosin fatty acids,

(B) mixing with said latex about 0.5-2.0 equivalents,
per equivalent of said anionic emulsifier present in
the latex, of a sensitizer which is soluble in the latex
and selected from the group: amines and quaternary
ammonium compounds having an anionic site and a
cationic site and having a hydrocarbyl group of at
least 6 carbon atoms,

(C) mixing with the latex resulting from step (B)
(1) an organic liquid which is a solvent for the
polymer and is substantially water-immiscible
and

(2) an acid in an amount sufficient so that the
resulting mixture has a pH of about 1-6, there-
by forming a composition in which the pol> mer
IS in solution in the organic liquid, said acid
being selected from the group: sulfuric acid,
hydrochloric acid and nitric acid and

rO) removing substantially all of the water from the
resulting composition.

yiene Diamine and having a molecular weighi James T^'rlf^h^'^ ^^F^^"^^
^^^ ^'^"ESIVES

of about 4.000. with the hydrophilic polyoxy! EIHcott n»"'' m), ^1*1°"'^"/^ L^"«^^
J^ Huffman,of about 4.000. with the hydrophilic polyoxy-

ethylcne unit making up about 10 percent of
the polymer; and

^"'u/M^'t?'
P>'-'"°''"^°"^ having a molecular

weight of less than 200.000: and -, .^/^,cH;r.

fona'e
'"^"'" '"°""' "^ ^ ^^^'^^^y^- -'' U.S. CI. 260-29.2'n'''

''''''' "^"'^ ''''

FllirnH nt. Wa "".""» •»"" i-eiiore l. Huttman,

New York, N.^'
''''^°"'' '° ^- ^- ^"" & ^o.,'

^«o'iXi"%i^°d""4*J°";'"-P"^ «f abandoned applica-

N^"v.'/;:i^?3,rr:'^^:iiTo/8
''''- ™^ ^^^^-^^^

C08j 1/46

2 Claims
1 An adhesive composition consisting of an aqueous

dispersion, having a water content between 48 and 65%by weight of the total aqueous dispersion, a member of

^,_,,_,_^„ II 3,844,995 " • ; ' ^ " •*""'-' *->-"uciii oeiween 4« and 65%
??m-w??-V^"?^ MIXTURES OF INORGANIC ^1!'

"""^ °^ '^' •*°''' "'^'^'""^ dispersion, a member of

Werner KI«k^rK''^;^A'^ f^'^^'^^STKR RESIN
l

S^°"P/°"j'^^'"8 <^f ^ polyamide of 1 1-aminounde-

''«^^^^^^^^^^ frr -l!?l.^.->--!^e Of 12-aminododecanoic acid

schaft. Lcvcrkusen. Germany *
"«:"gt;seii

\r Drawing. Filed May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 358 845C la.ms pnorlty, application Germany, Mav 17 1972
P 22 23 989.0

' '

U.S. CI. 260-22 ^S-^'-^'«^^^/^^
.1. A thickening agent for unsaturated polvester resimsaid hickenmp .gent comprising a colloidal mixture offa) from 10 to 80% by weight of an ino^Jn c thi k-encr selected from the group consisting of oxides andhydroxide, of the elements of the second and hi"dgroups of the Periodic Table and

n J,^ "^^'^l?T''
P^o^"'^' of ^' 'east one dicarb

- •r--^ "~ '.'I i--"iiiiiiuuuuccanoic aciam an amoum between 87 and 98.9% by weight of theso Ids in said dispersion, 0.1 to 3.0 weight percent of the
otal solids of a clay and 1.0 to 10.0 weight percent of
the total solids of aluminum oxide, all of said solids
having a particle size of minus 325 mesh.

3 844 998
^ EST^R ^^?iiU^?S^^^^^^™^ OF AN EPOXY
CRLsS.LL4'li:!Gl^?N^

WATTR-DISPERSIBLE

^*pS ^;,-^^^^'^'.^^'^''*'°' ^°^ Aloysius N. Walus,Flint Mich., assignors to E. L du Pont de NemoursMd Company, Wilmington, Del.
^^emours

oxync aeid. . .east ^; m;;;;a;bo;;Hc-^"-- ^aTi^l' ^^^'^^f'^''"
"^'"^

^^:^:^::^::::tz^:;:!£^ ------ y^'^p^os... comprising about 2^^$^^'?;

an acid number of fro'mT'.o"50 Ht, r,f ^^T.'V^o.^'"^-.--^^^^ «-"'^al,y ofan acid number of from 5 to 50 and a hydroxWnumber of from 100 to 300.
•i>uroxyi

»s-

ty,

ca-

ion

v^.„.PREPARATION OF POLYMER SOLUTION*!

U.S. Cl. 260-23^-^'^^ ''/^^'^^^'^ ^/^^ ,,,.
1. A process for preparing a polymer solution from™apolymer latex which comprises
(A) providing a polymer latex which is the productof carrying out a polymerization reaction to form achloroprene polymer or a styrene-butadiene co-

(A) 75-98% by weight, based on the weight of the
binder, of an epoxy ester resin having a weight
average molecular weight of about 5,000-50,000 and
an acid number of about 20-120 and consisting ims
essentially of the reaction product of -uc.

( 1 ) an epoxy resin of the formula
o

/ \
CHj CII-CHj-

-o- -R'-
OH

-0-ciJi-cu—cn 1
=C1I

0- -Ri-/^
O

-ocH,cn-^cn,
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wherem Ri ,s an alkylene group of 1-4 carbonatoms or an alkylidene group of 3 carbon atomsand m is a positive integer sufficiently large to

Sr'ooo: Tnt"^"
^''''' ^^^-^^ ^' '^-

(2) a diphenol of the formula

HO
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the same to a gel state, further heating the eel to at

mol en fol'^H X
'''^ ^^ '" ^°"-^^ 'he same i11

TnTZ tn7' /
^''"."^ '''^' ^^'"g ^ff^^f^d while mov-ing the heated material along a plurality of pipes to pre-vent prolonged static heating of the phosphate pLticfzern arge masses that would otherwise effect colo changen tiie plastic, and gradually cooling the said rnohen fo^mto cure It into a quivery solid form

""

where R ,s an alkylene group having 1-4 car-bon atoms, or an alkylidene group of 3 carbonatoms wherein the residual epoxy groups ofthe reaction product are reacied with a sec-ondary amine and

^^nnh'T^''"^ '?' ''''*'°" P''^^"'^^ W'th trimellitic

(B) /;c^J'^'Z'^'^°/"^"^«"^P°^y ester resin; and

LrT ^^ ^^ ^''^^^' ^^'^^ «" the weight of the

s lec'd'f om ,r^"-''^^"^'''^
crosslinking Igenselected from the group consisting of hexakisfme

thoxymethyOmelamine, partially me hylated mel

deTl
^^^'^^''^^hyde, butylatedmelamine formal-dehyde, benzoguanamine formaldehyde and met^y -

ated urea formaldehyde-
memyi

wherein the binder is neutralized with ammonium hv

SMOKE RETARDANT COMPOSITIONSLawrence C.Mi,chall, So„,hfleld, Mfch "S, ,„

C.S.C..2.0-I;!i^,{-^»««^^«.^^^^^ Z
.1. As a composition of matter, a polyvinyl hilidTTdm^xed with a smoke retardant amounf oTa "oppe 'oxide-'molybdenum oxide mixture.

«-"PPer oxide-

3 844 999

Products and Chemicars, Inc.. A lentofn Pa

Apr. 6, 1972, Ser. No 241 844
apphcation

US. CI. 260-i-,SV*^''*'
'^^'^- "'• ''0'

„ ,, .

'^i„k°7"?-°'"f°'''
""'' ""^l^oseneous mixture, of n

"ructtif
™""=-"'-"i"S monomer hav.^g .h^

X o R O R
cn,=.r-c -Nir-r (ni:).^/--(•_('•_«

A i
wherein X is H or CH3 and R is H or -CH,OH such thatat least one R and preferably an average of thre RVare-CH2OH groups and the remaining R's are H; and

Ich%ToT(rT J^^'^'T
^''''' 'he structure:

rJ is
" ^^^'^ ^ '' " °'' CH3 and

CnF2n I. where n is 6 to 16;
HCnFzn. where n is 2 to 12:' and
CnF2n.i(CH2)x, where n is 3 to 12 and .r is or 1

wherein the ratio of fluoroacrylate monomer to amide'containing monomer is from about 60:40 1^99 1

US. Cl. 260-31.8'"^
^'•^"««^'^^*

,:,.

»lven,^for ,he bin.er; wHereS ^,{ Sr' ct^^.^eS

^^Li^'^^^f ^^ "^^'^h^' ^^^ed o-'i »he weight of the

'enSe^LmiSf;";,"^'"^
^°''°'-" --'-"^ ^

90-99% by weight, based on the weight of the co-polymer, of methyl methacrylate and corre-

Stot.H^-^''', '' "^'Sh^' based on theweigh of the copolymer, of a hydroxy amino-propyl acrylate or a hydroxy aminopropyl meth-
acrylate; and the copolymer having an fnhTrent
viscosity of about 0.25 to 0.35 at 0J% polym"sohd^ measured in ethylene dichloride soIvenTaJ

^^Ll^'^^f'^^
'^^'^^^' b^'^d °" the weight of thebmder, of an epoxy resin of the formula

o
/ \

CHa CII-CH,-

Rov"tv DesLf;'f F?"'^^^,''''''
^'^•' assignor to

'"^:i^i^B^^^?!l^^^^ ser.

1972, Ser. No. 264 848
^" "PP'"^^«°" '<»" 21,

V.S. a. 2»o-ioJt
"'"'"'''">

Plasucizer, healing said i„uid .o^Zr/io' p'^rS

on
-J

-o-ciij-iii-cn '

—in

O

-0-CIh-CU~ClU

n is a positive integer sufficiently large to provide a

r5!oOO-
""''^'^^^ '"o'ec^'ar weight of about 15,000-

(C) 5-20% by weight, based on the weight of thebmder, of polymethyl methacrylate having a rela-
tive viscosity of 0.25 to 0.45 measured at 5%polymer solids in ethylene dichloride solvent at 25°
C; and

^^hnH~~'^^ ^^ "^^'^h^' ^^^^^ °" the weight of theDmder, of an organic plasticizer selected from thegroup consisting of butyl benzyl phthalate, dibutyl
phthalate, 2-ethylhexyl phthalate, dicyclohex;i phthal-
ate dibenzyl phthalate, butyl cyclohexyl phthalateand dimethyl cyclohexyl phthalate.

P^'naiaie
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3,845,003
CHEMICAL OVERLAY SOLUTION WITH
NON-TOXIC PLASTICIZERS FOR SEDIMENT
CONTROL

Thorndyke Roe, Jr., Oxnard, Calif., assignor to the United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of

the Navy
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 422,122

Int. CI. C08f 45/40
U.S. CI. 260—31.8 H 2 Claims

1. A solution for forming a continuous, non-toxic, plas-

tic sheet of a desired thickness on the ocean floor con-

sisting essentially of a mixture having the following formu-

Urtion as expressed in parts by weight:

Polyvinyl butyral resin 1.0

2-(2-ethoxyethoxy ) eihanol 28.4

Citric Acid 13.4

Dibutyl phthalate 7.9

Dimethyldicocoammonium chloride, 75% active — 0.1

radical which may contain at least one inert substituent

selected from the group consisting of halogen atoms and

aryl hydrocarbon radicals, with the proviso that the con-

centration of the solubilized rubber is between 40 and

80%, based on the combined weight of rubber and sol-

vent, and the weight ratio of oxidizing agent to catalyst

is between 2:1 and 5:1, respectively.

3,845,004
CEMENTITIOUS COMPOSITIONS AND METHODS
Louis H. Eilers, Inola, and Christ F. Parks, Tulsa, Okla.,

assignors to The Dow Chemical Company, Midland,
Mich.

No Drawing. Application July 12, 1971, Ser. No. 161,875,

now Patent No. 3,746,725, which is a continuation-in-

part of application Ser. No. 17,290, Mar. 6, 1970, now
Patent No. 3,624,018, which in turn is a continuation-

in-part of application Ser. No. 486,530, Sept. 10, 1965,

now Patent No. 3,511,313. Divided and this applica-

tion Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. So. 308,491
Int. CI. C08f 45/34. 45/44

U.S. CI. 260—32.6 N 6 Claims
1. A composition of matter which comprises a liquid

slurry of (a) from about 0.1 to about 2 parts by weight

of a water-soluble carbamoyl polymer per part by weight

of a liquid, gel forming organo solvent therefor composed

of a liquid organic non-solvent for the polymer selected

from the group consisting of propylene glycol, water-

miscible alkylene oxide polymers having molecular weight

up to about 600 and water-miscible alkyl and aryl ethers

of the polymers wherein the etherifying moiety contains

from 1 to 12 carbons and (b) at least about 0.05 part by

weight per part by weight of the non-solvent, of an or-

ganic solvent for the polymer, the amount of the latter

being suflicient to render the liquid mixture a solvent for

the polymer, si\id organic solvent being ethylene diamine.

3,845,005
COATING COMPOSITION

Aaron Freiman, Brooklyn, N.Y., assignor to M & T
Chemicals Inc., Greenwich, Conn.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 254,605, May 18, 1972. This application

June 4, 1973, Ser. No. 366,539
Int. CI. C08c 77/22, 11/64; C09d 5/76

U.S. CI. 260—33.6 A 6 Claims
1. An improved liquid coating composition comprising

between 20 and 40% , based on the weight of the compo-
sition, of a solubilized crosslinkable hydrocarbon rubber

containing an average of at least one carbon-carbon dou-

ble bond per molecule of rubber, between 1 and 10%,
based on the weight of said rubber, of a crosslinking cata-

lyst, an oxidizing agent for the catalyst and between 5

and 15%, based on the weight of said coating composi-

tion, of a triorganotin compound wherein the improve-

ment resides in the presence of a liquid isobutylene-iso-

prene copolymer rubber and at least one liquid triorgano-

tin compound exhibiting the general formula RsSnX
wherein each R is individually selected from the group

consisting of alkyl radicals containing 3 and 4 carbon

atoms and phenyl radicals, and X represents a phenoxy

3,845,006
AMINORESIN-SILICAMICROCOMPOSITES

Modesto Emeta, Princeton Junction, N.J., assignor to

NL Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,035

Int. CI. C08g 57/04
U.S. CI. 260—37 N 9 Claims

1. A copolymerized composite comprising polysilicic

acid and polymeric aminoresin; said composite having a

particle size range from l/t to 50m; said copolymerized

composite containing from 40% to 99% of polysilicic

acid, calculated as silica by weight, the remainder being

the aminoresin polymer, said aminoresin polymer contain-

ing 0.5-2.0 moles of formaldehyde for each mole of amino

employed.

3,845,007
FLAME-RESISTANT THERMOPLASTIC MOLDING
COMPOSITIONS AND MOLDINGS MADE THERE-
FROM

Werner Nouvertne, Krefeld, Peter Rolf Miiller, Corao-
polis, and Giintcr Peilstocker and Hugo Vernaleken,

Krefeld, Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesell-

schaft, Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 293,195

Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 29, 1971,

P 21 48 598.3
Int. CI. C08g 57/70, 39/00

U.S. CI. 260—37 PC 4 Claims
1. A high impact, flame-resistant aromatic polycarbon-

ate containing by weight:

(a) 2-6 percent glass fibers having an average fiber

length of 100 to 600 ^m.; and

(b) 0.01 to 1 percent of an alkali metal salt.

3,845,008
BRAKE LINING COMPOSITION COMPRISING

PARTICULATE TAR RESIDUE
Andrew Mitchell III, Newark, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,681

Int. CI. C08g 57/OS, 57/70. 57/72
U.S. CI. 260—37 R 6 Claims

1. A molded brake lining composition having a coeffi-

cient friction of at least about 0.3 comprising about 30 to

70 weight percent of asbestos, about 10 to 50 weight per-

cent of a synthetic resin binder, and about 1 to 20 weight

percent of a particulate friction modifier which comprises

a deoiled highly polymerized tar residue from the produc-

tion of organic isocyanates by the phosgenation of aro-

matic diamines said residue containing a maximum of one

percent by weight hydrocarbon oil and having a particle

size of about 20-80 mesh.

3,845,009
CEMENT COMPOSITIONS EMPLOYING NOVEL

METHACRYLATE MONOMER
Robert Johns Gander, Whitehouse, N.J., assignor to

Johnson & Johnson
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 223,369, Feb. 3, 1972. This application

Oct. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 410,732
Int. CI. C08f 7/70, 45/04; C08g 33/10; C09k 3/00

U.S. CI. 260—42.15 12 Claims
1. In a direct dental filling system utilizing a binder

nd finely divided solid filler having an average particle
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size of submicron to about 25 microns with the average
particle size being within the range of about 15-30
microns, an intimate mix of monomer binder and finely
divided inorganic filler with the filler being present in an
amount in excess of 50% by weight of said mix and at
least 10% by weight of said monomer binder consisting
of the monomer l,3-bis[2,3-di(methacryloxy)-propoxy]-
benzene.

ethylenically unsaturated hydrocarbon selected from the
group consisting of homopolymers and graft and block
copolymers of ethylene, propylene and butene, (b) 23 to
40 percent of a polyhalogenated cyclopentadiene deriva-
tive selected from the group consisting of

( 1 ) compounds of the formulas

3,845,010
THERMOSET MOLDING POWDERS EMPLOYING
GLYCIDYL METHACRYLATE FUNCTIONAL
A?^tl5FAT^^^ DIBASIC ACID CROSSLINKINGAGENT AND MOLDINGS THEREOF

Santokh S. Labana, Dearborn Heights, and Ares N.
Theodore, Farmington, Mich., assignors to Ford Motor
Company, Dearborn, Mich.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Scr.

„^ ^. Int. CI. C08f 45/70
U.S. CI. 260-42.18 20 Claims

1. A moldmg mixture which comprises a particulate
intimate mixture of:

(A) an epoxy-functional copolymer of acrylic mono-
mers

(1) consisting essentially of about 15 to about
40 weight percent glycidyl methacrylate, about
10 to about 30 weight percent methacrylonitrile,
and a remainder consisting essentially of methyl
methacrylate, and

(2) having an average molecular weight in the
range of about 1,500 to about 16,000, with less
than 5 percent of the molecules of said copol-
ymer having a molecular weight below 1,000,
a softening point above 25° C, and epoxide
groups in its molecular structure resultant of
inclusion of said glycidyl methacrylate as a
constituent monomer thereof, and

(B) a C4-C20 dibasic acid having melting point in the
range of 30° to 160° C, said dibasic acid being
present in an amount which provides about 0.8 to
about 1.2 carboxyl groups per each epoxy group in
the molding powder.

/\
Y(,)--

(ArR„)„
Xi-

Y(,r

/\
--(ArR.).

and

Y^rl^
4f-(ArR.).

wherein X is halogen; Y is selected from the group
consisting of halogen, alkyl and hydrogen; R is se-
lected from the group consisting of chlorine, bro-
mine, fluorine and trifluoromethyl; Ar is phenyl; n
is from 1 to 2 when R is trifluoromethyl and n is

from 2 to 4 when R is chlorine, bromine or fluorine;
z is from 1 to 2, and q is from to I, q being zero
when z is two;

(2) compounds of the formula

wherein X is halogen, Y is halogen, alkyl or alkoxy
and Z is a tetravalent cyclic or acyclic hydrocarbon
radical, (c) 2 to 7 percent of antimony oxide, (d) 3

to 7 percent of zinc borate and (e) 5 to 14 percent
of talc.

„, , , 3,845,011
ELASTOMERIC PLATFORM FOR FURNITURE
Tore V. Saether, Mattapoisett, Mass., assignor to

Acushnet Company
Continuation-in-part of application Sen No. 710,418, Jan.

if' ?l^*;o°Jir'/^**"*
^o- 3,502,316. This applicationMay 26, 1969, Ser. No. 840,890

iTc r..
,_^°t- C- C08c 7//0<- C08d 9/00

U.S. CI. 260—42.32
1 Claim

1. A member adapted for attachment to a furniture
frame comprising an elastomeric platform having a du-
rometer. Shore A, ASTM D-676-59T hardness of about
55 to about 80, a modulus at 50% elongation, ASTM D-
412-62T from about 150 to about 600 p.s.i., a tear re-
sistance, ASTM D-624-54 die C of at least about
100 pounds per mch and a tension set, ASTM D-412-62T
of not more than about 35% and a permanent set not
over about 15%.

3,845,013
STABILIZATION OF ETHYLENE POLYMERS

Michael Robin, Colonia, N.J., and Sheldon R. Schulte,
Columbus, Ohio, assignors to Ashland Oil, Inc., Ash-
land, Ky.
No Drawing. Filed May 8, 1972, Ser. No. 251,169
The term of this patent subsequent to Oct. 22, 1991,

has been disclaimed
Int. CI. C08f 45/58; C08g 51/58

U.S. CI. 260—45.95 C 26 Claims
1. A polymer composition of increased stability against

oxidative degradation comprising an ethylene polymer
and an effective stabilizing amount of compound of the
general formula:

OH OH OH

FLAME RETARDANT POLYMER COMPOSITIONSAnthony C. Bernardo, Fort Lee, NJ., assignor to Allied
Chemical Corporation, New York, N.Y.No Drawing Filed July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,183

U.a. CI. 260—45.75 B « r-iox^. u • , ^ .

1 A fire retardint !,nH oi^„ 5 Claims wherem x is an mteger of from 1 to 2 and each R in-

compositfon cons stfne essentSv J^P'"^^"^ .P^'y'"^^'^ ^ividually is an alkyl radical of 1-9 carbon atoms, and

cenTby weLr a 40 to 6 nl^^^^
'""'^ ^^ itidividually is an alkyl radical of 1-4 carbonoy we.gnt, (a) 40 to 65 percent of a polymer of an atoms, provided that at least one R, is CH3.
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3,845,014

METAL COMPOUNDS OF POLYCARBAMOYL-
AMIDRAZONES

Dieter Frank, Elsenfeld, Walter Brodowski, Amorbach,

and Peter Hentschel, Kleinheubach, Germany, assignors

to Akzona Incorporated, Asheville, N.C.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 208,427

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 16, 197U,

P 20 61 896.6

The term of this patent subsequent to June 26, 1990,

has been disclaimed

Int. CI. C08g 22/02, 33/10

U.S. CI. 260 47 CB ^^ Claims

1! The chelated reaction product obtained by metallizing

(A) a polycarbamoylamidrazone consisting essentially of

recurring units of the formula

[

-R'N-N^(-R-C=N-NR'-r-NII-R"'-NII-(;-

NI1R"NHR" O '"Io J

wherein R is a direct chemical bond, alkylene of 3 to 10

carbon atoms or aryl, R' represents hydrogen or methyl,

R" represents hvdrogen or phenyl and R'" is a divalent

orcanic radical having an essentially hydrocarbon struc-

ture of 2 up to about 14 carbon atoms, by chelatmg reac-

tion with (B) at least one metal selected from the class

consistinu of metals of Groups lla, llla, IVa, Va, VIII,

lb lib illb. IVb and Vb of the long periodic system of

elemems, said metal being in the form of a compound

thereof dissolved in water or an organic solvent, and said

reaction being carried out at a temperature between about

room temperature and the boiling point of the solution.

3,845,015

HIGH PERFORMANCE POLYSULFONATE RESIN

Robert J. Thomas, Midland, Mich., assignor to The

Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 411,492

Int. CI. C08g 77/08, 17/13

U.S. CI. 260—49
^

5 Claims

1. The polymer consisting essentially of repeating units

havinu the formula

wherein R i i

o"

oj

an alkyl group of 1-6 carbon atoms.

than 5 percent of the molecules of said copoly-

mer having a molecular weight below 1.000,

a softening point above 25° C, and epoxide

groups in its molecular structure resultant ot in-

clusion of said glycidyl methacrylate as a con-

stituent monomer thereof, and

(b) a polymeric polyanhydride having the structural

formula

n
o o A

JLi';_(ciix)u-c-o-c-(cnx)„-(i-Oy

wherein X=H, CH2, C2H5 or a halogen atom and n

is 4 to 10, said polymeric polyanhydride being

present in an amount providing about 0.5 to about

1.5 anhydride groups per each epoxy group in the

molding powder.

3,845,017 ^^^^
POLYMERS STABILIZED WITH TERPENE ALCO-

HOLS AND AN ORGANOTIN COMPOUND
John Desmond Collins, Albrighton, Harold Coates, Wom-

boume, and Iftikhar Hussain Siddiqui, Birmingham,

England, assignors to Albright & Wilson Limited, Old-

bury, Warley, Worcs, England
4-,Ari^

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 420,516

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 16, iv/J,

2,274/73
Int. CI. C08f 45/58

U S CI 260 45.75 K i2 Claims

1. A 'composition suitable for stabilizing halogen con-

taining resins, said composition comprising a terpene al-

cohol having a primary or secondary allylic alcohol group,

and an organotin mercapto carboxylate ester of formula

R (-SC.II.-.COO-IR"
\ /
Sn

K^ \-SCyIl2yC00-]R"'

Where the tin atom is bonded to the sulphur or oxygen

atom of each mercapto carboxylate unit, and each ot K

and R'. which are the same or different, represents an

alkyl group of 1 to 10 carbon atoms, a cyclohexyl group

or a phenyl group, each of R" and R'", which are the

same or different, represents an organic group containing

C H and optionally O and /or S atoms, and each of x

and V which are the same or different represents an in-

teger of 1 to 20. wherein the weight ratio organotin mer-

capto carboxylate ester to terpene alcohol is 20:1 to 1:1.

3,845,016

THERMOSET MOLDING POWDERS EMPLOY-
ING GLYCIDYL METHACRYLATE-FUNC-
TIONAL POLYMERS AND POLYMERIC
POLYANHYDRIDE CROSSLINKING AGENTS
AND MOLDINGS THEREOF

Santokh S. Labana, Dearborn Heights, and Ares N.

Theodore, Farmington, Mich., assignors to Ford Motor

Company, Dearborn, Mich.
_

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application 5>er.

No. 209,347, Dec. 17, 1971. This application Feb. 15,

1974, Ser. No. 443,183
Int. CI. C08f 45/10

U.S. CI. 260—42.18 26 Claims

1. A molding powder which comprises a particulate,

intimate mixture of

(a) a copolymer

(1) consisting of about 15 to about 40 weight per-

cent glycidyl methylacrylate, about 10 to about

30 weight percent methacrylonitrile, and a re-

mainder consisting essentially of methyl meth-

acrylate, and

(2) having an average molecular weight in the

range of about 1,500 to about 16,000, with less

3,845,018 ,_^
ACETYLENE SUBSTITUTED POLYAMIDE

OLIGOMERS
Norman Bilow, Los Angeles, Abraham L.Landis, North-

ridge, and Leroy J. Miller, Canoga Park, Cal'f- .as-

signors to Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City,

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 347,501, Apr. 3, 1973. This appUcation

Nov. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 413,473
Int. CI. C08g 20/32

U.S. CI. 260—47 CP ^ ,, . , ?',S,?'
1. A compound having the following chemical struc-

ture:

'In/ \<^ ^n-r-Ln/ ^r^ Vr'-c^cii

I i i ill
lir=c—R—

r
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wherein

ether),

from 1
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R is poiy(aryIene ether) or poly(arylene thio-R IS arylene or diarylene ether, /, is an average

to about 10, and R" is

October 29, 1974

or n

III

and X is C=0, CHj, O. S, or a bond.

^'illvllJ?."'°\P"''?^
°^ trimethylolpropane mono-

allylether or glycerol monoallylether;
(d) to 50 mol percent of a polyoxyalkylene glycol

Annn^
^n/verage molecular weight of about 400 to

H,{}U[); and
(e) 10 50 mol percent of an alkylenc glycol of the

cal ot 2 to 6 carbon atoms;
50 mol percent of said reactants being selected from the

acid reactants and 50 mol percent of the reactants
being selected from the alcohol reactants with 5 to
70 mol percent of said reactants being unsaturated
and selected from (b) and (c).

„.„„^ 3,845,019

Dav id H rh?H ''PPIRETHANE ELASTOMERS
Th A

£''^'1«'<^'<' New Martinsville, W. Va and
IdX p ^.''''U

*'?""^'^' '^^« «f Columbia, S C. by

t1; Riv.^"*^"*'"''"''?"*"^' Columbia, S.C.; as ignorsto Ba> chem Corporation, New York, N.Y.
^

tion7'^T/'ir^TnTT^^'* «f abandoned applica-

?22,990 Feb 2 19?2 Vi-"- ^\^^P' ^"^ ^en No.

Ser/No! 329 boi
^^ ^PPl'cation Feb. 2, 1973,

irc ^1 ^^« Int. CI. C08g 22/70
U.S. CI. 260—75 NQ ^

.« p, .

1 Polyurethane elastomers prepared by a process com'Pns.ng reacting an organic polyisocyanate with an Tr-

reactive with --NCO groups and a chain-extendinc com-posuion comprising a mixture of a compound of t^e

«-n>w 3,845,021
POLYUREA-URETHANE SHOCK ABSORBING

n ., T .. .
COMPOSITIONS

David L. Dukes, Kent, and Charles J. Pearson, Akron

(I)

lIO-CHa-CII,-0-
—O-CHj-CIIr-OH

TectTLrn'rh'''''''''''"
""' "^^'^^'^ "''^ '' compound se-lected trom the group cons sting of C, to C niL..r,» v \

or a compound of the formula ^ °' *^^ '° ^^ ^'*^''"^ ^'^'^

(11)

IIO-CH,—CHr

\L.I \ J^ -ciij-cns-oir

w,.h the provso ,ha> when v i. 0, .v is and .ILI ll .!

„ ^ ^ 3,845,020
FACTICE-LIKE MATERIALS BASED

Th r^ ,. ^^ POLYESTERS
Thomas G. Harris, Lancaster, Pa., assignor to Armstrong
No nro«,-

Cork Company, Lancaster, Pa.
^

No Drawmg. Filed {-• 17, 1973 Ser. No. 324,559
U.S. CI. 260-75 ^' ^'' "^"^^ '^^^^

I. A process for the production of factice-like nrod^^s

whh b'.°7"'"K"^"''"^ ^ ''^"''^ unsaturat d poTyesteNvith, based on the weight of the mixture from 5 to kpercent by weight sulfur and reacting the Ztur. II

to j75 F for a period of time sufficient to form a semicured, rubbery, crumbly mass, said liquid pol estTr haTn;
5
"oo'Inf h'^^'^^'i'"'

""'^^^^ °f ^^^-'- about 2 000 and

(a) to 50 mol percent of a member selected from thegroup consisting of phthalic anhydride. o-phSalicacid and esters of o-phthalic acid-
pnmaiic

its aihyd'riTe!'
""""' "' tetrahydrophthalic acid or

1. A shock absorbing device comprisins a series of
ten loaded resilient shock absorbinc units'", said device
characterized by not bottoming out with a 27.000 pound
hammer being dropped vertically on the device from a
height of about 18 inches at about 25" C, further char-
acterized by said shock absorbing units not cracking after
dropping said hammer 3 times on the device at —35° C
and additionally characterized by passing the AAR Spec
jvi-yui-E Endurance Test, startinc at about ->5° C by
dropping said hammer at variable vertical heights of about
I to about 30 inches until 35 million foot pounds of en-
ergy have been expended on the device, where each of
said shock absorbing units is characterized by deflecting
from about 0.3 to about 0.6 inch at about 25° C upon
the application of about 1800 pounds per square inch
uniformly to the end surface areas of said resilient com-
position when the said composition is a generally disc
shaped cylindrical element with circular parallel force re-
ceiving end surfaces having diameters of about 6.5 inches,
each end surface being adhered to a metal plate, a height
of about 1.5 inch, and a side-wall connecting the end sur-
faces sub,siantially in the form of a V-shaped groove
having substantially equal length sides, the said groove
extending between the said end surfaces, the volume of
the solid portion of the said element being about 150
percent of the volume of the said groove, and further
characterized by a -40° C. cold temperature compres-
sion test where the said composition, at -40° C whenshaped and cured to a solid circular disc with a Straight
ide-wall, having a diameter of about 1.13 inches and athickness of about 0.5 inch, requires a maximum pres
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sure of 7,500 pounds per square inch applied to its flat

.surfaces to compress the disc 40 percent, where said poly-

urea-urethane composition is prepared by the method
which comprises reacting at least one diamine selected

from the group consisting of orthodichlorobenzidine and

4.4'-methylene bis-orthochloroaniline with the reaction

product of 3,3'-bitolylene-4.4'-diisocyanate and reactive

hydrogen containing polymeric materials selected from

(1) polytetramethylene ether glycols having an average

molecular weight in the range of from about 800 to about

2200 with a total average molecular weight in the range

of about 1200 to about 1500 or (2) a mixture of reactive

hydrogen-containing materials comprising in the range

of from about 30 to about 100 weight percent polytetra-

methylene ether glycols having an average molecular
weight of from about 800 to about 2200 and correspond-
ingly in the range of up to about 70 weight percent of

polyester polyols having a molecular weight in the range
of from about 800 to about 2200 selected from at least

one of (a) caprolactone polyesters prepared from e-cap-

rolactone and glycols selected from diethylene glycol and
straight chain hydrocarbon diols containing 4 to 6 carbon
atoms, (b) adipa|tes of adipic acid and straight chain ali-

phatic hydrocarbon diols containing 4 to 6 carbon atoms
and (c) azelates of azelaic acid and straight chain ali-

phatic hydrocarbons diols containing 4 to 6 carbon atoms,
with the requirements that the total average molecular
weight of the mixture of polytetramethylene ether glycol

and polyester polyol is in the range of about 1300 to

about 1900, where the ratio of isocyanato groups of the

diisocyanatc to the sum of hydroxyl groups of the polyols
is from about 1.7 to about 2.5. where the ratio of pri-

mary amino groijips of the diamine to excess isocyanato
groups over the sum of hydroxyl groups of the polyols
is in the range of about 0.6 to about 1 and where the acid
number of the po yols is less than about 1.

3,845,022
ELECTROPHOTOGRAPHIC COATING COMPOSI-
TIONS HAVING BROMINE-CONTAINING POLY-
MER BINDERS

Dilip K. Ray-Chaudhuri, Somerville, Paul C. Georgoudis,
Dunellen, and Hans H. Stockmann, Plainheld, N.J., as-
signors to National Starch and Chemical Corporation.
New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Original application Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No.
169,075, now Pateni No. 3,793,293, dated Feb. 19,
1974. Divided and this application Nov. 23, 1973, Ser.
No. 418,597

Int. CI. C08f 75/02, 15/14, 15/16
V.S. CI. 260—78.5 R 1 Claim

1. A bromine-containing, film forming interpolymer
consisting essentially of repeating units derived from at

least one bromine-containing monomer corresponding to
the general formula

(a)

((d) I

Br-

Ri

LcHJ4=C-C00-CHj-C

Bi
I

Br-/TV-coon

-C=Cn-BrJ

O Ri
I

-COO-CII—CHj—0-C-C^CHa

Ri
"Vf

wherein:

Ri=H, or —CH3,

and at least one ethylenically unsaturated monomer which
does not contain bromine and said interpolymer contains

about 0.01 to 0.35 mole of bromine-containing monomer
per mole of total monomers.

1 Claim
soluble in or-

3,845,023
HEAT-CURABLE COPOLYMERS BASED ON HY-
DROXYALKYLESTERS AND N-ALKOXYMETH-
ACRYLAMIDES. SHOWING EXCELLENT AD-
HESIVE PROPERTIES ESPECIALLY ON
METALLIC SUBSTRATES

Horst Dalibor, Hamburg-Harksheide, Germany, assignor

to Reichhold-Albert-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft, Ham-
burg. Germany

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 124,586, Mar. 15, 1971. This appUcation

Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,568
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Mar. 19, 1970,

4,149/70, 4,150/70
Int. CI. C08f 15/40

U.S. CI. 260—80.73
I. A heat-curable copolymer which is

ganic solvents consisting of:

(a) 30 to 45% by weight of styrene,

(b) 5 to 10% by weight of hydroxyethyl methacrylate,

(c) 1 to 2% by weight of acrylic acid,

(d) 18 to 22% by weight of an ether of N-methylol-

methacrylamide etherified with n-butanol or iso-

butanol or their mixture,

fe) 25 to 35% by weight of butyl acrylate, or 2-ethyl-

hexyl acrylate or their mixture and

(f) 5 to 16% by weight of a hydroxyalkyl ester of

methacrylic acid with hydroxyl numbers of about 130

to about 150 of the following formula:

(Us o
! <y

H c^c-c ciii r riis "i riij

\ 1 I I

o-cii.—cii-L-o-ciis-cii-Jo-o-cii.^cn
I

OH
(T).

wherein /; represents integers between 2 and 6.

3,845,024
CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR PRODUCTION

OF FLUOROELASTOMERS
S. David Weaver, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Nov. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 308,855
Int. CI. C08f 1/82

U.S. CI. 260—80.77 9 Claims
1. The process for tht continuous copolymerization of

vinylidene fluoride with at least one other polymerizable,

unsaturated fluorinated monomer in aqueous emulsion to

a polymeric product having broad molecular weight dis-

tribution, said process comprising the following steps:

CI) Introducing the monomers, water, and a water-

soluble free radical generator at a concentration of

about 0.001-2 weight percent based on the total

monomers, but no chain transfer agent, into the first

of two reactors equipped with agitating means and

maintained at a temperature of about 50-130° C,
and a pressure of about 250-1,500 p.s.i.g. at such a

flow rale that the residence time is sufficient to form

a copolymer having an inherent viscosity of approxi-

mately 1.5-3.0;

(2) withdrawing the product stream from the first

reactor at the same rate as the feed rate of materials

into said reactor and immediately introducing said

product into the second of the two reactors equipped

with agitating means and maintained at a tempera-

ture of about 50-130° C. and a pressure of about

250-1.500 p.s.i.g.;

(3) introducing the said second reactor an additional

quantity of fluorinated monomers and a chain trans-

fer agent, the proportion of said chain transfer agent

being about 1-6 moles per mole of free radical gen-

erator, and the residence time in said second reactor

being sufficient to produce a copolymer having an

inherent viscosity of approximately 0.1-0.8; and

J,
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(4) continuously withdrawing the product emulsion
from the second reactor and separating the polymeric
product therefrom;

with the proviso that the inherent viscosity of each
copolymer is measured at a concentration of
0.1 g. of copolymer in 100 ml. of a mixture of
86.1 weight percent of tetrahydrofuran and 13.9
weight percent of dimethylformamide at 30° C.

3,845,025

^^JJJ?i^^^'^^ OP ORGANOLITHIUM IMTIATEDPOLYMERIZATIONS WITH NITROGEN OXIDE
Henry L. Hsieh, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

^^
Phillips Petroleum Company

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Sen No. 220,445

us.c,..oi^.?':™—- ,;„„,
1. A polymerization process which comprises polym-

erizing at least one polymerizable monomer which is a
polymerizable conjugate diene, polymerizable monovinyl-
substituted aromatic compound, or both, under polym-
erization conditions with a hydrocarbon alkali metal ini-
tiator, wherein said process employs a minor effective
coupling amount of at least one nitrogen oxide added to
said polymerization process after initiation and prior to
termination thereof,

wherein said nitrogen oxide is at least one of nitric
oxide, nitrogen sesquioxide, nitrogen dioxide, nitro-
gen tetroxide, nitrogen pentoxide, nitrogen trioxide
or mixture.

'

radical, or a hydrogen atom, X is a halogen atom and
wherein 1:^X— 2.

3,845,028
METHOD OF INCREASING MOLECULAR

WEIGHT OF POLYMER
Tristram Walker Bethea and Adel Farhan Halasa,

Akron, Ohio
No Drawing. Continuation of appUcation Ser. No. 82,157,

Oct. 19, 1970, which is a continuation of application
Ser. No. 776,817, Nov. 18, 1968, both now abandoned.
This application Dec. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 312,207

Int. CI. C08d 5/02, 5/W
U.S. CI. 260—85.1 1 Claim

1. The process of increasing the molecular weicht of a
polymer of the class consisting of terminally fithiated
homopolymers of conjugated dienes containing 4 to 6 car-
bon atoms and terminally lithiated copolymers of such
conjugated dienes and a vinyl monomer, which comprises
joining the units of the polymer with substantially equi-
molar amounts of tungsten hexachloride and triisobutyl-
aluminum which causes joining of the polymer and pro-
duction of a polymer of increased molecular weight.

3,845,026
NOVEL ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE

COMPOSITIONS
Isaac Michaeli and Shymon Reich, Rehovot, Israel as-signors to Yeda Research and Development Co., Ltd.,

Rehovot, Israel '

N-o Drawing. Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 306,990
Claims priority, application Israel, Nov. 24, 1971

38 221
'

irc r^. ,
'°!:C'- C08f 7 /W,i/75, 75/02

U.S. CI. 260—85.5 R g Claims
1. An electrically conductive composition prepared by

uTan''^''^ / monomeric mixture containing at least
about 90% of an acrylonitrile monomer in the presence
of a perchlorate hydrate salt in the proportion of from
U.5 to 4^5 moles of said salt per mole of the acrylonitrile
and in the presence of an azo-bis-isobutyronitrile catalyst'
the perchlorate hydrate salt being selected from the group
consisting of the hydrates of lithium perchlorate, iron
perchlorate, chromium perchlorate, manganese perchlo-
rate, cobalt perchlorate, nickel perchlorate, copper per-
chlorate, magnesium perchlorate, calcium perchlorate and
zinc perchlorate.

3,845,027
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING ETHYLENE.

c . * ^ BUTADIENE COPOLYMERS
Salv^ ore Cucinella and Alessandro Mazzei, San Donato

Milarital
^ assignors to Snam Progetti S.p.A.,

Filed Oct. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 301,146
Claims pnonty, application Italy, Oct. 27. 1971

30,362/71

U.S. CI. 260—85.3 R 4 claims
1. A process for preparing ethylene-butadiene copoly-

mers said process comprising copolyxnerizing ethylene
and butadiene in the presence of an inert solvent, at a
pressure ranging from 1 to 150 atmospheres, at a tempera-
ture ranging from -30° to 100° C. and in the presence
of a catalytic system comprising.

(a) an oxygen containing organic vanadium compound
having V—0—C bonds selected from the group con-
sisting of OV(OR)3, V(OR)4 and V(0R)3 wherein
R is an alkyl, aryl or cycloalkyi radical;

(b) an aluminium compound having the formula
AlR'xX3_x wherein R' is an alkyl, aryl, cycloalkyi

3,845,029
POLYMERIZATION OF BUTADIENE WITH

STABILIZED CATALYST SYSTEM
Morford C. Throckmorton, Akron, and Paul H. Sand-

^!^"\: JaJ'^a^'se, Ohio, assignors to The Goodyear
lire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,397

^"t- CI COSd 1/14, 3/08
U.S. CI. 260—94.3 7 claims

1. The process for the polymerization of butadiene and
butadiene in mixture with other diolefins to form poly-
mers containing a high proportion of the butadiene in the
cis-1,4 configuration comprising contacting at least one
monomer from the group of butadiene and butadiene in
mixture with other diolefins, under polymerization condi-
tions, with a catalyst comprising (1) at least one organo-
aluminum compound, (2) at least one organonickel com-
pound selected from the group consisting of nickel salts
of carboxylic acids, organic complex compounds of nickel,
TT-allyl type complexes of nickel, and nickel tetracarbonyl,
and (3) at least one fluorine compound selected from
the group of hydrogen fluoride, boron trifluoride, com-
plexes of hydrogen fluoride and complexes of boron tri-
fluoride, said complexes prepared by complexing hydro-
gen fluoride and/or boron trifluoride with a member of
the class consisting of ketones, ethers, esters, alcohols,
nitnles and water, said catalyst being performed by mix-
ing the catalyst components in the presence of a polymeric
catalyst stabilizer selected from the group of polymers
derived from the homopolymerization of hydrocarbon con-
jugated diolefins, the copolymerization of hydrocarbon
conjugated diolefins and the copolymerization of hydro-
carbon conjugated diolefins with styrene or methyl sub-
stituted styrene, prior to contacting with the major por-
tion of butadiene or butadiene in combination with other
diolefins to be polymerized, said catalyst being prepared
or preformed in such a manner that said polymeric
catalyst stabilizer is added to the mixture before the
reaction between the organoaluminum compound and
the organonickel compound.

3,845,030
PREPARATION OF ORGANOMETAL

TERMINATED POLYMERS
Ai\

^'^^.««^'* and Richard L. Smith, Bartlesville,
Okla., assignors to Phillips Petroleum Company

^%f'''^^*!}f
^Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

^g*i;,'J'2J4, Nov 23, 1970. This appUcation Nov. 20,
1972, Ser. No. 307,773

.re ^. -,
i"t- CI COSd 1/18. 5/02, 5/04

U.S. CI. 260-94.7 A 19 claims
1. A polymerization process which comprises polym-

erizing monomers selected from the group consisting of
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conjugated dienes and conjugated dienes in admixture with

vinyl-substituted aromatic compounds, with an alkali

metal, organoalkali metal, or organoalkaline earth metal

initiator, thereby producing polymer containing terminal

reactive alkali or alkaline earth metal groups,

wherein the improvement comprises modifying said

polymer to increase the filler-polymer interaction in

filler-loaded stocks by treating said polymer contain-

ing terminal reactive alkali or alkaline earth metal

groups with a modifying agent consisting essentially

of at least one R(z_i)MX wherein R is a hydrocarbon

radical containing up to 12 carbon atoms, M is a

metal selected from groups 2b, Aa, and 5a, X is a

radical selected from the group consisting of halo-

gen, —OR, —SR, and —N(R)2 and z is an integer

equal to the valence of M.

3,845,033

COMPLEXES OF DOUBLE-STRANDED RIBONU-
CLEIC ACID WITH POLYQUATERNARY
AMINE

. ^
Michael Raymond Harnden, Horsham, England, assignor

to Beecham Group Limited, Brentford, England

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 303,955

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 5, 1971,

51,514/71
Int. CI. C07d 51/50

U.S. CI. 260—211.5 R 7 Claims

1. An antiviral complex which is a principally lomc

complex soluble in 0.15 M aqueous sodium chloride solu-

tion in which the cations are organic polymer polycations

having a plurality of quaternary nitrogen sites located at

intervals along the polymer chains, said polycations hav-

ing the formula
-CHi CHi

3,845,031

METHOD FOR HALOGENIZCVG SURFACES OF
SYNTHETIC AND/OR NATURAL RUBBER
MATERIAL

Josephus Sychbertus Adrianus Langerwerf, Waalwijk,

Netherlands, assignor to Nederlandse Organisatie Voor
Toegepast-Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek Ten Be-

hoeve Van Nijverheid, The Hague, Netherlands

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 352,616

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Apr. 26, 1972,

7205638
The term of this patent subsequent to Feb. 19, 1991,

Hbas been disclaimed

Int. CI. C08d 5/04
U.S. C!. 260—96 2 Claims

1. A method for halogenizing surfaces of synthetic

and/or natural rubber material with a halogen donor

in order to make these surfaces better glueable to rubber

or other materials, wherein in the presence of pyridine

a non-acidified solution of a N-halogen sulphonamide

having the general formula

R- -SOjN
/

J

\

Cl(Br)

X

in which R is H or CH3 and X is H or CI or Br is applied

to such surface, and further wherein, calculated on

the applied solution, the quantity of pyridine amounts

to 0.05 to 20%, and the quantity of N-halogen sulphon-

amide amounts to 0.3 to 20% by weight.

3,845,032
ALKYLBENZOATEAZOHYDROXYNAPHTH-

ARYLIDE DYESTUFFS
William H. Armento, Albany, N.Y., assignor to

GAF Corporation, New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,090

Int. CI. C09b 29/20; D06p 3/54
U.S. CI. 260—204 6 Claims

1. A compound of the following formula:

(CHi)8N-(CH,).- -N*- -(CH,)b-N-(CHi). N(CHi),
I

_CHj CHi

wherein each of a and b, independent of the other, is an

integer of from 2 to 6 and X is a number which is such

that the average molecular weight of the polycation di-

vided by the equivalent weight which is the molecular

weight of the polycation divided by the value (2X + 2) is

not greater than 98, and the anions are either (a) double-

stranded ribonucleic acid polyanions, said double-stranded

ribonucleic acid being of natural origin, or (6) polyanions

of a double-stranded ribonucleic acid of natural origin

which has been subject to chemical or enzymatic reaction

which alters the primary and/or secondary and/or tertiary

structure, provided that the resultant ribonucleic acid re-

tains a substantial degree of base pairing between comple-

mentary strands, said antiviral complex having more than

60% of the anionic sites on the double-stranded ribonu-

cleic acid anions neutralized by the quaternary cationic

sites on the quaternary polymer.

3,845,034
PROCESS FOR PRODUCING WATER-INSOLUBLE
AZO DYESTUFFS CONTAINING SULFONYL
GROUPS USING A METAL SULFINATE

Hanswilli von Brachel, Offenbach, Main, and Dieter

Cornelius, Darmstadt-Arheilgen, Germany, assignors to

Cassella Farbwerke Mainkur Aktiengesellschaft, Frank-

furt am Main, Fechenheim, Germany
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 877,821, Nov. 18, 1969. This application May 10,

1972, Ser. No. 252,348
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 20, 1968,

P 18 09 921.3

Int. CI. C09b 43/00; D06p 3/24, 3/52
U.S. CI. 260—205 3 Claims

1. A process for producing a water-insoluble azo dye-

stufi' of the formula

Ri Rs

Ri- -N=N—

<

3-n;/
\

R.

R;
SO2R3 R4

wherein Rj is H, NOj, CN, Br, —SO2CH3 or —SO2C2H5;

R2 is H, —CH3, CN or CI; R3 is —CH3, —C2H5, —C4H9

or phenvl: R4 is H, —CH3, —OC2H5, —NHCOCH3 or

—NHCbNHCH2CH=CH2; R5 is H or —OCH3; Re is

—C2H5, —CH2CH2CN, —CH3, —C4H8 or

—CH2CH2OCOCH3
and R7 is —C2H5, —CH2CH2-phenyl, —CH2CH2CN,
—CH2CH2OH, —CH2CH2SO2CH3, —CH2CH2COOCH3
or —CH2CH2OCOH3, said process comprising heating

an azo dyestuff of the formula

wherein one X is H and the other X is —COOR wherein

R is C2_8 alkyl, Y is H or Ci_2 alkyl, and Rj is inde-

pendently H, Ci_2 alkyl or Ci_4 alkoxy but wherein not

more than two Ri's are alkyl or alkoxy.

Ri
t

Rr -N=X—
/
\

R.

Ri R.
R;
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^herein Ri-R, inclusive are as aforesaid and R, is CI Bror NO2 with a metal organo sulfinate wherein the metalmoiety is sodium, potassium, ammonium, Jcium conper or z.nc and said organo moiety is methyl, ethyl' p?S-pyl, butyl or phenyl in an inert organic solvem at a te^perature of between 20 and 200° C. in the presence ofa copper compound, said metal organo sulfinate being

om Br\rNO^
"''^ '' 'T ^'^"'^^'-^ ^° 'he "umTe?

01 CI, Br or NO2 groups to be exchanged for a sulfonvlgroup and saul copper compound being cuprous or S
ox.de, choride, bromide, iodide, sulfate, rhodanide TS-
yano"

"
le'"'^"^''

"'''^' '''''''' ^^^-^'^^ - hex"
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in which Am ,s d.-lower alkylamino or lower alkylene-
m.no, X IS oxygen or sulfur, each of R^ and R^ is phenyl,(lower alkyD-phenyl, (lower alkoxy)-phenyl, (halogeno)S \!''^-rr'''''^

P^^"y'' (nitroV phenyl or

1 vlene^%''
^^'^'°''", °' ''''^'^' ^ ^' P' C^+H-loweralkylene 1,2-cyclopentylene, 1,2-cyclopentenylene or 1,2-

o? "'JnH't'h''
'' '" '"'"^'^ ^^^"^

^ '° 3, 9 is the integer 1or and the sum m+n ,s the integer or 1, the 4,5-de-

saUsThe'r''7'''''
°'" '^''^^'^'^'^^^y "^^^"1 acid addition

3,845,035

NOVEL N(6).SUBSTITUTED ADENOSIXF rnvtPOUNDS AND THERAPEUTIC cl'^^pSmSN^^

Ehe?^:^Sa:ry
'^^^''"°^" MannheJ'^^'oPbil;

No Drawing. Filed July 12, 1972, Sen No. 271,098
Claims priority, application Germany, July 22 1971P 21 36 624.5

'

iTc i-. -,^« '"*• CI. C07d 51/54
U.S. CI. 260—211.5 R ,- ^. .

1 M^.:^ u
17 Claims

mula '"* adenosine compound of the for-

3,845,038

^'Z'J?'^r2-(4.AZATRICYCLOr4.3.1.13.8iiTNDFr d Vl ^ETHOXYJFLUOREN.9We AND cSvSIneRS
^

"^""^-^^^s"'";
"i^effieW, III., assignor toG. D. Searle & Co., Chicago, HI.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 292,983

U.S. CI. 260-239 B ,0 Claims
1. A compound of the formula

R-CcH.u- 0-C„II:„-R

rJ'^'i^i"^^-
'^P''"^"^^ 4-azatricyclo[4.3.1.13,8jundec-4-yl

or l,8,8-tr.methyl-3-azabicyclo[3.2.1]oct-3-yI- Z renresems carbonyl, hydroxymethylene, or methylene; and
.'

represents an integer greater than 1 and less than 4.

wherein
OH

(I)

Ri is hydrogen, halogen, amino, or hydroxyl-
R2 IS cyano or hydroxy-methyl; and

radic^alf"^'"'
*'''''^'"' '°''"' ^^^^^ °^ '°^^^ ^"^^^^

or a pharmacologically compatible salt thereof.

3,845,036

WITHDRAWN

3,845,039

I-P0LYFLU0R0ALKYL.1,4.BENZ0DIAZEPIN.
2-THlONES

Martin Steinman^ Livingston, N.J., assignor to Schering
Corporation, Bloomfield, N.J.

""

22M70°'ia?"5T"'i9°7r
"-P^^^^^ ^P^''^^««° S^r- No.

partMatfo'i LTNo':t2^6•5 lu^g? 7"T9^7rb-"S;

n727536°^'' ™^ ^PP''-«- '"•" 2/.' mVst
U.S. CI. 260-239.3 D j Claims

1. 7 - chloro-l-(2.2,2-trifluoroethyl)-l,3-dihydro-5-r2-
fluorophenyt) - 2H - l,4-benzodiazepin-2-th;one aTd thePharmaceut.cally acceptable salts thereof

3,845,037

POLYCYCLIC PENTANONES
Melvin Harris Rosen Florham Park, N.J., assignor toCiba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.
"^
nM7rxu?ifr97?"rH-^'^ i^

^pp"^««°° s^^- no.
Ser No.' 257!953 '

^' ^^'' ^PPl'^^^tion May 30, 1972,

U.S. CI. 260-239 r*^''/^^'^^/^^'^^/^^
9 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

Rj

/Cn-(CH,)„-C3 4CH-R
Y (CH2),

CH-(Cn,)„-6_CX-CH-R,

Am
(I)

3,845,040

PROTECTION OF STEROID CARBONYL GROUPBY ENOLISATION

?S:?,V,"£f '« ^'«"- and"CheZrr:
No Drawing. Filed June 5, 1973, Ser. No. 367,339

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 12 1972
27,376/72

IT« r-i ^^A
,Int- CI. C07c i7i/(?^

U.S. CI. 260-239.55 D 23 c,a|,„,

i. ii"
^fo«ss for reducing a steroid wherein said steroid

^nH c •h"'^.^^-'!'"''"'"^
^'^h ^" ^'kali aluminium hydr°deand said stero.d contains a carbonyl group requiring po-

arionvfr ' 'T "'"'^^*°"' ^^^ '''^^ of protecting sa°dcarbonyl grpup by reacting said steroid with an alkali

carbonyl group and regenerating said carbonyl group after
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said reduction by treating the resulting reduced steroid Mrogen haiide with
^^^^^^^^^

primary aliphatic

with a source of protons. alcohol or thiol of the formula

3,845,041

7.HALOMETHYL.17-HYDROXY-3-OXO-17a-PREGN.
4-ENE.21-CARBOXYLIC ACID 7-LACTONES

Leiand J. Chinn, Morton Grove, III., assignor to

G. D. Searle & Co., Chicago, HI.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 428,301

Int. CI. C07c 173/00

U.S. CI. 260—239.57 4 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

CH-CH,-XH

wherein X is oxygen or sulfur and (1) each of Y and Z

is alkyl such that the alcohol or thiol has from 4 to about

12 carbon atoms, or (ii) Y and Z taken together with the

carbon atom to which they are bonded are cycloalkyl

having from 5 to 8 ring forming carbon atoms.

wherein X represents halogen and the wavy line indicates

that the 7-halomethyl can be in either a or /3 configuration.

3,845,044

AMINOALKYL DERIVATIVES OF lOH-PYRAZINO
(2,3.b)(l,4)BENZOTHIAZINE

Yulan C. Tong, Walnut Creek, Calif., assignor to The

Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 299,884

Int. CI. C07d 3/18

U.S. CI. 260—243 AN ^ Claims

1. Tricyclic pyrazino compound of the formula

\/\n/\n<3,845,042

1l-SUBSTITUTED-PROSTAGLANDIN

I j

DERIVATIVES

Donald P. Strike, St. Davids, and Wen-Ling Kao, Devon, wherein either (a) X and Y are each CI, or (b) X is CI

R

Pa., assignors to American Home Products Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 282,200, Aug. 21, 1972. This applicarion

Aug. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 384,769

3 Claims

and Y is—OCH3; and R is a quaternized or unquaternized

tertiaryaminoalkyl radical selected from the group:

-CIIaCHjN (C IIj) J, -CHjCHjCHjN (C Hs) j.

Int. CI. C07c 13/04

U.S. CI. 260—240 R

1. A compound of the formula

rn

-CHiCH,CH,-N
V

-CHjCHjCHj-N ,-CH,CH,c J'

CHa

COOR» or

whei'ein R' is cyano, carboxy, carbamoyl, formyl, hy-

droxymethyl, acetyl, 1-hydroxyethyl, or nitromethyl; R^

is hydroxy or acetoxy and R^ is hydrogen or lower alkyl.

3,845,043

PREVENTING REVERSION DURING PREPARA-
TION OF NUCLEUS ESTER SALTS

Lowell D. Hatfield, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Eli

Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Nov. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 203,399

Int. CI. C07d 99/16, 99/24

U.S. CI. 260—243 C 16 Claims

1. A process for preventing reversion of the imino

halide of 7 - acylamidodesacetoxycephalosporin ester

to the corresponding 7-acylamidodesacetoxycephalospo-

rinate ester during treatment of the imino halide with

alcohol or thiol which comprises reacting the imino ha-

lide in an inert organic liquid diluent in the presence of

-CHjCHiCHaN®(CH3)i I ®.

3,845,045

DIHYDRO-l,2,4-BENZOTHIADIAZINE.l,l-
DIOXIDE DERIVATIVES

Peter Werner Feit, Gentofte, and Ole Bent Tvaermose

Nielsen, Vanlose, Denmark, assignors to Lovens Kemi-

ske Fabrik Produktionsaktieselskab, Ballerup, Denmark

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 232,963

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 31, 1971,

8,317/71

Int. CI. C07d 93/32

U.S. CI. 260—243 D 4 Claims

1. A compound of the class consisting of: compounds

of formula I

^' NHRi

Rs-CH

UN
\C^ -COOH

(I)
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in which R, represents alkyl having from 3 to 5 carbon
atoms, or benzyl; Ra represents alkyl having from 3 to 5
carbon atoms or phenyl; R3 represents hydrogen or
methyl; and pharmaceutically acceptable nontoxic salts
thereof; and their cyano methyl, benzyl and C,-C« alkvl
esters. * ° '

October 29, 1974

in which R, and R^, independently of each other, stand for

^nHv ^r'A f° °' ""'^^^^y' ^3 and R4 each independ-
ently stand for lower alkanoyl. lower alkanoyl substitutedby halogen or hydroxy, or pyridine-2-, 3- or 4-carbonyl.and pharmaceutically acceptable salts thereof.

3,845,046

N.TERTIARY.4-AMINOMETHYL-DIBENZOni p^ 11

A. Eberle, Chatou, Bernard M. Pourrias, Meudon-la-
Foret, and Albert Y. Le Cloarec, Saint-Maur! Franceassignors to Delalande S.A., Henri-RegnauTt, France
No Drawing. Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,655
Claims priority, application France, May 28, 1971,

7119501; Mar. 23, 1972, 7210250

lie r-i o^A
,_ Int. CI. C07d 27/00

U.S. CI. 260—247.5 R

3,845,048

TERPENE DERIVATIVES
Rene Baronnet, Paris, France, assignor to Societe Berri-

Balzac, Paris, France

^
H^T'°^i;i^°?l?nH^*'^°-''"-P«rt of abandoned applica-

Nov.?i-i?7%re;:5Jo^'/ot4/4
'''''^ ^^^"-«-

U.S.C..260^247.'7"^e'^'-^'''^''/^^

1. A compound of the formula

8 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

X\/«

9 Claims

H3C

CH,

CH,-CH,-0-CHj-CH^N®_Ro' x©
I

R3
(I)

in which Z is hydrogen, alkoxy having 1 to 4 carbon
atoms or halogen, and R and R' each is alkyl having 1 to
3 carbon atoms, or

/ 5 ^ lu

m which X is selected from the group consisting of chloro
and bromo, R, and Rj taken separately are alkyl having
1-2 carbon atoms and taken together with the nitrogen
atom to which they are attached form a member selected
from the group consisting of morpholino, piperidino and
pyrrohdino, R3 is a member selected from the group con-
sisting of benzyl, 2-bromo-4,5-dimethoxy-ben2yl and 2-
bromo-4,5 diethoxy-benzyl.

—

N

\
R'

IS pyrrohdino, piperidino, morpholino, hexamethylene-
imino, piperazino, or piperazino substituted at N' by alkyl
having

1 to 3 carbon atoms, hydroxyalkyl having 1 to 3
carbon atoms and one or two hydroxyl, aminocarbonyl-
methyl, aminocarbonylmethyl substituted at N by one or
two alkyl having I to 3 carbon atoms, pyrrolidino, mor-
pholino or hexamethyleneimino, and the pharmacological-
ly acceptable acid addition salts thereof.

3,845,04$

S-TRIAZnVE DERIVATIVES
Bemhard Piller, Marly, Switzeriand, assignor to Ciba-

Geigy AG, Basel, Switzeriand

No Drawing. Filed June 14, 1972, Sen No. 262,855
Claims priority, appUcation Switzeriand, June 23. 1971

9,167/71

WTO ^. - Int. CI. C07d 55/5(9
U.S. CI. 260-248 CS 5 Claims

1. An s-triazine derivative of the formula

3,845,047

(VI)

2,3.BIS.(ACYLMERCAPTOMETHYL)-
QUINOXALINES

Christian Egli, Magden, Switzerland, assignor to Ciba-
Gcigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed July 6, 1971, Ser. No. 159,863
Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, July 6 1970

10,159/70
' '

iTo ^. *,« Int. CI. C07d 57/75
U.S. CI. 260—250

1. A compound of the formula

5 Claims

R»-rOvV^cH,-s-R,

^?.-CH,-S-R4

Wherein D, represents a hydrogen atom, an alkyl radical
with 1 to 16 carbon atoms of the phenyl radical, n repre-
sents an integer from 1 to 12, R,, R3 and R, each repre-
sent a hydrogen atom, a hydroxyl radical or an alkyl radi-
cal with 1 to 4 carbon atoms, Rg and Rg additionally each

October 29, 1974

a'irepresent

cal

CHEMICAL

;hlorine atom and Ra also represents the radi-

2119

O O-Di
11/

-0-(CH,)»-P

0-Di

and R" represents a hydrogen atom or the radical

-(CHi).

o O—Di
11/

-P

0-Di

with Di and n having the above-mentioned meanings.

Hormanv assienors to Cassella Farbwerke iviajnKur

ASngTseSaft, Frankfurt am Main-Fechenheim,

SoTrJJ^Ing. Filed Mar. 24 1972, Ser. No. 237,957

Claims priority, aPPMcation^ Gennany. Mar. 27. 1971,

Int. CI. C07d 51/06
iT« ri itin—isav 6 Claivas

T Basically substituted l(2H)-phthalazinone derivative

having the structural formula

3,845,050 ^ „^
DIHYDROPYRIDAZONE COMPOUND SUMTI-

TUTED BY PARAIMIDAZOLIDONYLPHENYL
Rolf Lebkuecher, Horst Koenig, and August Amann,

Ludwigshafen, Hubert Giertz, Limburgerhof, and Jocrg

Schuster, Viemheim, Germany, assignors to Badische

Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigs-

hafen (Rhine), Germany
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 295,958

Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 14, 1971,

,1 P 21 51 216.3

Int. CI. C07d 57/0^
^ ^, ,

U.S. CI. 260-250 A
,

^ Claims

1. A compound of the formula

(Ri)

/"
-N

O
Jl
\
--0-<._.>"

in which R is alkyl of 1 to 8 carbon atoms or said alkyl

mono substituted by phenyl, methoxy, ethoxy or hydroxy;

cycloalkyl of 5 to 8 carbon atoms; allyl; or butynyl; and

the pharmaceutically compatible acid addition salts of

said compound.

3,845,051

a,u,.DI.s-TRIAZINYL PERFLUOROPOLYOXA-
ALKANES

Joseph La Mar ZolUnger, Maplewood, Minn., assignor to

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturmg Company, Ut.

Paul, Minn. , ,, a, e? t^t^

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

70,540, Sept. 8, 1970. TUs application Jan. 21, 1971,

Ser. No. 108,623 ^„,^ ,cr/c/i
Int. CI. C07d 55/50

U.S. CI. 260—248 CS ^ ^ ,
8 Oaims

1. Normally liquid compounds of the formula

N N N N
x/

and their pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salts,

wherein

R' stands for a substituent having 2-10 carbon atoms

represented by the formula —NR4R5, wherein R4 is

selected from the group consisting of hydrogen, alkyl

and benzyl, and R5 is selected from the group consisting

of alkyl, alkenyl, hydroxyalkyl, alkoxyalkyl, dialkyl-

aminoalkyl, cycloalkyl, benzyl and phenethyl,

R, stands for a member selected from the group consisting

of a hydrogen atom and an alkoxy group having 1-4

carbon atoms, which group may be in the 6,7, 7,8 or

5 6,7 position of the phthalazine nucleus,

R2 s'tands for a member selected from the group consisting

of hydrogen, methyl and benzyl,

R, stands for an alkoxy group having 1-4 carbon atoms,

m stands for an integer selected from the group consisting

of 1, 2 and 3, and . .

n stands for an integer selected from the group consisting

of 2 and 3.

3,845,053
4-OX0.1,2,3.BENZOTRIAZINES

Jozef Drabek, Allschwil, Switzerland, a^ignor to Ciba-

Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, IN.Y. ,_ „_^
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,971

Claims priority, application S^tzerland, Dec. 23, 1971,

18,828/71; Nov. 7, 1972, 16,185/72

Int. CI. C07C 55/08

U.S. CI. 260—248 AS
,

« Claims

1. A compound of the formula

where Rfo is a linkage of the formula

—CF20(CF2CF20)m(CF20)nCFj

said linkage having at least 5 ether oxygen atoms and a

number average molecular weight of about 400 to 40,000,

m and n are integers designating randomly distributed

perfluoroethyleneoxy and perfluoromethyleneoxy repeat-

ing units, respectively, the ratio m/n being 0.01/1 to 5/1,

and R and R' are monovalent organic radicals of 1 to 18

carbon atoms selected from the group consisting of alkyl,

cycloalkyl, phenyl perfluorinated alkyl, perfluonnated

alkoxyalkyl, perfluorinated alkoxyalkyleneoxyalkyl, and

perfluorinated alkoxypoly(alkyleneoxy) alkyl.

o

^^_S_CH,-N

Wherein Ri represents alkoxyalkyl with 1 to 5 and 1 to

3 carbon atoms respectively in each of the moieties, or

alkylthioalkyl with 1 to 5 and 1 to 3 carbon atoms re-

spectively in each of the moieties, and Rj represents alkyl

with 1 to 5 carbon atoms.
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3,845,054

SUBSTITUTED PYRIDAZONES
Franz Reicheneder, Ludwigshafen, Rudolf Kropp, Lira-

burgerhof and Adolf Fischer, Mutterstadt, Geraany,
assignors to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktien
gesellschaft, Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Germany
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 27, 1972, Sen No. 238,526

Claims priority, application Germany, Apr. 10, 1971,
* 21 17 681.8

October 29, 1974

^^t' CI C07d 51/04
U.S. CI. 260—250 A

1. A substituted pyridazone of the formula

4 Claims

NIIC0-R3

3,845,057

N-SUBSTITUTED SULFINYL ALKYLENE
PIPERAZINES

Isamu Maruyama, Minoo, Hisao Yamamoto, Nishino-
iniya, Masaru Nakao, Shigeni Sakai, and Kikuo Sasa-
jima, Toyonaka, Sumio Kitagawa, Moriguchi, and
5»higeho Inaba, Takarazuka, Japan, assignors to Sumi-tomo Chemical Company, Limited, Osaka, Japan
No Drawing. Filed May 19, 1971, Sen No. 145,065

^'^'i^^PJi'l"^' application Japan, May 20, 1970,
45/43,555, 45/43,556; May 22, 1970, 45/44 303

JJjy
23, 1970, 45/44,289; May' 29, 1970 45/46!:

jJ/U ^tI \^' *^Z?'
45/52,254; June 18, 1970,

?97n 'i?/«^c5? \^\ ^'^^' 45/56,305; June 29

li^tTsfetiA""''
'' ''''' ''^'"'''''^ '^'y

wTc ^. - '°*- CI. C07d 57/7{?
U.S. CI. 260-268 PH 4 claims

1. An N-substituted heterocyclic compound represented
by the formula,

where Ri denotes phenyl or cyclohexyl, R2 denotes bro-mme, and R3 denotes —CHCI2, —CHzBr or —H.

Ri
O \

Rj
I

N—(CHOa
-(cn2)k

-Ri

(!')

3,845,055

2,4.DIAMINOPYRIMIDINE.5.CARBOXYLIC
ACID AMIDES

'^ul,??^^"]^' ?^^*'' Christian Vogel, Binningen, PeterBoehler Aesch, and Hans Ackeraiann, Bottmingen!

iSyfNY.^^°°'' *° Ciba-Geigy ' CorporaloS;

No Drawing. Filed May 8, 1972, Sen No. 251,411
Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 12, 1971

6,969/71
'

U.S. CI. 260-256.4 N 9 claims
1. 2-Isopropylamino - 4 - methylaminopyrimidine-5-

carboxyhc acid methylamide and its salts.

wherem Rj is C1-C7 alkoxy or a halogen atom; R, is
hydrogen atom; R3 is C1-C7 alkoxy- or halogen-substituted
phenyl; m is 0; n is 3 or 4; and A- is 1, and a pharmaceu-
tically acceptable salt thereof.

3,845,056

PIPERAZINALKYL DIACRYLATES
John Howard Robson and Erich Marcus, Charleston,

York! N.Y?'^°''
^"^ ""^ ^^^'^^ Con^ration, New

^
h-^'%'I'''^k:^°'?«,"n^*^°."-'°-P^'* o^ abandoned appUca-

sT;.ri9?i?Se???o.J?°i3^^^
'"''- ^^ ^PP'^-«-

U.S.C..260-268'S{-^'-^"^'^^^/^^
, Claims

1. An amme acrylate from the group of
"-'ajms

3,845,058

N-(3,4-DIHYDRO NAPHTHYL)N' PHENYL
PIPERAZINES ^

Sabino Lembo, Via Napoli 1, Pozzuoli, Italy; Rene
Viterbo, 27 Rue de Fleurus, Paris, France; and Giulio
Cesare Pern, Via Traversa Manzoni 2; and Michele
Mastursi, Via S. Giacomo dei Capri 125, both of Naples,

''^?.'^''^o^'"8-
Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

iTn" S'lo^?/*^''^,^' ^'y 20, 1970. This appUcation
Jan. 17, 1972, Sen No. 218,548

,,^ ^. Int. CI. C07d 57/70
U.S. CI. 260-268 BC 16 Claims

1. A dihydronaphthalene compound having the formula

(A)i /-

R— N—Ri

\CIU).

f
z

CHF=CCOOROOCCHCHr-N^
\-

and

J2

f
Z

CH2=CC00R00CCHCHr-l/

wherein

Z is hydrogen or methyl;
R is the residue of a diol of the group of saturated ali-

phatic diols having from 2 to 20 carbon atoms, bicyclo
12.2.1] hept-2-ene diols, cyclohexyl diols, phenyl andmono and di lower alkyl phenyl diols. polyalkylene
e her diols havmg from 2 to 4 carbon atoms in the
alkylene group, ester glycols having from 1 to an av-
erage of 17.5 ester groups; and

R'" is alkyl of from 1 to 5 carbon atoms.

wherein R and Rj are each individually selected from the
group consisting of hydrogen, halogen, (lower)alkyl,
(lovver)alkoxy, nitro, (lower)alkyl thio or (lower )alkyi
sulfonyl with the proviso that one of R and Rj is hydro-
gen; R2 is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,
phenyl or carboxy; R3 is selected from the group consist-
ing of hydrogen, (lower)alkyl, phenyl, phenyl substituted
with a halogen, trifluoromethyl, (lower) alkoxy or (lower)
alkyl, picolyl, benzyl, benzyl substituted with a halogen
(lower)alkoxy or (lower)alkyl, (lower)alkoxy carbonyl,'
N-monoalkyl acetamide, N,N-dialkyl acetamide, N-phenyl
acetamide, N-monoalkyl propionamide or N,N-dialkylpro-
pionamide, n is a whole integer of 2 or 3, A and B are
each independently selected from the radicals

—CH2—CH2— or —CH(CH3)—CH2—

;

/is 1 and k is 0; and the (lower)alkyl and alkyl portions
of the groups have 1 to 6 carbon atoms; or a pharmaceu-
tically acceptable acid addition salt thereof.
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3 845 059
PREPARATION OF N,N'-DIETHANOL PIPERAZINE
Alvin F. Beale, Jn, Lake Jackson, Tex., assignor to The

Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Filed June 19, 1972, Sen No. 264,704

Int. CI. C07d 57/70

U.S. CL 260—268 SY 8 Clainis

1. The process which comprises reacting diethanol-

amine with one or more compounds selected from the

group consisting of urea, biuret, triuret, cyanuric acid,

isocyanuric acid, ammelide, and ammeline to form N,N'-

diethanol piperazine, said reacting being performed at a

pressure less than about superatmospheric and at a tem-

perature in the range of about 70° C. to about 268° C.

CHEMICAL 2121

R2 is hydrogen, halogen of atomic number from 9 to

35, alkyl of 1 to 3 carbon atoms or alkoxy of 1 to 3

carbon atoms,

or a pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salt there-

of.

3,845,060

1-11.(2,3 - biHYDRO - 2 - BENZOFURYL)-ALKYL]-
4 - AMINOHEXAHYDROISONICOTINIC ACID
AMIDES OR NITRILES

Charies Ferdinand Huebner, Chatham, NJ., assignor to

Ciba-Geigy Corporation, Ardsley, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Sen No.

197,475, Nov. 10, 1971, now Patent No. 3,759,927,

which is a continuation-in-part of application Sen No.

183,694, Sept. 24, 1971, which in turn is a continuation-

in-part of application Sen No. 105,126, Jan. 8, 1971,

now abandoned. This application Jan. 22, 1973, Sen

No. 325,278
Int. CI. C07d 29/30, 29/32

U.S. CI. 260—293.58 <> Claims

1. A l-[l-(2,3-dihydro-2-benzofuryl)-alkyn-4-amino-

hexahydroisonicotinic acid amide or nitrile corresponding

to the formula

3,845,062 ,_
4-HYDROXY.PIPERIDINE DERIVATIVES AND

THEIR PREPARATION
Hans Henecka and Hans Werner Schubert, Wuppertal-

Elberfeld, Germany, assignors to Farbenfabriken Bayer

AG
No Drawing. Continuation of application Sen No.

529,642, Feb. 24, 1966. This appUcation July 14,

1969, Sen No. 850,298

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 27, 1965,

F 45,378
Int. CI. C07d 29/75

U.S. CI. 260—293.83 22 Claims

I. A compound of the formula:

R OH

cn-Ri

V
CII-R
\ .

N 8

Rj

alki Zo

alkj Nil—Ri

wherein Ph is 1,2-phenylene, (lower alkyl)-l,2-phenylene,

mono- or di-(lower alkoxy) -1,2-phenylene, (lower alkyl-

enedioxy)-l,2-phenylene, (fluoro or chloro)- 1,2-phenyl-

ene, (lower a-hydroxyalkyl)- 1,2-phenylene or (low-r

alkanoyl)-1.2-phenylene, each of Ri, R2 and R3 is hydro-

gen or lower alkyl, each of alkj and alkj is lower alkylene

separating the nitrogen atom from the spiro-carbon atom

by two ring-carbon atoms, R^ is hydrogen, lower alkyl,

3 to 7 ring-membered cycloalkyl or H—Ph, Zo is

COHNRe or CN and Re is Hydrogen, lower alkyl or lower

hydroxyalkyl, or an alkali metal or acid addition salt

thereof.

wherein

R is lower alkyl, phenyl or methoxyphenyl,

R' is lower alkenyl, phenyl or benzyl,

R" is hydrogen, lower alkyl, phenyl, nitrophenyl, mono-

or di-lower alkoxy phenyl, halophenyl, lower alkoxy

benzyl or pyridyl. and

R'" is hydrogen.

3,845,063
PREPARATION OF SYMMETRICAL

4-(DIALKYLAMIN0)PHEN0LS
Dean M. Balls, Chamblee, Ga., assignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Sen No.

102,179, Dec. 28, 1970, which is a continuation-in-part

of appUcation Sen No. 60,646, Aug. 3, 1970, both now

abandoned. This appUcation Dec. 29, 1972, Sen No.

319,900
Int. CI. C07d 29/76

.

U.S. CI. 260—293.84 . , /^ Qaims

1. A process for preparing symmetrical 4-(dialkyl-

amino) phenols corresponding to the formula

OH

3,845,061

DIHYDRO - 3 - [4.ALKYL OR CYCLOALKYL CAR-
BAMOYLOXY - 1 - (4 - OXO-4-ARYLBUTYL).4-
PIPERIDYL]-2-(3H)-FURANONES

Anton Ebnother, Arieshelm, and Erwin Rissi, Basel, Swit-

zeriand, assignors to Sandoz Ltd., Basel, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed June 11, 1973, Sen No. 368,863

Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 15, 1972,

1
8,978/72

I Int. CI. C07d 29/26

U.S. CI. 260—293.67 10 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

II o
I

I

Ri-N*:C-0 R>

><^3.-(CH.)3-C^^

\O'

wherein

Ri is alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms or cycloalkyl of 3 to

8 carbon atoms, and

Q-x.

N(R)j

wherein R represents loweralkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms or

both R groups taken together with the nitrogen atom rep-

resent piperidino, morpholino or pyrrolidino; X represents

loweralkyl of 1 to 4 carbon atoms or loweralkoxy of 1 to

4 carbon atoms and n represents an integer of to 3

with the proviso that when X is tertiary butyl or tertiary

butoxy, that only one such moiety can be in a ring posi-

tion alpha to the amino nitrogen, which consists essential-

ly of reacting in an inert polar solvent, a 4-bromophenol

of the formula
OH
IA
Q-x.

ir
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wherein X and n are as set forth hereinbefore, with a
compound of the formula

HN(R)2

wherein R is as set forth hereinbefore, at a pressure
above atmospheric pressure and at a temperature of from
about 100° C. to about 300° C.

3,845,064
PIPERIDINETfflOAMTOES

Adnan Charles Ward Curran, Mortimer, Reading, Ene-
land, assignor to John Wyeth & Brother Limited, Tap.
low Maidenhead Berkshire, England
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Sen No. 299,995

Int. CI. C07d 29/36, 31/50
U.S. CI. 260—293.85 5 claims

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of:
(1) 1,3,4-trisubstituted piperidines having the formula

XH CS.NHi

wherein R represents methyl or acetyl and X represents
oxygen or sulfur, with the proviso that the —XH sub-
stituent is in either the 3- or 4-position and the —CS.NH2
substituent is in the other of the 3- and 4-positions, and
(2) the pharmaceutically acceptable salts of such substi-
tuted piperidines.

3,845,065
4-OX0.4,5.DIHYDROTHIENO[3,2-c]PYRIDINES

Tsung-Ying Shen, Westfield, and Robert L. Clark, Wood-
bridge, N.J., assignors to Merck & Co., Inc., Rahway,

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 227,612

,,„ .
Int. CI. C07d 6i/75

U.S. CI. 260—294.8 C 5 claims
1. A compound of the formula

(3) 5-60% by weight, based on the weight of the
polymer, of an alkyl acrylate, having 2-12 car-
bon atoms in the alkyl group or an alkyl meth-
acrylate having 4-12 carbon atoms in the alkyl
group; and

(4) 5-15% by weight of acrylic acid or methacrylic
acid;

wherein the polymer has an acid number of about 50-105
and a weight average molecular weight of about 5,000-
30,000; and, correspondingly,

B. about 95-5% by weight, based on the weight of the
binder, of a dispersed water insoluble acrylic resin
consisting essentially of

( 1 ) 5-30«. by weight, based on the weight of the
resin, of butoxymethyl acrylamide or isobutoxy-
methyl acrylamide;

(2) 5-30% by weight, based on the weight of the
resin, of methyl methacrylate, styrene or a mix-
ture of methyl methacrylate and styrene;

(3) 5-64.9% by weight, based on the weight of
the resin, of an alkyl acrylate having 2-12 car-
bon atoms in the alkyl group or an alkyl meth-
acrylate having 4-12 carbon atoms in the alkyl
group; and

(4) 0.1-3% by weight, based on the wieght of the
resm, of acrylic acid or methacrylic acid;

wherein the resin is uniformly dispersed in the composi-
tion and has a particle size of about 0.05-0.4m and a
weight average molecular weight of about 35,000-100,000;
and wherein the composition is neutralized to a pH of
about 7-10 with a basic compound.

R*

Rj-N

./K

Y~^
wherein Rj is hydrogen, halogen, cyano or diloweralkyl-
amino and R3 is hydrogen or loweralkyl or pharmaceuti-
cally acceptable salts thereof provided that Rj is not hy-
drogen or halogen when R3 is hydrogen.

3,845,066
AQUEOUS BASED THERMOSETTING ACRYL-

CoSPf^I^'Sn"^
copolymer COAITNG

Joseph A. Vasta, Woodbury, NJ., assignor to E. I. du
Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.No Drawing. Filed Nov. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 412,038

,,^ ^.
Int. CI. C08f i7/06, ^5/24

U.S. CI. 260—29.6 WB 7 claims
1. An aqueous coating composition comprising about

5-80% by weight of a binder of film-forming constituents
and, correspondingly, 95-20% by weight of water and up
to 50% by weight of a solvent for the binder; wherein the
binder consists essentially of

A. about 5-95% by weight, based on the weight of the
bmder, of a water soluble acrylic polymer consisting
essentially of

(1) 5-30% by weight, based on the weight of the
polymer, of isobutoxymethyl acrylamide;

(2) 5-30% by weight, based on the weight of the
polymer, of methyl methacrylate, styrene or a
mixture of methyl methacrylate and styrene;

3,845,067
PREPARATION OF CURABLE POLYESTER-MONO-
MER/WATER EMULSIONS WITH A BASICBORATE AS EMULSIFIER

Julio Lopez Mesa, 638-B Salem St.,

Glendale, Calif. 91203
No JJrawlng. Original application Jan. 4, 1971, Ser. No.

103,807, now abandoned. Divided and this application
Apr. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 245,788

Int. CI. C08g 5//2¥
U.S. CI. 260-29.6 NR 21 Claims

1. A process for preparing a curable polyester emul-
sion which comprises:

(a) forming an aqueous solution of a water soluble
basic borate compound as an emulsifying agent for
the polyester;

(b) adding, with agitation, the aqueous solution to a
resin system comprising at least one unsaturated poly-
ester resin prepared by the reaction of a polybasic
acid and a dihydric alcohol and including at least
one ethylenically unsaturated monomer to form an
emulsion.

3,845,068
POLYCYANODITHIINO AROMATIC
N-HETEROCYCLIC COMPOUNDS

Norman H. Kurihara, Walnut Creek, and Donald E.
Bublitz, Concord, Calif., assignors to The Dow Chemi-
cal Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Original application Jan. 7, 1971, Ser. No.
104,799, now Patent No. 3,761,475. Divided and this
application Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,945

Int. CI. C07d 99/10
U.S. CI. 260—304 1 Claim

1. A polycyanodithiino aromatic N-heterocyclic com-
pound corresponding to the formula

R
\-CN

-CN
S
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3,845,069
l.(2.BENZOTHIAZOLYL)-l-ETHYL-3-

METHYL-UREA
Werner Schafer, Leverkusen, Klaus Sasse, Schildgen, and

Ludwig Eue and Robert R. Schmidt, Cologne, Ger-

many, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Lever-

kusen, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 9, 1972, Ser. No. 279,115

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 19, 1971,

11 P 21 41 468.6

II Int. CI. C07d 97/^-/

U.S. CI. 260—305 1 Claim

1 . 1 -
( 2-Benzothiazolyl ) - 1 -ethyl-3-methyl-urea.

3,845,070
MANUFACTURE OF TETRAMISOLE

Michael Edward McMenim, Macclesfield, England, as-

signor to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, Lon-

don, England
No Drawing. Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 270,298

Claims priority, application Great Britain, July 27, 1971,

35,206/71
Int. CI. C07d 99/10

U.S. CI. 260—306.7 9 Claims

1. A process for the manufacture of compounds of the

formula:
yNv '\

wherein R* is a member selected from the group consist-

ing of phenyl, nitrophenyl, aminophenyl and tolyl, and

pharmaceutically-acceptable acid-addition salts thereof,

which comprises:

(a) reacting a thiazolidine derivative of the formula:

NIIj

Ri.CH

R'N-
/'"\

CH:—N- II

or an acid-addition salt thereof, in water at a pH
below 8 and at 80 to 150° C: or

(b) reacting said thiazolidine derivative, or an acid-

addition salt thereof, in water with nitrous acid at

approximately room temperature; or

(c) heating a said thiazolidine acid-addition salt at 200

to 300' C; or

(d) heating a said thiazolidine acid-addition salt at

100 to 150° C. in a dipolar aprotic solvent;

wherein R^ has the meaning stated above, and R2 is a

member selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,

alkyl of not more than 5 carbon atoms, alkenyl of not

more than 5 carbon atoms, aryl of not more than 10

carbon atoms, and aralkyl of not more than 10 carbon

atoms.

3,845,072

PROCESS FOR THE OXIDATIVE DEHYDRO-
CYCLIZATION OF IMINES

Ugo Romano and Pietro Entonio Maoggi, Milan, and

Marcello Massi Mauri, San Donato Milanese, Italy,

assignors to Snam Progetti S.p.A. ,«^ «-,
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 2, 1971, Ser. No. 194,926

Claims priority, application Italy, Nov. 2, 1970,

31,260/70
Int CI. C07d 27/56

U.S. CI. 260 319.1 ^ Claims

1! A process for the production of high yields of indole

and alkyl, aralkyl and phenyl substituted indoles through

the oxidative dehydrocyclization of imines wherein oxy-

gen and the corresponding imine represented by the for-

mula
A C-B
\ <^\
N R

wherein N is nitrogen; C is carbonium; R is a member of

the group consisting of hydrogen, lower alkyl, lower

alkenyl and carbocyclic monocyclic aryl; A and B are

members of the group consisting of lower alkyl, lower

alkenyl, monocyclic carbocyclic arly and aralkyl repre-

sented by CH3C6H.4 and C2H5C6H.4, are caused to react

in the vapor phase by heating said oxygen and imine to-

gether in the molar range from 0.2:1 to 10:1 to a tem-

perature in the range of 300° to 800° C. for a time rang-

ing from 0.1 to 20 seconds in the presence of activated

silica and steam.

3,845,073 „^^
2-(HALOPHENYL)-lH.BENZ[g]INDOL.3-YLACETIC

ACID DERIVATIVES
Robert Anthony Newberry, Portsmouth, England, as-

signor to John Wyeth & Brother Limited, Taplow,

England ^ ^, ._, ._

.

No Drawing. Filed May 25, 1972, Ser. No. 256,674

Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 3, 1971,

18,767/71
Int. CI. C07d 27/56

U.S. CI. 260—326.13 R 4 Claims

1. A compound having the formula

Z\

/X/^N

-CH:C02r

^R«

H

v

3,845,071
IMIDAZ0[l,2.a]AZACYCL0ALKANES

J. Martin Grisar and George P. Claxton, Cincinnati, Ohio,

assignors to Richardson-Merrell Inc., New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,113

Int. CI. C07d 57/02
U.S. CI. 260—309.6 6 Claims

1. An imidazo[l,2-a]azacycloalkane having the for-

mula

(CH,)n

wherein R' is phenyl or cycloalkyl of from 3 to 6 carbon

atoms; Rj and R2 are each hydrogen and methyl; n is an

integer of from 3 to 7; or a pharmaceutically acceptable

acid addition salt thereof.

wherein R^ represents a monohalophenyl radical and in

which r represents hydrogen or lower alkyl.

3,845,074 _,^
DIBENZO[b,f]THIAZEPIN[l,4].ll.YL AMINO

ALKANOIC ACIDS
Charles Malen, Fresnes, Monique Desnos, Issy les Mob-

lineaux, and Jean-CIaude Poignant, Wissous, France,

assignors to Societe en nom CoIIectif Science Umon
et Cie, Societe Francaise de Recherche Medicale,

Suresnes, France ^^ ^^_^ _ _,

No Drawing. Original application June 22, 1970, Ser. No.

48,498, now Patent No. 3,723,466, dated Mar. 27, 1973.

Divided and this application Nov. 30, 1972, Ser. No.

310,833
Claims priority, application Great Britain, June 20, 1969,

31,285/69

Int. CI. A61k 27/00: C07d 93/42

U.S. CI. 260—327 B ' Claims

1.* A compound selected from the group consisting of;

(A) tricyclic compounds of the general formula

NH-(CH,)n-COOR

V^.-^^V
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wherein

n is an integer of from 1 to 1 1 inclusive;

'^J fv f'^""
^^^ ^'^"P consisting of hydrogen andlower alkyl containing 1 to 5 carbon atoms inclusive;

drnJ ^l^''^''''^,
f^o'" the group consisting of hy-d ogen. halogen selected from fluorine, chlorine andbrom,ne. lower alkyl containing I to 5 carbon atoms

inclusive, lower alkoxy-OR', lower alkylthio -^R'and lower alkylsulfonyl -SO^R' wherein R' is a

trifluoromethyl, nitro and cyano;
Z B^selecte^om the group consisting of: -S-,
A—B is—N=C<;*and
(B) physiologically tolerable addition salts with suit-

suit'.Me''''H°'"
^,^'^^^'* R is hydrogen, and with

3 cartx)n atoms inclusive.
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carbons; which comprises the steps of subjecting to anacid.c hydrolysis a sulfoxide of the formula

R'

R2— —CHsCH
\

O
II

SR«

'sRi
(11)

Wherein Ri and R2 have the above meanings, and thetwo R3 groups are the same and each selected from thegroup consisting of alkyl having 1 to 4 carbons and phenylsaid acidic hydrolysis being carried out in the presence

thanTouU°o^r^"'^ T^'^
^'"'^ ^^^'"^ a pZm'S ?man about 1 or Lewis acids.

3,845,075

n«« IT
®E^?OXANTHENE DYESTUFFS

cJZ^" ^°^ "''""* Troster, Frankfurt am MainGermany, assignors to Farbwcrke Hoechst Akti?na«pn'

Gc;;?an7""^''
^"'*" ^-""'"^ * BSg^V'raS";

^°i Ji^T'i''^-
O^S^nal application Feb. 22, 1971 Sar Nn

Claims priority, applicahon Germany. Feb. 24 1970
P 20 08 491.7

' '

U.S. CI. «0-,35
•°'- *^'- "'" '^«

1. A dyestuff of the formula
^'^™*

M- I « TRIARYLCARBINOL LACTONESNigel Hughes Manchester, England, a^Ji^or to ImperialChemical Industries Limited, London, EnclandNo Drawing. Filed July 29, 1971 Ser No i ?7 SdnClaims priority, appUcation G^eat BrifaYn,^u^W ' 1971
41,606/71 ^ '

'

ITC r-i -^^n ,.
Int. CI. C07d 5/55

U.S. CI. 260—343.4 , n t

1. A process for the manufacture of a triarylcarbSlactone having the formula-
"'aryicaroinoi

OR,
wherein

^Xl nr'in''''
'^^'^'•^g^"' Chlorine, bromine, loweraiKy] or lower alkoxy;

^'aIkv!°nMn^"'^'',.''^'^''?y-'°^^'"
^'•'y'' Phenyl-lower

alkyl or lower alkanoyloxy-lower alkyl; and
R^js^hydrogen. nitro, lower alkoxy or lower alkanoyl-

provided that lower means 1 to 4 carbon atoms.

methv of' fh/7'"' ^ '^'^ independently represents

^r SvTnm nn
' \ ''^'"f^^

^^^^^^en, dimeth?lamino

St tu ed hv^r """^ "T ^ ""'^ ^ "^^y optionally be sub-st.tu ed by halogen or lower alkyl, said process compris-

foLSla ' "' "'"""^ ' '^"^° ^^'"p'-d having'tl^e

R
\

R'
/
N-<f Â̂ -CH-/~V\-N

3 845 076

r«n- i?^™SP ^^ PREPARING ALDEHYDES

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 19, 1972, Ser No 24^ ^n«

46;i7,853
"''^'*' '"""^ 2' ^''^*' 46/S7.852;

II«! ri -jiCA
,,„I°t- CI. C07d 7i/;o

U.S. CI. 260—340.5 - P, .

L A method of preparing an aldehyde of the forZa

\.

R»

R«

COOH

R2_ CH2CHO
(I)

Wherein Ri is a member selected from the group consist«ng of hydrogen and alkoxy having I to fcarbons R2is a ;.ember selected from the group conSsting of h'dro-

and R2 together represent alkylidenedioxy having 1 to 4

with an inorganic persulphate selected from the group
consisting of ammonia persulphate, sodium persulphate
potassium persulphate and methylammonium persulphate!

* ^ A r^^ 3,845,078
l,5,9.TRIMETHYLCYCLODODECATRIENE

_
^ DERIVATIVES

ZZ^\^^S\ p""""'*"^' ^••'•' »«•«"«' *« Interna.

r«„?:
5'3\ors & Fragrances Inc., New York, NY

55l''67'?°M""P/n'*.?.
abandoned application Ser. No.

ler.No' 6^8'42j'
''''' ^'^ ^^^^'^^^'-^ May 15, 196?,*

U.S. CI. 260-348
^^'•^^^'^^/^^

.Claims

of Jhelorm'^^^'"^^'^'^^^'^'^''^^^^^'--''^'^ ^-^'a^iVe

Cb—Ca-CHj

CH3
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wherein

IS
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Cb-Ca-CHj
I I

O

HC C-CHj

R is selected from the group consisting of phenyl, naph-

thyl and

I

wherein X is a direct linkage,

one or more of the dashed lines are a double bond, and _o-.-s-,-sO:.-CH,-.-CH,-CH,.-CH-CH,orCH,-c-CH,.
the remaining dashed line or lines are single bonds: or

I

IS

Cb— Ca-CIIj
I I

O II

C-C-CH3

and the dashed lines represent double bonds.

3,845,079
METHOD OF PRODUCING ETHYLEJ^JE OXIDE IN

CONJUNCTION WITH OTHER a-OXIDES
Mark losifovich Farberov, Prospekt Oktyabrya 39, kv. 7;

Boris Nikolaevich Bobylev, Moskovsky Prospekt 82,
kv. 44; and David Izrailevich Epshtein, ulitsa Nekra-
sova 63, kv. 26, all of Yaroslavl, U.S.S.R.
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,392

Int. CI. C07d 1108, 1/14
U.S. CI. 260—348.5 L 5 Claims

1. A method of producing ethylene oxide together with
other a-oxides, comprising the steps of epoxidizing ethyl-
ene with an organic hydroperoxide in the presence of a
catalyst comprising a compound of a metal from Groups
V and VI of the periodic table, in a medium of a hydro-
carbon solvent, the ethylene being under a pressure of
from 50 to 300 atm. and a temperature of 70-160° C,
until 10 to 85 percent of hydroperoxide is converted to
form ethylene oxide; removing at least partially the un-
reacted ethylene from the reaction products; adding an-
other olefin or a mixture of olefins having a higher reac-
tivity than ethylene to the remaining reaction mixture,
and epoxidizing said reagent with the unreacted hydro-
peroxide until 95-100 percent of the original amount of
the unreacted hydroperoxide is converted, under a pres-
sure of 1 to 60 atm., and at a temperature of 20-160° C,
in the presence of said catalyst.

3,845,080
BLUE ANTHRAQUINOID ACID DYES

Fritz Graser, Ludwigshafen, Germanv, assignor to
Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft,
Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Germany
No Drawing. Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,726

Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 15, 1972,

II
22,615/72

" Int. CI. C09b i/i4
U.S. CI. 260—372 6 Claims

1. A blue anthraquinoid acid dye obtained by sulforat-
ing a compound of the formula in which

o NH'-alk-C-OR«

.^X\/\
B

VYY
NH-R (I.)

alk is a linear or branched alkylene of one to three carbon
atoms,

Ri is hydrogen or alkyl or cycloalkyl of one to fifteen car-
bon atoms which may bear alkoxy or alkylthio of one
to eight carbon atoms, chlorine or bromine as a substi-
tuent.

wherein one to four of the aromatic hydrogens in R
may be replaced by identical or different alkyl, alkoxy
or alkylthio of one to four carbon atoms and halogen

and in which one or two of the hydrogens in ring B may
be replaced by halogen or hydroxy.

3,845,081
ANTHRAQUINONE DYESTUFFS

Jean Andre Paul Kienzle, Creil, and Louis Antoine Cabnt,
Nogents-Oise, France, assignors to Ugine Kuhlmann,
Paris, France
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 189,029
Claims priority, application France, Oct. 14, 1970,

7037070
Int. CI. C09b 1/50

U.S. CI. 260—377 7 Claims
1. Dyestuffs of the formula:

R«

(X),

NH—CH, B

ORi

Hi

\y
I

Rj (0

in which Rj represents a hydrogen atom or in which—ORj
represents a methoxy group, wherein —ORj is an ortho-
or para-substituent, R2 represents a hydroxy group and R3
represents a hydroxy, amino, anilido, benzoylamino, ni-

tro, or the residue of the formula:

-NH—CHa-
ORi

(11)

and R4 represents hydroxy, amino, benzoylamino, or the

residue of formula (II), Rj is different from R3 or R4. X
represents a hydrogen atom, bromo, methoxy phenyl, hy-
droxy phenyl, or methyl radical not containing a solubiliz-

ing substituent, n is 1 or 2 and nucleus B is unsubstituted

or substituted by at least one methyl and up to two methyl
groups, or by one chloro group.

3,845,082
PHENYLSULPHOXYL- OR PHENYLSULPHONYL-

RHODANIDES
Hendrik Dolman and Albert Tempel, van Houtenlaan,

Weesp, Netherlands, assignors to U.S. Philips Corpo-
ration, New York, N.Y.

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.
No. 661,797, Aug. 21, 1967. This appUcation July 27,
1970, Ser. No. 64,069

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Aug. 19, 1966,
6611689

Int. CI. C07c 161/02
U.S. CI. 260—397.6 13 Claims

1. A compound selected from the group consisting of
the substituted alkylenerhodanides of the formulae

-SOr-CHr-SCN,
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ci ci

"-<P-
SO:-CHj-SCN,

CI CI

CI

CI

HjC-

//

CI
I

SCj-CHs-SCN,

-SOi-CIIj-SCN,

S0:-CH2-SCN,

CF,

CHj
I

\

S-SOr-CHj-SCN,

I

CI

CN CI

CI

O2N—

IIjCO-

-SO^-CHj-SCN

sex,

SO2-CH2-SCN,

NO2

02N-<e' '^-S-Cir2-SCN,

o

01
!_

"^ \ /-''-C1I2-SCN and

CI

Cl-

O

-SO2CH2SCN

3,845,083

WITHDRAWN

3,845,084
PROCESS FOR THE CLEAVAGE OF A-RINGAROMATIC, STEROIDAL METHYL ETTIERS

Reinhardt P Stein, Audubon, Pa., assignor to AmericanHome Products Corporation, New York, N.Y.No Drawing. Filed Oct. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 406,737

iTc r^. -,^« ,
Int. CI. C07c 769/05

U.S. CI. 260—397.5 9 claims
1. A process for preparing a compound of the formula

OH
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wherein R is alkyl of from 1 to 6 carbon atoms; A and B
are both saturated linkages and /i is 1, or one of A and B
is an unsaturated linkage and n is 0; which comprises
treating a compound of the formula

ORi

CHjO-
B

'\/
wherein A, B, R, and n are as defined above and Ri is
hydrogen or carboxylic acyl of from 1 to 6 carbon atoms;
with a base selected from the group of aqueous methyl-
amine, ammonium hydroxide, or an alkali metal alkoxide
containing from 1 to 6 carbon atoms in an alkanol con-
taming from 1 to 6 carbon atoms; at a temperature of
from 180° to 300° C.

3,845,085
A8(9) STEROIDS OF THE PREGNANE SERIES

Gordon Hanley Phillipps, Wembley, and Peter John May,
North Harrow, England, assignors to Glaxo Labora-
tones Limited
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 387,488

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 11, 1972.
37,656/72

wre ^. ., Int. CI. C07c ;69/jV
U.S. CI. 260—397.45

1. A compound of the general formula
8 Claims

wherein Rj represents an alkanoyl group containing 3 or
4 carbon atoms, and Rj represents a hydrogen atom or an
alkanoyl group containing 2, 3 or 4 carbon atoms.

3,845,086
N-ACYL-N-HYDROCARBYLUREAS AND THEIR
o5^^^?.^I?S^ ^^ OXIDATIVE HYDROLYSISOF N-CYANOCARBIMINES

Frank Dennis^Marsh, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. L
du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.No Drawing. Filed Apr. 7, 1972, Sen No. 242,230

iTc ^. ^.«
Int. CI. C07c 727/22

U.S. CI. 260—404.5 9 Claims
1. A compound having the formula

R'

R'-CO-N-CONIIj
wherein Ri and R^ alike or different, are alkyl of up to
18 carbon atoms.

no-i

3,845,087
ISOMERIZATION OF 1,2.DIGLYCERIDES

« •„.- .
TO L3.DIGLYCERIDES

Willibrordus Theodorus Maria de Groot, Maasland,
Netherlands, assignor to Lever Brothers Company, New
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 197,452

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 13, 1970
54,188/70

'

Int. CI. Cllc i/00, i/7^
U.S. CI. 260-410.7 5 Claims

1. A process for preparing the 1,3-isomer of a digiycer-
ide of C4 to C24 straight-chain fatty acids in which a
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solid 1,2-diglyceride is maintained in the solid state within

20° C. of the initial melting point for from about 2 hours

to about 2 months to isomerize the 1,2-isomer to the 1,3-

isomer until the weight ratio of the 1,3-diglyceride to the

1 ,2-diglyceride is greater than 6:1.

3,845,088

CYCLOPENTANE OR CYCLOHEXANE SUB-
STITUTED UNSATURATED HYDROCARBON
ESTERS HAVING JUVENILE HORMONE AC-
TIVITY

John A. Findlay, 682 George St., Fredericton, New Bruns-

wick, Canada
No Drawing. Original application Aug. 4, 1971, Ser. No.

169,126, now Patent No. 3,761,495. Divided and this

application May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,978

Int. CI. AOln 9124; C07c 69/74

U.S. CI. 260—410.9 R 2 Oaims
1. Compounds of the formula

are selected from the group consisting of alkali reacting

clays, alkali reacting earths and alkali reacting activated

charcoals.

3,845,091

N-CYANOFORMYL THIOLCARBAMATES
Malcolm S. Singer, Richmond, Calif., assignor to Chevron

Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,608

Int. CI. C07c 155/02

U.S. CI. 260—455 A 8 Claims

1. Compounds of the formula

o R' o
i|

I I!

R"'S-C-N-C—CN

wherein R' is alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms R'" is alkyl

of 1 to 10 carbon atoms, alkenyl of 2 to 10 carbon atoms,

cycloalkyl of 3 to 10 carbon atoms, biphenyl, phenyl,

aralkyl of 7 to 10 carbon atoms, or phenyl substituted

with from 1 to 3 groups selected from fluorine, chlorine,

bromine and alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms.

COOR»

in which R^ and R2 together are a polymethylene radical

containing 4-5 carbon atoms which in conjunction with

the carbon atom to which they are joined form a cyclo-

pentane or cyclohexane ring, each of R^, R* and R^ is an

alkyl croup containing 1-2 carbon atoms and Z^ and Z^

together are a carbon-carbon double bond between carbon

atoms 10 and 1 1.

3,845,089
PHENYLHEPTADIENOATES

Clive A. Henrick, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor to Zoecon
Corporation, Palo Alto, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed July 27, 1972, Ser. No. 275,646

Int. CI. C07c 69/76; AOln 9/24

U.S. CI. 260—410.9 R 5 Claims

1. A compound selected from those of the formula A:

3,845,092
1,3-BIS-(SUBSTITUTED.DISULFAN)-

2-ALKYLAMINO PROFANES
Rupert Schneider, Riehen, Switzerland, assignor to Sandoz

Ltd. (also known as Sandoz AG), Basel, Switzeriand

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 230,125, Feb. 28, 1972. This appUcation

Mar. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 338,998

Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Sept. 20, 1972,

13,736/72
Int. CI. C07c 154/00

U.S. CI. 260—455 B 18 Claims

1. A compound of the formula:

Ri
\ ,— S—S—C—ORj

\—S—S—C—OR

XN
R2

1

-ClI-

Ri

-cnj-c II-^CII-C= CII-

O

-C-Y

(A)

wherein,

each of R^ and R^ is lower alkyl;

R3 is lower alkyl, chloro, the group —OR or the group

—SR in which R is hydrogen or lower alkyl; and

Y is the group —OR in which R is hydrogen or lower

alkyl.

wherein

Ri is alkyl of 1 to 5 carbon atoms,

R2 is hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to 5 carbon atoms, and

R3 is alkyl of 1 to 8 carbon atoms or cycloalkyl of 5 or 6

carbon atoms,

or an agriculturally acceptable acid addition salt thereof.

3,845,090

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
ORGANOSILOXANE-OXYALKYLENE-
BLOCKCOPOLYMERS

Siegfried Nitzsche, Peter Huber, and Ewald Pirson, Burg-

hausen, Germany, assignors to Wacker-Chemie GmbH,
Munich, Germany
No Drawing. Filed May 31, 1973, Ser. No. 365,771

Claims priority, application Germany, June 2, 1972,

P 22 26 826.4

Int. CI. C07f 7/78
U.S. a. 260—448.8 R 3 Claims

1. A process for the production of organosiloxane-

oxyalkylene-blockcopolymers in which the polyoxyalkyl-

ene blocks are linked to the organopolysiloxane blocks by

Si-0-C-bonds, which comprises reacting an organopoly-

siloxane containing Si-bonded hydrogen atoms with poly-

oxyalkylene compounds having at least one alcoholic

hydroxyl group in the presence of alkali substances which

are insoluble under the reaction conditions and have a

surface area of at least 20 m.^/g., said alkali substances

3,845,093
DIBENZO[a,d]CYCLOHEPTENE-10-

CARBONITRILES
Gerald Rey-Bellet and Hans Spiegelberg, Basel, Switzer-

land, assignors to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc., Nutley,

N.J.

No Drawing. Application July 19, 1971, Ser. No. 164,107,

now Patent No. 3,726,870, which is a division of apph-

cation Ser. No. 759,499, Sept. 12, 1968, now Patent

No. 3,631,103, which in turn is a continuation-in-part

of abandoned application Ser. No. 431,981, Feb. 11,

1965. Divided and this application Jan. 10, 1973, Ser.

No. 322,337 . ^ ,. ,0 ^€,ca
Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Feb. 18, 19t»4,

1,969/64; Dec. 4, 1964, 15,709/64

Int. CI. C07c 727/74

U.S. CJ. 260—465 F 3 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

ON

R'- -R

Z'
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wherein R and R' are each independently selected from
t^e group consisting of hydrogen and halogen; and Z' isCH—A—B wherein A is ethylene and B is selected from
the group consisting of halogen and lower alkoxy of 1-4
carbon atoms. / wi ^

-»
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disodium hydrogen phosphate is continuously regen-
erated for dehydrohalogenating the alpha.beta-di-
nalopropionic compound added.

PROCESS FOR VApJr^PHASE AMMOXIDATIONHoward P. Angstadt, 490 S. Middletown Road
NT T^ •

^.."^ledia, Pa. 19063No Drawing. Filed Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 310,051
ITC r^i ^^A

,^I"f- CI. C07c 727/02
US, CI. 260—465 C 14 p,„.

nirJiii." u'
""^''' P^'f P''°'"' °^ ammoxidation to fo'rm'

selected frnm'l'h""
°^

"""""T^
""'^ ^" °^g^"''^ ^^^<^f^"tselected from the group of alkyl-substituted aromatic

s bs .Wd"h'r'"'''','^-
hydrocarbon compounds andTlky !

addeH nvv h'f^'^y^'"^ compounds and in the absence of

o?carbon'ox"H^H'"''''°'"^'"^
^^ ^^^"^'"^ 'he formation

cata?vtt^ nn '^

v'"^
'l'^^'^"

^hich comprises using ascatalyst a composition which is essentially free of VoO.

vloZryV"' ' T^'T ""''''' ^hich'is [n7erme^SV2<J5 and V2O3, said catalyst being removed from saidprocess and regenerated to the intermediate oxide pdor toits in-situ conversion to significant amounts of V^ol

3,845,096

iv^ u .
CYCLOPENTANE DERIVATIVES

fS ^f^' 1*^ ?"*°"' Upminster, Arevor Parker,

infland'
^"'^'"'" *** ^^^ * ^^^'' ^™"«'^' Essex,'

^li?'?7i"^*
^"'^1^' application May 26, 1971, Ser. No.147 273 now Patent No. 3,751,463. Divided and this

application Nov. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 304,467
Claims priority, application Great Britain, May 27 1970

25,486/70 ^
'

•

us. CI. lA^l-^'"' ""' '"'' '^'^^
,, „ .

1. A cyclopentane of the formula:
**°"

PROCESS OF DEHYDROHALOGENATION OF
c'SmpSIJ^d's^^"^^™ PROplio^mc?^

^'S^V^'?'*''"-^'^
'^°°^'' ^- ^^«°auer, Parkers.

ChkLg^-in""
''"^°'' '° Borg-Wamer Co'rporatio^

^T97o"wlTh*^^
applicarion Ser. No. 36,498, May 11,

No 6?5 I?7" SeDt"^"r' r^"t^t°^ application Ser!

U.S. CI. 2in'6^r^^/^^'^^^/^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^
1. In a process of dehydrohalogenating alpha beta-di?halopropionic compounds of the formula

^"^'^"^ '^'

H X
R—C- C-

Y

I I

X H

Tf^hvl^
'' '

'f'''"'
'^'^'^'^'^ f'-^'" 'J^e group consistingof hydrogen and methyl. X is a halogen selected fromthe group consisting of bromine and chlorine and Y Sa radical selected from the group consisting of

O o

wherein A is carbonyl or -CH(0R3)_, Ri is alkyl of Ithrough 10 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl of 3 through 10 car-
bon atoms, or alkyl of 1 through 4 carbon atoms sub-
stituted by cycloalkyl of 3 through 10 carbon atoms, m
IS 4 or 6, R2 ,s hydroxy or —OR*, wherein R4 is alkyl of 1
through 4 carbon atoms, and R3 is hydrogen, alkyl of 1
through 4 carbon atoms, or alkanoyl of formula

—CO—R9

wherein R9 is alkyl of 1 through 4 carbon atoms, and.

T t
' -^"(0^'^-' 'he symbols R3 are the same

and, when R2 ,s hydroxy, pharmaceutically acceptable non-
toxic salts thereof.

-CaN.-C-OHand-C-OCHj

rJ^n^^'l"
^n aqueous solution containing disodium hydro-

T^^lt?^'; ^''' ''''''"' '° ^ ^^^^'°^ along wfth analpha.beta-dihalopropiomc compound as defined above

a^uttS^r,"o» C ''TV' '''''' '' ^ temp:rlture ofabout 60-110 C, and wherem an alpha-haloacrylic com-pound ,s produced and collected in the vapors comi^„from the reactor, and wherein byproduct sodium dSogen phosphate and sodium halide are formed- the improvement comprising
'urmea, tne im-

''rte' sufficiTn^''"""'''
^° ^h^ ^"'^"°" '"'^'"re at arate sufificient to mamtain a solution of disodiumhydrogen phosphate by regeneration from sa?d s^dium dihydrogen phosphate; and

adding alpha.beta-propionic acid compound to the re-action mixture; and «^
uic le

^^'arnh^^h";."^
'^'- ''^•'^'''°" °^ ^°^'""^ hydroxide and

alpha,beta-prop,on,c acid compound at the pointwhere^^said sodium halide begins to predpftat"!

3,845,097
N-SUBSTITUTED AMINO ACIDS ANDNOVEL ESTER

^^^^

^*'TnvnL^°/°'*"*"u^
^"'^ ^^"o '^anao, Tokyo, TakeshiToyoda, Sagamihara, and Tadashi Suyama, KawasaWJapan, assignors to Ajinomoto Co., Inc., TokyoS

oy,yyj, Sept. 4, 1970, now Patent No. 3 801 63^ Thic
application Ang. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 28;;042 ' ^'

Jl/?n4*.'^°"i*^'
aPP''<;ation Japan, Sept. 6, 1969.

44/70,716; Aug. 19, 1971, 46/63,250, 46/63,252

U.S.C1.260-47l'?'^'-^"'^^^^/^^
,Clai

1. An N-substituted amino acid selected from the gro™p
consisting of '" ^

N-/j-naphthylaminomethylleucine,

N-2-fluorenesulfonylphenylalanine,

N-^-naphthylaminomethylthreonine, and
N-9-fluorenylacetylphenylalanine.

3,845,098
CONSTOAINED AMINE CATALYSIS IN THE

«!.P„h
P«?DVCTION OF URETHANES

Stephen N Mass.e, Palatine, and Paul A. Pinke, Des

Jiny"^s'ksriT ^° ^''^^^"' ^•' ^^^-^ ^«-
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,819

lie r^. <,^« _ Int. CI. C07c 725/05

^t f'-
260-471 C 5 Claims

1. m a method for the reaction of an isocyanate withan alcohol at reaction conditions, the improvement which
consists in the utilization of 4,4'-bis(N-pyrollidyl)diphen-
ylmethane or 4.4'.bis-(N-piperidyl)diphenylmefhane as a
catalyst for the reaction.
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3,845,099

PARA PHENOXY CARBONYL PHENYL ESTER OF
META ACETOXYBENZOIC ACID

James Economy, Eggertsville, and Bernard E. Nowak,

Lancaster, N.Y., assignors to The Carborundum Com-

pany, Niagara Falls, N.Y.

No Drawing. Application Aug. 24, 1970, Ser. No. 66,566,

now Patent No. 3,759,870, which is a continuation-in-

part of abandoned application Ser. No. 619,577, Mar.

1, 1967. Divided and this application July 12, 1973,

Ser. No. 378,761

Int. CI. C07c 69/75

U.S. CI. 260—473 R 1 C<a>™

1. The compound (para-carbophenoxy) phenyl meta-

acetoxybenzoate.

3,845,102

PROCESS FOR PREPARING THE METHACRYLATC
ESTERS OF MULTIBROMINATED PHENOL DE-

RIVATIVES

Masaru Higuchi and Kyozo Arimoto, Saitama, Japan,

assignors to Daicel Ltd., Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 206,934

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 14, 1970,

45/11,464

Int. CI. C07c 69/54

U.S. CI. 260—479 R ^^ Claims

1. A process for preparing methacrylate ester of multi-

bromominated phenol derivative, which comprises re-

acting a compound of the formula:

OH

3,845,100

PROCESS FOR CONVERSION OF PARA-XYLENT
TO HIGH PURITY DIMETHYL TEREPHTHALATE

Meilute O. Kusak, Chicago, HI., assignor to Standard

Oil Company, Chicago, III.

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 13, 1970, Ser. No. 11,324

Int. CI. C07c 69/82

U.S. CI. 260—475 B 3 Qaims

1. A preparative process for high purity dimethyl te-

rephthalate having an acid number in the range of 0.01

to 0.03 and a freezing point in the range of 140.62 to

140.63° C. by the operating sequence: esterifying tereph-

thalic acid having 50 p. p.m. 4-carboxybenzaldehyde or less

and 160-6000 p.p.m. p-toluic acid with methanol having

0-5 Cc water in the respective reactant weight ratio of

1.0:3.0 to 10.0 at a temperature in the range of 200 to

300° C. and a pressure in the range of 500 to 5000

p.s.i.g.; precipitating dimethyl terephthalate at a final tem-

perature of 25-40° C. and a pressure of 130-250 mm.

Hg.; separating dimethyl terephthalate precipitate from

methanol mother liquor; washing the separated precipi-

tate with methanol having 0-5% water and distilling the

washed precipitate to remove as overhead fractions resid-

ual methanol and methyl esters of p-toluic acid and 4-

carboxybenzaldehyde leaving as residual product high pu-

rity dimethyl terephthalate.

Brn

CH,),

wherein n is integer 3, 4 or 5, m is an integer 0, 1 or 2,k

is an integer 0, 1 or 2, and n+m+k=5, with methacrylic

acid chloride in the presence of a pyridine base, at a tem-

perature in the range of 100 to 160' C.

3,845,103

N N - DISUBSTITUTED - N'-[(N"-ALKYL-N".TRI-
HALO-METHYLSULFENYL-CARBAMOYLOXY).
PHENYLl-FORMAMIDINES

Gerhard Zumach, Cologne, Engelbert Kuhle, Bergisch

Gladbach, and Ingeborg Hammann, Cologne, Germany,

assignors to Bayer AktiengeseUschaft, Leverkusen, Ger-

many

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 234,666

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 19, 1971,

P 21 13 299.0

Int. CI. C07c 725/06

U.S. CI. 260—479 C ^ Clamis

1. An N-sulfenylated carbamate of the formula

O-CO-N-S-CXj
I

3,845,101

N-ALKYLTHIO-N-ALKYL ARYL CARBAMATES

Melancthon S. Brown, deceased, late of Berkeley, Calif.,

by Gustave K. Kohn, special administrator, Berkeley,

Calif., assignor to Chevron Research Company, San

Francisco, Calif.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

230,117, Feb. 28, 1972, which is a division of applica-

tion Ser. No. 855,421, Sept. 4, 1969, now Patent No.

3,663,594, which in turn is a continuation-in-part of

abandoned application Ser. No. 764,299, Oct. 1, 1968.

This application Nov. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 306,657

Int. CI. C07c 749/00

U.S. CI. 260—479 C H Claims

1. Compounds of the formula

o R»

R—0—C—N—S—R>

wherein R is phenyl or 1-naphthyl substituted with up to

3 substituents selected from chlorine, bromine, alkyl of

1 to 6 carbon atoms, alkoxy of 1 to 3 carbon atoms and

alkylthio of 1 to 3 carbon atoms, R^ is alkyl of 1 to 6

carbon atoms and R2 is alkyl of 1 to 10 carbon atoms.

R«

N=CH-N
\
R«

in which

R3 and R* each is alkyl or alkenyl with up to 4 carbon

atoms or together with the nitrogen atom to which

they are attached are a piperazine, morpholine or

thiomorpholine ring, and

X is fluorine or chlorine.

3,845,104

N-SUBSTITUTED N,N.BIS(2-FLUORO-2,2.
DINITROETHYL) AMINES

WilUam H. Gilligan, Washington, D.C., assignor to the

United States of America as represented by the Secre-

tary of the Navy

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 110,628

Int. CI. C07c 707/70
.

S. CI. 260—482 R 13 Claims

1. Compounds of the formula

/ NO2 \

_Lf_(!:-ch3^nr

\ NO2 /i
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wherein R is selected from the group consisting of t-butyl
benzyl, lower alky! substituted benzyl —R'OR"'

Ti'^i^^^'^". o^'i
-R'-CH-(0R")2 wherein R' is lovve;

alkylene ;ind R" is lower alkyl.

October 29, 1974

3,845,105

NITRATED AND/OR FLUORINATED ETHYT
THEREOF^^™"^ ^^''^^ AND^'eYtErI

"^'{^TeAS'Ti
^^.^hlngton, D.C., assignor to the

taJJof the Navy
^""''' ^' "presented by the Secre-

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 28, 1971, Ser. No. 110,629

iTc r.. <,.«
int. a. COlc 101/10

U.S. C. 260-482 R , Claims
1. A compound of the formula

( f 2 O

temperature by dissolving 303 grams (1.59 moles)
of said tetrakis(hydroxymethyl)phosphonium chlo-
ride in 1800 milliliters of pyridine at room tempera-
ture, and slowly adding about 727 grams (7.13
moles) of acetic anhydride while stirring the re-
action mixture, to maintain a temperature of the
mixture at below 40° C;

(b) continuing the reaction until all of the tetrakis(hy-
droxymethyDphosphonium chloride is consumed, the
said acetic anhydride being present in excess;

(c) removing the pyridine by distillatioin under vacuum
to obtain an oily residue;

(d) washing the oily distillation residue with water
to remove unreacted starting materials and unde-
sired water-soluble products thereby obtaining a
brown oil which separates;

(e) drying the separated brown oil with anhydrous
sodium sulfate or siutable substitute drying agent
therefor; and

(f) distilling the product from (e) under vacuum to
obtain phosphinidynetrimethanol triacetate, a color-
less product.

NO2 NOj

tZ'Z^ '""^ ^' '-''.^ independently and are selectedfrom the group consisting of F, NO,, CH3, and H.

3,845,106

^^V^^^P OF alpha,beta.unsaturated

MTOILES
^^^^"^J^ES, ketones aSK

"c^'nailfTT'"' ^'- ^'1'° ^- »'«^'*' «°d Thomas

Nov.1l!'l^969,'IIi''r5^:8?;;^'^ ^"'^ ^"'^ ^P'^'-^-

IT c ^1 <,^n J"*'
<^'- C®7c 69/52, 69/54

U.S. CI. 260-486 D 5 Claims

raL\^Jl?'T !u'
^h^P^^P^^^'ion of alpha,beta-unsatu-

. mivi r? / ^' '"/i"!:'"-^
""P°^ P^^^^ condensation ofa mixture of formaldehyde and an alkyl ester of analiphatic carboxylic acid, said alkyl ester possessing at least

nShM^fn
^'°"'

f';-"'^^'^
'° "^^ ^'P^^ carbon atom

?n R i^ivV
S^"^'-^ f°™"'^ R-CH2-COOR' where-

IS an alky group of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, in the presenceof a catalyst consisting essentially of s lica gel having

i:rth\;tornf.?r
''^^ ''' '''' '''

'

-'
^- --

3,845,108

TRANS-7.CIS-9.DODECADIEN.I.YL ACETATE
Wendell Roelofs, 652 W. North St.; Jan Kochansky, R.D.

F.^^^^i"l'.?*y'^'
^"'^ R^g Carde, New York State A.

fcxp. !>ta., all of Geneva, N.Y. 14456
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 393,360

Int. CI. C07c 69//^
U.S. CI. 260-488 H 2 Claims

1. A mixture of trans-7-cis-9-dodecadien-l-yl acetate
and trans-7-trans-9-dodecadien-l-yl acetate.

3,845.107

PHOSPHINIDYNETRIMETHANOL TRIACETATE

''^0:L'ns,"rd"^Ge'^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^y^J'^
Ne-

Reeves Metaire, l1, a;si?n"rs%o^W'°Un.^edTtateiof^Amenca as represented by the Secretary of aS-
^

66'^i??'"^- °lFf^' applicahon Aug. 21, 1970, Ser No

FTC ^i ^^« .
int. a. C07c 67/00

U.S. CI. 260—488 J , ^, .

1 Claim

triace^te'' whtl
^°' ^''^^''^^S phosphinidynetrimethanol

iriacetate, which process comprises:

^""Lfhul'"! ""'u'*'-
^"hydride and tetrakis(hydroxy-

methyDphosphonium chloride in pyridine at room

3,845,109

HYDROXAMIC ACID DERIVATIVES OF l-AMINO-
CYCLOHEXANECARBOXYLIC ACID

Harvey E. Alburn, West Chester, Donald E. Clark, Nor-
ristown, Norman H. Grant, Wynnewood, and Milton
^apidus, Rosemont, Pa., assignors to American Home
Products Corporation, New York, N.Y.

^'i-J^''ir^"?:T^''".^".'il^"°''-'''-P^'* '^^ application Ser. No.
874,382, Nov. 5, 1969, now Patent No. 3,703,542. This
application May 22, 1972, Ser. No. 255,745
I he term of this patent subsequent to Nov. 21, 1989,

has been disclaimed

fTc r.. ,,J"*- CI. A61k 27/00; C07c 70i/JO
U.S. CI. 260-500.5 H 2 Claims

1. A compound of the following formula:

Ri R
I I

cii-cn o Rs

R2-CII \-C-N-OII
CII-CII

I

I I NHj

.

R3 R«

wherein:

R and R* are selected from the class consisting of hy-
drogen and lower alkyl; Ri, R2 and R3 are selected
from the class consisting of hydrogen, and lower
alkyl, with the proviso that at least two of R, Ri, R2,
R3 and R^ are always hydrogen; R5 is selected from'
the class consisting of hydrogen and lower alkyl; and
the salts thereof with pharmaceutically acceptable
acids.
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3,845,110

PROCESS FOR THE RECOVERY OF N-ACYL-D-
METHIONINE AND N-ACYL-L-METHIONINE

Rudolf Fahnenstich, Strotzbach, and Joachim Heese,

Grossauhelm, Germany, assignors to Deutsche Gold-

und Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler, Frankfurt

am Main, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 243,067

Claims priority, application Germany, May 27, 1971,

P 21 26 383.2

Int. CI. C07c 101/02
U.S. Ci. 260—501.12 5 Claims

1. A process for preparing a salt of N - formyl - D -

methionine, N-acetyl - D - methionine, N-formyl-L-methi-

onine or N-acetyl-L-methionine with D-lysine or L-ly-

sine of improved purity from mixtures of either N-formyl-

D-methionine and N-formyl-L-methionine or N-acetyl-D-

methionine and N-acetyl-L-methionine comprising form-

ing a mixture of either N-formyl-D-methionine and N-

formyl-L-methionine or N-acetyl-D-methionine and N-

acetyl-L-methionine with either D-lysine or L-lysine in

a solvent which is a lower alkanol containing to 20%
by weight of water and fractionally crystallizing from

said solvent the D-Iysine or L-lysine salt of one of said

N-formyl-D-methionine, N-acetyl-D-methionine, N-for-

myl-L-methionine or N-acetyl-L-methionine by adjustng

the temperature of the solution to preferentially precipi-

tate one of said salts and recovering said precipitated salt.

wherein:

X, Y and Z each individually is an oxygen atom,

an >N—Ci-Cg alkyl or an >N—C4-SC7 cycloalkyl

group,

m, n and p each individually is or 1,

Ri, R2 and R3 each individually is a Ci-Cg alkyl or

C4-C6 cycloalkyl radical optionally substituted with

halogen, OH, lower alkoxy, CN or phenyl; or a

phenyl radical optionally substituted with halogen,

OH, lower alkyl or alkoxy, carbo-lower alkoxy or

CN, or two of Ri, R2 and R3 together comprise an

alkylene radical forming a 5- to 7-membered hetero-

cyclic ring containing phosphorus as a hetero atom,

removing the water from said aqueous hydrogen peroxide

phosphorus compound-containing solution at least in part,

and using the residue to effect said reaction with said car-

boxylic acid or its anhydride.

3,845,111

AGMATINE PROSTAGLANDINS
Alejandro Zaflfaroni, Atherton, Calif., assignor to

ALZA Corporation

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 16, 1970, Ser. No. 72,869

Int. CI. C07c 87/00
U.S. CI. 260—501.14 18 Claims

1, 1-amino - 4 - guanidobutane llo,15(S)-dihydroxy-9-

0x0- 1 3-trans-prostenoate.

3,845,112

PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF
PERCARBOXYLIC ACIDS

Helmut Waldmann, Leverkusen, Wulf Schwerdtel, Co-
logne, and Wolfgang Swodenk, Odenthal-Globusch,
Germany, assignors to Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktien-
gesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Filed July 29, 1971, Ser. No. 167,529

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 1, 1970,
P 20 38 318.0

II Int. CI. C07c 73/10
U.S. CI. 260—502 R 25 Claims

1. In the preparation of a percarboxylic acid by re-

action at a temperature of about —20 to 100° C. of a

carboxylic acid or its anhydride with hydrogen peroxide,

the carboxylic acid being selected from the group con-

sisting of alkanoic, halogen substituted alkanoic, benzoic

and nitro-substituted benzoic acids, the improvement
which comprises adding to a dilute aqueous hydrogen
peroxide solution a phosphorus compound of the formula

927

Rl-(X)m-P-(Z)p-R,

(Y)o-Rj

3,845,113

SULPHONIC ACID GROUP-CONTAINING
COMPOUNDS

Klaus Walz, Leverkusen, Walter Hees, Cologne-Hoehen-
berg, and Mathieu Quaedvlieg, Opladen, Germany, as-

signors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Ger-
many

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 19, 1969, Ser. No. 851,484

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 28, 1968,
P 17 93 299.9

Int. CI. C07c 143/42, 143/52
U.S. CI. 260—507 8 Claims

1. Sulphonic acid group-containing compounds which
contain 2 to 10 recurrent structural units of the formula

(SO,M)n

in which

Ri is hydrogen, benzyl, an unsubstituted alkyl of 1-4

carbon atoms, or an alkyi of 1 to 4 carbon atoms

substituted by carboxy, carbamido, chloro, hydroxy,

or sulphonyl;

R2 is hydrogen, an alkyl of 1-16 carbon atoms, cyclo-

hexyl, benzyl, phenylethyl, phenyl, chloro, or bromo;

R3 is hydrogen or methyl;

ri is a number between 0.7 and 2; and

M is hydrogen, an alkali metal or alkaline earth metal

or ammonium.

(I)

3,845,114

PROCESS FOR CONVERTING ALKYL SULTONES
TO ALKENE SULFONIC ACIDS

William A. Sweeney, Larkspur, and Ralph House, San
Pablo, Calif., assignors to Chevron Research Company,
San Francisco, Calif.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 33,948, May 1, 1970. This appUcation

Jan. 3, 1972, Ser No. 215,191

Int. CI. C07c 143/16
U.S. CI. 260—513 R 4 Claims

1. A process of converting an alkyl sultone of 10 to

24 carbon atoms to an alkene sulfonic acid and a hydroxy-

alkane sulfonic acid which consists in reacting said sultone

with from 5 to 35% by weight of water at a temperature

of 100-200° C. for a period of about V2 hour to about 20

hours.

X}.—77
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3,845,115
15.LOWER ALKOXY PGF COMPOUNDS

^^'"^^"h.'''
^'"•^o'"' J""-' Portage, and John F. Pike and

Gilbert A. Youngdale, Kalamazoo, Mich., assignors to
The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

No ^rawing. Original application May 4, 1971, Ser. No.
140,251, now abandoned. Divided and this application
Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,035

Int. CI. C07c 61/32. 69/74
U.S. CI. 260-514 D g Claims

1. An optically active compound of the formula

HO
CHi—V—COOR,

E—CH—

W

OR,

or a racemic compound of that formula and the mirror
image thereof, wherein E is —CHj—CHj— or trans—CH=CH—

; wherein V is either —(CH2)5— or cis—CH=CH—(CH2)3— , provided that E is —CH2CH2

—

only when V is —(CH2)5— ; wherein W is 1-penthyl or
CIS l-pent-2-enyl provided that W is cis l-pent-2-enyl only
when E is trans—CH=CH— and V is

-CH=CH-(CH2)3-;
wherem ~ indicates attachment to the cyclopentane ringm alpha or beta configuration; wherein Rj is hydrogen
alkyl of one to 8 carbon atoms, inclusive, or a pharmaco-
logically acceptable cation, and wherein Rj is alkyl of
one to 5 carbon atoms, inclusive, with the proviso that R2
IS not methyl when E is trans—CH=CH— , V is

-CH=CH-(CH2)3—

,

W is 1-pentyl, and ~ is alpha.

»T«. « 3,845,116
USE OF ANHYDRIDES TO IMPROVE OXIDATIVE

COUPLING REACTIONS
Herman L. Finkbeiner, Rexford, and John B. Bush, Jr.,

Schenectady, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Com^
pany

^fl/^'"?rJ°^;
Continuation.in.part of application Ser. No.

»i4,i57, Apr. 7, 1969, which is a continuation-in.part
of application Ser. No. 742,544, July 5, 1968, both now

274 67o"^
This appUcation July 24, 1972, Ser. No.

^n*- CI. C07c 6i/52
U.S.CI.260—515R 8 Claims

1. The process whereby a Cj-s alkanoic acid having
at least a hydrogen on the a-carbon atom is coupled
through the a-carbon atom to benzene or benzene having
no more than five Ci_8 alkyl or halo substituents to pro-
duce the corresponding a-arylalkanoic acid using a man-
ganic salt of the alkanoic acid as an oxidative coupling
agent, said process being carried out in the presence of a
sufficient amount of the anhydride of the alkanoic acid
present as the reactant to provide an excess over the
amount required to react with any water present in the
initial reaction mixture.

member of the group consisting of cobalt, manganese,
vanadium and cerium, the xylene with molecular oxy-
gen in the liquid phase within a first oxidation zone
until from about 2% to not in excess of about 70%
of the xylene has been converted to an oxidate com-
prising unreacted xylene, toluic acid and oxygen-con-
taining Cg aromatic compounds, less completely oxi-
dized than toluic acid, said oxidate containing, on a
xylene- and solvent-free basis, from about 15 mole
percent to about 60 mole percent of tolyl alcohol,
from about 15 mole percent to about 70 mole percent
of tolualdehydes, from about 4 mole percent to about
65 mole percent of toluic acid, from about 0.001
mole percent to about 5 mole percent of carboxyl-
benzyl alcohols, from about 0.001 mole percent to
about 5 mole percent of carboxybenzaldehydes and
from about 0.001 mole percent to about 10 mole
percent of phthalic acids;

(b) Removing at least a predominant proportion of
unconverted xylene from the oxidate to recover a
concentrated oxidate comprising the toluic acid and
the oxygen-containing Cg aromatic compounds, less
completely oxidized than toluic acid, the extent of
xylene removal being at least such that

M=5.27(e-5-355X)

wherein "M" is the number of moles of xylene re-
maining in the concentrated oxidate per mole, on a
xylene-free basis, of concentrated oxidate and "X"
is the fraction of the xylene converted in the first

oxidation zone;

(c) Further oxidizing, in the liquid phase, the concen-
trated oxidate, by continuously introducing the con-
centrated oxidate and molecular oxygen into a sec-
ond oxidation zone containing a C^C^ aliphatic car-
boxylic acid solvent and an oxidation catalyst selected
from at least one member of the group consisting of
cobalt, manganese, vanadium and cerium dissolved
with the solvent, said second oxidation zone being
maintained at a temperature within the range of from
about 50° C. to about 150° C;

(d) Withdrawing from said second oxidation zone a
slurry of the phthalic acid product in the carboxylic
acid solvent; and,

(e) Recovering the phthalic acid product from the
slurry.

««« 3,845,117
PROCESS FOR PREPARATION OF

PHTHALIC ACIDS
John KoIIar, Wyckoff, N.J., assignor to

Halcon International, Inc.
Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,032

US ri ,.'°*-,S-i^07c 57/20, 6i/02,<5i/26
U.S. CI. 260—524 R 13 ciaim-

1. A process for the oxidation of at least one member
of the group consisting of meta- and para-xylene to the
corresponding phthalic acid which comprises-

(a) Oxidizing, in the presence of a polyvalent heavy
metal oxidation catalyst selected from at least one

3,845,118
PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION

OF SORBIC ACID
Hansjorg Hey, Langenhain, Taunus, and Hans-Jurgen

Arpe, Fischbach, Taunus, Germany, assignors to Farh-
werke Hoechst Aktiengesellschaft vormals Meister
Lucius & Bruning, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
No Drawing. Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,270
Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 29, 1971,
P 21 65 219.7; July 22, 1972, P 22 36 076.5,
P 22 36 143.9; Aug. 25, 1972, P 22 41 836.9

Int. CI. C07c 51/00
U.S. CI. 260—526 N 15 Claims

1. A process for the preparation of sorbic acid by
catalytic cleavage of a polyester in solution in an enert
solvent or in the absence of a solvent, said polyester being
formed by a reaction of ketene with crotonic aldehyde
which comprises cleaving at a temperature from 10° to
140° C, said ester in the presence of a catalyst, wherein
as catalyst a compound of palladium is used in the
presence of a tertiary phosphine of the formula PR1R2R3
wherein Rj, R2, or R3 is an aromatic or aliphatic hydro-
carbon moiety, at an atomic ratio of phosphorus to palla-
dium of at least 2 to 1 with the tertiary phosphine being
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of a concentration of more than 0.1 percent by weight

of the reaction solution.

3 845 119

ORGANICS FROM TRONA BRINE BY CO2
TREATMENT

Roy B. Duke and Ned F. Seppi, Littleton, Colo., assignors

to Marathon Oil Company, Findlay, Ohio

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 306,477

Int. CI. C07c 57/42, 57 /^S

U.S. Ci. 260—527 R .
11 Claims

1, A process for the recovery of carboxylic acids trom

black trona brine, comprising the steps of:

(a) reaction of the brine with carbon dioxide to effect

precipitation of the bulk of the organic matter,

(b) filtration or centrifugation of the reaction mixture

to separate a mixture of insoluble polymeric car-

boxylic acids from a filtrate containing a mixture of

Q-Cm dicarboxylic acids or sodium salts thereof

(c) recovering a mixture of C4-C14 dicarboxylic acids

from the filtrate.

3,845,120

PRODUCTION OF ACRYLIC ACID BY
OXIDATION OF ACROLEIN

Richard Krahetz, Kirchheim, and Heinz Engelhach, Lim-

burgerhof, Germany, assignors to Badische Anilin- &
Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen (Rhine),

Germany
No Drawing. Filed Feb. 16, 1970, Ser. No. 11,872

Claims priority, application Germany, Feb. 22, 1969,

P 19 08 965.7

Int CI. C07c 57 /i2

U.S. CI. 260—530 N 3 Clain^

1. A process for the production of acrylic acid which

comprises oxidizing acrolein with a gas containing oxygen

in the gas phase at elevated temperature and in the pres-

ence of a catalyst which, in addition to oxygen, consists

essentially of (a) molybdenum, (b) tungsten, (c) vana-

dium and (d) a member selected from the group consist-

ing of copper: manganese in an atomic ratio on the order

of 1:1 and copper: nickel in an atomic ratio on the order

of 1:1, and wherein the atomic ratio of (a):(b):(d) is 1

to 20:0.01 to 10:1 and the atomic ratio of vanadium:mo-

lybdenum is 0.2 to 6:6.

3,845,122
METHOD OF PRODUCING PURE PERCHLORO-

METHYLMERCAPTAN
Boris Zupancic, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, assignor to LEK

tovama farmacevtskih in Kemicnih izdelkov, Ljubl-

jana, Yugoslavia
No Drawing. Filed Apr. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 348,651

Claims priority, application Yugoslavia, Apr. 14, 1972,

P 1,018/72
Int CI. C07c 145/00

U.S. CI. 260—543 H 4 Claims

1. In a method of producing perchloromethylmercap-

tan in which carbon disulfide is reacted with chlorine until

a mixture of said perchloromethylmercaptan with sulfur

chlorides is formed, and said sulfur chlorides are sepa-

rated from said perchloromethylmercaptan, the improve-

ment which comprises holding said mixture in contact

with a source of available oxygen selected from the group

consisting of hydrogen peroxide, nitric acids, salts of per-

manganic acid and percarbonic acid, of peracids, and

adducts of hydrogen peroxide with urea and sebacic acid

in the presence of water at a temperature between 0° C.

and 40° C. until said sulfur chlorides are substantially

consumed by reaction with the oxygen of said source, and

recovering the perchloromethylmercaptan purified thereby.

3,845,123
PHENOXYPROPANOLAMINE THERAPEUTIC

AGENTS
David Alexander Cox, Canterbury, John Christopher

Danilewicz, Sandwich, Allan Leslie Ham, Broadstairs,

John Edward Glyn Kemp, Canterbury, and Michael

Snarey, Sandwich, England, assignors to Pfizer Inc.,

New York, N.Y.
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 98,168, Dec. 14, 1970. This application Mar. 28,

1973, Ser. No. 345,726
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 17, 1969,

61,414/69; May 20, 1970, 24,360/70
Int. CI. C07c 103/38

U.S. CI. 260—562 P 14 Claims

1. 1 - (4 - acetamidophenoxy) - 3 - [2 - (4 - acetamido-

phenoxy ) ethylamino] propan-2-ol.

3,845,121

PROCESS FOR SEPARATING CARBONYLATION
PRODUCTS FROM REACTION MIXTURE WITH-
OUT CATALYST DECOMPOSITION

Lloyd S. Eubanks and Roy T. Eby, Texas City, Cari M.
Cruse, Dickinson, and Henry L. Epstein, Clear Lake,

Tex., and Harold R. Null, Creve Coeur, and Frederick

E. Rosenberger, Des Peres, Mo., assignors to Monsanto

Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Nov. 10, 1971, Ser. No. 196,007

Int. CI. C07c 51/14. 51/12. 67/00

U.S. a. 260—532 10 Claims

1. In a carbonylation process wherein at least one reac-

tant selected from the group consisting of an olefin, an

alcohol, an ester derivative of said alcohol, a halide deriv-

ative of said alcohol and an ether derivative of said al-

cohol is reacted with carbon monoxide in a liquid phase

in a reaction zone and in the presence of a catalyst sys-

tem that contains (a) a rhodium or iridium component,

and (b) an iodine or bromine component, the improve-

ment which comprises passing at least a portion of the

liquid reaction mass to a separation zone without the addi-

tion of heat, said separation zone having a pressure of at

least 20 p.s.i. less than the pressure in said reaction zone,

to vaporize at least a portion of the carbonylation prod-

ucts, withdrawing the vaporized carbonylation products

and recycling the remaining liquid reaction mass to said

reaction zone.

3 845 124
METHYLTRICy'cl6[4.4.0.03 8]DECAN-

l-METHYLAMEVE
Pierre Deslongchamps, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada, as-

signors to Ayerst, McKenna & Harrison, Limited, St
Laurent, Quebec, Canada

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

743,623, July 10, 1968, now Patent No. 3,579,567.

This application Jan. 27, 1969, Ser. No. 794,422

Int CI. C07c 87/40
U.S. CI. 260—563 P 3 Claims

1. A compound selected from the group which consists

of a-methyltricyclo[4.4.0.038]decan-l-methylamine, and

non-toxic pharmaceutically acceptable acid addition salts

thereof.

3,845,125
[DI-(ORTHOSUBSTrTUTED)-PHENYL]ALKYLISO-
THIOSEMICARBAZIDES AND DERIVATIVES

Robert C. Tweit, Wilmette, HI., assignor to

G. D. Searie & Co., Chicago, 111.

No Drawing. Filed May 23, 1973, Ser. No. 363,302

Int CI. C07c 123/00

U.S. a. 260—564 E 10 Claims

1. A member selected from the group consisting of

compounds of the formula

Xj

X-<o>-
NHj

{Cn2)n-S-C=N-N=R

Xi
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wherein Xj is hydrogen, halo, or lower alkyl; X, and X,
are halo or lower alkyl; n=l-7; and R is H^ or an alkyli-
dene radical of the formula
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wherein Aj and Aj are lower alkyl or phenyl, or A, and
Aa are taken together to form cycloalkylene radicals hav-
ing 5-12 carbon atoms and salts thereof of pharmaceuti-
cally acceptable acids.

wherein

^HSurmethyl•'
'°"" ^"^^'' ^°^^^ ^'^^y' "'^^ -

n represents 0, 1 or 2; provided that when n is 2 R iseither lower alkyl or lower alkoxyR represents phenyl or substituted phenyl of the

3,845,126

R«™ ^
BENZALDOXIME DERIVATIVES

Raymond Giraudon, Val de Marne, and Jean Metivier.Seine, France, assignors to Rhone-Poulenc S.A.No Drawing Filed Sept. 25, 1967, Sen No. 67M32Clauns pnority, application France, Sept. 29. 1966
78,184

'

iTc ^. ^.^ iat. CI COlc 131/00
U.S. CI. 260—566 AE 7 riaimc

1. Benzaldoxime derivative of the formula:
^^

Y represents halo, hydroxy, lower alkyl, lower alkoxy
or tnfluoromethyl; and

^

^'lower'Sy^;''''"'"'"'
^"°' ^''^''''''' ^°^'' ^"^^^ °'-

f^ormiir"'"''
"''"''"'y °^ '^^^^•"8 ^ compound of the

^'-<^ ^-CH=N-0-CHr-<^ ^
NO, R.

wherein R, represents hydrogen or alkyl of 1 through 3carbon atoms and

Ri

represents phenyl carrying one or two halogens.

HYDRAZONES OF CARBONVL COMPOrXDS rn\!TAINING AN OMEGA ALKENE MOIoi^"^"Abe Berger and Terry G. Selin, Schenectady, N.Y
v« n ?«'g°«P/o General Electric Company

l?^""??^"^- ^"I!"^'
application Aug. 16, 1971, Ser. No172,293, now Patent No. 3,700,711. Divided and tht

application June 28, 1972, Ser. No. 267,100

lie ^i -,.n .
Int. CI. C07c 709/74

U.S. CI. 260—566 B , p. .

1. A compound of the formula.

F=C-CH-|-C-ILl,jj_

Lr"J, l _

CHj=C
I

Ra
I

-C=N-N(Ri),,

where Ri is an alkyl radical, R2o, r2i R22 R23 and R24
are independently selected from ihe group' consisting of

?n'g uTto' to'Jt'J 'f'''''
'''' ''''' -' icals cZain-

tafieTfJ^omVtoT ''°"'' " ^"'" '''^ ' ^° ^0 and .

PREPARATION OF o-'lSOPROPYLAMINO.
M.. 1^ . BENZOPHENONES ^''"^"

PfeffinTn'"' i^^^
Parsippany, N.J., and Hans Otf

^S^&and^eH^^^^^^^^ — -

Aug. 5, 1970, Ser. No! 6M53 ' ' ^^' ^PP''<^«««°

U.i. CI. 260—570 AB , ^, .

1. A process for preparing a compound of the forrShf

(R).-i-

R'

Wherein R,R' and n are as defined above, with at leasta 25 /o stoichiometric excess of an isopropyl halide selectedtrom the group consisting of isopropyl bromide or iso-
propyl iodide, at an elevated temperature of at least about6U C. for a time of at least 10 hours, and isolating the
resulting reaction product consisting essentially of an
o-monoisopropylaminobenzophenone in yield of at least
70 /o based on the starting o-aminobenzophenone.

3,845,129

lf.n„ ^u^^^P^iVP^ OF p.A\nNOPHENOL
Kenneth Cathro Reid, Midlothian, Scotland, assignor to

Macfarlan Smith Limited, Edinburgh, ScotlandNo Drawing. Filed Dec. 29, 1970, Ser. No. 102,512Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 28. 1970
4,021/70

'

ITS ri f^n
_,'°*- C- C07c 59/04

1 Anrn^^T^ u 8 Claims
1. A process for the recovery in purified form of p-

aminophenol prepared by catalytic reduction of nitroben-
zene in acid medium whereby aniline and 4,4'-diaminodi-
phenyl ether are present as impurities, which process com-
prises contacting a solution of p-aminophenol and said
impurities in an aqueous medium having a pH of 5 to
5^5 just short of that at which precipitation of ;?-amino-
phenol occurs and at which aniline and 4,4'-diaminodi-
phenyl ether are in the form of free bases with an extrac-
tion medium consisting essentially of a non-oxygenated
solvent immiscible with water which selectively dissolves
the impurities, separating the resulting phases with said
p-aminophenol in solution in the aqueous phase and re-
covering p-aminophenol of improved purity from the
aqueous phase.

3,845,130
PRODUCTION OF AMINES

Robert M. Suggitt, Wappingers Falls, N.Y., assignor to
Texaco Inc., New York, N.Y.

oPj«r""S- Original application Nov. 6, 1970, Ser. No.
87,599, now Patent No. 3,736,265. Divided and this
application July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,552

^«t' CI C07c 85/10
U.S. CI. 260—583 M 12 Claims

1. In the low temperature hydrogenation of nitrated
hydrocarbons to form corresponding amines having from
6 to 25 carbon atoms along with by-product water wherein
said hydrocarbon and hydrogen are contacted with a
catalyst composed of a group VIIB or VIII metal on
carbon under hydrogenation conditions including reac-
tion temperatures of from 100 to 450° F., the improve-
ment which comprises carrying out said hydrogenation
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in the presence of said catalyst stabilized by heating said

catalyst for at least one hour at a temperature of be-

tween 500 and 1200° F. in the presence of a non-oxidiz-

ing gas selected from the group consisting of nitrogen,

mehtane, argon, helium, neon, ethane, propane, hydrogen

and mixtures of hydrogen and light paraffins under a

pressure of to 1,000 p.s.i.g.

3,845,131 _.^T«
PROCESS FOR PREPARING ADAMANTANE

DERIVATIVES
Stephen Slomo Szinai, Gainesvilllc, Fla., assignor to Eh

Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No 237,542

Clauns priority, application Great Bntain, Apr. 3, l!*7i,

8,607/71

Int. CI. C07c 45/14. 49/43

U.S. CI. 260—586 R . . , ? . !i^
1. A process for the preparation of adamantylacetones

of the formula

3,845,133

ALICYCLIC DIKETONES AND PROCESS FOR
THEIR MANUFACTURE

Amnon Mordechai Cohen, Amersfoort, Netheriands, as-

signor to Polak's Fnital Works N.V., Amersfoort,

Netherlands ^^_^ _ _. ,._ .-n
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 3, 1971, Ser. No. 195,480

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 4, 1970,
*^

52,389/70
Int. CI. C07c 45/00. 49/46

U.S. CI. 260—586 R ^ Claims

1. New compounds having the structure:

-c-R'

T

CHj—CO—CHj

wherein R is hydrogen or methyl, which comprises react-

ing an adamantyl halide of the formula

wherein R represents an alkyl radical having from 4 to 7

carbon atoms; and R' represents an alkyl radical contam-

ing from 1 to 3 carbon atoms.

3,845,134

NOVEL MERCAPTODERIVATIVES OF
lONONES AND IRONES

Daniel Helmlinger, Dubendorf, Dietaiar Lamparsky,

Wangen-Dubendorf, Peter Schudel, Grut, Tnidi Sigg-

Griitter, Winterthur, and Jost Wild, Zunch, Switzer-

land, assignors to Givaudan Corporation, Clifton, rj .J.

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 203,112

Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Dec. 8, 1970,

18,130/70
Int. CI. C07c 49/48

U.S. CI. 260—586 R
, . ,

^ ^ *^"'

1. A compound having the general formula

SH O
R—

.

wherein X is chlorine, bromine or iodine with an enol

ester of the formula

OY
cHj=c-CHi

wherein Y is phenyl

o o

h or Ci-C, alkyl—C-

Ny\.

wherein R^ represents a hydrogen atom or the methyl

group and wherein the broken lines denote a double bond

which is present in one of the three indicated positions.

in the presence of a Friedel-Crafts catalyst and an inert

solvent and at a temperature in the range -70 C. to

-+-40' C.

3,845,135

MANUFACTURE OF ^-lONONES

Werner Hoffmann and Roman Rischer, Ludwigshafen,

Germany, assignors to Badische Anihn- & Soda-Fabnk

Aktiengesellschaft, Ludwigshafen (Wiine), Geixnany

No Drawihg. filed May 7, 1971, Ser. No. 141,348

Int. CI. C07c 49/48

U S CI 260 586 C * Claims

'1! A 'continuous process for the manufacture of '^-io-

none of formula I

, 3,845,132

FRAGRANT POLYCYCLIC KETONES
Gunther Ohloff, Bemcx, Geneva, and Hugo Strickler, La

Plaine, Geneva, Switzerland, assignors to Firmenich

S.A., Geneva, Switzerland ^„^„ _ _, 0^- ,,,
No Drawing. Filed Mar. 7, 1969, Ser. No. 805,353

Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Mar. 8, 196»,

3,506/68; Mar. 4, 1969, 3,232/69

Int. CI. C07c 49/36

U.S. a. 260—586 R
^ ,

3 CXOms

1. A composition of matter of the formula

CHj CHj O

R'-l CH:-R'

R'

\ACH, I.

in which RS R' and R^ denote hydrogen or methyl, by

cyclization of pseudo-ionones with sulfuric acid, wherem

pseudo-ionones of formula II

CHj O

X-CH,-CH,-i=CH-CH=C-0-CH,-R»

R> II,
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in which X denotes radicals of the formulae:

Ri_CH-C(CH,)=CH,.

R>-C=C(Cn,)i or

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

R"—CH-C (CH»)j-0 CHi

and Ri, and R2 and R^ have the meanings stated above,
are cyclized and cyclization is carried out in the temper-
ature range -30Mo +20° C. and in the presence of mix-
tures of hydrocarbons which are liquids under the con-
ditions of the reaction and which boil at temperatures
below 200° C. at atmospheric pressure selected from the
group consisting of methane, ethane, propane, butane, pen-
tane, hexane, cyclohexane, benzene and xylene and lower
aliphatic alcohols selected from the group consisting of
alkanols of 1 to 6 carbon atoms, ethylene glycol and pro-
pylene glycol, the molar ratio of pseudo-ionone to hydro-
carbon being about 1:1-17, that of pseudo-ionone to al-
cohol being 1:0.5-2 and that of pseudo-ionone to sulfuric
acid being 1:7-12, the sulfuric acid used having a strength
of from 90 to 98%.

^
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3 845 138
' raT!f?S?JS? REDUCTION OF TEREPH-

5?NZALDlff?S|
^"^ P-HYDROXYMETHYL.

"^
Wn/p°^°P'.?^\f^^«' «°^ Edward Sherman and

fer n,*^-JI''''"'
Ba"?°g*on, HI., assignors to TheQuaker Oats Company, Chicago, HI.No Drawing. Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Sen No. 295,549

II«! n ,<n
Int. CI. C07c -^5/00

U.S. CI. 260—600
9 claims

1. A catalytic hydrogenation process for obtaining
p-hydroxymethylbenzaldehyde, substantially free of ^xylylene glycol, p-methylbenzaldehyde and p-xylene, byreducing terephthalaldehyde, the process comprising con-
currently contacting hydrogen and terephthalaldehyde in

m.tTV^u'""- i"
J^' P'"'"'« °^ a c^'^Jyst. which is ametal of the eighth periodic group, and a base selectedtrom the group consisting of inorganic bases having a pK

greater than 5.0 and amines; wherein the contacting is at

fmr'',"t?m^''?"' ° 1°
^^^° ^- ""'^ ^ hyl^^g^" pressuretrom I to 10 atmospheres; and discontinuing said con-

tacting when a stoichiometric amount of hydrogen neces-
sary for the reaction has reacted wherein the said base is
present in an amount from O.IO meq. to 0.50 meq. permg. of palladium.

h pc»

^^,^ 3,845,136
SELECTIVE OXIDATION OF CARBALKOXY-

1,3-INDANEDIONE SALTS
Alan E. Pierce, 3316 Brookvlew Road,

Rockford, III. 61107No Drawing. Filed May 3, 1971, Ser. No. 139,958

IT« ri ,^n ,^J^t' CI. C07c 49/82
U.S. CI. 260-590 24 Claims

1. In a process for selectively oxidizing the carbon atom
in position 2 of a 1,3-indanedione, which is suspended or
dissolved in an alkanoic organic acid containing about 1-4
carbon atoms, a dialkyl sulfoxide, an inert liquid or
mixtures thereof, comprising halogenating the 2 carbon
atom of the 1,3-indanedione in the presence of Br, HBr
HCI. or mixtures thereof, and oxidizing it with a dialkyl
sulfoxide; the improvement wherein the 1,3-indanedione
.s a 2-substituted alkali metal or alkaline earth metal saltof a 2-carbalkoxy-I,3-indanedione having about 1-10
carbon atoms in the carbalkoxy moiety thereof

3 845 137

^^m^^^iS^J^J^^^^^^^ OF POLY,
f I

'^I:J^S"ONAL AROMATIC ALDEHYDESJules M-8der Princeton NJ., assignor to PrincetonChemical Research Inc., Princeton N

J

No Drawing. FUed June 15, i975,°Ser N^-'263.146

U.S.a.260-599'°''^''^''^^^/^^ «:,.
1. In a process for selectively preparing a poly-fuT

tional aldehyde by subjecting the corresponding alkyl

suoX'ed ":r' ^'"' °^''^^^'°" '" the'presence Of isupported catalyst mixture of oxides of tungsten andmolybdenum wherein the tungsten metal to molybdenummetal mol ratio is 1:1 to 20:1, the improvementScomprises employing said supported catalv.fTn , f
such ,hat its initial surface are^a'^sat .ea^fS,^ ^2 sqt™meters per gram and less than about 10 square Z/r!per gram wherein said form is a mixture of -T I

^M^r^ 3,845,139

E^A^R ^OR PREPARING HYDROXY-TERMI-

AC^Atc'''^'^^^''^^ ^^ BUTADIENE 5S£

^^5^ H ^,=''!;y'°' Newtown, Pa., and Samuel F. Reed,
Jr., Huntsville, Ala., assignors to the United States ofAmerica as represented by the Secretary of the ArmyNo Drawing. Filed July 31, 1969, SerllVo. 849,255

ITC r^. .,^A ^„
Int. CI. C07d 707/02

U.S. CI. 260—606.5 B 2 Claims
1. A method of polymerizing butadiene and carboranyl

methyl acrylate to yield hydroxyl terminated copolymers
naving a molecular weight range from about 2600
to about 3700, an hydroxy-end group content in therange from about 0.60 weight percent to about 1 36weight percent, and a boron content in the range 'ofabout 2 to about 20.4 weight percent, said method com-
prising reacting carboranyl methyl acrylate and a suit-
ab e polyrnerization initiator in an inert organic solvent
with butadiene at a reaction temperature and for a reac-
tion time period sufficient for said reaction to take place
alter which solvent removal is effected and said copoly-
mers are dried at a suitable drying temperature while
under reduced pressure, said butadiene to carboranyl
methyl acrylate being in weight ratio of about 1 :5 to about
19:1 said initiator being selected from azo-bis-(2-methyI-
5-hydroxy-valeronitrile), azo-bis-(2-methyl - 3 - hydroxy-
propionitrile), and azo-bis-(hydroxyethyl-2-methyl pro-
pionate), said inert organic solvent being selected from
dioxane, toluene, and dimethyl formamide, said reaction
ternperature being in the range of about 60° C. to about
80° C, said reaction time being from about 24 hours
to about 120 hours, said drying is accomplished at a suit-
abl^e temperature in the range of about 70° C. to about
75° C, and said reduced pressure is in the range of about
1 millimeter.

3,845,140
OXIDATION OF SECONDARY AND TERTIARY

ALKYL AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS
Arthur M. Brownstein, Cherry Hill, N.J., and David L.

Kerr, Wilmington, Del., assignors to Sun Research and
Development Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
No Drawing. Continuation of application Ser. No.

I2?k^i^' ^^^' '• ^^^^' This appUcation Mar. 10,
1970, Ser. No. 17,048

iot. a. C07c 73/08
U.S. CI. 260—610 B 10 Claims

1. In a process for the oxidation of secondary and
tertiary alkyl aromatic hydrocarbons with oxygen or an
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oxygen-containing gas at temperatures of from 80° to

130° C. in the presence of a catalyst to produce the cor-

responding hydroperoxide compounds, the imporvement

which comprises oxidizing said alkyl aromatic hydrocar-

bons having the formula

R

Ri—C—

H

Ar

in which R ij a lower alkyl group having from one to

seven carbon atoms; Rj is hydrogen or a lower alkyl

group having from one to six carbon atoms; R and Ri,

taken together, form a cycloalkyl ring having from four

to seven carbon atoms; and Ar is phenyl or naphthyl, in

the presence of a catalyst comprising a cuprous halide

selected from the group consisting of cuprous chloride,

cuprous bromide, and cuprous iodide, and an aromatic

heterocyclic amine selected from the group consisting of

pyridine, quinoline, isoquinoline, triazine and pyrazine,

wherein the ratio of cuprous halide to amine is in the

range of about 1 to 100 parts by weight of said halide for

each 100 parts of amine.

' 3,845,141
CYCLODODECYL ETHERS

Peter Naegeli, Unter-Ehrcndingen, Switzerland, assignor

to Givaudan Corporation, Clifton, NJ.
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,570

Claims priority, application Switzeriand, Nov. 3, 1970,

,

1
16,263/70

Int. CI. C07c 4i/7S

U.S. CI. 260—611 R 1 Claim

1. 1-Methylcyclododecyl methyl ether.

para position, said phenol being selected from the group

consisting of phenol and alkyl-substituted phenols, said

process comprising reacting said phenol with a primary

or secondary Ci_2o alkyl amine in contact with a hydro-

genation-dehydrogenation catalyst, said catalyst contain-

ing a catalytic metal selected from the group consisting

of palladium, rhodium, platinum, nickel, copper, chro-

mium, cobalt, molybdenum, vanadium, zinc, uranium and

tungsten, at a temperature of from about 125-500° C,
said Ci_2o alkyl amine having at least one hydrogen atom

bonded to an alpha alkyl carbon atom and at least one

hydrogen atom bonded to the amine nitrogen atom.

3,845,142

PROCESS FOR PRODUCING POLYCYCLIC
ALKYLPHENOLS

Yakov Abramovich Gurvich, Sretensky bulvar 6, kv. 61;

Alexandr Afroimovich Grinberg, Khalturinskaya ulitsa

10, korpus 2, kv. 30; Evgeny Lvovich Styskin, Khalturin-

skaya ulitsa 10, korpus 2, kv. 48; Simona Tevievna

Kumok, Kutuzovsky prospekt 41, korpus 1, kv. 32;

Valerian Mikbailovich Sobolev, Naberezhnaya Maxima
Gorkogo 12, kv. 62; Eduard Sergeevich Sorokin, ulitsa

Boitsova 16, korpus 1, kv. 62; and Irina Sergeevna

Shelkova, Rostovsky pereulok 2/14, kv. 23, all of Mos-
cow, U.S.S.R.; and Alexandr Grigorievich Liakumo-

vich, Prospekt Lenina 23, kv. 4; Jury Ivanovich Michu-

rov, ulitsa Khudaiberdova 125, kv. 36; and Grigory

losifovich Rutman, ulitsa Revoljutsionnaya 7, kv. 6, all

of Sterlitamak, U.a.S.R.

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 221,826

Int. CI. C07c 37/00
U.S. CI. 260—619 B 7 Claims

1. A process for producing polycyclic alkylphenols,

comprising condensation of 2,6-di-tert.butyl-4-methoxy-

methylphenol with a methylsubstituted benzene having

from 1 to 4 methyl groups in an inert organic solvent

medium in the presence of an acidic catalyst selected from

the group consisting of sulfuric acid, oxalic acid, per-

chloric acid, toluenesulfonic acid, and zinc chloride, at a

temperature of from —60° to +140° C and at a ratio of

the 2,6-di-tert.butyl-4-methoxymethylphenol to methyl-

substituted benzene of 0.8-1.7 of the stoichiometric value,

followed by the isolation of the desired product.

3 845 144
CONTINUOUS PRODUCrnON OF PROPYLENE

CHLOROHYDRIN
Ernst Bartholome, Heidelberg, Waldemar Koehler, Lud-

wigshafen, Guenter Stoeckelmann, Bobenheim-Rox-

heim, Gerhard Schulz, Ludwigshafen, Otto Nagel,

Hambacb, Walter Goetze, Ludwigshafen, Werner
Kasper, Frankenthal, Erich Dreher, Ludwigshafen, and
Roland Dablinger, Neckargemuend, Germany, assignors

to Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft,

Ludwigshafen (Rhine), Germany
Filed Mar. 31, 1971, Ser. No. 130,000

Int. CI. C07c 31/34
U.S. CI. 260—634 10 Claims

1. In a process for the continuous production of an

aqueous solution of propylene chlorohydrin by reacting

propylene with an aqueous chlorine solution, recycling

some of the reaction solution and adding make-up water,

the improvement which comprises loading the recycled

solution with chlorine to such an extent that the limit of

solubility of the chlorine is not exceeded, by means of a

two fluid nozzle, metering the propylene to be reacted

into the chlorine-laden solution at a pressure of from

2 to 20 atmospheres absolute and at a temperature of

from 10° to 80° C, by means of a two fluid nozzle,

allowing the reaction mixture to react in one or more

parallel tubes with turbulent flow in the same pressure

range with a residence time of not more than ten seconds,

releasing the pressure, withdrawing some of the pro-

pylene chlorohydrin solution as product and recycling

the remainder of the propylene chlorohydrin solution,

wherein at the point of incorporation of the chlorine as

well as at the point of incorporation of propylene the

recycle liquid is introduced at a velocity of from 2 to

100 meters per second through said two-fluid nozzles and

then into a mixing zone extending in the direction of flow

whose diameter is from 1.5 to 50 times the mean outlet

diameter of the liquid nozzles and whose length is from

3 to 30 times its hydraulic diameter, and allowing the

mixture to complete the reaction in one or more parallel

reaction tubes.

3,845,143
PROCESS FOR ALKYLATING PHENOLS

John C. Wollensak, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., assignor to

Ethyl Corporation, Richmond, Ya.
No Drawing. Filed May 13, 1971, Ser. No. 143,239

Int. CI. C07c 39/06
U.S. CI. 260—624 C 11 Qaims

1. A process for alkylating a phenol having at least

one replaceable nuclear hydrogen atom in an ortho or

3,845,145

PREPARATION OF CHLOROHYDRINS
John A. Wojtowicz, Cheshire, Conn., Milton Lapkln,

Barrington, R.I., and Mohindar S. Puar, East Bruns-

wick, N.J., assignors to Olin Corporation

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of applications Ser. No.

792,761, Jan. 21, 1969, now Patent No. 3,578,400, and

Ser. No. 852,907, Aug. 25, 1969, now abandoned. This

appUcation July 28, 1972, Ser. No. 276,015

Int. CI. C07ci;/i4. 55/00
U.S. CI. 260—634 10 Claims

1. In a process for preparing chlorohydrins by react-

ing hypochlorous acid with an unsaturated organic com-

pound having from 2 to about 20 carbon atoms selected

from the group consisting of olefins, cyclic olefins, mono-

hydroxy substituted olefins and olefinic halides to form a

reaction mixture containing the resulting chlorohydrins
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and separating said chlorohydrins from said reaction mix-
ture, the improvement which comprises:

(a) reacting said unsaturated organic compound at
temperatures of —25 to +60° C,

(b) with a solution of hypochlorous acid dissolvedm an organic solvent selected from the group con-
sistmg of,

( 1 ) lower alkyl ketones,

(2) lower alkyl cyanides,

(3) lower alkyl esters of lower alkanoic acids
wherem each of said lower alkyls contain from
1 to 5 carbon atoms,

(i) said solution of hypochlorous acid being
essentially free of chloride ions and being
obtamed by extracting hypochlorous acid
from a hypochlorous acid reaction mixture
with said organic solvent,

(c) said solution of hypochlorous acid containing from
about 0.5 to 50 percent by weight of hypochlorous
acid, and

(d) said reaction mixture containing the resulting chlo-
rohydrins containing from 0.1 to 25 percent by
weight of water.
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3,845,148

PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OFCARBON TETRACHLORroE

^asstl^'r%'''r*'*'f' ^«°W"rt am Main, Germany,

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Sen No. 295,715
Claims priority, application Germany, Oct. 9. 1971,

U.S. CI. 260-J?8 R •
""''' '''''' '''''

3,845,146

BROMINATION WITH BROMINE CHLORIDEUNDER PRESSURE
Donald E. Moore, Coleman, and Jack F. Mills and John

cLt^"Vr"' ^^^•^'^"*^' ^''^''•' ^^^SnoTS to The DowChemical Company, Midland, Mich.
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned apDiica-

nuJie.K
^5%"'°'"' \°' Polybrominating the aromatic

nS n H -^ '!"'' '°''"' ""^y ^^"^^"^' phenol, bi-phenyl o diphenyl ox.de to an extent sufficient to rendera product containmg five or six bromine atoms on eacharomat.c ring which comprises reacting by contacting at

nudeTw1trh°' '""7/'° ^° 150= c' the aromaticnucleus w,th bromine chloride in an amount at least
stoichiometric to give the desired product in the presenceof .ron or a Fnedel-Crafts catalyst, the improvementwh.ch comprises carrying out the reaction in a closed

rs^oft: ^e^ctior
°^ '' '^ ''' -•*- ^^^^^ ^^

, _ 3 Claims

rht ^ I
^'°''^'' ^°'" '^^ manufacture of carbon tetra-

etc'ted from Tb'"'
'""'"^ "'^'^ ^" °^«-'^ ^^^POuZ

c.rhnn ^'°f
. '^^ S''°"P Consisting of aliphaUc hydro-carbons containing at least 2 carbon atoms cyclo alTPhatic hydrocarbons, aromatic hydrocarbon; ch orrilsubstitution products thereof or mixtures ther;of in the

to snT ?^ " T'''' ""'^^ ^ P^«^"^^ ranging from 50

400° rr'^^"" and a temperature of between and^U C. in a prereaction zone and between 400 and 800°C in a mam reaction zone, the improvement which com-
prises heating the prereaction zone periodically to a ternperature of from 400 to 800° C. while con iderablyrtducing or interrupting entirely the feed of oganfc com-pound during the periods of heating and coohng

3,845,149

ISOMERIZATION OF ISOPROPYL NAPHTHALENE
Siegfried Pietzsch and Rudolf Wirty v^wu^;^ -r

Zi
G«-g Schaeffer. Seim,%'aun^'^GeTma'n7

signors to Farbwerke Hoechst Akheng^sdlschaft vor

Ge'L'ir'' ''"" * *"''^«' Franlf^rt am MaSn';

No Drawing. Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,406
Claims priority, application Germany, May 6 1972

P 22 22 342.3
'

3,845,147

STABILIZATION OF 1,1,1.TRICHL0R0ETHANE
Hermann Richtzenhain, Cologne-Suelz, and Rudolf

No Drawing. Application June 29, 1970 Ser No ^n I7t

3 ?«() n«« i.°" fV''^i' '""• 5. I'«9. now Patent No

Ms .ppliclon Apr. 2(., m2,"se/.'J,^. ^ii^S,
'"

aaims priority, application Germany, Oct. 18, 1962,

1 A ui- ^ Claim
I. A stabilized composition consisting essentially ofl.I.l-tnchloroethane and 0.5 weight percent ofT^Lrl

e%?erSine"'
"'^^^"^ ^-mfne.raira"celitrTira"d

etnyiene diamine present in equivalent amounts.

n.nMK"^. '"'°f
'' ^"^ ^^' isomerization of a-isopropyl-

naphthalene to ^-isopropyl naphthalene with an alumin-

aluminium chloride in amounts of 0.05 to 0.8% by weightor ethyl aluminium dichloride in amounts of 5 to 1 5%by weight or a mixture thereof, each calculated on' the
total quantity of the initial alkylated naphthalenes, theportion of the ^-isomeric mono - isopropyl naphthalene

norifo''
J^ft 92% calculated on the total monoTsomer

portion and the total portion of the mono-isopropyl-naph-

amtl'nVT'^f ^^/^ ^' ^''^^'' calculated on'the total

from" 40 ?o 2io'«^c'
-P^tbalenes. at a temperature of

3,845,150

ARO.MATIZATION OF HYDROCARBONS
Tsoung-Yuan Van, Trenton, and John C. Zahner, Prince-

ton, N.J., assignors to Mobil Oil Corporation
No Drawing. Filed Aug. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 391,445

iTc ^. <,.« ..
Int. CI. C07c i/02

U.S. CI. 260-673.5
5 ^i^^

1. In the process of aromatizing hydrocarbons by con-
tacting a feed comprising such with a ZSM-5 type of cat-
alyst at about 650 to 1500° F. and a space velocity of
about 0.1 to 15 WHSV in the absence of added hydro-
gen; the improvement, whereby carrying out such processma substantially heat balanced condition, which com-
prises utilizing as said hydrocarbon feed a mixture of
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saturated and unsaturated fractions so proportioned that

the feed contains about 20 to 65% reactive saturates and

about 20 to 50% by weight olefins.

ADSORPTIVE SEPARATION OF PINENE ISOMERS

Wfm ADSORBENTS CONTAINING AN ARO-

MATIC HYDROCARBON SUBSTRATE
James W. Priegnitz, Elgin, III., assignor to Universal

Oil Products Company, Dcs Plaines, lli.

No Drawing. Filed Nov 1, 1973, Ser. No. 411,977

Int. CI. COlb 33/28; C07c 7/12, 13/00; C09f 5/02

IT 5 PI IfiO—675 5 xj i-iaiius

*l' A process for separating pinene isomers from a feed

mixture containing pinene isomers which process com-

prises contacting said mixture with a crystalline alumino-

silicate adsorbent selected from the group consisting of

type X structured and type Y structured zeolites contain-

ing one or more selected cations at the exchangeable

cationic sites within said zeolite and containing an aro-

matic hydrocarbon substrate selected from the group con-

sisting of benzene and benzene homologues having a boil-

ing point less than that of the pinene isomers, thereby

selectively adsorbing, at adsorption conditions, said iso-

mer from said mixture and thereafter recovering the se-

lectively adsorbed isomer.

conditions of reaction to form said ferrite composition,

and mixtures thereof at a reaction temperature of no

greater than 550° C, the total number of atoms of the

said chromium being from .35 to 0.6 per atom of said

iron in the catalyst.

3,845,152

<IFT FrnVF ISOMERIZATION OF POLYENES HAV-

^G TCRMINAL cSnJUGATED UNSATURATION
James Michael McKenna, Hockessin, Dd. assignor to

E. L du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmmgton,

Del
No Drawing. FUed Mar. 29, 1972, Scr. No. 239,323

Int. CI. C07c 5/24

U.S. CI. 260—677 R . .
12 €!«"««

1. A process for the selective isomerization of a termi-

nally conjugated polyene having a carbon chain of at

least six carbon atoms, whereby terminal conjugated un-

saturation is shifted to an internal position, the process

comprising contacting the polyene with a catalyst con-

sisting essentially of a hydrogen-exposed mixture of

(a) a cobalt (II) salt,

(b) at least one of Group lA cyanide and a Group llA

cyanide, with the proviso that the ratio of cyanide ion

gram-equivalents to cobalt gram-atoms is at least

3tol; r 1

the process being carried out in the presence of a solvent

containing 0-10% water and at a temperature of about

25-150° C

3,845,154

CONTINUOUS PROCESS FOR RECYCLING SOL-

VENT AND RHODIUM CATALYST IN PRO-

DUCING 1,4HEXADIENE
. . 1, i

William John Keller, Beaumont, Tex., assignor to t. i.

du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington. Uei.

No Drawing. Filed Oct. 25, 1973, Ser. No. 409,597

Int. CI. C07cii /i2

U.S. CI. 260-680 B
,. , ,' S'^T

1 A continuous process for recycling solvent and cat-

alyst during the preparation of 1,4-hexadiene which; com-

prises (a) co-reacting ethylene and 1,3-butadiene in the

presence of a rhodium catalyst in a one-phase liquid re-

action zone containing a water-soluble poly(oxyethyl-

ene) ether solvent having a molecular weight of at least

134 at a temperature of from 25-150° C. and a pressure

of from atmospheric to 2000 p.s.i.g.. (b) passing the

resulting liquid effluent from the reaction zone to a flasher

operated at subatmospheric pressure to remove 1,4-hexa-

diene. (c) recirculating a major portion of residual liquid

effluent from the flasher to the reaction zone, while, at

the same time, circulating the balance of residual liquid

effluent constituting about 0.25-10% by weight of the

flasher effluent and containing poly (oxyethylene) ether

solvent, rhodium catalyst and high-boiling hydrocarbon

by-products having Cg-Cij fractions to a vessel, (d) mix-

ing said balance with at least about 30% by volume water

in order to form an organic phase containing said high-

boiling hydrocarbons and rhodium catalyst and an aque-

ous phase containing poly(oxyethylene)ether solvent and

rhodium catalyst, (e) separating the aqueous phase from

the organic phase, and (f) circulating the poly (oxyethyl-

ene) ether solvent and rhodium catalyst from the aqueous

phase to the reaction zone for reuse in the process.

3,845,153

PROCESS OF DEHYDROGENATION
Louis J. Croce, Scabrook, Tex., and Laimonis Bajars,

Princeton, N.J., assignors to Petro-Tex Chemical Cor-

poration, Houston, Tex.
. ^ . ,, .. c„.

No Drawing. ConHnuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 780,228, Nov. 29, 1968, which is a, conHnuahon-

in-part of application Ser. No. 459,878, May 28, 1965.

This application Oct. 5, 1971, Ser. No. 186,805

Int. CI. C07c 5/18

U.S. CI. 260—680 E
, ^

.2 Claims

1. A process for the oxidative dehydrogenation of ali-

phatic hydrocarbons of 4 to 5 carbon atoms having a

straight chain of at least 4 carbon atoms which comprises

contacting said aliphatc hydrocarbon with a catalyst con-

sisting essentially of chromium ferrite in the presence of

0.2 to 5.0 mol of oxygen per mol of hydrocarbon at tem-

peratures in the range of 300 to 750° C. and wherein said

ferrite has been formed by reacting (1) a member se-

lected from the group consisting of iron oxide or precur-

sors of iron oxide under the conditions of reaction to

form said ferrite composition, and mixtures thereof with

(2) a member selected from the group consisting of chro-

mium oxide or precursors of chromium oxide under the

3,845,155 ,^^^ ,

ALKYLATING OLEFINS OVER ETA-ALUMINA/
ZIRCONIA CATALYST

Louis F. Heckelsberg, Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 332,001

Int. C1.C07C i/20
iTc n t^f^n 682 9 Claims

1 A pro^s for alkylating an olefin feed selected

from monoolefinic and diolefinic hydrocarbons contain-

ing from 3 to 20 carbon atoms per molecule, which

comprises reacting under suitable reaction conditions said

olefin feed with at least one dialkyl ether containing from

1 to 6 carbon atoms per alkyl group, in contact with a

catalyst consisting essentially of eta-alumina and zir-

conia, the zirconia being present in an amount in the

range of about 0.1 to about 20 weight percent of the

catalyst, to produce an olefin product having at least

one more carbon atom than said olefin feed, said re-

action conditions comprising an at least substantial ab-

sence of free oxygen.

3,845,156

PROCESSES FOR DEHYDROGENATION OF
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

Floyd E. Farha, Jr., Bartlesville, Okla., assignor to

Phillips Petroleum Company ^^, ,__

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 5, 1972, Ser. No. 241,399

Int. CI. C07c 5/18

U.S. CI. 260—680 E 3 Claims

1 In a process for the oxidative dehydrogenation of a

dehydrogenatable hydrocarbon feedstock having 3 to 10
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carbon atoms per molecule in the presence of an oxida-
tive dehydrogenation catalyst consisting essentially of Li,
Sn, P and O, the improvement which comprises effecting
said dehydrogenation in the presence of about 1 to about
20,000 p.pm., based on weight of feedstock, of carbon
disulfide.

3,845,157

HYDROCARBON LUBRICANTS FROM
OLEFIN POLYMERS

Charles Woo, Sarnia, Ontario, Canada, assignor to Esse
Kesearch and Engineering Company, Linden, N.J.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,487

.TO ^. *, lot CI. C07c i/20, 5/02
U.S. CI. 260-683.9

^ ciain«

\ A process for the production of a synthetic hydro-
carbon lubncatmg oil which comprises the catalytic crack-
ing of a copolymer of ethylene and an alpha olefin oftrom 3 to 10 carbon atoms, of 5,000 to 900,000 viscosity
average molecular weight under conditions reducing the
viscosity of said polymer to a viscosity within the range
of about 30 to 70 SUS measured at 210° R, said cracking
being conducted in the presence of a catalyst comprising
a rare-earth-promoted crystalline alumino-silicate zeolitem a silica-alumma matrix.
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85 wt. percent titratable acidity to form an alkylate-
and

(e) recovering said alkylate from the effluent of step
(d).

3,845,159
TETRAPOLYMER OF ETHYLENE/C-r A T PH

A

MONOOLEFIN/MALEIC aShYDMDE/C ^"NONCONJUGATED DIENE
""^^

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

iS^Jr*"^'
^"8i"3' application Apr. 15, 1971, Ser. No.

Mtf:^\ m3,trNo".ii6^;6r'
^"' '""^ ^^^"^^««"

U.S. CI. 260-785 BB g claims

-,n^c
" elastomeric sulfur-curable tetrapolymer of about

20-75 weight percent of ethylene units, about 15-80
weight percent of C^-C^ alpha-monoolefin units, about
1-20 weight percent of units of a C.-C^ nonconjugated
diene having only one polymerizable double bond the
balance being maleic anhydride units, said tetrapolymer
exhibiting m the infrared absorption spectrum anhydride,
carboxyl and carboxylate bands at 5.6m. 5.8m, and 6 3m
respectively.

'^'

3,845,158

^^SX^'^'^^N PROCESS WITH FLUORINATIOVSTEP UTILIZING RECYCLeB HF CATALYST
Jay E. Sobel, ftghland Park, III., assignor to Universal

Oil Products Company, Des Plaines, III.

T9(r?2t°Or?'??^,oJi^^l''.**°"**^
appUcation Ser. No.

Sen'No.' 2'i?;o'9l'
''''* ^"^ "^P"^^«°" '"°« ^1. 1972,

,Tc ^. Int. CI. C07ci/5^
US. CI. 260-683.49

, Claims

1. A process for producing hydrocarbon alkylate which
comprises

"ui^u

(a) introducing to a fluorination zone an isoparaffinic
reactant and an olefinic reactant in a mole ratio of
isoparaflfin to olefin of about 0.5:1 to about 10- 1-

(b) lecycling to said zone a hydrogen fluoride cata-
lyst containing from about 40 wt. percent to about 60
wt. percent of organic diluent consisting essentially
of hydrocarbon polymer having a molecular weight
of from about 200 to about 500, said polymer being
soluble m hydrogen fluoride;

(c) reacting hydrogen fluoride with the olefinic reac-
tant in said zone to form alkyl fluoride-

(d) reacting the effluent from said fluorination zone
with hydrogen fluoride alkylation catalyst of at least

3,845,160

^ ™^A^?'^,I55.^®'*0'^™EWZATION OFTRIOXANE WITH C—O—C GROUPS-COX
TAINING COMPOUNDS

^K"^''S»CON.

^
riJSlo'^^''

"^?^"' ^"'^ ""^^'^ ^"3""' Grossauheim,

^^^A^' assignors to Deutsche Gold- und Silber-

GerWn^°
^°™ Roesslcr, Frankfurt am Main,

^**xP'^*,Ai'^X?°°*'°"a«on of abandoned application Ser

Claims priority, application Germany, Jan. 26. 1970
P 20 03 270.6

'

us. a. ..._s„
-'—»«--

„„..,
1. A process for producing polyoxymethylenes inter-

spersed with oxyalkylene units by the bulk copolymeriza-
tion of 1,3,5-trioxane and at least one compound selectedfrom the group consisting of cyclic aliphatic and cyclic
arahphatic ethers, cyclic aliphatic acetals, cyclic aliphatic
esters polydioxolane and condensation products of diols
and formaldehyde that are copolymerizable with 1 3 5-
trioxane, which process comprises (a) mixing together the
i,J,:)-trioxane and the compound that is copolymerizable
therewith together with a cationic initiator of the group
consisting of perchloric acid, derivatives of perchloric acid
stannic tetrachloride, fluoro compounds of antimony'
fluoro compounds of arsenic and complexes derived from
these fluoro compounds, (b) placing the mixture into an
open reaction vessel of such dimensions that the ratio of
the area of the surface of the mixture to its weight is
maintained between 0.04 and 2 square centimeters per
gram, (c) thereby, after an induction period, producing
polymerization of the mixture as a result of the heat of
reaction and the heat of crystallization of the polymer
crystals that form, without external cooling or applica-
tion of other means for removing the heat thereby gen-
erated, the temperature of the mixture thus increasing to
at least 110° C, the concentration of the said cationic
initiator being between 0.01 and 2 mols per million mols
of trioxane and being suflicient to produce an induction
period between 2 and 300 seconds, and the unreacted
monomeric or other low molecular compounds being
evaporated from the mixture during its polymerization as
a result of the said temperature increase.
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l[,
3,845,161

JURABLE COMPOSITIONS
Melvin D. Beers, Ballston Lake, N.Y., assignor to

General Electric Company
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.

267,192, June 28, 1972, which is a continuation-m-

part of application Ser. No. 153,812, June 16, 1971,

both now abandoned. This application Sept. 26, 1973,

Ser. No. 400,895
Int. CI. C08g 47/02

U.S. CI. 260—825 10 Claims

1. A fluid composition stable under substantially an-

hydrous conditions and curable to an elastic solid in the

presence of moisture consisting essentially of a base

silanol chain-stopped polydiorganosiloxane having the

formula.

H-

RIO

I

-OSi-
1

-OH

3,845,163

BLENDS OF POLYAMIDES AND IONIC
COPOLYMER

Lee Ellis Murch, Wilmington, Del., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

No Drawing. FUed Jan. 24, 1966, Ser. No. 522,374

Int. CI. C08g4i/0¥
U.S. CI. 260—857 L 3 Claims

3. A thermoplastic blend for improving the weld-line

toughness of an article having a weld line and molded

from said blend consisting essentially of an intimate mix-

ture of from 60 to 85% by weight of a polyamide and,

complementally, from 15 to 40% by weight of a random

ionic copolymer of units derived from an a-olefin of the

formula RCH=CH2 wherein R is H or alkyl having from

1 to 8 carbon atoms and from 1 to 8 mole percent of units

derived from an a,/3-ethylenically unsaturated carboxylic

acid, at least 10% of the acid groups of said acid being

neutralized by metal ions.

where R^" and R^^ are independently selected from the

class consisting of hydrocarbyl, halohydrocarbyl and cy-

ano lower alkyl and q varies from 300 to 5,260, a silane

represented by the formula:

jj

R^Si(0Rl)4_m

0.01 to 10 |>Lrts based on lUO parts of the base polydi-

organosiloxane of a titanium chelate catalyst and 0.3 to

20 parts based on 100 parts of the polydiorganosiloxane

of a viscosity depressant of the formula:

IIO-

R«
I

-SiO-
I

-n

wherein R Ife a radical having not more than about 8

carbon atoms selected from the group consisting of hy-

drocarbyl, halohydrocarbyl, and cyano lower alkyl, R^

is a radical not having not more than about 8 carbon

atoms selected from the group consisting of hydrocarbyl,

halohydrocarbyl and cyano lower alkyl, R* and R^ are

each organic radicals of not more than 8 carbon atoms

selected from the group consisting of hydrocarbyl, halo-

hydrocarbyl and cyano lower alkyl, m has a value of

to 3 and an average value based upon the total amount

of silane in the composition of to 1.99, and p has a value

of 2 to 46,

3,845,162
STORAGE-STABLE MOULDING AND

COATING COMPOSITIONS
Bemhard Hess and Karl Raichle, Kapellen, near Moers,

Hans Rudolph, Krefeld-Bockum, and Karl Fuhr, Kre-

feld, Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft,

Leverkusen, Germany
No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 273,507, July 20, 1972. This application

Aug. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 388,483

Claims priority, application Germany, July 22, 1971,

11 P 21 36 633.6
II Int. CI. C08f -^3/02. 45/5«

U.S. CI. 260—863 13 Claims

1. A curable storage-stable composition comprising a

mixture of

(A) an essentially linear polyester obtained by conden-

sation of a polyol with an acid component containing

an o,/9-unsaturated dicarboxylic acid or its ester or

its anhydride or a mixture thereof, said polyester

containing a conventional stabilizer;

(B) a vinyl monomer copolymerizable with the poly-

ester;

(C) an o-hydroxy ketone or a benzoin ether of a pri-

mary alcohol; or a mixture thereof and;

(D) at least one at least dibasic acid of phosphorus

having P

—

OH— acidity or partial esters thereof con-

taining at least two (?)—OH groups.

3,845,164
VINYLCHLORIDE COMPOSITION CONTAINING A
BUTADIENE BASED LATEX COMPONENT AND
A STYRENE BASED GRAFT COMPONENT

Takeshi Goto and Fiji Sakaoka, Tokyo, Japan, assignors

to Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K., Tokyo, Japan

No Drawing. FUed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,300

Int. CI. C08f 15/00. 19/00

U.S. CI. 260—876 R «. Claims

1. A mixed resin composition consisting essentially of:

(A) 5-25 parts by weight of a graft copolymer formed

from
( 1) a latex of a copolymer of 0. 1-1 weight percent

of a divinyl compound, 55-85 weight percent

of 1,3-butadiene, 5-30 weight percent of styrene,

and 3-40 weight percent of methyl methacrylatc

which is characterized by a swelling index of

5-25, a benzene insoluble content of greater

than 90% and an average particle diameter of

0.05-0.2m, which has grafted thereto,

(2) a copolymer of 3-46 weight percent of methyl

methacrylate, 51-90 weight percent of styrene

and 3-9 weight percent of acrylonitrile, and

(B) 95-75 parts by weight of polyvinylchloride or a

copolymer containing more than 90% vinyl chloride

units selected from the group consisting of vinyl chlo-

ride-vinyl acetate, vinyl chloride-ethylene and vinyl

chlorine-propylene.

3,845,165

SURFACE-COATING COMPOSITIONS CON-
TAINING [(SUBSTITUTED INDAZOLYL)-
Ni-METHYLJCARBAMATES

Pasquale P. Minleri, Woodside, N.Y., assignor to

Tenneco Chemicals, Inc.

No Drawing. Application Nov. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 310,670,

which is a continuation-in-part of applications Ser. INo.

141,999, May 10, 1971, now Patent No. 3,741,979, and

Ser. No. 247,084, Apr. 24, 1972. Divided and this

application Feb. 5, 1974, Ser. No. 439,720

Int. CI. C09d 5/14

U.S. CI. 260—89.1
. ^

9 Claims

1. A surface-coating composition that comprises u;

an organic, water-insoluble, film-forming, resinous binder

and (b) a biocidally-effective amount of a biocidal com-

pound having the structural formula

/\ -C-Y

N
V^\n/ O

CH,-0-C-NRi
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when « ,s 0. Y represents halogen; and, when n is 1 to 3
^ temperature of 50» to 200° C.

Y represents hydrogen or halogen.
'

3.845,166

^?^5F COMPOSITION COMPRISING POLY-
m p^fv^SJ;®^"^^' CHLORINATED POLY-OLEFIN AND AN ETHYLENE POLYMER ANDTHE CURED PRODUCT THEREOF

'

Joseph Ellwood Betts, Westport, and Stanton Curry

E^rr^''" Haven, Conn., assignors to GeneS
Electric Company, New York, IV.Y.No Drawing Continuation-in-part of application Sen No.

if d„r r- c' ^'I?'
""^^^ '5 3 continuation-in-part

of applicahon Ser. No. 693,076, Dec. 26, 1967, both

No 376^7°22''"
application July 5, 1973, Ser.

wTc ^. -,,«
Int. a. C08f 29/2^

U.S. CI. 260—897 C 13 claims
1. A flexible, thermosetting curable polymeric composi-

tion havmg improved physical and electrical properties
comprising a blend of polymers of polyvinyl chloride and
chlorinated polyolefin within the ration of 45-55 to 55-45
parts by weight and about 3 to 10 percent by weight" of
the total weight of the polyvinyl chloride and chlorSated
polyethylene polymer content of an ethylene polymer con-
taining not less than about 70 percent by weight ethylene
said polymeric blend containing at least about 25 percentby weight thereof of chlorine, a stabilizer for said chlori-
na ed polymers, and at least about 2 parts up to about 8
parts by weight of a peroxide cross-linking curing agent

^lUh r''' °^ '^' ^^y''"y' ^^^""''^^ ^"d chlorinated
polyethylene polymer blend, said polymeric composition

kZihT'; ,"''
'r'^''

'° " ^^^™°^^^ composition which

•inf to Sinf '°*.^f"^P^^f»"'-e^. mechanically tough, resist-ant to flame moisture, chemicals, solvents and hot oil, andhas stable electrical properties at elevated temperatures

r^r^^ 3,845,168

AiS^^?^^^J^ PROPANE PHOSPHITE

Chemical Corporation, New York N Y
wScMs"LoS?"'?°° ^^"•^'^' 197rSer.No. 3,501.

758 70' leor iS" mS"'""''"* K°^
application Ser.' No!

this'^pi'liSn^M^r^V^^^^^^^^ IJ^vlded and

U.S.C,. 260-927 r'"'-^'-^^^^^^^^
1. Phosphites of the formulae ^ ^"^

(1)

and

(2)

no-

ocn, R -1

OCH, J„

no I
L

R:0-

OCH, R
/ \ /P C-CH,0-P—
OCfl, (|)R.

-R.OII

and the position isomers thereof and where R is hydrogen
or a kyl of up to 20 carbon atoms. K, is phenyl, naphthyl.

f^ y K° ,

"P,;°,^^ '^'^''" ^^°'"^' ^a'° phenyl, halo naph-
thyl, halo alkyl of up to 20 carbon atoms, alkyl phenyl ofup to 20 carbon atoms in the alkyl group, alkyl naphthyl
of up to 20 carbon atoms in the alkyl group, alkenyl of 3
to 18 carbon atoms, halo alkenyl of 3 to 18 carbon atoms,
or benzyl, and where the halo group is CI. Br or I, R, is
a hydrogenated dihydric phenol moiety having the formula

3 845 167
POLYMERIC PHOSPHAZENES AND PROCESS

D • . T,. . ^^^ MAKING SAiME

pTarS' F''or^:;^r'*S'^i''P"'''^'
MornsviHe. Pa., and

rien R..r^„
^°"' Baltimore, and Vithal C. Patel,

virS, N™"'
^^" ^''^°" *° ^^^^ Corporation, New

No Drawing. Filed Feb. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 225 621

US CI
,J"^?'•£««'>^^/2^/C07di(?5/0°

"^'"^
Li.a. CI. 260—927 N 7 rio*

\nLtlT^'l ^°'; '^' P^^P^'-^^'on of substantially v^^.
of 100 o 5o"(i^rr''r'"-'

Ph°^Pf^^«"es having a viscosity

a nhrS I '^^ "utipoises at 25' C. comprising reactinga phosphonitrilate having the general form^ula-

wherein R', is hydrogen or alkyl, X is O. S, SOj or

1
where R'a and R'3 are hydrogen, lower alkyl or phenyl
and n' is zero or 1, R3 is H or Rj and n is integer of 1
to 100.

V 1A

s at leas^ 1 fo
r^
''f' ^f

""^^'" ""vomers, in which .
is at least 3 for cyclic oligomers and wherein X and Yrepresent the same or different -OR groups wherein R isan alkyl or alkenyl radical having 1 to 6 carbon atomwith an acid halide of a phosphorus acid se ectedS

3,845,169
o,«-BIS-(0,0'.DI0RGAN0PH0SPHONYLMETHYL-

0-ORGANOPHOSPHINYL)-ALKANES
Ludwig Maier, Zurich, Switzerland, assignor to Monsanto

Company, St. Louis, Mo.
No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.
No. 855,069, Aug. 15, 1969. This application Oct 16,
1972, Ser. No. 298,063

'

Int. CI. C07f 9/i2
U.S. CI. 260—932 2 Oaims

1. a,w-Bis-(0,0'-diorganophosphonylmethyl-0-organo-
phosphinyO-alkanes of the general formula

V U
o

ii

(R>0)2PCn2p(CU,)„PCH:P(ORi)a

OR' 0R>
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in which R^ and R2 signify identical or different alkyl

groups having from 1 to 4 carbon atoms and n is an

integer of 4 to 6.

,r 3,845,170 ^^
TETRAMETHYL-DITHIOLPYROPHOSPHORIC ACID

ESTER AND METHOD OF PREPARATION
Wolfgang Hofer, Wuppertal, Germany, assignor to Bayer

Aktiengesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawfng. Filed Nov. 2, 1972, Ser. No. 303,302

Claims priority, appUcation Germany, Nov. 16, 1971,

11 P 21 56 718.0

II Int. CI. C07f 9/06, 9/08

U.S. CI. 260—933 ^ Claims
1.* Te'tramethyl-dithiolpyrophosphoric acid ester of the

formula

CHiO O O OCHi

p—0—

P

CH,S^ SCH,

3,845,171

O-ETHYL-S-n PROPYL-S-CARBAMOYLALKYL
DITHIOPHOSPHATES

Ernst Beriger, Grabenmattweg 29,

Allschwil, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,973

Claims priority, application Switzerland, Dec. 24, 1971,

18,909/71; Nov. 3, 1972, 16,041/72

Int. CI. AOln 9/36; C07f 9/16

U.S. CI. 260—943 ^ Claims

1. A compound of the formula

CaHjO o ^Rt

\ll /
^jp_S-CHr-CO-N

n)CiH7S R>

wherein Ri represents hydrogen or methyl and R2 rep-

resents —CH2OCH3, —C2H4OCH3 or —C3H6OCH3.

3,845,173
PHOSPHORODITHIOLATES

Keimei Fujimoto, Kobe, Kunio Mukal, Amagasaki, Takajl

Yamamoto, Fujisawa, and Kouichi Ishibe, Naka-gun,

Japan, assignors to Sumitomo Chemical Company,

NTorawing. Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,236

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 30, 1971,

47/1,750, 47/1,751; Jan. 8, 1972, 47/4,853

Int. CI. AOln 9/36; C07f 9/16

U.S. CI. 260—956
. , u *

^

1. A phosphorodithiolate compound of the formula.

R— s o

P—S—Rj
/

Rj—

O

wherein Ri is methyl or ethyl, R2 is chlorine or bromine

substituted allyl, and R is n-propyl.

3,845,174
0,0-DIALKYL.O-(l,2.DIBROMO-2,2.DICHLORO.
ETHYD-THIONOPHOSPHORIC ACID ESTER

Wilhelm Sirrcnberg, Sprockhovel, Westphalia, Wolfgang

Behrenz and Ingeborg Hammann, Cologne, and Bern-

hard Homeyer, Opladen, Germany, assignors to Bayer

Aktiengesellschaft, Levertaisen, Germany

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 388,686

Claims priority, application Germany, Aug. 24, 197Z,

P 22 41 625.7

Int. CI. AOln 9/36; C07f 9/16

U.S. CI. 260—963 ^ . .^ ,
* E .?!

1. A haloalkylthionophosphoric acid ester of tne

formula

8 Br Br

(RO)jP-O-CH-CCli

in which

R is a straight-chain alkyl radical of 1 to 6 carbon

atoms.

3,845,172

N - HYbROCARBOYL PHOSPHOROAMIDO-
THIOATES AND PHOSPHOROAMIDODI-
THIOATES

Philip S. Magee, Ignatio, Calif., assignor to Chevron

Research Company, San Francisco, Calif.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of appUcation Ser. No.

148,139, May 28, 1971, which is a Continuation-in-part

of application Ser. No. 13,846, Feb. 24, 1970, now

Patent No. 3,716,600, which in turn is a conUnuahon-

in-part of abandoned appUcation Ser. No. 810,383,

Mar. 25, 1969. This appUcation Dec. 21, 1972, Ser.

No. 317,478 ^ ^ ^ ,, ^--.
The term of this patent subsequent to Feb. 13, 1990,

i j
has been disclaimed

! ' Int. CI. AOln 9/36; C07f 9/24

U.S. a. 260—956 8 Claims

1. A compound of the formula

R—Y o c—R'

\T /
P-N

RI—

8

Ri

wherein R s alkenyl or alkynyl of up to 6 carbon atoms,

Ri is alkyl, alkenyl or alkynyl of up to 6 carbon atoms,

R3 is hydrogen or alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms and R^

is hydrogen, alkyl of 1 to 18 carbon atoms, cycloalkyl of

3 to 8 carbon atoms, alkenyl of 2 to 18 carbon atoms or

alkynyl of 3 to 18 carbon atoms and Y is oxygen or

sulfur.

3,845,175 ^
PROCESS FOR PREPARING 1 - SUBSTITUTED
VINYL PHOSPHONATES OR PHOSPHINATES

Wataru Nagata, Nishlnomiya, and Yoshio Hayase, Sakai,

Japan, assignors to Shionogi & Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Original appUcation Feb. 27, 1969 Ser. No.

803,106, now Patent No. 3,673,284. Divided and this

application Apr. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 243,045

Claims priority, appUcarion Japan, Mar. 7, 1968,

43/14;901; Mar. 19, 1968, 43/18,134, 43/18,135;

Mar. 30, 1968, 43/20,805
Int. CI. C07f 9/38

U.S. CI. 260—968 « ^^^
We claim: cue 1

1. A process for preparing a compound of the formula:

RiQ O R«'

^P_C=CH-NH-R»
/

Rj

wherein Ri is a lower alkyl group, R2 is a member se-

lected from the group consisting of R'O, a lower alkyl

group, an aralkyl group of 7-8 carbon atoms and an

aryl group of 6-7 carbon atoms, R3 is a member selected

from the group consisting of an acyclic or cyclic alkyl

group of 1-6 carbon atoms and an aryl group of 6-7

carbon atoms, and R*' is a member selected from the

group consisting of a lower alkyl group, an aralkyl group

of 7-8 carbon atoms, an alkoxycarbonyl groMp contain-

ing up to 3 carbon atoms, and a halogen atom, which

comprises reacting a compound of the formula:

R>0 O

P-CH=CH-NH-R'
/
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wherein R' R2 and R3 each has the same meanings as
descnbed above, with a compound capable of releasing
the radical R< selected from the group consisting of an
alkyl ha ogenide. an aralkyl halogenide. an alkoxycar-
bonyl halide and a halogenating agent, in an inert aprotic
solvent in the presence of a basic catalyst selected from

^H-^'^^if
consisting of lithium, sodium, lithium hydride,sodium hydride, sodium amide, potassium amide, ethyl-magnesium bromide, methylmagnesium iodide ethvl-magnesium chloride, butyl lithium and phenyl lithium ata temperature ranging from -30° C. to 180° C.
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3,845,176

PROCESS FOR MAKING PHOS-
PHONOTHIOUREIDES

W. David Weir. Levittown, Pa., assignor to Rohm andHaas Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
No Drawing. Filed Oct. 18, 1972, Sen No. 298,683

U.S. CI. 260-984'^' ^''° '''^' ""''' ''''
11 Claims

formuta^'"'""
^°' ^''^'""^ ^ '^"^'^'^ compound of the

Y

t-NHCNHR

aid nhT^nh -^'t
'' ^"I'^t^^tially equimolar with

to lr.t ?
?°''°'^'°'y^"^'^ ^'^> ^"d permitting ito react at a temperature below about 50° C for atleast about ten minutes with agitation, whereby thefollowing intermediate is formed: (e) the benzenecompound having the formula

>S^^NHCNHP(OR')«

S O

''^Lili^'J n°
^^' '^^'^'°" "^'^t^^e ^^^"Jt'ng from

step 2 the following: (f) the isocyanate or isothio-
cyanate having the formula R_N=C=Y in anamount which is at least substantially equimolar
With said benzene compound (e) and permitting it

KHo^^ .
^/^"^Perature between about 10° and

, K u ^°^^'
i^^^' about ten minutes with agitationwhereby said desired compound is formed; and

step 4—separating said desired compound from the re-
action mixture.

'-NHCNHP(OR')i

wherein in each of the formulas of this claim.
* ^5> \j or Oj

R is lower alkyl sulfonyl. benzenesulfonyl, substituted
benzenesulfonyl wherein the substituenL are selected

bonded to he
^4^^'"°' °' ' ^^'"^ethylene groupDonded to the 3,4-adjacent carbons, lower acyl ben-

re^'seTectelrml '^"^t 7'''^"" ''^ ^^^^are selected from lower alkyl, nitro, halo, lower alk-oxy halo-lower alkyl, dialkylamino or dclR IS lower alkyl, lower alkoxyalkyl, halo-lower alkvl

a^'ele^e^tUtom ?o' ^^^"j'
i"'"^'" ^^^ ^^^^are selected from lower alkyl, nitro, halo lower alkoxy, halo-lower alkyl or dialkylamino; a^d

nT'"'?' ^1°"^ °"^ ^° ^°"'- substituents which may

oxt^hltn;'^
'^'^°^^"' ^°^^^ ^'^^'' '--"^-

step I—bringing together in an inert, water-free orgame solvent boiling at least 30° C. and in which

tan .ally equimolar amounts of the following- (a)the thiocyanate salt of a cation having a water "solnble^chloride and (b) a chlorophosphit^ ZJ^^^t

o

Cl-P(OR')i

^ 3,845,177

COATED PARTICLE OXIDE FUEL FORNUCLEAR REACTORS

^V^i F^'} Burnett, Dorchester, England, assienor to

En7and'^"''°"
^*°'^*^ ^"^'^ A^utholity SoS!

No Drawing. Filed Dec. II, 1972, Ser. No. 313,625
Claims priority, appUcaHon Great Britain, Dec. 13 1971

57,853/71
' '

U.S.CI.264-.5"''^'-^'^^^/^^'^^/^^ ,„.4 Claims
1. A method of manufacturing nuclear fuel particles

comprising forming green particles of uranium oxide pow-der and binder mixed with powdered eerie oxide andmolybdenum, said molybdenum retarding the affinity of

remnv'/ v°h''^'
^°.'

°^l^'""
^'"''"^ '^' ^'''^ Panicles toremove binder and re-heating the particles in an atmos-

phere of argon and hydrogen whereby at least some of
the cenc oxide is reduced to a lower valency state and then
coating the particles with fission product retaining ma-

half hour .JXZ. whe?e ; rfoSin"

S=C=N~P(OR')2;

''Zcl~:tf'i^u°
'^'

'f''^''^"
"^'^^"^^ ^«"'ting fromstep

1 the following: (d) the di-amino benzene corn^pound having the formula
"cnzene com-

-0:
NHf

NH,

3,845,178

^TO^''^STM7Lr^f^?if^« NUCLEAR REAClORS UTILIZING A POLYMERISABLE RESIN

^i^\^Tn "j^""^*' Rodenbach, Germany, and JohnRichard Cox Gough and Michael Stuart Thomas Price

En/r^' f.S^°?' T'^f"^ t**
^"^^"'^ Kingdom Atomictnergy Authority, London, England

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 1, 1971, Ser. No. 194,488
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Nov. 13 1970

54,278/70
' '

US ri i/:4_c
'"*• CI. C21c 27/02

U.S. CL 264-.5
9 ^^^

LA method of making pressed compacts of nuclear fuel
residing in preparing a mixture including fission product
retaining fuel particles, a solid polymerisable resin and a
granular matrix material, loading a die cavity with the
mixture, heating the die and contents of the cavity so that
a uniform temperature exists throughout the contents be-
ing a temperature at which the resin melts but does not
suffer a change in chemical structure and together with
the matrix material exhibits a uniform plasticity and
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pressing the contents of the cavity in the die whilst at that

even temperature condition so that the die contents are

compacted throughout the die cavity.

3 845 179

MAKING OF PARTICULATE SPHERES
Peter Frederick Wace, Oxford, England, assignor to

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, London,

England -^ _^_
Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 26,5iz,

Apr. 8, 1970. This appUcation Oct. 30, 1972, Ser. No.

301 732
Clauns priority, application Great Britahi, Apr. 9, 1969,

18,297/69
Int CI. BOlf 5/00

U.S. CI. 264—14 2 Claims

22-

y

3,845,181 _^„, ^ , „
PRODUCTION OF POROUS CERAMIC MATERIALS
THROUGH THE USE OF FOAM ATTACKING
AGENTS . ^ , .

Frank Ernest George Ravault, Birmingham, England, as-

signor to Foscco International Limited, Birmingham,

No^Drawing. Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319,764

Claims priority, appUcation Great Britain, Jan. 14, 197Z,

1,927/72

Int. CI. B28b 21194; C04b 21106, 33/32

U.S. CI. 264—44 ^ Claims
1.* In* the method of making a porou? ceramic ma-

terial which includes the steps of impregnating a body of

polyurethane foam material with a slurry of finely divided

ceramic material, and drying and firing the so-impregnated

body, the improvement which comprises treating the poly-

urethane foam material no later than during impregnation

of the foam wdth a foam attacking agent selected from the

class consisting of glycols, long-chain fatty acids and

alkoxy derivatives of amines.

3,845,182

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
UNSUPPORTED FOAMED RESINOUS SURFACE
COVERINGS ^ ^, . „, .

John Biskup, Chatham, Robert K. Petry, Moms Plains,

and Robert E. J. Murphy, Nutley, N.J., assignors to

Congoleum Industries, Inc., Kearny, NJ.

Filed Aug. 30, 1971, Ser. No. 176,154

Int. CI. B29c 1/04; B29d 27/04

U.S. CL 264—45.1 1^ Claims

10. A method of preparing particulate spheres by the

gelling of liquid drops comprising feeding a gellable liq-

uid mix to a drop forming means disposed adjacent to the

upper end of a cylindrical column containing a gelling

liquid capable of causing said gellable liquid to gel, form-

ing drops -of gellable liquid above the level of the gelling

liquid and independently of any concurrent flow of gelling

liquid, allowing the drops so formed to contact the gelling

liquid so as to form gel spheres, feeding gelling liquid to

the column through both a valveless gel sphere outlet

channel extending below the base of the column and an

inlet adjacent the base, so as to produce a non-fluidising

upward flow in the column, allowing said gel spheres to

pass down the column countercurrent to the gelling liquid,

and proportioning the flow of gelling liquid into the

column between the channel and the inlet thereby to con-

trol the outflow of gel spheres from the column through

said valveless outlet channel, the greater the inflow

through the channel compared with that through the inlet

the smaller the outflow of gel spheres from the column.

3,845,180

PREPARATION OF PEARLESCENT PLASTICS
Jules Pinsky, Scarborough, N.Y., assignor to The Mearl

Corporation, Ossining, N.Y.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,923

Int. CI. B29d 7/24, 27/00; B29h 7/20

U.S. CI. 264—41 8 Claims

1. A method of imparting or improving pearlescence

and increasing opacity which comprises cold drawing a

plastic at a temperature at least 10° C. below its glass

transition temperature until the desired physical appear-

ance has been achieved, wherein the plastic is a thermo-

plastic polymer of an unsatured aliphatic hydrocarbon of

2 to about 10 carbon atoms which necks down upon cold

drawing and has crystallinity or contains a platy sub-

stance.

1. In a method for producing unsupported resinous sur-

face coverings and the like by applying a foamable vinyl

plastisol layer to a cellulose fiber felt substrate, gelling,

fusing and foaming the layer by heat and then stripping

the solidified foam layer from the substrate, the improve-

ment which comprises:

(a) providing a moisture pervious cellulosic fiber sup-

port web as the substrate,

(b) applying an aqueous release coating of a water solu-

ble hydroxyethyl cellulose to the support web,

(c) depositing a foamable vinyl plastisol layer on the

release coat and heating the layer to gel the layer

and further heating the gelled layer to fuse and foam

the layer,

(d) impregnating the support web with moisture so as

to raise the moisture content of the support web to

about 4 to 10% by weight, and

(e) stripping the foamed layer from the support web.

3,845,183

METHOD OF MAKING A SOFT INTEGRAL-SKIN
FOAM SEAT

David E. Harrison, Columbus, Miss., assignor to Beneke

Division, Beatrice Foods Co., Columbus, Ohio

Filed Aug. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 278,862

Int. CI. B29d 27/00

U.S. CI. 264—46.6 21 Claims

1. A method for molding in two mold halves a com-

posite soft seat having a substantially liquid and gas im-

pervious integral skin comprising:

pouring a liquid polyurethane foamable reaction mix-

ture into a first mold half in open face position to

form a foam upon curing,
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positioning an insert into one of said mold halves
forming during curing and by molding a continuous

solid flash forming a leak tight seal around the edge
of said mold and integral with said foam, applying
pressure and curring said reaction mixture to form
said foam.

removing said pressure,
pouring a liquid polyurethane reaction mixture into a

second mold half in open face position
inverting and placing said first mold half containing said
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cured polyurethane foam and said continuous flash
over the top of said second mold half to cover said
second mold half and said reaction mixture contained

^rnnH ''"m u^.
"'^''^ '"'"''^ ^"'^'^^" ^^'^ first and

second mold halves,
sealing the edges of said first mold half from the re-

action mixture of said second half by said continuous
flash around said first mold half

'Z?onfL^'.TT U'r'"'''
""'^"' P^^^^"'-^ '" saidsecond mold half while permitting said reaction mix-ure to contact the rigid insert and the cured poly-urethane foam of said first mold half including thecontmuous flash thereof, while maintaining h! re-action mixture from said second mold half from

u^rthalT'*^ '""'/'''l
°^ '''' fi^^^ "^°'ded p^lyurethane foam, whereby to form an integral com-posite soft seat having an imprevious integral skTnupon demolding and severing said continuous flash

rendering said thus formed admixture into a molten
condition;

and maintaining said polymer mixture in said molten

no"er.nc" f v'"^?'"' P'""^"^^ ^° substantiallyno expansion takes place within an extruder;
thereafter passing said molten admixture through anannular channel of a die having a gradually increasing

cross-sectional area so as to allow said polymer Jogradual y expand as it moves toward the die end- and

TisT^'"'
i'""^. ''^ ""'' gradually expanding '

saidthus formed and expanded annular extrudate radi-al^ outwardly by passing the same over a mandr 1

sTream .nH'ti'''''l^'"' ^'^'^^^'"S toward a down-stream end thereof, said mandrel extending beyondan end of said annular channel a distance equal to
1 to 20 times a diameter of said mandrel, an outersurface of said extrudate not being in comact withany forming surface during this step.

^M^r„ 3,845,185
METHOD FOR PRESSURE SINTERING A

Ocn,- ,. .
REFRACTORY POWDER

^
Osami Kamigaito and Yoichi Oyama, Nagoya Jaoan

aSZTj^T'"'' '^"•^^^^ ToU'chuTK^^S;

^utS!o72'Ti9%\ ^i^^^^^J.
aPP"cation Ser. No.

Ser.'No: 34M24
^^ ^*"' ^^P^^^^^on Mar. 30, 1973,

Claims priority, application Japan, July 18 1970
45/62,921

' '

U.S. CI. 264-86 '"•• '" '"" ""
6 Claims

V

EXTRUSION OF FOAMED POLYMFR nvirn
f
^"^jy^^^'^G MAND^L EXT^SIOlTLudo C. Nackaerts Louvain. Bel^^S^or to

PI J5i"jP| Pefroleum Company
Filed Oct. 24, 1972, Ser. No 299 8^1

us. CI. /^ifii""" '^'04:27/00:i^ljfo4
10 Claims

^'

\__^ ,21, — I
-^"

datls coSy" '^^"^'"^ '- ^--^ f--d extru-

admixing an expanding agent with a thermoplastic poly-

sinLp^l ;!'r^!?°'l f P'"°'^"^'"g a precisely dimensioned
sintered product by pressing a refractory powder alongone direction, comprising,

**

(1) forming a refractory powder into a first body of
non-uniform dimension along the said one pressing
direction and similar to the desired product in shape
but elongated at the same fixed ratio for all sections
of said desired product parallel to said pressing di-
rection, *

(2) covering said first body with a layer of a parting
agent having a higher sintering temperature than that
of said refractory powder,

(3) forming another portion of the said refractory
powder into at least one second body which has the
same density as that of said first body and which
interfits with said first body to form a composite body
having a uniform thickness in said pressing direc-

(4) assembling said first and second bodies into said
composite body,

(5) placing said composite body within a die,
(6) compressing said composite body within said die by

applying pressing force along said pressing direc-
tion of said first body to produce a reduction of thick-
ness amounting to said fixed ratio for all sections of
said first body parallel to said pressing direction
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while subjecting the composite body to the sintering

temperature of said refractory powder,

(7) removing the composite body from said die, and

(8) removing the resultant sintered second body from

the resultant sintered first body of reduced thickness

in said pressing direction to yield said precisely di-

mensioned sintered product as said resultant sintered

first body.

3,845,186

DISSIPATION OF ELECTROSTATIC CHARGES
FROM INSULATING MATERIALS

Allen Frederick Shaw, near Reading, Berkshire, England,

assignor to Superflexit Limited, Buckinghamshire, Eng-

Continuation of application Ser. No. 92,780, Nov. 25,

1970. This application June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,480

Int. CI. B29f 3/00

U.S. CI. 264—104 1 Claim

1. A method of manufacturing an electrically conduc-

tive plastic tube comprising the steps of:

molding a pair of preform tube halves from an ex-

trudable, sinterable plastic material incorporating a

volatile lubricant, each preform being a relatively

thick walled semi-cylindrical member having a

longitudinal semi-cylindrical bore, the bore of one

of said preforms having a larger radius than the

other, applying a conductive coating comprising

extrudable, sinterable plastic material incorporating

from 3 to 25% by weight conductive filler and vola-

tile lubricant within the bore of larger radius to

such a thickness as to reduce the bore to the same

size as the bore of the other preform, placing the

two preforms in face to face relation to define a

cylinder and extruding the same through a die to

form a tube, driving off said lubricant, and there-

after subjecting said tube to elevated temperatures

to effect sintering of said tube.

(c) scraping said former along said die surface away

from said cut in the region of said latch opening

while said mold parts close further;

(d) pushing said plastic across said scraped region

away from said cut and into a compressed wall of

said plastic having an edge spaced from said cut to

form said opening; and

(e) tearing said plastic along each side edge of said

latch opening as said plastic is pushed across said

scraped region by said former.

3,845,188

PROCESS FOR THE RECOVERY OF GROUP I-B

METAL HALIDES FROM BIMETALLIC SALT
COMPLEXES _ .. , „ „

David G. Walker, Baytown, and Donald J. Haase, Hous-

ton, Tex., assignors to Tenneco Chemicals, Inc.

No Drawing. Filed Sept. I'', 1973, Ser. No. 398,148

Int CI. COlg 5/00, 3/04, 7/00

U.S. CI. 423—42 ' Claims

'\. The process for the recovery of Group I-B metal

halide from a liquid sorbent that is a solution in an aro-

matic hydrocarbon of a bimetallic salt complex having

the formula
MiMiiXn- Aromatic

wherein Mi is a Group I-B metal, Mn is a Group ni-A

metal, X is halogen, n is the sum of the valences of Mj

and Mil, and Aromatic is a monocyclic aromatic hydro-

carbon having 6 to 12 carbon atoms that comprises con-

tacting the liquid sorbent with anhydrous ammonia,

thereby forming a reaction product that consists essen-

tially of solid Mi halide and a solution of NHg-.Mn halide

in the aromatic hydrocarbon, and separating the Mi halide

from said reaction product.

3,845,187

METHOD OF MOLDING A LATCH OPENING
Kurt Gunnar Dahlberg, Pittsford, N.Y., assignor to

Thermo-Trim, Inc., Rochester, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 291,914

Int. CI. B29c 77/00

U.S. CI. 264^154 ^ Claims

*l! In* the molding of a plastic container by forming a

softened sheet of said plastic between a pair of mold

parts, an improved molding operation for forming a latch

opening in said container, said improvement comprising:

(a) stretching said plastic sheet over a die surface

arranged on one of said mold parts in the region of

said latch opening;

(b) pressing a former through said stretched plastic

and into contact with said die surface to cut through

said plastic along one edge of said latch opening as

said mold parts close;

3,845,189

HYDROMETALLURGICAL RECOVERY OF
NICKEL VALUES

Marilyn Miller, Leonhard A. Goeller, and Laurence G.

Stevens, Des Plaines, HI., assignors to Umversal Oil

Products Company, Des Plaines. III.

No Drawing. Filed June 7, 1972, Ser. No. 263,360

Int CL C22b 1/00, 3/00. 23/04
.

U.S. CI. 423—150 ^ . I
Claims

1 In the hydrometallurgical recovery of nickel from

a nickel bearing source in which treated metal-containing

material is subjected to oxidative leaching with an am-

moniacal solution to dissolve the metal, the improvement

which comprises pretreating said nickel bearing source at

a temperature of from 50° to 250° F., with an aqueous

solution of a hydrogen halide, said hydrogen halide con-

centration in said solution being from about 0.1% to

about 15%, the amount of said hydrogen halide solution

being from about 10% to about 150% by weight of the

nickel bearing source, and thereafter subjecting the pre-

treated nickel bearing source to a reducing treatment uti-

lizing a reducing gas at a temperature of from about

1,000° to about 1800° F., to provide a reduced nickel

bearing source.
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3,845,190

S«m„.i 'J'^^O?^^
OF ORGANIC PESnCIDESSamuel J. Yosim and Donald E. McKenzie, WoodlandHills and Le Roy E. Grantham, CalabasaV CaHfand James R. Birk, Hinsdale, 111., assizors to Rockwell International Corporation, El SeSo Calif

'?ii"S?°?-'"-P,"/* °^ abandoned ap^Son Se?' No

u.s.a.«3_is.—-i-- ,,,^

October 29, 1974

3 845 192

Josenh^^^rtPf
^^ALGESIC COMPOSITIONSJoseph A Miner, Jr., Indianapolis, tad., assignor to EH

No nr««,{„„ ^ *1-^°™P^°>' Indianapolis, Ind.

May 10, 1971, Sen No. 142%58' ^ ^pphcation

U.S. CI. 42-244
'""'^'•^''''''/^^

.ni
"^^ '"!'^°'^ °^ ^^'^^'"'"8 ^"^P^oved analgesiaScomprises admmistering to a warm-blooded anSa com-position comprising

«»nimai a com-

^^0
5 ll'VtT"' ''' "'^

r°""^ representing fromas to 30 milligrams as the free base per kilogramof animal body weight, said first substance being^S?

theToffand"'
°' ' ^^''"^^''^'^'^'^y acceptable salt

^^fht
^^'^ond substance in an amount which potentiatesthe first substance, said second substance being

(a) chlordiazepoxide or a pharmaceutically accept-
able salt thereof, in an amount representing a
ratio of from 0.26 to 1.06 parts by weight there-

fnhc!
f'«\base per part by weight of the first

substance as the free base; or
(b) diazepam or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt

ttiereof, in an amount representing a ratio of
.

rom 0.15 to 0.60 part by weight thereof as the
tree base per part by weight of the first sub-
stance as the free base.

1. A waste-control process for the ultimate disposal of

feeding the pesticide and a source of oxygen into a

aTa i met^al'^'r
"'^ ^°"^'^^'"^ "-"^^^" "^ analkali metal carbonate or mixture of alkali metal car-bona es or a major portion of an alkali metal cal-

nf =fn^ 11 r^
"""°/ P^'^'"" °f at least 1 wt. percentof an alkah metal sulfate to thermally decomposeand at least partially oxidize said pesticide to form

decomposition products including a gaseous effluent

venting a gaseous effluent product consisting essentiallyonly of gases selected from carbon diox.^T watervapor, oxygen and nitrogen to the atmospher^ whileetammg the remaining decomposition produces ofthe pesticide in the melt.

METHOD OF REMOVING HALOCARBONS
f I. i^M .-.. ^OM GASESJo^ MacM«,,an Bnjce, Jr., Wilmington, Del., assignor to

^J.
du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,

No Drawing. Filed June 2, 1972, Sen No. 259,073

U.S. CI. 423-240'°*- "'•^^^'^^^/^^ ,'
1. A process for the purification by oxidation of aSstream containing a material selected from the g°oup cotsistmg of chlorofluorocarbon, chlorofluorohyErbon

750»T7o"l ;SS'"c
"''?

T''''''
^' ^ tem'pe-t^^'/of

with . hln ^ •^- <^°"facting said stream and oxygenwith a bed contaimng a metal oxide selected from the

mrnumZr'"' °' ^" ""''''' °^ ^'^^^ calcium afuminum, barium, magnesium, iron, or nickel and mixturesto form the corresponding metal halides and caZn di

Zt uT.
'^' ^hjorofluorocarbon or the corresponding

PRODUCTION OF tWANIUM DIOXTOE IN A
_ ^^ ROTARY KILN

Marsha5"G^!lt''"s^ a^*'^" ?* ^""«^' «»«* GeorgeuS LSdom a!' ^°°.f'' ^"S'^"**' assignors to

England ^ """"^ ^°'^ Authority, London,

"'^T^Salf'^^'^^'lS.l' ^T^-^-M
application Ser.

1973, Ser No 340.875 •
^"^ appllcaHon Mar. 13,

Clauns priority, appUcation Great Britain, Oct 15, 1969,

U.S.CL 423-26/"'
^'"'^'^'^^^^^^^^

1. A process for the conversion of uranium hextflTonde to uranium dioxide which comprises inTcting uramum hexafluoride vapor into an upper end of a pfocessvessel comprising an inclined rotary barrel type kilnreacting said uranium hexafluoride vapor in said u'pper el

d

with d y steam to form a plume of uranyl fluoride powder!

barrel oMh^;? "''T'' i'^''''
^^^ "PP" ^^ ^^

'"«
barrel of the ki n so that the majority of the uranyl flu-

ZLZonVX'r'T' ''"^^'y •" '""^ upper end ofthe barrel of the kiln and converting uranyl fluoride pow-der to uranium oxide powder by reacting the uranyl flu-

seLc'tedlrom' tt""
^'^ '""' •"' ^^^ kiln'with a reactant

TVelJ/iV ^'°"^ 'consisting of steam, hydrogen anda steam/hydrogen mixture, said reactant passing in

iuT^Z'^V'"' l"" ^'^ "^^"y' «"-''^^' at a te-p'epLture higher than the temperature in said upper end

u^aniui^Sd" ""^^^' '''' "^^"^' ^"-^^^ P-^- -

3 845 194

Tibor Somlo and Alain Claude Rochat, Birsfelden, and

No Drawing. Filed Sept. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 292,562Claims priority, appUcation Switzerland, Oct. 8. 1971
14,714/71 »

^="*.

,,o ^. Int CI. COlb 25/70
U.S. CI. 423—300 j2 aaims

I. A process for the dehydration or the halogen-re-
placement of a hydroxyl group in an organic compound
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with a phosphorus oxyhalide, selected from the group

consisting of phosphorus oxychloride and phosphorus oxy-

bromide. without substantial consumption of the phos-

phorus oxyhalide, comprising the steps of treating the

organic compound with a phosphorus oxyhalide to pro-

duce a dehydrated or halogenated organic reaction prod-

uct and a polymeric phosphorus compound having PO2CI,

FOjBr or PO2OH as the repeating unit, subsequently

treating the reaction mixture with a phosphorus penta-

halide selected from the group consisting of phosphorus

pentachloride and phosphorus pentabromide or with phos-

phorus trichloride and chlorine or phosphorus tribromide

and bromine to regenerate the phosphorus oxyhalide from

the polymeric phosphorus compound, and finally sepa-

rating the resulting phosphorus oxyhalide from the re-

action mixture.

i 3 845 195

METHOD frOR CONTINUOUS PREPARATION OF
CRYSTALLINE SOLIDS

Larry J. Kramer, Lyndhurst, Ohio, assignor to

General Electric Company
Filed May 11, 1972, Ser. No. 252,296

tat. CI. COlb 15/16. 25/26

U.S. CI. 423—308 ^ Qaims
1. A process for continuous preparation of o-SrHFO*

phosphor precipitate in the form of a plurality of crystals

having a larger average particle size and more narrow size

distribution than is conventionally obtained which com-

prises:
I

(a) continuously feeding a solution of a strontium salt

through first porous diffusion media into a moving

body of solvent,

(b) continuously feeding a solution of a dibasic phos-

phate compound through second porous diffusion

media spaced apart from said first porous diffusion

media into the moving body of solvent,

(c) heating the moving body of solvent while mixing to

form an a-SrHP04 precipitate, under conditions

wherein the reaction is controlled by liquid diffusion

between the solutions of a strontium salt and a dibasic

phosphate compound, and

(d) continuously removing said precipitate from the

reactant solution.

3,845,196
FIREFLOOD POLLUTION PREVENTION

Vaughan W. Rhoades, Tulsa, Okla., assignor to Cities

Service Oil Company, Tulsa, Okla.

Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No. 193,953,

Oct. 29, 1971. This appUcation Sept. 28, 1973,

Ser. No. 401,761
Int. CI. COlb 77/04

U.S. a. 423—573 10 Claims

1. In the production of hydrocarbons from a hydro-

carbon-bearing subsurface formation wherein combustion

of hydrocarbons is effected in the formation, air to sustain

the combustion is injected through an injection well, the

air injected to sustain the combustion is compressed by

a compressor driven by a combustion engine, and in situ

combustion product gases are produced from a produc-

tion well; wherein H2S is produced as part of the in situ

combustion product gases from the combustion well; the

improvement comprising:

a. passing an oxygen-containing gas in heat exchange

relationship with the combustion engine employed

to power the compressor to heat the oxygen-contain-

ing gas to a temperature at least sufficient to react

with H2S, and

b. passing the oxygen-containing gas thus heated into

conduct with the H2S containing in situ combustion

product gases from the production well at a tempera-

ture sufficient that the oxygen reacts with the HjS
to form elemental sulphur and thus remove the H2S.

3,845,197 ^,^
PROCESS FOR PURIFYING GASES CONTAINING
SULPHUR COMPOUNDS AND RECOVERING
ELEMENTAL SULPHUR ^ ^

Philippe Renault, Nolsy-le-Rol, Andre Deschamps,

Chatou, and Claude Dezael, Malsons-Laffitte, France,

assignors to Institut Francals du Petrole, des Carbu-

rants et Lubrifiants ^, ^.^ .. .

No Drawing. Filed Jan. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 220,403

Claims priority, appUcation France, Jan. 29, 1971,

7103181
Int CI. COlb 17/04 ^^ ^ ,

U.S. a. 423—575 . . ^i
Claims

1. In a process for purifying a gas containing H35, aua

and organic sulphur compounds, said process comprising

reacting H2S and SOa in a sulphur producing reaction with

an organic solvent at 20-160° C, the improvement com-

prising the preliminary steps of

(a) reacting said gas and steam in a first reaction zone

in the presence of a catalyst consisting essentially of

alumina at 250-400' C. to convert said organic com-

pounds substantially completely to H2S while effect-

ing substantially no conversion of the SO2 in the gas

to H2S, resulting in a gas having an undesirably high

molar ratio of H2S/SO2, and

(b) reacting resultant gas from step (a) with sufficient

oxygen in a second reaction zone at 300-500" C,

to convert a portion of the H2S in said gas to SO3

and to form a gas having a desirably lower molar

ratio of H2S/SO2 between 1.6 and 3.

3 845 198
ACICULAR GAMMA IRON OXIDE PROCESS
Guy G. Marcot, Alhambra, Calif., assignor to BeU &

Howell Co., Pasadena, Calif.

No Drawing. Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 249,923

tat. CI. COlg 49/02. 49/06

U.S. CI. 423—634 * Claims
1.' In* a process for the preparation of acicular, mag-

netic 7-Fe203 by reduction of precursor a-FeOOH to

FesO* followed by oxidation to said 7-Fe203. wherein

said precursor a-FeOOH is prepared by oxidizing ferrous

ion in an acidic crystal growth liquid solution, in the

presence of seed crystals of a-FeOOH added thereto,

while adding alkali to said acidic crystal growth solution

to precipitate said precursor a-FeOOH, said seed crystals

being prepared by oxidation of ferrous ion in a seed prep-

aration liquid solution containing alkali, the improve-

ment, wherein (a) said seed crystals are prepared at a

temperature lower than 50° C. (b) said seed preparation

solution contains an amount of alkali at least 15% in ex-

cess of a stoichiometric amount required for oxidative

conversion of said ferrous ion to ferric ion and (c) acid

is added to said seed preparation solution after full oxi-

dative preparation of said seed crystals, but before addi-

tion of said seed crystals to said crystal growth solution,

to lower the pH of said seed preparation solution to 2-5.

3 845 199

PREPARATION OF BERYLLIUM HYDRIDE
Lawrence H. Shepherd, Jr., Baton Rouge, La., assignor to

Ethyl Corporation, Richmond, Va.

No Drawing. Filed Dec. 20, 1965, Ser. No. 515,516

tat. CI. COlb 6/00

U S CI 423—645 *" Claims
'1*

Process for the preparation of beryllium hydride

which comprises, in the first stage, reacting an anhydrous

beryllium halide wherein the halogen has an atomic

number from 17 to 53. inclusive, with an alkali metal

trialkyl borohydride wherein the alkali metal has an

atomic number from 3 to 55. inclusive, and each alkyl

group contains from 1 to about 6 carbon atoms, inclusive,

the reaction being carried out in the presence of a solvent

for the beryllium halide to produce solid alkali metal

halide and a dissolved beryllium intermediate and. in the

second stage, separating said alkali metal halide from the

reaction system, and thereafter pyrolyzing said intermedi-

ate to produce beryllium hydride.
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3,845,200

^"ST,"^^^^ ^^^ DECOMPOSITION OF
T

HYDROCARBONS AND PROCESS
Joseph R. Kiovsky, Kent, Ohio, assignor to Norton

M r» .
>ompany, Worcester, Mass.

Hn„T'°^;^^°?i°i',^o"°°-'°-P^ o^ abandoned applica-

Mi.lo?m^arN^o/2"3°6:2li
''''' ™^ ^^^"^'«-

U.S.C.. 423-653^*- "^'-^^^'^/^^

1. The process of reacting hydrocarbons to yield hydf"gen comprising heating a catalyst consisting of nickel

zTrcon '.r'f^'l'^
°" ' P°^°"^ ^''' °f '"'^^-^^ bondedzircon grains to a temperature of from 1800° to 2200° Fpassing said hydrocarbons over said catalyst, and recov-ering the product hydrogen.

SOLID STATE OPHTHALMIC MEDICATION
H. I, . *.r ,.

DELIVERY METHOD
Tnnln'^-

H^'*'*^'^' 1200 5th Ave., New York NY
N.Y.'' rmr"* ^- ^°"^^' '' Toiu CourtXnv7ew;

Filed Apr. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 246,661

U.S. CI. 424-22
'"^•^'•^"'^^^/^^

JJrJ\"'"'^1^ °^ °^'^'"'"S the ophthalmic p&Tcolog cal effect of a medicament comprising inserting a

"to the'Tr''"".'^^^^^ °^ medicament fn soUd fo'rnnto the cul-de-sac of the eye between the eyeball and the

per o°d oftirnV'th"''"^"^"'
^° ''' ''^ -" ^ pX^^

cull sac isLV// ""r'''"'"' ^y "^^^"^ °f ^hich the

medicament ! H
' °V^^[ '"^^'^^le residue after said

s^Hd mTt f
^'^P«"sed, which comprises employing asolid matrix of a non-irritating pharmacologically accept-

medicl'err 'f ""' ^-'•boxymethylcellulose salt of said

adantert. fn
^'°? ''^' '"^°'"^'^ "^''«"' ^^id matrix

de-sac and ,nT ^^^'-"'^^".'' ^f^^-- insertion into the cul

dosage
' completely for slow release of said
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which h.
/«^°"+39; (C=0.725, methano)!;

Hon 7« L ' ^PP^°^'"i^te elemental compos i ion of car-bon 78.40 percent; hydrogen. 10.28 percent- n-troeen
3_ 17 percent; which in ethanol has the follo^ng observedabsorption maxima in its ultraviolet spectruT

^

^max. 235 m^ (neutral pH)
-^max. 270 vnn (acidic pH)-

and which in chloroform has 'the following distinguishable

n-^ntl^hS
^^—-^""^ -eptable acidTdSl'

SOMATOSTATIN AS INHIBITING AGENT IN
M „ ^ PROLACTIN RELEASENorman H. Grant, Wynnewood. Pa., assignor to Araeri-can Home Products Corporation, New Yorl^NVNo Drawing. Filed May;52, 1973,1^" No^'36''2;l92

U.S.C.. 42^177'"'^'-^''^^^^/^^
,:,,

. L^ T^""^-
°^ '"^"''^'"^ '^' --^'^^^e of prolactina mammal requiring inhibition of prolactin release whichcomprises administering to said mammal an effS ve

seTecte"d "L'T^'r ""'^^•^'" "'^^^ ^^ ' "^^"^^al

AD.: «u -J^^
"^'^'^ consisting of H-Ala-Gly-Cys-Lvs-

Asn-Phe-Phe-Trp-Lys-Thr-Phe-Thr-Ser-Cys-OH;

(I)

'-'SJP SSAS^G'ROtI'd'! MACROAGCREGATC
COMro?/TroN *"" "^ "" SW.FIDE.SULFW

Manuel Tubis and Marvin B Cohpn t«o a i

mTnLporS ^L •>^ *i«e Ad-
No Drawing FHed Oct. 24 1972, Ser. No. 300,315

U.S. CI. 424!!.i
^'' '^"'^ ^^'^^' ^«1« ^/^O

a La "^"'^.^^Sgregate composition suitable fo^r use^

(")

rTaf o'i%o?ml''n'K^-'^^'''°"
^"'^^ ^'^^^^°f' ^a'd "^ate.

nrn,..
• "

^l'"^
Optionally substituted with aprotectmg group on the sulfhydryl moiety of each cys-teinyl ammo acid residue in said material of formula IIsaid protectmg group being selected from the group con

TZ u ^^"fy''
benzyloxycarbonyl. nitrobenzyl/tri°yI.

methoxybenzyl and carboxymethyl.

A i..T..,». 3,845,203
ANTIBIOllC A-25822 AND PROCESS FOR

Robert H mn-^^^^^^^ THEREOF ^^^

2°3Ml?°feb-%''l*?^^^^^ S^r. No.
Ser. No.' 327,171

^^ aPPWcation Feb. 2. 1973,

UA CI. 424-I22'°**
^'* ^"'^ ^'/^

>~t^'l.1;S3-rS Which i^^^

^ ^ _ 3,845,205

Marv „ll;®^'^'^'^'L^^^"'OADENOSINES
17 ?^ i^lr^^Suire, Roland Herbert Thorp, and Denis

a«Ss^t"„''^^'r"^^' ^'^^ S""*'^ WalTs AusfraiL

Walls Ivinpl^'r^'"'"'*^.^^ ^^'^"'^y' ^«^ South

Nn nrlt- * ?.^'-^?"'"'*"^^^'*'^ o^ Australia

41 sCn^- .0"f°a» application June 4, 1970, Ser. No.

No 357,4^8
*^ application May 4, 1973. Sen

UQ ni ^^^
,„^lnt. CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. CI. 424—180
4 p, ,

1. A pharmaceutical composition for producing coS^nary vasodilatation or hypotensive activity comprising apharmaceutical carrier and a compound of the formult

NHi

R-

1. The antibiotic A-25822 factor D which itF^ hA Ih
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II 3,845,206
INSECtiCIDAL AND FUNGICIDAL COMPOSI-
TIONS CONTAINING l-0,O.DIETHYLTHIO.
PHOSPHONYL-INDAZOLES

Michel Sauli, Paris, France, assignor to Rhone-Poulenc
S.A., Paris, France

No Drawing. Original application Jan. 23, 1970, Ser. No.

5,347, now Patent No. 3,763,180. Divided and this

application Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,317

Oaims priority, application France, Jan. 27, 1969,

6901549; Oct. 22, 1969, 6936237
Int. CI. AOln 9/36

U.S. CI. 424—200 10 Claims

1. An insecticidal and fungicidal composition compris-

ing, as the active ingredient, an organophosphorus com-

pound of the formula:

OCjHi
/

S=P

^>v,N\^0C2Hi

-Ri
^'"V

wherein Ri represents halogen, alkyl of 1 through 4 car-

bon atoms, phenyl, cyano, carbamoyl or thiocarbamoyl,

and R2 represents hydrogen, halogen or nitro, in associa-

tion with at least one diluent or adjuvant compatible with

the organophosphorus compound and suitable for use

in agricultural insecticidal and fungicidal compositions,

the quantity of organophosphorus compound in the com-

position being between 0.005% and 80% by weight of the

composition.

3,845,208
METHOD OF INCREASING THE CALIBER OF

POULTRY EGGS
Jean Andre Grandadam, Saint-Maur des Fosses, France,

assignor to Roussel-UCLAF, Paris, France
No Drawing. Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,123
Claims priority, application France, Jan. 20, 1972,

7201911
Int. CI. A23k 1118. 1/165

U.S. CI. 424—243 4 Claims
1. A method of increasing the caliber of eggs of poul-

try comprising orally administering to egg laying poultry

an amount effective to increase the caliber of eggs of at

least one active compound of the formula

3,845,207
COMBATTING PESTS WITH O-PYRAZOLO-PYREVf-
IDINE-CTHIONO) - PHOSPHORIC (PHOSPHONIC)
ACID ESTERS

Hellmut Hoffmann, Wuppertal-Elberfeld, Ingeborg Ham-
mann and Wolfgang Behrenz, Cologne, Bernhard
Homeyer, Opiaden, and Wilhelm Stendel, Wuppertal-
Elberfeld, Germany, assignors to Bayer Aktiengesell-
schaft, Leverkusen, Germany

No Drawing. Original application June 29, 1971, Ser. No.
158,046, now Patent No. 3,761,479. Divided and this

application Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 346,219
Claims priority, application Germany, July 8, 1970,

P 20 33 947.3
Int. CI. AOln 9/36

U.S. a. 424—200 10 Claims
1. A method of combating a pest selected from the

group consisting of insect, acarid, and nematode pests

which comprises applying to the pests or a habitat thereof

an insecticidally, acaricidally, or nematocidally effective

amount of an 0-pyrazolopyrimidine-(thiono)-phosphoric

(phosphonic) acid ester of the formula:

X\ /
OH

R'

/\A/V
0=^
\y\s/

wherein R is lower alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms and R' is

selected from the group consisting of allyl, 2-methylallyl,

2-butenyl, trifluorovinyl, ethynyl, propargyl, propynyl

chlorethynyl butadiynyl and cyclopropyl.

ERRATUM
For Class 424—^244 see:

Patent No. 3,845,192

3,845,209
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR THERA-
PEUTIC TREATMENT, AND METHOD OF CAR-
RYING OUT THERAPEUTIC TREATMENTS

Jean Heusser, Langnau, and Max Glasbrenner, Zurich,

Switzerland, assignors to Hommel Aktiengesellschaft,

Adiiswil, Switzerland

No Drawing. Filed May 17, 1972, Ser. No. 254,160

Claims priority, application Switzerland, May 26, 1971,

7,728/71
Int CI. A61k 27/00

U.S. a. 424—254 2 Clahns

1. A method of treating conditions encompassing a re-

duced utilization capacity of brain and heart cells for oxy-

gen and glucose comprising administering to a patient an

effective dosage of pure 5-allyl-5-(2-hydroxyethyI) -bar-

bituric acid which is free of hypnotic effects in a compati-

ble pharmaceutical carrier.

in which

RiO X

N

-Ri

\n/\

H,C-

N

Ri is alkyl with 1 to 6 carbon atoms,
Rj is alkyl with 1 to 4 carbon atoms or alkoxy with

1 to 6 carbon atoms,
R3 is hydrogen, chlorine or bromine, and
X is oxygen or sulfur.

3,845,210
SOLID COMPOSITION COMPRISING INDOLYL-
ALIPHATIC ACID DERIVATIVES FOR FORM-
ING AN INJECTION

Nobuyasu Sato, 45 Kasugaoka 1-chome, Itami-shl, Japan;

and Toshio Nakamura, 7-10 NamiUcho; and Hiroshl

Takenaka, 2-1 Kuwatacho, both of Ibaragl-shi, Japan;

and Yutaka Mito, 13-5 Oloshimotumachi, Neyagawa-
shi, Japan

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 819,937, Apr. 28, 1969. This appUcation Nov. 27,

1972, Ser. No. 309,741
Int. CI. A61k 27/00

\5S. CI. 424—266 3 Claims

1. A solid anti-rheumatic composition for forming an

aqueous injection obtained by subjecting to lyophilization
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a solution consisting essentially of an alkali metal salt of
an indolylaliphatic acid derivative of the formula,
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prising an antiphlogistically effective amount of 4-thio-
cyanato-4-n-butyl- 1 ,2-diphenyl-3,5-dioxopyrazolidine and
a pharmaceutical diluent.

HCOOR*

wherem R» is lower alkyl of 1 to 3 carbons, lower alkoxy
of 1 to 2 carbons, hydrogen or halogen, R2 is lower alkyl
of 1 to 3 carbons, R3 is hydrogen or lower alkyl of 1 to 3
carbons, R< is alkali metal, and A is phenyl, halogen sub-
stituted phenyl, styryl or pyridyl; an organic amine
selected from the group consisting of histidine, lysine and
argmme m an amount of 5-50 percent by weight based
on the alkali metal salt of the indolylaliphatic acid de-
rivative; a bulk increaser selected from the group con-
sisting of mannite, glucose, dextrose, sodium chloride,
glycine and sodium glutamate in an amount of about 5-
10 times by weight of the alkali metal salt of the indolyl-
aliphatic acid derivative and water.

3,845,211METHOD FOR TREATING ALLERGIC DISORDERS
w .. ,.

^^^ TO HISTAMINE
John p. Pnigh, Lansdale, Pa., assignor to

M« T^ .
^«"^.* Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ.No Drawing. AppUcation Feb. 5, 1970, Ser. No. 9,049,

4 123 i«n ;j°VSK":i.°-P"* l^
application Ser. No!

iL ' .?• 1'' ^V^' '*°*** °°'*' abandoned. Divided and
this apphcation Sept. 13, 1971, Ser. No. 180,095

U.S. CI. 424—267
j Claim

1. A method for the treatment of allergic disorders due
to histamine which comprises administering to human
patients an effective antihistaminic amount of a compound
having the formula

3.845.214
FERTILITY CONTROL PROCESS EMPLOYING

ETHANOLAMINES
Duane Gordan Gallo and Robert Francis Majewski,

Evansville, Ind., assignors to Mead Johnson & Com-
pany, Evansville, Ind.

^^JlPf^r' o'^* Continuation-in-part of application Ser. No.
73,192, Sept. 17, 1970, which is a continuation-in-pait
of applicaHon Ser. No. 11,873, Feb. 16, 1970, both now
?Sn'Vn°,°^

•
'^^^ application Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No.

2oU,3U3

,Tc ^. -
Int. CI. AOln 9/22

U.S. CI. 424—274 21 Claims
1. The process for reducing mammalian fecundity

which comprises administering to a fertilized female
mammal by the oral or parenteral routes during the period
following ovulation and prior to the time when implanta-
tion occurs an effective implantation preventing dose of a
compound selected from the group consisting of a com-
pound having the formula

R»—NHCH2CH2—O—R2
wherein

R' is selected from the group consisting of lower alkyl
having 2 to 5 carbon atoms inclusive, lower alkenyl
having 3 to 5 carbon atoms inclusive, cycloalkenyl
having 4 to 5 carbon atoms, cycloalkyi having 3 to 5
carbon atoms inclusive, dimethylamino, pyrrolidinyl,
and an alkyl substituted cycloalkyi wherein said alkyl
substituent has from 1 to 3 carbon atoms inclusive
and said cycloalkyi has 3 to 5 carbon atoms inclusive;

R2 is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen,'
benzoyl and an alkanoyl from 2 to 24 carbon atoms
inclusive; or

Ri—NH is pyrrolidinyl and a pharmaceutically accept-
able acid addition salt of said compound.

3,845,212

n ,,?'S^^\T AND PAINT COMPOSITION

a'SS LTn°h ?' T^KK^^^'J^H" h S*°"*' Orland Park,and Ralph E. Tribbey, Kankakee, HI., assignors toKankakee Paint Manufacturing Company, InfNo Drawing. FUed Mar. 17, 1972, Sen No. 235,834

U.S. a. 424—270
J aaim

1. A synergistic bacteriostatic-fungistatic combination
comprising a mixture of 2-(4-thiazolyl)-benzimidazole
and bewyl bromoacetate in approximately equal amounts

3,845,215
PHENYLALKANE DERIVATIVES IN THE TREAT-MENT OF INFLAMMATION
D , .!?*o^

Godfrey, Pocklington, England, assignor to
Keckitt & Colman Products Limited, Yorkshire, En«.
land * ^

^*lS''or?°8*
Original appIicaUon Apr. 9, 1971, Ser. No.

132,891, now Patent No. 3,766,263. Divided and this
application May 4, 1973, Ser. No. 357,354

,,^ ^. Int. CI. A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424-317 16 Claims

1. A method for relief of an inflammatory condition
which method comprises administering to a subject having
such condition a therapeutically effective amount of a
compound of the formula:

R» 6

3 845 213

^'?5i^«^?!fci^?f^XOPYRAZOLroiNE COM-
Frii^^S^^^^^^.™ ™*^^T INFLAMMATION
^JSf:°' ^"."*'*'' "«* ^«'*'"'» GaugUtz, Hannover.Qermany, assignors to Chem. pharmaz. Fabrik DrHermann Thiemann GmbH
No Drawing. Filed Nov. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 307,889

US ri d,^,,,^*- CI- A61k 27/00
U.S. CI. 424—273 4 Claims

1. A pharmaceutical composition in dosage unit form
for admmistration to obtain an antiphlogistic effect com-

(CH,)„-

3

-B
jB r^VR»

r CHjCOOH

wherein

R8 is selected from the group consisting of hydrogen
and methyl;

R'' is selected from the group consisting of chlorine,
bromine and methoxy, provided that R' is methoxy
only when Rs is selected from the group consisting
of chlorine at position 4 and bromine at position 4;
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R8 is selected from the group consisting of chlorine at

position 4, bromine at position 4, chlorine at position

5, bromine at position 5, alkyl of 1 to 6 carbon atoms

at position 4, trifluoromethyl at position 5 and meth-

yl at position 6;

and « is 0, 1 or 2.

3,845,216

SLIME CONTROL COMPOSITION CONTAINING
QUATERNARY AMMONIUM CHLORIDE AND
ITS USE

Robert H. Brink, Jr., Doylestown, Bernard F. Shema,
Glenside, and Paul Swered, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors

to Betz Laboratories, Inc., Trevose, Pa.

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

tion Ser. No. 464, Jan. 2. 1970. This application Aug.

11, 1972, Ser. No. 280,013

Int. CI. AOln 9/20
U.S. CI. 424—329 9 Claims

1. A method for controlling the growth of the micro-

organism Aerobacter aerogenes in an aqueous system in

which said microorganism is found which comprises add-

ing to said system so as to contact said microorganism an

effective amount of a combination comprising B-bromo-

B-nitrostyrene and didecyldimethyl ammonium chloride,

where the weight ratio of the styrene to the chloride is

from 95% to 5% to about 5% to 95%.

3,845,217

BUFFERED SMOKING SUBSTITUTE
COMPOSITIONS

Ove Birger Femo and Corfitz Bengt Ingvar Ohisson, Hel-

singborg, Sweden, assignors to Aktiebolaget Leo,

Helsingborg, Sweden

No Drawing. Filed Nov. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 307,397

Int. CI. A23g 3/30; A24b 15/00
U.S. CI. 426—3 17 Claims

1. In a chewable smoking substitute composition for

providing a sense of smoking satisfaction without smok-

ing, comprising a gum base, present in an amount of

about 15 to about 80 percent by weight of the composi-

tion, and nicotine, the improvement which comprises the

presence of a solid physiologically-acceptable water-

soluble buffering agent dispersed in said chewable smok-

ing substitute composition in an amount sufficient upon

chewing of said composition to raise the pH of the saliva

of the chewer above the normal physiological pH of said

amount of buffering agent being about one-half to five

percent by weight of the total composition.

3,845,219

METHOD OF MAKING HIGH QUALITY FROZEN
PIZZA CRUSTS

Arthur Federico, 4 Explorer Road, Ocean Harbour,
Brigantiiie, NJ. 08203

Continuation-in-part of abandoned application Ser. No.
97,652, Dec. 14, 1970. This appUcation Oct. 20, 1972,

Ser. No. 299,282

Int. CI. A21d 8/00
U.S. a. 426—19 3 Claims

1. The method of making pizza crusts which comprises

mixing together the following composition:

High gluten flour (approximately

13 to 14% protein) 100 pounds

Yeast 4.5 pounds

Sugar 9 pounds

Salt 7 ounces

Vegetable shortening 4.5 pounds

Whey 1-5 pounds

Eggs 18

Lukewarm water 78 pounds, 6Vi oz.

thus forming a dough, allowing the dough to rise for Vi

hour at 80° F. or IVi hours to 3 hours at 50° P., rolling

the dough to sheets approximately Me inch thick, allowing

the sheets to rise, baking the sheets of dough in pans to

produce crusts, removing the crusts from the pans, allow-

ing the crusts to cool to room temperature, assembling the

individual crusts into a stack, the individual crusts being

face-to-face, putting the stack of crusts into a container,

applying about 50 pounds weight to the stack of crusts

until the height will be less than one-half the origiiial

height, closing and sealing the container while maintain-

ing the stack under compression, and freezing the sealed

container.

3,845,218

ALCOHOLIC FERMENTATION PROCESS
Dorsey R. Mussell, Clare, Mich., assignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.

No Drawing. Filed Apr. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 353,157

Int. CI. C12g 7/00, 3/00
U.S. CI. 426—9 5 Claims

1. In a yeast-fermentation process for fermenting an

aqueous fermentable sugar-containing solution to ethyl

alcohol, the improvement whereby the fermentation is

accelerated which comprises adding to the sugar solution

containing up to about 30 grams of said sugar per 100

ml. of solution from about 25 to about 200 parts per

million by weight of an 0,0-dipropyl-phthal'midophos-
phonothioate or an 0,0-dipropyl-(4-methylphthalimido)

phosphonothioate, inoculating said solution with a yeast

which ferments sugar to ethanol and allowing fermenta-

tion to proceed until fermentation of sugar to ethanol is

substantially completed.

3,845,220

COFFEE CARBONATED BEVERAGE
Shigeyoshi Suzuki, Osaka, Japan, assignor to Ogawa &

Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan

No Drawing. Filed Aug. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 284,986

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 21, 1971,

46/83,776

Int CI. A231 1/00

U.S. CI. 426—45 6 Claims

1. A method for controlling the foam production and

foam stabilization properties of coffee carbonated bever-

ages which comprises adding to an aqueous extraction

liquid or an aqueous immersion liquid of parched coffee

beans, an aqueous solution of an enzyme selected froin

the group consisting of protease, amylase, cellulase, hemi-

cellulase and pectinase for sufficient time to alter said

foam production and foam stabilization properties, then

heating the resultant liquid to deactivate said enzymes and

to sterilize said beverage.

3,845,221

HICKORY SMOKED FRENCH BARBECUE
BAKERY PRODUCTS

Johnnie W. Hall, Lakeland, Fla., assignor to

Halped Corporation

No Drawing. Continuation-in-part of abandoned appllca-

tion Ser. No. 45,275, June 9, 1970. This appUcation

Aug. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 278,714

Int CI. A21d 2/00
U.S. a. AlS—61 ^ Claims

1. A dry mix from which smoked barbecue flavored

bakery products can be prepared comprising about:

25-65 weight percent flour

6-11 weight percent dry milk

2-8 weight percent powdered molasses or brown sugar

1-15 weight percent salt
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2-16 weight percent dry yeast
7-16 weight percent barbecue spices
2-6 weight percent liquid or powdered smoke.

3,845,222
TEXTURIZING PROCESS FOR SINGLE

CELL PROTEIN
Steven R. Tannenbaum, Framingham, Mass., assignor to

Standard Oil Company, Chicago, III.
No Drawmg. Continuation-in-part of abandoned applica-

t?° ^';iJ^o^^'^*^' ^P^- 27, 1970. This appUcation
Mar. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 230,949

,,c ^. Int. CI. A23j i/00
U.S. CI. 426-148 9 claims

1. A process for imparting texture to microbial cells
comprising the steps of:

(a) heating an aqueous paste of microbial cell material
to a temperature within the range from about 150°
to about 400' P. for a time period within the range
from about 10 to about 300 seconds, said paste con-
tammg from about 10 to about 50 wt. percent water-

lb) simultaneously applying a shearing force to said
cell paste, the shearing force corresponding to a shear
rate of about 10 to about 60 r.p.m. and a torque of
about 200 to about 2,000 meter-grams;

(c) extruding the heated and sheared cell paste through
a die to provide a shaped extrudate; and

(d) exposing shaped extrudate to an oxygen-containing
gas stream to produce a product which is chewy
crunchy, crispy and resists dispersion in water.

.^^r, 3,845,223

JnJ? p^^? CONFECTION STABILIZER SYSTEMSJohn R. Moneymaker, Overland Park, and Maurice C
Product,^r% ^'"^V"^""^'

-^^Kiloi. to ToT-Sco;Products, Inc., Kansas City, Kans.
No Drawing. Filed July 8, 1968, Ser. No. 743,008

1 A ,tr^^* 3 Claims

fjf' 'L u^" 'y'^^"" ^°' producing, in frozen con-
fections, both emulsifier and improved stabilizer char-
acteristics without materially increasing viscosity in the
confection mix, comprising:

(a) a stabilizing gum selected from the group consisting

m.th"f ' ,?r*
'°'"'^ *^^" eum, sodium carboxy-

methylcellulose and mixtures thereof coated with
(b) an emulsifier consisting of essentially fully satu-

rated monoglycerides together with a member of the

tSnf';°",nH '"^ °^ Po'yoxyethylene (20) sorbitan
tristerate and polyoxyethylene (20) sorbitan mono-
oleate and mixtures thereof,

(c) said emulsifier being included in the system in anamount equal to between about 15% [o 50% byweight of said stabilizing gum,
^

(d) the ratio of monoglycerides to sorbitan ester beincbetween about 10 to 1 and 1 to 1 by weight
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boxymethylcellulose and mixtures thereof with a mix-
ture of essentially fully saturated monoglycerides and
sorbitan ester emulsifier, said sorbitan ester emulsifier
being selected from the group consisting of polyoxy-

' fhyJene (20) sorbitan tristerate and polyoxyethylene
(20) sorbitan monooleate and mixtures thereof the
ratio of monoglycerides to sorbitan ester emulsifier
being between about 10 to 1 and 1 to I by weight the
mixture being coated on the gum in an amount equal
to between about 15% to 50% by weight of the gum,

(b) adding the coated gum to the liquid mix in an
amount effective to produce said improvements.

3 845 225
HALOGENATED AROMATIC COMPOUNDHAVING SWEETENING PROPERTIESGuy A. Crosby, Palo Alto, and Gerald C. Peters,Redwood Cty, Calif., assignors to DynapolNo Drawing. Filed June 18, 1973, Ser. No. 370,646

IT« /-I A^^ ,_ Int. CI. A23I 7/26
U.S. CI. 426—217

2 Claim*

fj'.f"
^°"\POsition comprising a food and a sweetenTr

therefor, said sweetener a compound of the formula

0-(CH,)jBr

I

„„^ 3,845,226

»* .
f.'^EP'^I^ATION OF CURD FROM MILK

to CH. Gervais, Societe Anonymc, Paris. FranceCon .nuation of abandoned application' Ser. No. 61T272,

No 86,616
application Nov. 3, 1970, Ser.

Claims priority, appUcfition France, Mar. 16, 1966.
53,707; May 25, 1966, 62,912

IT« ri A'y^
int. a. A23c 19/02

U.S. CI. 426—239
9 claims

1. A method for manufacturing milk curd comprising
acidifying whey in a manner which does not cause degra-
dation of lactose until the pH value of said whey is be-
tween 0.5 and 2.5 by subjecting said whey to an acidifying
electrodialysis, mixing said acidified whey with milk at
ambient temperature in a proportion sufficient to bring
the acidity of the mixture to a pH value lower than that
which corresponds to the isoelectric point of the casein
and separating the curd obtained from the remaining

,^ 3,845,224
FROZEN CONFECTION CONTAININP

John R ^J^^LS'^iER-COATED sfASLS^^
Xe'r KaSS^'cYtV^'r'""' ^^.''^' ^"^ ^«""" C.

pr/d^Vi^r^^^^ '^ ^^^'^-
No Drawing Continuation of abandoned application Ser

U.S. a. 426-164'"*- "^'-^"^^/^^

butte/fal'mf^orH
°" °V '^°^^" ^°"^-^'-' -"^^^nrngbutter-fat. milk solids non-fat, sugar solids, stabilizer emul

sifier and water improving the smoothness, texture, bodyand storage stability thereof without correspondingly in-creasing the viscosity of the liquid mix predecessor of sl"dconfection comprising:
ucLcssor or said

(a) coating stabilizing gum selected from the group
consisting of guar gum. locust bean gum. sodiuin car-

3,845,227

r^ ^^IPP ^^ PRODUCING CORNED BEEF
T^

W. Shults, Mllford, and Eugen Wierbicki, Framing,
ham, Mass., a^ignors to the United States of America
as represented by the Sccretaiy of the ArmyNo Drawing. Filed Oct. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 294,758

ITC ^i '"*• CI. A22b 7/02; A22c 75/00

T?'i^^^f . .
6aaims

1. A process for producing precooked corned beef
which IS capable of being further cooked or reheated with
dry heat to produce a tender cooked corned beef product
which comprises the steps of

a. deboning a whole beef carcass or a portion of a beef
carcass.

b. subdividing the deboned beef carcass or portion
thereof into pieces of beef of from about one-fourth
pound to about three pounds each,

c. mixing said pieces of beef in a mechanical mixer
with an aqueous curing brine solution in the ratio of
about 0.15 pound of curing brine solution per pound
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of beef, said curing brine solution being formed by

extracting about 100 grams of solid pickling spices

with about 2700 grams of water, separating the

aqueous extract from the solid pickling spices, mix-

ing the aqueous extract with about 8,650 grams of

additional water, about 1815 grams of sodium chlo-

ride, about 380 grams of edible phosphate, about 50

grams of sodium nitrate, about 20 grams of sodium

nitrite, about 25 grams of sodium ascorbate or

ascorbic acid, and about 25 grams of sodium

erythorbate. said mixing of said beef and said curing

brine solution being continued until said beef is

t^clcv

d. stuffing the mixture of beef and curing brine into a

flexible film container,
.

e holding said mixture of beef and curing brine m said

flexible film container for about 12 to about 24 hours

at from about 2° C, to about room temperature to

accomplish thorough curing of said beef by said cur-

ing brine, and
. r u v

f inactivating the enzymes in said beef by neat treat-

ment of said beef in said flexible film container at a

temperature and for a time sufficient to accomplish

inactivation of said enzymes.

35-50% solids content comprising the steps of obtaining

relatively unconcentrated coffee extract having a solids

content of approximately 20-35% by weight, freezing ice

crystals within the body of said extract by slowly con-

tinuously feeding the extract at the lower VOTUonoia

vertical cylindrical heat exchanger for upward flow there-

in the said heat exchanger having a ratio of volume to

heat exchanger surface of 1:0.5 to 1^3.5 ft. /f.» and a

height greater than its diameter, and subjectmg the ex

tract while it is maintained at or below the ice point

thereof to gentle agitation by stirring means '" continuous

positive scraping contact with a refrigerated heat ex-

changer wall in an oxygen-free environment under con-

ditions which initially form a nucleating frost on the wall

and wherein the frost is thereafter displaced from and

thus cleaned from the wall and is redistributed by an agi-

tator blade in the agitated body of extract to assure

t hirifirr

PROJi,
to

3,845,228 _
:ESS FOR EXTRUDING OIL SEED

PROTEIN MATERIAL
WilUam Thomas Atkinson, Decatur, DI., assizor

Archer Daniels Midland Company, Decatm-, 111.

No Drawing. Filed Mar. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 345,433

Int. CI. A23j 3100, 7/00

U.S. CI. 426—364 ^ ^ 5 Claims

1 In the process for preparing an expanded food prod-

uct by the extrusion of a mixture of solvent extracted oil

seed proteinaceous material having a protein concentra-

tion of about 40% to about 80% mixed with about 20%

to about 60% by weight of water the improvement which

comprises extruding such a mixture which additionally

contains 0.1% to 2.0% of lecithin based on the dry

weight of said mixture.

1

1

3 845 229

METHOD OF PREPARING SOYBEAN PRODUCTS
FREE OF ANTITRYPSIN

Michel Rambaud, Paris, France, assignor to Societe

Industrielle des Oleagineux, Paris, France

No Drawing. Continuation of abandoned application Ser.

No. 841,563, July 14, 1969. This appUcation Mar.

27, 1972, Ser. No. 238,712
Int. CI. A23I 7/20

U.S. CI. 426 375 ° Clamis

\. a' method for preparing soybean products free of

antitrypsin, comprising crushing unextracted soybeans con-

taining urease, the humidity of the crushed grains being

at most 12%. spraying the crushed soybeans with an

aqueous solution of urea, the amount of urea being be-

tween 0.1 and 0.4 part per 100 of the soybeans by weight,

rolling the sprayed soybeans to obtain flakes thereby im-

proving the distribution of urea, the temperature of the

soybeans prior to rolling being no higher than 70° C,

and then cooking said flakes in steam with the humidity

of the flakes being 18-20% at 100-110° C. until destruc-

tion of antitrypsin is obtained.

3,845,230

FREEZE CONCENTRATION OF INSTANT COFFEE
Daniel E. Dwyer, Jr., Westbury, N.Y., assignor to General

Foods Corporation, White Plains, N.Y.

Continuation of abandoned application Ser. No. 846,805,

Aug. 1, 1969. This application Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No.

240,867
Int. CI. A23f 7 /05; BOld 9/04

U.S. CI. 426—384 10 Claims

1. A continuous process of freeze concentrating coffee

extract in a single pass through a heat exchanger to

»T'J**fc»<«l'»'W

yJCrj/s/mtfjfer

S-epnmUr

afk-.-4

tjJract

gradual development of ice crystals of increasing size over

I residence time of at least one hour, thereby providing

relatively large and uniform grossly spherical ice crystals

ranging approximately from 10 to 80 mils in size ma
mofhef liquor of 35% to 50% solids concentration sa.d

conditions including a "U" factor (B.t.u.Vhr./ft.VF_)

of 25 to 100 and a delta T approximately between 25 h.

to 60° F across the heat exchange wall and the extract

whereby said crystals and extract rise gradually m the

heat exchanger and said ice crystals collect as a floating

slurry cap of uniform coarse ice crystals to provide an

ice cake of high permeability and porosity for facilitating

removal of coffee solids therefrom; continuously removmg

enriched mother liquor and floating ice at the upper ex-

tremity of the heat exchanger; and centrifugally separat-

ing the concentrate from said crystallized extract by

filtering said concentrated coffee solids through the ice

produced.

3,845,231 ^^^,.
PROCESS FOR PREPARING A CAN'NED
PRESSURIZED CARBONATED SHERBET-
MIX PACKAGE _ .

Taro Nagasawa, Taizo Ryoki, Isao Kiyosawa, Saburo

OizumlTand Yasuo Fukuwatari, Tokyo, Takashi Suzuki,

Chiba, Hitoshi Ishibashi, Kawasaki, and Nobuo Kawa-

mura, Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Monnga Milk Co.,

Continuation-in-part of applications Ser. No. 855,031,

Sept. 3, 1969, now abandoned, and Ser. No. lf»7,» /v,

July 30, 1971, now Patent No. 3,761,285. This apph-

cation June 23, 1972, Ser. No. 265,691

Claims priority, appUcation Japan, June 30, 1971,

46/47,258

Int. CI. A23g 5/00; A23I 3/i6; B65b ^^'^^ ...
¥T« ri 416 393 ^® Claims

1: A proems for preparing a pressurized carbonated

sherbet-mix package in a can for producing a carbonated
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sherbet having a rigid foamy structure of fine ice crystals,
comprising the steps of:

preparing a syrupy mix containing as its main com-
ponent sugar with additives selected from the group
consistmg of fruit juices, organic acids, milk products
and flavorings;

said syrupy mix having a total solids content between
about 10% and 20%;

preparing a gum mix of between about 05% and
0.20% total solids content, said gum being selected
from the group consisting of locust bean gum and
guar gum;

mixing said gum mix with an aqueous pasteurized solu-
tion of between 0.02 to 0.1% of carrageenan-

pasteunzmg and cooling said syrupy mix and partially
pre-fillmg a can therewith;

pasteurizing and cooling said gum mix and dissolving

! T,*')
^^^°^ dioxide at a pressure of about 1

to2.3kg./cm.2at IS-C;
filling the unfilled portion of said can with said gum

mix; and
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^'Sml'tf
^''"/' '^^'"''"S ^^ homogenizing the con-^nts thereof mto a homogenized mixture, whereby

TnnH r ""^""u'
^'°^^" ^"'^ °P«"ed "nder ambient

conditions carbonated sherbet rises therefrom in a

sat m^uT'^' ^° '-' ^° '•' "'"^^ ^^« -^"- -^

3 845 232METHOD FOR MAKING FLAKEH TFRP A T c

'*"r".„"- .^r'T"^ ^'^tileVrh^mch^Z^^l toGenera Foods CorporaHon, White Plains, NYNo Drawing. Filed May 27, 1970. Ser No. 4i;698

II « ri A'y^
Int. a. A231 1/10

U.S. CI. 426—457
j Claims

1 A process for making a cereal flake of nonuniform
thickness from a cooked pellet of the cereal comprising
mechanically pressing the cereal pellet to form a flake
containing discrete and distinct sections of difl^erent thick-
ness, and toasting said product without substantial puffing-
said flake containing thin sections of a membrane capable
of dissolving in milk in a period of up to three minutes

ELECTRICAL
ERRATUM

For Class 84—1.01 see:

Patent No. 3,844,379

3,845,233

PRESSURIZED INSULANT OF SOLID AND FLUID FOR A
CONDUCTOR

Edward Arthur Burton, Guildford, England, assignor to Di-

electrics International Limited, London, England

.Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 331,775

1

1

Int. CI. HO lb 7/02, / 7/26

U.S. CI. 174-24 11 Claims

,2'^t5
6
—

t

€\

21

22

*^-fV--^f
17 lb

17 lb 13 .~~,

1. Electrical equipment comprising:

a conductive member; an insulant surrounding said conduc-

tive member; said insulant comprising finely divided

particles of a solid insulating material in an insulating

fiuid. said insulating fluid acting as a discharge suppres-

sant, first pressure applying means for applying pressure

to said insulating fluid to maintain said insulating fluid at

above atmospheric pressure, said first pressure applying

means including a fluid passage means for placing the

insulating fluid in fluid flow communication with a source

of pressurized fluid, said fluid passage means being per-

meable to said insulating fluid and impermeable to said

solid insulating material; and second pressure applying

means for applying pressure to said solid insulating mate-

rial to maintain interparticle pressure to inhibit particle

movement and prevent particle sedimentation and

thereby maintain the insulating fluid as a thin film.

the socket extending through the openings in said faceplate,

a removable resilient gasket mounted over said conven-

tional socket and extending through said faceplate open-

ings under said faceplate.

said gasket having self-sealing slits in front of said apertures,

whereby an electrical plug may be inserted through said

slits into said socket,

and when said plug is withdrawn, said slits will seal them-

selves, said gasket being removably sandwiched between

said socket and said faceplate.

3,845,235

PREFABRICATED CAPACITIVE GRADED SPLICE
DEVICE

George Bahder, Suffern, and Carlos Katz, Spring Valley, both

of N.V., assignors to Phelps Dodge Industries, Inc., New

York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 397,113

Int. CI. H02g /5/0«, H01gi//7

U.S. CI. 174-73 R 4 Claims

// /

3,845,234

MEANS FOR PROTECTING ELECTRICAL
RECEPTACLES

Stanley S. Brenner, Massapequa. N.Y., assignor to Perfect Line

Manufacturing Corp., Lindenhurst, N.Y.

I

Filed Oct. 25, 1972, Ser. No. 300,508

I

I

Int. CI. H05k 5m
U.S. CI. 174-67 6 Claims

1. A conventional electrical socket of the type having a

conventional faceplate with openings, said socket having

apertures to receive prongs of an electrical plug,

1. A capacitive graded splice device for joining the ends of

two high voltage cables each having a central conductor and

an outer shield, said device comprising:

a non-conducting rigid supporting sleeve having an inner

diameter larger than the outer diameter of the cables to

be joined;

an electrically conducting equipotential shielding ring con-

centrically mounted around the supporting sleeve at the

longitudinal center thereof, the supporting sleeve having

at least one slot therethrough under the equipotential

shielding ring;

a cable connector positioned within the supporting sleeve at

the longitudinal center thereof for electrically connecting

the central conductors of the two cables to be jomed;

electrically conducting electrostatic connector means ex-

tending from the cable connector to the equipotential

shielding ring through the slot or slots in the supporting

sleeve;

a pair of capacitive graded sections formed from alternating

layers of helically wound capacitive tapes and insulating

tapes, the sections concentrically mounted around the

supporting sleeve adjacent both ends of the equipotential

shielding ring, the capacitor elements of the sections

located at the end of each of the sections adjacent the

equipotential shielding ring being electrically connected

to it;

a cylindrical insulating member concentrically mounted

around the capacitive graded sections and the equipoten-

tial shielding ring; and

an electrically conducting metallic shield concentrically

mounted around the cylindrical insulating member for

connection to the outer shields of the cables to be joined.

the electrically conducting metallic shield being con-

nected to the capacitor elements located at the end of

each of the capacitive graded sections remote from the

equipotential shielding ring.

2157
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3,845,236

WIRE CONNECTOR
Gail A. Anderson. Saint Paul, Minn., assignor to Minnesota

Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 372,065, June 21, 1973

abandoned. This application Mar. 4, 1974, Ser. No 447 478
Int. CI. H02g 15108

U.S. CI. 174-88 R 6 Claims

/9'!'t'f ^^,0

1. A wire-connector comprising a folded slotted spring
compression reserve contact element slidably retained within
an msulatmg body having upper and lower bodv sections
opposmgiy channeled to receive a pair of insulated electrical
conductors, said sections being hingedly interconnected along
their back edges, and a cover member hingedjv connected to
said body for fitting beneath said lower section'and across the
tree front edges of said upper and lower sections, and wherein
said lower section has a flat base defining a first plane said
upper section having a top surface defining a pair of planes
mtersecting at a peak midway above said channels, the one of
said planes extending toward the free edge of said section
being at an acute angle with said first plane.

3,845.237
SYSTEM FOR RECORDING AND'OR REPRODUCING

COLOR TELEVISION SIGNALS
Kivoshi Yamakawa, Tokyo. Japan, assignor to Sony Corpora-

tion. Tokyo. Japan
Filed Jan. 26. 1973, Ser. No. 327,614

Int. CI. H04n 9102, 5/78
l.S. CI. 178-5.4 CD ,5 Claims

October 29, 1974

that differ from each other by the difference between said
first and second standard color subcarrier frequencies
frequency-converting means receiving said chrominance
signal portion of the NTSC or PAL color television signal
to be recorded and a corresponding selected one of said
first and second reference signals for frequency-
converting the color subcarrier frequency of said chromi-
nance signal portion to a first predetermined subcarrier
frequency that is lower than the standard color subcarrier
frequency of either of said signals to be recorded, and
means for applying the frequency-converted chromi-
nance signal portion to said head means for recording bv
the latter on the magnetic tape; and

I. reproducing circuit means including reference signal
generating means operable to produce a third reference
signal, and frequency-reconverting means receiving said
third reference signal and the chrominance signal portion
reproduced from the tape by said head means and recon-
verting the color subcarrier frequency of said reproduced
chrominance signal portion to a second predetermined
subcarrier frequency, whereby the frequency-
reconverted chrominance signal portion has its original
field frequency and said second predetermined subcarrier
frequency regardless of said standard color subcarrier
frequency of the NTSC or PAL color television signal
prior to recording.

3,845,238
PORTABLE TELEVISION CAMERA WITH AUDIO

COMMUNICATION
Hans-Dieter Schneider. Gross-Gerau. and Horst Bachmann.

Darmstadt, both of Germany, assignors to Robert Bosch
Fernsehanlagen GmbH. Darmstadt, Germany

Filed Apr. 5, 1973. Ser. No. 348.l'57
Claims priority, application Germany. Apr. 7, 1972. 221668

Int. CI. H04n 5/26
U.S. CI. 178-5.8 a ,4 Claims

/\

N-lv^r 'JZ! f^'T^y '•^'^^'ding and/or reproducingN rSC and PAL color television signals respectively having
first and second different standard field frequencies 'and first
and second different standard color subcarrier frequencies of
the chrominance signal portions thereof, comprising

a. rotary'^magnetic head means for selectivelv recording and
reproducing signals on a magnetic tape

b. means for selectively rotating said head means at speeds
respectively corresponding to said first and second differ-
ent field frequencies of the NTSC or PAL signals to be
recorded and/or reproduced;

c. recording circuit means including reference signal gener-
ating means operable to selectivelv produce first and
second reference signals having respective frequencies

1. In a television camera, particularly in a portable color
television camera, a combination comprising a first housing
a picture taking lens mounted on said first housing a second
housing connected to said first housing; view finder means
mounted in said second housing; and a pair of electroacoustic
transducers for enabling the operator to communicate with a
control center, one of said transducers being mounted in said
first housing and the other of said transducers being mountedm said second housing.

3,845,239
COMBINED FACSIMILE RECEIVING AND SENDING

UNIT
Daniel B. Granzow, Arlington Heights; William R. Maloney

Deerfield, and W illiam B. Miles, Arlington Heights, all of III
assignors to Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation, Mount
Prospect, III.

Filed June 16, 1969, Ser. No. 833,309
Int. CI. H04n 1/02, 1/04

U.S. CL 178-6 ,7 1^, .

I ... J .
» ' Claims

1. In a transceiver device for transmitting data signals corre-
sponding to data on the surface of a document to a remote
receiver.
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an elongated light collecting tube having a pair of aligned

slit openings extending laterally along and spaced 180°

from each other about said tube, a reflective interior

surface, and an open end,

means for moving a document along the outer wall of said

tube opposite a first one of said slits and transverse to

both the first slit and the direction of elongation of the

tube, I

2
GO1

CM,'^-^-^-ll!

mzn!rr't'-^
"^/

PI IB

tJt

output signal; duty cycle detecting means connected to said

pulse separating means, operated in response to said pulses

generated by said separating means being within predeter-

mined duration limits to generate a second output signal; first

gating means connected to said frequency detecting means

and to said duty cycle detecting means, operated in response

to both said first and second output signals in combination, to

generate a third output signal; an output means connected to

said first gating means operated in response to said third

output signal to provide an indication of the presence of sync

pulses of correct frequency and correct duration in said com-

posite video signals.

LJ

,--v 3,845,241

TELEVISION DISPLAY PANEL HAVING GAS
DISCHARGE CATHODO-LUMINESCENT ELEMENTS

James W. Schwartz, Glenview. III., assignor to Zenith Radio

Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Feb. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 328,979

Int. CL H05b.? 7/061

U.S. CI. 178-7.3 D 15 Claims

means for projecting a scanning beam of light through the

first and second ones of the slit openings onto the data

bearing surface of said document, so that a pattern of

light and shadow is reflected from the document back

through said first slit opening into said tube,

and light responsive means mounted in the open end of said

tube for receiving said reflected pattern and in response

thereto producing data signals transmittable to said re-

mote source.

3,845.240

SYNC PULSE DETECTOR FOR VIDEO TELEPHONE
SYSTEM

Jamil K. Alaily, La Grange, III., assignor to GTE Automatic

Electric Laboratories Incorporated, Northlake. III.

Filed Oct. 16. 1972. Ser. No. 298,154

Int. CI. H04n 5/08

U.S. CL 178-7.3 S 11 Claims

TT-rr

tizr

r\ 1

1

lG->

'2^

i2

U-D-J

1. A video signal sync pulse detector including: sync pulse

separating means connected to a source of composite video

signals operated in response to detection of pulses included in

said video signals to generate sync pulses of a predetermined

polarity and of a fixed amplitude at the same frequency and

same width as said detected pulses; frequency detecting means

connected to said pulse separating means, operated in re-

sponse to said sync pulses generated by said separating means

being within predetermined frequency limits to generate a first

1. A cathodo-luminescent device comprising:

wall means defining an enclosure for receiving an ionizable

gas at a predetermined pressure, said wall means having

opposed first and second ends; pg,21

cathode means disposed at said first end of said enclosure

and adapted to have a voltage V„;

high voltage anode means disposed at said second end of

said enclosure and adapted to receive a relatively high

accelerating voltage Vj;

phosphor means disposed at said high voltage anode means

for emitting light when bombarded by high energy elec-

trons accelerated to said high voltage anode means; and

discharge anode means adapted to receive an applied

voltage V, substantially lower than said accelerating

voltage Vj, Vj -
i

, being of a predetermined magnitude

effective to accelerate free electrons to energy levels

capable of exciting said phosphor means to emit light. V,

— V„ being of a predetermined magnitude effective to

support a gas discharge between said cathode means and

said discharge anode means, said discharge anode means

being disposed directly between said first and second

ends of said enclosure and spaced from said high voltage

anode means a predetermined distance which is insuffi-

cient, considering said gas pressure and said voltage dif-

ference Vj - V, between said high voltage anode means

and said discharge anode means to support a gas dis-

charge therebetween, said discharge anode means defin-

ing electron-transmissive openings for permitting free

electrons generated in a discharge established between

said cathode and said discharge anode means to pass

through said discharge anode means and to be acceler-

ated by said high voltage anode means into impingement

with said phosphor means.
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3,845,242
VIDEO SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR FACSIMILE

TRANSMISSION
William E. Richeson, Jr., and Robert H. Dreisbach, both of

Fort Wayne, Ind., assignors to Minnesota Mining and Manu-
facturing Company, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,552
Int. CI. H04n 1132

U.S. a. 178-6 ,0 Claims

ADAPT

Boot' ^ o„n>'^n '""-sFn

I
AUTOMATtC

! !

-JBACiWiflOUNOfJ
CONTROL

I. In combination,

means for converting image information into a time-varying
electrical baseband signal.

a non-linear transfer network for reshaping the vk^aveform of
said baseband signal to produce a modulating signal hav-
mg limits between a first signal level representing black
and a second signal level representing white, said network
including means for increasingly shifting the short-term
average level of said modulating signal toward said first
level and away from said second level with increasing
baseband signal frequency;

means for translating said modulating signal into a message
signal having an instantaneous frequency which varies
between an upper frequency when said modulating signal
IS at said first level, to a lower frequency when said modu-
lating signal is at said second level;

means for transmitting said message signal over a communi-
cation channel to a receiving station; and

means at said receiving station responsive to said message
signal for reproducing said image information.

and discharge areas disposed laterally across said panel which
correspond to the crossing areas of said conductors, compris-
ing; means for scanning an image field and producing an
image signal corresponding thereto, means for defining a
plurality of discrete gray level signal magnitudes which corre-
spond to a plurality of discrete gray level magnitudes which
said image signal exceeds, means for generating a number of
information bits from the part of said image signal correspond-
ing to each image element of said image field, the number of
information bits generated for each part of said image signal
corresponding to the highest gray level signal magnitude
which said level detector determines that the part exceeds,

y . ,^y 2Br -^u "^^^"s for storing the information bits for each line scanned at

iy;3^f|-::^fe>^lT '^^'*/''' '^^ duration of that line scan, and means for reading
J T ^Uispo^c out the stored information bits for exciting the discharge areas

of each discharge region of the panel line by line with signals
corresponding to said information bits so that the number of
areas in each discharge region excited corresponds to the gray
lev^l associated with the part of the image field to which that
region corresponds.

.^? ..^

3,845,244
SOUND SIGNAL CHANGING CIRCUIT

Hiroshi Yonezu, Tokushima-ken, Japan, assignor to Nippon
Columbia Kabushikikaisha (Nippon Columbia Co., Ltd),
Tokyo, Japan

Filed Aug. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 276,945
Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 1 1, 1971, 46-60802

Int. CI. H04r 27/00, ilOO
U.S. CI. 179-1 VC ,5 Claims
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3,845,243
SYSTEM FOR PRODUCING A GRAY SCALE WITH A
GASEOUS DISPLAY AND STORAGE PANEL USING

MULTIPLE DISCHARGE ELEMENTS
Larry J. Schmersal; Theodore C. Baker, and Ellsworth M.

Murley, all of Toledo, Ohio, assignors to Owens-Illinois, Inc.,
Toledo, Ohio

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,598
Int. CI. H04n 5/66

U.S. CI. 178-7.3 D 5 Cain,,
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1. A circuit for eliminating a selected band of audio fre-
quencies from an audio spectrum and inserting another audio
signal into said selected band comprising, an input terminal
receiving an audio signal, a band elimination filter connected
to said input terminal and removing a selected band of audio
frequencies from said audio signal, an intermittent source of
audio signals having frequency components in said selected
band, a rectifier connected to said intermittent source to
develop a control signal when said intermittent signal is pres-
ent, a solenoid connected to said rectifier, a switch connected
in parallel with said band elimination filter and controlled by
said solenoid so that said switch is open in the presence of said
intermittent signal and a speaker connected to said intermit-
tent source of audio signals and to the output of said band
elimination filter.

,37
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1. A system for producing a gray scale in a cross conductor
gas discharge storage and display panel having discharge
regions, each discharge region including a plurality of storage

3,845,245
ENCODING SYSTEM FOR FORMING TWO-CHANNEL
SIGNALS FROM A PLURALITY OF SOUND SIGNALS

Susumu Takahashi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Sansui Electric
Co., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 414,512
Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 29, 1972, 47-2774

Int. CI. H04r 5100
U.S.CL 179-1 GQ 6 Claims

I. An encoding system in which at least first to fourth sound
signals desired to be coupled mainly to first to fourth loud-
speakers surrounding a listener are utilized in forming first and
second channel signals, and first and second sound signals are
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coupled to the first channel in large and small proportions

respectively with a reference phase shift amount, second and

first sound signals are coupled to the second channel in large

and small proportions respectively with the reference phase

shift amount, third and fourth sound signals are coupled to the

first channel in large and small proportions respectively with

a phase shift amount of the reference phase shift amount plus

90°, and the fourth and third sound signals are coupled to the

second channel in large and small proportions with a phase

shift amount of the reference phase shift amount minus 90°,

the improvement comprising means for coupling a fifth sound

signal de. :red to have its sound image localized between said

first and third loudspeakers to the first channel in a large

3 845 247

SIGNAL TRANSMISSIONAND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

USING AN OPERATIONAL TELEPHONE LINE

John J. Jurschak, 825 Casazza Dr., Reno, Nev. 89502

Filed May 15, 1973, Ser. No. 360,604

Int. CI. H04m ///OO

U.S. CI. 179-5 R ^ Claims

PHASE SHIFTER
aCXJER

RSL

proportion w th the reference phase shift amount; means for

coupling said fifth sound signal to the second channel in a

small proportion with a phase shift amount having substan-

tially 90° phase difference with respect to the reference phase

shift amount, means for coupling a sixth sound signal desired

to have its sound image localized between the second and

fourth loudspeakers to the second channel in a large propor-

tion with the reference phase shift amount; and means for

coupling said sixth sound signal to the first channel in a small

proportion with a phase shift amount having substantially 90°

phase difference with respect to the reference phase shift

amount.

3,845,246

SPEAKER SYSTEM
John Michael Ouvrier, Sylmar, Calif., assignor to GTE Syl-

vania Incorporated, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Mar. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 345,654

Int. CI. H04r //2S

U.S. CI. 179-1 E 3 Claims

9..

1. In a high fidelity sound reproduction system, a single

channel loudspeaker system comprising:

an air-sealed cabinet forming an air-sealed enclosure;

divider means disposed within said air-sealed enclosure and

affixed to provide first and second air-sealed compart-

ments, said first and second compartments having un-

equal volumes and each having a resonance in the range

of between 30 and 40 Hz.; and

loudspeaker means including a pair of similar loudspeakers

electrically coupled in parallel with each loudspeaker

disposed within and affixed to one of said first and second

compartments.

1. An electronic signal transmission system comprising a

first unit, said first unit comprising a transmitter, a second

unit, said second unit comprising a receiver matched to said

transmitter, a telephone transmission line having two wires,

conductive means connecting said first unit to said telephone

line, conductive means cooperatively connecting said second

unit to said telephone line, a telephone, a telephone exchange,

said telephone line connecting said telephone and said tele-

phone exchange, said telephone and said telephone line and

said telephone exchange together defining a telephone system,

said telephone exchange causing a DC bias current on said

telephone line when said telephone is electrically connected

to said line sufficient for message transmission between said

telephone and said exchange, normal current on said tele-

phone line which is not caused by said signal transmission

system being telephone system current, said first and second

units being of sufficiently high resistance so as to substantially

reduce DC loading of said line, said first and second units of

sufficiently high and balanced impedance to telephone system

AC voltage on said line as to substantially reduce attenuation

of said voltage and unbalancing of said line by said telephone

system AC units, said first and second units comprising means

to detect the state of said telephone system, said transmitter

comprising audio-signal means for modulating said telephone

line voltage, said first unit being adapted to receive an event

signal, said transmitter modulating the voltage of said line in

accordance with said telephone system state and said event

signal in a way which is discernible to said receiver, said re-

ceiver sensing said modulated telephone line voltage, said

second unit transforming said modulation into an output sig-

nal, said output signal being electrically connectable to a

suitable means for utilization.
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3,845.248
TELEPHONE AUTO-ANSWERING DEVICE WITH

RECORD MEDIUM SUBSTITUTION
Shizuo Ando, Tokorozawa, Japan, assignor to Pioneer Elec-

tronic Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 315,968

Claims priority, application Japan, Dec. 16, 1971, 46-
102143

Int. CI. Glib 15106
U.S. CI. 179-6 ^ ^ ,0 Claims

summed signal exceeding a predetermined threshold level for
emittmg a timmg start signal which causes the temporary
storage of the signals passed by said filters in said storage
means, timmg means responsive to said timing start signal for
timmg the duration of signals received by said summing
means, and output means operative after the termination of
said frequency signals to said filters and the receipt of the
validity control signal from said timing means for causing the
transmission of the tempprarily stored signals from the storage
means to a decoding device.

\ ::iJ Oi'^
3D.

" 3,845,250
MANUAL KEY OPERATED MESSAGE GENERATOR

Gerard O Brien, 33 Pampapra Ave., Jersey City, N.J. 07307
Filed Feb. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 227,759

.,c ^.
^'*t' CI Glib 3/04, 3/78, 3/80

L'.S.C,. ,79-100.4 R , Claims

1. A control apparatus for a telephone auto-answering
device having a caller's message recording mechanism which
records the message on a first recording medium and also
havmg a means for substituting a new recording medium, said
apparatus comprising detecting means operable during an
auto-answermg operation of the telephone auto-answering
device for determining whether the non-recorded length of
the first recording medium is sufficient for recording another
message of a predetermined duration; memory means respon-
sive to said detecting means for storing the detection of an
insufficiency of the non-recorded length; switch means for
sensing the hanging up of the caller; and a control means
coupled to said memory means, and operable in response to
the storage of the detection of the insufficiencv of non-
recorded length and to the hanging up by the caller'indicating
termination of the auto-answering operation and the record-
mg of the caller's message, to actuate the substituting means
to substitute a new recording medium for the substantiallv
fully recorded first medium.

3,845,249

MULTIFREQUENCY RECEIVER
Daniele Sellari, Jr.; Henry A. Richard, both of Corinth, Miss.,

assignors to International Telephone and Telegraph Corpo-
ration, New York, .W.

Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,562
Int. CI. H04m 1/50: H04q 9/12

U.S. CI. 179-84 VF , claims

~> PO¥t€'i

1. A multi-frequency receiver for receiving individual fre-
quency tones comprising; a plurality of band pass filters each
selective of a different frequency, said filters being grouped
into a first and a second group, means for temporarilv storing
signa s passed by said filters, validating means receptive to
signals from said filters to include means for summing the
signals received from each group and means responsive to the

\

« .- 's 'E * i ft

« V & 3 S i*"|-«
V - i

1. In a manually operated device having a frame for the
generation of audible messages from pre-recorded sound
components, comprising in combination:

a keyboard having a plurality of kevs each bearing an indi-
cia;

recorded means in the form of one or more bodies of revo-
lution carrying on the surfaces thereof a multiplicity of
pre-recorded message elements in parallel, finite arcuate
tracks on at least one side of said recorded means

shaft means, rotatively supported by bearing means in said
frame, for supporting said recorded means about its rota-
tional axis of generation in said frame;

means for restraining relative rotational motion as between
said recorded means and said shaft means;

drive means for impelling the rotational motion of said shaft
means at a uniform velocity and co-operatively associated
brake means, for normally arresting rotational motion of
said shaft means of said recorded means;

a plurality of transducer means, each one of said transducer
means being in permanent alignment with one of said
tracks for reading said pre-recorded message elements on
said track and converting same into electrical signals of
fluctuating intensity;

amplifying means for said signals of fluctuating intensity
broadcast means for the conversion of said signals of fluctu-

ating intensity to audible sound;
control means, including a plurality of switching elements

having contact means, for controlling signals transmitted
to said brake means, whereby upon sequentially depress-
ing manually selected keys having the desired indicia to
be broadcasted as sequential audible message elements
said brake means is released upon each depression of a'

single key thereby permitting rotation of said recorded
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means, and upon the manual release of each of said de- phone and forming a holder frame at one side of said opening,

pressed keys said brake means is re-engaged to stop said a writing pad holder detachably mounted in said holder frame,

rotation; and and a cradle within said holder frame adjacent said writing pad

each of said message elements occupying substantially less holder and adapted to hold the telephone handset when de-

then said full arcuate tracks so as to enable the manual '.ached from the telephone,

release of said depressed key within the completion of

one single revolution of said recorded means.

3,845,251

IMPROVED ACOUSTIC-ELECTRO CONVERTING
DEVICE HAVING SEMICONDUCTOR GRANULES

Toru Takagi; Osamu Ochi, and Yoshlhiko Mizushima, all of

Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Nippon Telegraph and Telephone

Public Corporation, Tokyo, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 210,800, Dec. 22, 1971. This application

Apr. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 352,469

Int. CI. H04r 2/ /OO

U.S. CI. 179-122 9 Claims

3,845,253

INTERCONNECTING ASSEMBLY
Thomas W. Hanneman, Fountain Valley, and Jeffrey A. Cook,

Los Angeles, both of Calif., assignors to Communication

Mfg. Co., Long Beach, Calif.

Filed Oct. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 298,557

Int. CI. H05k 1104; H04m 1/00

U.S.CL 179-179 10 Claims

1. An acousi c-electro converting device comprising a dia-

phragm, a moving electrode secured to said diaphragm, a

fixed electrode spaced from said moving electrode and defin-

ing a chamber between said moving and fixed electrodes,

semi-conductor granules packed in said chamber, said semi-

conductor granules being made of an alloy consisting of from

10 to 95 atomic weight percent of selenium and from 5 to 90

atomic weight percent of tellurium and granulated into gran-

ules having diameters of the order of from 0. 1 to 0.4 mm, the

semiconductor granule packed chamber defined by said

spaced-apart moving and fixed electrodes having a configura-

tion and size such that it exhibits an alternating current resis-

tance ranging in value from 90 ohms to 3.2 kiloohms upon

energization with a small DC current of the order of 5 milliam-

peres supplied across the spaced-apart electrodes.

3,845,252

WALL TELEPHONE FRAME AND HOLDER
Dwight N. Wooters, Wooster, Ohio, assignor to Rubbermaid

Incorporated, Wooster, Ohio

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,675

Int. CI. H04m 1/04

U.S.CL 179-146 R 6 Claims
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1. A frame for a wall telephone having rectangularly ar-

ranged walls defining an opening for surrounding the tele-

1. An electrically interconnected assembly comprising:

a. a housing comprising:

a pair of interior opposing walls, and

a connecting plate interconnecting said walls and having

an opening therein;

b. a first electrical modular unit mounted between said sides

and having a side facing one side of said connecting plate,

said side having at least one exposed conductive circuit

thereon;

c. a second electrical modular unit mounted on the other

side of the connecting plate and having a side comprising

thereon exposed conductive circuits facing said opening

and at least one opening extending into the second unit

through one of said conductive circuits thereon;

an insulating block positioned in said connecting plate

opening and having passages therethrough; and

a connecting assembly comprising:

an electrically conductive member elongated between

two ends and having a first portion extending into said

opening in said second unit and a second portion ex-

tending through a first one of said passages in said

insulating block to one end of the conductive member
which engages at least one of said conductors on said

second unit;

an electrically conductive shoulder electrically and me-

chanically connected to said conductive member in

between said second unit and insulating member, and

an electrically conductive spiral compression spring

surrounding said first member portion from a first end

of the spring that engages the exposed conductor sur-

rounding said opening on said second unit to a second

end of the spring that engages said shoulder.

d.

e.

927 O.O.^TS
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3,845,254

PRESS-BUTTON PANEL ARRANGEMENT FOR PRINTED
CIRCUIT CARD

Gilbert Schneider, Strasbourg, France, assignor to La Telepho-
me Industrielle et Commerciale "Telic" , StrasbourB-
Meinau, France

Filed Sept. 7, 1973, Ser. No. 395,192
Claims priority, application France, Sept. 7, 1972 72 31790

Int. CI. HOlh 3112
U.S. CI. 200-5 A 7 Claims

k-^^g 1

I. Press-button panel having a matrix configuration com-
prising a prmted circuit plate, a plurality of beam-shaped parts
mounted m parallel on said printed circuit plate, a plurality of
push-button assemblies mounted in each beam-shaped part
first and second resilient means in the form of elongated ribs'ecurmg all of the ends of said beam-shaped parts on one side
to one another and securing all the ends of the beam-shaped
parts on the opposite side to one another, respectively said
ribs including projection means engaging peripheral notches
on the said printed circuit plate securing said ribs to said
printed circuit plate and a plurality of clips, said beam-shaped
parts being provided with clipping devices engaged by said
clips to secure said ribs to said beam-shaped parts

3,845,255
KEYBOARD SWITCH ASSEMBLY WITH BALL AND

Au ^ ..
..SL'^^ER INTERLOCK MECHANISM

l!iu*'*A "•"•""' G^'-'nanj' assignor to Elmeg Electro-
Mechanik GmbH, Peine, Germany

Filed Dec. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 426,364
Int. CI. HOlh 9126

US. CI. 200-5 EA
7 Claims

1 ^
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placement along the rows and columns upon actuation of
nd.vidual ones of the keys, the keys being arranged in posi-
tions corresponding to the intersections of the rows and col-umns of displaceable elements so that upon displacement of
a key the elements m the respective row and the elements in

1,!h'"^k^^u'\''°'"'"V"'^''"*'"8
in the intersection associ-

ated with the key are being displaced, there being switching
means associated with the rows and columns of elements and
actuated upon displacement of the elements in the respective
rows and columns, the improvement comprising
an additional row of displaceable elements arranged along-

side one said rows and arranged for limited displacement
only of the elements of the additional row; and

plural slide means, respectively associated with said col-
unins and operatively coupled to the keys so that one
slide means of the plurality is displaced upon depression
ot a key pertaining to the column with which the one slide
means is associated,

each slide means when displaced locking the elements of
the additional row. so that the elements of the additional
row inhibit displacement of the remaining slide means of
the plurality thereby inhibiting depression of any key of
the respective other columns.

3,845,256
CAM-OPERATED TIMER SWITCH ASSEMBLY WITHIMPROVED FLEXIBLE, PRINTED CIRCUIT TERMINAL

CONNECTORS
James D. Edwards, Russiaville, Ind., assignor to Scott & Fetzer
Company, Lakewood, Ohio

Filed Dec. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 423,103
Int. CI. H01h4i//0

U.S. CI. 200-38 R 7 Claims

I. In a keyboard having a plurality of keys arranged in a
matrix and wherein a plurality of individual displaceable ele-
ments are arranged m intersecting rows and columns for dis-

I. Apparatus for opening and closing multiple electrical
circuits in predetermined timed relation comprising a housing
a disc rotatably mounted within said housing and having a cam
face spaced from and parallel to a flat housing wall, said cam
face having a plurality of concentrically disposed, radially
spaced cam tracks in a common plane, a plurality of switches
between said cam face and said wall which are opened and
closed in response to rotation of said disc about an axis normal
to said cam face and in predetermined sequential or simulta-
neous manner by said cams, the opposite side of said flat
housing wall carrying a plurality of flat conductors lying in acommon plane, each of a plurality of said conductors being
electrically connected at one end to at least one switch termi
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nal and all of a plurality of said conductors terminating at their 3,845,258

respective other ends in parallel alignment and at an edge of PNEUMATIC-ELECTRIC SWITCH APPARATUS WITH

said housing for connection to other circuitry.

3,845,257

ELECTRICAL AND FLUID SWITCH WITH CROSSING
SLIDE CHAMBERS

Theodore E. Fiddler, 1268 Suffield Dr., Birmingham, Mich.

48009, and Arnold G. Adams, Troy, Mich., assignors to said

Fiddler, by said Adams
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 315,106, Dec. 14, 1972. This

application Mar. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 345,977

Int. CI. HOI hi/04, 9/26

U.S.CL 200-61.86 3 Claims

LOCK-OUT FEATURE
John F. Bniels, R.F.D. 1, Danielson, Conn. 06239

Filed May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 359,603

Int. CI. HOlh 35132, 35/34

U.S. CI. 200-81 H 5 Claims

1. A control device comprising,

a case having a front wall, opposite end walls, and opposite

top and bottom walls; said case walls having interior

surfaces defining an interior linear slide chamber in said

case; said front wall having an opening therein intermedi-

ate said end walls and extending toward said top and

bottom walls;

a housing on said front wall overlying said opening in said

case front wall; said housing having a face wall, opposite

side walls, and opposite upper and lower walls; said hous-

ing walls having interior surfaces defining an interior

cross-slide chamber in said housing relative to said linear

slide chamber in said case;

a cross-slide in said housing in sliding contact with said

housing side walls and in spaced relationship to said

housing upper and lower walls for movement toward and

away from said upper and lower walls of said housing;

a cam on said cross-slide extending into said case;

a linear slide in said case in sliding contact with said case top

and bottom walls and in spaced relationship to said case

end walls for movement toward and away from said end

walls of said case;

said linear slide abutting said cross-slide to position said

cross-slide in said housing;

said linear slide having a cam track receiving and engaging

said cam on said cross-slide so that linear movement of

said linear slide between said case end walls effects trans-

verse movement of said cross-slide between said housing

upper and lower walls,

a back wall on said ca$e in sliding contact with said linear

slide containing said linear slide in said case;

means on said back wall for moving said linear slide to

selected positions between said case end walls;

FPF ports in said face wall of said housing,

attaching means surmounting said ports for connecting said

ports to FPF supply and use; and

a channel maze switch-valve on said cross-slide facing said

ports for selectably interconnecting and blocking fluid

communication between said ports relative to FPF supply

and use coordinated with the position of said cross-slide

in said housing.

REMOTE SELEaOR
SWITCH UNIT

1. In a fluid pressure actuated electrical switching appara-

tus:

A. a switch having:

i. a mounting support; and

ii. an elongated resilient arm for actuation of said switch;

B. an expandible fluid pressure actuator operable to

displace said arm to thereby actuate said switch;

C. said actuator including:

i. a cylindrical base section having a portion of reduced

diameter intermediate the ends thereof;

D. a support for said actuator including:

i. a base support plate;

ii. horizontally spaced upstanding walls on said base sup-

port plate defining therebetween a vertical slot having

a width less than the diameter of said cylindrical base

section of said actuator and greater than that of said

reduced diameter portion;

E. said reduced diameter portion of said actuator being

engaged in said vertical slot and mounting and supporting

said actuator in operable juxtaposition to said arm for

actuation therethrough of said mounted switch upon

operation of said actuator; and

F. stop means having selective active and inactive positions

mounted adjacent said arm and operable upon movement
to one or the other of said positions to selectively permit

or prevent displacement of said arm by said actuator and

thereby selectively control operation of said switch.

3,845,259

FLOW CONTROLLED SW ITCH, OPERATED BY A
PIVOTAL SHAFT

Robert Spurr, West Hartford, Conn., assignor to Notifier Com-
pany, Lincoln, Nebr.

Filed May 11, 1973, Ser. No. 360,405

Int. CI. HOlh 35140

U.S. CL 200-81.9 R 11 Claims

1. Mechanism for detecting flow in a fluid carrying conduit

having an aperture therein, said mechanism comprising:

a housing adapted for securement to the conduit in overly-

ing, sealing relationship to said aperture and having an

opening in a side of the housing;

a switch -disposed exteriorly of said side of the housing for

indicating flow through the conduit when actuated;
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flow detecting means adapted for insertion in the conduit
and shiftable in response to fluid flow therethrough, said
now detecting means extending into said housing and
including a shaft extending exteriorly of the housing
through said opening therein with an outer portion of said
shaft located in engaging relationship with said switch to
actuate the latter;

a resilient member at said side of the housing closing said
opening and sealingly engaging said shaft, said member
having a pair of aligned, elongated grooves spaced apart
on opposite sides of said shaft;

a rigid backup element secured to said housing and overly-
ing said resilient member to hold the latter in sealing
relationship in said opening against hydraulic pressure
developed within said housing; and

October 29, 1974

an arm located within the housing and secured to said shaft
said arm including a pair of projections disposed on op-
posite sides of said shaft and spaced therefrom, said pro-
jections having knife edges movably received within said
grooves and in a close fitting relationship therewith re-
sulting in corresponding low friction pivotal movement of
said arm relative to said backup element, said projections
further cooperating with said resilient member to allow
limited pivotal movement of said shaft about said knife
edges to actuate said switch while resisting movement of
said shaft other than said pivotal movement thereof upon
shifting of said flow detecting means in response to flow
in the conduit.

3.845.260
PRESSURE SENSING SWITCH WITH MOVABLE

CONTACT DIAPHRAGM
Thomas E. Lohr. Warren, Mich., assignor to Allied Chemical

Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Division of Ser. No. 278,503, Aug. 7, 1972. This application

May 9, 1973, Ser. No. 358,761
Int. CI. HOlh 35134

U.S. CI. 200-83 N 4 Claims

50
TO POWER 60

62
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FROM POWER
SOURCE 16

98 36

C. an integral contact member of substantially constant
diameter extending through said supporting member and
partially into said hollow compartment, said contact
member having a face engaging the inner face of said
diaphragm upon application of pressure to the outer face
of said diaphragm; and
insulating and sealing means disposed between said

contact member and said supporting member for insulat-
ing said contact member from said supporting member
and effecting an air tight seal therebetween so as to main-
tain said hollow compartment in said evacuated state.

3,845,261
OCCUPANT SENSOR SEAT SWITCH WITH
DEFORMABLE CONDUCTIVE SPACER PADS

Paul J. Blinkilde, Lathrup Village, Mich., assignor to Essex
International Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,402
Int. CI. HOlh 3102

U.S. CI. 200-85 A 4 Cajnts

28,30 19

/

-24 27 20 'l4 16 20

1. A pressure sensitive switch, comprising:
rigid, electrically nonconductive cover and base members-

spring means for urging said cover and base members
apart;

locking means for locking said cover and base members
together, said locking means allowing said cover and base
members to move toward and away from one another but
preventing separation thereof;

a first pair of opposed, integral bosses on said cover and
base members to limit the extent of movement of said
cover and base members toward one another;

a first tubular, resilient, elastomeric pad situated between
said cover and base members with said first pair of inte-
gral bosses extending axially into said pad, said first pad
having a plurality of electrically conductive particles
dispersed throughout and being electrically nonconduc-
tive when uncompressed and electrically conductive
when compressed;

first electrical conductor means carried by said base mem-
ber for making electrical contact to a first side of said first
pad; and

second electrical conductor means carried by said cover
member for making electrical contact to a second side of
said first pad.

1. Pressure sensing means comprising:
a. a single substantially rigid, electrically conductive sup-

porting member having inner and outer faces;
b. a pressure responsive, electrically conductive diaphragm

having a portion in sealing engagement with said support-
ing member and the remaining portion spaced from the
inner face thereof, said diaphragm and said inner fact
defining a hollow compartment having an evacuated
state;

3,845,262
CONTACT STRUCTURES FOR VACUUMTYPE CIRCUIT
INTERRUPTERS HAVING CANTILEVERED-SUPPORTED

ANNULARLY-SHAPED OUTER ARC-RUNNING
CONTACT SURFACES

Richard L. Hundstad, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westing-
house Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 249,991
Int. CI. HOlh 33166

U.S. CI. 200-144 B 8 Claims
I. An alternating-current electric circuit interrupter of the

vacuum-type comprising, in combination:
a. a first ring-shaped electrode having a segmented ring-
shaped contact-engaging surface;

b. a second ring-shaped electrode having a segmented ring-
shaped contact-engaging surface;
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c. an evacuated envelope surrounding said first and second

electrodes;

d the two segmented ring-shaped contact-engaging surtaces

of said first and second ring-shaped electrodes making

abutting contacting engagement in the closed-circuit

position of the vacuum-type circuit interrupter;

e the arc during the opening operation of the interrupter

being initially established between the separated ring-

shaped segmented contact-engaging surfaces;

a rod-shaped contact-support stem (12, 14) for each

segmented electrode having a termination point (12a,

14a) disposed in a plane (Z-Z) spaced axially inwardly

from the support plane (Y-Y) of the respective elec-

trode;

g an obliquely-extending spoke (44) for each contact seg-

ment ( 36a ) supporting the same rearwardly thereof in the

support plane (Y—Y )

;

f

and closed positions and a spring stored energy opera ing

mechanism comprising: a frame; a closing spring; operating

rod means connected to said vacuum interrupter; a [ojatably

mounted crankshaft; means for driving the crankshaft to load

said closing spring; closing latch means for releasably retain-

ing said closing spring in the loaded condition; cam means

riJdly attached to said crankshaft; a contact operating lever

attached to said operating rod means; a tripping latch means,

a cross link means having two free ends, one end supported by

said tripping latch means and having the other end supported

by said cam means; a vertical link pinned at one end to said

contact operating lever and pinned at its other end to said

cross link means remote from said cross link means ends; said

cam means being driven by said crankshaft when said closing

latch means is released, to release said closing spring and

raise said cross link means and said vertical link and said

contact operating lever and said operating rod; whereby said

vacuum interrupter contacts are moved to their closed posi-

tion.

h each spoke (44) supporting its respective contact seg-

ment (36a) at one end thereof (36/j) in a generally L-

shape; ..

i the spacing between immediately-adjacent spokes (44)

being relatively wide to result in an open, vented contact

construction for readily venting rearwardly of ionized

products of arcing for a consequent rapid build-up ot

dielectric strength;

i the spokes for the first and second electrodes being mir-

ror-images of each other to thereby cooperatively aug-

ment the arc-rotation movement of the established arc

around the ring-shaped contact-engaging surfaces; and,

k the axial distance between the supporting planes (Y--

Y ) of the first and second electrodes being sufficiently

large to prevent substantial radial outward magnetic

looping of the arc.

3,845,263

CIRCUIt BREAKER WITH SPRING CHARGED
OPERATING MECHANISM

Robert C. Dickinson, Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Westmghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Nov. 7, 1972, Ser. No. 304,454

Int. CI. HOlh i/J0.i/2«

U.S. CI. 200-153 SC 15 Claims

3,845,264

SWITCH WITH LIQUID CONTAINING TUBE FOR
KEYBOARD USE

Robert H. Twyford, Great Falls, Va.. assignor to Mechanical

Enterprises Incorporated, Alexandria, Va.

Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,455

Int. CI. HOlh 29100

U.S. CI. 2P0-214
15 Claims

1. A switch comprising:

a housing having a deformable resilient tube with the ends

thereof mounted against movement on said housing;

an electrically conductive liquid within said tube;

a pinch wire spring stationarily supported adjacent its ends

by said housing to extend generally transversely of and

engage said tube, said wire spring being normally ten-

sioned to pinch said tube against a portion of said housing

to part said liquid within said tube and thereby maintain

an open circuit; and

switch actuator means movable toward said pinch wire

spring , ....
switch actuator means movable toward said pinch wire

spring to engage and deflect said wire spring out of tube

pinching engagement to thereby close a circuit through

the liquid within said tube.

1 A vacuum type circuit interrupter assembly comprising,

a vacuum interrupter having contacts movable between open

3,845,265

LOW PROFILE PRESSURE SWITCH WITH PLUNGER
ADJUSTING MEANS

Erich Kothe, Schiller Park, III., assignor to Controls Company

of America, Schiller Park, 111.

Filed July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 375,780

Int. CI. HOlh 35134

U.S. CI. 200-83 S ^ Claims

1 The combination with a pressure switch including a hous-

ing having a portion in which a plunger is reciprocally

mounted and adjusts a calibrating spring, of
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a mounting bracket fixed on the housing,
a shaft journaled in the bracket,
a cam fixed on the shaft and disposed laterally of said hous-

ing portion and depending below the upper position of
said plunger.

lever means biased into engagement with the cam and act-
ing on said plunger and adjusting the calibrating spring.

October 29, 1974

an arm adapted to actuate external apparatus and
mounted for movement between inoperative and opera-
tive positions,

means biasing the arm to its inoperative position
and means carried by the cam removably engaged with said
arm to move the arm to its operative position when the
cam IS moved to a specific position.

3,845,266
MICROWAVE COOKING UTENSIL

Palmer P. Derby, Weston, Mass., assignor to Raytheon Com-
pany, Lexington, Mass.

Filed July 9, 1973, Ser. No. 377,663
Int. CI. H05b 9/06

U.S.a. 219-10.55
,4c,ai„,s

1. In combination:
an enclosure;

means for energizing said enclosure with microwave elec-
tromagnetic energy;

energy coupling means for supporting a load within said
enclosure;

said load supporting means comprising a means of a nonper-
meable. nondissipative material having a plurality of
spaced energy transmission structures arranged to pro-
vide areas of high energy penetration with substantially
no attenuation to cause elevated temperatures to heat the
load material exposed to said areas.

defining a heating cavity for receiving therein a body to be
heated, said enclosure including a rectangular top wall having
a rectangular opening therein adjacent to one corner thereof
source means including a ridge waveguide electrically coupled
o said heating cavity through said opening in said top wall for
ransmitting microwave energy of a predetermined wave-
length into said heating cavity, said heating cavity being di-
mensioned for exciting therein two predetermined comple-
mentary electromagnetic field modes having resonant fre-

1 !B
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spined recess which complimentarily engages saidsphned member, sa.d splined member being selectively
movable with respect to said splined recess and

rotation drive means for rotating said coupling, said rotation
drive means including a drive shaft which is coaxiaily
connected to said coupling and has its central axis eccen-
tric to that of said splined member, whereby the eccentric
rotation of said main shaft produces a reciprocating
movement of said connecting rod mechanism, causing the
nozzle to be vibrated, and the eccentricity of said main
shaft re ative to the drive shaft is changeable by var^ng
he angle of engagement of said splined member relative
to the splined recess.
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COMPOSITE METAL PLATE SURFACE HEATING UNITBohdan Hurko, Louisville, Ky., assignor to (General ElectricCompany, Louisville, Ky.
Filed Nov. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 419,592

„^^ Int. CI mSb 3/68
U.S. CI. 219-462 ^^. .

4 Claims

3,845,272
ELECTRIC OVEN TOASTER BREAD RACK AND DOOR

MECHANISM
Wlllard F. Schultz, Bethlehem, and James A. Ottinger, Allen-

tomi, both of Pa., assignors to General Electric Company,
Bridgeport, Conn. *^ ^

Filed Sept. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 399,755
Int. CI. F27d / 1/02

U.S. CI. 219-386
5c,^j^^

1. A low thermal mass, solid plate surface heating unitcomprising a ightweight plate of composite metal lahl
tiv?tv'r;, '""'i?'^

^"""^ '^' «^°"P «f f^-gh thermal conduc
tiv.ty metals or alloys such as copper, silver and aluminumand an outer skm selected from the group of strong and oxida-'
I on and corrosion resisting metals or alloys such as stainless

In.; h' .
""? ^'^^«'"*"'"> ^ n^etal sheathed electrical resis-

tance heating element of coiled configuration covering a largeexpanse of the underside of the composite plate, and an embossed back-up p ate underlying the composite plate a^dattached at a plurality of spaced points to the under^de of thecomposite plate along a major extent of the heating elementwhi e allowing for limited relative sliding movement of thehea ing element with respect to the composite plate under

5ia'te"'th?ti7h'
7'^°"\'^^"^'"8 -^^Page of the composite

plate, the said back-up plate including a spiral recess forreceiving the coiled heating element therein, the area of theback-up plate at either side of the outermost turn of the heatmg element being attached to the composite plate at a plural-
ity of spaced points that are remote from the heating element

1. An electric oven toaster having an electric heating ele-
ment, and a cooking chamber including a bottom wall, two
generally vertical side walls, a top wall and a front opening
comprising: ^ ^

a. a generally horizontal food supporting rack positioned in
said chamber for movement through said front opening
said rack including a generally horizontal portion extend-
ing outwardly at one of the sides thereof-

b. means for moving the generally horizontal food support-
ing rack through said front opening

c. a pair of pivots mounted at the upper portion of said oven
toaster;

da pair of generally vertical links pivotally mounted at
their upper ends on said pair of pivots, each of said links
extending downwardly and including an integrally formed
generally horizontal tab at its lower end portion

e. a pair of apertures formed in the outwardly extending
generally horizontal portion of said bread rack the lower
end portions of each of said links extending through said
apertures and the lower surfaces of the outwardly extend-mg horizontal portion of the bread rack being positioned
on the upper surfaces of said tabs whereby the bread rackmay be readily connected to said links and supported
thereon by passing the tabs through the apertures and
swinging the links upward into engagement with their
upper pivots.

3,845,274
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER FOR HYBRID PROCESS

TANKS

Pound R,dge, N.Y., assignors to Interlab Inc., DanbVrJ,

Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,792

.„ ^ Int. CI. H05b 1/02
U.S. CI. 219-499 ^r, tI Claims

I. An electronic controller for regulating the temperature of
a solution contained in a plastic tank heated by electrical
heaters mounted on plates secured to the wall of the tank said
controller comprising:
A a plate sensor in thermal contact with and responsive to

the temperature of one of the plates and constituted by a
resistor whose resistance increases with temperature-

B. a solution sensor immersed in and responsive to 'the
temperature of the solution and constituted by a resistor
whose resistance increases with temperature
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C a bridge circuit having an input voltage applied thereto

and including said sensors and arranged to yield a null

output when the sensors have a predetermined resistance

ratio and to yield an offset voltage output when the sen-

sors depart from said ratio; and

D means responsive to said offset voltage to apply electrical

energy derived from a source thereof to said heaters as a

function of the varying value of said offset voltage

whereby when the solution is relatively cold, the resis-

tance of the plate sensor is high relative to said solution

sensor and said heaters are energized intermittently to

prevent overheating of the plate.

3,845,276

LASER-SIGHT AND COMPUTER FOR ANTI-AIRCRAFT

GUN FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM

Leonard Kendy, Palos Verdes Peninsula, and Richard L Frey

Los Angeles, both of Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft

Company, Culver City, Calif.

Filed Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No. 209,268

Int. CI. G06g 7/75. F41g i/06

U.S. a. 235-61.5 S »» Claims

1

1

3,845,275

COMPUTER COOKING MEANS

Charles D. Branson, Greensburg, Pa., assignor to Robertshaw

Controls Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 236,840

Int. CI. GOlg 1 100

U.S. CI. 235-61 A 5 Claims

^j-
27

DEGREE OF OONENESS
RARE
MED
#Ei.L

WELt
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BCEf
BEEF
HAM (f rath)
PORKliOowia**

LAMB
CHICKEN *tLL

Vp"? TURKEY

TURKEY

5
S14
l» 20

to
20

7-14

*£LL

•Ell

1 A cooking computer for determining the cooking opera-

tion of a cooking apparatus, said computer having a manually

settable weight input means for indicating a single selected

indicated weight applicable to all meat items and correspond-

ing to the weight of a particular meat item to be cooked, said

weight input means including a movable and settable part

thereof, said computer having a manually settable second

input means indicating a selected variable other than the

weight of the meat operatively associated w-ith said weight

input means, said second input means including a movable

and settable part thereof, and said computer having a time

period output means operatively associated with said input

means to provide as an output a cooking time period for said

particular meat item computed as a function from both of said

input means, the movable and settable part of one of said

input means being movable and settable only after the mov-

able and settable part of the other input means has been set

so as to be set in relation to the set position of the movable and

settable part of the other input means whereby the movable

and settable part of said other input means must first be set m

the desired position thereof before the movable and settable

part of said one input means can be set in its desired position

relative to the set position of the movable and settable part of

said other input means, said one input means including a

stationary scale and said movable and settable part thereof

including a reference indicator thereon that is to be positioned

adjacent the desired setting on said stationary scale to provide

for the selection of said one input means, said movable and

settable part of said one input means including another scale

thereon whereby said other scale is positioned relative to said

computer when said movable and settable part of said one

input means is being set in its desired position relative to its

stationary scale, said movable and settable part of said other

input means including a reference indicator thereon that is to

be positioned adjacent the desired setting on said other scale

to provide for the selection of said other input means once the

selection of said one input means has taken place.

1 In an anti-aircraft gun control system for a gun:

a means to measure the vector velocity of a target in a first

mutually orthogonal coordinate system which moves so

as to always have one of its axes lying along the line of

sight from a fixed origin point to a target;

b means to generate a first set of signals representative of

three measured components of said vector velocity in said

first coordinate system and means to transform said first

set of signals to a second set of signals expressing said

vector velocity in a second inertial coordinate system

which remains fixed in position and has one of its three

mutually orthogonal axes lying along the gravitational

vector at said fixed origin point;

c computer means operative to derive from said first and

second sets of signals continuously updated solutions ot

three simultaneous equations in real time to provide a

third set of signals defining in said second coordinate

system the azimuth and elevation angle at which said gun

must be pointed in order that a preselected shell fired

from said gun will strike said target if said target contin-

ues to move with a constant velocity vector equal to said

measured velocity; and

d means responsive to said third set of signals to automati-

cally position said gun at the angle indicated thereby.

3,845,277

OFF-LINE CASH DISPENSER AND BANKING SYSTEM

Robert H. Voss, Goshen; Earl M. Ward, Hamilton, and Wll-

Ham L. Spetz, Cincinnati, all of Ohio, assignors to The Mos-

ler Safe Company, Hamilton, Ohio

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,812

Int. CI. G06k 5100

U.S. a. 235-61.7 B 40 Claims

1. An automatic banking system for serving a plurality ot

users and comprising:

a device capable of accounting for different transactions

involving a plurality of different accounts of a given one

of said users, said transactions including debiting an ac-

count, crediting an account, and/or transferring funds

between different accounts of said one user;

means for selecting different transactions involving differ-

ent ones of said accounts of a given one of said users;

means for accepting from said one of said users information

associated with said one user correlated to one or more

of said transactions involving different accounts to which
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said one user is entitled, said information accepting
means including a card reader for reading said informa-
tion from a coded card; and
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means for enabling said selecting means to effect transac-
tions involving different accounts selected by said user in

accordance with said user associated information.

3,845,278

DATA RECORDER
Maurice W. Rex, Jr., Portage, Mich., assignor to The tpjohn
Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Filed Mar. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 339,853
Int. CI. G09b \9i\8- G06k 19104, 21104; G09c HOI

U.S. CI. 235-61.6 E 2 Claims

tioned within said compartment between said pair of
sidewalls. said partition wall being spaced from and sub-
stantially parallel with said sidewalls and having edges
thereof fixedly connected to said edge means;

said partition wall extending outwardly through said elon-
gated slotlike opening and having an exposed end portion
extending outwardly beyond the open end of said con-
tainer means as defined by the adjacent edges of said
sidewalls, the extending end portion of said partition wall
having a central notchlike recess formed therein which
extends inwardly of said partition wall toward the adja-
cent edges of said sidewalls;

said rectangular sheet members being slightly longer than
said sidewalls and slightly shorter than said partition wall
whereby each sheet member, when inserted into one of
said subcompartments, will have one end thereof project-
ing outwardly through said opening beyond the adjacent
edges of said sidewalls but terminating short of the free
edge of said partition wall, said one end of said sheet
member overlapping said recess, the other end of said
sheet member being disposed in abutting engagement
with said edge means which functions as a stop for closing
the other end of said compartment;

means defining a plurality of apertures through said side-
walls adapted to expose said partition wall therethrough,
said apertures being located to align with first indicia
upon said sheet members when they are inserted into said
compartment; and

second indicia on the external surfaces of said sidewalls
adjacent said apertures and adapted to correspond with
said first indicia.

3,845,279

NOTATION SYSTEM
Leopold Willem Rosdorff, Androsdreef 84, Utrecht, Nether-

lands

Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,801
Claims priority, application Netherlands, Mar. 1, 1972.

7202713

Int. CI. G06k /9/06
U.S. CI. 235-61.12 N 1 Claim

1. A device for recording data on substantially flat rectangu-
lar sheet members, said device comprising:

elongated rectangular and substantially flat container
means defining therein a flat compartment adapted to
accommodate therein at least two of said sheet members,
said container means being open at only one end thereof
for permitting said sheet members to be inserted into or
removed from said compartment;

said container means including a pair of substantially flat

parallel rectangular sidewalls disposed slightly spaced
apart from one another and defining said compartment
therebetween, said container means also including a
substantially U-shaped edge means fixedly connected to
and extending between adjacent edges of said sidewalls,
said edge means being fixedly connected to three of the
edges of each sidewall;

said one end of said container means having an elongated
slotlike opening formed therein for communication with
said compartment, said slotlike opening being defined
between a pair of adjacent edges on said sidewalls;

partition means fixed to said container means for dividing
said compartment into a pair of substantially flat and
parallel subcompartments, said partition means including
a substantially flat and rectangular partition wall posi-

1. A method of recording data using an information carrier
having at least one system of lines arranged in parallel rela-
tionship thereon, said at least one system of lines being formed
by three associated groups of lines, the perpendicular distance
between adjacent ones of said three groups of lines being
different from the perpendicular distance between adjacent
ones of the lines within each said group, comprising the step
of manually recording symbols progressively longitudinally of
said lines, each symbol being made up of at least one notation
mark selected from the group consisting of a set comprising
combinations of dots and dashes, and a set comprising dashes,
at least some of which intersect at least two of said lines, and
being applied within the confines of the system of lines to
extend in a direction making a substantially constant angle
with said lines.
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3,845,280

DIGITAL COMPUTER AND FORM READER FOR

INVENTORY CONTROL AND RECORDING CASH
TRANSACTIONS

Neil J. Dillon, and Boris R. SInclch, both of Los Angeles Calif.,

assignors to TRW Data Systems, Inc., Torrance Calif.

Continuation of Ser. No. 105,497, Jan. H. »97j,. This

application Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 332,887

Int. CI. GOln llliO; G06k 7/00, 7//4

U.S. CI. 235-61.11 R 6 Claims

.«
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selectively interconnecting said transfer means between saidorders of sa.d counter and a second register, means for se ecvely act.vatmg said transfer means to transfer a representa-
tion of the instantaneous condition of said counter into saidsecond register for registering a second reading immediately
after registration of said first reading, comparator meansoperative subsequently to the reading of said counter nto saidsecond register for comparing the content of said Hrsrandsecond registers, means connected to said comparator meansand selectively operative in response thereto to activatTsaid
transfer means immediately after the registration of said sec-ond reading to make a third transfer of the condition of saidcounter to one of said registers only if the condition of said
counter during said first transfer is not equal to the conditionof said counter during said second transfer, and means connected to transmit one of two consecutive identical readings

rhe'counter"'''
"'' "" '^" "^''"'"^ ""ambiguous reading of
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first and second detecting means for generating first andsecond position signals proportional To the mo^vemenrofsaid first and second members, respectively
first comparing means for comparing said first position

signal with said given command sign! 1 for said firs' mm
X^nse thef^o!"'"^

'''' "" "^^"'^"'^^'°" ^'«-' '"

3,845,283

Fln«? t"1" ^"l^^ ^^^ THREE.WHEEL COUNTERS
Einar T. Young, Newtown Square. Pa., assignor to Sun OilCompany of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa

Filed Feb. 14, 1974, Ser. No. 442,535
Int. CI. G06c ]5/26, 15142

t.S.a.235-,33R
„c,.,„,

computing means for receiving said first and second posi-

lpo„seTj;e»'an°d
*""^''"^

° '^'^""'^ '•«-' ^ '-

second comparing means for comparing said feedback

mfmlTand";^*''"
""'"''"" '''"'"'" -i" -™^

3,845,285
AUTOMATIC FUNCTIONAL MARGIN PLOTTER

Jean-Pierre Henri Michel Leroy, Courbevoil Franelasslnorto Socete Honeywell Bull (Societe AnonymO. Pari See
Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,646

,,o ^. Int. CI. G06f 15/20
'•'•^'•"^-•^'

II Claims

u,h f°'
'""

u?"^" *'*^ ^" ^'"> "^ ''^^"»*"l ordered numberwheels each having a driving gear segment adapted to be used
n transferring a count from a number wheel of lower order tothe number wheel of next higher order: an arrangement fo°
increasing the maximum count-indicating capability of said

Ttri'r'l'r^''^
'''''''' '^ ''''' array'com'prlg'

p ate mounted for rotation adjacent the number wheel ofhighes order in said array, said plate bearing numerical indi-cia and a pawl p.votally attached to said plate and having apor„on engageable by the driving gear segment on said high
est order wheel to cause rotation of said plate through a prede-termined angle.

"S'lupicue

3,845,284
POSITIONING APPARATUS

Nobuo Taguchi, and Takehiko Ono, both of Tokyo. Japan
assignors to Tokyo Schibaura Electric Compa^n;, Ud

'

Kanagawa-ken, Japan *^ ' '

Filed Mar. 15. 1973, Ser. No. 341,794

261 n
^"^"^^' application Japan. Mar. 16, 1972, 47-

Int. CI. B25i 1/02
U.S. CI. 235-150.1

^

g(,,^.^^
1. A positioning apparatus for positioning at least firstTd

for:hiir;r;se's"^"^= '" ''-" «--<- 'i«-'-^""

first and second actuating means for positioning said twomembers in response to first and second manipulation
signals, respectively;

pu'auun

I. An automatic plotter of the functional margin of a systemdependent on two parameters, involving the point-by-S
scanning of straight lines evenly distributed within anTaepresentmg step-by-step variations of the parameters be-

n7!h"e f^M
'""' ",'"" ^^'"^ ^"^ ^"^ ^^- y'> and compri -

ing the following elements: ^

^alS1?^d vf/^'/'^P'-V^P calculation of all

InH Jo5 .^ ,
•
'^''^" ^'°'" '"between the limit values

after ?h?oh "^V"^ '^''' '''''^^' """• ^'^^""^d one

bemg tVed':;
'" ''' ''""^ '"'''^"' '^^ ^^ ^^P-^

^'
test drcull!'"

''''''''" °^ '^" '^'''"' '" '^' °"'P"' °f '^^

4. ^a control circuit of an element plotter, characterized in

A. The computing circuit is designed so as to restrict avector to the scanning amplitude along a straight linehe latter overstepping the presumed margin only oncemjhe opposite direction of the previously scanned
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B. an additional detector circuit signals the overstepping

of the margin during the scanning.

C. all elements are connected in the following fashion:

a. the output of the detector (7) is linked, with an input

of the computing circuit ( 1 ) and with an input of the

detector (10),

b. an output of the circuit (1 ) is tied to an input of the

detector (10),

c. the detector ( 10) is linked to the control circuit ( 16)

of the element plotter (17) and to the computing

circuit ( 1 ),

d. two outputs of the control circuit (16) are linked

with the element plotter ( 17) by means of a correc-

tion circuit (22) controlled by the detector ( 10) and

the computing circuit (1).

F. second means responsive to said control signal for

a. maintaining iterative determination by said first

means on a negative determination

b. transferring a work-piece to said conveyor means from

the station at which a first positive determination was

made,

c. dispatching said work-piece on said conveyor means to

the loading position of the next station in said pre-

scribed sequence thereof for transfer of the workpiece

thereto, and

d. return operation of said system to said first means for

repeating its said determination thereat.

3,845,286

MANUFACTURING CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
PROCESSING WORKPIECES

Jesse Aronstein; William E. Harding, and Philip M. Zeiss, all

of Poughkeepsie, N.Y., assignors to International Business

Machines Incorporated, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,494

Int. CI. G06f 15146

U.S. CI. 235-151.1 19 Claims

3,845,287

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING A

MATERIAL TREATER

Robert Emil Fremont; Alfred Thomas Guertin; Charles Robert

Fay, and John William Stinson, all of Cincinnati, Ohio,

assignors to Formica Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 357,134, May 4, 1973,. This

application Feb. 26, 1974, Ser. No. 446,076

Int. CI. G06g 7/5*

U.S. CI. 235-151.1 10 Claims

aL_^42:3r
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I. A manufacturing system for processing work-pieces com-

prising:
. . I J

A. a plurality of processing work stations, having loading

and unloading positions, each of said stations performing

different processing operations on said work-pieces;

B a conveyor means for transporting individual ones of said

work-pieces between and at any selected ones of said

stations; r j b

C. means for transferring said individual ones of said work-

pieces between said conveyor means and said stations at

their said loading and unloading positions; and

D control means for said conveyor means and transfer

means for routing said work-pieces individually between

and at selected ones of prescribed sequence of processing

operations, with said control means comprising

E. first means for

a. determining at successive ones of each of a prescribed

sequence of said stations

i. if the conveyor means is transporting a said work-

piece

ii. if the unloading position is occupied by a said work-

piece

iii. if the next succeeding station is operative and

iv. if the loading position of the said next station is not

occupied by a said work-piece, and

b. generating a control signal representing

i. the first positive said determination of all said condi-

tions at one of said sequence of stations and

ii. a negative determination of at least one of said con-

ditions at all of said stations in said sequence thereof

1. A method of controlling a fibrous material treating pro-

cess including a coater for impregnating a host material with

a resin-bearing volatile solution and a dryer for drying said

material comprising

1

.

measuring the weight of the host material before impreg-

nation.

2. measuring the weight of the impregnated material before

drying,

3. measuring the weight of the dried, impregnated material.

4. providing the percent resin solids concentration of said

solution, the moisture content of said host material before

impregnation and a desired percent volatiles concentra-

tion of the dried impregnated sheet,

5. computing the amount of volatiles present in said dried

material, and

6. controlling the line drive of the coater in accordance with

the resultant computed volatile percentage to produce

said desired percent volatiles concentration,

7. measuring the temperature of the dried, impregnated

material.

8. measuring the line speed of the host material through the

coater.

9. determining the variance from or the compliance of said

line speed and said temperature of the dried, impregnated

material with predetermined specified limits of line speed

and temperature, respectively.

10. determining a need for a temperature change m said

dryer from said variance or compliance determinations,

1 1 . computing the required temperature change in accor-

dance with a predetermined function and

12. controlling the temperature of said dryer in accordance

with the computed change required.
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3,845,288
^.^^.^^I^^ORMAUZING METHOD AND SYSTEMW^liam S. Cornyn, Jr., Palos Verdes, Calif.; Stephen A. DierEraser, and Robert M. Lynas, Birmingham. bSth of Mich

assignors to TRW Inc., Redondo Beach, Calif

3 774 i^tVh-^"- r"-
!^^'^'^' •»""* ^»' J'^J' P««- No.J,774,457. This application Sept. 24, 1973, Ser. No. 400 273

.,o ^ Int. CI. G06g 7/ J

2

li.S. CI. 235-151.34
^

. p, .

5 Claims
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1. A test data normalizing system for testing a rotary hv-drauhc pump to determine its flow rate under%tandard testcondmons at which the pump operating parameters hydraulicnuid temperature, pump back pressure, and pump rotor speedhave g.ven nominal values, said system, comprising ^
means for sensing and producing a signal representing theactual pump flow rate;

" 6 H cscnimg me

means for sensing and producing a signal representing eachpump operating parameter;
means for transforming each parameter signal to a correc-

lon factor signal representing the change in pump flow
rate corresponding to the deviation, if any. of the respec-
tive parameter from its nominal value and

""

Wn.U 't

'"'"^'"'"g ^^*d ««^' ^^te and correction factor
signals to produce a normalized flow rate signal repre-
senting the normalized pump flow rate under said stan-dard test condition.

„^^ 3,845,289
METHOD AND APPARATUS EMPLOYING AUTOMATIC

ROUTE CONTROL SYSTEM

F^;.^ wo'trTe;.'""
^""'' "*^' "^^'«"-

'« ^-' '-,

Filed July 18, 1972, Ser. No. 272,734
Int. CI. G06f /5/JO

U.S.C1.23S-,5I.2
,5ci.ins

S"di",iarnei!fhr'"K
'' T" ''«""'" "' '" ™"""ercial andresiaential neighborhoods, comprising.

a. a vehicle;

''\,!h'^'f^''"''!
""^^^"""g apparatus connected with said

vehicle and capable of generating a plurality of discrete
signals, one for each increment of distance travelled by at

h.?no°"H
P^^^^^"'^*"^^ wheel of said vehicle; said signals

Si'^H^'' , "u
'"'"'"^^'«" *"to at least one distance

travelled signal that is a function of the cumulative dis-tance travelled by said vehicle at least from a predeter-mined initiation point;
prcueier

c. a carrier having thereon a route segment action signature
containing accurate information as to said predesLated

plurality of respective action points correlated with re-spec ive distances along said predetermined route seg-men .and whether each said action is to be performed to

travd o;W\"f ^
"'•' "^P^^^ '^ the'directTon of

minpi
''^"'' P^«"^ding along said predeter-mined route segment; said information being in read-out

clT^terleanT''"'''
^'' ^" ^""^^^'^ '-^---^

d. read-out and write-in means drivingly connected withaid carrier for reading its route segmfnt action signarje
into an automatic programmer-computer means respon
s-ve to automatic orders from said automatic program-
mer-computer means; ^ ^6'ani

'
said'vJrri'"

P'-°g^^'"'"e^-computer means disposed insaid vehicle and connected with said distance measuringapparatus so as to be driven by said discrete signalSfrom, and driv.ngly connected with said read ou andwnte-m means and. hence, said carrier so as to fStadvancement of said carrier; said programmer-compute
means havmg a distance measuring routine for summing
aid discrete signals from said distance measuring appaa

tus for at least one distance travelled signal; said auto-matic programmer-computer means having switch means

m arwi; 'h'?"""'"«
''' Programmer-comput

read onT 1 H
''"" '"'"'"^*"« '"^^"^ ^"^ with saidread-out and wnte-m means at an initiation point and

trave'lir^'"^r''r'^^
'^''' ^"P^^^^ '« said distance

ravelled signals and to a coded action at respective ac

amer" when '"'h""1' 'f
'""''' ^'^'*«" ^'S^''- - - ^carrier when said vehicle has traversed the indicated.near distance along said predetermined route segmentto the respective said action point, said programme"computer means generates respective first and sTcondsignals designating respective action locations at which anaction IS to be performed and whether said act^in is o beto the left or to the right

'''^alfbraTon'';n'';°^''r""'^'"P"'"
'"^^"^ '^'^ having

calibration routine for maintaining below a predeter

variatiorbZ'"
''^'"''''"^ '"''' '""''^^^'^ '^"'""'^tivevaation between respective said distance travelled sig-

siJna sTt re
^^.^^^^^V^«P«tive said first a.d secon'd

Ss thereto'"
" ""°" ^^""'^ ^"'^ ''^ ^^^"^^^ ^^

3,845,290

I ..

DECIMAL-TO-BINARY CONVERTER

ThiZ ?*''''"'«V"'*^^*'"8*"'
Netherlands, assignor to U. S.Phihps Corporation, New York, NY

Filed Apr. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 352,874

7206072
''"""'^' «PP««tion Netherlands, May 4, 1972.

i,c r>. „. Int. a. H03k U/24
IJ.S. CI. 235-155

2CI'

di/iis^rom '.'
h°'h'''"'^ir-^

' """'^^^ '^""^'^''"g °f ^^^ces^s^e
digits from a higher radix to a lower radix comorisinp inoutput register in which, after the recoding oi aSs d? high

I. Apparatus for facilitating effecting actions by at least one ZcZ.R'" ^'^' ""'".''"' '^' P^'' "^ '^^ ""'"ber which is
carried operator at closely spaced predesignated action"omt whTch at least an"^ 11 ' ,'""!; "'^" *^ '''''''' ^ ^^'^^ '"H wnicn at least an m-multiple and an ^-multiple of the recoded
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part of the number are added, the sum of m and n being equal

to the higher radix, m and n themselves being integer powers

of the lower radix, and also comprising an add input on which

a digit of next lower significance of the number to be recoded

is received, an auxiliary coding unit being provided in which

the digit of next lower significance is recoded into at least two

parts which are coded according to the lower radix and which

have maximum values of m-1 and n-l, respectively, said

parts being applied, together with the said m-multiple and n-

multiple, respectively, to the adder.

3,845,291

WATER POWERED SWIMMING POOL LIGHT

Raymond E. Portyrata, North Haven, Conn., assignor to Titan

Tool and Die Company, Inc., Wallingford, Conn.

Filed Feb. 8, 1974, Ser. No. 440,832

I Int. CLF21V J//00

U.S. CI. 240-26 10 Claims

said coil means being positioned in said magnetic field

wherein when relative rotation of said magnetic means

and said coil means occurs an electrical current is pro-

duced in said coil means and is provided through said

electrical circuit means to said light bulb to turn said light

bulb ON;
d. shaft means supported in said housing for rotation rela-

tive thereto having one of said magnetic means and said

coil means mounted thereon at one end thereof for rota-

tion therewith; and

e. a turbine wheel assembly supported within said housing

at said one end thereof including propellor means

mounted on said shaft means at the other end thereof for

rotation therewith, said propellor means including blade

means provided on the periphery thereof so as to be in the

path of flow of fluid through said housing wherein the

force of fluid striking said blade means is operable to

cause said propellor means and thereby said shaft means

to rotate within said housing.

3 845 292

LAMP VENT STRUCTURE
Walter Koziol, Russell, III., assignor to Beatrice Foods Co.,

Chicago, III.

Continuation of Ser. No. 42,959, June 3, 1970, abandoned.

This application Dec. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 316,223

Int. CI. F21v 17100

U.S. CI. 240-51 7 Claims

I*-

1. A self-powered light particularly adapted for use in a

swimming pool to provide illumination thereof comprising:

a. a housing having intake means formed therein at one end

thereof operable to permit fluid to flow into the light,

passage means provided in the interior of said housing

connected at one end in fluid flow relationship with said

intake means, and outlet means formed in said housing at

the other end thereof connected in fluid flow relationship

with the other end of said passage means operable to

permit fluid to exit from the light;

b. a lamp assembly mounted in said housing at said other

end. thereof including reflector means, a light bulb sup-

ported in said reflector means, and a lens operatively

connected to said reflector means operable as a cover

therefor;

c. generator means supported in said housing in proximity

to said lamp assembly including magnetic means and coil

means supported for rotation relative to each other, and

electrical circuit means connecting said coil means and

said light bulb in electrical circuit relationship, said mag-

netic means being operable to produce a magnetic field.

1. A lamp housing having an upper portion defining a vent

for ventilating the interior of the housing, said upper portion

comprising a hollow cover member having an upper surface,

a hollow dome member having a lower surface joined to the

upper surface of said cover member, each of said members

having a plurality of walls with spaced first portions and sec-

ond portions, said second portions extending between said

first portions, said first portions of said dome and cover mem-

bers forming a continuous surface, said second portion of said

cover member being indented inwardly with respect to the

second portion of said dome member to define a vent opening

in communication with the interior of the housing.

3,845,293

ELECTRO-OPTICAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
UTILIZING LASERS

Manfred Borner, Ulm/Donau, Germany, assignor to Tele-

funken, Tepa, Patentverwertungsgesellschaft mbH, Ulm-

/Donau, Germany
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 689.850, Dec. 12, 1967,

abandoned. This application Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 293,035

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Dec. 13, 1967,

56549/67; France, Dec. 20, 1967, 67.133137

Int. CI. H04b 9100

U.S. CI. 250-199 11 Claims

1. A laser beam transmission system for information repre-

sented in pulse code modulation comprising in combination:
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a laser transmitter stage means for producing a light beam
which IS pulse code modulated with the information to be
transmitted;

a light responsive receiver stage means for receiving the
pulse code modulated light beam; and

a signal transmission channel connecting said transmitter
stage means with said receiver stage means, said transmis-
sion channel including a plurality of series connected
repeater stages and a plurality of closed light signal trans-
mission sections consisting of light-wave fiber conduc-
tors, each of said sections connecting the output of one
stage with the input of the succeeding adjacent stages of
said system, each of said repeater stages including a pho-
tosensitive receiver for the information bearing light

October 29, 1974

tial portion of its energy in the wavelength range of 500/im to
100 Angstrom units, second means for modulating such
pulsed radiation, and third means for further processing such
modulated information, characterized in that separation
means is interposed between said first and said second means
for separating pulses emanating from said first means into
radiation units containing distinct and differing spectral por-
tions said portions herein designated as component pulses in
which said second means includes a plurality of elements each
so arranged as to admit but a corresponding component pulse
so that such component pulses may serve as communications
subcarriers and in which said third means includes means for
reconstituting said component pulses after passage through
said second means so producing a reconstituted pulse.

25;S i25 '^ StMCONOUCTOfi
WOIATOR AMP , LASf B

POWER
suppur

-r^
I

f"

/*•

^m f^ (^ f^"^ '«•'" *«« fi8E^ ^X. ^-C COHDUCTOB

PULSe AMPLlfiEfi
SHAPER

^PHOTOCM

emitted by the preceeding stage, said photosensitive re-
ceiver including a semiconductor avalanche photodiode
connected to provide for the direct detection of the re-
ceived light, a semiconductor ampHHer for amplifying the
electrical signals from said photodiode. a semiconductor
pulse-processing circuit means for reshaping the ampli-
fied electrical signals, and a non-externally cooled semi-
conductor laser means, which is responsive to the re-
shaped electrical signals from said pulse-processing cir-
cuit means, for producing a light beam modulated ac-
cording to said reshaped electrical signals and transmit-
ting the information to the succeeding stage of said sys-
tem via one of said closed transmission sections.

3,845 294
MULTIPLEXED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

George Sanford Indig. Bernards Township, Somerset County,
and Peter Michael Rentzepis, Millington, both of NJ., as-
signors to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, Mur-

Filed May 9. 1973, Ser. No. 358,732
Int. CI. H04b 9100

U.S. a. 250-199
,3c,3|„.

UULTiPLEVINC mcams

Pl*.S£

souncf I

3,845,295
CHARGE-COUPLED RADIATION SENSING CIRCUIT

WITH CHARGE SKIM-OFF AND RESET
Brown F. Williams, Princeton, and Walter Frank Kosonocky,
Skilman, both of NJ., assignors to RCA Corporation, New
York, N.Y.

Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,367
Int. CL HOlj moo

U.S.CL 250-211 J 8 Claims

-3. -25« h -4.

I

BLOOMINC mo
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-
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TRANSfER
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1. The combination in a radiation sensing array of
a radiation sensor for accumulating charge signal in re-

sponse to radiation received thereby;
a drain maintained at a potential suitable for receiving said

charge signal;

a register stage;

means coupling said sensor to said register stage for trans-
ferring to said register stage only that portion of the
charge signal accumulated by said sensor of greater than
a given charge signal level; and

means coupling said sensor to said drain for forming a
potential barrier between said sensor and said drain in
response to one value of control signal and for forming a
conduction channel between said sensor and said drain
for transferring the remaining portion of the charge signal
to said drain and resetting said sensor to a reference
potential in the process, in response a second value of
said control signal.

, ^^'i

—] IRJWSIIISSION Lint

DCMUI-TlPLixINC MtANS

_ ECmCL* it,
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1. Optical communications system including first means for
generating pulsed electromagnetic radiation having a substan-

3,845,296
PHOTOSENSITIVE JUNCTION CONTROLLED

ELECTRON EMITTER
^'^'". \ Schnitzler, Camp Springs, Md., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary of
the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Oct. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 405,229
Int. CI. HOlj J //50

U.S.CI.250 213VT ,3 c,a|,,
I. An electronic imaging device enclosed in a vacuum enve-

lope comprising:

October 29, 1974 ELECTRICAL
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a plurality of reverse biased rectifying photosensitive junc-

tions;

a plurality of discrete electrically isolated photoemitters

serially connected with said plurality of reverse biased

rectifying photosensitive junctions to form a mosaic of

discrete electrically isolated photocathodes to form a

composite sandwich structure;

a cathode luminescent phosphor screen;

a bias light source for uniform illumination of the front

surface of said plurality of discrete electrically isolated

photoemitters for producing electron current saturation

therefrom;

3 845 298

OPTICAL SCANNING DEVICE

Herbert Morrison Runciman, Annlesland, Great Britain, as-

sienor to Barr and Stroud Limited, Glasgow, Scotland

Filed Oct. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 404.125

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 25, 197i,

49119/72
Int. CI. HOlj i//6

U.S. CI. 250-236 ^ Claims

an external grid positioned adjacent to and separated from

said plurality of discrete electrically isolated photoemit-

voltag'e means connected to said fine mesh grid for acceler-

ating electrons emitted from said plurality of discrete

electrically isolated photoemitters to said cathode lumi-

nescent phosphor screen; and

an electronic focusing means for proximity focusing the

photocathode current in the field between said fine mesh

grid and said plurality of discrete electrically isolated

photoemitters.

1. An optical scanning device comprising an elongate detec-

tor optical means for receiving radiation to be scanned, said

optical means being arranged to direct said radiation along a

radiation path to said detector, said detector and optical

means each being fixedly mounted on a support, a plurality of

optical members mounted to rotate around an axis which is

parallel to the axis of the detector sequentially to complete the

radiation path between said optical means and said detector

and adapted to scan radiation emanating from the optical

means and to relay scanned radiation to the input of the detec-

tor each said optical member comprises two planar refiecting

surfaces disposed substantially at right angles to each other,

the line of intersection of the planes defined by said two planar

refiecting surfaces being disposed at right angles to said axis

of rotation, the lines of intersection for each of the optical

members being equidistant from the axis of rotation.

3,845,297

LIGHT RECEIVER

Itsuji Maeda, Akishima, and Yahiko Tamaki, Kodaira, both of

Japan, assignors to Hitachi Electronics Co., Ltd. and Nisshin

Steel Co., Ltd., both of Tokyo, Japan

Filed Jan. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 325,093

Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 28, 1972, 47-9867

Int. CLG02b5//4; HOlj 5//6,i9//2

U.S. CI. 250-216 5 Claims

3 845 299

METHOD FOR URANIUM EXPLORATION EMPLOYING

RADIOACTIVE RECONNAISSANCE AND ASSAY
LOGGING

Wyatt W. Givens, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Mobil Oil Corpora-

tion, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 310,612, Nov. 29, 1972. This

application Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,868

Int. CI. GOlt \m
U.S. CI. 250-256 6 Claims

1 A light receiver comprising a cone-shaped or polyhedral

light collector with an inner reflection surface, a diffusion film

covered on the base of said light collector, a first photoelectric

element provided on the top of said light collector for receiv-

ing light from inside of said light collector, and a second

photoelectric element provided at the center of said diffusion

film for receiving light from outside of said light collector.

1. In a method of prospecting for uranium ore in a section

of subterranean rock penetrated by a borehole, the steps

comprising:
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'
sa^' weM !nd n

'''''' ''''''^^ -"^ a logging tool located insaid well and operating a neutron source therein to irradi

said borehole with repetitive bursts of fast neutronspaced by time intervals greater than the time reqSfor dissipation of neutrons originating in said bursts

t?me?
'""^'";"^^.'^ ''^tween said bursts and afte; the.me required for dissipation of neutrons origina inV in

dam to'delaTT'"' ' '^'"^"^ ^° '''''' radiation tfei

with depth to obtain a reconnaissance log whereby zones

rdenS!
"''"''' "' ""'"""^ """'"^ °- ^^° S

d thereafter irradiating a suspected uranium ore bearingone with repetitive bursts of fast neutrons spaced by t mfmtervals greater than the time required for dissipation ofneutrons originating in said bursts and conSrtherradiation of said zone for a relatively long period of tirnem^comparison to the period of irradiation'o'f sa^d zon'n
e during time intervals between said bursts and after the

Sbu?.r''
^"' ''"'P^'*'^" of neutrons origina mg in

dant to hIi
°P';'''"^ ' '^'^^^^^^ •« ^'''^^ ^^diation atfen

f. recording radiation detected in step (e) to obtain an assav

If'saTdtnT*"''
-Presentative of the uraniu^conre^^
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*n„.« 3,845,301
APPARATUS AND METHODS EMPI OViMr ir^M

R^n'/'w
^^'•^''^TUS W.™ ENHANCED SaS^^OW

R-o^k II , inT
' Martin J. Cohen, both of West Palm

Fifed May 10, 1972, Ser. No. 252,08«

U.S.C.. 250-287
'"'•«• "<"J^'»^

42 Claims

3,845,300
'^'*'*'^'*^TUS AND METHOD FOR

MAGNETOPLASMADYNAMIC ISOTOPE SEPARATIONDuane J. Roehh„g, and David B. Fradkin, both of LofAlamosN. Mex ass||gnors to The United States of America as reTre

Ching^n^r^''
''''-' ^•^-'^ ^-«> ^«-s::

FiW Apr. 18, 1973, S.r. No. 352J80

l'.S. CI. 250-282 '"' "• *""' ''"'

6 Claims

chamber, means including an ionizer for forming onsn saideaction chamber by ion-molecule reactions, outle means fo^

b efTorad'Sr''!;
^^^'^

r''""
°^^^'^ chambers a^JCloser to said drift chamber than sa d inlet means for intr^

th"e7o'w' f''' 'T
'"'° "'^ ''''' chamber mrune^flow tothe now of samp e gas in said reaction chamber, and meanrfo"detecting ions after they have drifted in said drift chamber

t^c. 3,845,302

ll;?.oil^^^^'^"'^"^G AND INDICATING MASS
Ki.ll V "^H^^/RS IN A MASS SPECTROMETER
Kjell Uno Lmderoth, Spanga, Sweden, assignor to Kun«lKarahnska Mediko. Kirurgiska, Stockholm, Wen ^

Filed Sept. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 288,285

, e ^.
Int. CI. HOlj J9/i4

L.S. CI. 250-294
o Claims

1. An apparatus for separating at least two of the isotooesof a vaporized element comprising a predetermined dSut.on of said isotopes, the apparatus comprising
an annular anode and an annular cathode having a commonaxis of rotation, said anode and cathode Sfing spacedfrom one another along said axis

^ ^

""Tn. l""'
P'°^"'^*"g ^ '"bular magnetic field concentricabou and enclosing said anode and said cathodemeans or introducing said vaporized isotopes substantiallv

parallel to said axis, through said annular anode and sa^annular cathode, respectively, so that said partic^s a eaccelerated, entering the plasma state downstrearn from
said anode and cathode and

downstream from

means for collecting said isotopes from the plasma statecomprising an isotope distribution different fromSpredetermined isotope distribution

o

1. In mass spectrometers of the type wherein a or^r,m «f

sZ denfc^^^'
'' electromagnetic Tantard^Je amount ofsaid deflection may be varied by varying the strenafh nf h

magnetic field generated by said^leclrom gnetic mfans h!

quare"of1h
'", °"^''"%^'^-' ""-rly proportionaTto thesquare of the strength of said magnetic field.
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3,845,303

METHOD AND APPARATUS TO DETERMINE
ACTIVITIES OF A NATURAL AQUATIC POPULATION

OF MICROSCOPIC ORGANISMS
Russell L. Richards, 450 Portlock Rd., Honolulu, Hawaii

98625, and Kaare R. Gundersen, 3662 Woodlawn Ter.,

Honoluly, Hawaii 96822

Filed , Ser. No. 354,137

1

1

Int. CI. G21h 5/02

U.S. CI. 250-303

tion of a specimen, a mass spectrometer for analyzing secon-

dary ions emitted from said specimen, a variable electric

source for applying a voltage to said specimen, and a shield

body which encloses said specimen and to which said voltage

is applied.

22 Claims

3,845,305

MICROBEAM PROBE APPARATUS

Helmut Liebl, Eching, Germany, assignor to Max-PUnck-

Gesellschaft zur Foerderung der Wissenschaften e.V., Got-

tingen, Germany
Filed May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 358,970

Claims priority, application Germany, May 12, 1972,

2223367
Int. CI. HOlj 37126

U.S. CL 250-309 6 Claims

1. An apparatus of the character described, comprising, in

combination, a frame; at least one container mounted on said

frame and having opposite open ends and closure means at

said open ends movable between an open and a closed posi-

tion fluid-tightly closing said opposite ends of said container;

biasing means for urging said closure means to said closed

position; reieasable latching means for holding said closure

means against the force of said biasing means in open position;

suspension means for suspending said frame and the container

mounted thereon in upright position at selected depths in a

body of water; and means for releasing said latching means

while said frame is thus suspended at a selected depth so as to

move said closure means under the influence of said biasing

means to said closed position to thereby trap an amount of

water in said container.

3,845,304

ION MICROANALYZER
Hifumi Tamura, Hachioji; Kazumitsu Nakamura, Katsuta, and

Toshio Kondo, Sagamihara, all of Japan, assignors to Hita-

chi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Mar. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 343,019

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 21, 1972, 47-

27386 I

I
Int. CI. HOlj i 7/26

U.S. CI. 250-306 15 Claims

' PRMARYHON
(PRADIfiTXJN

DEVICE
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3,845,306

. r
JHERMOMAGNETIC IMAGING APPARATUS

Josef Kohlmannsperger. Munich. Germany, assignor to Agfa-Gevaert Akt.engesellschaft, Leverkusen, Germany
Division of Ser No 195,338, Nov. 3, 1971, Pat. No. 3,791,843

This application Oct. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 407,594
Claims priority, application Germany, Nov. 4, 1970.

October 29, 1974

L.S. CI. 250-316
Int. CI. G03g 17100

12 Claims

I. In an apparatus for reproducing images of originals onn-ans er mater.al. such as paper, a combination co^ri „mobile image receiving surface containing an ingreiiem

the ,5 "i'.""^'"°'^'«"''''
^' temperatures above and below

eed^ roomT'^''"^'
'''^'"'' "'°^^ ^^^' temperature exceeds room temperature, and which exhibits a pronouncedcoercive force at said Neel temperature; and means for exnosmg thermal images of originals onto said surface mcudingmeans for changing the temperature of said surface in accor

exhibltrfi s! 'r^'lP^""" °'^" °"«-^' ^° that saii s rfaceexhibits first areas which are maintained at said Neel tempera

3,845,307
COMBINED CORONA AND LUMINESCENT DKrHAorir

Fited F.b. 22, 1973, S«r. No. 334,829

t,S.a. 250-326
'"'^'- «««"'"«

11 Claims

I. In electrophotographic apparatus wherein electrical co-rona charges are applied to a photoreceptor by corona aooaratus for d.schargmg the photoreceptor includi'ng aUeast'onecorona wire positioned adjacent the photoreceptor surfacewhi«h corona wire is provided with a high voltage for electri
cal air ionization by a connected high voltage supply mean
the improvement comprising. ' "'"ns.

high current low voltage power supply means electrically
connected through said same corona wire for heating said
corona wire to self-luminous incandescence.

said self- uminous incandescence of said corona wire pro-viding luminous exposure discharge of said photoreceptorsurface in addition to said high voltage corona discha^^e

3,845,308

V. ^ .
DENSITOMETERS

tl'afo "" ?i!""'
Edinburgh, Scotland, assignor to Na-tional Research Development Corporation, London, England

Filed Sept. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 182,414
^^Claims^ priority, application Great Britain, Sept. 22. 1970,

U.S.CI.
I"»CI.G01t//20

4 Claims

1. A densitometer for diagnostic use to indicate density
variations due to respiratory and cardiac cycle movements in
a human subject, comprising.

a. a trolley platform;
b. a column upstanding from said platform-

''the'reTn*
.'"°""'^'' °" "''^ column, for axial adjustment

d. a U-shaped member having a first U-arm, a U-base and
second U-arm, disposed with its medial axis substantially
horizontal and mounted at its U-base on said support for
rotation about said medial axis

e. a screened radiation unit housing a >ray isotope sourcewhich unit is mounted on the free end of said first U-arm
and IS formed with a collimation channel outlet directed
towards the free end of said second U-arm

f. a mechamsm selectively operable between 'first and sec-ond conditions in which said source is respectively wholly
screened m said unit from said outlet and exposed to said
outlet to emit a y-ray beam therefrom

g. a detector unit mounted on the free end of said second
U-arm. which unit includes a fluorescent scintillation
detectot device aligned with said collimation channel
outlet for response to said beam, and a photomultiplier
operably related with said detector device to generate
ekctrical signals in response to scintillation events in ^lid

h. a discriminator and pulse forming circuit connected with
said photomultiplier to form electrical output pulses inresponse to said signals representing absorption of y-raysof a predetermined energy level in said detector device'
I. a ratemeter connected with said circuit to form a D C
voltage representation of said pulses

J. ^potential divider network connected with said ratemeter
to balance said DC. voltage;

k. an operational amplifier connected with said ratemeter

ttreblrn!"' '° '""'' ^ ''^^^^"^^ ^'^"^' ^^P"'

'
nin!tT Ht

P''' ^'''" '^"''"« ^'^^^^"t, but overlap-
ping bandwidths representing respective components of
respiratory and vascular cycle movements, and switches
to selectively connect said filters with said amplifier forresponse fo said difference signal output- and

m. indicator means connected with said filters to display or
record the signal components passed thereby.
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, o.^ ,nn positioned on the propagation path of said beam, for providing

CI iioorcrciix r A« ANIAI V7FR signals proportional to the instantaneous radiation propaga-

tion, Waltham, Mass.

Filed Sept. 10. 1973, Ser. No. 395,408

Int. CI. GOlt IIOO

U.S. CI. 250-365

r
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3,845,312
PARTICLE ACCELERATOR PRODUCING A UNIFORMLY

EXPANDED PARTICLE BEAM OF UNIFORM
CROSS-SECTIONED DENSITY

Robert William Allison. Jr., Richmond, Calif., assignor to
Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed July 13, 1972, Ser. No. 271,497
Int. CI. HOlj 37100; GOln 23100

U.S. CI. 250-398 „ Claims

1. A broad beam particle accelerator comprising-
source means for producing a beam of charged particleshavmg a substantially uniform cross-sectional distribution
of charged particles,

target area means for supporting at least one target in sta-
tionary relationship with said beam.

separator means for directing particles produced by said
source means towards said target area and for separating
partic es from said beam to produce a beam of charged
particles having a selected mass range

means for substantially uniformly expanding the cross-
sectional area of said beam having a selected mass range
to produce a beam of larger area and

means for causing said larger area beam to have a substan-
tially uniform particle density over the cross-sectional
area thereof at said target area.

3,845,313
APPARATUS FOR USE IN LATERALLY X-RAYING A

, , ,
PATIENT'S TORSO

John Leonard Nosol, 1605 Bell Rd., Chagrin Falls, Ohio 44022
Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 358,133

Int. CI. GOln 2J/00
U.S. CI. 250-439 . p, .

6 Claims

the patient m an outstretched orientation during the taking ofan X-ray, said frame means including a longitudinally extend-
ing rigid support member, means for connecting said supportmember with said base and enabling said support member to
be moved between an inactive position and an active positionm which said rigid support member is spaced from the pa-

l?na,h JJh ^ ^d'stance which is approximately equal to the
length of the patient s arms, said connecting means including
a pivot bar connected to said support member and rotatably
mounted in the journal bearing means in said base so that said
support member may be pivotally moved between said activeand inactive positions, said support member lying in a plane
perpendicular to a longitudinal axis of said pivot bar said
connecting means further including means for resisting pivotal
movement of said support member relative to said base mem-

t^on . H
^.^'^,^"PP°'-^ -"^-"ber is positioned in its active por-tion said rigid support member in said active position extend-

h!ZT"'""^ '° ' ""^^'' '''' °^ '^' P^«i^"t'^ torso and "

being disposed at approximately the same level as the patient'sshoulders to enable the patient to grasp said support mlmbeto hereby support the patient's arms in an outstretched oTien-lation during the taking of a lateral X-ray.

3,845,314

WilM,m H rV "LM identification MEANS

Un/tii'^;;. D i;*"^
^^ast, Morrlstown, N J., assignors toUnited States Radium Corporation, Morristown, NJ.

Continuat.on..„-par, of Ser. No. 14,024, Feb. 25, 1970, Pat.
iNo. 3,631,243. This application Sept. 16, 1971, Ser No

181,060
Int. CI. G03b 4y/y6

U.S. CI. 250-476 , ^, .

7 Claims

1. In an x-ray cassette including a shallow body adapted to
enclose film and a slot into which a flat flexible light-emitting
unit can be inserted to expose identifying markings on the
turn; improved guiding means for locating the unit inside the
cassette with respect to the film comprising

a. a rigid track withiVi the cassette against which the unit is
slideable as it is inserted through the slot
i. said track facing the enclosed film and lying in a plane

parallel thereto, and
ii. said track including an entry lip at one end for directing

the unit between the track and the film
b. a resilient pad supporting the track within the cassette for

resiliently urging the track against the unit to hold the
latter flat against the enclosed film, and

c. means located in the slot to permit entry of the unit but
to prevent passage of light into the cassette.

1. Apparatus for use in taking a lateral X-ray of a patient's
torso, said apparatus comprising a base.journal bearing means
earned by said base, frame means for supporting the arms of

3,845,315
PACKAGING FOR THE TRANSPORTATION OF

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
Paul Blum, Saint-nom-La-Breteche, France, assignor to Tran-

snucleaire, Societe Pour Les Transports De L Industries
Nucleaire, France

'

Filed Nov. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 198,556
Claims priority, application France, Nov. 17 1970

70.41201;Feb. 2, 1971,71.03499
Int. CI. G2 If 5/00

U.S. CI. 250-506
,3c,3,,,

1. Packaging for the shipment and storage of irradiated
materials, comprising:
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an outer container forming a pressure vessel having a high

resistance to physical stresses and having cooling ele-

ments on its outer surface.

a gamma ray shield located in the pressure vessel and

spaced inwardly from the inside wall of the pressure

vessel to define therebetween a space, a liquid in said

space, the thickness of the space being large enough such

that the liquid therein ensures neutronic protection and

evacuation of heat from the gamma ray shield through to

the pressure vessel, said gamma ray shield being readily

mountable in and removable from said pressure vessel.

at least one leak-tight inner container adapted to contain

the irridiated material and a fluid coolant therein, said

inner container being easily mountable in and removable

from the interior of said gamma ray shield,

spacing means in said space for fixing the position of the

gamma ray shield when it is in the pressure vessel and

means securely positioning said inner container when

located within the gamma ray shield such that the orienta-

tion of the pressure vessel, the gamma ray shield and the

inner container remains the same regardless of the orien-

tation of the pressure vessel, whereby the packaging is

operable for properly carrying the gamma ray shield and

its contents in either a horizontal or a vertical position.

3,845,316

RADIATION RESISTANT CONTAINER

Al Tureck, 3728 W. Enfield Ave., Skokle, III. 60076

Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,557

Int.CI.G21f//y2

U.S.CL 250-519

one of said sheets being impervious to radiation of the x-ray

a firet^^'plastic sheet laminated to one side of said sheet of

radiation impervious material,

a second plastic sheet laminated to the other side of said

sheet of radiation impervious material,

said single laminate having first and second spaced apart

ends, a top and a bottom,

said single laminate being folded so that at least an inch ot

the first plastic sheet at the ends of said single laminate

abut each other,

said abutting ends of said first plastic sheet being sealed

together,

the bottoms of said first plastic sheet being in a sealed

abutting relationship for at least an inch, and

holding means for removably holding the top folded over by

at least an inch and contiguous to the rest of the laminate

thereby forming a bag that can be closed to prevent

radiation from entering therein.

3,845,317

..PPARATUS FOR CHLORINATING SATURATED
HYDROCARBONS

Richard C. Lindwall, and Richard E. Crocker, both of Ana-

heim, Calif., assignors to Atlantic Richfield Company,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 703,838, Jan. 18, 1968, Pat. No.

3,654,107. This application July 28, 1971, Ser. No. 166,677

Int. CI. BOlj ///O

U.S. CI. 250-527 3 Claims

i

^

"JSJ
' mmree

7 Claims

1. A radiation resistant container,

said container fabricated from layers of sheets laminated

together to form a single laminate.

1. An apparatus for chlorinating hydrocarbons and the like

comprising:

a vertical elongated reaction vessel, at least a portion of the

wall thereof being transparent to reaction-initiating light;

water inlet means proximate the bottom of said reaction

vessel;

water and hydrochloric acid outlet means below the top of

said reaction vessel;

a mixing vessel having chlorine inlet means and hydrocar-

bon feed inlet means for premixing chlorine and hydro-

carbon reactants, in the absence of light, to form a homo-

geneous mixture of reactants;

conduit means to pass the premixed reactants to a globule

forming means, said globule forming means being in and

proximate the lower portion of said reaction vessel to

disperse globules of reactant suspended in upward flow-

ing water;

illuminating means for exposing the reaction vessel contents

to reaction-initiating light; and

means above the water and hydrochloric acid outlet means

for removing an organic reaction product phase.
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3,845,318
PHOTOCOUPLING DEVICE HAVING THE

TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER MOUNTED ON
OPPOSING EDGES OF ALIGNED LUGS

Jacques Claude Thillays, Herouville-St-Clair, France, assignor
to U.S. Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation of Ser. No. 296,267, Oct. 10, 1972, abandoned
This application Jan. 18, 1974, Ser. No. 434,493

Claims priority, application France, Oct. 8, 1971, 71.36317
Int. CL HOlj 39112

U.S. CI. 250-551 4 Claims

1. A photocoupler device, comprising:
first and second spaced lugs having respectively first and
second flat major surfaces lying in the same plane and
havmg respectively first and second flat side surfaces
perpendicular to said plane and oriented substantially
parallel to and at least in part facing each other;

a semiconductor phototransmitter having two flat substan-
tially parallel major surfaces, one major surface of which
may be caused to emit electromagnetic energy and the
other major surface of which is mounted on and sup-
ported thereby parallel to said first side surface for trans-
mitting light energy toward said second side surface-

a semiconductor photosensitive receiver having two' flat
substantially parallel major surfaces, one major surface of
which IS sensitive to said light energy and the other major
surface of which is mounted on and supported thereby
parallel to said second side surface in optical alignment
with said phototransmitter for receiving light energy from
said phototransmitter; and

light transparent supportive material encapsulating said
phototransmitter. photosensitive receiver and a portion
of each of said lugs mounted thereto.

3,845,319

JIJI^I"^^ ^^^ APPARATUS FOR THE ACCURATE
DETECTION OF THE PASSAGE OF THE EDGE OF A

STRAIGHT CONTRAST JUMP
Arthur Walter, Denzlingen, Germany, assignor to Erwin Sick

Lontinuation-in-part of Ser. No. 298,367, Oct 17 1972
abandoned. This application July 30, 1973, Ser. No.' 383,555

2152712
'*"""'^' application Germany, Oct. 22, 1971,

Int. CI. G08c 9106
U.S. CI. 250-555

,5 Claims

rently measuring the brightness value of a first area in which
the contrast edge is exhibited, of a second area in advance of
the first area and of a third area subsequent to the first area
considered m relation to the direction of movement of the

l^r^ ?"' P;oducing a total signal proportional to the
absolute value of the sum of the brightness values of the sec-ond and third areas less twice the brightness value of the first
area; and producing an output signal indicative of the passage
of the contrast jump into said first area when the value of said
total signal falls below a predetermined first threshold value
the value of the total signal as the edge traverses the first area
being independent of the ratio of detectable brightness be-tween the first and second fields.

3,845,320

.«JJ1^''^"®^
^^^ '^E^NS FOR DETECTING THEAPPROACHING END OF A THREAD AND A BOBBIN

THEREFOR
Ragnar^ William Winberg, 94 Searing Ave., Mineola, N.V.

Filed Mar. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 344,743

.,^ ^ Int. CI. GOlb 7112
vs. CI. 250-571

, c,.i«

56 58

7=^ r

1. In an apparatus for indicating the approaching end of a
thread wound on a rotatable bobbin,

said bobbin comprising two outer walls and a partition wall
spaced therebetween such that a first portion of thread
may be wound between one of said walls and said parti-
tion separate and contiguous with a second portion of the
thread wound between the second of said walls and said
partition,

at least said one wall enabling the passage of light there-
through to sense the presence of thread wound between
said one wall and said partition,

a sensor comprising a source of light directed substantially
perpendicular to the windings of the thread to pass light
through said one wall and through said space between
said one wall and partition substantially perpendicular to
the windings of the thread and light detecting means to
sense the light passing through the space between saidone wall and said partition,

and indicator means connected with said light detecting
means to indicate the intensity of light passing through
he space between said one wall and partition as the
thread unwinds therefrom.

1. A method for accurately detecting the passage of a con-
t^rast edge between first and second fields having unequal
detectable brightness and moving past contrast sensing means
where the edge extends essentially at right angles to the direc-
tion of movement of the edge, the steps comprising: concur-

3,845,321
ALTERNATOR POWER SOURCE

Raymond R. Santilli, P.O. Box 1032, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Pat""No""?7"6"l" 7?7" tk' ^'-i^"-
"^'2«'' '^"••^'' ^<^' »'72,

rai. i\o. J,761,727. This application Sept. 13, 1973, Ser No
397,188

Int. CI. H02p 9/04
U.S. CI. 290-40 . ^, .

I A . u- 1
" Claims

1. A vehicle operated power source in combination with
an accelerator equipped internal combustion engine driving
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an alternator and having its power output and field wind-

ing connected with the vehicle battery by wiring, the

improvement comprising:

a gate controlled rectifier connected in series in the alterna-

tor to battery wiring;

a relay having a coil and having one end of its coil grounded,

said relay having a magnetic switch normally connecting

the alternator output potential to the gate of said con-

trolled rectifier to render the latter conductive;

a normally open circuit connected in series with said alter-

nator power output,

said circuit including a pair of power output terminals,

one said power output terminal being connected with

said alternator power output;

a supply of voltage and current connected to said power

supply end,

means for initiating a cancellation traveling wave through

said network beginning at said switch end and ending at

said power supply end to charge said capacitors, and

means for discharging said capacitors through a load.

3,845,323

MONITORING DEVICE FOR MONITORING THE SUPPLY

OF FILAMENTS AND/OR TAPES TO ELECTRIC CABLE
STRANDING MACHINES

Aldo Bellasio, Milan, Italy, assignor to Industrie Pirelli Societa

per Azioni, Milan, Italy

Filed June 7, 1973, Ser. No. 367,868

Claims priority, application Italy, June 22, 1972, 26025/72

Int. CI. HOlh 35106

U.S. CI. 307-120 11 Claims

current sensing means connected with the other power

output terminal and connecting the other end of the coil

of said relay with said battery for energizing said relay

when said normally open circuit is closed;

a solenoid having one end of its coil grounded;

electronic switch means connecting the other end of the coil

of said solenoid with. said battery and said current sensing

means,

said solenoid being energized when said normally open

circuit is closed and being operatively connected with

said accelerator for moving said accelerator in an en-

gine accelerating direction; and,

means bridging said power output terminals for energizing

said relay and said solenoid.

3,845,322

PULSE GENERATOR
Harlan Keith Aslin, Livermore, Calif., assignor to Physics

International Company. San Leandro, Calif.

I

Filed July 3, 1972, Ser. No. 268,639
'

Int. CL H02m 3118

U.S.CL 307-108 21 Claims

1. In electric cable manufacturing apparatus comprising a

source of a filament for said cable and means for physically

processing said filament in the manufacture of said cable and

to which said filament is fed from said source, the combination

therewith of a monitoring device for monitoring the feed of

the filament from the source thereof to said means, said device

comprising generating means controlled in accordance with

the movement of said filament for generating a pulsating

direct current dependent upon the movement of said filament

and having a direct current component and an alternating

current component, signal means responsive to said alternat-

ing current component and transfer means which transfers

alternating current but blocks direct current connected to said

generating means and said signal means for transmitting the

alternating current component of said pulsating current from

said generating means to said signal means without transmit-

ting the direct current component of said current.

3,845,324

DUAL VOLTAGE FET INVERTER CIRCUIT WITH TWO
LEVEL BIASING

Charles A. Feucht, S. Elgin, 111., assignor to Teletype Corpora-

tion, Skokie, Del.

Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,579

Int. CLH03k 19140

U.S. CI. 307-205 5 Claims

-VhiGh

1. A pulse generator comprising

' r„7pSrcrr5 iZcSr a«;c«r„c:: .. a ,0,. Ccul, ha..„g inpu. a„d OU.PU. .e™i„a,s cc
having a power supply end and a switch end, prising:
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first switching means having first and second terminals with

a variable resistive path defined therebetween, and an
actuable control terminal for selectively switching said
path from a first state exhibiting a relatively high value of
resistance to a second state exhibiting a relatively low
value of resistance, said first terminal being connected to
the output terminal, said second terminal being con-
nected to a circuit ground return, and said control termi-
nal being connected to the input terminal,

a first voltage source producing a substantially constant low
level bias voltage,

a field-effect load transistor having source, drain and gate
electrodes, respectively, said drain electrode being con-
nected to said first low level voltage source and said
source electrode being connected to the output terminal
a second substantially constant voltage source for pro-
ducing on the gate electrode of said load transistor a bias
voltage at a level higher than that of said first voltage
source. ^

capacitor means connected between said source electrode
and said gate electrode of said load transistor, and having
charging and discharging states respectively responsive to
the relatively low and high resistance switching states of
said rirst switching means, said capacitor means feeding
back output voltage to the gate electrode of said load
transistor at the beginning of each high resistance state of
said first switching means, said feedback voltage being
sufficient, when combined with the voltage supplied by
said second voltage source, to produce a substantial over-
driving gate-to-source electrode voltage differential so as
to produce a rapid output signal transition in the direction
toward and reaching the voltage level of the drain elec-
trode of said load transistor,

second switching means connected between said second
voltage source and said gate electrode of said load transis-
tor for establishing a relatively low resistance intercon-
nection there-between during, and in response to each
successive period when the path of said first switching
means exhibits a low resistance state, and for establishing
said interconnection as a relatively high resistance during
and in response to. each successive period when the path
of said first switching means exhibits a high resistance
state.

3,845,325
IGFET FLIP-FLOP HAVING FACILITY FOR FORCING

ITS STATE
Richard Gary Daniels, Tempe, and James Walter Foltz, Scotls-

dale both of Ariz., assignors to Motorola, Inc., Franklin
Park, III.

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,831
Int. CI. H03k 21100, 3/26

U.S.CL 307-220 C p claims
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sT.!V^^'^i?? ''.'"'*' ^°^ P^°^'^'"« ^ bi-level output
signal D and a bi-level signal J, respectively, means for con-
necting output signal D as an input to the second AND-NOR
circuit, each of the AND-NOR circuits including input termi-

A .nTR"'i°T'!'''"«.^'''''"'
^^•"P'enientary input signalsA and B. the dividing circuit providing bi-level output signalC and bi-level signal E. respectively, all of the bi-level signals

being designated a binary "
I " at one level, and a binarVO"

at the other level, the improvement comprising
a. means for receiving a bi-level state-forcing signal having

a binary value of "0" or "I;"
^

b. fpt gating means, operatively connected to the output of
the first AND-NOR circuit and to the receiving means
responsive to output signal D and to the state-forcing
signa for providing a prescribed binary value of output
signal C when the state-forcing signal is of a predeter-
mined binary value, signal C serving also as an input
signal to the first AND-NOR circuit; and

c. second gating means, operatively connected to the output
of the second AND-NOR circuit and to the receiving
means responsive to signal J and to the state-forcing
signal for providing a prescribed binary value of signal Ewhen the state-forcing signal is of a predetermined binary

rin' ^!J?S
"^''' '"'"« ^' ^" '"P"» »o each of theAND-NOR circuits.

3,845,326
LOGARITHMIC AMPLIFICATION CIRCUIT

Walter R. Godden, 26 Nightingale Rd., Bushey, England
Filed Aug. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 390,823

40584/72'""'°"'^' ''PP''*^"''*'" ^'"^ ^"'«'n' Sept. 1, 1972,

Int. CI. G06g 7/12
U.S.C1. 307-230 .jci^s

39
CUMP
PULSE

I CURRENT '

.soumxa
I

BLACK LEVEL" ~
[COWeCTKW ^

*; '^^';^*^^'^ "'P-"°P frequency dividing circuit comprised
of field effect transistors logically wired to form a first and a

1. In apparatus for processing a video signal having a black
level blanking interval, a logarithmic amplification circuit
comprising;

input means for receiving a video input signal having a black
level blanking interval;

logarithmic transfer means connected to said input means
for producing a video output signal which is logarithmi-
cally related to said video input signal;

means for sampling the black level of said video output
signa during a blanking interval thereof to produce a
sampled black level signal;

means for comparing said sampled signal with a reference
signal and for producing a correction signal as a function
thereof; and

means for applying said correction signal to said input
means during the blanking interval of said video input
signal to correct the black level of said video input signal
as a function of said correction signal.
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3,845,327

COUNTER WITH MEMORY UTILIZING MNOS MEMORY
ELEMENTS

James R. Cricchi, Catonsville, Md., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Aug. 16, 1972, Ser. No. 281,069

Int. CI. G lie 1 1 140

U.S. CI. 307-238 ^ Claims

1. In combination, a bistable counter stage comprising a

pair of electron valves interconnected such that when one

valve conducts the other is cut off and vice versa, a metal-

nitride-oxide semiconductor memory device and a load ele-

ment connected in series with each of said valves such that

current can fiow through a valve and thence between the

source and drain of a memory element to said load element,

each of said memory elements being capable of storing at a

nitride-oxide interface electronic states representative of a

conducting or non-conducting condition of its associated

electron valve, means for applying a pulse to the gate elec-

trodes of said memory devices after each change of state of

said bistable stage to clear the previously stored electronic

states at the nitride-oxide interfaces of the respective memory

devices, and means for preventing feedthrough of said pulse

to said bistable stage, said last-mentioned means including a

region of reduced thickness in a silicon dioxide layer between

the source and drain regions of each of the memory elements.

"rHdT

44 66

i^^ 55

-rJ

15'

three pair of complementary transistors, each transistor

having a conduction path and a control electrode, the

conduction paths of the first pair bein« connected in

series between said first and second circuit points and the

midpoint of the series connected paths connected to said

circuit output terminal, the conduction paths of the sec-

ond pair being connected in series between said first

circuit point and said first control terminal with the mid-

point of the series connected paths connected to the

control electrode of one transistor of the first pair, the

conduction paths of the third pair being connected in

series between said second circuit point and said second

control terminal with the midpoint of the series con-

nected paths connected to the control electrode of the

other transistor of said first pair; and

a circuit input terminal connected to the control electrode

of each transistor of the second and third pair of transis-

tors.

3,845,329

FLIP-FLOP CIRCUIT

Kosei Nomiya, 2-47-16 Eifuku, Suginami-ku, Tokyo, and

Hiroto Kawagoe, 1211 Gakuennishi-machi, Tokyo, both of

Japan
Filed Mar. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 345,474

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 27, 1972, 47-

29729
Int. CI. H03k 3/286

U.S. CI. 307-279 8 Claims

-o\*»

-"CXJT

3,845,328

TRI-STATE LOGIC CIRCUIT

Richard James HoIIingsworth, Hopewell, N J., assignor to RCA

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 332,023

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Oct. 9, 1972,

46478/72
,

I lnt.CI.H03k / 7/00

U.S. CI. 307-251 4 Claims

H^^ ,4 ^

I

<
—--iqN

1. In combination:

first and second circuit points across which an operating

potential may be applied;

first and second control terminals for receiving complemen-

tary binary valued control signals;

a circuit output terminal;

1. A flip-fiop circuit comprising: a bias voltage source, a

first field effect transistor having its output electrode con-

nected by a first load resistance means to said bias voltage

source; a second field effect transistor having its output elec-

trode connected by a second load resistance means to said

bias voltage source and its input electrode connected to the

output electrode of said first field effect transistor; a third field

effect transistor connected between the input electrode of said

first field effect transistor and the output electrode of said

second field effect transistor; a fourth field effect transistor

connected in parallel to said first field effect transistor; a fifth

field effect transistor and a sixth field effect transistor con-

nected in series to each other and in parallel to said second

field effect transistor; and a seventh field effect transistor

connected to the output electrode of said first field effect

transistor; first means for applying a first pulse signal to the

input electrode of said third field effect transistor, second

means for applying a second pulse signal substantially syn-

chronized with said first pulse signal to the input electrode of

one of said fifth and sixth field effect transistors and to the

input electrode of said fourth field effect transistor, third

means for applying an input signal to the input electrode of the

other of said fifth and sixth field effect transistors, and fourth

means for applying a third pulse signal having its phase differ-

ent from that of said first pulse signal to the input electrode of

said seventh field effect transistor.
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3,845,330
BISTABLE ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT

Cello Trinca Colonel, Bregnano, Italy, assignor to Honeywell
Information Systems Italia, Caluso, Italy

Continuation of Ser. No. 139,334, May 3, 1971, abandoned.
This application Sept. II, 1972, Ser. No. 288,191

Int. CI. H03k 31286
11.S. CI. 307-289

,2 Claims

first to n-Ith field effect transistors being formed by the
second to «th zones respectively, and the drain region of
the nxh field effect transistor being formed by an /j+Ith
zone of semiconductor material of the said opposite type
of conductivity, the second to n+lth zones being capaci-
tively coupled respectively with n electrodes; and

signal-generation circuitry having m outputs and operative

o-C

OkD

I. A bistable electronic circuit of the nip-flop latch type
comprising, in combination: a data input terminal for supply-
ing a data signal, a first clock input point for supplying a clock
signal, a second clock input point for supplying an inverted
clock signal, at least one data output terminal for delivering
data in inverted logical sense, first, second and third circuit
elements for performing the logical AND function, each of
said circuit elements having at least two mput terminals and
an output terminal; a fourth circuit element for performing the
logical NOR function, said fourth circuit element having three
input terminals and one output terminal, a fifth circuit ele-
ment for performing a logical inversion, said fifth circuit ele-
ment having at least one input terminal and one output termi-
nal, the two input terminals of said first circuit element being
connected respectively to said data input terminal and to said
first clock input point, the two input terminals of said second
circuit element being connected respectively to the second
clock input point and to the output terminal of said fifth
circuit element, the two input terminals of said third circuit
element being connected respectively to said data input termi-
nal and to the output terminal of said fifth circuit element the
output terminals of said first, second and third circuit 'ele-
ments being connected respectively to one of the input termi-
nals of said fourth circuit element, and the output terminal of
said fourth circuit element being connected to said data out-
put terminal and being directly connected to a first input
terminal of said fifth circuit element for controlling the state
of said fifth circuit element in substantially direct response to
operation of said fourth circuit element independently of the
data signal.

3,845,331
ARRANGEMENTS FOR BIASING THE SUBSTRATE OF

AN INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
Jakob Luscher. Caroune/fJeneve, Switzerland, assignor to

Battelle Memorial Institute, Carouge/Geneve, Switzerland
Filed June 26, 1973, Ser. No. 373,872

Claims priority, application Switzerland, June 27, 1972,

Int. CI. HOll 11114
U.S.CI.307 304 2 Claims

I. In combination:

an integrated circuit having a substrate made of semicon-
ductor material of one type of conductivity in which there
are integrated n insulated gate field effect transistors each
having a source region, a drain region, and a gate con-
nected to the said drain region, the source regions of the
said n field effect transistors being formed respectively by
n zones of semiconductor material of opposite type of
conductivity to the said substrate, the drain regions of the

to provide at each output a periodic signal which is dis-
placed in time with respect to the periodic signals pro-
vided at the other outputs;

each of the said n electrodes being connected to one of the
said m outputs of the signal-generation circuitry, the saidm outputs being connected to respective electrodes in
each group of w consecutive electrodes formed from the
n electrodes.

3,845,332

ULTRASONIC MOTOR
Anthony J. Last, Oakville, Ontario. Canada, assignor to On-
tano Research Foundation, Ontario, Canada
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 113,298, Feb 8 1971

abandoned. This application Mar. 14, 1972, Ser. No.' 234 612
Int. CI. H04r /7/00

U.S. CI. 310-8.7
,0 Claims

1. An ultrasonic motor comprising:
transducer means,
a rear stub in surface contact with said transducer means

a front stub in surface contact with said transducer
means, and being made of a material chosen from the
group consisting of magnesium and magnesium alloy

means for exciting the transducer means such that the ultra-
sonic motor vibrates in its fundamental mode
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a substantially cylindrical housing having means for clamp-
ing said front and rear stubs axially together, the clamping
locations on said stubs being immediately adjacent the

transducer means and spaced from an anti-node so that

a major portion of each stub extends axially beyond its

clamping location in the direction away from the trans-

ducer means.

the front stub having an outwardly and rearwardly flaring

flange with a substantially frusto-conical bearing face, the

cylindrical housing having a frusto-conical bearing sur-

face complementary to said bearing face adapted to grip

the front stub through said bearing face.

3,845,333

ALTERNATE LEAD/CERAMIC STAVE FREE-FLOODED
CYLINDRICAL TRANSDUCER

Jack W. Holloway, Chula Vista, Calif., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Sept. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 401,320
Int. CI. H04r / 7100

U.S. CI. 310-9.5 5 Claims

12 '^^^^t'-t-^3-'3..

y

1. A transducer of acoustic energy having broadband fre-

quency response comprising:

a plurality of polarized, elongate, stave-shaped ferro-

electric elements arranged in a cylindrical shell configu-

ration;

a pair of electrical conductors suitably coupled to electri-

cally interconnect said polarized ferroelectric elements in

parallel;

means disposed on said pair of electrical conductors for

providing electrical insulation therefor; and
a plurality of elongate loading members each interposed

between and bonded onto separate pairs of said polarized

ferroelectric elements, said loading members having a

cross-sectional configuration made up of a rectangular

portion interposed between said pairs of polarized ferro-

electric elements and an integrally joined semi-circular

portion extending radially inwardly to change the symme-
try and geometry of said cylindrical shell, said loading

members also being formed from a material having a

density and mass for lowering the frequency band attrib-

uted to the circumferential resonance mode, said polar-

ized ferroelectric elements and said loading members
being dimensioned to provide a bandwidth attributed to

the cavity resonance mode adjacent and below said fre-

quency band of said circumferential resonance mode, and
said polarized ferroelectric elements and said loading

members having sufficient lengths to create a passband

attributed to the bending resonance mode adjacent and
above said frequency band of said circumferential reso-

nance mode, said bandwidth, said frequency band, and
said passband cooperating to provide said broadband
frequency response over two octaves.

3,845334
D.C. MOTOR ARRANGEMENT

Hideki Harada; Keitaro Yamashita; Takehiko Sahara, all of

Kumagaya; Sadahiro Oyama. Chigasaki; Takamichi Fujit-

suka. Tachikawa; Tamotsu Sekino, Chigasaki. and Masanori
Takanashi. Ichikawa, all of Japan, assignors to Mitsumi
Electric Co.. Ltd. and Hitachi Metals Ltd., both of Tokyo.
Japan

Filed Nov. 24. 1972, Ser. No. 309,485

Claims priority, application Japan. Nov. 24, 1971. 46-

94256; Feb. 14, 1972, 47-15354; Sept. 7, 1972, 47-89693

Int. CI. H02k 1122
U.S. CI. 310-46 4 Claims

l.A dc motor comprising:

a. rotatable magnetic rotor means;
b. stationary armature means;
c. a plurality of magnetically responsive switching means

positioned radially and circumferentially around the axis

of said rotor means, for controlling the energization of
said armature means; and.

d. magnetic means positioned in proximity to said switch

means and rotatable about the axis of said rotor means,
for operating said switching means wherein the rotation

of said rotor means rotates said magnetic means such that

said magnetic means sequentially operates said switching

means thereby energizing said armature means in a pre-

determined sequence, said magnetic means comprising

the end face of said rotor means and a shield means
covering a portion of said end face of said rotor mearis for

shielding the switching means from the magnetic field of

the covered portion of said rotor means wherein said

switching means are operated only by the portion of said

rotor means which is not shielded by said shield means.

3,845,335

ELECTROMAGNETIC STEPPING MICROMOTOR
Henri J. Oguey, Peseux, Switzerland, assignor to Centre Elec-

tronique Horloger S.A., Neuchatel, Switzerland

Filed Aug. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 385,717
Claims priority, application Switzerland, Aug. 30, 1972,

12794/72

Int. CI. H02k 37100

U.S. CL 310-49 7 Claims

1. Electromagnetic stepping micromotor for timepieces
comprising a rotor in the form of at least one disc having
magnetized parts and a stator of soft ferromagnetic material
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having two parts presenting a coplanar surface towards the
rotor, the parts being separated from each other by a sinuous
air-gap wherein the rotor is flat and includes at least one
wheel having a plurality of teeth equidistant from each other
said teeth being axially magnetized in the same direction the
air-gap of the stator being narrow in relation to the width of
the teeth of the rotor and presenting a number of radial seg-
ments equiangularly equidistant from each other and equal to
twice the number of rotor teeth.

3,845,336
BEARING AND HOUSING CONSTRUCTION

Robert G. Moores Jr., Cockeysville; Leo A. McCafferty, Jr.,
Baltimore, and Leonard U. Alsruhe, Towson, all of Md
assignors to The Black and Decker Manufacturing Com'-
pany, Towson, Md.

Filed Oct. 1, 1970, Ser. No. 77,113
Int. CI. H02k 9100

U.S. CI. 310-52 o ^, .

9 Claims
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enclosing an end of said housing including a first portion
having a substantially cylindrical configuration and longitudi-
nally extending with said longitudinally extending housing and
having an end portion disposed substantially perpendicularly
to said nrst portion, means for connecting said first portion of
said end section to one end of said longitudinally extending
housing to establish a contiguous relation therebetween a
motor inside said housing, an eddy current drum rotatable by
said motor, a load output shaft extending through said end
section of said housing, a rotor assembly affixed to said load
output shaft to rotate therewith, a field coil assembly mounted
proximately to said rotor assembly and said eddy current drum
to electromagnetically couple said drum and said rotor assem-
bly by establishing a flux path from said field coil assembly
through said end section, through said rotor assembly, through
said eddy current drum, through said rotor assembly and
through said end section to said field coil assembly, said field
coil assembly when energized providing rotation of said load
output shaft in response to rotation of said eddy current drum
said end section of said housing having formed therein a pair
of annular spaced apart shoulder portions extending substan-
tially parallel with said longitudinal housing to form an annu-
lar cavity m said end section, and said annular shoulder por-
tions supporting said Held coil assembly in said annular cavity
with said field coil assembly being mounted directly to said
end section of said housing.

1. An electric motor comprising a housing including a mem-
ber constructed of electrically insulating, low thermal conduc-
tivity material, a stationary field supported within said hous-
mg, a rotatable armature supported within said field and in-
cluding an armature shaft, a fan driven by said motor and
adapted to draw cooling air through said motor, a bearing
rotatably supporting said armature shaft, said housing member
having a recess defined by a generally annular surface having
arcuately spaced slots therein, said bearing being snugly re-
ceivable within said recess and adapted to engage said annular
surface, said slots extending the entire axial length of said
bearing and communicating with said fan. opening means of
said housing member communicating the atmosphere with
said slots, whereby said cooling air is drawn through said
opening means and said slots and over said bearing

3,845,338
DIRECT CURRENT SHELL ARMATURE MOTOR

Moharram M. Fawzy, North Wales, Pa., assignor to Transicoil,
Inc., Worcester, Pa.

Filed Feb. 20, 1974, Ser. No. 444,073
Int. CI. H02k 21128

U.S. CI. 310-154
5 Claims

3,845,337
ELECTROMAGNETIC COUPLING HAVING AN END

MOUNTED FIELD
Ralph L Jaeschke. Kenosha, Wis., assignor to Eaton Corpora-

tion, Cleveland, Ohio
Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,552

Int. CI. H02k 49102
U.S. CI. 310-105

,0 Claims

ja

sac

1. An electromagnetic coupling comprising a longitudinally
extending housing, a single piece end section member for

I. Apparatus for direct current dynamoelectric use com-
prising: a rotatable shaft; a permeable magnetic armature shell
co-axial with and secured to said shaft, said armature shell
being provided with coils toroidally wound thereon an inner
magnet radially magnetized disposed co-axial with said shaft
between said shaft and said armature shell; a magnetic inner
core comprising permeable magnetic material disposed to
function as a magnetic return path for said inner magnet said
inner magnet, armature shell and inner core comprising a first
magnetic circuit; an outer magnet disposed outside and co-
axial with said armature shell, said outer magnet being radially
magnetized oppositely to said radially magnetized inner mag-
net; a magnetic yoke comprising permeable magnetic material
disposed to function as a magnetic return path for said outer
magnet; said outer magnet, armature shell and yoke compris-mg a second magnetic circuit; and, commutator means, said
commutator means being adapted to supply to or receive from
said armature shell coils a direct current.
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3,845,339
PERMANENT MAGNET ROTOR ELECTRIC MOTOR

Alfred Merkle, St. Georgen; Fritz Schmieder, Hornberg, and
Werner Heinzmann, St. Georgen, all of Germany, assignors
to Papst-Motoren KG, St. Georgen/Black Forest, Germany

Filed Aug. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 285,520
Claims priority, application Germany, Sept. 1, 1971,

2143752
Int. CI. H02k2///2

U.S. CI. 310-156 14 Claims

1. A collectorless DC motor for driving signal recording
devices and signal reproducing devices, comprising, in combi-
nation, a stator comprising a central support portion provided
with a mounting passage, an outwardly extending mounting
member for mounting the motor on a structural support, and
an axial bearing portion, said stator additionally comprising a
generally plate-shaped winding arrangement fixedly mounted
on said support portion and surrounding said passage; a rotor
comprising a rotor shaft extending through said passage trans-

versely through said winding arrangement so as to be encir-

cled by the latter and having an end bearing axially upon said
axial bearing portion, an axially polarized permanent magnet
arrangement encircling said shaft, said winding arrangement
and said magnet arrangement having facing first axial sides

axially spaced to define a first axial air gap and having oppo-
site second axial sides, a first magnetic return structure encir-

cling said shaft and located adjacent said second axial side of
said magnet arrangement, and a second magnetic return struc-

ture encircling said shaft and located adjacent to said second
axial side of said winding arrangement axially spaced from the
latter to define therewith a second axial air gap, said magnetic
arrangement and said first and second magnetic return struc-
tures being mounted on said shaft for rotation therewith and
connected together at the radially outer portions thereof; and
output means connected with said shaft at a portion of said
shaft axially spaced from said magnetic arrangement and said
return structures and operative for transmitting driving force
from said rotpr shaft to a device to be driven by said motor.

3,845,340

DYNAMOELECTRIC MACHINE ROTOR
Kenneth R. Brooks, Dexter; Axaybabu M. Dave, Ypsilanti,

both of Mich., and Tushar D. Kothari, Bombay, India, as-

signors to Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.
Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,998

Int. CI. H02k 1106

U.S. CI. 310-217 8 Claims
1. A laminated rotor or armature core for a dynamoelectric

machine comprising in combination:

a plurality of nesting lamina members, each having a plural-

ity of radially directed finger elements; and
a plurality of flux gathering portions, having both a radial

and an axial extent, connected to axially alternate ones of
the radially directed fingers the plurality of lamina mem-
bers comprising:

a plurality of first lamina members having a central segment
and a plurality of radially directed finger elements, each
of said first lamina finger elements terminating in a flux

gathering portion;

said flux gathering portions being angularly displaced with

respect to the plane of the central segment and radially

directed finger elements; and

eo

a plurality of substantially planar second lamina members
having a central core and a plurality of radially directed
finger elements, each of said second lamina members
interposed between a pair of first lamina members.

3,845,341
ACTIVELY COOLED ANODE FOR CURRENT-CARRYING

COMPONENT
John F. Addoms, Rocklin, Calif., and Donald W. Culver, Rich-

land, Wash., assignors to Aerojet General Corporation, El
Monte, Calif.

Filed Aug. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 384,647
Int. CI. HOlj 7124

U.S. CI. 313-32 26 Claims

1. An anode for a current-carrying electronic component
comprising: an assembly comprised of a plurality of plates

bonded together in a stack to form an external, current-
receiving working surface and an internal fluid passage having
a segment in proximity to said working surface, the thickness
of the assembly being a number of times less than the length

of the working surface; and means defining a fluid manifold
coupled to the assembly in fluid communication with said

fluid passage, said manifold adapted to be coupled to a source
of a coolant under pressure so that the coolant can be directed

into the passage and through said segment and thereby into

substantial heat exchange relationship to said working surface.

3,845,342

ELECTRIC DISCHARGE DEVICE CONTAINING
THORIUM, MERCURY AND IODINE

John F. Waymouth, Marblehead, and Frederick Koury, Lex-

ington, both of Mass., assignors to Sylvania Electric Prod-

ucts, Inc., Danvers, Mass.
Division of Ser. No. 230,944, Oct. 16, 1962, which is a

continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 209,974, July 13, 1962,

abandoned. This application Dec. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 426,944
Int. CI. HOlj 61118

U.S.CL 313-184 10 Claims
1. A high pressure discharge device for the emission of

white light comprising: an arc tube having electrodes contain-
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mg a thorium sliver sealed at either end thereof and a vaporiz-
able fill of iodine, mercury and thorium atoms, said iodine and
mercury respectively being present therein at a ratio of 10
to 0.85 and said mercury being present in sufficient quantities
to be completely vaporized at normal operating temperatures
of said arc tube and to form a restricted arc therein, said
thorium being present in quantities of 2.6 x lO"' to 2.6 x 10-«

ing gas by subjecting the gas to an electromagnetic field and
for Igniting the ionized gas by completing an electrical path to
ground through the ionized gas via an output nozzle at the
lower end of the chamber, an improved arrangement for
igniting the ionized gas, which comprises:

an elongated electrode extending longitudinally downward
through the chamber in spaced relation with the chamber

gram atoms per centimeter of arc length and characterized in
that said white light constitutes substantially a continuum of
radiation m the visible spectrum in contrast to a balancing of
line spectral emission that has the appearance of white or
near-white light.

walls, the lower end of the electrode terminating within
the chamber adjacent the output nozzle to form a work-
ing gap; and

switching means associated with the chamber and operable
to ground the electrode to complete the electrical path
through the working gap.

3,845,343
INSIDE BLLB COATING FOR ULTRAVIOLET LAMP

Edward E. Hammer, Mayfield Village, Ohio, assignor to Gen-
eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y.

Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,305
Int. CI. HO 11 61135

U.S. CI. 313-221
3C,3i„,

3,845,345
FREQUENCY SENSITIVE PREIONIZER

James S. Kresge, Pittsfield, Mass., and Stanley A. MIske, Jr.,
tinora, N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company, Pitts-
field, Mass.

Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,433
Int. CI. HOI j 17/00,21/00

U.S. CI. 313-325
5c,ai„,s

:^^:

C^J

1. A gas discharge ultraviolet lamp comprising a bult of
substantially sodium-free ultraviolet-transmitting glass and
containing mercury vapor at low pressure wherein the im-
provement comprises a layer of non-particulate aluminum
oxide (AI2O3) on the inner surface of the bulb.

3,845,344
IGNITION APPARATUS FOR A PLASMA BURNER

Rudolf Rainer, Kapfenberg, Austria, assignor to Gebr. Bohler
& Co. AG, Vienna, Austria

Filed Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 395,412
Claims priority, application Austria, Sept. 8, 1972, 7700/72

Int. CI. HOlj 7/30
U.S. CI. 313-231

2 Claims
I. In a plasma burner apparatus including an elongated

electrically conductive chamber for ionizing a plasma- form-

1. A preionizer for a main spark gap formed by a pair of
spaced main spark gap electrodes comprising:

a. a base of insulating dielectric material having a first and
a second side;

b. a first preionizer electrode of metallic material deposited
on the first side of said base and being adapted to be
electrically connected to one of the main spark gap elec-
trodes;

c. a second preionizer electrode of metallic material depos-
ited on the second side of said base and being adapted to
be connected to the other main spark gap electrode

d. a plate of metallic material deposited on the first side of
said base,

said plate and a portion of said second preionizer elec-
trode and the insulative dielectric material therebe-
tween defining a capacitance.

said plate being spaced from said first preionizer elec-
trode a predetermined distance to form a preionizing
spark gap therebetween;

e. a resistive element of resistance material deposited on the
first side of said base and electrically interconnected
between said plate and said first preionizer electrode
whereby the capacitance is electrically connected' in

series with a parallel combination of the preionizing
spark gap and the resistive element to form a frequency
sensitive preionizer.
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3,845,346

CATHODE-RAY TUBE
Hans Georg Gerlach, Emmasingel, Netherlands, assignor to

U.S. Phillips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Jan. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 320,866

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Jan. 19, 1972,

72722
I,
II Int. CI. HOlj 29/54

U.S. CI. 313-424 2 Claims

'nn

1. A cathode ray tube comprising an electron gun having

electrodes centered along a first axis for producing an electron

beam with a cross-over on the first axis and electron-optical

means centered along a second axis for focusing the electron

beam, said first and said second axes intersecting each other

at an acute angle, characterized in that the point of intersec-

tion of the first axis and the second axis coincides with the

cross-over and that the cathode ray tube comprises a dia-

phragm having an aperture which is centered relative to the

second axis, said aperture letting pass less than one quarter of

the electron beam, the first axis intersecting the diaphragm

outside said aperture.

3,845,347

ELECTRIC DISPLAY TUBE AND ENVELOPE
STRUCTURE THEREFOR

Mikiharu Tanji, Ian, Japan, assignor to Ise Electronics Corpo-

ration, Ise-City, Mie Prefecture, Japan

Continuation of Ser. No. 198,463, Nov. 12, 1971, abandoned,

which is a continuation of Ser. No. 864,666, Oct. 8, 1969,

abandoned. This application July 16, 1973, Ser. No. 379,709
Int. CI. HOlj 61/36

U.S. CI. 313-483 4 Claims

1. An electric display tube comprising internal display elec-

trode means, means forming a set of external terminals for

extending within said tube with their internal ends respectively

connected to support said internal electrode means in spaced

relation to the interior surfaces of said tube, a metal base in

the form of a flat plate provided with perforations through

which said terminals extend, electric insulators rigidly sealing

said terminals in said perforations, a metal cap enclosing and

spaced from said internal display electrode means said cap

927 O.G.—7J

having a top opening the inner periphery of which is formed

with a reentrant flange, a transparent sheet sealed in said

opening and supported on said reentrant flange, a peripheral

outwardly extending flange formed on said cap, said out-

wardly extending flange spaced from said window a distance

to assure spacing said internal display electrode means from

the inner surface of said window, means forming a continuous

peripheral bond between said outwardly extending flange and

said base, and a partially evacuated atmosphere within the

interior of said display tube, atmospheric pressure tending to

urge said transparent sheet and said metal base in sealing

relation against the respective flanges adjacent thereto.

3,845,348

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCER FORCE
MOTOR DRIVE CIRCUIT

John E. Riley, Saugus, Mass., assignor to General Electric

Company and Bailey Meter Company, Wickliffe, Ohio

Filed Nov. I, 1971, Ser. No. 194,394

Int. CI. G05b 11/01

U.S. CI. 318-676 6 Claims

I
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1. In a force balance transducer system including a position

detector means, a coil having a variable inductance deter-

mined by the position detector means, and a motor means for

balancing the transducer, said motor means having a motor
winding circuit including a variable resistance connected in

electrical parallel with said motor winding, an improved motor
drive circuit comprising current amplifier circuit means re-

sponsive to the inductance of said coil for supplying a d-c

current proportional to said inductance to said motor winding

circuit, said circuit means including a negative feedback net-

work connected in electrical series with the motor winding

itself for feeding back part of the motor winding voltage to

said amplifier circuit so that the frequency response of said

motor drive circuit is maintained substantially independent of

the value of resistance thai is connected across said motor
winding.

3,845,349

LINE SYNCHRONIZED STROBE LIGHT
Theodore Liebman, 8201 Henry Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19128

Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,855

Int. CL H05b i 7/02

U.S. CI. 315-200 A 7 Claims

1. Apparatus for producing light flashes at a predetermined

frequency, comprising:

voltage dropping means adapted to receive an A.C. signal

for producing a reduced A.C. signal at a preselected ratio

thereof;

rectifying means connected to receive said reduced AC.
signal for passing signal segments of a predetermined

polarity thereof;
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capacitive means connected to receive said signal segments
for stormg an electrical charge corresponding to the
accumulated energy of said signal segments

first switchmg means connected at one end thereof to said
capacitive means and said rectifying means including
electrostatic coupling means responsive to said AC
signal for switching said first switching means into con-
ductive state upon a predetermined combination of the
Charge on said capacitive means and said A C signal

October 29, 1974

second switching means connected to be gated to the other
end of said first switching means for conducting electrical
signals upon being gated by said first switching means
and '

lighting means connected in series with said second switch-
ing means and in shunt across said A.C. signal for produc-
ing light when said second switching means is conducting.

3,845,350
ARRANGEMENT FOR THE CONTROLLABLE SUPPLY

OF AN ELECTRIC LAMP

r^ri" h.""rT''
""*' ****'" •*"" ^«"'"'^' ^'^ «' Emmasin-

York N Y
"'"^"''" *" ^'^' **''"''" C*""?""''""' New

Filed Apr. 4, 1973, Set. No. 347,925

7205293
""*"""*' "PP""*'°" Netherlands, Apr. 20, 1972,

Int. CI. H05b4//i6
VS. a. 315-291 "7 ri •

7 Claims

Ar^

he controlled semiconductor switching element to said con-
trol circuit, said control circuit including a potential-
separating coupling element coupled between a first part of
the control circuit which is connected to the control electrode
of the semiconductor switching element and another part ofthe control circuit, means connecting the first part of thecontro circuit to an auxiliary voltage source, and said cou-pling element comprises an opto-electronic coupling element
including a light-transmitting member and a photosensitivernember which is arranged in such a manner that it is free from

cnn,rn?"'"".f 'J'
"«^' ^^""^ '^' '^'''"' '^"^P. ^nd Saidcontrol circuit further includes a second switch for selectively

extinguishing the light from the light-transmitting member of
the opto-electronic coupling element.

3,845,351
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE ADJUSTMENT OFA PLURALITY OF FLOODLIGHTS

P .T Bal'mooS' Todlstrasse 44, 8810 Horgen; TraugottGneder Siegwaldweg 45 4125 Riehen, both of Switzerland;
neroert Grohmann, Alexanderstrasse 158, Stuttgart Ger-many, and Rolf Gutmann, Flughafenstrasse 6, 4000 Basel
Switzerland '

Filed Mar. 1. 1971, Ser. No. 119,595

3217/70*
'*"'"""^' "PP""""" Switzerland, Mar. 5, 1970,

., o ^ '"'• ^'- ^05' "00; F21p 5/00
li.S. CI. 315-293

,(,,^.„

Ml f

1. A circuit for controlling the supply of electric energy to
an electric discharge lamp comprising, a pair of input termi-
nals adapted to be connected to a source of electric energy
a controlled semiconductor switching element, a first switch
means connecting the discharge lamp and the first switch in
series with the controlled semiconductor switching element
across said pair of input terminals, a control circuit for the
switching element, means connecting a control electrode of

. \:
Apparatus for adjusting a number of floodlights, espe-

cially for the Illumination of a stage or studio, comprising acommand console for the manual input of signals used for
setting the value of different parameters such as azimuth
elevation brightness, focus and color of the light bundle of
each of the floodlights, a storage unit, input and output de-
vices for transferring the content of said storage unit onto adata recording means or to transfer data from a recording
means to the storage unit, respectively, a control unit for
transforming the signals from the command console into refer-
ence values for setting the values of the different parameters
into 'nstructioris for the sequence of operations in the appara-
tus each floodlight being provided with a feedback control
system for each parameter, the reference value signal input
being connected with the output of at least one register havinc
two inputs, one input of the register being connected with the
control unit when adjusting the corresponding parameter bymeans of the command console, the other input of the register
being connected with the storage unit when adjusting thecorresponding parameter by means of the stored information
the signals at the output of each register being utilized as
reference values for the corresponding feedback control sys-
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3,845,352

POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM FOR TELEVISION RECEIVER
Robert H. Newman, Norfolk, and Mervyn M. Pluck, Ports-

mouth, both of Va., assignors to General Electric Company,
Portsmouth, Va.

Filed Dec. 21, 1971, Ser. No. 210,411

Int. CI. HOlj 29/70

U.S. CI. 315-29 5 Claims

1. In a television receiver including a cathode ray tube

adapted to produce at least one electron beam therein and

having vertical deflection windings disposed adjacent thereto

for effecting the deflection of said electron beam in a vertical

sense, the combination comprising:

push-pull amplifier means directly coupled to the vertical

deflection windings for supplying bi-directional current to

said windings;

sawtooth generator means for applying a periodic ramp-like

voltage to said push-pull amplifier means;

transformer means having a primary winding formed

thereon;
I

means for applying horizontal scansion signals to said pri-

mary windings;

first winding means formed on said transformer means and

being poled to respond to said scansion signals of a first

polarity with respect to a reference potential;

first rectifier means coupled to said first winding means to

transmit a DC supply voltage of said first polarity to said

push-pull amplifier means;

second winding means formed on said transformer means

and being poled to respond to said scansion signals of a

second polarity with respect to a reference potential;

second rectifier means coupled to said second winding

means to transmit a DC supply voltage of said second

polarity to said push-pull amplifier means;

said first and second rectifiers and said first and second

winding means thereby providing a low voltage, high

current, bi-polar supply for said push-pull amplifier

means.

3,845,353

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVE FLOOR TILE AND
METHOD FOR MAKING SAME

Sakae Shirai, No. 1823 Nakanoshima, Kawasaki, and Keigo

Sasamoto, No. 2100 Yamazakicho, Tokyo, both of Japan
Continuation of Ser. No. 829,870, June 3, 1969, abandoned.

This application Oct. 26, 1971, Ser. No. 192,350

Int. CI. H05f 3/00

U.S. CI. 317-2 R 6 Claims

1. An electrically conducting floor tile, comprising:

an integral base sheet of non-conductive plastic material of

a given color comprised of a plurality of self-adhered

layers,

a plurality of individual slugs of plastic material embedded
in each layer in a random pattern,

said slugs being of the same thickness as the layer in which

they are embedded and of randomly elongated form,

a plurality of electrically conductive particles dispersed

throughout each of the slugs including the opposite sur-

faces thereof forming conductive areas of flake-like ap-

pearance and of a different color than the base sheet,

at least some of the conductive areas being in electrical

contact and the other of the conductive areas being in

17 /—>v-15
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such close proximity to each other and to the at least

some of the conductive areas as to form a grounding path

for electrical charges between opposite surfaces of the

tile.

3,845354
SOLID STATE THERMAL OVERLOAD INDICATOR

David Richard Boothman, Ennismore, Ontario, and David

Walter Nutt, Peterborough, Ontario, both of Canada, assign-

ors to Canadian General Electric Company, Limited, Tor-

onto, Ontario, Canada
Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,047

Int. CI. H02h 7/08, 7/085

U.S.CL 317-13 B 9 Claims

^
piz ifc2 fn fpn fR« rj^ ij3 >c
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1. For use in protecting a motor load connected to a power

source, a static overload indicator having an inverse operating

characteristic closely resembling the thermal damage curve

for the motor and having operating times for stall and running

overload level which can be preset independently of each

other, said indicator comprising a pair of DC buses from

another power source; a conductor; electrical analog means

having resistance and capacitance means connected between

one bus and said conductor and simulating the thermal char-

acteristics of said motor for accounting for heat energy stored

therein; means for producing a voltage proportional to the

overload; voltage-sensitive indicating means connected to said

conductor for producing an indication of a particular voltage

thereon; and first and second voltage-dependent current

valves each connected between said conductor and the other

bus and to the voltage-producing means whereby the voltage

on said conductor is a function of said motor current subject

to the stored heat energy and equal to said particular voltage

for each value of current after a time according to said charac-

teristic has elapsed, said first and second current valve being

adjustable for presetting said level and time for said running

and stall overloads respectively and said second current valve

assisting said first current valve only for overloads greater than
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some value of overload between said stall and running over-
loads so that the running overload level and stall overload time
can be preset mdependently of each other.
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an interface for limiting the current in all signal paths lead-mg to and from the process area, and

3,845,355
FAULT PROTECTION CIRCUIT FOR AN ADJUSTABLE

MOTORIZED HOSPITAL BED
Lance C. Lawson, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Borg-Warner

Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed May 4, 1973. Ser. No. 357.156
Inf. CI. H02h 3116

U.S. CI. 3I7-18A
, ^, .

1 Claim

-O'-t-ol Syster--
c^ Aaj'jstdSie

'v^otonzea
Hospital Bee

1. A fault protection circuit for an adjustable motorized
hospital bed wherein an AC power supply is coupled, via an
isolation transformer, to a control system for the bed com-
prising:

a series circuit shunting the secondary winding of the isola-
tion transformer and including, in the order named a first
diode, a first current limiting resistor, a pair of light emit-
ting neon lamps, a second current limiting resistor and a
second diode poled oppositely to said first diode

a relay for controlling a pair of normally closed contacts in
the circuit coupling the power supply to the primary
winding of the isolation transformer;

a photo-resistor optically coupled to' both of said neon
lamps and having a relatively high resistance when both
of said neon lamps are off and a relatively low resistance
when either one of said neon lamps is on;

means for series-connecting said relay and said photo-
resistor across the secondary winding;

and means for grounding the junction of said neon lamps to
the conductive frame of the hospital bed.

said relay energizing and opening said normally closed
contacts, thereby disconnecting the primary winding
from the power supply, any time the failure of a circuit
component of the control system results in connecting
either terminal of the secondary winding to the bed
frame.

a voltage limiter between the power source and the inter-
face for limiting the voltage supplied to the interface
means.

3,845,357
PROTECTIVE RELAYING APPARATUS OF THE

UNBLOCK TYPE

''"Ilm.!;
""8^*^8' Mountain Lakes, N J., assignor to Westing-

house Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa
Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,449

Int. CI. H02h 7/26

POKER MAMO.INO WKOIIK jun_i

3,845,356
PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM FOR HAZARDOUS AREAS
I!?K

;?."""'*'' ^'"'^"'' *"** ^'"'«'" Calder, III, Foxboro,
both of Mass.. assignors to The Foxboro Company, Foxboro
iviass. '

Continuation of Ser. No. 241,545, April 6, 1972, abandoned.
This application Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,496

Int. CI. H02h 3120
U.S. CI. 317-20 ,nri-

, . ,
10 Claims

1. An improved process control system of the type normally
having control, record and measurement instruments together
with a power source in a control room communicating with
instruments in a process area, wherein the improvement for
adapting the system for use in hazardous areas comprises

I. In a protective relay for protecting a transmission line
energized from a station bus through a breaker, a fault detec-
tor having an input circuit adapted to be energized with a line
condition responsive quantity which varies as a function of an
operating condition of the line and having an output circuit
the energization of which changes upon the occurrence of an
abnormality m said the responsive quantity, an intelligence
handling device having a transmitting portion and receiving
portion, said output circuit of said fault detector being con
nected to said transmitting portion for actuation thereof upon
he occurrence of an abnormality in said line responsive quan-

tity a breaker tripping network having an output circuit and
first and second and third input circuits, a plurality of timers
each said timer having an input circuit and an output circuit'
each said timer being effective to change its output quantity
at its said output circuit from an initial quantity to a timed-out
quantity at the expiration of a predetermined programmed
time interval following a change of an input quantity from a
reset quantity to a timing quantity at its said input circuit said
output circuit of said fault detector being connected to' pro-
vide a timing quantity to said input circuit of a first of said
timers when said fault detector detects said abnormality said
output circuit of said first timer being connected to said input
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circuit of a second of said second timers and effective to

supply said input circuit of said second timer with its said

timing quantity upon the occurrence of said timed-out quan-.

tity of said first timer and independently of the operation of

said receiving portion, said receiving portion being connected

to said input circuit of said second timer and effective to

provide said second timer with its said timing quantity when

said receiving portion receives a first remote control quantity,

said output circuit of said second timer being connected to

said first input circuit of said breaker tripping network and

effective as a consequence of the occurrence its said timed-

out quantity to interrupt the supply of a first control quantity

to said first input circuit of said tripping network, first circuit

means connecting said output circuit of said fault detector to

said second input circuit of said breaker tripping network and

effective to supply a second control quantity to said second

input circuit of said breaker tripping network upon the occur-

rence of said abnormal line responsive quantity, said third

input circuit of said breaker trippig network being connected

to said receiving portion, said receiving portion being effective

to supply a third control quantity to said third input circuit in

response to the reception by said receiving portion of said first

remote control quantity, said breaker tripping network being

effective to actuate its said output circuit when its said first

and second and third input circuits are actuated by said first

and second and third control quantities respectively.

3,845,358

INTEGRATED POLYCRYSTALLINE VARISTOR SURGE
PROTECTIVE DEVICE FOR HIGH FREQUENCY

APPLICATIONS
Thomas E. Anderson, Normal, III., and Francois D. Martzloff.

Schenectady. N.Y., assignors to General Electric Company,

Schenectady. N.Y.

Filed June 29, 1973, Ser. No. 375,132

Int. CI. H02h 9104

U.S. CI. 317-61 9 Claims

M,

1. Apparatus for suppression of voltage surges on VHP

signal cables comprising:

a body of varistor material having a pair of opposed faces

and an electrode on each of said faces;

a first non-conductive coating overlying one of said elec-

trodes;

an inductor overlying said non-conductive coating; and

means for electrically connecting said one of said electrodes

to said inductor.

3,845,359

CIRCUIT BOARD ANCHOR HAVING CONSTRAINED
DEFORMABLE STRUT

Daniel E. Fedele, 3007 N. Arlington Ave., Santa Susana, Calif.

93063
FUed Oct. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 407,240

I, Int. CI. H02b //02

U.S. CI. 317-101 DH 10 Claims

1. A circuit board anchor for anchoring an extremity of a

circuit board in a circuit board box and comprising:

an elongated beam formed with an elongated chamber

having a back wall and open on its front side;

axial retainers on the opposite ends of said beam forming

the end walls for said chamber;

snake shaped deformable strut means projecting axially in

said chamber and formed with a hump projecting from

the open side of said chamber for engagement with said

circuit board and having sufficient flexibility to flex upon

axial compression thereof to flex said hump a predeter-

mined distance transversely from said open side; and

an axial compressing device mounted in one of said retain-

ers and operaWe to compress said strut means axially

inwardly to flex said hump transversely said predeter-

mined distance whereby said beam may be positioned on

one side of the margin of said end of said circuit board

and said compression device operated to compress said

strut means axially to urge said hump transversely out-

wardly to engage said circuit board and urge it away from

said beam to force it against adjacent structure to anchor

said end of said circuit board frictionally to said box.

3,845,360

LIGHT-MEASURING CIRCUITS
Masahiro Kawasaki, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Asahl Kogaku

Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha, Tokyo-to, Japan

Filed Mar. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 343,384

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 20, 1972, 47-

31992
Int. CI. HOlh 47/24

U.S. CI. 317-124 10 Claims

pot

1. In a light-measuring circuit, at least a pair of electronic

switch means each in the form of and SCR. for assuming and

memorizing conductive or non-conductive states indepen-

dently of each other each electronic switch means assuming

one of said states when an input thereto is above a given

magnitude and the other of said states when an input thereto

is below said magnitude, photosensitive input means for re-

sponding to light which is to be measured, said photosensitive

input means being electrically connected with both of said

electronic switch means for transmitting thereto input signals

corresponding to the light received by said photosensitive

input means, reference voltage input means electrically con-

nected with both of said electronic switch means for transmit-

ting reference voltage input signals thereto, so that each elec-

tronic switch means receives an input resulting from the com-

bination of the signal from said photosensitive input means

and the signal from said reference voltage input means, one of

said input means transmitting a constant signal to both of said

electronic switch means and the other of said input means

transmitting to both of said electronic switch means stepped

signals which differ one from the next by a given increment.
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whereby both of said electronic switch means may become
conductive or non-conductive or one of said electronic switch
means will assume a conductive state while the other remainsm Its non-conductive state, and output means electrically
connected with both of said electronic switch means for trans-
mitting therefrom an output signal determined by whether
either one or both of said electronic switch means are in said
conductive or non -conductive states.

3,845,361
ELECTRIC LOCKING AND UNLOCKING APPARATUS

Fumio Watase; Shunsaku Nakauchi; Seiichi Kodera, and
Mamoru Namikawa, all of Tokyo, Japan, assignors to Tokyo
Magnetic Printing Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 335,582, Feb. 26, 1973 This
application May 7, 1973, S«r. No. 357,621

Claims priority, applications Japan, May 11, 1972 47-
35892; June 22, 1972, 47-61846; June 22, 1972, 47-61847

Int. CI. E05b 49/00
U.S. CI. 317-134

, Claim
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a first and a second sensor responsive to intermittent expo-
sure to light energy from said source to generate a plural-
ity of multi-state signals;

a coded key having a first and a second set of aligned aper-
tures;

'^

a key guide for guiding said key in a path between said
source and said sensors wherein said first set of apertures
are aligned along a line intersecting a line extending from
said source to said first sensor and said second set of
apertures are aligned along a line intersecting a line ex-
tending from said source to said second sensor, whereby
said sensors are intermittently exposed to light energy
from said source when said key is slidingly inserted into
said guide;

-«/ m lit^S'
^'"""i'^' 'lis ..ri^r~-ap

1:0

[•Hi-lD- • SIW.Suf

1. An electric locking and unlocking apparatus comprising
an electrically controlled lock mechanism, a device for simul
taneously reading from a magnetic card a key-code signal
consisting of a plurality of bits and a clock signal consisting of
the same number of bits and synchronized with said key-code
signal, said reading device presenting the respective signals to
separate output terminals, a storage device comprising a plu-
rality of storage circuits corresponding in number to a plural-
ity of kinds of keys to be used and respectively storing a prede-
termined key-comparison signal corresponding to each of said
keys and having the same number of bits as the key-code and
clock signals, said storage device presenting said key-
comparison signal to an output in accordance with said clock
signal from said reading device, a logic operational device
including a plurality of comparator circuits corresponding in
nurnber to said kinds of keys and respectively connected to
each of said storage circuits, said logic operational device
comparing the respective bits of the key-comparison signals
stored respectively in each of the storage circuits and supplied
to each of said comparator circuits upon receiving each bit of
the clock signal from the reading device, with the respective
bits of the key-code signal from the reading device and pro-
ducing a coincidence signal at an output when the key-code
signal coincides with the key-comparison signal in any one of
the storage circuits, and a control device for controlling said
lock mechanism m response to said coincidence signal.

3,845,362

ELECTRONIC LOCK
Bruce C. Roe, P.O. Box 253, Aurora, III. 60540

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 390,162
Int. CI. E05b 49100

U.S. CI. 317-134
7 Claims

I. An electronic locking arrangement comprising
a source of light energy;

said apertures of said first set each having a substantially
rectangular shape and having a forward edge and a rear-
ward edge, the center of each of said apertures of said
second set being approximately aligned with one of said
forward or one of said rearward edges;

a multi-state shift register;

means for connecting said sensors to said shift register said
shift register being responsive to signals from said first
sensor to store the states of signals generated by said
second sensor in said shift register; and

mea."s connected to said shift register for selectively operat-
ing a locking solenoid.

3,845,363

MONITOR CIRCUIT
Leo Josef Maria Billion, 19, RUkestraat, 3009 Winksele Bel-
gium

*

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,921
Claims priority, application Belgium, May 10, 1972 1 1 73 1

1

Int. CL m\\\ 47100, 47132
t.S.CI.3.7-U6

jcUtas
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1. A monitoring system comprising, a plurality of signalizing
circuits, each having an electronic switch, of the thyristor type
having a control electrode and being connected in series with
a signalling device to be activated by current flowing through
It. all signalizing circuits being connected in parallel between
two common lines the first of which is connected to the first
terminal of a direct current source through a relay and a
normally closed switch and the second one of which is con-
nected to the second terminal of this current source and also
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to the input terminal of a two-position relay switch having a

first and a second output terminal controlled by said relay, a

source of control voltage being connected for switching any

one of the thyrislors from the non-conducting into the con-

ducting state in response to the application of this voltage to

the relative control electrode with a first and a second termi-

nal, the first terminal being connected to the inputs of alarm

switching elements each one of which, in response to the

occurrance of an abnormal condition, brings this control

voltage on its output which is connected to the control elec-

trodes of its respective thyristors, the first output of the two

position relay switch which is in the non-energized state of the

relay connected to the input of the switch being connected to

the second terminal of the control voltage source, the second

output of the two position switch being connected to the first

terminal of said control voltage source.

3,845,364

CATHODE ELECTRODE FOR OPERATION UNDER
CONDITIONS OF REVERSE POLARITY VOLTAGE

Lyie E. Shoot, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to P. R. Mallory &
Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Oct. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 406,312

Int. CL HOlg 9104; HOlg 9108

U.S. CI. 317-230 8 Claims

^^5^;

1. In combination, an anode electrode and a cathode elec-

trode including a surface adapted to be contacted by a liquid

or semi-liquid electrolyte, the cathode electrode surface com-

prising an alloy of about 40 to about 90 wt.7c Au, the remain-

der essentially Ag, and electrically conductive finely divided

material over the cathode electrode surface to increase the

effective area of the surface, the finely divided material se-

lected from the group consisting of metals, metal alloys, car-

bon containing materials and mixtures thereof

3,845,365

GLASS CERAMIC CAPACITORS WITH TENARY ALLOY
ELECTRODES AND METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME

William Thomas Hicks, Lewiston, N.Y., assignor to E. I. du

Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del.

Filed Sept. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 394,822

Int. CL HOlc IIOI

U.S. CI. 317-258 18 Claims

1. In a method of making a multilayer capacitor comprising

the steps of

1. forming a plurality of thin dielectric sheets in the green

state comprising a crystallizable glass powder in an or-

ganic binder,

2. applying a metal film of finely divided noble metal pow-

der dispersed in an inert vehicle to at least two of said

green dielectric sheets in a predetermined pattern,

3. disposing said green dielectric sheets, with said metal film

applied thereto, in a stack such that each of said metal

films is separated from adjacent metal films by one of said

green dielectric sheets and such that the first two metal

films of the stack partly overlap each other, alternate

films being substantially in registration with each other,

said films comprising capacitor electrodes,

4. disposing a green dielectric film over the stack so formed

as a cover therefor,

5. subjecting the stack so formed to elevated temperature

and pressure to volatilize any organic constituents

therein, to compact and coalesce said glass, and to seal

adjacent sheets together, thereby forming a substantially

monolithic unit, and

6. heat treating said unit so as to partially crystallize the

glass to form a glass ceramic and to sinter the noble metal

films, the improvement of applying in step (2) a metal

film of noble metal powder dispersed in an inert vehicle

wherein said powder consists essentially of by weight,

20-90 percent gold powder, 2-30 percent palladium

powder and 3-70 percent silver powder, said noble metal

powder being further characterized in that the propor-

tions of noble metals lie within the four-sided figure iden-

tified in that its area lies within the straight lines connect-

ing points A, B, C and D in the ternary phase diagram of

the figure in the drawing.

3,845,366

INTEGRATED DRIVE SYSTEM
James Monroe Metzler, York, and James Blocklnger Forman,

Red Lion, both of Pa., assignors to Fincor, Inc., York, Pa.

Continuation of Ser. No. 165,110, July 22, 1971, abandoned.

This application Apr. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 350,448

Int. CI. H02p 1154

U.S. CL 318-99 1 Claim

1. An electronic control system adapted to control at least

two mechanically coupled DC motors whose input is con-

nected to an AC source and whose output is comprising con-

trol means connected for electrically controlling a semicon-

ductive switching logic means and a motor speed logic means.
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a reference circuit means connected to said switching logic
means and said motor speed logic means, said reference cir-
cuit means connected to a variable DC voltage generating
means adapted to apply a variable DC voltage to said motors
said variable DC voltage generator means is further provided
armature bridge means connected between said amplifier
means and said DC motors, there being an armature bridge
means for each of said motors, said armature bridge being
adapted to provide a variable DC output voltage to said arma
tures. there being one trigger generator whose output is con-
nected to each of said amplifier means whereby substantially
equal armature voltages are maintained in said armatures in
each of said motors, said variable DC voltage generating
means being also provided with current sensing means con
nected between said armature bridge means and said arma-
tures adapted to generate a signal representative of the cur-
rent Howing to each of said armatures, and a load sharing
means connected between said current sensing means adapted
to maintain prescribed loading between each of said DC mo-
tors, said load sharing means is provided with load sharing
circuit means which is connected between said current sensingmeans and a field trigger generator, said field trigger generator

sa'.diTK''r'^^'^' °"'P"' °^^ ^^•'^ ^"^^'' 'he output of
said field bridge being connected to the field windings of saidDC motors, said reference circuit means adapted to combine
a signal directly representative of the counter EMF in the
armatures in said motors, a reference voltage signal as gener-
ated by said motor speed logic means, and a signal representa-
tive of the current in said armatures, to generate an error
signal representative of said motor's actual speed and output
torque with respect to a reference speed and output torque
aid variable DC voltage generating means further includes a

trigger generator whose input is connected to said reference
circuit means and said output is connected to said armatures
ot said DC motors, said trigger generator being adapted to
generate a variable width pulse synchronized with the fre-
quency of said AC source, said variable DC voltage generator
means is further provided with amplifier means connected
between said trigger generator and said motors and adapted to
amplify said variable width pulses, said signals generated by
said current sensing means are inputted to said load sharing
circuit means, said load sharing means being adapted to com
pare any differences between said signals and generate a signal
representative of any such differences the generated signal
inputted to said field trigger generator to in turn vary the DC
output voltage of said Held bridge to maintain a predeter-
mined load sharing level between each of said DC motors
there being one field trigger generator and one field bridge for
each DC motor m said system, there being only one load
sharing circuit means it being connected to each of said field
trigger generators, said variable DC voltage generating means
includes a constant torque braking means switchably con-
nected across said armature, said constant torque brakingmeans includes braking resistors adapted to be switchably
connected by a contacting means, across said armature to
dissipate at a constant rate, the current flowing in said arma-
ture by the generator action of said motors during the braking
cycle, said braking resistors generate a signal during the brakmg cycle representative of the voltage in said armature, said
signal being inputted to said field trigger generators to main-
tain voltage generated during the braking cycle substantially
constant. •'

3,845,367
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT FOR ELECTRONIC CLOCKS

Hans Keller, Freiburg, Germany, assignor to ITT Industries
Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Apr. II, 1973, S«r. No. 350,269
Claims priority, application Germany, May 6, 1972,

Int. CI. H02p 5/16
U.S. CI. 318-127 e^, .

I A . _. .
5 Claims

1. An integrated solid-state transistorized switching ampli-
fier for use m electronically-controlled watch circuits of the
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type wherein a mechanically oscillating system induces
switching pulses m a control winding, comprising

^
a zero ole

'°"'" '"''^'"^ ^ '°"^^^ conducting pole and

an amplifying transistor having a base, emitter, and collec-
tor said collector coupled to said voltage conducting
pole said control winding coupled between said base and
emitter of said amplifying transistor

an operating winding coupled between the emitter of said
amplifying transistor and said zero pole-

an ohmic voltage divider comprising first and second resis-
tors arranged in parallel to said operating winding having

-COo

first and second terminals and a center junction, said first
terminal coupled to said zero point;

a stabilizing transistor having an emitter coupled to said
zero pole, a base coupled to said center junction, and a
collector;

a diode; and
a further transistor having an emitter coupled to said second

terminal a collector coupled to said voltage conducting
pole and a base coupled to the base of said amplifying
transistor and via said diode, to the collector of said
stabilizing transistor.

3,845,368

^^nJ^31^
VEHICLE HAVING PROGRAMMED FIELDCONTROL OF SEPARATELY EXCITED DC DRIVE

MOTORS
Richard A EIco, Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,552

Int. CI. H02p 5/06
U.S. CI. 3.8-139

ischin,.

I. An electric vehicle comprising:
a throttle means positionable between an off position and an
open position;

a direct current drive motor for moving the electric vehicle
having a separately excited field for controlling opera-
tion of said direct current drive motor and, an armature
winding;

a field controller means for supplying an excitation voltage
to the separately excited field of said direct current drive
motor which is a function of the setting of said throttle
and the current flowing through the armature winding of
said direct current drive motor;

safety means for limiting the speed of said direct current
drive motor; and.

said safety means comprises a minimum voltage suddIv
provided to the separately excited field of said direct
current drive motor.
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3,845,369

STARTING CONTROL FOR BRUSHLESS SYNCHRONOUS
MOTORS

Carl J. Heyne, III, Allison Park, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 359,053

Int. CI. H02p 1146

U.S. CI. 318-174 10 Claims

1. A synchronous motor having a rotor member including

a field member, a field winding on said field member, a source

of direct current excitation for said field winding, a control

wheel on the rotor member, an annular, multi-turn wire coil

disposed on said control wheel substantially coaxial therewith,

and solid-state control means carried on the control wheel and

adapted to connect said coil across the field winding during

starting of the motor and to disconnect the coil and apply said

direct current excitation to the field winding for synchronous

operation of the motor; said control means including solid-

state switch devices and static circuit components intercon-

nected in a control circuit, said control wheel being made of

electrically conductive material of good thermal conductivity,

and at least one of said solid-state switch devices being

mounted directly on the wheel in good electrical and thermal

contact therewith.

3,845,370
' CREDIBILITY TESTING IN SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEMS
John P. Mantey. Boulder, Colo., assignor to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 387,267

Int. CI. H02p 5H6
U.S. CI. 318-327 4 Claims

' aperiodic during acceleration and deceleration, and being

substantially periodic during constant speed run.

speed memory means containing desired period data and

permissible period window data which define the motor's

desired acceleration, constant speed run and deceleration

profiles,

means providing motor start and stop commands,

means including clock means connecting said motor start

and stop commands in controlling relation to said mem-

ory means to periodically interrogate said memory

means,

period testing network means receiving as inputs said period

feedback, said desired period data and permissible period

window data, and operating thereon to test said feedback

data against a permissible period window data to deter-

mine if said feedback data is valid or invalid,

hold network means controlled by said testing network

means when said feedback data is valid and operable to

hold said valid feedback data, and

means including said hold network means operable to selec-

tively supply current valid feedback data or to substitute

therefor feedback data which is a function of prior valid

feedback data for use by said servomechanism, in accor-

dance with said current feedback data passing or failing

said test, respectively.

3,845,371

MOTOR CONTROLLER WITH POWER LIMITING
Peter S. Grinneli, Jr.. Framingham. Mass., assignor to Interna-

tional Equipment Company. Needham Heights. Mass.

Filed Apr. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 348,680

Int. CI. H02p 5116

U.S. CI. 318-391 18 Claims
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I. A closed-loop speed control servomechanism operable to

variably energize a motor in a start-run-stop sequence to

achieve a desired acceleration, constant speed run and decel-

eration profile, comprising:

digital tachometer means driven by said motor and operable

to provide sampled-data period feedback data in accor-

dance with actual motor speed, said feedback data being

I. In proportional speed controlling, electric motor-driving

apparatus which produces a speed control signal and responds

thereto normally to apply electrical power to a motor for a

portion of each of a succession of periodic times, the improve-

ment comprising

A. means for producing a first signal responsive to the speed

of the motor,

B. means for producing a reference signal proportional to a

selected maximum electrical voltage available for appli-

cation to such motor at the instantaneous speed of the

motor.

C. reference feedback means connected to said reference

producing means for producing a second signal respon-

sive to said reference signal.

D. compare means for producing a third signal responsive

to a comparison of said first signal with said second signal,

and

E. gating means for producing an inhibit signal having in

each of said periodic times an inhibit interval responsive

in duration to said third signal, and for disabling said

response to said speed control signal for said inhibit inter-

val in each said periodic time.
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3,845,372

CIRCUIT FOR STARTING ELECTRIC MOTOR FROM
STANDSTILL WITH MAXIMUM TORQUE

WHIiam L RIngland Greendale; Manfred E. Neumann, New
Berlin; Ernst K. Kaeser, West Allis; Thomas P. Gilmore,
Wauwatosa, and Allois F. Gelersbach, Milwaukee, all of

M?;:au?!l" Wi^"
"""' '^''"""*" ^^«""'«^^""ng Company,

Division of Ser No. 91,1 15, Nov. 19, 1970, , which Is a division
of Set. No. 853,462, Aug. 27, 1969, , which is a

co„nnuat,on-.n-part of Ser No. 824,223, May 13, 1969, Pat.
^0. J,584,276. This application Jan. 26, 1973, Ser No

326,612
Int. CI. H02p //04

t.S.a. 3.8-3,8
„^,^,^^

X

October 29, 1974

screw driver is connected for energization by said source of

TvoifLl h""^*'.^^'''^
"*''''" '°"'^'"« '"^^"s *hich producesa voltage drop the magnitude of which is related to the magnltude of the niotor current flowing through the resistive loadingmeans, and elect.rcal circuit means including said resist vfloading means and being operative in said one position osa^d

electrical switch for (a) automatically terminating opera 'on

m^MT ^^lofr m^teei.

wi/h maximum l""'
^'^^''"«,^". ^'^^^'^^ -"otor from standstillwith maximum torque and limiting motor current during start-ing comprising, in combination

^

""wh'/"'
'''"''"/ ' ^^'^c'ively variabale power signalwhose magnitude is a function of the desired ouTputtorque for said motor. ^

variable limit clamping means for clamping the magnitudeof said power signal to an upper limit which varies inaccordance with the magnitude of a signal applied to acontrol input thereof,
^

tachometer means for deriving a speed signal which is afunction of the speed of said motor

"""rn.fT
subtracting said speed signal from said power

signal o derive a current control signal which varies
inversely with the speed of said motor, said current con-
trol signal being applied ot said control input

"^Tir "^f^K
'"^ ' '""'"• ^""^^^^^'^ ^'g"^' '^hich is afunction of the current supplied to said motor, andmeans for comparing said current feedback signal to saidpower signal, the output from said comparing meai^being an input to said variable limit clamping means.

3,845,373
MOTOR-DRIVEN SCREW DRIVER WITH AUTOMATIC

STOPPING MEANS
Katsuyuki Totsu, 4-7 3 Chome Oshiage, Sumido-ku, and

of TokTo'"/- aT'" ^ ^""""^ '^"''"^"J*' '^""-''"' ^'^

Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,242

rA;i«""5.
P"*"""*' «PP''"t'on Japan, May 22, 1972 47

50509; Mar. 20, 1973, 48-32471
'

Int. CI. H02h 7/055
\}.S. a. 318-434 . P, .

I A .. J 5 Claims

..rL H ?" 'PP^^^'"s comprising a motor driven
screw driver, a selectively variable source of energy for ener-
gizing the motor driven screw driver with a prdetermined
driving torque, a manually positionable electrical switch hav-
ing at least two positions in one of which the motor driven

of the motor driven screw driver when the load current
through said resistive loading means exceeds a predetermined
magnitude for a predetermined time and (b) for resetiinc
operation of the motor driven screw driver after a predetermined time subsequent to said termination of operation said
electrical switch ,n said other position thereof by passing sa dcircuit means and said loading means and being directly coi
nected to said source of energy.

3,845,374
CIRCUITRY FOR CONVERTING AC POWER TO

REGULATED DC POWER

ull' ^
t"**^'

•* ••'"^ M«^Sweeney, and Joe H. Smith, all ofHouston, Tex., assignors to B & C Industries, Inc., Houston.

Filed Aug. 18, 1972, Ser. No. 281,978
Int. CI. H02p 1100

U.S. CI. 318-445 ,,^, .

17 Claims

**«OLitrgo

9am. ly 2o^

I. A circuit for supplying controlled power to a direct cur-
rent motor having armature and field windings comprising

a. armature supply circuit means having first SCR switchinc
means for controllably connecting electrical energy from
a source to the armature windings of said motor

b. first control circuit means connected with the gate means
of said first SCR means for controlling the percentage of
source energy conducted through said first SCR means to
said armature windings;

c. first regulating means connected with said first control
means for changing the amount of time said first SCR
means conduct as required to maintain a preselected
output at said armature windings irrespective of changes
in the energy taken by the armature windings or changesm the energy appearing in the source

d. field circuit means having second SCR switching means
tor controllably connecting electrical energy from a
source to the field windings of said motor

e. second control circuit means connected with the gate of
said second SCR means for controlling the percenfage ofsource energy conducted through said second SCR means
to said field windings; and

f second regulating means connected with said second
control means for changing the amount of time said sec-
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ond SCR means conducts as required to maintain a prese-

lected output at said field windings irrespective of

changes in the energy taken by the field windings or in the

energy appearing in the source energy supplied to said

field circuit means.

3,845,375

ELECTRONIC ROTATIONAL SENSOR

Ariel 1. Stiebel, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., assignor to McLaugh-

lin, Ward & Co., Jackson, Mich.

Filed Nov. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 414,503

Int. CI. H02h 7185

U.S. CI. 318-463 8 Claims

i-S<: »-^J7.,.

1 .

'

-i

3*

:^
•>B. ' T-^

signal indicative of a linear combination thereof con-

nected to said first capacitive feedback;

first input generating means connected to said second ca-

pacitive feedback for producing a signal of preselected

amplitude and polarity;

first switching means disposed to alternatively connect said

first or second capacitive feedback to the input of said

operational integrator and connecting respectively the

other alternative ones thereof to said reference signal;

second input generating means for producing a manually

variable output signal electrically independent of said

operational integrator;

Placets

1. A rotation sensing electric motor control for motor

driven apparatus comprising, in combination, signal produc-

ing means producing a pulsating current flow having a fre-

quency output proportional to the rate of rotation of the

apparatus driven by the electric motor to be controlled and a

variable pulse width, pulse durationequalizing means con-

nected to said frequency output equalizing the duration of the

pulse widths of said frequency output, voltage charging means

connected to a constant supply voltage and charging at a

predetermined rate producing a ramp voltage, discharge

means connected to said voltage charging means controlling

the discharge thereof and controlled by and connected to the

output of said pulse duration equalizing means, ramp voltage

sensing means connected to and controlled by said ramp

voltage producing a control signal upon said ramp voltage

attaining a predetermined value, and motor switch means

connected to said ramp voltage sensing means operated by

said control signal whereby said motor switch means is actu-

ated to a motor deenergizing position upon the frequency of

said pulsating current falling below the predetermined rate

necessary to operate said discharge means and prevent said

ramp voltage from attaining a value sufficient to produce said

control signal and operate said switch means.

1

1

3,845,376
'

' PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEM
Gordon R. Brushwyler, Yorba Linda, and Richard J. Kotalik,

Santa Ana, both of Calif., assignors to Robertshaw Controls

Company, Richmond, Va.

Filed Sept. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 399,536

Int. CI. G05b 1100

U.S. CI. 318-591 12 Claims

1. Apparatus for controlling a process according to means

responsive to the operational state of the process producing a

process variable output signal indicative thereof, comprising:

a source for producing a common zero reference signal;

an operational integrator connected to receive at the input

thereof said reference signal, including a first capacitive

feedback and a second capacitive feedback, for produc-

ing an output signal corresponding to an integral of the

signals received at the input thereof;

combining means adapted to receive the process variable

signal and a control input signal for producing an output

second switching means interposed across the output of said

operational integrator to alternatively connect to pass

said second input generating means or said operational

integrator means output signals;

isolation means connected to receive said second switching

means output signal for producing an output signal; and

limiting means operatively connected across said first

capacitive feedback for terminating the integral input to

said operational integrator upon sensing a signal from

said first capacitive feedback above a predetermined

amplitude.

3,845,377

ROTATIONAL ANGLE TRANSDUCER
Akira Shimotori, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nihon Regulator

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed Apr. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 350,983

Claims priority, application Japan, Apr. 20, 1972, 47-39951

Int. CI. G05b y/06, GOlr 27/26. GOln 21100

U.S. CI. 318-662 15 Claims

1. A contactless rotational angle transducer for generating

an output signal indicative of the angular position of a rotat-

able member, comprising:

a stator plate divided into a plurality of electrically inflated

sector members;

means for impressing exciting voltages having a triangular

waveform on adjacent ones of said sector members, the

phase of each impressed voltage differing by 2ir/fi from

that impressed on adjacent members where n equals the

number of sector members;

a confronting plate disposed in parallel spaced-apart and

aligned relationship to said stator plate so as to develop
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an induced voltage in response to said impressed exciting
voltages on said sector members

a sector rotor plate rotatably coupled to said rotatablemember and disposed in parallel relationship between
said stator plate and said confronting plate for modifying
the voltage induced on said confronting plate and

signal generating means responsive to the phase'difference
between the signal induced in said confronting plate and
the voltage impressed on a selected one of Lid sectormembers for generating a pulse-modulated output signal
mdicative of the angular position of said rotatable mem-

3,845,378
ANALOG STEPPING MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM

Kenneth E. Hendrickson; Steven D. Keidl. and Warren A

Bur/.; M "!..**°^'l*''»*^'
'^'•"'•' a'^ignors to International

Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, N Y
Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 319,088

Int. CI. G05b 1100
U.S. CL 318-685

o Claims

October 29, 1974

moving in the forward direction until the point of maxi-mum oscillation of the rotor and the control means in-cluding counting means under the control of the output
pulses of said first emitter so as to maintain the reverse
energization signal and the corresponding constant aver-age currents in said windings producing reverse rotor
torque until the rotor returns to a reverse torque termina-
tion point which is between said point of maximum oscil-
lation and said home position,

said first control means including means effective under the
action of said counting means at a forward torque initiat-mg point of rotor rotation lying between said point ofmaximum oscillation of the rotor and said home position
for providing said forward energization signal and thereby
applying torque on said rotor in the forward direction
with corresponding constant average currents in saidwindings as said rotor is moving back in the reverse direc-
tion from said point of maximum oscillation toward home

second control means under the control of the gradually
changing output signal of said second emitter effective tomodulate the currents in said windings while said forward
energization signal is applied so as to provide a forward
torque on said rotor tending to move the rotor to its home
position with said currents in the windings being so modu-
lated that they are greater for greater spacing of said rotor
with respect to its home position and are less as the rotor
IS closer to its home position, and

means for switching from said first control means to said
second control means under the action of said counting
means when said rotor is closer to its said home position
than said forward torque initiating point of rotor rotation

1. In combination,
an electric motor of the stepping type having a stator with

IT °V?''"^'^ P°'« ^"d a rotor having a set of discretepoles with electrical windings on one of said sets of poleso that said rotor has a plurality of natural detent posi-
tions in which said rotor poles are aligned with poles of
said stator or are between poles of said stator in a sym-
metrical relationship therewith when various of saidwindings are energized,

""TZlZ
^""gieing said windings to apply torque on said

rotor in a foreward direction when supplied with a for-ward energization signal,

means for energizing said windings to apply torque on said
rotor in a reverse direction when supplied with a reverse
energization signal,

a first emitter driven by said rotor effective to produce
output pulses as said rotor moves through successive
increments each of Z° after passing through its desired orhome position m the forward direction and producing thesame output pulses at the same rotor positions as the
rotor moves back m the reverse direction

a second emitter driven by said rotor effective to produce
a gradually changing output signal as the rotor rotates
having nodes which are substantially farther apart than Z°
with rotor rotation,

a first control means under the control of the output pulses
,

of said first emitter for providing said reverse energization
I signal so as to thereby apply torque on said rotor in the
reverse direction with constant average currents in said
windings when said rotor passes through its home position

3,845,379
CHOPPER CIRCUIT FOR D.C. MOTOR

r»h" ^r"*""^"'
!^«""«"' "nd Mineo Ozeki, Ichlnomiya,

both of Japan, assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Meldensha
I okyo, Japan '

Filed Sept. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 401,571
Claims priority, application Japan, Jan. 22, 1973, 48-10219

Int. CI. H02m i//4
U.S. CI. 321-45 C o ^, .

8 Claims

«o

1. A chopper circuit for controlling a direct-current motorhaving a free-wheeling diode serially connected at one end toa direct-current power source and at the other end to saidchopper circuit, which chopper circuit comprises switchmg
means serially connected at one end to said motor and at theother end to said power source, said switching means becom-mg conducting when subjected to a positive potential higherthan a predetermined level and non-conducting when fub-
jected to a negative potential, a combination of an inductive
reactor and a capacitor serially connected to each other andshunting said switching means, and a coil electrically connected in series with said free-wheeling diode and magneti-cally connected to said reactor.

"<»Kncii
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3,845,380

CURRENT STABILIZER HAVING A SATURABLE
REACTOR IN THE MODE OF FORCED

MAGNETIZATION
Vladimir Romanovich Lepp, ulitsa Govorova 3, kv. 83; Kharis

Malikovich Sibgatulin, Beskudnikovsky bulvar 32, korpus 4,

kv. 56, and Jury Nikolaevich Cherkasov, proezd Cherskogo

9, kv. 35, all of Moscow, U.S.S.R.

Filed Apr. 11, 1973, Ser. No. 350,138

Claims priority, application U.S.S.R., May 22, 1972,

1786614
Int. CI. H02m 5128, 7120

U.S. CI. 323—7 4 Claims

U'
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a component to be tested and bringing said zone into contact
with a flexible magnetic storage tape, whereby the magnetic
leakage flux emanating from the surface of the zone to be
tested at defect points is stored in the magnetic storage tape
said tape having an adhesive material on one surface covered
by a strippable element, the improvement comprising

applying the magnetic storage tape to the surface of the
zone to be tested while simultaneously removing the
strippable element such that the adhesive material
contacts said surface;

pressing the magnetic storage tape into adherent contact
with the surface of the zone to be tested;

magnetizing the component zone; and
separating the magnetic storage tape from the zone surface

October 29, 1974

tending laterally outwardly from the base thereof and of
the rnargins of said sidewall portion said laterally out-
wardly extending portions providing side guide portions
with aligning means thereon facilitating marking of the
workpiece, e *-

b. a magnet subassembly comprising an elongated magnet
and a sleeve receiving therein at least a portion of said
magnet and having mounting portions pivotally mounting
said magnet subassembly in said support means with the
longitudinal axis of said magnet subassembly extending

3,845,383
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR INSPECTION OF

FERRO-MAGNETIC BILLETS
Harold Chr Bjerke Osteras, Norway, assignor to Elkem-

Spigerverket A/S. Oslo, Norway
Filed Oct. 4, 1973, S«r. No. 403,602

Claims priority, application Norway, Oct. 10, 1972 3620/72
Int. CI. G01rii//2

t.S. CI. 324-38
5 Claims

3,845,384
STUD FINDER

Carl Christian Stoutenb€rg, Avon, and Richard H. Rathbun
Montville, both of Conn., assignors to The Stanley Works'
New Britain, Conn.

Filed Feb. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 331,054
Int. CLGOlrii/00

U.S. CI. 324-41 ,n ^, .,..._. 10 Claims
I. A stud finder comprising;
a. a unitary base member including a planar base portion

a sidewall portion upstanding from said planar base por-
tion, and support means formed on the interior of said
sidewall portion, said base portion having portions ex-

18 50 14

toward said base portion for pivotal movement relative to
said upstanding sidewall portion about an axis parallel to
the plane of said base portion, said aligning means being
aligned with said pivotal axis of said magnet subassembly^

a transparent unitary canopy member mounted on said
upstanding sidewall portion and defining therewith a
chamber in which said magnet subassembly is pivotable
said transparent canopy member permitting viewing of
the orientation of said magnet subassembly

3,845,385
CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT FOR CONVERTING ABRIDGE UNBALANCE INTO A FREQUENCY VARIATION

Dietrich Meyer Ebrecht. Hamburg, Germany, assignor to U.S.
Philips Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 341,985
Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 23, 1972

2214114 '

Int. CI. GOlr 27/02
U.S. CI. 324-65 R .^ Claims

1. A process for the inspection of elongated ferro-magnetic
objects comprising:

a, magnetizing the elongated ferro-magnetic object by pass-
ing a current through it;

b. applying to the magnetized ferro-magnetic object a pow-
der comprising finely divided iron or iron alloys and a
coloring agent in powder form which, upon heating, will
adhere to the surface of the ferro-magnetic object knd

c. thereafter heating the surface of the ferro-magnetic ob-
ject with an alternating current of sufficient intensity to
cause the coloring agent to adhere to the ferro-magnetic
object.

yi R,

I. A circuit for converting a resistance variation into a
proportional variation of the oscillation frequency of an oscil-
lator comprising, a resistance bridge having input terminals
supplied by the oscillation signal of the oscillator, said oscilla-
tor including a frequency determining network that includes
a variable gam device, a compensation amplifier with its input
connected to the bridge output terminals and its output con-
nected to control the variable gain device, a resistor coupling
the variable gam device to an output terminal of said bridge
to supply a compensation signal for any bridge unbalance so
that the ratio of the compensation signal to the oscillation

October 29, 1974 ELECTRICAL
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signal is in a linear relationship to the bridge unbalance, said

oscillator further comprising, a variable resistor and a reac-

tance element in series circuit, an amplifier with its input

coupled to the reactance element and its output connected to

the input of an integrator, means connecting the integrator

output to the input of the variable gain device and the output

of the variable gain device to said series circuit, and means

responsive to the integrator output signal for varying said

variable resistor in a manner to maintain the amplitude of the

integrator signal constant.

II <
3,845,386

METHOD OF AND AN APPARATUS FOR COUNTING
FIBERS

Reg Davies, Bollingbrook, and Richard F. Karuhn, Downers

Grove, both of III., assignors to IIT Research Institute, Chi-

cago. III.

Faed July 2, 1973, Ser. No. 375,705

Int. CI. GOln 27/00

U.S. CI. 324-71 CP 16 Claims

a transmission line which contains at least one plate; the im-

provement comprising a sensor having length and width di-

mensions; first and second supporting means connected to

opposite sides of the length dimension of said sensor so as to

support said sensor in spaced relationship above one plate ot

the transmission line; said first and second supporting means

supporting said sensor such that its length dimension is in

parallel with the propaation direction of the signal; said sensor

having a configuration of a rhombic plate bent at its smaller

diagonal so as to provide a constant characteristic impedance

for its entire length above said one plate of the transmission

line first and second terminal means located on the opposite

side of said one plate from said sensor; and said first and

second supporting means also serving to connect the ends of

said sensor through said one plate of the transmission line to

said first and second terminals.

f [

CUKteMT
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3,845,388

RMS CONVERTER
Anthony John Ley, Farnham, and Howard Anthony Dorey,

Godalming, both of England, assignors to The Solartron

Electronic Group Limited, Farnborough, Hampshire, En-

eland

Filed July 30, 1973, Ser. No. 383,848

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 19, 1972,

38789/72
Int. CLGOlr 5/22, \5llO

U.S. CI. 324-106 7 Claims

1. A method for electrically sensing and sizing small elon-

gated fiber particles suspended in an electrolyte to form a

suspension within a vessel comprising the steps of. passing the

particles and electrolyte through a screen means having open-

ings of a predetermined size therein, passing the particles

having been screened through an electrical zoning sensing

aperture along with the electrolyte, electrically sensing the

particles passing through said aperture and generating electri-

cal signals having a characteristic indicative of the volume of

the particle passing through said aperture, classifying the

signals according to the volume characteristics thereof, count-

ing the classified signals having volume characteristics equal

to or less than the predetermined volume associated with the

maximum size of spherical particles capable of passing

through said screen openings,
,. , •

and separately counting as fibers those classified signals

having volume characteristics greater than said volume

characteristics for said maximum size of spherical parti-

cles capable of passing through said screen means.

CiO:' _\ A CMNTLk
[
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3,845,387

NON-REACTIVE ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSOR

Leonard C. Humphrey, Baldwinsville, N.Y., assignor to The

United States of America as represented by the Secretary ef

the Army, Washington, D.C.

Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 392,161

Int. CI. GOlr 2/ /02, 27/06

U.S. CI. 324-95 ** Claims

1. In a system for measuring field strengths of incident and

reflected waveforms from a signal being propagated through

W

1. A device for measuring the RMS value of an input signal

comprising

a bridge circuit having

supply terminals at two corners thereof,

output terminals at the opposite corners thereof and

a resistive temperature sensor in each of two arms adja-

cent one of said supply terminals, said sensor having a

resistance which varies substantially linearly with tem-

perature;
.

first heating element means in thermal contact with one ot

said sensors for receiving the input signal to be measured

and for heating said one of said sensors,

second heating element means having characteristics sub-

stantially identical to said first heating means, said second

means being in thermal contact with the other one of said

sensors for receiving a feedback signal and for heating

said other one of said sensors;

integrating circuit means connected to said output terminals

of said bridge for accepting the electrical output signal

produced by unbalance of said bridge and for producing

an electrical signal representative of the time integral of

said output signal divided by time;

circuit means for feeding the output of said integrating

circuit means back to said second heating element means;

a source of voltage; and

supply circuit means connected to said source of voltage, to

the output of said integrating circuit means and to the

supply terminals of said bridge for providing to said
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bridge a supply voltage which is inversely proportional to
the output voltage of said integrating means, whereby the
output voltage of said integrating circuit means has a
magnitude representative of the RMS value of the input
signal. ^
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3,845,389
HELMET TRANSCEIVER ASSEMBLY FOR A FIREMEN SHELMET ASSEMBLY OR THE LIKE
Dennis G. Phillips, Lititz, and James N. Brady, Holtwood, both

of Pa., assignors to International Signal & Control Corp..
Lancaster, Pa.

*^

Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,729
Int. CI. H04b //i5

^•^•^'•^25-16
,8 Claims

I'nuZl'^ ""'Ij'f'
'"""'"'^ '° '^'"^ 'y'''"' *"P"» circuit for

splitting up said transmission band into a number of adjacent
frequency subbands. said frequency analyzer comprising ade ay circui for delaying said information signals and a num-ber of parallel output channels, each of said output channels

ZiVTLTru"'''^ P'^' ^'''" '^"'^ ^" "'^^'^i^"^' ^"bband

n^rln h ;

"" ^rP"""8 ^^'Shting networks con-nected between points of different time delay in said delay
circuit and a combining circuit for selecting one of said fre-

pasTSte'r and"'''H" hh"^'^';'"^
"^^"^^''^ '" -''^ - ^ban^ipass tiiter and said additional subband pass filter being ar-ranged so as to provide a sample anplitude-frequency charac-

teristic for corresponding frequency subbands. and a constantmutual phase shift of n/2 between the phase-frequency char

tion.T"'H?'!f" '^«LT^P«"'^i"g subbandpass filters and add -
fonal ubband pass filters, said subbandpass filters in all said
parallel output channels being further arranged so as to jointlyprov de an uninterrupted pass region without reject areas for

outn^.h'"'^'^l*'"'"''
°^''''' information signals, saidou tpu channels further incorporating means for coupling the

anT . .h''' 'T''"'"^
''''''''' '" ''^'^^ subbandpass filterand said additional subbandpass filter to a common channe

coisti u ed h?"'r ? '".''"' comprising phase control means
constituted by a first and a second control circuit each having
a control input and being coupled between said common

fifte"rTn;"''r h".'
'''

f"'"''"'"^
^*^^"''

'" ^^^ subbandpass

.i^n ^H
''"^ ''^'^'"°""' ^"bbandpass filter, respectively, andamplitude control means having a control input and beingcoupled with said first and second control circuit, a controlvoltage generator comprising a number of comparator means

•
A helmet transceiver assembly for use with a firemen's

helmet assembly or the like having a high impact resistanthe met and a helmet suspension system removably mounted
^.th.n the helmet, said helmet having a crown portion and abrim which extends outwardly from the lower edge of thecrown and the helmet suspension system including a headband, head straps, and means for removably mounting thehead band and head straps on spaced apart portions of the
helmet; said helmet transceiver assembly comprising

a transceiver support including a crown portion adapted to
be disposed within the crown of said helmet and down-
wardly and outwardly extending means adapted to be
disposed under the brim of said helmet, and means on the
transceiver support cooperable with the mounting means
of the helmet suspension system to removably hold thecrown portion of the transceiver support generally be-
tween the helmet and the helmet suspension system and
a self-contained radio transceiver mounted upon the
transceiver support, said self-contained radio transceiver
including a radio receiver, radio transmitter, audio com-
ponents, power pack, and controls.

3,845,390
SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC EQUALIZATION

Frank De Jager; Peter Van der Wurf; Petrus Josephus VanGerwen; Robert Johannes Sluyter, and Wilfred Andre Maria

nr.l r'^ pI . T''"^*''
E'"'l''«^^"' Netherlands, assign-

ors to L.S. Philips Corporation, New York, NY
Filed Nov. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 308,318

-T.Vl^Ti
P"*"'''^' application Netherlands. Dec. I, 1971

7116476;Oct. 4, 1972. 7213388
'» '^/i.

Int. CI. H03h 7/i6
U.S. CI. 325-42 7. P, .

I A o. . f '* Claims

chl'mt^ f""
^."^"'"/'c equalization of the transmission

characteristic constituted by the amplitude-frequency charac-
teristic and the phase frequency characteristic of a transmis-
sion band associated with a transmission path and allotted tothe transmission of information signals comprising a systemmput circuit arranged to receive said information signals^

Xe for sl.H T' '''""f ^ ^°^ «^"^^^^'"g ^he controlrS P.^"'" ^°"''^' '"^^"^ ^"'^ s^id amplitude
control means, said comparator means comprising a phasecomparator including a first and a second phaseVetectoreach having one input coupled to the combining circuit in saidsubbandpass filter and said additional subbandpas filter
espectively. to receive at least one spectrum component of anadjusting signal transmitted through said transmission path tosa d system input circuit, and another input coupled to a local

reference source producing a reference signal having spec-trum components of the same frequency as those of said
adjusting signal, said first and said' second phase detec^rproducing a first and a second phase control voltage respec-
tively, in response to the phase difference of the spectrumcomponent of said adjusting signal at the output of the com

sSnH"'""r.'"
'""^ ^"bbandpass filter and said additional

col ^?K ""•
^f

P^^^'^^'y- ^ith respect to the spectrumcomponent having the same frequency of said reference signal. said phase comparator further including means for apDlv-mg said first and said second phase contfol voltage to thecontro input of said first and said second controTcirciit
respectively said comparator means further comprisingmeans coupled to combining circuits in said subbandpass and
additional subbandpass filters and to a local amplitude re^erence circuit for producing an amplitude control voltage andmeans for applying said amplitude control voltage to thecontrol input of said amplitude control means, a system output
circul comprising means for coupling said common channel
outputs to a common system output.
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3,845,391

COMMUNICATION INCLUDING SUBMERGED
IDENTIFICATION SIGNAL

Murray G. Crosby, Syosset, Long Island, N.Y., assignor to

Audicom Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 848.381, July 8, 1969,

abandoned, which is a continuation-in-part of Ser. No.

530,563, Feb. 28, 1966,. This application July 15, 1971, Ser.

II
No. 162,774

11 Int. a. H04h 9/00

U.S. CI. 325-64 17 Claims

and an output, each input being connected to one output of

said splitter-isolator means in a 1-to-l correspondence

whereby each of said branches amplify said signal; a combiner

means having inputs each connected to one output of said

amplifier branch in a 1-to-I correspondence and providing an

output which is the sum of the amplifier branch outputs and

an antenna means fed by the output of said combiner means,

said combiner means and antenna forming a constant load,

each amplifier branch being characterized in that it includes

a power amplifier stage, said power amplifier stage having an

1. The system for encoding transmitted audio program

material comprising:

encoding means for generating a substantially inaudible,

audio frequency code signal, the frequency band width

occupied by said code signal being within the frequency

band width of the audio program signal and being at least

a decade in magnitude less than the frequency band width

of the audio program signal, said code signal having an

initial portion and an identification code portion,

said initial portion having a predetermined time duration

sufficiently great to provide substantial distinction be-

tween said initial portion and the audio program material

signal.

said identification code portion having at least one parame-

ter with a value distinct from the value of the correspond-

ing parameter of said initial portion.

first timing means coupled to said encoding means to limit

the duration of said code signal to a first predetermined

time period.

first generating means in said encoding means for generat-

ing said initial portion of said code signal,

second generating means in said encoding means for gener-

ating said identification code portion of said code signal,

second timing means coupled to said second generating

means for initiating the generation of said identification

code portion after said initial portion has been generated

for a second predetermined time period, said second

predetermined time period being less that said first prede-

termined time period, and

means transmitting said audio frequency code signal simul-

taneously with the transmission of the associated trans-

mitted audio program material.

CXCITCM SUt-SvSTCM

M , ( a ^ B i

! !• > I H '
' ~

II —-^
COMKiMO »»lTt««i»

input and an output and at least one transistor, said transistor

having a grounded base electrode, the power amplifier stage

input being connected to the emitter of said transistor via a

matching transformer and an emitter-swamping resistor; the

collector of said transistor being connected to said load via a

transformer; said transformer having a leakage inductance

such that when taken with the collector capacitance of said

transistor and the resistance of said load, exhibits the response

of a low-pass filter having a cut-off frequency above the usable

frequency range of the transmitter.

3,845,393

COMMUNICATION RECEIVER WITH TUNING
CIRCUITS THAT TRACK THE L.O.

Jean-Claude Basset, Paris, France, assignor to U.S. Philips

Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Mar. 14. 1973, Ser. No. 340,955

Claims priority, application France, Mar. 17, 1972,

72.09445
Int. CI. H04b \m

U.S. CI. 325-453 7 Claims

3,845,392

BEACON TRANSMITTER
Dennis H. Covill, Hackett's Cove, Canada, assignor to Nautical

Electronics Laboratories Limited, Nova Scotia, Canada

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 148,656, June 1, 1971,

abandoned. This application Nov. 21, 1973, Ser. No. 417,883

II
Int. CL H04b //04

U.S.CL 325-158 5 Claims

1. A radio transmitter comprising a low power radio fre-

quency source; a splitter-isolator means having a plurality of

outputs and one input, said input being connected to said

source; a plurality of amplifier branches each having an input

1. A circuit comprising a first tuned circuit having a voltage

variable reactance element having a first voltage versus fre-

quency characteristic; a frequency synthesizer including a
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voltage controlled oscillator having a second control voltage
verses frequency characteristic differing from said first char-
acteristic, and a first control loop having means for generating
a digital signal representative of a selected frequency coupled
to said oscillator; and means for tracking the resonant fre-
quency of said tuning tuned circuit with the oscillation fre-
quency of said voltage controlled oscillator, said tracking
means comprising means coupled to said digital generating
means for code converting said digital signal into another
digita signal compatible with said first characteristic, and a
digital to analogue converter coupled to said code converter
and said element.

3,845 394
BROADCAST RECEIVER

Osamu Hamada. Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Sony Corporation,
1 okyo, Japan

Filed Nov. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 309,803
Claims priority, application Japan, Nov. 29, 1971, 46-96056

Int. CI. H04b //26
U.S. Ci. 325-455

,5^^
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frequency components including said fundamental frequency
said synthesizer comprising:

H"ciity.

fundamental frequency memory means, responsive to said
data signals, for providing first digital word output signals
representative of a predetermined fundamental fre-
quency;

first digital to analog converter means, responsive to said
first digital word output signals, for providing a first ana-
log signal representative of said fundamental frequency
controlled oscillator means, responsive to said first analog
signal for providing an oscillator signal proportional to
M/. where M is a predetermined number of ordinate
voltage values;

{^ry
<mnK<ujnntii^^

1. A broadcast receiver comprising
a. means for dividing a broadcast band into a plurality of

frequency ranges,
'

b. display means having a plurality of indicator elements
each corresponding to a respective one of said frequency

c. means for generating pulse signals upon each division of
said broadcast band and for energizing the indicator
element of said display means which corresponds to the
respective divided frequency range

d. memory means including a plurality of memory elements
each corresponding to a respective one of said frequency

e. means for detecting the reception of broadcast signals,

f. means responsive to the detection of broadcast signals by
said detecting means for storing a signal in the memory
element of said memory means which corresponds to the
divided frequency range then obtaining.

trigger generator means, responsive to said oscillator signal
for providing trigger pulses at said frequency M/.

n frequency generator means, responsive to said' trigger
pulses, for producing n sine wave signals of frequencies f
ij, if . . . nf;

"
n amplitude memory means, responsive to said data signals

for providing n digital word output signals represenfative
of predetermined amplitudes of corresponding ones of
said n frequency components;

rt attenuator means, responsive to said n sine wave signals
and to said n digital word output signals, for attenuating
said n sine wave signals to provide said n frequency com
ponents having said relative amplitudes and

means for combining said n frequency components into a
complex waveform output signal.

3,845,395
HARMONIC SERIES SYNTHESIZER

Francs J. Murphree, McAllen, Tex., assignor to The United
States of America as represented by the Secretary of theNavy, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 412,069
Int. CI. H03b 19100

t.S. CI. 328-14 ,,P, .

I A I. ' . " Claims
1. A harmonic series synthesizer for generating a complex

waveform from data signals representing a fundamental fre-
quency f and relative amplitudes of n harmonically related

3,845,396
DEVICE FOR MULTIPLYING A FREQUENCY

INCREMENT

''"Z?.
?."*?'""'

''°"V'""^
^"^ '**«**' »'•«"«' «»ignor to

Adret-Electronique, Trappes, France
Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 318,922

7226997
'*"°"'^' "^P""*'**" *"••«"«' J"'y 25, 1972,

Int. CI. H03b 19100
U.S. CI. 328-15

3 Claims
1. Device for multiplying a frequency increment, including

at least first and second phase locked loops each comprising
a variable oscillator having a frequency control input and anoutput, a frequency divider with a dividing ratio k, said fre-quency divider having an input connected to the output of the
variable oscillator and an output, additive mixing means hav-
ing a first input connected to the output of the frequency
divider said additive mixing means further having a secondmput and an output, a phase comparator having a first input
connected to the output of the additive mixing means, a sec-ond input and an output, the output of the phase comparator
being connected to the frequency control input of the variable
oscillator, means for applying to the second input of the phasecomparator of the first phase locked loop, a frequency cor^!prismg a constant term FO and a variable increment andmeans for applying, to the second input of each of the additive
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mixing means.'a frequency k - Mk Fo, the output of the vari-

able oscillator of the first phase locked loop being connected

^VARIABLE OSCILLATORS

02

3,845,398

ADJUSTABLE TIME CONSTANT OPERATING CIRCUIT

Bernard Katz, 33 Phillip PI., Irvington, NJ. 07111

Filed Feb. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 228,636

Int. CI. G06g 7118

U.S. CI. 328-127 6 Claims

PHASE
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to the second input of the phase comparator of the second

phase locked oop.

3,845,397

PbLSE AMPLITUDE EVALUATION

Jurgen Schuiz, Ulm, Donau, Germany, assignor to Licentia

Patent-Verwaltungs-G.m.b.H., Frankfurt am Mam, Ger-

""""^
Filed Dec. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 317,249

Claims priority, application Germany, Dec. 22, 1971,

2163722; Nov. 30, 1972, 2258643

Int. CI. H03k 5120

U.S. CI. 328-117 14 Claims

1. In a method for evaluating the amplitudes of pulses hav-

ing a range of peak amplitudes, which exceed a given ampli-

tude, the method including detecting each apparent pulse

amplitude maximum, storing intermediately in a pulse

stretcher an 'analog signal representing the maximum ampli-

tude of a pulse, and subsequently converting the stored signal

into a digital signal, the improvement comprising: electroni-

cally monitoring the pulse waveform for a given period of time

after detection of an apparent pulse maximum amplitude; and

electronically suppressing the utilization of the associated

digital signal whenever said step of monitoring reveals that

during the given period of time the amplitude of the pulse is

increasing, which indicates that the registered maximum was

an intermediate maximum caused by noise signals.

1. In a differentiating circuit including the combination of

an operational amplifier exhibiting relatively high input im-

pedance and gain characteristics, an input capacitance means

providing an input channel to an input terminal of said opera-

tional amplifier and feedback resistance means providing an

electrical channel between an output terminal of said opera-

tional amplifier and said input terminal thereof, apparatus for

adjusting the time constant of said differentiating circuit.

comprising;

switch means coupled to said feedback resistance means

and adapted to selectively interrupt said electrical chan-

nel upon the activation of said switch means, said feed-

back resistance means including first and second resis-

tance means connected in series relationship and said

switch means including a switching device connected to

the junction formed by said first and second series con-

nected resistance means, said switching device being

operative to interrupt said electrical channel for a portion

P of each periodic interval of time T such that said effec-

tive time constant of said differentiating circuit is ad-

justed by the factor TIT-P; and

energizing means coupled to said switch means for provid-

ing an activating signal to activate said switch means at

periodic intervals of time, whereby the effective time

constant of said differentiating circuit is dependent upon

said periodic intervals, said energizing means generating

a periodic signal having a duration P and a period equal

toT.

3 845 399

DIGITAL DETECTOR OF AN ANALOG SIGNAL

Carlos D. Cardon, and Lawrence P. Griffone, both of Salt Lake

City, Utah, assignors to Sperry Rand Corporation, New

York, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 393,117

Int. CI. H03d 3100; H03b 3104: H03k 5120

U.S. CI. 328-138 3 Claims

1. A digital detector of an analog signal, comprising:

means receiving an input analog signal of a frequency P., for

generating a digital signal of a frequency F^ therefrom;

counting means coupled to said digital signal for counting

the number of pulses N.< thereof during a preset sample

time T.S and generating a decode True signal if the

counted number of pulses is equal to or greater than a

preset low N,. number of pulses and generating a decode

False signal if the counted number of pulses is greater

than a preset high N„ number of pulses for defining a

preset bandwith N/. « N^ « Nh;

an output flip-Hop for generating as the alternative output

signals an output True signal or an output False signal

indicating that said counting means has counted a num-

ber of pulses N.4 of said digital signal that is within or

without, respectively, said preset bandwidth;
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a decoder flip-Hop responsively coupled to said decode
True signal and said decode False signal for storing a
decoder True signal or a decoder False signal

means gating the decoder True signal or the decoder False

CI

signal from said decoder flip-flop into said output flip-flop
for storing and generating an output False signal or an
output True signal, respectively, on a detector output I

therefrom.
me

3,845,400
SIGNAL ANALYZING APPARATUS

Ying S. Yee Rochester, N.Y., assignor to Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

, Jn'li^^'fJ''-
^''- ^^'*'"^' J«"- ^8' J973, Pat. No.

J,»07,877. This application Oct. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 407 741
Int. CI. H03k 5/20. /7/JO

U.S. CI. 328-151
5 Claims

1. In a system for analyzing a variable signal of unknown
magnitude received from a source, the combination comrpis-
ing; comprising; ^

a substantially constant reference signal
means for alternately sampling said variable signal and said

reference signal repetitively;

means for generating an output voltage representing the
difference in magnitude between said variable signal and
said reference signal;

sensitivity control means responsive to said output voltage
of a selected amplitude for altering the system sensitivity
from a flrst level to a second level during the next sample
of said variable signal; and

means for converting said output voltage into data repre-
senting a characteristic of said source.

applying a predetermined reference voltage to the sense am-
plifier being tested;

integrating a complement digital output signal of the sense
amplifier being tested;

applying the integrated output signal to the sense amplifier
circuit being tested as an input voltage;

T^ < ^^-, ^^-X

detecting the difference between the predetermined refer-
ence voltage and the input voltage;

comparing the detected difference voltage with a predeter-
mined error voltage;

rejecting the sense amplifier circuit being tested when the
difference voltage exceeds the predetermined error volt-
age.

3,845,402
SONOBUOY RECEIVER SYSTEM, FLOATING COUPLER
Raymond W. Nupp. Rochester, N.Y., assignor to EDMAC

Associates Inc., Rochester, N.Y.
Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,626

Int. CI. H03f 3138
U.S. CI. 330-10 icaim

<

3,845,401
SENSE AMPLIFIER THRESHOLD TESTER

Charles Troiani, and Gary L. Tolzman, both of Phoenix, Ariz
assignors to Honeywell Information Systems Inc., Waltham",'

Filed Feb. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 329,810
Int. CL GOlr 19100

U.S. CI. 330-2
5 C,^j^^

I. A method for dynamically testing the threshold cha"raT
teristics of a sense amplifier circuit, comprising the steps of:

b.

c.

1. A floating coupler for a sonobuoy receiver system whichm response to an input A. C. baseband ground reference
signal and a carrier signal produces an output baseband signal
decoupled from ground reference, comprising:

a. an A.M. pinch modulator responsive to the input signal
and the carrier signal for amplitude modulating the car-
rier signal with the input signal;

transformer electrically coupled to said modulator
first and second substantially identical demodulators
coupled to said transformer and responsive to the modu-
lated carrier signal so that said first demodulator pro-
duces the output signal and said second demodulator
produces a feedback ground referenced baseband signal-
and *

d. feedback means including a summing network responsive
to the feedback ground reference signal produced by said
second demodulator and the input signal for effecting a
change in the input signal before it is received by said
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modulator for reducing effects of non-linearities and gain

changes in the floating coupler.

3,845,403

AMPLIFIER FOR AMPLITUDE MODULATED WAVES

WITH MEANS FOR IMPROVING SIDEBAND RESPONSE

LeRoy Francis Heckman, Jr., New Holland, Pa., assignor to

RCA Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Dec. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 319,007

Int. CI. H03f 3m
U.S. CI. 330431 ^ ^'"''"*

3,845,404

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER HAVING ACTIVE

FEEDBACK CIRCUITRY

Ted R. Trilling, Berkshire Rd., R.D. 3, Doylestown, Pa. 18901

Filed June 16, 1972, Ser. No. 263,505

Int. CI. H03f im
U.S. CI. 330-69 ^ ^'''"*

20 6 J7 5S 40 li ,47 ,49

55.

1 59 4 41 :. /' 4

4
I

56
I

^2,

59

VCC +

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATING

PO#ER SJPPl»

1. In an amplifier suitable for use in a television transmitter

for amplifying amplitude modulated waves including a carrier

frequency component and sideband frequency components

over a desired carrier frequency band wherein said amplifier

comprises:
j

a transistor device having input, output and common elec-

trodes,

means including a resistor degeneratively coupled between

said input and common electrode for forward biasing said

transistor,

an input matching network coupled between said input and

common electrodes for providing transfer of signal en-

ergy at the carrier and sideband frequencies to said tran-

sistor,

an output matching network coupled between said output

and common electrodes for providing transfer of signal

energy at said carrier and sideband frequencies out of

said transistor, said amplifier characterized by an output

which, in response to unmodulated waves over said de-

sired carrier frequency band, exhibits a given amplifica-

tion over the band and in response to an amplitude-

modulated wave having a carrier frequency component

and sideband frequency components of substantially

uniform amplitude received by said amplifier, exhibits a

decrease in amplification relative to said given amplifica-

tion at the upper sidebands above about 0.5 MHz from

said carrier with said amplification decreasing with in-

creasing frequency,

the improvement therewith of a sideband peaking means

coupled between said input and common electrodes and

including a peaking circuit resonant at a frequency signif-

icantly lower than any of the frequencies within said

desired carrier frequency band and a decoupling means

coupled at one end between said peaking circuit and said

input electrode and at the opposite end to a point of

reference potential for rendering signal peaking circuit

responsive only to signals at frequencies significantly

lower than frequencies within said desired carrier fre-

quency band, said peaking circuit responsive only to said

signals at frequencies significantly lower than frequencies

within said desired carrier frequency band and occurring

during the reception of said received amplitude-

modulated wave to increase the relative amplitudes of

said upper sidebands at said amplifier output to at least

compensate for said decrease in amplification at said

upper sidebands.

1. A differential amplifier system comprising:

an input circuit connected to receive an input signal having

common mode and differential mode components, and

common mode and differential mode feedback signals for

controlling the impedance and gain of said input circuit,

and for supplying a first output signal;

an output circuit connected to receive and amplify said first

output signal, and for supplying a second output signal

having both common mode and differential mode compo-

nents to a load and a third output signal;

first active feedback means connected to receive and am-

plify the second output signal and for supplying only the

differential mode feedback signal to said input circuit;

and

second active feedback means connected to receive and

amplify the third output signal and for supplying the

common mode feedback signal to said input circuit.

3,845,405

COMPOSITE TRANSISTOR DEVICE WITH OVER
I CURRENT PROTECTION

Arthur John Leidich, Flemington, N J., assignor to RCA Cor-

poration, New York, N.Y.

Filed May 24, 1973, Ser. No. 363,599

Int. CI. H03f 3104

U.S. CL 330-207 P 7 Claims

"COLLECTOR"

1. A composite transistor device with over-current protec-

tion comprising:

a power transistor and an auxiliary transistor thermally

coupled to each other, each having a collector electrode,

each having a base electrode which base electrodes are

interconnected, and each having an emitter electrode

which emitter electrodes are interconnected;

a connection between the collector electrodes of said power

and said auxiliary transistors;

means for detecting when the collector current flow of said

auxiliary transistor flowing through said connection ex-

ceeds a predetermined value thus to provide a signal

indicative of an over-current condition; and
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means for clamping the potential appearing between the
base and the emitter electrodes of said power transistor
in response to said signal indicative of an over-current
condition.

3,845,407
LASER GLASS HOST COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING

TEO3, CAO AND ZNO
Richard F. Cooley, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois

Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Filed June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 373,924
Inl. CL HOls 3100; C03c 3/12, 3/30

U.S. CI 331-94.5 E g claims
1. A laser glass host composition comprising TeOz. CaO and

ZnO in which the proportions of TeOj, CaO and ZnO in molar
amounts are defined by the area within the heavy lines con-
necting the points ABCD of the ternary diagram of the FIG-
URE of the drawings, the laser glass host composition being
a host for an effective lasing amount of NdzOj.

3,845,408
LASER GLASS HOST COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING

TEO„SROANDZNO
Richard F. Cooley, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois,

Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Filed June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 373,925
Int. CI. HOls 3/00; C03c 3/12, 3/30

U.S a. 331-94.5 E g Claims
1. A laser glass, host composition comprising TeOj. SrO and

ZnO in v hich the proportions of TeOj. SrO and ZnO in molar
amounts are defined by the area within the heavy lines con-
nectmg the points ABSDEF of the ternary di;.gram of the
FIGURE of the drawings, the laser glass host composition
being a host for an effective lasing amount of NdjO,

3,845,409
LASER GR. TING COUPLERS

Jam^ V. Wada, and Gareth M. Janney, both of Los Angeles,
Cahf., assignors to The United States of America as repre-
sented by the Secretary of the Air Force, Washington, D C

Filed Nov. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 419,458
Int. CI. HOls 3/02

U.S. a. 331-94.5 C 2 Claims
1. Gratmg reflectors for optical systems exposed to high

speed gas flow comprising a channel, said channel having first
and second walls opposite to each other, each wall having an
mner surface, a gas medium flowing at high speed within said
channel, an openmg in said first channel wall, a first grating
reflector having an inner surface, said grating reflector pres-
sure fitted into said second channel wall with the inner surface
thereof flush with said inner surface of said second channel
wall, said grating reflector being directly opposite to said
opening in said first channel wall, a second grating reflector
also having an inner surface, said second reflector being pres-
sure fitted in said first channel wall to permit the inner surface
thereof to be flush with the inner surface of said first channel
wall, said second grating reflector being positioned at a prede-

termined distance from said opening, a mirror having an inner
surface, said mirror pressure fitted into said second channel
wall and having the inner surface thereof flush with said inner
surface of said second channel wall, said mirror being directly
opposite to said second grating reflector, and a laser beam

3,845,406
LASER GLASS HOST COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING

TEO , BAO AND PBO
Richard F. Cooley, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to Owens-Illinois,

Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Filed June 27, 1973, Ser. No. 373,923
Int. CI. HOls 3/00; C03c 3/12, 3/30

U.S. CI 331-94.5 E 5 claims
1. A laser glass composition comprising:
la host glass containing about 70-86 mole percent TeOj
about 2-25 mole percent BaO, and about 0.2-18 mole
percent PbO; and

2. an effective lasing amount of NdjOa.

'^^z i

directed through said opening to said first grating reflector
said first grating reflector directing said laser beam at a prese-
lected angle to said second grating reflector, said second
grating reflector directing said laser beam through said mirror
to provide an output laser beam therefrom.

3,845,410
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR HAVING SPURIOUS

OSCILLATION SUPPRESSION CIRCUIT
Francis R. Steel, Pompano Beach, Fla., assignor to Motorola,

Inc., Chicago, III.

Filed Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,530
Int. CI. H03b 5/36

U.S. a. 331-116 R 9 Claims

MOOULATIPW
SIGNAL
SOURCE

1. A crystal controlled oscillator comprising:
a piezoelectric resonator having a predetermined operating

frequency and other spurious operating frequencies;
inductance means and capacitance means connected in

series with said piezoelectric resonator to form a first
resonant circuit, said inductance means and said capaci-
tance means being series resonant at said predetermined
operating frequency;

second inductance means and second capacitance means
connected in series to form a second resonant circuit, said
second inductance means and said second capacitance
means being series resonant at said predetermined oper-
ating frequency;

resistance means;
means connecting said resistance means in shunt with said

first and second resonant circuits; and
amplifier means connected to one of said first and second

resonant circuits for energizing said resonant circuits to
oscillate at said predetermined operating frequency.
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3,845,411

OPTICAL HOLMIUMETHYLSULPHATE MODULATOR
Klaus-Dieter Erben; Walter Kroy, and Walter E. Mehnert, all

of Munich, Germany, assignors to Messerschmitt-Bolkow-

Blohm GmbH, Munich, Germany

Continuation of Ser. No. 886,626, Dec. 19, 1969 abandoned.

This application Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,473

Int. CL HOls i//0

U.S.CL 332-7.51 12 Claims

3,845,413

WIDEBAND NON RECIPROCAL INTEGRATED

CIRCUITS UTILIZING SURFACE WAVE PROPAGATION

Bernard Chiron; Claude Rannou, and Nicole Bernard, all

Paris, France, assignors to Societe Lignes Telegraphiques Lt

Telephoniques, Paris, France
. ,„,, ^ a^^^a

Continuation of Ser. No. 259,074, June »' 1^72 abandoned.

This application Oct. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 408,858

Int.a.H01p//i2

U.S.CL 333-1.1 57 Claims

1 GROUND R.ATE

1 An infrared radiation modulation apparatus, comprising:

a single crystal consisting of holmiumethylsulphate, said crys-

tal being adapted for irradiation with infrared radiation;

means for irradiating said crystal with coherent infrared

radiation; and . r a

means coupled to said crystal for modulating said infrared

radiation

3,845,412

DIGITAL MODULATE/DEMODULATE SYSTEM

Richard H. Rearwin, Concord, and Milton A. Crandall, New-

ton, both of Mass., assignors to Microwave Associates, Inc.,

Buriington, Mass.

Filed Oct. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 405,882

Int. CI. H03k 7/02

U.S. CI. 332-9 R 22 Claims

jjl_r - 1
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ABSORBER
5 SURFACE WAVE

ADAPTER

1 A wideband non-reciprocal device for UHF/VHF and

microwave frequency bands designed according to microwave

integrated circuit technology based on the non-reciprocal

properties of gvromagnetic materials coupled with an elec ro-

magnetic wave which propagates along an axis according to a

surface mode of the TM, quasi-TM or hybrid HE., type, with

a r f field the electric field vector of which has two compo-

nents, one of which lies along said axis, said device compris-

'"a medium serving as a propagation support for the surface

wave and consisting at least partly of gyromagnetic mate-

rial having permeability M/« and permittivity €, at zero

external magnetizing field and a first dimension extending

along the entire length of the propagation path in a direc-

tion along the axis of propagation and having two other

dimensions small in relation to said first dimension;

means for establishing an external magnetizing field perpen-

dicular to said propagation axis, in at least a part of said

gyromagnetic material, of such a value that the permea-

bility of said gvromagnetic material subjected to said

field M/ri. is very different from m/o, along at least one of

the forward and reverse directions of propagation along

said axis;

input means for feeding said device with a TEM space wave;

means for transforming the input TEM space wave into a

TM quasi-TM or quasi hybrid HE,, surface wave, and for

transforming the surface waves into an output TM space

wave; and .

output means for coupling a TEM space wave out of said

device.

1 A digital information signal modulating system compris-

ing means to provide a two-state NRZ digital waveform having

a known clock period, means to provide a carrierfrequency

wave, means to apply said digital waveform to double-phase-

shift modulate said carrier wave at a known substantially

constant amplitude, means to create a three-state waveform

representative of said digital waveform including partial-

response filter means having an input and an output, and

means to apply said modulated wave to said input, said filter

means having a bandwidth so limited that in a time interval

equal to one clock period of said digital waveform said modu-

lated wave traversing it cannot swing more than approxi-

mately one-half said amplitude as seen at said output.

3 845 414

SHIELDING APPARATUS FOR A SIGNAL SPLITTER AND

SIGNAL SPLITTER INCLUDING THE SAME

Robert W. McKenzie, Lewisville, Tex., assignor to Collins

Radio Company, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Nov. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 416,482

Int. CI. HOlp 5H2

U.S. CI. 333-6 . ^ ^. ,^.
"^ C'«"";

1. Apparatus for use in conjunction with shielding a signal

splitting pad comprising:

a generally equilateral triangularly shaped piece of metal

having three vertexes and three sides and a groove ex-

tending from one vertex to a common central portion in

said piece of metal and thenceforth to the remaining two

vertexes; and
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tab means located near the middle of each of the three
sides, each of the labs being offset on the side such that
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it is closer to one of the vertexes than any of the other
tabs.

3,845,415

.r,r~^^^^^^^ DIPLEXER WHEREIN COUPLING
APERTURES BALANCE AND CANCEL OUT UNDESIRED

MODES
Masaki Ando, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Nippon Electric Com-

pany, Limited, Tokyo-to, Japan
Filed Oct. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 403,348

Claims priority, application Japan, Oct. 5, 1972, 47-100447

I « ri 1,,
'n<CI. H01p///6, //20,5//2

t.!». LI. 333-6
9 (,,^j^^

I. A channel diplexer comprising:
a semi-circular waveguide adapted to receive n channel

signals having center frequencies/ //->, /,./.,.

at least two cylindrical cavity resonators having resonant
frequencies/, attached to the plane conductor wall of said
semi-circular waveguide;

the first of said resonators having a coupling aperture in its
external circular conductor end wall adapted to couple
energy in said resonator to an external output circuit and
said plane conductor wall common to each of said resona-
tors having a plurality of coupling apertures for coupling
and exciting the desired TE„,, mode in said two cylindri
cal cavity resonators, said apertures being angularly posi-
tioned with respect to each other to be balanced with
respect to the electro-magnetic fields in said semi-circular
waveguide so that at least the IE,,, undesired resonant
mode IS prevented from being excited in said two cylindri-
cal cavity resonators.

3,845,416
SIGNAL COMPRESSORS AND EXPANDERS

Ray Milton Dolby, London, England, assignor to Dolby Labo-
ratories Inc., New York, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 396,015
Claims priority, application Great Britain, Mar. 12, 1971,

., c r^. ]?,-
^'- ^^^^ ^'^^' ^^^^ ^"^' HO^h 7/16

U.S. CI. 333-14
21 Claims

1. A circuit for modifying, within a predetermined input
dynamic range, the dynamic range of an input signal compris-
ing an input terminal and a first terminal, a first circuit path
connected between the input terminal and the first terminal
the first path passing said input signal to said first terminal
with dynamic range linearity, a second circuit path connected
to said input terminal and having a second terminal, and an
output terminal, a variable coupling means including at least
one variable impedance providing a variable degree of cou-
pling between the first and second terminals, the second cir-
cuit path including at least one impedance element which is
connected to the second terminal, the frequency response of
the said circuit being determined at least in part by the inter-
acting combination of said impedance element and said vari-
able impedance and varying as the degree of coupling between
the first and second terminals provided by the variable cou-
pling means varies, the variable coupling means being ar-
ranged so to vary in dependence upon the level of a signal
existing in the circuit as to assume such a first extreme value
of the coupling between the first and second terminals that the
signal level and frequency response at the output terminal are
determined substantially by fixed elements when the input
signal level is in a first extreme part of the predetermined
dynamic range and to assume such an opposite extreme value
of the coupling when the input signal level is in the opposite
extreme part of the predetermined dynamic range, the sense
of said coupling being to narrow the frequency band in which
dynamic range modification takes place when the input signal
level increases.

3,845,417
GYROMAGNETIC CIRCUIT ELEMENT

John F. Zaieski, Valhalla, N.Y., assignor to The Singer Com-
pany, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 21, 1958, Ser. No. 716,816
Int. CI. HOlp 1/32

U.S.CL 333-24.1
,3 c,ai„,

1. A circuit element, comprising, a tubular ferrite body
having a length greater than its circumference, a conductive
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member encircling said body, said member being electrically

insulated from all other conductive members, and means for

applying a unidirectional magnetic field to said body.

overlapped electrodes for providing a dispersion ex-

pressed by

-I 2

3,845,418

ACOUSTIC SURFACE WAVE DEVICE WITH REDUCED
RF FEEDTHROUGH

Rolf D. Weglein, Los Angeles, Calif., assignor to Hughes Air-

craft Company, Culver City, Calif.

Filed Jan. 2, 1974, Ser. No. 430,360

Int. CI. H03h 9/26, 9/iO, HOlv 7/00

U.S. CI. 333-30 R » Claims

df,/dt = -

2f

'/
B

xyiy'

a,

27

where T(f) is the relative conversion efficiency at frequency

/ Nt is the total number of transducer electrodes. B is the

band pass having a highest synchronous frequency /*, and a

lowest synchronous frequency /,o, and /„ and /,-, are the de-

lays to the nth and n-\ transducer electrodes, successive ones

of said electrodes being spaced at intervals of it radians such

that 0(f„) - *(f„-.) = ^ with <t>(0 = 27r dfldt didt, where

<P is the relative phase.

n
35

37

1. An acoustic surface wave device, comprising:

a substrate of piezoelectric material capable of propagating

acoustic surface wave energy;

transducer means including at least a launching transducer

for converting an electrical input signal into acoustic

surface waves propagating along said substrate, and in-

cluding an associated receiving transducer for converting

said acoustic surface waves incident thereon into electri-

cal signals with a delay essentially determined by the

propagating velocity characteristic of the substrate mate-

rial and by the distance between said launching and re-

ceiving transducers, said distance being sufficiently small

that a direct r.f. feedlhrough signal coupling exists be-

tween said transducers; and

bucking means including a phase shifting electrical arrange-

ment coupled to the electrical input of said launching

transducer and also including a conductive bucking elec-

trode structure. disposed adjacent said launching trans-

ducer and coupled to said electrical arrangement for

coupling directly to said receiving transducer a bucking

signal of equal magnitude and opposite phase than that of

said direct r.f. feedlhrough signal.

3,845,420

SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE PHASE CONTROL DEVICE

Melvin G. Holland, Lexington; Manfred B. Schuiz, Sudbury,

and Harrison H. Barrett, Lexington, all of Mass., assignors

to Raytheon Company, Lexington, Mass.

Filed Mar. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 337,346

Int. CI. H03h 9/26, 9/30, 9/32

U.S. CI. 333-30 R ** Claims

3 845 419

A'COUSTIC SURFACE WAVE DEVICE

Graham R. Nudd, 1355 Brinkley Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

90049
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 347,288, April 2, 1973,

abandoned. This application Jan. 2, 1974, Ser. No. 430,379

Int. CI. H03h 9/26, 9/32: HOIv 7/00

U.S. CI. 333-30 R 2 Claims

PropoQOtiOn

Direction

1. An acoustic surface wave device having a flat band re-

sponse, comprising:

a substrate of piezoelectric material capable of propagating

acoustic surface wave energy; and
. .

transducer means including at least one inlerdigitated-type

electro-acoustic transducer having a plurality of equally-

1. In combination: . .

means for propagating a surface wave m a piezoelectric

material; and

means for varving the velocity of said surface wave oyer at

least a portion of said piezoelectric material, the velocity

of said surface wave over said portion of said piezoelec-

tric material being substantially independent of the mass

of said velocity varving means and said velocity varying

means operating independently of mechanical properties

of said piezoelectric material said velocity varying means

having a thickness in the range of 100 A to 300 A.

3,845,421

POLARIZATION INSENSITIVE TRANSMISSION PHASE
SHIFTER

Donald A. Charlton, Huntington Beach, and Chao C. Chen,

Cerritos, both of Calif., assignors to Hughes Aircraft Com-

pany, Culver City, Calif.

Filed Jan. 2, 1974, Ser. No. 430,340

Int. CL HOlp ///6, H03h 7/20

U.S. CI. 333-31 R 10 Claims

1. A polarization insensitive phase shifter comprising:

first and second bilateral transducers each having first,

second and third terminations for resolving electromag-

netic energy available at said first termination thereof

into a first component available at said second termina-

tion and a second component orthogonal to said first

component available at said third termination;

a bilateral phase shifter having first and second termina-

tions;
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means coupled from sa.d termination of said first transducerand from said third termination of said second transducer
to said first termination of said phase shifter for launching
electromagnetic energy available at a selected one of said
f.rst or second transducers through said phase shifteraway from said first termination thereof and for couphng
electromagnetic energy propagating through said phasf
shifter towards said first termination thereof to the remaining one of said first or second transducers

October 29, 1974

means coupled from said third termination of said first

ecnnn"?' 'h'^
^'°'" '''"^ '''''''^ termination of said

nhT h ff"'^"'f'
'° '^'^ '^^°"d termination of saidphase shifter for launching electromagnetic energy avail

able at said selected one of said first or second transduc-
ers through said phase shifter away from said second
termination thereof and for coupling electromagnetic
energy propagatmg through said phase shifter towardssad second termination thereof to said remaining one of
said first or second transducers.

3,845,422
STOP BAND FILTER

John David Rhodes Guiseley, England, assignor to Microwave
Development Laboratories, Needham Heights, Mass

Filed Apr. 1 7, 1 973, Ser. No. 35 1 ,860

„o ^ Int. CI. HOIp 1/20
U.S. CI. 333-73 W ^

, ^, .

1 Claim

1. A narrow band band-stop filter for use with a waveguidehaving dimensions a and b and comprising
''^eguide

'
^r/nf'

°^
n'r''"^

'^'" P'"'" ^^^P^^tively defining a firstset^of iris-defining apertures having an aperture dimen-

a second set of relatively thin plates respectively defining a

rensir ,:^
"^'^-^^""'"^ ^p"-" ^-*"« - ape-:

said aperture dimension ! being larger than said aperturedimension c and larger than the waveguide dimension bsaid first and second sets of plates all being of approxt'mately the same individual thickness i and bling disposed
in alternating sequence forming corrugations

^"^^"^

an^aperture difference dimension p being defined as: p =

wherein the stop bandwidth is a function of the ratio 4^0and the ratio tVp is caused to be made small by constructmg the plates on the order of 0.1 inches thick or smaller

and making the p dimension on the order of a quarter
wavelength at the center frequency of the stop band

^"tions""'
''^"''''"^ ^^^ ^''^^' *° '^P^'^'^ waveguide sec-

3,845,423

u c u .
''^^ ^^^^ WGH.Q FILTER

Harry Schemer New City, N.Y., assignor to International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, Nutley, N.J.

Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 400,775
Int. CI. HOI p 7/06

U.S. CI. 333-73 W
"^

,„ ^, .18 Claims

1. A low loss high-0 filter comprising-
a plurality of right circular cylindrical cavity resonators
a first plurality of rectangular waveguide cavity resonators
connected to one end of said cylindrical resonators

a second plurality of rectangular waveguide cavity resona-
tors connected to the other end of said cylindrical resona-

first means for direct coupling of said cylindrical resonatorsm series and for direct coupling to said first and second
waveguide resonators; and

second means for direct coupling of each of said first andsecond plurality of waveguide resonators in series
each of said cylindrical resonators having a longitudinal axisand each of said cylindrical resonators being orientedwi h respect to each other so that each of said longitudi-

nal axes are parallel with respect to each other
said first means including

a plurality of circular apertures, each of said plurality of
apertures being disposed adjacent the bottom of an
associated one of said cylindrical resonator, at right
angles to said longitudinal axis of said associated one of
said cylindrical resonators and to extend through thecy mdrical wall of said associated one of said cylindri-
cal resonators to provide direct coupling between adia-
cent ones of said cylindrical resonators, and

a pair of circular apertures, one of said pair of circular
apertures being disposed adjacent the bottom of a firstof said cylindrical resonators, at right angles to said
ongitudinal axis of said first of said cylindrical resona-
tors and to extend through the cylindrical wall of said
tirst of said cylindrical resonators to provide direct

T/u^ to said first plurality of waveguide resonators
and the other of said pair of circular apertures being
disposed adjacent the bottom of a last of said cylindri
cal resonators, at right angles to said longitudinal axisof said last of said cylindrical resonators and to extend
through the cylindrical wall of said last of said cylindri-

oh r^r?"''?''
^° P'°:'''' "^"^"^ '^°"P''"« to said second

plurality of waveguide resonators.

3,845.424
SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITY RESONATOR

Hans Martens, Eriangen, Germany, assignor to Siemens Ak-
tiengesellschaft, Munchen, Germany

aniens aK-

Filed Dec. 1 1. 1972, Ser. No. 313,998

2164529
'"'"*"*^' "PP"""°" Germany, Dec. 24, 1971,

U.S. CI. 333-83 r^'"'^"'^''-^^'^^

uL^ ?"Pe^^°"d"^ti"g cavity resonator with one or moTetubular Imes for coupling electromagnetic energy in and out
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of the resonator with a coolant vessel surrounding said super- port select means for
^e'^J^^^lVL'di'sT^^

conducting cavity resonator wherein the invention comprises memory access data, including the address
^\^^f^^'°'^

Xr,:i forU avin, a ben. prto, .o open.n, i„.o locaUo^f sa.-'-r/J-irnffprr^n':
associated therewith, said port select means being operable to

extend the address supplied over the selected port to said mam
' \U memory means to effect the read out of the data word at the

addressed location, first means enabled when the data word

stored at the addressed location of said main memory means

-\ is read out for determining if the memory protect bit of the

data word read out is in a first state indicating that the data

word is protected, and second means controlled by said first

means for normally preventing the central processor means

from writing into said addressed location whenever the mem-

ory protect bit of the data word read out is in said first state.

said resonator cavity, with said lines opening into said cavity

from below and said bend situated in the coolant vessel lower

than the lowest point of the resonator cavity and acting as a

cooling trap for gas molecules entering through said lines.

3,845,425

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING

CONDITIONAL AND UNCONDITIONAL ACCESS TO

PROTECTED MEMORY STORAGE LOCATIONS

John L. Clements, Naperville; Paul J. Keehn, Glen Ellyn; Leo

V. Jones, Jr., Chicago, and Paul A. Zelinski, Elmhurst, all of

III., assignors to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incor-

porated, Northlake, III.

Filed June 15, 1973, Ser. No. 370,279

Int. CI. G06f 13100

U.S. CI. 340-172.5 8 Claims

3,845,426

DIPOLE MODE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVEGUIDES

Harold Everard Monteagle Barlow, Epsom, Surrey, England,

assignor to National Research Development Corp., London,

England
Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,619

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Aug. 2, 1971.

36203/71; Dec. 20, 1971, 58951/71

Int. CI. HOlp 3106, 3110

U.S. CI. 333-95 S ^0 ^Wms
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1. In communication switcing system including switching

network means and a data processing unit for controlling

apparatus to effect connections over said switching network

means, a memory control arrangement in said data processing

unit including central processor means, main memory means

having a plurality of addressable data storage locations for

storing data words for use by said central processor means,

each data word having a plurality of data bits and at least one

memory protect bit, auxiliary memory means for storing fur-

ther data words for use by said central processor means, and

computer memory control means for permitting access to said

main memory means by said auxiliary memory means or said

central processor means, said computer memory control

means having a plurality of input/output ports including a

separate port for each of said auxiliary memory means and

said central processor means for enabling said auxiliary mem-

ory means and said central processor means to address data

storage locations of said main memory means over the associ-

ated port to permit modification, or readout of a data word

stored at an addressed location of said main memory means.

1. A transmission line for supporting electromagnetic

waves, including:

a first elongated member.

dielectric surrounding the first member and adapted to

support propagation of a first surface wave along the

interface between the first member and the dielectric,

and

a second elongated member, in which the second member

surrounds the said dielectric and is adapted to support the

propagation of a second surface wave along the interface

between the second member and the dielectric, the trans-

verse and longitudinal surface impedances of the second

member being different, and

the transverse dimensions of the first and second members

and the impedances of the outer surface of the first mem-

ber and the inner surface of the second member being so

chosen to cooperate in causing the transmission line to

support electromagnetic waves in the dipole mode with

said first and second surface waves being constitutents of

the waves propagated in said dipole mode.

3,845,427

INSULATING CONE PLASMA ENHANCEMENT
CONFIGURATION FOR A PLASMA WAVEGUIDE

SWITCH
David C. Schubert, Pasadena, Md., assignor to The United

States of America as represented by the Secretary of the Air

Force, Washington, D.C.

Filed Nov. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 415,893

Int. CI. HOlp 1114

U.S. CI. 333-98 S ^ Claims

1. A plasma waveguide switch for broadband control of RF

energy transmission comprised of a section of waveguide
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having opposite walls, each of said walls having a set of slots

in the center portion thereof to provide first and second sets

of slots, said section of waveguide having first and second
ends, first and second pressure windows airtight sealed to said
first and second ends for entrance and exit of RF energy,
respectively, a first insulating envelope airtight sealed to one
of said opposite walls fully encompassing said first set of slots,

a second insulating envelope airtight sealed to the other of
said opposite walls fully encompassing said second set of slots,

an anode in said first insulating envelope physically separated
from and adjacent to said first set of slots, said anode being
connected to a first external lead, a cathode positioned in said

n,*Nooc Side o' pulsi

jzzzz2!zzzzzp

second insulating envelope, said cathode being connected to
a second external lead, an insulating cone having a base and
apex with the base adjacent to and physically separated from
said cathode and said apex separated from and adjacent to
said second set of slots, a first trigger electrode connected to
said base, said first trigger electrode having a third external
lead, a second trigger electrode connected to said apex, said
second electrode having a fourth external lead, said section of
waveguide, first and second envelopes being airtight sealed to
each other forming a housing for said plasma waveguide
switch, and a low pressure controlled atmosphere in said
housing for supporting a glow discharge.

3,845,428
PUSHBUTTON CHANNEL SELECTOR FOR VARIABLE

CAPACITY DIODE TUNER
Yasuhiro Wada. Fujimi, and Katsuhiko Okabe, Tokorozawa,

both of Japan, assignors to Kabushiki Kaisha Koparu,
Tokyo-To, Japan

Filed July 26, 1973, Ser. No. 382,876
Claims priority, application Japan, July 28, 1972, 47-75033

int. CI. H03j 5/08
IS. CI. 334-7 6 Claims

20a
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SWITCH OPERATOR^^ITH TRIPPING MEANS a^or'l^elnnHi''"'f"'^^ "P°" "''""^e in tension in said strip
John E Kraulks, Norfolk, Mass., assignor to Arrow Harf Inc

'°""P°"^'"« '^^^^' ^'^'^^^ in the force imposed on fluid
Hartford, Conn. ' '

Filed Sept. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 401,939 ^-*?
., ^ ^ Int. CI. HOIh 3/02

^^-J— '^

U.S. CI. 335-254 .^ ^, .

19 Claims
, -^ . - - ^

. .^ , ^

a'shaV^'^'"'
^°' ^ '''*^^*' *'^''"*' '" combination.

a drive arm actuator pivotal on the shaft and having closingsprmg means tending to rotate the drive arm acfuator inajlrst direction to a predetermined closed switch posi

a tripping plate pivotal on the shaft, having trip springmeans tending to rotate the tripping plate in'the opposite
direction, and having means abutting the drive arm actua-

rotation
""^ '^""^ "''""' '^"""S ^^''^ °PP°si»'

means for applying energy to rotate the tripping plate in the
first direction to a latching position, thereby storing Inergy in the trip spring means and causing the abuttingmeans to disengage the drive arm actuatofand alio"Ttfmovement to the closed switch position

' pTsUi^ "n'd^
^° ''''' ''' ^"^^'"^ P'^'^ '" -'^ '-^h-g

means to release the latch to allow the tripping plate torotate in said opposite direction.

in said region by said strip to correspondingly change the forceagainst the outside surface of said wall portion

3,845,435
LOADING COIL PACKAGING ARRANGEMENT

Thomas Georgopulos, Chicago. III., assignor to GTE Automatic
tiectric Laboratories, Incorporated, Northlake III

Filed Jan. 2, 1974, Ser. No. 430,271

t.S. a. 336-65
'"••""•""'«

6 Claims

3,845,434
TENSION SENSING APPARATUS

James M. Carter, MInnetonka, Minn., assignor to Control Data
Corporation, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Oct. 31, 1973, Ser. No. 411,499
'"'• ^'"Olf 2//06

L.S. CL 336-30
,q

orLl'"""^ 'PJ""'"' ^°' ''"^*"« '^' ^^"sio" Of a Strip, com-prising, in combination: resilient means having a substanti^Hy
rounded wa I portion formed about an axis to form a cav ty insaid resilient means; fluid conduit means in fluid communicl
tion with said cavity, said strip being positioned out^Seof^fd
resilient means and at least partially looped about said a i?inspaced relation to said wall portion; fluid aperture means nsaid wall portion providing fluid communication between sa 3

and s.!h ''m
'''"" ''•"''" ''^ '^^P^'^ P°^^-«" of safd «r pand sad wall portion, said wall portion being sufficiently

resihent so as to de orm when the force againsl the outside
surface of said wall portion changes; and sensor meansmounted to said resilient means for sensing the deformation of

trav mnlH^H ^f ^T""^^^
comprising, in combination, a coilray molded of plastic material and having a plurality ofpaced and oriented semi-circular shaped cavities^therein forreceiving loading coils and a plurality of holes adjacent each

a t rminalT "
T"'""^

therethrough the terminalpins ofa terminal block, a terminal block having a base supDortinc a

fro^
'' "JTT'^ P'"^ ^"^^ '^'' ^^*d terminal pns'e^te'dedfrom each of the opposite sides thereof, a pluralky of loadingcoils having the ends of the windings theVeon coupeSS

llcl"sZtT '"
rt "'^ "' '''' "^^^ °f said'te'minalblock said loading coils being positioned within said cavities

said"plu7a ;:^"h',"''^""'"^'
P'"^ ''^'"^ extended thro gh

frol .h K^ ^°l" ^"^i^^^^^ said cavities so as to proiectfrom the bottom of said coil tray, and means hermeticallysealing and positionally flxing said loading coils and saj^^te !
minal blocks in said coil tray.

3,845,436
POWER TRANSFORMER HAVING SHIELDS FORSHAPING THE ELECTRIC FIELD IN THE MAJOR

u .^„ INSULATION SPACES

»r!". r H' ^T'^' '•"*" '^'«"«^ »» VVestlnghouse Elec-
trie Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed Dec. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 426,390
Int. CI. HOlf /5/04

U.S. CI. 336-84
,

1. A shell-form power transformer comprising
* *"

a shell-form magnetic core;

U:
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a primary winding structure and a secondary winding struc-

ture inductively coupled to said magnetic core, said pri-

mary winding structure including a plurality of substan-

tially rectangular coil sections disposed at different axial

positions, with the coil section closest to said secondary

winding structure having a smaller number of turns than

the other coil sections;

a non-magnetic static plate positioned adjacent to the coil

section of the primary winding structure which has the

smaller number of turns;

a first non-magnetic, electrical conducting shield positioned

3,845,438

TAPE INSULATED CONDUCTOR
Morris A. Mendelsohn, Pittsburgh, and James D. B. Smith,

Turtle Creek, both of Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric

Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Division of Ser. No. 210,878, Dec. 22, 1971, Pat. No.

3,759,734. This application Apr. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 351,918

Int. CI. HOlj 27128

U.S. CI. 336-209 24 Claims

substantially parallel to said static plate and between said

static plate and said secondary winding structure, said

shield having a larger outside dimension than said static

plate; and

a second non-magnetic, electrical conducting shield posi-

tioned substantially parallel to said first shield and be-

tween said first electrical conducting shield and said

secondary winding structure, said second shield having a

larger outside dimension than said first shield, with said

first and second shields being electrically connected to

potentia s within the primary winding structure.

3,845,437

SERIES-MULTIPLE TRANSFORMER HAVING

NON-INTEGER SERIESPARALLEL VOLTAGE RATIO

Ernest A. Goodman, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Allis-

Chalmers Corporation, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed May 17, 1973, Ser. No. 361,257

I Int. CLH01f2//00

U.S. CL 336-147 7 Claims

5/ ur/ V/
mimsLAf4tA

S3 6<i/Mf) I

T&TJ 'AJ

5X
J^j)OOQ00Q/^^

SI

^hfX
'A?

S4 df6/St>ld /'^YX

a(/47ov)

3X 'u/^

GiJSS fIBERS

SWEL^AB^E RESIN

FLEXIBLE PiBE«

1. An electrical article comprising

( 1 ). a conductor;

(2). a rough-textured tape wrapped around said conductor

and overlapped about Vfe to about ^k inch, said rough-

textured tape comprising a woven "ribbon having glass

fibers in the fill direction and flexible, thermally-stable

fibers having an elongation of at least 2 percent in the

warp direction, said ribbon being coated with a dry swell-

able resin composition cured beyond the B-stage; and

(3). a cured solventless resin under said tape.

3 845 439

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING FUSES

Gerardus J. Deelman, Eindhoven, Netherlands, assignor to

Olvis Smeltzekeringen Fabriek N.V., Utrecht, Netherlands

Filed Sept. 15, 1971, Ser. No. 180,786

Claims priority, application Netherlands, Sept. 15, 1970,

7013620
Int. CI. HOlh 85104

U.S. CL 337-291 ' 13 Claims

5^, 56 53 52

1. A fuse for use at current values of one ampere and less

comprising a tubular insulating casing, conductive terminal

means mounted on each end of said casing and a fuse element

mounted in said casing between said conductive terminal

means, said fuse element including an electrically non-

conductive, heat-insulating and heat-resistive wire core of

fibres rigidified with set thermosetting material, wherein at

least one current conductor of extremely fine wire is wound

around said core.

1. A dual-voltage multi-winding transformer having a secon-

dary winding and a primary winding comprising a plurality of

untapped series-multiple primary winding sections of equal

voltage rating and an untapped common primary winding

section, and means for alternately connecting said series-

multiple primary winding sections in series or parallel, said

common primary winding section being in series with said

series-multiple winding sections in both the series and the

parallel connection thereof, the higher primary voltage rating

of said transformer when said series-multiple primary winding

sections are connected in series being a non-integer multiple

of the lower primary voltage rating when said series-multiple

winding sections are connected in parallel.

3,845,440

TIME DELAY RELAY
Eugene A. Hunter, Piano, Tex., assignor to Texas Instruments

Incorporated, Dallas, Tex.

Filed Dec. 4, 1973, Ser. No. 421,552

Int. CL HOlh J 7/62

U.S. CI. 337-341 >0 Claims

1. A time delay relay comprising:

a set of electrical contacts movable between circuitmaking

and circuit-breaking positions;
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thermally responsive means for actuating said contacts to
move them from one to the other position at a predeter-
mined temperature;

thermal storage means in heat exchange relationship with
the thermally responsive actuating means, said storage
means comprising a body of material which will change
from a first to a second physical state at a temperature
mtermediate that of the ambient of the relay and the
predetermined temperature; and

cantly changing the differential temperature of said thermo-
stat.

3,845,442
AUTOMATIC DEGAUSSING DEVICE

Osamu Ihaya, Kameoka; Munehiro Ito, Kyoto; Tetsuo Haya-
shi, Takatsuki, and Shoichi Fujimoto, Kameoka, all of Ja-
pan, assignors to Nichicon Capacitor Ltd., Kyoto, Japan

Division of Ser. No. 1 12,471, Feb. 3, 1971, abandoned,
which IS a division of Ser. No. 773,427, Nov. 5, 1968

abandoned. This application Mar. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 340 885
Int. CI. HOlc 7104

U.S. CI. 338-23
, Claim

beatable means in heat exchange relationship with said
thermal storage means adapted to effect a transfer of heat
therebetween and cause said material to change states
whereby the transfer of heat between said beatable means
and the thermally responsive means is delayed and the
period of time required for the thermally responsive
means to reach the predetermined temperature is ex-
tended.

3,845,441
WIDE TEMPERATURE RANGE ADJUSTABLE DISC

THERMOSTAT
Donald E. Place, Mansfield, Ohio, assignor to Therm-0-Disc

Incorporated, Mansfield, Ohio
^ Filed Aug. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 280,269

Int. CI. HOlh 37112
U.S. CI. 337-347 ,4 c,ai„,

1. An adjustable thermostat comprising a body assembly,
switch means on said body assembly, a smoothly dished bime-
tallic snap disc mounted at its periphery on said body assembly
the central portion of which moves with snap action between
two positions of stability in response to changes in the temper-
ature of said disc, said disc having a central zone which is

relatively flat and a generally conical annular zone extending
from said central zone to the periphery of said disc, said disc
operating said switch means with snap action as said disc snaps
between said positions, and adjustable spring means applying
an adjustable spring force to said disc in all positions of said
disc biasing said disc toward one of said positions, said spring
means being operable to adjust the operating temperature of
said disc through wide ranges of temperature without signifi-

I. A thermister having positive temperature characteristics
comprising at least one piece of resistive material having a
positive temperature characteristic and a plurality of elec-
trodes secured to said material to provide a current control
portion and a heat generating portion, said resistive material
having a pair of opposing surfaces with a layer of conductive
material on one surface and at least two conductive layers on
the other surface, the last said layers being spaced one from
the other, and said electrodes being secured to said layers, one
of said two conductive layers on said other surface at least
partially surrounding the other of the last said layers

3,845,443
THIN FILM RESISTANCE THERMOMETER

Edward VV. Fisher, Alliance, Ohio, assignor to Bailey Meter
Company, Wickliffe, Ohio

Continuation of Ser. No. 262,545, June 14, 1972, abandoned.
This application Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,222

Int. CI. HOlc 7104
U.S. CI. 338-25 9 Claims

1. A resistance thermometer comprising a ceramic member
having a smooth surface forming a rigid support substrate an
alumina glass precoat welded to and completely covering said
smooth surface, a narrow thin-film of metal arranged in ser-
pantme configuration welded to said alumina glass precoat
and an alumina glass topcoat completely covering and welded
to said glass precoat and said metal film whereby said metal
film IS hermatically sealed within said glass precoat and too-
coat.

^
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3 845 444

GALVANO-MAGNETRO EFFECT DEVICE

Noboru Masuda, Saltama; Yu Nishino, Yokohama, and HisashI

TakiguchI, Tokyo, all of Japan, assignors to DenkI Onkyo

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan

Filed June 11, 1973, Ser. No. 368,623

Int. CL HOlc IWd

U.S. CI. 338-32 R ^ Claims

31 22 21 22 1

31<

22 1 2 23

A1

31

-J 22

1. A galvano-magneto effect device comprising

a. a galvano-magneto effect element comprising a thin

semiconductor layer made of a magnetism sensing semi-

conductor material,

b a substrate, said semiconductor layer being positioned

thereon wherein the relationship of the thickness of said

semiconductor layer and the substrate is such that the

thickness of the semiconductor layer is greater than the

range of the thickness error of the substrate when the

thickness of the semiconductor layer is controlled by

controlling the total thickness of the semiconductor layer

and the substrate; and

c a cover plate made of ferrite which is bonded to said

galvano-magneto effect element so that said cover plate

covers said galvano-magneto effect element and has a

thickness such that the magnetic permeability is saturated

in accordance with variation of the thickness, wherein

said galvano-magneto effect element is interpositioned

between said substrate and said cover plate.

said carrier plate and second and third members provid-

ing in conjunction with an external permanent magnet a

closed magnetic flux path with a total effective magnetic

air gap of only slightly more than the thickness of said

chip.

3,845,446

FOOT OPERATED RHEOSTAT
Tobin Wolf, 285 Aycrigg Ave., Ppssaic, NJ. 07055

Filed June 6, 1973, Ser. No. 367,536

Int. CI. HOlc 5m
U.S. CI. 338-153 5 Claims

3 845 445

MODULAR HALL EFFECT DEVICE

Roland J. Braun, Vestal; Harry C. Kuntzleman, Newark Val-

ley, and Herbert E. Meier, Vestal, all of N.Y., assignors to

International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk,

N Y
Filed Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,203

I

Int. CI. HOlc lilt

U.S. a. 33^-32 H 11 Claims

1. A Hall effect device comprising:

a housing of non-magnetic material having a cavity therein;

a carrier plate insert member of magnetic material posi-

tioned adjacent to said cavity;

a Hall semiconductor chip mounted on said earner plate

and extending into said cavity;

a second insert member of magnetic material connecting

one outside surface of the housing with said cavity, said

second member extending into the cavity in alignment

with said chip but spaced therefrom by an air gap; and

a third insert member of magnetic material connecting said

carrier plate with said one outside surface of the housing,

927 lO.O.—SO

1. A variable resistance device comprising,

a flat rectangular casing,

an elongated resistance element within the casing extending

in a predetermined plane,

an insulated arm within the casing pivotally mounted for

movements parallel to said plane,

a conductive element on said arm for movements therewith

and in contact with the resistance element,

a foot-operated control member overlying the casing and

mounted thereon for pivotal movements transverse to

said plane toward and from the casing,

means operated by the control member in its movements for

rotating the arm to sweep the conductive element along

the resistance element,

the foot-operated member comprising a plate element hav-

ing a depressed portion forming a groove therein, and a

shaft extending along the bottom of the groove and sup-

ported at its ends by the casing for pivotably mounting the

plate to the casing.
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3,845,447

T L ..•.
VARIABLE RESISTOR

Takechika Ashiya, Kawasaki; Masaru Nagami, Yokohama-nd Vosh.mi Watanabe, Tokyo, all of Ja'pan assignors .oSony Corporalion, Tokyo, Japan
Filed Oct. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 408,105

I229u'
'"'*"'"' ^PP"'*''«" J«P«"' «<^»- 24, 1972, 47-

, ., ^. ,, 'nlCI. HOIc9/6;«
L.S. CI. 338-200 _ „. .

7 Claims
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provide a substantially flat centrally perforate end section acurved central section of the same width as said end seSionand a curved extension of slightly less than one half of a.^'width, the curved portions together extending over JgX

''^^^i^

3,845,448

KxJlfu
«^^'^T^'\'TV LIOLID/SOLID RESISTOR

Albert F. Hadermann. Ijamsville, Md.; Paul F. Waters, Wash-

to Applied Physical Chemistry Inc., Ijamsville, Md ^ "
Filed June 1, 1973, Ser. No. 366,009

I w .^ ,,.
Int. CI. HOIc moo

l.S. CI. 338-222 , „, .

3 Claims

I. A resistor having a specific restivitv of at least 5X10"ohm centimeters comprising: a bodv of electricallv i^sul^t n.material having first and second end portions, and'c nttn "fa high resistivity liquid-solid mixture which i stable m.mewherein said l,qu,d-soI,d resistance comprise a plVcr on

'

polar liquid selected from the group consisting of isopr panoTl.groin. cyclohexane. octane, d.oxane. ethanol T hexan
'

acetone. 2 pentanone and amyl acetate, and a powdered so d"dielectric hav.ng a particle size of about O.I micron selectdfrom he group consisting of alumina, silica. poXed g a s

pclvmer fi";
' T"" "r'^'

'""" ^"'^^'^ ^"^ org' mcpolvmers. flrst and second terminals formed on resrectiveopposite ends of said body, each including a lead wire securedto a respcctuc end of said body and extending inZ the 'nne^

3,845.449

o 1^ n ^ .

^^^^^ SHIELD CLAMP
Ronald D. Taylor, Blaine. Minn., assignor to Minnesota Minin.and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul, Minn

^
Filed Aug. 2. 1973, Ser. No. 384 932

U.S.Ci. 339-14 L
'"•

^'- "^•-^/'^^
'

I. A clamp comprising a pair of rigidiv resilient geSvL-shaped electrically conductive metal plates each formed to

n

1. A variable resistor comprising
a. a resistor element having flrst and second terminals-b a conductive slide means mounted for slide contact withsaid resistor element and said first and second terminals;

c. switch means controlled by the position of said slidemeans and operative to ground one of said first and econd terminals of said resistor element when said JSemeans engages the other one of said first and second
terminals of said resistor element.

cantly more than one-half but less than thre^ fn„r,K «•

trde'd'V'
-^'^••I'^^.P-f-ate end sectl^ ng ra ; /ended from said circle, the two pieces fitting together i^face-to-face relationship with the curved portions terminal vunconnected to define a circular clamping area

^

3,845,450
UNDERWATER ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

Judson c. Cole, Sidney and James R. Hall, B^e, both

Filed Dtc. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,342

t.s. CI.
339-42'"'-

^'- """'"-"*'""
6 Claims

^u^

'V "^
..,

:.-:«=
. s ill : ,.*^.ir j /^ too

m^.m^M^^^^'j^-
'

|^l ' ti\)-

compnsinT""'"
""^"'' '"""""'^ ^"'^ '^^^'^ "--'^'>

a plug housing having a forward mating end. a rear conduit

sa7j';;a"f ::d^"'
^ ""^^' ^^'^ ^^-"^ -"^ ^--^^ -"'to

^ c::S':^l^^^:^r
""^'^ '^^^'"^ "^^^'"^ -^-"<^

means for mounting said first plurality of electrical contacts

aid 1p h'
'"''"^ '"' '" ^P^"^ relationship aroundad plug housing central axis so that the mating end ofsaid contacts are at the mating end of said housing

enLT saul n7
^^/^'''^'^'"^ ^ ""i^^-fght seal a, the mating

forwardly biased portion that covers said contacts andmaintains a fluid-tight seal when said contacts are co"

saTd sealing ZT'^fl
'"^^'^'^ '^ ^^^^^^ '^^^ '^^"'acts,said sealing means deflning with said plug housing a cavty w.thin which at least a portion of the mating 'ends ^fad contacts mounted in said plug are dispofed. sa^dcavity communicating with the rear conduit receiving endof said plug housing;

"-^'''igenu

a first water-tight resihently deformable. conduit connected
at one end to the conduit receiving end of said plug housmg. said conduit including therein a plurality of electricalconductors, each having one end connected to a re pec

said p^"g
" ''""'"^ '"' "^^^'^ ^^"'^^^ '"^""ted m

an electrically-^ nonconducting fluid filling the remainingspace m said conduit and said plug cavity wherTb hfmating ends of said contacts mounted in said pig Ire
substantially surrounded by said nonconducting fluidsad forward mating end of said plug adapted to receivea receptacle having contacts within said plug housing sothat said contacts mounted in said plug are in confac^
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with the nonconducting fluid in said plug cavity upon

mating of said plug with a receptacle;

a receptacle housing having a forward mating end. a rear

conduit receiving end and a central axis from said for-

ward end to said rear end;

a second plurality of electrical contacts having mating ends

and conductor receiving ends;

means for mounting said second plurality electrical contacts

in said receptacle housing and in spaced relationship

around said receptacle housing central axis so that the

mating end of said contacts are at the mating end of said

receptacle housing and said contacts mounted in said

receptacle engage said contacts mounted in said plug

upon mating of said plug and receptacle;

sealing means for establishing a fluid-tight seal at the mating

end of said receptacle housing, said sealing means includ-

ing a forwardly biased portion that covers said contacts

mounted in said receptacle and maintains a fluid-tight

seal when said contacts mounted in said receptacle are

covered and is rearwardly movable to expose said

contacts mounted in said receptacle upon mating, said

receptacle covering means defining with said receptacle

housing a cavity within which at least a portion of the

mating ends of said contacts mounted in said receptacle

are disposed, said cavity communicating with the rear

conduit receiving portion of said receptacle housing;

the other end of said first water-tight, resiliently deformable

conduit connected to the conduit receiving end of said

receptacle housing, said nonconducting fluid filling said

receptacle cavity also, whereby at least a portion of the

mating ends of said contacts mounted in said receptacle

are surrounded bv said nonconducting fluid and whereby

said nonconducting fluid in said conduit communicates

with said plug cavity and said receptacle housing.

3,845,452

REAR RELEASE CONTACT RETENTION ASSEMBLY

Raymond J. Eifler, Farmington, Mich., assignor to The Bendix

Corporation, Southfield, Mich.

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,343

Int. CL HOlr 13142

U.S. CI. 339-59 R ^ ^'"""*

3,845,451

ELECTRICAL COUPLING ARRANGEMENT
Rudolf Neidecker, Basel, Switzerland, assignor to Multi-

Contact AG, Basel, Switzerland

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,715

Int. CI. HOlr 25100

L.S. CI. 339-49 R ^ Claims

1. An electrical coupling arrangement comprising, in com-

bination with a pair of conductors,

a pair of like coupling elements each having a front side

formed with a plug and next to said plug with a first jack,

and a back side formed with a second jack, whereby said

front sides of said elements are mutually matable with

each of said plugs engaged in the first jack of the other

element; and

a respective second plug on each of said conductors, each

of said second plugs being engageable in a respective one

of said second jacks, said elements being each formed of

a pair of metallic plates having a central region between

said sides connect the plates together, said plates being

formed at said front side with a cleft and being spread

apart to one side of said cleft to form said first jack, said

plates being spread apart at said back side to form said

second jack.

1. An electrical connector unit comprising:

an insulator member having a plurality of bores there-

through extending from a forward face to a rearward

a body having a forward face and a rearward face mounted

with its forward face against the rearward face of the

insulator member, said body having a plurality of pas-

sages therethrough axially aligned with said bores of said

insulator member, said bores and said passages each

adapted to receive an electrical contact member which is

insertable from the rear of said body and each contact

having an enlarged section defining a rearwardly facing

shoulder and a forwardly facing shoulder thereon; and

a plurality of hook shaped retention members extending

rearwardly from the rear face of said body and disposed

in spaced relationship around the periphery of each of

said passages, said retention members being integral with

said body and having a forwardly facing shoulder that

partially blocks the path of a passage in said body and

terminates in a rear free end, each of said retention mem-

bers being resiliently and radially deflectable to permit

said enlarged contact sections to pass into said passages

upon forward .insertion of the contact member into the

passage and bore, said hook shaped contact retention

members contracting behind the rearwardly facing shoul-

der on the contact member to limit rearward movement

thereof in the passage and bore of said body and member

respectively, said retention members being substantially

rigid in the axial direction when in their contracted posi-

tion so as to provide a positive stop against rearward

movement of the respective contact member.

3,845,453

SNAPIN CONTACT ASSEMBLY FOR PLUG AND JACK
TYPE CONNECTORS

Valentine J. Hemmer, Sidney, N.Y., assignor to The Bendix

Corporation, Bendix Center, Southfield, Mich.

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336,307

Int. CI. HOlr 7 7/06

U.S. CI. 339-59 R "^ Claims

.^s 2!

'^ ^"^ f-20C iJil ~

'30 10 })C

I. In combination with a coaxial cable connector of the type

having; a cylindrical housing that includes a central passage,

a forward mating portion, and a rear portion; an electrical

contact having a wire receiving end. an opposite mating end.

and a recess in the outside of said contact; and an insulator

mounted in said housing central passage and disposed to
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retain said contact within but electrically insulated from said

housing, the improvement wherein the insulator comprises:

a sleeve comprised of electrically nonconducting material

surrounding the entire electrical contact, said sleeve

having a forward end portion, a rear end portion, an axial

slot in said rear end portion so that said rear end portion

of said sleeve is radially compressible, a first rearwardly

facing shoulder on said front portion of said sleeve that

engages the front end of said housing, a second forwardly
facing shoulder on said rear end that engages the rear end
of said housing, so that the engagement of said shoulders
with said ends of said housing prevents axial movement of

said sleeve and an internal projection in said sleeve that

extends into the recess in said contact to prevent axial

movement of said contact mounted within said sleeve

whereby said sleeve and said contact may be removed
from the front of said housing by radially compressing
said rear portion of said sleeve so that said forwardly
facing shoulder on said rear portion of said sleeve disen-

gages the rear end of said housing to permit removal of
said sleeve from the forward mating portion of said hous-

ing.

S*^

3,845,454

TAMPER.RESISTANT CABLE TERMINATOR
Robert D. Hayward, Phoenix; James E. Chapman, Glendale,

and Stanley R. Ray, Phoenix, all of Ariz., assignors to Gilbert

Engineering Company Inc.

Filed Oct. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 299,453

Int. CI. HOIr 13154

U.S. CI. 339-85 1 Claim

b. means defining a locking tool access port in said outer
shield member communicating with the interior of the
cylindrical extension of said second connector member,
the diameter of said port being no larger than the inside

diameter of said cylindrical extension.

3,845,455
TUBULAR CONDUCTOR-IN-SLOT CONNECTING

DEVICE
John Robert Shoemaker, Walkerton, N.C., assignor to AMP

Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.

Filed Oct. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 405,970
Int. CI. HOlr 9106

U.S. CI. 339-97 8 Claims

^ iL ,^

1. In a tamper-resistant cable terminator assembly specially

adapted for use in a CATV cable transmission system, said

system including

a cable for transmitting electrical signals, and
a fixed cable terminal comprising a first connector member

of a rotationally engageable male-female connector mem-
ber pair,

said cable terminator assembly including

a second connector member of said pair having means for

engaging a locking tool adapted to rotate said pair into

locking engagement,

an outer shield member coaxially rotatable about said con-
nector pair member, shaped and dimensioned to receive
and enclose said connector pair therewithin when lock-

ingly engaged, and
means for retaining said second connector member inside

said outer shield member,
the improvement whereby the tamper-resistance of said termi-

nator assembly is increased, said improvement comprising:
a. means carried by said second connector member forming

a cylindrical extension thereof and having at least one
locking-tool-engaging recess formed in the inner wall

thereof and extending radially outwardly; and

<r

1. In a stamped and formed connecting device comprising
a first formed tubular member having a first axially extending
open seam, said first seam serving as a first conductor-
receiving slot having opposed edges whereby upon movement
of a conductor laterally of its axis and into said first slot, said

edges engage said conductor, the improvement to said device
comprising:

a second tubular member having a second axially extending
open seam which is in alignment with said first open seam
in said tubular member, said second tubular member and
said first tubular member having a common bight portion,
and said second tubular member having side portions
which are struck from side portions of said first tubular
member, said second tubular member, being contained
within said tubular member each said side portion of each
said tubular member being bent towards its opposing side
portion at its free end, said free ends thus forming said
conductor receiving slots, whereby

upon movement of a conductor laterally of its axis into said
first open seam and said second open seam from one end of
said device, said conductor is engaged by edge portions of
both of said open seams.

3,845,456

CLINCHABLE TERMINALS
Leonard H. Michaels, Warrenville, HI., assignor to Molex

Incorporated, Downers Grove, III.

Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 184,361, Sept. 28, 1971, Pat.

No. 3,768,062. This application July 17, 1972, Ser. No.

272,441The portion of the term of this patent subsequent to

Oct. 23, 1990, has been disclaimed.

Int. CI. HOlr 9108, 15/12; H05k 01/10
U.S. CI. 339-97 R 15 Claims

1. A terminal for interconnecting a thin circuit device and
a projecting male terminal, said terminal comprising a body
formed of conductive material and having a generally planar
portion, a plurality of tangs extending from said body in a
direction generally normal to said planar portion and adapted
to be inserted through the thin circuit device from one side

and clinched against the opposite side thereof, a series of
apertures in said generally planar body portion defining
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spaced arms each integral at both ends with said body and

interfacing contact segments on said arms spaced apart from

2231

e a casing having an inner face defining a central cavity and

two passages leading from said cavity toward respective

open ends of said passages,
-,., ,„h

1. said connector being positioned in said cavity and

spaced from said inner face,

2 respective portions of said bus bars enveloped by said

'tubular members extending inward of said casing

through said open ends, said tubular members being

one another and adapted to receive the projecting male termi-

nal with an interference fit.

3,845,457

CABLE HOLDING SPRING CLAMP

William A. Relmer, Wheaton, III., assignor to GTE Automatic

Electric Laboratories Incorporated, Northlake, III.

Filed Nov. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 411,953

Int. CI. HOlr 13/58

U.S.CL 339-103 R 6 Claims

spaced transversely from said inner face in the respec-

tive passages;
. , . j u i ^^

f fastening means for fastening each of said tubular mem-

bers to said casing outside said cavity and said passages;

g. sealing means hermetically sealing said cavity and said

passages; and

h an insulating fluid in said cavity and said passages sepa-

rating said inner face from said tubular members, said

bare parts, and said connector.

1. A cable holding spring clamp comprising

a housing having a cable receiving aperture disposed

therein;
. , . „:^

an integrally formed cam and spring clamp element, said

sprini clamp extending spirally outward from said cam;

means for mounting said cam and spring clamp element

transversely within said cable receiving aperture such that

it is rotatable about a longitudinal axis;

means for rotating said cam and spring clamp element

within said cable receiving aperture to thereby compress

said spring clamp against said cable with a preselected

force; and
. , , ,

.

means for locking said cam and spring clamp element in

rotation to thereby lock said cable between said spring

clamp and said housing.

3,845,458

BUS-iAR CONNECTION APPARATUS FOR AN

ELECTRICAL MACHINERY OF METAL CLAD TYPE

Hitoshi Himi, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabushiki Kaisha

Meidensha, Tokyo, Japan
,oo ,««

Filed Aug. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 389,789

Claims priority, application Japan, Aug. 22, 1972, 47-83996

Int. CI. HOlr i/02;H02g 5/00

U.S. CI. 339-117 R 9 Claims

1. A bus bar connecting arrangement comprising:

a. a first bus bar;

b. a second bus bar;

c an elongated, tubular member of solid insulating material

enveloping each bus bar, but leaving a longitudinally

terminal part of said bus bar bare,
•. . „,

1 one of said bus bars being formed with a longitudinal

passageway extending therethrough and terminating in

an opening in said bare part;

d a connector of electrically conductive material connect-

"

ing said bare parts of said first and second bus bars;

3 845 459

DIELECTRIC SLEEVE FOR ELECTRICALLY AND

MECHANICALLY PROTECTING EXPOSED FEMALE

CONTACTS OF AN ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

Richard W. Nermann. Otego, N.Y., assignor to The Bendix

Corporation, Southfield, Mich.

Filed Feb. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 336,309

Int. CI. HOlr 19/28

U.S. CL 339-191 R 3 Claims

-3?'

1 In combination with an electrical connector element of

the 'type having an insert and a plurality of female contacts

mounted therein with the mating end of the female contact

extending from one face of said insert, each of said female

contacts including an enlarged portion and a forward portion

that includes the mating end and an annular groove having a

rearwardly facing shoulder in the forward portion of the

contact, the improvement comprising:

a plurality of sleeves comprised of electrically insulating

material, each mounted on the forward portion of one ot

said female contacts and completely surrounding said

mating portion of said contacts, each of said sleeves
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.nclud.ng an internal projection having a forwardly facing
^houlder that mates w.th the annular'groove in said fe^male contact and engages the rearwardly facing shoulderof said groove to secure the dielectric sleeve to the for-ward portion of said female contact and wherein each ofa.d sleeves includes a forward male contact receivingend portion that tapers radially inward with respect to theaxis of said sleeve from free end so as to provide a means^>r guiding a male contact into said sleev. and said ma,
ing portion o» said female contact.

3,845,460

_ . , RELAY SOCKET

ors to Izumi Denki Company Limited, Osaka, Japan
Filed Apr. 20. 1973, Ser. No. 353,021

Claims priority. application Japan. Apr. 21, 1972, 47-40691
„„ ^, „„ Int.CI. H0Ir.?i/76
I'S. CI. 339-I92R

, ^, .

1 Claim
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and a pair of further cavity portions formed respectivelyon the opposite sides of said intermediate wall poSand communicating each of said terminal-recei ,ng sl^sof said third socket unit with the corresponding lead ou

of?a'i" uT"'"'
""'^" ^' "'^ ''''' '-"^^^ -'

' eachot said further cavity portions being open at the corresponding open side of said third socket unit and being

offH?!"^ ""'"'t
^*'' ^y '''"^ intermediate wairporlionof said third socket unit

P^^mon

a plurality of metallic connection fittings each having oneend formed to provide one of said lead-out terminals andhaving Its other end fitted with a plug receiving termmal
^^r^electrical connection with the' terminal of'theTelay

said first, second and third socket units, said first and second separator plates, and said metallic connect on fit, n.sbeing assembled into said relay socket assemb with "fdfront open sides of said first and second socket un^sbefr^'d.sposed in opposing relation to said first anS second

"a'dV; t'an
""

''h'
"'^'^' ""' r..p.cu..^., and w "h^aid first and second separator plates beinc interno.pJ

'e"::d"and1h^:d
"'.'''^' ^"^^^'"""^ anTb^ltTs

secor^d and third socket units, respectively, each of saidmetalhc connection fittings being mounted in a cor^e

nd"S""' f^'-'^'^.^'^'^'y
P-«ion^ of said first, secondand th rd socket units with its plug receiving terminalbeing disposed in a corresponding one of sai^'t rSrece.ving slots and with its lead-out terminal being de-posed on a corresponding one of said lead-out terminalmounting portions,

lerminai

1. A relay socket assembly for electrically connecting the

c^omSg " '"'"'"" ''''' P'"^ •" ^'''""^' '^^
"'

'-
first and second socket units having respective configura-

tions which are substantially symmetrical with each othereach of said first and second socket units including a frontopen side, a back wall side, a center land portion formed
to provide a plurality of terminal-receiving slots which areopen at an upper surface of said center land portion andwhich are adapted to receive the terminals of a relay plug

ZLL. ^^''"''
'f''

°^'"''^ ""^" '^"d portion andadapted to mount a lead-out terminal to be connected
with one of the external lead wires, and a cavity portionS iT""""'"''"^ '^"^ °f ^^*d terminal-receiving
slots with the corresponding lead-out terminal mounting
portion, said cavity portion being open at said front openside of said socket unit and being closed at its back s^deby said back wall side of said socket unit

tZi '"r""'^
''P''''^' ^^'''' ^^^'"g ^"hstantially thesame configurations as one another

a third socket unit which has an intermediate wall portionsaid th,rd socket unit having first and second oppo mgopen sides separated by said intermediate wall portionand having respective configurations which are substan
l.al

ly symmetrical with each other, a further center landportion provided on each of the opposite sides of sa"d
intermediate wall portion and formed with a pluraht ofermmal-receivmg slots which are open at an uppe u^face of said further center land portion and w'hich areadapted to receive the terminals of the relay plug at leas'one lead-out terminal mounting portion formed f ea h othe opposite sides of each of said further center land
portions and adapted to mount a lead-out terminal to beconnected with another one of the external lead wLs

3,845,461

Hn M « r
»NTRLSION DETECTION SYSTEM

MilneaSrML'"''*^'
'"""' "^^'^""^

'« "«->-" »"-

Filed June 25, 1973, Ser. No. 373.105
Int. CI. G08b /i//6

U.S.a.340-lR ,^, .

6 Claims

SDace'^nrrhnn' i°^'"'^'"^*"g
'^e presence in a monitoredspace of a body having a component of movement toward oraway from the indicating apparatus comprising, m comW

a single transducer operable to transmit radiated energvmto a space and to receive said radiated energy when
reflected from bodies in said space;

a source of radiated energy
means interconnecting said'source and said transducer so

hat energy from said source may be transmitted into saidspace and may also combine with reflected energy from

netTr
'"^ TuP"'' ' ^'''' ^'Snal having a first compo-

nent determined by said source and a second component
determined by the movement of any reflecting body in

October 29, 1974 ELECTRICAL 2233

detecting means connected to receive said first signal for

giving a pair of further signals, in phase quadrature, in

response to said component of movement of said body in

said space, the phase relation therebetween reversing

with reversal in the sense of said component; and

means for deriving from said further signal an output which

reverses with reversal of the phase relation therebetween.

SONAR

3,845,463

ULTRASONIC TESTING APPARATUS
Arthur Edwards TImbs, Flixton, England, assignor to United

Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, London, England

Filed Jan. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 323,967

Claims priority, application Great Britain, Jan. 27, 1972,

3879/72
Int. CI. GO Is 7/52

U.S. CI. 340-5 R 4 Claims

3,845,462

SIGNAL PROCESSING AND DISPLAY
TECHNIQUE

J. E. Blue, Orlando, Fla., and J. G. Pruitt, Austin. Tex., assign-

ors to The United States of America as represented by the

Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D.C.

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,545

Int. CL GO Is 7/62

U.S. CI. 340-3 R 3 Claims

I

lU SONAK 1

CLOCK (-•

I Otl»» J

T

{I Jl';'jl)HN

r T'* J L Jto BLuf 1

1. A three iolor display system for sonar systems, compris-

mg;

a a sonar signal projector and receiver system including

first, second, and third guns in a three gun color tube;

b. first, second, and third threshold circuits in said receiver

individually controlling voltage applied to said first, sec-

ond and third guns in said colored tube;

c. an input circuit adapted to receive a sonar signal echo

return;

d. first, second, and third amplifier circuits coupled to re-

ceive a signal from said input circuit and to said first,

second, and third threshold circuits respectively, to pro-

vide an amplified signal from said input to said threshold

circuits;

e. a clock circuit in said sonar signal projector;

f. an automatic gain control circuit, and a time delay circuit

coupled to receive a signal from said clock circuit and

coupled to said first amplifier circuit for controlling the

output of said first amplifier;

g. a first time varying gain circuit coupled to said clock

circuit and to said second amplifier, a second time vary-

ing gain circuit coupled to said clock circuit and to said

third amplifier, said clock circuit generating signals to

actuate said automatic gain control circuit and said first

and second time variable gain circuits, said first amplifier

circuit generating a signal thru said first threshold circuit

to produce a display on the face of said tube from said

first color gun including a target, a target shadow area

and a background scatter signal, said second and third

amplifiers generating signals to produce selected target

signals and background scatter signals from said second

and third guns.

•^
.-'.T -1 Tr.'j.-r-.v..e-L^

Tl4 --A- ,
. <

-^^
-^^j

'i>M-i-

>*—rf"

1. A scanning unit for an ultrasonic wave transmitting-

/receiving head comprising:

a. a watertight compartment.

b. an elongate water-floodable structure attached to the

watertight compartment,

c. drive means in the watertight compartment with drive

shafts extending through the watertight compartment into

the water-floodable structure.

d. a carriage movable along said structure by rotation of one

of said drive shafts,

e. an ultrasonic wave transmitting receiving head on said

carriage.

f. a swingable mounting for said head on said carriage, and

g. means coupling another of said drive shafts with said

swingable mounting so that rotation of that drive shaft

causes the head to swing on the carriage,

whereby said head can be scanned linearly along the unit and

optionally swung predetermined amounts to transmit/receive

waves in the compression mode or in the shear mode at vari-

ous angles.

3.845,464

LOW COOLANT INDICATOR
Joachim H. Engel, Okemos, Mich., assignor to General Motors

Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Apr. 23, 1973, Ser. No. 353,564

Int. CI. G08b2y/00
U.S. CI. 340-59 2 Claims

- X

1. A coolant level indicating assembly for a vehicle with an

engine having a front-mounted water pump and a water pas-

sage for cooling the engine comprising: wall means separating

said water passage from a cavity formed in an upper, rearward

portion of said engine which is remotely located from said

front-mounted water pump; said separator wall having open-

ing means therethrough including a lower portion adapted to
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pass coolant between said water passage and said cavity inresponse to changes in the coolant level in the engine and anupper portion adapted to permit the discharge of air from saidcavty as the coolant level therein increases; a temperature
responsive sensor attached to said engine having a portion
extending into an upper region of said cavity; said portion of

wirh'fhT' >!."'i'"'^i"^
'
'r*'^''

'''''''"'' ^'^'"^"t in circuit
with the vehicle electrical power source and being positionedm said cavity to be covered by coolant when there is a suffi-

element being characterized by a substantial change in resis-tance between conditions when it is covered by coolant andwhen It IS uncovered by coolant; means in circuit with saidva lable resistance element for indicating an insufHcient cool-ant volume corresponding to an uncovered operative condi-
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an output select unit to receive said output from said datastorage unit, said output select unit passing said output of
said data storage unit upon the command of the read
control signal.

3,845,466
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CHARACTER

RECOGNITION
Jung Pyo Hong, Santa Monica, Calif., assignor to California

Institute of Technology, Pas«dena, Calif.
Continuation-in-part of Ser. No. 90,584, Nov. 18 1970

abandoned. This application July 31, 1972, S«r. No' 276 599
Int. CI. G06k 9//2

II.S. CI. 340-146.3 S , eiaims

3,845,465

;^^??o^"^^'^^
STORAGE APPARATUS FOR

rK .

^^^P^R^^G BETWEEN SPECIFIED LIMITSChares L. Hosick, and Joseph A. Beek, both of Placentia'
Calif assignors to The United States of America as repre-

i^g"ton D C*
"^ "" ^''* ^"''"' ^'"'*' ^''' ''°'"' ^«^*'-

Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,152
Int. CI. Glib 5/62

L-.S.Cf. 340- ,46.2
j ^llms
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live one of the sets; and check-controlled vend apparatus
comprising means for receiving one of said checks to effect a
vend operation, means for reading the set identification code
of a received check, set selection means for preselecting a set
Identification and selectively operable from a location accessi-
ble only to authorized personnel to permit a vend operation
only in response to receiving a check carrying the preselected
set Identification code, means for comparing the read set
Identification code with the preselected set identification
vend means, controlled by the comparing means, for effecting
a vend operation if the read set identification code compares
correctly with the preselected set identification, and means for
retaining the received check if a vend operation is effected

3,845,472
DATA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM EMPLOYING A

SERIES LOOP
Stuart R. Buchanan, Mequon; Paul H. Froehling, Franklin;
Gary F. Oman, Greendale, and Thomas W. Huebner, New
Berlin, all of Wis., assignors to Johnson Service Company
Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Dec. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 315,567
Int. CI. H04q 9100

U.S.CI.340-163
50 Claims

3,845,471
CLASSIFICATION OF A SUBJECT

Heribert J. P. Reitbeock, and Thomas P. Brody, both of Pitts-
burgh, Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed May 14, 1973, Ser. No. 360,272
Int. CI. Gllc 15100, G06b 7119

l'.S. CI. 340-149 R „ Claims

' -v • •' -1. I i . *

> '; ^ I,- \ I., • »t.

'/i '..i"- 'c,."^

'

-A

U-J-
'"'il'-'
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3,845,476

MONOLITHIC MEMORY USING PARTIALLY
DEFECTIVE CHIPS

October 29, 1974

3,845,478
I^AGNETIC DOMAIN COMPUTATIONAL

Robert Francis Boehm, WappinBers Falls N V «Mion«. . «; . . ^ ARRANGEMENT

Filed Dec. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 319 598
*"''*** ^^ ^' ^^^^' ^'- No. 422,477

Int. CI. G11C///40 ' lie r^, ,.« .,
Int. CI. G lie/ ///4

U.S. CI. 340-173 BB
,5 ^...^^

^S- C"- 340-174 TF
, Claims

siutr
''! CHIP

~
» I It (4 IIT JECMfIS

WD si»se mnr'^>it~n

«[«!SS

0 "ii jro»»tt £»i»s
'5 «.i SI5»l« ;»iPS

1. A monolithic memory comprising:
a plurality of nondefective integrated circuit chips
a plurality of partially defective integrated circuit chips
each havmg one or more defects in the same predeter-mmed sector thereof;

each of said chips having an array of memory cells therein
each of said memory cells having a respective address
assigned thereto;

input means for signals addressing said cells and
means for converting the address signals corresponding to

those cells m said defective sectors to new address signals
corresponding to locations in said non-defective chips.

3,845,477
METHOD FOR CONTROLLING MAGNETIZATION WGARNET MATERIAL AND DEVICES SO PRODUCEDRoy Conway Le Craw, Summit; Hvman Joseph Levinstein,
Berkeley Heights, and Raymond Wolfe, New Providence, a"i

Hill Nj"'"^""'"'
'" ^*" '^*'*P''«"« Laboratories, Murray

Filed Nov. 24, 1972, Ser. No. 308,989
Int. CI. G11C////4

L.S. CI. 340-174 TF
,, eiaims

'^^^'

I. Method for altering a magnetic property of a body of an
iron-containing composition of the garnet structure suchcomposition containing at least 5 cation percent of a substitu
tional ion other than iron in the tetrahedral and octahedral
crystal ographic sites based on the total number of cations insuch sites, said method comprising heating of said body cha
acterized m that at least a portion of the said body is in int -

of the said heating in that heating is carried out in an atmosphere which is substantially non-reducing with respect toThesaid garnet, m that heating is carried out over the temperaturerange of from 500 degrees C to 950 degrees C and' n haheating is continued for a period of at least 5 minutes, up to
a maximum of approximately 2 hours.

1. A magnetic domain computational circuit arrangement
for computing the time integral of a product of two quaSessaid arrangement comprising:

H"'"'mies,

a magnetic layer of magnetic domain propagating material
having a domain propagating channel defined therein

""nrnf",""' K^ ' r«'' ^^" '"^g"^^'^ domain in said
propagating channel;

first drive control magnetic field producing means establish-
ng a uniform variable field being variable in space and inime in said propagating channel such that the field varia-

m?o'nr H
''''" *° '"'y '^' '''' °f ^^id single wall

magnetic domain;
a first input signal corresponding to one of said quantities

for varying said first drive control magnetic field produc-
ing means in response to the magnitude of the one quan-

a second drive control magnetic field producing means
establishing a magnetic field gradient in said propagating
channel such that the field gradient is uniform in spacfbetween the ends of said propagating channel and is
cooperatively acting with the first magnetic field to prop-
agate said magnetic domain in response to the product of
tne first and second magnetic fields;

a second input signal corresponding to 'the other of said two
quantities for varying said second drive control magnetic
field producing means as a function of time in response
to the magnitude of said other quantity

magnetic domain detector means located'on said propagat-
ing channel at a predetermined spaced relationship rela-
tive to said magnetic domain generating means so as to be
operated by a magnetic domain initiated by said domain
generating means and driven to the location of the detec-
tor means by the combined driving effects of the first and
second magnetic fields such that the time for a magnetic
domain to be driven from the domain generating means
to the domain detecting means represents the time inte-
gral of the product of said first and said second input

3,845,479
APPARATUS FOR TESTING ELECTRICALLY

n ,.rr^ ACTUATED CLUTCHES
Donald F. Fabry Garden City, Mich., assignor to Burroughs
Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

•*

Filed Oct. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 405,166
Int. CI. G08b 23/00

V.S. a. 340-213 H jcUtas

October 29, i'974
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drive means for rotating the drive portion of the clutch

load means for placing a load on the load portion of the

clutch'

encoding means for generating electronic pulses propor-

tional to the speed of the load portion of the clutch;

encoder pulse generator means responsive to said encoder

means for generating a signal indicating the speed of

rotation of the load portion of the clutch;

controlling operation of the tube m response to ^he s gnal

developed by" he developing means and '"^^"^f7/PP!l•"/f

a predetermined potential to the gnd-b.as circuit '" p'ace of

a potential normally applied thereto ^h^"
^^^^J/^f'^P^^

signal is applied to the grid-bias circuit so that the self-b«as can

be adjusted to calibrate the tube to operate Pr^^'^^^ > ^J^en the

developed signals subsequently applied to the 8
^f.

b'^^^![^

cuit. said predeteVmined potential being representative of the

predetermined level of particulate material which is to be

detected.

IS ^ii^'

3,845,481

TARGET CONTROLLED AGC FOR SCAN RADAR
NORMALIZATION

Paul M. Danier, Norwalk, and Marshall Greenspan, Fa.rf.eld,

Jloth of Conn., assignors to United Aircraft Corporat.on,

East Hartford, Conn.

Filed Apr. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 354,556

Int. CI. G01s9/;4

U.S. CL 343-7.3 ^ Claims

timing means responsive to said encoder pulse generator

means for sequencing the steps within the test apparatus,

voltage control means responsive to said timing means for

controlling the application of power to the clutch; and

indicator means responsive to said timing means for provid-

ing indications of the results of the tests on the clutch.

3,845,480

PARTICULATE DETECTOR SYSTEM

Samuel B. Steinberg, Baltimore, Md., assignor to Air Tech-

niques, Inc., Baltimore, Md. ,,,.«
Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,625

Int. CI. G01h2///2,G08b /7/yO

U.S. CI. 340-236 ^^ ^la.ms

EXHAUST INTO
iTWOSPHERE
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first coupler and the two inputs of each second coupler of

means for feeding said IF pulses to the input of the firstcoup er o one pair and a pulse length portion o s id Fs.gna to the mput of the first coupler of the other paira detector connected in each output of the second couplero said pair, whereby the ratio of the logarithmic ampli-tudes of the pairs of video pulses developed by the two
detectors of each second coupler is proportional to thefrequences of said IF pulse and said IF signal

means for converting each pair of video pulses lo a single

October 29, 1974

a fir^st^planar refiector for deflecting said microwave energy

a first cu;ved reflector for deflecting the microwave energyby a predetermmed angle
^"^fg>

' ITCLT""^ ''.^l'''''
'^°^ "^'^'"''^^ 'he microwave

reflected from said first curved reflector
a s^econd planar reflector for directing the reflected micro-wave supplied from said second curved reflector to the

subreflector of said dual reflector antenna
means for supporting said first planar reflecto'r and first andsecond curved reflectors to permit said firs, and second

wit'h rh/ '"'^'u
'"^ '''^''' '^°"» ^ ^'^^' ^"i^ coincident

^
th the axis of the microwave energy emanating from themicrowave source and to permit said first planar reflector

to rotate about said first axis
'ir renecior

means for supporting said dual reflector antenna and saidsecond planar reflector to permit said antenna to revoke

of th first men.""'
H^'"^ '' "«^' ^"^'^ '^ ^^'^ ^"^' -'<-o the first-mentioned rotation and to permit said second

t'h LT^nT' '" 'T' ^'""^ '''' ^^^«"^ --^ -herebythe first-and second-mentioned rotations provides thecon ro of the azimuthal and elevational direction of said

fion of ?h. r '"''""' ''*'^°"' ""^*"8 any transforma-
tion of the transmission mode of the microwave energy.

pulse whose width is proportional to said ratio
means for comparing the widths of these single pulses andtor producing an output pulse whose amplitude corre-sponds to the difference between these pulse widths

said amplitude being proportional to the difference infrequency between said IF pulses and said IF signal;

means controlled by said output pulse for changing the

towards said remote radar so that the widths of the singlepulses are equalized and the frequencv of the C W radiofrequency signal consequently matches that of the re-ceived radio frequency pulses.

3,845.484
SIGNAL GENERATOR FOR TESTING VOR NAVIGATION

RECEIVERS
Joseph J Sawicki. Lighthouse Pt.. and Charles D. Talbert Ft

linn It- T.^' !'"' ""'«"*»" »« The Bendix Corp;ra:
tion, Southfield, Mjch.

Filed June 12, 1973, Ser. No. 369,336

,,^ ^ Int. CL GO Is 7/40, 1/44
l-.S.CI.343-,06R

,3^^,^^

3,845,483

-,. .. ^
ANTENNA SYSTEM

Shoj, Soma, and Ikuro Sato, both of Tokyo, Japan, assignors
to Nippon Electric Company, Tokyo, Japan

^
Filed Mar. 1, 1973. Ser. No. 336,957

Claims priority, application Japan, Mar. 8. 1972, 47-2^161

U.S.C,.343-76r
"""'- ""'""

,.2 Claims

fj

1. A microwave antenna .s>stem having a microwave sourceforadiatrng microwave energy in a predetermined direc ionVMth a preset disperse angle, a dual reflector antenna havinga mam reflector and a subreflector and microwave path
"?

guKlmg said microwave energy to said antenna so that themicrowave energy may be transmitted through said antennamost efficiently, wherein said microwave path comprises

\ .

J

I. A signal generator for testing a VOR receiver whichreceiver provides bearing information by comparing the phase
'\
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of a variable signal with a reference signal, said reference and

variable signals being transmitted to said receiver as a com-

posite signal simultaneously frequency and amplitude modu-

lated, comprising
. . u u

a stable oscillator operating at a frequency which is a high

order harmonic of the frequency of said reference signal;

digital means for dividing in multiple stages the frequency

of said stable oscillator to the frequency of said reference

signal;
, c

presettable logic means for detecting accumulation of count

by said dividing means corresponding to a selected phase

angle between said reference and variable signals;

register means triggered by said logic means and sellable

upon receipt of trigger from said logic means lo the rela-

tive polarity at the instant of triggering of the output ot

said dividing means;

a subcarrior generator providing an output having a tre-

quency substantially higher than the frequency o! said

reference signal;

means for modulating the frequency of subcarrier output

from said subcarrier generator by output from said divid-

ing means;

means for modulating the amplitude of said frequency mod

ulated subcarrier output by output from said register

means to provide a composite signal; and

means for applying said composite signal to the VOR re-

ceiver to be tested

3,845,486

DOPPLER MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS

John Peacock Birchenough. Chichester, England, assignor to

Plessev Handel und Investments A.G., Zug, Switzerland

Filed Jan. 3, 1973, Ser. No. 320,811

Claims priority, application Great Britam, Jan. 4, \**i,,

335/72
Int. a. GOls llSfi

U.S. CI. 343- 106 D 3 Claims

K< .,
•

I
1

/^>••«1.V'».^ A I

I

3.845.485

NON-ROTATING ANTENNA
Ernest G. Parker. Convent Station, N.J.; Constantino Lucan-

era Blauvelt, N.Y., and Richard W. Craine, Nutley, N.J..

assignors to International Telephone and Telegraph Corpo-

ration. Nutley. N.J. ,^, .r.
Filed Apr. 18. 1973, Ser. No. 352,154

Int. CI. GOls 1150

L'.S. CL 343-106 R 7 Claims

I A ground station of a dori>lcr micr»)wavc r.id.ir ssstcm

ci.mprising an aerial array having a pluralitv ot cUmuits and

adiaccnl one end of said array a reference a.nal. transniitlcr

means providing the reference aerial with a rctcrcnce Mgn.il

and the aerial array with a scanned signal trcqucncy which is

offset by a predetermined offset frequencv trom the reference

signal commutator means operative for teeding said scanned

signal sequentiallN to the elements of the arraN so ih.u a point

from which signal transmission occurs is scanned trom one

end to the other of said array ami back again, and means

operative lo change the scanned frequency by twice the otlset

frequencv when that element of the array closest t*) the reter^

ence aerial is fed by said commutator and when the rate ot

change of amplitude of the beat frequenc> difference between

the reference frequenc> and the scanned frequency is zero.

3,845.487

RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SYSTEM

Uve H. W. Lammers, 5 San Mateo Dr.. Chelmsford. Mass.

01824
Filed Sept. 26. 1972, Ser. No. 292.370

Int. CI. GOls 3152

t.S. CL343-1I3DE 2 Claims

i...

.

!..J !".''

7

1 A method of modulating a transmitter carrier signal in the

distribution cavity of a non-rotaling antenna, which antenna

produces a limacon radiation pattern comprising:

injecting all of said transmitter carrier signal into the center

conductor of an RF impedance transformer located

within said distribution cavity;

sequentially exciting, according to a predetermined pattern,

a plurality of probes projecting into the distribution cavity

to excite the H„ coaxial mode of propagation in the

cavity;
, , , , ,

adjusting the phase of the RF currents in said excited probes

to bring the resulting modulation component in phase

with the carrier at a desired center frequency; and

extracting signals having the desired amplitude and phase

functions from the outputs of said transformer.

Cos « * COwsriQM-r

1 A radio direction finding system depending on the angle

deoendent doppler shift imposed on a distanl-source signal ot

frequency /comprising a single antenna exclusively receivmg

said distant source signal, said single antenna having an elec-

tronically simulated motion, first and second doppler shifted

signals of frequencies/, and/,, respeclively, propagating along

and against ihe direction of motion of said single antenna, first

and second terminals receiving said first and second doppler

shifted signals, respectively, said single antenna being posi-

tioned between said first and secon<l terminals, means to add

only the frequencies/, and U of said first and second doppler

shifted signals, respectively, to obtain a second resultant fre-

quency signal, and means to divide said first resultant fre-

quency signal by said second resultant trequency signal to

obtain the angle of arrival measurement.
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3,845,488
REARMOUNTED FORWARD-LOOKING RADIO
FREQLENCY ANTENNA FOR PROJECTILES

Howard S. Jones, Jr., Washington, D.C., and Arthur R. Sindo-
ris, Arlington, Va.. assignors to The United States of America
as^represented by the Secretary of the Army, Washington,

Filed July 20, 1973, Ser. No. 381,118
Int. CL HOlq 1128

I..S. CI. 343-708
,0 ch™.
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ally parallel to and spaced a short distance from said frame
along the upper edge of the window and said U-shaped branch

anrernl??
"'

»'^^f
"^- po-t thereof to said termmaand extendmg from said termmal in a path spaced a short

distance from said frame.

-. 3.0

3,845,490
STRIPLINE SLOTTED BALUN DIPOLE ANTENNA

Ihomas E. Manwarren, Pulaski, and Kenneth J. Scott, Bald-
wmsville, both of N.Y., assignors to General Electric Com-
pany, Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed May 3, 1973, Ser. No. 357,029

II « r. ,^i"^S^I«<>»'«9/^6.2//05.H01pi/05
U.S. CI. 343-821

5 (,,^j^^

1. A forward-looking radio frequency antenna for projec-
tiles comprising: ^ •

a. a hollow metal nose cone having a metal base
b. a solid metal L-shaped cylindrical rod having a first end

face and a second end face, said first end face attached
to said base at a first point

c. a hollow metal L-shaped cylindrical tube having a firstopen end face and a second open end face, said first openend face attached to said base at a second point
d a metal wire attached at one end to said solid rod and

extending through said hollow tube
e. a source of radio frequency power connected across saidhoHow tube at said base and the other end of said wire at

said base;

f. a dielectric material filling the space inside said hollow
tube and around said wire therein and

g. the end face of said tube and the end face of said rod
being disposed opposite one another across a gap thearms of said rod and said tube being located on the same
axis of symmetry.

UPPER Dielectric sheet

STRIP LINE feed

^ ^LOWER
V ''dielectric

SHEET

3,845,489
WINDOW ANTENNA

Gerd Sauer. Broichweiden; Heinz Kunert. Cologne, and HeinzMoebs. Herzogenrath, all of Germany, assignors to Saint-Gobam Industries, Neuilly sur Seine, France
Filed Sept. 14. 1971, Ser. No. 180,361

7033574
'*'""""''^' "PP""''°" *''«"«' ^«Pl- 16, 1970,

t.s. a. 343-713'"' ^'•"''•'^^'^•'^^^^
,,,..16 Claims

1. An integral antenna and transmission line structure com-
prising two sheets of dielectric material each partially covered
with a skin of electrically conducting material arranged in
predetermined pattern, said sheets being joined together in a
laminated structure, said laminated structure having an an-
tenna portion proximate one edge, the remainder of said
structure constituting a transmission line portion, said skin on
the sides of said sheets which form the exterior of said struc-
ture substantially covering said transmission line portion and
on said antenna portion defining a T-shaped antenna dipole
with the crossbar of the T adjacent an edge of said structure
and the stem of the T extending from the center of the cross-
bar to said transmission line portion of the structure, each saidT portion of skin being slotted from the center of the crossbar
into the stem to divide the dipole defined therebv into two
separate arms each having a separate pillar of the stem of the
I

,
said skin on the sides of said sheets which have been joined

interiorly of said laminated structure constituting the center
conductor m the transmission line portion and a stripline
antenna feed in the antenna portion.

• Z ^:^ '^'^"' ^"'^""^ f"^ ^ ^^dio receiver mountedm a vehicle having an opening defined by a metallic frame for
a window, such as a windshield, comprising a window
mounted m said frame, fine wire conductors applied to thewindow as a T-shaped branch and a generally U-shaped
branch, and an output terminal for said branches and the
feedline to the radio receiver centrally disposed on the win-dow a short distance from such frame at the bottom edge of
the window, the base of said T-shaped branch being con-
nected to said terminal and the crossbar thereof being gener-

3,845,491
ERASABLE TRACE RECORDER

Rene Beguin, Chene-Bougeries, Geneva, Switzerland
Filed Mar. 13, 1973, Ser. No. 340,720

4297/7T
'*"®'^''^' application Switzerland, Mar. 22, 1972,

Int. CI. GOld 9112
IJ.S. CI. 346-21 , nx

I A . J 2 Claims
I. A trace recorder comprising a record support providing

an endless first surface,
rr- r g

a recording member,
a frame defining a recording station therein
means mounting said record support for movement in said
frame to traverse said first surface of the record supportm a first direction through said recording station said
mounting means for the record support allowing continu-
ous recirculating movement of said first surface through
said recording station,

means mounting said recording member in said frame for
movement through said recording station in a direction
transverse to said first direction to trace a path over said
first surface,

an endless loop filamentary indicator element.

October 29, 1974 ELECTRICAL
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supply means fo'^ said endless loop filamentary indicator

element, j j

said recording member including guide means for said end-

less loop filamentary indicator element via which said

indicator element passes from said supply means to said

first surface of the record support,

said filamentary indicator element and first surface of the

record support having mutual retaining means for retain-

ing the indicator element of said first surface when ap-

plied thereto by said recording member, whereby the

filamentary indicator element will be laid on said surface

along the path of the recording member thereover to

provide a record of said path until the filamentary indica-

tor element is detached from said first surface of said

record support, and

means for detaching said indicator element from said first

surface at a station spaced from said recording station

and for supplying the detached indicator element to said

supply means, said supply means being constituted by

further guide means guiding the filamentary indicator

element to the first mentioned guide means, said means

for detaching said indicator element from said support

and supplying it to said further guide means including a

capstan for pulling said indicator element from said re-

cord support and for feeding the detached indicator ele-

ment at a predetermined reduced tension to said further

guide means, means rotatably punting the capstan m said

frame and drive means for rotating the capstan, and said

filamentary indicator element making at least one turn

around said capstan.

control means responsive to said first data for successively

orienting said selectively-orientable first beam to orien

its said transverse axis in selected angular al.gnmen s

which are functionally representative of one of said well-

logging parameters and responsive to said second data tor

successively directing said selectively-orientable first

beam toward corresponding ones of said first locations on

fS
17

i.- >-r-'

^'h:?
^^

c :ftCiJ n
r «cc'ji«0'«Gl .. .-

said recording medium which are functionally representa-

tive of the other of said well-logging parameters; and

means cooperatively arranged for sequentially producing an

intermittent, fixed second beam of said energy for succes-

sively placing second distinctive indicia at selectively-

spaced second locations on said recording medium

which are functionally representative of the depth posi-

tions of a well-logging tool providing said successive

determinations.

3 845 492

METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR RECORDING WELL
LOGGING MEASUREMENTS

Roberto Armando Tejada, Talara, Peru, assignor to Schlum-

bereer Technology Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed July 12, 1973, Ser. No. 378,735

Int.CI. G01d9/i5

U.S. CI. 346-33 WL ^
27 Claims

1 Apparatus for recording well-logging data as distinctive

indicia respectively representative of at least two selected

parameters at various depths in a well bore and comprising:

means adapted for providing first and second data respec-

tively representative of successive determinations of two

selected well-logging parameters derived upon movement

of a well-logging tool through a well bore;

a recording medium sensitive to energy of a predetermined

character;
. . . • • a

means cooperatively arranged for selectively driving said

recording mediun along a predetermined travel path as a

function of the depth positions of a well-logging tool

providing said successive determinations;

means cooperatively arranged for providing an intermittent

selectively orientable and directable first beam of said

energy having an identifiable transverse axis and adapted

for successively placing selectively-positioned first dis-

tinctive indicia representative of said two welUogging

parameters at selected first locations on said recording

medium;

3 845 493

FEELER DEVICE FOR ENGAGING A FILM

PERFORATION TO STOP FILM TRANSPORT

Hubert Hackenberg, and Siegfried Zobel, both of Munich,

Germany, assignors to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft,

Leverkusen, Germany .,,,-,
Filed Mar. 21, 1974, Ser. No. 453,373

Claims priority, application Germany, Mar. 27, 1973,

2315178 ,,„„
Int. CLG03b/ 9/04, / 7/25

U.S.CL 354-213 12 Claims

«»rM '''

1 In a photographic apparatus, particularly in a still camera

for use with photographic roll film having a row of perfora-

tions one for each film frame, a combination comprising a

housing having a chamber for a supply of film; film transport-

ing means having input means movable back and forth and

operative to advance the film in said housing lengthwise in

response to movement in a predetermined direction; position-
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mg means movable in said housing in response to operation of
said mput nieans; a feeler arranged to engage the f.im in said
housmg and to penetrate into an oncoming perforation of the
film; arrestmg means movably installed in said housing and
arranged to arrest said positioning means in response to pene-
tration of said feeler into said oncoming perforation uoon
completion of film transport by the lengfh'of a frameTa'd
input means being movable counter to said predetermined
direction, and means for disengaging said arresting means
from said positioning means in response to movement of saidmput means counter to said predetermined direction

October 29, 1974

3,845,494
HGTE-CDTE PHOTOVOLTAIC DETECTORS

2T f
S'"'«'!,^'"*"'«'"*' «nd Gerard David Cohen-Solal,

both of Pans, France, assignors to Societe Anonvme de Tele-
communications, Paris, France

Filed Jan. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 323,222

7202654
•""*""•*' "PP''""o" France, Jan. 27, 1972,

I'.S. CI. 357-30 . ,„ .

o Claims

of the first named conductivity type and forming a second P-Njunction extending to said surface beneath said layer of insu
ating material, said first and second P-N junctions extending
to said surface beneath said layer of insulating material, said
first and second P-N junctions defining a channel of prec^^e
length, metallization forming gate, source and drain contacts
said metallization overlying said layer of insulating material'and making contact through the insulating layer with the drain
contact and source regions, said metallization overlying the
channel and being separated from the channel by said layer of
insulating material to form the gate contact, and additional
metallization formed on said layer of insulating material and
extending between the metallization which provides said gate
and dram contacts and in such a manner so that the additional
metallization is disposed unsymmctrically with respect to the
channel, said additional metallization extending over a drift
region formed m the uniformly lightly doped region between
the channel and the heavily doped contact region

4
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fixed magnetic field in said predetermined volume and
havmg all magnetic field components within said volume
substantially parallel to a plane passing through said
volume and

means for producing a second magnetic field having a com-
ponent with a periodically varying amplitude and direc-
tion within said volume, said means for producing a sec-
ond magnetic field including a coil arranged to be ener-

OCTOBER 29, 1974

means ,„ accordance with .he time of ocLrrence of ^id

meanr:: hellT h'
'"''"'^' """" '"

^^^ -"-

gized by an alternating current signal to produce an alter-
nating magnetic field having a field component within
said predetermined volume and in said plane and said coil
hav'ing an elongated cross section encompassing said
predetermined volume, said component of said second
magnetic field combining with first magnetic field to form

IS'^'^J "^rT '^"'"S ^ P'^"^ °f ^°t^tion lying
wholly within said plane.

*

3,845,500
HEAD TO TRACK ALIGNMENT IN A ROTATING HEAD

MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT

^"n'LVl"^'
^?'''"' ^°'''' "'''•8"«'- '« International BusL

ness Machines Corporation, Armonk, N.Y
Filed Nov. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 415,080

„c ^. ,
Int. CI. Gllb2///0

U.S. CI. 360-77 „ ^, .

22 Claims

I,.,.,, 3,845,501
VIDEO RECORDING AND/OR REPRODIJCINr
APPARATUS HAVING AN AUTOMATIC tIpE

Tai, . V
THREADING MECHANISM

lakashi Katsuta; Masataka Hattorl; Masao Inaba- Minao

rNC^Elttricf ' '""'S-"
"' ''"'*^«' J«pt^-^-

10 i^ippon Electric Company, Limited, Tokyo, Japan
.

Filed Jan. 29, 1973, Ser. No. 327,781

No?iTm2:";7T4'^^^^^^^^
'"•"•"' '*"•

'' ''''^ ^^-^^«'^^

t.S. CI. 360-85
'''•''' ''''^'"'^^^^^-^^^^

8 Claims

„ -^--ALIGNMENT ERROR HEAD PATH""^ -54 IDEAL HEAD PATH
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233,379

H M^'^u'^^^*^*^ ^^^ PAPERBACK BOOKS
Harold L. Hudson Gregory G. Mt. Pleasant, and Robert

Bm. w"« Liverpool N.Y., assignors to Gaylord
Bros., Inc., Syracuse, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,550
Term of patent 14 years

tro ^. ^ '"*• CI. D6—04
U.S. CI. D6—23

233,382
COMBINED BENCH AND TABLE

/B r» n ^'''P'^ Mondragon, Taos, N. Mex.
(P.O. Box 199, Ranchos de Taos, N. Mex. 87571)

Filed Feb. 16, 1973, Ser. No. 346,964
Term of patent 14 years

iTc ^. ^, '"*• CI. D6—0/, 03
U.S. CI. D6—33

233 380
EARRING DISPLAY STAND

Norman H. Hyman, 6040 N. Lake Drive,
Whitefish Bay, Wis. 53217

Filed Apr. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 347,179
Term of patent 14 years

f c ^. ^. '"*• CI. D20—02
L.S. CI. D6—27

233,383
CHAIR

Minoru Ikeda, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to
France Bed Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
Filed Feb. 28, 1973, Ser. No. 336,685

Term of patent 14 vears

U.S.C..D6_76
'"'C- >«-»'

233,381
STOOL

Thomas E. Wright, 1203 Chanticleer Lane,
^.. , ,

Hinsdale, III. 60521
Filed Mar. 19, 1973, Ser. No. 342,618

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. C. D6-29 '"'• " "'-'"

233,384

Rlrhlr7?'^l^^'*^S.^^'^^
''OR COCKTAIL BAR

Alh. . TK
^^^""^^ ^h, June Stanuseich, and Michael

.nS, cS^^ 95821
'''' ^'-'-P--- ^oad. Sacra-

Filed Jan. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 218,045
Term of patent 14 years

iTc ^. ^. Int. CI. D6—06
U.S. CI. D6—113
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233,385

WALL MOUNTABLE BRACKET
Harvey L. Friedman, 6361 Fairhaven Road.

Mayfield Heights, Ohio 44124

Filed Sept. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 289,689

II Term of patent 14 years
1

1

Int. CI. D6—99

L.S. CI. D6—114

233,387

DISPLAY MODULE FOR A BANK OF
VENDING MACHINES

Eldor A. Kluge, Oak Lawn, Robert G. Koslrog, Hamp-

shire, and Thomas H. Wiebe, Arlington Heights, III.,

assignors to Canteen Corporation, Chicago, III.

Filed Sept. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 285,889

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—06

U.S. CI. D6—139

233,386

SUPPORT BRACKET FOR A VACUUM BOTTLE
OR SIMILAR ARTICLE

Rov B. Hanimett, P.O. Box 778, Denton. Tex. 76201

Filed Apr. 3, 1972, Ser. No. 240,907

Term of patent 14 years

I

Int. CI. D6—04
I .S. CI. D6J^136

233,388

DISPLAY STAND OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Jerome A. Moss, 107 E. 31st St.,

New York, N.Y. 10016

Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340.445

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—04
U.S. CI. D6—153

233 389
DRESSER OR THE LIKE

Huey T. Keller, High Point, N.C., assignor to The

Vaughan Furniture Company, Inc., Galax, Va.

Filed Jan. 17, 1973, Ser. No. 324,554

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. 1)6—04

U.S. CI. D6—154
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233 390
DISPLAY CASE FOR COINS OR THE LIKE
Fred Povitz, 5519 Cavendish St., Cote St. Luc,

Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Filed June 20, 1972, Ser. No. 264,575

Claims priority, application Canada May 9, 1972
Term of patent 14 years

fc ^, ^. Int. CI. D20—02
U.S. CI. D6—173

233,393

«. ^^ .
DISPLAY RACK

Simon Martin 42 Dellwood Road, and Milan Arent 9
Iroquois St., both of Worcester, Mass. 01602

Filed Sept. 29, 1972, Ser. No. 293,320
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—99
U.S. CI. D6—181

233,391
TABLE

Carl G. Hazelwood, 788 Manzano Drive
Walled Lake, Mich. 48088

Filed May 3, 1972, Ser. No. 250,103
Term of patent 14 years

l'.S. CI. D«-,77 '"'• " "*-"'

233 394 -

H ?^i?^'^^!'*^
P^^'EL OR THE LIKEHuey T. Keller, High Point, N.C., assignor to White

turniture Company, Mebane, N.C
Filed Sept. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 179,254

Term of patent 14 vears

L.S. CI. D6—192

U.S

233 392
PORTABLE TABLE

Virgil James Hutchison, 8901 W. 97th St
Overland Park, Kans. 66212

Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,500
Term of patent 14 years

Cl. D6-,7« '"•• " '"'-"'

233 395
FURNITURE PANEL OR THE LIKEHuey T. Keller High Point, N.C, assignor to Empire

furniture Corporation, Johnson Citv, Tenn.
Filed Sept. 9, 1971, Ser. No. 179,263

Term of patent 14 years

iTc ^. ^. Int. Cl. D6—06
U.S. CI. D6—192
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233,396
FURNITURE LEG

Francois Amal, 74 Rue Amelot, Paris, France XI
Filed Dec. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 317,797

Claims priority, application France Sept. 5, 1972

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D6—05
U.S. CI. D6—194

233 398
COMBINED RESILIENT HOLDER AND

CHOPSTICKS
Larr> Y. N. Lee, 326 Bloom Drive,

Monterey Park, Calif. 91754
Filed Mar. 15, 1973, Sen No. 341,687

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—06
U.S. CI. D7—105

I

y I

^

233 397
COMBINED ELECTRIC COOKING AND

SERVING UTENSIL
Daniel E. McCue, Santa Barbara, Calif., assignor to

Rival Manufacturing Company, Kansas City, Mo.
Filed Feb. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 226,368

Term of patent 14 years
Int. Cl. D7—02

U.S. Cl. D7—94

233,399
COOKING GRILL

Edward M. Marshall, 4819 Hidden Harbor Blvd. SW.,

Fort Myers, Fla. 33901
Filed May 21, 1973, Ser. No. 362,375

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D7—02

U.S. CI. D7—110

£¥
a

rf

^

ocCCCCOOCCOGCCCGCg
urn

_'^^_

233,400
MOP SUPPORT

Alan George North, 18 Seymour Gardens,
Hanworth, Middlesex, England

Filed Mar. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 338,805
Term of patent 14 years

Int. Cl. D4—01
U.S. CI. D7—180
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233,401
CLEANING IMPLEMENT FOR

BARBEQLE GRILLES
hlliam Bruce Delamater, 9114 Valley View

Whittier, Calif. 90603
Filed May 30, 1972, Ser. No. 258,218

Term of patent 14 years

,,^ ^, Int. CI. D7—05
L.S. CI. D7—184

October 29, 1974

233,404

I h x^ A..
TOOL HOLDING CLAMP

John M. Aiken, 300 E. 9th St., Hastings, Nebr.
Filed May 15, 1972, Ser. No. 253,694

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CI. D8-73 '"'• " "-"*

;
'. \

68901

IF.S

233,402

o u .
^»<EFLSE BAG HOLDER

Richard T. Kane, Rochester, N.V., assignor to
Mobil Oil Corporation

Filed Mar. 23, 1972, Ser. No. 237,599
Term of patent 14 years

'"*• CI. 1)1—07
CI. D7—193

FIREMAN'S IVn LTIPLE PURPOSE HAND I OOI
,,^,-

J'.'^'* ' • Frey. American ( anyon, Calif.
(25.5 Fairgrounds Drive 106, Vallejo, Calif. 94590)

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,767
Term of patent 14 years

I .S. CI. D8—76

-1

^"pli^ru T r^^'.^
AND DISASSEMBLY TOOLFrancis T. Copple Agawam, Mass., assignor to

Rexnord Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
Filed Feb. 20, 1973, Ser. No. 333,895

Term of patent 14 vears

US. C. D8-5. '"•• " ""-"^

233,406
REVERSIBLE DRIVE RATCHET HAND TOOI/VITH SPHERICAL HANDLE
Carlton L. Whiteford, Westport, Conn., assignor to

Creative Tools, Inc., Bennington, Vt.
Filed Feb. 7. 1973, Ser. No. 330,174

lerin of patent 14 years

.S. a. D8-82 '"'• ^'- ""-"^

October 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 225;^

i 233,407
INITION LOCK HOUSING

Sam Barmherzig, 1457 E. 86th St.,

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11236
Filed June 21, 1973, Ser. No. 372,277

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—07
U.S. CI. D8—113

233,410
ESCUTCHEON PLATE

Raymond U. H. Tegner, Lodi, Wis. (% Amerock Corpo-

ration, 4000 Auburn St., Rockford, III. 61101)

Original design application Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No.

305,325. Divided and this application Jan. 22,

1974, Ser. No. 435,572
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DS—^9
U.S. CI. D8—179

-4-4

233,408
BACKPLATE

David P. Zagaroli, Hickory, N.C., assignor to Ajax
Hardware Corporation, City of Industry, Calif.

Filed Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 341,146
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—09
U.S. CI. D8—179

233,411
REEL FOR CORDS AND THE LIKE
Robert C. Geisler, 112 Exmoor Ave.,

Glen Ellvn, III. 60137
Filed Aug. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 387,046

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—99
U.S. CI. D8—222

h 5

233,409
PULL BACKPLATE

David P. Zagaroli, Hickory, N.C., assignor to Ajax
Hardware Corporation, Citv of Industrv, Calif.

Filed Mar. 14, 1973, Ser. No. 341,147
Term of patent 14 vears

Int. CI. D8—09
U.S. CI. D8— 179

U.S.

233,412
EXPANSION ANCHOR

Arthur C. Wagner, Lebanon, Pa., assignor to

Ace-In-The-Hole, Inc., Lebanon, Pa.

Filed Mar. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 346,448
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—0<S

CI. D8—272
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233,413
DISPENSING CONTAINER

Barbara C. Pietsch, Dallas, Tex., assignor to Bobbie
Peach Enterprises, Inc., Dallas, Tex.
Filed Sept. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 290,475

Term of patent 14 years

, T o ^ Int. CI. D9—07
U.S. CI. D9—30

233,414

n ..
TONER BOTTLE OR THE LIKE

Donald R. Avolio, Fairport, N.Y., assignor to Xerox
Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Apr. 30, 1973, Ser. No. 355,629
Term of patent 14 vears

Int. CI. D9—67
U.S. CI. D9—67

233,416
PACKING TRAY FOR CANS OR THE LIKE

George E. Jansen, Cedar Grove, N.J., assignor to The
Pantasote Company, Passaic, N.J.

Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,143
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D9

—

03
US. CI. D9—187

233,417
COMBINED PACKAGING AND DISPENSING
PH JV"! ^^^ '^^^OR BLADE UNITS
Edward E. Pomfret, Newbury, England, assignor to

1 he Gillette Company, Boston, Mass.
Filed July 17, 1972, Ser. No. 272,204

Claims priority, application Great Britain Feb. 2, 1972
Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CI. D9-189 '"*•
C'- "^'-^^

COMBINED BOTTLE AND CLOSURE THEREFORGeorge Stock Newdigate, near Dorking, England assignor to VV.Ikinson Sword Limited, London, Eng"and
,

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 317,591
Claims priority, application Great Britain June 28 1972

Term of patent 14 years
'

I T c ^. ^« '"*• CI. D9—0/
U.S. CI. D9—160

233,418
SKIRT FOR FROZEN FOOD PRODUCT

CONTAINER
David F. Allgeyer, Conway, Ark., assignor to U\!(

Industries, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Filed June 14, 1972, Ser. No. 262.580

Term of patent 14 years

,rc^. In*- CI. D9—99
U.S. CI. D9—260

\

October 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 2255

233,419 233,422
DIGITAL ALARM CLOCK BICYCLE REFLECTOR

Dietrich Lubs, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, assignor to Nicholas A. Amoroso, Hillsdale, N.J., assignor to Bright

Braun Aktiengesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, Gcr- Star Industries, Inc., Clifton, N.J.

many Filed Oct. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 404,708
Filed Sept. 13, 1972, Ser. No. 288,601 Term of patent 14 years

Claims priority, application Germany May 5, 1972 Int. CI. D29

—

02
11 Term of patent 7 years U.S. CI. DIO—111

1
1 Int. CI. DIO—07

U.S. CI. DIO—15

/«5^
-7^

K-

y n

^^^^M^I^ME^Mlb

I m ea-^
j]

233,420
BICYCLE REFLECTOR

Nicholas A. Amoroso, Hillsdale, N.J., assignor to Bright

Star Industries, Inc., Clifton, N.J.

Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 392,049
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D29—02
U.S. CI. DIO—111

233,423
PIPE CABLE AND CONDUIT LAYING AND
EXTRACTING DEVICE OR THE LIKE

William Maynard Slaughter, Rte. 3,

Fuquay-Varina, N.C. 27526
Filed May 24, 1971, Ser. No. 146,581

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D12—05

U.S. CI. D12—56

233,421
BICYCLE REFLECTOR

Nicholas A. Amoroso, Hillsdale, N.J., assignor to Bright
Star Industries, Inc., Clifton, N.J.

Filed Aug. 27, 1973, Ser. No. 392,050

1

1 Term of patent 14 years

1

1

Int. CI. D29—02
U.S. CI. DIO—111

233,424
KAYAK

Klaus Lettmann, Duisburg-Laar, Germany, assignor to

High Performance Products, Inc., Hingham, Mass.
Filed July 31, 1972, Ser. No. 276,691

Term of patent 14 years
Int. CI. D12—6i

U.S. CI. D12—63
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233,425

AIRPLANE
/^,,

^Ronald A. Duryea, Clearwater, Fla.
(423 Country Club Drive, Oldsmar, Fla. 33557)

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,637
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—07
U.S. CI. D12—71

OcToiiER 29, 1974

233,427
TIRE

Jean Bernard Montague, Cebazat, France, assignor toCompagnie Generale des Etablissements Michelin

France
^^"^'^ J^ichelin & Cie, Clermont-Ferrand,

Filed Jan. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 325,758
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12—75
U.S. CI. D12—146

233,426
HANG GLIDER

QlTfi'7 i%"'*"' A^*i ^•*' E^^J"' Glendale, Calif.

Rey?'caUL X29l"-
^"'^^^' "^ «^'^'-'^' ^'^^^ ^^'

Filed May 10, 1973, Ser. No. 359,025
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D12

—

07
U.S. CI. D12—71

\

•Ji^r

233,428
AUTOMOBILE MODULE FOR MOUNTING

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
Dow L. Hestand, 1401 VV. Sunset Blvd.,

Odessa, Tex. 79763
Filed May 2, 1973, Ser. No. 356,640

Term of patent 14 years

wro ^. Int. CI. D12—76
U.S. CI. D12—155

OCTOHKR 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 2257

^IcEl

233 429
WINDED DWELLING STRUCTURE

William H. Buck-Pitt, 1831 E. Hayden Lane,

Tempe, Ariz. 85281
Filed June 8, 1973, Ser. No. 368,235

1 Term of patent 14 years
'

' Int. CI. D25—Oi
U.S. CI. D13— 1 A

U.S,

233,430
PENCIL WELL

Ira Saltz, Greenlawn, N.Y., assignor to Oxford
Pendaflex Corporation, Garden City, N.Y.

Filed Sept. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 295,986
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D19—^J2

CI. D 19^85

233,431
DESK CALENDAR OR SIMILAR ARTICLE
Henry Steiner, Hong Kong, assignor to The Dow

Chemical Company, Midland, Mich.
Filed June 27, 1972, Ser. No. 266,689

I i Term of patent 14 years
II Int. CI. D19—OJ

U.S. CI. D19—20

233,432
TEACHING AID FOR DEMONSTRATING

PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICS
John Lawlor, Tappan, N.Y., and John Sgombick, Ramsey,

N.J., assignors to Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

\

Filed Dec. 26, 1972, Ser. No. 318,311

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D19—07
U.S. CI. D19—62

233,433
PRIMER TRAY

Fred A. Huntington, Oroville, Calif., assignor to

RCBS Inc., Oroville, Calif.

Filed Aug. 4, 1972, Ser. No. 277,915
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D22—05
U.S. CI. D22—99

i
"f \

233,434
CATCH BASIN FILLER

John R. Ehmke, 6612 Champana,
Florrisant, Mo. 63033

Filed July 10, 1972, Ser. No. 269,959
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D23—07

U.S. CI. D23—

1
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233,435

CASING FOR SPRAY DISPENSER
Robert E. Kirby, Charlotte, N.C., assignor to

General Time Corporation
Filed Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 412,713

Term of patent 14 years

. , o ^ Int. CI. D23—99
U.S. CI. D23—150

October 29, 1974

233,436

c kS^I'^GFOR SPRAY DISPENSER
Robert E. Kirby, Charlotte, N.C., assignor to

General Time Corporation
Filed Nov. 5, 1973, Ser. No. 413,049

Term of patent 14 years

us. CI. D23-,50
'"'• ^'- ""-'*

233 438

D * m^ .
TERMINAL CONTACT

Peter Martin Bruner, Mechanicsburg, Pa., assignor toAMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, Pa.
Filed Mar. 15, 1972, Ser. No. 235,096

Term of patent 14 years

iT« ni r.^^ .^ Int. CI. D13—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—1 E

233 439

II XM ., .
TELEPHONE DUCT

Lyle H. Mathews, Fullerton, Calif., assignor to Under-
ground Devices, Inc., Elk Grove Village, III.

Filed Nov. 1, 1972, Ser. No. 302,768
Term of patent 14 years

inn, r.,^ I"/:
^'- D13—OJ; D14—99

U.S. CI. D26—5 B

233,437
AUDIO VISUAL WORK DESK FOR

n M r^ T
.PENTAL INSTRUCTION

Hnl •• V^'"l
^"'^ Lawrence M. Levin, BurlingtonOntario, Canada, assignors to Cox Svstems L mitedStoney Creek, Ontario, Canada

' ^^miiea,

Filed July 24, 1972, Ser. No. 274,773
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24

—

01
U.S. CI. D24—1 B

October 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 2259

1

1

233,440
CALCULATOR

Gregory F. Fossella, Marshfield, Peter K. Rhoads, Stow,

Larry R. Hoffman, Burlington, Alan Russell MacLeod,

Chelmsford, and John W. Forrest, West Acton, Mass.,

assignors to Bowman Instrument Corporation, fort

Wayne,^n^^
Mar. 22, 1973, Ser. No. 343,812

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—02
U.S. CI. D26—5 C

233 442
ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR

Yasuhiro Saito, Tokyo, Japan, assignor to Kabusiiiia

Kaisha Ricoh, Tokyo, Japan

Filed July 18, 1973, Ser. No. 380,266

Claims priority, application Japan Jan. 23, 1973

Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. D14—02
U.S. CI. D26—5 C

3

233 443
NAVIGATION CONTROL INSTRUMENT

Herman Anthony Lee, Dorval, Quebec, Canada, assignor

to Canadian Marconi Company, Montreal, Quebec,

Canada „ ^, *,^ «-%..

Filed June 19, 1972, Ser. No. 264,024

Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. D13—05
U.S. CI. D26—13 C

233,441

TAPE DRIVE UNIT OR THE LIKE
Thomas Cecil Laughon, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.

Continuation-in-part of design application Ser. No.

338.702, Mar. 7. 1973. This application July 5,

1973, Ser. No. 376,769

1
1 Term of patent 14 years

II Int. CI. D14—02
U.S. CI. D26—5 C

233 444
LIGHTWEIGHT HEADSET

Daniel H. Christian, Comith, Miss., and George L. Payne,

Bedford Hills, N.Y., assignors to Intemarional Tele-

phone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.

Filed Feb. 1, 1973, Ser. No. 328,880

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D14—Oi
U.S. CI. D26—14 H

927 C .is.—81
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233,445
WALL TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER SET OR

u K -* ..
SIMILAR ARTICLE

rerlipH;;!!"'-!^
Furstenfeldbnick, and Herbert Hoher,Germenng, Germany, assignors to Siemens Aktien-

gesellschaft, Berlin and Munich, Germany
Filed Sept. 26, 1973, Sen No. 400,804

Claims priority, application Germany Mar. 28, 1973
Term of patent 14 years

U.S.C1.D26-Ua'°''^''"'-^'

October 29, 1974

233,448
CIGARETTE LIGHTER

Georges Henri Joue, 24 Rue Berbier du Mets
75013 Paris, France

Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,421
Claims priority, application France June 9, 1972

Term of patent 14 years

,To ^. Int. CI. D27—05
U.S. CI. D27—36

233 446

Jami^?^M3 ^2^^^^ ^« S^^'LAR ARTICLE
kins Co^fmhllc n^.:-^"*'.""^"'"'

^"'^ ^^''^ D. Tomp-
Fnosn.. • 5^'"' ^'"°' assignors to Esso Research andl^-ngineering Company

Filed Jan. 9, 1974, Ser. No. 431,896
Term of patent 14 years

233 449
AMPOULE WITH PARTICLE TRAP OR

SIMILAR ARTICLE
Otto Zauner, Vineland, N.J., assignor to

Owens-Illinois, Inc., Toledo, Ohio
Filed May 18, 1973, Ser. No. 361,843

Term of patent 14 years

ITS r>i r»,, ,
Int. CI. D24—0^

U.S. CI. D32—

1

233,447

A^u r ^ ASHTRAY
Arthur L. Fassauer, Canyon, Tex., assignor to Fassauer

IT-. i'*!i**"£*'
^"*^' Canyon, Tex.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,844
Term of patent 14 years

ir« ri r.^, ,,
Int. CI. D27—05

U.S. CI. D27—27

233,450

c u w ». ,
PUR DOLL

Sarah '• McLachlan and Wilbur D. McLachlan, both of
5, Box 628-B Oklahoma City, Okla. 73108

Filed Oct. 19, 1972, Ser. No. 300,586
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21-^7
U.S. CI. D34—2 R .

October 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 2261

1

1

233,451
TOY FIGURE

Steven M. Chinn, 11304 NE. Oregon St. 97220, and

Gloria J. Tyrer, 14722 NE. GUsan St. 97230, both of

Portland, Oreg.
Filed Dec. 8, 1972, Ser. No. 313,438

Term of patent 3V2 years

Int. CI. D21—07

U.S. CI. D34—-2 R

233,454
GOLF CLUB HEAD

Lloyd C. Winter, 1430 Cherrydale Drive,

San Jose, Calif. 95125

Original design application Dec. 17, 1971, Ser. No.

209,510. Divided and this application July 16,

1973, Ser. No. 379,786
Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—02
U.S. CI. D34—5 GH

233,452
bOLF RANGE FINDER

William Mayson, 4434 Patterdale Drive, North

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Filed Dec. 12, 1972, Ser. No. 314,431

Claims priority, application Canada June 13, 1972

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—02
U.S. CI. D34-.5 CB

233,455
TOY MICROSCOPE

Mario de Matteo, Lanciano, Italy

(Via Manzoni 31, Milan, Italy)

Filed Jan. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 217,080

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07
U.S. CI. D34—15 A

i-

h

233,453
FOOTBALL GAME BOARD WITH

CONTROL RODS
Donald Huffman, Westmount, Montreal, Canada, assignor

to Coleco Industries, Inc., Hartford, Conn.

Fikd Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,760

1 1 Term of patent 14 years
'

Int. CI. D21—07

U.S. CI. D34--5 FG

233,456
JOINT FOR A TOY FIGURE

Godtfred Kirk Christiansen, Billund, Denmark, assignor

to Interlego, A.G., Zug, Switzeriand

Filed Apr. 11, 1972, Ser. No. 243,119

Claims priority, application Denmark Oct. 15, 1971

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D21—07
U.S. CI. D34—15 GG
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233,457

A IK ^ J?JL'^^'LTI-PURPOSE BUILDINGAlbert Stubbmann, Franklin Lakes, N.J., assignor toKohner Bros., Inc., East Paterson, N.J.
Filed June 29, 1972, Ser. No. 267,319

Term of patent 14 years

wie ^. ^ '"t- CI 1)21—01
U.S. CI. D34—15 LL

October 29, 1974

233 459

'^SI^Jp^p n^"^?^^^^ EXERCISING
Albert P. Pelhcore, 6952 W. Belmont Ave.,

^., , , Chicago, III. 60634
Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 326,678

Term of patent 14 years

iTc ^. w>,. Int. CI. D21—(?7
U.S. CI. D34—15 G

233,460
WHALE FIGURE TOY RATTLE

Michael Langieri, Butler, and Michael R. Meyers Mun-^y.^NJ., assignors to Questor CorporaVion! ToI^S";

Filed Feb. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 330,171
Term of patent 14 years

,To ^. Int- CI. D21—07
U.S. CI. D34—15 AG

233 458

V. J^^l?'*^^^ TERMINAL BUILDING
\t n "l"^' A""'

^^'' ^"«"' ^ -Y.' assVgnor to

p-,^!?1^^' Oats Company, Chicago, III.
Filed Dec. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 3127589

Term of patent 14 years

_ 233,461

Vf- I. . T
TURTLE FIGURE TOY RATTLE

,?v^ V /°^"'?' ®""*^'' ""'^ ^'^^^^^ R- Meyers, Mun-
Ohio

'
^'^'Snors to Questor Corporation, Toledo,

Filed Feb. 6, 1973, Ser. No. 330,172
Term of patent 14 years

,,„ Int. CI. D21 01
U.S. CI. D34—15 AG

"^^—^^

October 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 2263

233,462

EARTH TREATING MACHINE
Manuel T. Barela, 715 Elm St.,

Fort Collins, Colo. 80521

Filed Nov. 10, 1972, Ser. No. 305,497

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—05, 04

U.S. CI. D35—2 A

233,465
CURTAIN FABRIC

Peter E. Schroeder, Ami, Switzerland, assignor to

Gardlsette International AG, Zurich, Switzerland

Filed Nov. 28, 1972, Ser. No. 310,101

Claims priority, application Switzerland June 23, 1972

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D5—02

U.S. CI. D47—6 E

233,463
BEAD „„,^

Harold Roger, 370 1st Ave., New York, N.Y. 10010

Filed Feb. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 335,903

Term of patent 14 years
! Int. CI. Dll—0/

U.S. CI. D45—16 R

233,466

COMBINATION PEDESTAL SPEAKER AND LAMP
Arthur Robson, Jericho, N.Y., assignor to Morse Electro

Products Corp., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Filed Aug. 21, 1972, Ser. No. 282,448

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D26—05; D14—07

U.S. CI. D48—20 D

233,464

ORNAMENT FOR PERSONAL WEAR
Spencer Freeman, Hospital Buildings, Ballsbndge,

Dublin 4, Ireland

Filed Oct. 20, 1972, Ser. No. 300,410

Claims priority, application Great Britam Apr. 20, 1972

Term of patent 7 years

Int. CI. Dll—07
U.S. CI. D45—17

J
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233,467
LAMP

Otis M. Coney, 131 Grove Terrace,

f. ^ ,. .
Newark, N.J. 07106

No°'iii!^'\l:"Tf* ij'^''^^''''^^
'^^^g" application Ser.

mi,'|JfNV2t2,063''''- ^^"^ ^^^••^«"'^" ^- 2^'

Term of patent 14 years

tie ^. ^.„ I°t- CI. D26—05
U.S. CI. D48—23 R

October 29, 1974

233,469

Arthur H ??"^"J ?^ SIMILAR ARTICLEArthur H. Moore, Fairfield, Conn., assignor to The

K|:K,C?n*n^.'
^^"''^ ManufacturinrCoSpa?;,

Filed Jan. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 215,986
Term of patent 14 years

iTc r.. ^.„ Int. CI. D26—02
U.S. CI. D48—24 A

233,468

CI n cu LIGHTING FIXTURE

R'ShemiJr' h'f^^^bridge. Conn., assignor to Sylvan

FUpH n "^^rl^i^'V i°^' ^^^ H«^e°' Conn.
Filed Dec. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 315,131

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CI. D48-23 a'"'-
"^ "'*-"'

233,470
COMBINED CLOTHES WASHER AND HAMPER

Frank E. Hall 223 Chestnut RfdgeRoadf^
^..

,, Hubbard, Ohio 44425
Filed Mar. 22, 1972, Ser. No. 237,234

Term of patent 3»/i years

US. CI. D49-I A
'"'• ""' ""-"^

October 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 2265

233,471

EDGE ATTACHMENT FOR A CARPENTER'S
SQUARE OR THE LIKE

William E. Darlington, Granada Hills, Calif., assignor to

F.P.I. Inc., North Hollywood, CaUf.

Filed May 7, 1973, Ser. No. 357,825

I
, Term of patent 14 years

1 1 Int. CI. DIO—99
U.S. CI. D52—6 A

233 474

STRAIGHTENING AND ALIGNING FIXTURE
FOR TURBO SHAFTS

Claude M. Harper, Westlake Village, Calif., assignor to

Roto-Master, Inc., North Hollywood, Cahf.

Filed Jan. 26, 1973, Ser. No. 327,608

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—99
U.S. CI. D54—13 A

233 472
ORAL THERMOMETER

Berel Weinstein, Sparta, and Zsigmond L. Sagi, Parsip-

pany, N.J., and Frank W. Godsey, Jr., St. Petersburg,

Fla., assignors to Bio-Medical Sciences, Incorporated,

Fairfield, N.J.

Filed Jan. 8, 1973, Ser. No. 321,644

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. DIO—04
U.S. CI. D52—7 R

233,475
TUBE DEBURRING TOOL

Arthur H. Seflin, 6086 Cashio St.,

Los Angeles, Calif. 90035
Filed May 29, 1973, Ser. No. 364,525

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D8—Oi

U.S. CI. D54—

4

233,473
WORKPIECE GUIDE FOR TABLE SAWS

James H. Nadeau, 271 Zion St.,

Hartford, Conn. 06106
Filed Apr. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 244,332

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. Dl5—09, D8—05
U.S. CI. D54—13 R

233,476

MEAT FEED ATTACHMENT FOR PORTION
CONTROL IN A MOLDING MACHINE

Bernard Miles, 285 Vermont Ave.,

Irvington, N.J. 07111
Filed Mar. 30, 1972, Ser. No. 239,855

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D15—OS
U.S. CI. D55—1 B
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233,477

rh . T POWER-OPERATED PUNCH
Charles T. Grossnith III, Los Altos, Danilo P. BuanPleasanton, and David R. Estes, Mountain View CaHfassignors to Velo-Bind, Inc., sinnyvale, CaHf

' ^•'

Filed Apr. 18, 1973, Ser. No. 352,087
Term of patent 14 years

ire ^. w.- '"*• CI. D18—0-^
U.S. CI. D55—1 A

October 29, 1974

233 479
COMBINED RADIO RECEIVER AND TAPECARTRIDGE PLAYER
Andrew Kainass, Syracuse, N.Y., assignor to

General Electric Company
Filed Apr. 9, 1973, Ser. No. 349,130

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.CI.D56-4b'"''^''''^'^

HOUSING FOR A PHONOGRAPH OR THE I IKF

Srio- Sr"^ r ^•^''^*' S. T^te^Oc^e^'ne^^

K.tS."n;r,'^S°n&,Ta" *^ ^'^^^^^'^^'"^ ^™"*'»'

Filed Oct. 31, 1972, Ser. No. 302,532
Term of patent 14 years

WT« ^ In*- CI. D14

—

01
U.S. CI. D56—4 R

233,480

„ „c* EYEGLASS FRAME FRONT
Howell Stevens Jobbins, Jr., Warwick, R.L, assignor to

"f?/ ?Pi«*=«' Company, Inc., Providen?e,^RJ.
Filed Mar. 12, 1973, Ser. No. 340,075

Term of patent 14 years

U.S.C1.D57-,F '"'• a- "l^-O^

October 29, 1974 U. S. PATENT OFFICE 2267

233 481
XEROGRAPHIC VAPOR FUSING UNIT

Ruediger W. Knodt, Rochester, N.Y., assignor to

Xerox Corporation, Stamford, Conn.

Filed Oct. 27, 1972, Ser. No. 301,704

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—99
U.S. CI. D61—1 Q

233 483
SEWING MACHINE

Tadashi Hirasawa, Takahiko Kasahara, and Masayuki

Kato, Aichi, Japan, assignors to Aisin Seiki Kabushiki

Kaisha, Toyota, Aichi, Japan
Filed Nov. 14, 1972, Ser. No. 306,289

Term of patent 14 years

Int CI. D15—09
U.S. CI. D70—

1

233 484
ANALGESIA UNIT

George K. Austin, Jr., P.O. Box 209, Rte. 2, Box 254,

Newberg, Oreg. 97132, and Harvey M. Watt, 101

E. Greenwood Ave., Bend, Oreg. 97701
Filed Jan. 2, 1973, Ser. No. 320,129

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D24—Oi
U.S. CI. D83—1 G

233 482
MICROFILM VIEWER

William A. Andres, Hopkins, Larry D. Quanrud, Minne-

apolis, Charles J. Koppa, Wayzata, Larry F. Becker and

William K. Cristoffersen, Minneapolis, and James L.

Keely, Wayzata, Minn., assignors to Washington Scien-

tific industries, Inc., Long Lake, Minn.

Filed Apr. 10, 1973, Ser. No. 349,776

Term of patent 14 years

Int. CI. D16—05
U.S. CI. D61--1 N
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233,485

o".u^^P™^"^PY MASSAGE UNIT
Ruth Kulisch geb. Klages, Schwalbenstr. 7,

1... . ?'.^^ Rastede, Germany
Filed July 5, 1973, Ser. No. 376,840

Claims priority, application Germany Jan. 5, 1973Term of patent 14 years

V.S. CI. DM_1 c
'"'• "" ""-"^

October 29, 1974

233,487

o K - T „, .
ATTACHE CASE

Dunh^nr^'r' ?«^ York, N.Y., assignor to AlfredDunhill of London, Incorporated, New York NY
Filed Oct. 6, 1972, Ser. No. 295,424

*

Term of patent 14 years

U.S. CI. D89-5 B
'"••«• »3-0/

231 48fi

^'^'^^^In?^
"^'^ STYLIST'S IMPLEMENTS

Ralph A. Gonzalez, 2114 Heloi.se Way
Placentia. Calif. 92670

Filed July 18, 1973, Ser. No. 380,454
lerm of patent 3»/2 years

1 r o ^. ^ '"t. CI. D28

—

03
U.S. CI. D86—10 A

o^^ 233,488
SOFT SURFACE FLOOR COVERING OR

D u ^^ *, SIMILAR ARTICLE

Pn^a
y''"^«"''«' Bloomfield, N.J., assignor toCongoleum Industries, Inc., Kearny, NJ.

Filed Feb. 15, 1973, Ser. No. 332,778
Term of patent 14 years

U.S.CI.D92-4R '"••«:'• >'«-«^

LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED ON THE 29th DAY OF OCTOBER, 1974

Nohk.- Arranged in accordance with the first significant character or word of the name (in accordance with city and

telephone directory practice).

Abad, Maurice: See—
Sematinger. Franz; and Abad, Maurice, 3,844,242.

Abbott, John. Hockey rink construction. 3,844,539, CI. 256-24.000.

Abbott Laboratories. See—
Theriault, Robert John, Fager, Earl Elmer, and Wideburg. Nor-

man Earl. 3,844,889.

Abex Corporation. See—
Jones, Roger D, 3,844,624.

Acker Douglas B. Dump truck having an open shell in the shape of

one-'halfofanellipse. 3,844,616, CI. 298-10 000.

Ackermann, Hans: See—
Hoegerle, Karl, Vogel, Christian, Boehlcr, Peter; and Ackermann.

Hans, 3,845,055.

Acushnet Company: See—
Saether.ToreV, 3,845,01 1.

Adams, Arnold G.: See-
Fiddler, Theodore E; and Adams, Arnold C. 3,845,257.

Adams Gregory J. Motorcycle solo scat. 3.844.6I0,CI. 297-213.000.

Addoms, John F ; and Culver, Donald W . to Aerojet General Corpora-

tion Actively cooled anode for current-carrying component

3,845,341, CI. 313-32.000.

Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation: iff

—

Granzow, Daniel B , Malloney. William R , and Miles, William B ,

3,845,239.

Adret-Electronique iff

—

Rutman, Jacques, 3,845.396.

Aerojet General Corporation: iff—
Addoms, John F.. and Culver. Donald W., 3.845.34 1

.

Aga Aktiebolag: iff

—

Wiklund. Klas Rudolf. 3.844.05 1

AGFA-Gcvaert iff—
Willems. Jozef Frans. Foot. Albert Lucien; Heugebaert. Frans C le-

ment. Vandenbcrghe. Anton Leon, and Von Konig, Anita,

3,844.797
Agfa-Gcvaert Aktiengescllschaft: iff

—

Hackenberg, Hugeri. and Zobel. Siegfried. 3.845.493.

Kohlmannspcrgcr. Josef. 3,845.306

Ohlschlager. Hans. Riestcr. Oskar; Gotze. Johannes; and Dorlars.

Alfons. 3,844,798. „ • • u
Puschel. Walter. Vcttcr. Hans, and Odcnwaldcr, Heinrich,

3,844,785.

Puschel, Walter, Bcnoy. Gaston Jacob; and Kalz. Dietmar.

3.844.795.

Rcistcr. Oskar. and Gesierich. Wolf, 3,844,782

Ahcrn, William W . to Geometries. Inc Wall construction for spherical

structures. 3,844.074. CI. 52-81.000

Ahlen. Karl Gustav, to S R M Hydromekanik Aktiebolag Quotient

regulator for controlling hydrodynamic transmission. 3.844.120. CI.

60-341.000
Ahlgren. Ella Anita iff— ,o..^er,

Zettergren, Birger. and Ahlgren. Hans Hjalmar. 3.844.359.

Ahlgren, Hans Hjalmar: iff

—

Zettergren. Birger; and Ahlgren, Hans Hjalmar. 3.844,359.

Air Products and Chemical, Inc , mesne: iff

—

Lindcmann, Martin K.. and Volpe. Rocco P.. 3.844,990.

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc : iff

—

Petrella. Robert G. 3.844.999.

Air Techniques. Inc.: iff

—

Steinberg. Samuel B . 3.845.480.

Airvert Limited: iff— .

Scott. Walter Roy. Scott. David Richard Howard; and Scott. Nigil

Phillip. 3.844.335.

Aisin Seiki Kabushiki Kaisha: iff—
Torii. Nozomu. and Furuya. Yoshikatsu. 3.844.596.

AjinomotoCo. Inc.: iff—
t- , . j

Toyoshima. Shigeshi; Kanao, Seizo. Toyoda. Takeshi; and

Suyama.Tadashi. 3.845.097.

Akinaga. Akito iff—
Kondo, Voshikazu, Yamazaki. Harumichi; and Akinaga, Akito,

3.844.324.

Akiyama. Hiroshi: iff— .. ...

Tabara. Yoshijiro; Akiyama. Hiroshi; Sato. Shoji; Miyata. J>eiji.

and Sakunaga. Kenichi. 3.844,722.

Aktiebolaget Leo: iff— -.^.c-,,-,
Feino, Ove Birger; and Ohlsson. Corfitz Bcngt Ingvar. 3.845.2 1

7

Aktiebolaget Svenska Flaktfabriken: iff—

Saterdal. Edgar. 3.844.680.

Aktiengesellschaft Gebruder Loepfe: iff—
Loepfe. Erich. 3.844.498.

Akzona Incorporated, mesne: iff—
Frank, Dieter; Brodowski, Walter; and Hentschel, Peter,

3,845 014.

Brian Armstead; and

Aladdin Industries, Incorporated: iff

—

Johnson.Craig A, 3.844.450.

Alaily. Jamil K . to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incor-

porated. Sync pulse detector for video telephone system. 3.845.240.

CI. 178-7. 30s.

Albers. BerndG : iff—
Fisher. Howard M.; Albers. Bernd G.; and Luczak. Joseph J..

3.844,524.

Albert Don E.. to Phillips Petroleum Company. Apparatus and

method for controlled liquid transfer. 3.844,683. CI. 4 1 7-6.000.

Albright & Wilson Limited: iff—
Collins, John Desmond; Coates, Harold; and Siddiqui. Iftikhar

Hussain, 3.845.017.

Alburn Harvey E.; Clark. Donald E . Grant. Norman H.; and Lapidus.

Milton, to American Home Products Corporation. Hydroxamic acid

derivatives of 1-aminocyclohexane-carboxylic acid. 3.845.109. CI.

260-500. 50h.

Alcan Aluminumwerke GmbH: iff

—

Kreipe. Carl-Eberhard; and Peckmann. Heinz. 3.844.355.

Alfa Romeo S.p.A.: iff—
Garcea, Giampaolo. 3.844.261

.

Garcea, Giampaolo. 3.844.371

.

Surace. Filippo; Rogora. Edoardo; and Bassi. Aldo. 3.844,265.

Alfrey, Turner, Jr , to Dow Chemical Company, The. Apparatus and

method for the prevention of evaporative loss of mixed organic

liquids. 3,844,739, CI. 55-74.000.

Allais David C. to Interface Mechanisms, Inc. Multi-color printer

utilizing rotating print cylinder. 3.844.2 10. CI. 101-102.000.

Allbritton. William R Hydraulic crushing machine. 3.844.209. CI

100-100.000. ^ u
Allen Louis F.; and Olt. Joseph B.. to Anglam. Inc. Fire extinguisher

3.844.356. CI 169-31.00r.

Allied Chemical Corporation: iff

—

Bernardo. Anthony C. 3.845.0 1 2.

Lohr, Thomas E ,3.845.260.

Saunders. Peter Reginald; Dementi.

Lofquist. Robert Alden. 3.844.713.

Allis-Chalmers Corporation: iff—
Goodman. Ernest A . 3.845.437.

Mecklenburg. Clifford G.. 3,844.382.

Roberson. Willie James. 3.844.486.

Ryczck. William G.. 3.844.632.

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company: iff

—

Ringland. William L ; Neumann. Manfred E ; Kaeser. Ernst K .

Gilmore. Thomas P ; and Geiersbach. Allois F.. 3.845.372

Allison. Robert William. Jr . to Texas Instruments. Incorporated,

mesne Particle accelerator producing a uniformly expanded particle

beam of uniform cross-sectioned density. 3.845.312. CI. 250-

398000.
Alpert, Seymour B: iff—

Wolk. Ronald H ; Chervenak, Michael C . and Alpert, Seymour

B. 3.844.933.

Alsruhe. Leonard U: .Sff—

Moores. Robert G . Jr , McCafferty. Leo A.. Jr.; and Alsruhe.

Leonard L. 3.845.336.

Alter Frederic W . to United States of America. Army. Multiple pur-

pose disperser. 3.844.449, CI. 222-175.000.

ALZA Corporation: iff—
Zaffaroni, Alejandro, 3,845,1 1 1.

Amann, August: iff—
Lebkuechcr, Rolf; Koenig, Horst; Amann. August; Gicrtz. Hubert;

and Schuster. Joerg. 3.845.050.

Amann. Herbert: .Sff—

Bader. Erich; and Amann. Herbert, 3.845.160.

American Aniline Products. Inc : -Sff

—

Renerew. Edgar E.. 3.844.715.

American Can Company: iff

—

Mueller. David Charles. 3.844.472.

American Cyanamid Company: iff

—

Cross, Barrington; and Gastrock, William Henry, 3,844.762.

Maricle. Donald Leonard; and Giglia, Robert Domenico,

3,844,636.

Singh. Balwant. 3.844,793.

Tanahashi, Kunio, 3,844,825.

Zweig, Arnold; and Huffman. Kenneth Robert. 3,844.792.

American Home Products Corporation: iff—
Alburn. Harvey E.; Clark. Donald E.. Grant, Norman H.

Lapidus. Milton. 3.845. 109

Grant. Norman H.. 3,845.204

Stein. Reinhardt P . 3.845.084.

Strike. Donald P ; and Kao. Wen-Link. 3.845.042.

American Metal Climax. Inc : iff—

and

PI 1
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Hubbard, S Eugene; and Biebuyck. Lawrence F.. 3.844 084American Optical Corporation: iff—
Guerra, John P.; and Ingraham, Chester S. 3 844 067

American Standard Inc.: iee—
Merrill, Bennett W., 3,843,995.

Ameurlaine, Jacques Francois; and Cohen-Solal. Gerard David toSocete Anonyme de Telecommunications. HGTE-CDTE pho oloTlaic detectors. 3,845,494, CI. 357-30.000.
"^"-""^^ pnotovol-

A.MF Incorporated: 5e^—
Romere, John M , 3,844,164.
Savoy, Donald Edward, 3,844, 1 65

Amoco Production Company: See—
Jones, Loyd W., 3,844,743.
Jones, Loyd W., 3,844,941.

AMP Incorporated: See—
Hall, Leslie Carl. Jr., 3.844,013
Shoemaker, John Robert. 3.845.455.

Anania. James A Cutter tool. 3.844 009 CI 29-97 000
Anderson. Albert E: i>e—

^
j""3;8'i4,360.

^' '^"'""''"- ^'^"' ^' '"' '^"^""''- '^'<^''^"'1«^

Anderson, GailA.. to Minesota Mining and Manufacturing ComoanvWire connector. 3.845.236. CI. 1 74-88 OOr
«^ompany

Anderson. Paul E., to Martin Marietta Aluminum. Inc. Method of

r84t33l.Cr;6"4T7VoS
'""^"'^ ''''' ^'^ ^^

'^
-"'-

'?8r323'^r,Tu2?000 ''' " ^^^'""^•- '^ '^"^ ^^ ""«

;9=<f^; £r -K^^;; S4:?siT^r 2r^rooT^-^Anderson. Robert G.; and Honnen. Lewis R, to Chev on Research

3.8T9?8,cK5r32'7^ie"'"-" '"^ '"^""''"« oil^^d^n-
Anderson. Thomas E

. and Martzloff. Francois D.. to General Electric

Sh.T/ '""^8^^'^'^ Polycrystalhne varistor surge protectee devicefor high frequency applications 3.845.358. CI. 317-61 ooq'^^
''^""

Ando. Akio: See— "v/u.

Tsuchiyama. Yoshio; Oka. Toshihiko; Takai. Jun Fukuda Katsuhiro. and Ando. Akio. 3.844 099
"n. ruKuaa. Ratsu-

Ando Masaki, to Nippon Electric Company. Limited Channeldiplexer wherein coupling aperture balance and Cancel out undesired modes. 3.845.41 5. CI. 333-6 000
Ando. Shizuo to Pioneer Electronic Corporation Telephone auto-answ^ejmg device with record medium substitution 3.845 248 C|, '5-

Andolph. James B : See—

^?84"4.i68'""' "^ •
'^"''"'P"- '"'"" ^- "'"' '^"'"- Ford S .

Angarola, Barry R
;
and Crittenden. David E., to Signode CorporationStrap tensioning tool 3.844,317 CI 140-93 200

«= '-"^poraiion.

Angermann Manfred E , to Racine Duo-Guard Inc Combinationcasketandvault 3,844,003, CI. 27-35.000
«-omDinat.on

Anglam, Inc. See—
Allen, Louis F

, and Ott. Joseph B 3 844 356
Angle, Milton A

. Bender, George L; Blair". Gerald E; and Maicr

^"3^S'094"a^;6'0-r65 00°c"^^
^°^ ^""'^^ ^"^^^ ammoxidat.on.

Antonen. Robert C. to Dow Corning Corporation Fast cure or-ganopolysiloxane resins 3,844,992, CI 260-1 8 00s

'^^SOOr*'^'
'^"'''""''''"^' Ciirtridge and player. 3,844.643, CI. 352-

Aonuma, Masashi: See—

'^'3T4T9oJ''""^'"
^*'"""'^' ^'''"'^'' ''"^ '^^*''^'^'- Xazuhiro,

A PL Corporation: See—
Parmett, George, 3,844.525

Apparatebau Rothcmuhle Brandt & Kritzlcr See—
Brandt. Herbert, 3,844,740.

Applied Physical Chemistry Inc See-
"'3

J4'5,44''8.

'^'^"' ^- ^""'' '*'"' ^- ""^ ^«°- •»""« ^o«-

Applied Power Inc : St-*-—

Sessody, Donald W . 3,844,534.
Archer Daniels Midland Company: iw—

Atkinson, William Thomas, 3,845.228
Ardac. Inc.: See—

Schweitzer, Earl O, 3,844,298.
Arimoto, Kyozo: See—

Higuchi. Masaru; and Arimoto. Kyozo. 3 84S lO^

v'^!nl,°.k^''i''f'"." '°J^^''
Corporation Alkylbe'nzoatcazohydrox

ynaphtharyhde dyestuffs. 3.845.032. CI 260-->04 000
^""^^'"^

Armstrong Cork Company: iW—
Chamberlain. Walter W. III. 3.844 875
Graybeal. Harold N. 3.844.2 I 3
Harris. Thomas G . 3.845.020.

Armstrong, E Lee Game apparatus. 3,844,568, CI. 273-135 OOr

p":nrhofH
'^';' " • ff '"^ '-"• ^^y'"^"^' Organization Inc ThePipe holder device 3,844.296, CI 1 3 I - 1 86 000

•"<•' "e.

Arno d, Franz. Machine vise. 3,844.549, CI 269-247 000

ZlL/T' •"

-J"
">droTech International, Inc. Apparatus and
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Aronstein Jesse; Harding, William E.; and Zeiss, Philip M to Interna.onal Business Machines Corporation. ManuSturing "introi

As:XnTziiTs:r'''''''' '•'''•'''• ^' 235-r5rfoa°""*''

Hey, Hansjorg; and Arpe, Hans-Jurgen, 3 845 1 1

8

Arrow-Hart, Inc.: 5«'f—
Kraulits, John E., 3,845 433

Artho Antoine; Muriset Pascal; and Henzelin, Bernard, to Burrus F
o.l.l^h

' .t^'!.''°A^^""*"8
cigarette filters and device for carryingout the method 3,844,54

1 , CI. 259-4 000
tarrying

Arvin Industries, Inc.: See—
Paus, Robert L., 3.845,502

Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Kawasaki, Masahiro. 3,845 360

^
chili?!.'*'''-.

'° "''"^^ ^"'^" *^°^y° Kabushiki Kaisha. Auxiliary

1 23 32 Osp""
'"'^'"^' """"^"'"^^ ^"gine. 3,844,259 CI

"^

ComoTa,'lon*'v'^ ^kP""- ^""'T'
""'^ ^»«a"abe, Yoshimi, to Sony

AsHnTh n I? c"^'''^
'"'"°' 3,845.447, CI. 338-200.000Msniana uii inc.: See

Robin Michael; and Schulte, Sheldon R , 3,845 013

Associated Engineering Limited: See—
Atkins, Francis James, 3,844,635

Associated Portland Cement Manufacturers Limited, The See-Murray. Ransom James, 3,844 808
Astrom, Ingmar, to Gotaverkens Angtekniska AB (Gotaverken Heat

b^rs"3"S!S4'-s ',2'2T^o:
'^^*"« ^^"^ '-''''' "> -^^ --

Athey. Stuart E; Vore. Alan Lee; and Swihart. Donald E . to Hobart

3%^"S9-';«,f,-P-^ The. Control circuit for dishwasS:"

^'^n:ct^;r3:84i!s-c?r3?no^S)'"^'""""« ''-'-' «--
Atkinson. Will.am Thomas, to Archer Daniels Midland Company

364 000
"''"'^'"« "'' '^^'^ P'o'^i" "'^lenal 3,845,228. CI 426

Atlantic Richfield Company: See-
Lindwall. Richard C; and Crocker. Richard E 3 845 3 1

7

Sauer. Richard W
. and Russell. Donald H.. 3.844 862Wunder ich. Donald K . and Skinner. James L.. 3 844 9^9

Wunderhch. Donald K . and Skinner. James L., 3,844 930Audicom Corporation: iVf-
Crosby, Murray G.. 3 845 391

Autoipari Kutato Intezet: 5Vf-
Szekely, Laszio, 3,844,385.

Automation Industries, Inc.: Sec—
Di Leo, Christopher C. 3,844,163

Auxier, Thomas A: iW—
^'3',844",67''8.'"" ^^ ^"'''"- '*"''"' ^ '

""'^ '^'"""- Thomas A.,

Avco Corporation: See—
Matto, Lawrence R . 3.844.1 16

Avcon, Inc.: iff—
French, Robert L , 3,845,289.

Ayerst. McKcnna & Harrison, Limited: See—
Deslongchamps, Pierre, 3,845,124.

B & C Industries, Inc.: iff

—

^'r845'374''°^
^- ^^S*""«y- J J^y^ and Smith, Joe H.,

't844'6r4^cf29''7^45.r6io.^''^
°' '''''''' ^'-""^^ ^"' -^^^

Babcock & Wilcox Company, The: See—
Flais, Louis R

; and Mcllroy. Robert A.. 3.844 879
Babcock. Richard D: iff—

"^ bSc '
RS^d'^:^:^:::^:;^

^' ^-">- ^"«-« ^aras; and

Bachmann. Horst: iff

—

Schneider. Hans-Dieter; and Bachmann. Horst. 3.845 238Bachmann, Horst. to Langenstein & Schcmann AktiengesellschaftMachine for applying force. 3,844, 1 57, CI 72-452 ooo"^"^"''^''^"
' me:r3"84Tr08: cf 5r59^0a"'^'^'

'^ ^^^''^"'"' ^-^^ -«-
Bader. Erich; and Amann. Herbert, to Deutsche Gold- und Silber-

tr^oxit'S C o"r
'^ """^'^ '^""^^ '^' '^^ copolymerizafion of

260 823.000
8f«"Ps-contain.ng compounds. 3,845,160. CI

Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft: iff-
Bartholome, Ernst; Koehler, Waldemar; Stoeckelmann, GuenterSchuiz, Gerhard; Nagel, Otto; Goetze, Walter; Kaspe WernerDreher. Erich; and Dahlinger, Roland, 3,845,144

'

3^,854,'7M^"^'^'^'
°PP^"'^^"der, Kurt; and Fikentscher, Rolf,

Graser, Fritz, 3,845,080.
Hoffmann, Werner; and Rischer, Roman, 3,845 1 35
Krabetz, Richard, and Engelbach, Heinz 3 845 1 20

IS^^h";'^°'f- '^"'"^t
""'''• ^"'^""- A"«"s«; Giertz, HubertandSchustcr,Joerg, 3,845,050.

""cn,
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Franz; Kropp, Rudolf; and Fischer. Adolf,Reichenedet,
3,845,054.

Willersinn, Carl-Heinz; and Reicheneder, Franz, 3,844,903.

Baganoff Associates, Inc.: iff—
Baganoff, Frederick, 3,844,659.

Baganoff, Frederick, to Baganoff Associates, Inc. Strain gauge data

reduction apparatus and methods. 3,844,659, CI 356-32.000.

Bagheri, Mansour A. H.; and Stillman, Donald W.. to Long Lok

Fasteners Corporation. All metal self-locking screw fastener

3,843.984. CI. 10-lO.OOr.

Bahder. George; and Katz. Carlos, lo Phelps Dodge Industries, Inc.

Prefabricated capacitive graded splice device. 3.845,235. CI. 174-

73.00r.

Bailey Leonard R.. to Case. J. I . Company. Backhoe mounting ar-

rangement. 3,844.425. CI. 214-131.00a.

Bailey Meter Company: iff

—

Fisher. Edward W.. 3.845,443.

Riley, John E, 3,845,348.

Bailey Raymond E.; and Kreckel, Douglas A., to Xerox Corporation.

Dynamic bath control process. 3,844,906, CI. 204-9.000.

Bajars, Laimonis: iff

—

Croce, Louis J ; and Bajars, Laimonis, 3,845,153.

Baker. Bernard, to Energy Research Corporation. Modular battery

construction. 3.844,84 1 , CI. 1 36- 1 11 .000.

Baker, Theodore C: iff—
Schmersal, Larry J , Baker, Theodore C ; and Murley, M ,

3,845,243.

Balche-Durr Aktiengesellschaft: iff—
Kliemann, Siegfried; and Vodicka, Vladimir, 3,844,344.

Baldwin, Mart C., and Reed, Samuel F , Jr . to United States of Amer-

ica, Army, mesne Method for preparing hydroxy-terminatcd

copolymers of butadiene and acrylate. 3,845,1 39, CI 260-606 50b.

Bales, Russell C , Sr Thermally controlled water regulator. 3,844,476,

CI 236-12 OOr

Ball Donald F . to Keep Rite Products Limited. Sliding window filler

uiiit for air conditioners 3.844.204. CI 98-94.000.

Ballinger. Dale O . to Honeywell Inc Apparatus for orienting magnetic

particles having a fixed and varying magnetic field component.

3.845.499. CI. 360-56.000.

Balls. Dean M , to Dow Chemical Company, The. Preparation of sym-

metrical 4-(dialkylamino) phenols 3,845,063, CI. 260-293 840.

Balogh Roy. to McCabe-Powers Body Company. Control system for

an aerial device 3,844,378. CI. 182-141.000 '

Baltimore Aircoil Company, Inc : iff

—

Morris, John Henry, 3,844.682.

Bangs. Leigh B.: iff— ,

Layne. Gilbert S.; Bangs. Leigh B ; and 4Huml. James O .

3,844,771.

Banko, Anton Surgical instruments. 3,844,272, CI. 1 28-2.00b.

Barandon, Rene; iff

—

Soury. Jean-Pierre, Lambert. Andre; and Barandon. Rene.

3.844.307

Barber, Ernest C , to Texaco Inc Process for air pollution abatement.

3.844.942. CI 210-50.000

Barish. Benjamin J Educational game relating to computers.

3.844.564. CI 273-134 00a.

Barker. Pcrley K: iff—
Gianni Sebastian J . Seelcv. William M ; Stillson. Timothy Jay;

Hamilton. Clark B . and Barker. Perky K.. 3.844.1 3

1

Barlett. William John; and Boniface, Frederick George, to Roto-Finish

Limited Apparatus for vibratory finishing. 3,844,071, CI. 51-

163 000. ^ ^ ,

Barlow, Harold Everard Montcaglc, to National Research Develop-

ment Corporation Dipolc mode electromagnetic waveguides

3,845,426. CI 333-95.00s.

Barnes Drill Co.: iff—
Greenberg. Donald K., 3,844,546.

Baronnet, Rene, to Societe Berri-Balzac. Tcrpene derivatives.

3,845,048, CI 260-247. 70c.

Barr and Stroud Limited: See—
Punctman, Herbert Morrison, 3,845,298.

Barrett, Harrison H: .Sff—

Holland, Melvin G.; SchuIz, Manfred B.; and Barrett. Harrison H.,

3,845,420.

Bartholome, Ernst; Koehler, Waldemar; Stoeckelmann, Guenter;

Schuiz, Gerhard; Nagel, Otto; Goetze, Walter, Kasper, Werner;

Dreher, Erich, and Dahlinger, Roland, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-

Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft Continuous production of propylene

chloroydrin 3.845. 144. CI. 260-634.000.

Barton. Derek Harold Richard; and Hesse. Robert Henry, to Research

Institute for Medicine and Chemistry Inc. Protection of steroid car-

bonyl group by enolisation. 3.845.040. CI. 260-239. 55d.

Basset, Jean-Claude, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Communication

receiver with tuning circuits that tracking the LO. 3,845,393, CI.

325-453.000.

Bassi, Aldo: iff—
Surace, Filippo; Rogora, Edoardo, and Bassi, Aldo, 3,844,265.

Bates James E.; Farren, Francis J , and Sklute, Jerome, to GAF Cor-

poration. Composite film elements 3,844,789, CI. 96-68.000.

Batson, William A., to Singer Company. The Power-driven cham saw

with automatic and manual lubricating pump. 3.844.380. CI. 184-

15.OOr.

Battelle Memorial Institute: iff—
Luscher, Jakob. 3.845.331

Bauerle Kurt to Moser, Kuno. GmbH, Firma. Pivotally mounted long

hair trimmer. 3,844.035, CI. 30-43.920.

Baugham, Thomas C: iff—
. „ • r-

Harrill, Joseph M.; Baugham, Thomas C; and Pruitt, Eugene.

3,844,497.

Baum, Jesse J. Direct reduction method using inductive heatmg.

3,844,765. CI. 75-lO.OOr.

Baumgartner, Wayne, Sr: iff— o i. -
Habert, William C; Baumgartner, Wayne. Sr.; and Brown, Koben

J., 3,844,871.

Baxendale, John W.: iff

—

Hale, Lloyd R.; and Baxendale, John W., 3,844,394.

Baychem Corporation: iff

—

Chadwick, David H , and Reetz. Theodor, 3,845,019.

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft: iff—
Buchner, Werner; Noll, Walter; Reich, Friedrich; Kortmann. Wil-

fried; and Pfeiffer, Josef, 3,844,826.

Hess, Bernhard; Raichle, Karl, Rudolph, Hans; and Fuhr, Karl,

3,845,162.

Hofcr. Wolfgang, 3,845,170.

Hoffmann. Hellmul. Hammann. Ingeborg; Behrenz. Wolfgang;

Homeyer, Bernhard; and Stendel, Wilhelm, 3,845,207.

Kempermann, Theo; Eholzer, Ulrich; Westlinning, Hermann, and

Fleischhauer, Horst, 3,844,970.

Kloker, Werner; and Beckers, Johannes, 3,844,995.

Nouvertne, Werner; Muller, Peter Rolf; Peilsiocker, Gunter; and

Vernaleken, Hugo, 3,845,007.
., „ u

Schafer, Werner; Sasse, Klaus, Eue, Ludwig; and Schmidt, Robert

R, 3,845,069.

Sirrenberg, Wilhelm; Behrenz, Wolfgang; Hammann, Ingeborg,

and Homeyer, Bernhard, 3,845,174.

Walz, Klaus; Hees, Walter; and Ouaedvlieg, Mathieu, 3,845,
1
13.

Zumach, Gerhard, Kuhle, Engelbert; and Hammann, Ingeborg,

3,845,103.

Bayle Robert Vincent, to Gemmer France. Rack and pinion assembly

3,844, 1 81, CI. 74-498.000.

Beale Alvin F. Jr., to Dow Chemical Company, The Preparation of

N,N'-diethanol piperazine 3,845,059, CI 260-268 50y.

Bean, Kenneth E., to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Process for con-

trolling the thickness of a thin layer of semiconductor material and

semiconductor substrate 3,844,858. CI. 156-17.000.

Beatrice Foods Co.: iff

—

Koziol, Walter, 3,845,292

Bechstein, Ernest L.; and Cronauer, Donald C, to Borg-Warner Cor-

poration Process of dehydrohalogenation of alpha, beta-

dihalogenated propionic acid compounds. 3,845,095, CI. 260-

465.700.

Becker, Carl: See—
Wegmann, Jacques; and Becker, Carl, 3,844,806.

Beckers, Johannes: iff—
Kloker. Werner; and Beckers. Johannes. 3,844,995.

Beecham Group Limited: iff

—

Harnden, Michael Raymond, 3,845,033.

Beek, Joseph A.: iff

—

Hosick, Charles L ; and Beek. Joseph A , 3,845,465

Beers Melvin D., to General Electric Company. Curable compositions

3,845, 161, CI. 260-825.000.

Beggs, Donald, to Medrex Corporation. Process for the continuous

passivation of sponge iron particles. 3,844,764, CI. 75-.50r

Beggs, Donald, to Midland-Ross Corporation. Process for reducing

iron oxide to metallic sponge iron with liquid or solid fuels.

3,844,766, CI. 75-35.000.
(

Beguin. Rene. Erasable trace recorder. 3,845,491, CI 346-2 1\()00

Behrenz, Wolfgang: iff—
Hoffmann, Hellmut; Hammann, Ingeborg; Behrenz, Wolfgang,

Homeyer, Bernhard; and Stendel, Wilhelm, 3,845,207.

Sirrenberg, Wilhelm; Behrenz, Wolfgang, Hammann, Ingeborg;

and Homeyer. Bernhard. 3.845. 1 74.

Belkovicz. John A.; and Mullen. Ernald F. Loading machine

3.844.370. CI. 180-73.00r.

Bell& HowellCo :iff—
Marcot.GuyG..3.845.198.

Bell & Howell Company: iff—
Gilsdorf. Richard C ; and Tout, Stanley D., 3,844,647.

Morrison, Wilbur J, 3,844,551.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated: iff

—

Indig, George Sanford; and Renlzepis, Peter Michael, 3,845,294

Kaiser, Peter, 3,844,752.

Le Craw, Roy Conway; Levinstein, Hyman Joseph; and Wolfe,

Raymond, 3,845,477.

Yahalom, Joseph, 3,844,904.

Bellasio, Aldo, to Industrie Pirelli Societa Per Azioni. Monitoring

device for monitoring the supply of filaments and/or tapes to electric

cable stranding machines 3,845.323, CI. 307-120.000.

Beloit Corporation: iff

—

Sokolow, Nickolas N., 3,844,700.

Beloit-Passavant Corporation: iff

—

Sellers, H. Charles. Jr.; and Hatchcl, Ronnis J.. 3.844,399.

Bender, George L: iff—
.

Angle, Milton A., Bender, George L.; Blair, Gerald E., and Maier,

Clarence C, 3,844,755.

Bender, Ray C Solar energy helmet 3,844,840, CI. 1 36-89.000.

Bendix Corporation, The: iff—
Cole, Judson C; and Hall, James R., 3,845,450.

Ditlinger, Richard J.; and Brooks, Peter, 3,844,388.
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Eifler, Raymond J . 3,845,452.
Hemmer, Valentine J., 3,845,453.
Hooton, Norris A, 3,844,800
Kutash, Richard A., 3,844,022.
Nermann, Richard W., 3,845,459
Sawicki. Joseph J.; and Talbert, Charles D , 3 845 484

Beneke Davison. Beatrice Foods Co. See-
Harrison, David E, 3,845,183.

Beninate, John V : Sf*-—
Reeves, Wilson A.; Donaldson, Darrell J.; Daigle Donald J

Benkoe'^Erw.n'^L^eT
^•''- ^"'^^^^ ^^^^ ^- ^^^^2^'''

"'

Goldfarb. Adolph E
; and Fernandez, Manuel 3 844 061Benmon Douglas N. Dunning. John S.; T.edemann wimam H and

re:rs;84473-7"ci^Tr.s;" °^ ^"'^""- ^^-y- ^«-''"-- ^-
Benoy, Gaston Jacob See—

'Ts'.l:?^^'""'
''"°^- ''^^"'" ^^^°^^ ^"d Kalz, Dictmar,

Benz. Mark G.. to General Electric Company. Large grain coh=,l,

3r;;8To,'cr;T8'rSoSS^—
-.n^et ^ma.er.^^ fnTprott

Beondu AG, mesne: See—
Giesen, Gerardus Johannes, 3,844 255

Berg, Markus: iff—
Fries Walter, Berg, Markus; and Dohr. Manfred 3 844 95 I

Berger. Klaus, and Scheunemann, Horst, to Bcrthold HAG Articlesupporting structure 3,844,52 I , CI. 248-429 000
"

Bergvall, Knut Lennart, and Dehlbcrg Ernst FriL i„ i„.„ ai

Berkowitz, Lewis M.: See—
Epstein, Joseph, and Berkowitz. Lewis M 3 844 905

.3.m:499''cr245.^5Tooa^
'"'^'^ ^"' ^""^"^''"^ ^--^^ '»>-«'-

Bernard. Nicole: See—

*^*'3S,4?r'"''
'*'""''" ^''"'^"- ^"'^ «^^"^^''- Nicole.

Bernardo Anthony C
.
to Allied Chemical Corporation Flame rctardant polymer compositions 3.845.012 CI ^60-45 75h

K"rrE'r^r,o"TH^""\'f\'r'''^''^'''''^' --""-'• ^"<1 ^'"'^rfors.Ka I trik. to Telefonaktiebolaget Ericsson. L M Method and

1 aSr '"^ "^''' "-"' "" ^'"' ^*=*"'^'" 3.844.?1 3. CL 246

Berther,Clau: See—

^'f?ed""'84"4"97'r
^''''- "''"^ ^^^'^*=^- ^'^"- -'^ H«PP«- Man-

Berthold.H
. A G iVf-

Berger. Klaus, and Scheunemann. Horst. 3 844 S"*!Bertm & Cie Plaisir iff—
"

Croix-Marie, Francis Marie Jean, Bonnat. Christian Pierre andMorel, Jcan-Picrre Georges Denis. 3.844 218
Bertness. Theodore A: iff

—

Snavely. Earl S
. Jr . and Bertncss. Theodore A. 3 844 349Besenmatter. Walter Sff— -'.o'»h,.i^v

Gela Helmut; Besenmatter. Walter; Scheiber. Robert; SchneiderFritz; and Roth), Gerhard. 3.844 658
'. ^tnne.utr.

T^'- *^''^L°"'
" •

""'^ ^^'>'^- '^'"" W," to Packaging Corporation ofAmerica. Pouring sprue. 3,844.337. CI 1 64-4 P 000
'P°'*"'"" «'

cl"! 52." 5V.(!'oo"''
'^''""" ^"" P"'^"'"""^- "^"^ "'•ings. 3,844,325.

Bethea, Tristram Walker; and Halasa, Adel Farhan. Method of increasmg molecular weight of polymer. 3,845.028, CI 260 85 100Bethlehem Steel Corporation See-
»3. lUU.

Shaffer Robert S
. and Caldwell. Laurence B . 3,844 820Bettendge. John Francis, to C A V Limited Turbo superchargers for'nternal combustion engines. 3.844 676 CI 4 I 5.1 56 00(1

rralion "V^^
' " ^?' f''

^'^"'^ « ' '««-'-' AnNir* Film Cor-poration Foamed decorative covering material and method ofmanufacture. 3,844,814 CI 117-11000
metnod ot

Belts Joseph Ellwood. and Martens. Stanton Currv. to General Elec-tric Company. Curable composition comprising polyvinyl chloride achlorinated polyolefin and an ethylene polymer and the curedproductthereof 3,845.166, CI 260-897 00c
Betz Laboratories, Inc .Sff—

^""845^^6." " •
••'

•
^'""'"- ^""^^^ ''^ ^"'^ Swered. Paul.

Beutel, Jacob: iff—

^&^3,84T790^''''''"-
'""'"• '""P" ''''" J^

•
-'^ «-'^^'-

^?n?^^."^ T.""''-
^"'^ ^''''"- ^"'•^"''^ f^ • '« Combustion Engineer-ing. Inc. Lift piston assembly 3.844,882. CI 1 76-36 OOr

* *"'

Bevilacqua, Frank, Groves. Malcolm D.; and Notari Gennaro V toCombustion Engineerine Inc Pr^v^-r-
'"••• ^''""•^'O v

.

lo

techniques 3,844,^883 0^76 36 OOr " P"^"*^'^""""

^
Cnl's^" r ^T''-

''""" ^*"*"'" S
•
and Groves, Malcolm D toCombustion Engineering, Inc Isolation valve and control syTtem ernploying the same. 3,844.884, CI. I 76-36.00r
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^"o;ISf R''''j^\r'R'"%H"'j"*^" '• '^""''- ^°-"^ J^ -d Frazier,Joseph K.. Jr., to Reynolds Metals Company Method of makinc a

Beye^',teL°;-°"''«"'"''"^''°" 3.8'44.1^55a 72056 o5a'

''Uirh':?84'4"729"''"'"^"-
''*='"^'^ "^^"- "-^'^ -'^ «--

Beyerle, Rudi: iff—

Biebuyck, Lawrence F : iff—
Hubbard, S^ Eugene; and Biebuyck. Lawrence F., 3,844 084Bienenfeld, Arthur: iff— .otn.uoH.

Kaufman, Lawrence L
; and Bienenfeld, Arthur 3 844 757Bierley Howard L

; and Witmer, Phares B , IH. to Frick CompanyDoub e conveyor contact freezer. 3,844, 133, CI 62-341000
^'

R.'lr'M *''^^^^."' Monitor circuit. 3,845,363. CI. 3 I 7-1 36 000Bilow, Norman; Landis, Abraham L., and Miller, Leroy J to Hughes

'8:5tl8"?r56"0^47r.>'^"^
-^^'""'^^ po.yiJde-Sig"o"mt^

Bilstein, August, Firma: iff—
Keilholz, Friedrich, 3 844 544

^"f Navv'Ro;at;bl"'r""'fl
''""^'/

• '" ^""^'^ States of Amer-

86 000
'*'"'"'*^'^ ^'""^'l f'ca' transfer device 3,844.341, CI. 165-

Bingham, Joseph P Fluidic pump 3,844,622. CI 302-45 000Bio-Logics Products. Inc . mesne: .Sff-
Davis. William P

, and Jensen, Billy M , 3 844 396Bioware, Inc.: iff—
^ .o-^.j^d.

Cawley.Leo P, 3,844 918

'*3';S44l9tc. '28^1. JoO*"-
''''"'' ^ ^^^^''^-^^ '^--

Birchenough. John Peacock, to Plessey Handel und Investments AG
Birk Ja'mes'R'Tf-' '^'"^ '^"''"'" 3,845,486, CI 343- 106 OOd

"""S. Smik';-:!^^;^-
^""'"'^ E^ Grantham, Leroy E.; and

Birkett. Christopher B.; and Epstein, Barry D , to General Atomic

Birtley Engineering Limited: iff—
Jordison, Fred, 3,844 414 i

^'rucUuh.?n7"'"w ^"" ."""P' Gasreinigungs- und WasJr-ruckkuhlanlagen Kommanditgescllschaft Sff-
Hausberg, Gerhard, and Hegemann. Karl-Rudolf 3 844 744Biscoff. Gottfried Bau KompI Gasrein.gungs-und Was^erruckkuhlan-lagen Kommanditgescllschaft iff-

trrucKKunian-

Hausberg Gerhard; and Hegemann. Karl-Rudolf, 3,844 745DisKup. John; .S«v

—

'*T«45jt2'"
*^' ^'"'"^' '"*'"• ""'' ^"'P*^-^- ^''^''' E J •

Bissell Inc iff—
DeMaagd, Donald R.. 3.843.989.
Yonkers. Robert A. 3.844 033

^'pa';aiu"for'in!'V-
'"

f
['''-Sp.gcrverkct A/S Method and ap-

38 000
'"'P*-"""" of ferro-magnctic billets. 3,845,383. CI. 324-

Bjork. Robert M.. and Bjork. Steven Robert Boot for camper-truckcombination. 3.844.603. CI. 296-23 Omc
"-arnper truck

Bjork. Steven Robert: iff

—

Ri
,^J^"^^^' '^"bert M

,
and Bjork, Steven Robert. 3,844 603Black and Decker Manufacturing Company. The Sff-

''u::.^'i^, ^^6
'''^'"''''- '^" ^ • ^- '"' ^'-^-

^'of'^^r!'""' ''.I,'"
^"" R"earch and Development Company Method

Black. Harry G: iff—

""rto:a;:i,''3.844,?4';"''"-'"^""-
'"^^" ^ '^^"^ ^^ns^.nson as-

^'said SS "^'a^rv c^TT"' *-« """ ^ '
'""^ C^hristenson assor. to

sh'ips ] 84i "4 [:i^M u"l So'oo""'"'""
'''' "'"""^ '^^ '^-^^ °f

^'nO.OOr"''"'
^ ^""^^ conversion system. 3.844.270, CI. 126-

Blair, Gerald E.: iff—

^
ctrence C ,1,8;:"7'?(-

'"'''''' ^' ^'''"' ^"^'^ ^' -<' ^-^
Blakeley, Clyde A., and Morgan, Joe M , to Fabit Corporation Refuse

73?OOo! ^ ^"^ '"'^ ''""'f"" '''''^^^y 3,844,434 CI 214

Blanke, Martin; and Hass, Karl, to Dynamit Nobel AktiengesellschaftA uminum ox.de material for lining the Hoors S s\idways of

Rl^h ^r,T'"''«!'"l^"'"'*"'^
3,844,803. CI 106-65.000 ^Blanshine Allison W

; Eggers, Edward T , and Hyman, Mylcs to Sner

88.000
^"^P«^^""" "="y ^«" f^^-^ing machine. 3,844,208 CI. 100-

Bleau, Charles D
; Rogers, James C; and Spears Jesse W to lnt<-rn ,

3.r4',5?2:'^r27r24? oSo
""^^^^""'^" Document^eJd" '2^::

Blink.lde, Paul J to Essex International, Inc Occupant sensor seat

85'oOa"
'^"^"^"^'''"^ conducive spacer pads. 3,845 56f,a 200-
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Bliss Woodrow E., Jr., to Piitsburgh-Des Moines Steel Company. Pro-

tected offshore storage facility. 3,844, 1 22, CI. 61-1.000.

Block, Hans-Jurgen, Greve. Heinz; and Zessin, Horst, to Hauni-Werke

Korber & Co. KG. Apparatus for producing filter rods or the like.

3,844, 199, CI. 93-l.OOc.

Blood. Alden E.:5ff—
Hagemeyer, Hugh J., Jr.; Blood, Alden E.; and Snapp, Thomas C,

Jr., 3,845,106.

Bloom, Melvin S.; and Fico, Sally S., to Eastman Kodak Company

Photosensitive material comprising polyacetylenic amine salts.

3,844,791, CI. 96-88 000.

Blue, J E.; and Pruitt, J. G , to United States of America, Navy. Sonar

signal processing and display technique. 3,845.462, CI 340-3.00r

Blum, Marshall R Container with removable pump 3,844,452. CI.

222-321.000. ^ ,„ ^
Blum, Paul, to Transnucleaire, Societe pour les Transports de 1 Indus-

tries Nucleaire Packaging for the transportation of radioactive

materials. 3,845,3 15, CI 250-506.000.

Blunden, Donald J ; and Peisner, Israel D , to Whitehead & Kales Com-

pany. Tie-down system for rail cars 3,844,228, CI. 105-36.0bt.

Blurton Leon C, and Cina, Saverio J . to Global Marine Inc. Air

cushion vehicle. 3,844. 126, CI. 61-46.500.

Bobkowicz, Andrew John; iff—
Bobkowicz, Emilian; and Bobkowicz, Andrew John, 3.844,097

Bobkowicz. Emilian, and Bobkowicz, Andrew John. Composite

spinning. 3,844,097, CI. 57-34.0hs.

Bobylev, Boris Nikolaevich: iff—
Farberov, Mark losifovich, Bobylev, Boris Nikolaevich, and Epsh-

tein, David Izrailevich, 3,845.079.

Bode, Charles H., Jr . Britcher, Harry H , Jr , and McKelcvey. Joseph

E to United States Steel Corporation Apparatus for manipulating a

hot metal tundish on a gantry car. 3,844.429. CI. 2 14-3 1 3.000.

Bodolay. Stephen M.: iff

—

Bodolay, William A , and Bodolay, Stephen M., 3,844,409.

Bodolay William A . and Bodolay. Stephen M. Two compartment uni-

tary bag having shelf 3.844,409, CI. 206-45.340.

Boehler. Peter: iff—
Hoegerle, Karl. Vogel, Christian, Boehlcr, Peter, and Ackermann,

Hans, 3.845.055.

Boehm. Robert Francis, to International Business Machines Corpora-

tion. Monolithic memory using partially defective chips 3.845.476.

CI 340-173.0bb
Boehringer Mannheim GmbH: iff—

Kampe. Wolfgang; Fauland. Erich. Thiel. Max; Juhran, Wolfgang;

and Stork. Harald. 3.845.035.

Boeing Company. The: iff—
Manca. Michael E ; and Drinnon. Robert H.. 3,844,375.

Manca, Michael E , and Drinnon. Robert H.. 3,844,376.

Rom. JackC .3.844.859.

Sindt. Melvin R . 3.845.268.

Stearns. Gabriel E , 3.844,482.

Bohannon. Alonzo Automatic emergency braking system 3,844,386,

CI 188-167 000
. . ^

Bolduc. Lee Robin, to Medtronic. Inc. Intravascular lead assembly

3.844,292. CI 128-418.000.

Bolhuis. Picter Jan: iff—
Luursema. Meerlcn, and Bolhuis. Pieter Jan. 3.845.350.

Boiling. Gustaf F . and Cole. Gerald S , to Ford Motor Company

Method of casting inoculated metals 3,844.776. CI. 75-1 35.000

Bomber. Robert J. Folding bookrack for stackable chairs. 3.844,609.

CI 297-192.000

Bomford Michael James, and Cairns. Robert Lacock. to International

Nickel Company. Inc . The Thermomechanical processing of

mechanically alloyed materials. 3.844.847. CI 148-1 1.50f.

Bonacci John C . and Mitchell Kenneth M. to Mobil Oil Corporation.

Dual catalyst converter process. 3.844,934, CI 208-66.000.

Bongard James A , to Cutler-Hammer. Inc. Low profile electromag-

netic relays. 3.845.43 1 . CI. 335-1 52.000.

Boniface, Frederick George Sff— ^ . , ^
Barlett, William John, and Boniface, Frederick George.

3,844,071.

Bonnat, Christian Pierre: .SVf— ^, „ ,

Croix-Marie, Francis Marie Jean, Bonnat, Christian Pierre; and

Morel, Jean-Pierre Georges Denis, 3,844.2 I 8

Booth Gary Edwin, to Procter & Gamble Company, The Detergent

compositions 3.844.952. CI. 252-8.750.

Boothe Willis Anson, to General Electric Company Method and ap-

paratus for controlling the ratio of gases in a mixture. 3,844,304, CI.

137-7.000.

Boothman, David Richard; and Nutt, David Walter, to Canadian

General Electric Company, Limited. Solid state thermal overload in-

dicator. 3,845, 354, CI. 3I7-I3.00b.

Borg-Warner Corporation: iff—
Bechstein Ernest L., and Cronauer, Donald C ,

3,845,095.

Lawson. Lance C. 3.845,355.

Borg-Warner-Stieber GmbH: iff—
Hallerberg, Karl J. 3,844.391.

Borggren Kjell Christian; and Soderstrom. Nils Erik. Arrangement in

seating furniture or seats for attaching seat and back supporting ele-

ments. 3,844,61 2, CI 297-445.000.

Borner, Manfred, to Telefunken, Tepa, Patcntverwertungesellschaft

mbH Electro-optical transmission system utilizing laser 3,845,293,

CI 250-199.000.

Bosburg, Guy M.; and Marxen. John C, to Weber Marking Systems^

Inc Covering for perforated inking drums of stencil printing

machines. 3,844,212. CI. 101-1 16.000.

Bosch, Robert, Fernsehanlagen GmbH: iff—
, „ .- ,,0

Schneider, Hans-Dieter; and Bachmann, Horst, 3,845,238.

Bosch, Robert, G.m.b.H.:i>e—
Nonnenmann, Wolfgang; Wursl. Bert; Misch. Wolfgang; and

Schonart, Edgar, 3,844,114.

Stroezel.Reinhold, 3,844,392. _ „./-,«„
Boss A. Evan; Ram, Michael J.; and Reynolds, Thomas K., to Celanese

Corporation. Production of uniformly resin impregnated carbon

fiber ribbon. 3,844,822, CI. 117-119.600.

Boswinkle, George: iff—
Burke, Harry Dennis; and Boswinkle, George. 3,844,948.

Bottger.Christa: ift"— ^^ . ,0..,^,
Haustein, Heiner; Laube, Dieter; and Boltger, Christa, 3,844,141

Bourassa, Hugh, to National-Standard Company. Axially adjustable

positioningmeans. 3,844,1 77, CI. 74-89 150.

Boyajian, Charles GDissemblable float. 3,844,236, CI. 114..50f

Boyd, James W : iff

—

Bessett, Clifford H.; and Boyd, James W .
3,844,337.

Bozek John S , to Continental Can Company, Inc. Method and ap-

paratus for forming a can end 3,844,1 54, CI 72-336.000

Bradley, Robert W.. to USM Corporation. Adjustable timing device.

3,845.269,CI. 219-10 770.

Brado, James A: iff—
Parent Richard A; and Brado, James A, 3,844,815.

Bradshaw, Kenneth; and Buckingham, James Ernest, to Cam Gears

Limited. Rack and pinion assemblies. 3,844,1 82, CI. 74-498 000.

Brady, James N: iff—
Phillips, Dennis G; and Brady, James N ,

3,845,389.

Bram Georges Eugene, to Pont-A-Mousson S A. Locking device for

pipe elements. 3,844,589. CI. 285- 1 84.000.

Bramel Gerald F., to Staley, A. E ,
Manufacturing Company Com-

positions and method for making water resistant, short tack adhe-

sives. 3,844,807, CI. 106-213.000.

Brand, John R.; Carlson, Alden J ; and Penhollow, Bert G. H .
to War-

wick Electronics Inc Chord control system for electronic organ.

3,844, 192, CI. 84-1.010.

Brandstadter, Jack M.: See—
Taylor, John E ; and Brandstadter, Jack M ,

3,844,196.

Brandt Herbert, to Apparatebau Rothemuhle Brandt & Kritzler. Ex-

haust gas treatment 3,844,740, CI. 55-83.000.

Brandt Industries. Inc.: iVe-
Brandt. Robert O , Jr , and Williams, George V , 3,844,529

Brandt, Robert O . Jr ; and Williams, George V , to Brandt Industries,

Inc Fluid valve having a pressure responsive internal membrane

3,844,529, CI. 251-61.100.

Branham, Norvel R ; and Pantaze, Peter C , Pantaze, Giannina Russo,

executrix of the will of said Pantaze, Peter Charles, deceased, assor

to Pantaze, Gianinna Russo Method and apparatus for stabilizing

vehicles. 3,844,048, CI. 33-203.160.

Branson Charles D , to Robertshaw Controls Company. Computer

cookiiigmeans. 3.845.275. CI. 235-61.00a.

Braun. Roland J.; Kuntzleman. Harry C; and Meier, Herbert E , to In-

ternational Business Machines Corporation. Modular hall effect

device. 3.845.445, CI. 338-32.00h.

Brcitigam. Walter V ; and Henderson. Bennett M., to Shell Oil Com-

pany Lubricant compositions. 3,844,960, CI. 252-32. 70e.

Brenner, Stanley S., to Perfect Line Manufacturing Corporation

Means for protecting electrical receptacles. 3,845,234, CI. 174-

Brian, Rene, to Pomagalshi S.A Safety device for a skilifl. 3,844.223,

CI. 104-173.000.

Bridgestone Tire Company Limited: iff—
Kondo, Yoshikazu, Yamazaki. Harumichi; and Akinaga, Akito,

3.844.324.

Briggs Garth Q . to Murray-Black Co . Inc., The. Wood graining tool

3.843.992. CI. 15-210.500.

Brindist, Frederick J Pressure relief valve unit. 3.844,310. CI. 137-

557.000. „ .

Brink. Robert H . Jr ; Shema, Bernard F.; and Swered, Paul, to Betz

Laboratories, Inc. Slime control composition containing quaternary

ammonium chloride and its use. 3,845,2 1 6, CI. 424-329.000.

Britcher, Harry H. Jr.; iff—
_. .. u ,

Bode, Charles H , Jr.; Britcher, Harry H., Jr.; and McKelevcy.

Joseph E, 3,844,429.

British Insulated Callenders Cables Limited: i>^—

Edwards, Derek Reginald, 3,844,860.

British Ropes Limited: iff

—

Stacey, Andrew Gordon, 3,844,848

Brixner Lothar H., to Du Pont de Nemours, E. L, and Company Fer-

roelastic materials. 3,844,967, CI 252-62 900.

Brock. James McFarlane; Gillan. Anthony David; Marden. Adrian; and

Pancewicz Arthur Christopher, to Imperial Chemical Industries

Limited. Suspended ceiling. 3,844.080. CI. 52-222.000.

Brodeur Rene H.; Terlecky. Boris; and Greenfield, Lawrence P Rail-

way car truck 3.844,226, CI. 105-222 000.

Brodowski, Walter: iff

—

Frank, Dieter; Brodowski, Walter; and Hentschel, Peter,

3,845,014.

Brody, Thomas P : iff

—

Reitbeock, Heribert J. P ; and Brody, Thomas P.. 3.845.47

1

Brooks, Ashley A.: iff—
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Brooks Frank E.. to Saco-Lowell Corporation. Spinning and twister
ring leveling apparatus. 3,844,102, CI. 57-122 000

Brooks. Kenneth R.; Dave. Axaybabu M.; and Kothari, Tushar D to

cTiwV°7
^°'"P^"y Dynamoelectric machine rotor. 3,845.340,

Brooks, Peter: See—
Ditlinger. Richard J , and Brooks, Peter, 3,844,388.

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation: See—
Sexstone, John H., 3,844,200.

Brown, Darrell E.: See-
Birch. Arthur I.; and Brown, Darrell E 3 844 290

Brown. Edward A., to Searle, G. D., & Co.' I I -Oxygenated 9 alpha-
nuoro-6 alpha, 7 alpha-dihydro-l7-hydroxy-3-oxo-3 H-
cyclopropa( 6,7 )- 1 7 alpha-pregna-4,6-diene-2 1 -carboxylic acids
and salts and esthers thereof 3,845,083 CI 260-397 100

Brown. MelancthonS.; deceased (by Kohn. Gustave K.; administra-
tor), to Chevron Research Company. N-Alkylthio N-alkyI aryl car-
bamates. 3.845. 101. CI. 260-479.00C

^

Brown Oil Tools. Inc.: See—
Garrett, Henry U., 3.844.352.

Brown. Robert J.: See—

"^•^%''L!f:l''!'-,T
^' ^«"'"8a"""- Wayne. Sr.; and Brown. Robert

J , 3,844,87 I

.

'^.res: f8:4.9"65; C?/5T5r50a""'
^""^^^"^ '"'^*"""« «" ^^'^'-

Brownstein. Arthur M., and Kerr, David L., to Sun Research andUevelopment Co.. mesne. Oxidation of secondary and tertiary alkvl
aromatic hydrocarbons. 3.845,140, CI. 260-610 00b

Bruce, John MacMillan, Jr , to Du Pont de Nemours E. I., and Com-pany_ Method of removing halocarbons from gases. 3.845,191, CI

'r':: 3t4"5'25'" cTi^oo^toit
'*''' ^'"'"^'"^ ^'"' "'*='' •'"' ^"-

Brunschwig, John M : 5ee—

^T*3 moTl ^ ^'""'*^*'*'8- John M., and Zurbuch, Kenneth

Brushwyler. Gordon R . and Kotalik, Richard J . to Robertshaw Con-
irols Company. Process control s»stem. 3,845.376 CI 318-591 000Brynko. Carl, to Reprographic Materials. Inc. Agglomeration of pig-

30^9"oo""*^
compositions utilizing same 3.844,81 1. CI. 106-

Bublitz, Donald E See—
Kurihara. Norman H, and Bublitz. Donald E 3 845 068

3,844,'532XI Ittw'oor'^''
'"""^ '' "^''"''""^"^ "^""^'^

Buchanan, Stuart R : iVe—
Oman Gary F. Strojny. Lawrence J.; Froehling, Paul H and

Buchanan, Stuart R. 3.845.467
Buchanan, Stuart R

, Froehlmg, Paul H.; Oman, Gary F.; and HuebnerIhomas W to Johnson Service Company Data communication
system employing a series loop. 3.845,472 CI 340-163 000

Buchner Werner; Noll. Walter. Reich, Fricdrich, Kortmann. Wilfried
and Pfeiffer. Josef, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft Dressing sewing
thread to reduced friction. 3,844,826, CI. I 17- 138. 80f.

Buchtel, Dean H Measured dispenser. 3.844.454 CI ''2 ''-45 3 000Buck.HenryM Valve seat 3,844.532. CI. 251-360 000
Buckingham. James Ernest: See—

Bradshaw. Kenneth, and Buckingham. James Ernest 3 844 182
Bucyrus-Erie Company: 5ee—

Lang. David M , and Nelmark. Jack D. 3 844 547
Buie, Robert E., to Child Resistant Packaging Corporation. Child re-

sistant safety container 3,844.407. CI 206-1 500
Bulkley, Clifford T

, and Shaw, David N , to Dunham-Bush. Inc Com-
pressor crank case ventmg arrangement for eliminating lube oil car-
ryove.r. 3.844.688. CI. 417-31 3 000.

Bullard. Alvan H
;
and Calder. William. III. to Foxboro Company The

Process control system for hazardous areas. 3.845.356, CI. 317-

Bunker Ramo Corporation: iVe—
Masi.JamesV, 3.844,637.

Buran, Ulrich: See—

^%Trh'T^'
'^^''' "^''''"8^^' Ff'edrich; Beyer. Horst; and Buran,

Burgeit. Richard R., and Hollcboom. Bruce W., to General Motors
Corporation. Air fuel ratio sensor. 3.844.920, CI 204-195 00s

Burggraf, Frederick, to General Electric Company. Impingement-con-
vective cooling system 3.844.343. CI 165-109.000.

Burian. Paul. Hand operable long reach tool. 3.844 599 CI 294-
I9.00r.

Burke. Harry Dennis, and Boswinkle. George, to Whirlpool Corpora-
tion. Reactor for continuous wet oxidation process. 3.844,948, CI

Burke, Oliver W
. Jr. Aqueous latices of high polymer compositions

and processes and means for producing same. 3,844.329 CI 159-
6.00r.

....
Burkin. Alfred Richard, to National Research Development Corpora-

tion. Deposition of copper. 3,844.763, CI 75- 50a
Burness Donald M

; Haist. Grant M.. and King, James R., to Eastman
Kodak Company. Incorporation of sulfonyl derivatives of isothiourea
in light-sensitive elements. 3,844,788. CI 96-6 1 OOr

Burnett. Ronald Cyril, to United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Coated particle oxide fuel for nuclear reactors. 3,845.177, CI 264-
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Burns, Cecil M.: See—

^^''fi7J^B)^'"''""
^ •

'^""^''' Anthony P.; and Burns, Cecil M..

Burroughs Corporation: See—
Fabry. Donald F., 3.845.479.

Burrus. F. J.,&Cie:5ee—

^''7^'';^ f.T'"^'
'^""s«»- Pascal; and Henzelin, Bernard

J,844,54 I.

Burton, Edward Arthur, to Dielectrics International Limited Pres-
surized insulant of solid and fluid for a conductor. 3,845,233, CI.

Bush, John B., Jr.: See—
Finkbeiner, Herman L; and Bush, John B.Jr 3 845 116

Byck, Josephs.: ice— •
. •

Miller, Walter A.; and Byck, Joseph S.. 3 843 974
Byler William H

, Raffman, Halsey L., and Masi, Frank, to United

5!8t5%u'cr250 4T6Toa"
"""'' "'" ''^-"«"'-" -"-

Cabut, Louis Antoine: See—
Kienzle Jean Andre Paul; and Cabut. Louis Antoine. 3,845 08

1

Cadart, Michel: See—
Leroy, P'erre; Cadart, Michel. Morlet. Jean Georges; and Saleil,

Jean. 3,844,768.
Cairns, Robert Lacock: See—

r-
,^'^"^!^!,'^' Michael James; and Cairns. Robert Lacock. 3.844 847

Calder, William, III: See—
Bullard, Alvan H.; and Calder, William. III. 3.845 356

1 8"r76?. Cr75-60.000.
""' '""'"""^ ^"'"'^'"^ '^'^'" ^"^"^"'^

Caldwell. Laurence B.: See—
Shaffer. Robert S

. and Caldwell, Laurence B., 3 844 820
Caldwell Manufacturing Company: See—

Nobes. William Douglas. 3.844,066.
Calhoun, Frederick L , to Industrial Dynamics Company Ltd Con-

tainer inspection system and method 3,844,018 CI 29-407 000
California Institute of Technology: See-

Hong, Jung Pyo, 3,845,466.
Calspan Corporation: See—

Weatherston. Roger C . 3.844.689.
Weatherston. Roger C. 3.844,695

Calvin, John N
. to Combustion Engineering Inc. Helical flow deflector

cone for fuel element assemblies. 3.844.888 CI 176-78 000Cam Gears Limited: See—
Bradshaw, Kenneth, and Buckingham. James Ernest 3 844 182

IS^mlo"'^'^"
^ Method for cutting panels 3,844,426, CI. 214-

Campbell, Mahlon E.; and Walker, William D.. to Midwest Research
Institu^tc. Solid film lubricant with polyamide binder. 3.844,953. CI

Canadian General Electric Company, Limited: See—
Boothman, David Richard, and Nutt, David Walter 3 845 354

Canadian Patents and Development Limited: .See—
Ruel. Maurice M.J

,
and Sirianni,Aurelio Frederick 3 844 75SI

Canon, Inc.: See— ' '

Tsuchiya, Kaichi;andShinichiro, Nagashima 3 844 781
Carborundum Company, The: .See-

Economy, James, and Nowak, Bernard E., 3 845 099
Sypitkowski, James R. 3,844,947.

Carde, Ring: See—
Roelofs. Wendell; Kochansky, Jan; and Carde, Ring, 3,845 108

Cardon. Carlos D
, and Griffone, Lawrence P , to Sperry Rand Cor-

poration. Digital detector of an analog signal. 3 845 399 CI 3->8.
138.000.

-'.-"'. v-i J.o

Cariou. Jean M^; and Juhasz, Jean, to Etablissements Gardinier Reac-
tor suitable for reactions between two fluids. 3,844,721, CI 23-

Carlson, Alden J : See-
Brand John R

; Carlson, Alden J., and Penhollow, Bert G H
3.844,192. '

Carondelet Foundry Company: .See-
Culling, John H , 3,844,774

Carossi. Jean-Claude; and Fierard, Pierre, to Commissariat a I'EnereieAtomique Method and device for the measurement of thickness by
ultrasonic resonance 3,844.166, CI. 73-67 900

Carr. Walter J., Jr., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Magneticdomain computational arrangement 3,845,478, CI. 340- 1 74 Otf
Carrier Corporation: See—

Le Blanc, Jack J , 3,844,686
Wentroble, Dale E; and Coleman. Milton H.. 3.844 868

Carroll, David L: See—
Wernlund Roger F., Carroll, David L., Gibson, Henry C; and
Cohen, Martin J, 3.845.301.

Carroll. Michael W. Cup dispenser. 3.844,444 CI 221-46 000
Carson. Robert W. Electronic micrometers employing digital

processing techniques. 3.844,047. CI. 33-166 000 ' ^
**

Carter. James M
, to Control Data Corporation. Tension sensing ap-

paratus. 3.845.434. CI. 336-30.000.
ciismg dp

Carter. Lloyd G.: See—
Sutton. David L.; and Carter. Lloyd G 3 844 35

1

Case, J. I., Company: See-
Bailey, Leonard R., 3,844,425.
Lamer, Gerald P., 3,844,418.

Casio Computer Co , Ltd.: See—
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KashicToshio, 3,844,105.

Cass, Eugene E.; Enichen, William A.; and Havas, Janos, to Interna-

tional Business Machines Corporation. Forming a compact mul-

tilevel interconnection metallurgy system for semi-conductor

devices. 3.844.831. CI. 117-212.000.

Cassella Farbwerke Mainkur Aktiengesellschaft: See—

Stachel, Adolf; Beyerle, Rudi; Kunze, Wilhelm; Nitz, Rolf-

Eberhard; and Scholtholt, Josef, 3,845,052.

von Brachel, Hanswilli; and Cornelius, Dieter, 3,845,034.

Castro, Rodolfo: See— „ ^ ,<

Tarbox, John W.; Hinds, Walter E.; and Castro, Rodolfo,

3,844,462.

Cato Carl P., to Dacam Corporation. Apparatus for decapping bottles

3,844,093,'CI. 53-381.00a.

Caton Dolphus D.; and Ralph, John R Steering system for canoes and

the like. 3,844,243. CI. 114-153 000.
^ n a

Caton Michael Peter Lear; Parker. Trevor; and Watkins. Gordon

Leonard, to May & Baker Limited. Cyclopentane derivatives

3,845,096, CI. 260-468.00d.

Cattrell Victor Gordon, to National Research Development Corpora-

tion Densitometers. 3,845,308, CI. 250-363.000.

Gauge Thomas P.; and Kocsis, Joseph, to Signetics Corporation. High

voltage high frequency double diffused metal oxide semiconductor

device.'3,845.495, CI. 357-23.000.

C A V Limited: See—
Betteridge. John Francis. 3,844,676.

Cawley Leo P, to Bioware. Inc. Stabilizing media template

3.844,918, CI 2'04-180.00g.

Cebular, Edward J: See-
Kramer, Stanley J.; and Cebular. Edward J.. 3.844.197.

Cederlund.ElsaMargareta:See-
, o.. ,«q

Zettergren, Birger; and Ahlgren, Hans Hjalmar. 3.844.J5V.

Celanese Corporation: See—
Boss, A Evan; Ram, Michael J ; and Reynolds, Thomas K..

3.844.822.

Center for Blood Research: See—
Stathakos, Dimitri. 3.844.925.

Centre Electronique Horloger S A : See—
Oguey.Henri J ,3.845,335

Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales: See—

Regipa, Robert. 3.844.867

Ccromet. Inc : See-
Anderson, Raymond Burr. Jr., 3.844.323.

CH Gervais.Societe Anonyme: See—
Goujard, Marie Pierre, 3,845.226.

.- u^
Chabre Andre Paul, to Commissariat a I'Encrgie Atomique. Method

and device for the rapid measurement of the mass and concentration

ofparticles 3,844.1 74. CI 73-432.0ps.

Chadwick David H ; and Reetz. Theodor; deceased (by Reetz. Adele,

administratrix), to Baychem Corporation Polyurethane elastomers

3,845.019. CI. 260-75.0nq.
. ^ .

Chadwick Stanlev Vincent, to General Motors Corporation. Telescop-

ic shock' absorber shield tube 3.844.314, CI. 138-109.000.

Chadwick, William H , Jr , to Sherman & Reilly, Inc Groundmg device

for multi-conductor stringing blocks 3.844,536, CI. 254- 134. 3pa.

Chamberlain. Walter W. 111. to Armstrong Cork Company. Perforated

vinvl film celling board 3.844,875, CI. 161-112.000.

Cham'bers. Ferdinand Frank; and Dawson. Peter ""gh Bernon. to

USM Corporation Sole pressure members. 3,843,986. CI. 1--

14600r. ^ ^ . (

Chambers. James L . to Criswell, H. C Carrier accessory for

beverages 3.844.459. CI. 224-29.00b
. „ i

Chang Catherine Teh-Lin; Shecto. Joseph John. Jr.; and Beutel,

Jacob to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company

Photopolymerizable compositions with improved resistance to ox-

ygen inhibition 3,844,790, CI 96-86.00p.

Chapman, James E: See—
j n c. „i... d

Hayward, Robert D , Chapman, James E.; and Ray. Stanley R..

3 845 4S4

Charlton, Donald A ; and Chen. Chao C . to ""g^es Aircraft Com-

pany. Polarization insensitive transmission phase shifter. 3,845.4-: I.

CI 333-31.OOr

Chartier, Robert: See—
, o.a Aia

Demers, Jacques; and Chartier, Robert. 3.844.439.

Chem pharmaz. Fabrik Dr Hermann Thiemann GmbH: See-

Eiden. Fritz; and Gauglitz. Gerhard. 3.845.213.

Chemagro Corporation: See—
. - . d .„, c

Newallis, Peter E.; Pojf. Albert J ; and Epstem. Peter F.

3.844,761.

Chemed Corporation: See—
Cowen, Samuel H ,3,844,286

Chen, Chao C See- . ,o...i,
Charlton. Donald A.; and Chen, Chao C. 3,845,42 1

Cherkasov, Jury Nikolaevich: See— .,,_.. ,l u -i
Lepp, Vladimir Romanovich; Sibgatulin, Khans Malikovich; and

Cherkasov, Jury Nikolaevich, 3,845.380.

Chervenak. Michael C: See—
Wolk. Ronald H.; Chervenak. Michael C; and Alpert, Seymour

B, 3,844,933.

Chevron Research Company: See-
, o^^ o*b

Anderson, Robert G; and Honnen, Lewis R .
3.844.V58.

Brown. MelancthonS. 3.845. 101.

Brown. Stuart H. 3.844,965.

Coon, Marvin D, 3,844,732.

Hickson, Donald A., 3.844.978.

Hickson, Donald A. 3.844.979.

Kennedy. Brian R., 3,844,964.

Magee, Philips, 3,845,172.

Singer, Malcolms, 3,845.091. ,0^,,,.
Sweenev. William A; and House. Ralph. 3.845,1 14.

Chiang. John Shu-Chi. to FMC Corporation. Automatic P;^"^ ^^

etching copper circuits with an aqueous ammon.acal solution con-

taining a salt of a chloroxy acid. 3.844.857. CI. » 56-8.000.

Chiba Ko; Maruyama, Masayuki; and Kobayashi. Daisaku to Kiken

Piston Ring Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Oil seal device for rotary

piston engine. 3,844,693, CI 418-142.000.

Child Resistant Packaging Corporation: See—

Buie, Robert E, 3,844,407.
^ , ,n ^ a -.

Chinn, Lcland J., to Searle, G. D., & Co. ^Halomethyl- 1 7-hydroxy _3-

0x0- 1 7a-pregn-4-ene-21 -carboxylic acid -y-lactones. 3,845,041. CI.

Chiron Bernard; Rannou, Claude; and Bernard. Nicole, to Societe

Lignes Telegraphiques et Telephoniques. Wideband "O" "-^^'PIO"'

integrated circuits utilizing surface wave propagation. 3,845,4 1 3. ci.

333-1.100. ^., . ,

Christante, Ado Pump attachable to an automobile exhaust.

3,844,319, CI 141-38.000.

Christensen, Leslie D.: See—
. ,- n. 1 oaa ai-i

Tully, Geoffrey R., Jr . and Christensen, Leslie D.. 3.844.^72.

Christenson. Lowell B: See- ,0,.-,^,
Black. Harry G; and Christenson. Lowell B.. 3.844,241.

Chrysler Corporation: See- ^ . „ ^
,- . a . a i\->-,

Hagen. Frederick A ; and Davis, Royal E., 3,844.027.

Ciaffone Charles P . to CPC Engineering Corporation. Movement of

alumsludge 3.844.945. CI. 210-73.000.

Ciba-Geigy AG: See—
. .. w

Somlo. Tibor. Rochat, Alain Claude; and Murphy. James,

3,845,194
Wegmann, Jacques; and Becker, Carl, 3,844,806.

Ciba-Geigy Corporation: See—
Drabek,Jozef, 3,845,053.

Egli, Christian. 3.845,047.
, „... o«,

Hess Hans Mueller, Guenther; and Stoltc. Horst, 3,844,891

.

Hoegerle, Karl; Vogel, Christian; Boehler, Peter, and Ackermann.

Hans. 3,845.055.

Huebner, Charles Ferdinand. 3.845,060.

Rosen, Melvin Harris, 3,845,037.

Ciby-Geigy AG: See—
Pillcr, Bernhard, 3,845,049.

Cina. Saverio J: See— -,oa.,-h.
Blurton, Leon C ; and Cina, Saverio J.. 3.844.1 2ft.

Cincinnati Milacron-Heald Corporation: See—

Youden. David H ; and St. Andre. Arthur F.. 3.844.186.

Cities Service Oil Company: See—
Rhoadcs.VaughanW, 3,845,196.

_. „ . » 1

Robinson, Franklin Hi; Rakow, Marvin S , and Kerschner, Paul

M, 3,844,957.

Clabaugh, Earl A. Door lock 3,844,598. CI. 292-295 000.

Clarady Leroy E ; McSweeney. J Jay; and Smith, Joe H., to B &<-'":

dustries. Inc. Circuitry for converting AC power to regulated DC

power 3,845,374, CI. 318-445.000.
^ ^,a AA^ ^^

Clark, David L Radiused mold walls for plastic tubs. 3,844,441, CI

220-72.000.

Clark, Donald E See— t, a
Alburn, Harvey E , Clark, Donald E.; Grant, Norman H.; and

Lapidus, Milton. 3.845.109.

Clark Frank S . to Monsanto Company Polyphcnyl thioether lubricat-

ingcompositions. 3.844,961. CI. 252-46.700.

Clark Frank S .'to Monsanto Company. Polyphcnyl trioether lubricat-

ing compositions. 3.844.962. CI 252-46 700.

Clark. Robert L: See- ,a.c..^.i
Shen. Tsung-Ying; and Clark. Robert L , 3.845.065.

Claxton. George P.: See— ,o..<rn-7.
Grisar. J Martin; and Claxton, George P.. 3.845.07 1

.

Clements. John L ; Keehn. Paul J.; Jones. Leo V . Jr.; and Zelinski.

Paul A., to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incorporated.

Method and apparatus for providing conditional and unconditional

access to protected memory storage locations. 3.845.425, CI. 340-

Clendinning, Robert A ; Potts, James E.; and Niegisch. Walter D.. to

Union Carbide Corporation. Biodegradable transplanter containers.

3,844,987, CI 260-7.500.

Coatcs, Harold: See—
. ojj ir 1.1.

Collins, John Desmond; Coates, Harold; and Siddiqui, Iftikhar

Hussain. 3.845.017

Cochran. Gayle. Cutout forms for concrete fence construction

3 844 i522. CI. 249-19.000. ,. ,.

Cohen. Amnon Mordechai. to Polaks Frutal Works N V. Ahcyclic

diketones and process for their manufacture. 3.845.133. CI. IW-

Cohen. Herman Frozen food defrosting indicator. 3.844.718. CI. 23-

253 btp.

Cohen. Martin J: See—
. ^^ „ r- a

Wernlund. Roger F . Carroll. David L.; Gibson. Henry C; and

Cohen, Martin J .3.845,301.

Cohen, Marvin B: See—
. . „ . /-•„ *-!.;„ r«

Tubis, Manuel; Cohen, Marvin B.; and Gilliam, Calvin D.,

3,845,202.

Cohen-Solal, Gerard David: See—
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^V^ji^'r^:
'^^*'"" Francois; and Cohen-Solal, Gerard David

Colan O. R^Highway guard trap device, 3.844.538. CI. 256-13 100
Lole, Oerald S: 5ee

—

Boiling. Gustaf F; and Cole. Gerald S.. 3 844 776
Cole. Judson C; and Hall. James R.. to Bendix Corporation. The. Un-derwater electrical connector. 3.845.450 CI 339-42 000
Coleman. Milton H.: Se^—

Wentroble. Dale E.; and Coleman. Milton H . 3.844 868

..' AiK k".'!"^?"'
*;°^*"' "^'°''*- ^"'^ S**^d*1"'- 'f«ikhar Hussain.

to Albright & W.lson Limited. Polymers stabilized with terpene al-cohols and an organotin compound. 3.845 017 CI 260-45 75k
Collins, John E.: 5«— '

Nicholson, Geoffrey C; and Collins, John E., 3.844 650
Collins Radio Company: 5ee—

McKenzie. Robert W.. 3,845,414
Collis, Raymond D., and Meyer, Martin H., to Outboard Marine Cor-

poration. Tilt position indicator. 3,844.247 CI 1 15-41 Oht

^°wA^''
?'*° '^"""-

'^ """"^y*^" •"fo^'nation Systems Italia. Bista-
ble electronic circuit. 3,845,330, CI. 307-289.000

Combustion Engineering, Inc.: See—
Bevilacqua, Frank; and Groves, Malcolm D. 3 844 882

^\'«^/i'B«'/'^"''-
•""""• ^"'""" S- ^"d Groves, Malcolm D.

J,o44,8o4.
Calvin, John N, 3.844.888.

Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique: See—
Carossi. Jean-Claude; and Fierard. Pierre, 3 844 166
Chabre. Andre Paul, 3.844.174

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization: iV*--
Laby, Ralph Henry. 3,844,285.

'''3*844^098' ^"^^ Alexander; and Feehan, John Desmond,

Communication Mfg Co : See—
Hanneman, Thomas W; and Cook, Jeffrey A 3 845 253Compagme Generale des Establissements Michelin, raison sociale

Michelin & Cie: See—
Verdier, Henri, 3.844.326

Compur-Werk Gesellschaft m b.H. & Co. See—
Fahlenberg. Paul. 3.844,512

*'°",844:38t"'c7l86--29%'Ja
'''''• '"*^ '""«^ ^^^^'^'"« '""'—

Congoleum Industries, Inc.; See—

''*vL*^''o^"'
^' ^'"''"P- '°*'"- ^"'^ Murphy, Robert E. J.,

Conner, Algie J.: See—
Stine, Laurence A ; and Conner, Algic J 3 844 973

Connor, Daniel S.; and Thompson, James E.'to Procter & Gamble

544"ooo^'
^"'" ''^"^^Sent composition. 3,844,982. CI 252-

Consumat Systems Inc.: See—
Fishback, James K , 3,844,233

Consumers Glass Company Limited: See—
Demers, Jacques; and Chartier, Robert, 3,844 439

Contel Corporation: Scf—
Poison, Jerry H . 3,844,273.

Continental Can Company. Inc : See—
Bozek, John S . 3,844,154.

Continental Oil Company: See—
Whitehouse, James W . 3,844.240.

Control Data Corporation: See—
Carter. James M , 3,845,434

Controls Company of America: See—
Kothe, Erich, 3.845,265

Conveyor Covers. Incorporated: See—
Emmeneggcr. Russell E.. 3.844,404.

Cook, Jeffrey A : See—
Hanneman, Thomas W.; and Cook. Jeffrey A 3 845 253

*^*?M4':4ro'cr206-S"*
"^ '*'*"' '" "" '''" ''^''"'" '"*'"""'

Cook. Raymond F Leveling and stabilizing device. 3.844.582. CI. 280-

Cook. William H. to Custom Electronic Systems. Inc. Unitarily casthammer 3.844. 321. CI 145-29 OOr.
Cooley. Richard F

.
to Owens-Illinois. Inc. Laser glass host composi-

tions comprising TeO,. BaO and PbO 3.845.406 CI 331-94 50c
Cooley. Richard F

.
to Owens-Illinois. Inc Laser glass host composi-

tions comprising TeOj. CaO and ZnO 3.845.407 CI 331-94 50e
Cooley. Richard F.. to Owens-Illinois. Inc. Laser glass host composi-

tions comprising TcO,. SrO and ZnO. 3.845.408 CI 331-94 50c

3*^844*732 "c? 4 4°7^ 0^00°" '*"^"'^'' Company Additives for fuels.

Coope. Robert L
. to Stevens Engineering. Incorporated Apparatus for

securing a wheel onto a shaft or the like 3.844.666. CI. 403-

Cooper. Edwin. <& Company Limited: See—
Elliott. John Scotchford; Jayne. Gerald John Joseph; and Folliard

Patrick Robert James. 3,844.963.
Cooper, Joseph: See—

Kruger, James Brompton; and Cooper, Joseph. 3 844 634
Copley, Stephen M.; and Kear, Bernard H., to United Aircraft Cor-

poration. Cast composite structure with metallic rods 3 844 727 CI
29-191600.

."•••./i'.^-i.
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Copley. Stephen M.; Giamei. Anthony F.; Hornbecker. Merton F.; and
Kear. Bernard H.. to United Aircraft Corporation. Gas contacting
element leading edge and trailing edge insert. 3.844.728, CI. 29-
191.600.

Copp, Robert M.. to Park-Air Corporation. Plastic bag winding
machine. 3.844,463, CI. 226-42.000.

Cornelius, Dieter: See—
von Brachel. Hanswilli; and Cornelius, Dieter 3 845 034

^
TS^x[^'.^'"/f"'

^ •
•*'

•
^'"' Stephen A.; and Lynas, Robert M,. to

I KW Inc. Data normalizing method and system. 3,845,288 CI 235-
151.340.

Couleur, John F.: See—
Lange, Ronald Edwin; Couleur, John F.; and Pine, Donald L.,

3,845,474.
Courtright. Amedee H. Holder for can or bottle of beer or other

beverage container. 3.844.460. CI. 224-45.00c
Covin. Dennis H.. to Nautical Electronic Laboratories Limited Beacon

transmitter. 3.845.392. CI. 325- 1 58.000
Cowen. Samuel H

. to Chemed Corporation. Releasable medicament
dental carrier and method. 3.844.286. CI. 1 28-260 000

Cox. David Alexander; Danilewicz, John Christopher, Ham, Allan
Leslie; Kemp, John Edward Glyn, and Snarey, Michael, to Pfizer Inc
Khenoxypropanolamine therapeutic agents. 3,845,123 CI 260-
562.OOp.

Cox of Watford Limited: See—
Babbs. Frederick William. 3.844.614.

CPC Engineering Corporation: See—
Ciaffone. Charles P.. 3.844.945.

Cracco. Francis Jean; Pacini. Pier-Luigi; and O'Connell. Ian. to Procter
& Gamble Company, The. Detergent composition with an amido-
amine fabric softening agent 3,844,959 CI 252-8 750

Craine. Richard W.: See—

^^lt"i ^ic^'L^ •
Lucanera. Constantino; and Craine. Richard

W.. 3.845.485.
Crandall. Milton A.: See—

Rearwin. Richard H ; and Crandall. Milton A 3 845 4 1

2

^r84r4-3l'a'2U.5fl.OOO.'"^'"
mechanism' for a handtruck.

Crc-Crose International. Inc.: See—

^^l^o!!'. ifo*""^ ^ •
Andolph. James B

; and Miller. Ford S
3.844.468.

Crcusot-Loire: See—
Leroy. P'errc; Cadart. Michel; Morlet, Jean Georges; and Saleil.

Jc<in, 3,o44,768,
Cricchi. James R. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Counter with

?iTrmn
ut'l'Z'ng MNOS memory elements. 3,845.327, CI. 307-

Criscione, John Michael: See—

^r84?877
^*'^°'^°'^ '^'''P^' ''"'^ Criscione. John Michael.

Criswcll.' H C : ^f-f-
Chambers. James L. 3.844,459.

^794"6o'^'^""''*
^^"'^ '"'*"* ''^'"'^'•> measurement. 3,844.170. CI 73-

Crittenden. David E.: See—
Angarola. Barry R . and Crittenden. David E 3 844 3 1 7

Croasdale, Fred, and English. Michael John, to Platt'lnternational

M4tf00x'r/7!58.890.'''
""'"""' ^^'""'"^ "' '"""= ^^^"'^

Croce. Louis J
; and Bajars. Laimonis. to Petro-Tex Chemical Corpora-

tion. Process of dchydrogenation, 3.845. 153. CI. 260-680 OOe
Crocker. Richard E: iVf—

Lindwall. Richard C. and Crocker, Richard E 3 84S317
Croix-Marie. Francis Marie Jean; Bonnat, Christian Pierre; and Morel

Jean-Pierre Georges Denis, to Berlin & Cie Plaisir Ground effect
guiding means for a tracked vahicle. 3.844.21 8. CI. 104-23 Ofs

Crompton & Knowlcs Corporation: iW—
Rust. Edgar C, Jr , 3,844,869.

Cronauer. Donald C: See—
Bechstein, Ernest L.; and Cronauer. Donald C 3 845 095

Crosby. Guy A.; and Peters. Gerald C. to Dynapol Halogenated aro-
matic compound having sweetening properties. 3.845.225. CI 426-

Crosby. Murray G.. to Audicom Corporation Communication includ-
ing submerged identification signal. 3.845.391 CI 325-64 000

Cross. Barrington. and Gastrock. William Henry, to American
yyanamid Company Phenylnitramine herbicides. 3.844.762, CI. 71-

Crow, Morgan Levon, to Dresser Industries, Inc. Hydrostatic rock bit
lubrication system. 3.844,364, CI. 1 75-228 000

Crowther, Russell L., to General Electric Company. Nuclear reactor

44 000^
P'"*0"'"m '" peripheral fuel assemblies. 3,844,886, CI. 176-

Cruciblc Inc.: See—
Malone, Raymond F ; and Raring, Linus M., 3 844 778

Cruse, Carl M.: See—

^".'"'"K!";.Hi°^'^,^;,^^>'
'^"y "T

•
<^^"^^- <^3f' M

;
Epstein, Henry

.

L.;';""."iiroldR.;andRosenbcrger, Frederick E. 3 845 121
t ucinella. Salvatore; and Mazzei. Alessandro. to Snam Progetti 's p A
^i°i*n /^^^'°'^"^'"« ethylcne-butadiene copolymers, 3.845.027'
c 1. ,i;ou-85. JOr.

^"Ih*'- ^k"*?
'

f
• •" .'*^>"o'''s Metals Companv. Easy-open contain.-r •and method of making same. 3.844.443 CI 220-4000r

^So;'.t8"44^>^". a75o &^'or"'^'
^'''"^'•"^ ^°"°^'°"-^"'^«-'
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Culver. Donald W.: See—
Addoms. John F.; and Culver. Donald W.. 3,845.341 .

Culver Irven H., to Primus Mfg. Inc. Mounting for precision friction

wheel measuring devices. 3,844,044, CI. 33-l25.00m.

Cunha Joseph J., to Cunha Products, Inc. Leaf spring trailing arm

suspension. 3,844,579, CI. 280-1 24.00r.

Cunha Products, Inc.: See—
Cunha. Joseph J .3.844.579.

Cunningham. James A ; and Orr, Coy D.. to Texas Instruments. Incor-

porated Sputtering apparatus for forming ohmic contacts for

semiconductor devices. 3.844.924. CI. 204-298.000.

Curran Adrian Charles Ward, to Wyelh. John & Brother Limited

Piperidinethioamides. 3.845.064, CI. 260-293.850.

Currie James H.; and Rishavy, Edward A., to General Motors Cor-

poration. Rotary combustion engine spark plug arrangement

3,844,257, CI. 123-8.450.

Curtiss-W right Corporation: See—
Harrison, EmmettS, 3,844,112.

Custom Electronic Systems, 'nc: See—
Cook, William H ,3.844,321.

Cusumano, James A , to Esso Research and Engineering Company.

Method for preparation of olefin oxidation catalyst. 3,844,981, CI.

252-471.000.

Cutler-Hammer, Inc ; 5«—
Bongard, James A, 3,845,431 .

Cutter Laboratories, Inc : See—
Dabney, William C, 3,844,283.

Cyclo Index Corporation: See—
Zugel,Martin J ,3,844,137

Dabney, William C, to Cutter Laboratories, Inc. Apparatus for asepti-

cally dispensing a measured volume of liquid 3,844.283. CI 128-

21400r
Dacam Corporation: See—

Cato. Carl P. 3.844.093

Daeubie Manfred, Oppcniaender, Kurt; and Fikentscher. Kolt. to

Badisc'he Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft Low-froth,

water-soluble dyeing auxiliaries 3.844.7 1 1 , CI. 8-93.000,

Dahlberg Kurt Gunnar. to Thcrmo-Trim. Inc Method of molding a

latchopening. 3,845, 187, CI 264-154.000.

Dahlinger, Roland: Sff—
Bartholome, Ernst; Koehler, Waldemar; Stoeckelmann. Cuenter;

Schulz. Gerhard. Nagel. Otto; Goctze. Walter; Kaspcr. Werner.

Dreher, Erich; and Dahlinger. Roland. 3.845.144.

Daicel Ltd : See—
Higuchi. Masaru. and Arimoto. Kyozo. 3.845.102.

Daigle.Donald J: .S>f-

Reeves. Wilson A . Donaldson. Darrell J.; Daigle. Donald J ;

Drake, George L . Jr ; and Beninate. John V .
3.844.824.

Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft iff—

Dobler. Helmut. 3.844.691.

Lamm. Heinz. 3,844.694 „

Scherenberg, HansO . 3.844.580.

Zaiser, Wolfgang. 3.844.393.

Dainichiscika Color & Chemicals Mfg. Co . Ltd : See-

Matsuo. Hiroto. and Nakamura. Tadamitsu. 3.844.908.

Dako-Werkzeugfabriken David Kotthaus KG: iff—

Hansen, Elmar. 3.844.149.
„ u r u .

Dalibor Horst. to Reichhold-Albert-Chemie Aktiengesellschaft. Heat-

curable copolymers based on hydroxyalkylesters and N-alkox-

vmelhacrylamides. showing excellent adhesive properties especially

on metallic substrate. 3.845.023. CI. 260-80.730.

Dalskc.JewelleM iff— ,^..o-,-,
Dalskc Sylvester A . and Dalske. Jewelle M.. 3.844.873.

Dalske Sylvester A ; and Dalskc, Jewelle M Christmas tree construc-

tion 3,844.873, CI 161-22.000.

Damon Corporation: iff— ,^..-,,1
Sodickson, Lester A ; and Lim, Franklin, 3,844.7 17.

Dana Corporation :
iff

—

Rockwell. Bruce C. 3.844.701,

Daniels. Richard Gary; and Foltz, James Walter, to Motorola Inc,

IGFET flip-flop having facility for forcing its state, 3.845.325. Cl,

307-220,00c.
Danilewicz. John Christopher: iff-

,. u *„
Cox David Alexander; Danilewicz. John Christopher; Ham. Allan

Leslie; Kemp. John Edward Glyn; and Snarey. Michael.

3.845.123, ., , ^ . r. «-

Danzer Paul M,; and Greenspan. Marshall, to United Aircraft Cor-

poration, Target controlled age for scan radar normalization,

3.845.481. CI, 343-7,300,
.

DauRirdas Kristupas. to Vapor Corporation, Sliding door mechanism

with semi-plug features. 3.844,062. Cl, 49-28,000,

Dave. Axaybabu M: iff—
. ., . -r u r»

Brooks. Kenneth R ; Dave. Axaybabu M,; and Kothari. Tushar D..

3 845 340
David. Harry, to Hauni-Werke, Korber & Co . "^G Method and ap-

paratus for forming a tobacco stream 3,844,295, Cl, 131-2l,00a

Davidson, Robert H,; and Reisch, Donald A Impact-rightmg gun tar-

get, 3,844,559, Cl, 273-102, lOe,

Davies Gail F,. to Gould Inc. mesne. Powder metal honeycomb,

3.844,01 1,CI, 29-182.300.

Davies, Reg.; and Karuhn, Richard F., to IIT Resear<:h Institute

Method of and an apparatus for counting fibers. 3.845.386. Cl. 324-

DaVis Jeffrey L. Deodorant structure. 3.844.478,CI. 239-57.000.

Davis. Royal E.; iff—

Hagen, Frederick A.; and Davis, Royal E 3.844.027.

Davis. William P.; and Jensen. Billy M, to B.o-Log.cs Products nc

mesne. Printing upon and encoding identification devices.

3,844,396, Cl, 197-1.500.

Dawson, Peter Hugh Bernon;S«— u d„™„„
Chambers, Ferdinand Frank; and Dawson. Peter Hugh Bemon,

3,843.986.

DayCO Corporation; See—
Smith, KennethC, 3,844,214.

Day's Tailor-D Clothing, Inc.: iff

—

Dillenburger, Werner. 3.843.973.

Dayton-Walther Corporation: iff

—

Walther. William Dean. 3.844.620.

De Bondt. Leon; iff—
Denis. Englebert; and DeBondt. Leon. 3.844.648.

De Carbon. Christian Bourcier Pistons for hydraulic shock absorbers.

3.844.389. Cl. 188-322.000.
*

De Ceriat. Aymon A.; and Millet. Claude M.. to Dubied. Edoua^d. &

Cie S.A. Installation for the control of knitting machines. 3.844,1 JV.

Cl 66-5O.00r. „ u /-

De Groot. Willibrordus Theodorus Maria, to Lever Brothers Coinpany.

Isomerization of 1 .2-diglycerides to 1.3-diglycerides. 3.845.087, Cl.

260-410.700.
, . Cl . ,

De Jager. Frank. Van Der Wurf. Peter; Van Gerwen, Josephus; Sluyter.

Robert Johannes; and Snijders. Wilfred Andre Maria, to LhS^Philips

Corporation. System for automatic equalization. 3,845.390, Cl. 323-

de la Fuente Burton. Jorge, to Plastotecnica. S.A, Integral clamp for

hydraulic connections. 3.844.590. Cl. 285-197.000,

Dean. Theodore E: iff— r j 1. c
Kelly. Edward G.; Dean, Theodore E., and Tuttle, Frederick b..

3.844.038.

DEE. Inc.; iff—
Ellinger, Earl H, 3,844,357. ^ . . . k,v, ^a .1. a

Deelnam Gerardus J , to Olvis Smeltzekeringen Fabriek NV. Method

of manufacturing fuses. 3,845,439.CI. 337-291.000.

Deere & Company; iff—
Downey, Wayne Allman, 3,844,374. ,„..->^o
Schroeder, Kenneth Roger; and Miller, Lyie Eugene, 3,844,369.

Steuerwald. Wilfred Lee Roy. 3.844.095.

Degraff Richard R.. to Universal Oil Products Company Fractiona-

tion apparatus having plural, integral and concentric fractionating

units 3.844.898. Cl. 202-154.000.

Dchlberg. Ernst Erik: iff

—

Bergvall. Knut Lennart; and Dehlberg. Ernst Erik. 3.844.081

.

Dehne Clarence A . to Webb. Jervis B . Company. Control system for

accumulating conveyors. 3.844.400. Cl. 198-40.000.

DelalandeS.A: iff— ^. , . » o
Fauran Claude P.; Raynaud. Guy M.; Eberle. Jeannine A.; Pour-

rias. Bernard M.; La Foret, Meudon; and Le Cloarec, Alberty

Y, 3,845,046.

Delanty John T.; and Lincoln, David, to Kimberly-Clark Corporation

System and method for obtaining closure of sterile backed surgical

gowns. 3,843,97 1,C1. 2-114 000.

Delli-Gatti, Frank A., Jr., to Lee-Norse Company Mming machine

having rotary motor extended cutter head. 3,844,618, Cl. 299-

64.000. ^ ,

DeMaagd Donald R . to Bissell Inc Shampooer with rotary foam

generating means 3.843.989. Cl. 15-50.00C.

Demenais. Claude Lucien. to Societe Industrielle de Transports Au-

tomobiles SIT A. Refuse treatment apparatus. 3.844.493, Cl. 241-

190.000
Dementi, Brian Armstead; iff—

Saunders, Peter Reginald; Dementi, Brian Armstead; and

Lofquist, Robert Alden, 3,844,7 1 3.

Demers Jacques; and Chartier, Robert, to Consumers Glass Company

Limited, Linerless closures 3,844,439, Cl, 2 15-344.000.

Denaeyer, Jose Luis; and Kegelart, Willy, to Solvay & Cie^ Process for

manufacturing granules containing sodium chlorite in a fluidized bed

drier. 3,844.726. Cl. 23-301.OOr.

Denis. Englebert. and De Bondt. Leon, to GAF Corporation. Slide tray

indexing mechanism for slide projectors or the like. 3.844.648. Cl.

353-116.000.

Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K.; iff—
Goto. Takeshi; and Sakaoka. Fiji. 3.845.164.

Denki Onkyo Co .Ltd.: iff— ^-^^.c...
Masuda. Noboru; Nishino. Yu. and Takiguchi. Hisashi. 3.845.444.

Dennison Manufacturing Company; iff—
Nelson. George R.. 3.844.966.

Wochner. Fred J. 3.844.866.

Denzer Max and Ott. Hans, to Sandoz-Wander. Inc. Preparation of O-

isopropyl-aminobenzophenones. 3.845.1 28. Cl. 260-570.0ab.

Derby Palmer P.. to Raytheon Company. Microwave cooking utensil.

3.845.266. Cl. 219-10.550.

Deschamps. Andre iff- .
, r-, a

Renault. Philippe; Deschamps. Andre; and Dezael. Claude.

3.845.197.
, ^

Deslongchamps. Pierre, to Ayerst. McKenna & Harrison. Limited.

Methyitricyclo[4.4.0.0 ^."|decan-l-methylamine and process

for preparing same. 3.845.124,01. 260-563.00p.

Desnos. Monique: iff—
r-^ a

Malen. Charles; Desnos. Monique; and Poignant. Jean-Claude.

3,845.074.

DeSoto. Inc.; iff—
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Gaske, Joseph E., 3.844,9 1 6.

Deutsche Gold- und Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler: See—
Bader. Erich; and Amann, Herbert, 3,845,160.
Fahnenstich, Rudolf; and Heese, Joachim, 3,845 I 10
Kempermann, Theo. Eholzer, Ulrich. Westl'inning, Hermann and

Fleischhauer, Horst, 3,844,970.
Dexter Corporation, The: See—

Wright, James A.; and Kosmala, James M., 3,844,573.
Dezaei, Claude: 5ef—

Renault, Philippe; Deschamps, Andre; and Dezael, Claude,

Di Leo, Christopher C, to Automation Industries, Inc. Ultrasonic
velocity meter. 3,844,163, CI. 73-67. 50r.

Di Paola, John J., Morse, Charles W , and Dobson, Richard A., to
General Signal Corporation. Car retarder control system. 3,844,5 14
CI. 246-1 82.00a.

Dibugnara, Raymond, to TRW Inc. High power double-slug diode
package. 3,844,029. CI. 29-588.000.

Dickinson, Robert C, to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Circuit

^l?^,V. "^ *P""8 charged operating mechanism. 3,845,263 CI
200-1 53. Osc.

Dieges, Paul Bertrand. Vaporization of exhaust products in hydrogen-
oxygen engme. 3,844.262, CI. 123-1 I9.00a.

Dielectrics International Limited: See—
Burton, Edward Arthur, 3,845,233.

Dier. Stephen A : See—

Dillenburger, Werner, to Days Tailor-D Clothing, Inc. Single-piece
overlappmg waistband for pants. 3.843.973 CI 2-236 000

Dillon, Neil J.; and Sincich, Boris R.. to TRW Data Systems, Inc
Digital computer and form reader for inventory control and record-
ing cash transactions 3,845.280. CI 235-61 1 Ir

DiMajo. Franco, to Fiat Societa Per Azioni Railway car roll control
system. 3,844.225. CI 105-164.000.

Dimiirik. Paul. Air purifier 3.844.74 1 . CI. 55-102.000
Dimmer. Charles L

; and Perry, Eric, to Nobilium Products Inc Cen-
trifugal casting and curing apparatus 3.844.702 CI 425.4'>5 000

Dimter Erwin Apparatus for end profiling and glue applicarion in the
end bonding of boards. 3.844,320. CI. 144-3.OOr

Ditlinger. Richard J
. and Brooks. Peter, to Bendix Corporation The

?.84T/88x'rf88'faV""'
""' '"'"« extensionable feature!

Ditz-Crane: See—
Martin. Otis M; Rough. John K.; and Miller. Silas M. 3 844 082

Dobbeler. Erwin: See—
Stotzel. Friedhelm. Dobbeler. Erwin. and Vaer. Voldemar

3,844.347
Dobbs. Louis R Method and apparatus for unclogging fluid pump in-

takes. 3.844.540. CI 259-2.000.
Doblcr, Helmut, to Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft Lubricant supply
system for rotary piston engine. 3.844.69 1 . CI 4 I 8-97 000

Dobson. Richard A: iff—
Di Paola. John J . Morse. Charles W.; and Dobson. Richard A

3.844.514.
Dohr. Manfred: See—

Fries. Walter. Berg. Markus; and Dohr. Manfred. 3,844,95 I

Dolby Laboratories Inc.: .SVf—
Dolby. Ray Milton, 3.845.416

Dolby. Ray Milton, to Dolby Laboratories Inc Signal compressors and
expanders 3.845,416. CI. 333-14 000.

Dolman. Hendrik; and Tempel. Albert, to L S Philips Corporation
mesne Phenylsulphoxyl- or phenvlsulphonylrhodanides 3 845 08'>
CI 260-397.600.

Domenighetti. Domenico Centrally articulated compound road con-
struction yard machine with oricntable auxiliary element 3 844 671
CI 404-1 17.000. .

.

I.

Dominion Engineering Works Limited: See—
Nelson. John Edward; and Stock. Norman Astor 3 844 I 84
Smallwood, Robert Edwards; and Shaver." Marvin Bruce

3.844.492.
Donaldson. Darrell J : .SVf—

Reeves. Wilson A . Donaldson. Darrell J . Daigle. Donald J
Drake. George L . Jr . and Beninatc. John V . 3.844.824

Donalh. Ernest E . to United States of America. Interior Two-staec
downflow gasification of coal. 3.844.733. CI 48-202.000.

Donoghue. John Francis. Forney. Dan Edward; Heiks Robert Lee
Lasson. Gerald A

; McCall. Robert Eugene; and Rich. Charles Ray!
to Industrial Nucleonics Corporation. Process control system
3.844.870. CI. 156-360.000.

'

Dorey. Howard Anthony: See—
Ley. Anthony John; and Dorey. Howard Anthony. 3.845 388

Dorlars. Alfons: iff—
Ohischlager. Hans; Riester. Oskar; Gotze. Johannes; and Dorlars

Alfons. 3.844.798.
Dorough. Joe. Jr. Portable electric automobile jack. 3 844 535 CI
254-103.000

Dow Chemical Company. The: 5ff

—

Alfrey. Turner. Jr.. 3.844.739.
Balls. Dean M .3.845.063.
Beale, Alvin F . Jr . 3.845.059.
Eiler. Louis H ; and Parks. Christ F.. 3.845.004
Flynn, James P; Lane. Georges A ; and Plomer, John J

3,844,856.
Kirby, David B.; and Kroening. Roger D., 3.844,828.
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Kurihara, Norman H; and Bublitz, Donald £., 3 845 068
Larsen, Eric R., 3,844,354.

K'' o^;. 9i'^^" ^- ^^"8s. Leigh B.; and HumI, James O.,
3,844,771.

Matzek, Norman E.. 3.844.853.
Moore Donald E.; Mills. Jack F.; and Schneider, John A..

3,845,146.
Murchison, Craig B., 3,844,914.
Mussell, Dorsey R., 3,845,218.
Plomer, John J.; Filter, Harold E.; and Lane, George A..

Self, James M.; and Matzek, Norman E., 3,844 854
Thomas, Robert J, 3,845,0 1 5.

Tong, Yulan C, 3,845,044.
Dow Corning Corporation: See—

Antonen, Robert C, 3,844,992.
Downey, Wayne Allman, to Deere & Company. Control rod oriricc

seal assembly. 3,844,374, CI. 180-90.600.
Drabek, Jozef. to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. 4-Oxo-l 2 3-

benzotriazines. 3,845,053, CI. 260-248. Oas.
Drabkina, Lidia Emelianovna; Mazurek, Jury Vatslavovich
Myasoedov, Dmitry Nikolaevich; Prokhorov, Viktor Pavlovich'
Kachalov, Vladimir Alexandrovich; and Ziv, David Moiseevich;
deceased (by Ziv, Valentina Spiridonovna; administratrix). Method
of manufactue of nuclear radiation sources. 3 844 833 CI 117-
220.000. ' •'-'"'

Drake. George L.. Jr : Sff

—

Lanoux. Sigred B
. Ellzey. Samuel E.. Jr.; Drake. George L Jr

and Reeves. Wilson A, 3.845.107.
Reeves. Wilson A.; Donaldson. Darrell J.; Daigle. Donald J
Drake. George L, Jr.; and Beninate. John V, 3 844 824

Dreher. Erich: See—
Bartholome. Ernst. Koehler. Waldemar; Stoeckelmann. Guenter

Schulz. Gerhard; Nagel. Otto. Goetze. Walter. Kasper. Werner"
Dreher. Erich; and Dahlinger. Roland. 3.845 144

Drchman. Lewis E.; and Farha. Floyd E.. Jr.. toVhillips Petroleum

Tf?o'"?o"^
Process for producing lead free motor fuel 3.844.935. CI

.

2U8- 79.000.
Dreisbach. Robert H.: See—

Richeson. William E.. Jr ; and Dreisbach. Robert H. 3 845 242
Dresser Industries, Inc.: See-

Crow. Morgan Levon, 3,844,364.
Drinnon, Robert H.: 5ff—

Manca, Michael E., and Drinnon, Robert H.. 3.844.375.
Manca. Michael E.; and Drinnon. Robert H 3 844 376

Drustar Unit Dose Systems. Inc : iff—
Relyea. Kenneth D . 3.844.408.

Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company: See-
Austin. Alfred E.. 3.844.775.
Brixner. Lothar H , 3.844.967
Bruce. John MacMillan. Jr.. 3.845. 1 9 1

.

Chang. Catherine Teh-Lin; Sheeto. Joseph John. Jr.; and Beutel
Jacob. 3.844.790.

Fichteman. William Lee. 3.844.996
Hicks. William T. 3.845.365.
Hiss. Roger A . 3.845.002
Jeffery. Jeffery J ; and Walus. Aloysius N.. 3.844 998
Keller. William John. 3.845. 1 54.
Marsh. Frank Dennis. 3.845.086.
McKenna. James Michael. 3.845.152.
Miller. Lester Isaac. 3.844.993
Mitchell. Andrew. III. 3.845.008
Murch. Lee Ellis. 3.845.163
Rhodes. James Byron; and Ruddy. Joseph Robert, 3 844 195
Sherman. James Leonard. 3.844.772.
Sloan. Gilbert J., 3.844.724.
Takeshita.Tsuneichi. 3.845.159.
Vasta. Joseph A . 3.845.066.
Weaver. S David. 3.845.024.

Dual Manufacturing and Engineering. Incorporated iff

—

Re. Frank M. 3.844.607.
Dubicd. Edouard. & Cie S.A : iff—

De Cerjat. Aymon A; and Millet. Claude M.. 3.844 1 39
Duchateau. Georges F M. F.; and Vandewijcr. Ro'main G. E.. to Raf-

finerie tirlemontoisc. Use of lime in sucrate-factory. 3 844 835 CI
127-47.000. / • . . .

Duke. Roy B
.
and Seppi. Ned F.. to Marathon Oil Company. Oreanics

from trona brine by COj treatment. 3.845.1 19 CI 260-527 OOr
Dukes. David L ; and Pearson. Charles J., to Goodyear Tire & Rubber

?«TI'n7r J^^-,^n°-,'r/''?"'^'''^"^
'•'°*''' absorbing compositions.

J.043.UJ I. CI. 260-75.Onh.
Dunbar. Donald K : iff—

Evans. Robert C; and Dunbar. Donald K.. 3 844 677
Dunham-Bush. Inc.: iff

—

Bulkley. Clifford T.. and Shaw. David N.. 3.844 688
Gianni. Sebastian J.; Seeley. William M.;' Stillson. Timothy Jay

Hamilton. Clark B; and Barker. Perley K. 3.844,1 3 1

Dunlop, Andrew P.; Sherman, Edward; and Wuskell! Joseph P to
Quaker Oats Company, The. Process for the reduction' of
|5'"ep'''''alaldehydc to P-hydroxymethylbenzaldehyde 3,845,138,

Dunlop Limited: iff

—

Jenkins, Martyn Frederick, 3,844,219.
Dunn, Thomas J., to Triumph Machinery Company. Brush and tree

masticator. 3,844,096, CI. 56-504.000.
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Dunning, John S.: iff—
Bennion, Douglas N.; Dunning, John S.; Tiedemann, William H.;

and Hsueh, Limin, 3,844,837.

Duval, Leonard A. Method and apparatus for processing waste water

slimes of steel mill water treatment systems. 3,844,943, CI. 210-

67.000.

Dwyer Daniel E , Jr., to General Foods Corporation. Freeze concen-

tration of instant coffee. 3,845,230, CI. 426-384.000.

Dyck, John: iff—
Shuler, F. William; and Dyck, John, 3,844,358.

Dynamit Nobel Aktiengesellschaft: iff—
Blanke, Martin; and Hass, Karl, 3,844,803.

Richtzenhain, Herman; and Stephen, Rudolf, 3,845.147.

Dynapol: See-
Crosby. Guy A.; and Peters, Gerald C, 3,845,225.

Dzhermakian, Karen Jurievich: iff

—

Tiranov, Gennady Petrovich; Kuligin, Georgy Alexandrovich; and

Dzhermakian, Karen Jurievich, 3,844,62

1

Eastman Kodak Company: iff

—

Angle, Milton A.; Bender, George L.; Blair, Gerald E., and Maier.

Clarence C, 3,844,755.

Bloom, Melvin S., and Fico, Sally S., 3,844,791

.

Burness, Donald M ; Haist, Grant M.; and King, James R..

3,844,788.

Hagemeyer, Hugh J., Jr.; Blood, Alden E.; and Snapp, Thomas C
Jr ,3,845,106.

Yee,YingS., 3,845,400.

Eaton Corporation: iff—
Griesenbrock,Karl-Heinz, 3,844,121.

Jaeschke, Ralph L., 3,845,337.

Ebauches Bettlach S.A: iff—
Bachmann, Peter, 3,844,108.

Ebauches S.A: iff-
Guyot, Charles, 3,844,107.

Scherrer, Igor, 3,844,106

Eberle, Jeannine A : iff—
Fauran. Claude P ; Raynaud. Guy M . Eberle. Jeannine A.; Pour-

rias. Bernard M ; La Foret. Meudon; and Le Cloarec. Alberty

Y .3.845.046
Ebnother. Anton, and Rissi. Erwin. to Sandoz Ltd. Dihydro-3-I4-alkyl

or cycloalkyi carbumoyl-oxy- 1 -( 4-oxo-4-arylbutyl )-4-piperidyl 12-

(3H)-furanones 3.845.061 , CI. 260-293.670.

Ebrecht. Dietrich Meyer, to US Philips Corporation. Circuit arrange-

ment for converting a bridge unbalance into a frequency variation.

3.845.385. CI 324-65.00r.

Eby. Roy T.: iff—
Eubanks. Lloyd S , Eby. Roy T . Cruse. Carl M.. Epstein. Henry

L ; Null. Harold R; and Rosenberger. Frederick E.. 3.845.121

Ecodyne Corporation: iff

—

Tischler, Edward Joseph. 3.844.309.

Economy Forms Corporation: iff—
McCracken. Lyde S . 3.844.526.

Economy. James; and Nowak. Bernard E.. to Carborundum Company.

The Para phenoxy carbonyl phenyl ester of meta acetoxybenzoic

acid 3.845.099. CI 260-473.00r.

EDMAC Associates Inc : iff—
Nupp, Raymond W.. 3.845.402.

Edwards. Derek Reginald, to British Insulated Callender's Cables

Limited Method of making an electric power cable. 3.844.860. CI

156-53 000.

Edwards. Donald K : iff—
Eninger. James E . Fleischman. George L.; and Edwards. Donald

K. 3.844.342.

Edwards. Hugh J W Tendon anchorage assembly with threaded sup-

port member for concrete formwork. 3.844.697. CI. 425-1 I 1 .000

Edwards. James D . to Scott & Fetzer Company Cam-operated timer

switch assembly with improved flexible, printed circuit terminal con-

nectors. 3.845.256. CI. 200-38.00r.

Eggers. Edward T.: iff—
Blanshine. Allison W.. Eggers. Edward T.; and Hyman. Myles.

3.844.208.

Eggert. Ralph H ; and Woods. Ouentin T.. to FMC Corporation. Ap-

paratus for cutting sheet material 3.844.20 1 . CI. 93-36 00a.

Egli Christian, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation 2.3-Bis-(acylmercap-

tomethyD-quinoxalines. 3.845.047. CI. 260-250.000.

Eholzer. Ulrich: iff—
Kempermann. Theo; Eholzer. Ulrich; Wcstlinning. Hermann; and

Fleischhauer. Horst. 3.844.970

Eickelberg. Henry L . to Modern Equipment Company. Apparatus and

method for melting and pouring metal. 3.844.453. CI 222-399.000

Eickmann. Karl Vane machine with pressure bias and balancing means

for the rotary control port member 3.844.685. CI. 4 1 7-204 000.

Eiden. Fritz; and Gauglitz. Gerhard, to Chem. pharmaz. Fabrik Dr

Hermann Thiemann GmbH 1 .2-Diphcnyl- 3.5-dioxopyrazolidine

compounds used to treat inflammation. 3.845.2 1 3. CI. 424-273.000.

Eifler Raymond J., to Bendix Corporation. The. Rear release contact

retention assembly. 3.845.452. CI. 339-59.00r.

Eigenmann. Ludwig. Line-marking device for road surface. 3.844.669.

CI 404-94.000.

Eiler, Louis H ; and Parks. Christ F . to Dow Chemical Company. The.

Cementitious compositions and methods. 3.845,004, CI. 260-

326.00n. ^ „. ,
Ek Bengt Anders; Ek, Hans Goran; and Ek, Karl-Guslav. Platform-

type scale. 3.844,365, CI. 177-256.000.

Ek, Hans Goran: iff

—

Ek, Bengt Anders; Ek, Hans Goran, and Ek, Karl-Gustav.

3,844,365.

Ek, Karl-Gustav: iff- ^ , ^
Ek, Bengt Anders; Ek, Hans Goran; and Ek, Karl-Gustav,

3,844,365.

El-Ghatta, Hussain; Lussi, Heinz; Berther, Clau; and Hoppe, Manfred,

to Inventa AG. fur Forschung und Patentverwertung. Process for

the manufacture of condensation products suitable as hardeners for

epoxide resins. 3,844,97 1 , CI. 252- 1 82.000.

Elbert Ketil E.; Janssen, Theodorus S. T.; and Gotzmann, Karl J. Bor-

ing device. 3,844,362, CI. 1 75-94.000.

EIco, Richard A., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Electric vehi-

cle having programmed field control of separately excited DC drive

motors. 3.845,368, CI. 318-139.000.

Elderbaum, Robert W.: iff—
Stringer, Myron Scott, Smith, Daniel W.; Maclvergan. Robert G.,

and Elderbaum, Robert W., 3,844,092.

Elektroschmelzwerk Kempten GmbH: iff-
Lipp, Alfred; and Kratel, Gunter, 3,844,910.

Elite Engineering Limited: iff

—

Rose, Edwin James. 3,844,153.

Elkem-Spigerverkct A/S: iff—
Bjerke, Harold Chr, 3.845,383.

Eiler Ronald L , to Passport Corporation. Conveyor for wheeled vehi-

cles. 3,844,222, CI. I04-I72.00b.

Ellinger, Earl H., to DEE, Inc. Depth control for farm implement

3.844.357, CI. 172-4.900.

Elliott, Angelika: iff—
Elliott, John, 3,844,275

Elliott, John, to Elliott, Angelika. Needle and sterlizing apparatus

therefor 3,844,275, CI. l28-2.10r

Elliott, John Scotchford; Jayne, Gerald John Joseph; and Folliard,

Patrick Robert James, to Cooper. Edwin. & Company Limited.

Lubricants. 3.844,963, CI. 252-46.700.

Ellzey, Samuel E., Jr : iff

—

Lanoux, Sigred B.; Ellzey, Samuel E.. Jr ; Drake. George L.. Jr.;

and Reeves. Wilson A.. 3,845,107.

Elmeg Electro-Mechanik GmbH: iff—
Zieike, Alfred, 3,845,255.

Elrod Charles G.; Patrick, William L.; EIrod, Daniel R , and McDou-

gali Douglas S Safety latch 3.844.597. CI. 292-25 1 .500.

Elrod. Daniel R.: iff—
Elrod. Charles G.; Patrick, William L.; Elrod. Daniel R ; and Mc-

Dougall, Douglas S.. 3.844.597.

Elton. Robert L ; and Vander Louw, John F . to Minnesota Mining and

Manufacturing Company. Method of making stretch-oriented

porous films. 3.844.865. CI. 156-229.000

Emkalns, Arvids: iff

—

Petkewicz. Frank J.; Mueller. Von W.; Jameel, Khaja M ; and Em-

kalns. Arvids. 3.845.430.

Emmenegger. Russell E.. to Conveyor Covers. Incorporated. Covered

overland conveyor 3.844.404. CI. 198-204.000.

Endo. Kunio; and Negi. Kunihiko. to Nippondenso Co . Ltd Su-

percharge-type fuel injection control system. 3.844.263. CI 123-

119.00c.

Energy Research Corporation: iff

—

Baker. Bernard. 3.844.841.

Engel. Joachim H . to General Motors Corporation. Low coolant in-

dicator 3.845.464. CI. 340-59.000.

Engelbach. Heinz: iff

—

Krabetz. Richard; and Engelbach. Heinz. 3.845.120.

English Clays Lovering Pochin & Company Limited: iff—
Windle. William. 3.844.8 19.

English. Michael John: iff—
Croasdalc, Fred; and English. Michael John, 3,844,100.

English Numbering Machines Limited: iff—
Klimek, Norbert Max; and Huber, Manfred Anton. 3.844.505.

Enichen. William A.: iff—
Cass. Eugene E.; Enichen, William A., and Havas, Janos,

3,844,831.

Eninger. James E.; Fleischman, George L., and Edwards, Donald K , to

TRW Inc. Heat-pipe arterial priming device. 3,844,342, CI. 165-

105.000.

Environment/One Corporation: iff—
Farrell, R. Paul, Jr., 3,844,946.

Epshtein, David Izrailevich: iff

—

Farberov, Mark losifovich; Bobylev, Boris Nikolaevich; and Epsh-

tein. David Izrailevich. 3.845,079

Epstein, Barry D.: iff

—

Birkelt, Christopher B.;and Epstein, Barry D., 3.844,661.

Epstein. Henry L.: iff—
Eubanks. Lloyd S.; Eby. Roy T.; Cruse, Carl M., Epstein, Henry

L; Null, Harold R.;and Rosenberger, Frederick E., 3,845,121.

Epstein, Joseph; and Berkowitz, Lewis M., to United States of Amer-

ica, Army. Testing a toxic agent alarm with a nontoxic simulant.

3,844,905, CI. 204-l.OOt.

Epstein, Peter F.: iff

—

Newallis, Peter E.; Pojf. Albert J.; and Epstein. Peter F.,

3,844,761.

Erb, Edward R.: iff—
Bettoli, Phillips S ; and Erb, Edward R . 3.844.814.

Erben. Klaus-Dieter; Kroy. Walter; and Mehnert. Walter E., to Mes-

serschmil-Bolkow-Blohm GmbH. Optical holmiumethylsulphate

modulator. 3,845.4 1 1 . CI. 332-7.510.
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Erneta, Modesto, to NL Industries, Inc. Aminoresin silira mi

posites. 3,845.006. CI. 260-37.00n.
'^"""°^"'"-s'''" microcom

Essex International. Inc.: See—
Blinkilde. Paul J. 3.845,261.

Esso Production Research Company: See—
Benedict, Risque L., 3,844,92

1

Esso Research and Engineering Company: See—
Cusumano, James A , 3,844,98

1

Woo, Charles. 3,845,157.
EtablissementsGardinier: See—

Cariou, Jean M.; and Juhasz, Jean, 3 844 721
Etat Francais: See—

Sernatinger. Franz; and Abad. Maurice, 3 844 242
Ethyl Corporation: See—

....
Mitchell. Lawrence C , 3.845.001.
Shepherd, Lawrence H. Jr.. 3,845.199
Wollensak, John C, 3,845 143

^",^^m'"u ^^''.V^J-
^''^^ ^""^ "^

•
^^"*«- <^^f' M.; Epstein. Henry L

oa"n
•

Pmc ^•
'"' '*°^^."''«^8«^ F^^'lenck E., to^Mon^anto c'om--pany. Process for separating carbonylation products from reaction

EuT. Ludwrg
5°"!"'^^" decomposition. 3,845. 1 2 1 ,

CI. 260-52 000

^
Comp'li.'v'ln^' Thf V ^''T"""

^°*^"' '" '"'-"^fonal Nickel

118 48.00'0 '
^^°' deposition apparatus. 3,844.251. CI.

Evans. Kenneth R.; and Newman. Morris, to Hydril Company Encaosulated control line. 3.844.345. CI 166-72 000
'-'""P*'"^ '^""P"

Evans. Robert C; and Dunbar. Donald K.. to General Electric Com
Cni6.84" 000

''"« '''' '^" ''''' '°' -- reduc.iorl'3 844'677:

'T8;4.?70xl'-27"l.00r.
'""''' ^'^'^^^'^-on. Record player.

Extel Corporation: See—
Mero. Peter G. S ; and Volling. George W . 3 844 395

rabit Corporation: iVf—
Blakeley. Clyde A , and Morgan. Joe M . 3 844 434Fabry Donald F.. to Burroughs Corporation. Apparatus for testincelectrically actuated clutches. 3.845,479. CI 340-2 I 3 OOrFactory Mutual Research Corporation! See-
Herbello. Mario. 3,844,353

Fager, Earl Elmer: See—

'
man"E'arr3.''/;;,889"

''''' ^"'^ '"""^ ^"^ ^''^'-^- ^^-

'""I'mL^"^'..'"'-
'"^ Compur-Werk Gesellschaft m.b.H. & Co Ar-f''"ge'"ent for recording pulses. 3.844.5 1 2. CI. 346-

1 37 000

Silbe"rTch'
.5"'^"'^^"<^ "-«-• J^-'^him. to Deutsche Gold- undSilber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler. Process for the recovery ofN^acyl-d-methionine and N-acyl-l-methionme. 3.845.1 10. CI 260

Falck. Rolf Christian Luja: See-

Farallon Industries. Inc .S«'«'—

Shamlian. Ralph B.. 3.844.281
Farbcnfabrikcn Bayer AG: .SV*"—

Henecka. Hans; and Schubert. Hans Werner, 3.845 062Farbenfabriken Bayer Akticngesellschaft See-
Frickcnhaus Gerrit. and Otten. Hans Guntcr, 3.844 7 1 2

3.845".m'2
""" ^'''*^''^"='- ^"'f- «"d Swodenk. Wolfgang.

Farbcrov Mark losifovich. Bobylcv. Boris Nikolaevich; and Epshtcin

,?,;::* ri'r"" "^r^",'
of producing ethylene oxide in conmnction with other o-oxidcs 3.845.079. CI 260-348 501

'•""J^nc

flSg^^.T'''
Akticngesellschaft vormals Meistcr Lucius &

Fuchs. Otto, and Troster, Helmut. 3.845 075
Hey. Hansjorg; and Arpe. Hans-Jurgen. 3,845 1 | 8

3',84tl49*'^^"''^^
"*""'" '^"''"'^^ and'schaeffcr. Georg,

Reinhardt,Friedrich, and Roth, Kurt 3 844 710
R'emenschncider.Wilhelm. 3.845 148

Farha. Floyd E. Jr: iff—
Drchman. Lewis E

; and Farha. Floyd E.. Jr.. 3.844 935

dehydro^enation'or
'''""'=' ''''^'""^"'" ^^•"P""^ ''^°"'''^* ^o'

680 OOe
'"^''"'^ compounds. 3.845.156. CI. 260-

''"&?'? ^-
-"i ^'u

'""'^^ '^f ^ P'"^^'*'> of interconnected collapsi-ble modules and method of assembly. 3.844.083. CI 52-645 000

3TI 25 OOr""*"
"^ '''"''''*' P'*"*"'*^ position indicator 3.844.045. CI.

Farmer. Kenneth J.: See—

' H^b^^w^^b':3.^f^v'^''" '• ''"'"• '^^"-•^ '• -'^

'"^wJ'.'i"
^,

'*?"'• *' • '° Env.ronment/One Corporation Aerobic waste-

s;iru44"9T6"'cr2'ro-rofoo^o."'^'
'-''- -' "^-''-"' ^°-« -

Farren. Francis J : See—

^TsUjgg" ^ '''"""• '''"""''' ^- ^"'^ Sklute. Jerome.

Fauland. Erich: 5ff—

''^,"'r«.^^"S^"*;/'*,"''*"''-
^"^^' r*''*='- '^«'<- '"hran, Wolfgangand Stork, Harald. 3.845.035.

""e<"'K.
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""Trnar^dM'irFo'Je'rr'H''"^
M .Eberle, Jeannine A.; Pourrias.

lande S AK, ? '
^^"*^.°"; ^"d Le Cloarec, Alberty Y., to Dela-

Fay, Charles Robert: See—

^'rZhT; '^"J'r
^'""; *^""''"- A'f^^'^ Thomas; Fay Charles

P H .

'^^^"',^"'*S""s«"- John William, 3,845.287

'tit: 3%"S59:cr''3Si od^^
''''^'"^ ''-'--'' ^^^--^'«=

't/Sita ^42t;5°ooo'
"^"'"^ ''«' ''"^'"^ ^^«-" P'"^ --«-

^"mjfac:ct''3:r44'556,?iT7^5-73 OZ"'""
^"^^ ^°-'-"- ^^

Feehan, John Desmond: See—

^^Ts4^.09T
^"'^^ Alexander; and Feehan, John Desmond.

Feit. Peter Werner; and Nielsen Oi^ Rr>„f t.
Kemiske Fabrik Produktionirk"tie21:ka'b."LiIXTri£

Fern-Fran'kt.^
t-"^^'*-^ '''''''• ^' 260-2^3^ OoS^"'"'*"^-

^t844^'22"
'^°""''^^ '^""- ^^'"^'"' "^^ ^"'^ '^^"'""- F^-"'' W

•

'''o"ieratmrrvs.^r.'f
''"'' """'"^ *^°'"P^"> ^°'''' *"»«« ''«-"*"« and

60 39 140
"* constant combustion engine. 3.844.1 1 1. CI.

Ferag AG: See—
Stauber. Hans-Ulrich, 3,844 403

^'cfcTiri f
'^^ '° ^'"=?'"' ^"°" ^ Enclosed cab type land vehi-cle air treatment system. 3,844,202 CI 98-2 no

""u vcni

Fernandez. Manuel: 5ff—
Goldfarb Adolph E.; and Fernandez. Manuel 3 844 061Ferno, Ove Birger, and Ohisson, Corfltz Bengt Ingvar to Aktiebola.et

3.000
' '""""'"^ '"^'"'"'*^ composifionsS 845 217 CI 4f6!

^Tmc r^^'*^'
I'

'''r''-
'^'"''^^'^ A

•
and Robertson, James A toFMC Corporation Aqueous dispersion of low molecubr weieSpolyamide particles and method of making it. 3,844.991 CI 26$!

Ferromet, Inc : See—
Hightower, William G., 3.844,494.

Festa, Alexei Georgievich: iff

—

Fil^pov. Andrei Nikiforovich; Gorelov, Leonid Rafailov.ch

and MAr"..^'"'^*"'*'^^^
Ostapchuk. Alexandr Vasilievich'and Myshko, Konstantin Antonovich 3 844 9S4

'"-^"-n.

Feucht, Charles A to Teletype Corporation Dual voltage FET in

Fiat W,.';''p" T*"
'^'^ '"^^' "'"^'"S 3.845.324, CI. 307-^ 000Hat iocieia Per Azioni: iff

—

DiMajo. Franco, 3.844 225
Fichteman. William Lee, to Du Pont de Nemours E I and ComnanvPreparation of polymer solutions 3,844.996, CI 260:23 lOh

"^
^

rico. oally S: iff

—

Bloom. Mclvin S ; and Fico. Sally S.. 3.844 791
Fiddler. Theodore E See—

''t'l:'idI'3T45"57^
""' ^'^"'^- ^^"°"^ ^ '^^"^ ^'^^-^ --

'^'SJ^Thend'
E V^"^,A'lams. Arnold G . said Adams assor to said

c'i:S;;-r?3r45:25'7ii"2S6'lT6r"''^
'''"'' ^"^ ^^^^^ ^''^

Fierard. Pierre: iff—
<^arossi.Jcan-Claudc; and Fierard, Pierre 3 844 166

Fikentscher, Rolf .Sff— .ohh.ioo

Daeuble.^ Manfred; Oppenlaender. Kurt; and Fikentscher, Rolf.

Filer. Frank P iff—
Treffner. Walter S; and Filer, Frank P . 3,844 802

Filing Systems Inc iff-
-—.oo-i.

Potter, Frank, 3.844 416

''*AloxPi'r
"'^''' ^l^'f"^°^*^h. Gorelov. Leonid Rafa.lovich FestaAlexei Georgicvich; Ostapchuk. Alexandr Vasilievich; and Myshko'

1^2 000
^"'''"'"'^^ Antifriction material 3.844.954 CI 252-

Filtcr. Harold E.: iff—

''''^"i!'; o«^" ^' ''''"^'- "arold E.. and
3.844.855.

Fincor, Inc.: See—
Metzler, James Monroe; and Foreman

3,845,366.
Findlay, John A. Cyclopentane or cyclohexane substituted unsaturated

26j:4'Sor.
""'"' '''*"« ^"''""^ ''°^'"°"*^ activity

3 845.088 C?
Finkbeiner. Herman L.; and Bush. John B.. Jr.. to General Electric

£nr3"/45^lT6:'J:r2K^'?5"oJr
"^'-^ -''''^ -"p""« ^^

"^'citUllToo'
'" """'" ""'""^ '"^- ""'''' P'P«'^y'"« 3.844.129.

Firmenich S.A , mesne: iff—
Ohioff. Gunther; and Strickler. Hugo, 3,845 1 32

Fischbcck. James D: iff—

Fisch'e'r': AdofrTfl"^ "'
'^"''''^'^''- '^"" ""

'
''''''''^

^tM5%": ^'""' '''"'"'• '*"*^°'^^ ^"'^ '^'^^her. Adolf.

Fischer. Aksel: See-

Lane, George A
.

James Blockinger.
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Jensen, Borge; Fischer, Aksel; and Falck, Rolf Christian Luja,

3,844,078.

Fischer, Karl, Apparate-und Rohleitungsbau: iff

—

Rothert,Horst, 3,844,496.

Fishback, James K., to Consumat Systems Inc. Directional control of

hot gases from an incinerator or the like. 3,844,233, CI. 1 10-8.00r.

Fishel Larry R.; and Pescetto, James R., to UMC Industries, Inc. Paper

currency validator. 3,845.469, CI. 340-149.00a.

Fisher Controls Company, Inc.: iff

—

Sumner, William D.; and Koch. Gary L., 3.844.312.

Fisher Edward W., to Bailey Meter Company. Thin film resistance

thermometer. 3.845,443, CI. 338-25.000.

Fisher, Harry; and Fisher, Stuart, 1 12 to Stagg Zipper Corporation. Ap-

paratus for gapping zipper chain. 3,844,01 7, CI. 29-207. 50d.

Fisher, Howard M.; Albers, Bernd G.; and Luczak, Joseph J., to

Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation. Concrete molding machine

3.844,524, CI. 249-120.000.

Fisher, Stuart: iff

—

Fisher, Harry; and Fisher, Stuart, 3,844,017.

Fishkis, Mikhail Mironovich: iff—
Krendel, Leonid; Nikonov, Vladimir Filippovich; Ognevsky, Vik-

tor Alexcevich; Orlovsky, Anatoly Georgievich; Ostrovsky.

Grigory Arkadievich; Palkin. Valery Evseevich; Pakhomov.

Anatoly Vladimirovich; Stcpin, Anatoly Loginovich; Trofimov.

Oleg Fedorovich; Shpelyakovsky, Konstantin Zakharovich;

Ryskind, Alexandr Moiseevich; Shklyarov, Isaak Nakhimovich;

Rabin, Moisci Osipovich; Kalner, Veniamin Davydovich; and

Fishkis, Mikhail Mironovich, 3,844.852.

Fishwick, John Henry, to Footc Mineral Company Colorant composi-

tion for clay products and method of making colored clay products.

3,844,812, CI. 106-316.000.

Fitton-Kearns. Rosslyn. to Makearn Holdings Limited. Traffic signals

3,844.667. CI. 404-16.000.

Fitzmayer Louis H . to General Electric Company. Microwave oven

with waveguide feed. 3,845.267. CI. 219-10.500.

Fitzpatrick, Roger Sean iff—
Taylor, John Edward, and Fitzpatrick. Roger Sean. 3.844.480

Filzsimmons. Robert Externally adjustable tool cartridge assembly

3.844.672. CI. 408-155.000.

Fiizthum. Nathan J : iff

—

Patel. Hiralal V . Olcjarczyk, Anthony J.; and Fitzthum. Nathan J.,

3.844.148.

Fives Lille Cail: iff

—

Mercier. Andre. 3,844,949

Fives-Cail Babcock: iff—
Ghestcm, Gerard, 3,844,709

Flais, Louis R ; and Mcllroy. Robert A., to Babcock & Wilcox Com-

pany. The System for removing sodium chloride contaminants from

a magnesium base pulping process. 3,844,879. CI. 162-36.000.

Fleer. Otto; and Grill. Hubert, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Device

for operatingdental drilling machines. 3.844.039. CI. 32-22.000.

Fleischhauer. Horst: iff

—

Kempermann. Theo; Eholzer. Ulrich; Westlinning. Hermann; and

Fleischhauer. Horst. 3,844,970.

Fleischman orge L : .Sff—

Eninge., James E ,
Fleischman, George L ; and Edwards. Donald

K. 3.844.342.

Flex-Klecn Corporation: iff—
Ray. Frank M. 3.844.750.

Flinn. William S iff—
Bevilacqua, Frank. Flinn, William S

3,844.884.

Flohr. Henry. Snowmobile ski system. 3.844.367

Floren.Carl E iff—
Sands, Robert E , and Floren.Carl E.. 3.844.585.

Flynn. James P ; Lane. Georges A . and Plomer. John J . to Dow

Chemical Company. The Nitrocellulose propellant composition

containmgaluminum hydride. 3,844.856. CI. 149-19.800.

FMC Corporation: iff—
Chiang, John ShuChi. 3.844.857.

Eggert, Ralph H , and Woods, Ouentin T, 3,844,201

Ferraro, Charles F ; Javick, Richard A., and Robertson. James A .

3.844.991
Franko-Filipasic. Borivoj Richard; Orwoll, Edward F ;

and Patel.

VithalC. 3.845,167.

Pepmeier. Carl R ,3,844.090

Smith, Frederick R. 3,844.287.

Foley Charles F ; and McCarthy. Charles D Balancing maze game

3.844.562. CI 2.73-110.000.

Folliard, Patrick Robert James: iff—
. - j

Elliott. John Scotchford; Jayne, Gerald John Joseph; and Folliard.

Patrick Robert James. 3.844,963.

Foltz, James Walter: iff—
, o.., -i-m

Daniels, Richard Gary, and Foltz. James Walter. 3,845,325.

Fontaine, John P K. Jaw and wedge for fifth wheels. 3.844.584. CI.

280-434.000.

Foote Mineral Company: iff—
Fishwick, John Henry, 3,844.8 12.

Ford Motor Company: iff

—

Boiling, GustafF; and Cole, Geralds, 3,844,776.

Brooks. Kenneth R.; Dave, Axaybabu M.; and Kothari, Tushar D ,

3,845,340.

Fen ton, James E., 3,844,1 1 1.

Labana, Santokh S.; and Theodore, Ares N., 3,845.010.

Labana, Santokh S.; and Theodore. Ares N . 3.845 .016.
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and Groves. Malcolm D

.CI 180-5.00r.

Foreman. Donald S.. to Honeywell Inc. Intrusion detection system.

3.845.461, CI. 340-I.OOr.

Foreman, James Blockinger: iff—
Metzler, James Monroe; and Foreman, James Blockinger,

3,845,366.

Formica Corporation; iff—
Fremont. Robert Emil; Guertin, Alfred Thomas; Fay. Charles

Robert; and Stinson, John William, 3,845,287.

Forney, Dan Edward: iff—
Donoghue, John Francis; Forney. Dan Edward; Heiks, Robert

Lee; Lasson, Gerald A.; McCall, Robert Eugene; and Rich.

Charles Ray. 3,844,870.

Forry, James E., to United States of America, Army. Apparatus for

tank filling. 3,844,089. CI. 53-88.000.

Forster. Fricdrich Martin. Method of magnetographic inspection of

metai parts using a roll of magnetic tape having an adhesive coating.

3.845.382. CI. 324-37.000.

Forster Harry D . Jr.. to Holograph Corporation. Three-Dimensional

projection system. 3.844,645, CI. 353-10.000

Forsythe. David M.; and Runckel, William J., to Publishers Paper Co.

Repair of wooden articles. 3.844.863. CI. 156-98.000.

Foseco International Limited: iff—
Ravault, Frank Ernest George. 3.845.181.

Foster. Edson P. Felting needle. 3,844,004, CI 28-4.00n.

Foster, Kenneth William Samuel, and Irons, Duncan Kinloch, to Re-

nold Limited. Hydraulic motors and driving systems employing

same. 3,844, 198, CI. 91-472.000.

Fouces, Juan M.; and Fouces, Manuel. Wheel lock. 3 844,146, CI. 70-

227.000.

Fouces, Manuel: See—
Fouces, Juan M.; and Fouces. Manuel. 3.844.146.

Fox. Jerry D.: iff—
Lingenfelder, Paul G.; and Fox. Jerry D.. 3.844.638.

Fox John William, to Project Laboratories, Limited. Inflatable safety

belt and head bag. 3,844.58 1 , CI 280- 1 50.01b.

Foxboro Company, The: iff

—

Bullard, Alvan H; and Calder, William, HI, 3,845,356

Fraanje, Marinus Joost; Maarhuis. Rudolf Gerard Jan; and Noorman.

Frans. to Grontmij Grondverbetering en Ontginningmaatschappij

Method ofmanufacturing a scale model of a roadway. 3.844,052. CI.

35-16.000.

Fradkin. David B.: iff—
Roehling, Duane J.; and Fradkin. David B . 3.845.300

Frank. Dieter, Brodowski. Walter; and Hentschel, Peter, to Akzona In-

corporated, mesne. Metal compounds of polycar-

bamoylamidrazones. 3,845,014, CI. 260-47.0cb.

Franklin GNO Corporation: iff

—

Wernlund, Roger F ; Carroll, David L.; Gibson, Henry C ;
and

Cohen, Martin J. 3.845,301.

Franko-Filipasic, Borivoj Richard; Orwoll. Edward F . and Patel.

Vithal C to FMC Corporation Polymeric phosphazenes and

process for making same. 3.845.167. CI. 260-927.00n.

Eraser. Cyril William. Self levelling structure 3,844,517, CI. 248-

188.300.

Frazier. Joseph R. Jr.; iW—
Bew. Rudolph V.; Walters. Anderson J ; Funk. Donald J.; and Fra-

zier.JosephR. Jr. 3,844.155.

Frederick, Harold L Dental cabinetry 3,844.633. CI. 3 1 2-209.000.

Frederickson. Robert Eugene, to McCulloch Corporation, Method of

casting cylinders. 3.844.334. CI. 164-132.000.

Freedman. Gerald, to Freedman Seating Company. Mobile home

lounge. 3.844,608. CI 297-92.000.

Freedman Seating Company: iff

—

Freedman. Gerald. 3.844.608.

Freid Wilbert Bernard, to General Electric Company. Load distribut-

ing'thrust mount. 3.844.1 15. CI. 60-39.310.

Freiman. Aaron, to M&T Chemicals Inc. Coating composition.

3,845.005. CI. 26O-33.60a.

Fremont. Robert Emil; Guertin. Alfred Thomas; Fay. Charles Robert;

and Stinson. John William, to Formica Corporation Method and ap-

paratus for controlling a material treater 3,845,287, CI 235-

151 100.

French, Robert L., to Avcon, Inc. Method and apparatus employing

automatic route control system system. 3,845,289, CI. 235-151.200.

Frey, Richard L : iff—
Kendy, Leonard; and Frey, Richard L., 3,845,276.

Frick Company: iff—
Bierley, Howard L.; and Witmer, Phares B., Ill, 3.844.1 33.

Frickenhaus, Gerrit; and Otten, Hans Gunter, to Farbenfabriken Bayer

Aktiengesellschaft. Treatment of dyed polyamides. 3,844,712, CI. 8-

165.000.

Frico Products Corporation, mesne: iff—
Smithers, Philip G K., 3,843,994.

Fries, Walter; Berg, Markus; and Dohr. Manfred, to Henkel & Cie

GmbH. Detergent compositions containing a textile softener.

3.844.95 I. CI. 252-8.600.

Friske. Warren H.; and Page. John P.. to Rockwell International Cor-

poration. Desensitization of alloys to intergranular corrosion

3.844.846, CI. 148-1 1. 50r.

Froehling, Paul H.: See—
Buchanan, Stuart R.; Froehling. Paul H.; Oman. Gary F.; and

Huebner, Thomas W., 3.845.472.

Oman. Gary F.; Strojny. Lawrence J.; Froehling. Paul H.; and

Buchanan. Stuart R., 3,845,467.

Fromme.Hans-Georg Conveyor chain. 3,844,221, CI. 104-172.00c.
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Frost, C. L., and Son, Inc.: See—

Frost, Charles C; and Weis, Siegfried K 3 844 010
Frost Charles C. and Weis, Siegfried K., to Frost. C. L.. and Son Inc

U8 40a
"^ ^ "^ *'°"'*"* assembly. 3,844.010. CI 29-

Fuchs Otto, and Troster, Helmut, to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktien
gesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & BruninR Benzoxanthen;
dyestuffs. 3,845,075, CI. 260-335 000

Benzoxanthene

Fuhr, Karl: See—

""s^SjjJ."*^'
'*'*""' ''"'• '^"'^'"P^- "=*"'• ^"d ''"h^ Karl,

Fuhrmann Siegfried; Harders, Volkwart; Kruger, Hartmut andSchwenke, Rud.ger, to Kabel- und Metallwerke Gu ehoffnunihuttc

?.84:"/8TS585-47'Sa^^''^
connection for coaxia/lS

Fuji Denki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Yamaoka, Michihiko, 3,844,160.

Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd.: See—
Ito, Yoshiteru; and Sonoda, Minoru. 3 844 786

3'8T4,90r'""'''
'^°""""' ^''"''*'*- ""'^ '^^*^^*"- Kazuhiro.

Matsumoto. Seiji; and Takahashi, Isoji. 3 844 783
Shimada, Takeo; Yokota, Yukio; and Hayashi, Jun, 3 844 784

'^Yu"yfm^a,Y"arki,?,^8r98-8^''^""^ "'"'-^^- ^^^^^ ^^

'T.'84^"3r^ i^r25"o:390 boo'
^^""""^ ^°^ """^"^^"^ "-

Fuj.moto Keimei; Mukai, Kunio; Yamamoto, Takaji and Ishibe

Ph 'k'-
,'°. Sumitomo Chemical Company Limited"Phosphorodithiolates, 3,845, 173, CI 260-956 000

limned

Fujimoto, Shoichi: 5e^—

"'£.c?r3";845';°42''""''^''^
"^^^^'*- "^^'^"^ -'^ -^"J--"-

Fujisoku Electric Co., Ltd. See—

^3'844",'i59^''"'"'
""'"• ''"''""^ ""^ Kamatani. Hiromu.

Fujita.Tatsu: See—
Yamakoshi, Noboru. Kaneda, Tsugio; Yanagi. Yoshichica; NaritaKiichi; and Fujita.Tatsu, 3.844 773

^a. '^-riid.

Fujita. Teizo, and Kikuchi. Masao. to Izumi Denki Company LimitedRelay socket. 3,845,460. CI. 339-1 92 OOr
Limiiea.

Fujitsuka. Takamichi: iW—
Harada Hideki; Yamashita. Keitaro; Sagara. Takehiko Ovama
t:J:„"°k m"^"'"'''-,

Takamichi; Sekino, Tamo^^u? andTakanashi. Masanori. 3,845 334
Fukuda, Katsuhiro: See—

Tsuchiyania Yoshio; Oka, Toshihiko; Takai. Jun; Fukuda Katsu-hiro; and Ando. Akio, 3 844 099
^"U<t. IVdlSU

Fukutani, Hideo; Miura, Konoe; and Murayama. Tetsuo, to MitsubishiChemical Industries Ltd Photoconductivc polyethe compositionhaving pendant pyrrole rings. 3.844,985. CI 260-2 00a
''°'"P°'""'"

Fukuwatari. Yasuo: See—
Nagasawa. Taro. Ryoki. Taizo; Kiyosawa. Isao; Oizumi SaburoFukuwatari. Yasuo. Suzuki. Takashi, Ishibashi, Hitoshi andKawamura, Nobuo. 3,845.231.

•"mh. ana

Fuller Company: 5Vf

—

Solt, PaulE.. 3,844,446.
Funk, Donald J : See—

Bew. Rudolph V
; Walters, Anderson J.; Funk, Donald J and Fra-zier. Joseph R, Jr.. 3.844. 1 55

-" j, ana rra-

Furuya, Yoshikatsu: See—
Torii, Nozomu; and Furuya, Yoshikatsu, 3 844 596

Gabrusenok, Pavel Stepanovich Method of manufacturing a hydrosen-

219 ooi""'"' '
"""^"^ '""'*"'" '^"'*" 3,844.832. CI h"-

'':^r:\y;:"y.84i;iJrs^^';Sor^"'"^
"""^^ °^ '"^ "-' "-

GAF Corporation: See—
Armenlo. William H., 3,845 Ol"*

^T8;4'7T9"
^- •"'"'"•' '''"""'' •'• ""** Sklutc, Jerome.

Denis, Englebert; and De Bondt. Leon, 3 844 648
Horai. John C; and Shecler. Calvin W , Jr 3 844 804

3",8'44,i3r'^
° ^^""' ^'"^"''"^^ ^: andTuttle. Frederick S..

Gallo. Charles F to Xerox Corporation. Combined corona and lu-mmescent discharge 3,845.307. CI 250-326 000
Gallo Duane Gordon; and Majcwski. Robert Francis, to Mead Johnson

f.8457K, 4'2T.2?4.00T"'
^""^^ ^'"'"^^>'"« ethanolamine^s"

Gander, Robert Johns, to Johnson & Johnson Cement compositionsemploying novel methacrylatc monomer 3,845,009 CI 260 42 150Gand.no, Mario; and Paolo, Beretta, to Minnesota Mining and Manul

''r;h"-|e°s.'^3T4°Sl"cr^^S.''7ro"or'
'' " ''""•'''' '^''^^ '^' ^'^

Garnett, Wilham G. Sanitary fixture. 3.843,977. CI 4-69 000

2"6*OOo'"*
** "°''^" ^°' gasoline lantern. 3,844,519, CI. 248-

°1'I!m"/
"^"^y "^ • ««. Brown Oil Tools, Inc. Method for modifying awell to provide gas lift production. 3.844,352, CI 1 66-297 000Gas Developments Corporation, mesne: iVr—
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'^3!844,73f
'" '^ '*""'• ^"""'" ^- ^"d ^«"' Sanford A..

^Z)^h 'r^^''^- '° °*^°'°' '"*^ Radiation curable non-gelled

GaM^o'ctsrH:s'7r'^

E'den, Fritz; and Gauglitz, Gerhard, 3,845 2 1

3

Oaylord Bros, Inc.: 5ef—

"Ror;.K.^T^'44':23o''*
'''"^^"- °^^«°'^ «^ -^ s^"*^"-.

Gebr. Bohler & Co. AG: See—
Rainer, Rudolf, 3,845,344

Geicrsbach, Allois F.: See—
Ringland, William L.; Neumann, Manfred E.; Kaeser Ernst K •

Gilmore, Thomas P.; and Geiersbach, Allois F., 3 845*372
Gela Helmut, Besenmatter. Walter; Scheiber. Robert; SchneiderFritz; and Rothy, Gerhard, to Vockenhuber. Karl ^nd Hause

'

Raimund. Range finder. 3,844.658.0.356-4 000
'

Oelatt Investments, mesne: See-
Peters, Amis E., 3.844,642.

Geller, Carl F. Cable cutter. 3,844.037, CI. 30-23 1 000Gemmer France: See—
Bayle, Robert Vincent, 3,844, 1 8

1

General Aniline & Film Corporation: See-
Bettoli. Phillips S, and Erb, Edward R 3 844 814

General Atomic Company, mesne: 5Ve—
Birkett Christopher B; and Epstein, Barry D. 3 844 661
Sager, Paul H, Jr., 3,844,899

'

General Electric Company See—

Be"et Mdvl'r3,i4/."6L
"'^'°''- '"""^"'^ ^ '

'•''''''

Benz, Mark G. 3. 844,850
Berger, Abe,andSelin,TerryG.,3 845 127

Boo,'h.^''w^r
^1'^°°'*^'*?^ '^^"•^"s, Stanton Curry. 3.845.166.boothe. Wilhs Anson, 3,844,304.

Burggraf, Frederick. 3,844,343.
Crowther, Russell L., 3,844,886.
Evans. Robert C; and Dunbar. Donald K., 3,844 677
Hnkbemer, Herman L., and Bush, John B., Jr., 3 845 1 1

6

Fitzmayer, Louis H, 3,845,267
Freid, Wilbert Bernard, 3,844,1 15.
Grondahl, Clayton M.; and Moore, John, 3 844 679
Habegger, Richard J, 3,844,235.
Hammer, Edward E., 3,845,343
Hurko. Bohdan. 3.845.273."
Kramer, Larry J.. 3,845.195.
Kresge. James S.; and Miske, Stanley A., Jr 3 845 345
Livingston, James D, 3.844 845

.
. , .

Manwarren, Thomas E.; and Scott, Kenneth J., 3,845.490McCary. Richard C. and Luborsky. Fred E 3 844 909
McOuarrie Alexander M.; and Ham, Donald M., 3 844 474

3^44 So.'*
^' '^"'°''- ^''"' ^- ^"'^ Schall, Herman H.,

Newman, Robert H.; and Pluck, Mcrvyn M., 3 845 352Otto, Charles W, 3,844,024.
.
^."'^.j^.i.

Schultz. Willard F., and Ottingcr, James A., 3 845 272

3744",67'^8.^"' ^- ^'"'''- '*'''"'• ^ •
'•"*' '^""i^^- ^''"'"^^ ^

^T3.8^4'.03l.^
•
^^""''*^''*'8. John M.; and Zurbuch. Kenneth

Tenkman.Robert Henry. 3,844 168
Widlansky, William; and Koff, Bernard L.. 3 844 1 10
Williams. Larry D, 3.844,188
Ziemba. Richard T.. 3.844,2 I 7.

General Foods Corporation: See—
Dwyer, Daniel E. Jr., 3,845.230
Reesman. Stanley H , 3,845,232.

General Motors Corporation: iVt"—
Burgett. Richard R

; and Holleboom, Bruce W 3 844 920
Chadwick.Stanley Vincent, 3.844,314.

' '

Currie. James H . and Rishavy, Edward A.. 3 844 257
Engel. Joachim H. 3.845.464.
Sharma. Ram A.; and Rhodes. James F.. 3 844 842
Stiles. John L ; and Ziehl. Herbert E., 3.844 696
Whelan, James E, 3,844.543.
Williams, Richard D.; and Michaels. Fred G. 3 844 1 80General Refractories Company: iW-

-.lo".

Treffner. Walter S.; and Filer. Frank P.. 3.844 802General Signal Corporation: See—

^\Ml^.5lt"
^' ^°'""- *^''"'" ^ •

""'^ ''°'"'°"- Richard A..

General Tire and Rubber Company, The See—
Slemmons. Charles O. 3.844 002

Geometries, Inc.: ^fe—
Ahem, William W.. 3.844 074

^'tXit^dt.f ^ Mayerhoffer. Kenneth E.; and Rodzen. Richard A
i;iir.t8S"6?AT2"6o

'^ '°'" ''^^^''""^'— -^p--n
Georges. Nicholas J^; and Pennell, William E., to Westinghouse Elec

^
cornT^l'^H

?"":"'• '° ^"^^ Automatic Electric Laboratories In-

336^65 ioo.
'^

'°*' "'"'"«'"« ^"^ngement. 3.845 4T5 CI.
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Georgoudis, Paul C: 5ee—
Ray-Chaudhuri, Dilip K.; Georgoudis, Paul C; and Stockmann,

Hans H ,3,845,022.

Gerber, Heinz Joseph: See—
Robison, Samuel Clifford; and Gerber, Heinz Joseph, 3,844,461

.

Gerber Scientific Instrument Company: See—
Robison, Samuel Clifford; and Gerber, Heinz Joseph. 3,844,461

.

Gerlach Hans Georg, to U.S. Philips Corporation. Cathode-ray tube

3,845,346, CI. 313-424.000.

Gerlovich, Albert F., to Rheem Manufacturing Company. Conveyor

with magnetic article holding means. 3,844,40 1 . CI. 198-4 1 .000.

German, William H: See—
. ,, ,

McLaughlin, Leonard J.; German. William H.. and Hartley.

Robert A., 3,844,239.

Gervis, Melvyn A.: See—
Giardina. Nicholas; Gervis, Melvyn A.; Wozny. Eugene Taras; and

Babcock, Richard D., 3,844,592.

Gesierich, Wolf: See—
Reister, Oskar; and Gesierich. Wolf, 3,844,782.

Gestra-KSB Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH & Co. Kommanditgesellschaft:

See-
Lingnau, Josef, 3,844,025.

Gettman, Herman: See—
Hilgemann, Hans; and Gettman. Herman. 3,844,338.

Gewako S.A.: See—
Tangen, Walter, 3.843,983.

Gcwerkschaft Eisenhutte Westfalia: See—
Haller, Herbert, 3,844,619

Geymer, Douglas O., to Shell Oil Company Hydrocracking heavy

hydrocarbonaceous materials in molten zinc iodide. 3,844,928, CI

208-10.000.

Ghestem. Gerard, to Fives-Cail Babcock Rotary kiln with cooling

cells. 3,844,709, CI. 432-80.000.

Giamei, Anthony F: See—
Copley, Stephen M ; Giamei. Anthony F.; Hornbecker, Merton h ;

and kear. Bernard H , 3.844.728

Gianni Sebastian J ; Seeley. William M.; Stillson. Timothy Jay; Hamil-

ton. Clark B ; and Barker, Perley K . to Dunham-Bush. Inc

Refrigeration system with head pressure control 3.844,131, CI. 62-

149.000.

Giardina, Nicholas. Gervis. Melvyn A ; Wozny, Eugene Taras; and

Babcock, Richard D Actuating mechanism for double bar lock

3.844,592, CI. 292-39 000.

Gibson. Henry C: See—
Wernlund. Roger F ; Carroll. David L.; Gibson, Henry C. and

Cohen. Martin J. 3,845.301.

Gibson, John Anderson: See-
Smyth, Michael James, Murdoch, Robert; and Gibson, John An-

derson, 3.844,926.

Giertz, Hubert: See— u u .

Lebkuechcr, Rolf. Koenig. Horst; Amunn. August; Giertz. Hubert;

and Schuster, Joerg. 3,845,050.

Gicsen Gerardus Johannes, to Beondu A. G . mesne Boiler and

method ofmaking same 3,844,255. CI. 122-225.00r.

Giglia. Robert Domenico: See—
Mariclc. Donald Leonard; and Giglia, Robert Domenico,

3,844,636.

Gigliotti, Victor J Golf game apparatus 3.844,558, CI 273-87.00r.

Gigliotti, Victor J Golf game apparatus 3,844.565. CI. 273-176.00f

Gil. Fernando R Apparatus for raising sunken vessels. 3.844.237. CI.

l"l 4-5 1.000.

Gilbert Engineering Company, Inc.: See—
Hayward, Robert D ; Chapman, James E., and Ray. Stanley R.,

3.845.454.

Gilbreth International Corporation, mesne: See-

Irish, Edwin M, Jr., 3,844.861.

Gillan, Anthony David: See—
Brock. James McFarlane; Gillan. Anthony David. Marden, Adri-

an; and Pancewicz, Arthur Christopher. 3.844,080.

Gilliam. Calvin D. See—
Tubis, Manuel; Cohen, Marvin B.; and Gilliam, talvm U.,

3.845,202.

Gillies. George Marshall: See-
u .. i o^< iot

Littlechild James Edgar; and Gillies, George Marshall, 3,845, IVJ

Gilligan, William H, to United States of America, Navy. N-Substituted

N,N-bis(2-fluoro-2.2-dinitroethyl amines. 3,845,104. CI. 260-

'JSZOOr. ^, .... . ,

Gilligan, William H , to United States of America, Navy Nitrated

and/or fluorinatcd ethyl amino acetic acids and esters thereof.

3,845,105,01. 260-482.00r.

Gilmore. Thomas P.: See—
, , r- ^ r: . v

Ringland. William L.; Neumann, Manfred E.; Kaeser, hrnst K..;

Gilmore, Thomas P.; and Geiersbach. Allois F . 3.845.372.

Gilsdorf Richard C; and Tout. Stanley D , to Bell & Howell Company

Picturedisplayapparatus. 3,844,647, CI 353-101 000.

Gioia Gaspare L , Switzer, Norris H ; and Willerton, John K., to Om-

nionics.Inc Hydraulic mechanism. 3.844.508. CI. 244-43 000.

Giraudon. Raymond; and Metivier. Jean, to Rhone-Poulenc S.A.

Benzaldoxime derivatives. 3.845.1 26, CI 260-566.0ae.

Girling Limited: See— , a.A ^-,c^

Ingram, Brian; and Harries, David Anthony, 3,844,625.

Givaudan Corporation: See—
c- •. j 1 n . c „

Helmlinger, Daniel; Lamparsky, Dietmar; Schudel. Peter; bigg-

Grutter, Trudi; and Wild, Jost. 3,845,1 34.

Naegeli, Peter, 3,845,141.

Givens Wyatt W. to Mobil Oil Corporation. Method for uranium ex-

ploration employing radioactive reconnaissance and assay logging.

3,845.299, CI. 250-256.000.

Glasbrenner, Max: See—
, o^« tna

Heusser, Jean; and Glasbrenner. Max, 3.845,209.

Glaxo Laboratories Limited: See—
, c* noc

Phillipps, Gordon Hanley; and May. Peter John, 3.845.085.

Global Erectors, Inc : See—
Lodic. Carl L, 3,843,987.

Global Marine Inc.: See—
Blurton. Leon C; and Cina. Saverio J.. 3.844.1 26.

Finlay. Robert B. 3.844.129.
^. ^ ^ r

Glover Richard Donovan; and Nettleship, John Adrian. Method ot

making yam shade cards. 3.844.864. CI 156-178.000.

Godden. Walter R. Logarithmic amplification circuit. 3.845.326, t-l.

307-230.000.
, . . ^ „.

Godfrey, Keith Ernest, to Reckitt & Colman Products Limited. Phen-

ylalkane derivatives in the treatment of inflammation. 3.845,2 1 5. CI.

424-317.000.

Goeller. Leonhard A : See—
Miller. Marilyn; Goeller. Leonhard A.; and Stevens, Laurence G.,

3.845.189.

Goetze. Walter: See—
.

_
Bartholome, Ernst; Koehler, Waldemar; Stoeckelmann, Guenter;

Schulz. Gerhard, Nagcl, Otto; Goetze, Walter; Kasper, Werner;

Dreher, Erich; and Dahlinger, Roland, 3,845,144.

Goldfarb, AdolphE.See— ,„.^«^,
Goldfarb, Adolph E; and Fernandez, Manuel. 3.844.06

1

Goldfarb. Adolph E.. and Fernandez. Manuel, to Goldfarb. Adolph E.

and Benkoe, Erwin. Animated lifting toy. 3.844.06 1, CI. 46-1 19.000.

Goldstein, Bernard; See—
Martinelli. Ramon Ubaldo. and Goldstein, Bernard. 3,845,496.

Gomi, Shimpei: See— ^ c
Ishiguro, Tadashi; Okagami, Akio, Igeta, Shinichi; Gomi. Shimpei.

and Takahashi. Masaaki. 3.844,93 I

Gomi, Shimpei, Takahashi. Masaaki. Ishiguro. Tadashi; Okagami.

Akio; Uemoto, Kunihiko; and Kuribayashi, Hiroshi Process for

treating by-product heavy fractions formed in the production of

olefins. 3.844.932, CI 208-57.000.

Goodman, Ernest A., to /.llis-Chalmers Corporation Series-multiple

transformer having non-integer scries-jarallel voltage ratio

3.845.437. CI. 336-147 000
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. The: See-

Dukes. David L .and Pearson. Charles J.. 3,845,021.

Throckmorton, Morford C. 3,844,974.

Throckmorton. Morford C ; and Sandstrom. Paul H., 3,845,029.

Gorelov, Leonid Rafailovich: See—
Filippov, Andrei Nikiforovich, Gorelov. Leonid Rafailovich.

Festa. Alexei Georgievich; Ostapchuk. Alexandr Vasilievich,

and Myshko. Konstantin Antonovich, 3.844.954

Gorman. Kenneth P Toroidal winding machine 3.844.495. CI. 242-

4.00b. _
Gotaverkens Angtekniska AB (Gotaverken Heat Engineering Co..

Ltd.): See—
Astrom.Ingmar. 3.844.254.

Goto. Takeshi, and Sakaoka. Fiji, to Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K. Vi-

nylchloride composition containing a butadiene based latex com-

ponent and a styrene gased graft component. 3.845,164. CI. 260-

876.00r.

Gotzc. Johannes: See—
OhIschlager. Hans. Riester. Oskar; Gotze, Johannes; and Dorlars,

Alfons, 3,844,798.

Gotzmann, Karl J: See—
Elbert, Ketil E.; Janssen, Theodorus S. T.; and Gotzmann, Karl J.,

3.844.362.

Gough. John Richard Cox: See—
Hrovat. Milan Franc; Gough, John Richard Cox; and Price,

Michael Stuart Thomas, 3,845,178.

Goujard, Marie Pierre, to CH. Gervais, Socicte Anonymc. Preparation

ofcurd from milk. 3,845,226, CI. 426-239.000.

Gould Inc., mesne: See—
Davies. Gail F. 3,844.01 I.

Grace. W. R. & Company: See—
Guthrie. James L.; and Huffman. Lenore L.. 3.844,997.

Grainger, Lewis M D. Anti-pollution fuel system. 3.844,264. CI. 123-

136.000
^ ,.

Grandadam. Jean Andre, to ROUSSEL UCLAF Method of increasmg

the caliber of poultry eggs. 3,845,208. CI 424-243 000.

Granovsky, Semen Abramovich: See—
Kolesnikov, Alexandr Pavlovich; Schegolev. Gleb Stepanovich;

Granovsky, Semen Abramovich, Stankcvich, Ljudmila Ivanov-

na; and Smolyarov, Ljustien Grigorievich, 3,844,68

1

Grant, Norman H: See—
Alburn. Harvey E.; Clark, Donald E.; Grant. Norman H.. and

Lapidus. Milton. 3,845,109.

Grant, Norman H., to American Home Products Corporation So-

matostatin as inhibiting agent in prolactin release. 3,845,204, CI.

424-177.000.
Grantham, Leroy E: See—

Yosim, Samuel J ; McKenzie, Donald E.; Grantham, Leroy t.; and

Birk, James R, 3.845.190. ,__, ^
Granzow, Daniel B.; Malloney, William R.; and Miles. William B. to

Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation. Combined facsimile receiv-

ing and sending unit. 3.845,239. CI. 1 78-6.000.
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0,a,. F,.d„kk Martn. S.ir.,„„i„g „„;„ 3.845 429 ClTj" 16 000

Great Lakes Carbon Corporation 5<-f_
Roe. Edward H

; and Patton, James D.. 3 844 901Green. Richard F; Anderson Alh^n P -.J^ i- ..

"p^"J:rc.''a;arjsrr,'S4^']rd K^or- -"^ -
Greenberg. Donald K. to Barnes Drill Co ri/m^io r . ,

lar workpiece. 3.844.546. CI 269 22 000 ^ * ' '^"' ' '"^"-

Greenfield. Lawrence P See—

^?84";.-226" "^ ''"''''^- ^""^^ ^"'^ Greenfield. Lawrence P..

Greenspan. Marshall: See—
Danzer. Paul M

.
and Greenspan. Marshall 3 845 48 I

GriedirT^a^gou'"//"-
''"^'=- "^'"^^ ^"'^ 2"'''"- "-"'• 3-844. 1 99

^''g

'^nl'a'"nrRc^f'?8?5"35r'
'""^°"- ^^'''""^""- "^^"'^ -^

Griffone, Lawrence P See—

Gr.ll'"HSi:?;.'"
'^

'
'"' ''"''''"^- L^^^^"" ^ •

3-845.399

Fleer. Otto; and Grill, Hubert. 3 844 039
Grinberg. Alexandr Afroimovich See-

^SKSn^F!""
Abramovich. Grinberg. Alexandr AfroimovichStyskm. Evgeny Lvov.ch; Kumok. Simona Tevievna Soboev'Valerian M.khailov.ch. Sorokin. Eduard Scrgeev'ch Shclkova"rina Sergeevna. Liakumovich, Alexandr Grfgorievi^h Su

Grinne I P "r' '^""r f^^' «"'--• ^ngory losif^vich. 3 84^r42
controller w.h' ' y

'"'""^"«"-' Equipment Company Motorcontrollerwith power limiting 3.845.371. CI 318-391000

Imidalon'^"".-
''"'

^'rr- ^'^'^^^^ "^
• '" Richard' on "Merrell Inc

GroTmrJ. Herberrl^e-^
3.845.07 I

.

CI. 260-309 600

^^Gu^maZRJrf8?s"^1r'
'^^"«^"^ ^^"•^"'-"- ""^^^ -'^

Grondahl. Clayton M
. and Moore. John, to General Electric Com

Fr"aan°M
'"'''";""« "" O"'g'""'ngmaatschapp0 L'lS Fj:n0.8i::;"2''""'"'^'

Rudolf Gerard^an; and Noor-

Groves. Malcolm D : See—
Bevilacqua. Frank, and Groves. Malcolm D . 3 844 SS"*

S.'SsSS '"'• ^'""- '^'''""" ° •
""'^ ^"'^'^*- Gennaro V

,

^'3.i4'4'884'''""''^
'^''""- '^"'*''" ^ •

^"'^ «^"^"- ^<"'-lm D .

Grubb. Everett F
;
and LaDue. Augustus W

. ,o Owens-Illinois IncProcessofion exchange of glass. 3.844.754.CI 65-30 000GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incorporated iW-
Alaily. Jamil K . 3.84"i )40

^'pT;,T:?54"5':425"''"-
''"' ' '^""- '^" ^ •

^^
•
-'^ ^'^'-'^-

Georgopulos. Thomas, 3,845 435

Reimcr. William A.. 3 845 457

GTE^t^i S;;:^r;.v:;'lS-'""'"^""-
^"^'^'"' ^--- ^•^^'•^^^

Ouvrier, John Michael. 3.845 246
Guarino. Alexander J iff—

^ j"3:8''44 360
' •

^"''"""- ^""' ^- ^"^ ^"-'""- ^'"-J-

''"/.8i4%5i"ci''3"5-24.5oT^
Corporation. Duplex copying system.

Guenther. W .GmbHifc—
Michel. Karl-Heinz. and Hahn. Gustav. 3 844 756

Guertm. Alfred Thomas iff- - » uou

Fremont Robert Emil; Gucrtin. Alfred Thomas; Fay Charles
r TD °^*''!-^"'^^""'°"-'°*'"W'"*i'ni.3.845 287

-"y- '-"•'^'c^

Gulf Research & Development Company See-
'

Matthews, Joseph S , 3.844.892
Gundersen. Kaare R.: iVJ—

Richards Russell L
. and Gundcrsen. Kaare R 3 845 303

Sin Evr„v^'"'"'^r'^
'"'"'''''• Alcxand'r'Vf^oimovich;Myskm. Evgeny Lvov.ch. Kumok, Simona Tevievna SobolevValerian M.khailovich; Sorokin. Eduard Sergeev.ch. Shcfrkov^Jr'na
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Sergeevna; Liakumovich. Alexandr Grigorievich; Michurov Jurv

^sps^=,ifsT74.'xS.r,'sr

Culnc,. Kenneth H Drawer guide. 3.844.627. CI 308-3 600

"SpCii:'."3.'8"45^?8°c!^5rr2'7?or^^'-
^^'"^-^°'

—

^42°500^'''""' '° ^^'"'^" ^"^ Timepiece 3.844.107. CI. 58-

Gygli. Walter: See—
Hanni. Eduard; and Gygli. Walter. 3.844 156

2"2i-229'o'oo'^''°"'""
"^'''' ^'''P^"^i"« receptacle. 3.844.445. CI.

Haase. Donald J : See—
^alker. David G, and Haase. Donald J, 3.845 188

Ha'bZ w'M"^T'^o'"°y^-'^'''**5'-C' 148-103^0
"'""""'

Un ov^,"r Ti;
^--^artner. Wayne. Sr.; and Brown. Robert J. to

H .^r h ^ '^ ''"'"ding machine. 3.844,87
1 . CI 1 56-362 000

gesdisc'aft fIT; d"'^"?^'-
''''''''='• "^ ^^^-Gevaen Zien-

^^mS;tt'S45iVr^;°374^^?f'"oEo^ """ ''^^^°"""" ^ ^P

":;^^s^y^;z^-s:^Tr4^^-So-^'^^'^'^--'-
Hadcrmann. Albert F Waters Pmi F .„^ u7

5l8^,.?4r'jf3SS%?"^^""->«^^^^^^^^^^^^^

;ritx':fr^-"„;r^-/rM,ii'ti4aT?;T,.',Tr'-

Copper brazmg of matrix struiture^' 844 7^&t9:,^r^o7"""Hagen Manufacturing Company: iff-
•"- '• "-' -"^ "88 000.

Waggoner. Robert A.. 3.84'4 485
Hague. Robert Z

; Hantman. Edwin F . Laucks Howard H I . .c

Moo?In A^'r"^""''-
^^'"'^^ ' -^ M-Topoir Alfred J ,o

Ha^n.^^is^av'^it-''"
'"°' '*"''"''' '•''''''• d 29-568 000 '

"^

Michel. Karl-Heinz; and Hahn. Gustav. 3.844 756

^aS;^^^aS^SiJ:"S,^;^^-S--';,--r

Haist. Grant M: iff—

^T844;7j'8"""'
""'• "'"'• ''''"'' "" ^"'^ "^-g- J--- R .

Halasa. Add Farhan iff—

Halcont^r^S :!:^'Ze-'
"^'^^"- ^''^' '^-''''"- '''''-'''

Kollar. John. 3.845.1 17
Haldor Topsoe A/S: iff

—

Newson. Esmond John. 3.844.936
Hale. Lloyd R, and Baxendalc. John W to VenHr, r^^

^.ajre,T^i3';fcrf,4^roro
"''"•""-'-'"'

"^^^^^^^
Hall. James R: iff—

H .11 S°'if
• '"'^L?

'^ •.^"'^ "^"- '^'"" R
• 3.845.450

hi; kT '" "ciped Corporation Hickory smoked french barbecue bakery products. 3.845,22 1 , CI. 426-62.000.

CI 29!'"o3 OOh '°
^'''* '"'^"^P""'^'^^^'^^^^^^^

"t;js^m^-::-:--s^?^"jr^S'sr""--^-^
"1^SiSh^3,8n.^:y^?^-;;-- ^-- ^-- '-^
Halliburton Company: iff

—

Sutton. David L
. and Carter. Lloyd G . 3.844.35 IHam, Allan Leslie: iff

—

Cox David Alexander. Danilcwicz. John Christopher Ham AllanLeslie;^ ^Kemp, John Edward Glyn; and S^narey^^Michael"

Ham, Donald M.: iff—

Harrrl^ro'iX;*:; ?eii:r„"7,r£rd- ',"''1'''

fi:r,%,- VoTwire,rd?ppa';Ltr,1,'e''rlf'3™4i'iTa^

Ha^nrada. Osam^. „ Sorry Corporarlon Broadca,, recei.er 3.845.394,

Hambro Forest Products, Inc.: iff—
Hamilton, Haldon L., 3,844 020

Hamilton. Clark B: iff—
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Gianni. Sebastian J.; Seeley, William M.; Slillson, Timothy Jay;

Hamilton. Clark B.; and Barker, Perley K., 3,844.1 3

1

Hamilton Haldon L., to Hambro Forest Products, Inc. Construction

method. 3.844,020, CI. 29-432.000.

Hammann, Ingeborg: See-
Hoffmann, Hellmut; Hammann, Ingeborg; Behrenz. Wolfgang;

Homeyer. Bernhard; and Stendel. Wilhelm. 3.845.207.

Sirrenberg. Wilhelm; Behrenz, Wolfgang; Hammann. Ingeborg;

and Homeyer. Bernhard. 3.845.174.

Zumach, Gerhard; Kuhle. Engelbert; and Hammann, Ingeborg,

3.845,103.

Hammer Edward E.. to General Electric Company. Inside bulb coatmg

forultravioletlamp. 3.845. 343. CI. 313-221.000.

Hammerle AG Maschinenfabrik: iff

—

Hanni. Eduard; and Gygli. Walter, 3,844,156.

Hammitt, David L., to PPG Industries. Inc. Mercury metal analyzer

3.844.719. CI. 23-253.00r.

Hankison. Paul M Vehicle heat dissipating and/or inclement weather

convenience window operating systems. 3.844.606. CI. 296-

146.000

Hanneman Thomas W. and Cook, Jeffrey A. to Communication Mfg.

Co. Interconnecting assembly 3.845.253. CI. 1 79-1 79.000.

Hanni Eduard; and Gygli. Walter, to Hammerle AG Maschinenfabrik

Bending apparatus. 3.844,1 56, CI 72-389.000

Hansen, Elmar, to Dako-Werkzeugfabriken David Kotthaus KG. Pipe

necking apparatus 3.844,1 49. CI. 72-7 1 000.

Hantman, Edwin F : iff—
Hague. Robert Z.; Hantman. Edwin F ; Laucks. Howard H .

Loos.

George J . Marsciano. Matthew F . and Mastropolc. Alfred J .

3.844.028.

Harada. Hideki; Yamashita. Keilaro, Sagara. Takehiko; Oyama.

Sadahiro; Fujitsuka. Takamichi. Sekino, Tamotsu. and Takanashi.

Masanori. to Mitsumi Electric Co . Ltd and Hitachi Metals Ltd

DC. motor arrangement. 3.845.334. CI. 310-46.000

Harbin. Wayne D: iff—
Koop. Francis D . Jr . Woods. John F.; Farmer. Kenneth J., and

Harbin. Wayne D .3.844.127.

Harders. Volkwart: iff—
Fuhrmann. Siegfried; Harders. Volkwart; Kruger, Hartmut; and

Schwenke. Rudiger. 3.844.587

Harding. William E : iff—
Aronstein. Jesse; Harding. William E ; and Zeiss. Philip M .

3.845.286.

Harding, William H iff—
Hadfield, Robert W ; and Harding. William H. 3.844.440.

Harndcn. Michael Raymond, to Beccham Group Limited. Complexes

of double-stranded' ribonucleic and with polyquatcrnary amine.

3.845.033. CI, 260-21 1.50r.

Harrell.Vernon Collapsible umbrella 3.844.301, CI 135-20.00r.

Harries. David Anthony: iff

—

Ingram. Brian; and Harries. David Anthony. 3.844.625.

Harrill. Joseph M . Baugham, Thomas C , and Pruitt. Eugene, to PPG

Idustries. Inc Strand sensor for automatic knock-off device

3,844.497. CI. 242-36 000.

Harris Thomas G . to Armstrong Cork Company Factice-like materi-

als based on polyesters. 3.845.020. CI. 260-75.0tm.

Harrison David E , to Bcneke Davison, Beatrice Foods Co Method of

making a soft integral-skin foam seal. 3,845, 1 83, CI. 264-46.600.

Harrison Emmett S , to Curtiss-Wright Corporation Gas turbine start-

up fuel control system 3,844,1 12. CI. 60-39.140.

Harrison. Eugene E Foundation mat repair 3.844.1 28. CI. 61-50.000

Hart. Gary A., to International Business Machines Corporation. Head

to track alignment in a rotating head magnetic tape unit 3.845.500.

CI 360-77 000.

Hart. Herbert J . to Schlumberger Technology Corporation High-

resolution magnetic anomaly detector for well bore piping.

3.845. 381. CI. 324-34. OOr

Hartley. Robert A if.--

McLaughlin. Leonard J . German. William H ; and Hartley.

Robert A. 3.844.239.

Hartman Metal Fabricators Inc :
See—

Loomer. Weston R . and Thornton. Thomas Fred. 3.844.423.

Hartung Kuhn & Co Maschinenfabrik GmbH: iff-

Schulte, Fritz. 3.844.900. ^ • u
Harumiya. Noriho; Miyama, Hajime; Tanzawa. Hiroshi; Mori. Yuichi.

Sato. Tadahide; Idezuki. Yasuo. and Hori. Motokazu, to Toray In-

dustries Inc Anti-thrombogenic polymer compositions with inter-

nally bound heparin 3,844,989, CI. 260-17.40r.

Hasbrouck.RichardT : iff—
Rockstead. Raymond H.;and Hasbrouck, Richard T.. 3.844,173.

Hass, Karl: iff

—

Blanke. Martin; and Hass. Karl. 3.844.803.

Hata. Fukuo: iff

—

Mizutani, Masumi. Hata. Fukuo; and Kamatani. Hiromu.

3.844.159

Hatchel. Ronnis J : iff-
Sellers. H Charles. Jr.. and Hatchel. Ronnis J .

3.844.399.

Hatfield. Lowell D.. to Lilly. Eli, and Company Preventing reversion

during preparation of nucleus ester salts. 3,845.043, CI. 260-

243,00c
Hattori, Masataka: iVc—

. , ., ,

Katsuta, Takashi; Hattori. Masataka; Inaba, Masao, Iwamoto,

Minao; and Suzuki. Takashi. 3.845.501.

Hauni-Werke Korber & Co. KG: See-

Block. Hans-Jurgen;Greve, Heinz; and Zessin, Horst. 3,844,199.

David, Harry, 3,844,295. u « /- ..

Hausberg, Gerhard; and Hegemann, Karl-Rudolf to Bischoff, Gott-

fried, Bau KompI Gasreinigungs- und Wasserruckkuhlanlagen Kom-

manditgesellschaft System for discharging fiue gases. 3,844,744, CI.

Hausberg. Gerhard, and Hegemann. Karl-Rudolf, to Biscoff. Gottfried.

Bau Kompl. Gasreinigungs-und Wasserruckkuhlanlagen Komrnan-

ditgesellschaft. Gas-purification system for steel-making plant.

3,844.745, CI. 55-213.000.

Hauser. Raimund: See— ^ . ., „ c i. a^.
Gela. Helmut; Besenmatter. Walter. Scheiber. Robert; Schneider,

Fritz; and Rothy. Gerhard, 3.844.658.

Haustein. Heiner. Laube. Dieter; and Bottger, Christa. Adjustable

sinker cams on circular knitting machine. 3,844,141, tl. 66-

108.000.

Havas, Janos: iff-
Cass. Eugene E.; Enichen. William A.; and Havas. Janos.

3.844.831 , . ,

Hawley Charles V . to Xerox Corporation. Gear drive for elec-

trophotographic printing machine. 3.844, 179, CI. 74-409.000.

Havase. Yoshio: iff

—

Nagata. Wataru.and Hayase. Yoshio. 3,845,175.

Hayashi, Jun: iVf- -,oaaioa
Shimada. Takeo; Yokota, Yukio; and Hayashi, Jun, 3,844,784.

Hayashi.Takayoshi: Sef— .^,. ., .

Takamizawa, Minoru; Hayashi, Takayoshi; and Takita. Masatoshi.

3.844.915.

Hayashi. Tetsuo: .^fe—
.

Ihaya. Osamu; Ito. Munehiro; Hayashi. Tetsuo; and Fujimoto.

Shoichi, 3.845.442.

Hayashi. Torahiko Bakery fiexible belt carrying plate. 3.844,402, CI.

198-99.000.

Hayward. Malcolm L : iff—
Smith, Colin F G., and Hayward, Malcolm L., 3,844,665.

Hayward. Pierre P Process for the regulation of the flow in conduits

3.844.673. CI. 415-1.000. „ o , «
Hayward. Robert D.; Chapman, James E., and Ray. Stanley R.. to Oil-

bert Engineering Company. Inc. Tamper-resistant cable terminator

3.845.454.CI. 339-85 000.

Heberlein. Gustave E. Jr.; and Kussy, Frank W . to l-T-E Imperial Cor-

poration Instantaneous trip means 3.845.432, CI. 335-1 76.000.

Heckclsbcrg. Louis F . to Phillips Petroleum Company. Alkylating

olefins over eta-alumina/zirconia catalyst. 3.845.155, CI. 260-

682.000. ..^ ,

Hcckman. Leroy Francis. Jr., to RCA Corporation. Amplifier for am-

plitude modulated waves with means for improving sideband

response. 3.845.403. CI 330-31.000.

Hedu. Jon. to Sicmon Company. The. Clasp. 3,844.000. CI 24-

230.0SC.

Hees. Walter: ie'f-

Walz. Klaus. Hees. Waller; and Ouaedvlicg. Maihieu, 3,845,1 1 3.

Hecse, Joachim: iff—
Fahnenstich. Rudolf; and Heese. Joachim. 3.845.1 10.

Hegemann. Karl-Rudolf: if*"—

Hausberg. Gerhard; and Hegemann. Karl-Rudolf. 3.844.744,

Hausberg. Gerhard; and Hegemann. Karl-Rudolf, 3,844,745.

Hciks, Robert Lee iVf—
Donoghue John Francis; Forney. Dan Edward; Heiks. Robert

Lee, Lasson. Gerald A., McCall. Robert Eugene, and Rich.

Charles Ray. 3.844,870.

Heimann. Egon Support device for files. 3,844.4 1 5. CI. 2 1 1
-43.000

Heinzmann, Werner: iff

—

Merkle, Alfred; Schmieder, Fritz, and Heinzmann, Werner,

3.845.339.

Heilzinger. Friedrich: See—
Sedlatschek. Karl; Heilzinger. Friedrich. Beyer, Horst; and Buran.

LIrich. 3.844.729.

Helkc Robert C to La Mere Industries. Inc. Burner and ignition

system. 3.844.704. CI. 43 1 -43.000.

Helm Denis A . and Zolner. William J . to Thermo Electron Corpora-

lion Fluorescent gas analyzer 3.845.309. CI. 250-365 000.

Helmlinger. Daniel; Lamparsky. Dietmar; Schudel. Peter; Sigg-Grulter,

Trudi; and Wild, Jost, to Givaudan Corporation. Novel mercap-

loderivalivesof iononesand irones 3,845, 134, CI. 260-586.00r.

Helped Corporation: iff-
Hall, Johnnie W, 3,845,221.

Hcmmcr. Valentine J . to Bendix Corporation. The Snap-in contact as-

sembly for plug and jack type connectors 3.845.453. CI. 339-59.00r

Henderson. Bennett M.: iff—
Breitigam. Walter V , and Henderson. Bennett M.. 3,844.960

Henecka. Hans; and Schubert. Hans Werner, to Farbenfabriken Bayer

AG 4-Hydroxy-piperidine derivatives and their preparation

3.845.062. CI. 260-293.830.

Henkel & Cie GmbH: See-
Fries. Walter. Berg, Markus; and Dohr. Manfred, 3,844,95 I

Henrick. Clive A., to Zoecon Corporation. Phenylheptadienoates

3 845.089. CI 260-4 10.90r.

Henrickson. Kenneth E . Keidl, Steven D.; and Lopour. Warren A .
to

International Business Machines Corporation. Analog stepping

motor control system 3,845.378, CI. 318-685.000.

Hentschel. Peter: iff—
Frank, Dieter; Brodowski, Walter, and Hentschel. Peter.

3,845,014.

Henzelin. Bernard: iff—
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^'l^^ol.
^"'°'"«; Muriset. Pascal; and Henzelin, Bernard

3,844,541.

Herbello. Mario, to Factory Mutual Research Corporation Fluid How
control apparatus. 3,844,353, CI. 169-18.000.

Hercules Incorporated: See—

^Tir '"'f^^^V.M^'''
^'"" ^ • ^'°°^^' Ashley A.; and Hill,

William J, 3,844,872.
Vandenberg, Edwin James, 3,844,984,

Herr, Gerald A.: 5ef

—

Jackson, Earl V.; Schoppe. Wayne F.; Squassoni, Gino F Warter
Peter J., Herr, Gerald A.; Hoesly, David D.; Randall John M
Schroeder, Russell G., II; Webb, Douglas D.; Lange Clark V
and Kelsch, Robert J, 3,844,65 1

.

Herrbrich. Bernd, to Porsche. Dr. Ing. H.c.F.. KG Control device for a
cleanmg mstallation inserted into the exhaust gas system 3,844 I 19
CI. 60-288.000.

Hess, Bernhard; Raichle, Karl, Rudolph. Hans, and Fuhr, Karl, toBayer Aktiengesellschaft. Storage-stable moulding and coating com-
positions. 3,845.162, CI. 260-863.000

"gi-oni

Hess. Hans, Mueller. Guenther; and Stolte. Horst, to Ciba-Geigy Cor-
poration. Flowable pancreatin preparation of low germ content, anda process for Its manufacture. 3.844,891 CI 195-68 000

Hess, Hermann: See—
Hirsch. Enrico. 3.843,988.

Hesse, Robert Henry: See—

^''iTAk^/n^^
""°''* '^*^*'^''*- ^"** "«''«• Robert Henry

J.845.040. '

Heugebaert. Frans Clement: See—
Willems. Jozef Frans; Poot. Albert Lucien; Heugebaert Frans Cle-

TsS 79^"*^"''"8''^- A"'0" Leon; and Von Konig. Anita.

Heusser. Jean, and Glasbrenner. Max. to Hommel Aktiengesellschaft
Pharmaceutical preparation for therapeutic treatment, and method
otcarryingouttherapeutic treatments 3,845 209 CI 424-254 000

ol' uT'/- ^"'^ Afpe Hans-Jurgen. to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktien-
gesellschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning. Process for the
preparation of sorbic acid 3.845.1 18. CI 260-526 OOn

Heyne Carl J III. to Wcstinghouse Electric Corporation. Starting con-
trol tor brushless synchronous motors 3.845.369 CI 318-174 000

Hickey. Edward S: 5fe—
Bimshas.John.Jr.and Hickey. Edward S 3 844 341

Hickman. G Daniel: i>£'—
...

Jirousek. John K and Hickman. G. Daniel. 3,845 482
Hicks. William T

. to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company Glass
ceramic capacitors with tenary alloy electrodes and method of mak-
ing the same. 3.845,365. CI. 317-258 000

Hickson. Donald A
. to Chevron Research Company Layered clay

minerals and processes for using. 3.844.978 CI 252-455 o'Or
Hickson. Donald A

. to Chevron Research Company. Layered clay
minerals, catalysts, and processes for using 3 844 979 CI '>5'>

455. OOr.
o

• • .
-. ..

"t84T494^C?24M9r000
""''• '" "'""" "" "'"^ ''"^'"''>

Higuchi, Masaru; and Arimoto. Kyozo. to Daicel Ltd. Process for
preparing the meihacrylatc esters of multibrominated phenol deriva-
tives 3.845.102. CI. 260-479.00r

Hilgemann, Hans; and Gettman. Herman Method of operating public
bathand the like 3.844.338, CI 165-3.000 6 k

'
<-

"'!!• R"!!^'^' ^ <^3s supply system 3,844.306. CI I 37-256 000
Hill. William J: iff—

""^Lm j"":854.^2''' '"" ^- '""^'^- ^^""^^ ^- ^"'^ "'"

Hill William J^. and Klusmicr. Kenneth L . to Morgan Construction
Material handling apparatus. 3.844,465. CI 226-181 000

Himi. Hitoshi. to Kabushiki Kaisha Meidensha Bus-bar connection ap-
paratus for an electrical machinery of metal clad type. 3.845,458. CI.

Hind. Hobart M Support means 3.844.471 CI 229-30 000
Hinds. Walter E: iff—

^'"l^^hJr^" ^' "'"'^'' ^""" E- ^"^ <^"stro. Rodolfo,
3.844,462

Hirano. Osamu; Kawasaki. Junichiro. Suzuki. Tokuhiro. Yamane
Motoi. and Takemoto. Noboru. to Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha'

V.^n ,,.'"«* I^P*^ automatic arc welding apparatus. 3.845,271 CI
J 19- 124.000.

Hiratsuka, Nobuo: iff

—

Takcnaka, Haruo, Okajima. Mitsuo; Hiratsuka. Nobuo and
Yuyama. Yasuaki. 3.844.988.

Hirsch. Enrico. 1/2 to Hess. Hermann. Method for excavating an un-
derpass beneath an existing roadway 3.843.988. CI 14-77 000

Hiss. Roger A
.
to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I . and Company Sealer

composition of a methacrylate copolymer, an epox'y resin
polymethyl methacrylate and an organic plasticizer. 3.845.002 CI
260-3 1 .80m.

Hitachi Electronics Co.. Ltd : iff

—

Maeda. Itsuji; and Tamaki. Yahiko. 3.845 297
Hitachi, Ltd.: iff-

Fujii.Masaaki, 3,845.31 1.

Iwasaka. Tatsuo; Yuminaka. Takeo; and Matsuzawa. Hideto
3,844,383.

Kawamura, Seiichi, 3,844,684.
Masai, Tadahisa, 3,844,484
Moriyama, Kazuyoshi, 3,844.674.
Tamura. Hifumi, Nakamura, Kazumitsu; and Kondo. Toshio

3,845,304.
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Yamada, Junichi; and Terashima. Etuzo, 3 844 005
Hitachi Metals Ltd.: iff—

Harada Hideki; Yamashita, Keitaro; Sagara. Takehiko; Oyama
Sadahiro, Fujitsuka. Takamichi; Sekino. Tamotsu; and
Takanashi. Masanori, 3,845,334.

Hitzman, Donald O., to Phillips Petroleum Company. Microbial
synthesis. 3,844.893. CI. 195-115.000.

>v,icroDiai

Hixson, Elmer L. Noise source level detection. 3,844,175, CI. 73-

Hobart Manufacturing Company, The: See—

'^'s 844^299" ^' ^°'^' ^'^" ^"' ^"'^ ^*'*'3"- Donald E.,

Hodge, Arthur G. Navigation aid. 3,844,042, CI 33-1 Osd
Hoegerle. Karl; Vogel. Christian; Boehler, Peter; and Ackermann.

Hans, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation. 2,4-Diaminopyrimidine-5-carbox-
ylic acid amides. 3,845,055, CI. 260-256.40n.

Hoehn, Marvin M.: iff-
Williams, Robert H.; Hoehn, Marvin M.; and Michel, Karl-Heinz

3,845,203.
Hoerner Waldorf Corporation: iff

—

Rhoda, John J., 3,844.470.
Hoesly, David D.: iff—

Jackson, Earl V.; Schoppe, Wayne F.; Squassoni, Gino F.; Warter
Peter J., Herr. Gerald A,; Hoesly. David D.; Randall. John M
Schroeder. Russell G.. II; Webb. Douglas D.; Lanee Clark V
and Kelsch. Robert J .3.844.651.

Hofer. Wolfgang, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Tetramethyl-dithiol-

26o'93ro0
°"*^ i^cid ester and method of preparation

. 3 ,845 , 1 70, CI.

Hoffmann, Edwin E. R : iff—
Rieth,Kurt A, and Hoffmann, Edwin E. R 3 844 136

Hoffmann. Hellmut. Hammann. Ingeborg; Behrenz. Wolfeane
Homeyer. Bernhard; and Stendel. Wilhelm. to Bayer Aktien-
gesellschaft. Combatting pests with O-pyrazolo-pyrimidine-(thiono)-
phosphoric (phosphonic) acid esters. 3.845.207, CI 424-200 000Hoffmann, Werner, and Rischer, Roman, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-

^1 lin'^oi'^^",?"^"*'^*''*^'
Manufacture of beta-ionones, 3,845 I 35

I- 1. z6O-586.00c.
Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.: iff—

Rey-Bellet, Gerald; and Spiegelberg. Hans 3 845 093

"l!."'l""j ^°'V'
'""^ ^^^^- Helmut, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft

Method for the production of ceramic bodies with controlled surface
resistivity. 3,844,823, CI. I 17-1 19.000.

Hogan, John P Icosahedron disc. 3,844,664 CI 403-171 000
Holland. Melvin G

. Schulz. Manfred B . and Barrett. Harrison H. to

3.K.S C1T3T-3OO0/'*"
'"'''""''' ""'^ '''"''^ ^°"'™' '^^''"

Holleboom. Bruce W.: iff—
Burgett. Richard R.; and Holleboom. Bruce W 3 844 920

"^"'374^^2' xr307-"r.-ioJ^^
Corporation. Vri-state logic cir-

Holloway, Jack W.. to United States of America, Navy. Alternate

CI 3m-9'500*''*''^
free-flooded cylindrical transducer 3,845,333.

Holm. Lennart to Linden-Alimak AB Hoisting crane with horizontal
lattice Jib and bravelling carriage. 3.844.417 CI 212-18000

Holmberg. Gote Eskil Yngve Lock for a three-point safety belt formotor vehicle. 3.844.001. CI. 24-233.000.

""l'^2^00o'^''
'" ^ ^^^ ''"^ logging apparatus. 3.844,419. CI 212-

Holograph Corporation: iff

—

Forster. Harry D . Jr.. 3.844.645
Homeyer. Bernhard: iff—

Hoffmann. Hellmut; Hammann, Ingeborg. Behrenz. Wolfeane
Homeyer. Bernhard; and Stendel. Wilhelm 3 845 207

Sirrcnberg. Wilhelm; Behrenz. Wolfgang; Hammann. Ingeborg
and Homeyer. Bernhard. 3,845.174.

Hommel Aktiengesellschaft: iff—
Heusser. Jean; and Glasbrenner. Max. 3.845 209

Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: iff

—

Asaka. Urataro. 3.844,259.
Honeywell Inc : iff

—

Ballinger. Dale O., 3,845,499
Foreman, Donald S., 3,845,461.

Honeywell Information Systems, Inc.: iVf—

''^"f;c'*.'i"/'''
^'^'*''"' Couleur. John F.; and Pine, Donald L

3,845,474. '

Troiani, Charles; and Tolzman, Gary L.. 3.845,401
Honeywell Information Systems Italia: iff

—

Colonel. Celio Trinca, 3.845,330.
Hong. Jung Pyo. to California Institute of Technology. System andmethod for character recognition. 3.845.466. CI 340-146 30s
Honnen. Lewis R: iff—

Anderson. Robert G, and Honnen. Lewis R 3 844 958

"°3T44-.8SS:CM06-3''6.Soa'^
^"^^°^"'^"- '"''' '^"^•°" -'"-'

Hope Kabushiki Kaisha: iff

—

Koyama. Akira; and Mochizuki. Yoshinari 3 844 055
Hoppe. Manfred: iff— • .

^'f?ed'"f84"4"97"l'""
^""'' "^'"^' ^*''*''"- ^^'^ui and Hoppe. Man-

Horai. John C., and Sheeler, Calvin W . Jr , to GAF Corporation Sil-

'i?i%c^^„*"^"'^'"'" ^"'^ method of preparation 3,844,804 CI
106-75.000. '

Hori, Motokazu: iff—
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Harumiya, Noriho; Miyama, Hajime; Tanzawa, Hiroshi; Mori,

Yuichi; Sato, Tadahide; Idezuki, Yasuo; and Hori, Motokazu,

3,844,989.

Horikoshi, Koki; Ikeda, Yonosuke; and Nakao, Masami, to Rikagaku

Kenkyusho. Alkaline cellulase and preparation of the same.

3,844,890, CI. 195-62.000.

Horizons Incorporated; a division of Horizons Research Incorporated:

See-
Reynard, Kennard A.; and Rose, Selwyn H.. 3,844,983.

Hornbecker, Merton F.: iff

—

Copley, Stephen M.; Giamei, Anthony F.; Hornbecker, Merton F.;

and Kear. Bernard H., 3,844.728.

Hosick. Charles L.. and Beek, Joseph A., to United States of America,

Air Force. Associative storage apparatus for comparing between

specified limits. 3,845,465, CI. 340-146.200.

House, Ralph: See—
Sweeney, William A; and House, Ralph, 3,845.1 14.

Howell. Roy M. Internal combustion engine. 3,844.258, CI. 123-

43.0aa.

Hrovat, Milan Franc, Gough, John Richard Cox; and Price. Michael

Stuart Thomas, to United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority.

Manufacture of fuel for nuclear reactors utilizing a polymerisable

resin. 3.845. 178. CI. 264-500.

Hrubik. Paul. Gates. 3.844.065. CI. 49-364.000.

Hsieh. Henry L . to Phillips Petroleum Company. Termination of or-

ganolithium initiated polymerizations with nitrogen oxide

3.845.025. CI. 260-84.200.

Hsueh. Limin: iff

—

Bennion. Douglas N ; Dunning. John S.; Tiedemann. William H.,

and Hsueh. Limin. 3.844.837.

Hubbard. S Eugene, and Biebuyck, Lawrence F., to American Metal

Climax, Inc Construction element assembly. 3.844.084. CI. 53-

731.000.

Huber. Manfred Anton: See—
Klimek. Norbert Max; and Huber. Manfred Anton, 3,844.505.

Huber. Peter: iff—
Nitzsche. Siegfried; Huber. Peter; and Pirson. Ewald. 3.845.090

Hubert. James C: iff—
Long. Ronald W ; Starr. Robert P; and Hubert. James C,

3.844,805.

Hudson. Harold L . Mt Pleasant. Gregory G ; and Scherzer. Robert K .

to Gaylord Bros . Inc Displayer for paperback books 3.844.230. CI

108-60 000
Hudson. Ralph D Pintle hook locking device. 3.844.143. CI 70-

14.000

Huebner, Charles Ferdinand, to Ciba-Geigy Corporation l-|l-(2.3-

Dihydro-2-benzofuryl)-alkyll-4-aminohexahydroisonicotinic acid

amides or nitriles. 3.845.060. CI. 260-293.580.

Huebner. Robert J., to Owens-Illinois. Inc Glass mold with metallic

cooling studs 3,844.753. CI. 65-1 7.000.

Huebner. Thomas W: iff

—

Buchanan. Stuart R . Froehling. Paul H .
Oman. Gary F.. and

Huebner, Thomas W, 3.845.472

Huertgen. Helmut B . to Sutton Engineering Company Extrusion press

with die changer 3.844.15 1 .CI. 72-263.000

Huffman. Kenneth Robert: iff—
Zweig. Arnold, and Huffman. Kenneth Robert. 3.844.792.

Huffman. Lenorc L .Sff—

Guthrie. James L . and Huffman. Lenorc L.. 3.844,997.

Hughes Aircraft Company: iff

—

Bilow, Norman, Landis, Abraham L., and Miller, Leroy J.,

3,845,018.

Charlton, Donald A . and Chen. Chao C . 3,845,42 I

Kendy, Leonard; and Frey, Richard L., 3,845,276.

Tarbox, John W ; Hinds. Walter E.; and Castro. Rodolfo.

3.844.462.

Weglein. Rolf D. 3.845.418.

Hughes. Nigel, to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited. Process for

the manufacture of triarylcarbinol lactones. 3.845.077. CI. 260-

343.400.

Hughes. Robert Dif*-—
Steigelmann. Edward F . and Hughes. Robert D.. 3,844,735.

HumI, James O: iff—
.. , , /^

Layne, Gilbert S., Bangs. Leigh B.; and Huml. James O.
3.844.771.

Humphrey. Leonard C . to United States of America. Army. Non-reac-

tive electromagnetic sensor 3.845.387. CI 324-95.000.

Hundstad. Richard L . to Wcstinghouse Electric Corporation. Contact

structures for vacuum-type circuit interrupters having cantilevered-

supported annularly-shaped outer arc-running contact surfaces.

3.845.262. CI. 200-l44.00b.

Hunter Eugene A., to Texas Instruments Incorporated. Time delay

relay. 3.845.440. CI. 337-34 1 .000.

Hunter. George C. to Zygo Corporation. Method and apparatus for

aligning an interferometer mirror 3.844.660. CI 356-106.000.

Hurko Bohdan, to General Electric Company. Composite metal plate

surface heating unit. 3.845.273. CI 2 19-462.000.

Hurst Eric Kenneth; and Woolf. Lewis, Griptight Limited. Infants

feeding bottle. 3,844,436, CI. 2 1 5- 1 1 OOc.

Hutchins Thomas B , IV Bond preparation in electrical deflection-

sensitive transducer. 3,844,026, CI. 29-487.000.
j

Hutter, Gunter. Knock-out arrangement for an injection molding

machine. 3,844,703, CI. 425-436.000.

Hydril Company: See—
Evans, Kenneth R.; and Newman. Morris. 3.844.345.

Mott. James D, 3.844,346.

Hydrocarbon Research. Inc.: iW—
Wolk, Ronald H.. Chervenak, Michael C; and Alpert. Seymour

B. 3,844,933.

HydroTech International, Inc.: Sff

—

Arnold, James F, 3,844,3 1 3.

Hyman David L., to Louverdrape. Incorporated. Window covering

system. 3,844,330, CI. I60-I66.00a.

Hyman, Myles: iff— .. .^ ,

Blanshine, Allison W.; Eggers. Edward T.; and Hyman, Myles,

3.844,208.

I-T-E Imperial Corporation: iff

—

Heberlcin, Gustave E , Jr.; and Kussy, Frank W., 3,845,432.

Idezuki, Yasuo: i>e—
Harumiya, Noriho; Miyama, Hajime; Tanzawa, Hiroshi; Mori,

Yuichi; Sato, Tadahide; Idezuki. Yasuo. and Hori, Motokazu,

3,844,989.

Igeta, Shinichi: iff— .

Ishiguro, Tadashi; Okagami, Akio; Igeta, Shinichi; Gomi, Shimpei;

and Takahashi, Masaaki, 3,844,93

1

Iguchi, Masakazu: iff—
Ishii, Takemochi; Iguchi. Masakazu; and Koshi. Masaki,

3.844,224. ^^ . ^.

Ihaya, Osamu; Ito. Munehiro; Hayashi, Tetsuo; and Fujimoto, Shoichi.

to Nichicon Capacitor Ltd. Automatic degaussing device. 3,845.442,

CI. 338-23.000.

IIT Research Institute: iff—
Davies. Reg.; and Karuhn. Richard F., 3,845,386.

Ikeda, Yonosuke: iff—
Horikoshi, Koki; Ikeda, Yonosuke; and Nakao, Masami,

3,844,890.

Ikeya, Fumihiro, to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha. Archery

bovv having integrally molded features. 3,844,268. CI. 124-24.00r.

Illinois Tool Works, Inc.: iff—
Reinwall, Ernest William, Jr., 3,844,194.

Imperial Chemical Industries Limited: iff—

Brock, James McFarlane, Gillan, Anthony David; Marden, Adri-

an; and Pancewicz, Arthur Christopher, 3,844,080.

Hughes, Nigel, 3,845,077.

McCreath. Michael King. 3.844.7 14.

McMenim. Michael Edward. 3.845,070.

Webster, Colin James, 3,844,294.

Inaba, Masao: iff

—

Katsuta, Takashi, Hattori, Masataka, Inaba, Masao; Iwamoto,

Minao, and Suzuki, Takashi, 3.845.501.

Inaba. Shigeho: iff— c l
Maruyama. Isamu, Yamamoto, Hisao; Nakao, Masaru, Sakai,

Shigeru; Sasajima. Kikuo; Kitagawa. Sumio; and Inaba. Shigeho.

3.845.057.

Indig. George Sanford; and Rentzepis, Peter Michael, to Bell

Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Multiplexed communica-

tions system. 3,845,294, CI. 250-199.000.

Industrial Dynamics Company, Ltd.: iff—
Calhoun, Frederick L.. 3.844.018.

Industrial Nucleonics Corporation: .Sff—

Donoghue, John Francis; Forney. Dan Edward. Heiks. Robert

Lee; Lasson. Gerald A.; McCall. Robert Eugene; and Rich,

Charles Ray. 3.844.870.

Industrie Pirelli Societa Per Azioni: See—
Bellasio.Aldo. 3.845.323.

Industrie-Werke Karlsruhe Augsburg Aktiengesellschaft: iff

—

Miller. Harry B, 3.844.190.

Ingersoll-Rand Company: iff

—

Jocsak. William. 3.844.588.

Ingraham. Chester S: iff

—

Guerra. John P.; and Ingraham. Chester S.. 3.844.067

Ingram. Brian; and Harries. David Anthony, to Giriing Limited Fluid

pressure braking for vehicles 3.844.625. CI. 303-2 1 OOf

Inoue. Yuzuru; and Shinozaki. Takashi. to Victor Company of Japan.

Ltd Colour video signal recording and reproducing system and ap-

paratus. 3.845,497. CI. 358-8.000.

Institut Francais du Petrole. des Carburants et Lubrifiants: iff

—

Renault. Philippe; Deschamps. Andre, and Dezael. Claude.

3.845.197.

Instruments and Movements Limited: iff

—

Kay. Francis Xavier. 3.844.161.

Inter Process Corporation: iff-
Miller. Hugo, and Miller. Floyd £.3,844,132.

Interco Aktiebolag: See—
Bergvall. Knut Lennart; and Dehlberg, Ernst Erik. 3,844,08

1

Interface Mechanisms. Inc.: iff

—

Allais. David C. 3.844.2 10.

Interlab, Inc.: iff—
Krenke, Gerald; and Layton, Howard M.. 3,845,274.

International Business Machines Corporation: iff—
Aronstein. Jesse; Harding. William E ; and Zeiss. Philip M..

3.845.286.

Bleau. Charles D.; Rogers. James C; and Spears, Jesse W.,

3.844.552.

Boehm. Robert Francis. 3.845.476.

Braun. Roland J.; Kuntzleman. Harry C. and Meier. Herbert E.,

3.845.445.
Cass. Eugene E.; Enichen. William A.; and Havas, Janes.

3.844.831.

Hart.Gary A. 3.845.500.
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" A'tl^^'Sr"'" ^' "'"'• '*'^^" ^- ^"«^ Lopour. Warren

Mantey, John P., 3.845,370
Underkoner. William L.; and Zucconi. Theodore D 3 844 799International Equipment Company: See-
Grinnell.PeterS

. Jr., 3,845,371
International Flavors* Fragrances Inc. See—

Lembert. Seymour, 3,845,078
International Nickel Company, Inc The See-

Bomford, Michael James; and Cairns, Robert Lacock 3 844 847Evans. Dav.d; and Simpson, Alexander Bowen 3 844 3S .lnternat.onal Shoe Machine Corporation "e-el
^•8'*'»-25

1

Leonhardt, Horst M., 3,843.985
International Signal & Control Corporation See-

Phiihps, Dennis G.; and Brady. James N. 3 845 389
International Standard Electric Corporation 5«-

"

Smith. CohnF.G; and Hayward, Malcolm L. 3,844 665International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation: See-

W i.84T485
'-"""""• <^«"^«^ntino; and Craine. Richard

Scheiner, Harrv, 3.845,423
Schlicht. Walter. 3.844.104.

in^J'^^^^'u^J"'^^!'-
•' ^"'^ Richardson. Henry A . 3.845 249Internax Holdings Limited: Sff—

'.^'*f.

Weider, Benjamin. 3.844.278
Inventa A^G fur Forschung und Patentverwertung See-

"f?ed'?844"977^
^""'' """^^ ^'''''''- ^'^"^ ^^^ "^PP^- ^an-

'''Me,h^^*"f J^
•
"'• '° ^'^^'^'^ International Corporation mesne

Irons. Duncan Kinloch: iff—

'T8%4,198""
""*""" '^""^'^ ^"'^ '^°-- D"""" Xinloch,

'""44''563|c.''27?-m.ar
''"' *'" ^'"'"^^'''"^ ^°^^^ '"'^--

Ise Electronics Corporation: i>e—
Tanji. Mikiharu. 3.845,347.

Ishibashi, Hitoshi: See—
Nagasawa, Taro. Ryoki, Taizo; Kiyosawa. Isao; Oizumi Saburo

KataS::Nrbr3.^8"4Sv/"^-'"^ '''''-''• "'-''-''
Ishibe, Kouichi: See—

lshiguro,Tadashi: i>t>—
Gomi. Shimpei; Tukahashi. Masaaki; Ishiguro, Tadashi Okaeami

Ishn. Takemochi. Iguchi. Masakazu. and Koshi, Masaki to JananSociety for the Promotion of Machine Industry GuilH^no'.. , ^r
a computer controlled vehicle 3.844 224 C?04 "44

"oV^"'""'
^"^

Ishi awa Yoshikazu, and Kobayashi, Kazuati ,0 Niln So.or Com-

r874,S.Cl.''r23T450^
"'

"
"'"^ '"'""^' --^"-O" entire.

Ishimaru. Shusho: See—
Narita. Tadashi; and Ishimaru, Shusho, 3.844 466

Ito. Munehiro: .SVf—

"s^icS[T845'442''""'^''"-
''''''''" "^'^'^"- ^"' '^"J-"'-

"°PrI?*'*"'"-|.""'^ ^°r'^'-
^*""^"- '" F"J* Photo Film Co Ltd

ni^^S!"^'^ "'""'^'^ 3.«44.786.C.. 96-35 lOo"-

Keller, Hans. 3,845,367.
Iwamoto. Minao: See—

*^mT' ^'h'c"'-
.""-!'""• ^^"''^•"ka; Inaba. Masao; IwamotoMinao. and Suzuki. Takashi,3.84S 501

amoio,

Sch.T',H"p;
^"'"'"^''^- Takeo; and Matsuzaua, Hidcto to

Iwata Sdao 5' -"'" "^""'"^ ^>^"-""' '•«''-^-^«-^- ^'
'

^^'^"^ «0r.

Iwa,a'n':,7:rumr5;'-"^
'*"'"• ^^'""^ ^"'^ «'• "''^"aburo, 3.844.986

izum- Si'Si;:;SiiST::-"' '""'^"- ""^"'- ^•«^^-^«'

Fujita, Teizo; and Kikuchi, Masao, 3.845 460
Jackson. Byron. Inc : iVf—

^3'.844.42'o'""
^'''"''"^- ''"'' ^^" ^"''""- ^'^^^'"^ A..

'"Pe'er"j^'iy/ r'^'Tri "^.il^"^
^- ^^--^-^o.i. Gino F . Warter

355 3%0p
'"' '"' '""*""« '"^ *'"''^'"« '^8'- 3.844.65 [ CI

;tnd^i:^l/^r3^^:;;^^S^1^^^a''"« - -^^'-"^"^

?8%^^-06fci.'4Tl"r5.000''''^"*""""" ^"'"P^"^ '-"" '^-"Py
Jaeschke. Ralph L

.
to Eaton Corporation. Electromagnetic couplinBhaving an end mounted field 3.845.337. CI. 310-105 000.

^ ^
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Jameel, Khaja M: iVe—

Janney. Gareth M.: See—
Wada, James Y.

; and Janney. Gareth M 3 845 409Janowski. Kenneth R.:5<'«'-
«:'" >vi.. j, 843.409.

^''J!'5S4?3o''
" •

^'"''"'''*- '^"""^•*' •*
•
^"'^ Levesque. Charles

Janssen, Theodorus S. T See—

^'5^4^62 ^ •
''"''""• '^''""''"^"'^ S. T.; and Gotzmann. Karl J..

''hre"3Sr09i. cr"56T/6.!S""
'°^ '^^•"''"^ "^^^"'"^ -'^ '"^

Japan Gasoline Company. Ltd. See—
Ishiguro, Taclas^hi; Okagami, Akio; Igeta, Shinichi; Gomi, Shimpeiand Takahashi. Masaaki 3 844 931

« c,mnipci.

Japan Society for the Promotion of Machine Industry See-

iS4JT->7 '

'^"''''' '^^^'^''kazu; and Koshi. Masaki.

Jark^ Corporation: iff—
Jay. Richards. 3.844.600

''TSuj^i^oS^'S:^"'''''- '"^ ^'""^^^ «'^- compositions.

Javick, Richard A.: See—

'^'7844 9?^''' ^- ''''"''• ^''^•''^ ^' ^"'^ Robertson. James A..

'ttS'^^iu^SiiS^^.S^^^S';;;)^^"^"^^^'-'""'-"-

Jayne. Gerald John Joseph See—

^'Palrick Robert?'"'- iTh'''"''''
'°^" ^^^^P"^ ^"<1 Fo'li^'d-ratricK Kobert James, 3 844 963

't'anj Comnlnv"!'^''"''
^'°>""^ ^ ' '" ^" ''«"' '^^ Nemours. E

es.n .nH^TI^.. "^"T'
'^''^""« composition of an epoxy ester

29.40r
^^'"'*"'P"'"^"« cross-linking agent. 3.844.998. CI. 260-

Jenkins. Dave H. to Lockheed Aircraft Corporation Air cushion trunkvalving system for aircraft 3.844.509 CI 244-100 00a

3''844;2';9,'(^; ToX'TSo'"
"""'"^ ^"^''' '''^'^"^ -"-^O"-

Jensen, Billy M.: i>e_
Davis. William P. and Jensen, Billy M 3 844 396

Jensen, Borge; Fischer. Aksel; and Falck. Rolf Christian Luia

S'e"LY"7'"'"'
for connecting an insulating ho smgencE

22V0OO
'" "" '"'>'^"^""" P^"^' d"ct 3 844,078. CI 52-

^"73-354'ooO^
Thermocouple test cup and cupholder. 3.844.1 72, CI

Jerson. Donald D
.
and Mintcr. Herbert F. to Westinghouse Electric

Jeumont-Schneidcr: See—
Massaloux. Jean-Claude 3 845 475

^T.' N •
'''^" ^- '""^ "''^'^'"^"-

^
'

D=^'"'^'- '" ^ni"-'d States of Amer-ica Nav^y. Automatic jammer. 3,845.482. CI. 34 3-18 OOeJoa, *. urt U, Inc.: .Vff

Kiela.Gene F , 3,844,288.
Jockey International, Inc : iff—

King. Frederick E.. 3.844 282
Jocsak, William, to Ingersoll-Rand Company Condenser tube sunnor.platcmsert. 3.844,588, CI 285- 1

6-' 000 ^"^
""cnier luoe support

Johannsmeier, Karl-Heinz, to Kasp;r Instruments, Inc Method andmeans for forming an aligned mask that does not includTali.nmemmarks employed in aligning the ma.sk 3,844.655, CI 355-43 000

5STo2'a^l94"r,o 0^ '^^'"^ ""^^' ''-' -' "^ ^^ --
Johnson & Johnson: iff

—

Gander. Robert Johns. 3,845 009

Johnson Gage Company. The: iff

—

Johnson. Stanley G.. 3.844,046
Johnson. John W: iff_

"^3744.8?/.""^ ^- '^'*^"''^^- " '^""'""- '""' J°''"''«"- John W..

Johnson! Marvin M.. ,0 Phillips Petroleum Company. Conversion ofhydrocarbon oil to a synthetic natural gas. ^3.844,734 cl 48

Johnson Service Company: See—

^Hu^hn"' TK^"
R^- Froehling. Paul H.; Oman. Gary F andHuebner, Thomas W, 3,845 472

«"j' r., ana

Oman Gary F.; Strojny, Lawrence J., Froehlinc Paul H =.nHBuchanan, Stuart R., 3 845 467
'^roeniing. Kaul H., and

Johnson. Stanley G.. to Johnson Gage Company. The. Stud for a movable gaging element and its combination with the gagin« e emenTanHwith a gage 3.844.046. CI. 33- 1 47.00m.
element and
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Jr.; and Sindoris. Arthur R.. to United States of

America. Army. Rearmounted forward-looking radio frequency an-

tenna for projectiles. 3,845.488, CI. 343-708.000.

Jones, Leo V, Jr.: iff—
Clements. John L.; Keehn. Paul J.; Jones. Leo V.. Jr.; and Zelinski

Paul A. 3.845.425.

Jones. Loyd W.. to Amoco Production Company. Dispersed oil separa

tor. 3.844.743. CI. 55-174.000

Kasper Instruments. Inc.: 5ff—
Johannsmeier, Karl-Heinz. 3,844.655.

Kasper. Werner: 5ff

—

Bartholome. Ernst; Koehler, Waldemar; Stoeckelmann, Guenter;

Schulz. Gerhard; Nagel. Otto; Goetze. Walter; Kasper. Werner;

Dreher. Erich; and Dahlinger. Roland, 3.845.144.

Kasten, John E. Forage wagon with hinged roof. 3,844,604. CI. 296-

26.000.

Jones, Loyd W..' to Amoco Production Company. Use of sulfur for Katayanagi. Akira. Flotation separation of feldspar. 3,844,939, CI.

combatting oil spills. 3.844.94 1 , CI. 2 10-40 000.

Jones, Richard Vaughn, to Millwood Laboratories. Urinometer.

3.844.720. CI. 23-259.000.

Jones. Robert D.: iff—
Miles-Luscombe. William L. R.; Jones. Robert D . and Walker.

Brian F. 3,844.427.

Jones, Roger D.. to Abex Corporation. Brake systems. 3,844.624. CI.

303-2 1.00a.

Jordison. Fred, to Birtley Engineering Limited. Rotating stratifier

3,844.4 14. CI. 209-467.000.

Juhasz. Jean: iff—
Cariou. Jean M.. and Juhasz. Jean. 3.844.721.

Juhran. Wolfgang: iff—
Kampe. Wolfgang. Fauland. Erich; Thicl. Max; Juhran. Wolfgang;

and Stork, Harald, 3.845,035

Jurschak, John J Signal transmission and surveillance system using an

operational telephone line. 3,845,247, CI. 179-5.00r.

Justice. James W. H , to Westinghouse Electric Corporation Receiver

for an educational branching system. 3.845,498, CI 358-11 .000.

Kabel- und Metallwerke Gutehoffnungshutte Aktiengesellschaft: iff—
Fuhrmann. Siegfried. Harders, Volkwart; Kruger. Hartmut; and

Schwenke. Rudiger. 3.844.587.

Kabushiki Kaisha Dowa: iff—
Miyahara.Kingo. 3.844,705.

Kabushiki Kaisha Koparu: iff—
Wada, Yasuhiro. and Okabe. Katsuhiko. 3.845.428.

Kabushiki Kaisha Meidensha: iff—
Himi. Hitoshi. 3.845.458
Kawamata. Masaru; and Ozeki. Mineo. 3.845.379.

Kabushiki Kaisha Toyota Chuo Kenkyusho: iff

—

Kamigaito, Osami. and Oyama. Yoichi, 3.845.185.

Kachalov, Vladimir Alexandrovich; iff—
Drabkina. Lidia Emelianovna; Mazurek. Jury Vatslavovich;

Myasoedov, Dmitry Nikolaevich; Prokhorov, Viktor Pavlovich;

Kachalov. Vladimir Alexandrovich; and Ziv. David Moisecvich.

3.844.833.
Kaeser. Ernst K. iff—

Ringland. William L , Neumann. Manfred E.; Kaeser, Ernst K..

Gilmorc. Thomas P . and Geiersbach. Allois F., 3.845.372.

Kaiser. Peter, to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated. Method

for fabricating an optical fiber cable 3.844,752. CI. 65-4.000.

Kalner. Veniamin Davydovich; iff—
Krendel. Leonid. Nikonov. Vladimir Filippovich, Ognevsky. Vik-

tor Alexeevich. Orlovsky, Anatoly Georgievich; Ostrovsky.

Grigorv Arkadicvich. Palkin. Valery Evseevich; Pakhomov.
Anatoly Vladimirovich. Stcpin. Anatoly Loginovich; Trofimov.

Oleg Fedorovich; Shpelyakovsky. Konstantin Zakharovich.

Ryskind, Alexandr Moisecvich. Shklyarov. Isaak Nakhiraovich;

Rabin. Moisei Osipovich. Kalner, Veniamin Davydovich. and

Fishkis. Mikhail Mironovich, 3,844,852

Kalz, Dictmar: iff

—

Puschel, Walter, Benoy, Gaston Jacob; and Kalz, Dietmar,

3,844.795.

Kamatani, Hiromu: iff—
Mizutani, Masumi, Hata, Fukuo; and Kamatani. Hiromu,

3.844.159.

Kamigaito. Osami; and Oyama. Yoichi. to Kabushiki Kaisha Toyota

Chuo Kenkyusho. Method for pressure sintering a refractory

powder. 3. 845. 185. CI. 264-86.000.

Kampc, Wolfgang; Fauland, Erich. Thiel. Max; Juhran, Wolfgang; and

Stork, Harald, to Boehringer Mannheim GmbH. Novel N(6)-sub-

stituted adenosine compounds and therapeutic compositions.

3.845.035. CI. 260-21 1.50r.

Kanai, Kenji. to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd. Flux scanning

transducer having anisotropic soft magnetic inner pole piece.

3.845,503. CI. 360-1 15.000.

Kanao. Seizo: iff—
Toyoshima. Shigeshi; Kanao. Seizo; Toyoda, Takeshi; and

Suyama. Tadashi, 3,845.097.

Kaneda. Tsugio: iff

—

Yamakoshi, Noboru. Kaneda. Tsugio; Yanagi. Yoshichica; Narita,

Kiichi, and Fujita. Tatsu. 3.844.773.

Kankakee Paint Manufacturing Company. Inc.: iff—
Yovich, Daniel J.; Stout. John L.; and Tribbey. Ralph E..

3.845.212.

Kao. Wen-Link: iff—
Strike. Donald P.; and Kao. Wen-Link. 3,845.042.

Karol. Frederick J., to Union Carbide Corporation. Thermally aged

hydride based polymerization catalyst. 3.844.975, CI. 252-430.000.

Karrip, Alexander A , to Steelcase Inc. Support system for partitions.

3,844,079, CI. 52-221.000.

Karuhn. Richard F.: iff—
Davies, Reg ; and Karuhn, Richard F., 3,845.386.

Kashio. Toshio. to Casio Computer Co., Ltd. Time indication ap-

paratus. 3.84,4, 105. CI. 58-23.00r.

209-166.000.

Katsuragawa Denki Kabushiki Kaisha: iff

—

Suzuki. Ryuzo; Miyakawa. Seiichi; and Watanabe, Masanori.

3.844.652.

Katsuta. Takashi; Hattori. Masataka; Inaba. Masao; Iwamoto. Minao;

and Suzuki. Takashi, to Nippon Electric Company. Limited. Video

recording and/or reproducing apparatus having an automatic tape

threading mechanism. 3,845.501. CI. 360-85.000.

Katz, Bernard. Adjustable time constant operating circuit. 3.845,398.

CI. 328-127.000.
Katz. Carlos: iff—

Bahder. George; and Katz. Carlos, 3.845,235.

Katz. Helmut: iff

—

Hofmann. Horst; and Katz. Helmut. 3,844,823.

Kaufman, Lawrence L.; and Bienenfeld, Arthur Glass sheet heating

method. 3,844.757. CI. 65-1 14.000

Kawagoe, Hiroto: iff—
Nomiya, Kosei; and Kawagoe. Hiroto. 3,845,329.

Kawakami, Koichi. to Yoshida Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha Slider as-

sembly device. 3.844.015. Ci. 29-207. 5sl.

Kawakami. Koichi. to Yoshida Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Slider holder

for slide fasteners. 3.844.016, CI. 29-207. 5sl

Kawamata. Masaru, and Ozeki. Mineo, to Kabushiki Kaisha

Meidensha. Chopper circuit for DC. motor. 3.845,379, CI. 321-

45.00c.
Kawamura, Nobuo: iff—

Nagasawa, Taro; Ryoki, Taizo; Kiyosawa, Isao; Oizumi, Saburo;

Fukuwatari, Yasuo; Suzuki, Takashi; Ishibashi, Hitoshi; and
Kawamura, Nobuo, 3,845,23 1

.

Kawamura. Seiichi, to Hitachi. Ltd. Preliminary compressor lubricat-

ing device. 3.844.684. CI. 4 1 7-1 3.000.

Kawasaki, Junichiro: iff

—

Hirano. Osamu; Kawasaki. Junichiro; Suzuki. Tokuhiro, Yamane.
Motoi; and Takemoto. Noboru. 3.845,27 1

.

Kawasaki. Masahiro. to Asahi Kogaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha. Light-

measuring circuits 3.845.360. CI 317-124.000

Kawashima. Kazumi. to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd Pulse

signal transmitter and receiver 3,845.473. CI 340-l67.00r

Kawaziri. Kazuhiro: iff

—

Kitamoto. Tatsuji; Aonuma. Masashi; and Kawaziri. Kazuhiro.

3.844.907.

Kay, Francis Xavicr. to Instruments and Movements Limited Fluidic

proximity sensing devices. 3.844.161 . CI. 73-37.500.

Kay. Robert E . and Walwick. Earle R . to Philip-Ford Corporation.

Solar cell with organic semiconductor contained in a gel 3,844.843.

CI. 136-206.000.

Kcar, Bernard H.: iff—
Copley. Stephen M.. and Kear. Bernard H.. 3.844.727.

Copley. Stephen M ; Giamci. Anthony F., Hornbecker. Merton P.;

and Kear. Bernard H. 3.844,728.

Kearny & Trecker Corporation: iff

—

Mattson, Clyde E., 3.845.282.

Keehn. Paul J: iff

—

Clements, John L.; Keehn, Paul J , Jones, Leo V., Jr.; and Zelinski.

Paul A, 3,845.425.

Keep Rite Products Limited: iff

—

Ball. Donald F. 3,844.204

Kegelart, Willy: iff-
Denaeyer, Jose Luis, and Kegelart, Willy. 3.844,726.

KeidI, Steven D : iff—
Hcnrickson, Kenneth E.; Keidl, Steven D ; and Lopour. Warren

A.. 3.845.378.

Kcilholz. Friedrich. to Bilstein. August, Firma. Hydraulic shock ab-

sorber. 3,844,544, CI. 267-64.00r

Keller. Hans, to ITT Industries. Inc Integrated circuit for electronic

clocks. 3.845.367. CI 318-1 27.000.

Keller. William John, to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I., and Company
Continuous process for recycling solvent and rhodium catalyst in

producing 1 .4-hexadiene. 3.845.I54.CI. 260-680.00b.

Kcllwood Company: iff

—

Stringer. Myron Scott; Smith. Daniel W.; Maclvergan. Robert G.,

and Elderbaum. Robert W . 3.844.092

Kelly. David L.. to Xerox Corporation. Roof mirror copying system

3.844.653. CI. 355-8.000.

Kelly. Edward G.; Dean. Theodore E; and Tuttle. Frederick S.. to GAF
Corporation. Sheet vinyl wall trimmer tool. 3.844.038. CI. 30-

293.000.

Kelsch. Robert J: Sff—
Jackson. Earl V.; Schoppe. Wayne F.; Squassoni. Gino F.; Warter,

Peter J.; Herr, Gerald A.; Hoesly, David D.; Randall, John M.,

Schroeder, Russell G., II; Webb, Douglas D ; Lange, Clark V.;

and Kelsch, Robert J., 3,844,65

1

Kemp, John Edward Glyn: iff

—

Cox, David Alexander; Danilewicz, John Christopher; Ham, Allan

Leslie; Kemp. John Edward Glyn; and Snarey, Michael,

3.845,123.
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Kempermann, Theo; Eholzer, Ulrich; Westlinning, Hermann; and
Fleischhauer, Horst, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft and Deutsche
Gold- und Silber-Scheideanstalt vormals Roessler. Process for the
vulcanisation of natural and/or synthetic rubbers made from
halogenfree dienes. 3,844,970, CI. 252-182.000.

Kendy, Leonard; and Frey, Richard L., to Hughes Aircraft Company.
Laser-sight and computer for anti-aircraft gun fire control system
3.845,276, CI. 235-61. 50s.

'

Kennecot Copper Corporation: See-
Moon, Anthony G.; and Vaughn, Roger L., 3,844,303.

Kennedy, Brian R., to Chevron Research Company. Extreme pressure
lubricating oil additive 3,844,964, CI. 252-48.200.

Kerr. David L : See—
Brownstein, Arthur M.; and Kerr, David L., 3.845.140.

Kerschner, Paul M.: See-
Robinson, Franklin H.; Rakow, Marvin S.; and Kerschner Paul
M, 3,844,957.

Kesterson, Albert O.; Lancia, Frederick N.; and Liebert, Ralph C, to
Liebert Corporation. Environmental condition control. 3 844 475
CI 236-I.OOe.

Kiela, Gene F . to Joa, Curt G, Inc. Sanitary pad and method of manu-
facture. 3.844,288, CI. 128-287.000.

Kienzle, Jean Andre Paul, and Cabut, Louis Antoine, to Uginc Kuhl-
mann. Anthraquinone dyestuffs. 3,845,081. CI. 260-377 000

Kikuchi. Masao: See—
Fujita. Teizo; and Kikuchi. Masao, 3,845.460

Kimberly-Clark Corporation: See—
Delanty, John T . and Lincoln, David, 3,843,97 1

.

King, Frederick E., to Jockey International, Inc. Knit boxer shorts
3,844.282, CI. 128-159.000.

King, Jack C. Down-rigger reel. 3,844,058. CI 43-27.400.
King. James R.: See—

Burness. Donald M . Haist. Grant M . and Kine James R
3.844,788.

Kiovsky, Joseph R., to Norton Company Catalyst for decomposition of
hydrocarbons and process 3,845,200, CI 423-653.000.

Kirby, David B
; and Kroening, Roger D., to Dow Chemical Company.

The Method of treating clay to improve optical properties of Daoer
3.844.828. CI 117-152.000

y v v V V^^

Kitagawa. Sumio: See—
Maruyama, Isamu, Yamamoto, Hisao, Nakao, Masaru; Sakai,

Shigeru, Sasajima. Kikuo; Kitagawa. Sumio; and Inaba. Shiceho
3.845,057. • s

.

Kitamoto. Tatsuji. Aonuma. Masashi; and Kawaziri. Kazuhiro. to Fuji
Photo Film Co . Ltd Method of reproducing magnetization pattern
3. 844,907. CI. 204-12.000.

Kitamura. Takemi. and Takaki. Ason. Tape recorder automatic stop
mechanism. 3.844,464. CI. 226-174.000.

Kitoku Co.. Ltd.: See—
Mizutani. Masumi; Hata. Fukuo; and Kamatani. Hiromu

3.844.159.
Kiyosawa. Isao: See—

Nagasawa. Taro; Ryoki, Taizo; Kiyosawa, Isao; Oizumi. Saburo;
Fukuwatari. Yasuo; Suzuki. Takashi; Ishibashi, Hitoshi; and
Kawamura, Nobuo. 3.845,23 1

Klarke, Phillip. Pump station test stand assembly. 3,844,516 CI 248-
88 000.

Klein, Harry, to Telesco Brophey Limited. Collapsible umbrella
3.844.302. CI. 135-26 000

Kliemann. Siegfried; and Vodicka, Vladimir, to Balchc-Durr Aktien-
gesellschaft. Cooling tower. 3.844,344, CI 165-1 10.000.

Klimek. Norbert Max; and Huber, Manfred Anton, to English Number-
ing Machines Limited Spool mount for magnetic tape recording
and/or playback machines 3.844,505. CI 242-206.000.

Kloker, Werner, and Beckers. Johannes, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft.
Disper.se (colloid) mixtures of inorganic thickener and polyester
resin 3,844,995, CI. 260-22.0cb

Klusmier, Kenneth L : See-
Hill. William J , and Klusmier. Kenneth L . 3.844.465.

Kneebone. Clarence H Lock for a movable closure 3 844 145 CI 70-
90.000.

Knight. Bruce L.; and Rhudy, John S . to Marathon Oil Company. Oil
recovery using polymer preslug. 3.844,350, CI. 166-273.000.

Knol, Henricus Joannes, to Lummus Company. The Pipe support for
use in a heating device. 3,844,5 1 5, CI. 248-7 I 000.

Kobayashi, Daisaku: See—
Chiba, Ko, Maruyama. Masayuki. and Kobayashi, Daisaku

3,844,693.
Kobayashi, Kazuaki: See—

Ishikawa, Yoshikazu; and Kobayashi, Kazuaki. 3,844,256.
Kobe Steel, Limited: See—

Yamakoshi, Noboru; Kaneda, Tsugio; Yanagi, Yoshichica; Narita,
Kiichi; and Fujita, Tatsu, 3,844.773.

Koch. Gary L.: See—
Sumner. William D . and Koch, Gary L . 3.844.3 12

Kochansky. Jan: See—
Roelofs, Wendell; Kochansky. Jan; and Carde. Ring. 3.845.108

Kocsis, Joseph: See—
Cauge, Thomas P ; and Kocsis, Joseph, 3,845,495.

Kodera, Seiichi: See—
Watase, Fumio, Nakauchi, Shunsaku; Kodera, Seiichi; and
Namikawa. Mamoru, 3,845,36 I

.

Koehler, Waldemar: See—

Bartholome, Ernst; Koehler, Waldemar; Stoeckelmann, Guenter;
Schulz, Gerhard; Nagel, Otto; Goetze, Walter; Kasper, Werner;
Dreher, Erich; and Dahlinger, Roland, 3,845, 1 44.

Koenig, Horst: See—
Lebkuecher, Rolf; Koenig. Horst; Amann, August; Giertz. Hubert,
and Schuster, Joerg, 3,845,050.

Koff, Bernard L.: See—
Widlansky, William; and Koff, Bernard L., 3.844,1 10.

Kohlmannsperger, Josef, to AGFA-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft. Ther-
momagnetic imaging apparatus. 3,845,306, CI. 250-316.000.

Kohn, Gustave K.: See-
Brown, Melancthon S, 3,845.101.

Kojima. Jiro Weld bead removing apparatus. 3,844 007 CI 29-
33.00a.

Kolesnikov, Alexandr Pavlovich; Schegolev, Gleb Stepanovich,
Granovsky, Semen Abramovich; Stankevich, Ljudmila Ivanovna;
and Smolyarov, Ljustien Grigorievich; deceased (by Sheshuko!
Elena Gavrilovna). Runner of hydraulic machine having rotatable
blades. 3,44.681, CI. 416-157.000.

Kollar, John, to Halcon International, Inc. Process for preparation of
phthalic acids. 3,845,1 I 7, CI. 260-524.00r.

Kondo. Toshio: .See

—

Tamura. Hifumi; Nakamura. Kazumitsu; and Kondo, Toshio
3,845,304

Kondo, Yoshikazu; Yamazaki, Harumichi; and Akinaga, Akito. to
Bridgestone Tire Company Limited. Anti-skid traction device for
vehicle tires. 3.844,324, CI, 1 52-239.000.

Konisi, Kenzi; Iwatani, Katumi; and Simizu, Tosio, to Omron Tateisi
Electronics Co. System for correcting errors in pulse data
3,845,281. CI. 235-92.01p.

Konvalin, Robert L Adjustable leg brace. 3.844,279, CI. 1 28-80.00f
Koop, Francis D , Jr.; Woods, John F., Farmer, Kenneth J.; and Harbin,
Wayne D., to Marathon Manufacturing Company. Floating drilling
platform with quick disconnect legs. 3,844, 1 27, CI. 6 1 -46.500.

Kopczynski, John F. Helical pump. 3,844,690, CI. 4 1 8-48.000.
Kopf, David, Systems: See—

Kopf, J. David, and Van den Heuvel, Raymond C, 3,844,940.
Kopf, J. David; and Van den Heuvel, Raymond C, to Kopf, David,
Systems System for measuring ultrafiltration rate. 3,844 940 CI
210-22.000.

Kornylak, Andrew T , to Kornylak Corporation. Rotating cable con-
veyor. 3,844,406, CI. 198-213.000.

Kornylak Corporation: See—
Kornylak, Andrew T.. 3,844,406.

Kortmann, Wilfried: See—
Buchner, Werner; Noll, Walter: Reich, Fnedrich. Kortmann Wil-

fried; and Pfeiffer, Josef, 3,844,826.
Koshi, Masaki: See—

Ishii, Takemochi; Iguchi, Masakazu, and Koshi Masaki
3,844,224.

Kosmala, James M.: See-
Wright, James A; and Kosmala, James M, 3,844,573.

Kosono, Kazuhiro; and Kosono, Yasukazu. Roller skate toe stop as-
sembly. 3,844,574, CI. 280- 1 1 .200.

Kosono, Yasukazu: See—
Kosono, Kazuhiro; and Kosono, Yasukazu. 3.844.574.

Kosonocky. Walter Frank: See-
Williams. Brown F . and Kosonocky. Walter Frank. 3,845.295

Kostman. Wilmer A . to Tegtmeier & Sons. inc. Dump box farm
wagon. 3,844,617, CI, 298-1 1.000.

Kotalik, Richard J: See—
Brushwyler, Gordon R ; and Kotalik, Richard J., 3,845,376.

Kothari, Tushar D.: See-
Brooks, Kenneth R.; Dave, Axaybabu M.; and Kothari, Tushar D

3,845,340.
Kothc, Erich, to Controls Company of America. Low profile pressure

switch with plunger adjusting means. 3,845,265, CI. 200-835.000
Kough, John K,: See-

Martin, Otis M,; Kough, John K.; and Miller, Silas M., 3,844,082.
Koury, Frederic: See

—

Waymouth, John F.; and Koury, Frederic, 3,845,342.
Koyama, Akira; and Mochizuki, Yoshinari, to Hope Kabushiki Kaisha

Ski boot. 3,844,055, CI. 36-2. 5al.

Koziol, Walter, to Beatrice Foods Co. Lamp vent structure 3 845 292
CI. 240-51.000. . .^ ^.

Krabetz, Richard; and Engelbach, Heinz, to Badische Anilin- & Soda-
Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Production of acrylic acid by oxidation of
acrolein. 3,845,1 20, CI. 260-530 OOr,

Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Remberg, Axel, 3,844,675.

Kramer, Larry J., to General Electric Company. Method for continu-
ous preparation of crystalline solids 3,845, 195, CI. 423-308.000.

Kramer, Stanley J ; and Cebular, Edward J. Hydraulic motor and drive
attachment. 3,844,197, CI 91-52.000.

Kramoski, John N. Anchor caddy. 3.843,999, CI. 24-134.Okc.
Kranz.Ouentin R.: See—

Trzyna, Charles J.; and Kranz, Quentin R., 3,844,922.
Kranz, Vladimir Inflatable hall. 3.844.339. CI. 165-46.000.
Kratel, Gunter: See—

Lipp, Alfred; and Kratel, Gunter, 3.844,910.
Kraulits, John E , to Arrow-Hart, Inc Switch operator with tripDine

means. 3,845,433, CI. 335-254.000.
^

Krause, Richard P. Support for roll of paper and other atricles
3,844,500,0.242-55.540.
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Kreckel, Douglas A.: See-
Bailey, Raymond E ; and Kreckel, Douglas A.", 3,844,906.

Kreipe. Carl-Eberhard, and Peckmann, Heinz, to Alcan Aluminum-

werke GmbH. Pressure containers. 3.844,355, CI. 169-3 1 OOr.

Krendel, Leonid; Nikonov, Vladimir Filippovich; Ognevsky, Viktor

Alexeevich; Orlovsky, Anatoly Georgievich; Ostrovsky, Grigory Ar-

kadievich, Palkin, Valery Evseevich; Pakhomov, Anatoly

Vladimirovich; Stepin. Anatoly Loginovich. Trofimov, Oleg

Fedorovich; Shpelyakovsky, Konstantin Zakharovich; Ryskind.

Alexandr Moiseevich, Shklyarov, Isaak Nakhimovich; Rabin, Moisei

Osipovich; Kalner. Veniamin Davydovich; and Fishkis. Mikhail

Mironovich Method of heat treatment of housings. 3.844,852, CI.

148-134000.
Krenke, Gerald; and Layton, Howard M, to Interlab, Inc Temperature

controller for hybrid process tanks. 3,845.274, CI. 2 1 9-499 000

Kresge. James S ; and Miske, Stanley A . Jr.. to General Electric Com-
pany. Frequency sensitive preionizer. 3.845,345, CI. 3 1 3-325.000.

Kroening. Roger D : See—
Kirby. David B ; and Kroening. Roger D . 3,844,828

Kronick, Melvyn H ; and Wilson, Samuel H , to United States of Amer-

ica, Health, Education and Welfare. Apparatus for performing assays

on reactions that produce radioactive gases 3,844,894, CI 195-

127 000
Kropp, Rudolf: .See

—

Reicheneder, Franz; Kropp, Rudolf; and Fischer. Adolf.

3,845,054.

Kroy, Walter: Sve—
Erben, Klaus-Dictcr, Krov. Walter; and Mehnert, Walter E .

3,845.4 11

Krucger, Harvey R , Neumann, Charles G ; and Peterson, Lcroy. to

Resnolds Products, Inc Auger type ice cube maker 3,844.134. CI

62-'354.000

Kruger, Hartmut See—
Fuhrmann. Siegfried. Murders. Volkwart. Kruger. Hartmut; and

Schx^enkc, Rudiger. 3.X44,S87

Kruger. James Brompton, and Cooper. Joseph, lo Scovill Manufactur-

ing Compan). Multi-compartment storage structure 3,844,634, CI.

312-351 OOO,
Kruis, August; lyianhard. Hans, and Sthliebener, Claus, to Linde Ak-

tiengesellschaft Process for the drying of cracking gases. 3,844,736,

CI 55-32 000.

Krups. Ruben See—
Limberg. Klaus, 3,844,034.

Kuhle. Engclbert See—
Zumach. Gerhard; Kuhle, Engelbeit. and Hammann. Ingeborg.

3.845.11)3.

Kuligin, CieorgV Alexandrcnich: .See—

Tiruno\ . cicnnad> Pctro\ ich. Kuligin, Georgy Alexandr<n ich. and

D/hcrmakian, Karen Jurievich, 3,844.62 I

Kumok. Simona Tcvicvna; See—
Gur\ich, Vakuv Abramovich. Grmberg. Alexandr Afroimovich.

Stvskin, Evgeny Lvovich, Kumok. Simona Tovievna, Subole\,

Valerian Mikhailovich; Sorokin. Eduard Sergeevich, Shelko\a,

Irina Sergeev.na. Lukumovich, Alexandr Cirigorievich, Michu-

rov, Jurv Ivanovich.and Rutman. (Jrigurs losifovich. 3,845.142

Kunak. Anthuiiy F . See—
Leonard. William A , Kunak. Anthony F.. and Burns, Cecil M.,

.V844.8I3
Kunert. Heinz; See—

Sauer, Gerd. Kunert. Hcinz, and Moebs, Heinz, 3,845,489.

Kungl Kariilinska Mediko Kirurgeska institutet: See—
Lindcroth. Kjell Uno. 3.845.302

Kunt7lcman. Harry C : Se«

—

Braun. Roland J ; Kuntzleman. Harry C, and Meier, Herbert E.,

.-1.845.445

Kunze. Wilhclm: See—
Stachel. Adolf. Beyerle. Rudi; Kunze. Wilhclm. Nitz, Rolf-

Eberhard.und Sch'oltholt. Josef. 3.845.052.

Kurachi. Masumi Mike Live bait fishing lure. 3.844.060. CI. 43-

41 000.

Kureha Kagaku Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Ishiguro, Tadashi; Okagami. Akio; Igeta, Shinichi, Gomi. Shimpei.

and Takuhashi, Masaaki. 3.844.93 1

Kuribayashi. Hiroshi: See—
Gomi, Shimpei; Takahashi. Masaaki. Ishiguro. Tadashi; Okagami.

Akio, Uemoto. Kunihiko, and Kuribayashi. Hiroshi. 3.844.932

Kurihara. Norman H . and Bublitz. Donald E.. to Dow Chemical Com-
pany. The Polycyanodithiino aromatic N-heterocyclic compounds

3.845.068. CI 260-304 000.

Kuroda, Nobukazu. to Sony Corporation Nickel-iron magnetic alloys

comprising chromium and molybdenum 3,844,849. CI 148-31 550

Kusak. Meilute O . to Standard Oil Company Process for conversion

of para-xylene to high purity dimethyl terephthalate. 3.845.100. CI

260-475.00b.

Kussy. Frank W.: See—
Heberlein. Gustave E, Jr.; and Kussy, Frank W., 3,845,432.

Kutash, Richard A., to Bendix Corporation, The Method of making a

universal flexural assembly. 3,844,022, CI. 29-436.000.

Kutryk, Edward Adam. Pollution control apparatus. 3.844,746, CI 55-

228 000.
Kuan. James S ,

20** to Lee, Raymond, Organization, Inc Shoe anti-

slip device. 3,844,056, CI. 36-b7.00d.

La Foret, Meudon: See—

Fauran, Claude P ; Raynaud. Guy M.; Eberlc. Jeanninc A ,
Pour-

rias, Bernard M , La Foret, Meudon, and Le Cloarec, Alberty

Y., 3,845,046.

La Mere Industries, Inc.: See—
Heike, Robert C, 3,844,704.

La Telephonic Industrielle et Commerciale "Telic": See—
Schneider, Gilbert, 3,845,254.

Laajala, Gene W Device for transporting turkey feed to a turkey

feeder. 3,844.433. CI. 214-522.000.

Labana. Santokh S ; and Theodore. Ares N., to Ford Motor Company

Thermoset molding powders employing glycidyl methacrylate func-

tional polvmer and dibasic acid crosslinking agent and moldings

thereof. 3,845,010, CI. 260-42.180.

Labana, Santokh S ; and Theodore, Ares N , to Ford Motor Company.

Thermoset molding powders employing glycidyl methacrylate-func-

tional poKmers and polvanhvbide crosslinking agents and moldings

thereof. 3,845,0 16, CI. 2'60-4'2. 180.

labv, Ralph Henry, to Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial

Research Organization Device for administration to muninants

3,844,285, CI 128-260.000.

LaDue, Augustus W ; .See

—

Grubh, Everett F ; and LaDue. Augustus W. 3.844,754

Lake, James Douglas Method of installing a hearing aid. 3,844.271,

CI 128-1000.
Lambert, Andre: See—

Soury, Jean-Pierre, Lambert, Andre, and Barandon, Rene,

3,844,307.

Lamer, Gerald P , to Case, J. I., Company. Telescoping jib assembly

3,844,4 18. CI. 212-55.000.

Lamm, Heinz, to Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft. Rotary piston inter-

nal combustion engine, especially of trochoidal construction.

3.844.694. CI 4 I 8- 149000
Lammers. Uve H W Radio direction finding system 3.845,487, CI.

343- 11 3.Ode
Lamontagne. Roger A ,

30')} to Lee. Raymond. Organization, Inc ,

The Device for protecting a skater from effects of spill 3.844,554.

CI. 272-1 OOr
Lamparsky. Dietmar: See—

Helmiinger, Daniel, Lamparsky, Dietmar, Schudel, Peter, Sigg-

Grutter.Trudi;and Wild. Jost, 3,845,134.

Lancia. Frederick N.; .See—

Kesterson, Albert O , Lancia, Frederick N , and Liebert, Ralph C.
.-<.844,475

Landis, Abraham L.: See

—

Bilow. Norman, Landis, Abraham L , and Miller. Leroy J .

3.845,018.

Lane. George A.; Set

—

Plomer. John J ; Filter. Harold E., and Lane, George A ,

3,844,855.
Lane. Georges A.: .See

—

Flynn. James P.; Lane. Georges A . and Plumer. John J .

3.844.856

Lane, Marvin, and Willard, E 1 honias, to Taylor. Nelson A . Co , Inc

Windshield structure 3.843.982, CI. 9- 1 OOr.

Lang. David M . and Nelmark, Jack D , to Bucyrus-Erie Company
Tool wrench. 3,844.547, CI 269-2 5000

Lange, Clark V.: See-
Jackson, Earl V ; Schoppe, Wayne F : Squassoni, Gino F , Warter,

Peter J , Herr, Gerald A , Hoesly. David D , Randall, John M ,

Schroeder, Russell G , II, Webb, Dou.glas D ; Lange, Clark V
,

and Kelsch, Robert J , 3,844,65 1

.

Lange, Ronald Edwin; Couleur. John F . and Pine. Donald L . to

Honeywell Information Svstems, Inc Cache store clearing operation

for multiprocessor mode. '3, 845,474, CI 340-172.500.

Langenstein & Schemann Aktiengesellschaft: .See—

Bachmann, Horst. 3,844,157.

Langerwerf, Josephus Sychbcrtus Adrianus, to Nedcrlandse Or-

ganisatie voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek Ten
Behoeve Van Nijverheid. Method for halogenizing surfaces of

synthetic and/or natural rubber material 3,845,03 1 , CI 260-96 000.

Lanier, Theodore, 20'"* to Lee. Raymond, Organization, Inc , 1 he

Hydro-filtration apparatus. 3,844.748. CI. 55-255 000.

Lanik, John H . to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation Glass fiber

reinforced elastomers. 3.844.821. CI 1 17-72000.

Lanoux. Sigred B . Ellzey. Samuel E . Jr . Drake. George L . Jr . and

Reeves. Wilson A., to United States of America. Agriculture. Phos
phinidynetrimethanol triacetate. 3.845,107. CI. 260-488.00j.

Lanvin. Jeanne. SA: .See—

Lanvin. Lucie. 3.844.458

Lanvin. Lucie, to Lanvin. Jeanne. SA. Wrist watch bracelet. 3.844.4.*.

CI. 224-4. OOj.

Lapidus. Milton: See

—

Alburn. Harvey E.; Clark. Donald E., Grant, Norman H., and

Lapidus, Milton, 3,845,109.

Lapkin. Milton: .See

—

Wojtowicz. John A.; Lapkin. Milton, and Puar. Mohindar S ,

3,845,145.

Lardenois, Robert A, Cylindrical hair brush 3,843,990, CI 15-

159.00r.

Larsen, Eric R., to Dow Chemical Company, The Halogenated fire

extinguishing agent for total flooding system. 3,844,354, CI. 169-

46.000.
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Larsen Ole Jeppe Fjord Device for producing and protecting deposits

I jrson. Kenneth C: .SVf—
Me.scl. Frederick W .Jr ;and Larson. Kenneth C. 3.844.880

l.isson. Gerald A: .Sw—
."ou.

Donoghue. John Francs. Forney. Dan Edward; Heiks Robert

Crar,e':RT;-3"8:r8^o"-
^^"""- ""^'-^ ^"^^^ -'^ ^-ch!

't8iV:332"^i' ^loSr '"^^^'^' '"""'"'"" ^"— -'-
Lasutkin.Gennady Vasihevich: .SVf—

Pershin Valent.n Andreevich; Shpad.. Evgenv Ivanovich Lasut-kin. Gennady Vasi lev ch Pichucin AK>«.., i^^..
-"'-'"'"•

Trubin. Vlad.mir Nikolaevich 3 844 S45
^"^""'"-"h. and

Laube. Dieter: See— " '

Lauck^r::;;"r;;'!"'" ^'"'^^' ^"-^ «-"«-• ^'-•^ ^s^^- ^

Hague. Robert Z, Hantman. Edw.n F.; Laucks. Howard H Loos

?84/.028:
"""• '^^"''^" '^ ^"^ Mas.ropoie, Alfred ] i

Laussermair. Fr.edrich, to Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnber. Ak

frs;^St:T84:,So's^sx ^- -- - -^-

't^:^i^j:r^:8i^^rc^^?^;-i"o
^^^'^^'^ ^-^ ---- ^-^

La*son Lance C
.
to Borg-Warner Corporation Fault protection c.r

Lawson-Hemphill. Inc.: See—
Lawson, John B.. 3.844.S04

Layne. Gilbert S. Bangs. Leigh B. and Huml. James O to Dou

:^r:;"3^^5:;^rci;7y::8^o;^"'
'- -^-'--^ -•^' -^^-

La\ton. Howard iM : See—
Krenke. Gerald, and Layton, Howard M, 3 84S --74

Le Blanc. Jack J
.
,o Carrier Corporation. Capacitv'control device forreciprocating compressor 3.844.686, CI 4 17-^98 OOULe t loarec. Albertv Y : .S<'f_

'
mrBeIn".r i M ^'T""' ''"> '^

'
^^^^'^•- ''•'-""'"'• A

.
Pour-

Y 3,845.046 •

"''• '''"'""• ^"' Le Cloarec, Albertv

Lc Craw, Rov Conwav. Levmstem. Hvman Joseph and WolfeRavmond. to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorp'orat d .Vic ^d

p;o;;::rS5::7f^rtr,74,^r"^' "'^'^^^' -^ ^--^ -
Lehkuecher, Rolf. Koen.g. Horst, Amann, August. Giertz Hubert and

gLScllscnatt. Dihvdropvrida/one compound substituted bvparaimidazolidonvlphcnvl 3,H4.S,()Ml CI ^60--«;o0()aLechner. Karl Device for the soft and elastic beaVmg support of sh iftsrotating at high speeds 3,844.631). CI. 308-184 000
Lee. Kavmond. Organization. Inc.: .S<<'—

Kwan, James S, 3.844,056.
Lee, Ravmond. Organi/alion. Inc . 7 he See—

Armstrong, Paul H , 3.844.296
Lamontagne, Roger A , 3,844.554
Lamer. Theodore. 3.844.748

Lee-Norsc Companv See—
Delli-Gatti. Frank A . Jr . 3.844,618

Lcfcbvre, Jean Henri See—

Lehara. Werner. Inc .\(v—
Voshel. Gerald Lee, 3,844 708

''dcMcewro:.
""'"• '" "'"^ ^-poration Composite transistorJoice with over current protection 3,845,405, CI no--'()7 OOoLEK ovarnafarmaccvtskihmKemicnihizdelkov S.v- "

^

/.upancic, Boris, 3,845.1 22
Lekarski. Simeon See—

Gachot. Jean, and Lekarski. Simeon 1844 178
Leiand Ragnvald G Floor mop having pivotable handle for changingdirections 3,843,993, CI 15-231000

<."anging

Lembert, Seymour, to international Flavors & Fragrances Inc 1 5 9

.'llToOc^ '
'"^'"^^'''""''"'' ^'--r'^atives 3.845.078, CI 260.

^^M.'^.h .^'v";\- M'r''"'
^'"''- ^'''"- <^''"'"^ ^^•^•'^'- and Mastursi

CI S268 Obc
""f'"f'>"-^"Phen>l piperazines. 3,845.0.58;

Lengemann. Robert A : .See—
^'ckers. Anthony G. and Lengemann. Robert A 3 844 90-'

nr'l .'T ^\ ^^''- ^'"'' ^ •
'^^"•"^•>- '^^hley A:.'andHin. Wil-

C I 1
.56-49" 000

" '"'"'P''^^"-'^ "^•*" ^'••''*"g apparatus 3.844.872.

Leonard. Wilham A
, Kunak, Anthony F . and Burns. Cecil .M ,0

':::;r3S.?i 3^7^'^';H!;r^'^'""
'^^'^'-'-" ^'"- ^ -'"-^ -^-

Leonhardt. Horst M
,

to International Shoe Machine Corporation

^«4.;.9«.5x/r2'f o^r"'
""'" ''' ^" "^^" "'

"
''''^ ''•---^'>-
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kasov JurTN?k 7 i
'^^'''«"'"'*"- ^^"''^ Malikovich; and Cher-kasov Jury N.kolacvich Current stabilizer having a saturable reac-tor ,n the mode of forced magnetization. 3.845.380. CI 323-7 000Leroy. Jean-Pierre Henri Michel. ,0 Societe Honeywe I B^ I (Soc^ete

?"5-l57.000
"""" ^""''"'*"""' "'"'^'" P'""*^^ 3.84.5.285 CI

Leroy. Pierre. Cadart. Michel; Morlet. Jean Georges and Saleil Jean

Lever Brothers Company: See—
De Groot. Willibrordus Theodorus Maria ^ 845 087
Griffiths Joseph John; and Wilde. Raymond John. 3.844 969Sharpe. Anthony Nelson. 3.844 896

•" •.'ov.

Levesque. Charles J : See—

'T.'3"44''83o'
" •

'""""''• '^"""'^•^ ""• -""" ^''^'^^'- <^harles

Levinstein. Hvman Joseph .SVf—

^''7T(K)0
"*''"' *^^^"' ''•'«^'-'8^'*"e machani,sm. 3.844.411. CI. 209-

Ley. Anthony John, and Dorev. Howard Anthony, to Solartron Elec-

106
000'""' ""^- ^^' "^^^ c'-nverter. 3.845.388. CI. 324-

Liakumovich. Alexandr Grigorievich S<<'-

^
S.VsL^n

^'^'^'" ^^''"'''''''^- (^rinberg. Alexandr Afroimovich;

Valeriin Mfl'hnl "k'^- '^r'V '^""""^' 'L^'^*'"-^"-' S"h.>lev.

Irina Serp Jn I
'\ • ^""'l'"'

^"^"^"^ ^^Tgcevich. Shelkovarina Sergeevna. Liakumov.ch. Alexandr Grigorievich Michu

Licenti.Pa "ni
'^''""\'^f^-^'"'J,R-'n^an. Grigorv losifovich. 3.845 142LiLcntia Katent-\ erwaltungs-G m.b H : .Set-—

Schulz. Jurgen. 3.845.397
Liebert Corporation: See—

''".'844!47?.""'"" ""• ^""'•*"- ^'"'^'"''^ '^
•
""^ Liebert. Ralph C.

Liebert. Ralph C: See—

^ThUAiT^"'' ^ '

^'""'' '"'"''"''^ ^ •
""^ L.ebert, Ralph C .

'"'scL^h'lr'- "v
•^J^''P';:"^k.Gesellschaft zur Foerderung der Wis-

309 000 '
" ^-^^"•^"^""^

P'-^'-- apparatus 3,845,30.5. CI 250-

^

'3*i?.200o5i.'"^'"'
^'"' \^nchron.zed strobe light 3,845,349, CI

Lillv. Eli, and Companv: .SV«-—
Hatfield. Lowell D , 3.845.043
Miller. Joseph .A . Jr . 3,845.]92
Szinai, Stephen Slomo 3 845 ni
WdlKims. R.,bert H

. Hoehn.'Marvin M , and Michel, Karl Mcinz,

Lim, Franklin: See—
Sodickson. Lester A .and Lim, Franklin. 3 844 717

Limbcr_g. Klaus, to Krups. Robert Orv shaver .^,844,034. CI 3(i-

Lincoln. David: Sec—
Delantv.JohnT .and Lincoln. David 184^971

Lincoln, Frank H Jr
. P,ke, John F , and Youngdale (iilbert A 15Loweralkoxv PGF compounds 3.845.1 15, CI 26<r.5,4 odLinde Aktiengesellschaft See-

1 n-i'l^r"-
^

K^""-
•^,^"^'''^^- »^"^ and Schliebcner, Claus 1 X44 7^6

Ch'emic?! ,
'" " • '7'' '"'P^'- f'"^'^" P

• '" A.r Products andC hem,,,,, Inc mesne Aque.^us paint compositions of v.nvl acetat".ethylene copolymer latices 3,844,990 C| ^60-1 7 oor
'"'"'''"'

l.inden-Alimak AB .S.v-
' " 1

'
.-or

Holm. I.ennart, 3 844 417

^Tct" Dl^K^^^'f ' ^'r-
'" '^""^' Karolinska Mediko Kirur.eska institu-tct Device for determining and indicating mass numbers m . m .ssspectrometer 3,845,302 CI ''5().->94 ooo

"""'ncrs in a mass

Lindw^all, Richard C
,
and Crocker,"R,chard E , to Atlantic Richfield

Lmgenfelder. Paul G
,
and Fox. Jerrv D . to I'niled States of AmericaNavv, mesne Beam doubler 3,844,638. CI 350-171 000

'

Lingnau. Josef, to Gestra-KSB \ertriebsgesellschaft mbH & Co K„m

^Tm^lW' ""'^Z^^''-''-
Center, to Elektroschmelzwerk Kempten

:(" 4" 00^" ^""^ '^^ production of metal coatings 3.844,9 iTci

^

"mlomT''
^ ^''"''' ''^''''^"'^ horseshoe p.t. 3.844.560. CI. 273-

Little, Arthur D . Inc. .V*'*"—

Lautzenhiser. Argvie Glenn 3 844 >97
Litllcchild. James Edgar, and G.llies. G^'orge Marshall to Lnited Kin^

":n-^wa^:;:ii:atr3^8i4^8ra ^3i;v^s" '- -"^"--
Livingston James D

.
to General Electric Company Directional comP-^'tc-sby solid-state up-transformat.on 3,844 84^5 CI |48

"
Ooo

2 000 ^^""'" ' ^"^Ph'*'"'"'* ^"'^.V'^''^' 3.844.246 CI M 5-

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation See—
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; Laucks, Howard H.. Loos,

and Mastr»)pole, Alfred J..

and L(.)pour. Warren

Jenkins. Dave H, 3.844,509.

Lockwood. Hanford N.. Jr. Friction impulse gas turbine. 3,844,1 1 3, CI.

60-39.150.

Lodic. Carl L.. to Global Erectors. Inc. Contour adapted passenger

loading ramp. 3.843.987. CI. 14-7 1 .000.

Loepfe. Erich, to Aktiengesellschaft Gebruder Loepfe. Apparatus for

evaluating the winding speed of cross-winders 3.844.498. CI. 242-

36.000.

Lofquist. Robert Alden: ice—
Saunders. Peter Reginald; Dementi, Brian Armstead; and

Lofquist, Robert Alden. 3.844.7 1 3.

Lohr. Thomas E , to Allied Chemical Corporation Pressure sensing

switch with movable contact diaphragm 3,845.260, CI. 200-83.OOn.

Lonati, Francesco Device for increasing the average angular velocity

of the cylinders of circular hosiery. 3.844.140, CI. 66-56.000.

Long Lok Fasteners Corporation: See—
Bagheri. Mansour A H . and Stillman. Donald W , 3.843,984.

Long, Olan L.. to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Leveling sup-

port structure for dishwasher. 3.844.5 I 8, CI 248- 1 88.400

Long. Ronald W . Starr. Robert P ; and Hubert, James C . to Ralston

Purina Companv Dry cutting compound for protein glues and
method of use. 3^844. 805. CI 106-79.000.

Loomer, Weston R ; and Thornton. Thomas Fred, to Hartman Metal

Fabricators Inc Pallet accumulator. 3,844,423, CI. 2 l4-6.0ba

Loos, George J See—
Hague. Robert Z . Hantman, Edwin F

George J.. Marsciano. Matthew F .

3.844.0218.

Lopour. Warrei A : .S><'—
Henricksort, Kenneth E . Keidl. Steven D
A .3.84j,378.

Loucas. Spiro P ; See—
Haddad. Heskel M . and Loucas. Spiro P. 3.845.201 .

Louverdrape. Incorporated .SVf—
Hvman. David L .3.844.330

Louzos, Demetrois V , to Lnion Carbide Corporation. Alkaline cells

with anodes jnade from zinc fibers and needles. 3,844.838. CI 136-

30 000
'

Lovciis Kemiske Fabrik Produktionsaktieselskab .Sec—
Feit. Peter Werner, and Nielsen. Ole Bent Tvaermose. 3,845,045.

Lowenstein, M ., & Sons, Inc See —

Leonard, William A , Kunak, Anthony F , and Burns. Cecil M ,

3.844.813

Lowerv, Roberjt D , to Marquette Metal Products Company, The Sin-

gle spring, bjdirectional. anii-ovcrtravel clutch. 3.844.390. CI. 192

26 000
Luborsk

McCarv, Bjichard O , and Luborsky. Fred E . 3.844,909

Lubrizol Corpeination, The .Sec—
Miles-Lus(|(t>mbe. William L R ; Jones, Robert D , and Walker.

Brian f113.844.427

Lucanera, ConMantino See—
Parker. Eiriest G . Lucanera. Constantino; and Craine. Richard

W , 3.8^i.485

Luczak, Joseph 3 See —
Fisher, Hijiward M . Albers, Bernd G . and Luczak. Joseph J..

1.844.5|;4

l.ummus Com[ijnv . The .Sep—

Knol, Hcnricus Joannes, 3,844.5 I 5.

Lund. Walter L- Tire changer for spoked wheels 3,844.328. CI 157-

1.240.

Lundfcldt. Karl I.ennart See—
Bernhardsiin, Rune Bernard, Lundfeldt, Karl Lennart; and L'ller-

fors,Kafl-Erik..<, 844,5 13

Luscher. Jakol to Baltelle Memorial Institute Arrangements for bias-

ing the subsWate of an integrated circuit 3.845.331. CI. 307-

304 000
^

Lussi. Heinz: S ^^—
El-Ghatta ^ussain: Lussi. Heinz; Berther. Clau; and Hoppe. Man-

fred. 3,8*4.97 1

Luursema. Mebrten. and Bolhuis. Pieter Jan. to U.S. Philips Corpora-

tion Arrangement for the controllable supply of an electric lamp
3.845.350, CI 3 15-291000.

Lynas. Robert M See—
Corn>n. William S . Jr . Dier. Stephen A . and Lynas, Robert M .

3,845.2(<«

Lynn, William E. Position indicating device for vehicles. 3.844,050. CI

'33-264.000.

M&T Chemicals Inc : See—
Freiman. Aaron. 3.845,005

Ventura, John J ; and Ravenscroft, Philip H . 3,844.976

Maarhuis, Rudolf Gerard Jan .S>f—

Fraanje. Marinus Joost. Maarhuis. Rudolf Gerard Jan. and Noor-

man. Frans. 3.844.052

Mac Press. Inc.: .S>c—

Condon. Edmund J . 3,844.381 .

MacFarlan Smith Limited: See—
Reid. Kenneth Cathro. 3.845.129.

Maclvergan. Robert G.: See—
Stringer. Mvron Scott; Smith. Daniel W ; Maclvergan. Robert G.;

and Elder'baum. Robert W.. 3.844.092

Mackay, Joseph H .. Jr : See—
Haigh. Jack M ; and Mackay. Joseph H . Jr.. 3.844,072.

iring. bidirectiona

10.

cy . Frei^ 1: See—

Macriss, Robert A ; Rush, William F.; and Weil, Sanford A . to Gas

Developments Corporation, mesne Desiccant system for an open

cycle air-conditioning system. 3,844,737, CI. 55-34.000.

Madland,Thorvald: See-
Ross, Irving D , Jr.; and Madland, Thorvald, 3,844,424.

Maeda, Itsuji; and Tamaki, Yahiko, to Hitachi Electronics Co , Ltd.

and Nisahin Steel Co.. Ltd. Light receiver 3.845,297, CI. 250-

216.000.

Magder. Jules, to Princeton Chemical Research Inc Process for the

production of polvfunclional aromatic aldehydes. 3.845.137. CI.

260-599.000
Magee. Philip S , to Chevron Research Company. N-HydrocarboyI

phosphoroamidothioates and phosphoroamidodilhioates. 3,845,172,

CI 260-956.000.

Maguire, Mary Helen; Thorp, Roland Herbert, and Nobbs. Denis

Michael, to University of Syd ey. The 2-Loweralkylthioadenosines.

3.845.205. CI. 424- 180.000.

Maier. Clarence C: See-
Angle. Milton A ; Bender, George L , Blair, Geraid E.: and Maier.

Clarence C .3.844.755

Maier, Ludwig, to Monsanto Company a.u»-Bis-(0,0'-dior-

ganophosphonvlmethyl-O-organophosphonyl) alkanes 3.845,169,

CI. 260-932.000.
Majewski, Robert Francis: See—

Gallo. Duane Gordon, and Majewski, Robert Francis, 3,845,214.

Makearn Holdings Limited: See—
Fitton-Kearns. Rosslyn. 3.844,667.

Malec. Jerry P Airless spray gun 3.844.487. CI 239-526.000.

Malen, Charles. Desnos. Monique. and Poignant. Jean-Claude, to

Societe en nom Collectif "Science Union et Cie. Societe Francaise

de Recherche Medicale" Dibenzo b.f thiazepin 1.4-1 1-yl amino al-

kanoic acids. 3,845.074, CI. 260-327 00b.

Malloney. William R .: .S><--

Granzow. Daniel B , Malloney, W illiam R ; and Miles, William B ,

3,845,239.

Mallory, P R & Co , Inc : See-
Shoot. Lyie E. 3.845,364.

Malone. Raymond F . and Raring. Linus M., to Crucible Inc Method
for producing grooved alloy structures. 3.844,778. CI. 75-208. OOr.

Manca. Michael E . and Drinnon. Robert H . to Boeing Company'. The
Noise shield for jet engine exhaust 3.844.375. CI 181-33 Ohc.

Manca. Michael E ; and Drinnon. Robert H . to Boeing Company. The.

Clamshell noise shield for engine exhaust. 3,844,376, CI. 181-

330hc.
Manhard. Hans: See—

Kruis. August; Manhard. Hans, and Schliehener. Claus. 3.844,736.

Mantev. John P , to International Business Machines Corporation.

Credibility testing in sampled-data systems 3.845.370. CI. 318-

327 000 '

Manwarren. Thomas E.; and Scott, Kenneth J . to General Electric

Companv Stripline slotted balun dipole antenna 3.845.490. CI

343-821000
Maoggi. Pietro Entonit): Set —

Romano, Ugo; Maoggi, Pietro Entonio, and Mauri, Marcello Mas-

si. 3.845.072

Maplecrest Sausage Co . Inc See—
Zamiara. Anthony W .. 3.844.1 35.

Marathon Manufacturing Company. .See-

Koop, Francis D.. Jr . Woods, John F . Farmer. Kenneth J., and
Harbin. Wayne D .3,844.127.

Marathon Oil Companv: .See—

Duke. Roy B.. and'Seppi. Ned F.. 3.845.1 19.

Knight. Bruce L . and Rhudv. John S. 3.844.350.

Marchello. Maurice J., to United States Gypsum Company. Studs for

demountable partition assembly. 3.844,085. CI. 52-732.000.

Marchi. Joseph. Clarinet. 3.844.193. CI. 84-382.000

Marcot, Guy G., to Bell & Howell Co. Acicular gamma iron oxide

process 3,845.I98.CI. 423-634 000.

Marcus, Erich: .See

—

Robson. John Howard; and Marcus, Erich, 3,845,056.

Marden. Adrian: .See-

Brock. James McFarlane. Gillan, Anthony David."*^arden. Adri

an. and Pancewicz. Arthur Christopher. 3,844,080

Maricle. Donald Leonard, and Giglia. Robert Domenico. i

Cyanamid Company. Electrochromic mirror. 3.844

160.000.

Marietta. Charles W.: iee—
Marietta. Michael T; and Marietta, Charles W. 3,843>

Marietta, Michael T ; and Marietta, Charles W. Protectiv

3.843,970, CI. 2-3. OOr.

Marker. Robert L. Probe chance device having electrical signalling

readout. 3.844,567, CI. 273-134 00a
Markiewicz. Jan, and Yoli. Alfred H., to Transfer Systems Incor-

porated Automatic stud tensioner. 3,844.533. CI. 254-29.00a.
Marquette Metal Products Company. The: 5ee—

Lowery, Robert D., 3,844.390.

Marsberg. Stanley G.. to Servomat Fast Foods (Proprietary) Limited.
Vending machines. 3,844,447. CI. 222-129.400.

Marsciano. Matthew F.: See-
Hague, Robert Z.. Hantman. Edwin F.. Laucks. Howard H.; Loos,

George J., Marsciano, Matthew F.; and Mastropole. Alfred J..

3,844,028.

American
CI 350-

eadgear.
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Marsh, Frank Dennis, to Du Pont de Nemoiir« P I a„H «-

Toy, Paul Charles, Jr., 3,844,502.
Martens, Hans, to Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. Super conductinc cavitv

resonator. 3,845,424, CI. 333-83 OOr.
<-onaucting cavity

Martens. Stanton Curry: See—
Betts, Josei h Ellwood; and Martens. Stanton Curry, 3,845 166Martin Marietta Aluminum, Inc.: See-

}. '.oh.t.ioo.

Anderson. Paul E , 3,844 136
Martin, Otis M

,
Kough, John K.; and Miller. Silas M., to Ditz-Crane

.^40 000
'"'""^ ""' '"''"-^"'' °-^'^P 3.84"o82 ct

^rri;;v:;:dph^:s;i:;r'iS^rc?^35-io^^^^^---

''ri':r644' c^r3^5o '/.^ L*^^"^^'-
""^'-^ " "•'-^-'- ---

Martzloff, Francois D See—
Anderson, Thomas E. and Martzloff. Francois D 3 845 3S8

SasaiT; ^r- ^"'"^•""'°- "'-«• Nakao, Masaru. Sakai Shigeru

ftr i r
""• '^"^'g^*^- Sumio; and Inaba. Sh.geho to Sum tomoChemical Company. Limited N-Substitutcd sulfinvl aTk oTpiperazines 3,845,057. CI. 260-268 Oph

'>u'iinyi alkvlcne

Maruyama, Masayuki: See—

*^^'.M4.6S3.
'^"'"y"'""- Masayuki; and Kobayashi. Daisaku.

Marxen. John C : See—
Bosburg, Guy M, and Marxen, John C 3 844 1

1
->

cLSl'e ^Sm'" "^^"'•-^-""g Fibe;glasV;rporat.on Vul-

3:8T4*;327,CM5T3;':ooo"' ""'""'"^ ^"^'^ reinforcement.

"::isr-,;-:-^ -- --- -{^-^;^at.on -^ ^-
^^^u:::^L^.^:-i-:^----f^^--«"eiischart:v..-
Masi, Frank; See—

Byler^^W.l.iam H
. Raffman. Halscy L., and Mas., Frank.

Masi.JamesV to Bunker Ramo Corporation Integrated liquid crvstallummophor display 3.844.637. CI 3'i0-l60OIc ^

""mS.^' l::;:^'':'rH'"
'^"'"^'"'•'^^^"^'^" sequential data trans-

".84",47.S,'cr T40 17? 5;r "" "' ^'«^--'^— operations

Mass.e Philip E Electrically operated hydraulic valve particularlvadapted for po lution-free electronically controlled mternal combustion engine 3.844,528 CI 2';i-30000
'niLrnai com-

^Como.^^"'"'r ^ ""'^ '*'"""• ^"^^ ^ '^' L"iversal O.I ProductsCompany. Constrained amine catalysts ,n the production ofurethanes 3,845.098. CI. 260-471 00c
Pr'>Uuttion of

Mastropole, Alfred J .V.f

—

Hague, Robert Z., Hantman, Edv.,n F , Laucks, Howard H Loos

?.«4?.028:
•''''""^"^'' M'*"^'- ' -J Mastropole. Alfred J

,'

.Mastursi, M.chele: See-

''Ml^^:'n4":i5:^"-
'^"•^- ''"' ^'"'- ^--- -^ ^'—

.

""Skv^o Co'Ttd ''c
';""• ''"• ^"' ^'""^"<-"'"' "-"^^'- '« Denk.

338-32 OOr"
<^alvano-magnctro effect device 3,845.444. CI
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'^S^Oob^'"'""'""'""
''*'"">-^"'"P"'<'ng niach.ne 3.844,656. CI 355-

'^sn3„"-w^"*''"v'''
Sumitomo Metal Industries Limited Axle springsnubbing device for railway cars 3.844,227 CI l05-->-'4 mjr

Matsu-Tioto Seiji. and Takahashi, Isoji, to Fuji Photo^Film Co Ltd

3.8:4785:cf ^4^-V2o'j""^^
'"^-'"^'"^

"
-''^'^ --^-^ "P---

Matsuo, Hiroto, and Nakamura, Tadamitsu, to Dainich.seika Color &Chem.cals Mfg Co
,
Ltd Process for coloring aluminum and aluminum alloys. 3, 844.V()8. CI 204-35 OOn

iu.n.num anu alu-

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd See—
Kanai, Kenji, 3,845.503.
Kawashima. Kazumi. 3.845.473.

Matsuzawa. Hideto: See—

^iTuMy''"''
^"'"'""''"- "T^''^"- ^"'l Matsuzawa, Hideto.

^MeZ",Jr^\^- "^ °"'^ ^'''''''*' * Development CompanyMetnod of immobilizing enzymes 3.844.892 CI 19S.68 000

comi*'""" ^' '" ^''" Corporation Duct walland reverse flowcombustor incorporating same 3.844,116 CI 60-39 3-'0

m'etho/^*"''
^ •

"l"^'''"^
* ^^^^''"^ Corporation Apparatus andmethod for unambiguous counter reading 3.845.282, CI 235-

Matyskella, John X
,
and Spencer, Donald J . to Westinghouse Electric

tor^p^o^ration. Adjustable roller arrangement. 3,844.578, CI. 280-

Matzek. Norman E See—

w S^"^\-'^"'"M
;
and Matzek. Norman E. 3 844 854

aluminum^; H
•
'° '^7 .?*^'"*-' Company,' The Non-solvatedaluminum hydride coated with stabilizer. 3.844.85 3 CI 149-5 000Maun. Marcello Massi:i<'f- "

'->"""

'*T3"8a5^072.'^'"'^^''
'*'""'' ^"'""'*'- '"*^ '^"""- '^'>^«"° Mas-

M.A V (Methodes Audio-Visuelles): See—
Mensier, Alain, 3,844 571

Max-^Planck-Gesellschaft zur Foerderung der Wissenschaften e.V.:

Liebl, Helmut, 3,845.305
Maxwell. Bryce Injection molding machine with a rotary plunger and

^ U;n!:;j^845"%'"^^
'-'''''• '''''''' ^"'^ ^-''-- G-'i-

May. Peter John: See—
Phillipps Gordon Hanley. and May, Peter John, 3,845 085

i'l 8 3 1 Sll
'^''^^''""' ^''' developing fingerprints. 3,844,250, CI.

Mayer, Oscar, & Co . Inc : See-

M ^l"^'^^-
^"'''^^ " •

^"d Merdler. Myron J.. 3.844 091Mayerhoffer. Kenneth E .SVc—

""

A T8?.3!969'''
''^>'^^^"'^'^^' '^•-•""'"•h ^- '^-^ Rodzen. Richard

Mazurek. Jury Vatslavovich: See—
Drabkina. Lid.a Emelianovna. Ma/urek. Jury VatslavovichMyasoedov^^ Dmitry Nikolaevich. Prokhorov. Viktor Pavio ch'

3 ,m833.
"'" Alexandrovich; and Z.v. David MoisJevch!

Mazzei. Alessandro: See—

M r^^u^'n''"''-
S^''^^'^^'-"' ''"'I Mazzei, Alessandro, 3,845 027McCabe-Powcrs Body Company :.Str-

"

Balogh.Roy, 3,844,378.
McCaffertv, Leo A.. Jr See—

McCall, Robert Eugene: See—
Donoghue, John Francis, Forney, Dan Edward, He.ks, Robert

ch:.;ik''Rr,-3S4t7,f •

""''''• ^'^'-^ ^"^•--- -^ «-^H.

McCarthy, Charles D.: See—
Foley

.
Charles F

,
and McCarthy , Charles D . 3,844 56^McC ary, Richard O

; and Luborskv, Fred E to General Elec.ru- r
^io^:s^ '"" ^'^'^'^—

^ subs;rat^'ih::r^3;84;5;;^:

^St^nHuH""'' " •
'" '^"'•'^"'=" '""-"^"-"^^nal Corporation Anti-fr.ction hal bearing assembly 3,844,628, CI 308-6 00c

McSacTen Lw." Tf% """""'" ^ "
•^•«-»'*-^^>'^. CI 37-78.000

for,;^ w,\h camn i'
" "'"^' ^"''"^ Corporation. Vertical shafttorm with canimed stripping units. 3,844,526, CI 249-1-5-' (JOO

Method- ^^"•^^•''.'^'"t
'" '-P--I Chemical Industr.-s Limited

8 iKoa ""^'"""^ "'"P"'^ ^'^'' ^"^""'"P P*''>""^^- -^.844.714, ci:

McCulloch Corporation See—
Frederickson, Robert Eugene 3 S44 314

McCurdy, H William: See-

''t8T4,m.''"*'
^ •

^'^^"''^^- " ^"l'-"^- and Johnson, John W..

McDonald. Charles H .S<r-

M.n^'""irrv'^"^'"/ •
^"'^ McDonald. Charles H . 3,844 668McDonnell Douglas Corporation .SVf-

."tH.oon.

Schurzler, Jerome C, 3 844 167
McJDonough, David R., and McDonough, Henry W , ,0 McDonoueh

-^84"4",^0«1"c"^SToo"^
''''-'""' -' ^'^'"^ handling^^s'ysTnfv

McDonough, Henrv W : See—
McDonough, David R ; and McDonough, Henrv W , 1 M4 088McDonough Manufacturing Company i<v-

•-."••*.u« 8.

McDonough, David R.; and McDonouah Henrv W 3 X4a n«8
McDougall, Douglas S See- ^ '

''*•*'* •'^'^^

McGlashan, Kenneth W
,
to Pemcor, Inc. Method of makinc and .,)justing deflection yoke 3,844.006, CI. 29-25 130

^
McGraw-Edison Company: .SV'f—

Jackson. Ralph Eugene. 3,844,063.
Miller, John J, 3,844 142

''^a'!2'69-.S7oO.''"""'"''^""
^"' '"'«'""' «P""«i""^- 3.844.550,

Mcllroy. Robert A: iff—
Flais. Louis R.. and Mcllroy. Robert A., 3.844 879McKelevey, Joseph E: icf—

'w?e'"8^4,4'29
'""'"• "^^^> " •

-"- ""'^ ^'^'<^'-=>-

McKenna James Michael, to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I and Com-pany^ Select.ve .somerization of polyenes having term nal coZgated unsaturat.on. 3,845,1 52. CI. 260-677 OOr
'^''"'"'*' '^""J"'

McKcnzie, Donald E.: See—

McKenzie, Robert W
. to Collins Radio Company. Shielding apparatus

CI 333'6'ooS
"' ''"'' ^P'"^" '"-'"ding'the same.V845 4T4;
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McLain, Charles D., to Olin Corporation. Protective shields for rotary

internal combustion engine rotor tip seals. 3,844,692, CI. 418-

113.000.

McLaughlin, Leonard J ; German, William H.; and Hartley, Robert A
Liquid bulk carrying ship 3,844.239, CI. 1 14-74.00r.

McLaughlin, Ward & Co.; See—
Stiebel, Ariel 1., 3,845,375.

McMenim, Michael Edward, to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited

Manufacture of tetramisole 3,845.070. CI. 260-306.700.

McQuarrie, Alexander M.; and Ham, Donald M , to General Electric

Company. Spring loaded reset mechanism for a demand meter.

3.844,474, CI. 235-l44.0ma.

McSwain, Horace C. Valve control apparatus. 3,844,311, CI 137-

624.110.
McSweeney, J. Jay: See—

Clarady, Leroy E , McSweeney, J. Jay; and Smith, Joe H.,

3,845.374.

Mead Johnson & Company; See—
Gallo. Duane Gordon; and Majewski, Robert Francis, 3,845,214.

Mearl Corporation, The; 5ee—
Pinsky, Jules, 3,845,1 80.

Mechanical Enterprises Incorporated; See—
Twyford, Robert H., 3,845,264.

Mecklenburg, Clifford G , to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Mast

mounted overhead guard. 3,844,382, CI. 187-9.000.

Medrex Corporation: 5ee—
Beggs, Donald, 3,844,764.

Medtronic, Inc ; See—
Bolduc, Lee Robin, 3,844,292.

Mees. Robert D; Wilcox, Albert F ; and Schall. Herman H , to General

Electric Company. Apparatus for forming coils using round conduc-

torwire. 3,844, 150, CI 72-206 000
Mehnert. Walter, to Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm GmbH Magnetic

suspension and switching for vehicles 3,844,220. CI. 104-148 0ms.

Mehnert. Walter E : .See—

Erben, Klaus-Dieter. Kroy. Walter, and Mehnert. Walter E..

3,845.411.

Meier. Herbert E.: See—
Braun, Roland J . Kuntzlcman. Harry C . and Meier, Herbert E ,

3,845,445,

Meinow, Helmut, to Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft Door lock

arrangement for automobiles. 3.844.595. CI 292-2 16 000

Meisel. Frederick W.. Jr , and Larson, Kenneth C , to Scott Paper

Company Sequential addition of a cationic debondcr. resin and

deposition aid to a cellulosic fibrous slurry. 3,844,880, CI. 162-

169 000.

Melli, Vincent Hydraulic drive system 3,844,368, CI 180-66. OOr.

Mendelsohn, Morris A , and Smith, James D B., to Westinghouse Elec-

tric Corporation Tape insulated conductor 3,845.438. CI. 336-

209.000.

Mensier. Alain, lo M.A.V. (Methodes Audio-Visuelles). Sound pick-

up device for playing back records of small diameters on electric

gramophones or and other reproducing apparatus provided with au-

tomat.c stop. 3,844,57 I . CI. 274- 39.00r

Mercer, Floyd W Mobile muffler shop 3.844, 158, CI. 72-455 000.

Mercier, Andre, to Fives Lille Cail Centrifugal drier 3,844,949, CI

210-378.000.

Merck & Co .Inc. See-
Prugh.John D .3,845.21 1.

Shen. Tsung-Ying. and Clark. Robert L, 3.845,065.

Mercuri. Louis Apparatus and method for effecting separations

3,844,944, CI 210-73.000.

Merdler, Mvron J.; See—
Vedvik. Andrew H.and Merdler, Myron J , 3.844.091

Merkle. Alfred; Schmieder, Fritz; and Heinzmann, Werner, to Papst-

Motoren KG. Permanent magnet rotor electric motor 3,845.339. CI

310-156.000
Mero, Peter G S . and Volling. George W , to Extel Corporation Text

display control for data printer 3,844.395. CI. 197-1 OOr

Merrill, Bennett W , to American Standard Inc Trolley for movable

wall panels. 3,843,995. CI 16-97.000

Mesa. Julio Lopez. Preparation of curable polyestcr-monomer/water

emulsions with a basic borate as emulsifier. 3.845.067, CI 260-

29.6nr
Messerschmit-Bolkow-Blohm GmbH; .See—

Erben. Klaus-Dieter. Kroy. Walter, and Mehnert. Walter E..

3,845.411.
Mcsserschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm GmbH See—

Mehnert, Walter, 3.844,220.

Metalectric, Inc.; See—
Trzyna. Charles J.; and Kranz. Quentin R . 3.844,922.

Metivier. Jean: See—
Giraudon, Raymond; and Metivier. Jean. 3.845,1 26.

Metz. Bruce E.; See —
Lenoir, Francis X , Metz. Bruce E . Brooks. Ashley A . and Hill.

William J, 3,844.872

Metzler James Monroe, and Foreman. James Blockinger. to Fincor.

Inc Integrated drive system 3.845.366, CI 3 I 8-99.000.

Meyer. Martin H.; See—
Collis, Raymond D . and Meyer. Martin H . 3.844,247.

Meyer, Maurice C: See-
Moneymaker, John R.,and Meyer, Maurice C. 3.845,223.

Moneymakfer.John R , and Meyer. Maurice C. 3.845,224.

027 O.' i.— .<5.*?

Michaeli. Isaac, and Reich, Shymon, to Yeda Research and Develop-

ment Co.. Ltd. Novel electrically conductive compositions.

3,845.026, CI. 260-85. 50r.

Michaels, Fred G.; See—
Williams. Richard D , and Michaels, Fred G, 3.844,180.

Michaels. Leonard H.. to Molex Incorporated. Clinchable terminals.

3.845.456, CI. 339-97.00r.

Michel. K-arl-Heinz: See-
Williams, Robert H ; Hoehn, Marvin M , and Michel. Karl-Heinz.

3.845,203.

Michel. Karl-Hcinz, and Hahn, Gustav, to Guenther. W.. GmbH.
Method and apparatus for producing mercury switches. 3,844,756,

CI. 65-59.000.

Michurov, Jury Ivanovich: See

—

Gurvich, Yakov Abramovich; Grinberg, Alexandr Afroimovich;

Styskin. Evgeny Lvovich; Kumok. Simona Tevievna; Sobolev,

Valerian Mikhailovich, Sorokin. Eduard Scrgeevich, Shelkova,

Irina Sergeevna, Liakumovich, Alexandr Grigorievich, Michu-

rov, Jury Ivanovich,and Rutman, Grigory losifovich, 3,845,142.

Microwave Associates. Inc.; .See—

Rearwin. Richard H . and Crandall, Milton A , 3,845,412.

Microwave Development Laboratories; See—
Rhodes,.John David, 3,845,422.

Midland-Ross Corporation; .See—

Beggs, Donald, 3,844,766.

Midwest Research Institute: .See

—

Campbell. Mahlon E ; and Walker, William D., 3,844.953.

Migoux, Robert Jean, and Singery, Jean-Michel, to Socicte Industrielle

Honeywell Bull Endless type support band for movable-type print-

ing machine. 3,844,2 1 1 , CI. 101 -
1 I 1 .000.

Miles. William B.; .See—

Granzow, Daniel B , Mallonev. William R . and Miles. William B .

3.845,239.

Miles-Luscombe. William L R.. Jones. Robert D . and Walker. Brian

F . to Lubrizol Corporation, The. Handling drums 3.844,427, CI.

214-152.000.

Miller. Bernard Process for the preparation of ring-chlorinated alkyl-

benzenes. 3,844,917, CI 204-I63.00r.

Miller, Floyd E: See-
Miller, Hugo, and Miller. Floyd E.. 3.844,1 32

Miller, Ford S.: .See-

Nelson. Jerome W ; Andolph. James B ; and Miller. Ford S .

3.844,468

Miller, Harry B., to Industrie-Werke Karlsruhe Augsburg Aktien-

gesellschaft. Cutler for use in automatic yarn transfer system

3,844,190. CI. 83-395 000
Miller. Hugo, and Miller. Floyd E . to Inter Process Corporation

Produce cooler and method of cooling product 3.844,132, CI 62-

268 000.

Miller. John J . lo McGraw-Edison Company Laundry system using

hydraulic extractor. 3.844, 142. CI 68-19.100.

Miller. Joseph A . Jr.. to I.ilK, Eli, and Company Use of analgesic

compositions. 3,845,192. Cl'42-244.000.

Miller, Leroy J.; .See

—

Bilow. Norman, Landis. Abraham L ; and Miller. Leroy J .

3.845.018.

Miller. Lester Isaac, to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I . and Company Air-

drying coating composition of an acrvlic enamel and an isocyanate

cross-link.ng agent. 3,844.993. CI 26d-22.0tm.

Miller. LyIc Eugene; .See—

Schroeder. Kenneth Roger, and Miller, Lyie Eugene, 3.844,369

Miller. Marilyn. Goeller. Leonhard A . and Stevens. Laurence G . to

Universal Oil Products Companv Hvdrometallurgical recovery of

nickel values. 3.845.1 89. CI 423-'l 50.000.

Miller Potterv Engineering Company; .See-

Miller. Vincent P . 3.844.249

Miller, Silas M See—
Mart.n, Otis M . Ki)ugh, John K . and Miller. Silas M . 3.844.082

Miller \'.ncent P . to Miller Potterv Engineer.ng Company. Tracer

tvpe stripe printing svstem. 3.844.249, CI. 1 1 8-2.000.

Miller, Walter A , and Byck. Joseph S , to United States of America,

Health, Education and Welfare Intimal lining and pump with verti-

calK drafted webs. 3.843,974. CI. 3-1 000.

Millet'. Claude M. .See—

DeCerjat. Avmon A ; and Millet. Claude M , 3,844,139.

Millican. W Ray Portable elevating platform 3.844,467, CI 227-

40.000.

Millipore Corporation; See-
Rose, Robert E , and Reti. Adrian, 3,844,895.

Mills, Ernest F. Pollution control device. 3,844,747, CI. 55-233.000.

Mills, Jack F; .See-

Moore. Donald E., Mills, Jack F , and Schneider, John A..

3.845.146.

Millwood Laboratories; See

—

Jones. Richard Vaughn, 3,844.720.

Minesota Mining and Manufacturing Company; .See-

Anderson. Gail A . 3.845,236.

Minieri, Pasquale P . to Tenneco Chemicals, Inc Surface-coaling com-

positions containing (substituted indazolyl )-N 'methyl) carbamates.

3,845,165, CI. 260-89.100.

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company; .See-

Elton. Robert L ; and Vander Louw, John F.. 3.844,865.

Gandino. Mario, and Paolo. Beretta, 3,844,794.

Nicholson. Geoffrey C, and Collins. John E.. 3,844,650.
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Taylor. Ronald D. 3,845,449.
Zollinger, Joseph La Mar, 3.845,05 1

.

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company mesne See—
R'cheson, William E, Jr.; and Dreisbach, Robert H 3 845 242Mmnite, Ralph. Steerable vehicle 3.844.373. CI. 180-79 26r

Minter. Herbert F.: i'fe—
Jerson.DonaIdD

;
and Minter. Herbert F 3 844 834

*

Miseh. Wolfgang: i>^—
....

Nonnenmann, Wolfgang; Wurst. Bert; Misch. Wolfgang and
Schonart. Edgar, 3.844.1 14.

^

Miske. Stanley A . Jr.; See—
Kresge. James S; and Miske. Stanley A. Jr 3 845 345

Mitchell, Andrew, III. to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I
." and Company

S4to08".'c1. 2'6"oToir """"""^ P^"""'^"= '^^ ^"'^-'

Mitchell. Kenneth M.; See—
Bonacci. John C ; and Mitchell. Kenneth M 3 844 934

Mitchell. Lawrence C. to Ethyl Corporation. Smoke retardant com-
positions. 3.845.001 , CI. 260-3 1. 80r

""uiu com

Mito. Yutaka: See—

^Tutaka,"3,845 2 m""""'
'^°'^'''' ^'*''^"^'''«- "i^^'^hi; and Mito.

Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Ltd See—

''"3'',84T985"''''"^
^*"''' '^""""- ""'^ M"rayama. Tetsuo.

Mitsubishi Rayon Company Limited: See—

^"^Z\ ^•'''"J'^°- Akiyama. Hiroshi; Sato. Shoji; Miyata. Sciiiand Sakunaga. Kenichi. 3.844.722
«. j<-iji.

Mitsui Mining* Smelting Co Ltd.:iff—
Sakai. Toshiyuki; and Ushimaru. Yutaka. 3 844' 980
Shuin, Masakazu. 3,844.912

Mitsui Petrochemical Industries, Ltd : See—

. ^,
''''""^'" Toshiharu,lwata,Tadao.andOi.Hidesaburo.3 844 986Mitsumi Electric Co , Ltd See—

.''•h.>»oo

"
Sadahim"^' f'; I'^T'^''^'

'^«^"^;°- ^agara. Takehiko. Oyama.Sadahiro FujUsuka. Takamichi; Sekino. Tamotsu; and
lakanashi. Masanori. 3,845,334.

Miura, Konoe: See—

''t844",985""''"-
^*"''' "^""^''^ ""'' ^<"^ayama. Tetsuo,

Miya Masami, Nemoto, Shigcru, and Otsuka, Masanori. to Nepon

oara^uJ'f
"^"

' ^'P"" ^"'"P""^ ^.d ,. Method of and an 'apparatus for saving water used in toilets 3,843 976 CI 4-1 000Miyahara. K.ngo. to Kabushiki Kaisha Dowa Gasified fuel burner for

4I3"l6lj 000"
''"'^ ''''"' '" "* ^"'*'""' ^M^ix^. 3.844.705. CI.

Miyakawa. Seiichi: See—

^^^itA^iir''
^'>"''''^^- ^'^"^*"- ^"J Watanabe. Masanori.

Miyama, Hajime: See—

^T2'li\^,''''^T\^JV'''tl ""J'*"^- Tanzawa. Hiroshi, Mori,

3 844 989
^^''•'*"'^'-'- '^""''*- ^asuo, and Hori. Motokazu.

Miyata. Seiji: .Sf*'—
Tabara Yoshijiro. Akiyama. Hiroshi, Sato, Shoji; Miyata. Seijiand Sakunaga, Kenichi. .1,844.722 /

• j.
Mizcr, Robert T.Sfv—

^'3'844"b7'5''''" " '

^''''"''"' '*''"' -^ •
''"'' ^'"'- '^^'^"' T..

Mizushima. Takeo. to Tokyo Research Service Kabushiki Kaisha Par-
ticle size distributing analyser 3,844.411 CI 209-'>09 000

Mizushima. Yoshihiko: .Vet-—
*

^"384.525"'"' ^'*"" ^'''"'"' '"'' •^'"''h.ma. Yoshihiko.

"^linJu,'- ^r''"''T\^T- !:"^""- ""'* Kamatani. Hiromu. to Showa In-dustries Co
.
Ltd Kitoku Co , Ltd and Fujisoku Electric Co. LtdLiquid quality evaluating apparatus 3.844,159, CI 73-17 00aMobil Oil Corporation: See—

Bonacci. John C
. and Mitchell. Kenneth M.. 3.844 934

Givens. Wyati W. 3.845,299.
Nnadi, John C , 3.844.956
Snavely.EarlS .Jr. and Bertness, Theodore A 3 «44 349
'an,Tsoung-Yuan,andZahner.JohnC 3 «4S istj

Mochizuki, Yoshinari: .Vc*-—

Koyama, Akira, and Mochizuki. Yoshinari. 3 844 055Modern Equipment Company: .Vcj-—
Eickelberg, Henry L . 3.844.453

Moebs. Heinz: See—
Sauer.Gerd.Kunert. Heinz, and Moebs. Heinz 3 845 489Moen. George A Grip device 3. 844. 29 1. CI 128-354 000Mohr Joseph J Tennis ball pitching apparatus with anti-jamming ballfeed mechanism. 3.844.267. CI 124-1 000

"'""gian

Molex Incorporated: ice-
Michaels. Leonard H., 3,845 4S6

Moneymaker. John R
. and Meyer. Maurice C . to Top-Scor Products

Inc hrozen confection stabilizer systems 3.845.223. CI 426-

Moneymaker. John R.; and Meyer. Maurice C . to Top-Scor Products

S45 2T4XI 4?6 1Soo"'"'"""'
emulsiner-coated stabilizer"

Monsanto Company: See—
Clark. Frank S .3.844.961
Clark. Frank S . 3.844 962

L
.
Null. Harold R

; and Rosenberger. Frederick E . 3.845. 1 21.
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Maier. Ludwig. 3.845.169.
Nelson. George D.. 3.844,760.

Montgomery, Richard Malvern: See—

^p'T''
^j^^hard Lawrence; Montgomery. Richard Malvern andRidge. Martin Peter. 3,844 520

Moody Winship B.. to Rice Barton Corporation. Multi-layered fibrous

weh Z""7,r'r employing a suction roll positioned adjacent theweb side of the forming wire and around which the forming wire iswrapped 3.844,881, CI. 162-297.000.
lorming wire is

Moog Inc.: See-
Hague. Robert Z.. Hantman. Edwin F.; Laucks. Howard H Loos

3.844^028
'"'^"'"''- '^'*"hew F.; and Mastropole. Alfred J..'

'^oori.f.n ''r^
° '

'"'^ y^"^''"- ^""^^ - .
to Kennecot Copper Cor-

StT03'^V37-"5.000""'^^' '"^ '^'^''^ ^'^^""^ "«'^''- --'P-
Moore. Arthur H : See—

Samiran. David; and Moore. Arthur H 3 844 138

c"h'm,?7r
'^ ^- ^

t1' ^"a'^
^- ^"'^ Schneider. John A., to Dow

Moore. John: .Stv—
Grondahl. Clayton M . and Moore. John 3 844 679

v'V: Jl^'^r'
*^, •

J^ V^l^Cafferty. Leo A. Jr.". and Alsruhe, LeonardL
.
to Black and Decker Manufacturing Company. The Bearing andhousing construction 3.845.336. CI 310-52 000

caimgana

^3'l''oOr^''°'^^
^ Arithmetic educational toy, 3.844.053, CI. 35-

Morel. Jean-Pierre Georges Denis: See—
^

M^r'^^'i'*'''
f'„^""<^'V'^^"'^ J'^'^"- Bonnat. Christian Pierre, andMorel. Jean-Pierre Georges Denis, 3.844 218

Morell. Juan Coll: See—
Surribas, Jorge Juan Ventura; and Morell. Juan Coll, 3 844 023Morgan Construction: See—

-^.ohh.u^j.

Hill. William J . and Klusmier. Kenneth L.. 3 844 465Morgan. Joe .M: iVf— '

Blakeley, Clyde A . and Morgan, Joe M., 3 844 434
Mori, Yuichi: See—

"Yrrh^<;^,""T''.'^*^.^'^.**-
""'*'"'-'• Tanzawa. Hiroshi; Mori,

J.844 989
"' ^"'^'''^'^*^- '^""''*- Yasuo, and Hori, Motokazu,

Moringa Milk Co.. Ltd .See—
Nagasawa Taro, Ryuki Taizo. Kiyosawa. Isao. Oizumi. SaburoFukuwatar. Yasuo; Suzuki. Takashi. Ishibashi. Hitoshi. andKawamura. Nobuo, 3,845.23 I

Morison. Jack R.: See—
Walter. Gerard O and Morison. Jack R 3 844 649

4ir53''6o?'"^'''*'''
'" "''"'''''• ^"^ ^'"f'^blovier. 3.844.674. CI

Morlet. Jean Georges: See—

^7ean ""s

844'7?8'^'''- ^*'*''"'- ^'''^'''- "'''"" ^''"^^«- ""^ Saleil.

'''^^4.^:'aUt:^St' ^"' -'-—-« -ling means.

Morris.HaroldH Stabilizer for a shoe. 3.844.054 CI 36-91000
Morris. John Henry, to Baltimore Aircoil Company. Inc. Centrifugalfan wheel blades and methods fur spinning centrifugal fan whec s incorporating said blades 3.844.682 CI 416-179 000 " "'*^"' '"

Morse. Charles W : See—

^*3S4''5m''"
^' '^''"^' *^*""'" ^ •

"""^ ^"''='""- ^'"^^"^ A..

Moser. Kuno.GmbH, Firma: See—
Bauerle. Kurt. 3.844.035.

Mosler Safe Company. The See—

Mot';"?:; Tnf:^v"-
^''''' '"' '^' ""' ^P'^'^- ^*"-'" L

•
3.845.277.

Daniels. Richard Gary; and Foltz. James Walter 3 845 325
Steel, Frances R. 3,845,410

'

Motl, Jamesp ,
to Hydril Company Subsurface safety valve well tooloperable by differential annular pressure. 3.844.346. CI 166-

Mt Pleasant, Gregory G. See—

"'i^be;tK':'S^i:23a'
'"^'"'^"'- ^^'^^''^^ ^- -^ ^'^''"-^-

Mueller Company: iff—
Sands. Robert E ; and Floren, Carl E., 3,844 585

Mueller, David Charles, to American Can Company Tamperproofreclosable carton. 3,844.472, CI 229-51 Otc
•"pcrprooi

Mueller, Guenther: .SVf—

K4 •V'^^^u"^"'':
'^"'^"^'^Gucnther, and StoltcHorsl, 3,844 891

Mueller, Hans. Mixing device 3,844.897 CI 195-142 000 '

Mueller. Von W: iVc—

Mukai. Kunio: See—

''XSi.''3'84.5!l7'5"'''*-
''""'°- ^"'"""°'°- Takaji; and fshibe.

Mullen. Ernald F : See—
Belkovicz. John A; and Mullen. Ernald P., 3,844.370.
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Muller, Peter Rolf See—
Nouvertne. Werner; Muller. Peter Rolf; Peilstocker. Gunter; and

Vernaleken.Hugo, 3.845.007.

Multi-Contact AG: See—
Neidecker, Rudolf, 3.845,451.

Murayama, Tetsuo: See—
Fukutani, Hideo; Miura. Konoe; and Murayama, Tetsuo,

3,844,985. ^, ^
Murch, Lee Ellis, to Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., and Company. Blends

ofpolyamides and ionic copolymer. 3,845,163, CI. 260-857.001.

Murchison, Craig B., to Dow Chemical Company, The. Photolytic pu-

rification of aqueous solutions containing nitrophenol compounds.

3,844,914, CI. 204-158.00r.

Murdoch, Robert: See— ,u a
Smyth, Michael James; Murdoch, Robert; and Gibson, John An-

derson. 3.844.926.

Muriset. Pascal: See—
. .. n 1

Artho. Antoine; Muriset. Pascal; and Henzelin. Bernard.

3,844,541.

Murley.M: See—
Schmersal. Larry J ; Baker. Theodore C. and Murley, M..

3.845,243.

Murphree Francis J., to United States of America. Navy. Harmonic se-

ries synthesizer. 3.845.395. CI. 328-14.000.

Murphy. James: See—
Somlo, Tibor; Rochat. Alain Claude, and Murphy. James.

3,845,194.

Murphy, Robert E J: See—
Petry, Robert K ; Biskup. John; and Murphy. Robert E J ,

3,845,182

Murray, Alastair Hugh Garnet. Sailing boats with rigid sails 3,844,238,

CI. 114-39.000. .„ „ .

Murray Lawrence K , to Phillips Petroleum Company Wct-pelleting

of carbon black. 3,844,809. CI. 106-307.000.

Murray, Ransom James, to Associated Portland Cement Manufac-

turers Limited, The Synthetic aggregates made from impure baux-

ite. 3,844,808. CI. 106-288.00b

Murray-Black Co., Inc , The: See—
Briggs.GarthO. 3,843.992.

Mussell Dorsey R , to Dow Chemical Company, The Alcoholic fer-

mentation process. 3,845,2 1 8, CI. 426-9.000

Myasoedov. Dmitry Nikolaevich: See—
Drabkina Lidia Emelianovna, Mazurek, Jury Vatslavovich;

Myasoedov, Dmitry Nikolaevich; Prokhorov, Viktor Pavlovich;

Kachalov, Vladimir Alexandrovich. and Ziv. David Moiseevich.

3,844.833.

Mvers Industries, Inc : .See—

Peacock, Henry Safford, 3.844,231 .

Myshko,Konstantin Antonovich: See—
Filippov Andrei Nikiforovich; Gorelov, Leonid Rafailovich;

Festa, Alexei Georgievich; Ostapchuk. Alexandr Vasilievich.

ind Myshko. Konstantin Antonovich. 3.844.954.

Nackaerts. Ludo C . to Phillips Petroleum Company Extrusion of

foamed polymer over diverging mandrel extension 3.845.184. CI

264-54.000 ^ , _, ^ , .w
Naegeli. Peter, to Givaudan Corporation. Cyclododecyl ethers.

3,845,141, CI 260-61 l.OOr.

Nagami, Masaru: See—
. v, u- •

Aihiya. Takechika, Nagami, Masaru; and Watanabe, Yoshimi.

3.845,447
. ^ ^

Nagasawa, Taro; Ryoki, Taizo, Kiyosawa, Isao; Oizumi, Saburo; huku-

watari Yasuo Suzuki. Takashi, Ishibashi, Hitoshi; and Kawamura.

Nobuo, to Moringa Milk Co , Ltd Process for preparing a canned

pressurized carbonated sherbert-mix package 3,845.231. CI 26-

393 000
. „ ^ , ^ -

Nagata Wataru; and Havase. Yoshio. to Shionogi & Co .
Ltd. Process

for preparing 1 -substituted vinyl phosphonates or phosphinates.

3.845. 175. CI. 260-968.000.

Nagel. Otto: See- ^ , , r- .

Bartholome. Ernst. Koehler. Waldemar; Stoeckelmann. Guenter.

Schulz. Gerhard; Nagel. Otto. Goetze. Walter; Kasper. Werner;

Dreher. Erich; and Dahlinger. Roland. 3.845,144.

Nagy. Louis M.: See—
, 0,1-1 c<i

Overfield. Lester D , and Nagy, Louis M ,
3,844,55 J.

Nakagawa Jihei. to Olympus Optical Co Ltd Large-aperture wide-

angle photographic lens s^em. 3,844,640, CI. 350-2 14.000.

Nakamura, Kazumitsu: See—
j „ j t u-

Tamura, Hifumi; Nakamura, Kazumitsu; and Kondo. Toshio.

3.845.304.

Nakamura, Tadamitsu: See— ,a.Anno
Matsuo, Hiroto; and Nakamura. Tadamitsu. 3.844,908.

Nakamura. Toshio: See—
. ^ , 1 u i. .^a KAi,^

Sato Nobuyasu; Nakamura. Toshio; Takenaka. Hiroshi; and Mito.

Yutaka. 3.845.210.

Nakao. Masami: See—
. ki 1 ka o„»,;

Horikoshi. Koki; Ikeda. Yonosuke; and Nakao. Masami.

3.844.890.

Nakao. Masaru: See— .

Maruyama, Isamu; Yamamoto. Hisao; Nakao. Masaru, Sakai.

Shigeru; Sasajima. Kikuo; Kitagawa, Sumio; and Inaba, Shigeho.

3.845,057.
Nakauchi.ShunsakuSee— c 1. ..„,i

Watase. Fumio; Nakauchi. Shunsaku; Kodera. Seixhi; and

Namikawa, Mamoru, 3,845,361.

Nalle George S.. Jr. Overlapping ribbon mesh and method therefor.

3.8'44,874,C1. 161-57.000.

Namikawa, Mamoru: See—
c-::^i.;. =„A

Watase, Fumio; Nakauchi, Shunsaku; Kodera, Seiichi, and

Namikawa, Mamoru, 3,845,361.

Narita, Kiichi: See— », ,.• u- kio,;i<.

Yamakoshi, Noboru; Kaneda. Tsugio; Yanagi. Yoshichica; Narita.

Kiichi, and Fujita,Tatsu. 3.844,773.
., ,

Narita Tadashi; and Ishimaru. Shusho, to Showa Drum Manufacturing

Co., Ltd. Pallet making device. 3.844,466. CI. 227-40.000.

National Cash Register Company of Canada, Limited: See—

Overfield. Lester D.. and Nagy, Louis M., 3,844,553.

National Research Development Corporation: See-

Barlow, Harold Everard Monteagle, 3,845,426.

Burkin. Alfred Richard, 3.844.763.

Cattrell. Victor Gordon. 3.845.308.

National Starch and Chemical Corporation: See—

Ray-Chaudhuri. Dilip K.; Georgoudis. Paul C; and Stockmann,

Hans H, 3.845,022.

National-Standard Company: See—

Bourassa, Hugh. 3,844,177.

Nautical Electronic Laboratories Limited: See—
Covin. Dennis H. 3,845.392.

Nederlandse Organisatie voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk On-

dcrzoek Ten Behoeve Van Nijverheid: See—
Langerwerf. Josephus Sychbertus Adrianus. 3.845.03

1

Neece. Delbert M Automatically guided tractor. 3.844,372, CI. 180-

79 100. _, . . .

Needham. Arthur Michael, to Tectron Engineering Limited. Fluid in-

jector. 3.844.479, CI. 239-125.000.

Negi. Kunihiko: See—
Endo. Kunio; and Negi, Kunihiko, 3,844,263.

Neidecker Rudolf, to Multi-Contact AG. Electrical coupling arrange-

ment. 3.845.45 1 . CI. 339-49.00r.

Neitzel Walter, to Voith. J. M.. GmbH Apparatus for pulping and

grading of waste paper. 3,844.488, CI. 24 1 -43.000.

Nelmark. Jack D: See—
Lang. David M.; and Nelmark, Jack D.. 3.844,547.

Nelson George D , to Monsanto Company. Composition for and

methodof treating water. 3,844,760, CI. 71-67.000.

Nelson, George R., to Dennison Manufacturing Company. Electro-

static liquid developer compositions. 3,844,966, CI. 252-62. 100.

Nelson, Jerome W , Andolph, James B.; and Miller, Ford S.. to Crc-

Crose International. Inc Universal carriage apparatus for operating

on pipes and analogous workpieces of various diameters. 3,844.468.

CI. 228-13.000. ^ r-

Nelson. John Edward; and Stock. Norman Astor. to Dominion bn-

gineering Works Limited. Load equalized transmission. 3.844,184.

CI. 74-665. Oga.

Nelson Kyler F.; and Rcinis. Gedemainas J., to Xerox Corporation

Imaging process. 3.844,780, CI. 96-l.OOm.

Nemoto. Shigeru: See—
Miya, Masami; Nemoto. Shigeru; and Otsuka. Masanori,

3,843.976. . ,

Nenicka Vratislav. Method for separation and refining by single stage

ormulti-stagecentrifugalcrystallization. 3.844.725. CI. 23-300.000

Nepon Kabushiki Kaisha ( Nepon Company Ltd ): .See—

Miya. Masami; Nemoto. Shigeru; and Otsuka. Masanori,

3.843.976.

Nettleship. John Adrian: See-
Glover. Richard Donovan; and Nettleship, John Adrian,

3,844,864.

Neumann. Charles G: See—
Krueger. Harvey R., Neumann. Charles G.; and Peterson. Leroy,

3.844.134.

Neumann. Manfred E: See— ,.,-./ c . v
Ringland. William L . Neumann. Manfred E ;

Kaeser, trnst K..

Gilmore, Thomas P.; and Geiersbach. Allois F., 3,845,372

New York Wire Mills Corporation: See—
Tolliver. Wilbur E . 3.844,5 10.

Tolliver. Wilbur E.. 3,844,5 1 1

Newallis. Peter E., Pojf. Albert J.; and Epstein, Peter F., to Chemagro

Corporation. Heterocyclic alkyithiocyanate and isothiocyanate plant

growth regulators 3,844.761. CI. 71-76.000.
. ^ ,

Newberry Robert Anthony, to Wyeth, John. & Brother Limited. 2-

(Halophenyl)-lH-benzlglindol-3-ylacetic acid derivatives.

3,845,073, CI 260-326. 13r.

Newman, Morris: See-
Evans Kenneth R.; and Newman. Morris. 3.844.345.

Newman. Robert H.; and Pluck. Mervyn M.. to General Electric Com-

pany. Power supply system for television receiver. 3.845,352. CI.

315-393.000. ^ ^ „ . .

Newson Esmond John, to Haldor Topsoe A/S. Desulfurization

process. 3.844,936. CI. 208-108.000.

Nichicon Capacitor Ltd : See—
.

Ihaya, Osamu; Ito. Munehiro; Hayashi. Tetsuo; and Fujimoto.

Shoichi. 3.845.442.

Nicholson. Geoffrey C; and Collins. John E.. to Minnesota Mining and

Manufacturing Company Projector. 3.844.650. CI. 353-122 000

Niegisch. Walter D: See— .....,, r.
Clendinning. Robert A.; Potts. James E.; and Nicgisch. Walter D .

3.844.987.

Nielsen. Erik Hauberg Skriver. Apparatus for lifting and tilting au-

tomobiles. 3.844.421. CI. 214-I.OOa.
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Nielsen, Ole Bent Tvaermose: See—
Feit, Peter Werner; and Nielsen, Ole Bent Tvaermose, 3.845,045.

Nihon Regulator Co., Ltd.: See—
Shimotori, Akira, 3,845,377.

Nikonov, Vladimir Filippovich: See—
Krendel, Leonid, Nikonov, Vladimir Filippovich; Ognevsky, Vik-

tor Alexeevich; Orlovsky, Anatoly Georgievich; Ostrovsky
Grigory Arkadievich; Palkin, Valery Evseevich, Pakhomovl
Anatoly Vladimirovich; Stepin, Anatoly Loginovich; Trofimovi
Oleg Fedorovich; Shpelyakovsky, Konstaniin Zakharovich'
Ryskind, Alexandr Moiseevich; Shklyarov, Isaak Nakhimovich;
Rabin, Moisei Osipovich; Kalner, Veniamin Davydovich; and
Fishkis, Mikhail Mironovich, 3.844,852.

Nippon Columbia Kabushikikaisha (Nippon Columbia Co., Ltd.):
See—

Yonezu. Hiroshi. 3.845.244.
Nippon Electric Company. Limited: See—

Ando.Masaki. 3,845.415.
Katsuta. Takashi; Hattori. Masataka; Inaba, Masao; Iwamoto
Mmao;and Suzuki, Takashi, 3,845,501.

Soma. Shoji; and Sato, Ikuro, 3,845,483,
Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Ikeya, Fumihiro, 3,844.268.
Tomisawa. Norio; Uchiyama. Yasuji; Okumura, Takatoshi; and

Stauffer. Thomas Arlo. 3.844.379.
Nippon Kogei Kogyo Co.. Ltd.: See—

Watanabe,Tamotsu, 3,844,205.
Nippon Kokan Kabushiki Kaisha: See—

Hirano, Osamu; Kawasaki, Junichiro; Suzuki, Tokuhiro; Yamane,
Motoi; and Takemoto, Noboru, 3,845,27 1

.

Nippon Seisen Co , Ltd.: See—
Hamada. Koichi, 3,844,021

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation: See—
Takagi, Toru, Ochi, Osamu. and Mizushima, Yoshihiko

3,845.251.
Nippondenso Co . Ltd : See—

Endo. Kunio; and Negi. Kunihiko. 3.844,263.
Nisahin Steel Co , Ltd : See—

Maeda, Itsuji; and Tamaki, Yahiko, 3,845,297
Nishino, Yu: See—

Masuda, Noboru; Nishino, Yu; and Takiguchi, Hisashi, 3.845.444.
Nissan Motor Company: .SVe—

Ishikawa. Yoshikazu; and Kobayashi. Kazuaki. 3.844.256.
Nissan Motor Company. Limited: See—

Toshida, Shunichi. and Ozora. Takashi, 3,844,384.
Yamaha. Kazuo, and Okada. Yasumasa. 3,844 064

Nitz, Rolf-Eberhard .Sff-

Stachel, Adolf; Beyerle. Rudi; Kunze. Wilhelm; Nitz, Rolf-
Eberhard, and Scholtholt. Josef. 3.845.052.

Nitzsche. Siegfried. Huber. Peter, and Pirson. Ewald. to Wacker-
Chemie GmbH Process for the production of organosiloxanc-oxyal-
kylcne-blockcopolymers 3.845.090. CI. 260-448. 80r.

Nixon. Ivor Gray Manufacture of steel and ferrous allovs 3 844 770
CI 75-60 000. } • . .

NL Industries, Inc.: See—
Erneta. Modesto, 3.845,006.

Nnadi, John C
.

to Mobil Oil Corporation Lubricants containing
ammo and hydroxy-substituted polyphenylthioethers. 3,844.956, CI
252-47.500.

Noakes. John E., to Nuclear-Chicago Corporation. Combustion
method for preparing samples for liquid scintillation countine
3,844.716. CI 23-2300pc

Nobbs. Denis Michael: .SVf—
Maguire. Mary Helen. Thorp. Roland Herbert, and Nobbs Denis

Michael. 3,845.205
Nobes, William Douglas, to Caldwell Manufacturing Company

Tiltably-removablc automatically-locking window sash. 3 844 066
CI. 49-182 000.

...
Nobilium Products. Inc : i<f

—

Dimmer. Charles L ; and Perry. Eric. 3,844.702.
Noguchi, Masaru: See—

Takuhata, Shigeru, Suemura. Mitsuhiro. Noguchi. Masaru and
Ohdan. Kenji. 3.844.723

Noiles. Douglas G.. to United States Surgical Corporation Hemostat
and attachment for suturing organic tubular structures 3 844 289
CI. 128-334.00r

Noll. Walter: See—
Buchner. Werner; Noll. Walter. Reich. Friedrich; Kortmann Wil-

fried; and Pfeiffer. Josef. 3.844.826.
Nomiya. Kosei. and Kawagoe. Hiroto. Flip-flop circuit. 3.845 329 CI
307-279 000

.
.

-v..

Nomura. Kikuziro: See—
Shiga. Tokio; and Nomura. Kikuziro. 3.844.068

Nonnenmann, Wolfgang, Wurst. Bert. Misch. Wolfgang, and Schonart.
Edgar, to Bosch. Robert. GmbH Gas turbine temperature regulat-
ingcircuit 3.844.1 14. CI 60-39 I6r.

Noorman. Frans: See—
Fraanje. Marinus Joost; Maarhuis. Rudolf Gerard Jan; and Noor-
man. Frans. 3.844,052.

Nordischer Maschinenbau Rud. Baader: .S>f

—

Wenzel. Werner. 3.843.998.
Nordstrom. Joel E. Instrument for inserting bead chain into urethra
and bladder. 3.844.274. CI I 28-2. 00m

Normann. Richard W
. to Bendix Corporation, The. Dielectric sleeve

for electrically and mechanically protecting exposed female contacts
of an electrical connector. 3.845,459, CI. 339-l9l.00r.

Norton Company: See—
Kiovsky, Joseph R., 3,845,200,

Nosol, John Leonard. Apparatus for use in laterally X-raying a oa-
tienfstorso. 3.845.3 13. CI. 250-439.000. .' e k

Notari. Gennaro V : See—
Bevilacqua. Frank; Groves. Malcolm D.; and Notari, Gennaro V

3,844.883.
Notifier Company: See—

Spurr, Kobert, 3,845,259.
Nouvertne, Werner; Muller, Peter Rolf; Peilstocker, Gunter; and Ver-

nalcken, Hugo, to Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Flame-resistant ther-
moplastic molding compositions and moldings made therefrom
3,845,007, CI. 260-37.Ope.

Nowak, Bernard E.: i>e—
Economy, James, and Nowak, Bernard E., 3,845,099.

Nowak, Chester J. Device for diagnosing and correcting eve fusion
3,844,641. CI. 351-33.000.

Nuclear-Chicago Corporation: See—
Noakes. John E., 3,844,716.

Nudd, Graham R. Acoustic surface wave device. 3 845 419 CI 333-
30.00r.

.
. •

Null, Harold R See—
Eubanks, Lloyd S

, Eby, Koy T.; Cruse, Carl M.; Epstein, Henry
L; Null, Harold R; and Rosenberger, Frederick E. 3 845 121

Nupp, Raymond W
, to EDMAC Associates Inc. Sonobuoy receiver

system, floating coupler 3,845,402, CI. 330-10.000
Nutt. David Walter: See—

Boothman. David Richard, and Nutt, David Walter, 3,845,354
Oberender, Frederick G: iff—

Biasotti, Joseph B ; and Oberender, Frederick G , 3.844.73 I

O'Brien. Gerard J Manual key operated message generator
3.845.250.CI. 179-100.40r.

s b or.

Ochi. Osamu: See—
Takagi. Toru. Ochi. Osamu. and Mizushima. Yoshihiko

3.845,251
O'Connell. Ian: See—

Cracco. Francis Jean. Pacini. Pier-Luigi; and O'Connell Ian
3.844.959

O'Connor. James A Safety closure, 3.844.437 CI 215-9 000
Odell. Thomas W,:.SVe—

Stavis. Gus; and Odell. Thomas W,. 3.844.506,
Odenwalder. Heinrich: .SVf

—

Puschel. Walter, Vetter. Hans, and Odenwalder Heinrich
3.844.785.

Ogawa & Co.. Ltd : .W—
Suzuki. Shigeyoshi. 3.845.220,

Ognevsky. Viktor Alexeevich: See—
Krendel. Leonid. Nikonov. Vladimir Filippovich. Ognevsky. Vik-

tor Alexeevich. Orlovsky. Anatoly Georgievich. Ostrovsky.
Grigory Arkadievich; Palkin. Valery Evseevich. Pakhomov]
Anatoly Vladimirovich. Stepin. Anatoly Loginovich; Trofimov
Oleg Fedorovich. Shpelyakovsky. Konstantin Zakharovich!
Ryskind. Alexandr Moiseevich; Shklyarov. Isaak Nakhimovich;
Rabm. Moisei Osipovich; Kalner. Veniamin Davydovich and
Fishkis. Mikhail Mironovich. 3.844.852.

Oguey. Henri J., to Centre Elcctronique Horloger S.A Electromag-
netic step-by-step micromotor. 3.845.335. CI. 310-49 000.

Ogura. Katsuyuki: See—
Tsuchihashi. Genichi. and Ogura. Katsuvuki. 3.845.076.

Ohdan. Kenji: See—
Takahata. Shigeru. Suemura, Mitsuhiro. Noguchi. Masaru and
Ohdan. Kenji. 3.844.723.

Ohioff. Gunther; and Strickler, Hugo, to Firmenich S A mesne
Fragrant polycyclic ketones. 3.845. 1 32. CI. 260-586. OOr.

Ohischlager. Hans; Riestcr. Oskar; Gotze. Johannes; and Dorlars, Al-
fons. to Agfa-Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft Spectrally sensitized light-
sensitive silver halide photographic material. 3.844.798. CI 96-

Ohlsson. Corfitz Bengt Ingvar: See—
Ferno. Ove Birger; and Ohisson. Corfitz Bengt Ingvar. 3.845.2 1 7.

Oi. Hidesaburo: See—
Tomatu. Toshiharu; Iwata. Tadao; and Oi. Hidesaburo. 3.844 986

Oizumi. Saburo: See—
Nagasawa. Taro; Ryoki. Taizo; Kiyosawa. Isao, Oizumi. Saburo

Fukuwatari. Yasuo. Suzuki. Takashi; Ishibashi. Hitoshi and
Kawamura. Nobuo. 3.845.23 I

.

Oka. Toshihiko: See—
Tsuchiyama. Yoshio. Oka. Toshihiko; Takai. Jun; Fukuda. Katsu-

hiro; and Ando. Akio. 3.844.099.
Okabe. Katsuhiko: See—

Wada. Yasuhiro; and Okabe. Katsuhiko. 3.845.428.
Okada. Yasumasa: See—

Yamaha. Kazuo; and Okada, Yasumasa. 3.844.064.
Okagami. Akio: .SVf—

Gomi. Shimpei; Takahashi. Masaaki; Ishiguro. Tadashi; Okagami.
Akio, Uemoto, Kunihiko; and Kuribayashi, Hiroshi, 3,844,932

Ishiguro, Tadashi; Okagami, Akio; Igeta, Shinichi. Gomi. Shimpei
and Takahashi. Masaaki. 3.844.931.

'

Okajima. Mitsuo: See—
Takenaka. Haruo; Okajima. Mitsuo; Hiratsuka. Nobuo and
Yuyama. Yasuaki, 3.844,988.
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Okumura, Takatoshi: Sff—
Tomisawa, Norio; Uchiyama, Yasuji; Okumura, Takatoshi; and

Stauffer. Thomas Arlo, 3.844,379.

Olejarczyk, Anthony J.: See—
Patel. Hiralal V ; Olejarczyk. Anthony J.; and Fitzthum. Nathan J..

3,844,148.

Olen, George R., to Selfix, Inc. Faucet connector. 3,844,586, CI. 285-

8.000.

Olin Corporation: Sef—
McLain, Charles D., 3,844,692.

Schultes, Hermann, 3,844,576.

Warren, Jack, 3,844,913.

Wojtowicz, John A.; Lapkin, Milton; and Puar, Mohindar S ,

3,845,145.

Olsen, Robert E , to Packard Instrument Company. Inc Tray storage

and handling system for scintillation spectrometers and the like.

3.844.428. CI. 214-301.000.

Olvis Smeltzekeringen Fabriek NV: 5ff—
Deelnam,Gerardus J., 3,845,439.

Olympus Optical Co Ltd.: 5ff

—

Nakagawa, Jihei, 3,844,640.

Oman, Gary F.: See—
Buchanan, Stuart R , Froehling, Paul H ; Oman, Gary F., and

Huebner, Thomas W., 3,845,472.

Oman, Gary F; Strojny, Lawrence J , Froehling, Paul H.; and

Buchanan, Stuart R., to Johnson, Service Company. Analog signal

transmission system for digital data communication system

3,845,467, CI. 340-147 OOr

Omnionics, Inc : .SVf

—

Gioia, Gaspare L , Switzer, Norris H ; and Willerton, John K .

3,844.508
Omron Tatcisi Electronics Co.: .SVf—

Konisi. Kenzi; Iwatani, Katumi; and Simizu, Tosio, 3,845,28 I

Ono,Takehiko: iff—
Taguchi, Nobuo. and Ono. Takehiko, 3 845.284.

Ontario Research Foundation .Sff

—

Last. Anthony J .3.845,332

Oppenlaendcr, Kurt .Sff

—

Daeuble. Manfred; Oppcnlaender. Kurt, and Fikentschi:. Roll

3,844,711,

Orlovskv. Anatoly (ieorgicvich .Scf—
Krendel. Leonid; Nikono\. Vladimir Filippouch; Ognevsky. Vik-

tor Alexeevich, Orlo\sk>. Anatoly Georgievich; Ostrovsky.

Grigory Arkadievich. Palkin. \ alcry Evseevich; Pakhomov,

Anatoly Vladimirovich. Stepin. Anatoly Loginovich, Trofimov.

Oleg Fedorovich; Shpelyakovsky. Konstantin Zakharovich,

Ryskind. Alexandr Moiseevich, SlikKarov. Isaak Nakhimovich,

Rabin. Moisei Osipovich. Kalner. Veniamin Davydovich; and

Fishkis. Mikhail Mironovich. 3.844.852.

Orr.Coy D : Sff—
Cunningham. James A., and Orr, Coy D . 3.844.924.

Orwoll. Edward F : .Sff—

Franko-Filipasic. Borivoj Richard; Orwoll. Edward F ,
and Patcl.

VithalC, 3.845.167.

Ostapchuk, Alexandr Vasilievich; .SVf—

Filippov. Andrei Nikiforovich; Gorelov. Leonid Rafailovich.

Festa. Alcxei Georgievich; Ostapchuk. Alexandr Vasilievich.

and Myshko. Konstantin Antonovich. 3.844.954.

Ostrovskv.Grigorv Arkadievich Sff—
Krendel. Leonid. Nikonov. Vladimir Filippovich. Ognevsky. Vik-

tor Alexeevich; Orlovsky. AnatoK Georgievich; Ostrovsky.

Grigory Arkadievich. Palkin, Valery Evseevich; Pakhomov.

Anatoly Vladimirovich, Stepin. Anatoly Loginovich, Trofimov,

Oleg Fedorovich, Shpelyakovsky. Konstantin Zakharovich.

Ryskind, Alexandr Moiseevich. Shkl>arov. Isaak Nakhimovich.

Rabin. Moisei Osipovich. Kalner. Veniamin Davydovich. and

Fishkis. Mikhail Mironovich. 3.844.852

Otsuka. Masanori: iff— ^ , »,
Miya. Masami; Nemoto. Shigeru. and Otsuka. Masanori.

3.843.976.

Ott. Hans: iff—
Denzer. Max. and Ott. Hans. 3,845,128.

Ott, Joseph B See—
Allen, Louis F , and Ott. Joseph B ,

3,844,356.

Otten, Hans Gunter: iff— ,„.,-,,-,
Frickenhaus. Gerrit; and Otten, Hans Gunter, 3,844,7 I 2,

Ottinger. James A: iff—
Schultz. Willard F.; and Ottinger. James A.. 3.845.272.

Otto. Charles W.. to General Electric Company Method of mou.nting

components of a dynamoelectric machine. 3.844.024. CI 29-

471.300. ^ _.

Otto. Dennis L.. and Vito. Armando J., to Timken Company. I he

Uriitized thrust bearing and interlocking seal assembly therefor

3.844.631. CI. 308-187.100.

Oury. Claude Projection apparatus. 3.844.646. CI 353-86 000.

Outboard Marine Corporation iff—
Collis. Raymond D . and Meyer. Martin H.. 3.844.247.

Rose. Edgar. 3.844.366.

Ouvrier John Michael, to GTE Sylvania Incorporated. Speaker system.

3.845.246. CI. 179-l.OOe.
, ^ u d .

Overfield Lester D.. and Nagv. Louis M . to National Cash Register

Company of Canada. Limited Document sorting control

mechanism. 3.844.553. CI. 2:1179000.
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation iff—

Lanik. John H .3.844.821

Marzocchi. Alfred. 3.844.327.

Sears. James H.; and Vucish. Paul M.. 3,844.191.

Wolf. Warren W. 3.844,801.

Owens-Illinois, Inc.: See—
Cooley, Richard F., 3,845,406.

Cooley, Richard F , 3,845,407.

Cooley, Richard F, 3,845,408.

Grubb, Everett F.; and LaDue, Augustus W., 3,844,754.

Huebner, Robert J., 3,844,753.

Jasinski, John, 3,844,796.

Schmersal, Larry J.; Baker. Theodore C; and Murley. M..

3,845,243.

Oyama, Sadahiro: iff—
Harada, Hideki, Yamashita, Keitaro; Sagara, Takehiko; Oyama

Sadahiro; Fujitsuka, Takamichi, Sekino, Tamotsu; and

Takanashi, Masanori, 3,845,334.

Oyama, Yoichi: iff

—

Kamigaito, Osami, and Oyama, Yoichi, 3,845,185.

Ozeki, Mineo: iVf—
Kawamata, Masaru; and Ozeki, Mineo, 3,845,379.

Ozora, Takashi: iff

—

Toshida, Shunichi, and Ozora, Takashi, 3,844,384.

Pacini, Pier-Luigi: SVf—
Cracco, Francis Jean, Pacini, Pier-Luigi, and O Connell, Ian,

3,844.959.

Packaging Corporation of America: iff—
Bessett. Clifford H.. aid Boyd. James W.. 3,844,337.

Packard Instrument Com^any, Inc.: iff—
Olsen, Robert E, 3,844,428.

Packer, Mervyn: iff

—

Parsons, David; and Packer, Mervyn, 3,844,623.

Page, John P.: iff

—

Friskc, Warren H., and Page, John P., 3,844,846.

Pahl, Karl-Heinz. Rubbing and massage apparatus. 3,844,277, CI 128-

63.000.
Pakhomov, Anatoly Vladimirovich: iff—

Krendel, Leonid, Nikonov, Vladimir Filippovich, Ognevsky, Vik-

tor Alexeevich, Orlovsky. Anatoly Georgievich. Ostrovsky.

O.igorv Arkadievich. Palkin. Valery Evseevich; Pakhomov.

Anatoly Vladimirovich. Stepin. Anatoly Loginovich. Trofimov.

Oleg i-edorovich: Shpelyakovsky. Konstantin Zakharovich;

Ryskind. Alexandr Moiseevich; Shklyarov. Isaak Nakhimovich.

Rabin. Moisei Osipovich; Kalner. Veniamin Davydovich. and

Fishkis. Mikhail Mironovich. 3.844.852

Pulcncher. Jacques, ti, Societc ditc: Leboccy Industries Weft thread

holding and cutting dcv ice for looms. 3.844.3 1 6. CI. I 39- 1
22.00r.

Palkin. V alerv Evseevich. See-

Krendel. Leonid; Nikono> . Vladimir Filippovich, Ognevsky. Vik-

tor Alexeevich, Oiiovsky, .Anatoly Georgievich, Ostrovsky,

Grigorv Arkadievich, Palkin. Valery Evseevich. Pakhomov,

Anatoly Vladimirovich. Stepin. Anatoiy Loginovich; Trofimov.

Oleg Fedorovich; Shpelyakovsk>. Konstantin Zakharovich.

Ryskind. Alexandr Moiseevich. Shklyarov. Isaak Nakhimovich.

Rabin. Moisei Osipovich. Kalner. Veniamin Davydovich. and

Fishkis. Mikhail Mironovich. 3.844.852.

Pancewicz. Arthur Christopher -SVf—

Brock. James McFarlane. Gillan. Anthony David; Marden. Adri-

an, and Pancewicz. .Arthur Christopher. 3.844.080

Pantaze. Gianinna Russo: iff

—

Branham. Norvel R.. and Pantaze, Peter C. (Pantaze. Cnannina

Russo, executiix of the will of said Pantaze, Peter Charles,

deceased; assor to), 3.844.048.

Pantaze. Peter C: .Sff—

Branham. Norvel R.;and Pantaze. Peter C. 3.844.048

Paolo. Beretta: iff

—

Gandino. Mario, and Paolo. Beretta. 3.844.794

Paper Converting Machine Company: iff

—

Spencer. Harvey J. 3.844.501.

Papst. Hermann Ernst Process for the transportation of impellent

gases for example natural gas. and apparatus for carrying out the

process. 3.844.507. CI. 244-30 000.

Papst-Motoren KG: iff—
Merkle. Alfred; Schmieder. Fritz, and Heinzmann. Werner.

3.845.339.

Parent Richard A . and Brado. James A . to Xerox Corporation. Foron

yellow as a toner colorant. 3,844,8 1 5, CI I 1 7- 1 7.500.

Park-Air Corporation: iff

—

Copp, Robert M, 3,844,463.

Parker, Ernest G , Lucanera, Constantino, and Craine, Richard W ,
to

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. Non-rotating

antenna. 3,845,485, CI. 343-106.00r.

Parker, Jack Devices and processes for warning against impending

rockfallsin underground excavation 3,844,248. CI. I 16-1 14 OOr.

Parker Morris J . to Union Carbide Corporation Packing rings

3.844.572. CI. 277-27.000.

Parker. Phillip J Particle dispenser for accumulating for subsequent

release a controlled quantity of finite magnetic particles 3.844.451.

CI. 222-193.000,

Parker. Trevor: iff—
Caton Michael Peter Lear; Parker, Trevor, and Watkins, Gordon

Leonard, 3,845,096.

Parks, Christ F : SVf—
Eiler, Louis H, and Parks. Christ F . 3.845.004

Parmett. George, to APL Corporation. Ice cube tray. 3.844.525, CI

249-127.000.
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Parsons. David, and Packer. Mervyn. Anti-skid control means for airpressure braking systems. 3,844,623 CI 303-2 1 OOf
Pasley. Robert H Sr.. to Royalty Designs of Florida, Inc. Polyvinyl

Passport Corporation: See—
Eller, Ronald L., 3,844,222

Paul, Hiralal V,; Olejarczyk, Anthony J.; and Fitzthum, Nathan J toWeatherhead Company, The. Corrosion-resistant flareless tubefittrng-rmg 3,844,148, CI. 72-70.000
'ireiess tube

Patel, VithalC.:See-

'''t",''h''a^c|'3 Ss^rel'"^
^"'^^"^' °'*°"' ^'^*^'** •"•• ^"^ '''''^'•

Patrick, William L.:S*>«^-

Patton. James D.: See—
Roe, Edward H.; and Patton. James D. 3 844 901

T845?ota.3;o.?6.oSo'"'""""-
'"'^ ^^^^"^ '--"« ^>-m

Payne. John W. Vehicle roof construction. 3,844,605, CI 296-137 OOrPeacock. Henry Safford. to Myers Industries. Inc. Sandwich panel

Pero'SaM^s^j'^S-"^^'^'^'^^
3.844.231. CI ,08-,07.OOa

''"'''

Dukes. David L.. and Pearson, Charles J., 3 845 02 IPeckmann, Heinz: iVf—

Peisner, Israel D : See—
Blunden. Donald J; and Peisner. Israel D 3 844 228

tm^"! C,''5T2o'Soo""'"*
^'"""^ '^'^^"""''^^ configuration.

Pemcor. Inc : iee—
McGlashan. Kenneth W . 3.844.006

Penhollow.BerlG H:i><'—

^T8V?J2 ^' *^"'''''"' ^''''" ^ •
-""^ Pe"hollow, Bert G H..

Pennell, William E . See—
Georges, Nicholas J , and Pennell, William E , 3 844 887

fennsylvania Engineering Corporation iVe—

''t844"2r"^ ^ ^"''''- ^""'^ *^
•
^"'^ ^""^''- J^^'-'Ph J

Pennsylvania Wire Rope Corporation See-
Wilke, David J, 3,844 183

Perfect Lme Manufacturing Corporation See—
Brenner. Stanley S . 3.845,234

't;::;?m^^^sit;^^r '"' ^^^-^'-^ ^---"'^ -^^^ -^

Perraudin, Claude to Thomson-CSF. Safety system for target irradiat-mg device. 3.845.3 10. CI. 250-385 000
irrauui

Pern. Giulio Cesare: See—

' M^e^'^SS'" ''^"" '""' ^'""'' ^"'•'^^ '"'*' ^-•--
Perry. Eric: iVf—

Dimmer. Charles L ; and Perry. Eric 3 844 70'>
Perry John Jr to United States of America." Army Fuel cell elec-trode 3.844.839. CI. I36.86.00d
Pershin. Valentin Andreev.ch; Shpadi. Evgeny Ivanovich; Lasutkin

JZ^ ^ vf"'"'^'
^J'*'"^"'-

Alexe, Dmitrievich; and Trubin!Vladimir Nikolaevich. Shock-ab.sorbing article and a method forproducing same 3.844,545, CI. 267-147 000
"•-inoa lor

Pescetto. James R: ij-c—
F'shel, Larry R; and Pescetto, James R, 3 84S 469

3T44,6r2xf 35'2.7^';!o"
'"^"""^""-— ^-"«'- viewer.

Peters. Gerald C: .Vfc—
Crosby. Guy A

;
and Peters. Gerald C 3 845 '>'>5

Petersen. Helge Hogh. to Smidth. F L .' & Co"Elcctrode cleaning

n2 OOo""
'^'ectrostatic dust precipitator. 3.844.742. CI. 55

Peterson. Darwin H. Tape winding device. 3,844,503 CI 242-67 lOr

ri"oi ^iT""" •" <^"P^<^''«f discharge ignition circuit. 3.844 2661 1 I ^3-148. tcp.

Peterson. Leroy: See—

*^Ti44nr^^
^' '^^""'^""- <^''''^'" G

;
and Peterson. Leroy.

'''Ar'vTd's"to''rTt i^
Mueller. Von W

.
Jamcel. Khaja M

. and Emkalns.

^,^K ; ? Automatic Electric Laboratories Incorporated Pulse
latchedmatrixswitches. 3,845,430, CI 335-108 000

""" "^ "'=>«-

Petrella. Robert G., to Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Fluoroacrylate
coating compositions. 3,844.999, CI. 260-29.60f

Petro-Tex Chemical Corporation: .Vfc—
Croce, Louis J

, and Bajars, Laimonis, 3.845 | 53
Petry, Robert K; Biskup. John, and Murphy. Robert E. J., to Congole-um Industries Inc Method and apparatus for producing unsup-ported foamed resinous surface coverings. 3.845.182. CI 264

Peyer, Siegfried: See-
Schwartz, Hermann. 3,844.101.
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^^dTil:^'"'^
^°''''^.'^ Anonyme dite: Vallourec (Usines a Tubes

be^c^°Tr44.?5?S 7'2-29!i°C;;)T
'^""'"^ ^°"''""°"^ ^^^^'-^

Peytavm. Pierre, to Societe Civile d 'Etudes de Centrifugation Con-tinuous metal castings. 3,844,333, CI. 164-82 000
Pfeiffer, Josef: See—

Buchner, Werner; Noll, Walter; Reich, Friedrich; Kortmann Wil-fried; and Pfeiffer, Josef, 3,844,826
'<«nn. wii

Pfister, Robert D.: See—
Sakow, Toshihiko; and Pfister, Robert D 3 844 583

Pfizer Inc.: 5fe—
'

^?:,?^^*l^'"^"f[•
Danilewicz, John Christopher; Ham, Allan

3,845 1

23'"'''"
'^ ^'^"' '*"'' ^""'^y- ^*^*'^^''

Phelps Dodge Industries, Inc.: See—
Bahdcr, George; and Katz, Carlos, 3,845,235.

Phihp-Ford Corporation: See—
*^^y- Robert E.; and Walwick, Earic R., 3,844 843

Ph.llipps, Gordon Hanley; and May, Peter John, to Glaxo Laboratories

397 450
^"^'•o"^'' of the pregnano series. 3,845,085, CI. 260-

"^

Conuofr
"'' G; and Brady, James N., to International Signal &Control Corporation. Helmet transceiver assembly for a firemen's

helmetassemblyorthelike3,845,389,CI. 325-16.000
Phillips Petroleum Company: See—

Albert. Don E. 3.844.683.
Drehman. Lewis E; and Farha. Floyd E Jr 3 844 935
Farha. Floyd E. Jr., 3,845,156.

....
Heckelsberg, Louis F , 3,845,

1

55.
Hitzman, Donald O., 3,844,893.
Hsieh, Henry L, 3,845,025.
Johnson, Marvin M , 3,844,734.
Murray, Lawrence K.. 3,844.809.
Nackaerts.LudoC, 3,845,184.
Ruehlcn, Forrest N., 3,844,91 1

Stratton, Charles A., 3,844,348.
I'raneck, Carl A ; and Smith, Richard L., 3 845 030

Physics International Company: See—
Aslin, Harlan Keith, 3.845,322. I

Pichouron, Jean-Claude SVe— '

Pichugin, Alexci Dmitrievich: See—
Pershin Valentin Andreevich, Shpadi. Evgeny Iv.mov.ch, Lasut-

T;^b:^^v":i:;^;sSicrt8iT5i^'"^'
^-"''-^^- -^

"'^^i^y^.r'^i^'^'^;^ "^^'"-'-- ^-^ -P-- ap--

"X A!:5.n6S^S^590 000"" "^ carba.koxy-l,3.indanedione

P.etzsch, Siegfried; Wirtz. Rudolf; and Schaeffer. Georg. to FarbwerkeHoechst Akt.engescllschaft vormals Meister Lucius & Brunin.

PikOo^'nTT"-'"''"'''-'
"''P^"'"''^"'^ 3.845. 149. CI. 260-668.0()a

^'Ss'.ur''
" "*'

'
^'^'- '"''" ^- '*"'* Youngdale, Gilbert A .

''"cY'26e-258'ocs°
^'^**^^'«> ^° S-triazine derivatives. 3,845,049,

^Tb5 OOo'""
^^'f-""<^""« '^"a' belt conveyor. 3,844,398, CI. 198-

Pine, Donald L.: See—

^''3"845'*47r''^
^'^'''"' ^""'^"'- '"''" ^- ""'^ '*'"^- ''""^''^ L.,

Pinkc, Paul A : it-f—
Ma.ssie, Stephen N; and Pinke. Paul A 3 845 098

'S^.^ir's;5,rjo:'^Snrs. ''^ ''^^''^^"'^" °^ p^-""-
Pioneer Electronic Corporation: See—

Ando, Shizuo, 3,845.248.
Piper. James. Flexible mounting system. 3,844,687. CI 4 1 7-301 000Pirson. Ewald: See—

Nitzschc. Siegfried; Huber. Peter; and Pirson. Ewald. 3.845 090Pitney-Bowes. Inc.: iVe— ."^w.

Vijayendran. Bheema R . 3.844 994
Pittman. Allen G: iVf—

Waslcy. William L; and Pittman. Allen G.. 3 844 827
Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Company S*.*.-

Bhss. Woodrow E., Jr . 3 844 1 22
Place, Donald E to Therm-O-Disc. Incorporated. Wide temperature

Pl^^nfM i^H^^'c^
disc thermostat. 3,845,441, CI. 337-347.000

Plastic Molders Supply Co , Inc : See—
Pollard, Edward T., 3,844,810.

Plastotecnica, S.A.: See.—
de la Fuente Burton, Jorge, 3.844 590

Plate. Dieter Erich Alexander; and Feehan. John Desmond, to Com-monwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organiza ion A^-

r8:i':098".Cr57'34 5';..''^
"^^""'^""^'^ of twistedlnd plied ya^n.

Piatt International Limited: See—
Croasdale Fred; and English. Michael John. 3.844.100

Plessey Handel und Investments AG: ^ee—
Birchenough. John Peacock, 3,845 486

Plomer, John J: iW—
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Flynn, James P.; Lane, Georges A ; and Plomer, John J.,

3,844,856.

Plomer, John J.; Filter, Harold E.; and Lane, George A., to Dow
Chemical Company, The. Solid composite propellant with autocon-

densation product of triaminoguanidinium azidc as binder

3,844.855. CI. 149-19.100.

Pluck. Mervyn M.: See-
Newman. Robert H.; and Pluck, Mervyn M., 3,845,352.

Pneumo Dynamics Corporation: See-
Taylor, John E.;and Brandsladter. Jack M.. 3.844,196.

Poignant, Jean-Claude; See—
Malen, Charles; Desnos, Monique, and Poignant, Jean-Claude,

3.845.074.

Pojf. Albert J.: Se^"—

Newallis, Peter E.; Pojf, Albert J.; and Epstein, Peter F.

3,844,761.

Polak's Frutal Works N.V.: See-
Cohen, Amnon Mordechai, 3,845,1 33.

Pollard, Edward T , to Plastic Molders Supply Co.. Inc. Pigment disper-

sion. 3.844.810, CI. l06-308.00n.

Pollard. Kenneth E., Probst, Richard O.; and Stockton, Frank R., to

Ransburg Electro-Coating Corporation. Electrostatic powder spray

gun. 3.844,477, CI. 239-15.000.

Poison, Jerry H , to Contel Corporation. Method and apparatus for

animal heat detection and recording. 3,844.273. CI. I 28-2.00r.

Pomagalshi S A : See-
Brian. Rene, 3,844.223.

Pompetti, John P. Rocket motor driven model racing vehicle

3.844.557. CI. 273-86.00r.

Pont-A-Mousson S A.: See—
Bram, Georges Eugene, 3,844.589.

Pool. Albert Lucien: See—
Willems. Jozef Frans. Poot. Albert Lucien; Heugebaerl. Frans Cle-

ment, Vandciiberghe. Anton Leon, and Von Konig, Anita,

3,844,797.

Porsche. Dr Ing. H x F.K.G .'>«•< —
Herrbrich.Bernd. 3.844.1 19

Portyrata Raymond E , to Titan Tool and Die Company. Inc. Water

powered swimmmg pool light 3.845,29 I. CI 240-26.000.

Potter. Frank, to Filing Svstems Inc. Media storage cabinet. 3.844.416.

C121I162 000
Potts. James E : .See—

Clendinning, Roheri A . Potiv, James E . and Niegisch. Walter D..

3.844,98'?.

Pourrias. Bernard M : See—
Fauran, Claude P . Raynaud. Guy M ; Eherle. Jeannine A., Pour-

rias. Bernard M . La Foret. Meudon. and Le Cloarec. Alberty

Y.,3.845i.U46.

PPG Idustries. Itic See—
Harrill. Joseph M.. Baugh.im. Thomas C ; and Pruitt. Eugene.

3.X44.4V:'

PPG Industries iric •><<•-

Hammiii.Davui !. . .S44.719.

Pretie. Mario. !i> ahMTL S (•A. Pi\o;ai cmnfction without clearance.

espcLidlly for me.i'-uiir.f. instruments. .<.844.663. CI. 403-157.000.

Price Herbert K.. to Re\nolds Metals Company. Composite flexible

sheet n.atenail. 3.844,878, CI I 61 - 190.000

Price. Larry V See—
Pusier. Louis M . an-.! Price. Larry \ .

.''>.> 44.442.

Price, Michael Sti-ait Thuiuis. S.r -

Hrosal. Milan Franc. Gcugh. John Richard Cox. and Price.

MichaelStiiart rhoina., .^.S4.^.I 7«

Priegnit/. Jarno-. W . to Lni^e's.il Oil Products Company. Adsorptive

separation ofpinenc isomers w;th adsorbents containing an aromatic

hydrocarbon substrate 3.845. 151. CI 260-675.500.

Primus Mfg. Inc. See—
CuUer.lrsen H ,3.844.044

Prince, ZodellW : See

-

Watson, ThnmasW. .'.S44.185

Princeton C henixai Research Inc Scc-

Magder. Jules. 3,845.137

Probst. RichaidO .See-

Pollard. Kenneth E ; Probst. Richard O . and Stockton, Frank R.,

3,844.477.

Procter & Gamble Company. The: See-
Booth, Gar) Edwin. .1.844.952.

Connor. D.iniel S . and Ihompson. James E. 3.844.982.

Cracco. Francis Jean. Pacini. Picr-Luigi; and O'Connell. Ian.

3.844.95*^

Project Laboratories. Limited: S(c'—
Fox. John William, 3.844.581

Prokhorov. Viktor Pavknich: .See—

Drabkina. Lidia Emelianovna, Mazurek. Jury Vatslavovich.

Myasoedov, Dmitry Nikolaevich; Prokhorov. Viktor Pavlovich.

Kachalov. Vladimir Alexandrosich; and Ziv. David Moiseevich.

3.8441833

Prugh John D , to Merck & Co . Inc Method for treating allergic dis-

orders due to histamine. 3.845.2 1 1 . CI 424-267 000

Pruitt. Eugene: See—
Harrill. Joseph M.. Baugham. Thonias C. and Pruitt, Eugene.

3.844.497
Ptuitt, J O. if*—

BI'JJ.J. E, and Pruitt. J G., \84S..^i:

Pi:ai M 'bindft S Sr

Wojtowicz. John A ; Lapkin, Milton; and Puar, Mohindar S.,

3,845,145.

Publishers Paper Co.: See— ,o..o^-,
Forsythe, David M ; and Runckel, William J., 3,844,863.

Punctman Herbert Morrison, to Barr and Stroud Limited. Optical

scanning device. 3,845,298, CI. 250-236.000.

Purtell Rufus J , to Tri-Matic, Inc Dirigible irrigation system.

3,844,308, CI. 137-344.000.

Puschel Walter; Vetter, Hans, and Odenwalder, Heinrich. to AOhA-

Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft Color photographic diffusion transfer

process and photographic material for use in this process. 3,844,785,

CI. 96-29.00d. ^. ^ ,

Puschel. Walter; Benoy. Gaston Jacob; and Kalz. Dietmar. to Agta-

Gevaert Aktiengesellschaft Silver halide couplers photographic »

material contamingazo masking. 3.844.795. CI. 96-100.000.

Puster. Louis M ; and Price. Larry V.. to Robertshaw Controls Com-

pany Gage construction and parts therefor or the hke. 3,844,442.

C1.220-82.00a.

Py, Alphonse Benjamin, Lefebvre, Jean Henri; and Pichouron, Jean-

Claude, to Regie Nationale des L'sines Renault. Method of regulating

the pressure in low-pressure casting plants. 3.844,331. CI. 164-

4 000.

Ouaedvlieg. Mathicu: .See

—

Walz. Klaus. Hees. Walter; and Ouaedvlieg. Mathieu. 3.845.1 13

Ouaker Oats Company. The: .See—

Dunlop. Andrew P ; Sherman. Edward; and Wuskell. Joseph P..

3.845.138.

Rabin. Moisei Osipovich: .See—

Krendcl. Leonid; Nikonov. Vladimir Filippovich; Ognevsky, Vik-

tor Alexeevich; Orlovsky, Anatoly Gcorgievich; Ostrovsky,

Grigory Arkadievich, Palkin, Valery Evseevich, Pakhomov,

Anatoly Vladimirovich. Stepin. Anatoly Loginovich, Trofimov,

Oleg Fedorovich; Shpelyakovsky, Konstantin Zakharovich;

Ryskind. Alexandr Moiseevich; Shklyarov, Isaak Nakhimovich;

Rabin, Moisei Osipovich; Kalner, Veniamin Davydovich; and

Fishkis, Mikhail Mironovich, 3.844,852

Racine Duo-Guard. Inc.; See—
Angermann. Manfred E.. 3.844,003.

Radtke. Carl; See—
Schultz. Hans F.; and Radtke, Carl, 3,844,087.

Radtke Carl, to Roper Corporation Method of assembling skylight

structures. 3,844,086. CI 52-741.000.

Raffinerie tirlemontoise; See—
Duchatcau. Georges F. M. F., and Vandewijer, Romain G. E ,

3.844,835.

Raffman, Halsev L: See—
Byler. William H , Raffman. Halsey L. and Masi. Frank.

3.845.314.

Ragot, Claude. Water-closet construction. 3.843.978. CI. 4-73.000.

Raia. David C. and Staples. Brewster H. Syringe loading guide.

3.844. 318. CI. 141-27.000

Raichle. Karl See—
Hess. Bcrnhard; Raichle. Karl; Rudolph. Hans, and Fuhr. Karl.

3,845.162

Rainer Rudolf, to Gebr Bohler & Co AG Ignition apparatus for a

plasma burner 3.845.344. CI 313-231.000.

Rakow. Marvin S; -See-

Ri)hinson. Franklin H.; Rakow. Marvin S.. and Kcrschner. Paul

M,3.S44.957
Ralph. John R.See—

Caton. Dolphus D. and Ralph, John R . 3.844,243

Ralston Purina Company: See-
Long. Ronald W ; Starr, Robert P., and Hubert, James C,

3.844.805.

Ram. Michael J: See-
Boss, A. Evan, Ram, Michael J ; and Reynolds. Thomas K .

3.844.822
Rambaud. Michel, to Societe Industriellc des Oleagineux Method of

preparing soybean products free of antitrypsin. 3.845.229. CI 426-

375.000.

Randall. John M.: See-
Jackson. Earl V . Schoppe. Wayne F.. Squassoni. Gino F .

Warter,

Peter J ; Herr. Gerald A ; Hoesly. David D ; Randall. John M .

Schroeder, Russell G . II; Webb. Douglas D . Lange. Clark V.;

and Kelsch. Robert J., 3.844,65 1

Rannou. Claude: See-
Chiron. Bernard. Rannou. Claude; and Bernard. Nicole.

3.845.413.

Ransburg Electro-Coaling Corporation; See-
Pollard. Kenneth E , Probst, Richard O.; and Stockton, Frank R.,

3,844,477.

Ransome Hoffmann Pollard Limited: See—
Haines, Derrick John, 3,844,629.

Raring. Linus M. .See—

Malone, Raymond F; and Raring. Linus M.. 3.844,778

Rasmussen, Gunnar Olaf Vestergaard Convector for heating buildings

3,844,340, CI. 165-55.000.

Rater. Rudolph. Apparatus for sawing rock. 3.844.269. CI. 125-13 OOr.

Ralhbun. Richard H See—
Sloutenberg. Carl Christian; and Rathbun. Richard H.. 3.845.384.

Ravault. Frank Ernest George, to Foseco International Limited

Production of porous ceramic materials through the use of foam at-

tacking agent. 3.845.1 8 1 . CI. 264-44.000.

Ravenscroft. Philip H ; See—
\ entura, John J . and Ravenscroft. Philip H.. 3.844.976.
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Ray. Frank M.. to Flex-Kleen Corporation. Dust collector bag mount-

ing arrangement 3,844,750, CI. 55-379.000.
Ray, Stanley R.: See—

"?845''4
^°^^'^ ^ Chapman, James E.; and Ray, Stanley R .

Ray-Chaudhuri, Dilip K.; Georgoudis, Paul C ; and Stockmann, HansH
,
to National Starch and Chemical Corporation. Electrophoto-

graphic coating compositions having bromine containing polymer
bmders. 3,845.022. CI. 260-78. 50r.

^

Raynaud, Guy M.: See—
Fauran, Claude P

; Raynaud, Guy M ; Eberic, Jeannine A Pour-
rias, Bernard M,; La Foret, Meudon. and Le Clourec, Alberty
Y., 3,845,046.

Raytheon Company: 5fe—
Derby, Palmer P., 3,845,266.
Holland, Melvin G ; Schuiz, Manfred B.; and Barrett, Harrison H ,

3,845,420.
Widugris. William. Jr., 3.845.270.

RCA Corporation: See—
Heckman. Leroy Francis. Jr . 3.845.403.
Hollingsworth. Richard James, 3,845,328
Leidich. Arthur John, 3,845,405.
Martinelli, Ramon Ubaldo. and Goldstein, Bernard, 3 845 496
Williams, Brown F.; and Kosonocky, Walter Frank 3 845 ^gsRe Frank M to Dual Manufacturing and Engmeering, Incorporated

Kecliningchair with two-part backrest 3.844 607 CI ''97-61000
Rearwin. Richard H

. and Crandall. Milton A . to Microwave As-
sociates. Inc Digital modulate/demodulate system. 3,845 412 CI
332-9. OOr.

Reckitt& Colman Products Limited: See-
Godfrey. Keith Ernest. 3,845.2 1 5.

Redactron Corporation: See—
1 0/29/74; and Richards. Edward M 3 844 397

''T844''o70.C1.5lT27"ooO.'"
«^'"'""«'" "^"'^»'°" "^ '^e like

Reed Industries, Inc : See—
Schmitt, Donald E , 3,844,144.

Reed International Limited: See—
Jardine, Robert W . 3,844,189

Reed. Samuel F . Jr : See—
Baldwin, Mart G, and Reed, Samuel F, Jr., 3,845.139.

Reesman, Stanley H , to General Foods Corporation Method for mak-
ing naked cereals. 3,845.232. CI. 426-457 000

Reetz. Adelc.Scf-
Chadwick. David H . and Reetz, Theodor. 3.845.019

Reetz.Tiieodor .SVf—
Chadwick. David H and Reetz. Theodor. 3.845,019.

Reeves, Wilson A: .Vff—
Lanoux. Sigred B . Ellzey, Samuel E . Jr , Drake. George L Jr
and Reeves. Wilson A. 3.845.107

Reeves, Wilson A.. Donaldson. Darrell J , Daigic, Donald J Drake
George L

.
Jr

. and Beninatc, John V., to United States of America'
Agriculture Process of treating fibrous materials with the reaction

?^u^1"lV!'^ jr'-'"'>"'P''"'*P*""'-' ^Jducts and nitrogenouscompounds
3.844,824. CI. 1 17-136 000

Regie Nationale des L'sines Renault: iff

—

Pv Alphonse Ben|amin. Lefebvrc. Jean Henri, and Pichouron
Jean-Claude. 3.844,331

Rcgina Glass Fibre Limited See—
Stewart. David Samuel. 3.844.751.

Regipa. Robert, to Centre National d 'Etudes Spatiales. Process for hot-
welding a strip on a film 3.844.867. CI. I 56-270 000

Reihel. Robert H .Vff-
Martine^, Eugene. 3.844,644.

Reich. Fnedrich See—
Buchner. Werner. Noll, Walter. Reich. Fnedrich. Kortmann Wil-

fried, and Pfeiffer. Josef. 3.844.826.
Reich. Shymon. .Sff—

Michaeli. Isaac, and Reich. Shvmon. 3.845.026.
Rcichcneder. Franz: iff—

Willersmn. Carl-Heinz. and Reicheneder. Franz. 3,844 903
Reicheneder, Franz, Kropp, Rudolf, and Fischer, Adolf, to Badische

?."J".O.f4.Cl'26U.'"o(ma'"^'""'''^
Reichhold-Albert-Chemie Akiiengesellschaft iff—

Dahhor. Horst. 3.845.023
Reid. Kenneih Cathrt). to MacFarlan Smith Limited Purification of P-
aminoph-enol 3.845, 1 29. CI 260-5 75 000

Reimer. William A., to GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories Incor-
porated Cable holding spring clamp 3.845 457 CI 3 39-103 OOr

Reinhardt. Friedrich. and Roth. Kurt, to Farbwerke Hoechst Aktien-
gesel Ischaft vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning Dveing poKestersor
cellulosic eMers with printing paste containing butane diol polvglycol
ether and naphtholpolvglvcol ether 3.844.710 CI 8-6'' 000 '

Reinhoudl. Jacobus Pieter. Remmers. Gerrit. and Vandersteen
Jacobus Johannes Cornelius, to US Philips Corporation Method
and device for de-acralmg greases. 3.844.738. CI 55-36 000

Reinis. Gedemainas J : iff

—

Nelson. Kyler F . and Reinis. Gedemainas J . 3 844 780
Reinw^all. Ernest William. Jr . to Illinois Tool Works. Inc Wedee
anchordevice. 3.844, 194, CI. 85-79 000.

Reisch. Donald A : iVf—
Davidson, Robert H . and Reisch, Donald A . 3.844,559
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Reister, Oskar; and Gesierich, Wolf, to AGFA-Gevaert Aktien-
gesellschaft. Heterocyclic dye sensitised electrophotographic materi-
al. 3,844.782. CI. 96-1 .700.

Reitbeock. Heribert J P ; and Brody, Thomas P., to Westinghouse
Electric Corporation Classification of a subject. 3,845,471, CI 340-
149. OOr.

Reitsma. Jogchum. to US Philips Corporation Decimal-to-binarv
converter. 3.845.290. CI. 235-155.000.

Relyea. Kenneth D.. to Drustar Unit Dose Systems, Inc. Partially nesta-
ble pharmaceutical containers. 3.844.408. CI. 106-42.000

Remberg, Axel, to Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschafi, Plural shell
axial turbine for operation with high pressure, high temperature
steam. 3.844.675. CI. 415-108.000.

Remmers. Gerrit: iff

—

Reinhoudt. Jacobus Pieter; Remmers. Gerrit; and Vandersteen
Jacobus Johannes Cornelius. 3,844.738.

Renault. Norbert Emmanuel, to Tirolap Sari Target carriage assembly
3.844.561. CI. 273-105 600.

^ e, ,

Renault. Philippe. Deschamps. Andre; and Dezael, Claude, to Institut
Francais du Petrole, des Carburants et Lubrifiants. Process for puri-
fying gases containing sulphur compounds and recoverine elemental
sulphur. 3, 845, 1 97, CI. 423-575 000.

Renerew, Edgar E , to American Aniline Products, Inc. Polymeric
materials colored with yellow methine dyes and piements
3.844.715, CI 8-179.000.

Renold Limited: .SVf—
Foster, Kenneth William Samuel; and Irons, Duncan Kinloch

3,844,198
Rentzepis, Peter Michael: .iff—

Indig. George Sanford; and Rentzepis, Peter Michael, 3,845,294
Reprographic Materials, Inc : iff—

Brynko, Carl, 3,844,81 1.

Research Institute for Medicine and Chemistry Inc : iff

—

Barton. Derek Harold Richard, and Hesse. Robert Henry
3.845.040.

nciii>.

Reti. Adrian: iff— *

Rose. Robert E . and Reti, Adrian. 3.844 895

'*^^o!^'?J'" ^- •'• '" '-'PJ°*'" Company. The Data recorder.
3.845.278. CI. 235-61. 60e.

Rey Bellet. Gerald; and Spiegelberg. Hans, to Hoffmann-La Roche Inc
Dibenzo (a.d) cycloheptene- 10-carbonitriles. 3.845 093 CI 260-
465 OOf.

.
J. v^i ioo

Reynard, Kennard A
. and Rose. Selwyn H . to Horizons Incorporated

a division o» Horizons Research Incorporated Room temperature
curing poly (fluoroalkoxyphosphazene

) copolymers and ter-
polymers 3.844.983. CI. 260-2.00p

Reynolds Metals Company: iff—
Bew. Rudolph V

, Walters. Anderson J ; Funk, Donald J and Fra-
zier, Joseph R . Jr . 3,844.155.

Cudzik, Daniel F , 3,844.443.
Price, Herbert K . 3.844,878.

Reynolds Products. Inc iff—
Krueger. Harvey R

. Neumann, Charles G ; and Peterson. Leroy,
3,844. 1 34.

Reynolds. Thomas K.: .Vff—
Boss. A. Evan; Ram. Michael J.; and Reynolds. Thomas K..

3,844,822
Rheem Manufacturing Company: iff—

Gerlovich, Albert F.. 3.844^401
Rheinlander. Paul. .Method of operating a blast furnace. 3.844,767, CI.

75-42 000.
Rhoades, Vaughan W

. to Cities Service Oil Company Fireflood pollu-
tion prevention 3.845.196. CI. 423-573 000

Rhoda. John J., to Hoerner Waldorf Corporation Disposable trash
receptacle 3.844.470. CI. 229-22 000

Rhodes, James Byron, and Ruddy, Joseph Robert, to Du Pont de
Nemours. E I .and Company. Products. 3.844.195. CI. 87-1 000

Rhodes. James F: iff

—

Sharma. Ram A
; and Rhodes. James F , 3.844 842

Rhodes John Davjd. to Microwave Development" La'boratories. Stop
band filter. 3.845.422. CI 333-73.OOw

Rhone-Poulenc S A .SVf—
Giraudon. Raymond, and Metivier. Jean 3 845 126
Sauli. Michel. 3.845,206.

Rhone-Progil: .Vff

—

Jay. Pierre, 3.844,968.
Rhudy. John S.: .Vff—

Knight. Bruce L.. and Rhudy. John S . 3.844,350.
Rice Barton Corporation: iff—

Moody, Winship B., 3,844,881.
Rich, Charles Ray Vff—

Donoghue. John Francis. Forney. Dan Edward; Hciks Robert
Lee; Lasson. Gerald A.; McCall. Robert Eugene; and Rich.
Charles Ray. 3.844.870.

Richards. Edward M : Vff—
10/29/74. and Richards. Edward M., 3,844,397.

Richards Manufacturing Co., Inc : iff

—

Treace, John R., 3.843.979.
Richards. Russell L.; and Gundersen. Kaare R Method and apparatus

to determine activities of a natural aquatic population of microscop-
ic organisms. 3.845.303. CI 250-303.000.

V..OSCOP

Richardson. Henry A.: iff—
Sellari. Daniele. Jr ; and Richardson. Henry A.. 3.845 249

Richardson-Merrell Inc VVf-
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Grisar. J. Martin; and Claxton, George P., 3,845,07 1

.

Schoenfeld, Stanley; and Skolnik, Jacob, 3,844,284.

Richeson, William E., Jr.; and Dreisbach, Robert H , to Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Company, mesne. Video signal

processing system for facsimile transmission. 3,845,242, CI. 178-

6.000.

Richtzenhain, Herman; and Stephen, Rudolf, to Dynamit Nobel Ak-
tiengesellschafi. Stabilization of 1 ,1 ,1-trichloroethanc. 3,845,147,

CI. 260-652. 50a.
Ricoh Company Ltd.: iff

—

Shiota,Shunsuke; and Sohtome.Takao, 3,844,919.
Ridge, Martin Peter: iff

—

Werner, Richard Lawrence; Montgomery. Richard MaKern; and
Ridge, Martin Peter, 3,844,520

Riemenschneider, Wilhelm, to Farbwerke Hoechst Akticngesellschaft
vormals Meister Lucius & Bruning. Process for the manufacture of
carbon tetrachloride. 3,845,148, CI. 260-658. OOr.

Riester, Oskar: iff

—

Ohlschlager. Hans. Riester, Oskar; Gotze, Johannes, and Dorlars,
Alfons, 3,844,798.

Rieth, Kurt A ; and Hoffmann, Edwin E R , to Textron Inc. Bracelet
component including flexible strip covered with link-like shells.

3,844, 136, CI. 63-4.000.
Rikagaku Kenkyusho: iff

—

Horikoshi, Koki; Ikeda, Yonosuke, and Nakao, Masami,
3,844,890.

Riken Piston Ring Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: iff—
Chiba. Ko; Maruyama. Masayuki; and Kobayashi. Daisaku.

3.844.693.

Riley, John E , to Bailey Meter Company Differential pressure trans-

ducer force motor drive circuit 3,845.348. CI. 318-676 000
Ringland. William L . Neumann. Manfred E.. Kaeser. Ernst K., Gil-

more. Thomas P . and Geicrsbach. Allois F . to Allis-Chalmers
Manufacturing Company Circuit for starting electric motor from
standstill with maximum torque. 3.845.372. CI 3 1 8-398.000.

Rinio. Johannes. Cable pulley. 3.844,5 37. CI 254 191.000.
Rischer. Roman: .Vff—

Hoffmann. Werner, and Rischer. Roman. 3,845,1 35.

Rishavy, Edward A: iff—
Currie, James H., and Rishavy, Edward A.. 3.844.257.

Rissi. Erwin: iff—
Ebnother. Anton, and Rissi. Erwin. 3.845.061.

Robcrson. Willie James, to Allis-Chalmers Corporation. Liquid spray

nozzle. 3.844.486, CI 239-456.000
Robert. Dominique Depressing reagent for mineral flotation and
method for its employment 3.844.412. CI 209-166OOO

Robertshaw Controls Company: iff

—

Branson. ChurlesD.. 3.845.275.

Brushwyler, Gordon R . and Kotalik, Richard J , 3,84.S.376.

Pustcr. Louis M . and Price. Larry V.. 3.844,442.
Robertson, James A iff—

Ferraro. Charles F . Javick. Richard A . and Robertson. James A .

3.844.991.

Robin. Harral T., to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Power trans-

former having shields for shaping the electric field in the major insu-

lation spaces. 3.845.436. CI 336-84 000
Robin. Michael, and Schulte. Sheldon R.. to Ashland Oil Inc Stabiliza-

tion of ethylene polymers 3.845.01 3. CI 26U-45 95c
Robinson. Franklin H.. Rakow. Marvin S . and Kcrschncr, Paul ,M , to

Cities Service Oil Company Lubricant and fuel compositions
3.844.957. CI. 252-32 500

Robinson. Jamek L. Cashiers booth 3.844.232, CI 109-7.000
Rohison. Samuel Clifford, and Gerber. Heinz Joseph, to Gerber Scien

tific Instrument Company Precise indexing apparatus and method
3,844,46I.C1, 226-8 OOO!

Robson. John Howard, and Marcus. Erich, to Union Carbide Corpora-
tion Piperazinalkvldiacrylalcs 3.845.056, CI 260-268 OOr

Roch'at. Alain Claude: iff—
Somlo. Tibor. Rochat. Alain Claude, and Murphy. James.

3.845.194.

Rochester. William L.. Jr Choker knob for logging cables and method
ofmakingsame 3.844.601. CI 294-78 OOr

Rockstead. Raymond H ; and Hasbrouck. Richard T . to United States

of America. Atomic Energy Commission. Method and apparatus for

measuring pressures in fluid lines 3.844.1 73. CI. 73-398 OOr.

Rockwell. Bruce C. to Dana Corporation. Compression molding ap-

paratus. 3.844.701. CI 425-348.000.
Rockwell International Corporation: iff

—

Friske, Warren H ; and Page. John P . 3.844.846.

McCloskey, Albert R. 3.844.628.

Yosim. Samuel J ; McKenzie. Donald E . Grantham. Leroy E.; and
Birk. James R. 3.845.190.

Rodger. Erwin S. Light guide liquid level indicator. 3.844. 1 7 I . CI. 73-

293 000.

Rodriguez. Paul L. .Mattress or mattress covering of novel shape.

3,843,980, CI. 5-327.00r.
Rodzen, Richard A.: iff—

George, David A.; Mayerhoffcr, Kenneth E.; and Rodzen, Richard
A, 3,843,969.

Roe, Bruce C. Electronic lock. 3,845,362, CI. 317-134.000.
Roe, Edward H.; and Patton. James D.. to Great Lakes Carbon Cor-

poration. Coke oven emission control system. 3.844.901. CI. 202-

263.000.

Roe, Thorndyke, Jr , to United States of America, Navy. Chemical
overlay solution with non-toxic plasticizers for sediment control.

3,845,003. CI. 260-3 1.80h.

Roehling, Duane J.; and Fradkin, David B., to United Stales of Amer-
ica, Atomic Energy Commission. Apparatus and method for mag-
netoplasmadynamic isotope separation. 3,845,300, CI. 250-282.000.

Roelofs, Wendell; Kochanskv, Jan; and Carde, Ring. Trans-7-cis-9-

dodecadicn-1-yl acetate. 3,845,108, CI. 260-488.OOh
Rogers, James C: iff—

Blcau, Charles D.; Rogers, James C; and Spears, Jesse W.,

3,844,552.

Rogers, John L. Clamp for holding cut-out pattern to a door unit.

3,844,548. CI. 269-91.000.

Rogers. Joseph P.. Jr.; and Ihresher. Richard G.. to United States of

America. Army. Mine fuze. 3.844,2 15, CI. 102-8 000
Rogora, Edoardo: iff

—

Surace, Filippo; Rogora, Edoardo; and Bassi, Aldo. 3,844,265
Rohm and Haas Company: .SVf

—

Weir. David W . 3.845.176.
Romano. Ugo; Maoggi. Pietro Entonio; and Mauri. Marcello Massi, to

Snam Progctti S p.A. Process for the oxidative dehydrocyclization of
imincs. 3.845.072. CI. 260-319.100.

Romberg, Felix B Traction gate 3.844.594. CI 292-66.000.
Romere. John M . to AMF Incorporated. End area inspection tool for

automated nondestructive inspection. 3.844.164. CI. 73-67. 80s
Roni, Jack C . to Boeing Company. The Titanium chemical milling

etchant. 3.844.859. CI. 156-18.000
Roos.Willem Cornells. Brayton engines. 3.844, 1 09, CI. 60-39.600.
Roper Corporation: .SVf—

Radtke, Carl, 3,844,086.

Schultz, Hans F., and Radtke, Carl, 3,844,087.
Rosdorff, Leopold Notation system. 3,845.279. CI. 235-61 .I2n.

Rose. Edgar, to Outboard Marine Corporation. Steering assembly for

snowmobile 3.844.366. CI 180-5. OOr
Rose. Edwin James, to Elite Engineering Limited Wire cropping and

forming tools and to a method of utilising the same 3,844.153. CI
72-332.000.

Rose. Robert E.; and Reti. Adrian, to Millipore Corporation. Filtration

and incubation apparatus 3,844,895, CI. 195-139 000
Rose, Selwyn H : See—

Reynard. Kennard A . and Rose. Selwyn H . 3.844.983.

Rosen. Melvin Harris, to Ciba-Geigv Corporation. Polvcvclic pen-
tanones. 3.845.037. CI. 260-239.00b.

Rosenberger. Frederick E.: .SVf

—

Euhanks. Lloyd S ; Eby. Roy T., Cruse, Carl M ; Epstein, Henry
L ; Null. Harold R.;a'nd Rosenberger. Frederick E . 3.845.121 '

Ross. Irving D . Jr.. and Madland. Thorvald. to Youngstown Steel Door
Company. Vehicle transporting apparatus 3.844.424. CI 214-
38. OOr.

Rostone Corporation: .Vff

—

Wilkinson. Robert E . 3.844.030.
Roth. Kurt: SVf—

Reinhardt. Friedrich; and Roth. Kurt. 3.844,710.
Roihert, Horst. to Fischer. Karl. Apparate-und Rohleitungsbau.

Spinning apparatus with means for vvinding up the filaments.

3.844.496. CI 242-35 50r.

P.othy. Gerhard iff-;-

Gela. Helmut. Bescnmatter. Walter; Scheiber. Robert; Schneider,
Fritz, and Rothv, Cicrhard, 3.844,658.

Roto-Finish Limited: See—
Barlett. William John, and Boniface. Frederick George,

3,844.071.
ROUSSEL UCLAF: Vff-

Grandadam. Jean Andre. 3,845,208.
Royally Designs of Florida. Inc : .SVf

—

'
Pa'sley, Robert H., Sr . 3.845.000

Rubbermaid Incorporated: iff

—

Wooters. Dwight N . 3,845.252.

Ruddv . Joseph Robert: .Vff

—

Rhodes. James Byron, and Ruddy. Joseph Robert. 3.844.195.
Rudolph. Hans: .SVf—

Hess. Bernhard; Raichle. Karl. Rudolph. Hans, and Fuhr. Karl.

3.845.162.

Ruehlen. Forrest N.. to Phillips Petroleum Company Method for

producing adiponitrile. 3,844,91 1,CI 204-73.00a
Rucl, Maurice M J , and Sirianni, Aurelio Frederick, to Canadian

Patents and Development Limited Agglomeration and extraction of
peatmoss. 3.844,759, CI. 71-24.000.

Runckel, William J.: iVf—
Forsythe, David M ; and Runckel, William J., 3,844,863

Rush, William F : .SVf

—

Macriss, Robert A . Rush. William F , and Weil. Sanford A..
3.844.737.

Russell. Donald H.: Sff-
Sauer. Richard W . and Russell. Donald H.. 3,844.862.

Rust. Edgar C. Jr.. to Crompton & Knowles Corporation. Apparatus
for ultrasonic welding of sheet materials 3.844,869, CI. 156-
358 000.

Rutman, Grigory losifovich: iff—
Gurvich, Yakov Abramovich, Grinberg, Alexandr Afroimovich,

Styskin, Evgeny Lvovich, Kumok, Simona Tevievna, Sobolev.
Valerian Mikhailovich; Sorokin, Eduard Scrgeevich, Shclkova,
Irina Scrgeevna, Liakumovich, Alexandr Grigor-evich, Michu-
rov. Jury Ivanovich,and Rutman, Grigory losifovich, 3,845. 142
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Ryczek. William G
.
to Allis-Chalmers Corporation Tiltinc erain h.nunioader 3,844.632. Ci 308- 1 9 1 .000 ^ ^

Ryoki.Taizo: iff—
Nagasawa Taro. Ryoki Taizo; Kiyosawa. Isao. Oizumi SaburoFukuwatan, Yasuo. Suzuki. Takashi. Ishibashi. Hitoshi and'Kawamura. Nobuo, 3.845,231.

•••msni, ana

Ryskind. Alexandr Moiseevich See—
Krendel Leonid. Nikonov. Vladimir Filippovich; Ognevskv Vik-tor Alexeev.ch; Orlovsky. Anatoly Gcorgievich; Ostrovlky

3rerFedirovTch"''.'h •

Z'^J"'
'^""'"'> Loginovich; Trof.mov

baco-Lowell Corporation; .Sfp—
Brooks. Frank E.. 3,844 102

Sagami Chemical Research Center See—

Takanashi, Masanori.3 845 334
""""isu, and

'Xshd^!i^t;o^3:^S^?^,^^T7^^r"^- "^""^ ^""'^'^^^

SaintGobain Industries: See—

Sak-.?''sh7'
*^^'^' '^""''"- "^'"'- '•"'^ '^"^''^- "*='"^- 3.845.489jJKai, snigeru: .Ve

—

.-'"^

Maruyama Isamu; Yamamoto. Hisao. Nakao Masaru SakaiSh.geru. Sasaj.ma. Kikuo; Kitagawa. Sumio; and TnabrSh^geho:

'"coLi^fSi;::^^^:''""^^"- V""'^-
'° ^"^"* ^'-"g ''^ Smeltmg

CL 252-466 00b
'" P"""*""""" «f "haust gases 3.«44.98(f

Sakaoka. Fiji: See—
Goto, Takeshi, and Sakaoka. Fiji. 3 X4S j 64bakow, Toshihiko. and Pfister Rr^hi.rt n v^i, i

-^.844.583,CI 2«0.124 00b
'^'^ '"'""" '''"

Sakunaga. Kenichi: See—

Sa.e3^~^"^^^^^--^^^'""
'"' ''"" ''""^- '"'•

'-'£i'^^^''''-
^'^^^'- ^-'-- ^-" G-^es; and Sale.,.

Sabmon^ Georges^Pierre^A^seph Connecting element .,r sk. boot.

^
a' m;3'S"oS'"'^

'^""''- """""^ " Connecting device. 3.844.138,

^'4
00a'

^"^""^ ^ '^"' '"'^ '••"-'"•>"^^- 'hcrefor. 3.844,300, CI. 135-

Sandoz Ltd .V.r—
Ebnother, Anton,andRissi.Erwin.3 84SU6I

Sandoz Ltd
.
a/k/a Sandoz AG: .V<-f—

Schneider, Rupert, 3,S45.()92
Sandoz-Wander. Inc ,S»'f

—

Denzer..Ma.x, and Ott. Hans ^ 845 P8

'^"1.44^2' Xl^tMiT^^.r""'^ ^- J^ccro-chemical .ns.al.at.ons.

Sands, Robert E, and Floren. Carl E.. to Mueller Comcanv Pinecoupling 3,844.585, CI 285-3.000.
"e.icr «.ompany. Pipe

Sandstrom, Paul H See—

sans^;:::!^r co",-u;^'^;:!f •
^"^ '•'"'^^"^'-' f^-- »

•

^•«'»^-»2<^

Takahashi, Susumu. 3.84'! 24S

^^Tomo'''""'"'^
^ Alternator power source. 3.845,321, CI. 290-

SarkesTarzian, Inc See—
Valdettaro, Alarico A . 3,844,176

Sasajima. Kikuo: .Sff—
Maruyama Isamu; Yamamoto. Hisao. Nakao, Masaru SakaiSh^.geru. Sasajima, K.kuo, K.tagawa, Sumu,. and Inaba, Shigeho."

Sasaki, Yoshiyuki; and Tani. Masayuki, to Te.jin Limited Process forproduction ofcomposite bulk yarn. 3,844,103 CI 57-157 0tsSasamoto. Keigo: iVf—
.>-.' i.t.uis.

Shirai,Sakae,andSasamoto, Keigo, 3 845 353
Sasse, Klaus: See—

^'R',t84''5'069''
^'"""- "^'"""^ ^"*-'- '-"''"'^- ^"'^ Schmidt, Robert

^'m,l''- ^1f '• i° Aktiebolaget Svenska Flaktfabriken. Adjustable-pitch axial fan. 3.844,680, CI. 416-157 000
'^"jusiaoie

Sato, Ik uro; iff—
Soma, Shoji; and Sato, Ikuro. 3 84S 483

t'aka^?oI,<l'r";J)''"'T"'''
^'''^"'- Tal^^naka, Hiroshi; and Mito, Yu-taka Solid composition comprising indolylaliphatic acid derivativesfor forming an injection 3.845.2 10, CI. 424-266 000

"^^'^''"^"

jaio, snoji: See—

^"ILTq
^'"^''"''- Akiyama, Hiroshi; Sato, Shoji; Miyata, Sci.iand Sakunaga, Kenichi. 3.844.722

". ^i-iji.
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Sato, Tadahide: See—

"Yrch^^^.^'T'''.'^'':""'"- ""J*'"^- T^"^^*-- "i^o^hi; Mori.

3,844,989 •

^"'^'^''^'' '""uki, Yasuo. and Hori. Motokazu.

^ton\"!n^''°/'' '^'"^'V
'^*"'"'^" Kabushiki Kaisha. High toughness

Sauer r ,""1
"'""^^ °^ "'"'^'"8 the same. 3,844,844, CI 1 48-2 000

trl; w[n^. '"• ""'",'• ""'^ ^°'^'- "'^*"^- «° Sain -Gobam Indus-tries Window antenna 3,845,489. CI 343-7 1 3 000

nanv £h'' I^ f""'^ ^"'"'f'
^"""'^ " " '° A"^"'*^ ^'^^hfleld Com-

156-78 000
"^"""""8 fabrics with polyurethane. 3,844.862. CI.

%ti,'^ons"- '"c^n'r"''""''-'"^
' ^ Insccticidal and fungicidal com-

5S?206.C.:2t200l,(,0 '-''•"^'-^>"^''"Ph-phonyl.indazoles.

^"roS am'" ^'f
".-'';'• P'-'n^'-'nti. Brian Armstead; and Lofquis,.Robert Alden to Allied Chemical Corporation. Alkyl and aryl ^hos-

165 000
' "'""''

"^ ^'^'^-'^^ polyamidcs. 3.844.713. CI. 8-

Sau^e. Henry W. to Searle. G. D . & Co 2,7-BisI2-(4-azatricyclo

i 845,038' cf 2S";9'uoi
^•*'-^'""--^— -d congen^ers.

'TJl fo'lTufoi^t^T'-
'"/'''" '--P«^-«<^d. End area inspection

67 80s
""'"''""'^ nondestructive inspection 3,844,165, CI. 73-

'Ti?' Si^'j;,^"'! ^'T''-
'''^^'" ""- '" ^^'"'"x Corporation,

I845,4';'4"ci.!4'^"ir00^ '"""^ ''^'^ "''^'8^'*- -—

'

Schacffer, Georg: Sff—

''t84tl49'''""""'^^
'^"'"- ^'"^''"- ''"'^ Schaeffer, Georg.'

^'t*!' Bave^ Aln'- """"Vi "!.'?• ^"'^- ^"''^^- ^"'^ Schmidt. Robert R

u;e!i";?';!;::]:^SoS^.i;;?-«^"^"'^-«'>''-'-^v'-^--'^'>'-
Schall, Herman H.: .V.-f—

'^3"44''r5r
"" •

''"'"''• ^"'^^' '^^ ^"'^ Schall. Herman H .

Schaubstahl-Werke: .Sec —

^'3',844,.S''^^""''
^""'"'"' ^'^"'- ^'"^ ^^'•^- Voldemar.

Schcgolev, Gleb Stepanuvich .Sff-
Kc^esnikov, Alexandr Pavlovich, Schegolev, Gleb StepanovichGranoysky, Semen Abramov.ch; Stankevich, LjudmilaTanov-'

Sch .ih -p^K
S'^"'>-ruv. Ljus.ien Grigor.ev.ch, 3,844.681acneiber, Robert .Scf—

."oi

Gela, Helmut. Uesenmatter W:>lter Sth.>lh..r »,,k.,. c u
Frit7 .n I p ,ii,, /- 1. .

•;• "'•r- .>tncir>tr, Kobert. Schneider,
"^ '^''^> Gerhard, ..^44 6SS

3,844.580, Cl. 280-L'o(Jab
"^''^'^'^" v-'spccally motor vehicles

Schering Corporation: .S<r

—

Steinman. Martin, 3,845 03V
'

Scherrer, Igor, to Ebauches S A Electronic device for maintenance of

scL';r;rtr;K^':i!"^"^'
^''^^' ''''^''- ^' -^-^-^^ ^oo"""^^

"tbe;tK^TMi:230" '''—-^-^'^G.andScherzer,
Scheunemann, Horst: Sej—

Berger, Klaus, and Scheunemann, Horst 3 844 5->l

CrT22"" 4^^ 00,?"
""''

''" ''" ''^'•"'^^^«'-' """'^'^ •'"'"- ^.«-'-'.456.

^I'in^Kl'^f
''• ": '"•^^^'"i"""' --^-Ph-^ne and Telegraph Corpora-

23.00d
"""" '^'"^^''^^^ ^^' ^^'^hes. 3,844,104, CI 58-

Schliebener, Claus. .^f, -

Schl.!^mr'^T"L'^^'',"''^'^'"''"^''"^Schliebener,Claus 3 844 7 36SchlumbergerTechnologvCorp.)ration S<v- •

."••^./.ifi

Hart, Herbert J . 3,845,381
Tejada, Roberto Armando 3 84S 49-)

Schmersal, Larry J
:
B.,U,r i hco. ,r. C .'and Muiles, M. to Owens-II-l.nois, Inc. System for producing a grav sc.lc with a gaseous disolal

TliT^o!"
''"'^' """« "'""'^''^ ''^^•^-^'^ c>cmcn.s.'3;^45^4^C^

Schmidt, Robert R : .SVf—

^'5',t84^5'069'^
^'"''- '^''"'- '^"'-- ^"'***8; and Schmidt, Robert

Schmicder. Fritz: .Scf—

^3S'5,3ti'"'^
Schmieder, Fritz; and Heinzmann, Werner.

^'7^86 omT'''
^ •

'" ^""'' '"dustrics. Inc. Coin vault. 3,844,144. CI.

Schneider. Fritz: See—
Gela. Helmut, Besenmatter, Walter; Scheiher. Robert Schneider

Fritz, and Rothv, Gerhard, 3.844 658
^ "^", ichneidtr.

Telic'"p?!"'K'„'"
^" Telephonic Industrielle et Commerciale "-

l84'5.254"cr 200-'5.ur
^^^^'"^^'^-' ^^ P-'«^^ circuit card.

Schneider. Hans-Dieter, and Bachmann. H,.rr,t, to Bosch RobertFernsehanlagen GmbH Portabk elevis^on ca-ueri whh n.Hi
munication. 3,845.238. CI. 178 s hOt

''•'"''•' ""'" ''"'^'o corn-

Schneider. John A : See—

^Ss,?;;"" ^- '^"'^' '"'^ '• ""' Schneider. John A..
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Schneider. Rupert, to Sandoz Ltd.; a/k/a Sandoz Aai,3-Bis-( sub-

stituted-disulfan)h2-alkylamino propanes. 3,845,092. CI. 260-

Schmtzk?, Alvin D.. to United States of America. Army. Photosensi-

tive junction controlled electron emitter. 3,845,296. Cl. 250-

Schock, Eberhard. Basement window shield. 3,844,076, Cl. 52-

Schoenfeld Stanley; and Skolnik, Jacob, to Richardson-Merrell Inc.

Disposable douche. 3.844,284, Cl. 1 28-232.000. ^

Schold, George R.:Sff-
, oaa Aon

Schold, George R; and Fischbeck, James 0.3.844,490.

Schold George R.; and Fischbeck, James D., to Schold, George R^ Ap-

paraius for dispersing finely divided solid particles in a liquid vehicle.

3 844 490, Cl. 241-74.000.

'^'""SlIerAdorreeyerle, Rud.; Kunze. Wilhelm; Nitz. Rolf-

Eberhard; and Scholtholt, Josef. 3.845.052.

'^'Tonnen^nn: Wolfgang; Wurst, Bert; Misch, Wolfgang; and

Schonart, Edgar, 3,844,114.

Schoppe, Wayne F: Sff— /- r- «; ,,.^,

Jackson, Earl V ; Schoppe. Wayne F., Squassom Gmo F.; Warter.

Peter J Herr, Gerald A ; Hoesly, David D ;
Randall, John M.;

Schrocder. Russell G . II. Webb, Douglas D ;
Lange, Clark V ;

and Kelsch, Robert J. .3.844,651.

Schroeder. Kenneth Roger; and Miller. Lyle Eugene, to Deere & Com-

pany. Tractor grille housing mounting. 3.844.369. Cl. l80-68.00p.

Schroeder. Russell G. 11.^ff- n v wi^n^r
Jackson, Earl V ; Schoppe, Wayne F ; Squassoni, Gmo F.. Warter,

Peter J Herr, Gerald A ; Hoesly, David D ;
Randall, John M.;

Schroeder, Russell G . II; Webb. Douglas D.. Lange. Clark V ;

and Kelsch. Robert J .3.844.651.

Schubert David C , to United States of America. Air Force, mesne. In-

sulating cone plasma enhancement configuration for a pVasma

waveguide switch 3.845.427. Cl. 333-98.00S.

Schubert. Hans Werner; Sff-
-, oAt nt,-,

Henecka. Hans, and Schubert, Hans Werner. 3.845.062.

Schudel, Peter Vff— _.

Helmlinger, Daniel, Lamparsky. Dietmar. Schudel. Peter; Sigg-

Grutter, Trudi. and Wild. Jost. 3,845.1 34.

Schuller James T , to UMC Industries, Inc. Check-controlled vending.

3.845,470. C1.340-149.00a.
, ^ .. r- uur-^t

Schulte Fritz, to Hartung. Kuhn &. Co Maschinenfabrik GmbH Cok-

mg installation. 3.844.900. Cl. 202-227.000.

Schulte. Sheldon R; iff- „ ,o^cn,T
Robin. Michael; and Schulte. Sheldon R. 3.845,01 3.

Schultes Hermann, to Olin Corporation. Vibration damped ski

3,844,576,CI. 280-11 131.
ci, i k,

Schultz, Hans F„ and Radtke, Carl, to Roper Corporation. Skylight

structure and structural members therefor 3.844.087. Cl. ^-^-

200.000. ^ , ^, . f.

Schultz Willard F , and Ottinger. James A . to General Electric Com-

pany' Electric oven toaster bread rack and door mechanism

3.845.272. Cl. 219-386.000

Schulz. Gerhard: iff— „ , . /-„.,,
Bartholome. Ernst. Koehler. Waldemar; Stoeckclmann. Guenter.

Schulz Gerhard. Nagel. Otto. Goctze. Walter; Kasper. Werner.

Dreher. Erich; and Dahlinger. Roland. 3.845,144^

Schulz Jureen. to Licentia Patent-Verwaltungs-G.m.b.H. Pulse am-

plitude evaluation. 3,845,397, Cl. 328-1 I 7.000.

^^''"nolUind^elvin G.7schulz, Manfred B , and Barrett, Harrison H ,

3,845,420. ^ -r 1

Schurzlcr Jerome C , to McDonnell Douglas Corporation. Triaxial

tcnsilestrcssdevice. 3.844, 167, Cl 73-93.000

"^

"ubkueclfer, Rolf, Koenig, Horst, Amann. August; Giertz, Hubert;

and Schuster, Joerg, 3,845,050.

SchwarkzkopfDevelopment Corporation: iff-
.„j H,.,.,n

Sedlatschek, Karl, Heitzinger, Fricdrich, Beyer, Horst; and Buran,

Ulrich, 3,844,729. a f.r

Schwartz, Hermann, to Peyer, Siegfried. Thread monitor device for

textile machinery. 3,844, 101. Cl. 57-81 000.
• „ Hi.nl-.v

Schwartz James W . to Zenith Radio Corporation Television display

panel
'

having gas discharge cathode-luminescent elements

3 845.241. Cl. 178-7. 30d.
, . ...

Schweitzer. Earl O . to Ardac. Inc Angled edge stacking com chute.

3 844.298. Cl. 133-5 000.

'^'Yutmant'sYegSd; Harders, Volkwart; Kruger, Hartmut; and

Schwenke, Rudiger, 3.844,587.

^'•""waTdmal"' Helm";;.; Schwerdtel, Wulf; and Swodenk, Wolfgang,

Schweriner, Harold A , to Simco Company, Inc., The Contact printing

apparatus and method 3,844,657,0. 355-132 000.

Scott & Fetzer Company: iff—
Edwards, James D , 3,845,256.

Scott David Richard Howard: iff— ,

Scott Walter Roy; Scott, David Richard Howard; and Scott, Nigil

Phillip. 3.844.335.

Scott, Kenneth J: iff—
,, ^, - „., .on

Manwarren, Thomas E ; and Scott. Kenneth J.. 3.845.490.

Seeley. William M.; Stillson. Timothy Jay;

; and Barker. Perley K.. 3.844. 1 3

1

Scott. Milford M., Jr.; and Wheeler, Floyd J.. Jr. to STP Corporation,

Exhaust gas recirculating valve. 3,844,260. Cl. 123-1 19.00a.

''^""ScotfWaS Ro^rScott. David Richard Howard; and Scott, Nigil

Phillip, 3,844.335.

Scott Paper Company: iff—
i o^a boo

Meisel, Frederick W.. Jr.; and Larson, Kenneth C. 3.844 880_

Scott. Sam C. Water reservoir liner for concrete forms. 3.844,3^ /, «-i.

Scoi^WaUer^Rov; Scott. David Richard Howard; and Scott Nigil Phil-

lip, to Airvert Limited. Moulding of metallic articles. 3,844.335, Cl.

164-265.000.

Scovill Manufacturing Company: iff—

Kruger, James Brompton; and Cooper, Joseph. 3.844.634.

Searle.G.D ,&Co.:iff—
Brown, Edward A., 3,845,083.

Chinn,Leland J, 3,845,04 1.

Sause, Henry W, 3,845,038.

Tweit, Robert C, 3,845,125.
i- u i ,

Sears, James H., and Vucish, Paul M., to Owens-Corning F.berglas

Corporation Apparatus for severing linear elements. 3,844,191, ti.

Sedlattche"k" Karl; Heitzinger, Friedrich; Beyer. Horst; and Buran. Ul-

rich, to Schwarkzkopf Development Corporation^ Metals having

wear-resistant surfaces and their fabrication. 3,844,729, ci. .v-

195.000.

Seeley. William M.: .Sff—

Gianni. Sebastian J ,

Hamilton, Clark B.

Sekino,Tamotsu: iff— t ul rk. o™^
Harada Hideki; Yamashita, Keitaro; Sagara. Takehiko; Oyama

Sadahiro; Fujitsuka. Takamichi; Sekino. Tamotsu; and

Takanashi. Masanori. 3.845.334.

Self. James M.; and Matzek. Nortnan E to Ppw Chem-cal Cotnpany,

The. Stabilizationoflightmetalhydride.3.844.854.Cl. 149-6.000.

Selfix.Inc : iff—
Olen. George R., 3,844,586.

Selin, Terry G; iff-
, c.c ,-,-,

Bereer,Abe;andSelin,TerryG, 3,845,127.

Sellari Daniele, Jr ; and Richardson, Henry A., to International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. Multi-frequency receiver.

3,845,249, Cl. 179-84.0vr oi .d . .n.
Sollers H Charles Jr and Hatchel, Ronnis J , to Beloit-Passavant

'corporation Log conveymg apparatus. 3,844,399, Cl. 198-165.000.

SEMELS.p A iff-
Prette, Mario, 3.844,663.

Seppi.Ned F: .Sff—

Duke, Roy B . and Seppi. Ned F.. 3.845.1 19.

Sernatinger. Franz; and Abad. Maurice, to Etat Francais. Apparatus

for automatic dynamic positioning and steering systems. 3.844.242.

Cl. I14-I44.00b,

Scrvomat Fast Foods ( Proprietary ) Limited: iff

—

Marsbcrg. Stanley G. 3.844.447
,.. , ,• ^i,

Sessody Donald W . to Applied Power Inc. Lightweight hydraulic jack.

3.844.534. Cl. 254-93 OOh. .

Sette James J Valve actuating safety cap assembly for pressurized

dispensers 3.844.448. Cl 222-153.000.

Sewing, Heinrich: iff- uiu.ii ha
Jakobs. Ferdinand, and Scwmg,Heinrich, 3,844,216,

Sexstone John H , to Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation Con-

tinuous manufacture of a multiple filter rod having sjjaced pockets

containing particulate material 3,844,200, Cl. 93-
1
00c.

Sfar, Baruch: iff—
, „ ,. , o.^ ,x,q

Shwayder, Warren M; and Sfar.Baruch. 3.844.019.

Shaffer Robert S ; and Caldwell. Laurence B . to Bethlehem Steel Cor-

poration Method of applying a coating to both sides of a movmg

strip. 3.844.820. Cl. 117-68.000. n , a
Shamhan. Ralph B.. to Farallon Industries. Inc Customized

mouthpiece retainer for an underwater breathing apparatus.

3.844.28 l.CI. 128-147.000.
^ a

Shank Leiand R. Automatic loading mechanism and grinding

machine. 3.844.069.CI. 51-1 18.000.

Sharma. Ram A.; and Rhodes. James F. to General Motors Corpora-

tion. Insulating seal for molten salt battery. 3.844.842. Cl 136-

SharpeTnthony Nelson, to Lever Brothers CoiTipany^ Apparatus for

performing bacteriological tests automatically. 3.844.896. Cl. 1.5-

139 000. ..

Shaumian Grigor Arutjunovich. Multispindle automatic machine.

3.844.1 87. Cl. 82-3.000.

Shaver, Marvin Bruce: iff— ». n,..^»
Smallwood, Robert Edwards; and Shaver, Marvin Bruce,

3 844 492

Shaw, Allen Frederick, to Superflexit Limited^Dissipation of electro-

static charges from insulating materials 3,845, I86,CI 264-104.000

Shaw, David N iff-
, u^^ too

Bulklcy, Clifford T ; and Shaw, David N., 3,844,688.

Shceler, Calvin W.,Jr iff- ^
, . „, , , o^^ an^

Horai, John C; and Sheeler, Calvin W., Jr.. 3.844,804

Shceto, Joseph John, Jr: iff— u , i. u -.nH B^mipI
Chang, Catherine Teh-Lin; Sheeto, Joseph John. Jr.; and Beutel.

Jacob. 3.844.790.

Shelkova, Irina Sergeevna: See—

r
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Curvich, Yakov Abramovich; Grinbcrc Alex inHr Af.
S.yskin, Evgeny Lvovich. Kumok sfmona Tev'^vna Sobo'levValerian Mikhailovich. Sorokin. Eduard Sereeevich Sheik '

Ir.na Sergeevna^ Liakumovich. Alexandr G fgonLv'chS
c:;s:^::^::!:a^;^^-^- «---. m.. 3.844.950.

Shema. Bernard F : See—

^'TmS^^^"' " ''' '''"^- ^^^"^^*^ ""' '>"'' Swered, Paul.

Shen, Tsung-Ying; and Clark. Robert L to Merck & C. in. a rv
4.5 dih>drothienol3.2-c)pyr.dines. 3.845 065 0*260 293 80cShepelyakovsky. Konstantin Zakharovich See-

-^-^ »"c.

Krendel Leonid.^Nikonov. Vladimir Filippovich. Ognevskv Viktor Alexeevich; Oriovsky. Anatoly Georgie ich OstrovskvGrigory Arkadiev.ch; Palkin. Valery Evseevich pVkh?.m
'

S"er F^dirorh''^ st^ '^r t"-'> ^^ --H.'^roZ ^^^
uieg hedorovich, Shpelyakovsky, Konstantin Zakharovich

Rab : M^'n ^ Mo,seevich; Shklyarov. Isaak Nakhim J"

FisEki; MTh',^'P°'"^-J^^'""- ^^"'^'"i" Davydovich andUshkis. Mikhail Mironovich. 3.844 852
"i-". Jnu

Shepherd. Lawrence H Ir tr. C(K. i
/- ~ _

beryllian, hydride.V845.m.'ci.'4'2V-645 o'oT"""
'"''"^''"" '''

Sherman & Reilly. Inc: iVe-
Chadwick. William H . Jr.. 3.844 536

Sherman. Edward: See—

Sherman, James Leonard, to Du Pont de Nemours F I -.nH r
Deoxidation of copper 3.844.772. CI 75 ^6 006

'''"'

Sherwin. Alton E.SVc— " wwu.

Ferguson, J. C. 3.844.202
Sheshuko. Elena Gavrilovna See—

Kolesnikov Alexandr Pavlovich; Schegolev Gleb Steoanovich

Shigeno.Shunichi iVf-
• »-

'
- 1 lui.uur.

Sh.„,^'*i'''*T'*l*''' '^l!"'''
^"'^ Shigeno. Shunichi. 3.844 01 4Shunada Takeo. Yoko,a. Yukio; and Hayashi. Jun. to Fuji Photo Film

3.844.784. CI 96 22 000
' Photographic materials

Shimizu. Toshimasa: See—

Sh,J?""- l^i"'"- "''i'
^"'^ Sh.mi2u. Toshimasa. 3.845 373

Shinetsu Chemical Company See—

^ Oh&K^r3"84^7^"- "^'"""'^"^ ^''«"^^'- '^--^ -'i

^t840 L5

^'""'"^ "'^"'^*- T-kayoshi; and Takita. Masatoshi.

Shinichiro. Nagashima See—

ShmS'^:^^';:;,:!:^
'^'"'^'"-- ^^^-^--a. 3.844.78 I

.

shioX"!- crud'i-""""'- ^"'''"'^*- ^•«'»-''-^'^^-

Nagata,Wataru,andHayase,Yoshio, 3.845 175

Me'.h.i r*"- '"'^ Sohtome, Takao, tokicoh Company Ltd

m 000
'"'^''""' P'"^"*^-^'^"''*"^'^ ^"^faces 3.844.919^1 204

^''m^lh^.'^"'• """i
^^''""'"'"- »^«^*g" Electrical conductive Hoor tile andmethod for making same 3.845.151 CI 1|7.->()0r

'^
"""'^ ""^ •'"^

Shklyarov. Isaak Nakhimovich.S^«-_ '

"

Krendel. Leonid Nikonov, Vladimir Fil.ppovich; Ognevskv Viktor Alexeevich. Oriovsky. Anatolv Georgie ich Ostrovskv"

OlerFeio ovTch Sh
•

i"^'"'
^"•""'> ^ogmovich, Trofimov.

R skind A . ^ Shpelyakovsky. Konstantin Zakharovich

R ,h,n V. ?v
Moiscevich. Shklyarov, Isaak Nakhimovich

Shoot. Lyie E. to Mallorv P R & Tn in. r- , u • ,

Showa Drum Manufacturing Co.. Ltd .V<r-
Narita. Tadashi; and Ishimaru. Shusho. 3 844 466Showa Industries Co .Ltd See-

''''r844.159'^"""''
"^'^- '^"''"^'^ ""d Kamatani. Hiromu.

Shpadi, Evgeny Ivanovich .SVe—

'''km'"rI"'"/'\:^"^''^^"'''"^- ^''P^'^'- E^g'-'-^v Ivanovich Lasut-

TubS vTl* ^"^^"J'-'I"-*'-.
P*^''"«'"- Alcxei Dmitrievi^h and

cu « c. . '^'^'"I'f Nikolaevich. 3.844 545
Shroff, Shrenik: iVf—

''"^44'8I6^""'""- ' •

''"""'• ^"^'^ ^'
• -^ Shroff. Shrenik.

Shuffman. Fred, mesne See—

Shuffma:,""6s?a"S-" ' '
^"' ''"^'"^"- ^''^^^ ^•«'*-»«^^

Wilson. Christopher L
. and Shuffman. Oscar. 3.844.876
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Shuler F. W.lham. and Dyck. John. Folding system for muUi-sectioLimplement 3.844.358. CI 172-311000
•" -or mum sectional

^''Armv''Z,'!;.;H'"^f
'^'''}''^^' E"«^n. «o United States of America

26^000
producing corned beef. 3.845.227, CI. 426

Shwayder. Warren M.: iff—

''3"84?0I J"'"'"
^' ^"'^ ^'^^- «=>^"^'' <^=>i<l Sfar assor, to said).

melh' d-op::gram?^3.8r4%"rcr2S2i^^^^ ^^ -'^

Sibgatulin. Kharis Malikovich: See-
'^^ ^UU.

Lepp. Vladimir Romanovich; Sibgatulin. Kharis Malikovich andChcrkasov, Jury Nikolaevich. 3.845 380
'"^o^'cn, and

Sick. Erwin: .SVf—
Walter. Arthur. 3.845.319

Siddiqui. Iftikhar Hussain See—

.

"" H:::ai;':5:^i?mr'-
^"^'"- "^^^^"^^ -^^ ''''"^^^- ^^-^^-

Siegal. Jack Nail nippers. 3.844.032. CI 30-28 000Siemens Aktiengesellschaft. .Vff—
Fleer, Otto, and Grill, Hubert, 3 844 039
Hofmann. Horst; and Katz. Helmut, 3,844 823
Martens. Hans. 3.845.424.

'

Siemon Company. The. See—
Hedu. Jon. 3,844,000

Sigg-Grutter, Trudi: See-
Helmhnger Daniel. Lamparsky. Dictmar; Schudel Peter Sie.Grutter, Trudi. and Wild. Jost. 3.845 134

'• reier. iigg-

Signetics Corporation .Sff—
Gauge. Thomas P

. and Kocsis. Joseph. 3 845 495Signodc Corporation See-
.o**J.'*vd.

Angarola. Barry R
, and Crittenden. David E 3 844 3 1

7

Simco Company. Inc. The.Vff-
lu c. j,844.j 17.

Schweriner, Harold A , 3,844 657
Simizu. Tosio: See—

SimnnriH' P^"'*'
'*"'^"> '^^'"'"'' '-""^ Simizu. Tosio. 3.845 281Simplimatic Engineering Company: iff-

•"'•-.^bi.

Shuford. Lloyd N.. 3.844.405'
Simpson. Alexander Bowen See—

S.nc.ch"Bor?s'R ' Vff"!'""''""-
^'"^"'^" «"^-- 3-«'»'*-25 1

.

SindSrS R-'^S^l-
'''''• ^""^ '^

'
'-'''-''^

o ,.\"""":^^^^S.. Jr. and Sindoris. Arthur R 3 845 488

Singer Company. The: .Sff—
Batson. William A., 3,844.180
Zaieski. John F. 3.845.417

Singer Company, The. mesne: .Sff-
Stavis. Gus. and Odell, Thomas W . 1 844 506

Singcry. Jean-Michel: .Sff

—

S.nah^' p'l'-
'^"^"' '""• ""'^ Singery, Jean-Michel 1 844 ^

1 1

^^^1:::!::.^.:^^^^^;; ^"'"p->' "^otosensitive

Siriunni, Aurelio Frederick .Sff—
'^"'^'•'^•"J'-iceMJ.andSirianni. Aurelio Frederick 1 844 7<;o

Skinner. James L : .SVf—
Wunderlich. Donald K . and Skinner. James L 3 844 929

Skolnik. Jacob: .Sff

—

Schoenfeld. Stanley, and Skolnik. Jacob. 3.844 ^84

"8?4:5?3''a'2'92-48S
'^''^ '"''' ^'"' '''''^' '-^^'"^ -"-

Slemmons. Charles O
. to General Tire and Rubber Comoanv Th.

?67o'dh
""""' '"^ J"^'""^ --''-i^'-- -3.84J.OO2'. "^i724

"3.a.008"^l 29-96Vo^'"""
^^^Por.Uon, The. Cutting tool

"ruS;:;;:^.::^.?:^:::^?^^-- ^j • -^ company, zone-

Sluytcr. Robert Johannes: iff—
De Jager. Frank. Van Der Wurf Ppipt V-.n n^ ,

Smallwood. Robert Edwards; and Shaver. Marvin Bruce to Dnmin

Smidth. F. L . & Co.: .S>f—
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Petersen. Helge Hogh. 3.844.742.

Smith, Colin F. G ; and Hayward. Malcolm L.. to International Stan-

dard Electric Corporation. Tensile rope joint and method of making

same. 3.844.665. CI. 403-267.000.

Smith. Daniel W Sff—
Stringer. Myron Scott; Smith. Daniel W ; Maclvergan, Robert G.;

and Elderbaum. Robert W.. 3.844.092.

Smith. Erwin Donald; Tull. Thomas W.; and Fenton, Frank W. Pallet

loadingmachine. 3.844.422. CI. 214-6.00p.

Smith, Frederick R.. to FMC Corporation. Absorbent mass of alloy

fibers of regenerated cellulose and polyacrylic acid salt of alkali-

metals or ammonium. 3,844.287, CI. 128-285.000.

Smith. James D. B ; Sff

—

Mendelsohn. Morris A.; and Smith. James D. B.. 3.845.438

Smith. Joe H: Sff—
Clarady. Leroy E.; McSweeney, J Jay; and Smith. Joe H..

3.845.374.

Smith. Kenneth C . to Dayco Corporation Printing blanket bar as-

sembly with edging strip locking means. 3.844.2 14. CI. 101-415.100

Smith. Richard L.: See—
Uraneck. Carl A.; and Smith. Richard L.. 3.845.030.

Smith. Richard N . to Sybron Corporation. Electrodialytic recovery of

acid and insoluble products from spent liquors. 3.844.927. CI. 204-

301.000.

Smith. Robert M Display system for musical tones 3,845,468. CI. 340-

148.000.

Smith. Tom F , to United States TRAD. Corporation. Converter lens

3,844.639.C1. 350-181 000.

Smithcrs, Philip G K to Frico Products Corporation, mesne Wind-

screen wipers. 3,843,994. CI. 15-250.320.

Smolyarov, Ljustien Grigorievich Sff—
Kolesnikov, Alexandr Pavlovich. Schegolev. Gleb Stepanovich;

Granovsky. Semen Abramovich; Stankevich. Ljudmila Ivanov-

na; and Smolyarov. Ljustien Grigorievich. 3.844.68 I

Smyth. Michael James. Murdoch. Robert; and Gibson. John Anderson,

to United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Separation apparatus.

3,844.926. CI 204-299.000

Smylhe George Edward, to US. Philips Corporation. Medical ventila-

tor including a fail-safe device. 3.844.280, CI. 128-145 600.

Snam Progetti S p.A : Sff- \

Cucinella. Salvatore. and Mazzci. Alcssandro. 3.845.027.

Romano. Ugo, Maoggi, Pietro Entonio, and Mauri, Marcello Mas-

si. 3.845.072.

Snapp, Thomas C. Jr : Sff

—

Hagemeyer, Hugh J , Jr . Blood. Alden E.. and Snapp. Thomas C.
Jr .3,845,106.

Snarcy, Michael: Sff—
Cox. David Alexander; Danilewicz. John Christopher; Ham. Allan

Leslie. Kemp. John Edward Glyn; and Snarey. Michael.

3.845.123
Snavely. Earl S.. Jr ; and Bcrtness. Theodore A , to Mobil Oil Corpora-

tion. Petroleum production by steam injection. 3.844,349. CI. 166-

272 000
Snijdcrs, Wilfred Andre Maria: Sff—

De Jager, Frank. Van Der Wurf, Peter. Van Gerwen. Josephus;

Sluytcr, Robert Johannes, and Snijders. Wilfred Andre Maria,

3,845.390

Sobel. Jay E . lo Universal Oil Products Company Alkylation process

with fluorination step utilizing recycled HF catalyst 3.845,158. CI

260-683.490
Sobel. Robert. Flexible hinge assembly 3.843.996. CI. 16-150.000

Sobolev. Valerian Mikhailovich .SVf—

Gurvich. Yakov Abramovich; Grinberg. Alexandr Afroimovich.

Styskin. Evgenv Lvovich; Kumok, Simona Tcvicvna; Sobolev,

Valeriar Mikhailovich. Sorokin. Eduard Sergeevich, Shclkova.

Irina Scrgeevna. Liakumovich, Alexandr Grigorievich, Michu-

rov. Jury lvanovich,and Rutman. Grigory losifovich. 1.845.142

Societe Anonyinc de Telecommunications: .SVf—

Ameurlaine. Jacques Francois, and Cohen-Solal. Gerard David.

3,845,494.

Societe Anonyme dite; Vallourec (Usines a Tubes de Lorrainc-Escaut

el Vallourec Rcunics): See—
Peytavin, Pierre, 3.844.152.

Societe Berri-Bulzac: SVf—
Baronnet. Rene. 3.845.048

Societe Civile d'Etudes de Centrifugation: SVf

—

Peytavin. Pierre. 3.844.333.

Societe d'Etudes et de Rechcrchcs Magnetiques SERM AG: .SVf

—

Haberer. Jean-Paul. 3.844.85 1

.

Societe dite: Lebocey Industries: Sff—
Palenchcr. Jacques. 3.844.316.

Societe en nom Collectif "Science Union et Cie. Societe Francaise de

Recherche Medicate" Sff—
Malen. Charles; Desnos. Monique; and Poignant. Jean-Claude.

3.845.074.

Societe Generale de Constructions Elcctriques et Mecanique

(Alsthom): Sff—
Soury. Jean-Pierre. Lambert. Andre; and Barandon. Rene,

3.844.307

Societe Honeywell Bull (Societe Anonyme): SVf—

Leroy. Jean-Pierre Henri Michel. 3.845.285

Societe Industrielle de Transports Automobiles SIT. A.: .SVf—

Demenais, Claude Lucien. 3.844.493.

Societe Industrielle des Oleagineux: SVf

—

Rambaud. Michel. 3.845.229.

Societe Industrielle Honeywell Bull; See—
Migoux. Robert Jean; and Singery, Jean-Michel. 3,844,21

1

Societe LignesTelegraphiquesetTelephoniques: Sff—

Chiron, Bernard, Rannou. Claude; and Bernard. Nicole,

3.845,413.

Soderstrom. Nils Erik: Sff— id^^n
Borggren. Kjcll Christian; and Soderstrom, Nils Erik, 3,844,6 12.

Sodickson. Lester A., and Lim. Franklin, to Damon Corporation. Press

for progressive compression of liquid-bearing absorbent article.

3.844.717. CI. 23-253.00r.

Sohtome.Takao: SVf-
Shicta.Shunsuke.andSohtome.Takao. 3.844.919.

Sokolow. Nickolas N . to Beloit Corporation Method and apparatus

for forming continuous thermoplastic pipe having corrugated seg-

ments. 3.844.700. CI. 425-326.00r.

Solartron Electronic Group Limited. The: .SVf

—

Ley. Anthony John; and Dorey. Howard Anthony. 3.845,388.

Solda. Robert B: .Sff

—

Sterman, Albert P . Solda. Robert B., and Auxier, Thomas A..

3.844.678.

Solt. Paul E , to Fuller Company System for conveying solid particu-

late materials 3.844.446. CI. 222-61 .000.

Solvay & Cie: SVf

—

Denaeyer. Jose Luis, and Kegelart. Willy. 3.844.726.

Soma. Shoji. and Sato. Ikuro, to Nippon Electric Company, Limited.

Antenna system. 3,845,483. CI. 343-761 000.

Somlo, Tibor. Rochat. Alain Claude; and Murphy. James, to Ciba-

Geigy AG. Process for the regeneration of phosphorus oxychloride

or oxybromide from reaction mixtures. 3,845, 194. CI. 423-300.000.

Sonoda. Minoru: See—
ho. Yoshiteru, and Sonoda, Minoru, 3,844.786.

Sony Corporation: Sff—
.

Ashiya. Takechika; Nagami. Masaru; and Watanabe. Yoshimi,

3.845.447.

Hamada, Osamu, 3,845.394.

Kuroda. Nobukazu. 3.844,849.

Yamakawa. Kiyoshi, 3.845.237.

Sorokin, Eduard Sergeevich SVf—
Gurvich. Yakov Abramovich; Grinberg. Alexandr Afroimovich;

Styskin. Evgeny Lvovich, Kumok. Simona Tevievna. Sobolev.

Valerian Mikhailovich; Sorokin. Eduard Sergeevich, Shelkova.

Irina Sergeevna; Liakumovich. Alexandr Grigorievich. Michu-

rov. Jury Ivanovichand Rutman. Grigory losifovich. 3,845,142

Soury. Jean-Pierre; Lambert. Andre, and Barandon, Rene, to Societe

Generale de Constructions Electriques et Mecanique (Alsthom)

Gate valve for the transfer of high purity gas 3.844.307, CI 137-

271.000.

Spears. Jesse W: Sff—
Bleau. Charles D . Rogers, James C; and Spears. Jesse W.,

3.844.552.

Spencer. Donald J.: See—
Matyskella. John X . and Spencer. Donald J.. 3.844.578.

Spencer Harvey J . to Paper Converting Machine Company Machine

and method for winding 3,844.501 .CI. 242-56.00a.

Sperry Rand Corporation: Sff

—

Blanshine, Allison W ; Eggers. Edward T.. and Hyman. Myles,

3.844.208.
Cardon. Carlos D . and Griffone. Lawrence P . 3.845.399.

Spetz. William L: -Sff- ,„,,,,,
Voss. Robert H ; Ward. Earl M.; and Spetz. William L.. 3.845.277.

Spiegelberg. Hans: Sff

—

Rey-Bellet. Gerald; and Spiegelberg. Hans, 3.845.093

Spielberg. David H . Janowski. Kcnneih R.. and Levesque. Charles J.,

to Universal Oil Products Company Sintering process for metallizing

non-metal substrates 3.844.830, CI. 1 1 7- 1 60 OOr

Spurr Robert, to Notifier Company Flow controlled switch operated

by a pivotal shaft. 3.845.259. CI 200-8 1 .90r.

Squassoni. Gino F.: .SVf

—

Jackson. Earl V.; Schoppe. Wayne F ; Squassoni. Gino F .
Warter.

Peter J . Herr. Gerald A . Hoesly. David D . Randall. John M.;

Schroeder. Russell G . 11; Webb. Douglas D . Langc. Clark V.,

and Kclsch. Robert J.. 3,844.651.

S R.M Hydromekanik Aklicbolag: SVf—
Ahlen. Karl Gustav. 3.844.120.

St. Andre. Arthur F.: SVf

—

Youden. David H; and St. Andre. Arthur F. 3.844.186.

St. Pierre. Leo: SVf

—

St. Pierre. Robert; and St Pierre. Leo. 3.844.438.

St Pierre. Robert, and St Pierre. Le<i Bottle and cap lockipg struc-

ture. 3.844.438. CI. 2 15-22 1 .000.

Stacey Andrew Gordon, to British Ropes Limited. Production of low

allov steel wire 3.844,848. CI. 148-12 00b

Stachcl. Adolf, deceased (bv Stachel. Ingeburg Lydia Katharina.

heiress); Beyerle. Rudi; Kunze. Wilhelm. Nitz. Rolf-Eberhard; and

Scholtholt. Josef, to Cassella Farbwerke Mainkur Aktien-

gesellschaft Basically substituted I ( 2H )-phthalazinonc derivatives.

3.45.052. CI 260-250.00p.

Stachel. Ingeburg Lydia Katharina: .SVf

—

Stachel. Adolf. Beyerle. Rudi. Kunze. Wilhelm. Nitz. Rolf-

Eberhard; and Scholtholt. Josef. 3.845.052.

Stagg Zipper Corporation: .SVf

—

Fisher. Harry; and Fisher. Stuart, 3,844,017.

Staley. A. E.. Manufacturing Company: SVf

—

Bramel. Gerald F . 3.844.807.

Standard Oil Company: Sff—
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Kusak. Meilute O., 3,845,100.
Steigelmann, Edward F.; and Hughes, Robert D., 3,844,735.
Tannenbaum, Steven R, 3,845,222

Stankevich, Ljudmila Ivanovna: See—
Kolesnikov, Alexandr Pavlovich; Schegolev, Gleb Stepanovich;
Granovsky, Semen Abramovich; Stankevich, Ljudmila Ivanov-
na; and Smolyarov, Ljustien Grigorievich, 3,844,68 1

.

Stanley Works, The: See—
Stoutenberg, Carl Christian, 3,844,322.
Stoutenberg, Carl Christian; and Rathbun, Richard H 3 845 384
Whitehouse, Hugh L, 3,844,169.

Staples, Brewster H.: See—
Raia, David C; and Staples, Brewster H., 3,844.3 1

8

Starr. Robert P.: 5e^—
Long, Ronald W.; Starr, Robert P.; and Hubert, James C

3,844,805.
Stathakos, Dimitri. to Center for Blood Research. Molecular fractiona-

tion. 3.844.925. CI. 204-299.000.
Staub, Anthony F.; and Staub, Norman T. Photographic print marker

3,844,253. CI. I 18-242.000.
Staub, Norman T.: See—

Staub, Anthony F.; and Staub, Norman T., 3,844 253
Stauber. Hans-Ulrich. to Ferag AG. Points system conveyor

3.844,403, CI. 198-109.000.
" cyor.

Stauffer, Thomas Arlo: See—
Tomisawa. Norio; Uchiyama. Yasuji; Okumura. Takatoshi and

Stauffer. Thomas Arlo, 3,844,379
Stavis. Gus; and Odell, Thomas W.. to Singer Company, The mesne

Missile guidance system. 3,844,506, CI. 244-3. 1 50.
Stearns, Gabriel E , to Boeing Company, the Variable ramp exhaust

nozzle and clamshell reverser 3.844,482, CI. 239-265.370.
Steel. Frances R., to Motorola. Inc. Crystal oscillator having spurious

oscillation suppression circuit 3.845.4 10. CI. 331-1 I6.00r.
Steelcase Inc.: See—

Karrip, Alexander A. 3.844,079.
Steigelmann, Edward F.; and Hughes, Robert D , to Standard Oil Com-

pany. Process. 3.844.735, CI. 55-16.000.
Stein, Reinhardt P . to American Home Products Corporation Process

for the cleavage of A-ring aromatic, steroidal methyl ethers
3.845.084. CI. 260-397.500.

Steinberg. Samuel B.. to Air Techniques. Inc Particulate detector
system. 3.845.480. CI. 340-236.000.

Steinman. Martin, to Schering Corporation. 1-Polyfluoroalkyl-l 4-
benzodiazepin-2-thiones. 3.845,039. CI 260-239 30d

Stelzer. Raymond F.. to Wagner Electric Corporation. Control valve
and system. 3.844,626. CI. 303-68.000

Stendel. Wilhelm: See-
Hoffmann. Hellmut. Hammann. Ingeborg. Behrenz. Wolfgang.
Homeyer. Bernhard; and Stendel, Wilhelm. 3.845.207.

Stephen. Rudolf: See—
Richtzenhain. Herman, and Stephen. Rudolf. 3.845.147.

Stcpin, Anatoly Loginovich: See—
Krendel. Leonid; Nikonov. Vladimir Filippovich; Ognevsky. Vik-

tor Alexeevich. Orlovsky. Anatoly Georgievich. Ostrovsky.
Grigory Arkadievich. Palkin. Valery Evseevich. Pakhomov]
Anatoly Vladimirovich. Stcpin. Anatoly Loginovich. Trofimov.
Oleg Fedorovich, Shpelyakovsky. Konstantin Zakharovich!
Ryskind. Alexandr Moiseevich. Shklyarov. Isaak Nakhimovich.
Rabin. Moisei Osipovich; Kalner. Vcniamin Davydovich and
Fishkis. Mikhail Mironovich. 3.844.852

Sterman. Albert P , Solda. Robert B . and Auxier. Thomas A., to
General Electric Company. Cooled high strength turbine bucket
3.844.678. CI 4 16-97 000.

Steuerwald. Wilfred Lee Roy. to Deere & Company. Mower guard
3.844.095. CI 56-310.000

*

Stevens Engineering. Incorporated: See-
Coope. Robert L . 3.844.666

Stevens, Laurence G.: See—
Miller. Marilyn. Goeller. Leonhard A.; and Stevens. Laurence G

3.845.189.
Stewart. David Samuel, to Regina Glass Fibre Limited. Method and ap-

paralus for the continuous production of a web or mat of staple
fibres 3. 844.75 I. CI 65-4.000.

Stiebel. Ariel I
. to McLaughlin. Ward & Co. Electronic rotational sen-

sor. 3.845.375. CI. 318-463 000.
Stiles. John L.; and Ziehl, Herbert E . to General Motors Corporation

Fluid pump noise reduction means 3.844.696. CI. 418-181 000
Stillman. Donald W : See—

Bagheri. Mansour A. H.; and Stillman. Donald W . 3.843.984.
Stillson. Timothy Jay: iVf—

Gianni. Sebastian J.; Seelcy. William M . Stillson. Timothy Jay
Hamilton. Clark B

, and Barker. Pcrley K, 3.844.1 31
Stine, Laurence A., and Conner, Algic J . to Universal Oil Products
Company Fluidized catalyst regeneration by oxidation in a dense
phase bed and a dilute phase transport riser 3.844 973 CI 252-
417.000.

...... -^
Stinson. John William: See-

Fremont. Robert Emil; Guertin. Alfred Thomas. Fay. Charles
Robert, and Stinson. John William. 3.845.287.

Stock. Norman Astor: See—
Nelson. John Edward, and Stock. Norman Astor. 3.844.184.

Stockmann. Hans H : See—
Ray-Chaudhuri. Dilip K . Georgoudis. Paul C; and Stockmann
HansH.. 3.845.022

Stockton. Frank R : See—

Pollard. Kenneth E.; Probst, Richard O.; and Stockton. Frank R
3.844.477.

Stoeckelmann, Guenter: See—
Bartholome. Ernst; Koehler, Waldemar; Stoeckelmann, Guenter;

Schuiz, Gerhard; Nagel, Otto; Goetze, Walter; Kasper. Werner;
Dreher. Erich; and Dahlinger. Roland. 3.845 144

Stolte. Horst: See—
Hess. Hans; Mueller. Guenther; and Stolte. Horst. 3.844.89 1

.

Stone. William M.; Brunschwig. John M.; and Zurbuch. Kenneth J., to
General Electric Company. Method of mounting and forming
dynamoelectric machine components. 3,844 .031, CI. 29-596 000

Stork, Harald:5e«'—
Kampe. Wolfgang; Fauland, Erich; Thiel, Max; Juhran, Wolfgang
and Stork. Harald. 3.845.035.

Storm Manufacturing Company: See—
Morrison. Jimmie H . 3.844.818.

Stotzel. Friedhelm; Dobbeler. Erwin; and Vaer. Voldemar, to Schaub-
stahl-Werkc. Well pipe. 3.844.347. CI. 1 66-227.000.

Stout. John L : See—
Yovich. Daniel J . Stout. John L.. and Tribbey. Ralph E

3.845.212.

Stoutenberg. Carl Christian, to Stanley Works. The. Handle for rotarv
hand tool. 3.844.322, CI. 145-75.000.

Stoutenberg, Carl Christian; and Rathbun, Richard H , to Stanley
Works, The. Stud finder. 3,845,384, CI. 324-4 1 .000.

STP Corporation: See—
Scott. Milford M. Jr.. and Wheeler. Floyd J.. Jr., 3.844.260.

Stratton. Charles A , to Phillips Petroleum Company Method of con-
trolling subterranean formation permeability employing graft-
polymerized bacterial gum polysaccharide compositions. 3 844 348
CI. 166-246.000.

...
Strecke. Heinz. Containers for electroplating baths. 3.844 542 CI

259-75.000.
f- 6 .....

Strickler. Hugo: See—
Ohioff. Gunther;and Strickler. Hugo. 3.845.132

Strike. Donald P . and Kao. Wen-Link, to American Home Products
Corporation. 1 1-Substituted-prostaglandin derivatives. 3 845 042
CI. 260-240.00r. .

. ^.

Stringer. Myron Scott; Smith. Daniel W.. Maclvergan. Robert G and
Elderbaum. Robert W

. to Kellwood Company Packaeinc ap-
paratus. 3.844.092. CI. 53-188.000.

Stroezel, Reinhold. to Bosch. Robert. G.m.b.H. One-way clutch ar-
rangement 3.844.392. CI. 192-45.000.

Strojny. Lawrence J.: See-
Oman. Gary F., Strojny. Lawrence J.. Froehling. Paul H. and

Buchanan. Stuart R. 3.845.467
Strong. Donald E Wood chipping apparatus 3 844 489 CI '>4I-

55.000.
....

Stuber. Fred A : .S<'f—

Ulrich. Henri, and Stuber. Fred A.. 3.844.787.
Stull. Morton B Captive cap for dispensers 3.844 455 CI '>'>2-

525.000.
.... v.. ..^

Sturtevant. Rodney L Electronic hand tool 3.844 012 CI 29-
203.OOh.

Styskin. Evgeny Lvovich: .SVf—
Gurvich. Yakov Abramovich. Grinbcrg. Alexandr Afroimovich.

Styskin. Evgeny Lvovich, Kumok, Simona Tevicvna. Sobolev!
Valerian Mikhailovich; Sorokin. Eduard Sergeevich; Shclkova!
Irina Sergeevna; Liakumovich, Alexandr Grigorievich. Michu-
rov. Jury Ivanovich.and Rutman. Grigory losifovich. 3.845.142.

Suemura. Mitsuhiro: See—
Takahuta, Shigeru; Suemura. Mitsuhiro; Noguchi. Masaru and
Ohdan.Kenji. 3.844.723

Suggitt. Robert M . to Texaco Inc Production of amines 3 845 130
CI. 260-583.00m.

Sumitomo Chemical Company. Limited: See—
Fujimoto. Keimei; Mukai. Kunio. Yamamoto. Takaii, and Ishibc

Kouichi. 3.845.173.
Maruyama. Isamu; Yamamoto. Hisao; Nakao, Masaru. Sakai

Shigeru; Sasajima. Kikuo; Kitagawa, Sumio; and Inaba. Shiceho
3.845.057.

^

Sumitomo Metal Industries Limited: See—
Matsumiya. Soichi, 3.844.227.

Sumner. William D ; and Koch. Gary L.. to Fisher Controls Company.
Inc Rapid equalizing tight shut-off internal control valve 3 844 3 1

2

CI. 137-630.000.
'

Sun Oil Company of Pennsylvania: See—
Aulisa, Gerard D., 3.844.950.
Young. Einar T . 3.845.283.

Sun Research and Development Co.. mesne: See—
Brownstein. Arthur M . and Kerr. David L.. 3.845.140.

Sun Research and Development Company: See—
Black. Ernest P . 3.844.829

Superflexit Limited: See-
Shaw. Allen Frederick, 3.845,186.

Supermarket Equipment Group. Inc.: .SVf—
Wahl, Michael. 3,844,577.

Suracc, Filippo; Rogora, Edoardo; and Bassi, Aldo, to Alfa Romeo
S.p.A. Device for regulating the amount of fuel injected by injection
systems of internal combustion engines. 3,844.265. CI. I 23- 1 39.00e

Surribas. Jorge Juan Ventura; and Morell. Juan Coll. Apparatus and
method for tensioning cables. 3.844.023. CI. 29-452.000

Sutton. David L ; and Carter. Lloyd G . to Halliburton Company
Method ofplugging a well 3.844.35 I. CI. 166-243.000.

Sutton Engineering Company: See—
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Huertgen. Helmut B.. 3.844,151.

Suvada, Paul Drawing aid system. 3,844.049. CI. 33-262.000.

Suyama.Tadashi:5ee—
.,. ^ t- , u a

Toyoshima, Shigeshi; Kanao, Seizo; Toyoda, Takeshi, and

Suyama,Tadashi, 3,845,097.

Suzuki Ryuzo Miyakawa, Seiichi; and Watanabc, Masanori, to Katsu-

raeawa Denki Kabushiki Kaisha. Transfer printing apparatus of elec-

tr.3photographic apparatus. 3,844,652, CI. 355-3.000.

Suzuki. Shigeyoshi. to Ogawa & Co.. Ltd. Coffee carbonated beverage

3.845.220. CI. 426-45.000.

Suzuki. Takashi: See— .... ,

Katsuta. Takashi; Hattori. Masataka; Inaba. Masao; Iwamoto.

Minao;and Suzuki, Takashi, 3,845,501.

Nagasawa, Taro; Ryoki, Taizo; Kiyosawa, Isao; Oizumi, Saburo;

Fukuwatari. Yasuo; Suzuki. Takashi; Ishibashi. Hitoshi; and

Kawamura. Nobuo. 3.845,231.

Suzuki, Tokuhiro: See—
Hirano, Osamu; Kawasaki, Junichiro; Suzuki, Tokuhiro; Yamane.

Motoi; and Takemoto, Noboru, 3.845.27 1

Swanson. Rudolph M Device for use in developing a square putting

stroke.'3.844.569.Cl. 273-192 000.

Sweeney, William A . and House. Ralph, to Chevron Research Com-

pany Process for converting alkyl sultones to alkene sulfonic acids

3.845.1 14. CI. 260-513.00r.

Swered. Paul: .See—

Brink. Robert H , Jr., Shema, Bernard F., and Swered, Paul.

3,845,216
Swihart, Donald E: See—

Athey. Stuart E.; Vore. Alan Lee; and Swihart. Donald E..

3.844.299.

Switzcr. NorrisH : See—
Gioia. Gaspare L . Switzer. Norris H ,

and Willerton. John K ,

3.844,508.

Swodenk. Wolfgang: Se-e- .,..,,,
Waldmann, Helmut; Schwerdtel, Wulf, and Swodenk, Wolfgang.

3.845.112.

Sybron Corporation: See-
Smith, Richard N. 3,844.927

Sylvania Electric Products. Inc : See—

Waymouth. John F , and Kourv. Frederic. 3,845,342.

Sypitkowski. James R . to Carborundum Company, The Pressure

responsivechcckvalve. 3.844,947. CI 210-130 000

Szekely. Laszlo. to Autoipari Kutalo Intezet. Brake machanism for

motor vehicles. 3.844,385. CI I 88-70 00b.

Szmai Stephen Slomo, to LilK. Eli, and Company. Process for prepar-

ing adam an tane derivatives 3.845.1 3 1 . CI. 260-5 86.()0r

Tabara. Yoshijiro. Akiyama. Hiroshi. Sato. Shoji, Miyata. Sciji. and

Sakunaga. Kenichi. to Mitsubishi Rayon Company Limited. Ap-

paratus for the continuous preparation of a polymeric solution

3,844.722. CI. 23-267 OOr.
.

Tacuchi Nobuo. and Ono. Takehiko, to Tokyo Shibaura Electric Com-

pany, Ltd Positioning apparatus. 3,845,284, CI. 235- 150. 100.

Taihciyo Kinzoku Kabushiki Kaisha: .Se<

—

Sato. Yuichiro. 3.844.844

Taisci Sckki Homu K.K.: Set—
Yamaguchi.Takuma. 3.844.245

Takagi Toru Ochi, Osamu; and Mizushima, Yoshihiko, to Nippon

Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation. Acoustic-electro con-

verting device having semiconductor granules 3,845.251, CI. 179-

122 000
Takahashi. Isoji See—

Matsumoto. Seiji. and Takahashi.lsoji. 3.844.. 83

Takahashi, Kenzo Freight transporting container 3,844.203. CI. V«-

Takahashi. Kihci, and Shigeno, Shunichi, to Yoshida Kogyo Kabushiki

Kaisha Device for holding a slider during assemblage of a fastener

chain therethrough. 3.844,014. CI. 29-207. 5sl

Takahashi, Masaaki: Set

—

.^ . ^ ^m
Gomi Shimpei. Takahashi. Masaaki; Ishiguro. Tadashi. Okagami.

Akio; Uemoto, Kunihiko; and Kuribayashi, Hiroshi. 3.844.93-

Ishiguro. Tadashi; Okagami. Akio; Igcta. Shinichi; Gomi, Shimpei,

and Takahashi. Masaaki, 3.844,93 1

Takahashi. Susumu, to Sansui Electric Co . Ltd Encoding system for

forming 2-channel signals from a plurality of sound signals.

3,845,245. CI. 179-1 Ogq.

Takahata Shigeru; Suemura. Mitsuhiro; Noguchi, Masaru; and Ohdan,

Kenii to Shinetsu Chemical Company Multi-stage counter-current

liquid-liquid contact apparatus 3.844.723. CI. 23-270.500

Takai. Jun: See—
r- i / .

Tsuchiyama. Yoshio. Oka. Toshihiko. Takai. Jun. Fukuda. Katsu-

hiro; and Ando. Akio. 3.844.099.

Takaki. Ason: See— ,,,,,,,^4
Kitamura, Takemi, and Takaki, Ason, 3,844,464

Takamizawa, Minoru, Hayashi, Takayoshi; and Takita. Masatoshi. to

Shinetsu Chemical Company Process for preparing or-

ganochlorosilanes. 3.844.915. CI. 204-158.00r.

Takanashi. Masanori: See—
t- , u . r> ~

Harada, Hideki; Yamashita. Keitaro. Sagara. Takehiko; Oyama

Sadahiro. Fujitsuka. Takamichi. Sekino. Tamotsu; and

Takanashi. Masanori. 3.845,3 34

Takemoto, Noboru: See—
. .

.r- . u v „
Hirano. Osamu; Kawasaki. Junichiro; Suzuki. Tokuhiro; Yamane,

Moloi. and Takemoto, Noboru, 3,845,27

1

Takenaka Haruo Okaiima, Mitsuo; Hiratsuka. Nobuo; and Yuyama.

Yasuaki. to Fu°i Photo Film Co.. Ltd. Triacetyl cellulose resm films.

3 844.988. CI. 260-16.000.

^^'^V;!:^;^^'^^amura. Tosh.o; Takenaka. Hiroshi; and Mi.o.

Yutaka, 3.845.210. ^ /-^„„:,nv
Takeshita. Tsune.chi. to Du Pont de Nemours. E. I and Company.

Tetrapolymer of ethylene/C,-C. fP^t^.Tr^^^^a'^A'abt
hydride/Ca-C,,nonconjugateddicne. 3,845.159. CI. 260-785.0bb.

^^"'l^jl^dSborS^shino. Yu; and Takiguch.. H.sashi. 3.845.444.

^^'"^^l^mSa; £^u; Hayashi. Takayoshi; and Tak.ta. Masatoshi.

3.844.915.

Talbert. Charles D; See— , oah aoa
Sawicki. Joseph J ; and Talbert. Charles D .

3.845.484.

Tamaki. Yahiko: See—
Maeda.Itsuji. and Tamaki.Yahiko. 3.845.297.

Tamura. Hifumi. Nakamura. Ka/umitsu, and Kond<^ Tosh.o, to

Hitachi. Ltd. Ion microanalyzer. 3,845.304, CI. 250-306.000.

Tanahashi, Kunio. to American Cyanamid Company^ Method ot

producing an acrylic fiber having an improved touch like animal

hair. 3,844,825, CI. 117-138. 8ua. « . m»
Tangen, Walter, to Gewako S.A Arrangement related to mfiateable

life rafts. 3,843.983, CI. 9-2.00a.

Tani, Masayuki: See—
Sasaki, Yoshivuki; and Tani.Masayuki, 3,844,103.

Tanji Mikiharu, to Ise Electronics Corporation. Electric display tube

and envelope structure therefor. 3,845,347, CI 313-483.000.

Tannenbaum, Steven R , to Standard Oil Company'^ Texturizing

process for single cell protein 3,845.222, CI 426-1 48.000

Tanzawa, Hiroshi: Sef—
Harumiya, Noriho; Miyama, Hajime; Tanzawa, Hiroshi; Mori,

Yuichi, Sato, Tadahide, Idezuki, Yasuo; and Hon, Motokazu,

3,844.989. „ .. ., u i,

Tarbox John W ; Hinds. Walter E.; and Castro. Rodolfo. to Hughes

Aircraft Company Dispensing head for strand material. 3.844.462.

CI 226-25.000. „ r^ r-

Taylor John E . and Brandstadter, Jack M.. to Pneumo Dynamics Cor-

poration. Fire control system. 3,844,196, CI. 89-41 Ocf

Taylor, John Edward, and Fitzpatrick. Roger Sean to LJUrasoni

Machines Limited Car washing machine 3,844,480, CI. -<v-

186.000.

Taylor, Nelson A., Co., Inc.: .See—
'

Lane Marvin, and Willard, E. Thomas, 3,843.982

Taylor Ronald D . to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.

Cable shield clamp. 3.845.449. CI. 339-14001

TCI. Inc .See-

Anderson. Robert Duwayne. 3.844.6 15

Tectron Engineering Limited: SVf—
Needham. Arthur Michael. 3.844.479.

Tegtmeier & Sons. Inc : See—
Kostman.Wilmer A .3.844.617.

Teijin Limited: See-
Sasaki Yoshivuki; and Tani. Masayuki. 3,844,103.

Tcjada Roberto Armando, to Schlumberger Technology drrorati.m

Methods and apparatus for recording well logging measurcmer.ts

3,845.492, CI. 346-33.0wl

Telefonaktiebolaget Ericsson, L. M : .See—
;

Bernhardson, Rune Bernard; Lundfeldt, Karl Lennart. and L ller-

fors. Karl-Erik, 3,844.5 13

Telefunken, Tepa. Patentvcrwertungescllsthaft mbH Se.

Borncr, Manfred, 3,845,293.

Telcsco Brophey Limited: See—

Klein, Harry. 3,844,302.

Teletype Corporation: See—
Feucht, Charles A.. 3,845,324

Tempel, Albert: .See—
, „„,

Dolman, Hendrik, and Tempel. Albert. 3.845.082

Tcnkman Robert Henry, to General Electric Company Torque mea-

suring apparatus. 3.844. 1 68. CI 73- 1 36.00a.

Tenneco Chemicals. Inc : See—
Minieri.PasqualeP ,3,845,165

Walker, David G.and Haase, Donald J , 3,845,188.

Terashima, Etuzo: .See—

Yamada, Junichi; and Terashima, Etuzo, 3,844,005.

Terayama Mutsuo; and Yamamoto, Kenji. to Yamamoto Kagaku

Gosei Kabushiki Kaisha Pressure sensitive copying paper

3,844,817, CI. 1 17-36.200.

Terlecky, Boris: .See— ^ .^ , d
Brodeur, Rene H.; Terlecky, Boris; and Greenfield, Lawrence P.,

3,844,226.

Texaco Inc.: .See-

Barber. Ernest C, 3,844.942

Biasotti.JosephB and Oberender. Frederick G. 3.844.73 1.

Green. William B . 3.844.955.

Suggitt. Robert M. 3.845,1 30.

Texas Instruments Incorporated: .See-

Bean, Kenneth E, 3,844,858.

Cunningham, James A , and Orr, Coy D., 3.844,924

Hunter. Eugene A . 3.845.440.

Texas Instruments, Incorporated, mesne: .See-

Allison. Robert William. Jr.. 3.845.3 1 2.

Textron Inc.: See—
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^7'3'84'f360
^' ^"'^^''°"' ^^^"' E

•
'"''^ Guarino. Alexander

Hadfield. Robert W
; and Harding, William H., 3,844 440

Rieth, Kurt A. and Hoffmann, Edwin E R., 3,844. 1 36
Theodore, Ares N: See—

Labana. Santokh S.; and Theodore, Ares N., 3,845,010.
Labana.SantokhS, and Theodore, Ares N.! 3,84S 016

Theriault. Robert John; Eager. Earl Elmer; and Wideburg. Norman
Earl, to Abbott Laboratories. Process of preparing 2-hydrox>-2-car-
boxylthyl-N (7-or 8-chloro-4-quinolinyl)anthranilate. 3,844 889 CI
195-51. OOr.

Therm-O-Disc, Incorporated: See—
Place, Donald E . 3.845.441.

Thermo Electron Corporation: See—
Helm. Denis A , and Zolner. William J., 3 845 309

Thcrmo-Kinelics, Inc.: See—
Carter, William E , St.. 3,844.749

Thermo-Trim, Inc See—
Dahlberg. Kurt Gunnar. 3,845 187

''"8"4,25!'c;."f?8'60.0oJ""^
Corporat.on. Sheet removal dev.ce

Thiel, Max: iee—
Kampe Wolfgang, Fauland. Erich; Thiel, Max, Juhran, Wolfgang
and Stork, Harald,.).845.035. ^ ^"

Thillays, Jacques Claude, to US Philips Corporation Photocoupling
dev.ce havmg the transmitter and receiver mounted on opposmg
edgesofahgned lugs. 3,845,3 18. CI. 250-551 000

Thomas. Paul M : See—
To^leson. Leon H . Thomas. Paul M ; and Mizer. Robert T .

Thomas. Robert J
. to Dow Chemical Company. The Hieh per-formance polysulfonate resin. 3.845.01 5. CI 260-49 000

Thompson Harold A. Water reacting means facilitatmg loading of boat
trailers 3,844.430. CI. 214-500.000.

"ingoiDOdi

Thompson. James E : .See-
Connor. Daniel S ; and Thompson. James E . 3 844 982

Thomson-CSF: See—
Pcrraudin, Claude. 3.845,3 10.

Thornton. Thomas Fred: See—
Loomer, Weston R

. and Thornti)n. Thomas Fred 3 844 4->3
Thorp. Roland Herbert: See— '

' "
*

^»f"'u^- ."^V'-
"'''"• '"•'"'P- "^"'^"^ Herbert, and Nobbs Denis

Michael. 3.845.205
Thresher. Richard G .See—

R'>g«-rs.JosephP .Jr. and Thresher. Richard G. 3 844 "> 15
Throckmorton, Morford C, to Goodyear Tire & Rubber' Company

I,844.97TciSS425'oOk''"'"'''''"
"' ^•""J"g-«<^<J dioloHns:

Throckmorton. M^orford C. and Sandstrom. Paul H . to Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Compan>. The Polymerization of butadiene wi'th .stabil-
ized cataKst system 3.845.029. CI. 260-94 300

Tiedemann.WiliiumH See—
Bennion, Douglas N

. Dunning. John S . Tiedemann. William H
and Hsueh. Limin. 3.844,837

Timbs, Arthur Edwards, to United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Ultrasonic testing apparatus. 3.845.463. CI. 340-5.OOr

Timken Company. The See-
Otto. Dennis L . and Vito. Armando J. 3 844 631

Tiranov, Gennady PetroMch. Kuligin. Georgy Alexandrovich. and Dz-
hermakian Karen Jurievith Device for spreading oriented
stockings 3. 844,621. CI. 302-2.00r

k e ..u

Tirolap Sari See-
Renault. Norbert Emmanuel. 3.844.561.

Tischler, Eduard Joseph, to Ecodyne Corporation. Brine valve as-
sembly 3.844,309. CI 137-399.000

Titan Tool and Die Companv. Inc : See—
Portyrata. Raymond E ,3.845.291 .

Tokyo Magnetic Printing Co . Ltd.: See—
WatLse Fumio. Nakauchi. Shunsaku. Kodera. Seiichi and
Namikawa. Mamoru. 3.845.361.

Tokyo Research Service Kabushiki Kaisha: See-
Mizushima, Takeo. 3,844.41 3.

Tokyo Shibaura Electric Company. Ltd.: See—
Taguchi. Nobuo; and Ono, Takehiko, 3 845 284

^1'.84?.2V4. CM72^7a000.^''''''"'
""''*'''"'"' ^''' ^'^^*"» machines.

Tolleson. Leon H
. Thomas. Paul M ; and Mizer. Robert T . to Tomax

Corporation Prefabricated panel with door opening 3,844,075, CI

Tolliver. Wilbur E
.
to New York Wire Mills Corporation Method and

raOric for pipe reinforcement. 3.844.510 CI ''45.1000
Tolliver. Wilbur E

.
to New York Wire Mills Corporation. Method and

tat)nc for pipe reinforcement. 3.844,5 1 1 CI ''45-t oOO
Tolzman, Gary L See—

Troiani, Charles, and Tolzman. Gary L 3 845 40

1

lomatu. Toshiharu. Iwata. Tadao; and 6i.' Hidesaburo. to Mitsui
Petrochemical Industries. Ltd. SulfoalkyI acrylate-olcfin copolymers
cation exchangers 3.844.986. CI. 260-2. 20r.

Tomax Corporation: See—

^^"tTw.^'i''''" " •
Thomas. Paul M., and Mizer. Robert T.

3.844.075.
Tomisawa, Norio. Uchiyama Yasuji; Okumura. Takatoshi; and
Mauffer. Thomas Arlo. to Nippon Gakki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha
tlectronic musical instrument with key coding in a key addressmemory 3.844. 379, CI 84-1.010.
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Tong, Yulan C, to Dow Chemical Company. The. AminoalkyI deriva-
tives of lOH-pyrazino (2.3-B) ( 1 ,4)benzothiazine. 3 845 044 CI
260-243.Oan.

Top-Scor Products, Inc.: See-
Moneymaker, John R.; and Meyer, Maurice C, 3,845,223
Moneymaker. John R.; and Meyer. Maurice C 3 845 224

Toray Industries. Inc : .See—
....

Harumiya. Noriho; Miyama, Hajime; Tanzawa. Hiroshi; Mori

3844 gsg'*'"'

''''"^'''''''^- '^"uki, Yasuo; and Hori. Motokazu.'

Tsuchiyama, Yoshio, Oka, Toshihiko, Takai, Jun; Fukuda Katsu-
hiro; and Ando, Akio, 3,844,099.

Torii. Nozomu. and Furuya. Yoshikatsu. to Aisin Seiki Kabushiki

^91 1^6 000
" ^°"^ '"cking method and apparatus. 3,844,596, CI.

Toshida, Shunichi; and Ozora, Takashi, to Nissan Motor Company
Limited Closed loop type disc brake. 3.844.384, CI. 188-72 500

Totsu Katsuyuki, and Shimizu, Toshimasa. Motor-driven screw driver
with automatic stopping means. 3,845.373 CI 318 434 000

Tout, Stanley D: See—
Gilsdorf, Richard C, and Tout. Stanley D., 3,844.647.

Townsend Engineering Company: See—
Townsend. Ray R . 3.844.207

Townsend. Ray R. to Townsend Engineering Company Automatic

99-589T00"
'"'"''^''""''" ^"^ '"*^'*' skinning machines. 3,844.207. CI.

Toy. Paul Charles. Jr . to Marshal and Williams Company Apparatus

5:^4::;"d2°Cl"'2;'-677or""'
"f --^ material on a^ dyr^beam.

Toyoda Koki Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Shiga. Tokio, and Nomura, Kikuziro, 3.844 068

Toyoda, Takeshi: See—
Toyoshima Shigeshi, Kanao. Seizo, Toyoda, Takeshi and
Suyama, Tadashi, 3,845,097.

Toyoshima, Shigeshi; Kanao, Seizo; Toyoda. Takeshi, and Suyama
Tadashi, to Ajmomoto Co., Inc N-substituted amino acids and novel
ester 3,845,097, CI. 260-47 I 00c.

1 ransfer Systems Incorporated: See—
Markiewicz, Jan; and Yoli, Alfred H., 3,844 533

Transicoil, Inc : See—
Fawzy, Moharram M.. 3.845.338.

Transnucleaire. Societc pour les Transports de ITndustrics Nucleaire
See

—

Blum, Paul. 3.845.315
Treace. John Riu Richards Manufacturing Co . Inc. Balanced suspen-

sion sling 3.843.979. CI 5-327.000
Treffner. Walter S

. and Filer. Frank P.. to General Refractories Com-
mA"<o,n"f

periclase brick and method of making. 3.844.802. CI.
1 Uo- J (S .000.

Treharne Timothy John Mingay; and Tuck. David Henry, to Viskase
Limited. Process for obtaining corium from bovine hide 3 843 997
1 1. I 7-47000.

Tremblay. Daniel R. Hockcv tvpe blade. 3.844 5S5 CI ''73-67 00a
Iri-Matic, Inc.: See—

'
•

• ~
a.

Purtell.Rufus J. 3,844,308.
1 ribbey, Ralph E : See—

^TSi ^^r'*"'
^ ^*''"'' '"''" *" • ''"'^ Tribbey, Ralph E..

Trinity Industries. Inc.: .See-
Martin. Richard Ace. 3,844.229

Trish Energetics, Inc. See-
Gray, John C, 3.844,483.

Triumph Machinery Company: .See-
Dunn, Thomas J., 3,844.096

Troemel, Richard J
, and Zimmermann. Joseph James, to GTE Auto-

"844.566.a'27'4'$S"'"-
'"^"^P"^^'^'^ Transcribing device.

Trofimov
. Oleg Fedorovich: See—

Krendel. Leonid, Nikonov, Vladimir Filippovich; Ognevsky Vik-
U>r Alexeevich, Orlovsky, Anatoly Georgievich; Ostrovsky
Grigory Arkadievich, Palkin, Valery Evseevich, Pakhomov.'
Anatoly Vladimirovich, Stepin, Anatoly Loginovich. Trofimov
Oleg Fedorovich; Shpelyakovsky. Konstantin ZakharovichiRyskmd Alexandr Moiseevich. Shklyarov. Isaak Nakhimovich

c'*k'i"' ^."."u'
.^'.'P"''^*'- '^'''""- ^eniamin Davydovich. and

Fishkis, Mikhail Mironovich, 3.844,852
Troiani. Charles, and Tolzman, Gary L ', to Honeywell Information

systems. Inc. Sense amplifier threshold tester 3.845.401. CI. 330-

^ToOO
'*"^'"*'"'^ ^ Prosthesis for femoral shaft. 3.843.975, CI. 3-

Troster, Helmut: See—
Fuchs, Otto; and Troster, Helmut, 3.845,075.

Troxel Manufacturing Company: .See-
Young. Michael H.. 3.844.61 1.

Trubin. Vladimir Nikolaevich: .See—
Pershin Valentin Andreevich. Shpadi, Evgeny Ivanovich; Lasut-

kin Gennady Vasi lievich; Pichugin. Alexei Dmitrievich; and
I rubin, V ladimir Nikolaevich, 3.844.545.

True Temper Corporation: See-
Fee. Graham M . 3.844,556.

TRW Data Systems, Inc.: See-
Dillon, Neil J, and Sincich, Boris R , 3,845.280.
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TRW Inc.: See—
Cornyn. William S.. Jr.; Dier, Stephen A., and Lynas, Robert M..

3,845,288.

Dibugnara. Raymond, 3,844,029.

Eninger, James E.; Fleischman, George L.; and Edwards, Donald

K., 3,844.342.

Trzyna, Charles J.; and Kranz. Ouentin R , to Melalectric, Inc. Ap-
paratus for electrolytic etching. 3,844,922, CI. 204-228.000.

Tsaras, Elefterios. Candles and manufacture thereof. 3,844,706, CI.

431-288.000.
Tsuchihashi, Genichi; and Ogura, Katsuyuki, to Sagami Chemical

Research Center. Method of preparing aldehydes. 3,845,076. CI.

260-340.500.

Tsuchiya. Kaichi; and Shinichiro, Nagashima, to Canon, Inc. Organic
photoconductive materials. 3,844.78 I . CI. 96-1.500.

Tsuchiyama. Yoshio; Oka, Toshihiko; Takai, Jun; Fukuda, Katsuhiro;

and Ando, Akio, to Toray Industries Inc. Method and apparatus for

doffing full bobbins on textile machines such as draw-twister.

3.844,099, CI. 57-53.000.

Tubis, Manuel; Cohen. Marvin B.; and Gilliam, Calvin D,, to United
States of America, Veteran Affairs. . 3,845,202, CI. Lung scanning

protein macroag.
Tuck, David Henry: See—

Treharne, Timothy John Mingay; and Tuck, David Henry,
3,843.997.

Tull, Thomas W.: See-
Smith, Erwin Donald; TuII. Thomas W.; and Fenton. Frank W..

3,844,422.

Tully, Geoffrey R , Jr ; and Christensen, Leslie D , to United States of

America, Atomic Energy Commission. Method for impregnation of
graphite. 3,844,972, CI. 252-301. lOr.

Tup (Panana) S.A.: See—
Tupper, Earl Silas, 3,844,1 24.

Tupper, Earl Silas, to Tup (Panana) S.A. Control of erosion.

3.844.124, CI. 61-3.000.

Tureck. Al Radiation resistant container. 3,845,3 1 6, CI. 250-5 1 9,000

Tuttle, Frederick S: See— '

Kelly, Edward G.. Dean. Theodore E.; and Tuttle, Frederick S..

3.844.038.

Tweit. Robert C, to Searle.G D . & Co ( Di-(ortho substituted )-phen-

yl )alkvlisothiosemicarbazides and derivatives. 3.845,125. CI. 260-

564 00c
Twyford. Robert H.. to Mechanical Enterprises Incorporated. Switch

with liquid containing tube for keyboard use 3.845.264, CI. 200-

214000
Uchiyama. Yasuji: See—

Tomisawa. Norio. Uchiyama. Yasuji; Okumura. Takatoshi. and
Stauffer. Thomas Arlo. 3.844.379

Lemoto. Kunihiko: See—
Gomi. Shimpei. Takahashi. Masaaki; Ishiguro. Tadashi; Okagami,

Akio. Uemoto. Kunihiko. and Kuribayashi, Hiroshi, 3,844,932.

Ugine Kuhlmann: See—
Kienzle. Jean Andre Paul, and Cabut. Louis Antoine. 3,845,08 1

.

Ullerfors, Karl-Erik: See—
Bernhardson, Rune Bernard, Lundfeldt, Karl Lennart, and Uller-

fors, Karl-Erik, 3.844.5 1 3.

Ulrich. Henri, and Stuber. Fred A., to Upjohn Company, The. Process

of chemically bonding a dyestuff to a substrate. 3,844,787, CI. 96-

35 100.

Ultrasoni Machines Limited: See

—

Taylor. John Edward; and Fitzpatrick. Roger Sean, 3,844.480.

LMC Industries, Inc.: See—
Fishel. Larry R , and Pescetto. James R, 3.845,469.

Schuller. James T. 3.845.470.

Underkofler. William L . and Zucconi. Theodore D., to International

Business Machines Corporation Electroless copper plating.

3,844,799. CI. 106-1 000.

Union Carbide Corporation: See—
Clendinning. Robert A.; Potts. James E., and Niegisch, Walter D.,

3.844,987.

Karol, Frederick J., 3,844,975.

Louzos. Demetrois V . 3.844.838

. Parker. Morris J, 3,844.572.

Robson. John Howard; and Marcus. Erich. 3,845,056.

Wessendorf, Theodore Ralph, and Criscione. John Michael.

3.844,877.

Union Oil Company of California: See-
Young. Dean Arthur, 3,844,977.

Uniroyal, Inc.: See—
Habert, William C , Baumgartner. Wayne, Sr.; and Brown, Robert

J, 3,844,871.

United Aircraft Corporation: See-
Copley, Stephen M., and Kear, Bernard H., 3,844.727.

Copley, Stephen M ; Giamei, Anthony F.; Hornbecker, Merton P.;

and Kear, Bernard H . 3,844,728.

Danzer, Paul M., and Greenspan. Marshall. 3,845,481

.

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority: See-
Burnett, Ronald Cyril, 3,845,1 77.

Hrovat, Milan Franc; Gough, John Richard Cox; and Price,

Michael Stuart Thomas, 3,845, 1 78.

Littlechild, James Edgar; and Gillies, George Marshall. 3,845.193.

Smyth, Michael James; Murdoch, Robert; and Gibson, John An-
derson, 3,844,926

Timbs, Arthur Edwards, 3,845,463.

Wace, Peter Frederick, 3,845, 1 79.

United States Gypsum Company; See—
Marchello, Maurice J.. 3.844.085.

United States of America
Agriculture: See—
Lanoux, Sigred B.; Ellzey, Samuel E., Jr.; Drake, George L.. Jr.;

and Reeves, Wilson A , 3,845,107.

Reeves, Wilson A.; Donaldson, Darrell J.; Daigle. Donald J.;

Drake. George L., Jr.; and Beninate, John V., 3,844,824.

Wasley, William L.; and Pittman, Allen G., 3.844,827.

Air Force: See-
George. David A.; Mayerhoffer. Kenneth E.; and Rodzen.

Richard A ,3,843.969.

Hosick, Charles L ; and Beek, Joseph A., 3,845,465.

Wada. James Y.; and Janney, Gareth M., 3,845,409.

Wilkinson, David B , 3,844,1 1 8.

Air Force, mesne: See

—

Schubert. David C, 3,845,427.

Army: See

—

Alter, Frederic W., 3,844,449.

Epstein, Joseph; and Berkowitz, Lewis M., 3,844,905.

Forry. James E. 3,844,089.

Humphrey, Leonard C, 3,845,387.

Jones, Howard S., Jr.; and Sindoris, Arthur R., 3,845,488.

Perry. John. Jr.. 3.844.839.

Picozzi.CharlesD, 3,844,162.

Rogers, Joseph P , Jr.; and Thresher, Richard G., 3,844,2 15.

Schnitzler, Alvin D., 3,845,296.

Shults, Gary W.; and Wierbicki, Eugen, 3,845,227.

Army, mesne: See-
Baldwin, Mart G; and Reed, Samuel F, Jr., 3,845.1 39.

Atomic Energy Commission: See—
Rockstead, Raymond H.; and Hasbrouck, Richard T.,

3,844,173.
Roehling, Duane J.; and Fradkin, David B , 3.845,300.

Tully, Geoffrey R., Jr.; and Christensen, Leslie D.. 3,844,972.

Werner, William J., 3,844,777.

Health, Education and Welfare: See—
Kronick, Melvyn H., and Wilson, Samuel H., 3,844,894.

Miller, Walter A ; and Byck, Joseph S., 3,843,974.

Interior: See

—

Donath, Ernest E , 3,844,733.

Navy: See

—

Bennion, Douglas N.; Dunning, John S., Tiedemann, William

H.; and Hsueh, Limin, 3,844,837.

Bimshas, John, Jr.; and Hickey , Edward S., 3,844,34 1

.

Blue, J E , and Pruitt, J. G., 3,845,462.

Gilligan, William H., 3,845,104.

Gilligan. William H., 3,845,105.

Holloway. Jack W., 3.845.333.

Jirousek. John K.. and Hickman. G. Daniel. 3.845.482.

Murphree, Francis J., 3,845,395.
Roe, Thorndyke, Jr., 3,845,003.

White, William B, 3,844.244.

Navy, mesne: See

—

Lingenfelder, Paul G., and Fox, Jerry D., 3,844,638.

Veteran Affairs: See—
Tubis. Manuel; Cohen, Marvin B., and Gilliam, Calvin D..

3.845.202.

United States Radium Corporation: See—
Byler. William H.; Raffman. Halsey L , and Masi, Frank.

3.845.314.

United States Steel Corporation: See-
Bode, Charles H., Jr.; Britcher, Harry H.. Jr., and McKelevey,
Joseph E, 3,844,429.

United States Surgical Corporation: See—
Noiles, Douglas G., 3,844,289,

United States TRAD. Corporation: See-
Smith, Tom F, 3,844,639.

Universal Oil Products Company: See—
Degraff. Richard R.. 3,844,898.

Massic, Stephen N , and Pinke, Paul A., 3,845,098.

Miller, Marilyn; Goeller, Leonhard A.; and Stevens, Laurence G.,

3,845,189.
Priegnitz, James W., 3,845,151.

Sobel, Jay E, 3,845,1 58.

Spielberg, David H.; Janowski, Kenneth R., and Levesque, Charles

J, 3,844,830.

Stine, Laurence A.; and Conner, Algie J., 3,844,973.

Wilhelm, Frederick C, 3,844,938

University of Sydney, The: See—
Maguire, Mary Helen; Thorp, Roland Herbert; and Nobbs. Denis

Michael, 3.845,205.
Upjohn Company, The: See-

Rex, Maurice W., Jr., 3,845,278.

Ulrich, Henri; and Stuber, Fred A , 3,844,787.

Uraneck, Carl A.; and Smith. Richard L.. to Phillips Petroleum Com-
pany. Preparation of organometal terminated (wlymers. 3,845,030,
CI. 260-94. 70a.

U.S. Philips Corporation: See-
Basset, Jean-Claude, 3,845,393.

De Jager, Frank; Van Der Wurf, Peter; Van Gerwen, Josephus,

Sluyter, Robert Johannes; and Snijders, Wilfred Andre Maria,
3,845,390.

Ebrecht, Dietrich Meyer, 3,845.385

Gerlach, Hans Georg, 3,845,346.
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Luursema, Meerten.and Bolhuis, Pieter Jan, 3,845,350.
Reinhoudt, Jacobus Pieter; Remmers, Gerrit; and Vandersteen,
Jacobus Johannes Cornelius, 3,844,738.

Reilsma, Jogchum, 3,845,290.

Smythe, George Edward, 3,844,280.

Thiilays, Jacques Claude, 3,845,3 18.

U.S Philips Corporation, mesne: See—
Dolman, Hendrik; and Tempel, Albert, 3,845,082.

U.S. Phillips Corporation: See—
Evers, Michael, 3,844,570.

U.S Plywood-Champion Papers Inc.: See—
Vassiliades, Anthony E.; Vincent, David N.; and Shroff Shrenik

3.844,816.

Ushimaru, Yutaka: See—
Sakai, Toshiyuki; and Ushimaru, Yutaka, 3,844,980.

USM Corporation: See-
Bradley. Robert W , 3,845,269.
Chambers, Ferdinand Frank, and Dawson. Peter Hugh Bernon,

J ,o4 J ."bo.

Vaer. Voldemar: See—
Stotzel. Friedhelm, Dobbeler. Erwin; and Vaer. Voldemar

3,844,347.
Valdettaro. Alarico A

, to Sarkes Tarzian, Inc Shaft mounting arranee-
ment for UHF tuners. 3,844,176, CI. 74-10.410.

Valeron Corporation, The: See—
Sletten, Terry L., 3,844,008.

Vallis, Joseph. Nail brush 3,843,99 1 , CI. 15-1 67.00r
Van den Heuvel, Raymond C : See—

Kopf, J. David; and Van den Heuvel, Raymond C 3 844 940
Van Der Wurf, Peter: iW—

De Jager. Frank. Van Der Wurf. Peter; Van Gerwen. Josephus
Sluyter. Robert Johannes; and Sniiders. Wilfred Andre Maria
3,845,390.

Van Gerwen, Josephus: See—
De Jager, Frank; Van Der Wurf, Peter; Van Gerwen. Josephus

Sluyter, Robert Johannes; and Snijders. Wilfred Andre Maria
3.845,390.

Van Wormer. Richard A : See—
Walling. James Bernard, and Van Wormer, Richard A

3.844.420.
Vance, Lawrence T Building wall assembly with wecpaee channels

3.844.077. CI 52-209.000.
'

Vandenberg. Edwin James, to Hercules Incorporated. Crystalline
copolymers of CIS- 1 ,4-dihalo-2,3-epoxybutane. 3,844.984, CI. 260-
2.00a

Vandcnberghe, Anton Leon: See—
Willems. Jozef Frans, Poot. Albert Lucicn; Heugcbaert, Frans Cle-
ment. Vandcnberghe. Anton Leon, and Von Konig, Anita
3.844,797.

^

Vandcr Louw, John F.: See—
Elton. Robert L , and Vander Louw. John F.. 3.844.865.

Vandersteen, Jacobus Johannes Cornelius: See—
Reinhoudt. Jacobus Pieter. Remmers, Gerrit; and Vandersteen
Jacobus Johannes Cornelius. 3,844.738.

Vandewijer. Romain G. E.: See—
Duchateau, Georges F M. F.; and Vandewiicr. Romain G E

3.844,835.
Vapor Corporation: See—

Daugirdas, Kristupas, 3.844.062.
Varian Adco: See—

Walter, Gerard O , and Morison. Jack R.. 3.844,649.
Vassiliades. Anthony E . Vincent. David N . and Shroff. Shrenik. to
US Plywood-Champion Papers Inc. Grafted, polymeric microcap-
sularsystem 3.844.816. CI. 117-36.200.

Vasia. Joseph A , to Du Pont de Nemours. E. 1 . and Company. Aque-
ous based thermosetting acrylamide-acrylic copolymer coating com-
position. 3.845,066, CI 260-29. 6wb.

Vaughn, Roger L : Ace-
Moon, Anthony G.; and Vaughn. Roger L . 3.844,303.

Vedvik, Andrew H ; and Merdler. Myron J , to Mayer. Oscar. & Co .

Inc Package cut-out apparatus. 3.844.091 , CI. 53-182.000.
Velcover. Matthew S . to White Welding & Mfg . Inc Door latch
means. 3,844.59 I . CI. 292-7.000.

Vendo Company. The See-
Hale. Lloyd R and Baxendale. John W . 3.844.394.

Ventura. John J., and Ravenscroft, Philip H . to M&T Chemicals Inc
Novel catalyst system 3.844,976. CI 252-43 I OOc.

Verdier. Henri, to Compagnie Generate des Establissements Michelin,
raison sociale Michelin & Cie. Heavy construction vehicle tires
3.844,326, CI. I 52-209. OOb.

Verest, Ralph W Tool. 3,843,98 1, CI. 7-1 OOg.
Vernaleken, Hugo: See—

Nouvertne, Werner; Muller. Peter Rolf; Peilstocker, Gunter and
Vernaleken, Hugo. 3.845.007.

Vetter. Hans: See—
Puschel. Walter; Vetter. Hans; and Odcnwaldcr Heinrich

3.844.785.
Vickers. Anthony G , and Lengemann. Robert A. Combination of ex-

tractive distillation and liquid extraction process for separation of a
hydrocarbon feed mixture 3,844,902, CI. 203-46.000.

Victor Company of Japan, Ltd.: See—
Inoue, Yuzuru; and Shinozaki, Takashi, 3.845,497.

Vijayendran, Bheema R., to Pitney-Bowes. Inc Lithographic ink com
prising polystyrene sulfonate. 3,844,994, CI. 260-22. OOr.

Vincent, David N.: See—

Vassiliades. Anthony E.; Vincent. David N.; and Shroff, Shrenik.
3,844,816.

Viskase Limited: See—
Treharne, Timothy John Mingay; and Tuck, David Henrv

3,843,997.
''

Viterbo, Rene: See—
.
Lembo, Sabino; Viterbo, Rene; Perri, Giulio Cesare; and Mastursi.

Michele, 3,845,058.
Vito, Armando J.: See—

Otto, Dennis L ; and Vito, Armando J., 3,844,63 I

.

Vockenhuber, Karl: See—
Gela, Helmut; Besenmatter, Walter; Scheiber, Robert; Schneider.

Fritz; and Rothy, Gerhard, 3,844.658.
Vodicka. Vladimir: See—

Klicmann. Siegfried; and Vodicka, Vladimir, 3.844.344.
Vogel. Christian: See—

Hoegerlc. Karl. Vogel, Christian; Boehler, Peter; and Ackermann,
Hans, 3,845,055.

Voith.J. M.,GmbH:iV<'—
Neitzel, Walter, 3,844,488.

Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft: See—
Meinow, Helmut, 3,844,595.

Volling, George W.: .SVf

—

Mero, Peter G. S., and Volling, George W., 3,844,395.
Voipe, Rocco P : See—

Lindemann, Martin K , and VoIpe, Rocco P., 3,844,990.
von Ballmoos, Fritz; Grieder. Traugott; Grohmann, Herbert; and Gut-
mann. Rolf Method and apparatus for the adjustment of a plurality
ofHoodlights 3. 845.351. CI 315-293 000.

von Brachel. Hanswilli; and Cornelius. Dieter, to Cassella Farbwerkc
Mainkur Aktiengesellschaft Process for producing v.atcr-insoluble
azo dyestuffs containing sulfonyl groups using a metal sulfmate
3.845,034, CI. 260-205.000.

von Froreich, Andre Sedimentation instrument for body fluids and
method of microscopic examination of the sediment 3,844,662 CI
356-246.000.

Von Konig, Anita: See—
Willems. Jozcf Frans, Poot, Albert Lucien, Heugebaert. Frans Cle-

ment; Vandcnberghe. Anton Leon; and Von Konig. Anita
3,844,797.

Vore, Alan Lee: See—
Athey, Stuart E . Vore. Alan Lcc, and Swihart, Donald E

3,844,299.
Voshel, Gerald Lee, to Lehara. Werner. Inc Oven conveyor and
method. 3,844,708, CI. 432- 1 1 000.

Voss. Robert H.; Ward, Earl M., and Spetz. William L.. to Moslcr Safe
Company, The Off-line cash dispenser and banking system
3,845,277. CI 235-61. 70b.

Vucish, Paul M : See—
Sears. James H, and Vucish, Paul M., 3.844.191

Wace, Peter Frederick, to United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
Making of particulate spheres. 3,845. 1 79, CI 264- 1 4.000.

Wacker-Chcmie GmbH: .Set —
Nitzschc, Siegfried; Huber, Peter, and Pirson. Ewald, 3,845,090.

Wada, James Y., and Janney. Gareth M , to United States of America.
Air Force. Laser grating couplers. 3,845.409, CI. 331 -94.50c.

Wada, Yasuhiro; and Okabe. Katsuhiko, to Kabushiki Kaisha Koparu.
Pushbutton channel selector for variable capacity diode tuner
3,845,428, CI. 334-7.000.

Waddington, William H. Self-loading railway car 3 844 43"> CI '>\4-

517.000.
"

Waggoner. Robert A., to Hagen Manufacturing Company. Spray ap-
paratus. 3,844,485. CI. 239-420.000. '

J f
} ^^

Wagner Electric Corporation: See—
Stelzer, Raymond F.. 3.844,626.

Wahl Clipper Corporation: See—
Wahl. John F . and Walton, William M.. 3,844,036.

Wahl, John F
,
and Walton, William M., to Wahl Clipper Corporation.

Electric hair clipper and comb for animal hair. 3,844,036 CI 30-
200.000.

Wahl, Michael, to Supermarket Equipment Group, Inc. Shopping cart
3,844,577, CI. 280-33.99r.

Hf^ 8

Wahnish, M Ervin. Automobile air conditioning system employing
auxiliary prime mover. 3,844,1 30, CI. 62-133.000.

Waldmann, Helmut; Schwerdtel, Wulf; and Swodenk, Wolfgang, to
Farbenfabriken Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. Process for the prepara-
tion of percarboxylic acids. 3,845,1 I 2, CI. 260-502.00r.

Waldorf. Alvin S Seating construction. 3.844,61 3, CI 297-452 000
Walker, Brian F:iVf—

Miles-Luscombe, William L R.; Jones, Robert D and Walker
Brian F, 3,844,427.

Walker. David G ; and Haase. Donald J., to Tcnneco Chemicals Inc
Process for the recovery of group IB metal halides from bimetallic
salt complexes. 3.845. 1 88. CI. 423-42.000

Walker. William D.:iV«'-
Campbell. Mahlon E; and Walker. William D., 3,844,953.

Walling, James Bernard, and Van Wormer, Richard A.! to Jackson
Byron, Inc. Pipe racking apparatus. 3,844,420, CI. 214-1 OOp.

Walter, Arthur, to Sick, Erwin. Method and apparatus for the accurate
detection of the passage of the edge of a straight contrast iump
3,845,319, CI. 250-555.000.

Walter, Gerard O., and Morison. Jack R , to Varian Adco Microfiche
carrier. 3,844,649, CI. 353-120.000.

Walters, Anderson J.: See—
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Bew, Rudolph V.; Walters, Anderson J.; Funk, Donald J.; and Fra-

zier, Joseph R.,Jr, 3,844,155.

Walther, William Dean, to Dayton-Walther Corporation. Dual rim

spacer. 3,844,620, CI. 301-13.0sm.

Walton, William M.: See—
Wahl, John F.; and Walton, William M., 3,844,036.

Walus, Aloysius N.; See—
Jeffery, Jeffery J.; and Walus, Aloysius N., 3,844,998.

Walwick, Earle R : See-
Kay, Robert E.; and Walwick, Earle R., 3,844,843.

Walz, Klaus; Hees, Walter; and Quaedvlieg, Mathieu, to Bayer Aktien-

gesellschaft. Sulphonic acid group-containing compounds.

3,845,1 13, CI. 260-507.000.

Ward, Earl M.: See—
Voss, Robert H.; Ward, Earl M.; and Spetz, William L., 3,845,277.

Warren, Jack, to Olin Corporation. Method for regulating anode-

cathode spacing in an electrolytic cell to prevent current overloads

and underloads. 3,844,91 3, CI. 204-99.000.

Wartenberg, Erwin Wilhelm. Thermal treatment of glass. 3,844,758,

CI. 65-1 16.000.

Warter, Peter J.: See-
Jackson, Earl V ; Schoppe, Wayne F.; Squassoni, Gino F.; Warter,

Peter J ; Herr, Gerald A , Hoesly, David D.; Randall, John M.;

Schroeder, Russell G., II; Webb, Douglas D.; Lange, Clark V.;

and Kelsch, Robert J., 3,844,651.

Warwick Electronics Inc.: See-
Brand, John R.; Carlson, Alden J.; and Penhollow, Bert G. H .

3,844,192.

Wasley, William L., and Pittman. Allen G , to United States of Amer-

ica, Agriculture. Process for modifying fibrous substrates with

fluorinated tcrpolymers. 3,844,827, CI. 11 7- 1 39.50a.

Watanabe, Masanori: See-
Suzuki, Ryuzo, Miyakawa, Seiichi; and Watanabe, Masanori,

3,844,652.

Watanabe, Tamotsu, to Nippon Kogei Kogyo Co..\Ltd. Ventilation

method and apparatus with dust collection by electrostatic precipita-

tor. 3,844.205, CI. 98-1 15. OOr

Watanabe, Yoshimi: See—
Ashiya, Takechika; Nagami. Masaru; and Watanabe. Yoshimi,

3.845,447.

Watase. Fumio. Nakauchi, Shunsaku, Kodera, Seiichi. and Namikawa.

Mamoru, to Tokyo Magnetic Printing Co . Ltd Electric locking and

unlocking apparatus. 3,845.36 1 , CI. 3 1 7-1 34.000.

Waters, Paul F : See—
Hadermann, Albert F , Waters, Paul F ; and Woo, Jung Woo,

3.845,448.

Watkins, Gordon Leonard: See—
Caton, Michael Peter Lear; Parker, Trevor; and Watkins, Gordon

Leonard. 3,845,096.

Watson,Thomas W ,40*^ to Prince, Zodell W. Back lash removal tool

3.844.185, CI 81-3 OOr

Waymouth, John F , and Koury, Frederic, to Sylvania Electric

Products Inc Electric discharge device containing thorium, mercu-

ry and iodine 3,845.342, CI. 313-184.000.

Weatherhead Company. The: .See—

Patel. HIralal V , Olcjarczyk, Anthony J ; and Fitzthum, Nathan J .

3.844.148.

Weatherston. Roger C . to Calspan Corporation. Time-sharing com-

pression system. 3.844.689, CI. 4 1 7-572.000.

Weatherston. Roger C , to Calspan Corporation Rotary compressor

3,844,695, CI. 418-180.000.

Weaver, S David, to Du Pont de Nemours. E I , and Company Con-

tinuous process for production of fluoroelastomers. 3,845,024, CI.

260-80 770 L
Webb,DouglasD : .See— ^

Jackson, Earl V.; Schoppe, Wayne F , Squassoni, Gino ^; Warter,

Peter J ; Herr, Gerald A , Hoesly, David D ; Randall, John M ,

Schroeder, Russell G , II; Webb! Douglas D ; Lange, Clark V ;

and Kelsch.Robert J ,3,844.651.

Webb, Jervis B, Company: See—
Dehne, Clarence A , 3,844.400

Weber Markmg Systems. Inc : See—
Bosburg,Guy M ; and Marxen, John C . 3,844,212.

Weber Robert L. Infusor apparatus 3,844,206, CI. 99-282.000.

Weber. Russell W Fishing device 3.844,059, CI. 43-43. 1 30.

Webster, Colin James, to Imperial Chemical Industries Limited.

Tobacco substitute smoking mixture 3,844.294. CI. I 3 1-2.000.

Weems, Sterling J ; McCurdy, H William; and Johnson, John W .
to

Westinghouse Electric Corporation Insulation and cooling system

for a nuclear reactor condenser compartment. 3,844,885, CI. 176-

37.000.

Weglein, Rolf D , to Hughes Aircraft Company. Acoustic surface wave

device with reduced RF fecdthrough 3,845,4 18, CI. 333-30.00r

Wegmann, Jacques; and Becker. Carl, to Ciba-Geigy AG Process for

the production of highly concentrated dyestuff and pigment prepara-

tions. 3.844.806. CI. 106-193.000.

Weider Benjamin, to Inicrnax Holdings Limited Hydrothcrapeutic

massage device. 3,844,278, CI 128-66.000.

Weigl, John W , to Xerox Corporation. Photoelectrophoretic imaging

method employing a belt electrode 3,844,779, CI. 96-1 Ope.

Weil, Sanford A.: See—
Macriss. Robert A , Rush, William F.; and Weil, Sanford A.,

3,844,737.

Weinkle. Abraham. Extensible sleeve construction. 3.843.972. CI. 2-

123.000.

Weir David W., to Rohm and Haas Company. Process for makmg

phosphonothioureides. 3,845, 176, CI. 260-984.000.

Weis, Siegfried K.; See-
Frost, Charles C; and Weis, Siegfried K., 3.844,010.

Wentroble, Dale E , and Coleman, Milton H , to Carrier Corporation.

Method of curtain-coating an adhesive material on a structural part.

3,844,868, CI. 156-307.000.

Wenzel, Werner, to Nordischcr Maschinenbau Rud. Baader. Fish

nobbing machine. 3,843,998. CI. 17-60.000.

Werner, R. D, Co., Inc.; See-
Werner, Richard Lawrence; Montgomery, Richard Malvern; and

Ridge, Martin Peter, 3,844,520.

Werner Richard Lawrence; Montgomery, Richard Malvern, and

Ridge Martin Peter, to Werner, R. D., Co., Inc Dependent toeboard

construction. 3,844,520, CI. 248-228.000.

Werner, William J., to United States of America, Atomic Energy Com-

mission Filler alloys for fluxlcss brazing aluminum and aluminum al-

loys. 3,844,777, CI. 75- 1 38.000.

Wernlund, Roger F.; Carroll, David L.; Gibson, Henry C; and Cohen,

Martin J., to Franklin GNO Corporation Apparatus and methods

employing ion analysis apparatus with enhanced gas flow. 3,845,301,

CI. 250-287.000.

Wessendorf, Theodore Ralph; and Criscione, John Michael, to Union

Carbide Corporation. Carbonaceous fabric laminate. 3,844,877, CI.

161-156.000.

Westfall, Clifford M. Apparatus for oscillating a welding tool.

3,844,469, CI. 228-28.000.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation: See—
Carr, Walter J , Jr., 3,845.478.

Cricchi, James R., 3,845,327.

Dickinson, Robert C , 3,845,263.

Elco, Richard A, 3,845,368.
' Georges, Nicholas J ; and Pennell, William E., 3,844,887.

Hagbcrg, John E ,3,845,357

Heyne,Carl J, III, 3,845,369.

Hundstad, Richard L., 3,845,262.

Jerson, Donald D.; and Minter, Herbert F., 3,844,834.

Justice, James W. H , 3,845,498.

Long,01anL ,3,844,518.

Matyskella, John X ; and Spencer, Donald J , 3,844,578.

Mendelsohn, Morris A , and Smith, James D B ,
3,845,438.

Reitbeock, Heribert J. P , and Brody, Thomas P., 3,845.47

1

Robin, HarralT, 3,845,436.

Weems, Sterling J.; McCurdy, H. William; and Johnson, John W.,

3,844,885.

Wcstlinning, Hermann: See—
Kempermann, Theo; Eholzer, Ulrich; Westlinning, Hermann; and

Fleischhaucr, Horst, 3,844,970.

Weston Chemical Corporation: See—
Guttag, Alvin, 3,845,168.

Westvaco Corporation: .See— i'

Whelan, Kenneth M, 3,844,473.

Wheeler, Floyd J , Jr ; .See-

Scott, Milford M., Jr , and Wheeler, Floyd J., Jr., 3,844,260.

Whelan, James E., to General Motors Corporation. Hydraulic levcler

with exhaust only height control valve. 3,844,543, CI 267-64 000

Whelan, Kenneth M., to Westvaco Corporation. Returnable beverage

case. 3,844,473, CI 229-34.000.

Whirlpool Corporation: .See-

Burke, Harry Dennis, and Boswinkle, George. 3.844,948.

White Welding & Mfg , Inc : See—
Velcover. Matthew S.. 3.844.59 1

.

White. William B.. to United States of America, Navy Mine cable

cutter with indicating device. 3,844,244, CI. I 1 4-22 I OOa.

Whitehead & Kales Company: See—
Blundcn, Donald J ; and Peisner, Israel D , 3,844,228.

Whitehouse, Hugh L., to Stanley Works, The. Power tool torque in-

dicating device. 3,844, 1 69, CI. 73- 1 36.00a.

Whitehouse, James W , to Continental Oil Company. Bow liquid cargo

handling system 3,844,240, CI. I l4-74.00r.

Wideburg, Norman Earl: See—
Theriault, Robert John; Eager, Earl Elmer; and Wideburg, Nor-

man Earl, 3,844,889.

Widlansky, William, and Koff, Bernard L., to General Electric Com-
pany Gas turbine engine internal lubricant sump venting and pres-

surizationsystem 3.844,1 10, CI 60-39.080.

Widugris, William, Jr , to Raytheon Company. Microwave heating and

vapor condensing apparatus. 3,845,270. CI. 2 19- 10.500.

Wierbicki, Eugen: See—
Shults, Gary W , and Wierbicki, Eugen, 3,845,227.

Wiklund, Klas Rudolf, to Aga Aktiebolag. Heading indicator, espe-

cially for land vehicles. 3,844,05 I , CI. 33-3 1 7.003.

Wilcox, Albert F.: See—
Mees, Robert D , Wilcox, Albert F.; and Schall. Herman H ,

3,844,150.

Wild, Jost: See-
Helmlinger, Daniel; Lamparsky, Dietmar, Schudel, Peter; Sigg-

Grutter, Trudi, and Wild, Jost, 3,845, 1 34

Wilde, Raymond John See—
Griffiths, Joseph John; and Wilde, Raymond John, 3,844,969.

Wilheim, Martin J. Mold having a breathable release sheet across the

top. 3,844.523, CI. 249-1 13.000.
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Wilhelm, Frederick C , to Universal Oil Products Company. Reforming

of hydrocarbon feed stocks with a catalyst comprisinc platinum and
tin. 3.844.938, CI. 208- 1 39.000.

Wilke, David J , to Pennsylvania Wire Rope Corporation Detent as-
sembly for a vehicle emergency brake actuating mechanism
3.844,183. Ci. 74-517.000.

Wilkins. William Vehicle evacuating buildings 3 844 377 CI I8'>
6.000.

.
.

-

Wilkinson. David B., to United States of America, Air Force. AFT inlet
ramjet powered missile. 3,844.1 1 8, CI. 60-251.000.

Wilkinson, Robert E
,
to Rostone Corporation. Composite of metal and

thermoset plastic, and method of making it. 3 844 030 CI 29-
592.000.

.
. •

Willard, E. Thomas; See-
Lane, Marvin; and Willard, E. Thomas, 3,843,982.

Willems, Jozef Frans; Poot, Albert Lucien; Heugebaert. Frans Cle-
ment; Vandenberghe, Anton Leon; and Von Konig, Anita, to AGFA-
Gevaert. Photosensitive recording material, 3 844 797 CI 96-
114 100.

Willersinn, Carl-Heinz; and Reicheneder, Franz, to Badische Anilin- &
Soda-Fabrik Aktiengesellschaft Separating alpha, bela-unsaturaled
carboxyhc acids from aqueous solutions by azeotropic distillation
with excess solvent 3,844,903, CI. 203-5 1 000

Willerton, John K.: See—
Gioia, Gaspare L.; Switzer, Norris H., and Willerton John K

3,844,508.
Williams, Brown F

, and Kosonocky, Walter Frank, to RCA Corpora-
tion Charge-coupled radiation sensing circuit with charge skim-off
and reset. 3,845,295. CI. 250-21 l.OOj.

Williams. Edward B . Jr Drill tool 3.844,363, CI. I 75-227.000
Williams, George V.: See-

Brandt, Robert O
. Jr , and Williams. George V., 3,844.529

Williams, James W Laminated conduit and system 3 844 315 CI
138-140.000. - •

'^

Williams, Jimmie Driver. Sr Anti-erosion device. 3 844 125 CI 61-
3.000

•

Williams. Larry D
. to General Electric Company. Apparatus for

providing staggered joint, single turn, cut core laminations
3.844.188, CI. 83.091.000.

Williams Patent Crusher & Pulverizer Co . Inc : See-
Williams, Robert M, 3.844.491

Williams. Richard D , and Michaels. Fred G.. to General Motors Cor-
poration. Control mechanism. 3.844.1 80. CI. 74-473. OOr.

Williams, Robert H
, Hoehn. Marvin M . and Michel. Karl-Hcinz. to

Lilly. Eli. and Company Antibiotic A-25822 and process for produc-
tion thereof 3.845.203, CI 424- 1 22 000.

Williams, Robert M
. to Williams Patent Crusher & Pulverizer Co . Inc.

Material reclaiming and classifying apparatus. 3.844 491 CI 241-
80.000.

J b ff
.
VI. -HI

Willis, Howard M. Universal mounting plate for dental articulators
3.844.040. CI. 32-32.000.

Wilson. Christopher L . and Shuffman. Oscar, to Shuffman, Oscar and
Shuffman, Fred, mesne Foamed polyester resin laminated products
3. 844,876, CI. 161-119 000.

^

Wilson, Lester E,Jr Navigation aid 3,844,041, CI 33-l.Osd.
Wilson, Samuel H : See—

Kronick, Melvyn H , and Wilson, Samuel H., 3.844,894.
Winberg, Ragnar William Method and means for detecting the ap-

proaching end of a thread and a bobbin therefor 3 845 3^0 CI ""SO-
571000 .

. .

--

Windlc. John Charles Combination lock. 3.844.147. CI. 70-298.000
Windlc. William, to English Clays Lovering Pochin & Company

Limited. Coating of paper. 3.844,8 19. CI. 1 17-65.200.
Wingaersheek Turbine Company. Inc : See—

Wormser. Alex F . 3.844.707.
Winters. Robert E

; and McDonald. Charles H Pavement composition
3.844.668. CI. 404-72.000.

Wirtz. Rudolf: See-
Pietzsch. Siegfried; Wirtz. Rudolf; and Schaeffer Geore

3,845,149
*

Witmer.PharesB .III See—
Bicrley. Howard L . and Witmer, Phares B.. III. 3,844.133.

Wochner. Fred J., to Dennison Manufacturing Company Method of
labeling a lid. 3.844,866. CI. 156-238 000.

Wojtowicz. John A . Lapkin. Milton, and Puar. Mohindar S.. to Olin
Corporation. Preparation of chlorohydrins 3.845.145. CI 260-
634.000.

Wolf, Tobin. Foot operated rheostat 3,845,446, CI 338-153.000
Wolf. Warren W., to Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation Cladding

glass compositions for light transmitting glass fibers. 3 844 801 CI
106-50.000. .

.

Wolfe. Raymond: See—
Le Craw. Roy Conway; Levinstein. Hvman Joseph, and Wolfe
Raymond. 3.845.477

Wolk. Ronald H . Chervenak. Michael C . and Alpert. Seymour B . to
Hydrocarbon Research. Inc Hydroconversion of coal-derived oils
3.844.933. CI. 208-59.000

Wolk. Ronald H. Hydroconversion of tar sand bitumens 3X44 937 CI
208-108000.

Wollensak, John C . to Ethyl Corporation Process for alkylating
phenols. 3.845.1 43. CI 260-624.00C.

Woo. Charles, to Esso Research and Engineering Company Hydrocar-
bon lubricants from olefin polymers. 3.845.1 57. CI. 260-683.900.

Woo. Jung Woo: See—
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Hadermann. Albert F., Waters, Paul F.; and Woo. Jung Woo.

Woods, John F.: See— '

Koop, Francis D., Jr ; Woods, John F.; Farmer, Kenneth J and
Harbin, Wayne D, 3,844,127.

Woods, Ouentin T.: See—
Eggert, Ralph H.; and Woods, Ouentin T., 3,844,201.

Woolf, Lewis, Griptight Limited: See-
Hurst, Eric Kenneth, and Woolf, Lewis, Griptight Limited

3,844,436.
Wooters, Dwight N., to Rubbermaid Incorporated. Wail telephone
frame and holder. 3,845,252, CI 179-146. OOr.

Wormser, Alex F., to Wingaersheek Turbine Company, Inc. Low cost,
wind proof cigarette lighter burner. 3,844,707, CI. 43 1-347.000.

Wozny, Eugene Taras: See—
Giardina, Nicholas; Gervis, Melvyn A.; Wozny, Eugene Taras and

Babcock, Richard D, 3,844,592.
Wright, James A ; and Kosmala, James M., to Dexter Corporation,
The Splice case with gas tight seal 3,844,573, CI. 277-216.000.

Wunderlich, Donald K ; and Skinner, James L., to Atlantic Richfield
Company Retorting oil shale with special pellets 3 844 929 CI
208-11000. .

, , .

Wunderlich, Donald K ; and Skinner, James L., to Atlantic Richfield
Company Retorting oil shale with special pellets and steam
stripping 3,844.930. CI 208-1 1.000

Wurst. Bert: .See—

Nonnenmann. Wolfgang. Wurst, Bert; Misch, Wolfgang and
Schonart. Edgar. 3.844.1 14.

Wuskell. Joseph P .See—
Dunlop. Andrew p , Sherman, Edward; and Wuskell, Joseph P

3,845,138.
^

Wyeth, John & Brother Limited: .See—
Curran. Adrian Charles Ward, 3,845,064.
Newberry, Robert Anthony, 3,845,073.

Xerox Corporation: See-
Bailey, Raymond E.; and Kreckel, Douglas A.. 3.844 906
Gallo, Charles F, 3,845,307.
Guenther. Joachim, 3,844,654.
Hawley. Charles v.. 3.844.179
Jackson, Earl V

, Schoppe, Wayne F , Squassoni, Gino F , Wartcr
Peter J

; Herr, Gerald A , Hoesly, David D ; Randall, John M."
Schroeder, Russell G , II; Webb, Douglas D Lange Clark V

'

and Kelsch. Robert J. 3.844,65 1

.

Kelly, David L., 3,844,653.
Nelson, Kyler F.; and Reinis, Gedemainas J., 3,844,780.
Parent. Richard A . and Brado. James A.. 3.844,8 15.
Thettu, Raghulinga R., 3.844.252.
Weigl. John W., 3,844.779.

Yahalom, Joseph, to Bell Telephone Laboratories. Incorporated
Anodic oxidation of gallium phosphide. 3,844,904, CI 204-56.00r.

Yamaai Seisakusho Co.. Ltd.: See—
Morokashi. Hiroshi. 3.844.387.

Yamada. Junichi; and Terashima. Etuzo. to Hitachi. Ltd Method of
manufacturing colour selection electrodes for use in colour picture
tubes. 3,844.005. CI. 29-25.170

Yamaguchi. Takuma. to Taisei Sekki Homu K.K Means of connecting
pusher boat and barge. 3,844.245. CI 1 14-235. OOr

Yamaha. Kazuo. and Okada, Yasumasa, to Nissan Motor Company.
Limited Guiding mechanism for sliding windows of automotive vehi-
cles. 3.844.064, CI. 49-348.000.

Yamakawa, Kiyoshi, to Sony Corporation. System for recording and/or
reproducing color television signals. 3,845,237, CI. 358-4.000.

Yamakoshi, Noboru, Kaneda, Tsugio; Yanagi, Yoshichica, Narita.
Kiichi; and Fujita, Tatsu, to Kobe Steel, Limited. Free cutting steel
containing mullite. 3.844,773, CI. 75-123.00g.

Yamamoto, Hisao: .See

—

Maruyama, Isamu, Yamamoto, Hisao; Nakao, Masaru; Sakai,
Shigeru. Sasajima, Kikuo, Kitagawa, Sumio, and Inaba, Shigehoi

Yamamoto Kagaku Gosei Kabushiki Kaisha: .See—
Terayama, Mutsuo; and Yamamoto, Kenji, 3,844,8 I 7.

Yamamoto, Kenji: See—
Terayama, Mutsuo; and Yamamoto, Kenji, 3.844,8 I 7.

Yamamoto, Takaji: .See—
Fujimoto, Keimei; Mukai, Kunio; Yamamoto, Takaii; and Ishibe

Kouichi, 3,845,173.
Yamane, Motoi: See

—

Hirano, Osamu; Kawasaki, Junichiro, Suzuki, Tokuhiro, Yamane,
Motoi; and Takemoto, Noboru, 3,845,27 1

.

Yamaoka, Michihiko, to Fuji Denki Seizo Kabushiki Kaisha. Oil-im-
mersed transformer gas analysis. 3,844,160, CI. 73-19.000.

Yamashita, Keitaro: See—
Harada, Hideki, Yamashita, Keitaro, Sagara, Takehiko; Oyama

Sadahiro; Fujitsuka, Takamichi; Sekino, Tamotsu; and
Takanashi, Masanori, 3,845,334.

Yamazaki, Harumichi: See—
Kondo, Yoshikazu; Yamazaki, Harumichi; and Akinaga Akito

3,844,324
^

Yan, Tsoung-Yuan, and Zahner, John C, to Mobil Oil Corporation
Aromatization of hydrocarbons. 3,845, 1 50, CI 260-673 500

Yanagi, Yoshichica: See—
Yamakoshi, Noboru; Kaneda, Tsugio; Yanagi, Yoshichica; Narita

Kiichi, and Fujita, Tatsu, 3,844,773.
Ycda Research and Development Co., Ltd.: .See—
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Michaeli, Isaac; and Reich, Shymon, 3,845,026
Yee, Ying S., to Eastman Kodak Company. Signal analyzing apparatus

3,845,400, CI. 328-151.000.
Yokota, Yukio: See—

Shimada, Takeo; Yokota, Yukio; and Hayashi, Jun, 3,844,784.
Yoli, Alfred H.Se*-

Markiewicz, Jan; and Yoli, Alfred H , 3,844,533.
\

Yonezu, Hiroshi, to Nippon Columbia Kabushikikaisha (Nippon
Columbia Co., Ltd.). Sound signal changing circuit. 3,845,244, CI
179-l.Ovc.

Yonkers, Robert A., to Bissell Inc Rotary shaver with interlocking
means to prevent shear plate rotation. 3,844,033, CI. 30-43.500.

Yoshida Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha: See—
Kawakami, Koichi, 3,844,015.

Kawakami, Koichi, 3,844,016.
Takahashi, Kihei; and Shigeno, Shunichi, 3,844,014.

Yosim, Samuel J.; McKenzie, Donald E., Grantham, Leroy E.; and
Birk, James R , to Rockwell International Corporation. Disposal of
organic pesticides. 3,845, 190, CI. 423-184.000.

Youden, David H ; and St. Andre. Arthur F., to Cincinnati Milacron-
Heald Corporation. Machine tool. 3,844, 1 86, CI. 82-2.00r.

Young, Dean Arthur, to Union Oil Company of California. Aluminosil-
icate compositions, method of preparation. 3,844,977, CI. 252-
438.000.

Young, Donald M Corn sheller device. 3,844,293, CI. 130-6.000.
Young, Einar T., to Sun Oil Company of Pennsylvania. Fourth wheel

for three-wheel counters. 3,845,283, CI. 235-l33.00r.
Young, Michael H., to Troxel Manufacturing Company. Cycle saddle.

3,844,61 1, CI. 297-214.000.

Youngdale, Gilbert A.: See-
Lincoln, Frank H , Jr . Pike. John F , and Youngdale. Gilbert A .

3.845.115
Youngstown Steel Door Company: See-

Ross. Irving D.. Jr . and Madland. Thorvald. 3.844.424.
Yovich. Daniel J.; Stout. John L . and Tribbey. Ralph E.. to Kankakee

Paint Manufacturing Company. Inc. Biostat and paint composition.
3.845.212. CI 424-270.000.

Yuminaka. Takeo: See—
Iwasaka. Tatsuo, Yuminaka, Takeo, and Matsuzawa, Hideto,

3,844.383,

Yuyama. Yasuaki: See—
Takenaka. Haruo. Okajima. Mitsuo, Hiratsuka, Nobuo; and
Yuyama, Yasuaki, 3,844,988

Zaffaroni, Alejandro, to ALZA Corporation Agmatine prostaglandins.
3,845,1 I 1,CI 260-501.140.

Zahner. John C: .See—

Yan. Tsoung-Yuan; and Zahner. John C. 3,845.150.
Zaiser. Wolfgang, to Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft. Actuating
mechanism for engageable devices in planetary gear transmissions
3.844.393. CI, 192-87 I 10,

Zaleski. John F,. to Singer Company. The. Gyromagnctic circuit ele-

ment 3.845.417. CI, 333-24 100.

Zamiara. Anthony W , to Maplecrest Sausage Co.. Inc. Cooling system
for sausages 3.844. 135, CI 62-375.000.

Zanca. Joseph, Means for forming a hole in the article during blow
molding 3,844.698, CI 425-155,000,

Zeiss, Philip M : See—
Aronstein. Jesse; Harding. William E,; and Zeiss. Philip M,.

3.845,286,
Zelinski, Paul A .See—

Clements, John L,; Kcehn, Paul J. Jones, Leo V, Jr ;and Zelinski,

Paul A, 3,845,425.
Zenith Radio Corporation: See—

Schwartz, James W., 3,845,241

.

Ze sin, Horst: See-
Block, Hans-Jurgen; Greve, Heinz; and Zessin, Worst, 3,844, 1 99.

Zettergren, Birger; and Ahlgren, Hans Hjalmar; deceased (by Ahlgren,
Ella Anita; and Cederlund, Elsa Margareta; administratrix's). Rock-
drilling machine. 3,844,359, CI. 173-105.000.

Ziehl, Herbert E: See-
Stiles, John L ; and Ziehl, Herbert E., 3,844,696.

Zieike, Alfred, to Elmeg Electro-Mechanik GmbH. Keyboard switch
assembly with ball and slider interlock mechanism. 3,845,255, CI.

200-5.Oea.

Ziemba, Richard T., to General Electric Company. Controlled range
fuze. 3,844,217, CI. 102-70. 20r.

Zimmerman, Emil F. High reach attachment for loader. 3,844,435, CI.

214-776.000,

Zimmermann, Joseph James: See—
Troemel, Richard J.; and Zimmermann. Joseph James. 3,844.566.

Ziv, David Moiseevich: See—
Drabkina, Lidia Emelianovna; Mazurek, Jury Vatslavovich;
Myasoedov, Dmitry Nikolaevich; Prokhorov. Viktor Pavlovich;
Kachalov, Vladimir Alexandrovich; and Ziv, David Moiseevich,
3,844,833.

Ziv, Valentina Spiridonovna: See—
Drabkina, Lidia Emelianovna; Mazurek, Jury Vatslavovich;
Myasoedov, Dmitry Nikolaevich; Prokhorov, Viktor Pavlovich;
Kachalov, Vladimir Alexandrovich; and Ziv, David Moiseevich.
3,844,833.

Zobel, Siegfried: See

—

Hackenberg, Hugert; and Zobel, Siegfried. 3,845.493.
Zoecon Corporation: See—

Henrick.Clive A., 3,845,089.
Zollinger, Joseph La Mar, to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company. Alpha, omega-di-s-triazinyl perffuoropolyoxaalkanes.
3,845,051, CI, 260-248,0cs,

Zolner, William J.: See-
Helm, Denis A., and Zolner, William J , 3,845.309.

Zucconi, Theodore D.: See—
Underkofler, William L ; and Zucconi, Theodore D , 3,844,799

Zugel, Martin J., to Cycio Index Corporation Flexible coupling
3,844,137, CI. 64-l5.00b.

Zumach, Gerhard; Kuhle, Engelbert; and Hammann, Ingeborg, to
Bayer Aktiengesellschaft. N,N-Disubstituted-N-(N-alkyl-N-
trihalomethyl -sulfenyl-carbamoyloxy )-phenyl )-formamidines
3,845, 103, CI. 260-479.00C.

Zupancic, Boris, to LEK tovarna farmacevtskih in Kemicnih izdclkov.
Method of producing pure perchloromethylmercaptan 3,845,122,
Cl,260-543.00h.

Zurbuch, Kenneth J.: See-
Stone, William M.; Brunschwig, John M.; and Zurbuch, Kenneth

J. 3,844,03 I.

Zweig, Arnold; and Huffman, Kenneth Robert, to American Cyanamid
Company. Photosensitive composition containing a photochromic
benzovlchromone or dibenzofuran and a strong organic amine base.
3,844,792, CI. 96-90.0pc.

Zygo Corporation: See-
Hunter, George C, 3,844,660.

10/29/74, and Richards, Edward M., to Redactron Corporation. Auto-
matic underlining in an automated typewriter system 3,844,397, CI
197-19.000.
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HarrinciT. Anthony R., and J. I". Schock, to Barringer He-

soarcii Ltd. Spectronieter. Ke. 28,210, 10-29-74, CI.

.S5G— i)3.

liarringfr Kesearcli Ltd. : See—
Marringer. Antliony K., and Schock. Ke. 28,210.

H.'ll & llowi'U Co. : Sec

—

Kagan, Shollv. Uf. 28,213.
r.cU Telt'phone Laboratorit-s, Inc. : See—

KatlilT, Karl T., and Kenaut. Ke. 28,220.
Ciilii, Fred E. : Sec—

Tavlor, Richard 1'., Van Brinier, and Culp. Ke. 28,219.

Kilx'iisteiner, Walter, to U.S. Philips Corp. Tape diverting
device in a tape recorder apparatu.s with drum shift during
tape engagement. Re. 28,215, 10-29-74, CI. 300—8.').

(irnsjean, Pierre, to Sodete Rhodiaceta. Polyamides contain-

ing antistatic polvoletins having pendant polyoxyalkylene
cliains. Re. 2S.212, 10-29-74, CI. 260—857.

I lanes, James \V. E., and E. Larralde, to Vetco Offshore In-

(histrles. Inc. .Motion compensating apparatus. Re. 28,218,
10-29-74, CI. 175—5.

Kagan. Sliollv. to Bell & Howell Co. Paging receiver having
cycling mass. Re. 2S.21.!, 10-29-74, CI. 340—311.

Larralde. Edward : Sec—
Hanes. James W. K.. and Larralde. Re. 28,218.

Malecli. Riibert C to New England .Merchants -National Bank.
Antenna with electrically variable reflector. Re. 28,217,
l(t 29-74. CI. 343 754.

.Maynard. Douglas E. Electroencephalograph monitoring ap-

paratus. Re. 28,214, 10-29-74, CI. 128—210.
Mead Corp., The: See— „ „.

Tavlor, Richard 1'., Van Brimer, and Culp. Re. 28,219.

.New England Merchants National Bank : See—
.Malech, Robert C. Ke. 28,217.

Ratliff, Earl T., and P. W. Kenaut, to Hell Telephone Labora-
tories, Inc. Reed switch having reed surfaces beneath the

seal plated with a thin silver layer. Re. 28,220, 10-29-74,
CI. 335—154.

Renaut, Paul W. : See—
Ratliff, Earl T., and Renaut. Re. 28,220.

Schock, Josef P. : Sec—
Barringer, Anthony R., and Schock. Re. 28,216.

Sodete Rhodiaceta : See—
Crosjean, Pierre. Re. 28,212.

Tavlor, Richard P., K. H. Van Brimer. and F. E. Culp. to The
Me.id Corii. Innige construction system using multiple ar-

rays of drop generators. Re. 28,219, 10-29-74, CI. 346—75.

C.S. Philips Corp. : Sec—
Eibensteiner, Walter. Re. 28.215.

Van Brimer. Russell H. : Sec-
Taylor, Richard 1'., Van Brimer, and Culp. Re. 28,219.

Vetco Offshore Industries, Inc. : See—
Hanes, James W. E., and Larralde. Re. 28,21.s.
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AMP Inc. : Sec-

Bruner. Peter M. 233,438.
.\ii- In-The-Hole, Inc. : See—

Wagner. Arthur C. 233.412.
Aiken, .lolm .M. Tool holding clamp. 233,404, 10-29-74, CI.

1)8—73.
.\isin Seiki Kabnshiki Kaisha : Sec—

Hirasawa. Tadashi. Kas.iliara. and Kato. 233,483.
.\jax Hardware Corp.: Sec—

Zagaroli, Havid P. 233,40S.
Zagaroli. David P. 233,409.

.\llgever. David F.. to U.MC Industries. Inc. Skirt for frozen
food product container. 233,41s. 10-29-74, CI. D9—260.

.Vmoroso. Nicholas A., to Bright Star Industries. Inc. Bicycle
reflector. 23,!.420. 10-29-74. CI. DIO -111.

.\moroso, .Nicholas .\.. to Bright Star Industries, Inc. Bicycle
reflector. 2:'.:!.421. 10-29-74. CI. DIO— 111.

.\mori>s<i .Nicholiis .\.. to Bright .Star Industries, Inc. Bicycle
reflector. 23:;.422. 10-29-74. CI*. D10--111.

.\ndres. William A.. L. D. Quanrud. C. J. Koppa. L. F. Becker,
\V. K. Christoffer>en. Jind J. L. Keely, to Washington Scien
tific Industries, Inc. Microfilm viewer. 233.482, 10-29-74.
CI. 1)61-1.

.\reiit. Milan : See-
Martin. Simon, and .\rent. 23:',.393,

Ariial. Francois, Furnitun- leg. 233, 39(;. 10-29-74. CI.

1)6 194.
.\ustin. <;eorge K.. Jr.. and II. M. Watt. Analgesia unit. 223.-

4S4. 10 29-74. CI. DS3 -1.
.\volio. Donald R.. to Xerox Corp. Toner bottle or the like.

233.414. 10-29-74, CI. D9—67.

Barela. Manuel T. Earth treating nuichine. 233.462. 10-29-74.
CI. 1)35—2.

Barndierzig. ."^am. Ignition lock housing. 233,407. 10-29-74.
CI. 1)8—113.

Becker, Larry F. : See—
Kopp.i. Charles J.. Andres, (juanrud. Becker, Christof-

fers.-n, and Keely. 233.482.
Pio .Mei'dcal Science-;. Inc. : See—

Weinstein. Berel, .Sagi. and Oodsey. 233.472.
Bobbie Peach Enterprises. Inc. : See—

I'ietsch. Barbara C. 2,33.413.
Biiwnnir Instrument Corp, : See—

Fossella. (Jregory F.. Rhoads. and Hoffman. 233.440.
Braun. Aktieiigesellscliaft : Sec --

Lubs, Dietrich. 233.419.
Bridireport .Metal Coods .Mfg. Co.. The: .S'cc

—

.Moore. Arthur H. 233.469.

P.right Star Industries. Inc. : Sec— ^
Amoroso. Nicholas A. 233.420.
Amoroso. Nicholas A 233.421.
Amoroso. Nicholas A. 233.422.

Bruner. Peter M.. to AMP Inc. Terndnal contact. 233.438.
10-29-74. CI. 1)20—1.

Buan. Danllo P. : See-
(Jroswith. Charles T.. III. Buan. and Estes. 233.477.

Buck-Pitt. William H. Winged dwelling structure. 233,429.
10 29 74. CI. Dl,3— 1.

• '.inadian Marconi Co.: See—
Lee, Herman A, 233.443.

Cant«'en Corp. : See—
, „ , ^_

Kluge Eldor A., Kosirog, and W iebe. 233,38i.
Chinn, Steven M., :ind G. J. Tyrer. Toy figure. 233,451, 10-

29-74. CI. 1)34 2.

Christian. Daniel H.. and <;. L. Payne, to InternatKuial lele-

phone and Telegraph Corp. Lightweight headset. 233.444,

10-29-74, CI. 1)26- 14.

Christiansen. (Jodtfred K.. to A. C. Interlago. Joint for a toy

figure. 233.450. 10-29-74. CI. D.H4 15.

Christoffersen. William K. : Sec -

Koppa Charles J.. Andres, yuanrud. Becki'r, Christol-

fersen and Keely. 233,482.
Coleco Industries. Inc. : Sec—

Huffman, Donald. 233.453.
Compagnie (Jenerale des Etablissenients Michelin, raison

sociale Mi<lielin i.*c Cie : Sec
.Montague. Jean B. 233,427.

Conev, Otis -M. Lamps, comprising plastic or the like. 233.-

407, 10 29-74, CI. 1)4S—23.
Congoleum Industries. Inc.: Scc-

.Mansolill... Robert D. 233.488.
Copple Francis T.. to Rexnord Inc. Chain assend)ly and

dis.assembly tool 233.403, 10-29-74. CI. DS 51.

Cox .Svstems Ltd. : Sec—
Jenkins. David C.. and Levin. 233.437.

Cre.'itive Tools. Inc. : See—
Whiteford. Carlton L. 2.33,400.

Culver. Irven H. : Sec—
Jensen. Volnier S.. and Culver. 233.420.

D.-irlington. William E.. to F.IM. Inc. Edge attachment for a

carpenter's s.piare or Ih.' like. 233.471. 10-29-74. CI.

I )52— 6.

Delamater William B. Cle;iidng implement for barbei|ue

grills. 233.401. 10-29-74. CI. D7—184.

De .Matteo. Mario. Toy microscope. 233.455, 10-29-74. < 1.

I).34— 1.5.

Dow C:ieniical Co.. The : Scc~-
Steiner. Honry. 2.'{3,431.

Dnnhill. Alfred of London. Inc. : See—
Weir. Robert J. 233,487. ,^„ _,

Dur.vea. Ronald A. Airplane, 2.33.425. 10-29-74. CI. 1)12- .1.

Eastman Kodak Co. : See—
Laughon, Thomas C. 233,441.

Ehinke. John R. Catch basin filler. 233.434. 10-29-74, CI.

D2.3— 1.

Flectrohome Ltd. : .S'cc

—

McQuarrie. Harvey K.. and Tate. 233,478.

Emidre Furniture Corp. : See—
Keller, Huey T. 233.395.

E.-so Research and Engineering Co. : See—
MacConkey. James S.. and Tompkins. 233,440.

\

Estes. Davida R. : See— „^„ ,„,
Buan, Danllo P.. Groswith, and Estes. 233.477.

IMM. Inc. : Sec—
Darlington. William E. 233.471.

Fassnner Arthur L.. to Fassauer Industries. Inc. Ash tray.

2.33.447. 10-29-74. CI. D27—27.

Fassauer Industries, Inc. : See—
Fassauer. Arthur L. 233,447.
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Forrest, John W. : See—
Fossella, iiregorv F., Rhoads, Hoffman, MacLeod, and

Forrest. 233,440.
Fossella, (Jregory F., P. K. Rhoads, L. R. Hoffman, A. R.

MacLeod, and J. W. Forrest, to Bowmar Instrument Corp.
Calculator. 23:5,440, 10 29-74, CI. 1)20—5.

France Bed Co. Ltd. : See—
lUeda. Minora. 233.383.

Freeman, Spencer. Ornament for personal wear. 233,404, 10-
2'.l-74, CI. D45— 17.

Frev, Jack L. Flreni;in's nuiltiple purpose hand tool. 233,405,
l()-2l»-74. <"1. D8—70.

Frieilman, llarvev L. Wall niountable bracket. 23:!,385, 10-
29-74, CI. 1X1-114.

(iardisette International A(; : Sec
Scliroeder, Peter E 23:;.4ti5.

t;eisler. Robert C. Reel for cords and tlu' like. 233,411, 10-29-
74. CI. Ds j222.

Celleral l]|ectllic Co.: NfC
KaiMMss. Andrew. 23:!.479.

(ieneral 'l"ime <rorp. : Scc-
Kirbv. Rofhert E. 2:::!.4:?5.

Kirbv, Koiltert E. 2:;:;,430.

(aUelle Co.. The : Scc-
Ponilret. i-Mward i:. 2:!:!,417.

(;odse,\. Fr.'ink W. : .Scc-

W eiiistein. lierel, .Saul, and (Jodsey. 233,472.
(Jonzalez. Ralph .\. Trav tor hair siylisfs implements. 233.-

4s(i. 10-29 74. CI. D.s(i 10.

tJri.swiili, CliuPles T.. 111. D. P. Buan, and D. R. Estes, _to

\'eio-l!ind. Inc. Power-operated punch. 233.477, 10-29-74,
CI. 1)55 1.1

1

Hall. Frank I-.. Coinldiied dollies washer and hamper. 233,-

470. 10 29 74. CI. 1)49— 1.

Hamiiiett, Ro,y B. Suppori bracket for a vacuum bottle or

similar .irtiiile. 2;!3,;;s<;, l(( 29-74, CI. DO—130.
Harper. Clauiic M.. to Koio-.Masier, Inc. Straightening and

aligning li.\|iire for turbo shafts. 233,474, 10-29-74, CI.

D54 i:!.
I

ll.izelwood. <; fl O. Coiiibiiiation table and chairs. 233.391.
10 2!) 74. ci. DO 177.

Ilestaml. Dowil.. Auioiiiol)ile module for mounting comnnini-
caiioii ei|uiiji|ient. .2:::!.42>. 10-2'.t-74, CI. D12 155.

High Perforniilnee l'ro;liuts, inc. : Sce-
Letiniaiini Klaus, 2;;:!,424. ^

Ilir.isawa. Tadashi. T. Kasahara. anil -M. K.-ito, to .\isin Seiki
KabMsIukl Hai-h.i. Sewing marhine. 233.4s::, 10-29-74. CI.

1)70 1.

HotTiiian. Larrd R. : Set
l-"ossella. [(ireuorv F.. Rlioads, Hoffman, .Ma<-Leo(l, and

Forrest, 2;!3,440.
Holler, I lerberir : Sec —

Kramer, Ijerberi, and Holier. 2:i:i.445.

lliiffiiian. Doiitiild. to Coleco Industries, Inc. Football ganu>
bo.ird Willi (i.titrol rods. 2::::,453. 10-29-74. CI. D:;4 —5.

lliintiii^'loii, ICe'l .\.. to RCP.S Inc. Primer trav. 233,433. 10-
29 74. CI. Ili2 99.

Hiitcliis.ui. Vij-gil J. P(.rt;ible table. 2:!3.392. 10-29-74. CI.

DO— 178.
Hvinaii. Norm iSi II. K.irrini: <ii>plav stand. 2:;:!,3S0, 10-29-

74, CI. Dt;— 37.
lUeda. .Miiioni to I" ranee B.d Co. Ltd. Chair. 2:!:!. 3s;;. 10-

29-74, CI. D> 70.
Inierlego. .V.C See

Christiani.'ii. tlodtfred K. 2:::i.45i;.

International 're'ephotie and 'relegr.iph Corp.: Sec
Cliristi.in.j D.iiiiel 11.. and Pavne. 2:;:!.444.

Ir.i. S.-iltz. to Oxford P.ndaflex Cnrp. Pencil well. 233.430.
10-29 74. C . D19 s.-,.

Janseti. CeorirJ' E.. to The Paiitasote Co. P.icking tray for
cans or ihe'like. 2:13.410, 1(i 29-74. CI. D9 187.

.Ienliins« D.ivii^ C. ami L. M. Levin, to Cox .System Ltd. .\udio
visual woikj desk lor deiit.il instruction. 23:1,437, 10-29
74. CI. D24 1

f S.. and 1. 11. Culver. Hang glidi'r. 2:;:;,420,
1)12 71.
S., Jr.. to Diiivers.il Optical Co.. Im-. Eye-

ront. 2:!;;.4S0, 10-29 74, CI. D57 1.

H. Cigarette lighter. 233.448, 10 29 74, CI,

Jensen. \'olmi
10 29 74, (

Jobliilis, llowi
glass frame

Jone, (Jeorges
1)27 ::o.

Kabnshiki Kai>tia Kicoli : sc(
Saito, Va-fiiiiiro. 2:!;i,442.

K.-iinass. .\ndrew. to (Jener;il Klertric Co. Combined radio re-

ceiver and |tu|>e earfridL'e jilaver. 233.479. 10-29-74. Cl.

D5t; 4.

Kane. Ridi;ird H'.. to Mobil oil Corp. Refuse bag bidder. 23:;.-

402, 10 29-74, C!. D7 lli:;.

Kasahar;i. T.alahiko: Sic
Hiras.iWii. ^rada<hi. K.asah.ir.i. and Kat<p. 233.483.

Kato, .Mas.iyiijii : 1<(

c

Hirasawa.! Tadaslii, Kasaii.ir.i, ,iiid Kato. 233.483.

Keel.v. James l.j : .Vi r

Koppa. CJdirles .!.. .\ndres. (Jnaiirnd. Beckei'. Chrislof-
fers<-n. ilid Keely. 2:;:;.4S2.

Keller. Iluev 'p.. to The V:(iii:lian I'lirniture Co.. Inc. Dresser
or till' like. :•:{:;. :;s!i. lo 2:1 74. ci. DO- -154.

Keller. Huey tI, 10 White Furinture Co. Furniture panel. 2:13.-
.•;94. 10-29-71. CI. DO l:i2.

Keller. Huey T;. to i:inpire Fui'nitiire Corp. Furniture panel
or the like. li:|;;.395. 10-29-74. CI. DO 192.

Kirby. Robert !:., to General Time Corp. C.ising tor sprav
dispenser. 2:|:^.435. 10 -29 74. CI. D23--1.50.

Kirby, Robert |;,, to (ieiier.'d 'I'ime Corp. Cjising for spra\'
dis|,<'nser. 2:|.t.436. 10-29- 74. Cl. 1)23 1.50.

Kliige, lOldor .{.. R. (i, K.isirog, .-md T, H. Wiebe. to Canteen
Corp. Displ.-ty module for iiaid< of vending machines, 23:>,
;;s7. lO-29-n, CI. DU— 139.

Knodt. Ruediger W., to Xero.\ Corp. Xerographic vapor fusing

unit. 2;i3,48l, 10-29-74, Cl. D61— 1.

Kohner Bros.. Inc. : See—
Stubbnmnn, Albert. 233,457.

Koppa, Charles J. : See— ,•,,,, r
Andres, William A., Quanrud. Koppa, Becker, Christof-

fersen, and Keely. 233,482.
Kosirog. Robert G. : See—

Kluge. Eldor A., Kosirog. and Wiebe. 233,387.
Kramer, Herbert, and 11. Holier, to Siemens Aktiengesell-

schiift. Wall telephone subscriber .set or similar article.

2::::. 445, 10-29-74, Cl. 1)26—14.
,,.. ,

Langieri. Michael, and M. R. Meyers, to Questor Corp. W liale

figure tov rattle. 233.460. 10-29-74. Cl. 1)34—15.
L.ingieri. Michael, and M. R. .Meyers, to Questor Corp. Turtle

figure tov rattle. 233.461, 10-29-74. Cl. D34— 15.

Laughon, Thomas C. to Eastman Kodak Co. Tape drive unit

or the like. 2.!3.441. 10-29-74. Cl. D26—5.

Lawlor. John, and J. Sgonibick, to Xerox Corp. Teaching aid

for demonstrating principles of physics. 233,432, 10-29- 1 4,

Cl. 1)19—02.
. ^ ,

Lee. Herman A., to Canadian Marconi Co. Navigation control

instrument. 233,443, 10-29-74, Cl. 1)26—13.
Lee. Larrv Y. N. Combined resilient holder and chopsticks.

233,398' 10-29-74, Cl. D7—105.
Lettinann, Klaus, to High Performance Products, Inc. Kayak.

233.424, 10-29-74, Cl. D12—63.

Levin. Lawrence M. : Sec -
Jenkins. David ('.. and Levin. 233,437.

Lubs. Dietrich, to Braun Aktiengesellschaft. Digital alarm
clock. 233,419. 10-29-74. Cl. DIO— 15.

M.icConkev, James S.. and I). D. Tompkins, to Ksso Research
.ind i:n*uineering Co. .\coustic coupler or similar artich'.

233.440. 10-29-74. Cl. 1)20—14.
.MacLeod. Alan K. : Sec-~

Fossella, Gregorv F.. Rhoads. Hoffman, MacLeod, and
Forrest. 233,440.

.Mansidillo. Robert D.. to Congoleum Industries. Inc. Soft

surface floor covering or similar article. 233.48s. 10-29-
7'. Cl. 1)92—4.

.Marshall. Edward M. Cooking grill. 233.399. 10-29-74, Cl.

1)7-110.
.Martin. Simon, and .M. Arent. Display rack. 233,.393, 10-29

74. Cl. 1)6 181.
Mathews. Lvie IL, t> I'nderground Devices, Inc. Telephone

duct. 23:;.4:!9, 10-29-74. Cl. 1)26—5.
Mavson. William. (Jolf range finder. 233,452, 10-29-74. Cl.

D;!4 5.

McCiie Daniel E.. to Rival Mfg. Co. Electric cooking and
serving utensil. 233.397. 10-29-74. Cl. 1)7 94.

-McLacblan. Sarah 1. atid W. D. Fur doll. 233,4.50, 10 29-i4,
Cl. D34—2.

.McLaclil;in. Wilbur D. : Sec
McLacblan, Sarah I., and W. D. 2;:3.4.50.

.M(<,)uarii<'. ILirvey K.. and M. I). T.ite. to Electrohome Ltd.

Housing for a fjlionograpli or the like. 23:>.478, 10-29-74,

Cl. I)5(! 4.

.Movers. .Michacd R. : .SVr -
Langieri. Michael, ami Meyers. 233.460.
Langieri. .Michael, ami Meyers. 233.401.

Miles, Bernard, .Meat attachment for j)ortion contrcd in a

molding machine, 233,476. 10-29-74. Cl. D55 1.

Mobil Oil Corp. : Sec—
Kane, Richard T. 233,402.

.Mondragon. Ralph. Combined bench and table. 233.382. 10-
2;t 74. Cl. DO 33.

.Montague, Jean P.,. to Compagnie (leneralc des Etablissenients
.Michelin. raison soci.ih' .Michtdin & Cie. Tire. 233.427. 10

29 74. Cl. D12 140.
Moore. Arthur H.. to The Briilgejiort Metal Goods Mfg. Co.

Flashlight. 2:;3.409. 10 29 74. Cl. D4S 24.

Morse Electro ProdiKts Corn. : See
Robson. Arthur. 2:;3.40(;.

.Moss. Jerome .\. Disjdav stand or similar article. 233.3S8.
10-29 74. Cl. in; 153.

Nade.iu. James. Workpiece guide for table saws. 2-3:1.47:!. U)
29 74. Cl. 1)54-13.

North. Alan (i. .Mop support. 2:?3,400. pub. 10 29 74. Cl,

D7 ISO,

Owens-Illinois. Inc.: Sec
Zauner. otto. 233.449.

Oxford. Pendatlex Corp.: See—
Saltz. Ira. 233.430.

P.intaside Co,, The: Sec-
Jan.sen. George E. 233.416.

Pavne. (ieorge L. : Sce--
Cluisti.ni. Daidel H.. and Payne. 233.444.

Pellicop'. .Mbert P. Rotatable wheel for exercising. 233.459.
10 29-74. Cl. 1)34 15.

Pieisch Baibara C, to Bobbie Peach Enterprises. Inc. Dis-

jieiising .outainer. 2:!3.4i:;, lo 29-74, Cl. D9 30.

Ponuret. Edward K.. to The (Jillette Co. Combined packaging
.ind dispensing trav for razor blade units. 233,417. 10-29-
74. CI. 1)9 -is'.),

Povitz. Fred. Dispbiv case for coins or the like. 233..390. lo
29 74, Cl. DO 173.

(Quaker Oats Co.. The : Sec
Keiling. Victor (J.. .Ii'. 23:;.458,

(Ju.inrud. Larry D. : See
.\ndres, William .\.. C^unnriid. Kopi)a. Beckei-. Christof

fersen, and Keely. 2::3,4si:.*

(Questor Corp. : Stc
LaULderi. .Michael, and .Mevers. 2:;:;.460.
Langieri. .Mi<ha<'l. .md .Meyers. 23:;,461.

RCBS Inc. : See
Huntington. Fred A, 233,433.

\y
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Keiling, Victor G., Jr., to The Quaker Oats Co. Toy airport. Tliomas, Michael A. : Sec—

23.S,4r.>s. 10-20-74, CI. D:{4— ir..ll. Stanuseich, Richard S., June, and Thomas. 233,384.
Kexnord Inc.: ,Vfc Tomi>lvins. David D. : Scc--

Copple. Francis T. 233,403. -MacCoukey, James S., and Tompkins. 233,44(i.
lUioads, Peter K. : .Srr Tyrer, Gloria J.: .Sec-

Fossella, Grejrory F.. Khoads, Hoffman. .MacLeod, and <"liinn, .Steven M., and Tvrer. 2."):5 4.11
Forrest. 2;{;!,44(). CMC" Industries. Inc.: .S'rc

'-

Rival .Mfjr. Co.: See All^eyer, David F. 233,41S.
McCne. Daniel K. 233,39". Indergronnd Devices, Inc. : .Sec

—

Rohson, Arthur, to Morse Electro Products Corp. Combination -Mathews. Lvle H. 233 43!)
pedestal speaker and lamp. 233,4(!G, 10-20-74, CI. I)4S--20. Universal Optica'l Co., Inc. : See—

RofTcr. Harold. Head. 233,403, 10-20-74, CI. D4.'i - 1(!. ' Johbins, Howell S., Jr. 233 480.
Roto- .Master, Inc.: Sec— \"auj:han Furniture Co., Inc., The: Sec -

Harper, Claude M. 233,474. Keller. Huev T. 233,380.
.Sa.!.'i. Zsi;:mond L. : See— VeloHind, Inc. : See—

Weinstein. Berel, Sajii, and Godsey. 2:!3,472. Groswith, Charles T., Ill, Kuan, and Kstes. 233,477
.Saito, \asuhiro. to Kabushiki Kaisha Ricoh. Electronic calcu- Wairner, Arthur C, to Ace-In-The-Hole Inc E.xpansion

lator. 2:!:!.442, 10-20-74, CI. D2(i— .'>. chor. 233,412, 10-29-74, CI. 1)S—272
.S<-hroeder. Peter E.. to Gardisette International AG. Curtain Washington Scientific Industries, Inc. : .S'rc^

fabric. 2:!3.4t;.'), 10-20-74. CI. D47 tl. Andres, William A., Quanrud, and Koppa. 233.482.
Setim. Arthur II. Tube deburriuj; tool. 233.47.'), 10-20-74 CI. Watt. Harvev M. : .s'cc

I).")4 -4.
.S;r(ind)ick. John : See--

I.awlor. John, and S>;oinbick. 233,4:!2.
Sheinitz, Sylvan R., to Sylvan H. Shemitz, and .\ssociates Inc

Li.i:htin>: ti.xture. 233,408, 10-20-74, CI. I)4S 2:;.

Shemitz, Sylvan R., and Associates. Inc. : See—
Shemitz. Sylvan R. 233,408.

Siemens Aktienp'sellschat't : See--
Kramer. Herbert, and Hoher. 233,44.").

Slaughter, William .M. Extracting; device or the like. 233 423
10-20-74. CI. 1)12-50.

Stannseich. June: See—
Stanu.seich, Richard S., June., and Thomas. 23;{.384

Stannseich, Richard S.. J. St.-museich, and M. A. Thomas.
Support structure for cocktail bar. 233.384 10-29-74 CI
DO -113.

Sti'iner. Henry, to The Dow Chemical Co. Desk calendar or
similar article. 233.431. 10-20-74. CI. DIO 20.

Stock, (ieorjre, to Wilkinson Sword Ltd. Cond)ine(l bottle and
closure therefor. 23:{.41."», 10 20- 74, CI. DO 1(!0.

Stid)l)mann, Albert, to Kohner H

Austin, Georjie K., Jr., and Watt. 233.4S4.
Weinstein, Herel, Z. L. Sagi, and F. W. Godsev, Jr., to Hio-

Medical Sciences, Inc. Oral thermometer. 233,472, 10-20-
74, CI. D.-)2— 7.

Weir. Robert J., to Alfred Dunhill, of London, Inc. Attache
case. 2;!3,4S7, 10-20-74, CI. 1)87- .j.

White Furniture Co. : .S'cc

Keller. Iluey T. 233.394.
Whiteford. Carlton L.. to Creative Tools. Inc. Reversible drive

r.-itchet hand tool with spherical handle. 2:!3 400. 10-29-74,
CI. Ds S2.

Wiebe, Thom.is II. : See—
Kluue, i;idiir .v., Kosirof:. .md Wiebe. 2.i:!.:;s7.

Wilkinson Sword Ltd. : s< (

Stock. Geortie. 23:;.41."i.

Winter, Lloyd C. (Jolf clul). 233,4.">4, 10-29-74. CI. 1)34 .').

Writrht, Thomas E. Stool. 233,3S1, 10-2!)-74, CI. DO -20.
Xerox Cor|). : .s'cc -

Avolio. Donald R. 2.!:'..414.
Knodt. Ruedi«<'i- W. 2;;3.4s].
Lawlor. Jolm. and S;rombick. 2;i.!.4;',2.NtuDl.mann, Albert, to Kohner Rro.s., Inc. Tov multipurpose .,
'-a « m). j. on ami .-;:omoicK j. ,...-..;_'.

buildin-'. 233,4.")7 10-29-74 CI D34 -l.", 11 /a;raioli, David P.. to A.iax Hardware ( orjp. R.ickiilate. 2.33.

Tite Michael I) 'v'~ 40S. 10 29 74, CI. DS 170.
'

McOuirrie ilirvev K ,..,! T-it.. •>•<•? J-v Z.iv'.iroli, David P.. to .\jax Hardware Cori.. Pull backplat.-s.M( i^u.iii le. ii.ir\e.\ K., and late. J.{.J,4(.s. 23;;. 400, 10 20-74, CI. Ds 179
Teener Raym-nd I . H. Escutcheon plate. 23:;.410. 10-29-74. Zauner, Otto, to Owens-Illinois. Inc. Ampoule with particb

' '• ' '^ ^'•*- tra|) or similar article. 23.;. 449, lo 20 74, CI. D32 1.

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
ISSUED OCTOBER 29, 1974

Note.— First number, class; second number, subclass; third number, patent number

2.5

3R
114

123
236

1

69
73

327R
327

IG

62

93
I6S

168
179

IR
2A

CLASS 2

3.843.969
3.843.970
3,843.971

3,843,972
3,843.973

CLASS 3

3,843.974
3.843.975

CLASS 4
3,843.976

3,843,977

3.843.978

CLASS 5

3,843.980

3.843.979

CLASS 7

3,843.981

CLASS 8

3,844.710
3,844.711

3.844.712
3.844.713
3.844.714

3.844.715

CLASS 9
3,843.982
3.84 3.9X3

CLASS 10

lOR 3,843.984

CLASS 12
IR 3,843.985

I46R 3,843.986

CLASS 14
71 3.843.987
77 3.843.988

CLASS IS

50C 3,843.989
159R 3,843.990
167R 3.843,991
210.5 3,843.992
231 3.843,993
25032 3.843.1994

CLASS 16

3.843,995
3,843,996

CLASS 17

I 3,843,997
3,843,998

CLASS 23
3.844,716

3,844.718
3.844,717
3.844,719

3.844,720
3.844.721

3.844,722
3,844,723
3,844,724
3,844,725

3,844,726

97

150

47
60

230PC
253TP
253R

259
259.2

267R
270.5

273SP
300
30 IR

CLASS 24
134KC 3.843,999
230SC 3.844,000
233 3,844.001
263DH 3,844,002

CLASS 27
35 3,844.003

CLASS 28
4N 3.844.004

CLASS 29
25 13

25.17

33A
96
97
148 4A
182.3

191.6

195

203H

207. SSL

3.844,006

3,844,005
3,844,007
3,844,008
3,844,009
3,844,010
3,844,01 I

3,844,727

3,844,728
3,844,729
3,844,012
3.844,013
3,844,014 I

207 5D
407
4I9R
420.5
432
436
446
452
471.3

482
487
488
568
588
592
596

28

43 5

43.92

200
231

293

22

32

ISD

91

I25M
125R
147M
166

203 16

262
264
3I7D

3,844,015
3,844,016

3,844,017
3,844,018
3,844.021

3,844,019
3,844,020

3,844,022
3,844,730

\
3,844,023
3,844,024

3,844,025
3,844,026
3.844.027
3,844,028

3,844,029
3,844,030

3,844,031

CLASS 30
3,844,032

3,844,033
3,844,034

3,844,035
3,844,036
3,844,037

3,844,038

CLASS 32
3,844,039
3,844,040

CLASS 33
3,844,041

3,844,042
3,844,043
3.844,044

3.844,045
3,844,046
3,844,047

3,844,048

.1.844,049

3.844,050
3,844,051

16

31R

CLASS 35
3,844,052

3,844,053

CLASS 36
3,844.054

3.844,055
3.844.056

66
72

119

202
213

2 5AL
67D

CLASS 40
106.22 3.844,057

CLASS 43
27.4 3,844,058
41 3,844,060
43 13 3.844.059

CLASS 44
3.844.731

3,844,732

CLASS 46
3.844.061

CLASS 48
3.844.733
3.844.734

CLASS 49
28 3,844.062
115 3,844,063
182 3,844,066
348 3.844,064
364 3,844,065

CLASS 51
58 3,844,067

10 1 R 3,844,068
118 3,844,069
127 3,844,070
163 3,844,071
378 3,844,072

CLASS 52
20 3.844,073
81 3,844,074
100 3,844.075
107 3.844.076
200 1 3.844.087
209 3.844,077
221 ' 3,844,078

3,844,079
222 3,844,080

235
540
645
731

732
741

3

88
180
182
188

381A

16

32

34
36
74

83
102
112

174
210
213
228
233
255
341

379

126
310
504

3,844.081

3,844,082

3,844,083
3,844,084

3,844,085
3,844.086

CLASS 53
3,844.088

3.844,089
3,844,090
3.844,091

3,844,092
3,844,093

CLASS 55
3,844,735

3,844,736

3,844,737
3,844,738
3,844,739
3,844,740

3,844,741

3,844,742

3,844,743
3,844.744
3.844.745

3,844,746
3,844,747
3,844,748
3,844,749
3,844,750

CLASS 56
3,844,094
3,844,095
3.844,096

CLASS 57
34AT
34HS
53
58.89

81

122

157TS

3,844,098
3,844,097

3,844,099
3,844,100
3,844,101

3,844,102
3,844.103

23D
23R
28
42 5

59

CLASS 58
3.844.104

3,844.105

3,844.106
3.844,107
3,844,108

3908
39.14

39.15

39 I6R
39.31

39 32
39.6

3961
251
288
341

562

CLASS 60
3,844,

3,844,

3,844,

3,844,

3,844.

3,844,

3,844,

3,844,

3,844.

3,844,

3,844,

3,844,

3,844,

110
III

112

113

I 14

115

116

I09<t

117

118
119

120
121

46 5

50
72.3

133
149

268
341

354
375

15B
30E

CLASS 61

3,844,122

3,844,123
3,844,124
3,844,125
3.844.126
3.844.127
3.844.128
3.844,129

CLASS 62
3,844,130
3,844,131
3,844,132
3,844,133
3.844.134
3.844.135

CLASS 63
3.844,136

CLASS 64
3.844,137
3,844.138

CLASS 65
3.844,751
3,844.752

17

30
32
59

I 14

116

3,844,753
3.844.754

3,844,755
3,844,756
3,844,757

3.844,758

CLASS 66
50R 3,844.139
56 3,844.140
108 3,844.141

CLASS 68
19.1 3,844,142

CLASS 70
3.844.143

3,844,144

3,844,145
3,844,146
3,844,147

14

86
90

227
298

24
67
76

121

70
71

206
263
290
332
336
356
389
452
455

(

I7A
19

37.5

67. 5R
67. 8S

67.9

93

I36A

I94E
293
354
398 R
432PS
557

CLASS 71

3,844,759
3,844,760

3,844,761

3,844,762

CLASS 72

3.844,148

3,844,149

3,844,150
3,844.151

3.844.152

3.844.153

J,844.I54
3.844.155

,3,844,156
1,844.157

3,844.158

:lass 73
3.844.159

3,844,160

3,844,161

3,844.162

3.844,163
3,844,164

3,844,165

3,844,166
3,844,167

3,844,168
3,844,169

3,844,170
3,844,171

3,844,172
3,844,173

3,844,174

3,844,175

CLASS 74
10.41

89.15

128
409
473R
498

517
665GA

3.844,176

3,844,177

3,844,178
3,844,179
3,844,180
3.844.181

3.844.182

3.844,183

3,844,184

CLASS 75
.5A 3,844,763
.5R 3,844,764

lOR 3,844,765
35 3,844,766
42 3,844,767
59 3.844,768
60 3.844.769

3.844.770
68B 3.844,771
76 3,844,772
123G 3,844,773
I34F 3,844.774

3.844.775
135 3.844.776
138 3.844.777
208R 3.844.778

CLASS 81
3R 0,844,185

CLASS 82
2R 3,844,186
3 3,844,187

CLASS 83
91 3,844,188
98 3,844,189
395 3,844,190
420 3,844,191

CLASS 84
1.01 3,844,192

3,844,379
382 3,844.193

CLASS 85
79 3.844.194

CLASS 87
I 3.844.195

CLASS 89
41CE 3.844.196

CLASS 91
52 3,844,197

472 3,844,198

CLASS 93
IC 3,844,199

3,844,200
36A 3.844,201

CLASS 96
IPE 3,844.779
IM 3,844,780
1.2 3,844.783
15 3.844.781
1.7 3.844.782

22 3.844.784
29D 3.844.785
35 1 3,844.786

3.844.787

61R 3.844.788
68 3.844.789
86P 3.844.790
88 3.844,791

90PC 3,844,792
91N 3,844,793
100 3.844.794

3.844.795
114.1 3,844,797
127 3,844,798

CLASS 98
2.11 3,844,202

33 3,844,203
94 3,844,204
1I5R 3.844,205

282
589

88
100

102

111

116
129

415.1

CLASS 99
3.844.206
3.844.207

CLASS 100
3,844,208
3,844,209

CLASS

CLASS
8

46
702R

101

3,844,210
3,844,21 1

3,844.212
3,844.213
3,844.214

102

3.844,215
3,844,216

3,844,217

CLASS 104
23FS 3,844,218
25 3,844,219
148MS 3,844,220
172B 3,844,222
I72C 3,844,221
173 3,844,223
244.1 3,844,224

CLASS 105
164 3,844,225
222 3.844,226
224R 3.844,227
248 3.844,229
368T 3,844,228

CLASS 106
1 3,844,799

36 3,844,800
50 3,844,801
52 3,844,796
58 3,844.802
65 3.844.803

75

79

193D
213
2888
307
.308N
309
316

3.844.804
3.844.805

3.844,806
3.844.807

3,844,808
3,844,809
3,844.810

3.844,81 I

3,844.812

CLASS 108
60 3,844.2.30

107 3.844.231

CLASS 109
7 3,844.232

CLASS no
8R 3,844,233

CLASS 112
70 3,844.234

121.2 3,844.235

CLASS 114
.5 3,844,236

39 3,844.238
51 3.844.237
74R 3.844.239

3.844.240
123 3.844,241
I44B 3,844,242
153 3,844,243
221 A 3,844,244
235R 3,844,245

CLASS 115
2 3,844,246
41HT 3,844.247

CLASS 116
1I4R 3,844.;

CLASS
148

117

3,844.813

3,844,814

3,844.815

3,844,816
3,844,817

3,844,818

3,844,819

3.844.820
3.844.821

3.844.823
3.844.822

3,844.824
3.844.825

3.844.826

3,844.827

3.844.828
3.844,829

3,844,83(1

3,844,831

3,844,832
3,844,833
3,844,834

17,5

362

38

65.2

68
72
119

I 19.6

136

138 8UA
138.8F
139 5A
152

155L
160R
212
219
220
226

CLASS 118
2 3.844.249

31.5 3,844.250
48 3.844.251
60 3.844.252

242 3.844.253

CLASS 122
6A 3.844.254

225R 3.844.255

CLASS 123
8 45 3.844.256

3.844.257
32SP 3.844.259
43AA 3,844.258
1I9A 3,844.260

3.844,261

3,844,262
1I9C 3,844,263
136 3,844,264
139E 3,844,265
148 3,844,266

CLASS 124
I 3,844.267

24R 3.844.268

CLASS 125
13R 3.844.269

PI 51



PI52 CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
CLASS 126

IIOR 3.844.270

CLASS 127
47 3.844.835

CLASS
I

2B
2M
2R
2 IB

2. IE

63
66
80F
1456
147

159

2I4R
232
260

285
287
334R
351
354
418

28

844.271

,844,272

844,274
,844,273

e28,214
.844.275

,844,276

,844.277

,844.278

.844.279

,844.280

,844.281

,844,282

,844,283

844,284
,844.285

844.286
.844.287

,844.288
,844,289

,844.290

,844,291

,844,292

CLASS 130
6 3,844,293

CLASS 131

2 3,844,294
21A 3,844,295
186 3,844.296

CLASS 133
I

A

3.844,297
5 3.844,298

CLASS 134
6 3.844,836
57D 3,844.299

CLASS 135
4A 3.844.300
20R 3.844,301
26 3.844.302

6LN
30
86D
89

III

133

206

CLASS 136
3.844.837

3.844,838
3.844.839

3.844.840
3.844.841

3.844.842
3.844.843

5

7

78

256
271
344
399
557
624.11
630

CLA.SS 137

3.844.303

3.844.304
3.844.305
3.844.306
3.844.307
3.844.308

3.844.309
3.844.310
3.844.3 I 1

3.844.312

90
109
140

I22R

93

:

27
38

CLASS 138
3.844.313
3.844.314
3.844.315

CLASS 139

3.844.316

CLASS 140

3.844.317

CLASS

CLASS
3R

29R
75

CLASS

141

3.844.3 IX

3.844.319

144

3.844.320

145

3.844,321
3.844.322

II 5F
11 5R
I2B
31.55

103

134

5

6

19.1

19 8

CLASS 148
3.844.844
3.844.845

3.844.847
3.844.846
.1.844.848

3.844.849

3.844.850
3.844.851
3.844.852

CLASS

CLASS

158

2098

CLASS

149
3.844.853
3,844.854
'.844.855

3.844.856

151

3.844.323

152
3.844.325
3.844.326

239
354

8

17

18

53
69
78
98
178

229
238
270
307
358
360
362
498

3,844,324

3,844,327

CLASS 156
3,844.857

3.844,858

3,844.859

3.844,860

3.844.861

3.844.862

3,844.863

3.844,864

3,844,865

3,844,866
3,844,867

3,844.868
3,844,869
3,844,870
3,844,871

3,844.872

CLASS 157
1.24 3,844.328

CLASS 159
6R 3,844,329

CLASS 160
166A 3,844,330

CLASS 161
22 3.844.873

3.844.874
3.844.875
3.844.876
3,844.877

3,844,878

CLASS 162

3,844,879

3,844.880

3.844,881

57
112
I 19

156

190

36
169

297

4

70
82

132

265
277
412

3

46
55
86
105

109
110

72

212
227
246
272
273
293
297

18

46
71

75

4

311

105

170

24
67
73R
88R

5

66
94

227
228

36R

CLASS 164
3,844,331

3,844,332
3.844.333

3.844.334
3.844.335

3.844.336
3.844.337

CLASS 165
3.844.338
3.844.339
3.844.340
3.844.341

3.844.342
3.844.343
3.844.344

CLASS 166
3.844.345

3.844.346
3.844.347
3.844.348

3.844.349
3.844.350
3.844.351

3.844.352

CLASS 169
3.844.353
3.844.354
3.844.355
3,X44.356

37
44
78

CLA.SS 172
3.844.357

3.844.358

CLA.SS 173
3.844.359
3.844.360

CLA.SS 174
3.845.233
3.845.234
3.845.235

3.845.236

CLA.SS 175
Re. 28. 2 18

3.844.361

3.844.362
3.844.363
3,844.364

CLASS 176
3.844.882
3.844.883
3.844.884

3.844.885
3.844.886
3.844.887
3.844.888

177
3.844.365

CLA.SS
256

CLA.SS
5 8R
6

7 3D

7 3S

178
3.845.238

3.845.239
3.845.242
3.845.241
3.845.243

3.845.240

IGO
IVC
IE

5R
6R
84VF
100.4R
122

I46R
179

CLASS 179

3.845,245

3,845,244
3,845,246
3,845,247

3,845,248

3,845,249
3,845,250
3,845,251

3,845,252

3,845.253

5R

66R
68P
73R
77R
79.1

79.2R
90.6

CLASS 180
3.844.366

3.844.367
3.844.368

3.844.369
3.844.370
3.844.371

3.844.372
3.844.373

3.844.374

CLASS 181
33HC 3.844.375

3.844.376

CLASS 182
6 3.844.377

141 3.844.378

CLASS 184
15R 3.844.380

CLASS 186
-"^ 3.844.381

CLASS 187
9 3.844.382
29R 3.844.383

CLASS 188
70B 3.844.385
72.5 3.844.384

167 3.844.386
187 3.844.387
I96R 3.844.388
322 3.844.389

CLASS 192
26 3.844.390
41

A

3.844.391
45 3.844.392
87 11 3.844.393

CLASS 194
10 3.844.394

CLASS 195
51R 3.844.889
62 3.844.890
68 3.844.891

3.844.892
115 3.844.893
127 3.844.894
139 3,844.895

3.844.896
142 3.844.897

CLASS 197
IR 3,844.395
1.5 3.844.396

19 VX44.397

CLA.SS 198
3.844.40040

41

99
109

165

3.844.401

3.844.402
3.844.403
3.844.398

3.844,399
3,844.404
3.844.405

3.844.406

CLASS 200
3.845.25^
3.845.254
3.845.256
3.845.257

3.845.258
3.845.259
3.845.260
3.845.26!

3.845.262
3.845.263
3.845.264
3.845.265

CLASS 202
3.844.898

3.844.899
3.844.900
3.844.901

CLASS 203
3.844.902
3.844.903

CLASS 204
IT 3.844.905
9 3.844.906

12 3.844.907
35N 3.844.908
40 3.844.909
45R 3.844.910
56R 3.844.904

204

213

5EA
5A

38R
61 86

81H
81 9R
83N
85A
144B
153SC
214
835

154

173
227
263

46
51

73A
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PI 56 GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX OF RESIDENCE OF INVENTORS
3,844,150
3,844,176

3,844,235

3,844,321

3,844,377
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